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ENCYCLOPEDIA BEITANNICA.

GOU-GOU
GOUDA, or Tee Gouwe, a town of the Netterlands in

tli6 province of South Holland, at the confluence of

tho Gouw with the Yssel, 12 miles N.E. of Kotterdam, at

the junction of the railway from that city with the line

between the Hague and Utrecht. The town is for the most

part laid out in an open and lightsome manner, aud like the

other towns of Holland is intersected by numerous canals.

Portions of the old fortifications are changed into promen-

ades, aud the suburban quarters, Fluweelensingel, Bleekers-

singel, Kattensingel, and Turfsiugel, are adorned with fine

trees. The Groote Markt is the largest market square in

Holland- Among the churches—five of which are Pro-

testant, two Roman Catholic, and one Old Catholic—the

first place belongs to the church of St John (Janskerk), a

building of the 16th century, which replaced an earlier

structure of the 15th, and which is not only remarkable for

its dimensions, 315 feet in length and 150 feet broad,

but possesses a celebrated organ, and a series of splendid

painted' windows, several of which are the workmanship of

Dirk and Wouter Krabeth (1555-1603). (Compare Ex-
planation of the Famous and Renoivned Glass Work, <fec.,

Gouda, 1876, reprinted from an older volume, 1718.) Of
the other public buildings it is sufficient to mention the

town-house, with a fine Gothic facade, founded ifl 1449, but
rebuilt in 1690, the weigh-house, the house of correction for

women, the gymnasium, St Catherine's hospital, and tho
music hall. A public library containing many rare and
valuable works is kept in St John's church, and a muni-
cipal museum of antiquities was opened in 1874. In the
time of the counts the wealth of Gouda was mainly derived
from brewing and cloth weaving: about 1510, for example,
the breweries numbered 156, and upwards of 1000 pieces

of cloth were made in the course of the year ; but at a later

date the making of tobacco pipes became the staple trade,

and in the middle of the 18th century gave employment to

3000 men. Though this industry has in turn declined,

Gouda still possesses large pipe works and potteries ; and
among its other establishments are a celebrated manufactory
of etearino candles, a yarn factory, an oil refinery, and cigar
factories. It has also a good transit and shipping trade,

and its market for cheese has made its name widely known
throughout P^uropo. The population of the commune was,
in 1796, 11,715; in 1830, 14,878; in 1850, 13,788; in

lt-1 ^^^

1860, 14,843 ; and in 1870, after a slight addition of urea,

16,233. At the last date the town proper numbered 15,174

inhabitants. The greater proportion belong to the Dutch

Reformed Church, but nearly 6000 are Roman Catholics.

Gouda received its constitution as a town from Count

Floris V. in 1272. In 1382 it had only 820 houses ; but

it rapidly increased, and in the 14th century it was

the fifth in size of the towns of Holland. The rise of

Amsterdam made it only the sixth ; but it retained this

position till the revolution of 1795. The principal facts

in its history are the attack by the people of Utrecht in

1488; the repulse of the Spaniards in 1574; tho de-

struction of the castle of the lords of Gouda in 1577 ; the

voluntary flooding of the surrounding country as a defence

against the French in 1672; the great inundation of

November 1775 ; and the riots of 1787.

GOUDIMEL, Claude, composer of tho 16th century,

must be named amongst the founders of modern music.

The French and the Belgians claim him as their country-

man, and the place of his birth is not sufficiently established.

In all probability, however, lie was born at Vaison near

Avignon, about the year 1510. As to his early education

we know little or nothing, but the excellent Latin in which

some of his letters were written prove that, in addition to

his musical knowledge, ho also acquired a good classical

training. In 1540 we find him established in Rome at tho

head of a music-school, and here, amongst many other cele-

brated musicians, Palestrina, the greatest master of the

early Italian school, and one of the greatest masters of all

schools, was amongst his pupils. About the middle of the

century he seems to have left Rome for Paris, where, in con-

junction with Jean Duchemin, he published, in 1555, a

sotting of Horace's Odes, entitled, lloratii Flacci odcc omnet

quotquot carminum generihus dilTerunt ad rliythmos musicoa

redactw. Infinitely more important is another collection

of vocal pieces, a setting of the celebrated French version

of tho Psalms by Marot and Beza {Lea Psaumes de David,

mis en rime Franr^aise par Clement Marot et Theodore de

Bae, mis en musiquc jxir Claude Ooudimel), publisliod in

1665. It is written in four parts, tho melody being

assigned to tho tenor. Some of the tunes were probably

of popular origin, aud they are still used by tho French

Protestant Church. Others were adopted by the German
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•Lutliorans, a German imitation of tlie Frencli versions

of the Psalms in the same metres having been published

at an early date. There is little doubt that, at the

time of the last-named composition, Goudimel had em-
braced the new faith, although the French version of the

Psalms was at firs.t used by Catholics as well as Protestants.

Seven j^ears later he fell a victim to religious fanaticism

during the St Bartholomew massacres at Lyons (24th

August 1572), his death, it is stated, being duo to " les

ennemis de la gloire de Dieu et quelques m^chants envieux

do I'honneur qu'il avait acquis." In addition to the collec-

tions already named, many of his works are preserved.

Masses and motets belonging to his Roman period are

found in the Vatican library, and in the archives of

various churches in Rome; others were published. Thus
the work entitled Miisce tres a Claudia Goudimel jyrcestan-

tisslmo mnsir.o auctore, nunc primum in lucem «?iV(5, contains

one mass by the learned editor himself, the other two
being by Claudius Sermisy and Jean Maillard respectively.

Another collection, La fleur des chansons des deux phis
excellens musiciens de nostre temps, consists of part songs

by Goudimel and Orlando di Lasso. Burney gives a

motet of Goudimel's, Domine quid muUiplicati sunt, in

Lis history.

GOUGH, Hugh Gough, Viscount (1779-1869), British

field-mars iial, was of Irish origin, and was a descendant

of Francis Gough, who was made bishop of Limerick in

1626. He was born at Woodstown, Limerick, November
3, 1779. After holding for a short time a commission in

his father's regiment of militia, he was transferred to the

line as ensign in August 1794, and was very soon after

promoted lieutenant. In the following year he served with

the 78th Highlanders at the Cape of Good Hope, taking

part in the capture of Cape Town and of the Dutch fleet

in Saldanha Bay. His next service was in the West Indies,

where, with the 87th (Royal Irish Fusiliers), he shared
in the attack on Porto Rico, the capture of Surinam, and
the brigand war in St Lucia, In 1809 he was called to

take part in the Peninsular War, and, joining the army
under Wellington, commanded his regiment as major in the

operations before Oporto, by which the town was taken from
tliB French. At Talavera he was severely wounded, and
had his horse shot under him. For his conduct on this

occasion he was afterwards promoted lieutenant-colonel, his

commission, on the recommendation of Wellington, being
antedated from the day of the duke's despatch. He was
thus, as pointed out in Hart's Army List, the first officer

who ever recaived brevet rank for services performed in the

field at the head of a regiment. He was next engaged at

the battle of Barossa, at which his regiment captured a
French eagle. At the defence of Tarifa the ^ost of danger
was assigned to him, and he compelled the enemy to raise

the siege. At Vittoria, -where Gough again distinguished

himself, his regiment captured the baton of Marshal
Jourdan. He was again severely wounded at Nivelle, and
was soon after created a knight of St Charles by the king
of Spain. In recognition of his services the citizens of

Dublin presented him with the freedom of the city and with
a costly sword. ,At the close of the war he returned home
and enjoyed a respite of some years from active service.

Ke next took command of a regiment stationed in the south
of Ireland, discharging at the same tiine the duties of a
magistrate during a period of agitation. Gough did not
attain the rank of field-officer till 1830, when he was pro-

moted major-general. Seven years later a new epoch
opened for him ; he was sent to India to take command of

the_ Mysore division of the army. But not long after his

arrival in India, the difficulties which had arisen between
the Chinese and British Governments, and which led to the

first Chinese war, made the presence of an energetic general

on the scene indispensable, and Gough was appointed
commander-in-chief of the British forces in China. This
post he held during all the operations of the war ; and by
his great achievements and numerous victories in the face
of immense difficulties, he at length enabled the English
plenipotentiary, Sir H. Pottinger, to dictate peace on his
own terms, and on terms of perfect equality with the emperor.
Alter the conclusion of the treaty of Nanking in August
1842 the British forces were withdrawn; and before the
close of the year Gough was created a baronet, and was
invested with the grand cross of the Bath. He also received
the thanks of both Houses of Parliament. Returning to

India, he was appointed (August 1843) commander-in-
chief of the British forces in India. In December 1843 he
took the command in person against the Mahrattas, and
defeated them at Maharajpore, capturing more than fifty

guns. He defeated them again at Punniar, and peace
was then concluded at Gwalior. In 1845 occurred the

rupture with the Sikhs, who crossed the Sutlej in large

numbers, and Sir Hugh Gough conducted the operations

against them. In this campaign he was well supported
by Lord Hardinge, the governor -general, who had been
his comrade in the Peninsula, and now volunteered to

serve under him. The Sikhs were defeated in three great

battles in rapid succession—at Moodkee, Ferozeshah, and
Sobraon,—and submitted to make peace soon after at

Lahore. The services of Sir Hugh Gougli on these occasions

were rewarded by a vote of thanks from both Houses of

Parliament, and by his elevation to the peerage of the

United Kingdom as Baron Gough (April 1846). The war
broke out again in 1848, and again Lord Gough took the

field. With unabated energy he defeated the Sikhs at

Kamnuggar, and at Chillianwallah, and finally broke their

power by his de.cisive victory at Gujrat (February 1849).

He was now succeeded as commander-in-chief by Sir Charles

Napier, and, returning to England, was raised to a vis-

countcy, and for the third time received the thanks of both

Houses of Parliament. A pension of £2000 per annum was
granted to him by parliament, and an equal pension by the

East India Company. He did not again see active service.

In 1854 he was appointed colonel of the Royal Horse

Guards, and two years later he was sent to the Crimea to

invest Marshal Pelissier and other officers with the insignia

of the Bath. Honours were multiplied upon' him during

his latter years. He was made a knight of St Patrick,

being the first knight of the order who did not hold an

Irish peerage, was sworn a privy councillor, was named a
knight grand commander of the Star of India, and in

November 1862 was made field-marshal. He was twice

married, and left children by both his wives. He died at

his seat near Dublin, March 2, 1869.

GOUGH, RiCHAED (1735-1809), an English antiquary^

was the son of a wealthy East India director, and was bom
in London, October 1, 1735. He received his early educa^

tion privatel}', and his literary talents developed with sucli

precocity that, at the age of twelve and a half years, he had

completed the translation of a history of the Bible from the

French, which his mother printed for private circulation;

at the age of fifteen he wrote a translation of Fleury's

work on the customs of the Israelites ; and at sixteen

he had published an elaborate work entitled Atlas Re-

novatns, or GeograjAy modernized. In 1752 he entered

Benet College, Cambridge, where his taste for antiquarian

research received additional impulse, and where he com-

menced his work on British topography, which was pub-

lished in 1768. After leaving Cambridge in 1756, he

began a series of antiquarian excursions in various parts of

Great Britain, the fruit of which was seen in the volumes

which he subsequently published. In 1773 he began to

prepare an edition in English of Camden's Briiajinia. but
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ihe work did not appear till 1789. Meantime he pub-

lished, in 1786, the first volume of his splendid work, the

Sepulchral Monuments of Great Britain, applied to illustrate

the history offamilies, m.anners, habits, and arts at the dif-

ferent periods from the Norman Conquest to the Seventeenth

Century. This volume, which contained the first four cen-

turies, was followed in 1796 by a second volume containing

the I5th century, and an introduction to the second volume

appeared in 1799. Gough was chosen a fellow of the

Socie^ty of Antiquaries of London in 1767, and from 1771

to 1791 he was its director. He was elected F.R.S. in

1775. He died at his residence at Enfield, 20th February

1809. His'books and manuscripts relating to Anglo-Saxon

and northern literature, all his collections in the department

of British topography, and a large number of his drawings

and engravings of other arch^ological remains, were be-

queathed to the university of Oxford.

Among the minor works of Gough are An Account of the Bedford

ifUsal (in MS. ) ; A Catalogue of the Court of CantUe, Kii>-g of Den,-

mark, 1777; History of Fleshy in Essex, 1803; A7t Account of
the Coins of tke Seleucidce, Kings of Syria, 1803; and History of
the Society of Antiquaries o/ Zo)K/on,' prefixed to their Archceologia.

He also published several new editions of autif^uarian works by
other authors.

GOUJET, Claude Pierre (1697-1767), a French abb(5

and litterateur, was born at Paris, 19th October 1697. He
studied at the college of the Jesuits, and at the College

Mazarin, but he nevertheless became a strong Jan.senist.

In 1705 he assumed the ecclesiastical habit, in 1719 entered

the order of Oratorians, and soon afterwards was named
canon of St Jacques I'Hopital. On account of his ex-

treme Jani'.nist opinions ho suffered considerable persecu-

tion from ti\e Jesuits, and several of his works were sup-

pressed at their instigation. In his latter years his health

began to fail, and he lost his eyesight. As he received

little remuneration for his writings, ho came also to be in

circumstances of great poverty, and was compelled to sell

his library, a sacrifice which hastenedhia death, which took

place at Paris, Ist February 1767.
He is the author of a large number of works, of which the prin-

cipal are:

—

SuppUmeiU au Dictioniiaire de Moriri, Paris, 1735, and
a Ifouveau SuppUmeni to a subsequent edition of the work; Biblio-

thiqiu fran^ise, ou Hisloire lilliraire de la Francs, 18 vols., Paris,

1710-1769 ; Vies des Saints, 7 vols., 1730 ; M6moires hisloriques et

litliraires sur le Collige royal de France, 3 vols., Paris, 1758 ; His-
toiredes Iiwuisitions, Paris, 1752; and an edition of the Diction-

naire, of which he has also given an abridgment. See Mimoires
hist, et liU. de I'Abbl Goujet, 1707.

QOUJON, Jean, was the most distinguished sculptor

produced by France during the 16 th century. Although
some evidence has been offered in favour of the date 1520
{Archives de I'Art fraw;ais, vol. iii. p. 350), the time and
place of his birth are still uncertain. The first mention of

his name occurs in the accounts of the church of St Maclou
at Rouen in the year 1540, and in the following year he
was employed at the cathedral of the same town, where
he added to the tomb of Cardinal d'Amboise a statue of his

nephew Georges, afterwards removed. The tomb of Louis

de Brez^, executed somo time after 1545, has also been
attributed to Goujon, but there is no evidence in point, nor
even any tradition, of the fact. On leaving Eouen, Goujon
was employed by Pierre Lescot, the celebrated architect of

the Louvre, on the restorations of St Germain rAuxorrois
;

the building accounts—some of which for the years 1542-
44 were discovered by M. de Laborde on a piece of parch-

ment binding—specify as his work, not only the carvings

of the pulpit (Louvre), but also a Notre Dame de Pidt(5,

now lost. In 1547 appeared Martin's French translation of

Vitruvius, the illustrations of which were due, the tnjnslator

tells us in his "Dedication to the King" to Goujon, "nagnercs
architecte de Monseigneur lo Conn(5tabIe, et niaintennnt un
des v6tres." We loam from this stutement, not only thitl

Ooiyou had been taken into the royal service on the acrfis-

sion pf Henry II., but also that he had been previously em-
ployed under Bullant on the chateau of ficouen. At the

Louvre, Goujon, under the direction of Lescot, executed

the carvings of the south-west angle of the court, the reliefs

of the Escalier Henri II., and the Tribune des Cariatides.

About a year before the execution of the Caryatides, for

which Goujon .received 737 livres on September 5, 1560,

he produced, according to unbroken tradition, the reliefs

of. the Fontaine des Innocents (Louvre, and tre silu); oftcr

which he is supposed to have been occupied in work des-

tined for the decoration of the chateau of Anet, then

building for Diana of Poitiers. Unfortunately the building

accounts of Anet have disappeared, but tradition not only

ascribes to Goujon the ckif d'ceiim-e of French sculpture,

the Diane Chasseresse now in the Louvre, but asserts that

he also executed a vast number of other works of equal

importance, destroyed or lost since 1792. In 1555 his

name appears again in the Louvre accounts, and continues

to do so every succeeding year up to 1561, when all trace

of him is lost. In the course of this year an attempt was
made to turn out of the royal employment all those who
were suspected of Huguenot tendencies. Goujon has always

been claimed as a Eeforraer; it is consequently possible

that he was one of the victims of this attack. We should

therefore probably ascribe the work attributed to him in

the Hotel Carnavalet (mi situ), together with much else

executed in various parts of Paris—but now dispersed or

destroyed— to a period intervening between the date of

his dismissal from the Louvre and his death (of which

there is no evidence), which is said to have taken place

during the St Bartholomew massacre in 1572. Goujon's

work is remarkable—as may be observed in the sculpture

of the Louvre—for its perfect harmony with the archi-

tectural lines which it was intended to enrich or accompany,

and is distinguished in a supreme degree by that elegance

which was the leading characteristic of the school of which

he was the chief representative. His treatment of the

nude (Diane Chasseresse), both in style of line and choice

of forms, attains a degree of accomplished perfection which,

in its complete fulfilment of the proposed—though very

different—ideal, comes nearer to the character of tranquil

achievement, which marks all classic art, than any other

work of modern times.

Engravings after Goujon will be found in Cicognara's Storia delta

Scultura, and in M. de Clarac's Music du Louvre. M. Berty lias

given a brief notice of his life and works in Orands archilectct

franmis de la, Renaissance ; and a fuller account will be found in

Mrs Pattison's Renaissance of Art in France.

GOULD, Augustus Addison (1805-1866), American

conohologist, was born at New Ipswich, New Hampshire,

April 23, 1805, graduated at Harvard College in 1825, and

took his degree of doctor of medicine in 1830. Thrown
from boyhood on his own exertions, it was only by industry,

perseverance, and self-denial that he obtained the means to

pursue his earlier and later studies. Establishing himself

in Boston, he devoted himself to the practice of medicine,

and finally rose to high professional rank and social i)osi.

lion. He became president of the Massachusetts Medical

Society, and was employed as authority in editing tlig

vital statistics of the state. As a conohologist hia repu,

tation is world-wide. With Say, Conrad, Adams, Anthony.

Lee, Binney, and others, he was a pioneer of the science

in America. His writings fill many pages of the publica-

tions of the Bo.ston Society of Natural History (see vol. li.

p. 197 for a list) and other periodicals. He published

with Agassiz the Principles of Zooln-jy ; he edited tlio

Terrestrial Airhrealhinij ifolltiskt of Binney; he trniislated

Lamarck's Genera of Shells. The two most important

monuments to his scientific work, however, are 2'hc Mol-

insks and Shells of the United States ciplorinc; expedition

under Commodore Wilkc.>f. published by the Goveraoieut,
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and the Report on the Invertelrata published by order of

the legislature of Massachusetts in 1841. A second edition

of the latter work was authorized in 1865, and published

in 1870 after the author's deaj.h, which took place at

Boston, September 18, 1866. Gould was an active membfer

of the Boston Society of Natural History, and a corre-

sponding member of all the prominent American scientific

societies, and many of those of Europe, including the

English Royal Society.

GOUR. See Gat7e.

GOURD, a name given to various plants of the order

CucurUlaceae, but more strictly applied to those belonging

to the genus Cucurhita, monoecious trailing herbs of annual

duration, with long succulent stems furnished with tendrils,

and large, rough, palmately-lobed leaves ; the flowers, reti-

culated with veins, are generally large and of a bright

yellow or orange colour, the barren ones with the stamens

united ; the fertile are followed by (;he large, succulent fruit

that gives the gourds their chief economic value. Many
varieties of Cucurhita are under cultivation in tropical and

temperate climates, especially in southern Asia ; but it is

extremely difficult to refer them to definite specific groups,

on account of the facility with which they hybridize ; while

it is very doubtful whether any of the original forms now
exist in the wild state. M. Naudin, who made a careful

and interesting series of observations upon this genus, came

to the concliision that all varieties known in European

gardens might be referred to six original species ;
probably

three, or at most four, have furnished the edible kinds in

ordinary cultivation ; and, as all these appear occasionally

to hybridize, their limits must be regarded as very uncertain.

Adopting the specific names usually given to the more

familiar forms, the most important of the gourds, from an

economic point of view, is perhaps C. maxima, the Potiron

Jaune of the French, the. red and yellow gourd of British

gardeners, the spheroidal fruit of which is remarkable for

ita enormous size : the colour of the somewhat rough rind

varies from white to bright yellow, while in some kinds it

remains green ; the fleshy interior is of a deep yeUow or

orange tint. This valuable gourd is grown extensively in

southern Asia and Europe. In Turkey and Asia Minor

it jrields, at some periods of the year, an important article

of diet to the people ; immense quantities are sold in the

markets of Constantinople, where in the winter the heaps

of one variety with a white rind are described by Walsh as

resembling mounds of snowballs. The yellow kind attains

occasionally a weight of upwards of 240 fc. It grows well

in central Europe and the United States, while in the south

of Englapid it will produce its gigantic fruit in perfection in

hot summers. The yeUow flesh of this gourd and its

numerous varieties yields a considerable amount of nutri-

ment, and is the more valuable as the fruit can be kept,

even in warm climates, for a long time. In France and in

ihe East it is much used in soups and ragouts, while simply

boiled it forms a substitute for other table vegetables ; the

taste has been compared to that of a young carrot. In some
countries the larger kinds are employed as cattle food. The
seeds yield by expression a large quantity of a bland oil,

which is used for the same purposes as that of the poppy
and olive. The " mammoth " gourds of English and
American gardeners appear to belong to this species, or to

hybrids between it and another valuable member of the

group, the pumpkin, C. Pepo, well known in English cottage

gardens, and largely cultivated in continental Europe and
North America. The pumpkin varies much in form, being

sometimes nearly globular, but more generally oblong or

ovoid in shape ; the rind is smooth, and very variable in

colour. This gourd is a useful plant to the American back-

woods farmer, yielding, both in the ripe and unripe condi-

tion, a valuable fodder for his cattle and^pigs, being fre-

quently planted at intervals among the maize that consti-

tutes his chief crop. The larger kiuds acquire a weight of

from 40 to 80 H), but smaller varieties are in more esteem

for garden culture. When ripe, the pumpkin is boiled or

baked, or made into various kinds of pie, alone or mixed
with other fruit ; while small and green; it may be eaten

like the vegetable marrow. Some of the varieties of G.

maxima and Pepo contain a considerable quantity of sugar,

amounting in the sweetest kinds to 4 or 5 per cent.', and in

the hot plains of Hungary efforts have been made to make,

use 'of them as a commercial source of sugar, fhe youngi

shoots of both these large gourds may be given to cattle, and
admit of being eaten as a green vegetable when boiled.

The vegetable marrow, C. ovifera, regarded by Naudin as a
variety of C. Pepo, is much esteemed in England for the

delicate flavour of its fruit, which is eaten boiled, in the

immature state, as a pleasant summer vegetable. A large

number of varieties are in cultivation,—the larger oblong or

pear-shaped kinds growing a foot or more in length, while

some are comparatively smalL This useful esculent will

succeed in any warm and open situation, if planted over a

small trench filled with manure; it is often trained over the

fences of cottage gardens, and may be sometimes seen

flourishing on the sunny side of railway cuttings in the

south of England. C. Melopepo, is the squash or bush

gourd, a favourite vegetable in the United States and in

parts of continental Europe, but less cultivated in Britain

than the preceding. It has a somewhat different habit from

most of the family, having more rigid shoots and a tendency

towards a shrubby mode of growth ; the fruit, yellowish

when ripe, is smaller than the pumpkin, and of various

shapes, usually with many angles or projections; some sorts

resemble a turban, others many-comered hats, whence fan-

ciful names have been applied to them. The number of

kinds is considerable, especially in the United States, where

the squashes are much cultivated ; the larger kinds are

grown as food for pigs and cattle, besides being valued as

table esculents ; for cooking they should be used in the

unripe condition. Many smaller gourds are cultivated in

India and other hot climates, and some have been introduced

into English gardens, rather for the beauty of their fruit

and foliage than for their esculent qualities. Among these

is C. AurqrUia, the orange gourd, bearing a spheroidal

fruit, like a large orange in form and colour ; in Britain it

is generally too bitter to be palatable, though applied to

culinary purposes in Turkey and the Levant. C. pyri-

formis, C. verrucosa, and C. moschala are likewise occasion-

ally eaten, especially in the immature state ; and eeveral

other gourds are used as esculents in India and the neigt-

bouring countries.

The bottle-gourds are now generally- placed in a separate

genus, Lagenaria, cliiefly differing from Cucurhita in the

anthers being free instead of adherent. The bottle-gourd

properly so-called, L. vulgaris, is a climbing plant with

downy, heart-shaped leaves and beautiful white flowers

:

the remarkable fruit first begins to grow in the form of an

elongated cylinder, but gradually widens towards the ex-

tremity, until, -when ripe, it resembles a flask with a narrow

neck and large rounded bulb ; it sometimes attains a length

of 7 feet. When ripe, the pulp is removed from the neck,

and the interior cleared by leaving water standing in it

;

the woody rind that remains is used as a bottle : or the

lower part is cut off and cleared out, forming a basin-like

vessel applied to the same domestic purposes as the cala-

bash (Crescentia) of the West Indies; the smaller varieties,

divided length-wise, form spoons. The ripe fruit is apt to

be bitter and cathartic, but while immature it is eaten by

the Arabs and Turks. When about the " size of a small

cucumber," Lane says, it is stuffed with rice and minced

meat, flavoured with pepper, onions,. die, and then boiled,
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forming a favourite dish witU Eastern ephiures. The
elongated snake-gourds of India and China (Tric/iosauC/ies)

are said to be used in curries and stews.

All the gourds have a tendency to secrete the cathartic

principle colocynlhin, and in many varieties of Cucurbila and

the allied genera it is often elaborated to such an extent

as to render them unwholesome,' or even poisonous. The
seeds of some species possess rather strong anthelmintic

properties ; those of the common pumpkin are frequently

administered in America as a vermifuge. The cultivation

of gourds commenced far beyond the dawn of history, and

the esculent species have become so modified by culture

that the original plants from which they havo descended

can no longer be traced. The abundance of varieties in

India would seem to indicate that part of Asia as the birth-

place of the present edible forms ; but some appear to have

been cultivated in all the hotter regions of that continent,

and in North Africa, from the earliest ages, while the

Romans ware familiar with at least certain kinds of Cncur-

hita, and with the bottle-gourd. It is even doubtful

whether the culture of gourds had not spread to the

American continent before its discovery by Europeans ; for

the Indian tribes of the interior were certainly in possession

of some kinds at a date so early that it is difficult to

believe they had received them from the settlers. Dr Asa

Gray has even suggested that some of these esculent forms

may possibly have been indigenous to the American plains.

Most of the annual gourds may be gro\vii successfully in

Britain. They are usually raised in hotbeds or under frames,

and planted out in rich soil in the early summer as soon as

the nights become warm. The more ornamental kinds may
be trained over trellis-work, a favourite mode of displaying

them in the East ; but the situation must be sheltered and
eunny. Even the Lagenarice will sometimes produce fine

fruit when so treated in the southern counties, (c. p. j.)

GOURGAUD, Gaspard, Baeon (1783-1852), a French
general of artillery, was born at Versailles, 14th September
1783. After studying at the polytechnic school and at the

artillery school of Chalons, ho joined the artillery in 1802,

and, having acquitted himself with distinction in several

campaigns, he received in 1807 the cross of honour and the

grade of captain. He served in the subsequent Spanish and
Austrian campaigns, and in 1811 he was sent to report on
the strength of the fortifications of Dantzic, a mission which

he fulfilled so much to the satisfaction of Napoleon that he

was named one of the emperor's ordnance officers. During
the Russian campaign he was the first to enter the Kremlin
at Moscow, where he remove;! the match from a largo

quantity of powder the explosion of which would in all pro-

bability havo destroyed the emperor's life. For this service

ho received the title of baron. Ho accompanied the em-
peror in his subsequent campaigns, and in 1814, at the

battle of Brienne, wi"" again successful in delivering him
from imminent periL After the accession of Louis XVIII.
ho was named chief of the staff of the first artillery division,

but on the return of Napoleon from Elba ho was neverthe-

less named by him adjutant and general, and took part in

the battle of Waterloo. Being one of the threo French
officers chosen by Napoleon to accompany him to St Helena,
ho was employed there in collecting materials for a history

of Napoleon's campaigns, but on account of some misunder-
standing with Montholon, he left the island, and went to

England. Ho published in 1818 La Campagne de 1815,
and ho also endeavoured to interest the emperors of Russia
and Austria in Napoleon's behalf. Shortly afterwards ho
was expelled from England as a spy of Napoleon's. Return-
ing to France in 1821, ho published, along with Montholon,
in 1823, Memoires de Napoleon d, Sainte-IIeline. His re-

ply in 1825 to Sigyii'aUistoire de la Grande Armee was the
occasion of a duel between the two authors ; and he also,

in 1827, became involved in a controversy with Sir Walter

Scott regarding some statements made by the latter in his

life of Napoleon. After the July revolution of 1830,

Gourgaud was appointed to the command of the artillery of

Paris and Vincennes ; in 1832 he was named aide-de-camp

of the king, and in 1835 lieutenant-general. In 1840 he

was one of the commissioners sent to bring the remains of

Napoleon to France. On the occurrence of the revolution

of February 1848 his name was struck off the list of

generals, but after the events of the following June he was

chosen colonel of the first legion of the national guard of

Paris. In 1849 he was elected representative of the legisla-

tive assembly for the department of Deux-Sfevres. He died

25th July 1852.

GOUT, a specific constitutional disorder connected with

excess of uric acid in the blood, and manifesting itself by
inflammation of joints, with deposition therein of urate of

soda, and also by morbid changes in various important

organs.

The term gout, which was first used about the end of the

13th century, is derived through the French goutte from the

Latin guita, a drop, in allusion to the old pathological doc-

trine (which in the present case seems to be essentially the

correct one) of the dropping of a morbid material from the

blood within the joints. The disease was known and de-

scribed by the ancient Greek physicians under various terms,

which, however, appear to have been applied by them alike

to rheumatism and gout. The general term arthriiis

{apdpov, a joint) was employed when many joints were tha

seat of inflammation ; while in those instances where tha

disease was limited to one part the terms used bore refer-

ence to such locality ; hence podagra (iroSaypa, from ttovs,

the foot, and aypa, a seizure), chiragra {x"p, the hand),

goiiagra {yow, the knee), &c.

Hippocrates in his Aphorisms speaks of gout as occurring

most commonly in spring and autumn, and mentions the

fact that women are less liable to it than men. He also

gives directions as to treatment. Celsus gives a similar

account of the disease. Galen regarded gout as an un-

natural accumulation of humours in a part, and the chalk-

stones as the concretions of these, and he attributed tho

disease to over-indulgence and luxury. Gout is alluded to

in the works of Ovid and Pliny, and Seneca in his 95th
epistle mentions tho prevalence of gout among tho Roman
ladies of his day as one of the results of their high-living

and debauchery. Lucian in his Tragopodagra gives an

amusing account of the remedies employed for the cure of

gout.

In all times this disease has engaged a large share of the

attention of physicians, from its wide prevalence, and from
the amount of sufl'ering which it entails. Sydenham, tho

famous English physician of tho 17th century, wrote an
important treatise on tho subject, and his description of tho

gouty paroxysm, all the more vivid from his having himself

been afflicted with the disease for thirty-four years, b still

quoted by writers as the most graphic and exhaustive

account of the .symptomatology of gout. Subsequently

Cullon, recognizing gout as capable of manifesting itself in

various ways, divided tho disease into regular gout, which
affects the joints only, and irregular goiU, where tho gouty

disposition exhibits itself in other forms ; and the latter

variety ho subdivided into atonic gold, where tho most pro-

minent symptoms are throughout referable to the stomacli

and alimentary canal ; retroccdait gout, where tho inflam-

matory attack suddenly disappears from an affected joint and
serious disturbance takes place in some internal organ,

generally the stomach or heart ; and misplaced gout, whore

from tho first tho disease docs not appear externally, but

reveals itself by an inflammatory attack of some intcriuil

part. Dr Garrod, one of tho most eminent living authorities
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en gout, adopts a division somewhat similar to though

simpler than that of Cullen, namely, regular govt, which

affects the joints alone, and is either acute or chronic, and

yrregular gout, affecting non-articular tissues, or disturbing

the functions of various organs.

It is often stated that the attack of gout comes on with-

out any previous warning ; but, while this is true in many
instances, the reverse is probably as frequently the case, and

the premonitory symptoms, especially in those who have

previously sufiered from the disease, may be sufficiently

precise to indicate the impending seizure. Among the more

common of these may be mentioned marked disorders of

the digestive organs, with a feeble and capricious appetite,

flatulence and pain after eating, and uneasiness in the right

side in the region of the liver. A remarkable tendency to

gnashing of the teeth is sometimes observed. This symp-

tom was first noticed by Dr Graves, who connected it with

irritation in the urinary organs, which also is present as one

of the premonitory indications of the gouty attack. Various

forms of nervous disturbance also present themselves in the

form of general discomfort, extreme irritability of temper,

and various perverted sensations, such as that of numbness

and coldness in the limbs. These symptoms may persist

for many days and then undergo amelioration immediately

before the impending paroxysm. On the night of the

attack the patient retires to rest apparently well, but about

two or three o'clock in the morning is awoke with a painful

feeling in the fopt, most commonly in the ball of the great

toe, but it may be in the instep or heel, or in the thumb.

With the pain there often occurs a distinct shivering

followed by feverishness. The pain soon becomes of the

most agonizing character : in the words of Sydenham, "now
Tt is a violent stretching and tearing of the ligaments, now
it is a gnawing pain, and now a pressure and tightening; so

exquisite and lively meanwhile is the part affected that it

cannot bear the weight of the bedclothes, nor the jar of a
person walking in the room."

When the affected part is examined it is found to be
swollen and of a deep red hue. The superjacent skin is

tense and glistening, and the surrounding veins are more or

less distended. After a few hours there is a remission of

the pain, slight perspiration takes place, and the patient

may fall asleep. The pain may continue moderate during
the day but returns as night advances, and the patient goes
through a ssimilar experience of suffering to that of the

previous night, followed with a like abatement towards
morning. These nocturnal exacerbations occur with greater

or less severity during the continuance of the attack, which
generally lasts for a week or ten days. As the symptoms
decline the swelling and tenderness of the affected joint

abate, but the skin over it pits on pressure for a time, and
with this there is often associated slight desquamation of

the cuticle. During the attacks there is much constitu-

tional disturbance. The patient is restless and extremely
irritable, and suffers from cramp in the limbs and from
dyspepsia, thirst, and constipation. The urine is scanty
and high-coloured, with a copious deposit, consisting chiefly

of urates. During the continuance of the symptoms the
inflammation may leave tha one foot and affect the other,

or both may suffer at the same time. After the attack is

over the patient feels quite well and fancies himself better

than he had been for a long time before ; hence the once
popular notion that a fit of the gout was capable of remov-
ing all other ailments. Any such idea, however, is sadly
belied in the experience of most sufferers from this disease.

It is rare that the first is the only attack of gout, and
another is apt to occur within a year, although by care and
treatment it may be warded off. The disease, however,
undoubtedly tends to take a firmer hold on the constitution

and to return. In the earlier recurrences the same joints

as were formerly the seat of the gouty inflammation suffer

again, but in course of time others become implicated, until

in advanced cases scarcely any articulation escapes, and the

disease thus becomes chronic. . It is to be noticed that when
gout assumes this form the frequently recurring attacks are

usually attended with less pain than the earlier ones, but

their disastrous effects are evidenced alike by the disturb-

ance of various important organs, especially the stomach,

liver, kidneys, and heart, and by the remarkable changes

which take place in the joints from the formation of the so-

called chalk-stones or tophL These deposits, which are

highly characteristic of gout, appear at first to tako place

in the form of ?. semifluid material, consisting for the most
part of nrate of soda, which gradually becomes more dense,

and ultimately quite hard. When any quantity of this is

deposited in the structures of a joint the effect is to produce

stiffeiiing, and, as deposits appear to take place to a greater

or less amount in connexion with every attack, permanent
thickening and deformity of the parts is apt to be the con-

sequence. The extent of this depends of course on the

amount of the deposits, which, however, would seem to be

in no necessiiTy relation to the severity of the attack, being

in some cases even of chronic gout so slight as to be barely

appreciable externally, but on the other hand occasionally

causing great enlargement of the joints, and fixing them in

a flexed or extended position which renders them entirely

useless. Dr Garrod describes the appearance of a hand in

an extreme case of this kind, and likens its shape to a

bundle of French carrots with their heads forward, the nails

corresponding to the stalks. Any of the joints may be thfia

affected, but most commonly those of the hands and feet

The deposits take place in other structures besides those of

joints, such as along the course of tendons, underneath the

skin and periosteum, in the sclerotic coat of the eye, and
especially on the cartilages of the external ear. When
largely deposited; in joints an abscess sometimes forms, the

skin gives way, and the concretion is exposed. Sir Thomas
Watson quotes a case of this kind where the patient when
playing at cards was accustomed to chalk the score of the

game upon the table with his gouty knuckles.

The recognition of what is termed irregular gout is less

easy than that form above described, where the disease

gives abundant external evidence of its presence ; but that

other parts than joints suffer from gouty attacks is beyond
question. The diagnosis may often be made in cases where

in an attack of ordinary gout the disease suddenly leaves

the affectfed joints and some new series of symptoms arises.

It has been often observed when cold has been applied to

an inflamed joint that the pain and inflammation in the

part ceased, but that some sudden and alarming seizure re-

ferable to the stomach, brain, heart, or lungs supervened.

Such attacks, which correspond to what is termed by Cullen

retrocedent gout, often terminate favourably, more especi-

ally if the disease again returns to the joints. Further,

the gouty nature of some long-continued internal or cutane-

ous disorder may be rendered apparent by its disappearance

on the outbreak of the paroxysm in the joints. Gout, when
of long standing, is often found associated with degenerative

changes in the heart and large arteries, the liver, and especi-

ally the kidneys, which are apt to assume the contracted

granvdar condition already alluded to as one of the forms

of Bright's disease (see Beight's Disease). A variety of

urinary calculus—the uric acid—formed by concretions of

this substance in the kidneys is a not unfrequent occurrence

in connexion with gout ; hence the well-known association

of this disease and gravel.

As regards the pathology of gout, all inquiry agrees in

connecting it closely with an altered state of the blood,

more particularly with the presence in that fluid in excessive

amount of uric acid, and its. pabseqnont deposition in the
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jolocs ia the form of urate of soda. Uric acid is formed in

the system in the processes of nutrition, and is excreted by

the kidneys, the amount passing oif by the urine being esti-

mated at about 8 grains daily. In the healthy ,hunian

subject the blood contains the merest trace of this acid, but

in gout it may be detected in abundance in the blood-serum

both prior to and during the acute attack, while in chronic

gout it becomes a constant constituent of the blood and of

other fluids of the body, both natural and morbid. Accord-

ing to Dr Garrod it is not merely the presence of the uric

acid in the blood but its deposition in the inflamed part

that gives rise to the attaclc of gout, the inflammation being

the effect and not the cause of the deposit. The gouty

paroxysm thus induced appears to rid the system to a

certain extent of the accumulated uric acid, although Buch

relief is generally of but temporary duration.

Whether the accumulation of urates in the blood be due,

as some affirm, to their excessive formation in the system

as the result of functional derangement of the liver, or, as

others hold, depends simply on the defective excreting

power of the kidneys of the daily amount, is disputed,

although it has been often observed during an attack of gout

that the amount of uric acid excreted was markedly deficient.

I'he likelihood is that both these conditions concur, and
that while the kidneys retain their functional integrity

even an excessive amount of uric acid in the system may
be got rid of, but that these organs, becoming themselves

afiected by the deposition of urates in their tubular struc-

ture, lose to a large extent their excreting power, and thus

the blood is overcharged with the product which the kidneys

caa BO longer entirely remove. Another view of the patho-

logy of gout recently advanced regards the disease as re-

sulting from special degenerative changes in the fibrous

textures of the body, one of the effects of which is the

deposition of urates in the affected parts whence they

pass into the blood. This theory has not, however, as yet

been extensively supported, and the weight of opinion

remains on the whole in favour of the views of Dr Garrod.

It must nevertheless be admitted that many points in the

pathology of this disease still remain unexplained, for, as

remarked by Trousseau, " the production in excess of uric

acid and urates is a pathological phenomenon inherent like

all others in the disease ; and like all the others it is domin-
ated by a specific cause, which we know only by its efTects,

and which we term the gouty diathesis." This subject of

diathesis (habit, or organic predisposition of individuals),

which is universally admitted as an essential element in the
pathology of gout, naturally suggests the question as to

whether, besides being inherited, such a peculiarity may
also be acquired, and this leads to a consideration of the
causes which are recognized as influential in favouring the
occurrence of this disease.

It is beyond dispute that gout ia in a marked degree
hereditary, fully more than half the number of cases being,
according to Sir C. Scudamore and Dr Garrod, of this

character. But it is no less certain that there are habits
and modes of life the observance of which may induce the
disease even where no hereditary tendencies can be traced,

and the avoidance of which may on the other hand go far
Jowards weakening or neutralizing the influence of inherited
liability. Gout is said to affect the sedentary more readily
than .the active, but this cannot be taken as a very constant
role.

_
If, however, inadequate exercise bo combined with a

luxurious manner of living, with habitual over-indulgence
in animal food and rich dishes, and especially in alcoholic
beverages, then undoubtedly the chief factors in the pro-
slaction of the disease are present.

Much has been written upon the relative influence of
various forms of alcoholic drinks in promoting thedevelop-
omnt o£ gout. It is geierally stated tjwt fermented are

more injurious than distilled liquors, and that, in particular,

the stronger wines, such as port, sherry, and madeira, are

much more potent in their gnut-producing action than the

lighter class of wines, such as hock^ moselle, &c., while malt

liquors are fully as hurtful as strong wines. If this alleged

difference in their tendency to induce gout be correct, it

cannot be said that any satisfactory explanation of it has

been furnished; but indeed the point has not been clearly

proved, and it may be fairly questioned whether, other

things being equal, an individual in abandoning the use

of wines and substituting that of spirits would improve bis

position in relation to this disease. It seems quite as pro-

bable that over-indulgence in any form of alcohol, when
associated with the other conditions already adverted to,

will have very much the same effect in developing gout.

Even those who affirm the mischievous efiects of fermented

liquors in this way are obliged to admit that they are

injurious in proportion to the amount of alcohol they con-

tain. The comparative absence of gout in countries where
spirituous liquors are chiefly used, such as Scotland, is cited

as showing their relatively slight effect in encouraging that

disease ; but it is to be noticed that in such countries there

is on the whole a less marked tendency to excess in the

other pleasures of the table, which in no degree less than

alcohol are chargeable with inducing the gouty habit.

Gout is not a common disease among the poor and labouring

classes, and when it does occur may often be connected even

in them with errors in living. It is not very rare to meet
gout in butlers, coachmen, &c., who are apt to live luxuri-

ously while leading comparatively easy lives.

Gout, it must ever be borne in mind, may also afiect

persons who observe the strictest temperance in Kving, and
whose only excesses are in the direction of over-work, either

physical or intellectual. Many of the great names in his-

tory in all times have had their existence embittered by this

malady, and have died from its effects. The influence of

hereditary tendency may often be traced in such instances,

and is doubtless called into activity by the depressing

consequences of over-work. It may, notwithstanding, be
affirmed as generally true that those who lead regular lives

and are moderate in the use of animal food and alcoholic

drinks, or still better abstain from the latter altogether, are

little likely to be the victims of gout even where an un-
doubted inherited tendency exists.

Gout is more common in mature age than in the earlier

years of life, the greatest number of cases in one decennial

period being between the ages of thirty and forty, next
between twenty and thirty, and thirdly between forty and
fifty. It may occasionally affect very young persons, but
such cases are generally in a marked degree hereditary.

After middlo life gout rarely appears for the first time.

Women aro much less the subjects of gout than men,
apparently from their less exposure to the influences (except-

ing of course that of heredity) which tend to develop the
disease, and doubtless also from the difl'ering circumstances

of their physical constitution. It most frequently appears
in females after tho cessation of the menses. I'ersons ex-

posed to the influence of lead poisoning, such as plumbers,
painters, &c., are apt to suffer from gout; and it would
seem that impregnation of the system with this metal
markedly interferes with tho uric-acid-ezcreting function
of tho kidneys.

Attacks of gout aro readily excited in those predisposed
to the disease. Exposure to cold, disorders of digestion,

fatigue, and irritation or injuries of particular joints will
often precipitate the gouty paroxysm.
With respect to tho treatment of gout the greatest variety

of opinion has prevailed and practice been nursued, from
the numcroiw quaint nostrums detailed by Luciau to the
" expectant" or do-nothing system recommended by Sydea.
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ham and gravety advocated by a few among eminent modern
pliysicians, who regard the disease as beyond the reach of
remedies But that gout, although, as has been shown, amalady of a most severe and intractable character, may
nevertheless be successfully dealt with by appropriate medi-
cmal and hygienic me^ures is a belief largely entertained,
and one which happily guides the practice of the physician!
The general plan of treatment can be here only briefly
indicated. During the acute attack the aflFected part should
be kept at perfect rest, and have applied to it warm opiate
fomentations or poultices, or, what answers fully bette"r be
enveloped in cotton wool covered in with oil silk The
diet of the patient should be light, without animal food or
stimulants. The administration of some simple laxative
will be of service, as weU as the free use of alkaline diur-
etics, such as the bicarbonate or acetate of potash. The
medicinal agent most to be relied on in the treatment of
gout IS colcliicum, which manifestly exercises a powerful
action on the disease. This drug (Colchicum aulumnale),
which is believed, to correspond to the hermodactyl of the
ancients, was introduced as a remedy for gout about a
century ago, and has proved of such efficacy in modifying
the attacks that,- as observed by Dr Garrod, "we may
eafely assert that colchicum possesses as specific a control
over the gouty inflammation as cinchona barks or their
alkaJoids over intermittent fever." The mode of action of
colchicum in gout is by no means determined, since it
would appear to have no certain eflFect upon the uric acid
excreted from the system; and the general opinion seems to
be that this drug has a special sedative effect on the gouty
inflammation. It is usually administered in the form of
the wine m doses of 10-30 drops every four or six hours,
or in pill as the acetous extract (gr. .^-gr. i.). The effect
of colchicum in subduing the pain of "gout is generally so
prompt and marked that it is unnecessary to have recourse
to opiates

; but its action requires to be carefully watched
by the physician from its well-known nauseatincr and de-
pressing consequences, which, should they appear, render
the suspension of the drug necessary. Otherwise the
remedy may be continued in graduaUy diminishing doses
for some days after the disappearance of the gouty inflam-
mation. The statements often made that colchicum tends
to encourage the speedy return of the disease do not seem
to be well founded. Should gout give evidence cf its pre-
sence m an irregular form by attacking internal organs,
besidesthe medicinal treatment above mentioned, the use
of frictions and mustard applications to the joints is indi-
cated with the view of exciting its appearance there.
When gout has become chronic, colchicum, although of

less service than in acute gout, is yet valuable, particularly
when the mflammatory attacks recur. More benefit, how-
ever, appears to be derived from iodide of potassium
guaiacum, and more especiaUy from the alkjJis potash and
hthia. This latter drug is strongly recommended by Dr
Garrod from its solvent action upon the urates. It is usu-
ally administered in the form of the carbonate (gr. v freely
diluted). ^° '

•'

The treatment and regimen to be employed in the inter-
vals of the gouty attacks are of the highest importance
Ihese bear reference for the most part to the habits and
mode of life of the patient. Restriction must be laid upon
the amount and quality of the food, and equaUy, or stiU
more, upon the alcoholic stimulants. " The instances," says
Sir Thomas Watson, "are not few of men of good sense,
and masters of themselves, who, being warned by one visita-
tion of

_
the gout, have thenceforward resolutely abstained

from rich living and from wine and strong drinks of all
kinds, and who have been rewarded for their prudence and
self-denial by complete immunity from any return of the
disease, or upyn wbom^ at any rate, its future assaults have

been few and feeble." The same eminent authority adds—
"I am sure it is worth any young man's whUe, who has had
the gout, to become a teetotaller." By those more advanced
in life who, from long continued liabit, are unable entirely
to relinquish the use of stimulants, the strictest possible
temperance must be observed. Regular but moderate
exercise in the form of walking or riding, in the case of
those who lead sedentary lives, is of great advantage, and
aU over-work, either physical or mental, should be avoided.
Unfortunately the complete carrying out of such directions,
even by those who feel their importance, is too often ren-
dered difficult or impossible by circumstances of occupation
and^ otherwise, and at most only an approximation can be
made. The effect upon the gouty constitution of certain
mineral waters and baths is well known. The particular
place must in each case be determined by the physician
and special caution must be observed in recommending this
plan of treatment in persons whose gout is complicated by
organic disease of any kind. (3 o x\
1 .?n?^^^°^ ^^^^^ CYR,LAT7EZNT,MAEQmSDE(1764-

\-iJ'
*/"°'^'i marshal, was born at Ton], 13th April

1 ( 64. At the age of eighteen he went to Rome with the
view of prosecuting the study of painting, but, although he
continued his artistic studies after his return to Paris in
1784 he never definitely adopted the profession of a painter
In 1792 he was chosen a captain in the chasseurs republi-
cams, and served on the staff of General Custine. His pro-
motion rapidly followed, and in the course of two years he
had become a general of division. In 1796 he commanded
the centre division of Moreau's army in the campaign of
the Rhine, and by coolness and sagacity greatly aided
hini m his brUliant defence against superior numbers, and
in his subsequent celebrated retreat. In 1798 he was
appointed to the command of the army of Italy, the officers
of which had revolted against their general Massena, and
he was speedily successful in obtaining the complete re-
estabhshment of discipline. In the following year he com-
manded the left wing of Jourdan's army in Germany; but
when Jourdan was succeeded by Massena, he joined the
army of Morcau in Italy, where, in face of great difficulties,
he was not only completely successful in his defensive
tactics, but gained, on the 13th December,. an important
victory at Albano. When Moreau, in 1800, was appointed
to the command of the army of the Rhine, Gouvion St Cyr
was named his first lieutenant, and on the 9th May gained
a victoiy over General Kray at Biberach. In 1801 he was
sent to Spain to command the army intended for the inva-
sion of Portugal, and was named grand officer of the legion
of honour. When a treaty of peace was shortly afterwards
concluded with Portugal, he succeeded Lucien Bonaparte
as ambassador at Madrid. In 1 803 he was appointed to the
command of an army corps in Italy, and he gained in 1805
a victory over the Austrians at Castel Franco. He took
part in the Prussian and Polish campaigns of 1807, and in
1808 he commanded an army corps with some success in
Catalonia ; but, not wishing to comply with certain orders
he received from Paris, he resigned his command, and
remained in disgrace till 1811. On the opening of the
Russian campaign he received command of the 6th army
corps, and on the 70\ August 1812 obtained a victory over
the Russians at Polosk, in recognition of which he was
created a marshal of France. He distinguished himself at
the battle of Diesden, 26th and 27th August 1813, but, after
a stubborn resistance, capitulated there to the allies on the
11th November following, and remained for some time a
prisoner in Hungary. On the restoration of the Bourbons
he was created a peer of France, and in July 1815 was
appointed war minister, but resigned his office in the
November following. In June 1817 he was appointed
minister of marine, and in September follewing again re-
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Wraed the duties of war minister, wliicli he continued to

discharge till November 1819. He died 17th March 1830.

Gouviou St Cyr jvas a prudeut and cautious rather than a

brilliant general, but he would doubtless have obtained

better opportunities of acquiring distinction had he shown

liinisclf more blindly devoted to the interests of Napoleon.

He is the autlmr of Uia following works :— Journal des opiralioiis

de Varmee tic Cataloijne en 1808 d 1809, Taris, 1821 ; ilimoircs sar

Its Cumparjiics dcs ariiUci dc Fihin et de lihin-cl-MoscUe de 1794 <i

1797, Palis, 1829; and Memoircs pour scriir a Vhisloire militaire

WKS le Dircdoirc, h Consulat, el VEmpirc, 1831. See Gay de

^cnioii's Vic de Goavion Sainl-Cyr, 1857.

GOVERNMENT. Without attempting to discriminate

by verbal definitions the various shades of meaning which

this word assumes, we shall use it in this article iu its

widest sense—that of the ruling power in a political society.

Ths conception of society svhich this use of the word implies

may be illustrated by two well-known theories.

In John Austin's celebrated analysis of law, the first step

is the proposition that a law is a command issued by a

superior to a subject aud enforced by a sanction or penalty.

The laws of God with reference to the conduct of men, the

laws of a private club or association of men with reference

to the conduct of its members, and the laws of a political

society, are all, according to Austin's definition, laws pro-

perly so called. The laws of nature are laws not properly

so called. They are generalizations as to the uniform course

of nature, and have no analogy to laws properly so called

except in point of uniformity. Positive law, again, is dis-

tingubhed from other laws, properly so called, as the com-

mand of the sovereign of an independent political com-

munity. A sovereign is a person, or a determinate body

of persons, to whom the bulk of the community is habitu-

ally obedient. Every word in this definition has its precise

Tseaning, which is, developed by Austin with admirable

clearness. The faculty " of untying knots " on which he

prided himself is nowhere more conspicuously manifested

than in the analysis which lays bare the real meaning of

the common phrases used to describe the fundamental parts

of society. 'It is not our purpose to examine the value of

this analysis here, but simply to call attention to the assump-

tion that in every society of men there is a determinate body
(whether consisting of one individual, or a few or many
iudividuals^ whose commands the rest of the community
obey. This sovereign,body is what in more popular phrase

is termed the Government of the country, and the varieties

which may exist iu its constitution are known as forms of

government.

Mr Herbert Spencer, approaching the study of society

under the influence of conceptions derived from the study

of physical organisms, brings us to very much the same
result. The union of men iu society is itself an organic

structure, having parts and functions corresponding to the

parts aud functions of an animal or a plant. Mr Spencer
pursues this analogy so fully and minutely as to leave the
impression that he believes it to be something more than
an analogy,—that it is a general law from which true deduc-
tions regarding society may bo drawn. The veins and
arteries correspond • to our railroads and highways ; the
nerves, communicating intelligence to the brain, aro paral-

leled by the telegraph wires ; tho centralized action of

society at the seat of government is tho same thing as the
regulative activity of the brain. Government is hero rci)ro-

scntcd by tho regulative functions of a living organism, and
forms of government aro so many varieties in the structure.

Austin, for tho purposes of jurisprudence, finds it convenient
to regard society as moulded by the will of a dominant body.
Spencer exhibits the regulative parts of society as bound up
with the rest in one organism. With both tlie existence of
a government is necessary to the conception of society. Iu
<io one theory the element of command, in the other that

of regulation, is conspicuous. If to these we add a third, that

of simple agency, we shall have a tolerably complete view

of the relations between Government and society. Besides

commanding the conduct of individuals, besides regulating

the relations of the various members of society, Government
may be conceived of as merely tho instrument of society.

Where men are united in groups there arises from their

union the necessity of action on behalf of the group. That

part of society which attends to the business of the whole

is the Government.
Two main lines of inquiry divide the subject. The first

relates to varieties in the structure of the governing body

—

forms of government. The second relates to the functions

of the governing body, the sphere of government, the things

which fall within the province of state action. In both

lines we have to deal with the ascertained facts of the past

history and present condition of human societies. In both

we have also tO'iiotice the speculative opinions of political

thinkers. Notwithstanding the apparent confusion it will

probably be found more convenient not to separate the his-

torical from the speculative treatment of the subject. What
is the best form of government 1—is not quite the same ques-

tion as What was the constitution of Athens or Rome ?

What are the proper limits of state interference?—is not

the same question as What are the functions of the state in

France or England? And yet the same answer may often

serve for both sets of questions. Ideal constitutions have a

suspicious resemblance to the constitutions with which their

authors are most familiar. The political speculations of

Plato and of Cicero are based on the state systems of

Greece and Italy. Cicero's ideal code in the treatise

De Lcgibus is simply an adaptation of the Twelve Tables.

On the other hand, the form of political speculation is often

determined by, and in turn determines, the practical politics

of the time. The intimate connexion between speculation

and practice in politics is strikingly illustrated in the period

of controversy which culminated in the Revolution of 1688.

The irreconcilable claims of crown and parliament threw

the mind back on first principles. Never had theorists a

better chance. Popular government and absolute govern-

ment each sought to establish itself on a basis of reason and

nature. Filmer founds kingly authority on the natural

subjection of mankind and the lineal succession of the kinp

to Adam, the first and divinely appointed head of mankind.

Locke's general theories of civil government were, in his

own opinion, sufficient "to establish the throne of our great

restorer or present king, William, to make good his title in

tho consent of the people, which, being (he only one of all

laivfid govcrnrnents, he has more fully and clearly than any

prince in Christendom." We all know how tho political

issue was decided. Tho practical wag not more complete

than the speculative victory. For two centuries the specu-

lations invented to support the popular cause against abso-

lutism have been the accepted commonplaces of E^iglishmen

on the constitution of civil society. A more recent example

may be given from modem politics. During the discus-

sions which preceded the passing of the Reform Act of

18G7, no question was more hotly disputed than that of

tho real nature of the franchise. Was it a right or was it

a privilege? In form this is a scientific or, if wo like, a

metaphysical question. But tho answer to it depended

on another question altogether—whether you wished tho

franchise to bo extended to a larger class or not.

Origin of Gonernmmt.—A preliminary question, formerly

of vast theoretical importance, would bo. What is the

origin of government i How did government come into

existence ? As a question of historical fact, it dcinanda

for its solution a knowledge of the whole past of tho human

race. It has been answered over and over again in times

when historical knowledge could hardlv he said to exist;
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and it has therefore been answered without any refer-

ence to history. The answers which have satisfied tlie

minds of men may be distinguished broadly into three

classes. The first class would comprehend the legendary

accounts which nations have given in primitive times of

their own forms of government. These are always attri-

buted to the mind of a single lawgiver. The government
of Sparta was the invention of Lycurgus. Solon, Moses,

Nuraa, and Alfred in like manner shaped the government
of their respective nations. There was no curiosity about
the institutions of other nations,—about the origin of

governments in general ; end each nation was perfectly

ready to accept the traditional vo/j-oOctm of any other.

The second maybe called the logical or metaphysical

account of the origin of government. It contained no
overt reference to any particular form of government, what-

ever its covert references may have been. It answered the

question. How government in general came into existence

;

and it answered it by a logical analysis of the elements of

society. The phenomenon to be accounted for being govern-

ment and laws, it abstracted government and laws, and con-

templated mankind as existing without them. The charac-

teristic feature of this kind of speculation is that it reflects

how contemporary men would behave if all government
were removed, and infers that men must have behaved so

before government came into existence. Society without
government resolves itself into a number of individuals each
following his own aims, and therefore, in the days before

government, each man followed his own aims. It is easy
to see how this kind of reasoning should lead to very
different views of the nature of the supposed original state.

With Hobbes, it is a state of war, and government is the
result of an agreement among men to keep the peace.

With Locke, it is a state of liberty and equality,—it is not
a state of war ; it is governed by its own hw,—the law of

nature, which is the same thing as the law of reason. The
state of nature is brought to an end by the voluntary agree-

ment of individuals to surrender their natural liberty, and
submit themselves to one supreme Government. In the
words of Locke, " Men being by nature all free, equal, and
independent, no one can be put out of this estate and sub-
jected to the political power of another without his own
consent. The only way whereby any one divests himself
of his natural liberty, and puts on the hotids of dvil society,

is by agreeing with other men to join and unite into a com-
munity " (On Civil Government, c. viii.). Locke boldly
defends his theory as founded on historical fact, and it is

amusing to compare his demonstration of the baselessness

of Filmcr's speculations with the scanty and doubtful ex-

amples which he accepts as the foundation of his own. But
in general the various forms of the hypothesis eliminate
the question of time altogether. The original contract from
which government sprung is likewise the subsisting contract

on which civil society continues to be based. The histori-

cal weakness of the theory was probably always recognized.

Its logical inadequacy was conclusively demonstrated by
Austin. But it still clings to speculations on the principles

of government.

The " social compact " is the most famous of the metaphy-
sical explanations of government. It has had the largest

history, the widest influence, and the most complete develop-
ment. To the same class belong the various forms of the
theory that governments exist by divine appointment. Of
all that has been written about the divine right of kings, a
great deal must be set down to the mere flatteries of

courtiers and ecclesiastics. But there remains a genuine
belief that men are bound to obey their rulers because their

rulers have been appointed by God. Like the social

compact, the theory of divine appointment avoided the
question of historical fiici.

The application of the historical method to the phenomena
of society has changed the aspect of the question and robbed
it of its political interest. The student of the history of

society has no formula to express the law by which govern-
ment is born. All that he can do is to trace governmental
forms through various stages of social development The
more complex and the larger the society, the more distinct

is the separation between the governing part and the rest,

and the more elaborate is the subdivision of functions in

the government. The primitive type of ruler Ls king, judge,
priest, and general. At the same time, his way of life

differs little from that of his followers and subjects. The
metaphysical theories were so far right in imputing greater
equality of social conditions to more primitive times. In-
crease of bulk brings with it a more complex social organ-

ization. War tends to develop the strength of the govern-

mental organization; peace relaxes 'it. All societies of

men exhibit the germs of government ; but there would
appear to be races of men so low that they cannot be said

to live together in society ft all. Recent investigations

have illustrated very fully the importance of the family in

primitive societies, and the belief in a common descent luis

much to do with the social cohesion of a tribe. The govern-

ment of a tribe resembles the government of a househoU;
the head of the family is the ruler. But we cannot affirm

that political government has its origin in family govern-

ment, or that there may not have been states of society in

which government of some sort existed while the family

did not.

I. Forms of Government.

Three Standard Forms.—Political writers from the time
of Aristotle have been singularly unanimous in their classi-

fication of the forms of government. There are three ways
in which states may be governed. They may be governed
by one man, or by a number of men, small in proportion

to the whole number of men in the state, or by a number
large in proportion to the whole number of men in the

state. The government may be a monarchy, an aristocracy,

or a democracy. The same terms are used by Austin as

were used by Aristotle, and in very nearly the same sense.

The determining quality in governments in both writers,

and it may safely be said in all intermediate writers, is the

numerical relation between the constituent members of the

government and the population of the state. There were,

of course, enormous diiferences between the state-systemsi

present to the mind of the Greek philosopher and the

English jurist. Aristotle was thinking of the small in-

dependent states of Greece, iiustin of the great peoples

of modern Europe. The unit of government in the one

case was a city, in the other a nation. This difi'erence is

of itself enough to invalidate all generalization founded on
the common terminology. But on one point there is a
complete parallel between the politics of Aristotle and the

politics of Austin. The Greek cities were to the rest of

the world very much what European nations and Europeaa
colonies are to the rest of the world now. They were the

only communities in which the governed visibly took some
share in the work of government. Outside the EuropeaB
system, as outside ths Greek system, we have only the

stereotyped uniformity of despotism, whether savage or

civilized. The question of forms of government, therefore,

belongs entirely to the European races. The virtues arid

defects of monarchy, aristocracy, and democracy are the

virtues and defects manifested by the historical Governments
of Europe. The generality of the language used by political

writers must not blind us to the fact that they are thinking

only of a comparatively small portion of mankind.
Greek Politics.— Aristotle divides governments according

to two principles. In all states tlie governing power seeks
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«!ther its own advantage or the ailvantago of tlio whole

state, and the government is bad or good accordingly. In

all states the governing power is one man, or a few men, or

many men. Hence six varieties of government, three of

which are bad and three good. Each excellent form has

a corresponding depraved form, thus :

—

The good government of one (Monarchy) corresponds to

the depraved form (Tyranny).

The good government of few (Aristocracy) corresponds

to the depraved form (Oligarchy).

The good government of many (Commonwealth) corre-

sponds to the depraved form (Democracy).

The fault of the depraved forms is that the governors

act unjustly where their own interests are concerned. The
worst of the depraved forms is tyranny, the next oligarchy,

and the least bad democracy.' Each of the three loading

types exhibits a number of varieties. Thus in monarchy
we have the heroic, the barbaric, the elective dictatorship,

the Lacedemonian (hereditary generalship, o-Tpai-i^yia), and
absolute monarchy. So democracy and oligarchy exhibit

four corresponding varieties. The best typo of democracy

is that of a community mainly agricultural, whose citizens,

therefore, have not leisure for political afiairs, and allow

the law to rule. The best oligarchy is that in which a

considerable number of small proprietors have the power
;

here, too, the laws prevail. The worst democracy consists

of a larger citizen class having leisure for politics ; and tho

worst oligarchy is that of a small number of very rich and
influential men. In both the sphere of law is reduced to a

minimum. A good government is one in which as much
as possible is left to the laws, and as little as possible to

the will of the governor.

The Politics of Aristotle, from which these principles are

taken, presents a striking picture of the variety and activity

of political life in the free communities of Greece. The
king and council of heroic times had disappeared, and self-

government in some form or other was the general rule. Ik

is to be noticed, however, that the Governments of Greece
were essentially unstable. The political philosophers could

lay down the law of development by which one form of

government gives birth to another. Aristotle devotes a

large portion of his work to the consideration of the causes

of revolutions. The dread of tyranny was kept alive by
the facility with which an over-powerful and unscrupulous

citizen could seize the whole machinery of government.
Communities oscillated between some form of oligarchy

and some form of democracy. The security of each was
constantly imperilled by the conspiracies of the opposing
factions. Hence, although political life exhibits that exu-
berant variety of form and expression which characterizes

all the intellectual products of Greece, it lacks the quality

of persistent progress. Then there was no approximation
to a national government, oven of the federal type. The
varying confederacies and hegemonies are the nearest

approach to anything of tho kind. Wliat kind of national

government would ultimately have arisen if Greece had
not been crushed it is needless to conjecture ; tho true

interest of Greek politics lies in the fact that tho free

citizens were, in the strictest sense of tho word, self-

governed. Each citizen took his turn at the common busi-

ness of the state. He spoko his own views in tho agora,

and from time to time in his own person acted as magis-
trate or judge. Citizenship in Athens was a liberal educa-
tion, such as it never can be made under any reprcscntativo

system.

The Government of Home.—During the whole period
of freedom tho government of Rome was, in theory
at least, municipal self-government. Each citizen had

* Aristotle elsewhere speaks of the error of llinso who Ihmk that
any oae of the d«praved iotaa b better thita luiv other

a right to vote laws in his own i)ersuu in the comitia

of the centuries or the tribes. The administrative power?;

of government were, however, in the bands of a bureau-

cratic assembly, recruited from the- holders of high
public office. The senate represented capacity and experi-

ence rather than rank and wealth. Without some such
instrument the city government of Rome could never have
made the conquest of the world. Tho gradual extension

of the citizenship to other Italians changed the character

of Roman government. The distant citizens could not

come to the voting booths ; the device of representation was
not discovered; and the comitia fell into the power of the

town voters. In the last stage of the Roman republic, tho

inhabitants of one town wielded the resources of a world-

wide empire. We can imagine what would be tho effect of

leaving to the people of London or Paris the supreme con-

trol of the British empire or of France,—irresistible temp-

tation, inevitable corruption. The rabble of the capital

learn to live on the rest of the empire.^ The favour of the

eflfeminate masters of the world is purchased by panem el

circenses. That capable officers and victorious armies should

long be content to serve such n-asters was impossible. A
conspiracy of generals placed itself at the head of afiairs, and

the most capable of them made himself sole master.

Under Caesar, Augustus, and Tiberius, the Roman people

became habituated to a new form of government, which is

best described by tho name of Caesarism. The outward

forms of republican government remained, but one man
united in his own person aU the leading offices, and used

them to give a seemingly legal title to what was essentially

military despotism. There is no more interesting constitu-

tional study than the chapters in which Tacitus traces the

growth of the new system under the subtle anJ dissimulat-

ing intellect of Tiberius. Tha new Roman empire was aa

full of fictions as the English constitution of the present

day. Tho master of the world posed as the humble servant

of a menial senate. Deprecating the outward symbols of

sovereignty, he was satisfied with the modest powers of a

consul or a tribunus plebis. Tho reign of Tiberius, little

capable as he was by personal character of captivating the

favour of the multitude, did more for imperialism than was

done by his more famous predecessors. Henceforward free

government all over the world lay crushed beneath the

military despotism of Rome. Ca;sarism remained true to

the character imposed upon it by its origin. The Caesar

was an elective not an hereditary king. The real founda-

tion of his power was tho army, and tho army in course of

time openly assumed tho right of nominating tho sovereign.

The characteristic weakness of the Roman empire was the

uncertainty of the succession. The nomination of a

Caesar in the lifetime of tho emperor was an ineffective

remedy. Rival emperors were elected by different armies;

and nothing less than the force of arms could decide the

question between them.

Modern Governments—Feudalism.—Tho Roman empire

bequeathed to modern Europe tho theory of universal

dominion. The nationalities which grew up after its

fall arranged themselves on tho basis of territorial sove-

reignty. Leaving out of account tho free municipalities

of the Middle Ages, tho problem of government had

now to bo solved, not for small urban communities,

but for large territorial nations. The racdioival form

of government was feudal. One common typo pervaded

all the relations of life. Tho relation of king and lord

' None of tlio froo stntcs of Oreore ever niiirlo Mlonslvo or pennKnent

conquests ; hut tlio tribute sninelinici pnid by one state to aiioth(>r (u

hy tho .^ginctnns to tho Athenians! was n innnifcst source of cor-

ruption. Comp.ire tho romnrks of Hi, rue (ICsnayn, part I. 3, That

Politics may le reduced to a Science), " (i-cc governments are the most

ruinous and oppressive for their provtncea."
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was like the relation between lord and vassal (see Feitd-

alism). The bond between them was the tenure of land.

In England there Had been, before the Norman Conquest, an

approximation to a feudal system. In the earlier English

constitution, the most striking features were the power of

the witan, and the common property of the nation in a large

portion of the soil. The steady development of the power

of the king kept pace with the aggregation of the English

tribes under one king. The conception that the land

belonged primarily to the people gave way to the concep-

tion that everything belonged primarily to the king.^ The

Norman Conquest imposed on England the already highly

developed feudalism of France, and out of this feudalism the

free governments of modern Europe have grown.. One or

two'of the leadfag steps in this process may be indicated

here. The first, and perhaps the most important, was the

device of representation. . For an account of its origin, and

for instances of its use in England before its application to

politics, we must be content to refer to Canon Stubbs's

Constitutional History, vol. ii. The problem of combin-

ing a large area of sovereignty with some degree of self-

government, which had proved fatal to ancient common-
wealths, was henceforward solved. From that time some

form of representation has been deemed essential to every

constitation professing, however remotely, to be free.

The connexion between representation and the feudal

system .of estates must be shortly noticed. The feudal

theory gave the king a limited right to military service and

to certain aids, both of which were utterly inadequate to

meet the expenses of the government, especially in time

of war. The king therefore had to get contributions from

his people, and he consulted them in their respective orders.

The three estates were simply the three natural divisions of

tne people, and Canon Stubbs has pointed out that, in the

occasional treaties between a necessitous king and the order

of merchants or lawyers, we have examples of inchoate

estates or sub-estates of the realm. The right of representa-

tion was thus in its origin a right to consent to taxation.

rhe pure theory of feudalism had from the beginning been

broken by William the Conqueror causing all free-holders

to take an oath of direct allegiance to himself. The institu-

tion of parliaments, and the association of the king's smaller

tenants in capite with other commoners, still farther re-

moved the government from the purely feudal type, in

which the mesne lord stands between the inferior vassal

and the king.

Parliamentary Government.— The English System.—The
right of the commons to share the power of the king and

lords in legislation, the exclusive right of the commons
to impose taxes, the disappearance of the clergy as a

separate order, were all important steps in the movement
towards popular government. The extinction of the old

feudal nobilit> in the dynastic wars of the 15th century

simplified the >5[uestion by leaving the crown face to face

with parliament. The immediate result was no doubt an

increase in the power of the crown, which probably never

stood higher than it did in the reigns of Henry VIII. and

Elizabeth; but even these powerful monarchs were studious

in their regard for parliamentary conventionalities. After

a long period of speculative controversy and civil war, the

settlement of 1688 established limited monarchy as the

government of England. Since that time the external form

of government has remained unchanged, and, so far as legal

' Ultimately, in the theory of English law, the king may be said to

have become the universal successor of the people. Some of the pecu-

liarities of the prerogative rights seem to be explainable only on this

view, e.g.^ the curious distinction between wrecks come to land and
wrecks still on water. The common right to wreckage was no doubt
the origin of the prerogative right to the former. Every ancient com-
Bon right has come to be a right of the crown or a right held of the

drown bx a vassal.

description goes, the constitution of William Jtl. might
be taken for the same system as that which still exists.

The silent changes have, however, been enormous. The
most striking of these, and that which has produced tha
moet salient features of the English system, is the growth
of cabinet government. Intimately connected with this is

the rise of the two great historical parties of English poli-

tics. The normal state of government in England is that

the cabinet of the day shall represent that which is, for the

time, the stronger of the two. Before the Revolution the

king's ministers had begun to act as a united body ; but
even after the Eevolution the union was still feeble and
fluctuating, and each individual minister was bound to the

others only by the tie of common service to the king.

Under the Hanoverian sovereigns the ministry became con-

solidated, the position of the cabinet became definite, and
its dependence on parliament, and more particularly on the

House of Commons, was established. Ministers were chosen

exclusively from one house or the other, and they assumed
complete responsibility for every act done in the name of

the crown. The simplicity of English politics has divided

parliament into two nearly equal parties, and the party in

opposition has been steadied by the consciousness that it,

too, has constitutional functions of high importance. Criti-

cism is sobered by being made responsible. Along with

this movement went the withdrawal of the personal action

of the monarch in politics. No king has attempted to veto

a bill since the Scotch Militia Bill was vetoed by Queen
Anne. No ministry has been dismissed by the sovereign

since 1834. Whatever the power of the monarch may be,

it is unquestionably limited to his personal influence over

his ministers. And it must be remembered that ministers

are responsible ultimately, not to parliament, but to the

House of Commons.
Apart, therefore, from the democratic changes of 1832

and 1867, we find that the House of Commons, as a body,

"had gradually made itself the centre of the government.

Since the area of the constitution has been enlarged, it may
be doubted whether the orthodox descriptions of the govern-

ment any longer apply. The earlier constitutional writers,

such as Blackstone and Delolme, regard it as a wonderful

compound of the three standard forms,—monarchy, aris-

tocracy, and democracy. Each has its place, and each acts

as a check upon the others. Hume, discussing the ques-

tion "Whether the British government inclines more to

absolute monarchy or to a republic," decides in favour of

the former alternative. "The tide has run long and with

some rapidity to the side of popular government, and is just

beginning to turn toward monarchy." And he gives it as

his own opinion that absolute monarchy would be the

.easiest death, the true euthanasia of the English constitu-

tion. These views of the English Government in the 18th

century may be contrasted with Mr Bagehot's sketch of the

modern government as a working instrument.^

Leading Features of Parliamentary Government.—The

parliamentary government developed by England out of

feudal materials has been deliberately accepted as the

type of constitutional government all over the world.

Nearly all the European states and nearly aU the Euro-

pean colonies, dependent or independent, have adopted,

more or less fully, the leading features of the English

system—that is to say, popular representation more or less

extensive, a bicameral legislature, and a cabinet or consoli-

dated Liinistry. In connexion with all of these, numberless

questions of the highest practical . importance have arisen,

the bare enumeration of which would surpass the limits of

our space. We shall confine ourselves to a few very gene-

ral considerations.

2 Sea Bagehot's EngKsh Constitution.
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The Two Chambers.—First, as to the double chamber.

This, which is perhaps more accidental than any other

portion of the English dj'stem, has been the most widely

imitated. In most European countries, in the English

colonies, in the United States congress, and in the sepa-

rate States of "the Union,^ there are two houses of legis-

lature. This result has been brought about partly by
natvral imitation of the accepted typfe of free govern-

ment, partly from a conviction t \at the second chamber
will moderate the democratic tendencies of the first. The
theoretical question would take too long to argue, but it

is easy to show that the elements of the English original

cannot be reproduced to order under different conditions."

There have, indeed, been a few attempts to imitate the

special character of hereditary nobility attaching to the

English House of Lords, and these few have failed. The
complete solidarity existing between the English nobility

and at least the politically privileged, if not the whole mass,

of their countrymen, is a result not to be attempted by the

framers of constitutions. The English system, top, after its

pwn way, obviates any danger of collision between the

Houses,— the standifig and obvious danger of the bicameral

system. In England there is, no doubt where the real

sovereignty lies. The actual ministers of .the day must
possess the confidence of the House of Commons j they need
not—in fact they often do not—possess the confidence of

the House of Lords. It is only in legislation that the Lower
House really shares its powers with the Upper ; and the con-

stitution possesses, in the unlimited power of nominating
peers, a well-understood last resource should the House of

Lords persist in refusing important measures demanded by
the representatives of the people. In all but measures of

first-class importance, however, the House of Lords is a real

second chamber, and in these there is little danger of a
collision between the Houses. There is the widest possiblo

difference between the English and any other second
chamber. In the United States the senate (constituted on
the system of equal representation nf States) is the more
importaat of the two Houses, and the only one whose con-

trol of the executive can be compared to that exercised by
the British House of Commons. In the English colonies a
dead-lock between the two Houses is a matter of frequent

occurrence. In France, it is an anticipated if not an in-

tended source of danger to the new republican constitution.

The real strength of popular government in England lies

in the ultimate supremacy of the House of Commons. That
supremacy had been acquired, perhaps to its full extent,

before the extension of the suffrage mac'e the constituencies

democratic. Foreign imitators, it may bo observed, have
been more ready to accept a wide basis of representation

than to confer real power on the representative body. In
all the monarchical countries of Europe, however unre-

stricted the right of suffrage may be, the real victory of cori-

stitutional government has yet to bo won. Whore the
suffrage means little or nothing, there is littlo or no reason
for guarding it against abuse. The independence of the

executive in the United States brings that country, from
one point of view, more near to the Continental than to tho
English state system. The people make a more complete
surrender of power to the Government than is done in

England.

Cabinet Government.—The peculiar fuqctions of the
English cabinet are not easily matched in any foreign

system. They are a mystery even to most ci ucatcd

' The double government in tHe last case, was founded, sayR Sir O.
C. Lewis, on tho English municipal RyRtcni, and corresponded to tbo
difTerence between aldermen and common-council men.

' Sweden, a few yeara since, reduced her four mediieval estates to
two houses, and is more like Great. Britain in the composition of tli8

new parliameut than u«v otlior state in Europe.

Englishmen. The cabinet in England is much more than

a body consisting of chiefs of departments. It is the

inner council of the empire, the arbiter of national policy,

foreign or domestic, the sovereign in commission. The
whole power of tho House of Commons is concentrated

in its hands. At the «ame time, it has no place whatever

in the legal constitution. Its numbers and its constitution

are not fixed even by any rule of practice. It keeps no
record of its proceedings. The relations of an individual

minister to the cabinet, and of the cabinet to its head and
creator, the premier, are things known only to the initiated.^

With the doubtful exception of France, no other system of

government presents us with anything like its equivalent.

In the United States, as in the European monarchies, we
have a council of ministers surrounding the chief of tho

state.

Change of Power in the English System.—One of the

most difficult problems of government is how to provide
for the devolution of political power, and perhaps no other
question is so generally and justly applied as the test

of a working constitution. If the transmission works
smoothly, the constitution, whatever may be its other de-

fects, may at least be pronounced stable. It would be
tedious to enumerate all the contrivances which this problem
has suggested to political societies. Here, as usual. Oriental

despotism stands at the bottom of the scale. When
sovereign power is imputed to one family, and the law of

succession fails to designate exclusively tho individual en-

titled to succeed, assassination becomes almost a necessary

measure of precaution. The prince whom chance or intrigue

has promoted to tho throne of a father or an uncle, must
niako himself safe from his relatives and competitors.

Hence tho scenes which shock the European conscience

when " Amurath cni Amurath succeeds." Constantinople,

Afghanistan, ana Burmah have all recently illustrated the

standing difficulty of the succession in Oriental despotisms.

The strong monarchical governments of Europe have been
saved from this evil by an indisputable law of succession,

which marks out from his infancy tho next successor to

the throne. The king names his ministers, and the law
names the king. In popular or constitutional govern-

ments far more elaborate precautions are required. It ia

'one of the real merits of the English constitution that it

has solved this problem—in a roundabout way perhaps,

after ih fashion—but with perfect success. The ostensible

seat of power is tho throne, and down to a time not long

distant the demise of the crown suspended all the other

powers of the state. In point of fact, however, the real

change of power occurs on a change of ministry. Tlie con-

stitutional practice of this century has settled, beyond the

reach of controversy, the occasions on which a ministry is

bound to retire. It must resign or dissolve when it is

defeated in the House of Commons, and if after a dissolution

it is beaten f^gain, it must resign without alternative. It

may resign if it thinks its majority in the House of Commons
not sufficiently largo. Tho dormant functions of tho crown
now come into existence. It receives back political power
from the old ministry in order to transmit it to the new.

When the new ministry is to be formed, and how it is to

bo formed, is also clearly settled by established practice.

The out-going premier names his successor by recommend-
ing the king to consult him; and that successor must be

the recognized leader of his successful rivals. All this is

a matter of custom, not of lawj and it is doubtful if any
two authorities could agree in describing tho custom in

' See Bagchot's English Constitution, which exhibits a working now
of this and other parts of tho constitution as they a|<pcar to an out-
sider. Mr Gladstone's political essays, In the collection entitled

Gleanings of Past i'ears, contain mucU valuable information at

first hand.
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language of precision. It is certain that the intervention

of the crown facilitates the transfer of power from one party

to another, by giving it the appearance of a mere change of

servants. The real disturbance is that caused by the appeal

to the electors. A general election is always a struggle

between the two great political parties for the possession

of the powers of government. It may be noted that recent

practice goes far to establish the rule that a ministry beaten

at the hustings should resign at once without waiting for

a formal defeat in the House of Commons.
The English custom makes the ministry dependent on

the will of the House of Commons ; and, on the other hand,

the House of Commons itself is dependent on the will of

the ministry. In the last result both depend on the will

of the constituencies, as expressed at the general election.

There is no fixity in either direction in the tenure of a

ministry. It may be challenged at any moment, and it

lasts until it is challenged and beaten. And that there

should be a ministry and a House of Commons in harmony
with each other but out of harmony with the people is

rendered all but impossible by the law and the practice as

to the duration of parliaments.

Change of Power in the United States.—The United
States offers a very difierent solution of the problem.

The American president is at once king and prime
minister; and there is no titular superior to act as

a conduit-pipe between him and his successor. His
crown is rigidly fixed ; unshakable for four years, after

four years he ceases to reign. No hostile vote can affect

his power as the head of the administration, and it is

difficult to resist his will even in legislation. But the day
of his demise is known from the first day of his govern-

ment ; and almost before he begins to reign the political

forces of the country are shaping out a new struggle for

the succession. Further, a change of government in

America means a change of the entire administrative staff.

The commotion' caused by a presidential election in the

United States is thus infinitely greater than that caused by
a general election in England. A change of power in Eng-
land affects comparatively few personal interests, and absorbs

the attention of the country for a comparatively short space

of time. In the United States it is long foreseen and
elaborately prepared for, and when it comes it involves the

personal fortunes of large numbers of citizens. And yet the

English constitution is more democratic than the American,
in the sense that the popular will can more speedily be
brought to bear upon the government.

Change of Power in France.—The established practice

of England and America may be qompared with the

nascent constitutionalism of France. Here the problem
presents different conditions. The head of the state is

neither a premier of the English, nor a president of the

American type. He is served by a prime minister and a
cabinet, who, like an English ministry, hold office on the

condition of parliamentary confidence ; but he holds office

himself on the same terms, and is, in fact, a minister like the

others. So far as the transmission of power from cabinet

to cabinet is concerned, he discharges the functions of an
English king. But the transmission of power between
himself and his successor is protected by no constitutional

devices whatever, and recent experience would seem to show
that no such devices are really necessary. Of course it is

too soon to talk about the constitutional practice in France,
but this much seems clear, that some rearrangement of the
relations of the president and the cabinet must soon take
place. It seems diflScult to distinguish between a parlia-

mentary president and a parliamentary ministry, or to see

why they should not stand or fall togetuoL. As yet the

new French constitution has not had time to exhibit that

which is a constant feature of the English constitution, viz.,

a government headed by the chief of the dominant political

party. When that time comes the office of premier ought,

one would suppose, to merge in •the office of president.

Possibly the existence of numerous political parties, and the

open disloyalty to the existing constitution professed by
some of them, may retard the simplification of the French
governmental system. Other European countries professing

constitutional government appear to follow the English
practice. The Swiss republic is so peculiarly situated that

it is hardly fair to compare it with any other. But it is

interesting to note that, while the rulers of the states are

elected annually, the same persons are generally re-elected.

Representation.—The questions connected with repre-

sentation are too numerous to be discussed with advantage
here. Two recent changes of great importance may be
noticed in the English system,—the vote by ballot, and
the partial introduction of what is' called the minority

vote. By the latter, in a constituency returning three

members, each elector has only two votes, and a minority

exceeding one-third can thus elect at least one of the three.

The representation of minorities is a device of political

theorists, and the chief result of its partial application has

been to weaken the influence of the large constituencies.

The chief anomalies of the English system are the inequality

of electoral districts axii the multiplicity of votes. A town
of 200 electors returns as many candidates as a constituency

of ten times that number. On the other hand, while one
man has a single vote only, his neighbour, by various

qualifications, may be an elector in several constituencies.

In each case there is a revolution of the only theory on
which the representative system as a whole can be founded

—the equality of the voters. The first of these anomalies

is admittedly waiting the convenience of political parties.

The second has been recently aggravated by the creation

of new university constituencies, consisting almost entirely

of persons who had already the right of voting under the

ordinary qualification. The anomaly becomes a gross abuse
in the practice of creating what are known as faggot votes.

The simple remedy would be to require that each elector

should be registered in one constituency only.

The Relation beticeen Government and Laws.—It might
be supposed that, if any general proposition could be estab-

lished about government, it would be one establishing some
constant relatiotr between the form of a government and the

character of the laws which it enforces. The technical

language of the English school of jurists is certainly of a
kind to encourage such a supposition. The entire body of

law in force in a country at any moment is regarded as ex-

isting solely by the fiat of the governing power. There is

no maxim more entirely in the spirit of this jurisprudence

than the following :
—" The real legislator is not he by

whom the law was first ordained, but he by whose will

it continues to be law." The whole of the vast repertory

of rules which make up the law of England—the rules of

practice in the courts, the local customs of a county or a
manor, the principles formulated by the sagacity of genera-

tions of judges, equally with the statutes for the year, are

conceived of by the school of Austin as created by the will

of the sovereign and the two Houses of Parliament, or so

much of them as would now satisfy the definition of sove-

reignty. It would be out of place to examine here the difli-

cuUies which embarrass this definition, but the statement

we have made carries on its face a demonstration of its own
falsity in fact. There is probably no government in the

world of which it could be said that it might change at will

the substantive laws of the country and still remain a
government. However well it may suit the purposes of

analytical jurisprudence to define a law as a command set

by sovereign to subject, we must not forget that this is

only a definition, and that the assumption it rests upon is.
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to Ibe student of society, anything but a universal fact.

From his point of view the cause of a particular law is not

one but many, and of the many the deliberate will of a

legislator may not be one. Sir Henry Maine has illustrated

(his point by the case of the great tax-gathering empires of

the EJast,^in which the absolute master of millions of men
never dreams of making anything in the nature of a Jaw

at all This view is no doubt as strange to the English

statesman as to the English jurist. The most conspicuous

work of government in his view is that of parliamentary

legislation. For a largo portion of the year the attention

of the whole people is bent on the operations of a body of

men who are constantly engaged in making now laws. It

is natural for us, therefore, to think of law as a factitious

thing, made and unmade by the people who happen for the

time being to constitute parliament. We forget how small

a proportion the laws actually devised by parliament are

of the law actually prevailing in the land. No European
country has undergone so many changes in the form of

government as France. Eepublic, constitutional monarchy,

and empire have there succeeded each other again and
again in the course of a century. It is surprising how little

effect these political revolutions have had on the body of

French law. The change from empire to republic is not

marked by greater legislative effects than the change from
a Conservative to a Liberal miuistry in England would be.

These reflexions should make us cautious in accepting any
general proposition about forms of government and the spirit

of their laws. We must rercsmber, also, that the classifica-

tion of governments according to the numerical proportion

between governors and governed supplies but a small basis

for generalization. What parallel can be drawn between a

amall town, in which half the population are slaves, and
every freeman has a direct voice in the government, and a
great modem state, in which there is not a single slave, while

freemen exercise their sovereign powers at long intervals,

and through the action of delegates and representatives ?

Propositions as vague as those of Montesquieu may indeed

be asserted with more or less plausibility. But to take any
leading head of positive law, and to say that monarchies
treat it in one way, aristocracies and democracies in another,

is a different matter. Laws affecting trade might be ex-

pected to depend on the more or less popular character of the

government. Yet would it be safe to say that monarchy
discourages, that democracy encourages, free trade ? France
under the empire was more free-trading than France under
the republic. If there is any difference at all between Great
Britain and her colonies it is that the latter are generally

Supposed to be more democratic than the mother country.

Yet protection rules the young democracies, while free trade
reigns at home. The principle "has indeed been broadly
laid down that oligarchical governments, interfere more
actively and more extensively in the affairs of their subjects
than popular governments. We shall have occasion to show
directly that the popularization of government in England
has up to this time been attended by a striking increase in
the sphere of state action.

n. Spheee of Goveenment.

We may now ask, What is the appropriate sphere of
government? What kind of business docs it undertake,
and what kind of business ought it to undertake? By
what limits is its action to be restricted? Here too the field

is occupied by disputed theories and diversified practice.

A.nd the sphere assigned to state action in different ages
and countries varies as widely as the form of government.
The action of the state, or sovereign power, or govern-

ment in a civilized community shapes itself into the three-
fold functions of legislation, judicature, and administration.
The two lirot are netfactly well defined, and the last inclmlos

all the kinds of state action not included in the other two.

It is with reference to legislation and administration that

the line of permissible state-action requires to be drawn.

There is no doubt about the province of the judicature, and

that function of government may therefore be dismissed

with a very few observations.

The complete separation of the three functions marks a

high point of social organization. In simple societies the

same officers discharge all the duties which we divide between

the legislator, the administrator, and the judge. The acts

themselves are not consciously recognized as being of dif-

ferent kinds. The evolution of all the parts of a highly

complex government from one original is illustrated in a

striking way by the history of English institutions. All

the conspicuous parts of the modern government, however

little they .may resemble each other now, can be followed

back without a break to their common origin. Parliament,

the cabinet, the privy council, the courts of law, all carry

us back to the same nidtis in the council of the feudal

king.

Judicature.—The business of judicature, requiring as it

does the possession of a high degree of technical skill and
knowledge, is generally entrusted by the sovereign body or

people to a separate and independent class of functionaries.

In England, the appellate jurisdiction of the House of Lords

still maintains in theory the connexion between the supreme

legislative and the sujireme judicial functions. It is only

recently that the important subject of divorce passed from

the legislative chambers to the courts of law. In some of

the States of the American Union the judicial functions of

the upper house are still maintained after the example of

the English constitution as it existed when these States

were fnuuded. In England there is also still a consider-

able amount of judicial work in which the people takes its

share. The inferior magistracies, except in populous places,

are in the hands of private persons. And by the jury

system the ascertainment of fact has been committed in

very large measure to persons selected indiscriminately from

the mass of the people, subject to a small property quali-

fication. But the higher functions of the judicature are

exercised by persons whom the law has jealously fenced off

from external interference and control The independence

of the bench distinguishes the English system from every

other. It was established in principle as a barrier against

monarchical power, and hence has become one of tlw tra-

ditional ensigns of popular government. In many of the

American States, the spirit of democracy has demanded the

subjection of the judiciary to popular control The judges

are elected directly by the people, and hold office for a

short term, instead of being appointed, as in England, by

tho responsible executive, and removable only by a vote of

the two Houses. There is not the smallest sign that de-

mocratic opinion in England is tending in this direction.*

At the same time the constitution of the United States has

assigned to the supreme court of the Union a perfectly

unique position, standing in singular contrast to the de-

praved condition of many of the State judicatories. The
supreme court is tho guardian of tho constitution. It has

to judge whether a measure passed by the legislative powers

is not void by reason of being unconstitutional, and it may
therefore have to veto the deliberate resolutions of both

Houses of Congress and tho president. It is admitted that

this singular experiment in government has been completely

justified by its success.

} It is worth noting th.it direct election to ofliccs—supjioscd to be
charactcristii of tho democratic spirit—has no place In English political

ideas. The few instances in which it occurs bto reg.irded with indiflei^

onco. Tlio election of tho coroner by tho fieeholders is universally

condemned. In tlio few parishcn' where tho clergjinan may Iw o|)-

pointcd by the pariajilonon, tho right is olten left to bo cicrclicd hf
thA l»i«tinTi.
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Limits ofSlate Iiiterfere.nce in Legislation and A dministra-

lion.—The question of the limits of state action does not

irise with reference to the judiciary. The enforcement of

the laws is a duty which the sovereign power must of absolute

necessity take upon itself. But to what conduct of the

titizens the lawd shall extend is the most perplexing of all

political questions. The correlative question wiih regard

to the executive would be what works of public convenience

should the state undertake through its own servants. The
whole question of the sphere of government may be stated

in these two questions :—What should the state do for its

citizens'! and How far should the state interfere with the

action of its citizens 1 These questions are the direct out-

come of modern popular government; they are equally

unknown to the small democracies of ancient times and to

despotic governments at all times. Accordingly ancient

political philosophy, rich as it is in all kinds of suggestions,

has very little to say that has any bearing on the sphere of

government. The conception that the power of the state

can be and ought to be limited belongs to the times of

"government by discussion," to use Mr Bagehot's expres-

sion,—to the time when the sovereign number is divided

by class interests, and when the action of the majority has

to be carried out in the face of strong minorities, capable

of making themselves heard. Aristotle does indeed dwell

on one aspect of the question. He would limit the action

of the government in the aense of leaving as little as possible

to the personal will of the governors, whether one or many.

His maxim is that the law should reign. But that the

sphere of law itself should be restricted, otherwise than by
general principles of morality, is a consideration wholly

foreign to ancient philosophy. The state is conceived as

acting like a just man, and justice in the state is the same
thing as justice in the individual The Greek institutions

which the philosophers are unanimous in commending are

precisely those which the most state-ridden nations of modern
times would agree in repudiating.

Lmportance of this Question in English Politics.—
Limitation, then, being a principle known only to free

governments! we naturally look to English political history

for its elucidation ; and the speculative and practical treat-

ment of this question is perhaps the most valuable contri-

bution made by England to political science. From the

time of the Kevolution, the principle that there is a limit

to the permissible action of government has been tacitly

admitted. The theories which restricted the powers of the

constitutional king by founding them on popular consent

tended also to the restriction of the sphere of government
in general. The connexion between the two may be seen

very clearly in Locke. Government was created by the

voluntary union of men in political society, and the object

for which they agreed to unite was the preservation of their

property. The scope of government is therefore limited

by this its original object. " Though men, when they enter

into society, give up the liberty, equality, and executive

power they had in the state of nature into the hands of

society, to be so far disposed of by the legislature as the

good of society shall require, yet, it being only with an
intention in every one the better to 2ireserve himself, his

liberty, and property, . . . the power of the society or legis-

lature constituted by them can never be supposed to extend
further than the common good." The practical application

of these principles is to be found in his essay on Toleration.

The business of the state being the protection of body and
goods, it has no right to interfere with the religious worship
or opinions of its citizens. The existence of religious dis-

sent on a large scale kept up the practical importance of

this theory. Even in the extreme absolutism of the parti-

sans of monarchy, the curious doctrine of passive obedience
recoguizes the same principle. Although the will of the

sovereign ought never to be resisted, there is a line of action

beyond which he ought never to pass.

Another historical fact of some importance is the long-

continued alienation of the aristocratic classRB from the
reigning family during the post-Revolution period. In the
18th century the natural champions of monarchical power
were in opposition. Their vast local influence, which might
otherwise have gone to aggrandize the influence of the crown,

was really employed to thwart it. There thus sprang up
in the most conservative classes of society a strong feeling

of jealousy for local independence, and a standing dislike

of Government interference. Squire Western, in Tom Jones,

may be taken as the type of the country party of the period.

His idea of intellectual conversation is abusing the Govern-

ment over a bottle. Nothing in the new-fangled notions

of his sister disgusts him more than her affected sympathy
with the politicians then in power. The sullen disaffection

of the most powerful section of society was a most effectual

bulwark against any extension of the central power. It has

been remarked by an acute observer^ that the weal'ness of

government in the 18th century suffered even public insti-

tutions to assert their local independence. Corporations

of every kind enjoyed the most complete liberty of action,

and, freed from state control, became the private patrimony

of their members. The same sort of resistance to state

action has been repeated in the 19th century. The natural

adherents of the crown, and the leaders of provincial society,

the aristocracy, the county gentry, and the clergy, have

generally been in opposition to ministers. It is a fast not

without significance that the first constitutional question

of this reign was raised by Sir Robert Peel, the leader of

the Conservative party.

Again, the exhaustive discussion of all political measures,

which for two centuries has been a fixed habit of English

public life, has of itself established the principle that therfe

are assignable limits to the action of the state. Not that

the limits ever have been assigned in terms, but popular

sentiment has more or less vaguely fenced off departments

of conduct as sacred from the interference of the law.

Phrases like "the liberty of the subject," the "sanctity of

private property," "an Englishman's house is his ca&tle,"

" the rights of conscience," are the commonplaces of political

discussion, and tell the state, " Thus far shall thou go and
no further."

/State and Church.—The side on which the legitimate

province of government has been most debated is that

on which it comes in contact with religion. High eccle-

siastical theories draw the lines of restriction as clearly

as voluntaryism, but what they exclude is state control

and not state support. The Roman Catholics, the High
Church party in England, and the Free Church in Scot-

land, all unite in protesting against the intrusion of the

secular government into spiritual affairs. This assertion

of a spiritual domain lying beyond the sphere of govern-

ment, and sacred from its interference, unfortunately implies

that there is another authority from which, on religious

matters, the Government ought to take its instructions. The

duty of a national recognition of religion—implying com-

pulsion of the most personal character—is strongly asserted

by the very persons who denounce state control as iUegiti-;

mate and tyrannical The exclusion of the state from the

spiritual domain is, in fact, not founded on any- reasoned

theory of the functions of government at all, but on the

belief in a divinely appomted order for spiritual things,

which it is the duty of the state to enforce. An attempt

to base this position on general principles has, indeed, been

made by Mr Gladstone in his work on Church and State.

Holding that the state is a moral person,. he argues that its

' Mr Mark Pattisou in Essays and Reviews.'
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action must be regulated by conscience, and that its religious

obligations are the same as those of the individual man.

It must therefore recognize and practise a religion, and the

tBue religion is that of the Christian Church, of which the

English Establishment is a branch. That religion, with its

divinely organized system of Episcopacy, the state should

enforce inevery wayshort of physical persecution. It should

exclude heretics from office and privilege, but it should not

put them in prison. Mr Gladstone's book was the occasion

of a controversy which doubtless had some effect on sub-

sequent political events. Macaulay ' stated the Whig view

of the subject—holding that while the state may justi-

fiably endow an established church, it may not persecute

for dissent in any way whatever. Government has princi-

pally to deal with the material wants of society, and with

the protection of life and property. While this is the main

end of government, it may pursue such secondary ends as

the promotion of education and religion, the encouragment

of arts, (tc, but the primary end must not be sacrificed to

the secondary end. The state is therefore not a moral

person at all, any more than a railway company or a hospital;

and government is certainly not an institution for the pro-

motion of religion; but, if it finds it expedient, it may justly

support Presbyterianism in Scotland, Protestant Episcopacy

in England, and Roman Catholicism in Ireland. It is

needlfcss to say that Macaulay makes no attempt to define

the limits within which the government may thus provide

for the good of society. These may be said to have been

the views of Liberal politicians and latitudinarian church-

men. On the other hand, the religious theory of govern-

ment, as expounded in Dr Arnold's Oxford Lectures on

Ilistovy, is based on the conception that the ideal church

and state are one. Here there can be no bounds to the

legitimate action of the state except its conformity with

religious truth. And Dr Arnold does not hesitate to fore-

cast an ideal state of society in which disbelief in the

Christian religion shall so outrage the moral sense of the

community that it may fittingly be put down by the strong

arm of the law. The weakness of all theological specula-

tions about government is that they are fitted only for local

use. The theory of government cannot well be discussed

to much purpose with a disputant who requires a series of

tLeological propositions to be taken for granted.

The Laissez-faire Tlieory.—MM.—A more profitable line

of inquiry has been followed by writers of the economical

school The most important of these is John Stuart Mill,

whose essay on Liberty, together with the concluding

chapters of his treatise on Political Economy, gives a
tolerably complete view of the principles of government.

The leaning of political economists is towards What is

called the laissez-faire or non-interference doctrino. There
is a general presumption against the interference of Govern-
ment, which is only to be overcome by very strong evidence

of necessity. Governmental action is generally less effective

than voluntary action. The necessary duties of Govern-

ment are so burdensome, that to increase them destroys

its efficiency. Its powers are already so great that iiidi-

vidual freedom is constantly in danger. As a general rule,

nothing which can be done by the voluntary agency of

individuals should be left to the state. Each man is the

best judge of his own interests. But, on the other hand,

when the thing itself is admitted to be useful or necessary,

and it cannot be effected by voluntary agency, or when it

is of such a nature that the consumer cannot be considered

capable of judging of the quality supplied, then Mr Mill

would allow the state to interpose. Thus the education

of •children, and even of adults, would fairly come within

the province of the state. Mr Mill even goes so fur s.2 to

* Critical and Historical Essays, vol, I

admit that, where a rcskiction of the Lours of labour,

or the establishment of a periodical holiday, is proved to

be beneficial to labourers as a class, but cannot be carried

out voluntarily on account of the refusal of individuals to

co-operate. Government may justifiably compel them to co-

operate. Still further, Mr Mill would desire to see soms
control exercised by the Government over the operations

of those voluntary associations which, consisting of large

numbers of shareholders, necessarily leave their affairs in

the hands of one or a few persons. In short, Mr Mill's

general rule against state action admits of many important

exceptions, founded on no principle less vague than that

of public expediency. The essay on Liberty is j»ainly

concerned with freedom of individual character, and its

arguments apply to control exercised, not only by the state,

but by society in the form of public opinion. The leading

principle is that of Humboldt, " the absolute and essential

importance of human development in its richest diversity."

Humboldt broadly excluded education, religion, and morals

from the action, direct and indirect, of the state. Mill, as

we have seen, conceives education to be within the province

of the state, but he would confine its action to compelling

parents to educate their children.

Herbert Spencer.—The most thoroughgoing opponent of

state action, however, is Mr Herbeit Spencer. In his Social

Statics, published in 1850, he holds it to be the essential

duty of Government to protect—to maintain men's rights to

life, to personal liberty, and to property; and the theory

that the Government ought to undertake other ofiices besides

that of protector he regards as an untenable theory. Each
man has a right to the fullest exercise of all his faculties,

compatible with the same right in others. This is the funda-

mental law of equal freedom, which it is the duty and the

only duty of the state to enforce. If the state goes beyond
this duty, it becomes, not a protector, but an aggressor.

Thus all state regulations of commerce, all religious estab-

lishments, all Government relief of the poor, all state

systems of education and of sanitary superintendence, even

the state currency and the post-office, stand condemned, not

only as inefi'ective for their respective purposes, but aa

involving violations of man's natural liberty. Many of tha

principles enunciated in this book are not reconcilable wit a

the later views of the author, but he would still appea;

to maintain his theory of government to the fullest extent.

Thus, in the Principles of Sociology, published in 1877, ha
distinguishes between the militant type of society and the

industrial type. The forrner is framed on the principle of

compulsory co-operation, while the latter is framed on the

principle of voluntary co-operation, He vaguely indicates

"a possible future social type, difTcring as much from the

industrial as this does from the militant,— a type which,

having a sustaining system more fully developed than any
one known at present, will use the products of industry

neither for maintaining a militant organization nor ex-

clusively for material aggrandizement, but will devote them
to the carrying on of higher activities." Of the two actually

existing types, the militant is distinguished by a strong and
the industrial by a feeble Governmental system. Reversing

the analogy suggested by individual organisms, he holda

the latter to ho a higher and better typo than the former.^

And he maintains that military activity iu a state dis-

tinguished by a high degree of industrial development

produces a recurrence to the militant typo of institutions

generally. Thus, in Germany, the dealings of Bismarck
with the ecclesiastical powers, and the measures taken for

' Principles of Sociology, vol. i., London, 1877. In a postscript to

part ii, Mr Spencer explains the " oriRiu of tliis scorning incongruity."
Individual or^.tnisms, high or low, have to maintain their lives by
offensive or dcfcnsivo nttivitica or both ; social orgnnisms, exce|>t

during this uuUtant atajo of their evolution, have ijot.

n^2
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centralizing tbe state control of railways, are instances of a

more coercive regime established by war. In England, the

peaceful period from 1815 to 1850 is contrasted with the

militant period since 1850. The latter has been marked

by the usurpations of military officialism, by sanitary dic-

tation, by coercive philanthropy, by compulsory education,

by an unhesitating faith in state-judgment, and by a general

disregard of the principles of free government, even on the

side of the party which in the previous period effected

changes in the direction of freedom.

Tendency of recent Legislation.—Turning from political

theory to political practice, let us see how the legislation of

the last fifty years in England has drawn the line between

legitimate and, illegitimate state action. The period that

has elapsed since the passing of the Reform Act of 1832

has been one of great legislative activity. In no former

period has legislation been so completely under the control

of public opinion, or so directly affected by open discussion

of the principles of projected measures. It will be of some

interest, therefore, to inquire how the most enlightened

political community in the world has, during the period of

its fullest freedom, defined the business of government.

Reduction ofState Action.—ReHgion.—The cases in which

Government interference has been abolished or greatly

limited during this period are mainly two—in matters of

opinion (especially religious opinion), and in matters of con-

tract. The principle that the state ought to maintain some

form of religion has been surrendered by the disestablish-

ment of the Irish Church. The disqualifications, political

and civil, of dissenters, have, with a very few and not very

important exceptions, been removed. The last lemnant of

the old rule, making witnesses incompetent on religious

grounds, was removed by the Act enabling persons to give

evidence without an oath. A few statutes making various

forms of irreligion punishable still remain, but they are

never enforced, and any attempt to enforce them would

almost certainly end in their formal repeal State prosecu-

tions for expression of opinion have almost entirely ceased,

and practically the only instrument of control now left is

the law of libel. Under the influence of the judges, that

law has, during the period in question, been uniformly

interpreted in a sense favourable to the freedom of discus-

sion. One of the few remaining restrictions on religious

freedom is the principle, acted on in several recenf; cases,

that a contract may be broken if its object is to facilitate

the expression of irreligious opinions.^

At the same time there appears to be a tendency to dis-

tinguish between merely irreligious opinions and opinions

pronounced to be immoral Convictions have lately been

obtained for publishing and selling books advocating

opinions on certain moral and social questions which

appeared to a jury to be calculated to deprave the morals

of the people. But here again the distinction has been

authoritatively drawn between such views when presented

in a scientific form, and adapted to a scientific audience, and
the same views offered openly to the unscientific public.

Untenable as such distinctions are, they manifest a ten-

dency on the part of the courts to confine the prosecution

of opinion within the principle of the law against indecent

publications. It may further be added that, with one not-

able exception,—the Public Worship Regulation Act,—the

dealings of the state with the church have been confined

within a very narrow compass. The endowment of new
sees, for instance, although sanctioned by the state, is left

to the voluntary contributions of the public.

Contract.—Freedom of contract, in general, has been
greatly advanced by the success of the free-trade agitation in

1843, which was not so much a protest against state regula-

' F, g., a contract to let a hall tor a lecture advocating atlieialLc

priDciplea.

tion_as a demand for a cheap supply of food. Since that
time, the principle that the state should leave men to make
what bargains they please, without attempting to encourage
any particular iudustry or to favour any special class, ha»
taken rank as a maxim of universal application. One
class of contracts—those between master and servant—long
remained an exception to the general rule. Broach of such
contracts by the servant was treated as a criminal offence,

and the combination of servants to obtain a rise of wages
as a conspiracy. A series of statutes, the last of which was
passed a few years ago, has abolished the crr'minal character

of the breach of the contract of service, except in a few
cases. The abolition of the laws against usury in 1857 is

another instance ; the authorization of trading companies
with limited liability is another. The last great legislative

measure before parliament (the Criminal Code Bill of 1879)
proposes to do away with the old offences of maintenance
and champerty. Besides the classes regarded by law as

under disability to contract (infants, lunatics, and married

women), a few doubtful instances of protected persons might
still be named. Thus expectant heirs are treated in the

spirit of the old laws against usury. Seamen are not

allowed to make a charge upon their wages. In certain

en^loyments specified in the Truck Act wages are not

allowed to be paid otherwise than in coin. The principle

of free trade is outraged in its own name by the legal rule

which vitiates contracts made " in restraint of trade."

Increase of State Action.—The enumeration of new
restrictive measures, and instances of increased state inter-

ference within the same period, would occupy a much more
formidable list. A rough classification only will be here

attempted. We shall take first, interference for the pro-

tection of definite classes of persons.

Education of Children.—This is perhaps the most con-

spicuous, as it is certainly the most beneficial and the least

disputed, of the recent encroachments of the state. The
progress of opinion and legislation on this subject has been

singularly rapid. Beginning with Government grants in aid

of education, strenuously resisted on grounds going to the

very njot of the question of legitimate state interference, the

system has now culminated in a net-work of state-supported

and state-a'dministered schools spread o;er the whole coun-

try. That the state should compel parents to educate their

children would only be a slight departure, if any, from the

general principle ijnposing duties on parents and disabilities

on children. Under the present system the state not only

compels the parent to educate, but itself provides, and in

great measure pays for, the education. A generation of dis-

cussion has, however, drawn very distinctly the line beyond

which this advance of state authority must not proceed.

Compulsory state education is for children only, and may
be justified by the general argument which justifies state

protection to the helpless ; it is elementary only; and it is

secular only.

Regidation of the Labotir of Children and Women.—The
long series of Factor)' Acts is the best example of the steady

and persistent advance of Government control in this direc-

tion. Here the line of protection is considerably advanced,

but is again carefully drawn under male adults, although

these of necessity share in the benefits of the protection in

all employments where their work requires the co-operation

of women and children. See Factory Acts.

Regulation of Dangerous Employments.—Of these the

Mines Regulation Acts are perhaps the best example. Hero

the Government actually lays down the rules under which

alone these employments are suffered to be carried on.

Here the principle that adults are capable of looking after

themselves is overruled by the dangerous character of the

employment.

In all these cases the action of the state is defended on
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the ground tliat tlie persons protected are unable sufficiently

to protect themselves ; and the principle adopted is that of

prevention instead of mere punishment for breach of duty.

Hence an enormous army of inspectors is required for the

work of control.

Another class of interferences is justified on the ground

of public health, and these, in respect of the amount of state

supervision required, stand next to the protective measures

already enumerated. The common law of nuisance recog-

nizes the principle that any source of contagion or discom-

fort set up by an individual is an injury to those who may
be affected by it, which they may call upon the state to

suppress. The Sanitary Acts interpose the remedy at an
earlier stage, and by the usual apparatus of Government
inspectors and detectives. Tie largest measure on thia

subject is the PCblic Health Act, and the most extreme

development of the principle is the lending of money by the

Government to municipalities for the erection of heathy
dwelling-houses for labourers. Personal freedom is more
directly affected by measures like the Vaccination Act, for

which, however, the double ground of the helplessness of

the subjects and the prevention of danger amounting to

nuisance may be taken. The least defensible of all the

measures of this class are those relating to the adulteration

of various kinds of food. The fraudulent or negligent

supply of food injurious to health is an injury which may
be appropriately punished by awaiding compensation to the

person injured, and inflicting punishment on the delinquent.

But under the last Act (Sale of Food and Drugs Act, 1875)
it is a criminal offence to sell goods of a quality not asked
for, and the usual staff of analysts and inspectors is estab-

lished to facilitate detection. The mighty engine of Govern-
ment determine.s the exact percentage of water which the

dairyman may put in his milk and the publican in his gin.

Next come the cases in which the Government either

aids oritself undertakes works of public convenience. The
state monopoly of the post-office ^is the most conspicuous
example, and we have recently seen it extended by the
acquisition of the telegraphs. Less directly the state has
ocquired control of the locomotive system, by granting
compulsory powers of various sorts ^nd a partial monopoly
to railway companies, and by imposing certain regulations

on them. This department of state activity has been
greatly increased by the operations of the Public Works
Loans Commission, which lends money to local bodies for

Buch purposes as the erection of baths and wash-houses,
improving rivers, harbours, and towns, building light-

houses and public libraries, and the like.

The assertion of state control over endowments is another
marked feature of the period. Ejcept in this way, Govern-
ment has not, in England at least, interfered with the higher
sort of education to any great extent. But most of the
endowed schools and the universities have been subjected
to inquiry, and remodelled according to what are under-
stood to be the demands of the age. Almost every kind of
corporation has been revised in the same way, the most
notable and scandalous exception being the numerous and
wealthy corporations of the city of London. The history
of these reforms reveals a perfectly clear rationale of the
relations existing between an endowed institution and the
state, All endowments are privileges created by the state
in the way of exception to the universal rule of law against
perpetuities—the rule which limits the operation of dead
men's wills, and makes each generation master of its exist-
ing resources. When the purposes of an institution cease
to be useful, or its organization is seen to be defective, it

is the right and duty of the state to withdraw the privilege'
altogether, or continue it under now conditions. All
endowments become, iji virtue of this rule, the property of
Uio state; and how it shall deal with thorn become* »

question ot statesmanship, not of interference with privata

interests. Under the name of " vested interests," all

existing rights of individuals are stringently preserved.

These two correlative principles— the right of tke state to

revise all endowments, and the obligation to respect vested

interests in any such revision—have ceased to be disuutablo

in English politics.

A similar extension of state control is to be seen in tha

organization of the professions— i.e., persons licensed to

practise particular arts. The church, like the army, is not,

properly speaking, a profession, and its regulations belong

to the same class as those of tho army or the civil service.-

The true professions are the various grades of lawyen
and medical men. They have an exclusive monopoly
of the arts which they profess. The protection of this

tnoiiopoly was long the only connexion between them and
the Government. They were left to the management of

self-governing societies or corporations. Within our owrl

generation there has been, not only a marked increase of

state control over the professions, but a marked tendency

to extend it to occupations hitherto uncontrolled. The
system of medical licentiation is year by year becoming
more stringent and more centralized. A recent Act provides

for the more efficient testing of the qualifications of solici-

tors. The bar, which has hitherto with immense practical

wisdom governed itself by means of voluntary societies, is

threatened with a parliamentary constitution, settling the

conditions of admission, examination, discipline, and dis-

missal. The free professions are demanding the like recog-

nition and supervision by tha state. A bill is now (1879)
before parliament for organizing the professions of school-

masters in the higher class of schools ; and elementary

schoolmasters are claiming to be included in its scope. The
business of buying and selling stocks and shares has
narrowly escaped, if it has escaped, the rules and regula-

tions of an act of parliament. A commission was actually

appointed a few years ago to investigate the practices of

brokers and jobbers, and one of its recommendations was
that the Stock Exchange should forthwith become a cor-

poration. The last interference of this sort was the

appointment of a committee of the House of Commons,
at the instance of the London retail traders, to inquire into

the working of what are called co-operative stores. Inquiry

does not of course imply interference, and a committee or

a commission is often a convenient way of stopping thj

mouths of agitators whom it might not be convenient to

ignore altogether. Futile as the reracdy may be, the first

thought of every aggrieved class is to lay its wrongs before

parliament.

Protectionof tilingsfrom Excessive Consumption.—Another

class of interferences may be described, in the most general

ternis, as measures taken for the protection of things which

would otherwise perish, or greatly diminish, by reason of

excfessivo use. Statutes of this sort have greatly multi-

plied during the last fifty years. There is hardly any

kind of animal, which men think worth catching or eating,

without its statutory close-time. TJio ostensible reason

for this kind of legislation is that salmon, let us say, or

oysters, are a very important article of food, and unless

men are restrained from pursuing them to excess, the whole

breed would ultimately be extinguished, or so reduced in

number as to be of little use. Another and less avowed
reason is that animals of the protected order ere' necessary

for th« recreation of a certain class of gentlemen, who, ia

the interest of their own pleasures, must be restrained from

carrying them to excess. Thus no gun must bo lifted

against grouse bcforo tho 1 2th of August, or against

partridges before the Ist of September, so that next year

there may atill bo grouse and partridges in tho land. The
great majority ol thcbc ODactmouts belong in spirit to tliu
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;game-laws, but many of them are genuinely intended for the

•perpetuation of perishable supplies of food. Some of them,

Jike the Seabirds Protection Act, or the Small Birds Pro-

tection Act, are dictated by some sentimental fear of the

iBxtinction of such animals. As a whole, they are among
the least defensible of the modem extensions of state power.

Coercion for Moral Purposes.—The measures hitherto

noticed may in general be justified either on the ground
of the inability of the persons protected to help them-

selves, or on the ground that some good to society as a
-whole, or to large portions of it, is secured thereby. An-
sDther class of measures openly aims at the moral im-

provement of the individuals afTected by them, and in this

class there has been an amazing and alarming increase.

The laws against gaming are one of the best examples. At
'Common law a wager was a contract, enforceable by the

tribunals like any other. Not content with declining to

enforce wagers, the state went further, and tried to put them
down altogether. It made lotteries illegal It visited with
-lieavy penalties the keeping of betting-houses, all betting

in public places, the publication of betting lists, &,c. Games
which lead to betting are put under the restraint of a
licensing system, and in some parts of the provinces the

state orders its citizens not to play billiards after eleven

o'clock at night. To this class belongs the severe code
regulating what is called the liquor traffic. Through the

agency of licensing magistrates, the state first of all limits

the number of public-houses ; then it dictates directly the

Ihours during whech liquor may be bought and sold; and in

Scotland and Ireland it goesfurther, and prohibits altogether

She sale of liquqr on Sunday. A committee of the House of

liords has touched the highest point of government control

in proposing to empower local authorities to buy up all the

public houses in their districts, and carry on the business for

themselves. There is a simultaneously increasing tendency
to interfere with people's amusements : fairs are being put
down as immoral, music and dancing require licences very
charily granted, the grip of the lord chamberlain over the
London theatres is tightened, and so on. The course of

moral legislation, in fact, threatens to sweep away every

barrier to the encroachments of the state. The extended
range of Government interference in other things has been
accompanied,, as we have seen, by a very distinct recog-

nition of limits, either in the rights of the individual con-

science, or in the capacity of adult manhood to manage its

own affairs. But Acts of Parliament for improving the

moral characters of men seem to recognize no limit at all.

And it is a singular fact that, while this kind of legislation,

under existing social arrangements, fails to affect the well-

to-do Xilasses, and presses chiefly on the comparatively poor,

it is becoming more and more identified with the popular
party iu politics, and gathers strength with every addition

to the popular element in government.

We have hitherto confined our attention to simple as
opposed to compound forms of government, and to the
supreme as opposed to the subordinate functions of govern-
ment. The complete treatment of the subj ect would require

us to take some notice of the (1) association of several com-
munities, with separate governments under ono sovereignty,
and (2) of the subordinate organizations for carrying on
the government of localities, under the supreme government.

1. Federal Government.-—As this is the subject of a
separate article (vol. ix. p. 61), we need only notice here
the case in which one of the associated Governments is the
tdtimate seat of sovereign power—the others being its

colonies or dependencies. England is, of course, by far
the most illustrious example of a country so situated, and
her relations with the subordinate communities exhibit
jnuch variety of form. One leading distinction may be

drawn,—namely, between the communities which are

allowed to govern themselves and those which, either as

being unfit for self-government, like India and Fiji, or on

account of the military necessities of the situation, as Malta

and Gibraltar, are governed by the officers of the English

Government. In the subject dependencies, as the latter

may be called, the government is usually carried on by a

governor and council, nominated by the crown, and holding

office for various terms of years. The council, as a general

rule, consists of the higher officers of the dependency, such

as the chief-justice or the attorney-general. The governor

and council are strictly the delegates of the home Govern-

ment and have no legal or constitutional status of their

own. The recently acquired island of Cyprus occupies an

anomalous position in the British state system. The
English Government holds it, not as sovereign, but as

lieutenant-general of the sovereign, the sultan of Turkey.

The government of the island is vested in a commissioner

who takes his orders, not from the colonial, but from the

foreign office. As a general rule the relations between the

mother country and her dependencies are under the charge

of a special department of state—the colonial office.

In free dependencies the alternative is between some
kind of confederation with the mother country, whereby

the dependency shall have a representative voice in the

supreme government, and the practical independence of the

dependency in all but international affairs. In the French

system the deputies of Algiers and other colonies sit in the

supreme legislature along vrith the other representatives of

France. In the English system distance alone would render

sucha scheme impracticable; and, evenwhere distance would

be little or no hindrance, there has been no desire on either

side for any such connexion. Dependencies like the Isle

of JIan and the Channel Islands are as completely sepa-

rated from England as New- Zealand and Canada. The
free dependencies have local constitutions framed on the

model of the home Government—two chambers of legis-

lature, a governor nominated by the crown, and a ministry

dependent on parliament. The governor is supposed to

stand to the ministry and parliament as the crown to the

ministry and parliament at home ; but it is to be remem-
bered that the governor is, properly speaking, the representa-

tive not of the English crown 'but of the English Govern-

ment. It is from the colonial secretary that the governor

takes his instructions, and the colonial secretary and his

colleagues take their instructions from the House of

Commons, And, just as the practice of the constitution

has made It impossible for the monarch to resist the wishes

of parliament, so it is established that the governor, as

representing England, shall not veto enactments of the

colonial legislature. Just as in England the House oi

Commons invariably determines the fate of a ministry, so

does the lower or popular house in a colonial legislature.

It is needless to say that this is a very great advance on

the- old theory of colonial relations. Beginning in special

grants or charters granted to individuals or corporations, the

English colonies in North America held their liberties by
the grace of the crown. The successful revolt of the colonies

taught the mother country the folly of supposing that

Englishmen in America would consent to be governed by
Englishmen at home.

Although colonial institutions are modelled as nearly as

may be after the original type, they are cot entirelyfree from

questions of fundamental difficulty. The central question

of government—Whose will is to prevail ?—has at the

present time (1879) been agitating two of the greatest of

the colonies, a deadlock between the council and the

assembly in Victoria being referred to England, and the

governor-general of Canada refusing to dismiss a lieu-

tenant-governor on the advice of his responsible ministry.
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The subjection of colonies to the Iiomo Government is

still retained in two important cases. The colonies have

BO voice whatever in determining the nature 'of their

felations with other communities ; the question of peace or

war is decided for them by the homo Government. Again,

all the colonies, whatever may be their powers of local self-

government, seek justice in the last resort from the sove-

reign in council.

2. Local Government.—As the business of society at

large must be undertaken by the supreme government, so

the local business of the subdivisious of society must be

undertaken by local sub-governments. Local government

repeats on a small scale the features of the supreme
government, but its business is chiefly judicial and adminis-

trative. The most marked distinction liere is between

rural and urban communities—between the county and
the borough. Self-government or representative govern-

ment is the rule in the latter, the exception in the former.

In England, since the Municipal Corporations Act, the

affairs of all urban communities, except the city of London
and a few unimportant boroughs, are ma,naged by the direct

representatives of the inhabitants. In the counties the

control of affairs rests with the justices of the peace, who
are nominated by the crown exclusively from' the class of

gentry.

The degree of control exercised by the supreme govern-

ment over local governments is a point of first-rate import-

ance in the constitution of a country. Among free countries

England and France stand at opposite ends of the scale,

—

England being characterized by great local independence,

France by strict central control. Thus it is said that, even

under the republic, the minister of education can say that

at a given hour all the children in all the schools of France
»re learning the same lesson. The habitual dependence of

the French people upon the action of the state has been

described as a survival from the times of imperial despotism

which may be expected to disappear gradually under the

influence of freedom. A step in this direction has certainly

been taken in the proposal to allow communes to elect their

own maire ; and the abuse of the prefectoral system by a

recent ministry ought to lead to some diminution of its

enormous powers. On the other hand the increased activity

of the state, which, as we have already seen, has accompanied

the establishment of popular government on a wide basis

in England, has shown itself also in increased centralization.

The new functions—educational, sanitary, and other

—

imposed on local bodies are controlled by the supreme
government through central boards. In 1871 the local

government board was constituted to take over the powers

of control over local boards hitherto exercised by various

high officers of state, the poor law board, and the privy

council. More recently the Prisons Act of 1877 has tritis-

ferred to the secretary of state the powers hitherto exercised
by the local prison authorities, and has made the cost of
maintaining local prisons a burden on the public funds.
As we have already said, the work of local governments

generally embraces very little that can properly be called
legislation. They have a power of making bye-laws for
carrying out within their district the purposes of a general
law, and over that power the courts of justice exercise a
vigilant control. Parliament in England has hitherto looked
with great distrust on subordinate legislatures, and it is a
common saying that the jealousy of the House of Commons
is one of the reasons why the metropolis remains without
municipal government. But it would now be generally
admitted that the legislation demanded of parliament every
year is greatly beyond its effective powers. There are in-
dications of an approach to something that may be described
as home rule—a name which inspires more distrust than
the reality. Parliament makes no pretence of consistency

in legislating separately for England, Scotland, and Ireland^

To take only notorious examples,—the Irish Land Act, the-

Disestablishment Act, and the Sunday Liquor Actof Ireland,

and the Forbes Mackenzie Act of Scotland are instances-

of legislation according to the supposed wishes of the peopte
specially affected. Irish and Scotch business tends in tha
House of Commons more and more to fall into the hand&
of Irish and Scotch members, and the interference of others

is not unfrequently resented as an intrusion. Again, private

bill legislation, regulated as it is by ascertained generaC

principles, has come to bo in fact, as in form, a purely-

judicial proceeding, which might well be relegated, as it no
doubt one day will be relegated, to local tribunals. Another
indication of the same tendency is to be found in what is

called permissive legislation,which leaves to local authorities

the responsibility of deciding how far a given principle shall

be applied. (e. k.)

GOWER, John (13251-1408), one of the best of the

English minor poets, was born in or about the year 1325 ;

but the date is not exactly known. It has been conclu-

sively shown by Sir Harris Nicolas that he belonged

to the county of Kent. His family was wealthy ; and
he seems to have had various country houses. So far as

we know he did not marry till 1397, when he was united to

Agnes Groundolf. He was an intimate friend of Chaucer;,

but there is no evidence to prove that they were fellow-

students. A few years after his marriage, Gower became-

blind, and had to give up writing. He spent his declining

years in the priory of St Mary Overies, or, as it is now called^

St Saviour's, in Southwark, where his monument is still to

be seen.

Near the close of the Con/essio Aviantie, Gower puts th»

following compliment to Chaucer into the mouth of Venus:—
And greet weel Chaucer when ye meet.
As my disciple and my poet

;

For in the floures of his youth,
la sundry wise, as he well couth
Of ditties and of songes glade.

The which he for my sake made.
The land fulfilled is over all ;" &c.

In these lines he was merely requiting a compliment
that had been paid him some years before by his

brother-poet, who, in dedicating to him his Troihts and
Cressida, addressed him as " O moral Gower," an epithet

which, though not remarkably happy, has stuck to Lim.

Gower died in 1408. In his will he leaves a number
of religious legacies to various ecclesiastical persons and
institutions, and £100, along with the rents of his manors,

to his wife Agnes. The beautiful church in which Gower
lies was rebuilt in great part at his expense, and proves,

among other things, that he must have been exempt from
one of the usual misfortunes of poets—poverty.

Gowor's poetical works are four in number

—

Balades and
other Poems, in French, printed in 1818 for the PiosBurgho

Club ; tlie Speculum 2feditanlis, a treatise on the duties of

married life, written in French verse, and divided into tea.

books ; Vox ClamantU, a narrative in Latin elegiacs, of tha

insurrection of the tommons in the reign of Bichard II.;

and the Con/essio Amanlis. The second of these works is.

believed to have perished; of the third there is a good

edition by the Rev. H. O. Coxe, printed for the llos-

burghe.Club in 1850; and the fourth was first printed

by Caxton in 1483. The Confessio Amands, or Lover'*

Confession, is a huge miscellaneous collection of physical,

metaphysical, and moral reflexions, and of stories culled

from the common repertories of the Middle Ages. A.

kind of unity is given to these apparently incongrnou8>

materials by the form of the poem, which is a dialoguft

between n lover and his confessor, who is a priest of Venus,

and is called Genius. In the moral part of his theme,

Gower is confessedly wise, impressive, and sometimes almost
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suLliinc. But, as Ellis, in his Specimens of tlie Early
Entjllsh Poets, observes, " His narrative is often quite

petrifying ; and when we read in his works the tales with
which we have been familiarized in the poems of Ovid, we
feel a mixture of surprise and despair at the pervei-se

industry employed in removing every detail on which the

imagination had been accustomed to fasten. The author
of the Metamorphoses was a poet, and at least sufficiently

fond of ornament. Gower cohsiders him as a mere annalist,

scrupulously preserves his facts, relates them with great

p5rspicuity, and is fully satisfied when he has extracted

from them as much morality as they can reasonably be ex-

pected to famish." As Professor Lowell has well remarked,
Gower " has positively raised tedioiisness to the precision

.of a science." Though his descriptions are often extremely
agreeable, and his diction easy and smooth, his prolixity,

and the prosaic feebleness of the conceptions, wOl prevent
the Lover's Confession from ever rivalling the writings of

Chaucer, or even approximating them in popularity.

See Todd's Ilhistraiions of thi Lives and Writings of Gmver
and Chaucer; Ellis's Specimens of the Early English Poets ; Craik's
Hist. Lit.; Wartou's Hist. Eng. Poetry; Godmn's /Jfe of Cliaucer

;

Morle/s English JVriters ; Sir Harris Nicolas's Life of Chavcer

;

Jtirs Masson's Three Centuries of English Poetry ; Retrospective
ttevieio far 182S, where Sir Harris Nicoiag throws fresh light
on the subject ; Observations on the Language of Chaucer's Canter-
bury Tales, and Cowers Cmifcssio Amanlis, by F. J. Child;
Minto's ClMracleristics of English Poets ; and, above all, Dr Kein-
hold Pauli's scholarly edition of the Confcssio Amaidis (London,
1857\ which contains a notice of Gower, and an account of the
MSS. and editions of the poem.

GOYA, a town of the Argentine Republic, in the province

of Corrientes, near the junction of a small stream with the
ParanA, about 100 miles S. of Corrientes. The streets are

about 60 feet wide, and the houses, built of brick, are often

two stories high. One side of the handsome plaza is occu-

pied by a large church erected by local subscription, and in

the centre there is a pyramid 50 feet high. Hides, wool,

cheese, and oranges are the principal articles of trade, the
cheese especially finding a good market at Buenos Ayres
and elsewhere. The town was founded in 1807 by the
national Government, and is said to have derived its name
from Goya or Gregoria, the wife of the Portuguese cattle-

farmer who was formerly settled on the spot. The popu-
lation, which includes a large foreign element,—Italians,

Basques, and French,—amounted to 10,907 in 1869. See
Mulhall's Handbook of the River Plate.

GOYANNA, a city of Brazil, in the province of Pernam-
buco, on a river of its own name, about 10 miles from the
sea. It is a well-bnilt place, and carries on a trade in cotton,

sugar, rum, hides, timber, dye-stuffs, oils, and other pro-

ducts of the fertile region in which it lies. Most of its

exports are sent to Recife for shipment, its own port being
only deep enough for the larger class nl coasting vessels.

The population is about 12,000.

GOYA Y LUCIENTES, Fea.vcisco (1746-1829),
Spanish painter, was born in 1746 at Fuendetodos, a small
Aragonese village near Saragossa. At an early a>e he com-
menced his artistic career under the direction of Jos6 Luzan
Martinez, who had studied painting at Naples under
Mastroleo. Jt is clear that the accuracy in drawing Luzan
is said to have acquired by diligent study of the best Italian

masters did not much influence his erratic pupil Goya,
a true son of his province, was bold, capricious, head-
strong, and obstinate. He took a prominent part on more
than one occasion in those rival religious processions at

Sarag03sa which often ended in unseemly frays ; and his

friends were led in consequence to despatch him in his

nineteenth year to Madrid, where, prior to his departure
for Rome, his mode of life appears to bive been' anything
bat that of a quiet orderly citizen Br g a good musician,

and gifted with a voice, he sallied forth nightly, serenading

the caged beauties of the capital, with whom he seems to

have been a very general favourite.

Lacking the necessary royal patronage, and probably
scandalizing by his mode of life the sedate court officials,

he did not receive—perhajis did not see"k—the usual
honorarium accorded to those students who visited Rome
for the purpose of study. Finding it convenient to retire

for a time from Madrid, he decided to visit Rome at his

own cost ; and being without resources he joined a " quad-
rilla " of bull-fighters, passing from town to town until

he reached the shores of the Mediterranean. We nexf
hear of him reaching Rome, broken in health and financi-

ally bankrupt. In 1772 he was awarded the second pri^e

in a competition initiated by the academy of Parma, styling

himself " pupil to Bayen, painter to the king of Spain.'"

Compelled to quit Rome somewhat suddenly, he appears
again in Madrid in 1775, the husband of Bayeu's daugliter,

and father of a son. About this time he appears to have
visited his parents at Fuendetodos, no doubt noting mucii

which later on he utilized in his genre works. On return

•

ing to Madrid he commenced painting canvasses for tKe

tapestry factory of Santa Barbara, in which the king took
much interest. Between 1776 and 1780 he appeai-s to

have supplied thirty examples, receiving about £1200 for

them. Soon after the revolution of 1868, an official was
appointed'to take an inventory of all works of art belong-

ing to the nation, and in one of the cellars of the Madrid
palace were discovered forty-three of these works of Goya
on rolls forgotten and neglected (see Los Tapices de Goya;
por Cntzado Villaamil, Madrid, 1870).

His originality and talent were soon recognized by Mengs,
the king's painter, and royal favour naturally followed.

His career now becomes intimately connected with the court

life of his time. He was commissioned by the king to

design a series of frescos for the church of St Anthony
of Florida, Madrid, and he also produced works for Sara-

gossa, Yalencia, and Toledo. Ecclesiastical art was not his

forte, and although he cannot be said to have failed in any
of his work, his fame was not enhanced by his religious

subjects.

In portraiture, without doubt, Goya excelled : his por-

traits are evidently life-like and unexaggerated, and ho
disdained flattery. He worked rapidly, and during his

long stay at Madrid painted, amongst many others, the

portraits of four sovereigns of Spain—Charles III. and
IV., Ferdinand VII., and "King Joseph." The duke of

Wellington also sat to him ; but on his making some
remark which raised the artist's choler, Goya seized a
plaster cast and hurled it at the head of the duke. There
are extant two pencil sketches of Wellington, one in the

British Museum, the other in a private collection.' One of

his best portraits is that of the lovely Andalusian duchess

of Alva. He now became the spoiled child of fortune,

and acquired, at any rate externally, much of the polish

of court manners. He still worked industriously upon
his own lines, and, while there is a stiffness almost

ungainly in the pose of some of his portraits, the stern

individuality is always preserved.

Including the designs for tapestry, Goya's genre works

are numerous and varied, both in style and feeling, from

his Watteau-like Al Fresco Breakfast, Romeria de San
Isidro, to the Curate feeding the Devil's Lamp, the Meson
del Gallo, and the painfully realistic massacre of the Dos de

Mayo (1808). Goya's versatility is proverbial; in his

hands the pencil, brush, and graver are equally powerful

Some of his qrayon sketches of scenes in the bull ring

are full of force and character, slight but full of meaning.

He was in his thirty-second year when he commenced his

etchings from Velasquez, whose influence may, however,

be traced in his work at an earlier date. A careful ex-
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amination of some ui the drawings uiailc for these etcbings

indicates a steadiness of purpose not usually discovered

in Goya's craft as draughtsman. He is much more widely

known by his etchings tlian his oils; the latter necessarily

must be sought in public and private collections principally

in Spain, while the former are known and prized in every

capitrtl of Europe. The etched collections by which Goya
IS best known include Los Caprichos, which have a satirical

meaning known only to the few ; they are bold, weird, and
full of force. Los Proverbios are also supposed to have

some hidden intention. Los Desastres de la Guerra may
fairly claim to depict Spain during the French invasion.

In the bull fight scries, Goya is evidently at home ; he was

a skilled master of the barbarous art, and no doubt every

sketch is true to nature, and from life.

Goya retired from Madrid, desiring probably during his

latter years to escape the trying climate of that capital. He
died at Bordeaux in his eighty-third year, and a monument
has been erected there over his remains. Whether his

influenee produced the art of Fortuny and the modern
Spanish school may be matter for discussion ; but, from
the deaths of Velasques and Murillo to the advent of

Fortuny, Goya's name is the only important one found in

the history of Spanish art, Paul Lefort and Yriarte may
be consulted for fuller details of his life and works.

GOVAZ, or, as it was formerly called. Villa BOa de
Goyaz, the chief town of the province of Goyaz in Brazil,

in the valley of the auriferous Velmelho, a right-hand tribu-

tary of the Araguaia. It lies about 650 miles N.W. of liio

de Janeiro, and 700 miles S.W. of San Salvador. As a
bishop's see, the seat of the provincial asaembly, and the

residence of a civil president and a military governor, it is

a place of considerable importance ; and with its broad

streets, wide squares, and well-built houses it ranks as one
of the most attractive towns of Brazil. The public build-

ings comprise, the legislative chambers, a court-house, a
hospital, a prisor^, an institution for the assaying of gold,

and a municipal slaughter-house. Goyaz was founded in

1736 under the name of Santa Anna, and it received its

present designation about three years later when it was
rai.sed to the rank of a city. The population is about 8000.

GOYEN', Jan Josephszoon van (1596-1656),. was
born at Loyden on the 13th of January 1596, learned
painting under several masters at Leyden and' Haarlem,
married in 1618, and settled at the Hague about 1631.
One of the few Dutch painters who failed to captivate
English taste, his influence was great on Dutch art ; and
he was one of the first to emancipate himself from the
traditions of minute imitation embodied in the works of

Breughel and Savery. Though ho preserved the dun
scale of tone peculiar to those painters, he studied atmo-
spheric effects in black" and white with considerable skill.

He formed Solomon Ruysdael and Pieter Potter, forced
attention from Rembrandt, and bequeathed some of his

precepts to Pieter de Molyn, Coelenbier, Saftleven, Van
der Kabel, and even Bergheni. His life at the Hague for

twenty-five years was very prosperous, and he rose in 1640
to bo president of his guild. A friend of Van Dyck and
Barlholoniaw vim der Heist, he sat to both these artists for

his likeness. His daughter Margaret married Jan Stecn,
and he had steady patrons in the stadtholder Frederick
Henry, and the chiefs of the municipality of the Hague.
He died at the Hague in 1656, possessed of land and
houses to the amount of 15,000 florins,

Between 1610 and 1616 Van Goyeri wanaored from one
chool to the other. He was first apprenticed to Isaak
Swanenburgh ; he then passed through the workshops of
De Man, Klok, an(l De Hoorn. In 1616 ho took a decisive
step and joined Esaias van dec Vcldo at Harlem ; amongst
his earlier picti-jes, some of 1621 ^Berlin Museum) and

I

1623 (Brunswick Gallery) show the iuQuence of Esafas very

perceptibly. The landscape is minute.- Details of branch-

ing nnd foliage are given, and the figures are important in

, relation to the distances. After 1625 theso peculiarities

' gradually disappear. Atmosjjhoric effect in landscapes of

. cool tiuts varying from grey green to pearl or brown and
yellow dun is the principal object which Van Goycn holds

in view, and he succeeds admirably in light skies with drift-

ing misty cloud, and downs with cottages and scanty shrub-

bery or stnnted trees. Neglecting all detail of foliage he
now works in a thin diluted -medium, laying on rubbings

as of sepia or Indian ink, and finishing without loss of

transparence or lucidity. Throwing his foreground into

darkness, he casts alternate light and shade upon the more
distant planes, and reali::es most pleasing views of large

expanse. In buildings and water,, with shipping near the

banks, he sometimes has the strength if not the colour of

Albert Cuyp. The ^defect of his work is chiefly want of

solidity. But even this had its charm for Van Goyen's con-

temporaries, and some time elapsed before Cuyp, who imi-

tated him, restricted his method of transparent tinting to the

foliage of foreground trees.

Van Goyen s pictures are C"mparatively rare in English

collections. Unrepresented in the national galleries, he is

seen to advantage abroad, and chiefly at the Louvre, and in

Berlin, Gotha^ Vienna, Munich, and Augsburg. Twenty-
eight of his works were exhibited together at Vienna in

l'^73. His panels fell in value during the 17th century,

when they fetched prices as low as lU and seldom as high

as 100 florins. Now they are worth ten timesimore than

in 1700. Though he visited Franco once or twice. Van
Goyen chiefly confined himself to the scenery of Holland
and the Rhine. Nine times from 1633 to 1655 he painted

views of Dordrecht. Nimeguen was one of his favourite

resorts. But he was also fond of Haarlem and Amsterdam,
and be did not neglect Arnheim or Utrecht. One of his

largest pieces is a view of the Hague, executed in 1651 for

the municipality, and now in the town collection of that city.

Most of his panels represent reaches of the Rhine, the Waal,

and the Maese. But he sometimes sketched the downs of

Scheveningeii, or the sea at the mouth of the Rhine and
Scheldt; and he liked to depict the calm inshore, and rarely

ventured upon seas stirred by more than a curling breeze

or the swell of a coming squall He often painted winter

scenes, with ice and skaters and sledges, in the style familiar

to Isaac van Ostade, There are numerous varieties of these

subjects in the master's works from 1621 to 1653. One
historical picture has been ^assigned to Van Goyen—the

embarkation of Charles II. in the Bute collection. But
this canvas was executed after Van Goyen's death. When
he tried this form of art he properly mistrusted his own
powers. But he produced little in partnerehip with his

contemporaries, and we can only except the Watering-placo

in tho gallery of Vienna, where the landscape is enlivened

with horses and cattle by Philip W^ouvermans. Even Jan
Steen, who was his son-in-law, only painted figures for one

of his pictui'ea, and it is probable that this piece was com-

pleted after Van Goyen's death. More than 250 of Van
Goyen's pictures are known and accessible. Of this numbei
little more than 70 are undated. None exist without the

full name or monogram, and yet there is no painter whose

hand it is easier'to trace without the help of these adjuncts.

An etcher, but a poor one. Van Goycn has only bequeatheH

to us two very rare plates.

GOZLAN,-L)5oN, a French novelist and play writer, was

born at Marseilles in 1803, and died in 1866. When ho

was still a boy, his father, who had made a large fortune

as a ship-broker, met with adverse circumstances, and L(^on,

before completing his education, had to go to sea in order to

earn a livinj. lia wtnt several tradinq voyages to Algiers
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and to Senegal, without, it would seem, much profit. In

the meantime bis literary tastes gradually developed, and
lie abandoned mercantile pursuits for the modest emjiloy-

ment of a teacher in Marseilles. He, however, did not

remain long there, and in 1628 we find him in Paris, de-

termined to ran the risks of literary life. His townsman,

Joseph Mery, who was then making himself famous by his

political satires, smoothed his way, and introduced him to

several n-ewspapers. But Gozlan did not sacrifice litera-

ture to politics. Though he contributed many essays

to the reviews, it is as a fertile and ingenious author of

novels and plays that he is best known. His first novel

was Les Memoires d'un Apothicatre (1828), and this was
followed by numberless others, among which may be men-
tioned Le Notaire de Chantilly, Arisiide Froissart (one of the

most curious and celebrated of his productions), Les Nuits du
Pere-Lachaise, Le Tapis Vert, Georges III., La Folic du
logis, La faniille Lambert, Les Emotions de Polt/dore

Marasqidn, &c. His principal works for the theatre are

—

La Goidle de Lait, La Phiie et le beau temps, LeLion empaille,

Pied-de-Fer, Louise de Nanteuil, Le Gateau des Eeines,

Les Paniers de la Comfesse, Le Diamant et le Verre, and
adaptations of several of his own novels to the stage.

Gozlan also wrote a romantic and picturesque description

of the old manors and mansions of his country, entitled Les

Ckdteaux de France, 4 vols. (1844), and a biographical

essay on the great novelist Balzac (1861). fie was made a

member of the legion of honour in 1846, and in 1859 an
officer of that order. Louis Huart has published a sketch

of his life.

Of the many novels which uninterruptedly dropped, as

it were, from Gozlan's pen during a period of thirty-eight

years, very few have the qualities which commend a work
of fiction to posterity ; but nearly all are pleasant to read,

and some will no doubt survive as an interesting and lively

picture of French manners during the first half of this

century. He holds an honourable place in the second
rank of French novelists.

G020. See Malta.

_
GOZZI, Carlo, Codnt (1722-1806), an Italian drama-

tist, was descended from an old Venetian family, and was
born in March 17-22. Compelled by the embarrassed con-

dition of .his father's affairs to procure the means of self-

support, he, at the age of sixteen, joined the array in

Dalinatia ; but three years afterwards he returned to Venice,
•where he soon made a reputation for himself as the wittiest

member of the Granelleschi society, to which the publication

of several satirical pieces had gained him admission. This
society, nominally devoted to conviviality and witt had also

serious literary aims, and was especially zealous to preserve

the Tuscan literature pure and untainted by foreign in-

fluences. The displacement of the old Italian comedy by
the dramas

,
of Chiari and Goldoni founded on French

models threatened defeat to all their efforts; and in 1757
Gozzi came to the rescue by publishing a satirical poem,
Tartana degli injlussi per I'anno bisesiile, and in 1761 by
his comedy, Fiaba dell'amore delle Ire melarancie, a parody
of the manner of the two obnoxious poets, founded on a
fairy tale. For its representation he obtained the services,

of the Sacchi company of players, who, on account of the
popularity of the comedies of Chiari and Goldon!—which
afforded no scope for the display of their peculiar talents

—

had been left without employment ; and as their satirical

powers were thus sharpened by personal enmity, the play
met with extraordinary success. Struck by the effect pro-
duced on the audience by the introduction of the super-
natural or mythical element, -which he had merely used as
B convenient medium for his satirical purposes, Gozzi now
produced a series of dramatic pieces based on fairy tales,

which for a period obtained great popularity, but after the

breaking up of the Sacchi company were completely dis-

regarded. They have, however, obtained high praise from
Goethe, Schlegel, Madame de Stael, and Sismondi ; and
one of them. Re Turandote, was_translated by Schiller. In
his later years Gozzi sethimself to theproduction of tragedies
in which the comic element was largely introduced ; but as
this innovation proved unacceptable to the critics, he had
recourse to the Spanish drama, from which ho obtained
models for various pieces which, however, met w!th only
equivocal success. He died 4th April 1806.

His collected works were published under his own supcriuteiid-
ence, at Venice, in 1792, in 10 volumes; and liis dramatic works,
tiaiislated into German by Werthes, were published at Bern in
1795. See Gozzi's work, ilcmoric inutili dcUa vita di Carlo Gozzi,
3 vols., A'^enice, 1797, translated into French by Paul de Mussct,
Paris, 1848; F. Horn, Ucbcr Gozzis dramaiisclie Pocsie, Venice,
1303; Ghoiardini, Vita di Gasp. Gozzi, 1821; " Charles Gozzi," by
Paul de Musset, in the Kcvue dcs Deux Mondcs for 15th November
1S44; and Magrini, Carlo Gozzi c lajiahc: sarjr/i storici, Inograjtci,

e eritici, Cremona, 1876.

GOZZI, Gaspaeo, Count (1713-1786), eldest brother
of Carlo Gozzi, was bom 4th December 1713. In 1739
he married the poetess Luise Bergalli, and she nndertook
the management of the theatre of San Angelo, Venice, he
supplying the performers with dramas chiefly translated

from the French. The speculation proved unfortunate,

but meantime he had^ttained a high reputation for his con-

tributions to the Gazzetta Veneta, and he soon came to be
known as one of the ablest critics and purest and most
elegant stylists in Italy. For a considerable period he
was censor of the press in Venice, and in 1774 he was
appointed to reorganize the university system at Padua.
He died at PaAua, 26th December 1786.
His principal writings- are Osscrvatore Veneta Periodica, on the

model of the English Sycdator, and distingnished by its high moral
tone and its liglit .and [ileasant satire ; Lettcre famigliari, a collec-

tion of short racy pieces iu prose and verse, on subjects of general
interest ; Sermoni, poems in blank verse after the manner of Horace

;

]l mmido morale, a personification of human passions with inwoven
dialogues in the style of Luciau; and Giudizio 'dcgli antichi pocli

sojira la modcma censura di Dante, a defence of the great poet
against the attacks of Bettinelli. He also translated various works
from the French and English, including Marmontel's Taks anil

Pope's Ussai/ on Crilicism. His collected works were published at
Venice, 1794-98, iu 12 volumes, and -several editions have appeared
since.

GOZZOLI, Benozzo, an eminent painter, was bora in

Florence in 1424, or perhaps 1420, and in the early part

of his career assisted' Fra Angelico, whom he followed to

Home, and worked with at Orvieto. While in Eome, he
executed, in the Cappella at Araceli, a fresco of St Anthony
and Two Angels. In 1449 he left Angelico, and went to

Montefalco, near Foligno in Umbria. In S. Fortunato,

near Montefalco, he painted a Madonna and Child with

Saints and Angels, and three other works. One of these, the

altar-piece representing St Thomas receiving the Girdle of

the Virgin, is now in the Lateran Museum, and shows the

affinity of Gozzoli's early style to Angelico's. He next

painted in the monastery of St Francis, Montefalco, filling

the choir with a triple course of subjects from the life of the

saint, with various accessories, including heads of Dante,

Petrarch, and Giotto. This work was completed in 1452,

and is still marked by the style of Angelico, crossed here

and there with a more distinctly Giottesque influence. In
the same church, in the chapel of St Jerome, is a fresco by
Gozzoli of theTirgin and Saints, the Crucifixion, and other

subjects. He remained at Montefalco probably till 1456,

employing Mesastris as assistant. Thence he went t»

Perugia, and painted in a church a Virgin and Saints, now
in the local academy, and soon afterwards to his native

Florence, the headquarters of art. By the end of 1459 he

had nearly finished his important labour in the chapel of

the Palazzo Riccardi, the Journey of the Magi to Bethlehem,

and, iu the tribune of this chapel, a composition of Angels
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in a Paradise. His picture la the London National Gallery,

« Virgin and Child with Saints, 1461, belongs also to the

period of his Florentine sojourn. Another small picture in

the same gallery, the Rape of Helen, is of dubious authen-

ticity. In 1464 Gozzoli left Florence for S. Gemignano,

where he executed some extensive works; in the church

of St Augustine, a compositioa of St Sebastian protecting

the City from the Plague of this same year, 1464; over the

entire choir of the church, a triple course of scenes from the

legends of St Augustine, from the time of his entering the

school of Tegaste on to his burial, seventeen chief subjects,

with some accessories ; in the Pieve di S. Gemignano, the

Martyrdom of Sebastian, and other subjects, and some
further works in the city and its vicinity. Here liis style

combined something of Lippo Lippi with its original

elements, and he received co-operation from Giusto d'Andrea.

He stayed in this city till 1467, and then began, in the

Campo Santo of Pisa, from 1469, the vast series of mural

paintings with which his name is specially identified.

These are twenty-four subjects from the Old Testament,

from the Invention of Wine by Noah to the Visit of the

Queen of Sheba to Solomon. He contracted to paint three

subjects per year, for about ten ducats each—a sum which
may be regarded as equivalent to £100 at the present day. It

appears, however, that this contract was not strictly adhered

to, for the actual rate of painting was only three pictures in

two years; Perhaps the great multitude of figures and acces-

sories was accepted as a set-off against the slower rate of

production. By January 1470 he had executed the fresco

of Noah and his Family,—followed by the Curse of Ham,
the Building of the Tower of Babel (which contains por-

traits of Cosmo de' Medici, the young Lorenzo, Poliziano, and
others), the Destruction of Sodom, the Victory of Abraham,
the Marriages of Rebecca and of Rachel, the Life of Moses,

&c. la the Cappella Ammannati, facing a gate «f the

Campo Santo, he painted also an Adoration of the Magi,

wherein appears a portrait of himself. All this enormous
mass of work, in which Gozzoli was probably assisted

by Zanobi Macchiavelli, was performed, in addition to

several other pictures during his stay in Pisa (we need
only specify the Glory of St Thomas Aquinas, now in the

Louvre), in sixteen years, lasting up to 1485. This is

the latest date which can with certainty be assigned to

any work from his hand, although he is known to have
been alive up to 1496, if-not afterwards. In 1478 the

Piaan authorities had given him, as a token of their xegard,

a tomb in the Campo Santo. He had likewise a house of

his own in Pisa, and houses and land in Florence. In
rectitude of life he is said to have been worthy of his first

master, Fra Angelico.

The art of Gozzoli does not rival that of his greatest con-

temporaries either in elevation or in strength, but is pre-

eminoctly attractive by its sense of what is rich, winning,
lively, and abundant, in the aspects of men and things.

His landncapes, thronged with birds and quadrupeds,
especially dog.?, are more varied, circumstantial, and allur-

ing than those of any predecessor ; his compositions are

crowdfid with figures," more characterbtically true when
happily and gracefully occupied than when the demands of

the subject require tragic or dramatic intensity, or turmoil

of action; his colour is bright, vivacious, and festive.

Oozzoli's genius was, on the whole, more versatile and
assimilative than vigorously original ; his drawing not free

from considerable imperfections, especially in the extremi-
ties and articulations, and in the perspective of his

gorgeously-schemed buildings. ' In fresco-painting ho used
the methods of tempera, and the decay of his works has
been severe in proportion. Of his untiring industry the
recital of his labours, and the number of works produced,
are the most forcible attestation.

GRAAL. See Geaii.
GRABE, JoHANN Eknst (1666-1711), a learned diviiie

of the Anglican Church, was born July 10, 1666, at Konigs-

berg, where his father, the author of some treatises now
forgotten, was professor of theology and history. In tho

course of his theological studies Grabe succeeded in per-

suajiing himself of the schismatical character of the Refor-

mation of tho 16th century, and accordingly presented to

the consistory at Samland a memorial in which ho compared
the position of the evangelical Protestant churches with

that of -the Simouians, Novatians, and other ancient schis-

matics. Hardly, however, had ho resolved to join tlie

Church of Rome, when his peace was again disturbed by
Spener and others, who had pointed out some flaws in his

written argument, and called his attention to the English

Church as apparently possessing that apostolic succession,

and manifesting that fidelity to ancient institutions, which

he desired. In 1697, accordingly, he removed to London,

and received priest's orders, attaching himself to the non-

juring party. The learned labours to which the remainder

of his life was devoted were rewarded with an Oxford de-

gree and a royal pension. He died on the 3d of November
1711, and in 1726 a monument was erected to him by
Lord Oxford in Westminster Abbey.
Some account of Grabe'a life is Riven by Dr Hickos in a disconise

prefixed to^the pamphlet against AVhiston's Collection of Teslimonia
against the True Deity of the Son and of the Holy Ghost. His works,

which show him to have been learned and labbrious but somewhat
deficient in critical acuipen, include a Spieilcgium SS. Palrum el

HcETCtieorum. (1698-99), which was designed to cover the first three

centuries of the Christian church, but never was continued beyond
the close of the second ; editions of i-asim'sJpologia Prima (1700),

of Irenffius, Advcrsus omnes Ewreses (1702), and of the Septuagint

( Vet. Test, juxta LXX. interpretes, i vols, fol., 1707-1720); also

some poleartcal pieces now of little importance.

GRABOW, a town of Pomerania, Prussia, government
district of Stettin and circle of Randow, is situated on the

Oder below Stettin, and closely adjoining its suburbs.

Shipbuilding and the manufacture of machinery are the

principal industries, and there is also a considerable ship-

ping trade. Grabow did not acquire the rank of a town
till 18.55. The population in. 1875 was 10,238.

GRACCHUS is the name of a family of the Gens
Sempronia. To this family there attaches a remarkably

sweet and lovable nature, which, combined with their high

character and ability, makes their history the most charming

page in the Roman annals. Tiberius Sempronius Gracchus

was appointed magister equitum after the battle of Cannse,

and held the consulship in 215 and 213 B.C. During tho

great weakness that followed the defeat at Cannoo the re-

solute and judicious generalship by which ho ably seconded

Fabius did much to maintain a courageous attitude at Rome.

He raised some legions of slaves ; and his generous conduct

kept them together and made them important in the war.

After several successes he was betrayed by a Lucanian into

the hands of Mago, and having fallen in the battle that

ensued, he was honoured with a magnificent burial, by

Hannibal. Another Tiberius, born about 210, married

Cornelia, the daughter of Scipio Africanus, who is famous

as tho highest type of Roman matron. As prxtor and pro-

praetor, Gracchus governed Hither Spain from 181 to 178.

Ho conquered the Celtiberi, and by his magnanimous and

kindly treatment of the Spaniards made a lasting impression

on them. He was consul iu 177 and 163. In 169, as censor,

his review of tho senate and equites was very strict ; but

though his colleague became unpopular, Gracchus remained

as much esteemed as ever. He enjoyed a high reputation

for his power of calming down internal seditions and con-

ciliating foreign enemies of tho state. One of his daughter.s

became the wife of Scipio Africanus tho younger ; while hi.s

two sons, Tiberius and Guius, famoiw besides for having de-

termined the history of Rome at a critical point, are as re-
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mirkablo for tlio charm of tlicir personal character and for

the careful education given them by their widowed mother.

Tiberius served as quaestor in Spain in 137 ; and the respect

still entertained by the Spaniards for his father's name
enabled him to save the lloman army from utter ruin after

its defeat by the Numantines. See Roman History,

GRACES is the name generally given to the Greek

goddesses Charites. The chief seat of their worship was

the ancient Boeotian city Orchomenus. They were three

in number, but their names were not known ; and stones

fallen from heaven stood in their temple as symbols of the

goddesses (Paus., ir. 35). Their worship was instituted

by a king Etsocles, whoso three daughters fell into a well

while dancing in honour of the Charites (Westermann,

Mylh. Gi:, p. 387). In no Greek legend is the pre-Greok

lado-Germanic character more strongly marked. Eteocles,

he whose glory is real, is the Vedic Satyai^ravas, the sun

;

and his genealogy consists of a string of epithets for

sun and dawn. Charts (Skt. hai-i, bright), is an old

adjective, originally an epithet of the light-illumined

clouds which seem to escort the dawn, often applied in the

Rig-Veda to the horses of the dawn or of the sun, and at

last growing into a distinct deity who preserves the char-

acter of the ancient dawn-goddess (see Miiller, Led. Lang.,

ii. ; Sonne inKuhn, ^//., x.). The burning bright vasas

(Ushas, rjui'i, Aurora, with a different suffix Ostara, Easter)

—who restores the blessings lost during the night, who
lights up what was dark and reveals the hidden wrong,

who gives active labour and wealth to men, growth and

fertility to plants—had been from the earliest time the

centre of a great worship To appearance these religious

ceremonies have been lost in Greece; and in a people so

retentive of all that relates to religion, this implies merely

that the worship of the dawn has been changed in out-

ward form. Eos is of slight importance; but Charis,

Hebe, 'Aphrodite (in so far as the genuine Greek goddess

has not given way to the Oriental deity) preserve and

develop the original idea. Charis then was the goddess

of the freshness and vigour of life, of fertility and growth;

like Aphrodite, she cloboly resembles Persephone (see

Gerhard, Venus Proserpina), and in later art the Graces

often hold corn ears in their hands; like Hebe, she is

often associated with Hera (see Welcker, Gr. Gott., iii.

174). The single goddess grew into a triad, as occurs

often in Greek mythology; in Sparta, however, and in

Athens only two Charites were known. Rites of peculiar

antique character belong to the worship of the Charites :

in Orchomenus nightly dances took place in their honour

(compare the legend of Eteocles's daughters, who obviously

are bye forms of the goddesses) ; in Pares their worship was
celebrated without music or garlands ; in Messeno they

were worshipped along with the Eumenides ; in Athens

their rites secret from the vulgar were held at the entrance

of the Acropolis ; one swore by the Charites as one did by
the deities of the lower world (Pollux, viii. lOG). Far as

these characteristics seem removed from the nature of a

dawn-goddess we find a similar double character in many
other cases, such as Artemis-Uecate. They are thus brought

into the cycle of older more purely nature worship, which
we find in Greece alongside of the more moral religion of

the Olympian deities, and which has in mythology its

counterpart in the older generation of Titans destroyed by
the younger gods. The Charites were received into the

Olympian Panthcoa only in a subordinate character. In

llomer we have a transitional stage ; they appear some-

times as distinct independent beings, one being wife of

Hephasstus, another of Sleep (//., xviii. 38^, xiv. 231);
often they are a set of nymphs attending on Aphrodite,

herself then wife of Hephsestus (Ot/., viii. 364, &c.). The
dawn is naturally the wife of ileohsestus, the fire of the sun

in Ucaven and of the morning sacrifice on cartL In later

literature this second form prevails. Obviously the noun
charis and the connected verbs and substantives, which

existed alongside of the mythological name, exercised a
continually growing influence on it. The Charites become
then the impersonation of the bloom of all sensuous ap-

pearance, of grace and cheerfulness, both in nature and in

moral action. They form part of the train attendant on

the greater gods, especially Aphrodite and Apollo. Their

names, Aglaia, Euphrosyne, and Thalia, occur first ia

Hesiod {Theog., 907). Pindar, however, following the

Boeotian belief, celebrates them (01., xiv.) as the queens of

glittering Orchomenus and as the guardian-goddesses of

the ancient Minyze. In art they were represented in earlier

time as draped goddesses with varying attributes
;
gradually

the one well-known conception predominated of the three

beautiful nude figures gracefully intertwined. Jacobi

(Worlerb. d. Mylh.) gives a very complete list of aucieot

authorities.

GRACKLE (Latin, Graceuhts or Graciilm), a word which

has been much used ia ornithology, but generally in a vague

sense, though restricted to members of the families Stumidce
belonging to the Old World, and Icleridee belonging to the

New. Of the former those to which it has been most
commonly applied are the species variously known as Mynas,

Mainas, and Minors of India and the adjacent countries,

and especially the Gracida religiosa of Linnaus, who,

according to Jerdon and others, was very probably led to

coofer this epithet upon it by confounding it with the

Slumus or Acridollieres tristis,^ which is regarded by the

H-"dus as sacred to Ram Deo, one of their deities, while

Gracvia rdujiosa.

the true Gracida religiosa does not seem to be anywhere

held in veneration. This last is about 10 inches in length,

clothed in a plumage of glossy black, with purple and grcei^

reflexions, and a conspicuous patch of white on the quill-

feathers of the wings. The bill ia orange and the legs yellow,

but the bird's most characteristic feature is afforded by the

curious wattles of bright yellow, which, begintung behind

the eyes, run backwards in form of a lappet on each side,

aii^ then return in a narrow stripe to the top of the head.

Beneath each eye also is a bare patch of the same colour.

This ppecles is common in southern India, and is represented

further to the north, in Ceylon, Burniah, and some vf the

' By some writers the liirds of tlie genera Acridollieres niul

Temenuchits are considered to be tbe true Mynas, and the species o{

(Jracula are called " Uill Mynas " by way of distiuction. »--
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MaUy Iblaada \<y coj,'ii.atf. furnis. Tlioy are all frugivorous,

and, being easily tamed ami learning to jironounce words

very distinctly, are favourite cago-birds.'

In tlie Now World tliu name Crackle has been applied

to several species of the genera Scolccophagus and Quiscalus,

though tbese are more commonly called in the United States

and Canada " Blackbirds," and some of them " Boat-tails."

Tliey all belong to the family Ideridas. The best known of

these are the Ilusty Crackle, S. fcrrugbieus, which pervades

almost the whole of North Ar.erica, and Q. jmrpurais, the

Purple Crackle or Crow-Blackbird, of more limited range,

for though abundant enough in most parts to the east of

the Rocky Mouutains, it seems not to appear on the Pacific

Hide. There is also Brewer's or the Blue-headed Crackle,

jS. cyanoccphalus, which has a more western range, not oc-

curring to the eastward of Kansas and Jlinnesota. A fourth

species, Q. major, is also found to inhabit the Atlantic States

as far as North Carolina. All these buds are of exceedingly

omnivorous habit, and though undoubtedly destroying large

numbers of pernicious insects are in many places held in bad

repute from the mischief they do to the corn-crops, (a. N )

GRACIAN, Baltazar (1581-1658), one of the princi-

pal "cultistas" or Spanish prose writers of the school of

Gongora, was born at Calatayud, Aragon, in 1584. Little

is known of his personal'iiistory except that on attaining

to manhood he entered the Society of Jesus, and that ulti-

mately he became rector of the Jesuit College at Tarragona,

where he died in 1658. His principal works are El lliroe

(1030), written in short compact sentences, which has been
described as a sort of recipe for making a hero; La AgmUza,
jr Arte de Ingenio (1848), a sort of art of poetry or system

of rhetoric in which the principles of "Gongorism" are

inculcated ; Criticoii (1630-53), an allegory in which, under
the imagery of the seasons of the year, the course of human
Jife is described; £1 Discrelo, a delineation of the typical

eharacter of a courtier ; Oraculo Manual, a system of rules

for the conduct of life. His works, which have been often

reprinted in Spanish under the name of his brother Lorenzo,

have also for the most part been translated into French and
Italian. The Oraculo Manual has been translated into

German by A. Schopenhauer (1862), and into English
anonymously {Courlier's Manual Oracle, 1684). The
Hero also occurs in English (from the French, 1726).
Graciaii's merits as a writer have been very differently

estimated by his critics, and it is probable that from nono
of them has he received strict justice. If his style is hardly
.so bombastic, involved, and obscure as his enemies represent
it, neither can he irj fairness receive all that credit for depth
and originality of thought which is claimed for him by his

friends. As examples of the widely differing appreciations
which have been passed upon him, see Ticknor's Spanish
Literature, vol iii., and Jlr Grant Duff's J/wei/aret« (1878).
GRADISCA, a town of Austria, in the principality of

Oorz and Gradisca, situated about 10 miles S.W. of GiJrz,

on the right bank of the Isonzo. It was formerly a strongly
fortilied place, but its citadel is now occupied as a prison,
llic inhabitants of the commune, who numbered in 1869
r».ther more than 3000, arc engaged in silk-spinning. Be-
tnreen 1471 and 1481 Gradisca, was fortified by the
Venetians, but in 1511 they aurrendercd it to the imperial
fiTces.^ In 1647 Cradisca ancj its territory, including
A'piiloia and fortytliroo smaller jjlaces, was rrectod into a
priiice-countship in favour of the priuco of Eggenberg.
II. lapsed in 1717 to the imperial crown, and in 1754 was
completely incorporated with Gorz. The name was revived
by the constitution of 1801, which established the crown-
land of the countship of Gdrz and Gradisca. See GOrz.

' For a vnlii.-ilile nioiiORr.ipli on tlio various species of Oracula and
Us allies SCO Prof. Sclilcgcl's nijdrage lot de Jicnnis van /ict Qfsch-
lacht Boo (KcderlamUch TijJsckri/l voor de Dieikxtndc, i. ].].. 1-&).

GRADUATION is the name given to the art of dividing

straight scales, circular arcs, or whole circumferences into

any required number of equal parts. It is the most im-

portant and difficult part of the work of the mathematical

instrument maker, and is required in the construction of

most physical, astronomical, nautical, and Burveying instru-

ments, such as thennometer scales, linear measuring instru-

ments, quadrants, sextants, mural circles, theodolites, <S:c.

The art was, undoubtedly, first practised by clockmakers'

for cutting the teeth of their wheels at regular intervals ; but
so long as it was confined to them, no particular delicacy

or accurate nicety in its performance wa' required. This
only arose when astronomy began to be seriously studied.

and the exact position of the heavenly bodies to be deter-

mined, which created the necessity for strictly accurate

means of measuring linear and angular magnitude. Then
graduation began to be looked upon as an art which required

special taleats and training, and hence we find that all the

best artists have spent their best efforts on the perfecting

of astronomical instruments. Of these may be named
Abraham Sharp, Bird, Smeaton, Ramsden, the Due de
Chaulnes, John and Edward Troughton, Simms, and Ross.

It is obvious that the first graduated instrument must
have been done by the hand and eye alone, whether it was
in the form of a straight-edge with equal divisions, or -a

screw, or a divided plate ; but, once in the possession jof

one such divided instrument, it was a comparatively easy

matter to employ it as a standard, and copy its divisions on
any other article that might be desired. Hence graduation

naturally divides itself into two distinct branches, original

graduation and copying, which latter may be done either

by the hand or by a machine called a dividing engine.

We may thus speak of graduation under the three heads

of original gradztation, copying, and machine graduation.

Original Graduation.—This is by far the most difficult

part of the art—uo difficult, indeed, and requiring such

accuracy of hand and eye, that but few in any generation

have been completely competent for the task. The earlier

astronomers graduated their own instruments, and, from
the examples that have come down to us, it must have becB

very roughly done as compared with modern work.

In regard to the gi-aduation of straight scales, we have,

by elementary geometry, the means, theoretically, of divid-

ing a straight line into any number of equal parts ; but the

practical carrying out of the geometrical construction is so

beset with diffioultios as to render the method untrustworthy.

This method, which employs the common diagonal scale,

was used in dividing a quadrant of 3 feet radius, which

belonged to Napier of Merchiston, and which only read to

minutes—a result; say Thomson and Tait (Nat. Phil.),

" giving no greater accuracy than is now attainable by the

pocket sextants of Troughton and Simms, the radius of

whoso arc is little' more than an inch."

Tho original graduation of a straight line h, in practice,

done either by the method of continual bisection or by
stepping. In continual bisection the entire length of the

line is first laid down. Then, as nearly as possible, half

that distanoo is taken in the beam-compass and marked off

by faint arcs from each end of the lino. Should these marks

coincide the exact middle point of the line is obtained. If

not, as will almost always bo the case, tho distance between

the marks is carefully bisected by hand with tho aid of a

magnifying glass. Tho same process is again applied to the

halves thus obtained, and so on in succession, dividing tho

line into parts represented by 2, 4, 8, 16, ic, till the desired

divisions aro reached. In the method of stepping the

smallest division required is first taken, ns accurately m
possible, by spring, dividers, and that distance is then laid

off, by successive slops, from ono end of tho line. It is

evident that, iu this method, any error at starting will b«
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muUiplieil fit cncli <:l!visiou by tlio number of tliat division.

Krrors so made arc usually adjusted by the dots being put
either back or forward a little by means of the dividing

punch guided by a magnifying glass. This is an extremely
tedious process, as the dots, when so altered several times,

are apt to get insufferably large and shapeless.

The division of circular arcs is essentially the same in

principle as the graduation of straight lines, and of this we
• shall now give some examples.

The fiist examplo of note is the 8-feet mur.!! circle which w<as

Ki.ulu-xtoJ liy Gr.iham for the National Observatory in 1725. In
I his two couceiiiric arcs of milii 96 '85 ami 95 '8 inches respectively
were first ilosciiliej by the beam -compass. On tlie inner of these
the arc of 90' was to be diviile.l into degrees and 12th parts of a
ilegroe, while the same on the outer was to be divided into 96 equal
parts, and these again into 16th parts. Tlitt reason for adopting
the latter was that, 96 and 16 being both powers of 2, the divisions
could be got at by continual bisection alone, whicli, in Graham's
opinion, wlio first employed it, is the only accurate method, and
would thus serve as a check upon the accuracy of the divisions of
tho outer arc. AVith the same distance on the beam-compass as
was used to describe the inner arc, laid off from 0', the point 60"

was at once determined. With tho points 0° and 60° as centres
successively, and a distance on the beam-compass very nearly
bisecting the arc of 60°, two slight marks were made on the arc

;

tlio distance between those marks was carefully divided by the
Irmd aided by a lens, and this gove the point 30°. The chord of
00° laid off from the point 30° gave the point 90°, and the quadrant
was now divided into three equal parts. Each of these parts was
Kiniilaily bisected, and the resulting divisions again trisected, giving
li parts of 5° each. Each of these quinquesocted gave degrees, tho
12th parts of which were arrived at by bisecting and tiisecting as
before. Tlie outer arc was divided by continual bisection alone,

and a table was constructed by which the readings of the one arc
could be converted into those of the other. After the dots indi-

cating tho required divisions were obtained, either straight strokes

all directed towards the centre were drawn through them by the
dividing knife, or sometimes small arcs were drawn through them
by the beam-compass having its fixed point somewhere on the line

which was a tangent to the quadrantal arc at the point where a
division was to be marked.
The next important exampls of gmdnation was done by Bird in

1767. His quadrant, which was also 8 feet radius, was divided

into degrees and 12th parts of a degree. He employed the method
o_f continual bisection aided by chords taken from an exact scale of
equal parts, which could read to '001 of an inch, and which he had
previously graduated by continual bisections. With the beam-
compass an arc of radius 95 '933 inches was first drawn. From tlds

r.idius tlie chords of 30°, 15°, 10° 20', 4° 40', and 42° 40' were com-
puted, and each of them by means of the scale of equal parts laid

off on a separate beam-compass to be ready. The radius laid off

from 0° gave the point 60° ; by the chord of 30° the arc of 60° was
bisected ; from the point 30° the radius laid off gave the point 90°

;

the chord of 15° laid off backwards from 90° gave the point 75°

;

from 75° was laid off forwards the chord of 10° 20' ; and from 90°

was laid off backwards the chord of 4° 40'
; and these were found to

coincide in the point 85° 20'. Now 85° 20'being = 5'x: 1024 = 5'x2",
the final divisions of 85° 20' were found by continual bisections. For
the remainder of tho quadrant beyond 85° 20', containing 56 divi-

sions of 5' each, tho chord of 64 such divisions was laid off from
the point 85° 40', and the corresponding arc divided by continual
bisections as before. There was thus a severe check upon the
accuracy of the points already found, viz., 15°, 30°, 60°, 75°, 90°,

wliich, however, were found to coincide with the corresponding

I
loints obtained by continual bisections. The short lines through
the dots were drawn in the way already mentioned.
The next eminent artists in original graduation are the brothers

John and Edward Troughton. The fonner was the first to devise a
means of graduating the quadrant by continual bisection without
the aid of such a scale of equal parts as was used by Bird. His
method was as follows ;—The radius of the quadrant laid off from
0° gave the point 60°. Tliis arc bisected and the half laid off from
60° gave the point 90°. The arc between 60° and 90° bisected gave
75°; the arc between 75° and 90° bisected gave the point 82° 30',

and the arc between 82° 30' and 90° bisected gave the point 86° 15'.

Further, the arc between 82° 30' and 86° 15' trisected, and two-
thirds of it taken beyond 82° 30', gave the point 85°, while the arc
between 85° and 86° 15' also trisected, and one-third part laid off

beyond 85°, gave the point 86° 25' Lastly, the arc between 85°

and 85° 25' bcintt quinquesected, and four-fifths taken beyond 85°,

Rftve 85° 20', which as before 13 = 6' x 2^", and so can be finally

divided by continual bisection.

Edward TronglUon's Method.—The method of original graduation
discovered by Edward Troughton is fully described in tho Philo-

tophieal Transactions for 18<)9, as employed by himself to divide a

meridian circle of 4 feet radius. The circle was first ftccnrateiy
turned both on its face find its inner and outer edges. A roller
was next provided, of such diameter that it revolved 16 times on
its own axis while made to roll onco round the outer edge of tho
circle. This roller, made movable on pivots, was attached to a
frame-work, which could be slid freely, yet tightly, along the circle,
the roller meanwhile revolving, by means of frictional contact, o»
the outer edge. The roller w.os also, after having been properly
adjusted as to size, divided as accurately as possible into 16 equal
parts by lines parallel to its axis. While the frame carrying th«
roller was moved once round along the circle, the points of contact
of the roller-divisions with the circle were accurately observed by
two microscopes attached to the fiame, one of which (which we
shall call H) commanded the ring on the circle near its edge,
wliich was to receive the divisions, and the other viewed the roller-

divisions. The exact points of contact thus ascertained were marked
with faiut dots, and tho meridian circle thereby divided into 25S
very nearly equal parts.

The next part of the operation, was to find out and tabulale the
errors of these dots, which are called ajiparent errors, in coutc-
quence of tlie error of e.i'ch dot being ascertained on the suppositiott
of its neighbours being all correct. For this purpose two micro-
scopes (which we shall call A and B) were taken, with cross wires
and micrometer adjustments, consisting of a screw and head
divided into 100 divisions, 50 of which read in the one and 50 in
the opposite direction. These microscopes, A and B, were fixed so
that their cross-wires respectively bisected the dots and 128,
which were supposed to be diametrically opposite. The circle was
now turned half-way round on its axis, so that dot 128 coincided
with the wire of A, and, should dot be found to coincide with B,
then the two dots were sure to be 180° apart. If not, the cross
wire of B was moved till it coincided with dot 0, and the number
of divisions of the micrometer head noted. Half this number gave
clearly the error of .dot 128, and it was tabulated -for -according
as the arcual distance between and 128 was found to exceed or
fall short of the remaining part of the circumference. The micro-
scope B was now shifted, A remaining opposite dot as before, till

its wire bisected dot 64, and, by giving the circle cue quarter of a
turn on its axis, the difference of the arcs between dots and 64
and between 64 and 128 was obtained. The half of this differenco

gave the apparent error of dot 64, which was tabulated with its

proper sign. With the microscope A still in the same position the
eiror of dot 192 was obtained, and in the same way by shifting B to
dot 32 the errors of dots 32, 96, 160, and 224 were successively

ascertained. By proceeding in this way the apparent errors of all

the 256 dots were tabulated.

From this table of apparent errors a table of real errors was drawn
up by employing the following formula :

—

i(^^a-^-^c)-^~ = the real error of dot S,

where x^ is the real error of dot a, x, the real error of dot e, and z

the apparent error of dot 6 midway between a and c. Thns having
got the real errors of any two dots, the table of apparent errois gives

the means of finding the real errors of all the other dots.

The above formula is easily derived as follows :

—

Let a and c be the number of micrometer divisions from to dots

a and c respectively ; and let b be the number of similar divisions

from to the point b, supposed to be midway between a and c.

Also let Xa and x, be the real errors of dots a and c, and s tits

apparent error of b. Then we have

z= b-a-^(e-a) = b-\{a + c).

Now the real positions of a and c are a- a-, and c-Xe respectively.

Therefore the real position of b, the point midway batwcen a aud
and c, is

= a-ar,-fif<!-a'c-(o-r.)}

Therefore tho real error of 6

•= 5 - real position of 6

"l - \{a + c) + l[xa + x,) =):-\-l{Xa + X,).

Having obbiined the 256 dots and their real errors, tho third and

last part of Troughton's process was to employ them to cut tho

final divisions of the circle, which were to be spaces of 5' each.

Now the mean interval between any two dots is-—- = 5'xl6|,
25o

and hence, in the final division, this interval must be divided into

16| equal parts. In order to accomplish this a small instrument,

called a subdividing sector, was provided. It was formed of this

brass and had a radius about four times that of the roller, but made
adjustable as to length. The sector was placed concentiically on

the axis, and rested on the upper end of the roller. It turned by
frictional adhesion along with the roller, but at the same time was

sufficiently loese to allow of its being moved back by hand to any

position without affecting the roller. Now it is evident that, while

the rolkr passes over an angular space equal to the mean interval
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between two dots, any point of the sector must pass over IG

times that interval, that is to say, over an angle represented by

^^~ X 16 = 22° 30'. This interval was therefore divided by 161, and
255 \

• space equaJto 16 of the parts taken. This was laid off on the arc

of the sector and carefully divided into 16 ecjual parts, each equal

to 1° 20'; and, in order to provide for the necessary Jtlis of a division,

there was laid off at each end of the sector, and beyond the 16

equal parU, two of these parts each subdivided into 8 equal parts.

A microscopt with cross wires, whicii we shall call I was placed on
the main frame, so as to command a view of the sector divisions,

just as the microscope H viewed the final divisions of the circle.

Before the first or zero mark was cut, tjhe zero of the sector was
brought under I and then the division cut at the point on the circle

iTiJieatcd by H, which also coincided with the dot 0. The frame

was then slipped along the circle by the slow screw motion provided

for the purpose, till the first sector-division, by the action of the

roller, was brought under 1. The second mark was then cut on the

circle at the point indicated by H. That the marks thus obtained

re 5' apart, aa they should be, is evident when we reflect that the

distance between them must be j\jth of a division on the section

which by construction is 1° 20'. By proceeding in tliis way the

first 16 divisions were cut; but before cutting the 17th it was
mecessary to adjust the micrometer wires of H to the real error of

dot 1, as indicated by the table, and bring back the sector, not to

zero, but to 'Jth short of 2ero. Starting from this position the
divisions between dots 1 and 2 were next filled in, and then H was
adjusted to the real error of dot 2, and the sector brought back to

its proper division before commencing the third course. By pro-

ceeding in this manner through the whole circle, the microscope H
was finally found with its wire at zero, and the sector with its 16th
division under its microscope indicating that the circle had been
accurately divided.

Cojjyiiig.—In graduation by copying the first requisite is

a pattern, whicli° must be either an accurately divided

straight scale, or an accurately divided circle, commonly
called a dividing plate.

In copying a straight scale the pattern and scale to be
divided, usually called the work, are first fixed side by side,

with their upper faces in the same plane. The dividing

square, which closely resembles an ordinary joiner's square,

is then laid across both, and the point of the dividing kuife

dropped into the zero division of the pattern. The square
is now moved up close to the point of the knife; and, while
it is held firmly in this position by the left hand, the first

division on tho work is made by drawing the knife along
the edge of the square with the right hand. Great care
must be taken that the knife is held exactly in tho same
position in cutting the division and in setting the square.

It frequently happens that tho divisions required on a
scale are either greater or less than those on the pattern.
To meet this case, and stUl use the same pattern, the work
mu-st bo fixed at a certain angle of inclination with tho
pattern. This angle is easily found in the following way.
Take the exjct ratio of a division on the pattern to the re-

quired^division on the scale. Call this ratio a. Then, if

the required divisions are longer than those of the pattern,
the angle is co3~'a, but, if shorter, the angle is sec"'a. In
the former case two operations are required before the divi-
sions are cut : first, the square is laid on the pattern, and
the corresponding divisions merely notched very faintly on
tho edge of tho work; and, secondly, the square is applied to-

the work and tho final diviaio'us drawn opposite each faint
notch. In the second case, that is, when the angle is sec-'o,
tha dividing square is applied to tho work, and the divisions
cut when the edge of the square coincides with the end of
each division on tho pattern.

In copying circles use is made of tho dividing plato.
This is a circular plato of brass, of 36 inches or more in
diameter, carefully graduated near its outer edge. It is
turned quite flat, and has a steel pin fixed exactly in its
centre, and at right angles to its plane. For guiding the
dividing knife an instrument called an index is employed.
This consists of a straight bar of thin steel of length equal to
the radius of the plate. A piece of metal, having a V notch
With Us angle a right angle, is rive ed to one end of tho bar

in such a position that the vertex of the notch is exactly in a
line with the edge of the steel bar. In this way, when the
index is laid on the plate, with the notch grasping the cen-

tral pin, the straight edge of the steel bar lies exactly along
a radius. The work to be graduated is laid flat on the divid-

ing plate, and fixed by two clamps in a position exactly con-

centric with it The index is now laid on, with its edge
coinciding with any required division on the dividing plate,

and the corresponding division on the work is cut by draw-
ing the dividing knife along the straight edge of the index.

Machine Graduation.—The first dividing engine was
probably that of Henry Hindley of York, constructed ia

1740, and used for the most part by him for cutting the
teeth of clock wheels. This was followed shortly after by
an engine devised by the Due de Chaulnes ; but the first

engine which obtained distinct notoriety was that made
by Kamsden, of which an account was published by the
Board of Longitude in 1777. He was rewarded by that
board with a sum of .£300, and a further sum of £315 was
given to him on condition that he would divide, at a certain

fised rate, the instruments of other makers. The essential

principles of Kamsdou's machine have been repeated in

almost aU succeeding engines for dividing circles, and it

will be v/ell, therefore, to give a brief description of it

It consisted of a large brass plate 45 inches in diameter, carefully
turned, and movable on a vertical axis. The edge of the plate waa
ratched with 2160 teeth, into which a tangent screw worked, by
means of which tho plate could be made to turn through any
required angle. Thus ais turns of the screw moved the plata
through 1°, and jijth of a turn through j-J-jth of a degree. On the
axis of the tangent screw was placed a cylinder having a spiral

groove cut on its surface. A ratchet-wheel containing 60 teetl
was attached to this cylinder, and was so arranged that, when th«
cylinder moved in one direction, it carried tho tangent screw witfi

it, and so turned the plate, but when it moved in the opposite
direction, it left the tangent screw, and with it the plato,

stationary. Round the spiral groove of the cylinder a catgut band
was wound, one end of which was attached to a treadle and the
other to a counterpoise weight. When the treadle was depressed
the tangent screw turned round, and when the pressure was
removed it r«turned, in obedience to the weight, to its former posi-

tion without affecting the screw. Provision was also made whereby
certain stops could be placed in the way of tho screw, which only
allowed it tho requisite amount of turning according to the gradua-
tion required. Tho work to bo divided was firmly fixed on the
plate, and made concentric with it. The divisions were cnt, whila
the screw was stationary, by means of a dividing knife attached to

a swing frame, which allowed it to have only a radial motion. In
this way the artist could divide very rapidly by alternately depress-

ing the treadle and working tho dividing knife.

Eamsden also constructed a linear dividing engine on
essentially the same principle. If we imagine tho rim of

the circular plate with its notches stretched out into a
straight line and made movable in a straight slot, the

screw, treadle, &c., remaining as before, we shall get a very

good idea of the linear engine.

In 1793 Edward Troughton finished a circular dividing

engine, of which tho plate was smaller than in l{amsden's,and

which differed considerably otherwise in simplifying matters

of detail. The plate was originally divided by Troughton's

own ingenious method, already described, and the divisions

so obtained were employed to ratch the edge of tho plate

for receiving the tangent screw with great accuracy.

In the Transactions of the Society of Arts for 1S30-31
there is a full description, with illustrative figures, of a

dividing engine, constructed by Andrew Ross, which differs

considerably frpm thoso of Ramsden and Troughton.

Tho essential point fif difference is that, in Hoss's engine, tho
tangent screw does not turn tho engine plato ; that is done by nn
independent apparatus, arid tho function of the tangent screw is

only to stop tiio ]ilate alter it has pofised through the required

angular interval between two diviHions on the work to be graduat/d.
Kound the circuraferonco of tho plate aro fixed 48 projections which
just look as if tho cireumfci«nco hod been divided into ns mnnv
deep and somewhat peculiarly shaped notches or teith. TliniUKli

encii of these teeth a holu is bored parallel to the (>1aiie of the pluto
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and also to a tangent to its circumference. Into these holes are

screwed steel screws with capstan heads and flat ends. The tangent

scr.ew consists only of a single turn of a large square thread.which

works in the teeth or notches of- the plate This thread is pierced

by 90 equally distant hojes, all parallel to the axis of the screw,

and at the same distance from it. Into each of these holes is

inserted a steel screw exactly similar to those in the teeth, but wjth

its end rounded. It is the rounded and ilat ends of these sets of

screws coming together that stop the engine plate at the desired

position, and the exact point can be nic»ly adjusted by suitably

turning the screws.

In the Memoirs of ike Astroiiomical Society, of date June

1843, a description is given of a dividing engine made by

William Simms. From experience he became convinced

that to copy upon smaller circles the divisions Tvhich had^

been put upon a large plate with very great accuracy was not

only more espeditious but better than original graduation,

and hence he determined to construct a machine which would

do this work as perfectly as possible. That machine involved

essentially the same principle as Troughton's, and, with

some slight modifications, is at present to be seen at work

in tiie workshop of the eminent firm of Troughton k Simms
at Charlton near London. The accompanying figure is

taken by permission from ft phQJtograph of that instrument

piriding Engine.

The plate A la 46 inches in diameter, and is composed of gnn-metaj'

cast in one solid piece. It has two sets of 5' divisions—one very faint

on an inlaid rihg of silver, and ^e other stronger on the gun metal.

These were put oa by original graduation, mainly on the plan of

Edward Troughtoi). One very great improvement in this engine is

that the axis B is tubijlar, as seen at C. The object of this hollow is

to receive the axis of the circle to be divided, so that it can be fixed

flat to the plate by the clamps E, without having first to be de^

tached from the axis and other parts to which it has already been
Carefully fitted, Thi^ obviates the necessity for resetting, which can
hardly be done without some error. D is the tangent screw, and F
the frame carrying it, which turns on carefully polishe4 steel pivots.

The screw is pressed against the edge of the plate by a spiral spring

acting under the end of the lever G, and by screwing tha lever down
the screw can be altogether removed froit} contact with the plate.

The edge of the plate 'is ratched by 4320 teeth which were cut
opposite the original division by a circular cutter attached to the
screw frame. H is the spiral barrei round which the catgut band
is wound, one end of which is attracted to the crank L on the end
of the axis J and the other to s counterpoise weight not seen. Ou
the other end of J is another crank inclined to I, and carrying a
band and counterpoise weight seen at K. The object of this weight
is to balance the former and give steadiness to the motion. On the
axis J is seen a pair of bevelled wheels which move the rod I, which,
by another pair of bevelled wheels attached to the box N, gives motion
to the axis M, on the end of which is an eccentric for moving the bent
lever 0, which actuates the bar carrying the cutter. Between the
eccentric and the point of the screw P is an undulating plate by
which long divisions, bt required intervals, can be eut. It will ba

seen tliat the cutting apparatus is supported upon the two pi-allcT
rails which can be elevated or depressed at pleasure by the nuts Q.
Also the cutting apparatus can be moved forward or.backward upon
these rails to suit circles of different diameters. The box N-is mov-
able upon the barR, and the rod I .is also adjustable as to length by
having a kind of telescope joint. The engine is,quite self-acting, ana
can be driven either by hand or by a steam-engine or other motivi'
power. When driven by the latter it can be thrown in or out of
gear at once by a handle seen at S. Mr Simms has also provided an
ingenious arrangement whereby that is done automatically directly

any piece of work was finished.

Space permits of but the mere mention of Donkin's
linear dividing engine, in which the principle employed
is a compensating arrangement whereby great accuracy is

obtained notwithstanding the inequalltle.s of the screw

used to advance the cutting tool. Dividing engines have
also been made by Reichenbach and others in Germany,
and Gambey in Paris.

In addition to those already mentioned, thciibllowing references

may be given :—Bird, Method of dividing Astronomical Instru-
ments, London, 1767 ; Due de Chaulnes, Nouvclle Milhode pour
diviser Ics Instruments de MatJiematique et d^Astronomic, 1768

;

Ramsden, Bescriplwn of an Engine for dividing Mathematical
Instruments, London, 1777 ; Troughton's memoir, Phil. Trails.,

1809 ; Memoirs of the Eoyal Astronomical Society, vol. v. p. 325,
vol. viii. p, 141, vol. ix. pp. 17 and 35 ; Holtzapfl'el, Turning and
Mechanical Manipulation, pp. 651-955. (J. BL.)

GRjECIA, Magna (r) fieydXy 'EAAds), was the name
given to the Greek cities along the coast of South Italy,

while the people were called Italiotes ('iTaXiurrai). Like
most Greek colonies, they were established first as trading

stations, which grew into independent cities. At a very

early time a trade in copper was carried on between Greece

and the Terinasan Gulf (Homer, Od., i. 181). The trade

for long lay chiefly in the hands of tha Euboeans ; and
Cyme in Campania was founded far back ir the pru-historic

time, when the Euboean Cyme was still a great city. To
strengthen the connexion with the far off Cyme, the Chal-

cidians, who became early the leaders of Eubcean enterprise,

established Rhegium (about 730 B.a). After this the

energy of Chalois went onward to Sicily, and the states of

the Corinthian Gulf carried out the colonization of Italy.

Sybaris (720) and Orotona (710) were Aohasan settlements ;

Locri Epizephyrii (about 710) was settled by Ozolian

Locrians, and. when (about 708) the Spartans wished to

get irid of a band of unruly citizens, the connexion formed

by the trade ii^ purple that was common to the shores of

Laconic apd Tarentum directed their colony thither.

Ionian Greeks fleeing from foreign invasion founded Siris

and, much later, Elea (540).

The Italian colonies were planted among friendly, almost

kindled, races (comp. the legend in Herod., viL 183), and
grew much more rapidly than the Sicilian Greek states,

which had to contend against the power of Carthage, After

the Achaean cities had combined to destroy the Ionic Siris,

and had founde4 Metapontum as a counterpoise to the

Dorian Tareqtumj there seems to have been little strife

among the Italiotes. An amphictyonic league, meeting in

common rites at the temple of Hera on the Lacinian pro-

montory, fostered a feeling of unity among them. In the

7th and 6th centuries B.C., they reached such a pitch of

wealth an4 power as to justify the name Great Greece in

contrast tq the poor and weak mother country. Th&
Pythagorean and Eleatic systems of philosophy had their

chief seat in Magna Graecia. Other departments of litera-

ture do not seem to have been so much cultivated among
them. The poet Ibycus, though a native of Rhegium, led

a very wandering life. They maintained some social inter-

course with Greece proper (Herod., iii. 131) and sent com-

petitors to the Olympic games (among them the famous

Milo) ; but politically they appear to have generally kept

themselves separate. One ship of Crotona, however, fought

at Salamis, though it is not recorded that Greece asked the

Italiotes for help when it sent iambassadors to Gelon </
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Syracuse. Mutual discord first sapped the prospcity of

Magna Qraccia. In 510 Crotona, having dufeated tUo

Sybarites in a great battle, totally destroyed their city.

Crotona maintained alone the leading position which had
belonged jointly to the Achcean cities (Diod., xiv. 103);
bat from that time Magna Griecia steadily declined.

Foreign enemies pressed heavily on it. The Lucanians

and Bruttians on the north captured one town after another.

Dionysius of Syracuse attacked them from the south ; and
after hs defeated the Crotoniate league (389 B.C.), Tarentum
remained the only powerful city. Henceforth the history

of Magna Graecia is only a record of the vicissitudes of

Tarentum (see Taeentctm). Repeated expeditions from
Sparta and Epirus tried in vain to prop up the decaying

Greek states against the Lucanians and Bruttians ; and
when in 282 the Romans appeared .in the Tarentino Gulf

the end was close at hand. The aid which Pyrrhus

brought did little good to the Tarentines, and his final

departure in 274 left them defenceless. During these con-

ptant wars the Greek cities had been steadily decaying

;

and in the second Punic war, when most of them seized the

opportunity of revolting from Rome, their very existence

was in some cases annihilated. Malaria, which never affects

a well-peopled city, increased in strength as the population

diminished. We are told by Cicero {De Am., 4), " Magna
Qraecia nunc quidem deleta est." Many of the cities com-

pletely disappeared ; some, like Tarentum, maintained a

feeble existence into modern times.

GR^VIUS (1632-1703). Johann Georg Griife, Greffe,

or Graevius, one of the great classical scholars of the

17th century, was born at Naumburg, Saxony, 29th
January 1632, and after receiving the usual school educa-

tion at the gymnasium of Pforta became a student of law
in the university of Lcipsic During a casual visit to

Deventer in his eighteenth year, ho became acquainted with

Gronovius ; and this circumstance greatly stimulated a taste

for pure scholarship which ho had already begun to display

Bomewhat to the detriment of his professional prospects.

Finally abandoning jurisprudence shortly afterwarS.i, he
studied philology for two years under Gronovius, and
subsequently sat under Heinsius at Leyden, and under
Morus and Biondel at Amsterdam. During his residence

in the last-named city he abandoned Lutheranism and
joined the Reformed Church ; and in 1656 he was called

by the elector of Brandenburg to the chair of belles

lettrcs in the university of Duisburg. Two years after-

wards he was, on the recommendation of Gronovius,
chosen to succeed that scholar at Deventer; and in 1662
he was translated to the university of Utrecht, where he
occupied first the chair of rhetoric, and afterwards from
1667 until his death (January 11, 1703) that of history

and politics. During the later years of his life ho enjoyed
a great and European reputation, and repeated attempts,
which, however, he steadfastly resisted, were made to

induce him to transfer his services to other universities

and Governments. His lecture-room was crowded by
pupils, many of them of distinguished rank, from all parts

of the civilized world; and by Louis XIV., as well as by
other feovereigns, ho was now and again honoured with
special recognition.

Of hi3 works tho two most important nro tlio Tlicsannm And-
quitalum Romananim, published in 12 volumes at Utrecht (1094-
1699), and tho Thesaurus Antiquilalxtm el /{isloriarum Italia,
published after hia death, and continued by liuiniann (1704-1725).
His editions of tlie classics, nlthoufih at tliu time of tlieir appear-
ance they marked a distinct advance in scholarship, arc now for

tho most part superseded. They include Ile.iiivli Asrrai qua; rxlanl
Opera (1GG7), Luciani Pseudosophista (1868), Ju.ylini Uisloriu:
J'Mlippicrr (1G69), Sueloniiis (1U72), Catullus, Tibullits, el Pro-
periius (1680), and several of tho works of Cicero. Tlio Oratio
Fanebris by 1'. Biirmann (Utrecht, 1703) coutuins an exhaustive
list of the works of this scholar.

GRAFE, Albeecht von (1828-1870), German oculist,

son of Karl Ferdinand von Griife, noticed below, was bom at

Berlin in May 1828. At an early age he manifested a pre-

feience for the study of mathematics, but this was gradually

superseded by an interest in natural science, which led him
ultimately to the study of medicine. After obtaining

Government licence at Berlin, he prosecuted his studies at

Vienna, Prague, and Paris, devoting special attention to

ophthalmology. In 1850 he began practice as an oculist

in Berlin, where he founded a private institution for the

treatment of the eyes, which became the model of many
similar ones in Germany and Switzerland. In 1853 ho was
appointed teacher of ophthalmology in Berlin university,

in 1856 extraordinary professor, and in 1866 ordinary pro-

fessor. Von Griife contributed largely to the perfection

of the science of ophthalmology, especially by the establish-

ment in 1855 of his Archiv fiir OphtJialniologie, in which
he had Arlt and Donders as collaborateurs. Perhaps his

two most important discoveries are his method of treatment

for glaucoma, until then deemed incurable, and his new
method of operation for tho extraction of cataract, by which
the danger of the operation became minimized. He was also

regarded as an authority in diseases of the nerves and brain.

He died at Berlin 20th August 1870. See Alfred Grafe,

JEin Wort ziir Erinnerunj an Albrechi von Grafe, Halle

1870...

GRAFE, Heinuich (1802-1868), educationist, was bom
at Buttstadtin Weimar, 3d May 1802, studied mathematics
and theology at Jena, and in 1823 obtained a curacy in the

stadtkirche of Weimar. Thence he was transferred to Jena
as rector of the town school in 1825 ; in 1840 he was also

appointed extraordinary professor of the science of educa-

tion (Padagogik) in that university ; and in 1842 he became
head of the biirgerschule in Cassel. After reorganizing the

schools of the town, he became director of the new realschule

in 1843 ; and, devoting himself with great zeal and energy
to the interests of educational reform in electoral Hesse, he
became in 1849 a member of the school commission, and
also entered the house of representatives, where he attached

himself to the democratic party and made k'mself some-
what formidable as an agitator. In 1852 for having been
implicated in the September riots and in the movement
against the unpopular minister Hassenpflug (who had dis-

solved the school commission) ho was condemned to three

years' imprisonment, a sentence which was afterwards re-

duced to one of twelve months. On his release he with-

drew to Geneva, where ho engaged in educational work till

1855, when he was appointed director of the school of in-

dustry at Bremen. He died in that city 21st July 1868.
Besides being the author of many tcxt-booka and occasional

papers on educational subjects, he wrote Das JicdUsverh/iUuiss der
VMsschuh von inneii u. aussc7i (18i;9) ; Die Schitln;/'orm (1S34)

;

Schule u. Unlerrichl (1839) ; JUgcmeiuc Padagogik (1846); Die
Deutsche Volkschule (1847). Along with Noumnnn, he also edited

the Archiv far das praXtische yolkschulwesen (1828-85).

GRAFE, Karl Ferdinand von (1787-1840), German
surgeon, was born at Warsaw, 8th March 1787. He studied

medicino at Hallo and Leipsic, and after obtaining licence

from the latter university, he was in 1807 appointed private

physician to Duke Alexius of AnhaltBcrnburg. In 1811
ho became iirofcssor of surgery nt Berlin, and during tho

war with Napoleon he was superintendent of the military

hospitals. When peace was concluded in 1815, ho resumed
his profcs-sorial duties. Ho w;i.s also appointed to tho

medical staff of the army, and ho became a director of tho

Frederick-William Institute, and of the Medico-Chi.Mrgical

Academy. He died suddenly, 4th July 1840, at Honover,
whither he had been culled to operate on the eyes of the

crown-i)rince. Von Griife did much to advance tho practice

of Burgery in Germany, especially in the case of wounds,
butli by the iuvenijou of now instruments and the discovery
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of new methods of treatment. He improved tie rhino-

pla?vic process, and its revival was chiefly due to him. His

lectures at the university of Berlin attracted students from

all parts of Europe.

The following are his principal worts :

—

Nonncn filr die Allosung
grosser Glicdmasscn, Berlin, 1812; H/iinoplastik, 1818; Nciic Bci-

trdge zur Kmisl Thcile des Angcsichls organisch zu ersclzcn, 1821

;

Die cpidemisch-kontagiose Augenhlcmwrrhoe ^gyptens I'll den
europdischcn Bcfreiungshcercn, 1824; Jahresherichte ilbcr das klin-

isch-chirurgisch-aiigeiiarztliche Instihit der Universitdt zti Berlin,

1817-34. He also edited, along with Ph. von Walther, the Journal

fur Chirurgie und AugcnheilkiCnde.

GRAFRATH, a town of Rhenish Prussia, government
district of Dusseldorf, circle of Soljngen, situated on the

small river Itter, 14 miles E. of Diisseldorf. It has iron

foundries, and manufactures of steel wares, chemicals, cotton,

and ribbons. The population in 1875 was 5604.

GRAGNANO, a town of Italy, in the province of Naples
and circle of Castellamare, about 2 J miles E. of Castellamare.

It is the seat of a bishop and has a collegiate church,

manufactures cloth and maccToni, and exports an excellent

red wine which is well knov a at Naples. In earlier times

it was surrounded with walls and defended by a castle.

Population (1871) of town 7321, of commune 12,278.

GRAHAM, Sir James George Robert, Bart. (1792-
1 86 1), a well-known British statesman, was born at Naworth,

Cumberland, 1st June 1792. From Westminster school he
duly passed to Queen's College, Cambridge ; and shortly

after quitting the university, while making the "grand tour"

abroad, he became private secretary to the British minister

in Sicily, in which capacity he not only acquired much use-

ful experience but also rendered some important services.

Shortly after his return to England he, in 1818, after a

contest of extraordinaiy keenness, was returned to parlia-

ment as member for Hull in the Whig interest ; but he

was unseated at the election of 1820. In 1824 he succeeded

to the baronetcy on his father's death; and in 1826 he
again entered parliament as representative for Carlisle. In

the same year he published a pamphlet entitled Corn and
CurrenciJ, which brought him into considerable prominence

in the political world as a man of advanced Liberal opinions

;

and having been returned in 1830 for the county of Cum-
berland, he became one of the most energetic advocates in

parliament of the Reform Bill. On the formation of Earl

Grey's administration he received the post of first lord of

the admiralty, with a seat in the cabinet. From 1832 to

1837 he sat for the eastern division of the county of Cum-
berland ; but dissensions on the Irish Church question led

to his withdrawal from the ministry in 1834, and ultimately

to his joining the Conservative party. Rejected 'by his

former constituents in 1837, he was in 1838 elected for

Pembroke, and in 1841 for Dorchester. In the latter year

he took office under Sir Robert Peel as secretary of state

for the home department, and this post he retained until

1846. As home secretary he incurred considerable odium,
in Scotland at least, by his unconciUating policy on the

church question prior to the " disruption " of 1843 ; and in

1844 the detention and opening of letters at the post-office

by his warrant raised a storm of public indignation, which
was hardly allayed by the favourable report of a parlia-

mentary committee of investigation. From 1846 to 1852
he was out of office ; but in the latter year he joined Lord
Aberdeen's cabinet as first lord of the admiralty, in which
capacity he acted also for a short time in the Palmerston
ministry of 1855, until the appointment of a select com-
mittee of inquiry into the conduct of the Russian war put
him upon his defence, and ultimately led to his withdrawal
from official life. He continued, however, as a private

member to exercise a considerable influence on parliamen-

tary opinion until his death, which occurred at Netherby,

Cumberland, 26th October 1861.

GRAHAM, Thomas (1804-1869), born at Clasgow on
the 21st of December 1804, was the son of a merchant of

that city. In 1819 he entered the university of Glasgow,
and graduated in 1824. At this time the chair of chemistry
was held by Dr Thomas Thomson, whose researches bear-

ing on the atomic theory cannot fail to have had much
influence in turning Griiham's thoughts to the study of

molecular physics to which he so patiently devoted his life.

The beginning of his career appears to have been much
embittered by his father's opposition, who wished him to
become a minister of the Established Church. His own
views, however, prevailed, and he worked for two years in

the laboratory of Dr Hope of Edinburgh before returning

to Glasgow, where he taught mathematics, and subsequently

chemistry, until the year 1829, when he was appointed
lecturer in the Mechanics' Institute. In 1830 he succeeded

Dr Ure as professor of che-nistry in the Andersonian Insti-

tution, and, on the death of Dr Edward Turner, he was
transferred to the chair of chemistry in University College,

London. He presided over the chemical section of the

British Association at the Birmingham meeting in 1839,

and in 1841 was chosen as the first president of the Chemi-

cal Society of London. He resigned his professorship on

being appointed to succeed Sir John Herschel as Master of

the Mint, a post he held until his death in September 1860.

This appointment was doubtless ofi'ered to him by Govern-

ment in recognition of his scientific services, but the

onerous duties of the important office severely tried his

energies ; and it is unfortunate that, in quitting a purelj'

scientific career, he should have been subjected to the cares

of official life for which he was by temperament singularly

unfit. The researches, however, which he conducted

between 1861 and 1869 were as brilliant as any of those in

which he engaged. Graham was elected a fellow of the

Royal Society in 1837, a corresponding member of the

Institute of France in 1847, and doctor of civil law in

1855. The presidency of the Royal Society was ofi'ered

him towards the close of his life, but his failing health

caused him to shrink from accepting the honour.

The persistency with which be traced and developed tho

laws of atomic motion was remarkable. It is interesting

therefore to remember that his future work must have been

indicated in no small measure by the.res^rches of the

illustrious Black, who, at the beginning of the century,

rejected the definitions of chemistry proposed by Stahl,

Boerhaave, and Fourcroy, and lectured " on the effects

produced by heat and mixture in all bodies or mixtures

of bodies natural or artificial" Graham communicated

papers to the Philosophical Society of Glasgow before

the work of that society was recorded in Transactions, but

his first published paper, " On the Absorption of Gases by,

Liquids," appeared in the Annals of Philosophy for 1826,'

and is of special iuterest, as in it he speaks of the

liquefaction of gases in much the same terms as those

employed in the last paper he wrote. The subject

with which his name will always be most prominently

associated is the molecular mobility of gases. Priestley

observed in 1799 that hydrogen escaped from a fissured

glass jar in exchange for external air which "had nothing

inflammable in it," and Dalton proved in 1806 that gases

confined in glass phials, connected by glass tubes, intermix

even against the- action of gravity. Graham in his first

paper on this subject (1829) thas summarizes the knowledge

experiment had aSorded as to the laws which regulate the

movement of gases. "Fruitful as the miscibility of gases

has been in interesting speculations, the experimental infor-

mation we possess on the subject amounts to little more than

the well-established fact that gases of a difierent nature,

when brought into contact, do not arrange themselves

according to their density, but they spontaneously diffuse
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through each other so as to remain in an intimate state of

mixture for any length of time." For the fissured jar of

Priestley and Doberciuer he substituted a glass tube closed

by a plug of plaster of- Paris, and with this simple ap-

pliance ho developed his now well-known law " that the

diffusion rate of gases is inversely as the square root of

their density."

With regard to the special importance of Oraham's law to

the chemist and physicist, it may bo suQicient tu point out

that a great number of chemical as well as physical facts are

co-ordinated by the assumption that all substances in the

state of gas have the same molecular volume or contain the^

same number of molecules in a given space (Avogadro's

law) ; and, iu the second place, it has become evident that the

phenomena of heat are simply the manifestations of mole-

cular motion. -According to this view the absolute tempera-

ture of a gas is proportional to the vis viva of its molecules
;

and since all molecules at a given temperature have the

same vis viva, it follows that the molecules must move with

velocities which are inversely proportional to the square

roots of the molecular weights. Moreover, since the mole-

cular volumes are equal, and the molecular weights are

therefore proportional to the densities of the aeriform bodies

in which the molecules are active units, it also follows that

the average velocities of the molecules in any two gases are

inversely proportional to the square roots of their respective

densities. Thus the simple numerical relations first ob-

served in the phenomena of diffusion are the direct result

of molecular motion, and it is now seen that Graham's

empirical law is included under the fundamental law of

motion.

Graham also studied the passage of gases by transpiration

through fine tubes, and by effusion through a minute hole

in a platinum disc, and was enabled to show that gas may
enter a vacuum in three different ways : (1) by the molecular

movement of diffusion, in virtue of which a gas penetrates

through the pores of a disc of compressed graphite
; (2) by

effusion through an orifice of sensible dimensions m a
platinum disc (the relative times of the effusion of gases

in mass being similar to those of the molecular diffusion,

although a gas is usually carried by the former kind of im-

pulse with a velocity many thousand times as great as is

demonstrable by the latter) ; and (3) by the peculiar rate of

passage due to transpiration through fine tubes, in which

the ratios appear to bo in direct relation with no other

known property of the same gases,—thus hydrogen has

esactly double the transpiration rate of nitrogen, the relation

of those gases as to density being as 1 : 1 4,

He subsequently examined the passage of gases through
septa or partitions of india-rubber, and plates of non-

crystalline metals such as palladium, and proved that gases

pass through these septa neither by diffusion, effusion, nor
trasspiration, but in virtue of a selective absorption which
the septa appear to exert on the gases in contact with
them. By this means he was enabled partially to separate

oxygen from air, and to calculate the density of mctallic-

liydrogen from the remarkable expansion which attends tho
absorption of hydrogen by palladium. TLo experiments led

Iiiro to believe that palladium with its occluded hydrogen
was an alloy, a view that has been greatly strengthened by
the recent experiments of M.M. Cailletet and Pictet.

His early work on the movements of gases led him
to examine the spontaneous movements of liquids, and
as a result of the experiments he divided bodies into two
classes,— crystalloids, such as common salt, and colloids,

of which gum-arabic is a typo,—the former having high
and the latter low diffusibiiity. Ho also proved, by a
series of beautiful experiments, that tho process of liquid

diffusion actually causes jjartial decomposition of certain

chomicol compounds, tho aulohato of potash, for instance,

11-M

being separated irom the 8ulpl\ate of alumina iu alum by
the higher diffusibiiity of the former salt.

He also e.\tcnded his work on tho transpiration o(

gases to liquids, adopting tho method of manipulation de-

vised by Poiseuillc. He found that dilution with water
does not effect proportionate alteration in the transpiration

velocities of different liquids, and a certain determinable
degree of dilution retards the transpiration velocity. Thus
in the case of alcohol the greatest retardation is with six

e(]uivalents of water, nitric acid with three, and acctono
with as much as twelve equivalents.

It is only possible hero to indicate tho prominent features

of Graham's more purely chemical labours. In 1833 ho
showed that tho various compounds of phosphoric acid and
water constitute distinct salts, in each of whicii the hydrogen
may be displaced by other metals. He was the first, there-

fore, to establish the iixistenco of poly basic compounds, iu

each of -which one or wore equivalents of liyclrogen arc

replaceable by certain metals, and he further showed that

by heating biphosphate of soda a metaphosphate is formed,

and from this he obtained a corresponding Lydrated acid.

In 1824 he demonstrated that the spontaneous inliamma-

bility of one variety of phosphurctted hydrogen is due to

its admixture with a very small proportion of an oxido of

nitrogen, probably nitrous aoid. Iu 1835 he" published tho

results of an examination of the properties of water as a
constituent of salts. Not the least interesting i)art of this

inquiry was the discovery of certain definite salts with

alcohol analogous to hydrates, to which tho name of alco-

holates was given. A brief paper entitled Sjhcidativt:

Ideas on the Constitution of Hatter deserves ift)tice as

possessing special interest in connexion with work dono
since Graham's death. In it he expressed the view
that the various kinds of matter now recognized as dif-

ferent elementary substances may possess one and the samo
ultimate or atomic molecule in different conditions of move
ment.

Graliam's work, viewed as a \ihole, is remarkable alike

for its originality and for the singular simplicity of tho

methods employed in obtaining most important results.

Biogi'apliical noticios of Greilmn will be foiiiul in llie Piucffiliiirja

of Ihc Royal Society, xviii., 1870. p. xviii. : Piocculinijsoftliclloydl

Society of Edijibargh, vii., 1872, p. 15 ; J'roCtC'linys vf the Ituyal
Institution, vi., 1872. p. 15; Dcntsch. Client, Ocicllsc/ii(ft, Berlin,
ii., 18G9, p. 753; Miinchcii Akwl. Sitzunyslj., 1870, i., p. 408;
American Journal of Science, i., 1871. \>. 115; S;nitluuinan Reports,

1871, p. 177; Proceedings of American Aiudehiy, viii., 1870, p.
2130. His works, liave been collected niid )iriiitej by Dr Jninca
Young and Dr Angus Smith, the latter contiibuUng to the vohinio

a valuable preface and analysis of its contents. (W. C. 1!.)

GRAHAME, James a765-1811), author of The Sabbath

and other poems, was Dorn at Glasgow, Ajiril 22, 17C5.

His father was a successful lawyer, and, by a very common
error, ho conceived that no other profession could be so

suitable or so advantageous for his son. James, dutiful,

and shrinking from opposition, as ho did all through life,

obeyed the parental wish, and after completing Lis literary

course at tho university of his native city, went in 1784 to

Edinburgh where he studied law, first to qualify himself for

tho business of writer to the signet, and subsequently for

the Scottish bar, of which ho was elected a member iit

1795. His inclinations, however, were nil for retirement

and literature; and finally, when ho had reached (ho

mature ago of forty-four, lio took orders in the English

Church, and became curate first at Shipton, Gloucester-

shire, and then at Scdgoficld in tho county of Durham.
He did not long enjoy an office which ho adorned by his

pious and eloquent ministrations. Ill health compelled

him to try tho renovating effects of his native air, but ho

died shortly after his return, September 14, 1811. Tlio

works of Graliamo <:on8ist of a dramatic poem /fari/

Queen of Scots (published iu 1801). The Sabbath (1804),
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British Georgia (1804), The Birds of Scotland (180C), and

Poems on the Abolition of the Slave Trade (1810). His

principal work is I'he Sabbath—a sacred and descriptive

poem in blank verse, characterized by a fine vein of tender

and devotional feeling, and by the happy delineation of

Scottish scenery. He is the Cowper of Scotland, but wants

CoTvper's mastery of versification and easy idiomatic vigour

of style. The blank verse of Grahame is often hard and

constrained, though at times it swells out into periods of

striking imagery and pro.phet-like earnestness. His descrip-

tion- of the solemn stillness and unbroken calm of "the

hallowed day " in the rural districts of Scotland, and of the

Scottish Sabbath preachings among the hills in times of

persecution, when
" The scattered few would meet in some deep dell

By rocks o'er-caDopied,"

are finished pictures that will never fade from our poetry.

In his Georgics he tried the wider field of rural occupations

and manners, and produced some pleasing daguerreotypes

of nature,-7-for he was a careful as well as loving student,

—

but descended too much into minute and undignified detail

In the notes to his poems he expresses manly and enlight-

ened views on popular education, the criminal law, and
other public questions. He was emphatically a friend of

humanity—a philanthropist as well as a poet.

GRAHAM'S TOWN, the metropolis of the eastern dis-

tricts of the Cape Colony, South Africa, is situated in the

division of Albany, 80 miles inland from Algoa Bay, 40

miles inland from Port Alfred, and 600 miles from Cape
Town. In 1812 the site of the town was first chosen as

the heai^quarters of the British troops engaged in protecting

the frontier of the colony from the inroads of the Kafi're

tribes, and it was named after Colonel Graham, then com-

manding the forces. In 1819 an attempt was made by the

Kaffres to- surprise the place, and a body of 10,000 men
attacked it, but were gallantly repulsed by the garrison,

which numbered not more than 320 men, infantry and
artillery, under Colonel Willshire. From 1620 Graham's
Town was the centre of what was termed the " Albany
Settlement," and it soon became the chief emporium of

frontier trade. The town is built in a basin of the grassy

tills forming the spurs of the Zuurberg mountain range,

1760 feet above sea-leveh It is a pleasant place of resi-

dence, and is regarded as the most English-like town in

the colony. The streets are broad, and most of them
lined with trees. The principal thoroughfare is the High
Street, where stand St George's English Cathedral, built

from designs by Sir Gilbert Scott, and Commemoration
Chapel, the chief place of worship of the Wesleyans, erected

by the British emigrants of 1820. There are no fewer

than twelve churches and chapels in Graham's Town

—

Church of England, Roman Catholic, TVesleyan, Presby-

terian, Baptist, and Independent. It is the seat of the

Eastern Districts' Court, presided over by a chief judge and
two puisne judges. Among the institutions of the town are

an excellent public hospital, a lunatic asylum, colleges and
grammar schools, a museum and natural history society, a

public library, a club, and masonic, templar, and other

Bocieties. There is also a botanic garden, in which there

is a memorial of Colonel Fordyce of the 74th regiment,

who fell in the Kafi're war of 1851. The population of

Graham's Town, according to the last census, is 7000. It

is the centre of trade for an extensive pastoral and agri-

cultural country, and has easy communication both with
Port Alfred, at the mouth of the Kowie River, and with
Port Elizabeth on Algoa Bay.

GRAIL, or Grayle, The Holy (Saint Graal, Seynt
Greal, Saugreal, Sank Ryal), the name given to the legendary
wonder-working vessel said to have been brought by Joseph
of Arimathea to Britain. The correct spelling is " Graal."

In the present article the subject will be considered under
the following four heads :—(1) the meaning of the Graal
conception

; (2) the authorship of the conception
; (3) the

meaning of the word
; (4) the spread of the conceptioa

from the land of its origin to other countries.

1. The " Saint Graal " was the name given—if not
originally, yet very soon after the conception was started

—

to the dish, or shallow bowl (in French, eseuelle), from which
Jesus Christ was said to have eaten the paschal lamb on
the evening of the Last Supper with his disciples. In the

French prose romance of the Saint Graal, it is said that

Joseph of Arimathea, having obtained leave from Pilate

to take down the body of Jesus from the cross, proceeded

first to the upper room where the supper was held and
found there this vessel ; then, as he took down the Lord's

dead body, he received into the vessel many drops of blood

which issued from the still open wounds in his feet, hands,

and side. This last feature, which Tennyson in his beauti-

ful idyll The Holy Grail has overlooked, is obviously of the

essence of the conception. According to Catholic theology,

where the body or the blood of Christ is, there, by virtue of

the hypostatic union, are His soul and His divinity. That
the Graal, such being its contents, should be marvellous

—

divine— mysterious, was but logical and natural The
Graal was " the commencement of all bold emprise, the

occasion of all prowess and heroic deeds, the investigation

of all the sciences, . . . the demonstration of great wonders,

the end of all bounty and goodness, the marvel of all other

marvels." Nasciens, taking off the paten which covered

the Graal, comprehends innumerable marvels, but is struck

blind. By the Graal Joseph's life is sustained in prison

during forty-two years without food, while as an oracle it

instructs him in heavenly knowledge. Nothing could be

more fantastic and extravagant than all this, were the Graal

conceived of merely as a relic, however venerable ; but all

is altered when it is brought into close relations, according

to the design of its inventors, with the mystery of the

eucharist.

2. The authorship of the conception involves one of the

most difficult of literary questions. Mr Price, in the able

and eloquent dissertation prefixed to vol. L.of Warton's

History of English Poetry, seems to maintain the view that

it can be attributed to no individual, but was the spontane-

ous outgrowth of a group of widely prevalent superstitions,

in all which a magical cup or divining bowl was the central

object. Others, as Fauriel, Simrock, and Schulz, find the

original home of the legend in Provence. M. Panlin Paris,

who has been engaged for nearly forty years in the study of

Arthurian romance, and whose latest speculations (Romans
de la Table Ronde, v. 352) bear the recent date of 1876, is

of opinionthat the original conception came from some Welsh
monk or hermit who lived early in the 8th century ; that

its guiding and essential import was an assertion for the

British Church of an independent derivation of its Christi-

anity direct from Palestine, and not through Rome ; that

the conception was embodied in a book, called Liber Gradalis

or De Gradali ; that this book was kept in abeyance by the

British clergy for more than 300 years, from a fear lest it

should bring them into collision with the hierarchy and make
their orthodoxy suspected ; that it came to be known and

read in the second half of the 1 2th century ; that a French

poet, Robert de Boron, who probably had not seeu the book,

but received infonnation about it, was the first to embody
the conception in a vernacular literary form by writing his

poem of Josephe d!Arimathie ; and that, after Boron, Walter

Map and others came into the field. Lastly, it is maintained,

by English writers generally, that the conception arose

certainly on British ground, but in the 12th century, not in

the 8th ; that it was introduced by some master-hand, pro-

bably that of Walter Map, into every branch of Arthurian
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romance ; and that if Map was not the author of the con-

ception, as seems highly probable, he first, by writing the

French romances of the Saint Graal, tlie second part of

Lancelot, and Mort Arlur, invested it in literary form.

These theories cannot be discussed here ; but it may be

remarked that, in order to pave the way for any rational

theory, it is indispensable to have a clear view of the con-

dition of romance literature at and before the time when
the conception arose. The legend of Artliur, which barely

rises to the surface in the narrative of Gildas, had in the

time of Nennius (9th century) attained to considerable

consistency, and through the appearance of the Historia

Britonum of Geoffrey of Monmouth, which everywhere

excited an extraordinary sensation, had become European.

To the Norman and French pnets it had become known,

long before the appearance of Geoffrey's book, through the

Breton lays ; and the mysticism, the tender depths of senti-

ment, the wild flights of imagination and fancy which

were found in these lays, had so captivated and dazzled

them as to induce them almost to desert their own rough

Chansons de Gesle, of which Charlemagne was the chief

figure, for this new field. A succession of startling inci-

dents, in which giants, knights, dwarfs, fairies, and goblins

were actors, and a nature in mystic sympathy with man was
the background, appealed to the feelings of wonder and
awe ; the instinct of revenge and the lust of war were
gratified by battle-recitals innumerable, while around the

chief characters of the legends there floated the rapture and
the hyperbole of amorous passion. In the Brut of Wace,
founded on Geoffrey's work, we find the story of Arthur in

ample proportions, and the " Round Table " appears for the

first time

—

" Fist reis Ertur la KunJe Table,
Duat Bretun dient nieinte fable."

The exuberance of invention here attributed to the
Bretons was faithfully imitated by the poets of northern
France. Chrestien of Troyes, bom near the middle of the
12th century, besides versifying many tales from Ovid, re-

produced parts of the Arthur legend in his poem on Kiiiff

Mark and Yseult the Blonde, and tho Chevalier au Lion.

In these, however, there is no mention of the Graal. Sud-
denly a narrative, possibly in Latin but mora probably in

French prose, makes its appearance, containing the story

of the commission of the Holy Graal to Joseph of Arima-
thea, as given above, of his subsequent adventures in Syria
and elsewhere, and of the ultimate arrival of his son, his
brother-in-law, and others of his kindred, in Britain, where
they settle in the island of Avallon. The birth of Arthur
is prophesied in this narrative, but otherwise he is scarcely
mentioned. About the same time, the prose romances of

Lancelot (part L) and Tristan, containing rich develop-
ments of the Arthurian legend, made their appearance and
were warmly welcomed. The first is ascribed in the MSS.
to Walter Map, and the second to Luc or Luces do Gasfc;
but both statements, in the opinion of M. Paulin Paris, are
extremely doubtful. At any rate, if Map wrote the fii-st

part of Lancelot, ha continued and finished it in a totally
different spirit. Tho first part is. more love and chivalry,
" the most secular," says M. Paulin Paris, "of all romances";
while the second part is the most mystical of all. The first

part contains no allusion to the Graal ; in the second it is

an element of overpowering interest. Lancelot joins in the
quest for the Graal, fails to see it or only half sees it,

repents, becomes a holy hermit, and dies. Tristan in its

original form was the legend of a favourite Breton hero ; it

was then connected with the cycle of Arthur ; lastly, per-
haps by tho same powerful hand that transmuted Lancelot,
it was brought within tho sweep of tho Graal conception.

But who invented the story of Joseph of Arimathea? or
rather, who mnnectcd that story with tho Graal legend, and

both with Arthur 1 The importance of a work of William

of Malniesbury in assisting us to onswer this question has

been somewhat overlooked. In his treatise De Antirptilate

Glastonienns Ecclesiw, written probably soon after Henry

of Blois, abbot of Glastonburj', to whom it is dedicated,

was raised to the see of Winchester (1129), Malmesbury

records with considerable detail the legend which brought

Joseph to Gkstonbury, and made him the first preacher of

Christianity to the Britons. Everything connected with

Glastonbury had a duodenary character ; Joseph was sent

to Britain by St Philip the evangelist as the chief among
twelve missioners ; the holy men who afterwards tenanted

tho abbey always sought to maintain the number of twelve ;

Glasteiug, from whom the place was named, was one of

twelve brothers ; the chief estate of the abbey was called

" the Twelve Hides," &c. This same feature distinctly

reappears in the Graal legend, where Bron, the brother-in-

law of Joseph, has twelve sons, who are all sent to Britain,

but one among them, Alain, who renounces marriage, is set

over the rest. Again, we read in Malmesbury that Avallon

is another name for Glastonbury ; and in the Graal legend

we read that Joseph's kindred are directed by a divine voice

to seek, in the far west, the " valleys of Avaron." Lastly,

in the strange story about the altar called " sapphirus,"

which angels brought from Palestine to St David, and
which after a long disappearance was rediscovered in

Malmssbiiry's own day, we seem to lay our finger, as it

were, on the origin, the rudimentary suggestion, of the

Graal conception.

Now if we accept the 'general testimony of the MSS.,

and assume without further proof that Map composed,

whether in Latin or in French, the original book of the

Saint Graal, the genesis of the work seems not difficult to

trace. In early life Map was a canon of Salisbury (see

Wright's preface to the De Nvgis Curialium) ; either after-

wards or at the same time he was parish priest oi Westbury

near Bristol. Gloucestershire and Wiltshire are both neigh-

bouring counties to Somersetshire, in which Glastonbury

was the most sacred and celebrated spot. Visiting that

ancient abbey, Map would have become acquainted with the

legend of Joseph of Arimathea in all its details ; and he

would have seen the altar said to have been transported by

angels from Palestine, and which, long hidden from mortal

sight on account of the wickedness of the times, had lately

been revealed and reinstated. His versatile and capacious

mind would, as a matter of course, have been familiar with

the whole Ajthur legend as it then (1170-1180) existed, if

for no other reason, bpcause ho lived in the very part of

England which was studded with Arthurian sites. He fully

answers to the description of tho "great clsrks" who,

according to Eobert de Boron first made and told the his-

tory of the Graal. He seems to nave conceived the vast

design of steeping the Arthurian legend, and through it the

whole imaginative literature of the age, in the doctrine of

the Christian sacrifice. He is generally credited in the

MSS. with the composition of tho Saint Graal (containing

the legend of Joseph of Arimathea), of tho Quest of the

Saint Graal, of Lancelot in whole or in part, and of tho

Mort Artur. But it appears that no MS. of any of these

romances now exists of an earUcrdato than 1274, and it is

certain that a set of "arrangers" and continuators (like tho

rhapsodists and cyclic poets of tho Homeric epos) com-

menced their confusing operations on tho legend at an early

period. Henco it seems impossible now to recover tho

exact order in which the different romances were composed.

3.. On the origin ot the word Graal, tho opinion of JL
Paulin Paris seems to be satisfactory. H e thinks that graal

is a corruption of gradalo, or graduale, tlie Latin name for

a liturgical collection of psalms and texts of scripture, so

called " '^uod in gradibua canitur," as the priest is passing
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from the epistle to the gospel side of the altar. The author
of the Graal conception meant by graal, or gradale, not the
sacred dish (escuelle), but the mysterious book revealed to

the supposed hermit of 717, in which he finds the history

of the escuelle. Eobert de ioron, mistaking this, transfers

the name to the dish, and connects it with gre (gratus,

gratia) on account of the inward solace connected with
it (see Romans de la T. E., i. 143). The word rapidly
became popular in the sense of bowl, or shallow cup, so

that H^linand (1204) could say, "Dicitur vulgari nomine
graah, quia grata et acceptabilis est in ea comedenti." This
etymology is the same as Boron's. The older French word
greel, meaning service-book (Ducange, article " Gradale "),

\ws displaced by the new graal or greal. On the other
hand, M. Fauriel derives graal from an old Provengal word
for a cup, grazal. But this grazal, according to the article in

Ducange, seems to be of Armorican origin ; anyhow M.
Fauriel has not proved its use in^ the sense of.cupata
jperiod earlier than the rise of the Graal legend.

4. The spread an* ascendency to »fhich the Graal con-

ception rapidly attained in all Christian countries made the
preations of Arthurian romance the delight of all cultivated

minds, from Caerleon to Veniee, and from Iceland to the
Straits of Gibraltar. From England, which we must
regard as,the land of its origin, the Graal legend at once
passed to France, and found an enthusiastic and capable
(nterpreter in Robert or Robiers de Boron. This Borou
was no Englishman of Nottinghamshire, as some EngUsh
Writers have pretended, but, as Paulin Paris conclusively

proves, a French poet of the county of Montbeliard in the

region of the Vosges. Chrestien de Troyes in his Percival

(written before 1191, for it is dedicated to Count Philip of

Flanders who died in that year), gives in a metrical dress

the legend of Percival, one of the knights of the round
table, under the transformation which the introduction of

the Graal conception had effected. The continuations of

the poem, by Denet and Manessier, come down to about

1240. The famous Mid-German poem of Parzival, by
Wolfram von Eschenbach, which appeared near the begin-

ning of the 13th century, is founded partly on Chrestien's

Percival, but partly also on some other, perhaps Proven9al,

source, which is now lost. A rude English metrical version

of the French prose romance of the Saint Graal, by one

Harry Lonelich, dating from the reign of Henry VI., has

been recently edited by Mr Fumivall for the Roxburghe
Club. Flemish, Icelandic, and Welsh reproductions of the

Graal romances have been found to exist. One of the first

employments of the printing press in England, France, and

Germany was to multiply puems or romances embodying

this legend. Hence Caxton printed for Sir Thomas Malory

(1485) The Historie ofKing Arthur and his Noble Knightes,

a version in English prose of the French romances of

Merlin, Lancelot, Tristan, the QuUe du Saint Graal, and

Mort Artur, or at any rate based upon them. • An early

French edition of the Tristan, of which there is a copy in

the British Museum, is dated 1489. Lancelot du Lac
was printed at Paris in 1513;- and not long afterwards

editions of the Tristan and other portions of the Arthur

cycle, always as interpenetrated by the Graal legend,

appeared both in Italy and Spain (Schulz's Essay, p. 114).

See Paulin Paris, Lcs Mannscrils de la Sibliothcqiie EoyaU, 1836,

aad Lcs Romans de la Table lionde, 1868-77 ; Madden's Sir

Gawayne, edited for the Bannatyne Club, 1839; the Seynt Graal

{part i.), edited by F. Fuinivall, with a prefatory essay on the

Graal-saga by San Martc (Schulz), 1861-3 ; several MSS. of the

King's Library in the British Museum, Reg. 14 E. iii., 19 C. xii.,

20 C. vi., &c. ; Fauriel, Hist, de la Polsie Proven^ale; Wolfram

von Eschenbach, Parzival und Tilurcl, edited by Pfeiffer, 1870 ;

Warton's Bistory of English Poetry, vol. i.; La France Litliraire,

vol. XV.; Helinand's "Chronicles" (in Migne's Patrologic, vol.

ccxii.); S,(i\\\i\z'5 Essay on tiie Iiifiwnce of Welsh Tradition, Llan-

dovery, 1841, &c., &e.
''^ * '
(T. A.;

GRAINS OF PARADISE, Guinea Grains, or Mele-
GUETA Pepper (German, Paradieshorner ; French, Graiites

de Paradis, Maniguette), the seniina cardamomi majoris or

pi2}er melegueta of pharmaceutists, are the seeds of Amonuim
Melegueta, Roscoe, a reed-like plant of the natural order

Zingiberacece, which is a native of tropical western Africa,

and of Princes and St Thomas's Islands in the Gulf of

Guinea, is cultivated in British Guiana, and may with
ease be grown in hot-houses in England. The plant has a

branched horizontal rhizome ; smooth, nearly sessile, alter-

nate leaves, with the blade oblong-lanceolate ; large, white,

pale pink, or purplish flowers ; and an ovate-oblong fruit,

ensheathed in bracts, which is of a scarlet colour when fresh,

and reaches under cultivation a length of 5 inches. The
seeds are contained in the acid pulp of the fruit, are com-
monly wedge-shaped and bluntly angular, are about 1^
line in diameter, and have a glossy dark-brown husk, with

a conical light-coloured membranous caruncle at the base,

and a white kernel They contain, according to Fliickiger

and Haubury, 0-3 per cent, of a faintly yellowish neutral

essential oil, having an aromatic, not acrid taste, and
a specific gravity at 15'5° C. of 0'825, and giving on
analysis the formula CjqHjoO, or CjqHjj-I-CjqHjjO ; also

,5 '83 per cent, of an intensely pungent, viscid, brown resin.

Grains of paradise were formerly officinal in British phar-

macopoeias, and in the 13th and succeeding centuries were

used as a drug and a spice, the wine known as hippocras

being flavoured with them and with ginger and cinnamon.

In 1629 they were employed among the ingredients of the

twenty-four herring pies which were the ancient fee-favour

of the city of Norwich, ordained to be carried to court by
the lord of the manor of Carleton (Johnston and Church,

Chem. of Common Life, p. 355, 1879). Grains of paradise

were in past times brought overland from West Africa to

the Mediterranean ports of the Barbary States, to be shipped

for Italy. They are now exported almost exclusively from
the Gold Coast. The amount received by Great Britain in

1871 was upwards of 7G0 cwts. Grains of paradise are

to some extent used iu'veterinary practice, but for the most
part illegally to give a fictitious strength to malt liquors,

gin, and cordials. By 56 Geo. III. e. 58, no brewer or

dealer in beer shall have in his possession or use grains of

paradise, under a penalty of £200 for each, offence ; and no

druggist shall sell the same to a brewer under a penalty of

£500. They are, however, devoid of any injurious physio-

logical action, and are much esteemed as a spice by the

natives of Guinea.
See Bentley and Trimen, Medicinal Plants, part 30, tab. 268;

Lanessan, Hist, des DrogiKS, pp. 456-460, 1878.

GRAM, or Chick-pea, called also Egyptian Pea, or

Bengal Gram (Hindi, chaTid ; Bengali, chhold ; Italian, cece

;

Spanish,5ro7-Ja«2o), an herbaceous, annual, leguminous plant,

the Cicer arietinum of Linnaeus, so named from the resem-

blance of its seed to a ram's head, is a native of the south

of Europe and India. Its leaves are imparipinnate, with

ovate, equal, and serrate leaflets ; the flowers are axillary,

and of a bluish-purple colour, and bloom in India from

September to October ; and the pods have a length of 1 to

11 inch, and contain either one or two somewhat pointed

and commonly pale yellow seeds, about 3 lines long. Gram
is largely cultivated in the East, where the seeds are eaten

raw, or cooked and prepared in various ways, both in theit

ripe and unripe condition, and when roasted and ground

are made to subserve the same purposes as ordinary flour.'

In Europe the seeds are used as an ingredient in soups.

They contain, in 100 parts without husks, nitrogenous

substances 22'7, fat 3-76, starch 63-18, mineral matters

2'6 parts, with water (Forbes Watson, quoted in Parkes's

Hygiene). The liquid which exudes from the glandular

hairs clothing the leaves and stems of the plant, more
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flspecially during the cold season, when the seeds ripen,

contaius a notable proportion of oxalic acid, and is said to

be very injurious to the leather shoes of those who walk

through fields of gram. In Mysore the dew containing it

is collected by means of cloths spread on the plant over

night, and is valued as a remedy for dyspepsia, indiges-

tion, and costiveness. The steam of water in which the

fresh plant is immersed is in the Deccan resorted to by
the Portuguese for the treatment of dysmenorrhcea. The
seed of Phaseolus Mungo, Linn., or green gram (Hind, and
Beng., moong), a variety of which plant, P. Mungo inelano-

tpermus (P. Max, Roxb.), is termed black gram, is an

important article of diet among the labouring classes in

India, and is annually exported in large quantities from

Madras. Soup made from it is considered to be especially

suited to sick persons. The meal is an excellent substi-

tute for soap, and is stated by EUiot to be an invariable

concomitant of the Hindu bath. P. Roxhurghii, W. and
Am., or P. radiatus, Roxb. (Hind., urid ; Beng., vidsh-

ialdi), which also is known as green gram, is perhaps the

most esteemed of the leguminous plants of India, where

the meal of its seed enters into the composition of the more
delicate cakes and dishes, and is used in medicine both ex-

wrnally and internally. P. aconitifolivs goes by the name
ol Turkish gram. Horse gram, Dolichos urdflorus, Lam.
(Hind, and Beng.,/;uft/«'), which supplies in Madras the place

of the chick-pea, affords seed which, when boiled, is exten-

titelyemployed as a food for horses and cattle in South India,

where also it is eaten in curries, and, made into poultices

or pastes, is applied to medicinal purposes. Turkish gram
is the Dolichos Catjang of Roxburgh. White gram. Glycine

(Sqja) kispida, produces the beans from which soy is made.

The quantity of gram exported from India in 1876-77,
chieSy to Mauritius, Ceylon, and the Straits, amounted to

316,592 cwt., against 322,661 cwt. in the previous year.

See W. Elliot, "On the Farinaceous Grains and the various
kinds of Pulses used in Southern India," £din. New Phil. Joum.,
i882, vol. xvi. p. 16 sq. ; H. Drury, The Useful Plants of India,
1873; U. C. Dutt, Materia Medica of the Hitidus, Calcutta, 1877.

GRAMMAR. By the grammar of a language is meant
either the relations borue by the words of a sentence

and by sentences themselves one to another, or the sys-

tematized exposition of these. The exposition may be,

•nd frequently is, incorrect; but it always presupposes
the existence of certain customary uses of words when
in combination. In what follows, therefore, grammar
will be generally employed in its primary sense, as denot-
ing the mode in which words are connected together in

order to express a complete thought, or, as it is termed in

logic, a proposition.

The object of language is to convey thought, and so long
as this object is attained the machinery for attaining it is

of comparatively slight importance. The way in which we
combine our words and sentences matters but little, pro-
vided that our meaning is clear to others. The expressions
" horseflesh " and " flesh of a horse," are equally intelligible

to an Englishman and therefore are equally recognized by
English grammar. The Chinese manner of denoting a
genitive is by placing the defining word before that which
it defines, as in kouejin, "man of the kingdom," literally

"kingdom man," and the only reason why it would be
incorrect in French or Italian is that such a combination
would be unintelligible to a Frenchman or an Italian. Hence
it is evident that the grammatical correctness 'or incorrect-
ness of an expression depends upon its intelligibility, that
is to say, upon the ordinary use and custom of a particular
language. Whatever is so unfamiliar as not to be generally
understood is also ungrammatical. In other words, it is

contrary to the habit of a language, as determined by com-
noQ usage and consent.

In this way we can explain tow it happens that the
grammar of a cultivated dialect and that of a local dialect

in the same country so frequently disagree. Thus, in the
dialect of West Somerset, thee is the nominative of the
second personal pronoun, while in cultivated English the
plural accusative you (Anglo-Saxon, eow) has come to re-

present a nominative singular. Both are grammatiiaUy
correct within the sphere of their respective dialects, but
no further You would be as ungrammatical in West
Somerset as thee is in classical English ; and both you and
thee, as nominatives singular, would have been equally un-
grammatical in Early English. Grammatical propriety is

nothing more than the established usage of a particular

body of speakers at a particular time in their history.

It follows from this that the grammar of a people changes,

like its pronunciation, from age to age. Anglo-Saxon or

Early EnglLsh grammar is not the grammar of Modern
English, any more than Latin grammar is the grammar of

modern Italian ; and to defend an unusual construction or

inflexion on the ground that it once existed in literary Anglo-
Saxon, is as wrong as to import a peculiarity of some local

dialect into the grammar of the cultivated speech. It

further follows that different languages will have different

grammars, and that the differences will be more or less

according to the nearer or remoter relationship of the
languages themselves, and the modes of thought of those

who speak them. Consequently, to force the grammatical
framework of one language upon another is to misconceive

the whole nature of the latter, and seriously to mislead the

learner. Chinese grammar, for instance, can never be
understood until we discard, not only the terminology of

European grammar, but the very conceptions which underlie

it, while the polysynthetic idioms of America defy all

attempts to discover in them " the parts of speech " and
the various grammatical ideas which occupy so large a place

in our school-grammars. The endeavour to find the dis

tinctions of Latin grammar in that of English has only

resulted in grotesque en-ors, and a total misapprehension
of the usage of the English language.

It is to the Latin grammarians,—or, more correctly, to

the Greek grammarians, upon whose labours those of the

Latin writers were based,—that we owe the classification of

the subjects with which grammar is commonly supposed to

deal The grammar of Dionysius Thrax, which he wrote for

Roman schoolboys in the time of Pompey, has formed the

starting-point for the innumerable school-grammars which
have since seen the light, and suggested that division of

the matter treated of which they have followed. He defines

grammar as a practical acquaintance with the language of

literary men, and as divided into six parts,—accentuation

and phonology, explanation of figurative expressions,

definition, etymology, general rules of flexion, and critical

canons. Of these, phonology and accentuation, or prosody,

can properly be included in grammar only in so far as the

construction of a sentence and the grammatical meaning of

a word are determined by accent or letter-change ; the

accentual difference in English, for example, between incense

and incense belongs to the province of grammar, since it

indicates a difference between noun and verb; and the

changes of vowel in the Semitic languages, by which various

nominal and verbal forms are distinguished from one an-

other, constitute a very important part of their grammatical

machinery. But where accent and pronunciation do not

servo te express the relations of words in a sentence, they

fall into the domain of phonology, not of grammar. The
explanation of figurative expressions, again, must bo left

to the rhetorician, and definition to the lexicographer ; the

grammarian has no more to do with them than he Las with

llie canons of criticism.

lu fact, the old Bubdivision of grammar, inherited from
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the grammarians of Rome and Alexandria, must be given

up, and a new one put in its place. What grammar really

deals with are all those contrivances whereby the relations

of words and.sentences are pointed out. Sometimes it is

position, sometimes phonetic symbolization, sometimes com-

position, sometimes flexion, sometimes the use of auxiliaries,

which enables the speaker to combine his words together

BO that they shall b? intelligible to another. Grammar
may accordingly be divided into the three departments of

composition or " word-building," syntax, and accidence, by

which is meant an exposition of the means adopted by

language for expressing the relations of grammar when re-

course is not had to composition or simple position.

A systematized exposition of grammar may be intended

for the purely practical purpose of teaching the mechanism

of a foreign language. In this case, all that is necessary

is a correct and complete statement of the facts. But a

correct and complete statement of the facts is by no means

so easy a matter as might appear at first sight. The facts

will be distorted by a false theory in regard to them, while

they will certainly not be presented in a complete form if

the grammarian is ignorant of the true theory they presup-

pose. The Semitic verb, for example, remains unintelligible

80 long as the explanation of its forms is sought in the con-

jugition of the Aryan verb, since it has no tenses in the

Aryan sense of the word, but denotes relation and not time.

A good practical grammar of a language, therefore,

should be based on a correct appreciation of the facts which

it expounds, and a correct appreciation of the facts is only

possible where they are examined and co-ordinated in ac-

cordance with the scientific method. A practical grammar
ought, wherever it is possible, to be preceded by a scientific

grammar.
Comparison is the instrument with which science works,

and a scientific grammar, accordingly, is one in which the

comparative method has been applied to the relations of

speech. If we would understand the origin and real nature

of grammatical forms, and of the relations which they

represent, we must compare them with similar forms' in

kindred dialects and languages, as well as with the forms

under which they appeared themselves at an earlier period

of their history. We shall thus have a comparative gram-

mar and an historical grammar, the latter being devoted to

tracing the history of grammatical forms and usages in the

same language. Of course, an historical grammar is only

possible where a succession of written records exists ; where

a language possesses no older literature, we must be content

with a comparative grammar only, and look to cognate

idioms to throw light upon its grammatical peculiarities.

In this case we have frequently to leave whole forms un-

explained, or at most conjeoturaUy interpreted, since the

machinery by means of which the relations of grammar are

symbolized is often changed so completely during the

growth of a language as to cause its earlier shape and
character to be unrecognizable. Jloreover, our area of com-
parison must be as wide as possible ; where we have but

two or three languages to compare, we are in danger of

building up conclusions on insufficient evidence. The
grammatical errors of the classical pl»Ilologists of the last

century were in great measure due to the fact that their

area of comparison was confined to Latin and Greek.

The historical grammar of a single language or dialect,

which traces the grammatical forms and usages of the

language as far back as documentary evidence allows, afifords

material to the comparative grammarian, whose task it is

to compare the grammatical forms and usages of an allied

group of tongues, and thereby reduce them to their earliest

forms and senses. The work thus carried out by the com-
parative gram.marian within a particular family of languages

io made use of by universal grammar, the object of which

is to determine the ideas that underlie all grammar wkatstf^
ever, as distinct from those that are peculiar to special!

families of speech. Universal grammar is sometimes knowa
as " the metaphysics of language," and it has to decide such:
questions as the nature of gender, or of the verb, the truo
purport of the genitive relation, or the origin of grammar
itself. Such questions, it is clear, can only be answered by
comparing the results gained by the comparative treatment
of the grammars of various groups of language. What his-

torical grammar is to comparative, grammar, comparative
grammar is to universal gramnjar.

Universal grammar, as founded on the results of the

scientific study of speech, is thus essentially difi"erent from
that " universal grammar " so much in vogue at the begin-

ning of the present century, \vhich consisted of a series of
a priori assumptions based on the peculiarities of European
grammar and illustrated from the same source. But uni-

versal grammar, as conceived by modern science, is as yet
in its infancy ; its materials are still in the process of being
collected. The comparative grammar of the Aryan lan-

guages is alone in an advanced state, those of the Semitic
idioms, of the Ugro-Altaic tongues, and of the Ba-ntu or
Kafi"re dialects of southern Africa, are still in a backward
condition ; and the other families of speech existing in the

world, with the exception of the Malayo-Polynesian, and
the Sonorian of North America, have not as yet been treated

scientifically. Chinese, it is true, possesses an historical

grammar, and Mr Van Eys, in his comparative grammar of

Basque, has endeavoured to solve the problems of that

interesting language by a comparison of its various dialects ;

but in both cases the area of comparison is too small for

more than a limited success to be attainable. Instead of

attempting the questions of universal grammar therefore^

it will be better to confine our attention to three points,

—

the fundamental differences in the grammatical conceptions

of different groups of languages, the main results of a scien-

tific investigation of Aryan grammar, and the light thrown
by comparative philology upon the grammar of our own
tongue.

The proposition or sentence is the unit and starting-point

of speech, and grammar, as we have seen, consists in the

relations of its several parts one to another, together with

the expression of them. These relations may be regarded

from various points of view. In the polysynthetic )aD-

guages of America the sentence is conceived as a whole, not

composed of independent words, but, like the thought which

it expresses, one and indivisible. What we should denote

by a series of words is consequently denoted by a single

long compound,

—

huligatchis in Delaware, for instance, signi-'

fying "give me your pretty little paw," and aglekkigiartor-

asuarnipoh, in Eskimo, "he goes away hastily and exerts

himself to write." Individual words can be, and often are,

extracted from the sentence ; but in this case they stand,

as it were, outside it, being represented by a pronoun within

the sentence itself. Thus, in Mexican, we can say not only

ni-sotsi-temoa, " I look for flowers," but also ni-htemoa

sotsitl, where the interpolated guttural is the objective pro-i

noun. As a necessary result of this conception of the sen-

tence the American languages possess no true verb, each act

being expressed as a whole by a single word. In Cherokee,

for example, while there is no verb signifying " to wash

"

in the abstract, no less than thirteen words are used to

signify every conceivable mode and object of washing. In

the incorporating languages, again, of which Basque may
be taken as a type, the object cannot be conceived except

as contained in the verbal action. Hence every verbal form'

embodies an objective pronoun, even though the object may

be separately expressed. If we pass to an isolating lan-

guage like Chinese, we find the exact converse of that whicbi

meets us iu the polysynthetic tongues. Here each propodt
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tion or thought is analysed into its several elements, and

these are set over against one another as so many indc-

peodeut words. The relations of grammar are consequently

denoted by position, the particular position of two or more
words determining the relation they bear to each other.

The analysis of the sentence has not been carried so far in

agglutinative languages like Turkish. In these the relations

of grammar ara represented by individual words, which,

however, are subordinated to the words expressing the main

ideas intended to be in relation to one another. The de-

fining words, or indices of grammatical relations, are, in a

large number of instances, placed after the words which

they define ; in some cases, however, as, for example, in

the Bi-ntu languages of southern Africa, the relation is con-

ceived from the opposite point of view, the defining words

being prefixed. The inflexional languages call in the aid

of a new principle. The relations of grammar are denoted

symbolically either by a change of vowel or by a change of

termination, more rarely by a change at the beginning of

a word. Each idea, together with the relation which it

bears to the other ideas of a proposition, is thus represented

by a single word ; that is to say, the ideas which make up
the elements of a sentence are not conceived severally and
iudependently, as in Chinese, but as always having a certain

connexion with one another. Inflexional languages, how-
ever, tend to become analytical by the logical separation of

the flexion from the idea to which it is attached, though
the primitive point of view is never altogether discarded,

and traces of flexion remain even in English and Persian.

In fact, there is no example of a language which has wholly

forsaken the conception of the sentence and the relation of

its elements with which it started, although each class of

languages occasionally trespasses on the grammatical usages

of the others. In language, as elsewhere in nature, there

are no sharp lines of division, no sudden leaps ; species

passes insensibly into species, class into class. At the same
time the several types of speech—polysynthetic, isolating,

agglutinative, and inflexional—remain clear and fixed ; and
oven where two languages belong to the same general type,

as, fur instance, an Aryan and a Semicic language in the

inflexional group, or a Kaffre and a Turkish language in

the agglutinative group, we find np certain example of

grammatical interchange. A mixed grammar, in which the

grammatical procedure of two distinct families of speech is

intermingled, is almost, if not altogether, unknown.
It is obvious, therefore, that grammar constitutes the

Bursst and most important basis for a classification of lan-

guages. Words may be borrowed freely by one dialect from
another, or, though originally unrelated, may, by the action

of phonetic decay, come to assume the same forms, while

the limited number of articulate sounds and conceptions out

of which language was first developed, and the similarity

of the circumstances by which the first speakers were every-

where surrounded, naturally produce a resemblance between
the roots of many unconnected tongues. Where, however,
the fundamental conceptions of grammar, and the machinery
by which they are expressed are the same, we may have no
"hesitation in inferring a common origin.

The main results of scientific inquiry into the origin and
primitive meaning of the forms of Aryan or Indo-European
grammar may be summed up as follows. Wo start with
stems or themes, by which are meant words of two or more
syllables which terminate in a limited number of sounds.

These stems can be classed in groups of two kinds, one in

•which the groups consist of stems of similar meanings and
similar initial syllables, and another in which the final

syllables alone coincide. In the first case we have what
are termed roots, the simplest elements into which words
can bo decomposed ; in the second case stems proper, which
may be described as consisting of zufi^es attached to root^

Roots, therefore, are merely the materials out of which
speech can be made, the embodiments of isolated conceptions

with which the lexicographer alone has to deal, whereas stems

present ns with words already combined in a sentence

and embodying the relations of grammar. If we would
rightly understand primitive Arj-an grammar, we must con-

ceive it as having been expressed or implied in the suffixes

of the stems, and in the order according to which the stems

were arranged in a sentence. In other words, the relations

of grammar were denoted partly by juxtaposition or syntax,

partly by the suffixes of stems.

These suffixes were probably at first unmeaning, or rather

clothed with vague significations, which changed according

to the place occupied in the sentence by the stem to which
they were joined. Gradually this vagueness of signification

disappeared, and particular sufiBxes came to be set apart

to represent particular relations of grammar. What had
hitherto been expressed by mere position now attached

itself to the terminations or suffixes of stems, which accord-

ingly became full-grown words. Some of the suffixes

denoted purely grammatical ideas, that is to say, were
flexions ; others were classificatory, serring to distinguish

nouns from verbs, presents from aorists, objects from agents,

and the like ; while ethers, again, remained unmeaning
adjuncts of the root. This origin of the flexions explains

the otherwise strange fact that the same suffix may sym-
bolize whoUy^diflferent grammatical relations. In Latin, for

instance, the context and dictionary will alone tell us that

mus-as is the accusative plural of a noun, and am-as the

second person singular of a verb, or that mTts-a is the nomin-
ative singular of a feminine substantive, bo7i-a the accusa-

tive plural of a neuter adjective. In short, the flexions

were originally merely the terminations of stems which were

adapted to express the various relations of words to each

other in a sentence, as these gradually presented themselves

to the consciousness and were bxtracted from what had been

previously implied by position. Necessarily, the sarfle

suffix might be used sometimes in a classificatory, some-

times in a flexional sense, and sometimes without any
definite sense at all. In the Greek dative-locative •7ro8-£(r-<rt,

for example, the suffix -ts is classificatory ; in the nomina-

tive 7rd8-cs, it is flexional.

When a particular termination or suffix once acquired a

special sense, it would be separated iu thought from the

stem to which it belonged, and attached in the same sense

to other stems and other terminations. Thus in modem
English we can attach the suflix -ize to almost any word
whatsoever, in order to give the latter a transitive meaning,
and the Greek iro&ea-iri, quoted above, really contains no
less than three suffixes, -cs, -<tv, and -i, the last two both

denoting the locative, and corJescing, through <r/t, into a

single syllable -cri. The latter instance shows us how two
or more suffixes denoting exactly the same idea may be

tacked on one to another, if the original force and significa-

tion of the first of them comes to be forgotten. Thus, in

Old English sung-eslre was the feminine of sanrj-erf,

"singer," but the meaning of the termination has so entirely

died out of the memory that wo have to add the Romanic
^ss to it if wo would still distinguish it from the masculine

singer. A familiar example of the way in which the full

sense of the exponent of a grammatical idea fades from the

mind and has to be supplied by a new exponent is afforded

by the use of expletives in conversational English to denote

the superlative. " Very warm " expresses little more than

the positive, and to represent the intensity of his feelings

the Englishman has recourse to such expressions as "horri-

bly warm" like the German "schrccklich warm."
Such words as "very," "horribly," "schrecklich," illus-

trate a second mode in which Aryan grammar has found

means of expression. Words may lose their true signifisa-
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tiou and become tlio meic exponents of grammatical ideas.

Professor Eavle divides all woids into presentive and si/m-

bulic, tbo foiinei' denoting objects and conceptions, the latter

the relations which exist between these, Symbolic words,

therefore, uro what the Chinese graiiuuarians call "empty
words,''— words, that is, which have been divested of their

pro))cr siguilicalioii and serve a grammatical purpose only.

Many of the classiKcatory and some of the ilexiomd suffixes

of Aryaa speech can be showji to have had this origin.

Thus the suffix iar, which denotes names of kinship and
agency, seoms to come from the same root as the Latin

terminus a.\\i\. trans, our throuyh, the Sanskrit tar-ihiii, "I
pass over,'' and to have primarily signified •' one that goes

through" a thing. Thus, too, the English head or hood, in

words Yike t/iidhead nnH brotherJiood, is the Anglo-Saxon had,
" character" or " rank ;" dom, in kmr/dom, the Anglo-Saxon
dOm, "judgment ;" and lock or led'/e, in loedlock and know-

Icdf/e, the Anglo-Saxon lac, "sport" or " gift." In all these

cases the "empty words," after first losing every trace of

their original significance, have followed the general analogy

of the language and assumed the form and functions of the

suffixes with which they had been confused.

A third mode of representing the relations of grammar is

by the symbolic use of vowels and diphthongs. In Greek,

for instance, the distinction between the reduplicated present

SiSiDfti and the reduplicated perfect Se'SuKa is indicated by
a distinction of vowel, and in primitive Aryan grammar the

vowel a seems to have been set apart to denote the subjunc-

tive mood just as >/a or i was set apart to denote the poten-

tial. So, too, according to M. Hovelacque, the change of

rt into i or u in the parent-Aryan symbolized a change of

meaning from passive to active. This Bymbolic use of the

vowels, which is the purest application of the principle of

flexion, is far less extensively carried out in the Aryan than

in the Semitic languages. The Semitic family of speech is

therefore a much more characteristic type of the inflexional

languages than is the Aryan.

The primitive Aryan noun possessed at least eight cases,

—nominative, accusative, vocative, instrumental, dative,

genitive, ablative, andlocative. M. Bergaigne hasattempted
to show that the first three of these, th? " strong cases " as

they are termed, are really abstracts formed by the suffixes

-as (-s), -1171; -m, 4, -i-, -a, and -ya (-£), the plural being

nothing more than an abstract singular, as may be readily

seen by comparing words like the Greek cto-s and ottc-s,

which mean precisely the same. The remaining " weak "

cases, formed by the sufiSxes -«)«j, -stm, -syd, -yCt, -i, -an, -f,

-bhi, -sii, -i, -a, and -a, are really adjectives and adverbs.

No distinction, for example, can be drawn between "a cup
of gold" and "a golden cup," and the instrumental, the

dative, the ablative, and the locative are, when closely ex-

amined, merely adverbs attached to a verb. The termin-

ations of the strong cases do not displace the accent of the

stem to which they are suffixed ; the suffixes of the weak
cases, on the other hand, generally draw the accent upon
themselves.

According to Hiibschmann, the nominative, accusative,

and genitive cases are purely grammatical, distinguished
from one another through the exigencies of the sentence

only, whereas the locative, ablative, and instrumental have
a logical origin and determine the logical relation which
the three other cases bear to each other and the verb. The
nature of the dative is left undecided. The locative

primarily denotes rest in a plane, the ablative motion from
ft place, and the instrumental the means or concomitance
of an action. The dative Hiibschmann regards as " the
case of the participant object." Like Hiibschmann, Holz-
weissig divides the cases into two classes,—the one gram-
matical and the other logical; and his analysis of their

primitive meaning is the same as that of Hiibschmann,

except as regards the dative, the primary .sense of v.'hich

he thinks to have been motion towards a place. This \h

also the view of Delbriick, who makes it denote tendency
towards an object. Delbriick, however, holds that the

primary sense of the ablative was that of separation, the

instrumental originally indicating concomitiince, while there

was a double locative, one used like the ablative ab^oluto

in Latin, the other being a locative of the object.

The dual was older than the plural, and after the develop-

ment of the latter survived as a merely useless encumbrance,
of which most of the Aryan languages contrived in time to

get rid. There are still many savage idioms in which the

conception of plurality has not advanced beyond that of

duality. In the Bushman dialects, for instance, the plural,

or rather that which is more than one, is expressed by
repeating the word; thus <« is " movii\i," UUu "mouths."
It may be shown that most of the s\iffixe3 of the Aryan
dual are the longer and more primitive forms of those of

the plural which have grown out of them by the help of

phonetic decay. The plural of the weak cases, on the

other hand (the accusative alone excepted), was identical

with the singular of abstract nouns ; so far as both form

and meaning are concerned, no distinction can be drawn
between ojrts and Itos. Similarly, humanity and nieii

signify one and the same thing, and the use of English

words like shetp or fish for both singular and plural shows

to what an extent our appreciation of number is determined

by the context rather than by the form of the noun. Tlie

so-called " broken plurals " of Arabic and Ethiopic aro

really singular collectives employed to denote the plural.

Gender is the product partly of analogy, partly of pho-

netic decay. In many languages such as Eskimo and Chock-
taw, its place is taken by a division of objects into animate

and inanimate, while in other languages they are separated

into rational and irrational. There are many indications

that the parent-Aryan in an early stage of its existence

had no signs of gender at all. The terminations of the

names of father ^nd mother, pater and mater, for example,

are exactly the same, and in Latin and Greek many diph-

thongal stems, as well as stems in i or ya and m (like vaCs

and vfKvs, ttoXk and Ais), may be indifferently masculine

and feminine. Even stems in o and a (of the second and
first declensions), though the first are generally masculine

and the second generally feminine, by no means invariably

maintain the rule ; and femiuines like humus and oSos, or

masculines like advena and TroXi'njs, show that there was
a time when these stems also indicated no particular gender,

but owed their subsequent adaptation, the one to mark the

masculine and the other to mark the feminine, to the in-

fluence of analogy. The idea of gender was first suggested

by the diS'erence between man and woman, male and female,

and, as in so many languages at the present day, was
represented not by aay outward sign but by the meaning of

the words themselves. When once arrived at, the concep-

tion of gender was extended to other objects besides those

to which it properly belonged. The primitive Aryan did not

distinguish between subject andobject, butpersouifiedobjccts

by ascribing to them the motives and powers of living beings.

Accordingly they were referred to by different pronouns,

one class denoting the masculine and another class the

feminine, and the distinction that existed between these two

classes of pronouns was after a time transferred to the

nouns. As soon as the preponderant number of stems in o

in daily use had come to be regarded as masculine on

account of their meaning, other stems in o, whatever might

be -their signification, were made to foUov/ the general ana-

logy, and were similarly classed as masculines. In the same

way, the suffix i or ya acquired a feminine sense, and was

set apart to represent the feminine gender. Unlike the

Semites, the Aryans were not satisfied with these two
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genders, masculine and feminine. As soon as object and

bnbject, patient and agent, were clearly distinguislied from

eacli other, there arose a need for a third gender, which

should be neither masculine nor feminine, but denote things

without life. This third gender was fittingly expressed

either by the objective case used as a nominative (e.g.,

regnum), or by a stem without any case ending at all (e.g.,

virus).

The adverbial meaning of somany of the cases explains the

readiness with which they became crystallized into adverbs

and prepositions. An adverb is the attribute of an attri-

bute,—" the rose smells sweetly," for example, being resolv-

able into " the rose has the attribute of scent with the

further attribute of sweetness." In our own language once,

twice, needs, are all genitives ; seldom is a dative. The Latin

and Greek kumi and x"A"^' "re locatives, facillime (facil-

lumed) and £vrrx<^5 ablatives, Travrq and a/xa instrumentals.

Tripos, cl?}?, and n)Xoii genitives. The frequency with which

particular cases of particular nouns were used in a speci-

fically attributive sense caused them to become, as it were,

petrified, the other cases of the nouns in question passing

out of use, and the original force of those that were retained

being gradually forgotten. Prepositions are adverbs em-

ployed to define nouns instead of verbs and adjectives.

Their appearance iuothe Aryan languages is comparatively

late, and the Homeric poems allow us to trace their growth

ia Greek. The adverb, originally intended to define the

verb, came to be construed with the noun, and the govern-

ment of the case with which it was construed was accord-

ingly transferred from the verb to the noun. Thus when
we read in the Odyssey (iv. 43), airoiis 8' ila-rjyov Btiov Bofiov,

we see that ek is still an adverb, and that the accusative is

governed by the verb ; it is quite otherwise, however, with

a line like 'ATpdBrj^ Si yc'povras doAAtas vy^ A)^aiu>v h
(cXicri'jjv (//., L 89.) where the adverb has passed into a

preposition. The same process of transformation is still

going on in English, where we can say indifi'erently, " What
are you looking at ? " using " at " as an adverb, and govern-

ing the pronoun by the verb, and "At wliat are you look-

ing?" where "at" has become a preposition. With the

growth and increase of prepositions the need of the case-

endings diminished, and in some languages the latter dis-

appeared altogether.

Like prepositions, conjunctions also are primarily adverbs

used in a demonstrative and relative sense, flence most
of the conjunctions are petrified cases of pronouns. The
relation between two sentences was originally expressed by
simply setting them side by side, afterwards by employing

a demonstrative at the beginning of the second clause to

refer to the whole preceding one. The relative pronoun can

be shown to have been in the first instance a demonstrative;

indeed, we can atill use that in English in a relative sense.

Since the demonstrative at the beginning of the second

clause represented the first clause, and was consequently an
attribute of the second, it had to stand in some case, and
this casi became a conjunction. How closely allied the

adverb and the conjunction are may bo seen from Greek
and Latin, where <Ls or qiium can be used as either the one

or the other. Our own and, it may be observed, has pro-

bably the same root as the Greek locative adverb ft-t, and
originally signified " going further."

Another form of advcru is the infinitive, the adverbial

force of which appears clearly in such a phrase as " A
wonderful thing to see." Various cases, such as the loca-

tive, the dative, or the instrumental, are employed in Vedic
Sanskrit in the sense of the infinitive, besides the bare stem
or neuter formed by the sufiixes man and van. In Greek
ii.. neuter stem and the dative case were alone retained for

the vurpose. The first is found in infinitives like Soiicv and
Dtftl>v(ioT an earlier fbtpc-fcv), the second in the infinitives

in -oi. Thus the Greek SoDfoi answers letter lor letter to

the Vcdic dative ddvdne, " to give," and the form i/'cv'Sco-Oai

is explained by the Vedic vayodhai, for vayds-dhai, liter-

ally " to do living," dliai being the dative of a noun from

the root dhd, "to place" or "do." When the form i^d-

Sco-^ai had once come into existence, analogy was ready to

create such false imitations as ypi^aa-Oai or ypatjiByja-eaOai.

The Latin infinitive in -re for -se has the same origin,

amare, for instance, being the dative of an old stem amas.

In fieri for ficrei or fiesci, from the same root as our

English he, the original length of the final syllable is pre-

served. The suSix in -urn is an accusative, like the corre-

sponding infinitive of classical Sanskrit. This origin of the

infinitive explains the Latin construction of the accusative

and infinitive. When the Roman said, " Jliror te ad me
nihil scribere," all that he meant at first was, " I wonder at

you for writing nothing to me," where the infinitive was
merely a dative case used adverbially.

The history of the infinitive makes it clear how little dis-

tinction must have been felt at the outset between the noun
and the verb. Indeed, the growth of the verb was a slow

process. There was a time in the history of Aryan speech

when it had not as yet risen to the consciousness of the

speaker, and in the period when the noun did not possess

a plural there was as yet also no verb. The attachment of

the first and second personal pronouns, or of suffixes re-

sembling them, to certain stems, was the first stage in th«

development of the latter. Like the Semitic verb, the

Aryan verb seems primarily to have denoted relation only,

and to have been attached as an attribute to the subject.

The idea of time, however, was soon put into it, and two

tenses were created, the one expressing a present or con-

tinuous action, the other an aoristic or momentary one.

The distinction of sense was symbolized by a distinction

of pronunciation, the root-syllable of the aorist being an

abbreviated form of that of the present This abbreviation

was due to a change in the position of the accent (which

was shifted from the stem-syllable to the termination), and

this change again was probably occasioned by the prefixing

of the so-called augment to the aorist, which survived into

historical times only in Sanskrit, Zend, and Greek, and the

origin of which is still a mystery. The weight of the first

syllable in the aorist further caused the person-endings to

be shortened, and so two sets of person-endings, usually

termed primary and secondary, sprang into existence. By
reduplicating the root-syllable of the present tense a perfect

was formed ; but originally no distinction was made between

present and perfect, and Greek verbs like SlSw/xi and iJKw arc

memorials of a time when the difi"erenco between "I am
como " and " I have come" was not yet felt. Reduplication

was further adapted to the expression of intensity and

desire (in the so-called intensive and desiderative forms).

By the side of the aorist stood the imperfect, which differed

from the aorist, so far as outward form was concerned, only

in possessing the longer and more original stem of the pre-

sent. Indeed, as Benfey first saw, the aorist itself was

primitively an imperfect, and the distinction between aorist

and imperfect is not older than the period when the stem-

syllables of certain imperfects were shortened through the

influence "of the accent, and this differentiation of forms

appropriated to denote a difference between the sense of the

aorist and the imperfect which was beginning to be felt

After the analogy of the imperfect, a pluperfect was created

out of the perfect by prefixing tho augment (of which the

Greek iixlur^Kov is an illustration) ; though tho pluperfect,

too, was originally an imperfect formed from tho redupli-

cated present.

Besides time, mood was also expressed by tho primitive

Aryan verb, recourse being h.id to symbollzation for the

purpose. Tho imperative was represented by the bare stem.
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like the vocative, the accent being drawn back to the first

syllable, though other modes of denoting it soon came into

vogue. Possibility was symbolized by the attachment of

the suffix -ya to the stem, probability by the attachment of

-a and -c2, and in this way the optative and conjunctive

moods first arose. The creation of a future by the help of

the sutfis -sya seems to belong to the same period in the

history of the verb. This suffix is probably identical with

that used to form a large class of adjectives and genitives

(like the Greek imroio for linroa-io) ; in this case future time

will have been regarded as an attribute of the subject, no

distinction being drawn, for instance, between " rising sun "

and " the sun will rise." It is possible, however, that the

auxiliary verb as, " to be," enters into the composition of

the future; if so, the future wiU be the product of the

second stage in the development of the Aryan verb when

new forms were created by means of composition. The

sigraatic or first aorist is in favour of this view,' as it cer-

tainly belongs to the age of Aryan unity, and may be a

compound of the verbal stem with the auxiliary as.

Alter the separation of the Aryan languages, composition

was largely employed in the formation of new tenses. Thus

in Latin we have perfects like scn'p-si and ama-vi, formed

by the help of the auxiliaries as {sum) and/«o, while such

forms as amaveram (amavi-eram) or amarem (ama-sem) bear

their origin on their face. So, too, the future in Latin and

Old Celtic {amabo, Irish caruh) is based upon the substan-

tive verb fuo, " to be," and the English preterite in -ed goes

back to a suffixed did, the reduplicated perfect of do. New
tenses and moods, however, were created by the aid of

suffixes as well as by the aid of composition, or rather were

formed from nouns whose stems terminated in the suffixes

in question. Thus in Greefi we have aorists and perfects

in -Ka, and the characteristics of the two passive aorists, ye

and the, are more probably the suffixes of nominal stems

than the roots of the two verbs ya, " to go," and dhd, " to

place," as Bopp supposed. How late some of these new

formations were may be seen in Greek, where the Homeric

poems are still ignorant of the weak future passive, the

optative future, and the aspirated perfect, and where the

stron<' future passive occurs but once and the desiderative

but twice. On the other hand, many of the older tenses

were disused and lost. In classical Sanskrit, for instance,

of the modal aorist forms the precative and benedictive

almost alone remain, while the pluperfect, of which Del-

briick has found traces in the Veda, has wholly disappeared,

The passive voice did not exist in the parent-Aryan

speech. No need for it had arisen, since such a sentence

as " I am pleased " could be as well represented by " This

pleases me," or " I please myself." It was long before the

speaker was able to imagine an action without an object,

and when he did so, it was a neuter or substantival rather

than a passive verb that he formed. The passive, in fact,

grew out of the middle or reflexive, and, except in the two

aorists, continued to be represented by the middle in Greek.

So, too, in Latin the second person plural is really the

middle participle with estis understood, and the whole class

of deponent or reflexive verbs proves that the characteristic

r which Latin shares with Celtic could have had at the out-

set no passive force.

Much light has been thrown on the character and con-

struction of the primitive Aryan sentence by comparative

syntax. In contradistinction to Semitic, where the definijog

word follows that which is defined, the Aryan languages

place that which is defined after that which defines it ; and

Bergaigne has made it clear that the original order of the

sentence was (1) object, (2) verb, and (3) subject. Greater

complication of thought and its expression, the connexion

of sentences by the aid of conjunctions, and rhetorical

inversion caused that dislocation of the original order of the

sentence which reacnes its culminating point in the involved

periods of Latin literature. Our own language still remains
true, however, to the syntax of the parent-Aryan when it

sets both adjective and genitive before the nouns whicli

they define. In course of time a distinction came to be
made between an attribute used as a mere qualificative and
an attribute used predicatively, and this distinction was
expressed by placing the predicate iu opposition to the
subject and accordingly after it. The opposition was of

itself sufficient to indicate the logical copula, or substantive

verb ; indeed, the word which afterwards commonly stood

for the latter at first signified "existence," and it was only
through the wear and tear of time that a phrase like Deus
bonus est, "God exists as good," came to mean simjily
" God is good." It is needless to observe that neither of

the two articles was known to the parent-Aryan ; indeed,

the definite article, which is merely a decayed demonstrative
pronoun, has not yet been developed in several of the

languages of the Aryan family.

We must now glance briefly at the results of a scientific

investigation of English grammar and the modifications

they necessitate in our conception of it. The idea that the

free use of speech is tied down by the rules of the gram-
marian must first be given up; all that the grammariao
can do is to formulate the current uses of his time, which
are determined by habit and custom, and ore accordingly

in a perpetual state of flux. \Ye must next get rid of the

notion that English grammar should be modelled after that

of ancient Rome ; until we do so we shall never understand
even the elementary principles upon which it is based. Wo
cannot speak of declensions, since English has no genders

except in the pronouns of the third person, and no cases

except the genitive and a few faint traces of an old dative.

Its verbal conjugation is essentially different from that of

an inflexional language like Latin, and canuot be com-
pressed into the same categories. In English the syntax

has been enlarged at the e,\pense of the accidence
;
position

has taken the place of forms. To speak of an adjective
" agreeing " with its substantive is as misleading as to speak

of a verb "governing" a case. In fact, the distinction

between noun and adjective is inapplicable tc English
grammar, and should be replaced by a distinction between
objective and attributive words. In a phrase like " this is

a cannon," cannoji is objective ; in a phrase like " a cannon-

ball," it is attributive ; and to call it a substantive in the

one case and an adjective in the other, is only to introduce

confusion. With the exception of the nominative, the

various forms of the noun are all attributive ; there is no
difference, for example, between "doing a thing" and
" doing badly." Apart from the personal pronouns, the

accusative of the classical languages can he represented only

by position ; but if we were to say that a noun which follows

a verb is in the acrusative case we should have to define

" king" as an accusative in such sentences as "he became
king" or "he is king." In conversational English "it is

me " is as correct as " c'est moi " in French, or " det er

mig " in Danish ; the literary " it is I " is due to the in-

fluence of classical grammar. The combination of noun or

pronoun and preposition results in a compound attribute.

As for the verb, Mr Sweet has well said that " the really

characteristic feature of the English finite verb is its in-

ability to stand alone without a pronominal prefix." Thus
" dream " by itself is a noun ;

" I dream" is a verb. The
place of the pronominal prefix may be taken by a noun,

though both poetry and vulgar English frequently insert

the pronoun even when the noun precedes. The number
of inflected verbal forms is but small, being confined to the

third person singular and the special forms of the preterite

and past participle, though the latter may with more justice

be regarded as belonging to the province of the lexicographer
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rather tlian to that of the grammarian. The inflected sub-

junctive {bf, were, save in "God save the Queen," &c) is

rapidly disappearing. New, inflected forms, however, are

coming into existence; at all events, we have as good a right

to consider wont, shant, cant new inflected forms as the

French aimerai {amare habeo), aimerais (amare habeham).

If the ordinary grammars are correct in treating forms like

"I am loving," "I was loving,"' "I did love," as separate

tenses, they arc strangely inconsistent in omitting to notice

the eqaally important emphatic form "I do love" or the

negative form" I do not love ("I don't love-'), as well

es the semi-inflexional "I'll love," " ho 's loving." It is

true that these latter contracted forms are heard only in

conversation and not seen in books ; but the grammar of a

language, it must be remembered, is made by those who
speak it and not by the printers.

Our school grammars are the inheritance we have

received from Greece and Rome. The necessities of

rhetoric obliged the Sophists to investigate the structure of

the Greek language, and to them was accordingly due. the

first analysis of Greek grammar. Protagoras distinguished

the three genders and the verbal moods, while Prodicus

busied himself with the definition of synonyms. Aristotle,

taking the side of Deraocritus, who had held that the

meaning of words is put into them by the speaker, and that

there is no necessary connexion between sound and sense,

laid down that words " symbolize " objects according to the

will of those who use them, and added to the ovoy.a or

" noun," and the /5^/ia or "verb," the crvvSca/jtos or "particle."

He also introduced the term TrrSo-ts, " case," to denote any
flexion whatsoever. He further divided nouns into simple

and compound, invented for the neuter another name than

that given by Protagoras, and starting from the termination

of the nominative singular, endeavoured to ascertain the

rules for indicating a difference of gender. Aristotle was
followed by the Stoics, who separated the apBpov or

"article" from the particles, determined a fifth part of

speech, the TravScKnys or " adverb," confined the term
" case " to the flexions of the nouns, distinguishing the

four principal cases by names, and divided the verb

into its tenses, moods, and classes. Meanwhile the Alex-

andrian critics were studying the language of Homer and
the Attic writers, and comparing it with the language of

their own day, the result being a minute examination of

the facts and rules of. grammar. Two schools of gram-
marians sprang up,—the Analogists, headed by Aristarchus,

who held that a strict law of analogy existed between idea

and word, and refused to admit exceptions to the gram-
matical rules they laid down, and the Anomalists, who
denied general rules of any kind, except in so far as they
were consecrated by custom. Foremost among the Anoma-
lists was Crates of Mallos, the leader of the Pergamenian
school, to whom we owe the first formal Greek grammar
and collection of the grammatical facts obtained by the

labours of the Alexandrian critics, as well as an attempt to

reform Greek orthography. The immediate cause of this

grammar seems to have been a comparison of Latin with
Greek, Crates having lectured on the subject while ambas-
sador of Attains at Rome in 159 B.C. The zeal with which
the Romans threw themselves into the study of Greek re-

sulted in the school grammar of Dionysius Thrax, a pupil

of Aristarchus, which ho published at Rome in the time of

Pompey, and which is still in existence. Latin grammars
were soon modelled upon it, and the attempt to translate

the technical terms of the Greek grammarians into Latin
was productive of numerous blunders which have been per-

petuated to our own day. Thus tenues is a mistranslation

of the Greek i^iXa, "unaspirated ; " genetivus of yo'tioj, the
caae "of the genus;" accusaiivus of omariKr;, tho case "of
tl» object ;

" infinitivus of (urapt/i^aTos, " without a second-

ary meaning " of tense or person. New names were coined

to denote forms possessed by Latin and not by Greek;
ablative, for instance, was invented by Julius Cassar, who
also wrote a treatise De Analogic. By the 2d century of

the Christian era the dispute between the Anomalists aud
tho Analogists was finally settled, analogy beinf; recognized
as the principle that underlies language, though every luli!

admits of exceptions. Two eminent grammarians of Alex-

andria, Apollonius Dj-scolus and his son Herodian, summed
up the labours and controversies of their predecessors, and
upon their works were based the Latin grammar composed
by JEYms, Donatus in the 4th century, and the eighteen

books on grammar compiled by Priscian in the age of

Justinian. The grammar of Donatus dominated the schools

of the Middle Ages, and, along with tliu productions of

Priscian, formed the type and source of the Latin and Greek
school-grammars of modern Europe.

A few words remain to be said, in conclusion, on the

bearing of a scientific study of grammar upon the practical

task of teaching and learning foreign languages. The
grammar of a language is not to be confined within the'

rules laid down by grammarians, much less is it the creation

of grammariams, and consequently the usual mode of making
the pupil learn by heart certain fixed rules and paradigms
not only gives a false idea of what grammar really is, but
also throws obstacles in the way of acquiring it. The unit

of speech is the sentence; and it is with the sentence

therefore, and not with lists of words and forms, that the

pupil should begin. When once a sufficient number of

sentences has been, so to speak, assimilated, it will be easy

to analyse them into their component parts, to show tha

relations that these bear to one another, and to indicate the

nature and varieties of the latter. In this way the learner

will be prevented from regarding grammar as a piece of

dead mechanism or a Chinese puzzle, of \\'uchthe parts

must be fitted together in accordance with certain artificial

rules, and will realize that it is a living organism which has

a history and a reason of its own. The method of nature

and science alike is analytic; and if we would learn a foreign

language properly we must learn it as wo did our mother-

tongue, by first mastering the expression of a complete

thought and then breaking up this expression into its

several elements.

See Steinthal, CharaTclerislilc dcr TiaupistichUchsten Tiipcn de$

Sprachbaues, Berlin, ]860; Schleicher, Compendium of the Com-
parative Grammar of tlie Indo-European Languages, translated by
H. Bendall, London, 1874; Pezzi, Aryan rhilology according to thi

most reccni Jiesearches, translated by E. S. Roberts, London, 1879;
Sayce, Introduction to the Scienee of Language, Irfindon, 1879;
Lcrsch, Die Sprachphilosophie der Alien, Bonn, 1838-41 ; Steinthal,

Ocschichle der SpracMirissenschafl lei den Orieehen tind Mmem mii
bcsondcrer Ituchsicht auf die Loyik, Berlin, 1863 ; Delbriick, AUativ
Zocalis Instrumcnlalis in AUindischcn, LaleiniseJteii, (jriechxschen,

und Deutschcn, Berlin, 1864 ; Jolly, Ein Kapilel vergleichcndcr

Syntax, Munich, 1873; Iliibschniann, Zur Casiislchre, Munich,

1875; Holzweissig, fVahrheit und Irrthum der localislischen Casus-

theorie, Lcipsic, 1877; Draegcr, Historische Simtax der Lateinischen

Sprachc, Lcipsic, 1874-76; Sweet, Words, Logic, and Grammar,
London, 187C. (A. H. S.)

GRAMMONT (Belgian, Geeraenhlergen), a town of

Belgium, province of East Flanders, is situated on both

sides of the Dender, 21 miles S.S.E. of Ghent. Jt is sur-

rounded by walls and possesses a college, a town-hall, and

a hospital. 'Its principal manufactures are lace, cotton, and

woollen goods, leather, beer, paper, and tobacco ; and there

are also bleaching aud dyeing works. The population in

186G was 8861.

GRAMONT, Philibert, Count de (1621-1707). A
happy accident has preserved for the instruction of mankind

rather than for their edification tho portrait and the history

of a man who entirely represents one section, fortunately a

small section, of tho society of his day. Cif good family,

rich, a gallant soldier, endowed with every kind of clevc
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nesB, the Count de Gramout eodeavoured to live the life of

unrestrained enjoyment. In this he so far succeeded that,

although the following century furnished more numerous
examples of his kind, ha may be taken as the most finished

specimeo. His ideal man was a being without conscience,

without principle, wlthont reUgion, without a soul. At
the court of Charles II. he found companions like himself,

—women without virtue, men without honour, yet disguised

and adorned with courtly manners and that external refine-

ment which did duty for principle ; and had it not been

that his brother-in-law, Hamilton, conceived the design of

writing the memoirs which have made him famous,

Gramont woulcT have been as entirely forgotten as most
of his friends, save for a brief mention by St Evremond
and another by Bussy Eabutin in that- little-visited gallery

of portraits, the Histoire Amoureuse. His grandfather had
the distinction of being^ husband to Diane d'Andouins,

la belle Corisande, one of the mistresses of Henry IV.

The grandson always regretted that the king had not

acknowledged his father for his own son, lamenting even

in the presence of Louis XIV. that his family had missed

ti'ie chance of becoming, in this illegitimate fashion, a
branch of the royal line. The anecdote is entirely char-

acteristic. It was at first proposed to enter him in the

church, but he speedily perceived that Ms vocation was not

ecclesiastical, and joined the army, in which he saw a

great deal of active service, and was rewarded with the

governorship of the Pays d'Aunis, and with other small

posts. He crossed over to England during the protectorate

of Cromwell. ' In the year 1662, two years after the restora-

tion of Charles II., he was exiled from the French court

and again repaired to Loudon, where he found such a

Welcome as was due to his manners, his gaiety, his

extraordinary good spirits, and his love of gambling,

intrigue, gallantry, and pleasure. It is the period of his

residence at the English court which forms the greater

part- of Hamilton's memoirs. He is described by Bussy

Rabutia as having " laughing eyes, a well-formed nose,

^ pretty moilth, a little dimple in the chin which gave an

agreeable effect to the whole face, a certain finesse in his

countenance, and a fairly good stature but for a stoop."

In the whole English court there was no one more full of

wit, more avid of pleasure, more devoid of all moral

restraint, not even Bochester himself, than the Count de

Gramont. KaturaUy, the court being what it was, there

was no one more popular. In a court where the women
vied with each other for the king's favour, where the men
habitually cheated at play, seduced their friends' wives, and
corrupted their friends' daughters, that man would be most
popular in whom the absence of principle became, by reason

of his grace, esprit, and elegance, in itself a recommendation.

Gramont was as purely a sensualist as any Roman of the

later empire.

He married, in London, but on compulsion, the sister of

his future biographer, Miss Hamilton, who, her brother tells

lis in the memoirs, was able to fix his affections. The state-

ment must be received with some qualifications. The count,

it is true, was by no means young when he married. At
the same time, he " galantisait " for many years afterwards,

and, in fact, to the very end of a long life. He was the

only old man, says Ninon de I'Enclos, who could affect the

follies of youth without being ridiculous. In fact, Gramont,

like La Fontaine, was a spoiled child, to whom everything

was allowed, and who repaid indulgence by perpetual high

spirits, and a continual flow of wit and bans mots. At the

age of seventy-five he had a dangerous illness, during which

he became reconciled, in his way, to the church, but on
recovery relapsed into his old habits. At eighty he either

dictated or revised his own memoirs, written by his brother-

in-law Antony Uamiltou. When the^ wtre fiiushed he sold

the manuscript for 1500 francs and kept most of the mone/
himself. FonteneUe, then censor of the press, refused ti

license the work, from considerations of respect to the olS

man who had so strangely exposed in its pages the whole
of his character. These scruples were overcome by the count
himself, who had the pleasure of seeing his biography appear
in his own lifetime, and of laughing with the rest of tho
world at his own rogueries at cards, his amorous adventures,

and his secret intrigues.

He died at the great age of eighty-six. His biographer
Hamilton died thirteen years later at the age of seventy-

four. The memoirs of the Count de Gramont are not to

be recommended for general reading; yet they have the

merit of being true ; in no other work is the reality

of that profligate society of St James's so vividly ex-

pressed ; in no other contemporary memoirs is there so

much wit, such grace of style, such skill in portraiture.

Numerous editions and translations have been issued of this

work, whose popularity seems destined to contiuue and
grow.

GRAMPUS {Orca gladiator, Lacep.), a cetacean belong-

ing to the Delphini-dce or dolphin family, and characterized

by its rounded head without distinct beak, its high dorsal

fin, and its large conical permanent teeth. Its upper part

is of a nearly uniform glossy black colour, and the under

part white, with a strip of the same colour over each eye.

The name " grampus " is derived from the French grand
poisson, through the Norman grapois. It is also known as

the " killer," in allusion to its ferocity in attacking its prey,

which consists largely of seals, porpoises, and the smaller

species of dolphins. Its fierceness is only equalled by its

voracity, which is such that in a specimen measuring 21

feet in length, dissected by Professor Eschricht, the remains

of fourteen seals and thirteen porpoises were found, while

the animal appeared to have been choked in the endeavour

to swallow another seal, the skin of which was found en-

tangled in its teeth. They also pursue and commit great

havoc among the bulky but gentle belugas or white whales,

which sometimes throw themselves ashore in order to escape

from their remorseless persecutors. The grampus is an
inhabitant of northern seas, occurring on the shores of

Greenland, and having been caught, although rarely, as far

south as the ^Mediterranean. It is not common, although

there are numerous instances of its capture, on the British

coasts. The latest of these occurred in March 1876, about

a mile to the west of Granton, on the Firth of Forth. The
creature on being dragged ashore, while still alive, was said

by the onlookers to have given forth shrill piercing cries

somewhat resembling in their sharpness a woman's voice.

The specimen was an adult male, and measured 21 feet 10

inches along the curve of the back, with a girth of 13

feet. It had 24 teeth in each jaw, the front tooth on each

side of the lower jaw being exceedingly small and almost

hidden by the overlapping of the gum, while the two
immediately succeeding these on each side were worn
down almost to the level of the gum. A striking feature

in the grampus is the high dorsal fin, which in the specimen

mentioned measured within 2 inches of 4 feet in height.

GRAN (the ancient Istrogranum, whence Hungarian
Esztergom, and Latin Strigoniuni), the capital of a county

of the same name, seat of the prince primate, and formeriy

a royal free city, is situated on the right bank of the

Danube, nearly opposite the confluence of the Garam (Gran),

23 miles north-west of Buda, 47° 46' N. lat., 18° 44' E.

long. It may be generally divided into the town proper,

the episcopal quarter, also called VizivAros (Watertown),

and the communes of St Thomas and of St George. The
finest terraces and public buildings are to be found in tho

two first-named portions of the town. On an elevated and
commanding position, where once a fortress stood, are tho
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semiuary and theological institute for the education of

priests, the residences of the chapter, and the basilica.

This cathedral, commenced in 1821, consecrated in 1856,

and completed in 1870, is built after the model of

St Peter'8 at Rome", and is one of the finest churches in

Hungary. Among the other public edifices and educa-

tional establishments, besides several churches and two

monastic houses, are the archiepiscopal residence, the county

and town halls, a training school for teachers, an upper

gymnasium, a hospital, a library, a savings-bank, &c. The

population in 1870 was 8780, chiefly employed in cloth-

weaviug, wine-making, and agricultural pursuits. There is

connexion with the market-town of P4rkdny on the left

bank of the Danube by means of a bridge of boats.

Gran is one of the oldest towns of Hungary, and is famous

as the birthplace of St Stephen, the first prince crowncil "apostolic

king" of Hungary. During the early times of the Hungarian

monarchy it was tlie most important mercantile centre in the

country, and it was the meeting place of the diets of 1016, 1111,

1114, and 12.'>6. It was almost completely destroyed by Tartar

hordes in 1241, but was rebuilt and fortified "by King Biila IV.

In 1543 it fell into the hands of the Turks, from whom it was
recovered, in 1595, by Carl von Mansfeld. In 1604 it reverted

to the Turks, who held it till 1683, when it was regained by the

united forces of John Sobieski, king of Poland, and Prince Charles

of Lorraine. In 1703 it was declared a free city by Joseph I. On
the 13th April 1818 it was partly destroyed by fire. Gran lay ia

the direct route of the victorious revolutionary campaign of April

1849. Since 1876 its civil privileges have been of a corporate

character.

GRANADA, a modern province of Spain, consisting of

the central portion of the old kingdom of the same name,

ia bounded on the N. and N.E. by Jaen, Albacete, and

Murcia, on the E. by Almeria, on the S. by the Mediter-

ranean, and on the W. by Malaga and Cordova, having an

area of 4937 English square miles and an estimated popula-

tion (1870) of 485,346. It includes, and indeed chiefly

consists of, the western and loftier portion of the Sierra

Nevada, which in the peaks Cerro de Mulhacon and Picacho

de la Veleta, overlooking the town of Granada, attains the

heights of 11,781 and 11,597 feet respectively. From the

central cliain of this Sierra all the principal rivers of the

province taketheir rise:—theGuadianamcnor which, flowing

past Quadix in a northerly direction, falls into the Guadal-

quivir in the neighbourhood of Ubeda ; the Genii which,

after traversing the vega of Granada, leaves the province a

little to the westward of Loja, and joins the Guadalquivir

betwixt Cordova and Seville ; and the Rio Grande which

falls into the Mediterranean at Motril. The climate in the

lower valleys and the narrow fringe along the coast is

warm, but on the higher grounds of the interior is somewhat
severe ; and the vegetation varies accordingly from the

subtropical to the alpine. The soil of the plains is very

productive, and that of the vega of Granada is considered

the richest in the whole peninsula ; from the days of the

Moors it has been subjected to most careful and systematic

irrigation, and it continues to yield in great i^bundance and
in good quality wheat, barley, maize, wine, oil, sugar, flax,

cotton, silk, and almost every variety of fruit. There are

productive mines of lead, silver, copper, zinc, and man-
ganese, which in 1866 gave employment to 1099 persons;

mining indeed, with various agricultural and horticultural

operations, including bee-farming, constitutes the staple

industry of the province. In the mountains immediately

surrounding the city of Granada occur many kinds of ala-

ba3ter,-8ome of which are very fine ; there are also quanti-

ties of jasper- and other precious stones in considerable

variety. Mineral waters, chiefly chalybeate and sulphurous,

are abundant, the most important springs being those of

Alhatua, which have a temperature of 118° Fahr. The
chief centres of population are, besides Granada, the capital,

Motril, Alhama, Loja, Guadix, and Iluescar. Apart from
the great highways traversing the province, whicb -> «i-

cellent, the means of communication are few, and on the
whole bad. The only railway ia that which connects
Granada with Bobadilla on the Malaga and Cordova line.

During the Roman period, Granada from the time of Augustus
formed an undistinguished portion of the province of Raitica, cf
which the four conventus juridici were Cadiz, Cordova, Ecija, and
Seville. Along with the rest of Andalucia, as a result of the great
invasion from the north in Die 5th century, it fell to tlie lot of the
Vandals. Under the caliphs of Cordova, onwards from the 8th
century, the town of Granada rapidly gained in importance, and
ultimately bec.ime the seat of a provincial government, which, after

the fall of the Ommiades (1038), ranked with Seville, Jacn, and
others as an independent principality. By the conquests of St
Ferdinand in the first half of the 13th century, Granada was left

the sole representative of the Mahometan power in Sjiain ; and even
it was compelled to pay tribute to the sovereigns of Castile. The
limits of the kingdom at that time were nearly identical with those
of the province prior to 1833, the modern provinces of Malaga and
Almeria being until that date included. It is said to have contained
a population of 3,000,000, and to have had considerable commerce,
especially with Italy in silk. On the capitulation of Boabdil in
January 1492, Granada was united to the crown of Castile, but with
special privileges which were afterwards treacherously withdrawn.

GRANADA, the capital of the above province, is situated

at the confluence of the Darro and the Genii, not far from
the base of the Sierra Nevada (37° 13' N. lat., 3° 41' W.
long.). Different suggestions have been made as to the

etymology of the name, which is rather obscure,—the least

Plan of Granada.

probable being that it is derived from granadu, " a pome-

granate," in allusion to the abundance of poniogranato trees

in its neighbourhood. The Moors called it Knrnattah or

Karuatthh-al-Yahoud, and possibly thn name is composed

of the Arabic words kurn, " a hill," and natla/i, " stranger
"

—tho "city" or "hill of strangers." Granada is built
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partly on level' ground near the Genii and partly on tie

slopes of two adjacent hills, at an elevation of about 2300

feet above the sea. The more ancient quarters of the town

still retain much of the Moorish style, but the modern part

is somevrhat commonplace. It contains several squares, of

which the most remarkable is the Bibarrambk, where

tournaments were formerly held. There is also a beautiful

shady walk, called the Alameda, which is one of the most

frequented promenades. The old city comprises the

faubourgs of Antequeruela, Alcazaba, Alhambra, and

Albaicin, the last being named after the settlers who came

from Baeza, after the capture of that city by St Ferdinand.

For a detailed account of the Alhambra the reader is referred

to the special article, vol L p. 570. The Antequeruela

and Albaiclu are mostly inhabited by the working classes.

In the cemetery of the latter there are still a few ruins of

an ancient "mosque. The town proper contains a great

number of churches and other public edifices. The

cathedral, a somewhat heavy and irregular building, "vras

begun in 1529 by Diego de Siloe, and finished in 1639.

It is profusely ornamented with jasper and coloured marble

and surmounted by a dome ; and it contains several valuable

paintings by Alonso Cano, portraits of Ferdinand and

Isabella by Rincon, and marble statues of several kings and

queens of Spain. In one of its numerous chapels (the

Chapel Royal) are buried their "Catholic Majesties," and

PhUip and Juana. The church of Nuestra Senora de las

Angustias has a splendid high altar and fine towers. That

of St Jos6 is an elegant modern building. Other remark-

oble edifices are the monastery of St Ger6nimo, founded by

Gouzalo de Cordova, who is buried there; the Carthusian

convent (Cartnja) adorned with paintings by Murillo,

Jforales, and Cano; the university, founded in 1531 by

Charles V.; and the library. Granada is the birthplace of

many eminent writers and artists, both Mahometan and

Christian ; among the latter may be mentioned Fray Luis

de Granada (1505); Hurtado de Mendoza (1505), the

historian of the war of Granada; Alonso Cano (1601), the

great painter ; and Moya (1610), who was both painter and

sculptor. The climate of the town is pleasant and healthy,

especially during the spring and summer months. Its manu-

factures are unimportant, the chief being coarse woollen

stuffs, hats, paper, saltpetre, and gunpowder. Silk-weaving

was once extensively carried on, and large quantities of silk

were exported to Italy, France, Germany, and even America;

but the production now is very limited. The education of

the lower classes is much neglected, the city having only a

few insignificant schools. In the year 1878 the population

amounted to about 75,000.

The history of Granada does not go hack far, if at all, into the

Roman periol (for it is not to ho confounded with the ancient

Jlliberis); and even under the lloor3 it held a place of very

subordinate importance until the period of the conquests of St

Ferdinand, when it became the exclusive seat of Islam in Spain,

and rose to almost unparalleled splendour, under Mohammed-Ebn-
Alahmar, the bmlder of the Alhambra. It is said in its best days

to have had 400,000 inhabitants, 70,000 houses, and 60,000

warriors, but this is probably an exaggeration.
_
In the 15th cen-

tury it was the last stronghold of the Moors against the Christian

forces under Ferdinand and Isabella, and after a long siege it was

surrendered by Boabdll on 2d January 1492. From that time

Crauada's wealth and magnificence rapidly decreased till 1610, when
the Moors wero expelled from Spain.

GRANADA, a city of Central America, slate of Nicar-

agua^ is situated on the N.W. bank of the Lake of Nicar-

agua, 30 miles N.N.W. of the town of that name. The

suburbs are composed of cane huts occupied by the poorer

inhabitants, but the city proper is formed of one-stcried

houses built of adobes or sun-dried bricks, roofed with tiles.

They have balconied windows, and are surrounded by court-

yards with ornamental gateways. It possesses several old

churches and the remains of ancient fortifications. By

means of the lake and tue river San Juan, it communicates
with the Caribbean Sea, and carries on a considerable trado

in cocoa, cochineal, indigo, and hides. The steamer

"Coburg" in the end of 1878, after several unsuccessful

attempts, forced a passage up the river San Juan from the

sea to Lake Nicaragua, thus establishing steam navigation

between Granada, the Bay de la Vicrge, San George, and
other towns, and direct communication between Greyton
and Granada. The feat is of importance in view of the

project of constructing an oceanic canal by this route.

Granada was founded by Francisco Fernandez de Cordova ia
1522, and he erected a fort for its protection. At au early period

it surpassed Leon in importance, and was one of the richest cities

in North America, ll suffered greatly from the attacks of pirates

in the latter half of the 17th century, and in 1606 was completeiy
sacked by them. In 1S55 it was taken by the filibuster William
Walker, and partially destroyed by fire, and though retaken in ISf?
it has never recovered its former prosperity, a great part of it being

still in ruins. The population is about 10,000.

GRANADA, Luis de (1504-1588), a Spanish preacher

and ascetic writer, was bwn of poor parents at Granada in

1504. At five ycsrs of age he was left an orphan, but the

Conde de Tendilla, alralds of Alhambra, having accident-

ally observed his singular intelligence, took him under hi£i

protection and had him educated with his own sons. At!

the age of nineteen he entered the Dominican convent of

Santa Cruz, Granada, whence he went to the college of St

Gregory, Valladolid. After completing hb theological edu-

cation he was named prior of the convent of Scala CccU,-

where he exercised his preaching gifts under the direction

of the celebrated orator Juan de Avila, whom he subse-

quently rivalled, if ho did not surpass him, in eloquence.

Having been invited by Cardinal Henry, infanta of

Portugal and archbishop of Evora, to Badajoz in 1555, lie

founded a monastery there, aud two years later was elected

provincial of Portugal. He was also appointed confessor

and councillor to the queen regent, but he declined promo^

tion to the archbishopric of Braga, and on the expiry of his

provincial office in liiGl he retired to a Dominican convent

at Lisbon, where he died in 1588. Luis de Granada en-'

joyed the repatation of being the first ecclesiastical orator

of hb day, and his description of the " descent into hell

"

is one of the finest specimens of eloquence in the Spanish

language. He also acquired great fame as a mystic writer,

his Guia de Fecadores, or Guide to Sinners, first published

in 1556, being still a favourite book of devotion in Spain,

and having been translated into nearly every Eoropean

language.
His principal other works are Libra de Ja Oracion y Meditacion,

Salamanca, 1557 ; Introduccion al simholo de la Fi, Salamanca,

15S2; rxhc'.oricx Ecdcnasiica:, she de ratione concionandi, Libri VI.,

Lisbon, 1576; Silva locoruM ccmiminium omnibus verbi conciona-

toribits nccessaria, 1582 ; and several series of sermons. A collected

edition of the works of Luis do Granada was pnhlished by Plant*

at Antwerp, in 1572, at the expense of the duke of Alva, and hy
Luis Mciiozal, Madrid, in 1657, afterwards reprinted at variouj

periods. See preface to this edition of his works
;
preface to Guia

de Fecadores, Madrid, 1781; Bibliolcca de Auiores Esp., torn. vL,

viii., xi. ; Ticknov's History of Siyanish Literature; and Eug. Baret,

Hist, de la Hit. espagnole, Paris, 1863.

GRANADILLA, the name applied to Passiflora qua-

drcmgularis, Linn., a plant of the natural order FassiflorecR,

a native of tropical America, having smooth, cordate, ovate,

or acuminate leaves ;
petioles bearing from 4 to 6 glands

;

an emetic and narcotic root ; scented flowers ; and a large,

oblong fruit, containing numerous seeds, imbedded in a

subacid edible pulp. The granadilla is sometimes grown in

British hothouses. The fruits of several other species of

Passiflora are eaten. P. laurifolia is the " water lemon,"

and P. maliformis the " sweet calabash" of the West Indiett

GRAN CHACO, an extensive region in the heart of

South America, which stretches from 20° to 29° of S. lat., and

belongs partly to Bolivia and partly to the Argentine

Republic, the boundary between the two etates coincidii^
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with tlie parallel 2^. The area is estimated at about

425,000 square miles, or moretban twice tlie area of France,

aad the greater portion is still unexplored. It all belongs

to the La Plata basin and in general terms may be described

as a plain inclining towards the S.E. and watered by the

Pdcomayo; the Vermejo, and other tributaries of the Para-

guay. The northern portion, lying within the region of

tropical rains, has a profusion of marshes and lakes, while

the southern portion is a dry cactus-growing steppe, except

in the neighbo-urhood of the rivers, which annually sub-

merge large areas with the surplus water they bring from,

the north. The whole of the Gran Chaco is stdl in tho

hands of the Indians, who are just beginning to learn a

little agriculture,—to grow pumpkins, water melons, and

maize; but the richness and extent of its forests and pas-

tures will certainly secure the couutrya prosperous future.

It possesses more timber suitable for every purpose than the

whole of Europe; it already exports large numbers of cattle

to the neighbouring states ; and, according to Major Host,

it will be able to furnish abundant supplies of petroleum.

"At the foot of tho western slope of the Santa Barbara

range, 25 leagues from the confluence of the San Francisco

river and the Vermejo, there is an extensive petroleum basin

called the Laguna de la brea de San Miguel dp.l Kastro,

capable of yielding 2000 gallons per day."

S«e Von Rcden, " Die Staaten im Strom-Gebiet dea La Plata,"

in Peiermann's MiUh., 1856; Petermann and Burmeister, Die Slid-

amerikanischcn Rcpubliken, Argentina, &c., 1875 ; Major Host in

La Plata ilonatschrift, 1873.

GRAND'COMBE, a town of France, in the department

of Gard and arrondissement of Alais, is situated on the

Gardon, 35 miles N.W. of Nimes. In the neighbourhood

there are very extensive coal-mines, and the town possesses

manufactures of zinc, lead, and glass. The population in

1876 was 5342.

GRAND HAVEN, a city of the United States, capital

of Ottawa county, Michigan, is situated on Lake Michigan,

nt the mouth of Grand River, opposite Milwaukee, to

wliich, as well as to the principal other towns on tho lake,

several steamers ply daily. It is a station of tho Grand
Haven Railway, and the terminus of the Detroit, Grand
Haven, and Milwaukee line. On account of its fine situa-

tion and its medicinal springs. Grand Haven is becoming- a

favourite summer resort. It has saw and shingle mills,

and manufactories of agricultural implements, of sashes

and blinds, and of windmills; Shipbuilding is also carried

on. In the neighbourhood there are extensive peach forests.

Lumber and fruit are the principal shipments. Grand
Haven was laid out in 1836, and became a city ia 1867.

Population (1870) 3147, now about 5000.

GRANDIMONTANES,orGKAMMONTiNE8(OrdoGrandi.
montensis), a small religious order confined almost entirely

to France. Its origin, which can be traced to about the

close of the 11th century, is involved in some obscurity.

The founder, St Stephen of Tigerno or Thiers, was born

at Chiteau Thiers, in Auvergne, in 1046, was educated for

tho church partly at Benevento and partly at Rome, and,

returning homo about 1073, in obedience to the solicitations

of an inner voice which had been makmg itself heard for

yours, embraced a life of solitary asceticism. The scene of

his retreat was the lonely glen of Muret, about a league

eastward from Limoges ; as his reputation for piety ex-

\ienJed, his cell became a favourite resort with many like-

minded persons, and ultimately a community large enough
to excite public attention was formed. The nature of the

rulo observed by them at that time is not accurately known
;

a reply which, according tu tradition, Stephen gave to the

papal legates when asked to give some account of himself,

(orUids alike tho belief that he identified himself with any
of tho religious orders then in esistenco and the asBumptioa

that he had already received permission to establish a new
one. Shortly after his death, which occurred on the 8th of

February 1124, the lands at Muret were claimed by the neigh-

bouring Augustinian friars of Ambazac,—a circumstance

which in 1154 compelled tho followers of Stephen to remove
their abode, under the leadership of their second "corrector,"

some miles further eastward, to Grammont or Grandmont,
whence the order subsequently took its name. So far as

can be ascertained, the rule by which the community was
governed was not reduced to writing until the time of

Stephen of Lisiac, its fourth corrector. This rule, which
was confirmed by Urban III. in 1186, was characterized by
considerable severity, especially in the matters of silence,

fasting, and flagellation ; its rigour, however, was mitigated

by Innocent IV. in 1247, and again by Clement V. in 1309.

Under Stephen of Lisiac the order greatly flourished in

Aquitania, Anjou, and Normandy, where the number of its

establishments in 1170 is said to have exceeded sixty. The
first Grandimontane house within the dominions of the king

of France was that founded at Vincennes near Paris by
Louis VIT. in 1164; it soon acquired a position of con-

siderable importance. Stephen of Thiers was, at the re-

quest of Henry 11. of England, canonized by Clement IIL
in 1189; and the bestowal of this honour seems to have
marked a culminating point in the history of the order

which he had originated. The Grandimontanes (sometimes

also like the followers of Francisco de Paola called Les bons-

hommes), owing to an almost endlesis series of internal dis-

putes at once symptomatic and productive of disunion and
disorganization, failed to achieve any considerable place in

history, and were finally pensioned off and disbanded in

1769. To them belonged, until 1463, the priory of Cres-

well in Herefordshire, and also until 1441 that of Alber-

bury or Abberbury in Shrop.shire.

The Annates of tho order were published at Troyes in 1662; and
the Regxda, sometimes attributed, though erroneously, to Stephen
of Thiers, was first printed in the 17th century. • A collection of

maxims or instructions, professedly by tho same author, has also

been largely circulated in Frauce sinre 1704. See Hclyot, Jlisloire

dc3 Onlrcs ilonastiqucs, vol. vi.

GRAND RAPIDS, a city of the United States, capital

of Kent county, Michigan, is picturesquely situated on both

sides of the Grand River near the rapids, 30 miles E. of

Lake Michigan, The river is navigable up to this point,

and steamers connect the city with Grand Haven and the

navigation of Lake Michigan. Tho city is also the point

of. intersection of sis railways. It possesses two public

parks, a county jail, a central school, a large public library,

and a scientific institute. It is tho seat of tho United

States circuit and district courts for the western district of

Michigan. The manufactures include a great variety o(

woodwaro (especially furniture, carriages, and waggons),

agricultural implomcuts, machinery, chemical substances,

leather, beer, fruit, bricks of a very fine quality, ani^

gypsum, which is very abundant in the neighbourhood.

There is also a very extensive trade in lumber. The fall

of the river at tho rapids is about 18 feet in li miles, and

this water power has been taken advantage of for many of

tho manufactories. Grand Rapids was settled in 1833 and

incorporated in 1850. Tho population has been rapidly

increasing; while in 1850 it was only 2686, it was 16,507

in 1870, of whom 5725 were foreigners.

GRANDSON. See Gkanso.v.

GRANDVILLE. See G£bakp, Je.\n I. I.

GRANET, Fkanc^ois Maeius (1777-1849), was the first

painter who felt and attempted to render the aesthetic charm

of Middls Age and Renaissance architecture. He was born

at Aix in Provenco, on tho 17th December 1777 ; his father

was a small builder, but tho boy's own strong desires led

his parents to place him—after some preliminary teaching

from a passing Italian artist

—

Id a free school of tirt directed
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by M. Constantin, a landscape painter of some reputation

who lived iu the town. lu 1793 Granet followed the

volunteers of Aix to the siege of Toulon, at the close of

which he obtained employment as a decorator in the arsenal.

Whilst yet a lad he had, at Aix, made the acquaintance of

the young Comte de Forbin, and it was upon his invitation

that Granet, in the course of the year 1797, proceeded to

Paris. De Forbiu was one of the pupils of David, and

Granet entered the same studio. Later on he got posses-

eiou of a cell in the convent of Capuchins, which, having

served for a manufactory of assignats during the Kevolution,

was afterwards inhabited almost exclusively by artists. In

the changing lights and shadows of the corridors of the

Capuchins, Granet found the materials for that one picture

to the painting of which, with varying success, he devoted

his life. In 1802 he left Paris for Rome, where he remained

until 1819, when he returned to Paris, bringing with him
besides various other works one of fourteen repetitions of his

celebrated Chceur des Capucins, executed in 1811. The
figures of the monks celebrating mass are taken in this

subject as a substantive part of the architectural effect, and
this is the case with all Granet's works, even with those in

which the iigure subject would seem to assert its import-

ance, and its historical or romantic interest. Stella painting

a Madonna on his Prison Wall, 1810 (Leuchtenberg collec-

tion) ; Sodoma Ji I'Hopital, 1815 (Louvre); Basilique basse

de St Frangois d'Assise, 1823 (Louvre) ; Rachat de Prison-

niers, 1831 (Louvre) ; Mort de Poussin, 1834 (ViUa

Demidoff, Florence), are among his principal works ; all

are marked by the same peculiarities, everything is sacrificed

to tone. In 1819 Louis Philippe decorated Granet, and
afterwards named him Chevalier de I'Ordre St Michel, and
Conservateur des tableaux de Versailles (1826). He be-

came member of the Institute in 1830; but in spite of these

honours, and the ties which bound him to M. de Forbin,

then director of the Louvre, Granet constan tly returned to

Rome. After 1848, he retired to Aix, immediately lost his

wife, and died himself on the 21st November 1849. He
bequeathed to his native town the greater part of his fortune

and all his collections; these are now exhibited in the

Mus^e, together with a very fine portrait of the donor

painted by Ingres in 1811 M. Delecluze, in Lo\iis David
et son temps, devotes a few pages to Granet and his friend

the Comte de Forbin.

GRANITE, a rock so named from the Latin granum,

a grain, in allusion to the granular texture of many of its

varieties. Tlie term appears to have been introduced by
the early Italian antiquaries, and it is believed that the

first recorded use of the word occurs in a description of

Rome by Flaminius Vacca, an Italian sculptor of the 16th

century. This description was published by Moutfaucon

in his Diarium Italicum, where we read of certain columns
" ex marmore granito .(Egyptio " (cap. xvii), and of others

"ex marmore granite .^EthaliK insulse " (cap. xviii.), showing

that the Romans of Vacca's day were acquainted with

granite from Egypt and from Elba. Granite is also referred

to by Csesalpinus in his treatise De'MetaUicis (1596), and
by Tournefort in his Relation d'un Voyage au Levant (1698)

;

indeed the latter has been cited by Emmerling (Lehrb. d.

Mineral.) as the first author who uses the term. By these

early writers, however, the name was loosely applied to

several distinct kinds of granular rock, and it remained for

Werner to give it that precise meaning which it at present

possesses as the specific designation of a rock.

Granite is a crystalline-granular rock consisting, in its

typical varieties, of orthoclase, quartz, and mica, to which
a plagioclastic felspar is usually added. These minerals

are aggregated together without the presence of any matrix

or connecting medium. Thin sections of a true granite,

examined under the microscope by transmitted light, show

no trace of any amorphous or crypto-crystalllna grountt-

mass. The chemical composition of the rock wUl, of course,

vary with its mineralogical constitution. For an averaga

analysis see Geology, voL x. p. 233. The proportion of silica

varies from 62 to 81 per cent Granite belongs therefore

to Bunsen's class of acid rocks, or those which contain more
than 60 per cent, of silica. Dr Haughton has found an
exceptionally low proportion of this oxide in some of the

Irish granites (5 8 '4 4 per cent. , e. gr. , in some Donegal granite,

Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc, xviii., 1862, p. 408). The specific

gravity of granite varies from 2'59 to 273.
Orthoclase, or potash felspar, is the principal constituent

of most granites. This mineral occurs either in simple

crystals, or in twins formed on what is known as the
" Carlsbad type," such crystals being common at Carlsbad

in Bohemia. In porphyritic granites, such as those of

Cornwall and Devon, the orthoclase crystals may attain to

a length of several inches, and the twinning is marked on
the fractured crystals by a line running longitudinally down
the middle, and dividing the crystal into two halves. In

colour the orthoclase generally varies between snow-white

and flesh-red. The green felspar known as Amazon stone,

which occurs in certain granites, has lately been shown by
Des Cloiseaux to belong to the species microcline, and not,

as previously supposed, to orthoclase (Annales d. Ch., 5 ser.,

ix , 1876, p. 433). The plagioclastic, anorthic, or triclinic

felspar of granito occurs in crystals which are generally

smaller than those of the orthoclase, and which exhibit,

even to the naked eye, their characteristic twin striation.

Moreover the lustre is frequently resinous or fatty, while

that of the orthoclase is pearly on the cleavage-planes. In

most cases the plagioclase is the soda-lime felspar called

oligodase ; but in some granites it is atbite or soda felspar,

as shown by Haughton in many of the Irish and Cornish

granites {Proc. Soy. Soc, xvii., 1869, p. 209). When a

granite becomes weathered, the felspar may decompose into

kaolin or china-clay ; the commencement of this alteration

is indicated under the microscope by the turbidity of the

felspar, by the ill-defined edges of the crystals, and in the

case of olagioclase by disappearance of the characteristic

striae.

The quartz of granite occurs generally in irregularly-

shaped angular grains ; but occasionally in distinct crystal*

which are double hexagonal pyramids with or without thu

corresponding prism. Colourless quartz is most common,
but grey, brown, or bluish varieties also occur. Whatever

its colour, it is as a rule transparent in microscopic sections,

though sometimes rendered milky by the presence of vast

numbers of minute cavities containing liquid (see Geology,

ut supra, and for Sorby's original researches Quart. Journ.

Geol. Soc, xiv. p. 453). In many granites the quartz fills

up the spaces between the crystals of felspar and of mica,

and receives impressions from these minerals. This fact

has been advanced against the view that granite has existed

in a state of fusion ; since it is assumed that, as the quartz

is the most infusible of the three component minerals, it

would have been the first to solidify on the cooling of the

magma, whereas the relation of the quartz to the associated

minerals in most cases shows that it must have solidified

after the crystallization of the felspar and mica. In some

granites, however, the quartz is developed in free crystals,

thus pointing to an early solidification of this miaeral. The

mica, which is usually the least abundant constituent of

the granite, occurs in thin scales of irregular shape or in

hexagonal plates. It is either a white biaxial potash mica

(muscovite) or a dark-brown magnesian mica, generally

uniaxial (Uotite). Both species may occur in the same

granite. Haughton has shown that some of the white

mica of the Cornish granites is lepidolite, or lithia mica

;

while some of the black mica in the same rocks is the iron-
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jiotash mica, Ifpulomehns (Pror. Roy. Soc, xvii. p. 209) i

Professor Hcddle finds that the black mica nf moat Srottish

(»rinite3 is a distinct species, which he calls llaughtonite

{M'neraloff. Mar;., No. 13, 1879, p. 72). A large number of

accessory minerals occur in granite, uo fewer than forty-four

being cited by Zirkel {Lehrb. d. Petrog.,\. p. 4f '. Upon the

presence of these supplementary minerals numerous varic-

fies of granite liave been founded. Thus, if tourmaline be

jiresent, the rock is a schorlaceous or tourmaline granite

;

when cassiterite or tin-stone occurs, it forms a stanniferous,

</ranite ; the presence of epiJote gives rise to an tpidote

I'raiiite ; and soon with other minerals. The most common
accessory constituent of granite is hornblende, a mineral

which appears to replace to some extent the mica, and

thus produces a hornhkadic or syenidc granite. This rock

xras formerly, and by some petrographers is still, termed

syenite ; it is the syenites of Pliny, so named from Syene

in Upper Egypt, where a smiliar rock was quarried by the

ancient Egyptians. By modern pc'-ographera, however,

the term syenite is usually restricted to a rock which is an

nggregate of orthoclase and hornblende,— in other words, a

granite in which the quartz has disappeared while the mica

Jias been superseded by hornblende. A beautiful schorla-

ceous rock, which is apparently a variety of granite, has been

described by Pisani under the name of luxullianite {Cam-

ples Bendus, lijc., 1864, p. 913). It occurs in the parish

«f LuxuUian, near Lostwithiel, in Cornwall, where it is

fonnd in the form of boulders, but has not been detected in

situ. This rock is composed of tourmaline, or schorl, with

quartz and orthoclase ; the last named mineral occurring in

large flesh-coloured crystals, which by contrast with the

dark base produce a very beautiful effect. Two varieties

of tourmaline, one brown and the other bluish, have been

detected by Professor Bonney {Mineralog. Mag., No. 7,

1677, p. 215). The sarcophagus of the duke of Wellington,

in St Paul's Cathedral, is wrought out of a splendid block

«f luxullianite. Many varieties of granite are founded

opon structural characteristics. Occasionally the constitu-

ents are developed in such large individuals as to form

a giant granite. Crystals of orthoclase, associated with

quartz in a peculiar parallel arrangement, produce the

variety known as graphic granite or Lapis Judaicus—names
which refer to the resemblance which the rock presents,

when cut in certain directions, to lines of Hebrew charac-

ters. Graphic granite was termed by Kavyj^egmatite, but
this name is now generally applied to a coarse admixture

of orthoclase, quartz, and silvery mica. When any of the

component minerals occur in large crj-stals, embedded in a
fine-grained base, a porphyritic granite is produced. Gene-
Tally the crystals are those of orthoclase, as in many of the

West of England granites, and in the characteristic rock of

Shap Fell in Westmoreland. Granilite is a name applied

to a variety of granite made up of orthoclase and quartz,

with more or less plagioclase and a small proportion of mica.

A granite composed of only felspar and quartz is c&lled

haplite ox semi-granite. Some of the micaless varieties are

known as gramdite. When, instead of the mica disappear-

ing, the felspar is absent, the resulting aggregate of quartz

end mica is termed grcisen; it is frequently a tin-bearing

rock. Occasionally the granite, when fine in grain, loses

its mica, and an intimate mixture of orthoclase and quartz
is thus obtained ; such a rock is known as a fdslone.

Crystals of orthoclase disseminated through a fclsitic matrix,

either compact or microcrystalline, give rise to a felspar
porphyry ; while crystals or rounded grains of quartz in a
similar felsitic base produce a quartz-porphyry or quarl:-fel-

site. By Cornish minors these quartz-porphyries are tenncd
elvans (elvanite of Jukes); but this name is also applied to

fine-grained granites and to almost any rock which occurs
as a dyke running through the killas or clay slate.

11-4

T^ow questiDiis have been more warmly discussed than the

origin of granite. When this rock is found forcing its way
through older rocks, and appearing at the surface in large

bosses from which veins are sent forth in all directions,

there can be little doubt of its eruptive character. The
small width of some of these granitic veins, or apophyses,

suggests that the rock must have existed in a condition of

perfect fusion or complete liquidity, and not simply as o

viscous paste, before it could have been injected into such

narrow fiss\ires as those which are now occupied by granite.

In many cases, tlis rocks which are penetrated by thJ

granitic veins are altered in such a manner as to indicate a

considerable elevation of temperature : a limestone in the

neighbourhood of the veins may become saccharoidal, and
shales may become indurated or even converted into horn-

stone, while new minerals are often developed in the

vicinity of the intruded veins. In these veins the granite

is apt to change its mineralogical constitution, becoming
either fine-grained or felsitic, or even reduced at the extre-

mities of the vein to quartz. From the days of Button it

has been generally admitted that most granite is of igneous

origin. Since it appears to have been solidified at great

depths beneath the surface, it has been distinguished as a

}}lulonic rock, while those eruptive rocks which have risen

to the surface, and have there consolidated, are termed

volcanic rocks. The older geologists regarded granite as

the primitive rock of the earth's crust, forming the floor

of all stratified deposits and the nucleus of mountain

chains. Such a view, however, has been long exploded.

It- is known indeed that granite, so far from being in all

cases an original rotk, may be of almost any geological age.

Some is undoubtedly as old as the Silurian period, while

other granites are certainly as young as the Tertiary

rocks, and perhaps of even more lecent date. By many
field-geologists granite has of late years been regarded as a

metamorphic rather than as a truly igneous rock. Meta-

morphism, however, is a term which has been so vaguely

used that most of our eruptive rocks may, in a certain sense,

be said to be metamorphic. Still, in the case of granite, it

has often been pointed out that a passage may be traced

from this rock into gneiss, and that gneiss itself may be

regarded as an altered sedimentary rock, Thus so experi-

enced an observer as Professor Ramsay expresses his opinion

that " grinite is sometimes merely gneiss still further meta-

morphosed by beat in the presence of moisture" {Phys.

Geol. of Gt. Brit., 5 ed., 1878, p. 42). For a number of

instances in which granite is said to pass into gnoissose

rocks, and these in turn, by numerous gradations, into un

doubtedly stratified deposits, see Green's Geologic, part i.

p. 307, and also Geology, vol. x., p. 309.

Chemists have also brought forward arguments against

the igneou? origin of granite. Thus it has been argued

that the specific gravity of the quartz of granite is about

2^6, while that of silica after fusion is only 2-2. It must

be remembered, however, that the quartz of granite has

solidified under great pressure, as proved by Mr Surby's

observations, and it is probable that such prn.'.^urc would

increase the density of the silica. Moreover, it has been

pointed out by the late D. Forbes {Giol. Mag., iv., No. 10,

18G7, p. 443) that the siliceous tests of certain infusoria,

which assuredly have not been fused, are as low as 2'2.

Another argument which has been advanced against the

igneous origin of granitic rocks is based on the fact that

they contain minerals of a basic character which could not

have existed in a state of fusion in the presence of free

silica, without forming a combination with the latter.

Again, some of the accessory minerals in granite would sulTer

change by an elevation of temperature, while many of llicm

contain water which, it is assumed, would be expelled on

fusion. Probably, however, these minerals nro in most
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cases of seconrlary origin, and have been produced by tbe

alteration of tbe granite. The mere presence of water ia

not incompatible with a pyrognostic origin; and Forbes

has asserted {op. cil.) that specimens of lava, taken from a

current on Etna while the lava was still flowing, contained

crystals of stilbite, a mineral containing 16 per cent, of

water. Mr Sorby has shown, too, that the quartz of vol-

canic rocks contains microscopic cavities enclosing liquid.

It appears, indeed, that in the fusion of all eruptive rocks

water has played a very important part. Dr Haughton has

sought to reconcile the opposing views as to the origin of

granite by admitting what he calls a hydromelamorphic

origin for this rock. He believes that the rock, having

been poured into veins and dykes when in a state of fusion,

was subsequently altered by the action of water at tempera-

tures which, though high, were insuflicient for the fusion

of the granite (On 'the Origin of Granite : an Address to the

Geol. Soc. of Dublin, 1862).

Granitic rocks are extensively used for constructive and

decorative purposes, though their industrial applications are

necessarily restricted by the expense of working so hard a

material. Although some granites are apt to decompose

on exposure to atmospheric influences, the felspar passing

into china-clay, other varieties are remarkable for their

extreme durability, as attested by the monuments of ancient

Egypt, on which the incised hieroglyphics still retain their

sharpness. It appears that in -England granite was not

brought into extensive use much before the beginning of

the present century (Creasy). It is now largely employed

for massive structures, such as bridges and sea-walls, as also

for kerbs and paving-sets. The best known granites are the

grey variety from Aberdeen and the red granite of Peter-

head, 30 miles north of Aberdeen. The granite of Dart-

moor in Devonshire, and of the huge bosses which protrude

through the clay slate of Cornwall, are largely worked as

building and ornamental stones (for description of these

granites see Sir H. T. de la Beohe's Report on the Geol. of

Cornwall and Devon). In Ireland there is much fine

granite, which is quarried to a limited extent,—the Castle-

weUan granite having been used in the Albert Memorial in

Hyde Park (Hull's Building and Ornam. Stones, 1872).

The hornblendic varieties of granite are remarkably tough,

and are largely employed for road-metaL For this purpose

great quantities are quarried in the Channel Islands.

Ked granite occurs in ajjundance on the coasts of ^Maine,

U.S., as well as in New Brunswick, and grey granite at

Quincy and elsewhere in Massachusetts. Granite is fre-

quently polished when used for monumental and decorative

purposes. The polishiug is effected by an iron tool, worked
first with sand and water, then with emery, and lastly with

putty-powder or oxide of tin ; when the emery and putty

are used, a surface of flannel is interposed between the

granite and the iron tool ('* On Granite Working," by Geo.

W. Muir, Journ. Soc. Arts, xiv., 1866, p. 470).

As an element of scenery granite generally forms rounded

hills, scantily clad with vegetation ; but it sometimes rises

into sharp pinnacles, as in the aiguilles of the Alps. By.

denudation the rock may break up into cuboidal blocks,

which often remain piled upon each other, forming the

characteristic " tors " of Cornwall and Devon. Hills of

granite are frequently surmounted by masses of weathered

xock of spheroidal form, such as the Cornish rocklng-stones

or logan stones. The weathering of granite often produces

boulder-shaped masses in such numbers as to form, around

the summit of the hill, a " sea of rocks " (Felsenmeer).

In addition to the references given in the tody of this article, the

following authorities may be citei :--LeArbuch der Petrographie,

by F. Zirkel, 2 vols., Bonn, 1866; Mlemente der Petrograpkie, by
Von Lasaulx, Bonn, 1875 ; Cotta's Lithology, translated by P. H.
tawrenoe, 2d mi., London, 1878; The Study of Backs, by F.

Butley, London, 1879; and the numerous contributions by the

Bev. Prof. Haughton in Froc. Irish Acad., and Quart. Journ.

Geol. Soc. Land. For chemical composition of Cleopatra's Needle,

by G. W. Wigner, see the Anabjst, 1878, p. 382. (F. W. R.')

GEANMICHELE, or Grammichele, a market-town of

Sicily, in the province of Catania, about 8 miles from

Caltagirone on the road to Catania. It lies on the side of

a hill, the summit of which is crowned by a castle which,

along with tlie town itself, was formerly a fief of the

Brancatelli Butera family. Beautiful marble is found in

the vicinity, and the inhabitants, who iu 1871 numbered

10,058, trade in oiL

GRANSON, Grandson, or Gkandsee, a Bmall towa

in Switzerland, canton of Vaud, is situated near the south-

western extremity of the Lake of NeuEchatel. It possesses

the ruins of an old castle, containing a collection of anti-

quities, and has a very ancient church, once connected with a

Benedictine abbey, with a number of pre-Christian linages.

The town is of Koman origin. It was captured in 1475

by the Eidgenossen, and retaken iu the following year by

Charles the Bold; but in March of that year the Eidgenossen

again defeated him near Granson with great slaughter.

From that time till 1803 it was one of their lordships. The

site of the battle is marked by three great blocks of marble.

The population of the town in 1870 was 1587.

GRANT, Mrs Anne (1755-1838), a Scottish authoress,

generally known as Mrs Grant of Laggan, was born at

Glasgow, 21st February 1755. Her father, Duncan

MacVicar, who held a commission in the army, went in

1757 with his regiment to America, and his family followed

him. in 1758. He received an allotment of land on retiring

from the army in 1765, but ill health compelled him to

return to Scotland in 1768, and after the outbreak of the

revolutionary war his lands were confiscated. In 1779

Anne married the Rev. Mr Grant of Laggan, near Fort

Augustus, Inverness, and on his death in 1801 she was ieft

with a large family and only a very small income. It being

known to several of her friends that she occasionally wrote

verses, a proposal was made that she should publish a

volume of poems, and this being acceded to, the names of

as many as 3000 subscribers were obtained. The volume

appeared in 1803 under the title of Original Poems,

with some Translations from ike Gaelic, and met with a

rather favourable reception, on account of its easy versifi-

cation and the truth and tenderness of the sentiment of

some of its smaller pieces. In 1806 she published Letters

from the Mountains, being a Selection from the Author^s

Correspotidf^ce with her Intimate Friends from 1773 U>

1804, whicu, by its spirited descriptions of Highland

scenery, character, and legends, awakened a large amount

of interest. Her other works are Mem\)irs of an Aiaerican

Lady, with Sketches of Manners and Scenery in America as

they existed previous to the Revolution (1808), containing

reminiscences of her stay with Mrs Schuyler, the lady with

whom she spent four years of her childhood in America

;

Essays on the Suj^erstiiions of the Highlanders of Scotland

(l&ll); and Eighteen Hundred and Thirteen, a Poem.

(1814). After the death "f her husband, Mrs Grant

resided for some time on a small farm near Laggan ; but

in 1803 she removed to Woodend near Stirling, in 1806

to Stirling, and in 1810 to Edinburgh, in the society_ of

which she was until her death a prominent figure, being

much esteemed for her conversational powers, her tact

and good sense, her cheerfulness of disposition, and her

thorough kindness of heart. For the last twelve years of

her life she received a pension from Government ; and

this, along with her other sources of income, not only

placed her in easy circumstances, but enabled her to

gratify her generosity by giving to others. She died

November 7, 1838.

See Memoir and Correspondence of Un C-.mt of LaggaTi, edited

by her son. J. P. Grant, 8 vols., 1844.
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GRiNT, Sir Francis (1803-1878), an English portrait

painter, and president of the Eoyal Academy iu London,

ly.is the fourth son of Francis Grant of Kilgraston, Perth-

shire, and was born at Edinburgh in 1803. He was

educated for the bar, and, according to the testimony of

Sir Walter Scott in his diary, it was originally his intention

after spending his small patrimony in field sports to make

his fortune by the law. By the time, however, that the

first part of his purpose had been accomplished, ho had

resolved to adopt painting in preference to law as his pro-

fession, and at the age of twenty .four he began at Edinburgh

systematically to study the practice of art. On completing

a course of instruction he removed to London, and as early

as 1643 exhibited at the Royal Academy. At the beginning

of his career he utilized his sponing experiences by painting

groups of huntsmen, horses, ami hounds, such as the Meet

of H.M. Staghounds and the Melton Hunt ; and doubtless

if he had chosen to devote himself to the careful treatment

of this class of subjects his success might have been more

thorough and permanent, if less brilliant and lucrative, than

it was. If, however, the reputation he acquired as a fashion-

able portrait-painter was aided by his social position and

gentlemanly manners, it rested also on certain special artistic

qualifications. The first and chief of thesa was his power

of thoroughly reproducing the outward tone and manner of

fashionable life, or, as Sir Walter Scott called it, his "sense

of beauty derived from the best source, that is, the observa-

tion of really good society." K also his execution was
superficial and thin, it was bright, clear, facile, and uncon-

straiaed. In drapery he had the taste of a connoisseur,

and rendered the minutest details of costume with felicitous

accuracy. In female portraiture he achieved considerable

Fuccess, although rather in depicting the highborn graces

and external characteristics than the true and individual

personality. Among his portraits of this class may be

mentioned Lady Glenlyon, the marchioness of Waterford,

Lady Rodney, and Jlrs Beauclerk. In his protraits of

generals and sportsmen he proved himself more equal to

his subjects than in those of statesmen and men of letters.

He painted many of the principal celebrities of the time

—

especially those occupying high social position—including

Scott, Macaulay, Lockhart, Disraeli, Hardinge, Gough,
Derby, Palmerston, and Russell, his brother Sir J. Hope
Grant, and his friend Sir Edwin Landseer. From the first

his career was rapidly prosperous, and his recognition by
the Academy fully kept pace with hb reputation as an artist.

In 1842 he was elected an associate, and in 1851 an
Academician; and ia 1866 he was chosen to succeed Sir

C. Eastlake in the post of president, for which his chief

recommendations were his social distinction, tact, urbanity,
and friendly and liberal consideration of his brother artists

;

and its difficult and often invidious duties he performed
so as both to increase the harmony and influence of the
institution and to enhance its efficiency. Shortly after

his election as president he received the honour of knight-
hood, ond in 1870 the degree of D.C.L. was conferred
upon him by the university of Oxford. He died October
6, 1878.

GRANT, SiE James Hope (1808-1875), an English
general, brother of the preceding, and fifth and youngest
son of Francis Grant of Kilgraston, Perthshire, was bom
July 22, 1808. Ho entered the army in 1826 as comet in

the 9th Lancers, and became lieutenant in 1828 and captain
in 1835. In 1842 he acted as brigade-m.ijor to Lord
Saltoun in the Chinese War, and specially distinguished
himself at the capture of Chin-Keang, after which he re-

ceived the rank of major and was nominated companion of
the bath. In the first Sikh War of 1815-46 ho took part
in the battle 8f Sobraon ; and in the Punjab campaign of
1848-49 he held command of his old regiment the 9th I

Lancers, and won high reputation in the battles of Chillian-

walla and Gujrat. In 1854 he became brevet-coJonel,

and in 1856 brigadier of cavalry. He took a leading part

in the suppression of the Indian mutiny of 1857, holding

for some time the command of the cavalry division, and
afterwards of a movable column of horse and foot. After

rendering valuable service in the operations before Delhi

and in the final assault on the city, he directed the victori-

ous march of the cavalry and horse artillery despatched in

the direction of Cawnpore to open up communication with

the commander-in-chief Sir Colin Campbell, whom he met
near theAlumbagh, and who raised him to the rank of

brigadier-general, and placed the whole force under his

command during what remained of the perilous march to

Lucknow for the relief of the residency. After the retire-

ment towards Cawnpore he greatly aided in effecting there

the total rout of the rebel troops, by making a detour which
threatened their rear ; and following in pursuit with a
flying column, he defeated them with the loss of nearly ell

their guns at Serai Ghat. He also took part in the opera-

tions connected with the recapture of Lucknow, shortly

after which ho was promoted to the rank of major-general,

and appointed to the command of the force employed for

the final pacification of India, a position in which his

unwearied energy, and his vigilance and caution united

to high personal daring, rendered very valuable service.

Before the work of pacification was quite completed he was

created K.C.B. In 1859 he was appointed to the command
of the British land forces in the united French and British

expedition against China, whose object was accomplished

three months subsequent to the landing of the forces at

Pell-tang, 1st August 1860, Pekin having surrendered at

discretion after the Chinese army had thrice suffered defeat

in the open and the Taku forts had been carried by
assault. For his conduct in this, which has been called

" most successful and the best carried out of England's

littjo wars," he received the thanks of parliament, and
was gazetted G.C.B. In 1861 he was made lieutenant-

general and appointed commander-in-chief of the army of

Madras; on his return to England in 1865 he was made
quartermaster-general at headquarters; and in 1872 he
was transferred to the commau4 of the camp at Aldershot.

In the same year he was gazetted general. He died at

London, March 7, 1875.
Incidents in the Sepoy War of 1867-58, compiled from the

Private Journal of General Sir Bope Grant, S^.C.B., together with
some explanatory chapters by Capt. II. Knollijs, Royal Artillery,

was published in 1873, and Incidents in thi China H'ar of 1860
appeared posthumously under the same editorship in 1875.

GRANTHAM, a municipal and parliamentary borough
and market-town of England, county of Lincoln, is situ-

ated on both sides of the Witham, at the junction of

several railways with the Great Northern line, 105 miles

N.N.E. of London and 22 miles S.S.W. of Lincoln.

The parish church, a spacious Gothic edifice of the I3th
century, has been restored by Sir G; G. Scott. It is sur-

mounted by an elegant spire 274 feet high, and lias an
elaborately carved front, and some splendid monuments.
At the free grammar school, founded by Bishop Fox in

1528, Sir Isaac Newton received part of his education.

Among the other public buildings are the guildhall, with a
spacious assembly-room, the two exchanges, the town-hall,

the literary institution, the gaol, the dispensary, and the
workhouse. A bronze statue of Sir Isaac Newton was
erected in 1858. The principal trade is that of malting,

which is carried on to a considerable extent. There are

also tanneries and coach factories, and a largo agricultural

implement factory and iron foundry. Grantham returns
two members to parliament. The population of the
municii)al borough (area, 406 ocres) in 1871 was 6028,
and of the parliamentary borough (area, 581 1 acres) 13,250.
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GRANVELLA, Antoine Peeeenot, Cardinax de

(15l7-158fi), one of the ablest aud moit influential of tho

princes of the church during the great political and ecclesi-

astical movements which immediately followed the appear-

ance of Protestantism in Europe, v.-as born '20th August,

1517, at Ornans, Burgundy, where his father, Nicolas

Perrenot de Granvella, who afterwards became chancellor

of the empire under Charles V., was at that time engaged

in practice as a junior at the provincial bar. On the cum-

pletion of his studies in law at Padua and in divinity at

Louvain, he for a short time held a canonry at Besancon, but

his talents had already marked him for a higher sphere,

and he was promoted to the bishopric of Arras when barely

twenty-three (1540). In his episcopal capacity he attended

several diets of the empire, as well as the opening meetings

of the council of Trent ; and the influence of his father,

now become chancellor, led to his being entrusted with

many difficult and delicate pieces of public business, in the

execution of wliich he developed a rare native talent for

diplomacy, and at the same time acquired an intimate

acquaintance with most of the currents of European politics.

One of his specially noteworthy performances was the settle-

ment of the terms of peace after the defeat of the Smalkaldic

league at Miihlberg in 1547, a settlement in which, to say

the least, some particularly sharp practice was exhibited.

In 1550 he succeeded his father in the offices of secretary

of state and chancellor of the empire ; in this capacity he

attended Charles in the war with Maurice, accompanied him
in the flight from Innsbruck, and afterwards drew up the

treaty of Passau (August 1552). In the following year he

conducted the negotiations for the marriage of Mary of

England and Philip of Spain, to whom in 1555, on the

abdication of the emperor, he transferred his services. In

April 1559 Granvella was one of the Spanish commissioners

who arranged the peace of Pateau Cambresis, and on Philip's

withdrawal from the Netherlands in August of the same
year he was appointed prime minister to the regent, Margaret

of Parma. The policy of repression which in this capacity

he pursued during the nest five years secured for him many
tangible rewards ; in 1560 he was elevated to the archi-

episcopal see of Malines, and in 15G1 he received the

cardinal's hat ; but the growing hostility of a people whose

moral and religious convictions he had studiously set him-

self to trample under foot, ultimately made it impossible

for him to continue in the Low Countries ; and by the

advice of his royal master he in 1564 retired to Tranche

Comt^. Nominally this withdrawal was only of a tem-

porary character, but it proved to be final. The following

six years were spent in comparative quiet, which was devoted

chiefly to study and to the society of learned men ; but in

1570 Granvella, at the call of Philip, resumed public life

by accepting a mission to Rome as representative of the

interests of Spain in framing the proposed treaty of alliance

with Venice and the papal see against the Turks. In the

same year he was advanced to the viceroyalty of Naples, a

post of some difficulty and danger, whicli for five years he
occupied with ability and success. Summoned to Madrid
in 1575, to be president of the supreme council of Italy

and afterwards of that of Castile, he still continued to find

ample scope for his rare aptitudes. Among the more
delicate negotiations of his later years were those of 1580,

which had for their object the ultimate union of the

crowns of Spain and Portugal, and those of 1584, which
resulted in a check to France by the marriage of the Spanish

infanta to Duke Philip of Savoy. In the same year he was
made archbishop of Besancon, but meanwhile a lingering

disease had laid an unrelenting grasp upon his iron frame
;

he never was enthroned, but died at Madrid, 2l8t September
1586. His body was removed to Besancon, where his father

had been buried before him.

Numerous letters and memoirs of Granvella are preserved ia U.e

archives of I'.esanvon. These were to some extent made use of by
Prosper Leveque in his Memoires pour scrvir (1753j, as well as by
the Abbe Boisot in the Trcsor dc Granvdla. A cf^nimissiou for

publishing the whole of the letters and memoirs was aiipuiutcd by
Giiizot in 1S34, and the result has been tli% issue of nine Tolnmes
of the Papiers d'£tat die Cardinal de Granrellc.-eiiiei by Weiss
(1841-1852). They form a part of the Collcclivn de docutuenla

iiudits sur Vhistoire de France. See also'the anonymous Biafoire

du Cardinal de Granville, altrilmted to Courohetet D'Esnaus ^Pa^is,

1761), and Jlotley's Rise of the Dutch Rcimblie.

GRANVILLE, a fortified seaport town of France, de-

partment of Manche, is situated at the mouth of the Bosq
and at the foot of a steep rocky promontory projecting into

the English Channel, 30 miles S.W. of St L6. It is sur-

rounded by strong walls, and is built principally of granite,

and its streets are mostly steep and narrow. The parish

church dates from the 15th century. Among the other

public buildings are the tribunal of commerce, the hospital,

the public baths, and the naval school. GranviOe occupies

the seventh place in point of importance among the seaports

of France, and the harbour is accessible to vessels of the

largest tonnage. There is rcgiilar steam communication

with Jersey and Guernsey. The principal exports are

fruits, vegetables, oysters, fish, com, wood, and cattle. A
large number of the inhabitants are engaged in the cod and

oyster fisheries, and among the other industries are the

manufacture of brandy, chemicals, cod-liver oil, and leather.

Shipbuilding is also carried on. GranviUe was founded

by the English in the beginning of the 15th century, taken

by the French in 1450, bombarded and burned by the

English in 1695, and partly destroyed by the Vendean

troops in 1793. The population in 1876 was 12,372.

GRANVILLE, John Carteret, Earl (1690-1763),

English statesman, son of George, Lord Carteret, was born

22d April 1690, and in his fifth year succeeded to hia

father's title. He was'educatcd at Westminster school and

at Christ Church, Oxford, and even early in life had

acquired a knowledge of the classics, of philosophy, of

general literature, and of modern languages, which rendered

him perhaps superior to all his contemporaries in the extent

of his intellectual accomplishments. Soon after taking his

seat in the House of Lords in 1711, he began to distinguish

himself by his eloquent advocacy of the Protestant succes-

sion, and his zeal was rewarded when George I. came to the

throne, by the appointment in 1715 of bailiif of the island

of Jersey, and in 1716 of lord lieutenant of Devon-; and

his mother was also created countess of Granville. In 1719

he was sent on an embassy to Sweden; and in 1720 he

was named ambassador-extraordinary to the congress of

Cambray. In Itlay of the following year he was appointed

secretary of state under Walpole's administration ; but

Walpole's jealousy of his influence with the king led to his

resignation on the 3d April 1724, and on the same day he

was appointed lord-lieutenant of Ireland, an office which he

held till 1730, when diff'erences with the ministry led to his

resignation. After his return he became the leader of the

opposition, the duties of which oflice he discharged with

great versatility of resource and with frequent effectiveness,

but with a negligent rashness which rendered him almost

as dangerous to his friends as to his opponents. In 1742

he was at last successful in overthrowing Sir Robert

Walpole's Government, and was immediately thereafter

appointed secretary of state. He now obtained a complete

ascendency over the mind of George II., whose German

policy he carried out irrespective of the opinions of his

colleagues ; but his imperiousness soon gained him both

their enmity and the hatred of the people, and enabled his

opponents, for whom he cherished unmitigated contempt,

to efi"ect his political annihilation. Pitt, afterwards earl of

Chatham, spoke of him as " an execrable, a sole minister,

who had renounced the British nation, and seemed to hav»
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drunk of the potioi described in poetic fiction, which made

men forget their country." In 1744 he found it necessary,

from the resignation of his colleagues and his inability to

find proper successors, to tender his resignation; and, ac-

cording to Horace Walpole, he " retired from St James's

laughing." Shortly before this he had, by the death of his

mother, become Earl Granville. His administration was

popularly distinguished by the epithet " drunken "—a title

which had reference to his character both as a politician and

as a private individual Notwithstanding his want of poli-

tical success, contemporary opinion is unanimous in affirming

that he was not only the most brilliant debater but the

ablest statesman of his time. Chatham declared that he

owed all that he was to his friendship and instruction,

and Swift, Smollett, Chesterfield, and Horace Walpole have

borne equally laudatory testimony to his abilities. He was

besides regarded as an authority in questions of scholarship

by the most eminent classicists of his time, and Beutley was

greatly indebted to his assistance in preparing his edition

of Homer. His fatal defects appear to have been his

careless arrogance and his deficiency in definite politi-

cal principle and purpose. After the resignation of the

Pelham ministry he was again appointed secretary of state,

but almost immediately resigned, holding office, according

to a political squib, for only forty-eight hours, three quar-

ters, seven minutes, and eleven seconds. In 1749 he was

created knight of the garter and appointed president of the

council ; but, though he retained his influence with the

king, the part h% thenceforth played in English politics was

indirect and subordinate. He died January 2, 1763.
Various iuformation regarding Earl Granville will be I'ound in

Chesterfield's Characters ; Lord Hervey's Mcpioirs of the Reign of
Oeorge II. ; Horace Wal pole's Letters and Memoirs of the Reign of
George II. ; and the Autobiography of Shelburne. See also Lecky's

History of England in the Eighteenth Century.

GRAPE. See Vine.

GRAPHITE. See Carbon, vol. v. p. 86, and Fubnace,
vol. ix. p. 843.

GRAPHOTYPE Ls a name which has been given to an
ingenious process of autographic engraving, by which typo-

graphic printing blocks are produced. The general prin-

ciples of the process are as follows. A block of chalk or

some similar material is reduced to a level surface, and on
this surface a design is drawn with a glutinous ink, this ink

being sufficiently fluid to penetrate some little distance into

the porous chalk. The ink having become dry, gentle fric-

tion is applied to the surface of the block, so as gradually to

rub away those parts of the chalk which are not indurated

by the glutinous ink. The lines of the drawing being thus

left in relief, a perfect model of the required printing block

is obtained, and this model is next hardened by immersion
in a bath containing a solution of an alkaline silicate,

after which it is dried and reproduced by the stereotype

or the electrotype process. This method of ty|)ograpliic

engraving was brought to a practical form, and patented
in 1860 (No. 230D)by an American wood engraver, Mr de
Witt Clinton Hitchcock. The first stop in his process is

to reduce French chalk or talc to an extremely fine state of

divisiofi by repeated grindings, elutriations, and siftings,

after which a layer of the material, rather over an eighth

of an inch in thickness, is forced down upon, and made to

adhere to, a thick zinc plate,— the necessary pressure being
obtained by means of an hydraulic press, the platen of which
is faced with a polished steel plate, so as to communicate
a good surface to the layer of compressed French chalk.

The device is now drawn (of course, reversed) on the pro-

pared block with an ink consisting of a weak solution of

glue coloured by lamp black or some other pigment. In
drawing on the prepared block care must bo taken not to

damage the .somewhat tender surface of the compressed
ehalk, and the safest instrument with which to apply the

glutinous ink is a fine sable brush, but an ordinary pen may
be employed if the operation of drawing is performed witli

caution. A pad of silk velvet or a fitch brush may be used

for rubbing the block so as to leave the lines in relief, and

it is quite sufficient to contihue the friction until a depth

equal to the thickness of an ordinary pla3-ing card is pro-

duced,—the spaces corresponding to any extended whites of

the engraving being then cut out by means of a tool. A
10 per cent, solution of silicate of sodium may be used for

hardening the block, and when dry nothing remains but to

take a mould from it and to reproduce it in metal.

GRASLITZ, or Geasslitz (Bohemian Kraslke), a town

in the north-west of Bohemia, near the Saxon frontier, in

the circle of Elbogen, 88 miles N.W. of Prague, 50° 21'

N. lat , 12° 27' E. long., is advantageously situated in a

valley between high hilU, at the confluence of the Silberbach

and Zwoda. It is the headquarters of a military district,

the seat of a court of justice, and has a cust )m-house, a

handsome church built in 1618 and dedicated to Corpus

Christi, and several manufactories of cotton and woollen

stufi"s, and of musical and mathematical instrun'ents, look-

ing-glasses, brass, copper, and wire goods, and paper.

Graslitz is one of the most important industrial towns in

Bohemia, and the centre of the lace-weaving districts of the

Erzgebirge. In 1869 the population, inclusive of the small

suburb of Glasberg, amounted to 6549.

GRASSE, a town of France, capital of an arrondissement

in the department of Alpes-Maritimes, 20 miles W. of

Nice. It occupies a picturesque situation on the southern

declivity of a hill facing the Mediterranean, from which it

is about 7 miles distant ; and it possesses a climate remark-

ably mild and salubrious. It is well supplied with waiter

from a rivulet which rises above it. The streets are narrow,

steep, and winding, but the houses are generally well built

The town was formerly the seat of a bishop, and possesses

a Gothic cathedral with a beautiful tower, an old chapel

dating from the 11th century, now used as a powder

magazine, a hospital, a town-hall, an exchange, a theatre,

a communal college, and a public library. The chapel of

the hospital contains three pictures by Rubens. Next to

Paris, Grasse carrieson the largest manufacture of perfumery

in France. Citrons, oranges, lemons, figs, pomegranates,

and the flowers used by the perfumers, are grown in the

gardens of the town and neighbourhood, and fine marble,

alabaster, and jasper are found in the vicinity. Grasse was

founded in the 6th century by Jews from Sardinia. The
population in 18'76 was 9G73.

GRASSES {Gramuie(e— Gramina)siTe monocotyledonous

flowering-plants, possessing certain characters in common,
and constituting the order Graminea;. No plant is cor-

rectly termed a grass which is not a member of this family,

but the word is in common language also used, generally

in combination, for many plants of widely difi'erent affinities

which possess some resemblance (often slight) in foliage

to truly graminaceous species ; e.r/., knot-grass (Polygonum

aviculare), cotton-grass {Enophortan), ' nh-^riiss {Plan(ago),

scorpion-grass (Mi/osotis), sea-grass (Zoslera). In agricul-

ture the word has an extended signification to include

the various fodder-plants, chiefly leguminous, often called

"artificial grasses" (see Agriculture). Indeed, formerly

grass (also spelt gars, gres, </»/).«, in tho old herbals) meant

any green herbaceous plant of small size.

Yet the first attempts at a classification of plant.'

recognized and separated a group—considered even of

primary value— of G'-amina, and this, though bounded by
nothing more definite thart habit and general appearance,

contained tho Graminea- of modern botanists. Tho older

group, however, even with such systematista as Ray (1703),

Schouchzer (1719), and Michcli (1729), embraced in

addition tho Ci/peracece, Juncaccce, and some other mono-
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cotyledons with inconspicuous flowers. Singularly enough,

ihe sexual system of Linnasus (1735) served to mark off

more distinctly the true grasses from these allies, since very

nearly all of the former then known fell under his Triandria

Dit^nia, whilst the latter found themselves under other

of has 'artificial classes and orders.

i. Structure.—The general type'of • true grasses is

famQiar in the cultivated cereals of temperate climates

—

wheat,' barley, rye, oats, and in the smaller plants which

make up our pastures and meadows and form a principal

factor of the turf of natural downs. Less familiar are the

grains of warmer climes—rice, maize, millet, and sorgho,

or the sugar cane. Still further removed are the bamboos

of India and America, the columnar stems of which reach

to the height of forest trees. All are, however, formed on

a common type, which we proceed to examine.

JRooi.—Most cereals and many other grasses are annual,

and possess a tuft of very numerous slender root-fibres, much
branched, and of great length. The greater part of the

order are of longer duration, and have the roots also fibrous,

but fewer, thicker, and less branched. . In such cases they

are very generally given off from just above each node

(often in a circle) of the lower part of the stem or rhizome,

perforating the leaf-sheaths. In some bamboos they aro

very numerous from the lower nodes of the erect culms, and

pass downwards to the soil around them, whilst those from

the upper nodes shrivel up and form circles of spiny fibres.

Stem.—The root^stock of perennial grasses is usually

well developed, and often forms very long creeping or sub-

terranean rhizomes, with elongated intemodes and sheathing

scales ; it is also frequently short, with the nodes crowded.

The very krge root-stock of the bamboos (fig. 1) is a strik-

Fio. 1.—Rblzome of Bamboo. A, B, C, D, snccesslve series of axes, tbe last

bearing aeilal cnJms.

ing example of "definite" growth ; it is much branched, the

short thick curved branches being given off below the apex

of the older ones and at right angles to them, the whole

forming a series of connected arched axes, truncate at their

ends which were formerly continued into leafy cillras. The

root-stock is always solid, and has the usual internal struc-

ture of the monocotyledonous stem.

The aerial leaf-bearing branches (culms) are a character-

istic feature of grasses. They are generally numerous,

erect, cylindrical (rarely flattened), and conspicuously

jointed with evident nodes. The nodes are solid, a strong

plate of tissue passing across the stem, but the intemodes

are commonly hollow, although esamples of completely

solid stems are not uncommon (many Andropogons, sugar-

cane). The general character is thus not unlike that of

Umbelli/erce. The exterior of the culms is more or less

concealed by the leaf-sheaths ;, it is usually smooth and

often highly polished, the epidermal cells containing an

amount of silica sufficient to leave after burning a distinct

skeleton of their structure. Tabasheer is a white substance

mainly composed of silica, found in the joints of several

bamboos. A few of the lower intemodes may become en-.

larged and sub-globular, forming nutriment-stores, and
grasses so changed are termed " bulbous " {Arrheitatherumy

Poa bulbosa, &c.). In internal structure grass-culms, save

in being hollow, conforn to that asual in monocotyledons
j

the vascular bundles run parallel in the intemodes, but a

horizontal interlacement occurs at the partitions. Nearly
all grasses branch to some extent, and many exteusively;

the branches are strictly distichous, and many buds are

abortive, or the resulting branches short and stunted. In

many bamboos they are long and spreading or drooping and
copiously ramified, in others reduced to hooked spines.

Dinochloa is truly scandent, and climbs over trees 100 feet

or more in height. Olyra latifolia is also a climber on a
humbler scale.

Grass-culms grow with great rapidity, as is most strik-

ingly seen in bamboos, where a height of over 100 feet is

attained in from two to three months, and many species grow
two, three, or even more feet in twenty-four hours. SUicic

hardening does not commence till the full height is nearly

attained. The largest bamboo recorded is 170 feet, and the

diameter is usually reckoned at about 4 inches to each 50

feet. A specimen in the British Museum is over 8 inches

in diameter. In the same collection are some remarkable

monstrosities, in which the septa are oblique and the inter-

nodes triangular or rhomboidal ; Kurz has also figured one

in the Calcutta Museum in which the cavities are confluent

into a continuous spiral.

ZMves.—These present special characters usually suffi-

cient for ordinal determination. They are always solitary

at each node and strictly distichous, and consist of two dis-

tinct portions, the sheath and the blade. The sheath is

often of great length, and generally completely surrounds

the culm ; as a rule it is split down its whole length, thus

differing from that of Cyperactce, which is almost invariably

(^J^riospora is an exception) a complete tube. In a few

grasses (Melica, Bromns) the edges are soldered together

as in the latter order. The sheaths are much dilated in

Alopecurus vaginatus and in a species of Potmaochloa, in

the latter serving aa floats. At the summit of the sheath,

above the origin of the blade, is the ligide, a usually mem-
branous procfess of small, size (occasionally reaching an

inch in length) erect and pressed around the culm. It

is rarely quite absent, but may be represented by a tuft

of hairs (very conspicuous in Pariana). Mdica uniflora

possesses, in addition to the ligule, a green erect tongue-

like process, from the line of junction of the edges of the

sheath.

The blade is frequently wanting or small and imperfect

in the basal leaves, but in the rest is long and set on to the

sheath at an angle. The usual form is familiar,—sessile,

more or less ribbon-shaped, tapering to a point, and entire

at the edge. The chief modifications are the articulation

of the (deciduous) blade on to the sheath, which occurs in all

the Bambusece (except Planotia) and in Spartina stricta,

and the interposition of a petiole between the sheath and

the blade, as in Lepiaspis, Phams, Pariana, Lopkatherum,

&c. In the latter case the form of the leaf usually becomes

oval, ovate, or even cordate or sagittate, but these forms

are found in sessile leaves also (Olyra, Panicum). Tha

venation is strictly parallel, the midrib usually strong, and

the other ribs more slender. In Anomochloa there are

several nearly equal ribs, and in some broad-leaved grasses

{Bambmeoe, Pharus, Leptaspis) the venation becomes tesse-

lated by transverse connecting veins. The thick prominent

veins in Agropyrum occupy the whole upper surface of the

leaf. Epidermal appendages are rare, the most frequent

being marginal, saw-like, cartilaginous teeth, usually minute,

but occasionally {Danthoiiia scabra, Panicum serratum) so

large as to give the margin a serrate appearanca Alope-

curus lanatus and one or two Panicums have woolly leaves,)"
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Inflorescence.—This possRSses an exceptional import-

ance iu grasses, since, their floral envelopes being much
re.l iced and the sexual organs of very great uniformity, the

characters employed for classification are mainly derived

from the arrangement of the flowers and their investing

bracts. The subject also presents unusual difficulties from

the various interpretations which have been given to these

glumaceous organs and the . different terms employed for

them by various writers.' It may, however, be now con-

sidered as settled that the whole of the bodies known as

glumes and pales;, and distichously arranged externally to

the flower, form no part of the floral envelopes, but are of

the nature of bracts. These are so arranged round the

small flowers as to form spikelels (locustEe), and each

spikelet may contain one, two, three, or a greater number
of flowers (in some species of Eragrostis nearly 60).

The flowers are, as a rule, placed laterally on the axis

(rachis) of the spikelet, but in uniflorous spikelets they

appear to be terminal, and are probably really so in

Anthoxanthimi (fig. 9, 2) and in two anomalous genera,

Anomochloa and Slreptochwte.

In immediate relation with the flower itself, and often

entirely concealing it, is the paUa or pale (" upper pale
"

of most systematic agrostologists ;
" paleola interior,"

Dumortier; "spathella," Dcill). This organ (fig. 3, 1) is

peculiar to grasses among Glumifercs, and is almost always

present, certain Oryzem and Pkalaridem being the only

exceptions. It is of thin membranous consistence, usually

obtuse, often biiid, and possesses no central rib or nerve,

but is furnished with two lateral one.s, one on either side

;

the margins are frequently folded in at the ribs, which
thus become placed at the sharp angles. This structure

points to the fusion of two organs, and the pale was

by E. Brown considered to represent two portions soldered

together of a tfimerous perianth-whorl, the third portion

being the " lower pale," to be immediately mentioned. By
Benthara the homology of the organ is suggested to be with

the two bracteoles found in Hypolytrum pungens and
PLatylepii, and with the perigynium of the female flower

of Carex in Cyperaceae. It is rarely (Triachyrum, Diachy-

rium) found split into two separate organs.

The flower with its pale is sessile, and ia placed in tbe

axil of another bract in such a way that the pale is exactly

opposed to it, though at a slightly higher level. It is this

second bract which has been generally called by systemat-

ists the " lower pale," and with the " upper pale " con-

sidered to form an outer floral envelope (" calyx," Jussieu ;

" periantbiura," Brown ;
" stragiilum," Palisnt do Boauvois;

" glumella," Dumortier). In the writings of most botanists

even though this view ia not held, yet, whore the term
" flower " is employed, it includes these organs. It is, how-
ever, certain that the two bracts are on different axes, one

secondary to the other, and cannot therefore be parts of one

whorl of organs. This was made out from the study of so-

called "viviparous" grasses, in which the lower pales

become transformed into ordinary foliage leaves, first by
Von Mohl in 1845, and more clearly by Germain de St

Pierre in 1852, who torm.s the lower pale the "glume
fertile." Doll and Benth^m have also independently ar-

rived at the same result, and the latter in 1858 first

published the terminology hero adopted, and u.sed for the

same organ the name flowering glume. The two bracts

are usually quite unlike one another, but iu some genera

{e.g., most Festucaccce) they are considerably similar in

shape and appearance.

The flovering glume lias generally a more or less boat-

ebaped form, is of firm consistence, and possesses a well-

marked central midrib and frequently several lateral ones.

The midrib in a largo proportion of genera extends into an

appendage termed the awn (fig. 10, 2), and the lateral veins

more rarely extend beyond the glume as sharp points (e.g.,

Pappophorum). The form of the flowering-glume is very

various, this organ being plastic and extensively modified

in different genera. In Leptaspisit is formed into a closed

cavity by the union of its edges, and encloses the flower,

the styles projecting through the pervious summit. Valu-

able characters are obtained from the awn. This presents

itself variously developed from a mere subulate point to an

organ several inches iu length, and when complete (as in

Andropogonere, Avenece, and Slipeoe) consists of two well-

marked portions, a lower twisted part and u terminal

straight portion, usually set in at an angle with the former

sometimes trifid and occasionally beautifully feathery. The
lower part is most often suppressed, and in the large group

of the Panicece awTis of any sort are very rarely seen. The
awn may be either terminal- or may come off from the back

of the flowering-glume, and Duval Jouve's observations

have shown that it represents the blade of the leaf of

which the portion of the flowering-glume below its origin

is the sheath ; the twisted part (so often suppressed) cor-

responds with the petiole, and the portion of the glume

extending beyond the origin of the awn (very long ia

some species, e.g., of Danlhonia) with the ligule of the

developed foliage-leaf. When terminal the awn has three

fibro-vascular bundles, when dorsal only one; it is covered

with stomate-bearing epidermis.

The flower with its palea is thus sessile in the axil of a

floriferous glume, and in a few gra.sses (Leersia (fig. 2),

Coleautkus, Nardiis) the spikelet consists of nothing more,

but usually (even in uniflorous spikelets)

other glumes are present. Of these the two

placed distichou.sly opposite each other at the

base of the spikelet never bear any flower in

their axils, and are called thf bcmal or empty

glumes (fig. 10, 1). They are the "glumes"

of most writers ("pales" of Dumortier),

and together form what was called the

"gluma" by R. Brown (" tegmen," Palisot de

Beauvois). They rarely differ much from

one another, but one may be smaller or

quite absent (Pantcnm (fig. 8, 2), Vnlpia,' pio.

Paspalnm, Loliuni), or both be altogether-

suppressed, as above noticed. They are commonly firm and

strong, often enclose the spikelet, and are rarely provided

with long points or imperfect awns. Generally speaking

they do not share in the special modifications of the flower-

ing glumes, and but rarely themselves undergo modifica-

tion, chiefly in hardening of portions {Sderachne, Manisurit,

Antephora, Peltophorum), so as to afford greater protection

to the flowers or fruit. But it is usual to find, besides the

basal glumes, a few other empty ones, and these are in two-

or more-flowered spikelets (fig. 11, 2) at the extremity

(numerous in Lophatherum), or in uniflorous ones (fig.

8, 2) below, interposed between the floral glume and the

basal pair. Descriptive writers have been accustomed to

call those empty glumes "barren" or "neutral flowers," a

misleading use of terms.

The axis of the spikelet, when short and rounded, has

been termed the callun, when long the raefullvs. It is fre-

quently jointed and brealis up into articulations above each

flower. Tufts or borders of hairs are frequently present

{Calamagrotti), Pkragmites, Aniropogon), often so long

as to surround and conceal the flowers. The axis is often

continued beyond the last flower or glume as a bristle or

stalk.

Involncret or organs outside the spikelets are not unfro-

quent, the morphology of which is various. Thus in Setaria,

Pennitetiim, &c., the one or more' circles of simple or

feathery hairs represent abortive branches of the inflor-

escence ; in CencJtrus those become consolidated, and the

. 2.—Spikelet of
Leersia.
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inner ones flattened out so as to form a very hard globular

spiny case to the spikelets. The cup-shaped involucre of

Cornucopice is a dilatation of the axis into a hollow recep-

tacle with a raised border. In Cynosurus the pectinate

involucre which conceals the spLlielet is a barren or abortive

spiiielet. True bracts of a more general character subtend-

ing branches of the inflorescence ard singularly rare in

Graminece, in marked contrast with Cyperacece, where they

are so conspicuous. They however occur in a whole sec-

tion of Andropogon, in Anomochloa, and at the base of

the spike in Sesleria. The remarkable ovoid involucre of

Coix, which becomes of stony hardness, white, and polished

(then known as " Job's tears "), is also a modified bract

or leaf-sheath. It is entirely closed except at the apex,

and contains the female spikelet, the stalks of the male

inflorescence and the long styles emerging through the

small apical orifice. .

Any number of spikelets may compose the inflorescence,

and their arrangement is very various. In the spicate

forms, with sessile spikelets on the main axis, the latter is

often dilated and flattened {Paspalum), or is more or less

thickened and hollowed out {Stenotaphrum, Rotiboellia,

Tripsacum), when the spikelets are sunk and buried within

the cavities. Every variety of racemose and paniculate

inflorescence obtains, and the number of spikelets composing

those of the large kinds is often immense. Rarely the

inflorescence consists of very few flowers ; thus Lygeum
Spartum, the most anomalous of European grasses, has but

two or three large uniflorous spikelets, which are fused

together at the base, and have no basal glumes, but are

enveloped in a large hooded spathe-like bract.

Flower.—This is characterized by remarkable uniformity.

The perianth is represented by very rudimentary, small,

fleshy, hypogynous scales called lodicules ^" squamulse."

Fio. 8.—Flowers of Grasses. 1, Piplalherum, with the palea ; 2, Foa ; 3, Oryta.

Kunth; "nectarium," Schreber) ; they are elongated or

truncate, sometimes fringed with hairs, and are in contact

with the ovary. Their usual number is two, and they are

placed collaterally at the anterior side of the flower, that is,

within the flowering glume. They are generally considered

to represent the inner whorl of the ordinary monocoty-

ledonous (liliaceous) perianth, the outer whorl of these

being suppressed as weU as the posterior member of the

inner whorl. This latter is present almost constantly in

Stipece and Bambusece, which have three lodicules, and in

the latter group they are occasionally more numerous (five,

I spreading and persistent in Pseudostachyum ; six to eight

in Beesha). In Anomochloa they are represented by hairs.

In Slreptochtle, according to Doll, there are six lodicules,

alternately arranged in two whorls. They are often quite

absent. In some cases lodicules are of the nature of stipules

to the palea, and appear as though split off from its sides

•t the base. Such stioular lodicules ofteo co-exist along

with the perianthial ones, and are then either free from ct

combined with the two anterior ones.

Sexual Organs.—Grass-flowers are usually hermaphro-
dite, but there are very many exceptions. Thus it is very

common to find one or more imperfect (usually male) flowers

in the same spikelet with bisexual ones, and their relatiTi

position is important in classification. Eolcus and Arrhav-
oXkerum are examples in English grasses; and as a rule in
species of temperate regions separation of the sexes is not

carried further. In warmer countries monoecious anoT

dioecious grasses are more frequent. In such cases the

male and female spikelets and inflorescence may be very

dissimilar, as in the maize. Job's tears, Euchlaena, Spinifex^

<fec.; and in some dioecious species this dissimilarity ha*
led to the two sexes being referred to difl'erent genera (e.j.,

Antephora axilliflora, Steud., is the female of Buchloi

dactyloides, Engelm., and Neiirachne paradoxa, Br., of s
species of Spinifex). In other grasses, however, with the

sexes in different plants {e.g., Brizopyrum, Distkhlis, Erw-

grostis capitata, Gynerutm), no such dimorphism obtaina.

Amphicarpum is remarkable in having cleistogamic flowers

borne on long radical subterranean peduncles which are

fertile, whilst the conspicuous upper paniculate ones, thongk
apparently perfect, never produce fruit. Something similar

occurs in Leersia oryzoides, where the fertile spikelets aA
concealed within the leaf-sheaths.

Andrcenum.—In the vast majority there are three stamens

alternating with the lodicules, and therefore one anterior,

i.e., opposite the flowering glume, the other two being po»^

terior and in contact with the palea. They are hypogynous,

and have long and very delicate filaments, and large, linear

or oblong two-celled anthers, dorsifixed and ultimately very-

versatile, deeply indented at each end, and commonly
exserted and pendulous. Suppression of the anterior

stamen sometuues occurs {e.g., Anthoxanthum), or the two
posterior ones may be absent {Uniola, Cinna, PhippsiOt

Festuca bromoides). On the other hand there is in some
genera {Oryza, most Bambusece) another row of three

stamens, making six in all (fig. 3, 3); and Anomochloa and
Tetrarrhena possess four. The stamens become numerous

(ten to forty) in the male flowers of a few moncecions

genera {Pariana, Luziola). In Beesha they vary from

seven to thirty, and in Gigantochloa they are monadelphous.

Gyncecium.—There is but little variation here from a
bicarpellary pistil, with a small rounded one-celled ovary-

containing a single laterally attached or ascending ovule^

capped by two styles quite distinct or connate at the basc»

fio 4.—Pistils of Grasses. l.Mopenrus: 2, Sramus; 3, Arrhenathenof

4, Olyceria ; 6, Metica ; 6, Mibora ; 7, Nardus.

and with densely hairy or feathery stigmas (fig. 4). Oecft-

sionally there is but a single style {Nardus, Lygeum), and.

this may attain to a great length (6 inches in the maize);,

or three styles may be present (some Bambusece, Leptaspia^

Streptorhcete). Nees has described a case in which thre©

comphts carpels were found in Schedonorus clatior.
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We thus see that, comparing the flower of Graminece with

the normal liliaceous plan (fig. 5), it differs in the complete

suppression of the outer row and the poiteriur member of

the inner row of the perianth-leaves, of the whole inner row

«f stamens, and of the anterior carpel, whilst the remain-

c/O

o

> A. of' 1

tio. 5.—Diagrams of the ordinary grass-Howcr. 1, actual condition ; 2, theoretical,

with the bujipressed organs Bupplied, a, axis; 6, flowering glume ; c, palua;

d, outer row of perianth leates ; e, Inner row ; /, outer row of stamens ; g, inner

row; A, pistil.

ing members of the perianth are in a rudimentary condition.

Bat each or any of the usually missing organs are to be

found normally in different genera, or as occasional de-

elopmentj.
Fruit.—The ovary ripens into a usually small ovoid or

founded fruit, which is entirely occupied by the single large

•eed, from which it is not to be distinguished, the thin

pericarp being completely united to its surface. To this

M3culiar fruit the term' caryopsis has been applied (more

familiarly "grain"); it is commonly farrowed longitudinally

down one side (usually the inner, but in Coix and its allies,

the outer), and an additional covering is not unfrequently

provided by the adherence of the persistent palea, or even

also of the flowering glume (" chaff " of cereals). From this

type are a few deviations ; thus in Sporobolus, &c. (fig.

€), the pericarp is not united with the seed but

u quite distinct, dehisces, and allows the loose

seed to escape. Sometimes the pericarp is mem-
branous, sometimes hard and brittle, whilst, on

the other hand, in some genera of Bambusecc,

it becomes thick and fleshy, forming a " berry," i-,a.
6~ Fmit

or rather a drupe. In Melocanna baccifera this "' SporMus,
I.

• n ^-1 1 .» • 1 ^ snowing tlie

forms a fruit 3 or 4 inches long, with a pointed dehiscent pcri-

beakof 2 inches more; it is indehiscent, and ".-p and seed.

the small seed germinates whilst the fruit is still attached

to the tree, putting out a tuft of roots and F.shoot, and not

falling tUl the latter is G inches long. A similar germina-

tion also occurs in Pseudostachyum compaQtum, which has

the largest fruit of the order.

Seed.—The testa is thin and membranous but occasion-

ally coloured, and the embryo small, the great bulk of the

seed being occupied by the hard farinaceous endosperm

(albumen) on which the nutritive value of the grain depends.

(O. 7.—A grain of wheat, l.back, and2, front view; ,).vertical section, showing
<6)the endospei-m, and (a) embryo; 4, commencement of germination, showing

<6) the plieola and (c, the secondary rootlets surrounded by their coleorrhlzaj.

The embryo presents many points of interpst. Its position

is remarkable, closely applied to the surface of the endo-

sperm at the base of its outer side. This character is abso-

lute for the whole order, and effectually separates Graminece

SmmCypcracece. The part in contact with the endosperm

11—5'

is flat and plate-like, and is known as the sciUelluvu Some
difference of opinion is held on the nature of this ; but it

is probably correctly regarded (as by Van Tieghem) as the

main portion of the cotyledon, the white epigceal sheath

(pileola) protecting the plumule—which is often described

as the cotyledon—being the ligulo only of that organ greatly

developed. Tlie radicle is inferior, broad, and blunt ; the

primary root is very slightly developed in germination, but

several secondary lateral ones burst through above its point,

and thus become surrounded .-,t t hei' base with little eheaths

^colcorrhizce).

II. Classification.—Grajtihiece are thus sharply de-

fined from all other plants, and there are no genera as

to which it is possible to feel a doubt whether they

should be referred to it or not. The only order closely

allied is Cyperacece, and the points of difference between

the two have been alluded to above, but may be here

brought together. The best distinctions are found in

the position of the embryo in relation to the endo-

sperm—lateral in grasses, basal in Cyperacece—and in

the possession by Gramineae of the 2-nerved palea below

each flower. Less absolute characters, but generally trust-

worthy and more easily observed, are the feathery stigmas,

the always distichous arrangement of the glumes, the

usual absence of more general bracts in the inflorescence,

the spHt leaf-sheaths, and the hollow, cylindrical, jointed

culms,—some or all of which are wanting in all Cyperacece.

The same characters will distinguish grasses from the other

glumiferous orders, ResiiacecB, Eriocauloneae, and Desi'avxi-

aceoe, which are besides further removed by their capsular

fruit and pendulous ovules. To other monocotyledonoua

families the resemblances are merely of adaptive or vege-

tative characters. Some Commelyuaceae and Maraniacea

approach grasses in foliage; the leaves of Allium, &C,

possess a ligule; the habit of some palms reminds one of

the bamboos ; and Juncacece and a few Liliaceae possess an

inconspicuous scarious perianth.

The great uniformity among the very numerous species of

this vast family renders its classification very ditficult. The

difliculty has been increased by the coifusion resulting from

the multiplication of genera founded on slight characters,

and from the description of identical plants under several

different genera in consequence of their wide distribution.

No characters for main divisions can be obtained from

the flower proper or fruit ; though both Kunth and Rcich-

enbach have used them—especially the form of the styles

and stigmas, thelodicules and the caryopsis—they have not

been generally employed by botanists, who have found it

necessary to trust to characters derived from the usually less

I

important inflorescence and bracts.

The earlier authors made the general arrangement of tha

spikelets (spicate, paniculate, kc.) the basis of their classi-

fications. Palisot de Beauvois's main divisions are founded

on the existence in the same inflorescence of similar or

diverse spikelets. Fries has proposed a division into Eury-

anthecB and Clisanthea; according to the condition of the

flowering glume and pale, separated or close during inflor-

escence. Dumortier gives a classification into Jiachdea-,

Rachillifioroe, and Callifiora- ; the first with the spikelets

inserted into excavations of the rachis, the second vith the

flowers of the free spikelet inserted on its axis (rachillus),

and the last with the flower or flowers borne on the short

callus of the glumes. Both these systems, and others

which have been suggested, possess merits of their own,

but they have not as yet been found capable of application

to the order as a whole, having been framed for the

accommodation mainly of European genera.

For such general treatment no better primary divisionf

have been found than those proposed by Robert Brown

in 1810 and further elaborated in 1814, which havn
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been accepted by Munro (1868) and Bentbam (1878) in

tbeir most recent revisions of the Cape and Australian

genera. The basis of Brown's division of the whole

order into Panicece and Poaceoe is the position of the

most perfect flower in the spikelet ; this is the upper

(apparently) terminal one in the first, whilst in the second

it occupies the lower position, the more imperfect ones (if

any) being above it. Munro has supplemented this by

another character easier of verification, and of even greater

constancy, in the articulation of the pedicel in the Patiicece

immediately below the glumes; whilst in Poaceoe this does

not occur, but the axis of the spikelet frequently articulates

above the pair of empty basal glumes. Neither of these two

great divisions will well accommodate certain genera allied

to Pkalaris, for which Brown proposed tentatively a third

group (since named Phalarideoe); this, or at least the greater

part of it, is placed by Bentham under the Poaceoe.

The following arrangement is based on the writings of

these authors, but it cannot be considered very satisfactory.

Probably no serial disposition can represent the tangled

network of genera related in different ways and various

degrees which make up this very natural but complicated

family, and though some of the following tribes are fairly

natural, the limits of others are but ill-defined, and the

position of many genera uncertain.

I. Panicace-e.—Pedicel articulated below the glumes. Spikelet

with one or two flowers, the more perfect fertUe one above, the

male or barren one, if present, below it.

Fio. 8.—Panicacece. 1, a pair of spikelets of Andropogoni 2, spikelet of SetariOt
with an abortive brancli beneatli it.

1. Panicem.—Spikelets with anapparentlyterminal hermaphrodite
or female flower with or without a male one beneath it.

Glumes three or four, the upper flowering one ofa firm texture,

the lowest usually small, sometimes absent. Awns rarely
found ; if present, neither twisted nor kneed. Fruit enclosed
in the hardened ilowering glume and palea.

Examples :

—

Paspalum, Panicum, Sdaria, Pennisetum, An-
thcphora, Thouarca, Spinifex.

2. Triflegincce.—Spikelets as in Pankcoe, but floweiing-glume
with a twisted and bent awn.

"E.-s.k-avve.i-.—Arundhidla, Tristachya, Pobjpogon{1).
8. Andropogoncce.—Spikelets as in the last, but usually in paii-s

(rarely three or solitary), one being sessile and fertile, the other
Btalkedandusuallymaleorneuter. Glumes four (rarely fewer),
one of the outer ones the largest and enclosing the fruit, the
upper flowering one very thin and transparent, usually bear-
ing a twisted and bent awn or reduced to the awn.

Examples ;

—

Ischaimum, PoUinia, Andropogon, Impcrala,
Sorghum, Anthistiria, Eriantlius, Eidalia, Sacchurum.

i. RottbccUiea;.—S\Ake\eis as in the last ; one of each pair fertile,
sessile, and sunk in alternate notches or cavities of the jointed
BimMe rachis, the other stalked or absent ; no awns

Examples:—^emrtjWirta, Manisuris, PoUbodiia, Ophiurus,
Psilurus, Leptarus.

fi. J/oi/arfccc.—Spikelets moncccious, very unlike, the male numer-
ous in a terminal panicle, the female few at the base of tlie
male inflorcsco riro or more numerous in a separate one.- - - " " tuiiiii-iv/u.^ Ill a, 3l_jirtiai,U UJIC.

JSXAliPLEs :- Cotj;. Zca, Chimmchtic, Tripsacum, Sderaclmc.

6. Olyrece.—Spikelets monoecious, or some hermap1>»-tv'ite and.
some male in the same panicle ; the flowering glume large^
sometimes utricular. Stamens three, six, or more. Leaves
often broad and petiolate.

Examples:—Leptaspis, Pharits, Olyra, Pariana.
II. Phalaeidf.j:.—Pedicel either articulated below the gluir-'s of

not, but the raciiis of the spikelet articulated above tho two
lowest ones. Spikelets with (one or) three flowers, the pirfeot
fertile one above, the two male, if present, below it. Two-
nerved palea usually absent.

Examples :

—

Phalaris, Anthomnihum, Ehrharta, Uicroclilot

Alo^ecurus, Phleum, Cr'jpsis, Lygcum (?).

Fio. ^.—Phalaridea. 1, spllieiet of Bienchlot', 2, spikelet of Anthoxant/mm.

III. PoACES.—Pedicel not articulated below the gluincs. Eachisof
spikelet often articulated above the two lowest glumes.
Spikelets with one, two, or more fertile flowers, the male oi

imperfect ones (if any) above them. Rachis of spikelet often

continued a« a point or bristle beyond the flowers.

1. Ory:cai.—Spikelets one-flowered. Empty basal gUimes very

small or wanting. Two-nerved palea usually absent.

Stamens usually six.

Examples -.—Oryza, Lcersia, Polamojihila, Zizania, Aiwmo-
chloa (?).

2. Stipcw.—Spikelets one-flowered. Flowering glume with a
termin.al twisted and bent awn. Palea small and thin.

Lodicules three.

Examples :

—

Siipa, Aristida, Piptatherum.

3. Agrcstidccc.—Spikelets one-flowered. Floweringglume usually

with a terminal or dorsal bent awn. Palea small and thin.

Lodicules two.

Examples :

—

Agrostis, Dcyeuxia, CalamagnHis, ColeantTMs{'i).

^^^f.^
-^:-

Fio. lO.—PoacKe. 1, spikelet of Agroslis; 2, spikelet of Aira

4. Avenece.—Spikeletsgencrallytwo- rarely three- or more-flowered.'

Flowering glumes with a terminal or dorsal bent and twisted

awu. Palea large, enclosing with the flowering glume tho

fruit.

Examples :

—

Aim, Holcus, ArrhenaOicrum, Avena, Trisetun,

Danthonia, Lagurxis.

[2, 3, and 4 together form Bentham's tribe Streptal}ier<s.']

5. Pa;jpo;<Aori:a;.—Spikelets one- or several-flowered. Flowering

glumes rounded on the back, terminating in three or more
teeth often carried out into straight awns.

Examples;—Pappophorum, Triraphis, Cottfa, Triodia.

G. CMoridcce.—Spikelets one- or several-flowered, sessile on one-

sided spikes. Flowering glumes rarely aivned.
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EZAUPi^S :

—

Cynodon, ChJont, Elturine, Leptochloa, Sparti»a,
Ctfynium, Nardus.

^, UilUce.—Spikelet9 one- or several-flowered, paniculate. Flower-
ing glumes usually rounded and unawned. Palea large.

Examples :

—

Milium, Ccelachne, Sporoholua.

fl. featucece.—Spikelets several- or many-flowered, stalked, panicu-
late or capitate. Flowering glumes entire, obtuse or acute,

or with a straight awn ; one or more empty ones above the
fertile flowers.

Examples :

—

Fcstuea, Bromut, Lamarlcia, BHza, Poa. Era-
grosli:, Saciylts, Ci/nontnu, Arundo, Phragmitts, Mdica.

no. Ui—l^acece. I, tplketet of BHxa | 9, aplkelet of TritUum.

, Bamtusece.—Spikelets one-, several-, or many-flowered, usually

essile, paniculate or capitate. Lodicules three. Stamens
generally six. Stems very large and tall (called arbore-

ous or shrubby). Blade of leaf articulated with the sheath.

Examples ;

—

Arundiuaria, Chusquea, NaUiu, Bambitaa, Jlelo-

eamui, Betsha.

10. HoraUas.—Spikeleta one- or several-flowered, sessile on the
' opposite sides of the main aida of the spike. Otherwise as in

Featiuta.

Examples: — Eordeum, Ap'opyrum, ^gilopa, Tritieum,

Lolium, LeptuT-us, Elymus.

[5 to 10 compose Bentham's tribe Astrepta."]

III. DisTKiBUTioN.—Qrasees are the most universally

diffused over the globe of all flowering-plants. There is no

district in which they do not occur, and in nearly all they

are a leading and dominant feature of the flora. In actual

number of species Graminen comes considerably after Corn-

poaitce and Leguminosas, the two most numerous orders of

phanerogams, but in number of individual plants it pro-

bably far exceeds either j whilst from the wide extension

of many of its species, the proportion of Graminece to

other orders in the various floras of the world is much higher

than its whole number of species would lead one to expect.

This number can, however, scarcely be put much below

6000, which is probably somewhat more than a fifth of all

monocotyledons. This is only about ^th of the phanero-

gams as a whole, yet in any given locality, with a very

few exceptions, this proportion is largely exceeded. In

tropical regions, where Leguminosce is the leading order,

grasses closely follow as the second, whilst in the warm
and temperate regions of the northern hemisphere, in which
Compositce takes the lead, Gramineae again occupied the

second position. As the colder latitudes are entered the

grasses become relatively more numerous, and are the lead-

ing family in Arctic and Antarctic regions. The only

countries where the order plays a distinctly subordinate part

are some extra-tropical regions of the southern hemisphere,

Australia, the Cape, Chili, etc. The actual proportion of

graminaceous species to the whole phanerogamic flora in

difl"erent countries is found to vary from nearly ^th in the

Arctic regions to about ^'jth at the Cape ; in the British

Isles it is about iVth. The following are proportions per

(;ent. in various floras, from Decandolle's Gtogr. Botaniipie,

which must, however, be taken as merely approximations

in most cases :

—

In the tropics :^-Cape Verd Islands, 18; Abyssinia and Kubia,

12 ; Mexico, 10; Hawaiian Islands, 10; Congo, 8; Manritiua, 8;
neighbourhood of Quito, 10 ; Barbados, 6 ; Surinam, 6 ; Tunis, 6

;

New Guinea, 4; New Grenada, 4. In t«mp<:rat« rrgions of the

ioithem hemisphere :—Banda and some other districts of India, 15

V: ^.7, Kgypt, 12; Texas, 32; Aiorcs, 12; Madeira, 11; Algeria,

i Canaries. 8; U.iited Stitca, %; Sa_^3i% <); Hu^iard, 10 •.

Sweden, SJ; Great Britain, 8} ; France, 7J; Oeimany, 7; China,
8 ; Altai, 6J ; Japan, SJ. lu northern regions (beyond 60' N. lat.):

—Melville Island, 21 ; Spitzbergon, 18 ; Iceland, 11. In extra-

tropical regions of the southern hemisphere :— Chili, 6; Copo
Colony, 44; Swan River district, 2. la Antarctic islandB:— lier.

guclen, 25 ; Tristan da Cunha, 16.

The principal climatic cause influencing the number of

graminaceous species appears to bo amount of moisture

;

it is only in very dry countries that they become distinctly

less numerous. A remarkable featurp of the distribution

of grasses is its uniformity ; there are no great centres for

the order, as in Composittf, where a marked preponderance
of endemic species exists ; and the genera, except some of

the smallest or monotypic ones, have usually a wide distri-

bution. Speaking generally, however, the Fanicaeece are

tropical and warm temperate plants, whilst the grasses of

temperate and colder regions are members of the Poacece.

The former are very sparingly represented in Europe by a

few species of the vast tropical genera Andropogon and
Panicum. Poaceas, on the other handj form a fair pro-

portion of tropical Gramineae, especially in the higher dis-

tricts where, as in the mountains of Abyssinia, are several

endemic genera and many species. The largest tropical

genus of Poacece is Eragrostit.

The distribution of the tropical tribe Bamhuteoe is in-

teresting. There are 170 or more species, which are about

equally divided between the Indo-Malayan region and
tropical America, only one species being common to both.

Apparently there is but a single native species ou' the African

continent, where it has a wide range, and none are recorded

for Australia, though species may perhaps occur on tho

northern coast One species of Arundinaria reaches north-

wards as far as Virginia, and the elevation attained in the

Andes by some species of Chuaquta is very remarkable,

—

one, C. ariatata, being abundant from 15,000 feet up to

nearly the level of perpetual snow.

Many grasses are almost cosmopolitan, such as our

common reed, Phragmite$ eomviunia; and many range

throughout the warm regions of the globe, e.g., Cynodon
Dactylon, Eleuaine indica, Imperata artindtnacea, Sporobolva

indicus, &c., and such weeds of cultivation as species of

Setaria, EchinocMoa, which are found over both Old and

New Worlds. The recent masterly revision of the whole

of the Australian species by Bentham well exhibits tho

wide range of the genera of the order in a flora generally so

peculiar and restricted as that of Australia. Thus of the

90 indigenous genera (many monotypic or very small) only

1 4 are endemic, 1 extends to South Africa, 3 are common to

Australia and New Zealand, 1 8 extend also into Asia, whilst

no less than 54 are found in both the Old and New Worlds,

26 being chiefly tropical and 28 chiefly extra-tropical.

Of specially remarkable species Lygrum is found on

the sea-sand of the eastern half of the Mediterranean

basin, and tho minute Colear.thua has only occasionally

occurred at intervals in three or four isolated spots in Eurfpe

(Norway, Bohemia, Normandy). Many remarkable endemic

genera occur in tropical America, including Anomochloa of

Brazil, and most of the largo aquatic species with separated

sexes are found in this region. The only genus of flowering

plants peculiar to the arctic regions is the beautiful and

rare grass Pleuropogon Sabtnii, R. Br., of Melville Island.

BMiop-aphy.—K Brown, Prod. Flor. Kov. HoUand. (1810);

Id., appendix to Flinders') Foyage, p. 580 (1814); Id. and J. J.

Bennett in Plant. Javan. Rar., p. 8 (1838); Palisot de Bcauvoia,

Aurf« d:Agroaiographie (1812) ;
Uumortier, Obaenaiims aur h»

OramirUca d* Belgiqtu (1823); Id., £t\uU Afroaiographiq\u (1868);

Triniua, Furuiamenla Agrostographict (1820); Id., S>t Oram.

Urxiflor. (1824); Kunth, Enumrratio Planlnrvm, i. (1833); Irt.,

Diatrib. MUhodiqu* det Oram. (1836); Von Mohl, in Hot. Ztituna,

1846, p. 33; E. Fries, Summa Ytg. Scantlinavia (1356); Doll,

Flura dea Oroaah. Badrna, bd. i. (1857); I-'.., in Jakrtsbn: dta

Mannheimtr Var. f. KaturkMnde. 1M8, p. 30; Id., Flora Bratili-
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XT. p. 390 (1877); IJ., Flora Australicnsis, vii. (1878); Munro,

in Harvey, Genera S. African Plaids, eJ. 2 (1862); Id., Bambusece,

in Trans. Linn. Soc. Lond., xxvi. p. 1 (1868); Duval Jouve, in

iMim. dc VAcad: des Sciences dc Monlpellier (1871); Van Tieghem,

in Ann. des Sc.A'al., ser. 5, xv. p. 236 (1872); Eichlcr, Bluihen-

diagramine, i. (1875); Foamier, in Bull. Soe. Bot. Bclg., xv. p.

459(1876). (H. T.)

GRASSHOPPER (French Savterelle, Italian Grillo,

German Gvashiipfer, UeuschrecJcc, Swedish Graskpppa), a

collectiveterm applied to certain orthopterous insects belong-

ing to the families Locustidce and Acrydiida, according to

the now generally received classificatory views. They are

especially remarkable for their saltatory powers, due to the

great development of the- hind legs, which are much longer

than the others and have stout and powerful thighs, and

also for their stridulatioii, which is not always an attribute

.with them of the male onlj'. The distinctions between

the two families may be briefly stated as follows :—the

'Locustidce have very long thread-like antenna, and four-

'jointed tarsi; the Acrydud<.e have short stout antennsp,

land three-jointed tarsi. As the term "grasshopper" is

almost synonymous- with Locust, the subject will be

'more extensively treated under the latter heading (q. v.).

Under both "grasshopper" and "locust" are included

members of both families above-noticed, but the majority

belong to the Acri/diiJce in both cases. In Britain the

term is chiefly applicable to the large green grasshopper

(Lociista viridissima) common in most parts of the south of

England, and to smaller andmore obscure species of the

genera Slehubothvus, Gomphocerus, and Teilix, the latter

remarkable for the'great extension of the pronotum, which
often reaches beyond the extremity of the body. All are

vegetable feeders, and, as in all orthopterous insects, have
an incomplete metamorphosis, so that their destructive

powers are continuous from the moment of emergence from
the egg till death. The notorious migratory locust [Pachy-

tytus viigratoruis) may be considered only an exaggerated
grasshopper, and the too-famous Rocky Mountain locust

(Caloptenus spretns) is still more entitled to the name. -In

Britain the species are not of sufficient size, nor of sufti

cient numerical importance, to do any grej,t damage, and
their cheerful " song " more than counteracts the slight

mischief they may cause in devouring grasses and other

plants. The colours of many of tbem assimilate greatly to

those of their habitats ; the green of the Locusla viridissima

is wonderfully similar to that of the herbage amongst which
it lives, and those species that frequent more arid spots are

protected in the same maimer. Yet many species have
brilliantly coloured under-wings (though scarcely so in

English forms), and during flight are almost as conspicuous
as butterflies ; but when settled it is nearly impossible to

detect them, even although the spot where they dropped may
have been carefully marked ; and they rise again almost
under the feet of the observer. Those that belong to the
Acrydiidce mostly lay their eggs in more or less cylindrical

masses, surrounded by a glutinous secretion, in the ground.
Some of the Locustidce also lay their eggs in the ground, but
others deposit them in fissures in trees and low plants, in
which the female is aided by a long flattened ovipositor, or

process at the extremity of the abdomen, whereas in the
Acrydiidce there is only an apparatus of valves. The
stridulation or "song" is mainly produced by friction

of the hind legs against portions of the wings or wing-
covers ; but variation exists in the exact method. To a^

practised ear it is perhaps possible to distinguish the "song "

of even closely allied species, and some are said to produce
a sound differing by day and night. The British species
are not numerous ; but in some parts of the world (and
even in Europe) their numbers are very great, both in

species and individuals.

GRATIANUS, Augustus (359-383), Roman emperor,
son of Valentinianus I,, was born in 359. In the ninth
year of his age he received from his father the title of

Augustus, but on his father's death in 375 he was compelled
to share the Western empire with his infant brother,

Valentinianus II., of whom he was appointed guardian,

while his uncle Valens ruled over the Eastern empire. In
378 he gained a victory over the Aleraanni near the site of

the present town of Colmar. Through the death of Valens
in the same year, there devolved upon him the government
of the Eastern empire, but feeling himself unable to resist

unaided the incursions of the barbarians, he ceded it to

Theodosiu3, January 19, 379. For some years Gratianus

conducted the government of his empire with energy and
success, but gradually he sank into indolence and occupied

himself chiefly with the pleasures of the chase. By adopt-

ing as the guards of his person a body of the Alani, and
appearing in public in the dress of a Scythian warrior, he
awakened the contempt and resentmen t of his Roman troops.

A Roman named Masimus took advantage of this feeling

to raise the standard of revolt in Britain, and invaded Gaul
with a large army, upon which Gratianus, who was then in

Paris, being deserted by his troops, fled to Lyons, where,

through the treachery of the governor, he was delivered over

to one of the rebel generals and assassinated, August 25, 383.

GRATIANUS, Franciscus, compiler of the Concordia

discordantium Cannnnm or Decretum Gratiani, and founder

of the science of canon law, was born about the end o£
the 11th century at Chiusi in Tuscany or, according to

another account, at Carraria near Orvieto. In early Ufa

he appears to have been received into the Camaldulian

monastery of Classe near Ravenna, whence he afterwards

removed to that of San Felice in Bologna, where he

spent many years in the preparation of the Concordia. The
precise date of this important work cannot be ascer-

tained, but it contains references to the decisions of the

Lateran council of 1139, and fhe statement is vouched for

by tolerably good authority that it was completed while

Pope Alexander III. was still simply professor of theology

at Bologna,— in other words, prior to 1150. The labours

of Gratian are said to have been rewarded with the

bishopric of Chiusi, but if so he appears never to have been

consecrated ; at least his name is not to be found in any

authentic list of those who have occupied that see. The

year of his death is unknown.

For some account of tlie Dccrclum Gratiani and its histoiy see

Canox Law. The latest edition ia tli.it of Fricdberg (Corpus Juris

Canonici, Lcipsic, 1876). Compare Schulte, Zur Gcschielde dcr

Litcralur iiber das Dccret Gratians (1870), Vie Glosse zxmi Decrct

Gralians (1872), and Gcschichte der Qucllen und Literatur del

Kanonischcn Rcehls (1875).

GRATIUS FALISCUS, a Roman poet, contemporary

with Virgil and Ovid, and author of a poem on hunting

{Cynegelicn), of which somewhat more than 536 lines have

been preserved. Of his personal history nothing is known ;

but it has been doubtfully conjectured from his cognomen

that he was a native of Falerii. The only reference to Jiim

to be met with in any writer of antiquity (Ovid, Pont., iv.

16, 33) is of the most incidental kind, and his poem seems

very early to have fallen into comparative oblivion. Our
knowledge of it is derived chiefly from a manuscript of the

10th century, preserved at Vienna, but partly also from

one of nearly the same age at Paris. It describes, SDme-

what after the manner of Xenophon, various'kinds of game,

the means to be .employed for their pursuit and capture,

the best breeds of horses and dogs ; and in doing so it

seldom rises above the dull level of the driest technicality,

although occasionally there are faint reminiscences of Virgil.

The editio princeps of this author was published in Venice in

1534; his work was also included by Ulitius (1645-55) and Haver-

camp (1728) in their editions of .<4wc«or&siiei Venatica, as well as by
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Bnnnann (1731) and Wamsdorf (178(1) in the Poelce Latini Minora,
and by Weber in the Corpus Poetarum Latinomm. The most
recent editions are those of Stem (1832) and Haupt (1838). A
rendering into English verse was published by Christopher Wase iu

1654 ; there m also a German translation by rerlet (1826).

GRATTAN, Hei^ey (1746-1820), Irish statesman and
orator, was born 3d July 1746. His father, a Protestant,

was for many years recorder of the city of Dublin, and from

1761 to 1766 its representative in the Irish parliament;

and his mother wao a daughter of Thomas Marlay, chief

justice of Ireland. Both at school and at Trinity College,

Dublin, which he entered in 1763, young Grattan greatly

distinguished himself, especially in the study of the classics,'

and several well-authenticated anecdotes indicate also that

the more prominent moral characteristics displayed in his

public career had begun to assert their strength at a very

early period. While stiU attending the university lie

discarded the Tory principles of his father, who, dying in

1766 before his irritation had time to moderate, testified

his resentment by depriving him of the paternal mansion,

and of all property not secured by settlement. Having in-

herited, however, a small inalienable patrimony he resolved

to study for the bar, and in 1767 he entered the Middle

Temple, London. He was called to the Irish bar in 1772,

but never obtained a large practice ; and indeed from the

time that he left the university he seems to have concen-

trated his attention chiefly, on politics and the study -of

popular oratory. He early acquired a passionate admira-

tion of the great orators of Greece and Rome, and whUe
in London he spent the most of his evenings in the galleries

of the House of Commons or at the bar of the Lords,

anxious to profit by every opportunity of obtaining an

insight into the art of eloquence, his enthusiasm for which

had received additional stimulus from the genius of Lord

Chatliam. Of the eloquence of Chatham he has given a

Retailed and graphic description in one of his letters, and

he also wrote an admirable portraiture of his character,

which was inserted as a note in the political publication

Barataria, conducted by 8ir Hercules Langrishe. The
knowledge obtained from the study of the best specimens

of ancient and modern oratory, and that gained from wit-

nessing the debates in the English parliameiit, Grattan

began sedulously to apply to the purposes of his own dis-

cipline. By the constant practice of recitation to imaginary

audiences, and by taking part frequently in private theatri-

cals, he succeeded in overcoming to a remarkable extent

his great physical defects, so as to acquire a clear and

rouuded articulation, an emphasis in some respects admir-

ably consonant, with his meaning, and a certain ease in a

style of elocution which was effective partly by Veason of

its very singularity. At the snme time, by practising the

habit of writing out the principal passages of his speeches,

and subjecting them to a constant mental revision, ho

attained to the possession of a diction which for clearness,

epigrammatic vigour, polished beauty of phrase, and the

power of illuminating a whole subject by sudden flashes

of meaning conveyed in a single sentence, is unsurpassed

in modern oratory. He was equally diligent also in per-

fecting his political knowledge by a careful study of the

history and political constitution both of ancient and

modern nations ; and the' minor accomplishment of pro-

ficiency as a pistol shot, at that time essential to every

Irish politician who would be prepared for all emergencies,

was cultivated by him with the same dogged perseverance

which ho displayed in other matters.

When therefore, under the auspices of Lord Charlemont,

Grattan in 1775 entered the Irish parliament, bo had

already all his powers under full command, and had so

trained and disciplined his natural genius that it was

able to exert its influence with untrammelled freedom.

The period at v;hich he began public life waa one of the

most critical in his country's history ; and it is within the

limits of strict truth to affirm that he inaugurated a new
era in her political condition, and that, whether for good or

for evil, and whether by the direct success of his efforts or

by the modifying or opposing influences they called into

exercise, he has had a greater share than any other indi-

vidual in determining her present relation to the United

Kingdom. Through the writings of Molyneux and Swift,

the beginnings of a true national sentiment had been pre-

viously awakened ; and the first step in the path of constitu-

tional reform had been taken, when by the advocacy of

Flood the Octennial Bill of 1768 was passed, which limited

the duration of parliaments to eight years, instead of as

formerly making their continuance depend upon the life

of the sovereign; but Flood himself—whose friendship

and influence were a powerful element in determining

Grattan to adopt a political career—had, like less formid-

able agitators, succumbed to the intrigues of the " castle,"

and, although possessed of a private fortune which placed

him beyond the suspicion of being governed chiefly by mer-

cenary considerations, had consented to hamper his political

action by accepting a sinecure office ; and it seemed as if

the germs of a better future had already begun to rot in a

soil of such political corruption. The difficulty of the task

which Grattan had set before him was also increased by a

peculiarity in the case of Ireland which requires to be em-

phasized. Her political constitution, and, with the excep-

tion of the restrictiona which paralysed her trade, the laws

which were inflicting upon her such moral and physical

misery, did not nominally differ to any great extent from

those of the country by which she was in reality governed.

She possessed intact her separate nationality ; she was

blessed with the boon of a national parliament ; she had a

legal administration of her own, including the right of trial

by jury ; and she enjoyed something resembling the privi-

leges of municipal government. She possessed these things,

however, scarcely more than in form ; and she possessed them

in such a form that, instead of being the guarantees of her

liberty, they increased her sense of bondage, and directly

fostered discontent and chronic mutiny. Though the Test

Act and the penal laws were actually enforced with less

rigour than in England, yet from the numbers who came

within their sweep their disastrous influence was incal-

culably increased. They excluded four-fifths of her other-

wise eligible population from the jury box and from muni-

cipal and parliamentary suffrage ; they had produced con-

fiscations on almost a national scale with all the evils con-

sequent on absenteeism ; and from their operation there had

resulted an ignorance, a poverty, a violation of the rights

of conscience, not confined to a few thousands, helplessly

dispersed throughout the kingdom, but afflicting the great

mass of the people, and both by their direct and their reflex

action poisoning the springs of the whole national life.

Her judges besides were liable to dismissal at pleasure,

and her parliament had no independent authority, and by

its very constitution was subject to corrupt influences far

exceeding those in operation in the English parliament,

and such as virtually to deprive it of independence of vote,

almost as completely as it had been deprived of the power

of legislation. Still that parliament constituted a kind of

centre for political discussion and for the propagation and

diffusion of political ideas, and it was by means of it that

Grattan and his associates determined to work out the

political and social regeneration of their country. Almost
as soon as he entered parliament, Grattan became the

acknowledged leader of the opposition, not only from the

influence exerted by his oratory within the House, but

from its power to kindle the enthusiaom of the people,

and to, create out of the chaos of shapeless and discordant

elements the united sympathy and purpose of a true
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national life.

" In this he received an assistance from ex-

ternal events which was embarrassing as well as helpful ;

—

from the American rebellion, which was the result of a

struggle for rights similar to those he was contending for

;

from the war with France, which led to the creation of a

volunteer army in Ireland that became a kind of political

convention ; and ultimately from the French Revolution,

which in Irelaxtd, more than in any other country of Europe,

aroused wild desires after political freedom.

In February 1778 Grattan moved an address to the

crown, to the effect that the condition of Ireland was no

longer endurable, and although the motion was supported

by only a small minority, the discussion bore fruit in the

same year by the concession of free export of all produce

except woollens, and by the modification of the penal laws

to the extent of allowing the Catholics to hold leases for 999

years. In the following year the volunteers'by their deter-

mined attitude crowned with success his efforts, along with

Flood and Burgh, to effect the total repeal of the restriction

Acts, and the same year saw also the repeal of the Test Act.

With a view to increase and take advantage of the rising

tide of national .sentiment, Grattan on April 19th 1780

moved his famous resolutions that the " king with the con-

sent of the parliament of Ireland was alone competent to

enact, laws to bind Ireland, and that Great Britain and

Ireland were indissolubly united, but only under a common
sovereign

; " but so satisfied was he with the tone of the

debate that, unwilling needlessly to irritate or embarrass the

English Government, he did not press his motion to a

division. An agitation was, however, begun in the follow-

ing year against Poyning's Act and the Mutiny Act, and

Grattan besides supported the introduction of a bill per-

mitting the Catholics to inherit and hold property on the

same terms as other subjects. In order also to bring

pressure to bear on the English Government, Grattan, Flood,

and Charlemont met privately in the beginning of 1782,

and drew up for the consideration of the volunteers' dele-

gates two resolutions in reference to independence ; and to

these Grattan, on his own responsibility and without the

knowledge of Flood and Charlemont, added a third in favour,

of the measure for the relaxation of the penal laws against

the Catholics. All these resolutions were adopted by the

delegates unanimously, and Grattan, strong in armed sup-

port, repeated his motion for a declaration of independence,

which, although it was lost, aroused such general enthusiasm

that, when on the 16th April he rose to move a Declara-

tion of Rights, he in a brilliant oration congratulated his

hearers and his country on the triumphant issue of the

struggle, his first words being—" I am now about to address

a free people." So completely did his eloquence rise to

what was deemed the greatness of the occasion that its

effect has seldom been equalled in the annals of oratory;

and in the state of high-wrought excitement that prevailed,

the Government, then doubtful as to the result of the siege

of Gibraltar by the French and Spaniards, did not dare to

refuse the boon which had already been in reality appro-

priated without their permission, and on the 17th May
resolutions were passed unanimously, pledging the English

parliament to redress the grievaiices complained of. In

recognition of Grattan's services the Irish parliament was
prepared to have voted him a grant of £100,000 ; but he

was with mfiBculty persuaded to accept half that sum, and

only agreed to do so from the consideration that, by reliev-

ing him from the necessity of practising at the bar, it would

enable him to devote the whole of his energies to politics.

He determined, however, that this gift should not in any way
bias his political action, and when Flood, supported by the

volunteer convention, brought forward his motion for repeal,

he at the expense of his popularity moved its rejection—

a

procedure which also gave rise to an extraordinary"scene of

mutual recrimination between the two orator.'?. For tho'

next ten years Grattan carried on the struggle for the re-

form of Irish abuses with almost no success; and his Place
and Pension Bill, and bills to make the great officers of

government responsible for their proceedings, to prevent
revenue officers from voting at elections, and to abolish
ecclesiastical tithes, were all rejected. Pitt, at one time
disposed to promote emancipation, became lukewarm in his

zeal after the rejection in 1785 of Mr Orde's bill for the
removal of trade restrictions, which, on account of a clause

binding the parliament to re-enact England's navigation

laws, was opposed by Grattan as involving a principle that

implied a revocation of the constitution
; nor did the action

of the Irish parliament in the regency dispute of 1789 tend

to smooth the relations between the two countries. At last

in 1793 parliamentary suffrage was conceded to the Catho-

lics as a sop to the fury of the United Irishmen; but the

concession served only to whet the appetite for further

redress, and when the hope of obtaining this, after reaching

the verge of certainty by the appointment of Fitzwilliam as

lord-lieutenant, was suddenlj dashed by his recall, the

spirit of brooding discontent increased until ultimately it

resulted in the bloody rebellion of 1798. Previous to its

occurrence Grattan had withdrawn from parliament. It

has been surmised by Mr Fronde that in urging on the

question of emancipation Grattan wished to effect a complete

separation from England, and perhaps calculated, though

a Protestant, on obtaining as the reward of his services

the first place in the new commonwealth; but besides that

the conjecture is unnecessary, since it was quite a possible

supposition that emancipation might have proved the best

method of confirming the loyalty of the Catholics,—and it

was most certainly a better method than union without

emancipation,—it is without a shadow of proof to support

it, and would also have implied treachery on his part ef

the blackest kind, while treachery of any kind is belied by
the whole course of his political life. In 1800 Grattan,

though in feeble health, entered the Irish parliament

as member for Wicklow, specially to oppose the motion

for union, a measure whose bitterness was not rendered

less distasteful to him from the time, manner, and means
employed for its accomplishment. He regarded its suc-

cess as almost the nullification of Ireland's partial freedom,

and the indefinite postponement of the attempt to remedy
her wrongs. Though knowing from the beginning that

to contend against the influence of the Government was

hopeless, he exerted all his eloquence in condemnation of

the measure ; and his last words in the Irish Parliament

were—"I will remaiiL anchored here with fidelity to the

fortunes of my country, faithful to her freedom, faithful

to her fall." In the course of these debates Grattan was

three times virulently attacked by Mr Corry, chancellor

of the exchequer, but at last retaliated with overwhelming

effect. In the duel which followed Corry was wounded.

After the Union Grattan withdrew for a time from

public life, but, in order to lend his assistance to the pass-

ing of the CathoHo Relief Bill, he in 1805 entered the

English parliament as member for Malton ; and in the

following year he was returned by Dublin, which he had

formerly represented in the Irish parliament. Although

his speeches in the new arena did not detract from his

fame, the union had effected so great a change in his

political standpoint that the inspiration which had for-

merly given to his eloquence such a glow of confident

ardour, and had braced his powers to such supreme efforts,

was no longer present. He refused to take office iti the

Fox ministry, but he nevertheless gave the Whigs his .sup-

port on all important occasions ; and by voting with the

Government on the Irish Insurrection Bill of 1807,he showed

that his regard for the general welfare of the emoire was
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anaffeetet t>7 the great political disappointment of his life.

After the rejection of the Catholic Relief Bill of 1813, which

was acconjuanied by a clause reseryingto the English sove-

reign the power of veto in the election of Catholic bishops,

the CathoLi board repudiated the proposed compromise and

declined to entrust Grattan further with their cause. He,

however, gave it the same energetic support as formerly,

and after 1815 he never spoke in the English parliament

on any othjr subject. In 1819 his motion was defeated

by the small majority of two ; and on the reassembling

of parliam&nt in the following May, he nndertook, con-

trary to the advice of his physician, a journey to London

in order agiin to bring forward the subject, but died a few

days after iiis arrival, 4th June 1820. He received the

honour of a public funeral and a grave in Westminster

Abbey, where he lies near the tombs of Pitt and Fox.

Lord Byron, who had heard Grattan only in the English

House of Commons, says tbat he would have come near to'

his ideal of a perfect orator but for his harlequin manner

;

and he also states that Curran was in the habit of taking

him oflf by bowing to the very ground and thanking God
that he had no peculiarities of gesture or appearance. His

features were large and plain, and he was low in stature

and so awkwardly formed that probably he never could

have acquired a very graceful gesture ; but the gravity and
impressiveness of his bearing banished all sense of the

ridiculous, and perhaps even the odduess and violence of

his attitudes assisted to dissipate the feeling in his hearers.

of his personal insignificance. His voice, though uot

harsh, was deficient both in mellowness and volume, and
when not elevated by emotion into shrillness had a low
drawling accent. He succeeded, however, by virtue of

appropriate emphasis and of concentrated energy, in bring-

ing home to his hearers all the various shades of the

passion 'and purpose of his discourse, and this perhaps

with greater vividness than if if, had been accomplished

by means of an elocution which, if less faulty, would not

have expressed so well his own peculiar individuality;

In private life he was simple, genial, and courteous, and the

felicity of his language, flavoured by an enuuciation and
manner that were all hi3 own, lent to his conversation a
rare and peculiar charm.

His speeches suffer much from imperfect reporting, bat
their leading characteristics can be determined with cou-

cklerable accuracy. Great labour, direct and indirect, was
bestowed on their preparation, and few speeches show so

many traces of art; but it is art transfused and palpitating

with enthusiasm, and therefore, though defective in ease

and simplicity, they cann#t be charged with artificiality or

affectation. In regard to the chief fault of his style,—the

excessive use of epigram,—it must be remembered that he
made it supply the place both of wit and of direct argument;
and that it never wearied his audience by a monotony of

stilted smartness, but, by its incisive vigour and its startling

originality, rendered his speeches perhaps unequalled for

eustaiaed brilliancy and interest. His oratorical triumphs
were won, not by the stately marshalling of arguments and
illustrations towards a climax, but bv snSden surprises from
so many directions, and so closely following each other that

resistance to his attacks soon becamo impossible. In regard
to subject-matter Iiis speeches do not suffer from compari-
son even with those of Burke. His favourite method of

enforcing his arguments was by illustrations either of simi-

larity or of contrast drawn from history or from contem-
porary events ; and while in this way ho exhibited in 3very
possiblo light the plausibility of his contentions, he gave
dignity and elevation to his theme by removing it from the
narrow sphere of party politics, and connecting it with
principles of universal and permanent consequence. Much
«f the effect of his eloquence was due to the boldness of his

statements and of his allnsioos and imagery, a boldness
which, though often amounting to hardihood, never over-

stepped the boundaries between the sublime and the ridi-

culous. In remarkable contrast to other Irish orators, and
especially to his great contemporary Curran, he possessed

neither wit nor humour, and this no doubt accounts for the

sustained and pitiless vehemence of his invectives against

opponents who had thoroughly roused his anger. These
attacks were rendered the more formidable from his power
of delineating character by epithets, the graphic force of

which had an almost electrical effect. This power he ex-

ercised, however, more frequently for purposes of laudation

than censure, and perhaps the finest examples of it in his

speeches are two short incidental allusions to Fox and
Burke. A remarkable union of boldness with moderation
and restraint characterized his statesmanship as it did his

oratory, for while he enxbraced within his scheme of reform
the whole circle of Ireland's wrongs and disabilities, and
was prepared to face the consequences of all constitutional

changes, however great, which justice seemed to demand,
his unswerving aim, in the face both of strong provocation

from the Government and of the powerful assaults of

popular clamour, was not to loosen but to cement the ties

which bound Ireland to Great Britain. That his political

conduct was governed too much by abstractions, and had
too little regard to expediency, is a conclusion which has
been both afiimied and denied, but in any case it will be
admitted by most -that his beneficial influence on Irish

politick has been less felt by the direct accomplishment 6f

his aims than through the moral effect of his enlightened

and incorruptible patriotism, and the gradual change which
has taken place in the mental attitude of English statesmen

towards his country.
Grattan's Speeches, with prefatory ohservattons, the vholt com-

prising a brief review of t/ie most important political cxcnit in the

history of Xrclaiui wero published at Dublin in 1811. His Speeches

in the Irish ami in the Imperial rarliamoU, edited by his son, in

4 volumes, ap)iciired at Loudon in 1822, and bis Miseellaneoiis

Works also in the same year. See his Memoirs by his son Henry
Grattau, Esq., M.P., in 6 volumes, London, 1839-46; Lecky's
Leaders of rublic Opinion inlreland, 2d edition, 1872; and, among
farious notices by contemporaries, especially that in.ToI. vii. of the

Dublin University Magazine, wliich, notivitlistaniHng political bias,

gives a remarkably unprejudiced representation of Ills character and
abilities, nrrl tbat by Lord Brougham in the Ist vol. of his collected

works. The political events of tho period are of course p-aphically

narrated by Mr Froude in his English in Ireland, vols. ii. and iii.,

but his principal design is to show tho pernicious effects of Grattaa'i

efforts. Among the ablest criticisms of Mr FrouJe'a work is that

by \V. E. H. Lecky in Macmillan's Magazine for January 187S tnil

June 1874. (T. F. H.) •

GKATZ, or Geaz,' the capital of the Austrian crownland

of Styria, is situated in the broad and fertile va'Ipy of tho

Mur, and the beauty of its position has given rise to the

punning French description, Za vUle des Graces sur la riviire

de rAmour. From Vienna it is distant about 00 'miles as

uie crow flies, and about 139 miles by rail. Its latitude is

47° 49' N., its longitude 1 T>' 27' E, and its height abovo

the sea 1499 feet. The main town lies on the left bnnk
of the river, at tho foot of tho Sclilossberg or castle-hill,

but two of tho principal suburbs, Lend and Grics, occupy

an extensive area on tho right bank, and communication is

maintained by four bridges besides tho railway bridge.

Aiuuiig the numerous churches of the city the most im-

portant is tho Gothic cathedral of St .^gidius, founded by
the emperor Frederick III. in 1450-1402, on the site of a
previous church mentioned ns early ns 1157. It has been*

several times modified and redecorated, more particularly

' Tho namo wa« frequently written Griitr, Greti, or Grci, bnt In

1813 it was declileil, tliroiigh tbo tnllucncs mainly of nuniaior-Purg-
«tall, that the odicial form thould be Grai, in accordance at once with
tho local pronunciation and tho derivation of the word, which was
originally, it Is believed, tho Slavonic for "little cnstlc," Gradats or
Grataa in Servian, and Ilradek in liulionilaa.
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in 1718. The present copper spire dates from 1G63.

The interior, which measures 200 feet in length by 92

feat in breadth, is richly adorned with stained glass win-

dows of modern date, costly shrines, paintings, and tombs.

In the immediate neighbourhood of the cathedral is the

mausoleum church of St Catherine's, erected by Ferdinand

IE. as a burial-place for himself and his family. It has an

imposing facade with Corinthian columns, two cupolas, and

a tower. Worthy of mention also are the church of the

Sacred Blood, which his been the municipal church since

1585, and which possesses an altar-piece by Tintoretto;

the Augustinian church, commonly called Stiegeukirche,

appropriated to the service of the university since lo27;

and the church of St Anthony of Padua, connected with

the lunatic asylum, and popularly known as the Narren-

thurmkirche, Besides the old imperial castle, formerly the

residence of the Styrian princes, and now the seat of the

statthalterei, Gratz contains t!ie palace of the prince-L/ishop

of Seckau, the palace of Count Attem, with a fine picture-

gallery, and the old palace of the archduke John, now in

1. Clladel.

2. Franzen'8 Platz and
MoDament.

8. Theatre.
4. Cathedral.

Plan of GraU.
5 Mansoleum.
6. Univeraity.
7. Rathhaus,
8. Landhaus.
9. Joanneum.

10. Municipal church.
11. Plctnre gallery.
12. City theatre.

13. Barracka.

possession of the counts of Meran. The landiiaus, where
the estates hold their sittings, was erected in the 16th
century; among its curiosities are the Styrian hat and the

great sHybt cap calhiihe Landschadenbiind. The rathhaus,

built by Stadler between 1802 and 1807, is of interest

mainly for its collection of instruments of torture. At
the head of the educational institutions is the university,

founded in 1580 by Charles Francis, and restored in 1817
after an interruption of forty-five years. The old buildings

dating from between 1573and 1609 are being replaced by
a fine modem erection. Of greater celebrity than the
university is the Joanneum, originally instituted in 1811
by the archduke John Baptist as a national museum, but
now developed into a complex organization for the higher
education, with a regular professorate) a library of 50,000
volumes, archives peculiarly' rich in Oriental MSS., a
botanical garden, and other auxiliary departments. Mohs,
Schrbtten, and Unger are among the eminent names asso-

ciated with its chairs. The Styrian hospital, founded in

1788, the town hospital, the civic hospital the military

hospital, the children's hospital, and the Innati'' asylum
are among the principal benevolent institutions. An
official money-lending establishment has been in existence

since 1755. Of the minor institutions of various kinds
which prove the prosperity of the town the list would be
a long one. An active trade, fostered by abundant railway

communication both with north and south, is combined
with no small manufacturing industry in the departments
of iron and steel wares, paper, chemicals, sugar, vinegar,

liqueurs, watches, and mathematical instruments. Few
towns are better supplied with public pleasure grounds and
holiday resorts. The Schlossberg, which rises 380 feet

above the valley, was laid out by General Welden shortly

after the destruction of the castle ; and a great park of 42
acres has been made almost to enompass the inner city-

The Calvarienberg lies in the north-west of the town ; and
not far off is the castle of Eggenberg. The population of

Gratz, in spite of a high rate of mortality which prevailed

for some time, amounted in 1869 to 81,119, exclusive of

the garrison of 4000 men. In 1875 the total, civil and
military, was estimated at 90,000.

History.—Gratz may possibly have been a Roman site, bnt tSf

first mention of it under Its present name is in a document of 831"

A.D. Ottocar V. of Traungaii chose it as his residence in 1056i
and in 1163 it is designated for the firSt time the LandetfurstlicTii.

Stadt. Its privileges were confiniied by King Rudolf in 1281.
Surrounded with"walls and fosses in 1435, it was able iu 1481 to de-
fend itself agiiinst the Hungarians under Matthias Corvinus, who
attempted to git possession of his promised bride at refuge within.
In 1529 and 1532 the- Turks attacked it with as little success. As
early as 1530 the Lutheran doctrine was preached in Gratz by
Seifried and Jacob von Eggenberg, and in 1540 Eggenberg founded
the Paradies or Lutheran school in which liepler afterwards

taught. But Charles II. burned 20,000 Protestant books in the
square of the present lunatic asylum, and succeeded by his oppr^-
sive measures in bringing the city again under the authority of
Rpme. New fortifications were constructed in the end of the 16th
century by Fianz ron Poppendorf, and in 1644 the town afi'orded ao
asylum to the family of Ferdinand III. The French were in

pos-session of the'place in 1797 and again in 1805 ; and in 1809
Marshal Macdonald, having in terms of the peace of Vienna entered

the citadel which he had vamly besieged, blew it all up with the
exception of the bell-tower and the citizens' or clock tower.
See Benditsch, T^opographisrhe Kunde dtr Eanptstadt Gratz. Giiitz, 1808;

Polsterer, Ordt nnd seine Umgehungen, Gratz, 1827 ; Bttkianf. Oeschichtt dxr merk-
vmrdigsten Hegehtnheiten in Ordt!, Gratz. 1843; Schreincr, J/is'oj-.-slatist.-lopogr^

Oemiilde di^ Stadt Gratz und seint Vtiigehung. Oialz, 1843; Weidmann, lltiut,

Franden/Hhrer durch Gratz, 1856 ; liwof and Peters, Graz : Qeichichte und Topo~
graphit, Gratz, 1876.

GRAUBUNDEN". See Orisons.

GRAUDENZ (Polish Grudziadz), a town of Prussia,

chief town of a circle in the province of West Prussia,

government district of Marienwerder, is situated on the

right bank of the Vistula, which is here crossed by a railway

bridge, 18 miles S.S.W. of Marienwerder and 40 miles

N.N.E. of Thorn. It lias a Protestant and a Catholic

church, a garrison church, two synagogues, a royal gym-
nasium, a Catholic normal jschool, an Evangelical normal

school, a city school of the middle grade, a higher female

school, three hospitals, three orphanages, and a reformatory.

The industries incliide ironfounding, brewing, dyeing, wool-

spinning, and the manufacture of tapestry, cigars, shoes,

and brushes. The population of the town in 1875 was

14,522, and including the fortress, 16,615.

Graudenz was founded about 1250, and received town rights in

1291. At the peace of Thorn in 1466* it came under the lordship

of Poland. From 1665 to 1759 it was held by Sweden, and in

1772 it tame into the po.ssession of Prussia. The fortress of

Graudenz, which since 1873 has been used merely as a barracks and
a military depot and prison, is situated on a steep eminence about

14 miles' north of the town and outside its limits. It was com-
pleted by Frederick the Great in 1776, and has been rendered

famous through its defence by Courbi^re against the French in 1807.

GRAUN, Gael Heinrich (1701-1759), a celebrated

composer, was born May 7, 1701, at Wahrenbriick in

Saxony, the youngest of three broth eie, all more or less

musical. His father held a small post under Government,

but he gave his children a careful education. Graun's
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btfiTiflfnl soprano voice wag noticed at the school where he

was educated, and soon secured him an appointment io the

choir of tha city of Dresden His masters were Grundig

and Petzold, and at an early age he composed a number of

sacred cantatas and other pieces for the church service.

He completed his studies under Schmidt, and profited much
by the Italian operas which were performed at Dresden

under Lotti, the celebrated composer. After his voice had

changed to a tenor, he made his d^but at the opera of

Brunswick, in a work by Schurmann, an inferior composer

of the day ; but net being satisfied with the arias assigned

him he re-wrote them, so much to the satisfaction of the

court that he was commissioned to write an opera for the

next season. This work, Pollidoro (1726), and five other

operas written for Brunswick, apread his fame all over

Germany. Other works, mostly of a sacred character,

including two settings of the Passion, also belong to the

Brunswick period. It was there that Frederick the Great,

at that time crown prince of Prassia, heard the singer, and

Immediately engaged him for his private chapel at Castle

Reinsberg. There Graun remained for five years, and wrote

a number of cantatas, mostly to words written by Frederick

himself in French, and translated into Italian by Boltarelli.

On his accession to the throna in 1740, Frederick sent

Graun to Italy to engage singers for a new opera to be

established at Berlin. Graun remained a year on his travels,

earning universal applause as a singer in the chief cities of

Italy. After his return to Berlin he was appointed royal

chapel-master, with a salary of 2000 thalers (.£300). In

this capacity he wrota twenty-eight operas, all to Italian

words, of which the last, Merope (1756), is perhaps the

most perfect. But of infinitely greater importance than

these is his oratorio the Death of Jesus, which is still

annually performed at Berlin. It is here that Graun shows

his skill as a contrapuntist, and his originality of melodious

invention. In the Italian operas he imitates the florid

style of his tirae, but there also considerable dramatic

power is occasionally shown in the recitatives. Graun died

dn the 8th of August 175^, at Berlin, in the same house

in which, thirty-two years later, Meyerbeer was born.

GRAVELINES (Flemish GraveUnghe, German Grave-

lingen), a fortified seaport town of France, in the depart-

ment of Nord and arrondissement of Dunkirk, is situated

aear the mouth of the Aa, 11 miles B.Vf. of Dunkirk
The principal buildings are a church of the 16th century,

the magazine, and the town hall. The harbour is only

accessible at flood tide, but ther6 is a considerable shipping

trade-in fish, apples, vegetables, and eggs. Shipbuilding is

also carried on, and there are salt refineries, sail and linen

manufactories, saw mills and meal mills. The fortifications

were constructed anew by Vauban in the reign of Louis

XrV. For its defence the knd, to the distance of a mile

all round, can be laid under water at pleasure. The
population in 1876 was 4182.

Oravelines was formed in 1160 by Coant Thierry of Flanders,

w»8 conquered by the English in 1383, and came into the possession

of the duke of Burpindy in 1405. It ia cjlobrated for tne victory

gained by the Spanish under Egmont over tlie I'"rench under Mar-
shal de Thermes, 18th July 1558. It waa taken by the duke of

Orleans in 1614, retaken by Archduke Leopold in 1652, and again

taken by the French under Vauban in 1658, after whioh it wa»
ooofinned to Franco by the treaty of the Pyrenees in 1659.

QRAVESEND, a municipal and parliamentary borough,

river-port, and market-town in the county of Kent, England,

ia situated on the right bank of the Thames opposite

Tilbury Fort, 30 miles below London by the river, and 24

miles by rail. It extends about 2 miles along the river

i>ank, occupying a slight acclivity which reaches its summit

•t Windmill Hill, whence extensive views are obtained of

the river, with its windings and shipping. The older and

lover part of the town is irregularly built, with narrow

and inconvenient streets, but the upper and newer portion

contains several handsome streets, squares, and terraces.

Gravesend is the boundary of the port of London. It has

three piers, the town pier, erected in 1836, and belonging

to the corporation, the terrace pier, built about 1810, and

a new pier and station lately erected by the London, Til-

bury, and Southend Railway Company. The town is a

favourite resort of the inhabitants of London, both for

excursions and as a summer residence. The principal

buildings are the town-hall, a neat and conspicuous Doric

edifice erected in 1836 ; tha parish church of Gravesend,

erected on the site of an ancient building destroyed by fire

in 1727 ; Milton parish church, in the Late Decorated style,

erected in the time of Edward II. ; the county courts, the

clubhouse ofthe Royal Thames YachtClub.thecustom-house,

the assembly-rooms, the workmen's hall, the free grammar

school, the almshouses for aged persons, and the dispensary

and infirmary. East of the town are the earthworks

designed to assist Tilbury Fort in obstructing the passage

of an enemy's force. They were originally constructed on

Vauban's system in the reign of Charles 11., and some years

ago they were strengthened at the cost of nearly XI 50,000.

Gravesend has some import trade in coal and timber, and

fishing, especially of shrimps, is carried on extensively. The

principal other industries are boat-building, ironfounding,

brewing, and soap-boiling. Fruit and vegetables are largely

grown in the neighbourhood for the London market. Since

1867 Gravesend has returned a member to parliament.

The municipal borough includes the parishes of Gravesend

and Milton. The population of the municipal borough in

1871 was 21,265, and of the parliamentary 27,493.

Gravesend occurs in Domesday Book under the name Gravesham.

It was burnt by the French in 1377. In 1573 it obtained a charter

of incorporation from Queen Elizabeth, who also renewed the right,

first conferred by Richard II., of rejg;ulRting the "Long Ferry"

(or passage from London) and enacting a fee from the "barges,

tUl-boats, light-horsemen (hobellers), and wherries " on the river.

GRAVINA, a city of Italy, in the province of Bari, is

situated on a hill to the left of the river Gravina, 7 miles

from Altamura, and 37 S.W. of Bari. It is surrounded by

tower-flanked walls, and has a cathedral, and a castle which

belongs to the Orsini family, of which the eldest branch

still keeps the title of duke of Gravina. A great cattle fair

is held in the town on April 20 ; a fine breed of horses is

raised in the neighbourhood ; nitre is collected from the

tufa rock of the district; and cheese, macaroni, and earthen-

ware are manufactured. Population in 1871, 14,194.

GRAVINA, GiovANifi Vincenzo (1664-1718), an

Italian litteratear and jurisconsult, was bom at Roggiano,

a small town near Cosen^a in Calabria, January 20, 1664.

He was descended from a distinguished family, and under

the direction of his maternal uncle, Gregorio Caloprese, who

possessed some reputation as a poet and philosopher, re-

ceived a learned education, after which he studied at

Naples civil and canon law. Ik 1689 he came to Rome,

where in 1695 he united with several others of literary

tastes in forming the Academy of Arcadians. A schism

occurred in the academy in 1751, and Gravina and his

followers founded in opposition to it the Academy of

Quirina. From Innocent XIL Gravina received the offer

of various ecclesiastical honours, but declined them from a

disinclination to enter the clerical profession. In 1699 he

was appointed to the chair of civil law in tho college of

La Sapienza, and in 1703 he was transferred to the chair

of canon law. He died at Rome January 6, 1718. Ho

was the adoptive father of Metaetasio.

Gravina is tho author of a number of works of groat oniilition,

tho principal being bis Orijin/s JuriJ CivUvi, oomi.letod in 8 vols,

in 1713, and his De Krnnano hnperio, 1712. A KriDi-h translation

of the former appeared in 1775, of whioh a soron.l iilition was Jiub-

lishod in 1822. His collected works were jiublishid nt Lcipsio l&

1737, and at Naples, with notes by Moscovius, in 1766.
* vi — a
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GKAVITATION
I. Gravitation at the Surface of the Earth.

IT is a matter of universal experience all over the earth

that a heavy body tends to fall to the ground. Let

us inquire into this in the first place by taking such a

general view of the phenomenon as would be presented to

an imaginary spectator who was sufficiently removed from

the earth to be able to take a general view.

Fig. 1 represents a section of the earth by a plane which

is drawn through its centre O. Then, the earth being

sufficiently near a sphere for our purpose, we may regard

the section PQRS as a circle, where the points P, Q, R, S
are the intersections of the lines OA, OB, OC, OD with

the surface of the earth. K a
^tone be dropped from a point A
above the surface of the earth, it

will fall to the ground at P. The
spectator would also notice that,

if a stone were dropped from B
or C or D, it would fall upon the

ground at the points Q, R, S re-

spectively. From A the atone

would appear to fall downwards,

from C it appears to move up-

wards, from B the spectator q
would see- the stone moving to

the left, while from D it appears _
^' '

to moye to the right. One feature of these motions could

not fail to be noticed: they all tend to the centre of the

eartL The spectator might therefore sum up his experi-

ence in the following statement :

—

J body dropped from a point above the surface of the

earth aheat/s falls in a straight line which is directed to-

tcards the centre of the earth.

§ 1. Attraction.—The familiar instance of the action o'

a magnet upon a piece of iron will suffice to illustrate whac

is meant by the word attraction. In virtue of certain

properties possessed by the iron and the magnet, they are

drawn together. The magnet draws the iron, and the iron

draws the magnet This particular kind of attraction is of

a very special character. Thus, for example, the magnet

appears to have no appreciable iuflvjence on a piece of

wood or a sheet of paper, and lias indeed no considerable

influence on any known substance except iron.

By the attraction of gravitation, every body attracts

every other body, whatever be the materials of which each is

comjmsed. In this we see a wide difference between the

attractions of gravitation and that form of attraction which

is known as magnetic attraction. Nor is the contrast

between the intensities of these two different attractions

less atriking. The keeper of a magnet is drawn to the

magnet by two different forces of attraction. The first of

these is the gravitative attraction, which, eo far as we know
at present, would be equally exerted, whether the magnetism

were present or not. The second is the magnetic attraction.

The latter is enormously greater than the former; in fact,

under ordinary circumstances as to intensity and dimensions,

the intensity of the attraction of gravitation will not be

nearly so much as a millionth part of the magnetic attrac-

tion.

The intensity of the attraction of gravitation is indeed

BO small that, with one conspicuous exception, we can only

become aware of its existence by refined and elaborate in-

quiries. That any two objects—for example, two books
lying on the table—do actually attract each other, there can

1)0 no doubt whatever; but the intensity of this is so small

I'lat the attractive forca cannot overcome the friction of the

table, and consequently we do not find that the books are

drawn together. It has, however, been found that the in-

tensity of the attraction of gravitation between two masses

is directly proportional to the product of those masses.

Hence though the force is so small as to be almost

inappreciable between two bodies of moderate dimensions,

yet when the masses of the two bodies, or of even one of

them, are inormously great, the intensity of the force will

be sufficiently large to be readily discernible. In this way in

is that the existence of the attraction of gravitation has been

made known to us, and is, in fact, identified with our daily

experience,—indeed, with our actual existence. The mas6 of

the earth is so enormous that the attraction of gravitation

which exists between it and an object near the surface is

readily appreciable. It is this attraction of gravitation

between the earth and any object which constitutes that

force which is referred to when we speak of the weight of

the body. It is the attraction of gravitation which causes

bodies to fall to. the surface of the earth; and it is easy

to show that the facts already presented with respect to

the direction in which a falling body moves are readily
* explained by the supposition that the motions are due to an

attractive influence exerted by the earth, or, to speak more
correctly, to a mutual attraction subsisting between -the

earth and the body.

Let O be the centre of the earth-, supposed to be a sphere,

and let A be the position of a body above its surface.

Then, when the body is released, the attraction mu't evi-

dently cause the body to move along the line OA. The
line OA, in fact, is directed along a diameter of the sphere,

and there is really no reason why the stone should move to

one side of the line more than to another. We thus see

that attraction would always tend to draw objects in a
direction pointing towards the centre of tho earth. The
observed facts are therefore explained by the supposition

that the earth possesses a power of attraction.

§ 2. Movement of a Falling Body.—Our knowledge of the

force of gravitation being ultimately founded on observation

and experiment, it will be convenient at this point to de-

scribe the experiments by which a knowledge of the laws of

motion of a falling body may be ascertained. We shall

first describe these experiments, and then we shall discuss

the laws to which we are conducted by their aid.

A beginner is apt to be surprised when he is told that a

heavy body and a light body will fall to tho ground in the

same time if let drop from the same height. Yet nothing

can be easier than to prove this important fact experiment-

ally. Take a piece of cork in one hand and a bullet in

the other, and drop these two objects at the same moment
from the same height. They -will reach tho ground

together. Nor will the results be different if we try a

stone and a piece of wood. If, however, one of the objects

were a "feather and'the other were a stone, then no doubt
the latter would reach the ground long before the former.

But this arises from a cause quite different from gravity.

It is the resistance of the air which retards the motion of

the feathfcr. Even the stone is retarded to a certain extent

by the resistance of the air; but the feather, on account of

its greater surface in proportion to its mass, is much more
retarded. If we could get rid of the influence of the air,

the etone and the feather would be found to fall to the

ground in the same time. This can actually be veri-

fied by performing the experiment (or a similar one) in a

space from which the greater portion of the air has been
withdrawn by the aid of an air-pump. But the saroo

tiling can also be shown in a much more simple manner.
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Lay a small flat feather upon tlie top of a penny piece held

hurizontally. Then let the penny fall; it will be followed

with equal rapidity by the feather, which will be found to

remain ia contact with the penny throughout the entire

descent. lu this case tlie penny piece displaces the air,

and thus to a great extent shields the feather from the

/esistance to which it would be exposed without such pro-

iection ; it is thus found that the two objects fall to the

g/ouud from the same height at the same time.

The various experiments to which we have referred

sufiBcB to establish the very important result that the time

occupUd hy a body in /idling to the surface of tlie earth,

if dropjyed from a j)oinl above it, is ikdepeiident of the mass

of the body as well as of t/ie materials of which the body is

composed.

There are, no doubt, certain apparent exceptions to the

generality or this statement. The law, as we have stated

it, does surely not apply to the case of a balloon or a live

bird. In each of these cases the air is made, directly or

indirectly, to supply a force which overcomes the force of

gravity and neutralizes its effects; but if there were no -air,

then the balloon and the bird would fall to the ground in

precisely the same time as a 56 lb weight would do when
dro[)ped from the same height. It will not be necessary

for us to introduce any further reference to the resistance

of the air, and we shall discuss the phenomena presented

by falling bodies as they would occUr in a space from which

the air has been removed.

We have by these considerations cleared the way lor a

very important quantitative determination. Taking a given

interval of time,—for example, one second,—we see that the

f height through which a heavy body will fall iu one second

depends neither upon the mass of the body cor on the

materials of which it is composed. This is therefore a

constant at any given place on the earth's surface for every

description of body, and it is of fundamental importance to

determine that quantity accurately. By an indirect method,
founded on pendulum observations, it is possible to deter-

mine this quantity with far greater accuracy than would
be attainable by actually making the experiment. The
value as thus found is slightly ditfcrent at different parts

of the earth though constant at each one. At any part of

the United Kingdom it may be taken as 16'1 feet.

When the distance whicli the falling body moves over in

the first second has been ascertained, it is possible to find

the distance which will be accomplished in two seconds,

or indeed in any number. Tho diSiculty of the question

arises from tho xiircumstance that, as the velocity of the

falling body is gradually increasing, the distance moved
over in the second second is greater than it was in the first,

and generally that tho distance in any second is greater

than tho distance accomplished iu any previous second.

Imagine the "lift" in a hotel to be a room 161 feet high

;

then when the lift is at restj a stone will take one second

to fall from the top of the room to tho floor. But now
suppose the experiment to be repeated, when tho lift is

either ascending or descending. It will be found that no
matter what be the velocity of tho lift, provided it remains
uniform for a second, and no matter whether the lift be
ascending or descending, the stone will still take exactly

one second to fall from tho ceiling to the floor.

To illustrate the important conclusions wliich can bo
drawn from this experiment, lot us make some snj'posiiions

with reference to the velocity of tho lift. Suppose that

the lift is descending with a velocity of 5 feet per second.

Then since it is found that the stone will reach tho floor

in ono second, it is manifest that during tiiat second tho

stone must actually have fallen through a distance equal to

the height of the room augmented by tho 5 feet through
which the floor of tho room has desiended. The total dis-

tance traversed by the stone is therefore 16'1 -1- 5 = 21 1

feet. It is, however, to be observed that at startiug the

stone must necessarily have had the siiiue velocity as tho

lift, i.e., 5 feet per second. The observed facts can therefore

be explained by supposing that the stone retained its

initial velocity of 5 feet per second, and that gravity acted

upon tho stone so as to draw it ICl feet nearer the eartli

than it would have been had gravity nut acted. On tlio

other hand, suppose that at the time when tho experiment

was made tho lift was ascending with an uniform velocity

of 5 feet per second. Then the actual distance travelled

by the stone in falling will be less than the height of the

ceiling by the distance through which the floor has been

raised, i.e., 16'1 -5 = 11'1 feet. Observation nevertheless

shows that the time occupied in falling from the ceiling to

the floor is still one second. The observed facts can be
explained by remembering that at the moment of starting,

the stone must actually have had the same velocity as the

lift, i.e., an upward velocity of 5 feet per second. If there-

fore gravity had not acted, the stone would in one second

have ascended through a vertical distance of 5 feet. The
observations are therefore explained by supposing that

gravity in this case also draws the body 16'1 feet nearer the

earth in one second than the body would have been had
gravity not acted.

By suitable contrivances it is possible to ascertain that a

body dropped from rest will in a time of two seconds move
over a space of 6-t"-i feet. We have already seen that

duriiig the first second the body will fall 16'1 feet. It

follows that in the second second the space described by a
body falling freely from rest is G-t'-i - IG'l = IS'S. It ia

thus obvious that the space described in the second second

is three times as groat as the space described in the first

second. To what is,this difference to be ascribed 1 At tlifl

commencement of the first second the bodj^ wai; at rest;

at the conclusion of the first second tho body had attained

a certain velocity, and with this velocity the body com-
menced its motion during tho second second. The total

distance of 48 '3 feet accomplished during the second
second is partly due to the velocity possessed by the

body at tho commeHcement, and partly to the action of

gravity di/rinff that second. By tho principle just ex-

plained, we are able to discriminate the amounts duo to

each cause. It appears, from the experiments already re-

ferred to; that during the second second as during the first

tho effect of gravity is simply to make the body IG'l feet

nearer the earth than it could otherwise have been. But
the body moves altogether 48-3 feet in the second second,

and as the action of gravity during that second will only

account for 161 fost, it follows that the residue, amounting
to 48'3 - ICl = 32 2 feet, must be attributed to tho velocity

accumulated during the first second.

We are therefore led to the very important result that a

body falling freely frpm rest in the United Kinydum will

have acquired a velocity of 322 feet per second when ono

second has elapsed. It need not be a matter for surprise

that, though at the close of tho first second tho velocity

acquired is 322, the distance moved over during that

second is only IG'l. It will be remembered that the body
starts from rent, and that while in the act of fulling its

velocity is gradually increasing. Tho body, therefore, moves
much further in the last half of tho .second than it did in

the first half, and consequently the total distance travelled

must bo less than tho distance which would have been
accomplished liad the body been moving during tho Trhole

second with the velocity acquired at its termination.

It might not be easy to arrange a direct experiment to

show how far tho body will fall during the third second
;

wo can, however, deduce the result by reasoning from what
wo Lave already learned, Let us suppose that tho lift
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already referred to is descending with an uniform velocity

of 32"2 feet per second. A body let drop from the ceiling

during the motion, will, as before, reach the floor in one

eecond. The body will therefore have acquired, relatively

to the moving lift, a velocity of 32 -2 feet per second. But the

lift is itself in motion with a velocity of 32'2 feet per second.

The actual velocity of the body must be measured by its

velocity relatively to the lift, added to the velocity of the

lift itself. It therefore appears that the body which, when
it commenced to fall, had a velocity of 32-2 feet per second,

acquires an equal amount during its fall, so that at its

close the body actually had a velocity of 32'2 + 32-2 = 64-4

feet per second. A body falling freely from rest acquires a

velocity of 32-2 feet in the first second; it follows that at the

close of the first second the body is in the same condition

as if it were let fall from the ceiling of the lift, under
the circumstances just described. The motion during the

third second is therefore commenced with the velocity of

64'4 feet, and in consequence of this initial velocity alone

a distance of 64-4 feet will be accomplished in the third

second. To this must be added 16-1 feet, being the

additional distance_ due to the action of gravity, and there-

fore we have for the distance through which a body falling

freely from rest will move in the third second, 64-4 + 16-1

= 80-5. Similar reasoning will show that the velocity ac-

q-nired at the close of the third second is 64'4 + 32-2 = 966.
With this velocity the fourth second is commenced, and
therefore the distance accomplished during the fourth

second is 96-6 + 16-1 = 112-7.

The results at which we have arrived may be summarily
stated in the following propositions :

—

A lody falling freelyfrom rest acquires a velocity which
is equal to the product of 32-2 and the number of seconds

during which the motion has lasted.

A body falling freely from rest moves over spaces propor-

tional to the consecutive odd numbers (1, 3, 5, 7, &c.) in

each of the consecutive seconds during which the motion lasts.

A body falling freely fi'om rest will, in a given number of
seconds, move over a distance ivhich is found by multiplying

the square of the number of seconds by 16-1.

§ 3. Vahces of g.—The velocity acquired by a body in

one second is usually denoted by the symbol g. The
following are values of g at different parts of the earth

(adapted from Everett On C.G.S. Units, p. 12):—
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from the same height
;
you will find that the t\vo marbles reach tlie

ground together. Suppoao for simplicity that the height at the

moment when the marbles are released is i feet, then the time taken

by one of the marbles in falling is half a second. But as both
marbles reach the ground together, the experiment has really proved
to us ttlat a body at tlie height of 4 feet from the ground will if pro-

jected horizontally reach the ground in half a second. This is

equally true whatever be the magnitude of the velocity, i.e., whether
it be 5, 10, or any other number of feet per second.

We have now studied the effect of gravity upon a body which has
been projected either in a vertical line or in a horizontal line. We
have found that in each case the effect of gravity is to bring the

body 5^1'' feet nearer the surface of Uie «arth in i seconds than it

would have been had gravity not acted. We are therefore tempted
to inquire whether the same statement would not be true for a body
projected in any direction. In every way in which this suggestion

can be tested it has been found to be verified, and there cannot there-

fore be the slightest doubt that it is true.

To illustrate this principle we may apply it to the case of a body
projected in any direction, and deduce the form of the path in which
the body moves. Let (fig. 2) ba the point from which the body
is projected, and let

OP be the direction in

which the body would
move after projection

if it were not for gravi-

tation. In consequence

of the first law of mo-
tion, we should fijid

that if it had not been
for the action of gravity

the ball would reach P|

in one second, P, in

two seconds, fcc. , where
OP. = P,P,-P,P, . . .

gravitation will, how-
ever, make the body
swerve from the direc-

tion OP.Pj, &c., so _,. „
that at the end of one _

&• *•

second the body is really found at the point Aj, at the end of two
seconds at A2, at the end of three seconds at A3, &c. The curve

drawn through the points A,, A,, A3, &c., which is actually de-

nribed by the body, can be readily constructed. Take, for example,
= 3. If gravity had not been acting, the body would in three

seconds have reached the point Pj. We can find where the body
ftctually is by taking a pomt A3, which is vertically beneath P3 at

the distance 16'1 x 3" feet. Similarly we can find where the body is

after any other specified number of seoonds, and thus we obtain the

points A,, Aj, &c.

The equation of the curve is thus found. Take the line OP as

the axis of x, and let x denote the number of seconds during which

the motion has lasted ; then, if y denote the vertical distance through

which the body has been deflected by gravity, we must have

yi/x- -Bffs".

This curve, being of the second degree, represents a conic section ;

and as the highest terms form a perfect square, the conic section must

he a parabola.

II. The Ckntre of Gravitt.

§ 6. Centre of Gravity ofa Plate.—In studying the effect ofgravity

npon a body which is at rest, it vnW bo convenient to commence
with a simple Ulustmtive experiment which can be easily tried.

Out of a piece of cardboard or tin plate a figure *

of any shape, ABCDE (fig. 3), is to be cut. A few

holes, A, B, C, D, E, are to be punched quite at

random in this plate. In the wall is a nail, and

the plate can be suspended by passing the nail

through any of the holes A, B, and C. From tlia

nail is suspended, in front of the plate, a cord

AH, which is kept in the vertical direction by the

plummet attached to it at H. As the plate is not

supported in any other way, it hangs quite freely

from the nail ; and if it bo displaced and then

released, it will, after a few oscillations, settle

down again in the position which it occupied at

the first. In order to mark this position, it is

desirable to draw a line on tlio plate in the

direction AP, indicated ,by the plummet lino

which is hanging in front. If the plate be blackened, this can bo

neatly done by chalking the plummet lino and then giving it a flip

•gainst the plate.

When the line has been drawn the plate may bo removed from the

nail, and again suspended by one of the other holes in its margin, for

example B. The plate again assumes a definite position, and again
'^ ' lino and plummet is to bo hung on, and a second line drawn as bo-

/ue. The two lines drawn on the plate intersect at a point P, ""- —When

the plate is hung from a third hole, C, and a third plummet line is

drawn, a very remarkable result is perceived. It is found that the

line drawn on the third occasion passes through IJte intersection of On
twoformer lines,—that is to say, all the three lines pass through the

point P. Repeating the operation, with other holes, D, E, &c. , it

is found that all the lines drawn in the way we have described pos-

sess the remarkable properly of passing through one definite point

of the plate. It is therefore manifest that the point P possesses a
very sitecial property, for it is always situated vertically beneath

the point of suspension when the plate is hanging at rest.

If a hole be actually punched at the position of the point P, and
if the plate be suspended by passing this hole over the nail, we then

find that the plate will remain at rest in any position whatever. This
peculiarity of the point P will be more readily"perceived if we maka
a hole in the plate at a point Q near to P. When the plate is sus-

pended from Q it will only be at rest in one position, i.e., when P is

vertically beneath Q.
It must surely be regarded as a matter worthy of careful notica

that any plate of anyfigure, regular or irregular, should contain ona
specific point which enjoys the unique {>ropcrtics which the experi-

ments show to be possessed by the point P. This point has received

a name ; it is called the centre of gravity.

§ 7. Centre of Gravity of a Migid Body.—In the illustration we
have just given, we have spoken merely of a thin plate, because the
experiments were more easily conducted in a body of this natora
than in one of entirely irregular form. It must not, however, b«
supposed that a thin plate of uniform thickness is the only kind of

body which possesses a point having the properties we have de-

scribed. No matter what be the shape or materials of which a rigid

body is composed, it possesses a centre of gravity. Let ADBC (fig. 4)
be a body of any kind, and let it be suspended by a cord from a point
A. Then when the body is at rest it assumes a certain position.

We may suppose that a verti-

cal hole AB is drilled through
the body in the direction of

the cord by which the body ia

suspended. If we now suspend
the body by another point on
its surface, C, the body will

come to rest in.the position

which is represented in fig. 6.

It will be found that these two
straight holes intersect in the

interior of the body at 0. In
fact, if we thrust a knitting
needle through one of the

holes, and then attempt to

thrust a second knitting needle through the other hole, we shall

find that the way is stopped in the interior of the body by the first

knitting needle. If the body be now suspended from any other

point on its surface, and if a similar hole be made through the point

and in the direction of the string by which the body is suspended,

it will be found that this hole also passes through the intersection

of the two former holes. From eacn and every point of suspension

the same result is obtained, and tlms we are led to the conclusioa

that in a rigid body of any shape or materials whatever there is on*
point which possesses the remarkable property thus stated:

—

IVhcna body suspended by a cordfrom a Jij:edpoint is at rest, thert

is one specialpoint which is always vertically beneath the point oftus-

pension, whatever may be the poitU of the body to which the cord it

attached. This point is called the centre of gravity.

In the case of a homogeneous body of regular shape, the centre

of gi'avity is determined from the most simple considerations of

symmetry. In the case of a sphere it is obvious that the centre of

gravity must lie at the centre, for there is no other point symmetri-

cally related to the figure. In the case of a parallelopipi-d th»

centre of gravity is also situated at the centre of volume. This ia

found by joining the opposite corners of the figure, and thus

making a diagonal
;
joining anollier pair of opposite comers wo

have a second diagonal ; and the intersection of these two lines

gives the centre of gravity of the mess.

§ 8. Grai'ilatiou ofa Rigid Body reduced to One Force.—A body ol

any description may bo considered to be composed of an innumerable

multitude of small particles of matter. Each of these narliclcs is

acted upon by the attraction of tlio earth. Each particle is there,

fore urged towards the earth by a certain force which tends towards

the earth's centre. The centre of the earth being nearly 4000

miles distant, the directions of these forces may, for all practical pur.

Soses, be regnnicd as parallel. Even if two particles were a mils

islant, the inclination of the directions of tlie two forces is under

a minute. We may therefore treat the forces as jmrallcl without

making any appreciable error. Two parnllrl forces may bo com-
pounded into a single force whidi is parallel to the two components.

The forces acting on the two imrticles of the body may therefore be

replaced by a single force. Tnis force may bo similarly compounded
with the force acting on a thiixl particle of Oic body, this resultant

with the force on a fourth particle, and so on until aii the |>articU
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hare been inclnded. TVe thng come to tlie important conclusion that

the effect of gravity npon a body of any sliape is to produce oneforce

which acts Tertically downwards. It remains to be shown that the

directum of thii force posies through ihecentre of gravity of the body.

Suspend a body of any shape by a cord, then when the body is at

rest the centre of gravity must lie vertically beneath the point of

suspension. If the direction of that otie force which constitutes the

effect of gravity does not pass through the centre of gravity, then its

line of action cannot coincide with the direction of the cord of sus-

pension ; but it is impossible that two forces should equilibrate unless

their lines of action are coincident, whence we are led to the import-

ant conclusion that the effect of the attraction of the earth npon a

rigid body is to prodnce a single force which passes througn the

centre of gravity of the body and acts vertically downwards.

III. TTnitebsal Gbayttatioh.

§ 9. Law of Oramlation hetvxen, Two Masses.—Investigations of

the motions of the planets have conducted us to the conclusion that

each plauet is attracted towards the sun by a force which varies

according to the inverse square of the distajice. We likewise see thfit

each of the satellites appears to be attracted towards the correspond-

ing primary planet by a force which obeys thr same law. \Ve are

therefore tempted to generalize these results into the proposition

that any two masses in the universe attract each other with aforce
tchieh varies according to the inverse square of Ihjt distance. Obser-

vations of the most widely different character have combined to ohow
ns that this law, which was discovered by Sir Isaac Newton, is

true. It is called the law of Gravitation.

We suppose that the distance between the two bodies is so exceed-

ingly great compared with their dimensions that we may practically

consider each of the bodies as a particle.

Let m, m' be the masses of the two bodies, and let r be the dis-

tance. The force with wliieh m attracts m' is equal in magnitude
though opposite in direction to tho force with which m' attracts m.
The reader may perhaps feel some difficulty at first in admitting the

truth of this statement. We speak so often of the effects which the

attraction of the sun produces on the planets that it may seem
strange to hear that each planet reacts on the sun with a force pre-

cisely equal and opposite to the force with which the sun acts upon
the planets. We can, however, by the aid of a simple illustration,

ehow that such is really the case. Suppose the sun and the earth

to be placed al rest in space, and abandoned to the influence of their

mutual gravitation. It is evident that the two bodies would begin

moving towards each other', and would after a certain time come into

collision. If, however, the earth and the sun had been separated

by a rigid rod, it would then be impossible for the two bodies to

move closer to eaoh other, so we must consider whether any other

motion could be produced by their mutual attraction. As the two
bodies were initially at rest, it is clear that there will be no tendency
of the rod to move out of the Hne in which it was originally placed,

and consequently if the rod begin to move at all it must move in

that line, and carry with it the earth at one end, and the sun at the
other. As, however, the earth and the sun would remain separated

at a constant distance, the statical energy due to their separation

would remain constant, and therefore if they began to move we
should have the kinetic energy of their motion created out of no-

thing, which is now well known to be impossible. It therefore

follows that, under the circumstances we have assumed, the rod

would remain for ever at rest But what are the forces which act

upon the rod ? At Que end of the rod the earth presses upon it with
a force which is equal to the attraction of the sun upon the earth,

At the other end the sun presses upon the rod with a force which is

equal to the attraction of tne earth upon the sun. But since the rod

remains at rest, these two forces must be equal and opposite, and
hence the force with which the sun attracts the earth must be equal

and opposite to the force with which the earth attracts the aaa.

If we express the gravitation of two masses in the form

/Im,m')-=-r»,

then m and m' must enter symmetrically into the expression,
for if the two masses were interchanged the gravitation must not
be altered.

We should here also advert to a circumstance connected with
gravitation which is of tho very highest importance. Suppose we
take two definite masses (for simplicity, two pounds) separated at a
definite distance (for simplicity, one foot), then the gravitation of
these two masses to each other is a certain definite force (which we
shall subsequently calculate). What we want here to lay special
stress upon is that, so far as we know at present, this force appears
to be the same whatever be the material of which the two masses
are composed. Thus two pounds of iron at a distance of one foot
attract each other with the same force as a pound of iron would
attract a pound of lead at the same distance. The bignifi-

Cance, or perhaps it should be said the vast importance, of this
statement is apt to be lost sight of from a somewhat peculiar cause.
It mast never be forgotten that, when it is asserted that two
masses are equal to each other, what is really meant is that, if equal

forces were to act upon each of the tnasses for the same time, th»
masses would receive the same velocity. As this test of the equality
of masses is not practically convenient, the weighing scales have come
into use for the purpose ; and though it appears to be true that when
two masses have equal "weights," as tested by the scales, then
the masses are themselves equal, yet this is so far from being an
obvious or necessary truth that it reaUy is the most remarkable
phenomenon connected with gravitation. The expression for the
gravitation of two attracting masses must therefore depend solely
upon their masses, npon their distance, and upon some specific con-
stant which is characteristic of the intensity of gravitation.

Experiment shows that the gravitation of s body towards the
earth is directly proportional to its mass, and hence we see that tho
expression . „ .

f[m,m')-i-r*

must be proportional to m, and as/ [m, m') must be tmaltered by tho
interchange of m and m', it appears finaDy that the gravitation of
the two masses is

tmm —r',

whence c is a numerical constant which is equal to the gravitation
of two units of mass placed at the unit of distance. To form a de-
finite conception of the intensity of this force, we take some specific

instances. It can be shown that two masses A and B, each contain-

ing 415,000 tons of matter, and situated at a distance of one statute

mile apart, will attract each other with a force of one pound. If the
masses of A and B remain the same, and if the distance between
them be increased to two miles, then the intensity of the force with
wiiich the two masses gravitate together is reduced to one qu,artcr

of a pound. If either of the masses were doubled, the distance

being unaltered, then the force would be doubled. If both the

masses were doubled, then the force would bo quadrupled.

§ 10. Motion of a Planet round the Sun.—The effect of gr.avi-

tation when the bodies are in actual motion must next receive

OUT attention. It may so happen that in consequence of- the attrac-

tion of gravitation one of the bodies will actually describe a circle

around the other, so that, notwithstanding the effect of tho attrac-

tion, the distance between the two bodies remains constant. We
shall first explain, by elementary considerations, how it is possible

for a planet to continue to revolve in a circular or nearly circular

orbit about the sun in its centre ; and then we shall proceed to the
more exact consideration of the form of the orbit, and the laws

according to which that orbit is described.

Let S represent the sun (fig. 6), and let T be the initial position

of the planet. If the planet be simply released, it will immediately
begin to fall along the line TS into the sun. If, on the other hand,
the planet were initially projected

along the line TZ perpendicular to

TS, the attraction of the ^uu at S
will deflect the planet from the line

TZ which it would otherwise have
followed, and com.pel the planet to

move in a curved line. The parti-

cular form of curve which the planet

will describe depends upon the initial

velocity. With a small inirial velo-

city the deflecting power of the sun
will have a more speedy effect than —. ^
is possible when the inirial velocity '^'

is considerable. The rapidly curving path TX will therefore cor-

respond to a small initial velocity, while the flatter curve TV may
be the orbit when the inirial velocity is considerable. As the move-
ment proceeds, the velocity of the planet wUl generally alter. If tho

planet were moving along the curve TV, it is at every instant after

leaving T going farther away from the sun. It is manifest that the

planet if thus going against the sun's attracHon, and therefore its

velocity must be diminishing. On the other hand, when the planet

is moving along the curve TX, It is constantly getting nearer tho

sun, and the effect of the sun's attraction is to increase the velocity.

It is therefore plain that for a path somewhere between TX and
TY the velocity of the planet must be unaltered by the sun's at-

traction. With centre S and radius ST describe a circle, and take

a point P on that circle exceedingly near to T. With e certain

initial velocity it is possible to t reject the planet so that it shall

describe the arc TP. The attraction of the sun always acts along

the radius, and hence in describing the arc TP the planet has at

every instant been moving perpendicularly to the sun's attraction.

It is manifest that under such circumstances the sun's attraction

cannot have altered the velocity, for it would be impossible to give

a reason for the velocity having been accelerated which could not

be rebutted by an equally valid reason for the velocity having been

retarded. We thus see that the planet reaches P with an unchanged

velocity, and at that point the direction of the morion is perpendi-

cular to the radius. It is therefore clear that after passing P the

planet will again describe a small portion of the circle, which wil

again bo followed by another, and so on, i.e. , the planet will con

tinue to move in a circular orbit. We have therefore shown that,

if a planet were originally projected with a certain anecific Telociii
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in a illrectiun at riglit angles to the radius connecting the planet

and the sun, thtn tho planet would continue for ever to describe a

circle around tho sun.

§ 11. On the Elliptic Motion of the Planets.—Tho laws of tho
motions of tho planets were discovered by Kepler by means of cal-

culations founded upon observations. They may bo thus stated :

—

L Each planet moves in an ellipse in one focus of tcTiich the sun
is situated.

2. The radius vector drawnfrom the sun to the planet sweeps over
equal areas in equal times.

3. The squares of the periodic times of Hie motions of the planets

round the sun are in the same ratio as the cubes of their mean distances.

These three laws form tUo foundations of that branch of astronomy
wliich is called Physical Astronomy, and they are generally known
as Kepler's Laws.
The sun and the planets aro all very nearly spherical, and for the

present, whenever we speak of the motions of the sun or the planets,

we aro to understand the motions of the centres of the corresponding
spheres. Indeed tho diameters of these spheres are so small in

comparison with tho distances at wliich they are separated from
each other, that we may generally regard them as mere physical

points. Thus though the diameter of tho sun is ten times greater

than the diameter of the greatest planet, Jupiter, yet the sun's dia-

meter is only the forty-second part of its distance from the nearest

planet, Mercm'v, and it is less than the three-thousandth part of its

distance from the outermost planet, Neptune.
The orbits of the planets are so little eccentric that at a first glance

the majority of them appear to bo circular. Among the larger

planets the orbits of Mercury and of Mars have the greatest eccen-

tricity, being about ^ and -j^j- respectively. Next to these comes the

orbit of Saturn, which has an eccentricity o{-^. Next in order come
Jupiter, Uranus, the Karth, Neptune, and Venus, with eccentricities

of ""r. liVi A. rfr. rir respectively. The orbits of some of the
minor planets are, however, much more eccentric.

§ 12. The Hodograph.—In discussing the actual motion of a planet
around the sun, it is very convenient to introduce the elegant con-
ception of the hodograph. The use of this curve is originally due to

Fig. 7.

bradley, but for its practical development we are principally indebted

to Sir W. It. Hamilton. Let AB (fig. 7) Ije a portion of the path of a

particle P acted upon by any
forces. From any point draw
radii vectores OR,, 0R„, 0\i^,

ORj (fig. 6), parallel to the tan-

gents to tho curve AB drawn at

the points, P,, ?„, Pj, P^, and
equal to the velocities at those

points. Then the curve R1R2R3R4
13 the hodograph of the -orbit of

P. To each position P of tho

(article in tho p.ith there is a

corresponding point R in tho

hodograph ; and simultaneously

with the motion of P in its

orbit wo have tho motion of B
in tho hodograph.

The utility of tho hodograph depends upon tho theorem that the

force which acts upon the particle is at (iny time equal and parallel

to the velocity of the corresponding point in the hodograph. This
theorem is thus proved. Let P, and Pj, and therefore Rj and R„
bo very close together. Tho velocity imparted to tho particle in

passing from P, to P, iu tho small time St must, when compounded
with tho velocity ORo, produce the velocity OR3. This increment
of velocity must tliereforo bo equal and parallel to K-Rj. If there-

fore V denote tho velocity of K, we have vSt for tiio velocity ac-

quired in the time it. Tho force acting on P must therefore, by the
second law of motion, be equal to v and parallel to tho lino RgRs,
which nJtimatcly coincides with tho tangent. The theorem is there-

fore proved.

Kopler's second law states that in the movement of a planet around
the sun the radius vector from the sun to tho planet describes equal
anas in equal times. It can be shown that when this is the case

Fig. 8.

the force which acts upon the planet must necessarily be directed
towards the sun. Let the planet be supposed to move from P to
P' (fig. 9) in tho time / with the velocity r. Then, since fiqual areas
ar« described m eqnal times, we must have the area OPP eqnal to
hSl, where A is a constant wliich represents the area described in the
unit of time. Let fall OT perpendicular upon the tangent at P, then
«0T=2A. "We therefore infer that the velocity of a planet ia

Fig. 9.

inversely proportional to the perpendicular iCt fall from the centre
of the sun upon the tangent to the orbit Produce OT to Q, so that
OT X OQ is constant ; the radius vector OQ will therefore be prt)-

portional to the velocity ; and as OQ is perpendicular to the tangent
at P, it follows that the locus of Q must be simply the hodograph
turned round through 90°. Draw two consecutive tangents to ttio

orbit, and let Q, and Qj be the corresponding jioints (fig. 10). Then
since OTj x OQ, = OTjX OQ,, the quadrilateral T.QiQjT, is inscrib-

able in a circle, and therefore the angles OQ^Qj and OT,Ti are

Fig. 10.

eqnal ; whence it is easily seen that QjQj is perpendicular to OP.
It follows from the principle of the hodograph that the fores on P
must be directed along Or.

Let F (fig. 11) be the focus of tho ellipse in which, according to

Kepler's first law, the planet is moving, then, from a well-known
propL-rty of tho ellipse, the foot of the perpendicular FT let fall from
F on the tangent drawn to the ellipse at the point P lies on tlio circle

of which the diameter is the axis major of the ellipse. Tho lino FT
cuts tho circle again at

Q, and as FTxFQ is

constant, tho radius

vector FQ must be con-

stantly proportional to

the velocity, and there-

fore tho hodograph will

bo tho circleTAQ turned
round through 90". AVo

have already shown that

the tangent to tho hodo-

graph is parallel to the

force. The line CQ must
therefore bo parallel to

Fl". If bo tho angle

PFC, then, in conse-

quence of tho law of

equal' description of

are.is in equal times, _,. ..

FrVfl-rrfnnustbccon-
_

rig- "•

stant, and therefore dO-rdt must vary inversely as FP'; but tho

velocity of Q will bo pro]iorlii)nal to dO-i-dt ; hence tho veloiity of

Q, and therefore the force, will bo inversely proportional to IT*.

In this way it is shown that tho planets are attracted by tho sun

with a force which vorics inversely as the square of tho distance.
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§ 13. Tlix Problem of Three Bodies.—We have pointed out that the

motion of a planet is determined by the mutual attraction which ex-

ists between the planet and the sun. It follows, however, as a

necessary consequence from the law of universal gravitation, that

each planet is attracted not only by the sun but by every other

planet, and indeed, -so far as we know, by every other body in

the universe. The effect of the attraction of the sun preponder-

ates so enormously over the other attractions that the obedience of

the planets to Kepler's laws, which would be perfect were the

sources of disturbance absent, is still so nearly perfect that the

departure therefrom can only be perceived either by very accurate

or by very long-continued observations. The refinements of

modern observations have, however, brought to light a very large

number of perturbatmis, as they are called, in the motions of the

planets and their satellites, which are due to the interference of

other bodies. The explanation of these different perturbations by
the law of universal gravitation has proved in the great majority of

cases triumphantly successful.

In any problem where perturbations are involved, we have at

least three bodies, viz., the principal body S, a body P which circu-

lates around S, and a disturoing body P'. If we had only the two
bodies S and P to consider, then p would describe around S a

conic section, of which S was the focus, and the radius vector SP
would sweep over equal areas in equal times. By the introduction

of the third body F, which attracts both the former bodies S and P,

the motion is deranged, the orbit which P describes is no longer a
conic section, and its radius vector has ceased to describe equal areas

in equal times. The general case of this problem, as we have here

described it, is one of excessive complexity. It is, however, a fortu-

nate circumstance that, up to the present time, astronomers have
had but little occasion to attack the problem in its general form. ^

In the solar system we have a great number of different problems
of perturbations to discuss, but there is one feature common to all

these problems. This feature is that the perturbing force is very

small in comparison v;ith the primary force, by which the motion

of the disUirbed body is controlled. In consequence of this

peculiarity, the problems of perturbations in the solar system
become greatly simplified. The circumstances of the orbits of the
planets and their satellites are also happily such as to furnish

additional facilities in the solution of the problems of perturba^

tions. The eccentricities of the orbits are small, and in nearly every
case the inclinations are small also. The problems of perturba-

tions in the solar system are consequently adapted for the methods
of successive approximation; but we should perhaps warn the
reader that, even with the assistance so fortunately rendered by
the circum stances

of the case, the

problems are still

among the most
difficult to which
rnalysis has ever
lieen applied.

Let S, P, P'

(fig. 12) denote
the three bodies

of which the
masses are M, m,
m'. Let the dis-

tances SP, SP',

PF be denoted „. ,„
by r, /, p re- ^'S- 12.

spectively; then if e denotes, as before, the gravitation between two
units of mass separated by the unit of distance, we have

on S the forces f—^ ^^^^'zlr "loiig SP and SP' respectively;

on P the forces^ and e^' along PS and PF respectively

;

on F the forces e^' and e^' along P'S and FP respectively.
T p

In the problem of the perturbation of a- planet wmcli is moving
around the sun, the absolute motion of the planet in space is not
what we are concerned with; what we do require is the relative
motion of the planet Kith respect to the sun.

Suppose that we apply to each unit of mass of the three bodies,
forces equal to tmr-^ parallel to PS and emV-' parallel to P'S,
then it is clear that, from the second law of motion, each unit of
mass of the system will receive in a small time, so far as these forces
are concerned, equal and parallel velocities, and therefore the rela-

tive motions of the three bodies will not be altered by the introduc-
tion of these forces.

' There can be little doubt that in the case of multiple stars the
problem of three or more bodies would often have to be faced in all

its ruggedness, but the observations which would be requuea are
certainly wanting, and probably unattainable.

But these forces will, so far as the body S is concerned, amount to

«Mm-^r'- and eiilm'-^r'^ in the directions PS and P'S respectively,

and will therefore neutralize the attractions of P and P upon 3
It follows that, so far as the relative motions only are concerned,
we may consider the body S as fixed, while the body P is acted upon
by the forces

tm(M-hm)-=-»^ on PS
cmm'-i-p^ on PF
emm'-i-r'' parallel to P'S,

with of course similar expressions for the forces on F.
The problem of perturbation is therefore reduced to the deteimina-

tion of the motion of P in obedience to these forces, while S regarded
as fixed.

It is plain that, in order to find the motion of P, we should
know the motion of P', which is itself disturbed by P ; but aa

the effect of the perturbation is small, we may, without appreciable
error, use the place of P', derived on the supposition that the motion
of P' is undisturbed, for the purpose of calculating disturbances
caused by P' in the motion of P. We shall therefore suppose that
the orbit of P' is an ellipse which is described around the focus S
in consequence of an cttractive force cm'(M + ?«')-^r'' directed

towards S.

In computing the disturbed motion of P we transform the three

given forces into three equivalent forces, which will be more con-

venient for our purpose. We take first a force T directed along the
radius vector ; secondly, a force V perpendicular to the radius vector,

and lying in the plane of the orbit ; and, thirdly, a force W, which is

normal to the plane of the orbit. T is to be regarded as positire

when it endeavours to increase the distance between P and S ; V
is to be regarded as positive when it tends to move P to the same
side of the line PS as that in which the direction pf its motion tends
to caiTy it ; and W is to be regarded as positive when it tends to

raise P to the north of the plane of its orbit.

ig. 13.

From P' (fig. 13) let fall a perpendicular P'Q upon the plane of

the undisturbed orbit of P, and let fall from Q a perpendicular QR
upon the line SP. The force along PP' can be resolved into a com-
ponent parallel to QP' and another parallel to QP ; and the latter

can again be decomposed into components parallel to RQ and RP.
Hence we have, as the equivalents to the force on PP', the following

three forces which form parts of T, V, W respectively :

—

+1^PR; -QR; -H^^QP'.

In a similar manner we find for the components of the force parallel

to SP, the following three forces which form parts of T, V, W
respectively:

—

-•--SR; +'-^QR;

Hence we deduce the following expressions :

—

_, €m(M -H m) _ imm'pj, _ tmm'^-n

r"
-QF,

W=

QR + '-^QR.

f=QP'.

Lei ihe line SO, from which the longitudes are reckoned, be

drawn in the plane of the undisturbed orbit of P. Let the longi-

tudes of P and P' be I, V respectively, and let the angle FSQ or the

latitude of F be denoted by *', then we have

QP'= r'sin6'; SQ = /cosJ'.
KQ=SQsin («'-?)=/ cos J' sin [I' -I).

SR -SQ cos (l -l) = r' cos b' cos W - 1).

PR = r - r' cos b' cos il' - 1).
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Witli tlicse substituUoDS, we have for the values of T, V, w, the

follofting expressions ;

—

rVlTh _T- - i:<M±^ + ,mm'(l. -IV cos 6' cos {V - 1)
-

mY^-^y C03i'8in(;-r).V-

w- ' sin v.

It will be noticed that the first tenn of the expression for T con-

tUta of the force wlJich corresponds to the purely elliptic motion.

The two remaining terms in T, as well as the whole of V and W,
depend npon the disturbing force, as is evident from the circum-

stance that they contain m as a factor, and would vanish if m'

were equal to zero. As b' is small, we may neglect its squares and

higher powers, so that

cos 6' — 1 and sin h' = V.

When these substitutions are made, ^.-e see that the expressions

for T and V are both independent of b' ; and consequently we may,
80 far as these forces are concerned, consider the motions of the dis-

turbing and the disturbed body to take place in the same plane.

The expression for W contains, however, the first power of the

latitude of the disturbing body. This is of course connected with

the circumstance that it is only in consequence of the disturbing

force W that the disturbed body is induced to leaAre the plans of

its undisturbed motion at all.

J 14. Caletilaium of Disturbed Motion.—Observation has shown
that, notwithstanding the perturbations, the orbit of each planet

differs but little from a circle, of which the sun is the centre. It

is further shown by observation that, though the rate at which a

planet moves in ita. orbit is not quite constant, it is still very

nearly so. We may make a similar statement with reference to the

motion of the moon around the earth. The orbit of the moon is

nearly a circle, of which the earth is the centre, and the velocity

of the moon in its orbit is nearly constant. These features of the

motions of the planets and the moon enable \is to replace the more
exact formulae tiy approximate expressions which are much more
convenient, while still sufficiently correct.

Let
i>,

S he the polar co-ordinates of a celestial body which moves
nearly uniformly in a nearly circular orbit. The form of the orbit

may te expressed by an equation of the type

/(p,9)-0.

It will, however, be more convenient to employ two equations, by
means of which the coordinates are each expressed directly in terms

of the time. We thus write two equations of the form

P=/i(0, »-/>(<);

and by elimination of t from these equations the ordinary equation

in polar coordinates is ascertained. With reference to the forms

of the functions/, and/,, we shall make an assumption.

Letxi. Xa> ^'^•1 ^^ arbitrary angles ; <>,, luj, &c. , arbitrary angu-

lar velocities ; flj, a^, &c., small arbitrary linear magnitudes ; and t^j,

T|,, Stc, tmall numerical factors, a is an arbitrary linear magni-
tude, and « is an arbitrary angular velocity. We shall assume mat

p—o-fa, cos (ai( + Xi) + ''a
'^°' (<"i' + X«) + i

^'^^

e— u< -H iJi sin (aii( + X\) + It ^'° ("a' + X«) + > '"'•

To justify our employment of these equations it would really be

sufficient for us to state that, as a matter of fact, the motions of all

the heavenly bodies which are at present under consideration are

capable of being expressed in the forms we have written. It may,
however, facilitate the reader in admitting the legitimacy of this

assumption, if we point out how exceedingly plausible are the a
priori arguments which can be adduced in its favour.

The orbits of the celestial bodies »ro appioiimately circular, and
consequently p must remain approximately constant. The value oi

p is, in fact, incessantly fluctuating between certain narrow limits

which it does not transcend. Thus p is what is called a periodic

/unction of the time. It is necessary that the mode in which the

time t enters into the expression for p must fulfil the condition of

confining ^within narrow limits, notwithstanding the indrfinitely

great increase of which t is misecptible. It is obvious that this con-

dition is fulfilled in the form wo have assumed for p. Under all

circumstances

P->aTai=FOiT. &0-;

p-<a±a,±aa±, &c.

;

and as a,, Oj, &c., arc small quantities it appears that o is neces-

sarily restricted to narrow limits.

By similar reasoning wo can justify tnc equation for 6, for we can
show that the angular velocity of the celestial body to which it

refers must be approximately uniform.
By differentiation,

T- - M + T)iw, cos (»,( + Xi) + la^a cos (oijt + x«) + . *«.

Under all circumstances we must have

— ->MTi;i"iT>)a"aT, ic.i

T- = <<'l± 7J,t.l. ± 7)jM,±

,

kc.;

and as rj^, r]^, kc
dt

.

are all small quantities, it is obvious that — ig

confined within narrow limits, notwithstanding the indefinite

augmentation of the time.

In addition to the' reasons already adduced in justification of the

expressions of p and 9, it is to bo remarked that the number of dLs-

posable constants «,, Oj, kc, xv Xa^ kQ., rii, tjj, kc, u,, a,, kc,
a, a is practically indefinite, and that consequently the equations

can bo compelled to exhibit faithfully the peculiarities of any
approximately circular orbit described by a particle moving with
approximate uniformity.

§15. DctC)-minatioil of t!ic Forces.—The orbit which is described

by a planet or other celestial body being given by the equations

p = a + 2rti cos (<»i<-l-Xi)>

e = c,it + 27|, sin (a),( + Xi)i

it is a determinate problem to ascertain the forces by which the

motion of the planet is controlled. In making this calculation wo
shall assume that the squares and higher powers, and also the pro-

ducts of the small quantities a,, n,, &c., 17,, »)j, kc, may be dis-

carded. T is to be computed from the well-known formula

where we have

/d-'p de'\

idf'-'dF)

dp

dt

dV
dt'

de

dt

de^

dt'

2n-iui sin {uit + xi) >

^= -2a,Vcos {<^\t + xi);

+ 27),(», cos (wi<+xi)

;

.'•f 237),uwi cos (uit + xi) '•

V-'-

p-^-aM' + 2(2i),na>u,-fa,u') COS («,<-)- Xi) •

at'

whence by substitution

T - - mau' - 2);i(n!,(.),' + 2i),aojcD, + a,ti)') cos (u,< + Xi)-

To compute V, the force perpendicular to the radius vector, w»
proceed as follows :

—

p'-(i' + 22aa, cos («Oi< + Xi) i

-:p - u + 27)ia?i COS (a^t -I- ~ ^ :

dt

whence we find

p'^-.v- j-t-2(2aa,(»-f7|,a'oii) cos («)i< + Xi)-
dt

Differentiating we have

^(p^'^) - -2(2««,a,wi + Vi^W) sin (» (
-^ xi).

Substituting this in the ordinary formula

_df JJ\
p dtY dt)

we have finally

V= -2m;,2a,<.)Wi-l-i)inaii') sin (wi« + Xi)-

Let us assume, for the sake of brevity,

A.,-w,( + Xi; ^a-i^s^ + Xai '^c.

oF,-a,((»'-(-<o,'') + 2T),aiuai, ; aG,-2a,cuw, + Ti,afc>,' ;

oF,- aj(«* -(-«,') + 27),a««, ; oG, - 2a,aii», + >j,n»,«
;

&c. kc
then the result towh ich we have been conducted may bo thus stated :

—

If a body bo moving in a nearly circular orbit under the influenca

of a radial force equal to

- mau* - WU12F, cos Aj

and a force perpendicolir to the radius vector equal to

- tna2G, sin A,,

then the path which the body describes is defined by the equations

r-a + lA\ cos A,;

«-<«t + 2i|, sin A,.

§ 16. Deductimsfrmn these Erprc.viions.—'^e rrorped to point out

» few <A the more remarkable deductions from this tliii'rini.

If as a first approxlmaUon wo neglect entirely the small quantities

a,, a„ kc, 7ii, iij, ic, wo have

r-o; t-at; T--fno«'; "V-O.

In this coso the orbit described by the liody is a circle of which

the radius is a. The angle made by tlie radius vector to the

particle with a fixed axis is proportional to the time. It follow»

that the velocity with which the particle moves in its orbit is uni-

XI. — 10
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form. Since the angle swept out by the particle in one vinit of
time is equal to a, it follows tliat the angular velocity of the particle

ig equal to u ; since the radius is a, the actual velocity with which
the particle is moving in its orbit is t-ia. In the rase now under
consideration the force V perpendicular to the radius vector is con-
stantly equal to zero. Hence the total force which acts upon the
particle is always directed along the radius vector, and is equal to
- Tiiaa". The sign - merely expresses that the force which acts
upon the particle must be constautly directed towards tlie centre.

Let p denote the periodic time of the motion of the particle in its

orbit. Then we must find the angular velocity by dividing the
angle 2ir described in the time p .by the time p, whence

2t— = ot.

P
By substituting tliis value for a> in the expression for T, we deduce

1 = -ma ,-. ,

This proves that the force must vary, directly as the radius of the
orbit of the particle and inversely as the square of the periodic time
in which the orbit is described.

Let us now consider the case in which Oj and ijj are retained,
while the remaining quantities Oj, aj, kc, tjj, rjj, &c., are all equal
to zero. The formula then are

r=n + rt, cos Xj ; T •= - nioui' - timFj cos A,

;

?=o)< + 7)i
sin \i ; V= - maG^ sin Xj ;

where aF, = ni(ai''' + Mi°) + 27ii(it,ic.i, ; aGi = 2a,uuj + 07)1(0,'.

It is clear in the first place that the orbit is not a circle, for as \i
depends upon t, it will follow that cos A, may vaiy between the
limits +1 and -1, so that the radius vector r may also vary
between the extreme values a + a, and a -a,. As n, is extremely
small, it appears that tlie orbit is still nearly circular with a radius
a, but that the particle may sometimes be found at a distance Oj on
the inside or outside of the circle.

We shall similarly fiud that the angular velocity with which the
radius vector sweeps round is not quite uniform. The average
angular velocity is no doubt a, but the actual position of the radius
vector differs by the quantity t)^ sin A, from what it would have
been had its motion been uniform. As 17, sin A, must vary between
the limits +rj, and -ij,, it follows that the radius vector can never
be at an angle greater than i), from its mean place, i.e., the place
which it would have occupied had it continued to move uniformly.
The orbit is completely defined by the two equations

—

e= ut + ai sin (wit + Xi) ;

»- = a + ffi7), cos (<»i< + xi).

If from these two equations the time t could be eliminated, the
result would be the equation in polar coordinates of the path which
the*particle described. Owing, however, to the fact that the
quamity t occurs separately, and also under the form of a sine and
cosine, this elimination would be transcendental.

If, however, we take advantage of the smallness of /] and g^, we
can eliminate t with sufficient accuracy for all practical purposes.
As 6 is nearly equal to at, we may assume for t as the first

approximation the value fl-e-w. If we consider the squares or

higher powers of a^ and tjj negligible, this value of t may be substi-

tuted for t under the sine and cosine, and we have

r = a + -ij^ cos (:--«+x.)

This equation in general denotes a curve undulating about the
circumference of the circle of which the radius is a.

We must now briefly consider the case where the motion of the

particle is not confined to a plane. Suppose a third axis OC be
drawn through the point perpendicular to the plane wliich con-

tains the undisturbed orbit. Let s be the coordinate of the particle

parallel to the line 00 which is called the axis of 2, while x, y
denote as usual the coordinates referred to two other rectangular

axes. We shall suppose that the motion of the pai-ticle is such
that the coordinate z can be expressed by the equation

x= hi sin Pj + h^sin $., + , &c.

,

where Aj, h.,, &c., are lines of constant length
; /3,, /3j, Ac, are

angles of the form Pji + |„ pJ + i-i,
ic. ; p^, p^, kc, jj, {„ &c., are

constants ; and t denotes the time.

Let W denote the force which acts upon the particle P in a

direction parallel to the axis of z. Then we have

Differentiating the equation

z = 7ii sin
;8i + Aj sin /3j + , ic,

we have

but

whence

^'=.A,cos^.f. + ^cos^,f+ ,&e.;

dt

dz-

dt

'Pi\
d&.

dt
r=Pi> *c-;

=pjii cos p^ +F.Ji.i cos )3j-F, &c.

Diffeaentiating again

— = - p^'h^ sin Pi - p^li' siu 5j - , &c.

;

whence, finally,

W= -mp^Vt^ sin jS, - mp^h^ sin ^j -
, &c.

§ 17. The Motion of the Moon.—One of the most important pro-
blems to which we may apply the expressions to which we have
been conducted is to an examination of the disturbances which the
moon experiences in its motion round the earth. The moon would
describe a purely elliptic motion around the earth in one of the focfi

were it not that the presence of the sun disturbs the motion and pro-

duces certain irregularities. Notwithstanding the vast mass of the
sun, these disturbing causes stiU only slightly derange the moon's
motion from what it would be were these disturbing causes absent.

The reason of this is that the sun is about 400 times as far from the
earth as the moon, and consequently the difference of the effects of

the sun upon the earth and the moon is comparatively small.

.In applying the formulas to the case of the moon we denote by
S, P, P' the earth, the moon, and the sun respectively

;

M, m, »i' signify the masses of the earth, moon, and sun;
r, 1' are the distances of the moon and the sun from the earth

;

p is the distance from the moon to the sun

;

I, V are the longitudes of the moon and the sun measured in

the moon's orbit.

T, V, W aie the forces acting upon the moon, whereof T is along
the radius vector, V is perpendicular to the radius
vector, and W is perpendicular to the plane of the

moon's orbit.

Since r-rr' is very nearly equal to l-r-400, we may regard this frac-

tion as so small that its squares and higher powers are negligible.

Hence, since cos 6'= 1,

i-2^cos(;-r) + '-1;^]*

cos {I - V)\

With these substitutions we have, after a few simple transformationa,

T,^ _m(M + m)^l l?^^/i + 3 cos 2{l-r)\.

p-W

'Wl-^ cos {I-

whence ' =/W-'(1 + 3'-

3 tmm'r
"2 ~/5- sin i{l - I'}

;

W^ —J— cos {I - r) sin y.

§ 18. The Variation.— The inequality in the motion of the moon
which b known as the variation is independent both of the eccen-

tricity of the orbit of the moou and of that of the earth. As we
shall at present only discuss irregularities in longitude and radius

vector, and as we shall neglect small quantities of an order higher

than the second, we may assume that the plane of the orbit of the

sun coincides with the plane of the orbit of the moon.
The radius vector and the longitude may be expressed by the

formulae

r-^a+a/i cos A,;

l=ut + gi siu Aj.

We shall assume that

2(r-0=Ai;
and since

we have

7-2= a-»(l-2/, cosAi).

(?n(M + m)
,
1 emm'a

~
a^ 2 a'-'

tm(m + M) 3 tmm'

2-(./. —
] COCOS Ai

;

a» 2 a''

but from § 15, a b'ing the mean motion of the moon,

T = - mn-a - maFj cos A,

;

whence, by identifying the two expressions we have' from th*

portions independent of the time,

„.^^.(M + m) 1 m'a
a- K a'

This is a very important formula, inasmuch as it gives the re-

lation between the mean motion n and the mean distance a in the

disturbed orbit.

Suppose that there were no disturbing influence, and that a

satellite moved uniformly around the earth in a circular orbit of

radins a^ with a mean motion n„, then we have

Assuming also that the earth moves uniformly round the snn in a

circular orbit of radius a' with a mean motion n', then

f(M: + m')-n'»a'',
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or, ainco M u negligible in comparison with m',

With these substitutions, and making t:">n''-rn', we have finally

If we identify the coefficients of cos Aj in the two expressions forT,
ws hare

- maF.= 2/.''"(M + m) ^ 3 jirn^
.

whence, by sabstituticm and by neglecting small qnantitit^

/i(»« + n,«) + 2jinrti - - 2/in> - |«r,i«.

We have also for V the two expressions

3 tmm'r

2 r^
sin Ay

8.

and -TTiaG, sin A,;

whence by identifying the coeiEcients

2/inni + (7,V

where », denotes the rate at which A, alters.

Solving the two eiuations, we deduce the foUowing expressions :

—

- _ 3w n'ni + 2n'
. . ^ 3i£ n'jni* + inn^ + Sn>)

2 Tii'^n^Tti 'h'('h' ~ "')

Wo can now calculate the value of/j and y, nnmerically. For

i - 2^-^:± - 2'

n 7t

and ^so

from these we deduce

,365 256 -27-322

365 ^SS

1

-1-8604,

178?2

/,--0'007204
?,«. +0 01024 -36'-20.»

The resnita at which we have arrived may be thus sammarily stated,

using, however, a more accurate value of Ji than that which is

formed by this method :

—

If we suppose the orbit of the moon to coincide with the plane of

the ecliptic, and if we neglect the ellipticily of the orbit of the

earth around the sun and that of the moon around the eai-th ; if n'

denotes the mean motion of the earth around the sun, and n the

mean motion of the moon around the earth ; and, finally, if n and a
he connected by the equation

w>a'*-0'9972«(M + m);—
then we have Tor the motion of the moon the equation,

r-a^l -0007204 cos (2ni- 2n'oV

l-nt + 39'30" sin {2rU - 2n't).

We thus see that the motion of the moon, on the hypothesis which
we have assumed, is different from a uniform circular motion.

The distance from, the moon to the earth is sometimes l-139th

part greater or less than its mean value. And the longitude of the

moon is sometimes 39' 80" in advance of or behind what it would

be on the suppositiou that the moon was moving uniformly.-

When^ the (fisUince is the greatest, we have cos {2rU — 2n'l) — - 1

;

vrhence 2n<-2n'i'"iror 3»

;

and it follows that the distance of the moon from the earth is great-

est at quadratures. When the distance is least, then

cos [2nt - 2n't) - + 1,

whence
2ni-2n'<-0or2ir;

consequently the moon is nearest to the earth at eyzygy. It thus
appears that' the orbit of the moon as modified by the disturbing
influence of the variation resembles an oval of which the earth is

the centre, and of which the minor axis is constantly in the line of

syzygiea

The mean longitude of the moon and the true longitude coincide

when
sin (2n(-2n'0-"0.

This condition is fulfilled both at syzygy and quadrature ; conse-

quently the mean place of the moon and its true place coincide

when the moon is either in syzygy or in quadrature. The true

pkce of the moon is at its greatest distance iu advance of the mean
place when

Bin(2n<-2n'0-l.

This condition is fulfilled at the middle points of the first and third

quadrants, while at the middle points of the second and fourth

quadrants
ain{2n<-2n7)--li

and therefore the moon is behind its mean place in the second and
fourth quadrants.

After new moon, the distance between the moon and the earth

gradually increases, and the apparent velocity of the moon also in-

creases until, when the moon is three or four days old, it has ad-

vanced 39' beyond its mean place ; the velocity then begins to

diminish, though the distance goes on" increasing, until at first

quarter the distance has attained a maximum. After first quarter

me distance diminishes, and the moon falls behind its mean place,

the maximum distance of 39' behind the mean place being reached

about 11 days after new moon. At fuU moon the distance has

become a minimum, and the mean place and true place coincide.

At 18 days the true place has again gained 39' on the mean place,

but the distance increases, and at third quarter the distance is

again a maximum, and the true and the mean place coincide. After

passing third quarter the distance diminishes, and the true place

falls behind the mean place, the difl"erence attaining a maximum on

the 26th day, after which the true place gains on the mean place,

with whioh it coincides at new moon, when also the distance is

again a minimum.
Since the amount oT this irregularity in longitude is so consider-

able, being in fact larger than the diameter of the moon itself, it is

very'appreciable even in comparatively coarse observations. It was

discovered by observation by Tycho Brahe. by whom it was named

the variation.

It would lead ns too far to endeavour to trace out any of the

other irregularities by which the motion of the moon is deranged.

We have taken the variation merely as an illustration of one of the

numerous corrections which the law of gravitation has expiained.

The accordance whioh subsists between the values of these correc-

tions as computed by theory and as determined bv obsorvaUon

affords the most conolujsive evidence o. the truth of the law of uni-

versd gravitation. (^ S- ^•'

OUAVITY, Specifio. See HTORODyNAMiOB.

GRAY, the chief town of an arrondissement in the

department of Haute-Sa6ne, is situated on the declivity of

a hill on the left bank of the Sa6n6, 37 miles S.W. of

yesoul by rail. Its streets are narrow and steep, but it

possesaea broad and beautiful quays, and the All^e des

Capucins is a fine promenade. The principal buildings are

the old castle of the duke of Burgundy, the church in the

stylo of the Eenaisaance,' the communal gollege (with a

library of 15,000 volumes and a natural history museum),

the theatre, and the barracks. The town possesses very

large flour-mills, and .among the other industries are ship-

building, dyeing, tanning, haircloth-weaving, piaster-cast-

ing, and the manufacture of machinery, oils, and starch.

There is also a considerable trade in iron, com, provisions,

vegetables, wine, and wood. The population in 1876 was

7 305. Gray was founded in the 7th centnry. Its former

' When the approximation ia carried sufficiently far it is found that

the coefficient of the variation is 39' 80".

defensive works were destroyed by Louis XIV. in 1688.

During the Franco-Prussian war General von Werder con-

centrated his army corps in the town, and held it for a

month, making it the point d'appui of movements towards

Dijon and Langres, as well as towards Beaani;on.

GRAY, David (1838-1861), Scottish poet, was the son

of a hand-loom weaver, and was born at Merkland, a small

village on the banks of the Luggio, about 8 miles from Ohis-

gow January 29, 1838. His parents, observing his fond-

ness for study and his exceptional clovorness, resolved to

educate him for the church, and through tbeir self-denial

and his own exertions as a pui>il teacher and private tutor,

he was able, after receiving the rudiments of education nt

the parish school of Kirkintilloch, to complete a course of

four sessions at the university of Glasgow. It soon, how-

ever, became evident that the vision of poetry and world

fame had begun to lure him away from the path which his

parents' desires had marked out for him. His most inti-

mate companion at this time was Robert Buchanan, the now
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well-knowQ poet; and in May 1860 the two agreed to pro-

ceed to London, with the indefinite purpose of finding some
kind of employment in connexion with literature. Shortly
after his arrival in London Gray introduced himself to Mr
Monckton MUaes, now Lord Hougliton, with whom he had
previously corresponded, who, though unsuccessful in his

application for a place for Gray's poem, "The Luggie," in

the Cornhill Magazine, gave him some light literary work.
He also showed him great attention when a cold which
had seized him assumed the serious form of consumption,
and procured him the means of staying for a time in the
south of England ; but as the disease made rapid progress,

an irresistible longing seized Gray to return to Merkland,
where he arrived in January 1861, and died on the 3d
December following, having the day before had the gratifi-

cation of seeing a printed specimen copy of his poem The
Luggie. He was buried in the Auld Aisle Churchyard,
Kirkintilloch, where in 1865 a monument was erected by
"friends far and near " to his memory.
The Luggie, the principal poem of Gray, is a kind of

reverie in which the scenes and events of his childhood and
his early aspirations are mingled with the music of the
stream which he celebrates. The series of sonnets In the

Skadoivs, composed during the latter part of his illness,

possess, without the smallest taint of morbidness, a touching
and solemn beauty in keeping with the circumstances in

which they were written. Most of his poems necessarily

bear traces of immaturity, and lines may frequently be
found in them which are mere echoes from Thomson,
Wordsworth, or Tennyson, but they possess, nevertheless,

the distinct individuality of true genius. They nearly aU
have a direct or indirect reference to phases of outward
nature, and they give evidence of anjinderlying wealth of

imagination and sentiment, of a true and vigorous power
of conception, and of a gift of clear and strong, yet subtle

and tender, musical utterance, "which apparently only
required to have been mellowed by time and experience in

order to have fashioned a poetry .which would have given
him an enduring name in English literature.

Tlu: Luggie and other Poems, with an introduction by R. Monckton
Milnes, and a brief memoir by James Hedderwick, was published in
1862, and a new and enlarged edition of Gray's Poetical Works,
edited by the late Sherilf Glassford Bell, appeared in 1874. See
also the " Essay on David Gray," published originally in Cornhill
Magazine, and reprinted in David Gray and other Essays, by Koljert
Buchanan, 1863, and the poem on David Gray, reprinted therefrom
Idyls and Legetids of Inverburn.

GRAY, John Edwasd (1800-1875), a distinguished

English naturalist, born at Walsall, Staffonlshire, in ISOO,
was the eldest of the three sons of Mr S. F. Gray, of that
town, druggist and writer on botany, author of the Supple-
ment to the Pkarmacoposiif, <tc., and grandson of Mr S.

Gray, who translated for Lee the Philosophia Botanica of

Linnaeus, and assisted in the composition of the Introduction
to Botany. Gray studied at St Bartholomew's and other
hospitals for the medical profession, but was attracted to

the more enlivening pursuit of botany, on' which he wrote
and lectured. At an early age he assisted his father by
collecting notes on botany and comparative anatomy and
zoology in Sir Joseph Baniis's library at the British Museum,
aided by Dr W. E. Leach, assistant-keeper. The systematic
synopsis of the Katural Arrangement of British Plaiits,

2 vols., 1821, was prepared by him, his father writing the
preface and introduction only. This work, which introduced
the natural system of plants on Jussieu's plan to the
student of English botany, gave offence to the Linnean
Society, who rejected Gray's application for a fellowship in

1822. Chafed at this unmerited rebuff, he turned to the
study of zoology, writing on zopphytes, shells, Mollusca,
and Papilionidce, still aided by Dr Leach at the British
Museum, In December 1821 Grny obtained the post of

assistant in that institution ; and from that date to

December 1839, when Mr J. G. Children retired from the

keepership, he had so zealously applied himself to the study,

classification, and improvement of the national collection of

zoology that he was selected as the fittest person to be

entrusted with its charge. Immediately on his appoint-

ment as keeper, Gray *ook in hand the revision of the

systematic arrangement of the collections ; scientific cata-

logues followed in rapid succession; the department was

raised in importance; its poverty as well as its wealth

became known, and whilst increased grants, donation^,

and exchanges fnade good many deficiencies, great num-
bers of students, foreign as well as English, availed them-

selves of its resources to enlarge the knowledge of zoology

in all its branches. Gray found the representatives of

the animal kingdom confusedly huddled together in old

Montagu House; and the science of zoology was just then

.emerging from infancy, with little public support to foster

it. But, in spite of numerous obstacles, he worked up the

department, within a few years of his appointment as

keeper, to such a state of excellence as to make it the

rival of the cabinets of Leyden, Paris, and Berlin; and
later on it was raised under his management to the dignity

of the largest and most complete zoological collection ia

the world. The extensive acquaintance which he had
obtained with practical zoology, his love of the subject,

close application, and original views,, his skill and accu-

racy of observation, his readiness to impart the informa-

tion he had acquired to any one who sought it, and above
all his marvellous industry, place Gray in the foremost

rank of naturalists. It has been said that he tried to

accomplish too . much, that . he wrote hurriedly and paid

little attention to anatomy ; but it must be remembered
that he laboured for the past generation, not among the

one-subject men of the present age. He did his work
nobly, though somewhat roughly; and it will ever be
appreciated by generous men of science. His eagerness

for controversy, and the outspoken plainness with which he
asserted his views, sometimes brought him into unpleasant

jelations with those he had to do with. Of this the cata-

logue dispute with Panizzi, and the gorilla dispute with
Du Chaillu, Owen, and others, are well-known instances.

.Although seized with paralysis in 1870, Gray continued to

discharge the functions of keeper of zoology, and to con-

tribute papers to the Annals of Isatural llistory, his

favourite journal, and to the transactions of a few of the

learned societies. At Christmas 1874, having completed
half a century of official work, he resigned office ; and on
the 7th of March 1875 this indefatigable naturalist expired.

Gray was elected a fellow of the Royal Society in 1832; in 1852 the
honorary degree of doctor of philosophy of the university of Munich
was conferred upon him, in recognition of his formation of the
largest zoological collection in Europe; and in 1860 the king of
Wiirtemberg, desiring to mark the estimation in which he held
Gray, who had declined an,offer of knighthood, bestowed upon him
the gold medal of merit. He was a president of the Entomological
Society, vice-president of the Zoological and"Microscopical Societies,

fellow of the Geographical and Paloeontological Society, in the for-

matioij of which he took ]3art ; he was president of th^ Botanical
Society, and also a fellow ot the Linnean and Geological Societies

;

he founded the Greenwich Society of Useful Knowledge ; and he was
an honorary or corresponding member of numerous foreign societies

and academies. He was deputy-chairman of the- section of the
animal and vegetable substances of the Exhibition of 1851, and a
juror of the educational section of the Exhibition of 1862. He took
an active part in questions of public importance of his day, such as
slave emancipation, prison discipline, abolition of imprisonment for
debt, sanitary and municipal organizations, the decimal system, pub
lie education, extension of the opening of public institutions, &c. -

Works.—Dr Gray commenced to publish in 1820, and continued
till the year of his death. • He began with an Historical Sketch of Ihi
Improvejneiils in Comparative Anatomy and Zoology in 1819, ani
ended with a paper "On the Madagascar River-Hog (Potamochirrus),
and oa the skulls of the three species of the genus,"" Ann. N. S.,
XV., 1875. The titles of the book", memoirs, and miscellaneouo
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finpcrs written by liini, accompanied by a fc\r notes, fill a privately

printed list of 56 octavo pnges. The more important of the books,

besides those already mentioned, are :

—

Synopsis of (lie species of the

(htsi Mammalia, 1827 (Griftith's Caviei; vol. v.); IIlustrations of
Indian Zoologij, 2 vols., 1S30-35; A Synopsis of the species of the

t'^ftis Rrplilia,- WiQ (Cuxicr, ix.); Zoological Miscellany, 1831-45;
Synopsis Hcptilium, 1S31 ; A Descriptive Cataloyuc of Recent and
Fossil Shells, 1832; Turlon's ilannal of the Land and Freshwater

Shells of the Urilish Islands (new ed.), 1840; List of Ike Specimens

of Mammalia in the British ^Jusctlln, 1843 ; Catalogue of Tortoises,

tie, 1844; Systematic Catalogue of British Land and Freshicatcr

Shells, 1844; Catalogue of Specimens of Lizards, 1845; Gleanings

from the Menagerie and Aviary at Knowslcy Hall (superintended at

the request of tUe late earl of Derby), 1846-50; List of the genera

of recent .^follusea, 1847; List of Osteological Specimens, 1847, of

British Spoixjes, Radiated Animals {Ccntronioe), ofBritish Radiata,

separatf, 1848; Catalogue of Mollusca, 1849-50; Catalogue of Rep-

titcs {Snakes), 1849; Catalogue of Fish (Chondroptcrygia), 1850;
Catalogue of Mammalia {Cclacca, Seals, Hoofed Quadrupeds), 1850-

1S52; Catalogue ofAmphibia, 1850, Catalogue of Bivalve Mollusca,

1850-53; List of Fish {Cartilaginous),, of British Fish, separate,

IRSl; List of British Mollusca and Shells, 1851; Catalogue of Eehi-

nidce or Sea-Eggs, 1851; Catalogue of Fhaneropneiimona (with L.

Pfeiffer), 1852; Catalogue of Fish collected and described by L. T.

Gronov, 1854; Catalogue of Shield Reptiles, 1855-72; Catalogue of
the recent Echinida, 1855 ; Catalogue of Fulmonata (with L.

Pfeiffer), 1855 ; Guide to the collection of Mollusca, 1856 ; Catalogue

of Apodal Fish, by Br J. J. Kaup, translated and edited by Gray,

1856; Catalogue of Auriculida:, 1857; Systematic arrangement of

figures of Conchifera and Brnchiopoda, 1857 ; List of Mollutea,

1858 ; ffapAbook of British Watencecds, or Algce (with AV. Car-

ruthers), 1864; Salisbury's Genera of Plants, edited by Gray, 1866;
Catalogue of Seals and IVlmlcs, 1866-71; Synopsis of Species of
Starfish, 1866; Synopsis of species of Whales and Dolphins, 1868;
Catalogue of Carnivorous, 'Pachydermatous, and Edentate Mam-
•nnlia, 1369 ; Catalogue of Monkeys, Lemurs, and Fruil-entinf) Bats,

1870; Tortoises, I'errapnw, and I'urtles, 1872 (re-edited); Hand-
list of Seals, Morses, Sea-Lions, and Sea-Bears, 1874.

GRAY", Thomas (1716-1771), the autbor of tbe cele-

brated EUfiy w) itlen in a Country GImrcliyard, was born in

Cornhill, Lonilon, December 26, 1716. His father, Philip

Gray, an exchange broker and scrivener, was a wealthy and
uominally respectable citi7.Bn; but bo treated bis family

with brutal severity and neglect, and the poet was alto-

gether indebted for the advantages of a learned edacation

to the affectionate care and industry of bis mother, whose

maiden name was Antrobus, and who, in conjunction with

a maiden sister, kept a millinery shop. A brother of Mrs
Gray was assistant to the master of Eton, and was also a

fellow of Pembroke Cr>llege, Cambridge. Under his pro-

tection tho poet was educated at Eton, and thence wcntto
Peterhouse, Cambridge, attending college from 1734 to Sep-

tember 1738. At Eton he had as contemporaries Puchard

West, son of the lord chancellor of Ireland, and Horace

Walpole, son of the triumphant Whig minister, Sir Robert

Walpolo. West died early in his 26th year, but bis genius

ttiid viifcues and his sorrows will for ever live in tho corre-

spondence of his friend. In tho spring of 1739 Gray was
invited by Horace Walpolo to accompany him as travelling

companion in a tour through Fmnce and Italy. They made
tb» tiaual tour, and Gray wrote remarks on all be saw in

Florence, Rome, Naples, &c. His observation^ on arts and
antiquities, and his sketches of foreign manners, evince his

admirable taste, learning, and discrimination. Since Milton,

no such accomplished English traveller had visited those

classic shores. In their journey through Dauphin(5, Gr.ay's

attention was strongly arrested by the wild and picturesque

site of tho Grande Chartreuse, surrounded by its dense

forest of beech and fir, its enormous precipices, clifls, and
cascades. Ho visited it a second time on bis return, and
in the album of the mountain convent he wroto his famous
Alcaic Odo. At Rcggio the travellers quarrelled and parted.

Walpolo took tho whole blame on himself. lie was fond
of pleasure and amusements, "intoxicated by vanity, indulg-

ence, and tho insolence of his situation as a prime minister's

son,"—his own confession,—while Gray was studious, t)f a
strious disposition, and independent spirit .Theimnicdiate

' cause of the rupture is said to have been Walpole's clan-

destinely opening, reading, and resealinga letter addressed

to Gray, in which he expected to find a confirmation of his

suspicions that Gray bad been v.-riting unfavourably of him
to some friends in England. A partial reconciliation was
effected about three years afterwards by the intervention

of a lady, and Walpole redeemed bis youthful error by a
life-long sincere admiration nnd respect for his friend. From
Reggio Gray proceeded to Venice, and thence travelled home-
wards, attended by a laquais cle voyaye. He arrived iu

England in September 1741, having been absent about two
years and a half. His father died in November, and it was
found that the poet's fortune would not enable him to

prosecute the study of the law. He therefore retired to

Cambridge, and fi.Ted his residence at the' university.

There he continued for the remainder of his life', with the
exception of about two years spent in London, when the

treasures of the British JIuseum were thrown open. At
Cambridge he had the range of noble libravies. His happi-

ness consisted in study, and he perused with critical atten-

tion the Greek and Roman poets, philosophers, historians,

and orators. Plato and the Antholoyia he read and anno-

tated with great care, as if for publication. He compiled

tables of Greek chronology, added notes to Linnaeus and
other naturalists, wrote geographical disquisitions on Strabo,

and, besides being familiar with French and Italian litera-

ture, was a zealous archaeological student, and profoundly

versed in architecture, botany, painting, and music. In

all departments of human learning, excepting mathematics,

he was a master. But it follows that one so studious, so

critical, and so fastidious could not be a voluminous writer.

A few poems include all the original compositions of Gray

—

the quintessence, as it were, of thirty years of ceaseless

study and contemplation, irradiated by bright and fitful

gleams of inspiration. In 1712 Gray composed his Ode to

Sprmg, his Ode on a Distant Prospect of Eton College, and

his Ode fo Adversity,—productions which most readers of

poetry can repeat from memory. H e commenced a didactic

poem, On the Alliance of Education and Government, but

wrote only about a hundred lines. Every reader must

regret that this philosophical poem is but a fragment. It

is in the style and measure of Dryden, of whom Gray was

an ardent admirer and close student. His Ehgy written in

a Coxmtry Churchyard was completed and published in

1751. In tho form of a si.\penny brochure it circulated

rapidly, four editions being exhausted the first year, and

within the same period it also appeared in three maga-

zines—tho Magazine of Magazines for February, tike London

Magazine for j\Iarch, and the Grand Magazine ojf Magazines

for April. This popularity surprised the poet. He said

sarcastically that it was owing entirely to the subject, and

that tho public would have received it as well if it had been

written in prose. The .solemn and aflectin^- nature of tho

poem, apjilicablo to all ranks nnd classes, no doubt aided its

sale ; it required high poetic sensibility and a cultivated

taste to appreciate the rapid transitions, the figurative

language, and lyrical magnificence of tho odes ; but the

elegy went homo to all hearts ; while its muslc.il harmony,

originality, and pathetic train of sentiment and feeling

render it one of tho most perfect of English poems. No
vicissitudes of taste or fashion have affected its popularity.

When the original manuscript of the poem was offered for

salo iu IS.')!, it brought the almost incredible sum of ilSl.

Tho two great odes of Gray, the Progress of Poetry and The

Hard, were published in 17.")7, and were but coldly rcctivcd.

Ilis name, however, stood high, and, on the death of CiWicr

the same year, lie was ofTercd tho laiireatesliip, which be

wisely declined. He was ambitious, however, of obtaining

the more congenial and dignified aiipoiMtnicnt of i)rofc.s.s<ir

of modern history iu tho university of Cu.iibridgc, vhitli
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fell vacant in 1762, and, by tlie advice of his friends, lie

made application to Lord Bute, but was jinsuccessfuL Lord

Bute had designed it for the tutor of his son-in-Uw, Sir

James Lowther. No one had heard of the tutor, but the

Bute influence was all-prevailing. In 1765 Gray took a

journey into Scotland, penetrating as far north as Dunkeld

and the Pass of Killiecrankie ; and his account of his tour,

in letters to his friends, is replete with interest and with

touches of his peculiar humour and graphic description.

One other poem proceeded from his pen. In 1768 the

professorship of modern history was again vacant, and the

duke of Grafton bestowed it upon Gray. A sum of £400
per annum was thus added to his income ; but his health

was precarious—he had lost it, he said, just when he began

to be easy in his circumstances. The nomination of the

duke of Grafton to the office of chancellor of the university

enabled Gray to acknowledge the favour conferred on him-

self. He thought it better that gratitude should sing than

expectation, and he honoured his grace's installation with

an ode. Such occasional productions are seldom happy;
but Gray preserved his poetic dignity and select beauty

of expression. He made the founders of Cambridge, as

Mr Hallam has remarked, " pass before our eyes like

shadows over a magic .glass." When the ceremony of the

installation was over, the poet-professor went on a tour to

the lakes of Cumberland and Westmoreland, and few of the

beauties of the lake-country, since so famous, escaped his

observation. This was to be his last excursion. While at

dinner one day in the college-hall he was seized with an

attack of gout in his stomach, which resisted all the powers

of medicine, and proved fatal in less than a week. He died

on the 30th of July 1771, and was buried, according to his

own desire, beside the remains of his mother at Stoke Pogis,

near Slough in Buckinghamshire, in a beautiful sequestered

village churchyard that is supposed to have furnished the

scene of his elegy.^

The literary habits and personal peculiarities of Gray
are familiar to us from the numerous representations and
allusions of his friends. It is easy to fancy the recluse

poet sitting in his college-chambers in the old quadrangle

of Pembroke Hall. His windows are ornamented with

mignonette and choice flowers -in China vases, but outside

may be discerned some iron-work intended to be service-

able as a fire-escape, for he has a horror of fire. His
furniture is neat and select ; his books, rather for use than

show, are disposed around him. He has a harpsichord in

the room. In a corner of one of the apartments is a trunk

containing his deceased mother's dresses, carefully folded

up and preserved. His fastidiousness, bordering upon
effeminacy, is visible in his gait and manner,—in his hand-

some features and small well-dressed person, especially when
he walks abroad and sinks the author and hard student in

- A claim has been put up for the churchyard of Granchester, about
two miles from Cambridge, the great bell of St Marj-'s serving for the
"curfew." But Stoke Pogis is more likely to have been the spot, if

any individual locality were indicated. The poet often visited the
village, his aunt and mother residing there, and his aunt was interred

in the churchyard of the place. Gray's epitaph on his mother is

characterized, not only by the tenderness with which he alwaj-s regarded

her memory, but by his style and cast of thought. It runs thus :

—

" Beside hei- friend and sister here sleep the remains of Dorothy Gray,
widow, the careful tender mother of many children, one of whom
alone had the misfortune to survive her. She died March 11, 1753,
aged 72.** She had lived to read the Elegy, which was perhaps an
ample recompense for her m.atomal cares and affection. Mrs Gray's
will commences in a similar touching strain:

— '* In the name of God,
amen. This is the last will and desire of Dorothy Gray to her son
Thomas Gray." Tl.ey were all in all to each other. The father's cruelty

and neglect, their straitened cli'cumstances, the saorifices made by the
mother to maintain her son at the university, her pride in the talents

and conduct of that son, and the increasing gratitude and affection of

the latter, nursed in his scholastic and cloistered solitude—these form
an affecting but noble rteord in the history of genius.

" the gentleman who sometimes writes for his amusement.'*

He writes always with a crow quill, speaks slowly and
sententiously, and shuns the crew of dissonant college re-

vellers who call him " a prig," and seek to annoy him.

Long mornings of study, and nights feverish from ill-health,

are spent in those chambers ; he is often listljess and in low

spirits
;
yet his natural temper is not desponding, and he

delights iu employment. He has always something to learn

or to communicate, some sally of humour or quiet stroke

of satire for his friends and correspondents, some note on
natural history to enter in his journal, some passage of

Plato to unfold and illustrate, some golden thought of

classic inspiration to inlay on his page, some bold image
to tone down, some verse to retouch and harmonize. His
life is on the whole innocent and happy, and a feeling of

thankfulnfesa to the Great Giver is breathed over all.

Various editions of the collected works of Gray have been pub-
lished. The first, including memoirs of his life and his corre-

spondence, edited by his friend, the Rev. W. Mason, appeared in

1775. It has been often reprinted, and forms the groundwork of

the editions by Mathias (1814) and Mitford (1816). Mr Mitford,

iu 1843, published Gray's correspondence with the Rev. Norton
Nicholls, and in 1854 his correspondence with Mason, from which
Mason had made only a partial selection in bis memoirs of Gray.

A second edition of the correspondence with additional notes waa
published in 1855.* (R. CA.)

GRAYLING {Thymallus) are fishes belonging to the

family of Salmonidce, which resemble, the vendace and
gwyniad {Coregonus) in having scales of considerable size,

and a narrow mouth with very smaU teeth. They are dis-

tinguished by their large, wing-lLke, dorsal fin. Only a few-

species are known, which inhabit clear streams of the north

of Europe, Asia, and North America. The best known are

the " Poisson bleu " of the Canadian voyageurs, and the

European species, Thymalbis vulgaris (the Asch or Aesche

of Germany, Ombre of France, and Temola of Upper Italy).

This latter species is esteemed on account of its agreeable

colours (especially of the dorsal fin), its well-flavoured flesh,

and the sport it affords to anglers. It is very fastidious in

the choice of the rivers it inhabits. In England it is

found in the Test, the Avon, the Dove, the Lug, the Wye,
the Irvon, the Teme, the Clun, the Hodder, the Trent, the

Dee, the Wiske, the Wharfe, the Ure, the Kibble, and the

Derwent; but it is not found either in Scotland or in Ireland.

It is more generally distributed in Scandinavia and Russia,

and the mountain streams of central Europe southwards to

the Alpine waters of Upper Italy. Specimens attaining to

a weight of four pounds are very scarce. See Ichthyology.
GRAZALEMA (the Roman Laeiduhrmium), a town of

Spain, in the province of Cadiz, is situated on the great

road from Cadiz to Ronda, 60 miles E.N.E. of Cadiz. It

stands in a very strong position on a rocky hill, and to

capture it was reckoned one of ,the chief feats of the esforzado

Rodrigo Ponce de Leon. It possesses three hermitages, a

parish church, and a convent. • The manufactures are chiefly

woollen, linen, leather, and soap, and there is considerable

trade in sheep and swine from the neighbouring sierra of

the same name. Inscriptions and other Roman antiquities

still exist in the town. The population is about 6000.

GRAZZINI, Antonfeancesco (1503-1583), an Italian

author, was born at Florence, March 22, 1503, of good

family both by his father's and mother's side. Of his

youth and education all record appears to be lost, but

he probably began early to practise as an apothecary. In

1540 he was one of the founders of the Academy of the

Humid (degli Umidi), and about forty-two years afterwards

he took a prominent part in the formal establishment of the

more famous Accadenila della Crusca. In both societies he

2 A volume of the original autograph letters of Gray addressed to
Dr Tliomas Wharton, fellow of Pembroke Hall, Cambridge, and
latterjy of London and Old Park, near Darlington, was added in 1877
to the Egerton library of manuscripts in the British Museum.
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was known as II Lanca or Leuciscus, and this pseudonym is

8tiU frequently substituted for his proper name. His temper

waa what the French happily call a difficult one, and his

life was consequently enlivened or disturbed by various

literary quarrels. His Humid brethren went so far as to

expel him for a time from the society,—the chief ground

of offence being apparently his ruthless criticism of the

" Arameans," a party of the academicians who maintained

that the Florentine or Tuscan tongue was derived from the

Hebrew, the Chaldee, or some other branch of the Semitic.

He was readmitted in 1566, when his friend Salviati was

"consul" of the academy. His death took place on

February 18, 1583. H Lasca ranks as one of the great

masters of Tuscan prose. His style is copious and flexible :

abundantly idiomatic, but without any affectation of being

so, it carries with it the force and freshness of popular

speech, while it lacks not at the same time a flavour of

academic culture. His principal works are Le Cent, a col-

lection of stories in the manner of Boccaccio, and a number

of prose comedies, La Gelosia, La Spiritala, I PareiUadi,

La Arenga, La Sibilla, La Pinzockera, L'Arzigogolo.
.
The

stories, though of no special merit as far as the plots are

concerned, are told with verve and interest. A number

of miscellaneous poems, a few letters, and Four Orations

to the Cross complete the list of Grazzini's extant works.,

He also edited the works of Berni, and collected TiMi i Trionfi,

Zarri, Mascherale, e Canli Carnascialaschi, andati per Firenze dal

tempo del magnifico Loreiuo de' Medici Jiiw all' anno 1559. In

1868 Adamo Uosbi published in his Eicerche per le biblioteehe di

Perugia three "novelle" by Grazzini, from a MS. of the 16th cen-

tury in the "Comunale" of Perugia ; and in 1870 a small collec-

tion of those poems which ha\e been left unpublished by previous

editors appeared at Poggibonsi, Alcune poesie ineditc. See Pietro

Fanfani's " Vita del Lasca," prefixed to his edition of the Opere di

A, Orazzini, Florence, 1857.

GREAT BRITAIN AND IRELAND, The United
KiNODOM OF, has been since January 1, 1801, the official

title of the political unity composed of England, Scotland,

and Ireland. Great Britain was employed as a formal

designation from the time of the union of the kingdoms of

England and Scotland in 1707. Although the name
(which apparently had its origin in Britannia Major, the

name given to the island to distinguish it from Britannia

Minor or Brittany) had, in earlier times, been often used

both by English and by foreign writers, especially for

rhetorical and poetical purposes, it was not till after the

accession of James I. that it became a recognized part

of the royal style. Its adoption was due to the king him-

self, who was anxious to give expression to the fact that

Le was sovereign of the undivided island, and not only

of England or Scotland. As early as 1559 the Scottish

Congregation hid formally proposed through Maitland the

union of the two crowns, and the adoption of the name of

Great Britain for the common country (Teulet, i, " Mdm.
Caill(5 h M. de la Mothe," Dec. 20). But in England the

innovation at first met with great opposition. Various

objections, sentimental and practical, were urged against it

in parliament ; and the judges, when appealed to by the

king, declared that the adoption of the title would invali-

date all legal processes. At length, on the 20th October

1604, the king, weary of the discussion, cut the knot by
assuming the title by royal proclamation, and in duo
course the inscription " J. D. G. Mag. Brit. F. ct II. Rex"
appeared on his coins. The proclamation declared that

Great Britain was " the true and ancient name which God
and time have imposed upon this lie, extant and received

in histories, in all mappes and cartes wherein this ile is

described, and in ordinary letters to oursclfo from divers

foreign princes, warranted also by authentical charters,

exemplifications under seals, and other records of great

antiquitio." In November 1004 wo find the king in-

structing the Lords Commissioners of the Gunpowder Plot

to try and discover if the prisoner was the author of a most
"cruel pasquil" against him for assuming the name of

Britain. For further details see Calendar of State Papers,
Domestic Series, and Spedding, Letters and Life of Lord
Bacor^ voL iiL

GREAVES, John (1602-1652), a mathematician and
antiquary, was the eldest son of John Greaves, rector of

Colemore, near Alresford in Hampshire, and was bom in

1602. He was educated at Balliol College, Oxford, and ic

1830 was chosen professor of geometry in Gresham College,

London. After travelling in Europe, he in 1637 visited the
I2ast, where he collected a considerable number of Arabic,

Persic, and Greek manuscripts, and made r. more accurate

sui-vey of the pyramids of Egypt than iny traveller who had
preceded him. On his return to Europe he visited a second

time several parts of Itply, and during his stay at Rome
instituted inquiries into the ancient weights and measures.

Soon after his arrival in England, Le was appointed to the

Savilian professorship of astronomy at Oxford, but he was
deprived of Lis Gresham professorship for having neglected

its duties. In 1648 he lost both his fellowship and his

Savilian chair on account of his adherence to the roj'alist

party. But his private fortune more than sufficed for all

his wants till his death in 1602.
Besides his papers in the Philosophical Transactions, the prin-

cipalVorks of Greaves are Pyramidographia, or a Description of the

Pyramids in Egypt, 1646 ; A Discourse on the Poman Fool and
Denarius, 1549; and Elcmenta Linguce Pcrsiecc, 1649. His mis-

cellaneous works were published in 1737 by Dr Birch, with a
biograjihical notice of the author. See also Smith's VUa quorun-
dam crtidit. virorum, and Ward's Grcsliam Professors.

GREBE (French Grebe), the generally accepted name
for all the birds of the Family Podicipedido',^ belonging to

the group Pygopodes of Illiger, members of which inhabit

almost all narts of the world. Some systematic writers havo

..-.vS

-^i-.\-

Great Crested Grobo.

distributed them into several so-called genera, but, with ono

exception, these seem to bo insufficiently defined, and here

it will be enough to allow but two—Latham's Pwiicrps and

the Centropeljna of Messrs Sclntcr and Snlvin. Grebes aro

at once distinguishable from all other Water-birds by their

' Often, liut cnoncously, writlon Potlicipida, The word Podicefi

being » cnntmctcd form of I'vdiciivs (^cf. Glogcr, Journal fUr Omi-

(hnkujie, 1854, p. 430, rote), a combination o{ podrx, podicis, and ptt,

pedis, its further comrounils must bo in iccorJunco willi Its derivation
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very short body, and the peculiar structure of their feet,

which are not only placed far behind, but have the tarsi flat-

tened and elongated toes furnished with broad lobes of skin.

In Europe we have five well-marked species of Podiceps,

the commonest and smallest of which is the very well-known

Dabchick of our ponds, P. fluviatis or minor, the Little

Grebe of ornithologists, found throughout the British

Islands, and with a wide range in the Old World. Next

in size are two species known as the Eared and Horned
Grebes, the former of which, P. nigricollis, is a visitor from

the south, only occasionally showing itself in Britain, while

the latter, P. auritus, has a more northern range, breeding

plentifully in Iceland, and is a not uncommon winter-
" visitant. Then there is the larger Red-necked Grebe, P.

f/riseigena, also a northern bird, and a native of the subarctic

parts of both Europe and America, while lastly the Great

Crested Grebe, P. cristatiis, or Gaunt—known as the Loon
on the meres and broads of East Anglia, and some other

parts of England, is also widely spread over both "Worlds,

and though apparently not found within the tropics, is

known in the extreme south as a native of Australia and
New Zealand. North America is credited with seven

species of Grebes, of which three {P. cristatus, P. griseigena,

and P. auritus) are admitted to be specifically inseparable

from those already named, and two {P. occidentalis and P.

californicus) appear to be but local forms ; the remaining
two (P. domiiiicus and P. ludovicianus) may, however, be
accounted good species, and the last differs so much from
other Grebes that many systematists make it the type of a
distinct 'genus, Podilymhus. South America seems to

possess four or five more species, one of which, the P.

micropterus of IMr Gould {Proc. Zool. Society, 1858, p.

220), has been deservedly separated from the genus
Podiceps by Messrs Sclater and Salvin {Exot. Ornithology,

p. 189, pi. xcv.), owing to the form of its bill, and the

aborted condition of its wings, which seem to render it

absolutely flightless. Lake Titicaca in Bolivia is, so far as

is known at present, its only habitat. Grebes in general,

though averse from taking wing, have much greater power
of flight than would seem possible on examination of their

elar organs, and are capable of prolonged aerial journeys.

Their plumage is short and close. Above it is commonly
of some shade of brown, but beneath it is invariably white,

and so glossy as to be in much request for muS"s and the

trimming of ladies' dresses. Some species are remarkable for

the crests or tippets, generally of a golden-chestnut colour,

they assume in the breeding season. P. auritus is particu-

larly remarkable in this respect, and when in its full nuptial

flttire presents an extraordinary aspect, the head (being

I
surrounded, as it were, lys. vmhts or aureole, such as that
with which painters adorn saintly characters), reflecting the
rays of light, glitters with a glory that passes description.
All the species seem to have similar habits of nidification.

Water-weeds are pulled from the bottom of the pool, and
piled on a convenient foundation, often a seminatant growth
of bog-bean (Meuyanthes), till they form a large mass, in
the centre of which a shallow cup is formed, and the eggs,
with a chalky white shell almost equally pointed at each
end, are laid—the parent covering them, whenever she has
time to do so, before leaving the nest. Young Grebes are

beautiful objects, clothed with black, white, and brown hair,

disposed in streaks, and their bill often brilliantly tinted

with orange or yellow. When taken from the nest and
placed on dry ground, it is curious to observe the way in

which they progress—using the wings almost as fore-feet,

and suggesting the notion that they must be quadrupeds
instead of birds. In water, however, they equal if not

surpass their parents in the r wer of diving, which is a

special accomplishment of all Grebes. (a. N.)

GRECO, El. Domenico Theotocopuli, commonly called

El Greco, was a native of Greece, where he was born about
the year 1545. He appears to have studied art at Venice,

where it is alleged that Titian was liis master. The
date of his removal to Spain is unknown; but in 1577 we
find him at Toledo, engaged on one of his most admired
paintings, that on the parting of the raiment of Jesus.

Until now he had been content to follow closely in the

footsteps of the Venetian school, and he is generally ad-

mitted in his earlier works frequently to have approached

the style of some of its best representatives ; but in 1579,

having been summoned, along with other artists of repute,

by Philip II. to contribute to the decoration of the Escorial,

he began to aim at greater originality of style with very

unfortunate results. The first work iij his new manner,

having for its subject the martyrdom of St Maurice, was
executed in 1579 ; in this, as in all his subsequent produc-

tions, a dull ashen monotony of colour combines with stiff

and unnatural drawing to produce an efi'ect which is at no

time very pleasant, and is sometimes absolutely repulsive.

El Greco, however, continued to be held in considerable

repute in the peninsula; sonnets in his honour are to be

found in the writings both of Gongora andPallavicino; and

he became the founder of a school in which many of the

disciples excelled their master. He practised sculpture and

architecture as well as painting, and is said by Pacheco to

have written with great learning and ability upon all these

arts ; none of his books, however, have come down t'? our

time. He died at Tolt.1o in 1625.

GKEE CE
PART L—GEOGRAPHY AND STATISTICS.

GREECE is a European kingdom, occupying the southern
portion of the most easterly of the three peninsulas,

v.hich Europe projects into the Mediterranean. By its own
inhabitants it is called Hellas, as it was also in antiquity,

and the name Greece, by which in one form or other it is

known in most European languages, was given to it by the

Romans, and was not used by any Greek writer, so far as

we know, before Aristotle. Why the Romans called it so

is an obscure point, but the most probable and usually
accepted explanation is thattheygained their first knowledge
of the country from a tribe in the north-west of Greece who
were called Grsci (TpaiKo'), and that they accordingly gave
the nam? of that tribe to the whole country. The name
Greece or Hellas has been applied at diff"erent times to

territory of widely different extent. At first Hellas denoted

nothing but the spot in Thessaly where the tribe of

Hellenes dwelt, and in later times, after Philip of Macedon

obtained a seat at the Amphictyonic council, it meant the

whole peninsula south of the Balkan mountains (Haemus)

including Macedonia and Thrace ; but at the period of its

greatest distinction it excluded these two regions, and was

restricted to the part of the peninsula to the south of the

Cambunian range and the islands of the surrounding seas.

Its ancient limits, however, cannot be rigidly defined, for

(1) its northern frontier seems never to have been precisely

settled, some writers excluding Thessaly which was generallj

taken in, and others including part of Epirus which was

generally left out ; and (2) the name Hellas expressed not

so much a geographical as an ethnological unity. It was

the country of the Hellenes. VVherever Greeks settled
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tliere was Hellas, and a Greek colony in Sicily or Africa

was thought to participate as essentially in all that con-

stituted Hellas as either Attica or Lacedaemon, Still the

naioe was usually applied to the land which formed the

geographical centre of the race, of which the greatest length

was 250 miles and the greatest breadth 180, and which

had an area, exclusiw of Epirus (4690 square miles) but

including Eubcea (illO square miles), of 21,121 square

miles^ This territory comprised (1) Northern Greece, all

north of the Maliac (Zeitoum) and Ambracian (Arta) Gulfs

;

(2) Central Greece, extending from these gulfs to the

isthmus of Corinth
; (3) the peuinsula of the Peloponnesus

<Morea) to the soutli of the isthmus
; (4) the following

islands,—Eubcea (Negropont) in the east, the Ionian Islands

in the Ionian Sea on the west, Crete and Cyprus in the

south, and the Cyclades and Sporades across the month

«f the ^gean from the south-east headlands of Attica and

Eubcea. Continental Greece

—

i.e., all the country now
specified, exclnslve of the islands—consists of a series of

natural cantons, hedged from one another and from the

outer world by mountain ranges from 5000 to 8000 feet

high, and so was almost by a physical necessity occupied

in the times of its ancient political independence by seven-

teen separate states, none of which was larger than an

ordinary English county. The whole eight states of the

Peloponnesus oovered less area than York and Lancaster

together; and Attica, the most celebrated state of antiquity,

was less than Cornwall, These states, which are noticed

separately under the special headings, were—Thessaly ip

North Greece ; Acamania, ^Etolia, Locris, Doris, I'hocis,

Megaris, BcEotia, and Attica in Central Greece; and

Corinthia, Sicyonia, Achaia, Elis, Messenia, Laconia,

Argolis, and Arcadia in the Peloponnesus.

Modern Greece is of smaller extent, and its limits are

strictly determined by the arrangement between Great

Britain, France," Russia, and Turkey, concluded at Con-

stantinople on the 21st [9th] July 1832, which finally

settled the question of frontier between Greece and Turkey.

It left to Turkey the fertile Greek-speaking province of

Thessaly and part of Acamania, and fixed the northern

boundary of Greece at a line running from the Gulf of Arta

(Sinus Ambracius) to the Gulf of Volo (S. Pagasoeus), keep-

ing along the crest of the Othrys mountain range. The pass

of Khlomo was to belong entirely to Greece, and the fort

of Punta (Actiura) at the southern head of the Gulf of Arta

was to continue to belong to Turkey, though Greek vessels

were rsquired to have free entry into the gulf. The
Ionian islands, consisting of Corfu (Corcyra), Paxo (Paxos),

Santa Maura (Leucas), Cephalonia, Thiako (Ithaca), and

Zante (Zacynthus) on the west coa^ of Greece, and
Cerigo (Cythera) en the south, which had remained. under

British protectorate for 50 years, were voluntarily ceded

bjr Britain to Greece in 18G4, after the accession of king

Oaorge. Modern Greece h not more than two-thirds the

size of Scotland ; it is 200 miles long from north to

south, and 180 broad from east to west, and has an entire

area of 19,353 square miles, of which 8288 square miles

are in the Morca, 7558 in the northern part of continental

Greece, 2500 in the islands of the jEgean, and 1007 in

tbo Ionian Islands,

Its most obvbus geographical peculiarity is its remark-

able richness in mountains, bays, and islands, which give

it unexampled natural defences, unusual maritime facili-

ties, and quite a [)cculiar variety of climate, vegetation, and
scenery. In this respect it but gathers into a smaller page
and expresses in diatincter type the Btmctunl pcculiiritios

of the continent to which it belongs. In the complexity
of its make and tho variety of its natural features Greece
excels every country of Euro[)o, as Europe excels every

continent of 'd. No part of Greece is 40 miles

11—0

from the sea or 10 from the hills. Though not much more
than half the size of Portugal, it Las a coast-line greater

than that of Spain and Portugal together, and that coast-

line is broken everywhere into all manner of gulfs, and bays,

and inlets, afi"ording a rich supply of good natural harbours.
The country is divided by its mountain chains into a num
bcr of independent parts, the capture of one of which
by an enemy is but a single step towards possession ol

the whole. The small basins of arable land between these

hilLs maintained comparatively isolated populations, on aci

count of the difEeulty of inland intercommunication, and
naturally developed that individuality of character, that locaj

patriotism, and that political independence, which marked
the ancient Greek communities. And the great variety ol

pursuit, interest, and stimulus ^Thich the geographical fea-

tuies of the country created could not fail to conduce to the

uncommon mental vigour, quickness, and versatility which
the people exhibited. The Greeks therefore owed their great-,

ness largely to the country it was their fortune to dwdl in.

The ruling feature in the mountain system of ancient

Greece—and, to a certain extent, in modern Greece also—ii

the great chain of Pindus, which takes its rise in the Balkans
(Haemus), and runs like a backbone through the entira

length of the northern half of the peninsula, throwing out

varipus branches to the east and the west on its way. At
about 40° N. lat. the Cambunians leave it and go cast,

forming the boundary between Macfcdonia (Roumelia) and

Thessaly, and as they approach the coast they turn in

a southerly direction at the lofty and famous Mount
Olympus, the highest mountain in ancient Greece, and are

continued at intervals, on the other side of the vale of

Tempe, by Ossa (Kissovo), Pelion (Zagora), and the hills of

Eubcea. At 39° the Othrys chain (Helloro), whose chief

elevation is the conical Mount VelucLi (Tyraphrestus), is

sent out also to the east, and forms the northern bulwark

of the present kingdom. A little further south the CEta

range (Katavothra) goes in the same direction, and reaches

the Gulf of Zeitonm (Maliac Gulf) at the celebrated pass

of Thermopylae. The Cambunian chain intersects Pindus

at Mount Lacmon (Zygo), and thence westward the chain

passes under the name of T^narus and the Ceraunian Hills

(Montes Acroceraunii) till it enters the sea at the Acro-

ceraunian promontory (Cape Linguctta). From the point

of junction with tbo Othrys, the Pindus chain is con-

tinued southwards in a series of separate peaks—Parnassus

(Liakura), Helicon, Citha;ron, Parncs, and Hymettus, on

to the promontory of Sunium (Cape Colonna) in tbo south-

cast of Attica. Parnes divides Attica from Bccotia. The
mountains of the Morca have no connexion with the

mountain .system of Northern Greece ; they do not niu in

chains, but rather cluster in knots. The most important

of these are Ziria (Cyllcne), Khclmos, Olonos, and the

range of Pentedaktylon (Taygetus), which stretches from

the centre of Arcadia through the length of Laconia to

Cape I\Iatapan (Ta:naruni), and is the most imposing of

nil the mountains of Greece. The hegemony of Sparta in

tbo Peloponnesus is attributed by some to ito possessing

both sides of this chain. Its highest point is Mount
St Elias, called, like several other Greek .mountains,

after the prophet Elijah. None of the mountains of

Greece is within the lino of perpetual snow, though tlic

tops of several are white for some months in the year.

What is poculiar to Greece is not the presence of any

one hill of preeminent height, but the great number it pos-

sesses of considerable and nearly equal elevation. Modern

Greece has no summit no high as Olympus (9754 feet), Init

within its narrow area it has twenty-six hills above 3000

fiiet, of which cit;ht nro al)ovo 7000 fact, viz., Pnrnawiu!!

(80G8), Taygetus (7001), Tymphre.stua(7G10),U!:ia (7071),

the throo summits of Cyllcne in Arcadia (7788), and Corai
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ia ^tolia. The noted fortified hills of Greece were

Acrocorinthus (1686 feet) which guards the isthmus,

Ithome (2631 feet) at Messene, Larissa (900 feet) at

Argos, and the Acropolis (150) at Athens.

Greece has few rivers, and these small, rapid, and, as a

rule, turbid, as they could not help being in a country

where they rise in high mountains and have no space to

grow in before they reach the sea. They are either peren-

nial rivers or torrents, the white beds of the latter being

dry in summer, and only iilled with water after the autumn
rains. The chief rivers (none of which are navigable) are

the Hellada (Sperchius) in Phthiotis, the Aspro Potamo
(Achelous) in iEtolia, and the Eoufia (Alpheus) and

Vasiliko (Eurotas) in the Morea. Of the famous rivers

of Athens, the one, the Ilissus, is only a cliain of pools

all summer, and the other, the Cephissus, though never

absolutely dry, does not reach the sea, but is drawn off in

numerous artificial channels to irrigate the neighbouring

olive groves. The waters of both are clear and delicious to

the taste. V frequent peculiarity of the Greek rivers is their

sudden disappearance in subterranean chasms and reappear-

ance on the surface again, such as gave rise to the fabled

course of the Alpheus under the sea, and its emergence

again in the fountain of Arethusa in Syracuse. Some of

these chasms—" Katavothras "—are merely sieves wi^h

herbage and gravel in the bottom, but others are Lrge
caverns through which the course of the river may be easily

followed. Floods are frequent, especially in autumn, and
natural fountains abound and gush out even from the tops

of the hills. Aganippe rises high up among the peaks of

Helicon, and Peirene flows from the summit of Acro-

corinthus. It is surprising that there are no waterfalls in

Greece, the only one worth mentioning being the famous
Styji in Arcadia, which has a fall of 500 feet. During
part of the year it is lost in the snow, and it is at all

times almost inaccessible. Lakes are numerous, but few
are of any size, and many merely marshes in summer.
The largest are Trichonia in .^tolia, Copais in Bocotia, and
Stymphalus in Arcadia.

The valleys are generally narrow, and the plains small

in extent, deep basins walled in among the hills or more
free at the mouths of the rivers. The principal plains are

those of Thessaly (which is not in modern Greece),

Bioeotia, llessenia, Argos, and Marathon. The bottom of

these plains consists of an alluvial soil, the most fertile in

Greece. In some of the mountainous regions, especially

in the Morea, are extensive table-lands. The plain of

Mmtinea is 2000 feet high, and the upland district of

Sciritis, between Sparta and Tegea, is in some parts 3000
feet.

Strabo said that the guiding thing in the geography of

Greece was the sea, which presses in upon it at all parts

with a thousand arms. From the Gulf of Arta on theone
eide to the Gulf of Volo on the other the coast is indented

with a succession of natural bays and gulfs. The most
important are the Gulfs of .^gina (Sarouicus) and Lepanto
(Corinthiacus), which come in between the Morea and the

northern mainland of Greece,—the first from the .^gean,

the second from the Ionian Sea,—and are only prevented

from joining their waters by the high land of the narrow
isthmus of Corinth (3i miles wide). The outer portion

of the Gulf of Lepanto is called the Gulf of Patras, and
the inner part the Bay of Corinth, and a narrow bay on the

north side of the same gulf, called the Bay of Salona,

penetrates northwards into Pliocis so far that it is within

24 geographical miles of the Gulf of Zeitoum on the north-

east coast of Greece. The width of the entrance to the

gulf of Lepanto is subject to singular changes, which are

ascribed to the formation of alluvial deposits by certain

marine currents, and their removal again by others. At

the time of the Peloponnesian war this channel was 1200
yards broad ; in the time of Strabo it was only 850 ; and
in our own day it has again increased to 2200. On the
coast of the Morea there are several large gulfs, that of
Arcadia (Cyparissus) on the west, Kalamatia (Messeniacus)

and Kolokythia (Laconicus) on the south, and Kauplia
(Argolicus) on the east. Then between Euboea and the
mainland lie the channel of Talanti (Euboicum Mare) and
the channel of Egripo, which are connected by the strait

of Egripo (Euripus). This st/ait, which is spanned by a
bridge, is 120 feet wide, and is remarkable for the unex-

plained eccentricity of its tide, which has puzzled ancients

and modems alike. The current runs at the rate of 8
mUes an hour, but continues only for a short time in one
direction, changing its course, it is said, ten or twelve

times in a day.

There are no volcanoes on the mainland of Greece, but Vol

everywhere traces of volcanic action and frequently visita- acti

tions of earthquakes, for it lies near a centre of volcanic

agency, the island of Santorin, which has been within

recent years in a state of eruption. There is au extinct

crater at Mount Laphystium in Boeotia. The mountain of

Methane, on the . coast of Argolis, was produced * by a
volcanic eruption in 282 B.C. An earthquake laid Thebes

in ruins in 1853, another destroyed every house in Corinth

in 1858, and a third filled up the Castalian spring in

1870. There are hot springs at Thermopylae and other

places, which are used for sanitary purposes. Various

parts of the cnast exhibit indications of upheaval within

historical times. On the coast of Elis four rocky inlets are

now joined to the land, which were separate from it in the

days of ancient Greece. There are traces of earlier sea-

beaches at Corinth, and on the coast of the Morea, and at

the mouth of the HellaSa. The land has gained so much
that the pass of Thermopylae, which was extremely narrow

in the time of Leonidas and his three hundred, is now wide

enough for the motions of a whole army.

The whole chain of the Pindus and some of the moun-Gw
tains of the Morea are composed of Primitive rocks,

—

granite, serpentine, porphyry, mica, and other schists,—but

greater part of the country consists of Secondary forma-

tions, especially of a compact grey limestone, which hardens

often into the purest marble. All Parnassus and Helicon

consist of this rock. In the vicinity of Athens the lime-

stone rests on mica schist, which prevails also in other

parts of Attica, and in Euboea, Laconia, and the Cyclades.

Clay slate is found in some districts, and coal, equal to

two-thirds of an equal weight of Newcastle coal, is found

at Kumi in Euboea, and of an inferior quality at Marco-

poneo in Boeotia. Greece is not rich in minerals. Gold
exists, but not in sufiicient quantity to cover the expense

of working. Copper is abundant, and silver, lead, iron,

emery, antimony, cobalt, manganese, sulphur, and salt

are found. Gypsum and porphyry are quarried. Marble

is abundant, the chief kinds being the white marble of

Pentelicus, of which the Parthenon was made, the blue

marble of Hymettus, the green and red marble of the

Morea, and the green and white of Caryste. In Mount
Taygetus are beds of verd-antique jasper.

The scenery of Greece excites the warmest- admiration

of all travellers, mainly from three causes:— (1) its un-

usually rich variety
; (2) its exquisite sensibility to every

modification of the light of the sky; and (3) the graceful

and almost severely classical outline of its hills.

The vegetation of Greece may be described as belonging to

four distinct zones. (1) Up to 500 feet above tbe sea is a region

growing corn, vines, oliTi'S, oranges, melons, pomegranates, and
.otlier iruita

; (2) fiom 1500 feet to 3500 feet is the region of

the oak ; (3) from 3500 feet to 5000 feet is the region of the beech
and ])inc, interspersed still with a few corn fields ; (4) above
5000 feet is a sub-alpinc region yielding only a few wild plants
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Most travellers arc stnicV with the oomparative scarcity of wood in

Greece. But though most of the ancient forests have disappeared,

more of the surface still remains woodland than travellers realize.

Close on 15 per cent, of it was under forest in ISGO, which is only

1 per cent, less thau in Spain, and is 12 per cent, more than in

Britain. The most common tree is the pine, but the oak, plane,

walnut, chestnut, and olive are also abundant The beech is said

^to be a modern invader from the north, where it covers the whole

of the Pindus range, and in some places, as on Mount I'elion, which
were covered with other kinds of trees in historical times, the beech
seems now to have driven them entirely out. The palm thHves in

Messenia, and finds a home even in Attica. Myrtles flourish in the

-west, and oleanders brighten the river beds.

The wild animals still to be found occasionally in Greece are the

boar, wolf, bear, lynx, wild cat, jackal, and fox. The wild goat,

which has disappeared from the rest of Europe, finds a last asylum
in some of the islands of the Greek archipelago. Game is abund-
ant,—red deer, fallow deer, roe, hares, rabbits. It is snid that

hares and rabbits never occupy the same island, except in the case

of Andros, where the hares are found in the north and the rabbits

in the south. The birds are the eagle, vulture, hawk, owl, hoopoe,

egret, pelican, pheasant, bustard, partridge, woodcock, nightingale,

&c. Quails come in April. The domestic animals are the horse,

ox, ass, mule, sheep, goat, pig, dog, and poultry. Poisonous snakes

are only found in some few places, but mos<iuitos and gnats are

'everywhere sources of annoyance.
The climate of Greece, which ancient writers praised for its

equableness, presents to modem observers two peculiarities which
do not possess that character. One is a greater intensity of heat

in summer and of cold in winter than obtains in Spain, Italy, and
other countries which Ue within the same latitudes, and are even

less open to the tempering influences of the sea. This peculiarity

is due to the exposure of the country to the cold winds from the

snow hills in close proximity to it on the north, and to the exhaust-

ing sirocco from the sands of Africa on the south. The other

peculiarity is the remarkable local contrasts and rapid transitioHiS

which the climate manifests, and which are a natural effect of the

diversity of the geographical configuration. The remark of Gell is

often quoted, that in travelling through the Morea in March h&found
summer in Messenia, spring in Laconia, and winter in Arcadia,

without moving beyond a radius of 50 miles. There is great diver-

sity in the rainfall in different parts of Greece. As a rule, rain is

more prevalent in the west than in the east, which accounts for the

fertile look of the hills of Eljs and the barren aspect of those of

Argolis. Attica is the driest part of Greece, and Bceotia has still

the same heavy moist atmosphere it had of old ; and, what is re-

markable, tho old contrast between the people of those two
provinces, which was proverbial when both were Greek by blood,

still holds good when they are both certainly Albanian, the

Atticans of the present day being still q^uick and lively, and the
Bceotians dull and phlegmatic. According to statistics kept by
Julius Schmidt, director of the observatory of Athens, and \>ab-

lisheil in hia Bcitrage zur physikalischen Gcographie von Oriechen-

land (1861-70), there were in 1859 only twenty-five days on which
enough rain fell at Athens to be measured by tho rain gauge.

The mean annual temperature of Greece is 64° Fahr. The coldest

months of tho year are January and February. Snow seldom
falls in Athens. Tho com is a considerable height in March, and
is cut in May, Vines and olives bud in March, and almonds
are then in blossom. Winters are, however, severe on the table-

lands, and in some of the plains of tho interior which are shaded
from sun and sea by high hills. Dr Clarke was informed that the

peasants at the foot of Cilhieron, in Bceotia, were confined to their

houses sometimes for several weeks by snow. Kruse says the north
wind blows ten months of the year, but Schmidt's statistics show
this to be an error ; there are really both northerly and southerly

winds every month, though now tho one ia more prevalent and now
the other. Tho bird winds (so called because they bring tho birds

of p.assagc) are a periodical variety of tho south-west, and blow
thirty days from tho end of April. The Etesian winds are periodi-

cal winds from the north-east, which blow regularly about the timo

of tho dog days, and temper the heat of that season in tho whole
logion of the Archipelago. Columella says they begin on tho 1st

August and continue till the 30th ; and Kruse, on the other hand,

says they begin in July and blow for fifty-five days (IJdlas, i. 266)

;

but neither of those statements is homo out by Schmidt's figures.

In 1862 tho only winds which blew at Athens during July and
August wore north-cast and south-west, and out of tho sixty-two

days tho north-east blew for thirty-four, and the south-west for

twenty-eight,—the north-ea,st blowing twenty-two days in July

and twelve in .\ugu8t, and the south-west nine in July and nine-

teen in August. Malaria prevails largely from the neglect of

drainage and the consequent creation of marshes in many parts,

and tho malaria causes fever, which is very fatal among chil-

dren, and leaves debilitating elfccts in tho adults, and altogether

imposes a very serious chock on the growth of tho population of

the country.

The modern Greeks are oFvory composite origin, yet are

an eitremefy compact and homogeneous people. Out of

the million and a half which constitute the present popula-

tion of the country, only 67,941 speak any other language

than Greek, and only 16,0S4' profess any other religion than

the Orthodox ; and all draw well together, glorying with one

another in the same memories of a common deliverance,

and sharing in the same ambition of a great future. There

are in the narrow bounds of Greece three distinct races,

speaking different languages, wearing different costumes,

observing different customs, and holding little social inter-

course with one another. These races are the Greek, the

Albanian, and the Wallachian. All three are probably

much mixed in blood, and, in fact, the descent of each of

them has been a very vexed problem in ethnology. But,

on the whole, the suggestion of Freeman seems the most

likely account of the matter,—that, taking them all in all,

these three races are the direct representatives of the three

races which occupied Greek territory at the time of its

conquest by the Romans. Since that time their blood baa

certainly been mingled with other elements, but still sub-

stantially the base of the modern Greek is tho ancient

Greek, the base of the mo>'.irn Albanian is the ancient

niyrian, and the base of the modern 'VVallacliian is the

ancient Thracian.

Of these races the least numerous in Greece is the Wal-
lachian or Roumanian. They aro found chiefly in tha

mountainous regions in the northern parts of Greece, en

the slopes of Othrys, in the neiglibourhood of Zeitoum, on

the hills of Acarnania and jEtolia, and even so far south

as the banks of the Boeotian Cophissus. They pursue a

nomadic shepherd life, wear black shaggy capotes mado to

imitate sheep-skin, and speakRoumanian,—amodifiedLatin,

—the language of their race, and also GrJek, tho languaga

of the country. They belong to tho Greek Church, and
sometimes marry Greek girls, but almost never give their

own daughters in marriage to Greeks. In 1851 Finlay

says there wore 50,000 Wallachians in the modern kingdom
of Greece; but they are rapidly becoming completely Hel-

lenized, and in 1870 there were only 1217 Wallachians in

Greece who did not speak Greek. Most of the brigands

that used to infest Greece were Wallachians.

The Albanians, Skipetars (i.e., Highlanders), or Arnaouts,

occupy at present more than a fourth of modern Greece,

—

all Attica and Megaris (except the capitals), most part of

Bceotia and part of Locris, the southern half of Eubcea, part

of .^gina and Andros, tho whole of tho islands of Salamis,

Poros, Hydra, and Spezzia, and considerable districts in

Argolis, Sicyonia, Arcadia, Laconia, Slessenia, and Elis.

They speak a language of their own, which certainly

belongs to the Aryan family, but philologists are at a loss

whether to count it an independent member of the family,

or merely a corruption of one of the better known branches.

In districts where they exist in small bodies they aro losing

their own tongue and adopting Greek ; but in places Lke
Attica and Hydra, where they exist in larger numbers,

they still keep it up, and if the men understand Greek the

women do not. In 1851 Finlay states there wore '200,000

Albanians in Greece, and in 1870 there were only 37,598

left who did not speak Greek. Tho Albanians who dwell

in Greece all belong to tho Greek Church. TJicy are

mostly agriculturists, and seem to care little for political ot

professional life. They wear a peculiar dress, which was

adopted by them mostly from tho Slavs, and was regarded

as tho national costume of Greece after the Revolution,—

a red fez, a silk jacket embroidered with gold, a white

fustanella or petticoat, and gaiters.

The rest of tho population, comprising the great bulk

of it, aro Greeks,— a people speaking tho Greek language,

practising tho Greek rite and olaimincr descent from thu
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ancient Greek race. This claim, wliicli seems to rest

naturally ou the obvious ovidpace of language and feature,

was warmly contested on historical grounds by Fallmerayer,

who held that during the Slavonic occupation of the

country the ancient Greeks were completely extirpated,

and that the present inhabitants are merely Slavonians

Byzantinized. But his .arguments have been conclusively

confuted by Hopf, Finlay, and others, and it may be said

to be now universally admitted that, while the blood of

the population contains a considerable Slav admixture, its

base is still that of the ancient race of Hellas.

It is curious that the two section J of the population of

Greece whom Fallmerayer credited with the purest Greek

descent—the Mainotes and the Tshakones, who inhabit the

two mountain rauges of Laconia—are thought by Hopf to be

the only two remnants of the Slavs that still exist. The
Tshakones, whose name is commonly supposed, contrary

to all etymological analogy, to be a corruption of Lacones,

speak a peculiar dialect of Greek, and still live very much
fey themselves. They now occui)y only seven villagest, and
Bumber 1500 families. The Mainotes, celebrated by Byron,

live in Maina, on the western mountain chain of Laconia.

They also speak a particular dialect, and are remarkable

for their personal beauty and independent spirit. Their

houses are fortified keeps, «>.nd they were never subdued

by th« Turks. They practise the vendetta, but are simple

and truthful above their neighbours.

Other nationalities are represented in Greece, but so

slightly as hardly to be worth mentioning. They num-
bered only 29,126 in all in 1870. The Jews, who were

sever favoured by the Greeks, are found only in the Ionian

Islands, where they obtained a footing during the British

protectorate, and numbered, in 1870, 2528. Important
remains of the old Venetian colonists still exist in the

Ionian and some of the other islands.

In physique, the Greeks are generally tall and well made,
if perhaps rather meagre, with oval face, long and arched

HOse, fine teeth, and eyes full of animation. Obesity is

unknown, and their form is supple, graceful in its move-
ments, and remains erect and elastic till past the age of

70- The best physical types are to be found in the islands

and in some parts of the Morea, and there, many travellers

remark, you may meet every day in the streets or highways
women and boys who might have formed tbe models of

Phidias.

The national character of the Greeks is a matter upon
which authorities take very contrary views, some idealizing

them foolishly, and others depreciating them most unjustly.

They seem to have the faults and the excellences of their

famous ancestors. They have their quickness of parts and
their moderation of character. They are inquisitive, full

of mental activity, fond of excitement, as keen for discus-

sion as in the days of Plato, and as eager after novelty as

in those of Paul. Their thirst for knowledge is indeed
quite remarkable, as well as their aptness to learn. Boys
will put themselves to any discomfort in order to get to

school ; students at the university never missed a day
from their classes during the Revolution of 1863, but
regularly attended the lectures with the arms of the

aational guard in their hands ; and domestic servants are

often found in spare hours learning their letters or doing
their sums. They excel in tact, in astuteness, in—what
Tuckerman calls the most distinctive thing about them
—finesse, which degenerates often into cunning, that

weapon of the weak which could not fail to be forged

under their long Turkish oppression. They are cour-

teous and very sunny in disposition, and entirely strangers

to melancholy, so that both suicide and insanity are

unknown among them. They are the most temperate of

Ohrifltian nations, and the chastest. Though they make

a good deal of strong wine, they drink little, and they eat

as sparingly as they drink. The common people live on
one meal a day, and the richer on two, and an English
labourer will consume at one meal what would serve a
Greek family of six for the day. A little maize and
vegetables steeped in oil make the stiple fare. Their rata

of illegitimacy is lower than that of any other European
country, which may perhaps be ascribed to the fact that

Greece is the only country in Europe where the males
outnumber the females, and that this circumstance com-
bines with the frugal habits of living of the people to en.

courage early marriages. In other countries from 3 to 22
per cent, of the births are illegitimate, in Greece only 1 '40

per cent, are so. Two striking characteristics of the Greeks
are their patriotism,—their local attachment to their

country, which stands out in the stronger relief because it

is a quality in which their neighbours the Turks are

entirely awanting,—and their love not only of liberty but
specially of equality. They are in spirit the most demo-
cratic European nation. They have no nobility—as of old,

to be a Greek is itself to be noble ; and Mahafi'y says that
" every common mule-boy is a gentleman (kv/jios) and fully

your equal, sitting in the room at meals, and joining iu

the conversation at dinner ;
" and such is their jealousy

of social superiorities that he was often told by Greeks
that the only reason why they tolerated a foreign king
was that they could not endure to be under one of them-
selves. It is the same temper as ostracized Aristides, and
doubtless it springs largely from their vanity and egotism,

which even the most favourable witnesses own to be among
their prominent faults. They have a deep belief, which they

take no pains no conceal, in their own superiority over

other nations ; and the point in which they conceive their

superiority more especially to dwell is in their intellectual

gifts. There are two other qualities in which the Greeks
are strong, and which, though they are often abused, are

yet main agents in human advancement,—ambition and
the love of money. These have given a stimulus to their

commerce, and made them thrifty and saving. The faults

of which the Greeks are oftenest accused are cowardice and
dishonesty, and both charges are equally unwarranted.

Their bravery was proved on many a field during the War
of Independence. Dishonesty is not a national vice, though

it seems certainly to be characteristic of the classes of Greeks

who more than the rest are thrown under the observation

of foreigners, particularly the low mongrel Greeks of the

Levant ports and the venal public officials of Greece, who
have consequently helped to blacken the reputation of their

countrymen in general.

The Greeks have few peculiar customs worth noting.

Their national costume is now giving place almost univer-

sally to the less picturesque dress of the Franks. They
still adhere to the unreformed calendar, and their dates

are accordingly calculated according to old style. They
marry early,—young women from thirteen years of age to

fifteen, and young men from sixteen to twenty. The
marriage is arranged by the parents of the parties, is in

all cases a religious ceremony, and may be severed by
legal divorce. One is allowed to marry three times, but

a fourth marriage is forbidden. The bride brings a dowry

—houses, furniture, or money—and many unmarried girls

wear their whole dowry in pieces of money as a head-

dress. The prohibited degrees are those of canon law.

The population of Greece in 1879, when the last census

was taken, was 1,679,775, or an average of 84 persons to

the square mile. The islands are the most densely peopled

portions of the kingdom, especially the Ionian Islands,

which have a copulation of 231,174, or 229 to the square

mile. In contmental Greece the rate is only 59 per square

mile, and in the Morea 89. Greece is more thickly peopled
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thaa any couutiy of Europe^, except Prussia and Sweden.

The population lias doubled since 1632. It was then

(exclusive of the Ionian Islands) only 612,608, and it

is now (also excluding the Ionian Islands) 1,448,601.

The males outnumher the females in Greece by 82,385.

The only reason we have seen assigned for this is that

large numbers of the women go out of the country as

domestic servants, and are not counted in the census,

while sailors, who are also at work out of the country, are

counted. But this seems an inadequate explanation, for

in 1870 the number of sailors not present in the country

was only 5180. The disproportion between men and

women appears, too, to be increasing, for there were

50,468 more men than women in Greece in 1870, when
the whole population was 220,000 less than it was in 1879.

The average birth-rate for the four years 1870-73 was 1

in 34; the average death-rate for. the same period was 1

ia 45. The largest towns in Greece are—Athens, with a

population in 1870 of 50,000 ; Patras, with 26,000 ; Corfu,

with 24,000; Hermopolis or Syra, 21,000; Zante, with

20,500; Chalcis, 11,000; Sparta, with 10.700 ; and Argos,

with 10,600.

The kingdom of Greece is an hereditary constitutional

monarchy, descending by primogeniture from male to male,

female succession being only allowed in the event of the

absolute failure of legitimate heirs male. The title of the

sovereign at first (according to the convention of London,

May 1832) was king of Greece, but it was altered by tjie

conference of London, August 1863, to king of the

Hellenes. The king attains his majority at eighteen years

of age. Both he and the heir-appareat are required to

belong to the Greek orthodox church, but a special excep-

tion is made for the present king, who is a Lutheran. The
king receives an annual income of £52,179, of which

X40,179 comes from the civil list, and £12,000 from

personal donations of £4,000 from each of the three pro-

tecting powers. He has a palace in Athens—built by
Otho at a cost of £500,000—and a summer residence

at Corfu. The legislative power is shared by the king

with a single chamber called the boule,—a house of repre-

sentatives which is elected for four years by the people

;

its numbers cannot fall below 150, and amounted in

1872 to 188. The election is by universal (manhood)

eufifrage, protected by the ballot. The boule elects its own
president, and its members are paid £9 a month during

the session. The executive is vested in the king, who,

however, is personally irresponsible, and rules by ministers

chosen by himself and responsible to the legislature, in

whose deliberations they also take part. They are seven

in number, and their several departments of administation

are—foreign affairs, home affairs, justice, finance, education

and worship, army, and navy. A minister's salary is

£428 a year. The king appoints all public officials,

—

civil, naval, and military,—sanctions and proclaims laws,

calls and prorogues parliament, grants pardon or amnesty,

coins money, and confers decorations. There are 18,860

public offices in the patronage of the ministry, and, as in

America, a large number of them change hands with every

change of administration. The effect of this in a country

whore politics is an open profession, and where there is a

plethora of wcU-educated men who can find nothing to

do, has been to poison political life to an unusual degree

with the vice of place-hunting,—to create several active

political parties in the state, which, instead of being tho

representatives of any policy or cause, tend too much to

degenerate into more rings of post-mongers, and conduce,

by their ponstant strife, to an excessive frequency of minis-

terial crises which greatly checks tho national progress of

the country.

For purposes of local government Greece is divided into

13 nomarchiei, nnaer officers called nomarchs, whoso
duties correspond with those of the French prefects; the

nomarchies are subdivided into 59 eparchies under eparchs,

corresponding to French sub-prefects ; and tlie eparthiea

are further subdivided into 351 deniarcliies, under demarchs
or mayors. The following is a list of the nomarchies, with
their areas, populations, and capitals :

—

A. In
1.

2.

3.

4.

B. In
5.

6.

C. In
10.

11.

12.

13.

Northern Greece

—

Attica aud Bceotia ....

Euboea
I'hthiotis and Phocis
Acarnania and .^tolia

Morea

—

Achaia and Elis

Arcadia
Laconia
Messenia
Argolis and Corinthia
the Islands

—

Cyclades
Corfu

Ceiihalonia

Zante

Sq. Miles

2181
1574
2053
3025

1908
2028
1678
1226
1448

926
427
302
277

Pop. In 1870.

185,364
95,136

128,410

138,441

181,632
148,905
121,116
155,760
136,081

132,020
106,109
80,543

44,522

CAflit^lIS.

Athens.
Chalcia.

Lamia,
Aicsolongbi.

Patras.

Tripolitza.

Siiarta.

KalaniKta.

Nauplia.

Syra.

Corfu.

Aigostoli.

Zante.

The demarchs are elected by the people for four years ; ths

nomarchs and eparchs are elected by the Government
without fixed terms. The nomarchs are assisted in the

administration of the province by a council elected by
universal secret suffrage for four years, which manages tho

police, roads, and other local business, and imposes the

assessments. The local accounts must be sent once a year

to Athens to be audited by a court of Government officials.

The demarchies vary in size, but, in 1861, out of 280 that

then existed, only 57 were under 2000 in population, and
only r above 10,000.

Greece has an admirable legal system, which is the one

good thing it has got from the Bavarians. It is based on

the old Roman law, with modifications drawn from the

Bavarian and French. Liberty of person and domicile is

inviolate ; no one can be apprehended, no house can bo

entered, and no letter can bo opened without a judicial

warrant. Criminal and political offences and delinquencies

of the press are tried by jury. The commercial code is

identical with that of France. The civil law is administered

by a supreme court of cassation (the Areopagus) ; 4 courts

of appeal ; 17 courts of first instance, with jurisdiction up
to 500 drachmas; 191 judges of tho peace, with jurisdic-

tion up to 30 drachmas, or, with an appeal, to 300 drach-

mas ; and 4 commercial courts (at Syra, Nauplia, Patras,

and Corfu), with jurisdiction up to 800 drachmas. To bo

a judge, it is necessary to have graduated as doctor of laws

at Athens or some other European university; a judge

cannot hold any other salaried appointment at the same

time except that of professor in thfc university. Judges

are appointed by the crown, and are as yet removable.

Criminal courts are held in' connexion with those of tha

jieaco, of first instance, and of appeal ; in the last the

judicial authority is vested in a jury of twelve, with three

accessory judges selected from those of the inferior courts,

who ai)ply the law in accordance with tho jury's Terdict.

The crown is prosecutor in all criminal cases, and punish-

ments are by fines, imiirisonnient, and, in the case of

capital offences, death by guillotine. The i>risonB are

extremely defective in construction and administration,

except that of Corfu ; improvements are often jirojccted

but constantly put off from want of funds to carry them

out. There is no Habeas Corpus Act, and an accused

person may be detained indefinitely before being brought

to trial. Judicial commissions and extraordinary courts

of judicature cannot be established under any pretext.
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The courts of law are open to tlie public, except vhen

the interests of good morals or public order demand the

contrary. Naval and military offences are tried by naval

and military courts, and offences of ministers of the crown

by special courts, in accordance with the constitution of

1864.
_ ___

Crime is proportionately less common in Greece than

elsewhere, for the people are more temperate, and, on the

whole, more contented. The peculiar Greek crime is—or,

as we may happily now say, was—brigandage, the form

of robbery which is natural to a mountainous 'and thinly-

peopled country without roads. According to the latest

consular reports, the country is at present completely free

from brigands. But it will never be secure against their

reappearance until it obtains good roads, which will operate

against the brigands both by tending to increase the rural

population and by affording better facilities for the capture

of criminal

The strength of the Greek army on a peace footing

jvas, at the censas in 1870, 12,400, including upwards of

2000 gendarmes ; but since the Servian war with the

Turks in 1876 the Government has resolved to raise it to

24,376, exclusive of 2508 mounted gendarmes. This, with

tlie national guard and the reserves and volunteers, would
make their total strength on a war footing over 150,000.

The national guard is composed of all citizens capable

of serving and under the age of 50; it is designed for

purposes of defence only. The reserves consist of those

who have served out their time in the regular army. The
army is recruited by lot from all capable of serving, with
the alternative, which is largely used, of providing a sub-

stitute; and the period of service is three years in the line,

three years in the first reserve, and sis in the second.

The navy consists of two small ironclads and a few wooden
gunboats and vessels for coast-guard purposes, which are

manned by 2500 men, raised, as a rule, by conscription

from the inhabitants of the coast, though volunteering is

encouraged. The Greek flag is a white cross on blue

ground—the Bavarian colours and the Greek cross.

The religion of the people and of the state is that of the

Orthodox Greek Church. In fact, the Greek rite is not

only the national religion, but perhaps the deepest and
most creative factor in the nationality of Greece itself.

Men of Greek blood who do not belong to the Greek Church
do not identify themselves with the Greek people. The
Moslems of Crete were the sternest oppressors the Greeks
knew, and the Latins of Syros sided at the revolution

with the Turks, yet both were of the purest Greek descent.

And what makes the Greek and Skipetar and Wallach of

the modern kingdom all equally Greek in their sympathies

to-day is their common profession of the Greek rite. But
all other religions are tolerated in Greece. There is a

Moslem mosque at Chalcis ; there is a Jewish synagogue
at Corfu; and, whatever a man's religion may be, it entails

on him in Greece no civil disabilities of any kind. A
Catholic or a Mahometan may rise to the highest offices

of .state; both Turks and Jews are at present members of

municipal councils ; and Jews and Catholics are buried in

the same cemetery with the Orthodox at Athens. The
Church of Greece, which became virtually independent at

the time of the revolution, was organized upon the model
of the Russian Church. Its supreme power is vested

in a synod consisting of five members, who are appointed

annually by the king, and the majority of whom must
be prelates. The metropolitan (archbishop of Athens) is

ex officio president ; two royal commissioners attend and
deliberate without voting, and the synod's resolutions

require to be confirn/ed by them in the king's name. In

all purely spiritual Uiatters the synod has entire independ-

ence; but on questions having a civil side,—as marriage,

divorce, excommunication of laymen, the appointment of

feasts and fasts, and the religious censorship of the press

and of religious pictures,—it can only act in concert with

the Government. Excluding the Ionian Islands, which

have five archbishops, there are eleven archbishops and

thirteen bishops in Greece, who are chosen by the king out

of a list of three candidates presented by the synod, and

can only be deposed by common consent of king and

synod, and in conformity with canon law. The clergy

numbered 5102 in 1861. The immense majority of the

population belongs to the Greek Church. In 1870 the

number of other Christians in Greece was 12,585, most

of whom were Roman Catholics ; of Jews, 2582 ; and of

all other religions, 917. There are two Roman Catholic

archbishops and four bishops. The revenue from the

property of the Greek Church in 1877 was X10,571. The
prelates receive a salary from the state,.—the bishops £1 45,

and the archbishops £180. The inferior clergy receive

none, but are entirely dependent on the fees they earn for

various spiritual services and superstitious observauces,

—

praying for the sick, exorcising the evil eye, consecrating a

new hoDse or fishing boat, or purifying one bought from a

Turk. There are 1600 monks and 1500 nuns in Greece.

Popular education is widely diffused in Greece. It was

the first care of the newly-liberated people, and has been

jealously fostered ever since, till they have now an exceed-

ingly complete national system of education, which is

perhaps the most striking product of the new kingdom.

The latest statistics we have on the subject are those of

the year 1872, given in Watson's report of that year

(lie^Jorts of H.M. Secretaries of Emhassy and Legatimi,

No. i. 1872). From these figures we learn' that there

were then 1141 primary or demotic schools, 186 grammar
or Hellenic schools, 7 gymnasia, and finally, the crown

of the whole, the university of Athens ; besides 6 nautical

schools, a polytechnic school, 4 theological seminaries of

the Greek Church, and various private institutions main-

tained by Catholic or Protestant societies. At the primary

schools, the usual elementary branches only are taught,

—

reading, writing, arithmetic, the catechism, grammar,

history, geography, natural history, agriculture, and draw-

ing. In the Hellenic schools instruction is given besides

in the least difficult of the ancient Greek authors ; and in

the gymnasia, a more thorough acquaintance is made with

ancient Greek, and with Latin and French, mathematics,

logic, anatomy, physics, and natural history. The teachers

of the primary schools are educated at a training institu-

tion in Athens ; those of the Hellenic schools must be

licentiates of a university ; and those of the gymnasia must

have the degree of Ph.D. The primary schools are main-

tained at the expense of the communes, with a subsidy, in

certain particular cases, from the state. The total amount
spent by the communes for this object comes to about one-

sixth part of their income, or over £40,000 in all, and the

whole Government grant for primary education in 1872

was £4171. At these schools a small fee is charged,

running from Id. to 5d. a month, from all who are able to

pay it. The grammar schools, the gymnasia, and the

university are maintained entirely by the state, the ex-

pense in 1877 exceeding £35,000 for the two classes of

secondary schools, and £18,000 for the university; at these

schools and the university education is entirely gratuitous,

and is furthermore encouraged by the existence of various

exhibitions for meritorious pupils, won by competition.

The university was erected at a cost of £10,000, raised

by private subscription from Greeks all over the world,

and is furnished with excellent laboratories and museums,

I

a library of 150,000 volumes, medical hospitals, an
' astronomical observatory, and a botanical garden. It haff,

1 4 faculties— arts, medicine, law, and theology—52 pro-
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lessors, 12 fellows, and, after a curriculum of 4 years,

confers tlie degrees of licentiate and doctor, which are

indispensable for those who contemplate becoming lawj'ers,

medical men, or teachers in the higher schools. It was
opened in 1835 with 52 students; in 1S54 it had 613 ; it

now has 1400. In 1872 it had 1244,—of whom 26 were
students of theology, 622 of law, 423 of medicine, 120 of

arts, and 53 of pharmacy. The small number of theologi-

cal students is partly accounted for by the existence of

four other theological seminaries in •Greece, supported by
private funds,—ope at Athens and three in the provinces,

—and partly by tile scandalous neglect of clerical educa-

tion that obtains in Greece. In 1867 there wore only 115
students at these four theological seminaries. A large pro-

portion of the students at the university have always been
foreign Greeks, for professional men are trained there not

only for Greece itself but for the whole region of the

Levant. Out of the 1244 students who attended in 1872,
249 were Greeks from foreign parts,—124 of these being

students of medicine, 66 of law, and 6 of theology. No
one is admitted as a student who has not completed his

education at a gymnasium. The salary of a professor

Jiardly amounts to £200 a-year. There is no school

inspection beyond that of the demarch.

Education is by law compulsory for children from seven

to twelve years of age, but this law is not enforced, for it

<loe3 not require to be ; and the results of education in

Greece are the more remarkable as being the fruits of

what is practically purely voluntary attendance. Every
eighteenth person in Greece is at school; in Eussia only

every seventy-seventh is so. In 1872 the total number
of papils was 81,197,—of whom 65,111 were males and
only 16,086 females. Boys and girls are taught at sepa-

rate schools ; of the primary schools, 942 are for boys,

with 1009 male teachers and 52,94.3 pupils, and only 199
for girls, with 221 female teachers and 11,035 pupUs.

The Hellenic schools and gymnasia are for boys only, and
in 1872 had 6055 and 1942 pupils respectively. There
are, however, various private schools for girls, with an
aggregate attendance of 5000. These figures show that

there is a serious defect in female education, for which
neither the Government of Greece nor the people have due
solicitude. It ought to be mentioned, however, that there

is one phase of female education in which Greece is in

advance of many other European countries, for the medical

school of Athens is open to female students, who num-
bered 42 in 1879.

We have no exact statistics as to the numbers engaged

in each branch of industry severally, but Bikelas gives

in the Journal of the Statistical Society of London for

1868 an estimate for the year 1861, according to which
nearly half the population (49'37 per cent.) were agricul-

turists and shepherds, and more than a third of the

remainder (or 18'G6 per cent, of the whole population) in

the liberal professions. 13'87 per cent, were engaged in

industrial pursuits, 8'43 per cent, in trade, 5'40 per cent,

were domestic servants, and only 427 per cent, were

persons of independent means. Government ofBcials and
their families comprise a twelfth part of the population.

There is great want of employers with considerable capital,

and the amount of labour done and wages earned by the

workmen is much diminished by the extraordinary number
of ecclesiastical holidays they are required to observe.

There are 195 fast days in Greece, and the number of

working days in the year never exceeds 205. There are no
paupers in Greece, no poor law or poor-rate, and'no religious

associations for charitable purposes. Beggars are very rare,

and absolute destitution may be said not to exist.

Agriculture is still in its infancy. A larger proportion
of its area is uncultivated than obtains in any country

in Europe except Russia ; but that is explained by the
unusually large part of it which is occupied by mountains.
We have no exact statistics since 1860, but then only one-
seventh was under cultivation. Its entire area (exclusive of

the Ionian Islands, not then part of it), was 45,699,248
stremmas,—a stremma being a little over a quarter of an
acre. Of these only 17,824,000 were capable of cultiva-

tion, and only 6,076,000 actually under it, and half of this

amount is always fallow from their system of working it.

By universal testimony the countrj' might grow food for

three times its present population, yet it has to import
cereals every year to an amount exceeding a third of its

own produce, and over £1,000,000 in value. But agricul-

ture contends with many difficulties in Greece, most of

them, like the vicious land-tax, the want of roads, and tlie

imperfect agricultural methods, being happily remediable.

The soil is, as a rule, light and thin. lu many places

there is great lack of rain and running water, but the
people are expert in irrigation. The chief products are

corn, wine, fruit, and oil. Six different kinds of wheat
are grown, producing, in a favourable season, as much as

10 or 13 returns, and after a dry spring from 3 to 5. Good
crops are got of rye, barley, and maize ; oats do not grow
so well, and potatoes not at all. Pulse thrives everywhere,

and rice is produced in the plains of Marathon and Argos,
and iu marshy land elsewhere. Cotton and tobacco have
been introduced in our own day, and give good returns.

Greece is still in want of one of the first requisites

to agricultural prosperity,—a resident proprietary. The
modern kingdom began with almost no proprietors. Under
the Turks two-thirds of the land belonged to the sultan,

and became at the revolution simply national property,

which the Government has been selling over since to pri-

vate owners on more or loss reasonable terms. The
peasants are showing a passion for land, and save up to

buy their crofts, and in this way a large class of small.

freeholders is being created, with what effect upon agricul-

ture we have no means as yet of determining. There were

16,122 proprietors in 1861. The relation between land-

lord and tenant is the metayer system of taking as rent or

usufruct a share of the net produce, usuallj' a third, but in

the case of Government land 15 per cent. Great part of

the agricultural labourers are not Greek subjects, but are

Mahometan Albanians from Thessaly and Epirus, who come
into Greece annually in harvest-time, in bands ot 30 or 40

under a captain, who work at lower rates than Greeks and
work longer, for they have no feasts to° observe, and who
contrive by frugal living to carry back three-fourths of

their earnings to their families at home.

The methods of cultivation in use are still primitive.

Modern implements are not employed to any great extent,

though their manufacture is carried on at Syra and the

Piraeus, and though even the steam plough has been

actually introduced in Elis. The Greek jjlough is still

that of Homer, which the husbandman carries about his

croft on his shoulder, and which hardly does more than

scrape the surface of the ground. It is wrought by oxen,

Greek horses—the old Thessalian breed—being small and
unfit for farm work. There is no system of rotation of

crops. Fields are cropped till they are exhausted, and
then left fallow for a year or two. The farmers have no

idea of manure or drainage. There are few enclosures,

and even the laying out of the fields is slovenly,—a patch

of this crop here, and a patch of that there. The hou.ws

of the peasantry are sheds of wood or huts of mud, without

cither chimney or window, but always with a picture of

the Virgin inside.

With all the defects in the Greek system of cultivation,

agricultural returns show gradual though slow progrcsB.

In 1846 the yield for the year of wheat, barley, and maizo
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dS estimated at 6,000,000 kilots, a kilot being nearly

7-3 gallons; in 1876, 12,000,000. In 1860 there were

2,287,645 stremmas

—

i.e., 565,048 acres—under cereal

crops, wliicU yielded 9,512,993 kilots of graui'-i.ft,

1,165,807 quarters, or 2 quarters an acre.

Vineyards are numerous, but the wine is poor, with little body,

and is ruined for European use by the resin put in to preserve it.

All provinces produce wine, but the best is that ofSantorin, which

is shipped largely to Russia. There ia still a Malvoisie wine, though

it is no longer that which was once so celebrated under the name of

Malmsey ; a,nd the Kephissia wine of Attica and the red wine of

Zante are in good repute. TheJe has been a large increase in the

number of vineyards, and a marked improvement in the maiiufac-

tiire of wine since the kingdom began, and Greek wines-have been

of some commercial importance since 1S58. In 1830 there were

only 25,000 stremmas under vines ; there are now 700,000.

A grape peculiar to Greece is that of Corinth, which, from the

place where it grows, ia called the currant. It constitutes the

largest export of Greece, and goes almost exclusively to England to

make the national plum-pudding. Its cultivation has been largely

increased of late. In 1820 only 10,000,000 lb were raised, and in

1831, after the destruction of the vines by Ibrahim- Pasha, only

5,000,000 lb, but in 1851 there were 57,000,000 tt), and in 1876

195,000,000 lb,—valued at £1,400,000. There are now 40,000

acres of ground under ciirrants alone, and this probably cannot be

tnuch increased, for the Corinthian vine is fastidious, and grows

only on the northern and western shores of the Morea, on some of

the Ionian Islands, and at Mesolonghi, and nowhere else in Greece or

in the world. The vines bear in their sixth year, but do not attain

full perfection till their twelfth. The grapes are gathered in

August, dried in the sun, and packed.

The olive and the mulberry are very important products of culti-

vation. The oil of Attica has still its ancient reputation. It is

calculated that in Greece in 1876 there were 12,000,000 oVive trees,

which jnelded 19,000,000 okes cf oil. In 1834 there were only

£,300,000 trees, yielding 1,000,000 okes. The mulberry grows best

in the south of the Morea, and there the .house of almost every

peasant is given np in part to rearing the silk-worm, the eggs being

nestled in the bosoms of tlie women. There were in 1833 only

800,000 mulberry trees in Greece ; in 1876 there were 2,000,000.

A natural prodnction of Greece of great importance is valonia,

the husk of the acorn of the Qiierciis uiJc/ihps, an oak of which con-

siderable forests exist in Arcadia, Attica, the island Zea, and other

places. Valonia is valuable on account of the amount of tannin it

contains, and is much exported to England and Italy for nse in

dyeing and tanning. Another species of oak, the Qucrcus coccifera,

which grows largely on Mount Taygetus, breeds the insect called

kermes, which, when dried, looks like a berry, and is used in dyeing
the red fez of the country. Turpentine is obtained in large quanti-

ties from the pines of Cithsron and elsewhere.

Cotton and tobacco are the only products whose cultivation is

free from tax.ition, the exemption being made with a view to the

eneourageraent of their cultivation. Cotton is now grown to a

considerable extent, its culture having received a great impetus
luring the American civil war. It is produced particularly on the

marshv lands of Levadia, and Phthiotis in northern Greece. In
1862 the produce was 28,537 quintals ; in 1864, 193,615 quintals.

The annual yield of tobacco is 4,000,000 okes. Opium,- madder,
and flax are grown in the northern parts of Greece.

Greece is rich in fruits. Tlie figs of Attica have not degenerated,

and they are produced to a considerable extent in other parts also,

especially Messenia. In 1834 there were but 50,000 fig-trees ; in

1861, 300,000. Apricots, oranges, lemons, pomegranates, and
citrons grow well in the islands, and the fruit trade might be
largely increased.

Though there is much excellent timber in the Greek forests, it is

practically useless from want of roads, so that it is cheaper to import
wood from abroad. In 1860 there were 7,000^000 stremmas of land
under forest, and it is estimated that now only 5,500,000 are so.

The herds are chiefly bred on the mountain pastures, and are

mainly sheep and goata. Most of the cattle are used in agricultural

labour. In 1865 the total number of sheep in the country subject
to taxation was 1,778,729 ; of goats, 2,289,123 ; of cattle, 226,737—
of which 168,927 were work oxen ; of horses, 69,787 ; of mules,
29,637 ; of asses, 64,051 ; of swine, 56,776 ; and of camels, 72.

Cows' milk and butter are considered unwholesome in Greece
(Kruse, Bellas, i. p. 368), and the butter and cheese in use are

from ewes' and goats' milk. The honey of Greece is not equal to
that of other countries ; even that of Hymettus,—so famous in
ancient days when honey was exceptionally prized, because men
were ignorant of sugar, and which is still one of the best kinds in

Greece,—could not compete with French in the English market.
But over £35,000 worth of honey is produced in Greece every year,

md goes chiefly to Turkey. There are extensive fisheries on some
•wrta of the coasts.

The land tax is still the Turkish sj-stem of exacting a i'>ercentf'ge

generally a tenth—of the gross produce of the land ; and though,
in the case of the vineyards, a money commutation, baaed on the
planter's declaration, is comino; into use, the tax is, as a rule, paid
m kind. This system is rendered more objectionable by the tax
being farmed out to private contractors. The cultivator cannot
reap his crop, though it be ripe, till the day appointed by the tax
collector, and he roust cut it then, though it be gieeu. When cut,
hs must cai-ry the whole crop on pack animals (there being no
roads for waggons), sometimes for miles, to the particular public
threshing-floor which the collector fixes ujion, and he must wait
with it there till the collector can find time to see it threshed and
take his tithe, which is often weeks, sometimes, it is said, even as
as long as three months. Proposals for the abolition of this metho<i
of taxation have often been introduced into the chamber of deputies,

but the matter has always been deferred till they should have
a register of lands, which, however, they seem to take no steps to>

make.
When Capodistria assumed the government of Greece fifty years

ago, he said there were two things he raeaut to give the nation,

—

roads and education. The system of education has been very satis-

factorily built up since that time, but its roads are still to make.
We have no recent statistics on the subject, but Kangabe says that

in 1867 nineteen roads had been made since the kingdom was estab»

lished, with a total length of 380 kilometres ; and Watson, writing
in 1872, complains that, from want of roads at that time, it cost

more to carry grain from Marathon to Athens (25 miles) than to
bring it from the Black Sea, while highly fertile tracts of country,

not far from seaport towns, were left entirely uncultivated because
of the expense of the transit of their produce. Every man in Greece
is by law obliged to give at least three days' labour in the year, nr
its equiv.alent in money, for road-making ; and a law was passed in
1876 to apply oae-fifth of the proceeds horn the sale of state lands
to making roads.

Manufacturing industries are steadily advancing. According to a
report issued in 1876 by Mansolas, director of the statistical bureaui

at Athens, there are in Greece 95 steam-mills and factories, with,

a total of 1967 horse-pov.er ; the most important of these have
been established since 1869. They include 35 fiour-mills, 12 for

cotton-weaving, 2 for cotton-spinning, 4 for ginning, 6 for siDk-

weaving, 10 oU-mills, 9 for constructing machinery, 4 for making
wines and spirits, 3 tanneries, 2 metal-foundrits, 1 powder-mill,

and 7 others of various kinds. Shipbuilding is carried on at
the seaports. The Greeks excel in tailoring, confectionery, ami
embroidery. As an index to the industrial progress of the nation
it may be noted that in the International Exhibition of 1851 there
were only 35 Greek exhibitors ; in 1862, 295 ; and in 1878, 1000.

Greece has established a series of industrial exhibitions of its own,
—the new Olympic games, as they are termed, which a wealthy
Greek left £3000 a year to- found,—which combine literary, scien

tific, and athletic competitions with those of industry, and whicli

occur, like the old Olympic games, every four years. The cotton
industry is making decided progress. The annual export of raw
cotton is diminishing, and its importation is increasing j and, to
encourage the trade, there is no duty on native cotton, unless
exported, while the import duty on raw cotton was reduced ia 1876.

Leather is made chiefly at Syra.

The marble quarries of Pentelicus, Caryste, and Faros are im-
(lOrtant works. The coals of Eubcea are not much used, as their

heat-giving capacity is small. The only niiuing ^operations in the
country are those of the Laurium Company, \Miich, by help of
improved modern appliances, extj-acts treasure from the waste which
the ancient workers of the mines threw away, and which has beea
roughly guessed to contain still 120,000 tons of lead. The scoriiE

or refuse heaps of Laurium are dug up and carried on trucks, by a.

short line of rail belonging to the company, . to the town of

Ergasteria, near Cape Colonna, built by themselves to be their

workshop and port ; there these scoriae are re-smelted, and yieldl

annually nearly 10,000 tons of lead, and a large quantity of silver.

There are 3000 operatives engaged in this work at Ergasteria.

The value of the export in 1875 was £150,513.

But the most conspicuous success of Greece has been in her

maritime commerce, for which the situation and configuration

of the country afl'ord unusual facilities. In 1821 Greece had only

440 vessels, with a total tonnage of 61,450 tons, whereas ia 1875

she had 5440 vessels, 27 of them steamers, with a tonnage in all of

252,032 tons, and employing 26,760 men. ,In 1830 there was
hardly a harbour in all Greece worth the name, the Piraeus being

then barely accessible to fishing boats ; there are now 66 good ports.

It had only one lighthouse in 1847 ; it has now 46, but more ai»

still urgently needed.

The straits of Euripushave been cleared, deepened, and widened,

and an iron bridge thrown across. There are five chambers of

commerce. The chief ports are Hermopolis (Syrn), Hydra, Spezzia,

Corfu, Zante, Pirasus, Patras, Mesolonghi, Nauplia, Santorin,

Naxos, Corinth.

The commerce of Greece is usually divided into general and.
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special,—general including; all exports ami imports whatever, ana
special taking in only imports meant for home consumption and
exports of commodities produced in the country. The special com-
merce amounts usually to 80 per cent, of the general. The general

commerce of Greece in 1875 amounted to £'8,374,198, of which
£5,196,029 were imports and £3,177,5S9 cvports. An idea of the

remarkable progress of its commerce may be obtained by comparing
these figures with the following :—lu 1833 the total Greek com-

merce amounted to £671,499, and in 1840 to £1,036,374; in- 1860 it

was £3,147,000, and in. 1870 £5,354,000. England occupies the

first place among countries trading with Greece, its transactions

being more than double those of any otlicr country, and amounting
in 1873 to 41 per cent, and in 1875 to 38 per cent., of the whole

commerce of Greece. Taking the average of the si.'C years ending

1874, Wyndhiira calculates that 60 "75 per cent, of the exports of

Greece go to England, and that 28 85 per cent, of its imports come
from England. Turkey and Austria, its nearest neiglibours, stand

next. 25 per cent, of its imports are cereals and .lour,—the cereals

from Russia, Turkey, and Roumania, the flour from France ; and
20 per cent, are tissues, mainly from England. Though timber is

80 abundant, it still is one of the largest imports, amounting to

jei87,778 in 1875. The other chief imports are cattle, salt meat,

rice, coals, butter, iron, and paper. The principal item of ex-

port, amounting to half the whole, is currants; this in 1875 was

£1,350,467, of which £1,083,482 went to England ; then come oil,

hides, lead, figs, valouia, wines and spirits, tobacco, cotton yarn, &c.

The Greek coasting trade is not open to foreigners. The steamers

of the Hellenic Company possess a monopoly of the coaslage of

those waters, the object being to encourage the development of

native steam navigation.

There is only one railway in Greece, if we except the private one

already mentioned belonging to the Laurium Company. It is from

Pirseus to Athens, is 74 miles long, belongs to Government, and
carries passengei's only. Another railway is projected from the

Piraeus to Lamia (Zeitoum) in the north (140 miles), with the view

of connecting Greece with the general railway system of Europe.

There were 1235 miles of telegraph in Greece in 1875, the property

of Goveniment, and worked at a considerable loss. The postal

system is a Government umlertaking, and has been a source of profit

only since 1861, when postage stamps were introduced. In 1875

there were 131 post-oliices in Greece. There are two banks,—the

National, with its head office at Athens, and the Ionian, with its

head office at Corfu. The National had in 1868 a paid-up capital

of £540,000, with a reserve fund of £215,000.

The currency of Greece is that of the Latin monetary league,

which it joined in 1868, and which allows it to strike

26,000,000 silver francs and as much gold as it thinks proper.

Under Otho, Greece had a coinage of its own, on tho basis of a

double standard and the decimal system, the unit being tho drachma
(equal to 8Jd.), which was divided into 100 equal parts called leptas.

Coins of various values were struck, but only £4000 in gold

pieces, and only £36,000 in silver, an amount quite inadequate for

the trade of the country, and quickly disappearing altof;ether, so

that there is probably not a single coin of them now left in Greece.

It became necessary therefore to declare the gold and silver coins of

other countries a legal tender in Greece ; and these, with the notes

of the National and Ionian Bank.s, became, and still remain, the

practical currency of the country, so that the simplest payment may
require a puzzling arithmetical calculation, for peoido have to pay

in sovereigns and thalers prices stated in drachmas and Icptas.

Though the unit of the Latin currency is the franc, the official

accounts of Greece are still reckoned in old drachmas, in distinction

from which the frano is termed tho new drachma. There are 28 old

and 25 new drachmas in tho pound sterling.

The system of weights and measures is the Turkish. Their

measures of length are—the pique, which is equal to 27 inches ; the

royal pit, equal to 1 metre, or 3 '2808 feet ; tho stadion, equal to

10'62 English mile.s. Their measures of superficial extent are—the

stremma, equal to one-fourth of an Englisn aire, and tho hectare

equal to 10 stremma.s. Their standard of weight is tho cantar or

Quintal, equal to 123 It) avoirdupois. It is divided into 44 okes,

an oke being equal to 2'84 lb, and subdivided into 400 old and 1280

Xoyal drams. A kilo, used for weighing corn, is half a cantar, or 22

ckcs. 816 kilos are equal to 100 quarters.

The financial condition of Greece is unsatisf.ictoi-y. Its annual
expenditure usually exceeds its income, and it is deeply in debt.

The new kingdom was born in debt, and contracted to pay the

expenses of the revolution that gave it being, and to that original

burden it has from time to time added fresh liabilities, till it has
now no longer any credit in the money markets of Europe, and
is deeper in debt in proportion to its revenue than any European
country exeejit Spain. The total debt of Greece was £15,360,103,
according to Mr Malet's report in 1875, and, what with the accumu-
lation of interest and the contraction of a fresh debt for army
extension during the Servian insurrection of 1876, it nmst now be
over £16,000,000. This debt consists of two kinds— foreign and
internal. The foreign debt is of two parts. There are first the
original two loans, amounting between them to £2,300,000, which
were negotiated by the revolutionists in 1824 and 1825 with two
English nouses at 59 and 55 per cent., and whose coupons are now
held m.ainly by Dutch speculators. On this Greece has never paid
a fanhing of interest. The Greek treasury, although it accepts tlia

obligation, puts it off from year to year under the heading
"Deferred Debt." With accumulating interest at 5 per cent., it

had increased to £8,084,500 in 1874. ' The second part of the foreign

debt is a loan of £2,400,000 guaranteed by the three protecting

powers on the accession of Otho in 1832, and negotiated with
Rothschild at 94. On this Greece paid interest for a lew years,- but
its payment has so fallen into arrear that in 1874 this debt had
grown to £3,870,000. There is also a small debt due to tho

Bavarian Government, amounting now to £250,000, and there are

some still smaller debts to other foreign creditors. The internal

debt of the country consists partly of indemnity due to sufferers in

the War of Independence, partly of loans contracted with capitalists

within the kingdom after its credit abroad was gone ; it r.ow

amounts in all to £5,270,339.
The revenue for 1877, according to the estimate in the budget,

was £1,401,687, and the expenditure £1,466,708. The actual

receipts usually fall short of the budget estimate, for Greece per-

mits her subjects to fall much into arrear with the payment of their

taxes ; and in 1867 it was calculated there was an aggregate of

arrears of taxes amounting to £2,226,000. This revenue is received

partly from direct taxes on land and property
;
partly from indirect

taxes
;
partly from the public services, the post-office, telegraphs,

and prinliiig
;
partly from the rent of the public domains, mines,

quarries, hot springs, salt, fisheries, fruits, olive gardens, vineyards,

and currant plantations ; and partly from the sale of national lands

and tlie ecclesiastical revenues. The largest sources of revenue are

the land tax, which brought in 8,500,000 dnichmns in 1877 ; tho

customs, 13,400,000; and the stamps, 4,200,000. The cost of

collecting the land tax is very extravagant. It takes £25 to collect

£100, or ten times moro than it does in France. Tho Greeks are

not sorely taxed. Rangabe estimates that they pay 23 43 drachmas
(about 17s.) each in the year as taxes.

Of the expenditure of Greece, nearly one-fourth part goes to pay

interest on its debt, another fourth to maintain its army and navy,

and a large sum (£136,386) to pay pensions to persons who suffered

in the revolution, or who possessed interests in tho Ionian Islands

at the time of their cession. The education and worship of tho

country cost £75,427, and tho foreign ofiico and diplomatic service

only £40,257. The administration ofjustice takes £107,716, and
tho department of the interior, including the post-office and many
ol'ier outlays, £171,526. The salaries of members of the chambers

of deputies come to £16,071.
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PA.RT II.—GREEK HISTORY.

Section I.

—

Greek History to the Death of

ALEXANDER THE GnEAT.

The early history of Greece is the first chapter in tlio

political and intollectiual life of Europe. In contrast with

nations still in the tribal stage tho Greeks have already

the life of cities ; in contra.^t with tho despotic monarchies

ot the East they recognize tho {principle that no personal

rule should be unlimited. From tho first they appear as a

people obedient to reason and to a native instinct of

measure. In the political sphere this leads them to aim

at a duo balance of powers and tendencies in tho state, at

the definition of duties and the protection of rights. In

tho intellectual sphere it leads them to explore causes, to

interpret thought in clear forms, to find graceful oxiiression
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for the social feelings auci sympatliies. The historical

interest of Greece does not begin tlierefore only at the

point where details and dates become approximately certain,

but with the first glimpses of that ord°-cd life out of

which the civilization of Europe arose. At a later stage

the Greek commonwealtlis offer the most instructive study

which the ancient world affords in the vrorliing of oligarchic

and democratic institutions. Then, as the Koman power

rises, culminates, and declines, Greek history assumes a new

character and a new interest. From Alexander the Great

dates the beginning of a modern Greelr nation, one, not in

blood, but in speech and manners. Two main threads link

together the earlier and later history of civilized man.

One passes through Rome, and is Latin ; the other passes

through the new Rome in the east, and is' Greek.

In a sketch Hke the present it would be impossible to

attempt a detailed narrative of facts, which, besides, fall to

be considered under particular headings. The aim here

will be rather to trace in outline the general course of the

development, and to indicate, so far as a rapid survey

permits, the leading causes and tendencies which were at

work in its successive stages.

Sis periods may be distinguished, I. The prehistoric

period, down to the close of the great migrations. II. The
early history of the leading states down to about 500 B.C.

III. The Ionic revolt and the Persian wars, 502-479. IV.

The period of Athenian supremacy, 478-431. V. The
Peloponnesian War, 431-404, followed by the period of

Spartan and then of Theban ascendency, 404—362. VI.

The reigns of Philip and Alexander, 359-323 B.C.

I. The Prgldstone Pei-ioJ, down to the close of the great

Migrations.

" Ancient Hellas,'' says Aristotle, "is the country about

Dodona and the Achelous, .... for the Selloi lived there,

and the people then called the Graikoi, but now the

Hellenes " {Meteor., i. 14). The name Graikoi probably

meaut the " old " or " honourable " folk (Curtius, Etym.,

130). The Italians may have enlarged the application of

this name, which they found on the eastern side of the

Ionian Gulf. The moderns have followed the Romans in

gi-ving it to the whole people who, from very early times,

have always called themselves Hellenes.

The evidence of language tells something as to the point

of civilization which had been reached by the ancestors of

the Indo-European nations before the Hellenes parted from
the common stock in Central Asia. They had words for

"father," "mother," "brother," "sister," "son," "daugh-
ter," and also for certain affinities by marriage, as " father-

in-law," " brother-in-law," " daughter-in-law." They lived

in houses ; they wore clothes made of wool or skins ; as

arms they had the sword and the bow ; they had flocks

and herds, goats and dogs ; they drove, if they did not
ride, horses. They were a pastoral rather than an agri-

cultural people. They knew how to work gold, silver,

and copper ; they could count up to a hundred ; they
reckoned time by the lunar month ; they spoke of the sky
as the Heaven-fatlier. The first great migration from the
common home was that which carried the ancestors of the

Teutonic, Slavonic, and Lithuanian tribes into north-western

Europe. The next was that which carried the ancestors of

Greeks, Italians, and Celts into southern and south-western
Europe.

Language indicates that there must have been a period

during which the forefathers of Greeks and Italians, after

the Celts had parted from them, lived together as one
people. Again, the Greek language, unique -in its character-

istic development, tell" that the Hellenes, after the Italians

had left them, must have long remained an undivided
peojDle. But to us this primitive Hellenic unitj is prehis-

toric. We first know the Hellenes as a race divided into

two great branches, each with well-marked characteristics

of its own,

—

Dorians and loiiians ; while those who have
been less affected by the special causes which produced these

divergences from an earlier common type are regarded aa

forming a third branch, and are called collectively jEolians.

Further, we hear of a people distinguished iudeed from
the Hellenes, yet apparently felt (as by Thucydides) to be
not wholly alien from them,— a people represented as

having been before them in Greece proper, on the coasts,

and in the islands of the jEgean,—the I'elasgiaiis. In
some Homeric passages, and those among the oldest, the

name Pelasgoi denotes .a tribe of Achaean or yEoliaii

Greeks living in Thessaly (Iliad, ii. 681 ; xvi. 233). In

other poetical texts of later date, and repeatedly in Hero-

dotus, Pelasgoi is a general designation for people of whom
the Greeks knew little definitely, except that they had
preceded the Hellenic dwellers in the land. In this second

and vague use, " Pelasgian " is virtually eriuivalout to

" prehistoria"

The highlands of Phrygia liave the best claim to be

regarded as the point of departure for the distinctively

Hellenic migrations. In these fertile regions of north-

western Asia Minor, the Hellenes, after the Italians had
left them, may have lived, first as a part of the Phrygian

nation, and afterwards as a separate people. From these

seats a great wave of migration seems to have carried over

the Hellespont into Europe a population which dift'used

itself through Greece and the Peloponnesus, as well as over

the coasts and islands of the archipelago. In after ages,

when the kinship, though perhaps dimly suspected, was no

longer recognized, the Hellenes called these earlier occu-

pants of the land Pelasgiavs. It has been conjectured tliat

in Pelasgos we have combined the roots oi irepav and cT/jt

(ijn). The name would then mean " the further-goer,"

" the emigrant." It would thus be appropriate as the name
given by the Hellenes, who had remained behind in Pluy-

gia, to the kinsmen who had passed over into Europe

before thetn.

The second epoch of migration from the Phrygian high-

lands appears to have been one by which single Hellenic

tribes, with special gifts and qualities, were carried forth to

become the quickeners of historic life among inert masses

of population, among those " Pelasgians " who had long

been content to follow the calm routine of husbandmen or

herdsmen. The ancestors of the lonians went down to the

coasts of Asia Minor, and became the founders of a race

whose distinctive powers found scope in maritime enter-

prise and in commerce. The ancestors of the Dorians

passed into the highlands of Northern Greece, and tliero

developed the type of hardy mountaineer which united tho

robust vigour of hunter and warrior with a firm loyalty to

ancestral traditions in religion and in civil government.

Of these two branches,— the Ionian and the Dorian,

-

the Ionian was that which most actively influenced the

early development of Greece. But the lonians themselves

derived the first impulses of their progress from a foreign

source. Those Canaanites or "lowlanders" of Syria, whom
we call by the Greek name of Phoenicians, inhabited the

long narrow strip of territory between Lebanon and the

sea. Phoenicia, called " Kelt " by the Egyptians, had at a

remote period contributed Semitic settlers to the Delta or

" Isle of Caphtor ; " and it would appear from the evidence

of the Egyptian monuments that the Kefa, or Phoenicians,

were a great commercial people as early as the 16th century

B.C. Cyprus, visible from the heights of Lebanon, was

the first stage of the Phoenician advance into the- Western

waters ; and to the last there was in Cyprus a Semitic

element side by side with the Indo-European. From
Cyprus the Phoenician navigators proceeded to tlic southern
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ccusts uf Asia Miuor, where Plincnician colonists gradually

blended with the natives, until the entire BCDbnard had

become in a great measure subject to Phoenician influences.

Thus thj Soljini, settled in Lycia, were akin to the Canaan-

ites ; and the Carians, originally kinsmen of the Greeks,

were strongly affei-ted by Phoenician contact. It was at

Miletus especially that the Ionian Greeks came into com-

mercial 'utercourse with tho Phoenicians. Unlike the

dwellers on the southern seaboard of Asia Minor, they

showed no tendency to merge their nationality in that of

the Syrian strangers. But they learned from them much
that concerned the art of navigation, as, for instance, the

use of tho round-built merchant vessels called yafAoi, and
probably also a system of weights and measures, as well as

the rudiments of some useful arts. The Phoenicians had
been first drawn to the coasts of Greece in quest of the

jjurple-fish which was found in abundance off the coasts of

the Peloponnesus and of Boeotia ; other attractions were

furnished by the plentiful timber for shipbuilding which

tiie Greek forests supplied, and by veins of silver, iron,

and copper ore.

I Two periods of Phoanician influence on early Greece
"'l^ may be distinguished : first, a period during which they

' were brought into intercourse with the Greeks merely by

u^-e.
trafljc in occasional voyages ; secondly, a period of Phoeni-

cian trading settlements in the islands or on the coasts of

the Greek seas, when their influence became more penetra-

ting and thorough. It was probably early in this second

period,—perhaps about the end of the 9th century B.C.,

—

that the Phceniciaii alphabet became diffused through

Greece. This alphabet was itself derived from the alpha-

bet of the Egyptian hieroglyphic.% which was brought into

Phoenicia by the Phoenician settlers in the Delta. It was
imported into Greece, probably, by the Aramaeo-Phoenicians

of the Gulf of Antioch,—not by the Phoenicians of Tyro and
Sidon,— and seems to have superseded, in Asia Jlinor and
the islands, a syllabary of some seventy characters, which
continued to be used in Cyprus down to a late time. The
direct Phcenician influence on Grb;;eo lasted to about 600
B.C. Commerce and navigation were the provinces in

which the Phoenician influence, strictly so called, was most
felt by the Greeks. In art and science, in everything
that concerned the higher culture, the Phoenicians seem to

have boon little more than carriers from East to West of

Egyptian, Assyrian, or Babylonian iileas.

enco The legends of European Greece speak clearly of foreign
sialic elements iu civilization and in religious worship which camo

'uean
'" ^™'" '''" ^''^^^- ^"'' '^^Y ^^ not constrain us to suppose

IS. ihat those who brought in these new elements were always,

or as a rule, strangers to tlio people among whom they
brought them. On the contrary tho myths constantly say,

or imply, that tho new comers were akin to the people
among whom they came ; as the sons of .(Egyptus are first

cousins to the daughters of Danaus ; as Cadmus and Pelops,

though nominally of foreign origin, are thoroughly national

heroes and founders. Hence it appears reasonable to con-

clude that the East by which ICuropean llcllas was most
directly and vitally influenced was not the Semitic but the
Hellenic East ; that the Ionian Greeks of Asia Minoi:,

after having themselves been in intercourse with Pha-nicia
and Egypt, wore tho chief agents in diffusing tho now
ideas among their kinsmen on tho western side of tho
yblgean. Asiatic Greeks, who haxl settled among Egyptians
in the Delta, or who had lived amid Phoenician colonies in

Asia Minor, would easily bo confounded, in popular rumour,
with Egyptians or Phoenicians. The Asiatic Greeks, as
pioneers of civilization in European Greece, appear some-
times under the name of Carians,—when they are little more
than teachers of certain improvements in tho art of war,
and have a decidedly foreign character,—sometimes 'as

Lelegex, who are associated especially with Lycia, Miletus,

and tho Troad, and who, a.s compared with the " Carians,"

are the representatives of a more advanced civilization. In

the cast the seafaring lonians gave their name to the v/hole

Greek people, as in the Hebrew Scriptures the Greeks are

" the sons of Javan,"—the Uinim of the Egyptians, the

launa of the Persians. It does cot appear that the

European Greeks of early days used " Ionian " in this

way as a collective name for tho Asiatic Greeks. But such

names as lasion, lason, lasian Argos point to a sense that

the civilization which came from Asia Minor was connected

v/ith Ionia. At a kter time tho Greeks forgot the lonians

and Phoenicians who had brought an Eastern civilization to

the western side of the .^Egean. Vividly impressed by the

great antiquity of this civilization itself, especially in Egypt,

they preferred to suppose that they had derived it directly

from the source.

Tho appearance of new elements in religious worship _ia

one great mark of the period during which Greece it

Europe was still being changed by influences, Qreck or

foreign, from the East. The worship which the rathers of

the Hellenes had brought with them from the common

home in Asia was the worship of the " Heaven-father," the

unseen father who dwells in sther, whose temple is the sky,

and whose altar is most fitly raised on the mountain top,

as the ancient shrine of the Arcadian Zeus was the grove

on the summit of Mount Lyc<eus. This is the " Pelasgian

Zen-s dwelling afar," to whom the Homeric Achilles prays.

But as the united Hellenic race parted into tribes, so to

the first simple worship of the Heaven-father was added

a variety of local cults. And as mariners from other lands

began to visit the coast.s, they brought in their ovra gods

with them. Thus Mi^lcarth, the city-god of Tyre, is re-

cognized in Melicertes as worshipped at the isllimus of

Corinth. In one Greek form of tho worship of Heracles,

Astarte—the goddess of the Phoenician sailors—becomes

Aphrodite, who springs from the sea. The myth of Adonis,

tho worship of the Achaean Dcmeter, are other examples.

There are, again, other divinities who came to European

Greece, not directly from the non-Hellenic East, but as

deities already at home among the lonians. Such was

Poseidon, and, tibove all, Apollo, whose coming is every-

where a promise of light and joy.

Little precise knowledge of the earliest kingdoms and

states can be extracted from the legends as they have come

down to us, but some general inferences are warranted.

Tho tradition that Minos cleared the archipelago of pirates

and established a wido maritime dominion, that ho was

the first to sacrifice to the Charitcs, and that I)a:dalu8

wrouglit for him, may be taken at least as indicating that

Crete played a prominent part in tho early history of

Greek culture, and that there was a time when Cretai

kings were strong enough to protect commerce in the

iEgean waters. Again, though Gordius and Midas have

passed into the region of fable, there are reasonable grounds

for the belief that the ancient kings of Phrygia once

exercised dominion over Asia Minor. Tho Lydians, in

whoso origin Semitic and Aryan clement? appear to have

been mingled, havo a twofold interest in this d.iwn of

Tlullenic history. First, they represent the earliest kingdom

in Asia Minor of which anytliing is certainly knowa

Secondly, thoy are on land what the Phoenicians aro on tho

sea,— carriers or mediators between tho Greeks and thft

East. In the north-west corner of Asia Minor, a branch of

tho Dardani—whoso ancestor is described as worshipping

the Pelasgian Zeus—founded tho kingdom of the Troas,

the land of Troy. It has been remarked that the double

names of tho Trojan heroes,—Alexander, Paris,—Hector,

Darius,—point to tho twofold relationship of tho Trojans,

ou tho one side to Hsllas, on tho other to Asi:i. Iu
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European Greece we find tlie race known as the MinyER,

whose eariy glories are linked with the story of " Jason and

the Argonauts " moving southward from the shores of the

Gulf ofPagasse into the valley of Lake Copais, and found-

ing the Boeotian Orchomenus. The early greatness of

Thebes is associated with the name of Cadmus, the king-

priest who introduces the art of writing, who -builds the

citadel, who founds a system of artificial irrigation. The
Achaean princes, whose chivalrous spirit is expressed in the

Homeric Achilles, rule in the fertile valley of the Thessalian

Phthiotis. In the Peloponnesus the Pelopid® at MycenK
^eign over Achteans ; and Agamemnon is said to rule, not

only "all Argos," but "many islands." The principle on

which such legends as that of Agamemnon's sovereignty

may best be estimated has been well stated by Mr
Freeman :

—

*

"The legend of Charlemagne, •amidst infinite perversions, pre-

serves a certain groundwork of real history ; I should expect to find

in the legend of Agamemnon a similar groundwork of real history.

There is, of course, the all-important difference that we can test the
one story, and that we cannot test the other, by the certain evidence
of contemporary documents. This gives us certainty in one case,

while we cannot get beyond high probability in the other. . . .

Later Greci^ history would never lead us to believe that there had
been once a single dynasty reigning, if not as sovereigns, at least

es suzerains, over a large portion of insular and peninsular Greece.
So later mediteval history would never lead us to believe that there
had once been a Latin orTeutonic emperor, whosedominionsstretched
from the Eider to the Ebro. But we know that the Carolingian
legend is thus f»r confirjned by history ; there is, therefore, no a
priori objection to the antilogous features of the Pelopid legend.
The truth is that the idea of such an extensive dominion would not
have occurred to a later romancer, unless some real history or tradi-

tion had suggested it to him. So, again, without some such ground-
work of history or tradition, no one would have fixed upon Mykene,
a place utterly insignificant in later history, as the capital of this
extensive empire. The romances have transferred the capital of
Karl from Aachen to Paris ; had it reaUy been Paris, no one would
have transferred it to Aachen. . . . Whether Agamemnon be a
real man or not, the combination of internal and external evidence
leads us to set down the Pelopid dynasty at Mykene as an estab-
lished fact."

We novr come to a phase in the development of early

Greece which tradition represents as following, but at no
great interval, the age in which a Pelopid dynasty ruled at

Mycenae and fought against Troy. This is thie period of

great displacements of population within the mainland of

European Greece. The first of these migration.? is that

of the people afterwards known as Thessalians. A fierce

tribe of mounted warriors, they passed from Thesprotia in

Epirus over the range of Pindus, and subdued or drove out
an MoVic population who dwelt about Ami, in the fertile

lowlands of southern Thessaly. Those of the yEolians who
had not submitted to the conquerors passed southward
into the land thenceforth called BcEOtia, where, between
Orchomenus and Thebes, they founded a new home.
Their conquest of Boeotia appears to have been difficult and
gradual

; and even after the fall of Orchomenus and
Thebes, Plataea is said to have maintained its independ-
ence. The legend placed these events about 1124 B.C., or
sixty years after the fall of Troy. About twenty years
later in the mythical chronology occurs the third and more
famous migration, known as the return of the Heraclidae.
We need not enter here into the detaUs of the myth. It
will be enough to indicate the results to which an examina-
tion of the legend leads. The Dorians, migrating south-
ward from the highlands of Macedonia, had established
themselves at the northern foot of Parnassus, in the fertile
district between that range and (Eta,, whic^i was thenceforth
called Doris. In setting out from these seats to conquer
the Peloponnesus the Dorians were associated with other
tribes. Among these were the Hylleans, who were believed
to be of Achaean origin, and who traced their descent from

' " The Mythical and Romantic Elements in EarW Enslish Kistory,"
XMoyj, 1st series, p. 29.

the hero Hyllus, son of the Tiryathian Heracles. The
Hyllean chiefs of the expedition represented themselves,

accordingly, as seeking to reconquer that royal dominion
of HeraAes in the Peloponnesus of which his descendants

had been wrongfully deprived by Eurystheus. Hence the

Dorian migration itself came to be called the " Return of the

Heraclidae." The migration had two main results :—(1)

the Dorians, under leaders claiming Heraclid descent, over-

threw the Achaean dynasties in the Peloponnesus, and
either expelled or subjugated the Achajan folk

; (2) a por-

tion of the Achaeans, retiring northward before the Dorian
invaders in the south, drove the lonians on the coast of the

Corinthian Gulf out of the strip of territory which was
thenceforth called Achaia ; and these lonians sought refuge

with their kinsfolk in Attica. It is in the nature of the

heroic myths to represent changes of this kind, which may
have been the gradual work of generations, as effected by
sudden blows. Some comparative mythologers have main-

tained with much ingenuity that the " Return of the

Heraclidie" is merely one of those alternations which balance

each other in the hundred forms of the solar myth. It

appears more consistent with reason to believe that there

was really a great southward movement of population, which
resulted in the substitution of Dorian for Achaean ascend-

ency in the Peloponnesus. We cannot pretend to fix

either the exact time at which it commenced or the period

which was required for its completion. One thing may,
however, be affirmed with probability. It cannot have
been done all at once, as the myth says that it was. The
displacement of the Achaeans was accomplished only by
degrees, and perhaps after the lapse of centuries.

The same remark applies to those three streams of

migration from European Greece to the coasts of Asia

Minor, which are represented as having ensued on the

Dorian conquest of the Peloponnesus, and which may
naturally be connected with the disturbance of populations

which the southward advance of the Dorians caused.

The Achaeans, driven from their old seats in the south,

moved northwards ; and, reinforced by JEolic kinsmen
from Boeotia and Thessaly, established themselves on the

north-west coast of Asia Minor, where Lesbos and Cyme
became their strongholds. By degrees their dominion
spread inland, until they had become masters of Mysia and
the Troad. The .^olic migration which thus created an
Asiatic yEolis was unquestionably the slow work of genera-,

tions. The immediate cause of the Ionic migration,'

which begun later than the .^olic, appears to have been
the overcrowding of Attica by the lonians driven out u|

Achaia. The .^olic settlements had been the work of a
people migrating in large masses. The Ionic colonizatioB

seems to have been effected rather by smaller numbers of

warlike adventurers, sprung from the noble Ionian families

of Attica and the Peloponnesus, who claimed to rule over

the Ionic communities already e.stablished on the Asiatic

coast. The Dorian colonists, following the southward
direction of their previous conquests, settled on the south-

west coast of Asia Minor. The islands of Cos and Rhodes
received Dorian settlers ; and, after what was probably a
long struggle, the Dorians subdued Crete.

While the populations had thus been settling down into

the places which they were to occupy during the historical

age of Greece, a movement had been in progress on the

European mainland which tended to quicken among the

various tribes a sense of the unity of the race. This was
the establishment of local associations among neighbouring

tribes for the common worship of the same god. These

associations were of a federal character : that is, while the

members of the association were independent in other

matters, they were subject to a common central authority

in all that concerned religious worship. Such a federal
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association was called an am^ildclyony, tliat is, a Uagtie

of neighbours. The most important of such leagues was

the Delphic amphictyoay, of which the object was to

conserve the worship of Apollo at Delphi. This league

arose in Thessaly, where the conquerors who had come in

from Epirus sought to establish themselves more firmly

by embracing the cult of Apolla It was afterwards

extended through the southern districts until it included

most of the tribes dwelling about Qilta and Parnassus. The
members of the Delphic amphictyony gave a new meaning

knd value to the federal compact by applying it to enforce

certain obligations of humanity in war. They took an oath

tiiat they would not raze each other's towns, nor, during

I siege, cut off the supply of water. It was in con-

bexion with the Delphic amphictyony that the name
mcBsUene appears to have been first distinctly recognized as

. the national name. The earliest collective name" of the

race, in Greek tradition, had been Graikoi. The members
of the Delphic amphictyony chose as their federal name
that of Hellenes,—a name of sacred associations, if we may
conuect it with that of the Selloi or Helloi, the priests of

the Pelasgian Zeus at Dodona,—in the region which,

accordiijg to Aristotle, was the most ancient Hellas. The
circumstances which gave currency to Hellene as a common
appellative have left a reminiscence in the myth that Hellen

Keas nearly related to Amphictyon.

The Hoaieric poems may be regarded by the student of

y history as great pictures of polilical and social life,

_ illustrating the' whole variety of Greek experience down to

the close of that age which saw the tides of ./Eolic, Ionic,

and Doric migration flow from the west to the east of the

iEgean. It is a distinct question how far recoverable his-

torical fact is embedded in their text, or how far trustworthy

inferences may be dravra from them in regard to a supposed

scries of events. But at least the legends of the Achaean

princes and warriors are there, as they came through jEolic

uiiostrela to the poets of Ionia ; and, various as may be

the ages and sources of the interwoven materials, the total

result may betaken as a portraiture, true in its main lines,

of the age from which these legends had come down. In

the political life described by the Homeric poems the king

rules by divine and hereditary right. But he is not, like

an Eastern monarch, even practically despotic ; he is

bound, first, by t/iemistes, the traditional customs of his

people ; next, he must consult the boule, the council of

nobles and elders ; and, lastly, his proposals require to be

ratified by the agora, or popular asscpibly. The social life

is the counterpart of this. It is a patriarchal life, in which

the head of the family stands to his dependants in a

relation like that of the king to his subjects. It is, within

the family pale, eminently humane ; and the absence of a

charity which should include all mankind is in some
measure compensated by the principle and practice of hos-

pitality. The position of free-born women is high,—higher

than in the historical ages ; and polygamy is unknown
among Greeks. Many of the pictures of manners, especially

in the Odyssey, have the refinement of a noble simplicity

in thought and feeling, and of a genuine courtesy which is

peculiarly Hellenic. The useful arts are still in an early

stage. The use of the principal metals is known, but not,

apparently, the art of smelting or soldering them. Money
is not mentioned, oxen being the usual measure of value ;

and there is no certain allusion to the art of writing.

IL The Early Ilistory of the leading Slates down to

about 500 B.C.

Tn the history of the Peloponnesus after the Dorian im-

migration we begin to bo on firmer ground. There may
still be large room far doubt as to particular dates or

niwCB, but the ago left permanent records in the institu-

tions which survived it. The first thing which should be

borne in mind with regard to the Dorian immigration is

that its direct influence was confined to three districts of

the Peloponnesus. Argolis, Laconia, and Messenia were

thoroughly Dorianized. Of the other three districts,

Arcadia remained almost wholly unaffected, Elis and
Achaia were affected only indirectly, through the influx of

the populations which the Dorians had displaced. The
first rank in the Peloponnesus was long retained by Argos.

The ancient primacy of its Achsean princes was inherited

by its Dorian rulers ; and now, under the dynasty of the

Temenidae, Argos acquired a new prestige as the head of a

federative Dorian hexapolis, of which the other members
were Phlius, Sicyon, Troezene, Epidaurus, and CorintL It

was only by slow degrees that the power arose which waa
destined to eclipse Argos. When the Dorians entered the

valley of Eurotas, they found " hollow Lacedaemon " already

shared among people of other tribes. Leleges, Minyans,

and Achajans had been there before them. Both .£olian

and Achaean elements remained in the land. The settle-

meut of the Dorians was made in a strong position under

Mount Taygetus, on the right or western bank of the

Eurotas ; and the fact that, unlike most Greek cities, it

was not founded on a rocky base, but on arame soil, waa
expressed by the name Sparte (sown land). It was indeed

less a city than a group of rude hamlets,—the camp of

a military occupation. And, as a natural stronghold,

defended by an alert garrison, it dispensed with walla.

Sparta was at first only one member of a Laconian hexa-

polis. It was at a later stage that Sparta became the

head-town of the country, and the seat of a central govern-

ment. The origin of the dual kingship may probably be

traced to this period. Such a dualism has no parallel else-

where among Dorians ; and, as regards one at least of

the two royal lines, we know that the Agiade Cleomenes

proclaimed himself an Achcean. The two royal Hues of the

Agiadse and Eurypontidae may have taken their beginning

from a coalition or compromise between Dorian and

Achaean houses. Afterwards, when it was desired to ex-

plain the dualism and to refer both lines to a common
source, Agis and Eurypon were represented as descended

from the tspin sons of Aristodemus, Eurystheus and Proclea.

The spread of Spartan power in the Peloponnesus waa

preceded by the building up of that political and social

system which made the Spartan citizens a compact aristo-

cracy, exclusively devoted to the exercises of war. The

personality of. Lycurgus is shadowy. He has oven been

classed with those beings who, like Prometheus, Hermes,

and Phoroneus, bestow on men that gift of fire without

which they could not have attained to a high civilization.

But the charge of excessive credulity can scarcely be

brought against those who hold, with E. .Curtius, that

" there really lived and worked iu the first half of the 9th

century B.C. a legislator of the name of Lycurgus, a man

who, as a bom Heraclide, was called to take part in public

affairs." It is another question whether ho was the author

of all the institutions which were afterwards ascribed to

him. The example of another legislator who stands in a

far clearer light of history,—the Athenian Solon,—whom
the orators sometimes credit with the work of Clisthcnes

in addition to his own, may serve to show how loose such

ascriptions often were. But at least the work of Lycurgus

may be assumed to have marked an epoch in the history

of the Spartan system. This system rested, first, on a dis-

tinction of throo orders. Dorians alone \\xro Spariiatai,

citizens of Sparta, as opposed to mere Lacodffimonii, and to

them belonged all political power. LycurgoB, eaid the

tradition, as.signed nine thousand lots of land to as n;any

Spartiata' ; the land descended from father to eldesl non,

and, failing issue, reverted to the state. ITio olJrr or uou-
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Dorian population, settled chiefly ou iLe mountain slopes

around the Spartan lands, were called Perioikoi. They
were free farmers, who had no share in the government,

and were not required to perform military service. Lastly,

the Helols cultivated the lands of the Spartans, not as

slaves belonging to private masters, but as serfs of the

commonwealth ; hence no Spartan citizen could sell a

Helot or remove him from the land. From each farm the

Helots had to produce annually a certain quantity of barley,

oil, and wine ; if there was a surplus, thsy could keep it

for themselves. The condition of the Helots was thus in

some respects better than that of ordinary Greek slaves.

But it was such as constantly to remind them that they
had once been a free peasantry. It was this, as much per-

haps as positive ill-usage, which made it so peculiarly

galling. The hatred of the Helots was a standing menace
to the Spartau commonwealth. As Aristotle says, the
Spartan kingship meant practically a life-tenure of the
chief military command. The government was essentially

an official oligarchy, in which the power of the irresponsible

ephors was not importantly modified by the.gerousia, while
the popular assembly played a part hardly more active than
that of the Homeric agora, with its formal privilege of

simple afSrmation or veto. The military training, from
childhood upwards, to which the whole social life of Sparta
was made subservient, was at first a necessity; but it soon
became thoroughly identified with the ambition and with
the pride of an exclusive warrior-caste. Sparta was sharply
marked off from the other Greek communities by this

systematic treatment of war as the business of life. Wheu
the military prestige of Sparta began to decline iu the
courso of the 4th century B.C., it was remarked that this

was due to the increased attention which other states had
begun to pay to the art of war, whereas in old days the
Spartans had been like professional soldiers matched
against civilians.

The mountain wall of Taygetus had set a barrier between
Laconia and Messenia, which might have seemed to forbid
the extension of Spartau power towards the west If the
Dorians in Jlessenia had fully preserved the warlike
character of the race, they would probably have had little

to fear. But they seem to have been in some measure
enervated by the natural wealth of a country which, at the
same time, excited the envy of their neighbours. Myths
liaTe grown thickly around the story of the two Messenian
wars. This, at least, appears certain : the gradual con-
quest of Messenia by Sparta occupied not less than a
hundred years (about 750-650 B.C.). The legend that, at

a critical time, the stirring war-songs of the Attic Tyrtceua
raised the sinkmg spirit of Sparta, agrees with the
tradition of a long and doubtful struggle. Nor was the
strife confined to the' two chief combatants. Messenia was
aided by other Peloponnesian states which dreaded a like

fate for themselves,—Argos, Sicyon, Arcadia. Sparta was
helped by Elis and Corinth. When Messenia had been con-
quered aud the Dorian inhabitants reduced to the state of
Helots, Sparta had overcome the most difl5cult obstacle to
her ambition. By conquests, of which the details are
obscure, she won from Argolis a strip of territory on the
eastern coast of the Peloponnesus, and finally carried her
north-eastern border to Tnyrea. In southern Arcadia alone
the Spartan arms were decisively repulsed by Tegea ; and
the Tegeans, accepting the supremacy of Sparta, were
enrolled, about 560 b.c, as honoured allies of the power
which they had checked.

The repulse warned Sparta that it was better to aim at
leadmg the Peloponnesus than at conquering it ; and an
opportunity was found of asserting this leadership in a
manner far more effective than any military demonstration.
At Olympia, in the vajley through which the Alpheus

passes to the western coast, there was an ancient sanctuary;

of the Pelasgian Zeus. An amphictyony, or league of
neighbouring towns^held sacrifice and games there once iu

four years, the management of the festival being shared

between Pisa and Elis. A dispute arose between these

two states. Sparta confirmed Elis in the religious super-

intendence of the festival, and at the same time arrogated

to herself the political headship of the sacred league.

Every effort was now made by the Spartans to extend the

popularity and enhance the brilliancy of the Olympic
games. Sparta—already supreme in Laconia and !Mes-

senia, already the victorious rival of Argos in the east o8

the land—now appears at the Olympian shrine of Zeus ill

a character peculiarly well adapted to attract the loyalty of

the western Achasans. The general recognition of Sparta

at the first state in the Peloponnesus may be said to date

from the time when, under Spartan auspices, the Olympic
festival acquired a new celebrity.

For political reasons Dorian Sparta had alw;iys cherished

the traditions of the Achrean princes ; but the monarchy
of the Achaeau age, if it still existed anywhere, was a rare

survival. The form of government which had generaUy

succeeded to it was oligarchy, that is, the rule of a group

of noble families claiming descent from the heroes,

possessing certain religious rites in which no aliens parti-

cipated, and claiming to be, by a divine authority, the

interpreters of the unwritten law. These noble families

made up the state. The commons, who lived in or around

the city as artisans, labourers, or farmers, were free men,

but had no political rights. The Dorian ascendency in

the Peloponnesus was peculiarly favourable to oligarchies.

Sparta was, in fact, such an oligarchy, though not of the

closest kind,—the Dorian citizens being *ha privileged

class, while the Periceci answered to the commons else-

where. It was a fortunate circumstance for the political

development of Greece that oligarchy did not, as a rule,

,

pass directly into democracy. A period of transition was

needed, during which the people, hitherto debarred from

all chance of political education, should leam the meaning

of membership in the state.

This was afi'orded, at least in some measure, by that Th»

peculiar phase in the life of the Greek commonwealths '>™*

which intervenes between oligarchy and democracy,—the
"'*"*"

age of the tyrannies. A iurannos meant one whose power is

both superior and contrary to the laws. An absolute ruler

is not a funninos if the constitution of the state gives him
absolute power ; nor is a ruler unauthorized by the laws

less a tiirannos because he niles mildly. The genesis of

the tyrant was diff'erent in different cases. Most often he

is a member of the privileged class, who comes forward as

the champion of the people against his peers, overthrows

the oligarchy with the help of the people, and establishes

his own rule in its stead. Such was Pisistratus at Athens.

Sometimes he is himself one of the people ; this was the

case with Orthagoras, who (about 676 B.C.) overthrew the

Dorian oligarchy at Sicyon. The case of Cypselus at

Corinth is intermediate between these two ; for he

belonged to a noble Dorian house, though not to the inner

circle of those Bacchiadae whose rule he overthrew. Or
the tyrant is one who raises himself to absolute power from

the stepping-stone of some office with which the oligarchy

itself had entrusted him,. An example is snpphed by

Phalaris of Agrigentum, and by the tyrants of some Ionic

cities iu Asia Minor. Lastly, the tyrant might be a king

who had overstepped his constitutional prei-ogaiive. Phei-

don, king of Argos, is adduced by Aristotle as an instance

of this rarer case. In all cases the tyrant properly so-

called must be distinguished from a ruler whom a com-

munity has voluntarily placed above the law, either ten-

porarily or for his life. Such was properly called aa
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alsnmnetes or dictator,—as Pittaeus of Mitylene. The
benefits conferred on the Greek commonwealths by the

tyraBnies were chiefly of two kinds. (1) The tyrant often

instituted new religions festivals, in which the whole body

of the citizens might take part. A feeling of civic unity

was thus created, which could not exist while the nobles

formed a separate caste, as exclusive in their worship as

in their other privileges. (2) The court of the tyrant

became a centre to which poets and artists were attracted.

Such a man as Periander of Corinth (625-585) might

aim at resembling an Eastern despot, but his encourage-

ment of liberal arts must still have given an impulse to

the higher civilization of Corinth. Polycrates of Samos,

the friend of Anacreon, welcomed aU men of fine gifts to

his court ; Pisistratus showed a like care for poetry, and

for the artistic embellishment of Athens. The root of evil

in the tyranny was its unlawful origia, and its consequent

reliance upon force, frequently leading the tyrant to aim

at keeping the citizens in a state of helplessness and mutual

mistrust. But the founder of a tyranny was usually a man
with some inborn qualities for command, and the baser

forms of oppression were not required until he had given

place to a weaker successor.

The age of the oligarchies and tyrannies coincides with

the most active period of Greek colonization, which re-

ceived an impulse both from redundant population and

from political troubles at home. The two centuries from

750 to 550 B.C. saw most of the Greek colonies founded.

Sicily received settlements from both the two great branches

of the Greek race, Naxos, founded by the Ghaloidians of

Euboea (735b.c.), with Leoutini and Catana, founded soon

afterwards by Naxos, formed a group of Ionic communities
on the eastern side of the island. Syracuse, founded by
Corinth (734 B.C.), Gela, colonized by Ehodians and
Cretans (690 B.C.), aud Agrigentum, of which Gela was
the parent city (582 B.C.), were among the chief of the

Dorian commonwealths on the south-eastern and south-

western coasts. These Siceliot cities formed a fringe round
the Siceli and Sicani of the interior ; bnt, though in the

presence of non-Hellenic populations^they never lost among
themselves the sharp distinction between Dorian and Ionian

(or " Chaloidic "), a distinction which was long the key-

note "to the inner history of the Siceliots. The earliest of

the Greek settlements id Italy was the Ionic Cumae, on the

coast near Gape MLsenum, a little to the north-west of

Naples. It was founded by Chalcidians of Euboea, as

early, according to the tradition, as 1050 B.C. The Dorian
Tarentum,—a colony of Sparta,—and the Achiean (^olic)

settlements of Sybaris and Croton, dated from the latter

part of the. 8th century b.c. Poseidonia (Psestura) was
founded by Sybaris. Locri, an .i3iolic settlement near

Cape Zephyrium (whence its epithet " Epizephyrian "), and
the Ionic Pihegium, founded from Clialcis, complete the

series of flourishing cities which made south-western Italy

appear as a new and richer land of the Hellenes, as Megale
Hellas, Magna Groecia. The turning-point in its prosperity

was the war between tie two foremost of the Achitan
cities, ending in the destruction of Sybaris by Croton (510
B.C.). By this event, just at the time when the loniaus of

Asia Minor were passing under the sway of Persia, the
Greeks of Italy were rendered loss able to make head
against the native tribes of the peninsula. The name
Megale Hellas remained, but its old significance was gone;
the spirit of confident progress had boon quenched.

The distinctive character of Greek colonization is seen
less vividly where, as in Sicily and Italy, Greek com-
munities clustered together, than at those lonely outposts
of Hellenic life where a single city stood in barbarian lands.

Mat ;al ill (Marseilles) was founded bytlio Inniansof Phocx-a
about GOO B.C., and became the parent of colonics on the

east coast of Sjiain. If Carthage Lad not fulfilled tlie

purpose for which it was founded, by serving as tho jealoua

guardian of Phoenician commerce in the westera Mediter-

ranean, Greek settlements would probably liave multiplied

on those shores as rapidly as elsewhere. Cyrene, on the

African coast, was a Dorian colony (630 B.C.) from Thera,

itself colonized by Sparta, aud became the founder of

Barca. Corcyra was colonized by Corinth about 700 B.C.,

and joined with the mother-city in founding settlements

(among others, Epidamnus) on the coast of Epirus. The
northern shores of the jEgeau and the Propontis were
dotted with colonies, from the group of towns planted by
Chalcis in the peninsula thence called Chalcidice, to Cj-zan-

tiuni,^which, like Selymbria, was founded by Megara (657
B.C.). Among the colonies on the western coast of Asia
Minor, Miletus was especially active in creating other

settlements, particularly for purposes of commerce. Nau-
cratis, in the delta of the Nile, was a trading colony from.

Miletus, and flourished from 550 B.C. On tho southern

shores of the Propontis and the Euxine, Cyzicusand Siuope

(itself the parent city uf Trapezus) were daughters of

Miletus. Here too were the remotest of Greek settle-

ments,—Panticapseum (Kertch in the Crimea), afterwards

tho capital of the Greek kings of the Bosporus ; Olbia (or

Borysthencs) on the adjacent mainland ; and Istria, at the

mouth of the Danube. The above enumeration, though

not exhaustive, will serve to mark tho wide extent of the

area included by Greek colonization. As the city was tjje Sinur.' of

highest unit in the political conception of the Greeks, so ""' ''^*-'''

each colony contained within itself the essentials of a com- ''"'""*'•

plete political life. Its relation to the parent-city was one

of filial piety, not of constitutional dependence. In so fa.-

as the cult of the gods and heroes whom it worshipped

was localized in the mother-country, it was needful that a

link should exist between the religious rites of the colony

and those of its parent ; and this religious contiuuity was
symbolized by the sacred fire which the founder (oiVtorjJs)

carried with liim from the public hearth to the new settle-

ment. For tho rest, Massalia and Olbia were cities of

Hellas in as full sense as Athens or Sparta, It was due

to the self-sufficing character {avTapKua) of the Hellenic

city as such that Hellas was not a geographical expression.

When Attica first comes into the view of history, it

already forms a single state of which Athens is the capital

:

the kingly period is over, and, though a close oligarchy still

exists, there are signs of coming change. But the hints of

poetical legend, and sometimes the surer evidence of the

ground itself, enable us to go further back, and to form at

least a gensral conception of earlier chapters in the story

of tho land. Of the three plains on the northern shore of

thoSaronic gulf,—those of Megara, Eleusis, and Athens,

—

the Attic plain is that which oflered the greatest advantage

to settlers. It is tho most spacious; it is tho best watered;

it holds the most central position in the district whicli

stretches south-east from tho chains of Citha;ron and

Panics to tho yEgoan ; it has the liest seaboard for

navigation and commerce ; and it contains the best site for

a city. Traces of early immigrants of various stocks sur-

vived in tho names of places, in worships, and in legends.

Eleusis, Pirajus, Phaleron, are Minyan names ; tho myths

and cults toll also of Cariiui-s, Lolcges, Cretans, Tyrrhenians.

But tho chief influence which came to Attica from beyond

sea must have been tliat of tho Phojnician scttlcnujnt nt

Salamis (Salamsi, tho [liaco of peace), a name which, as in

the Cyprian worship of Zous Salaminios (P.aal-Salani),

points to the Plia'uician effort to establish friendly inter-

course between alien races. Herodotus (viii. 44) di.slin-

guishes four periods in tho early history of Attica, with

each of which ho connects an appellative. In the fir-.t

the inhabitants were " Polasgoi called Kranaoi," in Ihu
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oecond "KekropIJje," ia the tliird "Athenians," in the

fourth "lonLans." The extensive series of rock-dweUings

found on the south and south-west of the Acropolis are,

by the ingenious and probable conjecture of E. Curtiiis,

connected with the first of these periods. This primitive

Pelasgio settlement was the Rock-town (Kpavaal) ; its

inhabitants were Kranaoi, the dwellers in the rocks. The
second period was one in which the Acropolis became the

seat of a small number of nobles, and of a princely family

claiming descent from the eirth-born Cecrops. The cita-

del becomes the centre of religious and political life

;

beneath it dwell Pelasgic bondmen, who work for the

Cacropidie as the Cyclopes worked for the Perseidae at

Argos. The city of the Cecropidae—no longer of the

Kranaoi—becomes the head of the twelve cities among
which the Attic land was divided. As the leading families

are drawn towards the Ceeropid city, rivalries ensue,

which are mythically represented by the strife of rival

gods on the Acropolis. Zeus, the Pelasgic god, has priority

of possession. But his honours are disputed by Poseidon,

the deity of the Thracians settled on the gulf of Salamis,

and of their priestly clan, the Eumolpidte. The third

claimant is Athena, the divinity of a race possessing a

higher culture, the giver of the olive to the land. The
final victory falls to Atheua. But Zeus keeps the place of

honour as protector of the whole community,—Polieus ; and
Athena shares her sanctuary with Poseidon. The mythical

Erechtheus,—represeuting at once the ancient Poseidon and
the nursling of Athena,—is the symbol of the victory and
the conciliation. This is the third period of Herodotus

;

"Erechtheus having succeeded to power," the Cecropid»
become Athenians. The fourth and last period is that in

which Ionian settlers press forward from their earlier seat

on the bay of Marathon, and establish themselves—not

without opposition—on the banks of the Ilissus. The wor-

ship of the Ionian Apollo takes its place beside that of Zeus
and Athena. The Ionic settlement on the Ilissus was in-

cluded in an enlarged Athens, and the close of the epoch was
marked by that union (a-vvoiKia) of Attica into a single state

which Attic tradition ascribed to the hero king Theseus.

The light soil of Attica had protected it from such whole-

sale changes of population as had passed over Thessaly,

BoBotia, and the Peloponnesus. In contrast with the oc-

cupiers of those lands the Attic population claimed to be
indigenous ; and the claim was true in this sense that the

basis of the population was an element which had been
there from prehistoric times. On the other hand the

maritime advantages of Attica had been sufficient to attract

foreign immigrants. Thus in Attica no one type of life

and character prevailed to the same extent as the Dorian
in the Peloponnesus or the .^ilolian in Boeotia. The Ionian

element was tempered by others older than itself. This

fact is the key to that equable and harmonious development
which so remarkably distinguished the Attic people alike

m culture and in politics. The institutions which are

found existing in Attica in the 7th century B.C. may be
regarded as dating from the age which tradition called that

of Theseus,—the age, namely, in which the loose canton-

system of Attica was knit together into a single state. The
inhabitants of Attica form three classes,—the Eupatridye

or nobles ; the Geomori, free husbandmen ; and the

Demiurgi, or handicraftsmen. The government was wholly

in the hands of the Eupatridfe, who alone were citizens in

the proper sense. The Eupatrid order was divided into

four tribes, called after the sons of Ion,—Geleon, Hoples,

/Egicoreus, Argadeus. Each tribe contained three phra-
triai or clans, and each clan thirty ^ene or houses. The
members of each clan were united by the worship of an
heroic ancestor, and all the clans were bound together by
ilie common worship of Zeus Herkeios and Apollo Patrons.

The transition from monarchy to oligarchy was more
gradual at Athens than it seems to have been elsevrhere.

Fir.st, the priestly office of the king was taken away ; and,

as the old name hasilevs implied religious as weU as civil

authority, he was henceforth called simply the ruler,

archon. But the office of archon was still held for life, and
was hereditary. The second step was to appoint the

archon for ten years only. The third and last step was to

divide the old regal power among nine archons appointed

annually (633 B.C.). The first archon, called Eponymos,
because his name marked the date of official documents,

had a general supervision of affairs, and in particular re-

presented the state as the guardian of orphans and minors;

the second archon was high priest (basileus); the third was
commander-in-chief (polemarch) ; the remaining six were
the custodians of the laws (" thesmothetae "). After this

reform, two events are the chief landmarks of Attic history

before Solon. The first is the legislation of Draco, the

second is the revolution of Cylon. Hitherto the Eupatridae

. had been the depositaries and sole interpreters of an un-

written law. Draco, himself a Eupatrid, was now com- Draco,

missioned, not to frame a new code, but to write down the

laws as they existed in oral tradition. To a later age the

laws of Draco became a proverb of severity ; but their

severity was that of the rude age from which they had
come down, not of the man who was employed to tabulate

them. By this code (620 b.c), and by the establishment

of a court of fifty-one judges (t^cVai) in capital cases, the

people were so far secured against abuse of the judicial

office. But the existence of serious popular discontent a

few years later is shown by the attempt of Cylon (612 B.C.). Cylon.

Stimulated by the example of his father-in-law, Theageues,

the tyrant of Megara, he resolved to seize the supreme
power at Athens. Promises of relief and of a new agrarian

law gained him adherents among the distressed classes; but

when he had succeeded in seizing the Acropolis, he found

himself disappointed of popular support and surrounded

by the troops of the archons. He escaped. His partisans

surrendered, on the promise of the archon Megacles that

their lives should be spared; but, when they had left the

altars, they were cut down. The " Cylonian crime " was
denounced by the people as having brought a pollution

upon the city, and the punishment of the whole clan of

the Alcmaaonidse—to which Megacles belonged—was de-

manded as an expiation. The Eupatridae refused to yield,

until Solon, one of their order, prevailed on the Alcmseonid®

to stand a trial before three hundred of their peers. They
were found guilty of sacrilege, and were banished.

Solon was now to come forward as the umpire of still Legisl*

graver issues. The influence of his ardent and lofty nature *'™ "'

on the people is expressed in the legend that his recitation ' ° ""'

of his elegy, " Salamis," fired them to strike the blow by
which "the fair island" was won back from the Megarians.

The part which he had taken in the Alcmaeonid afiair was
well fitted to make him trusted both by the nobles and by
the people. His legislation had a twofold scope. In the

first place he aimed at giving immediate relief to a class

. whose plight was desperate. As there was little money in

the land, those in whose hands it was had been able to

force up the rate of interest as they pleased. The small

farmers (geomori) were being crushed out of existence by

a load of debt, mortgaging their farms to their creditors,

who, in default of land, could even sell the debtor as a

slave. Solon depreciated the value of the silver drachma

by 27 per cent., so that a debt of 100 old drachmas could

be paid with 73 ; debts to the state were cancelled alto-

gether. In a fine iambic fragment, Solon calls as witness

of his work " the greatest of Olympian deities, the black

earth, wherefrom I took up of yore the pillars that had

been set in many a place,"—these (opoi) being the stones
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that marked a mortgaged homestead. Secondly, Solon

aimed at establishing a pennanefit equilibrium between

classes. He classed the citizens by their rated property as

(1) Pentakosio-medimnoi, (2) Hippeis, (3) Zeugitai, (4)

Thetes. The first class alone could hold the archonship
;

the fourth had no political privilege except that of voting

in the assembly. But Solon made the assembly (ckkXj^ui)

what it had never before been, a real power. He gave

to it (1) the right of passing laws, (2) the right of calling

magistrates to account, (3) the right of electing archons.

At the same time he created a council of four hundred, to

be elected annually by the people, through which aU
business should be introduced to the assembly. He
strengthened the old Eupatrid Areopagus, by adding to its

jurisdiction in homicide a general power of moral censor-

ship, and provided that the archons of each year should,

if found worthy, pass at the end of it into this senate.

Athenians of a later age often described Solon as the

founder of the democracy. Tliis was not his own concep-
'8 tion of his work. We have his own description of it :

—

"' " I gave the people as much strength as is enough, without

"'^takingaway from their due share (Tt/t^s), or adding thereto.

But as for those who had power and the splendour of

riches, to them also I gave counsel, even that they should

not uphold violence. And I stood with my strong shield

spread over both, and suffered neither to prevail by wrong."

Solon was not a champion of popular rights, but a philo-

sophic mediator between classes.

The removal of the urgent pressure of usury, the sub-

stitution of wealth for birth as the canon of privilege, and
the bestowal of strictly limited political power on the

people' were Solon's achievements. It is no proof of their

inadequacy that they were soon followed by the appearance

ny of a .successful demagogue. The Attic population was
Is- locally divided into three classes,—the Diacrii or the
'• " highlanders " of the north-east district (the poorest) ; the

Parali, the boatmen and fishermen of the coast ; and the

" Pedieis," the richer farmers of the Attic plain. Each of

these classes formed a political faction, with an ambitious

noble at its head. The Diacrii were led by Pisistratus,

the Parali by Megacles, the Pedieis by Lycurgus. On the

pretence that he had been murderously assaulted by the

enemies of the people, Pisistratus obtained a guard of 50
men. It was presently increased to 400. Ho then seized

the Acropolis (560 b.c). After having been twice lirivca

oit by the combined factions of the Plain and the Shore, he
finally established himself as tyrant in 545 b.c, and reigned

till his death in 527 B.C. He did not abolish Solon's con-

stitution, though he reserved some of the higher offices for

members of his own house. His government appears to

have been mild and wise. Ho set the example of submis-

lion to the laws. By many new enactments ho promoted
;ood order and morality. The convenience of the citizens

ind the beauty of Athens were consulted by the conatruc-

;ion of new buildings, road^ and aqceducts. There were
but two things to remind Athenians that this paternal rule

had been founded in force,—-the presence of hiied troops,

tnd the levy of tithes on private lands. Pisistratus was suc-

ceeded by hLs eldest son Hippias. In 514 B.C. Hipparchns,
^e brother of Hippias, was murdered by Harmodius and
Aristogiton, in revenge for an affront offered to the sister

f Harmodius. The rulo of Hippias, which had hitherto

resembled that of his father, now became cruel. The
AlcmKonidns—who had been in banishment since the final

return of Pisistratus in 545—had won the favour of tlio

Delphic priesthood by an act of liberality. The temi)lo at

Delphi having been burned down, thoy had utulortaken to

rebuild it, and, instead of common limestone, which would
have satisfied the contract, used Parian marble for the cast

side of the temple. They now exerted their influence. I

Whenever Sparta or a Spartan consulted the oracle, the
response always included a command to set Athens free.

At last Cleomenes, king of Sparta, took the field. The
children of Hippias fell into his hands, and, to save them,
Hippias Foluntaxily withdrew from Athens (510 aa). Th«
rule of the Pisistratid house was now at an end. In th<
phrase of the song which gave ill-merited glory to Harmo
dins and Aristogiton, Athens was once more under equa
laws.

But tnore was a vehement strife of factions. Tht
Eupatrid party, under Isagoras, wished to restore the aris

tocracy of pre-Solonian days. The party of popular rightt

was supported by the Alcmaeonidae, and led by Clisthenes
whose father, Megacles, had married the daughter o)

Clisthenes, tyrant of Sicyon. Clisthenes, in the word>
of Herodotus, took the people into partnership, and by
his refornjs became the real founder of the democracy.
Abolishing the four Ionic tribes, which had included the
EupatridsB; he instituted ten new tribes, which included all The tea

the free inhabitants of Attica. Each tribe was composed tribes,

of several demes (townships) not adjacent to each other,

—

thus, securing that the old clans should be thoroughly
broken up among the new tribes. The number of the
Council (Boule) was raised from 400 to 500,—50 members The
being elected from each of the ten new tribes. Further, it Conncai

was arranged that each tribal contingent of 50 should take
it in turn to act as a committee (irpirravfis) of the conncil,

—

a board of presidents (jrpdtSpot), and the chairman of the
day, being again chosen in rotation from the committee. A
new oSice was also instituted. The command of the army
was given to a board of ten Generals (strategi), one being Cenm^
elected by each of the tribes. In later times the strategi

became ministers of foreign affairs. Jury courts of citizens

were organized out of the assembly, to share the adminis- Jury-

tration of justice, which had hitherto belonged to the «>»"»-

archon^ and the Areopagus. As a safeguard for the state

against party struggles, it was provided that, if the Council Ostra-

and the Ecclesia should declare the commonwealth to be in <^^-ra.

danger, each citizen might be summoned to indicate by
ballot the name of any man whom he thought dangerous,

and that, if the same name was written on 6000 tickcls

(ocrrpaKa), the man so indicated should go into exile for ten

years, without, however, losing his civic rights or his pro-

perty. This was the institution of ostracism. Finally,

choice by lot was substituted for voting in the election to
the archonship, thus diminishing the danger of factiona

partisanship.

Isagoras, the leader of the party opposed to these

reforms, had a, zealous ally in Cleomenes, king of Sparta.

Clisthenes, they alleged, was aiming at a tyranny such a»

that of his grandfather and namesake at Sicyon. Sparta,

the leading Dorian state, was in a manner the recognized

champion of aristocracy against revolution. The Spartan

herald summoned the Athenians to banish the accursed

Alcma2onidaj, and Cli.'thenes voluntarily loft Attica.

Cleomenes arrived at Athens with his army. Isagoras waa
made archon ; seven hundred " democratic " families wore

banished ; the newly constitated Council of five hundred
was dLsaolTed. But now the peoplo rose in arms. Cleo-

menes and Isagoras were besieged on the Acropolis. On
the third day of the sicgo they surrendered. Cleomenes
and his troops were allowed to withdraw. Isagonw escaped,

but his Athenian adherents were put to death. Clisthenes

now returned to Athens. Ho seems, however, to Ltvo
excited popular indignation by promoting a treaty with

Persia, by which the supremacy of the Portan king was
acknowledged Ho thus lent colour to tho accusation of

his cncniies that ho was aiming at a tyranny ; and ho was
banished. Cleomenes presently invaded Attica a second

time, with the PelopoDQcsian olliea. But the other Spartan
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fcing, Demaratus, was opposed to his designs. The Corin-

thians refused to follow him, and his army broke up when
it had advanced no further than Eleusis. Meanwhile the

Thebans and the Chalcidians of Euboea had been induced

to take up arms against Athens. Freed from the danger

of the Peloponnesian invasion, the Athenians marched

against the Thebans. They found them on the shore of

the Euripus, and routed them. Crossing the strait into

Euboea, they defeated the Chalcidians on the same day.

The lands of the Chalcidian knights (Hippototae) were

divided in eqnal lots among four thousand Athenians, who
occupied them, not as colonists forming a new city, but as

non-resident citizens of Athens. This was the first Meru-

chia. The Spartans, incited by Cleomenes, now made a

final effort to repress the democratic strength of Athens.

Hippias was invited from his retreat on the Hellespont to

Lacedsemon, aud a Peloponnesian congress was convened
at Sparta to discuss a project for restoring him to Athens
as tyrant. The representative o£ Corinth urged that it

would be shameful if Sparta, the enemy of tyrannies, should
help to set up a new one. The congress was of his mind.
The scheme failed, and Hippias went back to Sigeum.

In these five years (510-505) which followed the fall of

the Pisistratidje the future of Athens was decided. Athens
had become a free commonwealth, in which class grievances

no longer hindered the citizens from acting together with
vigorous spirit. The results were soon to appear in work
done by the Athenians, not for Athena only, but for all

Greece.

The time was now drawing near when Greece was to

sustain its first historical conflict with the barbarian world.

There was not, in the modem sense, an Hellenic nation.

But there were common elements of religion, manners, and
culture, which together constituted an Hellenic civilization,

and were the basis of a common Hellenic character. The
Graikoi of Epirus, united in the worship of the Pelasgian

Zeus, had become the Hellenes of Thessaly, united in the

worship of Apollo. The shrine of Delphi, at first the
centre of tho most important amphictyony, had now become
the religions centre of all Hellas. It was acknowledged as

such by foreigners, by the kings of Phrygia and Lydia in

the ear>t, by the Etruscan Tarquinii in the west, as after-

wards by the Eoman republic. In political matters also

Delphi was a common centre for the Greek states, mediat-
irjg or advising in feuds between factions or cities, and
giving the final sanction to constitutional changes. A
sense of Hellenic unity was further promoted by the great
festivals. • It has already been seen how Sparta lent new
brilliancy to the gatherings at Olympia. The Pythian fes-

tival was revived with a fresh lustre after the first Sacred
War (595-585), in which Clisthenes, tyrant of Sicyon, and
his allies destroyed Crisa, the foe of Delphi. A little later

two other festivals were established, the Isthmian and
the Nemean, at about the time when the tyranny of the
Cypselidae was overthrown at Corinth, and that of the
Orthagoridffi at Sicyon. The games of Nemea and of the
Isthmus were new assertions of the Dorian sentiment which
was so strongly opposed to tyrannies, and they exemplify
the manner in which such festivals were fitted to express
and strengthen national sympathy. In the gradual growth,
too, of Hellenic art,

—
-nith a stamp of its own distinct from

that of Assyria, Babylon, Phosnicia, or Egypt,—the Greeks
found a bond of union, and the temples were centres at
which the growth of such an art was encouraged and
recorded. Above all, the Homeric poetry, in which the
legends of the heroic age took a form that appealed to every
branch of the Greek race, was a witness to the contrast
between Greek and barbarian. It was the interpretation
of this contrast which made Homer so peculiarly the
national poet. Still the unity of Greece had hitherto been

little more than an ideal. The only great enterprise in
which Greeks had made common cause against barbarians
belonged to legend. The first historical event in which
the unity of Greece found active expression wa3 the
struggle with Persia.

IIL The Ionic Revolt and ttie Pei'sian Wars, 502-479 E.c.

The twelve Ionian cities on the western coast of Asia
Minor formed a community which kept itself thoroughly
distinct from the .^olian colonists to the north and the
Dorians to the soutL The Pan-Ionic festivals preserved
the memory of the common descent. The Ionian life and
culture had a character of its own. But the Ionian cities

had no political cohesion, nor had they any recognized
leader. One after another they became tributary to the
kings of Lydia. The process of subjugation commenced
at the time when the Lydian dynasty of the Mermnada
(about 716 B.C.) began to make themselves independent of

Assyria. It was completed by Crcesus, to whom, about
550 B.C., all the Ionian cities had became subject. Croesus

was friendly to the Greeks : he respected their religion,

and enriched its shrines ; he welcomed distinguished

Greeks to Sardis. All that was exacted from the lonians

by CrcEsns was that they should acknowledge him as their

suzerain, and pay a fixed tribute. The Persians, under
Cyrus, defeated CrcBsus and conquered Lydia about 547
B.C. The whole coast-line of Asia Minor w^s afterwards

reduced by Harpagus, the general of Cyrus. The Persians, undi

zealous monotheists, destroyed the Greek temples. But it Pf'S

was not till the reign of Darius, who succeeded Cambyses
in 521 B.C., that the lonians felt the whole weight of the

Persian yoke. Darius, the able organizer of the Persian

empire, preferred that each Ionian city should be ruled by
one man whom he could trust. He therefore gave system-

atic support to tyrannies.

It is characteristic of the political condition of Ionia that

the revolt was not a popular movement, but was the work
of two men, each of whom had private ends to serve. His-

tiffius, tyrant of Miletus, had rendered a vital service to

Darius daring his Scythian expedition (510 B.C.) by dis-

suading the other Greek leaders from breaking down the

bridge over the Danube, which secured the retreat of the

Persianarmy. Having been rewarded with a principality

in Thrace, he presently became suspected of ambitious

designs. Darius sent for him to Susa, and detained him
there on the pretext that he could not live without his

friend. Meanwhile Aristagoras, the son-in-law of Histiseus,

ruled at Miletus. In 502 Aristagoras undertook to restore

the exiled oligarchs of Naxos, and for this purpose ob-

tained 200 Persian ships from Artaphernes, the satrap of

western Asia Minor. The enterprise miscarried, kt'isr

tagoras, dreading the anger of Artaphernes, now began to

meditate revolt. He was encouraged by secret messages

from Histiseus, who hoped to escape from Susa by being

sent to suppress the rising. Aristagoras laid down his

tyranny, and called on the people of Miletus to throw off

the Persian yoke. The other Ionian cities followed the

example. They deposed their tyrants and declared them-

selves free. The .^oUan and Dorian settlements made
common cause with them. Cyprus also joined in the revolt

(500 B.C.). Aristagoras next sought aid beyond tho

jEgean. Sparta held aloof, but five ships were sent by
the Eretrians, and twenty by the Athenians. The united

Greek force surprised Sardis, and set fire to it, but was
presently driven back to the coast. The Athenians then

went home. Darius was deeply incensed by this outrage.

The whole Persian force was brought to bear on Ionia, and
Miletus was invested by land and sea. In a sea fight oft

Lade, an island near Miletus, the lonians were decisively

defeated by a Persian fleet of nearly twice their B"mber;.
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partly through the shauieful desertion of the Samians and
Lesbians during tlie battle (49G B.C.). Thu Persians soou

afterwards took Miletus by storm (495 B.C.). The Greek

cities of the Asiatic sea board and of the Thraeiau Cher-

tonese successively fell before them.

But the vengeance of Darius was not yet complete. He
conld not forget that Greeks from beyond the sea had
helped to burnSardis, and he resolved that the punishment

of Athens and Eretria should be as signal as that of his

own vassals in Ionia. A Persian army, under Mardonius,

crossed the Hellespont and advanced through Thrace. But
the Persian fleet which accompanied it was shattered by a

fitorm in rounding Mount Athos. The progress of Mar-
donius was also checked by the Thracians, and he retreated

to Asia.

The ambition of Mardonius had been to bring all

European Hellas under the rule of the Achcemenida;. Tlie

second Persian expedition, guided by more cautious counsel,

]iad a narrower scope. It was directed strictly against

those states which the great king had vowed to punish.

The intrigues of the Pisistratidae were busy in promoting

it, and Hippias was to lend his personal guidance to its

leaders. But before the new force set out Persian agents'

were sent through Greece to demand the symbols of sub-

mission from the cities. Most of the islands feared to re-

fuse, iEgina, now a prosperous maritime power, complied

from another motive than fear. Even Persia was welcome
to her as an ally against Athens. The Athenians called upon
Sparta, whom they thus recognized as the head of Greece,

to punish this treason to the Hellenic cause ; and Cloo-

menes, after overcoming the opposition of his royal col-

• league, Demaratus, took an arbitrary revenge on the

yEginetans by depositing ten men of their chief families in

the hands of the Athenians.

In 490 B.C. the second Persian expedition crossed the

jEgean under the command of Datis and Artapherues.

Naxos was sacked, Eretria was betrayed. It seemed hardly

doubtful that Athens too must falL The Persians landed

in the bay of Marathon, enclosed by the spurs of Brilessus

(Pentelicua) and the hills of the Diacria. They thus avoided

the dangers of a voyage round a rocky coast ; and no part

of Attica, Hippias told them, was so favourable to cavalry.

The Athenians had sent for help to Sparta; but a religious

scruple forbade the Spartans to march before the time of

the full moon. Nine thousand Athenian citizens, with the

slaves who carried their shields, went forth to meet the

Persians at Marathon. On the way they wore joined by a

thousand Platteans,—the wholo force of that city,—who
came to stand by their old protectors. Mfltiadcs, formerly

the ruler of the Chersonese, was one of the ten Athenian

generals. Five of these voted for awaiting Spartan help.

The othei>five, led by Jliltiades, were for giving battle at

once ; and the vote of the polemarch, Callimachus, turned

the scale in their favour. The Greeks charged down
from the hillside upon the Persians. The Greek centre was
driven in, but the Greek wings prevailed, and then closed

"upon the Persian centre. The Persians fled to their ships.

Six thousand Persians fell. The Greek loss was about

192. Believing that traitors at Athens had signalled to the

Persians to surprise the city while undefended, the army
hastened back. The Persian lleet soon approached, but
seeing troops on the shore, sailed away for Asia.

After the victory of Marathon Miltiadss was all-power-

ful at Athens. He asked the people to give him a fleet, in

order that he might strike another blow at Persia v.hile

the effects of JIarathon were fresh. Ilis demand was
granted. But ho employed the fleet in an attempt to

wreak a private grudge on the island of Pares. At the

end of twenty-six days he returned to Athens baffled, and
Buffering from a wound in the thigh. He was indicted for

having deceived the people, and was sentenced to a fine of

about i.1 2,000. Being unable to pay it, he w.is disfran-

chised as a public dcutor. His wound mortilied, and
ho died, leaving debt and dishonour to his son Cimon,
Aristides was now the most iufhicnti'dl man at Athens, aa

Themistocleo was the ablest. Tlicuiistodcs foresaw that

the Persians would return, and that Athens could resitit

them only on' the sea. Ho aimed therefore at creating

an Atlienian navy. Already (491 b.c.) he had persuaded
the Athenians to set about fortifying the peninsula of the

Pirasus, which, with its three harbours couuuandcd by the

height of Muuychia, offered greater advantages than tlie

open roadstead of Phalerum. He now urged that tlio

revenues from the silver wines of Lanriuui should be
applied to building a fleet The frequent hostilities

between Athens and /Egina enforced the advice. Before

480 B.C. Athens had acquired 200 triremes. Aristides

was at the head of a party who viewed this movement
with alarm. Had not the n.ival empire of Miletus, Chios,

and Samos been transient^ The land-holding citizens who
had fought at Marathon would give place to a mob of

sailors and traders. An unstable democracy would carry

the state out of the ancient ways. The strife of parties

came to an issue. An ostracism was held, and Aristides

was banished,—probably iu 484 or 483 B.c. Themistocles

remained the leader of Athens in the new path which he
himself had opened. Atlicns was now the first maritime
power of Greece.

The repulse at Maratnon had probably not prevented

the Persian commanders from representing their expedition

as in a great measure successful Darius resolved on the

complete subjugation of Greece. But, when vast prepara-

tions had been iu progress for three years, he died, leaving

the throne to Xerxes, the eldest of his four sons by Ato.'^sa,

the daughter of Cyrus (485 B.C.). Xerxes was not, like Xinc\

his father, a born ruler or a trained warrior. But he was
profoundly convinced that all human beings were the

natural slaves of the Persian king ; and he was influenced

by a strong war-party in the palace, with Atossa and
Mardonius at its head. The house of Pisistratus, Iho

ambitious Aleuada; of TJiessaly, and Demaratus, the

exiled king of Sparta, united in urging an invasion of

Greece. It was in vain that Artabanus, the uncle of (he

king, argued on behalf of the moderate jmrty at the court

Orders were given to raise such an annanicnt as the world Tlnrd

had never seen, a host which should display the whole •'""'*

resources of tho empire from the Indus to tlie yEgcan, "'

from the Danube to tho Kile. Forty-six nations were

represented by the forces which wintered at Sardis in 461

B.C. A fleet of 1200 triremes, and about 3000 transports

and smaller craft, assembled near Cyme and I'hoca.>a on the

Ionian coast. In the spring of 480 B.C. Xerxes led about q

million of men to the Hellespont, whither the licet went

before to meet them.

Greece was probably never stronger than it was at this

time. The population of tho Peloponnesus may have been

about two millions. Athens, according to Herodotus, had

30,000 citizens. The Bceotiun towns and tho islands weco

prosperous. The proportion of slaves to freemen varied

from perhaps four to one at Athens to as much as ten to

one at Corinth or iEgina. Life was still simple and

vigorous. Society was not divided into rich classes ener-

vated by luxury and poor classes enfeebled by wont

The public pahtstras wore schools of physical traiuin);

for war. But that which Greece lactcd was political unity.

Aristocracy and democracy were already rival forces.

Everywhere tho oristocrots felt that a victory over Pet.siu

must have a national character, and must so far bo a

victory for tho people. They iuclined therefore to tho

Persian cause ; aud tho stand iu defence of Greece was

tiou.
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Bventnally made by a few states only. Sparta, as the lead-

ing city of Greece, took the first step towards the forma-

tion of a national party, by convening a congress at the

isthmus of Corinth in the autumn of 481. Here Them-
istocles Bhowed his statesmanship by prevailing on the

Athenians to abstain from disputing the hegemony of

Sparta. Most of the Peloponnesian cities were represented

Rt the congress. But Argos and Achaia, jealous of EJparta,

held aloof. In Bceotia, Thebes,—the enemy of Athens,

—

favoured Persia. In Thessaly the dynasty of the Aleuadse

were the active allies of the invader. Gelon of Syracuse

refused to aid unless he were to lead. The Corcyreans

promised sixty ships, but did not send them. Crete

also failed to help. The states which fought against

Persia were then these only,—Sparta with her Pelopon-

nesian allies, Athens, .<Egina, Megara, Plataea, Thespise.

This national league expressed indeed the principle of

Greek unity, but Greece was far from being united. The
"medizing" party was strong, and it counted some adher-

ents in many even of the patriotic cities. Wherever
democracy had enemies Persia had friends.

The first idea of the national defence .was to arrest the

torrent of invasion at some northerly point which could be

held against great numerical odds. Tempe proving unten-

able, it was resolved to make a stand at Thermopylae.

When Leonidas had fallen with his 300 Spartans and the

700 Thespians who shared their heroic death, the next ob-

ject of the Peloponnesian allies was to guard the isthmus

of Corinth. The peculiar misfortune of Athens in the war
was her position between two gates, the first of which had
been forced by the enemy. The Greek leaders seem to

have assumed at first that it was vain to oppose the Persian

land forces in an open field. Xerxes occupied Athens, and

the flames which destroyed its houses and temples at last

avenged the burning of Sardis. The Greek ships, which

had gained some advantage over the Persian fleet at

Artemisium in the northern waters of. the Euboean strait,

had moved to Salamis as soon as it was known that the

Persians had passed Thermopylae. The homeless popula-

tion of Athens had been conveyed to Salamis, .^igina, and
Troezen before the arrival of Xerxes. And now the fore-

cast of Themistocles was verified. Athens, and Greece

itself, were saved chiefly by the Athenian ships,—200 in

number out of a total of 366. The Peloponnesian leaders

wished to withdraw the fleet to the isthmus. Themistocles

saw that if it loft Salamis it would disperse. He sent

word to Xerxes that the Greeks meditated escape, The
Persian fleet surrounded them in the night. Next day the

t)attle of Salamis was fought. . Of 1000 Persian ships, 200
were destroyed ; the rest fled. It was on the same day
that Gelon of Syracuse defeated the Carthaginians at

Himera in Sicily (480 B.C.). Xerxes lost heart and re-

treated to Asia, leaving Mardonius with 300,000 men to

finish the war. In the summer of 479 Athens was again

occupied and destroyed by the Persians. Now at length

Sparta came to the rescue. Pausanias, the guardian of

the young son of Leonidas, led 110,000 of the allies into

Boeotia, and utterly defeated the army of Mardonius near

Plataea (479 B.C.). On the same day the troops of the

Greek fleet defeated those of the Persian fleet in a battle

on the shore at Mycale near Miletus, This victory set

Ionia free from Persia.

The Persian wars had revealed both the weakness and
the strength of Greece. The hereditary aristocracy of

Thessaly had shown that they were eager to establish the
supremacy of their house with the help of Asiatic despotism.

Such states as Argos and Thebes had not been ashamed to

indulge jealousy and party spirit by betrayal of the com-
mon cause. Even Sparta and the Peloponnesian allies had
been disposed to confine their endeavours to the defence of

their own peninsula, leaving Athens and the northern cities

to their fate. On the other hand the struggle had brought
into strong relief the contrast between ateolute monarchy
and constitutional freedom. This appeared in two thino-a:

the Greek strategy was superior; and the Greek troops
fought better. Athens, in particular, had shown how
both the intelligence and the spirit of citizens are raised
by equal laws. The mistakes of the invaders,—which,
to a Greek mind, might well have seemed the work
of Ate,—were such as are natural when a vast force is

directed by the intemperance of a single wUI. Artemisia
and Demaratus advised Xerxes to occupy Cythera. The
Thebans advised Mardonius to sow dissension among the
Greeks by means of bribes. Both counsels were judicious,
and both were neglected. Time is, in war, the surest ally

of superior numbers and resources ; but the impatience
of the Persian commanders staked everything on a few
pitched battles. Again, the Persians, unlike the Lydians
of old, destroyed the Greek temples. They thus conferred
an immense moral advantage on their antagonist. He could
no longer doubt that he was helped by his gods.

IV. The Period of Athenian Supremaaj, 478-404 B.c.

In the space from the Persian to the Peloponnesian
War the central interest belongs to Athens. The growth
of Athenian empire, the successiire phases through which
it passed, and its influence on the rest of Greece, the
inner development of Athenian life, political, intellectual,

social,—these are the salient features in a period of about
fifty years, ffhe first care of Themistocles after the

repulse of the Persian invasion was to restore the fortifi-

cations of Athens. The jealous interference of Sparta,

instigated by ./Egina and Corinth, was defeated by his

ingenuity. A wall of brger circuit than the old one was
built round Athens, and a strong wall was also carried

round the Piraeus. The Persians had been driven out of

Ionia, but they still held many places on the Thracian and
Asiatic coasts. The Spartan Pausanias, commanding the Pausani

Greek fleet, took Byzantium from the Persians in 478. He
now formed the design of making himself a despot, and his

adoption of the manners of a Persian grandee became so

offensive to the Greek captains that they requested the

Athenian commanders to assume the leadership of the fleet.

Pausanias was recalled to Sparta, and his successor found

that the hegemony had already changed hands. The
league, of which Athens now became the head (477 B.C.),

was intended to continue the national defence against

Persia. Its special purpose was to guard the Mgeaa.
Aristides was chosen to assess the rate of contribution for

the members. The representatives of the several cities met
at the temple of Apollo in Delos, where the common fund

was also deposited. Hence the league was called the Con- confed-

federacy of Delos. It was only gradually that this free eracy o

confederacy, with Athens for a president, passed into an Delos.

Athenian empire over tributary cities. At first each city

contributed ships to the common fleet. But the practice

arose of allowing some cities to contribute money instead

of ships. A city which did this had no control over

Athens, and no protection against attack. One after

another of the disoontented allies revolted from Athena,

and was forcibly reduced to the condition of a subject

Naxos was the earliest example (466 B.C.) ; Thasos was

the next (465 B.C.); and as early as 449 B.C. only three

insular allies remained free,—Samos, Lesbos, and Chios.

The transfer of the common fund from Delos to Athens

(about 459 b.c.) was merely fte outward sign of a change

in which most members of the original league had already

been compelled to acquiesce. In the earlier years of the

Confederacy the work for which it had been formed was

not neglected. Of the successes gained against Persia the
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most notable was tlie victory of Cimon over the Persians,

both by land and by sea, at the mouth of Eurymedon (466
B.C.). But, as Athens assumed more and more distinctly

an imperial character, the common fund came to be regarded

as a tribute which could be applied to exclusively Athenian

objects. This was the grievance which made the very

name of tlie " tribute " (^opos) so hateful.

The years 457-455 B.C. may be taken as marking the

greatest extension of the Athenian empire. It was in 457

that their victory at GEnophyta in Boeotia, following on

their defeat at Tanagra, enabled the Athenians to break

up for a time the oligarchical league over which Thebes

presided. • Democracies were established in the Boeotian

town.<<, and Athens was virtually supreme, not only in

Boeotia, but also in Phocis and Locris. In 455, after a

struggle of some years, Athens conquered jEgiua. But
now the tide began to turn. In 453 the defeat of the

Athenians at Goronea destroyed the power of Athens in

Bneotia, Phocis, and Locris. Oligarchies were restored.

First Euboea and then Megara revolted from Athens.

The Spartans, released from a truce of five years (452-447),

invaded Attica. They advanced, however, no further than

the Thriasian plain ; and it was believed that their leader,

the king Pleistoanax, had taken Athenian bribes. Freed

from this danger, Pericles was enabled to reduce EubcEa.

ty But the dream of an Athenian land-empire was over. In
"' 445 a truce for thirty years was concluded between Athens
^' and Sparta. Athens gave up all dependencies oh the

mainland of Greece. Henceforth the Athenian empire was

to be maritime only.

Between the conclusion of the Thirty Years' Truce and

the events which led to the Peloponnesian War the most

important incidents were—first, the revolt of Samos and

its reduction by Athens (440 B.C.) ; next, the foundation

by Athens of two settlements, Tuurii, on the site of

Sybaris in southern Italy, and Amphipolis, on the Strymon,

in Thrace,

itu- Meanwhile the inner political life of Athens had passed

through great changes. Soon after the Persian wars, the
*^^ fourth or poorest class of the Solonian timocracy had been
'*"^' made eligible to the archonship. This was done on the

proposal of Aristides himself. The maritime population

of the Piraius was now large, and it had become impossible

to exclude the main body of the citizens from the chief

offices of the state. The development of Athenian demo-

cracy had been secured by that loyal unity of civic actign

and feeling which the Persian wars had produced, Thetn-

istocles, whoso policy had been the source of those new im-

pulses, did not remain to direct them ; ho was accused of

complicity in the Persian intrigues of Pausanias, and ostra-

cized (about 471 B,c.), Aristides died in 468. Cimon,

the son of Miltiadea, was now at the head of a conservative

party. The other party, which was rather progressive than

properly democratic, was led by Pericles, an Alcmieonid,

and Ephialtea. A blow was dealt to the influence of

Cimon and his party when the Spartans insultingly dis-

missed an Athenian force which had marched, under Cimon,

to help them in reducing the insurgent Helots on Mount
Ithome (464 b.c,). Soon afterwards some important re-

forms were proposed and carried by Ephialtes. The powers

of the Areopagus were diminished. Probably it lost its

general censorial power and its veto upon legislation, re-

taining its jurisdiction in homicide. The archons and
generals were deprived of their discretionary judicial powers.

Henceforth the people was to be the final judge both in

criminal and in civil causes. The juries chosen from the

Heli.Toa were now organized as a permanent system of

courts, every juror receiving a fee from the state for each

day of his attendance. Cimon was ostracized ; and the

exasperation of the conservative party was shown by the

assassination of EphfaJtes (457 B.C.). Cimon was succeeded,

in the leadership by his kinsman Thucydides, son ot

Melesias ; and when, in 443 b.c, Thucydides also was
ostracized, there was no longer any disciplined resistance

to the policy of Pericles. Athens was now strengthened

and embellished by a scries of public works. Already in

457-456 two long walls had been built, one from Athens
to Phalerum, the other from Athens to the Pira;us ; and
about 445 a third or intermediate wall, parallel to the

latter, was built en the proposal of Pericles. The Odeion,

a theatre for musical performances, arose on the east sida

of the theatre of Dionysus, under the Acropolis. On th«

Acropolis itself the Ereclheion, the shrine of Athene Polios,

which had been burned by the Persians, was rebuilt on a

greater scale ; and the Parthenon, the magnificent temple

of the Virgin Athene, containing the chrj-selephantina

statue of tlie goddess by Phidias, was constructed under
his superintendence from the plans of Ictinus and CallL-

crates (438 B.C.). The Propyla;a or portals, forming a colon-

naded entrance to the Acropolis on the western side, were

completed a few years later.

The period known as " the age of Pericles " may be
roughly defined as the years from 460 to 430 b.c. The idea

which pervades the whole work of Pericles is that the

Athenian people, having been called upon by circumstancea

to rule over a wide alliance, must be trained to rule

worthily. Pericles was opposed to extending the empire

of Athens ; but he was resolved to hold it, because he
saw the danger of giving it up. And, in order that it

should be held securely, he saw that the people must
be educated, first, politically, by constitutional freedom,

and next, intellectually and socially, by general cultiva-

tion. The theoricon, or money given to the citizen to

pay for his seat at the theatre, was doubtless a parly

expedient, like the pay provided for the juror and for the

citizen-soldier ; it belonged to a plan for breaking the ex-

clusive power of wealth. But it also fitted into the system

by which Pericles sought to bring the citizens collectively

under the influence of art in all its noblest forms, Painting,

music, sculpture, architecture, had each its place in this

scheme ; but for the statesman's object no single instru-

ment was perhaps so potent as the drama. It was a time

of contending forces, in which one chief peril was lest the

generation to which a larger future was opening should

lose its hold on what was best in the past. The religious

tradition and the new ethical subtlety were nowhere re-

conciled in 80 lofty an ideal as by Sophocles ; nor could

any presentment of art rival tbe theatre in its power of

quickening a sympathetic enthusiasm.

The " age of Pericles " would have produced better

results for the political future of Athens if Pericles himself

had been less great. As Thucydides says, the nomiiml

democracy was virtually the ride of one man. The informal

sovereignty of Pericles hindered the rise of those who
might otherwise have been trained to succeed him. Dur-

ing his lifetime the need of a restraining force was not felt

in the reformed institutions, for that force was supplied by

a single mind. But when ho was gone it was seen that tho

new equilibrium of tho state depended on a Pericles being

at its head. Probably Pericles himself believed that there

were men who could continue what bo had begun ; and if

he was wrong, that cannot detract from the glory of what

he did for his own time,

V. The Peloponnesian War, 431-404 n.c. The Period of

Sj/artait and then of Tlieban Aicendency, 404-362 n.c.

In examining tho causes which led to the breach of tho

Thirty Years' Truce, and to the Peloponnesian War which

followed it, Thucydides distinguishes two alleged or im-

mediate causes from a third cause which was not alleged,
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but whicli lay deeper than elllier of the others. The two

alleged causes were—(1) the active help givea by Athens

to the Corcyra^ans in their quarrel with Corinth concerning

Epidamnus, a colony of Corcyra; (2) the Athenian blockade

of Potidrei, a Corinthian colony which had revolted from

Athens. The more essential cause was the growth of

Athenian power, and the alarm which this caused to the

Laceda;monian3. In truth the atfair of Epidamnus and

tbe affair of Potidcea were merely the sparks which hap-

pened to kindle the flaine. That long conflict which

we call the Peloponnesian \Yar had been prepared from

the time when the Athenian democracy, founded by Clis-

thenes, had become a power in Greece through the suc-

cessful struggle against Persia. From that time there

were two antagonistic principles, represented by two rival

cities,—oligarchy by Sparta, democracy by Athens. The
other cities grouped themselves naturally around these.

All Greece was divided betv,-een these two ideas. The
Peloponnesian War is the collision between them. It would

be inconsistent with the limits and the scope of this sketch

to enumerate the details of the war in each of its twenty-

seven years. Yet we must aim at indicating the periods

into which°it falls, the leading characteristics and tenden-

cies which it presents.

First 1. The first period of the Peloponnesian War comprises
period of tije years from its commencement in 431 B.C. to the peace
thewai,

pf Xicias in 421,—hence sometimes called the Ten Years'
" " War. As one of its main features was the frequent

invasion of Attica by the Peloponnesians, the latter called

it the Attic War. The result of it was that Sparta had
gained nothing, and that Athens had lost nothing except

Amphipolis. By the peace of Nicias Athens kept all

places jWhich had surrendered voluntarily. Those allies of

Sparta from which these places had been taken were

naturally discontented. Corinth and Thebes especially

were aggrieved. In spite of all the mistakes of Athens,

—in spite of the desolating plague,—in spite of such

reverses as the defeats at Delium and Amphipolis, and the

loss of the Chalcidic towns,—Athens remained on the

whole triumphant ; and against what Brasidas had done

for Sparta might be set the victories of Phorraio and the

capture of Sphacteria. On the other hand the peace of

Nicias had brought disaffection into the Spartan confed-

eracy.

Second 2. The second period of the war extends from the peace
period, of Nicias in 421 to the catastrophe of the Sicilian expedi-
*^~"'> tion in 413. The four years immediately following the
**' peace of Nicias are the only years during which the great

fundamental antithesis on which the whole war rested was
temporarily obscured. Many of the allies of Sparta were

discontented, and the intrigues of Alcibiades were active

among them. But it was in vain that oligarchical allies

were gained for the moment to the democratic cause. The
normal relations were soon restored. Then came the

Athenian expedition to Sicily, ending in a crushing disaster.

Thucydides thinks ttat the mistake lay, not so much
in an original miscalculation of strength, as in the

failure at Athens to support the expedition after it had
gone. It is indeed possible that with other guidance
Athens might have conquered Syracuse. But at least it

was essential that Athens should put forth its whole
strength, if only for the reason that no people resembled
the Athenians so closely as the Syracusans. Yet never
had the Athenians fought under greater disadvantages.

The Athenian forte was in attack; at Syracuse they had to

act on the defensive. The bold and versatile Alcibiades

was made a public' enemy. Nicias, timid and in weak
health, is opposed to Gylippus, who unites a Dorian energy
of hatred to Athens with something like Ionian command
of resource. And, when everything had been lost exceot

a chance of saving the army, the perversity of Nicias

defeated the prudence of Demosthenes. The Siciliaa

disaster was the turning-point of the war. Pericles had
warned the Athenians against needless ventures and a
policy of aggrandizement. They had incurred a needless

risk of tremendous magnitude, and had lost If they had
won, Alcibiades would probably have raised a tyranny on
the ruins of their democracy.

3. The third and last period of the war is from thi.

Sicilian defeat in 413 to the taking of Athens by Lysander
in 404, a few months after the battle of .lEgospotami.

This is the period called the Decelcan War, because

Decelea in Attica was occupied by the Spartans in 413,;

and continued to be a permanent base of tlieir operations

against Athens. As the sea board of Asia Minor was the

scene of much of the fighting, it is sometimes also called the

Ionian War. In this last chapter the war takes a new char-

acter. After the Sicilian overthrow Athens was really

doomed. The Decelean War is a prolonged agony of

Athenian derpair. Athens had now no hope but in her
ships ; and the leaders had to find their own supplies.

. The Spartan treasury was also empty. This want of money
on both sides gave the mastery of the situation to Persia.

And it was due to the factious treason of Alcibiades that

the aid of Persia was given to Sparta. Athens was ulti-

mately conquered, not by the Spartan confederacy, but by
the disloyalty of Athenians bent on ruining political oppo-

nents. The " Kevolution of the Four Hundred," with its

brief success, greatly contributed to the exhaustion of the

city. Even at ^Egospotami, even when Lysander was before

Atliens, it was the baneful influence of Athenian factiou

that turned the scale. When Athens had been taken

and the walls destroyed, Sparta was once more the first

power in Greece. When Thrtisybulus and the patriotic

exiles had overthrown the rule of the Thirty Tyrants, they

restored the Athenian democracy, but they could not re-

store the old Athenian power.

Sparta itself was changed. The old Spartan institutions Altere

had taught a simple reliance on disciplined strength. In cliarac

the Peloponnesian War Sparta had won the victory with ^"

Persian gold. Already the love of money had found (its

way into the state which had once been so carefully protected

from it. Differences of degree had arisen between the

citizens, whose equality had been the very basis of the old

Spartan life. Citizens who had been impoverished by the
rise of prices, and who could no longer pay their share of

the public tables, were now distinguished as "inferiors"

(iffo^ncioics) from those who retained their full civic rights

(o/ioioi). Spartan commanders abroad were not always

inaccessible to bribes. The habit of military discipline

indeed remained. Spartans were still distinguishecj, as a.

rule, by gallantry in the field, by care for the dead, and by
attention to the ritual of the gods. Nor had the valley cf

the Eurotas remained closed to the higher culture of Greece.

The old type of Spartan leader—the" rough soldier incap-

able of eloquence or of finesse—had ceased to be the only

type. An Athenian might have envied the powers of

persuasion and the diplomatic tact of such Spartans as

Brasidas, Lysander, or Gylippus. But the quah'ties of the

old Sparta were seldom fused into a perfect harmony with

the new accompHshments. Such men as Lichas and Cal-

licrati das. were rare. The balance of political power, as ii

existed in the old constitution, had also been unsettled.

The kings were still, as of old, the commanders-in-chief

on land. But the new office of the admiral (vavapxoi) was
invested with the chief command at sea. The supreme
control of the state had passed more and more into tho

hands of the ephors, and the ephors, chosen annually, wera

not always incorruptible.

Sparta had waged the Peloponnesian War in the name
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of freedom. The Greek cities were to be liberatud from

the all-absorbing tyranny of Athena. Xow, however, Sparta

altogether failed to redeem these pledges. On the contrary

she aimed at setting up a tyranny of her own. Oligarchical

governments were established, controlled in each city by
a Spartan garrison under a Spartan harmost or military

governor. The earliest and one of the worst cases was
tlie tyranny of the thirty tyrants at Athens, set up by
Lysander, and supported by Spartan arms-until, after eight

months, the Atlicnian exiles under Thrasybulus marched
from Phyle upon Athens. Tlie Athenian democracy wa.s

formally restored in September iO'i B.C. ; and the liberators

used their victory with a wise moderation. Four years

later Socrates was put to death, because a pai'ty blindly

jealous for the old beliefs of Athens could not see that

suxili thought as his led to the only firm basis for a new
social order.

*cp The retreat of the 10,000 Greeks under Xenophon, in 401
1 B.C., marks a turning-point in the relations of Greece to
!*"• Persia.. It was to the Greeks a striking revelation of Persian

weakness, an encouragement to schemes of invasion which
would before have seemed wild. Sparta now began a war
against the Persians in Asia Minor—partly to escape from
tlie reproach of having abandoned Asiatic Hellas to the

barbarian. Agesilaus, on whom the lesson of the famous
retreat had not beeu lost, was encouraged by success to

plan a bolder campaign. But in 394 B.C. the Athenian
Couon, commanding the fleet raised by the satrap Pharna-

tie of bazus, utterly defeated the Spartan fleet at Cnidus. Soon
dus. afterwards, under his protection, the Long Walls of Athens

were restored. The Spartan power in Asia Minor was at

an end. The oligarchies were overthrown, and the Spartan
governors expelled,

inth- The reverses of Sparta did not end liere. At the in-
War. gtigation of Persia an alliance was formed between Athens,

Thebes, Argos, and Corinth. In the territory of the latter

state the allies waged war on Sparta, to whose aid Agesilaus

was recalled from Asia. When the Corinthian War had
eeof lasted six years, the peace of Antalcidas was negotiated
"'". between Sparta and Persia (387 B.C.). By it the Greek cities

in Asia, with Cyprus, were given up to Persia, Lemnos,
Imbros, and Scyros wore assigned to Athens. All other

Greek cities were declared independent. The meaning of

this was that they were to be independent of each other-
isolated for purposes of defence—and all alike dependent
on the Groat King. The Corinthian War had begun from
Persian intrigue ; it ended with a peace dictated by Persia.

But the Spartan policy had gained its own ends. Tho so-

called " autonomy " of the Greek cities disarmed the rivals

of Sparta. Now, as at the end of the Peloponnesian War,
a prospect of dominion was opened to her. The Persian

king, whom this disgraceful peace practically recognized

as suzerain of Greece, was to be merely the guarantor of

terms under which Spartan ambition miglit be securely

pursued.

A few years later thes& designs met with their first

serious check. In 382 b.o. tho Spartans treacherously soized

the Cadmca or citadel of Thebes. They held Thebes for

threo years. But in 379 a party of Theban exiles, under
Pelopidas, surprised the Spartan garrison and recovered tho

city. A still greater discouragement to Sparta was the

establishment of a new Athenian Confederacy—precautions
being taken against tho members passing, as under the

Delian Confederacy, into the condition of mero tributaries.

Thebes joined the new confederacy, and presently suc-

ceeded in restoring tho old Bccotian league, ot which Thebes
was the head. But the rise of Thebes had excited Athenian
jealousy. .Peace was made in 371 between Athens and
Sparta. Thebes, thus isolated, was at once attacked by
the Lacedaemonians. They invaded Bceotia, but were de-

feated by the Thebans under Epaminondas at Leuctra,

371 B.C. This destroyed Spartan power outside of the
Peloponnesus. Epaminondas next invaded tho Pelopon-
nesus itself. He resolved to set up rivals to Sparta on her
own borders. He therefore united the cities of Arcadia
into a league, with a new city, ^Megalopolis, for its capital

;

and he gave independence to Messenia, which for three
centuries had been subject to Sparta—laying the found-
ations of a new capital, Messene, around the great natural
citadel of Ithoma The Arcadian league did not long hold
together. Mantinea led a group of Arcadian towns favour-
able to Sparta. In 361 B.C. a battle was fought near
Mantinea between the Spartans and the Thebans. Tlio

Thebans were victorious, but Epaminondas fell. With
his death the temporary supremacy of Thebes came to an
end. Sparta had, however, been reduced from the rank
of a leading state. Xenophon closes his Ilellenica with
these words :

—" There was more confusion (axpto-m) and
tumult in Greece after the battle than before."

Political confusion is indeed the general charaeteristici.^Mierui

of the period between the end of the Peloponnesian War and 'iioracier

the Macedonian conquest of Greece. In tho preceding "^ ""^

century Athens and Sparta had been the vigorous represent- Ij,.'^™'

atives of two distinct principles. The oligarchic cities ,, ^
rallied round Sparta, the democratic round Athens. But
at the end of the Peloponnesian War Athens was exhausted.

Sparta, now predominant, but suffering from inner decay,

exercued her power in such a manner as to estrange her

natural allies. Thus both the normal groups of states were
broken up. New and arbitrary combinations succeeded,

seldom lasting long, since they were prompted merely by
the interest or impulse (jf the hour. In this period of un-

stable pohtics the moment most promising, perhaps, for

the future of Greece was when Athens had formed a new
naval confederacy, and was also allied with the Boeotian

league. But the alliance was broken by Athenian jealousy

of Thebes,—not to be renewed until Greek independence

was on tho eve of r<xeiving its death-blow. The work of "'"'*' "'

Epaminondas in one sense died with him; the brief''""'""

hegemony of Thebes passed away. ' But in another sense

the results which he achieved were enduring. He had been

for Thebes such a man as Pericles was for Athens—a ruling

personal influence in a democratic commonwealth ; and
he had raised Theban policy to the old Athenian level.

The aims of Thebans wore no longer confined to the circle

of Theban interests; Thebes now aspired to be what Athens
had been—the champion of national freedom and greatness.

The power founded by Epaminondas was transient ; but

this large Hellenic patriotism made itself felt in some
degree as a permanent inspiration, ju-eparing the Thebans
to stand by the Athenians in tho last struggle for Greek
freedom.

VL T/ie reiffiis of Philip and Alexander, 350-323 B.c.

Three years after the death of Epaminondas Philip came

to the throne of Macedon. His power rapidly grew. A
warlike people, ruled by an able and ambitious king, was

now tho northern neighbour of Greoco. The most obvious

vice of Greek politics at this period was disunion; but tho

disunion itself was only tho symptom of a deeper decay.

No one city of Greece any longer retained tho vigour re-

quired in a leader. Had either Athens or Sparta now

possessed such vital force as thoy showed iu the Persian

wars, no local or temporary feuds would have prevented the

organization of national defence. Nothing marks the decay

of the Greek commonwealths moro Bignilicautly than the

fact that they did not even recognize the urgency of the

danger. Demosthenes had tho old tireek spirit; but ho

stood almost olone. Tho principles on which ho constantly

insisted, and which (five unity to his entire career, are mainly
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-two :—first, the daty of the Athenian citizen to sacrifice

personal ease and gain to the service of Athens ; secondly,

the duty of Athens, as the natural head of free Greece, to

•consult the interests of all the Greek cities. The energy of

Demosthenes was not Erst roused by the progrecs of Philip.

Before there was danger from the quarter of^Macedon,

Demosthenes had seen clearly that the decay of public

.spirit threatened the destruction of Hellenic life. As he

said to the Athenians afterwards, if Philip had not existed

they would have made another Philip for themselves. And
the condition of Athens was at least not worse than that

fii any other city which could have aspired to lead.

A strategist so keen-sighted as Philip must early have

perceived that he had little to fear from combined resistance,

so long as he was careful not to attack too many separate

interests at the same time. Greeks, he saw, were past

fighting for each other as Greeks. This was the key-note

of his policy to the last While making aggressions on one

Greek city or group of cities, he always contrived to have

others on his side.

Philip's career in relation to Greece has two periods.

The end of the first period is marked by his admission to

the Amphictyonic Council ; the end of the second, by the

battle of Chaeronea. During the first period Philip is still

a foreign power threatening Greece from outside. He takes

AmphipoUs from the Athenians ; he destroys Potidsea ; he

acquires towns on the Thracian and Messalian coasts; he

defeats the Phocians under Onomarchus, and even advances

to Thermopylae, to find the pass guarded by the Athenians;

finally, he destroys Olynthus and the thirty-two towns of

Second its confederacy. In the second period he is no longer a
lerioci, foreign power. Having intervened in the Sacred War and
U6-JjS

gf^^,l^e(i the Phocians, he has taken the place of Phocis in

the Amphictyonic Council, and has thereby been admitted

within the circle of the Greek states. The First Philippic

and the three Olynthiac speeches of Demosthenes belong to

the first of these periods. The speeches On the Peace, On the

Embassy, On the Chersonese, and the two later Philippics,

belong to the second. In the Third Philippic, the climax

of Lis efforts before Chaeronea, Demosthenes reviews the

progress of Philip from the Hellenic, not merely from the

Athenian, point of view. Philip has destroyed Olynthus, he

"has ruined Phocis, he has sown dissensions in Thessaly;

Thebes is afraid of him ; he has gained Euboea and the

Peloponnesus ; he is supreme from the Adriatic to the

Hellespont; and the last hope of Greece is in Athens.

Demosthenes succeeded in winning back Byzantium to the

Athenian alliance, and in persuading Thebans to fight by
the side of Athenians ; but he could not avert the cata-

strophe of Chaeronea.

After the victory which made him master of Greece,

'Philip deprived Sparta of her conquests in the Pelopon-

nesus. The Messenians, Arcadians, Argives, recovered

their old possessions. A congress was then summoned
at the isthmus of Corinth. Macedonia and the Greek
states were united in a federal league. A federal council

was constituted to guard the federal laws ; and the Delphic

Amphictyony was recognized as a tribunal to which this

council should refer any breach of those laws. Philip,

representing , Macedonia, the most important member of

the league, was acknowledged as its head or president.

His position in regard to the Greek cities was thus iti form
much the same as that of Athens or Sparta in former days.

It was nominally an hegemony, with somewhat more
stringent powers, corresponding to the more systematic

organization of the league; in practice it was military

kingship over Greece. Yet Demosthenes had not failed.

The condition of the Greek states under Philip was favour-

able in proportion as they had given him trouble. Thessaly

had actively helped him, and had been completely subju-

gated. The Peloponneslan rivals of Sparta had not been
active either in helping or resisting him, and they were now
more dependent on Philip than they had formerly been on
Sparta. Athens alone had effectively resisted him, and
Athens was treated by him with the prudent respect due to
a serious antagonist.

If Greek liberty had received a fatal blow in Greece
proper, there was another part of Hellas in which, almost
simultaneously, it had been vindicated with splendid suc-
cess. While Demosthenes was making his heroic resistanee
to the designs of Macedon, the enemies of Hellenic free-
dom in Sicily had been encountered with equal vigour and
happier fortune by Timoleon. A few years after the defeat
of the Athenian armament in 413, Sicily had suffered two
invasions of the Carthaginians. Selinus and Himera,
Agrigentum, Gela, and Camarina, had successively fallen.

The first Diouysius, in consolidating his own tyranny at

Syracuse, had been content to leave half the island in the
hands of the foreign foe. The feeble misrule of his son,

Dionysius II., produced a series of revolutions. A party
at Syracuse invoked the aid of Corinth. Timoleon was
sent with only 1200 men (343 B.C.). His first work was
to deliver Syracuse from the contending forces of Dionysius
and a rival named Hicetas, and to restore the Syracusan
democracy. His next work was to drive the Carthaginians
out of Sicily. He defeated them with crushing effect at
the river Crimesus (340 B.C.). The Sicilian Greeks- were
now free. Sicily entered on a new period of prosperity,

which lasted until Agathocles became tyrant of Syracuse

(317 B.C.). Thus the brightest days, perhaps, of Hellenic

Sicily coincided with those in which the cities of the

Hellenic mainland were learning to bear the Macedonian
yoke.

The time seemed now to have come for an enterprise

which, since the retreat of the Ten Thousand, had been the
dream of many Greek captains, but which none had yet

been in a position to attempt. Philip, in the forty-seventh

year of his age, had declared war against Persia, and was
preparing to invade Asia at the head of an army gathered

from all Greece, when he was assassinated by a young •

Macedonian noljle in revenge for a private affront (336 B.C.). Death

Alexander, Philip's son and successor, was only twenty. Philip

Marching into Greece, he promptly repressed an insurrec-
^j^^^

tionary movement, and was recognized by a new assembly ander
at Corinth as commander-in-chief of the Greek armies. He
next marched against the tribes on the northern borders of

Macedonia. While he was absent on this expedition, the

Thebans rose against the Macedonian garrison. Alexander

returned, took Thebes, and razed it to the ground (335 B.C.).

At Corinth he received the homage of the Greek states,

and then returned to Macedonia.

Alexander was now free to execute the design of Philip.

As captain-general of Hellas, he sets forth to invade the

Persian empire, and to avenge the wrongs suffered by

Greece at the hands of the first Darius and of Xerxes. The
army with which he crossed the Hellespont in 334 B.C.

numbered perhaps about 30,000 infantry and 4000 cavalry.

It was composed of Macedonians, Greeks, and auxiliaries

from the barbarian tribes on the Macedonian borders. The
devotion of native Macedonians to their hereditary king was

combined with the enthusiasm of soldiers for a great gene-

ral ' Even if the military genius of Alexander had not been

of the first order, his personal authority over his Macedonian

troops, and through them over the rest, would still have

been greater than was ever possessed by a Greek citizen

commanding fellow-citizens.

Alexander's career of conquest has three stages, marked

by his three great battles. The victory at the Granicus

(334 B.C.) gave him Asia Minor. The victory at Issus (333,1

B.C.) opened his path into Syria and Egypt. Tlie victory-
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at Arbela (331 B.C.) mido him tempor.iry master of the

whole East. In accomplishing the first two of these stages

Alexander was not compelled to assume any new character.

The king of Macedon, the elective captain-general of Greece,

needed no other titles by which to hold the lands to which

lie came as a deliverer from Persia. The later history of

these lands is tha proof. Asia Minor was by degrees

thoroughly Hellenized, and remained Greek till the Turks

came in the 11th century. Syria and Egypt were not

indeed Hellenized as whole countries, but their capital

cities, Antiooh and Alexandria, were Hellenic ; and the

control established by Alexander was retained by Macedonia

or by Rome for centuries. At the third stage, however,

Alexander's conquests entered upon an entirely new phase,

and compelled him to take up an altogether new position.

Neither in his Hellenic nor in his Macedonian capacity

could he put forward any effective claim to hold the Persian

empire proper,—the empire stripped of its Egyptian,

Phoenician, and Hellenic dependencies. He could hold

Persia only as a Persian king, as the successor of those

Achsemenid kings whose dynasty he had overthrown. The
constitutional king of Macedonia, with limited prerogatives,

the elective captain of Greece, must now assume a third

and distinct character. He must be also a Persian king, a'

constitutional despot. The merely European influences re-

presented by Alexander might leaven the East, but they

could not lastingly possess or transform it. Hellenic culti-

vation, like Roman power, was not permanently introduced

over any wide area east of the Euphrates. This fact is

enough to illustrate the enormous difficulty of the task

which Alexander had undertaken. It seems not impossible

that policy may have been mingled with vanity in his ex-

action of divine honours. Greeks or Macedonians could

uever pay him the slavish homage which Persian subjects

rendered to their king. But the contrast between European

and Asiatic royalty would at least be less glaring if the

master of Persia were also acknowledged as the son of Zeus

Ammon.
The colonies planted by Alexander in his progress

through Asia make the beginning of a new period in

Hellenic history. Hitherto live have had to do with a
people whose Hellenic unity rests, not merely on community
of language and civilization, but also upon community of

blood. Now, by the side of this natural Hellenic nation,

there arises an artificial Hellenic nation, with a common
language and civilization, but not eicluaively of Hellenic

blood. The Macedonians may be regarded as the founders

of this artificial nationality. They were doubtless of a stock

kindred to the Hellenic ; in what degree, it is less easy to

say—but (witii the exception of their kings) they were
generally regarded by the Greeks as standing half-way

between Greeks and barbarians. Philip did much to

Hellenize Macedonia; and the Macedonian colonics of

Alexander became in their turn centres from which the

influence of Hellenic civilization was diffused through Asia.

Henceforth there are two Hellenic types : the Greek of

Greece proper, who preserves in some degree the marked
individuality of the' old Greek character; and the Asiatic

Greek, more readily affected by foreign surroundings, more
pliant and less independent. The history of the modern
Greek nationality dates from the days of Alexander.

The results of Alexander's conquests were beneficent

chiefly in two ways : first, by liberating the hoarded
treasures of tho Eastern kings, and so stimulating industry

and commerce ; secondly, by opening Asia to a new civiliza-

tion, which helped to promote intellectual and moral pro-

gress, even in those places where its influence was limited

or transient. In the process of doing this nuicli that was
valuable may have been destroyed. But it can hariHy be
ouestioned that on the whole the gain far outweighed the

loss. If Alexander had not died at the age of thirty-two^

leaving his work unfinished, it would perhaps liave beea
easier to judge how far he deserves the credit of liaving con-
templated these benefits to mankind. There is nothing to
show that he intended to govern otherwise than as aa
absolute ruler, with a better machinery for controlling Lis
subordinates than had been possessed by the Persian kings.

Such a view is not inconsistent with the fact that liis colonies
enjoyed municipal freedom. Nor can it be proved that he
meant his colonies to be anything more than military strong-
holds or commercial centres. But it may at least be said

that, if his object had been to diffuse Hellenic cultivation

over Asia, he could have adopted no more effectual means.
It is conceivable that, in his vision of that complex empire
which imposed such almost irreconcilable tasks upon its

ruler, the idea of engrafting Eastern absolutism on Greek
politics may have coexisted with the idea of Hellenizing
Asiatic society.

In that period of Hellenic history which closes with
Alexander we are tracing the gradual development of a
race with special gifts of mind and body, which strongly
distinguish it from all other races. The Hellenes set tho
Hellenic stamp on everything which they create,—first, on
their language itself, then on their politics, their literature,

and their manners. Every element of their life receives ita

mature shape from themselves, even when the germ has
been borrowed; the Hellenes are an original people in the

sense that they either invent or transform. At a very
early time they have the political life of cities, and they
never rise from the conception of the city to the higher

unity of the nation. Their love of clear outline and theit

sense of measure shrink from every vague abstraction; the
principle of order itself is by them identified with "the
limit " ; the indefinite is a synonym for disorder and evil.

The city, an easily comprehended wJiole, satisfies this

instinct ; but there is room within its framework for the

gradations of monarchy, oligarchy, democracy ; for the
various modes of acting and thinking which characterize

Achseans, Dorians, lonians. As the leading commonwealths
grow to maturity, two principles of government stand out
in contrast,—oligarchy and democracy. Each is represented

by a great city round which the lesser states are grouped.

The inevitable collision comes, and the representative of
democracy is at last vanquished But in the hour of victory

oligarchy is discredited by the selfish ambition of its cham-
pion. A time of political confusion follows, in which no one
city can keep a leading place. Separate interests prevail

over principles
;
public spirit declines, 'fhe disunion of

the cities—incurable, because arising from a deep inner

decay—enables the crafty king of a half-barbarian country
to make himself the military dictator of Greece. But just

when the better days of Hellenic civilization seem to be
over, a new career is opened to it. Men who are not of

Hellenic blood help to diffuse the Hellenic language,

I

thought, and manners over a wider field ; and the life of

the modem Greek nation begins. (r. c. j.)

Section II.-— Post-Classical Greek Histohy.

Tho later history of the Greeks, from the end of

Alexander tho Great's reign to the taking of Constantinople

by tho Turks, may be divided moat naturally into five

period.s, viz.— I. The period of Greek subjection : from
the death of Alexander to the acceiwion of Constantino tho

Great as sole emperor, 32.3 D.c. to 323 A.n. II. The period

of Greek revival : from Constantine the Great to Leo III.

(the Isaurian), 323-716 a.d. III. The period of Byzantine

prosperity ; from Ij3o III. to Isaac I. (Comnenus), 71C-
1057 A.D. IV. Tho period of Byzantine decline: from

Isaac I. to the taking of Constantinople by the Latins,.
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1057-120i'A.D.^ V. The period ot Greek survival : from

the taking of Constantinople by the Latins to its conquest

by the Turks, 1204-1453 A.D.

In the limited space of an article like the follow-ing, it is

impossible to enter into detail with reference to the events

of any of tliese periods. It may be well therefore if we

turn our attention especially to the causes which were from

time to time at work, to the characteristics and tendencies

of various ages, and to the changes that came over society.

The history which we thus enter upon is of irnportance and

interest in a different way from that of the classical age of

jGreece. That age was a unique development in respect

of national life and character, of social and political institu-

tions, and of every form of cultivation, and was marked by

concentrated energy and intense vigour. The laier peri')d

is important because of its -n-ide-reaching influence on the

world at large, and because it is one, and that the more

continuous, of the two great chains of events, in eastern

and western Europe respectively, which connect the earlier

and later history of civilized man. To the younger student,

who is already acquainted with the previous history of

Greece and Kome, and has learnt something of the condi-

tion of the modern world through the history of England,

nu other period is probably so instructive and suggestive.

lie is led into byways of history and remote countries,

which have in themselves an element of romance. He
comes into contact with races from every branch of the

human farjily in the freshness of their early vigour ; and

amongst many other lessons he learns one, which cannot

he learnt too early, and which historians and students of

history are disposed to overlook, that the unfortunate are

not therefore to be despised. To more advanced students

its value consists in its explaining the existing state of

things in a considerable part of Europe and Asia, which

cannot be esplainsl otherwise ; and still more in the illus-

trations it affords, both by way of similarity and contrast,

to circumstances in the history of western Europe ; such,

for instance, as the abolition of serfdom, the relations of

immigrant ta.ce/to the original inhabitants, and systems of

law and finance. Besides this, so much civilization filtrated

from the East to the West in the course of the Middle Ages

that a knowledge of Byzantine history is necessary to a

proper understanding of that of western Europe. It will

suggest also, if properly studied, that while battles, sieges,

and other salient events may be the turning-points of history,

the inhabitants of any particular country, are more affected

by influences which lie below the surface—by. alterations

of trade-routes and changes in the tenure of land, by the

effects of judicious or injudicious taxation, by the adminis-

tration of justice, and by the relations of different classes

to one another.

It is desirable at starting to notice two misconceptions

which have prevailed, and in a less degree still prevail,

with regard to different portions of this period. The first

of these concerns the character of the Greeks during the

time of their subjection to the Komans, and in particular

under the early emperors, in which age they are often sup-

posed to have been a demoralized and unprincipled race.

Such expressions as the " Grseculus esuriens"and " Grsecia

mendax " of Juvenal, and similar ones which are found in

Tacitus and other writers of that time, have become pro-

verbial, and have been taken to describe, as those authors

undoubtedly intended them to describe, the people at large.

There was some justification for the retort of Lucian, that

the Komans spoke truth only once in their lives, and that

was when they made their wills. The fact is that these

descriptions represented faithfully enough the lower class

of Greek adventurers who came to Rome fro.m Alexandria
and the Asiatic cities to seek their fortunes ; and the

Koman writers, with their usual contemptuous ignorance of

everything provincial, confused these with the Greek nation.

The later Greeks no doubt had degenerated from their great

forefathers ; but it is only fair to remember that this was
to a great extent the result of their circumstances. The
rapid growth of Greek culture and Greek political ideas

was naturally followed by rapid decay. In sculpture the

early archaic style developed in a fevv decades of years into

the manly and perfect style of Phidias, and the change was
equally rapid to the luxurious style of Praxiteles, in which
the elements of decadence were plready traceable. The
same thing is apparent in the history of the drama. And
in' like manner in politics, the constitutions of the various

states, which were so well suited to the development of

Greek individuality, contained in themselves no element of

permanence, owing to the opposing elements which were
brought face to face within so narrow an area ; and in their

relations to one another, all combination on a large scale

was prevented by what has been aptly called the " centri-

fugal " character of Greek politics, so that they were
destined inevitably to fall under the dominion of any great

empire that should arise in their neighbourhood. Again,

it must never be forgotten that the splendid products of

Greek genius and Greek character sprang from the black

soil of slavery, and could not have existed without it ; so

that here too we find an element of rottenness, which was
sure in the end to produce decay. Consequently, from the

time the Greeks lost their liberty, they ought in all fairness

to be judged by a different standard from their predecessors,

and we ought to be satisfied if we find in them such good
qualities as characterize a more ordinary people—industry,

respectability, intelligence, good citizenship, capacity for

local self-government, and readiness to make the most of

their opportunities. In all these respects the Greeks were

among the best of the provincials of the Roman empire.

The other misconception relates to the Byzantine empire, Powi

-, which has been commonly regarded as a period of steady tbe ]

decline and feebleness and decrfepitude. The author who ^*''*!

is mainly responsible for the prevalence of this view is

Gibbon ; and it is strange that a writer who was gifted

with such profound historical insight should not have per-

ceived that the state which accomplished euch great things

could not have been powerless. The passage in which he

expresses himself on this subject is well known. " I should

have abandoned without regret," he says, " the Greek slaves

and their servile historians, had I not reflected that the fate

of the Byzantine monarchy is passively connected with the

most splendid and important revolutions which have

changed the state of the \vorld." Yet it was this same

empire which beat back for centuries, and ultimately sur-

vived, first the Saracens and afterwards the Seljuks, both

of which peoples would otherwise have overrun Europe, and

which, even in its decline, kept at bay, for more than a

hundred years, the Ottomans when at the height of their

power, thereby providing the Western nations with a breath-

ing space, without which the career of Turkish conquest

would certainly not have been arrested at Vienna, but might

have extended to the Elbe or the Seine. During the 8th,

9th, and 10th centuries its military power was the strongest

in Europe, and the individual prowess of its aristocracy was

unrivalled, while at the same time its long succession of

able emperors and administrators is such as no other mon-

archical government can show. Its influence is further

shown by its missionary efforts, resulting in the conversion

to Christianity of the south Slavonic nations and the

Russians, and the consequent spread of civilization through-

out the countries they inhabited ; by its widely extended

commerce both by land and sea ; and by its art, especially

its architecture, which contributed to the formation of other

stylos from Egypt to tne north of Russia, and from India

to Spain. Finally, its social and political excellence
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appears in the state of education, iq the regularity of its

administration, especially in the matter of justice, and,

above all, in the legal standard of the coinage being main-

tained invariable from first to last, which is a rare proof of

a highly organized system. When its situation in the

midst of barbarous nations is considered, and the inter-

mediate position it occupied between Asia and western

EnroDe, it may safely be pronounced one of the most

powerful civilizing agencies that the world has seen,

I. Period of Greek Subjection.- from the Death of

Alexander to the Accession, of Constantine the Great

as sole Emperor, 323 BC. to 323 a.d.

The conquests of Alexander the Great differed from those

of almost every other great conqueror in this that they

were followed up by a scheme of civil govenimsnt, the

object of which was to secure the well-being and promote

the civilization of all his subjects. Tliat he was not the

ambitious madman which he is often represented as being

is amply proved by the forethought with which his cam-

paigns were planned, and by his attention to the commis-

sariat and to other details connected with the transport and
maintenance of his vast armies. But his true greatness is

most clearly shown by his endeavouring to introduce unity

Into his vast empire, not by subjecting one race to another,

or crushing out the hope of further resistance by an iron

rule, but by establishing in it centres of permanent institu-

tions and common culture. Tliese were the Greek colonies

v/ith municipal government which he founded at intervals

throughout Asia. By these the subject countries,, without

being forced into a common mould, or organized in defiance

of their feelings and prejudices and without reference to

their national institutions, were gradually leavened by the

system that existed among them, and obtained a certaia

infusion of the Hellenic character and Hellenic modes of

thought. Though Alexander himself did not survive to

complete his project, yet enougli -had been accomplished at

the time of his death to leave its iafluence firmly imprinted,

even when his empire fell to pieces and was partitioned

among his generals. The consequences of this to Asia

were of incalculable importance, and continued unimpaired

until the tide of Mahometan conquest swept over the

country; and even then it was from Greek literature and
art that the Arabs obtained the culture for which they have

been celebrated. But its effect was hardly less marked on
the Greeks themselves. The Hellenic world was henceforth

divided into two sections—the Greeks of Greece proper,

and the Macedonian Greeks of Asia and Egypt. Between
these there existed a common bond in similarity of educa-

tion, religion, and social feelings, in the possession of a com-

mon language and literature, and in their exclusiveness,

whether as a free population ruling a large slave element,

or as a privileged class in the midst of less favoured races;

but the differences were equally striking. The former re-

tained more of the independent spirit of the ancient Greeks,

of their moral character and patriotism ; the latter were

more cosmopolitan, more subservient, more ready to take

the impress of those among whom they were thrown; in

them the Ulysses type of Greek character, if M'e may so

speak—its astuteness and versatility—became predominant.
This distinction is all-important for the subsequent history,

since, in the earlier period, it is rather the Greeks of Hollas

who attract our attention, whereas after the foundation of

Constantinople the Macedonian Greeks occui)y the most
prominent position. At the same time a change passed

over the Greek language ; while the ancient dialects were
retained, more or less, in the provinces of Crooco proper,

the Attic dialect became the court language of the

Macedonian monarchs, and was used almost exclusively by
prose ivriters. Gradually Macedonian and other provincial-

isms crept into it, and it was modified' by simpler expres-

sions, and words in more general use, being substituted for

those preferred by the classic writers of Athens ; and thus

was formed what was called the common or generally used
dialect. The non-Greek inhabitants of the countries in

which the Greeks were settled were described as, " Hel-

lenizing," and consequently their language, such as wa
find it in the Septuagint and the New Testament, was
called Hellenistic Greek. The literary spirit also migrated

to Alexandria, which became for a time the hume of the

principal Greek culture, and nurtured the genius of Theo-

critus, the first of pastoral poets, the taste and eruditiou

of Aratus and Apollonius Rhodius, and the research of

Aristarchus and other eminent Homeric critics.

The period of somewhat less than two centuries (323-146
B.C.) which intervened between the death of Alexander and
the conquest of Greece by the Romans was a sort of twilight

between liberty and subjection. The Lamian TVar, as the

contest between a number of the Grecian states, with Athens
at their head, and Antipater, one of Alexander's immediate
succelsors in Macedonia, was called from the siege of Lamia,
which was its most prominent event, soon convinced the

Greeks that it was idle for them to struggle single-handed

with their great neighbour. After that the country formed
a bone of contention between the neighbouring potentates

in Macedonia, Asia Minor, Syria, .and Egj'pt ; and most of

the states, with the exception of Sparta, were in the power

sometimes of one sometimes of another of tbem, though

the contests of their masters secured them from time to time

a partial independence. At length the constant danger to

which their liberties were exposed suggested the necessity

of some kind of combination on the part of the separate

states, and the famous Achaean league arose (280 B.C.),

which revived the dying energies of the Greeks, and .Jias

thrown a lustre over theiKperiod of decline. For the origin

of this federation we must go back to the early liistor}- of

the district of Achaia in northern Peloponnesus, the inhabit-

ants of which, from being isolated from other races by their

position between the Arcadian mountains an,d the Ogrintliian

Gulf, and occupying a succession of valleys and small plains,

found a federal union to be the most natural politico]

system by which they could be held together. Tliroughout

the greater part of their history this people exercised little

influence on the fortunes of Greece, but in her time of

greatest need they came forward as her champions. The
league was now revived, with a more definite organi alion

and a wider political object, and under the leadership ol

Aratus, the greatest of its early "strategi," it wrested Sicyon

front! the power of its tyrant, and Corinth from the hands

of the Macedonians, until at last it embraced Athena, and
almost the whole of the Peloponnesus. Unfortunately

Sparta held aloof. That city,, which had succeeded in

maintaining its independence, had fallen into the hands of

a narrow oligarchy of wealthy proprietors, who rose in

violent opposition to their reforming kings—men whose

names would be a glory to any period—Agis and Clcomcnea,

and succeeded in putting the first to death, while the latter

was enabled to overpower them through the influence woq
by his military successes. But circumstances involved

Aratus in a war with Sporta, and hero the old Greek si)iri»

of discord betrays itself. When hard pressed by Clcoracnes,

the Acha;an leader applied to the Macedonians, and iho

result was that Antigoniia Doson iovadod the country, and

at Sellasia inflicted a finaV and cnishing blow^ on the Spartan

power (221 B.C.). Tlio same spirit appears in the Social

War, which occurred shortly after this between the Afha>an3

and the yEtolian league, a similar confederation in northern

Greece, and was fomented by Philip V. of Mncedon. Sub-

sequently, when the Romans made war on Philip for assist-

ing the Carthaginians in the Second Puuic War, tlie con'^nj
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Flamioinus persuaded both these powers tojoin in attacking

him. At CyQcscephalEB in Thessaly, not far from the scene

of a greater battle, Pharsalia, the power of the Macedonian

monarchy was broken (197 B.C.), and Philip renounced his

supremacy over the Greeks, to whom Flamininus proclaimed

their freedom at the ensuing Istlimian games. The final

overthrow came in the time of Perseus, the son of Philip,

who was defeated at Pydna (168 B.C.), and his dominions,

with the adjacent parts of Greece, were reduced to the form

of a Komaa province. The later years of the Achsean

league had been illumined by the leadership of Philopoemen,

"the last of the Greeks," as Plutarch has called him, iu

whose time the whole of the Peloponnesus, including even

Sparta, was for a time included in the alliance. Bub the

days of Greece were numbered, and the only question was
how soon the remainder should be absorbed by the advancing

tide of Roman conquest. At last a pretext for interference

presented itself, and the reduction of the country to bond-

age was signalized by the pillage and destruction of Corinth

under Mummius (146 B.C.). The entire area southward
of Macedonia and Epirus was constituted the province of

^chaia, the title of which thus perpetuated the name of

the Achsean league. The struggles in which that and the

.ffitolian confederation had taken part are an evidence of

the revival of a spirit of patriotism in the breasts of the

Greeks, and we may well lament over the ruin of their in-

dependence ; but the truth must be told that this was not

the feeling of the majority of the population at the time.

The selfishness and cupidity of the Greek aristocracy, such
as those whom we have already noticed at Sparta, had
imposed so heavy burdens on the people that the great

body of them cheerfully acquiesced in the Roman rule.

Polybius has preserved to us the saying which expressed

the sentiment of the time : "If we had not been quickly
ruined, we should not have been saved."

From the time of the Roman conquest the existence of

Greece was merged in that of a greater political unity, so

that for the next four centuries, until the commencement of

the barbarian inroads, it can hardly be said to have a his-

tory of its own. But we must not on this account suppose
that the Greeks occupied exactly the same position as the
rest of -the Roman provincials. In this respect there is a
marked difference between the results of the Roman con-

quests in the West and the East. The inhabitants of the
western portion of the empire were at the time of their sub-

jection in a low state of civilization, and destitute of any
element of strength in their social and national life. It was
natural, therefore, that nations so undeveloped should easily

receive the impress of Roman institutions, and should adopt
the manners and ideas of their conquerors. The Romans
in fact treated them for the most part as inferior beings
and did not at first even regard them as absolute proprietors

of the lands they cultivated. But in the East the case was
different. There the Romans met with a civilization more
advanced than their own, which they had already learned to

respect, and an elaborate system of civil government and
social usages which could not be set aside without under-
mining the whole fabric of society. Hence the Greeks,
while subjected to the Roman administration, were allowed
to retain a great part of their institutions, together with
their property and private rights, and, from their superiority
to the other conquered peoples, remained the dominant
power In the East. Even iu Asia the despotism of Rome
was much modified by the municipal system of the Greek
colonies and by the influence of Greek culture. Thus it

came to pas^ that, while the Western nations were assimi-

lated to Rome, in the East the Roman empire became Greek,
though the Greek nation in name became Roman. The
effects of this are visible at every turn in the subsequent
history, and to this cause must be referred many anomalies

which are traceable at the present day in the condition of

eastern Europe.

It was a part of the Roman policy, in deabng with eon-

quered countries, to treat them at first with mildness, until

they became inured to the yoke, and when this was the case,

and precautionary measures had been adopted to prevent

tho possibility of successful revolt, to deal with them more
harshly and increase their burdens. This was what
happened in the case of Greece. For some time the people

at large had no reason to regret the change. The fact of

their subjection was not impressed too forcibly upon them,

and several cities, such as Athens and Sparta, were allowed

to rank as allied states. Their taxes were not increased,

and they did not at once perceive the difference caused by
the money that was levied being taken out of the country

instead of being spent in it. Tiiis was, however, the most

systematically ruinons part of the Roman system. The
Government never paid attention to the provinces for their

own sake, but regarded them as an instrument for maintain-

ing the greatness and power of Rome. The immense sums
that were drained from them never returned, but were

expended in the maintenance of the Roman army, and in

the public games and architectural embellishment of tha

metropolis. Objects of local usefulness, such as roads,

ports, and aqueducts, received no attention from the central

authorities, and no money was supplied towards their

maintenance. Within a century also, when these evils were

beginning to make themselves felt," the Roman rule became

very oppressive. Though the custom duties were not un-

reasonable in their nominal amount, they became exorbitant

through the system of farming and subletting, and as a

special tribunal existed for the enforcement of the collectors'

claims, the farmers exercised a most tyrannical power over

the mercantile population of the shores of th§ Mediterranean.

In the wake of these harpies followed the usurers, to meet
whose claims proprietors had constantly to sell their posses-

sions. The direct weight of the public burdens was further

increased by the exemptions enjoyed by Roman citizens in

the provinces, and by privileges and monopolies which were

granted to merchants and manufacturers ; and large sums
had to be paid to the Roman governors, both for the main-

tenance of their establishments, and to obtain exemption

from the quartering of troops. But these more or less

authorized exactions bore no proportion to the illegal extor-

tions of the proconsuls, who simply pillaged the provincials.

No more perfect scheme could have beet, devised for pro-

moting oppression than that under which these officers were
appointed. While on the one hand they superintended the

financial administration, on the other they exercised the

judicial power ; and the only tribunal to which they v. ere

responsible was that very senate by which they were

appointed, and of which they themselves were membera.
A governor like Verres had it in his power to ruin a pro-

vince for several generations, and such instances were not

rare. The treatment of Greece in this respect was no ex-

ception to the general rule.

The period, however, during which the greatest injury

was inflicted on Greece was that of the Mithradatic War
(86 B.C.). At the commencement of that struggle many of

the leading men and states declared in favour of Mithradates,

thinking that under his auspices they might regain their

freedom. But the appearance of Sulla with an army soon

undeceived them, and they laid down their arms, with the

exception of Athens, which was only reduced after an
obstinate defence. When the city was at last taken by
storm, the majority of the .citizens were put to ^he sword,

their possessions seized by the soldiers, the Piraeus utterly

destroyed, and Attica ravaged. In the same campaign
Delphi and the other principal shrines were plundered, aid
an immense amount of property was vuiced throughout tMo
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coantry. Great injury was also inflicted by the Cilician

pirates. Tbe existence of these was a result of the jealousy

with which the Roman Government regarded the mainten-

ance of armed forces by the provincials, eitlier by land or

eea, lest they should be made an instrument of revolt ; and

since they had no interest in maintaining order, except

where their own authority was threatened, the subject

nations were so far from profiting by their protection that

they were exposed to attack without possessing the power

of defending themselves. The confined seas and numerous

bays and islands of Greece have always been favourable to

piracy, and at this time the evil reached such a height that

the welfare of the state was threatened, and Pompey was

entrusted with the office of eradicating it ; but before this

was accomplished many of the wealthiest cities in Greece

and Asia Minor had been attacked and pillaged. With the

accession of Augustus a brighter era seemed to have dawned ;

and under the early emperors, who desired to strengthen

themselves against the senate, the interests of the provincials

were more considered. Greater regularity also was intro-

duced into the taxation, by the land and capitation taxes

being regulated by a periodical census. But the old evils

to a great extent remained, and these were further aggra-

vated at a later time by the depreciation of the coinage,

which proceeded witii fearful rapidity, and caused wide-

spread distress among the commercial and labouring classes.

The result of these changes is traceable in the condition

and character of the Greek people. The conquests of

Alexander the Great suddenly threw into circulation the

accumulated treasures of the Persian empire, and a great

part of these passed into the hands of the Greeks, both in

Asia and Europe. The facilities thus created for obtaining

wealth increased the material prosperity of the Greek race

at large, so that in all probability it never was more numer-

ous than during the period immediately preceding its sub-

jugatiotLby the Romans. Though all calculations respect-

ing the numbers of the population in ancient states are

necessarily hazardous, yet it seems probable that the Greeks

at that time may have amounted to more than seven

millions. But with Greece proper the case was different.

There the increase of wealth raised the standard of living

considerably above what it had been in earlier and more

frugal times, so that the less moneyed class were tempted

to emigrate in large numbers to seek their fortunes in the

great Asiatic cities, and in the service of the Eastern

monarchs, where so great openings presented themselves.

The decrease of this class produced a larger accumulation

of property in the hands of large owners, and greatly aug-

mented the number of slaves. Under the Romans the

wealth of the country, great as it was, was soon dissipated

by fiscal exactions, by plimder in war and the private pillage

pf officials, and by the confiscation of the possessions of in-

liividuals, with a view to which a system of accusations

was regularly promoted. The natural result of this, com-

bined with the self-indulgent habits which had gro\^•n up

among the upper classes, was a steady diminution of the

population. The first of the Romans who perceived the

evils ari.sing from this state of things, and endeavoured to

remedy them, was the emperor Hadrian, who had the merit

of pereonally visiting the provinces, and whose tastes natur-

ally led him to sympathize with the Greeks. Though
much of the money which he expended in the country in

the construction of temples and other splendid edifices

tended to the gratification of his private fancies, yet a real

improvement in the condition of the people was effected by

Lis restoration of the roads which had fallen out of repair,

and the erection of baths and aqueducts. lie also lightened

the taxation, aud raised the Greeks to the rights of Roman
citizenship, thereby anticipating the edict of Caracalla, by
vhich that privilege was extended to ^l the free inhabitants

of the empire (212 a-T).). The depopuTation of Greece,

however, continued; but while in this way the power of

the nation was being weakened, and its material resources

diminished by the loss of much of the capital that had been

invested in the improvement of the countrj-, the actual con-

dition of the inhabitants was for the time improved, be-

cause the decrease in their numbers had been more rapid

than the destruction of property. Possessing the necessaries

of life in abundance, and liaving but little money to spend

on anything beyond, they sank into that condition of in-

difference and ease in which at last the barbarian nations

found them.

It has already been remarked that the character of the

Greeks at this period ought not to be judged from the pre-

judiced statements of Roman writers, nor by reference to

the standard of their great forefathers. The introduction

of the wealth of Persia had undoubtedly a demoralizing

effect on the nation, both in Asia and Europe ; but when
we consider that throughout a great part of the area that

they occupied they were long the dominant class, and had

hardly any check to restrain them in the indulgence of

their passions, it is rather fi matter for wonder that thej

resisted temptation so far as they did. At least they nevei

sank to such a depth of degradation as the Romans of the

imperial times, and in Europe the struggles of the Achaean

league show that a value was still set on manly virtues.

After this the Greeks became the educators of the Romans,

whose upper classes resorted for instruction to the univer-

sity of Athens ; and if the rhetoric and philosophy which

was taught there partook sometimes of the nature of liter-

ary trifling, and the instructors themselves were character-

ized by vanity and pedantry, they maintained at all events

the standard of cultivation in the world at that time. Thd

love of art still prevailed amongst them, and tlie quiet,

studious life of the Greek cities formed in the eyes of many

a favourable contrast to the violent struggles and inordinate

passions of Borne. But the disbelief in' the national religion

which had grovrn up among the educated classes, notwith-

standing the maintenance of the temples and their worship,

tended to cause a separation between the upper and lowet

grades of society ; aud this, together with the isolation pro-

duced by the great size of the estates, which withdrew

individuals from the scrutiny of their fellow citizens,

weakened the force of public opinion, and thvis lowered the

moral standard. It can hardly be doubted that the con-

sciousness of this, and the feeling of the need of a highet

morality, was one main cause of the eagerness .with vhich

philosophy continued to be pursued by the Greeks, since in

it they hoped to find the groundwork of truth and justice.

Thus during a period of six centuries the European Greeks

had gradually degenerated, though for the most part from

causes exterua^.o themselves ; they seemed to have become

an insignificant and almost commonplace people. Yet the

outline of the character was the same, though the colours

tad faded ; and considering thfi length of the time, and the

agencies at work, we may be sui-prised at finding that the

change had not been greater. It remained to be shown

that the finer- qualities and more vigorous elcmente were

only dormant ; and this was brought to liglit in the latter

half of the tnird century by two influences, which we must

now proceed to explain.

The first of those was the invasions of the Goths. These

were the earliest of tho barbarians to break through the

Roman frontier, and the defeat and death of tho cmperot

Decius in Moesia (25.1 a.d.), and the subsequent incursiont

of the|Gotli8 into Thrace and Macedonia, warned tht

Greeks of the peril that impendccT over them. Immedi

ately the walls of Athens were repaired, tho fortifications

across tho isthmus of Corinth restored, and vigorous prth

parationsitted.o for defence.^ TUo iavadeta socajnado theii
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appearance botli by land and sea, and one division, landing

at the PLrfeus, succeeded in carrying Athens by storm ; but

an Athenian of rank called Dexippus, afterwards the his-

torian of these events, succeeded in assembling a sufficient

force to compel them to retire. This reverse was the prelude

to their total overthrow, for succours vrere meanwhile arriv-

ing from Italy, by which their separate bands were attacked

in detail and destroyed. Some years later, after other

inroads, during which many cities of Greece successfully

defended themselves, the power of the Goths was broken

by the emperor Claudius II. at the great battle of Naissus

(269 A.D.). But it was clearly proved at this time that the

spirit of the Greeks, which had had no opportunity of dis-

playing itself since the siege of Athens by Sulla, was not

extinct, and that, if they had been unwarlike in the interval,

it was mainly because their masters had denied them the

use of arms. It is not to be overlooked that, when the

same barbarians subsequently .attacked the Western empire,

it went down before them, the reason beiug that the nations

of the West had no such distinctive nationality as the

Greeks, and no such municipal institutions to rally round.

Anyhow the Greek character was benefited by the public

spirit thus evoked, and by the activity infused into society

by the feeling that every man might be called on to defeud
his person and property,

ciiris- The other and far more important influence which re-

uanity. generated the Greeks at this time was Christianity. This

religion, which had long been working in secret, though in

ways which it is almost impossible to trace, now began to

produce a marked impression on Greek society. Its power
was the greater because it had worked from below upward,
and had permeated to a great extent the lower and middle
classes. It improved the moral condition of the Greeks by
elevating their views of life, by quickening the conscience,

and by infusing earnestness into the character ; and it reno-

vated their social condition by pointing out to them their

duties to one anotlier, by encouraging corporate feeling, and
in particular by purifying the domestic relations through its

influence on the female sex. At the same time the habit

of meeting for the administr.ition of their communities
accustomed the Christians to discussion and action in com-
mon, and the fact that they formed a powerful corporation

independent of the state, which was the reason why they
were persecuted by the Roman authorities, was iu itself a
means of political education. Such an influence, v/hich not
merely pervaded every relation of life, but penetrated also

to the motives and springs of action, is sufficient, of itself to

account for the regeneration of the Greeks, which the his-

torian traces in its efiects at the end of the 3d century.

The scene now changes, and from the land of Hellas our
attention is transferred to the city of Constar.'iinople.

II. Period of Greelc Revival : from Constaidine the Cheat
to Leo III. {the Jsaurian), 323-716 A.D.

The principal events of the first half of this period, the
two centuries which intervened between Constantino and
Justinian, are—the foundation of Constantit ople (330 a.d).

;

the emperor Julian's attempted restoration of Paganism
(361) ; the defe:it of Valens by the Goths ne&.r Adrianople,
and his death (378); the establishment o£ Christianity

by Theodosius the Great ns the religion of the empire
(383) ; the partition of the Roman empire betrceen Arcadius
and Honorius (395); the publication of the Thaodosian code

(438) ; and the extinction of the empire of tin AVest (476).
The reign of Justinian (527-565) comprises the great cam-
paigns of Belisarius and Narses, whereby tho kingdom of
the Vandals in Africa was overthrown, and Sicily, Italy,

and southern Spain were recovered to the Roruan empire,
the Greek possessions in It.^ly being hencefoi th governed
by an exarch, who resided at Ravenna ; the building of

the church of St Sophia at Constantinople ; and tho
reformation of the Roman law. Finally, in the century
and a half between Justinian's death and the accession of

Leo III., occurred the birth of Mahomet (571) ; the victori-

ous expeditions of Heraclius against the Persians (622-8);
and the seven years' siege of Constantinople by the Saracens
in the reign of Constantino Pogonatus (668-675).
The reforms effected by Constantine formed one of tlie-

greatest revolutions the world has ever seen, and his sagacity

is shown by the completeness with which they were carried

out, and by the permanence of their efl'ects, for from them
proceeded both the strength and the injuriousness of the

Byzantine system, which lasted even to the latest days of

the empire. To describe them in brief,—he centralized the
executive power in the emperor, and constituted a bureau-

cracy for the administration of public business ; he consoli-

dated the dispensation of justice throughout his dominions ;

he rendered the military power, which had hitherto been
the terror and bane of the state, subservient to the civil

power ; he adopted a new religion, and established a new
capital. Henceforth the world was ruled by the emperor
and his household, and this administration was wholly irre-

sponsible ; and as the interests of the Government were un-
connected with those of any nationality and any class of its

subjects, there was sure to be a continual struggle between

the rulers and those whom they governed. In order that

the emperor might be regarded as a being of a different

order from the people, he and his court were surrounded

by lavish splendour ; and in order to check the ever im-

minent danger of rebellion through pretenders to the throne,

the offices of the court were made magnificent prizes, so

that ambitious persons might feel that advancement could

be obtained by a safer method than civil war. But to meet
these expenses, and at the same time to maintain a power-

ful army, an elaborate system of taxation was necessary

;

taxation, in fact, came to be regarded as the first aim of

government, and the inhabitants of the empire were im-

poverished for objects in which they had no direct concern.

The principal instrument which Constantine used for en-

forcing this was the Roman municipal system, and this he
introduced into Greece, notwithstanding the existence of a

national and traditional organization. According to this,

each town, with the agricultural district in its neighbour-

hood, was administered by an oligarchical senate called the

acria, elected from among the landed proprietors ; by them
the municipal officers were appointed, and the land-tax

collected, for the amount of which they were made respon-

sible ; while those who did not possess land, such as

merchants and artisans, paid the capitation tax, and formed

an inferior class. As wealth declined, the oppressiveness of Evils

this system was more and more felt, especially as the private his s;

property of members of the cu7-ia was confiscated when the '*'"'•

required amount was not forthcoming; and hence, in order

to prevent a further diminution of the revenue, an elaborate

caste^system was subsequently introduced, which fixed the

condition of every class, and required a son to follow the

calling of his father, lest the number of persons liable to a

certain kind of taxation should decrease. With the same
view, the free rural population came to be tied to the soil, to

prevent the ground from falling out of cultivation. Since,

however, it was foreseen that such a system would produce

discontent, the people everywhere were carefully disarmed,

aind the possession of arms was made a thing apart, the

mUitary class being separated from all others. For the

same reason barbarians were much used as troops, because

they could have no sympathy with the citizens. The harsh-

ness of this system caused general poverty, and deep-seated

hatred of the central government, often resulting in a dis-

position to call in the barbarians ; whue its jealousy was

the origin of che weakness of the empire, because the pro-
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vincia!':, who were really stronger tlinn their invaders, were

never allowed to defend themselves. In the West it contri-

buted greatly to the overthrow of the empire, and in the

East it repressed the spirit of Hellenic life by interfering

with the ancient city communities ; and though the force

of the Greek character, and the social condition of the

countries they inhabited, saved them from destruction, yet,

as we look down the long vista of succeeding ages, we may
see its baneful effects producing ever-increasing misery.

Yet we must not overlook the strong points of Constan-

tine's system. The first of these was the regular adminis-

tration of justice which he introduced. This the inhabi-

tants of the empire felt they could not obtain elsewhere,

and the possession of it reconciled them to many other-

wise intolerable grievances. So conscious were succeeding

emperors of this that we find strictness observed in this

matter until quite a late age of the Byzantine empire.

Another was the amount of ability and experience which it

Becured for the public service. We have called the adminis-

trators of public affairs a bureaucracy, and the household

of the emperor, but they were not the less a body of most
highly trained officials, thoroughly organized in their various

services. Each department of the state formed a profession

of itself, as completely subdivided, and requiring as special

an education, as the legal profession at the present day.

The perfection of this machinery accounts for the empire

not having fallen to pieces in times of internal dissension,

Bometimes accompanied by foreign invasion ; and the

facilities it afforded for developing talent are seen in the

long succession of able administrators which the system pro-

duced, and which came to an end at the commencement of

the 11th century, when it began to be disused. And
besides this, though the rigorously oppressive taxation was

injudicious as well as injurious, yet it may be doubted

whether any other system than the high-handed centraliza-

tion which has been described could have prevented dissolu-

tion. Its force is certainly proved by its vitality, and the

first great dismemberment in particular was brought about,

not by internal causes, but by the power of the Saraceiis.

tan- The choice of the site of .New Rome—which is perhaps
'<• the finest position in the world, as it commands the meeting-

point of two great seas and two great continents, and rii.es

in seven hills on its triangular promontory between the Pro-

pontis and its land-locked harbour the Golden Horn— is an

additional proof of the penetration of Constantine ; and the

event justified his selection, for on numerous occasions no-

thing else than the impregnability of the seat of government
could have saved the empire from destruction. Though the

establishment of a new capital was in itself a consummate
stroke of genius, yet to some extent it was forced upon the

emperor by his conversion to Christianity, for this placed him
in direct antagonism to Old Kome, which was still the head-

quarters of paganism. And whatever might be the feelings

of the people, on the part of the administrators themselves

the prepossessions to be overcome in deciding oa such a

change were less than might be supposed, for the govern-

ment, absorbed as it was in the unceasing care of maintain-

ing and defending the empire, had long ceased to be
Romaa in its sympathies, and had become cosmopolitan.

The now city at the time of its foundation was Roman : its

senators were transported thither from Rome ; the language

of the court was Latin ; and the condition of the lower

classes was assimilated to that of the old cafiital by their

being exempted from taxation and supported by distribu-

tions of grain. But from the first it was destined to become
Greek ; for the Greek.s, who now began to call themselves

Rotnans, an appellation which they have ever since retained,

held fast to their language, manners, and prejudices, while
they availed themselves to the full of their rights as Roman
citizens. Hence, in Justinian's time, we find all the highest

offices in the hands of Greeks—not Hellenic Greeks, but a
Cirreco-Roman caste, the descendants of the Macedonian
conquerors of Asia ; and Greek was the prevailiug language.
The turning-point in this respect was the separation of the
East and West in the time of Arcadlus and Honorius. Still

the Roman system remained permanent, especially in the
community of interest created between the emperors and
the populace by the largesses and the expenditure on public
amusements, the money for w-hich was drained from the
provinces; and this fact explains the antagonism that
remained between the provincials and the inhabitants of
the capital, and the toleration which the latter showed of
the tyranny of their rulers. How deeply these abuses were
rooted in the city of Constantinople is shown by the circum-
stance that Heraclius, in despair of otherwise carrying out
his schemes of retrenchment and reform, conceived- the

design of removing the seat of government to Carthage—

a

plan which he would have carried oufhad he not been pre-

vented by the unanimous opposition of the Greeks.
Whether the conversion of Constantine to Christianity The

was due to sincere belief or to policy, or, as is perhaps most Greek

likely, to a combination of the two motives, there can be no^''"*
doubt that religion had before that time obtained a great in-

fluence over the Greeks, and that the cause of the Cbristiaa

Church and that of the Greek nation were already closely

interwoven. Nothing could show more clearly the mastery
obtained by the new faith than the subsequent failure of

the emperor Julian to revive paganism. We have already

seen how life and energy were restored to Greek society by
this influence before the end of the 3d century ; it was also

the unanimity with which it was adopted by that people

which inspired them to combine in self-defence, and saved

them from the fate of the disunited Western empire. Froa
that early period dates the feeling of brotherliood which
pervaded the Greek Church, and the strong attachment
which has always existed between the Greek clergy and
their flocks, further cemented as it was at a later period

by the influence which the clergy exercised in maintaining

the people's rights and defending them against aggression.

Paganism, however, continued to be recognized until

the time of Theodosius the Great, when Christianity was
substituted for it by legislative enactments. But the

orthodoxy of the Eastern Church, which came to be, and
still is, its most distinctive feature, and the identification

of the Orthodox Church with the Greek nation, dates from

a diflerent time, viz., from the reigns of the Arian successors

of Constantine, to whose personal opinions the people were

strongly opposed. The political effect of this union ulti-

mately became very great, and resulted in the loss of im-

portant provinces to the empire. When the Orthodox had

the upper hand, they soon began to clamour for the' perse-

cution of heretics, and the emperors being on the same side

acceded to their demand. The natural effect of this was

disaffection in those regions, such as Syria and Egypt,

where the majority of the population were either Nestorians

or Eutychians ; and the evil was aggravated by the

suspicion to which the provincial clergy were exposed,

because they were not Greeks, of being heterodox. The

alienation from the central government thus produced

greatly facilitated the conquest of those countries by the

Saracens. It should also bo noted tliat from the time o(

Constantine the emperors claimed, and were acknowledged,

to be supreme over the church in all civil ond external

matters—a power which, as wo shall see, proved to be of

great importance at the time of the iconoclastic controversy
j

and the extensive judicial and administrative authority

which Theodosius conferred on the bishops w,ia the origin

of that political subserviency, and at the same time of those

simnniacal iiracticct, which have been the opprobrium ol

their order in the Eastern Ciiurch.
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The reign of Jiistiuian, wliich, from the important events

irhich it contained, has naturally much attracted the notice

of historians, was a period of false brilliancy. The char-

acter of that emperor in many respects resembles that of

Louis XIV. Both were men of moderate ability, gifted

with great industry and application to business, and with

a remarkable power of employing the talents of others

;

both were fond of splendour and foreign conquest ; and both

impoverished and ruined their subjects. At the time of

his accession Justinian found in the exchequer a large sum
of money amassed by Anastasius I., and had he employed

this in lightening taxation and improving the position of

his subjects, instead of wasting it in wars of his own seek-

ing and lavish expenditure on public buildings, he would

have greatly strengthened his kingdom. No doubt the

conquests of his generals were splendid, and testify to the

greatness of the armies of the empire at this time. No
doubt also the compilation of the Pandects, Code, and
Institutes was a magnificent work, which has left indelible

.traces on the legal systems of Europe. And it is an honour
to any age to have developed the IJyzantine style of archi-

tecture, a style thoroughly Greek in its unity and propor-

tion ; for, whereas the Romans had borrowed the ancient

Greek style, and, adding to it the arch, had used it for

wholly incongruous purposes, the Greeks in turn appropri-

ated the arch and dome, and created a new and harmonious
style. But the effects of his reign on his- dominions were
ruinous. He riveted tighter the fetters which Constantine

had invented, but he lacked the penetration of Constantine

in perceiving the needs of his time. He dissolved the pro-

•vincial militia, which to some extent still existed in Greece.

The population were ground down by taxation, the revenues

of the free cities in Greece were seized, and at last the

fortifications fell into disrepair, and a great part of the

army was disbanded, so that when Zaberg.an, king of the

Kutigur Huns, invaded the country from the north in the

year 559, he was able to approach within 17 miles of Con-
stantinople. How great the demoralization was is shown
by the state of the empire under Justinian's immediate
successors. Within less than twenty years after his death
the conviction of a great change impending was so widely
spread that a story was rife that it was revealed to the

emperor Tiberius II. in a dream that on account of his

virtues the days of anarchy should not commence \during

his reign. The condition of things has been described as
" universal political palsy."

Sarbarun The 400 years which elapsed between Constantine and
inTasions. Leo III. were the great period of the barbarian invasions.

The Goths, who, as we liave seen, had overrun Greece
in the latter half of the 3d century after their great defeat

at Naissus (Nisch), were more or less kept in check, and
became in some degree a civilized and Christian people

in the country of Dacia, to the north of the Danube, which
they had permanently occupied after the Roman colonies

in that country were withdrawn by Aurelian. But in

the reign of Valens, when the Huns were overrunning
Europe, they were pressed onwards by those invaders, and
occupied Moesia between the Danube and the Balkan,
which province was peacefully ceded to them. It was
only in consequence of treacherous treatment by the
Romans that they afterwards entered the empire as

enemies, and fought the campaign which ended in the
defeat and death of that emperor (378). They were
again checked by Theodosius, and persuaded to enlist in

great numbers in the imperial service ; but during the
reign of his successor Arcadius, the famous Alaric roused
the spirit of his countrymen, and ravaged the whole of

Greece even to the Peloponnesus (395), before he turned
his thoughts to the invasion of Italy For a time both
Goths and Romaas were the victims of Attila, who with

his hordes of Huns swept over the lands south of the

Danube (442-7), and was only induced to retire by an
agreement on the part of Theodosius IL to pay him an
annual tribute. But again, in the reign of Zeno (475),
the empire was in imminent danger from the Goths under
Theodoric, who, like Alaric, had lived at Constantinople,

and like him also withdrew into Italy. Towards the

beginning of the 6th century the Goths make way for more
barbarous invaders, Bulgarians of Turanian origin, and
various Slavonic tribes, for whose pastoral habits the now
depopulated country was better suited than for a more
civilized population. But they in turn were soon swallowed

up by the Avars, whose vast monarchy occupied a great

part of eastern Europe, and whose armies, in the time of

Heraclius, threatened. Constantinople itself. It was in

order to impose a permanent check on that people that this

emperor induced the Servians and Croatians to occupy the

districts eastward of the Adriatic, Dalmatia and Illyricum,

which were deserted, owing to their constant inroads.

These Slavonic settlers paid allegiance to the empire, and
as- they formed agricultural communities, introduced an
element of permanence into the country. The Avar power
disappeared as suddenly as it had risen, and at the end of

the 7 th century its place is taken by the Bulgarian kingdom,
which lasted for nearly 350 years, and was the great

antagonist of the Byzantine empire in' its most flourishing

period. At the close of this long enumeration of invasions,

we cannot help being astonished at the successful resistance

that was offered to them. No doubt the conformation of

the European provinces of the Eastern empire, with their

successive mountain barriers, was a source of strength from

the ease with which they could be defended ; but this

could hardly have saved the Greeks, had it not been for the

number of their walled cities, their superiority in the art of

war, the courage of the people when called out by circum-

stances, and the strong position of the capital.

On the side of Asia, during the same period, a long

struggle was maintained with Persia. The dynasty of the

Sassanides, which arose on the ruins of the old Parthian

kingdom, had raised that country to great power and pros-

perity. The second in order of its princes, Sapor I., had
taken the emperor Valerian prisoner (257), and a cen-

tury later Julian lo.st his life when fighting in Persia. The
ill success of Justinian in his Persian wars ought fairly to be
ascribed as much to the ability of his great opponent,

Chosroes Nushirvan, as to his own shortcomings; but the

fact remains that even Belisarius won small glory from
those contests, and after a struggle of twenty years' dura-

tion a treaty was concluded, which required the European
monarch to.pay an annual subsidy of thirty thousand pieces

of gold. War, however, continued during the reigns of his

successors Justin II. and Tiberius II., until an honourable

peace was concluded by Maurice, the son-in-law of the last

named emperor, at whose court Chosroes II., the rightful

sovereign, had been received when he was an exile. This

prince, .when he was reinstated on his paternal throne,

showed his gratitude to the Romans. But when Maurice

was dethroned by the rebel Phocas, the Persian monarch
declared war, professedly with the design of avenging his

benefactor. The greater part of the Asiatic provinces were

laid waste, and a Persian army was for a time encamped
on the shores of the Bosphorus, so that it seemed as if the

Roman empire was about to be conquered by Persia. From
this it was saved by Heraclius, who was not only one of the

ablest of the emperors, but one of the greatest of military

leaders. He warded off the impending danger, and in seveti

campaigns, by a series of brilliant victories, dealt a death-

blow to the Persian power. The struggle was unavoidable,

and Heraclius, in entering upon it, was actuated by no vain

desire of military renown j but the effects of it were disa*
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trous tD the Romans also. The period when it occurred

wa^ that of the rise of tbo Saracens, and the exhaustion

caased by it contributed in no slight degree to the exten-

sion of their power.

We turn now to the condition of the Greeks during this

period. In the interval between the first Gothic invasions

and the accession of Constantine the material prosperity of

Greece had increased, owing partly to the devastation of the

provinces to the north of that country, the wealthy inhabi-

tants of which were forced to take refuge in Greece, and

partly to the insecurity of the Red Sea, Egypt, and Syria,

which caused the commerce of Central Asia to take the

route of the Black Sea, whence the trade of the Mediter-

ranean passed once more into the hands of the Greeks. It

can hardly be said that the reforms of Constantine benefited

the population, because of the severe exactions they intro-

duced ; for, as has been already mentioned, the rich were

forced to supply from their own incomes any^deficiency that

might occur in their district, and by this means, before

Justinian's time, the class of great landed proprietors had

been extinguished. But the fixed position which the clergy

and the lawyers obtained under Constantino's system was a

general advantage, because this constitutional check modified

the oppressiveness of the Government in its dealings with

the people. In the case of the latter of these two orders

the effect would have been greater, had not Latin been the

language of legal business until after the time of .Justinian.

The period of 120 years between the death of Arcadius

and that emperor's accession was a time of improvement.

During the long reign of Theodosius II. the power was in

the hands of his sister, the philanthropic Pulcheria, and of

his ministers, and these seem to have ruled judiciously ; and
the five succeeding emperors, Marcian, Leo I., Zeno the

Isaurian, Anastasius, and Justin, were all men laorn in the

middle or lower class of society, and of provincial origin,

and had come to the throne at a mature age. The sympathy
which they thus had with the body of their subjects accounts

for their economy, and for their endeavours to restore the re-

sources of the empire and alleviate its burdens, and generally

to introduce regular forms of procedure into public business.

Far different was the case with Justinian, whose severe

demands for money distressed all classes of his subjects.

• But it was on Athens that his hand was most heavily laid.

That city was still a literary capital where Hellenic learning

was cultivated; and if the Ilero and Leandtr of Musajus

and that graceful pastoral romance, the Dapknis and Chloe

of Longus, are to be assigned to so late a date as the fifth

century, the spirit of the ancient literature had not long

been extinct among the Greeks. The ancient buildings still

existed in all their splendour; the citizens lived a life of

quiet, self-complacent ease ; and the paganism, of which it

was now the centre, had been purified from its vices by the

maxims of philosophy and the influence of Christianity. It

remained for Justinian, in his merciless centralization, to

close its schools and confiscate their revenues. At the same
time the Olympian games were brought to an end. From
this time onward the inhabitants of Hellas are but little

heard of, and at the beginning of the 8th century we find

them spoken of by Byzantine writers under the contemp-

tuous title of Helladici, while the Greek nation is represented

by the population of Constantinople and Asia Minor. Yet
this period was not wholly disadvantageous to Greece. As
the danger from the invading barbarians increased, its

citizens regained the power of using arms, and revived a

municipal administration to direct their efforts. It was also

in Justinian's reign that silkworms were introduced from
China, and the manufacture of sjlk became a profitable

Bource of revenue to Thebes and other towns.

One result of the financial legislation of this timo was a
change which, though the lawgivers certainly did not foresee

11-7

it, was most beneficial in its effects. This was the gradual

extinction of slavery in the Eastern empire. The power
that effected this was not Christianity, for that religion had
recognized slavery as an institution, nor yet civDization,

for that among the Greeks was intimately coimected with
the employment of slaves. It was rather produced by an
alteration that was taking place in the condition of certain

classes, which annihilated the distinction between the free-

man and the slave. When the oppressiveness of taxation

had destroyed the wealthy proprietors, and, in order to pre-

vent the land from falling out of cultivation and thua
diminishing the revenue, the cultivators of the land were
tied to the soil, the poorer class of freemen began to sink
dcwn into the condition of serfs. On the other hand the

slaves who were employed in agriculture became for the

same reason an object of solicitude to the legislature, and
their proprietors were forbidden to alienate them. They
thus acquired a recognized position, not far removed from
serfdom ; and when all the lower class were reduced to the

same state of poverty, the difference in the political status

of the two orders came to be obliterated. Many centuries

elapsed before this change fully worked itself out. The
slave trade was still an important branch of commerce in

the Roman empire, and freemen were sold as slaves if they

failed to pay their taxes ; but henceforth the system was
doomed to ultimate extinction. WTien we consider the ex-

tent to which slavery prevailed in the ancient world, and
the misery which it caused, we cannot regret the circum-

stances which caused it to disappear, even though they were

accompanied by much suffering.

It is important also to remark, now that we are The ayi-

approaching the period of change from ancient to modem t«ni, noi

society, that the decline of civilization in the later Roman ***
.

empire was not owing to degeneration in the people them-^f|J„j't^

selves, or to an inevitable downward tendency in highly

civilized communities. It is a mistake to attribute to

decay in human character changes that are clearly trace-

able to'' the need of such external resources as are indis-

pensable for its development. The prohibition to carry

arms necessarily renders a people unwarlike. Where
municipal institutions are discouraged, public opinion soon

becomes powerless. When the resources which might be

employed in constructing roads are withdrawn, communica-

tion ceases, and with it the interchange of ideas and other

influences by which the intellect is quickened. The degra-

dation was produced by the injustice of the Government,

which pillaged its subjects, and systematically destroyed all

independence among them. Whenever the iron hand was

removed, they showed signs of renewed life and vigour, but

the strength of the central power was too great to encourage

any hope of reeisting it successfully. They had no choice

but to sit down under it, and suffer it to drain their life-blood

by slow degrees.

At the commencement of the Sth century the extinction

of the empire of the East appeared to bo imminent. The
same causes which had overthrown the Western empire weri

threatening it with destruction. The Saracens had ovorrni

all its Asiatic possessions, and had attacked the capita

itself, while in Europe it was threatened by the Bulgarians.

The provinces were falling off: Syria, Egj-pt, Africa, and

the conquered provinces of Spain were wholly lost, and

in Italy the dominions of the exarchate were greatly circom-

scribed by the Lombards. At home rebellion prevailed in

the army, and anarchy in the government, six emperors

having been dethroned within the space of twenty-one years.'

It seemed as if the Greek race itself would bo destroyed j

in the countries conqucrod by "the Saracens the Groeks were

almost exterminated, and Greek civilization proscribod,'

while Hellas was threatened with occupation by the bar-

barians. But at this moment the helm of the state vas
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seued by a man who, by his force of character and his

great abilities, inaugurated a new state of things, and

gave the empire a new lease of life. This man was Leo

the Isaurian.

Ill, Period of Byzantine Prosperity : from Leo III. to

Isaac I. {Comnenus), 716-1057 A. D.

Considerable difference of opinion has existed as to the

precise time at which the Roman empire of the east may
be said to have ended, and the Byzantine empire to have

commenced. Gibbon remarks that "Tiberius by the Arabs,

and Maurice by the Italians, are distinguished as the first

of the Greek CiEsars, as the founders of a new dynasty and

empire." The question turns on modifications of the old

Koman system of administration, and the introduction of a

new order of things, which lasted until the overthrow of the

state. These commenced, no doubt, shortly after the death

of Heraclius, and were closely connected with the victorious

advance of the Saracens, which necessitated a reform, and

at the same time concentrated the empire, and confined it

more and more within the districts inhabited by Greeks.

But the altered state of things did not become apparent,

nor were the changes systematized, until the time of Leo

III., and therefore he may most rightly be regarded as

having inaugurated the Byzantine empire. The first cen-

tury and a half of the present period embraces the icono-

clastic controversy, while the two remaining centuries

coincide with the rule of the Basilian dynasty. It was a

time of great men and great achievements, both in gover-

ment and war, and the events it contains amply suffice to

defend the Byzantine empire from the imputation of feeble-

ness and decrepitude ; and those who delight to find in

history strongly marked characters and stirring iiicidents

will be amply rewarded here. Few personages stand out

in stronger relief than the ruthless, yet ascetic, warrior

Basil, the slayer of the Bulganans ; and few occurrences

are more romantic than the death of Leo the Armenian,

who defends himself with the crucifix in his chapel, where

he was chanting the prayers in the early morning, while

hLs successor lies in fetters in the neighbouring dungeon.

We must first notice the reforms, which caused the reign

of Leo III. to be an era in the history of the empire.

These extended to almost every branch of the administra-

tion. In respect of the army, he reorganized the military

establishment by placing the various bodies of soldiers in the

different "themes," or departments, each with a general of its

own, thereby providing for local defence, and avoiding the

danger of rendering the military commanders too influ-

ential—a system which defended the empire for five cen-

taries. The geographical arrangement in themes was intro-

duced by Heraclius, but reorganized by Leo, and bore

lomewhat the same relation to the previous division into

provinces that the departments in France bear to the earlier

distribution of that country. In respect of finance, he

brought the taxation immediately under the emperor's

cognizance, so that thenceforth the emperora were their own
finance ministers. All local agencies for collecting the taxes

were abolished, and their functions transferred to the im-

perial ofiicers, who took census regularly. By this means he
raised more money than his predecessors, but the increased

prosperity of the people showed that the burden did not fall

80 heavily. In respect of justice, in order to obviate the

difficulties which had arisen in the administration of

Justinian's elaborate laws, especially since the facilities for

communication throughout the empire had decreased, he
published in Greek an abridged manual called the Ecloga,

and codified the military, agricultural, and maritime laws.

In respect of religion, he aimed at counteracting the ele-

ment of superstition which bad crept into the church, and
through it waa corrupting the public mmd. But this last

point calls for separate consideration, since the worship or

prohibition of images became the burning question of the ,

age.

The history of iconoclasm is the history of Constantinople

during the 8th century and the first half of the 9th, and
involved a great part of the empire in its distractions.

There can be little doubt that, in his opposition to image
worship, Leo represented the opinion of a large part of the

enlightened laymen of his time, while the great body of

the clergy, but especially the monks, together with the

mass of the population, were passionately attached to the

scatues and pictures, as objects of reverence, not to say of

adoration. But the fact that the stronghold of iconoclasm

was Asia Minor, and especially that part of it which
bordered on the countries occupied by the Saracens, suggests

that it was in part owing to the spread of Mahometanism,
the rigidly guarded spirituality of vrhich creed was a stand

ing protest- against more material conceptions of religion.

Nor should we overlook the deeply rooted feeling ia the

mind of Orientals of the opposition between spirit and
matter, which would naturally ca"use them to be alive to

such questions of controversy. The emperors of this time

were those of the Isaurian, Armenian, and Amorian dynas-

ties, all which names remind us that they came from the

Asiatic provinces; whereas the great restorer of images,

the empress Irene, during whose regency the second council

of Nicsea in their favour was held (787 a.d.), was an
Athenian. But the matter was complicated by a further

issue ; the question of images was closely connected in tha

minds of the emperors, and especiallj' of Leo III. and lus

hard-handed son Constantine Copronymus, with that of

their supremacy in matters of religion. They viewed with

jealousy the independent power of the church, and were

glad of the opportunity this controversy afforded of strength-

ening their control over this department, and claiming

to the full those ecclesiastical rights which, from the timo

of Constantine the Great onward, had attached to the im^

perial authority. As this move was only part of a system,

of centralization, the monks and others who supported

image worehip were from one point of view the assertors of

liberty against aggression, and they were recoguized as suclt

by a certain number of thinking men, who watched with,

anxiety the growth of despotism. As toleration was un-

known to the age, persecution was carried on by both sides

with equal fierceness, and the contest swayed to and fro,

until it was brought to an end by the final restoration of

images under Michael III., the last of the Amorian line

(842). Its efi"ects on society had been remarkable. At
first its influence was bracing, as was shown by the r&

newed vigour which -pervaded the empire ; for both sides

were thoroughly in earnest, and among the iconoclasts in

particular an element of Puritan energy was evolved. But

in its later stages, when the people at large were weary of

the strife, and the struggle was felt to be in reality one

between church and state, the prevalent hypocrisy generated

disrespect for religion, and this was followed by general

immorality. It further caused the loss to the empire of its

dominions in central Italy. So great was the alienation

jii'oduced by this movement in the minds of the popes

Gregory II. and III. that thenceforward the holy see was

for the most part either active in its opposition to the

Byzantine power or lukewarm in support of it. At last,

in 751, Ravenna was captured by the Lombards, and the

Greek exareh retired to Naples.

The subsequent ecclesiastical affairs of this period must

be briefly dismissed, though they exercised an important

influence on the fortunes of the Greeks. The final separa-

tion of the Eastern and Western Churches took plaeo in

1053, though events had long before been leading up to it.

Already in the middle ol the 9th century, when the jwpe
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iaterfered between tlie rival patriarchs Ignatius aiiil Pholius,

a ruptuie was very nearly occurring; and at last, though

the formal causes of division were thei)Iogical, yet the

assumptions! of the see of Rome and political antagonisms

were in reality more influential motives. The bitterness

thus created culminated in the capture of Constantinople

by the Latins at the time of the fourth crusade ; and the

subsequent refusal of aid by the Western nations to the

Greeks greatly facilitated the success of the Ottomans.

From this, the greatest breach in the Christian world, we

turn with thankfulness to the missionary efforts of this age.

In the middle of the 9th century two brothers, Cyril and

Methodius, preached the gospel to the southern Slavonians,

and converted them to Christianity. By Cyril the alphabet

called Cyrillic was invented, which was generally adopted

by the Slavonic peoples. About the same time the Bul-

garians renounced their paganism, through the influence of

a sister of their king, Bogoris, who had been educated as a

prisoner at Constantinople, and afterwards restored to her

uatire country. The rest of the nation had been prepared

for this change by the numerous Christian slaves whu had
previously been carried off by them in war. A century

later Christianity was introduced by Greek influence among
the Russians, whose capital was now at Kieff, and who
were among the most dreaded foes of the Eastern empire.

If the missionary spirit is the best evidence of the vitality

of a church, it is clear that that of Constantinople, however
much corrupted by formalism, was still animated by the

spirit of true religion.

1 The Persian monarchy, which for 400 years had been the

rival of the Roman power in Asia, had now succumbed to

the victorious arms of the Saracens; and that people again,

during the next four centuries, were engaged in almost con-

tinual war with the Byzantine empire. In the reign of

Constantine Pogonatus, the caliph Moawyah besieged Con-
stantinople for seven years by land and sea, the invaders

retiring to Cyzicus for the winter (672-9); but, owing
in great measure to the newly invented Greek fire, he was
obliged at last to desist from the attempt, and almost

the whole of his force was destroyed. Notwithstanding

this reverse, the attempt was renewed within a year after

Leo III.'s accession by Moslemah, brother of the caliph

Suleiman, with an enormous host ; but the skill of the

Byzantines in military defence, which was equal to that of

the Romans in their best days, baffled his attempts, and a

winter of extraordinary severity ensuing ruined the attack-

ing army. The importance of this result was incalculable

to Europe—far greater than that of the victory of Charles

Martel at Tours, The Saracen empire was now at its

heightj and reached from the Indus to the Atlantic ; and
it was the full brunt of this power, now in full tide of

conquest, which was resisted at Constantinople. Had that

city fallen, there was no power that could have prevented
it from overrunning Europe. After this, Asia Minor con-

tinued for ages to be the battle-ground of the two opposing
empires, until it was so devastated and depopulated by suc-

cessive campaigns as to bo fit only for the occupation of the

nomad tribes who were to succeed. In the midst of these

struggles the invasions of Haroun al Rashid, tho splendour
of whose court obtained for him a reputation in tho West
.which he did not enjoy among his contemporaries in tho
East, appear hardly more than plundering incursions). Tho
Byzantine nobles, who were trained in this school of war,

wore distinguished for their military spirit and personal
prowess ; and the troops of which the armies were composed
were so powerful and well-disciplined that the Saracens
would never meet them in the field except with far superior

numbers. By sea, however, the empire was less succcasful

than by land. During the first half of the 9th century both
Crete and Sicily were conquered by thcso enemies, and in

the year 904 occurred the memorable sack of Thessalonica.

A Saraceu fleet appeared before that city, and, after storm-

ing the sea-wall, pillaged the whole place and butchered the

citizeus without respect of sex or ag2. The most famous

successes were those of Nicephorus Pliocasaud his successor

John Zimisces. Tho former of these great commanders,

who before he became emperor had reconquered the island

of Crete, at the end of a brilliant campaign in Syrii

obtained possession of Antioch (96S) after it had been in

the hands of the Mahometans for .32S years. Five ycara

later Zimisces carried his victorious arms even to the banki

of the Tigris. But wliile the disorganized state of the

caliphate of Baghdad, in tho early part of the 11th century,

removed all fears from that quarter, a new enemy began to

appear on the eastern frontier of the empire— the Seljuk

Turks. Unfortunately, at this critical conjuncture, a fatal

mistake was made. The safety of that frontier had long

been guaranteed by the Armenian kingdom of the Bagnt
tians, whose country was admirably adapted for defence,

and whose population were a hardy race of Christian

mountaineers. In the year 1045 the emperor Constantine

IX. destroyed this kingdom, and thereby laid his dominioua

open to the invaders.

In Europe, at the same time, the empire was exposed to

the attacks of a foe hardly less formidable, and in closer

proximity—the Bulgarians. After the extinction of the

Avars, this people, who had long been in subjection to them,

had founded an important monarchy in the ancient Moesia

at the end of the 7th century; and henceforward the Byzan-

tines had to defend their European possessions, not as before

against a succession of migratory tribes, but against tha

concentrated force of a single nation. In the time of Con-

stantine Copronymus we find that it required all the energy

and military talents of that emperor to keep them at bay,

and on one occasion they carried their ravages up to tho

neighbourhood of the capital. In the beginning of the 9 th

century their king, Crumn, defeated and slew the emperor

Nicephorus I., who had invaded his territory, in a night

attack on his camp, and converted his skull into a drinking-

cup for his table. We have already noticed how, later in

that century, the nation embraced Christianity, and at tho

same time a tfact of country on the southern side of the

Balkan range was ceded to them, and received from them
tho name of Zagora. By this time also they liad imper-

ceptibly changed their nationality and their language, for

by intermingling with tho more numerous Slavonian tribes

of the countries in which they settled, they lost the traccj

of their Hunnish origin, and became to all intents and pur-

poses a Slavonic race. By the neighbourhood of Constan-

tinople, and the trade between that city and the German
and Scandinavian peoples which passed thi-ough their

country, they became a cDmmcrcial nation, and advanced

in tho arts of life. But the rapacity of the Greeks in in-

posing heavy customs on their traders involved them again

in war with the empire, and when pesce was re-established,

tho treaty between Romanus I. and their king, Simeon,

was made under tho very walls of Constantinople (923).

In tho reign of Nicephorus Phocas tho Russians, who had

not long before appeared on tho scene of action, were invitrd

by tho Greeks to invade Bulgaria, and they so effcctnallj

crushed tho Bulgarians (9G8) that his successor, John
Zimisces, was obliged to como to their aid, in order to savo

his own territory from falling a prey to tho new comers.

It was shortly ofter this that tho great and final struggle

commenced. Under their chief, Samuel, a man of great

vigour and ability, they extended their conquests over

Macedonia and Thessnly, and made plundering incursioni

into Greece ond tho Poloponncaus. But finding that tho

plains of Bulgaria were unfavourable to him m n seat of

war, on account of tho superior discipline of tho imperial
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forces, Samuel transferred Lis seat of government to Achrida,

on the confines of Macedonia and Albania, and thence he

extended his kingdom from the Adriatic to the ^Egean,

BO that the country he ruled vas as extensive as the

European portion of the Byzantine empire. But these

events coincided with the culminating period of Byzantine

greatness, and Samuel found a worthy rival in Basil II.,

who from his subsequent victories obtained the title of
" Slayer of the Bulgarians." By him the Bulgarian power
•was brought to an end ; and the whole people submitted to

the dominion of the Greeks (1018).

The third people with whom the empire had to contend
at this time was the Russians. In the reign of Michael
III., the last of the Amorian dynasty (865), the inhabi-

tants of Constantinople were astonished by the appearance

in the neighbourhood of the city of a fleet of 200 small

vessels, which passed down the Bosphorus from the Black

Sea. The enemy contained in these was the , Russians,

who not long before had established themselves at Kieff on
the Dnieper, and whose restless spirit and love of plunder
prompted them to attack the strongest city in the world.

Their ignorance of the art of war rendered them no for-

midable foe^o the Byzantine forces, but their daring and
cruelty produced a profound impression on the civilized

and peaceful citizens. Similar attacks were made in 907
by Oleg and in 941 by Igor, but the influence of trade

and the introduction of Christianity into Russia gradually

promoted more peaceful relations, and the Byzantines em-
ployed the powerful tribe of the Patzinaks, who occupied

the northern shores of the Black Sea, to counterbalance

their opponents. But the campaign of John Zimisces on
the Danube in 971, which followed on the negotiations of

his predecessor for the subjugation of the Bulgarians,

showed how important a military power the Russians had
become, for he found in their chief, Swatoslav, an enter-

prising and powerful adversary, whom it required all his

skill to overcome. Once more, in the time of Constantino

IX. (1043), the Scandinavian Varangians, by whom the

Russians were mostly represented in their marauding ex-

peditions, appeared before Constantinople, but with no
better success than before ; and from this period the alliance

of that people with the Byzantines was long uninterrupted,

and tl^e two nations were bound together more and more
by religious sympathy. la the days of the Comneni the

Varangians regularly formed the bodyguard of the emperor.

Constitutional changes were usually of slow growth in the

Byzantine empire, yet at the end of this period we find con-

siderable alterations to have been effected. Under the

early iconoclastic emperors there was a tendency towards"

the greater concentration of power in the hands of the

sovereign, but Basil I. converted the government into a pure

despotism. This he eflFected by abolishing the legislative

functions of the senate, which body, though now a shadow
of its former self, had existed in one form or another all

along, and exercised a certain influence in controlling the

aisolute power of the emperor. When this restraint was
removed, and the senate reduced to an administrative

council, no further check remained except the fear of revolu-

tion. Basil also tacitly introduced what, strange to say,

had never existed in the Roman empire, and even now was
only partially recognized—the principle of legitimacy in

succession. With a view to this he established the custom
that his descendants should be born in the "porphyry
chamber," so that the name Porphjrrogenitns might become
a title of legitimacy. In this way a partial antidote was
created to that inveterate disease of the Byzantine empire
which a French writer has called la maladie du trone—the

ambition to be emperor at all hazards, notwithstanding the

risks involved both in the attempt and the possession of the

office The growth of the idea is proved by the loyalty

shown a century and a half later to the empress Zoe, an
aged, profligate, and incapable woman, on account of the
legitimacy of her descent. Rut the greatest change of all,

and one that contributed greatly to the subsequent decline
of the empire, was eflected at the end of this period. This
was the abolition of the system of training officials to con-
duct the various departments of the state, and the entrust-
ing those offices to eunuchs of the imperial household. The
object of this was to lessen the power of the territorial

aristocracy, and to diminish the chance of rebellion, by
placing the government in the hands of men who could not
found a dynasty ; but from this time onward the efficiency

of the administration began to wane. It was the disregard

of the aristocracy involved in this change that caused the

conspiracy of the nobles in Asia Minor which set Isaac
Comnenus on the throne. It should also be noticed that

few of the emperors throughout this period were Greeks,
most of them being either Armenian or Slavonian by extrac-

tion. This circumstance accounts for a certain freedom
from prejudice and independence of view which may be
traced in their actions, but at the same time it caused them
to be wanting in sympathy with their subjects.

During a considerable part of this period, notwithstand-

ing the desolating wars which we have described, the pros-

perity of the inhabitants of the empire was very great.

Finlay, who is excellently qualified to judge in a matter o(

this kind, gives it as his opinion that under the iconoclast

emperors their moral condition was superior, not only to

that of all contemporary kingdoms, but to that of any equal

number of the human race in any preceding period. The
society of this time has been too much judged of by the

murders and mutilations which were rife in consequence of

the struggles for the throne ; but it should be remembered
that these were confined almost entirely to the court and
its surroundings, and did not affect the mass of the people.

And their material prosperity was equally great. The
emperor Theophilus, notwithstanding his lavish expendi-

ture, is recorded to have left at his death a sum equal to

five million sovereigns—an amount of money which could

hardly have been extorted from a people otherwise than

wealthy. This was the result of the commerce of their

immense mercantile marine, which had in its hands the

whole of the carrying trade between Asia and western

Europe. To this it should be added that, under Basil the

Macedonian and his successors, care was taken to moderate

the burden of taxation, a policy that accounts in great

measure for the duration of his dynasty, which occupied the

throne of Constantinople longer than any other. Unforta-

nately the riches thus obtained tended after a time to accu-

mulate in the hands of the few, and from the reign of Basil

II. the middle class, that element which society can least of

all afford to dispense with, began rapidly to diminish. As
a consequence of this, in the 11th century manufactures

declined in the cities, while in the country the immense

estates of the aristocracy were cultivated by Mahometan
slaves or Slavonian serfs ; and this higher class itself began

to feel the lethargy of wealth, and though still unconscious

of coming change, was on the eye of impending decline.

In the year 747, during the reign of Constantine

Oopronymus, the empire was visited by a fearful pestilence,

which, both in the mortality and the demoralization of

society it projluced, must have rivalled, to judge by the

accounts left us by the Byzantine historians, those of

Florence and London, of which Bt»ccaceio and Defoe have

drawn such vivid pictures. As thLi calamity was the

primary cause of the immigration ' of foreign settlers into

Greece, it is intimately connected with the question of

modem Greek nationality ; and consequently the present

appears a fitting place "briefly to discuss this subject, on

which great differences of opinion, turning mainl; on the
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mediaeval history of tlie'country, Lave prevailed. The
oontroversy originated in the famous thesis of Professor

Fallmerayer of Slunicli, that, owing to the great influx

first or Slavonian and afterwards of Albanian colonists, not

n single drop of Hellenic blood flows in the veins of the

Greeks at the present day. Tiw discussion of this point

has enlisted much ability and learning on both sides, but

the question appears now to have been pretty well set at

rest by the abandonment of Fallnierayer's hypothesis. How
early barbarian settlements began to take place in Greece

it is difficult to determine ; but though thu occupation of

the Peloponnese by Avars and Slavonians at the end of the

6th century, on which much stress has been laid, is doubt-

fully historical, yet colonies of those races probably estab-

lished themselves in the nortbern part of Greece. But that

the great change in this respect was produced by the pesti-

lence is shown by the oblivion of Hellenic names of places

which dates from that time. For, though a fair number
of ancient names of seaport towns, such as Patras, Corinth,

and Epidaurus, and some names even in a district so ex-

tensively occupied by Slavonians as Arcadia, have been pre-

served to the present day, yet the great majority of the

modern names are now, and have been since the 8th century,

either Slavonic or of later Greek origin. Not only was the

country greatly depopulated by the plague, but a consider-

able portion of the native middle class was induced by the

emperor to migrate to the capital in order to fill up the

void in the inhabitants which had been caused by its

ravages. The districts which were thus left vacant were

eoon after occupied by Slavonian tribes, so that until the

middle of the 9th century they formed a large part of the

population. But in the latter part of that century the

Greeks began to recover a numerical superiority, and from

this period dates the process of the absorption and Helleniz-

ing of the Slavonians, so. as to form the mixed race of

which the greater part of the population of Greece is now
composed. In effecting this change the Greek Church
played an important part. The affinity between the ancient

and modem Greeks has been traced by several lines of

reasoning. It has been pointed out how great is the resem-

blance of character between them, and that too in points

presenting the sharpest contrast to the character of the

Slavonic races. The survival of old beliefs and classical

superstitions at the present day has been carefully observed.

The language is a. lineal descendant of the ancient speech,

and contains next to no Slavonic element ; and lest it should

be thought that this language had been imported into the

provinces from one or more great centres, and had not sur-

vived in the districts themselves, it is proved that numerous
classical words and forms, which have been lost to the

language at large, still survive in the local dialects. Thu.s,

though the physical connexion between the modem Greeks
and the ancient Hellenes, in certain districts at all events,

may be slight, as seems to be implied by the difference of

physiognomy, yet in all that really constitutes a people,

their character, feelings, and ideas, the former are the lineal

ieacendants of the latter.

tV. Period of Byzantine Decline : from Isaac I. to the

taking of Conslantinople by the Latins, 1057-
1204 A.D.

At the commencement of the preceding period there was
% prevailing fear among the inhabitants of the cmiiiro that

its extinction was imminent, and we have seen how this

was followed by an ago of unexampled prosperity. The
{eoling of the time on which we now enter was completely

the opposite of this, and yet it was a period of decline.

Hie long duration of the empire, notwithstanding numerous
vicissitudes, its superiority to contemporary nations in

power and wealth, and its apparent security from foreign

enemi€8,inspired the people with a belief iu its permanency,
and blinded them to the seeds of di.seas3 that were already

working. Yet before the end of the 11th century the

Seljouk Turks had occupied all the inland part of Asia
Minor, and had established their capital at Nicaea, in the

immediate neighbourhood of Constantinople. It would,
however, be a mistake to suppose that, in its external

relations at all events, the whole of the Comnenian period
was a time of decay. On the contrary, during a consider-

able period it witnessed a remarkable revival ; and the
three great emperors of that dynasty, Alexius, John, and
Mauuel Comnenus, whose long reigns extend over an entire

century (1081-1180), were men who would be conspicu-
ous figures in any age. All of them were distinguished

by personal courage and skill in war, by literary culture,

and by sagacity in politics ; but in other respects they re-

presented very diflFerent types. The first, Alexius, was in-

defatigable iu business, patient in maturing his schemes
and active in carrying them out, but vainglorious, unprin-'

cipled, and foud of artifice. From this Ulyssean phase of
Greek character we turn to a true Achilles, his son John,
the most amiable character that ever occupied the Byzantine
throne—a man irreproachable in morals, open-hearted,

generous in action, prudent in council, and pious without
superstition. The last of the three, Manuel, presents ua
with a nature spoiled by the early possession of absolute

power, but gifted with most of the features admired by his

contemporaries—handsome in person, tall of stature, and so

powerful that, at a tournament at Antioch in which the

chivalry of the West took part, he unhorsed every antago-

nist—but passionate in temper and ill-regulated in mind.

In an age which produced men like these it may well be
inquired, What were the sources of decline 1

In the first place, the emperors were almost the only

capable men. This was the natural effect of the central-

ization of the system. The neglect of the education of

persons intended to be employed in the administration,

and the employment of creatures of the court for offices of

trust, were now bearing their fruit. Everything depended
oh the existing sovereign ; and it only required the vices of a
thoroughly profligate man like Androuicus Comnenus, the

last of liis dynasty, to ruin the state. As might be ex-

pected also under these circumstances, disorder soon crept

into every branch of the public service. The census, which

for eleven centuries had been carefully compiled, was now
neglected

;
justice, which more than anything else had

united the provinces to the empire, was more imperfectly

administered ; and the army became inferior to those of

Western nations. This last change was produced partly

by the degeneracy of the nobles in military spirit, owing to

the growth of luxury, partly by the officers being appointed

by favouritism, and the habit of disbanding troops at the

end of a campaign, in order to save money to defray the

expenses of the court. At the same time the great diminu-

tion of the middle class, owing to the extension of the large

properties, lessened the number of those who were willing

to defend their liberties against invaders. The privileges

also, in respect of trade," which were conceded by Alexius

I. to the Venetians and by Manuel to the Genoese and

Pisans, to the detriment of the native merchants, commenced

the decline of Greek commcrco ; and this was accelerated

by the piracy that arose, when tho money that had been

contributed by the commercial communities for tho maiu-

tenanco of local squadrons of galleys was ordered to bo re-

mitted to Constantinople. To all this must bo add.;d the

influence of the higher Greek clergy, whoso subserviency to

tho state had increased since the sopamtion from the

Wcstcra Church, and the conservatism of whoso idea*

discouraged all attempts at progress on the part of th«

people.
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The age of the Comneni is the time of the crusades.

Those famous expeditiQns will produce a very different im-

pression on the mind according as they are regarded from

the point of view of the East or the West. From the latter

point of view they may be regarded as bringing to a focus

iiie religious and martial enthusiasm of the time, as forming

a safety-valve for restlessness, as enlarging the ideas and

elevating the spirit of the people. But to the great mass

of the Easterns they appearedas hardly better than maraud-

ing expeditions, and as producing unmitigated evil. Though

the first crusade (1095) was partly undertaken in conse-

quence of the solicitations of Alexius for aid against the

beljuks, yet as soon as the first undisciplined bands entered

the country they pillaged the natives ; and vhen the more

organized companies followed, though many of their leaders,

like Godfrey and Tancred, were men of the highest char-

acter, yet it required all the address of the Byzantine

monarch to transmit these armies into Asia without some

irreparable injury being done to his capital. No doubt the

faults were not all on one side, for the suspicion and falsity of

Alexius gave just ground of complaint to the crusaders.

But he had a very difficult part to play. Had he placed

I'imaelf, as was proposed, at the head of the crusade, he had

no reason to expect obedience on the part of the feudal

nobles, while at the same time he left his kingdom exposed

to the danger of rivals at home and fresh bands from abroad.

Accordingly he chose the ignoble part, and followed in

their footsteps with the view of regaining what he could

to his dominions. The second and third of these expedi-

tions passed through the empire with comparatively little

injury, though in the latter of the two the island of Cyprus

was lost to Richard of England; 'but the ill-will that was

manifested by the Greeks on those occasions ripened in the

minds of the Westerns those seeds of hatred which at last

bore fruit in the great buccaneering expedition which is

commonly called tbe fourth crusade (1204). This event,

of whicTi a narrative has been left us from both sides,

by the Greek historian Nicetas and the Frank chronicler

Villehardouin, is certainly one of the most disgraceful trans-

actions in history. A certain lustre has been shed over it

by the age and blindness of the doge Dandolo, who was

one of the principal leaders; but that a Christian force

assembled for the purpose of C-ghting the infidels should

turn its arms against the most important Christian city of

the' time is an act of unparalleled baseness ; nor can any-

thinf be conceived more deliberately mean than the treaty

by which the spoil of the empire was partitioned beforehand

between the nations who took part in the attack. From
this blow Constantinople never recovered, though it is fair

to add that hardly less injury had been caused by the storm

and plunder of the city during the rebellion which set

Alexius Comnenus on the throne.

In Asia this period opens with a great disaster, the defeat

of Romanus IV. by Alp Arslan, in the battle of Manzikert

in Armenia (1071). Gibbon has eloquently described the

scene, in which the Seljuk sultan, after placing his foot

on the neck of the captive emperor, spares his life, and
hospitably entertains him. The Seljuk race of Turks were

already masters of a great part of western Asia, and in the

reign of Malekshah, Alp Arslan's successor, their dominions

extended from the banks of the Jaxartes to the Mediter-

ranean. The empire had now entered on the third great

struggle of four centuries' duration, which it maintained in

the East—first with the Persians, next with the Saracens,

and finally with the Turks, whether Seljuk or Ottoman.

But the present contest was commenced under altered

circumstances. It was soon felt how fatal was the policy

which had denuded the Armenian frontier of its native

defenders, and how few obstacles were presented in Asia

Minor to an invading force when a large portion of the free

population had disappeared. And the character of tlie

invaders also had changed; for, whereas the Persians and
Saracens had felt an interest in civilization, the Turkish

hordes were composed of nomad barbarians, whose object in

war was plunder, and who occupied the countries they con-

quered as pastoral tribes. Hence their system of warfare

consisted in exterminating the agricultural population by
successive inroads, until one district after another lay open
for their permanent settlement. Within three years after

the battle of Manzikert, the Seljuk power extended over

the greater part of Asia Minor ; and when, in the year 1080,

NicKa fell into their hands, that place became the capital

of a separate kingdom, which was called the sultanate of

Bourn, that is, of Rome. From thence they were driven

back by the crusaders at the time oi the first crusade, and
transferred their seat of government to Iconium, in a more
remote position in the south-east of the country. After thib

they carried on a succession of wars with the Byzantine
Government, the most remarkable event in which was the

great battle at Myriocephalus, on the borders of Phrygia,

in which the emperor Manuel was signally defeated.

During the distractions that prevailed at Constantinople

shortly before the fourth crusade, it might have been in the

power of the Seljuks to seize that city, and so to anticipate

the Latins ; but at this time the kingdom was divided

between the ton sons of the sultan, Kilidji-Arslan II., and
thenceforward the power of the Seljuks was less formidable.

Meanwhile the European dominions of the eiaperors had w«i
been assailed by a variety of foes, among whom the Nor- Kur

mans were the most conspicuous. In the year 1071 Robert

Guiscard succeeded in expelling the Byzantines from their

remaining possessions in southern Italy, and fired by the am-
bition of rivalling his great compatriot, who four years and
a half before this had made himself master of England, he
conceived the design of conquering the Byzantine empire.

With the objeot of carrying this into execution, he laid

siege to Dyrrhachium, the most important Greek city

on the Adriatic, and after defeating Alexius Comnenus,
who had come to its relief, succeeded in making himself

master of the place. Being forced to quit the country, he
entrusted the campaign to his son Bohemund, who was de-

feated by the emperor, and withdrew into Italy. Fortune,

however, ordained that these two chieftains should once

more be brought into collision in Syria, and hence arose

another Norman war, in which Bohemund was foiled by the

strength of Dyrrhachium. At a later period, in the reign

of Manuel, Greece was invaded by King Roger, who had
received an afi'ront from that emperor, and the cities of

Thebes and Corinth were sacked in the most barbarous

manner. But the most famous of these inroads was in

1185, and resulted in the siege of Thessalonica, which

place was taken by tbe Normans, and treated with a cruelty

that almost rivalled that of the Saracens in the former

siege. Besides these wars, there were others with the

Patzinaks, the Hungarians, the Servians, and the Venetians.

But towards the end of this period the empire received a

blow from the revolt of a people who on this one occasion

appear prominently in history^the AV^allachians. This

race, who, like the Greeks, claimed the name of Romans or

Roumans, were the descendants of the Roman colonists in

Dacia, whom the emperor Aurelian transplanted to the

southern side of the Danube. There it is probable they

intermingled with the natives, but they retained the Latin

tongue, from which the modern language is derived.

About the 1 3th century, it would seem, the great body of

the nation once more migrated northward to the seats they

now occupy; but those of whom we are speaking here were
settled on the Balkan, where they had maintained them-
selves in their mountain fastnesses, owning an allegiance

more or less qualified to Constantinople. In the reign of
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Isaac Angelas (1186), however, when they were heavily

taxed, robbed of their cattle, and misused in other ways,

they rose under the leadership of three brothers, Peter,

AsaD, and John, and having made a league with the

Bulgarians, raised the standard of revolt, and established

•what is called the Bulgaro-Wallachian kingdom. Its suc-

cessive rulers contended with varied fortune against the

Byzantine Government, but succeeded in maintaining their

position in Thrace and Macedonia, to which countries for a

time Theasaly also was added, forming, however, an inde-

pendent province, with a governor of its own. The emperor

Baldwin, the first of the Latin emperors of Constantinople,

was captured by them in battle, and put to death. The
kingdom continued to exist until the Turks made their ap-

pearance pn the scene, when, in common with the other in-

dependent sovereignties in these regions, it was finally

overthrown.

)f The period from the end of the 9th century to the fourth

cmsade was to Greece a time of prosperity. Though its

inhabitants were looked down upon as provincials by the

people of Constantinople, and the country itself was treated

with neglect (Basil II. was the only emperor who for sev-

eral ages visited Athens), yet in material well-being it was

one of the most flourishing parts of the empire. Though
barbarian inroads were still not wholly unknown,—one of

the Uzes in particular is mentioned in 1065,—yet secuiity

generally prevailed, and from the middle oT the 11th century

the coasts had nothing to fear from Saracen corsairs. The
laud produced com in abundance, so that it even supplied

the capital in a time of dearth. The silk manufactures of

Thebes, Athens, and Corinth were a source of great wealth,

and much of the commerce of t!ie time was in the hands

of the people of Greece. The port of Monemvasia, in

eastern Laconia, which gave its name to the Malmsey wine,

•was especially famous as a medieval emporium. How far

Hellenic feeling and Hellenic traditions survived among the

Greeks we have no means of discovering, but the proba-

bility is that these to a great extent perished, along with

the Hellenic names, at the time of the great Slavonic im-

migration. The whole population had become Christian,

though as late as the 9th century paganism existed among
the inhabitants of the mountainous regions of Laconia.

But in the latter half of the 1 2th century decline was ready

to set in. Their commerce was passing into the hands of

the Western traders ; the silk manufacture was transferred

by the Norman Roger to Palermo ; and the profits of in-

dustry were absorbed by taxation, so that no surplus

remained to be invested in works of public utility. Tho
writings of Michael Acominatus, the noble and learned

archbishop of Athens at the time of the fourth crusade,

give clear evidence that in that city the decay had already

commenced.
It is during the 12th century that we first meet with

™ compositions in the popular Greek tongue, among the
'S" earliest specimens being poems by a monk called Ptochopro-

dromus, addressed to the emperor Manuel Comnenus. The
literary language of this time was still tho same which had
been used throughout tho Byzantine period—tho "com-
mon" dialect of the Macedonian Greeks, as it h.ad been

transmitted with various modifications by the later Greek
writers and tho fathers of tho church. The Byzantine

histories and other works which were composed in it are

usually stilted and pedantic in style, and conventional in

their ideas and their treatment of events ; but it is possible

to treat them too slightingly. Some of the writers, like

Michael Psellus and Eustathius of Thcssalonica, were men
of undoubted ability and learning ; and, besides this, it was
the taste for these subjects, however faulty, which main-

tained the high level of cultivation that distinguished tho

Bizantines from tho people of all other contemporary states

during the Middle Ages, and caused the ancient literature

to be preserved. This language was also that spoken at

court, so that it is not till tho time of the Palaeologi that

we find the highest circles and polite composition invaded by
the vulgar tongue. But from the 4th century after Christ,

if not earlier, there Lad been a divergence between tlie

written and the spoken language, so that the two formed,

so to speak, an upper and a lower stratum. Until the time

of the iconoclasts, in all prol^ability, the ancient speech was
generally intelligible, but from the end of the 9th century

it was a dead language to the great bulk of the nation.

The change which the popular idiom was passing through,

as might be expected, was twofold, arising, first, from the

usual tendency of speech to become more analj-tical and of

words to modify their meaning, and, secondly, from tho

loss of vocabulary, the mutilation of grammatical forms,

and the confusion of syntax, which is produced by want

of cultivation. At the same time it passed through no

such violent process of disintegration as befell Latin in its

change into the Romance languages, so that its historical con-

tinuity was never broken. But when it emerges to view^n

the compositions of the 12 th century it is already a modem
language, and its forms differ little from those of the

Romaic of the present century, though of course the voca-

bulary was as yet free from the intrusive elements—Italian,

Albanian, and Turkish—which subsequently crept into it.

The metre in which these poems were composed was regu-

lated entirely by accent, and not by the quantity of the

sylkbles, and the verse usually employed was tho so-called

" political," i.e., popular verse, which corresponds to some

of our longer ballad metres. The favourite subject was

romances, and in the treatment of these, as well as to some

extent in the stories themselves, subsequently to the

Frankish occupation the influence of the French romances

is clearly traceable.

V. Period of Greek Survival : from the taking of Con-

stantinople by the Latins to its Conquest by the

Turks, 1204-1453 a.d.

The empire of the East never recovered from tho effects Partitkn

of the fourth cmsade. ' It was then broken into a number "^"ij^

of separate fragments, and though some of these recovered ^"^

their cohesion, and the end did not arrive for two centuries

and a half, yet the strength of the system was gone, and

paralysis crept more and moro over the enfeebled frame.

In accordance with the provisions of the partition treaty, a

Latin emperor was set up at Constantinople, and Baldwin,

count of Flanders, was elected to the ofiice ; Latin kingdoms

Tvere established in different provinces,—one at Thcssa-

lonica, which was of short duration, another at Athens

under tho family of De la Roche, and a third in the Pelo-

ponnesus under Chaniplitte and Villeharth'uin, which was

called the principality of Acliaia or the Morea. Of the

occupation of the last-named of these countries an account

is given in one of the most curious of mcdi;eval Greek

poems. The Book of the Conquest, tho French original of

which also exists. But even the districts which rtinaincd

in the hands of the Greeks did not continue united. An

independent empire was established at Trcbizond on the

Black Sea by a scion of tho house of Comnenus. Another

principality was founded in Kpirus, tho despot of which,

after overthrowing the Lnlin slate of Thcsj^ahinica, estab-

lished at that place nn empire of his own. But the head-

quarters of the legitimate Greek monarchy were at hicxa,

the original capital of tho Stljuk sultans in Asia Minor.

Theodore Lascaris, aman of no mean ability, who had been

acknowledged ns emperor before tho capture of Constanti-

nople, having taken up his abode in that plocc, succeed^

in maintaininir himself in oppo.tition to the crusaders, th«

Seljuks of Tconium, and the Greeks of Trcbtzoiid • and hu
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successors' continued to reside there For nearly sixty years.

When the difficulties of the Westerns in Constantinople
became increasingly greater, and their downfall appeared
imminent, it was for ?. time a question whether that city

should become the priiie of the emperor of Nicjea, or of tho
emperor of Thessalonica, or of the Bulgaro-Wallaehian
sovereign ; and this rivalry involved many alliances and
wars. The man who ultimately decided it in favour
of Nic£ea was Michael Palseologus, who became the
founder of the last dynasty that ruled the Greek empire
(1261).

Tlie character of Michael, which was too faithfully re-

flected by many of his successors, represented most of the
unfavourable qualities of the Greek race. Though a brave
soldier, he was intriguing, selfish, and unscrupulous, as he
soon showed by the deposition and blinding of the young
emperor, whose guardian and colleague he was appointed
to be. He entered on tho possession of a ruined capital,

which the barbarism of the Western nobles had reduced to

a state of poverty and filth, and his attempts to restore it

were misdirected and unsuccessful. His one object, when
lie had established himself on the throne, was to maintain
his despotism ; and while he recovered part of the Pelo-

ponnesus to the erdplre, he ruined his subjects financially by
debasing the coinage, and commercially by allowing the

Genoese and Venetians to appropriate most of the carrying
trade of the Greeks. But the act by which he gave the

deepest offence was the reunion of the Eastern and Westerc
Churches, which amounted to the submission of the Greek
Church to the pope, to which he consented at the council

of Lyons (1274), in order to persuade Gregory X. to pro-

hibit Cliarles of Anjou from invading the empire. The
narrowness of the theological spirit among the Greeks at

this period was greater than we can well conceive, but it

was a not unnatural outburst of national feeling which
roused the people in opposition to this measure. The sub-

sequent attempt in the same direction at the councils of

Florence and Ferrara (1438-9), when the nation was
reduced to the direst straits, met with no better reception

at home. Under the successors of Michael the empire con-

tinued for 170 years, but the whole of this time was a long
death sickness. The doom of the empire was forecast by
the powers that came to prey on its weakness— the Cata-
lans, who plundered those whom they had undertaken to

aid ; the knights of St John, who seized Rhodes, a con-

quest which they rendered memorable by their gallant de-

fence of that island against the Mahometans ; and the Ser-

vians, who, under Stephen Dushan, established an important
empire, which lasted until it was destroyed by Sultan
Amurath at the great battle of Cossova (1389). Even
the emperors themselves, from the endowments and gifts

Which they lavishly bestowed on monasteries, especially

those of Athos, seemed to be providing beforehand for a
day when their possessions would pass into the hands of

others.

The nation was now arriving at the maturity which was to
bring this time-worn empire to an end. Shortly before the
Greeks regained possession of Constantinople, the Mongols,
whose vast hordes had overrun a great part of Europe and
Asia and had destroyed the caliphate of Baghdad, entered
Anatolia, and shattered the power of the Seljuks of

Iconium. But on the ruins of this dynasty another and
far more terrible dominion arose. Towards the end of the
13th century Othman, the chief of a Turkish tribe in north-
em Phrygia, penetrated through the passes of Mount
Olympus, which the jealou's policy of Michael Palaeologus

had denuded of the protection of the warlike mountaineers
who occupied them, and descended into the lowlands of

Bithynia. By his son, Orchan, the city of Broussa was
captured, which became thenceforth the, capital of the

Ottoman race. The extraordinarily rapid rise of this people
to be one of the greatest powers that the world has seen
was due in. great measure to the remarkable ability .of its

successive rulers, but in no slight degree also to the in-

stitution of the Janissaries—an inhuman but most efficient

system, by which Christian children were torn from their
homes and educated as Mahometans in the household of the
sultans, to whose personal service, as a bodyguard, they
were for life devoted. As early aa the year 1346 we find

Cantacuzene, then the prime minister of John V., and after^

wards himself emperor, entering into alliance with Orchan,
and giving him his daughter in marriage.' The first stej

towards a permanent settlement of the Turks in Europe
was made in 1354, when Gallipoli was occupied by Orchan 's

son, Suleiman. Seven years from this time Amurath I.

made himself master of Adrianople, and before his death
that sultan saw the Greek emperor his vassal and tributary.

It seemed now as if the fall of Constantinople could not
long be delayed, when, with one of those turns of the wheel
of fortune which form the surprises of history, Bajazet, tho
most powerful of all the Ottoman rulers, was defeated and
taken prisoner by Timur the Tartar at the battle of Angora
(1402), and civil war setting in between his sons gave
the Eastern empire a new lease of existence. But within
twenty years again the capital was besieged by Amurath
II., though he failed to take it, owing partly to the strength
of its fortifications, and partly to a rebellion that broke out
in his family. The empire was now reduced to Thessalonica,

a part of the Peloponnesus, the city of Constantinople, and
a few neighbouring towns.

In ~ the midst of the gloom which hangs over this last End
period, it is consoling to find a ray of light that illumines the

its closing scene, in the heroic end of the last Constantine. P"*

The story is a sad one. The city was beleaguered by land
and sea by the warlike hosts of ilahomet II.; no further

succour could be expected from the West ; and the emperor,
who had adopted the Latin rite, was thereby estranged from
the great mass of his subjects. But he had determined not
to survive his empire, and he died in a manner worthy of
the greatest of his predecessors. On the eve of the final

assault he rode round the positions occupied by his troops,

to cheer them by his presence ; and then, having partaken
of the eucharist in St Sophia's after the Latin form, and
having solemnly asked pardon of the members of his house-
hold for any offences, he proceeded to occupy his station

at the great breach. There on the following morning, after

a desperate resistance, he fell fighting amidst a heap of

slain, and the young sultan passed his lifeless body as ho
rode into the captured city.

We have thus passed in review the fortunes of the Greeks
during a period of nearly eighteen centuries. We have
seen how the Roman system of government and the Greek
character and social institutions, mutually influencing and
modifying one another, produced the characteristic featnres

of the Eastern empire. We have watched that empire
maintaining a conflict on tho one side with the invading

barbarians, the Bulgarians, and the Western nations, on the

other with the Persians, the Saracens, and the Turks, until

to the last of these peoples it finally succumbed.

The following are the principal histories of this period :—in
English, Gibbon's Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire, which,
from its comprehensiveness and grasp of the subject, can never be
superseded, and Finlay's History of Greece, which is the chief

authority on the Byzantine empire ; in French, Le Beau's Histo-ae

du Bos-Empire ; in German, Carl Hopfs Geschichle GriechaUanda
vom- Beginn des Jlittelalters, published in Ersch and Gruber's

Encyclopddie, and re-issued in vols. vi. and vii. of Broekhaus's
Griechenland (a work of great erudition, which has cleared up
many disputed questions)! and Hertzberg's Geschichle Griechenlands
unter dcr Scrrschaft der EiSmer, and Geschichle Griech^nlands seit

dem Absterien des antiken Lcbens bis zur Gegentcart ; in Greek
Paparrhegopoulos's 'l<rTopta rov 'EXA;j;'iKoC (dvovs. 'H. F. T,J
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Section III.

—

Recent History.

The history of Greece from the fall of Constantinople to

the present day suggests a problem of profound historic

interest. Prom the year 1453 till the end of the 18th

century almost all the occasions on which the Greek people

appear on the page of the historian are occasions on which

we read of them that they were butchered or sold into

slavery. Records tell only of their annihilation or disper-

sion. Yet in the commencement of the 19th century this

apparently annihilated and dispersed people can summon
energy enough to resist the Turks, and although in all pro-

bability they would have failed to overcome their oppres-

sors if they had been compelled to struggle unaided, yet

the courage and self-detotion which they showed in the

conflict were such as to gain for them the sympathies of

Europe, and they came forth triumphant. But in reading

even of their war for independence we are astonished that

a remnant was left. Thousands upon thousands perished,

and their victory seemed only less terrible than utter defeat.

Yet the spirit of life remained. The kingdom of Greece
was established, and within forty years, notwithstanding

deplorable mistakes in its management, the population is

doubled, and the country becomes consolidated into a con-

stitutional realm. To trace how these events were possible

and how they actually came to pass is the task of the

historian of Modem Greece.

The external events in this history are necessarily few.

Greece was during the most of these centuries under the

sway of foreigners, and the external history of Greece is

formed merely by episodes in the history of these foreigners.

When Mahomet II. became master of Constantinople, he
did not thereby become master of the Greek empire. The
Palaeologi had held only a small portion of the territory

which had constituted the Greek empire. Most of the

islands of the ..^gean were under the rule of Italian princes

who acted as independent rulers. Rhodes was governed

by the knights of St John. But especially the Venetians

owned large possessions in Greece and were also powerful

by sea. The external history of Greece is occupied mainly

with the efforts of Mahomet II. and his successors to

spread their conquests. Mahomet himself conquered the

kingdoms of Trebizond, Albania, Euboea, Greece proper,

and part of the Peloponnesus. He was also successful in

expeditions against several of the islands of the yEgean, but

he failed in his attack on Rhodes. It was not tiU the end of

1522 that the knights of St John capitulated to Suleiman I.

after standing a siege in which they showed the greatest

bravery, and in which the Ottomans, it is said, lost about

100,000 men. On the Ist of January the knights left the

island, to go first to Crete and then to Malta. Cjrprus and
Crete remained still longer in the hands of the Westerns.

In 1489 Catherine Cornara ceded the island of Cyprus to

the Venetians, who retained possession of it till, in 1570,

Piali and Lala Mustapha attacked it. Nikosia fell in

September 1570, and Famagosta in August 1571, after a

brave defence conducted by Marcantonio Bragadino. The
Turks received a severe defeat at Lepanto from Don Juan
d'Austria in command of the combined fleets of Spain and
Italy, in which they lost 130 ships and 30,000 men. But
the blow was merely temporary. The' helpers of Venice

were not united among themselves. Again the Turks

became the rulers of the jEgean Sea, and in 1573 Venice

had to conclude a humiliating treaty in which she gave up

Cyprus. In the case of Crete Venice had to pay for her

own severity. That island remained for a long time undis-

turbed in the possession of the queen of the seas, as far as

the Ottomans were concerned. But internal commotions

pgitatod it. The Sphakiots or mountaineers of the south-

west of Crete—a bold, brave, and independent race of men

—

rebelled against the rule of the Westerns; and the Venellani
had recourse to the most shameful cruelties and atrocities

on all their Greek subjects in order to crush the rebellious
spirit. The result was that the Greeks hated the Venetians
with the bitterest hatred, and would have gladly welcomed
a change to the rule of the Turks. The Venetians saw that
they had gone too far, and sent a wise politician, Giaconio
Foscarini, to bring matters to a better state. Many prudent
reforms were inaugurated, the Sphakiots were reconciled,

and all seemed to promise well. But Foscarini died before
his reforms got firm hold of the people. The Sphakiots
indeed from that day to this have never submitted to the
Turkish yoke, but the rest of the people were far from
willing subjects of the Venetians and favoured an invasion
by the Turks. The Turks knew their opportunity, and
began an effort to possess the island which, though the
Venetians resisted with great perseverance and were backed
by other Italians and by the French, ended in the treaty
of 6th September 1669, in which they ceded Crete to the
Turks. This last acquisition rendered the whole of Greece
subject to the Turks with the exception of the Ionian and
a few other small islands, which still remained in the hands
of the Venetians. The Venetians, however, did not resign

their hold on Greece without a final effort to recover

possession of it. For this purpose they not only levied

soldiers from their own and other Italian communities,

but also hired generals and soldiers from Germany. The
war began in 1689. The management of it was en-

trusted to one of the greatest men whom Venice produced,

Francesco Morosini, who was ably assisted by a Swedish
general, KonigsmarL The contest was carried on with

great vigour until at length the Turks were driven from
the Peloponnesus, The Venetians wished also to regain

possession of Euboea, but in this they were unsuccessful.

The war was brought to an end by the peace of Carlowitz,

which left Venice in possession of the Peloponnesus, and
the islands of .^gina and Santa Maura. One incident in

this war has especially attracted the attention of the civilized

world. Morosini, finding his efforts successful in the Morea,

resolved to advance towards Euboea. Athens lay in his

way. It was garrisoned by the Turks, who, however, on hia

approach quitted the lower city and, occupying the Acropolis,

prepared to defend it at aU hazards. They planted -one of

their batteries in a breach of the temple of Nike Apteros,

and they placed a portion of their powder and many of

their valuables in the Parthenon. The Venetians showed
no respect for the most beautiful of all buildings; and one

of their bombs, falling on the powder in the Parthenon,

blew many of the masterpieces of art into a thousand frag-

ments, and utterly defaced the noble building which had
remained up till that time very nearly in the condition in

which the original architect and sculptor had left it. The
Venetians tried to introduce reforms into the Peloponnesus,

and had ma;de considerable progress when in 1715 Ali

Kumurgi, at the head of a very large Ottoman army, entered

the Peloponnesus. The Venetians were unprepared, and

they could not easily get assistance from others. The con-

sequence was that in a very short time Kumurgi drove them
out of the whole of the peninsula. The Turks got involved

at this time in war with Austria ; and when peace was finally

concluded at Passarowitz, Venice had to give up the Morca
as well as the island of Tl^gina, and practically she dis-

appears from the history of Greece except as the possessor

of Santa Maura. But a great change had now begun to

take place in European politics. At an early period after

the capture of Constantinople the Turks came into collision

with their neighbours on the north, the empires of Austria

and Russia, and we find these two powers united in resisting

the inroads of the Ottomans. Even so late as 1683 the

Turks were so bold as tu advance as far as Vienna and lay

1]
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siege to it. But iu the ISth century tlie policy of Enssia

attracted the attention of the rest of Europe, and caused a

coQsiderable change of attitude. Early in that century

Peter the Great had declared his resolution to force his way
into Constantinople, and though he was completely baulked

in his aim, and had to sign an inglorious peace (1711), the

desire to have the city on the Bosphorus continued to

animate the Eussians. It is to Count Miinnich, field-

marshal and counsellor of the Eussian empress Anna,

that historians attribute the suggestion that Eussia should

sj^tematicaliy stir up the Greek Christians against their

Turkish masters, and from his time (1736) onward we find

Eussia continually scheming to rouse the Greeks to insur-

rection. Most famous amongst- these efforts were those of

the empress Catharine II. who, influenced partly by the

Philhellenism of Voltaire, partly by a desire to withdraw
the attention of her subjects from domestic affairs, but

principally! by a wish to gratify her favourite Orloff,

formed the project of emancipating the Greeks from the

yoke of the Turks (1769). But all the efforts made to

effect this object wore exceedingly inadequate. The Greeks

were soon taught also that Eussia, while willing to free

them from the Ottoman yoke, was determined to assist

none but those who would readily become Eussian sub-

jects. And the expedition to the Peloponnesus undertaken

by Orloff was followed by most disastrous consequences to

the Greeks. T'ae Eussians were more successful in their

contests with the Turks in the north, and in 1774 compelled

the sultan to accept a peace, called the peace of Kainardji,

which contained several provisions bearing upon the Greeks.

In some of these the sultan promised to protect" the

Christian religion and Christian churches, and though no

special mention was made of Eussia, her statesmen saw

in this stipulation au opening for ' endless opportunities

to interfere. And from this time forward Eussia has

claimed to be the champion of the Christians against

the Turks. But the other states of Europe, especially

France and England, became suspicious of the designs of

Eussia, and holding to the balance of power as an essential

principle of European statesmanship, they determined to

maintain the integrity of the Turkish empire. Austria had

frequently joined with Eussia in opposing the Turks and

had again and again hoped to come in for a share of the

spoil when Turkey should be partitioned. But towards the

fend of the 18th century the increasing power and influence

of Eussia began to alarm her, and when the Greeks rose to

assert their independence, no power more tenaciously

adhered to the doctrine that the integrity of the Turkish

empire was demanded by the balance of power in Europe.

Thus up to the time of the establishment of the Greek

kingdom the affairs of the Greeks have been mixed up

with those of foreigners,—Ottomans, Venetians, Austrians,

Eussians, and the other European powers.

The notable fact in Greek history during these ages is

the disappearance and the apparent destruction of the

nation. Whoever might hold the supreme power in Greece,

the Greeks were sure to be the sufferers. When the Turks

spread their conquests from Constantinople on to the rest

of the empire, every capture of a city was followed by the

slaughter of the able-bodied men and the carrying off of the

women and children to the harem or slave market. And
the Western Christians were not a whit more tender than

the Ottomans. The Venetians were wroth with the Greeks,

because they did not acknowledge the pope, and in the

island of Crete perpetrated the most abominable barbarities

on the innocent population. 'The Turks punished the

Greeks because they submitted to the Venetians, and the

Venetians punished them Tiecause they submitted to the

rorks. Moi-eover, in these times the ,^gean was infested

by pirates who, whether Turks or Italians or Greeks, had

no mercy on the peaceful inhabitants of the mainland.
Human life was disregarded, and men and women were of

value only in so far as they were saleable articles in the
slave market. If one were to enumerate aU the instances

in which historians tell us of the utter destruction or trans-

ference of the Greek population, a vivid idea might be
presented of how terribly hard were the sufferings of the
Greek people. We have to add to this record of destruction

that vast masses of the people removed to Italy or Sicily or

some other place of refuge. Almost all the famous families

that ruled the islands of the .(Egean escaped from them
when they were attacked by the Turks. The knights of St
John, for instance, left Ehodes to find a final settlement in

Malta. Among the number who thus left their native land

were nearly all the learned men, who sought in the West a
refuge from Turkish rule, and opportunities for the pur-

suit of learning.

Yet notwithstanding these destructive forces the Greek
people survived. . To understand this phenomenon we have

to examine Into the mode of civil administration adopted

by the Ottomans. The Ottomans were pre-eminently a

warlike people. Their profession was that of arms. Their

two great objects in life were to conquer and enjoy their

conquests. They were brave and always ready to fight,

but after battle was over they wished to enjoy the luxury

and repose which they had earned by arms. They were

therefore utterly disinclined to meddle with civil matters.

If they got their revenues, and could enjoy their harems

and slaves, it was a matter of no consequence to them how
the subject races procured the means of paying the taxes,

or in what way they governed themselves. The same spirit

showed itself in the sultans. To them all Turks as well

as Greeks were practically slaves. The sultans saw iu

the Turks the right hand that could bring them suc-

cess in war, and in the Greeks or other subject nations

the means of ministering to their wealth and enjoyment

Provided they had a sufficiently numerous and bravo army

and ample supplies of money, they were comparatively

indifferent how or by whom local affairs were managed.

This freedom from tias and this singleness of purpose en-

abled them to continue their power for a much longer time

than they could possibly have done had they been swayed by

national aims or particular ambitions. They had no hesi-

tation in selecting for their purposes the best men they

could get, and consequently many of the subject races rose

to places of high eminence in the Turkish army and adminis-

tration. A large proportion of the viziers of the Sublime

Porte have been Greeks. Many of the generals that sub-

dued Greece were Greeks.- There was thus a constant

accession to the ranks of the Turks from the subject nations.

Those who thus entered the Turkish service could not do

so without adopting Mahometanism. It was the essential

condition. But many Greeks found no difliculty in chang-

ing their faith. They saw that it was their one hope of

rising to eminence. And these men reached such high

positions as to arouse the jealousy of the Turks ; for the

sultans preferred the converts to the original Mahometans.

They felt more confidence in them as instruments of their,

own domination. Indeed at one time there seemed a likeli-

hood that large portions of Greece would become entirely

Mahometan. They were urged to it by two opposite

influences—by the high position which Mahometan converts

from Greece could attain, and by the utterly wretched con-

dition of those who remained attached to the Christian

religion. We have a curious instance of the effect of the

latter motive in the conduct of the Caramuratades who
occupied about thirty-six villages in the valley of the Aous

in Albania. The inhabitants of these villages had Jong

been oppressed by the Mahometans, but had remained

Christian until 1760. In that year matters came to a crisis.
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Tlie Caramuratades could stand their distress no longer.

They argued that either Christianity was not true or it

ought to put them in a better position. They resolved to

give it one chance more, and to try to conciliate the Divine

Jieing by the most rigid fas^s. If He did not listen to them,

then they would feel assured that He did not wish them to

remain Christians. The chief priest protested against the

impiety of this resolution, but the Caramuratades would
not listen to him. They observed Lent with the most
rigorous severity, and prayed much. No improvement
followed in their lot ; and accordingly, on Easter day, they

told the priests to retire, accused the sacred images of being

indifferent to their distress, and in one body went over to

the faith of Islam. A very few indeed refu.sed to join their

brethren, but they had to retire with the priests, At an
earlier period, from 1C20 to 1650, the Christian population

of a part of Albania fell from 350,000 to 50,000 ; and to

the present day a portion of the Albanians have remained

firmly attached to Isiamism, and have been the readiest

tojls in the hands of the Turkish Government, while the

other portion have stood by the Greeks in their struggles

for independence, and have done great and valuable service

to the cause. In fact, so great was the inclination of the

Greeks to adopt Mahometanism through the combined
motives already mentioned that the sultans were alarmed

lest they should have no tribute-paying people at all, and
accordingly they became kindlier in their treatment of the

rayahs or subject Christians, and did much to reconcile

them to their government.

Another mode in which the Greeks passed over to

Isiamism has been already noticed. Even before the

taking of Constantinople Orkhan had ordained that the

children of Christians should be taken from them, should

be specially trained for military service, and should enjoy

such privileges and immunities that they would feel them-

selves specially bound to the sultan. The practice was

continued and extended by Mahomet II. Every fifth

Ciiristian child had to be surrendered to the service of

the sultan. All connexion with his parents was cut off,

and he was set apart and trained for warfare. In this way
was formed the corps of the Janissaries. The Janissaries

were not at first permitted to marry. Their ranks were

constantly recruited from the Christian children. History

speaks in the highest terms of the discipline and courage of

this body of troops while it flourished. The Janissaries

forgot altogether, if they ever knew, their homes and their

hearths, and they were equally savage to Turk and Christian

in their devotion to the sultan. This hateful sacrifice

imposed upon the Christians gradually came to be regarded

as an honour. The parents knew that their children were

to be 'removed from the degradation of Christian slavery,

and were to occupy the best positions that were open to

Mahometans, and the Turks themselves so much envied

the honour for their children that they bargained with the

Greeks to take their children and give them for Janissaries

instead of their own. A change took place at length in

tho composition of the Janissaries. They were allowed to

marry; by degrees a position in tho body became heredi-

tary ; and thenco is dated the falling off of the corps.

Tho tribute children were no longer required, and in tho

reign of Mahomet IV. (1G49-1687) the tribute ceased.

In all these instances tho Greeks were practically lost to

their own nation. They disappeared from tho nation of

Greeks and Christians and became Turks and Mahometans.

At tho same time we cannot help supposing that by this

intermixture a now element of progress, or at any rate of

restlessness, was thus introduced into tho dominant raco.

But the Greeks attained to positions of eminence in which

thoy wore not compelled to abandon their nationality.

Between tie Turks and the Greeks esisted irreconcilable

differences. Not only was their religion different, but they
differed widely in their social custom.s. There was no hope
of amalgamating the -two races. The Turks could only
convert or exterminate the Christians. They did not ven-

ture to dream that they could convert all tho Greeks by
persuasion, and forcible conversion after the age of twelve
was forbidden by the Koran. The only other alternative

was extermination, and one of the sultans came to the

resolution to destroy every Christian. But the Turks saw
that such a policy was ruinous to themselves. Every
Christian paid a poll-tax from which every Turk was
exempt. The Christians cultivated the lands for the
benefit of the Turks. The Christians were the drudges of

the Turks. The next best thing to extermination then was
to get as much out of the Christians as possible while
coming as little as possible into personal contact with tnem.
This was the plan adopted. Immediately on the conquest
of Constantinople, Mahomet spread the Turkish system of

administration over the whole of Greece. The Turkish
warriors received lands during their life on condition of

being ready to serve in war. These had captains who
received the liferent of larger portions of land, and finally

pashas acted as military and civil rulers of still larger

portions. All these were ready to keep tho Greeks in sub-

jection, and crush every effort at rebellion, and they

guaranteed the taxes to the sultan. Turkish courts of

justice were also established. But Mahomet IL did not

disturb the Greek modes of civil administration which he

found in force. They merely became subject to his pur-

poses, and appeal could always be made from a Greek

to an Ottoman institution. Mahomet II. especially made
use of the Greek clergy as his tools for keeping the Greek

people quiet and submissive in paying taxes. The Greek

emperor had perished in the sack of Constantinople, and

the nobles had either fallen or fled or been butchered

shortly after. But the Greek Church still remained. The

Greek people were devoted to their church. Their quarrels

with the pope had only strengthened their attachment to it.

Here was an instrument that Mahomet thought might be

of great use. Accordingly he made the patriarch of Con-

stantinople the representative of the entire Greek people.

He gave him privileges arid honours, but he made him

responsible for the conduct of the Greeks. The Greek

clergy had long before taken an active part in the adminis-

tration of justice. The bishops had the decbion of all

questions connected with marriages and wills. They were

consulted by their people not merely i.i spiritual but in

nearly all civil matters. Tho sultan had hold of this

clerical influence through the patriarch. He practically

appointed the patriarch, the patriarch appovnfed the bishops.

All the great officials of the church thus held their positions

under the sanction of the sultan, and could bo removed by

him. There is no doubt that patriarch and bishops and

higher clergy, thus playing tho humiliating part of keeping

their fellow-countrymen in due subjection to tho Porte, did

not and could not display verj' high virtues. They soon

contracted all the vices which defile men who have td play

a double part ; they were true neither to the Bultan nor to

the Greeks ; and they were animated gcneraL'y by a mean

and selfish ambition. By degrees tho patriarchate camo

to be bought from the sultan by higher and higher prices.

Tho patriarch made up his losses by selling the bishoprics,

and simony thus became universally prevalent. Notwith-

standing all these drawbacks tho maintenance of the Greek

Church helped to keep the Greeks together, and when a

bettor time came, the high positions which the clergy held

enabled thora to accomplish much for the spread of enlighten-

ment and the awakening of true national feeling. Even in

tho darkest times patriarchs (^tpcarod who wore capable of

the greatest sacrifices for their church and nation, and in
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the war of independence several of the clergy stood in the

foremost rank. The inferior clergy throughout the whole

time were true to their people ; but as they were to a large

extent uneducated, and had to maintain themselves by some
handicraft, they differed in no respect from the great body
of the people, to whose industry and real worth the perma-

oence of the nation is mainly due.

Another circumstance favourable to the Greeks was that

the Ottomans allowed them to retain the communal system

which had existed in earlier times. By this system, which,

however, did not prevail in all parts of Greece, and where

it did exist was not carried out always to the same extent,

all the males of full age in each district elected a man who
was to take special charge of local afifairs. These men went
by various names, such as demogerontes, gerontes, archontes,

proesti, and epitropi. The Ottomans found the system
helpful The proesti had to keep on good terms with the

Turks, and were indeed frequently farmers of the taxes

from the Turks. They were also often exceedingly ambitious
and cruel. But they were often men of intelligence and
influence; and when the war of independence broke out,

some of them took a prominent part. There cannot be a

doubt also that the local self-government which was thus

allowed to exist lielped to keep up the longing for liberty

and to prepare the nation for a constitutional government.

The Greeks showed their aptitude for combination and
self-government also in mercantile affairs. From an early

period they had taken to mercantile pursuits, and their

position was in many respects advantageous for trading.

The Turks were not successsful in trade, and indeed did

not care to pursue it. They therefore willingly left it in

tlie hands of the Greeks, and various events and circum-

stances had favoured them. The Turks imposed a heavier

duty on goods exported or imported by Greeks than on

those possessed by Turks. The result of this regulation

was that the sultan saw it to be his interest to encourage

Greek rather than Turkish traders, as his revenue from

the former was much greater than from the latter. Various

privileges were gained by the Russians for their own traders,

and the Greeks were permitted to enjoy these under the

Russian flag. Then, during the war which France waged
against aU Europe, Turkey was for a long time neutral,

and the subjects of Turkey could trade where no others

could. Under these and similar conditions the Greek

traders spread themselves over the whole of the Mediter-

ranean, and many of them became very wealthy. In this

prosperous state of matters various Greeks combined and

formed large joint stock companies. Thus the association of

Ampelakia, employed principally on cotton fabrics, embraced

twenty-two villages. All the inhabitants of twenty-five

years and upwards had a right to vote in the election of the

live directors who managed the different departments of

the company's activity. The profits were divided at the

end of each year according to certain rules. Similar com-

mercial communities existed in Philippopolis, Mademochorii?.,

Calarryta, Soracos, Chios, and Cydonia. Most famous

among such combinations were the unions among the sailors

of Hydra, Spezzia, and Psara, by which those islands rose

to great wealth and importance, and formed most powerful

auxiliaries in the struggle for independence.

There were other positions of still greater eminence to

which the Greeks rose. The Ottomans for a considerable

time after the fall of Constantinople were characterized by

a strong literary spirit and a desire for culture, but this

spirit declined, and the pursuit of learning was left to the

Greeks. But a European Government requires men of cul-

ture, if for no other purpose, at least that it may hold inter-

course and enter into negotiations with the other European

powers. The Ottomans felt this necessity, and accordingly

jn 1666 they appointed Panaviotes Nicouses dragoman or

interpreter. He was succeeded in this office by Alexandcs;
Mavrocordatus, who highly distinguished himself in various
political transactions of great importance. The office of dra-
goman became permanent; a Greek was always appointed;
and thus Greeks came to have rare opportunities of influenc-

ing the sultan. Not long after the establisliment of this

office another w:.s instituted, that of dragoman or inter-

preter to the capitan pasha or chief Turkish admiral, whose
business it was to arrange all matters connected with the

fleet. Still further, the Turks thought it advantageous
that the northern provinces of Wallachia and Moldavia
should be ruled by Greeks, and generally those who had
acted as interpreters to the sultan or to the capitan pasho
were appointed as waiwodes or hospodars of Wallachia.
These men became practically kings of these provinces, and
Greeks from all parts flocked to hold offices under them.
The Greeks who feccived these high appointments lived,

when their duties did not call them away, in the part of

Constantinople called Phanarion in which the patriarchate

was placed, and hence they were called "Phanariots." They
increased greatly in number, and at length formed a large,

powerful, and wealthy community in the city of the sultan.

The character of these phanariots has not been painted in

bright colours by historians, bat their circumstances were
strongly antagonistic to the development of a high moral
tone. They had above all to gain the favour of the

sultan, and to stand well with the influential Turks. They
could accomplish this only through double-dealing and
through extortion. They were also ambitious, and had nc

scruple as to the means employed in attaining the objects

of their ambition. It is affirmed that the Wallachians and
Jloldavians detested their rule even worse than that of the

Turks ; but this can be accounted for satisfactorily by the

consideration that nothing could be more humiliating than

to be ruled by men who had the appearance of princes but

were in reality slaves, without our supposing that their rule

was more than ordinarily cruel and rapacious. And much
has to be said in their favour. They had the strong Greek
love of culture. They sent their sons to the best univer-

sities in Europe, and in this way the phanariots became
men of great refinement and intelligence. Many of them
take a distinguished place in the history of their country's

literature. They also established schools everywhere, and
vigorously supported those they found existing. The schools

or rather colleges of Bucharest and Jassy rivalled that of

Jannina in the number of able men they trained to guide

and animate their country in its seasons of perplexity.

It was through these and similar instruments that the

Greeks were being prepared during the Turkish and

Venetian rule to struggle for their independence. Some
of the Greek tribes had never been perfectly subject to the

Ottomans, especially the Maiaotes of the Peloponnesus and
the Sphakiots of Crete. Many Greeks had led an inde-

pendent life as pirates or as klephts. Piracy was indeed

put down by the European Governments ; but the klephts

or brigands remained li.ving on plunder of Greek and Turk

alike, proud of their liberty, in their hill fastnesses. There

were also in Albania, Thessaly, and Greece proper bodies

of Christian warriors, called armatoli, who acted as bands

of armed police, but whose actions came often to be con-

founded with those of the klephts. In regard to the other

Greeks it must be affirmed that they were broken in spirit.

Finlay asserts that they never once rose against their

oppressors. Paparrhegopoulos tries to show that the very

opposite was the case ; but all he proves is that the Greeks

were ever ready to take up arms against the Turks at the

instigation of any foreign power. They rose up incited by

France, by Spain, by the Venetians ; and in later times they

were continually rising through the secret instigations of

Russia. But they never once rose of their own accord.
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rhe reason was that they had no means of taking com-
bined action. The great bond of sympathy which attached

the various Greeks together during the 16th and 17th cen-

turies was their religion. But a new inspiration came with

the advance of culture in the end of the 18th and the begin-

ning of the 19tli century. They began to be animated by
the feeling of nationality. The French Revolution roused

their minds into activity, and they were ashamed that a

nation which had played such a grand part in the early

civilization of mankind should bo the slaves of an illiterate

and barbarous horde of aliens. Circumstances favoured the

movement. Especially prominent amongst these was the

conduct of Ali Pasha, the tyrant of Janniaa. This daring

and unscrupulous despot conceived the idea of cutting his

connexion with the sultan and assuming the absolute govern-

ment of Albania, Hia effort showed how weak the Turkish

empire was, and how loosely it held together. Stimulating

also was the conduct of the Suliotes, who performed pro-

digies of valour in their resolution to defend their homes
and their liberties. A secret society was formed to make
ready for a rising of the people. The people were stimu-

lated by patriotic songs, especially those of Ehigas of

Velestino; and the agents of Russia were everywhere.

Accordingly in 1821 the war for independence broke

out. It would be impossible in the limits of an article like

this to give a proper account of the various conflicts between

Greeks and Turks, of the quarrels among the Greeks them-

selves, and the windings of European diplomacy in its

interference in the contest. The principal events may be

shortly noted. The insurrection was begun by Prince

Alexander Hypsilantes, a phanariot in the service of Russia,

who had been elected head of the chief secret society (the

ffytXiKT] (TatpiLa). He crossed the Pruth March 6, 1821,

with a few followers, and was soon joined by several men of

great bravery at the head of considerable troops. But the

expedition was badly managed, and in June Hypsilantfes

fled to Austria, having entirely failed in his object. And
in all the efforts to overthrow the power of the Turks in

the northern provinces the Greeks failed, though some men
fought very bravely. In the Peloponnesus the insurrection

broke oat also in March in several places, and most promi-

nent among the first movers was Germanos, archbishop of

Patras. Everywhere the Greeks drove the Turks before

them; they were so successful that in January 1822 the

independence of Greece was proclaimed. But they soon

began to quarrel among themselves. Several assemblies

were held. Mavrocordatos, one of the phanariots, was

appointed president. But the aspirants for honours and

rewards were numberless, and they could not agree. Ac-

cordingly a civil war raged in 1823 and 1824, inspired by

Colocotronis, a chief of klephts who attained great in-

fluence, and in 1824 another civil war of short duration,

called the War of the^ Primates. During this period the

Greek fleet was verj" active, and did good service. It was

ably led by Miaonlis, a man of firm character and groat

skill. And he was well seconded by the intrepid Canaris,

whose fire ships did immense damage to the Turkish fleet,

and filled the Turkish sailors with indescribable terror.

For the ravagM of the Greek fleet the Turks wreaked fear-

ful vengeance on Wie innocent inhabitants of the lovely

island of Chios (April 1822), butchering in cold blood

multitudes of its peaceful- inhabitants, and carrying off

others to the slave market. The savage atrocities then

perpetrated caused a thrill of.horror throughout the civilized

world. Two years after they perpetrated similar outrages

on the islands of Kasos and Psara. The sultan now
invoked the aid of Mehemet Ali, pasha of Egypt, and

his stepson Ibrahim landed on the Peloponnesus with a

band of well-disciplined Arabs in 1824. Ibrahim carried

everything before him, and the Greeks lost nearly every

place that they Lad acquired. Some towns offered a strong

resistance, and especially famous is the siege of Mesolonghi,

which lasted from 27th April 1825 to 22d April 182G.

Nothing could exceed the firmness and bravery displayed

by Greek men and women during that siege ; and their

gloriobs deeds and sad fate attracted the attention of all

Europe. The interest in the Greeks, which had been to

some extent aroused by Lord Byron and other English

Phiihellenes in 182.3, now became intense, and volunteers

appeared from France and Germany as Well as from
England and America. Lord Cochrane was appointed

admiral of the Greek fleet, and Sir Richard Church
generalissimo of the land forces, but they did not prevent

the capture of Athens by the Turks, 2d June 1827. Most
of the European Governments had remained indifferent,

or had actually discouraged the outbreak of the Greeks.

Russia had disowned Hypsilantes. The monarchs of

Europe were afraid that the rising of the Greeks was only

another eruption of democratic feeling fostered by tha

French Revolution, and thought that it ought to be

suppressed. But the vast masses of the people were now
interested, and demanded from their Governments a more
liberal treatment of Greece. Canning inaugurated in 1823,

and now carried out this new policy in England. Aq
accident came to the aid of the Greeks. The fleets of

England, France, and Russia were cruising about the

coasts of the Peloponnesus, to prevent the Turkish fleet

ravaging the Greek islands or mainland. Winter coming

on, the admirals thought it more prudent to anchor in the

Bay of Navarino, where the Turkish fleet lay. The Turks

regarded their approach as prompted by hostUe feelings and
commenced firing on them, whereupon a general engage-

ment ensued, in which the Turkish fleet was annihilated,

20th October 1827. Shortly after (18th January 1828)

Capodistrias, who had been in the service of Russia, was

appointed president of Greece for seven years, the Frencli

cleared the Morea of hostile Turks, and Greece was
practically independent. But several years had to elapse

ere affairs reached a settled condition. Capodistrias waa

Russian in his ideas of government, and, ruling with a high

hand, gave great offence to the masses of the people; and

his rule came to an untimely end by his assassination on

9th October 1831. Anarchy followed, but at length Otho

of Bavaria was made king, and the protecting powers signed

a convention by which the present limits were definitely

assigned to the new kingdom (1832). Henceforth Greece

has existed as a recognized independent kingdom. Through-

out the whole of the war of independence in Greece, tjle

people behaved with great bravery and self-sacrifice. They
showed a steady adherence to the idea of liberty. They
were sometimes savage in their conduct to the Turks, and

barbarities occurred which etain their history. Yet on the

whole the historian has much to praise and little to Mame
in the great mass, especially of the agricultural population.

But no single man arose during the period capable of being

in all respects a worthy leader. Nor can this be wondered

at. All the men who took a prominent part in the move-

ments had received their training in schools where consti-

tutionalism was the last ductriuo that was likely to be im-

pressed on them. Several of them had been in the servioo

of Russia, and had full faith only in arbitrary powar.

Many of them were phanariots, accustomed to double deal-

ing, ambitious and avaricious. Some of them had been

brought up at the court of Ali Pasha of Januina, and bad

become familiar with savog* pete of reckless despotism.

Others had boon and indeed reillained during the continu-

ance of the war chiefs of klepht«, having but little respect

for human life, and habituated to scenes of cruelty and

plunder. Some of them also came from the Moinotcs, who

owed thchr indepondeuco to the habitual use of arms; and
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who were not troubled by many scruples. It could not be

espected that such men would act with great mercy or

prudence in dealing with Turks who had butchered or en-

slaved their kinsmen and kinswomen for generations. Even

amongst the foreigners who volunteered to aid the Greeks,

few if any were found of supreme ability, and after the

kingdom was established the Greeks were unfortunate in

the strangers who came to direct them. Otho had been

brought up in a despotic court, and knew no other method

of ruling. He brought along with him Bavarians, to whom
he entrusted the entire power, and the Greelis had the

mortification of knowing that, though their kingdom was

independent, no Greek had a chance of being elevated to

Bny ministerial ofiBce of importance. Accordingly a revolu-

tion broke out in 1843 ; the Bavarians were dismissed, and

Otho agreed to rule through responsible ministers and a

representative assembly. But he failed to fulfil his promise.

Discontent reached its height in 18G2, when another revolu-

tion broke out and Otho had to leave Greece. The great

mass of the people longed for a constitutional monarchy,

and gave a striking proof of this by electing Prince Alfred

king of Greece.' This choice was determined by universal

suffrage, and out of 211,202 Greek citizens who voted

230,016 recorded their votes in favour of the English

prince. The vpte meant simply that the Greek people

were tired of unconstitutional princes, and hoped that they

would end their troubles if they had a prince accustomed

to see parliamentary government respected and enforced.

The three protecting powers,—England, France, and
Russia,—had however bound themselves to allow no one

related to their own ruling families to become king of

Greece. When the Greek people received this news, they

begged England to name a king, and after several refusals

England found one in Prince William of Schleswig-Holstein,

son of the king of Denmark. The Greek people accepted

him, and in 1863 he became king with the name of George I.

Britain added the Ionian islands to his kingdom. In 1875
the ministry gave great offence to the Greek people by its

unconstitutional procedure, but the king persisted in stand-

ing by it. The people, however, persevered in the use of

legitimate means to cust the ministry ; the king at last

prudently yielded ; and thus a revolution was prevented.

The effort of the Greeks to extend their boundaries is the

last phase of their history, and is still in progress. In 1853
when the Crimean war broke out, the Greeks sided with

the Kussians, and in 1854 they made inroads into Thessaly

and Epirus, but English and French troops landed at the

Pirceus, and forcibly put an end to the Russian alliance

and to Greek ideas of acquiring additional territory. In
1866 to 1869 the Cretans struggled bravely but unsuccess-

fully to throw off the Turkish yoke and become a part of

the Greek kingdom. And recently when the Russians

made war on the Turks the Greeks were eager to enter

Thessaly and Epirus to aid their fellow-countrymen in

asserting their freedom. But England interfered with the

promise that Greece Avould gain more by maintaining a
peaceful attitude. A clause in the Berlin Treaty affords a
basis for the fulfilment of this promise ; but the promise

has still to be fulfilled. The Greeks themselves believe

that with the extension of their boundaries there will be
less occasion for intrigue, ministries will be more permanent,

and the Greeks who now flock from all parts to the little

kingdom of Greece for official emplojinent will have a
wider sphere and will be more contented.

The authorities for this section, some of which have hcen men-
tioned in the previous article, are very numerous. See, e.g., the
l(TTopla of Paparrhegopoulos, vols. v. and vi. , and his French work
Histoire dc la civilisation Mclliniqiie ; Fulay, vols. v. vi. and vii.

;

Herzberg, vols. iii. and iv. ; Karl Mendelssohn Bartholdy's Geschichtc

Gricchcnlanda von dcr ErUberung Konstantinopels durch die Tiirkcn

imjahre li53 bis au/tiiiscrc Tage; Sathas, 'Ewhs TovpKOKparoviienri,

and the Chroniclers in his Bibliotheca Grceca Mcdii ^vi ; and.

Gervinus, Geschichte des neunzchnlen Jahrhundcrts, vols. v. and vi.

For the Greek Kevolntion, besides the four first nientioneJ, there

are Gordon and (in modern Greek) Trikoupis. There are many
treatises on special portions, such as those of Philemon, Perrhajvos,

Pbrantzes, Colocotronis, Von Jlanrer, Prokesch-Osten, Parish, and
many monographs on the history of the various islands. More recent

English works are an article by Mr Gladstone, "The Hellenic Factor

in the Eastern Problem,"published first in the Cotiiemporary Review,
and now in his Gleanings ; Freeman's Ottoman Power in Europe ;

Sargeant's A'cM) Greece ; and "Mr Gladstone and the GreekQuestion,"
being iii. ot Diplomatic Sketches by an Outsider. (J. D.)

PART III—GREEK LANGUAGE.

Tho possession of a common language was always re-

garded by the Greeks themselves as the most significant

and important of the bonds which united the scattered mem-
bers of the Hellenic nationality. Wherever there was a
community speaking the Greek tongue, whether in Europe,

Asia, or Africa, from Olbia on the Hypanis to Cyrene in

Libya, from Salamis in Cyprus to Maelaca near the Pillars

of Hercules, there was a portion of the Hellenic people

linked to the rest by mutual intelligibility, and sharply

marked off from the jabbering and inarticulate papfiapoi

who surrounded them. The earliest written records of this

speech are probably to be found in what was at the same
time the most precious common possession of this great

nationality, the poems that bear the name of Homer. It

is possible indeed that, in the form in which they have
come down to us, they are later than the fragments of the

earliest - elegiac and iambic poets, such as Callinus,

Mimnermus, Archilochus, and Simonides of Amorgus ; but
it cannot be doubted that in substance they go back to an
earlier date. These, however, are in a literary language,—

a

language which bears the most evident marks of a free

combination for artistic purposes of various popular dialects,

along with many reminiscences of archaic forms and usages,

and not a few formations due only to false analogy. For
the early history of the Greek language we are obliged to

have recourse to the reconstructions of linguistic science.

Origin of the Greek Language.

Comparative philology shows us that there was a time The

when the ancestors of the various nations which speak commo

what are generally known as Indo-Germanic^ languages
p

lived together and had a common speech. From the extent languai

and character of th& agredment between these various

languages at the time when they first become known to

us from written records, it is possible to a certain extent

to determine which groups remained the longest in con-

nexion with each other, and which parted off the soonest

from the common stock. Unfortunately scholars are as

yet by no means at one as to the results to which this

method of inquiry leads us. Schleicher, e.g., held that

the agreement between the Aryan or Asiatic group of

languages and the South-European (in which he includes

not only Greek and Italian, but also Celtic) is closer

and more significant than that between the latter and
the North-European, i.e., the Teutonic and the Letto-

Slavonic group. 5Iax Mliller and Job. Schmidt maintain

that the relations of the various languagis are so compli-

cated that it is impossible to establish any "genealogical

^ The numerous and forcible objections to the term " Aryan" hav*

been often pointed out, and the word finds little favour with most
philologists. For the most recent defence ot it see Zimmer in Bezzen-

berger's Beitrage, vol. iii. pp. 137-158. The name " luJo-European"
is apparently, but not really, more exact.
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tree," or to determiue the order in wLich they separated
|

from each other (see Schmidt's Die Verwandtschafls-

verkdltnisseder Indoffermanischen Sprachen,'Wc\uio.T, 1872).

But the prevailing view is still that 6f Lottner, Curtius,

Jolly, Fick, and Scherer, that we may with confidence

assume the first division to have been that between the

Ary.-'u or Asiatic (Indo-Persian) and the European groups,

and that there are sufficient points of agreement between

all the European, languages to warrant us in assuming that

there was a period of some duration during which the

European peoples remained united.

'

Of these points of agreement the most important are the

following :

—

1. The vowel a is found to have " split " on Europcin soil into

the three vowels c, a, o,—that is to say, there are numerous
instances -in wliich the European languages agree in degrading a

primitive a into c or o when the Asiatic tongnes either retail! the a
or weaken it quite independently into i.

2. The Europeans agree in softentBg a primitive r intc I, where
the Asiatics have retained r.

8. There are a large number of new words, and apparently even

eomo new roots, common to most, if not to all, the European lan-

guages, of which no trace is to be found among the Indo-Versiaus.'

These facts cannot be set aside by instances of agreement

in inflexion or syntax between Greek and Sanskrit, for

example, for it is much easier to believe that at the com-
paratively late date at which any Teutonic language is

known to us,—and much more so, at the far later date of

the earliest Celtic records,—the inflexions which they pre-

sumably once had in common with Greek had become to a

large extent worn away and unrecognizable and the. syn-

tactic constructions modified, than to suppose that such

numerous instances of agreement were wholly fortuitous.

i A similar course of argument faiily leads tp the pre-

f^J* sumption of a common Grfeco-Italic nationality. The agrec-

ruage. ment in vocabulary is still closer than that between the

various members of the united European group : for in-

stance, whOe the general terms for agriculture are shared

not only by Greeks and Italians, but also by Teutons,

Celts, Slavs (though not by Ipdo-Persians), there are many
special terms which are only found on Greek and Italian soil,

the most interesting among them being perhaps the words
for wine and oil. Other words, again, which are used with

a more indefinite meaning by th e Europeans generally are

specialized and differentiated in Grajco-Italic ( Fick, Verffl.

WoHerb.. il pp. 1-288; Curtius's Principles, 230b, 234,

597, &c.). Whether we may also assume (as is done, e.(;.,

by Professor E. CwdiuB, History of Greece, vol. i. p. 19) that

there was a common Grjeco-Italic law of accentuation.is very

doubtful, in face of the arguments advanced by Corssen in

favour of a freer law of accents in the earlier times, both in

Greek and in Latin. It is much more probable that the
rigidity of the Latin system, aud the exquisite flexibility

and harmony of the Greek, were developed quite separately

from a more fluid state. But undoubtedly there is a far

greater similarity in the inflexional system of Greek and
Latin than can be established between either of these and
any other member of the group.'

At the time when tlie common Indo-European unity was
first broken up, the language had reached a etage of develop-
ment which may be given with some confidence as follows.

The steps assumed are those which have been establi^ed
by Professor Curtius in his monograph, Zur Chronologic der
Indogermanisclien. Sprachforschung (2d edition, Leipsic,

1873). In spite of the criticisms to which this scheme has

I
See CarlioB, Uebcr die Spaltung da A-Lautet, Loipsic, 1864 ; Fick,

Die ehemaliije .Spracheinheit der Indogermanm Earopas, Outtiugun,
1873; yerrjkichendes Wbrterlmch der Indogcrmanisckcn Spraclien,
3d edition, Gottingcn, 1876, where the list of common European words
fills vol. I. pp. 471-8'I3. Comp.iro OrundzUije, p. 93.

" echloicher'.s doctrine as to tlio close relation of the Latin and
the Celtic inllexioua ia not now generally accepted.

been subjected, by far the most important of which are

those by Jlax Miiller and Ascoli, it may fairly be said to

maintain its ground, and it is reasserted with full confidence

in Curtius's admirable work on the Greek verb.

We start with the period in which roots alone were em-
ployed as words. As to the origin of these roots, philology
is as yet quite unable to speak with any poaitiveuess : all

that can be sail is that the imitative or onomatopoetic
theory has not teen proved to be capable of producing all

the roots which we are compelled to postulate, while, on tha
other hand, no theory has been generally recognized aa fit to

bo regarded as a serious rival. It is clear, however, that w»
must admit an extremely early, if not an absolutely primw
tive, distinction of roots into verbal and pronominal root%
i.e., (1) such combinations of sound as were significant, and
carried with them a notion which was vague and general, it

not philosophically abstract, and (2) such as had no mean-
ing in themselves, but only served to denote relations.

The second stage is that of the "determination" of roots,

wherein, by the addition of different phonetic elements, they
acquired a differentiated meaning

—

e.g., when the veryvague
jii, "join," became j2(-(7, "join together," /u-c/A, "join in
battle." (It may here, however, be open to question whether
the fuller forms were developed from the shorter by addi-
tions, or the shorter abstracted from the group of similar
fuller forms, as Max Miiller is rather inclined to hold.)

The third stage is that of the formationof verbs, by the
close combination of a verbal root with one or more prono-
minal roots, to denote the character of the subject of the
verb. It is in the nature of this combination that we find

the distinguLshing feature of the ludo-Germanic stock of
languages. At the same time we find (1) the " strengthen-

ing " of the vowel of the root, by the addition of the
simplest vowel-soond a, to denote repeated or continuoua
as distinct from momentary action

; (2) reduplication,

originally prodiicing the same effect, but afterwards, in a
specialized form, denoting the continued result in the
present of an act done in tho past; (3) -the augment, a
particle, originally demonstrative in its nature, prefixed to

a verb to denote that the action expressed by the verb took
place at a time removed from the present, i.e., in the past.

To the same stage (though possibly to a later part of it)

belongs the further development of terminations, so as

to mark an action as having a special reference to the

subject; this produces what is in Greek conventionally

called the middle voice, but what is really a reflexive

formation. Wo may take as types of the words created

during tliis stage such forms as doAa, -'give there," i.^., ho
gives; da-da-ta, "he is giving;" a-da-m; "I gave;"
da-da-mai, "I give with a view to myself." i

In a fourth etage wo get the expansion of the root

into a stem, occasioned apparently, in tho first iustance. by
the increa.sing need of distinguishing the noun from tlie

verb. Tho earliest method of forming a stem was by the

addition of a "thematic vowel" a to the root, to convey

the notion of a continuous action; thus from h/iar, "carry,"

came hhar-a, " carrying." Sometimes tho vov el of the ro t

was "strengthened" along with the addition of the themat'C

vowel; thus ?7X-, "leave;" raika., "leaving." Afterwards

other similar formative elements (or pronominal roots) such

Bs ta, na, ma, tra, ia, were added to produce nominal
stems of many various kinds. There is no reason to sup-

pose that these were at first strictly diffenmtiatciin mean-
ing; thus /jar-ju:- is "filled" not "filling," btitjii-nii- may
bo taken cither actively or passjvelj', "tho begetter" or
" tho begotten," and tap-nu- is "the burning" fever. Sub-

sequently the instinct uf language availed itself of v.aria-

tions in form to distinguish various relations, especially of

ginulcr. Again, when noun-stems came to be used, as the

roots had previously been used, to form verbs by the addi-
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tion of the personal terminations, this modification of the

stem served to distinguish mood. Thus when the vowel

a was added to a root from which a verb was already

formed, the inflexions of this extended root or stem denoted

an action intended to be performed, and thus acquired the

force of a conjunctive mood. The addition of the vowel

having thus obtained this dififerentiating power, it was
afterwards affixed with the same force to stems already

provided with a, the contraction of a + a giving a

;

hence, just as han-ti is "he kills," han-a-ti, "let him kill,"

so we get bhara-ti, " he is carrying," bhard-ii, " let him be
carrying."

In a fifth stage compound verbal forms make their

appearance, i.e., tense-stems are produced by the union of

primary verb-stems with the roots of verbs which have

become simply auxiliary. That this must have been at a

later stage than the preceding processes is clear from the

fact that verbs only gradually lose their full meaning, and
sink into auxiliaries. The verbs so used are ( 1 ) as, originally

"breathe," afterwards "be"; (1) ja, "go"; (3) dha, "do."

From the composition of the first with a verb-stem we get

forms like those of the compound or so-called first aorist

—

e.g., a-dik-sa-ty " he pointed" ( = e-SftK-o-t-r). Here we have

the union of a root (in this case acting as a noun-stem) with

the auxiliary verbs in the third person, preceded by the

'augment ; a-dik-sa-t is to the earlier form a-da-t much as

"turn dicens erat" is to "turn dans." These formations

belong to the earliest stratum of this period, inasmuch as

the stem appears in its simplest form. For a like reason

we must assign to the same stratum the compounds of ^a
i»ith the simple stem. This auxiliary is used to denote
Telations which were at first somewhat indefinite but were
afterwards more precisely diflferentiated. There is (1) the

present of duration : e.g., svid-ja-mi, "I am sweating;" (2)

the passive force thus derived, as in Sanskrit Ja is a sign of

the passive: e.g. bodh-a-ti, "he knows," bodh-ja-te, "he is

inown;" (3) the tendency to do a thing, i.e., the optative

^ood: as in as-jd-m, the primitive form of riem (sim) and
«i;v. There is also to be noted, as belonging to this stage,

the very important present of duration from the root as, i.e.,

lujA^mi, which acquired for itself, and when affixed to

Toots or stems gave to them, the force of a future. With
regard to the root dha, the widely varying force .which its

tjcmpoundshavein the diflferent cognate languages prevents

na from determining with certainty the manner in which it

was originally employed in composition (cf. Curtius, Das
Verhtm, ii. 352). To a second stratum of the same period

must be assigned those compound verbal formations in which
the stem is not a pure root, but has already been developed
into a stem which has the character of a noun. If we com-
pare, e.g., bkdra-jdmi ( = <j)ope-j(i}-iJ.t), " I am bearing," with
svid-jd-mi, we find in the first a nominal theme employed
for composition and inflexion, in the second a simple root.

It is of much importance to notice that here too the verbal

formation must have preceded the formation of cases. Had
the accusative bhdra-m been in use, it would have been im-
possible not to employ it in connexion with a verb-form
like j'a-OTi, just as the Eomans said venum dare, datum iri,

and the like, and as Sanskrit forms the periphrastic perfect

of the tenth conjugation, by uniting the auxiliary verb with
the accusative

—

e.g., k'6rajdm, k'dkdra, bodhajdm bahhUva,
&c. We are led to the same conclusion by considering forms
like a-dik-sa^nt, by which the absence of plural inflexion is

not less dearly indicated than the lack of case-inflexions by
bkdra-jdmi. It has been urged, e.g., by Professor Max
Miiller, that this argument is a weak one, because our
ancestors must have felt the need for clearly distinguishing
the plural from the singular, and the nominative from the

accusative, before the need for denoting the diflferences

between the persons. To this U may be replied (Ij that

the argument from what must have been is one of the most
dangerous that can possibly be used in philology ; conclu-

sions a priori have again and again been disproved by a
more complete acquaintance with the facts of the history

of language
; (2) that, as a fact, incompletely developed

languages do find it more easy to do without distinct marks
of the cases than to dispense with personal inflexions, and
that this is confirmed by languages like English and French,

which have returned to an uninflected state more com-
pletely in the case of nouns than in that of verbs

; (3) that

in the inflexion of nouns the sign of the plural is added to

the case-suffix and not vice versa {e.g., Xvkovs = Avkov-s =
varka-m-s), so that the use of the sign of case must have
preceded that of the sign of number, although the latter

might have seemed to us the more indispensable. Professor

Miiller's argument that composition might have taken

place in times subsequent to nominal inflexion, becaxise the

stem-forms show themselves in certain cases of declension,

and therefore might have remained present in the conscious-

ness of those using the language, breaks down upon the

essential distinction between- the nature of the composition

of the verbal forms in primitive times and.of the construc-

tion of compound verbs within the historical period. We
may therefore safely follow Curtius in holding it as at least

highly probable that verbs were already inflepted according

to person, tense, mood, and voice at a time when nouns were

still in the state either of simple roots {e.g., vdk) or nominal

themes {hhara, akva, sunu, pati, and the like). The needs

of language at this stage were probably helped out (as at

present in uninflected languages) by the position of the

words, by the stress of the voice, and by a free use of pro-

nominal roots, which may have been already acquiring

somewhat of a prepositional force. But one of the most Com-

important means of expression was undoubtedly composi- poumli

tion. The form which the elements of compounds take,

rarely (and apparently never in any early word) appearing

with any case-inflexion of the first element (as in ovSev6<Tu>pa,

SuTp€<j>TJt, a/j.iftopea'ftopoi), but presenting themselves simply

as stems (A/iyo-ypa^o-s, (fee), shows that at any rate the

mould in which they were cast, the analogy on which later

compounds were freely fashioned, was constructed at a

time when nouns were not inflected. The various relation

which the factors of the compounds bear to each other

point to the same fact. We find in Greek, according to the

very clear and careful statement of Curtius {Grammar,^ 359

;

cf. Elucidations, pp. 172-178) three kinds of compounds :

(1) determinative, in which the second factor is the principal,

which, without altering its meaning, has it defined by the

first; e.g., oKpoTroXn = aKpa iroXts; (2) attributive, where

the first factor defines the second, but so as to alter its mean-

ing, the two combining to form a new idea ; e.g., jxaKpo-xfip

= fiaKpa.<; x"p<is €x<^v ; (3) objective, in which one of the two
words is grammatically governed by the other, so that in

paraphrasing one of the two must be put in an oblique

case ; e.g., t^vi-o^a-'i = ra ipuA ixuiv, </)tXo-/xoucro-s = 6 tos

Movcras 4'iXSiv, dflo-Xoyo-s = Xoyov a^ioi, 6eo-fi\a/ii^ = wri

Ocov /3t^Xa/i/i CV09, x'tpo-n-ooTTO-s = X'P<''' tohttos. (Simi-

larly Max Miiller, Sanskrit Grammar, § 513, gives six classes

of Tatpurusha compounds, according as the first element

stands in an- accusative, instrumental, dative, ablative,

genitive, or locative relation to the second, with numerous
examples.) Curtius justly calls attention to the epithet

7raTpo<j>ovfja as applied in the Odyssey to .^gistheus in re-

lation to Orestes, "one who had slain his father." It is

evident that composition, used as freely as forms like these

indicate, could have taken very largely the place of case-

inflexions.

The origin of the cases, which marks a sixth stage, pre-

sents much more difficulty than the origin of verbal flexion.

But one broad divisipn may at ooce be made. The roca-
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live, nominative, and accusative are connected togetber

much more closely than the remaining cases ; they coincide

in the neuter gender, and no one of them ever interchanges

with or becomes equivalent to any one of the other group.

On the other hand, in Sanskrit the ablative often coincides

with the genitive, and the locative (in the dual) with the

genitive or dative, while in Greek the instrumental is re-

placed by the dative, in Latin by the ablative ; dative and

genitive coincide in the Greek dual, dative and ablative in

the Latin plural, and the locative always in Latin coincides

in form with genitive, dative, or ablative. The vocative may
l)e regarded as a relic of the preceding uninflected stage.

The nominative and accusative are closely connected with

theme-formation, and seem to have been but a new develop-

ment of the same principle. From a root svap, "sleep,"

came, as has been seen, at an early stage svap-na, "sleep-

ing"; from Jcar, "make," came kar-ta, "made." It was

cnly an extension of the same method when the pro-

nominal sa and ma were added to the themes thus formed.

Nominal inflexion was created as soon as it came to be re-

cognized that the last additions were movable, and that

the same stem might, according to circumstances, appear

with one or the other or with neither. The fact that -ni

is found as the sufEx of the nominative in some pronouns

{e.g., Sanskrit crAa-m = e'yoj-i', tva-m = Tvvri, he.) seems to

point to a time when this was used as a determinative for

nominative and accusative alike ; but it soon became

specialized as a characteristic of the latter. There is reason

to believe that this process was facilitated, if not occasioned,

by the use of the nz-suffix to denote gender, or more

Btrictly the absence of gender, in neuter nouns. It was

only natural that the same suffix which distinguished the

theme as a living being should be applied to mark it out

as the subject or source of an action, while, conversely, that

which denoted the absence of life should be used to mark
the object. It is no improbable conjecture which finds in

this accusative character of the sign of the neuter the ex-

planation of the ordinary Greek idiom which constructs

A neuter plural substantive with a singular verb ; to. i,wa

rp^€i, "the animals are running." Further, the wide and
varied usage of the accusative case in Greek appears to

point to a time when it was the only oblique case. At a

later period the second group of cases made its appearance
;

this includes at least the genitive, ablative, dative, locative,

instrumental, and sociative. Whether we are also to regard

the various terminations which appear in some adverbs,

which cannot be referred to any one of these, as originally

case-suffixes is a question not easy to determine, and one
which is, after all, rather one of terminology than of any
real importance. The theory of the purely local force of

the cases, attractive as it is at first sight from its simplicity,

aud its apparent conformity with the sound theory which
bids us, in dealing with language, proceed from the concrete

to the abstract, and not vice versa, breaks down when we
come to apply it in detail. For the genitive, at any rate,

it is much safer to postulate an original adjectival force, a

view borne out both by striking similarity of formation in

some instances (cf., e.g., Brj/io-a-w, the earlier form of the

Homeric S;j/ioio, the Attic Srjfiov, and Stj/jlo-o-io-^, " belong-

ing to the people") and by numerous analogies from various

languages. It has even been conjectured, though perhaps

on inadequate grounds, that the genitive had originally the

final », which was dropped only when the sense of its origin

became obscured. In the ablative wo have apparently a

use of the pronominal element -ia corresponding to that

of -ta ia the genitivo, and originally in the nominative,

the a being afterwards dropped, so that vak-a-s — vocis is

to vak-a-t = voce{d) as ja-s = ia is to ja-t = i-d. The
syntactic force of the ablative may often be represented

•8 adjectival ; and the differentiation of the two cases may

well be a product of later times. The earliest forms of the

other cases, the formation of which has not hitherto been

satisfactorily explained, will be pointed out below.

In the seventh period assumed by Curtius we have the

pelrifadioH of some forms of particular themes with case-

sulRxes, which were no longer declined throughout, and
thus gave rise to adverbs and prepositions. The adverbial

force was undoubtedly the earlier, as we can see from in-

dications in the Homeric poems ; the prepositional force

came later, first perhaps in connexion with verbs, and

afterwards as governing cases. To the same period pro-

bably belongs the singularly interesting form of petrified

cases presented by infinitives. These have long been re-

cognized as cases of verbal nouns (nomina adionis) no
longer inflected throughout. The agreement of the cognate

languages in the use of this device for extending the range

of language seems to be a sufficient indication that it had
been introduced before the original unity broke up. At
the same time the great variety of the' forms actually

selected by different languages as the ba^.s of this con-

struction is a clear proof that no well-defined system of

infinitives had then been brought into use.

Such were the stages by which, according to our greatest Kecon-

living authority, that language grew which was destined stnictioD

to be the mother, not only of Greek and Latin, but of al- ?^1

mest all the tongues in which human culture has found an G4nuanii»

utterance. It is by no means impossible to reconstruct it, lan-

at least in outline, as it must have been spoken before the guagei.

original unity broke up. This task has been attempted, so

far as its phonetic laws and inflexional forms are concerned,

by Schleicher in his well-known Compendium der ver-

gleichenden Grammatik der Indogermanischen Sprachen (3d

edition, Weimar, 1871) ; and its vocabulary has been recon

structed by Fick in his Vergliichendes Worterbuch already

referred to. Schleicher indeed ventured to narrate a brief

story in this primitive language (Kuhn's Beitrdge, vol. v.' pp.

206 sqq.).^ On particular points he may well have been

mistaken. The tendency of modern philology is to admit

within the period of the united national life a fuller develop-

ment than that assumed by Schleicher. Several scholars,

working along dilTerent lines of research and entirely,

independently, have established the great probability of a

bifurcation of the gutturals ; and it is by no means certain

that the vowel system was not already becoming more rich

and varied. We have probably to admit that dialectic dif-

ferences already existed, such as could hardly have failed

to arise, even before the nation broke up completely, so soon

as it attained any considerable magnitude. And. above all

it must never be forgotten that we are dealing with the pro-

ducts of a«period to which chronological limits cannot well

be fixed, but which language gives us strong reasons to be-

lieve must have been at least as long as that to which th&

data of other branches of anthropology appear to point.

It is impo.ssiblo to be sure that all the elements which

are introduced were ever strictly contemporaneous. Our
review of the history of the language thus far is enough to

show that one form may have begun to show traces of

phonetic decay at a time when another form was not yet

created. Hence M. Brdal (Melanges, p. 376) does well to

warn us against the common error of philologists in

endeavouring to get more out of the reconstructed " primi-

tive speech " than the facts on ^ii/'h it is based will

warrant. But used with discretion it affords a highly con-

venient means for stating the results to which the com-

parison of languages brings us.

For our present purpose it will bo well to mark one

intermediate stage between the source of the Greek lan-

• Mr J. P. Postgttto hiw publinhcd a similar compo«itlon (Academy,

Juno 14, 1879), r«-\\Titlcn by Mr T. 0. Snow (li., June 28) on th»

principlos of Brugmui and De Sauuore.
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guage tlius revealed to us and the language itself as given

in its earliest records, by noting the common Graeco-Italic

jnodificatious of the primitive speech.

The original sounds of Indo-Germanic speecli may be

tonveniently tabulated thus:

—

Oisnges
jB time

•CEucco-

Ifalic
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waj of a fuller development. In Latin, liowever, wc must

assume a very extensive replacing of earlier formations by

those of later origin ; for of many inflexions which are

shown to have been Graeco-Italic by the coincidence of

Greek and Sanskrit, there are few if any traces to bo found

in Latin. Tho following principles of verbal flexion, the

chief stages of whose devclopmcDt we Lave noticed above,

liad been established in the parent language :

—

1. Stems were inflected by the use of sutExes denoting the three

persons of the three numbers—singular, dual, and plural.

2. Tliemes variously exi anded were used instead of roots for stems,

e.g., hhara-ti by the side of as-ti. Greek and Latin agree essen-

tially in the method,! used for forming present themes.

8. Middle or rclie.>dve inflexions were developed by the side of those

of the active voice. In Latin this system ajjpears to have lost

its significance by the gradual wear and tear of inflexions, and

to have been replaced by one based on a wholly dilfereut

principle.

4. A distinction grew up' between primary inflexions, tised for

present and luture tenses, and secondary inflexions, uscil for

past tenses, where the increased length given to the word by
the use of the augment caused the lightening of tho termina-

tion, usually by the loss of the final vowel.

5. To form the conjunctive and optative moods a and ja (i) were

added to the tense-stems before inflexion.

6. A past tense was formed by the use of the augment and the

secondary terminations. This became dill'ereutiated aftwrwards

in Greek into (1) past imperfect, (2) simple aorist, according

•s the theme was or was not used without modification for

the present tense. In Latin this tense svas as a rule dropped

in favour of the compounded past imperfect or perfect, but

Curtius has discovereci some tractjs of it stil! in use.

7. A compound aorist was formed by the help of the verbal root

as. This is also replaced in Latin by a tense of later creation

—

the perfect ; but its occurrence in Sanskrit establishes it as

Graeco-Italic.

8.. A future was formed by the combination of the roots as and /a.

Of this, again, there are but slight traces in Latin, the

ordinary future being either a later compouud with the root

bhu, or an optative in origin ; but tlie agreement of Sanskrit

and Greek establishes it for this period.

B. Participles or verbal adjectives were f --icd by the use of the

eulfi.xes arU, vaiU for the active and viana (meuo), to, for the

reflexive respectively.

10. The dative or (possibly) locative case of a ncnter verbal sub-

Btantive was used as an infinitive. It is certain that Latin in

all cases adopted a substantive with the sufll.x as (giving -asai

—ere), while Greek in some instances employed one with the
sulCx man, or an (giving -fifvai; -ei/ai, and perhaps in the
accusative iona. fjLtv)\ it is not clear whetlier the more common
Greek termination tiv is closely connected witli the Latin -ere

(\/7£ii' = A.«7€((r)ti/ = Iegese — legere) as Curtius is inclined to

tluuk, or is of distinct origin.

The researches of Curtius on the Groeco-Italic vowel-

eystem enable us to determine with some conCdence the

Ijlionetic character assumed by these inflexions. We may
give aa the common poasession, not bharami, &c., but

bhcTOmi, blierc.ri, Ihcrcti,

blieromcs, blurctcs, b/ieroiUi ;

not ahvos, &c., but
ekoos, ckvom, ckvud, elcvois, ekvui, eivdi, ekve, &c.

netic It was at this stage of inflexional development, and with
1
dis- a stock of roots and words which can still bo ascertained with

"^"' 6orae approach to completeness, that the Greek language
""^ started on its separate career and commenced its independ-

ent hLstory. Tho shape which it has assumed when it first

becomes known to us from literary and epigraphic records

is due to the action of its characteristic laws, some purely

phonetic, and some due rather to the intellectual tendencies

of those who used it. Of the phonetic laws four are

especially distinctive :

—

1. Loss of Spirants.—Tlus is most extensive nnd important in its

results ; j (y) has entirely disappeared from tho written lan-
guage, and its existence is only to be detected from isolated

traces in Homer, and perliaps in eomo inscriptions where /
is probably used to denote it; v {v>) in the form of / ia

found on some of the older inscriptions, and its introduction
into the text of Homer is often reiiuired by the metre; but it

is unknown to the ordinary written huignuge ;
* renirMiis \^hen

liual, and when in imniediale contact with mutes, uud also

when it has assimilated to itself another consonant ; but before

vowels it passes into the rough bnatliing, and between vowels

it is as a rule entirely dropped. Instances of the effect of this

loss of the spirants abound ; as an example wc may take the

primitive navasja, which becomes vtfoajo, rtoio, noo, and so

vtou.

2. Softeniiirj of tilt Gutturals by Lnlinlism.—It has been calculated

that not less than one-sixth of the roots originally containing

k OT g present ir or ^ in Greek. Hence the reduplicated past

tense (1st sing.) from rak, " speak," avainkam, in Greek In-

comes fftffwoy, the Homeric linrov, Attic etiroi'.

3. Lightening of the Endings.— Greek allows no consonants to end a
word except s, v, and p, and shows e marked preference for

vowel endings. Hence we often find one or more consonants
dropped at the end. This gives a liquid flow to the language
in whicL it has few rivals.

4. Mich Dci-ciopmcnt of tlie Vowel System.—In this again Greek is

almost unrivalled. While Latin shared with it the original

sjjlittingof the a, by its tendency to the loss of the diphthongs
this language soon impaired the variety and expressiveness of

its vocalisation, while Greek rctainc-d the full range undimin-
ished. This was an advantage not merely for the euphony of

the language, it added greatly to its expressiveness. Curtius
has .shown by many examples {Comjiaralice Philology and Clas-

sical Scholarshij), p. 33^.) how easily distinctions in meaning
were given by this variety of vowels, which ai"e expressed far

more clumsily in other languages.

We may notice here also the wide influences of zelacism.

This is not limited to Greek, as Schleicher showed in the

essay which first set forth its importance properly ; but it

is more operative in Greek than in any language owing to

the more complete disappearance of the J, which coalesces

with some other consonant, osually a d, origiual, modified,

or parasitic, to produce it. Thus sad-jamai became l^c/^ot,

varg-ja-mi, pit,<o, itc.

While these laws act naturally, and, so to say, mechani- New a*
cally, we must ascribe to the intellectual character of the ation of

Greeks another marked feature of this language, the enor- "r*>»l

mous development given to their verbal system. Six

wholly new tenses were created after the separation from

the Italian stock,— the future perfect, the compound plu-

perfect, two passive aorists, and two future passives. Be-

sides, the whole system was worked out with wonderful

completeness ; so that while an ordinary Latin verb has 143

possible inflexions, a corresponding Greek verb has no lesa

than 507. In some instances we can see the creative pro-

cess still at work, as, e.g., in the case of the perfects in -ko,

which are all but unknown to Homer,

Tlie Historic Stage of GvkL^

The legend of the sons of llellen, as we find it in ApoUo- Divlsioii,

dorus, is of course entirely destitute of Listorioal authority, o' t'"'

but it serves as an indication of what tho Greeks fejt to be ''"-''

ft natural division of their race ; and from this point of view-

it is largely confirmed by language. The story runs that

flelleu left his Idngdom to yEolus his eldest son, while he

sent forth Doras and Xutlius, the father of Ion, to make con-

quests in difl'erent lands. We see from this that the iEoIio

dialect was regarded as tho oldest representative of Hellenic

speech, that the Dorian came next to it, and that the

Ionian, out of which the Attic subsequently sprung, was
regarded as belonging properly to a later period. On tho

whole this view is not mialeading ; but it requires sooie

qualificatiiin. In the first place thi.s division is more satis-

factory for literature than for hi.story ; the names ..Eolic,

Doric, Ionic, and Attic cover well enough tho wiitton lite-

rature of Greece, but are hariUy comprehensive enough for

all tho spoken dialects. These were literally innnnicrnble,

—we are told that tho tiny island of Tcparethus had three

clearly distinct,—and they shaded off one into another by

' In dealing with this part of the siiliject no nllcmpt hn^ been .y..tdo

to record tlio ordinftry fonns of intlexion n% given in pranim.ira, a
knowledge of whicli is .xwumcil. For ttio Greek nlpliabit rffcn-nce

may be mi "^ to tlio article Al.l'nABKT, vol. i., especially pp. COfl-filO.

Much which U/ tlosely coniicrliil with llic history of llic hiiiguagc fiiij«

its ulaco more proucrly under the head of Utcr.ituro
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slight gradations. The influence of mixed populations is

often seen to tell upon their language ; and sometimes race

distinctions do not tally with those of dialect ; thus the

./Eolians of the Peloponnesus atlopted a dialect essentially

Dorian, while the Dorians of Halicarnassus spoke Ionian.

It is often a mattep of dispute under which head a partic-

ular dialect shall be placed, and whatever division may be

made, connecting links are sure to be found between mem-
bers of different groups.

iEoLIC.—This is usually subdivided into four chief dialects :—(1)

Lesbian, (2) Thessalian and (?) Macedonian, (3) Boeotian, (4) Elean

and Arcadian. It has been maintained by some high authorities,

e.g., by Kirchhoff, that Lesbian alone ought to be considered iEolic,

and that not only Elean and Arcadian, which Ahrens admits coine

nearer to Doric, but even Bceotian and Thessalian ought to be

ranked a.s Doric. On the other hand, Professor E. Curti'js <lenies

to iEolic the character of a dialect, and holds that it is rather »
name for those remains, preserved in different localities, of the more
ancient form of the language, and that even-thing which was not

Doric or Ionic was called by the ancients jEolic. We shall find,

however, that some of the distinctive features of the Lesbian
dialect, which has the fullest right to be called jEolie, were certainly

not primitive, but of later origin, so that we can hardly accept this

Tiew. The extent to which various dialects admit of being grouped
together will be best examined after a survey of their special

characteristics.

Lesbio:/Solic.—The sources for this dialect are (1) inscriptions, and
(2) the statements of grammarians, based mainly upon quotations
from Alcieus and Sappho. Of the former, there are only three of

great importance, —one found at lljtilene, recording the return of

some exiles in the time of Alexander the Great (Carpus Inscrip.

Otixc., No. 2166); ajiother found at Pordoselena, an island close

to Lesbos, of a few years later (ib., 2166c) ; and a third, of the

same date as the first, found at Eresus and edited by Conze and
Sauppe. The poets are of gieat value, because they appear to have
written in the pure dialect of their country, and not to nave framed
a conventional language for themselves. The 28th and 29th idylls

of Theocritus, called bv the scholiast iEolic, are naturally a more
suspicious source.

'

The grammarians with one accord lay stress upon the tendency
to barytone pronunciation as a mark of ./Eolism. The word is

accented on the last syllable : for <roit>6s, Bvfids, 'A^Wtui, $apvs,
and the like, the Lesbians said <r6(j>os, 60^os, 'Axik\evs, $apvs. This
tendency has often been adduced, along with the loss of the dual,

to prove a closer connexion of iEolic than of any other Greek
dialect with Latin ; it is rather a striking proof of the danger of
drawing such deductions from phenomena of purely independent
origin (c/. Schrader in Oartius's Studien, x. 259). . The grammarians
also tell us that jEolic did not use the rough breathing. The in-

scriptions date from a time when the aspirate was not written ; and
the MSS. are not sufficiently trustworthy to give us much help.
But there are instances enough in which a tennis preceding a
syllable which in ordinary Greek berfns with the rough breathing
appears in jEolic as an aspirate—Ahrens quotes nine, besides the
article and the demonstrative and relative—to show that aspiration
was not unknown. It is to be noticed that in all these instances
the rough breathing represents a primitive s or /. The same
authorities assert that .Solic was distinguished by its retention of
the digamma, and hence this letter is called by Quintilian and
Priscian " Jiolium digammon ;" but inscriptions show that, though
more common in jEolic than in Ionic, it wis much less faithfully
retained in the former than among the Boeotians and Dorians.
Before p it was commonly hardened into /3, between vowels
vocalized into v. Of the distinctively jEclic phonetic laws, the
following deserve special notice. When in other dialects f has
originated in J;, it usually appears as <r5

; (Bpio-So-^l^o. Liquids
6re very frequently doubled, usually as a result of assimilation:
e.g., vvyff or (TV, as tytvvaTo, Krerfas, ^rivvos {cf. mensis), ff^i,
tfyfyvos; yvvj, as xfi^vos, K\ii/voi (so <pefppu); nv = yf, as yiyvo! =
lovy6s. 2o- is retained, where primitive, while Attic often drops
it : liiaaos, (aaovrai, taaos. n assimilates a following fi instead of
being assimilated by it: Birirora = o^^iara (o7r-/iOTa), yp6rTaTa=-
ypdiifiOTa (ypcL'p-^uiTa). Before <r v generally passes into i, forming
Adiphthongwith a preceding Fow^ : -rikais, ktt. riAas for ToXav-j

;

wtus, Att. ira." for thuit-s ; so irperoiaais^TrpeiroyT-iay-s, tt6ipais,

Att. ffo(p(is for cro(pdy-s, Xfyoitrt, Att. Xtyovtrt.
Of the vowels, a is sometimes retained, when it has been "dufied"

in Attic, e.g., ^Ta (-=3Te), inrd= {rjr6 ; but more commonly it passe*
into 0, especially when in contact with liquids, e.g., trTpiros, ftpBop-
0ai, ofivdcdTjy (=» ayafiyTjffOrivai)—this may be regarded as a char-
acteristic mark of ^Eolism ; o often becomes v, e.g, {trios = o(o! ; so
dTrvii/itytti ; a is retained as in Ionic, when Ionic has ji, but ij has
its proper place where it has originated in a lengthened f, e.g.,

t^irrip, rhju. Tr6\ty, ardWay (-irT^\i)v). For €i and ov 7) and ii> are

commonly usea : a-vn(pfpiiy, xV> xriyos, &payo!, KHpn. The i ot

diphthongs is often omitted : (iAd9ea = a\^fleio ; Aoxil" for Xaxo/tjx

(cf. the popular Attic TroeTr). In contraction ao becomes a, KpoyiSa

;

€0 eu, ^A€us ; 00 u, aydpuTTw. The apparent diseresis of diphthongs
is sometimes due to a retention ot the uncontracted form • some-
times, as iu oiSo in Alcieus, lil in inscriptions, it is real.

In noau-inflcxion, besides the changes produced by these phonetic
laws, we may notice the loss of the dual, and also a tendency to
metaphrastic forms, especially the accusative in y from consonantal
stems.

In verb-inflexion there is a 2d sing, in -aea, txacSa, hut not the
Doric 1st plur. in -nts ; the 3d plur. eniis in -uji (as noticed above);
and contracted verbs commonly follow the earlier conjugation in -/ii,

ipl\riiit, ioKifium (the grammarians add, but probably incorrectly,

yfKatfAt),

The general character of ;Eolic was much less hard and vigorous
than that of Doric ; it was distinguished by a quick tripping i}tter-

ance, as contrasted with the Doric slow deliberateness ; the verse

of the iEolic poet abounds in dactyls and anapfests. To tlie

Athenians the language of Lesbos seemed somewhat outlandish, so

that, though it was doubtless an exaggeration, it was not an absurd
one, for Plato (Prolog., 341(;) to represent Prodicus as saying of
Pittacus are AcVj3(oj Sjf Koi iv tpaiyrj fiap&dpcfi TfOpafi^ivoi.

The Thessalian dialect is known only by a few inscriptions, the Th
most important of which were discovered by Leake and Kangabe. sal

It forms a i;lnd of link between Lesbian and Boeotian, doubling
liquids, changing a into o, and dropping the i of diphthongs with
the former, but agreeing with the latter in the use of an infinitivs

in -fifr. It is also characterized 'oy the use of ou for a>;e.g., 'AirAoDi'

for *Av6Wuv, ovd\ovfia = ayd\tiifjia ; c/. drh ras rovy rayo^iy yvovfiai',

and the genitive sing, ends in -oi (for oio) instead of -ou ; e.g.,

'AyTiytyeloi XefavToj, Al(rxv\it Zarvpoi. The general character of
the dialect confirms the tradition that the earlier common home of
the Lesbians and the Boeotians was in Thessaly.

The Bimtian dialect is known mainly from inscriptions. The scanty" Bo
fragments of Corinna have come down to us mixed with Ionic forms

;

and the speciinens of the Boeotian dialect given by Aristophanes in

the Acharnians and Eubulus in hiaAntiopa are still more corrupted
byan intermixture of Attic. "The Boeotia/US differed from the Lesbians
in many not unimportant points. (1) They had no tendency to
throw the accent baclf. (2) They liked the rough breathing. (3)
They retained an earlier t, or changed it into B, where the Lesbians
had (T. (4) A Lesbian <r8 ( = C) appears in Boeotian as JJ. (6) Th«
Lesbian doubling of liquids and change of ys to is are nnknown in
Boeotian. (6) In inflexion Boeotian retains -oo and -auy, which
Lesbian contracts. (7) The Bteotian genitives are ifiovs, TfoCs,

iovs, the Lesbian (/itBer, aiBtv, iSey. Further, Boeotian changes •

to 1 before vowels, u to ou, tj to « i, ei to i, and oi to u, all which
changes are unknown to Lesbian ; c/., e.g., Boeot. Stis, Koiyes,

ovfifs, av4dfiKf, TotWas, 0a(ri\los, rv Sdfio, fvKid, &c. As against

these numerous differences there are but few points of resemblance,
except such as would be shared by all the Dorian dialects. A few
peculiar words shared by both are noticed by Beerman (Curt. , Stud.

,

ix. p. 85), and he lays stress upon their agreement in -fity (1 plur.)

as contrasted with the Doric -/x«j, on the feminine terminations -u
and -a ('AAefij, Zidit<pu, Mayrii, &c. ), and ou the common use of

patronymic adjectives instead of the genitive of the father's name.
But it may fairly be said that these would not have been regarded

as sufficient indications of a close connexion, unless the traditional

evidence in its favour had been so strong. We must assume that

the Lesbian emigiants changed their language more rapidly than
those who had moved less far from their earlier home.
The Elean dialect is represented by Strabo (viii. p. 333) as being Ele

also iEolic. This tradition is decidedly rejected by Ahrens, and is

very doubtfuL The most recent discussion of the question (by
Schrader in Curtius's Siitrfi'cn, x. 267 syj.) advocates the theory that

the Eleans separated from the rest of the Greeks at a time ante-

cedent to the distinction between ^Eolic and Doric. This practically

coincides with the view of Ahrens that, while it has many points of

contact with Doric, and especially with Laconian, it is really a dis-

tinct dialect, and is confirmed by the inscriptions, of which the

most impoi-tant are the ancient bronze plate brought back from
Olympia by Sir W. Gell (C. I. G. 11) recording a treaty between
the Eleans and the Heraeans, and the recently discovered inscription

of Damocrates, edited by Kirchhoff (Archteol. Zeil., 1876). It

agrees with Lesbian in the nom. sing. masc. in a, TeKtara, and the

ace. plur. masc. in as (-oip) for oy-s. It resembles the northern

Doric in the use of ey with the ace, in the apocope of irtpi to irap,

and in a heteroclite dat. plur. in -ois (i.y<iyoip), and Laconian in

a complete retention of the digamma, (changed in the later inscrip-

tions to 3), in the change of final j into p (e.g., roTp, iwoip.

TpofeVoip, 0oiKiap = foiKlas), and in the change of a medial j into

tne rough breatliing (7ro^a<ro'ai = iroi^<rarr9oi)- The last two, and

also the use of $ for /, are much less usual in the early than in tSe

later inscriptions ; and the same is the case with Laconian ;
hence

the phenomena point rather to a later action of one dialect upon

the other than to a close originaj connexion. Much light may ba
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expected to lie cast upon the Elean Jiulict by tlio researches at

Olyinpia, ivliich are bringing to liglit rlmost every week forms of

great philological interest.

Tlie Arcadian dialect rests almost wholly upon inscriptions, of

which the most important is one found at Piali near Tii^ea in 1859,

edited by Bergk, and afterwards by Michaelis, with valuable notis

by Curtiiis. The very careful examination of this dialect by Schrader
(Curtius's Stndicn, x. 273-280) shows that it has more points in com-
mon with Doric than with jEolic,—indeed that there is no single

point in which it agrees with all the dialects of the latter, where it

does not also agree with the former. Its agreement with Lesbian

especially is only on minute points, which seem to be of independ-

ent origin. Hence its yEolic character may be definitely given up.

Among the more interesting phenomena which it presents, we may
notice -av for the gen. sing. masc. of re-nouns, -oi as the dative (or

possibly locative) sing, of o-nouns, Iv used for tts and 4v, -toi as the

inflexion of the 3d sing, middle (e.g., yhifToi, SfaToi)and -quivos as

the eiuling of the participle of verbs in -«'w [p.itKrifxivos ; cf. KaSa-

?>.•()^JL4tn^= KaTaZfiXovixfvu in the Elean treaty ; Lesb. Ka\-r\[xiVoi, &c.).

ID. The Cyprian dialect may be mentioned here ; for the results of

its examination entirely confirm the statements of Herodotus (vii.

90) and Pausanias (viii. 5, 2) that Arcadians were among the

colonists of Cyprus. Tliis was first asserted by Bergk on the

strength of a ftw glosses ; but recently the inscriptions have been
deciphered by Dr Birch, followed with more complete success by
Brandis, Schmidt, and Deecke and .Sicgismnnd. They are not
written in Greek characters, but in an alphabet of their own, wluch
is syllabic in its character, i.e., each sign represents a consonant
followed by a vowel. Of these signs there are 56 as yet identified

;

there is no distinction between tenues, medials, and aspirates, nor is

there any mark of rough or smooth breathing ; the signs therefore

stand for a, c, i, o, y, ka, ke, hi, ko, ki/, pa, &c. , ta, &c. , ma, &c-,

na, &c. , ra, &c., la, ic. , sa, &c. , and va, &c. The number is made
up hy ja, jc, ji (jo andyi/ not having yet been discovered), sse, za,

and 20. If a word ends in a consonant, the sign of that consonant
when followed by e is used ; but an article or a preposition is often

treated as coalescing with its noun. When two consonants come
together, the first is denoted by the sign of that syllable which it

makes either with the vowel attached to the second consonant (e.g.,

po-to-li-ne='irr6Kiy) or with the preceding vowel (e.g., a-ra-ky-

ro= ipyip(^). A nasal is always omitted before an explosive (a-<o-

ro-po-se = &v6puTros), Cyprian agrees with Arcadian in the geni-
tive in -au, in dTriS for iiri (sometimes followed in both by the

dative), in the preposition iV (often with ace. ), and in many less

important points.

Doric.—The Dorian dialect was divided by Ahrens, following the

Greek grammarians, into two main groups^(l) the severer Doric,

(2) the milder, the one being more closely connected with MoUc, the
other with Ionic. To the former belonged the speech of Laconia,
Crete, Cyrcne, and the Greek colonies in Italy; to the latter the lan-

guage of Argolis, Messenia, Megara, and northern Greece, and the
colonies of Asia Minor and .Sicily. The basis of this distinction is

the use of u and tj in the severer as against ou and f i in the milder
dialect. But the division can hardly be maintained in practice, and
hence it is abandoned by most modem scholars. The northern
Doric, for instance, which is ascribed by Ahrens to the second di-

vision, has been shown by Merzdorf (Sprachwissensc/i. Abhandl. &c.

Leipsic, 1874, pp. 23-42) to form a bridge between jEolic and Doric.

Again, while we find ou in use at Thera, at Gyrene, a colony of

Thorn, a is retained ; hence this cannot point to a deep division.

We may notice first tlie authorities for tho particular dialects, and
then the characteristics of Doric generally.

88 The iMconian dialect is known from few and unimportant in-

9 scriptions, from the fragments of Alcman, which, however, are in a

13 language much modified for poetic purposes, and from the specimens
\r in the Lysislrata of Aristophanes and in other Attic comedies.

There arc also a large numberof Laconian glosses in liesychius, and
Thuoydides (v. 77) gives a treaty in tlie Spartan dialect. Our
knowledge is largely supplemented by the famous tables of Heraclea,
a colony of Tarenlum, which itself was founded by Sparta. The.se

were found in the bed of the river Cavono in 1732 and 1735, and
nro now partly in tho Museo Borbonico at Naples and partly in the
British lluseum.
From Crete there are numerous important inscriptions, chiefly

treaties between various towns- -It is curious that some of the most
Valuable of these were found in the ruins of the splendid temple of

Dionysus in the island of Teos ; this temple enjoyed the rights of an
asylum, and the inscriptions are mainly treaties acknowledging
these rights on the part of various Cretan cities. They contain some
higtily interesting archaisms of form.

For Thcra there is an important inscription containing the will «f
a wealthy lady Epictfta (C. /. O., 2448); for its more famous colony,
Cyri'ue, there are only brief and fragmentary records.

The Argolic dialect appears on a very ancient helmet found at

Olyinpia (C. I. O., 29) and on an inscription very recently dug up
at the same place, as well as on several others nf less importance.

From Mcsaenia there i.s a long and very interesting inscription

found at .\iidania, dealin" with the cullus of certain deities; it is of
comparatively late date (probably 93 Be.) and in a much modified
Doric, but it contains some striking forms.
The Ceirinthian dialect is learnt mainly from inscriptions at its

colonies of Corcyra and Syracuse, bothof which cities supply some
very ancient and Valuable records. In the same way the Doric of
Mctjara, is preserved most fully on Byzantine inscriptions. For this
we have also the Megarian in the Acharnians of Aristophanes.

For the Locrian dialect Ahrens had but few and fragmentary in-
scriptions and no literary evidence ; recently a bronze tablet con-
taining a treaty between Chaleion and CEantlieia (of the 4th century
B.C.) has been dug up at the latter place; and also a tablet contain-
ing the regulations for founding a colony at Naupactus (ef. Curt.,
Slad., ii. 441-449, iii. 205-279;. These throw much new light on
the dialect, and enable us to set it down with confidence as a link
between Doric and jEolic.

The general character of the Doric dialect was that of a slow, de-
liberate, and emphatic speech ; it is the speech of the warrior and
the ruler, not of the orator or merchant. The Tr\aT«ia(r^(it, which the
ancient authorities ascrilie to the Dorians, is not distinctive of them,
but was sliared by the Bieotians and other jEolians ; it is to be re-
garded rather as a mark of an earlier stage of the language, which
w.as retained like many other similar characteristics by the Dorians
much more extensively than by contemporary lonians. It is quite
the exception for any Doric characteristic to be of recent origin. A
natural hypothesis finds in the full and broad sounds of the dialect
of these "men of the mountain-forests " signs of the chest strength-
ened by mountain air and mountain life. To pass to details :

—

In accentuation Doric showed no inclination to the barytone pro-
nunciation of Lesbos ; on the contrary, it has more oxytone forms
even than Attic. In many words the Doric accent is of especial in-

terest as bearing valuable testimony to the origin of the inflexions ;

we find not only iyytKot, ayBpunroi, and rvinofxiiioi, but also iKtyov,
i\vffav, vaiSes,. nruKas, and a/iireAoy (ace. plur. ),—these forms all

pointing back to a time when the final syllable was long, and thus
demanding from philology an account of this length.

In vowels a short a is often retained where Attic has < {!apit, rpi<t>v,

Tpaxw) or (ffiKaTi = elfKoffi): u in Laconian became ov, but probably
only as an indication that the earlier proimnciation of the vowel was
retained, when in ordinary Greek it had sunk into «. Wherever tj ia
Ionic has come from au earlier o, Doric retains a, but where it has ori-

ginated in €, n is retained as in Lesbio-Jiolic (ttot^p, Bceot wartlp) ;
it is also retained in augments (npxinai/), and as a contraction for

a€ (IvUr)). On the other hand ao and au contract into a ('ATp«(5o,

ytKav). The contraetions of eo, fu, vary much in different dialects.

The severer Doric gives tj for ti and a for ou: ^t for tft, ij^iev for

((Tiitv, iyaiaa, Mwira, iypr\\jteiayri = il(iKT\da(ri, fiuKi (Le.st).

$6\Ka), Kapos, &c. A noteworthy phenomenon is presented by the
siiortening of long final syllables, almost exclusively where the length
is due to compensatory lengthening in the place of a lost consonant
(SitfiiTas, KOTO Ti)s i-ii/ios, irpajis, ir/i [ = 7roS-s], \(yt!, Tixrcv, TtK(y);
of all forms of the dialect the Cretan especially favoured this.

Of the consonants, the digamma was retained longer by the Dona
'

than by any other dialect, but we find it gradually disappearing.

It is used in the old Laconian, Argolic, Corinthian, and Corcynean
inscriptions, but not in the Cretan, with the exceplioif of the proper
name fd(ioi ; on tho Heraclean tables it is very common, but there
are some strange exceptions, as oi'kiiJ, ipyd^otiat, and i<t>(pyu ; some
have held that it is there wrongly inserted in /«{, but tliia is really

a valuable confirmation of the labial spirant to which other lan-
guages also bear witness. The digamma is often changed to fi

(as in Elean), hut never before p, as in ./Eolic; whether it ever
actually passed Into y, or whetlier the numerous forms which give
this in the place of an earlier digamma are all due to tho mistakes of
copyists, is a qucstiou still under discussion (Curtius's Princ, ij.

229 ff). T is constantly retained, where the lonians have weakened
it into <r, especially in n : 0ot(— ^ijaf ; so tiJittoi'ti — rwirToiwik

ri&tvri^r^BfiiJt', <;/. irXirlor, irAoyTioi, iwrts, "XtXivtvyrtoi.

Three chaiges chanicteristic of Laconian came in at a compara-
tively late date ; for they do not ajipeur in the Ileraolean table-s,

and consequently they must be later than the foundation of Tann-
tum. (1) e becomes » ; this is ver)' common in tho 8[>artan of the
Lysistrata ; e.g., ir4\*t, tnyriv { — Qiytlv), ffi6t ( — ff«(Jj) ; e/. tw aim

ai/iaTos (Thuc. V. 77), (rtim it^p (Ar., A'(A. A'ic., vii. 1). (2) Final f

becomes p ; this is still later, and docs not appear in Aristoiihauos,

but is very common in the more recent inscriptions. (3) Medial <r

between vowels becomes ' ; this ia found in Aristo)diane8 (Miio,

Toi, &c.) and in later inscriptions (lloolSayi), but not in Alcman.
The traditional change of y into t ia denied by Ahrens and

Curliiis, who altogether reject, with very good reason, the asserted

id(«lity of Sa and yij. Tho appearance of { in tho futuro and com-
pound aorist of verbs in -f« (';;, 8oici/ii{o>Ti, /^/pifaf, ic. in tlie

Talib. llerael., /luirffoi in Aristoph., LysiiiL) has been rightly

explained by Curtius (I'rinc., ii. 248) as a hardening of tho original

spirant y (j) before tho «•, tho only possible alternative to its com-
ploto loa,i, which we find in the ordinary Grrek SoHiiitLrv. Th»
change ef ( into irj, ascribed by the grammarians to Doric, is more
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properly Lesbian, and is unknown to pure Doric ; hero f is as a

rule retained, but in the Laconian dialect when initial it becomes

S {Safiis = (0)1^65), when medial SS {iJ.V(rlSSa = fivOl^u, ttot6SSii'=

A double <r is retained yliere this is the more ancient form,

changed in ordinary Greek into <r ; thus the Heraclean tables give

oiraos, fieffiros, taffonrat, &c. The cir often found in Dorian inscrip-

tions (and sometimes in the earlier Attic also), where there is

no historical explanation of its presence, seems to be an attempt

to represent the sound of the earlier- sibilant san, which was
retained by the side of sigma. For the earlier guttural koppa, the

distinctive sign p is found in old inscriptions, almost, but not
quite exclusively before 0, e.g., Poptv66d(y, opPos.

\Ve may notice iinally a free use of asslrnilation especially in

Laconian {TrovfifLa= trvyfxij, Kdppo:i' = KpttcriTui^yi.e.j KapTiofy, aKK6p =
ia-K6s), and on the other hand the retention of ys by the Argives
and Cretans {t6i's, ^ovaa, ivs, riBftfs, Tipvvs, &c. ).

The characteristic Dorian inHcxions are almost entirely such as

are due to these phonetic laws, or to the tendency to metaphrastic
or heteroclite formations, already noticeil.

Ionic.—The Ionic dialect is commonly divided into three stages,

—

the Old Ionic or Epic dialect, the Kew Ionic, represented most com-
pletely by Herodotus and Hippocrates, and the Attic. This division

js not satisfactory ; for, in tlie first place, the Epic is a mixed dialect

or more properly a style, and cannot be taken as a faithful represen-

tative of a spoken language ; and, in the second place, Attic is not a
later stage of the New Ionic, but in many respects remains faithful

to forms in which even the Old Ionic has departed from the earlier

usage. The thi'ee sub-dialects, however, agree on the whole much
more closely than any one of them does with either iEoIic or Doric,

and they may therefore be grouped together. 'We know from an
express statement of Herodotus (i. 142) that there were many sub-

ordinate varieties of the ordinary Ionic ; he mentions four within
a comparatively narrow extent ; but neither^the extant inscriptions

nor the statements of gi-ammarians enable us to distinguish these

with any precision. It is probable that the differences lay rather in

slight shades of pronunciation than in any extensive variations, and
that, on the whole, the varieties closely resembled each other. As the
general character of Doric is due, at least in a measure, to the hardy
mountain life of the Dorians, so the Ionic type was determined by
the easier and more effeminate life of the lonians. All harshness is

carefully avoided ; the spirants, especially the /, were dropt here
earlier and more completely than in any other dialect ; the a is more
extensively changed into e and ; aspiration is frequently lost or

transposed so as to be easier to pronounce ; t, especially before i,

regularly passes into o- ;
gutturals are replaced by dentals or labials.

The vowel-system is especially rich and free ; sometimes an easy
flow is given by the avoidance of contraction ; sometimes again a
full colouring is produced by the variety of the diphthongs. The
varied literary activity of the louians in different directions gave a
manifold development to their language, which makes it especially

well adapted to poet-y and adds not a little of poetical charm even
to their prose.

Epic Dialect.—The language of the Homeric poems is doubtless
based upon the popular spoken dialect of the district in the midst
of which they grew up. But as every scholar would now admit that
they were constructed out of a large mass of previously existing
material, however widely opinions may differ as to the person or

school to which they owe their present form, and as much of this

material must have dated from a great antiquity, it need not sur-

prise us to find in the midst of a dialect, which is of a much more
recent type than JEolic or Doric, traces of archaisms, earlier in some
respects than anything to be found elsewhere. It is one of the
greatest services which comparative philology has done for the in-

terpretation of these poems, that it has enabled us to recogni2e as

relics of an older language much which had been previously set"

down as poetic licence, or held to be inexplicable.

One of the most intaresting of these relics is the effect produced
by the earlier existence of a spirant, no longer written, upon the
quantity of a preceding syllable. As late as the ;time of I. Bekker
all such cases were unhesitatingly ascribed to the digamma; and
this accounts for many instances ; but in others the cognate
languages point to a orj: e.g., we find not only cj>iKa. fdiiara
Sutrw, 'ovrta S)j folKovtt, and hundreds of similar cases (La Roche
gives 81 Homeric words with the digamma), some of very common
occurrence, but also Bfhs (j)S)'s, /o//to5e {j)i{j)€ijiivav, en yiip {(r)txoy
$\Kfa J\.vypd, vUi (yip {(r)cjT6/njv, eis aA.o {(r)ci\ro, and many other
instances. On the other hand, the occasional neglect of the
digamma, even in words for which it is most certainly estab-
lished, points, not necessarily, as some have argued, to a later
origin of those lines in which this occurs, but to a fluctuating
nsnge, akin to though much more e.ttensive than our own poetic
use of forms like lovcth and loves, fontiid and form'd, my and
tnine. lu the form in which the poems now appear, it is often
&t nruch importance to remember that they must have been tran-
scribed at a comparatively late date from the earlier into the later

Jouic alphabet (see Alpuablt, vol. L p. 610), and that doubtless

many words were inaccurately represented. The limits of this
slvctch do not admit of a statement of the characteiistic epic forms.
They will be found given with very full references in the introduc-
tion to La Roche's school edition of the Iliad (Berlin, 1870), and
with admirable clearness and scientific exactness in the sketch of
Homeric grammar jirefixedby Mr D. B. Monro to his edition of the
First Book of the Iliad (Oxford, 1879).

The I^cw Ionic dialect is found fiist in the writings of the iambit
elegiac poets, Archilochus, Callinus, and Mimneimus (where the
digamma has already entirely disappeared), and is known mora
completely from Herodotus and Hippocrates. We are told that the
language of the former was varied (irniciAij) as compaied with the
pure ((coeopTJ) Ionic of preceding logographers ; this seems to refer to
the occasional introduction of epic forms and expressions, which
give a delightful poetic tinge to his language {c/. Quintil., ix. ^.^IS,

Tavi ipsa 5id\€Kroshabct cam iiicunditotem ,ul latcntcs ctidm numerot
coviplexa vidcatiir) and not to any dialectic variations. Besides the
general tendencies of Ionic mentioned above we may notice the
retention of the earlier k for t in interrogative and relative words
(koTos, &K6<ros, &c.), the interchange of «i and ov with the simple
vowels {^pofiai, K€ii/6s, ^eTyos, but pLf^aiv, 5e|w, Ta^fo ; and fiovvos,

oivofxa, ri) oOpos, yovffos), the contraction of otj into u {^uxrat, i^uOet,
eVuutros), the use of iji for ei Oao-iXrjij;, ^afTijioc), the lonjc crasia

in aiyr}p, uWoi, kc, the entire absence of the appended v, the gen.
plur. in -(uy for Homer's -amy, Att. -ay, and the use of -arai, -oto
for yrat and -yro wherever these are added directly to the tense-

stems (c/, ^o-KcuaSaTai, i-niKaTat, 0€^\eaTai, TiBfarai, ayolaro, kc).
The dialect of Herodotus has been most fully discussed by Bredow,
Quccstioniim criticantvi de dialccto Herod, libri duo, 1846); there are

some excellent remarks upon it by Mr Woods in an introduction to

his edition of Book i. pp. 40-45. The text of Hippocrates is in too

unsettled a state, and the genuineness of many of the treatises

ascriljed to him too doubtful, to make it possible for us to build much
upon his authority. From inscriptions but little can be gained. See
Erman in Curtius's Studien, vol. v. pp. 250^
The Attic dialect may be regarded' as on the whole a slightly modi- At

fied representative of the Ionic spoken before the foundation of the
Ionic colonies. It is not so much a daughter of Ionic as its mother,
as Bergk justly calls it. In loiuc the tendency to soften the lan-

guage which had alre.idy commenced before the separation wont
on its way unrestrained in the luxurious life of the Asiatic cities'.

In Attica, possibly owing to the free admission of non-Ionic citizens

by Solon and Cleisthenes, this tendency was checked, and there are

even some signj of a reaction in the direction of the earlier and
more vigorous speech. There is a celebrated inscription found at
Sigeum in the Troad (C. /. (?., 8), the antiquity of which,' though
attacked by Boeckl^, has been established by Kirchhoff ; this is ia
two parts,—the upper in Ionic dialect, the lower (which is probably
a little later, but _also belonging to the time of Pisistratus) iu
Attic, and we can already see tne reaction at work. The Attic dia-

lect thus adapted itself admirably to the character of the Athenian
people, which knew better than any other Hellenic community how
to unite energy and dignity with grace and refinement, to preserve

the <reiiyiTTis of the Dorian without sacrificing the x^P's of the
Ionian. The Attic of the inscriptions may be most conveniently
divided according as these are written in the old alphabet of sixteen

letters or in the so-called Ionic alphabet of twenty-four. The latter

was introduced for public documents in the archonship of Euclides (403
B.C.); the inscriptions written before that date have been collected

and edited by Kirchhoff in the first volume of the new Berlin Corpus
Inscriptionum Griccarum, and their linguistic peculiarities well com-
mented upon by Cauer in Cmtius's Studien, vol. viii pp. 223-301 and
399-442. The Attic of literature is divided into the Old and the

New, the point of division being earlier than the archonship of
Euclides, and coinciding more nearly with the beginning of tho
Peloponnesian War (431 B. 0. ). The division is, however, not strictly

a chronological one, for, while Thucydides and the tragedians adhere

to the older forms, contemporary comic writers adopt the later ones;

iu Plato both are found side by aide ; but in the orators the

change to the new is fully established. The difference is not deeply

marked, and lies for the most part in minute details. In some cases

these seem to point to the adoption in literature of popular forms
which had always been aurrent, and which were really older than
the forms that (probably owing to the influence of the Ionic poets

and historians) had become fashionable with older writers. Thus
the TT which in- New Attic supplants <r<r cannot possibly have come
from this weaker sound' ; they are both independent modifications

of an eailier KJ or ij ; and the inscriptions sliow clearly (c/. Cauer,

p. 284 sg.) that cro- was never used except under Ionic influence.

In other cases there are undoubtedly indications of the weakening

' The tablets of StjTa, engraved not later than 480 B.C. (Kirchhoif,

Zur Geschichte der (iriech. Alph., p. 139 sq.), give an interesting

example of Ionic of a Jess complete development.
- On this question, however, the arguments of Ascoli deserve careful

consideration. They have considerably modified the judgment o£

Curtius in the fifth edition of the ChrundzilQe, qf. pp. 666/^.
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of sound which maiks the orJinai-y course of language : e.g., aiv

for {iJf, pp for per ; the same is probable in the instances where a

simple vowel represents an earlier diphthong, as in *«(, dtrijs, i\ia,

and iroiiv, and in the tendency to allow cc (?)) to sink into C!(ei),(;. jr.,

pa.atKi'iS, KKi'tOpov, \iei, (Ua^ov, and the duals anixii, (evya lor

ffKiKrt, feiiyi). It is less easy to account for the change o£ fjn (coj-l

to &y.

In the New Attic the Greek language may be said to have reached

its zenith of grace, expressiveness, and symmetry ; and hence this

is the proper place for a few remarks on the qualities whiaTi have

coufe.ssedly made the Greek language quite unrivalled as a means
for the expression of human thouglit.

In the first place we may notice its purity and consequent trans-

parency. The Greeks felt themselves to be sharply marked olf

from the barbarians around them, and in consequence rarely allowed

their language to be contaminated by foreign influences. Latin

teems with borrowed words, often ill-adapted to the genius of the

language ; Greek has very few, and these almost invariably

Helleuized in form. Hence the etymologist feels himself to have a

far firmer footing in Greek than on Italian soil. Hence too the or-

ganic structure of Greek retains its regularity, and the orthography

is well established and rarely fluctuating. Then there is the phon-

etic harmony of the language. Dissonanpe was everywhere avoided

;

there is no undue predominance of consonants, as in Latin and still

more strikingly in Etruscan. The endings of the words are light, no
final consonant being endured, except the liquids v and p and the

spirant s. The brightest of the vowels, a, e, o, are far more common
than the harder and thinner i and u, Greek here again contrasting

sharply with Latin. The abundance of diphthongs—practically lost

in the modern pronunciation of Greek—gives a rich variety of sound,

besides supplying admirable means for the differentiation of mean,
inga. The careful observation of accent, by the side of and quite dis.

tinct from the due marking of quantity, lent a varied modulation to

the rhythm, which the rapid utterance of tlie Athenians especially

prevented from ever becoming wearisome. The range of different

forms at the disposal of poets and the freedom allowed in the order

of words permitted the writer to choose the rhythmical effect most
conducive to the harmony of his period. With regard again to the

'expressiveness oi the language, the completeness of theverbal inflexion

enabled various shades of meaning to be expressed with unrivalled

precision and terseness. It is perhaps impossible to estimate with
any approach to accuracy the extent of the vocabulary of a language
known to us only from a literature which, in some of its most im-
portant branches, has come down to us in a sadly fragmentary state;

but some approximation may be made from the fact that Herodian Js

said to have determined the accent of 60,000 words. But the free

power of word-formation and composition to which this marvellous
richness was largely due was no mechanical process. It sprang
from the lively fancy of the most poetic of nations,—a fancy which
shows itself alike in the significant individual names borne by every

Greek citizen, which contrast so sharply with the obscure, trivial,

and stereotyped hereditary labels of the Romans, and in the charac-

teristic and often sportive appellations of plants and auimals. Noy
can we omit that which was according to Aristotle the despair of the

barbarian of old, as it is of the modern schoolboy, the exqui.sitcly

exact and delicate use of the particles. Of all the qualities which
make Greek really untranslatable, even into German, the «nly one
of modern languages which approaches it in this respect, perhaps
the most characteristic is the abundance of these tiny atoms of

speech, not one of which can be neglected with impunity, while it

is impossible to reproduce tliem all except at an expenditure of our
means of expression which ruins the lightness and grace of the sen-

tence. The history of the development of the period, that device in

which the symmetry of form is inseparably wedded to the artistic

balance of thought,—a device which is found in no language which
has not derived it directly or mediately from Greece,—belongs to the

region of literature rather than language. But many a construction,

for which formal syntax finds it hard to discover a name and a classi-

fication, can only be understood aright if we look upon it as the
utterance of a national life unrivalled in its bold and vivid freshness,

deliglitin^ in variety, and shaping at its will a language still fluid

\aiid plastic.

. With regard to the pronunciation of Greek, the best modem
^t;liolar3 are at one in regarding the modern pronunciation, ailvo-

cited at the revival of learning by Reuclilin, as wholly misleading
if )t an earlier period. On the other hand, the current pronunciation
in England is hardly more correct ihan the conventional pronunci-
ation of Latin ', and even the Continental pronunciation, as estab-

lished by Erasmus, needs to be modified on many jioints. The
vowels and consonants present no dilliculty : o, o, tj, f, i, T, a, o were
undoubtedly pronounced as the corresponding vowels are now in

French, German, or Italian ; ii and ii were the French 4 and U, i.e.,

very nearly the German ne. Tin consonants may be pronounced as

in English, 7 being however always hard, and f being dz, while,
as noticed already, the a.spiratcs <p, 6, x~P-^< '"''i <''''• " '' ninch
more difficult to determine the pronunciation of the diphthongs.
Undoubtedly they were originally strictly di[)hthongal, i.e., the

two vowels were each prononnccd, but ran rapidly one into the other :

cf. Ttoi! and the Homeric nils, ofj and iu. But at au early period
the diphtliongal pronunciation was lost, and in modern Greek the
sound i is given alike to at, ci, and oi. This cannot be correct for tlie

Attic period ; it probably began to creep in in the time of the Dia-
dochi ; oi at this date began to pass iuto u, and much later sank into

i ; ov had always the force of our 00, and is used even when the
syllable is short : e.g., in Bceot. kowis it was pronounced as u in
" put." It is altogether erroneous to pronounce v in diphthongs as

V, as is done in modern Greek; 1/1 was doubtless pronounced much
as wee, but with more stress laid on, the fiist element.

The dialects longcontumed to exist in the mouths of the common
people ; but the influence of extended commercial intercourse, and
especially of the commanding position which Athens had gained as
the centre of education and tlie home of science, literature, and
philosophy, gave an increasing predominance to one, the Attic dia-
lect. The Ionic was the first to disappear ; there arc but few traces

of this after the Peloponnesian War ; the ^olic and the Doric are
found, but always in diminishing extent, as late as the time of the
Roman emperors. But Attic lost in purity as it gained in range ;
new words and constructions crept in especially from the increasing

influence of the East ; uutil at last the grammarians gave the dis-

tinctive name of ii koivti JioAcktos to the language popularly

current. The rise of the Alexandrian school of critics gave a neir

stimulus to the study of literary Attic ; on the other hand the
vulgar speech continued its own course of free combination and
assimilation from various quarters. Thus in the Roman times we
have three main divisions of Greek :— (1) the revived Attic of the
schools, the purity of which was jealously guarded by grammarian^
such as Phrynichus ; (2) the common (Kowii) literary language,

employed by such writers as Polybius and Plutarch ; and (3) tlie

popidar spoken language, which much more freely absorbed foreign

elements than the koivt], and which may be described as Hellenistic

This is the basis of the diction of the Septuagint and the New
Testament. Of course the dividing lines cannot be sharply drawn.

Of the authors belonging to this period some,, like Lucian, en-
deavoured to approach as closely as possible to the standard of pure
Attic ; others, like Babrius, came nearer to the popular diction. The
peculiarities of this stage of the language consist rather in new
words and new inflexions than in extensive syntactical changest.

The former are too numerous to state here (ef. Winer's GiAmmar^
part ii. pp. 69-128, ed. Jloulton) ; of the latter We may notice

—

1. A. negligent use of the moods with particles ; e.g., Srocwith a
past Indicative, ei with the conjunctive, tva with the present

indicative.

2. A constructio»» of verbs with cases unknown in Attic : e.g.,

•ytiiaSai with accusative, irpoaKvu'iv and wpoaipuyiii' witU
dative, &c.

3. The extension of the genitive of the infinitive (tou iroicri')

beyond its original and natural limits,

i. The use of the conjunctive for the optative after pa.st tenses, and
the gradual disuse of the latter mood, which has wholly dis-

oppearcd in modern Greek. (/A., p. 33.)

Under the Greek empire, the language of literature was still basrii

upon an artificial and often a lamentably unsuccessful imitation of
Attic ; and an interesting parallel might be worked out iu detail

between the Greek and the Latin writers of this peiiod. But, just

as in the Western empire, the popular dialect went on its way, for

the most part nnrecognized in literature, but constantly exertliigits

cH'cct upon the written language, and from time to tinio coming to

the surface. The first writer who boldly adopted the jiopular

dialect wasTheodorus Ptochoprodromus, a monk of Constanllnonlo

who lived under the emperor Manuel Comncnus (1143-1180) ; lii»

language, though with some traces of the more ancient forms, is

essentially modern Greek. To the same period belongs Simon
Sethos, a chronicler, the first prose writer of the modem language.

In the Hth ccnturv \\e have the romance in verse, BcUhamirot

and Chrysantza, a work iiii'.hly spoken of for imaginative power and

free command of the lnngiii.i,'e in its new form. The poems of

Gorgilas (cent, xv.), Clio. takes and Kornaros (cent, xvii), and

Rhcgaa (cent, xvili. ) suffice to show that the popular language never

entirely ceased to bo used as an organ of liliraiy utterance. An
epoch in the history of modem Greek is marked by the long and

fniilful activity of the illustrious scholar and patriot Comes (1748-

1833). lie made It his object to purify the jiopular dialect, not by

an artificial resuscitation of the ancient Atlic, but hjr a strenuous

endeavour to preserve and to render current all clussical forms not

wholly extinct, and to replace foreign and barliarous words by
genuine Greek ones, often freshly coinc< for the purpose. Greece

now can number poets, historians, scholars, and orators who brin^

forth from tliclr native InHKUiure <i" fooM luics nf Die Immortal

notes with which iU prime was made musical for every ago.

AuOiorilics.—For all that concerns the formation and liistorj" of

the Greek language the writings of Professor 0. Curtius of Lcinsic

arc nnrivalled in sound sobriety of judgment and full mastery of nil

the results of modern philological science, which owes to him some
of its most important advances. Thu chief are OrunUziige der
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(h-ieehischen Etymologie (5th edition, Leipsic, 1879, translated into

English by A. S. WilUins and E. P. England, 2 vols. 1875-6); Das
Verbum dcr Griechischm Sprachc (vol. i. 2d edition, 1877, vol. ii.

1876; English translation in one volume, 1880); a School Grammar
(8th English edition, 1876) and Elucidations of the same (2d English

edition, 1876). The fullest storehouse of the facts of inflexion and

of syntax is Kuhner's Aiisfuhrliche Grammatik (2d edition, 1871).

For the Greek dialects Ahrens's De Grcscce lAiwum Dialectic (2 vols.

1839, 1843) remains the best work ; but recent discoveries have

luade it necessary to SHjjplemeut it in many places ; indispensable

ninterialfor this is furnished by the series of monographs in Cnrtius's
Studien zur Grieehischcn und Lalcinischin Gyammatik (10 vola,

Leipsic, 1868-78) and in mauyscattered programmes and disserta-

tions. Mr Merry's Specimens of Greek Dialects (Clarendon Presa,

1875) contains admirably clear and useful int roductions for junior
students. Bergk's Gricchische Lilcraturgcscliichle contains much
that is useful, but needs to be used with caution. For modem
Greek the standard works are Sophocles's Glossary of Later ami
Byzantine Orfich -(Boston, 1870), and Mullach's Grammatik dtr.

Griechischen yitlj/arsyrache (Berlin, 1856), (A. S. W.)
'

PART IV.—GREEK LITERATURE.

The tiatory of Greek literature Las had three great stages

:

—the Old Literature, from the earliest times to 529 a.d.,

when the edict of Justinian closed the schools of pagan

philosophy; the Byzantine Literature, from 529 a.d. to

the taking of Constantinople by the Turks in 1453 ; and

the Modern Literature, which may be said to have begun

with the satirical poetry of Theodorus Prodromus in the

J 2th century.

Section I.

—

The Old Greek Liteeatuee.

The Old Literature, to 529 a.d., falls into three period!

I. The Early Literature, to about 475 B.C. Epic, elegiac,

iambic, and lyric poetry ; the beginnings of literary prose.

II. The Attic Literature, 475-300 B.o. Tragic and comic

drama ; historical, oratorical, and philqsophical prose. IIL
The Literature of the Decadence, 300 c.c. to 529 A.D.,

—

which may again be divided into (1) the Alexandrian period,

300-146 B.C., and (2^ the Grseco-Roman ceriod, 146 B.C.

to 529 A.D.

It is not the purpose of the present article to enter into

details regarding particular works or the lives of their

authors. These wQl be found in the separate articles

devoted to the principal Greek writers. The object of the

following pages will be to sketch the literary development

as a whole, to show how its successive periods were related

to each other, and to mark the dominant characteristics of

each.

I. The Early Literature.

A process of natural growth may be traced through all

the best work of the Greek genius. The Greeks were not

literary imitators of foreign models ; the forms of poetry

and prose in which they attained to such unequalled excel-

lence were first developed by themselves. Their literature

had its roots in their political and social life ; it is the

spontaneous expression of that life in youth, maturity, and

decay ; and the order in which its several fruits are pro-

duced is not the result of accident or caprice. The series

of its seasons is as much the result of natural laws as the

sequence of spring, summer, and autumn. Further, the

old Greek literature has a striking completeness, due to

the fact that each great branch of the Hellenic race bore a

characferistic part in its development. lonians, .iEulians,

Dorians, in turn contributed their share. Each dialect

corresponded to a certain aspect of Hellenic life and char-

acter. Each found its appropriate work.

The lonians on the coast of Asia Minor—a lively and

genial people, delighting in adventure, and keenly sensitive

to everything bright and joyous—created artistic epic poetry

out of the lays in which .^olic minstrels sang of the old

Achaean wars. And among the lonians arose elegiac poetry,

the first variation on the epic type. These found a fitting

instrument in the harmonious Ionic dialect, the flexible

ntterance of a quick and versatile intelligence. The
Slolians of Lesbos next created the lyric of personal passion,

in which the traits of their race—its chivalrous pride, its

bold but sensuous- fancy—found a fitting voice in the fiery

itrength and tenderness of jEolic speech. The Dorians of

the Peloponnesus, Sicily, and Magna Graecia then perfected

the choral lyric for festivals and religious worship; and
hero again an earnest faith, a strong pride in Dorian usage

and renown, had an apt interpreter in the massive and
sonorous Doric. Finally, the Attic branch of the Ionian

stock produced the drama, blending elements of all the

other kinds, and developed an artistic literary prose in

history, oratory, and philosophy. It is in the Attic litera-

ture that the Greek mind receives its most complete inter-

pretation.

.A natural affinity was felt to exist between each dialect

and that species of composition for which it had been speci-

ally used. Hence the dialect of the Ionian epic poets would
be adopted with more or less thoroughness even by epic or

elegiac poets who were not lonians. Thus the yEoIiaa

Hesiod uses it in epos, the Dorian Tlieognis in elegy, though
not without alloy. Similarly, the Dorian Theocritus wrote

love-songs in .iEolic. Tlie Attic Tyrtaeus used Doric forms

for his marching songs. All the faculties and tones of the

language were thus gradually brought out by the co-operation

of the dialects. Old Greek literature has an essential

unity— tlie unity of a living organism; and this unity

comprehends a number of distinct types, each of which is

complete in its ownTiind.

Extant Greek literature begins with the Homeric poems. Pre-

These are works of art which imply a long period of antece-Hon

dent poetical cultivation. Of the pre-Homeric poetry wei**'

have no remains, and very little knowledge. Such glimpses

as we get of it connect it with two different stages in the

religion of the prehistoric Hellenes. The first of these

stages is thaK in whieh the agencies or forms, of external

nature were personified indeed, yet with the consciousness

that the personal names vrere only symbols. Some very

ancient Greek songs of which mention is made may have Soni

belonged to this stage—as tlie songs of Linus, lalemus, and °^ *'

Hylas. Linus, the fair youth killed by dogs, Be.ems to be
^'^

the spring passing away before Sirius. Such songs have

been aptly called "songs of the seasons." The second stage

is that in which the Hellenes have now definitively personi-

fied the powers which they worship. Apollo, Demeter,

Dionysus, Cyhele, have now become to them beings with

clearly conceived attributes. To this second stage belong

the hymns connected with the names of the legendary bards, Hyi

such as Orpheus, Musa^us, Eumolpus, who are themselves

associated with the worship of the Pierian Muses and the

Attic ritual of Demeter. The seats of this early sacred

poetry are not only " Thracian "

—

i.e., on the borders of

northern Greece—but also " Phrygian " and " Cretan." le

belongs, that is, presumably to an age when the ancestorai

of the Hellenes had left the Indo-European home in central

Asia, but had not yet taken full possession of the lands

which were afterwards Hellenic Some of their tribes were

still in Asia; others were settling in the islands of the

.(Egean; others were passing through the lands on its

northern sea board. If there was a period when the (Jreeka

possessed no po ry but hymns forming part of a religious

ritual, it maybe conjectured that it was not of long duration.

Already in the Iliad a secular charactet belongs to tL»
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marriage hymn and to the dirge for the dead, which in

ancient India were chanted by the priest. The bent of

the Greeks was to claim poetry and music as public joys
;

they would not long have suffered them to remain sacerdotal

mysteries. And among the earliest themes on which the

lay artist in poetry was employed were probably war-ballads,

sun" by minstrels in the houses of the chiefs whose ancestors

they celebrated.

Such war-ballads were the materials from which the

earliest epic poetry of Greece was constructed. By an

" epic " poem the Greeks meant a narrative of heroic action

in hexameter verse. The term epe meant at first simply

" verses " ; it acquired its special meaning only when rtide,

lyric songs set to music, came to be distinguished from epe,

verses uot set to music, but merely recited. Epic poetry

is the only kind of extant Greek poetry which is older

than about 700 b c. The early epos of Greece is repre-

sented by the Iliad and the Odysuy, Hesiod, and the

Homeric hymns; also by some fragments of the "Cyclic"

poets.

After the Dorian conquest of the Peloponnesus, the

iEolian emigrants who settled in the north-west of Asia

Minor brought with them the warlike legends of their chiefs,

the Achsan princes of old. These legends lived in the

ballads of the iEulic minstrels, and from them passed

southward into Ionia, where the Ionian poets gradually

shaped them into higher artistic forms. Among the seven

places which claimed to bo the birthplace of Homer, that

which has the best title is Smyrna. Homer himself is

called " son of Meles "—the stream which flowed though

old Smyrna, on the border between .^olia and Ionia. The
tradition is significant in regard to the origin and character

of the Iliad, for in the Iliad we have Achasan ballads worked

up by Ionian art. A preponderance of evidence is in favour

of the view that the Odyssey also, at least in its earliest

form, was composed on the Ionian coast of Asia Minor.

According to the Spartan account, Lycurgus was the first

to bring to Greece a complete copy of the Homeric poems,

which he had obtained from the Creophylidse, a clan or

guild of poets in Samos. A better authenticated tradition

connects Athens with early attempts to preserve the chief

poetical treasure of the nation. Pisistratus is said to have

charged some learned men with the task of collecting all

" the poems of Homer " ; but it is difficult to decide how
much was comprehended under this last phrase, or whether

the province of the commission went beyond the mere task

of collecting. Nor can it be determined what exactly it

was that Solon and Hipparchus respectively did for the

Homeric poems. Solon, it has been thought, enacted that

the poems should be recited from an authorized text («^

vs-oySoX^?); Hipparchus, that they should be recited in a
regular order (t^ uttoXtJi/^cus) . At any rate, we know that

in the 6th century B.C. a recitation of the poems of Homer
was one of the established competitions at the Panathena.'a,

held once in four years. The reciter was called a rhapsodist,

—properly one who weaves a long, smoothly-flowing chant,

then an epic poet who chants his own or another's poem.
The rhapsodist did not, like the early minstrel, use the accom-
paniment of the harp ; he gave the verses in a flowing recita-

tive, bearing in his hand a branch of laurel, the symbol of

Apollo's inspiration. In tho 6th century B.C. we find that

various Greek cities had their own editions (aJ TrokiTiKoi

iKB6cr(Li)o{ the poems, for recitation at thcirfcstivals. Among
these were the editions of Massilia, of'Chios, and of Argos.

There were also editions bearing tho name of tho individual

editor (al kut avSpa),—the best known being that which
Aristotle prepared for Alexander. Tho recension of tho

poems by Ariatarchus (156 B.C.) became the standard one,

and is probably that on which the existing text is bused.

Th") oldest Homeric MS. extant, Venetu* A of Hm Iliad,

137

is of the 10th century; the first printea edition of Homer
was that edited by the Byzantine Demetrius Chalcondyles
(Florence, 1488). The first Aldine edition appeared twelve
years later.

The ancient Greeks were almost unanimous in believing
the Iliad and the Odyssey to be the work of one man,
Homer, to whom they also ascribed some extant hymns, and
probably much more besides. Aristotle and Aristarchus
seem to have put Homer's date about 1044 B.C., Herodotus
about 850 b.c. It was not till abcut 170 b.c. that the
grammarians Hellanicus and Xenon put forward the view
that Homer was the author of the Iliad, but not of tLe
Odyssey. Those who followed them iu assigning different

authors to the two poems were called the Separaters (or

Chorizontes). Aristarchus combated "the paradox of

Xenon," and it does not seem to have had much acceptance
in antiquity. Vico, a Neapolitan (1668-1744), seems to

have been the first modern to suggest the composite author-

ship and oral tradition of the Homeric poems; but this was
a pure conjecture in support of his theory that the names
of ancient lawgivers and poets are often mere symbols. F.

A. Wolf, in the Prolegomena to his edition (1795), was tho

founder of a scientific scepticism. The Ili(.id, he said (for

he recognized the comparative unity and consistency of Ihe

Odyssey), was pieced together from many small unwritten

poems by various hands, and was first committed to writing

in the time of Pisistratus. This view was in harmony
with the tone of German criticism at the time ; it was
welcomed as a new testimony to the superiority of popular

poetry, springing from fresh natural sources, to elaborate

works of art ; and it at once found enthusiastic adherents.

For the course of Homeric controversy since Wolf the

reader is referred to the article Hojiek. The general result

has been, not-to prove any precise theory of authorship, but
rather to establish certain general propositions, and so far

to limit the question. It is now generally admitted that

the Iliad and the Odyssey, whatever their absolute or rela-

tive ages, must at least be regarded as belonging to the

maturity of a poetical school in Ionia, which had gradually

created an epic style. Next, it can no longer be doubted

that the Iliad contains elements of various age and origin ;

the form and the matter alike show this, though wo cannot

with certainty point to any one group of these elements as

the original nucleus around which our Iliad grew. Compar-
ing the Odyssey with the Iliad, we perceive greater unity

of design and of colouring, and indications of a somewhat
later time ; but not even here can we affirm that the poem,

as we have it, is the work of one man.

Tho Ionian school of epos produced a number of poems Cyclic

founded on the legends of the Trojan war, and intended as po""*-

introductions or continuations to the Iliad and the Odyssey.

The grammarian Proclns (140 a.d.) has preserved the names
and subjects of some of these ; but the fragments are very

scanty. The A^ostoi or Homeward Voyages, by Agias of

Troezen, filled up the gap of ten years between the Iliad

and the Odyssey ; the Lai/ of Telegonus, by Eugammon of

Cyrene, continued the story of the Odyssiy to the death of

Odysseus by the hand of Tclegonus, tho son whom Circo

bore to him. Similarly the Cyprian Lays, by Stasinus of

Qyprus, was introductory to tho Iliad ; tho Jithiopis aud
the Sack of Troy, by Arctinus of ^liletus, and the Little

Iliad, by Leschcs of Mitylcnc, wore supplementary to it.

These and many other names of lost epics—some taken also

from the Thobnn myths—servo to show how prolific was
that epic school of which only two great examples remain.

The name of epic cycle was properly applied to a prose com-
pilation of abstracts from these epics, pieced together in the

order of tho cvonta Tho compilers were called " cyclic
"

writers ; and tho term has now been transferreJ to the epio

poets whom they used.
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The epic poetry ot Ionia celebrated the great deeds^of

heroes in the old wars. But in Greece proper there arose

another school of epos, which busied itself, with religious

_lore and ethicalprecepts, especially in relation to the rural

life of Bceotia. This school is represented by the name of

Hesiod. The legend spoke of him as vanquishing Homer
in a poetical contest at Chalcis in Eubcea; and it expresses

the fact that, to the old Greek mind, these two names stood

Jfor two contrasted epic types. Nothing is certainly known
of his date, except that it must have been subsequent to the

maturity of Ionian epos. He is conjecturally placed about

850-800 B.C. ; but some would refer him to the early part

of the 7th century B.C. His home was at Ascra, a village

in a valley under Helicon, whither his father had migrated

from Cyme in ..Eolis on the coast of Asia Minor. In

Besiod's Worh and Bays we have the earliest example of

a didactic poem. The seasons and the labours of the

Boeotian farmer's year are followed "by a list of the days

"which are lucky or unlucky for work. The Theogony, or
" Origin of the Gods," describes first how the visible order

of nature arose out of chaos ; next, how the gods were bom.
Though it never possessed the character of a sacred book,

it remained a standard authority on the genealogies of the

gods. So far as a corrupt aijd confused text warrants a
judgment, the poet was piecing together—not always in-

telligently—the fragments of a very old cosmogonic system,

using for this purpose both the' hymns preserved in the

temples and the myths which livpd in folklore. The epic

lay in 480 lines called the Shield of Heracles—partly imi-

tated from the 18th book of the Iliad—is the work of an
author or authors later than Hesiod. In the Hesiodic

poetry, as represented by the Worlcs and Days and the

Theogony, we see the influence of the temple at Delphi.

Hesiod recognizes the existence of daimones—spirits of the

departed who haunt the earth as the invisible guardians of

justice; and he connects the office of the poet with that of the

prophet. The poet is one whom the gods have authorized

to impress doctrine and practical duties on men. A religious

purpose was essentially characteristic of the Hesiodic school.

Its poets treated the old legends as relics of a sacred history,

and not merely, in the Ionian manner, as subjects of ideal-

izing art. Such titles as the Maxims of Cheiron and the

Jjay of Melampus, the seer—lost poems of the Hesiodic

school—illustrate its ethical and its mystic tendencies.

Tfcs The Eotnerie Hymns form a collection of thirty-three

Homeric pieces, some of them very short, in hexameter verse. Their
a.TOBs. traditional title is

—

Hymns or Preludes of Homer and the

Homeridai. The second of the alternative designations is

the true one. The pieces are not " hymns " nsed in formal
•worship, but "preludes" or prefatory addresses (Trpooifiia)

with which the rhapsodists ushered in their recitations of

«pic poetry. The " prelude " niight be addressed to the

presiding god of the festival, or to any local deity whom
the reciter wished to honour. The pieces range in date

_perhaps from 750 to 500 b.c, and it is probable that the

collection was formed in Attica, for the use of rhapsodists.

The style is that of the Ionian or Homeric epos ; but there

are also several traces of the Hesiodic or Boeotian school.

The five principal "hymns "are those (1) to the Delian
Apollo, L 1-177; (2) to the Pythian Apollo, L 178 to end;
-(3) to Hermes, ii.; (4) to Aphrodite, iii.; and (5) to

Demeter, v. The hymn to the Delian Apollo, quoted by
Thucydides (iiL 104) as Homer's, is of peculiar interest on
a,ccount of the lines describing the Ionian festival at Delos.

T^vo celebrated pieces of a sportive kind passed under
Homer's name. The Margites—a comic poem on one "who
knew many things but knew them aU badly "—is regarded
by Aristotle as the earliest germ of comedy, and was possibly

as old as 700 B.C. Cily a few lines remain. The Battle

of the Frogs and Mice probably belongs to the decline of

Greek literature, perhaps to the 2d centary b.c. About
300 verses of it are extant.

In the Iliad and the Odyssey the personafopinions or sym-.

pathies of the poet may sometimes be conjectured, but theyi

are not declared, or even hinted Hesiod, indeed, some-
times gives Tis a glimpse of his own troubles or views. Yet
Hesiod is, on the whole, essentially a prophet. The message
which he delivers is not from himself; the truths which he
imparts have not been discovered by his own search. He is

the mouthpiece of the Delphian Apollo. Personal opinion

and feeling may tinge his utteranoe_, but they do not deter-

mine its general complexion. The egotism is a single.

thread ; it is not the basis of the texture. Epic poetry was-

in Greece the foundation of all other poetry; for many
centuries no other kind was generally cultivated, no other

could speak to the whole people. Politically, the age was
monarchical or aristocratic; intellectually, it was too simple

for the analysis of thought or emotion. Kings and ptinces

loved to hear of the great deeds of their ancestors; common
men loved to hear of them too, for they had no other

interest. The mind of Greece found no subject of contem-

plation so attractive as the warlike past of the race, oc so

useful as that lore which experience and tradition had be-

queathed. But in the course of the 8th century B.C. the

rule of hereditary princes began to disappear. Monarchy
gave place to oligarchy, and this—often after the inter-

mediate phase of a tyranny—to democracy. Such a change/

was necessarily favourable to the growth of reflection. The'

private citizen is no longer a mere cipher, the Homeric rts,

a unit in the dim multitude of the king-ruled folk ; he gains

more power of independent action, his mental horizon is

widened, his life becomes fuller and more interesting. He
begins to feel the need of expressing the thoughts and feel-

ings that are stirred in him. But as yet a prose literature

does not exist ; the new thoughts, like the old heroic stories,

must still be told in verse. The forms of verse created by
this need were the Elegiac and the Iambic.

The elegiac metre is, in form, a simple variation on the Elegy,

epic metre, obtained by docking the second of two hexa-

meters so as to make it a verse of five feet or measures.

But the poetical capabilities of the elegiac couplet are of a
wholly different kind from those of heroic verse. Hlegos
seems to be the Greek form of a name given by the Carians

and Lydians to a lament for the dead. This was accom-

panied by the soft music of the Lydian flute, which con-

tinued to be associated with Greek elegy. The non-

Hellenic origin of elegy is indicated by this very fact. The
flute was to the Greeks an Asiatic instrument,—string

instruments were those which they made their own,—and
it would hardly have been wedded by them to a species of

poetry which had arisen among themselves. The early

elegiac poetry of Greece was by no means confined to mourn-
ing for the dead. War, love, politics, proverbial philosophy,

were in turn its themes ; it dealt, in fact, with the chief

interest of the poet and his friends, whatever that might be

at the time. It is the direct expression of the poet's own
thoughts, addressed to a sympathizing society. This is its

first characteristic. The second is that, even when moSt
pathetic or most spirited, it still preserves, on' the whole,

the tone of conversation or of narrative. Greek elegy stops

short of lytic passion. English elegy, whether funereal as

in Drydea and Pope, or reflective as in Gray, is usually true

to the same normal type. Koman elegy is not equally true

to it, but sometimes tends to trench on the lyric province.

For Roman elegy is mainly amatory or sentimental ; and
its masters imitated, as a rule, not the early Greek elegists,

not Tyrtseus or Theognis, but the later Alexandrian elegists,

such as CaUimachus or PhUetas. Catullus introduced the

metre to Latin literature, and used it with more fidelity

than his followers to its genuine Greek inspiration.
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Klegy, as we have seen, was the first Blight aeviation

from epos. But almost at the same time another species

arose which had nothing in common with epos, either

in form or in spirit. This was tlie iambic. The word

iamios (iapto, to dart or shoot) was used in reference to

the licensed raillery at tie festivals of Demeter ; it was

the maiden lambe, the myth said, who drew the first

smile from the niourning goddess. The iambic metre was

et first used for satire ; and it was in this strain that it was

chiefly employed by its earliest master of note, Archilochus

of Paros (G70 B.C.). But it was adapted to the expression

generally of any pointed thought. Thus it was suitable to

tables. Elegiac and iambic poetry both belong to the

borderland between epic and lyric. While, however, elegy

stands nearer to epos, iambic stands nearer to the lyric.

Iambic poetry can express the personal feeling of the poet

with greater intensity than elegy does ; on the other hand,

it has not the lyric flexibility, self-abandonment, or glow.

As we see in the case of Solon, iambic verse could serve (or

the expression oE that deeper thought, that more inward

Belf-communing, fur which the elegiac form would have been

inappropriate.

But these two forms of poetry, both Ionian, the elegiac

nnd the iambic, belong essentially to the same stage of

the literatnre. They stand between the Ionian epos

and the lyric poetry of the iEolians and Dorians. The
earliest of the Greek elegists, Callinus and TyrtDeus, use

elegy to rouse a warlike spirit in sinking hearts. Archi-

lochus too wrote warlike elegy, but used it also in other

strains, as in lament for the dead. The elegy of Mimnermus
is the plaintive farewell of an ease-loving Ionian to the days

of Ionian freedom. In Solon elegy takes a higher range
;

jt becomes political and ethical. Theognis represents the

maturer union of politics with a proverbial philosophy.

Xenophanes gives a' philosophic strain to elegy. With
Sin- inides of Ceos it reverts, in an exquisite form, to its

earliest destination, and becomes the vehicle of epitaph

on those who fell in the Persian wars. Iambic verse was
used by Simonides of Amorgus, as by Archilochus, for

satire,—but satire directed agamst classes rather than

persons. Solon's iambics so far preserve the old associations

of th9 metre that they represent the polemical or controver-

sial side of his political poetry. Hipponax of Ephesus was
another iambic satirist—using the " scazon " or " limping "

verso, produced by substituting a spondee for an iambus in

the last place. But it was not until the rise of the Attic

drama that the full capabilities of iambic verse were seen. .

The lyric poetry of early Greece may be regarded as the

final form of that effort at self-expression which in the

elegiac and iambic is still incomplete. The lyric expression

is deeper and more impassioned. Its intimate union with

music and with the rhythmical movement of the dance gives

to it mora of an ideal character. At the same time the

continuity of the music permits pauses to the voice,—pauses

necessary as reliefs after a climax. Before lyric poetry

could be effective, it was necessary that some progress

should have been made in the art of music. The instru-

ment used by the Greeks to accompany the voice was the

four-stringed lyre, and the first great epoch in Greek music
was when Terpander of Lesbos (C60 b.c), by adding three

strings, gave the lyre the compass of the octave. Further
improvements are ascribed to Olympus and Thalctas. By
500 B.C. Greek music had probably acquired all the powers
of expression which the lyric poet could demand. ' The
period of Greek lyric poetry may be roughly defined as

from 670 to 440 b.c. Two different parts in its develop-

ment were taken by the .^olians and the Dorians.

The lyric poetry of the yEoliana—especially of Lesbos

—

was essentially the utterance of personal feeling, and was
usually intended for a siiiglo voice, not for a chorus.

Lesbos, in the 7th century B.C., had attained some naval

and commercial importance. But the strife of oligarchy

and democracy was active ; the Lesbian nobles were often

driven by revolution to exchange their luxurious home-life

for the hardships of exile. It is such a life of contrasts and
excitements, working on a sensuous and fiery temperament,

that is reflected in the fragments of Alcseus. In these

glimpses of war and love, of anxiety for the storm-tossed

state and of careless festivity, there is much of the cavalier

spirit; if Archilochus is in certain aspects a Greek Byron,

Alcseus might be compared to Lovelace. The other great

representative of the yEolian lyric is Sappho, the only

woman of Greek race who islinown to have possessed poeti-

cal genius of the first order. Intensity and melody are the

characteristics of the fragments that remain to us. Pro-

bably no poet ever surpassed Sappho as an interpreter of

passion in exquisitely subtle harmonies of form and sound.

Anacreon of Teos, in Ionia, maybe classed with the ^Eoliaa

lyrists in so far as the matter and form of his work resem-

bled theirs, though the dialect in which he wrote was"

mainly the Ionian. A few fragments remain from his

hymns to the god.s, from love-poems and festive songs.' The
collection of sixty short pieces which passes current under

his name dates only from the 10th century. The short

poems which it comprises are of various age and authorship,

—all of them probably of the Christian era. They have

not the pure style, the. flexible grace, or the sweetness of

the classical fragments ; but the verses, though somewhat

mechanical, are often pretty.

The Dorian lyric poetry, iu contrast with the jEolian, naa DoriM

more of a public than of a personal character, and was for scho«4

the most part choral. Hymns or choruses for the public

worship of the gods, and odes to be sung at festivals on

occasions of public interest, were its characteristic forms.

Its central inspiration was the pride of the Dorians in the

Dorian past, in their traditions of worship, government, and

social usage. The history of the Dorian lyric poetry does

not present us with vivid expressions of personal character,

like those of Alcxus and Sappho, but rather with a series

of artists whose names are associated with improvements of

form. Thus Alcman (6G0 B.C.) is said to have introduced

the balanced movement of strophe and antistrophe. Stesi-

chorus, of Himora in Sicily, added the epode, sung by the

chorus while stationary after these movements ; Arion gave

a finished form to the chor.al hynm ("dithyramb") in

honour of Dionysus, and organized the " cyclic " or circular

chorus which sang it at the altar.

The culmination of the lyric poetry is marked by two SImoniJc

great names, Simonides and Pindar. Simonides was an pi**

Ionian of the island of Ceos, but his lyrics belonged by ""'"•

form to the choral Dorian school. Jiany of his subjects

were taken from the events of the Persian wars : hi.<»

epitaphs on those who fell at Thermopylaj and Salamis were

celebrated. In him the lyric art of the Dorians is inter-

preted by Ionian genius, and Athens—where part of his life

was passed—is the point at which they meet: Simonides

is the first Gpeek lyrist whoso significance h not merely

JEoWan or Dorian but Panhellenic. Tlio same character

belongs even more completely to his younger contemporary.

Pindar was born in Bocotia of a Dorian stock; thus as

Ionian nnd Dorian elements meet in Simonides, so Dorian

and yi'-olian elements meet in Pindar. Simonides was

perhaps the most tender and most exquisite of the lyric

poets. Pindar was the boldest, the most fervid, and the

most sublime. His extant fragments represent almost every

branch of the lyric art. But ho is known to us mainly by

forty-four Epinicia, or odes of victory, for the Olympian,

Pythian, Nemean, and Isthmian festivals. The general

characteristic of the treatment is that the particular victory

is made the occasion of introducing heroic legends connect'; 1
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with the family or city of the victor, and of inculcating

the moral lessons which they teach. No Greek l3rric poetry

can be completely appreciated apart from the music, now
lost, to which it was set. Pindar's odes were, further,

essentially occasional poems ; they abound in allusions of

which the effect is partly or wholly lost on us ; and the

glories which they celebrate belong to a life which we can

but imperfectly realize. Of all the great Greek poets,

Pindar is perhaps the one to whom it is hardest for us to

do justice
; yet we can at least recognize his splendour of

imagination, his strong rapidity, and his soaring flight.

II. The Attic Literature.

The lonians of Asia Minor, the ^olians, and the Dorians

Lad now performed their special parts in the development

of Greek literature. Epic poetry had interpreted the heroic

legends of warlike deeds done by Zeus-nourished kings and
chiefs. Then, as the individual life became more and more,

elegiac and iambic poetry had become the social expression

of that life in all its varied interests and feelings. Lastly,

lyric poetry had ariaert to satisfy a twofold need—to be the

more ifltense utterance of personal emotion, or to give choral

voice, at stirring moments, to the faith or fame, the triumph
or the sorrow, of a city or a race. A new form of poetry

was now to be created, with elements borrowed from all

the rest. And this was to be achieved by the people of

Attica, in whose character and language the distinctive traits

of an Ionian descent were tempered with some of the best

qualities of the Dorian stock.

Origin of The drama arose from the festivals of Dlony.sus, the
drama, god of wine, which were held at intervals from the

beginning of winter to the beginning of spring. A troop

of rustic worshippers would gather around the altar of

the god, and sing a hymn in his honour, telling of his

victories or sufferings in his progress over the earth.

Tragedy. " Tragedy " meant " the goat-song," a goat being sacrificed

to Dionysus before the hymn was sung. " Coiuedy," " the

village-song," is the same hymn regarded as a-a occasion for

rustic jest. Then the leader of the chorus would assume
the part of a messenger from Dionysus, or even that of the

god himself, and recite an adventure to the worshippers,

^o made choral response. The next step was to arrange

a dialogue between the leader {coryphceus) and one chosen

member of the chorus, hence called " the answerer

"

(hypocrites, afterwards the ordinary word for " actor **).

This last improvement is ascribed to the Attic Thespis

(about 536 B.C.). The elements of drama were now ready.

The choral hymn to Dionysus (the. " dithyramb ") had
received an artistic form from the Dorians ; dialogue, though
only between the leader of the chorus and a single actor,

had been introduced in Attica. Phrynichus, an Athenian,

celebrated in this manner some events of the Persian wars :

but in his " drama " there was still only one actor,
' .^ischylus (born 525 b.c.) became the real founder of

f tragedy by introducing a second actor, and thus rendering

the dialogue independent of the chorus. At the same
time the choral song— hitherto the principal part of the

performance—became subordinate' to the dialogue; and
drama was mature, .^schylus is also said to have made
various improvements of detail in costume and the like

;

and it was early in his career that the theatre of Dionysus
under the acropolis was commenced—the first permanent
home of Greek drama, in place of the temporary wooden
platforms which had hitherto been used. The system of

the " trilogy " and the " tetralogy " is further ascribed to

.ffischylus,—the " trilogy " being properly a series of three

tragedies connected in subject, such as the Agamemnon,
Choephori, Eumenides, which together form the Oresteia, or

Story of Orestes. The "tetralogy" is such a triad with a

•'satyric drama " added—that is, a drama in which " satyrs,"

the grotesque woodland beings who attended on Dionysus,

formed the chorus, as in the earlier dithyramb from which

drama sprang. The Cyclops of Euripides is a satyric drama.

In the seven tragedies which alone remain of the seventy

which ./Eschylus is said to have composed, the forms of kings

and heroes have a grandeur which is truly Homeric ; there is

a spirit of Panhellenic patriotism such as the Persian wars ia

which he fought might well quicken in a soldier-poet ; and,

pervading all, there is a strain of speculative thought which

seeks to reconcile the apparent conflicts between the gods

of heaven and of the underworld by the doctrine that both

alike, constrained by necessity, are working out the law of
j

righteousness. Sophocles, wha was born thirty years after I

iEschylus (495 B.C.), is the most perfect artist of the

ancient drama. No one before or after him gave to Greek

tragedy so high a degree of ideal beauty, or appreciated so

finely the possibilities and the limitations of its sphere. He
excels especially in drawing character; his Antigone, \i\iAjax,

his (Edipvs—indeed, all the chief persons of his dramas

—

are typical studies in the great primary emotions of human
n&ture. He gave a freer scope to tragic dialogue by adding

a third actor ; and in one of his later plays, the (Edipus at

Colomis, a fourth actor is required. From the time when
he won the tragic prize against .^schylus in 468 to his

death in 405 B.C. he was the favourite dramatist of Athens

;

and for us he is not only a great dramatist, but also the

most spiritual represeijtative of the age of Pericles. The
distinctive interest of Euripides is of another kind. He Euripk

was only fifteen years younger than Sophocles ; but when
he entered on his poetical career, the old inspirations of

tragedy were already failing. Euripides marks a period of

transition in the tragic art, and is, in fact, the mediator

between the classical and the romantic drama. The myths
and traditions with which the elder dramatists had dealt no

longer commanded an unquestioning faith. Euripides him-

self was imbued with the new intellectual scepticism of the

day ; and the speculative views which were conflicting in

his own mind are reflected in his plays. He had much
picturesque and pathetic power; he was a master of expres-

sion ; and he shows ingenuity in devising fresh resources

for tragedy—especially in his management of the choral

songs. jEschylus is Panhellenic, Sophocles is Athenian,

Euripides is cosmopolitan. He stands nearer to the modern

world than either of his predecessors ; and though with

him Attic tragedy loses its highest beauty, it acquires new
elements of familiar human interest.

In Attica, as in England, a period of rather less than

fifty years sufficed for the complete development of the

tragic art. -The two distinctive characteristics of Athenian

drama are its originality and its abundance. The Greeks

of Attica were not the only inventors of drama, but they

were the first people who made drama a complete work of

art. And the great tragic poets of Attica were remark-

ably prolific. jEschylus was the reputed author of 70

tragedies, Sophocles of 113, Euripides of 92 ; and there

were others whose productiveness was equally great.

Comedy represented the lighter side, as tragedy the Corned

graver side, of the Dienysiac worship ; it was the joy of

spring following the gloom of winter. The process of

growth was nearly the same as in tragedy ; but the Dorians,

not the lonians of Attica, were the first who added dialogue

to the comic chorus. Susarion, a Dorian of Megara, ex-

hibited about 580 B.c. pieces of the kind known as

" Megarian farces." The more artistic form of comedy

seems, however, to have been developed in Attica. The

greatest names before Aristophanes are those of Cratinus

and Eupolis ; but from about 470 B.C. there seems to have

been a continuous succession of comic dramatists. Aristo-

phanes came forward as a comic poet in 427 B.C., and re-

tained his popularity for about forty years. He presents
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a perhaps unique union of bold fancy, exquisite humour,
critical acumen, and IjTical power. His eleven extant

comedies may be divided into three groups, according as

the licence of political satire becomes more and mon
restricted. In the Adiamians, Kniglils, Clouds, Wasps,

and Peace (425—421) the poet uses unrestrained freedom.

In the Birds, Lysisirata, Thesmophoriazusa', and Frogs

(414-405) a greater reserve may be perceived. Lastly, in

the EcclesiazuscE and the Flatus (392-388) personal satire

is almost wholly avoided, Tbe same general tendency

continued. The eo-called "Middle Comedy" (390-320)
represents the transition from the Old Comedy, or political

satire, to satire of a literary or social nature. The " New
Comedy" (320-250) resembled the modern " comedy of

manners," These successive periods cannot be sharply or

precisely marked off. The change which gradually passed

(iver the comic drama was simply the reflexion of the change

which passed over the political and social life of Athens.

The Old Comedy, as we see it in the earlier plays of Aristo-

phanes, was probably the most powerful engine of public

criticism that has ever existed in any community. Unspar-

ing personality was its essence. The comic poet used this

recognized right on an occasion at once festive and sacred,

in a society where every man of any note was known by
name and sight to the rest. The same thousands who
heard a policy or a character denounced or lauded in the

theatre might be required to pass sentence on it in the

popular assembly or in the courts of law.

The development of Greek poetry had been completed

before a prose literature had begun to exist. The earliest

name in extant Greek prose literature is that of Herodotus

;

and, when he wrote, the Attic drama had already passed its

prime. There had been, indeed, writers of prose before

Herodotus ; but there had not been, in the proper sense of

the term, a prose literature. The causes of this compara-

tively late origin of Greek literary prose are independent of

the question as to the time at which the art of writing

began to be generally used for literary purposes. Epic

poetry exercised for a very long period a sovereign spell

over the Greek mind. In it was deposited all that the race

possessed of history, theology, philosophy, oratory. Even
after an age of reflexion had begun, elegiac poetry, the

first offshoot of epic, was, with iambic verse, the vehicle of

much which among other races would have been com-
mitted to prose. The basis of Greek culture was essentially

poetical A political cause worked in the same direction.

In the Eastern monarchies the king was the centre of all,

and the royal records afforded the elements of history from
a remote date. The Greek nation was broken up into small

states, each busied with its own affairs and its own men.
It was the collision between the Greek and the barbarian

world which first provided a national subject for a Greek
liistorian. The work of Herodotus, in its relation to Gteek
prose, is so far analogous to the Iliad in its relation to

Greek poetry, that it is the earliest work of art, and that

it bears a Panhellenic stamp.

The sense and the degree in which Herodotus .was

original may be inferred from what is known of earlier

prose-writers. For about a century before Herodotus
there had been a series of writers in philosophy, mytho-
logy, geography, and history. The earliest, or among
the earliest, of the philosophical writers were Phere-

cydea of Syros (550 B.C.) and the Ionian Anaximones
and Anaximander. The Ionian writers, especially called

logographi, " narrators in prose " (as distinguished from
ejiopoii, jnakers of verso), were those who compiled the
myths, especially in genealogies, or who described foreign

countries, their physical features, usages, and traditions.

Hecatseus of Miletus (500 B.C.) is the best-known repre-

sentative of the logoijraphi in both these branches. Hcl-

lanicus of Mitylepe (450 B.C.), among whose works was a
history of Attica, appears to have made a nearer approach
'.o the character of a systematic historian.

Herodotus was born in 484 b.c^ and his history was
probably not completed before the beginning of the Pelo-

ponnesian War (431 B.C.). His subject is the struggle

between Greece and Asia, which he deduces from the
legendary rape of the Argive lo by Phoenicians, and traces

down to the final victory of the Greeks over tlie invading
host of Xerxes. His literary kinship with t'je historical

or geographical writers who had preceded him is seen
mainly in two things. First, though he draws a line

between the mythological and the historical age, he still

holds that myths, as such, are worthy to be reported,

and that in certain cases it is part of his duty to

report them. Secondly, he follows the example of such
writers as Hecata^us in describing the natural and social

features of countries. He seeks to combine the part of the

geographer or intelligent traveller with his proper part as

historian. But when we turn from these minor traits to the

larger aspects of his work, Herodotus stands forth as an
artist whose conception and whose method were his own.
His history has an epic unity. Various as are the spbor-

dinate parts, the action narrated is one, great and complete;

and the unity is due to this that Herodotus refers all

events of human history to the principle of divine Nemesis.

If Sophocles had told the story of CEdipus in the CEdiput

Tyrannus alone, aud had not added to it the (Edipus at

Colonus, it would have been comparable to the story of

Xerxes as told by Herodotus. Great as an artist, great

too in the largeness of his historical conception, Herodotua
fails chiefly by lack of insight into political cause and effect,

and by a genferal sUence in regard to the history of political

institutions. Both his strength and his weakness are seen

most clearly when he is contrasted with that other histbrian

who was strictly his contemporary, and who yet seems

divided from him by centuries.

Thucydldes was only thirteen years younger than Thncy

Herodotus; but the intellectual space between the men diJ**

is so great that they seem to belong to different ages.

Herodotus is the first artist in historical writing ; Thucy-

dides is the first thinker. Herodotus interweaves two

threads of causation—human agency, represented by
the good or bad qualities of men, and divine agency,

represented by the vigilance of the gods on behalf of

justice. Thucydides concentrates his attention on the

human agency (without, however, denying the other), and

strives to trace its exact course. The subject of Thucydides

is the Peloponnesian War. In resolving to write its liistory,

he was moved, he says, by these considerations. It was

probably the greatest movement which had ever, affected

Hellas collectively. It was possible for him as a conteitt-

porary to record it with approximate accuracy. And this

record was likely to have a general value, over and above

its perticular interest as a record, seeing that the political

future was likely to resemble the political past This is what

Thucydides means when ho .calls his work "a possession for

ever." The speeches which ho astribcs to the persons of

the history are, as regards form, his own essays in rhetorio

of the school to which A ntiphon belongs. As regards matter,

they are always so far dramatic that the thoughts and senti-

ments are such as ho conceived, possible for the supposed

speaker. Thncydidoa abstains, as a rule, from moral com-

ment ; but ho tells his story as no one could have told it

who did not profoundly feel its tragic force ; and his gene-

ral claim to the merit of impartiality is not invalidated by

the possible exceptions—difficult to estimate—in the coses

of Cleou and Hyj>erbolu3.

Strong as is the oontm«l bc(wi"on IIonKli)tUH and

ThucydiileH, llu-ir works h»ve yet a cliHraoUir wliidi dk-
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tingulsli both alike from the historical work of Xeno-

phon in the Ajiabasis and the Hellenica. Herodotus

gives us a vivid drama with the unity of an epic. Thucy-

didea takes a great chapter of contemporary history and

traces the causes whith are at work throughout it, so

as to give the wliole a scientific unity. Xenophon has not

the grasp either of the dramatist or of the philosopher.

His work does not possess the higher unity either of art or

of science. The true distinction of Xenophon consists in

his thorough combination of the practical with the literary

character. He was an accomplished soldier, who had done

and seen much. He was also a good writer, who could

make a story both clear and lively. But the several parts

of the story are not grouped around any central idea, such

as a divine Nemesis is for Herodotus, or such asThucydides

finds in the nature of political man. The seven books of

the Hellenica form a supplement to the history of Thucy-
dides, beginning in 411 and going down to 362 B.C. The
chief blot on the Hellenica is the author's partiality to

Sparta, and in particular to Agesilaus. Some of the

greatest aqhievements of Epaminondaa and Pelopidas are

passed over in silence. On the whole, Xenophon is perhaps

seen at his best in his narrative of the Retreat of the Ten
Thousand—a subject which exactly suits him. The Cyro-

pmdia is a romance of little historical worth, but with many
good passages. The Recollections of Socrates, on the other

hand, derive their principal value from being uniformly

matter-of-fact. In his minor pieces on various subjects

Xenophon appears as the earliest essayist. It may be noted

that one of the essays erroneously ascribed to him—that On
the Athenian Polity—is probably the oldest specimen in

«ristence of literary Attio prose.

The steps by which an Attic prose style was developed,

and the principal forms which it assumed, can be traced

most clearly in the Attic orators. Every Athenian citizen

who aspired to take part in the afiairs of the city, or even

to be qualified for self-difence before a law-court, required

to have some degree of skill in public speaking ; and an
Athenian audience looked upon public debate, whether

political or forensic, as a competitive trial of proficiency in

a fine art. Hence the speaker, no less than the writer, was
necessarily a student of finished expression ; and oratory

had a more direct influence on the general structure of

literary prose than has ever perhaps been the case else-

where. A systematic rhetoric took its rise in Sicily, where
Coras of Syracuse (466 b.c.) devised his Arl of Words to

assist those who were pleading before the law-courts ; and
it was brought to Athens by his disciple Tisias. The teach-

ing of the Sophists, again, directed attention, though in a

superficial and imperfect way, to the elementg of grammar
and logic; and Gorgias of Leontini—whose declamation,

however turgid, must have been striking—gave an impulse

at Athens to the taste for elaborate rhetorical brilliancy.

Antiphon represents the earliest, and what has been called

the grand, style of Attic piosej its chief characteristics are

a grave, dignified movement, a frequent emphasis on verbal

contrasts, and a certain austere elevation. The interest of

Andocides is mainly historical ; but 'he has graphic power.

Lysias, the repressntative of the "plain stj'le," breaks

through the rigid mannerism of the elder school, and uses the

language of daily life with an ease and grace which, though
the result of study, do not betray their art. He is, in his own
way, the canon of an Attic style ; and his speeches, written

for others, exhibit also ^ high degree of dramatic skill.

IsOcrates, whose manner may be regarded as intermediate

between that of Antiphon and that of Lysias, ivrote for

readers rather than for hearers. The type of literary prose
which he founded is distinguished by ample periods, by
studied smoothness, and by the temperate use of rhetorical

ornament From the middle of the 4 th century ac. the

Isocratic style of prose became general in Greek literature.

From the school of Rhodes, in which it became more
florid, it passed to Cicero, and through him it has helped

to shape the literary pross of the modern world. The
speeches of Isaeus in will-cases are interesting,—apart from
their bearing on Attic life,—because in them we see, as

Dionysius says, " the seeds and the beginnings " of that

technical mastery in rhetorical argument which Demosthenes
carries to perfection. Isaeus has also, in a degree, some of

the qualities of Lysias. Demosthenes excels all other

masters of Greek prose not only iu power but in variety
;

his political speeches, his" orations in public or private

causes, show his consummate and versatile command over

all the resources of the language. In him the development

of Attic prose is completed, and the best elements in each

of its earlier phases are united. The modern world can

more easily appreciate Demosthenes as a great natm'ul

orator than as an elaborate artist. But, in orr sr to appre-

hend his place in the history of Attic prose, we must re-

member that the ancients felt him to be both; and that he

WE,3 even reproached by detractors with excessive study of

eflfect. .iEschines is the most theatrical of the Greek oratory

;

!: e is vehement, apd often brilliant, but seldom persuasive.

Hyperides was, after Demosthenes, probably the most efiect-

ive ; he had much of the grace of Lysias, but also a wit,

a fira, anrd a pathos which were his own, The one oration

of Lycurgus which remains to us is earnest and stately, re-

minding us both of Antiphon and of Isocrates. Dinarchus

was merely a bad imitator of Demosthenes. There seems

more reason to regret that Demades is not represented

by larger fragments. The decline of Attic oratory may be

dated from Demetrius of Phalerum (318 B.C.), the pupil

of Aristotle. Cicero names him as the first who impaired

the vigour of the earlier eloquence, "preferring his owu
sweetness to the weight and dignity of his predecessors."

The place of Plato in the history of Greek literature is

as unique as his place in the history of Greek thought. The
literary genius shown in the dialogues is many-sided : it

includes dramatic power, remarkable skOl in parody, a subtle

faculty of satire, and, generally, a command over the finer

tones of language. In passages of continuous exposition,

where the argument rises into the higher regions of discus-

sion, Plato's prose takes a more decidedly poetical colouring

—never florid or sentimental, hofrever, but lofty and austere.

In Plato's later works— such, for instance, as the Laws,

Timceiis, Critias—we can perceive that his style did not

remain unaffected by the smooth literary prose which con-

temporary writers had developed. Aristotle's influence on

the form of Attic prose literature would probably have

been considerable if his Rhetoric had been published whilp

Attic oratory had still a vigorous hfe before it But in this,

as in other departments of mental effort, it was Aristotle'ti

lot to set in order what the Greek intellect had done in

that creative period which had now come to an end. His

own chief contribution to the original achievements of the

race was the most fitting one that could have been made
by him in whose lifetime they were closed. He bequeathed

an instrument by which analysis could be carried
,
further,

he founded a science of reasoning, and left those who fol

lowed him to apply it in all those provinces of knowledge

which he had mapped out Theophrastus, his pupil and

his successor in the Lyceum, opens the new age of research

and scientific classification with his extant works on botany,

but- is better known to modern readers by his lively

Characters, the prototypes of such sketches in our own
literature as those of Hall, Overbury, and Earle.

in. The Literature of the Decadence.

The period of decadence in Greek literature begins with

the extinction of free political life in the Greek citiea. So
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Ion'' as the Greek commonwealths were iiiJepcndcnt and

vi"orous, Greek life rested oa the identity of the man with

the citizen. The city was the highest unit of social organ-

ization , the whole training and character of the man wore

viewed relatively to his niombership of the city. The

market-place, the assembly, the theatre, were places of fre-

quent meeting, where the sense of citizenship was quickened,

where common standards of opinion or feeling were formed.

Poetry, music, sculpture, literature, art, in all their forms,

wore matters of public interest. Every citizen had some

'degree of acquaintance with them, and was iu some

m;asjre capable of judging them. The poet and the

musician, the historian and the sculptor, did not live a

life of studious seclusion or engrossing professional work.

They were, as a rule, in full sj-mpathy with the practical

interests of their time. Their art, whatever its form might

bo, was the concentrated and ennobled expression of

their political existence. /Eschj'lus breathed into tragedy

the inspiration of one who had himself fought the great

light of national liberation. Sophocles was the colleague

of Pericles in a high military command. Thucydides de-

scribes the operations of the Peloponnesian War with the

practical knowledge of one who had been iu charge of a

fleet. Ictinus and Phidias gave shape in stone, not to mere

visions of the studio, but to the more glorious, because more

real and vivid, perceptions which liad been quickened iu

them by a living communion with the Athenian spirit, by

a daily contemplation of Athenian greatness, in the theatre

where tragic poets idealized the legends of the past, in the

ecclesia where every citizen had his vote on the policy of

the state, or in that free and gracious society, full of beauty,

yet exempt from vexatious constraint, which belonged

to the age of Pericles. The tribunal which judged these

works of literature or art was such as was best fitted

to preserve the favourable conditions under which they

arose. Criticism was not in the hands of a literary clique

or of a social caste. The influence! of jealousy or male-

volence, and the more fatal influence of affectation, had
little power to affect the verdict. The verdict was pro-

nounced by the whole body of the citizens. The success

or failure of a tragedy was decided, not by the minor circura-

utance that it gained the first or second prize, but by the

collective opinion of the citizens assembled iu the theatre

of Dionysos. A work of architecture or sculpture was
approved or condemned, not 'by the sentence of a few whom
the multitude blindly followed, but by the general judgment
of some twenty thousand persons, each of whom was iu some
degree qualified by education and by habit to form an in-

dependent estimate. The artist worked for all his follow-

citizens, and knew that he would be judged by all. The
Bonl of his work was the fresh and living inspiration of

nature ; it was the ennobled expression of his own lifo

;

and the public opinion before which it came was free, in-

telligent, and sincere.

Philip of Maccdon did not take away the municipal inde-

pendence of the Greek cities, but ho dealt a death-blow to

the old political lifo. The Athenian poet, historian, artist,

might still do good work, but he could never again h.ive

,
that which used to be the very mainspring of all such
activity,—the daily experience and consciousness of partici-

pation in the affairs of an independent state. ITe could no
longer breathe the invigorating air of constitutional freedom,
or of the social interconrse to which that freedom lent

dignity as well as grace. Then came Alexander's conquests

;

Greek civilization was diffused over Asia and the Kast by
means of Greek colonics iu which Asiatic and Greek ele-

ments were mingled. The life of such settlements, under
the monarchies into which Alexander's empire broke up,
could not bo animated by the spirit of the Greek common-
wealth? in the old days of political freedom. But the e.t-

ternals of Greek life were there,—the temples, the statues,

the theatres, the porticos. Ceremonies and festivals were
conducted in the Greek manner. In private life Greek
usages prevailed. Greek was the language most used ;.

Greek books were iu demand. The mixture of races would
always in some measure distinguish even the outward lif»

of such a community from that of a pure Greek state ; and
the facility with which Greek civilization was adopted
would vary in different places. Syria, for example, was
rapidly and completely Hellenizcd. Judaea resisted the

process to the last. In Egypt a Greek aristocracy of office,

birth, and intellect existed side by side with a distinct

native life. But, viewed in its broadest aspect, this new-

civilization may be called Hellenism. As luUenizo means
" to do like a Hellene," Hellenism means the adoption o£

Hellenic ways ; and it is properly applied to a civilization,

generally Hellenic in external things, pervading people not

necessarily or exclusively Hellenic by race. What the Hel-

lenic literature wxs to Hellas, that the Hellenistic literature

was to Hellenism. The literature of Hellenism has the

Hellenic form without the Hellenic souL The literature of

Hellas was creative ; the literature of 11 ellenism is derivative.

1. Alexandria was the centre of Greek intellectxial ac-TheAIo-

tivity from Alexander to Augustus. Its "Museum" oran^to

college, and its library, both founded by the first Ptolemy P*"'^-

(Soter), gave it such attractions for learned men as no other

city could rival The labours of research or arrangement

are those which characterize the Alexandrian period. Even

in its poetry spontaneous motive was replaced by erudite Poetry-

skill, as in the hymns, epigrams, and elegies of Callimachus,

in the enigmatic verses of Lycophron, iu the highly finished

epic of ApoUonius Ehodius, and in the versified lore,

astronomical or medical, of Aratus and Nicauder. The
pastoral poetry of the age—Dorian by origin—was the most

pltasing ; for this, if it is to please at all, must have its

soring in the contemplation of nature. Theocritus is not

exempt from the artificialism of the Helleuizing literature;

but his true sense of natural beauty entitles him to a place

in the first rank of pastoral poets. Bion of Ionia and

Moschus of Syracuse also charm by the music and often by

the pathos of their bucolic verse. But it is not for its

poetry of any kind that this period of Greek literature ia

memorable. Its true work was in erudition and science. ErndiBo*

Aristarchus (156 B.C.), the greatest in a long line of Alex-""."*

andrian critics, set the example of a more thorough method

in revising and interpreting the ancient texts, and may ia

this sense be said to have become the founder of scientific

scholarship. The critical studies of Alexandria, carried on

by the followers of Aristarchus, gradually formed the basis

for a science of grammar. Translation was another province

of work which employed the learned of Alexandria,—where

the Septuagint version of the Old Testament was begun,

probably about 300-250 B.C. Chronology was treated scien-

tifically by Eratosthenes, and was combined with history by

Manetho in his chronicles of Egj'pt, and by Berosus iu his

chronicles of Chaldxa. Euclid was at Alexaudrin in the

reign of Ptolemy Soter. The general results of the Alex-

andrian period might perhaps be stated thus. Alexandria.

produced a few eminent men of science, some learned poeta

(in a few cases, of great literarj- merit), and manyable scholars.

The preservation of the best Greek literature was due chiefly

to the unremitting care of the Alexandrian critics, whose

appreciation of it partly compensated for the decay of the

old Greek pevccptions in literature and art, and who did

their utmost to hand it down iu a form as free as possible

from the errors of coi>yist8. On the whole, the patronage of

letters by the Ptolemies had probably as large a incasurc of

success as was possible under the existing conditions; and

it was afforded ut a time when there was spoeial d.anger that

a true literary tradition might die out of the world.
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2. The Grseco-Iloman periol in the literature of Hellen-

ism may be dated from the Roman subjugation of Greece.

"Greece made a captive of the rough conqueror," but it did

not follow from this intellectual conquest that Athens

became once more the intellectual centre of the world.

Under the empire, indeed, the university of Athens long

enjoyed a pre-eminent reputation. But Rome gradually

became the point to which the greijtest workers in every

kind were drawn. Greek literature had already made a

home there before the close oLthe 2d century b.o. Sulla

brought a Greek library from Athens to Rome. Such men
as CScero and Atticus were indefatigable collectors and
readers of Greek books. The power of speaking and writing

the Greek language became an indispensable accomplish-

ment for highly educated Romans. The library planned

by Julius Caesar and founded by Augustus had two prin-

cipal departments, one for Latin, the other for Greek works.

Tiberius, Vespasian, Domitian, and Trajan contributed to

enlarge the cpUection. Rome became more and more the

rival of Alexandria, not only as possessing great libraries,

but also as a seat of learning at which Greek men of letters

found appreciation, and encouragement. Greek poetry,

especially in its higher forms, rhetoric and literary criticism,

history and philosophy, were aU cultivated by Greek Writers

at Rome.
The first part of the Graeco-Roman period may be defined

as extending from 146 B.C. to the close of the Roman re-

public. At its commencement stands the name of one who
had more real affinity than any of his contemporaries with

the great writers of old Athens, and who, at the same time,

saw most clearly how the empire of the world was passing

to Rome. The subject of Polybius was the history of

Roman conquest from 264 to 146 B.C. His style, plain and
straightforward, is free from the florid rhetoric of the time.

But the distinction of Polybius is that he is the last Greek
writer who in some measure retains the spirit of the old

citizen-life. He chose his subject, not because it gave scope

to learning or literary skill, but with a motive akin to

that which prompted the history of Thucydides—namely,

because, as a Greek citizen, he felt intensely the political

importance of those wa:s which had given Rome the mas-

tery of the world. The chief historical work which the

following century produced—the UniverxU History of Dio-

dorus Siculus—resembled that of Polybius in recognizing

Rome as the political centre of the earth, as the point on
which all earlier series of events converged. In all else

Diodorus represents the new age in which the Greek his-

torian had no longer the practical knowledge and insight of

a travpUer, a soldier, or a statesman, but only the diligence,

and usually the dulness, of a laborious compiler.

The Greek literature of the Roman empire, from Augustus
to Jujtinian, was enormously prolific. The area over which
the Greek language was diflfused—either as a medium of

intercourse or as an established branch of the higher educa-

tion—was co-extensive with the empire itself. An immense
Store of materials had njw been accumulated, on which
critics, commentators, compilers, imitators, were employed
with incessant industry. In very many of its forms, the

work of composition or adaptation had been reduced to a
mechanical knack. If there is any one characteristic which
broadly distinguishes th'e Greek literature of these five cen-

turies, it is the absence of originality either in form or in

matter. Lucian is, in his way, a rare exception ; and his

great popularity—he is the only Greek writer of this period,

except Plutarch, who has been widely popular—illustrates

the flatness of the arid level above whicji he stands out.

The sustained abundance of literary production under the
empire was partly due to the fact that there was no open
political career. Never, probably, was literature so im-
portant as a resource for educated men ; and the habit of

reciting before friendly or- ODsequious auoiences swelled

the number of writers whose taste had been cultivated

to a point just short of perceiving that they ought not to

write.

•In the manifold prose work of this period, four principal

departments may be distinguished. (1) History, with
Biography, and Geography. It would exceed the limits of

the present summary to notice in detail the works which
belong to this and to the other provinces ; but it may be
useful, for purposes of reference and classification, to give

some chief names in eacL History is represented by Diony-
sius of Halicarnassus,—also memorable for his criticisms oil

the orators and his effort to revive a true standard of Attic
prose,—by Josephus, Axrian, Appian, and Herodian. In
biography, the foremost names are Plutarch, Diogenes
Laertius, and Philostratus ; in geography, Strabo and
Pausanias. (2) EridUlion and Science. The learned

labours cf the- Alexandrian schools were continued in all

their various fields. Under this head may be mentioned
such works as the lexicon of Julius Pollux ; the commen-
taries of Galen on Plato and on Hippocrates ; the learned
miscellanies of Athenaeus, jElian, and Stobseils; and the

Stratagems of Polyaenns, (3) Ehetorie and Belles Lettres.

The most popular writers on the theory of rhetoric were
Hermogenes, Aphthonius, and Cassius Longinus—the last

the reputed author of the essay On Sublimity. Among the

most renowned teachers of rhetoric—now distinctively called
" Sophists," or rhetoricians—were Dion Chrysostom, .^lius

Aristides, Themistins, Himeriu.s, Libanius, ar«i Herodes
Atticus. Akin to the rhetorical exercises were Tirious

forms of ornamental or imaginative prose—dialogues, letters,

essays, or novels. Lucian, in his dialogues, exhibits more of

the classical style and of the classical spirit than any

writer of the later age ; he has also a remarkable affinity

with the tone of modem satire, as in Swift or Voltaire. Hia
Attic prose, though necessarily artificial, was at least th»

best that had been written for four centuries. The eraperoT

Julian was the author both of orations and of satirioA

pieces. The chief of the Greek novelists are Xenophon of

Ephesus and Lqngus, representing a purely Greek type of

romance, and HeUodorus,—with his imitators Achilles

Tatius and Chariton,—representing a school influenced by
Oriental fiction. There were also many Christian romances

in Greek, usually of a religious tendency. Alciphron's ficti-

tious Letters—foiinded largely on the New Comedy of

Athens— represent the same kind of industry which pro-

duced the letters of Phalaris and many similar collections.

(4) Philosophy is represented chiefly by Epictetus and
Marcus Aurelius, in both of whom the Stoic element is the

prevailing one ; by the Neoplatonists, such as Flotinus,

Porphyry, lamblichua; and by Proclus, of that eclectic

school which arose at Athens in the 6th century a.d.

The Greek poetry of this period presents no work of high

merit. Babrius versified the .^Esopio Fables ; Oppian wrote

didactic poems on fishing and hunting; Nonnus and Quia
tus SmymEens made elaborate essays in epic verse ; and the

Orphic lore inspired some poems and hymns of a mystic

character. The so-called Sibylline (h-acles, in hexametei

verse, range in date from about 170 RG to 700 A.D., and

are partly the expression of the Jewish longings for the re-

storation of Israel, partly predictions of the triumph ol

Christianity. By far the most pleasing compositions in

verse which have come to ns from this age are" some of the

short poems in the Greek Anthology, which includes some
pieces as early as the beginning of the 5lh centnry B.O., aibd

some as late as the 6th century of the Christian era.

The 4th century may be said to mark the beginning of the

last stage in the decay of literary Hellenism. From that

point the decline was rapid and nearly continuous. The atti-

tude of the church towards it was no longer that which hiid
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been held by Clement of Alex.mclriri, by Justin Martyr, or by
Origen. There wis now a Christian Greek literature, and a
Christian Greek eloquence of extraordinary power. Tho
laity became more and more -estranged from the Greek
literature—however intrinsically pure and noble—of the

pagan past. At the same time the Greek language—which
liad maintained its purity in Italian seats—was becoming
corrupted in the new Greek Rome cf the East. In 529 a.d.

Justinian put forth an edict by which the schools of heathen
(philosophy were formally closed. The act had at least a

symbolical meaning. It is^' necessary to guard against the

supposition that such assumed landmarks in political or

literary history always mark a definite transition from one

order of things to another. But it is practically convenient,

or necessary, to use such landmarks. And, in this case, if

a line is to be drawn at any one point between the Old and

the Byzantine literature, it may be said that the edict of

Justinian was the official record of .tho fact that the old

literature of Greece was dead. Then came the Byzantine

age, with its massive but formless erudition, its comment-

aries, annals, and lexicons, represented by such works as

those of Eustathius, Photius, and Suidas. The golden time

of tho Byzantine literature was from about 850 to 1200 a.d.

Just as this was drawing to an end, a poetry—at first satirical

—arose in the popular dialect, which had now decidedly

diverged from the literary ; and thus the link was made
which connects the Byzantine period with the Greek litera-

ture of to-day. The Greek language has never died, and
the continuity of Greek literature has never been broken.

Sec nistory of the Literature of Ancient Greece, by K. 0. Miiller,

continued by J. W. Donaldson ; Critical Ilistori) of tlu Language
and Literature of Ancient Greece, by William Mure; Histoire de

la Literature Grecque, by i.m.\\e Bumouf (1869); Gricchischc

Literal I'.rgeschichte, by Theodor Bergk (1872) ; Gruiulriss dcr
gri(chischen Littcratur, by G. Bernhardy (1872-1876) ; Gricehische

LiUr'iturgeschiclUe, by R. Nicolai (1873-1876) ; Frinur of Greek
Literature, in Macmillan's Series, by R, C. Jebb, (R, C. J.)

Section II.

—

The. Byzantine Literature.

The literature of the Byzantine period, from th§ death

of Justinian to the capture of Constantinople by the Turks,

is singularly destitute of interest for the general reader.

There is not a single work of intense human passion. Not
one man appeared gifted with anything like genius. The
most notable books are books of history written by those

who were themselves actors in the scenes, or at the least

were contemporaries or nearly contemporaries of the events

recorded. There is always a sense of reality about such

works, however hazy our general conception of the times

may be. Of these historians a full account is given in the

article Byzantine Historians. Some of these writers

discussed other subjects. Remarkable amongst these' is

Constantino VIL, I'orphyrogenitua, who wrote or caused

to be written a whole series of book.s, treating of the

odmini.stration of the empire, the ceremonies of the court,

war, and jurisprudence. He got up a cyclopaidia of his-

tory and politics, of agricultural science, of the veterinary

art, and of medicine, and ordered the preparation of an
epitome of Aristotle's work on animals, of a collection of

Greek epigrams, and a collection of the histories of saints.

Constautine's works do not give so much an insight into

what he could do as into what he wished to do. Some of

the hbtorians were really men of wide culture. Niccphorus
Gregoras (born 1295) received a liberal education in

rhetoric, astronomy, and other subjects, and his literary

activity ranged over the entire field of human knowledge.
Others again combined the study of rhetoric or philosophy
with that of history. Pachymeres, for instance, wrote
declamations of a pedantic and frigid nature on historical

subjects, blending imagicatioa with what he gathered from
history.

1 1 -K

The character of tlie Byzantine period is seen in the kind
of poetry that it produced. There were some good epigram
writers in the reign of Justinian, but after his time the
anthology received very few additions. The first versifier

of importance that we meet in the progress of time is

Georgius of Pisidia, who was deacon of tlie church of St
Sophia in the reign of the emperor Ileraclius (610-G41).
His muse celebrates various wars in iambic verse, such as

the War against the Persians, tlie Avaric war, and the ex-

ploits of Heraclius. He also wrote several Chri-stian pieces.

Leo VI., called the WisC; who was emperor from 886 to 912,
versified a-itronomical and ecclesiastical subjects, and wrote
some prose works besides, most of which, if not all, deserve
to lie in oblivion. Theodosius, deacon in the church of St

Sophia towards the end of the 10th century, used the

iambic trimeter to narrate the capture of Crete, a work
which derives all its value from the historical matter con-

tained in it. Theodoms Prodromus is perhaps of all the

Byzantine writers the one that comes nearest to the rank of

a poet, yet even this approach is made only in some of hia

poems in the popular dialect, which have a strong satiric

mm and a vein of humour. His more ambitious eSbrts

have no claim to the title of poetry. The subjects are of

wide range and various form—epistles, congratulatory

addresses, historical and didactic poems. Some .of them
are in a dramatic form, such as the Calamyomachia,

recently edited by Hercher in the Teubner Bibliotheca, in

which besides the ordinary characters Prodromus introduces

a chorus and semi-chorus, and the xrjpv^ and ayycXos so

common in ancient plays. His largest poem is a romance
called TO. Kara 'Voiavdrfv koX AoaiKkta, consisting of nine

books in iambic trimeter. It is entirely destitute of origin-

ality, and overladen with rhetorical and unpoetic passages.

It is given by Hercher in his Scriptores Erotici. Prodromus

flourished in the reign of Manuel I., Comnenus(l 143-1180).

Another Byzantine, Nicetas Eugenianus, apparently of the

same age, wrote a fictitious poem, ra Kara ApdcriXAai/ koI

XapiK\ta, which bears traces on every page of a close con-

nexion with the similar work of Prodromus. Constantiire

Manasses also lived during the reign of Manuel I.,

Comnenus, and wrote a fiction in the versus politicus,

characterized by absurdity and poverty of thought and

expression. Both of these romances are given in Hercher's

Scriptores ^roticu Verse was during this period used for

the most prosaic purposes. Michael Psellus the younger,

about 1018 A.D., employed it to give a synopsis of laws,

Tzetzes to give an exposition of history. The work of Tzetzes

is now called Chiliades, from its being divided into books

of a thousand lines. It is written in the versus politicus,

and is a very heterogeneous mixture of fact and fiction, but

occasionally contains references to customs and incidents

which are not handed down to us elsewhere. Another critic,

Joannes Pcdiasimus, wrote iambic verses, ir<pt ywautot

Koic^9 xal ayadirs V XIo^os. Such were the subjccU which

the Byzantine muse treated, and as we have given a rather

full catalogue of the poetical works produced in the

Byzantine period in tho ancient language, nothing re-

quires to be said of the sterile nature of the poets and

their poetry.

Dramatic poetry was also neglected, but enough was pro-

duced to keep up the continuity in tho tradition of th(

drama. Sathas has tried to show that dramas were acted

up to the latest period of the Byzantine empire, and though

the notices -are not numerous nor very conclusive, he seems

to us to have proved his point (K. N. Satfa i(rropu<6v

SoKtfjLiov 7r<pi ToC Otarpov xai ttj<; Moi'<riic^t tuiv Bi'^ovtiVwi',

Venice, 1878). Wo have already seen that Prodromus com-

posed dramas. The most voluminous writer in this depart-

ment is Manuel Philes of Ephesus, who flourishBd from

about 1280 to 1330, aud who himself probably acted on
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the stage. His dramas are occupied with the exhibition of

the g.sat deeds of his patrons, or resemble in some respects

our Moralities, making characters of the various virtues.

The Byzantine period produced a considerable number
of hymn writers. Among them may be mentioned

Germanus, who was patriarch of Constantinople in the

reign of Leo the Isaurian ; Theodorus Studites, a theologian

of some mark (759-826) ; the emperors Constantine

Porphyrogenitus and Leo the king; and Photius, patriarch

of Constantinople. The hymn writers who stand highest

are Cosmas, who flourished in the 8tb century, and whom
W. Christ calls "princeps melodorum Graecoium";
Joannes Damascenus, a contemporary of Cosmas ; and
Theophanes o Tpawros, who lived nearly a hundred years

after Cosmas (see Anthologia Grwca Carminum Chrisii-

anoruin adornaverunt W. Christ et M. Faranikas, Leipsic,

1871).

The Byzantines occupied themselves with collections of

poems, but the works of Cephalas and Planudes Maximus
of this nature have already beea discussed in the article

Anthology.
When we pass from poetry to prose we meet with the

same want of creative power. The Byzantines collect the

writings of others and annotate, but they give us no
original works. They performed two services to literature.

They handed down the forms of literary expression, and by
their indefatigable energy in excerpting and embodying in

their own works the works of others, they have preserved

for us many valuable documents of antiquity, or at least

portions of them. During the Byzantine period there were

also various phases of literary life. After the death of

Justinian literary activity became gradually less, until in

the time of the Iconoclasts intellectual culture was repressed,

manuscripts were destroyed, and literature fell into disre-

pute and neglect. A revival took place under the Iilace-

donian dynasty, but when the Latin empire was established

in Constantinople, a relapse into semi-barbarism again took
place. Under the Palsologi the literary spirit once more
came to life. Amidst these changes it was impossible for

a vigorous creative literature to flourish, and the bright

periods are mainly characterized by efforts to destroy the

efiFects of the previous dark era by gathering together all

kinds of information. Hence arose the compilations of

Porphyrogenitus that have been already mentioned, and
similar attempts were made at similar periods.

Several of the Byzantines attained to high eminence in

the cultivation of science, but sometimes their exertions took

a fruitless direction, especially when they aimed at dis-

covering the method of converting the baser metals into

gold. It is in the study of grammar, in the production
of lexicons and the annotation of the classical writers, that

their best men have gained for themselves a name. The
works of the writers on these subjects are of no interest to

the common reader, bat they furnish the scholar with many
attractive problems. Who were the authors from whom
the Byzantines borrowed 1 How far are their works inter-

polated 1 How far are the original authorities mutilated 1

These and such like inquiries crop up in connexion with
almost every one of these writings. The writers who are

best known as contributing to our knowledge of the
ancients are Tzetzes, Eustathius, Moschopulus, Thomas
Magister, Joannes Pediasimus, and Demetrius Triclinius.

Tzetzes (probably the same word as Caecius) lived in Con-
Btantinople about the year 1 ISO. His Chiliades have been
already mentioned. He wrote notes on Homer, Hesiod, and
.^schylus, but he was especially copious on Aristophanes.

Eustathiug is well known to scholars for an elaborate
commentary on Homer. He was brought up in Constanti-
nople, and in 1160 became archbishop of Thessalonica and
in 1174 archbishop of Myra in Lycia. Besides his labours

on Homer he wrote many theological and several historical

works. Manuel Moschopulus belonged to the 13th century.

He wrote many works on different points of grammar, and
scholia on Pindar, the Tragedians, and Theocritus. Thomas
!Magister of Thessalonica flourished in the reign of
Andronicus II. (1283-1332), and composed articles on
ancient literary history, and scholia on vEschylus and other
Greek writers. Joannes Pediasimus, who lived towards
the end of the 14th century, is best known by his scholia

on Hesiod; and Triclinius, who taught grammar in Con-
stantinople at the same period, wrote scholia on Hesiod,
Pindar, and the Tragedians. Nothing can exceed the
stupidity of these writers and their fellow scholiasts of the
Byzantine era. They misunderstand the acute remarks of

their Alexandrian predecessors or bury them in verbiage.

They are utterly uncritical in their discussion of historiciil

questions ; they are continually going wrong in their gram-

matical expositions ; and they are passionately fond of

nonsense. Perhaps nowhere, to take one instance, in thr

whole of literature could wilder etymologies be found ij

greater numbers than in the scholia on the Phtius of Aristo

phanes. Yet these men thought highly of their work, and
Triclinius tells us, in regard to a trivial book which he wrcte

on metres, that he accomplished the task only through

divine inspiration. Notwithstanding this, they have pre-

served for us within the quantities of rubbish many valuable

facts and expositions derived from earlier writers.

Ignatius, deacon in the reign of Michael II. (820-fj29), Gram

Gregorius, archbishop of Corinth in the second half of the "i"-

12th century, Holobolus, in the reign of Michael VIIT., and

Joannes Glycas, patriarch of Constantinople in 131 6, are the

principal writers on grammar. Of these Gregoriu'j is best

known, for his work on the Greek dialects, though full of

mistakes, has deservedly attracted the attention of scholars.

Of the writers of lexicons Suidas is the best known. He Lexic

flourished in the 10th century. His work contains not only

explanations of words but biographies of men. It is an

undigested mass of statements which are often contra-

dictory, bat is of great value, for he has incorporated facts

and expositions from early writers possessed of accurate

knowledge. A fuU account of Suidas, and a discussion of

all the questions connected with him, are given by Bernhardy
in the prolegomena to his edition of the Lexicon. The
Etymologicum Magnum is another important work of the

Byzantine period, having been compiled in the 1 1 th century.

The appellation magnum or /ie'ya does not belong to it

originally, but was added by Musurus, its first editor, or

Calliergis, its first printer. Gaisford in his edition has

discussed this and other matters concerning the Etymologi-

cum. A much smaller work by Philemon is a Technological

Dictionary, written in the second half of the 1 2th century.

Among the lexicon-writers is Photius, who was patriarch

of Constantinople, and died in an Armenian convent about

the year 891. Photius was a man of marked individuality,

and his history is mixed up with that of his country. A
more detailed account of him will therefore be found in a

separate article. Person prepared an edition of the Lexicon,

which was published after his death by Dobree. The
Leipsic edition contains a review^by Blomfield (Edin. Bev.,

xlii., 1813) of Hermann's edition of Photius, in which the

English reader will find a full discussion of the sources and
value of the Lexicon. Photius also prepared a work gene-

rally called Photii Bibliotheca, containing extracts and notices

of 280 books which he read while acting as ambassador in

S3Tia. The nature of this work awaits more minute investi-

gation than it has yet received ; but there can scarcely ba

a doubt that some of the articles are the productions of a

dishonest man, or of a late interpolator, or of both. His

Letters, recently edited by Valettos, are of great importance

for a knowledge of the times.
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Several scholars of the £yzantine period wrote on the

tnusic and metres of the ancients. Their works abound in

errors, but they preserve fragments of earlier writers which

'are interesting and valuable. Tho work of Psellus the

younger, called ^vvray/xa cts tu? rea-a-apa'S /laOrj/MaTiKas

tvicn~i]fia<;, contains large fragments of Aristoxenus (West-

phal, Fragmente der lUiythmikcr, supplement to the first

volume of his Metrilc); and Manuel Bryennius (about the

year 1330) wrote three books on harmonics, which contain

among other things »n exposition of the later Byzantine

musical system (see Westphal, Mdril; vol. i. p. 319).

Of the rhetoricians only a very few deserve mention.

Joannes Do.xopater, who flourished in the reign of Alexius I.,

Comnenus (1081-1118), wrote several works of a rhetorical

nature, which are to bo found in Walz's lihetores Grccci.

All that can bo said of them is that they prove that he was

a man of culture and refinement, and did not deserve the

neglect and poverty which fell to his lot. A cluster of

rhetoricians appeared in the reigns of Michael VIII. and
Andronicus II., of whom the principal were Georgius of

.
Cyprus, Nicephorus Chumnus, and Theodoras of Hyrtace.

The emperor Manuel II., Palceologus, wrote several works of

the nature of essays, and a large number of letters, several

of which were addressed to Demetrius Cydones of Thussa-

lonica, the author of a treatise on the Contempt of Death
which has attracted some attention.

The study of philosophy was, generally speaking,

I neglected, but there were some who acquired renown as

philosophers. Foremost amongst these was ilichael Psellus

the younger. He was born about the year 1018, and died

•hortly after the year 1105, after a chequered career. He
was called by the men of his own age " Chief of Philo-

sophers." His works range over the entire field of human
learning. He wrote on the sciences, mathematical, physical,

medical, on grammar and metres and music, on tho

doctrines of Plato and Aristotle, on psychology and dialec-

tic ; and very recently Sathas has edited a work of his

called A Century of Byzantine History, which entitlc'6 him
to a place among historians, a series of his letters which
throw much light on the life of the Byzantines, and various

discourses, panegyric and funereal. He lost the favour of

the court and was supplanted by Joannes Italus, who also

succeeded to the title of " Chief of Philosophers." Several

of his scholars attained distinction as authors, or rather

compilers, of commentaries on tho Greek philosophers.

The theologians were to a large extent philosophers.

.The most famous among them was John of Damascus, who
lived in the reign of Leo the Isaurian (718-741). Ho
wrote on a great variety of subjects, theological and philo-

sophical. The work by which he is best known is his

Sacra ParaUela, in which ho has collected numerous
passages from the writings of the fathers on such topics as

repentance, faith, iJic. Tho work is valuable as containing

fragments of works which are not now extant. Alzog calls

Damascenus the last of the Greek theologians. In subse-

quent times few appear worthy of attention, and it may
suffice here to mention Nicephorus Callistus, " the Ecclesi-

astical Thucydide.'i," who lived iu the I'lth century. He
compiled an Hcctesiastical History from Eusebius, Socrates,

Sozomenus, and tho other earlier ecclesiastical historians,

endeavouring at the same time to make hia style more
elegant than that of his predecessors.

We find almost no attempt at lights literature in prose
during tho Byzantine period. Only one work has come
down to U3 of this nature, The Loves of Hysmine and
Hysminias, by Eustathius the Macrcmbolilo. Hilbcrg,

the last editor of the work, has tried to show with some
success that Eustathius lived some time between 852 and
938. The work is full of imitations, and displays no in-

ifcntivc power.

A very full account is given of most of tho writers hero mentioned,
witli lists of Ihcir works cilitcil ami luatlited, in the Liter volume;
of tho Bibliothcca Grcecn of jQluiniica Allieitus Fabriuius, editcil Iiy

Hnrlcs, Hnmburg, in 12 vols., 1790-1809; sco also Cave, Scrip-

tortim Ecclcsiaslicorujii Uislorla. Litcraria; Gibbon, Decline and
Fall of the Jlomnn Empire ; Jliiller and Donaldson's Hiatury of Grctk
LiUrainrc, 1858; Drdt. Nicolai, Gricchischc Lileratunjcscliiclitc, vol.

iii., 1876. JIaiiy of tho works of tho Pyzaiitiuo writers are fouml
only in avixioTa, especially those of Villoison, Boisson,idc, Cramer,
Bckkcr, and Satbas, and often theso editors investij^ato tlio history
of tlio writers. Sathas has thrown much new light on the life of

Psellus. (J. D.)

Section III.

—

Modern Greek Literature.

In narrating tho history of modern Greek literature

several difliculties of a peculiar nature present themselves

which do not emerge in an account of the literature of

previous periods. The literature is no longer homogeneous,
and we have to answer for ourselves the question whether,

we are to record the literary efforts made by Greeks or tin,

literary efl'orts made in Greek. If we adopt the first course,

we have to take notice of books written in Italian, French,
German, and English, as well as in Greek, for the Greek*-

like the Jews were, during the three centuries of Turkish
domination, a dispersed people. They found refuge far

away from their native land ; they spoke the languages of

strange peoples, and, when they published books, frequently

used these languages. Few, however, forgot their native-

tongue, and there are consequently very few authors who,.

however copiously they may have written in the languages-

of the countries in which 'they settled, did not leave at least

one woik written in Greek. Even since the kingdom o?

Greece has been established, many of her most distinguished

men have written some of their best works in French,

German, or English, in order to obtain a wider audienca

than they could expect if they had used modern Gieek.

We have to divide even those who used Greek into two
classes, ' those who used the ancient language and those who
used the modern, though many have used both forms. The
ancient language was still the literary language at the time

of the capture of Constantinople, and the use of it as a
vehicle of literature has been handed down in unbroken
tradition to the present day. This has been specially tho

case with ecclesiastical writers. The church service is in

ancient Greek. The New Testament is still read in tho

original language in Greek churches. The learned priests

were familiar with tho ancient language, and in learned

treatises felt bound hy a firmly impressed tradition to use

only the language which the great fathers of the church had
used. Cultivated Greeks in all lands still continued to

make verses in imitation of the ancients. A change took

place when Greece revived in the 19th century. All tho

groat writers felt that it was pedantic to adopt many of tho

old forms of inflexion and construction,— that, in one word,

the ancient language \vas not fitted to be tho vehicle of

modern civilization. They therefore resolved to adapt it.

to omit what might fetter the full and free expression ol

modern thought, but to retain at the same time the body
and substance of the language. And hence arose n forni

of the language which is practically identical with tho

ancient, but transfused with modern ideas, and fitted fo<

the clear and rapid expression of modern literature. The
influence of the ancient language on tho modem is manifest

in every part of it. And it coulJ not bo otherwise. Educa^

tion is spread over every corner of free Greece. But in

education the Greek child does not learn tho grammar of

the modern language but of the ancient. Ho often reads

ancient books, and every cultivated Greek boromcs as

familiar with Xcnophon and Plutarih as an Englishman \»

with Shakespeare and Milton. Before entering on ih«

history of modern Greek liternturo, it is necessary to fmco
tho modern language through its varioQS stages. Historinn^
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of the Greek language acknowledge that alongside of the

literary language there existed a conversational, which must

have varied in different localities. We have the clearest

traces of this language in the New Testament, 'as noticed

under Gkeek Language, p. 135, and some ecclesiastical

writers of a later date bear equally unmistakable indi-

cations of it. The Pastor of Hennas is specially marked
hy such features, and the form of it given in the Codex

Sintiilkus is as far advanced towards the modern as we
find in several works of the 12th century written in the

popular language. Very distinct approximations to the

modern forms are also to be found in some of the apocry-

phal gospels, and in the Testaments of the Tivelve Patriarchs,

but especially in the JpocrT/phal Acts and Apocalypses pub-

lished by Tischendorf. All these writings tend to show
that it is impossible to fix on any period when the modern
language may be said to be definitely formed. It grew
out of the conversational language of earlier times. Till

very recently some poems of Theodorus Prodromus (often

called Ptochoprodromus) were supposed to be the earliest

distinct specimens of the modern language ; but recent

researches among the libraries have brought to light the

fact that between the 10th and 15th centuries various

works were produced in the modern form of the language.

These researches are not yet concluded, and any results

Xs/Siett that are attained must be deemed merely provisional The
modem ^grk which is now regarded as the earliest specimen of the,

J^Xt ^^^ form is the Exploits of Basilios Digenis Acritas, written

according to Legrand in the second half of the 10th century.

The writer of this work unquestionably knew classical Greek

well, and most of the lines would be perfectly intelligible

to every scholar. But now and then words and construc-

tions purely modern intervene. Yet there is a wide and
marked difference between the language of this poem and
that of the two poems of Prodromus, belonging to the 12th

century, published by Corals ; or the three more recently

discovered by E. Miller, and published by him in his

Melanges, and subsequently by Legrand. In every line of

these the scholar comes upon forms which are quite strange.

The difference will be best appreciated if we quote some
lines from each of the writers. We take a passage from
the Digenis, which contains more than the usual number
of modern peculiarities.

Kal yip 6 fiiKphs aSeXtphs tar* &vap fISe rauTa*
Merck (T/fuTioy ayiipfrat, \€yfi rots dSeXf^oTs rov
"Opa/xa fliov, dScAi^ol, eV raxirri rp iairtpa'

'lepaKts fi.01 ffpaiifT]<Tav iivX AeufcJii tt)j irfrpas,

Kal ierbs xP^^^'^^T^pos TrfpiffTtpav Stt^Kuv

'Arirprjy KaSiirep x'""", «' ia-($Tt 's ri Kov$ovK\ir,
'Ey ^ KOtfjLCLTal 6 ya/i^pbs ^erd rijl aSeXtpTis jxas.

Here the accent of a-Korid, rov for avrov^ aoTrpos signify-

ing white, s for eJs, kuv^ovkXiv from cubiculum, and /^a?

for rj/xuiv, are the novel peculiarities, and none of them need
puzzle the scholar. As a contrast we take a few lines from
bne of the poems of Prodromus published by Miller.

"npfiriaa rdxctTe K&yi: rb i/i yeyu T^ayydpr}5,

n)] yh xopT6.(T(a rb ^oiuiy rb \fyovy a(ppciTlr^iy,

'A\\k rb is((TOKddapoy rb \4yov(Ti ttjs fif&rjs,

T' knidufjLOuy ypafiftariKol Kal KaXoa-rixon\6KOl.
Kal rfus yvpfvtay ijSptjKa Kal riprapop dKanov,
K' iiuKil ro k' ijyipaaa iTovy\\y &nb r^ayydprjy.

The lines are thus translated by MiUer :—" Et moi aussi,

j'ai essay^ de la cordonnerie, non pas pour me rassasier de
pain de gruau, mais de ce pain bis, dit de moyenne quality,

qui fait envie aux grammairiena et aux versificateurs de
talent. Apr^ maintes recherches, j'ai trouv6 une menue
monnaie, et je I'ai donn6e pour prix d'une alfene de cordon-
nier. " After the fall of Constantinople some of tft© learned
Greeks took an interest in the popular form of the language,
»nd one of them, Sophianos, composed a grammar in the
first half of the 16th century, which Legrand has published,

along with a translation by the same scholar of Plutarch's

treatise On the Education of the Young, into modern Greek.

This grammar proves that the popular form of Greek was
by that time fully developed, and it might still be taken as

a good exposition of the ordinary spoken language of illiter-

ate Greeks. Of course there were great varieties in thia

popular form. Almost every small district and every island

had inflexions, constructions, and words peculiar to them-
selves. Kavasilas wrote to Martin Crusius in the end of

the 16th century that there were upwards of seventy

modern dialects, of which that of the Athenians was the

worst. But however many dialects there may have been,

there is no reason to suppose that the difference was such

as to prevent a Greek residing in one part of Greece from
understanding a Greek residing in any other part. Since

that time changes have taken place in the popular forma.

Turkish words were introduced to a larger extent, but the

language has remained substantially the same. There aie

indeed still a considerable variety of forms in the different

districts, and one of the most amusing of modern Greek
comedies, H pafivXvivia f/ rj Kara Tojrovs Sia<j>opa. rrjf

'EWrji'iKijs yXiuo-oTjs, by D. K. Byzantios, is based upon the

different dialects spoken by the Greek of Asia Minor and
the Peloponnesian, the Chian, Cretan, and Cypriote, tho

Albanian and Heptanesian. This language is no longer the

language of cultivated Greek society, of literature, or of

science. When' Greece was stirred with new life, no

question agitated the patriotic Greeks more intensely than

that of the form which-the language should take. Some,
led by Chrysopoulos, maintained that the popular language

was really ancient, that it was a mixture ui .^olic and
Doric, and that it ought therefore to be retaitied. Others,

with Qi)conomos as their champion, were for adopting the

classical language with a few slight modifications which
could claim the sanction of some of the best Byzantine

writers. A third party, headed by Corais, were for steering

a middle course, and they have ultimately triumphed.

Colonel Leake has well described the present language.
" This style," he says, " may with tolerable accuracy be

defined to consist in Hellenic words, arranged in the syntax

of modern Europe, with a grammar partly Hellenic and
partly modern. Inversions and transpositions o'ccur wdth

almost the same degree of frequency as in Italian, and the

arrangement in general is not much more complex than that

of our own language" {Researches, p. 54). We extract a

specimen of it from the sixth volume or "Epilogos" of the

History of Greece by Paparrhegopoulos.

*Ot€ Ty 1790 TpeTj Tou iQyov^ a>'rnrp6ffanrot Ka8viTf^a\ot' €ts ttji*

fityd\riv AiKartplyav r^y atrrriuty rov yh Karairtfi^ rby Zyyovov

avTJjS Kti>vffravr~iVoy ois avroKpdropa, ol &yip(S ovrot i^y vap^arrjiraif

irKfOV oii 'Vufialot 1) Kal avKus XpnTTtayol dAAi (I»J*E\A7i*'e$ Kal iir^-

yovot ruv'Adriyatoiy Kal ruiy \aKihaifj.oyio}y.

In this sentence all the words are ancient Two of them
are contracted, va for Iva and Scv for oiSo-, and some have

had their meanings modified. The remarks of Paparrhego-

poulos relate to a subject which demands a brief notice.

The Greeks at the time of the capture of Constantinople

were proud of being 'Pto/zaioi or Romans, and the term

included all the Christians who formed the subjects of the

Greek empire. Hence the term Romaic was the naine

given to the popular language. But during all the period

of the Turkish domination the Greeks occasionally spoke

of themselves as VpaiKoC and 'EAAi;v<9, and when the period

of revival came, they cast off the old name of "Ptofialoi and

"PwfiaiKrj, and spoke only of 'EAAij^fv and 'EAA7;viki}.

Accordingly the Greek language is now spoken of as t)ie

Hellenic tongue. When it is necessary to distinguish the

modern from the ancient, the language of cultivated men
is called Neo-Hellenic, veocAAijvi/c^, and the popular form ia

styled a.Tr\o(\Xip/iKri (see especially Dr Clyde's Romaic and
Modern Greek. Edin. 1855).
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In narrating the history of this literature, wc liave at the

earliest stage to treat separately those who used the classical

lan^uftge and those who used the vulgar. In both cases

we cannot draw a fast line at the date of the fall of Con-

stantinople, for, though that event is of great importance in

the liistory of the Greeks as a people, it does not constitute

a breat'ln the literary history. It is often imagined that

the dispersion of the Greeks in 1453 stood in close con-

nexion with the revival of literature in Western Europe.

But the fact is that the Greeks had come into contact with

the Westerns long before, and their influence had become

decided before the Turks seized the capital of the Greek

empire. The crusades had brought Greeks and Latins

together. The Latin empire in Constantinople had made

the contact still more frequent. Greeks and Latins had

entered into keen discussion on the truth of the dogmas in

regard to which they differed. Some of the Greeks had

become converts to Roman Catholicism, or at least desired

the union of the Eastern and Western Churches. In these

lircumstances they often left their native land to seek pre-

ferment in the ciiurch in which they could labour with

greater sympathy. !Many of them also had become connected

by marriage or other ties with the Italian nobles who ruled

in the ./Egean, and circumstances led them to settle in Italy.

Of the Greeks who thus found their way to the West before

the taking of Constantinople, the most prominent were Leon

or Leontios Pilatos, Georgios Gemistos Plethon, Manuel

and John Chrysoloras, Theodores Gazis, Georgios Trape-

zuntins, and Cardinal Bessarion. Hody has given a full

account of most of these men in his woik De Graris illtis-

Iribus Linguce Groecce Literanimque Humaniorum lastaura-

toribus (London, 1742). Pilatos was a native of Thessalo-

nica and a pupil of Barlaam, a Calabrian monk who taught

Petrarch Greek. Pilatos himself taught Boccaccio his native

language, and expounded Homer in Florence. He died ia

1364. Gemistos was a native of Lacedaemon. He taught

in Constantinople, Athens, and Florence, and had in all

places a large number of pupils who eagerly imbibed his

Platonic teaching^. His works were numerous, but most
of them still lie hid in the great libraries of Europe unpub-
lished. Manuel Chrysoloras was one of the pupils of

Gemistos, and is famous as the translator of Homer and
Plato. Both he and his brother John had many illustrious

men as their pupils in Greek. Manuel taught in Milan,

Venice, Padua, and Rome. He has the merit of composing
tho first Greek grammar that appeared in the West
(tpuTiJ/xara), published for the first time in Venice (.1484).

He made his first visit to Italy in 1393 in the capacity of

ambassador from the Greek emperor to seek aid against the

Turks, and he returned to Italy on the accomplishment of

his mission that he might spread tho knowledge of Greek
literature. He was sent as deputy to the council of Cou-
Btance, arid he died in Italy in 1415. Theodoros Gazis, a
native of Thessalonica, fled from his native place in 1430,
and became a teacher of Greek in Ferrara, Rome, and
Florence. Ho prepared a Greek grammar in four books
(first published in Venice 1495), which continued for a long

time to be a text-book in Greece and other countries. He
translated many of the classical writers, and wrote on the

ancient history of the Turks and on theological subjects.

He died in 1478 in Calabria, where ho had settled in his old

BL,;. Georgios Trapezuntios was born in Crete in*139G. He
received the appellation of Trapezuntios because his family
had come from Trebizond. A Venetian noble took him to

Venice to teach Greek in 1428. Ho removed to Rome in

1440, whore he remained till 1450, at first highly honoured,
but subsequently, through the bitterness of his tomper.TaHing
into disgrace. After that he led a wandering and miserable
life, and died in 1486. He translated many of the Greek
writers into Latin, and wrote o treatise in which he com-

pared Plato with Aristotle. Cardinal Bessarion was a native

of Trebizond. He received his education in Constantinople.

In 1425 he went to the Peloponnesus to hear Gemistos
expound the philosophy of Plato. In 1439 he removed to

Italy, after he had been made archbishop of Nicoea, because
the Greeks bitterly resented his attachment to the party
which saw no difliculty in a union between the Western
and Eastern Churches. Ho rose to great honour in the

West, obtaining the cardinal's hat. He died, in Ravenna
in 1472. He was passionately attached to the classical

literature of his country, and took a profound interest in

tho education of his fellow-countrymen. He aided in the

most liberal manner all the men of ability who came from
Greece. He made a large collecticn of manuscripts. He
translated portions of Xenophon, Aristotle, Theophrastas,

and other Greek writers, and he .wrote on the theological

questions of the day.

The Greeks who were most prominent in spretding a The
knowledge of Greek in Europe after the fall of Constanti-"''e.'ks

nople are Joannes Argyropoulos, Demetrios Chalcocondyles, ''^'*'" '**

Constantino and John Laecaris, and Marcus Musuros. ,' ''

Argyropoulcs was a native of Constantinople, and there ,,„„,(.

taught Constantine Lascaris. In the West he taught ct.iopie. |

various times in Padua (1434), Florence (1456), and Romj
(1471), and had amongst his scholars Angelus Politianus

and Reuchlin. He translated many of the works of

Aristotle. Chalcocondyles was a native of Athens and
became teacher of Greek in Florence in 1471 ; after some
time he removed to Milan, where he died in 1511. He
edited very many of the Greek authors. Constantine

Lascaris, descended from a noble Bithynian family, taught

Greek in various Italian cities, and finally settled in Sicily,

where he died about 1500. He wrote a large number of

works, most of them still unpublished. His best known
work is his Grammar. He also transcribed manuscripts,

and made * large collection of them. His name is well

known to modern readers through the romance of Villemain

{Lascaris ou les Grecs du XV"'' siecle). John was probably

the younger brother of Constantine. He was principally

employed in collecting manuscripts for the great men of tho

day, wrote several works, and edited several Greek books

for the first time. He died at Rome in 1535.

Almost all these men were rather employed about litera-

ture than engaged in producing it. They taught Greek ;

several of them wrote Greek grammars; they transcribed

and edited Greek classical writers ; and they collected

manuscripts. Bessarion laid tho foundation of the library

of St Mark in Venice. Tho collections of Constantine

Lascaris formed tho nucleus of tho Escorial library

;

John Lascaris and his pupil Budaius gathered the first

stores for the national library in Paris ; and Pope Nicholas

V. employed tho services of Bessarion, Gazis, and C.

Lascaris in establishing the Vatican library. But almost

none of these men accomplished much in literature strictly

so-called. The question which most deeply interested them

was the philosophy of Plato and Aristotle. Somehow or

other the championship of Plato was undertaken by those

Greeks who eagerly desired tho union of the Greek and

Latin churches, and the philosophy of Aristotle was upheld

by tho opposite party. Gcnnadios, whom Mahomet II.

appointed as patriarch of Constantinople after the cupturo

of the city, showed himself a keen partisan of tho Sfa-

girite, and hurled his thunderbolts against tho Platonists.

Gemistos Plethon was tho chief defender of the Platonic

philosophy, and received unmeasured abuse from Ocorgo

of Trebizond for his heterodox opinions. Tho works on

these subjects were numerous, but beyond these theological

questions (for they were theological rather than philosophi-

cal) there is not much. Scholarship continued to survive

in Greece or among the Gruclcs for a lonp time after the
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Turks" began ^ to rule irT'Greece," and a considerable"l!sr

yniglit be adduced, including the names of -Apostolios,

'

whose collection of Greek Proverbs is well known to

gcholars, and his son Arsenius, metropolitan of Monemvasia.

Among the few who still used the Greek language for

literary purposes Leo AUatius is prominent. His Greek

verses show skill and cleverness. Mention also should be

made of Constantine Rhodocanakis, honorary physician to

Cliayles II. of England. He wrote verses on the return of

Charles to England not without merit (see a very curious

life of C. Rhodocanakis published in Athens, 1872).

We now return to the literature in the modern language,

and here again we have to go back several centuries before

the fall of Constantinople. We have already seen that the

earliest production is the Exidoiis of Diyenis Acritas, so

called because he was the son of a Turk and a Greek, and

because he spent a large portion of his time in watching

the frontiers. There is reason to believe that his adven-

tures formed the subject of poems in many parts of Greece.

Some have called him a Cyprian Hercules, and believe him
a kind of mythological character, while others regard him
as a genuinely historical personage. The poem published

by Legrand describing his adventures is imperfect. Many
of the incidents are of a purely romantic nature. From
the 12 th to the IGth century many poems were composed

in the popular language. Our knowledge of these works

is still incomplete. Several of them lie hidden in the great

Jibraries of Europe ; but much is now doing to increase our

knowledge. Many have been already published in the

collections of Mavrophrydis, Sathas (d^eKSora), Wagner
{Carmina Medii jEvi), and especially Legrand. They all

ibreathe the spirit of chivalry, and are full of romantic

adventures and tales of. love. M. Gidel has the special

jnerit of drawing attention to these poems in his Etudes

sur la Litterattire Grecqua iloderne (Paris, 1866), and he

lias gone further into the subject in his Nouvelks Eludes

«ur la Littercelure Grecque Modertie (Paris, 1878). He has

proved that the romances which delighted the knights of

France and Italy found their way probably through the

Genoese and Venetians and some French families into

Greece, especially into the islands. The Greek minstrels

took them and adapted them for their Greek audiences.

He has given an analysis of the various poems and com-
pared them with the.Western forms. The most important

in modern Greek are "The Old Knight" (12th century), a

tale of the Round Table ;
" The Story of Belthander and

Chrysautza" (probably 12th century); "The Loves of

Lybistros and Rhodamne " (probably 12th century) ; " The
War of Troy," taken from the Guerre de Troie of Benoit de
Sajnte-More, who wrote in the second half of the 12th cen-

tury (the Greek translation was made some time before the

fall of Constantinople); "Flore and Blanchefleur "; and
the " History of Imberios and Margarona." There are

various other poems belonging to this period of a different

character, such as the " Oracles " of Leo the Wise, imita-

tions of lieineke Fuclis, and " Physiologus." The history of

Alexander the Great was a favourite theme, and there is.

a

Greek version of Apollonius of Tyre. We do not know the
authors of any of these poems. But about the time of the

fall of Constantinople we meet with the names of some
versifiers. Papaspondylos Zoticos described the battle of

Varna (1444) in verse, and from the poem we gather that
Le was present at it. We have three poems written by
Georgilas Limenitis (1450-1500), one "On the Deeds of

the great Commander of the Romans, Belisarius ; " another
" On the Plague in Rhodes," which took place in 1498 ; and
a third, « A Complaint on the Fall of Constantinople."
Some have been inclined to think that this last cannot be
the work of Georgilas. From an examination of the poems
.of Georgilas and some other phenomena, Corais, in the pro-

legomena to tbe second volume of tlie "kraKxa, came to the

conclusion that rhyme was unknown to Greek poems before

the fall of Constantinople, and had become established as a
feature of them when Georgilas wrote on the Rhodian
plague.'* Gidel has accepted this as giving a clue to tLo

dates of Greek poems. A third versifier was Jacobos
Trivolis of Corfu, who lived in the beginning of the ICtli

century. He wrots the history of Tagiapiera, a Venetian
noble, and the history of the king of Scotland and the queen
of England, a tale taken from Boccaccio. Almost none of

these poems have poetical merit ; but they are interesting

as specimens of the popular language, and curious as throw
ing light on the manners and thoughts of the Greeks of

those days.

From the earliest times the Greeks were in the habit of

putting into verse any remarkable occurrence that stirred

their feelings. Crusius tells us that in his time Greeks,

especially on the islands, contended with each other in

repeating or extemporizing verses, and the custom has re-

mained down to the present day. Accordingly the Greek
popular poetry is'rich in historical subjects : wc liave already

noticed the poems on the battle of Varna and on the taking

of Constantinople. Ttere is also a chronicle of the con-

quest of the Morea (given by Ellissen in his Analeden).

There are several lamentations over the fall of Constanti-

nople. And the klephtio ballads relate real adventures.

Almost every leader in the war of independence had hia

song in his honour. Some have thought that the largest

portion of the ballad poetry of the Greeks is recent; but

Legrand's collection lately published shows that some of

them belong to very early times, being edited from a manu-
script of the 16th century. There are two or three famous
historical poems connected with the islands. Especially

noteworthy is one on the exnloits of Mercuries Boua by
Coronaeos.

There are three poems belonging to the 16th and 17tli Earli

centuries which have obtained wide popularity among the pop»

Greeks. The first is the Erofocritos, the epic poem of P*"'"'

modern Greece, of about 11,400 lines. Of its author

Vincenzo Cornaro, a Cretan, we know almost nothing ; but

it is probable that he belonged to a noble Venetian family

and lived in the middle or towards the end of the 16th cen-

tury. The tale is one of two lovers who, after many trials

of their fidelity to each other, are at last united and blessed.

There is genuine poetry in the work. Many of the scenes

are charming, and, as M. Gidel remarks, there is not a

single situation which shocks propriety nor a single senti-

ment which is not modest and of rare purity. The second

poem is a drama called Erophile, and its theme is the lovo

of Panaretos and Erophile. The author of it was Georgios

Chortakis, who was brought up in Rhethymnos, a Cretan

town, and lived towards the end of the 16th and beginning

of the 17th century. It was thought to be nearly the only

drama of this period ; but Sathas has brought to light the

fact that there was a considerable number of them, and he

has already published three, 2eiio, Stathes, and Gyparis, in

addition to the Erophile. Some of them are translations,

and all of them are closely connected with Italian dramas

of the same period. The Erophile has interludes to each

act, dealing with an entirely different theme, and most

probably written by a different author. The third poem,

The She}:iherdess, is a charming idyll written by Nicolaos

Demetrios, a native of Apocorone in Crete, who lived in the

beginning of the 17th century.

There .are few prose productions of any importance

belonging to the early period of modern Greek literature.

Crusius mentions works written by Malaxos, Zigomalas, and"

Canavoutzis. Sathas has more recently brought to liglit a

'number of chroniclers, such as those in the second volume

of his Bihliothcm Cncca Medii /Er>\ that relate the history
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«f Cyprus, Leontlos Macljaim, in tlie beginning of tho

15th century, and Georgios Boustronios, whose narrative

extends from 14?G to 1501. His sixth volume contains

curious documents (the assizes of Cyprus, Cretan wills,

<tc.), which afford insiglit into the forms of modern Greek

prevalent among the Cypriotes and Cretans, though a con-

siderable number of them are written in ckssical Greek.

Miklosisch and Miiller have made a similar collection of

documents, Ac/a et Diplomald Grceca Medii jEvL Even in

the 18th century wo find the classical language used much

more frequently than the modem. Meletios, tho man
whose name stands most prominent in tliis period, wrote

his Ecclesias'ical Historyfrom tlie time of Christ to t/ie year

1700 in ancient Greek, and his work had to be translated

into modern Greek to give it currency among the masses.

Another ecclesiastical history by Sergios Makraios, given in

the collection of Sathas (from 1750 to 1800), is written in

the same language, and we find some writers like Caisarios

Dapoute and Meletios using sometimes the ancient and

sometimes the modern form. We have almost no attempts

at elegant literature in the modem Greek prose of this

period. But it is possible that manuscripts containing such

works miy be hid among private family documents. One
has recently been edited by Innocente Damaria (Turin,

1872), Tfu: Loves of Erot/elos and Erasmia, by Holophilos,

which was most probably written between the 12th and

15th centuries, but which might liave been written by any

one of the Scriptures Erotici, as the language discloses

motlern forms only in one or two sentences.

In the 18th century a revival of enthusiasm for educa-

tion and literature took place among the Greeks. Schools

were established in every important Greek city, school books

and translations from Continental languages poured forth

from the presses of Venice, Trieste, Vienna, and other places

where the Greeks had influence. The leaders in this move-

ment were Eugenios Bulgaris, Nikephoros Theotoki.s, and

Adamantios Corais. The first two, both natives of Corfu,

were devout adherents of the Greek Orthodox Church,

warm partisans of Russia, and both became archbishops in

the PkUsso-Grcek Church. They were true but narrow

patriots. They wrote much in defence of Greek orthodoxy

as against Latin heresy. Bulgaris also wrote on philosophy

anl Theotokis on physics, and the latter prepared or trans-

lated educational treatises on physics, mathematics, and

geography. Far before these stand.s Adamantios Corais,

who was above everything a Greek of widest aim and of

tho greatest culture. He was bom in Smyrna in April

1743. He studied nearly every branch of learning,

medicine, theology, and literature, in the universities of

Italy and France, and then devoted his life to the resuscita-

tion of his country from ignorance and servitude. He
edited a very great number of the classical writers, with

admirable critical notes, and generally with prolegomena,

which tried to awaken the interest of his countrymen in

their past glories, and strove to rouse them to emulate their

ancestors. He also devoted his attention to the modern
language, especially in his "AraxTa, discussed the writings

which had appeared in it, prepared a provisional dictionary

«f it, and determined the mode in which the popular dialect

laight become the basis of a literary language.

From the time of Corais we may. date a new era in the

iiistory of tho literature. Henceforth the works become
exceedingly numerous, and efforts are made in every direc-

tion of literary activity. Perhaps no nation now produces

no much literature in proportion to its numbers. Tho
Greeks seem restless in their desire to give expression to

their thoughts. They have indeed great difTiculties to con-

tend with in the way of' publishing. The number of

readers is necessarily small, owing to tho smallness of tho

Lition. x'o lake an instance, one of their most important

periodicals, the 'kOrivaiov, containing articles on arcliceology

and literary history, which should bo known to all scholars,

had not more than 150 subscribers in 1876, as we are

informed in the preface ; COO copies were published, of

which 100 were sent by the university of Athens to tho

various libraries in Europe and America, 150 were distri-

buted free; and only 1 50 were subscribed and paid for. Tlie

number of subscribers had not increased in August 1879.

In these circumstances many rich Greeks have come nobly

forward and published books at their own expense ; and

much credit is due to the Zosimades, the Ralll, and the other

Greeks who have served their country in this way. Very

frequently scholars produce their best works for periodicals

or even newspapers; and some most valuable treatises have

been published as supplements to Greek periodicals. Trans-

lations of many of tho best French novels have also been

given away with these periodicals, and occasionally some ol

our most esteemed English writers have been thus made

known to the Greeks ; for instance, a translation of tho

BHde of Lammermoor was published by the editors of tho

Pandora. These cn-cumstances, while impeding the pro-

duction of Greek books, also tend to prevent foreigners from

knowing exactly wliat the Greeks have done. Another

circumstance that mark's this period deserves notice.

Almost every literary man of eminence makes efforts in

every literary direction. Theologian.s, scholars, physicians,

are all found in the list of poets. The same persons writo

school-books, histories, dramas, lyrics, and novels. It would

bo impossible to give even a notion of this endless activity.

All that can be done is to point out a few. of the principal

writers.

In the early part of this period two poets claim our notice, PoefT».

Rhegas of Velestino in Thessaly, and Christopoulos.

Rh(*ga3 was the poet of liberty, and his great war song,

Acvre TratSes twv 'EKk-^viay, is well known to English readers

through Byron's tr.mslation. He wrote many songs or

hymns calculated to rouse his fellow-countrymen, but acting

rashly he was seized and shot at Belgrade in 1798 at the

age of forty-four. Christopoulos was born in Macedonia

inl'i70,and died inl847. He devoted himself to songs of

love and wine, and many of his anacreontics are melodious,

graceful, and'charming. Somewhat later than ChristopoulM

comes Jacobos Rizos Neroulos, who was born in Constanti-

nople in 1778, and died in 1850. Neroulos wrote lyrics,

tragedies, and comedies with considerable success, but his

best known book is a work published at Geneva in French

in 1826—Conrs de la littiratiire Grecque mnderne—and

admirably translated into modern Greek by Miss Olympia

Abbot of Tbessalonica, It is an interesting account of

modern Greek literature up to the time at which the lectures

were delivered, and is written in a bright and forcible style.

It is perhaps rather too favourable to the phanariots, to

whom Neroulos himself belonged, but it is an honest de-

fence ; and it has to be remembered, on tho other hand, Ihat

he lashed the vices of the phanariots with great boldness

in his comedies. From these writers we pass to the era of

the independence of Greece. During this last period three

writers ha\e appeared who have establifhcd for thcmselvej.

a permanent place in tho history of mankind as men of true

genius, PanagiotisSontsos.AlexandcrSontisos, and Alexander

Rizos Rangabii. Panagiotis and Alexander Sontsos were

brothers, and belonged to the phanariots. They were born

in Constantinople in the fir.-.t quarter of this century, and

were educated first in Chios and then in the universilics of

Italy and France. They threw all their energies into tho

war for independence, and sang of its glories. But they

conceived a determined dislike to Capodistria.s. They were

still more bitteragain.stOtho.and, adopting cxtrcmcopinions

and always discontented, they fell out of Kympiitliy with

their fellow-countrymen. Panagiotis received high posts of
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honour at the end of the war of independence, and Alexander

was offered great literary distinctions; but the unmitigated

abuse and contempt which they both, but especially

Alexander, heaped on all men in authority rendered_absence

from their country a necessity. Alexander died in Smyrna
in (i hospital in 1863, and Panagiotis died at Athens in

atter obscurity in 1868. Both tried various forma of poetry,

>at as nearly all critics have remaiked, Panagiotis was

always lyrical and Alexander continually returned to satire,

whatever his subject might be. Both had a rich command
of musical language, were highly ideal in their conceptions,

were strongly patriotic, and possessed an ardent love of

liberty. Of the two the muse of Panagiotis strove more
after the sublime, but was less steady, less uniformly excel-

lent than that of Alexander. Both were deficient in giving

unity to their poems, or in forming a sustained and original

plot. The plays of Panagiotis remind one of such works

as Bailey's F^rsius, where there is a profusion of poetical

conceptions but no coherent whole. Many passages in the

wor^s of both brothers bear a strong resemblance to lines

which are to be found in the writings of poets whom they

admired, especially Lamartine, B(5ranger, and Byron. The
spirit of Byron pervades both. The principal works of

Panagiotis are 'OSowc^o? (The I'raveller), a drama in five

acts, for which Byron's Manfred stood as model ; Mco-o-i'as

ri TO. -iriOr) ^Irjuov Xpio-rov (The Jfessiah), also a drama in

five acts ; and three other plays Vlachavas, Caraiscakis, and
The Unhioion, in all of which there is an utter want of

character and plot, and a rich store of poetry ; a novel,

Leandroa, and many lyrics, espocially 'H Kt^apa, first pub-

lished in 1835. He tried in his later days to strike out a

new style in modern Greek, but his effort was unsuccessful.

Alexander's principal v^orks are

—

Wavopajia. t^s 'EAAaSo;,

a collection of poems for the most part bitterly satirical,

recently republished by Legrand at the end of his grammar
;

'O riepiTrXai'al/ievos (The Wanderer), a poem which was sug-

gested by and contains many d'reot imitations of Byron's

Childe Harold ; and several comedies, The J'rndig<d, The
Premier, The Untamed Puet, and The Conslittitianal Sc/iao!,

and numerous odes and lyrical pieces. He also wrote one

comico-tragic novel. 'E^o'pottos tov 1831. or The punished
One of 1831.

The other great poet that regenerated Greece has pro-

duced is Alexander Rizos Rangab^. He was horn in Con-
stantinople early in the century, and belonged like the

Sontzos to a phanariot familj'. He thus describes his own
career :

—" A pupil of Vardalachos and Gennadics, he com-

pleted his studies at the military school and at the univer-

sity of Munich. In his own country he was at first an

artillery officer, then a councillor in the ministry of public

instruction and also in that of the interior, professor of

archaeology in the university (of Athens), minister for foreign

affairs, deputy, and later on representative of his country

in different foreign countries." His works are of wide
range. He has written a grammar of modern Greek, con-

tributed to a dictionary and a cyclopsedia, composed a

history of ancient Greece, and edited many school-books.

He has written an able work on ancient art, and an exceed-

ingly valuable and scholarly work on inscriptions, Anfiquites

Hellcniques. He has contributed n^uch to the Pandora,
the Archjeological Journal, and the Eranisies. He has

narrated the results of his travels, and discussed mathemati-

cal problems. He has also composed several novels. And
he has written a history of the literature of modern Greece,

—bright, genial, sparkling, and full of true and sometimes'

trenchant criticism. It is on his poems, however, that his

claims to remembrance ivill specially rest. In these he
shows fine poetic feeling, a rare command of exquisite and
harmonious language, and a singular beauty and purity of

thought and sentiment. His poetical works consbt of a

large collection of liymnf., odes, and songs ; long narrative
poems ; ballads ; four tragedies and three comedies ; trans-

lations of the Antigone of Sophocles, and of three plays of

Aristophanes.

Besides these three poets there is a great number of
writers who have composed poetry of considerable merit,
but we can only mention the names of a few,— Valaoritis,

Zalacostas, Salomos, Vlachos, Cokkinakis, Carasoutsas,
Tantalides, Zampelios, Orphanides, Cleon and E. Eangabb,
Euphrosyne Samartsidis, and Antoniadis. Elias Tantalides,
who for a long time was blind and who died a few years
ago, published an interesting collection of songs, including
nursery rhymes and school songs, with music (Athens,

1876). The production of poetry was much stimulated by
an annual poetical contest. A sum of money was set aside
for prizes, poems were sent in, judges were named, and
when all was ready, a speech was delivered in the university

by the convener of the judges, assigning their reasons for

their decision and giving criticisms of the poems. The
envelope of the successful candidate was then opened, and
he received the laurel wreath with a thousand drachms.
From what is stated in the Athenaion of Athens for May,
June, July, and August 1878, where the exposition of the
contest of 1877 is given, it would seem that probably that

of 1877 was to be the last. Amongst the poets of recent

days special mention should be made of Chrestos A.
Parmenides, who while in Manchester did mucli to make
the works of his fellow-countrymen known to Englishmep,
and the best works in recent English literature to Greece.

Among other things he translated Rosooe's T^ife of Lorenzo

de' Medici, Byron's Sardan'apaliis, Villemain's Zascaris, and
poems of Goldsmith, Bryant, Burns. Goethe, and Victor

Hugo. He also wrote origin.al poems of great merit, and .a

novel called Eiycvo. Two writers have distinguished

themselves by poetic compositions in ancient Greek, Leukiaa

and Philippos-Joannes

The drama is a form of poetry to which the Greeks feel Dram

peculiarly prone. Rang.-^bi gives a list of ninety writers

of dramas in his History of Modern Greek Literature, ani
the Ust he says is incomplete. Out of these writers we
may select for notice Demetrios N. Bernardakis, whosa
Mapia Ao^aTrarpi}, ''Maria, the daughter of Doxapater,"

with its prolegomena, has deservedly attracted much atten-

tion and been analysed by Gide),

In prose there is no department of literature which is not Histo

well represented. In history the Greeks are particularly

strong. Perrhaevoshas described witl^great vigour the ex-

ploits of Suli. Tricoupis's History of the lievolntion is a

masterly work. Philemon has given the Russian side of

the revolutionary movements with great earnestness ; and
nearly every man who took a part in the movements has

handed down his recollections, or, as in the case of Coloco-

tronis, who was illiterate, has dictated them to some one

who could put them into shape. The Greeks have been

particularly active in investigating the history of the

Byzantine empire, of the Venetian domination, and of

special localities. The history of Paparrhegopoulos is

especially valuable in regard to the later periods, and its

style is singularly clear and flowing. Along with him

should be mentioned Sakellion, Sakellarios, Sathas, Byzan-

tios, Monstoxydes, Dragonmis, Triantaphyllis, and Paspatis.

In theology QEconomos stands forth as the first of preachers,

occupying the place which iliniatis held as a popular orator

in the 17th century. Oontogonis is well known by his

History of Patristic Literature down to the Fourth Century,

and Bryennios by his edition of Clemens Komanus. Braila

stands first aniong Greek philosophers for profoundness and

originality. Along with him may be mentioned Varcvas

and Renieri. Greeks have also distingnishe.l themselves

in medicine, but verv freciuentlv ih-v wr.ta their scieuliSc
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books in French, fhey Lave also produced many treatises

on law, political economy, and on mathematics and the

physical sciences. Little Las oeen accomplished in the way
of original novel-writing. We have seen that Panagiotis

ind Alexander Sontsos.and Rangabd wrote novels, and
others have done so likewise, but with moderate success.

One recent work, 'H TLaTncrcra 'Iiudna, by Roidos, ha? gained

considerable popularity, and is written in an attractive and
vigorous style. Another novelist, Stephanos Xenos, . is

known to English readers by his work on the Ionian Islands

called East and Weal. He is the author of a novel called

the Devil in TurJcey, and he wrote in Greek an interesting

account of the Exhibition in London in 1851. Several

ladies have distinguished themselves in the field of Greek
literature. Especially deserving of mention is Dora
d'Istria, whose work on the Women of ike West, contributed

to the Pandora and forming a pendant to her WoTiien, of

the Hast, written in French, shows remarkable powers of

research, exposition, and criticism The Greeks, as might
have been expected, have produced good editions of the

classical writers. They have also done much to elucidate

hiP- the archreology of their country, though most of their works
ty- on this subject are written in foreign languages. Among

these works especially deserving mention are Ancient

Athens of Pittakis, in French ; the Gravestones of the

Ancient Greeks, by Pervanoglous, in German; the Hellenic

Antiquities, by Rangabe, in French; the Sepulchral Inscrip-

tions of Attica, by Coumanoudis, in modern Greek ; and
Dodona and its Ruins, by Carapanos, in French. The
works of Lambros on numismatics are of great value. The
Greeks have also contributed much to a knowledge of the

0- ancient Greek language. Asopios has gained a great name
in this direction, and the contributions of Constantinos

Contos are very valuable. They have also done much to

collect materials for a knowledge of existing dialects.

Investigations have been made into the dialects of the

Tzaconiansby (Economos andNeo-Locrian byClialkiopoulos,
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and lists of peculiar woras and forms to be found in
Cythera, Chios, Crete, Cyprus, Locris, and other places,
have appeared in Pandora and other journals. Castorchis
has written much and well on Latin literature. The Greeks
have a very large number of newspapers and journals, if

we consider the number of the population ; but, as might
be expected, their existence is precarious, and many are
short lived. Translations abound in modern Greek, especi-
ally from the French, but the Greeks have also translated
classical English and German works, and novels of all kinds.
The translations include those of Midler and Donaldson's
History of Greek Literature by Valettas, and Shakespeare'.
Romeo and Juliet, Hamlet, and Macbeth by Bikelaa

Authorilics.—k. E. Rangabd, nistoire LUliraire dt la Orict
Modcrne, Paris, 1877; Dr Rudolf Nicolai, GcschichU dn luugriuh-
ischen Lilcralur, Leipsic, 1876 ; Alfred Bouacault, Ilxsloire da
LiUiraturcs itrangercs, \o\. in., VM\s,liT 6; A. Papadopoulos Bretos,
N€lJ6^XIJvl)()) iAoA.o7(o, Athens, 1854-57; ConsUntinos Sath&s,
NtofAXij^iK^ *iAoXo7(o, Athens, 1868; the work ofRizos Ncroulos,
aad the collections of Mavophrydis, Legrand, Wagiicr, and Sathas
mentioned above; Leake, Jiescarches in Greece, l.ondon, 1814;
short sketches of the literature in J. Donaldson's Modem Greek
Grammar, Edin., 1853, in Geldart, The Modem Greek Language,
1870, and in Sargeant's New Greece. A full account of modern
Greek grammars is given in Mullach's Grammaiik dcr Gricchixhen
Vulgarsprache, Berlin^ 1856, and in the prefaces hy Legrand to
t'ne Grammar of Sophianos, Paris, 1874, and his own Grammaira
Grecquc Modcrne, Paris, 1878. Dictionaries:—Kind, Modem Greek
and German; Bj'zantios and Dehl;qiie, Modem Gruk and French

;

Contopoulos, Modem Greek and English ; Sophocles, Byzantine
Greekand English. Collections of Modern Greek Poetry ;—C'hantseris,

Nf'os 'EAX?)hk!is Uapvaaait, Athens, 1841; Tepharikis, UapvataSt,
Athens, 1868; Antonio Manaraki, Xeugricchischer Pamass, Berlin,
1879. Selections of poems:—Kind's J\'eitgricchische Anthologie,
Leipsic, 1847; J. Donaldson, Lyra Grceca, Edin., 1854; Felton's
Selections from Modem Greek Writers in Prose and Poetry, Cam-
bridge, U. Si, 1857; Vincent and Dickson, Handbook of Modem
Crest, London, 1879. Collections of ballads by Fauricl, Zampelios,
Passow, Tepharikis, Legrand, and of Cretan ballads by Anton
Jeannaraki. Discussion of the modem Greek language and of ballads

in Professor Blackie's Horce BcUcnicee, 1874, and of the ballads in

Tozer's Researches in the Highlands of Turkaj, 1869. (J. D.

)
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Fcloponneslan war, 101.

Peloponnesus, settlement

of, 93.
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Persian wars, 98, 113.

Phanariots, 124.

Pharsalla, bailie of, 108.

Philip of Maccdon, 104.

Philosophical literatur^

142, 147.

Phoinlcians, 90.

Physical features, 81

rindar, 139,

^l5lstralu^ 97.

Plague of 747, 116.

Poetry, 137-139, 144, 145.

Polybiuv 144.

Population, modem, 84.

Pronunciation, 135.

Prose llternlure, 141, 146.

Races, modem,''83, 116.

Rangabli, 152.

Religion, modem, 86;

ancient, 91.

Rhclorlclana, 144, 147.

Rlvci-% 81.

Roman rule, 108.

Russians, eaily tnvaalon

ut, 115; their sympathy

with modem Greeks,

12I
Salamis, battle of, 100.

Samuel the Bulgarian, 116.

Saracenic wara, 115.

Pclrnce, 143.

Seljuk Tniki, ceni)ucita

of. 118, 130.

SlcUy, colonizaUon of, 95

;

expedition against, 103;

freed from the Canba
glRlan^ 104.

Simunldca, 139.

Slavery, extinction of,

113.

Slavonic lettlera, 113.

Solon, 90.

Sontfios, brothers 15L
Sophocles. 140.

Sparta, 93; rule ol,

102.

States, ancient, 91.

Syr.icu5e. expedllloo a-

gainst, 103 ; rcstoratloa

of democracy In, 104.

Thebes, rise of, 103.

Thcmlsloclcs, 99.

Theological works, 147.

Thermopyiw, lOO.

Thcssallan dialect, 193.

ThucyJides; 141.

TImoleon, 104.

Trade, modem, 87 ; un.

der the Tutka, 124.

Tragedy, 140.

Trojan war, poems of Ua
37.

Turks, conqnesta ol Vbt,

118; sublecUon to,

121.

Varangians, 116.

Vegetation, 81.

Venetians, occupation ^
the, 131.

WalUchlon kingdom, IM
Weights and measorcfr

modem, 69.

Wine, 88.

Xcnnplion, 141.

Xcrxos, 99.
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GREEK CHURCH, The, or more properly the Eastern

Church, is both the source and background of the Western.

Christianity arose in the East, and Greek was the language

of the Scriptures and early services of the church, but when
Latin Jhristianity established itself in Europe and Africa,

and when the old Roman empire fell in two, and the eastern

half became separate in government, interests, and ideas

from the western, the term Greek or Eastern Church
acquired gradually a fixed meaning. It denoted the church

which included the patriarchates of Antioch, Alexandria,

Jerusalem, and Constantinople, and their dependencies. The
ecclesiastical division of the early church, at least within

the etupire, was based upon the civil.' Constantino intro-

duced a new partition of the empire into dioceses, and the

church adopted a similar division. The bishop of the chief

city in each diocese naturally rose to a pre-eminence, and
was commonly called exarch—a title borrowed from the

civil jurisdiction. In process of time the common title

patriarch was restricted to the most eminent of these

exarchs, and councils decided who were worthy of the

dignity. The council of Nicjea recognized three patriarchs

—the bishops of Rome, Alexandria, and Antioch. To these

were afterwards added the bishops of Constantinople and
Jerusalem. When the empire was divided, there was one
patriarch in the West, the bishop of Rome, while in the East
there were at first two, then four, and latterly five. This
geographical fact has had a great deal to do in determining
the character of the Eastern ChurcL It is not a despotic

monarchy governed from one centre and by a monarch in

whom plenitude of power resides. It is an oligarchy of

patriarchs. It is based, of course, on the great body of

bishops ; but episcopal rule, through the various grades of

metropolitan, primate, exarch, attains to sovereignty only

in the five patriarchal thrones. Each patriarch is, within

his diocese, what the Gallican theory makes the pope in the

universal church. He is supreme, and not amenable to any
of his brother patriarchs, but is within the jurisdiction of

an (Ecumenical synod. This makes the Greek Church quite

distinct in government and traditions pf polity from the

Western. It has ever been the policy of Rome to efface

national distinctions, but under the shadow of the Eastern

Church national churches have grown and flourished.

Revolts against Rome have always implied a repudiation of

the ruling principles of Ultramontanism; but the schismatic

churche' of the East have always reproduced the ecclesi-

astical polity of the church which they have deserted.

The Greek Church, like the Roman, soon spread out far

beyond the imperial dioceses which at first fixed its bound-
aries, but, unlike the Roman, it did not keep for Christianity

bU ihe lands it had once laid hold of. What Rome Christian-

ized, with the exception of Africa, remained Christian. The
old empire was overrun by the barbarians, but the con-

quered empire imposed its law and its religion upon its con-

querors, and pagan and heretic became in the end Catholic

Christians. In the East it was otherwise. The empire
maintained itself long and died hard ; but its decline and
fall meant not merely the overthrow of the supremacy of

the emperors of the East, it meant also the destruction of

civilization and the submergence of Christianity. In the

West, German and Saxon, and Goth and Lombard, became
Christian law-abiding peoples. In the East Arab and Kurd,
the Seljuk and Ottoman Turk, remained what they were
before they swarmed over the Eastern empire, and could

never be taught either law or gospeL It is true tliat the

Eastern Church more than made up for her losses by her

missionary enterprise, but she nefver conquered her con-

querors, and the historian is too apt to speak of her past

glories and forget her present strength. The same reason

also makes it diGScult to describe, with any accuracy, the

extent of the Greek ChurcL She has shifted her position

so often that to describe her extent at any one period most
be misleading. The church never at any one period occu-

pied all the territories she has possessed.

The patriarchate of Constantinople included the imperial

dioceses of Pontus, Asia, Thrace, and Eastern lUyricum

—

i.e.,

speaking roughly, the greater part of Asia Minor, European
Turkey, and Greece, with a small portion of Austria. The
imperial diocese of Pontus was governed by the exarch of

Caesarea, who ruled over thirteen metropolitans with more
than 100 sufl'ragans; now there are nine metropolitans

(Kaisarieh, Nisi, Angouri, Niksar, Amasia, Isinid, Kadi-
kiov, Broussa, Iznik), and one archbishopric (Trebizond),

but the suffragans seem to have disappeared. Asia was
governed by the exarch of Ephesus, who ruled over twelve

metropolitans with more than 360 8ufi"ragan bishops. Of
these there remain Ephesus, with its suffragans Aidene aud
Chisme, Smyrna, Artaki, Marmora, Allah Shehr, Rhodes,

Saraos, Khio, Cos, Puronaxia, Santorina, Andro, Milo,

Lero, Ecarpanto, Sephanto, Imbro, Lemno, Metelini, Molivo,

Myra, and Konieb. In Asia Minor the church maintains

but a smaU remnant of her former greatness ; in Europe it

is otherwise. Tho old outlines, however, are effaced wher-

ever the Christian races have emancipated themselves from

the Turkish mle, and the national churches of Greece,

Servia, and Roumania have reorganized themselves on a

new basis. Where the Turkish rule still {)revails the

church retains her old organization, but greatly impaired.

The national churches of Russia, Georgia, and Armenia
are ofi'shoots from the patriarchate of Constantinople, but

quite independent of its jurisdiction.

The patriarchate of Antioch has undergone most changea

in extent of jurisdiction, arising from the transfer of sees

to Jerusalem, from the progress of the schismatic churches

of the East, and from the conquests of the Mahometans.
At the height of his power the patriarch of Antioch ruled

over 12 metropolitans and 250 sufi'ragan bishops. In

the time of the first crusade 153 still survived; now there

are scarcely 20. Most of those that remain are called

either metropolitan or archiepiscopal sees, but they have
few or no suffragans. In Syria there are still Antioch,

Aleppo, Laodicea, and Arcadia ; in Phoenicia, Tyre and
Sidon, Beyrout, Tripolis, Emesa, and Heliopolis ; in Cilicia,

Adana; in Syria, Epiphania; in Isauria, Seleucia; in

Cyprus, Famagosta, with Piscopa, Baffo, Neapolis, Limasol,

and Nicosia as suflFragan sees. Cyprus has been independ-

ent of Antioch, however, since the council of Ephesus.

Antioch also had jurisdiction beyond the bounds of the

empire over Chaldsa and India, and the missionaries of

Antiooh seem to have preached Christianity in the borders

of China. The Chaldsean Church now, however, is almost

entirely Nestorian. The Thomas Christians of India do

not belong to the Orthodox Greek ChurcL In Syria the

Jacobites are more numerous than the Orthodox ; while the

Maronites of Lebanon have become subject to Rome.

In the earlier period of the church, ecclesiastical followed

civil divisions so closely that Jerusalem, in spite of the

sacred associations connected with it, was merely an ordi-

nary bishopric dependent on the metropolitan of Caesarea.

Ambitious prelates had from time to time endeavoured to

advance the pretensions of their see, but it was not until

the council of Chalcedon, in 451, that Jerusalem was made

a patriarchate with jurisdiction over Palestine. From this

time on to the iiroad of the Saracens, the patriarchate of

Jerusalem wa& highly prosperous. It ruled over three metro-

politans with eighty" suffragans. The modem patriarch has

seven suffragans, all of whom enjoy the titles of metropolitan

or archbishop,—Cssarea, Scythopolis (Bethshan), Petra,

Ptolemais, Sinai, Nablous, Samaria. The patriarchs, how-

ever, are non-resident (they live in Constantinople), and the

primate of Palestine is the metropolitan of Csesarea.
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The patriarch of Alexandria in ancient times possessed
' much more power than the others, and the church ruled by

him was much more centralized. He had no metropolitans.

His hundred suffragans were ordinary bishops. This perhaps

in part accounts for the decay of the Orthodox church in

Egypt ; at present there is no bishop but the patriarch.

The Christians in Egypt are for the most part Monophysites.

The church of Nubia has been blotted out. The church of

!^thiopia or Abyssinia is ]\Ionophysite, and acknowledges

, the Jacobite patriarch of Cairo.

History.—Controversies and Schisms.—To describe the

controversies of the Greek Church is to write the history

of the church of the first five centuries; in a short sketch

like this all that can be done is to mention those causes of

division which led (1) to the formation of the sthisraatic

churches of the East, and (2) to the open rupture with Latin

Christianity.

The great dogmatic work of the Greek Church was the

definition of that portion of the creed of Christendom which

concerns theology proper,—the doctrines of the essential

nature of the Godhead, and the doctrine of the Godhead in

relation with manhood in the incarnation, while it fell to

the Latin Church to define anthropology, or the doctrine

of man's nature and needs. The controversies which concern

us are all about the person of Christ, the Theanthropos, for

they alone are represented in the schismatic churches of the

East. These controversies are most easily described, at least

for our purpose, by reference to the oecumenical councils

of the ancient and undivided church.

Rise of Sects.—All the churches of the East, schismatic

as well as orthodox, accept unreservedly the decrees of the

first two councils. The schismatic churches protest against

the additions made to the creeds of Nicrea and Constant-

inople by succeeding councils. The Nicaso-Constantin-

opolitan creed declared that Christ was consulstantial

(o/xoovcno^) with the Father, and that He had become man
(evavOpoi-ir^a-a';). Disputes arose when theologians tried to

explain the latter phrase. These difi'erences took two
separate and extreme types, the one of which forcibly separ-

ated the two natures so as to deny anything like a real

union, while the other insisted upon a mixture of the two,

or an absorption of the human in the divine. The former
was the creed of Chaldcea and the latter the creed of Egypt

;

Chaldiea was the home of Nestorianism, Egypt the land of

Monophysitism. The Nestorians accept the decisions of

the first two councils, and reject the decrees of all the rest

13 unwarranted alterations of the creed of Nicrea. The
Monophysites accept the first three councils, but reject the

Jecree of Chalcedon and all that come after it.

The council of Ephesus, the third oecumenical, had insisted

upon applying the term Theotokos to the Virgin Mary, and
this was repeated in the symbol of Chalcedon, which says

that Christ was born of the Virgin Mary, the Theotokos,
"according to the manhood." The same symbol also declares

that Christ is " to be acknowledged in two natures, . . . in-

divisibly and inseparably." Hence the Nestorians, who
insisted upon the duality of the natures to such a degree as
to lose sight of the unity of the person, and who rejected the
term Theotokos, repudiated the decrees both of Ephesus and
of Chalcedon, and upon the promulgation of the decrees of

Chalcedon formally separated frori the church. Nestori-
anism had sprung from an exaggeration of the theology of
the school of Autioch, and the schism weakened that patri-

archate and its dependencies. It took root in Chaldaea, and
became very powerful No small part of the literature and
science of the Mahometan Arabs came from Nestorian
teachers, and Nestorian Christianity spread widely. " It
was successfully preached to the Bactrians, the Huns, the
Persians, tho Indians, the Persarmcnians, the Medes, the
Elamites. Tho barbaric churches from tho Gulf of Persia

to the Caspian Sea were almost infinitft . . . The Malabar
coast and the Isles of the Ocean, Zocotra and Ceylon, were
peopled with an increasing number of Christians. The
missionaries of Balkh and Samarcand pursued without fear

the footsteps of the roving Tartar, and insinuated them-
selves into the valleys of the Imaus and the banks of tha
Selinga." Their principal bishop took the title of patriarch
of Babylon. His seat was later removed to Baghdad and
then to Mosul; it is now at Julamerik in Kurdistan. In
the 11 th century he ruled over twenty-five metropolitans,
and his jurisdiction extended from the Tigris to China,
from Lake Baikal to South India. Persecutions weakened
the church, Timur almost extirpated it In the 16th ccut
tury a schism occurred ; many of the Nestorians yielded
obedience to Rome. The Roman Nestorians are usualljr

called Chaldreans, though all lay claim to the title. At
present the patriarch rules over two metropolitans aud
sixteen suffragan bishops. The Nestorians dwell princi-

pally in Kurdistan, though many are found in Mesopotamia
and in India. In the latter country they are numerous on
the Malabar coast, and are called Thomas Christians.

The council of Chalcedon, the fourth oecumenical, de-

clared that Christ is to be acknowledged "in two natures

—

unconfusedlj', unchangeably," and therefore decided against

the opinions of all who either believed that the divinity ia

the sole nature of Christ, or who, rejecting this, taught only

one composite nature of Christ (one nature and one person,

instead of two natures and one person). The advocates

of the one nature theory were called Monophysites, and they
gave rise to numerous sects, and to at least three separate

national churches—the Jacobites of Syria, the Copts of

Egypt, and the Abyssinian Church.

The term "Jacobite" (from Jacobus Baradaeus, a Syrian

theologian) is properly confined to the Syrian Monophysites,

but is sometimes used to denote all the various divisions of

this heresy. The Jacobites therefore accept the first three

councils and reject those that follow. The Armenian
Church does the same, and it is common to class tho

Armenians with the Jacobites, while some theologians have
made them more heretical than the. Jacobites of Syria

and Egypt (Neale, Holy Eastern Church, Patriarchate oj

Alexandria, pp. 8-10). This, however, seems a wrong
opinion, and the Aimenians ought to be reckoned as Ortho-

dox (see Aemenian Chukch). Apart, however, from theo-

logical criticism, the Jacobites are arranged under throo

patriarchates—Antioch, Alexandria, and Armenia. AntiocL
and Alexandria have intercommunion, but Armenia, in spite

of times of reconciliation, stands apart. Under the patri-

arch of Alexandria is the mctran or metropolitan of Abys-
sinia, and under the patriarch of Antioch the mapbrian or

primate of tho East. The Jacobites or Copts of Egypt
greatly outnumber the members of the Orthodox Greek
Church there. The patriarch assumes jurisdiction over

Egypt, Jerusalem, Nubia, Abyssinia, and the Pentapolis.

He DOW resides in Cairo, and is chosen by lot in a council

of all the bishops from a number of monks recommended by
four convents to whom belongs this privilege. He has for

suffragans the bishops of ^Mcnouf, Shorkeyoh, Bohncse,

Fayoum, Miniyeh, Scnabau, Manfalout, Siout, Abutcg,

Aschurain, Esne, Kauss and Nekada, and Khartoum. Ho
has besides jurisdiction over twenty-six monasteries, and
rules nominally over tho Church of Abyssinia.

The Syrian Jacobites also form a patriarchate—tha

patriarchate of Antioch. AVhilo Antioch belonged to tho

empire tho persecution of the state drove tho Jacobite

patriarch from tho city. Ho settled at Amida, now called

Caramit, which is still the ecclesiastical centre. The second

dignitary is tho mapbrian (fruitboarcr) of tho East, who wa.--

originally a missionary bishop to tho regions cast of tho

Tigris. lie is now ECtlkd al Mosul. The Syrian Jacobites
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coulJ at one time boast 20 metropolitans and 103 bishops

;

now there are only 5 metropolitans (Caramit, Mesul,

Maadan, Aleppo, and Jerusalem) without suifragans.

The decisions of Chalcedon, which were the occasion of

the farmation of all these sects outside, did not put an end

to Christological controversy inside the Orthodox Greek

Church. The most prominent question which emerged in

attempting to define further the person of Christ was

whether the will belonged to the nature or the person,

pr, as it came to be stated, whether Christ had two wills or

only one. The church in the sixth oecumenical council at

Constantinople declared that Christ had two wilb. The
Monotheletes refused to submit, and the result was the

formation of another schismatic church—the Maronite

Church of the Lebanon range. The Maronites, however,

in the 12th century were reconciled to Kome, and cannot

now be said to belong to the Greek Church.

Conflict with Rome.—The relation of the Greek Church
to the Roman may be described as one of growing estrange-

ment from the 5 th to the 11th century, and a series of

abortive attempts at reconciliation since the latter date.

The estrangement and final rupture may be traced to the

overweening pretensions of the Roman bishops and to

Western innovation in the doctrine of the Holy Spirit,

accompanied by an alteration of creed. In the early church

three bishops stood forth prominently, principally from the

political eminence of the cities in which they ruled—the

bishops of Rome, Alexandria, and Antioch. The transfer

of the seat of empire from Rome to Constantinople gave

the bishops of Rome a possible rival in the patriarch of

Constantinople, but the absence of an overawing court and

meddling statesmen did more than recoup the loss to the

head of the Roman Church. The theological calmness of

the West, amid the violent theological disputes which

troubled the Eastern patriarchates, and the statesmanlike

wisdom of Rome's greater bishops, combined to give a

unique position to the pope, which councils in vain strove

to shake, and which in time of difficulty the Eastern patri-

archs were fain to acknowledge and make use of, however
they might protest against it and the conclusions deduced
from it. But this pre-eminence, or rather the Roman idea

of what was involved in it, was never acknowledged in the

East ; to press it upon the Eastern patriarchs was to pre-

pare the way for separation, to insist upon it in times of

irritation wa3 to cause a schism. The theological genius of

the East was difi"erent from that of the West. The Greek
theology had its roots in Greek philosophy, while a great

deal of Western theology was based on Roman law. The
Greek fathers succeeded the Sopliists, the Latin theologians

succeeded the Roman advocates (Stanley's East. Ch., ch. i.).

This gave rise to misunderstandings, and at last led to two
widely separate ways of regarding and defining one import-

ant doctrine—the procession of the Holy Spirit from the

Father or from the Father and the Son. Political jealousies

and interests intensified the disputes, and at last, after many
premonitory symptoms, the final break came in 1054, when
Leo. IX. smote Michael Cerularius and the whole of the

Eastern Church with an excommunication. There had been
mutual excommunications before, but they had not resulted

in permanent schisms. " It was scarce two centuries since

anathemas had been exchanged between Adrian I. and
Photius, between Photius and Nicholas I. The sixth

council had formally anathematized Honorius I. by name.
There had been great violence of language in the 6th
century between Gregory I. and John the Faster, and not
many years before that the name of Vigilius had been de-

liberately erased from every one of the diptychs of the
Eastern Church" (Ffoulkes'a Christendoms Divisions, i.

§ 17). Now, however, the separation was final, and the
ostensible cause of its finality 'vas the introduction by the

Latins of two words ./J/Zo^we into the creed. It is this

addition which was and which still remains the permanent
cause of separation. Ffoulkes has pointed out in his second
volume (ch. 1-3) that there was a resumption of inter-

course more than once between Rome and Constantinople
after 1054, and that the overbearing character of the

Norman crusaders, and finally the horrors of the sack of

Constantinople in the fourth crusade, were the real causes

of the permanent estrangement. It is undeniable, however,

that the filioque question has always come up to bar the

way in any subsequent attempts at intercommunion. The
theological question involved is a very small one, but it

brings out clearly the opposing characteristics of Eastern and
Western' theology, and so has acquired an importance far

beyond its own worth. The question is really one about

the relations subsisting between the persons of the Trinity

and their hypostatical properties. The Western Church
afiirms that the Holy Spirit " proceeds from" the Father

and from the Son. It believes that the Spirit of the Father

must be the Spirit of the Son also. Such a theory seems

alone able to satisfy the practical instincts of the West,

which did not concern itself with the metaphysical aspect

of the Trinity, but with Godhead in its relation to redeemed

humanity 'The Eastern Church affirms that the Holy Spirit

proceeds from the Father only. The Eastern theologian

thinks that the Western double procession degrades the

Deity and destroys the perfection of the Trinity. The double

procession, in his eyes, means two active principles (amai)

in the Deity, and it means also that there is a confusion be-

tween the hypostatical properties ; a property possessed by

the Father and distinctive of the First Person is attributed

also to the Second. This is the theological, and there is con-

joined with it an historical ana moral dispute. The Greeks

allege that the addition of the viox&s filioque was made, not

only without authority, and therefore unwarrantably, but

also for the purpose of forcing a rupture between East and

West in the interests of the barbarian empire of the West.

Attempts at reconciliation were made from time to time

afterwards, but were always wrecked on the two points of

papal supremacy, when it meant the right to impose Westerr

usages upon the East, and of the addition to the creed.

First there was the negotiation between Pope Gregory IX.

and the Greek patriarch Germanus. The Latin condi-

tions were practically recognition of papal jurisdiction,

the use of unleavened bread enforced on the Greeks, and

the Greeks to be permitted to omit filioque on condition

that they burnt all books written against the Western doc-

trine. The Greek patriarch refused the terms. Th°,n came

negotiations under Innocent IV. and Clement IV., in which

the popes proposed the same conditions as Gregory IX.,

with additions. These proposals were rejected by the

Greeks, who regarded them as attempts to enforce new

creeds on their church.

The negotiations at the council of Lyons (1274) were,

strictly speaking, between the pope and the Greek emperor,

and were more political than ecclesiastical. Michael Palseo-

logus ruled in Constantinople while Baldwm II., the last

of the Latin emperors, was an exile in Europe. I'alaeologus

wished the pope to acknowledge his title to be emperor of

the East, and in return promised submission to the papal

supremacy and the union of the Greek with the Latin

Church ou the pope's own terms. This enforced union

lasted only during the lifetime of the emperor. The only

other attempt at union which requires to be mentioned is

that made at the council of Florence. It was really sug-

gested by the political weakness of the Byzantine empire and

the dread of the approach of the Turks. John Pateologus

the emperor, Joseph the patriarch of Constantinople, and

several Greek bishops came to Italy and appeared at the

council of Florence—the papal council, the rival of the
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council ^f Basel. As on foimer occasions the Greeks were

at first deceived by false representations; they were betrayed

into recognition of papal supremacy, and tricke.d into signing

what could afterwards be represented as a submission to

Western doctrine. The natural consequences followed,—

a

repudiation of what had been done ; and the Greek bishops

ou their way hume took care to make emphatic their ritual-

istic differences from Rome. Soon after came the fall of

Constantinople, and with this event an end to the political

reasons for the submission of the Greek clergy. Rome's

schemes for a uniou which meant an unconditional submis-

sion on the pari of the Greeks did not cease, however, but

they were no longer attempted on a grand scale. Jesuit

misiionaries after the Reformation stirred up schisms in

some parts of the Eastern Church, and in Austria and

Poland many of the Greeks were compelled to submit them-

selves to the see of Rome. The result of these schemes has

been what is called the U/iia, or the United Greeks. These

various unions have commonly arisen from dissensions

among the Greeks themselves when a portion of the dis-

sentients have made submission to Rome. Rome commonly

promised to allow them to enjoy their own liturgies and

rites of worship, but usually broke her promises. This was

done so systematically that the college of the' Propaganda

prints what profess to be the old liturgies of the Eastern

churches, which are really so interpolated as to bringlhem
surreptitiously into harmony with the "Western rites. This

is done so universally that it is impossible to trust to any

professedly Eastern creed or service-book printed at the office

of the Propaganda in Rome.
Differentiation of National Churches induaed in the

Orthodox Greek Church.—Mr Finlay, in his^ History of

Greece, has shown that there has been always a very close

relation between the church and national life. Christianity

from tlie first connected itself with the social organization

of the people, and- therefore in every province assumed

the language and the usages of the locality. In this way
it was able to command at once individual attachment and
universal power. This feeling died down to some extent

when Constantino made use of the church to consolidate

his empire. But it revived under the persecution of the

Arian emperors. The struggle against Arianism was not

merely a struggle for orthodoxy. Athanasius was really

at the head of a national Greek party resisting the domina-

tion of a Latin-speaking court. From this time onwards
Greek patriotism and Greek orthodoxy have been almost

convertible terms, and this led naturally to revolts against

Greek supremacy in the dajfS of Justinian and other em-
perors. Dean Stanley is probably correct when he describes

the heretical churches of the East as the ancient national

churches of Egypt, Syria, and Armenia in revolt against

supposed innovations in the earlier faith imposed on them
by Greek supremacy. In the East, as in Scotland, the

history of the church is the key to the history of the nation,

and in the freedom of the church the Greek saw the freedom
and supremacy of his race. For this very reason Orthodox
Eastern Christians of alien race felt compelled to resist

Greek domination by means of independent ecclesiastical

organization, and the structure of the church rather favoured

than interfered with the coexistence of separate national

churches professing the same faith. Another circumstance

favoured the creation of separate national churches. While
the Greek empire lasted the Greek emperors had a right of

investiture on the election of a new patriarch, and this right

was retained by the Turkish sultans after the conquest of

Constantinople. The Russian people, for example, could

not contemplate with calmness as the head of their church a

bishop appointed by the hereditary enemy of their country.

In this way the jealousies of race and the necessities of

nations have produced various national churches which are

independent or autocephalous, and yet are one in doctrine

with the Orthodox Greek Church. The most important of

these are the churches of Russia, Georgia, Servia, Roumania,
Greece,' and Montenegro. The churches of Russia and
Georgia have been united.

The Church of Russia dates from 992, when Princa Vladimir
and his people accepted Christianity.' The metropolitan, who vai
subject to tlie patriarch of Constantinople, resided at Kieff on thi

Dnieper. During the Tartar inv,-ision tne metropolis was destroyed,
and 'V'ladimir became the ecclesiastical capitil. In 1320 the metro-
politans fixed their seat at Moscow. In 1582 Jeremiah, patriarch
of Constantinople, raised Job, 46th metropolitan, to the patriarchal
dignity ; and the act was afterwards confirmed by a general council
of the East. In this way the Russian Church became autocepha-
lous, and its patriarch had immense power. In 1781 Peter the
Great forbade the election of a new patriarch, and in 1721 he cstab-
lislied the Holy Governing Synod to supply the place of th»
patriarch. This body now governs the Russian Church, and con-
sists of five or six bishops, one or two other ecclesiastics of dignity,
and several laymen, all appointed by the emperor. The Church of
Georgia, which has existed from a very early period, and was
dependent first on the patriarch of Antioch and theu on the
patriarch of Constantinople, has since 1801 been incoiporated in

the Russian Church. Its head, the archbishop of Tiflis, is a member
of the Holy Governing Synod, with the title of exarch, and havine
under him four snfl'ragans. Russia is divided for ecclesiasticu

purposes into eparchies of three classes, each of which is ruled ovet
by a bishop. There arc three eparchies of the first class, ruled

by the metropolitans of KiefiT, Novogorod and St Petersburg, anil

JIoscow. The steady increase of the Russian Chuich makes it

difiicult to detail with exactness the number of bishops belonging
to the three classes ; but, according to the report presented to thf
Holy Governing Synod in 1876, there arc, in addition to the three
eparchies of the first class, twentj-one of the second, thirty-threo of
the third, and six vicariates. These sixty-three bishops possess

diocesan authority; and there are besides, excluding the exarchate

of Georgia, fifty-six bishops luUng over monasteries.

The Church of Servia has undergone great changes. In mediffival SerrfMk
times, when Servia was a strong kingdom, the head of the church
invariably claimed the title and authority of patriarch. In 1810,

when Kara George achieved the independence of the kingdom, the
archbishop of Carlowitz in Hungary was recognized as the head of

the church, but in 1830 the national church was reconstituted and
declared to be autocephalous. In 1838 the seat of government
was removed to Belgrade, and the metropolitan of Belgrade is now
the head of the Servian Church, though his right Is still disputed

by the archbishop of Carlowitz. He has under him as suffragans

the bishops of Shabatz, Csatsak, and Uschize, the last of whom
resides at Karanowatz. Election to the episcopate is subject to the

veto of the prince and of the patriarch of Constantinople. The
extension of Servia under the provisions of the treaty of Berlin will

probably cause some ecclesiasticeJ changes.

Before the union of the two provinces of Moldavia and Wallachia, Rotia*
the Orthodox Greek Church was ruled by two metropolitans—the i

one at Jassy and the other at Bucharest. Since the independence of

the united provinces there has been a long-continued conflict, which
had for its design, not merely to throw off the supremacy of the

patriarch of Constantinople, but to curb the influence of the higher

clergy, and to assert the pro-eminence of the Slavonic over the Greek
element. The result has been that the state, aided by the lower

clergy and the people, has thrown off the supremacy of Constantin-

ople, united the church under one metropolitan of Roumania, who
has under him the metropolitan of Moldavia and six bishops, con-

fiscated the property of most of the convents, which were centres of

Greek influence, pubhshed liturgies either in the Slavonic or in the

Roumanian language, and asserted the ennromnoy of the state.

The constitution of the Church of Modern Greece is the result of

the peculiar position of the patriarch of Constantinojjlc. The w«r

of liberation wa-s sympathized in, not merely by the inhabitants of

Greece, but by all the Greek-speaking Christians in tho Kast. But
the patriarch was in tho hands of tho Turks; ho had been appointed

by the sultan, and ho was compelled by tho Turkish authorities to

ban tho movement for freedom. When the Greeks achieved inde-

pendence they refused to bo subject eccleaiiuitically to a patriarch

who wa.s nominated by tho sultan (Juno 9, 1828); and, to add to

their diflicultics, there were in the country twenty-two bishops who
had been consecrated by tho iiatriarcli, twelve bishops who bod
been consecrated irregularly during tho war, and about twentj
bishops who had been deprived of llieir sees during tho trouble*^
i.e., liriy-threo bishops claimed to bo provided for. In tlie«o cir-

cumstances tho Government and people resolved that there thould

bo ten diocesan bishops ami forty niluitional provisional »«es. They
also resolved that the chureh Hliould bo governed after tlio foshiou

of the Russian Church by a synoil ; and they decreed that tho king

of Greece was to bo he"d of tho churcli. All these i.le.n wera
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eStrieJ out with some modifications, and gradually. The patriarch

of Constantinople in 1850 acknowledged the independence of the

chnrch, which gradually grew to be more independent of the state.

The profisional sees were not all merged in the ten proposed

dioceses. Greece at present is dinded into four exarchies:—(1) the

Continent and Eubcea—divided into eight sees, of four archbishops

end four bishops
; (2) the Peloponnesus—divided into twelve sees,

of six archbishops and six bishops; (3) the islands of the ^gean
Sea—governed by one archbishop and three bishops; and (4) the

Ionian Islands—governed by five archbishops. The Greek Church
In Greece includes a good many monasteries ; but the number has

been diminished since the war of liberation, and a great many of

those that remain have been made use of for the purposes of educa-

tion. Many of these convents are dependent on the celebrated ancient

monasteries of Athos, Sinai, and Jerusalem. The Greek Church has

done and is doing a great deal for the cause of education in Greece.

The bitter enmity which subsists between the people of the Black
Mountain and the Turks made them from the beginning repudiate

the authority of the patriarch of Constantinople, and the church is

nominally independent. It is, however, very closely allied to the

Russian Church. Up to the year 1852 the spiritual and the civil

authority were vested in one individual, and the piince^bishops

were always chosen from the family of Petrowitsch, but in that

year the prince-bishop Danilo married, and demitted his episcopal

functions. Since then there has been a bishop of Montenegro who
has metropolitan functions. He has no suffragan bishops, but rules

ever three arch-priests and a large number of inferior clergy. He
(s consecrated by the Holy Governing Synod of the Russian Church.

The Church of Bulgaria demanded independence about fifteen

rears ago, and has practically enjoyed it since 1858, although it has

aot yet obtained recognition. It is governed by an exarch who,

while recognizing the supremacy of the patriarch of Constantinople,

refuses to allow liim to interfere in any way in the internal govern,-

ment of the church. It is still under excommunication by the

patriarch. The new rights which Bulgaria has acquired under the

treaty of Berlin will probably lead to a rearrangement of the church.

D0CTEINE3 AND CREEDS.—The Greek Church has no

creeds in the modern Western use of the word, no normative

summaries of what must be believed. It has preserved

the older idea that a creed is an adoring confession of the

church engaged in worship ; and, when occasion called for

more, the belief of the church was expressed more by way
of public testimony than in symbolical bpoks. Still the

doctrines of the church can be gathered from these confes-

eions of faith. The Greek creeds may be roughly placed in

two classes,—the oecumenical creeds of the early undivided

church, and later testimonies defining the position of the

Orthodox Church of the East with regard to the belief of

the Roman Catholic and of Protestant Churches. These

testimonies were called forth mainly by the protest of Greek

theologians against Jesuitism on the one hand and against

the reforming tendencies of Cyril Lucaris on the other.

The Orthodox Greek Church adopts the doctrinal decisions

of the seven oecumenical councils, together with the canons

of the Concilium Quinisextum or second TruUan coiincil

;

and they further hold that all these definitions and canons

are simply expl^^nations and enforcements of the Nicseo-Con-

etantinopolitan creed and the decrees of the first council of

Nicaea. The first fonr councils settled the orthodox faith

on the doctrines of the Trinity and of the Incarnation ; the

fifth snpplemented the decisions of the first four. The sixth

declared against Monotheletism ; the seventh sanctioned

the worship (SovXtia not aX-tj9ivr) Xarpeia) of images

;

the council held in the Trullus (a saloon in the palace at

Conifantinople) supplemented by canons of discipline the

ductrinal decrees of the fifth and sixth 'jsuncils.

The Reformation of the 16th century was not •without

effect on the Greek ChurcL Some of the Reformers, not-

ably Melanchthon, expected to eflfect a reunion of Christen-

dom by means of the Greeks, cherishing the same hopes as

the modem Old Catholic divines and their English sympa-
thizers. Melanchthon himself sent a Greek translation of

the Augsburg Confession toJoasaph, patriarch of Constantin-

ople, and spme years SLfterwards Jacob Andreae and Martin

Crnsius begap a correspondence with Jeremiah, patriarch

of Constantinople, in which they asked an official expression

of his opinions about Lutheian dorvine. The result was

that Jeremiah answered in his Ceitsura OneniaKs iectetia

condemning the distinctive principles of Lntheranisra.

The reformatory movement of Cyril Lucaris brought the

Greek Church face to face with Reformation theology.

Cyril was a learned Cretan, who, having travelled exten-

sively' in Europe, and having become acquainted with and
devoted to the Reformed faith, was afterwards elected patri-

arch of Alexandria in 1602 and patriarch of Constantinople

in 1621. He conceived the plan of reforming the Eastern

Church by bringing its doctrines into harmony with those

of Calvinism, and by sending able young Greek theologians

to Switzerland, Holland, and England to study Protestant

theology. His scheme of reform was opposed chiefly by

the intrigues of the Jesuits. He was five times deposed,

and five times reinstated. In the end he was murdered by

the Turks at the instigation of the Jesuits. The church

anathematized his doctrines, and in its later testimonies

repudiated his confession on the one hand and Jesuit ideas

on the other. The most important of these testimonies are

(1) the Orthodox confession or catechism of Peter Mogilas,

confirmed by the Eastern patriarchs and by the synod of

Jerusalem (1643), and (2) the decree of the synod of

Jerusalem or the confession of Dositheus (1672). Besides

these, the catechisms of the Russian Church should be con-

sulted, especially the catechism of Philaret, which since

1839 has been used in all the churches and schools in

Russia. Founding on these doctrinal sources the teach-

ing of the Orthodox Greek Church is :—

i

Christianity is a Divine revelation communicated to mankind
through Christ ; its saving truths are to be learned from the Bible

and tradition, the former having been written, und the latter main-
tained uncorrupted through the influence of the Holy Spirit; tfie

interpretation of the Bible belongs to the Church, which is taught by

the Holy Spirit, but every believer may read the Scriptures.

According to the Christian revelation, God is a Trinity, that is,

the Divine Essence exists in Three Persons, perfectly equal in nature

and dignity, the Father, the Son, and the Holy Ghost ; the Holy
Ghost pkoceeps from the Father only. Besides the Triune

God there is no other object of divine worship, but homage {Inrtp-

5ov\la) may be paid to the Virgin Mary, and reverence (SouXfa) to

the sainis and to their pictures and relies.

Man is bom with a corrupt bias which was not his at creation
;

the first man, when created, possessed immortality, perfect wis-

dom, AND A WILL regulated BY REASON. Through the first sin

Adam and his posterity lost immortality, and his will receh'ed
A bias towards evil. In this natural state man, who even before

he actually sins is a sinner before God by original or inherited

sin, commits manifold actual tiansgressions ; but he is not absolutely

witlwut power of will towards good, and is not always doing evil.

Christ, the Son of God, became man in two natures, which in-

ternally and inseparably united make One Person, and, according

to the eternal purpose of God, has obtained for man reconciliation

with God, and eternal life, inasmuch as He by His vicarious death

has made satisfaction to God for the world's sins, and this satisfac-

tion was PEBFECTLV COMMENSITRATE WITH THE SINS OF THE WORLD.
Man is made partxker of reconciliation in spiritual regeneration,

which he attains tr., being led and kept by the Holy Ghost. This

divine help is offered to all men without distinction, and may he

rejected. In order to attain to salvation, man is justified, and when
so justified can D" no more than the commands of Gao. He
may fall from a state of grace through mortal sin.

Regeneration is offered by the word of God and in the sacraments,

which under visible signs communiatte God^s invisible grace to

Cliristians when administered cum intenticne. There are seven

mysteries or sacraments. Baptism entirely destroys original sin.

In the Eucharist the true body and blocd of Christ are substantially

preseTit, and the elements are changed into tlie substance of Christ,

whose body and blood are corporeally partaken of by communi/xints.

All Christians should receive the brend and the WI^E. The

Eucharist is also an expiatory sacrifice. The new birth when lost

may be restored through repentance, vhich is not merely (1)

sincere sorrow, but also (2) confession of each individual sin to the

priest, and (3) the discharge ofpenances imposed by the priest for the

removal of the temporal punishment whii:h may have been imposed by

God and the Church. Penance accompanied by the judicial absolu-

tion of the priest makes a true sacrament.

' This summary has been taken, with corrections, from Wicer.

SmaU capitals denote differences from Roman Catholic, italics diffei^

euces from Protestant doctriue.
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' He Churcli of CLrist is the Mlowsbip of all those who acceft

'ahd profess all the articles of faith transmitted by the
ArOSTLES AND APPROVED BY GENERAL SYNODS. IVithoul this

visible C/iureli there is no salvation. It is under tho abiding influ-

ence of the Holy Ghost, and therefore cannot err in matters offaith.

Specially appointed persons are necessary in the service of the

Church, aud theyfonn a tlireefold order, distinct jure divino from
other Christians, of £ishoj>s, Priests, and Deacons. The four
Patriarchs, ok equal dignity, have the highest bank among
the bishops, and the bishops united in a General Council repre-

sent the Church and infallibly decide, under the guidance of the

Holy Ghost, all matters of faith and ecclesiastical life. All

ministers of Christ must be regularly called and appointed to their

office, and are ooneecrated by the sacrament of orders. Bishops

mml be unrttarricd, and priests and deacons must not contract
A second marriage. To all priests in common belongs, besides

the preaching of the word, the administration of the six sacra-

ments,—baptism, confirmation, penance, EUCHARIST, MATRI-
MONY, unction of the sick. The bishops alone can administer

the sacrament of orders.

Ecclesiastical ceremonies are part of the divine service ; most of

them have apostolic origin ; and those connected with the sacrament

must not be omitted by priests under pain of mortal sin.

Liturgy and Wobship.—The ancient liturgies of the

Eastern Church were very numerous, and have been fre-

quently classified. Neale makes three divisions—the

liturgy of Jerusalem or of St James, that of Alexandria or

of St Mark, and that of Edessa or of St Thaddaaus ; and
Daniel substantially agrees with him. The same pas-

sion for uniformity which suppressed the Galilean and

Mozarabic liturgies in the West led to the almost exclusive

use of the liturgy of St James in the East. It is used iu

two forms, a shorter revised by Chrysostom, and a longer

called the liturgy of St Basil. This liturgy and the service

generally are either in Old Greek or in Old Slavonic—and
frequent disputes have arisen in particular districts about

the language to be employed. Both sacred languages differ

from the language of the people, but it cannot .be said that

iu the Eastern Church worship is conducted in an unknown
tongue,—" the actual dtlTerence," says Neale, "may be about

that between Chaucer's English and our own."

Monastic Life.—Monastic life was introduced into

Christianity in tho East, and has always remained a pro-

minent feature in Greek Christianity. The monks usually

follow the rule of St Basil, but some monasteries, notably

that of Sinai, obey the rule of St Anthony. The monks Tire

of three classes :

—

koivoPiolkoI, who live together iu a monas-

tery ruled over by a ryfoviJ.a'O'; or dp\ifiai'Spi.Trj'; ; aia^^mpijTat,

who live either in a cloister apart from the other monks or

among the laity ; and uo-kijtcu, who are hermits. The niujs,

virgins or widows, all follow tho rule of St Basil There

are three great convents—at Jerusalem, Sinai, and Mount
Athos ; each has a great number of daughter monasteries

throughout the East. iMany monasteries are presided over

by bishops, and many monks are in priests' and deacons'

orders. ~ Monks alone are eligible for election to bishoprics

and the higher offices in the Eastern Church.

Number of Adherents.—These can only be given approximately :

—

Orthodox Greek Church in Turkey 10,000,000

,, ,, Kouniania 4,529,000

,, „ Servia .' 1,345,000

,, „ Montenegro 130,000

„ „ Greece 1, 310,000

,; „ Austria 3,000,000

ijj ju Eussia. (including Poland,

Siberia, and tho Caucasus) 68,000,000

78,314,000
To these may bo added i

—
Russian Dissenters 1,051,000

Armenians *. 8,000,000
Iscstorians (including the Tbotnaa Christians of India) ... 300,000
Syrian Jacobites 00,000
Copta ; 121,000

Abyssinians 1,200,000

United Greeks (chiefly in Austria and Poland).

6,822,000

. 4,070,000

See the common books on Churcli Ilistoiy, as tluxe of Ntander,
Gieseler, Robertson, && Special mention may be made of Schrockh's
Christliehe Kirchengeschichle.aDi the various collections of councils,

e.g., Mansi's or, for English readers, Hefele's History of the Coun-
cils, translated iu Clark's series. For tho controversie* vrhich gave
rise to the schismatic churches, consult F. C. Baur,^M Christliehe

Lehre von clcr Drcicinigkeit ; Corner, History of Vie Doctrine of the

Person of Christ, translated in Clark't tcries; J. H. Newman, TIm
Arians of the Fourth Century; Swainson, TIte Apostles' and
Hieeite Creeds. For the Filioque controversy Walch,,fi^t«^»rta Con-
troversicc de Processu Spiritus Sancli, and the works of Swcte and
Langen, may be referred to, also Schaff's Ilistonj of the Creeds of
Christendom. Tho following are devoted specially to the history

and condition of the Eastern- Church ;—JI. Le Qaien, Oriens
Christianus ; Asseman, Bibliothcca Orientalis; Stanley'a Eastern
Church; and, above all, J. M. Neale,, The Holy Eaitern Church
{General Introduction, 2 vols. ; Patriarchate of Alexnndria, 2 vols.;

and, published posthumously in 1873, Patriarchate of Anlioch,

1 TOl.). For liturgy, see Daniel, Codex Lilurgicus Eccl. Univ. in
£pitomen redaetus, 4 vols., 1847-55, and the shorter works of

Neale and Littlcdale; Eenaudot, Collectio Liturgiarwn Orient.;

LeoAllatius, Delibris et rebus Eeclcs. Gra:carum Disscrtaliones. For
hymnology, see Daniel, Thesaurus Hymnologieus, 4 vols., aad
Neale's translations of Eastern Hymns ; and for creeds, the coil»e«

tions of Kiinmel, Gass, and Schnlf. (T. 51. L.)

GREEK EMPIRE. See Greece, p. 114 eqq.

GREEK FIRE is properly the name applied to the

inflammable and destructive compounds used in V/aifare in

the Middle Ages, and particularly by the Byzantine Greeks

at the sieges of Constantinople. It was tho precursor of gun-

powder, and of such modern compositions as dynamite and
nitroglycerin, and was frequently accessory to gunpowder for

many years after its invention. Bub combustible mineral

substances were employed in war much earlier than the

Middle Ages. Greek fire has borne tho names wildfire,

maritime fire, wet fire, fire-rain ; called by the French ftu

gregeois, by the Germans griechisches Feuer, it was " the

oil of cruel fire " of the Chinese, the olevm incendiarttm of

the Romans, and the mp iypov, liquid fire, of the Greeks.

Procopius designates it "Medea's oil." Cinnamus (12th

century) describes it as -rnp MrihiKov, Median fire, the

black clays of Media and Persia supplying the principal con-

stituent. Used chiefly at sieges and in naval engagements,

it was poured from cauldrons and ladles on tho besiegers and

their engines, or vomited through long copper tubes from

tho mouths of hideous figures set in the prows of shijis.

Sometimes flax was twisted and saturated with the .liquid,

then fired, and projected on arrows, lances, and javelins. At
sea it was often flung in pots and phials. The heavy ballista

and other military engines were pressed into tho service in

early times for scattering this destructive compound in large

quantities, often in barrels. Owing to the viscid nature of

GTcek fire it adhered to whatever it touched. It is despribed

as producing a thick smoke, a loud explosion, and a fierce

flame, and as being quickened by tho element of water.

Sea-water is specially mentioned as intensifying its inflam-

mability ; and whenever it fell among ignitiblo materials

terrible havoc was occasioned. The sight and sound of

the engine discharging tho torrent of fire carried dismay

into many a warrior's breast. Tho devastating consequences

pictured by early writers aro probably overdrawn, but there

can bo no doubt that they were formidable, Liquid firo

has been used in warfare from very remote times, as may
be seen in tho As.syrian bas-reliefs in tho British Musemii.

Greek fire, properly so called, is said to have been cmploycil

for tho first time against tho Saracens iu tho sicuo of

Constantinople, C73-C79, tho inventor being n Syrinu

named Calliuicus. T,a art of compounding Greek firr

was concealed at Constantinople with the most jfnluu.'< cwt

indeed it was to Greek firo, while tho secret of its manu
facturo was kept, that the city owed in great measure its

safety. In 1755 two Frenchmen, Gaubcrt and DuprL*, arc

reported to have rediscovered tho art so carefully concrnled

by the Byzantine Greeks ; but they were prohibited iwtn

making it known. Various projects for tho use of this or
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similar preparations have.been advocated in recent times.''

The ingredients and relative proportious of the com-

position are not exactly known, the secret having been

very successfully preserved. The Syrian historian Michael

applies the name naphtha to the " newly invented " Greek

fire ; and this probably was the destructive agent of thQ

Assyrians, Persians, and other Eastern nations, springs of

naphtha abounding in their ter.-itories. According to thel

author of L'Esprit des Croissades, Greek fire was com-'

pounded of the gum of the pine and other resinous trees

reduced to powder, with the addition of brimstone, naphtha,'

and other bitumens. Fanciful substances were included,

such as the water of a particular fountain in the East,

duck's grease, &c. Friar Bacon mentions two of the in-

gredients, saltpetre and sulphur, but conceals the rest,_

Giambattista Porta states that Greek fire is made by boil-

ing together willow charcoal, salt, ardent aqua vitae, sulphur,

pitch, frankincense, threads of soft Ethiopian wool, and
camphor. In a Spanish MS. of the 13th century in the

Bodleian library a different receipt is given; and others will

be found in the Liber ignium a Marco Greco prcescriptus, &c.,

Bloane MS. (Brit. Mus.) 323 ; in the Sloane MS. 7, 3Iodtts

faciendi ignem grcecum, &c. From all that has been said

it appears that naphtha—otherwise petroleum, rock oil, or

Rangoon tar—and sulphur, and sometimes nitre, were the

principal constituents ; and the use of these, or two of

them, in varying quantities, with the charcoal mentioned

by Porta, no doubt gave birth to gunpowder. An invention

by Niepce comprised benzol and potassium, in the propor-

tion of 600 to 1, placed in a glass vessel; and Disney's

ts believed to have included a solution of phosphorus in

sulphide of carbon or chloride of sulphur. But of all

the spontaneously combustible liquids, Bunsen's kakodyl,

As2(CH3)^, is probably the most deadly, while it is far in

advance of the old Greek fire as a destroyer of life. A
combustible used at the siege of Charleston, U.S., in 1863
consisted of (1) saltpetre, sulphur, and lampblack, pressed

into small tubes, and (2) coal-tar naphtha, placed in shells

or pumped through hose. The best military authorities

appear now to agree that Greek fire is unsuitable for pur-

poses of war, and comparatively little use has been made
of it in recent times.

For further details see Eeccpta varia de praparatione ignis Graxi,
Sloane MS. 282 ; also Arundel MS. 16i ; Eeckmann, Gcsch. derErfin.
dungen; Dufresne, Espritdes Croissades, Amsterdam, 1780; Gibbon;
Grose, Afil. Antiq.

; Hoefer, Hist, de la Ckimie ; Joiuville, Memoirs,
1807 ; Libri, Hist, des sciences math, cii Italic; Mechanics' Magazine,
18th August 1844 ; Napoleon III., £titdes sar . . . . VArtillerie

;

Poggendorff, Ocsch. d. Phijsik, 1879 ; Roy. Instil. Quart. Jouni.,siv.
;

Scoffern, Projcclile IVeapons, 1858 • and the writings of the Byzan^
tine historians.

HORACE GREELEY.
HOBACE GREELEY, an eminent American journalist and

author, wa.s born at Amherst, N. H., Feb. 3, 1811. His
father, Zaccheus Greelev, and his mother, Mary Woodbum,
were of Scoteh-Irislx descent. Upon a farm of tifty acres, stony
and sterile, Zaccheus Greeley was barely able to earn a living.

The lad Horace, although a feeble child physically, took an
active part in helping carry on the poorly paid work of the farm.
Before he was two years old he gave evidence of remark-
able precocity, for he had leai-ned his letters before he could
talk plainly. With an insatiable fondness for reading he had
devoured every book and paper he could borrow from neighbors
and friends, within several miles of his father's dwelling.

When about six years of age he had read the Bible through.

Possessed of a retentive memory, he did not forget what he
read, and his stores of knowledge were the wonder of all the

people who knew him. They justly regarded him as the

prodigy of the neighborhood. He was especially noted for hifi

accurate spelling. No one in "spelling school" was ever able

to spell little Horace down. He snatched every moment from
labor to gratify his desire for learning. As soon as he was up
in the morning his hand was upon the book which had been
placed the night before within easy reach. While reeling for

a few moments after plying the ax at the wood pile, he would
find an opportunity to read the book which he had stowed
away conveniently in his pocket. Sent out on an errand, he
would literally read as he walked or ran, the nimble foot taking
care he did not trip, while the nimble brain was busy taking in

what the eager eyes were so carefully scanning. At three years
of age he was attending the district school at Londonderry, the
home of his maternal grandfather, and although he was not
able to derive as much advantage from the common schools
as many boys of his age and time, he always recognized their

inestimable value in the education of the coming American
citizens, and pleaded for their preservation and development.
When Horace was about ten years of age Zaccheus Greeley

removed to Westhaven, Vermont, being forced through bad
management, and indorsing for friends, to leave his native
State 11 bankrupt. Here Horace worked for three or four years
helping his father in clearing up wild land and in performing
the hard tasks incident to such a laborious life.

Before he was eleven years old Horace had greatly desired
to enter the vilLige printing office as an apprentice, but had
been rejected on account of his youth. In the spring of 1826.
however, the position he had so long coveted was given him, and
he became an apprentice to the publisher of The Northern
Spirl'il'ir. a weekly newspaper, issued at Poultney, Vermont.
In one week he had learned to set type with far more skUl and
dexterity than many an apprentice who had been in practice
for a month or more. His compensation was only ^0 a year,
almost the entire amount of which he sent his father, for whom
he would have spared nothing. The editing of the paper was
soon thrown upon him, as he became thoroughly interested in

every question of a social, political or industrial nature. In
the village debating society he was one of the foremost
speakers, bringing to the subjects under discussion the most
careful preparation.

In June, 1830, The Northern Spectator was discontinued, and
yomig tireeley wenl to work for a few weeks on the farm which
his father was clearing in the dense forests of western Penn-
sylvania, about 30 miles from the city of Erie. He soon ob-

tained employment in various printing offices in the vicinity,

at very low wages for very hard work, giving nearly all he
earned to his father. At length he made up his mind to seek
liis fortune in New York, and traveling on foot and by canal

boat, with a scanty stock of clothing in a bundle on his back,

and witli .*10 in his pocket, he reached his destination August
17, 1831. His rustic appearance and threadbare, shabby ap-

parel prejudiced people against him, so that it was very dif-

ficult to obtain employment as a joui-neynian printer. Many
believed him to be a runaway apprentice, and turned their

backs upon him. By strictest economy, faring on but little

more than bread and water during these trying days, he had spent
only $") of his small but precious hoard. When despair was
just about taking hold of him, he found a job, which was so

difficult and so unremimerative that other printers had aban-
doned it. This was the setting up of a 32mo New Testament,
double column, in agate, with a middle column of notes in

pearl. He earned barely enough to pay his board bill at a

cheap lodging house, but persevered to the end of his task.

Better paid employment came afterwards in difi'erent printing

offices until Jan. 1, 183.S, when he entered into partnership

with a fellow-workman, Francis V. Story, and commenced on
a combined capital of .1^150 the publication of The Morning
Po.'il, the first daily penny paper ever printed.

The experiment failed at the end of three weeks, not from
any lack of intellectual strength on the part of its chief editor,

for it was marked by the journalistic genius which afterwards

distinguished Mr. Greeley, but from other causes. Their type
had been procured on credit. Dr. H. D. Shepjiard, its projector, to

whom belongs the honor of first starting the penny paper, wished

the price to be fixed at one cent. Horace Greeley and his

partner persuaded him to put the price at two cents. The
good doctor, however, was unacquainted with the mysteries of

practical newspaper life, and so the venture speedily came to

naught. The firm of Greeley and Story lost between |50 and
$60 by the failure. The two young men, however, had Syl-

vester's Bank Note Seporter to print, whicli brought them
about $15 worth of composition a week. They also secured a

considerable amount of lottery printing. On the 9th of July,

Francis Story was drowned in the bay by the upsetting of a boat,

and his brother-in-law, Mr. Jonas Winchester, took his place in

the firm.

About this time James Gordon Bennett, then well known a*

a bright writer for the press, invited Greeley to join him in
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nUrting a new daily paper to be called the New York Herald.
The ofl'er was declined, but Horace recommended another
printer as partner, whom Bennett soon after took into the tirm.

After the buraing of The Herald office, Hennett published the

paper alone. On the 2"2d of March, 1S84, the firm, then con-
sisting of Horace Greeley, Jonas Winchester and K. Sibbett,

determined to start a family paper superior to any yet pub-
lished, and with an estimated capital of 13,000, and in full faith

that there was plenty of editorial ability among them, issued

The New Yorker. For seven years The yew Yorker regularly

appeared, and was confessedly the best literary newspaper in

America at that period. It was never a profitable undertaking,
although it brought wide fame to Mr. Greeley. The story of

Greeley's struggles during the eventful period of the life of the
The New Yorker, to meet the payment of his notes as they
became due, and of the strict economy he was compelled to

practice, both in diet and dress, is a most interesting and profit-

able one. The one great fear that haunted him was the possi-

bility of his being compelled to Involve his friends with him
in prospective misfortime, which happily, however, was not

realized. Mr. Greeley early in life had seen a friend man-ied
by what he learned was the Episcopal ceremony. He was so

struck \vitli its solemnity and beauty that he said, " If I ever

et married it shall be with that service." On July 5, 1836,

Ir. Cireeley married Miss Mary T. Cheney at Warrentou,
North Carolina, on which occasion the Episcopal service was
used. Miss Cheney was a Connecticut school teacher, whom
Mr. Greeley had met at the Graham Hoase, a hotel constructed

on the vegetarian plan, in New York. On his wedding tour

Greeley first saw the city of Washington, and was favorably
impressed by the houses of Congiass then in session. While
publishing The New Yorker he added to his slender income by
writing leading editorials for The Daily Whig. On March 3,

1833 the W^hig Central Committee, of the .state of New Y'ork,

started The Jeffersonian, a weekly campaign paper, at Albany,
and Mr. Greeley, at the request of Thurlow Weed, William H.
Seward, and other leaders of the Whig party, took the editorial

charge of the paper in connection with The New Yorker. Mr.
Cireeley spent three days^jf each week at Albany, and received
for his year's services $1,000. The Jeffersonian was a neat,

dignified paper of eight pages, containing some of tlia best

speeches of the day, some for and some against its own princi-

ples. It was believed by the Whigs to have had a good efiect

upon the elections of the next year. The labors of Mr. Greeley
at this time were very great and exhaasting. On the 2d of
May, 1840, during the famous campaign of William Henry
Harrison for the presidency, Mr. Greeley Lssued the tii-st number
of The Log Cabin, a weekly campaign paper, in the interest of
Harrison. Its success was unprecedented. Forty-eight thou-
sand copies of the first issue were sold, and the weekly circu-

lation rose to nearly 110,000 copies.

Even this venture did not prove a pecuniary advantage, as

the price of the pajipr was low, and the facilitiis for handling
it were few and costly, lint it was a brilliant politiciil succes.s,

and gave Mr. Greeley a great reputation as an able writer and
a zealous politician. On the 3d of .\pril, 1841, Mr. (ireeley

announced that on the Satunlay following he would publish
the first number of a new morning journal of politics, literature

and general intelligence, to be called the Tribune. When the
paper appeared, Mr. (ireeley had scarcely any money. Hut
his credit w;ts good, and his editorial talent unquestioned.
From a friend, Air. James Coggeshall, be Ixirrowed $1,000, and
thus Iftid the fouiKlatiou of the nohloHt inoiiunient to Ills fumo.
The Trihunr tie^au with (iOO subscribers ijrocured mnlnly by tlie

exertions of a few of Mr. Greeley's iiersoiial and political frlen(is.
Five thousand coiiies of the first number were jirluted, and Mr.
Greeley said :

'* VVe found some <lI(TicuIty In giving tliem awiiy."
The expenses of tho first week were ^"25, and the receipts H»'2. A
rival ncwspttper resorted to unfair luetliods to crush out the
Infant paber, but tlie measures tul<en simply resulted in helping
Incrense Its circulation. By the end of the fourth week lis edi-
tion reached 0,000, ftud by the seventh 11,000, which was all that
could be priiiteJ with the prcBS used.

Mr. Thomas .McKlrath, a man of superior business quallflca-
tlons, was taken by Mr. (ireeley as an efpial partner upon tho
payment of $'J,000, to go Into the common fund. Mr. Mcb^lrath
undertook the sole charge of the business of pul)llcatlon, and Mr.
Greeley assumed the exclusive care of the editorial department.
T<i the paper Mr. Greeley devoted the bi-st powers of his mlu<l
and body. With It he was to be ideutlMed as. perhaps, no other
man has been Identified with a newspaper movement. In tils

RecollfctiouK oj a lluti]/ Lijr, ho says: " Fame is a vajior; popular-
ity an accident; riches take wings; the only earthly certainty Is

oblivion ; no man can foresee what a day may bring forth, while
tboflo who cheer to-day will often curso to-morrow: nnd yet I

Cher lib the hope that the journal I projected and establlshoa will
live and flourish loni after I shall have mohlered into forgotten
dust, being guided by a higher wisdom, a nu> re unerring sagacity to

discern the right, though not by a more unfaltering readiness to
embrace and defend It at whatever personal cost ; and that the
stone which covers my ashes may bear to future eyes the atlll
lutelliKibk- iuscrlptiou. Founder of Tin- tiev.' York Tribune."

Karly in the fail of lti.')l, TUt I.oufali,, and The Sew Yorker were
merged by .Mr. Greeley into rh< W.tkli/ Tribune, the first number
of which appeared on September 20. It rapidly grew Into publie
favor. In almost every State in the Union the paper found its
way. The name of the editor was a household worci In thousands
of homes. It was with a feeling verv closelv okin to that of per-
sonal affection that Mr. Greeley was regar'ded by the readers of
the Tribune. He was undoubtedly for mauy years the foremost
man of the country in molding the opinions of the rural classes.

The circulation of The Wrrklij Trihunr sometimes reached 140,-
000 to 150,000, and in times of great politleul excitement over 250,-
000. Its inllueuce was far greater pro)iortionately than the Duitv
Tribune, whose circulation ranged from .'io.oOO to 60,000. The semi-
weekly edition ranged from 15,000 to 25.000.

Mr. Greeley was always deeply interested In every movement
which seemed to be of benefit to his fellow-men. He eel out in
his journalistic career to give to all questions aOcctIng the pul>-
lic good a fair hearing.
He was ever ready to welcome new ideas. He was ever the

champion of the toiling poor; when Charles Fourier, the French
socialistic reformer, had made known his principles. Mr. Greeley
permitted their discussion in the Tribune bv Albert Brisbane
And when the North .\merican Phalanx was organized in part up-
on these principles in 1843, near Ked Bank, New Jersey, Mr
Greelev became personally interested in it. He was always care-
ful to discriminate the good from the bad in socialistic teachings.

He would not tolerate for a moment any assault upon tne
divine institution of the family, nor did he fail to attack every
Sositiou which was inconsistent with the highest social purity.
lis broad heart was filled with an earnest desire that increasing

good might come to the working man in his toils through the
principle of association. He thoroughly believed in co-operation
as a panacea for a multitude of social evils, and dwelt unceas-
ingly upon the dignity of labor. He was quick to perceive the
wrongs in existing institutions, but was no rash disturber of
social order. With an abiding faith in the growth and develop-
ment of human society, he cheerfully and hopefully watched the
unfoldings of Divine Providence in the affairs of men.
In 184S the famous Fox sisters attracted attention, and on the

invitation of his wife, they spent some time at his house. Events
have proved the wisdom of his attitude toward their peculiar
" Manifestations." While it was one of observation and Inquiry, it
was also one of profound distrust of tho genuine character of
most of the phenomena.

In 1848 Mr. Greeley was elected to fill a vacancy in the House
of Representatives in the United States Congress. He served as
a member of that body from December 1, 184s;to March 4, 1849, and
his career Is one that may be regarded with unmiugled admira-
tion. He had two objects in view, during these three turbulent
and exciting months: 1st, to do his duty as a representative of
the people; 2d, to let people know exactly and fully what the
House of Representatives was, by what methods their business
was kept from being done, and under what pretexts public money
was plundered. He accomplished these objects bv being constautlv
at his duty on the floor of the House, and by writing dailv letter's
to the rriViuHf, composed in the quiet of his own room, "and not
at his desk in the House. He introduced the " Land Reform"
bill, by which it was provided that any citizen or alien who had
declared his intention of becoming a citizen might file a claim to
100 acres of public land and purchase the same within seven years
at $1.25 per acre, or by declaring his intention to reside upon it,
become the owner of a portion of it at the end of five years.

He also set forth in tne Tribune the famous t'ongresslonol Mile-
age expoH^, which, considered merely as a piece of editorship, was
the best hit ever made by a New York paper. It brought the rage
of Congress upon him, but put a check on the wastes of the mile-
age system. He made use of his vigorous English against the
cliaplaincy of Congress in the following words, more forcible, how-
ever, than true: " Chaplaincy remains a thing of grimace and
mummery, nicely calculated to help some fiockless and complais-
ant shepherd to a few hundred <lollars, and Impose on devout
simpletons an exalted notion of the pietv of Congress."

^i^. Greeley never favored woman suffrage, liecause the major-
ity of women did not demand it. " Yet if, after all," ho says," the
question recurs:' But sunjiose the women shouldgenerally prefer a
complete political equality with men, what would y(ni say to the
<lemand?' The answer must he,* I accede to it.' However un-
wise or mistaken the demand, it is but the assertion of a natural
right, and AS such must be conceded." On tho iilaiform Horace
Greeley discussed questions of agriculture; but UtJorvnt,\n all
the great lines of progress, furnished the main subjects for public
speeches. He was, however, no orator. Devoid of gesticulations
and glow, for the sake of effect, he hehl the unllagging attention of
an audience through the respect that was everywhere entertained
for his character, his opinions and the mind whence they em-
anated. The object of his public life was a single one. It wiis tha
Emiuiripntion itf I.ohiir from Ignorance, vice, servitude, insecurity
and poverty. This was his main theme, whether he spoke from
the platform or wrote for the Trihunr, whether the subject was
slavery, protection, human life, character or education. The one-
time companion of the laiullesH, tho hireling, the uneducated, be*
canu* their constant shampion.

In 18.'il Horace Greeley visited Europe principally for the pur-
pose of attending tho Woild's b'alr In London, and afleruarda
served as one of the Jurors In the Crystal I'alace. He made a
hurried visit to the more accosslbl<< parts of tho continent, and
wrote for tho Trihunr the most inloroHilng letters concerning the
facts and events which canu- under his notice. In IKV. he spent
six weeks in Paris, wlu-re a sculjttor, whose statue had boon dam-
aged at tho Now York Worlds hair, had him imprlsoiu'd for two
days, ho being hold respnUNlble as n dlrecli>rof the Fair. In IK'i'.'

he' visited Sacramento and .san KraurlNCti. With tho pollllcal
lii'feat of (ion. >cotI, ami the anniliilallon of tho Whig party
In 1K.'t'i, the Trihtinr c»'ased to be a party pa(»er, and Mr. Groelpy
i'ea>«trd to bo a party man.
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On the IGtb of May, IStiO, Mr. Greeley attended the National

Republican Conveiitiou, which met at Chicago, for the purpose of

nominating candidates for the. presidency and vice-presidency.
Mr. Greeley was not scut as a delegate by the Kepublican party of

New York, "because he opposed Mr.'Seward. but went as a delegate
at large from Oregon. Ihe general expectation was that Mr. tjew-

ard would receive the uomination for president, and Mr, Greeley
was chieliy instrumental in frustrating these hopes of Mr. Rew-
ard's friends, in that he did not lend his support to their candi-
date. Mr. Greeley was never, iu the strictest sense, an Abolitionist,
though he was an opponent of slavery, and resisted its extension
to the territory acquired from Mexico. He fully realized that the
dilemma of the incoming administration of Lincoln would be a
critical one. He said of the seceding s^tates: "Let them go« but
allow patience for effecting the end witliout bloodshed." He be-
lieved that they would soon return to the Union, and that would
be better than war. But when the whole South gave itself up to
secession. Mr. Greeley saw and advocated forcible resistance as
the only honorable course on the part of the North. From the
time that war wa;i decided upon in Charleston harbor, the Tribune
gave unreserved and most able support to the suppression of the
rebellion by arms. "Forward to Kichmond," was constantly in
the Tribune, and when the disaster of Bull Run occurred, Mr.
Greeley was almost beside himself with terror. He was not re-
sponsible for the appearance of this war cry, however, though he
did not seek to avoid the responsibility of it. He often became
discouraged over the prospects of the war, which caused him to
go to Canada in 1S64, without President Lincoln's sanction, to con-
fer with the Confederate agents, Tucker, Sanders and Thumpson,
on measures of i»eace. Iu August. lStj2, after the defeat of Gen.
McClellan, and his retreat from the Chickahominy. he addressed
a letter through the Tribxine to the president, entitled. "The
Prayer of Twenty Millions," which urged the president to execute
the "law which gave freedom to the slave coming within our lines,
and to enforce the confiscation act. At the close of the war, true
to his philanthropic nature, he advocated a general amnesty and
a restored suffrage. He protested against the prolonged imprison-
ment of Jefferson Davis, as contrary to the constitution. He.
therefore, joined with Gerrit Smith and others, aud went on the
bond of Mr. Davis to the United .states, and thus obtained the re-
lease of the ex-president of the Soutbern Confederacy. The bond
was for the sum of $100,UOO. Upon the return of Mr. Greeley to New
York, he found that a large number oi tlie Republican journals
were criticising his conduct with severity, and the Union League
Club, of New York, gave him formal notice, through their president.
John Jay." that a special meeting had been requested to consider
the conduct of Horace Greeley, who had become bondsman for
Jefferson Davis, late chief othcer of the rebel Government." In
reply to this letter Mr. Greeley wrote: "Gentlemen. I shall not
attend your meeting to-night. I havean eugagementout of town,
and shall keep it. I do not recognize you as capable of judging or
even fully apprehending me. I tell you here, that, out of a life
earnestly devoted to the good of human kind, your children will
select my going to Kichmond and signing that bail boud as the
wisest act. aud will feel that it did more for freedom and human-
ity than all of you were competent to do, though you had lived to
the age of Methusaleh. So long as any man was seeking to over-
throw our government, he was my enemy ;from that hour in which
he laid down his arras, he was my formerly erring countryman."
The meeting was held, but no motion of censure was passed. The
following was proposed, and received a majority of the votes of
those present :

** E> solved. That there is nothing in the action of
Horace Greeley, relative to the baiting of Jefferson Davis, calling
for proceedings in this club."

In 1872 Greeley was opposed to the nomination of Grant for a
second term of othee. He had been a severe critic of Grant's ad-
ministration, and now that the same candidate was again in the
field, he was all the more ready to co-operate with a partv of
*'Liheral Republicans." This party held a convention at Cincin-
nati in adranoe of the regular nominfu^'ne convention. It was
generally conceded that Charles Francis Adams would be the
nominee. He was the leading candidate till the sixth ballot,
when Greeley was elected by;>o2 to A'lA for Adams. In reply to the
notification of his nomination Mr. Greeley said ;

' I am confident
that the American jieople have already made your cause their
own, fully resolved that their brave hearts aud strong arms shall
bear it oii to triumph. In this faith, aud with the distinct under-
standing that, if elected. I shall be the president, nut of a party, but
of the whole people, I accept your nomination in the confident trust
that the masses of our countrymen, north and south, are eager to
clagp hands across the bloody chasm which has long divided
them." The platform may be fairly epitomized as folloivs: "All
political rights acquired" through our late convulsion must be
guaranteed and maintained. All the political rights and fran-
chises which have been lost must be promptly restored. That
our policy shall aim at local Helf-government, and not at central-
i:^ation; that the civil authority should be supreme over the mili-
tary. That there shall be a real reform in the civil service of the
republic. That the public lauds must be sacredly reserved for
occupation by cultivators. That the patriotic devotedness of
your fellow-citizens who. as soldiers or sailors, upheld the flag
and maintained the uuity of the republic shall ever be gratefully
remembered aud hono'ral'iy requited." Mr. Greeley never
claimed to have chauged his" party iu the declaration of these
principles, but to have reaftirmed those for which he contended
iti the Republican ranks. \Vhen the Democratic convention ac-
cepted the very platform of the Liberal Republicans, and nomi-
nated Mr. Greeley as their candidate, he considered it as the
earnest of anew departure in American affairs, when political
parties should have a more worthy cause of division than the old
feud (_<i slavery, which u as calculated to array unuecessariiv. as
be thought. Mie South against iiie North. His acceptance of the
Democratic nomination alienated many of his life-long Republic-
an friends and cooled the enthusiastic ardor with which his
first nomination hud been received. His feelings were deeply
grieved by the accusations that he had entered into a conspiracy
to turn over the governinent to those who had instigated the re-
bellion. The Republicans had all the advantage over Mr. Greeley,
and they conducted the canvass with great energy through public

discussions and the newspapers. This induced Mr. Greeley toflii(«r
the lield in person. He made a tour of Rhode Island, New Hamp-
shire, Maine. Massachusetts. New Jersey, Ohio. Kentuckv, Indiana
and New York. Mr. Voorhees said of the speeches delivered on
this tour, ** That for elevation of thought, for purity of sentiment,
for broad philanthropy, for general benevolence and Christian
statesmanship they have no parallel in American history." The
October elections clearly indicated the defeat in November. Of
the '61 states General Gr'ant carried 31; Mr. Greelev, 6. viz., Geor-
gia. Kentucky. Maryland, Missouri, Tennessee, and Texas. Ho
received 2,i>34,079 of the popular votes, against 3.597.070 for Grant.
The election over, Mr. Greeley returned to his old editorial work,
which he had resigned upou his nomination. His wife had died
ou the oOth of October of that year—1S72. The long and constant
nursing of Mrs. Greeley, followed by the severe intellectual labor
and fatigue of the campaign, broke down his health, and he
was prostrated with inflammation of the brain. Just before hli
death, when his faculties were restored to their natural power
and clearness, he said, ** I know that my Redeemer liveth.'' Hli
soul left its earthly tenement November 29th, 1872. The body
lay in state in the governor's room of the city hall until the day
of interment. The funeral was a public pageant. Among the
pall bearers were Chief Justice Chase, William M. Evarts. Sena-
tors Trumbull and Fenton, Thurlow Weed, Mr, Erastus Brook*
and Charles Storrs. Henry AVard Beecher and Dr. Chapin
preached the funeral sermons. New York and Brooklyn stopped
all business until the body was laid at rest in Greenwood ceme-
tery.

The remarkable career of Horace Greeley seems like a dream.
From pinching poverty to affluence and to the highest station of
intellectual influence I After the establishment of the New York
Tribune, Mr. Greeley had little time to cultivate the amenities of
private life. His love of family and affection for father and mother
were beautiful traits in his character. In social conversation,
Mr. Greeley was versatile and ready, able to talk well on avast
variety of topics. His generosity appears to have been almost
boundless. He was liberal, not only with money, but with that
which is far more precious, with sympathy, pity and compassion.
The very frankness, openness, sincerity' and sympathy of his
nature often made him, to some extent, the dupe of designing and
unworthy men. Much of his fortune in consequence went into'
profitless ventures at their suggestion.

Horace Greeley, in the best sense-of the term, was thoroughly
democratic in his tendencies. He was from the people and ever
with the peojile. He possessed that indescribable mental quality
which we call genius as few have possessed it, Mrs. L. Maria
Child, in-writing of him savs :

** Like many of our distinguished
citizens he is what is called a * self-made-man,' a class that would
be better designed as labor-made men.'' His genius for public
affairs amounted to statesmanship, but, as we have seen, It was as
a newspaper man that Mr. Greeley's greatness of intellect was most
consi)icuously illustrated. It is' universally agreed that he was
the greatest of American journalists, the founder of the most in-
flueutial of newspapers. John G. Whittier has called him " our
later Franklin."

His ideas and acts were often not only misunderstood but
grossly misrepresented.

In politics, while identified with the Whigs, he was much more
than a Whig; he was more than a Republican, more than a Lib-
eral—he was ever a reformer. He was an advocate of emancipa-
tion, of imnartial suffrage, of the homestead act, of the Pacific
railroad, ot cheap postage, of the sanctity of the national debt, of
the education of all the people and of universal amnesty.
He w*i8agreat,a good and an honest man. whose worst faults

were rather those of manner than of character. His tireless in-
dustry, entire unselfishness, sublime philanthropy and rare mag-
nanimity are a precious legacy to his admiring countrymen.
Greeley's works include Tlir American Conjlict: RecoUtctionsofa

Biisi/ Lijt : K^sof/s on Pitdtirnl Economy: What I Know of Fttrming.
See Mfmnrinl Vu'lvvie, Lirrs of (Vrcr/. (/.'by L. D. Ingersoll, by James
PartoD, by Cornell, ana by L. U. Reavis. .

" S. F.

GREEN BAY-, a city of the United States, capital of

Brown county, Wisconsin, is situated at the head of Green

Bay, an inlet on the west shore of Lake Michigan, The
bay is 100 miles long, from 15 to 35 miles wide, and of

considerable depth. The city etands near the mouth of

Fox Kiver, with a email stream known as the East Eiver

on the other side, its situation affording it a secure har-

bor. It is 242 miles N. of Chicago, 114 N. of Milwaukee,

and 120 N.E, of Madison, the capital of the State. By
the completion of a canal connecting the Fox and Wis-

consin rivers at Portage City, Green Bay has become the

.terminus of the inland water-system which unites the great

lakes with the Mississippi aud the Gulf of St Lawrence

with the Gulf of Mexico. The nearness of Green Bay to

the forests of the State makes it a centre of the lumber

trade, and Lt exports annually large quantities of planks,

boards, shingles, staves and headings. It has several

other manufactories, an iron furnace, a foundry, machine-

shops, tanneries, planing - mills, and breweries. The

fishing interests, especially in white-fishi and lake-trout,

are important. Three lines of railway and the largest

lake steamers minister to its commerce. Though tJ)e

French formed settlements on the bay as early as 1745,

the aite of the present city was not laid out until 1830
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and 1835, when the viTlages of Nararino and Astor were

foaoded. In 1839 these were incorporated under the name
of Green Bay, and in 1854 a city charter was granted.

It was in 1868 created a bishop's see by Pins IX., and
a handsome cathedral church in the Romanesque style has

Leen erected since. . The growth of the place has been

rapid even for an American city. The population in 1860
numbered 2275, and 4666 in 1870, exclusive of Fort

Howard across the river, with its population of 2462,

which commercially may well be regarded as part of the

city. In 1875 the State census gave 8037 to Green Bay
and 3610 to Fort Howard.
GREENE, Maurice, an English composer, was bom in

London towards the close of the 17th century (about 1696,

it is generally stated). He was the son of a clergyman in

the city of London, and soon became a chorister of St Paul's

Cathedral, where he studied under Charles King, and

eubseciuently under Richard Brind, organist of the cathedral

from 1707 to 1718, whom, on his death in the last-named

year, he succeeded. Nine years later he became organist

and composer to the chapel royal, on the death of Dr Croft.

In 1730 he was elected to the chair of music iu the uni-

versity of Cambridge, and had the degree of doctor of music

conferred on him. Dr Greene was a voluminous composer

of church music, and his collection of Forty Select Anthems

is a standard work of its kind. He also wrote a Te Deum,
several oratorios, a masque, The Judgment of Hermdes, and
a pastoral opera, Phaibe (1748). He is also among the

writers of glees and catches, a form of music peculiar to

English composers (see Glee) ; and a collection of Catches

and Canons/or Three and Four Voices is amongst his com-

positions. In addition to this he wrote many occasional

pieces for the king's birthday, having been appointed master

of the king's band in 1735. But it is as a composer of

church music that Greene will be chiefly remembered. It

is here that his contrapuntal skill and bis sound musical

scholarship are chiefly shown. The influence of Handel
is, however, discernible in his compositions. With that

great master Greene was originally on intiinate ternas,

but his equal friendship for Euononcini, Handel's rival,

estranged the German master's feelings from Lim, and all

personal intercourse between them ceased, Greene, in

conjunction with Festing and others, originated that

excellent institution, the Society of Musicians, for the

support of poor artists and their families. He died

September 1, 1755.

GREENE, Nathanael (1742-1786), an American
general, son of a Quaker who followed the joint occupation

of a farmer and smith, was born at Potowhommet, Warwick
county, Rhode Island, May 27, 1742. From his early

years he was employed in assisting his father, but he suc-

ceeded, notwithstanding this, in acquiring a large amount
of general information, and made a special study of mathe-
matics, hiat(3ry, and law. At Coventry, where he removed
to take charge of a forge of Lis own, ho was the first to

establish a public school; and in 1770 he was chc'sen a
member of the legislature of Rhode Island. Sympathizing
strongly with the revolutionists ho in 1774 joined the
" Kentish Guards," and on this account was expelled from
the Society of Friends. In 1775 he was appointed to the

command of the contingent of 1000 men raised by Rhode
Island, and after joining Washington before Boston he was
named brigadler-generai In 177G ho obtained the rank
of major-general and accompanied Washington to New
Jersey, where he took part in the battles of Trenton and
Princeton. At the urgent request of Washington he in

1778 accepted the office of quarterDiastor-gencral, on tho
nnderstanding, however, that he should retain the right to

command in the field, a right of which he took advantage
at tho battle of Monmouth, 24th June of the enmo year.

and at the battle of Springfield, 23d June 1780. In
Aogast following he resigned his office, and on the 2d of

December be succeeded Gates in the command of tho
Southern army. In this position he was soon euccesaful

in restoring the demoralized and helpless troops to a con-

dition of thorough vigour and efficiency ; and though not

always technically victorious in the combats in which he
engaged, he conducted operations in such a masterly manner
that the enemy gained little advantage from any victories

they obtained, and were never able to baffle him in what
was essential in his plans. At the beginning of the cam-
paign he detached General Morgan to attack the enemy
at Cowpens, with a result that was brilliantly successfuL

Then followed a series of clever retreats to avoid engaging
superior forcas, until he deemed himself strong enough to

attack tho enemy at Guilford Court House ; and although

he here suff'ered defeat, the British army a few days
afterwards retreated towards Wilmington. After following

a short distance in pursuit he changed his line of march,

and advancing into South Carolina attacked Lord Rawdon
at Camden, and again suffered a defeat. But this reverse

also failed to impede his energy, and after capturing a.

number of forts 'he again engaged Lord Rawdon at the

battle of Eutaw Springs, which, thongh a drawn combat,

resulted in the British abandoning South Carolina. For
his services in the campaign he was presented with two

pieces of captured ordnance, a British standard, and a gold

medal Georgia and North and South Carolina also made
him valuable grants of land. He died from sunstroke at

his estate of Mulberry Grove, Savannah, June 19, 1786.

His Life and Letters, 3 vols., edited by G. W. Greene,

were published in 1867-71.

GREENE, Robert (1560-1592), dramatist and miscel-

laneous writer, was born at Norwich about the year 1560.

As an eastern counties man (to one of whose plays. Friar

Bacon, the Norfolk and Suffolk borderland owes a lasting

poetic commemoration) he naturally received his education

at Cambridge, where he took his B.A. from St John's

College in 1578, proceeding M. A. in 1583 from Clare Hall,

where it is possible that he had expectations of a fellow-

ship. In 1588 he was incorporated at Oxford, so that on

some of his title-pages he styles himself " utriusque

Academiae in Artibns Magister," and Nash humorously

refers to him as " utriusque Academiie Robertus Greene."

Between the years 1578 and 1583 he had travelled abroad,

according to his own account very extensively, visiting

France, Germany, Poland, and Denmark, and learning at

first hand to " hate the pride of Italic " and to know tho

taste of that poet's fruit, "Spanish niirabolanes." Whether
on his return he took holy orders, the evidence on the sub-

ject is insuflficient to determine ; according to the titlo-pago

of a pamphlet published by him in 1 585 he was then a
" student in phisicke." Already, however, after taking his

M.A. degree, he had accoi-diug to his own account begun

his London life, and engaged in pursuits moro congenial to

hie tastes. He became "nn author of playes ond aiionncr

of love-pamphlets, so that I sooue grew famous in that

qualitie, that who for that trade grov/no so ordinary about

London as Robin Greene?" Ho rapidly sank into tho

worst debaucheries of the town, though not without being

inspired by a passing impulse to'wards a better life, and do-

rided in consequence by his associates as a " Puritane and
Presiziau." His marriage, which soon after this took ]>lace,

failed to steady him ; if Francesco, in Greene's pnnipblet

Ifever loo lute, is intended for tho author hininelf, it hod
been a runaway match ; but tho fiction and the outobio>

graphical sketch in tho Repentance ngreo in their occoiint

of tho unfaithfulness which followed on tho part of tli|

husband. lie lived with his wife for a while ; "but for.

osmuchas she would pcrawado mcfrom my wilfull wicked
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nes, after I had a child by her, I cast her off, having spent

up the marriage-money which I obtained by her. Then left

I her at six or seven, who went into Lincolnshire, and I

to London," where his reputation as a playwright and
writer of pamphlets " of love and vaine fantasyes " con-

tinued to increase, and where his life was a feverish alter-

nation of labour and debauchery. He tells us how in the

end he was friendless " except it were in a fewe alehouses,"

where he was respected on account of the score he had
run up. When the end came he was a dependant on the

charity of the poor and the pitying love of the unfortunate.

Henri JIurger has drawn no picture more sickening and
more pitiful than l;he story of Greene's death, as told by
his Puritan adversary, Gabriel Harvey—a veracious though

not an unprejudiced narrator. (Greene ha4 stung his

vanity by an allusion to his paternal origin in the prose-tract

of A Quip for an Upstart Courtier.) Aftsr a banquet where
the chief guest had been the dramatist Nash,—an old

associate and perhaps a college friend of Greene's, any
great intimacy with whom, however, he seems to have been
anxious to disclaim,—Greene had fallen sick " of a surfeit

of pickle hertinge and Kennish wine." At the house of a

poor shoemaker near Dowgate, deserted by all except his

compassionate hosts and two women,—one of them the

mother of his illegitimate son, Fortunatus Greene,—he

died, September 2, 1592. Shortly before his death, he

wrote under a bond for ten pounds which he had given

to the good shoemaker, the following words addressed to

hij long-forsaken wife :
—" Doll, I charge thee, by the lone

of OT.r yonth and by my soules rest, that thou wilte see

this man paide ; for if hee and his wife had not succoured

me, I had died in the streetes.—Robert Geeene."
Shortly after Greene's death the dramatist Henry Chettle

published a pamphlet from the hand of the unhappy man,
entitled Greene's Groat'sworth of Wit bought tvith a Million

of Repentance. This ill-starred production may almost be

Baitl to have done more to excite the resentment of pos-

terity against Greene's name than all the errors for which

he so unctuously professed his (doubtless sincere) repent-

ance. For in it he chose to point the fact of his own con-

version by exhorting three of his quondam acquaintance to

go and do likewise. Of these three Marlowe- was one—to

whom and to whose creation of "that Atheist Tamber-

laine " (perhaps to both author and hero under the name
of the latter) he had repeatedly allnded or referred in

previous pamphlets. The second was Peele, the third pro-

bably Nash. But the passage addressed to Peele contained

a transparent allusion to a fourth dramatist, who was an

actor likewise, and of whom Greene accordingly thought

himself entitled to speak with insolent arrogance as of " an

vpstart crow beautified with our feathers, that with his

Tyg'i-es heart wrapt in a player's hyde supposes hee is as

weU able to bombast out a blanke-verse as the best of

you ; and being an absolute lohannes-fac-totum, is in his

owne conceyt the onely shake-scene in a countrey." The

phrase italicized parodies a passage occurring in The True

Tragedie of Richard, Duke of Forke, &c., and retained in

Part in. of Henry VI. If Greene (as many eminent

critics have thought) had a hand in The True Tragedie, he

must here have intended a charge of plagiarism against

Shakespeare. But it seems more probable that, while

(as Mr R. Simpson suggested) the upstart crow beautified

with the feathers of the three dramatists is a sneering

description of the actor who declaimed their verse, the

animus of the whole attack (as Dr Ingleby explains it) is

revealed in its concluding phrases. This "shake-scene,"

I.e., this actor, had ventured to intrude upon the domain

of the regular staff of play-wrights— their monopoly was in

danger

!

Altogether not less than thirty-five prose-tracts are as-

cribed to Greene's proh'6c pen. To these, which are by no
means all of a personal or even controversial chtiracter, he
owed in his lifetime a great part of his celebrity. Nearly all

of them are interspersed with verses ; in their themes they
range from the " misticall " wonders of the heavens to the
familiar but "pernitious sleights "of the sharpers of Lon-
don. But the most widely attractive of his prose publi-
cations were no doubt those to which he more espetially
refers under the designation of " love-pamphlets,"and which,
as he tells us, brought upon him the outcry of Puritan
censors. In these popular productions he appears very
distinctly as a follower of the fashionable eiiphuistic style,

indeed two of them are by their titles announced as a kind
of sequel to the mother romance. But though Greene's
style shows the same balanced oscillation to and fro, and
his diction the same elaborate ornateness, as those of -Lyly,

he contrives to interest by the matter as well as to attract

attention by the manner of his narratives. It is known
that on his Pandosto, the Triumph of Time (1588) Shake-
speare founded his A Winter's Tale; in fact, the novel con-

tains the entire plot of the comedy, though some of tha
subordinate characters in the latter (including the immortal
Autolycus) were added by Shakespeare.

In Greene's Never too late, announced in its author's

unctuous variety of the euphuistic manner as a "Powder
of Experience : sent to all youthfull gentlemen " for their

benefit, the hero of the Palmer's story is in all probability

intended for Greene himself; and this episodical narrative

has a vivacity and truthfulness of manner which savour of

an 18th century novel rather than of an Elizabethan tale

concerning the days of " Palmerin, King of Great Britaine."

The experiences of the Roberto of Greene's Groat'e-woHh of

Wit are even more palpably the experiences of the author
himself, though they are possibly overdrawn—for a born
rhetorician exaggerates everything, even his own sins.

Much that might be enlarged upon in Greene's manner as

a writer of prose fiction shows how already in the Eliza-

bethan age there was a possibility of the English novel

anticipating what proved the slow course of its actual de-

velopment.

For us, however, Greene's name lives chiefly if not solely

as that of a dramatist. Only four plays remain to us of

which he was indisputably the sole author. The earliest

of these seems to be The History of Orlando Furioso, one

of the Twelve Peeres df France—which has (on unsatisfactory

evidence) been dated as before 1586, and is known to have

been acted on February 21, 1592. It is a free dramatic

adaptation of Ariosto (who in one passage is textually

quoted), and contains a large variety of characters and a

superabundance (rf- action. Fairly lucid in arrangement and

fluent in style, it 'lacks in the treatment of its main situ-

ation—the madness of Orlando—the tragic power to which

in truth its author was a stranger. Greene's Orlando has

been described as " a stepping stone to Lear and Hamlet,"

but its priority to Kyd's Spanish Tragedy (to which the

author of this observation likewise refers) is not proved.

Very few dramatists between Sophocles and Shakespeare

have succeeded in subordinating the grotesque effect of

madness to the tragic; and Greene (the close of whose

play is tameness itself) is not among the number.

Of the Comical History of Alphonsue, King of Arragon,

Henslowe's Diary contains no trace. But it can hardly have

been first acted long after the production of Marlowe's

Tamhurlaine, which had been brought on the stage at least

three years before. For this play—which is oddly enough

called "comical," though it contains not a single comic

character, and is surely unintentionally humorous in the

effect of some of its passages—was 'manifestly written is

emulation of Marlowe's tragedy. While Greene cannot

have thought himself capable of surpassing Marlowe as o
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tragic poet, he very probably wislieJ to oultlo him in

"businesa,"and to equal him in the rant which, since there

has'been an English theatre, has been sure to bring down at

least part of the house. Alphonsus is accordingly not less

sensational than Tambmiaine, and supplied its share of

quotations to ancient Pistol. It is a history proper,—a dra-

matized chronicle or narrative of warlike events,—and a

very effective one of its kind. Its fame could never equal

that of Marlowe's tragedy ; but its composition showed that

Greene could seek to rival the most popular drama of tha

day, without falling very far Bhort of his model.

In the Honourable llislorij of Friar Bacon and Friar
Bungay (not known to have been acted before February
1592, but very possibly written by 1588) Greene once more
attempted to emulate Marlowe ; but on this occasion, while

producing something very different from the play with

which he placed his own in competition, he succeeded in

producing a masterpiece of his own. Marlowe's Doctor
Faustus, which there is every reason to believe suggested

the composition of Greene's comedy, is a wdrk which, even
in the form in which it has come down to us, reveals the

mighty fagic genius of its author ; and it was fortunate

for Greene s fame that he resi.lved on an altogether distinct

treatment of a cognate theme. Interweaving with the

popular tale of Friar Bacon and his wondrous doings a

charming idyl (so far as we know, of his own invention),

the story of Prince Edward (I.)'s love for the Fair Maid of

Fres.singfield, he produced a comedy brimful of amusing
action and genial fun, aud at the same time containing a

dramatic love-story of unsurpassed freshness and brightnesp.

Friar Bacon remains a dramatic picture of English life with
which The' Merry Wives alone can vie; and not even the

ultra-classicism in the similes of its diction can destroy the

naturalness which constitutes its perennial charm.

In The Scottish Ilistorie of James IV. (not printed till

1598, acted by 1592) Greene seems to have reached the

climax of his dramatic powers. The " historical " character

of this play is pure pretence, so that one wonders how a

Tudor dramatist could have dared toinvent a fictitious name
aud unreal experiences (of a painful kind) for King Henry
VII. 's daughter Its theme is the illicit passion of King
James for the chaste lady Ida, to obtain whose hand he
endeavours, at the suggestion of a villain called Ateukin, to

make away with hLs own wife. She escapes in doublet and
hose, attended by her faithful dwarf; but on her father's

making war upon her husband to avenge her wrongs, she

effects a reconciliation between them. Not only is this

well-constructed story effectively worked out, but the char-

acters are vigorously drawn, and in Ateukin there is a touch

of lago. The fooling by Slipper, the clown of the piece, is

unexceptionable ; aud lest even so the play should hang
heavy on the audience, its action is carried off by a
" pleasant comedie "

—

i.e., a prelude and some dances be-

tween the acts
—"presented by Oboram, King of Fayeries"

—the Oberon of A Midsummer Night's Dream (probably

later in date than Greene's play).

It is hard to have to abandon the belief that Georgea-

Greene the Pinner of Wakefield (printed 1599), a delightful

picture of English life fully worthy of the author of Friar

Bungay, has been rightly attributed to him. Of the

comedy of Fair Em, which resembles Friar Bacon in

more than one point, it is most improbable that Greene
was the author The disputed question as to his supposed
bharo in the plays on which the Second and Third Parts of

Henry VI. are founded has been already referred to. He
was certainly joint author with Thomas Lodge of the cut'-,

ous drama called A Looking Glasse for London and England
(printed 1594)—a dramatic apologue couvcying to the

living generation of Englishmen the warning of Ninevch'.s

c-orruption and prophesied doom. Tb» lesson was fre-

quently repeated in the street* of London by the " Nine-
vitical motions " of the puppets; but there are both fire and
wealth of language in Greene and Lodge's oratory. The
comic element is not absent, being supplied in abundance
by Adam, the clown of the piece, wlio belongs to the
family of Slipper and of Friar Bacon's servant. Miles.

Greene's dramatic genius has nothing in it of the inten-

iiity of JIarlowe's tragic muse ; nor perhaps are there &nj
passages in his poetry equalling certain of Peek's when at

his best. On the other hand, of none of Shakespeare's pre^

decessors or ccmteniporaries can it be said, as of Greene,
that his dramatic poetry is occasionally animated witli the
breezy freshness which no artifice can simulate, but which
nothing but obtusencss can mistake. He can construct

neatly and with facility, though of couree belonging to a
period of our dramatic literature when the art of construc-

tion was still in its infancy. He has created no character
of commanding power—unless Ateukin be excepted ; but
his personages are living men and women, and marked out
from one another with a vigorous but far froln rude hand.
His comic humour is undeniable, aud he unites a spirit of

true farcical fun with a capacity for light and graceful dia-

logue. His diction is overloaded with classical ornament;
but even this he frequently employs with pleasing aptness.

His versification is easy and fluent ; and its cadence is at

times singularly sweet. He creates his best effects, like n

true artist, by the simplest means ; and he is indispiitably.

one of the most gifted and one of the most pleasing amouf;
our early dramatic authors.

The best account of Greene and his wrilinfrs (iucluding • list el

all liis prose tracts) is that by the late Mr Dyce, prefixeil to \i\f

edition of The Drumatic and Poetical Works of Hobert Greene, 1

vol., 1861; the 2 vol. edition was published in 1831. It coiitaiiia

copious extracts from Pandosto, and from other prose-writings bj
Greene. Greene's Groal's-v>orlh of IVit. is printed in part i. of
Dr Ingleby s Shakesjicnre Allunon-Books {New Shakespeare SocictijM

Publications, 1874). Dr Inglehv's geniT.Tl intiodiKtion, niid a sii|>-

plement by the late Mr Richaid Simpson, as well as the observn-

tions in Jlr Simpson's School of Shakespeare, will be of great value

to readers of Greene. W. lifrnhaidi's TioJoi Greene's Lcbcn uuri

Schriften (Leipsic, 1874) is an essay full of useful research; anil

Prof. J. JI. ISrown of C'hristchurch, New Zealand, lias contiibiitcd

a spirited, but at the samo time judicious, criticism of Ciocno
to the New Zealand Magazine for April 1877. A Rnuim niouo-

graph on him by N. I. Sioiozhcnko (Moscow, 1878) is deseiilied n»

perhaps the fullest hitherto published. Friar Baton and Friar

Buwjay has been edited, together with Aloilowe's pvclor Faiistiit,

for the Oxford Clarendon I'less (1878). (A. W. W.)

GREENFINCH (German Griinfink) or Green Linnet,

as it is very often called, a common European bird, tlia

Fringilta chloris of Linnaeus, ranked by many systematisls

with one section of Hawfinches, Coccothraustes, but appar-

ently more nearly allied to the other section llesperiphonc

(cf FiNcit, vol. ix. p. 192), and perhaps justifiably

deemed the typo of a distinct genus, to which the nam(

Chloris or Ligurinus has been applied. The cockf in Lii

plumage of green and gold, is one of the most finely

coloured of our common bird.^, b-st he is rather heavily

built, and his song is hardly commended. The hen is much

less brightly tinted. Throuphuut Britain, as a rule, tliin

species is one of the most plentiful birds, and is found at

all seasons of the year. It pervades olmost the whole of

Europe, and in Asia reaches the river Ob. It visits Pales-

tine, but is unknown in Egypt. It is however, abundant

in Mauritania, whence specimens are so brightly colouroti

that they have been deemed to form a distinct species, tbi)

• Ligurinus aurantiirenlris of Dr Cabanis, but that view ii|

now generally abandoned. In the north-eost of Asia nm]

its ailjar.ent islands occur two allied species — the Fringilta

sinioi of Linnajus, and the /'. kaiearahibu of Tcnuninck.

No species of Oreenfiucli is found in America. (a. n.)

GBEENIIE.AUT, 0113 of the mo.st voli.ablo of timbers, is

the produce of Ncctundra liodiai. nat ord Liuracecc, a trco
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•which grows to a height of 70 feet, native of Gniana, where,

inland, it exists in great abundance. The Indian name of

the tree is Sipiri or Bibiru, and from its bark and fruits is

obtained the febrifuge principle Bibirine (see Bibirine).

Greenheart wood is of a dark green colour, sap wood and

heart wood being so much alike that they can with diffi-

culty be distinguished from each other. The heart wood is

one of the most durable of all timbers, and its value is greatly

enhanced by the fact that it is proof against the ravages

of many marine borers which rapidly destroy piles and other

submarine structures of most other kinds of wood available

for such purposes. In the Kelvingrove Museum, Glasgow,

there are two pieces of planking from a wreck submerged

luring eighteen years on the west coast of Scotland. The
one specimen—greenheart—is merely slightly pitted on the

surface, the body of the wood being perfectly sound and

untouched ; while the other—teak—is almost entirely eaten

away. Greenheart, tested either by transverse or by tensile

strain, is one of the strongest of all woods, and it is also

exceedingly dense, its specific gravity being about 1150.

It is one of the few woods included in the first class of

Lloyd's Register for shipbuilding purposes, and it is exten-

sively used for keelsons, beams, engine-bearers, and plank,

ing, &c., as well as in the general engineering arts, but its

excessive weight unfits it for many purposes for which

its other propeities would render it eminently suitable.

GREENLAJiD, or GKONi-Ain), is the name applied to

a large continental island, the greater portion of which

lies within the Arctic Circle, and all of which is arctic in

character (see voL i., Plate X.). It is entirely unconnected

•with any portion of Europe or America, though in the

extreme north only separated from the latter by the narrow

strait which lies between it and the outlying portion of

America known as GrinneU Land. From Europe it is

divided by the North and Greenland Seas,—the Faroe

Isles, Jan Mayen Island, Iceland, and part of Shetland

being the only lands between it and Norway. Denmark
Strait is the sea between it and Iceland, and it is more than

probable that Spitzbergen is the only great group of islands

lying to the east of its northern portion. On the west, Davis

Strait and Baffin's Bay separate it from the opposite shore.

The latter sea narrows to the north into ths gulf generally

known as Smith Sound, though, in reality, Kane Sea,

Kennedy Channel, Hall Basin, and. Eobeson Channel are

the names which have been successively applied in the

progress of exploration to the northern continuations of the

sound so named more than two hundred yeurs ago by
WiUiam Baffin. The exact northern termination of Green-

land is not known, the country never having been doubled

on the north ; but we know enough from the explorations

of Markham, Beaumont, and other ofiicers of Nares's expedi-

tion, to lead to the conclusion that the ice-encumbered Polar

Ocean circles around the headlands of the broken country
which forms its supposed limits in about 83' N. lat,

From Cape Farewell, or Kangersuak,—an island lying

^bout 18 miles from Pamiagdluk, the most southern Danish
post on the west,—to Cape Britannia, is about 1380 miles

;

and the greatest breadth of Greenland is about 77° 30' N. lat.

—690 miles from the one coast to the other. The shore-line

is fuUy 3400 miles long ; but so little is the country known
with accuracy, and so broken is it by fjords and coast-lying

islands, that any accurate estimate of its area is impossible.

Thus Dr Rink, who has been connected with the govern-

ment in various capacities for upwards of thirty years, esti-

mates its area at 512,000 square miles. This estimate

allows 192,000 square miles for what has been called the

outskirts—or islands uncovered by ice—with their fjords,

•nd 320,000 for the interior, believed to be almost entirely

covered by a glacier ice-cap.

On the east coast, Cape Bismarck, in 76° 47' N. lat., marks

the limits of exploration; though as early as 1670
Lambert is said to have sightetl land several degrees
further north. From Cape Bismarck south to Cape Fare-
well (59° 35' N. lat.) the coast is very imperfectly known,
whole stretches being entirely uncharted, even in the rudest
fashion. This arises from the Spitzbergen ice-stream con-
tinually pouring down that shore, rendering it possible to
approach within sight of it only on rare occasions, and to
land stUl more rarely. Yet, from the explorations of Hah
and Lindenow in early times, and those in this century by
Scoresby,* Graah,^ -the G^man expedition,^ and Mourier
(1879), we know its general features. These are—high
beetling cliffs, great glaciers creeping -down to the sea, and
deep inlets, like Scoresby Sound and Franz Josef Fjord,
penetrating the land for distances which cannot as yet be
definitely stated. A number of islands also are dotted over
the chart here; but there are few "ice fjords," the slope

of the inland ice being evidently chiefly towards the west
coast. The west coast is of much the same character,

—

only, on this side, the fjords with which it is intersected

have been nearly aU followed to their heads. Many of
them stretch several miles into the interior, and the greater
number are ended by glacier prolongations of the " inland
ice," which discharge icebergs ; these are known as " ico
fjords." The Greenland fjords, like those of Norway,
British Columbia, and other countries with a western tr-

posure, bear every mark of ha^g been at one time the
beds of glaciers, when the climate and physical geography
of the country were different from what they are at present.

The country cannot be said to be mountainous, yet heights
of from 3000 to 4000 feet are common, apd the aspect
which the coasli presents is that of high cliffs,—black when
steep, white where the snow can lie ; snow for eight or nine
months in the year on even the lo-wer lands ; icebergs and
broken floe-ice floatingoff the coast; an "ice-foot" attached
to the shore early in the spring ; and glaciers peeping
down through the valleys between the cliffs and fjelds.

There are one or two still higher points, such as Petermann's
Peak—near the shores of Franz Josef Fjord on the east

coast (11,000 feet), Payer's Peak, Sukkertoppen, and tho
familiar Sanderson's Hope. With the, exception of Disco,

there are no large islands ; but the bays, fjords, strait.',

and peninsulas of this extremely broken coast are so

numerous that it is needless mentioning them by name.
The Interior lu-covering.—The Danes divide Greenland

into two physical divisions—the " outskirts " and the
" inland icg. " The first comprises the coast-lying land,

the latter the interior. If we ascend any considerable

eminence on the west coast, and look eastward, we do not

find fiicunt&ins and valleys as in ipost other coiintries, but

only one huge, seemingly endless, expanse of glacier ice

gradually rising towards the east, until the view is bounded
by a white horizon. If we cross the coast-lying land,

which varies in breadth from a few miles to twenty,^or in

a few cases much more, we come to this " inland ice,

"

generally in the form of a glacier offshoot of it which has

crept down into a fjord, or Is making its way to the sea

in one of the mossy valleys lying between two high cliffs,

noisy with mollemokes or with the weird scream of cor-

morants, which at various sheltered places have colonies

in these "skarvefjelde." In the former case the glacier

nsually presents a steep wall facing the sea, from which

great fragments of ice are continually breaking off, or the

icebergs being detached by the force of the sea ; then it is

" sermik soak "—the " great ice wall "—of the Elskimo. In
the latter case, it presents a slope on which the explorer

' Journal of a Voyage to the Northern Whale Fishery (1823).
' ReUe til Ostkysten of Qronland (1832 ; trans, by G. GordoB

Macdougall, 1837).
' KolJeway, Die xioeifis deutsche Nordpolarfahrt (1873-75).
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can climb, and ascend into the interior over tho inland

ice, of which it is a prolongation. A little way eastward,

the covering is found to be hard glacier ice, rising by a

gentle slope,—covered in the winter and spring with a thick

coating of snow, which partially melts during the summer,
forming considerable lakelets on the surface of the ice, or

courses over it in the shape of streams that thunder do^Yn

tho deep crevasses which divide it here and thoro as in

ordinary glaciers. No sign of living thing is seen on

it, save patches here and there of a low order of plants

identical with or allied to the "red snow" (Ancyluuema
Nordenslguldii,''- Protococcus vulgaris, P. nivalu, and Scy-

tonema gracilis) ; no moraine of any description, show-

ing that the ice could not have impinged on land in its

travels ; and no sign of the ice having come in contact with

any other physical influence save that of the atniusphere,

unless the presence hero and there in hoUowe of the minute

powder-like mineral " kryokonite " is to be considered

an exception. The few explorers who have ever attempted

to penetrate this terrible waste all give the same account.^

Travel eastward, and nothing but ice—rough, crevasse-

torn, white, earthless, moraineless, lifeless—is seen, until,

in the far distance, the view is bounded by a dim, misty

horizon of ice, which, at a distance of about 30 miles

inland, rises to a height of 2000 feet above the sea.

Northjis ice ; south is ice ; and behind are seen the "out-

skirts," or ice-bare islands. The only exception to this

general statement is to be found in the fact that here and
there the ice has licked in and surrounded, but not yet

covered, bits of high land near the coast, which stand out

black amid the surrounding icy whiteness. Such an island

in the ice is known to the Greenlanders as a "nunatak."
A noted one has long been known to exist some 50 miles east

of the westward edge of the inland ice north of Frederiks-

haab. It was long supposed to be merely the east coast

mountains, the country being narrow at this point ; but

the explorations of Lieut. Jensen, E.D.N., in July and
August 1878, prove it to be a peak 5000 feet high,

—

i,e., about 3000 feet above the surrounding ice,—entirely

isolated. On tho other side of this mountain ridge the

glacier field wasobservedstretching without interruption as

far aa the eye could see, tho plateau apparently rising higher

and higher to the east,^ which may account for the fact that

the German explorers did not notice the inland ice in their

explorations of Franz Josef Fjord. Tho hi£;h peak only
proves that, though in tho course of ages tho winter snow,
unmelted by the summer heats, has got compressed into

the glacier sheet which has covered the interior, and is

partially discharging its surplus in the form of icebergs on
the coast, it has not yet accumulated to such depths as to

overwhelm these elevated places. It may, however, do
BO in time ; for, though it is clear that at one time tho

climate of Greenland was very different from what it is

now, it is equally evident that at no very distant date the
ico overspread much of the now uncovered outskirts. The
Bo-called " glaciers " which reach the sea are long or short,

broad or narrow, according to the character of the valley

through which they creep seaward. Thus a coast " glacier,"

80 called, may be 'IQ. miles broad, like the Great Glacier of

Humboldt, or only a few yards, like most of tho others in

Greenland. When the glacier reaches tho sea it ploughs
along the bottom, until, by the force of the water, its end
Ls buoyed up and finally broken off in the .shape of an ice-

berg, which is carried by tho winds and currents out to

> Bcrggren, Ofo. Kongl. Vet. Akad. Fiirh., ISTl, p. 293]
' Full accounts of theso explorations are given by B^o^vn in Arctic

Papers of the R. O. S. ()875), and in "Das limcre von Gronland"
(Pcteriiiana's MiUheilun'jcn, 1871), as well aa in " llijtics of Arctic
Ice" (Quarter!!/ Journal of the Ocol. Soc, 1869).

' Qcograph. Magazine, 1878, p. 282 ; iJailsclw Oeog. BUUUr, 1878 ;

DiexmiU deulcche iVordpolar/ahrt (1873), &c.

sea to De in time again melted and absorbed into the ocean
whence it originally sprang. If, on the contrary, tho sea
is shallow, the glacier will protrude for a considerable
distance, as in the case of the Isblink, a little north of the
fishing-station of Avigait (G2° 32' N. lat.), which is a low
sandy beach projecting about 8 miles in front of the inland
ice, and forming a breakwater against the force of tho
waves. From under the Arctic glacier pours, as in the
Alpine ones, a muddy stream, which silts up some of tho
fjords, and forms deposits identical with the laminated
glacial clays of Britain. Such, in brief, is the inland ice of
Greenland, which Ijas been known since the days of
Fabricius,* but has only been recently generally recognized,
and even yet is imperfectly understood in its all-important
bearings on the study of ancient glacial remains.'

Geology.—So far as made out, the structure of explored Greraland
is as follows :

—

(1. ) Latirentian gneiss forms tlie greatest mass of the exposed rockd
of the country bare of ice. They are found on both sides of Smith
Sound, rising to heights of 2000 feet, and underlie the Miocene
and Cretaceous rocks of Disco Island, Noursoak Peninsula, and
the Oolites of Pendulum Island in East Greenland. It is pos-
sible that .some of these rocks are also of Huronian age, but it is
doubtful whether tho rooks so desif lated by the geologists of the
"Alert " and

'

' Discovery " expedition are really the rocks so knovn
in Canada, or are a continuous j)ortion of the fundamental or oldest
gneiss of the north-west of Scotland and the Western Isles.

(2.) Silurian.—Upjicr Silurian, having a strong relation to the
Wenlock group of Britain, but with an American I'acics, and Lower
Silurian, with a succession much the same as iu British North
America, are found on the shores of Smith Sound, but not as yet so
far south as the Danish possessions.

(3.) Devonian rocks are believed to occur iu Igaliko and Tunnu-
diorbik Fjords, in S.W. Greenland, but as they are unfossihferous
sandstone, rapidly disintegrating, this cannot be known. It is,

however, likely that this formation occurs in Greenland, for in Dana
Bay, Capt. Peilden found a species of Spiri/era, and Productua
mcsolobus or costalus, though it is possible that these fossils represent
the " Ursa stage" (Heer) of the Lower Carboniferous. But a few-
Devonian forms have also been recorded from the Parry Archipelago,
which tends to confirm belief iu the existence of a sporadic Devonian
fonnation iu Greenland.

(4.) Carboniferous.—In erratic blocks of sandstone, found on tho
Disco shore of the AVaigatt, have been detected a Sigillaria and s
species of either Pecopteris or Gleichenia, perhaps of this age ; and
probably much of the extreme northern coast of Grinnell Land, and
therefore, in all likelihood, the opposite Greenland shore, contains
a clearly developed Carboniferous Limestone fauna, identical with
that so widely distributed over th« North American continent, and
referable also to British and Spitzbergen species. Of the Coal
Measures above these, if they occur, we know nothing at prc.<;enL

Capt. B'eilden notes as suggestive that, though the explorers have not
met with this formation on the northern .shores of Greenland, yet it

was observed that a continuation of the direction of the known strike
of the limestones of Fcilden peninsula, carried over tho polar area,

passes through the neighbourhood of Spitzbergen, where tlie forma-
tion occurs, and contains certain spedieii identical with those of the
GrinneU Land rocks of this horizon. Tho facies of tho fossils is,

according to Mr Etheridge, North American and Canadian, though
many of the species are British. The corals are few in number,
but the Molluscoida (Polijzoa) are more numerous in species and
individuals. No Secondary rocks have been discovered in tho
extreme northern parts of West Greenland, but they arc present on
the east and west coasts in more southerly latitudes than Smith
Sound.

(5.) Jurassics.—Theso do not occur on tho west coa.st, but on tho
east coast tho German expedition discovered marls and sandstones
on Kuhn Island, resembling those of tho Kussian .lurassics, churac-

. tcrized by tho presence of the genus Aucella, an ammonite
(Pcri.iphinttts Payeri), A. striolan's, Belcmnilet Panjeriaima,
B. volgensis, B. absolutus, and a Ci/prina near to C. siissolcc. On
tho south coast of tho same island are coui-se-grniiieil, brownish
micaceous, and light-coloured calcareous sAiidstono oiid maris, con-

taining fossils, which render it probable that they aro of tb« eamr

* Fauna Orocnlandica (1780), p. 4 ; NordanskjiiM, Hfdogtrrelst f!ti

en Expedition till (Inmland tlr 1S70 (1871), also Irmslatcil in Orotdg.

Mag. (1873), and NonlonskjOId's Arctic Voyagts (1879) ; liink, " Cm
CruuKands Inland" (No. 9, Fra Vidcnskabcm Vcrdm, 1875), Danish
Greenland (1877), and OrDnland geographiak «g stalistiik btskrrret

(1857); Ilclhuiil, IMier die Oletseher XordgrOnlandt mid die Jlilduttgi

tier F.ishcrgt (1877); and tho variouH works and muuioin cited bjr

Brown in Arctic Poptn nf R. O. S. (1875;.
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age as the coal-bearing Jurassics of Brora, Skye , and Mull (Scotland),

and the Middle Dogger of Yorkshire. There is also coal on Kuhn
Island.

(6.) Cretaceoui.—Beds of this age, consisting of sandstones and

coal, are found on the northern coast of Disco Island, and the

southern side of the Noursoak Peninsula, the beds in the former

locality, "the Kome strata" of Nordenskjold, being the oldest.

They reach 1000 feet in thickness, occupying undulating hollows in

the underlying gneiss, and dip towards the Noursoak Peninsula at

•20°, wheu the overlying Atauakenlluk strata come in. Both these

series contain numerous plant remains, evergreen oaks, magnolias,

a.ralia3, &c., and seams of lignite (coal), which is burnt ; but in

neither occur the marine beds of iho United Slates. Still, the presence

of dicotyledonous leaves, such as ilaiinoUa alternans, in the Atan-

akerdluk strata, proves their close alliance with the Dakota series of

the United States. The underlying Kome beds are not present in

the American series. They are characterized by fine cycads (Zamitcs

nrctic'ti, and OlossoMmilcs Hohaieggeri), which also occur in the

(Jrgonian strata of Wernsdorff.

(7.) Miocene.—'i)Li\a formation, one of the most widely spread

in polar lands, though the most local in Greenlaud, is also the best

known feature in its geology. It is limited to Disco Island, and

perhaps to a small part of the Noursoak Peninsula, and the

neighbouring country, and consists of numerous thin beds of sand-

stone, shale, and coal,—the sideritio shale containing immense
quantities of leaves, stems, fruit, &c. , as well as some insects, and

the coal pieces of retinite. The study of these plant and insect

remains shows that forests containing a vegetation very similar to

that of California and the southern United States, in some instances

even the species of trees being all but identical, flourished in 70°

N. lat. during geological periods comparatively recent. These beds,

as well as the Cretaceous series, from which they are as yet only im-

perfectly distinguished, are associated with sheets of basalt, which

jienetrate them in great dykes, and in some places, owing to the

wearing away^of the softer sedimentary rocks, stand out in long

walls running across the beds. These Miocene strata have not been

found further north on the Greenland shore than the region men-

tioned ; but in Lady Franklin Bay„on the Grinnell Land side of

Smith Sound, they again appear, so that the chances are they will

be found on the opposite ciiast, though doubtless the great disintegra-

tion Greenland has undergone and is undergoing has destroyed

many of the softer beds of fossiliferous rocks. On the east coast,

more particularly in Hochstetter Foreland, the Miocene beds

again ap[iear, and we may add that there are traces of them even

on the west coast, between Sonntag Bay and Foulke Fjord, at

the entrance to Smith Sound. It thus appears that since early

Tertiary times there has been a great change in the climate of

Greenland.

(8.) Pust-Terliary Seds.—These consist of raised sea-beaches found

along the whole coast of Greenland, containing Mollnsca and other

organic remains, identical with those living in the neighbouring

sea. These terraces are very marked on the shores of Smith Sound,

and are believed to be proof of the gradual eh^vatiou of the land in

that quarter, such elevation being known to be going on all round

the polar basin. Witliin the Danish possessions, however, the

coast is falling,—places, the site of hamlets within the memory

of man, being no longer habitable, and other localitjes which,

when the Danes first came to the country a century and a half ago,

were bare being now covered at the lowest tides.

Mines.—In addition to the formations named, there are numer-

ous other rocks—primitive or metaraorphic—which it is impossible

to classify accurately, in which are found numerous minerals, either

in veins or scattered. Few of these are of economic importance.

Graphite is found in great abundance, particularly on an island

o!f Upernivik, but the mining of it has proved unprofitable.

Cryolite is found in quantity in Greenland only, and is at present

the only mineral mined there for the European and American

markets (see Ckyoi.ite). It is found only in one spot, Ivigtut, on

the shore of Arsut Fjord in 61° 10' N. lat., traversing a granitic^

like gneiss in veins, associated with argentiferous lead, copper, zinc,

tin, tautalite, molybdenite, zircon, iluor spar, &c. ; but none of

the metallic ores have been found profitable to work. The

number of labourers employed usually amounts to 100 in summer
and 30 in winter, in addition to the oUicials and their families. In

the nine years succeeding 1857, when a licence was granted to a

private company to work the cryolite, 14,000 tons were exported,

and during the ne.tt nine years 70,000 tons, or, on an average, 26

.shipdoads, per annum. Steatite or soap-stone Kas been long used

by the natives for the manufacture of their lamps and other vessels.

Native iron is found in vai-ious places ; the most remarkable of

these finds were the great nodules of Uvifak on Disco Island,—the

weight of the largest of which was calculated at 46,200 lb,— at one

time believed to be areolites. but now known to be simply native

iron of the same quality as that scattered in the gneiss on which

the masses were found superimposed. Copper has been found in

several places, but only in nodules and Inminse of very limited

«itent. Coal of poo' q\iality, associated with tbe Cretaceous and

Miocene beds, is found in the districts about Disco Bay and
Umenak Fjord, but it is only mined to the extent of 40 or 50 tons
per annum, for use iu the houses of the Danish officers, unless
when an exploring ship refills with it. The coal of Kuhu island Is

Jurassic'
Climate.—The southern part has a climate much the san.e as the

northern shores of Norway and Iceland ; further north the tem-
perature decreases with the increase of latitude, while the .severity

of the winter season is intensified by the country being shrouded
for several muntlis in the year iu darkness,—in fhcfar north seldom
even relieved by the rare displays of the aurora, though the starlight
and moonlight are brilliant beyond what the inhabitants of lower
latitudes are accustomed to. Again, during the summer there is

an equally long continuance of the sun above the horizon. Sjiring

and autumn are disagreeable, rain, sleet, and snow being frequent,
while, the sea not being frozen over, travelling becomes dilficult.

In North Greenland sledging along the ice-covered coast is pleasant
during the winter, but in the south the sea is not contiuuously
congealed ; hence no dogs are kept, and the winter exerci.se of the
sometimes scurvied residents is confined to within a few yards of

the houses, when the great depth of snow will admit even of this.

The climate is very unceitain—the weather changing suddenly
from bright sunshine, with swarms of mosquitos enjoying theii

brief holiday, to dense fog, driving in clouds around the headl.inds,

and even heavy falls of snow accompanied by icy cold winds. At
Julianehaab the mean annual temperature is about 33° Fahr. , and
at Upernivik, 1.3°. In .January, at Van Rensselaer harbour, Kane
experienced as low a temperature as -665° Fahr. At Sabine
Island, on the east coast, the temperature is much the same at the

same periods as en tlie opposite west coast, except in the month of

December. Again, at Upernivik the mean temperature of the three

summer months is 38° ; at Julianehaab it is 48° ; and for the three

winter months respectively - 7° and 20°. The winter at Juliane-

haab is not much colder than that of Norwny and Sweden in the

same latitude, but its njean temperature for the whole year is like

that of Norway 600 miles further north. In other vords, its

winter is not severe but its summer is arctic, and, so far as the

summer goes, the same generalization may be made regarding all

Greenland. Iu the most northern settlements a temperature of 52*

is oppressive, but until the thermometer falls to —28° no one com-

plains of extreme cold. At Upernivik (72° 48' N. lat.) the highest

temperature th.it has been noted is 59°. At Julianchaab'68° has

once been recorded, perliaps the highest knoicn Greenland heat.

Often in Jann:iry and February a peculiar warm wind or " fobu
"

begins to blow, rai.sing the temperature to 42°. On the other hand,

at Upernivik, in July a day was observed with a mean temperature

below 32°, and a single observation in the same month has shown

27J° Fahr. The prevailing winds—the "fohu,'' which blows from

points between true E.S.E. and true E.N.E., excepted—follow the

direction of the coast, "blowing from the south with snow and

rain, and from the north clearing the sky, or in summer frequently

accompanied by mist." Mirage, parhelia, paraselenae, anthelia,

and auroral displays are common. There is less snov in the north

than in the south. At Julianehaab it once snowed in June con-

tinuously for thirtv-six hours, and in 64° N. lat. not a single drop

of rain fell from Seiitember 27, 1862, to Hay 20, 1863, on which

day the snow had obtained a depth between the houses of from

8 to 20 feet.^ The temperature of the soil at Godthaab, 4 feet

under the ground, only varied between the extremes 31 '5 in March

and 40'1 Fahr. in September (Rink).

Animals and Plants.—The flora and fauna are essentially

European, notwithstanding the proximity of the country to America.

This fact renders it probable that Davis Strait and Baffin's Bay are

gulfs of old date, and points to the likelihood of East Greenland

having bwa connected with Eurojie in a comparatively recent

peolo<'ical period. Possibly the islands between Norway and

Greeirland are remains of this land-bridge, over which the Lapland

plants and animals found their way to Greenland. "With one not-

able exception—the musk ox—the jilants and animals of the cast

coast are more European than those of the west, though this con-

sists rather in the absence of European animals and plants on the

1 Analyses in Heer's Flora Fossilis A rctica, vol. i. p. 5, and Brown,

Trans. Geol. So:. Glasgow, vol. v. p. 43. See also Moss, Proc. Roy.

Dub. Soc., 1877, and Feilden and Ranee, Quart. Jouni. Geol. Soc.,

1878, p. 563; Appendix to KoUev/ay, Zweite deiitschc Aordpolar/akrt,

vol. ii. p. 510 ; K. J. V. Steenstrup, Viddenskab. Medd. fra den

naturhistoriske Forening i Iijobenhavn, 1874, p. 77, and 1875, p. 284 ;

Kink, Om den geog. Beskaffenhed af de danske Handelsdistrikter i

Nordgronland (1852); Giesecke's Mineralogiske Rejse i GrOnland,

by Professor Johnstrup (1878), &c.
"2 Hoflmeyer, Geog. Mag., 1877, p. 225 ; Nares, md., p. 316.

' For additional details regarding temperature, see Rink, lib. cit.

(1877), pp. 55, 372; the Collectanea Meteoroloqica of the Copenhagen

.Meteorological Institute; the Admiralty's Manual and Inntrnrlwni

for the Arctic Expedition of 1875, pp. 613-749; and Nordenskjold

Oesterrfich. Gcs. Met. Zcit.. 187-2. pp. n4-I4-.'.
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iattor shore than in the presence of American ones. Tlie mammals

of Greenland are—the wolf (one, apparently a straggler from the

opposite shores, being killed in 1869), th» dog, fox (white and blue

varieties), white bear, ermine, walrus, five or six species of seals,

the lemming, the arctic hare, the musk ox, the reindeer, the right

whale, four species of fin-whale, the sperm-whale (very rare), the

bottle-nose, white whale, narwhal, oaaing whale, porpoise, euphro-

syne dolphin, two species of Lagenorhynchus, and the sword-fish.

or these the ermine, lemming, and musk ox are not found as far

south as the Danish possessions. They inhabit the shores of Smith

Sound and East Greenland in about the same latitude, but do not

stretch farther south, so that the probabilities are that they have

migrated round the northern end of the country, and are kept from

spreading southward by the glaciers. The mouse, goat, sheep, and

ox have been introduced, and the cat is domesticated as far north

as Danish women have wandered. Goats, sheep, and oxen live

only in the little greenish valleys of the extreme south ; io the

north there are none. A few pigs are kept at Ivigtut. The right

whale is now rarely killed off the coast of Greenland, the whalers

merely passing up the coast to the fishing grounds furtlier north

and west. The Eskimo at Holstensborg still occasion.ally harpoon

one or two, but the industry is a mere shadow of what it once was.

The humpback, one of the lin-whales, is now and then killed, but

the narwlial and white whale form the staple " fishery " of the

Greenlanders. Of seals it has been calculated that there are

annually captured 61,000 of the floe-rat (Phoca hispida), between
1000 and 2000 of the kasigiak {P. vitulina), 23,000 saddlebacks

[P. Oreenlandica), 1000 of the ugsuk or thon^-seal {P. barbata, the

ground or "grown" seal of the English sealers), and 3000 of the

bladderuose (CysCophora cristata). About 200 walrufees, 600 vihite

whales, 100 narwhals, a few porpoises, on an average one right-

whale (in the season from December to March, when it goes as near

the coast as the ice will permit in the south), and two or three

hiimi)bao)ia ^^fagaptera lortginiana), are killed. The other whales
are rare, and are captured only under peculiar circumstances. The
average catch of the Greenlanders thus amounts to 89,000 seals,

700 white whales and narwhals, and 2 or 3 large whales. Of these

seals it may be stated that 38,000 have been caught with harpoons
and bladders, 38,000 killed by fire-arms, and 13,000 caught in nets.

The polar bear is almost extinct,—about 50 being annually killed

in the north, or in the south when they have floated from the ea-st'

coast on the Spitzbergen heavy ice which doubles Cape Farewell

and impinges on the coast south of 69° N. lat. , or occasionally in the
intervening space where a wandering bear has been carried south on
a broken-up floe. The reindeer, once killed in enormous quantities,

is sharing the fate of the hear. Between 1345 and 18.49 about
25,000 were shot annually, and 16,000 skins were exported. In 1872
there were not more than 1000 killed, and only 6 skins exported.

It is now rarely seen in Mid Greenland. The number of foxes

trapped averages 1500 per annum ; in 1874 5000 were caught, chiefly

lietween 60° and 61° N. lat. About 1000 white hares are killed.

The true bird denizens of Greenland cannot be given at higher than
63, while 62 others are reported as stragLjlere. Of the denizens 5
belong to the Old World, 11 to the New \\'orId, 45 are common to
both worlds, and 2 are doubtful.' Only the raven, ptarmigan,
hawk, owl, and a few sea-birds are resident all the year round ; the
rest are migratory. The ptarmigan is killed for" food to the extent
of about 12,000' per annum, while the number of cider ducks
destroyed is so enormous that the export of eider down has fallen

within the last twenty years from 5600 to 2000 lb. liink estimates
the number killed annually at 20,000, and that of auks and smaller
sea-fowl at 50,000. The eggs taken yearly, chiefly those of eider
ducks, has been estimated at 50,000. Of the 79 or 80 fishes

described from Greenland very few are peculiar to it ; of these the
shark (Soniniusus microcephalics) is caught for the sake of the oil

extracted from its liver, to the extent of from 16,000 to 20,000 per
annum. The cod is a migratory fish, and is caught on the banks
to the extent of 200,000 per annum, chiefly by the natives. A few
salmon trout (Salmo carpio) are caught in the little lakes aud
brooks, while tlie large and small hollbut, the red fish {Scbaslcs),

and the ncpisak (Cyclopterus lumpus) form a considerable portion
of the food of the natives. The capelin (Mallolus rillosus) is caught
in enormous quantities (over 1 \ million lb are dried annually), while
a few smaller fish and mussels complete the tribute which the
Eskimo take from the sea laving their barren shores. There are no
reptiles or amphibians in Greenland and the lists of invertcbrata
contain little of general interest.'

' Newton, Manual and Instntctions (1875), p. 94.

^See Mayuuil and Instructions /or the Arctic Expedition of 1875,.

ind the papers there by Brown, Newton, Liitken, Reinlmnlt, Scbjodtc,

Mdrch, and others, abstracted with corrections in the apjirndix to flink,

lift. cit. (1877), numerous memoirs and papers in the Danish scientific

jodniaU and transactions, Jefl'rey's and Carpenter's report of the
" Valorons" expedition (Proc. Ray. Snc, vol. xxT.), tlie appendix to
Nires's Voyage to Polar Seas, 1B75-76, and the references in these
worlfs and >u api<'n''ix to Nordenskjold's Voyat/es, 1879.

The vegetation in the height of summer is, in favourable Bitua-
tions, profuse in individual plants, bat scanty in species. > The
plants are of the usual arctic tyne, and identical with or allied to
those found in Lapland or on the summits of the highest British
hills. Forest there is none in all the country. In the north,
where the lichen-covered or ice-shavea rocks do not protrude, the
ground is covered with a carjjet of mosses, creeping dwarf willows,
crowberries, bilberries, and similar plants, while the flowers most
common are the andromeda, the yellow poppy, pcdicularis, pyrola,
the Alpine rose (rhododendron), saxifrages (12 species), drabas,
dryas, cic. ; but in South Greenland there is something in the shape
of bush,—the dwarf birches even rising a few feet in very sheltered
places, and the vegetation is less arctic and more abundant.
Altogether, 361 flowering plants, ferns, horse-tails, quillworts, and
club mosses have been described, while the lists of crypto^ainio
plants, though very imperfect, show a profuse vegetation of the
lowlier orders." No crops, in the strict acceptation of the term, are
cultivated in Greenland, but at Godthaab attempts have been made
to grow turnips, radishes, lettuce, and chervil in little gardens
made with earth brought from the site of old Eskimo houses.
Potatoes never grow larger than small marbles, while pease only

E
reduce seeds barely recognizable. At Nanortalik strawberries
ave been produced in a forcing frame, carrots matured tolerably

well, and turnips have been grown weighing half a pound. Rhu-
barb grew vigorously, but could not be raised from seed, while cab-
bage leaves, under the most favourable circumstances, were poor
and flavourless. In the north, radishes represent the highest
triumph which horticulture has achieved. Flowers, owing to the
long sunlight, grow very well indoors, but require great care, other-
wise they soon die.

Government.—Excluding the extreme northern parte of

Greenland, and the north-east coast,—which may be
claimed bythe English, American, aud Germans " by right

of discovery,"—the trade of Greenland is a strict monopoly
of the Danish crown, dating from 1774, and is at present

administered in Copenhagen by a Government board,—the
" Kongelige Gronlandske Handel,"—and in the country by
various officials in Government pay. In order to meet the

double purposes of government and trade, the west coast,

up to nearly 74° N. lat., is divided into two inspectorates,

—the southern extending to 67° 40' lat., the northern

comprising the rest of the country,—their respective seats

of government being at Godthaab and Godhavn. These
inspectorates are ruled by two superior officials or governors

responsible to the director of the board in Copenhagen.
Each of the " inspectorates " is divided into " districts,"

each district having, in addition to the capital or "coloni
"

(a hamlet containing three or four Danish dwellings, a
storehouse, blubber-boiling house, in a few cases a Lutheran
" missionair " or clergyman, a teacher, and a physician),

several outlying posts and Eskimo hunting stations, each

presided over by an " udligger," who is responsible to the
" cnlonibestyrer " or sujierintendent of the district These
trading settlements, which dot the coast for a distance of

1000 miles, are about GO in number, and collect the pro-

ducts from 176 inhabited jilaces. From these Eskimo
hunting nn-i fishing stations blubber is the chief article

received, in parcels weighing from 50 to 100 lb, and for-

warded in ca.sks to the '' coloni," where it is boiled into oil,

and prepared for being despatched to Copenhagen by means
of the Government sailing ships, which arrive and leave

between Jlay and November. For the rest of the year all

navigation is stopped, though the winter months form thp

busy seal-killing season. The principle which the Govern-
ment acts upon is to give the natives low prices for their

produce, but to sell them European articles of necessity

at prime cost, and other store.\ duch as bread, at prices

which will scarcely pay for the purchase and freight, while
no merchandize is charged, on an average, more than "JO per
cent, over the cost price in Denmark. In addition, the
Greenland people are allowed to order goods from jirivalo

' Sec the appendix to lUnk, HI), cit., the reforoncca to papers there
given, those printed in the Manual already referred to, and tlio

memoirs of nertipren, Fries, and Aftardh in the Transaction) of the
Upsala and Stockholm Academies. Ifei-'J. ft llir.i of Greeulaod ii

ia preparation by Tiof. Lnn|,(..
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dealers, on paying freight for them at the rate of 2id. per

10 lb, or Is. 6d. per cubic foot. The prices to be paid for

European articles are fixed every year, the prices current

in Danish and Eskimo being printed and., distributed by
the Government. According to a calculation, founded on
tha average of the last few years, about 22 per cent, of the

value in tbe European market is paid for the products in

Greenland. Out of the payment five-sixths are given to

the sellers, and one-sixth devoted to the Greenlander's public

fund, spent in "public works," in charity, and on other

unforeseen contingencies. The object of the monopoly is

solely for the good of the Greenlanders,—to prevent spirits

being sold to them, and the vice, disease, and misery, which
usually attend the collision between civilization of the

trader's type and barbarism, being introduced into the

primitive arctic community. The inspectors are, in addi-

tion to being trade superintendents, magistrates, but serious

".-ir^e is practically unknown; while the cases of theft

which have occurred within a decade are so few that they
are held in recollection as historical events. The "vices

01 civilization " are few, and its diseases unknown. The
Danish officials are mostly men of considerable intelligence,

and- all of good character, though their pay is small. The
inspector receives £328 and a residence; the avsrage
salaries of the 11 " colonibestyrere " are £250, of the

18 clerks—"assistants" or " volunteers "—£106, besides

residence, fuel, and attendance. In addition there are

about 182 "udliggers," seamen, mechanics, &c., each re-

ceiving an average of £25 a year, besides, in the case of
the outpost traders, a percentage on their trade. Though
the officials are all-powerful, yet, owing to the exertions

of Dr Rink, local councils or '" parsissaet " were organized
in 1857 in every district. To these parish parliaments
delegates are sent from every station,—shrewd men, wise
in council, and well acquainted with the wants of the
Greenlanders. These "parsissoks"—elected at the rate of

about one representative to 120 voters—wear a cap with a
badge (a bear rampant), and atd the European members of

the council in distributing the surplus profit apportioned
to each district, and generally in advising as to the welfare
of that part of Greenland under their partial control In
1873 there were deposited, in a savings bank established

in Greenland, £200 as contributions for the support of

illegitimate children; £199, lOs., sums gained by inherit-

ance or by other unforeseen circumstances; £791, savings
from wages, chiefly those of the Europeans ; and £121,
savings of the Eskimo, or half-bloods. But thrift is the
least prominent feature in the Eskimo character. The
"municipal council" has the disposal of 20 per cent, of the

annual profits made on produce purchased within the con-
fines of each district. It holds two sessions every year,

and the discussions are entirely in the Eskimo language.
In addition to their functions as guardians of the poor, the
parish M.P.'s have to investigate crimes and punish mis-
demeanours, settle litigations and divide inheritances.

They can impose fines for small ofi'ences not worth sending
before the inspector, and, in cases of high misdemeanour,
Iiave the power of inflicting corporal punishment. During
the first ten or twelve years the following causes were sub-
mitted to trial :—one single case of having in passion
occasioned the death of a person, and another of openly
threatening; five or six instances of grosser theft or cheating,

and as many of concealment of birth and crimes relating

to matrimony ; every year a few petty thefts, and instances

of making use of the tools of others without permission,
or of like disorders ; and several trifling litigations.

Trade.—The trade of Greenland is entirely confined to that part
of the coast colonized by the Danes,—the rude natives of Smith
Sound and the east coast contributing nothing to the world's riches.
Neither do the civilized people of any other nation trade on the
co».5t the English "Greenland seal and whale fishery" being a mis-

nomer, for the " fisheries " are pursued on the west coast of DaTis
Strait and Baffin's Bay, and in the sea between Jan Mayen and Spitz-
bergen, and occa.sionally within sight of the east coast of Greenland.
Taking the Greenland trade as confined to the west coast, we find,

according to tija calculations of Rink, that the earnings of the 1877
families of Eskimo under the Danish crown are ou an average
£15,016 per annum,—giving each family an average annual income
of £8 from the produce of the hunt sold to the royal officials.- These
payments are made in paper notes used as a ctUTSDcy in Greenland.
During the twenty years 1853-72, excluding cryobte, the average
annual exports con.«isted of 1185 tuns of oil, 35,439 seal-skins, 1436
fox-skins, 41 bear-skins, 811 waterproof jackets, 1003 waterproof
trou.sers, 3533 lb ra-w eider down, 6900 lb feathers, 2300 lb whale-
bone, 550 lb narwhal ivory, 87 lb walrus ivory, 1817 reindeer hides.

During the period 1870-74 the mean annual value of the products
received . from Greenland was £45,600; that of the cargoes sent
thither, £23,844 ; and the mean expenditure on the ships and crews,

£SS97. Not including the royalty paid by the company which
exports the cryolite (from 1853 to 1874 equal to £58,924), the
average profit of the Greenland trade was, for the 21 J years between
1853 and 1874, about £6600 yearly. The capital sunk in the "royal
trade" is calculated at £64,426; and, takingthewholeamount of net
revenues from the. present trade during the period between 1790 to

1875, the interest on the capital as well as the income from the

cryolite royalty being subtracted, the prssent "direktor" of the

Kongelige Grbnlandske Handel considers that £160,000 haa been
earned.

Trading Districts and Census.—A Danish "coloni" in Green-
land i.s not at the best of times a cheerful place, though, in the long
days of summer, some of those in the fjords of South Greenland are

comparatively pleasant. The houses are almost invariably built of

wood, pitched over, and built more for warmth than for appearance.

In addition to the three or four Danish houses—the usual number
at the cldef settleraent^there are from 20 or 30 to 300 or 400
Eskimo at the place. They usually live in huts built of turf and
stone, each entered by a short tunnel, which in most respects are

an improvement over the primitive dwellings of the race elsewhere

<see Eskimo). In South Greenland there are seven trading districts

;

in Korth Greenland five. From Cape Far&well northward these

are as follows. Juliamhaab had in 1870 2570 inhabitants, aud 8

trading stations. Of the inhabitants, 1056 belonged in 1872 to the
Moravian mission settlements, which do not extend much farther

north, the other clergy being members of the Danish ChDTcb, be-

tween whom and the " Herrnhutians" something of the odium
theologicuvi exists. In tliis district also are the remains of the old

Norse settlements of Red Erik, his contemporaries, and his suc-

cessors. TrederiJ:shaab has six trading stations, which collect about
68 tuns of oil and 1000 seal-skins annually. The population in

1870 was 821 ; at Ivigtut, in this district, are the cryolite mines.
Oodihaab has 999 people, 6 stations, and a trade return of 74 tuns
of oil and 1000 seal-skins annually. It is the most southern station

for eider down, and formerly also for reindeer skins. Cod-fish were
also once caught here in great abundance, but this business is now
almost abandoned. Godthaab "coloni" is the chief settlement in

Greenland, " Besides the usual trade officials, one or two Danish
missionaries who manage the seminary, and two or three Moravian
missionaries [at Ny Herrnhut], the royal inspector of South Green-
land, and the physician for the northern part of it reside in this

place. In addition to the seminar)', Godthaab has a church, of rather

imposing appearance for Greenland, but too large for the community,
and built of bricks, a material very little suited to the country. The
houses of the natives, almost all with sloping roofs of boards, look
very pretty, "but at Ny Herrnhut they otl'er a sad appearance. The
latter station has a two-storied building, containing accommodation
for the missionaries, schoolroom, and church or 'meeting haU' as

it is called." At Lichtenfels is another Mora\'ian settlement, but
the community has within the last thirty years decreased to one-
half, and, owing chiefly to the indiscreet asceticism demanded from
their flock by these unworldly men and women, is perhaps the most
destitute of material comfort of any in Greenland. In tliis district

are also found Norse ruins, part of the region having been' the Vester
Bygd of the Icelanders, just as that further south was their Oster

Bygd. Sukkcrtoppen is one of the loftiest and most picturesque
districts. It yields about 92 tuns of oil and 1000 seal-skins, also

some cod-fish, a few reindeer, and most of the eider down of the
country. It has six trading posts and 765 people.- Kohtenborg
has four trading posts, and now yields about 60 tuns of oil and 400
seal-skins, besides whalebone and eider down. There are 545 in-

habitants. In 67° 40' N. lat. Nagsutok or North Strom Fjoi-d forms
the boundary between South and North Greenland ; the settlements
which follow are therefore in the latter inspectorate. Egedcsminde
is in a state of decadence, the present production being about 74
tuns of oil and 3400 seal-skins collected annually by six stations.

In 1870 the population was 1008, .the greater number living at

the chief settlement of the same name. Christiansftaab has four
trading posts, which collect from 481 inhabitants 110 tuns 'of oil

and 1700 seal-skins. Christianshaab is one ol the pleasantest dis.
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tricts in North Greenland, the valley on the opposite side of the

harbour from the "coloni" abounding with crowberries and bil-

berries, and bright in July with tlie blue and yellow arctic flowci-si

Claushavn is the chief post, and derives its support from the seals

killed among the enormous crop of icebergs poured out by the great

Jakobshavn ice fjord. Many of the bergs ground here until they

are lifted by spring tides and carried by the wind out into Baffin a

Hay. Jakobshavn has eight stations, collecting 1 04 tuns of oil and

900 seal-skins from 424 people. Oodhavn, onDisco Island, was at

one time a seat of the whale trade, in 1798 no less than 20 whales

having been caught there; but this industry has now entirely

ceased, the last whale caught by the Government ofticials being in

1851. Its chief importance is in the fact that Godhavn (or Lievely)

is the seat of the Government of North Greenland, and the place

at which exploring and whuling vessels often call. Its trade is

insignificant, the district returning on an average only about 80

tuns of oil and 400 seal-skins ; the seUlement has for many years

been actually a loss to the Government. There are in the district

245 people, who are perhaps the least industrious and self-reliant of

all tne Greenlanders. RiUnbenk has five stations, returning 116

tuns of oil and 3500 seal-skins, collected by 447 people. Ihtianak

is one of the most profitable districts,—the "coloni" with its si.x

outposts returning to tha " royal trade" about ISO tuns of oil and
8300 seal-skins, collected from 798 people. I'pemivik is the most
northern district, its limits being those of the natives belonging to

the Danish settlements. It is very profitable,—its average return

being 148 tuns of oil and C500 seal-skins, besides eider down and bear-

skins, with formerly a considerable quantity of reindeer-skins. In

1870 there were 702 people in the district, the chief of the outposts

being Proven ("the experiment"), and Tasiusak (73° 24' N. lat.),

the most northern Danish trading post, and the most northern per-

manent abode of civilized men or women, for~the trader has a
Danish wife with him. "To a European female," writes the direc-

tor of the Royal Greenland Board of Trade, " this indeed seems to

tM one of the most melancholy places of residence that can be
found-" In the service of the Danish mission there were in 1870
63 appointed teaehersj besides several other teachers classed as seal

hunters or fishers. In the service of the royal trade were 12 outpost
traders, 15 head men and " boatswains," 14 carpenters and smiths,

19 coopers. 15 cooks, 54 sailors and labourers, besides 10 pensioners

*nd 33 midw'ives ; 5 oflicers were enumerated as natives, but 3 of

them are more properly Europeans. In the same year the Euro-
jieaus numbered 237, of whom 95 were enraged in the trade, 8 were
D.<uish and 11 Moravian missionaries, and 38 lived at the cryolite

mine ; the rest were women and children.' Altogether there were
in 1870 9825 people in Danish Greenland (including 9408 natives),

and in 1878 9800. The details of the latter census are pot
published, but they do not in any material manner alter those just

tfiven. The inhabitants of the east coast are not believed to exceed
SOO if so many, and yearly this number is being lessened by immi-
gration to the Danish settlements on the west coast. The natives

of the shores of Smith Sound, north of Melville Bay, number about
200 ; and it is satisfactory to learn that of late these l<TxaToi

ifSpiii' are not decreasing.' Their most northern settlement is

Etah. From the information of the Eskimo, Hans Hendrik, it

a[ipeaV3 that Dr Kane was in error in asserting that the Smith Sound
natives knew nothing of those to the south of the glaciers of Mel-
ville Bay.
HUtory.—Greenland was first landed on about the year 986 by

Erikr Rauthi or Red Erik, a banished Icelandic jarl, though some
time previously the country had been sighted by Ulf Kraku, another
Icelander. Erik and his house .early settled at Brattelid,—the
present Eskimo station of Igaliko,—situated on an isthmus between
two fjords, believed to he the Erik's and Einar's Fjords of the old
uagas, where to this day can bo traced the walls of about seventeen
dwellings, one of which be'ars evidence of having been Erik's house.
Other settlers followed, and among these was Bjarni, son of Hcrjulf,

one of Erik's companions, whose home was probably at Herjulf's

Ness, opposite the Moravian settlement of Frederiksdal, where have
been fouud tombs containing wooden coffins, with skeletons wrapped
iu coarse hairy cloth, and both pagan and Cliristian tombstones
Bith runic inscriptions. This Bjarni, in bis wanderings, discovered
the continent of America (Vinland), and, among these who were
«ttracfed hither was Leif, who wont ashore near where the town of
Taunton now stands. After this there is said to have been a con-
aidorable trade between Norway and America, and between both
countries and the Greenland colonists. The latter even penetrated
to 73° N. lat. as early as the year 1235, and left a email runic stone
recording the event.' Christianity was introduced, and Arnold

' DamUh Oreenland {1877), p. 356, corrected by recent Govemmont
T«lum9 and private coiTespondcncc.

' Feilden, Appeiulix to Nares, lib. cit., vol. il. p. 187 ; Narratite
of" Polaris " /v. Polar Expedilim, p. 477, kc.

This stone, not much bigger than a hone, was until recently In the
Copanhagcn Museum of Northern Antiquities. It was stolen, how-
ever, aii'l the priceless monument i.< now only rrpri'scnted by a model.

appointed the first bishop, in 1126; and Greenland, like Iceland,
had a republican organization up to the ytar 1261, when Uakon
Hakonsen, king of Norway, induced the Greenlanders to 8we«r
allegiance to him. Henceforth they were Norwegian subjects, and
their country one of the queen's domains. From that day may
be dated the beeinhing of their decay and final disappearance as
colonists, though the black death, foreign enemies, and the attacks
of the Eskimo, who about this period burst upon the colonics from the
north, had something to do with it These settlements wer« called
respectively tlie Easter Bygd or Bnildiug and the Wester Bygd,
both being now known to be on the west coast, though for Jong the
view was persistently held tlmt the first was on the east coast, and
numerous expeditions have been sent in search of these "lost
colonies" and their imaginary survivors. The last bishop appointed
to Greenland died in 1540, but long before that date those appointed
had never reached their sees. I'he country had also been visited
by a hostile fleet (believed to be English), and about the end of tha
15th century it would appear that all colonization had ceased.
When in 1585 John Davis visited it there was no sign of any jieopla
save the Eskimo, among whoso traditions are one or two relating to
the old Norsemen. For more than 200 years Greenland seems to
have been neglected—almost forgolten. It was visited by whalers,
chiefly Dutch, hut nothing in the form of permanent settlementa
was established until the year 1721, when the first missionary,
Hans Egede, landed. Amid many hardships and discouragement*
he persevered ;* and at the present day the remnant of the natirs
race is civilized and Christianized, instead of wild and pagan, aa
they were when he arrived among them. The colonists of the 18th
century were, many of them, convicts and other oflenders ; and tha
trade was a monopoly in the hands of private individuals. In
1733-34 there was a dreadful epidemic of small-pox which destroyed
an immense number of the people. In 1774 the trade ceased to be
profitable as a private monopoly, and to prevent it being abandoned
the Government took it over. In 1807-14, owing to the war,
communication was cut off with Denmark; but since that date tha
country has been prospering in a languid fashion, though, if the
Government ceased its fostering care, the Eskimo, and with them
what trade is carried on, must become extinct.

Of late years, the northern part of the country has been explored
by Inglefield (1852), Kane (1853-55), Hayes (1860-61), HaU
(1871-73), and to some extent by Nares (1875-76), whose dis-
covery of the probable northern termination of the country in aboat
83° N. lat. had been already presaged theoretically.' The east coast
has been explored by Scoresby (1822), Clavering (IS23), Graah
(1829-30), the German expedition (1869-70), and Mouricr (1879),
while the interior has been penetrated for a short way by the Danes,
Americans, English, and Swedes whose names have been noted
above, and by others.* In like manner, the scientific history of
the country has been investigated by a host of savants from the
days of Fabricius to our own, whose names are too numerous to
recount, though, in the works above quoted, these are given cither

directly or indirectly. For further information see the articlaa

Eskimo and Polar Kecions. (R. B.)

GREENLEAF, Simon (1783-1853), American jurist,

was bom at Newburyport, Massachusetts, December 6,

1783. After studying law in Massachusetts and Maine,

he began in 1806 to practise at Standish in the latterState,

proceeding finally to Portland in 1818. There, after two
years, he became reporter of the supreme court of Maine,

and during his twelve years of oflSce published nine volumes

o( Jiepoils. Resigning in 1832, Greenleaf became in 1833

Royale professor, and in 1846 Dane professor of law in

Harvaid University, where he received tho degree of doctor

of laws. He retired in 1848 from his active duties, becom-

ing emeritus professor, and after being for some years

president of the Massachusetts Bible Society died at Cam-
bridge, Mass., October 6, 1853.

Grccnlears principal work is a Treatise on the Law of Bvidnct,

1842-53. Ho published also A Full Collection o/ Cow* Overrultd,

Denied, Doubled, or Limited in thrir Applieation, taien from
American and English Reports, in 1840, expended afterwards to 3

volumes ; and an Examination of the Testimony of the Four

Erangelista by tJic Rules of Evidence administered in the Courts of

Justice, with an Account of the Trial of Jetiu, 184«. Thia was

republished in England in 1847.

* Fcnger, liidrag til Ifant Egedet og dm grUnlandske Misnomi

/ru<m>, 1721-1760(1870).
» Brown, Arctic Papers of R. O. S. (1876), p. 70.

•"Tlin Physical Stnicturo of Oreenland" (j4r(-hc /'op<T»(i//?. O. S.,

pp. 1-73); see al»o for history the work" eatalogncd in Chnvannns

Karpfn, and Lo Monuicrs, pie Literaiur iUier die Potar-Regionen dtr

Erde {1878).
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GREENOCK, a seaport town of Renfrewshire, Scotland,

on the south bank of the Firth of Clyde, 22 miles below

Glasgow, in 55° 57' 2" N. lat. and 4° 45' 30" W. long. In

front of the town there is a fine and extensive bay, formerly

known by the name of the Bay of St Lawrence, from a

religious house that anciently stood there. Behind the town
the land rises into a picturesque ridge of hills, about 800
feet high, between which and the bay Greenock stretches

for upwards of two miles and a half along the shore.

Greenock is an irregularly built town. The western

part is occupied by spacious streets and numerous fine

villas, but the central and busier part is composed of

narrow and rather mean and overcrowded streets and lanes.

The board of police are taking measures, however, to have
some of these opened up and occupied with an improved

PI»B of Greentick.

plasa of buildings. The view from the heights behind the

town is exceedingly striking and picturesque; aud notwith-

standing the steep slopeo towards the south, the town is

steadily progressing in that direction, as well as along the
shore, where premises for shipbuilding and various public

works, and also dwelling-houses, are extending the town
both east and west. Amongst noticeable structures may
be enumerated the custom-house, s, handsome Doric edifice,

and the Watt Monument, a buUdirig erected to the memory
of the celebrated James Watt, whom with just pride the
town claims as a native. The latter contains an exquisite

statue of the philosopher by Chantreyj and accommodates
a public library founded in 1783, having now upwards of

15,000 volumes. Associated with it is also a mnseum and
lecture hall, built at the expense of the late Mr James
M'Lean, and opened in 1876. The town also contains

»everal elegant churches, a Bpaciou.s academy, and various

other educational and charitable institutions, the chief of

the latter being the public hospital and infirmary, and tha

Wood mariners' asylum, an institution founded by Sir

Gabriel Wood for the benefit of decayed seamen belonging

to Clyde ports. The corporation is about to erect a suite

of municipal buildings fronting the principal street of the

town, on which it is proposed to expend not less than

.£80,000. Greenock possesses two public parks ; and in

1866 a magnificent esplanade, a mile and a quarter in

length, skirting the shore, was laid off at an expense of

£20,000, and is now a favourite promenade and recreation

ground. A new carriage-drive is being constructed, at a
cost of about £10,000, across the heights to the south-west

of the town.

The water supply is derived from two enormous reservoirs

in the high lands behind the town called Loch Thom and
Loch Gryfe. The Loch Thom works were completed in

1828, and the Gryfe works were added in 1873. The Loch
Thom works are so constructed that they not only supply

water to the town, but provide also in their course power
to drive the machinery of a number of mills of great size,

the water descending from mill to mill till it reaches the

level of ordinary supply. Street tramways were introduced

in 1873, and connect the town with Gourock. The gas-

works of the town, which were originally situated in a
populous district, have recently been removed to a small

island, Inchgreen, on which a commodious establishment

has been erected. The principal industriea are shipbuilding

and sugar-refining. Many of the steamers of the Cunard
Company, the Peninsular and Oriental Company, and the

Allan Line have been built at Greenock, and the excellence

of the iron sailing ships of Greenock yards has become
almost proverbial. There are eighteen large sugar refin-

eries in the town, some of which turn out 1000 tons of

refined sugar per week. Greenock is connected via Paisley

with Glasgow by two competing lines of railway, by one
of which there is also direct communication with Ayrshire

and the south-west All the important Clyde passenger

steamers call at or sail from Greenock ; indeed for pas-

senger trafiic by steamer it is a more important town than

Glasgow, as the greater portion of the travelling public, to

save time and avoid the unsavoury odour of "the upper

reaches of the river, make the journey between Glasgow
and Greenock by rail. A large amount of passenger and
goods traffic is also carried on between Greenock and
Belfast, Londonderry, Dublin, Liverpool, &c

In the earliar part of the 17th century Greenock was an obscure

fishing village, conbisting of one row of thatched cottages; and in

1716 there were only six slated houses in the place. In 1741 the

population of Greenock was 4100 ; a century later it was 38,846 ; in

1851, 39,391 ; in 1861, 42,785; in 1871, 57,825; and in the middle
of 1879 it was estimated in the Registrar-CJeneral's report^ at

76,955. In 1635 " the town or village of Greenock " was erected

by Charles I. into a burgh of barony under a charter granted in

favour of John Schaw and Helen Houston, his spouse, and down
to 1741 the government of the burgh was administered by the
baron-bailie appointed by the superior. In 1741 and'1761 charters

were granted by Sir John Schaw, under which feuars and sub-

feuars were empowered to elect a town council of nine members

—

two bailies, a treasurer, and six councillors—for the good government
of the town. Under these charters Greenock possessed the most
liberal burghal constitution enjoyed by any Scotch burgh till the

passing of the Reform Act—the first municipal election under the
provisions of which took place in 1833. Greenock was the*
advanced to the position of a parliamentary burgh, with the right

to return one representative to parliameut. Municipally the town
is divided into five wards, and the town council consists of s

provost, six bailies, a treasurer, and eight councillors.

The beginning of the harbour .of Greenock was made by Joho
Schaw, already mentioned as the first superior of the burgh. Till

the commencement of the 18th century, however, it was little more
than an insecure landing-place; but in 1703 an agreement was
entered into between the superior and feuars of the town, whereby
he advanced money and they submitted to a voluntary assessment

for the extension and imnrorement of harbour accommodat
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The harbour constrncted unJer tTiia agreement was not finished

till 1710, in which year Greenock was established as a custom-

house port. In 1751 an Act of Parliament was obtained whereby

a duty of 2d Scots was imposed on every Scots pint of ale or beer

'* brewed, brought in, tapped, or sold" within the town "for
cleaning, deepening, building, and repairing " the harbour and
piers. Till the year 1772 the harbour wa3 simply leased to the

town by tho superior, but in that year and in 1773 the magistrates

«nd town councd received a feu-right to it from John Shaw Stewart

the owner of the Greenock estate. .From that date down to the

present time the additions made to the harbour by parliamentary

authority have been very numerous. The dock and quay accom-

modation now amounts to eighty acres. In addition there is in

course of construction an immense dock to be named the "James
Watt Dock," which is intended to afford accommodation to vessels

of the largest tonnage, and maintain them water-borne in all states

of the tide. The estimated cost of this dock, with warehouses and
sheis, is £250,000. . The harbour trustees who now have the manage-
ment of the docks consist of the town council and nine elective

members chosen by the local shipowners and harbour ratepayers.

The commercial prosperity of Greenock received its first great

impetus from the Treaty of Union in 1707. The earliest trade

seems to have been in herrings, a trade which, however, has long

been extinct. Trading in tobacco was also carried on at a very

early period. It was first brought from the colonies, and then

exported to the Continent. The Greenland whale-fishing com-
menced as far back as 1762, but it never rose to be of any import-

ance, and is now discontinued. The American war greatly inter'

rupted the progress of Greenock, as the principal trade of the port

was then with that country; but after the peace in 1783 it speedily

revived, and within the seven following years the shipping trade

was trebled in amount. At present the principal intercourse is

with the East and West Indies, Australia, and the United States

and Canada. Newfoundland and South America have also em-
ployed a considerable quantity of shipping. The gradual increase

of trade is shown by the following table of the number and tonnage
of vesseb that entered and cleared from and to foreign ports in

various years since 1784 :

—
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was assigned hy the patent of William and Mary to cer-

tain of the great officers of state, as commissioners for its

conversion into a liospital for seamen. As it now stands,

the building consists of four blocks. Behind a terrace

8G0 feet in length, stretching along the river side, are

the buildings erected in the time of Charles II. by Webb
from Inigo Jones's designs, and in that of Queen Anne
from designs by Sir Christopher Wren; and behind these

buildings are on the west those of King William and on tha

east those of Queen Mary, both,from Wren's designs. In

the King William range is the painted hall. Its walls and
ceiling were painted by Sir Thomas Thornhill with various

emblematic devices, and it is hung with portraits of the

most distinguished admirals, and paintings of the chief

naval battles of England. In the centre of the principal

quadrangle of the hospital there is a statue of George II.

by Kysbrack, sculptured out of a single block of marble

taken from the French by Admiral Sir George Kooke. The
oldest part of the building was in some measure rebuilt in

1811, and the present chapel was erected to replace one

destroyed by fire in 1779. 'The endowments of the hospital

were increased at various periods from bequests and for-

feited estates. Formerly 3000 retired seamen were boarded

within it, and 5000 or 6000 others, called out-pensioners,

received stipends at various rates out of its funds; but

in 1865 an Act was passed empowering the Admiralty

to grant liberal pensions in lieu of food and lodging

to such of the inmates as were willing to quit the hospital,

and in 186D another Act-was passed making their leaving

on these conditions compulsory. It has since been devoted

to the accommodation of the students of the Eoyal Naval

College, for which purpose it was formally opened in 1873.

Behind the College is the Koyal Hospital School, where

1000 boys, sons of petty officers and seamen, are boarded.

Another of the attractions of Greenwich is the park, 190

iicres in e-xtent, in which is situated the Royal Observatory.

It was enclosed by Humphrey, duke of Gloucester, in 1 433,

and laid out by Charles IL It still contains a fine avenue

oi Spanish chestnuts planted in his time; and the hill rising

towMds the south commands a fine prospect over London,

the Thames, and the plains of Essex. The Royal Observa-

tory was built in 1675, for the advancement of naviga-

tion and nautical astronomy. From it the exact time is

conveyed at one o'clock every day by electric current to

London and all the other chief towns of the kingdom; and

English geographers reckon longitude from its meridian,-

Adjoining Greenwich Park is Blackheath, an open common
much frequented by excursionists, and also used for golf

and cricket.

Greenwich possesses a considerable nuniber of almshouses

and other charitable foundations, among which may be

mentioned Queen Elizabeth's College; Trinity Hospital,

founded by Henry Howard, earl of Northampton, in 1613 ;

the Jubilee Almshouses, founded by subscription of the

inhabitants in 1809 in commemoration of the fiftieth anni-

versary of George III. ; the Green Coat School, the Grey

Coat School, and the Orphan Girl's School. The parish

church is dedicated to St Alphege, archbishop of Canter-

bury, who suffered martyrdom at GreenwicL

Greenwich is first noticed in the reign of Ethelred, when it was
from 1011 to 1014 the station of the Danish fleet. It has been the

place of debarkation of many illustrious personages, as well as in

1806, after the battle of Trafalgar, of the remains of Lord Nelson,

irhich lay iu state in the painted hall of the hospital previous to

iheir removal for interment in St Paul's Cathedral. In 1577 it

returned two burgesses to parliament, but it was not a^ain repre-

nented till the same privilege was conferred on it by tlie Reform
Actofl832. The population o£ the parish in 1871 was40,412. The
popiila*ion of the parliamentary borough—whose limits were ex-

tended m 1868, and inchide the parishes of Charlton next Woolwich,

Plnmstead, ami St Nicholas and St Panl, Deptford, and part of 'Wool-

wich—is 169,361, and the area 8581 acres of which 657 aie in Surrey.

• GREGOIRE, Hetoi (1750-1831), bishop of Blois an I
French revolutionist, was born at V^ho near Lunevifle, 4ta
December 1750. After studying ct Metz and Nancy, be
became cur^ of Embermesnil and professor at the college
of Pont-a-Mousson. In 1783 he was crowned by the
academy of Nancy for his i'lo^e de la Foesie, and in 1788
by that of Metz for an Essai sur la regeneration jjliysiijiie

(J moiak des Jidfs. He was chosen in 1789 by the clergy

oi the district of Nancy to represent them in the states
general, where he took a leading part in the deliberations,

and gave energetic support to the republicans. Along witL
four other cures he abandoned his order and joined that of
the tiers etat ; he presided at the permanent sitting of sixty-

two hours ji'hile the Bastile was being attacked by thcs

people, and made a vehement speech against the enemies of
the republic ; and he subsequently took a prominent share;

in abolishing the privileges of birth and religion. Under
the new constitution of the clergy he was chosen bishop by
the department of Loir-et-Cher, taking the title of bishop
of Blois. As a member of the national assembly he pro-

posed the motion for the abolition of the kingly office,

which was carried by acclamation. During tlie trial of

Louis XVI., being absent with other three colleagues on a

mission for the union of Saxony to France, he along with

them wrote a letter urging the condemnation of the king,

but" omitting the words Amort; and he endeavoured to

save the life of the king by proposing in the assembly

that the penalty of death be suspended. His subsequent

action was very influential in moderating extreme republican

views: he opposed the national renunciation of Christianity,

and was the first to advocate the reopening of the churches

:

exerted himself to get measures put ia execution for re-

straining the vandalistic fury against the monuments of art

;

extended his protection to artists and men of letters, and
obtained for them pecuniary encouragement from the state

;

and devoted much of his attention to the reorganization of

the public libraries, the establishment of botanic gardens,

and the improvement of technical education. He also took

a great interest in negro emancipation, and on his motion

men of colour .in the French colonies were admitted to the

same rights as whites. On the establishment of the new

constitution, Gr^goire was elected to the council of 500,

and after the 18th Brumaire he became a member of the

new legislative assembly. In this capacity he voted in the

minority of five against the prockunation of the empire,

and opposed the creation of the new nobility and the divorce

of Napoleon from Josephine ; but notwithstanding this h»

was subsequently created a count of the empire and pfficev

of the legion of honour. During the later years of

Napoleon's reign he travelled in. England and Germany,

but in 1814 he had returned to France and was one of tha

chief instigators of the action that "was taken against the

empire. After the second restoration he was excluded from

the Institute, . and when in 1819 he was elected to the

assembly by the department of Isere, bis election was

annulled. From that time, therefore, he lived in retire-

ment, occupying himself in literary pursuits and conducting

a voluminous correspondence with most of the eminent

savants of Europe; but as he had been deprived of his

bishopric and of his pension as a senator, he was compelled

to sell his library to obtain the means of support He died

at Paris, ^lay 20, 1831. As he had remained steadfast to

his republican principles the ecclesiastical authorities refu.'^e(^

him the last offices of religion, and the rites of Christian

sepulture, but through the intervention of the civil power

mass was said over his body in the church of the Abbaye

aux Bois by a proscribed priest ; and after thg hearse set

out from the church the populace unyoked the horses and

themselves drew it to the cemetery of Mont Parnasse.

Grcgoire forms a striking exception to most of tie French
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Tevolntionists in combining zeal for republicanism with a

'moderation which sought to check every form of licence,

and with a steadfast adherence to the religion of whicli he

was a priest ; and it was further a remarkable feature of

his character that, though a sincere Roman Catholic, he

was thoroughly tolerant of the religious views of others.

Besides several political pamphlets, Giegoirc was the author of

HUtoire dcs secies riligicuscs, dqntis Ics commcnccmaU da siiclc

dernier jitsqii'd I'ipoqucjutuclh, 2 vols., 18101 L'ssai liistoriquc siir

to liberies de tiglise T/alUcane, 1818; De Vinfluenec die C/iris-

tianisint stir la cotidition des fcmmes, 1821 ; Ilistoirc dcs coii/esseitrs,

des emperturs, des rois, et d'aulres priiicca, 1821; Ilistoirc dii ma-,

riagc dcs prSliCS en, France, 1826. Grc'goireaita, ou resume ghiiral de

la conduite, dcs actions, et dcs icrits de M. Le Comic Henri Griijoirc,

fireccJccl by a biographical notice by Cousin d'Avalloii, was pnb-

islieil in 1821 ; and the Mivioircs' ccchsiastiqucs, poliliqiics, el

lUUraires de GrSjoire, with a biographical notice by H. Cavnot,

appeared in 1840.

GREGORIAN CHANT. See Plainsonu.

GREGORAS, Nicephoeus. See Byzantine His-

torians, vol. iv. p. G13.

GREGORY, St, surnamed the Great {c. 540-604), the

first pope of that name, and one of the four doctors of the

Latin Church (Ambrose, Augustine, and Jerome being the

other three), was born at Rome about the year 540. His

father Gordianus possessed senatorial rank, and his mother

Sylvia is said to have been remarkable for her mental

endowments. Educated for the legal profession, Gregory

about his thirtieth year was chosen by the citizens to the

high position of prajtor urbanus ; this post he is said to

have occupied for three years (571-574), discharging its

duties witli great pomp and magnificence ; but on the deatli

of his father, having become deeply impressed with a sense

of the transitoriness and vanity of all earthly things, he

retired from public life and gave up his whole fortune to

pious uses, building six monasteries in iiicily and one in

Rome ; in this last, which was dedicated by him to St

Andrew, he embraced the Benedictine rule, and divided his

whole time between works of charity and the exercises of

fasting, meditation, and prayer. It was while he was still

a simple monk of St Andrew that the often repeated inci-

dent related by Bede is believed to have occurred. Having
seen some English slaves of striking beauty exposed for

sale in the public market, " non Angli sed Angeli," he set

his heart upon the evaugelization of Britain, and was only

prevented hy the command of his ecclesiastical superiors

from setting out in person to seek the realization of his

pious wish. About 578 or 579 ho was appointed abbot of

his monastery, and likewise one of the seven deacons
(regionarii) of the Roman Church ; and in 582 he was sent

by Pelagius II. to Constantinople as papal apocrisiarius or

responsalis at the imperial court. There he remained for

upwards of three years, during which he negotiated several

matters of importance and delicacy ; but amid his diplo-

matic and other engagements he found time to begin, if not
even to complete, one of his largest works, the Moralia,
or exposition of the book of Job. A few years after his

return from the Eastern capital, the death of Pelagius (590)
caused a vacancy in the papal chair, and tho choice of the
clergy, senate, and people unanimously fell upun Gregory.
Ho strongly deprecated tho bestowal of this honour, and
wrote to the emperor (Maurice) imploring him not to con-

firm tho nomination. A pious fraud, committed by tho
city praetor then in office, prevented tho letter from reach-

ing its destination ; and though Gregory hid himself for
a time, he was at length obliged to yield to tho urgency of
his friends by accepting the papal crown (.September 500).
The pontificate of fourteen years which followed was marked
by extraordinary vigour and activity, which made them-
selves felt throughout almost every department of tho
doctrine, discipline, and worsldp of the entire Western
Church. By means of earnest prayer ood wisely ex-

pended pains the aggressions of the Lombards were
checked, and order and traiuiuillity were speedily restored

to Rome ; in Italy and France he tightened the too long

relaxed reins of ecclesiastical discipline ; in England, Spain,

and Africa the powers of Paganism, Arianism, and Donatism
were perceptibly weakened; as against the Eastern emperor
and the patriarch of Constantinople the prerogatives of tho

bishop of Rome were asserted with a vigour previously un-

witnessed ; the ceremonies of the church were regulated

and extended, the liturgy further develiiped. The anniver-

sary of Gregory's death, which took place at Rome on tlic

12th of March 604, is observed as a duplex by the Latin

Church, and even in tho Greek Church his wisdom and
sanctity continue to be commemorated. The hyperbolical

panegyrics of those ecclesiastical writers who lived nearest

his time (such as Gregory of Tours and Lsidore of Seville)

must of course be taken with considerable reservation ; but
they are interesting as showing how powerful and profound
was the impression he left upon his contemporaries and
immediate successors—an impression and an influence well

entitling him to the epithet of "great." Of the personal

qualities of Gregory, the most obtrusive are beyond oil

question the singular strength and energy of his character.

Firmly and intensely convinced of the divinencss of the

Christian doctrine and life as these had presented them-

selves to his mind and heart, he suffered no obstacle and
no discouragement to triumph over his determination to

give them all the-currcncy and prevalence that were possi-

ble in his day. Having clearly seen the end he had in

view, be with equal discernment made choice of his

measures for its attainment. The rcfinemtnts alike of

literature and of art had for him no place in the Christian

scheme ; it is needless to say that he therefore despised

them both for himself and for others. Tliere is some room

for hoping indeed that the burning of the books of the

Palatine library was. duo to some ruder pnntitT; but there is

no po.ssibility of mistake as to the literary taste of the man
who could write (pref. to. Jfcralia)— ")ion mctacismi

collisionem fugio, non barbarismi confusionem devito, situs

motusque etiam et prnepositionum casus scrvare cnntemno,

quiaindignuni vehementerexistimo ut verba calestisoroculi

restringam sub regulis Donati." Tho uniformity of the

Roman ritual, the ascendency of tho Roman hierarchy, the

prevalency of the Catholic dpgma,—these were not merely

tho highest, they were tho only, ideals he had cv^r caught

sight of. It ought not therefore to surprise us if in striv-

ing towards them he sometimes was tempted, and yielded

to the temptation, to sacrifice truthfulness to what he con-

ceived to be the truth, and the mere claims of humanity to

the demands of what ho regarded as a higher love. Never

purely selfish, he was, apart from tho exigencies of his

ecclesiastical position, singularly tolerant, liberal, and

kindly.

Of tho numerous extant woiVa nttiibiited to Gregory tho Great

the following; arc undisimtcd:—tho .l/o)«/m, in thirty-live hooks,

being nn cicposition of tlic hook of Job, coniiic<.cd between 580 and

590; tho twenty-two Ihmilits on Ezckiel (.iliout 59.^), nnd the forty

JlomiHrsoii the Gospels {uhoni :>92): the Jleijida (or Cura) rnsto-n j

dcdic.iteil to,Iohn, archbishop of Hnvciina (about S90) , tho Dm-
luifiirs witli IVtcr tho deacon, in four bouks, on the lives :\nd

miracles of the Italian saints (593 or 594); nnd the Letters, in four-

teen " registers," arranged ncoording to the years of hispontiliratc.

He was also tho author of various rliymcd liynms, nine of which

arc still extant and appear in tho collected editions of liis works.

They arc characterized mom by bimplicity of hingnnj;e than hy

depth of feeling. The Conrordia qiioniiidam lesliuwiiiorinii sann-

nun, scrijitiirariii)), nnd nKn thn Cmmneiilnrirson 1 Kinp, Cimtielc!',

and tho scvon penitential n»«lms usually eseribcHl to him, ore

spurious. His liturgical worKs, the Snaamtiiln) <u)ii and Antiphon-

arium, bavo been considernldy tninjieri'd with by mcdiiivnl collec-

tors nnd revisers ; nnd even the I.rtters nio not wholly free frotu

intorpclations. Of GiTgory's merits os nn expositor little nerd be

said ; ho avowedly mlopts in nil rns.cs tha allegoricnl method, whirh

in his hands \n unniiichincly cnrried out, Willi, in many raim,
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sufficiyitly astounaing results. As Milman lias remarked, " It

may safely be said tl'.at, according to Gregory's licence of interpre-

tation, there is nothing which might not be found in any book
ever wi-itten." lu practical honiiletics, however, he is very often

just and profound as well as high-toned ; but it would be too much
to say that he was superior to the prejudices of his time ; in parti-

cular his preference for the monastic and ascetic forms of the

Christian life is carried to \ height which a wider observation of

the conditions of human usefulness and happiness will never cease

to regard as excessive. His Dialogues, which have been translated

into Anglo-Saxon, Greek, and even Arabic, describe the most
astonishing miracles with an artless simplicity which, as suggestive

of entire belief, is certainly interesting to the student; yet it is

difficult (as Gibbon has pointed out) to free the lavish dispenser of

miraculous filings from the chains of St Peter from the suspicion of

some degree of pious insincerity. The Letters are, as might be
expected, of great importance from the light they throw npon the

history of those times.

The complete editions of the works of this great father of the

Latin Church have been, as was to be expected, numerous. The
earliest was that of Lyons (1516), which was rapidly followed by
those of Paris (1518-39), Bjsel (1551), and Rome (1588), The
best edition is the Benedictine (Paris, 1705), in 4 vols. fol.

,

reprinted at Venice (1768-76), in 17 vols. 4to, and in Migne'a Patro-

logy, vol. Ixxv.-lxxix. See Wiggers, De Gregorio Magna (1838-40);
Marggraf, De Gitg. M. Vita (1844); Lau, Oregor. d. Orosse nach s,

Lcben u. Lehrc dargestcUt (1845); Pfahler, Oregor der Grosse u.

seine Zeit (1852); and Baxmann, Politik der Pdpste von Grcyor I.

bis Oregor VII. (1868-69). There is a convenient edition of the
Cura Pastoralis by Westhofif (1860).

GREGORY II., St, pope from 715 or 716 to 731, suc-

ceeded Constantine I., his election being variously dated

May 19, 715, and March 21, 716. Having, it is said,

bought off the Lombards for thirty pounds of gold, he used
the tranquillity thus obtained for vigorous missionary effort

in Germany, and for strengthening the papal authority in

the churches of England and Ireland. By excommunicat-
ing Leo the Isaurian, he prepared the way for a long series

of revolts and civil wars, which tended greatly to the estab-

lishment of the tem.poral power of the popes. He died in

731, and subsequently attained the honour of canonization,

February 13th being the day consecrated to his memory
in th^ Martyrology

GREGORY III., St, pope from 731 to 741, a Syrian by
birth, succeeded Gregory 11. in March 731. His pontificate,

like that of his predecessor, was disturbed by the icono-

clastic controversy, in which he vainly invoked the inter-

vention of Charles Martel. During his reign also it was
that Boniface in- Germany, on whom he conferred the

pallium, WilibaJd in Bohemia, and Bede in England carried

on their most successful missionary labours. He died 29th
November 741, and was succeeded by Zacharia.s I.

GREGORY IV., pope from 827 to 844, was chosen to

succeed Valentinus in December 827, on which occasion

lie recognized the supremacy of the Prankish emperor in

the most unequivocal m,anner. His name is chiefly associ-

ated with the quarrels between Lothaire and Louis the
Debonaire, in which he espoused the cause of the former,
for whom, in the Campus Mendacii, as it is usually called

(833), he secured by his treachery a temporary advantage.
The institution of the feast of All Saints is usually attri-

buted to this pope. He died January 25, 844, and was
succeeded by Sergius IL
GREGORY v., pope from 996 to 999, a grandson of

the emperor Otho the Great, succeeded John XV. when
only twenty-four years of age, and until the council of

Pavia (997) had a rival in the person of the antipope John
XVI., whom the people of Rome in revolt against the will

?f the youthful emperor Otho III., Gregory's cousin, had
chosen. The most memorable acts of his pontificate were
those arising ouc of the contumacy of the French king,
Robert, who was ultimately brought to submission by the
rigorous infliction of a sentence of excommunication. He
vlied suddenly, and not without suspicion of foul play, 18th
February 999. His siuscessor was Silvester II.

GREGORY VL, pope from 1044 to 1046, who an

Johannes Gratianus had earned a high reputation for learn-

ing and probity, succeeded Benedict IX., having bought

oft' the antipopes Sylvester III. and John XX. lu a council

held by the emperor Henry III. at Sutri, in 1046, he was
accused of simony, and his election was found to have been

informal. This led to his degradation, and was followed

by his withdrawal into Germany, where te died in the

following year (1047). He was succeeded by Clement II.

GREGORY VIL, St, one of the greatest of the Roman
pontiffs, was born about the year 1015 at Soano or Saona,

a small town in Tuscany, where his father, Bonic or Bonizon,

is said to have followed the trade of a carpenter. His own
name, Hildebrand or HeUebrand, is suggestive of a German
extraction ; but of his remoter ancestry nothing is recorded.

His youth was passed at Rome in the monastery of St Mary
on the Aventine, where a relative was at that time prior;

here the archpriest Johannes Gratianus (afterwards Gregory

VI.) was one of his instructors, and the youthful scholar

early attracted the attention of such visitors as Laurentius

of Amalfi and Odilon of Clugny. There is some reason to

believe that, after passing his novitiate in Rome, Hildebrand

removed for some years to the great Burgundian cloister,

at that time under the charge of the last-named ecclesiastic

;

but all the earlier years of his life are involved in consider

able obscurity. In 1046 he became one of the chaplains

of the newly elected pope, Gregory VL, whom he shortly

afterwards accompanied into his German exile ; and on the

death of that pontiff, some two years later, he retired to

Clugny, where his learning and sanctity made a deep im

pression, and where, according to some accounts, he was

ultimately promoted to the office of prior. As a monk of

Clugny he appears to have oftener than once visited the

imperial court for the transaction of ecclesiastical business

;

and in 1049 he is said in a very special way to have come
under the notice of Bruno, bishop of Toul, then on his way
to Rome to take possession of the chair of St Peter, which

he occupied for some years under the title of Leo IX. It

was at Hildebraud's instance that Bruno, who had been

nominated by the emperor merely, consented to refrain from

assuming the pontifical vestments, and to present himself

to the Romans in the garb of a simple pilgrim, until he

should have been elected in a more regular manner. The
ascendency which Hildebrand had thus acquired over this

pope he never afterwards lost ; in 1050 he became cardinal

subdeacon, and in following years he was entrusted with

various missions of great importance, taking also a promi-

nent part in the irapo'rtant synods of Rheims and Mainz,

as well as in those of Rome. On the death of Leo IX. in

1054 the Roman people had signified a desire that the

subdeacon should succeed him ; this honour and responsi-

bility however Hildebrand declined ; but he was one of

three legates who went to Gerrfiany to consult with the

emperor about the choice of a successor. The negotiations,

which lasted eleven months, ultimately issued in the elec

tion of Gebhard of Eichstadt, a relative of the emperor, who
up to that time had followed a distinctly antipapal polic.",

but who, immediately after his reception and consecration

at Rome as Victor II. (13th April 1055), became as entirely

a tool in the hand of Hildebrand as Leo had been. It was

during this pontificate that Hildebrand, as papal legate,

attended the French synods held for the purpose of repres-

sing the heresy of Berengarius. On the election of Pope

Stephen IX. (X. ), Hildebrand was again sent to Germany
to defend the choice before the empress Agnes ; in this

mission, which was ultimately successful, several months

were spent. Again, in 1058, he succeeded in defeating the

hostile party of Benedict X. and in securing the tiara for

Nicholas II.; and once more, in 1061, he successfully

laboured for the election of Alexander IL to the papvi
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ehali. At LngtU, in 1073, on the death of Alexander,

Hildebrand was himself as it were compelled by the tumul-

tuoQS demands of the mob to accept the vacant tiara (22d

April) ; but ho refused to receive consecration until the

sanction of the emperor had been obtained. This did not

arrive for more than a month, although meanwhile he had

been practically exercising many of the papal functions

;

finally, however, he was ordained to the priesthood, and

some days afterwards (30th June) solemnly consecrated

pope by the title of Gregory VIE., a name which he chose

in testimony of his veneration for the memory and character

of his earliest patron, Gregory VI.^ Once firmly established

on the papal throne, Gregory lost no time in giving the

utmost possible practical eflfect to the two leading ideas of

his life, the establishment of the supremacy c'f the papacy

within the church, and the effective assertion of the supre-

macy of the church over the state. In March 1074 a

synod was held in Rome which condemned the simony

that had grown so prevalent throughout the church, and

also enacted the old stringent laws of celibacy which had

become almost a dead letter, especially in Germany and in

the north of Italy ; simoniacal or married priests ' were

declared to be deposed and their priestly functions invalid.

The resistance of the clergy to these decrees was utterly in

vain ;
papal legates, visited every country, and, supported

by the popular voice, compelled submission. At a second

synod held in Rome in February 1075 the decrees of the first

were confirmed, and the-first blow was struck which after-

wards resulted in tlie long protracted wars of investitures.

At that synod it was determined that any ecclesiastic who
in future should accept office from the hands of a layman

incurred tho penalty of deposition, while the secular lord

who bestowed investiture was to be excommunicated. The
decree was aimed immediately at certain German bishops,

Henry's personal adviser.s, but hardly less directly at Henry
himself. The emperor, finding his hands at tho moment
fully occupied with tho suppression of a revolt among the

Saxons, waspolitic enough to conceal his resentment for the

time, and to dismiss his advisers ; but as soon as tho war

had been brought to a close, his defiance found ample expres-

sion. Meanwhile Gregory was nut unopposed even in Italy,

and during the Christmas festivities of 1075 a revolt in

Rome itself was organized by Cenoius, who had placed

himself at the head of those nobles who were opposed to

reform ; the pope, however, had the popular enthusiasm on

his side, and ultimately the insurgents were compelled to

fly. A papal embassy was nest sent, early in 1076, to

Henry at Goslar, citing him to appear personally at Rome
at a council to bo held in the second week of Lent, and

thoro answer for his simony, sacrilege, and oppression.

Henry's rage at this knew no bounds ; ho dismissed tho

legates with insult, and at a diet held at Worms (24th

•January 1076) replied by declaring Gregory deposed on
charges of tyranny, magic, and adultery, by sending noti-

fication of this fact to the Roman cki-jry, and by taking

steps for appointing a successor to the dethroned pontiff.

Gregory now lost no time in excommunicating all the

bishops who had attended the diet of Worms, in solemnly

deposing and excommunicating the emperor, and in absolv-

ing his subjects from their oath of allegiance (22d Febru-
ary 1076). This counter action produced a powerful effect

upon the German princes and people, many of whom had
bod good caupe to resent Henry's tyrannies ; ono by one
the bishops who had announced their withdrawal from
Gregory's obedience now signified their contrition, and at a
diet held atTribur (September 107G) tho election of a new

' Apart from tlic rich )ii.storical associations coiinoctcd with tho
nanie of Gregory, its etymology (from iypiiyupa), 80 suggestive of
siceflesa vigilance, lind probably something to do with Its selection by
thb and so many other popes.

11-'.)

emperor began to be discussed. Resistance being in the

meantiiua impossible, Henry resolved upon humbling him-

self to the utmost; in the dead of winter he set out to

make his submission ; Gregory was in waiting for him at

Canossa, wliere (25th t6 27th January 1077) that famous

penance which Europe has not yet forgotten was imposed

(see vol. X. p. 488). Absolved only on. condition of hid

not assuming the royal dignity till his case had been investi-

gated and decided, Henry had no sooner left the papal

presence than he began to plot his revenge. Throwing him-

self upon the generosity of his Lombard vassals, he took

courage to face the papal excommunication which was
renewed in November 1078 ; and in the wars which ensued

his arms were finally euccessfoL Rudolf of Swabia having

died soon after the battle of Merseburg in 1080, tho

emperor proceeded with a powerful army to escort into

Italy Guibert of Ravenna, who bad been chosen at Brixeti

(June 1080) as Gregory's successor. In three successive

summers the attack* on Rome was renewed, but it was not

until 1084 (March 21) that the treachery of some of the
_

nobles of the city opened the gate to the invader. Gregory

was now at last compelled to take refuge in the castle of

St Angeloj- while Guibert was established on the pontifical

throne as his successfir with the title of Clement III.

After receiving coronation from Clement, Henry determined

to return' at once to Germany, especially as Robert Guiscard

was known to be approaching. Released accordingly by

the arrival of tho Norman duke, Gregory excommunicated

once more both Henry and Clement; but not deeming himself

secure at Rome, where he had reason to know that his power

was ntr longer what it once had been, he in May 1084 placed

himself under Robert's protection at Salerno, where he died.

May' 25, 1085, after a comparatively brief pontificate of not

much more than ten years. His la^t words are reported to

have been, " I have loved righteousness and hated iniquity,

and therefore I die In exile." His festival (duplex) is ob-

served throughout the Roman Church on the anniversary

of his death. His successor was Victor III.

The lifework of Hildebrand njay be thus, summed up in the words

of Sir James Stcj>hcn':— " He found the papacy dependent on the

empire ; he sustained her by alliances almost commensurate with

the Italian peninsula. He foynd the papacy electoral by tho

Roman people and clergy ; ho left it electoral by a college of papal

nomiualiou. He found the emperor the virtual patron of the holy

sec ; he wrested that power from his hands. Ho found the secular

clergy the allies and dependants of the secular power ; he converted

them into the inalienable auxiliaries of his own. Ho found tho

higher ecclesiastics in servitude to tho tcmiioral sovereigns ; ho

delivered them from that yoke to subjugate them to the Roman

tiara. He found the patronage of the church the mere desecrated

spoil and merchandize of princes; he reduced it within the dominioD

of the supremo pontiff. He is celebrated as tho reformer of tho

impure and profane abuses of his ago ; he is more justly entitled

to tho praise of having left tho impress of his own gignnliccharacter

on tho history of all the ages which have succeeded him."

Unlike Gregory the Great, Hildebrand was no author ;
liw

literary remains oie all comprised in eleven books or " Ucgi-iters"

of letters, which liave often been printed. The XX VII diclattis

often, attributed to him are not now regarded ns genuine. Among

the numerous earlier biographies may bo mentioned those of Paul

of Birnriet, Pundulf of Pisa, Nicolas of Aragon, and Cardin.al

VII., 1810), Soltl {(Irc-j.jr Vf .
I'lT), ""^'f"^"""!"'

(f''f
' ' "

Di-slrcbimgm nach dm .-
' •"•''"r Zc<t ISM) r.rr..rer

iPa,Kt armor VII. «. " ^ voh., 1859-01). \ illemam

{llistoire dc. ( "^l'»l> tran.lntion 1 • I'- v.

1874), Lang. I
origincs de la ;..

montant, \iil:„ •'

T^^-
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1870). The cvi nt 1 aro also very fully treated l.y W .

Oiesebrccht in his < r daiUchtn Kaisfr-.rH
,
nnd in other

works. For thoepistlis, .ve i'. ftrcywii r//. r; '

pontif'cia, ace vitt rjusdcm jmntijicis et app

reterum ct rccentiorum mtmuiiiaila perplvri

apotogclica compkcUntti (1877).

. /.
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GREGORY VIII. (Albert de Mora), who as poinl legate

liacl iu 1172 attended the council of Avranohes, wliich

absolved Henry II. of England from the guilt' of the

"murder of Thomas h Beckett, was consecrated pope in

room of Urban IU, October 25th, 1187, and died of fever

on December Nth of the same year. Clement IIL was

Lis successor.

GEEGORY IX., pope from 1227 to 1241, the suc-

cessor of Uonorius III., fully inherited the traditions

of Gregory VII. and of his uijcle Innocent IIL, and
zealously gave himself up to the perpetuation of their

policy. Ons of the first acts of his pontificate was
to suspend the emperor Frederick IL, then lying sick

Bt Otranto, for dilatoriness ia carrying out his promised

crusade ; the suspension was followed by excommunica-
tion and threats of deposition after Frederick had written

to the sovereigns of Europe complaining of his treat-

ment. A consequent invasion of the patrimony of St

Peter at the instance of Frederick in 122S having proved

unsuccessful, the emperor was constrained to give m his

'submission and beg for absolution. Although peace was
thus secured (August 1230) for a season, the Roman people

were far from satisfied; driven by a revolt from his own
capital in July 1232, the pope was compelled to take refuge

at Anagni and invoke the aid of Frederick. A new out-

break of hostility led to a fresh excommunication of the

emperor in 1239, and to a prolonged war which was only

terminated by the death of Gregory (August 22, 1241).

This pope, who was a remarkably skilful and learned

lawyer, caused" to be prepared in 1234 the well known
A'ova Compilatio Deci-etalium, printed at Mainz in 1473.
He it was who canonized Saints Elizabeth, Dominic, and
Antony of Padua, and also Francis of Assisi, of whom he
had been a personal friend. His encroachments upon the

rights of the English Church during the ignominious reign

of Henry III. are well known; but similar attempts against

the liberties of the national church of France only served

to call forth the celebrated Pragmatic Sanction of St Louis.

Gregory IX. was succeeded by Celes^ine IV.

GREGORY X., pope from 12n tij 1276, succeeded
Clement IV. after the papal chair had been three years

vacant; his election occurred while he was engaged in a
pilgrimage to Saint Jean-d'Acre. On his arrival at Rome
liis first act was to summon the council which met at Lyons
in 1274 for the purpose of considering the Eastern schism,

the condition of the Holy Land, and the abuses of the

Catholic Church. It was while returning from that council

that he died at Arezzo on the 10th of January 1276. To
him is due the bull which, subsequently incorporated into

the code of canon law, continues to regulate all conclaves'

for papal elections. He was succeeded by Innocent V.

GREGORY XL (Pierre Roger de Beaufort), pope from
1370 to 1378, born in Limousin in 1336, succeeded
Urban V. in 1370 as one of the Avignon popes. During
his pontificate vigorous measures were taken against the
" heresies " which had broken out in Germany, England,
and other parts cf Europe; a sincere effort was also

made to bring about a reformation in the various
monastic orders. The nineteen propositions of Wick-
liffe and the thirteen articles of the " Sachsenspicgel

"

were formally condemned by him in 1373. His energy-

was largely stimulated by the stirring words of Catherine
of Siena (see vol v. p. 231), to whom in particular the
transference of the papal see back to Italy, January 27,

1377, was almost entirely due. He did not long survive

this removal, dying on March 27, 1378. His successor

was Urban VI., but the antipojle Clement VTL also received
much support, and the schism lasted forty years.

GREGORY XII. (Angelo Corario or Corraro), pope
from 1406 to 1409, born at Venice about 1326, suc-

ceeded Innocent VII. on 30th Novemlier 1400, having

been chosen at Rome by a conclave consisting of oulv

fifteen cardinals, under the express condition thi-t, should

Benedict XIIL of Avignon renounce all claim to the

papacy, he also would renounce his, so that a fresh

election might be made by° the no longer divideci church.

Along with Benedict he was deposed by the cmncil of

Pisa, in March 1409 as schismatical, heretical, }/erj>ired,

and scandalous ; but it was not till after the ccuncil of

Constance had set aside John XXIII. (1415) that through

liis ambassador he formally renounced the title and dignity

of lawful pope. The rest of his life was spent in peaceful

obscurity as cardinal-bishop of Porto and legate of the mark

of Ancona. He died October IS, 1417, having been suc-

ceeded in 1409 by Alexander V.

GREGORY XIII. (Ugo Buonccunpagno), pope from

1572 to 1585, was born February 7, 1502, at Bologna,

where he studied law and graduated in 1530, and ailes-

wards taught jurisprudence for some years, Alexander

Farnese and Charles Borromeo being among his pupils.

At the age of thirty-six he was summoned to Eonie bj'

Paul IIL. under whom he held successive appointments

as first judge of the capital, abbreviatcr,. and vice-chan-

cellor of the campagna ; by Paul IV. he was attached as

datarius to the suite of Cardinal Carafa ; and by Pjus IV.

he was createdi cardinal priest and sent to the oooncil of

Trent. On the deatli of Pius V. in May 1572, the choice

of the conclave fell upon Buoncompagno, who assumed

the name of Gregory XIIL His intervention in the

affairs ot tsriiain through Ireland, and by means of his tool

Philip IL, and also the league which he sought to cemert

against France (the massacre of the St Bartholomew h>"?

taken place in September 1572), are matters which belocjr-

to the history of those countries. In order, to raise fun???,

for these and similar objects, he confiscated a large propor-

tion of the houses and properties throughout the states ofi

the church,—a measure which enriched his treasury, indeed,

for a time, but by alienating the great body of the nobility

and gentry, revived old factions, created new ones, and

ultimately plunged his temporal dominions into a state

bordering upon anarchy. Such was the position of matters

at the time of his death, which took place on. the lOth

of April 1585! He was a. liberal patron of the Jesuit

order, for which he founded many new colleges ; the new
and greatly improved edition of the Coijnis jii'ris canonici

was also due to his care ; but the work with which the

name of Gregory XIIL is most intimately and honourably

associated is that of the reformation of the calendar, which

has been already described under that heading (voL iv. n.

671). Gregory XIIL was succeeded by Sixtus V.

GREGORY XIV. (Niccolo Sfondrato), pope from 1590
to 1591, a native of Cremona, succeeded Urban VIL, 5th

December 1590. As a monk he Lad been eminent fox

the decency and sobriety of his life ; but his brief pontificate

was marked by no important occurrence,, except that, in-

stigated by the king of Spain and the duke of Mayenne, he
excommunicated Henry IV. of France, declaring him, as a

heretic and persecutor, to be deprived of his drmiuions,

and. also levied an army for the invasion of France. The'

history of that country records how this proceeding was
regarded alika by clergy, parliament, and peojile. The
biographers mention as a curious personal trait oi Gregory;

XIV. a nervons tendency to lau^xttsr which, oci.^onally

became irresistible, and which manifested itsell' even aC

his coronation. He was succeeded by Innocent.CX
GEEGORY XV. (Alessandro Ludovisio), pope from

1021 to 1023, born at Bologna in 1554, succeeded Paul

V. on the 9th of February 1621, Beyond assisting the

German emperor agr.inst the Protestants, and the king of

Pola-nd against the Turks, lie interfered little in EurooedO.
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politics. He was a learned divine and manifested a

reforming spirit ; and his pontificate was marked by the

cmonization of St Theresa, Francis Xavier, Ignatius

Loyola, and Philip Neri. He died on the 18th of July

1G23, and was succeeded by Urban VIII.

GREGORY XVL (Bartolommeo Alberto Cappellari),

pope from 1831 to 1816, was born at Belluno on

September 18, 17 05, and at an early age entered the

order of the Camaldoli, among whom he rapidly gained

distinction for his theological and linguistic acquirements.

His first appearance before a wider public was in 1799,

when he published against the Italian Janseuists a con-

troversial work entitled Trionfo delta Santa Sede, which,

besides passing through several editions in Italy, was

translated into several European languages. In 1800 he

became a member of the Academy of the Catholic

Religion, founded -by Pius VII., to which he contributed

a number of memoirs on thecJlogical and philosophical

questions. When Pius-' VII. was carried off from Rome
in 1809, Cappellari withdrew to the monastery of San
Michele at Murano, near Venice, and in 1814, with some

other members of his order, he removed to Padua ; but

Boon after the restoration of the pope he was recalled

to Rome, where he received successive appointments as

vicar-general of the Camaldoli, councillor of the Inquisi-

tion, prefect of the Propaganda, and examiner of bishops.

In March 1825 he was created cardinal by Leo XII., and

shortly afterwards was entrusted with an important mission

to adjust a concordat regarding the interests of the Catholics

of Belgium and the Protestants of Holland. On the 2d
February 1831 he was, after sixty-four days' conclave,

unexpectedly chosen to succeed Pius VIII. in the papal

chair. The revolution of 1830 had just inflicted a severe

blow on the ecclesiastical party in France, and it seemed
as if similar disasters to the papal cause were imminent in

other parts of Europe, when Gregory XVI. entered upon
his fifteen years' pontificate. Almost the first act of the

ii^yi Government of France was to unfurl the tricolor at

Ancona ; and the immediate effect was to throw all Italy,

and particularly the Papal States, into a state of excitement

such as seemed to call for strongly repressive measures. In

the coursa of the struggle which ensued, the temporal reign

of Gregory was marked accordingly by fexecutions, banish-

ments, imprisonments, to an extent which makes it im-

possible for the candid reader to absolve him from the

charges of cruelty and bigotry which were so frequently

raised at the time. The embarrassed financial condition in

which he left the States of the Church also makes it doubt-

ful how far his lavish expenditure in architectural and
engineering works, and his magnificent patronage of learn-

ing in the hands of Mai, Mezzofanti, and others, were for

the real benefit of his subjects. The years of his pontificate

were marked by the steady development and diffusion of

those ultramontane ideas which were ultimately formulated

under the presidency of his successor Pius IX. by the

council of the Vatican. He died 1st June 1846.

GREGORY, St, the Illitminator (in Armenian Gregor
Lusarovilch, in Greek Gregorios Phoster oc Photisles), the

founder and patron saint of the Armenian Church, was
bom about 257 a.d. Ho belonged to the royal race of the

Arsacides, being the son of a certain Prince Anak, who
assassinated Chosroes of Armenia, and thus brought ruin

on himself and his family. His mother's name was Okoho,
and the Armenian biographers tell how the first Christian

influence ho received was at the time of his conception,

which took place near the monument raised to the memory
of the holy apostle Thaddeus. Educated by a Christian

nobleman, Euthalius, in Caesarea in Cappadocia, Gregory
sought, when ho came to man's estate, to introduce the

ChriBtian doctrino into hia native land. At that time

Tiridates I., a son of Chosroes, sat on the throne, and, inSa-

enced partly it may be by the fact that Gregory was tbe
son of his father's enemy, he subjected him to much cnxd
usage, and imprisoned him for fourteen years. It would
he useless to relate the various forms of torture which tht
orthodox accounts represent the saint to have endured witb-
out permanent hurt ; almost any one of his twelve trials

would have been certain death to an ordinary mortah Bdt
vengeance and madness fell on the king, and at lengtfa

Gregory was called forth from his pit to restore his royal

persecutor to reason by virtue of hia saintly intercession-

The cause of Christianity was now secured; king and princes

and people vied with each other in obedience to Gregory's

instruction, and convents, churches, and schools were estab-

lished. Gregory in 302 received consecration as patriacdti

of Armenia from Leontius of Caesarea, and in 318 he
appointed his son Aristax to be his successor. About 33

L

he withdrew to a cave in the mountain Sebuh in the pt»-

vince of Daranalia in Upper Armenia, and there he died s.

few years afterwards unattended and unobserved. Wliot
it was discovered that he was dead his corpse was removed
to the village of Thordanum or Thortan. The remains of

the saint were scattered far and near in the reign of Zeno.

His head is said to be now in Italy, his right hand al

Etchmiadzin, and his leit at Sis. It is almost imposmfaie

to get at Gregory's real personality through the tan^eA
growth of ecclesiastical legend ; but he would appear te

have possessed some of that consideration for expediency

which is so frequently of service to the reformer. WHIb
he did his best to undermine their system, he left tfae

pagan priests in enjoyment of their accustomed revenoesi.

A number of homilies, possibly spurious, several prayers, rbS.

about thirty of the canons of the Armenian Cliuixh are ascribed,**

Gregory. The homilies appeared for the first time in a work called.

Haschachaparlum at Constantinople in 1737 ; a century afterwards*

Greek translation was published at Venice by the Mekhiterists ; kuA
they have since been edited in German by J. M. Schmid (Ratislxm,

1872). The original authorities for Gregory's life are Agathangeloifc

whose Eislonj of TiridaUi was published by the Mekhitariste IB

1835; Moses of Chorene, Hisloria: Annenica:; and Simeon Meta-
phrastes. A Life of Gregory by the yartabed Matthew, publinkiA

m Armenian at Veniee in 1749, was translated into English ly
Rev. S. C. Malan, 1868. See also Bonucci, Isloria dells ^dm
di S. Oregorio, 1717 ; Neumann, GescK der Anncnischen LiUratia^

1835; and Dulaurier, Mist, dcs dogmes, d-c, de Viglise AnneniatMe,

1859.

GREGORY, St, of Naztanzus, surnamed Theolocc^
one of the four great fathers of the Eastern Church, was bora

about the year 329 a.d., at or near Nazianzus, Cappadocia.

His father, also named Gregory, a convert from HypaisfiBi-

anism, had 'lately become bishop of the diocese ; hia mot&Mr

Nonna, an eminently pious woman, by whom ho wos def-
eated to the service of God from his birth, appears t»BMiB

exercised a powerful influence over the religious conTMlft**

of both father and son. In pursuit of a moro libcrar cnA

extended culture than could be procured in the insigniticai*

town of Nazianzus, Gregory visited successively the tw»
Csesareas, Alexandria, and Athens, as a student of gmmmaiv
mathematics, rhetoric, and philosophy ; at tlio lost-naimd

seat of learning, where he prolonged his stay until ho laiA

entered his thirtieth year, he enjoyed the society and frieml-

ship of Basil, who afterwards became tijo famous bishop «<

Caesarea ; the prince Julian, destined soon aftorwards l»

play so prominent a part in the world's history, was liam ai

fcllow-stndent Shortly after his return to his father's hooae

at Nazianzus (about the year 300) Gregory received bap-

tism, and renewed hia dedication to the service of roIigioB;;

he still continued, however, for .some time, and indeed macs
or less throughout hia whole life, in n fitoto of hcsitati«Wk

as to the form which that service ought to take. Strong^
inclined by nature and education to o contcmpIativB UEbt

spent among books and in the society of congenial frienA,

ho was yet continually urged by outward circumstancM^
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and doubtless also by some inward call, to active pastoral 1

iabour. The spirit of refined intellectual monasticism, I

which clung to him through life and never ceased to struggle
'

for the ascendency, was about that time strongly encouraged
by his intercourse with Basil, who was then- revelling in the

«salted pleasures of his retirement in Pontus ; the prepara-

tion of the ^i/VoKoXio, a sort of chrestomathy compiled by
the two friends from the writings of Origen, belongs to this

period. But the events which were at that time stirring

the political and ecclesiastical life of Cappadocia, and indeed
of the whole Roman world, made a career of learned leisure

difficult if not impossible to a man of Gregory's position

and temperament. The emperor Constantius, having by a
course of artful intrigue and intimidation succeeded in

thrusting a semi-Arian fonnula upon the Western bishops

assembled at Ariminum in Italy, had next attempted to fol-

low the same course with the Eastern episcopate. The aged
bishop of Nazianzus having yielded to the imperial threats,

a great storm arose among the monks of the diocese, which
was only quelled by the influence of the younger Gregory,
who shortly afterwards (about 361) was ordained to the

priesthood. After a vain attempt to evade his new duties

and responsibilities by flight, he appears to have continued

to act as a presbyter in his father's diocese without inter-

ruption for some considerable time ; and it is probable that

his two Invectives against Julian are to be assigned to this

period. Subsequently (about 372), under a pressure which
he somewhat resented, he allowed himself to be nominated
by Basil as bishop of Sasima, a miserable little village some
-32 miles from Tyana ; but he seems hardly, if at all, to

have assumed the duties of this diocese, for after another

interval of " flight " we find him once more (about 372-3)
at Nazianzus, assisting his aged father, on whose death

(374) he retired to Seleucia in Isauria for a period of some
years. Meanwhile a more important field for his activities

was opening up. Towards 378-9 the small and depressed

remnant of the orthodox party in Constantinople sent him
an urgent summons to undertake the task of resuscitating

the catholic cause, so long persecuted and borne down by
the Arians of the capital With the accession of Theodosius

to the imperial throne, the prospect of success to the N icene

doctrine had da.wned, if only it could find some cour-

ageous and devoted champion. The fame of Gregory as a

Jearned and eloquent disciple of Origen, and still more of

Athanasius, pointed him out as such a defender ; nor could

he resist the appeal made to him, although he took the step

sorely against his will Once arrived in Constantinople,

he laboured so zealously and well that the orthedos party

jspeedily gathered strength ; and the small apartment in

which they had been accustomed to meet was soon ex-

changed for a vast and celebrated church which received

the significant name of Anastasia, the Church of the Resur-

jectibn. Among the hearers of Gregory were to be found,

not only churchmen like Jerome and Evagrius, but also

heretics and heathens ; and it says much for the sound

•wisdom and practical tact of the preacher that from the

outset he set himself less to build up and defend a doctrinal

position than to urge his flock to the cultivation of the loving

Christian spirit which cherishes higher aims than mere heresy

hunting or endless disputation. Doctrinal, nevertheless, he

was, as is abundantly shown by the famous five discourses

on the Trinity, which earned for him the distinctive appel-

lation of ^eoXoyos {OeoXoyM being here used in the stricter

-sense to designate the doctrine of Christ's divinity, as distin-

guished from oiKoi'o/ii'a, which denotes the doctrine of His

.incarnation). He continued to labour in the Eastern capital

till the arrival of Theodosius, and the visible triumph of

the orthodox cause ; the metropolitan see was then con-

ferred upon him, and after the assembling of the second

ajcumenical council in 381 he received consecration from

Meletius. In consequence, however, of a spiritof discoid
and envy which had manifested itself in connexioa with
this promotion, he soon afterwards, in an oration, not
without some bitterness of tone, resigned his dignity, and
withdrew into comparative retirement. The rest of his
days were spent partly at Nazianzus, where he appears still

to have mixed himself in ecclesiastical affairs, and partly
on tis patrimonial estate at Arianzus, where he devoted
himself to his favourite literary pursuits, and especially .to

poetical composition, until his death, which occurred in 389
or 390. His festival is celebrated in the Eastern Church
on January 25tb and 30th, in the Western on 9th May
(duplex).

His extant works consist of poems, epistles, and orations. 'J'he
poems, whicli include epigrams, elegies, and an autobiographical
sketch, have been frequently printed, the editio princcps beii;g the
Aldine (1504). Other editions are those of Tollius (1696) and
Muratori (1709); a volume of Carmfna Selccla also has been edited
by Dronke (1840). The tragedy entitlej xP'ffTbs Tria-x<iy usually
included is certainly not gennine. Of Gregory's poetry there is

not much to be said. His best energies were not devoted to it; it

was adopted in his later years as a recreation rather than as a
serious pursuit ; thus it is occasionally delicate, graphic, bcantiful,
as could not fail to be the case with a writer of fiis culture and
power, but it is not sustained. Of the hymns none have passed
into ecclesiastical use. The letters. are entitled to a higher place in
literature. They are always easy and .natural ; and there is nothing
forced in the manner in which their acute, witty, and profound
sayings are introduced. As an orator he is held to have surpassed
all his contemporaries " in the purity of his words, the nobleness
of his expressions, the ornaments of his discourse, the variety of
his figures, the justness of his comparisons, the beanty of his
reasonings, and the sublimity of his thoughts." Thus, though
Sossessed neither of Basil's gift of goverament nor of Gregory of
yssa's power of speculative thought, he worthily takes a piace in

that triumvirate of Cappadocians whom the Catholic Church grate-
fully recognizes as having been, during the critical struggles in the
latter half of the 4th centurj-, the best defenders of its faith. The
Opera Omnia were first published by Hervagius (Basel, 1550); the
subsequent editions have been those of Billius (Paris, 1609, 1611

;

aacta ex mterpretatione Morclli, 1630), of the Benedictines (begun in

1773, but inteiTupted by the French Revolution and not completed
until 1840, Caillan being the final editor), ajid of lligne.

Scr.ttered notices of the life of Grepoi-y Xazianzen tire to be fotind In ih9
WTiiinffs of Socrates, Sozomen, Theodoret, and Rufinus, as well as in his own
iettei 3 and poems. The data derived from these sources do not always hannonlze
with the account of Suidas. The earfier modem authoiities. such as TiUemont
Ofcnu Eccl^ L Ix.) and Leclerc ifiift. Vnii\, I. xviii.) have heen made use of by
Gibbon In his bncf but able sketch of this father. . Among recent monogi-aphs
may be mentione'l those of Ullraann '^Oregoriui von Kaziam, der Theolo<ji^ 1626;

En,e. transl. by O. F. Cox, M.A., \S^V. Denoil (fi Qre'joire de Saiiame; sa vie^

tes isuvres^ (I son epootif, 1S77), and Montaut (Rerue critique de quelquts giteitiont

hUtoHques se rapportant it St Origoire de yaiiame, 1879), *

GREGORY, St, of Nyssa, one of the great Cappadocians,

and designated by one of the later oecumenical councils as

" a father of fathers," was a younger brother of St Basil,

and was born (probably) at NeocKsarea about 331 a.d.

For his education, which was the best that could be got at

that time, he appears to have been chieily indebted to his

elder brother. At a comparatively early age he entered the

church, and held for some time the office of anagnost or

reader ; subsequently he manifested a desire to devote him-

self to the secular life as a rhetorician; but this impulse was

checked by the earnest remonstrances of Gregory N:.zianzen.

Finally, in 371 or 372 he was ordained by his brother

Basil to the bishopric of Nyssa, a small town in Cappadocia.

Here he is usually said (but on inadequate data) to have

adopted the opinion then gaining ground in favour of the

celibacy of the clergy, and to have separated from hie

wife Theosebia, who became a deaconess in the church.

His strict orthodoxy on the subject of the Trinity and the

Incarnation, together with his vigorous eloquence, combined

to make Jiim peculiarly obnoxious to the Arian faction,

which was at that time in the ascendant through the pro-

tection of the emperor Valens; and in 375, on the ground

of alleged irregularities in his election, and in the adminia:

tration of the finances of his diocese, he was driven into

exile, whence he did not return till the publication of the

edict of Gratian in 378. Shortly afterwards he took part
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in the proceedings of the synoil wliich met at Antioch in

Caria, principally in connexion with tbe Meletian schism.

At the great oecumenical council held at Constantinople in

381, he was a conspicuous champion of the orthodox faith
;

according to Nicephorus, indeed, the additions made to

the Nicene creed were entirely due to his suggestion, but

this statement is of doubtful authority.- That his eloquence

was highly appreciated is shown by the facts that he pro-

nounced the discourse at the consecration of Gregory of

Nazianzus, and that ho was chosen to deliver the funeral

oration on the death of Meletius the first president of the

council. In the following year, moreover (382), he was

commissioned by the council to inspect and set in order the

churches of Arabia, in connexion with which mission he

also visited Jerusalem. The impressions he gathered from

this journey may, in part at least, be gathered from his

famous letter De Euntibus literosolyma, in which an opinion

strongly unfavourable to pilgrimages is expressed. In 383

he was probably again in Constantinople ; where in 385 he

pronounced the funeral orations of the princess Pulcheria

and afterwards of the empress Placilla. Once more wo
read of him in 391 as having been present in that metro-

polis at the synod held under the presidency of Nectarius

to settle a controversy which had arisen among the bishops

of Arabia; in the same year he assisted at the consecration of

the fine new church of the apostles at Chalcedon, on which
occasion there is reason to believe that his discourse com-
monly but wrongly known as that ui r^v iavTov ^feiparoviav

TC.13 delivered. The exact date of his death is unknown

;

some authorities refer it to 39G, others to 400. His festival

is observed by the Greek Church on January 10th; in the

Western martyrologies he is commemorated on March 9Ui,

Gregory of Nyssa is generally admitted to have excelled both his

brother Basil and Gregory of Nazianziis alike ia the natural vigour
of his intellect and in the v/ide extent of his acquirements. His
teaching though strictly trinitarian, shows considerable freedom and
originality of thought; in many points his mental and .spiritual

affinities with Origeu show themselves with advantage ; thougli in
one particular—namely, in his doctrine of iwoKaTatrTatrt! or final

restoration—his views have since been repudiated by the orthodox.
His style lias been frequently praised by competent anthoiities for

Bweetness, richness, and elegance. His numerous works may be
classified under five heads:—(1.) Treatises in doctrinal and polemical
theology. Of these the most important is that Against Eunomma
in twelve hooks. Its doctrinal thesis (which is supported with
great philosophic acumen and rhetorical power) is the divinity and
consubitantiality of tlie Word; incidentally the chamcter of Basil,

which Eunomius had aspersed, is vindicated, and the heretic him-
self is held up to scoru and contempt. This is the work which,
most probably in a Shorter draft, was read by its autlior when at

Constantinople before Gregory Nazianzcn and Jerome in 381
(Jerome, Da Fir. III., 128). To the same class belong the treatise

To Ablavius, against the trithcists ; Oil Faith, against the Arians

;

On Common Notions, in explanation of the terms in current
employment with regard to the Trinity ; Ten Syllogi^ns, against
the Manichajans; To Theophiltis, against the Apollinarians; an
AntirrJulic against the same ; Against Fate, a, disputation with
a heathen philosopher ; the Oratio Catcclutica Magna ; and the
iwXogaa De Anima ct ilcsurrcctione. (2.) Practical treatises. To
this category belong the tracts On Virginily and On Pilgrimages;
OS also the Canonical Epistle upon the rules of penance. (3.) Ex-
pository and homilctical works, including the Ifcxai'mcron, and
several scries of discourses On the Workmanshij) of Man, On the

Inscriptions of the Psalms, On the Sixth Psalm, On the first three

Cluipters of Ecelcsiastcs, On Canticles, On the Lord's Prayer, and On
the EiglU Beatitudes. (4. ) Biographical, consisting; cliielly of fnnoral
orations. (5.) Letters. The only complete editions of the whole
works are those by Fronton le Due (Fronto Ductus, Paris, 1615;
with additions, 1618 and 1638) and by Migne. Of the new edition
projected by F. Oehlcr only the first volume, contiining the Opera
Dogmatica, has appeared (1865). There Iiavo been numerous
editions of several single treatises, as for c«amj>lo of the Oratio
Caleehclica, Dc Preeatione, and De Anima et Rcsurrectione. See
the monograph hy Rupp {Grcgors, dcs Bischofs ron Nyssa, Leben
und Mi-iuungen, Leipaic, 183-1), and comparn llevns [DispiUatio
historico-thcologica dc dreg. Nyss., 1835), Holler (dn-ijorii Kyss.
doctrinam de hominis natnra et illustravit et cum Origcniana cam-
inravit, 1854), and Stigler, Die Psychologic dca h. Oregon von
Nytsa (Itatisbon, 1867).

GREGORY, St, surnamed in later ecclesiastical traditioa
TuAUMATURGUS (the miracle-worker), was born of noblo and
wealthy heathen parents at Neoc:esarea, towards the begin-
ning of the 3d century of the Christian era. His original
name was Theodorus. Destined by his parents for the bar.
ho studied civil law at Athens, Alexandria, and Berjtas,
it is said; he afterwards (about 231) accompanied his sister
to Ctesarea in Talestine, where he became the pupil and
finally the convert of Origen. In returning to Cappadocitt
some five years after his conversion, it had been his origina!
intention to live a retired ascetic life (Euseb., //. E., vf.

30) ; but this wish he was not permitted to gratify. Urged
by Origen, and at last almost compelled by Phxdimns oC
Amasia, his metropolitan, neither of whom was willing U*
see so much learning, piety, and masculine energy practi-

cally lost to the church, he, after many attempts to evade
the dignity, was consecrated bishop of his native towre
(about 240). His episcopate, which lasted some thirty
years, was characterized by great zeal, and by so mucA
success that, according to the (doubtless somewhat rhetori-

cal) statement of Gregory of Nyssa, whereas at the outset
of his labours there were only seventeen Christians in the
city, there were at his death only seventeen persons itt

all who had not embraced Christianity. This result he
achieved in spite of the Decian persecution (250), during
which he had felt it to be his duty to absent himself froia

his diocese, and notwithstanding tlac demoralizing effects of
an irruption of barbarians who laid waste the diocese ia
2G0. Gregory, although he has not always escaped the
charge of Sabellianism, now holds an undisputed place
among the fathers of the church; and although the turn of
his mind was practical rather than speculative, he is known
to have taken an energetic part in most of the doctrinal

controver.sies of his time. Ho was active at the synods of
Antioch which investigated and condemned the heresies of
Paul ; and the rapid spread in Pontus of a Trinitarianisna

approaching the Nicene type is attributed in largo measure
to the weight of his influence. Gregory is believed to have
died in the reign of Aurelian, about the year 270, thougli

some accounts place his death six years earlier. His festival

(semiduplex) is observed by the Church of Rome on the
17th of November. For the facts of his biography out
earliest and best authority is the Life or rather Punegijiic

by Gregory of Ny.<;sa ; but there are also incidental notice?

of him in the writings of Basil tho Great. Both these
writers represent him as having wrought miracles of a very
startling description ; but nothing related by them comcA
near the astounding narratives given in the Martyrologiesy
or even in the Breviariiim Eomanum, in connexion with
his name.

The principal works of Gregorj" Tliaumaturgus are the I'anegyri-
cus in Origcnem {th 'npiyt'fny iraftiyvpiKhs xiyo^), which he wrote
when on the point of leaving, tho school of tlint great master; &.
Mctajihrasis in Ecciesiasten, characterized by Jeromu as " sliort bnt
useful"; and an Epistola Canonica, which treats of tho disriplino ta
be undergone by those Christians who under pressure of pei-seculion
had relapsed into paganism, but desired to bo restored to the privi-
leges of the church. An Erpositio Fiila, usually attributed to
Gregory, and traditionally alleged to have been received by Iiint

immediately in vision from the apostle John himself, is of doubt-
ful authenticity. There have been several editions of tlio works of
this father; of these may bo mentioned that of Gerard Voss, in
Greek and Latin (Mainz, lt30<); the Paris edition nf '•"i

that contained in the third volumo of G.illnnd's yJi'Wi'i

(Paris, 1788). They arc also to be found in ft Latin i! i

Migne's Palr'ologia Qrtcca, vol. vii. A soparoto re|iiint of tin-

Panegyricia in Origenem was published by licngel in 1722. Thr
life of Gregory has been written by Pallovicini (Rome, MiH) and
by Boyo (Jeii.i, 1703).

GREGORY, St, ok Tonus (r. 540-594), historian of
the Frankn, was born at Clermont, Auvcrgnc, not earlier

than 539 and not Inter than 543 A.n. Ifo was tho
youngest •son of Florcutius, a provincial senator, and head
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at one of the oldest and most powerful Cliristian families

in the country ; at his baptism he received the name of

Qeorge, that of Gregory not having been assumed until his

consecration at least thirty years afterwards. He received

&is education under the superintendence of his uncle Gallus,

afc that time bishop of Clermont, and afterwards under

Avitus, who succeeded to that see. Having been ordained

a deacon on attaining the canonical age, the youthful

Cfeorgius Florentius for a time attended in some ecclesiasti-

cal capacity the court of Sigebert of Austrasia ; and when

ia 573 a vacancy occurred in the see of Tours, which had

been occupied by many of his kindred, his reputation for

piety and wisdom led to his being immediately designated

as a suitable successor to that bishopric. Circumstances

soon occurred which brought into great prominence his

peculiar fitness for this post ; first in 573, when Guntran
!£ad taken refuge from Chilperic in the sanctuary of St

Martin, and afterwards in 577, when Pretestatas of Eouen
bad been unjustly condemned by the rest of his brethren.

T3ie firmness and courage which he showed on these and
other occasions brought upon him the bitter hostility of the

strong-minded Queen Fredegond, who caused him to be sum-
Hujued before a council at Braine on a charge of treason, of

which, however, he was acquitted. In 581 he took a lead-

iBg part in adjusting that arrangement between Chilperic

and Childebert which gave peace to France for many years.

During the later years of his life he used his political influ-

ence and prestige, which were now immense, with singular

Hjselfishuess and judgment in the interest alike of his

diocese and of the whole country. He died at Tours on

the 17th of November 594, and subsequently attained the

IsDoours of beatification and canonization, his day in the

ealendac (semiduplex) being November 17th.

Of Ilia wi'itings, besides the Mistoria Francorum iu ten books, we
paases3 a treatise Dc Miraculis in seven books, containing the
Biiracles of Christ and his apostles, those of Julian, of Martin, and
also of others. Other treatises which he mentions have perished.
Tbe Se iliraculis appears to have occupied him at intervals during
Che whole of his prelacy ; of the Historia Francorum heis supposed
to have written as far as to about tlie middle of the iifth book by
577 ; the eighth book was completed before 5S5, and the tenth about
591, the epilogue being of still later date. This work, which gives
degory of Tours a just title to be called the father of French
Vatory, has no pretensions to elegance or even grammatical
jiBcnraey of style, it is wholly uncritical, and betrays in every page
"tte prejudice and ignorance of the age to which it belongs. But it

is honestly and truthfully written from the point of view of one
"whose avowed intention was to trace "the w.irs of kings with
hostile nations, of martyrs with pagans, of churches with heretics;"
and as an original source for the period of 174 years which it covers
it is still, notwithstanding the unfavourable judgment which
<IibT)on has expresstd, invaluable.

The edition of the works of Gregory of Tours, which appeared at
Kuis in 1511-12, has been entirely superseded by that of Kuinart
<(Rm.s, 1699). It includes the not very valuable life of the saint
Iq'Odo. The 71st volume of Migne's Palrolo'jy adds to a reprint
of Hninart an Historia Septem jDorviicniium, which is sometimes
(bat improperly) attributed to Gregory. Translations by Bonnet,
Guizot, and others into French have been frequently reprinted; a
fierman version appeared at Wiirzburg in 1847-49 ; it was followed
By Giesebrecht's in 1851. See Kries, Dc Greg. Tut. episc. vita el

aarzpiis (Breslau, 1839); Lbbell, G-regor v. Tours u. seine Zcit
IpBreslau, 1839; 2d ed. Leipsic, 1869); and au article iu the
•Xanoires dp. I'Academie, t. xxvi.

GREGORY, the name of a Scottish family, many mem-
aars of w^hich attained high eminence in various depart-
ments of science, sixteen having held professorships. Of the
Jiiost distinguished of their number a notice is given below.

I. David Geegoey (1628-1720), eldest son of the Rev.
John Gregory of Drumoak, Aberdeenshire, was born in

{628. For some time he was connected with a mercantile
fonse in Holland, but on succeeding to the family estate of

Kinardio he returned to Scotland, and occupied most of his

tfee in scientific pursuits, freely giving his poorer neigh-

iMtata the benefit of his medical skill. He is said to have
•Mfieu the first Dossessor of a Varometer in the north of

Scotland; and on account of Els success by means of it in
predicting changes in the weather, he was accused of witch-
craft before the presbytery of Aberdeen, but he succeeded
in convincing that body of his innocence. He died in 1720.

II. James Geegoey (1638-1675), the author of import-
ant discoveries in mathematics and optics, younger brother
of the preceding, was born in 1638. He was educated at
the grammar school of Aberdeen and at Marischal College
of that city. At an early period he manifested a strong
inclination and capacity for mathematics and kindred
sciences ; and before completing his twenty-third year hu
published his famous treatise Optica Promota, in which he
made known his great invention the Gregorian reflecting

telescope. About 1 665 he went to the university of Padua,
where he studied for some years, and in 1667 published
Vera Cirmli et Hyperboles Quaclratura, in which he pro-

pounded his method of an infinitely converging series for

the areas of the circle and hyperbola. In the following

year he published also at Padua Geometries Fars Umverscdis,

in which he laid down a series of rules for the transmutation
of curves and the measurement of their solids of revolution.

On his return to England in this year he was elected a
member of the Royal Society ; ia the following year he
became professor of mathematics in the university of St
Andrews; and in 1674 ho was transferred to the chair of

mathematics in Edinburgh. In October 1675, while show-

ing the satellites of the planet Jupiter to some of his students

through one of his telescopes, he was suddenly struck with

blindness ; and he died a few days afterwards at the early

age of thirty-seven.

Besides the works already mentioned Gregory is the author of

Exercitationes Gemnetricce, 1668, and, it is alleged, of a satirical

tract entitled The Great and New Art of IVcighiiig Vanity, intended
to ridicule certain fallacies of a contemporary writer on hj'draulics,

and published at Glasgow in 1672, professedly by "Patrick Matliers,

archbeadle of the university of St Andrews.

"

III. David Geegoey (1661-1708), nephew of the pre-

ceding and son of the David Gregory above mentioned,

was born iu Aberdeen in 1661. He was educated partly

in his native city and partly in Edinburgh, where at the

age of twenty-three he became professor of mathematics.

In 1691 he was appointed Savilian professor of astronomy

at Oxford, an ofiice which he hel* till his death in 1708.

His principal works are Exereitatio Geometrica de dimciir

sione figurarum {\Q?>i),^Catoj)lricee et Dioptricce Sphcericce

Elemenla (1695), and Asironomice PhysiccB et Geometricce

Elementa (1702),—the last a work highly esteemed by
Newton, of whose system it is an illustratiou and a defence.

A Treatise on Practical Geometry which he left in manu-

script was translated from the Latin and published in 1745.

He was succeeded in the chair of mathematics in Edin-

burgh by his brother James; another brother, Charles, was

in 1707 appointed professor of mathematics in the uni-

versity of St Andrews ; and his eldest son, David, became

professor of modern history at Oxford, and canon and

latterly dean of Christ Church.

IV. John Geegoey (1724-1773), professor of medicine

in the universi.-/ of Edinburgh, grandson of James Gregory,

the inventor of the Gregorian telescope, and youngest son of

Dr James Gregory, professor of medicine in King's College,

Aberdeen, was born at Aberdeen, June 3, 1724. After

studying at the grammar school of Aberdeen, and completing

his literary course at King's College in that city, he attended

the medical classes at Edinburgh university. In 1745 he

went to Leyden to complete his medical studies, and during

his stay there he received without solicitation the degree

of doctor of medicine from King's College, Aberdeen. On
his return from Holland he was elected professor of philo-

sophy at King's College, but in 1749 he resigned his pro-

fessorship on account of its duties interfering too much with

his practice as a physician. In 1754 he proceeded to
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London, where Le made the acquaintance of many persons
of distinction, and the same year was chosen fellow of the
l\oyaI )Society. On tbe death in November 1755 of his

brother Dr James Gregory, who had succeeded his father

as professor of medicine in King's College, Aberdeen, he
was oppointed to that office. In 1764 he removed to

Edinburgh in the hope of obtaining a more extended field

of practice as a pliysician, and in 176G he was appointed

professor of the practice of physic in the university of

Edinburgh, to whose eminence as a medical school he largely

contributed. From his eighteenth year Dr Gregory had

been subject at irregular intervals to attacks of gout, and
on the morning of February 10th, 1 773, he was found dead
in bed apparently from the results of this disease.

He is the author of A Comparative View of the State and Faml-
tits of Man with those of the Animal IVorld, 1765 ; Observations on
the Duties, Offices, aiid Qualifications of a Physician, 1772 ; Elements

of the Practice of Physic, 1772 ; and A Father's Legacy to his

Daughters, 1774. His Whole Works, with a life by Mr Tytler
(afterwards Lord Woodhouselee), were published at Edinburgh in

)783.

V. James Gregoet (1753-1821), professor of the

practice of medicine in the university of Edinburgh, eldest

son of the preceding, was born at Aberdeen in 1753, and
received there the rudiments of his education. He accom-

panied his father to Edinburgh in 1764, and after going

through 'he usual course of literary studies at that uni-

versity, he was for a short time a student at Christ Church,

Oxford. It was there probably that he acquired that

tiste for classical learning which afterwards distinguished

Iiim. He then entered on the study of medicine at Edin-

burgh, and, after graduating doctor of medicine in 1774,
spent the greater part of the nest two years in Holland,

France, and Italy. Shortly after his return to Scotland he

was appointed in 177G to the chair his father had formerly

held, and in the following year he also entered on the

duties of teacher of clinical medicine in the Eoyal Infirmary.

On the illness of Dr Cullen in J790 he was appointed

joint-professor of the practice of medicine ; he became
sole professor on the death of Dr Cullen in the same year

;

and he continued to deliver lectures on that subject, to

audiences almost regularly increasing, until his last, illness

in 1821. He died on the 2d April of that year. Asa
medical practitioner Dr Gregory was for the last ten years

of his life decidedly at the head of the profession in

Scotland; and as a professor his quickness and command-
ing energy of intellect, his power of perspicuous and elegant

exposition, and his genuine sense of humour gav; him a.

remarkable ascendency over the minds of hLs pupils.

Besides his ConsjKCtiis Mcdicince Thcorcticoj, jiublished in 1788 as

a text-book for his lectures on the institutes, Dr GicRory was
tl)o autlior of " A Theory of the Moods of Verbs," publislicd in

the Edin. Phil. Trans., 1787, and o( Literary and Philosophical

Essays, published in two voluiiics in 1792.

VI. William Gregory (1803-1858), son of the preced-

ing, was born 25th December 1803. In 1837 he became

professor of chemistry at the Andcrsonian Institution,

Glasgow, in 1839 at King's College, Aberdeen, and in

1844 at Edinburgh University. He died April 24, J 858.

Gregory was one of the first in England to advocate the

theories of Liebig, and transj-^ted several of his works. Ho
is also the author of Outlines of Chcmistrij, 1845, and an

Elementary Treatise on Chemistry reprinted .from the

Enrydoprvdia Britannica, 1855.

VII. Duncan FARQunAKSoN Greoorv (1813-1844),
brother of the preceding, was born 1 3th April 1813. After

studying at the university of Edinburgh ho in 1833 entered

Trinity College, Cambridge, where ho was for a time
Assistant professor of chemistry, and was one of the

founders of the chemical society. H6 latterly devoted his

cl'icf attention to mathematics, in which he made s >mc
important discoveries. He died 23d February 1844.

The Cambridge Mathetnalical Journal was originated, and for

some time edited, by Oregorj- ; and he also publislicd a Catlection of

Examples of Processes in the Diffcrertial and Integral Calculus,

1841. A Treatise on th: Application of A nalysis to Solid Geomilnj,

which he left unfinished, waa completed by W. Walton, and imb-

lished posthumously in 1846. His Mathematical Writings, edited

by W. Walton, with a bic^raphical memoir by Kobert Leslie EJlis,

appeared iu 1865.

GREGORY, Olinthfs, LL.D. (1774-1841), was born

29th January 1774 at Yaxley, in Huntingdonshire. He
was only nineteen when he published Lessons Astronomical

and Philosophical (1793), and soon after, by a manuscript

on the " Use of the Sliding Rule," he was fortunate enough
to excite the interest of Dr Hutton, professor of mathe-

matics at the Royal Military Academy of Woolwich.

Having settled at Cambridge in 1798, Gregory first acted

as subeditor of a provincial newspaper, and then opened a

bookseller's shop ; but before long he found that he would

be better off es a private teacher of mathematics. In

1802 he obtained an appointment as mathematical master

at Woolwich through the influence of Hutton ; and when
Hutton resigned in 1807, Gregory succeeded him in the

professorship. Failing health obliged him to retire in 1638,

and he died at Woolwich 2d February 1841.

Of Gregory's numerous mathematical works it is enough to men-
tion J/intsfor the Use of Teachers of Elemmlary Mathcmalics (1840;

new edition, 1853), and Mathematics for Practical Men (1825),

which was revised and enlar"ed by Henry Law in 1848, and again

by J. K. Young in 1S62. His Letters on the Evidences of Chris-

tianity (1815) have been several times reprinted, and an abridc-

nielit was published by the Religious Tract Society in 1853. He
will probably be longest remembered for liis Biography of Pohert

Hall, which first appeared in the collected edition of Hall's works,

was published separately in 1833, and has since passed through

several editions. The minor importance of his Memoir of John
Mason Good (1828) is ^."e to tlic narrower fame of the subject.

Gregory was one of the loiinders of the Royal Astronomical Society.

In 1802 he was appointed editor- of the Gentlemen's Diary, and in

1818editorof the iarfics' iJiari/ and superintendent of thealnianaca

of the Stationers' Company.

GREIFENBERG, the chiei town of a circle in the

rrussian province of Pomerania and government of Stettin,

is situated on the Rega, 45 miles N.E. of Stettin. It

possesses a royal gymnasium and a higher girls' school.

Agriculture, linen-weaving, and the manufacture of stoves

are the principal industries. Griefenberg possessed town

rights as early as 1262, and in the 14th and 15th centuries

had a considerable shipping trade, but lost much of its

prosperity during the 'Thirty Years' AVar. Including the

garrison, the population in 1875 was 5631. SecRicmann.
Geschichte der Stadt Greifenherg in rommeiii, 1862.

GREIFENHAGEN, tho chief town of a circle in tue

Prussian province of Pomerania and government of Stettin,

is situated on the Rcglitz, 12 miles S.S.W. of Stettin. Its

,
prosperity depends chiefly on agriculture, and it Las a con-

siderable cattle trade, 'There are also linen manufactories

and saw-mills. Greifenhagen was built in 1230, and was

raised to the rank of a town and fortified in 1262. In the

Thirty Years' War it was taken both by the imperialists

and the Swedes, and in 1 675 it was captured by the Cranden-

burgers, into whoso possession it came finally in 1G79.

The popidation in 1875 was 6759.

GREIFSWALD, or Greifswalde, the chief town of a

circle in the Prussian province of Pomerania and govcrn-

nent of Stralsund, is situated on the Ryck, 3 miles from

its mouth in the Baltic, and 20 miles S. by E. of Stralsund.

It has wide and regular streets, and is surrounded by pro-

menades formed out of its old ramparts. It is tho scot of

a colirt of appeal for the government district of Stralsund.

The university, founded in 1156, is attended by nearly 500

students, about onclmlf of whom belong to the medical

faculty; connected with it arc on nnntoniical theatre, an

infirmary, a chemical laboratory, a pafhologicnl institnle,

and a library containing nearly 140,000 volumes. Tho
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principal ov-her buildings are the church of St Nicholas

(with a tower 330 feet high and a valuable library), the old

town-house, the theatre, the gj-mnasium, the orphanage,

and the lunatic asylum. There is a considerable shipping

trade in Pomeranian corn with England, France, and

the Mediterranean ports.' Fish-curing, shipbuilding, and

the manufacture of machines, railway waggons, needles,

soap, tobacco, and oil, are the principal other industries.

The population in 1875 was 18,022.
Greifswald was founded about 1240 by mechanics and merchants

from the Netherlands. In 1250 it received a town constitution and
Liibeck rights from Duke Wratislaus of Pomerania. In 1270 it

formed a league with the Hanse towns, Stralsund, Rostock, Wismar,
and Liibeck ; and it took part in the wars which they carried on
against the kings ot Denmark and Norway. During the Thirty
Years' War it was formed into a fortress by the imperialists, but they
vacated it in 1631 to the Swedes, in whose possession it remained
after the peace of Westphalia. In 1678 it was captured by the
elector of Brandenburg, but it was restored to the Swedes in the
following year; in 1713 it was desolated by the Russians; in 1715
it came into the possession of Denmark; and in 1721 it was again
restored to Sweden, under whose protection it remained till 1815,
when, along with the whole of Swedish Pomerania, it came into

the possession of Prussia. See Kosegarten, Gcsckichte dcr Uni-
versitai Greifswald, 1856; and Gesterding, Bdtragzur Gcschichtc der

Sladl Greifswald, 3 vols., 1E27-29.

GREIZ, or Gkeitz (formerly GreuiU or Grewz), a town
of Germany, capital of the principality ot Keuss-Greiz, is

situated in a pleasant valley on the right bank of the White
Elster, near the borders of Saxony, and 1 4 miles W. by S.

of Zwickau. It is surrounded by walls, and is tolerably

well built. The principal buildings are the prince's palace

surrounded by a fine park, the old "residence" castle on a

rock overlooking the town, the summer palace with a fine

garden, the old town chrrch dating from 1225 and possess-

ing a beautiful tower, the town-house, the city school build-

ings, the normal seminary for the principality, and the

lower city school. The industries include dyeing, tanning,

and the manufacture of woollen, cotton, and silk cloth,

shawls, coverlets, and paper. The population in 1875 was
12,057/.

Greiz is apparently of Slavic origin. From the 12th century it

was governed by bailiffs, but in 1236 it came into the possession of

Cera, and in 1550 of the younger line of the house of Plauen. It

was wholly destroyed by fire in 119-1, and almost wholly in 1802.

See Wilke, Chrcii und seine Umgelung, 1875,

GRENADA, the most soiithern island of the Antilles,

lies between 11° 58' and 12° 30', N. lat. and 61° 20' and 6r
35' W. long. It is 30 leagues S.W. of Barbados, and about

60 miles from the nearest point of South America. Its

length from north to south is about 21 miles, and its

greatest breadth is 12 miles. The area is 133 square miles.

Grenada is rendered highly picturesque by ridges of hills

covered with trees and brushwood, and by an irregular but

continuous range of mountains which traverses the island

from north to south, in some parts rising to 3000 feet

above the level of the sea. Lesser ridges branch off, form-

ing rich and picturesque valleys. The mountains and some

parts of the lowlands consist of red and gray sandstone,

greywacke, hornblende, and argillaceous schist. The strata

are much diversified and irregular. Sulphur and fuller's

parth are found. Porphyry, limestone, and basaltic rocks

occar at certain places. Elvers are numerous, but not large.

In the centre of the island, 174-0 feet above the level of

the sea, is the Grand Etang, a circular lake 2 miles in cir-

cumference and 1-1 feet de^p, feeding numerous small

rivers.' Lake Antoine is another remarkable natural

feature. 'There are several hot chalybeate and sulphurous

springs. Along the coast are numerous excellent bays and
harbours. The waters abound with fish

;
game and birds

of various species are found. Hurricanes are compara-

tively unfrequent, but earthquake .=?hocks are sometimes

experienced. The average temperature is 82° Fahr., but

the higher parts are cooler. Considerable rain falls^ The

soil is extraordinarily fertile; but cotton, indigo, and tobacco
are not now cultivated. Fruits and some kinds of European
vegetables grow luxuriantly. Sugar cultivation is not ex-
tending, but cocoa is now making rapid strides. The
island is divided into six parishes. Formerly it had q
house of assembly, but is now a crown colony under th^
general government of the Windward Islands. It has a
lieutenant-governor and a council consisting of officials _
and members nominated by the crown. .

The capital, St George's (population about 5000), is "
built upon a peninsula projecting into a spacious bay on the
west side of the island, near the southern extremity. The
houses are of brick or stone, and stand on high ground m
which rises from the,bay. The town is divided by a ridgfe

running into the sea, forming on one side the careenage,

a large basin of water, where ships lie kndlocked, close

to wharves and stores. A saluting battery, Fort George,
overlooks the entrance. On the left, the land rises to the
fortifications of Hospital Hill ; and a long ridge connects

this fort -with Richmond Heights, which form the back-

ground of the scene and are also fortified. The ridge

which connects Fort George with Hospital Hill separates

the careenage from the larger portion of the town, which
contains an extensive market-place, and looks upon the
bay. Besides the careenage, there is a spacious sheet of

water called the lagoon, separated from the former by a
reef passable only by boats.

Between Grenada and St Vincent there are several small

islands called Grenadines, some being included in thb

government of Grenada. Of these Carriacou is the moi.t

important. It is about 19 miles in circumference, and con-

tains 3071 inhabitants. Ground pro^dsions, live stock, and
some cocoa are cultivated.

The exports in 1877 were—cocoa, 12-14 tons ; whale oil, 6720
galls. ; rum, 53,609 galls. ; sugar, 2792 tons. "The cocoa exports
in 1S78 were 1900 tons, an amount considerably exceeded in 1879.
The total value ot imports amounted in 1877 to £127,204,—includ-
ing £60,201 from the United Kingdom, and £46,724from the British

West Indies. The value cf exports to tlie United Kingdom was
£122,821, and toother countries, £23,085 ;—total, £145,906. The
revenue was £29,084, of which customs produced £13,460, and the
e.xpenditure was £29,581. Population (1877), 41,355. About 400
Coolie immigrants were introduced in 1 877. Considerable immigra-
tion takes place from Barbados. The legislature giants £1200
annually for edncation, distributed aniong 30 6chools,^16 Anglican,

5 Wesleyan, 9 Roman Catholic,—with 2908 scholars.

Grenada was discovered by Columbus in 1498. The Spaniards,

however, did not form a settlement there. The island is one of

the "Caribbeea" granted to che earl of Carlisle in 1627; but it was
inhabited only by warlike Caribs until 1650-51, when Du Parqnel,

fovernor of Martinique, organized two expeditions to it. The
renchmcn were at tirst well received by the natives, but great

cnielty was exercised in the extirpation of the latter. The island

made little progress until after 1700. In 1714 the French Wee*
India Company acquired th!"!r property in Grenada ; commercial

• intercourse sprang up with Martinique ; and when the company was
dissolved the island became vested in the crown of Finance. Ih

1753 it contained 1262 whites, 11,991 slaves, and 83 sugar planta-

tions. In 1762 GrenaJa capitulated to the British forces, and \t

was fonnally ceded in the treaty of peace of 1763. It was, howe-^

retaken by the French in 1779, and not finally restored to C
Britain iu 1783 till the general peace.

GRENOBLE, a fortified city of France, formeriy the

chief town of Dauphino and now of the department of tire

Isfere, lies 58 miles E. of Lyons, in 45° 11' 57" N. lat. and
5° 43' 29" E. lor^g. Few of the cities of France have a

finer situation. The Isere unites with the Drac a few miles

further down, and the broad and fertile valley through

which the rivers flow is encompassed by a fine panorama

of hills and mountains. From the botanic gardens, for ea-

ample, the eastward view comprises the Savoy Alps with titt

summit of Mount Blanc, and the westward the mountains

of St Nizier, while more to the north the hills rise direc^

above the town, and are crowned by the fort of the BastillE.

The beauty of the Isere itself is enhanced by fine bridgee
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«pd qu<>y3. With tLe exception of its more modern por-

ckxie, tho town of Grenoble is characterized by the tortuous

aod crowded streets usual in places that have long been con-

fined within strong fortifications. The cathedral of Notre

Dame, a. vast brtek building of various periods from the

10th to the 17th century, the foundation of which is tradi-

tionally ascribed to Charles tho Great ; the church of St

Laurence, with a remarkable crj'pt of the 11th century,

long believed to be an old temple of .^Esculapius ; and the

church of St Andr6, founded by the dauphin Guigues

Andr6 about 1220, and frequently visited for the sake of

the tomb of Bayard removed thither in 1822, are the most

noteworthy of the ecclesiastical edifices. The palais de

justice is a striking erection of the 15th and 16th centuries

occupying the site of the old castle of the dauphins, and
in front' is a statue of Bayard dating from 1823. The old

town-hall has nothing remarkable about it ; but the new
prefecture, built at a cost of 1,404,000 francs about 1867,

is a handsome structure. Besides its university or academ.y,

with the three faculties of law, science, and literature.

X. Clmreh of St Lnurencc
3. Church of St .Mailo.
.t. Paluls do Juatlco.
4. Tlteatre.

Plan of Grenoble.

.'.. Chnrch of St AnJr^.
C. Xotrc Dame.
7. .Harlccf.

8. Oollcge.

9. Museum and Library.
10. School of Aitillcry.

\l N'vw Prefecture.
12. New rrison.

Grenoblj possesses a lyceum, an episcopal seminary, a

scLool of artillery of the first class, two normal schools, and
cL great variety of special educational institutions. The
library, which since 1808 has been located along with the

ipuseum iu a building which cost more than 1,500,000

francs, is a noble collection of upwards of 178,875 volumes,

on which the town has exponded 2,000,000 francs.* Among
tho numerous societies of Grenoble it is enough to mention

the Academic delphinale (1772), tho statistical society, tho

society of the friends of tho arts, the society of agriculture,

and the zoological society of tho Alps, which maintains

zoological gardens. At the head of the benevolent institu-

•ions is the general hospital, originally founded by Aimon
Chiasay in 1421, and now coniprieir.- civil and military

dopartmenta, an orphanage, ar.d an asylum for the aged and
in(irm. It was in Grenoble that the first mutual benefit

.society was founded in 180.3, and the number of such

.i-<.ioclation3 in tho town was upwards of 4u about 1870.

In 1836 M. Berriat Saint Prix established a society for the

e.;tinctiou of mendicity, and in 1851 M. Fr(5di5ric originated

Sw aaricl, La BiblinthiqM de Onnoble, 1772-UJ78, P»rii, 1478.

! I
- '.'

an association alimentaire for the purpose of providing Uic

poorer classes with good food at the cheapest possible rate.

The staple industry of Grenoble is the making of glovee

;

115 establishments, employing 2000 workmen and 20,000
needlewomen in the town and neighbourhood, turn out
annually 850,000 dozen pairs. Liqueurs, leather, straw
hats, paper, lime, and cement hold a principal place among
the miscellaneous products. The population of Grenoble
was 26,852 in 1851. 35,280 in 1872, and 43.054 in

1876.

Grenoble occupies the site of Cularo, a village of the Allobroges
which first became of importance when it was fortified by Diocletian
and Maximian. Its present name is a corruption of Gratianopolis,
a title assumed in honour of Gratian, who had strengthened tlio wall".
From the Burgundians wlio gained possession in 467 the little town
passed under the Franks, and on the dismemberment of the empire of
Charles the Great it was included in the limits of Cisjuran Burgundy.
After the lOth century its bishops grew into power, but they were
finally supplanted in the 13th century by the counts of Albon,
afterwards known as the Dauphins. Though it w.is ceded in 1349
to France along with Dauphine, the city continued to enjoy special
privileges. In 1563 it was sacked by the Baron des Adrets, but
in 1572 the energy of its governor De Gorde saved it from sharing
in the massacre of St Bartholomew. Lcsdiguiires (Roi des Moii-
tagnes) took the town by siege in 1590 in name of Henry IV., and
he afterwards made his governorship memorable by his forliKcations,

quays, and other serviceable enterprises. In the close of the IStli

century the name o^Grenoble appears in the van of the revolution-
ary movement ; the attempt of tho Government to substitute a new
judicial regime for that of the too independent provincial parliament
roused the people to arms and the "day of the tiles" (7th June 1788)
is memorable for the defeat of the royal forces. Grenoble was the first

town to open its gates to Napoleon on his return from Elba in 1815,*

but a few months afterwards it was obliged to surrender to tho
Austrians. Owing to its situation Grenoble is subject to inun-
dations ; in 1219 it was almost swept away, and from that date to

1856 no fewer than 15 similar disasters are enumerated. The great

flood of 1778 is known as the " Deluge do la Saint Crepin." In
1859 tho water was 3 feet deep throughout the town. Among tlie

celebrated natives of Grenoble are Vaucansoii, Mably, Condillac.

Beyle (Stendhal), Barnave, and Casimir Perier.

SeeChampollion Figcac, Anliquiiis de Grenoble, (Grenoble, 1807)';

Pitof, Hist, de Grenoble ct de ses environs (Grenoble, 1829).

GRENVILLE, George (1712-1770), an English states-

man, second son of Richard Grenville and Hester Temple,

afterwards Countess Temple, was born October 14th, 1712.

He was educated at Eton and at Christ Church, Oxford,

and iu his twenty-fifth year was called to the bar. Tho
habits of industry, the technical knowledge, and the in-

tellectual discipline which he acquired in conne.''ion with

his legal training were of great advantage to him in his

political career, and for a considerable period sufllciently

compensated for the absence of every oratorical gift except

inexhaustible fluency, and of all but the merest rudiment-

ary qualities of statesmanship. He entered Parliament iu

1741 as member for Buckingham, and continued to repre-

sent that borough till his death in 1770. In December

1744 ho became a lord of tho admiralty, in June 1747 a

lord of the treasury, and in 1754 treasurer of the navy and

privy councillor. He remained in oflice in 17C1, when his

brother Lord Temple and his brother-in law Pitt resigned

upon tho question of the war with Spain, and in the

administration of Lord Bute he was entrusted with tlio

leadership of the Houso of Commons. In May 1762 ho

was appointed secretary of state, and in October first lord

of tho admiralty; and in April 1763 ho became first lord of

tho treasury and chancellor of the exchequer. The most

prominent measures of his administration were tho prose-

cution of Wilkes and tho passing of tho American Stamp

Act, which led to tho first fynqitoms of alienation between

America and tho mother country. During tho latter

porit^d of his tenn of ofiico ho was on a very unsatisfactory

footing with tho young king George III., who gradually

came to feel a kind of horror of tho interniinnble pcrsistcin-y

of hia conversation, and whom he endeavoured to make we
of OS tho mere puppet of tho ministry. The kini; mado
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rarions attempts to induce Pitt to come to his rescue by
fcrming a ministry, but ^thout success, and at last had
cecourse to the marquis of Rockingham, on whose agreeing-

to accept office Grenville was dismissed July 1765. lie

never again held office, an^.died 13th November 1770. In

1749 he was mairied to Elizabeth, daughter of Sir William

Wyndham, by whom he had a large family. His son, the

eecond Earl Temple, was created Marquis, and his grand-

son Duke, of Buckingham.

A contemptuous application by Pitt to Grenville of the

lines " Gentle Shepherd, tell me whefe," caused him to be

dubbed the "gentle shepherd " for the remainder of his

life; and this would seem to indicate a deficiency in the

personal characteristics which insure any high degree of

general respect. Exemplary in the observance of all the

decencies of private life, and upright and honourable in all

his political relations, he yet possessed none of those attrac-

tive or commanding qualities which are sometimes found
an advantageous substitute for strict moral integrity, and
which the possessor of moral integrity cannot aflford to

despise. He was moreover under the dominion of an
ambition ludicrously out of proportion to his abilities, and
the self-confidence with which he pursued his own purposes

can be attributed only to the narrow range of his political

vision. Though few excelled him in a knowledge of the

forms of the House or in mastery of administrative details,

his tact in dealing with men and with affairs was so defec-

tive that there is perhaps no one who has been at the head
of an English administration to whom a lower place can be
assigned as a statesman. The Grenville Papers, being the

Correspondence ofRichard Grenville, Earl Temple,K.G.,and
the Eight Hon. George Grenville, their Friends and Con-
temporaries, was published at London in 1852.

GRENVILLE, William Wyndham Grenville, Lord
(1759-1831), English statesman, son of the preceding, was
born 25th October 1759. He was educated at Etori and
Oxford, and for some time studied at the Inns of Court,

but never practised at the bar. In February 1782 he was
elected a member of parliament for the county of Buck-
ingham, and ir. the September followiiig he became secretary

to his brother the marquis of Buckingham, who had been
ramed lord-lieutenant of Ireland. On the overthrow of the

cabinet of Lord Shelburne in the following year he returned

to England, and in December he was appointed by his

cousin Pitt paymaster-general of the forces. In 1789 he
was chosen speaker of the House of Commons, but he
vacated the chair in the same year, and was transferred to

the Upper House with the title of Lord Grenville, on being
appointed secretary of state. He exchangedtthis office in

1791 for that of secretary of foreign affairs, being regarded

by Pitt as the person best fitted to carry out his policy in

reference to France. Along with Pitt he resigned office in

1801, on account of the king declining to grant any conces-

sions to the Catholics ; and when Pitt, on accepting office in

1804, did not stipulate for Catholic emancipation he
declined to join his ministry, and entered into a close

alliance with Fox. On the death of Pitt in 1806 he became
the nominal head of the Government of " All the Talents,"

whose military projects resulted very unsuccessfully, but
which deserves to be remembered with honour on account
of the Act for the abolition of the slave trade. Its influence

was, however, considerably weakened by the death of Fox

;

ind as the king in March 1807 demanded from GrenvUle an
assurance that he would initiate no measures for the relief

of the Catholics he and his colleagues found it necessary
to resign. His colleagues were not unanimous in ap-
proving of his conscientiousness, and Sheridan expressed
the opinion of more than himself when he remarked :

" I have known many men knock their heads against

a wal's but I never before heard of a man collecting bricks

and building a wall for the express purpose of knocking
out his own brains against it." Lord Grenville never

again held office. He continued to be one of the principal

supporters of Catholic emancipation, and during the re-

mainder of his political career generally voted with the

Whigs, although in 1815 he separated himself from Lord
Grey and supported the warlike policy of Lord Liverpool.

In 1819, when the marquis of Lansdowne brought forward

his motion for an inquiry into the cause of the distress

and discontent in the manufacturing districts, Grenville

delivered an alarmist speech in which he advocated the

adoption of severely repressive measures. He died at

his residence, Dropmore, Buckinghamshire, 12th January
1834.

Though the talents of Lord Grenville were not of a high
order, his straightforwardness, great industry, political

knowledge, firmness of mind, and moderate opinions secured

him considerable political influence. He can also lay claim

to be enrolled among those English statesmen who have
distinguished themselves in literature. Besides editing

the letters of the earl of Chatham to his nephew Thomas
Pitt, afterwards Lord Camelford, he printed for private

circulation an edition of Homer with annotations, and also

a small volume entitled Kugm Melricce, consisting of trans-

lations into Latin from Greek, English, and Italian. In
1809 he was chosen chancellor of the university of Oxford.

He married in 1 792 Anne Pitt, daughter of Lord Camelford,

but had no issue, and the title became extinct.-

GRESHAM, Sir Thomas (1519-1579), a London mer-

chant, the founder of the Royal Exchange and of .Gresham
College, London, was born in 1519. Descended from an old

Norfolk family, he was the only son of Sir Richard Gresham,

a leading London merchant, who for some time held the

office of lord mayor and for his services as agent of Henry
VIIL in negotiating loans with foreign merchants received

tiie honour of knighthood. Though his father intended

him to follow his own profession, he nevertheless sent him
for some time to Caius College, Cambridge, but there

is no information as to the duration of his residence.

It is uncertain also whether it was before or after this

that he was apprenticed to his uncle Sir John Gresham,

who was also a merchant, but we have his own testimony

that he served an apprenticeship of eight years. In 1543

at the age of twenty- four he was admitted a member of

the Mercers' Company, and in the same year he went to

the Low Countries, where, either on his own account or on

that of his father or uncle, he both carried on business as a

merchant and acted in various matters as an agent for Henry
VIIL In 1544 he married the widow of William Read,

a London merchant, but he still continued to reside prin-

cipally in the Low Countries, having his headquarters at

Antwerp. When in 1551 the mismanagement of Sir

William Dansell, "king's merchant " in the Low Countries,

had brought the English Government into great financial

embarrassment, Gresham was called in to give his advice,

and chosen to carry out his own proposals. Their leading

feature was the adoption of various methods—highly in-

genious, but quite arbitrary and unfair—for raising the

value of the pound sterling on the " bourse" of Antwerp,

and it was so successful that in a few years nearly all King

Edward's debts were discharged. The advice of Gresham

was likewise sought by the Government in all their money

difficulties,, and he was also frequently employed in various

diplomatic missions. He had no stated salary, but in reward

of his services received from Edward various grants of lands,

the annual value of which at that time was ultimately about

£400 a year. On the accession of Mary the council resolved

on his recall, but before the letter was sent they changed

their opinion ; and as he professed his zealouf desire to serve

the queen, and manifested great adroitness both in negoti
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Bling loans and in smuggling money, arms, and foreign

good-s, not only were his services retained throughout her

reign, but besides his salary of twenty shillings per diem

ho received grants of church lands to the yearly value of

£200. Under Queen Elizabeth, besides continuing to act

as financial agent of the crown, he was for some time

ambassador at the court of the duchess of Parma. Id 1559

he received the honour of knighthood. By the outbreak

of the war in the Low Countries he was compelled to leave

Antwerp on the 19th ilarch 1567; but, though he spent

the remainder of his life in London, ho continued his

business as merchant and financial agent of the Government

in much the same way as formerly. Elizabeth also found

him useful, in a groat variety of other ways, among which

wa.s that of acting as jailer to Lady Mary Grey, who, as a

punishment for marrying Thomas Keys the sergeant porter,

remained a prisoner in his bouse from June 1569 to the end

of 1572. In 1565 Gresham made a proposal to the court

of aldermen of London to build at his own expense a bourse

or exchange, on condition that they purchased for this

purpose a piece of suitable ground. In this proposal he

jeems to have had an eye to his own interest as well as to

the general good of the merchants, for by a yearly rental

of £700 obtained for the shops in the upper part of the

building he received a sufficient return for his trouble and
expense. Gresham died suddenly, apparently of apoplexj',

21st November 1579. His only son predeceased him, and
his illegiiimato daughter Anne he married to Sir Nicolas

Dacon, brother of the great Lord Bacon. With the

f xception of a number of small sums bequeathed to the

Fupport of various charities, the bulk of his' property, con-

t isting of estates in various parts of England of the annual

.alue of more than £2300, was bequeathed to his widow
and her heirs with the stipulation that after her decease his

residence in Eishopsgate Street, as well as the rents arising

loiii the Royal Exchange, should be vested in the hands
.

.' t'lie corporation of London and the Jlercers' Company, for

t ue purpose of instituting a college in which seven professors

si'.ould read lectures successively,—one each day of the

.vcck,—on astronomy, physic, law, divinity, rhetoric, and
jiuisic. The lectures were begun in 1597, and were

delivered in the original building until 1768, when, on the

ground that the trustees were losers by the gift, it was

made over to the crov/n for a yearly rent of £500, and con-

verted into an- excise office. From that time a ^o^m in

the Royal Exchange was used for the lectures until in 1843

the present building was erected at a cost of £7000. It

contains a large library, professors' rooms, and a theatre

capable of holding 500 persons.

A notice of Gresham is contained in Fuller's JForlhics and Ward's
Oresham Professors; but the fullest accaiint of liini, as well as of the

history of the Exchange and Gresham College is tlial by J. JI. Eur^ou
in his Life and Times of Sir Thomas Gresham, 2 vols., 1839. Sea

also a Brief Memoir of Sir Thomas Gresham, 1833 ; and The Life

of Sir T/iomas Gresliam, Foumlcr of the Hoyal E.r.chan(je, 18-15.

CRESSET, Jean Baptiste (1709-1777). The literary

history of Gresact might be dismi-ssed with the simple state-

ment that ho wrote Vert Vert. By that one poem he is

remembered. His life is, however, interesting from another

fact, that he, who almost alone among French poets wrote

nothing of which ajnorali.st need bo ashamed, spent the Inst

twenty-five years of his life in regretting the frivolity which
enabled him to produce the most charming of poems. H»
was born at Amiens, and brought up by the Jesuits of that

place. As a boy ho displayed such great promise that,

according to the usual custom of the society, the fathers

resolved to receive him among themselves. Ho was accepted

as a novice at the age of sixteen, and sent to pursue his

studies at the Coll(5ge Louis le Grand in Paris. After

completing his course ho was niipointed, being then under
twenty years of age, to a posl as professor or a-ssistantmastcr

in a college at Rouen. He was, it must be remembered, a
son of the society of Jesus ; as such be had been drilled and
disciplined to perfect obedience ; in every point exct-)t that
of orders he was an ecclesiastic. Probably it was not
the intention of the society that he should become a priest.

They reckoned upon his continuing a lay brother, and help-
ing the cause by his position as a teacher. From such a
mind so trained, so taught to regard everything from the
priestly point of view, devoted to the most severe studies,

occupied in the grave and responsible work of teaching.

what literary fruit was to be expected 1 Perhaps a treatise

on a Greek particle, an essay on Latin style, a grammatical
thesis, anything but that which really appeared,

—

Um
graceful, pleasant poem by which he will ever be remem-
bered. He published Vert Vert at Rouen, being ihtm
twenty-four years of age. It is a story, in itself exceedingly

humorous, showing how a parrot, the delight of a convent,
whose talk was all of prayers and pious ejaculations, wag
conveyed to another convent as a visitor to please the nuna.
On the way he falls among bad companions, forgets bis
convent language, and shocks the sisters on arrival by p»o-

fane swearing. He is sent back in disgrace, punished by-

solitude and plain bread, presently repents, reforms, and is

killed by kindness. The story, however, is nothing. "Rmb

treatment of the subject, the atmosphere which surrounds it,

the delicacy in which the little prattling ways of the nans,
their jealousies, their tiny trifles, are presented, takes tbe
reader entirely by surprise. The poem stands absolutely

unrivalled, even among French contes en vers.

Gresset found himself famous. He left Rouen, went np
to Paris, where he found refuge in the same garret which
had sheltered him when a boy at the College Louis le
Grand, and there wrote his second poem. Ma Chartrease.

Then trouble came upon him ; complaints were made to
the fathers of the alleged licentiousness of verses which
were as innocent as any school-girl's novel, the real cause of
complaint being the ridicule which Vert Vert seemed tothniw-

upon the whole raceof nuns. An example, it was urged,miist

be made ; Gresset was expelled the order. Men of robust

mind would have been glad to get rid of such a yoke.

Gresset, who had never been taught to stand alone, went
forth weeping. He became a man of letters ; he wrote
many other poems, none of which made any mark. He
never in fact attained the same level as Vert Vert. He
wrote two or three comedies. One, called Le Mechant, still

keeps the stage, though it is difficult to assign it mocb
merit. He was admitted to the Academy. And then, still

young, he retired to Amiens, where he fell into the handr
of the priests, and became their abject slave. His brief

relapse from the discipline of the church became the subjeet

of the deepest remorse. He repented of his poems, and liuu
went so far as to address to the bishop an abjuration of his
title of dramatist, and to implore pardon of the Virgin for

having written plays. The history of French literature

presents many examples of poets in old ago repenting the.

sins of their youth ; the example of Gresset is unique wa
beginning, while in full manhood, a senile repentance far

having even in so pleasant and innocent a way brought iato

ridicule the institutions of the church.

GRliTRy, ANDRli EKNE.ST JIODESTE (1741-1813)v «
celebrated composer of French opera, was born at La^ge^

February 11, 1741. Ifo received his first musical ediK»-

tion in the mattrise of the college of St Denis, -where lis

father, a poor musirian, occasionally acted as violinist. I«-

clerc and Renekin were his early masters. lUit of greater

importance was the practical tuition ho received by aUead-

ing the performance of an Italian ojicra company. Uete
he heard the operas of Giiluppi, Porogolc.se, and ol&er

ma.stcrs ; and the desire of completing hLs own studies im

Italy was the immediate result. To find the neccsfa
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So the canons of the Li(5ge cathedralj who in return sent

3iim to the Colldge de Li^ge at Rome, founded by a

icitizen of Li<5go for the benefit of his townsmen studying

in Rome. Here Gr^try resided for five years, studiously

employed in completing his musical education under Casali.

His proficiency in harmony and counterpoint was, however,

according to his own confession, at all times very moderate.

jS'either was any deep scholarship required for the style of

composition to which he soon exclusively devoted himself.

His 6rst great success was achieved by an Italian intermezzo

or operetta, Le vendemiatrici, composed for the Aliberti

theatre in Rome, and received with universal applause. It

is said that the study of the score of one of Jlonsigny's

operas, leut to him by a secretary of the French embassy

in Rome, decided Gr6try to devote himself to French comic

«>pera. On New-Year's Day 1767 he accordingly left Rome,
and after a short stay at Geneva (where he made the

acquaintance of Voltaire, and produced another operetta)

went to Paris. There for two years he had to contend with

the difficulties incident to poverty and obscurity. He was,

iowever, not without friends, and by the intercession of one

«f these, Count Creutz, the Swedish ambassador, Gr^try

obtained a libretto from the celebrated Marmontel, which

lie set to music in less than sis weeks, and which, on its

performance in August 1768, met with unparalleled suc-

cess. The name of the opera was Le IIm-o)i. Two others,

JLucile and Le Tableau Parlant, soon followed, and thence-

torth Grdtry's position as the leading composer of comic

opera was safely established. Of the fifty operas which

embody his musical activity only two or three have sur-

vived, and perhaps as many more are worth remembering.

His masterpieces are Zemire et Azor and Richard Coeur de

£,ion,—the first produced in 1771, the second in 1784,

The latter in an indirect way became connected with a great

Jiistoric event. In it occurs the celebrated romance,

MicTiard, 6 iiion roi, I'univers i'abandonne, which was Bung

sit the banquet—"fatal as that of Thyestes," remarks

Carlyle—given by the bodyguard to the officers of the

Versailles garrison on October 3, 1789. The Marseillaise

MOt long afterwards became the reply of the people to the

expression of loyalty borrowed from Gr^try's opera. The

composer himself was not uninfluenced by the great events

lie witnessed, and the titles of some of his operas, such as

JLa Rosiere Rejmhlicaine and La Fete de la Raison suffici-

ently indicate the epoch to which they belong ; but they

are mere pieces de circonstance, and the republican enthu-

siasm displayed is not genuine. Little more successful was

Or^try in his dealings with classical subjects, and none of

ills operas belonging to that class are worth remembering.

His genuine power lies in the delineation of character, and

in the expression of tender and typically French sentiment.

For the first-named purpose the careful and truly admirable

fidelity with which his music is wedded to the words is

invaluable. In this respect Gr<5try'3 works are indeed

representative of French operatic music at its best. The
' structure of his concerted pieces on the other hand is fre-

<iuently flimsy, and his instrumentation so feeble that the

orchestral parts of some of his works had to be rewritten

by other composers, in order to make them acceptable to

modern audiences. Of his deficiencies of harmonization

Gr^try himself was well aware, and his confessions in this

respect are strangely at variance with the self-sufficient tone

which pervades his literary effusions on musical and even

«n political and social topics. During the Revolution

Gr^try lost much of his property, but the successive Govem-

Tuents of France vied in favouring the composer, regardless

of political differences. From the old court he received

distinctions and rewards of all kinds; the republic made him

•an inspector of the Conservatoire; Napoleon granted him

the cross of the legion of honour and a pension. Grdtry died

September 24, 1813, at the Hermitage in Montmorency,
formerly the house of Rousseau. Fifteen years later his

heart was transferred to his birthplace, permission having
been obtained after a tedious lawsuit. In 1842 Gr^trj's

colossal statue in bronze was inaugurated at Li(jge.

GREUZE, Jean Baptiste (1725-1805), in the fuU
tide of the 18th century, when professional distinction ap-

peared to be reserved exclusively for those who devoted

themselves to the production of historical or allegorical sub-

jects, achieved an immense reputation as a painter of scenes

of domestic life. He was born at Tournus in 1725, and is

generally said to have formed his own talent ; this is, how-
ever, true only in the most limited sense, for at an early £^e

his inclinations, though thwarted by his father, were en-

couraged by a Lyonnese artist named Grandon or Grondom
who enjoyed during his lifetime considerable reputation iis

a portrait-painter. Grandon not only persuaded the father

of Greuzo to give way to his son's wishes, and permit the

lad to accompany him as his pupil to Lyons, but when at

a later di^te he himself left Lyons for Paris—where his son-

in-law Grttry the celebrated composer enjoyed the height

of favour- -Grandon carried young Greuze with him.

Settled in Paris, Greuze worked from the living model in

the school of the Royal Academy, but did not attract the

attention of his teachers; and when he produced his first

picture, Le Pfere de Famille expliquant la Bible i ses Enfants,
considerable doubt was felt and .shown as to his share in

its production. By other and more remarkable works of

the same class Greuze soon established his claims beyond

contest, and won for himself the notice and support of the

well-known connoisseur I-a Live de Jully, the brother-in-

law of Madame d' fipinay- In 1755 Greuze exhibited

his Aveugle Trompd, upon which, presented by Pigalle the

sculptor, he was immediately agree by the Academy.

Towards the close of the same year he left France for Italy,

in company with the Abb6 Louis Gougenot, who had
deserted from the magistrature,-—aHh')ugh he had obtained

the post of "conseillier au Chatelet,''—in order to take the
" petit collet." Gougenot had some acnuaintance with the

arts, and was highly valued by the Academicians,—who,

during his journey with Greuze elected him an honorary

member of their body—on account of his studies in mytho-

logy and allegory ; his acquirements in these respects are

said to have been largely utilized by them, but to Greuzo

they were of doubtful advantage, and he lost rather than

gained by this visit to Italy in Gougenot's company. He
had undertaken it probably in order to silence those who
taxed him with ignorance of "great models of style," but

the Italian subjects which formed the entirety of his contri-

butions to the Salon of 1757 showed that he had been put

on a false track, and he speedily returned to the source of

his first inspiration. In 1759, 1761 (L'Accord^e de Village,

—Louvre), and 1763 Greuze exhibited with ever increasing

success ; in 1765 he reached the zenith of his powers and

reputation. In that year he was represented with no less

than thirteen works, amongst which may be cited La Jeune

Fille qui pleure son Oiseau mort. La Boune M^re, Le
Mauvais Fils puni (Louvre), and La Malediction Patemelle

(Louvre). The Academy took occasion to press Greuze for

his diploma picture, the execution of which had been long

delayed, and forbade him to exhibit on their walls untd he

had complied with their regulations. " J'ai vu la lettre,"

says Diderot, " qui est un modfele d' honnetetd et d'estime
;

j'ai vu la r^ponso de Greuze qui est un modele de vanity et

d'impertinence: il fallait appuyer cela d'un chef-d'oeuvre, et

c'est ce que Greuze n'A pas fait," Greuze wished to be

received asan historical painter, and produced a work whidi

he intended to vindicate his right to despise liis qualifica-

tions as a peiiUre de gaire. This unfortunate <v>nva%—
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Sovftro et Caracalla (Louvre),—was exhibited in 1769 side '

by side with Greuze's portrait of Jeaurat (Louvre), and his

odmirabio Petite Fille au Chicn Noir. The Academicians
recQived their new member with all due Iionours, but at

the close of the ceremonies the Director addressed Greuzo

in these words—" Monsieur, I'Acaddmie vous a regu, mais

c'est comme peintre de genre ; elie a eu 6gard k vos ancicnnes

productions, qui sont excelleates, et elle a ferm^ les yeuxsur
celle-ci, qui n'est digne ni d'ello ni de vous." Greuze,

greatly iuceuscd, quarrelled with his confreres, and ceased

to exhibit until, in 1804, the Revolution had thrown open

the doors of the Academy to all the world. In the following

year, on 4th March 1805, he died in the Louvre in great

poverty. He had been in receipt of considerable wealth,

which he had dissipated by extravagance and bad manage-
'ment, so that during his closing years he was forced even

to solicit commissions whicn his enfeebled powers no longer

enabled hira to carry out with success. The brilliant re-

putation which Greuze acquired seems to have been due, not

to his acquirements as a painter,—for his practice is evi-

dently that current in his own day,—but to the character

of the subjects which ho treated. That return to nature

which inspired Rousseau's attacks upon an artificial civiliza-

tinn demanded expression in art. Diderot in Le Fils

Natural et le Fere de Famille tried to turn the vein of

domestic drama to account on the stage ; that which he
tried and failed to do, Greuze, in painting, achieved with

extraordinary success, although his works, like the plays of

Diderot, were affected by that very artificiality against

which they protested. The touch of melodramatic exag-

geration, however, which runs through them finds an apology

in the firm and brilliant play of line, in the freshness and
vigour of the flesh tints, in the enticing softness of expres-

sion (often obtained by almost an abuse of meplats), by the

alluring air of health and youth, by the sensuous attractions,

ill short, with which Greuze invests his lessons of bourgeois

morality. As Diderot said of La Bonne Mfere, " 9a prfecho

la population;" and a certain piquancy of contrast Ls the

result which never fails to obtain admirers. La Jeune
Filio k I'Agneau fetched, indeed, at the Pourtalis sale in

18'jj no less than 1,000,200 francs. One of Greuze'a
pupils, Madame Le Doux, imitated with success the manner
of her master; his daughter and granddaughter, Madame
de Valory, also inherited some traditions of his talent.

Madamo de Valory published in 1813 a Com(;die-vaude-
vilie, Greuze, oxi I'Aceordee de Village, to which she pro-

fixed a notice of her grandfather's life and works, and
the Salons of Diderot also contain, besides many other
particulars, the story at full length of Greuze's quarrel with
the Academy. Four of the moSt distinguished engravers
of that date, Massard p6re, Flipart, Gaillard, and Levasseur,
wore specially entrusted by Greuze with the reproduction

of his subjects, but there are also excellent prints by other
engravers, notably by Cars and Le Bas. (e. f. s. p.)

GREVILLE, Chaules CAVENDisn Fulke (1794-1865),
a groat grandson by his father of the fifth earl of Warwick,
and son of Lady Charlotte Bontinck, daughter of the duko
of Portland, formerly a leader of the Whig party, and first

minister of tho crown. Greville was born 2d April 1794.
Much of his childhood was spent at his grandfather's houso
at Bulstrodo. lie was ons of-tho pages of George III., and
was educated at Eton and Christ Church, Oxford; but he left

the university early, having been appointed private secre-

tary to Earl Bathurst before ho was twenty. Tho interest

of the duke of Portland had secured for him tho secretary-

ship of the island of Jamaica, which was a sinccuro ofTice,

tho duties boing performed by a deputy, and the reversion
of tho clerkship of tho council. OroviHo entered upon
the discharge of tho duties of clerk of tho council in ordi-

aiuy iu lij21, and continued to perform them for nearly

forty years, do therefore scrvtd luidcr three succcssivi:!

."luvereigns,—George IV., William IV., and Victoria,—anc>

although no political or confidential functions are attachtci

to that office, it is one which brings a man into liabitua'i

intercourse with the chiefs of all the parties in the statc-

Well-born, well-bred, handsome, and accomplished, Gre-
ville led the easy life of a man of fa.shion, taking au
occasional part in the transactions of his day and much
consulted jn the affairs of private life. But the celebritj-

which now attaches to his name is entirely duo to the
posthumous publication of a portion of a Journal or Diary
which it was his practice to keep during the greater

part of his life. These papers were given by him to his
friend Mr Reeve a short time before his death (which took
place on the 18th January 1865), with an injunction that

they should be published, as far as was feasible, at not too

remote a period after the writer's death. The journals ui

the reigns of George IV. and William IV. (extending front

1820 to 1837) wore accordingly so published in obedicnci?

to his directions about ten years after that event. Fcvw-

publications have been received with greater interest by thc-

public ; five large editions were sold in little more than a
year, and tho demand in America was as great as in Eng-
land. Theso journals were regarded as a faithful record of

the impressions made on the mind of a competent observer,

at the time, by the events he witnessed and tho persont-.

with whom he associated. Their characteristic is the love-

of truth, of justice, and of sincerity. The court was irri-

tated at the scornful disclosure of the vices and follies of

former sovereigns, and fashionable society w.is annoyed at

the writer's absolute indifference to its pretensions. ]5ut

Greville did not stoop to collect or record piivatc scandal

His object appears to have been to leave behind him some-

of the materials of history, by which the men and actions ot

his own time would bo judged. He records not so muclt

public events as the private causes which led to them ; anti

perhaps no English memoir-writer has left behind him :.i

more valuable contribution to the history of this century.

Greville published anonymously, in 1845, a volume on thc-

policy of England to Ireland, in which he advocated the?

payment of tho Roman Catliolic clergy; and ho was also the;

author of several pamphlets on the events of his day.

GREW, Nehemiah (1628-1711), the earliest vegetabk

anatomist and physiologist of England, was the sor.

of Obadiah Grew, nonconformist divino of St Michael's,

Coventry. At the Restoration, his father being ejcctcf'i

from his living, he went to a foreign university, where lit

took the degree of doctor of physic. Returning to Coventry,

his native town, he commenced a series of observations on

the physiology of plants, communicating the results to tho-

Royal Society, by which they were so well received that

he was induced to remove to London (1672). There h?

acquired an extensive practice as a physician. Ho was

elect'd n fellow of the Royal Society on tho recomnien.

dat! 3 o'' Bishop Wilkins, and in 1677 ho succeeded Mi
Oldj.iburg as socretarj', in which capacity ho prepared

descriptive catalogue of the rarities preserved at Grcslioiu

College (1681). The following year appeared his culcbratci)

work on the Anatomy of J'/aiits, in which ho displayed

great originality as an investigator, especially in pointing

out the sex-difi'ercnces of plants. Linnaeus named a genu."

of plants Grewia (natural family of Tlliacew) in his honour.
Hi edited thn I'liilosopliical Transnclioiis, bcguii in \6G5, ami

wrote trcalisca on tlea- ll'ater mmic Frcs/t, wliich pnsscd tlirouf;))

several editions, nnd on tlio jVo'iirc ami Use 0/ the Salt coiilniu'H I'v

Epsom and such other IVatcra (1897), a rendering of tlio Tractntti;

de Salts, &c. , Usu (1G95). Bcsiilis tlic Aiinlonnj of Plnuls, Ik

wrote a Comparatitc Anatomy of Tiiinis (1C75), and mi Jdcn of i.

Phytologicnl History (1C73), ns well ns Cosmoloyin Saera (17U1).

There u nlso a Dispulatio de liijuvri nenoso by liim (1672), ni'd

licciicil d'c-Tjiiriencca .... sue Ic comhai qui pocidc du viilauj'^

des con>3 (1679\
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GREY^Eael (1764-1845). Charles, second Earl Grey,

'was the eldest surviving son of General Sir Charles Grey,

afterwards first Earl Grey. He was born at liis father's

lesidence, Fallodon, near Alnwick, March 13, 1764.

General Grey, who was a younger son of the house of Grey
«jf Howick, one of the most considerable territorial families

in Northumberland, had already begun a career of active

service which, like the political career of his son, covered

nearly half a century. Before the latter was born. General

Cfrey had served on the staff of Prince Ferdinand of Bruns-

-wick in the Seven Years' War, and had been wounded at

Minden. While the son was making verses at Eton, the

SFathee was serving against the revolted colonists in Pennsyl-

•vania and New Jersey, and while the young member for

Uorthumberland was denouncing Pitt's war against the

•(Convention, the veteran soldier was destroying the remnant
of the French colonial empire by the capture of Martinique

and Guadaloupe. When Napoleon threatened an invasion.

General Grey took the command of the southern district,

and at the peace of Amiens he was rewarded with a peer-

age. His elder brother. Sir Henry Grey of Howick, the

3iead of the family, had supported the Government in

parliament. But the political career of young Grey, who
Tras heir-presumptive to the family estates, took a diflerent

«oinplesion, which needs to be eiplained by the circum-

stances in which if began.

Young Grey expected to reoccupy the seat which had
liesn his uncle's ; and his early years were spent in prepara-

iion for a parliamentary career. He was sent to Eton, and
proceeded thence to Cambridge. William Pitt, a youth five

years older, was then in residence as a master of arts, studi-

ously paying court to the Whig.s of the university; and at

the general election of 1780 he came forward as a candidate

for the academic^,! seat. His name stood last on the poll,

bat he was brought in elsewhere, and his first speech proved
lum a man of the first mark. The unparalleled successes

which followed portended grave changes. Pitt's elevation to

•the premiership, his brilliant and hard-fought battle in the

iiouse, and his complete rout of the Whig party at the

general election of 1784, when he came in for Cambridge
St the head of the poll, threatened the great territorial

interest with nothing less than extinction. It was to this

interest that Grey belonged ; and hence, when at length re-

turned for Northumberland in 1786, he at once came for-

ward as a vigorous assailant of the Government of Pitt.

Ee was hailed by the opposition, and associated with Fox,
Burke, and Sheridan as a manager in the Hastings im-

peachment. During the nineteen years which remained
of the career of Fox, he followed the great Whig statesman

with absolute fidelity, and succeeded him as leader of the

party. The shortcomings of Fox's statesmanship were

inherited by Grey. Both were equally devoid of political

originality, shunned the severer labours of the politician,

aad instinctively feared any deviation from the traditions

rf their party. Such men cannot save a party in its de-

cadence, and tlia history of Fox and Grey has been aptly

termed the history of the decline and fall of Whiggism.
The stunning blow of 1784 was the first incident in this

listory. Its full significance was not at once perceived.

5^11 opposition, however weak in the beginning, generally

aas a tendency to revive, and Grey's early successes in the

lonse holped to revive the Foxites. The European situa-

tion became favourable to this revival. The struggle in

ftence for popular rights, culminating in the great Revolu-

tion, was watched by Fox with interested sympathy. He
effected to regard the domination of Pitt as the domina-
tion of tho crown, and as leading logically to absolutism,

and saw in that popular sympathy for the French Revolution

-which nat'irally arose in England an instrument which
•night be employed to overthrow this domination.

But Pitt gathered the fruits of the windfall. TL« spread
of "Jacobinism," or "French principles," became the pre-

text on which the stronger half of the opposition went over
to the Government. Burke led the movement \n the
Commons, the duke of Portland and Lord Fitzv,ilium in
the Lords, and with this second incident in the Whig
decline began the difficulties of Grey's career. Thp do [iun»-

tio)i of the premier had already stirred the keenest resent-

ment in the younger and more ambitious members nf the
Whig party. Freed from the restraint of the stiadier

politicians under Burke and Portland, the residuum under
Fox feUinto a series of grave mistakes. Of this resMuum
Grey became the moving spirit, for though Fox did not
check their activity, he disclaimed the responsibility of theii

policy. Fox had refused to condemn " French princi pies,"

and denounced the war with France; but he would take no
part in exciting agitation in England. It v/as otherwisn with
the restless spirits among whom Grey was found. Et raged
by the attitude of Pitt, which was grounded on the si ipport

of the constituencies as they then stood, the residuum
plotted an ill-timed agitation for parliamentary refoi m.

The demand for parliamentary reform was as yet in a
rudimentary stage. Forty years later it had bec/me tho

demand of an unenfranchised nation, "disabused by a

sudden spread of political and economical knowl&ige. It

wa3 as yet but the occasional instrument of the scheming
politician. Chatham had employed the cry in this sense.

The Middlesex agitators had done the same ; even the

premier of the time, after his accession to power, had
sought to strengthen his hands in the same way. But

I
Pitt's hands were now strengthened abundantly ; whereas
the opposition had nothing to lose and much to gain by
such a measure. The cry for reform thus became their

natural expedient. Powerless to carry reform in the House,
they sought to overawe parliament by external agitation,

and formed the Society of the Friends of the People, des-

tined to unite the forces of all the " patriotic " societies

which already existed in the countrj*, and to pour their

violence irresistibly on a terrified parliament. Grey and
his friends were enrolled in this poitentous association,

and presented in parliament its menacing, petitions. Such
petitions, which were in fact violent impeachments of

parliament itself, proceeding from voluntary associations

having no corporate existence, had been hitherto unknown
in the English parliament. They had been weU-known ip

the French assembly. They had heralded and furthered

the victory of the Jacobins, the dissolution of the con-

stitution, the calling of the Convention, and the fall of the

monarchy.

The Society of the Friends of the People was originally

an after-dinner folly, extemporized at the house of a man
who afterwards gained an earldom by denouncing it as

seditious. Fox discountenanced it, though he did not
directly condemn it ; but Grey was overborne by ihe fierce

Jacobinism of Lauderdale, and avowed himself the parlia-

mentary mouthpiece of this dangerous agitation. But Pitt,

strong in his position, cut the ground from under Grey's

feet by suppressing the agitation with a strong hand. The
suspension of the Habeas Corpus Act, the Gagging Acts,

and the state prosecutions form a painful historical spisode.

But the discredit belongs as much to Grey and Lauder-

dale as to Pitt. Grey always spoke regretfully of his share

in the movement. "One word from Fox," he said, "would
have kept me out of all the mess of the Friends of the

People. But he never spoke it."

It was Grey who moved the impeachment of Pitt, and
he next promoted the equally foolish " Secession." Since

the parliament did not properly represent the nation, and
refused to reform itself or to impeach the minister, nothing

remained but to disown it ; and the opposit'jn annc<uaced.
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tUeir intention of " seceding," or systematically absenting

themselves from their places in parliament. This futile

movement was originated by Grey, Lauderdale, and the

duke of Bedford. It obtained a somewhat wider support.

It suited the languor of some dispirited politicians, like

Fox, and the avarice of some lawyers in large practice,

like Erskine ; but sensible politicians at once condemned it.

It directly ignored parliamentary government, and amounted

to nothing but a pettish threat of revolution. " Secession,"

said Lord Laasdowne, with characteristic shrewdness,

"either means rebellion, or it is nonsense." Pitt easily

dashed this feeble weapon from the hands of his opponents.

He roused jealousy in the absent by praising the parts and

the patriotism of the rest, and thus gradually brought them
back. Grey himself reappeared to protest against the

union with Ireland.

When Pitt died in 1806, nothing could prevent the re-

united opposition from coming into power, and thus the

Broad-bottom ministry was formed under Fox. On his

deaih, Grenville became premier, and Grey, now Lord

Howick, Foreign Secretary, and leader of the House of

Commons. Disunion, always the bane of English Liberal-

ism, lurked in the coalition, and the Foxites and Grenvillites

were only ostensibly at one. Grey opposed the war policy of

Grenville ; and this policy was not more successful than it had

been in the handsof Pitt. And the changefromthe leadership

of Fox to that of Grenville was only too perceptible. Both

in court and country Grenville affected the role of Pitt, and

assumed a stiff and peremptory attitude which ill became

him. An ill-advised dissolution weakened their majority
;

they lost ground by the " delicate investigation " into the

conduct of the Princess of Wales ; Lord Henry Patty's

budget was too specious to command confidence ; and the

king, fully aware of their weak situation, resolved to get

rid of them. When they proposed to concede a portion

of the Catholic claims, George refused, and demanded of

them an undertaking never to propose such a measure again.

This was refused, and the Grenville-Grey cabinet retired in

March 1807. In the same year Grey's father died, and Grey
went to the Upper House. Opposition united Grey and
Grenville for a time, but the parties finally split on the old

war question. When Napoleon returned from Elba in 1815,

and once more seized the government of France, the same
question arose which had arisen in 1792, Was England to

go to war for the restoration of the Bourbons'! Grenville

followed the traditions of Pitt, and supported the ministry

in at once renewing hostilities. Grey followed tho.se of Fox,

and maintained the right of Franco to choose her own
governors, and the impossibility of checking the reaction in

the emperor's favour. The victory of Waterloo put an

end to the dispute, but the disruption became permanent.

The termination of the war, and the cessation of all action

in common, reduced the power of the opposition to

nothing. Grenrille retired from public life, and his ad-

herents reinforced the ministry. Little remained for the

Whigs to do. But the scandalous persecution of the queen
afforded an opportunity of showing that the ministry wore
not omnipotent ; and the part taken on that occasion by
Grey won him at once the increased respect of the nation

and the undying aversion of George IV. It sealed the

exclusion of himself and his few friends from office during
the king's life; and when in 1827 (?rey came forth to

denounce the ministry of Canning, ho declared that he
stood alone in the political world. His words wore Soon
justified, for when Lord Goderich resigned, the remnant
which had hitherto supported Grey hastened to support
the ministry of the duke of Wellington, Thus was the
original Whig party dissolved, after a series of struggles

which had begun with the longest reign upon record, and
Lad outlasted it.

We now reach the principal episode in Grey's career, in

1827 he seemed to stand forth the solitary and poweiless

relic of an extinct party. In 1832 we find that party re-

stored to its old numbers and activity, supreme in parlia-

ment, popular in the nation, and Lord Grey at its head.

The duke of Wellington's foolish declaration against parlia-

mentary reform, made in a season of great popular excite-

ment, suddenly deprived him of the confidence of the

country, and a coalition of the Whigs and Canningites

became inevitable. The Whigs had in 1827 supported

the Canningites ; the latter now supported the Whigs, of

whom Grey remained the traditional head. George IV.

was dead, and no obstacle existed to Grey's elevation.

Grey was sent for by William IV. in November 1830, and
formed a coalition Cabinet, pledged to carry on the work
in which the duke of Wellington had faltered. But Grey
himself was the mere instrument of the times. An old-

fashioned Whig, he had little personal sympathy with the

popular cause, though he had sometimes indicated a certain

measure of reform as necessary. When he took office, he
guessed neither the extent to which the Reform Act would
go, nor the means by which it would be carried. That he
procured for the countrj- a measure of constitutional reform

for which he had agitated in his youth was little more than

a coincidence. In his youth he had put himself at the

head of a frantic agitation against parliament, because he
there found himself powerless. .In his old age the case

was reversed. Suddenly raised to a position of authority

in the country, he boklly stood between parliament, oa

then constituted, and the formidable agitation which now
threatened it, and by a forced reform saved it from revolution.

In his youth he had assailed Pitt's administration because

Pitt's administration threatened with extinction the political

monopoly of that landed interest to which he belonged: In

his old age, on the contrary, unable to check the progress of

the wave, he swam with it, and headed the movement whic'

compelled that landed interest to surrender its monopoly.

The second reading of the first Reform Bill was carried

in the Commons by a majority of one. This was equivalent

to a defeat, and further failures precipitated a dissolution.

The confidence which the bold action of the ministry had

won was soon plainly proved, for the second reading was

carried in the new parliament by a majority of 13G. When
the bill had at length passed the Commons after month.s

of' debate, it was Grey's task to introduce it to the Lords.

It was rejected by a majority of 41. The safety of tbo

country now depended on the prudence and courage of the

rhinistry. The resignation of Grey and his colleag>ics

was dreaded even by the opposition, and the)' remained

in office with the intention of introducing a third Reform

Bill in the next session. The last months of 1831 were

the beginning of a political crisis such as England had
not seen since 1688. The two extreme parties, the Ultra-

Radicals and the Ultra-Tories, were ready for civil war.

Between them stood the ministry and the majority of

intelligetit peace-loving Englishmen ; and their coui-se of

action was soon decided. The bill must bo passed, and

there were but two ways of passing it. One was to declare

tho consent of the House of Lords unnecessary to the

measure, the other to create, if necessary, new peers in

Buflicient number to outvote tho oppositipn. These two

expedients did not in reality differ. To swamp tho house

in tho way proposed would have been to destroy it. Tho
question whether the ministry should demand tho king's

consent to such a creation, if necessary, was debated in the

cabinet in September. Brougham proposuil it, and gradually

a majority of the cabinet were won over. Grcj' had at first

refused to employ even the threat of so iinoonstitutional n

device a» a means to tho proposed end. Lut bis continued

refusal would have broken up tho ministry, and the breakinf
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up of the ministry must now have been the signal for revo-

lution. The second reading in the Commons was passed in

December by a majority of 162, and on New-Year's Day
T832 the majority of the cabinet resolved on demanding
power to carry it in the Lords by a creation of peers.

Grey carried the resolution to the king. Some time still

remained before the bill could be committed and read a

third time. It was not until the 9th of April that Grey
moved the second reading in the Lords. A sufficient

number of the opposition temporized; and the second

reading was allowed to pass by a majority of nine. Their

intention was to mutilate the bill in committee. The
Ultra-Tories, headed by the duke of Wellington, had
entered a protest against the second reading, but they

were now politically powerless. Th* struggle had become
a struggle on the one hand for the whole bill, to be carried

by a creation of peers, and on the other for some mutilated

measure. Grey's instinct divined that the crisis was
approaching. Either the king must consent to swamp the

House, or the ministry must cease to stand in the breach

between the peers and the country. The king, a weak and
inexperienced politician, had in the meantime been wrought
upon by the temporizing leaders in the Lords. He was
induced to believe that if the Commons should reject the

mutilated bill when it was returned to them, and the

ministry should consequently retire, the mutilated bill

might be reintroduced and passed by a Tory ministry.

He was deaf to all representations of the state of public

opinion ; and to the surprise of the ministry, and the terror

and indignation of every man of sense in the country, he
rejected their proposal, and accepted their resignation,

May 9, 1832. The duke of Wellington undertook the

hopeless task of constructing a ministry which should pass

a restricted or sham Reform Bill. The only man who
could have made the success of such a ministry even

probable was Peel, and Peel's conscience and good sense

forbade the attempt. He refused, and after a week of

the profoundest agitation throughout the country, the

king, beaten and mortified, was forced to send for Grey
and Brougham. On being told that his consent to the

creation of peers was the only condition on which they

could undertake the Government, he angrily and reluctantly

yielded. The chancellor, with cool forethought, demanded
this conssnt in writing. Grey thought such a demand
harsh and unnecessary. " I wonder," he said to Brougham,
when the interview was over, " you could have had the

heart to press it." But Brougham was inexorable, and
the king signed the following paper :

—" The king grants

permission to Earl Grey, and to his Chancellor, Lord
Brougham, to create such a number of peers as will be
sufficient to ensure the passing of the Eeform Bill, first

calling up peers' eldest sons.

—

William R., Windsor, May
17, 1832." This brief paper may be called the Magna
Charta of responsible government. It established tte right

of a ministry to break down, by some convenient means, a
factious opposition in the Lords; and this right has never
since been practically disputed.

Grey had now won the game. There was no danger
that he would have to resort to the expedient which he was
authorized to employ. The introduction of sixty new peers
would have destroyed the opposition, but it would have
been equivalent to the abolition of the House. The king's

consent made known, a sufficient number of peers were
sure to withdraw to enable the bill to pass, and thus the
dignity of both king and peerage would be saved. The
duke of Wellington headed this movement en the part of

the opposition ; and the third reading of the bill was
carried in the Lords by a majority of 84.

It is well known that in after years both Grey and
Brougham disclaimed any intention of executing their

threat. If this were so, they must have merely pretnoded

to brave a danger which they secretly feared to tas , and
intended to avoid ; and the credit of rescuing the country
would belong to the duke of Wellington and the pe.;rs who
seceded with him. To argue such cowardice in them from
statements made when the crisis was long past, and when
they were naturally willing to palliate the rough policy

which they were forced to adopt, would be to set up a need-

less and unjustifiable paradox. Nothing else in the career

of either Grey or Brougham leads us to suppose them cap-

able of the moral baseness of yielding up the helm of state,

in an hour of darkness and peril, to reckless and unskilled

hands. Such would have been the result if they had lacked

the determination to carry out their programme to the end.

The influence of every statesman in the country would then

have been extinguished, and the United Kingdom would have
been absolutely in the hands of O'Connell and Orator Hunt.

Grey took but little part in directing the legislation of

the reformed parliament. Never anxious for power, he had
executed the auduous task of 1831-2 rather as a matter of

duty than of inclination, and wished for an opportunity of

retiring. Such an opportunity very shortly presented itself.

The Irish policy of the ministry had not conciliated the

Irish people, and O'Connell denounced them with the

greatest bitterness. On the renewal of the customary
Coercion Bill, the ministry was divided on the questioa

whether to continue to the lord-lieutenant the power of

suppressing public meetings. Mr Littleton, the Irish secre-

tary, was for abolishing it ; and with the view of con-

ciliating O'Connell, he informed him that the ministrj-

intended to abandon it. But the result proved him to

have been mistaken, and O'Connell, with some reason sup-

posing himself to have been duped, called on Mr Littleton

to resign his seat in the cabinet. It had also transpired

in the discussion that Lord Althorp, the leader of the

House of Commons, was privately opposed to retaining

those clauses which it was his duty to push through the

house. Lord Althorp therefore resigned, antt Grey, who
had lately passed his seventieth year, took the opportunity

of resigning also. It was his opinion, it appeared, which
had overborne the cabinet in favour of the public meeting

clauses ; and his voluntary withdrawal enabled Lord
Althorp to return to his post, and to proceed with the bill

in its milder form. Grey was succeeded by Lord Melbourne

;

but no other change was made in the cabinet. Grey took

no further part in politics. During most of his remaining

years he continued to live in retirement at Howick, where

he died on the 17th of July 1845, in his eighty-second

year. By his wife Mary Elizabeth, only daughter of tho

first Lord Ponsonby, whom he married November 18, 1794,

he became the father of ten sons and five daughters, of

whom eight sons and four daughters survived him.

In public life. Grey could always be upon occasion bold,

strenuous, and self-sacrificing ; but he was little disposed

for the active work of the politician. He was not one of

those who took the statesman's duty " as a pleasure he was

to enjoy." A certain stiffness and reserve ever seemed in

the popular eye to hedge him in ; nor was his oratory of the

kind which stirs enthusiasm and delight. A tall, stately

figure, fine voice, and calm aristocratic bearing reminded

the listener of Pitt rather than of Fox, and his speeches

were constructed on the Attic rather than the Asiatic model.

Though simple and straightforward, they never lack either

point or dignity; and they were admirably adapted to tho

audience to which they were addressed. The scrupulous

uprightness of Grey's political and private character com-

pleted the ascendency which he gained ; and no politician

could be named who, without being a statesman of the

highest class, has left a name more enviably placed in

English history. (e. j. k)
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GREY, Lady Jane (1537-1554), a person remarkable

no less for her accomplishineuts than for her misfortunes,

Avaa the great-graoddaughter of Henry VII. of England.

Her descent from that king was traced through a line of

females. His second daughter Mary, after being left a

widow by Louis XII. of France, married Charles Brandon,

duke of Suffolk, who was a favourite with her brother King

Henry VIIL Of this marriage came two daughters, the

elder of whom, Lady Frances Brandon, was married to

Henry Grey, marquis of Dorset; and their issue, again,

consisted of daughters only. Lady Jane, the subject of

this article, was the eldest of three whom the marquis

Iiad by Lady Frances. Thus it will appear that even if

the crown of England had ever fallen into the female

line of descent from Henry VII., she could not have. put

in a rightful claim unless the issue of his elder daughter,

, Jfargaret, had become extinct. But Margaret had married

James IV, of Scotland; and, though her descendant, James

VL, was ultimately called to the English throne, Henry

VIII. had placed her family after that of his second sister

in the succession ; so that, failing the lawful issue of Henry
himself. Lady Jane would, according to this arrangement.

Lave succeeded. It was to these circumstances that she

owed her exceptional position in history, and became the

victim of an ambition which was not her own.

She was born at her father's seat named Broadgate in

Leicestershire, about the year 1537. Her parents, though

severe disciplinarians, bestowed more than ordinary care

upon her education, and she herself was so teachable, and
delighted so much in study, that the became the marvel of

the age for her acquirements. >She not only excelled in

needlework and in music, both vo;al and instrumental, but

while still very young she had tb ironghly mastered Latin,

Greek, French, and Italian. Shj was able to speak and

write both Greek and Latin with an accuracy that satisfied

even such critics as Ascham and her tutor Dr Aylmer, after-

wards bishop of London. She had also acquired some
knowledge of at least three Oiiental tongues, Hebrew,

Chaldee, and Arabic. In Aschaa 's Schoolmaster is given a

touching account of the devotion with which she pursued

her studies and the harshness s!ie experienced from her

parents. The love of learning wis her solace; in reading

Demosthenes and Plato she found a refuge from domestic

unhappiness. After the fashion of those days she was,

when about ten years old, placed for a time in the house-

hold of Thomas, Lord Seymour, who induced her parents to

let her stay with him by promining to marry her to his

nephew King Edward VI. Loi d Seymour, however, was
attainted of high treason and b "headed in 1549, and his

brother, the duke of Somerset, n ade some overtures to the

marquis of Dorset to marry Lcr to his eon the earl of

Hertford. These projects, howcer, came to nothing. The
duke of Somerset in his turn fell a victim to the ambition

of Dudley duke of Northumborla id, and was behead 1 throe

years after his brother. Meanwh le, the dukedom of Suffolk

having become extinct by the ileaths of Charles Brandon
and his two sons, the title was (onfcrred upon the marquis

of Dorset, Lady Jane's father. 2^'orthumberland, who was
now all-powerful, fearing a great reverse of fortune in case

of the king's death, whose health soon began visibly to

de.-liL6, pndeavourcd to strengthen himself by marriages

between his family and those of other powerful noblemen,

c.^peciaily of the new-made duko of Sutfulk. His three

eldest sons being already married, the fourth, who was

named Lord Guildford Dudley, was accordingly wedded to

Lady Jane Grey about the end of May 1553. The match
received the full approval of the king, who furnished the

wedding apparel of the parties by royal warrant. But
Edward's slate of health warned Northumberland that be

fnn-st lose no time in putting the rest of his project into

execution. He persuaded the king that if the crown should

descend to his sister Mary, the work of the Reformation
would be undone and the liberties of the kingdom would
be in danger. Besides, both Maiy and her sister Elizabeth

had been declared illegitimate by separate Acts of Parlia-

ment, and the objection? to Mary Queen of Scots did not

require to be pointed out. Edward was easily persuaded
to break through his father's will and make a new settle-

ment of the crown by deed. The document was witnessed
by the signatures of all the council and of all tut one of the

judges ; but those of the latter body were not obtained

without difficulty by threats and intimidation.

Edward VI. died on the Gth July 1553, and it was
announced to Lady Jane that she was queen. She was
then but sixteen years of age. The nsws came upon her as

a most unwelcome surprise, and for some time she resisted

all persuasions to accept the fatal dignity ; but at length she

yielded to the entreaties of her father, her father-in-law, and
her husband. The better to mature their plans the cabal had
kept the king's death secret for some days, but they pro-

claimed Queen Jane in the city on the 10th. The people
received the announcement with manifest coldness, and a
vintner's boy was even so bold as to raise a cry for Queen
Mary, for which he next day had his ears nailed to the

pillory and afterwards cut off. Mary, however, had received

early intimation of her brother's death, and, retiring from
Hunsdoa into Norfolk, gathered round her the nobility and
commons of those parts. Northumberland was despatched

thither with an army to oppose her ; '"j^ after reaching

Newmarket he complained that the council had not sent

him forces in sufficient numbers, and his followers began
to desert. News also came that the earl of Oxford had
declared for Queen Mary ; and as most of the council

themselves were only seeking an opportunity to wash their

hands of rebellion, they procured a meeting at Baynard's

Castle, revoked their former acts as done under coercion,

and caused the lord mayor to proclaim Queen Mary, which
he did amid the shouts of the citizens The duke of

Suffolk was obliged to tell his daughter that she mu.<!t lay

aside her royal dignity and become a private person once

more. She replied that she relinquished most willingly a

I

crown that she had only accepted out of obedience to him
and her mother ; and her ten days' reign was over.

The leading actors in the conspiracy were now called to

answer for their deeds. Northumberland was 'brought uj)

to London a prisoner, tried and sent to the block, along

with some of his partisans. . The duke of Suffolk and Lady
Jane were also committed to the Tower ; but the former,

by the influence of his duchess, procured a pardon. Lady
Jane and her husband Lord Guildford Dudley were also

tried, and received sentence of death for treason. This,

however, was not immediately carried out ; on the contrary

the queen seems to have wished to spare their lives, and
mitigated the rigour of their confinement. Unfortunately,

owing to the general di. like of the queen's marria^je

with Philip of Sj ain, Sir Thomas Wyutt soon after

raised a rcLellion iu which the Juko of Suffolk and Lia

brothers toc'x part, and on its suppression the queen was

persuaded that it w.is unsafe to spare the. lives of LaJy
Jane and her huib.ind any longer. On hearing that

they were to die, LaJy Jane declined a parting interview

with her husband lest it should increase their pain, r.iid

prepared to meet her fate with Christian foititude. She
and her husband were executed on the same day, February

12, 15^1, her husband on Tower Hill, and herself within

the Tower an hour afterwards, amidst UDivental bympatLy

auJ com^iassion.

Sco A.selmm'B ScJioohnaster ; Bioci. Brit.; Burnet's IHatoryj of tht

lif/ormation ; Howard's Lady Jane Orcy; Nicolas's Lileraiy

Itemains of Lady Jane Qrt]/. (J. OA.J
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GREYHOUND. See Dog, vol vii. p. 327, aud

COUKSING.
GKEYTOWX, or more correctly San Juan del Norte, a

small town of Nicaragua, worthy of note as the only port

of the republic on the coast of the Atlantic and as the

eastern terminus proposed for the Nicaraguan inter-oceanic

canal. According to the survey of Commanders Hatfield

and Lull, U.S.N., in 1872-3, the church is situated in 10°

55' U" N. lat. and 83° 42' 18" W. long. The town lies

along the seaward side of a narrow peninsula formed by

ihe windings of the San Juan river, and most of its build-

ings are insignificant erections raised 2 or 3 feet on piles.

Though it is still a port of call for mail steamers, and
monopolizes the export and import trade of Nicaragua,

Greytown is in a decadent condition. Its fine harbour has

become almost useless. Between 1832 and 1848 the

Arenas Point, which formed one of its boundaries, ad-

vanced westward nearly a nautical mile, and now the

whole seaward frontage of the bay is a moving sand-bank.

In 1853 the channel of entrance was still about one-third

of a mile in width and had 23 to 25 feet of water in the

bar, so that even vessels of war were able to take shelter

within the harbour; but by 1801 the channel was only

100 yards wide and 12 feet deep, and in 1875 the passage
was sometimes practically closed, with at the most only

5 feet of water. The inhabitants of the town, however,
have increased from 955 in 1863 to about 1200 in 1875.

As the vicinity of their town is unfitted for agriculture,

they are almost entirely dependent for provisions on
supplies from the interior or abroad, and sometimes the

commonest articles of consumption are exceedingly scarce.

In terms of the treaty of 1860 trial by jury is maintained
in all civil and criminal cases, andthere is perfect freedom
«f religious worship, both private and public. The
seventh article, however, by which Greytown was to re-

main a free port has become a dead letter. A duty of 5
per cent, was allowed by the merchants on all imports
consumed in the place in order to provide means for con-

structing a lighthouse ; and in 1863 the central Govern-
ment of the republic imposed another 5 per cent., so that

all goods really pay 10 per cent, ad valorem. The imports
in 1875 and 1876 respectively were X25,350 and £105,000,
and the exports £60,500 and £145,000.
The harbour of San Juan, first discovered by Columbus, was

brought into further notice by Captain Diego Machuca, who in 1529
sailed down the river from the Lake of Nicaragua. The date of the
first Spanish settlement on the spot is not known, but in the 17th
century there were fortifications at the month of the river. In 1796
San Juan was made a port of entiy by royal charter, and new
defences were erected in 1821. The patriots of Nicaragua seized the
place at the revolution, but they were expelled in January 1848 by
the British, who, claiming the district in name of the " king of the
Mosquito Indians," continued in possession till the treaty of 1860.
In 1854 the town was bombarded by the United States forces for an
alleged insult.

GRIBOYEDOFF, Alexander Seegueevich (1795-
1829), was born in 1795 at Moscow, where he studied at

the university from 1810 to 1812. He then obtained a
commission in a hussar regiment, but resigned it in 1816.
Next year he entered the. civil service, and in 1818 was
appointed secretary of the Russian legation in Persia,

whence he was transferred to Georgia. There he began
the drama which has made him famous. He had com-
menced writing early, and had produced on the stage at St
Petersburg in 1816 a comedy in verse, translated from the
Freuch, called The Young Spouses, which was followed by
some other pieces of the same kind. But neither these, nor
the essays and verses which he wrote for periodicals, would
have been long remembered, but for the immense success
gained by his comedy in verse, Gore ot uma, or " Misfortune
from Intelligence." A satire upon Eussian society, or, as
a high official styled it, " A pasquinade on Moscow," its

plot is slight, its merits consisting in its accurate repreeenta-
tion of certain social and official types,—such as FamousoflF,
the lover of old abuses, the hater of reforms ; his secretary,
Molchanin, servile fawner upon all in office ; the aristocratic
young liberal and Anglomaniac, Repetiloff ; contrasted with
whom is the hero of the piece, Tchatsky, the ironical
satirist, just returned from the west of Europe, who ex-
poses and ridicules the weaknesses of the rest, his, words
echoing that outcry of the young generation of 18L0 which
reached its climax in the military insurrection of 1W5, and
was then sternly silenced by Nicholas. Griboyedoff spent
the summer of 1823 in Russia, completed his play, and
took it to St Petersburg. There it was rejected by the
censorship. Many copies were made and privately circulated,

but Griboyedofi' never saw it published. The first edition
was printed in 1833, four years after his deatL Ouly once
did he see it on the stage, when it was acted by the officers

of the garrison at Erivan. Soured by disappointment he
returned to Georgia, made himself useful by his linguistic

knowledge to his relative Count Paskievitch-Erivansky
during. a campaign against Persia, and was sent to St
Petersburg with the treaty of 1828. Brilliantly received
there, he thought of devoting himself to literature, and
commenced a romantic drama, A Georgian Night. But he
was suddenly sent to Persia as' minister-plenipotentiary.

Soon after his arrival at Teheran a tumult arose, caused by
the anger of the populace against some Georgian and
Armenian captives,—Russian subjects,—who had taken
refuge in the Russian embassy. It was stormed, Griboyedoff
was killed (February 11, 1829), and his body was for

three days so ill-treated by the mob that it was at last

recognized only by an old scar on the hand, due to a wound
received in a duel. It was taken to Tiflis, and buried in

the monastery of St David. There a monument was erected

to his memory by his widow, to whom he had been but a

few months married. But his memory is best preserved by
his play Gore ot uma, which has since his death been re-

peatedly published and performed, and will always be
quoted as one of the masterpieces of Russian literature.

An English translation by N. Benardaky appeared in

London in 1857.

GRIESBACH, Johann Jakob (1745-1812), one of the

most distinguished of the band of scholars to whom the

modem science of New Testament textual criticism owes its

origin, was bom at Butzbach, a small town of Hesse-
Darmstadt, where his father was pastor, on the 4th of

January 1745. He received his school education at Frank-
fort-on-the-Main, and carried on his university studies at

Tubingen and Leipsic, but especially at Halle, where he
became one of Semler's most ardent disciples. At the close

of his undergraduate career, ?ie undertook a literary tour

which, apart from the advantages of stimulative contact

with many of the most distinguished scholars of England,

France, and Holland, as well as of his own country, was of

great utility to him in providing him with materials for the

great work of his subsequent life. On his return to Halle,

he acted for some time as " privat-docent," but in 1773 was
appointed to a professorial chair ; in 1775 he was translated

to Jena, where the remainder of his life was spent in ever-

increasing usefulness and honour, and wharg he died 24 th

March 1812.

Griesbach's critical edition of the New Testament first o ppearcd

at Halle, in three volumes, in 1774-76. The first volume contained

the first three gospels, synoptically arranged ; the second, tie fourth

gospel and the Acts of the Apostles. All the historical lo<iks were

reprinted in one volume in 1777, the synoptical urrangen.eiit of the

gospels having been abandoned as inconvenient. Of the second

edition, very considerably enlarged aud improved, the fi/st volume

appeared in 1796 and the second in 1806 (Halle and Londun). Of

a third edition, edited by Schulz, only the first volume, coLtaining

the four gospels, has appeared (1327).

For the construction of his critical text Criesbach took os hi»
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basis tha Klzevir eJition, from which he. departed only when valid

reasons seemed to require it. In all such cases he placed tlie Elzevir

readin" on the inner margin along with such other readings as ho

thought worthy of special consideration (these last, however, being

prinSd in smaller type). To all the readings on this margin ho

attached special marks indicating the precise degree of probability

in his opinion attaching to each. In weighing these probabilities

he proceeded upon a particular theory which in its leading features

he had deriveil from Bengel and Semler, dividing all the MSS. into

three great families or recensions—the Alexandrian, the Western,

and the Byzantine. The Alexandrian recension had (as the name
isir.lied) originated in Alexandria, and thence had spread over Egypt

and the Enst ; it is characterized by a general tendency to tone

down all Hebraisms, inelegancies, and inaccuracies. The Western

on the other hand had retained the Hebraisms unimpatred, but had

incorporated many glosses, as well as interpolations from parallel

passages, with the purpose of making the text more intelligible

(Gramraaticum egit Alexandrinus censor, interpretem occidentalis).

The Byzantine he regarded as much later, and as combining and ex-

aggerating the peculiarities of both the others. A reading that was
supported by only one recension he considered as having only one

fitness in its favour ; those readings on the other hand which were

supported by all the three recensions, or even by two of them,

especially if these two were the Alexandrian and the Western, he
unhesitatingly accepts as genuine. Only when each of the three re-

censions gives a different reading does he proceed to discuss the

question on other grounds. See his Symbola: criticae ad supplcndas

«/ corrigcndas variarum Novi Tcstayiicnd IccUomim coUectiones

:

accedit muUorum N'. T. codicum Grxcorum dcscriptio el examen, 2

vols. (Halle, 1785, 1793), and his Commentarms criticvs in teztum

Groccum N. T., which extends to the end of Mark, and discusses tha

more important various readings with great care and thoroughness

(Jena, 1793-1811). Among the other works of Griesbach (which

are comparatively unimportant, however) may be mentioned his uui-

Tersity thesis Be codicibus quatuor evangelisiarum Origenianis

(Halle, 1771) and a work upon systematic theology {AnUitung zur
KennlnissdcrpopuldrenDogtnatik, Jena., 1779). HisOpuscula, con-

sisting chiedy of university " programs " and addresses, were edited

by Gabler, in 2 vols. (Jena, 1824).

GRIFFIN, or Gryphon {gryphus, ypv\f), in the natural

history of the ancients, the name of an imaginary rapacious

creature of the eagle species, represented with four legs,

wings, and a beak,—the fore part resembling an eagle, and

the hinder a lion. In addition, some writers describe the

tail as a serpent. This animal, which was supposed to

watch over gold mines and hidden treasures, and to be the

enemy of the horse, was consecrated to the Sun ; and the

ancient painters represented the chariot of the Sun as drawn-

by griffins. According to Spanheim, those of Jupiter and

Nemesis were similarly provided. The griffin of Scripture

is probably that species of the eagle called inLatin Ossifraga,

or osprey. The griffin is related to inhabit Asiatic Scythia,

where the lands abound in gold and precious stones ; and
when strangers approach to gather these the creatures

leap upon them and tear them in pieces, thus showing their

use in chastising human avarice and greed. The one-eyed

Arimaspi wage constant war with them, according to Probus

and Servius. The celebrated Sir J»hn de Mandeville, in

his Travels, described a griffin as eight times larger than a

lion. The griffin is frequently seen on early seals and
medals, and is still borne as a favourite device on seals

and as a charge in heraldry. Papworth, in his laborious

Ordinary of British Armorials, ascribes this creature to

several hundred family 'coats, as a single charge, and in

conne.xion with other heraldic devices the griffin was con-

stantly borne in English and especially in "Welsh armourj'.

Berry in his Encyclopixrlia Ileraldica declares that the

combination of the eagle and lion signified strength and
swiftness conjoined ; if this bo so, the reason of its almost

universal adoption as an emblem by a military and chivalric

people is not far to seek. The seals of Baldwin de P>cdvers,

second earl of Devon (1137-1155), and his son William de

Vernun, sixth earl, exhibit two most curious examples of

the griffin, and being anterior to the consolidation of heraldic

rules and a succession of heraldic devices from father to

eon, arc yet proofs that particular devices or emblems were

in use with powerful lords of the 12th and 13th centuries,

and retained by the members of the family as carefully

and as conventionally as the true heraldic bearings of the

following century were. Guillim blazons this monster as

ramjyayit, alleging that any very fierce animal may be so

blazoned as well as the lion ; but Sylvester, Morgan, Burke,
Berry, and other writers upon heraldic subjects, use the

term segreant, i.e., se greant, pluming or arranging himself

by lifting himself up and flapping his wings, as all birds do
occasionally, instead of rampant Palliot, one of the most
interesting of all writers on arms, in his Vraye el Par/aite

Science des Armoires, describes this creature as generally

rampant, and points out its connexion with the Minotaur,

Centaurs, and Chimsera, " fronte Leo, postremo Draco,

medioque Chimsera." The same writer, in reference to

the possibility of such productions of nature, describes a

curious monster of similar character, called a hippocervus,

presented in 153-1 by Frederick, duke of Mantua, to Francis

the Great, the fore part being that of a horse, the hind part

that of a stag, which could be saddled and bridled, but
always threw his rider and trampled on him. Much might
be written on the subject of hybrids and fabulous monsters

such as these, but the various aspects of natural history

and archseology which they illustrate have never been yet

worked out. The griffin was also an architectural ornament
among the Greeks, and was copied from them, with other

architectural embellishments, by the Romans. A fine

example of the Assyrian griffin occurs on the sculptured

slabs from Kouyunjik, now in the British Museum. The
Dictionary of Early Drawings and lUuminalions, by W. de

Gray Birch and H. Jenner, gives a collection of references

to the finest examples of these creatures among the manu-
scripts from the Saxon age to the clo.'se of the 15th centur)'.

GRIFFIN, Gerald (1803-1840), an Irish novelist and

dramatic writer, was descended from a family of good

position, and was born at Limerick 12th December 1803.

He was the youngest of nine sons. After attending for

some time the school of an eccentric preceptor in Limerick,

he, on the removal of the family in 1810 to Fairy Lawn, a

country place on the banks of the Shannon, was placed under

the instruction of a private tutor, but in 1814 he returned

to Limerick to attend a classical school. In his youth Lis

devotion seems to have been pretty equally divided between

books and out-door recreations with the rod and gun. His

parents and a portion of the family emigrated in 1820 to

America, bat he and some others were left with an elder

brother who was settled as a medical practitioner at Adare

near Limerick, and under his direction Gerald made some

progress in medical studies with the view of adopting that

profession. It would appear, however, that very soon hia

intentions underwent a change, for, besides devoting a largo

part of his time to literary composition, he as early as his

eighteenth year undertook for a short time the editorehip

of a newspaper in Limerick. Having completed a tragedy,

Agnire, which was highly lauded by his friends, he finally

in 1823 act out for London with the purpose of " revolu,

tionizing the dramatic taste of the time by writing for tho

stage." Notwithstanding, however, tho efforts and recom-

mendations of the novelist Banim, who showed him greal

kindness, he found no manager wilHng to accept any of

his plays ; and for a considerable period he had such g

hard and wearisome struggle with poverty and disappointi

ment as permanently to injure his health. For some timq

ho barely supported himself by reporting trials for the

newspapers and by various kinds of hack work ; but hi;

prospects began to brighten a little when he obtained occupat

tion as a parliamentary reporter, and gradually the Literarji

Ga:elte, the iVevs of Litcralurr, and other periodicals of

standing bopar to look upon his contributions with favour.

Some of his dramatic pieces were accepted also by one of

the theatres ; and the pubhcatioo in 1827 of a series of
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tales under the title of Holland Tide was so successful that

he at once set about the preparation of a similar series,

which appeared the same year in two volumes under the

title of Tales of the Munster Festivals, and were still more
popular. In 1S28 appeare'd the Collegians, afterwards so

successfully adapted for the stage under the title of the

Colleen Baton. It is said to have been the favourite novel of

O'Connell; and, besides exhibiting that masterly delineation

of both the pathetic and the humorous features of Irish

character already shown in his other works, it was written

with a verve and a dramatic intensity and realism far sur-

passing all his previous or subsequent efforts. His principal

other works are T/ie Invasion, The Rivals, Tracei/s Ambition,

and T'he Tales of Five Seiues. He is also the author of a

number of lyrics which are generally pervaded by a tender

and sad cast of sentiment. When Griffin appeared to have

achieved the literary success for which he had had such a

hard struggle, he began to feel a growing distaste for his

profession. He became doubtful as to the moral influence

of his writings, and as to whether on that account he had
not been " misspending his time ;" and ultimately he came
to the conclusion that his true sphere of duty was to be

found within the walls of a monastery,—a resolve doubtless

partly attributable to the state of his healtli. He was
admitted into a Dublin monastery in September 1838 under

the name of Brother Joseph, and in the following summer
he removed to Cork, where he died of typhus fever 12th

June 1840. Previous to adopting the monastic habit he

burned all his manuscripts; but Gisippus, a tragedy which

he had composed in his twenty-fifth year, accidentally

escaped destruction, and in 1842 was put on the Drury Lane
stage by Mr Maeready, and actsd with great success. The
collected works of Gerald Griffin were published in 1843
in eight volumes, with a memoir by his brother. See also

Dublin University Maijazine for February 1844.

GRILLPARZER, Franz (1791-1872), a distinguished

German dramatist, was born in Vienna on the 15th January

1791. His father, a respectable advocate, destined him
for his own profession ; but on the conclusion of his legal

studies, in 1811, Grillparzer became a tutor in a noble

family, and two years afterwards accepted a subordinate

post in the civil service. He rose slowly in his profession,

but in 1833 was made director of the archives in the court

chamber (Hofkammer). He retired in 1856, receiving the

title of Hofrath, a title which was replaced in 1861 by the

higher one of Reichsrath. In 1847 he was made a member
of the Academy of Sciences. From early youth he dis-

played a strong literary impulse. He devoted especial

attention to the Spanish drama, and nearly all his writings

bear marks of the influence of Calderon. When he began

to writs, the German stage was dominated by the wild plays

of Werner, Milliner, and other authors of the so-called

"fate-tragedies." His first play, Die Ahnfrau (The

Ancestress), published in 1816, was penetrated by their

spirit. A lady, who has been slain by her husband for

infidelity, is doomed to visit " the glimpses of the moon "

till her house is estin,;uished, and this end is reached in

the tragedy amid scenes of violence and horror. Pome of

Grillparzer's admirers draw a sharp distinction between this

play and the works with which it is usually classed, and in

doing so they follow his own example. But its general

character is exactly similar to that of Werner's dramas ; it

OLly differs from them in containing individual passages of

much force and beauty. It at once became extremely

popular, and Grillparzer wag encouraged to write a second

tragedy, Sappho (1819), the most artistically finished of his

productions. An Italian rendering of this play fell into the

hands of Lord Byron, wbo, although the translation was
very bad, expressed his conviction that the author's name
would be held in reverence by posterity. It is full of the

aspiration of the Romantic school, but its form is classic

and its chastened style presents a striking contrast to the
noise and fury of the Ahnfran. The problem of the play
has some resemblance to that of Goethe's Torquato Tasao,

for in both we find the struggles of a poetic nature which
is unable to reconcile itself to the conditions of the actual

world. Grillparzer's conceptions are not so clearly defined

as Goethe's, nor is his diction so varied and harmonious;
but the play has the stamp of genius, and ranks as one of

the best of those works in which an attempt has been made
to combine the passion and sentiment of modern life with
the simplicity and grace of ancient masterpieces. Another
and more ambitious work in the classic style was Dag
goldene Vlies (The Golden Fleece), a trilogy published

in 1822. Of its three parts the greatest is Medea, which
some critics consider his highest achievement. There is

delicate art in the delineation of the mingled fascination

and repulsion which Medea and Jason feci for each other,

and when at last repulsion becomes the dominant force, the

dramatist gives splendid utterance to the rage of the dis-

appointed wife and mother. In Des Meeres und der Lieb^

Wellen (Waves of the Sea and of Love), which appeared

in 1840, Grillparzer again formed his work on classic

models ; but in this instance his feeling is so distinctly

modem that it does not find adequate expression in his

carefully measured verse. The subject is the story of Hero
and Leander, and it has never been more happily treated

than in some passages, \shich, however, are marked rather

by lyrical than dramatic qualities.

In 1825 Grillparzer published Konig Otlokar's GliicJc vnd
EnJe (King Ottocar's Fortune and End). It appealed

strongly to the patriotic sympathies of Vienna, dealing as

it does with one of the proudest periods of Austrian

history,—the time of Rudolf I., the founder of the house

of Hapsburg. In a harsh criticism of Grillparzer, which
appeared in the Foreign Review in 1829, and is now included

in his Miscellanies, Mr Carlyle said that Schiller's Ficcolo-

mini differed from Ottokar as " a living rose [differs] from

a mass of dead rose leaves, or even of broken Italian gum-
flowers." This judgment has not been confirmed by later

criticism. It cannot, indeed, be said that the materials of

the play are welded into a compact whole, but the charac-

ters are vigorously conceived, and there is a fine dramatic

contrast between the brilliant, restless, and unscrupulous

Ottocar and the calm, upright, and ultimately triumphaut

Rudolf. Another historical play, Fin ireuer Diener seines

Herrn (A faithful Servant of his Lord), appeared ia

1830, and brought down upon the author a storm of abuse

from the liberals, who accused him of servility. On the

other hand, the play displeased the court, and its repre-

sentation was stopped. It hardly deserved to be made the

subject of so much contention, for it is one of the least

powerful of Grillparzer's later dramas. A more pleasing

work was the dramatic study Der Traum, ein Lehen (The

Dream, a Life), which is to some extent a direct imita-

tion of Calderon, and has something of his brilliance and

charm. In the same year in whii!h this was issued (1840)

Grillparzer published Weke dem der lugt (Woe to him

who Lies), a comedy. It was so badly received that he

wrote no more for the stage. Several dramatic fragments,

however, composed at a later time, appeared among his

posthumous writings.

Grillparzer was a lyrical as well as a dramatic poet. He
used to say that all his lyrics were written for the purpose

of obtaining relief from feelings by which he happened to

be oppressed. The same thing was said of himself by

Goethe ; but Goethe's emotion in passing into verse was

purified and generalized; Grillparzer's remained for tho

most part strictly personal, and rarely touches the deepest

sympathies. He is more successful in epigram, in which



tm often gives sharp expression to a keen, biting bumoar.

He wrote also several prose tales, one ot which, Der Spid-

mann (The JIusician), is marked by delicate and graceful

fancy. His autobiography, which was written in 18.53

and brings down the narrative of his life to 1836, is a

model of clear, simple, and elegant prose ; and it throws

much interesting light both on his personal character and

on the tendencies of his time. Among his posthumous
wr'tings are many fragments of literary, philosophic, and

political criticism, all of them indicating a strong and inde-

pendent spirit, not invariably just, but distinct, pene-

trating, and suggestive. It is characteristic Of him that he

expresses extreme dislike of Hegel's philosophy on the

ground that its terms are unintelligible. On the other

hand, he gives evidence of careful and sympathetic study

of Kant. Of modern literary critics Gervinus was most

repugnant to him, mainly because of the tendency of this

writer to attribute moral-aims to authors who created solely

for art's sake. He rather maliciously says that Gervinus

had one advantage an4 one disadvantage in writing his

history of German Literature,—the advantage of common
sense, the disadvantage of knowing nothing of hia subject.

Of a quiet contemplative nature, Grillparzer shunned
genewl society. He never married. To a stranger he seemed
cold and distant, but in conversation with any one he liked

his real disposition revealed itsqlf ; his manner became ani-

mated, his eyes brightened, and a sarcastic but not ill-

natured smile would play upon his lips. It was one of his

sayings that the art of writing poetry can neither be taught

nor learned, but ho also held that inspiration will not visit

a poef. who neglects to make himself master of his subject.

Hence before writing a play he worked hard, striving to

comprehend the spirit of the age he wished to represent.

He was exceedingly fond of travel, and at different times

visited all the leading European countries. After 1840,

when his solitary comedy w^as rejected by the public, ho

almost passed from tlie memory of his contemporaries.

Fortunately for him, Heinrich Laube, an admirer of his

genius, settled in Vienna in 1819 as artistic director of the

court theatre. By and by Laube reintroduced on the stage

some of the forgotten works, and their success was imme-
diate and profound. To his own surprise, Grillparzer

became the most popular author of the day ; he was ranked

with Goethe and Schillei-, and lauded as the national poet of

AustriiL On the eightieth anniversary of his birthday all

classes from the court downwards united to do him honour
;

never, probably, did Vienna er-irt herself so much to prove

her respect for a private citizen. He died on the 21st

January 1872, and was buried with an amount of ceremony
that surpassed even the pomp displayed at Klopstock's

funeral. A monument of him has recently been erected at

Kaden, near Vienna.

After his death an (idmirable edition of his works, in ten vol'amea,

was Lssucd by Heinrich Laiibo and J. Weilen. There are several

C^gllsli renderings of Sapplui, and Medea lias also been translated.

For bioi^raphical and critical notices sec Kuh, Zwei DiclUcr Ocslcr-

nicKs (Pcsth, 1872) ; Betty Paoli, Orillpnner und seine Werke
(Stuttgart, 1876); and Gottschall, "Franz Grillparzer," and
" Franz GriUparzors Nachlass." in Unscre Zeil for 1872 and
1873. (J. SI.)

GIUMALDI, Giovanni Fryncesco (160G-1680), an

wchitect and painter, named II Bolognese from the place

of his birth, was a relative of the Caracci family, under

whom it is presumed ho studied first, and afterwards under

Albano. He went to Rome, and was appointed architect

to Pope Paul v., and patronized by succeeding popes also.

Towards 1648 he was invited to Franco by Cardinal

Mazarin, and for about two years was employed in buildings

for that minister an.l for Louis XIV, and in fresco-painting

if) the Louvre. His colour was Klifing, somewhat oicessive

HI the USB of irccn
J

hi.s touch light. Ho painted at once
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history, portraits, and landscape,—the last with predilec-

tion, especially in his advanced years,—and executed en-

gravings and etchings from his own landscapes, and from
those of Titian and the Caracci. Returning to Rome, he
was made president of the Academy of St Luke ; and in

that city ho died on 28th November 1680, in high reputfl

not only for his artistic skill but for his upright and charit-

able deeds as well. His son Alessandro assisted him both
in painting and in engraving. Paintings by Grimaldi are

preserved in the Quirinal and Vatican pakces, and in the

church of S. Martino a' Monti ; there is also a series of

his landscapes in the Colon na Gallery.

GRIMM, Feiedrich Melchiok, Baeon von (1723-
1807), the authc' of the celebrated Correspondance litterayrt,

was, though a naturalized Frenchman, both of German
descent and a native of Germany, having been born of poof

parents at Ratisbon, 26th December 1723. He studied at

the university of Leipsic, where he had as professor thfc

celebrated Ernesti, to whom he was doubtless in no smal)

degree indebted for his critical appreciation of classical

literature. On completing his studies he made his literary

debut by a tragedy which was received with ridicule by the

audience and by the critics, including Lessing, and which
is now forgotten even in Germany. In all probaljility it

wa3 this disappointment which led him to think of seeking

his fortune in Paris, whither he accompanied the count of

Schonberg as tutor to his sons, and where afterwards, at a
small salary, he was for some time reader to the young
hereditary prince of Sa.xe-Gotha. In 1749 he made the

acquaintanceship of J. J. Rousseau, which, through a mutual

sympathy in regard to musical matters, soon ripened into

intimate friendship. Through Rousseau he was introduced

to the Encyclopedists, and about the same time he became
secretary to Count Fricsen, nephew of Marshal Saxe, which

gained him admission to the most brilliant society of Paris.

Endowed with more than average intellectual abilities,

thoroughly versed in all current topics of interest in litera-

ture, science, and art, gifted with remarkable insight into

character, po.sse.ssing engaging manners and great social

tact, and actuated in all his conduct by a keen regard to

his own interest, he won almost immediately general appre-

ciation and respect. He rapidly obtained a thorough

knowledge of the French language, and acquired so perfectly

the tone and sentiments of the society in which he moved
that all marks of his foreign origin and training seemed
completely effaced. A witty pamphlet entitled Le petit

Prophite de Boehviischbroda, written by him on the

respective merits of the Italian and French operas, a

subject which at that time greatly exercised the society of

Paris and on which he sided with the Italian section, at

once firmly established his literary reputation. It is possible

that the origin of the pamphlet is partly to be accounted for

by his admiration of Mdllc. Fcl, the prima doinia of the

Italian company. This admiration quickly developed into

a passion so vehement that ho was seized with a kind of

catalepsy which continued for several days, but from which

he suddenly awoke comjfdutely recovered both in body and
mind. In 1753 Griniir. was enga ;ed by the AbbiS Raynal

to aid him in conducting his literary correspondence with

German sovereigns; and this opened U[) to him that sphere

for his ambition which perhaps was most in accordance

with his peculiar ta,stc9, and in which his abilities best fitted

him to excel. Although from the beginning he had the

jjrincipal share in the wurk, it was probably conducted until

1709 in tho name of the Abbci Haynal. With the aid of

friends during his temporary absences from France, ho

carried it on until 1790, and it latterly extended to six

sovereigns, including the empress of Russia, tho king of

Sweden, and tho king of Poland. It was pmbably in 17.M

that Grimm was introduced, hv Uouaseau to Mndiiiutt
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d'fipinay, his relations with whom led to an irreconcilable

rupture between him and Rousseau. The exact amount of

Grimm's blameworthiness it is impossible to determine, and

the whole matter would be of little consequence but for

the fact that Rousseau allowed his resentment to gain such

a complete possession of his mind as to induce him to give

in his Confessions a wholly mendacious portrait of Grimm's

character, by which his reputation' was for a consider-

able time injuriously affected. After the death of Count

Friesen Grimm obtained the patronage of the duke of

Orleans, through whom he was appointed secretary to

Marshal d'Estr^es during the campaign of Westphalia in

1756-57. Subsequently he was named minister of Saxe-

Gotha at the court of France, but he was deprived of that

office on account of having criticized rather caustically

certain French ministers in a despatch that was intercepted

by Louis XV. His introduction to Catherine II. of Russia

took place in 1773, when he accompanied the suite of the

landgrave of Hesse-Darmstadt to St Petersburg on occasion

of the marriage of a daughter of that prince to the only

son of Catherine. After the Revolution Grimm retired

to Golha, and in 1792 he emigrated to Russia, where he

enjoyed high favour at the court of Catherine, and had

assigned him the nominal and agreeable duty of entertaining

her for so many hours a day by his conversation. This

state of things came, however, to an end in 1795, when,

notwithstanding his supplications to be retained at court if

only as one of her majesty's dogs, he was appointed minister

of Russia at Hamburg. He died at Gotha, 19th December
1807.

The correspondence of Grimm forms perhaps the most

valuable of existing records of any important literary period.

It embraces nearly the whole period from 1750 to 1790,

and although parts of it during his absence from France

were written by Diderot, Madame d'Epinay, and others,

the work as a whole may be regarded as substantially his.

At first he contented himself with enunierating in the

simplest manner the chief current views ia literature and

art, and indicating only very slightly the contents of the

principal new books, but gradually his criticisms became

more extended and trenchant, and he touched on nearly

every subject—political, literarj', artistic, social, and

religious—which interested the Parisian society of the time

—his narrative, which moves lightly and easily from one

theme to another, being frequently seasoned by piquant

anecdotes or witty reflexions. Not only, however, did he

aim to give a truthful and just account of the subjects

on which he wrote ; his purpose extended considerably

beyond that «f affording a few hours' amusement to his

royal patrons, and his descriptions and criticisms were fitted

to satisfy more than a superficial curiosity. His notices of

contemporaries are sojnewhat severe, and he exhibits in all

the nakedness of truth the foibles and selfishness of the

society in which he moved ; but he appears to have been

unbiassed in his literary judgments, and such is their just-

ness and penetration that time has only served to confirm

them. In style and manner of expression he is thoroughly

French. He is generally somewhat cold in his appreciation,

but his literary taste is delicate and subtle; and it is the

opinion of Sainte-Beuve that the quality of his thought in

his best moments will compare not unfavourably even with

that of Voltaire. His religious and philosophical opinions

were entirely negative, and his references to Christianity

generally assume the form of either a sneer or a witticism,

. Grimm's Corrcspondance liitiraire, prcmiire partie de 1753 A,

1770, was published at Paris in 1813 in 6 vols. 8vo ; de-uxUme
partie dc 1771 d 1782, in 1812 in 5 vols.- 8vo; and troisiimc

parlie, pendant une partie des annees 1775 et 1776, et pendant les

annies 1782 A 1790 inchisivement, in 1813 in 5 vols. 8to. A
supplementary volume appeared in 1814 ; the whole correspond-

ence W43 collected and published by M. Jules Taschereau in a

Nonvelle idition, revue ct misedans un mciUeur ordre, avecdes notes ,

et des iclaircisscmcnts, et oil se trouvent rilablies pour la premiere
'

fois les phrases supprimies par la censure implriale, Paris, 1829-
1831, 15 vols. 8vo ; and the Corrcspondance iniditc, et rccueil
de Ictlres, poisics, morceaux, et fragments retranchh par la censure
impiriale en 1812 ct 1813 was published in 1829. Grimm's
Memoire hisioriqicc sur Vorigine et les suites de mon allaehemcnt pour
I'impiratricc Calhcriiie II. jusqu' au dicis de sa majesU impiriale,
and Catherine's correspondence with Grimm to September 1774, have
been published iu the Collection of the Russian Imperial Histoincal
Society. She treats him very familiarly, and calls him Heraclite,
George Dandin, &c. He signs himself " Pleureur." ScealsoMme.
d'Epinay's Mimoires ; Eousseau's Confessions ; the notice by
Galgues in the introduction to the second part of tlie Corrcspond-
ance, and that by Taschereau in the introduction to the new
edition ; Sainte-Beuve, Causcries du lundi, vol. vii.

GRIMM, Jacob Lud-wig Cael (1785-1863), was born
on the 4th of January 1785 at Hanau, in Hesse-Cassel.

His father, who was a lawyer, died while he was still a
child, and the mother was left with very small means ; but
her sister, who was lady of the chamber to the landgravine
of Hesse, helped to support and educate her numerous
family. Jacob with his younger brother Wilhelm (born on
the 24th of February 1786) was sent in 1798 to the pnblic
school at Cassel. In 1802 he proceeded to the university

of Marburg, where he applied himself to the study of law,
a pi-ofession for which he had always been destined by his

father, and which seemed to offer the best prospect of speedy
independence. His brother joined liim at Marburg a year
later, having just recovered from a long and severe illness,

and likewise began the study of law. Up to this time
Grimm had been actuated only by a general thirst for

knowledge and the instinct of intellectual activity, and his

energies had not found auy aim beyond the practical one of

making himself a position in life. The first definite impulse
came from the lectures of Savigny, the celebrated investi-

gator of Roman law, who, as Grimra himself says (in th©

preface to the Deutsche Grammalih), first taught him to

realize what it meant to study any science, whether that of

law or any other. Saviguy's lectures at the same time
awakened in him that love for historical and antiquarian

investigation which forms the basis of all his work. Then
followed personal acquaintance, and it was in Savigny's well-

provided library that Grimm first turned over the leaves of

Bodmer's edition of the Old German minnesingers and other

early texts, and felt an eager desire to penetrate further into

the obscurities and halt-reveal td mysteries of their language.

In the beginning of 1805 he received an invitation from
Savigny, who had removed to Paris to continue his researches

among the libraries there, to join him and help him in his

literary work. This offer was joyfully accepted by young
Grimm, who passed a very happy time in Paris, enjoying

the society of Savigny, and strengthening his taste for the

literatures of the Middle Ages by his studies in the Paris

libraries. Towards the close of the year he returned to

Cassel, where his mother and Wilhelm had settled, the latter

having finished his studies. The next year he obtained a

situation in the war office with the very small salary of 100
thalers. One of his grievances was, as he himself tells us

in his autobiography, that he had to exchange his stylish

Paris suit for a stiff uniform and pigtail But he had full

leisure for the prosecution of his studies. In 1808, soon

after the death of his mother, he was appointed superin-

tendent of the private library of Jerome Buonaparte, king

of Westphalia, into which Hesse-Cassel had been incorpor-

ated by Napoleon. He was treated with marked favour

by the king, who appointed him ad juditor to the state

council, while he still retained his other post. His salary

was increased in a short interval from 2000 to' 4000 francs,

. which removed all anxiety as to the means of subsistence,

and his official duties were hardly more than nominal.

After the expulsion of Jerome and the reinstalment of an

elector, Grimm was appointed in 1813 secretary of legation.
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lo accompany tbe Hessian minister to the headquarters of

the allied array. In 1814 he was sent to Paris to demand
restitution of tbe books carried off by tbe French, and in

1814-15 he attended the congress of Vienna as secretary

of legation. On bis return be was again sent to Paris on

tbe same errand aa before. Meanwliile ^Yilbelm bad .

received an appointment in the Cassel library, and in 1S16

Jacob was made second librarian under Volkel. On the

death of Volkel in 1828 the brothers expected to be ad-

vanced to the first and second librarianships respectively,

and were much dissatisfied when the first place was given

to Rommel, keeper of the archives. So they repioved next

year to GiJttingen, where Jacob received the appointment

of professor and librarian, Wilhelm that of under-Iibrarian.

Jacob Grimm lectured on legal antiquities, historical

grammai, literary history, and diplomatics, explained Old
German poems, and commented on the Germania of Tacitus.

At this period he is described as small and lively in figure,

with a harsh voi"e, speaking a broad Hessian dialect. His
powerful memory enabled him to dispense with the " heft

"

which most German professors rely on, and he spoke extem-

pore, referring only occasionally to a few names and dates

written on a slip of paper. He' himself regretted that he
had begun the work of teaching so late in life, and as a

lecturer be was not auccessful ; be had no idea of digesting

his facts and suiting them to the comprehension of his

hearers ; and even the brilliant, terse, and eloquent passages

which abound in bis writings lost much of their effect when
jerked out in tbe midst of a long array of dry facts. In

1 837, being one of the seven professors who signed a protest

against the king of Hanover's abrogation of tbe constitution

which had been established some years before, he was
dismissed from his professorship, and banished from tbe

kingdom of Hanover. He returned to his native Cassel

together with his brother, who bad also signed the protest,

and remained there till, in 1840, they accepted an invitation

from the king of Prussia to remove to Berlin, where they

both received professorships, and were elected members of

the Academy of Sciences. Not being under any obligation

to lecture, Jacob very seldom did so, but together with

liis brother worked at the great dictionary, the plan of

which had already been partly developed. During their

stay at Cassel Jacob regularly attended the meetings of the

academy, where ho read papers on the most varied subjects.

The best known of these are those on Lacbmann, Schiller,

and his brother Wilhelm (who died in 1859), on old age,

and on the origin of language. He also described bis im-

pressions of Italian and Scandinavian travel, interspersing

his more general observation^ with linguistic details, as is

the case in all bis works; He died in 18G3, working up to

the last.

Grimm's physical constitution was an excellent one. He
possessed in the highest degee that Teutonic energy and
endurance which are as essential to the sedentary student as

to the pioneer in other regions of human activity. He was
never ill, and worked on all day, without baste and without

pause. He himself (in his biography) speaks of his " iron

industry." He was not at all impatient of interruption, but
seemed rather to be refreshed by it, returning to his work
without effort. IIo wrote for press with great rapidity, and
hardly ever made corrections. He never revised what he
had written, remarking with a certain wonder of his brother,
" Wilhelm reads his manuscripts over again before sending
tbera to press 1 " He often started on a journey which he
had determined upon only the day before. His tempera-

ment was uniformly cheerful, and ho was easily amused.
Ho took a keen interest in politics, and when tbe newspapers
arrived, be would often read tbera through at once, break-

ing off his work for the purpose. Outside his own special

work he had a marked taste for botany, and always liked

to have flowers about him while working, a taste which

was shared by his brother. The spirit which animated

his work is best described by himself at the end of

his autobiography. "Nearly aU my labours have been

devoted, either directly or indirectly, to the investigation

of our earlier language, poetry, and laws. These studies

may have appeared to mauy, and may stiil appear, useless :

to me they have always seemed a noble and earnest task,

definitely and inseparably connected with our common
fatherland, and calculated to foster the love of it. My
principle has always been in these investigations to under-

value nothing, but to utilize the small for the illustration

of the great, the popular tradition for tbe elucidation of the

written monuments." We may, in fact, sum up Grimm's
tendencies by saying that he was inspired by an intense

enthusiasm for research, guided into definite channels by
a not less enthusiastic love and veneration for everything

German,—this word including, in its widest sense, all the

great brotherhood of the Teutonic nations,—and limited

by his decided predilection for history and antiquities. It

will be observed that, whenever he refers to living dialects

or traditions, it is in order to throw light on the past, not

tbe reverse. Even in bis great German dictionary the

historical tendency strongly predominates.

Tbe purely scientific side of Grimm's character developed

itself but slowly, and it was long before he applied to the

study of etymology and inflexions the system and method
Savigny had taught him to develop in legal history. He
seems to have felt the want of d^uiite principles of ety-

mology without being able to discover them, and indeed

even in the fir-st edition of his grammar (1819) he seems to

be often groping in the dark, and to have but a vague idea

of the necessity of rigorous principles of letter-comparison.

As early as 1815 we find A. W. Schlegel reviewing the

Altdeutsche Willder (a periodical published by the two
brothers) very severely, condemning the lawless etymologi-

cal combinations it contained, and insisting on the necessity

of strict philological method and a fundamental investi-

gation of the laws of language, especially in the corre-

spondence of sounds. This criticism is said to have had

a considerable influence on the direction of Grimm'a
studies.

The first work he published, Ueher den alideuUchen

Meistergesang (1811), was of a purely literary character.

. But even here wo see the difference between the more

passive contemplation of the aesthetic literary critic and tbe

activity of the investigator who is always seeking definite

results and definite laws. In this essay Grimm showed

that Minnesang and Meistersang were really one form of

poetry, of which they merely represented different stages

of development, and also announced his important discovery

of the invariable division oi the ZtW into three strophio

parts.

His text-editions were mostly prepared in common v/iik

his brother. In 1812 they published the two ancient frag'

ments of tho Uildehrandslkd and tlio WeisMiihrunncr Gebel,

Jacob having discovered what till then had never been

suspected—the alliteration in these poems. However,

Jacob had but little taste for test-editing, and, as he him-

self confessed, the evolving of a critical text gave hiui little

pleasure. He therefore left this dei)artment to others!

especially Lacbmann, who soon turned his brilliant critical

genius, trained in tbe severe school of classical philology, to

Old and Middle High German poetry and metro. Both

brothers were attracted from the bcginuing by all national

poetry, whether in the form of epics, ballads, or popular

tales. Tbey published in 1816-18 an analysis and critical

sitting of tho oldest epic traditions of the Germanic races

under the title of Dculsc/ie Sugoi. At the same time they

collected all tbe nonulor tales they could find, partly from
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the mouths of tlio people, partly from manuscripts and
books, and published in 1812-15 the first edition of those

Kinder- nnd I/aus-Marchen which have carried the name of

t';e brothers (jrimm into every household of the civilized

world, and founded the science of what is now called folk-

lore. The closely allied subject of the satirical beast epic

of the Middle Ages also had a great charm for Jacob

Grimm, and he published an edition of the Reinhart Fuclis

in 1834. His first contribution to mythology was the first

volume of an edition of the Eddaic songs, undertaken con-

.joiutly with his brother, published in 1815, which, however,

was not followed by any more. The first edition of his

Deutsche Mythologie appeared in 1835. This great work
covers the whole range of the subject, tracing the. mytho-
logy -and superstitions of the old Teutons back to the very

dawn of direct evidence, and following their decay and
loss down to the popular traditions, tales, and expressions

in which they still linger.

Although by the introduction of the Code Napoleon into

Westphalia Grimm's legal studies were made practically

barren, he never lo.st his interest in the scientific study of

law and national institutions, as the truest exponents of the

life and character of a people. By the publication (in

\S2?>) oihia Rechisalterthiimerh.ei laid the foundations of

tliat historical study of the old Teutonic laws and constitu-

tions which has been continued with brilliant success by
Maurer and others. In this work Grimm showed the im-

portance of a linguistic study of the old laws, and the light

that can be thrown on many -a dark passage in them by a

comparison of the corresponding words and expressions in

the other old cognate dialects. He also knew how—and
this is perhaps the most original and valuable part of his

work—to trace the spirit of the laws in countless allusions

and sayings which occur in the old poems and sagas, or

even survive in modern colloquialisms.

Of all his more general works the boldest and most far-

reaching is unquestionably his Geschichte der deiilschen

Sprache, where at the same time the linguistic element is

most distinctly brought forward. The subject of the work
is, indeed, nothing less than the history which lies hidden
in the words of the German language—the oldest national

history of the Teutonic tribes determined by means of

language. For this purpose he laboriously collects the

scattered words and allusions to be found in classical

writers, and endeavours to determine the relations in which
the German language stood to those of the Getae, Thracians,

Scythians, and many other nations whose languages are

known to us only by doubtfully identified, often extremely

corrupted remains preserved by Greek and Latin authors.

It need hardly be said that Grimm's results have been
greatly modified by the wider range of comparison and im-

proved methods of investigation which now characterize

linguistic science, while, on the other hand, many of the

questions raised by him will probably for ever remain
obscure; but his book will always be one of the most fruitful

and suggestive that have been ever written.

We now come to his purely philological work, of which
his famous Deutsche Grammatik was the outcome. We
liave already seen how slowly and with what difficulty he
attained a sound method of etymological and grammatical
investigation. Nevertheless the time was a favourable one
for his work. The persevering labours of past generations

—from the humanists onwards—had collected an enormous
mass of materials in the shape of text-editions, dictionaries,

and grammars, although most of it was uncritical and often

untrustworthy. Something had even been done in the way
of comparison and the determination of general laws, and
the conception of a comparative Teutonic grammar had been
clearly grasped by the illustrious Englishman Hickes, at the

beginning of the last century, and partly carried cut by

him in his Thesaurus. Ten Kate i.. Holland had after-

wards made valuable contributions tc the history and com-

parison of the Teutonic languages. Even Grimm himself

did not at first intend to include all the languages in his

grammar; but he soon found that Old High German postu-

lated Gothic, that the later stages of German could not be

understood without the help of the Low German dialects,

including English, and that the rich literature of Scandi-

navia could as little be ignored. The first edition of the

first part of the Grammar, which appeared in 1819, and is

now extremely rare, treated of the inflexions of all these

languages, together with a general introduction, in whioh
he vindicated the importance of a historical study of the

German knguage against the a j^riori, quasi-philosophical

methods then in vogue.

In 1822 this volume appeared in a second edition

—

really a totally new work, for, as Grimm himself says in

the preface, it cost him little reflexion to mow down the

first crop to the "round. The wide distance between the

two stages of Grimm's development in these two edi-

tions is significantly shown by the fact that while the

first edition gives only the inflexions, inthe second volume
phonology takes up no less than 600 pages, more than

half of the whole volume. Grimm had, at last, awakened
to the full conviction that all sound philology must be based

on ri-orous adhesion to the laws of sound-change, and he

never afterwards swerved from this principle, which gave

to all his investigations, even in their boldest flights, that

iron-bound consistency, and that force of conviction whicli

distinguishes science from diiettanteism; up to Grimm's
time philology was—as it still is in England—nothing but

a mire or less laborious and conscientious diiettanteism,

with occasional flashes of scientific inspiration ; he made it

into a science. His advance must be attributed mainly to

the influence of his contemporary Rask. Kask was born

two years later than Grimm, but his remarkable precocity

gave him somewhat the start. Even in his first edition

Grimm's Icelandic paradigms are based entirely on Rask's

grammar, and in his second edition he has relied almost

entirely on Rask for Old English. His debt to Rask can

only be estimated at its true value by comparing his treat-

ment of Old English in the two editions ; the difference

is very great. Thus in the first edition he declines daig,

dixyes, plural dcsgas, not having observed ^he law of vowel-

change pointed out by Rask.' There can be little doubt
that the appearance of Rask's Old English grammar was
a main inducement for him to recast his work from the

beginning. To Rask also belongs the merit of having

first distinctly formulated the laws of sound-correspond-

ence in the different languages, especially in the vowels,

those more fleeting elements of speech which had hitherto

been ignored by etymologists.

This leads us to a question which has been the subject

of much controversy,—Who discovered Grimm's law ? The
law of the correspondence of consonants in the older Indo-

germanic. Low, and High German languages respectively

was first fully stated by Grimm in the second edition of

the first part of his grammar. The correspondence of fingle

consonants had been more or less clearly recognized by
several of his predecessors ; but the one who came ne'^rest

to the discovery of the complete law was the Swede Thre,

who established a considerable number of "literarum per-

mutationea," such as h for /, with the examples hce:-a =
ferre, hefwer =fiber. Rask, in his essay on the origin cf the

Icelandic language, gives the same comparisons, with a few

additions and corrections, and even the very same examples

in most cases. As Grimm in the preface to his first edition

expressly mentions this essay of Rask, there is. every pro-

bability that it gave the first impulse to his own investi;:;a-

tions. But there is a wiHe dift'erence between the isolated
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j^mutations of his predecessors and tbe comprehensive

peaeralizations uode^ wliich he himself ranged them. The
exteasioa of the law to High German is also entirely his

own. The only fact that can be adduced in support of the

aisertion that Grimm wished to deprive Rask of his claims

t,» priority is that he does not expressly mention Rask's

rv^^ults in his second edition. But this is part of the plan

ct his work, made absolutely necessary by its enormous
estent, viz., to refrain front all controversy or reference to

the works of others, leaving his readers to assign to each

investigator his due. In his first edition he exnrc?sly calls

attention to Rask's essay, and praises it most ungrudgingly.

Uask himself refers as little to Ihre, merely alluding in a

general way to Ihre's permutations, although his own debt

to Ihre is infinitely greater than that of Grimm to Rask or

aoyone else. It is, true that a certain bitterness of feeling

afterwards sprang up between Grimm and Rask, but this

was the fault of the tatter, who, impatient of contradiction

a^d irritable in controversy, refused to acknowledge the

/aluo of Grimm's views when they involved modification of

his own. Thb importance of Grimm's generalization in the

history of philology cannot be overestimated, and even the

mystic completeness and symmetry of its formulation,

although it has proved a hindrance to the correct explana-

tion of the causes of the changps, was well calculated to

strike the popular mind, and give it a vivid idea of the

paramount importance of law, and the necessity of disre-

garding mere superficial resemblance. Even the lawless

English etymologist bows down to the authority of Grimm's
law, though it must be confessed he honours it almost as

much in the breach as in the observance.

The grammar was continued ia three volumes, treating

principally of derivation, composition, and syntax, which
last was left unfinished. Grimm then began a third edition,

of which wily one part, comprising the vowels, appeared in

1840, his time being afterwards taken up maiuly by the

dictionary. Of the grammar as a whole we can only say

that it stands quite alone in the annals of science for com-

prehensiveness, method, and fulness of detail. Every law,

every letter, every syllable of inflexion in the different

languages, is illustrated by an almost exhaustive mass of

material, drawn from 5very period and every dialect. It

has served as a model for all succeeding investigators.

Diez's grammar of the Romance languages is founded
entirely on its methods, which haver also exerted a pro-

found rnfluence on tho wider study of the Indo-Germanic
languages in general.

In the great German dictionary Grimm undertook a task

for which he was hardly suited. His exclusively historical

tendencies made it impossible for him to do justice to the

individuality of a living language ; and the disconnected

.statement of the facts of language in an ordinary alphabeti-

cal dictionary fatally mars its scientific character. It was
also undertaken on so large a scale as to make it impossible

lor him and his brother to complete it themselves. We
may describe the dictionary, as far as it was worked eut

by Qrimm himself, as a collection of disconnected anti-

quarian esaavs of, it need hardly be remarrked, high
value.

In summing up Grimm's scientific charicter we are struck

by its combination o£ breadth and unity. He was as far

removed from the narrowness of the specialist who has ne
ideas, no sympathies beyond some one author, period, or

narrow corner o£ science, as from tho shallow dabbler who
feverishly attempts to master tlie details of half a dozen
discordant pursuits, which have no central poiut of interest

round which to rally. Even within his own special studies

there is tho same wise concentration ; no Mezzofanti-like

parrot display of useless polyglottisra. The very founda-
t»onF of his nature were harmonio'i.s his patriotism and

love of historical investigation received their fullest satis-

faction in tho study of the language, traditions, mythology,

laws, and literature of his own countrymen and their nearest

kindred. But from this centre his investigations were
pursued in every direction as far as his unerring instinct

of healthy limitation would allow. He was equally fortun-

ate in the harmony that subsisted between his intellectual

and moral nature. He made cheerfully the heavy sacrifices

that science demands from its disciples, without feeling

any of that envy and bitterness which often torment weaker
natures ; and although he lived apart from his fellow men,
he was full of human sympathies, and no man has ever

exercised a profounder influence on the destinies of mankind
than he has—an influence which is still only in its infancy.

His was the very ideal of the noblest type of German
character.

The following is a complete list of his separately published
works, tlio.?e wliich he published in common with his brother being
marked witli a star. For a list of his essays in periodicals, ic,
see vol. V. of his Kleinere Schriftcn, from wliich the present list is

taken. His life is best studied in his own " Sclbstbiographie," in

vol. i. of the Kleinere Schriften. There is also a brief memoir by
Dr Gbdeke in G(JUing,cr Pro/essoren, Gotha (Perthes), 1872.

Ueber dtrt'oUdevtschen ifeistergesancr, GSttlngen. 1811; *Kinder- itnd /Taui-

$fafcfien, Berlin. 1812-15 (raany editions) ; *Das Lied ron JJildtbrand vnd dat
H%tSJm6runnsr Oebet, Cassel 1812; AltdeaUche Wdtder, Cassel, Frankfoit, lS13-le,

S.vols. ; *Der arme Heinrich von Ilartmann von der Aue, Berlin, 1815; Jrmen'
strasse vnd Irmensdule, Vienna, 1815; *Die Lieder der alten Edda, Ilcilin. 1615.
Silra de romances vi^os, Vienna. 1815; *Deutsche Sagm, Berlin, 1816-18, 2d ed..

Berlin, 18C5-66; Deutsche Grammatik, Giittingen, 1819, 2d ed., CoItiiiEen, 1822-10,

reprinted 1870 by W. Sclierer, Berlin ; Wvk Stephanovitseh't Kleine ta-bische Gram-
maCik, verdeutscht mit enter Vorreda, Leipslc and Bei'lin, 1824; Zttr Recension der

deulschen Craramadt, Cassel, 182C ; 'Irische EI/cnmHrchen. aus dem englischen,

Leipsic, 1826; Deutsche Rechlsalterthiimer, Gottlngon, 1828, 2ded., 1854; Hymno-
rumveteris-eccU&iceXXVI iuterprctatio 77ieo(/iica, Gijttingcn,1830; Jicinharll'uehs,

Berlin. 1834; Deutsche Mytholotjie, Coltingen, 1835, Sil ed., 1854, 2 vols-; Taciti

Oermaniaedidit, Giittingen, 1835; Vebermeine Entlassun},BtiSQ],lS3a; llogether

witli Schmelier) Lateinische Qedichte des X. und XI. Jahrhundertt, GUtlinpen,

1838; Sendschreiben an Karl Lachmann ilber Reinhart Fuchs, Berlin, 1840;

Weisthiimer, th. 1., Giittingen, 1840 (continued,, partly by others, hi 5 paiu,
lR40-(;9); Andreas and Elene, C&sie\, 1840; /"rau /Irtntof, Berlin, 1842: Oescbichit

d/r deulsc/ien Sprache, Lcipsic, 184S, 8d ed.,1868, 2 vols.; Das Wort des Sesiltes,

Berlin. 1S50 ,'Deulsches Worterbueh, bi. ULeipslc, 1851(5tUl In progress) ; Rede
auf Wilhetm Grimm und Rede liber das Aiter, Berlin, 1868, 3d cd., 1865 ; Kleinere

Schriften, Berlin, 1864-70, 6 vols. (11. SW.)
'

GRIMM, WiLHELjf Carl (1786-185»). The chief

events in the life of Wilhelm Grimm have been ns.rrated

in last article. The two brothers^ were indeed so inti-

mately associated both in their lives and in their works

that a separate biography of the younger is almost super-

fluous. As Jacob himself said in his celebrated address

to the Berlin Academy on the death of his brother, the

whole of tlieir lives were passed together. In their school-

days they had one- bed and one table in common, as

students they had two beds and two tables in the same

room, and they always lived under one roof, and had their

books and property in common. Nor did Wilhelm's

marriage in any way disturb their harmony. As Clcnsby

said ("Life of Cleasby,"prefised to- his Icelandic Dictionary,

p. Isix.), "they both live in the same house, and in such

harmony and community that one might almost imagine

the children were common propert}'." Wilhelm's character

was a complete contrast to that of his brother. As a boy

he was strong and healthy, but as he prow up he was

attacked by a long and severe illness, which left him weak

all his life. His was a less comprehensive and energetic

mind than that of his brother, and he had less of tho spirit

of investigation in him, preferring to confine himself to

some limited and definitely bounded field of work ; he

utilized everything that bore directly on his own studies,

and Ignored tho rest. These studies were almost alwoys of

a literary nature, and the majority of his works, including

those ho carried on in common with his brother, are con-

cerned either with literary problems, or popular traditions,

or else are text-editions. It is characteristic of his more

a;sthotic nature that he took great delight in music, for

which his brother had but a moderate liking, and had a

remarkable gift of story-telling. Cleasby, in tho nccouiil

of his visit to tbe brothers, quoted above, tells that
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" Wilhelm read a sort of farce written in the Frankfort

dialect, depicting the ' malheurs ' of a rich Frankfort trades-

man on a holiday jaunt on Sunday. It was very droll,

and he read it admirably." Cleasby describes him as "an
uncommonly animated, jovial fellow." _ He was, accord-

ingly, much sought in society, which ho frequented much
more than his brother.

Mis fiist work w.is a spirited translation of the Danish Kcempc-
viscr (AltJaoische HelJenlieJer), published in 1311-13, v;hich

attracted great attcntio.n, and made his name at first more ividely

known than tliat of his brother. The most important of his text-

editions are

—

RaolandsUct, Gbttingen, 1838; Konntd von IFiirz-

burg's Goldmc Schmicdc, Berlin, 1840; Grave Stiodolf, Gottingcn,
lS4i (2d ed.); Athis und Prophilias, Berlin, 1846; Alldaitsc?ie

Gcspracha, Berlin, 1851; Frcidank, Gottingen, 1860 (2d ed.). Of
his other works the most important is Deutsche Heldensage, Berlin,

1868 (2d ed.). His Deutsche Runen (Gbttingen, 1821) ha3 now
only an historical interest. (H. SW.)

GRIlfilA, a town in the circle of Leipsic, Saxony, is

situated on the left bank of the Mulde, 19 miles S.E. of

Leipsic. In the Middle Ages it was an important com-
mercial town, but agriculture is now its principal industry,

although its manufactures have for some time been increas-

ing. Besides large flour-mills there are yarn-bl,eaching and
dyeing works, and outside the town are the Golzermiihle,

which include an iron foundry and manufactories of paper

r.nd machinery. The principal buildings arethe old castle,

founded in the 12 th century, in which the margraves

of Meissen and the electors of Saxony often held court

;

the town-house, dating from 1442 ; the two normal semi-

naries ; the real school of the second order ; and the famous
Furstenschule {Iliustre Moldanum) erected by the elector

Maurice on the site of the former Augustine monastery and
consecrated in 1550, having provision for 104 free scholars

and 22 boarders, and a library now numbering 10,000
vulumes. In the immediate neighbourhood are the Cister-

cian monastery in which Catherine von Bora lived, and the

village of Duben, with an old castle in which Albert the

Proud kept his father Otto the Rich prisoner. Grimma Is

of Serbian origin, and came into the possession of Germany
through the emperor Henry L The population in 1875
was 7273.

GRIMSBY, Great, a municipal and parliamentary

borough and seaport town of England, county of Lincoln,

is situated on the south side of the estuary of the Humber
nearly opposite Spurn Head, and 17 miles E.S.E. of Hull
Since the opening in 1852, under the auspices of the

Manchester, Sheffield, and Lincolnshire Eailway Company,
of extensive docks occupying a space of 140 acres reclaimed

from the sea, the shipping trade of Grimsby has largely

increased. A new dock connecting the royal dock with

the old dock was opened by the Prince of Wales July 22,

1879. A dock of 26 acres in extent for the accommoda-
tion of the coal and timber trade is in course of construc-

tion ; and it is proposed still to supply additional dock
accommodation by reclaiming 200 more acres from the

Humber. In 1877 the number of British vessels that

entered the port was 2837, with a tonnage of 355,218;
of foreign vessels 847, with a tonnage of 258,243; the

number of British vessels that cleared 2642, with a tonnage
of 342,727 ; of foreign vessels 743, with a tonhage of

235,486. Steamers ply regularly between Grimsby and
the more important Baltic ports. Until 1858 no fishing

trawlers had their headquarters at Grimsby, but since that

period they have so increased that in 1877 the fishing craft

numbered 505, with a tonnage of 29,924 ; and Grimsby
has now become one of the largest fishing ports in the

kingdom. For the use of the fishing vessels a special dock
of 12 acres in extent was constructed; and another of 11

acres has lately been finished, as well as a graving dock
capable of holding ten smacks at a time. Ice companies
Lave also been established, with steamers of their own far

conveying ice from Norway for the use of the fisheries.

Further particulars regarding the fishing trade of Grimsby
will be found under the article Fisheries, vol ix. pp. 249,
250. The principal other industries are shipbuilding, iron

and brass founding, brewing, and tanning. The chief

buildings, besides the large warehouses extending along the
docks, are the fine i>ld parish church restored in 1859, the
free grammar school, the custom-house, the mechanics'
institute, the hospital, the com exchange, and the town-
hall. A statue of the Prince Consort was unveiled 22d
July 1879. The population of the municipal borough in

1861 was 11,067, and of the parliamentary borough 15,060;
in 1871 the numbers were 20,244 and 26,982. The^rea
of the former is 1737, and of the latter 16,330 acre?

Grim:by is supposed to have Leeu tiie spot where the Dao^
landed on tlicir fii-st invasion of Britain. It is a borough by pre-
scriptio2, and one of the most ancient in the Idngdoni. In the
reign of Edward III. it was a considerable seaport, and in 1346 it

famished that monarch with 11 ships and 170 mariners for the
siege of Calais. After that .period its trade fell into decay through
the gradual blocking up of the harbour by the accumulation of mud
and sand, until the erection of new docks about the beginniug of
the present century. By the Act of 23d Edward I. the town
obtained the privilege of returning two members to parliament,
but siuce the Reform Act of 1-832 it Kas returned only one.

GRINDAL, EDMr^-D (c. 1519-15e3), archbishop of

Canterbury, was born at Hensingham in the parish of St

Bees, Cumberland, about 1519. He was educated at

Cambridge, where he became fellow of Pembroke Hall in

1538, and president in 1549. In the following year he
was appointed chaplain to Bishop Ridley, in August 1551
precentor of St Paul's, in November chaplain to Edward
VI. j and in July 1552 prebendary of Westminster. On
the accession of Jlary in 1553 he took refuge on the Con-
tinent, staying chiefly at Strasburg, where he acquired a

competent knowledge of German, and occupied himself also

in collecting the " writings and stories of the learned and
pious sufferers in England,"—the result of his inquiries

being afterwards comipunicated to John Foxe, and incor-

porated by him in his Boole of Martyrs. Returning to

England under the new regime in 1558, he assisted in the

preparation of the new liturgy, and was also one of the

eight Protestant divines chosen to hold public disputes with

the popish prelates. In 1559 he was appointed to the

mastership of Pembroke Hall, and in the same year he

succeeded Bonner as bishop of London, in which capacity

he, along with Archbishop Parker, shared in 1565 in the

responsibility of suspending those of the London clergj'

who refused to submit to the Act of Uniformity, on whicli

account an indignant mob of clergymen's wives appeared

before his house at St Paul's, and were with difficulty per-

suaded by one of the suspended clergymen to go away
quietly. In 1570 Grindal was appointed to the see of York,

from which he was translated to Canterbury in February

1576. Having in the same year incurred the royal dis-

pleasure by refusing to suppress the meetings held among
the clergy for " the exercise of prophesying," he was ulti-

mately, in June 1577, by order of the Star Chamber con-

fined to his house and sequestered for six months. As in

November he refused to make a formal submission to the

queen, his suspension was continued for several years : but

though a petition for his restoration, which was drawn up
by convocation in 1580, was not immediately granted, it

would appear that in 1582 he had resumed, at least partially,

the exercise of his ecclesiastical functions. About the end
of this year the queen, on account of his blindness, .e-

quested him to retire on a pension, but the negotiations

connected with his resignation were not completed till

April 1583, and it was only after his death at Croydon,

July 6th of the same year, that Whitgift, who had been

nominated his successor, entered upon the see. I'iiough
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Orindal yielded to the peremptory orders of Elizabeth in

regard to the clergy who refused to sign the Act of Uni-

formity, he seems on all other occasious, while conducting

himself with great moderation and manifesting unvarying

courtesy and an earnest desire to avoid every cause of

offence, to have strenuously upheld the spiritual independ-

ence of his office. His aims were on the whole ncble and
unselfish, and he was zealous in his endeavours t j reform

the abuses of his predecessor, to improve the moral and
intellectual status of the clergy, and as far as possible to

conciliate and reclaim the Puritans. He was sincerely

attached to Protestantism,- and laid much stress on the

f-r.ction of preaching, a " gift" in which he himself is said

to have excelled. Grindal is alluded to (as Algrind) in the

seventh "leglpgue" of Spenser's Shepheards Calender.

His literary remains, which are nr.important, have been published
by the Parker Society, with a b;ogr;\phical notice by the Rev. Wm.
Nicholson, 1853. See also Strype's L:fe of Grinidal, ho-aAon, 1710,

OxforJ, 1821 ; A Briefand True 'Accou:U of Edmund Orindal, 1710

;

Memorials regarding his Suspension, &c., supposed by some to have
been written by Sacheverel, 1710; Fuller's IForthUs; and Hook's
Lives of the Archbishops of Canterbury, vol. viii.

GRINDSTONE. Sandstones which possess the property

of abrading steel and other bard substances are extensively

used in arts and manufactures under the name of grind-

stones. In its simplest form a grindstone consists of a

atone disc, more or less circular, mounted on a horizontal

iron spindle carried on the tops of two wooden posts fixed

m the ground. A winch handle, or occasionally a rude

trank with treadle, provides the means of giving a slow

rotation to the stone, against the cylindrical face of which
the steel or other substance which is to be ground is held.

Such grindstones—possessing neither truth of figure nor
the means of obtaining it—are unsuitable for any but the

roughest purposes ; and although by mounting them in a
frame to which a rest can be attached it is possible to keep
them true and tolerably efficient, they are always slow in

their action.

Cutlers employ grindstones which are roughly mounted
but which act well, being driven at a much higher speed

by a strap from a large wheel or pulley, and they carefully

preserve the truth of the cylindrical face. And in many
manufacturing processes the surface speed of the face is

still further increased by employing very large stones, and
giving them the greatest n'imber of revolutions per minute
that is compatible with safety,—this limit even being some-

times exceeded, when the centrifugal force overcomes the

rather slight cohesive strength of the stones, and breaks

them up into fragments which fly to great distances with

disastrous results. Sandstone suitable for grindstones of

various degrees of hardness and fineness is found in the coal

districts of the north of England, and also in those of the

midland counties. A favourite stone for tool-grinding at

tt low speed is quarried at Bilston in Staffordshire. The
neighbourhood of Sheffield also affords some useful qualities

of grindstone.

Artificial grindstones closely resembling thenatural stones,

but of perfectly uniform texture, which the natural ones

frequently are not, were made a few years ago by Mr
Ransome's ingenious process. Their manufacture h.is been

discontinued, but artificial grindstones of another kind,

made with emery instead of sand, are now effecting a com-

plete revolution in the art of the machinist. By means of

these ornery grinders, to which great variety of size and
form can be given so as to suit the particular purposes for

which they are intended, the operation of trucing up metal

surfaces by hand, whether they arc largo or small, curved
or flat, can in very many kinds of work bo entirely dis-

pensed with,—the results being superior in truth of figure,

uniform in all cases, and obtained in a mere fraction of the

time which the most skilful workman would require. The

extensive use of these grinders in America (where the im-
portance of labour-saving machines is properly appreciated)

renders it certain that the sytem will gradually make its

way also in England, and that hand-filing will thus to
a large extent be superseded,—files being costly inEtra-

ments in themselves, and many times more costly in their

use, owing to the skill which they demand on the part of

the workman who handles them.

Artificial wheels made with emery are by no means a
new invention. In India and China they have been used
for centuries ; but, being made with lac and similar fusible

materials, such wheels are not capable of being run at the
high rate of speed which is a first essential to their eflSci-

ency. Others, however, which were not liable to these
objections were made and patented in England more than
thirty years ago ; and it is surprising that these have
not been more generally used. The chitf advantage of

those now made,—some of which are manufactured in the
United States, some on the continent of Europe, and
some in England,—is that they can be obtained of large

cize—up to about 3 feet in diameter—and that they are

strong enough to be driven at a very high speed without

breaking. At a imrface speed of 5000 or 6000 feet ^er
minute these wheeis cut tempered steel readily, when used

either wet or dry, and by their means it can be shaped, if

necessary, in its hardest condition, with a facility previously

unattainable. As in the case of common grindstones, truth

of form is -most important to their efficient working, and
it is therefore desirable that the work under treatment

should be held perfectly rigid, by means of some form of

sliding rest, or otherwise. When so used the wear of the

emery wheel, which is exceedingly slow, keeps it constantly

true without attention. If from any cause this truth of

figure be lost, or if it be desired to alter the form of tho

face, recourse must be had to turning it up with a diamond,

nothing else in nature being sufliciently hard for the

purpose.

GRINGOIRE, or Grikgon, Pierre {c. 1480-1544),

was the last of the mediaeval poets. He lived to see the

old methods which hb was taught to believe unchangeable

entirely superseded. He was bom about the time when

King Ren^, the last of the princely tromvres, died ; he

finished his career when Marot had already introduced a

new and natural genre which be could not understand, and

when Ronsard and Baif were beginning those studies which

would interpose a barrier between tho old language and the

new. It was not to be expected that he should ever fall in

with the new movements, or that ho should understand Uio

enormous value of the changes which were destined to con-

sign his own works to oblivion.

The place of his birth is uncertain. Perhaps it was

Lorraine, perhaps Normandy. His real name wa.s Gringon,

which he changed to Gringoire, for tho poetical reason that

it sounded better. His early history is almost entirely un-

known ; at the age of nineteen or twenty he produced his

first poem, Le Chateau de Lahonr, in which he is supposctl

to have narrated his own experiences. Most probably he

did. Een(5, Charles of Orieans, Froissart, Deschamps, all

tho poets whose works hri would study, began with a

poetical exposition of their own experiences. There are, in

Gringoiro's poem, tho personages common to all mcdixvai

allegories, Jiat'son, Bonne Volontc, Talent de lean /aire, for

friends, and Soua, Tromperie, nnd tho rest, for enemies.

Finding that the trade in allegorical poems was ruined for

want of demand, ond discovering an opening in tho direc-

tion of mysteries, Gringoire began to produce tho.so draniafl,

nnd joined the " Enfanfs do Sans Souci." Tho fraternity

advanced him to tho dignity of " Mire Solto," and after-

wards to tho highest honour of tho guild, that of " Prince

des Sots." For twenty years Gringoire eecnis to have been
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at tbehead of this illastrious confierie, writing for them
farces, solies, and satires. In thus capacity of dramatist

he exercised an extraordinary influence. At no time was
the stage, rude and coarse as it was, more popular as a true

exponent of the popular mind. Gringoire's success lay in

the fact that he foltowed, but did not attempt to lead ; on
his stage the people saw exhibited their passions, their

judgments of the moment, their jealousies, their hatreds,

and their ambitions. Brotherhoods of tl\e kind existed all

over France. In Paris there were the "Enfans Sans
Souci,". the " Basochiens," the " Confrferie de la Passion,"

and the "Souverain Empire de Galilee"; at Dijon there

were the " Mfere Folle " arid her family ; in Flanders the
" Soci^t^ des Arbaletriers " played comedies ; at Kouen
the " Cornards " or " Conards " yielded to none in vigour

and fearlessness of satire. There is every reason, therefore,

to believe that Gringoire enjoyed considerable distinction

as the leading spirit among the satirists of the capital. He
adopted for his device. Tout'par Raisou, Eaisoii par' Tout,

Far tout Raison. He has been called the "Aristophanes

des Halles." In one respect at least he resembks Aristo-

phanes. He is serious in his merriment ; there is purpose

behind his extravagancies. Among his principal works

are Les Folks Enterprises and Les Abus du Monde,—
poems in which everything under the sun is criticized,

—

certain political pieces, such as La Chasse du Cerf des Cerfs

(Serf des Serfs, i.e., servus servorum), under .which title

that of the pope is thinly veiled, and La Mere Sotte, with

all her literary oflfspring. During the last twenty years

of a long life he became orthodox, and contributed . the

Btason des Herelicques to orthodox literature. It was
during this period also that he wrote the work by which

he is best known, the Mystcre de la Vie de Saint Louis,

of which an analysis may be found in JI. Leroy's Etudes •

sur les Mysteres. After more than 300 years of oblivion

this poet has been republished, not so much on account of

his own merits as because of the position which he occupies

in the history of dramatic literature.

GRIQUALAND WEST, a province ir, South Africa,

comprising the territory formerly belonging to the western

division of the Griqua people, which was annexed to the

British empire October 27, 1871. The extent of the pro-

vince is 17,800 square miles. It is bounded on the S.

by the Orange River (which separates it from the Cape
Colony), on the N. and N.E. Tjy territory /)ccupied by the

Bechuana tribes and the Transvaal settlement, and on the

E. by the Orange Free State. ' The general elevation of the

country is about 3000 feet above sea-level ; its character-

ktic features are undulating grassy plains, alternating with

low ranges of rocky hills apd sandy downs. The Vaal

river flows through thQ principal districts, receiving in its

course the Hart Iviver and Modder River, with its affluent

the Riet River, before its junction with the Orange River.

A portion of the territory is adapted for sheep-farming, and

the river basins contain fertile lands suitable for agri-

cultural purposes. But the great wealth of the country

is in its diamond mines. Since the first discovery of

diamonds, in 1867, the total value of the gems exported

from the province up to the close of the year 1878 is esti-

mated at £20,000,000. Digging operations were at first

confined to the alluvial deposits on the banks of the Vaal

River, but in 1871 mines were opened in the locality known
as the " dry diggings," which have since received the names

of Kimberley, De Beer's, Du Toit's Pan, and Bultfontein,

all situated within a radius of a few miles. The area of

the diamond-producing ground at each of these places is dis-

tinctly defined.. At Kimberley the mine covers only 9 acres,

at De Beer's 14 acres, at Du Toit's Pan 41 acres, and at

Bultfontein 22 acres. These circular -areas appear to be
* 'hroats " or " pipes " through which the volcanic and

serpentinous matter containing the spafkling gems havc-

been erupted ; the surrounding rock consists of sandstones

and shales entirely barren of diamonds. Kimberley, the

chief centre -of the mining industry, is the capital of the

province and the seat of government. There is a resident

iieuteaant-governor or administrator, who is assisted by an
executive council, and a legislative council composed of

members partly elective and partly nominated by the crowB.

There is also a high court of justice presided over by a
resident recorder. The other towns are Du Toit's Pan
(including Bultfontein), Barkly, and Griqua Town, The
villages and native locations are Hebron, Likatlong, Boetsap,

Campbell, and Douglas. Among the river diggings or

encampments are Pciel, Waldek's Plant, Sifonell, and
Setlacomie's. A censiis taken in 1877 showed the total

population of Griqualaad West at that time to be 45,277,
of whom 12,347 were Europeans.

GRISONS (German, Grauhiinden) is the largest and
easternmSst of the Swiss cantons. It is 80 miles in length

from E.N.E. to W.S.W., and 45 in breadth, and has an
area of 2963 square miles. On the N.E. and E. it ab\it»

against the little principality of Liechtenstein, and the

Austrian provinces of Tyrol "and Vorarlberg, on the S. on the

Italian provinces of Val Tellina- and Como, and on the
W. and N. on the Swiss cantons of Ticino, Uri, Glams,
and St GalL
The whole canton is mountainous, and, with the excep-

tion of the Rhine valley below Reicbenau and the Italian

valleys, which still form part of it, has a severe alpine climate

and vegetation. One-tenth of the surface is covered by
glaciers. The five principal glacier groups are those of the

Todi, N. ; the Medelser Gebirge and the Rheinwald or

Adula Gebirge, containing the chief source of the Rhine,

S.W. ; the Bernina group, the largest and loftiest, S.E.;

and the Silvretta Gebirge, E. The principal valleys are

the Vorder and Hinter Rheinthaler, with their side-valleys

the Valssrthal, Averserthal, Oberhalbstein, and Pratigau,

forming together the upper basin of the Rhine. Besides

these, the canton includes the long narrow trough of the

upper Inn, and the Italian valleys of Misocco, Bregaglia,

and Poschiavo, whose streams join the Ticino or the Adda.
The high average elevation of the country, with the absence

of any large lake, renders the scenery more severe than that

of central Switzerland, and the mountain summits less im-

posing; The most fertile valleys are the Pratigau and
Rheinthal below Ilanz. The lower chains are rent by many
great gorges. The Via Mala, the Rofla, and the Schyn
are the best known, but those of the Ziige, the Averserthal,

Medelserthal, and Valserthal are almost equal to them in

grandeur. In the Rheinthal below Chur the fine flouri.shes

and good wine is produced, and the Cisalpine territory

bears the usual products of the southern slope of the Alj*,

maize and chestnuts. At Poschiavo tobacco is cultivated

to some extent. The inner valleys are the highest of Central

Europe', containing several villages at an elevation of about

6000 feet (St Moritz, Engadine, 6080 ; Bivio, Oberhalb-

stein, 5827 ; Cresta, in the Averserthal, 6394 ; snow lies

there for six or seven months in the year, and corn will not

ripen. The hay-harvest is the great agricultural event of

the year, and is bo large that great numbers of Italian

labourers are annually employed in it. The forests and
pasturages are the chief source of wealth. The lower

Alps maintain a fine breed of cows ; the upper are let

to Bergamasque shepherds, who drive yearly immense

flocks of sheep from North Italy for the summerpastorage.

There are ma.ny mineral springs' in the country ; the most

frequented are at Alveneu, Fideris, Le Prese, and San Ber-

nardino, besides those in the Engadine (see Engadine)w

The Grisons is sparely peopled. The population in 187(?

amooDted to 91,782,-39,843 Protestants and 51.877
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Cetliolics. 3G,000 speak German and 1 2,000 Italian. The

reuiaiuder use the Eomausch or the-Ladiu dialect, probably

corrupt descendants of the old "lingua rustica" of the

Roman empire. The former is dying out in some districts

on the Tyrolese frontier, and German is now everywhere

taught in the schools. A large portion of the population

tincfoccupation and profit in the summer in attending to

the wants of the numerous visitors attracted by the scenery.

or the mineral waters. There is a considerable transport

trade with Italy, particularly in Val Tellina wines. Many

of the young men seek their fortunes abroad as confec-

tioners and coffee-house keepers.

Since Roman times the passes of the Orisons have been

among the most frequented routes across the Alps. The

Julier and Bernina, the Septimer, Spliigen, and Lukraanier,

were the most used in the Middle Ages. In 1818-23 the

great road of the San Bernardino was made, and it was

soon rivalled by the Spliigen, The internal communica-

tions of the canton have been greatly developed in the

last twenty years. The following are the principal carriage

roads:—(1) theOber Alp, Vorderrheinthal to Uri; (2) the

Valserberg, Ilanz to Hinterrhein
; (3) the Schyn, Julier,

Albula, and Fluela Passes, connecting the Rhine valley

and Davos district with the EngaJine
; (4) the Maloya

and Bernina Passes, connecting the Upper Engadine with

Chiavenna and Val Tellina respectively
; (5) the Ofen

Pass and the road following the gorge of the Inn to Fin-

st?rmuntz, leading into Tyrol.

Two districts, the Upper Engadine and Davos, have

lately acquired European fame as health resorts. Davos

now receives every winter over 1000 consumptive patients.

Statistics show that diseases of the lungs are very rare

in high mountain districts, and local doctors observed

that inhabitants who bad contracted them in the plain

recovered speedily on their return home. Davos is singu-

larly well situated for a sanatarium for these diseases. The
climate, owing to its distance from the warm currents rising

from the Italian plain, is, though severe, singularly dry and

equable in winter, and the valley is open and sunny. Many
good hotels offer every comfort to invalids.

ITistory.—Tho Rhxti, the original inhabitants of the region now
\nown as Graubundcn, who were conquered under Augustus by tho

l{oman3, are reputed to have been an Etruscan race who had
smigratcd thithet 500 years B.C. The Romans established iiumer-

jTis Toads through the country, and held it in subjection until the

downfall of their empire. In 496 A.D. Theodoric the Great settled

some Alemanni m llluetia. In 807 the district was incorporated

by Charles tho Great in his empire, and placed under a temporal

count. In tho middle of the 11th century, in the confusion conso-

finent on tho fall of tho duchy of Aleuiannia, the bishop of Chur
regained part of tho temporal authority somo of his predecessors

had already held before 807, and in tho early Middle Ages he

appears as the most powerful among the petty rulers who disputed

among themselves tlie right of oppressing tho peasantry. Towards

tho end of the I'lth century, the bishop of Chur supported the league

formed by tho neighbouring districts to resist the cncroaclimcnt

of the lay nobles. This was known as the Gotteshausbund, and had
Chur (see CoiiiE) as its chief town. In 1421 the Obetbund, some-
times called, perhaps from the grey coats of tho dilogatcs who
assembled at Trons to confirm it, tho Grauebund, was formed with

the aid of tho abbot of Dissentis and a party among the nobles in

tho Vorder llheinthaL In 1436 tho districts bordering on Tyrol,

which had been vassals of tho counts of Toggenburg (till the
extinction of the line iu that year), concluded, in imitation of their

neighbours, a league known as the Zehngerichtenbund, with Davos
fur its centre. In 1450 tho Zehngorichto formed an alliance with
tho Gotteshausbund, in 1471 with tho Grauebund; but of the so-

called "perpetual alliance" at Vazerol near Ticfcnkasten there
exists no authentic evidence in the oldest chronicles. It is certain,

however, that several diets were held at Vazerol. Unhappily for

tlio whole. Grisons, nearly all tho possessions of the Toggenburg
family had fallen by 1489 to the house of Austria, to which an
excuse was thus given for interference in the country. In 1497 tho

Grauebund and in 1498 the Gotteshausbund enlered into alliance

with the seven Swiss cantons. In 1499 the contest with Austria
broke -out. Tho memorable victory of the Malserheido or Calveu,
ia whick the imperial troon" wore Hefeutcil witli » Isw sJ 600" men.

coupled with other disasters to his arms in North Switzerland
weakened the authority of Maximilian, but the rights of Austria in

the Zehngerichteubund were only extinguished by purchase in 1652,

In 1512 the Grisons took advantage of the war.iu Italy to lay hands
on Val Tellina, Boimio, Chiavenna, and Val ilisocco.

These acquisitions »ttracted, a hundred years later, the cupidity
of the Spanish governor of Milan. The Orisons, torn between the
French and the Spanish, the Reformed and Catholic parties, offered

a favourable field for his intrigues. In 1620 the Protestants of Val
Tellina were cruelly massacred, the Spaniards gained the district,

and an Austrian force occupied the greater part of the Grisona
The Austrians were expelled in 1635 by the French, but the Grisons
did not recover their tuU authority over their Italian possessions
till 1639. They finally lost them when Napoleon annexed these
districts to his Cisalpine republic, a measure confirmed by the con-
gress of Vienna.
The obscure quarrels of tho Planta and De Salis factions, dating

from the 17th century, were put an end to by the Kapoleonic
wars and the appearance of great armies— French, Austrian, and
Russian—upon the mountains. The incursion of the French was
marked by the wanton destruction of the great convent of Dissentis,

in which perished the chronicle of Dissentis, dating from tho 7th

century, and many of the MSS. of Placid us a Spescl.a, one of the

first systematic explorers of his native Alps. In 1803 the Grisons,

by virtue of Napoleon's act of mediation, became a member of the

Swiss Confederation, retaining its internal government. This con-

sists of a great council elected by universal suffrage, and meeting

every year. Three citizens, elected yearly, fonn the executive

government. A committee of 12 members assist them in weighty

matters and in preparing bills for the chamber. l.arge powers of

self-government are left to the separate communities. The consti-

tution was last completely revised in 1853, but a further reform in

an extreme democratic sense is now (1879) under debate.

For a list of ancient works on the Graubiinden, see Roder A Tscharoer's Grau-

bhnden, Bern. 1838, and Georp of Basel's liibliotheca Alpina Terlia, 1878. See also

Theobald's Bundntr KJberland and I/atul-bildfr out dm Khalitchcn Alptn;

Berlepsch'9 i:raubundcn, Leipsic. 1858 ; Lconhardi's Dat Poifhiavijio Thal^

Leipsic 1850 : Lechner Das That Bet-gptt, Leipsic, 161,5 ; Coxc's Trarett in Stcifzer-

laitd, 17(*0; Mis n. i'reshfield's Surnmer Tottr in the Grixms, 1862; Conrndin von

lioor's Gesc/iichte von Cuirdticn, ChuT^ 1870-74; P. C. Planta's Das aiti P.dtitnt

Berlin, 1872; Davos by one vfio knows it, 1878; Fort:ii^htly Rcvicxc, July 1878i

Nov. 1879; Ball's Alpine Guid<; and ai-ticles Alps and Lkc.adinb. (D. W. F.)

GRIVEGNliE, a town of Belgium in the arrondissement

and province of Liege, is situated on the Ourtbe about a

mile and a half S.W. of Liege. There are coal-mines in the

neighbourhood,, and the town posesscs iron foundries and

manufactories of brass-wire, nails, and iron boats. The

population is about 6000.

GROCYN, William, an English scholar of the 15tU

century, was born at Bristol about 1442. Designed by

his parents for the church, he was sent to Winchester

College, and there he remained till his twenty-second

year, when he was elected to a scholarship at New College,

Oxford. In 1467 ho became a fellow, and though in

1479 he accepted the rectory of Newton Longvillo in

Buckinghamshire, he continued to reside in the university

city. Having been chosen reader in divinity in Magdalen

College in 1483, it fell to his lot to maintain a disputation

with John Taylor, professor of divinity, in presence of King

Richard III., and so well did ho carry himself in the matter

that the king sent him a buck and five marks. About 1 488

Grocyn left England for Italy, and bcfure hi.s return in

1492 ho had visited Florence, Rome, and Padua, and

studied Greek and Latin under Demetrius Chalchondyles

and Politian. As lecturer in Exeter College ho found an

opportunity of indoctrinating his countrymen in tho new

learning, and had the honour of teaching Greek not only to

Sir Thomas More but to Erasmus himself, who was

indebted to him also for an introduction to Anhbishop

Warham. When, some time afterwards, Grocyn rtiuovcd to

London, he was chosen by Dean Colet to deliver lectures in

St Paul's ; and in connexion .with this engagement he gavo

a singular proof of his honesty. Having at first denounced

all who impugned tho authenticity of tho Ilicrarchia

Ecclesiastica ascribed to Dionysius tLo Arcopagitc, ho was

led to modify his views as ho advanced in his investiga-

tion of the subject, and at length openly declared that Lo

had been completely mistaken. About this tinio he was

fividenth? in straitened circumstanecR, and thon^h in 1501?
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he was appointed on Arclibishop Warham's recommenda-
tion master or warden of All Hallow's College at Maidstone

in Kent, we find hiui still obliged to borrow from hia

friends, and even to pledge his plate as a security. He died

probably in 1519, and waa buried in the collegiate church

at JIaidatone. With the exception of a few lines of Latin

verse, and a letter to Aldus Manutius at the head of

Linacre's translation of Proclus's Sphaera (Venice, 1499),
Grocyn has left no literary proof of his scholarship or

abilities. He was a great admirer of Aristotle, but hia

proposal to execute a translation of the philosopher in com-
pany with Linacre and Latimer was never carried out. By
Erasmus he has been described as " vir severissims castis-

sima; vitK, eoclesiasticarum constitutionum obscrvantissimus

pene usque ad superstitionem, scholasticae theologice ad un-

guem doctus ac natura etiam acerrimi judicii, demum in

omni disciplinarum gonere exacte versatus " {Drclaraiiones

ad Ceiism-as Facvltatis Theologies Parisiance, 1522).

See John NoUe Johnson, Life of Tlimias Linacre, London, 1835;
Wood's Athence Oxonicii-vs; Cunningham, Lives of Eminent Eng-
'ishnicn, vol. ii., 1835; Knight, Life of Erasmus.

GRODNO, a western province or government of Russia

la Europe, lying between 52° and 54° N. lat, 23° and 26°

E. long., and bounded N. by Vilna, E. by Minsk, S. by
Volhynia, and W. by the former kingdom of Poiarid ; area

14,961 square miles. The country is a wide plain, in

-,ome parts very swampy and covered vith large pine forests.

Of these that of Bieloviecza in the district of Prushana,

comprising a circuit of over 100 miles, deserves notice, for

liere bisons are preserved. The navigable rivers are the

Niemen, Bug, Narev, and Bobra. There are also several

canals, among which those of Augustow and Oginsky are

the most important. The soil, being chiefly alluvial deposit

intermixed with sand, is favourable for agriculture and the

rearing of cattle and bees. The atmosphere is damp and
misty, and the climate in winter is cold. Large quantities

of rye, barley, oats, hops, hemp, and flax are raised, but the

amount of fruit and vegetables grown is small. The mineral

products are insignificant. The manufactiires consist of

woollen cloths, hats, leather, paper, and spirits; there is

also a good export trade in grain, wool, cattle, and timber.

Some forty fairs are held annually in the province. Grodno
is divided into nine districts, viz., Grodno, Brest, Biclostock,

Bielsk, Volkovysk, Kobryn, Prushana, Slonim, and Sokolka.

The administration of the whole province is in the hands
of a governor appointed by the crown. In 1870 the popu-

lation was 1,008,521, comprising Lithuanians, Piussians.

Poles, Tartars, and a few German colonists.

Grodno, capital of the province of the sanse name, stands

on the right bank of the Kieraen in 53° 40' N. lat., 23° 50'

E. long., and is connected by railway with St Petersburg,

Moscow, and Warsaw. It is the seat of the provincial

government, and contains eight Roman Catholic, a Greek
Eastern and two United Greek Catjioiic churches, a
Lutheran chapel, and two Jewish sjTiagogues. The Govern-
ment office is a splendid edifice. There are two fine palaces

erected respectively by Stephen Batory, who died here in

1586, and Augustus III., kings of Poland. Among the
other buildings are a public library, a school of medicine,

a gymnasium, and several seminaries. The inhabitants

(24,789) are engaged in the manufacture of woollens, silks,

hats, paper, and the preparation of wax. Three fairs are
held annually. Grodno was built in the 12th century, and
at the commencement of the 13th was annexed to Poland.
The Polish diet held there in 1793 ratified the second
partition of Poland. Two years later Stanislaus Augustus,
the last king, eis^ed his abdication there.

GROEN VAN PRINSTER?,R, Wh-helm (1801-1876),
Dutch statesman, historian, and publicist, was born at
Voorburg, oa Aagust 21, 1801, received his grammar school

education at the Hague, and studied law, philosophy, and
history at the university of Leyden. At the age of twenty-
five he published a volume of miscellaneous essays ( Vers-

preide Geschriften, 1826), and in 1827 he wag appointed
private secretary to King William I. From this post he
retired in 1833, in order that he might devote himself with

less interruption to the historical researches which resulted

in the gradual publication of his Archives on Correspondance

inedite de la Maison rf'Ornjiye-iVassaK,' in fifteen volumes
(Leyden, 1835-64). An ardent ' conservative on aU the

ecclesiastical and political questions of the day, he entered

the chamber of representatives in 1840, and took part with

both tongue and pen in all the more important di&cussions

of the years that followed, especially in those of 1848 and
1849. Between 1849 and 1865 La frequently sat in the

second chamber, and from 1850 to 1855 the anli-liberai

newspaper Kederlander was managed by him. The mortifi-

cation which European events in 1864 and 1866 had caused
him found expression in the occasional writings entitled La
Prusse et les Pays-Bas, A mes amis d, Berlin, and L'£mpire
Prv.ssien et UApocalypse (1867). Shortly afterwards he
withdrew entirely from public affairs, but continued his

literary pursuits, his Litest production Maurice et Barnevelt,

an able vindication of the Calvinistic prince as against the

Arminian statesman, having been completed (1875) only u

short time before his death, which occurred 19th May 1876.

Among other works of this author may be mentioned a

Handboeh der Geschiedaas van het Valerland (1835), and an
essay entitled Ongeloof e,% Eevohuie (1847); but his sole

tlaim to European celebrity rests upon the Archives, with

their able if one-sided Prolegomena. The letters and docu-

ments comprised in the series are of extraordinary interest

and value for the whole of the important period which
elapsed between the outbreak of the revolution in the

Netherlands and the establishment of the commercial
oligarchy upon the death of WiUiam IL
GRONINGEN, a town of the Netherlands, in the province

of the same name, is situated on the Hunse at the influx of

the Aa, 45i miles in an eastward direction from Harliugen.

The central and more ancient part of the town is still sur-

rounded by the old ditch, and communication is maintained

with the outer portions by eighteen bridges. In the centre

of the old town lies a group of open places, of which the

greatest, the Breedemarkt, is one of the most spacious in the

Netherlands. Five of the principal streets bear the' name
of as many ancient families—the Boterings, the Ebbings,

the Gelkings, the Huddings, and the Folkings. Among the

public buildings of Groningen the town-house (Radhuis) is

one of the finest. It was built between 1793 and 1810
according to the plans of Jacob Often Husley, and was ex-

tended in 1873. The administrative offices of the province

of Groningen also occupy a fine building, which received

a splendid front in 1870-1871. The provincial court olf

justice, transformed in the middle of the 18th century; tho

corn exchange, dating from 1825; and the' weigh-house,

completed in 1874; the so-called Ommelanderhuis, or house

formerly devoted to the administration of the surrounding

district ; the civil and military prison ; and the arsenal, are

also all worthy of mention. There are twelve churches in

Groningen, including two for the Roman Catholics, and five

for the Reformed Church of the Netherlards, as well as a

Jewish synagogue. St Martin's, the Aa Church, and the

New Church (all Reformed) are the principal. .Of these

the first is a Gothit building founded in 1253, and the last

dates from the 17th century. The university of Groningen

was founded in 1614, and its buildings were erected in

1 847-1 850. According to the Annates Acadernici (Leyden,

1877), the number of the students in 1874 was only'173,

the strongest faculty being that of the physical sciences

with 57, _ It haS a library, an observatory, botanical
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gardens, an ontiquBTian museum, und a hospital among its

auxiliary establishments. A fine deaf and dumb institu-

tion, founded by H?.nri Daniel Guyot, a gymnasium, a

normal college, a Bchool of navigation, a school of design,

and a musical school are. among the secondary educational

establishments. A. society pro excolendo jure patrii has

been in existence since 1761 ; aii academy of fine arts was

formed in 1830 by the incorporation of two older societies

of similar character ; and the same year saw the formal

establishment of the society for the advancement of natural

science, which may be traced back to the association started

by Van Swindercn in 1801. Groningen maintains a con-

siderable trade, and engages ia a variety of industries. It

manufactures salt, bfeer, vinegar, soap, earthenware, and

ropes, weaves cotton and woollen stufis, spins flax, makes
brushes, furniture, mirrors, organs, and pianos, and has

numerous goldsmiths and silversmiths. In 1840 the town

and the suburbs comprised a population of 31,782. In

1870 the number of people in the commune, including

1248 on shipboard, was 37,894, and four years later it had

increased to 39,284.

Mention is made of tlie Villa Crnoninga in a deed of gift from

Honry III. to the church of Utrecht in 1040 la 1110 the iovra

was surrounded with walls, but the bisliop of Utrecht caused fhem
to bo dismantled in 1112, and it was not till 1255 that the defences

began to be restored. The compass of the town, which at this time

wcs about 13,000 feet, received considerable extension in 1469,

when the walls were strengthened with six massive towers, and a

ditch was dug. A further increase of defensive capabilities was
effected in the course of the Gueldres war ol 1514-36, and again

under William Louis of Nassau between 1608 and 1624. The early

history of Groningen consists mainly of straggles with the bishops

of Utrecht. In the course of the 13th century there is evidence

that the commercial activity of its population was finding outlet

in various directions, and in the 14th it attained to no small

political influence as. the chief city of Friesland. Maximilian I.

assigned Groningen to Albert of Saxony, but the citizens preferred

to accept the protection of the bishop of Utrecht ; and when Albert's

eon George attempted in 1505 to seize the town, they recognized

the lordship of Edzart of East Frisia. On George's renewal of hos-

tilities they transferred their allegiance to Duke Charles of Guelder-

land, and his position was sanctioned in 1515 by the emperor

Charles V. In the coarse of the great wars of the 16th century the

city had an eventful history, passing from hand to hand, and
suffering all the miseries of siege and military occupation ; but at

length, in 1594, it was finally secured for the United Netherlands

by Prince Maurice of Nassau. The dissensions between the citizens

proper and the inhabitants of the " Ommeianden " continued, how-

ever, in spite of the decree of the states in 1597, which was intended

to set them at rest. In 1672 tho town was besieged by the bishop

of Miinster, but it was successfully defended, and in 169S its forti-

fication.1 were improved under Coehorn's direction. The French
republicans planted their tree of liberty in the Great Market on
February 14, 1795, and they continued in authority till 1,6th

November 1814. The fortifications of the. city were doomed to

destruction by the law of 18th April 1874. Among the numerous
men of mark who have been natives of Groningen it is enough to

mention J. D. Bernoulli the mathematician, Surenhusius and
Schultens the Orientalists, and Hemsterhuis the philologist.

Seo Oud/u<Un en Gestic/Uen van Oroningenuyt kcl Lalijn vertaald,

door H. V. R., Leyden, 1724 ; Krontjk van, Oroningcn cnde Omme-
ianden lot op dcien Jaare 1743, Groningen, 1743; E. J. D. Lorgiou,

Ocsrhiedkiindigf Beschrijving der Stad Oroningcn, Groningen,

1852-57; Album der Slad Groninyen, Groningen, 1860; Wynne,
Handel en Oniwihkdin^ van Stad en Pi-uvliwie Groningen, Gron-

ingen, 1865 ; Theodor Wenzalbciker, in Ersch and Gruber's Encyclo-

p£lie, aui wco, 1872.;,Witlaimp, Aardrq^kundig JVoordcnhock,

1877.

GRON'OVIUS, or GKONOV, Jakdb (IG45-1716), one

of the very great scholars of. the 17th century, was born

20th October 1G45 at Devonter, where his father, J. F.

Gro:<ovhj3 [q.v.), was at that time professor of rhetoric

and history. On tho completion of his stiidias at Leyden,

whore he had early distinguished himself by his powers of

intellectual acq^uisition, ho in L698 visited England, where

he became acquainted with Pocock, Pearson, and Mery
Casaubon, and where he devoted several months to the

colUtion of raxe manuscripts at Oxford ani Cambridge.

His edition of Polybius, published at Leyden in 1670, in

addition to his own and variorum notes, contained those

which Casaubon on his deathbed had bequeathed to him.

Declining an invitation to a chair at Deventer, he in 1671

visited France, and was brought into intimate relations with

D'Herbelot, Thevenot, and other distinguished scholars ;

and after another brief interval at Leyden he ia 1672
travelled in Spain, whence he passed into Italy. There he
accepted from the grand duke of Tuscany a chair at the

university of Pisa, which, however, he resigned at the end
of two years. Having returned to Deventer by way of

Germany, he had settled down with the purpose of working
uninterruptedly at an edition of Livy, when in 1679 he
was invited by the curators of the university of Leyden to

occupy a professorial chair. Here, untempted by several

pressing invitations to variotTo loroign universities, he cpnnt

the remaining years of his life, in which the calmness which
normally characterizes even the most ardent scholarly

research was unfortunately too often broken by literary

quarrels conducted on his part with excessive violence and

scurrility. He died 21st October 1716.
The most celebrated as well as tho most important of the works

of J. Gronovius is the Thesaurus Antiquitalmv Gracarmn (Leyden,

1603-1702, in 13 vols, fol., and Venice 1732-1737, also iu 13 vols,

fol.) For this invaluable collection he adopted the plan traced out

by Gravius in the Thcsaui-us AiUiquitatmn Romanarum. Gro-

novius published new editions of several authors commented on by
his father, such- as Seneca, Ph;edrus, and others ; and he also edited

Macrobius, Polybius, Tacitus, Cicero, Ammianus Marcellinus,

Quintus Curtius, Suetonius, Arrian, Minntins Felix, Herodotus,

Cebes, and some ancient geographers ; the poem of JIanetho, on the

stars ; tho Dactylollicca of Gorlajus ; the Lexicon of Harpocration,

&c. The other productions of Gronovius consist of theses, dis-

courses, and diatribes, of which a list will be found in the Diction-

nairc of Chauffepie.

GRONOVIUS, or GRONOV, Johann Fkiedrich

(1613-1671), scholar and critic, was bora at Hamburg,

20th September 1C13. He went through his early studies

with great distinction at Bremen, and afterwards attended

the universities of Leipsio, Jena; and Altorf, whence he

extended his travels into France and Italy. In 1643 ho

was appointed professor of rhetoric and history at Deventer,

and in 1658 he succeeded Daniel Hcinsius in the Greek

chair at Leyden, where he died on the 28th of December

1671.
Besides editing, with notes. Statins, Plantus,- Eivy, Hiny, Taci-

tus, Aulus Gellius, and Seneca's tragedies, ho waa the author of

numerous works which have been exhaustively catalogued b>

Chauffepie and others. They include De Scstertiis, sivc siibsmronim

Pccunicp vcleris Grccca cl Jiomancc Lihri /I'"(1643), and notes upon

Seneca, Pha^drus, &c. , which wero subsequently utilized by his son

Jacobus Gronovius in his editions of thoso authors.

GROOT, Gerhakd (1340-1384), in Latin Gerardua

Magnus, founder of the socie^ty of " Brethren of tha

Common Life," was born in October, 1340, ul Deventer,

where his father held a good civic position. Other forms

of the family name are Grootc, Groet, and Groetc. At tho

close of his school education, received partly at Deventer and

partly at Aix-la-Chapello and Cologne, Gerhard ("Gerrit"

or "Geert") in his fifteenth year entered tho university of

Paris, where lie became firmly attached to tho nominalism

then in vogue, and where ho made distinguished progress in

almost all the branches of learning then cultivated,—canon

law, medicine, astrology, and even magic being' added to

rtie theology and philosophy of tho schooimon. Shortly

after his graduation in 13.')8, he returned to his father's

house at Deventer, where, howovor, his stny was comjiara-

tively brief. Wo next hoar of him as leamingtind teaching

in Cologne; according to one account lio studied also at

Prague; and in 1366 ho \'iRited, on public Inisinesa it is

presumed, tho pnpnl court at Avignon. About this time

he was appointed to a couple of oanonrios nt Utrecht nn-l

Aix-la-Chapello respectively, and the life of the brilliaut

young scholar was rapidly becoming Injurious, pr-culnr, nnil

selfish, when a groat spiritual change pqsscd iivnr him which
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resulted in a final renunciation of every worldly enjoyment.

This conversion, which took place in 1374, appears to have

been due partly to the effects of a dangerous illness, and
partly to the influence of the learned and pious prior of the

Carthusian monastery at Munnikhuizen near Arnheim, who
had seriously remonstrated with him on the vanity of his

life. During the next five years he devoted a considerable

portion of his time to repeated and prolonged visits to the

monastery of the AugUolinian canons regular at Viridis

Vallis (Groenendael near Brussels), whose prior, Johann
Ruysbroeck, a man of deep though somewhat mystical

piety and of considerable literary power, could not fall to

impress those who came in contact with him, and many of

whose special -views are unmistakably reproduced in the

writings of Groot and his "/ratres devotL" Between 1374
and 1379 Gerhard had also spent some three years in all

at Munnikhuizen in study and prayer; and in the course

of the last-mentioned year he left the privacy of the cloister,

and having received ordination as a deacon, became a
missionary preacher within the diocese of Utrecht. The
success which followed his labours, not only in the town of

Utrecht itself, but also in Zwolle, Kampen, Leyden, Delft,

Gouda, Amsterdam, and many other places, was immense

;

according to Thomas a Kempis, the people left their busi-

ness and their meals to hear his sermons, so that the

churches could not hold the crowds that flocked wherever
he came. The impartiality of the censures, however, which
lie directed, not only against the prevailing sins of the laity,

but also against the heresy, simony, avarice, and impurity
of the secular and regular clergy, soon provoked the un-.

compromising hostility of the entire body of the latter;

.ind accusations of heterodo.iy speedily began to be brought

against him. It was in vain that Groot emitted a Publica

Proteslatioy in which he declared that Jesus Christ was the

great subject of his discourses, that in all of them he
believed himself to be in harmony with the Catholic doctrine,

and that he willingly subjected them to the candidjudgment
of the Eoman Church.. By a skilfully framed episcopal

edict of 1383, which excluded from the pulpit all who had
not received priest's orders, his public preaching was brought
abruptly to an end ; an appeal to Urban VI. was made in

vain. Compelled thus to search for some other field of

usefulness, Groot, in conjunction with his friend Florentius,

a canon of Utrecht, began to superintend the labours of

certain young men who employed themselves in transcribing

manuscripts of church fathers and other authors ; from time

to time as they met to receive payment for their work, -he

sought to edify them with religious exhortation. Ultimately

the idea suggested itself that the little band might throw

their earnings into a comnwn fund and live together

according to a fixed rule. The house of Florentius forth-

with became a cloister of "fratres vitas communis," who
were speedily joined by many new members, both clerical

and lay, practised in a considerable variety of handicrafts ;

the general rule of the Augustinian order was adopted ; it

was also agreed that their daily bread should be shared

in common, and that it should be earned, not begged.

Groot's private estate sufllced for the establishment on
like principles of a sisterhood who supported themselves

by spinning, weaving, and needlework. After a com-

paratively brief life of singular energy, patience, and self-

denial, Groot fell a victim to the plague at Deventer on
the 20th of August 1384. Within fifty years of his death
thfi "Brethren of the Common Life," also called "Fratres

oonne voluntatis" or "Fratres Collationarii, " numbered
seventeen collegiate churches in the Netherlands, and con-

tributed Somewhat extensively to theological literature.

Thomas a Kempis, who wrote a Vita Gerhardi Maani,
was trained under Gerhard himself at Deventer. The
order disappeared at the time of'ths Reformation.

For a very clear and fuU account of the life of Groot, with an
analytic and exhaustive cartalogue of his extant works, referenci.
may be made to the article on the " Brethren of the Common Life,"
by Hirsche, in Herzog's Real Encyklopadie, ii. 679-696 (1878). The
principal original authority is the work of Thomas a Kempis already
referred to. See also UUmann's Reformers before tht Reformation,
whose somewhat ex parte erposition of Groot's theological views,
however, must be taken with reservations.

GROS, Antoine Jean, Baron (1771-1835), the pupil

of David and the forerunner of G^ricault, occupies a peculiai

position between the classic and romantic schools which
divided opinion at the beginning of the present century.

He was born at Paris in 1771. His father, who was a

miniature painter, began seriously to teach him to draw at

the early age of six, and showed himself from the first an
exacting master. Towards the close of 1785 Gros, by his

own choice, entered the studio of David, which he frequented
assiduously, continuing at the same time to follow the classes

of the College- Mazarin. The death of his father, whose
circumstances had been embarrassed by the Revolution,

threw Gros, in 1791, upon hia own resources. He now
devoted himself wholly to his profession, and competed
in 1792 for the grand prix, but unsuccessfully. About
this time he was, however, on the recommendation of the
ficole des Beaux Arts, employed on the execution of

portraits of the members of the Convention, and when

—

disturbed by the development of the Revolution—Gros in

1793 left France for Italy he supported himself at Genoa
by the same means, producing a great quantity of miniatures

and fixes. He visited Florence but returning to Genoa
made the acquaintance of Josephine, and followed her to

Milan, where he was well received by her husband. On
November 15, 1796, Gros was present with the army near

Areola when Bonaparte planted the tricolor on the bridge.

Gros seized on this incident, and showed by his treatment

of it that he had found his vocation. Bonaparte at once

gave him the post of " inspecteur aux revues," which en-

abled him to follow the army, and in 1797 nominated
him on the commission charged to select the spoils which

should enrich the Louvre. In 1799, having escaped from
the besieged city of Genoa, Gros made his way to Paris,

and in the beginning of 1801 took up his quarters in

the Capucins. His "esquisse" (Mus^e de Nantes) of

the Battle of Nazareth gained the prize offered in 1802

by the consuls, but was not carried out, owing it is

said to the jealousy of Junot felt by Napoleon ; but h»

indemnified Gros by commissioning him to paint hin

own visit to the pest-house of Jaff'a. Les Pestif^r^s 'da

Jaffa (Louvre) was followed by the Battle of Aboukir

1806 (Versailles), and the Battle of Eylan, 1808 (Louvre).

These three subjects—the popular leader facing the pesti-

lence unmoved, challenging the splendid instant of victory,

heart-sick with the bitter cost of a hard-won field—g'-*ve

to Gros hia chief titles to fame. As long as the military

element remained bound up with French national life,

Gros received from it a fresh and energetic inspira-

tion which carried him to the very heart of the events

which he depicted ; but as the army and its general

separated from the people, Gros, called on to illustrate

episodes representative only of the fulfilment of personal

ambition, ceased to find the nourishment necessary to his

genius, and the defect of his artistic position became evident.

Trained in the sect of the Classicists, he was shackled by

their rules, even when^by his naturalistic treatment of

types, and appeal to picturesque effect in colour and tone

—

he seemed to run counter to them. In 1810 his Madrid

and Napoleon at the Pyramids (Versailles) show that his

star had deserted him. His Francis I. and Charles V.,

1812 (Louvre), had considerable success; but the decora-

tion of the dome of St Genevifeve (begun in 1811 and com-

pleted in 1824) is the only work of Gros's later years which
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shows liLs eirly force and vigour, as well as his skill. The
Departure of Louis XVIIl. (Versailles), the Embarkation

of Madame d'Angoulfime (Bordeaux), the plafond of the

Egyptian room in the Louvre, and finally his Hercules and

Diomedes, exhibited in 1835, testify only that Gros's efforts

—in accordance with the frequent councils of his old master

David—to stem the rising tide of Romanticism served but

to damage his oiice brilliant reputation. Exasperated by

criticism and the consciousness of failure, Gros sought

refuge in the grosser pleasures of life, but suddenly his vital

forces failed him, and on the 25th June 1835 he was found

drowned on, the shores of the Seine near Sevres. From a

paper which he had placed in his hat it became known that

" las do la vie, et trahi par les demieres faculty qui la lui

rendaient supportable, il avail r6solu de s'en diifaire." The

number of Gros's pdpils was very great, and was consider-

ably augmented when, in 1815, David quitting Paris made

over his own classes to him. Gros was decorated and named

baron of the empire by Napoleon, after the Salon of 1868,

at which he had exhibited the Battle of Eylau. Under the

Restoration he became a member of the Institute, professor

at the ficole des Beaux Arts, and was named chevalier of

the order of St Michel

M. Deldcluze gives a brief notice of his life iu Louis David et

Son Temps, and Julius Meyer's Geschichte der modernen franz6sischen

ifalerei coutains an excellent criticism on his works.

GROSBEAK (French, Groshec), a name very indefinitely

applied to many birds belonging to the families Fringillidce

and Ploceidce of modern ornithologists, and perhaps to some

members of the EmberizidtB and Tanagridae, but always to

birds distinguished by the great size of their bill. Taken

alone it is commonly a synonym of Hawfinch {q-v.), but

a prefix is most usually added to indicate the species, as

Pine-Grosbeak, Cardinal-Grosbeak, and the like. By earlier

writers the word was generally given as an equivalent of the

Linnajan Loxia, but that genus, as first established, has

been found to include many forms which, according to more
recent notions, cannot possibly be placed in the same Family.

The Pine-Grosbeak (Pinicola enucleator) is, with the

exception of the Hawfinch just mentioned, the best known
species to which the name is applied. It inhabits the

conifer-zone of both the Old and the New Worlds, seeking.

in Europe and probably elsewhere, a lower latitude as winter

approaches—oftenjourneying in large flocks ; and stragglers

have occasionally reached the British Islands, though the

records of not more than half a dozen such occurrences can

be wholly trusted (Yarrell, Br. Birds, ed. 4, ii. pp. 177-

179). In structure and some of its habits much resembling

a Bullfinch (see Finch, vol. ix. p. 192), but much exceed-

ing that bird in size, it has the plumage of a Crossbill

(vol. vi. p. 614), and appears to undergo exactly the same
changes as do the members of the restricted genus Loxia,—
the young being of a dull greenish-grey streaked with

brownish-black, the adult hens tinged with golden-green,

and the cocks glowing with crimson-red on nearly all the

body-feathers, this last colour being replaced after moulting

in confinement by bright yellow. Nests of this species

were found in 1821 by Zetterstedt near Juckasjiirwi in

Swedish Lapland, but little was really known with certainty

concerning its nidification until 1855, when the late Mr
Wolley, after two years' ineffectual search, succeeded in

obtaining in the not very distant district of Muonioniska

well-authenticated specimens with the eggs, both of which

are like exaggerated Bullfinches'. The food of this Bpeciea

seems to consist of the seeds and buds of many sorts of

trees, though the staple may very possibly bo tho.se of some
kind of pine. The cock has a clear and pleasing song,

which makes him in many countries a favourite cage-bird
;

and the notes of the hen may even be deemed to qualify

htr ad a musician of no small merit.

Allied to the Piue-Grosbeak are a number of species of

smaller size, but its equals in beauty of plumage.^ These
have been referred to several genera, such as Carpodacus,

Propasser, Bycauetes, Vragus, and others ; but possibly

Carpodacus is sufficient to contain all. l*Iost of them are

natives of the Old World, and chiefly of its eastern division,

but several inhabit the western portion of North America,

and one, C. gilhaguieus (of which there seem to be at least

two local races), is an especial native of the deserts, or

their borders, of Arabia and North Africa, extending eyen
to some of tlie Canary Islands—a singular modification in

the habitat of a form which one would be apt to associate

exclusively with forest trees, and especially conifers.

The Virginian Grosbeak, or Virginian Nightingale of

many writers, Cardinalis virginianns, next claims notice

here, though doubts may be entertained as to the family

to which it really belongs. No less remarkable for its

bright carmine attire, and the additional embellishment of

an elongated crest of the same colour, than for its fine

eong, it has been an object of attraction almost ever since

the settlement of its native country by Europeans. All

American ornithologists speak ofjts easy capture and its

ready adaptation ' to confinement, which for nearly three

centuries have helped to make it a popular cage-bird on

both sides of the Atlantic. The vocal powers possessed by
the cock are to some extent shared by the hen, though she

is denied the vivid hues of her partner, and her plumage,

with exception of the wings and tail, which are of a dull

red, is light olive above and brownish-yellow beneath.

This species inhabits the eastern parts of the United States

southward of 40° N. lat., and also occurs in the Bermudas.

It is represented in the south-west of North America by

other forms that by some writers are deemed species, and

in the northern parts of South America by the C. phceniceut,

which would really seem entitled to distinction. Another

kindred bird, placed from its short and broad bill in a

different genus, and known as Pyrrhuloxia sinuata or the

Texan Cardinal, is found on the southern borders of the

United States and in Mexico ; while among North American
" Grosbeaks " must also be named the birds belonging to

the genera Guiraca and Iledymeles—the former especiallj

exemplified by the beautiful blue G. ccerulea, and the lattei

by the brilliant rose-breasted E. htdovicianus, which last

extends its range into Canada.

The species of the Old World which, though commonly

called "Grosbeaks," certainly belong to the family Ploceidce,

may be in this work more conveniently treated under th«

title of Weaver-birds (q.v.). (a. n.)

GROSE, Francis (c. 1730-1791), a celebrated Engli^<h

antiquary, sonof a wealthy Swiss jeweller settled in England,

was born at Greeuford in Middlesex, about the year 1730.

The bias of his niind towards heraldry and antiquities

showed itself early ; and his father, indulging it, procured

him a position in the Herald's College. In 1763, being

then Richmond Herald, he sold his tabard, and shortly

afterwards became adjutant and paymaster of the Hamp-

shire militia, where, as he himself humorously observed,

the only account-books he kept were his right and left

pockets, into the one of which he received, and from the

other of which he paid. This carelessness exposed him to

serious losses ; and after a vain attempt to repair them by

accepting a captaincy in the Surrey militia, the competency

left him by his father being squandered, he began to turn to

account his excellent education and his powers as a draughts-

' Many of tliom arc dosoiilwd and bpaiilifully fipirod in the Mono-

graphie dca Loiiens of the Int.i Hriiico C. I-. Honnparle and Profeasot

SchlcRol (Leydcn and Dilasi'ldorf, 180O), a work which Includea, how.

ever, all the Crossbilli, Redpolls, and Linnets then known to the authnra,

while it excludes many birds that an English writer would b.ive I

call "Groabcaka."

n-i;)
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man. In 1757 he had been elected fellow of the Society

of Antiquaries. In 1773 he began to publish his Anliqui-

ties of England and Wales, a work which brought him
money as well as fame. This, with its supplementary parts

relating to the Channel Islands, was not completed till

1787. In 1789 he set out on an antiquarian tour through

Scotland, and in the course of this journey met Burns, who
composed in his honour the famous song beginning "Ken
ye aught o' Captain Grose," and in that other poem, still

more famous, " Hear, land o' cakes, and brither Scots,"

warned all Scotchmen of this " chield amang them taking

notes." In 1790 he began to publish the results of what
Burns called " his peregrinations through Scotland ; " but

he had not finished the work when he bethought himself of

going over to Ireland and doing for that country what he

had already done for Great Britain. About a month after

his arrival, however, while in Dublin at the table of his

friend Hone, he was seized with an apoplectic fit, and died

in a moment, June 12, 1791.

Grose \vaa a sort of antiquarian Falstaff,—at least he
possessed in a striking degree the knight's physical pecu-

liarities ; but he was a man of true honour and charity, a

valuable friend, " overlooking little faults and seeking out

greater virtues," and an inimitable boon companion. His
professional merits were far from contemptible ; he was a

clever draughtsman, and had considerable power of pictorial

composition. While most of his writings concern only the

learned, others exhibit strong satiric power. But he showed
to greatest advantage as a social being ; his humour, his

varied knowledge, and his good nature were all eminently
calculated to make him a favourite in society. As Burns
says of him

—

' But wad ye see him in his glee.

For meikle glee and fun has he,

Then set him down, and twa or three

Gude fellows \vi' him ;

Ani port, port! shine thou a wee,

And THEN ye'll see him !

"

Grose published The Antiquities of England and Wales, 6 vols,

fol., 1773-87. In 1782 appeared Advice to the Offi>:ers of the

British Army, a satire in the manner of Swift's Directions to Scr.

vaiits, which is very confidently attributed to Grose ; in 1783, A
Guide to Health, Beauty, Kiches, and Honour, a collection of

advertisements of the period, with characteristic satiric preface ; in

1785, A Classical Dictionary of the Vulgar Tongue, 8vo; 1785-89,
A Treatise on Ancient Armour and Weapons; in 1786, Darrell's

History of Dover; 1786-83, Military Antiquities, 2 vols. 4to;

1787, A Provincial Glossary; 17 8S, Rulesfor Drawing Caricatures,
8vo; 1789-91, The Antiquities of Scotland, 2 vols. 4to; 1791,
Antiquities of Irelan/),, 2 vols. 4to, edited and partly written by
Ledivich. The Grumbler, sixteen clever humorous essays by Grose
appeared in 1791 after his death ; and in 1793 The Olio, a collectiou

of essays, jests, and small pieces of poetry, -highly characteristic of
Grose, though certainly not all by him, was put together from his
papers by his publisher, who was also his executor. A capital full-

length portrait of Grose by Dance is in the first, volume of the
Antiquities of England aiid Wales, and another is among Kay's
Portraits. A versified sketch of him appeared in the Gentleman's
Magazine, vol. Ixi. p. 660. See Gentleman's Magazine, voL Ixi. pp.
498, 582; Noble's Hist, of the College of Arms, p. 434.

aROSSENHAIN", a town in the circle of Dresden,
Saxony, is situated on the Koder, an afiluent of the Elbe,

20 miles N.W. of Dresden. It has manufactures of woollen
and cotton stuffs, buckskin, silk thread, and^waxcloth.
The principal buildings are the chuixh of Our Lady com-
pleted in 1748, the- real school of the second order, the
new town-house completed in 1876,, the infirmary, and the

poorhouse. The population in 1875, including the gar-

rison, was 10,686.
Grossenhain owes its origin to the Sorbs, and obtained the rank

of a town in the 10th century. It was for a time possessed by the
Bohemiaus, by whom it was strongly fortified. It afterwards came
iuto the possession of the counts of Meissen, from whom it was
taken in 1312 by the margraves Waldemar and John of Branden-
burg. It suffered considerably in all the great Gorman wars, and in
1744 wu nearly destroyed by fire.

GROSSETESTE, Robert (c. 1175- 1253), in somB
respects the most distinguished of all the English mediaeval

prelates as regards his personal influence both over the

men of his time and on its literature, was born of humble
parents at Stradbrook in Suffolk about the year 1175. All

that is known of his early years is (from his own account)

that he studied the characters of the best men in the Scrip-

tures, and endeavoured to conform his actions to theirs. He
was sent by his friends to Oxford, where he studied law and
medicine, and seems to have finished his education at Paris,

where he probably laid the foundation of his knowledge of

Greek and Hebrew.- His first patron was William de Vere,

bishop of Hereford, to whom he was introduced by Giraldus

Cambrensis, but who died in 1199, and thus had little

opportunity of assisting the young scholar. From Paris

he returned to Oxford, graduated in divinity, and became
master of the schools (rector sco/arum) or chancellor. He
also became the first rector of the Franciscans at Oxford.

Here he probably wrote his commentaries on Aristotle, and
laid the foundations of his fame as a preacher. His earliest

preferment of which we can speak with certainly was the

archdeaconry of Wilts, which he held in 1214 and 1220;
he was archdeacon of Northampton in 1221, holding at the

same time the prebend of Empingham, which belonged to

the archdeaconry. This he exchanged for the archdeaconry

of Leicester, which he probably held till 1232. In May
1225 he was collated by Hugh de Wells, bishop of Lincobi,

to the church of Abbotsley, Hunts, and at one tftnehe held

the rectory of St Margaret's, Leicester. In 1231 he' probably

wrote his treatise De Cessatione Le<jalium with the view of

converting the Jews, for whose benefit the Dumiis convev-

loritm was established in London this year. A fever in

November 1232 induced him to resign all his preferments

excepting his Lincoln prebend, and the leisure he thus

obtained was spent at Oxford, and probably employed ia

writing his mathematical treatises and his theological Dicta.

On the death of Bishop Hugh de Wells in February ] 235,

the chapter of Lincoln elected Grosseteste to the sec ; the

election took place on March 27, and he was consecrated

at Reading on June 17. His administration of his diocese,

then the most extensive in the country, was characterized

by great vigour. Within a year of his consecration Lo

visited the monasteries, removing seven abbots and four

priors ; and in 1238 he issued his constitutions, embodying
the points discussed at the great council of the Chuicli of

England held in London in 1237, concerning which he had
already written to his archdeacons ; at the same time, as

diocesan of Oxford, he exercised a watchful supervision over

the university, protecting the scholars who were in trouble

for their attack on the legato Otho in 1238, and even

entering into such matters of detail as the place where the
university ehest should be kept. His energy in his visita-

tions did not pass without' opposition ; an attempt on his

life by poison was made in 1237, from which he recovered

with difficulty through the help of John de S. Giles; and
in 1239 began the quarrel with the chapter of Lincoln,

which lasted six years, and was only quieted by the decision

of the pope himself. They claimed exemption from episcopal

visitation, and spoke of the bishop's demanding what had
never from the earliest times been the custom. He would
not tolerate an imperium in imperio, a body of men joined

by common interests, who declined to submit to his juris-

diction, and who might be in need of visitation and correc-

tion as much as any others. Full details are given in the

bishop's letters of the progress of the quarrel ; appeals to

Canterbury and the Roman court were followed by excom-

munications on both sides, the chapter even condescending

to exhibit a forged paper as to the history of the church

and see of Lincoln. The question was at length settled by
a personal appeal to Pope Innocent IV. at Lyons. lu ii
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bull of August 23, 1245, he decided almost all the points

!it issue ill favour of tlie bishop, who lost no time in putting

his powers into execution. Of his own view of the mattei-

.1 very curious exemplification is given in the letter or

pamphlet sent to the chapter (epist. 127), where his right to

visit them is proved by all kinds of mystical arguments and

scriptural examples. In 1242, with the help of one

Nicholas, a Greek, clerk of the abbey of St Alban's, he

translated the Tutamenta XII Patriarcharuni, which had

been brought from Athens by John of Basingstoke. In

1243 occurred the serious quarrel with the chapter of

Canterbury (the see being practically vacant, as Boniface

was not yet consecrated) respecting the abbey of Bardney,

—the bishop deposing the abbot in spite of his appeal to

Canterbury, and the mouks in an especially solemn manner

excommunicating the bishop. On receiving the letters from

the convent, he tbrew them on the ground, iu spite of the

seal containing the effigy of St Thomas, and paid no

attention whatever to the sentence. Both parties appealed

to the pope, and an arrangement was made between them.

In 1244, being one of a committee of twelve chosen to

determine what answer should be given to the king's demand
of a subsidy, his influence kept the members from being

separately won over by the king's endeavours to make
parties among them ; and the council broke up without

giving way to the royal demandj< The same year his

examination of Robert Passelew, who through the king's

influence had been elected bishop of Chichester, though

utterly unfit, caused the election to be annulled. On return-

in.g from Lyons we find Grosseteste executing various com-

missions with which he was entrusted by the pope; urging

on the archbishop of York the claims of the bishop of Cervia;

endorsing and sending rovmd the papal letter allowing Arch-

bishop Boniface the revenues of all benefices in his province

that should fall vacant within the next seven years till

10,000 marks should be collected, in order to free the see

from its debts; and insisting on the bishops paying the sub-

jidy demanded by the pope, in spite of the king's opposi-

tion. In this year (1245) he obtained a bull to prevent

my of the Oxford scholars graduating in arts without

massing through the usual examinations secundum morem
Parisiensem, and without having been approved by the

bishop himself or one appointed by him. In 1247 he

delivered an address vindicating the genuineness of the

relic (a portion of our Lord's blood) presented by the king

to Westminster. His visitation of his diocese, especifilly

Df the monasteries in it, and his superintendence of the

studies of Oxford, which went on without interruption

during these years, while inducing others of the bishops to

Fallow his example, were not accomplished without serious

troubles, embroiling him even with the king. Thus, in

1250, his visitation having proved that many of the re-

ligious houses had converted to their own uses certain

possessions which belonged to the parishes, which were thus

impoverished and left without resident priests, he procured

a papal letter authorizing him to revoke what they had thus

obtained, citing all the beneficed mouks in his diocese to

hear the letter. Those who had exemptions appealed to the

pope, and Grosseteste again crossed the sea to lay the case

before him. But the gold of the religious orders had been

at Lyons before him, and the pope sent him away from his

presence in confusion, hopelessly exclaiming against the

puwer of money at the Roman court. Ho was not, however,

ilnwnhearted, but busied himself in other afTaira, and

delivered before the pope and certain cardinals his celebrated

ti;rmon on the abuses of the papal court. Here ho stayed

till the end of September, and then returned in sad plight

to England, almost thinking of resigning his see in despair.

But he soon recovered from thi.s, and pursued his visitation

pf the monasteries with still greater vigour, so, as to bo

accused by Matthew Paris of tyranny such as to make him
be thought, " not severe, but rather austere and inhuman."
In 1251 he was suspended by the pope in consequence of

his refusing to admit an Italian ignorant of English to a rich

benefice in his diocese. The suspension was short, as ho
officiated at Hales this year, on the dedication of the church

founded by Richard of Cornwall, his position among the

bishops ' eiug shown by his celebrating mass at the high

altar. In 1252 he obtained a papal letter authorizing tlia

appointment of vicars, and their payment out of the

revenues of their livings ; and in the same year his influ-

ence kept the bishops together in their resistance to tliu

royal demands of a tenth of church revenues for three years

granted by the pope, nominally for the king's necessities oa
his intended crusade. He had also tliis year a calculation

made of the revenues of the foreigners in England, which
amounted to more than 70,000 marks. In 1253 the pope
ordered him to induct by provision his nephew Frederick

di Lavagna into a canonry at Lincoln ; the bishop's answer

to the requisition sent to the papal commissioners (the Mch-
deacon of Canterbury, and Inuuceut, the pope's notary),

though of less importance than many of his other letters,

has done more to make his fame popular and permanent
than any of his works. He is very decided in refusing to

institute the candidate from his unfitness, at the same time

that he expresses the utmost reverence for the pope and the

Roman see. The letter made the pope very angry, aud he

was only quieted by the advice of the cardinals, who spoke

in the highest terms of the bishop's character and position.

Grosseteste was present at the parliament in May, when the

violators of Magna Charta were again excommunicated; not

content with this, he had the sentence read in every parish

in the diocese of Lincoln. In October he fell ill at his

manor of Buckden, where he died on October 9th. He was
buried on October 13th in Lincoln Cathedral, the arch-

bishop performing the service and many other bishops

assisting. Bells were said to have been heard in the aii

on the night of his death, and miracles to have taken place

at his tomb. The pope is said to have expressed joy at hia

death, and to have desired to have his bones cast out of the

church. The story of the pope's dream, that the bishop

appeared to him and struck him in such a manner as to

cause his death, shows what the popular estimation of the

two was. It is perhaps not to be wondered at that the

attempt td procure the' canonization of the bishop in 1307

failed.

How great the personal influence of Bishop Grosseteste

was may bo chiefly learnt from his letters : ho was the

instructor of the king {e.g., in one of his letters on the value

of the royal anointing), the friend of the queen, the tutor

of Simon de Montfort's sons, his waruer and consoler at

different times, the correspondent of Adam de Marisco, the

referee of many as to spiritual difiiculties. Of tho.sc whp
speak of him, one is especially struck by his courage,

another by his universal knowledge, a third by his subtlety

in interpreting scripture, a fourth by his frequent preach-

ing. Even Matthew Paris, no favourable judge, warms
into admiration in speaking of his character (Chron.

Maj. V. p. 408). The popularity of Grosseteste as an

author is proved by the number of manuscripts remaining

of his works, and from the fact that very few writers for

the two centuries following his death do not contain

quotations from Liitcohiiensis. His determination to root

out all abuses is seen in his opposition to unjust de-

mands of the king or the archbishop, to unfit nonuDccs

of the pope, indeed to the whole system of papal pro-

visions. That ho WIS of a hasty temper, and harsh

and severe at times, is true ; but no one ever more
thoroughly tried to do Lis duty, probably few hava
eflPected more.
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The chief sources for the facts of his life are his own letters, those

of Adam de Marisco, the History of Matthew Paris, and the Annals
of Dunstable. Of his works, a fragment of the De Cessaticme

Legalmiii was printed in London, 1658 ; a selection of his letters

•was printed by £. Brown in the Appendix to his Fasciculus Rerum
Expetendarum el Fugicndarum , 1690, and a complete edition

in the Rolls series of chronicles and memorials, 1861, by H.
E. LuarJ. Brown printed also some of his sermons. The tract

De maribus pueri ad mensam was printed by W. de Worde, and that

"De phisicis, lineis, angulis, et figuris per quas omnes actiones

naturales complentur" at Nuremberg, 1503; and others of his

mathematical treatises are in print. His French poem Le Chastel

d'Amour, and an English version called The Castel of Love, have
been printed for the Caxton and Philological Societies. Separate

lives of him have been written by Samuel Pegge, 1793, and G. G.

Perry, 1871. Complete lists of his works are given by Oudin,
Tanner, Fabricius, &o. In Pegge's life, the list fills 23 quarto

pages. (H. R. L.)

GROSSETO, a towQ of Italy, at the head of the province

of the same name, is situated in the Marenima district, near

the right bank of the Ombrone-Senese, with a station on
the railway between Florence and Rome. It is well built

and surrounded with solid walls about 2 miles in circuit,

and among its public edifices is a spacious cathedral

with a marble fafade ; but the principal interest oi the

place results from the great hydraulic labours by which
the surrounding swamp—the Lacus Prelius of Cicero

—

has gradually been drained and rendered capable of tillage.

Drinking water, of which the town was formerly almost

destitute, has been supplied by an artesian well of enor-

mous depth, bored since 1833. About 3i miles, to the

N.E. lie the sulphurous baths of Roselle {Aquce Jlusel-

larum), and about 2 miles further off are the ruins of the

ancient Etruscan city of Rusellse, the walls of which are

about 2 miles in circumference. Roselle continued to be
inhabited till the close of the 13th century, but its unhealthi-

ness gradually constrained the inhabitants to remove to

Grosseto, which is first distinctly mentioned in 830 in a

document of Louis I., and became a bishop's see in 1138.

For some time Grosseto was under the s.way of th& Aldo-

brandini family, and it was afterwards subject to the

republic of Siena, which treated it badly. Francis I.

furnished it with a fortress and walls, and Ferdinand I.

made it a regfllar place of arms. At present the climate

is so unhealthy in summer that the' provincial authorities

remove to Scansano. The population of Grosseto in 1871
was 3290 in the town proper, 4151 including the suburbs,

and 6316 in the commune.
GROSSI, ToMMASo (1791-1853), Lomoard poet. and

novelist, was born at Bellano, on the Lake of Como, January

20, 1791. He took his degree in law at Pavia in 1810,
and proceeded thence to Milan to exercise his profession

;

but the Austrian Government, suspecting the young bar-

rister's loyalty, interfered with his prospects, and thus it

happened that Grossi was a simple notary all his life.

That the suspicion was well grounded he soon showed by
writing in the Milanese dialect the battle poem La
Prineide, in which he described with vivid colours the

tragical death of Prina, chief treasurer during the empire,

whom the people of Milan, instigated by Austrian agi-

tators, had torn to pieces and dragged through the streets

of the towu (1814!). The poem, being anonymous, was
first attributed to the celebrated Porta, but Grossi of his

own accord acknowledged himself the author. In 1816
he published other two poems, written likewise in Milanese—The Golden Rain (La Pioggia d'Oro) and The Fvjjitive

(La Fuggitiva). These compositions secured him the
friendship of Porta and Manzoni, and the three poets came
to form a sort of romantic literary triumvirate. Grossi
took advantage of the popularity of his Milanese poems
to try Italian verse, into which he sought to introduce the
moving realism which had given such satisfaction in his

earliest compositions j and in this he was entirely successful

1 withliis poem //(ie^^ont^a (1814). He next set about \iTiting

an epic poem, entitled The Lombards in the First Crusade, a
work of which Manzoni makes honourable mention in his

Betrothed. This composition, which was published by
subscription (1826), attained a success that has not been
equalled by that of any other Italian poem within the
century. The example of Manzoni, who had meanwhile
published The Betrothed (1827), induced his friend Grossii

to enter the same arena with an historical novel entitled

Marco Visconti (1834)—a work which contains passages of

fine description and deep pathos. A little later Grossi
published a tale in verse, Ulrica and Lida, but with this

publication his poetical activity ceased. After his marriage
in 1838 he continued to employ himself as a notary in

Milan till his death on December 10, lt)53.

GROSSWARDEIN (Hungarian, A^ayy-Fdratf), a royal

free city, and capital of the county of Bihar in the Trans-

Tibiscan circle, Hungary, is situated in a beautiful plain on
the banks of the river Sebeskoros, 47° 3' N. lat., 21° 53' E.

long. It is the seat of a Roman Catholic and of a Greek
(Old-United) bishopric, of a royal court of justice, of the

county assizes, and of a board of assessment, and is the

headquartersof the divisional regiments and m\\\W&{honved).

The town consists of Nagy-VArad proper, with VArad-Olaszi,

Virad-Velencze, and VArad-Vdralja. The streets and
squares are well laid out, and adorned with many fine

public and private buildings. Among these are sixteen

Roman Catholic churches, of which the most striking is the

cathedral ; two Calvinist, one Lutheran, one Old-United

and two Orthodox Greek churches, and a Jews' synagogue.

The other noteworthy edifices comprise the county and
town halls, two episcopal palaces, chapter and clergy

houses, hospitals, cloisters belonging to the Compassionate

Brothers, and a convent for Ursula nuns, several manu-
factories, a large and handsome railway station, a prison,

and barracks. Among the educational establishments are

the royal law academy, a Roman Catholic gymnasium and
seminary for the education of priests, a Calvinist school,

and a gymnasium for adherents of the Old-United or

Catholic Greek confession, two institutes for training

teachers, a military academy, a real-school, and an orphan
asylum. The inhabitants are chiefly employed in industrial

and commercial pursuits ; and the neighbourhood yields a

good supply of wine, fruit, and agricultural produce. The
great fairs periodi»ally held in the town attract strangers

from a considerable distance. Grosswardein is the point

of junction of the Alfold-Fiume, Tibiscan, and Hungarian

Eastern railroads. Not far from the town are the much-

frequented warm springs of Piispokfiirdo (Bishop's-bath).

In 1870 the population was 28,700, of whom the majority

were native Magyars, the rest chiefly Germans and Wallachs.

Grosswardein is one of the oldest towns in Hungary. Its Roman
Catholic bishopric was founded by St Stei)hen of Hungary at the

commencement of the 11th century. It was there that peace was
concluded on 2-lth February 1538, between Ferdinand I. of Austria

and his rival John Zapolya, waiwode of Transylvania. In 1556 it

passed into the possession of Transylvania, but afterwards reverted

10 Austria. In 1598 the fortress was unsuccessfully besieged by tho

Turks ; in 1660, however, it fell into their hands, and was ceded to

them by the treaty of Vasvar (Eisenburg), 10th August 1664. Jn

1692 it was recovered by the Austrians. The Greek Old-United

or Catholic bishopric was founded in 1776. From its vicinity to

Debreczin, the temporary seat of the Hungarian- revolutionary

government during the early part of the year 1849, Grosswardein

became for a time invested with additional importance, as the

depository of the state archives, bank-note press, and arms manu-
factory.

GROTE, George (1794-1871), the historian of Greece,

eminent also as a philosopher, a politician, and a labourer

in the advancement of university education, was born on

the 17th of November 1794, at Clay Hill, near Beckenhani

in Kent. He drew his lineage from a Dutch, or, more

strictly speaking, a Low German family. The name (fJruut,
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equivalent to "great,") is the same as that of Hugo Grotius,

witli whom the Grotes would gladly have traced a relation-

ship, but the evidence was wanting. George Grote's grand-

father, Andreas (born in 1710), a. merchant of Bremen,

removed to England, and after some years of successful

business joined Mr George Prescott in founding the banking-

house of " Grote, Prescott, & Company " (January 1, 1766).

He was married twice.. His eldest son by his second

marriage, George (born in 1762), was married (in 1793)

to Selina, daughter of the Rev. Dr PeckweU, one of the

countess of Huntingdon's chaplains, whose portrait is pre-

served in the vestry of the chapel at Cliichester, where he

ministered. Dr PeckweU was descended on the mother's

side from the French Protestant family of De Blosset, who
bad left Touraine in consequence of the revocation of the

edict of Nantes ; and thus the historian, who was the son

of George Grote and Selina PeckweU, had a share of that

Huguenot blood which has been a rich sourca of iateUectual

as weU as industrial life in England.

Like many other eminent men, George Grote ow^d much
of his future intellectual greatness to his mother's careful

training. Having a strong desire to see her son excel in

(earning, she taught him reading and writing herself, and

even grounded him in the elements of Latin before he was

sent to the grammar school at Sevenoaks, in his sixth year

^1800). The four years spent there gave an earnest of his

whole future life. In the language of his biographer, who has

lately attained the end of a life inseparably interwoven with

Ills, " he evinced a decided aptitude for study, being rarely

found behindhand with his tasks, and ranking habituaUy

above boys of his age in the class to which he belonged."

In his tenth year he was removed to the Charter-house, the

lieadmaster of which, DrHaine, had the honour of training,

along with George Grote, Connop Thirlwall, Dean Wad-
dington and his brother Horace, Sir Cresswell Cresswell,

Sir Henry Havelock, and other men of future distinction.

Grote was not allowed to share the course of most of his

schoolfellows at a university ; but this great privation was

turned into a pre-eminent distinction by the resolution with

which his own strong will and untiring industry supplied

tlie loss. The supposed advantage of an early application

to business led the father to take George into the bank at

the age of sixteen. But his six years at the Charter-house

had not only imbued him with a strong taste for classical

learning, but had supplied him with that motive to high

culture, w'hich forms the most convincing argument in its

favour, and to which he remained -faithful through a

lialf century of educational disputes and heresies. It was

not as an alternative to a life of business, but as its proper

complement, that he chose and advocated ancient learning.

" Looking forward," says his biographer, " to a commercial

course of life, certain to prove uninteresting in itself, he

resolved to provide for himself the higher resources of

inteUectual occupation." Engaged in the bank throughout

the day, he devoted his early mornings and evenings to a

systematic course of reading, of which the chief subjects

were the ancient classics, history, metaphysics, and political

economy, to the last of which he was attracted by the

writings of David Ilicardo, whose personal acquaintance ho

fcrmed in 1817. To these studies he added the learning

of German by the aid of a Lutheran clergyman, which,

together with his knowledge of French and Italian, placed

the stores of Continental scholarship within his reach. His

chief recreation was music, and he learned to play the

violoncello, to accompany his mother, who was a fine

musician. Arrived at the ago of manhood (in the winter of

1814—1815), he formed the acquaintance of the young lady

who afterwards became his wife, devoted to and worthy of

liim, the very complement of his life, intellectual as well

as social, and finally.his biographer in a spirit of loving but

not indiscriminate admiration. This was Miss Harriet

Lewin, the daughter of Mr Thomas Lewin, of Bexley, in

Kent, a gentleman of old family and independent fortune.

She was born at Southampton, July 1, 1792, and was
consequently nearly two years older than Grote. From
causes which need not be related here their intimacy was
suspended for three years, during which Grote's studies

made steady progress. To this period belongs his earliest

literary composition, an essay on his favourite Lucretius,

which still exists in MS. His letters also record the

careful study of Aristotle, kis final estimate of whom
formed his last unfinished work. But the most interesting

light is thrown on the method and course of his studies in

the diary which he kept for Miss Lewiu's information.

This record bears witness, not only to the wide diversity

of his studies in ancient and modern literature, philosophy,

and political economy, but also to the fact that he read

the authors them.selves whom he wished to know,— read

them as a whole, instead of merely reading what others had
written about them.

An epoch, perhaps the most critical turning-point of

Grote's intellectual life, was formed bj- his introduction,

through David Ricardo, to James Mill, who was then com-

posing his metaphysical work entitled An Analysis of ihe

Human Mind. Already attracted to this study, Grote

became Mill's admiring disciple in mental and political

philosophy. From this time he adopted the fixed principles,

from which he never receded, of experience as the source of

all knowledge, and ntiUty as tlie foundation of morals.

The views derived from Mill were confirmed by the teaching

of .Jeremy Bentham, and by intercourse with a band of

young disciples, over whom the two philosophers wielded

an unbounded influence. Anjong these John Stuart Mill

began now to make his appearance as a boy of twelve years

old. It is important to note the influence which the

study of metaphysics exercised upon the development of

Grote's intellectual character. To the general public he is

chiefly known as an historian'; but he was equally dis-

tinguished as a metaphysical philosopher. To the teaching

of James Mill may also be traced his dewocratii principles

and his zeal for freedom of thought, hardening into in-

tolerance of all religious systems and their mini>-ters.

But, however they may have determined his course upon
certain occasions, these antipathies never struck their root

down into the real soil of his gentle and courteous nature.

In 1820, at the age of twenty-four, he was married to

Miss Harriet Lewin. They lived at first at the banking-

huu.sc in Threadneedle Street. The confined situation soon

told on Mrs Grote's health, and the death of her only child,

a week after its birth, was foUowed by a dangerous illness.

It was at her bedside at Hampstcad, during her slow

recovery, that Grote composed the first work he pub-

lished, an Essay on Farliamenlary Jx'e/orm, in reply to an

article by Sir James Mackintosh in the Edinhtn-gh Review,

No. 61 (1821). The pamphlet is a vigorous assertion of

the broadest principles of popular representation, in oppo-

sition to a scheme of class representation sketched by

the reviewer. It proclaimed Grote's adherence to those

political views Jield by the i)arty afterwards called the
'' philosophic radical.s," and it strongly pleaded for the vote

by ballot, of which he afterwards became the parliamentary

advocate. The moat important parts of this pamphlet were

embodied in his later e.ssay on the Essentials of Parlia-

meniary Reform (1831), reprinted in his j]fiNor Works.

In April 1822 Grote sent a vigorous letter to the

Momi>g Chronicle in reply to Canning's speech against

Lord John Russell's motion for reform. In the same year

he spent much time upon some JISS. of Jeremy Bentham,

which the aged philosopher entrusted to his young disciple

to put into a readable form. At'^r «vefuUy digesting and
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arranging them, he published them anonymously in a small

bvo volume, entitled Analysis of the Influence of Natural

Religion on the Temporal Happiness of Mankind, hy Philip

Beauchamp. Meanwhile the quiet course of life went on

in Threadneedle Street. The scanty leisure of each day

was devoted to the joint studies of husband and wife, for

" Mrs George Grote was habitually studious, after her

fashion, under the direction of her husband, who laid great

stress upon her cultivating the ratiocinative vein of instruc-

tion—above all, logic, metaphysics, and politics ; and she

accordingly strove to master these sul)jects,'Out of deference

to his wish, and in order to qualify herself to be associated

with his intellectual tastes and labours as time wore on."

Their pleasures were likewise in common ; the wife, who
was an accomplished musician, learnt the violoncello to

accompany her husband ; but he dropped his music in

1S30. A circle of congenial minds frequented the house

in Threadneedle Street from 1822 to 1830. Within that

choice society there was a narrower circle of students, who
met there twice a week at half-past eight in the morning
for an hour or two's reading. Among others were John
Stuart Mill, Charles BuUer, and John Arthur Roebuck.
They read the most recent works on metaphysics and
kindred subjects in the light of their adored teachers,

Bentham and James MUl, beyond whom they believed all

to be in Cimmerian darkness.

The year 1823 marks the epoch of the first conception

of Grote's great work ; and an extant letter shows the

spirit in which he approached it. On January 14th he
writes :

—
" I am at present engaged in the fabulous ages of

Greece, which I find will be required to be illustrated by
bringing together a large mass of analogical matter from
other early histories, in order to show the entire uncertainty

and worthlessness of tales to wliich early associations have
so long familiarized all classical minds. I am quite amazed
to discover the extraordinary greediness and facility with

which men assert, believe, re-assert, and are believed. The
weakness appears to be next to universal, and I really think
that one ought to write on the walls of one's dressing-room

the caution of the poet Epicharmus :

—

The subject ever present to his thoughts came up so often

in the discussions With his friends as to suggest to his

wife's sympathy and ambition for his fame the definite work
of his future life. One day she said to him— " You are

always studying the ancient authors whenever you have a

moment's leisure, now here would be a fine subject for you
to treat. Suppose you try your hand 1 " " The idea" (she

adds) "proved acceptable to the young student, and, after

reflecting for some time, he came to the resolution of enter-

ing upon the work." Henceforth this definite aim prevailed

amidst the still wide range of reading which threw new
light from all quarters upon the central object, and the

mass of notes and extracts stiU preserved attest the
diligence with which he prepared for it. Happily for

himself and for the world, he was diverted from the work
till he could resume it, not only with that clearer mental
perspective in which a long meditated object appears when
we return to it afresh, but with the enlarged experience of

nearly twenty years occupied in' practical politics and
converse with statesmen, abroad as well as at home. Mean-
while he gave the world an earnest of his work in an ex-

haustive review of Mitford's History of Greece in the West-

minster Review for April 1826,—one result of which was
a letter from Niebuhr, clearly designating Grote as the

historian of Greece, and inviting liim to a visit which events
never permitted him to pay.

From 1825 to 1827 Grote took part in the scheme
of founding the " University of London " in Gower Street,

with the management of which institution he became after-

wards intimately connected. Ao the political crisis of

1830 approached, public and private events conspired ta

draw Grote into the vortex of politics. The failure of his

father's health gave him a new position in tlie bank ; and
in the spring of 1830 he was able to arrange for a visit to

the Continent, which brought him into connexion with the

liberal politicians of Paris on the eve of the revolution.

An interesting record of the state of affairs and or the

impressions of this visit are preserved in Mrs Grote's Life

of Ary Scheffer, published in 1860. The travellers were
recalled in June by the illness of Grote's father, who died
before their arrival, at the age of 70.

Thus, in his 36th year, George Grote, now the head of

the family, found himself master of his own affairs, and of

about ,£40,000 personal property, besides the family estates

in Lincolnshire and Oxfordshire. His business and studies

alike led him to fix his residence in London ; and the first

use he made of his wealth was to subscribe £500 to the
revolutionary committee of the Hotel de Ville, with an offer

to come himself to Paris if his presence would be of any
use. The pressure of business as his father's executor kept

him, in spite of strong' solicitations, out of any active part

in the agitation for reform, but did not prevent the steady

progress of the History, which Mrs Grote writes (February 1

,

1831), "must be given to the public before he can embark
in any active scheme of a political kind." He refused an
invitation to stand for the city in 1831 ; but he made an
able contribution to the argument in a statement of the

Essentials of Parliamentary Reform, published this year,

to which reference has already been made. His reluctance

to enter parliament was overcome after the passing of the

Reform Act in 1832 ; and, being returned at the head of

the poll, he appeared as one of the members for the city

of London in the first reformed parliament, which met on

Fe'oruary 4, 1833. He at once gave notice of a motion for

the vote by ballot in parliamentary elections, which he
brought before the house on the 25th of April following.

His speech on that occasion was prepared with great care,

and displayed that cogent reason and calm earnest eloquence

which marked all his efforts in debate. The substance of

the argument, and a notice of his principal speeches in

parliament, will be found in Professor Bain's sketch of his

character and writings prefixed to his " minor works."

Earnest as were his political convictions, and faithfully

as he discharged the duties which he had undertaken,

Grote's parliamentary career forms only an episode in his

life, but an episode which contributed to refresh and
qualify him for his main work. He sat in three succes-

sive parliaments, from 1833 to 1841, witnessing the gradual

passage from the first triumphs of reform to the Conser-

vative reaction under Sir Robert Peel, and the steady decay

of his own sect of philosophic radicalism, which never had

a root in popular opinion. He was returned the last time

by a bare majority of six, and his party numbered just the

same figure. Charles BuUer said to him one evening :
" I

see what we are coming to, Grote ; in no very long time

from this, you and I shall be left to ' tell ' Molesworth."

During the eight years and a half of his parliamentary

life, Grote kept up his varied reading, and formed a grow-

ing desire for a knowledge of physical science. But the

staff of his mental diet, and his refuge from all meaner
objects of thought, was still the same. In the weary

intervals of attendance on parliament a Tauchnitz copy of

Plato was ready in his pocket, and when snowed up in the

country during the vacation he writes—"A Greek book is

the only refuge." His hospitalities expanded with his

social position ; and among his new friendships the one he

most valued was that formed in 1835 with Mr (afterwards

Sir) George Cornewall Lewis^ the letters exchanged with

whom on various points in classics and philosophy enrich
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the narrative of his Life. Among the other objects of his

literary interest at that time was Sir William Molesworth's

collected edition of the works of Hobbes, dedicated to

Grote, whose review of the first two volumes in the

Speclaior (1839.)<'is reprinted among the Minor Works.

During the whole period of Whig decay, and especially

from the beginning of the present reign, Grote felt a
declining interest in politics, and accordingly, oq the dis-

Bolutioa in June 1841, he determined to retire from parlia-

ment. Thus at the age of forty-s.s he was set free to spend
the remaining thirty years of his life in the work long pre-

pared and contemplated. In half that period the History

of Greece was finished ; the remaining hi'lf was devoted to

th3 two works on Plato and Aristotle, which made up the

Hellenic " trilogy " of his life-long studies.

After a sis months' holiday (184:1-18'12) for the long

desired purpose of visiting Italy and studying the anti-

quities of Rome upon the spot, he returned to his business

at the bank, and set vigorously to work on the new plan

for the first two volumes of his History—reperusing the

authorities, revising his notes, and rewriting the whole.

The greater part of these two volumes was occupied with

the first division of iiis subject, which was now for the first

time severed from actual history, and placed in its proper

mythical light, under the title of " Legendary Greece."

The closing months of 1842 were employed in sending

forth a sort of " pilot-vessel " in the form of a review of

Niebuhr's Griechische Jleroen-GesckichCe, which appeared

in the Westminster Review (ilay 1843) under the title of
" Grecian Legends and Early History," and is reprinted in

the Minor Works. His biographer states that, " this article,

wherein the collected store of Grote's long and assiduous

studies on the subject found a vent, was written with

uncommon zest, and he anticipated with lively curiosity

the effect it would produce over the learned world." It

was received as a striking promise of the new light in

which he was about to place the primeval ages of Grecian

history. It is important to record an incidental remark,
which shows that, amidst his uncompromising severance

of legend from real history, Grote adhered to the great

principle avowed alike by Herodotus and by Bede :
" An

historian is bound to produce the materials upon which he
builds, bo they never so fantastic, absurd, or incredible."

With the beginning of 1813, exactly ten years after the

interruption caused by his entrance into parliament, the com-
position of thefirstvolume for the press was vigorously begun;
and at midsummer ho further cleared his path by retiring

from -the banking-house of Prescott, Grote, & Company,
While still at work upon the History, he published in the

Classical Museum (1843) an important essay on ancient

weights and measures, reviewing Boeckli's Metrologische Un-
iersuchuru/en, which is reprinted among his Minor Works.

The first two volumes of the History were completed

early in 1845, and published in March 1846. Their

veceptioa is woU known; and tlio effect of their success

upon Grote himself was thoroughly characteristic of the

man :—" From all sides congratulation and eulogy flowed

in upon the author, insomuch that ho himself now began
to feel something like confidence in the success of his

long-cherished work. Thus I became" (writes Mrs Grote)

"for once witness of a state of feeling on his part approach-

ing to gratified self-love, which at times would pierce

through that imperturbable veil of modesty habitually

present with him." The first volume and nearly half of

the second are occupied with "Legendary Greece"; the

latter half of the second volume begins " Historical Greece,"

and consequently contains only a small portion of the real

history. These volumes were reviewed with great praise

by John Stuart Mill in tl'.e Edinhurgli lieuiew, and by
Ijt^a Milmaa in the Quarterly Review,

The success of the first two volumes incitect Grote to

prosecute the work with redoubled ardour ; aijd such pro-

gress had been already made that the third and fourth

volumes, bringing the narrative down to the battle of Mara-
thon, and containing an account of Grecian poetry and
philosophy in its earlier stages, appeared in the following

year (1847).. Two mure volumes, the fifth and si.xth,

coming down to the eleventh year of the Peloponnesian war,

were published in 1849.' These two volumes, "together with
the two preceding ones, were reviewed in the Edinburgh
Revietu by Sir George Cornewall Lewis. The seventh and
eighth volumes, which brought the Feloponnesiaa war to

the end, and which contained the striking and original view
of the Sophists and of Socrates, appeared in 1850. Two
articles in the Quarterly Review upon this portion of the

work, one upon the history, and the other upon Socrates

and the Sophists, were written by Dean Stanley. The
ninth and tenth volumes were published in 1852, the

eleventh in 1853, and the last and twelfth in 185G, just ten

years after the appearance of the first two volumes. The
work closes with the generation contemporary with Alex-

ander the Great, " an epoch," the historian observes, " from
whence dates not only the extinction of Grocian political

freedom and self-action, but also the decay of productive

genius, and the debasement of that consummate literary

and rhetorical excellence which the 4th century B.c. had
seen exhibited in Plato and Demosthenes."

The peculiar merits of Grote as an historian are dis-

cussed at length by the writer of the present notice in a
review of the whole work in the Quarterly Review in 1856.

It is sufficient to state here that the quality in which he

surpassed all Lis predecessors in Grecian history, and which

achieved for him a success that can never be undone or

supei-seded, lies in his placing his whole subject in the

full light of historic truth apart from partial judgments,

looking at the actions of men from their own points of

view and not only from ours, and having constant regard

to those ethical principles of human nature which his

twofold training as a philosopher and politician qualified

him to estimate. Many of his details may be disproved

and his judgments reversed, but his work will last for ever.

The opinion of scholars may be summed up in Bishop

Thirlwall's "hearty congratulations on the completion of

this glorious monument of learning, genius, and thought,

to which I believe no other literature can exhibit a

parallel."

An episode during the progress of the History is charao-

toristic of the wide range of political observation which

Groto brought to bear upon his work. In the Swiss

dissensions during 1847, which led to the war of the

"Sooderbund," he saw so close a resemblance to the con-

flicts of the Greek republics that he resolved to study

the question on the spot. His Letters on the subject,

which originally appeared in the Spectator newspaper,

were collected into a volume, which was reprinted in

1876 by Mrs Grote, with the addition of a letter written

by him to M. de Tocquoville after the termination of the

war.

On the completion of the History, Groto contributed to

the Edivburgh Review (1856) a criticism of Sir George

Cornowall Lewis's Enquify into the Credibility of the early

Roman History, which is reprinted in In's Minor Works, a

most interesting study of the points in which the two

scholars agreed ond differed, Grote stopping short of liis>

friend's scepticism in some rases.

After a well-enrned holiday on the Continent in the

summer of 185G, Groto set steadily to work upon his Plato,

which occupied him niim years, and appeared in 1865 in

three volumes 8v(>, under the title of Plato and the other

Companions of Sokrales, wheu the author had completed his
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BBventieth year. ^This wort, he"remarks,'was " intended as

s sequel and supplement to his History of Greece." After
giving an exhaustive review of early Greek philosophy,

from Thales to Democritus, and an account of the life of

Plato, of the Platonic Canon, and of Platonic compositions
generally, he analyses at great length each of the dialogues,

with illustrative remarks, unfolding a number of his own
philosophical views. The work concludes with two
chapters, one on the " Other Companions of Sokrates,'' and
another on " Xenophon."
On the completion of this work, Grote wrote in the

Westminster Review (1866) an elaborate criticism of John
Stuart Mill's Examination of Sir William Hamilton's
Philosophy." At the same time, though in his seventy-first

year, he set to work upon Aristotle, hopeful in the continu-

ance of those powers which he thus described tliree years

later :
—

" My power of doing work is sadly diminished as

to quantity, as my physical powers in walking are ; but as

to quality (both perspicacity, memory, and suggestive

association bringing up new communications), I am sure

that my inteUect is as good as it ever was," and all who
knew him well can attest the accuracy of this judgment.
But he did not live to complete the third portion of his
" trilogy," though he had been studying the Aristotelian

treatises from his earliest manhood. The fragment of his

Aristotelian labours was published in 1872, the year after

his death, in two volumes, edited by Professors Bain and
Robertson. Besides the life of Aristotle and the canon
of his works, these volumes are chiefly occupied with an
examination of the logical treatises of the great philosopher;

bat the editors have been able to give, from the MSS. of

the author and from the contributions which he made to

Professor Bain's Manual of Mental and Moral Science, some
account of Aristotle's other works. There are also two
valuable essays on the ethics and politics of Aristotle,

found among the author's itSS. after the publication of

Aristotle, which were printed in 1876 in the Fragments on
Ethical Subjects by the late George Grote.

During the composition of the Plato and the Aristotle

Grote resided in London, at 12 Savile Row, and in two
country houses, which he occupied in succession, first at

Barrow Green in Kent from 1859 to 1863 (where Jeremy
Bentham had once lived), and afterwards at Shiere among
the Surrey hills, in which places his day was divided between
regular work, exercise as regular, and the society of con-
genial friends. Many a work of social duty and benevolence
found prompt performance ; and he paid unremitting atten-

tion to the business of his ihree favourite institutions—the

University of London, University College, and the British

Museum, of which last he became a trustee on the death
of Henry Hallam in 1859. But his connexion with the

two former bodies was so close, and he made their adminis-

tration so completely the chief business of his life after

his literary works, that a few words upon Die subject are

necessary.

It has been already mentioned that he took an active part

in the foundation of the university of London in Gower
Street. He was a member of the original council o/' that

institution from 1827 to 1831, from which he retired upon
entering parliament. This institution exchanged its name
for that of " University College " before the foundation in

1836 of the "University of London," which now conducts
its business in Burlington House. Grote joined again
the council of University College in 1849, and from that

time till his death he took a leading part in the adminis-
tration of its affairs. He became treasurer in 1860, and
president in 1868, on the death of Lord Brougham.
Grote was one of the seven new members added by the

crown to the senate of the "University of London "in 1850.
From 1862, when he was elected vice-chancellor, on the

resignation of Sir John Shaw Lefevre, he became th©
leading spirit of the university.

In both University College and the university of London
he was the constant advocate of the threefold cord of know-
ledge—literature, philosophy, science,—which he held to be
ruined by tampering with any one of them,—earnestly up-
holding what he regarded as sound metaphysics, supporting
the establishment of degrees in science, and opposing, to the

last of his life and strength, the omission of Greek from the

examination for matriculation. He left his library to the

university ; and he showed his attachment to the college

and to metaphysical studies by bequeathing to it a sum of

£6000 for the endowment of a professorship of mental
philosophy. He continued to labour in the discharge of

his duties to these institutions, even when far gone in

the malady which appeared in 1870, and carried- him
off on the 18th of June 1871, in his seventy-seventh

year. He found his fit resting-place in Westminster Abbe}

,

just beneath Camden's monument, and near Macaulay's

grave. His portrait by Mr Millais, taken the year before

his death, is preserved in the senate-room of the university

of London.

Grote's great literary merits received due and fitting

acknowledgment from his contemporaries. He was elected

a fellow of the Royal Society, received from the university

of Oxford the honorary degree of D.C.L., and from that

of Cambridge the honorary degree of LL.D., was made
a foreign member of the French Institute in the place of

Macaulay, and lastly was offered a peerage by Mr Gladstone

in 1869, an honour which he declined. His personal

character cannot be better described than in the words of

his friend Professor Bain :
— " In the depths of his character

there was a fund of sympathy, generosity, and self-denial

rarely equalled among men ; on the exterior, his courtesy,

affability, and delicate consideration for the feelings of

others were indelibly impressed upon every beholder; yet

this amiability of demeanour was never used to mislead,

and in no case relaxed his determination for what he
thought right. Punctual and exact in his engagements,

he inspired a degree of confidence and respect which acted

most beneficially on all the institutions and trusts that he
took a share in administering; and his loss to them was a

positive qalamity."

The authorities for Grote's life are — The Personal Life ofQeorgf
Grote, by Mrs Grote, 1873, and the Critical B£viarks on his Intel-

lectual Characler, Writings, and Speeches (170 pages), by Prcfesso?

Bain, prefixed to Grote's Minor Works, 1S73.

The following is a list of Grote's works, most of which have been
noticed in the course of the preceding memoir :

—

A History of Greece,

in 12 vols. 8vo, 1846-1856, reprinted in 1862 in 8 vols. 8vo, in 1869
in 12 vols. 12mo, and lastly in 1871 in 10 vols. 8vo ; Plato and the

other CmnpanioTis of Sokrates, in 3 vols. 8vo, 1865, reprinted in the
same form in 1867, and a third time in 1874; Aristotle, edited by
Alexander Bain and G. Croom Robertson, 2 vols. 8vo, 1872; The
Minor Works of George Grote, edited by Professor Bain, 1873, con-

taining—(1) "Essentials of Parliamentary Reform;" (2) "Notice
of Sir William Molesworth's edition of the Works of Hobbes;'"

(3) "Grecian Legends and Early History;" (4) " Review of Boeckh
on Ancient Weights, Coins, and Measures;" (5) "Presidential

Address, in commemoration of the twenty-tirst Anniversary of the
London Scientific Institution;" (6) "Address on delivering the
prizes at University College ;" (7) " Review of Sir G. C. Lewis on
the Credibility of Early Roman History;" (8) "Plato's Doctrine

respecting the Rotation of the Earth, and Aristotle's Comment upon
that Doctrine;" (9) "Review of John Stuart Mill on the Philo-

sophy of Sir William Hamilton;" (10) "Papers on Philosophy;"

Serer, Letters concerning the Politics of Suritzerland, pending the

Outbreak- of the Civil War in 1847, 1847, reprinted in 1876, with
the addition of an unpublished letter written by the author to

M. de TocquevUle shortly after the termination of the war; Frag-
ments on ethical Subjects, 1876 (a selection from his posthumous
papers).

Mrs Grote survived her husband upwards of seveo

years, and died on the 29th of December 1878, at her

residence in Shiere. She was one of the most remarkable
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Engliabwomen of tlie present century. Endowed in youth

with great personal beauty, which matured into a grand

expression and noble presence in advanced age, she possessed

intellectual powers of the highest order, combined with a

lofty sense of duty and the strictest regard to truth. The

chief events of her life have been already related in the

preceding notice of her husband. Her own writings, besides

the biography of Mr Grote, are A Memoir of the Life of

Ary Scheffer (I860}, and Collected Papers (original and re-

printed) in Prose and Verse (1862), of which the most

important are a "Review of M. Lavergne's Essay on the

Bural Economy of England," " Case of the Poor against tho

Eich correctly stated," a " Review of Thomas Moore's Life

and Works," and the " History of East Burnham." But

though, she wrote lucidly and powerfully, it has been well

observed by one of her friends that "her writings fail to

^ive a just idea of the irresistible fascination of her con-

versation. That she never succeeded in fully transmitting

to paper ; and it remains a thing of unapproachable excel-

lence and tender memory, only understood by those £o whom
it offered the highest mental enjoyment." (w. sm.)

GROTEFEND, Georg Friedeich (1775-1853), to

whose patience and ingenuity the decipherment of the

cuneiform inscriptions was originally due, was born at

Miinden in Hanover, June 9, 1775. He was educated

partly in his native town, partly at Ilfeld, where he remained

till 1795, when he entered the university of Giittingen, and

there became the friend of Heyne, Tychsen, and Heeren.

Heyne's recommendation procured for him an assistant

mastership in the Gottingen gymnasium in 1797. While

there he published his work De Pasiyraphia sive Seriptura

Universali (1799), which first brought him into notice, and
led to his appointment in 1803 as prorector of the gym-
nasium of Frankfort-on-the-Main, and shortly afterwards as

conrector. Grotefend was best known during his lifetime

as a Latin and Italian philologist, though the attention he

J)aid to his own language is shown by his Anfangsgriinde

<,hr deutscken Poesie, published in 1815, and his foundation

of a society for investigating the German tongue iu 1817.

In 1821 he became director of the gymnasium at Hanover,

a post which he retained till his retirement in 1849, four

years before his death. In 1823-4 appeared his revised

edition of Wenck's Latin grammar, in two volumes, followed

by a smaller grammar for the use of schools in 1826 ; in

1835-8 a systematic attempt to explain the fragmentaiy

remains of the Umbrian dialect, entitled Rndimenta Linguae

Umbricas ex Inecriptionibvs antiquis enodala{m eight parts)

;

and in 1839 a work of similar character upon Oscan
(Rndimenta Linguae Oscoe). In the same year ho published

an important memoir on the coins of Bactria, under the

name of Die Miinzen der griechischen, parlhischen, und
indoskythisclien Konige von Bactrien und den Ldndern am
Indus. He soon, however, returned to his favourite subject,

and brought out a work in five parts, Zur Geographie und
Gesnkichte von Allitalien (1840-2). Previously, in 1836,

he had written a preface to Wagenfold's translation of the

spurious Sanchonialkon of Philo Byblius, which professed

to have been discovered in the preceding year in the

Portuguese convent of Santa Maria de Merinhao. But it

was in the East rather than in the West that Grotefend did

the work which has given him a lasting name. The
mysterious cuneiform inscriptions of Persia had for some
time been attracting attention in Europe ; exact copies of

them had been published by tho elder Niebuhr, who lost

his eyesight over the work ; and Grotefend's friend, Tychsen

of Rostock, believed that he had ascertained tho characters

m the column now known to be Persian to be alphabetic.

At this point Grotefend took the matter up. His first

discovery was communicated to tho Royal Society of

Gottingen in 1800, and reviewed by Tychsen two years

n-10*

afterwards. In 1815 he gave an account of it in Heeren's

great work on ancient history, and in 1837 published his

Seue Beitrwje ztcr Erlaaterniig der persepolilanischen Keil

schrift. Three years later appeared his Neue Beitrlige ai

Erlduterung der habylonischen Keilschrift. His discovery

may be summed up as follows:—(1) that the Persian

inscriptions contain three ditTerent forms of cuneiforn

writing, so that the decipherment of the one would give

the key to the decipherment of the others
; (2) that the

characters of the Persian column are alphabetic and not

syllabic
; (3) that they must lie read from left to right

;

(4) that the alphabet consuts of forty letters, including

signs for long and short vowels ; and (5) that the Perso-

politan inscriptions are written in Zend (which, however, is

not the case), and must be ascribed to the age of the

Achaimenian princes. The process whereby Grotefend

arrived at these conclusions is a prominent illustration of

persevering genius. History made it clear that tho monu-
ments to which tho inscriptions were attached belonged to

Cyrus and his successors, whose names ought accordingly

to be found in them. By a comparison of texts Grotefend

determined the groups of characters by which these names
were expressed, and by further observing what characters

were common to the several groups, and of how many
characters each group consisted, he was able to assign the

conjectural values of da-r-h-e-u-sch or Darius to the letters

of a frequently recurring one. The native pronunciation of

Darius was furnished by Strabo and the Old Testament.

The names of Xerxes and Artaxerxes were next deciphered,

and the phonetic powers of a good many characters were

thus ascertained. The correctness of the decipherment was

verified, not only by the fact that the right letters were

always found in the right places in each name, but also by
the discovery that the word which invariably followed each

name, and therefore presumably meant " king," when read

by the new alphabet, presented the same form as tho Zend
term for " monarch." It was clear that a solid basis had
been laid for the interpretation of the Persian inscriptions,

and all that remained was to work out the results of

Grotefend's brilliant discovery, a task ably performed by
Burnouf, Lassen, and Rawlinson. Grotefend died the 15tb

of December 1853.

GROTIUS, Hugo (1583-1645), in his native country

Huig van Groot, but known to the rest of Europe by tho

Latinized form of the name, was one of tho famous men
of tho 17th century, almost equally eminent for public

services and as a writer. He was born at Delft on Easter

day, 10th April 1583. The Groots were a branch of ai

family of distinction, which had been noble in France, but

had removed to the Low Countries more than a century

before. Their French name was De Comets, and this

cadet branch had taken the name of Groot on the marriage

of Hugo's great-grandfather with a Dutch heiress. Tho
father of Hugo was a lawyer in considerable practice, who
had four times served the office of burgorpaster of Leyden,

and was one of the three curators of the university of that

place.

In the annals of precocious genius there is no greater

prodigy on record than Hugo Grotius, who was able to

make good Latin verses at nine, was ripe for tho university

at twelve, and at fifteen edited, tho encyclopoedic work of

Marcianus Capella. At Leyden ho was much noticed by
J. J. Scaliger, whoso habit it was to engage his young
friends in the editing of some classical text, less for the

sake of tho book so produced than as a valuable education

for themselves. At fifteen Grotius accompanied Count
Justin of Nassau, and the grand pensionary Oldcnbornc-

volt on their special embassy to tho court of France.

After a year profitably spent in that country iu acquiring

the language and making acquaintance with the leading
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men, Orotius returned home. He took the degree of

doctor of law at Leyden, and euteied on practice as an

advocate.

Notwithstanamg his successes in his profession, which

Beenied to open the most brilliant career to his ambition,

lie was in secret hankering after the pleasures of literature.

In 1 600 he edited the remains of Aratus, with the versions

of Cicero, Germanicus, and Avienus. Of the Germanicus

Scaliger says—"A better text than that which Grotius has

given, it is impossible" to give
;

" but it is probable that

Scaliger had himself been the reviser. Grotius vied with

tlie Latinists of his day in the composition of Latin verses.

Some lines on. the siege of Ostend were greatly admired,

and spread his fame beyond the circle of the learned. He
v.-rote three dramas in Latin :

—

Christus Palietis ; Sophoni-

pJianeas, on the story of Joseph and his brethren ; and

AJanius Exid, a production which is still remembered as

having given hints to Milton. The Sophnmp/ianeas was

tran.slated into Dutch by Vondel, and into English by

Francis Goldsmith (1652); the Christus Patiens into

English by George Sandys (1640).

In 1603 the L'"nited Pronnces, desiring to transmit to

posterity some account of their struggle with Spain, deter-

mined to appoint a historiographer. Several candidates

appeared, Dominicus Bandius of course among therh. But

the choice of the states fell upon Grotius, though only

twenty years of age, and not having offered himself for the

post.

There was some talk at this time in Paris of calling

Grotius to be librarian of the royal library. But it was

never meant seriously. It was a ruse of the Jesuit party,

who wished. to persuade the public that the opposition to

the appointment of Isaac Casaubon did not proceed from

theological motives, since they were ready to appoint a

Protf .'ant in the person of Grotius.

His next preferment was that of advocate-general of the

lise for the provinces of Holland and Zeeland. This was

followed by his marriage, in 1608, to Mary van Eeigesberg,

a lady of family in Zeeland, a woman of great capacity and
noble disposition, who proved every way worthy to be the

wife of Grotius.

He had already passed from occupation with the classics

to studies more immediately connected with his profession.

la the winter of 1604 he composed a treatise entitled De
jure j>r<xdce. This treatise he did not publish, and the MS.
of it remained unknown to all the biographers of Grotius

till 1868, when it was brought to light, and printed at the

i-iague uuder the auspices of Professor Fruin, It discovers

to us that the principles and the plan of the celebrated Be
jure helli, which was not composed till 1625, more than

twenty years after, had already been conceived by a youth

of twenty-one. It has always been a question among the

biographers what it was that determined Grotius, when an

exile in Paris in 1625, to that particular subject, and
various explanations have been offered ; among others we
liave been referred to a casual suggestion of Peiresc in a

letter of early date. The discovery of the MS. of the De
inre preedce discloses to us the whole history of Grotius's

ideas, and shows us that from youth upwards he had
steadily read aud meditated in one direction, that, namely,

of which the famous B'.jure belli was the mature product.

In the Be jure pnvdce of 1604 we have much more than

the germ of the later treatise Be jure belli. Its main prin-

ciples, and the whole system of thought implied in the

Liter, are anticipated in the earlier work. The arrangement

even is the same. The chief difference between the two
treatises is one which twenty years' experience in affairs

could not but bring,—the substitution of more cautious

find guarded language, less dogmatic afRrmation, more
Allowance for exceptions aud deviations. The Jus pacts

was an addition introduced first in the later work, a:i

insertion which is the cause of not a Little of the confused
arrangement which has been found fault with in the De
jwe belli.

We learn further from the Be jure prcedce that Grotius
was originally determined to this subject, not by any
speculative intellectual interest, but by a special occasion

presented by his professional engagements. He was re-

tained by the Dutch East India Companj' as their advocate.

The company had been formed for the peaceful purposes of
commerce, but had found itself compelled by the aggressions

of the Portuguese to repel force by force. One of their

captains, Heemskirk, had captured a rich Portuguese
galleon in the Straits of Malacca. The right of a privat'<

company to make prizes was hotly contested in Holland,
and denied by the stricter religionists, especially the Mcn-
nonites, who considered all war unlawful. Grotius under-

took to prove that Heemskirk's prize had been lawfully

captured. In doing this he was led to investigate the

grounds of the lawfulness of war in general. Such was the

casual origin of a book which long enjo3'ed such celebrity

that it used to be said, with some exaggeration indeed, that

it had founded a new science.

A short treatise which was priuted in 1G09, Grotius says

without his permission, under thetitle^of 2Iare Libei-um, is

nothing more than a chapter—the 12th—of the Dejinc
prcetlce. It was necessary to Grotius's defence of Heemskirk
that he should show that the Portuguese pretence that

Eastern waters were their private property was untenable.

Grotius maintains that the ocean is free to all, and cannot

be appropriated by any one nation. The occasional char-

acter of this piece explains the fact that at the timia of it*

appearance it made no sensation. It was not till many
years afterwards that the jealousies between England and
Holland gave importance to the novel doctrine broached in

the tract by Grotius, a doctrine which Selden set himself

to refute in his Hare clausum. 1632.

Equally due to the circumstances of the time was his

small contribution to constitutional history entitled Be
antiqnitate reipnblicce Batavee (1610). In this he vindi-

cates, on grounds of right, prescriptive and natural, the

revolt of the United Provinces against the sovereignty of

Spain.

On the death of Elias Oldenbamevelt, Grotius, though

only thirty, succeeded him as pensionary of the city of

Kotterdam. Foreseeing the troubles impending from the

growing theological fermentation, he made the stipulation

that he should be irremovable by the municipal authorities

—a stipulation certain not to be respected should it ever

be wanted for his protection.

In 1613 he formed one of a deputation to the court of

England, for the purpose of adjusting those differences

which were already beginning to arise between the tw(>

young maritime powers, and which gave rise afterwards to

a naval struggle disastrous to Holland. He was received

by James with every mark of distinction due to his rising

reputation. He also cultivated the acquaintance of the

Anglican ecclesiastics Overal and Andrewes, and was much
in the society of the celebrated scholar Isaac Casaubon,

with whom he had been in correspondence by letter for

many years. Though the mediating views in the great

religious conflict between Catholic and Protestant, by
which Grotius was afterwards known, had been arrived at

by him by independent reflexion, yet it could not but be

that he would be confirmed in them by finding in England

a developed school of thought of the same character already

in existence. How highly Casaubon esteemed Grotius

appears from a letter of his to Daniel Heinsius, dated

London, 13th April 1613. "I cannot say how happy I

esteem myself in having seen so much of one so truly great
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as Grotius. A wonderful man ! This I knew him to be

before I had seen him; but the rare excellence of that

divine genius no one can sufficiently feel who does not see

his face, and hear him spealc. Probity is stamped on his

features ; his conversation sayours of true piety and pro-

found learning. It is not only upon me that ho has made
this impression; all the pious and learned to whom he has

been here introduced have felt the same towards him ; the

king especially so!"

After Grotius's return from England the exasperation of

theological parties in Holland gradually rose to such a pitch

that it became clear that an appeal to force would sooner

or later be made. This Grotius must have foreseen, but he

could hardly have anticipated that he himself would be one

of the first and principal victims. Grotius was not suffi-

cient of a philosopher to rise above the level of a mere theo-

logical wrangle. But from a natural moderation of te -nper

he sought to find some mean term in which the two h tile

parties of Eemonstrants and Anti-remonstrants, or as 'ey

were subsequently called Arminians and Gomarists (see

Remonstrants), might agree. A form of edict drawn by
Grotius was published by the states, recommending mutual

toleration, and forbidding ministers in the pulpit from

handling the disputed dogmas. To the orthodox Calvinists

the word toleration was insupportable. They had the

l)opulace on their side. This fact determined the stadt-

liolder, Maurice of Nassau, to support the orthodox party

—

iv party to which he inclined the more readily that Olden-

barnevelt, the grand pensionary, the man whose uprightness

and abilities he most dreaded, sided with the Remonstrants,

In 1618 Prince Maurice set out on a sort of pacific

campaign, disbanding the civic guards in the various cities

of Guelders, Holland, and Zeeland, and occupying tile

places with troops on whom he could rely. The states of

Holland sent a commission, of which Grotius was chairman,

to Utrecht, with the view of strengthening the hands of

t heir friends, the Remonstrant party, in that city. Feeble

plans were formed, but not carried into efi'eot, for shutting

t'le gates upon the stadtholder, who entered the city with

troops on the night of 26th July 1618. There were con-

ferences in which Grotius met Prince Maurice face to face,

and taught him that Oldenbarnevelt was not the only man
of capacity in the ranks of the Remonstrants whom he had
to fear. On the early morning of Slst July the prince's

coup d'etat against the liberties of Utrecht and of Holland

was carried out ; the civic guard was disarmed,—Grotiu.s

and his colleagues saving themselves by a precipitate flight.

But it was only a reprieve. The grand pensionary, Ofden-

barnevelt, the leader of the Remonstrant party, Grotius,

and Hoogeoberz were arrested by order of the stadtholder,

brought to trial, and condemned,—Oldenbarnevelt to death,

and Grotius to imprisonment for life and confiscation of

his property. In June 1617 he was immured in the

fortress of Lovestein near Gorcum. His confinement was
rigorous, but after a time his wife obtained permission to

share his captivity, on the condition that if she camo out,

she should not be sufl'ojed to return.

Grotius had now before him, at thirty-six, no prospect but

that of a lifelong captivity. He did not abandon himself

to despair, but sought refuge in returning to tho classical

pursuits of his youth. Several of his translations (into

Ij.ttin) from tbe Greek tragedians and other writers, made
at this time, have been printed. They are without any
philological value, and only prove his taste and facility in

the classical languages. " The JIuses," he writes to Voss,
" were now his consolation, and appeared more amiable than

ever."

The address and ingenuity of Madame Grotius at length

devised a mode of escape. It had grown into a custom to

Bimd, at stated intervals, the booka v/liioh he had done with,

in a chest, along with his linen to be woshed at Gorcum.
For many months the warders of the fortress were very

exact in searching the chest. But never finding anything
but books and linen they grew careless, and began to let

the chest pass without opening it. Madame Grotius, per-

ceiving this, prevailed on her husband to allow liimsolf to

be shut up in it at the usual time. Tho two soldiers who
carried the chest out complained that it was so heavy
"there must be an Arminian in it." "There are indeed,"

said Madame Grotius, "Arminian books in it." The chest

was carried by canal to Gorcum. When it came there they
wanted to put it on a sledge ; but the maid telling tho

boatmen there were some brittle things in it, it was put on
a horse, and so carried to the house of a friend, where it

was opened, and Grotius released. He was then dressed

up like a mason with hod and trowel, and so conveyed in

disguise over the frontier. His first place of refuge was
Antwerp, from which he proceeded to Paris, where he

arrived in April 1621. In October he was joined by his

wife. There he was presented to the king, Louis XIII.,

and a pension of 3000 livres conferred upon him. French

pensions were easily granted, all the more bo as they were

never paid. Grotius was now reduced to great straits.

He had not the means of procuring the bare necessaries of

life. His family was a growing one, and it was with

difficulty that he procured them clothes. His relations in

Holland sent him occasionally small remittances in money,

clothes, or Dutch butter. He looked about for any opening

through which he might earn a living. There was talk of

something in Denmark ; or he would settle in Spire, and

practise in the court there. Some little relief he got

through the intervention of D'Aligre, the new chancellor,

who procured a roj'al mandate which enabled Grotius to

draw, not all, but a large part of his pension. In 1623

the president Henri de !NIeme lent him his chateau of

Balagni near Senlis (dcp. Oise), and there Grotius passed

the spring and summer of that )'ear. De Thou gave him

facilities to borrow books from the superb library formed

by his father.

Under these circumstances the Dejure belli et pads was

composed. The biographers are naturally astonished by

the fact that a work of such immense reading, consisting in

great part of quotation, could have been written in little

more than a year. The achievement would have been, not

wonderful, but impossible, but for the fact above mentioned

that Grotius had with him the first draft of the work made

in 1604. He had also got his brother 'William, when ho

was reading his classics, to mark down all tho passages

which touched upon law, public or private. In March

] 625 the printing of the De jure belli, which had taken

four months, was completed, and the edition despatched to

the fair at Frankfort. His own honorarium as author

consisted of 200 copies, of which, however, he had to give

away many to friends, to the king, the principal courtiers,

the papal nuncio, &c. What remained he sold for his own

profit, at the price of a crown each, but the sale did not

recoup him his outlay. But thougii his book brought him

no profit it brought him reputation, so widely spread, and

of such long endurance, as no other legal treatise has ever

enjoyed.

(irotius naturally hoped that his fame would soften the

hostility of his foes, and that his country would recall him

to her ser^ce. In this ho was disappointed. Theological

rancour prevailed over nil other sentiments. After tome

fruitless attempts to re-establish himself in Holland, Grotius

was fain to accept service under tho crown of Sweden, in

the capacity of ambassador to tho court of France. Ho
was not very successful in negotiating tho treaty on behalf

of tlio Protestant interest in Gormnny, Richelieu having u

special dislike to him. He never enjoyed tho conlidonco
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(if the court to which he was accredited, and frittered away

Iris influence in disputes about precedence, which seem

If I tie worthy of his reputation.

Ill 1645 he demanded and obtained his recall. He was

lereired at Stockholm with all the honours due to him.

Rut neither the climate nor the tone of the court suited

him, and he demanded permission to leave. He was driven

by a storm on the coast near Dantzic. He got as far as

Rostock, where he found himself very UL Stockman, a

Scotch physician who was sent for, thought it was only

weakness, and that rest would restore the patient. But

(I'otins sank rapidly, and died on 29th August 1645.

Grotius was a man of varied interests and accomplish-

irents, combining a wide circle of general knowledge with

a profound study of one branch of law. History, theology,

j'li.iprudence, politics, classics, poetry,—all these fields he

cultivated, and has left numerous works in each kind.

His commentaries on the Scriptures were the first appli-

cation on an extensive scale of the principle affirmed by

Sc;iliger, that, namely, of interpretation by the rules of

grammar without dogmatic assumptions. Grotius's philo-

logical skill, however, was not sufficient to enable him to

work np to this ideal.

As in many other points Grotius inevitably recalls to us

Fi-asraus, so he does in his attitude towards the great schism.

Ototi'is was indeed a man of profound religious sentiment,

which Erasmus was not; but he had an indifference to

dogma equal to that of Erasmus, although his disregard

s) lang from another source. Erasmus felt the contempt of

II man of letters for the barbarous dissonance of the

H-'ukisL wrangle. Grotius was animated by an ardent

<leaire for peace and concord. He thought that a basis for

lecouciliation of Protestant and Catholic might be found

in a common piety, combined with reticence upon discrep-

niicies of doctrinal statement. His De veritate religionis

Chi-istidius (1627), a presentment of the evidences, is so

written as to form a code of common Christianity, irrespec-

t'l'Q of se'-t The little treatise diffused itself rapidly over

Cbrijtendom, gaining rather than losing popularity in the

] 8th century. It became the classical manual of apologetics

in Protestant colleges, and was translated for missionary

purposes into Arabic (by Pococke, 1660), Persian, Chinese,

Ac. His Via et votum ad pacem ecclesiasdcam (1642) was

a detailed proposal of a scheme of accommodation. Of
course, like all men of moderate and mediating views, he

was charged by both sides with vacillation. An Amsterdam
minister, James Laurent, published his Grotius papizans

(1642), and it was continually being armounced from Paris

that Grotius had " gone over." Hallam, who has collected

all the passages from Grotius's letters in which the pre-

judices and narrow tenets of the Reformed clergy are con-

demned, thought he had a " bias towards popery " {Lit. of

Europe, ii. 312). The true interpretation of Grotius's

mind appears to be an indifference to dogmatic proposi-

tions, produced by a profound sentiment of piety. He rose

above the separatist bigotry of the vulgar theologiaii, but

did not ascend into that philosophical region in which

dogma is transcended and dissolved. He approached

parties as a statesman approaches them, as facts which have

to be dealt with, and governed, not suppressed in the

interests of some one of their number.

His editions and translations of the classics were either

juvenile exercises prescribed by Scaliger, or "lusus poetici,"

the amusement of vacant hours. Grotius read the classics

as a humanist, for the sake of their contents, not as a pro-

fessional scholar.

His Annals of the Low Countries was begun as an official

duty while he held the appointment of historiographer, and
was being continued and retouched by him to the last. It

was not published tiU 1657, by his sons Peter and Cornelius.

But the high reputation which Grotius attained in h\a
lifetime, though it rests in part, like that of Erasmus, on
thediversity of his accomplishments and the comprehensive-
ness of his literary view, had also a scientific basis in a

professional specialty. Grotius was a great jurist, and his

De Jure helii et pads (Paris, 1625), though not by any
means the first attempt in modern times to ascertain the

principles of jurisprudence, went far more fundamentally
into the discussion than anyone had done before him. The
title of the work was so far misleading that the jus belli

was a very small part of his comprehensive scheme. In his

treatment of this narrower question he had the works of

Albericus Gentilis (1588) and Ayala (1597) before him,
and has acknowledged his obligations to them. But it is

in the larger questions to which he opened the way that

the merit of Grotius consists. His was the first attempt to

obtain a principle of right, and a basis for society and
government, outside the church or the Bible. The distinc-

tioa between religion on the one hand and law and
morality on the other is not indeed clearly conceived by
Grotius, but he wrestles with it in such a way as to make
it easy for those who followed him to seize it. The law

of nature is unalterable ; God Himself cannot alter it any
more than He can alter a mathematical axiom. This law

has its source in the nature of man as a social being ; it

would be valid even were there no God, or if God did not

interfere in- the government of the world. These positions,

though Grotius's religious temper did not allow him to rely

unreservedly upon them, yet, even in the partial application

they find in his book, entitle him to the honour of being

held the founder of the modern science of the law of nature

and nations. The Dejure exerted little influence on the

practice of belligerents, yet its publication was an epoch

in the science. " The elegance of his diction," says Blunt-

schli, "the pearls from classical antiquity with which ha

adorned his pages, the temper of humanity which pervaded

his argument, his effort to mitigate the horrors of the

Thirty Years' War in the midst of which he wrote, and the

warmth of his general sympathy for a moral as opposed to

a material order, enlisted men's ! hearts on the side of

his reasoning, while the deficiencies of his doctrine were

not as yet detected." These defects are probably now, at

250 years' distance of time, more palpable than the merits

of the work. But only in the heat and impertinence of

irresponsible periodical criticism could it be said, as De
Quincey has said, that the book is equally divided between
" empty truisms and time-serving Dutch falsehoods." For

a saner judgment and a brief abstract of the contents of the

Dejure, the reader is referred to Bluntschli, Gesckichte des

allgemeinen Staatsrechts (Munich, 1864). A fuller ana-

lysis, and some notice of the predecessors of Grotius, will

be found in Hely, £lude sur le droit de la guerre de Grotitis

(Paris, 1875). 'The writer, however, with the usual un-

acquaintance of Frenchmen with everything which goes on

outside France, has never heard of the Dejure proedce,

published in 1868. Hallam, Lit. of Europe, ii. p. 543,

has an abstract done with his usual conscientious pains.

Dugald Stewart {Collected Works, i. 370) has dwelt upon

the confusion and defects of Grotius's theory. Mackintosh

{Miscell. Worls, p. 166) has defended Grotius, affirming

that his work " is perhaps the most complete that the

world has yet owed, at so early a stage in the progress of

any science, to the genius and learning of one man."

The chief writings of Grotius have been named in the course of

our article. For a complete bibliography of his works, published

and unpublished, the reader is referred to Lehmann, Hugonis
Grolii manes vindicali. Delft, 1727, which also contains a full

biography. Of this Latin life De Burigny published a rechauffee

in French, 2 vols. 8vo, Paris, 1752. Other lives are;—Van
Brandt, Historie van hct Leven U. de Oroot, 2 vols. 8vo, Dordrecht,

1727; Vou LuJen, Hugo Grotius nach seincn Schickaalen und
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Schriflcn darrjesUUt, Svo, Beilin, 180C; Life of Hugo Grolius, by

Charles Butler of Lincoln's Inn, Svo, London, 1826. The work

of the Alibe Hely already mentioned contains a life of Grotius.

Grotius's theological works were collected in 3 vols. fol. at Amster-

dam, 1644-46 (reprinted London, 1660; Amsterdam, 1679; and again

Amsterdam, 1698). His letters were printed first in a selection,

Epislolx ad Gallos, 12mo, Leyden, 1648, abounding, though an

Elzevir, in eiTors of press. They were collected in U. Grolii

Epistolce quotquot repcriri potuerunt, fol., Amsterdam, 1687.

A few may bo found scattered in other collections of Kpistolw.

Supplements to the large collection of 16S7 were published at

Haarlem, 1806; Leyden, 1809; and Haarlem, 1829. IbeDcjurc
belli yrns translated into English by 'Whewell, 3 vols. 8vo, Camb.,

1S?3 ; into French by Barbeyrac, 2 vols. 4to, Amst, 1724 ; into

German in Kirchmaon's Fhilosophische Bibliolhek, 3 vols. 12mo,

Leipsic, 1879. (M. P.)

GROTON", a post town of New London county, Con-

necticut, U.S., is situated on the rivers Mystic and Pequon-

iiock, opposite New London, and on the east side of the river

Thames at its junction with Long Island Sound. There

are granite quarries in the neighbourhood, and the town

possesses manufactures of cotton goods, britannia ware,

carriages, and sashes and blinds, and brass and iron

foundries. There is also a considerable coasting trade, and

shipping and fishing are carried on to a small extent. On
the heights behind the town stands Fort Griswold, which

surrendered to the British troops, September 6, 1781. The
majority of its defenders, including the commander Colonel

Ledyard, were put to death after they had surrendered

;

and a granite monument was erected in the town to their

memory in 1830. The popiJation in 1870 was 5124,

GROTTAGLIE, a small city of Italy, in the province of

Lecce and circondario of Taranto, about 14 miles N.E. of

Taranto. It probably occupies the site of Rudiie, the birth-

place of the Latin poet Ennius, afterwards known as Caste!

Rodelle. The name Grottaglie is due to the number of

caves in the vicinity. In modern times the place is worthy

of note mainly because it has given birth to several men of

considerable national eminence, as is set forth in detail in

Pignatelli's history of the towru An excellent red clay for

the manufacture of earthenware is found at Grottaglie.

The inhabitants numbered 8747 in 1871.

GROUND NUT (synonym.^ Earth Nut, Pistache de

Tcrre, Monkey Nut, Pea Nut, Manilla Nut), a nut or

pod the produce of the Arac/iis hyjiogasa, L. (Nat. Ord.

Lcfuminosce). The plant is an annual of diffuse habit,

with hairy stem, with two-paired, abruptly pinnate leaflets.

The flowers above ground are sterile, and the pods or

legumes are stalked, oblong, cylindrical, about 1 inch in

length, the thin reticulated shell containing one or two
irregularly ovoid seeds. After the flower withers, the stalk

of the ovary has the peculiarity of elongating and bending

down, forcing the young pod under ground, and thus the

seeds become matured at some distance below the surface.

Hence the specific and vernacular names of the plant. . Two
varieties are recognized in Malacca and Java, a *hite and
a brown, and the seeds are known as niinyak katjang (oil

bean). Of the history of this plant much has been •written.

Monardes in 1596 writes of having seen it largely used

about the river Maranon in Brazil, and Marcgraf in 1648
gave a description and figure of it. To M. Jaubcrt, how-
ever, a colonist at Gorde near Capo Vcrd, seems to belong

the honour of first recommending it as of commercial value.

As to its native country the opinions of botanists are divided

between Africa and America, It is extensively cultivated

in all tropical and subtropical countries, especially in

America, Africa, India, Xhc Malayan Archipelago, and
China. The plant affects a light sandy soil, and is very

prolific, yielding in some instances 30 to 38 bushels of nuts

per acre. The pods when ripe are dug up and dried. The
seeds when fresh are largelj feat'en in tropical countries, and
in taste are almost equal to almonds ; when roasted they are

3sp.d as B substitute for chocplata Even in Enclacd livr^jo

quantities of these " monkey nuts " are consumed by the
poorer children. By expression the seeds yield a large

quantity of oil, which is used by natives for lamps, as a
fish or curry oil, and for medicinal purposes. The leaves

form an excellent food for cattle, being very like clover.

Largo quantities of seeds are imported to Europe, chiefly

to Marseilles, London, Hamburg, and Berlin, for the sako
of their contained oil The seeds yield from 42 to 50 per

cent, of oil by cold expression, but a larger quantity is

obtained by heat, although of an inf^or quality. The
seeds being soft facilitate mechanical expression, and where
bisulphide of carbon or other solvent is used, a very pure
oil is obtained.

The expressed oil is limpid, of a light yellowish or straw-

colour, having a faint smell and bland taste ; it forms an
excellent substitute for olive oil, although in a slight degree

more prone to rancidity than the latter. Its specific gravity

is 0916 to 0-918; it becomes turbid at 3° C, concretes

at -(- 3° to - 4° C, and hardens at + V C. It is a non-drying

oil. Ground nut oil consists of (1) oleic acid (CjgHjjOj)

;

(2) hypogasic acid (CkjHjqOo), by some supposed to be

identical with a fatty acid found in whale oil
; (3) palmitic

acid (CijH3,02) ; and (4) arachic acid (C„^Y{^ff}^. The
oil is ofiicinal in the Indian pharmacopoeia, replacing olive

c''^ and it is also used in the adulteration of gingelly oiL

In 1874 about 145 million Jb of ground nuts, valued at

£1,040,000, were exported from the west coast of Africa,

chiefly to Marseilles, London, Hamburg, and Berlin.

GROUNDSEL (German, Kretizkraut; French, Sene^on),

Senecio vulgaris, Linp., is an annual, glabrous or more or

less woolly plant of the natural order Compositae, series

Tubulijlorece and tribe Senecionidece, having a branched

succulent atem 6 to 15 inches in height; pinnatifid and
irregularly and coarsely-toothed leaves ; flowers in separate

corymbs, with involucres of about 20 equal and several

external and smaller bracts, and florets yellow and tubular,

rarely ligulate in the marginal row ; and ribbed and silky

fruit. The plant is indigenous to Europe, whence it has

been introduced into all temperate climates. It is a trouble-

some weed, flowering throughout the year, and propagating

itself rapidly by means of its light feathery fruits ; it has

its use, however, as a food for cage-birds. Senecio sylvaticus

and S. viscosus are known respectively as mountain
groundsel ond stinking groundsel Many species of the

genua are handsome florists' plants. The groundsel tree,

Baccharis Juilimifolia, Linn., a native of the North American

sea-coast from Massachusetts southward, is a Composite

shrub, attaining 6 to 12 feet in height, and having angular

branches, obovate or oblong-cuneate, somewhat scurfy leaves,

and flowers larger than but similar to those of common
groundsel. The long white pappus of the female plant

renders it a conspicuous object in autumn. Tho groundsp.'

tree has been cultivated in British gardens sincO 1683.

See London, Arhoretum, vol. ii., 1838; Symo, Sowerby'i English
Botany, vol. v., 3d ed., 1866.

GROUSE, a word of uncertain origin,' now used gene-

rally by ornithologists to include all the "rough-footed"

Gallinaceous birds, but in common speech applied almost

* It seems first to occur {fide 0. Salusbury Brtrcton, Anhaologia,
iii. p. 157) as " grows " in an ordinance for tho regulttionof the roytl

household dated" apud Eltham, mens. Jan. 23 Hen. VIII.," ».«., 1531,
and considering tho locality nmst refer to Black game. It U found
in an Act of Farliament 1 Jao. I. cap. 27, § 2, i.e., 1603, and, a^ re-

printed in the Statutes at Large, stands as now commonly spelt, but by
many writ<^rs or priutcra the finale is now omitted. In 1611 Cotgraro
iLid " Poulo gricacho. A Mooro-henne ; the hcnne of the Oriot [in «1.

1 673 " Gricco "] or Mooregame " {Dictionarie of the FrmeX and Lng-
lish Tongue.1, sub voce PmUe). The most likely dcriTatioa iMaii to ba
from the old French word Qritiehe, Oreoche, or Oriait (meaning
speckled, and cognate with griteut, gi^aiy or grey), which wu »pp!iea

to some kind of Partridge, or according to Bninetto Latini ( Tru .

2\l) to a Quail, "poKo quo do fu prtmicrs trovio ea Urece."
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exclusively, when used alone, to the Tdrao scoHcus of Lin-

naeus, the Lagoptis scoticus of modern systematists— more

particularly called in English the Red Grouse, but not a

century ago almost invariably spoken of as the Moor-fowl

or Moor-game. The effect which this species is supposed

to have on the British legislature, and therefore on history,

is well known, for it is the common belief that parliament

in these days always rises when the season for Grouse-

shooting begins ; but even of old time it seems to have

excited on one occasion a curious kind of influence, for we
may read in the Orkneyinga Saga (ed. Jonaeus, p. 356 ; ed.

Anderson, p. 168) that events of some importance in the

an-nals of North Britain followed from its pursuit in

Caithness in the year 1157. The Red Grouse is found

on moors from Monmouthshire and Derbyshire northward

to the Orkneys, as well as in most of the Hebrides. It

likewise inhabits similar situations throughout Wales and
Ireland, but it does not naturally occur beyond the limits

of the British Islands,' and is the only species among
birds peculiar to them. The word " species " may in this

case be used advisedly (since the Red Grouse invariably
" breeds true," it admits of an easy diagnosis, and it has a

definite geographical range) ; but scarcely any zoologist whq
looks further into the matter can doubt of its common origin

Ked Grouse.

with the Willow-Grouse, Lagopus albus (L. suhfllpMifS: or-

L. saliceti of some authors), that inhabits a subarctic zojie

from Norway across the whole continent of Europe and
Asia, as well as North America from the Aleutian Island^

to Newfoundland. The Red Grouse indeed is rarely or,

never found away from the heather on which chiefly it sub-
sists, and with which in most men's minds it is associated;

while the WiUow-Grouse in many parts of the 01(^ World
seems to prefer the shrubby growth of berry-bearing plants

(
Vaccinium and others) that, often thickly interspersed with

willows and birches, clothes the higher levels or the lower
mountain-slopes, and it contrives to flourish in the New
World where heather scarcely fixists, and a ^' heath " in

its strict sense is unknovm. It is true likewise that the
Willow-Grouse always becomes white in winter, which the
Red Grouse never does ; bat then we find that in summei
there is a considerable resemblance between the two species,

the cock Willow-Grouse having his head, neck, and breast
or nearly the same rich chestnut-brown as his British

' It has teen successfully, though -with much trouhle, introduced by
Wr Oscar Dickson on a tract of land near Gottenburg in Sweden
(Sivnska Jagarfih-bundets Nya Tidskrift, 1868, p. 64 et alibi), and
se>ims likely to maintain itself there, so long at leaat asi the care hitherto
bestowed upon it I3 continued.

representative, and, though his back be lighter in colour, as'

is also the whole plumage of his mate, than is found in the
Red Grouse, in other respects than those named above the
two species are precisely alike. No distinction can be dis-

covered Ln their voice, their eggs, their build, nor in their

anatomical details, so far as these have been investigated
and compared.^ In connexion too with this matter it

should not be overlooked that the Red Grouse, restricted

as is its range, varies in colour not inconsiderably according
to locality, so that game-dealers of experience are able to

pronounce at sight the native district of almost any bird
that comes to their hands.

Other peculiarities of the Red Grouse—the excellence

of its flesh, and its economic importance, which is perhaps
greater than that of any other wild bird in the world

—

hardly need notice here, and there is not space to dwell
upon that dire and mysterious malady to which it is from
time to time subject, primarily induced, in the opinion ol

many, by the overstocking of its haupts and the pro-

pagation of diseased oifspring by depauperized parents.^

Though the Red Grouse does not, after the manner of

other members of the genus Lagopus, becojne white in

winter, Scotland possesses a species of the genus which does.

This is the Ptarmigan,* L. mutus or L. alpinus, which diflFers

far more iu structure, station, and habits from the Red
Grouse than that does fropi the Willow-Grouse, and in Scot-

land is far less abundant, haunting only the highest and most
barren mountains. It is said to have forjnerly inhabited

both Wales and England, but there is no evidence of its

appearance in Ireland. On the coiitinent of Europe it is

found most numerously in Norway, but at an elevation far

above the growth of trees, and it occurs on the Pyrenees,

and on the Alps. It also inhabits northern Russia, but its

eastern limit is unknown. In North America, Greenland,
and Iceland it is represented by a very nearly allied form

—

so much so indeed that it is only at certain seasons that

' A very interesting subject for discussion would be whether Lagopvs
scoticus or L, albus has varied most from the common stock of both.

We can here but briefly indicate the more salient points that might arise.

Looking to the fact that the former is the only species of the genus
which does not assume white clothing in winter, an evolutionist might
at first deem the variation greatest in its case ; but then it must be
borne in mind that the species of Lagopvs which turn white difl'er in

that respect from all other groups of the faniily Tetraonidce. Further-

more it must be remembered that every species of Lagofus (even L.
leucurus, the whitest of all) has its first set of remigcs coloured brown.
These are dropped when the bird is about half-grown, and in all the

species but L. scoticus white remigcs are then produced. If therefore,

as is generally held, the successive p^iases assumed by any animal in

the course of its progress to maturity indicate the phases through which
the species has passed, there may have been a time when all the species

of Lagopus wore a brown livery even when adult, and the white dress

donned in winter has been imposed upon the wearers by causes that

can be easily suggested, for it has been freely admitted by naturalists

of all schools that the white plumage of the birds of this group protects

them from danger during the snows of a protracted 'winter. On the

other hand it is not at all inconceivable that the Red Grouse, instead

of perpetuating directly the more ancient properties of an original

Lagopus that underwent no great seasonal change of plumage, may de-

rive its ancestry from the widely-ranging "Willow-Grouse, which in an
epoch comparatively recent (in the geological sense) may have stocked

Britain, and left descendants that, under conditions in which the

assumption of a white garb would be almost fatal to the preservation

of the species, have reverted (though doubtless with' some modi-
fications) to a comparative immutability tssentially the same as that

of the primal Lagopus.
' On the Grouse-disease the papers of Prof. Young in Proc. Nat.

Biit. Soc. Glasgow, i. p. 225, and Dr Farquharson, Edinb. Med,
Journal, No, 263, p. 222, may be advantageously consulted.

* James I. (as quoted by Mr Gray, B. W. Scotland, p 230) writirg
from- Whitehall in 1617 spelt the word " Termigant," and in tUisfomi
it appears in one of the Scots Acts in 1621. Taylor the " water poet,"
who (in 1630) seems to have been the first Englishman to use the
word, has "Termagant." How the unnecessary initial letter has crept

into the name is more than the writer knows. The word is admittedly

from the Gaelic Tarmachan, meaning, according to some, "a dweller

upon heights," but thought by Dr T. M'Lauclilan to refer possibly to

the noise made by the bird's wings iu taking flight.
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the slight difference between them can be detected. This

form is the L. rupesiris of authors, and it would ajtpear to

be found also in Siberia (/6j,s, 1879, p. 143). Spitsbergen

is inhabited by a large form which has received recognition

as L. hemileiicurus, and the northern end of tho chain of

the Rocky Mountains is tenanted by a very distinct specie.s,

Ptarmigan,

the smallest and perhaps the most beautiful of the genus,

L. leucurun which has all the feathers of the tail white

The very curious and still hardly understood question of

the moulting of the Ptarmigan could not possibly be dis

cussed within these limits—reference has already been made
to it in another article (Bikds, vol. iii. p. 776).

The bird, however, to which the name of Grouse in all

strictness belongs' is ""obably the Tetrao tetrix of Linnseus

Blackcock.

—the Blackcock and Greyhen, as the sexes are with us re-

spectively called. It is distributed over most of tho heath-

country of England, except in East Anglia, where attempts

to introduce it have been only partially successful. It also

occurs in North Wales, and very generally throughout
Scotland, though not in Orkney, Shetland, or the Outer

' Sco footnote, p. 217.

Hebrides, nor in Ireland- On the continent of Europe it

has a very wide range, and it extends into Siberia. In
Georgia its place is taken by a distinct species, on which a

Polish naturalist (Proc. Zool. Society, 1875, p. 207) has un-
happily conferred the name of T. mloiosiewiczi. Both these

birds have much in common with their larger congener the

Capercally (see vol. v. p. 53) and its eastern representative.

We must then notice the species of the genus Bonasa, of

which the European B. syheslris is tho type. This does
not inhabit the British Islands j unfortunately so, for it is

perhaps the most delicate game-bird that comes to table.

It is the Gdinotte of the French, the Haselhuhn of

Germans, and IJjerpe of Scandinavians. Like ita trans

atlantic congener B. unibellus, the Ruffed Grouse or Birch
Partridge (of which there are two other local forms, B.
umbelloides and B. sa^^hiii), it is purely a forest-bird. The
same may be said of the species of Caiiace, of which twc
forms are found in America, C. caiiadensis, the Spruce-

Partridge, and C. /ranklini, and also of tho Siberian C.

falcipennis. Nearly allied to these birds is the group
known as Dendragapus, containing three large and fine

forms D. ohscurus, D. fuliginosvs, and I), riciardsoiii—all

peculiar to North America. Then we have Cenlrocercus

urophasianus, the Sage-cock of tlie plains of Columbia and
California, and Pediceceies, the Sharp-tailed Grouse, with iis

two forms P. phasianellus and P. colunibianus, while finally

Cupidonia, the Prairie-hen, also with two local forms, C.

cupido and C pallidkincia, is a bird that in the United
States of America possesses considerable economic value, as

witness the enormous numbers that are not only consumed
there, but exported to Europe. It will be seen that the

great majority of Grouse belong to the northern part of the

New World, and it is much to be regretted that space here

fails to do justice to these beautiful and important birds,

by enlarging on their interesting distinctions. They are

nearly all figured in Elliot's Monograph of the Tetraonince,

and an excellent account of the American species is given

in Baird, Brewer, and Ridgway's North American Birds
(iii. pp. 414-465). (a. n.)

GROVE. The almost universal occurrence, at one stage

or another in the religious and social development of the

races of mankind, oL the practice of worshipping by pre-

ference under or among trees to which a peculiarly sacred

and inviolable character is attached, is a fact too well

known to require particular illustration here. Its explana-

tion is to be sought partly in ob^aous considerations of

physical convenience, but even more in certain psychical

phenomena which may still be made matters of direct

observation and experience (" Lucos, et in iis silentia ipsa

adoramus," Pliny, .ff.iV., xii. 1; "Secretum luci.-. . et

admiratio umbras fidem tibi numinis facit," Sen., Ep. xli.).

It does not appear to have any necessary connexion with

tree-worship, another very widely diffused practice, on which,

and on its possible connexion with ancestor-worship, some

suggestive remarks will be found in Spencer's Principles o/

Sociology. It has sometimes been alleged as a character-

istic difference between the Semitic and the Arj-an races

that the former show a tendency to select single trees for

sanctuaries, while the latter are generally found worshipping

in groves; and this generalization, though liable to many
exceptions, is really borne out at least by the familiar in-

dications to be met with in Scripture. Tho word " grove "

so often met with in tho outhorized version of the Bible, is

nowhere there correctly employed. In Ocn. xxi. 33 and

1 Sam, xxii. 6 (margin) it is used as a rendering of tho

Hebrew word 'C'fl'of which " tamarisk" is tho proper trans-

lation. Ill every other instance in which it occurs (Ei.

xxxiv. 13 ; Deut. xii. 3 ; xvi. 21 ; Judg. iiL 7 ; vi. 25, 28
;

Isa. xvii. 8 ; Mic. v. 11; and often ill Kings and Chronicles),

where tho LX.X. translate oAcros, and tho Vulgate htcus, the
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original is invariably AsLerah (Q???'^), meaning a tree or

post (see Baal, vol. iii. p. 175). '.The "plain" of Moreb,

or Mamre also, in Gen. xii. 6 and xiii. 18, represents [i^X,

which all modern interpreters render " terebinth."

GRUBER, JoHANN GoTTFBiED (1774-1851), a learned

German author, was born at Naumburgon the Saale, 29th

November 1774. He received his education at the town

school of Naumburg and the university of Leipsic, after

which he resided successively at Gottingen, Leipsic, Jena,

and ^Veima^, occupying himself partly in teaching and
partly in various literary enterprises, and enjoying in

Weimar the friendship of Herder, Wieland, and Goethe.

In 1811 he was appointed professor at the university of

Wittenberg, and after the division of Saxony he was sent by
the senate to Berlin in connexion with the negotiations for

the union of the university of Wittenberg to that of Halle.

After the union was effected he became in 1815 professor of

philosophy at Halle. On the death of Hufeland he was
nasociated with Ersch in the editorship of the great work
Allgemeine Encyklopddie der Wissenschaften und Kiinste

;

jind after the death of Ersch he continued the first section

from vol. xviii. to vol. liv. He also succeeded Ersch in the

clitorship of the Allgemeine Literatnrzeitung. He died 7th

August 1851.

Gruber was the author of a large number of works, the principal

of which are Charakteristik Herders, in conjunction with Danz,
Leipsic, 1805; Gesehichte des Mcnschlichen GeschUchtf, 2 Tols.,

Leipsic, 1806; JVorterbuch der AUclassischen Mythologie, 3 vols.,

Weimar, 1810-15; Wiclands Lehen, 2 parts, Weimar, 1815-16;
and Klopslocks Leben, Weimar, 1832. A completed biography of

Wieland was prefixed to Gruber's edition of Wieland's Sammtlidte
Werke, Leipsic, 1818-28.

GRUN.Anastasius (1806-1 876), pseudonym for Anton
Alexander, count of Auersperg, who was bom April 1 1, 1806,

at Laibach, the capital of the Austrian duchy of Carniola.

He received his university education first at Gratz and then

at Vienna, where he studied jurisprudence. In 1832 the

title of " Imperial Chamberlain " was conferred upon him,

and in 1839 he married the daughter of Count Attems.

He accepted no official post, and devoted himself chiefly to

literary pursuits. When the " March Revolution " broke

out in "1848 at Vienna, the count entered the political arena,

Lnd represented the district of Laibach at the National

Assembly at Frankfort-on-the-Main. After a few months,

however, he resigned his seat, and again retired into private

life. In 1860, when-a fresh impulse was given to political

life in Austria, he resumed his activity as a politician, and
greatly distinguished himself in the Austrian House of

Lords as one of the most intrepid and influential supporters

of the cause of liberalism, both in political and religious

matters, until his death in 1876. Count Auersperg ac-

quired great fame as a poet, as which he is known under

the pseudonym of Anastasius Griin. His first publication.

Blatter der Liebe, " Leaves of Love " (1830), showed little

originality ; but his second production, Der letite Hitter,

" The last Knight " (1830), brought to light his eminence
as a poet. It celebrates the deeds and adventures of the

emperor Maximilian I. (1493rl519), and contains exquisite

poetical descriptions tinged with playful humour. His next
poetical productions, Spaziergdnge eines Wiener Poeten,
" Walks of a Vienna Poet " (1831), and Schutt, " Ruins "

(1835), quite electrified the whole of Germany by the bold-

ness and originality of their conception and by their decided

liberal tendency. His Collected Poems (1837) increased

his reputation as a poet, but not so his epics. Die Nibe-

lungen, ini Frack (1843) ana Der Pfaff vom KahUmherg
/1850). He also produced masterly translations of the

popular Slovenic songs current in Carniola (1850), and of

the English poems relating to " Robin Hood " (1869).
AnasUsius Griin may be called the originator of the modern
swhool of political lyric poetry in Germany. His language

is sonorous aud majestic, and his descriptions, thongh 8om»^
times overcrowded with imagery, bear the stamp of great

poetical originality. He loved to employ the stately

"Nibelungen measure," which imparted considerable vigour

to some of his productions. Of his shorter poems Der
letzte Dichter, " The last Poet," is deservedly the mo.st

popular.

GRUN, Hans Baldung (c. 1470-1545), commonly
called Griin, a painter of the age of Diirer, was born about

1470 at Gmiind in Swabia, and spent the greater part of

his life at Strasburg and Freiburg in Breisgau. The earliest

pictures assigned to him are altarpieces with the monogram
H. B. interlaced, and the date of 1496, in the monastery

chapel of Lichtenthal near Baden. Another early work
is a portrait of the emperor Maximilian, drawn in 1501
CM a leaf of a sketch-book now in the print-room at

Carlsruhe. The Martyrdom of St Sebastian and the

Epiphany (Berlin Museum), fruits of his labour in 1507,

were painted for the market-church of Halle in Saxony. In

1509 Griin purchased the freedom of the city of Strasburg,

and resided there till 1513, when he moved to Freiburg in

Breisgau. There he began a series of large compositions,

which he finished in 1516, and placed on the high altar of

the Freiburg cathedral. He purchased anew the freedon»

of Strasburg in 1517, resided in that city as his domicik,

and died a member of its great town council 1545.

Though nothing is known of Grun's youth and education,

it may be inferred from his style that he was no stranger

to the school of which Diirer was the chief. Gmiind {"v

but 50 miles distant on either side from Augsburg and
Nuremberg. Griin's prints were often mistaken for those

of Diirer; and Diirer himself was well acquainted with
Griin's woodcuts and copper-plates, in which he traded

during his trip to the Netherlands (1520). But Griin'<»

prints, though Dureresque, are far below Diirer, and his

paintings are below his prints. Without absolute correct-

ness as a draughtsman, his conception of human form is

often very unpleasant, whilst a questionable taste is shown
in ornament equally profuse and " baroque." Nothing ia

more remarkable in his pictures than the pug-like shape of

the faces, unless we except the coarseness of the extremities.

No trace is apparent of any feeling for atmosphere or light

and shade. Though Griin has- been commonly called the

Corregeio of the north, his compositions are a curious medley
of glaring and heterogeneous colours, in which pure black

is contrasted with pale yellow, dirty grey, impure red, and
glowing green. Flesh is a mere glaze under which tbe>

features are indicated by lines. No wonder that English

collectors should have neglected him. There is not one of

his pictures in the whole of Great Britain, unless we accept as

genuine a '' Youth and Old Age" in the Liverpool Institution,

bought by Roscoe as a masterpiece of Antonello da Messina.

Even. Germans express but slight esteem for Griin; and

if his works have any claims to attention at all, it is

merely because of the wild and fantastic strength which

some of them display. We may pass lightly over the

Eciphany of 1507, the Crucifixion of 1512, or the Stoning

ot Stephen of 1522, in the Berlip Museum, There is some

force in the Dance of Death of 1517, in the museum of

Basel, or the Madonna of 1530, in the Lichtenstein Gallery

at Vienna. Griin's best cfibrt is the altarpiece of Freiburg,

where the Coronation of the Virgin, and the Twelve Apostles,

the Annunciation, Visitation, Nativity, and Flight info

Egypt, and the Crucifixion, with portraits of donors, are

executed with some of that fanciful power which Martin

Sohon bequeathed to the Swabian school. As a portrait

painter he is well known. He drew the likeness of Charles

v., as well as that of Maximilian ; and his bust of

Margrave Philip in the Munich Gallery tells us that

he was connected with the reigning family of Baden a»
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early as 1514. At a later period he had sittings from

Margrave Christopher of Baden, Ottilia his wife, and all

their children, and the picture containing these portraits is

still in the grand-ducal gallery at Carlsruhe. Like Diirer

and Cranach, Griin becaiuo a hearty supporter of the

Reformation. He was present at the diet of Augsburg in

1518, and one of his woodcuts represents Luther under

the protection of the Holy Ghost, which hovers over him
IB the shape of a dove.

GRUNBERG, or GrOneberg, a town of Prussian

Silesia, chief town of a circle in the government district of

Liegnitz, is beautifully situated on an affluent of the Oder,

and on the railway from Breslau to Stettin by Kiistrin, 36

miles N.N.W. of Glogau. It has a real-school of the first

order, a higher female school, and a trade school. The

prosperity of the town depends chiefly on the vine culture

in the neighbourhood, from which, besides the exportation

of a large quantity of grapes, about 700,000 gallons of wine

are manufactured annually." The wine is a kind of c\iam-

pagne, and is largely exported to Russia. There are also

manufactures of machinery, cloth, preserved fruits, and

lignite. The population of the town in 1875 was 12,200.

GRUNDTVIG, Nikolai Fredbeik Severin (1783-

1872), the Danish poet, statesman, and divine, was born at

Udby on the 8th of September, 1783 ; in 1791 he was

sent to live at the house of a priest in Jutland, and studied

at the free school of Aarhuus until he went up to the uni-

versity of Copenhagen in 1800. At the close of his uni-

versity life he made Icelandic his special study, until in

1805 he took the position of tutor in a house on the island

of Langeland. The next three years were spent in the

study of Shakespeare, Schiller, and Fiohte. His cousin,

the philosopher Henrik Stcffens, had returned to Copen-

hagen in 1802 full of the teaching of Schelling, and his

lectures and the early poetry of Oehlenschlager opened the

eyes of Grundtvig to the now era in literature that was

commencing. • The latter began to essay writing himself,

but his first work, On Ike Soiiys in the £dJa, attracted no

attention. Returning to Copenhagen in 1808, he achieved

a greater success with his Northern Mythology, and in 1809
with his Decline of the Heroic Life in the North. The
boldness of his theological views having provoked opposi-

tion, he retired to a country parsonage for a while, but soon

returned to pursue a literary career with extraordindVy

earnestness. From 1812 to 1817 he published five or six

works, of which the Rhyme ofRoeskilde is the most remark-

able. From 1816 to 1819 he was editor of a polemical

journal entitled Dannevirke, and in 1818 to 1822 appeared

his Danish paraphrases of Saxo Grammaticus and Snorre.

During these years he was preaching to an enthusiastic con-

gregation in Copenhagen, but he accepted in 1821 the

country living of Prrestii, only to return to the metropolis

the year Ifter. His theological career was, however,

presently stopped, for, having in 1825 published a brochure,

The Church's Reply, against the popular Dr Clausen, ho
was publicly prosecuted and fined. For seven years he was
forbidden to preach, years which he spent in publi.shing a

tollection of his theological works, in paying two visits to

England, and in studying Anglo-Saxon. In 1832 he ob-

'Ained permission to preach again, and in 1839 he became
priest of the workhouse church of Vartou Hospital, a post

ie continued to hold until his death. In 1837 he publisjied

longs for the Danish Church, a rich collection of spiritual

poems; in 1838 he brought out a selection of early Scandi-

navian verse ; in 1840 he edited the Anglo-Saxon poem of

the Phoenix, with a Danish translation. He vi.sited England
a third time in 1843. From 1844 until after the first

German war Grundtvig took a very prominent part in

politics. In 1861 he received the titular rank of bishop,

Vt without » sea He went on writing occasional poems

till 1866, and preached in the Vaitau every Sunday until

a month before his deatL He wa« married thrice, the last

time in his seventy-sixth year, and left children by ecch

marriage. He died Septembei 2, 1872. Grundtvig holds

a unique position in the literature of his country ; he has

been styled the Danish Carlyle. He was above all things

a man of action, not an artist ; and the foi.nless vehemence
of his writings, which have had a great in.iuence over his

own countrymen, is hardly agreeable or intelligible to a
foreigner. His spiritual poems are among the best that the

Korth has produced, but they are apt to be too long. The
writings of Grundtvig have not yet been collected in a
permanent form, but the best of his poetical works wera
published in a selection by his eldest son, Svend Grundtvig,

the eminent comparative mythologist, in 1869, with a
critical memoir by the poet Hostrup, who belongs to the

religious body denominated Grundtvigians.

GRUNEWALD, Mathias. The accounts which are

given of this painter, a native of AschafTenburg, are curi-

ously contradictory. Between 1518 and 1530, accoiding

to statements adopted by Waagen and Passavant, he was
commissioned by Albert of Brandenburg, elector and arch-

bishop of JIainz, to produce an altarpiece for the collegiate

church of St Maurice and Mary Magdalen at Halle on the

Saale ; and he acquitted himself of this duty with such

cleverness that the prelate in after years ci^used the picture

to be rescued from the Reformers and brought back to

Aschaffenburg. From one of the churches of that city

it was taken to the Pinakothek of Munich in 1836. It

represents St Maurice and Mary Magdalen between four

saints, and displays a style so markedly characteristic,

and so like that of Lucas Cranach, that Waagen was
induced to call Grunewald Cranach's master. He also

traced the same hand and technical execution in the

great altarpieces of Annaberg and Heilbronn, and in

various panels exhibited in the museums of Mainz, Darm-
stadt, Aschaffenburg, Vienna, and Berlin. A later race of

critics, declining to accept the statements of Waagen and

Passavant, affirm that there is no documentary evidence to

connect Grunewald with the pictures of Halle and Annaberg,

and they quote Sandrart and Bernhard Jobin of Strasbur^'

to show that Grunewald is the painter of pictures of a

differest cla.ss. They prove that he finished before 1510

the large altarpiece of Issenheim, at present in the museum
of Colmar, and starting from these premises they connect

the artist with Altdorfer and Diirer to the exclusion «f

Cranach. That a native of the Palatinate should have bf-er

asked to execute pictures for a church in Saxony can

scarcely be accounted strange, since wo observe that Hans
Baldung was entrusted with a commission of this kind.

But that a painter of Aschaffenburg should display the

style of Cranach is strange and indeed incredible, unless

vouched for by first class evidence. In this case documents

are altogether wanting, whilst on the other hand it is

beyond the possibility of doubt, even according to Waagen,

that the altarpiece of Issenheim is the creation of a man
whose teaching was altogether different from that of the

painter of the pictures of Halle and Annaberg. At this

stage the controversy now stands ; and it is needless to do
more than observe that the altarpiece of Issenheim is a fine

and powerful work, com[>lcted as local records show before

1516 by a Swabian, whose distinguishing mark is that he fol-

lowed the traditions of Martin Schongauer, and came under

the influence of Altdorfer and Diirer. As a work of art the

altarpiece Ls important, being a poliptych of eleven panels,

a carved central shrine covered with a double set of wings,

and two sidepicccs containingtho Temiitation of St Anthony,

the hermits Anthony and Paul in converse, the Virgin

adored by Angel.'f, the Resurrection, the Annunciation, the

Crucifixion, St Sebastian, St Anthony, and the Marya
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wailing over the dead body of Cluist. The author of these

compositions is also the painter of a series of monochromes

described by Sandrart in the Dominican convent, and now
in part in the Saalhof at Frankfort, and a Resurrection in

the museum of Basel, registered iu Araerbach's inventory

as the work of Grunewald.

GRUTER, or Gkuyteee, Jan (1560-1627), a critic

and scholar of Dutch parentage by his father's side and

English by his mother's, was born at Antwerp, December

3, 1560, To avoid religious persecution his parents while

he was still young came to England ; and for some years

lie prosecuted his studies at Cambridge, after which

he went to Leyden, where he graduated M.A. In 1586

he was appointed professor of history at Wittenberg,

but as he refused to subscribe the formtda concordke he

was unable to retain his office. From 1589 to 1592 he

taught at Rostock, after which he went to Heidelberg,

where in 1602 he was appointed librarian to the university.

He died at Heidelberg, September 20, 1627, The chief

service rendered by Gruter to classical learning was in the

department of inscriptions, his principal work on which

is Inscriptiones aniiqua: totius orhis Eomani, in 2 vols.,

Heidelberg, 1603. He also published editions of most of

the Latin classics, but as his critical faculty bore little pro-

portion to his erudition these are of small value.

GRUYERE, or Geuyeres (German, Gi'eyerz), is a

small pastoral district in the Swiss canton of -Freiburg,

noted for its cheese (see Cheese and Feeiburg), which

was at one time a separate countship. It forms part

of the basin of the Saane. The old town of Gruyere,

where the counts had their castle, had only 1097 inhabit-

ants according to the census of 1870, while the neighbour-

ing town of Bulle had 2274. There is no mention by

that name of the counts or countship of Gruyere in any

document previous to the 12th century, but the same

family with the title of count of Ogo, i.e., Hoch-gau, have

been traced, though ijot without interruption, as far back

as 923. The new designation was due, it would appear, to

the fact that the counts of Ogo had held the post of gruyer

{gruerius) or warden of the woods and forests to one of the

later kings of Burgundy, the name of office, as in the case

of the Scotch Stewarts, gradually passing into a regular

family name. The counts of Gruyere were for the most

part a vigorous and warlike line, and their banner, with

tiie figure of a grue or crane, was not only a familiar object

in the local conflicts of Savoy and Switzerland but saw

good service in distant fields. Their last representative

died in exile, his possessions having been seized by hia

creditors and sold to Bern in 1554.
The foitunes of the house are related with much detail iu Hisely's

"HistoireduComtede Gruyere," which occupies vols. ix.,x., and xi.

of the Mimoircs de la Soc. d'histoire do la Suisse Romandc, Lau>
saniie, 1838, &C. See also Bonstetten, Brie/e itbcr ein SchwcizcV'

isekcs Sirlenland, Basel; 1782 ; H. Charles, Course dans La
tfrv.yire, Paris, 1826.

GRYN.EUS, or Gryneb, Johann Jakob (1540-1617),
a learned theologian of the period immediately succeeding

the Reformation, was born, October 1, 1540, at Bern,

where his father Thomas, nephew of Simon Grynaeus,

•was at that time a teacher of theology, was educated at

Basel, and in 1559 received an appointment as curate-

to his father who had become pastor of Rbteln in Baden,

In 1563 he. proceeded to Tubingen for the purpose of

completing his theological studies, and in 1565 he re-

turned to Roteln as successor to his father. Here, as

the result of much reading and reflexion, he felt com-
pelled to abjure the Lutheran doctrine of the Lord's Supper,

and to renounce the Fornnda Concordiw. Called in 1575
to the chair of Old Testament exegesis at Basel, he became
involved in unplea\ant controversy with Simon Sulzer and
«ther champions oi Lutheran orthodoxy; and iu 1584 he

was glad to accept an invitation to Heidelberg, where t-vt

years were spent. Returning to Basel in 1586 as ant'istes

or superintendent of the church there, he exerted for

upwards of twenty-five years a very considerable iniiuenca

upon both the church and the state affairs of that com-
munity, and acquired a wide reputation as a skilful t'aeo-

logian of the school of Zwingli. Five years before hi^

death, which occurred August 13, 1617, he had the inis^

fortune to become totally blind, but he continued to preach
and lecture to the last.

His numerous works include commentaries on various hooks -if

the Old and New Testament, Theologica theorcjnata et problcmaia
(15SS), and a collection of patristic literature entitled ,3/b)!a«ie)ito S.

Patruin Orthodoxoc/rajiha (3 vols, fol., 1569),

GRYN.EUS, SiMow (1493-1541), a learned theologian

of the Reformation, was born in 1493 at Vehringen, in his

fourteenth year was sent to school at Pforrheim, and sub-

sequently studied at the university of Vienna, where ho
graduated as master of arts, and for some time acted 33

tutor. He next became rector of a school at Ofen (Buda),
but as an avowed sympathizer with Reuchlin and Erasmus
he was not permitted by the Dominicans to retain this post

long. After an interval spent at Wittenberg with his old

school friend Melanchthon, he became professor of Greek
in the university of Heidelberg in 1525; with the dutie.s

of this post he from 1526 combined those also of the Latin

chair. In 1529 the friendship of fficolampadius obtained

for him a call to Basel as successor of Erasmus ; the com-

pletely disorganized state of the university at that time gave

him abundant leisure not only for private study but also

for a tour to England, where he charged himself with the

task of obtaining the opinions of the Reformed theologians

upon the subject of the king's divorce. On his return to

Basel in 1531, the year of the death both of Zwingli and
of Qijcolampadius, he began as theological professor to give

exegetical lectures on the New Testament ; and in 1534 he

was summoned by Duke Ulrich of Wiirtemberg to assist

in the reformation, there, and especially in the reorganization

of the university of Tubingen, In 1536 he took an active

part in the framing of the first Helvetic confession, and
also in the conferences held with the purpose of inducing

the Swiss to accept the concord of Wittenberg, which had
also been drawn up in that year. He was the sole repre-

sentative of the Swiss churches at the conference of Worms
in 1540. His death took place suddenly at Basel oi
August 1, 1541. In Greek philology Grynwus was one of

the first scholars of his day. In theology be was more of

a theoretical than of a practical turn ; but his profound

erudition and singularly penetrating judgment gave him
great influence among^ the more active spirits, of the time.

In literature his chief contributions were translations into

Latin of Plutarch, Aristotle, and Chrysostom. See Strea-

ber's Simonis Gryncei Ejnstolae (1847), where a full list of

his works is given.

GRYPHIUS, Andreas (1616-1664), German poet, was
born at Grossglogau, Silesia, on the 11th of October, 1616.

His youth fell in the period of the Thirty Years' War, which

began in 1618, when he was two years old. After spending

five years at school in various towns, he retiu-ned to his

native place in 1636, and became tutor in the family of

Palsgrave George von Schonborn, who crowned him
laureate and granted him a patent of nobility. In 1638
he went to the university of Leyden, where he spent

six years, at first as a student, afterwards as a tutor.

Having travelled through France and Italy in association

with a young Pomeranian, and lived a year in Strasburg,

he went back to Silesia, and in 1650, at the age of thii-ty-

four, was made syndic of the principality of Glogau. This

office, the duties of which he faithfully' discharged, he held

till his death in 1664. He was a man of deeply melancholy
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temperament, and h'la natural tendencies were fostered both

by private misfortune and by the terrible public calamities

o/ his age. Like most German writers in the first half of

,the 17th century, he was profoundly influenced by the

critical doctrines of Opitz, on which account he is usually

classed with the firet Silesian school, although by some of

his characteristics he is more closely allied to the second

Silesian schooL His best works are his comedies, one of

which, Feler Squeni, is based on the comic episode of A
Midsummer Niykl's Dream. Die geliebte Dojiirose (The

Beloved Wildrose), which is written in a Silesian dialect,

«ontain3 many touches of natural simplicity and grace, and
etill ranks high among the comparatively small number of

genuine comedies of which German literature can boast.

ilonibiliscribrifax is a rather laboured attack on pedantry.

Besides these three comedies, Gryphius wrote five tragedies.

In all of them his tendency is to become wild and bombastic,

but he had the merit of at least attempting to work out

irtistically conceived plans, arid there are occasional flashes

both of passion and of imagination. His models seem to

have been Seneca, and the great Dutch poet VondeL He
had the courage, in Carolus Stuanlns, to deal with events

of his own day ; his other tragedies are Leo Arminius,

Katharina von Georgien, Cardenio wid Celinda, and
Pampinianus. The lyrics of Gryphius give utterance to

Ilia despairing views of life, and are not without power

;

but it is as a dramatist that ho is mainly important. No
German dramatic writer before him had risen to so high a

level, nor had he worthy successors until about the middle

of the 18th century. A selection from his lyrics will be

found in W. Miiller's BiUiothek der deulschen Dichter des

17"" Jahrhwiderts (Bd. 2), and a selection from his

dramatic writings in Tittmann's Deittsche Dichter des 17'"*

Jahrhunderts.
Sen KIopp, Andreas Gryphius als Draniaiiker (1851); and Horr-

maim, Ucbcr Andreas Grypldus (1851).

GUACHARO,* the Spanish-American name of what
English writers have lately taken to calling the Oil-Bird,

the Steatornis caripensis of ornithologists, a very remarkable

bird, first described by Alexander von Humboldt {Voy. aux
lieg. Jiquinoxiales, i. p. 413, Engl. transL, iii. p. 119 ; Obs.

Zoologie, ii. p.* HI, pi. xliv.) from his own observation and
from examples obtained by Bonpland, on the visit of those

two travellers, in September 1799, to a cave near Caripd

(at that time a monastery of Aragonese Capuchins) in the

Venezuelan province of CumanA on the northern coast of

South America. A few years later it was discovered, says

Latham {Gen. tlist. Birds, 1823, vii. p. 3G5), to inhabit

Trinidad, where it appears to bear the name of Diablotinf
and much more recently, by the receipt of specimens pro-

cured at Sarayacu in Ecuador, Caxamarea in the Peruvian

Andes, and Antioquia in New Grenada (Proc. Zool. Society,

1878, pp. 139, 140; 1879, p. 532), its range has. been
shown to be much greater than had been supposed. The
singularity of its structure, its curious habits, and its

peculiar economical value have naturally attracted no little

attention, and it has formed the subject of investigation by
a considerable number of zoologists both British and foreign.

First; referring it to the genua Caprimulgiis, its original

describer soon saw that it was no true Goatsucker. It was.

subsequently separated as forming a Subfamily, and has at

last been regarded as the typo of a distinct Family, Steator-

nilhida;—a view which, though not put forth till 1870
{Zool. Record, vi. p. 67), seems now to be generally deemed
correct. Its systematic position, however, can scarcely be
considered settled, for though on the whole its predominat-

' This is said to bo an obsolete Spanish word signifying ono that
7ric3, moans, or laments loudly.

2 Nnt to bo coiifoundcil with tlio 'birl so called in tho French
* olUlcs, which is a Petrol ((Esticlala).
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ing alliance may be with the CoprimiilgiJce, nearly as much
aftinity may be traced to the Ulrigidai, while it possesses
some characters in which it ditfers from both {Proc. Zool.

Society, 1873, pp. 52G-535). About as big as a Crow, its

plumage exhibits the blended tints of chocolate -colour and
grey, barred and pencilled with dark brown or black, and
spotted in places with white, that prevail in the two
families just named. The beak is hard, strong, and deeply
notched, the nostrils are prominent, and the gape is fur-

nished with twelve long hairs ou each side. The legs and
toes are comparatively feeble, but the wings are large. In
habits the Guacharo is wholly nocturnal, slumbering by day
in deep and dark caverns which it frequents in vast num-
bers. Towards evening it arouses itself, and, with croaking
and clattering which has been likened to that of castanets,

it approaches the exit of its retreat, whence at nightfall it

issues in search of its food, which, so far as is known, con-
sists entirely of oily nuts or fruits, belonging especially to
the genera Achras, Aip/ianas, Laurus, and I'sic/iotria, some
of them sought, it would seem, at a very great distance, for
M. Fimck {JJull. Acad. Sc. Brvxeltes, xi. pt. 2, pp. 371-
377) states that in the stomach of one he obtained at Caripd
he found the seed of a tree which he believed did not grow-

nearer than 80 leagues. The hard, indigestible seeds
swallowed by the Guacharo are found in quantities on the
floor and the ledges of the caverns it frequents, where
many of them for a time vegetate, the plants thus growing
being etiolated from want of light, and, according to

travellers, forming a singular feature of the gloomy scene
which these places present. The Guacharo is said to build
a bowl-like nest of clay, in which it lays from two to four

white eggs, with a smooth but lustreless surface, resembling
those of some Owls. The young soon after they aro

hatched become a perfect mass of fat, and while yet in the

nest are sought by the Indians, who at Carip^, and perhaps
elsewhere, make a special business of taking them and ex-

tracting tho oil they contain. This is done about mid-
summer, when by the aid of torches and long poles many
thousands of the young birds are slaughtered, while their

parents in alarm and rage hover over the destroyers' heads,

uttering harsh and deafening cries. The grea.se is melted
over fires kindled at the cavern's mouth, run into earthen

pots, and preserved for use in cooking as well as for tho

lighting of lamps. It is said to be pure and limpid, free

from any disagreeable taste or smell, and capable of being

kept for a year without turning rancid. In Trinidad the

young are esteemed a groat delicacy for tho table by many,
though some persons object to their peculiar scent, whicli,

says Ldotaud (Ois. de la Trinidad, p. C8) resembles that of

a Cockroach (Blatla), and consequently refuse to eat them.

The old birds also, according to ilr E. C. Taylor (This,

18G4, p. 90) have a strong Crow-like odour. But ono
species of tho genus Steatornis is known.

In addition to the works above quoted valnnblo infornintion about
this ciurious bird may be found under the fullowiiif; references :

—

L'Herminicr, Ann. Sc. Kat., 18^6, p. CO, and Nmtv. Ann. Mus.,
1833, p. 321 ;, Hautessier, Scv. Zool., 1838, p. 104; J. Mulier,
Monatsb. Eerl. Acad.,\&M,f. 172, ti.-ai Arehiv fiir Anal. , 186'2, pp.
1-U : Dos Murs, Rev. Zool., l.S-13, p. 32, and Ool. Om., pp. 260-
2G3 ; Blanchard, Ann. Jfiis., 18S9, xi. pi. •», fig. 30 ; KoniR-AVart-
bauson, Journ. fiir Orn., ISiiS, pp. 3S4-387 ; Gocring, Varr/asin,

1869, pp. 124-128 ; Murie, JOis, 1873, pp. 81-80. (A. N.)

GU.\CO, HuACO, or Guao, also Vojuco and Bejuco.

terms applied to various Central and South American and
West Indian plants, in repute for alcxiphamiic and curative

virtues. Tho Indians and negroes of New Granada believe

tho plants known to them as guaco to have been so named
after a species of kite, thus designated in imitation of it.s

cry, which thoy say attracts to it tho snakes that servo it

principnily for fond ; they further hold tho tradition that

their antidotal qualities were discovered through the obscr.
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vation that the bird eats of their leaves, and even spreads

the juice of the same on its wings, during contests with its

prey. The disputes that have arisen as to what is " tho
true guaco" are to be attributed mainly to the fact that the
names of the American Indians for all natural objects are

generic, and their genera not always in coincidence with
those of naturalists. Thus any twining plant with a heart-

shaped leaf, white and green above and purple beneath,
is culled by them guaco (R. Spruce, in Howard's Kev.eva
Qiiinologia, "Cinchona succirubra," p. 22, note). "What
is most commonly recognized in New Granada as guaco,
or Vejuco del guaco, would appear to be the Mikania Guaco
of Humboldt and Bonpland (PI. Equinox., ii. 86, pi. 105,
1809; D. C, Prodr., v. 193), a climbing Composite plant
of the tribe Eiipatoriacece, affecting moist and shady situa-

tions, and having a much-branched and deep-growing root,

variegated, serrate, opposite leaves, and dull-white flowers,

in axillary corymbs. The whole plant epiits a disagreeable
odour. J. Faur^ {Journ. de Pharm., xxiL 291, 1836)
obtained, from leaves of a Mexican guaco, besides a wax-
li-ke matter, a substance analogous to tahnin, and other
bodies, a light-brown bitter Tt&in, gxmcin, soluble in alcohol

and partly so in water, and stated by Pettenkofer to possess

emetic properties, and to give off an intoxicating odour
when triturated with sulphuric acid (Watts, Diet, of Chem.,
ii. 915). Guaco has been highly recommended for the
treatment of bites of venomous reptiles and insects, and in

cholera, chronic dysentpry, gonorrhoea! and syphilitic affec-

tions, atonic deafness, abscess, sciatica, sprains, gout, and
other complaints. Its efficacy against poisoning by snakes,
prst carefully experimented on by Mutis* about 1787, has
S)een frequently since attested; and in parts of New
Hranada much infested by those pests, a kind of inocula-
tion with it is practised by some persons, the juice of the
leaves being applied, at intervals of a fortnight during
several months, to incisions in the hands, feet, and sides of
the chest, two large teaspoonfuls of the same juice having
beforehand been administered internally.^ It is stated that
the Indians of Central America, after having "guaconized"
themselves, i.e., taken giiaco, catch with impunity the most
dangerous snakes, which writhe in their iands as though
touched by a hot iron (B. Seemann, Hooker's Journ. of Bot,
V. 73, 1853). The odour alone of guaco has been said to
c;;.use in snakes a state of stupor and torpidity; and
Humboldt, who observed that the near approach of a rod
steeped in guaco-juico' was obnoxious to the venomous
Coluber corallinus, was of opinion that inoculation with
it iniparts to the perspiration an odour which makes reptiles

unwilling to bite.

The huaco hemhra and huaco macho of Mexico are the species
Mikania angulata and M. rcjtanda, La LI., respectiveljj. Among
the best remedies for snake-bites, according to Martins (Bcisc, i.

279, 1823; Sysl. Ual. Med. Brasil, p. 44, 1843), is the recently
expressed juice o( Eupatoriitm Ayapana, Ventenat (D. C.,i'rodr.,
T. 169), a native of the Amazons. On the Orinoco the most
esteemed giinco is an AristoJochia, distinguished often as g^mco del
inonte from the Mikani^ie, or guaco del raslrojo, so called from their
trailing about stubble and deserted " chacras." A similar plant,
with highly aromatic root and stem, is known in the Andes as
ifaduUin-hiuisca, or snake-vine. The guaco denominated in the
Peruvian Andes bejtico (climber) de la estrella, and conirayerba
(counter-herb, or antidote) de bejuco, is the Aristolocliia fragran-
tissima of Ruiz (Howard, loc. cit.;^. 9; D. C, Prodr., xv., pt i.,

463). The tincture of the root and stem of a Jle.xican guaco
(Pharm. Society's Coll., 497(i), also an Aristolochia, is administered
in hydrophobia. Among allied species accredited with the pro-
perties of guaco are A. anguidda, L., a native of Cartagena in
Colombia; A. cymbifera. Mart.; A. macroura, Gomez; A. trilo-
bata, L. ; A. sempervirens, L., supposed to be the plant with which

' Mutis'a plant is believed by N. Pascal to have probably been the
above mentioned Mikania Guaco, and not, as supposed by Guillemin,
the Spihinthes ciliata of Kunth, called guaco in Central America.

'According to J. Hancock {Observations on Brit. Guiana, p. 24,
1835\, tin oreraaion is nnt of Indian origin.

the Egyptian jugglers stupefy snakes; A. Serpentaria, L., or Vir-
ginian snake-root ; -^sarJiOT cnHnrf«««, L., the Canada snake-root,
or "wild ginger"; and Asarnm virginicUm, Willd. The guaco or
arbol of Panama is the species. Craluexa iapioides, D. C, called
iellalhian by the Mexican Indians. In the West Indies and Mexico
Comocladia dcniala, Juss., is employed as guaco; C. inleyrifolia,
L., the bresillct of soma authors, resembles it in properties.
According to E. Otto {Heiseerrineriingen an Cuba, kc'., pp. 75, 76,
1843^, C. ilicifolia, Swartz, a small tree with excessively noxious
sap, is the guaco of Trinidad in Cuba, where it is used in cholera
and yellow fever.

See, besides the works above quoted, P. d'Orbies y Vargas,
Tilloch'sPhil. Jt:.-;.. xii. 36, 1802; Le Guevel de la Combe, ./oKni.
d'Agris dt} Paij^H;,:!, xv. 90, 1823; J. L. Alibert, Nmir.
EUm. de Thirap., ii. iiZ, tth ed., 1826; Dcscourtilz, Flore pit-
toresqiie etmedicale dcs Antilles, iii. 11, pi. 197, 1827; "Du Guaco,"
&c., £uU. de Thirap., ix. 331, 1835 ; J. L. Chabert, Apuntessobre el
CkClcra-Morbus, y $u curacion con la Mikania-huaco 6 Guaco, &e.,
Mexico, 1850; B. Seemann, Die Volksuamen d. AmerUc. Pflauzen,
Han., 1851; Orlila, TraHe de Toxicol, ii. 868, 5th ed., 1852; E.
W. Pritchard, iled. Times, 1852, ii. 522, 651; a-ad. Pharm. Journ.,
2d ser., iii. 288, 1862; A. Stokes, Ucd. Circular, Dec. 15, 1852,
p. 474; Lindley, Veg. Kingd., p. 793, 1853; T. K. Chambers and
E. Temple, Journ. Soe. Arts, 1856-57, p. 44 ; T. Redwood, Sttppl.
to the Phannacopceia, p. 469, 1857; M. T. Parola, Med. Times,
1859, i. 643; E. Reclus, Pev. des Deux Mondes, March 15, 1860, p.
446 ; N. Pascal, Du Guaco . . . dans les Maladies Vfiiiriennes, &c.,
1863 (1st ed. 1861); and A. Bonniire, Notice sar It Guaco, &c.
1868. (F. H. B.)

GUADALAJARA, a province of Spain, in New Castije,
bounded on the N. by the provinces of Segcvja, Soria, and
Saragossa, on the E. by Saragossa and Teruel, on the S. by
Cuenca, and on the W. by Madrid. In the north are some
of the loftiest ^summits of the Guadarrama range, having
their culminating point in the Pefia de la Bodera ; the rett

of the province, forming the upper basin of the Tagus, and
watered by its affluents the Alblanqueja, Tajufia, Henares,
and Jarama, is comparatively level The soil varies con-
siderably, but is generally of a good character. Pasture
occupies the larger part of the surface on the higher tracts ;

and the mountains, though unduly denuded, still bear con
siderable forests of oak and cork. The plain around
Tamajon is specially adapted -for cereals; and the neigh-
bourhood of Alcarria matures all kinds of crops proper to
the latitude. Iron and lead are the only minerals ; the
former is very abundant and has been worked from the
remotest periods ; the latter occurs but in small quantities.

The principal productions are wheat, barley, oil, wine, silk,

saffron, and flax ; but the chief wealth of the province
consists in sheep and wool. Manufactures and trade have
been declining for many years. The province is divided
into nine administrative districts ; but besides Guadala-
jara, the capital, it has no town of importance except the
episcopal see of Siguenza. The area is 4869 English
square miles; and in 1870 the estimated population was
208,638.

Guadalajara, a city of Spain,' capital of the pro-

vince of the same name, is situated on an elevation not far

from tjie eastern bank of the river Henares, which is her&
spanned by a stone bridge built on Roman foundations in

1758. It is a station on the Madrid and Saragossa Railway,
38 miles N.E. from Madrid, and 2395 feet above the level

of the sea. It has ten churches, several convents, including

that of San Francisco, founded originally by Dona Beren-

guela for the Templars in 1200, handsome town and
county buildings (casas consistoriales) built in 1585, and
a college of engineers ; besides the usual hospitals, barracks,

and schools. There is also a fine palace of the ducal house
d?l Infantado, built in 1451 ; and the Panteon or burying-

place of the dukes of Mendoza, begun in 1696 and finislied

in 1720 at a cost of £180,000, rivals in its richness the

tombs of\ the Escorial. An extensive Roman aqueduct

supplies public fountains ; and there are four alamedas or

promenades. The principal manufactures are soap, earthen-

wai-e, and woollens. The cloth manufacture, which wa»
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f(JrinerIy carried on in behalf of the Govcrnraeut, is new in

private hands. The trade of the place is chiefly ia grain,

flax, fruit, cloth, and silk. Populatiion, 7900. Guadalajara

is the Arriaca or Caraca of the Romans ; when taken by the

invading Moors it was called Wada-1-hajarah (the' river of

etoues), of which its present name (sometimes in the medi-

aeval chronicles spelt Godelfare) is a corruption. It was
recaptured in the days of the Cid.

GUADALAJARA., or in the older spelling Guadal-
AXARA, a city of Mexico, the capital of the state of Jalisco,

is situated in the Atemarac valley not far from tho Rio

'Jrande de Santiago, about 280 miles W.N.W. of the

city of Mexico, in 20° 41' 10" N. lat. and 103° 21' 15" W.
long. Owing to its considerable elevation above the sea-

lovel (according to the Boleliii del Ministerio de Fomentos,

IS76, 1552 metres, but according to older authorities 1580
metres), Guadalajara enjoys an excellent climate. On the

whole it is well laid out, and its streets are kept in tolerably

good condition. All the houses, whether built of stone,

brick, or adobe, are plastered and whitewashed, and hardly

a dozen of them attain the height of' three stories. In the

outskirts of the to)vn tho buildings are of an inferior type.

The Plaza Mayor is a square about 300 feet in each direc-

tion, one side of which is occupied by tho cathedral,

another- side by tho casa de gobierno del estado or state

buildings, and the remaining sides hy portales or arches in

the shelter of which are some of the main shops of the city.

The cathedral, commenced in 1571 and finished in 1618,

is a rather fine structure with two steeples and a large dome
between them covered with figures in coloured tiles.- The
interior is gloomy but impressive. No small interest

attaches to the Hospital de San Miguel do Belen, which

comprises, not onlya hospital proper with male and female

wards, but a lunatic asylum and a school for little children.

Contiguous to it is thje principal cemetery of the city, which

is arranged in rather an unusual fashion ; three sides of the

area are bounded by walls and colonnades, and the inner

surface of the walls is divided into six tiers of niches or

yavetas in which the dead are deposited. Another remark-

able institution is the hospicio, occupying twenty-four large

blocks of building, andnotonlyaffordinganasylumforfound-
lings and orphans, for the blind, the deaf and dumb, and tho

infirm of all ages, for old people unable to secure a liveli-

liood, but also serving as a reformatory and training school.

It presents a fine appearance with its dome and pillared

portico. Its inmates number upwards of 1000, 700 being

children, and 200 old men and women. Among the other

public buildings and institutions of Guadalajara are the

university (formerly the Jesuit college), eleven conventual

establishments, a theological seminary, an academy for the

fine arts, a mint, a theatre, and a bull-ring. Tho favourite

promenade is the paseo which runs for a mile and a quarter

through tho city, and terminates northward in the alameda
or public garden. Guadalajara is a fairly busy town, with

paper-mills and woollen and cotton factories ; but all tho

principal establishments are in the handsof Frenchmen, Ger-

mans, or Englishmen. The confectionery of the town is

held in high repute, and tho Indians of the neighbourhood
are remarkable for tho artistic ability with which they naould

figures in clay or rags. Tho silk embroidery produced in

the hospicio is also worthy of mention. Guadalajara was
founded in 1531 by Nunez Guzman, and was made a

bishop's SCO in 1549. Tho population, which was only

19,500 in 1800, had increased to 46,804 by 1841, and to

70,017 by 1870. At Puento Grande in tho neighbourhood,
tlio Rio Grande forms a magnificent waterfall ; and the
bridge of Calderon is famous for the defeat of the insurgents

under Hidalgo in June 1811. Several excellent views of

<jijadalajara will be found in Geiger, A Peep at Mexico.
f'a tho lltU of March lS75 Guadalajara was visited by a

severe earthquake, which did damage to nearly every large

building in tho town. An account of the mint of Guada-
lajara, founded in 1811, is given in Bol. Soc. de geogr. de
la rep. Mexicana for 1871. In 1877 the value of the new
coin was 1,467,660 piastres or dollars, 5000 piastres being
in copper and the rest iu silver. New machinery driven by
steam was imported from France in 1878. The total im-
port trade of tho town was reckoned at 3,280,000 piastres

in 1878,—Great Britain having about 40 per cent, of tho

amount, France 25 per cent., the United States 10, and
Germany 8. Full details on the money transactions of the

city will be found in the Preussisches J/andelsarchiv, 1879.

GUADELOUPE, an island of the Antilles in the West
Indies, belonging to France, is situated 62 miles from
Martinique, between 15° 59' 30" and 16° 20' 18" N. lat.

and between 6F 31' 23" and 61° 50' 32" W. long. The
sailing distance from Brest is 3750 nautical miles. A
narrow channel, called La Riviere Salde, or Salt Stream,
with a width of from 100 to 400 feet, separates the

island into two portions, Guadeloupe proper or Basse
Terre and Grande Terre. The former or western portion

measures 28 miles from N. to S., end from 12 to 15 miles

from E. to \V., andits coast-lino is estimated at 87 miles.

The latter or eastern portion measures 22 miles from N. to

S. and 34 from S.E. to N.W., and its coast-line is estimated

at 106 miles. Basse Terre has a mountainous surface of

volcanic origin, attaining its greatest altitude in La Sou-
friere, a still active volcano, 4870 feet in height ; while

Gra:nde Terro is generally flat, with no elevations higher

than 115 feet, and consists entirely of calcareous forma-

tions. In the rainy season the streams are subject to floods

or "spates," which, according to M. Casponi (/iev. Mar. et

Coloniale, 1871), come on so suddenly that it is hardly

safe to travel in tho dry beds, lest, to use the local phrase,

the gallon descend. Basse Terre, as is natural, is traversed

by a considerable number of streams,—the Goyave, the

L^zarde, the Moustic, the Petite Goyave, tho Sainte Marie,

the Trou au Chien, the Capsteire, &c.,—while Grande Terre

is almost destitute of springs, and both men and cattle are

dependent for their water supply on the ponds and marshes.

The mean temperature of the island is 79° Fahr.,—the

maximum in the shade ranging from 86° to 91°, and the

minimum from 68° to 72°. July, August, and Septem-

ber are the hottest months. At Basse Terre, about 180 feet

above the sea-level, the thermometer in July shows a mean
of 80-8° Fahr., in August 825°, and in September 82-6''.

Like the rest of the West Indian islands, Guadeloupe is

subject to terrible storms. That of 1825 almost entirely

destroyed the town of Basse Terre, and that of 1865 proved

equally disastrous to Grand Bourg. The rainfall is very

heavy, on the coast no less than 86 inches per annum.

Along with its dependencies, the smaller islands of

JIario Galante, D^sirado, and Les Saintes, Guadeloupe

forms a separate colonial government. Tho following table

gives tho area of tho several portions :

—

ncclirei. Acras.

Oundcloupo or Basse Torre 94,631 - 233,844

Grande Terre 65,631 - 162,181

Mario Galanto 14,927 -87,067
Dtsirado 2,720- 0,720

Lee Saintes '. 1,422- 8,61«

Pctito Terre -343- 848

Sdint Martin (French portion) B,177 - 12,776

Total 184,851 - 450,y49

Of the total area 85,248 arrcs were under cultivation in

1873; 1932 acres were hattcs or c!itllc-farms, 30,640 acres

savannahs, and 106,258 acres woods ancj forests ;
whilo

69,689 acres were fallow. To tho sugarcane, which is tho

staple of tho colony, 48,711 acres were devoted; to coffee,

£659 acres ; to cotton, 1855 acres ; to cocoa, 1146 acres
•
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to rocou or arnatto, 1C32 acres ; and to tobacco, 29} acres.

Manioc, whicb forms one of the principal sources of food

in the colony, occupied ll,Gli acres; and 11,2|6 acres

were assigned to other articles of direct consumption. In

the same year (1873) it was calculated that 43,780 people

were employed in the sugar plantations, 51G0 in the coffee

plantations, 504 in the cotton plantations, and lOSS in

the rocou plantations. The whole value of the ground is

stated at about £200,000, of the buildings and plants at

£1,560,000, and of the live stock at £263,2000. The total

produce of sugar of all kinds was 679,300 cwts. ; the

syfup and molasses amounted to 508,326 gallons, and the

tafia or rum to 298,850 gallons. The produce of coffee,

cocoa, and rocou was respectively 13,504, 2102, and 10,663

cwts. The manioc or cassava amounted to 282,412 cwts.,

and the other food substances, such as yams, bananas,

arrow-root, &c., to 118,340 cwts. Tobacco, vanilla, and

cloves were also produced in small quantity, as well as

4542 cwts. of campeachy wood. The value of the whole

was estimated at £1,134,226, and the net value at

£298,437. Administratively the colony is divided into

three arrondissements of Basse Terre, Pointe a Pitre, and

Marie Galante. The town of Basse Terre, situated in

15" 59' 30" N. lat. and 66° 24' 31" W. long., with a

population of 12,000, is the capital, and the seat of the

bishopric, which was founded in 1850; and Pointe a Pitre,

situated in 16" 14' 12" X. lat. and 66' 11' 41" W. long.,

and containing a population of 16,000, is the principal port.

A fine military harbour, popularly known as the Gibraltar

of the Antilles, is situated in the group of Les Saintes.

There is a militia, originally constituted in 1832, partly

dissolved in 1851, and re-established in 1870.

Daring the twenty-five years from 1848 to 1872 the

population of the colony remained almost stationary, the

rasan being only 132,000. Between 1873 and 1875 there

was a notable increase, the mean for these years being

141,000. Owing probably to the influence of immigration,

the masculine element is on the increase,—there being

now 92 men to 100 women instead of 90 as formerly.

Married people form only 20 per cent, of the popula-

tion. According to Dr Charles Walther, with every 1000

European immigrants in 1864 there were introduced 25

women; for every 1000 Africans, 496 women; for every

100 Indians, 253; and for every 1000 Chinese, 9. Between

1848 and 1872 there have been 30 births to every 1000

of the population, except during the five years from 1863

to 1867 when the ratio was only 2 7 6. If the non-repro-

ductive part of the population be excluded, the births range

from 41 to 46 per 1000, while in England the corresponding

number is 61. It is estimated that probably 25 per cent,

of the births are illegitimate. During the years from 1848
to 1852, immediately after the abolition of slavery, there

were a great many marriages, especially among the liberated

population—as many indeed as 2000 per annum; but, to

use the words of Dr Rey, "cette belle ardeur matrimoniale"

soon came to an end. In 1870, 1871, and 1872 there

were only three marriages to 1000 inhabitants.

History.—Guadeloupe was discovered by Columbus in 1493, and
received its name in honour of Santa Maria de Guadalupe in Estre-

madura in'Spaia. In June 1635 L'Olive andDuplessis took posses-

sion of the island in the name of the French Company of the Islands

of America, and after Duplessis's death about six months later

L'Olive engaged in a war of extermination against the Carib inhabit-

ants. In 1674 Guadeloupe was united to the domains of the crown,

and for a long time it remained a dependency of Martinique. Suc-
cessful resistance was made to attacks by the English in 1666, 1691,
and 1703, but on 27th April 1759 the inhabitants capitulated to

Admiral Moore and General Barington, and the island remained in

British possession till 1763. On 12th April 17S2 the French under
Admiral do Grasse were defeated by Rodney in the neighbourhood
of the island. In 1775 Guadeloupe was finally separated from
Martinique, but it remained under the common authority of the

governor-general of the Windward Islands. The English under Sir

John Grey and John Jcrvis obtained possession on 21st April 1794,
but they were expelled on the 2d of June by Chretien and Victor
Hugues, conimissionci-s of the National Convention, who were
powerfully supported by the native population (see "Delivrance
de la Guadeloupe en 1794" in Rev. Mar. ct Col., 1870). About this
time the island contained about 107,226 inhabitants, and the com-
merce was worth £1,274,600. Alter the peace of Amiens the first

consul sent an expedition under General Richepanse for the purpose
of re-establishing slavery in Guadeloupe, but the negroes heroically
defended their liberty for months. A new period of British posses-
sion was begun by the victory of February 3, 1810, and though by
the treaty of March 1813 the island was made over to Sweden,
and in the course of 1814 the French general Boyer de Peyreleau
gained a temporary footing, in terras of the first peace of Paris,

it w-as not till July 1816 that Britain finally withdrew her forces.

Between 1816 and 1825 a special code of laws for Guadeloupe wa%
printed. Municipal institutions were introduced into the island in

1837 (November 20).

See Moreau de Jonnes, Histoirc Physique (fas Antilles ; Boyer de
Peyreleau, Lcs Antillesfraii<;aisesetparlicaliiremcnt la Guadeloupe,
Paris, 1823, 3 vols ; A. Budan, La Gueuleloupe Pittorcsque, Paris,

1863, folio, a fine series of views with descriptive text ; P. S. Dupuy

,

Eaux thcrmo-mineralei de la Guadeloupe ; "Guadeloupe et

dependanees," in Rev. Maritime et Coloniale, 1876 (tome 48) ; H.
Rey, " £tudes sur la colonic de la Guadeloupe, topographic niedi-

cale, cliraatologie, demographic," in Rev. Mar. et Col., 1878 ;
" La

Guadeloupe k I'cxposition ' in Journal du commerce maritime,
1878 ; Annuairede la Guadeloupe, 1868, &c. ; Gatfarel, Lcs Colonies

frani^aises, Paris, 1880.

GUADIX, a city of Spain, in the province of Granada,

situated on an elevated plateau op the northern slope or

the Sierra Nevada, and above the left bank of the river

Guadix. It is surrounded by ancient walls, and was.

formerly dominated by a Moorish castle, now in ruins. It

is said to have been the first episcopal see erected in Spain ;

it still is a bishopric, suffragan to Granada, but the cathedral

is architecturally unimportant. The town was once famous

for its cutlery ; but its modern manufactures (chiefly

earthenware, hempen goods, and hats) are inconsiderable.

It has some trade in wool, cotton, flax, corn, and liqueurs.

The population is estimated at 10,150. The warm mineral

springs of Graena, much frequented by Spaniards during

the summer season, afe situated 4i miles to the westward.

Guadix, along with Almeria and other places constituting

the domain of El Zagal, was formally surrendered without

a siege to Ferdinand the Catholic in December 1489.

GUADUAS, a town of Colombia, South America, statd

of Cundinamarca, is situated in the beautiful valley of the

Magdalena, on the road between Bogota and Honda, 45

miles N.W. of the former town, and more than 8000 feet

above sea-level. The name signifies in the original the

bamboo cane, a plant which grows in great abundance in

the neighbourhood. The town possesses a pretty church,

and an old monastery now used as a prison. The staple

articles of trade are sugar, coffee, cochineal, and oranges

and other fruits. The population is about 8000.

GUAIACUM, a genus of trees of the natural order

Zygophyllece. The guaiacura or lignum vitfe tree (Germ.,

Guajakbaum, Franzosenhaum, Pockenholzbaum\ Fr., Gayac,

Gdiac), G. officinale, L., is a native of the West Indies and

the north coast of South America, where it attains a height

of 20 to 30 feet. Its branches are numerous, flexuous, and

knotted; the leaves opposite and pinnate, with caducous

stipules, and entire, glabrous, obovate or oval leaflets,

arranged in 2 or, more rarely, 3 pairs ; the flowers are in

axillary cymes, and have 6 oval pubescent sepals, 5 distinct

pale-blue^ petals three times the length of the sepals, 10

stamens, and a 2-celled superior ovary; and the fruit is

about |- inch long with a leathery pericarp, and contains in

each of its two cells a single seed. G. sanctum, L., grows in

the Bahamas and Cuba, and at Key West in Florida. It may

be distinguished from G. officinale by its smaller and narrow

' The guaiacum tree is described by Garcias da Horta (A rotnat. et

Simpl. Hist.), and by Antonius Gallus (Luisinns, De Morbo Qallico, p.

392, Yen., 1566, fol.), as having yellow flowers.
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liaQets, which are in 4 to 5 pairs, by its shorter and glabrous

eepals, and mucronate quinquelocular and 5-winged fruit.

6'. arboreum, DC, tha guaiacum tree of Colombo, is found'

iu the valley of the Magdalena up to altitudes 800 metres

(2625 feet) above solevel, and reaches considerable dimen-

sinns. its wood is of a yellow colour merging into green,

and has an almost pulverulent fracture; the flowers are

yeilow and conspicuous ; and the fruit is dry and i-winged

(J. Triana and J. E. Planclion, '• Prodromus Flor;e Novo-

Gianatensis," Ann. des Sci. Nat., Bot., 5me eer., torn. xv.).

The lignum, vkm of commerce, so named on account of

its high repute as a medicinal agent in past times, when

aho it was known as lignum $anctuni and ligntini Indicum,

lignum guaycaiinm, or simply guayacan, is procured from G,

officinale, and in' smaller amount from G. sanctum. Tt is

exported in large logs or blocks, generally divested of bark,

and presents in transverse section very slightly marked

concentric rings of growth, and scarcely any traces of pith ;

with the aid of a Jiagtiifying glass the medullary rays are

seen to be equidistant and very numerous. The outer

wood, the sapwood or alburnum, is of a pale yellow hue,

and- devoid of resin ; the inner, the heartwood or dura-

nten, which is by far the larger proportion, is of a dark

greenish-brown, contains in its pores 36 per cent, of resin,

and has a specific gravity of 1-333, and therefore sinks in

water, oa which the alburnunj floats. Owing to the

diagonal and oblique arrangement of the successive layers

of its fibres, the wood cannot be split ; and on account of

its hardness, density, and durability it is much valued for

Ihe manufacture of ships' pulleys, rulers, sljittle-balls,

wallets, and other articles.

Chips or turnings of the heartwood of G. officinale

{^uaiaci lignum) are employed in the preparation of the

decoclum sarsoe composilum . of British pharmacy^ They
may be recognized by being either yellow or greenish-brown

in colour, and by turning bluish-green when treated with

nitric acid, or when heated with corrosive sublimate, and

g-reen with solution of chloride of lime. They are occasion-

ally adulterated with boxjvood shavings. Lignum vitse is

imported chiefly from St Domingo, the Bahamas, and

Jamaica. The foliage of guaiacum trees is stated by Dr
Asa Graj to be employed in the West Indies instead of

eoap to scour and whiten floors. The bark was formerly

lined in medicine; it contains much calcium oxalate, and'

yields on incineration 23 per cent, of ash. Guaiacum resin,

the guaiaci retina of pharmacopoeias, is obtained frora„the

wood as an exudation from natural fissures or from incisions;

by heating billets about 3 feet in length, bored to permit

of the outflow of the rosin ; or by boiling chips and raspings

in water to which salt has been added to raise the tempera^

ture of ebullition. It occurs in rounded or oval tears,

commonly cor ted with a greyish-green dust, and supposed

to be the produce of G. sanctum, or in largo brownish or

greenish-brown masses, translucent at the edges; fuses at

85° C ; is brittle, and has a vitreous fracture, a specific

gravity of 1-2289 (W. Brande, Phil. Trans., 1806, p. 89),

and a slightly balsamic odour, increased by pulverization

and by heat ; and is at first tasteless when chewed, but

produces subsequently a sense of heat in the throat. It is

Tiiadily soluble in alcohol, ether, chloroform, creasote, oil

ol' cloves, and solutions of caustic alkalies ; and its solution

gives a blue colour with gluten, raw potato parings, and
the roots of horse-radish, carrot, and various other plants.

The alcoholic tincture becomes green with sodium hypo-

chlorite, and' with nitric acid turns in succession green,

blue, and brown. With glycerin it gives a clear solution

(B. Squire, Pluirm. Joum., May 3, 1879, p. 894), and
with nitrous ether a bluish-green gelatinous mass. It is

blued by various oxidizing agents, e.g., ozone, and, ns

Schuabein discovered, by the juice of certain fuDi;L

To test for blood or liiEtnoglobin, the tincture, which may be pre-

pared from 1 part of the resin to C partJi of SO per cent alcohol (Hcd.

Times, 1873, i. p. 660), is employed according to the method first

suggested by Dr John Day, of Geolong, Australia. A drop of tho

tincture is added to a small quantity of tlie liquid to be examined,

and with this a few drops of ozonic ether (solution of hydrogen per-

oxide in ether) are then shaken. The ether dissolves the resin,

which, acted on by the haimoglobin, becomes of a brigJit blue colour.

Misleading reactions may sometimes result from the use of white

bibulous paper, or from the presence of bile, when the test it

applied in cases of htematuria (Finlayson, Cliiiital Manual, p. 391,

18/8). Guaiacam resin, according to Hadelich (Erdinann'a Joum.

f.
prakt. Chcmie, Ixxxvii., 1862, pp. 321-343), has the following

percentage composition :

—

guaiaconic acid, C33H4t,Oi|,, a substance

giving a transient blue colour with oxidizing agents, 70-35
;

ffuaiaretic acid, C^oHjiOj, lO'o
;
gnaiac Icta-rcsi/i, 978 ;

gum 3-7 ;

insoluble ash constituents -79 ; minute quantities of guaiacic acid,

CijHijOj, with guaiac ycllpw and impurities, 4-9. .Acted on bv

heat it yields the decomposition products guaiacene, CjHjO, and

guaiacol, C^HgO,, and f:rmsol CgHijO., the first at 118° C., and the

other two at 205°-210° C. {cf. Chemistry, vol. v. p. 564), and,

at a still higher temperature, 2>yoguaiacin, Cj^H^.O,.

Guaiacum wood was first introduced into Europe by the Spaniards

in 1508, and Nicohius Poll, writing in 1517 (see Luisinus, De Mmho
Gallko, p. 210, Yen. , 1566), states that soi.ie three thousand persons

in Spain had already been restored to health by it. The virtues of

the resin, however, were not known until a later period, and iu

Thomas Paynel's translation (0/M« Wood called Guaiacum, kc,

p. 9, ed. of 1540) of Ulrich von Hutten's treatise Ve Morbi Gallici

euralione per adminidraticmein Hgni guaiaci (1519) we read of the

wood :—"There foloweth fro it, whan it bourneth a gommc, which

we yet knowe not, for what pourpose it seraeth." Fliickiger and

Hanbuvy {PliMrmacographia, p. 95) state that the first edition ot

the London Pharmacopoeia in which they find the resin mentioned

is that of 1677. The decoction of the wood was administered iu

gout, the stone, palsy, leprosy, dropsy, epilepsy, and other diseases,

but principally in the " morbus gallicus," or syphilis, for which it

was reckoned -a certain specific, insomuch that at first "the

physitions wolde not allowo it, pcrccyuynge that thejT profile

wolde decay therby" (Paynel, di>. cit., p. 8). Jlinuts instructions

fire given in old works as to the mode of administering guaiacum.

The patient was confined in a closed and heated chamber, was

placed on the lowest possible diet, and, after liberal purgation, was

made twice a day to drink a milk-warm decoction of the wood. The

use of salt was specially to be avoided. A decoction of 1 )b of guai-

acum was held to be sufficient for the four first days pf the treatment.

The earlier opinions as to the efficacy of guaiacum came to be much

modified in the course of time, apd Dr Pearson {Observations on

the Effects of Various Articles of the Mat. Med. m t?ie Cure of Lues

' Venerea, chap, i., 2d ed,, 1S07) says:—"I never saw one sin"le

instance in which tho powers pf this medicine eradicated tho

venereal viros. " He foujid its beneficial effects to be most marked

in eases of secondary .wuij)tom3. Guaiacum resiu is an ingredient

j'n the pusliiru guaiaci, tinclura guaiaci apmoniata, am piluia

hydrargyri subcliloridi composita of the British Pharmacopona. U
is administered in cutaneous diseases, more especially those of a

syphilitic character ; for bng-standing gouty and rheumatic affec-

tions, as in tho nostrum knownas "Chelsea pensioner ;" in some forms

of neuralgia ; in sciatica {Lancet, 1864, i. p. 459) ; bronchorrhoea ;

tonsillitis (see inter alia, Lancet, 1864, ii. p. 735) ;and in sore-

throat, or in incipient sore-throat of whatever kind, in the form of

the simple resin (Broadhcnt, ir(«a;(, 1867, i. p. 393) ; and has been

found serviceablein amenorrhtta and ovarian comphiintspf inflamma-

tory origin (Cleland, firaithw. Rclrosp., 1873, i. p. 347);. and

formerly (Graily Hewitt, Dis. pf Women, p. 8S7, 3d ed., 1872)

was much employed in dysmenorrha'a. Copland (Med. Diet., u.

C5o) rcards the decoction or tincture of guaiacum as tho best of

diaphoretics, especially when tho skin is cool ns well ns dry.

Pearson found that if a patient exposed himse)f freely to tho air,

guaiacum acted as a diuretic, instead of as a diaphoretic. Guai-

acum causes, when administered, dryness in the mouth, thirst, and

a feeling of warmth in the stomach. According to Pearson, it

increases the temperature of the skin and quickens the pulse. II

has, seemingly, a considerable influence in lessening excessive secre-

tion from mucous surfaces. In largo doses it occasions heada.he,

pyrexia, great heat at tho epigastrium, and purging and vomiting.

Guaiacum resin is sometimes adultcraUd with common resin, and

has itself been used to sophisticate tho rosin of acammony and of

SicbfiildM tho nboTC-qnoled workn, M«cfnilyMi, T7i« floi-a n/ Jamaica, p. 1B7.

18:i7- J I.lndlcy fhraUr.liea.f. 211, WW: Ai-in'my, Gr^irrao/ Ifie flanlto.f IS*

Unu'etl 'Slair,. vol. II. ,.• H". P' ' "* •"'' "»• '"^^i ^"j} '"i,'''','"."';"-,^-'*''-
(Imiichlf. II. pi. xlv,li, \Mi: flrl..-b«oh Flora d' "" Orit. Il«l n<t /ila;irf.,

p \U 18M- E, J. Wiirlnif, Manual 0/ Praclical Tlicraptiiltri. 3d cJ., I^71 :

Kcnlli'v nnd 'liidwood. rerrira't EIrm. 0/ Mai. MM. nid Thnar.. p. Wi, 1«7 1

;

IlenlVy «nd Tliincn. Mnlicifsal Plantl. pi. 30. Inb. 41, l!<7«; nnd Lnno.in, Jlnl.

*» Dni/ufi. L pp l»4-'^l)l, 1878. For llsli of numcrcu* c«rly lrtntl«c.« nn Ki">l-

•cum HOC It-'um, n-prri.rium, torn xi. V. Ui, 1810. uid E. .1. Wartni;. ni> 'i.vd.f »

Ttitrajiciiiica. U.. New. Syd. Sec, 1S79. IF. ". U >
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GUALDO TADINO, a town of Italy, in tlie province

of Perugia and circondario of Foligno, with a station on

tlie line from Ancona to Rome about 58 miles from the

former city. It is picturesquely situated in the lap of the

Apeonines on the post-road that leads to the Furlo Pass.

The cathedral and several of the other churches possess

paintings by Nicolo and Matteo da Foligno of the 15th

century. In 1871 the inhabitants of the commune num-
bered 7799. Gualdo has inherited the distinctive epithet

of Tadino (which prevents it being confounded with Gualdo

jiear Macerata, or Gualdo Cattaueo near Spoleto) from the

ancient Roman town of Tadinum, the ruins of which, dis-

covered in 1750, are situated in the vicinity, not far from

the church of Sta Maria Tadina. It was near Tadinum that

K^rses gained his famous victory over Totila in 552.

Uecovering from the effects of the Gothic and Lombard
invasions, the town, which even then was defended by walls,

became for a time an independent commune^ but it ulti-

mately passed under the control of Perugia, In 1815 it

was incorporated with the Roman States, and in 1833 it

was made a city by Gregory XVI.
GUALEGUAY, a town of the Argentine republic,

department of Eatre-Rios, is situated on the Gualeguay

river, which falls into the Parana, and is navigable up to

this point, 120 miles N.N.W. of Buenos Ajtcs. It is a

prosperous and increasing town, and has an active shipping

trade in beef, niutton, hides, wool, tallow, and timber. In

1874 the total value of exports was ^268,970. The
population is about 10,000.

GUALEQUAYCHU, a city of the Argentine republic,

department of Entre-Rios, is situated on the Gualeguaychu

river, which there falls into the Uruguay, 120 miles north

of Buenos Ayres. Like Gualeguay, it depends for its pro-

sperity chiefly on the sheep and cattle grazed in the

neighbouring country, and its export trade includes beef,

mutton, hides, wool, tallow, and bone manure. The total

value of the exports in 1874 was £163,963. The popula-

tion is about 20,000.

GUAMANGA. See Huamanga.
GUAN, a word apparently first introduced into the

ora'chologist's vocabulary about 1743 by Edwards,^ who
said that a bird he figured {Nat. Hist. Uncommon Birds,

pL xiii.) was "so called in the West Indies," and the name

has hence been generally applied to all the members of the

Subfamily Penelopince, which are distinguished from the

kindred Subfamily Cracince or Curassows by the broad

postacetabular area of the pelvis, as pointed out by Prof.

Huxley {Proc. Zool. Society, 1868, p. 297), as well as by

their maxilla being wider than it is high, with its culmen

depressed, the crown feathered, and the nostrils bare—the

last two characters separating the Penelopince from the

Oreopliasince, which form the third Subfamily of the

Crcccidce,' a Family belonging to that taxonomer's division

Peristeropodes^ of the Order Gallince.

The Penelopince have been separated into seven genera, of

• EJwarils also gives " Qiian " as an alternative spelling, and tliis

may be nearer the original form, since we find Dampier in 1676 writing

( Voy., ii. pt. 2, p. 66) of what was doubtless an allied if not the same

bird as the " Quam." The species represented by Edwards does not

seem to have been identified by the latest authorities.

* See the excellent Synopsis, extensively laid under contribution for

this article, by Messrs Sclater and Salvin in the Proceedings of the

Zoological Society for 1870 (pp. 504-5-44), while further information

on the Cracirwe has since been given by the former of those gentlemen

in the Transactions of the same society (ix. pp. 273-288, pis.

xl.-liii.). Some additions have since been made to the knowledge of

the family, but none of very great importance.
' It would be here out of place to dwell upon the important bearings

on the question of geographical distribution which the establishment of

this division has tended to shew. For this reference must be made to

Prof. Huxley's original paper {ut supra), or to the epitome of it givtn

iu the Zoological Record (v. pp. 31 and 99)

which Penelope and OrlcHida (properly Orlalis), containing

respectively about sixteen and nineteen species, are the
largest, the others numbering from one to three only. Into
their minute difi'erences it would be useless to enter

:

nearly all have the throat bare of feathers, and from that

of many of them hangs a. wattle ; but one form, Cliama-
petes, has neither of these features, and Stegnolcema, though
wattled, has the throat clothed. With few exceptions the

Guans are confined to the South-American continent

;

one species of Penelope is however fonnd in Mexico and
at Mazatlan, Pipile cumanensis inhabits Trinidad as well

as the mainland, while three species of Ortalis occur Id

Mexico or Texas, and one, which is also common to

Venezuela, in Tobago. Like Curassows, Guans are in

great measure of arboreal habit. They also readily become
tame, but all attempts to domesticate them in the full sense

of the word have wholly failed, and the cases in which they

have even been induced to breed and the young have been
reared in confinement are very few.* Yet it would seem
that Guans and Curassows will interbreed with poultry

(Ihis, 1866, p. 24; Bull. Soc. Imp. d'Jcclimatalion, 1868,

p. 559; 1869, p. 357), and what is more extraordinary

is that in Texas the hybrids between the Chiacalacca

(Ortalis vetida) and the domestic Fowl are asserted to

be far superior to ordinary Game-^ocks for fighting

purposes, More information on this subject is ' very

desirable. (a. n.)

GUANACO {Auchenia gvanaciis), one of the four species

of ruminant animals which represent in South America the

camels of the East, and which resemble them in the posses-

sion of canine teeth in both lower and upper jaws. The
Guanaco is the largest species, standing nearly 4 feet £igh

at the shoulders. It is an elegant creature, with gracofuUy

curved neck and long slender legs ; its body is covered with

long soft hair of a fawn colour above and almost pure white

beneath. It is found throughout the southern half of South

America, from Peru in the north to Cape Horn in the south,

but occurs in greatest abundance in Patagonia. It lives

in herds usually of from six to thirty, although these occa-

sionally contain several hundreds, while solitary individuals

are sometimes met with. They are exceedingly timid, and

therefore wary and difiicult of approach ; like many other

ruminants, however, their curiosity sometimes overcomes

their timidity, so as to bring them within range of the

hunter's rifle. Their cry is peculiar, being described by

Cunningham {Natural History of the Strait of Magellan,

1871) as something between the belling of a deer and the

neigh of a horse. The chief enemies of the guanaco,

according to the same authority, are the Patagonian Indians

and the puma, as it forms the principal food of both. Its

flesh is palatable although wanting in fat, while its skiu

forms the chief clothing material of the gigantic Patagonians.

According to Darwin, who studied it in its native wn'lds,

the guanaco is readily domesticated, and in this state be-

comes very bold and will attack man, striking him from

behind with both knees. In the wild state, however, they

never seek to defend themselves, and if approached from

different points, according to^the Indian fashion of hunting''

them, they get completely bewildered and fall an easyprey.'

They take readily to the water, and have been observed

swimming from one island to another, while Byron in his

Narrative states that he has seen them drinking salt-water.

They have a singular habit of dropping their dung during

successive days on the same spot—a habit which is greatly

appreciated by the Peruvian Indians, who use those

deposits for fuel They seem also to have favourite locali-

• Cf. Dixon {The Dovecote and the Aviary, pp. 223-273, London,

1857), who argues that the reported success of the Dutch towards the

end of the Last century in domesticating these birds was an exaggera-

tion or altogether a mistake. His two chapters are well worth readingi
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ties in wliicU to die, as appears from the great heaps of

liones bearing no sign of having been gnawed by the puma,
which have been found in particular spots.

GUANAJUATO, or Santa Fe de Guanajuato, a city

of Mexico, capital of the state of Guanajuato, is situated in

2r 0' 50" N. lat. and 100° 54' 27" \V. long., at a height

of 7200 feet above the sea. Built as it is at the meeting-

place of three mountain gorges, and obliged by lack of

space to climb the underfills of the surrounding heights,

Guanajuato has a highly picturesque appearance. The
houses of the lower town are four or five stories in height,

most of the streets are narrow and tortuous, and the prin-

cipal is small though beautiful. The cathedral, the Jesuit

cliurch, the mint dating from 1812, the new theatre built

in 1874, the university, and-the gymnasium are worthy of

mention. The Albondiga de Granaditas, originally a corn

magazine, was occupied as a fort in the War of Independ-

ence, and acquired peculiar interest as the spot where the

patriot Hidalgo met his death. Guanajuato, founded in

1554, owed its existence and prosperity to the fact that it

is the centre of the greatest silver-mining district in the

world. Of the individual mines perhaps the most famous

is the Valenciana, with a shaft 2000 feet deep, which is in

process of being cleared of the water by which it has long

been flooded. The population, which includes a consider-

able number of foreigners, formerly amounted to 100,000,

but in 1869 was only 63,500.

GUANCAVELICA See Huancavelica.
GUANO. The deposits of guano, or huano, known

locally as hiianeras, are found in characteristic condition and
abundance upon a large number of the islands lying ofi' Peru

and upon certain parts of the mainland. They occur in

Bolivia and to the north of Peru also, but are there generally

poorer in quality, if not always less in quantity. For the

production and preservation of good guano two conditions are

requisite—a rainless or nearly rainless climate and abund-

ance of fish in the waters of the ocean. Both conditions are

fulfilled on parts of the Bolivian and Peruvian coasts. The
penguins, gannets, divers, cranes, cormorants, flamingoes,

and other fish-eating birds thus find ample supplies of food
;

while their excreta retain their soluble and more valuable

constituents. But even Peruvian guano is not exclusively

excrementitious, nor wholly tho produce of birds. These

marine and maritime huaneras are the breeding-places, the

resorts, and the cemeteries not only of sea-birds, but of many
other sea-animals,—seals, sea-lions, &c., frequenting many
guano lands and islands, and adding considerably during

life and when dead to the deposits. In Peruvian guano,

it is true, the evidences of its origin are often obscure, but

the somwhat complex sources of this material are well

shown in tho West-African guano islands. On these Mr
T. R. Eden found (1845) three varieties of guano, the lowest

• being a crust or rock guano, tho next above this being a

se-il guano, containing much seal-fur, and tho uppermost

layer being a bird guano, in which there were many mum-
mified bird skins and large quantities of feathers.

Tho dung of bats, which has been found in large

quantities in many caverns, both in Europe and in certain

parts of Franco, the Pyrenees and Italy, in New Zealand,

and on tho North American continent, has been designated

"bat-guano. "1 Further, the term guano, even when em-
ployed to describe the marine and maritime deposits

previously mentioned, includes a considerable variety of

substances very different in chemical composition and in

manure value. For the deposits of guano occurring on the

rainlesoi or nearly rainless islands and coasts of Peru vary

much in tho proportion of their constituents—such varia-

tion being duo less to differences in tho origin of tho deposits

^ This bat guano pcnerally contains much w.'itcr (over 60 per cent.)

with about 6 per cent, of phcsjihates, niid 3 to 7 per cent, ammouia.

than lo subsequent changes. Exposure to the action of the

sea and of sea-mist, and the pressure of superincumbent

layers, are not without influence on the nature of the guano,

very different qualities being found at difierent depths.

Although allusions to guano occur in tho writings of

travellers in the 17th and 18th- centuries, the credit of

directing the attention of Europe to this curious and use-

ful product is duo to Humboldt. In 1804 he brought

from the Chincha Islands a specimen which Klaproth and
then Fourcroy and Vauquelin analysed. But it was not

until the publication in 1840 of Liebig's work on chemistry

in its relations to agriculture and physiology had demon-
Btrated the importance of artificial manures that a lively

interest in this Peruvian fertilizer was awakened. In that

year a firm of merchants of Lima sent a large cargo of guano
to England; but it was not until 1842 that the regular

trade in guano began. Jlessrs Gibbs & Co. imported 1 82
tons in that year, while in 1862 the amount was no less thaa

435,000 tons. The price was lowest (£9 per ton) in 1 848-9.

It rose successively, in the years 1854 to 1856, from

£10 to £13, and has since remained at about the last sum
for the best qualities. Happily the Peruvian Guano
Company are now permitted to sell this manure according

to the results of analysis, and not, as before, at a fixed

price irrespective of the variable qualities of different

cargoes. Each unit per cent, of nitrogen is set down as

worth 19s. 2d. per ton; while the phosphates, calculated

as tricalcic phosphate, are reckoned as worth 2?. 3Jd. per

unit per ton. The only drawback to this plan lies in

the rather exaggerated price which it assigns to the low

qualities of Peruvian guano, namely, those which are poor

in nitrogen but rich in phosphates—containing perhaps

40 to 60 per cent.of these compounds, which may be much
more cheaply purchased in other forms. Still it must be

urged that the phosphates of Peruvian guano are more

useful than those from most other sources, on account of

their physical condition, and their solubility. After all,

however, the high phosphatic guanos are not much ap-

preciated by farmers, v/ho prefer to use bones and super-

phosphates as manure for grass lands and root crops.

For a long time the group of Peruvian islands known as

tho C-'hinchas furnished nearly all the guano that found its

way to Europe. When these deposits, amounting to 7

million tons or more, were practically exhausted,—only

150,000 tons of deep deposits remaining in 1872,—their

further working was stopped except for use in Peru itself.

Then the guanos on the Macabi and Huanape islands were

exported to Europe, in four years (1870 to 1874) about 1

million tons having been shipped and about half a million

tons remaining in 1875. Since then the Lobos islands,

situated about 70 miles north of ^facabi, have been worked,

as have also the islands of tho Ballcstas group. Even in

1871 three-fourths of the cargoes of nitrogenous guano

were from Huanape, but the amount of nitrogen generally

present in them was rather low, often not exceeding 10 jjcr

cent, of "potential" ammonia, while the percentage of

water was remarkably high—sometimes not less than 25

per cent. The Ballestas guanos of the same year were drier

and contained one-third more nitrogen.

In spite of many testings and surveys, the amount of

Peruvian guano still remaining to be exported has not been

even approximately determined. Not only do contiguous

deposits differ much in composition, but it is frequently

impossible to ascertain what is guano and what is sand or

rock. Sometimes the layers of guano are too thin to be

worth removing, in other places they fill up ravines lo a

much greater depth than would bo imagined. An cstimnlo

of the total quantity of Peruvian guano remaining in 1877

' The Art o/ MdnUn.hy A. A. Barba, publislicd in an EnRliuli lmn»-

lat'Oii in 1C70 in Loiulon, P'.culions jjuano from Aiira and Ir]uryf]u«
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gave over 2 million tons available for commerce, but this

figure presumably includes all varieties, both nitrogenous

and pbospliatic. Most of the guano lately and now exported

comes from the following groups of islands, or places on
the coast—Macabi, Huanape, Ballestas, Punta de Lobos,

Pabellon de Pica, and Huanillos, and, since 1877, particu-

larly from the last two localities.

In the article Ageiccjlture (vol. i. p. 347) some statistics

of guano imports were given. According to the British

Consular Reports (1878, No. iv. pp. 525-539) the quan-
tities of Peruvian guano sold of late years were, in tons

—

1869 574,790 1874 336,476
1S70 451,601
ISn .S63,200
1872 402,097
1873 ....342,425

1875 373,688
1S76 378,663
1877 310,042

The amounts of Peruvian guano taken by different

countries during 1876 and 1877 were as follows :

—

1876. 1877.

JEngland and her colonies ; 130,598 100,954
Trance and her colonies 102,105 72,067
Germany 63,724 23,455
Belgium 48,246 71, 473
Spain 28,359 23,455
Italy 3,594 5,440
HoUand 1,977 3,658

In 1872, when the number of countries contributing

guano was very large, the imports into the United King-
dom were as follows :

—

Tons. Tons.

Peru 74,401 Australia 1,168
racilic Islands 17,475 British West Indies 1,050
liolivia 14,068 St Helena 981
".Vest Coast of A fIlea 3,201 Chili 503
Dutch West Indies 1,562 United States 458
Brazil 1,232 Other places 2,545

The following are amongst the more obvious character-

istics of good Peruvian guano. Although at the present

time it is by no means of uniform appearance or of consta.nt

composition, yet it may be stated that the best qualities,

which most closely resemble the former supplies from the
Chinchas, are light in colour, do not weigh much more than
60 tt) per bushel, are friable, and do not cohere strongly when
pressed between the fingers. Small soft lumps are often

observed in good s&mples ; when these are broken a white
or pale-coloured substance is seen in the centre. This
lighter-coloured matter contains carbonate and other am-
moniacal salts ; in some adulterated samples its appear-
ance is imitated by means of gypsun. The hard lumps
found in guano are of very varying composition, some being
highly phoaphatic and others highly siliceous. The ash left

on burning a good Peruvian guano Ls white or grey; a red
ash generally indicates adulteration with ochre or ferrugin-

ous earth. An unusual proportion of water commonly points
to damage by sea-wator or rain, a kind of injury which is

the more serious, since it is usually accompanied by a con-
siderable loss Ox ammonia. If more than a mere trace of

chlorine be found in a sample of guano, damage by sea-

water may be suspected. Although a good guano com-
monly cintains more than half its weight of organic matter
2nd of other substances driven off by a red heat, yet when a
still larger quantity of such volatile matters is found their

presence may be, and often is, a sign of admixture with peat.

Guanos, have heen often submitted to analysis,—much more
frequently, however, for the sake of determining their agricultural
value than their precise chemical components. Their worth as
manure practically depends, so far as analysis can show, upon their
richness in nitrogen and phosphates. The nitrogen, we know,
exists in several forms, of which uric acid or rather urates, with
salts of ammonia (the urate, oxalate, carbonate, and phosphate),
are the most important. But besides these compounds a peculiar
base or animal alkaloid known as guanine (C5H5N5O) is present in
most samples of Peruvian guano ; it is not unlikely that the
nitrogen of this body is capable of direct assimilation by pLints.

Ji. considerable though variable quantity of nitrates and nitrites

has been recognized in some guanos, ranjintf, when expressed a
potassium nitrate, from no more than j\ per cent, up to 5 anl
even 6 per cent. Other nitrogenous compounds present are those
indeterminate substances which originate from the decay of the
osseids of bone, skin, cartUage, and leathers, and of the proteids of
flesh. These intermediate products of decay are ultimately resolved
into ammonia saltd and nitrates. Some guanos, notably those of
the West-African coast (Ichaboe, for example), contain "many nn-
decomposed feathei-s, which cannot possibly yield their nitrogen to
vegetation for some time. On this account less than half of°the 8
to 12 per cent, of so-called "potential " ammonia in these girnnos
is as effective as that in the genuine Peruvian samples. The
phosphates of gnano are numerous, including tricalcic, dicalcic,
ammonio-magnesic, and ammonic phosphates. The solubility of
great part of the phosphates in guano helps to make its action
more intense and immediate ; as much as 10 to 13 per cent, of
phosphorus pentoxide has been found to be soluble in some
instances. Such is said to be often the case with the guano of
Tarapaca; Baker Island and Jarvis Island guanos are similar. This
solubility arises partly from the composition of the phosphates
present, some of which are naturally moderately soluble in ordinaiy
water ; but it arises partly also from the presence of ammonium
oxalate, by which the solubility of the calcic pliosphates is increased.
The carbon dioxide which the decaying organic matter of gnano
continually evolves also aids in effecting the solution of those phos-
phates which ai-e not soluble in pure water.

As at least part of the nitrogen of guano exists in the form of the
volatile carbonate, it wiU be found that this manure deteriorates

sometimes very much on being kept. One sample of Chincha
guano imported in 1865 contained nitrogen equal to 20J per cent,
of ammonia; of this lOJ per cent, was lost when the guano wa?

I

exposed to the heat of boiling water, and 9J per cent, when the
sample was merely kept for a year in a powdered condition in an
ordinary bottle. With so strongly ammoniacal a guano as this, the
fixation of the volatile nitrogenous compounds by means of an acid

is highly desirable. Oil of vitriol is employed in different jiropor-

tions and in different ways for this purpose. About 5 or 6 tb of oil

of vitriol diluted with water and mixed with sand or peat may be
added to each cwt. of guano. Such a process was patented in 1859
by Dr Richardson of Newcastle. In this way the ammonia of tho
volatile carbonate is fixed in the form of sulphate, the oxalates and

. phosphates of the guano remaining unaffected. But sometimes,

as in the manufacture of "dissolved guano," a larger quantity of
oil of vitriol is used—say 25 to 30 !b to each cwt. of raw_guano.
In this case a kind of rich superphosphate is obtained in which
20 per cent, or thereabouts of " bone-phosphate made soluble" i?

present in association with nitrogen equal to 9 or 10 per cent, of

ammonia. Such a preparation is Ohlendorff's dissolved Peruvian
guano, while "sulphated" and " ammonia-fi.xed " guanos contain

less oil of vitriol, and generally some inert substance like saw-

dust, which reduces their concentration as manures considerably.
" Phospho guano" is in reality a superphosphate made from
Mejillones or other phosphatic guano, and enriched by the addition

of ammonium sulphate. This JlejiUones (Bolivian) guano contains

about i per cent, of nitrogen and 55 per cent, phosphates. " Native
guano" is a terra applied to 'the dried and prepared sludge or

deposit obtained in the treatment of town sewage by the "A. B.C."
process—one of the many precipitation processes now in use. It

has little in common with tnie guano. "Fish guano" is prepared

chiefly from the refuse of the cod of the Newfoundland and Nor-
wegian fisheries. It is rich both in nitrogen and in phoBjihatcs,

often containing 8 per cent, of the foi-mer and 30 per cent, of the

latter ; but its oily nature causes its action as manure to be. un-

certain and slow.

Although it is usual and convenient to classify guanos into two .

groups according to their richness in nitrogen or phosphates resjiect-

ively, there is no sharp line of demarcation between these classes.

Indeed the guano from a single spot may show every gradation

from nitrogenous to phosphatic. For instance, three samp/cs

taken from a deposit at Punta de Lobos gave amounts of nitrogen

corresponding to the following percentage of ammonia in th"

several layers—surface, '81 per cent.; middle, 3']5 per cent.;

deepest, 15-67 percent. Three samples from another working in

the.same huanera gave these figures—3 per cent, ammonia at 8

feet, 8 per cent, at 20 feet, and 12 at 40 feet. A cargo averaging

12 per cent, of potential ammonia, that is, containing an amount of

nitrogen which, if expressed as ammonia, equals 12 parts in tho

hundred of guano, may be regarded as satisfactory ; but imnienso

quantities of guano are r.jw exported from Pcii, containing not

more than 8 or 10 percent, of ammonia. And there are lower

qualities still, with 6 to 8 per cent, of ammonia ; and these pa-.s

into more phosi)ha;ic varieties, with 'at little organic matter am!

nitrogen, '>ut yet from their softness -uid fine state of division

capable ot oeing applied, v'thout previous mechanical or chemical

tri'ilment, to the land. But when we are dealing with what aio

called "rock" or "crust" guanos, we not only have an almost

complete abscntc of nitrogen and of orf^anic matter, but the hard-
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rieSs of the material is such as to involve it3 being fii-st ground and

then treated with oil of vitriol to turu it into a su]ieriihos[)liato

before it cau become available as manure. With the highly phos-

pliatic yet powdery and soft guanos of Peru and Bolivia such treat-

ment is rarely necessary, but it is essential witli Navassa (Caribbean

Sea) and with the Sombrero Island (Gulf of Mexico) guanos. The
latter variety contains no nitrogen, and is very hard, but contains

on an average no less than .75 per cent, of tricalcic phosphate. It

has been said that the imports into Great Britain of this Sombrero

phosphate have been so large that the whole island has been trans-

ported thither.

Some notion of the main constituents of Pentvlan and Bolivian

guanos may be gathered from the following figures, wliich roughly

re[iresent the nature and percentage proportions of the chief con-

stituents of fair samples from several localities :

—
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and Mcconalu of Morphia," see J. H. Bennett, Hep, on the Anlag.

of Medicines, p. 8G, 1875. Fiirthei- bibliographical references will

l)c found in Prof. P. }Iiintcsazz,%'s excellent article, " Pel guarana,

iinovo nlimeiito nervoso," Ann. Univ. di Med., April to June 1865,

vol. 192, pp. 99-153.

GUARANTEE, or Guar.^nty, in Englisli law, is a

promise to be answerable for the debt of another should he

fail to make payment, or generally to be answerable for the

performance of any duty by another person. The debt or

duty must be owing by another, who is primarily bound,

and the guarantor is only liable in the event of his failure

of performance. Guarantees are required to be in writing

by the Statute of Frauds (29 Car. II. c. 3), which enacts

(J 4) that "no action shall be brought whereby to charge

the defendant upon any special promise to answer for the

debt, default, or miscarriage of another, unless the agree-

ment upon which such action shall be brought shall be in

writing, signed by the parties to be charged by the contract,

or some other person thereu^to by him lawfully authorized."

The test of the applicability of this section is whether the

original debtor continues liable. If bis liability is gone,

and the person promising to pay the debt becomes immedi-

ately and primarily liable, then the promise need not be in

writing. Thus svhero a debtor had been taken in execution

for a tiebt, and a third person promised to pay the debt if

the debtor were discharged from custody, it was held that

writing was not necessary, inasmuch as the discharge

operated as a satisfaction of the original debt, and the

person making the promise alone remained liable. The
defaidt for which liability may bo assumed by another

person includes any case of breach of duty, and is not eon-

hned to cases of non-performance of contracts. A promise

to guarantee comes under the general rule which requires

enforceable agreements to be founded on consideration, i.e.,

.1 corresponding promise or performance on the other side

(sea CoNTEAcr). It was formerly held that the considera-

liun must appear in the memorandum of writing, not

necessarily in express terms, but at any rate as a matter of

fair and reasonable inference. Thus a promise to pay for

goiids to bo supplied to another was held to disclose a con-

sideration, viz., the future supply of goods. But when the

promise was to pay for goods already supplied, no considera-

tion was disclosed. By the ]\[ercantile Law Amendment
Act (19 and 20 Vict. c. 97), passed in consequence of re-

pres.;ntations made by merchants in Scotland and the North
cif England, who found the difference between Scotch and
English law as to written contracts a source of great incon-

vonience, this section of the Statute of Frauds was repealed.

The Jlercantile Law Amendmeiit Act also declares that a

guarantee given to or for a .firm shall cease on any change
taking place in the persons constituting the firm, unless a

continuance of the promise is expressly stipulated or of

necessity to be inferred. The corresponding Act for

Scotland (19 and 20 Vict. c. 60) requires all guarantees,

securities, or cautionary obligations, and all representations

as to the character of any person made with the view of

obtaining credij^, money, itc, for such person to be in

writing in order to bo binding, and establishes the same
r\do as the English Act with reference to guarantees to or

for a firm.

GUARATINGUETA, a town of Brazil, in the province
.f Sao Paulo, situated near the right bank of the Parahiba,
.ibout 40 miles N.E. of the city of Sao Paulo. It was
founded in 1G51 by the Captain Mor Pionizin da Costa.

The houses are almost all constructed of mud, and there

are few buildings of any note except the churches, of which
the chief is dedicated to St Anthony. A considerable

traffic is fostered by the fertile character of the surround-
ing district and the situation of Guaratingueta on the road
between Sao Paido and Eio de Janeiro. Population
TIOO. According to Spix and Jlartius the name of the

town is equivalent to " the place wLcre tlie sun turns,"

and refers to its vicinity to the tropic of Capricorn. See
Jlilliet de Saint-Adolphe, Diccioii. Geogr. do imperio do
Brazil, 1870.

GUAEDI, Francesco (1712-1793), a Venetian painter,

was a pupil of Canaletto, and followed his style so closely

that his pictures are very frequently attributed to his more
celebrated master. Nevertheless, the diversity, when once
perceived, is sufficiently marked,—Canalettobeing more firm,

solid, distinct, well-grounded, and on the whole the higher
master, while Guardi is noticeable for spirited touclij

sparkling colour, and pieturjesquely sketched figures—in

these respects being fully equal to Canaletto. . Guardi
sometimes coloured Canaletto's designs. He had extra-

ordinary facility, three or four days being enough for pro-

ducing an entire work. The number of Ins performances

is large in proportion to this facility, and to the love of

gain which characterized our painter. Many of his works
are to be found in England ; seven in the Louvre ; four,

of exceptional merit, in the !Manfrini Palace, Venice.

GUARDIAN AND WARD. See Infatit.

GUARIENTO, sometimes incorrectly named Guerriero,

was the first Paduan painter who distinguished himself.

The only date distinctly known in his career is 1365, when,
having already acquired high renown in his native city, he
was invited by the Venetian authorities to paint a Paradiso,

and some incidents of the war of Spoleto, in the great

council-hall of Venice. These works were greatly admired
at the time, but have long ago disappeared under repaint-

iugs. His works in Padua have suffered much.. In the

church of the Eremitani are allegories of the Planets, and,

in its choir, some small sacred histories in dead colour, such

as an Ecce Homo ; also, on the upper walls, the life of St
Augustine, with some other subjects. A few fragments of

other paintings by Guariento are still extant in Padua. In
the gaUery of Bassano is a Crucifixion, carefully executed,

and somewhat superior to a merely traditional method of

handling, although on the whole Guariento must rather bo
classed in that school of art which preceded Cimabue than as

having advanced in his vestiges ; likewise two other works
in Bassano, ascribed to the same hand. Tlie painter is buried

in the church of S. Bernardino, Padua.

GUARINI, Giovanni Battista (1537-1612). the
author of the Pastor Fido, was born atFerraxa on the 10th
of December 1537, just seven years before the birth of

Tassp. He was descended from Guarino of Verona (sea

nest article). The young Battista studied both at Pisa

and Padua, whence he was called, when not yet twenty,

to profess moral philosophy in the schools of his native

city. He inherited consider.able wealth, and was able early

in life to marry Taddea de' Bendedei, a lady of good
birth. In 1567 he entered the service of Alphonso II.,

duke of Ferrara, thus beginning the court career which was
destined to prove a constant source of disappointment and
annoyance to him. Though he cultivated poetry for pastime,

Guarini aimed at state employment as the serious business

of his life, and managed to be sent on various embassies

and missions by his ducal master. There was, however, at

the end of the 16th century no opportunity for a man of

energy and intellectual ability to distinguish himself in the

petty sphere of Italian diplomacy. The time too had

passed when the profession of a courtier, painted in such

glowing terms by Castiglione, could confer either profit or

honour. It is true that the court of Alphonso presented a

brilliant spectacle to Europe, with Tdsso for titular poet, and

an attractive circle of accomplished ladies. But the last

duke of Ferrara was an illiberal patron, feeding his sei-vants

with promises, and ever ready to treat them with the

brutality that condemned the author of the GerasalemrM

Libera'.a to a madhouse. Guarini spent his time and mon^
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to little purpose, suffered from tlie spite and ill-will of two

euccessive secretaries,—Pigna and Montenatini,—quarrelled

with his old frientf Tasso, and at the end of fourteen years

of service found himself half-ruined, with a large family and

no prospects. When Tasso was condemned to S. Anna,

the duke promoted Guarini to the vacant post of court poet.

There is ao interesting letter extant from the latter to his

friend Cornolio Beatlvoglio, describing the efforts he made
to fill this place appropriately. " I strove to transform my-
self into another person, and, like a player, reassumei the

character, costume, and feelings of ray youth. Advanced
in manhood, I forced myself to look young; I turned

my natural melancholy into artificial gaiety, affected loves

I did not feel, exchanged wisdom for folly, and, in a word,

pissed from a philosopher into a poet." How ill-adapted

he felt himself to this masquerade life may be gathered from

the following sentence :
" I am already in ray forty-fourth

year, the father of eight children, two of whom are old

enough to be ray censors, while my daughters are of an age

to marry." Abandoning so uncongenial a strain upon his

faculties, Guarini retired in 1582 to his ancestral farm, the

Villa Guarina, in the lovely country that lies between the

Adige and Po, where he gave himself up to the cares of his

family, the nursing of his dilapidated fortunes, and the

composition of the Pastor Fido. He was not happy in his

domestic lot; for he had lost his wife young, and quarrelled

with his elder sons about the division of his estate. Litiga-

tion seems to have been an inveterate vice with Guarini

;

nor was he ever free from legal troubles. After studying

his biography, the conclusion is forced upon our minds that

lie wa». originally a man of robust and virile intellect, ambi-

tious of greatness, confident in his own powers, and well

qualified for serious affi.irs, whose energies found no proper

scope for their exercise. Lite.-ary work offered but a poor

sphere for such a character, while the enforced inactivity

of court life soured a naturally capricious ari choleric

temper. Of poetry he spoke with a certain to^e of con-

descension, professing to practise it only in his leisure

moments; nor are hij miscellaneous verses of a quality to

secure for their author a very lasting reputation. It is

therefore not a little remarkable that the fruit of Lis retire-

ment—a disappointed courtier past the prime of early man-
hood—should have been a dramatic masterpiece worthy to

be ranked with the classics of Italian literature. Deferring

a further account of the Pastor Fido for the present, the

remaining incidents of Guarini'a restless life maybe briefly

told. In 1585 he was at Turin superintending the first

public performance of his drama, whence Alphouso recalled

i:im to Perrara, and gave him the office of secretary of state.

This reconciliation between the poet and his patron did not

last long. Guarini moved to Florence, then to Rome, and
back again to Florence, where he established himself as the

courtier of Ferdinand de' Medici. A dishonourable mar-

riage, pressed upon his son Guarino by the grand-duke,

roused the natural resentment of Guarini, always scrupulous

upon the point of honour. He abandoned the Medicean
court, and took refuge with Francesco Maria of Urbino, the

last scion of the Montefeltro-della-Rovere house. Yet ho
found no satisfaction at Urbino. "The old court is a dead
institution," ho writes to a friend ; "one may see a shadow
of it, but not the substance in Italy of to-day. Ours is an

050 of appearances, and one goes a-njasquerading all the

year." This was true enough. Those dwindling deadly-

lively little residence towns of Italian ducal families, whoso
day of glory' was over, and who were waiting to be slowly

absorbed by the capacious appetite of Austria, were no fit

places for a man of enprgy and independence. Guarini
finally took refuge in his native Ferrara, which, since the

doatb of Alphonso, had now devolved to the papal see. Hero,

«tid at the Villa Guarin-', hia last years were passed ia Btudy,

lawsuits, and po'emicai disputes with his coi.temporary
critics, until 1C12, wlie^.- he died at Venice ia his seventy-
fifth year.

The Pastor Fide b a pastoral drama composed not wlt'i-

out reminiscences of Tasso's Atninta. The scene is laid in

Arcadia, whcr j Guarini supposes it to have been tb.e custom
to sacrifice a maiden yearly to Diana. But an oracle has
declared that when two scions of divine linej ^e are united
in marriage, and a faithful shepherd has atoned for the
ancient error of a faithless woman, this inhuman rite shall

cease. The plct turns upon the unexpected fulfilment of

this prophecy, contrary to all the schemes which had been
devised for bringing it to accomplishment, and in despite

of apparent improbabilities of divers kinds. It is extremely
elaborate, and, regarded as a piece of c'\nning mechanism,
leaves nothing to be desired. Each motive has been care-

fully prepared, each situation amply developed. Yet, con-

sidered as a play, the Pastor Fido disappoints a reader

trained in the school of Sophocles or Shakespeare. The
action itself seems to take place off the stage, and only the

results of action, stationary tableaux representing the move-
ment of the drama, are put before us in the scenes. Tiie

art is lyrical, not merely in form but in spirit, and in adap-

tation to the requirements of mn^c which demands station-

ary expressions of emotion for development, The charac-

ters have been well considered, and are exhibited with great

truth and vividness ; the cold and eager hunter Silvio con-

trasting with the tender and romantic Mirtillo, and Corisca's

meretricious arts enhancing the pure affection of Arnarilli.

Dorinda presents another type of love so impulsive that it

prevails over a maiden's sense of shame, while the courtier

Carino brings the corruption of towns into comprrison willi

the innocence of the country. In Carino the po^-t painted

his own experience, and here his satire upon the court of

Ferrara is none the less biting because it is gravely measured.

In Corisca he delineated a woman yitiated by the same town
life, and a very hideous portrait has he drawn. Though a

satirical element was thus introduced into the Pastor Fido

in order to relieve its ideal picture of Arcadia, the whole

play is but a study of contemporary feeling in Italian society.

There is no true rusticity whatever in the drama. This

correspondence with the spirit of the age secured its success

during Guarini's lifetime ; this made it so dangerously

seductive that Cardinal Bellamiino told the poet he had
done more harm to Christendom by his blandishments than

Luther by his heresy. Without anywhere transgressing the

limits of decorum, the Pastor Fido is steeped in sensuons-

ness ; and the imniodesty of its pictures is enhanced by
rhetorical concealments more provocative than nudity.

Moreover, the love described is effeminate and wanton, felt

less ui passion than as lust enveloped in a veil of sentiment.

We t.ivine the coming age of cicisLci and castrati, Of

Guarini's style it would be difficult to speak in terms of too

high praise. The thought and experience of a lifetime hove

been condensed in these five acts, a^id have found expression

in language brilliant, classical, chiselled to perfection. Hero

«nd there the taste of the 17th century makes itself felt in

fiigidconceitsand forced antitheses; nor does Guariniebstain

from sententious maxims which reveal the moralist rather

than the poet. Yet these are but minor blemishes in a

masterpiece of diction, glittering and funltless like a pi/lished

bas-relief of hard Corinthian bronze. That a single pastoral

should occupy so prominent a place in the history of litera

ture seems astonishing, until we reflect that Italy, upon the

close of the 1 6th century, expressed itself in the Paitor Fido,

and that the influence of this drama was felt through all tbi

art of Europe till the epoch of the Revolution. It is not a

mere play. The sensual refinement proper to an ogo of social

decadence found in it the most exact cmbodin ?nt, and

made it the code of gallantry for the nest i\,o centuries.
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The test edition of tlie Pastor Fido is thnt of Venice (Ciotti),

1C02. The most convenient is that of Barbera, Florence, 1866.

For Guaiini's miscellaneous Fame, the Ferrara edition, in i vols.,

1737,' may be consulted. His polemical writings, Yerato Trimo
and Sccondo, and his prose comedy called Idropica, were published

at Venice, Florence, and Rome, between 1588 and 1614. (J. A. S.

)

GUARINO, or Guaeinus (1 370-1 4G0), of Verona, one

of the Italian restorers of classical learning, was born in

1370 at Verona, and studied Creek at Constantinople,

where for five years he was the pupil of Manuel Chrysoloras.

V/hen he set out on his return to Italy he was the happy
possessor of two cases of precious Greek MSS. which he

had been at great pains to collect ; it is said that the loss

of one of these by shipwreck caused him such distress that

liis hair turned grey in a single night. He employed him-

self as a teacher of Greek, first at Verona and afterwards in

Venice and Florence; in 1-136 lie became, through the

patronage of Lionel, marquis of Este, professor of Greek at

Ferrara; and in 1438 and following years he acted as

interpreter for the Greeks at the councils of Ferrara and
Florence." He died at Ferrara 14th December 1460, aged

iiinety.

His principal works are translations of Strabo and of some of the
Lives of Plutarch, a compendium of the Greek grammar of

Chrysoloras, and a series of commentaries on Persius, Juvenal,
Jfartial, and on some of the writings of Aristotle and Cicero. See
Rosmini, Vila e Disciplina di Guarino (Brescia, 1805-6).

GUAPiINO, also known as Vakinus, and surnamed from
his birthplace Favoeinus, Phavorinus, or Gamers (c.

1450-1537), lexicographer and scholar, was born at Favoi-a

near Camerino about 1450, studied Greek and Latin at

Florence under Politian, and afterwards became for a timfe

the pupil of Lascaris. Having entered the Benedictine

order, he now gave himself with great zeal to Greek lexico-

giaphy ; and in 1496 published his Thesaurxts cornucopioe et

Itorti Adonidts, a collection of thirty-four grammatical tracts

in Greek. He for some time acted as tutor to Giovanni
dei Medici (afterwards Leo X.), and also held the appoint-

ment of keeper of the Medicean library at Florence. In
1514 Leo appointed him bishop of Nocera. Ih 1517 he
published a translation of the Apopldhegmata of Joannes
Stubseus, and iu 1523 appeared his Etymologlatm Magnum,
cive Thesaurus universce liiiguce Grcecce ex multis variisqite

autoribus col/eclus,tt. compilation which has been frequently

reprinted, and which has laid subsequent scholars under
great though nut always acknowledjed obligations.

Qaarino died in 1537.

GUASTALLA, a tovra of Italy, in tho province of

Reggio, at the influx of the Crostolo into the Po, about 24
miles N.E. of Parma. Mt is the seat of a bishop, and
possesses a cathedral, San Pietro, an extensive but ruined

castle of the 16th century, eight churches, a civil hospital,

a gymnasium, a public library {La Biblioteca Muldotti) with

18,000 vols., a school of music, and a theatre. A statue of

Ferrante I. of Gonzaga, by Leone Leoni of Arezzo, adorns
the market-place. The inhabitants are largely engaged in

the growing of rice, for whtch the marshy land around the

town is specially adapted ; and they also manufacture silk,

flannel, and linen. In 1871 the population of the town
proper was only 2809, but that of the commune was 10,618.

Guastalla, or, as the older forms of the nam.e appear, Guarstalla
or Wardstalla, was founded by the Lombards in the 7th century.
It acrjuired some fame in the Iiiiddle Ages as the seat of the council
held by Paschalis II. in 11.P6. In 1307 it is said to have been
deprived of its fortiBcations by Giberto of Correggio, and they were
not restored till 1636. Maria Visconti of Milan, to whose territory
it belonged, raised the town and district to the rank of a count-
ship, and bestowed it on Guido Torelli, the husband of his cousin.
Iu 1539 the Torelli family was displaced by Ferrante (Ferdinand) of
Gonzaga, and in 1541 the new occupant got Charles V. to make
tho countship immediately dependent on the empire. In 1621 it

was made a_ duchy. Tlie last duke of Guastalla of the Gonzaga
family died in 1746 ; and though the Spaniards had in the previous
year taken possession of the town in the name of Queen Elizabeth,

Maria Theresa made good her claim to the imperial fief. At the
peace of Aix-la-Chapelle it was ceded to the duke of Parma ; and its
subsequent history is practically that of Parma and Piareuza. In
1796 it was incorporated in the French Cisalpine Republic, and iu
1805 it gave the title of princess to Napoleon's sister Pauline.
Parma, Piacenza, and Guastalla were handed over by tho peace of
Vienna to Marie Louise, tlie wife of Napoleon ; and on her death
they passed to Charles of Bourbon. In 1848 Guastalla was added to
Modena

;
and in 1859 along with Modena it was incoiporated with

Italy. The area of tho duchy, was about 125 square miles.

GUATEJIALA, or more rarely Guatimala, was for-

merly a captain-generalcy of Spanish America, which
included the fifteen provinces of Chiapas, Suchitepeques,
Escuintla, Sonsonate, San Salvador, Vera Paz and Peten,
Cliiquimuln, Honduras, Nicaragua, Costa Rica, Totonicapan,
Quesaltenango, Solola, Chimaltenango, and Sacatepeques,

—

or, in other words, the whole of Central America and pait
of the present territory of Mexico. The name is now
restricted to a small part of the area which constitutes an
independent republic.

Tiie republic of Guatemala is situated between 13° 42
and 18° N. lat., and between 88° and 93° 5" W. long.

Conterminous on the N. with Mexico and Yucatan, it is

bounded towards the E. and S.E. by Belize or British

Honduras, the Gulf of Honduras, and the republics of
Honduras and San Salvador; and towards the S.W. it

is washed by the Pilcific. The Yucatan frontier is only
partially fixed, and though the Mexican frontier was
nominally determined as early as 1772, the interpretation

of the terms of the agreement is still open to much debate.*

Towards British Honduras the boundary is fixed by tho

treaty of April 30, 1858, according to which it runs up the

mid-cl.annei of the river Sarstoon to the Gracias a Dios
Falls, thence in a right line to Garbutt's Falls on I he river

Belize, and thence again in a right line due north to the

Mexican frontier. The area of Guatemala is estimated at

from 40,000 to over 50,000 square miles ; an accurate

statement is impossible, not only on account of the dubiety
of frontier, but from the fact that the surveys are very
imperfect. All the maps of the country contain a great

deal of hypothetical material, especially in the filling up of

the orographical details.

Mountains.—A large proportion of Guatemala may bo
generally described as mountainous. The main or central

chain, which isusually considered a continuationof the Andes,
runs ia a wavy line from south east to north-west, keeping
on the whole parallel with the Pacific coast at a distance of

40 or 45 miles. Its mean elevation is about 7000 feet, but

none of its summits attain to 14,000. Though it forms the

main watershed of the country between the Pacific and
the Atlantic versant or slope, it is pierced in one or two
places by rivers. In the neighbourhood of the capital it

bears the name of Sierra de las Nubes ; in the norlh-west it

is known as the Sierra Madre ; and it ?nters the Mexican (ex-

Guatemalian) state of Chiapas as the mountains of Istatan.

A range called the Sierra de Chama, which, however, changes

its name frequently from place to place, strikes eastward

from the Sierra Madre towards Belize, where it is known as

the Cockscomb ; another similar range, the Sierra de Santa

Cruz, continues east- to Cape Cocoli between the Rio Dulco

and the Sarstoon ; and a third, the Sierra de las Minas or

in its eastern portion Sierra del Mico stretches between the

Rio Dulce and the Rio Motagua. Between Honduras and

Guatemala the frontier is formed by the Sierra de Copan.

There are no real plateaus in Guatemala such as give its

character to the Mexican region, the so-called plateaus of

Quesaltenango, Pacioia, Guatemala, ifec, being merely broad

valleys amid the mountains ; but the general relief of tho

country, is of the most varied description, the mountains

' The question is argi\ed at length in Dolelin de la Socialad de

Crj>jrfijia Jilcricana, 1875.
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«!c3eenillng in all kiuJs of terraces and underfalls. The
number of volcanic summits is very great. Bernouilli gives

a list of 14 or 15, and Foledo makes the number no less

than 31. The following are those tliat are decidedly

active :—Pacaya, in U° 21' 30" N. lat. and 90° ii' 34" E.

long., on the southern shores of lake Araitlan, with its

cone on the southern slope ; Volcan de Fuego, 12,821 feet

in height, in 14° 27' 25" N. lat. and 90° 53' 30" E. long.,

near Old Guatemala; Atitlan, 11,819 feet in height, in 14°

36' N. lat. and 91° U' E. long.; Quesaltenango, 9358

feet in height, in 14° 53' 30" N. lat. and 91° 53' 30" E.

long. ; and Tajumulco, in 15° 9' 58" N. lat. and 92° 6' 7"

E. long. The last was observed in eruption by Bernouilli

ou occasion of the groat earthquake of 1863. Like Ques-

altenango, which is surrounded by an extensive malpais,

it furnishes great supplies of sulphur. Store famous, how-

ever, than any of these is the Volcan de Agua or Water
Volcano, so called because in 1511 it destroyed the city of

Old Oiuatemala by a deluge of water. It is situated in 1
4°

26' 48" N. lat. and 90° 53' 30" E. long. The statement

of Humboldt that it rises above the snow-line is a mistake,

for that would be a height of about 11,500 feet, whereas

the actual height of tlie mountain, according to Poggendorffs

revision of Captain Hall's trigonometrical measurement, is

only 13,103 feet. When Dr Scherzer and Dr Wagner
p.scended the mountain on August 4, 1851, they found no

traces of snow or ice, and though three weeks later a thin

coating of snow appeared on the outer elopes of the

crater, it was gone again in four days. The source of the

great flood of water was probably a crateral lake.^

Rivers.—Guatemala is richly watered. On .the western

Bide of the sierras the versant is short, and the streams,

while very numerous, are consequently small and rapid;

but on the western oide a number of the rivers attain

a very considerable development. The Motagua, whose-

principal head stream iar called the Itio Grande, has a

course of about 250 miles, and is navigable to within 90
miles of the capital, which is situated on one of its confluents

the Rio de las Vacas. It forms a delta on the south of the

Gulf of Honduras. Of similar importance is the Polochic,

which is about 180 miles in length, and navigable about 20
miles above the river-port of TelemAn. Before reaching the

Golfo Amatico it passes through the Izabal Lake and the

Golfete Dulce. A vast number of streams, among which

Are; the Cliisoy, the Guadalupe, the Rio de la Pasion, unite

to form the IJsuraacinta, whoso nobis current passes along

the Mexican frontier, and flowing on through Chiapas and
Tabasco, falls into the bay of Campeachy. The Chiapas

follo^vs a similar course.

LaJces.—There are several extensive lakes in Guatemala.

The Lake of Peten or Laguna de Flores, in the centre

of the department of Peten, is an irregular basin about 27

miles long, with ca extreme breadth of 13. In an island

in the western portion stands Flores the capital of the

department, well known to American antiquaries for the

number of ancient idols which have been recovered from

its soil On the shore of the lake is the stalactite cave of

Jobitsinal, of great local celebrity; and in its depths, accord-

ing to the popular legend, may still bo discerned the stone

image of a horse that belonged to Cortes. The Lake of

Izabal, already mentioned as the terminus of the Polochic

river, is about 36 miles long, and would bo of considerable

value as a harbour if the bar at the mouth of the Rio
Dulce did not prevent the upward passage of seafaring

vessels. As a contrast the Lake of Atitlan is a landlocked
basin encompassed with lofty mountains and possessing no
visible outlet for its waters, which are replenished by numer-
ous streams. It Is about 18 miles long, with a maximum

' Sco Wag^icr, }Yiasonich(i/Uiclten Rciien im tropitchcn Amirika.

breadth of 9 or 10 miles, and it lies about 5300 feet above
the sea-level. "On its banks, " says Mr Boddam Whetham,
" stand eleven villages, whose situations are so varied that

their climates and productions are tlio.se of the cold, the

temperate, and the tropical regions, and whose inhabitants

speak difTercnt dialects."^ About 8 or 9 miles south of the

capital lies the Lake of Amalitlan, with the town of the

same name at its western extremity. It lies about 3980
feet above the sea, and has a length of 9 miles and a breadth

of about 3. On the borders of San Salvador and Guatemala
there is the lake of Guija, about 20 miles long and 12 broad,

at a height of 2100 feet above the sea. It is connected by
the river O.^tuma with the Lake of Ayorza which lies about

1000 feet higher at the foot of the Andes. The large

lakes, according to Dollfus, are not of crateral origin.

Geolorjy a7id Mines.—The best and indeed the only

elaborate account of the geology of the country is given by
Dollfus and Moutserrat,^ who were members of the great

French exped''ion for the exploration of the Mexican region.

According to tuese savants, who, however, confess that their

studies are only provisional, the basis rock is the granite

which, along with trachytes and porphyries of very various

character, intermingled with and overlaid by directly volcanic

products, constitutes the great band of the Sierra Madre.

From the main ridge towards the Atlantic there is a rich

development of mica schists and calcareous formations of

sedimentary origin and probably Jurassic age, while the

versant of the Pacific is almost covered with modern allu-

vium washed down along the rapid slopes. Mastodont and

elephant remains have been discovered in the tuffs. The

country as a whole may be said to owe its shape to the

porphyries. Though some of the strata are essentially metal-

liferous, Guatemala possesses few mines of importance.

During the Spanish rule about 10 million pesos of silver

were obtained at Alotepeque in Chiquimula ; and the works

are still carried on, though with poorer results. Lead is

found extensively in Huehuetenango and Verapaz ; beds of

excellent coal exi.st in Izabal; marble is quarried at San Juan

in Guatemala, and on the Rio Hondo in Zacapa; and litho-

graphic stone is met with in the last-mentioned department.

Climate,—Except in the piarshy lagoons along the Pacific,

which are inhabited by groups of fishers and salt-gatherers,

the climate of Guatemala is considered a healthy one. -The

peculiar relief of the country gives rise to a large amount

of local diff'erences in the matter of heat and cold; but the

whole may be rudely divided into a tropical or low-lying

region, a temperate or middle region, and a cold or elevated

region. The tropical region, or tieira caliente, extends

from the level of the sea to an elevation of about 1300

feet; the temperate, or tierra templada, from 1300 to 4900

feet; and the cold, or tierra fria, from 4900 to 8200 feet.

Fortunately for the future of Guatemala the templada is by

far the most extensive. In the caliente the rainy reason

lasts four months. During that period the south-west wind

prevails, and is often tempestuous like the Cordonazo de

San Francisco, or " flagellation of St Francis," on the coast

of Mexico ; during tho dry season tho north wind is the

most usual. The rainy season lengthens as wo ascend to

the templada : tho Boca Costa district indeed has a rainy

season of seven months, from Jlay to November, and tho

dry season is not completely dry. Higher still, in tho tierra

fria, the rain lasts five months, from May to October, and

tho dry season is quite worthy of tho name. At Guatemala,

the only place where meteorological observations have been

made through a long series of years, tho minimum thermo-

meter readings varied from 41° to 45° Fahr. in the five

years 1859 to 1863, and the maximum from 84° to 87*.

' ?,(» Across Ctntral America, 1877, p. 103.

' Vol/. gCol. da>u kt rfjiubliqucs dc Ouatemala it San Salvador,

I Foris, ma.
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The hottest" montbs are April and May. In t^he summer,

1

or rainy season, the morning has usually a clear sky ; about

2 or 3 o'clock in the afternoon the clouds begin to gather

in great cumulus masses ; suddenly the lightning flashes

out and the rain crashes down ; and by evening the sky is

clear and starry. In the middle of the rainy season there

is often a pause of two or three weeks. At Guatemala the

mean annual rainfall for the five years 1859 to 1863 was

54 inches ; at Boca Costa it is upwards of 78 inches.^

Animals.—The fauna of Guatemala is more closely connected

with the fauna of South than with that of North America. As
the country is a small one, and its limits are purely conventional,

there are comparatively few species that it can claim as peculiarly

its own. It is almost entirely free from the presence of animals
that are dangerous to man. Of the cat tribte it possesses the jaguar

{Felis onza), popularly called the tiger ; the cuguar [Felis concolor),

popularly called the lion ; the tigrillo {Fclis tigrina), which is some-
times kept tame ; and four other species. Several species of mon-
Iceys {Mycetes and Ateles) are suificiently numerous in the warm
coast region. The Mexican deer (Ccrviis mexicaims) has a wide
range both in the lowlands and highlands. Besides the tapir there

are two pigs, the marrano de monte (Sns loroiuilus) and the jabali

or javali (Sus labialus javali). The Edentata are represented by a

species of armadillo, the " oso colmenero " or houey-bear (Myrmc-
cophaga tamaTidus) and the Myrineco2>haga didactyla; and among
the rodents may be mentioned, besides rats, hares, and rabbits, the

fruit-eating cotorra and tepescuinte (Vasyprocta aguti and Ccelo-

genys paca), and the troublesome Gcomys mcxicana. The Bydro-
chcerita capybara is common in all the larger streams. Much annoy-
ance is caused to the agriculturist by the little marsupial called the

tacuacine, or the Didelpkys carcinora, its allied species. The bats

are so numerous that villages have sometimes had to be left to

their undisputed occupancy. For the bird collector there is a rich

haivest in Guatemala. As the seasons change it is visited by a
great variety of birds of passage, and it possesses a gi'eat many
resident species besides. In the city of Coban there are several

families which live by preparing bird-skins for sale and export
(Bemouilli). From forty io fifty species of birds of prey are already
known ; among which it is sufficient to mention Corogyps alratus,

the commonest of the vultures, which acts as a univei'sal scavenger,
the Calhartcs aura, the beautiful Polyborus vulgaris, and the king
of the vultures {Sarcorfuimphus papa). Neither the condor of the
southern continent nor the great eagles of the northern are known
in Guiitemala. Of the great passerine order there are upwards of

400 species, including 36 species of humming-birds, 13 of wood-
peckers, and 8 of the trogons. One of this last genus, the quetzal,

quijal, or quesal (Trogoii rcsplcndeni) is of special note, not only
from the fact that its yellow tail-feathera, 2 feet long, were formerly
worn as insignia by the Indian princes, but because it has been
adopted as the emblematical figure on the national arms of Guate-
mala. The gallinaceous order is well represented, and comprises
several peculiar species, as the pavo de cacno,- and the Peten turkey
(Sfelcagris ocellaia), which has a bronze sheen on its plumage

;

and the palmipeds, it is almost needless to add, are unusually
numerous in a country so richly furnished with lagoons and rivei-s

and lakes.

There are two species of alligator, one in the Pacific and the other
in the Atlantic versant. Snakes are met with in great variety, but
only about a fourth of the species are venomous, and even the
bito of the rattlesnake is said to be less deadly than in the north.
The Crotalus horridus is one of the most common. Five species of
salamanders are known, 9 of the frogs, and 5 of the toads.
Fourteen species of fish have been found in Lake Peten, 7 in Lake
Araatitlan, 13 in the river Motagua, 10 in the Polochic, and 13 in
the Usumacinta.
The general character of the country induces a rich profusion of

insect life. Of the Coleoptcra, the Camelicorns, the Longicorns,
the Curculionids, and the Chrysomelines are said to be best repre
sented, and of the Lepidoptera the prevalent genera are

—

Ageronia,
J'apilio, Hcliconia, Sphynx, and Soynbyx. There are five species of
bees, and the European honey-bee, known as aveja de Castilla or
bee of Castile, has been naturalised. Ants are common, and may
sometimes be seen marching in a column 3 or 4 miles long! Mos-
quitoes unfortiwately are in several districts equally abundant.

Most of the domestic animals of Guatemala^he horse, the ox,
the goat, the sheep, the pig, the dog, the rabbit, the common fowl,
the peacock, and the pigeon— are of European origin, and are popu-
larly grouped together as aniTnaZes de Costilla. Horses, are smaU
but excellent. Cattle are largely imported from Soconusco and
Honduras. The favourite swine is the black. Singing-birds are
commonly kept in the Guat'imalian houses, and the species most

sought after are the sensontle, the guarda-barranco (MyiaJesla
obscurus), the pitureal, and the caraban. The last of these is as

good as a watch-dog, as "no stranger can enter the yard without
being greeted by its shiill cries." '

Industrial Produce.—As may be judged from the description of

the configuration of the country and its climate the natural produc-

tions of Guatemala are sufficiently varied. Foledo gives a list of

upwards of 100 kinds of timber trees. Maize and haricot beans

(Irijol), which form the main sustenance of the people, are grown in

all the departments, and in some places there are two harvests a

year. Kice and wheat are less extensively distributed. For the

foreign trade the coffee plant is the most important product. While
in 1859 the whole export was only 390 cwt., by 1876 it had increased

to upwards of 185,200 cwt. Meanwhile the cultivation of indigo

(aBil or jiquilite) and cochineal, which were foimerly the principal

sources of wealth, is losing ground. Cocoa is most cultivated in

the north-west ; the nibs are used as small change throughout the

country. Good tobacco is grown, but the quantity is small. Sugar
is rising into favour. Vanilla, chile, aloes, agave, rhubarb, ipeca-

cuanha, castor oil, scammony, and colocynth are all obtained in the

country. The absence of capitalists is one of the chief hindrances

to the development of industry and trade.

Political Divisions.—The following table from Foledo exhibits

the 20 departments into which the republic of Guatemala is

divided, their estimated areas, their respective capitals, their popu-
lation, and the population of the capitals. Altogether the republic

contaius 10 cities, 22 towns, 304 townships, and 1794 hamlets, &c.

* See DoUfus, Voy. gtol., and "Versuch einer wissenschaftl. Be-
gruudung der klim. Verhaltnisse Central Amerikas," in Keller's Zeilr
sdiriflf. Erdkunde, 1869.
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«f the bridges are of the sli^'litwt lonstruction and in a prtiable

Stat* of repair. Nearly a we(k is the time taken by the ordinary

waggooa to occoraplish the journey from San Jose to Escuintla, a

distance of about 90 miles. According to the terms of a contract

with the Government, a railroad between San Jos^ and Escuintla

was bcRua in 1875, but it is still uncompleted. The telegraph has

been more extensively introduced. In 1874 there were in all ten

lines, with 398 miles in operation and 511 in course of construction.

Harbours.—The country is poorly furnished with ports,— Izabal,

Santo Tomas, Livingston, Gualan, and Panzos exhausting the list

ou the Atlantic ; and San Jose, Barra de los Esclavos, Tecojale, San
Geronimo, San Lnis, and Champerico that on the Paci6c. Izabal,

sitoated in 15° 24'N. lat. and 89 9' \V. lon^., is of little use, as it is

separated from the sea by the bar of the Rio Dnlce. Santo Tomas,

in 15° 38' 3" N. lat. and 88° 36' 6" W. long. , has a fine position at the

southern extremity of the Golfo Amatico, rhich is at once spacious

and well protected. Livingston is at the mouth of the Eio Dulce,

in 15° 48' N. lat. and 88° 46' W. long. Gualan is a river port in

the Motagua, and Panzos lies below Teleuian on the Polochic. Of
the Pacific ptfrts San Jose is the' most noteworthy as the usual

landing-place for strangers on their way to the capital. It is

situated in 13° 66' N. lat. and 90° 42' \V. I6ng. A fine pier was
built in 1868, but vessels have usually to anchor about a mile out,

and the roadstead is not very secure. Champerico, opened to

foreign trade in 1870, is also a simple roadstead. It is situated in

the department of Suchitepequez, in 14° 17' N. lat. and 91° 57' W.
long. Ist.apa, formerly the principal port on the north coast, has
been almost abandoned since 1853.

ArUijurtics.—Though it has no ancient remains so remartable

as those of Copan in Honduras, orPalcnque in Chiapas, Guatemala
preserves many traces of its earlier inhabitants. A careful summary
of what is known in regard to them is given in Bancroft's Native
Races of the Pacific States of North America, vol, iv. On the left

bank of the Montagua are the ruins of an ancient city visited in

1840 by Mr Catherwood and in 1854 by Dr Schcrzer. They
resemble the ruins of Copan, and contain mounds, terraces, colossal

heads, idols, pillars, and altars. Ruins are also to be seen at

ChapulcoandChinamita in the sameTalley,atCinacaMecallo, and at

the hacienda of Carrizal about 20 miles north of Guatemala. A few
leagues to the west are the ruins of Mexico with a vast cave divided
into chambers. An ancient aqueduct is mentioned at Rosario, 8
or 10 miles south of Lake Amatitlan and another at the foot of the
Volcan de Fuego. Solola is said to occupy the site of Tecpan Atitlan

;

and in the neighbourhood of Tecpan Guatemala are the substructions
and debris of Patmamit, the old Cakchiquel capital.' TJtatlan, the
Quiche capital has left near Santa Cruz del Quiche sufficient to con-
firm the early Spanish accounts of its greatness. The absence of
sculptures is a striking feature. Rude mounds mark the site of
Zakuleu, the chief town of the Mams, near Huehuetenango. At
thejunctionof thePacalah with the ChisoyBrasseurdeBourbourg in

1856 found pyramidal mounds and long lines of fortifications. The
half-explored country of Peten.is reputed to conceal many evidences
of its former civilization, and about 40 miles north-east of the lake
about a league is occupied by the ruins of Tikal.'

History.—In 1820 Guatemala began to shake off the Spanish
yoke, and in 1822-23 it supported the Mexican patriot Iturbide.

A confederation of the Central American states was effected in 1824,
slavery was abolished, and a democratic constitution was established.
On tho assassination of the vice-president Flores in 1827 the San-
Salvadorians marched against the city of Guatemala ; and' though
they were repulsed then they returned in 1829, and after a severe
battle established their general Morazan as president. Guatemala
recovered its independence under Carrcra, who in 1851 defeated the
Hondurians and Salvadorians at La Arada, near Chiquimula, and was
recognized as the pacificator of th( republic. In 1851 tho new con-
stitution still in force yas promulgated, and Carrera was appointed
president till 1850, a dignity whic'j was afterwards in 1854 bestowed
upon him for life. His rivalry with Barrios, president of Salvador,
resulted in open war in 1863. in the battle of Coatcpeque tho
Ouatemalians suffered a severe d'fcat, which was followed by a truce.
Honduras now joined with San 'Salvador, and Nicaragua and Costa
Rica with Guatemala. The contest was finally settled in favour of
Carrcra, wlio besieged' and occupied the San Salvador capital, and
made himself dominant also in Honduras and Nicaragua, tuning
the rest of his rule, which lasted till his death in April 1865, he con-
tinued to act in concert with the clerical party, and endeavoured to
maintain friendly relations with the European Governments.
Carrera's successor was General Cema, who had been recommended
by him for election. In the struggle between Spain and Chili
Guatemala maintained a strict neutrality. Tho liberal party began
to rise in influence about 1870, and in May 1871 Cema was deposed
by Granados. Tho archbishop of Guatemala and tho Jesuits were
driven into exile as intriguers in the interests of tho clerical party

;

and General Barrios having been chosen preeident in 1872 the order
was. declared extinct and its property confiscated. All cities except

' Compare Bastian, Reiam, &c, Berlin, 1878

those on the frontier of Chiapas, San Salvador, and Hondnms,
were opened to foreign commerce. An alliance was formed vitli
San Salvador for offence and defence. In 1876 Barrios invited repre-
sentatives from the other Central American republics to meet at
Guatemala to deliberate on their amalgamation ; but the com-
mi-ion separated amid a clash of arms, and war was soon ragjig
between Guatemala, San Salvador, and Honduras. Guatemala was
enabled by her superior resouices to come forth victorious from the
conflict.

Bcsid'i the nnmcroas works of nrasscnr dc Bourbonrg and Sqnler, who hsvo
devoted so much attention to Central Airci lea, ccv the Interesting narratlro of
Thomas Gage, the Lngllsh mi^sion«r); Juarios, ComptnJIo de la hiiloria de
Guatemala. 1808-1818. 2 vols, (new ed.. 1867), which In Ilallivs English trans-
lation (Lond, 1823) lonR formed the chief authority; Lanuzabiil, jtpunlaminlos
to'tre la agricullura y commercia del reyno de Guatemala, N. Guat., 1811 ; Obert,
if^fn statistigue de Fetat de Guatemala, Itius^els, IS40; Xlmcncz, Laa
hiilorias del origen de los Indies de Guatemala, \lenna, 1857; Gavaricle, Cate-
cismo de Gcografia de la repul>. de Oualemala, 18G0 (lepubllahed by tho SoeiedaU
£conomrca); .\lfrcd do Valols, Uezique, Havana, eC Oua'tmala, Paris, 1862j
Orozco y licira, Geografia de las Unguat |/ Carta etnografica de ileiieo, Mexico
1866; Mcehlln & Wan en. Report of a Journeyfrom Belite to ihe Cily of Guate-
mala, Belize, 1872; Foledo, Geografia de Centra America, GualeraiOa, 1874-
Laferrlijie, De Paris it Oualemala, ,flir\a, 1877. The most valuable maps of
Guatemala aio Van der Gchucht's Mapa general, &c. Plow Yoik, 1859), bour-
Kcoisand Feusler's appended to Folcdo's Geografia (.!»' 4), and Au's rllamburg
1876). Tho last is perhaps the bast. A geological map Is given by Dollfus and
Monisenat. (h. a. W.)

GuATiSMALA, properly Santiago de Guatemala, or
Guatemala le Nueva, or the New, is the capital of the
above republic. It is situated at a height of 5270 feet above
the sea in a'fertile meseta or plateau, which is crossed by the
valley of the Rio de las Vacaa or Cow River, so called froir.

the first specimens of the bovine race introduced by the
Spaniards. On almost all sides it is surrounded by
barrancas or ravines. The latitude is stated as either 14°

.36' or 14° 37' N., and tho longitude as 90° 24'i)r 90° 30'

W. of Greenwich. Like most Spanish American towns it

is laid out in wide and regular streets, and it has extensive
suburbs. The houses, though usually of only one story, are

solidly and comfortably constructed, and many of them are

furnished with large gardens and courts. Among the open
spaces the chief are the Plaza Major, which contains the

cathedral, erected in 1730, the archiepiscopal palace, the
Government buildings, the aiint^ and other public offices,

and tho Plaza de la Concordia, recently laid out by the
Ministerio de Fomento, and now the favourite resort of the
inhabitants. The theatre, founded in 1858, which is one
of the best of Central America, is situated in the middle of

another square. Besides the cathedral, the most important
churches are those of San Francisco, La Recolcccion oi

church of the La Recollets, La Merces, with a black iu^age

of tho Virgin, greatly reverenced by tho Indiana, and
Santo Domingo, the oldest church in the town. The
educational and benevolent institutions comprise tho uni-

versity, the normal school, the national school for girla

iounded in 1875, the polytechnic school, tho general

hospital, the orphanage, the hospicio, the maternity hospital,

and the Colegio do Belen for the education of girls. The
military college is located in the old convent of the Recol-

lets. An escellent museum, founded in 1831, is maintained
by the Sociedad Economica, which in various ways has done
great service to tho %ity and the country. There are two
fortresses in the city, the Castello Matamoros, built by
Carrera, and tho Castello do San Jos6, used as a state

prison. Water is brought from a distance of abont 8 miles

by two old aqueducts. The general prosperity of Guate-

mala has procured it tho name of the Paris of Central

America. Though it has neither railway nor river com.
munication with either coast, it carries on a busy trade

;

and it also possesses cigar factories, wool and cotton

factories, breweries, and other industrial establishments.

Tho population is stated at from 30,000 to 45,000. It is

only since 1775 that Now Guatemala has been in existence.

Old Guatomaln, frequently called merely Antigua, was
destroyed by tho Volcan de Agiia in 1774, but still remains

the chief town of tho department of Sacatepequcz. It is

situated in a beautiful valley in 14° 32' 68" N. lat. and 90'

44' 5" VV. long. Till the fatal outbreak of the volcanic

11-11
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fi)rces it was oue of tlie richest and most beautiful cities of

Spanish America, iiossessing about 100 churches and con-

vents and more than 60,000 inhabitants. The ruins are

.still almost majestic, and many of the buildings appear as

jf they had been fortresses. Among those best preserved

are the ancient residence of the Spanish governors, now
occupied by the administration, and the university building,

now the national college. Great damage was done to the

place by tlie earthquake of September 1874. The popula-

tion is about 20,000. An older Guatemala was situated at

Ciudad Vieja or Almalonga, but seventeen years after it

was founded by Alvaredo it was carried away by the great

inundation to which the Volcan de Agua owes its name.
GUAVA (from the Mexican gitayaba) is the name

applied to the fruits of species of Psidium, a genus belong-

ing to the natural order Mi/rtacew. The species which
produces the bulk of the guava fruits of commerce is

Psidium Gitnynva, Radd., a small tree from 16 to 20 feet

liigh, a native of the tropical parts of America and the

West Indies. It bears short-stalked egg-shaped or oblong
leaves, with strongly marked veins, and covered with a soft

tomentum or down. The flowers are borne on axillary

Gtilks, and the fruits vary very much in size, shape, and
colour, numerous forms and varieties being known and
cultivated. The variety whose fruits are most valued is

that which is sometimes called the white guava {P. Guayavn,
var. pyriferum). The fruits are pear-shiped, about the size

of a hen's egg, covered with a thin bright yellow or whitish

skin filled with soft pulp, also of a light yellowish tinge,

and having a pleasant sweet-acid and somewhat aromatic

flivour. P. Gnayava, var. pomifernm, produces a more
globular or apple-shaped fruit, sometimes called the red

guava. The pulp of this variety is mostly of a darker

colour than the former and not of so fine a flavour, there-

fore the first named is most esteemed for eating in a raw
state ; both, however, are used in the preparation of two
kinds of preserve known as guava jelly and guava cheese,

which are made in the West Indies, and imported thence

to England ; the fruits are of much too perishable a nature

to allow of their importation in their natural state. The
tsvo varieties here mentioned have been described by some
l)Otanists as distinct species. They Iiave both been intro-

duced into various parts of India, as well as in other

'countries of the East, where they havo become perfectly

naturalized. Though of course much too tender for out-

door planting in England, the guava thrives there in hol-

liouses or stoves.

Psidium. Cattleyanum, Sab., a tree of from 10 to 20 feet

liigh, supposed to be a native of Brazil, but originally

brought to Europe from China, is known as the purple

guava. The fruit, which is very abundantly produced in

the axils of the leaves, is large, spherical, of a fine deep
claret colour ; the rind is pitted, and tie pulp is soft, fleshy,

purplish, reddish next the skin, but becoming paler towards
the middle, and in the centre almost or quite white. It has
ti very agreeable acid-sweet flavour, which has been likened
to that of a strawberry.

GUAYAQUIL, or Santiago de Guayaquil, the prin-

cipal seaport of the republic of Ecuador, South America, is

situated on the western bank of the Guayaquil river, about
20 miles from its mouth, in 2° 12' 24" S. lat. and 79° 51'

2i" W. long. The site forms part of a low and level tract

of ground bounded on the north by the hills of Santa Ana

;

and the streets are for the most part laid out with great

regularity. To the north lies the old town, mainly
inhabited by the poorer classes ; to the south the new
town. As the houses are generally built of wood or bamboo
and mud, the risk of conflagrations is unusually great; and
a strong fire-brigade is maintained. Since 1870 the town
has been drainel, the river has been dredged, and an

abundant supply of good water has been brought from n
distance. The principal streets are lighted with gaa >(ouo
of tlie public buildings y,te of any architectural interest.
All the churches, with t) e exception of Santo Domingo,
are built of wood. There are two colleges (San Vicente
and San Ygnacio), a civil hospital (De la Caridad), a new
and commodious military hospital, municipal buildings,
and a custom-house. ° '

As its liaibour is one of the best on the Taciec coast, and permits
vcbSfls of large tonnage to come up to tlio town, Gupyanuil is the
centre of the loreign trade not only of Kcuaaoi- hut of part of Peru,
ami has regular sti'amship conimnnieation both with i\nic)ican and
European iiorts. Banihoos, cocoa, coll'cc, hides, inaia-nibhcr, ivorj--
niits, orcliiUa, and Panauia hats are the staple articles lor the
outgoing cargoes; and there is a demand for jiine ap].les, oranges,
ami other fresh fruits for Chili and I'eiu. The average value of"the
exports in the live years from 18U7 to 1871 was £5'iQ,78i ; and the
value of the imports increased from £434,860 in 1867 to £1,168,656
in 1871. In 1876 there entered 7.9 Biitish vessels, other 57 foreign
vessels, and 30 national vessels, with a tonnage respectively of
118,560, 25,979, and 2222. Oue of the greatest hindrances to n
dei'elopment of the export trade is the want of juoper roads from the
inferior. It is only recently that the carriage road to Quito lias
be^ni completed. Below the town there is a laige astillcro or ship-
building yard of great repute on the racifio coast. Tho Guayaquil
bank, with a capital of §1,000,000 in native currency, dates from ]8ii8,

and the Banco de Credito Hipotecario, wilh a capital of $500,000,
from 1872. The population of tho town is from 20,000 to 22,000,
niiinly mnlattos, niestizoG, and Indians.

Santiago de Guayaqiul was so called because it was founded on
St James's Day, 25th July 1531. Declared a city by Chailcs V. on
October 6, 1535, it was olhcially constituted tlie same year by
lialaleazar ; and two years later it was restored by Francesco
Ciellana. In the course of the 17th and IStli centuries the main
facts in its history are the attacks of pii-ates and disasters by fire.

The Dutchman Jacob Clerk was the assailant in 1624, the French-
man D.ivid in lCSti-7, William Damjiicrre in 1707, and Clapperton
in 1709. As hate as 1741 the only defences were three indiHerenl
fnrts iu the river ; but in 1763 the town was made the seat of a
governor, and a good castle and other fortifications were constructed.
'Ihe following year a great fire destroyed property to the value of
2,000,000 pesos. la 1837 Guayariuil w.as made the sec of » bishop.

See Villavicencio, Geojra2Ma del Ecuador,

GUAYRA, LA, or La Guaira, a town of Venezuela, in

tlie province of Caracas, about 8 miles from the city of

Caracas, in 10° 3G' N. lat. and 71° 4G' W. long. It is

iiituated on a lov.'-lying strip of coast, but at the same time

has a certain amount of picturesqueness as seen against the

background of the Cordilleras. Being one of the four

principal ports (pueiios habilitados) of the country, it enjoys

a degree of commercial prosperity; but its trade, which is

maiuly in the hands of Germans, is almost exclusively of

the transit description. Its imports are principally from
Hamburg and Bremen. There is regular steamboat com-

m uiication with Puerto Cabelln, Maracaibo, and St Thomas.

The population is about 4000. The railway to Caracas,

tliough contracted for, has been stopped. The municipality

maintains 19 schools, in which 370 boys and 260 girls ara

educated free of expense.

GUBBIO, a city of Italy, in the province of Umbri.n,

about 20 miles N. of Perugio. Built along the westerij

ledges of Monte Calvo, it shares alike in the grandeur oJ

the mountains and the beauty of the plain, and its churches

and palaces are brought into relief by the varying elevatioi

of the site. Its ancient walls are still retained, and i

certain mediaeval impress lingers about the place. Beside

the cathedral of SS. Mariano and Giacomo, which consist

of a small single nave and lias a fine wheel window, Sa:

Francisco may be mentioned for the sake of the Conceptio

by Fr. Signorelli, S. Agostino for a Madonna del Soccors

by Ottaviano Nelli, and S. Maria Nova with the sam

artist's finest work—a votive fresco. Portions still remai

of the old palace of the dukes o£ Urbino, built for Federig

by Luciano Lauranna. The palazzo municipale or di

commune is a fine building erected between 1332 and 134

after the designs of Matteo Giovanello, surnamed Gattapon;
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Like Urbiiio and Faenza, Gnbbio was formerly noted for

its majolica, and<it was Maestro Giorgio of Gubbio who re-

discovered the ruby glazing far whicU this ware is remark-

able. The manufacture has been resumed in modern times.

In the neighbourhood of the town there is a great reservoir,

La Bottacione, capable of containing 4,720,000 cubic feet

of water. The population of Gubbio in 1871 was 5343 in

the town and 22,757 in the commune.
The ancient Umbrian city of Ikiivio, Iguvium, or Xuguiium

occupied a site a little further out in the plain, to the left of the
Via Flaminia. There is uo mention of it in Ronian history till the
time of its subjugation. It was the place selected by the senate for

the detention of tlie Illyrian king Gcntius aud his sons, and it was an
important post in the wars betwccen Tjesar and Pompcy. The site

is still marked by ruins, among wliich aro those of the theatre dis-

covered in 17S9 by Ranghiasci {Discoprimento, Perugia, 1790), and
further explored in 1863 (Boll. dclV Inslitul. dicorr. arch., torn. xii.).

It is also known that the town possessed temples to Diana, to Vesta,
to Janus, to Pallas, and to the Sun and Apollo; and about 8 miles to
the north was the celebrated temple, of the Apennine Jove. The
modern city was raised from the decay into which it had fallen by
Otto tlvB;Great, whoso charter may be seen inRepcsati's Delia Zecca
di Oubbio, Bologna, 1773. In 1155 it was besieged by Frederick Bar-
barossa, but was saved by the intercession of St Ubaldo, The temporal
government of the town, which had previously been in the hands of
'the papal legato, the bishop, or the prior of the cathedral, was then
placed by the emperor in the hands of the people. The first podesta
appears in 1163. During the 14th century the prosperity of Gubbio
w.is greatly advanced ; it obtained jurisdiction over 130 castles, had
great influence over the neighbouring cities, and possessed about
30,000 inhabitants. In 1384 it surrendered to Montefeltro, and
thus became incorporated with the duchy of Urbino. An account of
the school of painting which flourished in Gubbio in the loth century
is given by Ranghiasci Sebastiani in vol. iv. of the Siena edition of
Vasari, and by Amico Ricci in his Mcmorie di belle arti in Giibbio,

Bologna, .1331. Reference may also be made to Slaluta civilati3

Eityubii, Gerona, 1686; GrelTolini, Dc gcstis Euguhinorum; Sarti,

De Episcopis Eagubtnis, 1755; and the Marchese Brancaleoni, "Dei
palazri niunicipali e pretorio di Gubbio " in Archivio Slorico, 1867.

GUBEN, a town of Brandenburg, Prussia, capital of a
circle in the governmeut district of Frankfort, ia situated

at the confluence of the Lubist with the Neisse and at the

junction of three different railways, 28 miles S.S.E. of

Frankfort. It is the seat of a circle court and of a district

office, and possesses three evangelical churches, an Old
Lutheran church, a Catholic church, a synagogue, a g>'m-

nasium, a real-schaol of the first order, two higher female
schools, an infirmary, and a 'theatre. The principal'

industries are the spinning and weaving of wool, dyeing,

tanning, and the manufacture of pottery ware, hats, and
machinery. The vine is cultivated in the neighbourhood
to some extent, and there is also some trade in fruit and
vegetables. The population in 1875 was 23,704.
Guben is of Wendish origin. It is mentioned in the time of

the emperor Henry II., and received town rights in 1235. It was
surrounded by walls in 1311, about which time it came into the pos-
session of the margrave of Brandenburg, from whom it passed to

Bohemia in 1367. It was twice devastated by the Hussites, and in

1631 and 1635 it was occupied by the Swedes. Jn the latter year it

came into the possession of the electorate of Saxony, and in 1815 it

was, along with the rest of Lower Lausatia, imited to Prussia.

GUDGEON {Golio), a small fish of the family Cypri-

nidm (see IcnxHYOLOGY), with narrow, cylindrical body,
nnd with a small barbel at each corner of the mouth. These
fishes are generally distributed over Europe, the most com-
mon being Gohio fliiviadlis, called "goujon" in France,

"graEsling" or "griindling" in Germany, and "gobione"
in Italy. They thrive in streams as well as lakes, always

keeping to the bottom, and scarcely exceeding a length of

8 iuches. Gudgeons differing but little from the European
are equally common in China and Japan.
GUELDEllLAND, Gelderland, or Guelders (in

Dutch Gerderland or Gelrc, in German Gddern, and in

Latin Geldria), formerly a duchy of the empire, bounded
by Friesland, Westphalia, Brabant, Holland, and the
Zuydersce. At the beginning of the Christian era the land

ires held bj Batavians and Cbatmavians, and a few centuries

later both Saxons and Franks were added to its population.
The Carolingiau kings ruled over it by means of a number
of counts, among whom those of Hameland, Teisterbant
(Testrebante), and Nimeguen were the most'prominent

;

but hitherto it has not been discovered how these counts are
connected with the later dynasty of the counts of Guelder-
land and Zutphen, which makes its appearance in the lltU
century. There is documentary proof at Braunweiler of
the existence of a Count Otto at the end of the 10th century,
and a charter of 1096 is sealed by Gerhard of Gelder.
Count Gerhard II. of Gelder married Ermgard of Zutphen,
and their son Henry succeeded to the double inheritenca
Both Henry (1131-1182) and his son and successor Otto
I. (1182-1207) considerably extended their domains, and
Otto deserves to be remembered for the civic rights which
by a happy innovation he bestowed on the town of Zutpbcu
in 1190. Gerhard III. (1207-1229) obtained from the
emperor Frederick II. the right of removing the toll of

Arnheim to Lobith, where it long proved the principal

source of income to the coiintship. Otto II., son of Gerhard
III., greatly augmented hjs power and territory, and secured

the internal stability of his government by erecting numerous
free communes, such as Harderwijk, Arnheim, Emmerich,
Lochem, i-c. Keinald I. (1271-1326) had the chagrin of

seeing the dukedom of Limberg, which fell to him by the

death of his father-in-law, seized by John I. of Brabant in

1288; but from the emperor Henry VII. he received, iu

1310, the right of bestowing full municipal privileges on
any free communities he might establish, and in 1317 ha
was raised to the rank of prince of the empire by Frederick

of Austria, which implied possession of legislative authority

and liberty to coin his own money. A steady increase

of power rewarded the exertions of Beinald II. (1326-

1339), and shortly before his death (March 19, 1339) he

received the hereditary title of duke of Guelderland from
the emperor Louis of Bavaria. The new duchy, however,

had an ill beginning of its history. Reinald III., the

natural successor, found a bitter rival in his brother

Edward, and in 1361, after a contest of eleven years, ho

was completely defeated in. the battle of Tiel ; and though

ten years later, on Edward's death, he recovered his right-

ful position, he survived his restoration only three months.

A protracted contest between the hostile factions was at

length decided in favour of William a nephew of the last

duke, and son of William of Juliers, who succeeded in

1378, but did not receive imperial recognition till 1383
Between 1384 and 1386 he assisted the Teutonic knights

against the Prussians; and in 1393 he became duke of

Juliers by the death of his father. He died IClh February

1402, and was followed by his brother Reinald IV., whose

reign of three and twenty years was mainly noticeable for

several contests with Holland, the surrender of Emmerich
and other portions of territory, and the gradual consolida-

tion of the Guelderland states. Eeinald IV. dying childless

in 1423, the coronet passed to his grand-nephew Arnold,

the son of John of Egmond. Arnold of Egmond was ot

first recognized by the ompcror Sigismnnd in 1424, but iii

1425 the emperor revoked his sanction, and gave his support

to Adolphus of Cleves. In the war that followed the people

of Guelderland stood true to Arnold, but his extravagance

and carelessness brought the financial afi"airs of his duchy

into confusion; and at length, in 1444, after the defeat of

his forces by Adolphus at Linnich, he was constrained to

pawn part of his territory to Cleves. The states Lad com-

plained of the maladministration in a diet of 1436, and

the malcontents ultimately, in 1456, found a leader in the

duke's own son Adolphus, who, after an apparent recon-

ciliation with his father made the old man a prisoner in

January 1)C5, and confined him in Iho ca.stlo of Biircn. A
civil war now broke out. and Cboilcs tbo Bold of Burguiidj
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seized the opportnnity for his own advantage; in 1471

Adolphus was forced to set his father at liberty.; arid

Arnold, in return for the service done him, jnade over his

duchy to the Burgundian duke for 20,000 gulden, only

reserving the usufruct till the close of his own hfe. On
23d February 1473 Arnold died, and Charles was duke

of Guelderland. Tlie town of Nimeguen made an heroic

effort to oppose the Burgundian accession, but it fell after

a lengthened siege. On Charles's death at the battle of

Nancy in 1477, a party in the powerful city of Ghent
bscame anxious to marry Charles of Egmont to their

princess, Mary of Burgundy. Before the year was out,

however (29th June 1477), the young man had perished

before the walls of Tournay, against which he had led an
army of Burgundians and Flemings to recover it from the

French. By his marriage with the Princess Mary, Slaxi-

milian of Austria considered himself the rightful possessor

of Guelderland, and he succeeded by 1482 in quelling all

opposition. But' ten years later young Charles of Egmond,
the son of Adolphus, set foot once more in his native

country ; t.Iie people soon flocked to his standard ; and
victorious campaigns proved the capacity of the leader and
the enthusiasm of the soldiers. The fierce contest, con-

tinued for years, and Charles carried the war into the

enemjr's territories. In 1507 he pushed into Holland and
Brabant, in 1512 appeared before Amsterdam, and in 1514
made capture of Groningen. It was not till 1528 that

Charles V. granted him the lifelong occupation of Guelder-

land, Zutphen, Groningen, Coevorden, and Drenthe. In

return he agreed that if he died childless his possessions

should revert to the emperor ; but such was his hatred of

the house of Austria that towards the close of his life hs

planned to make France his heir. This, however, was
prevented by the states of Guelderland insisting on his

appointing as his successor William, the youthful son of

the duke of Cleves and Juliers. Charles died 30th June

1538, and William assumed the title of duke. But
Charles V. was not disposed to give up the rights secured

by the treaty of Gonnchem, and after a contest in which

much damage was done to various paits of the Low
Countries, William was obliged to surrender his claims on

7th September 1543 On the rise of the Dutch republics

most of Guelderland threw off the Spanish yoke. One
"quarter" only, that of Roermonde, continued subject, and
it received the name of Spanish Gelderland ; the other

three " quarters," Nimeguen, Zutphen, and Arnheim,

became Dutch Guelderland, and had their provincial diets

twice a year; By the peace of Utrecht Spanish Guelderland

or the Upper Quarter (Overkwartier) passed to Prussia, in-

cluding the town of Guelders, but excluding Venloo, which

went to the Netherlanda, and Eoermonde, which went to

Austria. By the peace of Paris (1814) the temporary divi-

sions of the French revolutionary period were abolished, and
all Guelderland was incorporated with Holland except, the

portion which still forms the Prussian circle of Diisseldorf.

Guelderland, the modern province of the Netherlands,

has an area of 1932 square miles, audits population in

1821, 1835, 1840, 1860, and 1873 was respectively

269,926, 323,167, 345,762, 401,864, and 437,778. The
largest towns are Nimeguen (23,509 in 1876), Arnheim
(38,017), Zutphen (14,513), Apeldoorn (13,851), Ede
(10,982), and Rhcden (10,536); and there are at least

eighteen other communes with more than 5000 inhabitants.

See Pontanns, Bistorim Gddrica-. (Harderwijct, 1639); V.-in Spaen,
Hislcrievan Gelderland (Utrecht, 1814); Hiflioff, Gedanlwaardig-
lieden, uU dc Geschicdenis van GcldcrlandiAmlieim, 1830, &c.,6 vols.");

Nijhoff, ITet i-onuumste uii de geschicdenis von Gelderland (Arnheim,
1869); J. C. Kremer, So Graven van Banicland, en de Oorspronq der
Graven van Nassau, Gclrc, Cleve, en ZiUphm (Arnheim, 1873); Baron
Sloet, Oorkondcnboch der Graafschappen Gelre en Zittfcn; P. H.
Witkamp, Aardrijkskundin tFoordcnboek van Ncderland, 1877.

GUELDER ROSE, so called from Guelderland, its sup-

posed source, termed also Marsh Elder, Rose Elder, Water
Elder (Germ., Wasserholder, Schneeball ; Fr., Yiorne-Ohier,

I'Obier dlEurope), the Viburnum Opvlus of Linneeus, is a

shrub or small tree of the natural order Caprifoliacecf, and a

native of Britain and other parts of Europe, and of Russian

Asia. It is common in Ireland, but rare in Scotland. In

height it is from 6 to 12 feet, and it thrives best in moist

situations. The leaves are smooth, 2 to 3 inches broad, with

3 to 5 unequal Berrate lobes, and glandular adnate stipules.

In autumn the leaves change their normal bright green for

a pink or crimson hue. The flowers, which appear in June

and July, are small, white, and arranged in cymes 2 to 4

inches in diameter. The outer blossoms in the wild plant

have an enlarged corolla, f inch in diameter, and are devoid

of stamens or pistils ; in the common cultivated variety all

the flowers are sterile, and the inflorescence is globular,

hence the term "Snowball Tree" applied to the plant, the

appearance of which at the time of flowering has been

prettily described by Cowper in his Winter Walk at Noon.

The guelder rose bears juicy, red, elliptical berries, 4 lines

in length, which ripen in September, and contain each a'

single compressed seed. In northern Europe these are

eaten, and in Siberia, after fermentation with flour, they

are distilled for spirit. The plant has, however, emetic, pur

gative, and narcotic properties ; and Taylor {Med. Jurisp.,

vol. i. p. 448, 2d ed., 1873) has recorded an instance of the

fatal poisoning of a child by the berries. Both they and the

bark contain valerianic acid. The woody shoots of the

guelder rose are manufactured into various small articles

in Sweden and Russia. See Loudon, Arboretum, vol ii.,

1838; and Syme, Eng. Bat, iv, p. 202, pi. 639.

GUELDERS, or GELDER>r, a town of Rhenisli Prussia,

in the government district of Diisseldorf, chief and only

town of the circle of Geldern, is situated on the Niers,

28 miles N.W. of Diisseldorf, Its industries include the

manufacture of cloth and hats, wool-spinning, and wool,

silk, and linen weaving. It has a Catholic and a Protestant

church and two convents. The town was built in 1097,

and was. till 1343 the residence of the counts and dukes

of Guelderland. It was fortified by Philip II , but its

fortifications were razed by Frederick IL of Prussia in 1764.

The population in 1375 was 5184.

GUELFS AifD GHIBELLTNES, The names Gnelfo

and Ghibellino, as applied to parties in Italy, are Italianized

forms of names which at an earlier period designated parties

in Germany. Guelfo is the Italian form of Welf, and

Ghibellino the ItaUan form of Waiblingen, a castle of the

emperor Conrad. In Germany these names, which are said

to have been first used as battle-cries at the battle- of Weins-

berg in 1140, designated the struggle between the Welfs of

Altdorf and the imperial line of the Hohenstaufen. In Italy

the names acquired a different meaning, being generally

applied respectively to the party of the pope and the party

of the emperor. The conflict between the authority of the

emperor and the independence of the Italian towns began

before the names were used in Germany. These parties

first came into prominence in the Lombard league of 1 167.

In the war which followed we find the following distribution

of parties : on the Ghibellin side were Cremona, Pavia,

Genoa, Tortona, Asti, Alba, Acqui, Turin, Ivrea, Venti-

miglia, Savona, Albenga, Imola, Faenza, Ravenna, Forli,

Cesena, Rimini, the marquis of Montferrat, the counts of

Lomello, Guasto, Bosio, &c.; on the side of the Guelfs

were Venice, Treviso, Padua, Vicenza, Verona, Brescia,

Ferrara, Mantua, Bergamo, Lodi, Jlilan, Novara, VerceUi,

Alessandria, Piacenza, Parma, Reggio, Modena, Bologna.

These names spread further in consequence of the bitter

rivalry which existed between several pairs of Italian towns,

for instance, between Rome and Tusculum, Pisa and Genoa,
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Fermra and Jlantiin, Eergamo and Brescix A further

step in tliis direction was the division of the towns them-

selves into Guelf and Ghibellin parties. The struggle for

the impciial throne between Philip of Swabia and Otto of

Brunswick (1198-1208) enlisted the sympathies of Italy.

The Guelfic towns Slilan, Piacenza, Brescia, Eeggio,

Modcna, took the part of the Welf Otto. The 13th

century witnessed a great increase of the jealousies between

rival towns, and more serious divisions of the leading

f imilics in the towns themselves. Examples of this were

the quarrels between ihe Jlontecchiand Capelletti at Verona,

the Lanibertazzi and Geremei at Bologna, the Rossi and
Coreggi at Parma, the Doria and Spinola, the Griraaldi and
Fieschi at Genoa, the Buondelmonti and Amedei, the Donati

and Uberti at Florence, the Colonna and Orsihi at Rome,
tile Bagnacavalli and Polenta at Ravenna, the Delle Torre

and Visconti at Milan, the Cancellieri and Panciatichi at

Pistoia, the Salimbeni and Tolomei at Siena.

Of the principal towns in North and Central Italy,

Arczzo was generally Ghibellin. Bergamo was torn in

sunder by party quarrels : the Suardi fought against the

Coleoni, and afterwards both these against the Rivoli and
Bcmghi ; it was generally more Guelf than Ghibellin.

Bologna was generally Guelf. Brescia was much divided.

It was generally Guelf, but was conquered by the Ghibellins

in 1322. It came under the power of the Visconti of

Lilian in 1337. Cremona was generally Guelf, but occasion-

ally Ghibellin. Always unhappy, it was wasted by the

most violent party conflicts. The family of Cavalcab6 led

the Guelf party in this town in the 14th century. Ferrara

was Ghibellin under the Torelli j it became Guelf under
the Este. Florence, after 1158, was the chief support of

the Guelfs. The struggles which desolated it were between

different branches of the Guelf—the Bianchi, and Neri, and
others. Forli was Guelf till 1315, afterwards Ghibellin

under the Ordolaffi. Genoa was divided between the two
[varties. Lucca was generally Ghibellin, but had hard

work to maintain its position against the attacks of Florence.

.Mantua was Guelf up to 1220, afterwards mainly Ghibellin.

IVlua was the enemy of Venice; in 1227 it was Guelf,

lighting against the Ghibellin Vicenza ; about IJIS it

became Ghibellin under the house of Carrara. Parma was
•livided in its sympathies. It was generally more Guelf than

Ghibellin. Pavia was Ghibellin unless .compelled to be

•ithcrwise. Perugia became Guelf in 1198. It was Tnuch

torn by party quarrels. Piacenza was generally Guelf.

Piaa was chiefly Ghibellin during a great part of its history.

Pistoia was divided up to 12G7, after which time it became
inninly Guelf. Ravenna was chiefly Guelf under the family

of Polenta. Rimini belonged to the family of Malatesta,

which was divided between Guelf and Ghibellin. Siena was

nt first Ghibellin; in 1270 it became Guelf. Venice was
BQarcoly touched by theto party quarrels. Verona was
much divided. Up to 1259 it was mainly Guelf; under

the Delia Scala it was Ghibellin. Vicenza was Ghibellin

after 1227; at a later period it followed the fortunes of

Padua, Viterbo was Ghibellin after 1328.

It would be generally true to assert the princiiilo that the

Quelfs were more attached to liberty than the Ghibellins.

The town of Alessandria was the creation of the Lombard
league, a protest against the reduction of Italy under a
German sovereign. Yet Dante, the keenest patriot, the

most ardent aspirant towards the unity of Italy, was a
Ghibellin. With him Ghibellinism meant (1) unity under
a strong head, and (2) the abolition of the temporal power of

the popes. No one, ho tliought, but an emperor could sit

firmly in the saddle or guide the reins of so fierce a steed.

The best hope of obtaining this object lay in Henry Vll.

of Luxembourg. But the object itsplf was probably impos-

dible of realization. The death of Henry at Buoncouvento

extinguished the last Lope of uniting Italy under the

supremacy of Ccesar.

To give a full account of the party quarrels of Guelf and
Ghibellin would be to write the history of medixval Italy.

The names began to die out gradually at the beginning of

the 10th century.^ Twenty years before the two parties had
united in opposing John of Bohemia. The expedition of

Charles IV. into Italy destroyed what shreds still remained
of respect for the authority of the empiie, and with the
extinction of Ghibellinism Guelfisra perished also; yet

we find the name of Guelf appearing in Jlilan in 1404,
after the death of Glan Galeazzo Visconti, and also in 1447,
in the struggle between Ludovico Sforza and the Duchess
Bona of Savoy. In the conquest of Milan by Louis XII.,

in the beginning of the 16th century, we find the supi-

porters of the emperor and Sforza called Ghibellins by
Roman writers, and the French party called Guelf.

Of the literary supporters of either cause we can only

mention a few. Brunetto Latini, the master of Dante,
was a Guelf. Dante himself, as we have seen above, was a

Ghibellin ; so was his friend Guido Cavakanti. Petrarch

was a Guelf; the three historians Villaniare singularly

impartial. For further information, see Wachsmutb, Ge-

schiclde der Polidschen Parteiungeii, vol. ii. (o. r)
GUELPH, the chief town of Wellington county, Ontario,

Canada, is situated in a fine agricultural district on an

elevation on the river Speed, a branch of the Grand River,

and on the Grand Trunk Railway and the Wellington,

Grey, and Bruce division of the Great Western Railway,

45 miles west by south of Toronto. The river is navigabN:

at this point, and there is a considerable shipping trade in

wheat. Abundant water power is obtained for flour-mills,

saw-mills, and woollen-mills, and there are also breweries,

tanneries, and manufactories for agricultural instruments

and sewing machines. The population in 1871 was 6878.

GUERCINO. Sec Barbieri.

GU15RET, a town of France, chief town of the depart-

ment of Creuse, is situated on a mountain declivity near

the Creuse, about 250 miles south from Paris. It lias a

church of the 13th century, a communal college, a normal

school, two hospitals, a botanical garden, a library, a picture

gallery, and a museum for natural history and antiquities.

The principal industries are the manufacture of beer,

leather, potash, combs, and buttons; and there is a consider-

able trade in wood and cattle. Gueret grew up in the 8th

century round an abbey founded by Clotaire in 720. The

population in 187G was 4973.

GUERICKE, Otto von (1602-1686), an experimeutal

philosopher, distinguished by his original discoveries of the

properties of air, was born at Magdeburg, in Prussian

Saxony, November 20, 1602. Having studied law at

Leipsic, llelmstadt, and Jena, and mathematics, especially

geometry and mechanics, at Leyden, ho visited Franco and

England, and, returning to Saxony, took up the profcsaion

of engineerin-chief at Erfurt. In 1627 ho was elected

alderman of Magdeburg, and in 1646 mayor of that city,

and a magistrate of Brandenburg. It was whilst holding

these offices that Guericko dcvtited his leisure to fcicntifio

pursuits, especially in pneumatics. Incited by the dis-

coveries of Galileo, Pascal, and Torricelli, ho attempted the

creation of a vacuum, a desideratum in science from before

Aristotle. He began by experimenting with a pump on

water placed in a barrel, but found that when the woter

was drawn off the air permcalcil the wood. Ho then took

a globe of coi'iior fitted with pump ami stopcock, and dis-

covered that ho could pump out air aa well as water. Thus

Guericko became the inventor of the air-pump (1650).

This important discovery was publicly explained before the

cmjjoror Ferdinand III. nt the imperial diet which assom-

hlnd at Batisbnn in 1G51. Guericko at the sanio tim»
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illustrated in a simple b;\t effective way tlie force of atmo-

splieric pressure. Placing side by side two hollow hemi-

spheres of copper, he exhausted the air from between them

by means of pump and stopcoclj, and it is recorded that

thirty horses, fifteen back to back, were unable to pull

thfem asunder. The apparatus used on this occasion is stiU

preserved in the imperial and royal library at Berlin.

Guericke further demonstrated, by the aid of the air-

pump, that iu a vacuum all bodies fall equally fast, that

animals cannot exist thereiuj and other phenomena. He
also invented the air-balanoe, and the anemoscope, a species

of weathercock. The discovery of the property of electro-

repulsion is also attributed to him; and he made successful

researches in astronomy, predicting the pariudicity of the

return of comets. In 1G81 he gave up office, and retired

to Hamburg, where he died May 11,1 686.

His piinciiial observations are given in his work, E.Tpe)'ima\la

worn, lit vocaiity Magdebxtrgica rfo vacuo spatio (Amsterdam, 1672).

Ho is also the author of a Gcschiclde. der Bclagcrungwid Erobsrung
von Jfajdcbtirg. See HoffUiainn, Otto von Guericke, Magdeburg,
1S74.

•GU^RIN", GEORGEa Matji^ice de (1810-1839), a French

poet, whose few compositions in pyose and verse, published

posthumously, show him. to have possessed a true and rare

genius, was descended from a noble but poor family, and
was born at tlie chateau of Le Cayla in Languedoc, 4th

August 1810. He was educa.ted with a view to the church

.it a religious s;.Qinary at Toulouse, and then at the College

Stanislas, Paris, after which he procured entrance to the

society at La Chesnaye in Brittany, founded by LamennaiSj

bishop of Kennes. Here his -most intimate companions

were persons whose tastes w«re literary rather than ecclesi-.

:istical ; and his dreamy and meditative temperament found

its solace and happiness mere in intercourse with nature

than in theological study or the exercises of piety. It was
therefore only after great hesitation, and without being

satisfied as to his religious, vocation, that under the influ-

ence of Lamennais he joined the new religious order in

August 1833 ; and when, in Septentber of the same year,

Lamennais, wha had come under the displeasure of Rome,
severed connexion, with the society, Guirin's doubts as to

his vocation returned in full force, and on the 7th October
l\e renounced his novitiate. Early in the following year

he went to Paais, where he obtained an engagement pn the

periodical press, but finding it impossible to submit to the

mental drudgery of continuous literary work he became a
teacher at the Qjll^ge Stanislas. In November 1838 he
married a Creole lady of some fortune; but a few "months
afterwards he was attacked by a malady which proved to

be consumption, and v.hich terminated by death his short

period of leisure and happiness, 19th July 1839. In the

Eejue des Deux Jfondes for May 15, 1840, there appeared
a notice of Gudrin by George Sand, to which she added
t\vO fragments of his writings—one a composition in prose

entitled the Centaur, and the other a short poem. His
jieliquicu, including the Centaur, his journal, a number of

his letters, and several poems edited by G. S. Tr^butien,

and accompanied with a biographical and critical notice by
Sainte-Beuve, appeared in 1860 in two volumes; and
a translation of it was published at New York in 1867.
Though Gu(5rin was essentially a poet, his prose is more
striking and original than his poetry. Its peculiar and
unique charm arises from' his strong and absorbing passion
for nature, a passion whose intensity reached almost to

adoration and worship, but in which the pagan was more
prominent than the njoral element.- According to Sainte-
Beuve, " no French poet or painter has rendered so well the
feeling for nature—the feeling not so much for details as
f )r the ensenihle and the divine universality, the feeling for

the origin of things and the sovereign principle of life."

The name of Eugenle de GufeiN (1805-1818), the

sister of JIaurice, cannot be omitted from any hotice of Lim,
if only on account of the ties of love that united them

;

but her Journals, published in 1861, English translation

1865, and her Lettres, published in 1864, English transla-

tion 1865, indicated the possession of gifts of as rare an
order as those of her brother, though of a somewhat differ-

ent kind. In her case mysticism assumed a form more
strictly religious, and she continued to mourn her brother'.s

loss of his early Catholic faith. Five years older than
he, she cherished a love for him which was blended wit'.!

a somewhat motherly anxiety. In him she centred her
chief earthly hopes, and after his death her only remaining
earthly purpose was to rescue his name from oblivion by
the collection and publication of the scattered fragments of

his writings. She died, however, on the 31st ^lay 1848,
before her task was completed.

See the notices by George Sand and Sainte-Beuve referred to
above; Sainte-Beuve, Causcrics du lundi, vol. xii., and Nouvcaax
Jundr's, vol. iii. ; G. jlerlct, Causcrics sar les fcmvics et lc3 lirrcs,

Paris, 1865; Selden, L'Esjirit dcs fcmmcs de notre temps, Paiia,

1864 ; Marelle, Eugenie ct Maurice de Guirin, Berlin, 1869; Harriet
Parr, M. and E. de Guerinf a iitonograph, London, 1870; and
Matthew Arnold's essays on Maurice and Ei(genie de GueriDj in bis

Essays in Criticism.

GUEKIN, Jean Baptiste Paulin (1783-1855), French
painter, belongs to the group who specially represent the

Eestoration. Born at Toulon, on the 25th March 1783, of

poor parents, he learnt, as a lad, his father's trade of a lock-

smith, whilst, at the same time, he followed the classes of

the free school of art. Having sold some copies to a local

amateur, Gu^rin started for Paris, where he came under the

notice of Vincent, whose counsels were of material service.

In 1810 Gu^rin made his first appearance a'' the Salon

with some portraits, which had a certain srccess. In

1812 he exhibited Cain after the mvuder of Abel (formerly

in Luxembourg), and, on the return of the Bouvbons, wail

much employed in works of restoration and deroraticn at

Versailles. His Dead Christ (Cathedral, Baltimore) ob-

tained a medal in 1817, and this success was followed up
by a long series of works, of which the following are the

more noteworthy :—Christ on the knees of th« Virgin,

1819; Anchises and Venus, 1822 (formerly in Luxem-
bourg); Ulysses and Miucrva, 1824 (!Mus^e de Kennes);

the Holy Family, 1829 (Cathedral, Toulon); and Saint

Catherine, 1838 (St Roch). In his treatment of subject,

Guerin attempted to realize rococo graces of conception,

the liveliness of which was lost in the strenuous effort to

be correct. His chief successes were attained by portraits,

and those of Charles Nodier and the Abb6 Lamennais
became widely popular. Guerin died January 19, 1855,

We possess no account of his life and works beyond that

which is aft'orded by brief notices in contemporary bio-

graphical dictionaries,

GUERIN, PiEEEE 'Nakcisse (1774-1833), French

painter, was born at Paris, May 13, 1774, The artistic ideal

of the first empire found complete expression in his work, the

nlost famous examples of which show a peculiar combination

of the dry pseudo-classic style, then popular, with stage

pathos of a highly exaggerated character
;

yet from his

atelier went forth; as if in necessary protest against the

defects of their master, the leaders of the Romantic and
Realistic movements,—Delacroix and G^ricault. The first

teacher of Gu6rin was Nicolas Brenet, whom he left to place

himself under Jean Baptiste Regnault, the representativgj-as

contrasted with David, of a distinct form of the classic re-

action-modified by a tinctui* of Italian tradition, Gudrin

became the most distinguished of his pupils, and carried off

one of the three "grands prix" offered in 1796, in con-

sequence of the competition not having taken place since

1793. The pension was not indeed re-established, but Guerin

fulfilled at Paris the conditions imposed upon &peiisionnai'-e.
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auil produced various works, one of which brought him
prominently before tho public. This work, Marcus Sextus

(Louvre), exiiibited at tho Salon of 1799, excited wild

enthusiasm, partly due to the subject—a victim of Sulla's

proscription returning to Rome to find his wife dead and his

house in mourniug—in which an allusion was found to the

actual situation of tho emigres. Gui5rin on this occasion

was publicly crowned by the president of tho Institute, and

before his departure for Rome (on the re-establishment of

the licole under Suvee) a banquet was given to him by the

most distinguished artists of Paris. In 1800, unable to

remain in Rome on account of his health, he went to Naples,

where he' painted the Grave of Amyntas. In 1802 Gui^rin

produced Phaedra and Hippolytus (Louvre); in 1810, after

his return to Paris, he again achieved a great success with

Andromache and Pyrrhus (Louvre) ; and in the same year

also exhibited Cephalus and Aurora (Collection Sommariva)

and Bonaparte and the Rebels of Cairo (Versailles). The
Restoration brought to Gudrin fresh honours ; he had

received from the first consul in 1803 the cross of the

Ijgion of honour, and in 1815 Louis XVIII. named him
Academiciaiv The success of Guirin's Hippolytus, of Andro-

mache, of Phsedra, and of Clytiemnestra (Louvre) had been

ensured by the skilful selection of highly melodramatic

situations, treated with the strained and pompous dignity

proper to the art of the first empire ; in .i^lneas relating to

Dido tho disasters of Troy (Louvre), wliich appeared side

by side with Clytajmnestra at the Salon of 1817, the in-

fluence of the Restoration is plainly to be traced. In this

work Gudriii sought to captivate the public by an appeal

to those sensuous charms which he had previously rejected,

and by the introduction of picturesque elements of interest

which, even now, distract attention from the artificial man-
nerism too painfully apparent in his treatment of tragic

subject. But with this work Guerin's public successes came
to a close. He was, indeed, commissioned to paint for the

Madeleine a scene from the history of St Louis, but his

health prevented him from accomplishing what he had
begun, and in 1822 ho accepted the post of director of

tho Lcole de Rome, which in 1816 he had refused. On
returning to Paris in 1828, Gudrin, who had previously

been made chevalier of the order of St Michel, was
ennobled. He now attempted to complete Pyrrhus and
Priam, a work which ho had begun at Rome, but in vain

;

his health had finally broken down, and in tho hope of

improvement he returned to Italy with Horace Vernet.

Shortly after his arrival at Rome Baron Gudrin died, on

July 6, 1833, and was buried in the church of La Trinita de'

Monti by tho side of Claude Lorraine. A careful analysis

and criticism of his principal works will be found in Meyer's

Geschichte der Franzosischcn Malerei, but his lifo has not

yet been made the subject of special treatment.

GUERNSEY, the second in size of tho Channel Islands,

is situated between 49° 25' and 49° 31' N. lat. and between
2° 30' and 2° 41' W. long., 30 miles W. of Normandy, and

61 miles S. of Portsmouth. The total area at low water

is estimated at 15,5G0 acres, or rather more than 24 square

miles, and of this about 10,000 acres are under cultivation.

Gradually rising from the north to the south, tho island

attains its maximum elevation of 349 feet above mean tide

at Haut Nez, above Point Icart. According to J. A. Bird's

" Geology of tho Channel Islands " in I'he Geological

Magazine, London, 1878, it consists geologically of three

very unequal portions, one characterized by a very felspathic

syenite and gneiss, another by a hornblendic "granitnl,"

and a third by a micaceous syenite. Tlie felspathic

portion yields magnificent crystals of felspar, surpassing

tho.ie of tho porphyritic granites of Cornwall or Cumber-
land ; and tho hornblendic portion occasionally affords

crystals of black hornblende in similar perfection. No-

Secondary or Tertiary rocks arc found in position, but \>oi\-

Tertiary tlays containing Hints arc found all round the
island and even on its summit, and Mr Bird is disposed
to assign fhcm to the intcrglacial period of eubmergence.
The soil of Guernsey is generally a light sandj loam, and
the subsoil consists for tho most part of angular gravel,

except in certain places occupied by a curious clay, chiefly

composed of a silicate of alumina, which proves destru/'tive

to vegetable life. While the island does not grow sufBcient

grain for its own consumption, it has a large export of fruits

and other garden produce. Parsnips were formerly one of

the principal items, but they are now less extensively culti-

vated, having been supplanted by potatoes and turnips.

Grapes, which were exported to the amount of 50 tons iu

1873, are the source of an increasing trade. Granite is

largely shipped at St Sampson,
For administrative purposes Guernsey is united with

Alderney, Sark, Herm, and the adjacent islands jn the baili-

wick of Guernsey. The island proper is divided into the

ten parishes of St Peter Port, St Sampson, Vale, Catel,

St Saviour, St Andrew, St JIartin, Forest, St Peter du Bois,

and Torteval. The administration is under the supervision

of a lieutenant-governor appointed by thacrov/n; and the

parliamentary assembly consists of a bailiff, twelve jurats,

a procureur or attorney-general, the beneficed clergy, and
twelve delegates elected by the people. Taxation is very

light, and the annual ifivenue amounts to about £10,000.

Ecclesiastically the island is a deanery of the Winchester

diocese of the Church of England.

The only town of any great importance is St Peter Port

on -the eastern coast. In 18G1 it had a population of

16,388 (69G8 males and 9420 females), and in 1871,

16,166 (6731 males and 9435 females). The sea frontage

of the town extends for about a mile, and is },rotccted in

nearly all its length by a wall with an esplanade." On the

improvement of the harbour, which was begun in the 13th

century by o.der of King Edward I., a sum of £285,000

has been expended since 1854. It is formed by two pici-s,

which enclose an area of 73 acres, tho southernmost of the

two running out to Castle Cornet and then sending out a

breakwater for about 3000 yards. The whole of tho works

are of the most massive description. Among the principal

buildings of tho town, which has been greatly improved by

the formation of a new street from tho harbour up to the

hill, are the Government house, tho court-house, Elizabeth

college, tho town hospital, St Stephen's church built in

1866, the Roman Catholic church designed by Pugin, and

the new vegetable market constructed at a cost of £16,000.

On the higher ground above the town is a monument in

memory of the Queen's visit to the island in 1816, and

on the pier there was erected in 1863 a monument to the

Prince Consort by Mr Durham, a copy of the monument

in tho gardens of the Horticultural Society at South

Kensington. St Sampson, which is tho only port besides

St Peter Port, is situated at tho eastern end of the Braye du

Val, a depression which at no distant date used to form

an arm of the sea at high tides, cutting the island into two

unequal parts. The harbour accommodation has been

improved at St Sampson contemporaneously with that of

St Petor Port. To the south of tho latter is tho strong fort

of St George's with barracks for 5000 men, and smaller

forts, batteries, and mr.rtcllo towers arc to be found on suit-

able points all round the coast.

By the old Guernsey laws, all tho male population from

sixteen to sixty are obliged to servo in tho militia ; but tho

custom of paying exemption fines has gradually become so

common that the real force is very far below its nominal

limit* Guernsey is both ])opulous and wealthy, and the

wciilth is very evenly distributed among the people. In

1673 the sise-ismcnt value cf the town pariah wa3
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^3,564,750, or £i2262 per bead, and that of the rural

l)arishes £1,831,G20, or £1233 per head. Like the

neighbouring part of France, Guernsey Btill possesses

numerous traces of its early inhabitants, in the form of

sepulchral caves, dolmens, and maenhirs. The most remark-

able group of the second class is in the north at Ancresse.

Details will be found in Mr Lukis's paper in vol. i. of the

Archccological Journal, and iu vols. i. and viii. of the

Journal of the Archeeolojical Association, as well as in the

special chapter in Dr Ansted's Channel Islands. . The
island is usually identified with the Sarnia of the latter

Koman writers. Its present name would appear to be a

corruption of the Norse for Green Isle. For details on its

liistory see Channel Islands'. • An account of a number

of its more eminent natives, many of whom have served

with high distinction in the British army, will be found in

Sarnia, or brief Memorials of many of her Sons, Guernsey,

1862. Among the better known families are the Sau-

marezes, the Tappers, and the Careys.

Besides the works referred to under Channel' Islands, see

Documents rilalifs d, I'tle de Guernsey, Guernsey, 1814; Vie%os of

Guernsey, with descriptive letterpress, Edinburgli, 1867 ; John
Jacob, Annals of the Bailiwick of Guernsey, London, 1830 ; Le
Marchant, Laios and Customs of Normandu as used in Boyal Court

of Guernsey.

GUERRAZZI, Francesco Domenico (1804-1873),

Italian writer and politician, was born at Leghorn, August

12, 1804. He studied law at Pisa, and happened to become

acquainted there with Byron, who produced a very strong

impression on his lively- imagination; Having taken his

degree in law, he went back to Leghorn to practise his pro-

fession, but engaged at the same time in literary pursuits.

In 1827 he published his first novel. The Battle of Benevento,

a work displaying powerful imagination and strong patriotic

feeling. While exiled in 1834 to Portoferraio, on the

island of Elba, he wrote Isabella Orsini and The Siege of

Florence, the latter producing great enthusiasm in Italy.

The two compositions which followed, Veronica Ciho and

The Neio Tartufes, are of inferior value. In 1844 Guerrazzi

was again exiled to Portoferraia When the revolution

broke out iu 1848, he was named deputy, then president

of the counsel of ministers, and finally, in the beginning

of 1849, along with Montanelli and Mazzoni, triumvir and

dictator of Tuscany. He had to expiate these few months

of power by years of imprisonment and exile. He was

banished first to Corsica, where he wrote Beatrice Cenci,

The Toioer of Noma, and Fides ; and then to Genoa, where

he composed the Memento Homo, The Hole in the Wall,

Messer Arlotfo Mainardi, Paolo Pellicione, The Italian

Plutarch, The Lives of Andrea Doria, Francesco Per-

ruccio, Pasquale Paoli, The Siege of Pome, and The Ass

(L'Asino), a humorous work. When the kingdom of Italy

was constituted, Guerrazzi was several times sent to parfia-

ment as deputy. Towards the end of his life he with-

drew to a villa he had on the sea-shore, near Cecina, not

far from Leghorn, where he wrote his novel entitled The

Dying Century. He died there on the 25th Septerpber

1873, and was buried in' the church of Montenero, near

Leghorn. His letters are being collected for publication

under the direction of the poet' Joseph Carducci.

See Guerraz/.i's own Apology, Florence, 1851 ; Bosio, F. D. Guer-

razzi and his IForls ; De Gubernatis, Ricordi Biograjici, Florence,

1873; and Corona, F. D. Guerrazzi, Biella, 1873.

GUERRERO, formerly Tixtla, the chief town of the

state of Guerrero, Mexico, is situated at an elevation of

about 5000 feet in a carrow and unhealthy valley in the

Sierra Madre, 28 miles from the coast and 150 miles S.W.
of Mexico. Mining is carried on, but not to any great

extent, and coarse cloth is manufactured. Toe population

in 1869 was 6501.

OUESCLIN. See Di- Guesclin.

GUEVARA, Antonio de (c. 1490-1545), Spanish
chronicler and moralist, was a native of the province of
Alava, and passed some of his earlier years at the court of
Queen Isabella. In 1528 be entered the Franciscan order,

and he afterwards accompanied Charles V. during his

journeys and residencies in Italy and in other parts of
Europe. After having held successively the offices of court
preacher, court historiographer, bishop of Guadix, and
bishop of Mondofiedo, he died in 1545. His earliestwork,

entitled Relax de principes, o Marco Aurelio, published in

1529, and, according to its author, the fruit of eleven years'

labour, is a kind of romance designed, after the manner of

Xenophon's Gyropcedia, to delineate in a somewhat ideal

way for the benefit of modern sovereigns the life and char-

acter of an ancient prince distinguished for wisdom and
virtue. It was very often reprinted in Spanish ; and
before the close of the century had also been translated into

Latin, Italian, French, and English. It is difficult now to

account for its extraordinary popularity,—its thought being
neither just nor profound, while its style is stifTand afi"ected.

It gave rise to a literary controversy, however, of great

bitterness and violence, the author having ventured without

warrant to claim for it an historical character, appealing to

an imaginary "manuscript in Florence." Other works of

Guevara are the. Decada de los Chares, or "Lives of tho

Ten Roman Emperors," in imitation of the manner of

Plutarch and Suetonius ; and the Epistolas Familiares,

sometimes called " The Golden Epistles," often printed in

Spain, and translated into all the principal languages of

Europe. They are in reality a collection of stiff arid formal

essays which have long ago fallen into merited oblivion (e.ee

Ticknor, Hist, of Span. Lit.; vol. ii. ).

In Spanish literature occurs also the name of Lui»
Velez de Guevara (1570-1644), who is said to have
written nearly 400 comedies, of which however only, a

few, and these of little value, have been preserved. This

Guevara is chiefly no.*,6worthy as having been the author

of a prose romance entitled El Diablo Cojuelo, which

suggested to Le Sage the ideas and materials of his Liable

Boilevx.

GUGLIELMI. There are several Italian mnstcians

of this name, the most celebrated of them being Pietro,

bom at Massa Carrara in May 1727. He received his first

musical education from his father, and afterwards studied

under ' urante at the Conservatorio di San Loretto, Naples.

His first operatic work was produced at Turin in 1755,

and the success was such as falls to the lot of few primary

efforts. Guglielmi's reputation was thenceforth established,

and soon his fame spread beyond the limits of his own
country, so that in 1762 he was called to Dresden to conduct

the celebrated opera there. He remained for someyeare in

Germany, where his works met with much success, but the

greatest triumphs were reserved for him in Englanl.

He went to London in 1772, and stayed there five yeans,

returning to Naples in 1777. He still continued to produce

operas at an astounding rate, but was unable to compete

successfully with the younger masters of the day. In 1793

he became maestro di capella at St Peter's Cathedral, and

died at Rome, November 19, 1804. He was a verj' prolific

composer, and occupies a respectable if not absolutely first-

rate position among the earlier masters of Italian comic

opsra. There is indeed in most of his scores a vein of

humour and natural gaiety not surpas.sed by Cimarosa him-

self. In serious opera he was less successful. But here

also he betrays at least the qualities of a competent musician.

Considering the enormous number of his works, his unequal

workmanship and the frequent instances of mechanical and

slij>shod writing in his music need not surprise us. The

following are among the most celebrated of his operas :—

/ due gemelli. La serva inamorata. La pastoreUa nobih, La
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beila j/cccatrice, Rinaldo, Artasesse, Didone, and Eneo e

Latinia. He also wrote oratorios and miscellaneous pieces

«f orchestral and chamber music. Of his eight sons two

at least acquired fame as musicians—Pietro Carlo (1763-

1817), a successful imitator of hb father's operatic style,

and Giacomo, an excellent singer.

GUIAN'A, Guyana, or Guayana, an extensive territory

io the north-eastern part of South America, comprehending

in its widest acceptation all the extent of country lying

between the rivers Amazon and Orinoco from 3° 30' S. to

8° 40' N. lat., and from 50° 22' to 68° 10' W. long. It is

bounded on the N. by the Orinoco and the Atlantic, E. by

the Atlantic, S. by the rivers Negro and Amazon, and W.
by the Orinoco and the -Cassiquiare. Its greatest length

from east to west is about 1200 miles, its greatest breadth,

from the mouth of the Orinoco to the confluence of the

Rio Negro with the Amazon, about 800 miles ; and the

estimated area is 600,000 square miles. This vast territory

is divided into Brazilian (formerly Portuguese) Guiana,

Venezuelan (formerly Spanish) Guiana, and Colonial

Guiana. The first two divisions, comprising about five-

sixths of the entire region, are claimed by or included in

Brazil and Venezuela respectively; and stretching eastward

from the mouth of the Orinoco towards that of the Amazon
lie the territories of British, Dutch, and French Guiana,

which are in that order noticed below.

GUIANA

Columbus in 1498 decided that the Orinoco must flow

through some vast continent. Vincent Yanez Pinzon, a
Hj^anish navigator, is believed to have first sailed up the

Amazon from the coast. Vasco Nunez landed on the coast

of Guiana in 1501, but the discovery is also claimed for

Diego do Ordas, one of the captains of Cortez in the con-

•luest of Mexico in 1531. Sir Walter Kaleigh ascended

tho Orinoco in 1595 in search of the El Dorado. Th»
(irst settlement is stated to be that of some Dutch people

iu 1580 near the river Pomeroon. This possession was
txjntested by tlie Spaniards, but in 1G13 a colony of

Zealanders on tho banks of tho Essequibo was reported in

a flourishing condition. English and subsequently French
colonization was attempted up tho Surinam river. The
English returned in 1652 to Paramaribo, and in 1662 the

whole colony was granted by Charles 11. to Lord Wil-

Imighby. In 1669, however, Dutch Guiana covered all the

territory now divided into British, Dutch, and French.

In 1712 the French attacked tho settlement and exacted

a contrib'jtinn. In 1732 Bcrbico received a constitution

from the states-general, and in 17G3 there was a formid-

able insurrection of negro slaves who had been introduced

from Africa. In 1781 Rodney took possession; and though
the colonies were restored to Holland in 1783, they sur-

rendered again to the British in 1796. The Dutch
resumed authority in 1802, and in 1803 the oroper historv

of British Guiana began.

I. British Guiana, when nnally acquired in 1803, and
formally ceded in 1814, consisted of the three colonies,

Demcrara,, Essequibo, and Berbice, so named after the

principal rivers which drain them. These were consolidated

into one colony in July 1831. It is bounded on the N.
and N.E. by the Atlantic, E. by Dutch Guiana, from which
it is separated by the river Corantyn, S. by Brazil, and
W. by Venezuela. It lies between 0° 40' and 8° 40' N.

lat., and 57° and 61° W. long., and has an estimated area

of 76,000 square miles, but the boundaries are still dis-

puted by Venezuela and Brazil. An engagement, however,

exists between the British and Venezuelan Governments
that neither shall occupy territory claimed by both. The
colony has now three divisions, called counties:—Berbice,

extending from the Corantyn about 95 miles along the

sea-coast ; Demerara, from the Abari about 65 miles, in-

cluding Georgetown, tho capital ; and Essequibo, from the

river of that name about 120 miles to the Barima near

the Orinoco mouth. There is thus a length of coast of

280 miles, with an extent inland varying from 300 to 450
miles.

Surface.—From the coast-line seaward the ocean deepens

very gradually, and at low tide extensive mud-flats and
sandbanks are left bare. Traced inland, this fluvio-marine

deposit is found to rise to 10 or 12 feet above high-water

mark, and to end at an older deposit of sand and clay beds,

which forms an extensive undulating country, rising to not

more than 150 feet above the sea, and stretching back to

where the solid rock strata underlying it crop out. Upon
the rich alluvial soil of the depressed coast-land, and for

a few miles up tho rivers, tho sugar estates are situated.

They are not only protected by dams from the sea, but, as

in wet weather water rapidly accuniulates in the savannahs

behind, they are similarly defended on that side also. A
narrow sand reef, some little distance farther inland, run-

ning parallel with the coastline, marks a previous sea Kaiit,

and still farther back ahigher range of coarse white sand'

probably marks a yet earlier coast. The eastern portion of

the colony from the sources of the Corantyn and Essequibo

is a rough inclined plane, sloping down to the sea-level from
a height of about 800 feet, the most elevated part being

mountainous and rising to 2000 feet above the sea. This

plain extends westward and northward, broken by ranges

of mountains, its western portion constituting part of tho

extensive savannah which stretches eastward from Brazil.

Two great parallel mountain systems cross the colony from

west to east, the greater being that of tho Pacarainia and
Merum(5 mountains, and tho lesser including the Canucu,

Cumucurau, and Coratamung mountains, while tho Sierra

Acarai, a densely wooded chain rising to 2500 feet, forma

tho southern boundary of Guiana and the watershed be-

tween tho Essequibo and the tributaries of tho Amazon.

Tho Pacaraima mountains, a wide extent of rough country

traversed by broad valleys, extend from about 4° to 0"

30' N. lat., and riso to 3000 feet between the Potaro and

Siparuni rivers, and to 7500 feet at Roraima mountain,

which rises, a perpendicular inaccessible wall of red sand-

stone, at tho extreme western limits of tho colony. Tho

southern portion of Pacaraima shows rugged hills and

valleys strewn with rocks, but to the north, where Uio

sandstone assumes table-shaped forms, there are dcnuo

forests, and the scenery is of extraordinary gmndear.

Tho Imataci range lies between tho Cuyuni and Bariuia

1 I.
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rivers in 7° to S° N. lat. A sandstone formation can be

traced from the northern Pacaraima mountains on the

west to the Corantyn on the east. Interbedded with it are

three great layers of greenstone. The surface of a very

lar^e portion of the colony is composed of gneiss, which is

feeeu in l^rge rounded bosses in the river beds. Schist of

iifforent kinds is associated with gneiss in many localities.

Quartz-porphyry and felstone occupy extensive areas over

the surface of the granite and underlying the gneiss. A
large proportion of the surface rock in the interior is granite.

The white sand at the sandhills on the Demerara and

elsewhere is very pure and well-adapted for glass making.

Gold has been found about 40 miles up the Cuyuni river.

Attempts to work it have met with small success, and Lave

been complicated with questions of boundary.

Rivers.—The colony is traversed by numerous large rivers,

tlie principal being the Essequibo, Corantyn, Mazaruni,

Cuyuni, Bsrbice, and Demerara. The Corantyn forms

the boundary between British and Dutch Guiana. It

rises in 2° N. lat., 100 miles eastward of the Essequibo,

flows generally northward, and falls into the Atlantic by a

broad estuary in 6° N. lat., 57° W. long. It is navigable

for sma)' vessels for 150 miles from its mouth, and is

remarkable for its magnificent cataracts. The Cuyuni,

coming from Venezuela, runs a course of 120 miles through

territory claimed as British. The Essequibo rises in the

Sierra Acarai, 0° 40' N. lat., and after a course of at least

600 miles discharges itself into the ocean by an estuary 15

miles' in width, in 7° N. lat., 58° 40' VV. long. In this

estuary ara a group of islands where sugar is grown, several

being from 12 to 15 miles long and 3 mifes broad. The

principal are Hog Island, Wakenaam, and Leguan ; a

smaller one is named Tiger Island. The entrance of the

Essequibo is difficult owing to deposits of mud and sand.

Its course lies through forests of gigantic vegetation. About

43 miles from its mouth it is joined by the Mazaruni, which

is itself joined by the Cuyuni at 8 miles from its mouth.

The cataracts, of which one of the greatest is the King

WiUiam's Cataract of Schomburgk, in 3° 14' 35" N. lat.,

put a stop to the navigation of the Essequibo by large

vessels abaut 50 miles up. In 3° 57' 30" N. lat. and 58°

3' W. long, it receives the Rupununi, which has a course

uf 220 miles. Another large tributary is the Potaro, upon

(vhich is the celebrated Kaieteur (Old Man's) Fall, so

named from an Indian legend, and discovered on April 24,

1870, by Mr C. B. Brown of the Geological Survey, who,

owing to cataracts, took a fortnight to reach the fall

from the coast up the Essequibo and Potaro. This fall,

in 5° 8'.N. lat. and 59° 19' W. long., is produced by the

river flowing over a sandstone and conglomerate table-land

822 feet into a deep valley below. For the first 741 feet

the water falls perpendicularly, as one great continuous

whitish column, circled by rainbows, into a basin below, con-

'anuing thence over a sloping cataract 88 feet in height, and

ihrough the interstices of great blocks of rock, to the river-

bed below. The head of the fall is 1130 feet above the sea.

The river 200 yards above the fall is 400 feet wide, and the

(vidth of the fall itself varies, according to the season, from

240 to 370 feet. The Demerara or Demerary rises probably

aear 5° N. lat., and after a northward course nearly parallel

with the Essequibo for more than 200 miles, enters the

Atlantic near 6° 50' N. lat. and 58° 20' W. long. It is

navigable for 85 miles, and at its mouth at Georgetown is U
miles across. A bar, or deposit of mud and sand, prevents

the entrance of large vessels at low tide. Farther east is

the Berbice, whose source is probably about 3° 40' N^^ lat.

It is 2i miles wide at its mouth in 6° 21' N. lat., 57° 12'

VV. long,, and is navigable for 175 miles by vessels drawing

7 feet of water. The Canjo creek falls into the Berbice

aa-jr its mouth Sevejal largo streams called creeks fall

directly into the Atlantic between the Berbice and the
Demerara. The Boerasiri creek divides the counties of
Demerara and Essequibo, and between the Essequibo and
the Barima are the rivers or creeks Pomcroon, Morucca.
and Waini.

Climate.—The climate, especially in the interior, is

healthy. The even temperature is considered suitable for
pulmonary complaints ; and tubercular consumption is un-
known. There are no hurricanes, and gales are not frequent.

Occasionally there is a long drought, but the following order
of seasons is giyierally maintained. From the middle of
April to June there is a long season of he^vy rains, which
decrease in July; the long dry season lasts from August
to November; December and January comprise" the short

rainy season, and February and March the short dry
season. The winds during the rains are generally westerly.

In the dry seasons they blow from the ocean and modify
the heat. The thermometer seldom rises above 90° or falls

below 75° Fahr. At Georgetown the m^n annual tempera-
ture is 81° 2'. The rainfall in 1878 was 69-94 inches, the

average having been 74 inches for 1873-77.

Population.—The census of 1871 was as follows:

—

1 13,570 born in British Guiana (including 70,000 to 80,000
negroes, 10,000 born of Indian and Chinese parents, and the

"coloured" population), 42,681 immigrants fromlndia, 6295
Chinese, 7925 from Madeira and Azores, 13,385 negroes

from West-Indian Islands, and 9635 Europeans and others ;

total 193,491, exclusive of aborigines, estimated at 7000.

The estimated total population on 31st December 1876 was

225,365, and further explorations have increased the esti-

mated number of aboriginal Indians. The aborigines are

remnants of Indian tribes, such as the Arawaks, Warraus,

Caribs, and many others, scattered in the interior of the

country. They maintain themselves by fishing and hunt-

ing. Traces of " Indian picture-writing," or sculptured

figures, have been found in some granite blocks up the

Essequibo. On December 31, 1877, 22,500 East Indian

immigrants were working under a five years' indenture

on the estates, and 26,000 not under indenture. Since

1857, 10,315 East Indian coolies (including women and

children), with savings amounting to £260,479, have

availed themselves of their right to return passage. A
number re-emigrate to the colony. The Indian Government
supervises the emigration. In the colony an immigration

department regulates labour, wages, and general treatment.

About 5000 are now annually introduced. Chinese Jiave

also been introduced with and without indenture.

Vegetation.—The vegetation is most luxuriant. The interior

affords an exhaustless supply of valuable timber, such as the mora
and greenheart, largely used for shipbuilding. The climate insures a

continuous succession of tropical {lowers and fruits. Many of the trees

yield gums, febrifuges, oils, and juices of more or less value, among
which may be mentioned caoutchouc, and a gum called "balata,"

with properties intermediate between those of caoutchouc and

gutta percha. The bark of the crab tree is used for tannin". The
silk-eotton tree, which grows 100 feet high and 12 feet round, yields

a light-grey silky cotton used for stuffing pillows. Among the palm-

trees are the picturesque moimtaiu cabbage palm, growing to the

height of 100 feet, the cocoa-nut palm ; the sago palm ; the eta

palm, much esteemed for its beauty and fmit ; and the cockarite

palm, which produces the most delicate cabbage of all the palm

species. The raangiove tree, 15 to 20 feet high, skirts the sea-coast.

The tobacco plant grows wild, and indigenous cottons are numerous.

A little rice is grown. The fruit of the plantain and banana is

largely used for food, and the stems furnisli fibre for paper-making.

Orange, lime, guava, cashew, and pine-apple are among the fruits.

Indigo used to be cultivated. Amotto, from which the well-known

dye is obtained, is indigenous ; and logwood and vanilla are also

found. Maize, cassava, yams, papaw tree fruit, sweet potatoes,

peppers, and other productions are valuable for food or medicine.

The largest of the water lilies, the Victoria r-'gia, was first dis-

covered in Guiana.
_

Animals.—Among the wild animals are the tapir or bnsn cow,

the manatee (th» flesh of which is sometimes eaten), the jaguar or

"tiger." three kinds of aut-bear the sloth, opossum, armadillo.
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ucouri (or Lare), numerous monlcoy*, nnd vampires, measuring 30
inches from point to point of extcuJed wing. Tlie cayman,
allijjr.tor, or crocodile of South Americi, 15 to 20 feet long, abounds
in tne rivers and canals. Among other reptiles are the iguana (the

flesh of which is said to be suitable for eating), many lizards, and
snakis (some venomous). Tortoises and turtles are common ou the

banks of the streams and in sandy districts of the coast. The bird,

insect, and fish life of Guiana is of indescribable richness and variety.

Pro'l'ice, Industries, and Commerce.—There are 120 sugar and 12
small coffee estates in the colony. Cotton was formerly exported,

but the cultivation has now ceased. Coffee, the export of which lu

1830 was 9J millicyi lb, is not now produced for the foreign market.
The dcpp rich soil h.i3 induced large investments in the formation
of sugar estates; but the industry has undergone great flucUiations.

Exports in 1839, when negro apprenticeship terminated, fell from an
average of 66,000 to 38,443 hhds. The equali2ation of the English
duties on free and slave-grown sugar still further restricted cultiva-

tion, exports in 1849 being only 32,000 hhds. In 1854 matters had
be^u to mend. The prospect of obtaining coolie labourers from
India and China caused new capital to bo introduced and fresh

energy employed. Cultivation was improved and extended, vacuum
pans came to be more used, steam ploughs and tile draining were suc-

cessfully introduced. The value of machinery imported from 1867
to 1876 was £860,000. A quantity of 2 to 3 hhds. (of aboutl? cwts.)

per acre is often obtained, but the average is 30 cwts. The juice

expressed by the powerful roHers is about 60 per cent, of the weight

of cane3. The " Demarara crystals" are very popular for their

purity and saccharine strength, and command high prices. The
sugar exports in 1876 were 119,891 hhds., fully equal to 100,000
tons ; in 1877, 111,156 hhds. ; and in 1878 (a year with prolonged
drought), 86,075 hhds. Nearly all this last quantity went to the

United Kingdom, but 20,090 and 82,000 hhds. went to the United
States in 1876 and 1877 respectively. The rum exported in 1876
was 36,000 puncheons; in 1877 it was 32,631, and in 1878
28,752. The quantity of rum issued for consumption in the colony

in 1878 was 330,392 gallons. The export of molasses (of which less

is made as the quality of the sugar improves) is principally to the

United States and British provinces, the quantity being 14,320,

19,862, and 17,084 casks in 1876, 1877, 1878. The same years the

timber exports (nearly all to the United Kingdom) were 464,436,

367,430, and 303,693 cubic feet. The woodcutting industry, under
Government licence, is a considerable one, as is shown by the export

of about 5 million shingles annually. Up the rivers and creeks

charcoal-burning is carried on; 32,266, 35,631, and 46,746 barrels of

charcoal were exported in 1876, 1877, 1878. There are 1,250,000
cocoa-nuts exported yearly In 1853 the total value of imports
was £847,183; in 1877, £2,229,908 (£1,079,898 from' the United
Kingdom); in 1878, £2,150,714. The exports were in 1853,

£1,014,944; in 1877, £3,049,157 (£1,954,766 to the United King-
dom) ; and in 1878, £2,507,571. The tonnage, inwards and out-

wards, was 234,039 tons in 1853, and 519,986 tons in 1877.

Government.—The government is vested in a governor appointed
by the British crown and a court of policy, 'originally instituted by
the Dutch in 1773 for Demerara, and including Esseqnibo in 1789.

Berbice had until 1831 a separate constitution. The unofficial

members of the court were elected by a college of kiezers or electors,

who were themselves elected by duly qualified inhabitints. In
1795 this college commissioned some of their own members to act

with the court of policy in financial m.attcrs. This resulted in an
independent body, called financial representatives, being elected

by tne inhabitants who were qualified to. vote for kiezers. The
finar.ciJ representatives and the court of policy meet in annual
session as the "combined court," to discuss fin.ance and pas^ the
annurJ tax ordinance. Tho ci\'il list is not pennancnt, being
renewed every seven years. All other ordinances or Ic Jil laws ore

passed by the court of policy,— every ordinance being subject to

confirmation by the queen. Tho colony is divided into five elec-

toral districts, with a total of 863 registered electors. These
districts elect for life one or two kiezers, seven in all, and one or

two financial representatives, six in all. V.'hen a vacancy occurs in

the court of policy tho seven kiezers nominate two persons, one of

whom is selected by the court. There are five unofficial members
chosen as above, and fivo official members, viz., tho governor,

»ttorney-gencraI, Government secretaiy, auditor-general, and immi-
gration agent-general. The public revenue in 1858 was £250,017,
and the expenditure £236,557. In 1877 the revenue Was £389,872,
and in 1878 £405,092. Half of this revenue is derived from
import duties, and tho remainder principally from wine and spirit

duties, rum duty, and retail spirit licences. The cxpenditnro in

1877 was £380,566, and in 1878 £417,995. The public debt in

1877 was £323,563. Public and mercantile accounts arc kept in

dolhirs (4s. 2d. sterling) and cents.

The Roman Dutch law is in forco in civil cases, modified by
orders in council and local ordinances ; the criminal law is based
on that of Great Britain, and administered in tho same way, except
that there is no grarKl jury. The supreme court ronsi.sla of tho
chief justice and two puisuc judges. Appeal in cases iuvolviDg

£500 and upwards lies to the privy conncU. There are an inferior
court of civil justice, coui-ts of admiralty and vice-admiralty, of
petty debt (conducted by stipendiary magistrates), of bail and
review (of magistrates' decisions). One judge sits in the supreme
criminal court ; and there is an inferior criminal court. Questions of
law are decided by three judges in the court of crown cases reserved.
Besides apoLice magistrateforGeorgetown, there arethirteendistricts.
each with a stipendiary magistrate appointed by the secretary of state.

Tomis.—For a notice of Geougetown, "the capital (resident
population about 40,000); see vol. x. p. 430. The lighthouae,
with revolving light visible for mhny miles, is at the north end,
near the mouth of the river. The lightshiji is 11 miles off in 6° 50"

N. lat. and 58° IJ' AV. long. The chief town of Berbice is New
Amsterdam, on the east bank of the Berbice river. It is well laid
out, and has a population of 6000. The Berbice lightship is in 4*

29' 10" N. lat. and 67° 23' 40" \f. long.

Seligion and Education.—Tho diocese of Guiana was established
in 1842. The official list shows—1 bishop, 1 archdeacon, 10 rectors,

14 curates, 2 incumbents, and several missionary clergymen and
chaplains to institutions. The Church of England has 69 churclfeB

or cnapels. Tho Coolie £Iission Association and Diocesan Society
maintain missionaries and catechists. The Church of England
claims 90,000 members. The Church of Scotland has 10 ministers.

The Roman Catholics also have several churches and mission
stations. The Church of England receives an annual giant of

£10,000 from the public revenue, the bishop's salary (£2000) being
paid from imperial funds ; the Church of Scotland has £5000, and
tho Roman Catholic Church £2500 from public revenue. There
are also 14 Wesleyan Methodist ministers, a Moravian mission, and
several chapels of Congregational Dissenters and others belonging to

the London Missionary Society. The system of education supported
by the general revenue is denominational. There are 177 schools

sanctiolied by the board of education. The estimate for primary
education in 1879 was £29,695. The Church of England has 81
schools, exclusive of those, on estates for coolies.

See Schomburgk's British Guiana; Martin's British Colonies;

D&Mon's History of British Guiana, 1855; Waterton's Wanderings
in South America, 1852; Geological Surrey Hcporls ; J. G. Sawkins,

"On Geology of British Guiana" in Quarterly Journ. of Geolog.

Soc., London, 1871; Brown's Canoe nvd jCamp Life in British

Guia7ia, 1876 ; Brett's Indian Tribes of Guiana, 1876 ; Colonial

Offi.ce List; British Guiam I)irectffry, Bennet's British Guiana;
Boddam-Whetham's iiomma, 187-9. (J. L. 0.)

II. Dutch Guiana, or Surinam, lies to the E. of British

Guiana, from which it is separated by the Corantiju or

Corantyn in 57° 5' W. long. Its coast extends for upwards

of 220 miles to the mouth of theMaroni or Marowijne, which

forms the boundary towards French Guiana. The Dutch
claim possession of 58,530 square miles ; but of this exten-

sive area, equal to more than four times that of Holland, not

more than 3230, according to Wolbers, had been explored

in 1868, the colonial territory did not comprise more than

640 square miles, and the actual area under cultivation

was little over 200. Iif 1875 this last was 29,852 acres

(47 square miles), and in 187G, 22,180. The principal

settlements have been made in tho lower valley of the

Surinam, or between that river and the Saramacca ou the

W. and the Conimewijne on the E. At its mouth tho

Surinam is 3 miles broad, and at Paramaribo, the capita),

about half a mile. Ships of from 18 to 19 feet of draught

can reach the anchorage in front of the town, which has

room for 100 vessels. The watet is of a dirty yellow

colour with brown bubbles on its surface, and its current

can be traced far out at sea. As yet no one has seen tho

source of the Surinam, but it is understood to be high up
in the Tumac Humac hills. The principal tributaries ara

the navigable Para on the left hand and the Paulus Creek ou

tho right, both of which join it about C or 7 miles above

Paramaribo.! The Marowijno or Maroui is a much larger

river than the Surinam. Its water is clear as crystal, so

that stones can bo distinguished at a depth of .12 feet.

Unfortunately its niouth, though about 4 miles broad, is

full of sandbanks, and consequently it has been less visited

than might have been expected from the excellent character

of the country through which it flows. The banks are high

' An interesting account of a voynfre up the Surinnm by Ziniiutr-

mann, with a Rooil map on a larRO scale, will be found iu Tijiltckrifl

vanM Aardrijkikundi'i O'tnoolichap, 1677.
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enough to confine the floods, though at Armiiia, about 45
miles inland, the difference of level between the dr)' and
the rainy season is 23 feet. Between the rivers of Dutch
Quiana there are remarkable cross channels available during

the floods at least. The Maroni is even connected with

the Corantyn on the one hand (though there is 200 miles

of country between) and with the Oyapock on the other.

As it communicates with the Cottica, which is in turn a
tributary of the Commewijne, a boat can pass from the

Maroni to Paramaribo ; thence by the Sommelsdijk canal

it can reach the Saraulacca ; and from the Saramacca it

can proceed up the Coppename, and by means of the
Nickerie find its way to the Corantyn.

Climiite.—The climate of Surinam has long enjoyed a
reputation for exceptional unhealthiness which it does not
appear to deserve. Though hot and moist like a Turkish
bath, it seems congenial even to the European constitution.

The mean temperature of the year is 80'4:° Fahr., that of

the coldest month 78° and that of the warmest 99°. On
the average of the eight years from 1847 to 1854 the
rainfall at Monbijou is 129 inches, at Paramaribo 101,
at Gelderland 108, at Groningen 91, and at Niclcerie 67.
According to the tables at the end of the Jaarboek of the
Kon. Nederlandsch Meteor. Instil. (Utrecht), the greatest

quantity falls in May, June, July, September, and December.
There are no endemic diseases ; and though cholera, fevers,

and small-pox have appeared from time to time, they are
not more violent than in more temperate regions. Leprosy
and elephantiasis, introduced it is believed from Barbados,
are not infrequent among the negro population. The former
is locally known as boassi. In 1790 there were only 7
patients in the lazaretto of Voorzoorg, but by 1797 they
Iiad increased to 300, and in 1812 to 500. A new estab-

lishment was founded at Batavia on the right bank of the
Coppename in 1823. Between 1831 and 1839 an average
of 103 suspected persons were examined yearly, and 46
declared infected. In 1853 there were 448 inhabitants

(216 males and 232 females) in the settlemeat; of these
however 112 were personally free from the disease, though
born and brought up among the patients.

Population.—Between 1838 and 1852 the free popula-
tion of Surinam increased from SS93 (4342 males and
4651 females) to 13,193 (6709 males and 6484 females).

In 1855 the total number of slaves was 31,780, of whom
27,914 (13,556 males and 14,358 females) were on the
plantations and 3866 (2027 males and 1839 females) in

private service. Since the abolition in 1863 many
attempts have been made to augment the working popu-
lation of the colony. Up till 1874 the total number of

immigrants was 9049, of whom at least 2028 died. In
1870 a convention was signed between Holland and
England for the regulation of the coolie traffic, and a
Dutch Government agent for Surinam was appointed
at Calcutta. In 1873 2448 immigrants arrived from
British India, and 1405 in 1874; but owing to dissatisfac-

tion on the part of England with the Dutch arrangements
there were none in 1875 and 1876. In December 1875 the
whole population was stated at 51,329 (26,074 males and
25,255 females), exclusive of about 17,000 bush negroes
and an uncertain number of Indians. There were 706 Euro-
peans besides the soldiers and seamen in garrison and har-
bour, and the immigrants amounted to 4007(2834 males and
1173 females), and comprised 2959 from British India, 598
from the West Indies, 352 Chinese from China, and 67 from
the Dutch Indies, and 37 settlers from the Netherlands.

The bush negroes (bosch-negers) are the descendants
of runaway slaves. They consist of three tribes—the
Aukanians, the Saramaccans, and the Bekou- or Moesinga.
The first, who number from 3000 to 4000, have their chief

settlements in the district near the junction of the Lava

and the Tapanahoni with the Upper MarowSjne, but they are
also settled on the Sara Creek, on the Upper Cottika, and
on the Curmotibo; The Saramaccans, who are numerically
about as important, dwell between the Saramacca and the
Upper Surinam. The bush negroes retain curious traces of
their former connexion with Christianity, though they are
and consider themselves pagans. Their chief god is Gran
Gado (grand-god), his wife is Maria, and his son Jesi Kist.

Various minor deities are also worshipped, Ampuka the
bush-god, Toni the water-god, &c. Among themselves they
speak a language based on a bastard English, mingled
with many Dutch, Portuguese, and native elements. The
Moravian missionaries have promoted its cultivation, but
it is almost certain to give way before the Dutch.^

Vcgdation.—A large portion of Dutch Guiana is covered with
primeval forests ; but hitherto tlie lack of labour and jost of tran-
sport have prevented the utilization of its vast supplies of timber
and cabinet wood. In some years indeed the e.\port of these
materials is actually e.xceeded by the import. An idea of the
wealth that awaits the future prospector may be obtained from
Focke's paper in the West Indie for 1855, where a list is given of
77 different kinds. Among the more important are the uolletrie

(Lucumamammosum), known in the Netherlands as paardcnfleesoh
or horse-flesh; the bruinhart {Vouacapoua americana, Aubl.);
the barklak {Lccythis ollaria), which is never attacked by worm*

;

the geelhart (Acdandra Rodicei, Schomb.); the male and female
letterwood ; the purpuurhart (Copaifcra braclcata, I,.) ; the kankai^
tree (Bombax Ceiba) ; the locust or courbaril, which is good both
for timber work and furniture ; and the kopie (Govpia tomcnlosn),
largely used for fiooiing. Besides the banana, to which tlie negro
is indebted for a laige part of his sustenance, maize, sorghum, or
Curajoa maize, yams, kayers {Arum esciilentum), arrowroot, ckro
or gumbo, the ground nut or pienda (Ararhis hypogcea), Spanish
pepper, the antrua {Solarium inacrocarpum), the bilambi, the
zuurzak {Anona muricata), the pomme de Cythtre (Spandiat
cytherca), and the Mammea americana may be mentioned from the
vast list of plants of interest for their edible products.'

Commerce.—The great staple of Surinam industry w4s formerly
sugar. Between 1849 and 1863 the average quantity exported v.aa

302,857 cwts. ; in 1S65, two years after the emancipation of the
slaves, it sank as low as 151,842 cwts.; and though it has ag.iin

increased, the average between 1864 and 1874 is only 212,903 cwts.

In 1876 the production was 218,115 cwts., and the export 198,274
cwts. The first cocoa from Surinam was sent to Anjsterdam in

1733 ; but it is only since about 1855 or 1860 that it has risen into

favour with the colonists. In 1876 the production was no less thnii

252,907 cwts., and the export 26,062 cwts. Cotton and coffee are

next in order, the former h.iving a yield in 1876 of 3806 cwts. and
the latter of 245 cwts. The total exports of the colony had a

value of 2,762,668 gulden or florins ; of which Great Britain took

969,945, the United States 872,277, and the Netherlands 505,064.

Of the total imports, valued at 3,183,252 gulden, the mother
country famished the value of 1,228,408.

Minerals.—The gold-diggings of Surinam are beginning to attract

attention, the commission of 1874 having found a rich auriferouit

district about the JIarowijne. By May 1876, 519,000 acres of land

had been rented to private persons, and a fair amount of success

has attended their labours. The lead, silver, and irou ores may
yet prove of importance.

Administration.—In 1865 several changes were introduced into

the government of Surinam. The Code Napoleon was adopted

subject to modification from time to time by orders in council A
house of assembly was constituted, the members of which were

never to be less than nine nor more than thirteen,— four being

appointed by the Government and the others by the electors. The
franchise was given to all citizens paying 40 gulden of taxes.

Elected members serve for six years. The ordinances of the

governor in council become law only if passed in the assembly and

sanctioned by the king ; but a royal decree may overrule the

strongest opposition of the assembly, and not unfrctjucntly the

national assembly of the Netherlands disallows what has been in-

serted in the budget by the colonial assemblies. Besides the supreme

1 Seventeen publications are mentioned by WuUschlaegcl in his

Kurzgi/asste ycgcr-Enrjlische Grammatik- (Bautzen, 1854). Focke

is<iued a Ncger-Enjlisch M'oordmboek (Leyden, 1855), and WuII-

schlaegel a Veutsch Keger-Englisches WOrterbuek (Lbbau, 1865).

' Further information on tlie rich tropical flora of the colony will be

found in Teenstra, Landbouio in de Kotonie Siiriname, Groningen,

1835; Van Ferniin, Hist. Kal. de la Jfullande equinoxiale, Amsterdam,

1705; Dozy and Molkenboer, " rrodromus Florce bryologies Surina-

mensis," in Verhandl. van de Jlotl. Maatsch. der Wetensch. te Haar-

lem; .and A. C. Focke, "De quibusdam orcliidcis Suriuii-nenisibus
"

iu Mohl and Schlechtcudal's Botan. Zeitung, 1853.
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court at Paramaribo, tliere are tlirco caiitoual and three ^'strict

courts. The president and four permanent memboi'S of the supremo

court are nominated by the crown.' '

' The king," saya Mr Talgravo,

"is almost everything;" the "Lords," in a consnltative capacity,

aro something ; and the " Commons " are merely honorarj-.

History.—The Dutch began to visit the coasts of Guiana about

1580, and we find Adriaan ter Haaf sending vessels thither in 1599.

lu 1614 the states of Holland granted to any Dutch citizen four

years' monopoly of any harbour or place of commerce which he

might discover in tjiat region. The first settlement, however, in

Surinam (ia 1630) was made by an Englishman, whose name is

still preserved by Marshal's Creek. When Cayenne was taken by

the French in 1664 a number of Jews who had settled in that part

of Guiana removed to the Surinam district, where they soon consti-

tuted an important and flourishing community. In 1666 the Eng-
lish settlement was taken by storm by the Zealanders under
Crijnssen or Krijnssen (the name is spelt in various ways), and
100,000 lb of sugar wero exacted as a ransom. By the peace of

Breda the Dutch were formally recognized as masters of Guiana,

and though the Willoughbys, who considered their rights infringed,

did all they could to weaken the colony and draw ofl' a large part of

its English population to Jamaica, it continued to flourish, and
was confirmed to the Dutch by the treaty of Westminster in 1674.

For some time the Zealanders claimed that they alone had right to

the country, but it was ultimately decided that the possession was a

national one in the full senso of the word. The New Dutch West
Indian Company, founded in 1674 to replace the older company
which had failed, received Guiana by charter from the states

genei-al in 1682.' In the following year the company sold one-third

of their territory to the city of Amsterdam, and another third to

Cornclis van Aerssens, lord of Sommelsdijk. The new owners and
the company incorporated themselves as the Chartered Society of

Surinam, and Sommelsdijk agreed to fill the post of governor of

the colony at his own expense. The lucrative trade in slaves was
retained by the West Indian Company, but the society could im-

port them on its own account by paying a fine to the company.
Sommelsdijk's rule was marked by rare wisdom and energy. He
repressed and pacified the Indian tribes ; he erected forts and dis-

ciplined the soldiery ; ho constructed the canal which still bears his

name; ho established a high court of justice; he introduced the

cultivation of the cocoa-nut; and in short ho devoted himself in all

ways to the welfare of the colony. But on 17th June 1688 he was
luossicred ia a mutiny of the soldiers. The "third" which Som-
melsdijlc possessed was offered by his widow to William III. of

England, but it was ultimately purchased by the city of Amsterdam
for 700,000 fl. In 1712 the French, under Cassard, sailed up the

river and put Paramaribo to ransom ; and after their departure thero

was hot dispute between the Society and the colonists as to who
should pay the indemnity. During the rest of the 18th century

Hie chief troubles of Surinam were the bush negroes and tht; .slaves.

Peace with the Aukan negroes was made in 1760, and with the

Sararaaccans in 1762 ; but in 1776 the governor T^^epveu still found
it necessary to surround the colony with a military cordon against

the attacks of the Bonni tribe. By the spring of 1785 pacification

was complete. In 1795 the Society was abrogated, and the ofl'airs

of Surinam placed under a committee of twenty-one members.

The English, who Iiad assumed the protectorate of the colony from

1799 to 1802, took actual possession in 1804, and appointed Sir

Charles Green governor. In 1807 the slave trade was abolished.

At the restoration of the Dutch authority in 1815 the colonists of

the district of Nickerio sought to remain under English rule, oT at

least to receive the right of trading with Englisli colonies. In

1825 the privileges of the Jews were annulled, and the rights of

ordinary citizens bestowed on them instead. iSurinam and the

West Indies were placed under a common government in 1828, but
the governor was to reside at Paramaribo. In 1832 several negro
slaves who had set fire to the city were publicly burned alive. The
administration of Surinam was separated from that of the West
Indies in 1845. Baron van Kaders, who assumed the governorship
in that year, had the honour of greatly improving the state of the

alave-Iaw.-), and of declaring the commerce of Guiana open to all

nations at peace with the Netherlands. The suppression of slavery

and' the organization of immigration, as ali;eady indicated, aro tho

main momeuts of tho recent history of tho colony.

Amon;j the older works on Surinam the first rank Is held by
Hartsinck's masterly Bcsckrijvinj van Guiana of de IVUdo Kttsl

in Ziiid Amerika, 2 vols. 4to, Amsterdam, 1770. A valuable
Gachicdcnis der Kolonie van Stirinamc, by a number of "learned
Jews," was published at Amsterdam in 1791 ; and it has bAn
supplemented and so far superseded by Wolber;;, (Icschiedenii

turn, Surinamc, Amsterdam, 1861. Sketches of Surinam life aro

given iu tho form of a tale in Schaik's De Manja. Fnmili- Tafcrecl

' Compare Mr Cohen's Report iurarliamentary Papers [C18G1], 1877.
* See the Octroy or Charter in llartsiuck, or in VnMmdinrj van

BiuU.rii. aanjaande dc Surinaamsche Aannclf'jenhedcn, &c.,. Tho
ttajne, laiS.

uUhclSurinaamsclu! Vol!;slehc)i, Amhcim, 1866 ; and a number of ex-
cellent pictorial iliustrationswill befound in A. Halberstadt'sA'o/OTii-

salie van Europcanen U Surinamc, Leydun, 1872, fol. The English
reader is indebted to AV. G. Palgravo for a brilliant study on Dutch
Guiana, London, 1876, reprinted from tho Contemporary review.
See also the Jaarbockjc of the Lctt^rliebcndc Gcnootschap " Ocfning
Kwcckt Kcnnis" at Paramaribo; tho Slaalkundig Jaarbockjc, pub-
lished by the Vcrccniging voor dc Statislick in Aedcrland (Amster-
dam) ; and the Surinaamsche Almanak, published by tho Maatsch.
tot Niii van't Algemcen, Lcyden and Amsterdam. (H. A. W.)

II. French Guiana- is bounded on tho west by tlic

Maroni or Jlarowijne, which separates it from Dutch Guian.i.

Towards the south and east its limits aro still uncertain.

According to tho treaty of Utrecht in 1713 it was to be
bounded towards Brazil by tho river of St Vincent Pinzon,

but the identification of this river has never been oflicially

determined.' Tho Oyapock is accepted provisionally by
both countries, but the French claim that the Arouari is tho

real St Vincent Pinzon, and consequently that they have a

right to tho country for 100 miles further south along tho

coast. Between the Maroni and the Oyapock tho coast-line

is about 130 miles. The fourteen quarters of the colony

aro estimated to have an area of 1,308,739 hectares, i.e.,

about 3,233,893 acres, or 5052 square miles, nearly as much
as half the area of Belgium ; but if the frontier be pushed
back to the watershed, the whole area of the country

could not be'less than 53,000 square miles.

Surface.—A considerable portion of the low coast-land

of French Guiana is occupied by swamps and marshes, the

most deeply submerged of which aro covered with a dense

growth of mangroves, and receive tho name ofpripris, while

tho drier stretches are occupied by tho pinot or wassay palm
(Etiterpe oleracea), nnd are designated pinotiires. In a few

places, as in the Sinnamary quarter, there are peat bogs in

process of formation. About 40 or 50 miles inland, where

the land begins to rise, tho traveller reaches tho outskirts

of those primeval forests which stretch back vast and vague

towards the mountains. Between tho narrow maritime

selvago, so to speak, and the commencement of the high-

lands are undul,^ting plains or savannahs. Hitherto the

colony has confined itself almost exclusively to the littoral

and alluvial region, with its fertile mud-bnnks. Tho
savannahs are still in a state of nature ; r.nd though the

earlier colonists made clearings in the highlands, they soon

grew disappointed with the barrenness of the cold granitic

soil. The mountains behind Guiana do not exceed 3000 or

4000 foet of elevation ; the principal range indeed, the

Tumac Humac, was estimated by JI. Crcveaus, who crossed

it in 1877, at no more than 1312 foet above the sea-level.

But the dense tropical forests attract so much moisture

from tho ocean winds that the highlands are the birthplace of

a largo number of rivers which in tho rainy season especially

pour dnwn vast volumes of water. Upwards of twenty are

counted between the Maroni and the Oyapock. United as

they often aro in their navigable sections by cross channels,

they constitute a valuable means of communication from dis-

trict to district. Omitting tho Maroni already described

under Dutch Guiana, tho first of importance as we proceed

southwards js the Mana, which is navigable for large

vessels 10 miles from its mouth, and for .smaller vessels 27

miles further. Passing the Sinnamary nnd tho Kournuwo
next come to the Cayenne, at tho mouth of which lies the

island on which tho colonial capital is built About a dozen

lakcs,of which Mepecucu, Macari, and Mapa arc tho largest,

havo been counted in tho French territory.

Climate.—the rainy season begins in November or

December, and lasts till tho hitter part of June ;
Init there

are usually throe or four weeks of good weather iu JIarch.

' See " Mcmoria sobre o» limitci do Brnnil com a Onyaiia FmncoM,"
by J. Caclono da Sllva in Kcviita Irimcnaal dc Jlist. e'O'cojr., Kio At

Janeiro, 1850.
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During the rest of the year there is often hardly a drop of

rain for months. At Cayenne the annual rainfall amounts

on an average to from 10 to 11 feet, and it is naturally

-

heavier in the interior. It has been calculated indeed that,

if all the fluvial outlets were blocked, a single winter would

be sufficient to submerge the whole colony to a depth of 15

or 16 feet. During the hotter part of the year—August,

September, October— the temperature usually rises to

about 86° F., but it almost never exceeds 88°j in the

colder season the mean is 79°, and it seldom sinks so low

as 70°. Between day and night there is very little thermo-

metric difference. The longest day is 12 hours 18 minutes,

the shortest 11 hours 42 minutes. The prevailing winds

are the N.N.E. and the S.K; and the most violent are

those of the N.E. During,the rainy season the winds keep

between N. and E., and during the dry season between

S. and K Hurricanes are unknown. Sudden rises of

the sea are occasionally experienced in November and
December. Within the present century there have been

three earthquakes (1821, 1843, and 1877), none of which

did much damage.

Population.—The population of French Guiana consists

of a few pure whites, negroes from Africa, mulattoes, coolies,

a decreasing number of Indians, convicts from France and

its colonies (among whom are many Arabs from Algeria),

and Chinese, Hindu, and Anamite immigrants. In 1877

the fixed population was stated at 17,230, and the floating

population included 2300 aboriginal Indians, a military

force of 1084, 338 Government officials and ecclesiastics,

4750 workmen connected with the commerce of immigra-

tion, and 1380 convicts outside of the penitentiaries; bo that

in round numbers the total amounted to 27,000. Of the

fixed population the males were 7972, and the females 9258.

The widows were 1108, while the widowers were 298.

Vegetation.—French Guiana has a rich variety of trees, and several

of them are attracting increasing attention from their economic

value. The Leguminosce are abundantly represented, including the

gayac {Cowmarouna odorata, Aubl.), the courharU or locust-tree of

Surinam, which grows 70 or 80 feet high without branching, the

angeliqae {Dicorcnia paracnsU), thebois violet or amaranthe (Co;)a-

ifera hracteata), the pois sabre or oily wapa {Eperuafalcata, Aubl),
the wacapou or epi de \Ai {Aiulira Aulldii, Benth.), tVe Eobiaia

Panacoco, the Saint Martin, anu the Mackcei-itcvi Schomhurghii or

tiger wood. To the family of the ityrtacece belong the Fsidium
pomiferum or guara, the Couratoxiri guianensis, the Zecythis grandi-

flora or monkey-pot tree of British Guiana, the Lea/this ollaria, and
other species of Lecythis ; to the Sapotacex, the Mimusops Batata,

the jaune d'ceuf or Lttcuma Eivicoa, and the bartaballi or Lucuma
Bonplandii. Of the Laurinecb it is enough to mention the black

cedar (Neclandra Pisi), the taoub,- the bois canelle or cinnamon wood,

and several species of Aerodiclidium. Among the palms are the

cocoa-palm, the oil-palm of Africa, and the date-palm. The timber

of the courbaril, the bois violet,- and the balata has been found to

be of very high excellence. Caoutchouc (Hcvca guianensis) is com-

mon in the contested territory in the south ; the elemi-tree (Idea

elemigcra) arid the/. Aracaxichini, which also yields a medical resin,

are abundant in the colony. Large quantities of oleaginous seeds

might be collected from the yayamadoa ( Virola sehi/era) and the

crab-wood {Caropa guianensis).

The manioc is the principal source of food in French Guiana ;

rice is becoming an important object of cultivation ; and maize,

yams, arrowroot, bananas, and the bread-fruit are also known. The
Guiana cocoa is excellent ; coffee, introduced ia 1716, is extensively

grown ; and vanilla is one of the oommon wild plants of the

country. The clove-tree has beeu acclimatized, and in the latter

years of tho empire it formed a good source of wealth ; the cinnamon
tree was also successfully introduced in 1772, but like that of the

pepper-tree and the nutmeg its cultivation is neglected.

Minerals.—Great interest attaches to the gold of Guiana, which
promises, or threatens, to modify the life of the colony. Indian

traditions affirmed the presence of the precious metal, and Hum-
boldt and Buffon agreed that the geological character of the country

indicated the probability of auriferous deposits ; but it was not till

1819 that Felix Couy, at the instigation of a Portuguese Indian

named Paoline, discovered and opened the first " placer." In 1856
the Approuague company was formed ; but, thongh 5762 oz. were

collected between 1857 and 1860, it soon after sold its rights. The
Martaronl company has beau mor* fiuccassfill : 22,^i2 o*. of gold

were obtained in 1872 ; 46,044 bz., equal to 4 million francs, w.ra
exported from Cayenne in 1874; and in 1875 and 1876 theyield wai
4823 oz. per month. As various ferruginous minerals are abundant
in some places, it is possible that iron ores may exist.

Commerce.—The total value of the imports into French Guiana in
1871 was 5,903,413 francs ; and it exported to the value of 2,556,158
francs to France, 10,600 francs to the French colonies, and 148,839
francs abroad. It is with Martinique that it stands in closest com-
mercial relations, but the imposition in 1872 of a duly on eau de
vie from that island has almost put a stop to its importation.
Several small steamers maintain communication between different
parts of the colony.

Convict Establishments.—It was in 1851 that Guiana was recom-
mended to the French Government by a special commission of
inquiry as a suitable place for criminal penitentiaries. In February
1852 ti-ansportatiou thither was offered as a favour to the convicts
then under sentence, and more than 3000 of them accepted the
change. As the minister of the colonies is allowed by a decree of
1853 to send to Guiana any Asiatics or Africans who are condemned
to hard labour or solitary confinement, and as it has been deemed
better since 1864 to take the European convicts to New Caledonia,
the actual inhabitantsof the penitentiary districts are mainly negroes,
Arabs, and Anamites. The principal establishments are those of
Cayenne, of the three lies du Saint, of the Kourou, and of the
Maroni. The little island La Mere is reserved for the aged, the
infirm, and the convalescent. At Saint Laurent on the Maroni there
is almost a little town of wooden houses built on brick pillars.

The convicts carry on their several trades as carpentei's, tanners,
bakers, &c. After two years in the colony, those whose conduct has
been satisfactory are allowed to contract marriage, to send home for

their families, to have a piece of ground assigned to them for culti-

vation, and to receive the necessary implements. A tramway has
beeu constructed for the use of the "concessions." (See Jttv.

Col. et Mar., 1S76.)

Administration.—Beside* the governor and the military com-
mandant, tie administrative personnel comprises an ordonnateur,
a director of the interior, and a procurator-general, as well as a
privy council and a director of the penitentiary service.. There is a
court of appeal and a tribunal of first instance, and justices of peace
are appointed for each canton. Cayenne is administered by a
municipal counciL Religious affairs are under an apostolic prefect

History.— According even to the French writers, the history of
Guiana is little b^;tter than a series of disasters. La Revardiere,
sent out in 1604 by Henry IV. to reconnoitre the country, brought
back a favourable report ; but the death of the king put a stop to
the projects of :brmal colonization. In 1626 a small body of
traders from Rouiu settled on the Sinnamary, and in 1634 a .similar

band took up their quarters at Cayenne. The Compagnie du Cap
Nord, founded by the people of Rouen iu 1643, the Compagnie de
la France ilquinoxiale, established in 1645, and the second Com-
pagnie do la France Equiaoxiale, or Compagnie des Douze Seigneurs,
established in 1652, were so many lamentable failures, the result of
incompetence, mismanagement, and misfortune. The Compagnie
des Indes Occidentales, chartered in 1664 with a monopoly of Guiana
commerce for forty years, proved hardly more successful ; but in

1674 the colony passed under the direct control of the crown, and
the able administration of Colbert began to tell favourably on its

progress. The year 1763 was marked by a terrible disaster. Choiseul,

the prime minister, having obtained for himself and his cousin
Praslin a concession of the country between the Kourou and tho

JIaroni, sent out about 12,000 volunteer colonists, mainly from
Alsace and Lorraine. They were landed at the mouth of the Kourou,
where no preparation had been made for their reception, and where
even water was not to be obtained. Mismanagement had reached it«

grotesquest limits ; there was a shop for skates (!), and the necessary

tools for tillage were wanring. By 1765 no i»ore than 918 colonists

remained alive, and these were a famished fever-stricken band. A
long investigation by the parliament of Paris proved only that some
one had blundered. Several minor attempts at colonization in

Guiana were made in the latter part of the century ; but they all

seemed to suffer from the same fatal prestige of failure. During the
terrible times of the Revolution band after band of polirical

prisoners were tr'ansported to Guiana. The fate of the royalists,

nearly 600 in number, who were exiled on the 18th Fructidor, was
especially sad. Landed on the Sinnamary without shelter or food,

two-thirds of them perished miserably. In 1800 Victor Hugues
was appointed governor, and he managed to put the colony in a
better state j but in 1809 his career was brought to a close by the

invasion of the Portuguese and British. Though French Guiana
was nominally restored to the French in 1814, it was not really sur-

rendered by the Portuguese till 1817. In 1823, at the suggestion of

M. Catineau Laroche, an attempt was made to settle a coluny of

French agriculturists in the basin of the Mana ; but they were soon

driven by fevers from the town of Nouvelle AngonlSme, which they

had founded. Since that date the principal facts in the history of

the unfortunate country are the discovery of its gold-fields and the

introduction of the convict establishments.
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A detailed bibliography oF Fiencli Guiana will be found ia

Tcrnaux-Compans, Xutice HUloriquc de-la Uaijaiu franr^aise, 1843,

and ill Victor de Nouvion, Exlraits dcs auteiirs ct voyageurs qui

onKcritsur la Ouyajie, 1844. Among the works of the present

•entury are— Le Chevalier, Commission de la colonisation de la

Quianc /ran^i^e, 1843; Bernard, Coup d'mil sxir la situat. agricole

de la Otiyaiie/ra?ii;aisc, 1843; Motczon, Mission de Cayenne, 1857;

Vidal, " Voy. d'expl. dans le haut Maroni," in J!ev. mar. ct col.,

1862; Gouy, Rcnscign. sur la navig. des cites ct des rivi-jrcs de la

GuyaM fraiu;aise, 1865 (Depot de la marine); Bouyer, Ifotes et

Souvenirs, 1867; Sagot, "Exploitation des forC-ts," in Rev. mar.

et col., 1863, and Agriculture de la Guyane fian(;aise, 1874;

Delteil, Voy. chez Ics Indicns, 1870; Alfred de Saint Quentin,

Introduction A Vhist. de Cayenne, 1872; Barveaux, " L'or k la

Guyane fran^aise," in Rev. mar. ct col., 1873; Mouri^, la Guyane
fran<;aise, 1874 ; Crevaux, " Voy. en Guyane en 1877," in Bull, de

laSoc. de Gdogr., 1878, and in Tour du Monde, 1878; Catalogue des

produits des Colonies fran(;aiscs (Exposition Univ. de 1878), 1878;

and Gaffaral, Les colonies fran(;aises, 1880.

GUIBERT (1053-1124), of Nogent, a theological and

historical writer, who flourished at the close of the 1 1 th and

the beginning of the 12th century, was born of rich and

noble parents at Clermont-en-Beauvoisis on Easter Eve

1053. Dedicated from infancy to the service of God and the

Virgin, lie received his early education at the Benedictine

abbey of Fley (Fkviacum) or St Germer, in the diocese of

Beauvaia ; there he gave liimself with great zeal to study,

but chiefly of the secular poets, until a severe illness i

brought about a crisis in his spiritual life, in consequence

of which he began to fi.'i; his attention almost exclusively

iipoa the Holy Scriptures and tha writings of the fathers,

especially of Augustine and Gregory the Great. About

this period he was largely influenced by personal intercourse

with Anselm, afterwards of Canterbury, who at that time

was head of the priory of Bee in the neighbourhood of

St Germer's. Encouraged by his friend he now devoted his

energies to Old Testament exegesis, and wrote a commen-

tary upon thpi narrative of the creation ; this was followed

by other literary works both in verse and in prose. In

1104, when he had completed his fiftieth year, he was

ciiosen to be head of the abbey of Notre Dame de Nogent,

and there the remainder of his life was spent in a higli

degree of theological and ecclesiastical activity. He died

in 1124.

His works, edited by D'Achery, were first published in 16'51, in

one volume folio, at Paris ( Veiurabilis Guiberti dbbalis B. Marice

de Novigento Opera Omnia) ; they include, besides minor works, a

treatise on honiiletics (Liber quo ordinc sermo fieri debcat) ; ten

books of Moralia on Genesis, begun in 1084, but not completed

until 1116^ composed on the model of Gregory the Great's Moralia

in Jobum ; five books of Tropologice on Hosea, Amos, and the

Lamentations ; a treatise on the Incarnatior, against the Jews
;

four books De Pignoribus Sanctorum, a remarkably free criticism

on the abuses of saint and relic worship ;
eight books of the

llistoria quce dicitur Oesta Dei per Francos, sivc Hiatoria Hlero-

aolymitana, a history of the first crusade, which constitutes ono of

our best authorities on the events with which it deals ; and three

books De Vita Sua, sive Monodiarum. See Migne's I'atroloyic

Latine, vols. clvi. and clxxxiv.

GUIBERT, or Wibert (c. 1030-1100), of Ravenna,

better known as the antipope Clement III., was born of

noble parents in the 11th century at Parma, where, on

attaining the canonical age, he entered the priesthood.

During the minority of Henry, Guibert was appointed by

the empress Agnes to the chancellorship of the kingdom of

Italy ; and in this capacity he steadfastly resisted, in the

interests of the crown, the innovations of Ilildebrand in

relation to papal elections. For his services in this ho was

rewarded with the archbis'ioprii; of Ravenna, to which ho

was consecrated in 1073 j his fidelity to Henry during the

struggles which followed Hildebrand's accession to tho

papal throne as Gregory VIL led to his being ccclcsia-s-

tically suspended in 1075. By thirty bishops of the

imperialist party ho was elected pope at Brixon in 1080,

an election which was confirhied by the synod which Henry

had convened in Rorao in 1084, Guibert assuming the tith

of Clejneiit III. Although it was from liis hands that

Henry received his coronation, Clement III. met willi

scant rocognitiDn from the clergy and exercised few papal

functions ; and his name is not enrolled in any list of popes.

He died in September 1100, and was buried at Eavenua;
by the order of Paschalis II. his ashes were afterwards

disinterred and scattered to the winds. See Giesebrecht'a

Kaisergeschichte, vol. iii.

GUICCIARDINI, Francesco (1483-1540), the cele-

brated Italian historian and statesman, was born at Florence

in the year 1483, when Marsilio Ficino held him at the

font of baptism. His family was illustrious and noble ; and

his ancestors for many generations had held the highest

posts of honour in the state, as may be seen in hia own
genealogical Ricordi {Op. hied., vol. x.). After the usual

education of a boy in grammar and elementary classical

studies, his father, Piero, sent him to the universities o(

Ferrara and Padua, where he stayed until, tlie year 1505.

The death of an uncle, who had occupied the sec of Cortono

with great pomp, induced the young Guicciardini to hanket

after an ecclesiastical career. He already saw the scarlet

of a cardinal awaiting him, and to this eminence he would

assuredly have risen. His father, however, checked this

ambition, declaring that, though he had five sons, he would

not suffer one of them to enter the church in its then state

of corruption and debasement. Guicciardini, whose motives

were confessedly ambitious (see Auiobiogr. Bicordi, Op.

Jiied., X. p. G8), turned his attention to law, and at the age

of twenty-three was appointed by the signoria of Florence

to read the Institutes in public. Shortly afterwards he en-

gaged himself in marriage to ilaria, daughter of Alamanno

de' Salviati, prompted, as he frankly tells us, by the political

support which an alliance with that great family would

bring him {ib., x. 71). He was then practising at the bar,

where he won so much distinction that the signoria, in 1512,

entrusted him with an embassy to the court of Ferdinand

the Catholic. Thus he 'entered on the real work of his life

as a diplomatist and statesman. His conduct upon that

legation was afterwards severely criticized ; for his political

antagonists accused him of betraying the true interests of the

commonwealth, and using his influence for the restoration of

the exiled Casa Jledici to power. His Spanish correspond-

ence with the signoria {Op. Ined., vol. vi.) reveals the extra-

ordinary power of observation and analysis which was a chief

quality of his mind ; and in Ferdinand' hypocritical and

profoundly dissimulative, he found a proper object for hia

scientific study. To suppose that the j'oung statesman

learned his frigid statecraft in Spain would be perhaps too

simple a solution of the problem ofTered by his character,

and scarcely fair to the Italian proficients in perfidy. It is

clear from Guicciardini's autobiographical memoirs that he

was ambitious, calculating, avaricious, and power-loving

from his earliest years ; and iu Spain he had no more than

an opportunity of studying on a large scale those political

vices which already ruled the minor potentates of Italy.

Still the school was pregnant with instructions for so apt

a pupil. Guicciardini is.suoJ from this first trial of hi.s skill

With an assured reputation for diplomatic ability, as that was

understood in Italy. To unravel plots and weave counter,

plots ; to meet treachery with fraud ; to parry force with

sleights of hand ; to credit human nature with the basest

motive?!, while the blackest crimes were contemplated with

cold enthusiasm for their cleverness, was reckoned then the

height of political sagacity. Guicciardini could play the

game to perfection. In 1515 Leo X. took him into service,

and made him governor of Reggio and Modcna. In 1521

Parma was added to his rule, and in 1523 ho was appointed

viccrcgcnt of Romagna by Clement VII. These high ofllcea

rendered Guicciardini the virtual ma.ster of the papal .<;latoii

beyond the Apennines, during a period of great bcwildor-,
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ment and difficulty. The copious correspondence relating

to Lis administration has recently been published {Op. Ined.,

vols, vii., viii.). In 1526 Clement gave him still higher

rank as lieutenant-general of the papal army. WTiile holding

this commission, he had the humiliation of witnessing from

a distance the sack of Rome and the imprisonment of

Clement, without being able to rouse the perfidious duke of

Urbino into activity. The blame of Clement's downfall

did not rest with him ; for it was merely his duty to attend

the camp, and keep his master informed of the proceedings

of the generals (see the Correspondence, Op. Ined., vols, iv.,

v.). Yet Guicciardini's conscience accused him, for he had
previously counselled the pope to declare war, as he notes

in a curious letter to himself written in 1527 {Op. Ined., x.

104). Clement did not, however, withdraw his confidence,

and in 1531 Guicciardini was advanced to the governorship

of Bologna, the most important of all the papal lord-

lieutenancies (Correspondence, Op. Ined., vol. ix.). This

post he resigned in 1534 on the election of Paul III., pre-

ferring to follow the fortunes of the Medicean princes. It

may here be noticed that though Guicciardini served three

popes through a period of twenty years, or perhaps because

of this, he hated the papacy with a deep and frozen bitter-

ness, attributing the woes of Italy to the ambition of the

church, and declaring he had seen enough of sacerdotal

abominations to make him a Lutheran (see Op. Ined., vol.

i. 27, 104, 96, and 1st. <V It., ed. Kos., ii. 218). The same
discord between-his private opinions and his public actions

may be traced in his conduct subsequent to 1534. As a

political theorist, Guicciardini believed that the best form

of government was a commonwealth administered upon
the type of the Venetian constitution {Op. Ined., i. 6 ; ii.

130 sq.); and we have ample evidence to prove iLat

he had judged the tyranny of the Medici at its true worth

{Op. Ined., vol. i. 171, on the tyrant; the whole Storia

Fiorentiiia and Regglmento di Firenze, ib. i. and iii., on the

Medici). Yet he did not hesitate to place his powers at the

disposal of the most vicious members of that house for the

enslavement of Florence. In 1527 he had been declared a

rebel by the signoria on account of his well-known Medicean
prejudices ; and in 1530, deputed by Clement to punish the

citizens after their revolt, he revenged himself with a cruelty

and an avarice that were long and bitterly remembered.
When, therefore, he returned to inhabit Florence in 1534,
he did so as the creature of the dissolute Alessandro de'

Medici. Guicciardini pushed his servility so far as to

ilefend this infamous despot at Naples in 1535, before the

bar of Charles V., from the accusations brought against him
by the Florentine exiles {Op. hied., vol. ix.). He won his

cause ; but in the eyes of all posterity he justified the re-

proaches of his contemporaries, who describe him as a cruel,

venal, grasping seeker after power, eager to support a
despotism for the sake of honours, offices, and emoluments
secured for himself by a bargain with the oppressors of his

country. Varchi, Pitti, Segni, and Nardi are unanimous
upon this point ; but it is only the recent publication of

Guicciardini's private MSS. that has made us understand
the force of their invectives. To plead loyalty or honest
political conviction in defence of his Medicean partisanship

is now impossible, face to face with the opinions expressed

in the Ricordi Politici and the Storia Fiorentina. Like
Macchiavelli, but on a lower level, Guicciardini was willing

to " roll stones," or to do any dirty work for masters whom,
in the depth of his soul, he detested and despised. After
the murder of Duke Alessandro in 1537, Guicciardini

espoused the cause of Cosimo de' Medici, a boy addicted to

field sports, and unused to the game cf statecraft. The wily
old diplomatist hoped to rule Florence as grand vizier under
this inexperienced princeling. He was mistaken, however,
in his schemes, for Cosimo displayed the genius of his family

for politics, and coldly dismissed his would-be lord-protector.

Guicciardini retired in disgrace to his villa, where he spent

his last years in the composition of the Istoria d'ltalio.

He died in 1540 without male heirs.

Guicciardini was the product of a cynical and selfish

age, and his life illustrated its sordid influences. Of a
cold and worldly temperament, devoid of passion, blame-
less in his conduct as the father of a family, faithful as

the servant of his papal patrons, severe in the administra-

tion of the provinces committed to his charge, and indis-

putably able in his conduct of affairs, he was at the same
time, and in spite of these qualities, a man whose moral
nature inspires a sentiment of liveliest repugnance. It

is not merely that he was ambitious, cruel, revengeful,

and avaricious, for these vices have existed in men far

less antipathetic than Guicciardini. Over and above those

faults, which made him odious to his fellow-citizens, we
trace in him a meanness that our century is less willing

to condone. His phlegmatic and persistent .egotism, hie

sacrifice of truth and honour to self-interest, his acquicsf^nce
in the worst conditions of the world, if only he could use
them for his own advantage, combined with the glaring dis

cord between his opinions and his practice, form a character

which would be contemptible in our eyes were it not so

sinister. The social and political decrepitude of Italy,

where patriotism was uuknosvn, and only selfishness sur-

vived of all the motives that rouse men to action, 'ound its

representative and exponent in Guicciardini. When we
turn from the man to the author, the decadence of the age
and race that could develop a political philosophy so arid in

its cynical despair of any good in human nature forces itself

vividly upon our notice. Guicciardini seems to glory in hi.-^

disillusionment, and uses his vast intellectual ability for the
analysis of the corruption he had helped to make incurable.

If one single treatise of that century should be chosen to

represent the spirit of the Italian people in the last phase
of the Renaissance, the historian might hesitate between tho

Frincipe of Macchiavelli and the Ricordi Politici of Guicci-

ardini The latter is perhaps preferable to the former on
the score of comprehensiveness. It is. moreover, more ex-

actly adequate to the actual situation, for the Frincipe has

a divine spark of patriotism yet lingering in the cinders of

its frigid science, an idealistic enthusiasm surviving in its

moral aberrations ; whereas a great Italian critic of this

decade has justly described the Ricordi as " Italian corrup-

tion codified and elevated to a rule of life." Guicciardini

is, however, better known as the author of the Storia d'

Italia, that vast and detailed picture of his country's suffer-

ings between the years 1494 and 1532. Judging him by
this masterpiece of scientific history, he deserves less com-
mendation as a writer than as a thinker and an analyst

The style is wearisome and prolix, attaining to precision at

the expense of circumlocution, and setting forth the smallest

particulars with the same distinctness as the main features

of the narrative. The whole tangled skein of Italian politics,

in that involved and storniy period, is unravelled with a

patience and an insight that are above praise. It is the

crowning merit of the author that he never ceases to bo an

impartial spectator,—a cold and curious critic. We might

compare him to an anatomist, with knife aild scalpel dis

secting the dead body of Italy, and pointing out the symp-

toms of her manifold diseases with the indifferent analysis

of ane who has no moral sensibility. This want of feeling,

while it renders Guicciardini a model for the scientific

student, has impaired the interest of his history. Thougir

he lived through that agony of the Italian people, he does

not seem -to be aware that he is writing a great liistorics'

tragedy. He takes as much pains in laying bare the trifling

causes of a petty war with Pisa as in probing the deep-'

seated ulcer of the pfti)acy. Nor is he capable of paiating
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<fte avHnt« in wliicli ho took a part, in their totality as a

(Irama. Whatever he touches, lies already dead on the dis-

f"3cting table, and his skill is that of the analytical patho-

logist. Consoquentlj', he fails to understand the essential

magnitude of the task, or to appreciate the vital vigour of

the forces contending in Europe for mastery. This is very

noticeable in what ho writes about the Reformation. Not-

withstanding these defects; inevitable in a writer of Guicci-

ardini's temperament, the Sloria d' Italia was undoubtedly

the greatest historical work that had appeared since the

beginning of the modern era. It remains the most solid

monument of the Italian reason in the IGth century, the

6nal triumph of tha^ Florentine school of philosophical

historians which numliered Macchiavelli and Vettori, Segni,

Pitti, Nardi, Nerli, Varchi, and Giannotti. Up to the year

1857 the fame of Guicciardini as a writer, and the estima-

tion of him as a man", depended almost entirely upon the

History of Italy, and on a few ill-edited extracts from his

aphorisms. At that date his representatives, the Counts

Piero and Luigi Guicciardini, opened their family archives,

and committed to Signor Giuseppe Canestrini the publication

of his hitherto inedited MSS. in ten important volumes.

The vast mass of documents and finished literary work thus

given to the world has thrown a flood of light upon Guic-

ciardini, whether we consider him as author or as citizen,

[t Las raised his reputation as a political philosopher into

the first rank, where he now disputes the place of intellec-

tual supremacy with his friend Macchiavelli ; but it has

coloured our moral judgment of his character and conduct

with darker dyes. From the stores of valuable materials

contained in those ten volumes, it will be enough here to

cite (1) the Ricordi Polilici, already noticed, consisting of

Sibout 400 aphorisms on political and social topics
; (2) the

observations on Macchiavelli'a Discord, which bring into re-

markable relief the views of Italy's two great theorists on

statecraft in the 16th century, and show that Guicciardini

regarded Macchiavelli somewhat as an amiable visionary or

political enthusiast; (3) the Stori'a Fiorentina, an early work
of the author, distinguished by its animation of style, brilli-

ancy of portraiture, and liberality o^ judgment ; and (4) the

Dialogo del Reggimento di Firenze, also in all probability

an early work, in which the various forms of governmeut

suited to an Italian commonwealth are discussed with in-

finite subtlety, contrasted, and illustrated from the vicissi-

tudes of Florence up to the year 1494. To these may be

added a series of short essays, entitled Discorsi Folitici,

composed during Guicciardini's Spanish legation. It is only

after a careful perusal of these minor works that the

student of history may claim to have comprehended^Guic-

ciardini, and may feel that he brings with him to the con-

sideration of the Sloria d' Italia the requisite knowledge of

the author's private thoughts and jealously guarded opinions.

Indeed, it may be confidently affirmed that those who desire

to gain an insight into the true principles and feelings of

the men who made and wroto history in the IGth century

will find it here far more than in tbo work dcjigned for

publication by the writer. Taken in combination with

.Macchiavelli'a treatises, the Opere Incdite furnish a compre-

hensive body of Italian political philosophy anterior to the

date of Fra Paolo Sarpi.

Tho stiii'-nt may be referred to Rosini's edition of the Storia
d'Italia, I'lsa, 1819, 10 vols., and to tho Opcrc Inedile, in 10 vol».,

pitblishod at Fioroaco, 1857. These twobooka place him in iiossea-

eiou of uU that is extant of Guicciardini. (J. A. S.

)

GUIDI, Cajelo Alessandro (1C50-1712), Italian

lyric poet, was boru at Pavia in 1G50. is chief founder
of the well-known Roman academy called "L'Arcadia,"
ho ha<l a considerable share in tho reform of Italian ncctry,

corrupted at that time by tho os^ravagaiiec and bad tnsto

*>( the poets Marini and Achillini end their school The

poet Guidi and the critic and jurisconsult Gravina checked
this evil by their influence and example. The genius of

Guidi was lyric in the highest degree ; his songs are written
with singular force, and charm the reader, in spite of

touches of bombast. His most celebrated song is that en-

titled Alia Fortuna (To Fortune), which certainly is one
of the most beautiful pieces of poetry of the 17th century.
Guidi was squint-eyed, humpbacked, and of a delicate

constitution, but possessed undoubted literary ability. His
poems wero printed at Parma in 1G71, and at Rome in

1704. In 1681 he published at Parma his lyric tragedy
Amalasunta in Italy, and two pastoral dramas Daphne
and Endymioiu The last had the honour of being men-
tioned as a model by the critic Gravina, in his treatise

on poetry. Less fortunate was Guidi's poetical version of
the six homilies of Pope Clement XL, first as having been
severely criticized by the satirist Settano, and next as hav-
ing proved to be the indirect cause of the author's death.

A splendid edition- of this version had been printed in

1712, and, the pope being then in San Gandolfo, Guidi
went there to present him with a copy. On the way he
found out a serious typographical errur, which he took so

much to heart that he was seized with an apoplectic fit

at Frascati and died on the spot. Guidi was honoured
with the special protection of Eanuccio II., duke of Parma,
and of Queen Christina of Sweden.
GUIDICCIONI, Giovanni, one of the best Italian poets

of the first half of the 16th century, was born at Lucca
in 1480, and died at Macerata in 1541. He occupied a

high position, being bishop of Fossombrone and president

of Romagna. The latter office nearly cost him his life

;

a murderer attempted to kill him, and had already touched
his breast with his dagger when, conquered by the resolute

calmness of the prelate, he threw away -the weapon and
fell at his feet, asking forgiveness. The Rime and Letters

oi Guidiccioni are models of elegant and natural Italian

style. Tho best editions are those of Genoa (1749),
Bergamo (1753), and that recently published at Florence.

GUIDO OF Arezzo, an Italian monk of the 11th century,

has by many been caUed the father of modern music, and
a {(ortrait of him iu the refectory of the monastery of

Avellana bears the inscription " Beatus Guido, inventor

musics;." Although these statements are manifestly ex-

aggerated, it is none the leos true that Guido's reforms

mark an enormous progress in the notation as well as in the

teaching of music. Of his life little is known, and that

little is chiefly derived from the dedicatory letters prefixed

to two of his treatises and addressed respectively to Bishop

Theodald (not Theobald, as Burney writes the name) of

Arezzo, and Michael, a nonk of Pomposa and Guido's pupil

and friend. Occasional references to the celebrated musician

in tho works of his contemporaries are, however, by uo
means rare, and from these it may be conjectured with all

but absolute certainty that Guido was bora in tho last

decade of the 10th centurj'. Tl.o place of his birth is,

beyond a doubt, /^tczzo; for on tho title-page of all his

works ho is styled Cmdo Ar'ctimis, or simply Aretiiius.

At his first appearance in history Guido was a monk in tho

Benedictine monastery of Pomposa, and it was there that Lo

invented his educational method, by means of which,

according to his own slatcment, a pupil might learn wilhiu

live months v. hat fuimcrly it would have taken him ten

years to acquire. Envy and jealousy, however, were his

only reward, and by these he was compelled to leave hi.'j

monastery—" indo est, quod mo vidcs proli;:i3 finibug

oxulatuni," as ho says him^i-lf in tho second of the letters)

above referred to. According to one account, ho travJled

as far as Bremen, called thoio by Archbishop Hermann in

order to 'efii'-tii the musicrl service. But this statement

hfS been doubted, for chronological and other reasons.
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Certain it is that not long after his flight from Pomposa
Guide was living at Arezzo, and it was here that, about

1030, he received an invitation to Rome from Pope John

XIX. He obeyed the summons, and the pope himself

became his first and apparently one of his tiiosf proficient

pupils. But in spite of his success Guido could not be

induced to remain in Rome, the insalubrious air of which

seems to have affected his health. In Rome he met again

his former superior, the abbot of Pomposa, who seems to

have repented of his conduct towards Guido, and to have

induced him to return to Pomposa; and here all authentic

records of Guido's life cease. We only know that he died,

on May 17, 1050, as prior of Avellana, a monastery of the

Camaldulians ; such at least is the statement of the chroni-

clers of that order. It ougltt, however, to be added that the

Camaldulians claim the celebrated musician as wholly their

own, and altogether deny his connexion with the Benedic-

tines. It is quite in accordance with tjie semi-mythical char-

acter of Guido'sJife that a great many inventions belonging

to earlier as well as to later times have been attributed to him,

in the same way as Charlemagne, Arthur, and Roland have

been made responsible for the deeds and exploits of other

kings and heroes. His eulogists declare that before him
church music was in a state of utter barbarism, wholly

ignoring the achievements of Gregory the Great, Hucbald,

anl others. The notation of music by means of the neumce

also, although very imperfect for practical purposes, at any
rate served to give permanence to the composer's thoughts.

There is, however, no doubt that in the latter respect

Guido's method shows an enormous progress. It was he

who invented, or at least for the first time systematically

ased, the lines of the staff, and the intervals or spatia

between them, and thus fixed the principle of modern
notation ; and the value of this innovation for educational

and general artistic purposes cannot be overrated. There
is also little doubt that the names of the first sis notes of

the scale, ut, re, mi, fa, sol, la, still in use among Romance
nations, were introduced by Guido, although he seems to

have used them in a relative rather than in an absolute

sense. It is well known that these words are the arst

syllables of six lines of a hymn addressed to St John the

Baptist, which may be given here :

—

Ut queant laxis «sonare fibris

Mira. gestorum /amuli tuoruni,
Solve polluti labii reatum,

Sancte Joannes.

In addition to this Guido is generally credited with the

introduction of the F clef. But perhaps more important
than all this is the thoroughly practical tone which Guido
assumes in his theoretical writings, and which difi"ers greatly

from the clumsy scholasticism of his contemporaries and
predecessors.

Thfl most important of Guido's treatises, and those which are
generally acknowledged to be authentic, are Micrologus Guidonis de
disciplina arlis musicce, dedicated to Bishop Theodald of Arezzo,
and comprising a complete theory of music, ia 20 chapters ; Musica:
Ouidonis regulce rhylhmicre in antiphonarii sui prologum prolatce,

written in trochaic decasyllabics of anything but classical structure

;

Alice Ouidonis regulce de ignoto cantu, identidem in antiphonarii sui
prologum prolatee ; and the Epislola Guidonis Michaeli monaeho de
ignUo cantu, already referred to. These al-c published in the second
volume of Gerbert's Scriptores ecdesiastici de musica sacra. A very
important manuscript unknown to Gerbert (the Codex Bibliothecce
Uticensis, in the Paris library) contains, besides minor treatises, an
antiphonarium and gradual undoubtedly belonging to Guido. A
cotopreheneive but very uncritical life of Guido has been written by
Luiffi Angeloni {Sopra la vita, Ac, di Guido d'Arezzo). Of in-
finitely greater importance are the studies on the subject by Heft
Kiesfiwetter and by M. Bottdo de Toulmon. Burney'a General
History of Music, and Fetis's Biographic dcs Musicicns should also
be consulted. A comprehensive and admirable account of Guido's
life and work by DrW. Langhans may be found in the fourth volume
of Mendel's Musikalisches Conversations-Lexikoiu

GUIDO RENI. Sae Reni.

GUIDO OF SIENA. The name of this painter is ot

considerable interest in the Iiistory of art, on the ground
that, if certain assumptions regarding him could be accepted
as true, he would be entitled to share with Ciniabuc, or

rather indeed to supersede him in, the honour of having
given the first onward impulse to the art of painting. The
case stands thus. In the church of S. Domenico in Siena
is a large painting of the Virgin and Child enthroned, with
six angels above, and in the Benedictine convent of the same
city is a triangular pinnacle, once a portion of the same com-
position, representing the Saviour in benediction, with two
angels ; the entire work was originally a triptych, but is

not so now. The principal section of this picture has a

rhjTued Latin inscription, giving the painter's name as

Gu . . . o de Senis, with the date 1221 : the genuineness

of the inscription is not, however, free from doubt. In the

general treatment of the picture there is nothing to distin-

guish it particularly from other work of the same early

period ; but the heads of the Virgin and Child are indis-

putably very superior, in natural character and graceful

dignity, to anything to be found anterior to Cimabue. ' Tiie

question therefore arises, Are these heads really the work
^of a man who painted in 1221 1 The best informed con-

noisseurship of recent years (see especially the discussion

of the matter in Messrs Crowe and Cavalcaselle's work, vol.

i.) pronounces in the negative, concluding that the heads

are repainted, and are, as they now stand, due to some
artist of the 14th century, perhaps Ugolino da Siena; thus

the claims of Cimabue would remain undisturbed and in

their pristine vigour. Beyond this, little is known of Guido
da Siena. There is in the Academy of Siena a picture

assigned to him, a half-figure of tlie Virgin and Child, with

two angels, dating probably between 1250 and 1300 ; also

in the church of S. Bernardino in the same city a Madonna
dated 1262. Milanesi thinks that the work in S. Domenico
is due to Guido Graziani, of whojn no other record remains

earlier than 1278, when he is mentioned as the painter of a

banner. Guido da Siena appears always to-have painted on

panel, not in fresco on the wall. He has been termed, vei7

dubiously, a pupU of Pietrolino, and the masterof Diotisalvi,

Mino da Turrita, and Boxlinghieri da Lucca.

GUIENNE, an old French province, whose name until

the 10th century was Aquitania, and whose history until it

came into the possession of England in 1152 is given under

the heading Aquitania. It was bounded by the Pyrenees;

Languedoc, Auvergne, Angoumois, Saintonge, and the sea

of Gascony ; and out of it are now formed the departments

of Gironde, Dordogne, Lot, Aveyron, Lot-et-G'aronne, Tarn,,

Landes, Gers, Upper Pyrenees, Ari^ge, and Lower Pyrenees

The chief town was Bordeaux^ Soon after it was joined to

the English crown the nobles twice revolted, but were each

time subdued, and in 1 169 Henry IL of England bequeathed

it to his son Richard (Cceur de Lion), who after quelling all

symptoms of revolt added in' 1186 and 1188 Toulouse and

Rochelle to his French possessions. In 1196 he bequeathed

it to his nephew Otto of Brunswick, but he resumed its

possession in 1198, when Otto was chosen king of Germany.

After the death of Richard in 1199, his mother Eleanor

retained possession of it during her lifetime. It was recon-

quered by the French in the reign of Edward I. of England,

but at the peace of 1303 it was again ceded to the English,

with whom it remained till 1451, when it was conquered

and finally united to France by Charles VIL In 1469

Louis IX. gave it in exchange for Champagne and Brie to

his brother the duke of Berri, after whose death in 1472 it

was again united to the French crown.

GUIGNES, Joseph de (1721-1800), a French Orien-

talist, born at Pontoise October^ 19, 1721, became in his

fifteenth year a student of Oriental languages, and especially

of Chinese, at the College Koyol under the celebrated
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Fonrmont, wtom in 1745 he succeeded at the Royal

Library as. secretary interpreter of the Eastern languages.

A Miraoire Ilisiorique sur I'Origine des Ilims eC des Tiircs,

published by De Guignes in 1748, having brought his name

with some prominence before the learned world, he was

admitted a member of the Royal Society of London in 1752

and an associate of the French Academy of Inscriptions in

1754. Two years later he gave to the world the first two

volnmes of his learned and laborious Uistoire Generate des

Huns, des Mongoles, des Twcs, et des mitres Tartares

occidentaux ; and in 1757 ha was appointed to succeed

Jault in the chair of Syriac at the Colliige Royal. The

completion of the Histoire by the publication of the throe

remaining volumes in 1758 was followed in 1759 by the

publication of a Memoire in which he propounded and

endeavoured to prove the untenable and absurd theory that

the Chinese nation had originated in Egyptian colonization,

an opinion to which, in spite of every argument, he to the last

obstinately clung. To its support, as also to the further

elucidation of the chronology and arrangement of his

Huioire, which had been, not without some justice, un-

favourably criticized, he devoted several learned papers

which are to be found in the Mimoires of the Academy of

Inscriptions ; and among his other literary labours, an

improved edition of an old translation of the Shoo-king is

worthy of special mention. The Revolution, while permit-

ting De Guignes to retain some insignificant pensions which

had been conferred upon him, deprived him of various posts,

such as those of keeper of the antiquities in tlie Louvre and

editor of the Journals des Savans, on which he was chiefly

dependent for his income ; and his later years are said to

have brought to him considerable personal hardship, from

which his sole refuge was in redoubled application to study.

He died at Paris, March 19, 1800. The Histoire had been

translated into German by Dahnert (1768-71). De
Guignes left a son, Christian Louis. Joseph (1759-1845),

who, after learning Chinese from his father, went as consul

to Canton, where he spent seventeen years. On his return

to France he was charged by the Government with the work

of preparing a Chinese-French-Latin dictionary. Though
bearing his name alone on the title-page (1813), it was in

reality only a new edition of the work of Glcmona. He
was also the author ^of a large work of travels (

Voyages d,

Pel-ill, Manille, et Vile de France, 1808).

GUILD. The spirit of association has in all ages

induced men to join together for the pleasures of mutual

enjoyment or for the attainment of some common purpose

for which the support of numbers was necessary. The idea

has taken shape in various ways, influenced by the tem-

perament of race, the policy of Governments, the social

condition of classes, or the need for a special object. In-

dependently of the organization of peoples, of their consti-

tution into towns, provinces^ and states as units in a system,

whether of self-government or of imposed government,— in-

dependently too of those great associations or brotherhoods,

the church, the orders of knighthood, the greater and lesser

monastic orders, and secret societies,—there is a third kind

of association upon a basis distinct from these. The public

welfare of a community within certain territorial limits is

the great object of Governments, local or imperial ; the pur-

suit of some great moral, religious, or equitable thought,

touching tlie hearts of men in general without regard to

nation, was the animating principle of the clilvahio and re-

ligious orders ; but when men began to form thoraselvea

into guilds, the benefit of each one in his individual ond
social capacity was concerned, naturally confined within the

bounds of neighbourhood. A guild was a voluntary associ-

ation of those living near together who joined for a com
raoa purpose, paying contribution.% worhhijjping together,

feasting together periodically, helping one another in sick-

ness 8id poverty, and frequently united for the pursuit of

a special object.

The true history of these institutions has been till

recently unnoticed, their value and importance, especially

in connexion with the life of towns and villages, having
been but imperfectly investigated or understood. Guilds

have, however, been numerous, and their influence most im-

portant,, in Europe from an early period ; they attained

their highest prosperity and development in the Teutonic

countries, and especially in England during the Middle
Ages, and they liave been widely spread among tho

Romance nations.

The meaning of the word gnild or gild is closely con-

nected with the origin of tho institution. Gild or geld

was Old English for a set payment or contribution, from
zeldan or zyldan, to pay (whence also tho present yield),

the primary meaning was payment, and the company of

those who paid became known by this chief title to mem-
bership. There are also 5re7</«, Danish and Low German,
in the sense of a contributory company of this kind; gjalda

and gildi, Icelandic, a payment, and gildi, also a banquet.

The word therefore, thus derived, is better spelt (as most
old authorities have it) without tho w ; a colour is, how-
ever, given for the ordinary modern form guild, by deriving

it (as Wedgwood, English Etymology) from the Welsh or

Breton goidl, a feast or holiday, gwylad, keeping a festival.

The essential principle of the guild is the banding

together for mutual help, mutual enjoyment, and mutual

"encouragement in good endeavour. The spirit which di-

rected itself Xo the inner business and life of each society

and its members is the true mark, in some degree, of all

bodies, ancient or modern, that can claim the character of

guilds. The peace-guild of the North in the 10th century

had this character in common with the great trading guild

of the 13th and 14th centuries, or the little social or reli-

gious guild of an English country village of a century later.

Some German scholars find the origin of the first guilds

in the banquets and sacrificial assemblies of the heathen

German tribes. Wilda, Dr L. Brentano, and others, connect-

ing these with what is known of tho importance of family

relations among the Teutonic nations, find in the family

union the germ from which tho guild was developed, and

show that when Christianity was brought from the «=cjUi

of Europe " the spirit of association received n mighty

impulse, and the gilds spread themselves rapidly under

the influence of Christian doctrine " (Brentano). It is

maintained by others that the guilds have sprung from the

collegia, in those countries where the Romans bore sway.

Tho Romans exercised the right of association from early

times; it is attributed to Numa that he encouraged the for-

mation of craft guilds, of which Plutarch enumerates nine;

there also existed early religious societies among them.

Exercised voluntarily under the republic, this right became

crippled under the empire, and tho collegia were obliged to,

seek authorization from the state for the narrower objects

to which the imperial decrees attempted to limit them.'

These societies were .numerous, not only at Rome, but

throughout the empire, especially in the Enst, in Italy, and

in Gaul ; a largd number were trade corporations, devoted

to the interest of their crafts ; others were united for good-

fellowship, religion, and inany especially to provide for

burial. In the provinces, besides merchants and olhcr.',

the highest persons were glad nt times to belong to them
;

tliuse in Rome under tho empire appear to ha.vc consisted

principally of workmen, freedmen, slaves, and jicrsons of

tho humbler classes. All appear to have had the same

general features ; they chose their own masters and ofTiccr^,

made rules for self-government, paid contributions to a

common fund, met ond feasted together at stated periods,

—tho freedom of social intercourse being particularly ap-
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preciated among the poorer companies. Tfeey formed rules

for good uehaviour at table, and admitted women as

members ; they " affirmed their existence by a common
worship," choosing a patron god. From these and other

resemblances Mr H. C. Coote contends that there is an

identity between the Roman collegia and the guilds of

Saxon growth; and M. Raynouard was an advocate of a

similar descent in France and Italy. But though analogous

in many respects, as far as is known they lacked the essential

element of the guild, that of mutual help in sickness and
poverty; the soldiers' colleges, formed in spite of the law

which forbade them, approach the nearest to this character,

in providing their members viith travelling expenses and
retiring pensions. The evidence against the connexion

between the collegmm and the guild is regarded by the

ablest German writers who have investigated the subject as

conclusive, but this interesting historical question has not

yet been fully worked out.i

The Greeks also, in the 2d and 3d centuries B.C., had
their associations of the same kind, called Eranoi or

Thiasoi, which were numerous at Rhodes, in the islands

of the Archipelago, at the Pirasus, and in other important

places. These societies partook more nearly of the char-

acter ot the medieval guilds than did the Roman ; the

members paid contributions to a general fund, aided one

another in necessity, provided for funerals, met in assembly

to deliberate on their affairs, and celebrated feasts and
religious Sacrifices in common. Strict rules against

disorderly conduct were to be enforced by fine ; he who
did not pay his yearly quota to the society was excluded,

unless }ie could show good cause of poverty or sickness.

Women could be members, and ' were admitted to the

meetings. Some of these societies concerned themselves

with religion, others with politics or commerce; in the

cause of liberal as opposed to official religion, they appear

to have done good service.

It is perhaps of little use attempting to ascribe to any
one country or race the special initiative of these institu-

tions, any more than it would be to say that the custom of

men to congregate in towns originated with this or that

nation. Human nature is the same everywhere, and two
motives induce men to join together :—weakness, seeking

the power of numbers for resisting oppression, or for

mutual assistance ; and the affinity which those pursuing

the same occupation and possessing the same interests

have for each other. These motives are \ sufficient to

account for the existence of the Eranoi in Greece, contem-

porary with the Collegia of the Romans ; they are sufficient

to explain why, although the collegia opiflcum, or artisans'

guilds, are found as late as the code of Justinian, and that

50 or 60 years later, in the 6th century, we have record of

a soap-makers' craft in Naples (Letter of Pope Gregory the

Great, lib. x. epist. 26; Migne's Pat. Cun., vol. Ixsvii.), the

guilds in the towns of Italy should begin a new life in the

10th century (HegSl) ; they can explain why in England
we find from the 7th to the 10th Century other guilds

actively in existence, while in Norway they were instituted

in the 11th century. These societies "may thus have one
history in China, another in India, another in Greece or

Rome; another in the Europe of the Middle Ages ; the like

needs will require the like kinds of help, and develop insti-

tutions which, amid whatever diversities of outward garb,

will substantially fulfil the same ends" (J. M. Ludlow).
In the Middle Ages guilds are recognized as belonging

to three or four classes. In the north of Europe the frith

' For a v.iluable slcetch of, the Collegia, including trade-guilds and
tuvial-giulds, see "Lea societes ouvrijres i Rome, " by Gaston Boissier,

Revue des Deux J\fo7ides, Decemlier 1871; also "The Friendly
Societies of Antiquity," by H. Tompkins, Oddfellows' Magazine, Apcil

.

1868, and the article Club.

or peace-guild was an important form, widely spread fa
early times. These were associations for defence, based
upon mutual obligations, " sworn communities for the pro-

tection of right and the preservation of liberty
; " we see-

traces of them in England from the laws of Ina (7th cen-

tury) down to the "Dooms" of London in Athelstan's time
(10th century). These statutes of the old London peace-

guild are thus shortly described by Prof. Stubbs :

—

"A monthly meeting is directed, at which there is to be bytt-
fylling and a refection, the remains of which are to be bestowed in

alms : on the death of a member each brother gives a loaf, and singa
or pays for the singing of fifty psalms Each member pays
fourpence for common purposes, towards a sort of insurance fund
from which the guild^akes good the losses of members, and a con-
tribtition of a shilling towards the pursuit of the thief. The
members are arranged in bodies of ten, one of whom is the head-
man ; these again are classed in tens under a common leader, who
with the other head-men acts as treasurer and adviser o£ the
hundred members."

The earlyEnglish recognized the responsibility of the guild

for the actions of its members and their mutual liability,

—the fundamental principle of English institutions for

keeping the peace; besides this, the rules still exist of
Saxon guilds at Abbotsbury, Woodbury, Cambridge, and
Exeter, and show by the many points in common with the

social guilds of later English growth whence these derived

their descent. Abroad, the frith guilds in the 11th and
12th centuries extended over the Continent ; one of the

most remarkable was founded at Roeskild, under king

Canute, for the suppression of the piracy ot the vikings.

Others, as in Schleswig, Artois, Flensburg, &c., joined for

hindering violence and maintaining peace, by all means that

law and custom allowed, even against kings. These guilds-

became of such importance that in many places their law

grew to be that of the commune or town (see Bokough).
In France the great development of town governments at

this period was frequently but the acknowledgment of an

already existing defensive guild, or of the important mer
chant or craft guilds. At Montpellier and Paris, in the

beginning of the 13 th century, the trade guilds took part

in the watch and ward of the city, and thus were a recog-

nized part of the commune. The same was the case \u

London in early times.- Even as late as the 15th century

a guild was founded at Ghent, composed of the culverineers,

arquebusiers, and gunners, in order to teach the burgesses,

the use of firearms, so as to be able to defend the town or

suppress troubles. It became the chief guild of the city,,

had public festivities, admitted women as "consoeurs,"and.

possessed manyof the features of both peace and socialguilds.

In the Frankish empire guilds were numerous for defence,

for conviviality, and for religious and social duties, among^

the serfs and the clergy as well ns, others; but under

Charlemagne and his successors they sufi'ered great oppre.v

sion, and were persecuted by both ecclesiastical and secular

authorities. In -later times tha clergy formed special

societies called Guilds of Kalenders, so named from their

meeting day having originally beei) on the kalends of each,

month (Brentano) ; these were to be found in many towns

on the Continent, sometimes we read of the major and

minor guilds for the higher and lower clergy. The only

company that is known to have partaken of this character

in England was the ancient Guild of the Kalenders at

Bristol, which kept the records of that town and other places,,

and in its later years supported a school for Jews.

A class of guilds widely spread in the Middle Ages,

especially in England, were those which have been distin-

guished by the name of Social (Toulmin Smith) or Religious

2 The custom of "setting out the watch," or the "marching

watch," in London, Bristol, Worcester, &c., on midsummer eve, ori-

ginated in the part taken in the defence of the city by the trada

guilds or companies of those places; it was a kind of "militarjr

muster" (Herbert).
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(Brenlano). Tlieso were the small and numerous societies

that sprung up all over tlio country in every village, in

^uiall or large towns, at diirerent times as the need arose,

«jr for good neighbourhood's sake. Their objects included

"not only devotions and orisons,- but a.lso every exercise of

Christian charity, and therefore, above all things, mutual

assistance of the gild-brothers in every exigency, especially

in old age, in sickness, in cases of impoverishment,—if not

brought on by their own folly,—and of wrongful imprison-

ment, in losses by fire, water, or shipwreck, aid by loans,

provision of work, and lastly, the burial of the dead. It

included further the assistance of the poor and sick, and

the visitation and comfort of prisoners not belonging to the

gild" (Brentano). These societies were composed of men
-and women of all ranks, and when, as in some instances,

they grew into wealth and popularity, kings and princes

did not disdain to become guild-brethren. Henry IV. and
Henry VL were members of the guild of the Trinity at

Coventry; Henry VIII. and his queen were members of

the guild of St Barbara, of St Katherine's church next the

Tower, London. Another prince belonged to the famous
guild of St George at Norwich. One guild, however, who
siid they were " of the rank of common and middling

folks," wonld not admit even a mayor or a bailiff.

Each member took an oath, and paid an admission fee

and yearly contribution; they held regular business meet-

ings or " morn-speech," and had an annuil "guild-day."

Every guild had its livery, which the members were expected

to v/ear at funerals, feast.s, &c. ; and they Lad strict rules

for good life and behaviour. The little parochial guilds

mot in a room or in members' houses ; if the guild v/as

rich enough it had a hall or "guild-house;" legacies and
ijifts were made to them, and they lent out of their stock

to poor members, or devoted it to some public or charitable

jbject. Schools and churches were founded or helped by
these private guilds, as some of the colleges at Cambridge,

•jchools at Coventry, Worcester, Brayles, Sleaford, Ludlow,
Bristol, and elsewhere ; forty guilds of Bodmin (of which
only five were craft guilds) joined in the repair of the

'jhurch there. Bridges and town-walls were repaired, both

in England and in France—in which latter country M.
(Jiry finds some relics of these social guilds. The perform-

ing of miracle and other plays, setting out of pageants, and
providing of minstrels were undertaken by many of the social

-OS well as by the craft guilds, and in many towns formed
an important adjunct to the municipal proceedings, as at

Coventry, York, Durham, Norwich, &c. ; the Lord Mayor's
show of London owes its origin to this custom.^

These local social guilds were very numerous in England
and in the Teutonic countries ; it is believed that they were

so in Franco, but little is known of them elsewhere. There
were 50 such guilds in the county of Cambridge, 909 in

Norfolk, 42 in Bodmin, 80 in Cologne, 70 at Liibeck, ic.

At the time of the Reformation these guilds were

abolished in Protestant countries, under pretence of their

being superstitious foundations; in Denmark and North
Germany their property was devoted to public service, but
in England it was handed over to the king and hiscourticr.s,

their guild-halls became poor-houses, their pageants were laid

aside. A very few of these societies escaped ; St George's

guild at Norwich continued to live on many years.

Wickliffe, in the 14th century, had complained of the

abuses among the guilds, including those of trades. In 1389
returns were made into Chancery of the social and other

guilds in England ; those, though imperfect, give a valuable

body of details, and draw the distinction between the two

• Probably the runierous societies in Franco niij Flanders of llio

IBtli anil 13th centiiries for keeping tlie poetic and nniiiieiU foundation
•al l^ Fate dc Pui belonged to tlio class of social giiilda. One of them
•mM vA op in London (Itiley's Liber Ciuhimarum).

great classes of social and trade guilds. The trade guilds
have in all countries attracted more attention than the
rest, on account of their wealth and importance; they are of

two orders, guilds-mevchant and crafl-guilJs. The guild-

merchant arose in this way ; the same men who in the
growth of towns became citizens by reason of possessing
town-land, frequently were also traders ; the uncertain state

of society in early times naturally caused them to unite for

protection- of their trade interests in a gilda mercaloria,
which made internal laws akin to those of other guilds

;

the success of these private interests enlarged their import-
ance; and when the towns and boroughs obtained confirma-
tion of their municipal life by charter, they took care to

have it included that the men of the place should also

have their guild-merchant.^ Thus these guilds obtained
the recognition of the state ; in their origin they had been
as other guilds, partaking especially of the character of

peace-guilds, but now " the citizens and the guild became
identical, and what was guild-law" often became the law
of the town. In great cities, such as London and
Florence, we do not bear of merchant guilds (Norton)

;

there the separate occupations or crafts early asserted their

associating power and independence, and the craft-guilds

gradually took a place in the organization of the town
government. JIany craft-guilds, the heads of which were
concerned in the government of the commune, are found in

Italy between the 9th and the 12th centuries (Perrons,

Hist, de Florence). But in England and the north of

Europe the guilds-merchant during this period, having
grown rich and tyrannical, excluded the landless men of the

handicrafts; these then uniting among themselves, there

arose everywhere by the side of the guilds-merchant the

craft-guilds, which gained the upper hand on the Continent
in the struggle for liberty in the 13th and 14th centuries.

In England these companies usually existed side by side

with the old town or merchant guild ; until at length their

increasing importance caused the decay of the old guilds,

and the adoption of these crafts as part of the constitution

of the towns (13th to 1 5th century). The separation of the

richer and perhaps the older from the poorer of the com-
panies occurred, and thus arose the paramount influence

of a few,—as the twelve great Companies of London, tho

Arli 2[(ijori of Florence, and others.

The constitution of the trade-guilds was formed on the

model of other guilds ; they appointed a master or alderman

and other officers, made 'ordinances, including provisions

for religious observance, mutual help, and burial; the town
ordinances yet remaining of many places, as of Berwick,

Southampton, and Worcester, show traces of the trade law.<

of the old guilds-merchant. As their principal objects,

" the craft-gildmen provided for the maintenance of the

customs of their craft, framed further ordinances for its

regulation, (including care against fraudulent workman-
ship), saw these ordinances properly executed, and punished

tho gild brothers who infringed them." " Though the craft-

gilds, as voluntary associations, did not need confirmation

by tho authorities at their birth, yet this confirmation be-

came afterwards of the greatest importance, when these

gilds wanted to bo recognized as special and independent

associations, which were thenceforth to regulate the trade

instead of the authorities of the town " (Brentano). Hence
obtained tho practice of procuring a charter in confirmation

and recognition of their laws, in return for which certain

taxes were paid, to tho king or other authority. It w
therefore erroneous to state, as is sometimes done, that

these companies owe their origin to royal charter, or that

they required a licence.

Few important towns in Great Britain nave been wi<h-

' Tliere arc nunierons cxnmidcs of this among tho borough roconlt

of England and Scotland.
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out a more or less number of craft-guilds. London,

York. Exeter, Norwicb, Bristol, Coventry, &c., teemed

with their life and pageantry. But the Keformation

ihoolc these as it destroyed others; the exactions they

Suffered, and the altered conditions of social economy and

labour have contributed to their decay ;
" all that remains

of the ancient gilds in the livery companies of to-day is the

6ommon eating and drinking." In the centres of industry

of Italy, Franje, Germany, even in Constantinople, they

once formed the strength of commerce, but, abused or

decayed, in France they were abolished on 4th August

1789 ; in Germany their last remnants died in 1869.1 Jq

Constantinople numerous trade guilds .vere flourishing up

till the war of 1877-78. In Rujia there are no true

spontaneous guilds ; the trade companies were imposed by

the imperial orders of Catherine and Peter the Great.

See L. Breutaiv), On the History and Development of Gilds, 1870;

English Gilds, Qi-iginal Ordinances, &c. , by Toulmiu Smith, 1870;

WilJa, Das Gildenwcsenim Mittclalter, 1831; F. T. Perrens, Histoire

deFloreiice, 1877 ; G. SchmoUer, Geschichte dcr Tuchcr- und Weber-

zitn/t in Strassburg, 1879 ; G. Schanz, Zur Geschichte dcr Dcutschcn

Gescllcii-Vcrhdndcim MiUelaltcr, 1877; G. Fagniez, VIndustrie &
Paris au 13*"«e( au li^"i« siicle, 1877 ; Herbert's Twelrc great Livery

Companies of London, 1836 ; G. Norton's Commentaries on tlic

History of London, 1869 ; works by the German writers Carl Hegel,

Arnold', Maurer, and Gierke; and the article Club. (L. T. S.)

GUILDFORD, a municipal and parliamentary borough

and market-town of England, capital of the county of

Surrey, is beautifully situated on a gentle acclivity of the

northern chalk downs and on the river Wye, crossed there

by a bridge Of five arches, 30 miles S.S.W. of London. It

consists chiefly of one long, wide, and well-built street, and
contains a number of old picturesque gabled houses, with

quaint lattices and curious doorways. The principal build-

ings are the ruins of an old castle, erected soon after the

Norman conquest, and for a long time used as tlie county

jail; the town-hall, erected in 1683, containing a number
of interesting pictures ; the corn market-house, erected in

1818; the county hall and assize court in thedomesticGothic
style, erected in 1852; the Abbots Hospital, founded by
Archbishop Abbot for decayed tradesmen and decayed
tradesmen's widows ; the county hospital, opened in 1866,
erected as a memorial to the Prince Consort; the Royal Free,

Grammar School, founded in 1509; the Institute, formed
in 1814, with museum, library, and reading and lecture

rooms; the church of St Mary, in the Anglo-Norman style,

of very early origin, and restored in 1863; the church of

St Nicholas, ia the Gotliic style, erected on the site of an
ancient structure of Saxon origin ; and Holy Trinity church,

a red brick structure erected 1749-63, with a square

embattled tower. Guildford has corn mills, iron foundries,

and breweries. There is considerable trade in corn, and
fairs are held for cattle, sheep, horses, and pigs, Guild-

ford first returned members to Parliament in the reign of

Edward I. Formerly it had two members, but since the

Reform Act of 1867 it returns only one. The population

of the municipal and parliamentary borough in 1861,
when the municipal and parliamentary limits were coex-

tensive, was 8020 ; in 1871 the population of the muni-
cipal borough (area 5543 acres) was 9106, and that of tie
parliamentary borough (644 acres) 9801.

It is probable that Guildford is of Roman origin, but it is first

mentioned in the will of King Alfred, who bequeathed it to his
nephew Ethelwald. Near it took place, in 1039, the murder of
Alfred, youngest son of King Ethelrcd, and his Roman retinue, by
the men of Earl Godwine. It was an occasional residence of the
English kings, and a portion of it remained attached to the royal
demesnes until 1630, when the whole of the crown lands at Guild-
ford were vested in Murray, earl of Annandale. After various
changes they passed in 1736 to the Onslow family, with whom
they still remain.

' There is, however, a lively movement tor the revival of craft-guilds
in Germany at the present time (1879).

GUILLEMOT (French, Guillemot-), tlie name accepted
by nearly all modern authors for a Sea-bird, the Coli/mbus
troile of Liunseus and the Uria troile of Latliani, which
nowadays it seems seldom if ever to bear among those who,
from their vocation, are most conversant with it, thouoh,
according to Willughby and Ray his translator, it was°ia
their time so called "by those of Northumberland and
Durham." Around the coasts of Britain it is variously-

known as the Frowl, Kiddaw or Skiddaw, Langy (cf. Ice-
landic, Langvia), Lavy, JIarrock, Murre, Scout {cf. Coot, '

vol. vi. p. 341), Scuttock, Strany, Tinker or Tinkershire,

and Willock. The number of local names testifies to the

abundance of this bird, at least of old time, in different

places, but it should be observed that in certain districts

some of them are the common property of tliis species and
the Razor-bill. In former days the Guillemot yearly fre-

quented the cliffs on many parts of tlie British coasts ia

countless multitudes, and this is still the case in the

northern parts of the United Kingdom ; but more to the

southward nearly all its smaller settlements Lave been
rendered utterly desolate by the wanton and cruel destruc-

tion of their tenants during the breeding season, and even

the inhabitants of those which were more crowded had
become so tWnned that, but for the intervention of the Sea
Birds Preservation Act (32 and S3 Vict. cap. 17), which
provided under penalty for the safety of this and certain

other species' at the time of year when they were most
exposed to danger, they would unquestionably by this time

have been exterminated so far as England is concerned.

The slaughter, which, before the passing of that Act, took

place annually on the cliffs of the Isle of Wight, near Flam-
borough Head, and at such other stations frequented by
this species and its allies the Razor-bill and Puffin, and the

Kittiwake-Gull, as could be easily reached by excursionists

from London and the large manufacturing towns, was in

the highest degree brutal. No use whatever could be made
of the bodies of the victims, which indeed those who
indulged in their massacre were rarely at the trouble to

pick out of the water ; the birds shot were all engaged ia

breeding ; and most of them had young, which of course

starved to death through the destruction of their parents,

intercepted in the perlormance of the mo.st sacred duty

of nature, and butchered to gratify the murderous lust

of those who sheltered themselves under the name of

"sportsmen."

Part cf the Guillemot's history is still little understood.

We know that it arrives at its wonted breeding stations on
its accustomed day in spring, that .it remains there till,

towards the end of summer, its young are liatched and
able, as they soon are, 'to encounter the perils of a seafaring

life, wlren away go all, parents and progeny. After that

time it commonly happens that a few examples are occasion-

ally met with in bays and shallow .waters. Tempestnons
weather will drive ashore a large number in a state of utter

destitution—many of them indeed are not unfrequently

washed up dead—but what becomes of the bulk of th-e

birds, not merely the comparatively few thousands that are

natives of Britain, but the tens and hundreds of thousands,

not to say millions, that are in summer denizens of more
northern latitudes, no one can yet say. This mystery is

not peculiar to the Guillemot, but is shared by all the

Alcidw that inhabit the Atlantic Ocean. Examples stray

every season across the Bay of Biscay, are found off the

coasts of Spain and Portugal, enter the Mediterranean and

' The word, however, seems to be cognate with or derived from the

Welsh and Manx Quillem, or Owilym as Pennant spells it. The asso-

ciation may have no real meaning, but one cannot help comparing the

resemblance between the French Guillemot and Guillaume with that

between the English Willock (another name for the bird, as will bo

seen by the text) and William.
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reacU Italiau waters, or, keeping further south, may even

touch the Madeiras, Canaries, or Azores ; but these bear no

proportion whatever to tlie mighty hosts of wliom they are

literally the "scouts," and whose position and movements

they no more reveal than do the vedettes of a well-appointed

army. The common Guillemot of both sides of the Atlantic

is replaced further northward by a species with a stouter

bill, the U. arra or U. brueiinichi of ornithologists, and ou

the west coast of North America by the U. California.

The habits of all these aro essentially the same, and the

structural resemblance between all of them and the Auks
is so great that of late several systematists have relegated

them to the genus Alca, confining the genus Uria to the

Guillemots of another group, of which the type is the U.

g'-yUa, the Black Guillemot of British authors, the Dovckey
or Greenland Dove of sailors, the Tysty of Shetlanders.

This bird assumes in summer an entirely black plumage
with the exception of a white patch on each wing, while

in winter it is beautifully marbled with white and black.

Allied to it as species or geographical races are the U.

mandti, U. coliimba, and U. carbo. All these differ from

the larger Guillemots by laying two or three eggs, which

are generally placed in some secure niche, while the

members of the other group lay but a single egg, which is

invariably exposed on a bare ledge. (a. n.)

GUILLOTINE, the instrument for inflicting capital

punishment by decapitation, introduced into France at the

period of the Revolution. It consists of two upright posts

surmounted by a cross beam, and grooved so as to guide

an oblique-edged knife, the back of which is heavily

weighted to make it fall swiftly and with force when the

cord by which it is held aloft is let go. Some ascribe the

invention of the machine to the Persians; and previous

to the period when it obtained notoriety under its present

name it had been in use in Scotland, England, and variou.s

parts of the Continent. There is still preserved in the

Antiquarian Museum of Edinburgh the rude guillotine

called the "maiden" by which the regent Morton was decapi-

tated in 1581. The last persons decapitated by the Scotch

"maiden" were the marquis of Argyll in 1661 and his son

the earl of Argyjl in 1 G85. It would appear that no similar

machine was ever in general use in England ; but until

1650 there existed in the forest of Hardwick, which was
coeitcnsivc with the parish of Halifax, West Piiding,

Yorkshire, a mode of trial and execution called the gibbet

law, by which a felon convicted of theft within the liberty

was sentenced to be decapitated by a machine called the

Halifax gibbet, A print of it is contained in a small book
called llalifax and its Gibbet Law (1708), and in Gibson's

edition of Camden's Biilannia (1722). In Germany the

machine was in general use during the Middle Ages, under

the name of the 'Dide, the Hold, or the Dolahra. Two
old German engravings, the one by George Penez, who died

in 1550, and the other by Heinrich Aldegrever, with the

date 1553, represent the death of a son of Titus Manlius

by a fimi'.ur instrument, and its employment for the

execution of u. Spartan is the subject of the engraving of

the eighteenth symbol in the volume entitled Symholicae

Qtemsiioues de Universo Geneve, by Achilles Eocchi (1555).

From the 13th c>>ntury it was used in Italy under the name
of Mannaia, for ihe execution of criminals of noble birth.

The Clironiq-iu dt Jean d'Anton, first published in 1835,

gives minute details of an execution in which.. It was
employed at Genoa in 1507 ; and it is elaborately descfibed

by Pfcre Labat in Iiis Voyage en E»pagne et en Jtalie en

1730. It is mentioned by Puysugur in his iftmoires as in

use in the south of France, and ho describes the execution

by it of JIarshal Montmorency at Toulouse in 1C32. For
about a century it had, iiowever, fallen into general disuse on

the Continent : and Dr Guillotine, who first suggested its

use in modern times, is said to have obtained his information

regarding it from the description of an execution; that

took place at Milan in 1702, contained in an auonymous
work entitled Voyage Historique el Politique de Suisse,

d'ltalie, et d'Allemagne.

Guillotine, who was bom at Saintes, May 28, 1738, and
elected to the Constituent Assembly in 1789, brought

forward on the 1st December of that year two proposi-

tions regarding capital punishment, the second of which

was that, " in all cases of capital punislunent it shall be

of the same kind—that is, decapitation—and it shall be

executed by means of a machine." The reasons urged in

support of this proposition were that in cases of capital

punishment the privilege of execution by decapitation

should no longer be confined to the nobles, and that it was
desirable to render the process of execution as swift and
painless as possible. The debate was brought to a sudden
termination in peals of laughter caused by an indiscreet

reference of Dr Guillotine to his machine^ but his ideas

seem gradually 'o have leavened the minds of the assembly,

and after various debates decapitation was adopted as tlie

method of execution in the penal code which became law

on the 6th October 1791. At first it was intended that

decapitation should be by the sword, but on account of a

memorandum by M. Sanson, the executioner, pointing out

the expense and certain other inconveniences attending that

method, the assembly referred the question to a committee, at

whose request Dr Antoine Louis, secretary to the academy of

surgeons, prepared a memorandum on the subject.- With-

out mentioning the name of Guillotine, it recommended tlis

adoption of an instrument similar to that which was formerly

suggested by him. The assembly decided in'favour of the

report, and the contract was offered to the persoij who
usually provided the instruments of justice; but, as his terms

were considered exorbitant, an agreement was ultimately

come to with a German of the name of Schmidt, who, under

the direction of M. Louis, furnished a machine for eacii ox

the French departments. After satisfactory experiments

liad been made with the machine on several dead bodies in

the hospital of Bicetre, it was erected on the Place de Gr^ve
for the execution of the highwaymar. Pelletier on the 25th

April 1 792. While the experiments regarding the machine

were being carried on, it received the name Louisette or La
Petite Lojiison, but the mind of the nation seems soon to

have reverted to Guillotine, who first suggested its use

;

and in the Journal des licvohUions de Paris for 28th
April 1792, it is mentioned as la guilhtine, a name which

it thenceforth boro both popularly and officially. In

1795 the question was much debated as to whether or

not death by the guillotine was instantaneous, and in sup-

port of the negative side the case of Charlotte Corday was

adduced whose countenance, it is said, blushed as if with

indignation when the' executioner, holding up the head to

the public gaze, struck it with his fist. The connexion of

the instrument with the horrors of the Revolution has

hindered its introduction into other countries, but in 1853

it was adopted under the name of Fallschiceii or Fallbdl

by the kingdom of Saxony, and it has been subsequently

introduced into several other German states. It has often

been stated that Dr Guillotine perished by the instrument

which bears his name, but it is beyond question that he

survived the Revolution, and died a natural death in 1814.

Setf Sodillot, JlfflrTton) historiqvca el physioUgiques sur U siipplice

de la (guillotine, 1796; Suo, Opinion sur Ic snppliai de la guillotine,

1790; Bcvcllle-lnriso, £ludc biographiqius sur guillolin, Paris,

1861; Notice historigue et phijsiologigue sur U supplice de la guil-

lotine, Paris, 1830; Louis Dubois, Jleeherchcs hi.itorigues et pInjsiO'

logiques sur la guillotine et d/tails sur Smison, Paris, 1843 ; and c

papiT by .1. W.'Crokor in tho Quarti-rlij Review for December 1813,

rciniU'cJ separately lu 1850 under the title The Guillotine, a his-

torical Essau,
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GUIMARAES, a fortified city of Portugal, province of

Minho, government district of Braga, is beautifully situated

on the Ave, 12 miles south-east of Braga. It stands on an
acclivity, and with its Moorish towers has a very picturesque

appearance. An old castle which was the birthplace of

Alphonso, the first king of Portugal, is still in a state of

good preservation. Among the four churches may be

Jnentioned the Colegiata, founded in 1385, and although

;nodernized still retaining intact its beautiful choir. Tlie

principal manufactures are knives and other steel wares,

leather, paper, and table linen. In the neighbourhood there

are sulphurous springs, with a temperature of 164° Fahr.,

frequented since the origin of the city in the 4th century.

Gaimaraes was made the chief town of the countship of

Portugal in the 11th century by Henry of Burgundy, and
retained that honour till 1511, when it was conferred by
King Emanuel on Lisbon. The population is about 10,000.

GUINEA, the general name applied by Europeans to

part of the western coast region of intertropical Africa.

Like many other geographical designations the use of which
is controlled neither by 'natural nor political bouudaries, it

has been very differently employed by different writers and
at different periods. In the widest acceptation of the term,

the Guinea coast may be said to extend from 11° N. lat.

t J 18° S. lat., or in other words, from the neighbourhood

ci Cape Verga to Cape Negro. Southern or Lower Guinea
conprisos the coasts of Loango, Congo, Angola, and Ben-

guela; and Northern or L^pper Guinea comprises part of

Senegambia, the Sierra Leone district, the Grain Coast, the

Ivory Coast, the Gold Coast, the Slave Coast, the Niger

Peita, and the Calabar district. The Cameroon mountains

may be accepted as the limit of the two divisions, though

some writers prefer the river Gambia or the equator. In

a narrower and perhaps more common use of the name,
Guinea is the coast only from Cape Palmas to the Gaboon.

Originally, on the other hand, Guinea was supposed to co'm-

meuce as far north as Cape Nun opposite the Canary
Islands ; and Azurara is said to be the first authority who
brings the boundary south to the Senegal. The name is

derived from Ginnie, Genna, or Jinnie, a town and kingdom
in the Niger district ; and, though it appears on a map as

early as 1351, it did not come into general use till the close

of the 15th century. Few questions in historical geography

have been more keenly discussed than that of the first dis-

covery of Guinea by the navigators of modern Europe. It

appears from the testimony of Jacopo Doria that two Geno-
ese, Ugolino and Guido do Vivaldi, were sailing south along

the African coast in 1291, but there is almost no further

record of their voyage. The French claim that in the latter

part of the 14th century the people of Dieppe sent out

several expeditions to Guinea ; and Jean de Bethencourt,

who settled in the Canaries about 1402, made explorations

towards the south. At length, in the latter half of the 15th

century, the consecutive efforts of the navigators employed
by Prince Henry of Portugal, Cadamosto, Usodimare, and
Diogo Gomes, made the whole region familiar to Europeans.

See Azurara, Chronica dc dcscohrimcnlo e conquisia dc Guini, pub-
lished, with an introduction, by Barros de Santarem, Paiis, 1841

;

Villault de BeilcfonJ, Eelation dcs Cosies d^Afrique appellies

Guinie, Paris, 1679 ; Desmarquets, Mem. ckron, pour scrvir d
r/iist. dc Dieppe, 1875 ; Major, Li/c ofPrince Henry the Navigator,

London, 1868 ; and the elaborate review of Jlajor's work by M.
Codiue in tlie Bullclin de la Sac. de Giogr., 1873.

GUINEA FOWL, a well-known domestic gallinaceous

liird, so called from the country whence in modern times it

was brought to Europe, the Mcleagi-is and Avis or Gallina

Numidica of ancient authors.' Little is positively known
of the wild stock to which we owe our tame birds, nor can

' Columella (De Re Etcstica, viii., cap. 2) distinguishes tlie ifelea-

gris from the Gallina Africana or A'umidica, the latter having, he
«ayij, a red wattle (jialea, a reading obviously preferable to galea).

the period of its reintroduction (for there Is apparently no
evidence of its domestication being continuous from the
time of the Bomans) be a.ssigned more than roughly to thai

of the African discoveries of the Portuguese. It does not
seem to have been commonly known till the middle of the

16th century, when Caius sent a description and figure,

with the name of Gallus Mauritamis, to Gesuer, who pub-
lished both in his Parali2yonirna in 1555, and in the same
year Belon also gave a notice and^woodcut uuder the name
of Povlle de la Guince; but w'hii ) the former authors
properly referred their bird to the ancient Meleagris, the

latter confounded the Ifeleagris and the Turkey.
The ordinary Guinea P wl of our poultry-yards is the

I^^umida meleagris of ornithologists, and is too common a
bird to need description. The chief or only changes which
domestication seems to have induced in its appearance are

a tendency to albinism generally showniu the plumage of

its lower parts, and frequently, though not always, the con-

version of the colour of its legs and feet from dark greyish-

brown to bright orange. That the home of this species is

West Africa from the Gambia- to the Gaboon is certain,

but its range in the interior is quite unknown. It appears

to have been imported early into the Cape Verd Islands,

where, as also in somex)f the Greater Antilles and in Ascen-

sion, it has run wild. Representing the species in South

Africa we have the X. coronaia, which is very numerous
from the Cape Colony to Ovampoland, and the A\ cnrnvta

of Drs Finsch and Hartlaub, which replaces it in the west

as far as ths Zambesi. Madagascar also has its peculiar

species, distinguishable b}' ils red crown, the N. jiiitrala o(

Pallas, a name which has often been misapplied to the last.

This bird has been introduced to Rodriguez, where it is

now found wild. Abyssinia is inhabited by another species,

the Jy. plilorliT/ncha,^ which differs from all the foregoing

by the absence of any red colouring about the head. Very

different from all of them, and the finest species known, is

the A\ vxdtitri.ia of Zanzibar, conspicuous by the bright

blue in its plumage, the hackles that adorn the lower part

of its neck, and its long tail By some writers it is thought

to form a separate genus, Acryllinm. All these Guinea

Fowls are characterized by having the crown bare of

feathers and elevated into a bony " helmet," but there is

another group (to which the name Qjdtera has been given)

in which a thick tuft of feathers ornaments the top of the

head. This contains four or five species, all inhabiting

some part or other r' Africa, the best known being the

N". cristata from Sierra Leone and other places on the

western coast. This bird, apparently mentioned by Mare-

grave more than 200 years ago, but first described by Pallas,

is remarkable for the structure— unique, if not possessed by

its representative forms—of ils fiircvla, where the head,

instead of being the thin plate found in all other Gallince,

is a hollow cup opening upwards, into which the trachea

dips, and then emerges on its way to the lungs. Allied to

the genus Numida, but readily distinguished therefrom

among other characters by the possession of spurs, are two

very rare forms, Agelastes and Fhasidjts, both from Western

Africa. Of tlieir habits nothing is known. All these birds

are beautifully figured in Jlr Elliot's Monograph of the

Phasia nidce, from drawings by Mr Wolf. (a. k.)

while it was blue in the former. This would look as if the Meleagrii

had sprung from what is now called Numida piilorhyncha, while the

Gallina Africana originated in the N. meleagris,—species which, as

will be seen by the text, have a different range, and if so the fact woold

poinf to two distinct introductions—one by Greeks, the other by

Latins.
" Specimens from the Gambia are said to be smaller, and have been

described as distinct under the name of X. renelalli.

3 Mr Darwin (Anim. and PI. nnder Domestication, i. p. 294), gives

thi^ as the original stock of our modem domestic birds, but herein the

writer ventures to think he has been misled. As before observed. It

may possibly have been the tnie urXeayott of the Greeks.
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GUINEA-PIG. See Cavy.

GUINGAMP, a town of France, capital of aa arrohdia-

scment in the department of Cotes-du-Nord, is situated in

a largo atid rich valley on the right bank of the Trieux, 20

miles W.N.W. of St Brieuc. It was formerly surrounded

by walls, portions of which still exist. It has a library, a

museum, a prison, and a hospital dating from the 17th

century, enlarged in 1830, and having within its grounds

an old oak of immense size. There are also several old

buildings of interest, including the beautiful church -of

Xotre Dame du Boii-Secours, portions of which date from

the 13th, 14tb, 15th, and 16th centuries respectively, and
which has been lately restored ; four pillars of the tower of

the chapel of Saint Leonard, dating from the 11th century;

and the Ursuline convent, dating from the 17th century,

now used as a cavalry depot. The beautiful fountain itt

the Place de Plomb, constructed by Italian artists in the

loth century, was replaced in 1743 .by the present struc-

ture. Tlie town has manufactures of ginghams (to which

it gives the name), linen fabrics, thread, leather, and hats
;

and there is some trade in wine, brandy, cattle, and agri-

cultural produce. Guingamp originally belonged to the

dukes of Peuthievre, and was inherited from them by King
Louis Philippe. The population in 1876 was 7895.

GUIPUZCOA, the smallest and most densely peopled

of the three Basque provinces of Spain, is bounded on the

iV. by the Bay of Biscay, on the W. by the province of Bis-

cay, oa the S. and S.E. by Alava and Navarre, and on the

N.R by the Bidasoa, which separates it from France. Its

area is nearly 728 square miles, and in 1870 its estimated

population was 180,743. Situated on the northern slope of

the great Cantabrlan chain, the province has a great variety

of Burfica ill mountain, hill, and valley ; and the scenery

acoordiugly is highly picturesque and romantic. The coast

ii much indented, and has numerous harbours, but none of

very great importance ; the chief are those of San Sebastian,

Los Pasjjes, Guetaria, Deva, and Fuenterrabia. The rivers

^Deva, Urola, Oria, Urumea, Bidasoa) are all short, rapid,

lad uunavigable. The mountains are for the most part

'lovered vath fort-its of oak, chestnut, or pine ; holly and
irbutus are also common, with furze and heath in tlie

poorer parts. The soil in the lower, valleys is generally

of hard clay and unfertile ; it is cultivated with great care,

but the grain raised falls considerably short of what is

required for home consumption. The climate though moist,

is rnild, pleasant, and healthy ; friiit is produced in con-

siderable quantities, especially apples for manufacture into

"zaragua" or cider. The chief wealth of the province

arises from its mineral stores (iron, argentiferous load,

copper) and from its excellent fisheries, which supply the

neighbouring provinces (cod, tunny, sardines, oysters). The
iron, which is of excellent quality, is smelted with wood.
There are also considerable manufactures of woollen and
cotton fabrics, paper, and lucifer matches. The people are

remarkable' for their fine physique, and bold manly spirit,

united with honesty, industry, energy, and enterprise. The
capital of the province is San Sebastian, with a population

of 17,902 in 1876. All the other towns are small, Tolosa
alone having a population at all exceeding 5000 ; Fuenter-
rabia no longer retains its former importance ; Mondragon
is entirely dependent on the rich iron mines in its vicinity,

and Salinas, on tho Deva, on its salt works. A small
island in the Bidasoa, called La Isla do los Faisanea, or
lisle da la Conf<irence, is celebrated as tho place where
tho marriage of the duko of Guienne was arranged between
Louis XI, and Henry IV. in 1463, where Francis I. the
ptisoner of

' Charles V. was excLangi>d for his two eons
<n 1526, and whero in 1659 "the peace of the Pyrenees"
"t'^ umcliKJod bPtnecn I). I.^li^ .]. |I:m;i :mh1 Ciirdiiiiil

The early history of Guipuzcoa, as of the other Basqne provhices,

is still the subject of much learned research. Never wholly fub-

dued by the Komans, the Celtibeii in their mountain fastnesses

continued to jTeserve their independence after the fall nf tha
Western Empire uniil tlie times of the West-Gothic kiuKS Leovigild

(580) and Wamba (672-681). Nominally subject to Cliiirlemagne at

a later perioil, they were prompt-to avail themselves of the first

opportunity to assert their full independence ; their alliance with
the Moors, and its results at Roncesvalles are prominent facts in

medineval history. About the 11th century the inhabitants of the
Basque districts emerge as organized into a somewhat free con-
federation of detached republics, owning allegiance to a Eeilor or
lord, but under definite constitutional guarantees (fueros). In 1202
Guipuzcoa accepted as its lord Alphonso VIII. of Castile, and for

many centuries it ranked as a distinct "sefioiio" attached to tho
Spanish crowni. The la^t of its distiuitive fueros was abolished in

July 1876.

GUISBOROUGH, or Gisboeough, a market-town of

England, North Riding of Yorkshire, is situated in a narrow

but fertile valley at the foot of the Cleveland Hills, 4 milee

from the mouth of the Tees and 10 miles E.S.E. of Middles-

borough. It consists chiefly of one wide and handsome
street, having many good houses. The principal buildings

are the parish church, which though partly rebuilt in 1791

and thoroughly renovated in 1875, has some remains of an

ancient structure ; the free grammar school, founded in

1561; the town-hall, recently much improved and enlarged;

the mechanics' institute, the hospital for old men and

women, and the hospital for accidents erected lately by

Admiral Chaloner. The ruins of the Austin priory, founded

in 1129, are beautifully situated near the eastern extremity

of the town. The accumulation of rubbish has been recently

removed from its foundations and floors, and a large number
of interesting relics discovered. Among the historic person-

ages who were buried within its walls was Robert the Bruce,

lord of Annandale, tho competitor for the throne of Scot-

land with John Baliol, and the grandfather of King Robert

Bruce. The town within late years has been rapidly in-

creasing, or account of the iron mines in its neighbourhood:

and it has also tanneries and breweries. Alum works were

established in the reign of Queen Elizabeth by Sir Thomas
Chaloner, who introduced the manufacture of alum into

England from Italy ; but they have been long discontinued.

About a mile south-east of tho town there is a sulphurous

spring discovered in 1822, efficacious in cutaneous, rheu-

matic, and bilious complaints. The population of the town

in 1871 was 5202, and in 1879 about 6500.

GUISCARD. See Robert Guiscard.

GUISEi a fortified town of France, department of the

Aisne, arrondissement of Vervins, is situated on the left

bank of the Oise, 13 miles N.W. of Vervins. It was for-

merly the chief town of the Thic'rache, a district in the

extreme north of France, bordering on Hainault. It Las

an old castle dating from the 16th century, and a palatial

familisth-e with accommodation for 400 f.nmilies. The
principal industries are woollen and cotton weaving, iron

and copper founding, tanning, and tho manufacture ([

chicory and sugar. The population in 1876 was 6242,

GUISE, House of. The House of Guise, which in the

16th century suddenly rose to an eminence unrivalled in

Europe, takes title from the place noticed above. The

countship of Guise, a fief under the French crowu, was

carried in 1333 by its holder, Mario of Blois, as her dower

to Rodolf, duke of Lorraine, In 1508 Rend IL, the con-

qucror of Charles the Bold, divided his territories between

his sons Antony, who became duko of Lorraine, and re-

ceived the Germanic part, and Claude, who had the French

lief, including Guise.

Claude of Lorraine thus became founder of a great and

well-marked family, which occupied tho place that had

in tho fifteenth century been hold by tho princes of

tho lilies. Generation after generation wo liavo a duko

niiii !• curdiniU side by cidi-; iht-y illnsriiite vitli iiinti^alHi
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fidelity tire movements of tlie period from its Catholic

side: the first duke and cardinal belonged to the Re-

naissance ; the second pair threw themselves into the

Catholic reaction, and led the resistance to the Refor-

mation in France ; the third pair showed the decay of

the religious movement, and its transit into political

activities, being among the most ambitious statesmen of

the later years of the century ; while the fourth and last

pair feel the breath of Richelieu's absolutism. The family

has throughout characteristic qualities,—braver}-, ambition,

a certain nobleness of sentiment, an imposing presence,

and winning manners ; they stand between nobility and

royalty,—always greater than the one, sonietimes even

ov-^rtopping the other. They seem never to forget that

in their veins runs the blond of those who wore or claimed

the crowns of Jerusalem and Naples, of Sicily and Hun-
gary. Cla'jde of Lorraine, born in 1496, succeeded in 1508

to a group of lordships, which by their names testify to the

high fortunes of the house : besides Guise itself, he had
Elbeuf, Aumale, !Mayenne, Joinville, Harcourt, Longiu-

meau, Boves, Sabl^, Lambesc, and others. In addition to

these, the family gathered to itself relations with Eu,

Sully, Ventadour, Alguillon, Jlercoeur, Joyeuse, and Nevers;

a cardinal's hat, together with a group of splendid church

dignities, also went with the house of Guise ; the arch-

bishopric of Eheiras, the bishopric of Metz, and several other

bishoprics were family benefices, which enabled younger

tnembers to take an important share in the fortunes of

the family. The shield of Claude expresses the piide

of the race : we find there not only the Lorraine spread-

eagle, the German bird, but also the quarterings of eight

sovereign houses, those of the kings of Hungary, Naples,

Jerusalem, and Aragon, and of the sovereign lords of

Anjon, Guelderland, Flanders, and Bar. This young
prince, wlw claimed so niuch, and did so much, who both

exercised his rights as a foreign prince and took pre-

cedence of the proudest in France, attached himseU closely

to Francis L He was the most brilliant among the "young
men " who displaced the older wisdom of the court of Louis

XII. In 1513 he married Antoinette of Bourbon, the duke

of Vendome's daughter and great-aunt of Henry IV. ; in

1515 he accompanied Francis to Italy, and showed the

mettle of his race at Marignano, where hh brother Ferry

was killed. From that time he sagaciously avoided the

Italian expeditions, and stayed in France, winning popu-

larity as protector of the realm. Thus in 1521 he was on

the Spanish frontier, and helped to take Fuenterrabia ; in

1522 he opposed the English in the north, covering Paris;

next, he defended Champagne from the Germans, clearing

that rich district with equal glory and gain. In 1525 he

avoided the expedition which ended in the disaster of Pavia,

wherein another of his brothers, Francis, was slain ; and
during the captivity of Francis I. at Madrid, he became
virtual head of the regency under the queen, Louise of

Savoy. In these dark days he crushed the rising of the

peasants of Lorraine and Swabia, which threatened all the

east of France. After the king's return, Claude was made
(in 1527) duke of Guise, and peer, and governor of

Champagne; fresh territory and wealth were added to

these honours. He had now reached his highest point;

henceforth it is clear that Francis I. regarded him with

more jealousy than favour : his ambitious views as to the

crown of the "good king Ren(5," and hopes of a revived

Angevin dynasty, offended the French king, though they

were only dreams of the past ; for the new spirit of

monarchy and national life in the 16th century made any
creation of lesser kingdoms on the borderlands of France

and Germany impossible. Claude was a man. of harsh and
narrow character : cautious and persistent, he saw his way,

aud walked carefully along it all bis days. In an age in

which wealth was becoming the most effective of ail means
of power, he gathered riches in all way."!, fair or foul ; and
though willing to spend for his own advancement, he v;on

and deserved the character of a grasping and greedy prince.

His brother John, first cardinal of Lorraine, seconded him
in every way ; he was as greedy as the duke, though much
more open-handed. Accepting the new ideas of the time,

he became a splendid Renaissance prelate, the friend of

Erasmus and Rabelais, and even of JIarot, while, at the
same time, he only too faithfully reflected the worst vices

of the movement. His church preferment was enormous;
he shamelessly took all he could get. He and his brother

have the distinction of giving a bad name to a whole
country ; for, thanks to their rapacity, the Lorrainers got
that reputation for avarice and greediness which has un-

justly clung to them even to our days. After 1527 the

cleverness of the cardinal rather than the prudence of the

duke advanced the family. Claude had twelve children, a

splendid group of princely youths, who inherited the hand-

some features and figure of their father, with even greater

abilities and a more effective ambition. Francis, the eldest

of those who grew up, was born in 1519, and became the

second duke; Charles, born in 1524, wa-s the second car-

dinal of Lorraine, a man as intelligent and depraved as his

uncle, and more vigorous and ambitious ; Claude, the next,

was created duke of Aumale ; Louis, archbishop of Sens

and cardinal of Guise; Rend, marquis of Elbeuf. The
daughters made brilliant matches : above all, the eldest,

Marie, widow of the duke of Longueville, was married

in 1538 to James V. of Scotland, and had a stormy career

as regent to her daughter, !Mary Stuart, queen of Scots.

In his later days Claude of Guise withdrew somewhat
from public life ; he stood aloof from the intrigues of the

reign, while the cardinal attached himself to the "black

court," the court of Diana of Poitiers, and promoted the

interests of his nephews without stint. From this time all

leanings towards either Renaissance or reform were at an

end : henceforth the Guises became the heads of the

opposition to the Huguenots, the strength and support of

the new Jesuit movement, and, later, the leaders of the

j

League. Claude of Guise died in 1550, leaving his digni-

ties to his son Francis, " le grand Guise," who had already

won great credit for bravery, and had shown that dashing

contempt for all rules of military prudence which gives a

captain undying popularit}'. The ghastly wound in the

face, which his rashness won for him in 1545 at the hands

of the English near Boulogne, got him the name of the first

" Balafre ;" it was the outward symbol of his devotion

to his country, and greatly raised his repute among the

people. He had too the essential qualities of popularity, a

majestic presence, and friendly manners in camp ; he was

chivalrous, liberal, humane, discerning. In 1552, as

lieutenant-general in the three bishoprics, he withstood at

the siege of Metz the last efFort3 of Charles V., and saved

France from a terrible invasion. Thanks to the jealousy of

the Montmorencies, he was sent in 1557 to conquer Naples,

and would have added another to the long roll of reputa-

tions ruined by Italy, had he not been suddenly recalled to

protect his country after the disaster of St Quentin. With

happy boldness, instead of watching the victorious allies,

he suddenly attacked and took Calais, ending the English

occupation of French soil, and raising his own renown to

the highest point. Then, with his brother Charles, second

cardinal of Lorraine, he wielded unlimited power through-

out the reign of Francis II. Under Charles IX. his influ-

ence abated, and he withdrew into Alsace. On his return

thence in 1562, he was, however unwillingly, for he was

not inhumane, the cause of the massacre of Vassy, whi(?h

began the civil wars. In the first war he won the battle

of Dreux (1562), and thence passing southward besiejfed
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tlie Hiigusnots in Orleans. There, early in 13G3, he was

assass'mated. If lie was the noblest of the Guises, his

brother the cardinal was the ablest. In his earlier days the

cinlin.ll had shown some sympathy with the Reformersi; in

later life ho vigorously repressed them, and took a leading

part in the council of Trent, where he is said to have

sketched the first lines of the famous League. Like all

early friends of the Jesuits, he did his best for education,

ond patronized men of letters, while he coerced independ-

encti of thought and aimed at introducing the Inquisition.

lie died in L'S/'i.' His younger brother Charles, cardinal

of GuiFe, " le cardinal des bouteilles," was a grand pluralist,

an easy-going personage, wliosD quiet life was in striking

contr.-ist to the feverish energy of his brothers. Pien6,

marquis of Elbeuf, another brother, is the stem of the great

liousas of Elbeuf, Harcourt, and Lislebonne.

Henry of Guis3, eldest son of Duke Francis, born in

1550, was with his father at Orleans, and saw his death.

Tha boy therefore began his public life witli an inextin-

guishable hatred against Huguenots, eager to distinguish

liimself in civil war. With his brother Louis, second

cardinal of Guis3, he entered into all the intrigues of the

succession question, and bitterly opposed Henry of Navarre.

He was at Jarnac.and, in the victory of Dormans (1575) over

the Gsrman invaders, he too won the title of "le Balafrd."

He soon became the idol of Paris : manly, handsome, and

decided, he won all hearts, and was at once a popular hero.

Fortune too favoured him by bringing him into contrast

wth the wretched Henry IIL, and with his portly cautious

brother tlie duke of Mayenne. In 1576 he was recognized

OS head of the League, supported by Philip II. and the

papacy. Ambitious of the crown of France, he worked

subtly for it behind the screen of old Canlinal Bourbon's

name. In the war of the three Henries (Henry III., Henry
of Navarre, Henry of Guise) he again drove the Germans
out of Franc2 ; and, when invited to the capital by the

" Sixteen," ruled there unopposed, the "King of Paris."

Henry III., whom he had compelled to sign the Edict of

Union, found his supremacy intolerable; and just before

Christmas (1588), the duke and the cardinal his brother

were assassinated by the royal orders.

His eldest son Charles, born in 1571, was arrested at the

time of the double murder, but escaped in 1591, and was

welcomed with enthusiasm by the Paris mob, which hoped
he would wed the infanta of Spain, and with the help of

Philip II. secure for himself the throne of Trance. But
the opposition of his uncle Mayenne pro\ed fatal to the

scheme. At the end of the struggle, both he and Mayenne
submitted to Henry IV., helped him to reduce the nobles

in Languodoc, and received the government of Provence.

In Richelieu's days he sided with the queen mother, and
was compelled to withdraw in 1031 to Italy, where he died

in 1640. By his side also was a cardinal brother, the third

of Guise, who ended by abandoning the ecclesiastical state,

and marrying one of the mistresses of Henry IV,

Henry, fourth son of Charles, born in 1614, had already

succeeded to that family benefi'ie, the archbishopric of

Rheims, when the death of his elder brother made him
head of the family, and in 1640 fifth duke. He too went
against the absolutism of the age, and joined the count of

Soissons. Condemned to lose his head he fled to Brussels,

and took command of the Austrian troops against France,

—

noble traitors to their country being then not uncommon.
In 1G13, however, after Richelieu's death, he returned to

France ; but being chosen their chief by the Neapolitans,

at the time of Masaniello's revolt, and dazzled by this

opening for his ambition, he betook himself to Naples.

There his failure was complete ; he was defeated and
carried prisouer-io Madrid. Delivered thence by the inter-

cession of the Great Condd, h& again attempted Naples.

and failed again. After this he spent the rest of his

romantic ill-ordered life at the French court, and died in

1604 leaving no issue; his sisters never married, and of all

his brothers, one only, Louis, duke of Joyeuse, left a son,

born in 1650, who became sixth duke of Guise. He died

of small-pox in 1671, leaving an infantson, Francis Joseph,

seventh duke, a sickly babe, with whom, four years later,

the direct line of the house of Guise expired. The other

branches had early died out, saving the family of the

seventh son of Claude first duke, P.eu^, marquis of Elbeuf;

the marquis of Lambesc, who died in 1826, was the last

descendant of this branch, and with him the family finally

became extinct.

The autlioi ities for the house of Guise arc I!en4 do BouilU, Eis-

toirc lies Dues dc Guise, 4 vols., 18.'i3, the most complete account of

the family; Valincour, Vic dc Fian(;ois dc Lonainc, Dvc dc Guise,

1664; Guillemin, Hiitoire du Cardinal dc Lorraine; the Bio-

(jraphic Uiuvcrsclle, art. "Guise;" and Foiueron's Dues de Guiu
el Icur ipoqivc, 2 vols.

Gcnealorfical Tulle of the Mouse of Giiisc.

Rend II. (wlio united the two branches of the Iiouso

of Lf^nainc), duke of Lorraine, and Philippii of

Guclders, had (besides two older boTs who died

in childlTood, and four unmarried dauRbters)

—

I

Antoine, Claude, 1st John, 1st Feny. Louis. Frauib,

duke of duke of Guise cardlnalof killed at killed at killed at

Lon-aine. =Anloinette Lorraine. JIavign.ino. Kaple?. Pavla.

of Bourbon,
1 1550.

I

I

Francis, 2(1

Alike of

Ciuise=
Anne of

Este,

1 1563.

t

Charles, 2d
card, of

LonaiDe.

I

Claude,
marquis of
Slaycnne,
and duke
of Aumale.

I

•

Louis,
1st

cardinal

of Qalse.

I I

Charles,
duke of

Mayenne,
tl611.

Henry, 3d
' duke=
Catherine
of Cleves
(and had

14 children), Henry,
1 1(88. duke of

Mayenne,
t 1621.

I

Louis, 2d
cardinal
of Gulae,

tl888.

And
five

others.

Een€,
marquis

of

Elbeof.

Charles,
duke of

Elbeuf.

I

I

Mane=
James V.

of

Scotland.

Mary
Stuart,

(). of Scots.

I

And
gix

othen.

I

Charles,

4th duko
of Guise,

1 1640.

Louis, Sd
cardinal of
Guises
Charlotte
des Essarts.

And
twelre
raoi-e.

i I I

Henry, archb. Louis, duke And
of Rheims, of Joyeuse, eight

and ith duko, tl654. more.

1 1GC4.
I

Xouis-Joseph,

6th duke of Guise, 1 167L

Francis- Joseph,
7t!i (and last) duke of Oulsc, 1 1675. lO. W. K.)

GUITAR, a stringed instrument of Eastern origin. The

name no doubt is derived from the Greek Kiddpa, but thu

instrument itself we owe to the Arabs, who introduced it

into Spain. In the 16th century it became known in Italy

and France, and about 1790 a German instrument-maker

of the name of Cetto greatly increased iU power by addiny

a sixth string to the five formerly in use. The genuine

Spanish guitar was introduced into England after the Penin-

sular War by Ferdinand Sor, a Spaniard who was both a

composer for and a player on the instrument. About the

same time the guitar was very much in fashion on the

Continent, and even Fuganini cultivated it. But this

circumstance was due to the romantic associations rather

than to the intrinsic merits of the instrument, and accord-

ingly it soon relapsed into comparative oblivion. It is, how-

ever, occasionally employed in the orchestra and for the

accompaniment of simple vocal pieces, and for these pur-

poses it has no doubt its merits. The guitar is a fiat-backed

instrument, the sides of which turn inwards. The sound-

board, pierced by a round Bound-holo, is generally made of
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pine, maple or cherry-wood being used foi the sides and

the back. The modern guitar, as already stated, has six

etrincs, while the original El' Aiid of the Arabs had only

four, subsequently increased to fivB. They are tuned to

the notes E, A, D, G, B natural, and E. In the more

remote keys transposition by means of a capo iasto, or

nut, is effected. In this manner a basis of flat instead

of natural keys may be substituted without any change

of fingering. In the East, especially in Arabia, India,

China, and Japan, many varieties of the guitar and its

congeners are in use, the uumber of strings var}'ing from

two to five. For *lie technique of the guitar Madame
Sidney Pr^tten's treatise. Learning the Guitar simplified,

may be consulted.

GUIZOT, Francois Pieeee Guillaume (1787-1874),

historian, orator, and statesman, was born at Nimes on the

4th October 1787, of an honourable Protestant family

belonging to the hoiirgeoide of that city. It is character-

istic of the cruel disabilities which still weighed upon the

Protestants of France before the" Revolution, that his parents,

at the time of their union, could not be publicly or legally

married by their own pastors, and that the ceremony was

clandestine. The liberal opinions of his family did not,

however, save it from the sanguinary intolerance of the

Reign of Terror, and on the 8th April 1794 his father

perished at Nlmes upon the scafi"old. Thenceforth the

education of the future minister devolved entirely upon his

mother, a woman of slight appearance and of homely

manners, but endowed with great strength of character and

clearness of judgment. Madame Guizot was a living type

of the French Huguenots of the 16th century, stern in her

principles and her faith, immovable in her convictions and

lier sense of duty. She formed the character of her illustri-

ous son and shared every vicissitude of his life. In the

days of his power her simple figure, always chid in deep

mourning for her martyred husband, was not absent from

the splendid circle of his political friends. In the days of

liis exile in 1848 she followed hira to London, and there

at a very advanced age closed her life and was buried at

Kensal Green. Driven from Nimes by the Revolution,

Madame Guizot and her son repaired to Geneva, where he

received his education. In spite of her decided Calvinistic

opinions, the theories of Rousseau, then much in fashion,

were not without their influence on Madame Guizot. She
was a strong liberal, and she even adopted the notion

inculcated in the Smile that every man ought to learn a

manual trade or craft. Young Guizot was taught to be a

carpenter, and he so far succeeded in his work that he

made a table with his own hands, which is still preserved

at Val Richer by his children. Of the progress of his

graver studies little is known, for in the work which he

entitled Jlfemoirs of my own Times Guizot omitted all

personal details of his earlier life. But his literary attain-

ments must have been precocious and considerable, for when
he arrived in Paris in 1805 to pursue his studies in the

faculty of laws, he entered at eighteen as tutor into the

family of M. Stapfer, formerly Swiss minister in France,

and he soon began to write in a journal edited by M. Suard,

the Fubliciste. This connexion intr6duced him to the
literary society of Paris. In October 1809, being then
twenty-two, he wrote a review of M. de Chateaubriand's

Martyrs, which procured for him the approbation and
cordial thanks of that eminent person, and he continued to

contribute largely to the periodical press. At Suard's

he had made the acquaintance of Mademoiselle de Sleulan,

an accomplished lady of good family, some fourteen years
older than himself, who also was engaged to contribute a
series of articles to Suard's journal. These contributions

were interrupted by her illness, but immediately resumed
bad coBtinuel by r.n unknown hand. It was discovered

that FrauQois Guizot had q'uietly supplied the deficiency on
her behalf. The acquaintance thus begun ripened into

friendship and love, and in 1812 Mademoiselle de Menluii

consente'd to marry her youthful ally. She was the mother

of his eldest son, a young man of great promise, who died

of consumption in 1837. Madame Guizot, his first wife,

died in 1827 ; she was the authoress of many festeemed

works on female education.

During this period of his life Guizot, entirely devoted

to literary pursuits, published a collection of French

synonyms (1809), an essay on the fine arts (1811), and a
translation of Gibbon with additional notes iu 1812.

These works recommended him to the notice of M. d©
Fontanes, then grand-master of the university of Franc*,

and there was some question of attaching him in a subordi-

nate office to the council of state; But on political subjects

r, radical antagonism existed between the young constitu-

tional publicist and the spirit of the empire This did not

prevent M. de Fontanes from selecting Guizot for the cliaii

of modem history in Paris in 1812. His first lecture •.hicli

is reprinted in his Memoirs) was delivered on the lltli

December of that year. The customary compliment to the

all-powerful emperor he declined to insert in it, in spite of

the hints given him by his patron. He had now acquired

a considerable position in the society of Paris, and the friend-

ship of lloyer-Collard and the leading members of the

liberal party, including the your.g Due de Broglie. Absent
from Paris at the moment of the fall of Napoleon in

1814, he was at once selected, on the recommendation of

Royer-Collard, to serve the Government of Louis XVIII. in

the capacity of secretary-general of the ministry of the

interior, under the Abb6 de Montesquiou. Upon the return

of Napoleon from Elba he immediately resigned, on the

25th March 1815 (the statement that he retained ofiico

under General Carnot is incorrect), and returned to Jiis

literary pursuits. The liberal professions of the emperor

during the Hundred Days, though backed by Benjoirin

Constant, did not for a moment impose on Guizot. lie

was convinced that Napoleon would never govern on liberal

principles, and that his power could not last. He wa?
equally convinced that a second restoration of the Bourbons
was the only mode by which constitutional monarchy
could be established in France. He therefore applied

himself to promote that object, and repaired to Ghent, where
he saw Louis XVIIL, and in the name of the liberal party

pointed out to his majesty that a frank adoption of a liberal

policy could alone secure the duration of the restored

monarchy—advice which was ill-received by M. de Blacas

and the king's, confidential advisers. This visit to Ghent,

at the time when France was a prey to a second invasion,

was made a subject of bitter reproach to Guizot in after

life by his political opponents, as an unpatriotic action.

" The Man of Ghent " was one of the terms of iiisult fre-

quently hurled against him in the days of his power. But
the reproach appears to be wholly unfounded. The true

interests of France were not in the defence of the falling

empire, but in establishing a liberal policy on a monarchical

basis and in combating the reactionary tendencies of the

ultra-royalists. It is at any rate a remarkable circumstance

that a young professor of twenty-seven, with none of the

advantages of birth or political experience, should have been

selected to convey so important a message to the cars of tlie

king of France, and a proof, if any. were wanting, thai the

Revolution had, as Guizot said, "done its work."

On the second restoration Guizot resiuned office ns

secretary-general of the ministry of justice under M. de

Marbois, but this minister resigned in 1816, and the young

statesman was promoted to the council of state acd to the

general directorship of the departmental and coraniiroal

administration of the kingdom. But the reactionary Piarlt
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of tlie cLambe^ of deputiM, of the royalist party, and of the

successive Governments of Louis XVIII., was extremely

opposed to the views of Guizot and Lis friends. Then
it was that they endeavoured by their writings and by

their speeches to apply broader principles of parlia-

mentai'y government to "France, and to found the party

•which was known by the title of the "Doctrinaires." Ihe
opinions of the doctrinaires had more of the rigour of a

sect than the elasticity of a political part)'. Adhering to

the great principles of liberty ant^ toleration, they were

iternly opposed to the anarchical traditions of the Kevolu-

tion. They knew that the elements of anarchy were Etill

fermenting in the country ; these they hoped to subdue,

not by reactionary measures, but by the firm application of

the power of a limited constitution, based on the suffrages

of the middle class and defended by the highest literary

talent of the times. Their motives were honourable.

Their views were philosophical. But they were opposed

alike to the democratical spirit of the age, to the military

traditions of the empire, and to the bigotry and absolutism

of the court. The fate of such a party might be foreseen;

They lived by a policy of resistance ;. they perished by
another revolution. Tliey are remembered more for their

constant opposition to popular demands than by the ser-

vices they undoubtedly rendered to the cause of temperate

freedom.

In the eyes of this celebrated party, and in the sanguine

spirit of the times, the French Eevoluliou had run its

course. It had exhausted the popular excesses of the con-

vention and the military despotism of the empire. The
victory of the Revolution over the arbitrary powers of the

crown and the unjust privileges of the aristocracy was com-

plete. Power was transferred to the middle classes of

society, and their leaders hoped to establish on the basis

of a limited sutFrage all the essential rights and liberties

of a free people. They hoped at the same time, by the

diffusion of education amongst the people, to qualify them
more and more for the exercise of these rights. They
combated the reactionary and intolerant influence of the

church. They opposed the high prerogative doctrines of

the ministers of the crown. Their policy was described

by the term "juste milieu"—a via media between royal

authority and popular government. In those days none
foresaw thai they were building on the sand, and that

before another generation had passed away, their scientific

structure of government would crumble into ruins, and
France would agiiu traverse the dreary cycle of popular

revolutions and imperial despotism. In 1821, when the

reaction was at its height after tlio murder of the Due
do Berri, and the fall of the ministry of Due Deeazes,

Guizot's relations to the Govcinmontof M.deVilltle became
decidedly hostile. He was deiirived of all his ofiices, and

in 1825 even his course of lectures was interdicted. During

the five succeeding years ho played an important part

among the leaders of the liberal opposition to tbo Govern-
oient of Charles X., although he had not yet entered

parliament, and this was also the tiino of his greatest

literary activity. Within this period lie published his

lectures on representative government; a work on capital

punishment for political offences ; a collection of memoirs
of the history of England in 2G volumes, and of memoirs of

the history of Franca in 31 volumes ; and a revised traiisla-

tion of Shakespeare. The moat remarkable work from liis

own pen was the Crst part of his Ifistoryofthe English

Revolution from the Accession of Charles I. to that of Cluirles

//.,—a book of great merit and impartiality, which ho re-

sumed and completed during his exile in England after 1848.

The Mailignac administration restored Guizot in 1828
to liis professor's chair and to the council of state. Then
it was that ho delivered the celebrated courses of lectures

which raised his reputation as au historian to the highest
point of fame, and placed him amongst the best writers of
France and of Europe. These lectures formed the basis of
his general History of Civilization in Europe, and of his
IHslory of Civilization in France. Our space does not
allow us to offer any remark on these well-known publica-

tions. But they must ever be regarded as classics of modern
historical research, and precursors of the great advance in

the treatment of modern history which has marked the last

half century.

Hitherto Guizot's fame rested on his merits as a writer

on public affairs and as'a lecturer on modern history. He
had attained the age of forty-three before he entered upon
the fuU display of his oratorical str igth. In January 1830
he was elected for the first time by the town of Lisieux to

the chamber of deputies, and he retained that seat during
the whole of his political life, that is, for eighteen yeara.

The moment was critical for a representative of liberal

principles and an aspirant for power. The Poliguac ministry

had engaged in a mortal contest between Charles X. and
the national legislature, and the election of a popular man of

letters by an important constituency was hailed as a ttiumpli

of the liberal cause.

Guizot immediately assumed an important position

in. the representative assembly, and the first speech lie

delivered was in defence of the celebrated address of the

221, in answer to the menacing speech from the throne,

which was followed by the dissolution of the cliamber,

and was the precursor of another revolution. On his return-

ing -to Paris from Nimes on the 27th July, the fall of

Charles X. was already imminent. Guizot was called

upon by his friends Casimir I'crier, Laffitte, Villcmain, and
Dupin to draw up the protest of the liberal deputies against

the royal ordinances of July, whilst lie applied himself with

them to control the revolutionary character of the late con-

test. Personally, Guizot was always of opinion that it was
a great misfortune for the cause of parliamentary govern-

ment in Franco that, the infatuation and ineptitude of

Charles X. and Prince Polignac rendered a change in tlio

hereditary line of succession inevitable. The cliamber

of deputies assumed the powers of a convention, and placed

the duke of Orleans on tie throne. A ministry was formed

under M. Laffitte, and although it comprised the great

names of Count Mold, Marshal Gt^rard, Casimir Pdrier, and
the Dae de Broglie, the department of the interior, then

the most difficult and important in the state, was allotted

to Guizot. Nor was his an inactive aommistration. The
waves of the great tempest which had just passed over

Franco were to bo stilled, the lives of the fallen ministers

to be saved, stability to be given to the throne, conlidenco

ill the maintenance of peace to Europe; and, although

the Laffitte cabinet was of short duration, these objects

v.'ere attained. In 1831 Casimir POriur formed a more
vigorous and compact administration, which was terminated

in May 1832 by his death ; the summer of that year was
marked by a formiilablo republican rising in Pari?, and it

WHS not till the 11th October 1832 that o stable Govern-

ment was formed, in which JIarslial Soult was first minister,

the Due de Bioglio took tlie foreign olhce, Thifis the

liome department, and Guizot contented himself with the

department of public instruction. This ministrj', which

lasted for nearly four years, was by fur the ablest and
most comprehensive that over served Louis Pliilippe ; it

Combined men of the highest tiilcuts and character, and it

rendered incalculable services to llie nation and the crown.

Guizot, however, was already marked with the stigma of

unpopularity by the more advanced liborol part)'. Ho
reniainod unpojiuliir all his life, " not," said he, " thnt I

court unpopularity, but tliat I think nothing abimt it."

Yet never were his gro-it abilities more useful to his
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country than whilst he filled this office of secondary rank

but of primary importance in the department of public

instruction. The duties it imposed on liini were entirely

congenial to his literary tastes, and he was master of the

subjects they concerned. He applied himself in the first

instance to carry a large measure for the education of

the people, and to a great extent founded the existing

educational estabUshments of the people of France. In

fifteen years, under the influence of this law, the number
of primary schools rose from ten to twenty-three thousand

;

normal schools for teachers, and a general system of inspec-

tion, were introduced; and boards of education, under

mixed lay and clerical authority, were created. The second-

ary class of schools and the university of France were

equally the subject of his enlightened protection and care,

and a [.rodigious impulse was given to philosophical study

and historical research. Tiie branch of the Institute of

France known as the " Academic des Sciences Jlorales et

Pohtiques," which had been suppressed by Napoleon, was
revived • by Guizot. Some of the old members of this

learned body—Talleyrand, Sieyfes, Ecederer, and Lakanal
—again took their seats there, and a host of more recent

celebrities were added by election for the free discussion

of the great problems of political and social science. The
"Soci^te de I'Histoire de France" was founded for the

publication of historical works ; and a vast publication of

mediaeval chronicles and diplomatic papers was undertaken
at the expense of the state.

The object of the cabinet of October 1832 was to organize

a conservative part}', and 'to carry on a policy of resistance

to the republican faction which threatened the existence

of the monarchy. It was their pride and their boast that

their measures never exceeded the limits of tlie law, and by
the exercise of legal power alone they put down an insur-

rection amounting to civil war in Lyons and a sanguinary

revolt in Paris. The real strength of the ministry lay not

in its nominal heads, but in the fact that in this Gove'rn-

ment and this alone Guizot and Thiers acted in cordial

cooperation. The two great rivals in French jxirliamentary

eloquence followed for a time the same path ; but neither of

them could submit to the supremacy of the other, and cir-

cumstances threw Thiers almost continuously on a course

of opposition, whilst Guizot bora the graver responsibilities

of p'lwer.

Once again indeed, in 1839, they were united, but it

was in opposition to M. MoU, who had forme«l an inter-

mediate Government, and this coalition between Guizot
. and the leaders of the left centre and the left, Thiers

and Odilon Barrot, is justly regarded as one of the chief

inconsistencies of his life. Victory was secured at tlie

expense of principle ; but none of the three chiefs of that

alliance took ministerial office, and Guizot was not sorry to

accept the post of ambassador in London, which withdrew
him for a time from parliamentary contests. This wai in

the spring of 1840, and Thiers succeeded shortly after-

wards to the ministry of foreign affairs.

Guizot was received with marked distinction by tlie

queen and by the society of London. His literarj' works
were highly esteemed, his character was respected, and
France was never more worthily represented abroad than
by one of her greatest orators. He was known to be
well-versed in the history and the literature of England,
and sincerely attached to the alliance of the two nations

and the cause of peace. But, as he himself remarked, he
was a stranger to England and a novice in diplomacy ; and
unhappily the embroiled state of the Syrian question, on
which the French Government had separated itself from the
joint policy of Europe, and possibly the absence of entire

confidence between the ambassador and the minister of

foreign affairs, placed him' in an embarrassing and even

false position. The warnings he transmitted to Thier?
were not believed. The warlike policy of Thiers was
opposed to his own convictions. The treaty of the 15tU
July was signed without his knowledge and executed in

the teeth of his remonstrances. For some weeks Europe
seemed to be on the brink of war, until the king put an
end to the crisis by refusing his assent to the military pre-

parations of Thiers, and by summoinng Guizot from Lon-
don to form a ministry and to aid his Slajcsty in what he
termed " ma lutte tonace contro I'anarchie." Thus began,

under dark and adverse circumstances, on the 29th October
1840, the important administration in which Guizot
remained the master-spirit for nearly eight years. He
himself took the office of minister for foreign aft'airs, to

which he added some years later, on the retirement of

Marshal Soult, the ostensible rank of prime minister. His
first care was the maintenance of peace and the restoration

of amicable relations with the other powers of Europe. If

he succeeded, as he did succeed, in calming the troubled

elements and healing the wounded pride of France, the

result was due mainly to the indomitable courage and
splendid eloquence with which he faced a raging opposition,

gave unity and strength to the conservative party, who now
felt that they had a great leader at their head, and appealed

to the thrift and prudence of the nation, rather than to

their vanity and their ambition. In his pacific task he

was fortunately seconded by the formation of Sir llobert

Peel's administration in England, in the autumn of

1841. Between Lord Palmerston and Guizot there existed

unhappily an incompatibility of character exceedingly

dangerous in the foreign ministers of two great and iu

some respects rival countries. With Lord Palmerston ia

office, Guizot felt that he had a bitter and active antag-

onist in every British agent throughout the world; the

combative element was strong in his own disposition ; and
the resuk was a system of perpetual conflict and counter-

intrigues. Lord Palmerston held (as it appears from hia

own letters) that war betv.'een England and " France was,

sooner or later, inevitable. Guizot held that such a war
would be the greatest of all calamities, and certainly never

contemplated it. In Lord Aberdeen, tiie foreign secretary

of Sir Robert Peel, Guizot found a friend and an ally

perfectly congenial to himself. Their acquaintance iu

London had been slight, but it soon ripened into mutual

regard and confidence. They were both men of high

principles and honour; the Scotch Presbyterianism which

had moulded the faith of Lord Aberdeen was reflected in

the Huguenot minister of France ; both were men of ex-

treme simplicity of taste, joined to the refinement of scholar-

ship and culture ; both had an intense aversion to war and

felt themselves ill-qualified to carry on those adventurous

operations which inflamed the imagination of their respec-

tive opponents. In the eyes of Lord Palmerston and

Thiers their policy was mean and pitiful; but it was a

policy which secured peace to the world, and united the

two great and free nations of the West in what was termed

the entente cordiale. Neither of them would have stooped

to snatch an advantage at the expense of the other ; they

held the common interest of peace and friendship to be

paramount; and when differences arose, as they did arise,

in remote parts of the world,—in Tahiti, in Morocco, on

the Gold Coast,—they were reduced by this principle to

their proper insignificance. The opposition in France

denounced Guizot's foreign policy as basely subservient

to England. He replied in terms of unmeasured contempt,
—" You may raise the pile of calumny as high as you will

;

vous u'arriverez jamais a la hauteur de mon di5dain !" Thj

opposition in England attacked Lnrd Aberdeen with the

same reproaches, but in vain. King Louis Philippe visited

Windsor. The queen of England (in 1843) stayed at the
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CliAteau d'Eu. In 1815 Biltisli nna French Iroops fought

si')'! by side fur the first time in an expedition to the River

Plate.

The fall of Sir Kobert Peel's Government in 1846

changed these intimate relations; and the return of Lord

Palmerston to the foreign office led Guizot to believe that

ho was again exposed to the passionate rivalry of the British

cabinet. A friendly understanding had been established at

Eu between the two courts with reference to the future

marriage of the young queen of Spain. The language of

Lord Palmerston and the conduct of Sir Henry Bulwer at

Madrid led Guizot to believe that this understanding was

broken, and that it was intended to place a Coburg on the

throne of Spain. Determined to resist any such intrigue,

Guizot and the kiug plunged headlong into a counter-

intrigue, wholly inconsistent with their pre pious engage-

ments to England, and fatal to the happiness of the queen

of Spain. By their influence she was urged into a marriage

with a despicable ojset of the house of Bourbon, and her

sister was at the same time married to* the youngest son of

the French king, in direct violation of Louis Philippe's

promises. Thii transaction, althougli it was hailed at the

time as a triumph of the policy of France, was in truth as

fatal to the monarch as it was discreditable to the minister.

It was accomplished by a mixture of secrecy and violence.

It was defended by subterfuges. By the dispassionate

judgment of history it has been universally condemned.

Its immediate effect was to destroy the Anglo-French

alliance, and to throw Guizot into closer relations with the

reactionary policy of Jletternich and the Nf^rthorn courts.

The history of Guizot's administration, the longest and

the last which existed under the constitutional monarchy

of France, bears the stamp of the great qjialities and

the great defects of his political character, for he was

throughout the master-spirit of that Government. His first

object was to unite and discipline the conservative party,

which had been broken up by previous dissensions and
cinistoriil changes. In this he entirely succeeded by his

courage and elotiuence as a parliamentary leader, and by the

use of all those means of influence which France too liber-

ally supplies to a dominant minister. No one ever doubted

the purity and disinterestedness of Guizot's own. conduct.

He dsspisad money ; he lived and died poor ; and though

he encouraged tha fever of money-getting in the French

nation, his own habits retained their primitive simplicity.

But ho did not disdain to use in others the baser passions

from which ho was himself free. Some of his instruments

were mean ; he employed them to deal with meanness after

its kind. Gross abuses and breaches of trust camo to light

even in the ranks of the Government, and under an incor-

ruptible minister the administration was denounced as

corrupt. Licet nti alieno vilio is a proposition as false in

politics as it is in divinity.

Of his parliamentary eloquence it is impossible to speak
too highly. It was terse, austere, demonstrative, and com-
manding,—not persuasive, not humorous, seldom adorned,

but condensed with the forco of a supreme authority in

the fewest words. He has been heard to say that he sel-

dom had occasion to address the chambers for more than
twenty minutes at a time, except when despatches were
read. The consequence was that the audience hung upoc
his words with breathless attention. Not a syllable, not
an inflexion of the voice was lost,—nothing was repeated

;

and when ho ceased, it seemed as if the waves of an ocean
had been spell-bound by his voica He was essentially a
ministerial speaker, far more powerful in defence than in

opposition. Like Pitt he was the type of authority and
rosi'tance, unmoved by the brilliant charges, tho wit, the

gaiety, the irony, and the discursive power of his great

^ivaL Nor was he less a master of parliamentary tactics,

and of tlioss snriden chanpes and mOTements in debate,

which, as in a battle, sometimes change the fortune of the

day. His confidence in himself, and iu the majority of the

chamber which he had moulded to his will, was unljounded ;

and long success and the habit of authority led him to

forget that in a country like Franco there was a people out-

side the chamber elected by a small constituency, to which
the minister and the king himself were held responsible.

A Government based on the principle of resistance and
repression and marked by dread and distrust of popular

power, a system of diplomacy which sought to revive the

traditions of the old French monarchy, a sovereign who
largely exceeded the bounds of constitutional power and
whose obstinacy augmented with years, a minister who,

though far removed from the servility of the courtier, was
too obsequious to the personal influence of the king, were all

singularly at variance with the promises of the Pievolution of

July, and they narrowed the policy of the administration.

Guizot's view of politics was essentially historical and philo-

sophical. His tastes and his acquirements gave him little

insight into the practical business of administrative govern-

ment. Of finance he knew nothing ; trade and commerce

were strange to him, and he has been heard to express

astonishment at the paramount importance Sir Eobert Peel

attached to his commercial policy; military and naval affairs

were unfamiliar to him ; all these subjects he dealt with

by second hand through his friends Dumon, Duchiitel,

or Marshal Bugeaud. The consequence was that few

measures of practical improvement were carried by his

administration. Still less did the Government lend au ear

to the cry for parliamentary reform. On this subject the

king's prejudices were insurmountable, and his ministers

had the weakness to give way to them. Being asked after

the Revolution of 1848 whether he thought the action

and extra-constitutional influence of King Louis Philippe

had been beneficial or injurious to the monarchy, Guizot

replied that in the earlier years of the king's reign it had

been of great use in strengthening the government and
restoring order, but that in the later years it had been

injurious to constitutional government and to tho monarchy

itself. It obviously drew down upon the king that re-

sponsibility which should have rested entirely on his minis-

ters ; and on tho question of reform he was even more to

be blamed than they were. It was impossible to defend a

system which confined the sufl'rage to 200,000 citizens, and

relumed a chamber of whom half were placemen. Nothing
would have been easier than to strengthen the conservative

party by attaching the suffrage to the possession of land in

France, but blank redstance was the sole answer of the

Government to the just and moderate demands of the

opposition. Warning after warning was addressed to

them in vain by friends and by fees alike ; and they re-

mained profoundly unconscious of their danger till the

moment when it overwhelmed them. It was the old old

story of a hopeless conflict between a court, obstinately

addicted to an effete theory of government, and the ris-

ing will of a nation, when a little timely and honest con-

cession would have arrested the catastrophe. Strange to

say, Guizot never acknowledged either at the time or to

his dying day the nature of this error; and ho speaks of

himself in his memoirs as tho much enduring champion

of liberal government and constitutional law. He utterly

fails to perceive that a more enlarged view of the liberal

destinies of Franco and a loss intense confidence in his

own specific theory might have preserved the constilutionaf

monarchy and averted a vast series of calamities, which

were in tho end fatal to every principle he most cherished.

But with tho stubborn conviction of absolute truth he

duuntlessly adhered to his own doctrines to the cml. The
last scene of his political life was singularly characteristic
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of his inflexible adherence to a lost cause. In the afternoon

of February 23, 1848, the king summoned his minister

from the chamber, which was then sitting, and informed

liim that the aspect of Paris and the country during the

banquet agitation for reform, and the alarm and division of

opinion in the royal family, led him to doubt whether he

could retain his ministry. That doubt, replied Guizot,

is decisive of the question, and instantly resigned, returning

to the chamber only to announce that the administration

was at an end, and that M0I6 had been sent for by the

king. Mold failed in the attempt to form a Government,

and between midnight and one in the morning Guizot,

who had according to his custom retired early to rest, was
again sent for to the Tuileries. The king asked his advice.

" We are no longer the ministers of your Majesty," replied

Guizot; "it rests with others to decide on the course to

be pursued. But one thing appears to be evident : this

street riot must be put down ; these barricades must be

taken ; and for this purpose my opinion is that Marshal

Uugeaud should be invested with full power, and ordered

to take the necessary military measures, and as your

Majesty has at this moment no minister, I am ready to

draw up and countersign such an order." The marshal,

who was present, undertook the task, saying, "I have never

been beaten yet, and I shall not begin to-morrow. The
barricades shall be carried before dawo." After this dis-

play of energy the king hesitated, and soon added : "I ought

to tell you that M. Thiers and his friends are in the next

room forming a Government!" Upon this Guizot rejoined,

" Then it rests with them to do what they think fit,"

and left the palace. Thiers and Barrot decided to with-

draw the troops. The king and Guizot next met £t

Claremont. This was the most perilous conjuncture cf

Guizot's life, but fortunately he found a safe refuge in

Paris for some days in the lodging of a humble miniature

painter whom he had befriended, and shortly afterwards

effected his escape across the Belgian frontier and thence to

London, where he arrived on the 3d Slarcb. His mother
and daughters had preceded him, and he was speedily

installed in a modest habitation in Pelham Crescent,

Brompton.
The society of England, though many persons disapproved

of much of his recent policy, received the fallen statesman

with as much distinction and respect as they had shown
eight years before to the king's ambassador. Sums of

money were placed at his disposal, which he declined.' A
professorship at Oxford was spoken of, which he was un-

able to accept. His old friends resumed their relations with
him. For himself, serene and undisturbed by a catastrophe

which had shaken Europe, he immediately collected a few
books and resumed the narrative of the British common-
wealth, until he brought it dot.n to Monk and Kichard
Cromwell.

Guizot survived the fall . of the monarchy and the

government he had. served twenty-six years. He passed

abruptly from the condition of one of the most powerful
and aetive statesmen in Europe to the condition of a philo-

sophical and patriotic spectator of human anfairs He was
aware that the link between himself and public life was
broken for ever ; and he never made the slightest attempt
to renew it. He was of no party, a member of no political

body ; no murmur of disappointed ambition, no language
of asperity, ever passed his lips ; it seemed as if the fever

of oratorical debate and ministerial power had passed from
him and left him a greater man than he had been before,

in the pursuit of letters, in the conversation of his friends,

and as head of the patriarchal circle of those he loved.

The greater part of the year he spent at his residence at

Val Richer, an Augustine monastery near Lisieux in

Normandy, which had been sold at the time of the first

Eevolution.' His two danghters, who manicJ tvm descend-
ants of the illustrious Dutch family of De Witt, so coii<

get ial in faith and manners to the Huguenots of France,
kept his house. Cue of his sons-in-law farmed the estate.

And here Guizot devoted his later years with undiminished
energy to literary labour, which was in fact his chief

means of subsistence. Proud, independent, simple, and con-
tented he remained to the last; an^ these years of retire-

ment were perhaps the happiest and most serene Dortion

of liis life.

Two institutions may be said even under the second
empire to have retained their freedom—the Institute of

France and the Protestant Consistory. In both of these

Guizot continued to the last to take an active part. He
was a member of three of the five academies into -^hicli

the Institute of Franco is divided. Tlie Academy of Moral
and Political Science owed its restoration to him, and he
became in 1832 one of its first associates. The Academy
of Inscriptions and Belles Lettres elected him in 1833 as

the successor to !M. Dacier; and in 1836 he was chosen a

member of the French Academy, the highest literary dis-

tinction of the country. In these learned bodies Guizot
continued for nearly forty years to take a lively interest and
to exercise a powerful influence. He was the jealous

champion of their independence. His voice liad the greatest

weight in the choice of new candidates ; the younger gene-

ration of French writers never looked in vain to him for

encouragement ; and his constant aim was to maintain the

dignity and purity of the profession of letters.

In the consistory of the Protestant church in Paris

Guizot exercised a similar influence. His early education

and his experience of life conspired to strengthen the con-

victions of a religious temperament. Ho remained througk

life a firm believer in the truths of revelation, and a Tolume
of ifeditations on the Christian Eeligion was one of hie

latest works. But though he adhered inflexibly to the

church of his fathers and combated the rationalist ten-

dencies of the age, which seemed to threaten it with destruc-

tion, he retained not a tinge of the intolerance or asperity

of the Calvinistic creed. He respected in tbe Church of

Eorae the faith of the majority of his countrjTiien ; and the

writings of the great Catholic prelates, Bossuet and Bour-

daloue, were as familiar and as dear to him as those of his

own persuasion, and were commonly used by Viim in the

daily exercises of family worship.

In these literary pursuits and in the retirement of Val

Richer years passed smoothly and rapidly away ; and as

his grandchildren grew up around him, he began to direct

their attention to the history of their country. From these

lessons sprang his last and not his least work, the Ilintoitf

de France raconiie d, mea petits eiifanis, for although this

publication assumed a popular form, it is not less complete

and profound than it is simple and attractive. The work

extends to five large volumes, and has been brought down
to the present time by his accomplished daughter Madame
Guizot de Witt, from her father's notes.

Down to the summer of 1874 Guizot's mental vigour

and activity were unimpaired. His frame, temperate in all

things, was blessed with a singular immunity from infirmity

and disease ; but in the month of September of that year

the vital power ebbed away, and he passed gently, reciting

now and then a verse of Corneille or a text of Scripture,

into his rest.

Public life, ambitron, the love of power, and the triumph

of debate no doubt shook and agitated liis career, and some-

times misdirected it ; but they produced no effect upon the

solid structure of his character, which remained throughout

perfectly cimple, indifferent to wealth, and prouder of its

own integrity than of all the honour the world could

bestow. M. Guizot will be remembered in history less by •
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v.liat lie did as a politician tlian by wliat lie \vrote as a

man of letters, and by what he was as a man ; and in these

respects he takes rank amongst the most illustiious repre-

sentatives of his nation and his age. (h. e.)

GUJARAT. See Guzerat.
GUJRAiVWALA. a British district in the Punjab, lying

between 31° 32' and 32° 33' N. lat., and between 73° 11'

30" and 74° 2S' 15'' E. long., with an airea (1H77) of 2563
square miles, and population (1868) of 550,576. It is

bounded on the N.W. by the river ChenAb, on the S. and

S.E. by the districts of Jhang and Lahore, and on the E.

by the district of SiAlkofr. This district forms the central

portion of the Rechna DoAb, intermediate between the

fertile submontane plains of Siilkot and the desert expanses

of Jhang. On the northern frontier, a belt of alluvial land,

some 2 to 6 miles in breadth, fringes the Chendb through-

out its course. The southern portion of the plateau has a

rich soil, with accessible water; the villages here 'lie close

together, while the people are careful and industrious

cultivators. But further south the ground becomes harder

and drier until in the e.vtreme south the bcir, a flat e.xpanse

of barren land, passes slowly into the desert of Jiiang. In

the south-east corner of the district, the little river Degh
irrigates and fertilizes a tiny valley of its own. Two or

three minor watercourses are used for the purposes of

irrigation in the villages through which they pass. The
country is very bare of trees, and the scenery throughout is

tame and in the central plateau becomes very monotonous.

The district of GujrAnwdla is essentially a modern one
;

yet it can claim considerable relics of the past, constructed

during an early period of prosperity. It seems likely

that the district once contained the capital of the Punjab,

at an epoch when Lahore had not begun to exist. We
learn from the Chinese Buddhist pilgrim, Hiouen Thsang,

that about the year 630 he visited a town known as Tse-kia

(or Tdki), the metropolis of the whole country of the five

rivers. A mound near the modern village of Asqzmt has

been identified as the site of the ancient capital. Until the

Mahometan invasions little is known of Gujr.'lnwAla except

that TAki had fallen into oblivion and Lahore had become
the chief city. Under :^iahometan rule the district flour-

ished for a time ; but a mysterious depopulation fell upon
the tract, and the whole region seems to have been almost

entirely abandoned. At the first beginning of the Sikh
war, the waste plains of Gujr4nwdla were seized by vari-

ous military adventurers. Charat >Sinh took possession

of the village of Gujrdnw.'da, and hero his grandson the

great mahir.ijd Ranjit Sinh was born. The Sikh rule,

which was elsewhere so disastrous, appears to have been an
unmitigated benefit to this district. Ranjit Sinh settled

large colonies in the various villages, and encouraged culti-

vation throughout the depopulated plain. In 1847 the

district came under BrltLsh influence, in connexion with the

regency at Lahore; and in 1849 it was included in the

territory annexed after the second Sikh war. Since that

time GujrAnwAla has enjoyed an immunity from the cata-

strophes of history, with the exception of the events of 1857,

which belong to the general annals of India.

The population in 1868 numbered 550, 576 persons,—306, 296 males
and 2'14,280 females. In religion, the district is mninlv Mahometan.
There were five towns, namely, Gujranwaln, Waziralwd, Ramnagar,
Emindbad, and Akalfjarli, with a pojmlation agf^ogating 54,458
rersons. Tho total cultivated area of tho district amounts to

567,849 acres, while the cultivable margin reaches the high figure

of 701,761 acres. The staple crop is wlieat, which occupies one-
third of tho cultivated area. The other products are—barley, gram,
tobacco, oil-sccds, vegetables, rice, Indian corn, pulses, cotton, and
sugarcane. Irrigation is very general, 327,832 acres being arlilicially

watered. Tho trade of the district is unimportant. Tlw iliief

exports are ngriculturni produce, brass vessofs, lenthcrn botllos,

and timber. The imports consist of salt, iron, cattle, s]>ices, and
^English piece-goods. A great religious fair is held at Dhonkal.

11-12

The principal channel of communication is tlie Northern State
Railway from L.ihore to Peshawar. The Grand Trunk road, con-
necting the same two places, traverses the district for 42 miles.
Tliere are 1055 miles of unmetalled road in Gujianwala, besides a
number of local by-ways. The Chenab.is navigable throughout
for the boats of the countiy. The revenue in 1871 was £53,660.
In 1672-73 the district contained 12 civil and 19 niagisteiial
courts. The total police force numbered 523 men, supplemented
by 1092 village watchmen. Education is still very backward ; the
pupils in 1873 numbered in all 5818, raaiiitaiucd at a cost of
i2469. The mean monthly temperature in 1867 ranged from 53'
ill January to 95° in June. The average rainfall for the eleven
years eudirg 1867 was 24 inches. The prevalent diseases are inter-
mittent fever and small-po.\. The death-rate in 1872 amounted to
12,592, or 23 per thousand of the population.

Gujn.iKWALA, the chief town and administrative head-
quarters of the above district, in 32° 9' 30" N. lat. and 74°

14' E. long., with a population in 1868 of 19,381. The
town is situated on the Grand Trunk road and Northern
State Railway, 40 miles north of Lahore. It is of modern
creation, and owes its importance to the father and grand-

father of Mah.-irAjA Ranjit Sinh, whose capital it formed
during the early period of the Sikh power. There is a

mausoleum to MAhan Sinh, father of Ranjit Sinh, and a
lofty cupola covers a portion of the ashes of the mahdnVjA
himself. The civil station lies a mile south-east of the

native town. It contains the court-house, treasury, jail,

dispensary, post-office, staging bungalow, and church.

.

GUJRAT, or GooJEAT, a British district in the Pimjab,

lying between 32° 10' 30" and 33° N. lat., and between 73"

20' and 74° 31' E. long. ; area (1877), 2029 square miles;

population (1868), 616,347 souls. It is bounded on the

N.E. by the native state of Kashmir, on the N.W. by the

river Jhflam, on the W. 'by Shahpur district, and on the

S.E. by the rivers TAvi and ChenAb. The district o£

GujrAt comprises a narrow werlgo of sub-HimAlayan
plain country, possessing few natural advantages. From
the basin of the ChenAb on the south the general level

rises rapidly towards the interior, which, owing to the great

distance of tbe water beneath the surface, assumes a dreary

and desert aspect. A range of low hills, known as the

Pabbi, traverses the northern angle of GujrAt. They are

composed of a friable Tertiary sandstone and conglomerate,

totally destitute of vegetation, and presenting to the view

a mere barren chaos of naked rock, deeply scored with pre-

cipitous ravines. Immediately below the Pabbi stretches

a high plateau, terminating abruptly in a precipitous bluff

some 200 feet in height. At the foot of this plateau is a

plain, which forms the actual valley of the Chcn.Ab and
participates in the irrigation from the river bed. The
district as a whole is well wooded, and great attention has

been paid to arboriculture.

Numerous relics of antiquity stud tho surface of GujrAt

district. • Mounds of ancient construction yield numbers of

early coins, and bricks are found whose size and type prove

them to belong to the prehistoric period of Hindu architec-

ture. A mound now occupied by tho village of Moga or

Mong Las been identified as tho site of Nicxa, the city

built by Alexander the Great on tho field of his victory

over Porils. The Delhi empire established its authority

in this district under Bahlol Lodi (1450-1488). A cen-

tury later it was visited by Akbar, who founded GujrAt

as the seat of government. During the decay of the Mughal
power, the Ghakkars of Rawal Pindi overran this portion

of the Punjab and established themselves in GujrAt about

1741. Meanwhile the Sikh power had been asserting itself

in tho eastern Punjab, and in 176r) tho Ghnkkar chief was
defeated by Sardar Giijar Sinh, chief of the I'liangi con-

federacy. On his death, his son succeeded him, but after

a few month.s' warfare, in 1798, ho Bubmiltod himself as

va,ssal to the mahAr.'^jA Ranjit Sinh. In 1816 GujrAt first

came under tho supervision of British ofliciais. Two years
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later the district became tlie theatre for the important

engagements which decided the event of the second Sikh

war. After several bloody battles in which the British

were unsuccessful, the Sikh power was irretrievably broken

at the engagement which took place at Gujrdt on the 22d

of February 1819. The Punjab lay at the feet of the con-

querors, and passed by annexation under British rule.

The census of 1S63 disclosed a population of 616,347 persons,

—

831,919 males, and 284,428 females,—of ivhom 537,696 were

Mahometans, 53,174 Hindus, and 20,653 Sikhs. In 1875-76 the

district contained four municipal towns with a population exceeding

5000—Gujrat, 17,391 ; Jalilpur, 14,022; Kunjah, 5354; and Dinga,

6077. Wheat forms the staple product of the district, while barley,

gram, rice, pulses, oU-seeds, and cotton also cover considerable areas.

Of the 708,863 acres under cultivation, 267,893 acres are provided

with artificial irrigation. The chief exports are grain, ghi, wool,

and other agricultural produce. The imports come chiefly from

Lahore, Amritsar, Jammu, and Find Dadan Khan. The Northern

State Railway passes through the district from south-east to north-

west, and affords a new outlet for traffic. Good branch lines of road

connect Gujrat with all surrounding centres. The revenue in

1875-76 was £64,425. In the same year there were 11 civil and
revenue judges. The police force (1875-76) numbered 514 men,
supplemented by a body of 620 village watchmen. The number
of state-supported schools amounted to 47 in 1875-76, having a

joint roU of 3600 pupils. The cost of education is returned at

j£1613. The district school at Gujrdt ranks as one of the eight
*' higher class " schools of the Punjab. Gujrdt bears the reputation

of being a healthy district ; smaD-pox, fever, and ague occasionally

prevail The death rate (1875-76) was 18 per thousand of the

population. The district contains 6 charitable dispensaries, giving

relief in 1875 to 31,788 persons. The annual average rainfall dur-

ing eight years ending 1873-74 was 28'5 inches. The fall is regular,

and the district on the whole does not suffer much from drought.

GujrAt, the chief town and administrative headquarters

of the above district, in 32° 34' 30" N. lat. and 74° T 15" E.

long., with a population of 17,391, stands upon an ancient

site, formerly occupied, according to tradition, by two
successive cities, the second of which is supposed to have

been destroyed in 1303, the year of an early Mughal
invasion of Delhi. Nearly 200 years later Sher Shdh
turned his attention to the surrounding country, and either

he or Akbar founded the existing town. Though stand-

ing iu the midst of a J4t neighbourhood, the fort was
first garrisoned by Gujars, and took the name of GujrAt

AkbarAbid. The town was rendered memorable during

the second Sikh war by the battle which takes its name
from this site, and which decided the fete of the campaign,

bringing the whole Punjab at once under British rule.

Akbar's fort, largely improved by Giijar Sinh, stands in the

centre of the town. The civil station lies to the north of

the native city, and contains the court-house, treasury, jail,

dispensary, police-lines, staging bungalow, and post-office.

The trade of Gujrdt is inconsiderable.

GULF STREAM. See Atlantic.

GDLL (Welsh, Gtoylan; French, Goelanct), the name
commonly adopted, to the almost entire exclusion ' of the

old English Mkw ( Icelandic, Mdfur ; Danish, Maage

;

Swedish, Mase ; German, Meve ; Dutch, Meeuw ; French,

Mouette), for a group of Seaybirds widely and commonly
known, all belonging to the genus Lams of Linnaaus,

which sutipequent systematists have broken up in a very

aFbitrary and often absurd fashion. The Family Laridce

is composed of two chief groups, Larirvx and StemincB—the

Gulls and the Terns, though two other Subfamilies are

frequently counted, the Skuas (Stercorariince), and that

formed by the single genus Rhynchops, the Skimmers; but
there seems no strong reason why the former should not

be referred to the Larince and the latter to the Stemmce.
Taking the Gulls in their restricted sense, Mr Howard

Sannders, who has lately subjected the group to a rigorous

revision {Proc. Zod. Society, 1878, pp. 155-211), admits
forty-nine species of them, which he places in five genera

instead of the many which some prior investigators had
•ought to establish. Of the genera recognized by him,

Pagophila and Rhodostethia liave but one species eacll",

Rissa and Xema two, while tne rest belong to Larus. The
Pagophila is the so-called Ivory-Gull, P. ehurnea, names
which hardly do justice to the extreme vhiteness of its

plumage, to which its jet-black legs offer a strung contrast
The young, however, are spotted with black. An inhabit-

ant of the most northern seas, examples, most commonly
young birds of the year, find their way in winter to more
temperate shores. Its breeding-place has seldom been dis-

covered, and the first of its eggs ever seen by ornithologists

was brought home by Sir L. M'CUntock in 1853 from Cape
Krabbe {Journ. R. DiM. Society, i. p. 60, pi. 1); others

were subsequently obtained by Dr Slalmgren in Spits-

bergen. Of the species of Rissa, one is the abundant and
well-known Kittiwake, R. tridaclyla, of circumpolar range,

breeding, however, also in comparatively low latitudes, as

on the coasts of Britain, and in winter frequenting southern
waters." The other is R. breiirostris, limited to the North
Pacific, between Alaska and Kamchatka. The singular

fact requires to be noticed that in both these species the

hind toe is generally deficient, but that examples of each
are occasionally found in which this functionless member
has not wholly disappeared. We have then the genus
Larus, which ornithologists have hitherto attempted most
unsuccessfully to subdivide. It contains the largest as

well as the smallest of Gulls. In some species the adults

assume a dark-coloured head every breeding-season, in

others any trace of dark colour is the mark of immaturity.

The larger species prey fiercely on other kinds of birds,

while the smaller content themselves with a diet of insects

and worms. But however diverse be the appearance, struc

ture, or habits of the extremities of the series of species, they

are so closely connected by intermediate forms that it is hard

to find a gap between them that would justify a generic

division. Of the forty-three species of this genus recognized

by Mr Saunders it would be impossible within the limits

of this article to attempt to point out the peculiarities.

About fifteen belong to Europe and fourteen to North
.America, of which (excluding stragglers) gome five only are

common to both countries. Our knowledge of the geogra-

phical distribution of several of them is still incomplete.

Some have a very wide range, others very much the reverse,

as witness L. fuliginosus, believed to be confined to the

Galapagos, and L. scopulinus and L. bulleri to New
Zealand,—the last indeed perhaps only to the South Island.

The largest species of the group are the Glaucous ancf

Greater Black-backed Gulls, L. glaitcus and L. marimis, of

which the former is circumpolar, and the latter nearly so

—

not being hitherto found between Labrador and Japan.

The smallest species is the European L. minutics, though
the North-American L. Philadelphia does not much exceed

it in size. Many of the Gulls congregate in vast numbers
to breed, whether on rocky cliffs of the sea-coast or on
heathy islands in inland waters. Some of the settlements

of the Black-headed or " Peewit " Gull, L. ridihundus, are a

source of no small profit to their proprietors,—the eggs,

which are rightly accounted a great delicacy, being taken

cj an orderly system up to a certain day, and the birds care-

fully protected. Ross's or the Roseate Gull, Rhodostethia

rosea, forms a well-marked genus, distinguished not so much
by the pink tint of its plumage (for that is found in other

species) but byits small Dove-like bill and wedge-ahaped tail.

It is an exceedingly scarce bird, little more than a dozen

examples being known to exist in collections. Beyond its

having an Arctic habitat, little has yet been ascertained

about it. More rare still is one of the species of Xema,
X. furcatum, of which only two specimens, both believed

to have come from the Galapagos, have been seen. Its

smaller congener Sabine's Gull, A', sabinii, is more common,
and has been found breeding both in Arctic America and
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in Siberia, and several examples, chiefly immature birds,

have been obtained in the British Islands. Both species

of Xema are readily distinguished from all other Gulls by

their forked tails. (a, n.)

GUM exists in the juices of almost all plants, but is

produced in its purest form by various species of Acacia,

e.g., Acacia Verek (Guil. and Perrottet), A. hm-rida, A.

arabica (Wildcnow), A. Seijcl (Delile), and A. stenocarpa

(Hochst.). The name is applied to those exudations from

plants, stems, branches, or fruits which are entirely soluble

or soften in water, and form with it a thick glutinous liquid

or mucilage insoluble in alcohol of 60 per cent., and yield

mucic and oxalic acids when treated with nitric acid. In

structure gum is quite amorphous, being neither "organized

like starch nor crystallized like sugar. According to

Trecul, the acacias and the Rosacece yield their gums most

abundantly when sickly and in an aljnormal state, caused

by a fulness of sap in the young tissues, whereby the new
cells are softened and finally disorganized ; the cavities

thus formed fill with liquid, which exudes, dries, and con-

stitutes the gum.
The chief varieties have hitherto been divided as

follows :—(1) gum arable, (2) gum tragacanth, (3) cherry

tree gum, (4) gum of Bassora, (5) mucilage. The artificial

gum dextrin has been already treated of, vol. viL p. 146.

Gum Arabic may be taken as the type of the gums
entirely soluble in water. The principal kinds are dis-

tinguished as Turkey Picked Gum, Gedda, Amrad, Gheziri,

Senegal, Talca, Australian, Barbary, Cape, and East India

(from Bombay and Aden). Another variety, spoken of as

likely, from its abundance, to be soon in the market, is

obtained from the Prosopis didcis, a leguminous plant, and

is called gum mesquite or mezquite ; it conies from Western

Texas and Mexico, and is yellowish in colour, very brittle,

and quite soluble in water {P/untn. Joum. (3), vol. vi.

p. 942).

Gum arabio occurs in pieces of varying size, and some kinds

are full of minute cracKs. The epecific gravity of Turkey
picked gum (the purest variety) is i'487, or, when dried at
100° C, 1'625. It is soluble in water to an indefinite extent;

boiled with dilute sulphuric acid it is converted first into dextrin,

and then into a fermentable variety of sugar. Moderately strong

nitric acid changes it into mucic, saccharic, tartaric, and oxalic

acids. Under the influence of yeast it does not enter into

the alcoholic fermentation, but Beithelot, by digesting with
chalk and cheese, obtained from it 12 per cent of its weight of

alcohol, along with lactate of calcium, but no appreciable quantity

of sugar. According to Fr^my, gum arable may bo regarded as a

potassium and calcium salt of guinmic or arable acid, of the formula

CaK,CijHj,,0ii.6C,jHj,0,,. Graham [Chemical and Phi/sical lie-

»tarches) gives dialysis as the simplest and best mode of preparing

gummic acid, and states that the power of gum to penetrate the

colloid septum is 400 times less than that of chloride of sodium, and
farther that by mixing the gum with substances of the cr3-stalloid

class the diffusibility is lowered, and may bo even reduced to

nothing. The mucilage must be acidulated with hydrochloric acid

beforo dialysing, to set free the gummic acid. Gummic acid

rfiddens litmus, its reaction being about equal to carbonic acid.

W>.en solutions of gum arable and gelatin are mixed, oily drops of

a'.-ompound of the two are precipitated, which on standing form a

nearly colourless jelly, melting at 25° C. , or by the heat of the hand.
This substance can bo washed without decomposition. Gummic
acid is soluble in water; when well dried at 100° C, it becomes
transformed into metagummic acid, which ia insoluble, but swells

np in water like gum tragacanth.
Gum arabio, when heated to 160° C. with two parts of acetic

anhydride, swells up to a mass which, when washed with boiling

water, and then with alcohol, gives a white amorphous in.solublo

powder called acetyl ariil>in (.^W ,^[0fi.fi)Jd^. It is 8a|innificd by
alkalies, with reproduction of soluble gum. Gum arnbic is not
precipitated from solution by alum, stannous chloride, sulphate or

nitrate of copper, or neutral lead acetate ; with basic lead acetate

it forms a white jelly, with ferric chloride it yields n stifT clear

gelatinoid mass, and its solutions are also precipitated by borax.

The finer varieties are used as an emollient and demulcent
in medicine, and in the manufacture of confectionery ; the

commoner qualities are used as an adhesive paste, for

giving lustre to crape, silk, Ac, in cloth finishing to stiffen

the fibres, and in calico-printing. For labels, ic, it is

usual to mix sugar or glycerin with it to prevent it from

cracking.

Physiologically nothing is yet definitely known of gum
as a food material. Animals fed thereon soon die of

inanition. Lchmann says it is not absorbed by the system,

but according to Pavy, it is to a slight extent, as shown by
the formation of amyloid substance in the liver of subjects

fed on gum.
Gum Senegal, a varietyof gum arable produced by .4. Verek,

occurs in pieces generally rounded, of the size of a pigeon's

egg, and of a reddish or yellow colour, and specific gravity

1"436. It gives with water a somewhat stronger mucilage

than gum arable, from which it is distinguished by its clear

interior, fewer cracks, and greater toughness. It is imported

from the river Gambia, and from Senegal and Bathuret,

and is collected in December and March yearly.

Chagual gum, a new variety brought from St lago de

Chili, resembles gum senegaL About 75 per cent, is

soluble in water. Its solution is not thickened by borax,

and is precipitated by neutral lead acetate ; and dilute sul-

phuric acid converts it into dextro-glucose.

The imports of gum arable into England daring 1878
(including all the varieties) may be estimated as follows :—

•

,
Tons. Value.

Imports to London, about 1064 £40,000

„ Liverpool, „ 1-554 77,000

2618 £117,000

Of this about one-half is exported. These figures are

only approximate, as, since the repeal of the duties in

1845, the returns do not discriminate between the various

descriptions which arft all classed together under the head

of gum.i

Gvm Tragacanth, familiarly called gum dragon, exudes

from the stem, the lower part especially, of the various

species of Astragalus, and is collected in Asia Jlinor, the

chief port of shipment being Smyrna. Formerly only

what exuded spontaneously was gathered ; this was often

of a brownish colour; but now the flow of the gum is

aided by incisions cut near the root, and the product is

the fine, white, flaky variety so much valued in com-

merce. Tho chief flow of gum takes place during tlie

night, and hot and dry weather is the most favourable

for its production.

In colour gum tragacanth is of a dull white ; it occurs in homy,
flexible, and tough, thin, twisted (lakes, tiiinslucent, and witli

peculiar wavy lines on the surface. When dried at leniperatuies

under 100° C. it loses about 14 per cent, of water, and is then easily

powdered. Its specific gravity is 1 '384. With water it swells by
absorption, and with even fifty times its weight of that liquid forms

a thick mucilage. Part of it only is soluble in water, and that

resembles gunimio acid in being prccipitntcd by alcohol and
ammonium oxalate, but ditfers from it in giving a precipitate with
neutral lead acetate and none with borax. The insoluole pnrt of

tho gum is a calcium salt of bassorin (CuH-dOu), which is devoid of

taste and smell, forms a gelatinoid mass with water, but by con-

tinued boiling is rend"r:d soluble, owing, according to M. Gimnd,
to its being chanf;cd i.ito pectin. A t,rr.M qiitintity of starch is

always naturally present in gum tr.agacanth. Tho composition of

gum tragacanth is generally given as arnbin 53 per cent., bassorin

and starch S3, water 11 (but M. Ciraud considers its composition

to bo water 20 per cent,), mineral matter 3, a pectinous principle

(apparently identical with the pcctosc of Frcmy) 60, soluble gum
10, cellulose 3, starch 3, mlacial matter 3, with traces of nitro-

genous matter. Grs).\\am(C,.tmical aiui rh :iical Rtsrarchrs, p. 589)
Bjiewks of its being likely that native pinis jn-ioluble in water are

ttio pectous form of sidubic ^m, and Giraud's experiments point to
tho correctness of that surmise.

* For varieties of gum arable, aoo rharmacographia, pp. 209, 210 ;

Catalogue Museum I'harm. Soc., pp. 37, 38; also Percira, Mat. Med.,
vol. II., pt. ii., p. 334 ; for physiological proporliei, Pavy, Foods and
DicUlics, 2d cd., pp. 112, 438 ; and for chemislrj-, Wattt'i Dictwiian/f
voL ii. p. 983.
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Gum tragacanth is used in calieo-prlntiug as a thickener

of colours and mordants ; in medicine as a demulcent

and vehicle for insoluble powders, and as an escipient in

pills ; and for setting and mending beetles and otlier

insects. The imports during 1878 were

—

Packages. Value.

ToLondon 2570 ^£46,200

To Liverpool, about 1200 21,800

3770 £67,800

Gum kuteera resembles in appearance gum tragacanth,

for which the attempt has occasioually been made to

Substitute it. It is said to be the product of StercuUa

urens, a plant of the natural order Sterculiacece, and is un-

known to British commerce.

Cherry Tree Gwn is an exudation from trees of the genera

Prunus and Cerastes. It occurs in shiny reddish lumps,

1-esembling the commoner kinds of gum arable. With
water, in which it is only partially soluble, it forms a thick

hiucilage. The soluble portion is arabin, the insoluble

cerasin, which according to Fr^my is a calcium salt of meta-

gummic acid (CjjHjjOu). It is not used commercially.

Gum of Bassora, from Bassora or Bussorah in Asia, is

sometimes imported into the London market under the

name of the hog tragacanth. It is insipid, crackles between

the teeth, occurs in variable-sized pieces, is tough, of a

yellowish-white colour, and opaque, and has properties

similar to gum tragacanth. Its specific gravity is 1'3591.

It contains only 1 per cent, of soluble gum or arabin.

Under the name of Caramauia gum it is mixed with

inferior kinds of gum tragacanth before exportation.

Mncilage.—Very many seeds, roots, ic, when infused

in boiling water, yield mucilages which, for the most part,

consist of bassorin. Linseed, quince seed, and marsh-

mallow root yield it in large quantity (see also Gumbo).
In their reactions the diflferent kinds of mucilage present

difierences ; e.g., quince seed yields only oxalic acid when
treated with nitric acid, and with a solution of iodine

in zinc iodide it gives, after some time, a beautiful red

tint. Linseed does not give the latter reaction ; by treat-

ment with boiling nitric acid it yields mucic and oxalic

acids.

Gum Resins.—This term is applied to the inspissated

milky juices of certain plants, which consist of gum soluble

in water, resin and essential oil soluble in alcohol, other

vegetable matter, and a small amount of mineral matter.

They are generally opaque and solid, and often brittle.

Their chief uses are in medicine. They include the follow-

ing :—ammoniacum, asafcetida, bdellium, euphorbiura,

frankincense or olibanum, galbanum, gamboge, myrrh,
opoponax,sagapanum, and scammony. Several of the resins

are often improperly called gums ; e.g., benzoin or ben-

jamin, copal, dammar, elemi or animi, kawrie or cowdie or

Australian copal, mastic, sandrac, and ehellac. (j. ST.)

GUMBINNEN, the chief town of a government district

of the same name in the Prussian province of East Prussia,

is situated on the Pissa, an affluent of the Progel, and on
the Eastern Railway, 22 miles south-west of Eydtkuhnen
on the Russian boundaries. The surrounding country is

pleasant and fruitful, and the town is well built, with
spacious and regular streets shaded by linden trees. It

has three Evangelical churches, a synagogue, a gymnasium,
a higher burgher school, a public librarj', a hospital, and
an infirmary. In the n^arket square there is a statue by
Ranch of Frederick William I., who in 1724 raised Gum-
binnen to the rank of a town, and in 1732 brought to it a
number of persons who had been driven from Salzburg by
religious persecution. On the bridge over the Pissa a
monument has been erected to those of the inhabitants
who fell in the Franco-German war of 1870-71. Iron
founding and the manufactora of machiner;g, wool, cotton.

and linen weaving, stocking-making, tanning, brewing, and
brandy-making are the principal industries. Thure are

horse and cattle markets, and some trade in corit and
linseed. Tlie population in 1875 was, iucludiiig the gnrrl-

son, 9114. '

GUMBO, or Oke.\, termed also Okro, Ocfiro, Kelmia,
Gubbo, and Syrian Mallow (Sanskrit, Tindisa ; Bengali,

Dheras; Persian, Bdmiyali— the Bammia of Prosper

Alpinus ; French, Gombaut, or better Gombo, and Kelmie
coviestible), Hibiscus esadentus, L. (H. lungi/ulitis, Itoxb. ;

Abelmoschus escidentns, GuUl. and Perr.), an herbaceous

hairy annual plant of the natural order Afalvacece, a native

of the Old World, and now naturalized or cultivated in all

tropical countries. The leaves are cordate, and 3 to 5-

lobcd, and tlie flowers yellow, with a crimson centre ; the

ovary is Scelled, and the fruit or pod, the Bendi-Kui of

the Europeans of southern India, is a tapering, 10-angled,

loculicidal capsule, 4 to 10 inches in length, except in the

dwarf varieties of the plant,"and contains numerous oval

dark-coloured seeds, hairy at the base. Three distinct

varieties of the gumbo {Qitiaho and Quimgomho) in Brazil

have been described by Pacheco. The unripe fruit is

eaten either pickled, or prepared like asparagus. It is also

an ingredient in various dishes, e.g., the gumbo of the

Southern United States, and the calalou of Jamaica ; and
on account of the large amount of mucilage it contains, it

is extensively consumed, both fresh and in the form of the

prepared powder, for the thickening of broths and soups.

For winter use it is salted, or sliced and dried. The fruit

is grown on a very large scale in the vicinity of Constanti-

nople, It was one of the esculents of Egypt in the time

of Abul-Abbas clNebati, who journeyed to Alexandria in

121 G (Wiistenfeld, Gesch. d. 'Arab. Acrzle, p. 118, Gijtt.,

1840). and, according to Popp, is still cultivated by the

Egyptians, who called it Bammge.
The seeds of the gumbo are used as a substitute for

cofifee. From their demulcent and emollient properties,

the leaves and immature fruit have long been in repute in

the East for the preparation of poultices and fomentations.

Alpinas(1592) mentions the employment of their decoction

in Egypt in ophthalmia, and in uterine and other complaints.

In the Pharmacopoeia of India the decoction of the fruit

is recommended in catarrh, and in diseases of the genito-

urinary tractj and its hot vapour in affections of the throat

and fauces.

The Musk Okra (Sanskrit, LatdlasfuriM, cf. the Greek niarap
;

Bengali, Latdkasturi; German, Bisamlcorjicrslraiich; Frencli, Kel-

mie musqiitc). Hibiscus Abelmoschus, L. {Abelmoschus moschatiis.

Mch.), indigenous to India, and, it is said, to Guiana and Central

America, and cultivated in most warm regions of the globe, is a

sulfruticose plant, bearing a conical 5-vidged pod about 3 inches

in length, within which are numerous brown reniform seeds, smaller

than those of H. esculcntus. The seeds possess a musky odour, due
to an oleo-resin present in the integument, and are known to ]ier-

fumers under the name of ambretlc as a substitute for mvisk, instead

of which drug it has been proposed to employ them medicinally.

They are stated to be used by the Arabs for scenting cotfce. In

India they are employed for perfuming medicinal oils, and being

regarded as tonic and carminative form part of sundry pharmaceu-

tical preparations. Tlie seeds (in the Fantee language, Ineroma-

1

horn), as we learn from Mr E. M. Holmes, are used in Africa as I

beads r and powdered and steeped in rum they are valued in the ^

West Indies as a remedy for snake-bites. The plant yields an
excellent fibre, and, being rich in mucilage, is employed in Upper .

India for the clarffying of sugar. The best-perfumed seeds «r»

reported to come from Martinique

See P. Alplnas, De PlanUs .iCgypti, cap. xxvll.^. S3, Ven., 1692; Macfadyen,

The flora of Jamaica, p. 67, 180t ; J. Sontheimci's Abd Allah ibn Ahmad, 4c., L
p. 113, Stuttf;., 18J0-42; P. P. Pacheco. "La Kctmie Potac^rc ou CoincsllWe,"

La Bflgiqtie Hortkole, iv. p. 63, 1853; Delia Sudcia, " De I'Emploi i ConstantinoplB

dc la Racine de I'Hibiscus esculentus," flepert. de Phai-m., Jan. 1S60, p, 229i
Bentham and Hooker, Gen. Plant., i. pp. 207, 203, 1862 ; Griscbnch, Flo^a of Iht

Brit. West Ind. Is, p. 84, 1864 ; E. J. Waring, Pliarm. of India, p. 35, IS63; O.

Popp, "Ueber die Aschenbestandtheilc der Samen von Acacia nilotica nnd
Hibiscus esciilentua In .Aegyptpn," Arch, der Pharm., cxcv. p. 140, 1871; Hooker,

Flora of Brit. India, 1. pp. 342, 343, IS72; Dniry, The Useful Plants of India, pp
1, 2, 2d edit., 1873; U. C. Dutt, The Mat. Med. of the Uindus. pp. ;a3. 321. l»77j

,
VIA lAnessao, Eiit. ia Droauti. I pp. 181-184, 1878.
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GUMRI, or as it is now more frequently called Alex-

'ANDROPOL, in honour of the empress Alexandra, a town of

Enssiaa Armenia in the province of Erivan, on the old

frontier of the Turkish territory which was formed by the

river Arpachai. It is situated at a height of 52G8 (accord-

ing to Abich, 4819) feet above the sea, on an eminence

wiiich commands the environs but is somewhat defective

in a military point of view because the neighbouring valleys'

form a kind of screened approaches. The fortifications,

erected in 1837 by command of Nicholas I., are the

strongest in that part of Asia with the exception of those

of Kar3, and would be quite impregnable to an Eastern

army. Like the ordinary houses of the town, they are built

of limestone; and they consist of regular bastions case-

mated and mounted with guns and surrounded with a ditch.

There are several handsome Armenian churches, in Gurari,

one of the iinest of which was built in 1872. The town

passed to Russia by the peace of Adrianople. In 1840 it

was made a district town of the Gruzenolmeritian govern-

ment, and in 1850 it was incorporated with the Erivan

government. In 1832 it contained only about 60 houses,

but they had increased to 1200 in 1838. At present its

population i? about 16,000.

GUM TREE. See Eucalyptus.
GUN-COTTON {Pyroxilin, Colon poudre, Fulmi colon,

SchiessbaamwoUe). In 1838 P^louze observed that when
cotton fabrii s or paper were immersed in cold concentrated

nitric acid fcir a short time, the free acid being subsequently

removed by washing, these materials became, without im-

portant alteration of structure, converted into substances

possessed of explosive properties. These were at the time

accepted as closely allied to the substance named xyhidin,

described some years previously by Braconnet, which is

obtained by adding water to a solution of starch in cold

liitric acid. But subsequent observation established the

identity of these esploiuve products with the explosive

cotton, or gun-cotton, of which in 1845 Schonbein an-

nounced the discovery, and which he at once proposed as

a substitute for gunpowder. Soon after this announcement

Sottger and Otto published the method of producing gun-

cotton .by immersing carded cotton in cold concentrated

/litric acid,, and subsequently Knop introduced the more
advantageous method of treating the cotton wool with a

mixture of nitric and sulphuric acids, the latter being used

as a dehydrater of the nitric acid, and as an absorbent of

^he water eliminated by the nitrification of the cellulose or

lotton fibre. The composition of gun-cotton was subse-

quently made the 'subject of study by Bottger, P^louze,

.'Pdligot, Von Kirchhoff, Sobrero, B^champ, Porret, Crum,
Gladstone, Hadow, and others, and various formulae were

proposed as representing its composition. The divergence

/)f opinion on this point arose partly from difficulties attend-

ing the preparation of uniform products, and the obtaining

<ol trustworthy analytical results with these, and partly from
differences of opinion regarding the nature of the chemical

reaction, whereby the cellulose becomes converted into an
explosive body. The products obtained in the earlier

investigations differed very much as regards their solubility

in mixtures of alcohol and ether, and also with respect to

the, proportion which their weight bore to that of the cotton

wool employed in the experimental operations. Crum was
^he first to entertain the view that gun-cotton might bo re-

carded as cellulose, in which the two or throo atoms of

hydrogen are replaced by their equivalent of nitric peroxide.

This view was afterwards also advanced by Gcrhardt, and
it received strong support from the researches of Hadow,
whose results established the fact that several distinct

varieties of pyroxilin could bo produced by varying the pro-

portions of nitric and sulphuric acids used, and who
definitely established the composition of three of those, the

most explosive of which constituted the chief proportion of
the product ordinarily obtained as gun-cotton, and had the
composition expressed by the name trinitrocellulose. this
highest nitro-product in its pure state is insoluble in mix-
tures of ether and alcohol, whereas the lower products (one
of which is the so-called collodion, gun-cotton, used for photo-

graphic purposes, see Collodion, vol.vi. p. 149) differed in

legard to their ready solubility in different mixtures of

those solvents. Crum's formula for pyroxilin, thus con-

firmed by Hadow, was afterwards strongly supported by
Schrotter, Redtenbacher, and Schneider, in their joint

investigation of gun-cotton manufactured in Austria by Iho

improved process of Von Lenk, and though again disputed
by P61ouze and Maury, and by Champion and Pellet, the

correctness of the formula CgHjNjOj, (or CgH-OsSNj),
originally proposed by Crum, was conclusively established

in 1866 by the exhaustive analytical and synthetical experi-

ments of Abel. In the manufacture of gun-cotton, even
when most carefully conducted, the most explosive product,

trinitrocellulose, is never obtained in a condition even

approaching purity ; it always contains an admixture (rang--

ing from 4 to 10 per cent, in the products of highest

quality) of the lower nitrocellulose products, i.e., the

soluble varieties of gun-cotton. In addition to these im-

purities it contains, even when the cotton employed has

been submitted to purification by treatment with alkali,

small proportions of nitrogenized matters, soluble in alcohol,

formed from resinous or fatty substances retained withia

the cotton fibre. These substances are very much more
prone to undergo decomposition (with developmeot oE

nitrogen acids) by exposure to heat or light than the

cellulose derivatives themselves ; and Abel's experiments

demonstrated that the uncertain stability of gun-cotton,

which brought this material into bad repute not long after

its discovery, from the occurrence of disastrous explosions

arising apparently from its spontaneous decomposition, was
ascribable primarily to the development of free acid in the

gun-cotton by the action of comparitively moderate heat or

of light upon these impurities.

The occurrence of a violent explosion at the works of

Messrs Hall of Faversham, not long after they had com-
menced the manufacture of Schonbein's gun-cotton wool,

followed by a similar casualty in France, led to the abandon-

ment of endeavours to apply this substance, within a brief

period of its discovery, except in Austria, where Von Lenk
persevered in attempts to devise means for obtaining it ia

a purer and therefore more stable condition, as well as for

bringing its explosive action sufEciently under control to

permit of its advantageous employment as a "substitute for

gunpowder, not only for destructive but also for projectile

purposes. Tho system of manufacture elaborated by Von
Lenk consisted in loosely spinning long staple cotton into

yarn of various sizes and different compactness; this yarn

was converted into gun-cotton by very careful treatment

with a largo excess of tho strongest nitric and sulphuric

acids, tho product being immersed for many weeks in run-

ning water, and then treated with weak alkali ; the gun-

cotton yarn and thread were either wound more or less

compactly on reels or cores, for employment in firearms, or

made up into very compact ropes with hollow cores, or

into plaits, of lamp-wick form, for employment in shells or

mines. The rapidity of explosion of the gun-cotton, t»

open air, or under slight confinement, was thus brought to

a groat extent under control, but if the resistance opposed

to tho expansion of tho highly heated gases upon tho first

ignition of tho confined gun-cotton developed eufEcient

pressure to cause them at once to penetrate the inner struc-.

lure of gun-cotton fibre which composed a charge, n sudden
and violent explosion was tins brought about. Hence no
practical advance was made in tho reduction of tho violenna
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of action of gun-cotton by Von Lenk's researches. By tiie

system which Abel has more recently elaborated the fibre

after its conversion into gun-cotton is reduced to a very

fine state of division ; when in this condition the explosive

substance is readily converted into sheets or granules, or by
compression into homogeneous masses of various degrees

of compactness, and of any desired form. In this manner
the rapidity of action or explosion of gun-cotton maybe
reduced to a minimum, though uniformity of action in fire-

arms is stiU very difficult to attain with it. As the reduc-

tion of the gun-cotton fibre to a very fine state of division

greatly facilitates the removal by washing, and by alkaline

treatment, of the small quantities of unstable impurities

already spoken of, the stability of gun-cotton as now manu-
factured is much greater than that of former products.

Compressed gun-cotton needs, like the other forms in which
this explosive has been used, very strong confinement for

the development of violent explosion, but this can be readily

accomplished without any confinement of the substance,

through the agency of an initiative detonation; the explosion

of 2 grains of strongly confined mercuric fulminate in close

contact with the compressed material suffices to ensure this

result (see Detonation, article Explosives, voL viii. p. 809).

Gun-cotton contains in the normal (air dry) condition 2 per

cent, of water. The compressed material of the ordinary

density ( = about 1) contains from 25 to 30 per cent', of water

when saturated; even with 15 per cent, it is uninflammable,

and when containing 17-20 per cent, it may be cut and
drilled with perfect safety. If gun-cotton contains more
than the normal 2 per cent, of water it can no longer be

detonated by the minimum quantity of fulminate, and the

strength of the initiative detonation has to be increased in

proportion to the amount of water it contains ; when it

contains 17 per cent, of water, its detonation cannot be
accomplished with less than 200 grains of confined ful-

minate. An initiative charge of 1 ounce of air dry gun-

cotton (detonated by means of an ordinary fulminate fiize)

suffices, however, to ensure the detonation of wet gun-cotton

(as used in mines, torpedoes, rockets, etc.). The suscep-

tibility of gun-cotton to detonation when wet (and there-

fore perfectly uninflammable) gives this substance a great

advantage over other explosive agents, as it may be stored

in a perfectly harmless condition (wet gun-cotton being
quite unalterable) and at once used in that state as a

powerful destrucUve agent through the agency of a deton-

ating charge. The explosive action of wet gun-cotton is

somewhat sharper than that of the dry material, the deton-

ation being transmitted through its mass with greater

rapidity in consequence of the displacement of air in its

pores by the incompressible liquid. Gun-cotton, if it con^

sists entirely of trinitrocellulose, does not contain sufficient

oxygen for the complete oxidation of its carbon ; hence
more work can be accomplished with a given weight of

gun-cotton if a solid oxidizing agent (a nitrate or a chlorate)

bo incorporated with it in propoBtion sufficient for complete
oxidation. The compressed preparations (chlorated or

nitrated gun-cotton) are as sensitive to detonation as gun-
cotton itself, but are less sudden or sharp in their action.

These preparations, first manufactured by Abel, were
extensively experimented with some years ago, and one of

them, prepared with barium nitrate, is now manufactured
under the name of tonite for blasting purposes. Prepara-

tions allied to gun-cotton, in the production of which wood-
fibre is used as the starting point, are manufactured foi

sporting and blasting purposes under the name of Schulze'e

powder, sawdust powder, and patent gunpowder, (f. a. a.)

GUNDULITSCH, Ivan (1588-1638), called Giovanni
Gondola, one of the most celebrated Dalmatian poets, was
born August 8, 1588, at Eagusa. His early education

was superintended by two Jesuits, S. Muzzi and E.

Eicasoli, the latter of whom instructed him in philosophy.

At the age of twenty Gundulitsch applied himself to the

study of jurisprudence; and three years afterwards he was
entrusted with a high official post in the Eagusan republic

Farther particulars of his life are not known ; he died

December 8, 1638. Ameng his numerous poems the

greatest is an epic entitled Osnian n dvadeset pievavjah

(Osman in twenty cantos), printed for the first time at

Eagusa in 1826, and reprinted at Agram in 1854, with a
biographical sketch of the author by A. T. It was written

to celebrate the victory of the Poles over the Turks and
Tartars in the campaign of 1621. Cantos 14 and 15 are

lost, having been suppressed by the Government of Eagusa
on account of their wj-iter's animosity against the Turks;

but in their place others have been added by P. Sargo.

An Italian version of this poem appeared in 1827. Of
Gundulitsch's other poems, the Eynui on the Greatness oj

God and the Tears of the Afflicted Son, and his dramas the

Hape o/ Proserpine and the Sacrifice of Love, deserve notica

He also made several metrical translations from the Italian

poets. Gundulitsch's poems, besides their literary value, are

specially interesting to a student of history, as they give a

faithful picture of the time in which they were composed. A
complete edition of his works, edited by V. Babukich, was
published by the Iliyrian university in 2 vola, Agram, 1847.

GUNDWANA, a form of the name Gondwana (j. v.).

GUN MAKING
UNDER this head falls the manufacture of every

description of firearm, from the pistol to the 100-

ton gun. The term " small arms " includes sporting and
military weapons carried by the shooter ; instruments fitted

for firing a rapid succession of bullets through one or more
barrels from a rest are termed " machine guns ;

" while tlie

heavier pieces, used exclusively in war, are denominated
" ordnance."

Shall Aems.
The date and circumstances of the introduction of port-

able firearms are involved in obscurity. No doubt many
attempts were made and failed previoiisly, but gunpowder
does not appear to have come into practical use as a rival

to the crossbow for the propulsion of bolts or bullets till

the reign of Edward III. ; in 1375 mention is made of

men armed with " gonnes " at an attack made on a York-
shire manor-house. The arquebuse ci meche was employed
in Germany in 1378, and it is therefore probable that some

rough weapon was introduced much earlier. The hand-gun
(fig. 1) was used by both infantry and cavalry ; it consisted

of a simple iron or brass tube with touch-hole at the top,

fixed on a straight stock of wood ; when used on foot, the

soldier held it firmly by passing the stock under the aim

;

when used on horseback the stock was shortened to butt

against the breast, the barrel resting on a fork secured to

the saddle bow. About' the beginning of the reign of

Henry VII. the hand-gun was improved by the addition of

a cock, which was brought down by a trigger to a pan at

the side of the barrel ; this cock held a match which ignited

a priming in the pan, the priming communicating with the

charge by a small hole. The next alteration consisted in

the introduction of the wheel-lock, in which a steel wheel,

rasped at the edge, protruded into the priming pan. Into

the cook was fitted a piece of sulphuret of iron (pyrites)

instead of a match ; this was kept down to the priming pan

by a spring ; another spring, wh?n wound up, acted on the
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wboel, whicli, when released hj the trigger, spun round,

rubbing against the pyrites and causing sparks, which set

tire to the priming. The wheel-lock was, however, found

to be complicated, expensive, and uncertain, so that the

match-lock remained in use till the middle of the 17th

century, when it was displaced by the flint-lock, the earliest

form of which, the " snaphaunce," seems to have been

invented about the end of the 16th century in Germany.

In this lock the priming pan was provided with a steel

cover and the cock held a flint ; on pulling the trigger the

cock fell, the flint struck the steel cover, forcing it back

from the pan, evolving at the same time sparks, which fired

the priming. During these developments of the lock the

sliipe of the barrel was gradually changed; in 1621 the

length of that of the musket was 4 feet, and the «ize of

the bore such that twelve bullets weighed 1 lb. Soon

Bftor this the infantry soldier was supplied with a dagger,
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which fitted into the muzzle and served as a pike. This

was improved at Bayonne into the bayonet, and during the

latter part of the 17th century was still farther improved

Sy
the addition of a socket, so that the musket could be

red while the bayonet was fixed ready for use. Little

change in firearms took place in the 18th century, but in

1807 a Scotch clergyman named Forsyth obtained a patent

for priming with fulminating powder, an invention which,

though it slumbered till 1834, was destined to cause a
complete revolution in the mechanism of firearms. Early

in the present reign its value was fully recognized ; the

magazine of detonating composition and the priming pan
used by Mr Forsyth were improved into the cap and nipple,

and the flint-lock was entirely superseded. At this point,

the progress of invention renders it necessary for us to treat

separately the two branches of the subject, and to divide

sporting from military arms.

For sporting purposes smooth-bored shot-guns and
grooved rifles are employed. Both are nearly always double-

barrelled, and of late years the old muzzle-loaders have been

almost entirely supplanted by the many breoch-loading

systems recently invented, which enable the sportsman to

reload with greatly increased rapidity and uniformity, the

latter quality being specially important in rifle shooting.

The chief parts composing the arm are the barrel, the lock,

and the stock. Barrels for sporting arms are made of four

diflerent kinds of material—Damascus twist, laminated

steel, stub iron, and mild cast-steel; besides thoso, common
material is worked up into cheap barrels for exportation.

Damascus twist consists of alternate rods of iron and steel

placed one upon another; usually six of each kind are thus

a.Tanged ; they oia then forged and thoroughly welded to-

gether into a solid bar, which ia afterwards rolled into rods,

having a section about § inch square. The rod thus formed

is raised to a brightish red heat, and one end of it is placed

in a revolving chuck, while the other remains fixed ; the

turning of the chuck subjects the rod to a severe twisting

throughout its whole length, so that at last it acquires the

appearance of a screw having a very fine thre.^d. Three of

these rods are then placed together, the twist of one being

in a contrary direction to that of the other two. They
are then welded together into a bar, and rolled into a strip

about f inch in width. The thickness of this strip

depends on the part of the barrel it is intended to form

;

if for the breech end it is made ^ inch thick, if for

the centre /g- inch, if for the muzzle ^ icch. These strips

are now ready for coiling, which is performed by raising

the strip to a bright red heat, fixing ore end of it too
hook projecting from a taper mandril, which is placed in a

machine and provided with a handle. On turning the

handle the strip is wound round tha mandril into a coil

about 10 inches in length. The coil is then welded by

about 3 inches at a time till the spirals unite to form a

hollow cylinder; it is then hammered on a small mandril

till the welding is complete. Three coils welded together

end to end form a barrel, to which the three different

thicknesses of metal above ra entioned give a slightly conical

form, approximating to the ultimate shape. About three-

fourths of the material is cut away in the making; 16 B)

of iron are used in the first instance to make a pair of

barrels, which weigh only 8 B) when the welding is finished,

and only between 3 and 4 C) after boring and grinding

In the manufacture of laminated steel barrels the best

quality of steel scrap, after thorough cleaning in a revolv-

ing drum, is mixed with a small proportion of charcoal iron.

The mixture is heated in a furnace, and puddled into a ball,

which is well worked up under a forge hammer. It is then

drawn out under a tilt hammer, and rolled into strips of

the required length and thickness, after which it is treated

as above described. This material is much esteemed foi

its hardness and closeness of grain, but it does not possess

the elegant marking and appearance of the Damascus twist.

Stub iron for barrels was formerly made by putting a quan-

tity of old horse-shoes or stubs into an iron ring, welding

them into a solid mass, and then rolling them out to strips

of the requisite d-mensions. Now a mixture of best wrought

scrap, and sometimes steel scrap with stubs, is preferred,

as giving' more hardness and durability to the barrels.

A description of the manufacture of cast-steel barrels will

be found below, in connexion with military rifles. A
sham-twist barrel is ar>t to impose on the purchaser;

plain iron is cheaper than twisted iron, and sometimes

a thin coil of twist is rolled round a plain inner tube ; the

whole js then welded together, and has all the appearance

of a genuine twisted ban'ei. Other cheap barrels are

made hy rolling up strips of iron plate, and welding them

together so that each barrel has a weld running down its

whole length. As the breech end is thicker than the

muzzle end, these barrels are usually mode in two lengths.

In the rough state just described the banels are sent

from the forge to the gunmakcr, who bores them carefully

out to nearly the finish'jd size, lie then turns them
down at intervals, obtaining correct surfaces by means of

inside and outside gauges. The barrels are then "stripped"

—that is, turned down the whole length to correspond with

the bore. For double guns tjs-o barrels are now brazed

together, near the muzzle and near the middle. At the

breech the baxrcls are separated by a "steel lump." The
axes of tho barrels are not quite parallel to each other, but

are usually adjusted to cross at about 40 yards from the

gun. When packed together, a rib is soldered on down tho

entire length, and they are sent to bo proved at the proof.
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Locks.

Funii;

tare.

house of tlie Company of Gunmakers at Whitecliapel or

Birmingham. ' The scale of proof is fixed by Act of Parlia-

ment, according to the size of the bore ; it is considerably

more than double the ordinary shooting charge. For the

](rovisional proof, muzzle-loaders have the breech screwed

in before firing ; breech-loading barrels are pressed against

a false breech. Tlie second or definitive proof is less severe,

and is carried out at a later stage, v/hen the action of the

breech-loader, or the percussion fitting of the muzzle-loader,

is completed.

The best stocks are made of English or Italian walnut,

pieces of which reach the gunmaker roughly shaped.

They are so cut that the grain shall run lengthways
down the stock, and the wood is dried and seasoned to

prevent warping. For expensive guns, much attention

is paid to beauty of mottling and depth of colour. A con-

siderable variety of tools is employed in shaping the stocks

and cutting out the beds for locks, processes which, for

sporting pieces, are performed by hand. All parts of the

lock except the plate are of steel, and reach the gunmaker
hammered into shape. The lock-plate is of wrought iron,

case-hardened. The parts are worked to fit by hand with

a number of special tools. Bar locks are those which have
a forward action, arranged so that the main-spring fits

under the bar below the breech end of the barrels ; back-

aotion locks have the spring reversed, so as to extend down

Flo. 2.—^Early breech-loader. C, pinfire cartridge ; S, single grip.

the hand or grip of the stock. The- remaining portions

of the gun are termed the furniture. They are the heel-

plate which covers the butt, the break-ofif into which the

breeching hooks for muzzle-loaders, the

trigger plate, the trigger guard, the ham- f'^''''':^'j'i^i L;''HiMli^

mers, the escutcheons, and bolt fastening

the barrel to the stock, &c. For breech-

loaders ine action is a most important

part of the furniture. The ingenuity of

gunmakers has devised an immense
variety of actions, and every day sees

progress made in strength and simplicity.

M. Lefaucheux is entitled to the credit

of inventing the modern sporting breech-

loader. He first hit on the combination

of a pair of barrels open at the breech,

playing on a hinge and abutting against

a false breech (fig. 2), with a strong-based

cartridge-case containing powder and shot

ready for firing, and supplied with its

own means of ignition. His early guns
were found weak in the fastening of the

barrels to the stock, while the mode of j-jq 3 central-fire
igniting the charge was far from perfect. cartridge.

It consisted of a pin passing through the upper part of

the cartridge case, the point resting just above a percus-

sion cap placed at the centre of the base of the charge ; the

hammer fell on the head of the pin, driving the point into

the cap, and exploding the detonating composiliou. The'
gas was found to escape through the piu hole, ilie ex-
traction was sometimes difficult, and a fall on hard ground
would occasionally explode the cartridge ; for these reasons
the pin system was superseded by the central--firc method
(fig. 3), in which the base of the cartridge case was made
to hold a small anvil, on to which the cap was driven by a
needle or striker passing through the false breech, and
receiving the blow of the hammer. Fig. 4 shows a central-

fire gun, having the action considerably strengthened by the
double grip. In this system the extraction is accomplished

Fio. 4.—Central-fire Gun. C, central-fire cartridge ; L, lever
;

W, washer ; S, screw.

automatically, by a piece of steel fitting between the two
barrels, and so cut as to clip the rims of both cartridges. To
this extractor is attached a rod which runs down between
the barrels through a hole in the steel 'ump as far as the

hinge ; on opening tlie joint the rod is driven backward,

carrying with it the head and forcing the cartridge cases out

of the barrels. Guns on the central-fire system aflTord no
indication of being loaded; extraction and loading are, how-
ever, so rapid and easy that every sportsman should invari-

ably withdraw the cartridges on laying down his gun, and
reload on again taking the field. Hammers sometimes

FlQ. 5.—Improved hreech-loading action.

catch in the brambles, or even in the clothes of the shooter
;

even the double grip has been known to yield under tho

efifect of the heavy charges now used. The latest guns
leave little room for improvement in respect to the action.

Fig 5 shows one of the newest developments. The hammers
are abolished altogether, the striker being a needle in the

interior, which is driven against the cap of a central-fire

cartridge by a spring when the trigger is pressed ; a lever

on the'top is pushed aside by the thumb, liberating the

catch which holds the barrels against the false breech ; the

barrels then drop from the hinge, and are open for loading.

On raising the barrels, the action snaps to, and holds them
fast ; the dropping of the barrels causes an extractor to

withdraw the emj ty cartridge cases. A key at the side

regulate.i the cocking and safety of the lock and striker.
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The sizes of barrels are designated according to the weight

of the solid spherical lead ball which will just fit them, and

hence their diameters vary inversely as the cube roots of

their numbers. In the case of No 12 bure, the ball fitting it

weighs 12 ti> the pound, and measures '729 in. in diameter.

Ounce bullets (.Vo. IC) fit a bore of '602 in. in diameter.

"Barrels were formerly bored eylindrically, but the experi-

ments of gunmakers led them to suppose that better shoot-

ing could be obtained by boring to shapes departing in

various ways from the simple cylinder. The first modi-

fication introduced consisted in enlarging the breech end

slightly for about 10 inches; subsequently the last few

inches at the muzzle were enlarged also, so that the barrel

really consisted of two frusta of cones, having the smaller

ends together,—the position of the narrowest part, like

many other matters, was dependent on the fancy of the

gunmaker. Of late an attempt has been made to reduce

the interior form of the barrel to something like a system,

and several kinds of " choke " boring have been introduced.

The object to be attained with a shot-gun is to so arrange

the charge that the pellets shall be uniformly and thickly

distributed round the mean trajectory, and shall also
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Fig. 6.

occupy a small space longitudinally. lu fig. 6 a side view

of the charge as it passes through the air is given, ab being

tiio mean trajectory. Exact experiments to determine the

[u-opurtions of the cloud of shot fired from different

-guns do not exist, but, judging from observation, they
,will usually not depart greatly from those of tlie figure.

In fig. 7 is seen the ap- ., .- .

pearauce of the target , • • . '
. .

after being struck by
the charge. The test of . "

excellence is regularity

of pattern, combined ' •

with penetration; that «

is, a circle of 30 inches ' .

diameter should be so

pitted by the shot at

^0 yards range that

gaps of the size of a " ' -"

email bird should no- Fig. 7.

where exist, while the individual pellets should retain

force enough to penetrate a certain number of sheets

of brown paper. As the shot pass along a barrel driven

violently forward by the powder gas, it is probable

that the edges of the charge are retarded by friction

against the sides of the bore, so that the centre i)ortion

extricates itself rnthcr sooner than the edges, and travels

with a slightly higher velocity. Supposing tlie charge to

retain an average velocity, on reaching the object fired at,

of 300 feet per second, and the leading pellets to have
gained 10 feet on the hindmost ones, so that tlio charge is

distributed over a length of 10 feet, a period of time of

jjjth of a second will elapse between the blows of the first

nnd last pellet. If the-objcct bo stationary, this antcrval
wdl be almost impcrceptibio, and the pattern made on the
target by the impact of the shot will exhibit no trace of it.

But if the obiect be a bird flying across at the rate of GO

11—IJ*

feet per second (about 40 miles an Lour), it will traverse a
space of 2 feet in the interval, and so will not receive tht

loTo
jf
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breech, when tbe barrels are closed ; or the catch shown in

fig. 5 may be adopted. Some makers, instead of using the

hinge principle introduced by Lefaucheux, close the breech

in other ways ; thus in the Henry action the barrel does

not move, but is closed at the breech end by a sliding ver-

tical block, which is depressed for the admission of the

cartridge by a lever underneath the trigger guard ; the

striker passes through the block, which on being lowered

extracts the cartridge. The power of a modern rifle is

limited only by the power of the shooter to withstand the

effect of recoil and to use a heavy piece. ' The momentum
of the bullet forwards up to the time of its leaving the

muzzle is equal (neglecting the weight and motion of the

gas generated by the powder charge) to that of the gun
backwards at any instant. Supposing the gun to weigh
150 times as much as the bullet, it will acquire a velocity

against the shoulder equal to the 150th part of that acquired

by the bullet. Practically it is this velocity which
measures the severity of tbe recoil, and the heavier the gun
and the more powerful the shooter the more momentum
can he afford to impart to his bullet. This momentum
may be composed of high speed and low weight, or of low
speed and high weight. A light bullet starting with a
high velocity travels fast at first and drops but little at a

short range ; it speedily, however, suffers retardation by the
resistance of the air, and would soon be _beaten by a heavier

bullet of the same diameter starting with the same momen-
turn. The Express riHes carry out

this principle with great complete-

ness, employing heavy powder
charges and imparting very high
speed to a light bullet, so that a
range of about 130 to 150 j-ards is

traversed with a drop not exceeding

1 foot. Fig. 12 shows the nature Fig. 12.

of bullet generally used for these pieces; the hollow in the
centre permits the lead to expand and flatten out on strijc-

ing, inflicting a wound of great severity. Explosive bullets

are also employed by some sportsmen. In fig. 13 are

Fio. 13.—Rifle cartridges.

shown rifle cartridges loaded ready for use. The solid

brass-drawn case is now almost universally adopted, both
for sporting and military purposes. The Martini-Henry
rifles used by the British army, however, still use the soft

brass-crimped case.

Military Rifles.—The principle of rifling small arms
seems to have been discovered about the beginning of the
16th century, but does not' appear to have been employed
for warlike purposes till the middle of the 17th. In 1680
each troop of life-guards was supplied with eight rifled

carbines. In 1800 the 95th regiment, now the rifle brigade,
was armed with a 20-bore muzzle-loading rifle. The diffi-

culty of loading a rifle after firing a few rounds was the
great obstacle to its use in the field. Several methods were
(tevised of providing anvils at the bottom of the bore on
which B loose ball dropped in could be hammered to fit the

grooves, but the principle of expansion by the action of the

powder was not brought forward till 1836, when Mr Greener
submitted an egg-shaped bullet, having an opening at one
end to receive a conical plug, which when driven home by
the gas expanded the bullet into the grooves. Shortly after

this the French chasseurs were armed witli a rifle throwing
an elongated bullet with a hollow-coned base. This was
improved by Captain Mini^, who added an iron cup to fit

into the cone and expand it when forced home by the gas.

For this cup a wooden plug was substituted in the three-

grooved Enfield rifle in 1855. About this time Sir J.

Whitworth brought forward his hexagonal rifling, the
guiding idea of which was that every part of the hexagon
except the actual corner should do its share of the work of
giving rotation. He proposed for a barrel 39 inches long a
bore of '45 inch, having one turn in 20 inchesr This was
intended to be suitable either for an expanding bullet, or for

one possessing an easy mechanical fit. The length of the

bullet was increased, and the form thus modified suffered

much less from the resistance of the air than the previous

patterns. The question of breech-loading for military

weapons now began to assume importance. About 1841
the Prussians had adopted the needle gun, a breech-loader

on the bolt principle. It was a rough weapon compared
with the pieces lately introduced, but a great advance on
any known at the time. A conical bullet rested on a thick

wad, behind which was packed the powder, the whole being

enclosed in strong lubricated paper. The detonator was in

the centre of the hinder surface of the wad, so that to ex-

plode it a needle had to be driven forward from the .breech

through the base of the cartridge and through the powder.
This was accomplished by the action of a .<!piral spring, when
set free by the pulling of the trigger. This arrangement
possessed many defects : the gas escaped freely at the

breech ; the long needles rusted and broke ; the springs

failed ; and the weight of the piece was excessive. Such
failings caused the sterling merit of the principle to be
underrated, and it was not till 1864 that a committee of

officers recommended the introduction of breech-loading

arms for general adoption in the British army. The
triumph of Prussia in the Seven Weeks' War with Austria

in 18GG at once drew attention to the urgency of the case,

and caused all civilized powers to re-arm their troops. In
England the Enfield rifles (three-grooved expanding bullet

muzzle-loaders) were converted into breech-loaders by the

adoption of the Snider method, which consisted in cutting

away 2 inches of the upper part of the breech end of the

barrel so as to admit the cartridge, which was pushed forward

into a chamber formed by enlarging the end of the bore. A
block, opening on a hinge, was then shut down to fill up the

space behind, forming a false breech against which the base

of the cartridge abutted. The striker consisted of a needle

passing through this breech block; when struck from behirid

by the hammer it was driven against a cap in the base of the

cartridge, exploding the charge. By this means tbe existing

rifles were rapidly converted, and the army was provided

with a breech-loader of satisfactory efficiency should any
emergency arise. Proposals were then invited, and a
number of inventions subniitted, the result of which was
that in 1869 the combination of the Martini breech action

with the Henry barrel was decided on for future manu-
facture, and the whole of the British army is now provided

with these weapons (see figs. 14, 15, 16, 17). The general

principles of manufacture are the same for all kinds of

military breech-loading rifles. It will be sufficient to give

the details of one in exlenso.

The manufacture of the Martini-Henry rifle, as carried

out at the Government factory near Enfield, involves 2004
separate operations which have to be performed on each

rifle before it is complete for issue. This number is subject

to slight variations caused by changes of pattern from time
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to time. It will be sufficient if the priuciple of these

operations are described, without entering minutely into

details. .

The rifle is composed of three parts :—the barrel, carrying

the sights ; the stock, into which fits the cleaning rod ; the

body, containing the lock and breech action. The soldier

is aiso provided with a bayonet to fit on the muzzle.

Fia. 14.—Slartini breech action (closed).

' The barrel is made of mild steel manufactured on the

Siemens principle. Cylinders of this material, 16 inches

long and 1^ in. thick, are supplied by contract, and tests

are made of a proportion from time to time. These

cylinders are first rolled in the factory to a long cone,

inyiug slightly greater dimensions than the exterior of the

Kio. 15.—Martini breech action (open).

finished barrel. The cylinder is heated in the furnace and
passed straight through a series of eight pairs of roll ; each

pair a grooved to receive it, the grooves becoming narrower

and shallower as each successive pair isi reached. The pairs

are alternately vertical and horizontal ; when they are in

full work they can roll about 250 cylinders per hour.

'ii

^. .«_^....» .«... _ _ . _ •—

r

Pio. 16.—Henry barrel.

iiie'cono is next placed between friction rollers; these

are set at a slight angle, so that in revolving they pass the

cone along slowly. It emerges from their clutch polished

with the compression, atid showing their action by a close

piral traced on the surface. We have now a solid piece

OT mild steel, slightly thicker than the barrel, fairly straight

and thoroughly well-consolida'.e.^

The next step is to obtain true bearings for Ixiring the

interior and turning the exterior. The cone is placed in a
clamp milling machine, and the ends milled d. xu. This
operation requires some judgment ; the milling-down of the

ends must be so performed that the centres shall be ap-

proximately true

centres ; that b,

the amount of ^' ..'.

~"

metal to be sub-

sequently turned

down off the ex-

terior of the bar-

re! shall be about . jV _
"^ "**»'.;:

equal all round. j, wi"-'-

The ends, wheu
milleddown, serve

for -bearings by
which the cone is

next held horizon-

tally, and drilled

in a double-acting

machine for l\ _ ,

in.; these act as
^'"^ ^^^--^^^^ "'''''^(t'^sizeandmagmfled).

centres when the barrel is placed vertically and drilled

through from' each end. Three tools are used, the last

being of slightly greater diameter than the others. A
shoulder is left in the centre to avoid the inconvenience

of the tools from opposite ends not exactly meeting in tho

middle, as might be the case with the long slender drills

necessarily employed. This shoulder is removed by a

square tapered tool or " bit." We have now a cone slightly

larger than the barrel, with a hole through it "433 in. in

diameter. This hole is then bored out to '444 inch. Having

now got a true inside, tho next step is to obtain a true

outside from it.

The cone is placed vertically in a macbine, the lower end

fitting accurately on a pin, the upper end passing loosely

through a hollow chuck, which revolves round a centre in

truth with the centre of the pin and the axis of the bore of

the cone ; the exterior of the cone, being slightly irregular,

wiU be out of trutli; sulphur therefore is melted and

poured into the hollow chuck, filling up the space between

the interior of the chuck and the exterior of the cone, and

hardening on cooling. The chuck then holds the cone by

the outside in truth, and serves as a bearing. The cone is

then placed in a lathe, and two or three short cuts taken ofiF

the outside as bearings for the rough turning. This is

called "spotting." It is now rough and finish turned, the

outside becoming concentric with tho inside ; and the cono

becomes a barrel.

It is next tested for truth of interior. Two tests are Testing

employsd,—the first being that by shading. The barrel is b»rrel».

placed in a rest, so arranged that the eye looking through

the tube sees the straight line

of the top of a window cutting

horizontally across the aper-

ture a little above tho cen-

tre. If the barrel is accu-

rately straight and brightly

polished, the siiadow thrown

by the dark window-frame

down the tube appears as in

fig. 18. Tho interior circle

shows the window as seen

through the barrel, with the

dark frame cutting across

;

tho next circle shows the shadow extending in a cone

from A to B and 0. This shadow is quite dark, and AB,
AC are quite strainhfc. BC is a portion of the arc cutting off

tho shadow sharply at a point half-way down tho barrej-

18.—TcBling by ehading.
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There are two outer circles extending to the eye, and
approximately resembling the sketch in shading. If the

barrel is untrue in interior surface, or bent, the cone will at

once lose its regularity, and the sides AB, AC will no longer

be straight. Should they be irregular, the barrel is "set"

by striking with a hammer or ebonite mallet across a set-

ting block.

The barrel is nest placed in a machine, and a horizontal

spindle is run through it ; on this spindle are two close-

fitting gauges, one in the centre and one at the end ; the

barrel is then caused to revolve on the spindle, and an

indicator with a long arm recording small graduations is

inserted at the free end between the spindle and the barrel

;

any irregularity of turning is multiplied 200 times by the

long arm, and becomes at once apparent.

After passing these tests the barrel is finish-turned ; the

buck sight is soldered on and* screwed, and the fore sight is

brazed on ; the size of bore is then gauged, after which
the process of polishing is completed and the barrel is

ready for rifling.

The rifling consists of seven grooves of the form shown
in fig. 17. ° The twist is such that the bullet makes- one
complete revolution while travelling 22 inches ; that is, one
turn in 49 calibres of 0'45 in., to employ the phraseology

generally applied to the rifling of cannon. Each groove is

cut separately by a tool which acts when pulled ; it forms
the groove by five successive cuts, being forced to project

a little more at each cut ; it thus passes thirty-five times

up and down the barrel to complete the rifling, which can

be done in half an hour The size of bore is now finally

tested; it must lie between 0-449 and 0'451 inch. The
rifling is similarly tested, and the twist gauged.

The breech end of the barrel is next chambered out to

receive the cartridge, which is of the kind known as " bottle-

shaped." The exterior of the breech end is of "Nock's"
form, the upper surface being a flat, true to the bore. This
flat guides all the fittings ; the barrel is placed in a machine
true to the flat, and the sights are gauged for line and
elevation. No allowance is made for the deflexion due to

twist of rifling, it being very slight. The barrel is lastly

screwed at the breech end to fit the body.
Each barrel is twice subjected to proof by powder, once

before rifling, once after. Sixteen are placed in a cast-iron

frame ; a temporary steel screw, furnished with a vent,

closes each breech end, which rests against a leaden bar.

The barrels are loaded from the muzzle ; a train of powder
ignited by a cap fires them simultaneously ; the bullets are

caught in a hollow cast-iron receiving frame, shaped like the

shell of a snail. The charge for the first proof is 7J drs.

( = 205 grs.) of powder and a bullet weighing 715"grs.,
secured by a half-inch cork wad forced down over it. The
second proof is the same, except that only 5 drs. ( = 137
grs.) of powder are used. The service charge is 85 grs. of

powder with a bullet of 480 grs.

The barrel when finished is browned by being coated with
browning mixture, and caused to rust in a steam tank ; it

is then brushed with wire brushes. This process is repeated
four times, after which the exterior is oiled over. The
browning mixture consists of

—

Spirits of wine 5 oz

Spirits of nitre 8 ,

,

Tincture of steel

Kitric acid 4

Corrosive sublimate 4 oz.

Blue vitriol 4 ,,

Water 1 gaL

The stoch is in two parts,—the butt and the fore-end.

They are of Italian walnut wood, and are supplied roughly
shaped. They are tested for straightness of grain ; weight,
as indicating strength; "shakes" or cracks ; "galls," caused
by injuries over which the wood has grown ; saltness (which
would cause absorption of moisture and consequent rusting),

l^y putting a shaving into a solution of nitrate of silver;

and also for appearance. Those accepted are thoroughly
seasoned by keeping, or dried in a desiccating chamber,
warmed by hot air ; they then go to the shaping machines,

where they are cut to size by revolving cutters, making
4000 revolutions per minute, and are afterwards turned in

copying lathes, hollowed out by copying gouges, and boreij

to take the fittings. They are then tested, machined, hand-
finished, and oiled up.

The body is of mild steel; it is stamped out from the
bar ; it is then drifted through by a slightly tapered bai
carrying a succession of cutters on it The front part of tho
body is then screwed to suit the screw on the barrel, so tlia*

when home it shall fit accurately to the breech end. Th6
lever, and indeed all parts except screws and springs, ara

stamped out of solid bar. Each part is milled by machinery
to a correct fit ; every fitting is interchangeable, and nothing
is marked for selection to fit anything else. Each part is

browned in the same way ^ the barrels, or blued.

On completion all parts are taken to the assembling

room, where they are fitted together, screwed up, and turned

out as finished rifles ; after which they are taken to the

practice ground, and tested for accuracy and extraction of

cartridge by being fired from a rest at a target, the range
being 500 yards.

The layonet consists of a steel blade welded to"^
wrought-iron socket. Steel of a superior quality being used,

it is supplied in bars, is cut into lengths, and is welded by
the aid of borax to a short rod of rolled iron. The two axe

so put together as to form a right angle ; the steel bar ia

put into a "Kydering" machine, which gives it a great

number of rapid blows, and shapes it roughly into a blade^

It is then rolled and cooled gradually under charcoal and
coal-dust for annealing purposes. The socket is then drilled,

and the blade ground. They are then bent into position

and become a bayonet. Turning and finish-boring complete

the sockets, while the blades are fine-ground, hardened,

tempered, tested, and polished. The sockets are then

browned and adjusted to the rifles.

About 1400 operatives are employed at the Government
factory ; each Martini-Henry rifle costs about 48s., ail

expenses reckoned; and to render the establishment

thoroughly remunerative, the out-turn should be about a
rifle a week per man.

The systems of breech-loading muskets employed hj
di2"erent nations are shown in the following table :

—

Country.
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ordiaary breech-loader, a fresh cartridge being inserted at

every round, and the magazine kept constantly full. This

is no doubt a great advantage under certain circumstances,

but entails grave inconveniences. Thus tlio Vetterli gun,

with miigazine full, weigh-s jast half as much again as the

Martini-Henry, and gives less energy to its bullet at the

muzzle in the proportion of 5 to 8, a proportion which

increases to the disadvantage of the magazine gun as the

range increases. Still, for a melee, and at short ranges,

the Vetterli is no doubt a very formidable piece.

These considerations have led the Government of the

United States to make trials of a number of magazine guns,

of which one, the Hotchkiss, has been selected for adoption.
' The working of it is shown in fig. 19. The magazine is

contained in the stock, and holds five cartridges, a sixth

being in the chamber ready for loading. These cartridges

are tliesameas those used for Government Springfield rifles
;

they are pushed successively into the loading position by a

spiral spring till the magazine is empty, or a fresh cartridge

Fio.19.—Hotchkiss Magazine Gun.

can be inserted after each round as in an ordinary breech-

loader. The action of bringing the knob-handle upright

and withdrawing the bolt extracts and thtow^c cttit the
emptied cartridge to the side ; the next cartridge is then
pushed up into the loading position by the spring, and is

forced into the barrel when the handle presses the bolt

forward ; this action also cocks the piece, but the striker

cannot reach the cartridge till the knob-handle is turned
down, and the bolt thus locked in position.' The weight
of the piece fully loaded is 9| tt>. Trials of this weapon
are about to be made by the English Government.

Of all the military rifles adopted by the varioufl <jOTem-
ments, the Martini-Henry is the mosit, powerful; the

practical test it underwent in Turkey, where a cheap gun
of this pattern was supplied ,on contraet by an American
firm during the war of 1877-78, Vas most satisfactory.

il,_
Pistols.—These handy little weapons were formerly made

' '' as single or double-barrelled smooth-bored muzzle-loaders,

and their system involved no departure in principle from
the ordinary firearm of the day. The introduction of the
revolver as a practical weapon was a great step in advance

;

the idea is old, and roughly constructed weapons on the
same plan have long existed in museums of old arms

;

Colonel Colt of the United States revived it, and is the

father of the modern revolver. In his pistol a revolving

muzzle-loading cylinder contains a number of chamber^
usually five or six, bored from the front parallel to the axis;

the back of the cylinder is loft solid, and forms the breech;
a nipple is screwed into each chamber. As the cylinder

revolves, each chamber arrives at the top, and is then
opposite to a barrel ; the pistol is cocked by the thumb,
an action which locks the chamber against the barrel, so
that the two form a continuous bore ; the trigger is pulled
in the uiual way, and the hammer brought down on the
upper nipj)le, exploding the charge in the top chamber.
The action of recocking brings the next chamber into

position. When on Lalf-cpck, the cylinder revolves freely.

Since Colt's time great improvements have been made in

these handy weapons ; the trigger was made to cock the
hammer, turn the cylinder, and fire the charge by one
continuous draw ; this arrangement enabled the shooter to
fire all the shots very rapidly without lowering his hand :

the strength of mainspring required, however, rendered it

very difficult to shoot with any degree cf accuracy, especially

as the exact moment when the hammer would fall was hard
to estimate, A second improvement gave the shooter the
choice of cocking the hammer and firing it in the usual
way, if he preferred it. The next step was to make the
chambers breech-loading, by boring them right through,
and packing the powder and bullet in a strong based
cartridge, carrying its own ignition. In pistols constructed
on this plan the chamber arriving at the top is brought
against a false breech through which the striker is driven
by the hammer. In the latest pattern of this pistol, the
cylinder and barrel open away from the false breech on a
hinge underneath ; the action of opening throws out the
empty cartridge-cases. If the user is on horseback, he
thrusts the barrel muzzle downwards into liis breast, belt,

or holster, the hinge remaining -open ; Tresh cartridges are

taken out of the pouch and placed in the chambers ; the
breech is closed sharply on the hinge and is held by o
snap-catch ; the pistol is then withdrawn ready for use.

All this can be very quickly done with one hand at full

gallop.

Machine Guns.

This term comprehends all weapons made to fire a rapid
succession of bullets from a stand or carriage, so that,

while requiring but two or three men to work them, they
may throw in a fire equal to that of a detachment of

infantry. In the Franco-German' war of 1870 a species

of tnitrailleur vaaa largely employed, and when used underMitri

favourable conditions attained fair success. It consisted
'*"'^"

of a number of barrels (usually 25 or 37) secured in a
frame round an axis, and parallel to it. The barrels were
open at the breech, and were loaded by a disc pierced to

correspond with them containing a cartridge in each
chamber. This disc was placed against the breech end of

the barrels, the false breech containing the strikers was

Fio. -20;—Oatlin;; Gun.

held firmly against it, ar.d the whole of the charges wei«
exploded at once. ' Thiw arrangement had many dcfecto.

The recoil of so many charges fired simultaneously required

strength and weight ; s.t short ranges the bullets all went
to the same spot ; th'j number of rounds could not b«
regulated at pleasure ; and only volleys could bo fired. The
Gatling machine gun, which first appeared in the United
States, was vastly superior to the mitrailleur, a.^d speedily

obtained entrance into the armies of most of the civilized

powers. Figs. 20 to 26 show the general construction of

the weapon. In fig. 20 the Gatling is ready for firing. A
block of ten barrels is socnred round an axis, which is fixed

in a frame aa. On turning the handle A (fig. SI), the
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spindle gg causes the -worm/ to act on the pinion w, making

tbe azia and barrels revolve. A drum T (figs. 20, 24, 25}

Fig. 21. Fig. 22.

is placed on the top at the breech end of the barrels over a

hopper, through a slot in which the cartridges drop into

[machixe gunb.

the carrier, which consists of ten grooves or chambers M
(fig. 23) correspouding to the ten barrels. The constructioB

of the lock is shown in fig. 26. Ik consists of a bolt, through

Fig. 24. Fig. 25.Fig. 23.

which passes a striker driven by a' spiral spring. AAAA
is a cam, sloping as in the drawing, which it must be under

stood represents the circular construction opened out and

laid flat. • As the barrels, carrier, and locks revolve, the

slope of the cam forces the locks forward and backward

alternately. At position I. the cartridge has just fallen into

the carrier, the lock and bolt are completely withdrawn.

At positions II.. IIL, IV., the cam is forcing them forward,

Pia. 26.—Lock of Gatling Gnu.

SO that the bolt pushes the cartridge into the barrel.
_
hX

IV. the cocking cam E begins to compress the spiral spring

releasing it at V. ' Position VI. shows the cartridge yo^

after firing ; the extracting hook, fuwt*ed in the Erevio«
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positloQs, is here represented in the act of clutching the

tase of the cartridge case, which is withdrawn as the locks

retreat down the slope of the cam, till at X it falls through

&Q aperture to the grouucL The line ab marks the com-

mencement of the rifling. In fig. 20 the drum T consists

of a number of vertical channels radiating from the centre.

The cartridges are arranged horizontally, one above the

other, in these channels, bullet ends inwards. The drum
revolves on the pivot 6 (fig. 23), and the cartridges fall

through the aperture B. When all the chanrtels are
emptied, a full drum is brought from the limber, and sub-
stituted for the empty one. Each barrel fires in turn as it

comes to a certain position, so- that by turning the handle
quickly an almost continuous stream of bullets can be
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but in this case the advantage of being able to fire single

shots would be lost, and the recoil would be increased.

This gun would probably never be able to fire with such

extreme rapidity as the experimental form of Gatling men-

tioned above, but it could be made to fire six or seveu

hundred rounds a minute. It is generally considered that

a machine gun should be able to fire easily two hundred

rounds in half a minute.

Oednance.

The manufacture of ordnance is a much more scientific

and complicated study than that of small arms. As the

forces increase in magnitude and intensity, while the ultimate

strength of material remains constant, the nicety of adapt-

ation of means to ends grows pari passu with the guns.

In producing a piece of ordnance, two distinct sets of

conditions are .iivolved—those belonging to its actual

construction, and those by which its proportions are regu-

lated. In constructing a gun, the material must be so

selected and disposed as economically and safely to sustain

the effect of the forces developed by the charge ; in design-

ing a gun, it is jiecessary to knoiy the nature and direction

of the forces which will combine to produce the desired

ballistic results. The two sets of conditions are as distinct

as those involved in the separate operations of writing and
printing this article.

Construe- CONSTRUCTION.— Nearly all the accurate knowledge asyet
tion. obtained of the true action of gunpowder has been acquired

within the last twenty years. The general idea previously

held was that the explosion was instantaneou."!, and that

the more violent the powder the greater >.'ould be the

velocity of the projectile. The mode of proving the quality

of the explosive was to place a small quantity in a short

mortar, and to measure the distance to which it projected

a light shell—a test altogether WTong in principle, as will

be "hhown later on. No accurate idea had been formed of

the true pressure of the powder ga.s on the bore during

discharge ; but it was understood that a gun was subjected

to two principal strains oratresses—a circumferential tension

tending to split the gun open longitudinally, and a longi-

tudinal tension tend'ng to pall the gun apart iu the' direc-

tion of its length.

Bomo- When guns are made of cast metal, and are, in fact,

ganeous homogeneous hollow cylinders, a limit is soon reached
8"'"' beyond which additional thickness is practically useless

in giving strength to resist the circumferential tension.

Supposing the metal employed to be incompressible, each

concentric layer would take up a strain on discharge

inversely proportionate to the square of its distance from

the axis of the bore. Every metal, however, is compres-

sible as well as extensible, and hence the exterior always

affords more support to the interior than the foregoing rule

indicates. The great aim then of a gunmaker is so to

select and arrange his material that the exterior shall take

up as much as possible of the strain thrown upon the

interior.

In America; Captain Bodman introduced a method of

casting guns hollow and cooling them down from the

interior, so that the inner portions being first solidified

were compressed and supported by the contraction of the

outer parts when they subsequently cooled down. Thus,

on discharge, the compressed inner portions expanded under

the action of the powder gas to or beyond their natural

diameter, throwing at once the strain on the outer portions

which were already in a state of tension. But however
well cast-iron mfty be disposed, it is naturally too weak
and brittle for use with heavy guns, and those nations which
employ it thus do so because it is comparatively cheap and
easy to manufacture, and not because it is the best material.

Austria and Russia have of late years made light guns of

bronze cast in chill, and subjected to the wedging action
of steel mandrils driven through the bore, 'iht several

layers of the metal are thus placed in a state of tension as
regards the exterior, and of compression as regards the
interior. At the present day systems of building up guns
have been devised so that each portion of the metal is made
to bear its fair share of the strain.

The longitudinal tension is usually less important than
the circumferential stress. It is considered to be provided
against in homogeneous guns if the metal is as thick over
the bottom of the bore as round the end. The strain is

now measured by calculating the total pressure of the

powder gas on the bottom of the bore, and comparing it

with the area of the transverse section of the gun at the

same place. This is not absolutely correct; but, practically,

the chief modes of gun coastruction now adopted kave a
considerable margin of strength in this direction.

Sir William Armstrong first successfully employed the

principle of initial tensions for all parts of a gun. In his

system, wrought-iron coils are shrunk over one another, so

tliat the inner tube is placed in a state of compression and
the outer portions in a state of tension, an endeavour bcjng

made to so regulate the amount of tension that each coil

should perform its maximum duty in resisting the pressure

from within. Further, he arranged the fibre of the several

portions so as to be in the best positions for withstanding

the pressures. It must be noted that wrought-iron bar is

about twice as strong in the direction of the fibre as across

it. He therefore constructed the exterior of the gun of

coiled bars of wrought iron welded into hoops and shrunk

one over the other, thus di'^posing the fibre to resist the

circumferential strain. These outer coils were shrunk over

a hollow cylinder of forged iron, having the fibre running

lengthways so as to resist the longitudinal strain. Within

this cylinder or forged breech-piece- was placed a steel

tube, gripped in like manner by shrinkoge. This grand

principle of modern gun construction is carried out by turn-

ing the inner coil in a lathe to an exterior diameter slightly

greater than the interior diameter to which the outer coil

is bored. The outer coil is expanded by the application

of heat, and slipped over the inner one. It contracts on
cooling, and if the strength of the two coils is properly

adjusted, the outer will remain in a state of tension, and
the inner in a state of compression. On this view, the

ideal gun would be constructed of a vast number of exces-

sively thin rings so shrunk over each other that, on discharge,

each should be equally strained. An attempt has been

made by Mr Longridge, 5I.I.C.E., to approximate to this

condition by winding steel wire under tension round a steel

tube. This system, though possessing much ingenuity,

has never made way, and might possibly be found wanting

in longitudinal strength.

Great success attended the early introduction of the coil

principle. Guns of considerable size were made : the

largest weighed as much as 23 tons, and projected a 600-2)

shot with a fair 'velocity. It was found, however, that

much difficulty attended the accurate shrinking of a number
of thin rings, and that occasionally one or more of the

outer ones would be strained to cracking, while the inner

ones were intact. The original mode of construction was

therefore modified, as experience was gained in the Govern-

ment factory at Woolwich. Acting underGfcneral Campbell,

R. A., Mr Fraser, M.I.C.E., thickened the coils, and extended

their use to the breech-piece, it being found that the longi-

tudinal disposition of the fibre in that part was not required

to sustain the longitudinal strain, and that the' steel tube

forming the bore was better supported by coils.

The manufacture of ordnance at Woolwich and Elswick

may be briefly described as follows. Steel cylinders,

slightly larger than the exterior dimensions of the inner
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tubes, are supplied by contractors. They are testea iof,

quality of metiil, and toughened aftur being bored by being

raised to the temperature shown by the tests to be most

suitable to the particular cylinder, and then plunged in oil.

riiey are subsequently tested by water pressure at 4 tons

Fig. 32.

per square inch. The^tubes are not bored quite through

for muzzle-loaders ; a solid end is left to form the bottom

of the bore. The rest of the gun is made of wrought iron.

The material is chiefly received from the contractor in the

form of wrought scrap, but a certain proportion of iron

%:
Fig. 33.

puddled in the works is used also. Blooms of these

materials are rolled into flat bars, which are fagoted

together and rolled into long bars of the section required

for the part of the gun for which they are intended. These

bars are then placed in a long narrow reverberatory furnace,

Fig. 34.

liling. and raised to a bright red heat. When ready for colling,

one end is drawn out and fixed to a revolving mandril,

'which pulls the bar out and winds it into a coil, like rope

round a capstan. Sometimes a second bar is wound round

outside the first coil ; in this case the mandril is made to

Fig. 35.

revolve in the opposite direction. The coll is next placed

upright in a reverberatory furnace, and raised to a white or

" welding " heat. In this state it is placed under a steam

hammer, and welded till it becomes a compact hollow

cylinder. On cooling it is bored and turned to the proper

-T-(k^<^1%--/^U'l ^
Fig. 36.

dimensions. Two parts of the gun are made of forged iron

(not coiled),—the cascable screw which supports the breech

end of the tube, and the hoop which carries the trunnion.s.

The latter is either welded to the outer coil or shrunk on.

Figs. 32-39 show the method of building up Woolwich

Fig. 37.

ordnance as e.teraplified in the 80-ton guns. The various

coils are hooked together by shoulders to prevent slipping

or distortion from the shock of discharge. Thns, in fig. 30,

shoulders arc turned on the exterior of the breech-pieco and

inside the IB coil; the latter is expanded by being raised

to a dull led heat and slipped over the tube frotn the

muzzle end. The expansion enables the shoulders to pa.ss,

and on cooling they grip each other as shown, while the IB
coil contracts on and slightly compresses the part of the

tube within.it.

A method of strengthening and utilizing as rifled guns
some of the old cast-iron ordnance of the service has been
largely employed to supply pieces of secondary power and
excellence for land fronts and for practice. It was brought
forward in its present shape by Sir W. Palliser in 1803,

and is now being much used in the United States' gun
factories. The cast-iron block or gun is bored out to the

Fig. 38.

requisite dimensions," and a tube of coiled wrought iron is

thrust into it; no shrinking is here employed, but a toler-

able fit is ensured by accurate turning. When fitted, the
tube is secured by a collar screwed in at the muzzle

; a plug
of iron passes through the under side of the gun into the
tube near the trunnions to prevent any shift of position.

The tube is in two parts, the breech end being turned down
and a second tube shrunk over it. The bottom of the bore
is formed by a wrought-iron cup, which is forged and
stamped into shape under a steam hammer. A screw is

,

Fig. 39.

cut on the outside of the cup and inside the end of the

tube; the cup is then screwed tightly home. The tube is

next severely tested by water pressure, after which the

second tube is'shrunk on. The whole tube is then fitted

into the cast-iron casing, the greatest care being taken that

the breech end bears firmly home. The gun is now ready
for rifiing, and, after that operation is performed, undergoes
proof by firing heavy charges, which expand the tube closely

against the cast-iron envelope, which then takes up the

strain and affords the necessary support. The relation

between the powers of the three classes of guns will be
gathered from the following comparison ;

—

Nature of Gun.
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muck The interior of the recent German gun is a steei

tube as in the Armstrong construction, but it is very much
thicker and forms the body of the piece, instead of being
cl.iefly used to provide a sound surface for the bore. It is

thickest over the powder and shot chambers, tapering
towards the muzzle (fig. 40)'. Over the thickest part, and
in some guns over a considerable portion of the chase, hoops
of cast steel are shrunk on,—the shrinkage being adjusted

Fig; 40.—Section of Krupp Gun.

to bring the Strength of the outer hoops into play to sup-

port the body ,t)f the gun on discharge. The number of

hoops depends on the size of the gun and the severity of

the strain it has to withstand ; they are usually much more
numerous than the English coils, and the section of a heavy
Krupp gun presents somewhat the appearance of a stone

wall It is believed that the steel is not toughened in oil,

but the details of raanufacture have not as yet been made
public

Steel of the excellent quality employed by Krupp is un-

doubtedly a stronger material than wrought iron ; its

present trustworthinesss is, however, of late date, and it

has hardly gained the general confidence accorded to

wrought iron. Possibly the method of construction adopted
by Krupp, containing as it does a number of unwelded
joints, scarcely permits the several parts of the guns to

support each other as eflSctently as is the case with the

magnificent forgingj of the coil system ; be this as it may,
the German pieces, though made of stronger and more ex-

pensive material than the English ones, are just as heavy
for any given power, proportions and ammunition being

similar.

In France and Italy a combination of cast iron and steel

has been introduced with a view to economy! The interior of

the gun is a moderately thick steel tube as in the coil guns

;

over this is a thick cast-iron body, corresponding to the

steel body of the Krupp guns. On the exterior are shrunk
steel hoops.

Sir J. Whitworth uses his fluid-compressed steel for the

manufacture of ordnance. He forces massive hoops over a
central tube, and over one another by hydraulic pressure

or by shrinkage.

Mr Vavasseur employs Firth's crucible steel for his guns,

which are built up somewhat in the same way as Krupp's.
He also uses exterior coils of wrought iron in some patterns.

Si/steins of Loading.—The comparative advantages of

breech-loading and muzzle-loading for ordnance on service

are fully discussed in the article Gunn'eey. We have
now to mention the principal modes of closing the breech,

either permanently as in muzzle-loaders, or temporarily as

:.n breech-loaders. The former is comparatively a simple
matter. Wlienthe whole gun, or the interior of it, is

tormed of cast metal, iron, bronze, or steel, the block is

merely bored to the required depth, and the end left un-
bored to form the breech. Should the inner part of the
gun be forraetl of wrought material, such as coils, it becomes
necessary to close the end with some device which shall

render it gas-'cight and strong. Several kinds of cups and
plugs have been tried for this purpose, the most successful
of which is the cup already mentioned in the description
of the converted guns. When we come to the temporary
closing of the end of the bore demanded by breech-loading,

a far more difiicult problem presents itself. This problem I

has been more or less satisfactorily solved in a great variety
of ways, but it will be sufficient to examine the three
principal ^ypss or.systems of breech-loading employed
in ' moaerri artillery?; They are popularly known as tlio

Armstrong, the Krupp, and the French systems.

The Armstrong system is the earliest of these in point of

data In it a slot is cut through the top of the breech of

the gun into the tube at A (fig. 41); a breech block (fig.

43), through which the vent is driven, is dropped into this

Flo. 41.—7-mch Armstrong Breech-loader,

slot, and is pressed firmly against the bore fropi behind by
the breech screw (fig. 42), which is provided with two
powerful lever handles for the purpose. Where the breecli

block, or vent piece, as it is usually called, presses against

the lip of the bore, both surfaces are of copper, and are re-

newed from time to time as channels are worn through
between them by the rush of the escaping powder gaa.

There are many guns', from 6-pounders to 7-inch, made on

Fio. 42.—Breech Screw? Fio. 43.—Vent Piece,

this plan in the BritisTi service, and at the time of their intro-

duction they constituted a great advance in gun' constmc-
tion. Experience in the field and at practice has, however,'

revealed many grave faults in them. No joint consisting

simply of two abutting surfaces can be made so tight as to

prevent the gas from escaping on the discharge of the piece

;

the pressure in the powder chamber is so great that a con-

siderable expansion takes place for the moment, and per-

mits a fan of flame to flash out. The eroding effects of gas

in motion at high pressure are extraordinarily destructive,

and constant necessity for repair arises from this cause. It

has also been found that in rapid firing the breech screw

may be too quickly forced home, nipping the vent piece

before it has fallen into its proper position ; the end of the

bore is then not sealed, and important and perhaps danger-

ous accidents occur. Moreover, even with moderate-sized

ordnance, the vent piece becomes too heavy for convenient

lifting.

In the Krupp system (fig. 44), a slot is cut through both

sides of the breech of the gun ; in this slot, in the latest

patterns, runs a cylindro-prismatic wedge, or, in other

words, a wedge of D section, the round side to the rear.

The flat side forms the bottom of the bore. For loading,

the wedge is pulled out to the left side of the piece os far

as the stop will allow it to go, the shell and cartridge are

thrust up the gun from behind, the wedge is pushed in, and
is pressed hard home and secured by an ingeniously-

contrived screw with powerful handles. As was mentioned

with regard to the Armstrong system, no amount of pressing

home and securing would by itself be of any avail in pf9-
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Tentingescape of gas at the breech, ana a specia] arrangement

is therefore provided for this purpose (fig. 45). The end of

the bore is enlarged, and into the recess thus formed fits a

Broadwell ring, against which the face of the wedge abuts

when forced home. The ring is so formed that it must

always fit ogainst ths wedge, and be pressed firmly to it by

Fio. 44.—Krupp's breech action, cylindro-prisaiatic wedge,

the action of the gas on firing. This is accomplished by
making the recessed surface of the gun and the exterior

surface of the ring portions of a sphere. In spite of the

theoretical perfection of the system, and the excellence of

manufacture attained, it has always been found that after

a time—afterfiring a very variable number of rounds—gas
would begin to escape, and then speedily cut a chairoel

between the ring and the wedge. Krupp has fully recog-

nized this, and has been succcessful in minimizing and
localizing the injury thus

caused. The gas has two
ways of escape : it can pass

either between the ring C
and the body of the gun D,
and BO out to Y ; or from

X to Y. Several forms of

Broadwell ring have been

tried by Krupp ; the form
shown in fig. 45 is now in

use. When the gun is fired

the gas acts on the rounded
surface of the ring C, pres?-

ing it down hard against the ^'°;f:~^rt""''r ''?"Tr*'',''^1, °.
, 5 1

copper dibcs; C, steel Broaawell
facing-plate A, and also ex- ring; D. bodyofgun; E, wedge;
panding it against the body X, iuterlor of gun; Y, exterior

of the gun D. The tendency °f t'^i"-

of the gas is also to expand the body of the gun away from

the ring, and many bronze guns have been destroyed from
this cause, having expanded more than the ring was able

to follow. A recess is cut in the exterior of the ring, partly

to give it greater spring and partly to afford a relief channel

for any gas that may have forced its way in. The form of

ring here shown appears to have overcome the efforts of

the gas to escape in this direction.

Having stopped the gas from getting round the outside

of the ring and injuring the gun, we have now to consider

the results of escape from X to Y. A channel cut through

hero would disable ring and wedge, which, though not so

tad as disabling ring and gun, would yet be productive of

much inconvenience The insertion of the steel facing-plate

A' at once saves the wedge and localizes the injury. It

Jlows, moreover, of the introduction of copper, discs behind

the plate, for the purpose of making up for wear, compres-

aion of metal of wedge, <fee. Two relief channels are cut

round that surface of the ring which abuts on the facing-

plate. Spare Broadwell rings and facing-plates are supplied

with the guns ; should wear set in and escape of gas ensue,

.the defective fittings can bo removed from the gun and new

ones inserted in » <vrn)lr ). ^mrm,., i JK»c^ set should last

en the average for several hundred rounds.

In the French 8y.stem no slot is cut in the gim (fig. 46).

The breech is closed by a screw plug from the rear, which

swings on a hinge to the side when withdrawn. The male

screw on tiie plug and the female screw in the gnn aie

divided circumferentjaUy into six parts, of which three

have the threads cut away, so that the surface is alternately

screw and plain cylinder. When the threads of the plug

coincide with the

plain parts in the

gun, the plug can

be moved straight

in or out. When
pushed in, one-

sixth of a turn en-

gages the threads,

which thus give

half the bearing of

an ordinary screw.

This 13 called the

interrupted screw

system. The plug Fio. 46.—French breech action,

is larger than the inteixupted screw.

bore, 80 as to afford room for the shell and cartridge to be

thrust in. The end of the bore is recessed to take a ring

against which the end of the plug abuts, somewhat as in

Krupp's guns ; or a cup of steel is fixed on the end of

the plug, which is slightly convex ; the pressure of the

gas drives the flat back of the cup firmly against the con-

vex surface, bending out the lips, which are at the same

time pressed against the sides of the gun by the gas.

This method has been lately introduced by the Elswick

CorapsDy.

It is difficult to award superiority to the Krupp or the

French system' Each appears to possess some little advan-

tage over the other, and both have attained great success.

The Krupp system has undergone the more thorough testing

in the field, and has the merit of allowing the parts which

become damaged by the escape of gas to be replaced with

greater ease and quickness. The French system, on the

other hand, takes up less of the gun, so that in a piece of

given length the bore maybe upwards of one calibre longer

than with Krupp's. In the French system, also, the breech-

fittings are less exposed to damage by the enemy's fire,

being behind the gun instead of at the side.

Designing.—A gun, like all other machines, must be G<in .i».

designed to fulfil certain definite conditions. Its projectile eiguag

may be required to pierce a given thickness of armour at

a given distance ; or weight of piece may be the limit, and

it may be wished to throw the most powerful shell er

shrapnel to a given distance with a given elevation, con-

sistent with that limit To work out problems of this

nature, it is all-important to possess an accurate knowledge

of the action of the charge inside the bore. By means

of the Noble chronoscope and the crusher gauge (see

Gunnery), this knowledge is obtained, and we shall

now explain how the indications of these instruments

are employed to assist in. determining the nroDortions of

ordnance.

Gunpowder is not properly so mncb an explosive as a

substance burning and giving off gas with great i-apidif y.

It offers in this respect a marked contrast fo gun-cotton,

dynamite, and other true explosives. If one of these agents

bo detonated, the detonation is immediately carried through

the mass, whatever its size, and the whole at once turui

into gas. Gunpowder, on the other hand, as far as is

known at present, cannot bo detonated, but simply evolvei

its gas by burning in layers from the outside to the inside.

Thus a largo grain will take longer to burn ui> and become
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entirely converted into gas than a small one will; hence '

tho effect of enlarging the grains is to reuder the action of

the charge less violent, the composition of the powder being

the same in all gi?n cliarges. The projectile is driven out of

the bore by the prissure of the gas on its base,—that is, on

an area which varies with the square of the calibre. The
weight of projectiles of similar form varies with the cube of

the calibre. Hence the larger the gun the heavier will be the

column of metal or projectile driven by each square inch of

. its base; and the greatfer must be either the press'ure applied,

or the time of its' application, if a given velocity is to be

attained. The great object of the gunmaker is to obtain

tlie highest possible- ratio of muzzle velocity to breech

pressure. Hia idear would be a charge so arranged that a

pressure equal to the amount the gun is constructed to bear

should be uniformly maintained till the shot has left the

muzzle. Science is still a long way from this, but has done

a good deal towards it ill the last few years. A charge of

gunpowder,- composed of service ingredients in service prcr-

portio'ns, exploded in a clesel vessel at a density of I'OO

(equal to that of water), sets up a pressure of 43 Ions pes

square inch; at a density of 0-75, of 23-2 tons; at 0-50, of

11-8 tons.. . Supposing a gun cartridge to be rammed home
to the density of wat?r, and . entirely converted into gas

before the projectile began to move, the pressure in the

bore would. rise to 43 tons per square inch at the breech,

and fall towards the muzzle, as the travel of the shot

afforded increasing room for expansion behind it. The
column of mebal to be moved, even iu the heaviest pro-

jectiles yet known;.is only.a few pounds to the square inch

of base, while the maximum pressure of the powder gas is

measured in tons ; it is clear therefore; that the shot must

get under way at sonie period antecedent to the setting up

of the maxirhum pressure. In a breech-loader, where the

projectile has to be forced through a bore slightly less than

jt9 greatest diameter, it will bs detained longer than in a

muzzle-loader, where it moves freely away, but the difference

is insignificant as regards the present argument. The result

of the shot's early motion is that space is at once given for

expansion, and the normal 43 tons is never reached. Before

these- matters were fully understood, badly-proportioned

charges of violent powder were found sometimes to set up
what ate known to artillerists as " wave pressures,'.' which

were dynataical in character, being caused by rushes of gas

from one end of the charge to th? other, so that the gauges
indicated far higher pressures at the ends of the powder
chamber than in the centre. This has now been overcome,'
and a great increase of both power and safety has beea ob-
tained. Several important improvements have been made
of late years ; the principal ones are three in number :—,

(1) a great stride was made in the manufacture of powder
when pebbles, pri.sms, and ] i-inch cubes were introduced ;

(2) the discovery of the beneficial eflect of " chambering,"
that is, of boring out the powder chamber to a greater

diameter than that of the rest of the bore
; (3) the

method of " air spacing " the cartridge, so that a certain

weight ofpowder should have a certain definite space allotted

to it, irrespective of the actual volume of the powder grains.

Thus in the 80-ton gun powder cubes of H in. edge are used,

having an absolute density a little over 1-75, or about 15-7

cubic inches to the pound. If these grains were rammed
lightly home in a silk-cloth bag, the space occupied behind
the shot would be 24-6 cubic inches per pound ; as actually

used, an air-space over and within the cartridge is left, so

that the space behind the shot amounts to 34 cubic inches

per pound. This density would set up a pressure in a
closed vessel. of 26-6 toni) per square inch, but the relief

afi"orded by the shot's motion reduces it to about 19 tons

per square inch. The effect of chambering out the end of

the bore where the oowder lies is practically to permit a

small gun to cons'ume effectively the charge of a larger one.

The cartridge is shortvjned, and the mechanical conditions

of burning are greatly imp-oved, so that, with large charges,

higher velocity with lower pressure is obtained from a

chambered than from an unchambered gun. The above

information is derived from the indications of the crusher

gauge, which registers the pressure of the gas at various

parts of the bore. The chronoscope measures the rate at

which the projectile acquires velocity during its travel from
the breech to the muzzle. Knowing the increment of

velocity at any point, we can calculate the amount of

pressure required to produce this increment, and thus con-

firmation is obtained of the accuracy of the records obtained

by the crusher gauge. The following table gives the

increase obtained at successive stages in the development

of the power of the 80-ton gun, which was first under-bored

for experiment, and gradually brought to its present

dimensions :

—

Table showing Experiments with SO-ton Gun. Powder, Service P^ (l^-inch cubes).

' .

C^bre.
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Let W— weight of projectile in tons
;

r— radius of.do. in inches
;

«— Telocity of do. in feet per-second

;

E— — energy of do. in foot tons;

t> thickness of plate perforated ia inches;

then ^-2-52(>-«.
2irr

This formula tells the guti-designer what energy is neces-

Barjt to overcome the resistance of the plate. Guided by

experience, he assumes for the moment a striking velocity;

the other component of the energy, the weight of the

projectile, is then directly arrived at. The proportions of

armour-piercing shsU are the same for all guns, so that

the weiglit guides the dimensions, and the calibre of the

gun follows. Should this appear to be in no way unsuit-

able to the length already laid down in the conditions,

the gun-de.signer calculates the loss of velocity in the

given range and from the striking velocity deduces the

muzzle velocity and the muzzle energy. The excellent

Work lahoava' {Eesearckes on Explosives) of Captain A. Noble,

dose by F.R.S., of Elswick, and Professor Abel, F.K.S.', have shown
K**\ how to calculate the amount of work done by a pound of

^ " powder for every volume of expansion its gas undergoes;

the results of many careful experiments and much intricate

calculation *re embodied in the accompanying table, which

B
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the bore the less is the breech pressure required to produce

a given muzzle velocity, and the less is the maximum strain

thrown upon the studs, gas check, or other rotating agent

;

next, the more forward the general disposition of the metal,

the farther from the breech end will be the centre of gravity,

and consequently the trunnions,—a position which favours

steady shooting and absence of jump ; thirdly, a siege

howitzer, being always fired under cover, is little exposed

except near the muzzle, which should therefore be made as

strong as possible to avoid injury from anything less than

a direct hit by unburst shell.

Rifling.—Spherical projectiles fired from smooth-bored

guns seldom or never pursue the mean trajectory. The
centre of, the ball's figure will rarely coincide exactly with

the centre of gravity, and the pressure of the air during

flight will then act with unequal effect on different parts of

the surface. This inequality will be increased by accidental

imperfections or roughness. The difference between the

diameter of the bore and that of the projectile is termed
" windage "; when this is considerable, it is a principal

cause of error in shooting, as the ball rebounds from side

to side against the walls of the piece as it is driven along,

its actual direction of departure depending on the effect of

the last bump before it leaves the muzzle. Accuracy of

manufacture may greatly mitigate these errors, but will

never entirely remove them ; it is therefore found necessary

to cause the projectile to rotate rapidly round an axis

coincident with the axis of the gun ; by this means the

insqualities in the action of the pressure of the air, due to

the imperfections above mentioned, take ofiFect in all tiirec-

tions in turn as the projectile rotates, and hence neutralize

each other. Extending this principle, the stability im-

parted to a shot by its moment of rotation is such that

elongated projectiles can be employed and driven point first

at high speed through the air. The course of the projectUe

from the time of its leaving the muzzle to the end of its

flight belongs to Gunnery {q~v.). Here we have to con-

sider the modes in which the interior of the gun is made to

impart rotation to the projectile. Rotation is usually ex-

pressed in angular velocity ; a shot is said, in popular

language, to make so many turns per second. Mathemati-

cally, the unit of angular velocity consists of rotation through

the unit of circular measure in one second ; the unit of

circular measure is the angle subtended by an arc equal to

radios, viz., 57° 17' 44" 48'". If we call this angle w, a

complete rotation will be expressed by iirus. In consider-

ing the energy stored up in a shot's rotation, or, what is the

same thing, the work done in producing that rotation, the

weight of the projectile W, and its radius of gyration p,

must be taken into account The energy of a travelling

body is ; the weight of a rotating one is supposed to be
2^

concentrated at the end of the radius of gyration ; then

if n be the angular velocity, the velocity of a ttaveiling body

will correspond with pfl in a rotating one, and the energy
W

of rotation will be expressed by —p'^^'^- The propor-

tions of service projectiles diff'er for different guns, the

thicknesses of sides and base and the shape of head varying

;

but roughly for common shell the value of p may be taken

as 0'40(i ((i= diameter), for Palliser projectiles as 0-38i,

and for shrapnel as O'Z&d. For artillery purposes a pro-

jectile is said to turn once in so many calibres, that is, to

make one complete revolution in travelling a distance equal

to 80 many fimes the diameter of the bore. Supposing a

given length of groove in the bore to make a known angle

with a line parallel to the axis of the gun, determining the

arc through which the surface of the shot must turn while

advancing the length of the groove, it is evident that the

angular velocity attained by the shot wUl entirely depend

on the velocity of translation or forward movement. Again,
the greater the diameter of the bore the less will be the
proportion borne by the arc turned through to the whole
circumference ; consequently the bigger the gun the less the
angular velocity of the projectile, if the angle of rifling and
the velocity of translation remain constant; the velocity of
rotation of a point on the surface will, under these condi-
tions, always be uniform. It is generally considered that
with studded muzzle-loading service projectiles, having a
length equal to about 2^ to 3 times their diameter, the
velocity of rotation of a surface point of about 110 f. s. is

sufficient to keep them steady, allowing for loss of spin by
atmospheric friction up to any probable range. Supposing
the interior of the gun to be opened out and laid flat, the
groove (of a uniform twist) will be straight, and since the shot
guided by it makes a complete revolution in n calibres, tlte

angle made by the groove with a line parallel to the gun's

axis may be expressed by tan ^. In designing the

piece, the muzzle velocity is determined on, and also the
velocity of rotation to be communicated to the projectile

;

the combination of the two fixes the final angle of the
groove. Now it is easy to see that the spin of the shot oii

leaving the bore depends only on the conditions immedi-
ately preceding. The rate at which the work of giving
rotation is done during the travel of the projectile from
breech to muzzle is an entirely different question. If a
shot be rotating, its tendency is, putting friction aside for

the moment, to continue to rotate with the same velocity.

No work is done in keeping up this rate of rotation, but
work would be done in accelerating or retarding it. Thus
in apportioning the work done orf the shot in giving rotation

at different parts of the bore, we have to consider, notothe

actual angular velocity, but the increments of angular

velocity. The work then can be distributed at pleasure

over the whole length of the groove, by varying the angle

it makes with a line parallel to the gun's axis, aS' it runs

along the bore. Supposing, as before, the interior surface

of the gun fo be opened out and laid flat, then OU (fig

47) will represent a groove having a uniform twist, that is

Fig. 47.

making a constant angle with a line OM parallel to the

axis of the piece. O denotes the commencement of the

rifling at the breech end of the bore, UPM the muzde.

Gims are rifled with any number of grooves exceeding tw^

but it is not necessary to consider more than one. Witf

the groove OU, every increment of angular velocity ijn.

parted to the shot is due to an increment in the velocity

of translation ; and therefore the pressure between the

sides of the grooves, and the studs, gas check, lead coating,

or whatever fitting on the shot is employed for the purpose,

bears a constant relation to the pressure of the powder gas

on the base of the shot driving it forward. The table given

below shows the result of this with great clearness. In ordfi;

to mitigate the unevenness of strain, recourse was had to the

increasing twist ; and a curved groove was employed which,

when developed as in fig. 47, forms the parabola OP, beg^

ning at the point O, parallel to OM, and terminating at F,

parallel to OU. The equation to OU isx=py; that to

OP is x2 = py. Since OP is a parabola having its vertex

at O, and since the tangent at P is parallel to OU therefore
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UT = PJr, which shows that the shot, though rotating in

eitlier case with equal anjiular velocity on leaving the muzzle,

has, up to that monintit;, with the parabolic twLst turned

through an angle lialf as great as would be the case with the

uniform twist. The table below exemplifies the principle

on which curves of rilling are, or should be, constructed.

The first three columns speak for themselves ; the fodrth

is arrived at by multiplying the area of the shot's base by
the gas pressure per square inch recorded on the gauges,

jmd given in the 5 th column. Columns 6 and 7 are worked
but from formulae due to Captain Noble of Elswick ; in

column C the pressures duo to a uniform twist are given. Prcasurw

It will be seen that they bear a constant proportion to the on

pressures of the gas recorded in columns 4 and 5, and tliftt e'^>'°^**>

the maximum rises to a considerable height soon after the

shot has begun to move, while at the muzzle little work is

done. In column 7 the calculations are made to suit a
curve consisting of a portion of a jjarabola, starting from
the vertex where the groove is parallel to the axis of the

piece, and rising to the required twist at one foot from the

muzzle, thence proceeding uniformly. In this curve the

maximum strain is greatly reduced, the pressure gradually

Toi/c showing Pressures of Grooves on Studs in the S8-lon Gun, with rarious Curres of Rifling. Cliargt
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'groove ; the rear one is the largest, the front one the

smallest. They are so placed that the line of their loadiug

sides is parallel to the angle made by the groove at the

breach, while the line of their driving edges is parallel to

the angle m^de by the groove at the muzzle. In Plate IV.

fig. 1 shows their position when the shell is home, and also

when about to leave the bore. Thus, theoretically, the

middle and leading stud should never come into play till

the last moment, and the rear stud should do all the work

of rotation. Practically, 'however, the rear stud, being of

bronze, wears down against the edge of the hard groove
;

the centre stud obtains a bearing ; the wear continues, and

the leading stud takes up its share of duty; so that fill

three really act during the passage of the projectile through

the bore. This method of employing the increasing twist

necessitates wide grooves, and is unsuitable for small gnus.

A diflferent plan therefore was devised to meet their case.

Two rows of stud.<!, front and rear, were so arranged that

each ran in a groove of its own. The curve of the grooves

Studs, belonging to the rear stud began at 0°, and reached the

fmal angle at a distance from the muzzle equal to the dis-

tance between the front and rear rows, after which it pro-

ceeded in a straight line. The curve of the grooves belong-

ing to the front studs began at 0°, at a distance in front of

the commencement of the other grooves equal to the dis-

tance between the rows, and reached its final angle at the

muzzle. Thus the two curves were alike, but one was

always a constant distance in front of the other, and every

stud acted through the entire length. Fig. 2 in Plate IV.

shows the position of the studs when the shot is home, and
also when it is about to leave the bore.

Muzzle-loading rifling had. reached this stage of progress

at a time when the great wear caused by the rush of gas

over the shot necessitated the adoption of some method of

sealing the escape. After many trials, it was found that a

flanged copper disc fitted on to the base of the projectile

would expand under the first pressure of the gas, and cut

ofiF the windage completely. This saved the wear of the

guns, and added to their power. It was found, moreover,

Oas that the flanges of these " gas checks " expanded in the
checks grooves, and being firmly attached to the shell afforded an

additional means of giving rotation. The next step was to

reniove the studs altogether, using a smooth projectile, and
substituting many small grooves for few large ones. This

method of giving rotation has been adopted in all recently-

designed pieces, and appears likely to give entire satisfaction.

When muzzle-loading guns were first rifled, manjj attempts

were made to give rotation by expanding projeotiles, but
they proved unsuccessful, because at that time the increas-

ing twist was not known, and the action of a violent powder
and the uniform twist was that the rotator had to expand
into the grooves, and at the same instant to communicate
a rapid spin to the shell. It was unable to combine these

operations, and the projections driven out by the gas could

never settle to their work, being constantly cut cfown by
the edges of the grooves. The result was that the shell

" stripped," and left the bore without regular rotation. In
the case of the twist which begins at 0°, the projections

have time to expand comfortably, and adapt themselves to

the shape of the grooves^before they are called on to perform
the work of rotation. On the other hand, since the gas

presses out the flanges against the bore and into the grooves,

and affords them support in this position, it is desirable that
its pressure should correspond with their pressure on the

driving edges of the grooves. This would be exactly met
by the uniform twist, but that is inadmissible for the reason

just given. The parabola, on the, other hand, throws the

principal rotating strain forward towards the muzzle; where
the gas pressure is least (Plate IV. ). The case is practically

jnet by the semicubical oarabola^whichis the curve adopted

in the SO-lon gun. 'While progress was thus being made!-'
in tliB rifling of muzzle-loa'ders, the rival systeni had not

remained inactive : the use of lead coating had bten roiino

to involve a loss of power in the projectile as regardeJ ooth
the amount of bursting charge or bullets carried. "and the
penetration into armour, on to the surface of which the lead
flew forward in a splash, when the shell struck. Jloreover,
the lead envelope would not lend itself to the exigencies of

the increasing twist. To meet these difliculties, two under-
cut rings were machined round the smooth projectile, one,'

near the base, the other near the shoulder. Into these-slots'

were pressed stout copper wires, the rear one bringing upl

the diameter of the shell beyond that of the bore, so as to

take the rifling when forced through the piece on discharge,

the front one just fitting the lands, but not entering the

grooves, so as to rotate irrespective of them, and thus keep
the fore part of the shot steady. Projectiles thus fittea

are more eff"ective than the lead-coated ones, and are adapted
to au}' twist of rifling. The latest breech-loaders made by
the fjlswiok Company use the new arrangement described,

above for muzzle-loaders— the smooth shell with ? gas checkl

on the base. This appears to be the best form of projectile,

and has the advantage of suiting either system. A few
words on the section of groove best suited to various pur<
poses will conclude the subject of rifling. The rotation is

impressed on the projectile by a force acting tangentially

to the surface. This principle would be represented in its

extreme form by making the section of the shell to resemble

a cog-wheel, the grooves and lands of the gun being bored .

to fit. With muzzle-loading systems where windage haa
been necessary, the sides of the projections on the projectile;

and of the grooves ia the bore, have been sloped to enable

the projections to run up the sides of the grooves, and &i

distribute the windage equally all round. The extreme
form of this principle is Lancaster's oval bore, the section

of which departs but slightly from a circle. ' All attempts

at " centring " the projectile by sloping the bearings tend Cenl

to convert it into a wedge, which expends that part of the ""C*

force resolved radially in a crushing action on the shell,

and a rending action on the gun. The slope may, however,

be made of such a degree as to cause the projectile to centra

fairly without exercising any important efl'ect on the bore.

In breech-loading systems, where the lands bite into tha

rotator, the driving edge strikes the projectile in, or nearly

in, the prolongation of the radius, care being taken that

the points of action are as many as po.ssible consistently|

with leaving enough material between to stand the wear and
the strain. Where gas checks expand in the grooves, these

should be broad and flat, so that a complete fit and a strong

projection should resulL . The driving edges should here

also form a prolongation of the radius of the projectile.

Conclusion.—What may be the future of firearms it iJ,

impossible to predict, but it seems probable that the limit

of power will be found to lie in the recoil. For shoulder

guns, methods of withstanding increased velocities may ba

devised, but the weight of springs, pads, ic, will prevent

the soldier or the sportsman from carrying this principle

very far. For ordnance, the field artillery appear even now
to be very near the limit of what power can be gained

consistently with high mobility. Siege and heavy guna

will no doubt gain by the increased application of hydraulics;

but it is difficult to see how progress can go much further

except in the matter of size, to which there appears to be

practically no limit. Accuracy may be improved by more

perfect methods of range finding, but, as regards the actual

shooting of the guns, it is already in advance of the difficul-

ties of 'atmospheric irregularity, which affects the smaller

projectiles greatly. The reader who wishes to study the

subject closely and technically is referred to the list of works

given at the end of the article on Gunnekt^ (e. m.)
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rits early days this science might have been simply

defiaed as the art of determining the motions of pro-

jectiles discharged from pieces of ordnance ; in its present

state it includes also the employment of projectiles specially

adapted to the purpose in view, and the manipulation of

artillery so as to enable the projectiles to produce the

maximum eHect.

Theory of Gunnery.—Instruments of great precision,

^
mechanical construction of much accuracy, and a consider-

able knowledge of the higher mathematics are necessary to

obtain and make use of trustworthy data for the establish-

ment of sound principles on which to base the theofy of

gunnery. It is therefore not surprising that, owing to the

early discovery of gunpowder, the art was long practised

in a rude manner, without any attempt being made to re-

duce it to a science. Thus, though firearms appear to have

been in use from the earjy part of the 14th century,

little of value was understood of the laws regulating the

flight of projectiles till the time of Nicholas Tartaglia, who
published a treatise on the subject at Venice in 1537.

About sixty years before that date, Leonardo da Vinci had
enunciated some of the mathematical principles of trajec-

tories in a manner which shows him to have possessed far

ly more insight than any of his contemporaries ; but he did
**• not pursue the inquiry, and Tartaglia may be regarded as

the father of ballistics. He was a man of great talent and
ngenuity, but unfortunately had no opportunities of observ-

ta- ing artillery practice ; he was unable, therefore, to bring
^ his calculations and speculations to the test of fact, and

failed to carry conviction to the minds of the philosophers

of the age. Before his time it had been generally believed

that a ball on leaving the bore of a gun proceeded for some
distance in a straight patii,—a fallacy which lurks in the

phrase " point-blank," not yet expunged from popular

speech. He saw, however, that " a piece of artillery cannot
shoot one pace in a right line," and propounded the axiom
that " the more swifter a pellet doth flie, the lesse crooked

is his range,"—a truth expressed at the present day by the

statement that a high velocity gives a flat trajectory. This

eminent philosopher claimed the invention of the gunner's

quadrant; he took into account in his calculations the

resistance of the air, but placed the angle of elevation at

which the maximum range would be obtained at 45°, which
would only be the case in vacuo. Galileo was the next

mathematician of note who investigated the subject. In
his Dialogues on Motion, published in 1638, ho recognized

fully tho resistance of the air, and pushed on the inquiry in

the direction indicated by Tartaglia. It was not, however,

till Newton's time that a sub.stantial basis was laid down
for a true theory of gunnery. The grand discovery of the

law of gravitation revealed the hitherto unguessed secret of

the projectile's fall to earth. The gre»t improvements in

mathematical methods of analysis invented by him rendered

possible solutions of previously impracticable problems

;

while tho splendour of hi.s achievements in natural science

BtimuUted philosophers of all countries. Towards the end
of the x7th century he investigated the trajectory of a pro-

jectile on tho supposition that the resistance of tho air

varied »s the first power of the velocity. Bernoulli in

1718 gave a solutiou of tho problem, on the supposition

that the resistance varied as any given power of tho velocity.

Tills solution was, however, left in such a complicated

etato that no practical use can bo made of it No further

progress was made till Benjamin Robins in 1742 published

his Keui Principles of Giinneri/, in which ho furni.shes a

notable example of the manner in which theory should bo

wedded to practice, and hypothesis to experiment. Had
Robins been in the possession of accurate instruments he
would probably have arrived at results of considerable
correctness. He invented the ballistic pendulum, and was
the first to ascertain experimentally with any degree of
correctness the velocities of projectiles on leaving a gun.
A " triangle " or gyn supported a pendulum of iron having
a massive wooden bob ; to the bob was fixed a steel ribbon
which passed through a steel clamp set to the desired
pressure. A bullet fired into the wooden bob caused the
pendulum to swing ; the length of the arc described was
recorded by the steel ribbon ; the weight of the bullet and
the conditions of oscillation of the pendulum being known,
the velocity of the bullet could be calculated from -the
length of the arc. The weight of Piobins's first pendulum

'

was 56 E), and it was therefore only suited for small arms.
It could measure the velocity at only one point each round,
and therefore, to ascertain the velocity lost by a ball in
passing through the air, it was necessary to fire a series of
rounds at one distance, and afterwards a similar series of
rounds at another distance. Velocities of 1700 feet per
second were measured, and the loss of velocity due to thg

resistance of the air, up to a distance of 250 feet from the
muzzle, was approximately ascertained. Robins discovered

that the resistance of the air was greatly increased as soon
as the ball travelled faster than sound, and attributed it to

the creation of a vacuum behind the shot, into which the
air could not rush with speed greater than that of sound.

Count Rumford in 1751 made use of the recoil to measuro
the velocities of bullets, on the principle that the momentum
of the bullet forward was equal to the momentum of the
gun backward. To carry this out, the gun was suspended
as a pendulum, and the length of the arc' it described on
firing measured. By firing a bullet from a gun thus
suspended into tho ballistic pendulum, two independent
records were obtained, and it would have been easy to
calculate the loss of velocity, from the muzzle to any range
at which the pendulum could be hit, by the combination.
The roughness of the methods unfortunately did not permit
completely satisfactory results. Dr Hutton next took up
the inquiry, and increased the weight of the pendulum and
the bullets. No very great advance, however, seems to
have been made till 1840, when experiments on the resist-

ance of the air to the motion of spherical shot were carried

on at Metz by the French Government. JIM. Piobert,

Morin, and Didion were the chief experimenters. They
raised the weight of the receiving pendulum to nearly 6
tons, and fired into it 50-pound balls at a range of 330 feet.

The information now obtained spredd over a much wider
field than that traversed by Robins. It was even found
possible to construct the trajectories of projectiles with

some approach to truth, and empirical formulaj were laid

down by which ranges and times of flight could be approxi-*

mately calculated. It was not, however, till the introduc-

tion of electricity as a means of determining tho velocities

of projectiles that accurate knowledge of tho resistance of

the air was obtained. In 1840 Professpr Wheatstona
invented an instrument for this purpose, called the electro-

magnetic chronoscopo. Ho has had many successors, whose
productions exhibit a great amount of ingenuity ; those

from which tho most valuable results have boon obtained,

and which are in use at tho present moment, are tho Bash;

forth chronograph, the Noble chronoscopo, tho Le BoulcngiS

chronograph, and tho Watkin chronograph.

The general principle on which these four instruments

are designed is that a projectile after leavini; the gun shall
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sever a fine wire stretched across a screen, thus breaking an

electric current, and causing a record to be made by the

Fio. 1.—Bashforth Chronograph.

instrument at the moment. The Le Bouleng^ is connected
with two wire screens only, the others with several. As

two records are necessary to obtain a velocity, reading the

time takeu by the shot to pass between Uro screens, the

number of points of a shot's flight at which an instrument

is capable of indicating the velocity is one less than the

number of screens employed. The chronograph invented by
the Rev. F. Bashforth, late professor of mathematics to tlio

Advanced Class of the Royal Artillery, is shown in fig. 1.

A is a fly-wheal, which, in revolving, carries with it K, a cylindir

covered with paper specially prepared to receive the records of tin

clock md screen. B is a toothed wheel which turns the drum Jl

and unwinds the string CD, thus allowing the platform S to descend

slowly down the slide L. E, E' are two electromagnets, wliose

keepers are supported by the frames d, d! ; f, f are the ends of

springs which act against the attraction of the electromagnets.

There are two distinct currents—one through the screens and E, the

other through the clock and E'. When these are interrupted, one
by, the shot cutting a screen, or the other by the clock beating

seconds, so that the magnetism is desti'oyed, the spring/ ory carries

back Its keeper, which, by means of the arm a or a', gives a blow to

the lever b or J', causing the marker »/i or )a' to depart from the
uniform spiral it has been describing—a spiral consisting of a double
line running round the cylinder. The ajiparatusis adjustedso that

the platform L, and consequently the markers m, in', descend about

\ inch for each revolution of the cylinder ; the folds of the spiral are

thus j inch apart. The cylinder is made to revolve with considerable

rapidity, so that the intervals between the successive clock marka
indicating seconds measure from 20 to 25 inches ; hence tho screen

marks indicating the moment of the severance of the wire by tlio

shot can be allotted to their proper value in seconds with great

accuracy. The screens are so contrived that the current, interrupted

by the passage of the shot through one, is completed again before

the next is reached. To accomplish this, the cutting of the wire is

made to release a spring which makes a fresh contact ; thus any
number of screens can be used and a corresponding number of records

obtained.

The chronoscope invented by Captain Noble of Elswick,

late Royal Artillery (figs. 2, 3, 4), is constructed d furnish

eight or more records, according to the number of discs,

and is so excellently adapted for the measurement of exceed-

ingly minute portions of time that it is usually employed

to ascertain the velocity acquired by the shot in moving

from a state of rest inside the gun at diff'erent parts of the

bore. It is thus intimately connected with gunmaking,
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but, having the same clmracter as other velocity instruments,

is described here. The screens used for recording the flight

cf the shot through the air are now discarded, and the

Via, 5.—Cutting plug, knife dow-n. Fio. 6.—Cutting plug, knife up.

."cutting plugs," shown in figs. 5, 6, 7, are substituted for

them. In figs. 5 and 6 B is the bore, and A a flat-headed

shot or cylinder passing along it in the' direction of the

arrow. The plugs are

screwed into the sides

of the gun, as in fig. 7,

which gives an end
view of the bore. As

Cutting the shot passes; its

pings, foremost edge pushes

up the knife DJ cut-

ting the wire e, which

passes in at one side

of the plug C, then

through a hole in the

knife D, and out again

at the other side of

the plug. The ends

of this wire are con-

nected with the main
wires leading to the

instrument, and the F"=- 7.—Cutting plug, ready for Bring.

knife D, in cutting it, interrupts the current. Fig. 4

shows a 10-inch gun pierced to receive cutting plugs in

eighteen places. The main wires run from a plug to the

primary of a Ruhmkorff coil, fig. 2, near the instrument,

yith which the secondary communicates. Figs. 2 and 3

jhow the instrument in plan and elevation.

A, A are disks, 36 inclies in circumference, fixed on a horizontal

shaft S. This shaft is c.iused to rotate, so that the edge of the disks

travel at about 1100 inches per second, by a series of toothed wheels
F, F, gearing as shown, and worked into rapid motion by the handle
C. This motion is kept up with reijuUrity by the descent of the

weight B acting on the hindmost shaft, the speed of which is multi-

plied 200 times at the shaft S. At V is a vernier, reading a gradu-

ated circle, which is fixed on~the shaft S. The edges of the disks

are covered with a coating of lampblack. One of the secondary
wires G U brought from the coil, and placed in communication witii

the revolving disk ; the other secondary wire H is fixed in a
discharger Y, just clear of the edge of the disk. .A stop-clock is

placed on a stand D, and records the rate of revolution of one of
the shafts. When the gun is fired the shot begins to move, and,
as it travels along the bore, cuts the wires of the phigs in succession,
breaking the primary currents, and causing sparks to pass in the
secondary current from the dischargers Y,Y, to the disks A, A, which
are in rapid revolution. The sparks burn off tho lampblack and
record their positions on the disks by a minute spot. Now if the
shot could cut all tho plug-wires simultaneously, all the spots on
the disks would be in a straight line, but it docs not do so, and
during the intervals between the cutting of successive plug-wins
tho disks continue to rotate, so that tho lino of .spots forms a spiral
round the cylinder represented by the disks, as is apparent on bnng-
iug tho machine to rest. The shaft S is then turned so as to pl.icc

fach spot in succession opposite an index, and the spaces travelled
by the circumferences of the disks between tho spot-s arc rc.ad off on
the graduated circle. As the circumference of the disks is made to
travel at the rate of 1100 inches per second, and the vernier reads
,ti> thousandths of an inch, the machine indicates portions of time
iwther less than a millionth of a second ; it is, in fact, practically
correct to hundred-thousandths of a .second. A millionth is alrout
the same fraction of a second as s. ucoiid is of a fortnight. Thus

the distance between two success! .-e spots gives the actual time oc-

cuiiied by the shot in moving over the portion of the bore between
two corresponding successiva p'ugs, and therefore tho velocity
acquired at some point of this tra/tl. As the incrcmail of velocity
is constantly decreasing after the charge is fairly lighted, the point
at which the measured velocity is acquired is very slightly behind
the middle of the S)iace between tho two plugs. The observation*
are worked out, accidental erron; eliminated, and the results put id

the form shown in column 3 of Vable I.

The " crusher gauge " (fig. 8) is so closely associated ill

its use with the Noble chronoscope that it is convenient
to give a description of it here, though its indications art

-rfy-

Flo. 8.—Crusher gauge.

valuable to the gunmaker rather than to the gunner. In
fig. 4 are shown three plugs. A, B, and C, driven through
the walls of the gun, and terminating flush with the bore.
These plugs contain gauges for measuring directly the
pressure of the gas on the surface of the bore. They are
of the same diameter as the cutting plugs, and can be
used in any of the tv^enty-one holes pierced in the gun.
Fig. 8 shows the construction. The bottom of the plug is

chambered out, and a steel anvil E is placed at the top of
the chamber. Against this anvil is pressed a cylinder of
pure copper A, carefully tested for quality, which is held
in its place by a spring B. A piston C fits accurately
the lower part of the Table I.

chamber, any ingress

of gas being prevented

by the gas-check D,
which is flush with

the bore. When the

gun is fired the pow-
der^gas presses the

piston hard against

the copper cylinder

A, which yields and
becomes shorter, ex-

panding laterally. The
plug is then removed
from the gun, and the

nozzlo unscrewed ; the

cylinder is extracted

and measured. Its

compression is com-

pared with those given

in a table constructed

from experiment, and
the pressure of tho gas

per square inch re-

corded. With the chro-

noscope tlie Velocities

are obtained directly

from tho time shown
by the instrument to

have been taken by
tho shot in passing

over tho interval be-

tween two cutter plugs.

From these velocities

calculation deduces

the pressures required

to produce tlio increments of velocity. These calculated

pressures arc comparnd with and confirmed by those ob-

tained directly from tho indications of the crusher gaiujei

Table I. shows the nature of tho information obtained from

o
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the combination of the two instruments, when used with

a 3S-ton gun, firing an 800-tt» projectile, with 130 Bj of

l-5-inch cubical powder.

The last velocity is calculated from that taken by a Le

Bouleng^ instrument outside the gun. This chronograph,

the invention of an officer of the Belgian artillery, is shown

in figs. 9, 10, and its mode of application in fig. 11.

iFlQ. 9.—Le Boulengi Chronograph, Fio. 10.—LeBoulenge Chrono-

siile view. graph, front view.

The shot, after leaving the gun, cuts the wire of the first scieen,

and subsequently the wire of the second screen. The wire of

the first screen conveys a current through an electromagnet A
(figs. 9, 10), which then supports a cylindrical rod C. Tliis rod

3 sheathed with a zinc tube D, which is renewed from time to

ime as required ; several short zinc tubes are slipped on, instead of

me long one, if no great v.iriation in the velocities is expected, so

a to save material. Directly the first screen is cut, the rod C

Flo. 11.—Mode of using Le Boulenge's Chronograph.

which is called the chmxomcler, drops. The wire of the second
screen conveys a current through anotlier electromagnet B, which
supports a much sliorter rod F, called the registrar. The shot, in
cutting the second screen, releases this short rod, which falls on a
disk 0, setting free a spring 51. This spring carries a horizontal
knife N, which flics forward and nicks the zinc tube covering the
long rod. The nick made by the knife, if released while the long
rod IS still suspended, is the zero point. The currents from both
screens pass through a disjunctor by which they can be cut simul-

taneously. 'When this is done the long and (he short rods fall at
tlie same moment. A cei-taiii time is roiisunicd by the short rod in'

reaching the disk, setting frw the t|iring, and cnlling a nick on the

zinc. During this time the long rod is falling into a recess in the i

stand, deep enough to receive its full length. The instrument is so ad-
justed that the nick thus made is 4 '435 inches aljove llic zero jjoint,

corresponding toO"15sec. This is the disjunctor reading, and rei|nires

to be frequently corrected during exiieiinients unless the weather
is exceptionally favourable to the electrical conditions. Instead now
of using the disjunctor to cut both currents simultaneously, suppose
the shot to cut them in succession ; then the long rod will be fall-

ing for a certain time, while the shot is travelling from one screen

to the other, before the short rod is released. The longer the shot

takes to travel this distance, the farther the long rod falls, and the

higher up on it will be the nick made by the knife. A simjile cal-[

culation connects the distance fallen through by the rod with tlio

time occupied by the shot in travelling over the distance between
the screens, and hence its velocity at the middle point is known;
A graduated rule is generally supplied with each instrument,

arranged for a certain distance between the screens • from this any
velocity obtained can be read off at once.

The electric chronograph, invented by Captaia Watkin, Watkii^

R.A. is shown in figs. 12, 13, 14. chrono-

graph.'
c

'

Fio. 12.—Watkin Chronograph.

Two brass cylinders A, A revolve on pivots B, B, C, C. Between
them, at the top, hangs a brass weight (fig. 13), suspended freely by
means of a piece of steel B, which pivots in another piece A let into

the base of the weight. Two arms E enter, on falling, two V
springs on the bed of the instrument, which catch the weight. A'

finely-pointed brass wire, CD, enclosed through part of its Icngtli

in an ebonite tube, passes through the upper end of the weight frotn

side to side ; the piece B of the weight is placed between the ends

A, C of the lever arms of the holder (fig. 14). The arm CD pivots

on the pin F; AB is fixed. K, K is an electromagnet; on at^

keeper H is fixed a strong sjiring G, G. When this spring is plaeea

between the ends B, D of the arHis^ it forces the Opposite end C to
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press against A and to sustain the weight by giippin" the piece B
(fig. 13) of the weight. In this position the keeper H is at a short

distance from the poles of the clectronagnet. Directly the current

is allowed to circulate, the keeper is attiacted down to tlie magnet,
the spring G, G is pulled away, a small spring L presses on the arm
CD, the jaw AC flies open and the weight is released. The two
cylinders A, A (fig. 12) form part of the circuit of a secondary induc-

tion coil. The screens are similar to tlioso employed for the Bash-

forth chronograph ; they are traversed successively by the shot,

which mc mentarily interrupts the primary current, and thus causes

>n induced current to pass through the cylinders A, A. As these,

^ ©̂ >•

Fio. 13.—Weight. Fio. 14.—Holder.

however, are nof in electrical connexion, the current has to pass

across through the brass wire of tlie wei^lit, which is in the act of

fallin". Tlie cylinders are covered with smoked paper, and the

passages of the spark in and out leave minute spots showing the

exact position of the weight at the moment : any number of screens

may he used, and a duplicate record is obtained in one experiment

of the space fallen through by the weight, while the shot is travers-

ing each interval between the screens. As before, a simple calcu-

lation connects time and space, and an ingenious scale enables the

experimenter to read off the velocities whatever be the distance be-

tween the screens.

In all these instruments slight errors exist, arising from

mechanical imperfection, or from irregularity in the electric

currents; still, the accuracy arrived at is sufficient for

practical purposes, as is well shown by the following table :

—

Table II.

—

Velocities of Martini-Henry Bullets fired with tico

different Charges, observed with several Instruments.

Le BoulenR^.
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g=^

Eliminating t, we get—

y=x tan e - — —
,*

_
2w« cos'e

wliich is the equation to tie trajectory, and is a paral)oIa. To find

the range, put y=0; the two resulting .values of xgive the position

of the gun, and the end of the range, thus, 0R= 1,

In Robins' experiments in 1742 and subsequent years,

it became apparent that up to a certain point the resist-

ance of the air increased with an increasing power of the

velocity. Hutton in 1790 placed this point at 1600 f. s.,

and considered that the ratio decreased after this velocity

Was passed. He proposed as a formula for the resistance

Hcc av+bvK General Didion, in 1840, deduced from the

experirasnts at Metz the formula Rex aiP+ bi^.' The ex-

periments with rifled projectiles carried on at Gavre in 1861
led Professor H^lie to the conclusion that the resistance of

the air at practical velocities was more nearly proportional

to the cube of the velocity than to any other working ex-

pression. He constructed a formula for the trajectory by
empirically modifying the formula given above for the path

of a projectile in vacuo thus

—

y=^tane-,^fi+^-H);
2 COS 'f\v' V j

from which he deduces an expression for the range which
at low elevations for velocities between 800 f. s. and 1400
f. 8. is very fairly accurate, and which furnishes tiie

simplest method yet devised of roughly constructing a range
table :

—

wh'eis

'""atvl.V
1 + ITai

Iv^ sin 2i-),
r-"" range in feet

;

« — velocity in feet per second

;

E = angle of elevation

;

i = 0-0000000458
<r-

rf = diameter of projectile in inches

;

to= weight of projectile in pounds;
jT — acc. of gravity = 32"19.

The above value of h is given for ogival heads ; with
Lemispherical, pointed, or flat heads a different coefficient

of resistance would be required. The ogival is the form
which suflfers least retardation from the air. The most
complete and valuable series of experiments yet carried out
ia that of Professor Bashforth (1865 to 1870) at Woolwich
and Shoeburyness. He found that, velocities and forms
being equal and similar, the-resistance varies exactly as the
square of the diameter of the projectile. He further arrived
at the conclusion that between 900 and 1100 f. s. Ea v'^,

between 1100 and 1350 f. s. Roc tr', and above 1350 f. s.

Ra v". These results confirm in great measure those pre-
viously obtained, but unfortunately do not lend themselves
readily to the construction of mathematical formulae.
Bashforth adopted tlje cubic law as his basis, as it offers the
least difficulty in manipulation, and, putting R = cir', made
the coefficient c a variable, the values of which he has
tibulated. His method consists in building up the arc of
the trajectory bit by bit, taking each portion so that a mean
value of c for that portion may be used without important
error. The path of the projectile may thus be constructed
with almost any desired amount of accuracy, but the process
is excessively laborious, and requires the use of a lengthy
set of tables which cannot be reproduced here. For a com-
plete knowledge of the subject the reader is referred to Mr
Bashforth's work. l^Ir Bashforth, however, tabulated {he
loss of velocity due to the resistance of the air with regard
to the time and distance of the shot's flight, and subse-
quent experiments carried out by the War Office in 1878-
79 have now confirmed and extended the results he had
previously obtained. As most of the problems of modern
gunnery can be approximately solved by the use of these
tables, we give in Table III. an abstract with explanation.

Table III.

—

Loss of Velocity of a Projectile in Times and Distances-.

F.S.
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Example 1.—The 80-ton gun fires at a Tessel in motion at a range"

»f2000}aid.s. The muzzle velocity is 1580 f. s., the calibre 16 inches,

Wil the weight of projectile 1700 tti. Beciuired the velocity ou im-

tacli.andtUo time of fli^Iit.

Here I'! =.1?! =0-1506
w 1700

0-1506x6000 ft =903 ft

Selecting the m. v. 1580 f. s. in the Ci-st column, the second

Column shows 23,519 ft Subtracting, 23,619 - 903 = 22,616.

Running up the second column and usiu" propoitioual parts, this

l»umber corieaiMjnds to a velocity of 1383 f. s., which is tlie velocity

n impact, showing the piojcctile to have lost 197 f. s. of its velo-

lity during flight In 'Je third column, opposite 22,616 feet, we
tnd 31-929 seconds. Subtracting this fiom the time opposite 1580

iiet, and dividing oy —, we have
w

-(32 -644 -31 -829)
01506

= 4-0S-4 seconds.

^Example 2.—An observer in an earthwork notes the 'flash of. a

testile gun ; in 3) seconds tho shell (blind) buries itself in the

Srapet, followed in half a second by the report of the gun. The
ell b dug out, and found to weigh 60 tb, and to measure 15 centi-

Bietres in diameter. Eeriuired the range, the miuzle velocity, and

the striking velocity.

The range is here given by the velocity of sound, which travels

ttiough air at an average rate of 1140 feet per second; so that

7-=375xll40= 4275ft;

jP ^0±c^'^ (5 -91.in3.r-_p.ggg^.
5C

"" ""60 60

r^=2488ft, andi^'.-
w

• 1-892 sec

We have now to consider what muzzle velocity will cause the pro-

jectile to traverse the given distance in the given time. It must
mover at a mean speed of 1315 t a. Assume the muzzle velocity to

be 1600 f. s. ; correspouding to this are found 23,607 feet and
82-699 seconds. Subtracting from these the reduced range and
time, we have 21,119 feet and 30-707 seconds; if tho velocity

has been correct'y assumed, it is clear that the range and the lime

of flight should result in the same terminal velocity. In the pre-

sent instance, op)iosite 21,119 feet stands 1130 f. s'., while opposite

80-707 seconds stands 1125 f. s. Tlius it appears that tho velocity

has diminished more rapidly in the time travelled than in the dis-

tance travelled. Tliis shows, that it is assumed too high. Trj-ing

1684 £. 8., aud proceeding as before, each column indicates 1120
C a, which therefore is the terminal velocity, showing that the

projectile has lost 464 f. s. of its speed during flight.

Drift.—Projectiles fired from rifled guns do not move in

a vertical plane, but deviate to the right or to the left

according to the direction of their rotation. All nations

have adopted the right-handed twist, probably because it

happened to be selected first. If the observer stands in

rear of the piece and looks at the gun when fired, the pro-

'jectile rotates, in the same direction as the hands of a watch.

It then steadily bears away to the right. The reason of

this is not very clearly understood ; in fact, two rival

theories are put forward to account for it. If there were

00 resistance of tlie air, the path of the shot would be a
parabola, and the axis of an elongated projectile would
remain parallel to its original direction. The resistance

offered by the air causes tlie axis to tend to assume a

position tangential to the trajectory. On leaving the

gtin tho projectile moves in the direction of its axis,

which is also the direction of the axis of the gun.

Tho action of gravity soon causes the path of the shot

(o make a spiall angle with the 'original direction of

•he axis ; that is, the trajectory soon deviates from a
straight line ; the axis of the projectile is urged by the

tesistance of the air to accommodate itself to tho new path,

jbut as the path is constantly changing, the axis is always
too late, since tho rotation tends to preserve its parallelism.

Thus there is always an angle—depending in amount en
the velocities of rotation and translation, weight of shot,

^nd density of the air—between tho axis of the shot GB
(and the trajectory CD (fig. 16)! Thus far both theories

agree as to the facts, but they differ as to the deductions.

The first view is' that the resultant resistance of the air.

which has the effect of a force in the direction I)C, tenda
to turn the shot about an axis passing through G, and pei>
pendicular to the plane containing BGD, so tliat if the shot
had no rotation, it would turn end over end. But aa it

has a rightrhanded twist, this motion is combined with that
which the resistance of the air tends to impart to the shot,

and the point A is therefore slightly deflected to the right

at first. Continuing the action, tho axis GA describes a
cone about CD, rotating in the same direction as the shot
rotates about its own axis. The resultant of the air's

resistance tends to increase the angle BGD, therefore the
shot will have a sinuous motion ; but as the first defiexioD

Fig. 16.

is to the right, and afterwards the point is more to the right

than to the left, the deviation will on the whole be to the
right. The other view is that, as the axis of the shot is

always directed a little above the trajectory, the resistance

of the" air meets the surface on the under side, on which
therefore there is more pressure than on the upper side.

The consequence of this is that the friction of the air with
the rotating surface is greater below tlian above, and there-

fore causes the projectile to roll bodily to the right while

travelling forward. The path thus curves away from the

vertical plane, and the resistance of the air tends to cause

the axis to lose its parallelism .with that vertical plane,

though it is, as before, too slow in altering its direction to

-^^-^

Fio. 17.—Correction for deflexion,

become tangential to the carve described. Crucial experi-

ments to set this point at rest are as yet wanting. The
"drift" or "deflexion" is usually corrected in the British

service by inclining the tangent sight. The result of this is

that as the range increases, tho highar the sight is raised, and
the farther is the eye-notch to the left of tho vertical plane

containing the axis of tho gun. In tho German service tho

tangent sight is placed vertically in the gun, and the

deflexion is allowed for by a graduated sliding leaf in the

head. The same arrangement is used in those British guns,

as the howitzers, which fire variable charges, as the slope of

tho tangent sight will accurately suit only_one. muzzle
velocity.

To ascertain the correct slope, the actual deflexion ia deter-,

mined for each fjiin on the practice ground at various ranges
with a vertical sight; then, in fig. 17, AD is the line of sight
when tho axis of the gun is horizontal. CD ia tho lino of
sight with a vertical tangent sight set at the angle of eleva-

tion ADC rci^uircd for tho range DF. Since tJio projectile

detlccts to tho right, it is necessary that tho line CD .-ihould

point to E in order to hit F. This is accomplished by iiirlin-J

ing the tangent sight AB, Jo thot JIC shall give the riquisito
allnHiinre. Tlio relation is thus cslablishcd. . by similar trianglen,'
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25- II; tlicn BC = ACtanBAC, and CD -AC cosec ADC, so
CD FU

that ^^ = ^2£_|4?.= I?. .Putting the angle ADC (the ele-
CD cosec ADC rD

Tation) — €, the angle BAC (the slope of the tangent sight) -fl,

EF (the deflexion) =d, and DE (the range) = r, we have tan 9=
d- cosee t.

r

The action of the powder charge, the travel of the

projectile along the bore, the rifling, and, speaking generally,

what takes place inside a gun when fired, are matters

specially connected with the designing and manufacture of

ordnance, and are therefore treated under Gunmaking.
Projectiles.—The requirements of modern artillery have

necessitated many complications in the preparation and use

of projectiles, which now vary greatly in their nature and
in the purposes for which they are employed. A general

description of the several kinds supplied to European armies

win be found under Ammunition, an4 but few remarks

will be required to connect them with the guns for which

they are intended. Smooth-bored ordnance use solid round

shot and case, common shell, and diaphragm shrapnel shell.

Solid shot are used against masonry, wooden shipping, and
masses of men. They were at one time fired red hot at

shipping. Roughly, the cube of the diameter in inches

multiplied by 0-133 gives the weight of the shot in pounds.

Case shot consist of iron balls packed in iron or tin cylin-

drical cases. They are effective up to about 350 yards

against troops, boats, and rigging, and are especially suitable

for flanking ditches. Common shell are completely filled

with powder, and are burst in flight by time fuzes, or, on

striking, by percussion fuzes. They are used against men
in masses, buildings, works, and material generally.

Diaphragm shrapnel shell contain a small bursting charge

and a number of balls. They are fitted with a time fuze

which explodes the charge when they near the object, so

that the released bullets fly forward. They are very destruc-

tive against troops. In addition to the above projectiles,

incendiary shells, called carcasses, filled with a violently

burning composition, are thrown into viUages and amongst

shipping. Ground light balls oast among the enemy's

working parties at night disclose their position. Parachute

light balls contain a parachute tightly folded up, and a cup

of illumining composition ; they are fired with a fuze timed

to burst in the air, and they then remain suspended for a

time, throwing a light down on the enemy'.s working parties.

The great advantage of rifling was long recognized in

email arms and sporting pieces before it was extended to

ordnance. The first rifled arms threw bullets which, except

for certain projections designed to fit the grooves of the

barrel, were spherical. These guns surpassed smooth-bores

in accuracy, but it was not till the introduction of elongated

projectiles that a distinct gain in power was recognized.

The gain in accuracy is due in great measure to the superior

correctness with which the ball is centred in the bora by
'the action of the grooves, while the rotation imparted to it

annuls or greatly lessens the disturbing efi'ect of the pres-

sure of the air on surface inequalities, or of variations in

the position of the centre of gravity.' An elongated shot

is also enabled to travel point first, or nearly so, and as the

resistance of the air depends upon the area of the transverse

section, a far greater weight can be given to the long than

to the round shot without increasing this resistance. Thus,

in addition to greater accuracy, rifling confers a flatter

trajectory and greater penetration. The elongated form

permits a head of the best shape, an increase in the con-

tents of the shell, and the use of fuzes which explode when
the point strikes an object. The projectiles used with rifled

guns are case shot, common shell, shrapnel shell, and
Palliser shell. The case shot diSer little from those made
ior smooth-bore ordnance. Common shell are generally

from 2J to 3 calibres in length. Tliey are designed to
contain as much powder as possible, consistently witU
strength of wall to r^ist the shock ,of firing. Their eflfect

is almost entirely due to explosion ; velocity has little to
do with it beyond conferring range and penetration.
Common shells are generally fuzed with percussion fuzes.

They are effective for breaching, for setting fire to buildings,
against troojis if not much scattered, and especially again.sfc

wooden or tliinly plated vessels. The introduction of iron-

clad ships is almost entirely due to the terribly destructive
fire of shells. Shrapnel shell are filled with bullets, and
have a bursting charge only sufiicient to open the ease and
release the contents, which then fly forward with the
velocity possessed by tlie projectile before breaking up.
The bullets and fragments very speedily lose this velocity

after separation. It is therefore most important to judge
the range correctly and to form an accurate estimate of the
practice, so that the result of each round may guide the
aiming and timing of the next. When the shrapnel is

burst in the air by a time fuze, it is exceedingly difticult to

judge its precision by the puff of smoke. The splashes or
puffs of dust of the bullets striking the ground should
therefore be carefully looked for. When the shrapnel is

burst on striking the ground by a percussion fuze, it is

much easier to estimate the accuracy of the shooting, and
it is common therefore to get th% range by firing a round
or two with percussion fuzes before setting the time fuzes.

If the ground is hard and the distance of the enemy such
that the shell strikes at but a small engle of descent,

percussion fuzes generally burst the shrapnel better than
time-fuzes, which, in their turn, have the advantage at long
'ranges and over soft ground. For field service time-fuzed

shrapnel should be burst at from 50 to 100 yards in front

of the object, and about 10 to 15. feet above the ground.

The cone of dispersion of the bullets and fragments is con-

sidered to be so proportioned that the diameter at any
point of the axis is one-third of the distance of that point
from the burst or apex. To get satisfactory results from
time fuzes it is necessary to have a gun which shoots with
great regularity, a fuze composition which burns evenly,

and an accurate mode of setting the fuze. Of late years

improvements in powder and design of ordnance have
rendered the velocities practically uniform. The fuze com-
position is somewhat liable to deterioration, but is tolerably

satisfactory ; and a new fuze auger has just been introduced

which can be set to any desired degree of accuracy. As the

power of shrapnell shell is entirely due to the velocity pos-

sessed by the bullets when freed from the envelope, it is of

paramount importance in long-range firing that the shell

should start with a high velocity and retain as much of it

as possible. It is considered that with field guns the

velocity of the projectile at the moment of bursting should

not fall below 800 f. s., otherwise the contents will have a

much diminished effect. The bullets themselves should

retain a velocity of about 500 f. s. on striking to be

thoroughly effective. With the more modern field guns the

effective range of shrapnel extends up to about 3000 yards

;

with heavy guns to 4000 or even 5000 yards.

Palliser shells are made of a mixture of selected brands

of iron, and are cast in moulds so constructed that the

metal of the head is in contact with iron and that of thf

body with sand. The head is thus " chilled," 9s the rapid

carrying off of the heat by the iron mould causes the

particles of the metal to dispose themselves rigidly, and

confers intense hardness, which property is essential for the

penetration of iron plates. The head is of the ogival shape,

tha^ being found most effective in combining strength with

sharpness (fig. 18). It is a moot point whether projectiles

of hardened steel are more effective than those of chilled

iron against armour. Probably the steel can get through a
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Fio. 18.—
Palliser shell.

^teiiter thickness, but the damage done by the fragments

of the Palliser after perfuration is more serious. The cost

of the steel shell is about five times that of the iron ones.

The bodies are cast in .sand, because extreme hardness is

Dot there required, and a sounder casting is thus obtained.

No fuzes are used with those shells ; they are burst by the

shock of impact on armour which explodes the powder
charge. It is doubtful if they would explode on striking

iron vessels not armour-plated, and they would fail to burst

on striking wooden ships. They are effective in destroying

masonry, and have been driven through

great thicknesses of stone. They hold about

a quarter as much powder as common shell

of the same diameter. The greatest pene-

tration of armour yet known was obtained

by the 80-ton gun at Shoeburyness in

1877. The target consisted of four 8-inch

wroughtiron plates, sandwiched with three

6-inch layers of teak, the whole put to-

gether with immense strength. The pro-

jectile perforated three plates and the teak,

digging its nose about half-way into the

last plate, which was much cracked and
bulged. The 100-ton gun has perforated

with ease 22 inches of solid wrought iron

plate strongly backed, but failed to drive a hole through a
similar target when the plate was of steel. Very recently

extrasrdinary penetration has been obtained by a 6-inch

70-pounder made by Sir W. G. Armstrong &, Co. Fired
vritt a velocity of neaj-Iy 2000 f. s., this small projectile

pierced about 11 inches of wrought iron. The subject of

penetration is treated under Gunmakino.
A description of some of the fuzes and firing tubes used

in gunnery will be found under Ammunition. The general

principle guiding the selection of time or percussion fuzes

is that when a shell is required to burst in the air a time
fuze is employed, when on striking an object a percussion

fuze is chosen. In muzzle-loading guns (not using gas-

checks), time fuzes are ignited by the flash of discharge
;

otherwise the shock is taken advantage of to light the com-
llizes position by exploding a detonator. Percussion fuzes are

sometimes found to act too rapidly; where it is desired that

penetration to a certain depth in earth or other material

«hall take place before explosion, it is found necessary to

glow the fuze by interposing a small column of composition,

buri^i.ig for, say, a quarter of a second, between the deton-

itoi- and the bursting charge. In firing a heavy shell with

high vekcity at a weak vessel, the resistance of the side is

80 slight that it may happen that the fuse either fails to

act (the shtll not being sufficiently retarded to cet it in

action), or explodes the shell after it has .passed through
both sides. To meet this case a specially sensitive and
rapidly-acting laze has been devised.

Guns were foimerly primed with loose powder and fired

by a match, next by common quill tubes filled with com-
position and ignUcd by a portfire, then by detonating
tubes exploded by a hammer. Now friction tubes have
superseded these methods for ordinary servica When it

is desired to fire a gun from a distance, or to fire a number
of guns absolutely a( the same moment, Abel's electric

tubes are employed. In them two fine copper wires pass

down through the head, insulated by gutta percha, except

at the ends, which arj separated by -^'.^th of an inch of a
composition of subphosphide and subsulphido of copper
with chlorate of potash. The other ends of the wires are

. in contact with the copper lining of two hcilus in the head.

The wires from the battery are jilacod in these holes ; when
the current passes, the composition is heated to ignition

and explodes the tube.

Srtvice of Ordnance. —The general principles guiding the

n-i.-i

employment and manipulation of artillery are applicable to
the schemes of warfare of all civilized nations. Slight
differences exist in calibres and weights ; but it may bo
taken that the considerations which regulate the service of

English guns have the .same force elsewhere. The details
of manufacture, the systems of loading, and the methods of
rilling, are the chief points regarding which artillerists differ;

these matters are treated under Gu.n.maki.vo. Of two
pieces constructed with equal skill to perform the same kind
of work, the heavier will always be the more powerful
Thus weight is the chief controlling element in the employ-
ment of guns, though cost and convenience of manipulation
have often to be taken into account. The artillery of the
present day is the outcome of a long series of improvements,
and the whole system of this important arm bears traces of
frequent modification and continual compromise. The first

introduction of firearms appears to have taken place in
England in the reign of Edward III. On the Continent it

was probably somewhat earlier, but the actual date and the
circumstances attending their introduction are involved in
obscurity. It is said that cannon were used in the English
expedition against Scotland in 1327, and at the battle of
Cr^cy in 1346. In 1360 there were four copper guns in E-rly

the Tower. For about two centuries cannon continued to "r.in.ince.

be manufactured of copper, brass, or bronze, good castings

of which were made long before the art of smelting iron

ores was perfected. In the early part of the iGth century
guns were sometimes made of wrought iron plates put
together longitudinally and hooped with wrought iron. In
1545 cast iron ordnance were manufactured in England,
and supplanted pieces of all other materials for a time.

The growing needs of warfare, however, soon demanded
guns possessed of fair mobility to accompany armies in the
field, and the cast iron pieces used being found excessively

cumbrous, bronze was once again resorted to for field

artillery. From about the middle of the 17th century till

the introduction of rifled cannon, all the heavier natures of

ordnance—fortress, siege, and ship guns-^wcre made of
cast iron; and all the lighter—field and boat guns—of
bronze. In 1717 the bronze foundry was established at
Woolwich, and most of the smooth-bored field pieces,

howitzers, and mortars used in the service were made there.

The heavy cast iron guns were supplied by contractors, and
proved by Government officials. The long peace which suc-

ceeded the Napoleonic wars was highly unfavourable to the
progress of gunnery, but a great development took place ia
the arts and sciences, so that, on the breaking cut of the
Crimean War, the latest discoveries in metallurgy and the
excellence attained in machinery at once enabled inventors

to make a great -advance in artillery. At the transition

period, a few wrought iron smooth-bores, throwing spherical

shot of 150 and 100 B), were manufactured to overcome the
resistance of iron plates then recently introduced for armour-
ing ships. These pieces were speedily discarded for rifled

guns; and practically it may be said that the adoption of

steel and wrought iron for guns coincided with the change
from smooth bores to rifles, both steps of progress being
thoroughly established about 1860. In spite of the great

superiority of the new ordnance, it canaot be said that the
old pieces are yet superseded ; vast numbers of them exist

over all parts of the world, and often form the only defence.

Even the fortifications in England are still largely armed
with them on land fronts ; and though they are gradually

disappearing, they yet claim notice. Bronze guns are now
obsolete in the British service. Figs. 19 to 24 show typical

kinds of cast iron ordnance. Those denominated acccording

to the weight of their projectile are made strong enough to

fire solid shot or shell ; those called by the diameter of the

bore fire shell only. It must be remembered that, with
spherical projectiles, the eolid must be heavier than the
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hollow kiads, which need not be the cass with rifled

ordnance, as the projectile may be of any length. The
gans are used for direct fire, the howitzers for curved fire,

the mortars for vertical fire, i.e., they are set at 45' c":- va

tion, and the requisite

range attained by vary- ~ /-T-5=n. c

ing the charge of powder,

instead of firing at

various degrees of ele-

vation, as with guns and
howitzers.

The old field smooth-

bores wore fairly effec-

tive up to 1000 or 1200
yards, and so established

a great superiority over

the smooth-bored musket

the Continental powers for the most part endeavoured
to improve their methods of breech-loading. In 1872
the British wrought iron and steel muzzle-loading 9-

pounder of 8 cwt. had been introduced into the service.

<J K

e mfis ir/vcm of Boi9e

Flo. 19.—18-poiinder Gun. A, butt;n (csscable) ; B, treecMng loop (do.); C, breech; T>, base ring and ogee;

E, vent-field ; F, vent-field astragal and fiUeta ; G, 1st reinforce ; H, Ist reinforce ring ; I, 2d reinforce
;

J, 2d reinforce ring and ogee ; K, patch for foresight ; L, chase ; M, muzzle astragal and fillets ; N, neck;

0, swell of niU2zld ; P, muzzle mouldings.

but as soon as the rifled masket
was generally adopted, an advance in artillery power

(became necessary if the arm was to retain its position in

the scale of efficiency. After the Crimean War Napoleon

III. rifled his bronze field guns on Treuille de Beaulieu's

system, and the new pieces exhibited great merit at

Magenta and Solferiuo in 1859. England, and indeed every

Fig. 2D.—8-inch Howitzer.

European power, was busily engaged in experimenting

during this period. The early Armstrong guns in England,

Broadwell's and Krupp's in Prussia, and imitations of the

French plan in other countries, speedily caused field artillery

to regain its place in war. The northern kingdoms of

Denmark and Norway and Sweden, favoured by specially

Fio. 21.—32-pounder Carronade.

good iron ores, and free from the, immediate alarm of war,

retained cast iron as the material for light ordnance.

Prussia had already begun to use steel for smooth-bores,

and naturally adhered to it for rifled guns, while the coil

system brought forward by Armstrong was found cheap and
enduring in England. The new Prussian guns were breech-

loaders, constructed on the

double-wedge system; they

proved unsatisfactory, and
since the Franco-Prussian

war of 1870-71 have been

abandoned in favour of a

single-wedge system of

great neatness and effici-

ency. The Armstrong
guns were also breech- Fio. 22.—13-inch Mortar.

loaders, and when tested by land and eea, on actual

service in China, New Zealand, and Japan, proved to be

Tory powerful when compared with the old smooth-bores,

but also exhibited many defects of construction. At
this time no thoroughly successful breech-loader had been

inTested, aod England reverted to muzzle-badinc;, while

and the IC-pounder of 12 cwt., of similar construction, was
being brought forward. Against these guns the Prussian

6-cwt. field breech-loader had no chance. Its lightness

was almost its only merit. Throwing common shell with

percussion fuzes (which were useless on soft ground), having

but a poor muzzle velocity, and sufTeting much from retard-

ation by the air, its effect was feeble compared with that

of the British 9-pounders, which threw with 200 f. s. mora
velocity a time-fuzed shrapnel of excellent construction,

while the 16-pounder, though not equally fortunate with,

the 9-pounder in the arrangement of its projectile, yet by
sheer power and weight of metal surpassed in deadly effect

every field gun in existence. England's field artillery was
undoubtedly the most powerful known at that period. No
one was more alive to this fact, or more dissatisfied with

Fia. 23.—10-iach Shell Gun.

it, than the Germans. Their great gunmaker, Krupp, forth-

with improved his breech-closing fittings, and instituted

scries upon series of experiments till he produced two guns
—one for horse artillery, and one for field batteries, also

horsed—which were an enormous advance on the weapons Field

previously employed against the French. The lighter gun e^^^
weighs 7 cwt., and throws a shell of II lb weight, with a
muzzle velocity of 1525 f. s. ; the heavier weighs 9 cwt,
and throws a shell of 17 S> weight, with a muzzle velocity

of 1 460 f . s. These are figures indicating power not to be
attained by the English 8-cwt. gun, or even the newer pattern

of 6 cwt. throwing a 9 lb shell ;—.

with a muzzle velocity of 1380
f. s., and the 12-cwt. gun,

throwing a 1 6 lb shell with a

muzzle velocity of 1360 f. a.

The immediate consequence

of the introduction of these

improved German pieces was ^"^- 24.—Coehom Howiizer.

the instituting of a series of experiments in England which
resulted in thft production of a muzzle-loading field gun,

weighting 8 cwt., and throwing a I3-tt) projectile vrith a.

muzzle velocity of 1560 f. s. Shrapnel shell from this gun
will retain velocity over 800 f. s. (the speed below which

they cease to possess high efiiciency) up to 3500 yards

range. In this new gun advantage is taken of all the latest

improvements, such as an enlarged powder chamber, in-

creased length of bore, polygroove riiiing, rotation by gjjs-

check, and powder specially adapted to the piece. Although
the introduction of this field gun once more places English

light-artillery in the van, further progress is near. Sir W.
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O. Armstrong & Co. are now (1879) experimenting with

field guns, both muzzle and breech-loading, yielding veloci-

ties of 2000 f. 8., and no doubt a fresh development of the

new principles of air-spacing and chambering (already

initiated in the Royal Gun Factories) is at hand (see

Ounmaking).

The history of the progress of siege guns would be in a

great measure a repetition of that of the field artillery.

Briefly, the smooth-bored siege train of cast-iron IS-pounders

and Scinch howitzers was replaced in 18.5'J-63 by one com-
posed of 20-pounder8, dO-pounders (figs. 25-28), and 7-inch

rifled Ijreech-loading pieces, v.ith certain howitzers which
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Fio. 25.—40-poundcr Armstrong Rifled Breecli-loader.

neverearned adoption. Subsequentlythebreech-loadershave

been gradually ousted by 25-pounder, 40-pounder, and 64-

ponnder muzzle-loaders, with 8-inch, 6'6-inch, and 6'3-inch

howitzers, new patterns of which latter pieces have jtist

passed their early trials. The 64-pounder3 were introduced

in 1 36 4. For naval purposes the calibre was chosen so that

Fio. 26.— 40-pottnder Breech Screw.

32-pounder round shot could be fired from it on emergency
The 40-pounders are stronger, and fire much heavier charges

than their breech-loading congeners. The 25-pounder was
introduced in 1874 to supersede the 20-pounder breech-

loader for light .siege trains, and as a gun of position. Ever
since 1853 experiments have been carried out by the Eng-

Fio. 27.—40-ponnder Vent Fio. 28.—40-poundor Vent
Piuce. Piece (section).

liish and other nations for the improvement of mortars

and howitzers, first in a smooth-bored and then in a rifled

state. These experiments are still in progress, and it can-

not be said thai ibe art of throwing heavy shell at high

angles has as yet arrived at perfection. In 1872 short

pieces throwing shells of 180 lb and 64 St> were adopted,

but recently longer and more powerful shell-guns have been

tried, throwing heavier projectiles with greater accuracy.

In these new pieces polygroove rilling with gas-check

rotation affords a hope that the neccsbary precision may
be attained.

The " converted guns " must not be passed over, since Con-

they are largely employed to arm our land fronts and to veiled

provide cheap and efficient pieces for practice by the reserve S""*

forces. When first elongated rifled projectiles were intro-'

duced, a great many methods of Strengthening the old cast

iron ordnance were proposed. The most satisfactory was
that put forward by Palliser, and consisted of lining bored-

out cast iron shells with wrought iron tubes. Some of the

smaller men-of-war carry these pieces, but the great majority

aro used only for the secondary purposes above mentioned.

The 32-pounders of 58 cwt, and the 8-incli shell-guns of

65 cwt, have thus become 64-pounders, and the C8-pouiider

of 95 cwt. has become an SOpounder.
Important as are the land-service pieces of the army to

England, yet, viewing her naval suiireniacy as one of the

chief sources of her greatness, we must consider heavy .ship

and coast-defence ordnance to take the first place in modern
gunnery. The contest between guns and armour has now
continued with scarcely any intermission for upwards of

twenty years, during which time the armour has increased

in thickness from 4 to 24 inches, and the guns from 68-

pounders to 2000-pounder3 ; that is, from the most power-

ful of the old cast-iron smoothbores to the 100-ton gun.

The first armour-piercing rifled guns were the 7-inch Arm- .'.rnmtw

strong breech-loaders, but their supremacy was of short I'iercing

duration. They were the heaviest made on that system, B""^

and were speedily succeeded by far more powerful mnzzle-

loaders. In 1867 8-inch and 9-inch guns had already

been introduced. The 9-inch Woolwich rifled gun of 12

tons was tried in competition with the xv-inch American
smooth-bore, which weighed nearly half ao much again,

against armour. The British piece gained a decisive victory.

In 1868 it was decided to introduce a lOinch gun of tha

fcamo character. Since that time progress has been con-

tinual, and the latest productions of the three great gun-

producing establishments of the world aro the 71-ton steel

breech-loader, recently tested, of the German maker (Krupp),

the 80-ton muzzle-loader of Woolwich, and tLe 100-ton

muzzle-loader of the Elswick firm (Sir W. O. Armstrong i
Co.).

Tables IV. and V. show all the principal rifled guns in the

land and sea services of Great Britain. It has always been

an object with the authorities to assimilate the guns of the

two services as far as their respective requirements will

permit, and so to avoid multiplication of stoiTs at the

numerous homo and foreign stations where supplier are

made ; but atill it will be observed that considerable diflcr-
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ences exist, and, judging from the progress of eveuts, it

Bppaars likely that these differences will increase, because,

aa thaacience of gunnery becomes developed, each new kind

of gun is more exactly fitted to the performance of tii«

special work for which it is intended, and tlierefore I.^ss

suitable for other purposes.
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a small proportion of shrapnel shell. In order to strike

vessels steaming past at high speed, great accuracy, com-

bined with rapidity of fire, is requisite. The guns are

aimed either by eye or map, according to the nature of tb»

coast. In the former case, the detachment commande*
estimates the range, gives the necessary elevation bv me«uik

Fio. 29.—100-ton Gun (section).

of the tangent sight, directs the line of fire according to his

judgment, jumps down and gives the word to fire—allowing

for the vessel's motion and the time of the projectile's flight.

The map system

lias been recently

perfected by Cap-

tain Watkin, R.A.
iin'e In itthe wholenavi-

gable front com-
"°- mandedbythebat- Fia. 80.—100-ton Gan (section of groove).

tery is plotted down in small squares ' numbered and

lettered. Tables of the distances of the centres of these

•qnares, the degree of training on the traversing arc required

to lay the gnn on the desired square, together with the

actnal elevation necessary to deposit the shot in that

square, are constructed for each group of guns.

Q

Fio. 31.—Watkiu Position-finder.

In fig. 31 F is a fort defending the channel; ABFC the

line of shore ; O the object to be hit, a vessel passing. A,

B, and C are stations of observation. In a convenient spot

the commanding officer of the artillery in tho fort places the

jnap, over which play two arms A'O', CO' kept constantly

parallel to the two lines of sight AO, CO, by means of

mechanism actuated by currents of electricity transmitted

by a cable connecting A and A', C and C. As A'C repre-

Mnts, on the scale of the map, tho distance AC, tho junction

tr represents on the same scale the position and distance of

the object O. Tell-tales are distributed in the casemates,

which constantly exhibit the number of tho square over
tvhich tho vessel is passing, showing tho position of tho ship,

80 that when tho gun, or group of guns, are loaded, they can
bo cither laid in the ordinary way, taking tho range from the
tables, or, if the object is invisible from tho casemate, by
trailing tho gun round till the number of degrees indicated
by the toll-talo agrees with tho reading on tho traversing
arc, and giving elevation to suit the range. Tho arcs

iJiowiug the direction of the guns are so arranged that guns

trailed to any given number of degrees are parallel with'

each other. Supposing that from smoke or other cause the

object cannot be distinguished from C, an observer is placed

at B, and the arm is shifted from C to B'. The practical

working of the system is as follows. The commanding

officer watches the course of a vessel as indicated to him

by the arms on the map, the observers at A and C con-

stantly following the centre of the object with their glasses.

He telegraphs to the battery orders to load and la}-, in

accordance with the instructions given for each square of

the map, and transmitted to the tell-tales. As the vessel

passes over the square for. which the guns are laid, tho

commanding officer can fire electrically the group of guns

by pressing a key with his finger, or he may direct each

detachment to keep np independent practice, laying in

accordance with the indications sent by him through the

tsll-talo. The arrangements for exploding submarine mines

or fixed torpedoes, where hostile vessels are passing close to

them, are somewhat of the same character as thoss above

described.

2. The land-front guns of fortresses shown in the table Gum at

are intended to overpower and quell the fire of any pieces defs»c«

which can be brought against them by a besieger. They

are very largely supplemented in most fortified places by

a number of tho old smooth-bored guns and carronades,

which are well adapted for the use of case shot at close

quarters, for sweeping the glacis, and for the defence of

ditches. The rifled guns throw common shell into the siege

works, and where possible among the enemy's material.

They harass his working parties and reliefs with shrapnel,

and endeavour to cut down his parapets and dismount hi«

artillery by direct fire.

3. Siege-train guns accompany an army on a campaign Cum ol

where great mobility is not required, and where it is neces- «t'<>ct

sary to reduce fortified places. They should be the most

powerful pieces which the means of transport will permit.

In the more civilized parts of the world, »vhere roads and

climate are favourable, it is generally considered that about

70 cwt. is the heaviest weight of piece that can be carried

with an army. In less favourable countries it is frequently

impossible to transport more than half that weight. Tho

early rifled siege-train guns wcro grouped into two classes,

A unit of the heavy train comprised

—

64 prs. of 64 cwt 8

40 ,, of 35 , 8
.8" howitzers of 40 cwt. 14 (figs. 32, 88>

A unit of the light train comprised

—

40 prs. of 35 cwt 10

25 „ of 18 .'10

6'3" howitzers of 18 cwt 10

Lately 80" howitzers of 70 cwt. and 6G" howitzers of

35 cwt. havo been introduced, but their nllntment bus n»t

yet been settled, iiicgo guns uro supplied with special shell
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somewbafc similar to Palliser projectiles, for penetrating

masonry ; also with coninion and shrapnel shell. The howit-

lers rarely use shrapnel sheU. On first attacking a fortress

at a long range, the duty of the guns is to cut down the

defender's parapets, dismount his artillery, dismantle his

ramparts, and subdue his fire, so as to facilitate the con-

-^-'^.:.:
- -,. ^-^ sv.. .vj^

Fig. 32.—8-inch Howitzer, 46 cwt. (section),

struction of batteries nearer the place. In the meanwhile
the howitzers lob heavy shell into his works, and bombard
the town, if necessary. Aa soon as practicable, breaching

batteries are thrown up in such spots as may be found
suitable for the attack of a weak point. It is rarely possible

to breach, by direct fire in the case of works of modern
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countries, 'Wrouglitiron is rapidly supplanting wood in tlie

construction of carriages, and there are signs that it will in

its turn be in great measure superseded by a mild steel.

Tbo subject of gun carriages is too long and too complicated

to be treated in detail here, but, as guns are of no use

Fio. 38.—9-pounder Field Gun Carriage (elevation).

without carriages from which to fire them, it is necessary to

give some idea of the chief modes of mounting modern

artillery. Figs. 38, 39 show the details of the 9-pounder

rifled muzzle-loader carriage. It consists of three parts, the

wheels, the aile, and the trail. The wheels Lave oaken

the tire forms a frustum of a cone, instead of being a

cylinder. The object of tliis form ia to obtain lateral

strength, especially in travelling on uneven ground. The

axletree bed is of wrought iron, constituting, with the axle,

a beam of box-girder section, the axletree f'"rming the

bottom. The trail consists of two side brackets, fixed by

Fio. 39.—9-poander Field Gun Carriage (plan).

spokes and ash felloes, the tire ia of wrought iron, the nave

and pipe box (which holds the end of the axletree arm) of

a mixture of copper, tin, and zinc. The dish ia consider-

able, amounting to 2 inches in the 5-foot wheel. There is

little strut, so that the lowest spoke is nearly vertical, and

Fio. 40.—9-pounder Limber (elevation),

two transoms, two bolts, and the trail piece carrying the

trail eye. The brackets are made of plate iron, riveted to

a frame of angle iron. The axle carries two seats for

gunners ; into the trail are fitted the elevating screw and

wheel, and the drag shoe with chain hangs below. Fig.

38 shows the gun and carriage in the firing position;

when it is desired to move it to any distance exceeding a

Fio. 41.—9-rounder Limber (plan),

few yards, the point of the trail is raised, the limber is

brought up, the trail eye is passed over the limber hook and

keyed fast. The gun carriage and limber then form a four-

wheeled vehicle, and travel as sucL Figs. 40, 41 show tha

limber, which consists of wheels and axletree similar to

Fio. 42.— O-incb Gun 'Wrought Iron Cnrriaga and Dwarf Platforui.

tl>o3P of the gun carriage, ammunition boxes, platform, and

n pair of shafts. In tlie Uritish service each gun carriage and

limber are drawn by tiiree or four pairs of liorscs, according

io the nature of tlic piece. The driver of each pair mounts I

tho near horse ; the off wheel horso is between the shafia

In some countries polo draught is preferred.

Fig. 42 .shows a 9 inch gun mounted en a wrought iron

carriage and dwarf platform. This arruDj^mcnt may b«
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considered typical of all sliding carriages on traversing plat-

forms. The direction of the gun is changed as required by
training the platform to the right or left, the trucks working
on the racers, front and rear, which are usually of wrought
iron, laid concentrically on a bed of stone. The level of

the traversing platform rises towards the rear, so as to assist

in absorbing the work of recoil on firing, and to facilitate

running forward again after loading. The recoil is also

checked either by a system of friction plates, called a com-
pressor, or by an hydraulic buffer, placed parallel to and
between the sides of the traversing platform, so that the

carriage on recoil forces a piston into a cylinder containing
oil, which escapes, through holes cut through the piston

head, into the space round the piston rod ; the size of the

holes and the amount of the oil rej^ulate the resistance

offered to recoil, and enable the "unner to stoo the piece at

the proper place.

Several kiuds of carriages on the "disappearing"
principle have from time to time been put forward. In
these the gun is exposed to the fire of the enemy only
whih being aimed and discharged ; loading is performed
under cover. The Moncrieff carriages are the most success-

ful of this class. In them the force of recoil is stored up
and employed to raise the gun from the loading to the firing

position. Colonel Moncrieff applies his principle in two
ways r the recoil either raises a counter-weight or forces a
piston into a cylinder, compressing, by the aid of a fluid,

air already much cojnpressed. The counter-weight carri-

ages are used to some extent in coast defence, and the
hydro-pneumatic carriages are under trial for siege-train

guns. Plate V. gives the details of the former. On a
level traversing platform rolls a carriage or "elevator,"

Moil which places the gun in the required position either for
'="*'f

' loading or firing. The end of the elevator opposite to that
•ys "" which carries the gun is weighted, so that the recoil causes

the elevator to roll to the rear and the gun to descend, at

the same time raising the weight, which is retained in the
upward position till released after loading, when its descent
again raises the gun. Thus the elevator is a lever of the
first order working on a shifting fulcrum, the curve (an
involute) Of the rolling surface being so adjusted that the
resistance of the weight gradually increases as the gun
recoils, and finally stops it smoothly and without violenoe.
Conversely, by this form the gun is raised to the firing

position gradually and without being jolted.

Hydranlic Gear for Guns.—As soon as the weights of
ordnonce increased so greatly that their service exceeded
the power of manual labour, it became necessary to find
some substitute. Steam power is always at hand in steam
vessels, and it was quickly seen that it was best applied
through the medium of water pressure. The simplicity and
compactness of hydraulic machinery, the circumstance of
its direct action rendering toothed gear unnecessary, and the
perfect control it gives over the motion of heavy weights,
especially adapt it for the purpose.

Plate VI. represeuta tlie mode in which the system is applied to
the working of the 80-toti guns on board H.M.S. " luflexibfe." A
circular turret contains two guns placed side by side, and strictly-
parallel as to line. The hydraulic pressure is conveyed through the
trunk A by pipes to the presses in the turret. At B is a press for
elevating the gun; this press also absorbs the force vertically given
off during recoil on the elevating beam C. D is the gun-slide which
carries the recoil press G for checking the recoil. This press is sup-
plied with a tauk T, up into which the water from the press G must
escape througli valves V loaded to the required pressure by springs.
E IS the gun run forward in the firing position ; its trunnion S is fi.xed
to the end of a piston rod, the head of which enters the press G

;when the gun E is fired it recoils into the position F, shown by the
dotted outline. The trunnion S forces the piston home into the
cylinder G driving the water up into the tank ; the trunnion fit-

E^ ™°,=''°"g the gun-slide horizontally, and the attachment or
saddle below the gun runs np the elevating beam C, which is
pivoted at the fixed jjoint T, so as to depress the mu;:de outside

the port P of the turret PR. Tlie gun is then in the loaliug posi-
tion. In the meanwhile the turret has been caused to revolve ou
the conical rollers H, H by hydraulic pressure till the muzzle of the
gun is brought opposite the loading apparatus, which is securely
housed below deck. The water power is taken down the am-
muuition hoist K, which raises a truck L, carrying a shell, on the
top of which is laid a cartridge, to the loading position JI. The
sponge N, similarly worked by hydraulic pressure, serves as a
rammer also. To perform the operation of loading, the sjioiige is
forced home througli the bore of the gun against the bottom, by con-
tact with which a button on the head is pressed, scttin" free a rush
of water ; this thorouglily and visibly drenches the bore, and pre-
vents the remotest possibility of a burning fragment remaining from
the previous round

; the sponge is then wilhdrawn, and the am-
munition raised to JI ; the sponge now becomes a rammer, thrusts
the cartridge into the muzzle of the gun, and is drawn back ; the
truck is raised still higher, the rammer then pushes the projectile
into the muzzle, and rams home both cartridge and shell together

;

a wad previously placed on the head of the rammer ia left behind,
fast in the bore in front of tlie projectile, which is thus prevented
from moving forward. An indicator on the rammer shows whether
the charge is home. The press B is then put in action to lower
the breech, raising the muzzle to the elevation required to suit the
range of the object to be fired at ; the gun is run forward to the
firing position E, and the turret is revolved till the guns point at
the object. The sighting is not on the guns, but on the turret

;

the captain of the battery looks through a hole in tlie roof R,
behind the guns, and arrests the movement of the turret at tlie

correct place, when the line between the sights, which is parallel
to the axes of the guns, is directed to the object. The firing may-
be performed either in the usual way, or by electric tubes and wires
from a distance.

Plate v., fig. 2, shows a 100-tou rifled muzzle-loading gun,
mounted en tai-belle for coast defence, and adjusted for hjdraulio
loading. After being fired the gun is traversed round to the post-
tion A, where its muzzle is brought opposite the loading apparatus
G, which is contained in a recess in the parapet D. An hydraulic
Jioist E raises the ammunition on a ti-uck F to the muzzle : a similar
apparatus is constructed on the right of the gun, which is travei-sej.

to either at pleasure. The carriage B slides on the platform C,
which pivots on P, a trunk through which is introduced the
hydraulic power for running the gun back and absorbing the recoil.

Many other applications of hydraulic power to gunnery
besides those just described are due to ilr G. Eendel of
the great Elswick firm. One of the most novel is that
adopted in H.M.S. "Temeraire," in which 25-ton guns are
mounted on the disappearing principle in a turret having
no roof and no ports ; inside the turret is a turn-table

carrying the gun by the trunnions on two arms, which ara
raised by hydraulic power, enabling the gun to fire en
barbette over the wall of the turret. The recoil brings it

down again, and it is placed opposite the loading gear by
revolving the turn-table. The general principles are the
same as those on which the previously described systems
are constructed.

Loading.—This article would be scarcely complete with- Mazxio-

out a reference to the comparative advantages of the muzzle loadoig

and breech-loading systems. Jfany have been much im- J*^™f
pressed with the great superiority of breech-loaders as small lojding.
arms, whether for sporting or military purposes, and havd
concluded that the same superiority must extend to ord-

nance constructed on this plan. Others, having seen the
difficulty of avoiding complication and accident to the parts
in the early breech-loaders, have hastily condemned the
whole system. The truth, as is often the case, lies between
the two views, as will be seen from the following considera-

tions. The chief points of excellence to be attained by a
field gun are—(a) high ratio of power to weight; (i) im-
munity from injury by its own fire

;
(c) immunity from

injury by the enemy's fire
; (d) capability of supporting the

accidents of service
; (e) rapidity and facility of manipula-

tion
; (/) efficiency of projectile, (a.) The power of a gun

is most conveniently measured by the energy (in foot tons)

communicated to the projectile on leaving the muzzle.

The following table shows how the latest English and
German field guns compare together in this respect. The
English guns are muzzle-loaders, the Geritan ones breech-^ .

loaders.
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being run back by hand. Loading at the breech will,

however, be perfectly simple. In this case the breech-loader

gains a very decide^jl advantage over the muzzle-loader, since

not only does it not require to be run back, but it has to be

run up merely a very short distance. To this the advocate

of muzzle-loading will probably reply that shells are

lobbed with low velocities into works only at considerable

intervals of time, that rapidity is therefore of no use, and

that tlie advantage claimed is worthless. No doubt there

is truth in this argument, but suppose the action of reduced

charges on the gun to be imitated by the introduction of a

brake which shall check the recoil within a short space,

even when the gun is firing rapidly with high velocity, then

the breech-loader behind entrenchments gains' a distinct

advantage. The German guns are supplied with powerful

but clumsy brakes, more for travelling purposes than for

firing, and it is doubtful how far they answer for the latter

object. In the British service it has not been thought im-

portant to check recoil, since a certain amount of it has

been necessary for loading behind parapets ; but trials have

been made of brakes, &c., for the puq)ose of preventing

g'jns from running backwards down a reverse slope when
fired from the crest of a hill, or, more generally, for check-

ing excessive recoil. Up to the present time (1879) no

great success has attended these efforts, nor does it appear

feasible to abolish recoil altogether by sinking the wheels

in a ditch, 'since the strain on tjie carriage would then be

much increased. There is no doubt the question offers

grave difficulties, especially as lightness is such an important

feature in the construction of field gun carriages. As yet,

then, the reduction or checking of recoil behind a parapet

confers but a problematical superiority on breech-loaders,

and cannot be held to counterbalance the advantage gained

by muzzle-loaders iu the open. (/.) In the older pattern

guns of both systems, where studs and windage were pitted

against lead coating and no windage, the muzzle-loading

projectile was able to take a better time-fuze than could be

used in the breech-loader, bat it did not possess the same

accuracy of shooting. Since the introduction of the poly-

groove system, in which rotation is given and windage

sealed by a copper-flanged ring or disc at the base of the

ehell, the muzile-loading projectile has lost the advantage

of being able to use the simpler time-fuze, but has gained

in several important respects. The breech-loading shell

has also been improved' by the substitution of two copper

wires for the lead coating, but is probably inferior to the

new muzzle-loading projectile, which, however, can be used

equally well for breech-loaders. It may be said therefore

that the systems are equal in respect to efficiency of pro-

jectile.

Thus then, taking the six qualities named as chief ex-

cellences to be sought for in field artillery, it appears that

in four of them there is practically little or no advantage

gained by either system over the other, while, in the two

remaining qualities, the muzzle-loader has slightly, the best

of it. On the whole it seems therefore that, at the

pre.sent moment, the balance of evidence is in favour of

muzzle-loading for field guns.

1 In comparing tho advantages of the rival methods of

loading siege guns, the entirely different, character of the

two classes of pieces composing a train at once forces itself

on the attention. One class consists of long guns, project-

ing far over a parapet, and usually fired at low elevations

with heavy charges ; the other of short gun.s, usually fired

at high elevations with low charges, the muzzles on recoil

coming well within the emplacement. The Germans use

long and short 15-centimetre guns, both breech-loader.s, and

both throwing shell of the same weight. The long gun,

fired with heavy charges, weighs three times as much as

the short gun, which is fired.with light charges. Supposing

the dimensions of the short gun were increased, Ihe pri/por-

tions remaining unchanged, till its weight equalled that of

the long gun, then it would be able to fire shell of three
times the weight. This is what is actually being done in the
British service. ISlow all these heavy pieces, firing either
heavy powder charges or heavy shell, require very strong
and consequently very heavy carriages to bear the recoil,

and it is found cortvenient to transport the guns on com-
paratively light platform waggons apart from their firing

carriages. Hence there is no longer any necessity for con-

structing firing carriages with a view to travelling purposes
;

and it is probable that traversing slides will be introduced

for all heavy siege pieces. It is not requisite to institutt

at length a comparison of the various qualities desired for

siege guns. Rapidity is very rarely of importance with
them ; they are always fired umler cover, and it may be at

once assumed that, as far as powei- and endurance go, the
two systems are practically equal. A fresh set of condi-

tions comes into play : the pmjectiles are heavy ; and con-

venience of loading, combined with safety to the gunners
from the enemy's fire, should now be considered. As these

poiats are connected with the form of carriage employed, it

was necessary to call to mind in comparing breech with
muzzle loading, that slides are likely to take the place of

travelling carriages. When long guns are fired, in order to

permit loading at the muzzle, it is requisite that the recoil

should be great, and the emplacement deep. Many devices,

such as flexible rope raumiers, jointed staves, ic, have
been tried, but have not proved perfectly successful in over-

coming this difficulty. Breech-loadingiere has a consider-

able advantage. Long guns are fired at low angles of eleva-

tion, and no difficulty therefore is experienced in thrusting

the projectile home from behind in a nearly horizontal bore.

High velocity is required, and the breech-londing system
lends itself readily to enlargement of the powder chamber,

without necessitating the complications of an expanding
cartridge. If slides are used the hydr.aulic buffer checks

the recoil at once ; on the other hand, the parapet affords

rather better protection to men standing close to it at the

muzzle than to men standing a little way off at the breech.

These conditions are reversed with the short pieces. The
rammer is short, and no great recoil is necessary to permit

loading at the muzzle. The elevation is high, and it is

much easier to drop a shell in from the front than to thj-ust

it up from behind. Indeed this cannot usually be done,

and a breech-loader has to be brought nearly horizontal for

loading. High velocity is never required, and enlargement

of powder chamber is not wanted. The men are in tho

most sheltered position at the muzzle. If these views be
admitted as correct, it seems clear that the long jiieces of a
siege train should be breech-loaders, and the short ones

muzzle-loaders. To this it may be objected that uniformity

would be sacrificed by such a combination. There is not

much in this objection. The mere fact of two guns being

loaded in different ways is surely of little consequence, and
can easily be grasped by the dullest gunner. It is done
every practice day on board ship, where the old pattern

Armstrong vent-piece breech-loaders are combined with

modern muzzle-loaders. As regards the stores, a long and
a short gun of the same weight would not under any
circumstances fire the same ammunition, and even in cases

where a heavy long gun is associated with a light short onS

having the same diameter of bore, as in the case of -the

German 15-centimetre pieces, there is no reason why the

same projectile should not be used for both if desired

;

tTiat is, the new smooth muzzle-loading shell, with a gas-

check on the base, would answer for both.

The question of brebih-loading or muzzle-loading is

obviously not only complicated, but is liable to alteration

in its conditions with every advance made in the science of
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gunnery. To decide that an ormy or c navy should have

nothing but breech-loaders, or nothiog but muzzle loaders,

would be to make a fetich of uniformity; there is plenty

of room for both systems. With regard to heavy fortress

and ship guns, it is easy to suggest positions where it will

probably be lound that one system haa a decided advantage

over the other. Thus, taking the sea service first, in

turrets the muzzle-loader is preferable. The loading can

be performed with great facility outside the ports, and a

turret of a given diameter will house a pair of bigger guns

than when the loading has to be done inside at the breech,

unless some method of exterior loading can be devised for

the breech-loaders also. For broadside guns, on the other

hand, it seems equally clear that breech-loading has the

advantage, as muzzle-loaders have to be run in so far to

permit loading that they must be too short for ballistic ex-

cellence. For a small gun placed on a slide in the bow of

a boat, it appears far more convenient to load at the breech.

For those gunboats in which the vessel is simply the gun-

carriage and the line of fire is given by the helm, loading

at the muzzle from below deck offers great advantages.

Land service heavy guns, mounted on sea fronts for the

protection of harbours, &c., present a great variety of con-

ditions. In some cases the rocks or ground on which the

battery is erected have such a form that a heavy gun loaded

at the breech could be -used where only a comparatively

small one could be loaded at the muzzle. Sometimes a
turret can be erected with loading gear outside, and then

the conditions are reversed. In the case of very heavy
guns, which once in silu are not intended ever to be moved,

the argument from uniformity loses much of its cogency

;

and the circumstances of every gun position could therefore

be separately considered. The guns and howitzers arming
land fronts of fortresses should follow the same rule as given

for the siege train, the conditions of service in battery

being very similar. The long pieces should be breech-

loaders, the short ones muzzle-loaders. Wherever the com-

parative advantages of breech-loading and muzzle-loading
are nearly equal, the decision should be in favour of the
muzzle-loaders as possessing the inherent advantages of
simplicity, solidity, and cheapness.

Conclusion.—The science of gunuery has received so
many developments of late years, and is even now progress-
ing so rapidly, that it is impossible to do justice to the
subject within the limits of an article. The reader who
wishes.for more minute details, and who would study any
part of the science thoroughly, is recommended to consult
the following list of works ;

—

English.—Robins, JV'cw Pnncijilcs of Gunnery; Gen. Boxer,
R.A., Treatise on Arlillery; Col. 0«en, E.A., Modem ArHUery;
Majors GrifEths and Duncan, K.A., Artillerist's Manual ; Major
Sladen, R..\., Princij'hs of Gunnery; Rev. F. Basliforth, Motlwi
of Projectiles ; W. D. Niven, On the Caladaiion of the Trajecl07-ie3

of Shot ; Capt. Noble and Prof. Abel, Hesearches on Fxjilosires
;

\V. W. Greener, Modern Brecch-Loadeig and Chokebore Guns; Pro-
ceedings ofKoyal Artillery Institution (quarterly) ; Lt.-Col. Strange,
R.A., Manual of Field Artilleryfor Canada; Poparts of Cmnmiltee
on Explosives ; Reports of Cmnmiltee on High-Angle Fire ; Clianget
in Artillery Mntiricl and Stores ; and the \\'ar Office publications

—

Proceedings of Ordnance Select Committca; Text-Book on Ordnance;
Text-Book on Aimn-unitioti; Text-Book cm Carriages.
Feekch.—Gen. Didion, Traits de Balistique; Id., Lois de la

Resistance de I'Air ; Prof. Helie, Traiti de Balistique Expiri-
mentale; G. Piobert, Traiti d'Artillcrie Thlorique et Exp4rimentale

;

Rexme d^Artillcrie (monthly).

Italian.—Rivisla Maritlima (quarterly).

American.—Holley, Ordnance and Armor ; Annual Reports of
Chief of Ordnance.
German,—Hatuibuchfiir die Ofiziereder KSniglichen Preussischen

Artillcrie, Berlin, 1877; Mittheilungen ilber Gegenstande des Artil-
lcrie und Genie- IVesens, Vienna (monthly); Handbuehfiir die K.K.
Artillcrie, Vienna (published in sections, 1871-77); Maj.-Gen,
Count Bylandt-Rheidt, Dcr indirecte Schttss mil Hohlgcsehossen,

Vienna, 1874 ; 'Prof. Georg Kaiser, Thcorie der ElasticittU uni
Festigkcit rdhrenfdrmiger K'Srper, Vienna, 1876; Id., Ueber Laffetm-
Construction, 1877 ;-Milildr-IVochenblatt, Berlin.; (E. M.)

Note.—The publishers are indebted to the kindness of H.M.'s
Stationery Office aad the Royal Artillery Institution for assiatano*

in preparing some of the illustrations for the foregoing article.

GUNNY. This name is applied to cloth or bags made
of jute, and is supposed to be derived from gomga or gania

of Rumphius, or from gonia, a vernacular name of the

Crotolaria juncea—a plant common in Madras. One of

the first notices of the term itself is to be found in Knox's
Cfylon, in which he says: "The filaments at the bottom
of the stem [coir from the cocoa-nut husk (Cocos mid/era)]

may be made into a coarse clcth called gunny, which is

used for bags and similar purposes." Jute (q.v.) is the

fibre of two species of Corckorus, C. capsularis and C.

olitoritu, one species of which, probably the latter, has

long been known as the Jew's mallow, from the fact that

the leaves have long been used in Palestine^ Egypt, and
Arabia as a potherb.

The seeds of the jute plant are sown in April or May and
the plant is cut down close to the roots just before flowering.

The tops are then clipped ofiF and the stems made into

bundles, which are placed in tanks or ditches and covered

with turf or other heavy substances to keep the bundles
under water. Hero they are watched anxiously day by day
till the fibre separates easily from the central woody portion.

The period of retching or soaking takes from eight to

ten days; if allowed to remain too long, the fibre rapidly

decays. In drying also the fibre generally becomes of a

deeper colour. When the fibre is ready for manipulation,

the operator descends into the tank or ditch, and taking

10 to 15 bundles, strips off the barky fibre and washes
thoroughly, and by a dexterous movement of the wrist

spreads and separates the fibres over the surface of the

water. The fibre soon becomes clean, and ia hung over

bamboo framework to dry. The fibre thus obtained is fine,

long, and silky, but the short staple and the portion near

the root held in the hand of the operator during wash-

ing, which frequently has bark attached, are the portion*

generally selected to make gunny bags or cloth of.

The kind of cloth known as gunny, Jtat, choti, &.C., ia

woven in various lengths and widths for use as bedding^

bags, <fec., and formerly, more than at present, every man,
woman, and chUd, boatmen, husbandmen, and others, ia

their spare moments, distafi' in hand, wove gunny cloth.

Even the Hindu widow, saved from death and despised by
all, made her life less miserable by making gunny cloth,

and thus rendering herself to an extent independent of hot

family. On the eastern frontier women are clothed in it,

and the poor cover themselves with it at night. In the

Malayan Archipelago it is no unusual sight to sea o poot

Chinese coolie with a dress made of gunny cloth. Thft

great and most important use, however, to which gunny
cloth is applied is in making bags wherein to pack rice,

linseed, sugar, cotton, and other products for shipment.

As soon as this cheap, strong, and serviceable material

became known, the manufacture speedily assumed enormous
proportions, and vast quantities of jut« were imported into

Dundee for the manufacture of gunny bags and cloth alone.

The Dundee mills, in the early period of this trade, had
only Indian hand-woven gunnies to compete with. The
introduction of the latest machinery of the most approved
patterns into Bengal, the chief seat of this industry in

India, has, however, had the effect of giving India the

opportunity of competing with the Dundee mills on advan-
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tageous terms, and now India supplies vast quantities of

gunnies to Europe, Egypt, Ceylon, the Malayan Archipelago,

China, and the United States. In America alone it is

computed that the annual average outturn of cotton is

3,500,000 bales, each bale requiring C yards of wrapping

Biateriul, and of this otfe-third at least is supplied in gunny

cloth. In 1872-73 6,105,275 gunnies and 64,347 pieces

\vere exported from India, whilst in 1876-77, during a

period of eleven months, 30,110,616 gunny bags and

6,262,835 yards of gunny cloth were exported to foreign

countries. These figures do not include what is sent coast-

wise or what is used for packing exported Indian produce.

Bombay too has machinery for weaving jute, but has not
as yet done much to compete with Bengal, and indeed there

appears little hope for Bombay unless large quantities of

jute can be made to grow on the spot, since, apart from the

cost of carriage, the juices in the jute plant, as in many
other plants, become resinified by drying, and therefore

require operating upon whilst perfectly fresh, being attended
after treatment with more difficulty in manipulation and a
less outturn of fibre.

The excellent gunny bags sent to England are often used
for repacking for exportation, and large quantities fioA

their way to paper mills.

GUNPOWDER
UPON the great importance of the invention of gun-

powder it is needless to dwell. Not only has it

revolutionized the art of war, and giverfthe forces of civiliza-

tion a vast advantage over mere numbers and savage valour,

but we may even urge, paradoxical though it appears, that

the very improvements by which modern science has ren-

dered military machines more deadly tend to make war far

more expensive, and therefore to prevent its being bo fre-

quently or so rashly undertaken as of old. Besides such

indirect services to civilization, gunpowder has been and is

of great use in the arts of peace, although of late years to a

certain extent superseded by more potent explosive agents.

Historical Such being the case, it is not a little remarkable that the

sketch, discovery of gunpowder should be veiled in uncertainty,

althongh this very obscurity seems proof of its great anti-

quity. It is, however, certain that it was not invented, as

has been often stated, by, the German monk Bertholdus

Schwartz, about 1320, althpugh Wilkinson, in his Engines

of War, considers Schwartz may have suggested the use of

a mortar, since the form as also the name of this piece of

ordnance may well have been due to some accident in the

laboratory. Roger Bacon, who was born in 1214, refers, cii-ca

1267, to an explosive mixture of the nature of gunpowder

as known before his time, as being employed for purposes

of diversion, and as producing a noise like thunder, and
flashes like lightning; he even suggests its application to

military purposes, and indulges in the supposition that some

such composition might have been employed by Gideon to

destroy the Midianites (Judges vii.). He elsewhere writes

—•" Ex hoc ludicro pucrili quod fit in multis mundi partibus,

scilicet, ut instrumento facto ad quantitatem pollicis humani,

ex hoc violentia salis, qui salpetrs vocatur, tam Lorribilis

Sonus nascitur in ruptura tam modicse pergaraenae, quod

fortis tonitru rugitum et coruscationem maximam sui

luminis jubar excedit" (see preface to Jebb's edition of

Bacon's Optts Majus). In the above passage saltpetre is

alone referred to as the violently explosive substance, but

Bacon was well aware of the fact that saltpetre of itself

will not explode, for in .his previously written treatise, De
Secretis Operibus Artiset Natures et de Nullitate Magics, he

says " that from saltpetre and other ingredients we are able

to make a fire that shall burn at any distance we please."

In chap. xi. of the same work these other ingredients are

veiled in the disguise of an anagram: "Sed tamen salis

petrae lura nope cum ubre et sulphuris, et sic facies tonitrura

et coruscationem, si scias artificium
;

" the unmeaning
words in italics have been translated as earbonum pulvere.

Koblns, in his work on gunnery (1742), and Dutens

(Enquiry into the Origin of Discoveries attributed to the

Moderns) suggest that Bacon may have derived his know-
ledge from the MS. of Marcus Grsecus, preserved in the

National Library in P,aris, entitled " Inoipit Liber Ignium
a Marco Grseco prescriptus, cujus virtus et efficacia est ad

comburendum hostes, tam in mari quam in terra." Marcus
Grsecus, who lived about the end of the 8th century, was
therefore not ignorant of the military uses to which the

composition might be put ; among other modes of launching

fire upon an enemy he gives one to the following effect :

—

one pound of live sulphur, two of charcoal of willow, and
six of saltpetre, reduced to a fine powder in a marble

mortar and mixed together; a certain quantity is to be put

into a long, narrow, and well compacted cover, and thea

discharged into the air. This is evidently the description

of a rocket. It lias also been suggested that Bacon may
have learnt the secret in Spain, in which country he is

known to have travelled, and whose Moorish masters wero

then far in advance of the rest of Europe in science and
literature. Albertus Magnus, in his treatise De Mirabilibus

Mnndi, repeats almost word for word several receipts in the

work of Marcus Grascus; also, an epistle by Ferrarius, a

Spanish monk, and a contemporary of Bacon, which is

preserved in the Bodleian Library at Oxford, gives receipts

for Greek fire, rockets, and " thunder." There is a treatise

on gunpowder in the library of the Escorial, written

about 1250, which appears to describe both rockets and

shells, the Arabians are, from this and other authorities,

supposed to have enclosed combustible or explosive com-

positions in hollow globes of iron, which were discharged

upon the foe either by hand, like the modern grenade, or

from the warlike machines then in use ; it has also been

stated that towards the close of the 13th century they

projected small balls from tubes carried in the hand, or

attached to the end of a lance, and only used at close

quarters, being in fact hand-guns. Rockets were employed

during the reign of the Greek emperor Leo, about 880,

and indeed seem to have been known in India from time

immemorial, some of them having been made of great size.

The gloom of the dark ages precludes further attempt t«

trace back the history of gunpowder with any certainty, but

Mr Dutens, in the work before quoted, adduces many
passages from classical authors in support of his view that

a composition of the nature of gunpowder was not unknown
to the ancients, as, for example, the story of Saimoneus,

king of Elis, who, according to Virgil {JUneid, vi. 585), for

his audacity in attempting to imitate thunder and lightning,

was slain by Jupiter ; Mr Dutens considers he may have

fallen a victim to his own experiments. Eustathius, a

commentator on Homer,. speaks of him as being so skilled

in mechanics that he constructed machines to imitate

thunder (Eustathius ad Odyss., X 234, p. 1682, 1. 1 ; see

also Hyginus, Fabid., 61, 650; Valerius Flaccus, lib. i.

662). It is also narrated of Caligula by Dion Cassius

{Hist. Rom., "Caligula," p. 662) that he had machines which

imitated thunder and lightning, and emitted stones. See

also Johannes Antiochinus, Chronica apud Peiresctana

Valesii, Paris, 1604, p. 804.
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According to Themistius (Oral., rxvii. p. 337) the

Brahmins had siniihr machines. Philostratus, in his life

of Apollonius Tyanoeus (lib. iL cap. 14), written about 200

A.D., relates of a people of India, dwelling between the

Hyphasis and the Ganges, whose country Alexander never

entered : "Their cities he could never have taken, though

he had led a thousand as brave as Achilles, or three thousand

Buch OS Ajax, to the assault ; for they come not out to the

field to fight those who attack them, bat these holy men,
beloved by the gods, overthrow their enemies with tempests

and thunderbolts shot from their walls."

From the mention by Vitruvius, and in Plutarch's life of

Marcellus, that one of his machines threw large stones with

great noise, it has been thought that Archimedes used some
explosive composition in the defence of Syracuse.

The most ancient reference of all is in the Gcntoo code

of laws (Halhod's translation), supposed by some authori-

ties to be coeval with Moses. It runs thus :
" The magis-

trate shall not make war with any deceitful machine, or

with poisoned weapons, or with cannon and guns, or any
kind of firearms." The translator remarks that thu pass-

age may "serve to renew the suspicion, long since deemed
absurd, that Alexander the Great did absolutely meet with

some weapons of that kind in India, as a passage from

Quintus Curtius seems to ascertain." The word translated

firearms is literally a weapon of fire, and one species of it

has been described as a dart or arrow tipped with fire and
discharged from a bamboo, so that the reference may not

be to any propelling agent, but merely to some combustible

or incendiary composition, of the nature oi the so-called

Greek fire.

It is almost certain that those authors who assert that

the Arabians used gunpowder at the siege of Mecca, C90
A.D., having derived their knowledge of it from India or

China, confound gunpowder with this Greek fire, which

Beems to have been the generic name given to several

different combustible mixtures, although Arabian writers

Bpeak of them as Chinese fires, Greek fire was intro-

duced into Constantinople from the East about the year

673 ; it was discharged upon the enemy by means of

various engines of war, or in smaller quantities attached

to arrows or darts. The Saracens used it against the

Crusaders. Maimbourg, in his History of tlw Crusades,

describes its effects ; and Joinville, who was an eye-witness,

says "it was thrown from a petrary, and came forward

as large as a barrel of verjuice, with a tail of fire as

big as a great sword, making % noi«« like thunder, and

Beeniing like a dragon flying in the air; the light it gave

out from the great quantity of fire rendered the camp sis

bright as day, and such was the terror it occasioned among
the commanders in the army of St Louia that Gautier do

Cariel, an experienced and valiant knight, advised that, as

often as it was thrown, they should prostrate themselves

upon their elbows and knees, and beseech the Lord to

deliver them from that danger against which he alone could

protect them." However, its actual destructive cfTect seems

to have been very inadequate to the terror it occasioned.

From the account of Geoffrey de Vinesauf, sand and earth,

but especially vinegar, appear to have been considered the

best extinguishers ; water woald not put it out. One
description of this wildfire was composed of resin, sulphur,

naphtha, and probably saltpetre. Bacon states that religious

scruples hindered European nations from adopting Greek

fire ; but if so, they seem to have been gradually overcome,

for its use is mentioned by various writers, Anna Comnena,
Pfere Daniel, and Froissart among them. Similar scruples

no doubt considerably retarded the introduction of gun-

powder ; and the fear that its adoption would prove fatal

to all knightly gallantry also caused it to be regarded with

Aversion. Firdousi, the famous Persian poet, describes ia

his writings what were doubtless the effects of rockets and
wildfire discharged uoon the enemy, but ho ascribes the

whole to magic.

The researches of all authorities seem to point to the

Far East as the birthplace of an explosive mixture of

the nature of gunpowder; it >\as used there from time

immemorial, although doubtlen ill application as a propel-

ling agent is of far later date. In all probability, the germ
of the science of explosives lay in the accidental discovery

of the peculiar properties of the nitre so plentifully found

mixed with the soil upon the vast plains of India and China.

By means of the charred embers of wood-fires, used for

cooking, the two most actlre ingredients of gunpowdei
might easily be brought into contact, and, under the action

of heat, more or less deflagration would ensue ; in fact, the

accidental dropping of some of the crude saltpetre into the

coals would show its remarkable power of supporting and

accelerating combustion. The combination of saltpetre and

charcoal in a more or less powerful mixture can therefore

be easily conceived, the sulphur being an after addition,

and not necessary to cause explosion. Our present gun-

powder is only the improvement and perfection of such a

mixture. Saltpetre was early knovrn as " Chinese snow,"

and some have supposed the use of gunpowder in cannoa

to have been known in China very soon after, if not

before, the Christian era. But this seems to be an error,

for Colonel Anderson, C.B., in his book on gunpowder

(London, 1862), quotes a conversation held by John Bell

of Antermony, who visited Peking in 1721, with the

emperor's general of artillery, to the effect that from their

records it had been used in fireworks, itc, for about 2000
years, but that its application to the propulsion of shot was

a late introduction. Some of their compositions had such

names as "devouring fire," "earth thunder," <fec. The
Institutes of Timur, written about the middle of the 14th

century, contain no mention of cannon or gunpowder,

although full particulars are given of the equipment of his

troops ; it is, however, related that when Timur engaged

the army of Mahmud under the walls of Delhi, men
scattered wildfire and flung rockets in every direction. In

this connexion it may be noted that, while the use of

rockets was of very old date in India, the names given to

pieces of artillery under the rule of Baber and the Mogul
conquerors of Hindustan almost invariably point to a
European, or at least to a Turkish origin. It is also well

authenticated that Akbar and Aurungzebe bad Englishmen

and other Europeans in their service to teach the art of gun-

nery. The analysis of the gunpowder made by the Chinese

in the present day shows a composition almost identical

with that employed in Europe, which has only been arrived

at after centuries of experience, so that, in all probability,

they have corrected their earlier formula from Western

sources.

Whatever obscurity may hang over the early history of

gunpowder, it seems most probable that its employment

as a propelling agent originated among the Moors or

Saracens,—whose civilization for several centuries con-

trasted forcibly with the intellectual darkness of Christen-

dom,—and from them spread eastward, as well as north-

ward into Europe. Coiid(S {/list. Dom. Arabs in Sj>ain)

states that Ismail Ben Feraz, king of Grenada, who in

1325 besieged Baza, had among his machines "some that

cast globes of fire with resounding thunders and lightnings

resembling those of the resistless tempest ; all these missilea

caused fearful injuries to the walls and towers of the city."

The first reliable contemporary document relative to the use

of gunpowder in Europe, a document still in existence,

bears date 11th February 1320; it gives authority to the

priors, the gonfalonier, and council of twelve of Florcuce to

appoint persons to superintend the manufacture of caunonk
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of brass, and iron balls, for the defence of the commune,
camps, and territory of the republic.

If tlie testimony of John Barbour, archdeacon of Aber-

deen, who wrote iu 1375, is to be believed, cannon, which

he calls "crakys of war," were employed during the invasion

of Scotland by Edward III. in 1327 ; but they are not

mentioned iu the accounts of the expenses of this war pre-

served in the record office. An indenture, first published by

Sir N. H. Nicolas in his Hist. Royal Navy (London, 1847),

and since by Lieut.-Colonel H. Brackenbury [Proceedings R.

A. Institution, 18C5), stated to be of 12 Edward IIL, 1338,

contains several references to small cannon as among the

stores of the tower, and also mentions " un petit barrell de

gonpouder le quart'plein." If authentic, this is certainly

the first distinct mention of gunpowder in Great Britain we
BOW possess, but doubts have since been thrown upon the

date of this MS. It, however, seems certain, from a con-

temporary document iu the National Library in Paris, that,

in this same year 1338, there existed in the marine arsenal

at Eouen, an iron weapon, called " pot de fer," for pro-

pelling bolts, together with some saltpetre and sulphur to

make powder for the same ; at this period the ingredients

were usually kept separate, and mixed when required.

From the year 1345, 19 Edward IIL, we have, preserved

in the Record Office, reliable accounts of the purchase of

ingredients needed for the fabrication of gunpowder, and of

the shipping of cannon for France. In 1346 Edward III.

ordered all the saltpetre and sulphur that could be found

to be bought up for him, but the quantities obtained were

very small Whether it be true or not that cannon were

used by the English at Cr^cy in that year belongs rather

to the question of the employment of artillery in the field;

it has been maintained that such was the case by Napoleon

IIL {Etudes siir le passe et I'avenir de PArtillerie). It

may be noted that Petrarch, about the year 1344, iu

his dialogues De remediis utriusque foriuna;, ajjeaks of
" brazen globes cast forth by the force of flame with a hor-

rible sound of thunder " as having become as common as

any other kind of weapon.

In the year 1377, being the first of Richard II., Thomas
Norbury was ordered to buy, amongst other munitions,

Eulphur, saltpetre, and charcoal to be sent to the castle of

Brest In 1414 Henry V. ordered that no gunpowder
should be taken out of the kingdom without special licence

;

in the same year this monarch also ordered twenty pipes of

powder made of willow charcoal, and various other articles

for the use of the guns.

It was not, however, until the reign of Elizabeth that the

manufacture of gunpowder can be said to have been estab-

lished in England. The greater portion required had been
previously imported from abroad, and the trade had been
an open one ; but the threatening attitude of Spain com-
pelled the Government to provide more efficient means of

defence, and patents were issued by the crown for the manu-
facture of gunpowder, constituting it a monopoly. Early
in this reign also, saltpetre began to be artificially produced
in England, but the quantity so obtained formed a very
'small proportion of the supply needed, the remainder being
Jbronght from various parts of the Continent, and from
Barbary. Again, in 1623, nominally in order to prevent
the sale of weak or defective powder, a proclamation was
issued by James I., prohibiting its manufacture, as well as

Ithat of saltpetre, except under the king's commission, and
directing that all gunpowder should be proved and marked
by the sworn proof-master. A little later, in 1626, the
East India Company had commenced the importation of

saltpetre, and had also erected powder works in Surrey.
Their renewed charter in 1693 contained a clause provid-

ing that 500 tons of saltpetre were to be furnished to the
ordnance annually, and from this time forward we hear of

no difficulty, at least ia England, of obtaining tli« chief

ingredient of gunpowder, although on the Ccmtinent great

attention has been paid to its artificial production ; this was
especially the case in France during the reign of Napoleon
I., when the supremacy of Great Britain at sea for many
years prevented the importation of saltpetre by her enemies.

About the year 1590, George Evelyn, grandfather of the

celebratedJohn Evelyn of Wooton, received the royal licence

to set up powder mills at Long Ditton and Godstone ; the

Evelyns are said to have brought the art from Holland.

The works at Favereham, afterwards for so many years the

Government gunpowder factory, date from Elizabeth's reign,

but were then of secondary importance to those at Godstone.

There seems reason, however, to suppose that powder mills

existed at Waltham Abbey so far back as 1561, for In that

year we find John Thomworth of Waltham in treaty, on
behalf of Queen Elizabeth, for the purchase of saltpetre,

sulphur, and staves for barrels. Fuller also refers {English

Worthies, i. 338) to the powder mills at Waltham Abbey,

of which place he was appointed vicar in 1641. In 1787
they were sold to the crown by John Walton, and reorgan-

ized under the superintendence of the famous Sir William

Congreve. The old royal factoryat Faversham was given

up after the peace of ISlo, being first let and afterwards

sold to the well-known firm of Messrs John Hall & Son

;

a third Government factoi-y at Ballincollig was disposed of

a few years later. The Waltham Abbey works have been

greatly enlarged of recent years, and no expense has been

spared to render them, by the introduction of new and
improved machinery, the most complete as well as the safest

in the world. It is impossible to describe in detail the

various improvements which have been made in the manu-
facture of gunpowder, but the most important will be briefly

stated when describing the successive processes to which

the ingredients are subjected.

The Ingredients and theib Action.

The objects to be attained in the production of an Objtdi

explosive agent for artillery and small arms are—(a) the to l>»

maximum of propelling force
; (5) the minimum of initial

****»"*

pressure in the bore of gun ;
(c) uniformity of action

;
(cQ

freedom from fouling, especially in small-arm powders
;

(e)

durability, i.e., power to bear transport and keep well ia

store. Of all explosive substances at present known, gun-

powder alone can be said to fulfil the first three conditions.

Its advantages may be summed up as follows :— (a) the Atlva*-

rate of combustion of gunpowder is gradual compared with toges ri

that of most other explosives ; and, both by adjusting the ^^i^
proportions of the ingredients and varj'ing the mechanical

processes of manufacture, its explosiveness can be modified

so as to suit every description of weapon
; (6) the ingredients

are easily procured, and are comparatively cheap ; (c) with

proper precautions, it is comparatively safe in manufacture,

in store, and in transport ; it also keens well in a moderately

dry atmosphere.

The earliest gunpowder used in cannon in Europe con-

sisted of equal parts of saltpetre, charcoal, and sulphur,

ground up and mixed together as required, and must have

proved a mixture far inferior in strength to that given in

the MS. of Marcus Grscus. To account for the use of such

a very weak composition long after better proportions had

been ascertained, it must be remembered that the earliest

cannon were composed of iron staves roughly hooped

together"; and tubes of thin iron, or even.of wood or leather,

with rope coiled round them, were sometimes used. Indeed

the effective application of gunpowder as a propelling agent

involves a whole series of inventions, and it was doubtless

chiefly owing to the backward state of mechanical science

during the Middle Ages that such weak powders were

employed. The alow growth of arti,'(ery science in Europe
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for five ceaturies, and its rapid development in very recent

years, are facts which support this presumption. Even
about 1410 the proportions were still but 3 saltpetre, 2

sulphur, ami 2 charcoal. The relative amount of saltpetre

was grailually increased, and Tartaglia (Quesiti e Iiiveiitioni

diversi, Venice, 154(3) mentions twenty-three various com-

positions as having been used at different times ; the gun-

powders of his d.ays were

—
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years' growth. The quality of the charcoal exercises the

greatest influence upon the rate of combustion, so that both

the description of wood used and the mode of burning are

of the utmost importance.

By a series of experiments first made by Proust, and

since repeated by Englisli chemists, it has been found tliat

12 grains of various charcoals, mixed with CO grains of

ealtpetre, give the following average volumes of gas :

—

Cubic inches.

Dogwood (Rhamma Frangxtla) 82

"Willow {Salix alba) 77
AUer 74
Filbert 72
Fir, chestnut, hazel 66
Overheated "illow charcoal 63

The production of the strongest, powder does not depend
alone upon the evolution of the largest volume of gas, but

the above table is of interest since the three descriptions of

wood which head the list have long been considered by
universal consent as the best adapted for the manufacture

of charcoal for gunpowder. Dogwood (so-called, but in '

reality it is alder-buckthorn, Khamnus Frangida, the French
bourdaine) is an underwood of slow growth, usually obtained

from Sussex, Belgium, or Prussia ; it is cut about an inch

in diameter, and packed in bundles 6 feet long. This wood
is now used, both in England and on the Continent, for all

military small-arm powders, as well as the best descriptions

of spurting gunpowder. It has been found, moreover, that

cannon powders made- from dogwood charcoal are, other

things being equal, much more violent in action than those

manufactured with willow or alder charcoal. Accidents
with powder made from dogwood charcoal have usually

proved more' destructive than those made with any other

description. Alder and willow charcoal is used for making
gunpowders for field and heavy ordnance, as well as for

the commoner kinds of commercial powders ; these woods
ai^e obtained from various parts of England, and should
measure about 4 inches in diameter. The willow used is the

Salix alba, one of the softest and lightest of English woods,
white in colour, and of very rapid growth ; the pith is

circular, and tolerably large. Alder is considerably harder
and denser in texture, and of slower growth ; its colour is

reddish-yellow, and the small pith triangular or bayonet-

shaped in section. Dogwood has a very large pith in pro-

portion to its size, circular, and of a red colour, which is

preserved even after the wood is converted into charcoal

The temperature at which the wood is charred exercises

the most powerful influence upon the inflammability of the

charcoal, and consequently upon the " explosiveness," or

rate of combustion, of the gunpowder made from it. The
higher the temperature the larger the proportion of hydrogen
and oxygen expelled, and the nearer the approach of the

charcoal to pure carbon ; at the same time, it becomes more
dense and incombustible, and the gunpowder made from it is

comparatively slow in action, and gives a low initial velocity

Charcoal prepared at a low temperature is softer and
more inflammable, and contains more volatile constituents

;

it makes a quicker burning powder, giving a higher velocity

to the projectile, but also producing more strain or pressure

upon the metal of the gun. The chief defect, however, of

this " slack-burnt " charcoal, or charbon roux, as it is called

from its reddish-brown colour, is its property of absorbing

moisture more readily than denser charcoal ; the powder
manufactured from it is consequently mors hygroscopic,

and therefore more liable to deteriorate in strength from
the eS'ccts of damp than that made with a more highly burnt
charcoal. To show the great diff'erence in inflammability

caused by burning at low and high temperatures respect-

ively, it may be stated that charcoal prepared at 500° Fahr.

readily ignites at about 640°, while, if burnt at 180P°
yuhf., nearly double the heat previously mentioned is

required to inflame it. The following table exhibits con-
cisely the practical effects of different modes of preparing
charcoal for gunpowder, the same kind of wood being used
in each case ; it shows (a) the analysis of the charcoals, and
(i) the comparative initial velocities and pressures given by
powders made in a precisely similar manner from those
charcoals.

1
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Uv No physical property affects the explosiveness of gun-

powder as much as its density. By density we mean the

'"*• quantity of matter actually present in a certain bulk of the

powder. Thus, if different quantities of meal powder, con-

taining' the same proportion of moisture, be compressed into

equal bulks, say, for example, into cylinders of equal size,

that which contains the most meal will be the densest.

Hardness has not necessarily a relation to density, for a

substance may be hard, and yet possess little density.

Increase of density can only be given by compressing the

meal into a smaller bulk, while increase of hardness can be

arrived at by pressing the meal in a moister condition.

Other things being equal, increasing the density decreases

the initial velocity, and, vice versa, a less dense powder gives

a higher velocity, hut also a greater strain to the metal of

the gun. This is due to the less dense powder burning

more rapidly than that with a dense close texture. If two

grains, or pieces of powder, of equal size and similar shape

but very unequal density, be burnt upon a glass plate, the

less dense one will be entirely consumed before the denser

one has finished burning.

Freedom from fouling is a very important property in

email-arm powders. From the experience gained in select-

ing a powder for the !Martini-Henry rifle, it was found that,

with the same description of charcoal, the slower the action

of the charge the less fouling took place ; this modification

of actioa was easily obtained ^y raising the density, at,

however, a corresponding sacrifice of velocity in the bullet.

The reason assigned was that the quicker-burning powder
caused a rush of gas past the lubricating wad before the

latter had time to act properly. A dense hard powder
which will take a high polish or glaze will evidently keep

better, and bear transport better, than a more porous and

therefore more friable grain, which would easily form dust.

It will thus be seen that many considerations enter into

this question of density

e of The size of grain is one of the most important points to

™^- be considered as modifying the explosiveness of powder.

Although a charge of powder appears to explode instantane-

ously, yet both ignition and combustion are comparatively

gradual ; the flame is communicated from one grain to

another, and each burns in concentric layers until it is con-

sumed, 80 that the combustion of the grains is not simid-

taneous. Meal-powder burns more slowly in air than when
the powder is granulated, in consequence of the minute-

ness of the interstices ; dust, especially in fine-gruin powder,

retards ignition by filling up the interstices. To go to

the other extreme, as showing the advantage gained by
granulating the press-cake, we may quote an experiment

made soma years ago. A snioll piece weighing 1'06 oz.<

was placed in a mortar, and a light ball placed upon
it: when it was fired, the ball was not thrown out. An
equal quantity broken into 15 pieces, projected the ball 33
yards; broken into 50 pieces, the ball ranged 10'77 yards;

when the sam? weight of ordinary grained powder was used,

the range was 5GSG yards. It is most unsafe to attemi)t

to apply to the action of gunpowder, when fired under

enormous pressure, and especially when employed in largo

charges, the conclusions arrived at from its combustion in

air. Wo may, however, assert that the weight of charge,

the density, and all other conditions being equal, a charge

made up of largo grains or pieces of gunpowder will barn

more slowly, and exert a lesser initial strain uiion the gun
than one composed of small grains, owing to the total

surface of combustion being diminished by increasing the

size of the pieces ; this has been abundantly verified by the

results of experiments with heavy rified ordnance. On
the other hand, the larger grains afford larger interstices

between them for the passage of the flame, thus facilitating

the ignition of large charges. Hence, a gunpowder may

[lOssesB a low rate of combustion and yet a high rate of

ignition, and vice versa. For each gun, or charge of gun-
powder, there is doubtless a size of grain which would pro-

duce a maximum velocity with a minimum initial strain,

but as each kind of cannon powder has to be employed in
more than one piece of ordnance, it is necessary to select

that size which will best suit aU of them.

The same quantity of powder meal made into two grains

of equal density, but different shapes, will take different

times to burn ; the larger the surface exposed the quicker
will be the combustion of the grain. A sphere being the

smallest form in which a given quantity of matter can be
placed, it follows that a certain amount of meal powder
compressed into a spherical form will take' longer to burn
than the same quantity made into the shape of a flat scale,

exposing a large surface. The rounded form of grain is the
most favourable for the transmission of the flame, the
interstices being larger and more regular than in the case

of elongated or flat grains fitting into one another. Hence
we may conclude that, to secure uni/unnily, it is better to

have the constitueut grains as nearly as possible of the

same shape, and the nearer this shape aporoaches a sphere

the better.

The glazing process is one of considerable importance. Glazing:

both with reference to the explosiveness, and also the keejiing

qualities of the gunpowder. As regards the former point,

it undoubtedly modifies the violence of the combustion, and
this it probably does by slightly retarding the ignition, a
powder with a rough porous 6urfa;e affording a better hold

to the flame than one possessing a highly polished exterior.

With the large " cubical " powder, used for heavy rifled

ordnance, there is little or no appearance of what is com-
rhonly understood as glaze, or polish, from this process, but

the corners and edges of the cubes are rubbed off, and the

shape approximates more nearly to that of a sphere than

is the case with the much lighter fine-grain powder; there

seems to be also a certain hardening of the surface of the

grains or pieces, partly the effects of friction, but probably

due in part to the sweating the powder undergoes, a con-

siderable amount of heat being generated in the glazing

barrels. It is evident that, by taking away the sharp

angles which would otherwise easily be converted into

dust, and also by giving the grains a harder exterior, this

process renders gunpowder the better able to bear transport,

and to resist the deteriorating effect of a damp atmosphere.

The addition of a thin coating of the purest graphite to

cannon powders, although originally intended merely to

modify the explosiveness, also renders the surface of the

grains less absorbent. Military Email-arm powders are

never dressed with graphite
;
good fine-grain gunpowde

will take a high finish without it, but, by its aid, a very

inferior article can be polished up to a silvery brightness.

Moisture in gunpowder reduces the explosiveness by using Effect of

up a portion of the heat generated by the combustion, to "O'"'""-

get rid of the water; therefore the property of withstanding

the absorption of moisture is a very important one for

gunpowder to possess. All powder will take up from a

normally dry atmosphere a certain amount of moisture,

which will depend to some extent upon its density, but to

a much greater degree upon the description of charcoal from

which it is made. Slack-burnt or red charcoal is greatly

more hygroscopic than black charcoal, or that burnt at a

high temperature ; and the aljsorbent properties of gun-

powder made from the former are but little reduced by

raising the density. Large cannon ])owder contains a

greater percentage of water than the fine grain, and the

actual amount present in any given sample will be affected

by the prevailing state of the atmosphere, especially if kept

in woodun barrels. To show the considerable cflcct upon

the initial velocity of projectile, and pressure in bore of £uu
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caused by comparatively slight variations in the amount of

moisture, the following results may be quoted from the

experiments of Noble and Abel. The samples of " pebble
"

powder used were specially prepared for the Committee on

explosives, differing only in the amount of moisture con-

tained in them.

PcrcenUge of
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measurrco^ipeusated by the heat stoied up in the U.iu.d afterwards

!il^l residue (4) An expression is ol.tained showin" the law con-

ti,^ ," the ?ens on of the 'products of combustion uitl he volume

?lfv occupy (5° Equatious are also deduced for the work that gun-

SrU capable of^-etormins in expanding m a vessel „uperv,ous

i^fe/co!^u^^r^;t!:-^ffo-iH?^^^

^^^;;:;'^X=u;n^K-W the nne-grai. powders furnis,,

decid dly sn.aUer portions of gaseous producU than
^'^Vf f^J\°l

cannon gunpowlei^s ;
(i) the variations in the con.pos.tion of he

products^f explosion, in a close vessel, furnished by one and the,

Lme powder under different conditions as regards pressure and by

?tv" powders of similar composition under the same conditions of

pressCe, are so considerable that no cl.eini.^1 expression can be

^[^en fo the metamorphosis of a gunpowder of normal composition

fnd (c the proportions of the several constituents of the soUd residue

are on te as n.uch effected by slight accidental conditions of explo-

sion^of one and the same powder in different experiments as by de-

eded differences in thecoihposition, as well x, in the size of gra.a

of different powders. It may, however, be remarked here that, while

?he pressures given in the bore.of a gun are very seriously affected

by the si^e of the grains or pieces of the powder, ,t was clear y

demonstrated by these experiments that the foru exerted byflrtd

gZ^Lcr is nofaffected by the apparent accidental variations m the

nature of the secondary chemical changes resulting from t e

^plosions ; this fact renders the exact composition of the oroducts

of combustion of less practical importance.
:„„j .*.

The following table gives concisely the chief results arrived at.-

Authority.

Robins
Button
Gayljussac
Bunsen and Schiskofl

Noble and Abel...

Volumes ol

Pefinanent
Gas

Gcoerated.

244
•AW
450'

las
2»0

Heat
Evolved by
Combustion.

1850°

SS40'
2200^

Tension
of the
Cases.

Atmospheres
1000
20U0
2i:w
4374
6400

Pressure
in Tons.

Per sq. in

0.75
13.5

14.3

29
42

A3 before stated, Plobert glvea i easo .s for halving these figures.

M de Saint Robert determined experimentally the amount of

work lost i.y the beat communicated to the K"";-^ ''.«
' ''°"

.

/;''

rramme unlU per gramme of vowder in the cn»r n, n r,H,d musk, I

Prnm ih< exDer'meiits o( Nol.le aud Abel thii* loss becomes redaocd

to as 1 Ule as i gramme units rer gramme of powder in a 10-in.h

i^in Thev^'ate also calculated the energy In foot-tons fro... the

Cial velocUy obtaL.ed, a.Hi hence dedi.ced the percentage o he

poslblo theoretic work which is act.ially
^<'<^'';'fX,ZUr^ut

Cu n the British service. This percentage, w hlc they ten, t. c

^fLtor of effect." Is found to be greatest, vlz.,y.i i.er ceut. I.i

turca-' of theWton gun. a..d least,50.5 per cent.. In the7-,.ou.,de,

To"d''e;ennl\;rte'Kc's::;.'''es, Noble and Abel employed twi.

""'•
pf^ri^^u th l;:s'rebe\\';g;:t,ma{edbytbea.uou

r.s/lougive..to,is,,.allc>linderofpuresoftcom

i„ , . ,„u nf ihe chioiioscope l.iveuled by Captain A. Nolile, w liK 1.

^U'r: ^he vt-lti^y of th'e rroiVj"« »'
«'-",rr; Th'ese T;

a powder suited tc iho particular arm with which It U to ht

""'""preparation and purification orTlIF. iNnKEDIKNTS.

ri in
ra.

The three ingredlentB of gunpowder may be P""-'"'"'''' '" "':

toe douiic object of Insuring uullormlty In the ..ualltles ol the

powders made, and of avoiding, so far 13 practicable, the introduc-

tion of the least particle of giit or other foreign matters, whicU

might cause serious accidents. .iff ,i,.t

The rationale of the rehnii.g process is based upon the fact that

salt.tftre is far more soluble in hot than in cold water, while the

chief saline impurities found in grougU nitre are almost equally

soluble in either. Water at 212° Fahr. holds about seven times as

much nitrate of iwtash in solution as water at 70 Fahr. ;
it, there-

fore a saturated solution of saltpetre be made at a temperature ot

"12° Fahr and the chlorides of sodium and potassium are con-

tained in tiie li.iuor, as the solution cools to 70° Fahr six-sevenths

of the nitre will be deposited in the form of crystals, which can

casilvbe removed, whereas the foreign salts will still remain m
solution. The following is a brief account of the improved mode

of refining saltpetre, introduced some years back at Vi allham

Abbey aifd now adopted at the chief private factories in England.

The lefinin.r coppers are capable of holding about 500 gallons each,

and are fitted with false iron bottoms, which are perloi-ated wi h

holes to allow sand and other mechanical imnuiilies to fall through.

Being each charged with 280 gallons ot water,-usually the

' walhings" of saUpetie previously refined,-and 40 cwt of grough

nitre, a fire is lighted beneath. In about two hours the greater

part of the saltpetre is dissolved, and the solution begins to bo

the thick scum formed on the surface is carefully Uken off, and

cold water from time to time thrown in to induce it to rise, the

boiling being continued until there is no more scum ;
the coppers

are thin filled up with cold water, and the solution again made to

boil briskly for a few minutes, after which the fires are allowed o

so down In about two hours more the solution will have fallen to

the proper temperature, 220° Fahr. (sp. gr. I'SS) or pumping

out -it is then filtered through dowlas bags susjiended on a frame,

and conducted by troughs to the "coolers or ciystallizing cis-

terns at about 180° Fahr. These latter are large shallow pans of

copper, in which the liquid is kept agitated either ^y long- .and ed

wooden hoes, or by machinery ; as it cools, fine cri'sUls fall to the

bottom, and are from time to time thrown upon mcUned draining

frames by means of perforated copper shovels. When the tem-

peratme falls below 70° Fahr., the agiUtion 's ceased aiui any

Urge ciTstals which may afterwards form are left in the mother

liquor. After being thus allowed to get nd ot some of the litjuor,

the crysUllized saltpetre, having almost the appearance of snow,

and technically called "flour," is raked into the " washing-cs-

tem • " it is there- subjected to three separate washings with puio

wate^. distilled being preferable, which is allowed to dram off

through a plug hole at the bottom of the cistern These wash-

ings" are carefully conducted to an underground tank, and^kept

eitlier for using in the refining coppere, or boiled down in eva-

porating pots -holding about 300 gaUons, until the liquid is sufh-

ciently concentrated for the saltpetre to crystallize, when it is run

into small copper pans, and set aside to cool
;
this course la also

pursued with the mother liquor from the large cooling cisterns and

the resulting crysta.ls treated as grough nitre, for these large

crystals always enclose li.iuid containing impurities. After drain-

ine for a ni"ht the refined saltpetre is removed to store bin:, and is

ready for use without any further pulverization ;
the amount of

moisture remaining in it, from 3 to 6 per cent., is then carefully

.•iscertained, and allowed for in the mixing house. Neither the

solid residue from the pots and coppers nor tho "'f^er liquor from

crystallizing pans is thrown away, but by repeated boltings and

evaporation! eVeiy ascertainable portion of saltpetre is exUacted

and^he residue sold ; it chiefly consists of chlondes of sodium and

potassium, with some sulphates. The jute bags in which tlie salt-

netro is imported are also boiled down. ... , ,„
^
The Ia"gl percenUge of salti«;tre contained in damaged powder

make^ itwonh while to extract the nitre by boilmg •" '"Repop-

pers filtering and crystallizing in small pans as before
;
tho rc-

shluumir again boiled, and then thrown away. The sweepings

rJom The powTer houses, in variou. stages of manufacture, ar.

''

p'™'V''lt^freformXng"g«npowder is tested as foUows :-
Relined saltpetre lor maKing b""l . , „ii,.ii„, . io\ for

a)with blue ^^^^,j:zi^ori^z:^^\ \r, t
XCs:;^?hSit---:-rium. forming the insoluble sulphate

"'^X oU method 0. refining the solution -»»
'/[^''^J^'^^^rt

in coolers, and tho dn.ined crj-stals fused or '"'l*^-^ ""™^ f^^l
a heat of about .--.OO' Fahr.; the molten »'*r«;™ .^'^"^r."''"
into moulds, broken up when cold, and ground ""^er ed "

The wood for charcoal U cui in spring, so that «>»
™''J^f^

strip off easily, and is stacked for about three years to.Bcason it,

buTa considei^bly shorter time will suffice. Reing cut m long^ i

of 3 feet, the wood i.i packed in iron cyl.ndncal cases termed

•'slips
" which are then inserted in the "cylinders' or retorts, Ih.

latter being built into tho wall in seU of three with a furnaco under-

neath arranged so as .o allow of the complete regula ion of Ihi heat ;

tho flimcs surround tho retorts as nearly as possible. An opening

is left in tho rear end or lid of tho slip, corresponding with a similar
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opening in the retort, througli wliicli, by means of pipes, the

inflammable gases resulting from the charring of the wood are con-

ducted into the furnace and there burnt ; this saves a considerable

amount of fuel. There are also pipes which receive and carry off

the tar and pyroligneous acid produced. In the powder works of

Messrs Hall & Son of Faversham, the retorts are disposed three

on each side of the furnace, and the connecting pipes and dampers

are so arranged that the gases from either set, or from any single

cylinder, can be utilised for the charring of the wood contained in

any of the others ; by this means it is claimed that little fuel is

required beyond the quantity needed to warm the furnace and par-

tially char the first set of retorts.

That the wood is sufficiently charred is shown by the blue colour

of the gas flame, which indicates the formation of carbonic oxide; the

door of the retort is then opened, and the slip is withdrawn by means

of tackling, and placed in a large iron cooler having a close-fitting

lid, where it is left a few hours till cool enough to be turned out and

put into store. The charcoal is carefully picked over by hand, to en-

sure its being of uniform quality, and is kept from ten days to a fort-

night before being ground, to obviate the danger of spontaneous com-

bustion, to which it is liable if ground too soon after burning ; this

arises from the heat generated by the very rapid absorption and con-

densation of oxygen from the air by the finely powdered charcoal,

darac- Properly-made charcoal for gunpowder should bo jet black in

teristics colour, and its fracture should show a clear velvet-like surface ; it

of good should be light and sonorous wheu dropped on a hard substance,

charcoal, and so soft as not to scratch polished copper. Slack-burnt charcoal,

or that prepared at a very low teniperarure, is at once kno\iTi by its

reddish-brown colour, especially wheu ground, and this peculiarity

can be recognized in the powder made from it, when reduced to a

fine state of division. Charcoal burnt at a very high temperatui-e

is known by its hardness, metallic ring, and greater density.

In France, charcoal is prepared by injecting superheated steam
into the retorts for a certain period.

Grinding The charcoal mUl in shape resembles an enlarged coffee mill ; a

the char- cone works within a cylinder, both being provided with diagonal

coal. teeth and ribs, wide apart at top, but gradually approaching ono
another below. The pulverized charcoal is thence conducted by a
simple mechanical arrangement direct into a cylindrical frame or

"reel," about 8 feet by 3 feet, set at a slope and covered with
copper wire cloth of about 32 meshes to the inch ; all tl'.;t is fine

enough to pass through the reel-covering falls into a bin which
encases the reel, and the coarser particles pass on to a tub at the
further end, in order that they may be ground over again. The
ground charcoal store should always stand by itself, in ca.se of

spontaneous combustion taking place.

Solphnr The sulphur from Sicily known as " Licara firsts" is employed
refining, for the best gunpowder ; it imdergoes a rough purification before

importation, leaving from 3 to 4 per cent, of earthy impurities.

Formerly these were removed by simply melting the"grough"
sulphur in an iron pot, and then ladling it into large wooden
moulds or tubs, saturated with water to keep the sulphur out of

the cracks ; when cool enough, these tubs were unhooped, and the
top and bottom of each mould of sulphur cut off. In the present
day, however, the sulphur is refined by distillation in a simple
apparatus. A large iron " melting pot," or retort, is set in brick-

work, about 3 feet above the floor, with a furnace underneath ; this

retort has a heavy movable lid, which is luted into the pot i,-ith

clay, and in the lid is also an opening, closed by an iron conical

plug. From the melting pot lead two pipes at right angles to one
another, one to a large circular " dome, or subliming chamber, and
a smaller pipe to an iron "receiving pot" placed on a lower level than
the retort ; the latter pipe has an iron casing or "jacket" round it,

through which cold water is allowed to circulate. The communica-
tion of these pipes with the retort can be shut oflT or opened as occa-
sion may require by means of valves worked from without.
A charge of about 54 cwt. ofgrough sulphur in small pieces being

placed in the retort and the furnace lighted, the pipe leading to the
dome is left open, as well as tho plug-hole in the lid, but that
leading to the receiving pot is closed ; after about two hours, a pale
yellow vapour rises, when the plug in the lid is put in and the
vapour allowed to pass into the dome, where it " sublimes" or con-
denses on the sides and floor in the form of a fine powder, known
as '

' flowers of sulpliur. " In about three hours from the commence-
ment, the vapour becomes of a deep iodine colour, when the pipe
leading into the dome is closed, and that into the receiving pot
opened, at the same time cold water froma tank overhead being
allowed to circulate through the jacket ; the vapour is then con-
densed in tho pipe, and runs into the receiving pot below in the
form of a clear orange-coloured fluid. When the jacket commences
to get cold, the receiving pipe is closed, and the communication
withthe dome is reopened, so that the rest of the vapour may pass
into it, the furnace doors being at the same time thrown back ; the
impurities remain at the bottom of the melting pot, and are thrown
away. The flowers of sulphur thus obtained, being unfit for the
manufacture of gimpowder, are placed in the melting pot as grough
snlphnr. A leaden pipe passes from the lid of the receiving pot

into a small wooden chamber lined with lead, in which any vapour
still remaining uncondeused may bo deposited, as in the dome.
The distiUed sulphur is allowed to cool down to about 220° Fahr.,
when it is ladled into wooden moulds, as above described, and set

aside to cool. The tests for refined sul\ihur are the following :—(1)
burn a small quantity on porcelain, when the amount of residuum
should not exceed 0'25 per cent

; (2) boil a little with water, and test

with blue litmus paper, which it should only .ery feebly redden.
The sulphur from the moulds, being broken into pieces^ is ground

under a pair of iron edge runners, similar to those of the incorporat-
ing mills, but of less size ; after this, it is passed through a reel

similar to that used for sifting the charcoal, but covered with even
finer copper wire-cloth, having 44 meshes to the inch.

Manufacture of GutffowDEB.

The following list will give a general idea of the chief

processes of manufacture, properly so-called, through which
gunpowder passes, although it will be undeiotood that more
or less variation takes place in some of the very different

descriptions of powder now made :

—

(I) mixing the ingredi-

ents ; (2) incorporation, or "milling;" (3) breaking down
the mill-cake

; (4) pressing
; (5) granulating, or cutting

the press-cake
; (6) dusting

; (7) glazing
; (8) second

dusting; (9) stoving, or drying; (10) finishing.

The following is the most approved method of mixing. IDxing.

The ingredients are carefully weighed out in the proper

ingredients for a 50 & mill-charge, 'with an extra amount
of saltpetre according to the moisture found to be contained

in it ; they are then placed in the mixing machine, which

consists of a cylindrical gun-metal or copper drum, with an
axle passing through its centre, upon which are disposed

several rows of gun-metal fork-shaped arms, called " flyers,"

the machinery being so arranged that the flyers and drum re-

volve in opposite directions, and at different rates of speed.

After being mixed in this machine for about five minutes, the

composition is passed through a hand-sieve over a hopper,

falls into a bag placed below, and is tied up ready for the

incorporating mill; it is now called a "green" charge.

;0"

Fig. 2.

Ftgs. 1 and 2.—A, sectional elevation of incorporating mill, showing

one runner and ploughs ( jo, p) ; C, curb of bed ; M, machinery in

tank, undergroimd ; D, drenching apparatus ; I, lever-board, or

shutter ; t, tank ; /, /, floor line.

The incorporating mill (see figs. 2 and 3) consists of a Incor-

circular iron or stone bed, about 7 feet in diameter, firmly poratl"*'
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fixed in the floor of tlie building, wTiereon a pair of iron or

etone cylindrical edge-ruuners revolve; formerly, both were

made of a dark grey limestone which took a high polish,

but the newer mills have cast-iron beds and runners, the

edges of the latter being now usually surface-chilled. The

average diameter of the runners is 6 feet, and their width

about 15 inches; they have a common axle, which rests

in gun-metal bouches in a solid cross-head attached to a

vertical shaft; this shaft passes through a bearing in the

centre of the bed, and is in gear with the driving ma-

chinery, which is

placed above the

runners in the old

-water mil!?, and
beneath the bed

in cast-iron tanks

in the new steam

mills. Each run-

ner weighs about 4

tons, and the speed

averages 8 revolu-

tions per minute.

The bed has a slop-

ing rim on the

outside, called the

"curb," and on the

inside an edi^e ^'°' '•—^'*" "' runuers and bed.

formed by the " cheese," or bearing, through which the

vertical shaft passes. The runners are not equidistant

from the centre of the bed, one working the part of the

charge near the centre, and the other the outer portion,

liut their paths overlap. Two "ploughs" of wood, shod

with leather, are attached to the cross-head by arms and

brackets ; one working next the vertical shaft, and the

other close to the curb, the ploughs throw the composition

under the runners as it works away from the latter.

The charge, when spread evenly on the bed by means
of a wooden rake, contains about 2 pints of water (the

miisture of the saltpetre) and a further quantity of from 2

to 6 pints is added from time to timp, according to the state

of the atmosphere, for the threefold purpose of preventing

powder dust from flying about, facilitating the incorpora-

tion, and reducing the effect of an explosion ; if too wet,

the runners iVould lick up the composition from the bed.

During the time of working, the millman enters the mill

occasionally, takes a wooden " shover," and pushes the

outside of the charge into the middle of the path of the

runners, eo that every portion may be equally incorporated.

The a:tionof the runners is a combination of rolling and
twisting, and has, on a large scale, somewhat the effect of

n pcstlo and mortar, crushing, rubbing, and mixing the

ingredients, so as to effect an intimate union.

The time of milling depends upon the nature of the

powder. For good fine-grain powders it varies from four

to eight hours, but the very best sporting gunpowder is said

to be as long as twelve hours. under the runners; blasting

and cannon powders are incorporated from two to four

hours, the period being rather longer where the lighter

stone runners are used. It is of the greatest importance

that the mills .should be carefully attended to by experienced

men, as the whole goodness and uniformity of the powder
depends upon this process, and no after treatment can

remedy defective incorporation.

When the composition, which has now become "mill-

cake," is ready for removal from tho bed, it should bo
homogeneous in appearance, without any visible specks of

sulphur or saltpetre, and of a dark greyish or brownish
colour, according to tho charcoal used. Tho mill-cake is

carefully tested to ascertain whether it contains tho proper
«mount of moisture ; this should be from 2 to 3 per cent, for

fine-grain powders, and 3 to 5 per cent, for the larger de-

scrijitiona. Sometimes a small portion is roughly granu-

kited, and " flashed " on plates of glass or porcelain ; a good
powder shDuld flash off, leaving nothing but some smoko
marks, but, if badly incorporated, the plate will be coated

with specks or beads of solid residue.

In former days the ingredients were incorporated ia

"stamp-mills," which were simply large mortars and pestles,

the latter merely raised up by some cam arrangement and
allowed to drop by their own weight, tho charge being

about 12 B), and the weight of the stamp 50 lb or there-

about. The stamp or pilon mills are still used in France
and Germany, as well as the moulins-a-tonneaux, in which
the composition is put, with about an equal weight of brass

or lignum vitae balls, into large barrels, which are made to

revolve for a certain time on their axes ; this method of

incorporation is sometimes employed in conjunction with
edge runners.

•There is more danger of an explosion during the milling

than in any other process of manufacture ; but, owing to

the limitation by law of the weight of charge permitted to

be under the runners at one time to 50 B), as well as to tho

great precautions taken, there is seldom any fatal result.

The millmen only enter the mill occasionally to "liquor"

the charge or give it a shove over, and at Waltham Abbey
they wear incombustible clothing with a cap fitting over

the ears, and gauntlets of the same material. The roof,

and front and rear sides of the mills are usually constructed

of very light boards, or even of canvas on a wood frame,

while the partitions between each pair of runners are of solid

masonry. Tho force of the- explosion of a mill charge

materially depends upon the length of time the incor-

poration has been in progress.

Directly over tho bed of each mill is a flat lever-board

or "shutter" (see fig. 1) in gear with a tank of water, so

arranged that, when the shutter is raised on its pivot by an
explosion, the water is upset into the bed ; a horizontal shaft

connects all the shutters in a group of mills, so that the ex-

plosion of one mill at once drowns all the remaining charges.

The set of tanks can also be pulled over by hand.

The process of breaking down, although a subsidiary one, Bre«k»

is strictly necessary in order to reduce the mill-cake to a fine '"8

meal, so that it may be conveniently loaded into the press
*"'''•'

box, and receive as uniform a pressure as possible. The
breaking-down machine (see fig. 4) consists mainly of

two pairs of gun-metal rollers, set in a strong frame o£

I'"io. 4.— Breaking-down macliino. H, hoppor; B, endless band;

U, rollers ; M, boxes to rccoivo meal.

the same material ; one roller of each pair works in

sliding bearings connected with a weighted lever, so that

any hard substance may pass through without dangerous

friction. An endless canvas band, having strijis of leather

sown across it, conveys the pieces of mill-cake from a hopper,

capable of holding 500 lb to the top of the mnchino.
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where it falls between tlie first pair of rollers ; after passing

through the second pair, which are directly below, the meal

is received in wooden boxes, placed upon a carriage, and

is ready for the press.

The press-bos is usually of oak, with a strong gun-metal

frame, and so constructed that three of the sides can turn

back on hinges, or be screwed firmly together. Being laid

sideways, the top temporarily closed by a board, and the

uppermost side alone open, a number of copper plates

are placed vertically in the

box, and kept apart (at a

distance depending upon
the description of gunpow-
der required) by two racks,

which are afterwards re-

moved ; the box is then

loaded with some 800 fi)

of meal, which is rammed
evenly down between the

plates with wooden laths,

and the racks withdrawn,

so that the plates are only

separated by the meal be-

tween them. The present

upper side of the box being

firmly screwed down, the

box is turned over, and
placed on the table of the —

:

hydraulic ram, under the

fixed press-block, the plates

being now horizontal (see

fig. 5). The pumps which
work the press (in a sepa-

rate house) are then set in

motion, and the press-block

allowed to enter the box a
certain distance, when the ^w- 5.-1

edge of the latter releases a V^^i^^oOi. ; C, hydraalic ram.

spring catch and rings a bell as a signal to stop the pumps;
the powder is kept under pressure a few minutes, after

which the ram is lowered, and the box removed and un-

loaded. For all granulated powders the press-cake is

broken up into pieces and put into tubs, but for the cubical

cannon powders the slabs are pressed to the exact thickness

required, and are carefully kept whole.

The above mode of regulating the pressure is found

to give ciore reliable r5sults than trusting to the indicator

g£,uge of the hydraulic press, for the reason that the elas-

ticity, or resistance to pressure, of the meal varies with the

amount of moisture present in it, and the state of the at-

mosphere. To get uniform density, equal quantities of

meal, containing equal amounts of moisture, must be pressed

at the same rate into the same space. In practice, however,

the moisture in the meal will slightly vary, whatever care be
taken with the mill-cake, owing to the hygrometric state

,ef the air causing a difference by "the time it comes to the

press. It is therefore necessary to alter the exact distance

the press-block is allowed to enter the box, not only with
the nature of the powder, but with the season of the year,

and even according to the prevailing state of the weather.

On the Continent, the operation of pressing is sometimes
altogether omitted, and the requisite density given merely
by the weight of the runners revolving very slowly, the
charges being worked with a considerable amount of mois-
ture in them, and the less dense edges of the cake rejected

;

by this plan it is, however, almost impossible to ensure
uniformity in the powder produced. The meal is also

sometimes pressed by passing it, on an endless band,
between large rollers revolving at a slow speed, the less

dense edges of the cake being cut oflf by fixed knives.

For some centuries, gunpowder remained in the form of
dust or "meal," .being, in fact, simply the ingredients

ground up together. Granulating or " corning" the powder
was a great step in advauce, but it is doubtful whether this

operation was intended to increase its strength, or merely,

to render it more convenient for chai^ng small-arms, fpr

which alone corned powder was used for many years, whilst

meal powder was still employed for heavy guns ; the latter

was called " serpentine " powder in the tihie of Edward VI.,

probably in allusion to the name of cue of .the pieces of

ordnance then in use. However, during the reign of

Elizabeth, the experience of the great additional strength

imparted by the corning process, for the reasons already

explained, led to the universal introduction of corned

powder, except for priming,—both in cannon and small-

amis,—for which purpose meal powder remained in use aa

late as the reign of Charles I.

The old method of granulating was to place the press-

cake in sieves, provided with two bottoms of thick parch-

ment prepared from bullock's hides, and perforated with
holes, those in the lower bottom being much the smaller;

a large number of these sieves were attached to a wooden
frame, hung by ropes from the ceiling, which received

a violent shaking motion by means of a crank underneath.

Into each sieve was put a disk of lignum vitas, to break up
the cake, and force it through the larger apertures ; the

grain produced was retained between the bottoms of the

sieves, the dust passing through the fine holes in the

lower ones, and falling on the floor of the house. The
grain was afterwards separated into sizes by being passed

through wire sieves. These machines were clumsy and
dangerous; and the accidents which happened with them
have caused them to be generally supplanted by better

apparatus, although some of the old frames are still in use.

The granulating machines used in the royal factories in

England and in India, as well as in the best private works,

are constructed upon a principle introduced by Sir William

Congreve, but since improved upon. Three or four pairs

of gun-metal rollers with pyramidal-shaped teeth, are fixed

obliquely one above the other in a strong framework (see

fig. 6) ; the sizes of the teeth vary according to the kind

of grain required, but decrease from the top pair, and for

fine-grain powders, the lowest pair would be smooth ; one
roller of each pair works in a sliding bearing, having a
counterweight attached to prevent undue friction. Each
pair of rollers is connected with that next below, by a short

rectangular screen of copper wire, while, undernsath all the

rollers, are placed, at the same slope, two or more long wire-

screens fixed in a frame having a wooden bottotp ; both the

frame and the short connecting screens are hung to the

machine by strips of lance wood, and, when at work, a

quick vibratory motion is given to all the screens by means
of a polygonal wheel upon the main frame working against

a loose smooth wheel attached to the screen-frame. A large

hopper, which rises by the action of the machine, feeds the

press-cake upon an endless canvas band, as in the breaking-

down machine, and carries it to the top pair of rollers,

whence it falls upon the first short screen ; all that is fine

enough to pass through is sifted out by the shaking action

of the long screens below, and travels down upon whichever

screen has meshes fine enough to retain it ; the pieces too

large to pass through the short top screen are carried to the

next pair of rollers, and so on. At the lower end of tho

long screens are placed boxes to receive the different sizes

of grain ; the " chucks," or pieces too large for any grain,

are again passed through the machine, while the dust which

falls upon the wooden bottom, and is received in the inner-

most box, goes to the mills to be worked up for forty

minutes as a dust charge. Formerly at Waltham Abbey,

both musket (F.G.) and cannon powder (L.G.) were granu-
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lated in the same machine at the same time, but dogwood
charcoal being now used for small-arm powders, one descrip-

tion ouly is usually made, so that but two long screens are

required to define the higher and lower limits as to size of

grain;' for example, all that will pass through a 12 -mesh

and be retained upon a ^O-mesh screen would be " rifle-

fine-grain " (R.F.G.) powder, suited as to size for the

Snider and Martini rifles, ilodifications of this machine

are used by private makers, the grain being usually separ-

ated into various sizes by hand-sieves.

Pebble or cubical powders for heavy ordnauce are granu-
lated, or " cut," in special machines which divide ths press-

cake first into strips, and then again cross-ways, into cubes
of I inch and li inch length of edge respectively. This is

effected by two pairs of gun-metnl or pliosphorbronae
rollers, which have straight cutting edges arranged at suit-

able intervals along their surfaces, the slalis of press-cake
being fed vertically between the first pair of rollers. The
resulting strips are carried along upon a board, by means
of a skeleton band, which receives each strip of cake

c

[]

Via. 6.—Gnmalating machine. A, hopper, with raising arrangement ; B, endlesa tand ; C,C,C,C, four paii-s of rollers; D,D,D,
short screens ; E,E, long scn«ns ; F, box for dust ; G, box for grain ; H, box for chucks ; K, bottom board.

between two laths of wood ; they then drop from the board

upon an endless canvas band a little below, travelling in a

direction at right angles to their previous motion, and are

conveyed endways to the second pair of rollers. To prevent

the strips of cake from fouling one another, the board upon
which they first fall has a reciprocating motion given to it

by means of an endless chain, one link of which is studded

PlO. ?.—Rollers of cube-cutting machine.

to a bracket underneath the board ; consequently, as the

board travels backwards, the strips are deposited at inter-

vals, in echellon, upon the canvas band. The diagram (fig.

7) shows a portion of the machine. The cubes, &c.,

fall into a small reel fixed at a slope beneath the machine,

which allows tho dust and fragments to pass between its

wires while the properly sized pebbles or cubes are delivered

into boxes. Thn largo 1 J-inch powder has, however, after-

wards to bo picked overlby hand.

All grain from the granulating machine is called "foul-

grain," and has t3 bo deprived of its dust in reels, consisting

of a cylindrical frame-work about 8 feet long by some 2 feet

in diameter, covered with a dusting cloth or canvas of from

18 to 56 meshes to the linear inch, according to the size of

grain. These reels tre cither"hori7tnital"or "8lopc,"nccord-

ingto the position in which they are fixed and the object in

view. Slope-reels are open at both ends, fixed at an angle
of about 4°. and are used for fine-grain powders as they come
from the machine, when they contain more dust than the
larger grain, especially if made from dogwood charcoal ; the
powder is poured in at the higher end, and received in

barrels at the other end. The larger grained powders are

dusted for about half an hour iu a horizontal reel, with
closed ends, the charge being from 250 to 300 fc ; one end
of the reel is made to lower for the purpose of unloading.

Both kinds of reel are enclosed in cases to receive the dust,

which, as before, is sent back to the incorporating mills for

40 minutes or so.

The theory of glazing gunpowder has already been dis- Glazing,

cussed. All descriptions are glazed, for varying periods, in

glazing baiTcls or " churns" (fig. S'). which are usually about

Fio. 8.—Glazing barrels. A, elevation, showing door of case ;

C, hoppers for loading ; B, ricctioa through barrel (ahowing

opening in dotted lines),

6 feet long by 2 to 3 feet in diameter, and revolve some
34 times in a minute; however, barrels of much greater

diameter and less length arc occasionally employed, revolv-

ing at a slower rate. The charge for each barrel is ordinarily

400 9), and the fine-grain powders are mixed with a pro-
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"Finish-

ing.

portioa of the "chucks " or larger pieces, wbich are after-

wards sifted out. The glazing process causes a great
alteration in the appearance of the grain, especially in that
made from dogwood ; the dull brownish hue is replaced
after a few hours by a fine black colour with more or less

polish. Some powders are glazed from 10 to 12 hours, a
considerable amount of heat being generated by the friction.

Fine-grain powders are again passed through the slope reel

after glazing.

All kinds of gunpowder are dried in the same manner.
The " stove," or drying room, is fitted with open framework
shelves or racks, the he^t being produced by steam pipes
underneath. The powder is spread upon either copper
trays or wooden frames with canvas bottoms, each capable
of holding about 12 lb, which are then placed upon the
racks. Not more that 50 cwt. may be dried at one time.
The length of time required for storing depends upon the
nature of the powder, and the proportion of moisture it

contains ; it varies from about twelve hours for fine-grain

up to three or four days for the very large cannon
powders; the heat ranges from 120° to 145° Fahr., the
temperature being gradually raised or lowered. It is most
important that a stove should be well ventilated, so that a
constant current of hot dry air may be supplied, and the air

charged with vapour carried off; if this be not done efTect-

ually, the moisture would be recondensed upon the powder
as the temperature was lowered.

The drying process produces a Email portion of dust
which it is necessary to remove ; but the finishing process
has, especially upon the fine-grain powder, a much more
considerable effect than the mere removal of dust. It is

usually finished by being run from two to three hours in a
horizontal reel (see fig. 9), the charge being 300 lb, and
acquires a very glossy appearance, if the quality be good,
even without the addition of graphite, which is very com-
monly added to sporting gunpowder. Large caimon powder,
auch as " pebble " and " cubical," is finished in large

skeleton wooden reels, shaped like barrels, and enclosed in

cases; after being run for about three quarters of an hour,

Tia. 9.—Horizontal Dusting Reel (longitudinal section). A,
cylindrical reel ; B, reel case ; C, apparatus for lowering
one end for unloading; D, hopper for loading; E, opening
in reel for loading

; F, barrel for unloading into.

a small portion of the purest graphite (2 oz. to 400 ft of
powder) is introduced in muslin bags, and the powder is

run for a short time longer. This skeleton reel will hold
a whole "glazing," as the contents of four glazing barrels
is termed, being about 16 barrels of 100 ft each, and
advantage is taken of this finishing process to mix together
a number of glazings, so as to get a batch of 50 or 100
barrels giving uniform results at proof. These batches are
afterwards " blended " together in four-way hoppers, with
others of opposite character, should they not in all respects
be up to specification, and any quantity of gunpowder so
finished or blended as to give identical results at proof is

termed a brand, and receives a distinctive number.

Lpon the mtroduction of very heavy ordnance, firing
'"p charges, it was found that the ordinary (L.G. orKL G.) cannon powder was too sudden in iU action, owin-' rovto the whole charge being consumed before the projectile for,
had sensibly moved from its seat in the bore, thus causing >»^"
a most violent strain to the metal of the gun. To obviate

"'"^

this defect, the grains or pieces were made much larger so
as to diminish the total surface of combustion, and con-
sequently, the volume of gas evolved at the first instant of
e.xplosion;.the powder was also given a considerably higher
density, which rstaVded its combustion. These changes
resulted in the adoption of the pebble and cubical powders,
already mentioned, in England, and in America, of
"Mammoth" powder, consisting of large, irregular-shaped^,,,,
grains (k, fig. 10) from 0"-6 to 0"-9 in size ; an improvement man
has since been made in this powder by pressing it in uni-

'"°"

form-sized pieces, of the shape shown in i, fig. 10, being the
^°'"

frusta of two hexagonal pyramids, separated by a pris-
matic space left rough.

a.

.^Zm
^3t

Fig. 10.

The figures a to k show the relative sizes ana snapes of

grain now commonly employed for military purposes in

Europe and America, except that the three largest powders

—pebble («), prismatic (/, g), and cubical (/<)—are figured

half the real size to savff space, whereas the remainder

indicate the actual dimensions of the grains. Powder for

small-arms is represented in a ; all the other descriptions

are intended for cannon of various sizes.

The improvements above described materially lessen the noiJr

initial strain, at the expense of requiring a longer gun to !>'''''<'

burn the powder completely, but it still remains true that, .

even with a charge composed of large, dense pieces, the

evolution of gas is greatest at the commencement of com-

bustion, and decreases as the grains burn away, although
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the space occuiiied by the gases increases as the shot

travels along the bore. This is exactly the opposite of

what should theoretically t^ke place, and causes the maxi-

mum pressure to be exerted before the inertia of the pro-

jectile has been overcome. So far back as 1860, these con-

siderations led Getieral Rodman, the eminent American

artillerist, to employ, in the experiments with his 15-incli

and 20-inch cast-iron guns, what ho termed a "perforated

cake cartridge," composed of discs of compressed powder

from 1 to 2 inches thick, and of a diameter to fit the bore,

pierced with holes running parallel to the axis of the gun.

In his Properties of Metal for Cannon, and Qualities of

Cannon-Powder (Boston, 1861), Rodman demonstrated

mathematically that such an arrangement of the charge

would relieve the initial strain by exposing a minimum
surface at the beginning of the combustion, while a greater

volume of gas would be evolved from the increasing sur-

faces of the cylindrical hollows as the space behind the pro-

jectile became larger ; this would tend to distribute the

pressure more uniformly along the bore. The results of

experiment perfectly bore out his theory, but he found it

more convenient for several reasons to build up the charge

in layers of hexagonal "prisms" of comparatively small

size, fitting closely to one another, instead of having the

cakes or discs as large as the bore.

The civil war in America most probaLly interfered with

the further development of General Rodman's powder, but
"'• the idea was taken up by a Russian military mission in

the United States, and resulted in the manufacture on a

large sc.ile by Russia of what is now known as " prismatic

powder." It has since been adopted in Germany for use

in all heavy rifled ordnance ; for the very largest guns, such

as Krupp's 70-ton gun, this powder has been recently made
with one central hole, having a higher density (1'78) than

the original seven-hole prisms, which were about 1'68;

the external dimensions are the same, 1 inch high by 136
in diameter. The prisms are so arranged in the cartridge

that the hollows are continuous throughout.

ii Prismatic powder represents a distinct class, the

peculiarity of which is that each grain or piece is pressed
' separately in a metal mould. In the British service,

powder for heavy rifled guns, in the shape of small

cylindrical pellets, with a hollow half-way through, was

made some twelve years since, but has been superseded by
the pebble or ci'bical powder cut up from press-cake.

To make this class of gunpowder, whether prismatic or

cylindrical, we need—(1) a mould in which to place the

meal or granulated powder ; usually a number of moulds

are contained in one plate
; (2) a punch to fit each mould

accurately with which to compress the powder, and needles

to form the perforations
; (3) an appliance for pressing the

finished pellets or prisms out of the moulds; or this may
be done by the punches themselves, if the moulds are

closed by a removable upper plate.

The requisite pressure may bo given either by hydraulic

machinery, as at Waltham Abbey, or by means of a cam or

eccentric on a shaft driven by steam or water power, as in

the Russian and German prismatic machines. By the

former plan a largo number of pieces may be pressed

slowly at one operation, but by the latter only about six

prisms can be formed at a time ; the machine, however,

works very quickly, and has a small hopper for the meal

or grain, and a self-feeding apparatus, the mould plato

vliding backwards and forwards, so as to bo alternately

underneath the hopper and punches. Self-feeding machines

of this nature are found to get clogged when used with

powder-meal, and this was doubtless the chief reason why
granulated powder was first used; the size of grain is

about that shown in fig. 10, b. It is probable that a more
uniform density could, bo given to the prisms by hydraulic

pressure than by the cam arrangement; the latter is said
to exert a maximum pressure of 2000 lb on the square
inch. The prismatic powder only needs careful drying at
a moderate heat to finish it.

It has been found that all powders thus made possess
less explosiveness than those granulated or cut up from
press-cake; the smooth surfaces of the pieces apparently
afford little hold for the flame, and thustliey ignite slowly;
by some this is considered a defect, but by others an ad-
vantage. For this reason, as w-ell as those already detailed,

prismatic powder strains the metal of the gun less, in pro-
portion to the velocity obtained, than pebble or cubical,

but, to give the projectile an equal velocity, the charge of
prismatic must be considerably larger. The cost would
probably be also greater, weight for weight.

Pboof of Gunpowder.

The tests to which powder is subjected are as follows :

—

1. For proper Colour, amoumt of Glaze, svj^ciently hard
and crisp Texture,andFreedomfrom Dttsl.—These points cao
be judged by the hand and eye alone, and require a certain

amount of experience in the examiner. The cleanness of the
powder is tested by pouring a quantity from a bowl held 2
or 3 feet above the barrel; if there be any dust it will be
thus easily detected. If it is injured by damp there will

be little or no dust, but the grain will be " rotten," and
may be broken between the fingers; minute crystals of salt-

petre may be also detected on the surface in a good light.

2. For proper Incorporation.—By "flashing," that is,

burning a -small quantity on a glass, porcelain, or copper

plate. The powder is put in a small copper cylinder, which
is then inverted on the flashing plate ; this provides fur the

particles being arranged in nearly the same way each test,

which is very important. If the powder be very large, it

must be broken up and sifted to a certain size through a

small hand-sieve. Properly made gunpowder should
" flash," or pufF off", when touched by a hot-iron, with few
" lights" or sparks, leaving only sonje smoke marks on the

plate. A badly incorporated powder will give out a

quantity of sparks, and leave specks of uncombined salt-

petre and sulphur, forming a dirty residue. Powder madfr

from very slack-burnt charcoal, or which has been injured

by damp, will always flash badly.

3. For Shape, Size, and Proportion of the Grains.—
Shape can be judged by the eye only, and the size of largfr

powders can be measured, or the number of pieces to 1 II)

counted
;
granulated powder may readily be sifted upon

the two sieves which determine its higher and lower limits

of size. The proportion of different sized grains is ascer-

tained by using three or more sieves. For example, the

Government small-arm powder is sifted with 12-mesh, 16-

mesh, and 20-mesh sieves ; all must pass the first, not less

than three quarters bo retained upon the second, and only

one-sixteenth part is allowed to pass the last-named sieve.

4. Density.—Formerly this was ascertained by "cubing,"

or finding the exact weight of a carefully constructed box

of known contents, when filled with pon;dcr in a particular

manner. But as this plan gave only an approximate result,

a mercurial densimeter has been substituted, by means of

which the density can bo ascertained to three places of

decimals. Briefly, the machine determines with great

accuracy the weight of a globe when it is (<i) filled with

mercury alone under a certain pressure, and {b) filled with

a known weight (say 100 grammes) of powder and mercury

under precisely similar conditions ; then, if S bo the

specific gravity of mercury at the time of experiment, W
the weight of globe filled with mercury alone, and W the

weight when filled with powder and mcrcurj',

SxlOO
Density-;

w-w*+Too'
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5. Jlointure and Ahsorjilhn of Moisture. —The amount

of water contained in gunpowder is found by drying a
carefully-weighed sample in a water oven for a certain

period ; from the weight lost, when allowed to cool out of

contact with the air befoce weighing, the percentage of

moisture can be calculated. The hygroscopic test consists

in exposing a dried sample in a box, kept at a uniform

temperature, to an atmosphere artificially satuteiad with
moisture, and ascertaining the increase of weight in a cer-

tain time.

6. Firing Proof.—The nature of this will depend upon
the purpose for which the powder is intended. For sporting

powders, it will consist in the "pattern" given by the shot

upon a target afa given distance, or, if fired with a bullet,

upon the " figure of merit," or mean radial deviation of a
certain number of rounds; also upon the penetration it

effects through boards. For military purposes the powder
is now always fired from the rifle or piece of ordnance with
which it is to be used, andtke initial or "muzzle" velocity

ascertained by the Le Bouleng6 electric chronograph (see

Gunnery), which measures the exact time the bullet or

other projectile takes to traverse a known distance between
two wire screens. By means of the " crusher gauges

"

al'.eady referred to, the exact pressure per square inch upon
certain points in the interior of the bore can be found

;

the maximum pressure can be considerably modified by i

increasing the cubic air-space given to the charge in the

powder chamber. The figure of merit is also taken for

small-arm powder.

All gunpowder made by or for the British Government
is subjected to very strict limits of specification upon all

the aibove-named points. '
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powder"), 3d ed., London, 1875; Notes on Gunpowder aiui Gun
Cotton, published by order of tho Secretary of State for War,
London, 1878. (W. H. W.)

GUNPOWDER PLOT. See tawkes.
GUNS (Hungarian, Eijszeg), the second town in import-

ance of the Hungarian megye or county of Vas (Eisenburg),

near the Styrian frontier, is favourably situated on the

Gyongyos, 47° 23' N. lat, I6' 31' E. long. It is the see

of a bishop, and from 1648 until the recent administrative

changes of 1876 was a royal free town. Among the more
noteworthy buildings ara the cathedral, episcopal palace, a
seminary for priests, a gymnasium, the county-hall, a
hospital, three monastic houses, a museum" of Roman anti-

quiti^es, a house of correction, and several manufactories of

doth and of earthenware. The agricultural products of the

neighbourhood consist principally of fruit and wine ; the

trade in the latter especially is considerable. In 1870 the

number of inhabitants was 6916, mostly ef German extrac-

tion. The- heroic defence of the fortress of Gi.ins by
Nicolas Jurisica against the army of Sultan Soliman, in

August 1532, has given the town a special historical

interest. In 1621 it suffered from the attacks of Gabriel
Bethlen's troops, and in 1705 the suburbs were plundered
and burnt by the forces of Francis RAk6czy. In 1729 and
1777 the town suffered much from fire, and in 1813, 1814,
and 1821 from floods. The Eszterhizy family long held
valuable possessions in the neighbourhood, and one of their
castles still stands at the northern end of the town.

_
GUNTER, Edmund (1581-1626), was of Welsh extrac-

tion, but was born in Hertfordshire in 1581. Ho was edu-
cated on the royal foundation at Westminster school, and in

1599 was elected a student of Christ Church, Oxford. After
graduating bachelor and master of arts at the regular times,

he took orders, became a preacher in 1614, and in Novem-
ber 1615 proceeded to the degree of bachelor in divinity.

Mathematics, however, which had been his favourite study
in youth, continued to engross his attention, and on 6tli

March 1619 he was appointed to the professorship of

astronomy in Gresham College, London. This post he held
till his death, which took place on 10th December 1626.
With Gunter's name are associated several useful inventions,

descriptions of which are given in his treatises on the Sector,

Cross-staff, Bow, Quadrant, and other Instruments. He had
contrived his sector about the year 1606, and written a
description of it in Latin. Many copies were transcribed

and dispersed, but it was more than sixteen years afterwards

ere he allowed the book to appear in English. In 1620 he

published his Canon Ti'ianguloinim, a table of logarithmic

sines and tangents (extended to 7 decimal places) for every

degree and minute of the quadrant. In later editions an
account of the general use of the canon is prefixed, and*

Briggs's logarithms of the first 1000 numbers are appended.'

There is reason to believe that Gunter was the first to disccvgi

(in 1622 or 1625) that the magnetic neeule does not retain

the same declination in the same place at all times. By
desire of James I. he published in 1624 The Descrijilion

and Use of His Majestie's Dials in Whitehall Garden, the

only one of his works which h^s not been reprinted. Ho
introduced the words co-sine and co-tangent for sine and
tangent of the complement, and he suggested to Briggs, his

friend and colleague, the use of the arithmetical complement
(see Briggs's Aritkmetica Lof/arithmica, cap. xv.). His

practical inventions are briefly noticed below.
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Gunter's Chain, tlie oliaiii in common use for incasuiiiis UuJ, is

'22 yards Tou.tj aud is divided into 100 links. Its usefulness arises

from ils decimal or ccutesimal division, and the fact tliat 10 square

chains ni;;l;" an acre.

Ganlrr's Line, a logarithmic line, usually laid down upon scales,

settors, &c. It is also called llic line of lines and t/tc line of num-
bers, being oc'.y tiic logantlims graduated upon a ruler, winch
therefore serves to solve problems iustrumeutully in the same
manner as logarithms do arithraetically.

Oiiiiicr's Quadrant, an instnimcut made of wood, brass, or other

substance, containing a kind of stereographic projection of the

sphere on the plane of the eciuinoctial, the eye being supposed to

be placed in one of the poles, so that the tropic, ecliptic, and
horiz jn form the arcs of circles, but the hour circles are other curves,

drH>vii by means of several altitudes of the sun for some particular

latitude every year. This instrument is used to find the hour of

the day, the suu's azimuth, &c., and other common problems of the

sphere or globe, and also to take the altitude of an object in degrees.

GanUr's Hcale (generally called by seamen the Guntcr) is a large

plane scale, usually 2 feet long by about IJ inches broad, and en-

graved with v.irious lines of numbers. On one side are placed the

natural lines (as the line of chords, the line of sines, tangents,

rhumbs, &c. ), and on the other side the corresponding artificial or

logarithmic ones. By means of this instrument questions in navi-

gation, trigonometry, &c., are solved with the aid of a pair of

compasses.

GUXTHER. Jon.\NN Christian (1G9.'5-1723), German
poet, was born at Striegau in Lower Silesia, on the 8tli

April 1G95. After attending the academy at Schweidnitz,

where he composed a number of verses of more than usual

promise, he entered in 1715 the university of Wittenberg

with the view of studying medicine ; but he became idle

and dissipated, contracted heavy debts, and came to a com-

plete rupture with his father. In 1717 he went to Leipsic,

where he obtained the friendship of ilenck, and published

a poem on the peace of Passarowitz, which acquired him
a,i immediate reputation. Menck recommended him to the

king of Poland, but unhappily the first time he appeared

at court he was in a state of intoxication. From that time

be led an unsettled and dissipated life, depending for an un-

certain subsistence partly on money obtained for occasional

poems and partly on the charity of his friends. He died at

Jena, 15 th March 1723, when only in his 2Sthyear. Goethe
pronounces Gtinther tohave been a poet in the fullest sense

of the term. As a lyrical poet he stands alone among his

contemporaries for freedom, spontaneity, and sincerity of

utterance ; and bis works as a whole give evidence of deep

and lively sen.sibility, fine imagination, clever wit, and a

true ear for melody and rhythm. An air of cynicism, how-
ever, which was the necessary consequence of his aimless

life, is more or less present in most of his poems, and dull,

vulgar, or impure witticisms are not unfrequently found

aide by side with the purest inspirations of his genius.

His collected poems were published in four volumes, Breslau,

1723-1733. They are also included in 'Y'Mm».Tm'& Deutsche Dichlcr

desll"" Jakrh., Leipsic, 1874. A pretended autobiography of

Giinther appeared at Schweidnitz in 1732, and a life of him by
Siebrand at Leipsic in 1738. See also Hoffman, J. Ch. Giinther,

ei)v lilcrarisch-historischer Vcrsuch, Ercslau, 1833 ; and Roquctto,

Lehen uiid Dichlen J. Ch. GUntlicrs, Stuttgart, 1860.

GUNTOOR, a town in Kistna district, Madras, situated

ou the Grand Trunk road, about 46 miles from Masulipatam,
17° 42' N. lat., 80° 29' E. long.

;
population 18,033. It is

the headquarters of tho sub-collector and the district judge
of Kistna ; and there is a considerable trade in grain and
cotton. Ountoor was formerly the capital of a Circar

(Sark.'ir) under tho Mahometans ; it was ceded to the

French by the nizAm in 1753. At tho time of the cession

of the Circars to tho English in 17G6, Guntoor was specially

exempted during the life of Bas-'ilat Jang, whoso personal

jd'j'tf it was. In 1788 it came into British possession, and
was finally confirmed in 1803.

OUUDASPUR, a British district in tho lieutenant-

govcrfuirship of the Punjab, lying between 32* 30' and 31°

36' N. lat., and between 74° 50' a:.-! 75° 45' E. long.

Bounded ou the N. by the native Himdlavan states of

Kashmir and Clianibu, on the E." by KAngri district and
the river Bias, on the S.W. by Amiitaar district, anJ oi.

the \V. by Sialkot, the district of Guiduspur occupies
the submontane portion of the Bari DoAb or tract between
the Bias and the Ravi. An intrusive spur of the British

dominions runs northward into the lower HiniAlayan ranges,

to include the mountain sunatariura of Dalhousie. This
station crowns the most westerly shoulder of a magtuficenl
snowy range, the DhAolaDhAr, between which and tlie plain

two tninor ranges intervene. Below the hills stretches a
picturesque and undulating plateau covered with abundant
timber and made green by a copious rainfall, and watered
by the streams of the BAri DoAb, which, diverted by dams
and embankments, now empty their waters into the Bias
directly, in order that their channels may not interfere with

' the Bari DoAb canal. The district contains several large

and important jIdLs or swampy lakes. Few facts can now
be recovered with regard to the early annals of GurdAspur.
Our first distinct historical knowledge begins with the

rise of the Sikh confederacy. The whole of tlie Punjab
then was distributed to the chiefs who triumphed over

the imperial governors. In the course of a few yeare, how-
ever, the famous Ranjit Siuh acquired all the territory

which those chiefs had held. PathAnkot and the neighbour-

ing villages in the plain, together with the whole hill

portion of the district, formed part of the area ceded by
the Sikhs to the East India Company after the first Sikh
war in 184G. In 1861-62, after receiving one or two
additions, the district was brought into itipresent shape,

having its headquarters at GurdAspur.

Owing to the numerous transfers of territory which took place

between the census of 1855 and 1868, it is impossible to give a de-

tailed comparison of their results. The enumeration of 1868 was
taken over an area of 1822 square miles, and it disclosed a total

population of 906,126 persons,-—males, 501,247 ; females, 404,879.
Classified according to religion there are—Hindus, 303,107

;

JIahometans, 422,196; Sikhs, 79,387; and "others," 101,436.
Only six towns have a population exceeding 5000, namely, Batala,

26,897; Derd Manak, 7199; Dinanngar, 6626; Sujanpur, 6556;
Kalananr, 6030 ; and Srigovindpur, 5531. GurdAspur, the chief

town and administrative headquarters of the district, had only
4137 inhabitants in 1875. The sanatarium of Dalliousie, 7687 feel

above sea-level, though only returned as containing 2019 inhabitants,
has a large fluctuating population during the warmer months. The
district possesses throughout an excellent soil, except in some small
patches on the Bias side, where sand covers the surface. Tho chiol

agricultiual staples comprise wheat, barley, and gram for the spring
harvest, with rice, pulses, cotton, and eugar-cane for the autumn
crop. Abundant means of irrigation exist where requiril, cither

from canals, wells, or mountain streams; but in no part of the
Punjab province can better crops be produced without such artificial

aid. In 1875-76 the total cultivated area amounted to 855,675
acres, of which 140,639 acres wcro protected by irrigation against

the effects of drought. Tho trade of the district consists mainly
in the export of its agricultural produce. The imports are insig-

nificant,—English piece-goods, salt, and fancy articles forming the

main items. The local traffic centres on Batala. The principal

road of the district connects Amritsor with I'athankot, at the foot

of the hills, and passes througlvBatiila, Gurdiispur, and Dinanagor.

Tho total mileage of highways in 1875-76 showed 54 miles of

metalled and 507 miles of unmetalled road. Tho total revenue in

1876 was £123,603. In 1875-76 the district coutaincd 12 civil

and revenue judges ; and 14 officers exercised magisterial powers.

In the same year the police forco nurabcred 596 men, supplemented
by a large body of rural watchmen. In 1875-76 thcro wci-o 113

schools, having an aggregate roll of 6708 pupils. The climate of

GurdAspur is not unhealthy, but large swamps and excessive irri-

gation expose some neighbourhoods to malarious fevers and ague.

The mean temperature for 1871 was 86-85'' in May and SaS" in

December at Guiilaspur, and 67 8° in May and 46'i>6° in December
at Dalliousie. The iivcrago annual rainfall for eight years endiiig

1873-74 was 30'98 inches. Seven charitable dLspen.sarics ofl'orded

relief (1875-70) to 80,614 persons.

GURGAON, or GooRGAON, a British district in the

lieutenant-governorship of tho Punjab, between 27° 39' and
28' 30' 45" N. lat., and 7G° 20' 45" and 77° 35' E. long.

Bounded on tho N. by Rohfak, on tho W. and S.W. by

portiin '^l iho Ulwar, XAbha, and Jind native states, on ths
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S. by tlie Muttra district of tTie Nort'a-Western Provinces,

on tlie E. by the river Jumna, and on the N.E. by Delhi,

the district of GurgAon comprises the southernmost corner

of the Punjab province, and stretches away from the level

plain towards the hills of EAjput.-lnA. Two low rocky

ranoes enter its borders from the south and run northward

in a bare and unshaded mass toward the plain country.

East of the western ridge the valley is wide and open, and

essentially extends to the banks of the Jumna. To the

west lies the subdivision of RewAri, consisting of a sandy

plain dotted with isolated hills. Numerous torrents carry

oflF the drainage from the upland ranges, and the most

important among them emptj themselves at last into the

Najafgarh J/ii/. This swampy lake lies to the east of the

civil station of GurgAon, and stretches long arms into the

neighbouring districts of Delhi and Rohtak. Salt is manu-

factured from lime \n wells at several villages. The mineral

products are iron ore, copper ore, plumbago, and ochre.

VVolves, leopards, deer, jackals, hares, and foxes are found

in the district. In 1803 GurgAon district passed into the

hands of the British after Lord Lake's conquests, and under

their influence improvements made steady and rapid pro-

gress. On the outbreak of the mutiny at Delhi in May
1857, the nawAb of Fairukhnagar, the principal feudatory

of the district, rose in rebellion. The Meos and many
RAjput families followed his example. A faithful native

officer preserved the public buildings and records at RewAri

from destruction ; but with this exception, British authority

became. extinguished for a time throughout all GurgAon.

After the fall of the rebel capital, a force marched into the

district and either captured or dispersed the leaders of

rebellion. The territory of the nawAb was confiscated on

account of his participation in the mutiny. Civil admini-

stration was resumed under orders from the Punjab Govern-

ment, to which province the district was formally annexed

on the final pacification of the country.

The census of 1868 was taken over an area of 2015 square miles,

And it disclosed a population of 696,646 persons—males, 370,251
;

females, 326,395. Tiie Hindus number 480,307 ; SIahom<;tans,

216,147; Sikhs, 130; and "others," 62. In 1875-76 there were

four municipal towns, with popitlations as follows :—Rewari,

25,237; Ferozepore (Firozpur), 10,530; Palwal, 13,542; Farrukh-

nagar, 10,611. Gurgdon, the administrative headquarters, had in

1869 a population of 3533. Out of a totr.l area of 1,267,335 acres,

as many as 967,440 were returned in 1875-76 as under cultivation.

The principal products are wheat, barley, jotir, bdjra, gram, oil-seeds,

pulses, cotton, and tobacco. Owing to the deficiency of artificial

irrigation, Gurftion must always be exposed to drought. Seven

periods of dearth have occurred since the disa-stvous year of 1783.

In 1833 and 1837 many villages, according to repoit, lost their whole
population through death and emigration. The traffic of Gurgaon
district centres entirely upon the town of Rewari, which ranks as

one of the chief trading emporiums in the Punjab. Its merchants
transact a large part of the commerce between the states of Rajputand

and the northern provinces of British India. Salt from the Sambhar
liake, together with iron, forms the princip.il import; sugar and
English piece-goods form the chief items ol the return tradfe. In

1871-72 the imports of llewAri were valued at £208,892, and the ex-

ports at £99,028. The means of communication are not of the

highest order. One good metalled road traverses the district, from
Delhi to Muttra, but the lines of greatest mercantile in'iportance are

unmetalled. The Rijputana State Railway now passes through the

district, wiUi stations at Gurgdon, JTiarsa, Jataoli, Kalipur, and
Rewari. Tlie total revenue in 187.')-76 was £111,885. In the same
year 13 civil and revenue judges had jurisdiction, and the police

force nnmuured 605 men, supplemented by a body of village watch-
men. The number of schools was 66, Witli a joint-roll of 3560
pupils. The summer heat of Gurgaon reaches a great intensity; no
record of temperature, however, exists. The average annual rain-

fall for the eight years ending 1873-4 was 23-52 inches. The
district contained 4 charitable dispensaries, affoi'ding reUef (1875)
to 18,034 persons.

GURNALL, William (1616-1679), author of the
Christian in Complete Armour, was born in 1616 at Lynn.
"Vorfulkshire. He was educated at the free grammar school

of Li* native town, and in 1631 was nominated to the
Lynn scholarship in Emmanuel College. Cambridge, where

he graduated B.A. in 1635 and M.A. in 1639. Nothinfj

is known of his history from the time that he left the uni-

versity till 1644, when he was made rector of Lavenham in

SufTolk ; but it would appear from one of his letters that

when he received that appointment he was ofiiciating an

minister at Sudbury. At the Restoration he, signed- thii

declaration required by the Act of Uniformity, and on this

account he was the subject of a libellous attack, publisher!

iu 1665, entitled Coienant-Renouiicers Des}ierate Aposlatet:

He died October 12, 1679, and was buried at Laveuhair.

The Work by which Gurnall is principally known, Tlie

Christian in Complete Armour, was published in three

separate volumes in 1655, 1658, and 1662, and soon became
so popular; that in 1679 a sixth edition had been called foi'.

In consists of a series of sermons on the latter portion cf

the Gth chapter of Ephesians, and is more fully described

in the title page as a "Treatise of the Saint's War against

the Devil ; wherein a discovery is made of that grand

enemy of God and his people, in his policies, power, seat

of his empire, wickedness, and chief designs he hath against

the saints;" and a " JIagazine from whence the Christian

is furnished with spiritual arms for the battle, helped on

with his armour, and taught the use of his weapon ;

together with the happy issue of the whole war." Thi5

work is more practical than theological; and its quaint fancy,

graphic and pointed style, astonishing variety of scriptural

application and allusion, and fervent religious tone render

it still popular with a certain class of readers.

An Inquiry iniu the Life of the Sci: JV. Gurnall, by H. M'Keon

.

appeared at Woodbridge in 1830, and a biographical introduction

by the Rev. J. C. Ryle, chiefly founded on this pamphlet, was pre-

fixed to an edition of the Christian in Comvlete Ai-mour publisned
in London in 1S65.

GURNARD (Trigla). The gurnards form a group of

the family of " mailed cheeks " (Triglidce), and are easil'i

recognized by three detached finger-like appendages in front

of the pectoral fins, and by their large, angular, bony head,

the sides of which are protected by strong, hard, and rough
bones. The pectoral appendages are provided with strong

nerves, and serve not only as organs of locomotion when
the fish uoves on the bottom, but also as organs of touch,

by which it detects small animals on which it feeds.

Gurnards are coast-fishes, generally distributed over the

tropical and temperate areas ; of the forty species known
seven occur on the coast of Great Britain, viz., the red

Trigla pleuracanlhica.

gurnard (7". pini), the streaked gurnard (T. lineata), Qi©

sapphirine gurnard {T. hinmdo), the grey gurnard (T}

gurnardus). Block's gurnard {T. cuculus), the piper (T^

lyra), and the long-finned gurnard {T. obscura or T. Ivcerna).

Although never found very far from the coast, gurnards

descend to depths of several hundred fathoms ; and as they

are bottom-fish they are caught chiefly by means of the

trawl. Not rarely, however, they may be seen floating on

the surface of the water, with their broad, finely-coloured

pectoral fins spread out like fans. In very young fishes,

which abound in certain localities on the coast in. the

months of August and September, the pectorals are com-

oaratively much lonser than in the adult, extending to the
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end of tUo body ; they are beautfuUy coloured and kept

expanded, the little fishes looking like butterflies. When
caught and taken out of the water, gurnards emit a gruut-

in" noise. Their flesh is very white, firm, and wholesome.

°GURWAL. See G.vruwal.

GUSTAVUS I. {c. 1496-15C0), king of Sweden, com-

monly known as Gustavus Vasa, the surname being

derived from the family arms, which were a bundle or sheaf,

is justly celebrated as the founder of modern Sweden; he

delivered it from the yoke of Denmark, introduced the

Keformatiou, established law and order, and laid the foun-

dation of its industrial prosperity. His family name was

Ericson ; he was born about 1496 of a noble house ; and

he was related to the powerful family of Sture. Gustavus

was at a very early age called upon to suffer for his country.

Sweden was still joined to the other Scandinavian kingdoms

under the union of Calmar, Denmark being the leading

state. Sweden was a reluctant member of this union, and

King Christian of Denmark was obliged to maintain his

supremacy with a high hand. In an expedition to Stock-

holm this king treacherously carried off the young Gustavus

and other nobles as hostages to Denmark. After being de-

tained in Jutland for 9,bove a year, Gustavus managed to

escape in disguise to LUbeck, and the great Hanse town,

ever jealous of the power of Denmark, furnished him yith

the means of returning to Sweden, where he landed in 1520.

He had now, formed the resolution to deliver his country

from the oppression of the Danes. He went about from

place to place trying to incite the people to revolt, but on

all hands he met with apathy and even resistance. For
some time his life was in extreme danger; he was hunted

by the Danish authorities, and worked in disguise on

the farms and in the mines of Dalecarlia. The barn in

which he threshed corn is preserved as a state monument.
]Ie was on the point of fleeing over the hills into Norway,
'A'hen tidings came of the Bluod-bath of Stockholm, in

ivhich ninety of the nobles and leading men of Sweden, in-

cluding the father of Gustavus himself, were executed by the

Danish king. This deed roused the slumbering patriotism

of the Swedes, especially oi the hardy people of Dalecarlia,

who now chose Gustavus as their leader (1520). They re-

peatedly defeated the Danish forces, and took the principal

towns. By 1523 Stockholm was taken and Sweden deliv-

ered from the Danish 3'oke. At a great diet held at Strengnds

in that year Gustavus was elected king of Sweden. Finland

was speedily recovered. After liberating his country,

Gustavus set himself to the far harder task of reforming and

nettling it. Sweden was in a very backward and disorderly

condition. The nobles had great power and many selfish

privileges ; the clergy were wealthy, and in the war of

freedom had taken the side of the Danes ; the peasants

were poor and discontented. There was little respect for

liw ; tho v^hole country was demoralized and disorganized.

The reforms of Gustavus began with the church. The two
brothers Peterson had already introduced the doctrines of

Luther, and the chancellor Anderson had translated the

New Testament into tlie native tongue. Vasa encouraged

Ihcir efforts ; in a great diet held at Wes'terSs in 1527 he

.succeeded under tho threat of abdicating in passing

measures, by which the lands of the bishops were placed at

his disposal, and-fuU liberty was granted of preaching tho

gospel ; but the support of the nobles had to bo gained

by a share of the spoils. The Reformation soon took deep
root, but the troubles of Gustavus continued. He required

to deal with a turbulent nobility; he had to beat off tho

exiled kiiig of Denmark ; thrice he needed to pacify a revolt

in DalecajHa ; and ho was forced to put forth tho whole
strength of his kingdom to quell a peasants' war in the

south. Tiie pretensions of Liilieck, which liad given him real

le'" in tho war of freedom, and to which he owed a consider-

able sum of money, involved him in a war, by which he cur-

tailed their commercial privileges. In all these difficulties

Gustavus bore himself with equal energy and wisdom. Id

1544 his position was so secure that the elective sove-

reignty was changed by the diet into an hereditary one.

From this time till his death in 1560, except an unim-
portant war with Russia on the Finnish frontier, there was
little to disturb the quiet progress of Sweden. Gustavus's

home policy made an era in Swedish history. Law, order.

and national spirit were encouraged and developed; schoob
were everywhere established, roads made, and foreign trade

extended by advantageous commercial treaties with Eng-

land and Holland. Nothing was too homely or minute foi

the supervision of the king ; he was ready to encourage,

scold, or instruct, whenever an opportunity offered in any

department of industry. He even established model farms.

His second and best-loved queen Margaret had a dairy farm

on which twenty-two maidens tended the cows. While he

avoided foreign war he did not neglect national defence ;

he left an excellent army of 15,000 men, and he created a

considerable naval force. Altogether, few kings have done

so much for any country as Gustavus Vasa did for Sweden.

He was succeeded by his son Eric.

See Geijer's History of the Sicedcs ; also an anonymous Biatm-y

of Gustavus Vasa, London, 1852.

GUSTAVUS II., or Gustavus Adolphus (1594-1632),

the hero of Protestantism in the Thirty Years' War, and the

first king of Sweden who played a great role in European

history, was the grandson of Gustavus Vasa, and the son

of Charles IX. He was born at Stockholm in 1594, and

received an excellent education. As we learn from his friend

and chancellor Oxenstierna, he gained in his youth " a com-

plete and ready knowledge of many foreign languages, so

that he spoke Latin, German, Dutch, French, and Italian

as purely as a native, and besides had some foreta.ste of the

Russian and Polish tongue." Even during his busier years,

after ascending the throne, it is said that he was fond of

reading the great work of Grotius, De Jure Belli et Pads
;

also that he knew Greek, jireferring Xenophon as a military

historian to any other. He was introduced to the business

of government at an early age; when he w-as only ten, his

father required his presence at meetings of council and at

the audiences given to foreign ambassadors. This early

experience was needed; for, his father dying in 1611, he

ascended the throne of Sweden in his eighteentli year.

His position was a difficult one; after fifty j'ears of civil

strife, Sweden had lost tho strong and compact organiza-

tion which it had received from Gustavus Vasa ; the

finances were exhausted, the nobles were discontented, and
the spirit of the people had declined. Abroad, Sweden was

surrounded with enemies, Denmark, Russia, and Poland

being in a state of chronic hostility with it.

To the diftlcult task before him the young kmg ajiplied

himself with equal skill and resolution. He attached the

nobles to himself by his respect for their privileges and his

genial manner, showed them a more honourable field o(

activity in a patriotic war, and even induced them to bear

their due share of its financial burdens. The administratic

was reformed in all its branches, industry encouraged, an-'

education greatly improved. In this way the iiational spirit

was wonderfully raised ; and Sweden was gradually prepare'-

to play for the first time a great part in Europe,—a par!

which seemed so ilisproportionate to her natural resource."^.

At his accession Gustavus was engaged in a difficult war
with Denmark, which, besides its supremacy over Norway,
occupied what is now southern Sweden. The pence of

1613 lift tlit'ir respective frontiers very much as they had
been before tho war. The war with Russia ended much
more advantageously for Gustavus in'the peace of Stolbova

(1617), by which Sweden was confirmed in the possession
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of the Baltic provinces stretching from Finland to Livonia.

Gustavus clearly foresaw the advantage to Russia and the

danger to Sweden it the former power were allowed to

plant itself on the Baltic coast ; and he now congratulated

his country on a peace which ass;\red her against such a

risL In 1620 Gustavus married a sister of the elector of

Brandenburg, with whom he lived happily till his death.

After being for many years engaged in anintermittent war
with Poland, Sweden (1621) entered upon a more active

conflict with t^iat power. With some interruptions the

struggle lasted till 1629, and proved an excellent training

for Gustavus. Sigismund, king of Poland, was his cousin,

and had at one time been king of Sweden, but had been

forced to resign owing to his Catholic opinions. Ee still

laid claim to the crown of Sweden. In this war Gustavus

took Riga, and made many other conquests in lavonia as

well as in Courland and Prussia, part of which he retained

by the peace of Altmark, concluded under the mediation

of RichelietL

That great statesman wished to get Gustavus's hands free

for a more important conflict, in which the king himself

had long been eager to engage. While Gustavus had been

involved in his Baltic war, the Catholic house of Austria

had been swiftly raising itself on the ruins of German Pro-

testantism to a position of absolute supremacy. In this early

period of the Thirty Years' War which dates from 1618,

the armies of Protestantism hadbeen everywhere overthrown

by Tilly and Wallenstein. The latter, raising a host at his

own cost and bearing desolation wherever he went, garri-

soned Brandenburg and Pomerania, occupied Mecklenburg,

and overran the continental dominions of Denmark. The
only town that successfully resisted the imperial general was
Stralsund ; the king of Dejimark was obliged to make peace.

Such a colossus, with its gigantic force of oppression and
devastation and its invincible armies, Gustavus now ven-

tured to attack. It seemed a foolhardy undertaking which

excited the laughter of his enemies, when in midsummer
1630 he landed on the coast of Pomerania with Lis' little

army of 15,000 men. Yet there were many things in his

favour,—the despair -of the Protestant princes, who saw a

great part of their lands threatened by the Edict of Restitu-

tion ; the disunion of the Catholics, who forced the emperor

to dismiss Wallenstein shortly after the landing of Gustavus

;

the help of Richelieu, who now inaugurated the French

])olicy of weakening Germany by dividing it. This help was
formally assured him by the treaty of Barwalde (January

1631). Yet the German princes showed no haste to

join Gustavus ; the d<ike Boguslav reluctantly consented to

receive the Swedish army into his capital—Stettin. But
the marvellous discipline of the Swedes, so dififerent from

the wild barbarism of the imperial army, soon gained the

confidence of the German people ; robbery and licence were

unknown ; morning and evening the soldiers assembled

for prayer round their regimental chaplains; such' an army
had never been seen in Europe. It was not less distip-

guished for its hardy bravery in war ; keeping the field in

winter as well as summer, it soon drove the imperialists

out of Pomerania and the lower basin of the Oder, and
stormed Frankfort-on-the-Oder. In the midst of those

successes, Gustavus was greatly moved by the sack of

Magdeburg (May 1631). Fearful of being cut off from his

basis of operations, he could not advance to the relief of the

city without the cooperation or consent of the electors of

Brandenburg and Saxony. During the delay thus caused,

Magdeburg was taken by Tilly, and became a scene of the

most fearful atrocities. Too late Gustavus forced the

elector of Brandenburg to hand over to him the fortresses

required; a desolating invasion of Saxony by Tilly com-
pelled even the, S9.xon elector to seek the aid of Sweden.
The union of the Swedish and Saxon forees was followed

by the battle of Ereitenfeld (neii- Leipsic), in which Tilly
was completely overthrown, and the supremacy of Catholic
Austria shattered at a single blow (September 1G31 ). While
the Saxons overran Bohemia, Gustavus, now hailed as- the
liberator of Protestantism, marched westwards towards
the Rhine, gathering round him the friendly Germans,
and driving out the imperial garrisons. Wiirt'zburg and
Frankfort were occupied ; at Oppenheim he forced the
passage of the Rhine against the Spaniards; he spent
Christmas in the ecclesiastical city of Mainz. Early next
spring he advanced into Bavaria, forcing the passage of
tlie Lech in the face of Tilly (who was mortally wounded).
Munich had to pay a war contribution to the Swede.
In this overwhelming reverse of fortune, the emperor

Ferdinand was obliged to invoke the aid of Wallenstein,
who soQu changed the course -of the war. He gathered
a mighty host, cleared the Saxons out of Bohemia, and
marching westwards threatened the wealthy city of Nurem-
berg. Afraid of a repetition of the horrors of Magdeburg,
Gustavus hastened northwards and threw himself into the
city with a small force. In the neighbourhood Wallenstein
threw up a fortified camp resolving to starve his rival out

;

and here the great captains watched each other for several

weeks. After drawing his scattered forces together,

Gustavus offered battle to the enemy, and when that

was declined assaulted his intrenched position, but without
effect Leaving a sufficient garrison to defend the exhausted
city, he advanced a second time into Bavaria, where he
hoped to draw Wallenstein after him, and thus transfer the

seat of war to the enemy's country. But Wallenstein

made a desolating march through Thuringia into Saxony,
which he resolved to make his winter quarters; and again

Gustavus was obliged to leave his Bavarian conquests to

save his ally from such a cruel guest. On a misty Nov-
ember day (1632) he attacked the army of Wallenstein

at LUtzen (near Leipsic). The numbers engaged were not

great: according to Ranke, the Swedes were 14,000, the

imperialists only 12,000 at the beginning of the conflict;

but the battle was one of the fiercest recorded in history.

The Swedes had carried the strong positions of the enemy
and turned his own cannon sesir-st him, when the cavalry

of Pappenheim, which had left the main army shortly before

the battle, appeared on the field. The Swedes were hurled

back ; and the king, too eagerly hurrying forward to re-forra

the battle, was separated from his guards and shot. Wild
with rage and sorrow the Swedes renewed the attack,

overthrew the enemy, and won his artillery again. WitV
out making any effort to recover it, Wallenstein retreat'id

into Bohemia, while the Swedes carried the disfigured body
of their king from the battlefield. It was laid to re£t^ in

the Riddarholm church at Stockholm.

Gustavus Adolphus is justly regarded as one of the

noblest and greatest figures in history. Even in the art

of war he made an epoch. To the huge and unwieldy

masses of Tilly he opposed a light and flexible formation

of three deep, which he manceuvred with unwonted rapidity.

The activity of his movements was equalled by the

dexterity with which his artillery and muskets were

handled ; at Leipsic his guns fired three shots for the

enemy's one. The political plans which Gustavus enter-

tained have been the subject of some discussion. That

he aimed at founding a Swedish empire of the Baltic, and
succeeded in doing so, is certain ; he meant also to unite

under his protection the corpus evangelicum of Germany.

Probably too he aspired to become a candidate for the

empire ; and if so, he had only one disqualification, that

he was a foreigner. Even with this drawback it would

have been the best course available.for Germany;^ to have

enjoyed for a generation the rule of Such a man would have

been an unspeakable blessing, at any rate infinitely better
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than Uic- supremacy of Austria, or tbat process of desola-

tion auJ disunion wliich actually took place. In anycase

his premature death at the age of thirty-eight was an irre-

parable loss for German Protestantism. The Tliirty Vears'

War, which for two years had been rendered heroic by his

presence, degenerated again into a scene of the wildest

barbarism, by which Germany was reduced to a wilderness,

and flung back at least a century in the march of civiliza-

tion.

See Geijer, History of Ike Swedes ; Fryxell, Hisiory of Siccdcn,

English tr.insI.ition by Jlary Howitt, Lond. 1S44, and Gesehichle

Giislnv Adolfs, Leipsic, 1852 ; Gfrorer, Gaslnv Adolf, 4th ed., edited

by Klopp, Stutt!jt>rt, 186:3; Droysen, Gustnf Jdoff, Leipsic, 1869-

70; Kanke, Gesekichie IVaUeHsteins, 3d ed., Leipsic, 1872; S. R.

Gardiner, The Thirty Years' War; E. C. OUi, Scandinavian His-

tory, ho\n\. 1S75 ; Felix Esquirou de Parieu, Gustaxe Adolphc,

Pari'!, 1875. Schiller'3 Gesehichle dcs drcissigjiihrigcn Krieys is a

brilliant production, but written without b careful study of the

sources. (T. K.

)

GUST/IVUS III. (1746-1792), king of Sweden, sue-,

ceeded his father Adolphus Frederick at the age of twenty-

five. He was in Paris when his father died, and was an

enthusiastic admirer of everything French. His manners

were popular ; he was brave, resolute, and eloquent. At the

beginning of his reign he found the royal power completely

overshadowed by the nobles, who in the council virtually

dictated the government of the country, and had involved

it in frequent disturbance and disgrace A revolt, contrived

for the purpose by one of his adherents, gave Gustavus

a pretext for marshalling his guards, whom he won over

and employed to make a complete change in the consti-

tution. As the nobles were disliked by the people, they

were obliged to submit. Surrounded by soldiers, the diet

accepted the new form of government, by which the entire

admiuistrative power including taxation was entrusted

to the king. In many respects Gustavus made an excellent

use of his great power ; he improved the army and navy,

reformed the administration of justice, abolished torture,

and built hospitals. But his foolish iping of French
fashion."!, aud his dream of reviving the knightly exercises

and accomplishments, led him into great extravagance.

His arbitrary attempt to introduce a national dress, as well

as the conversion of brandy, the national drink of Sweden,
into a royal monopoly, lost him his popularity. In 1788
in liis campaign against Russia, several nobles, officers of

his "army in Finland, refused to carry on the war because it

Iiad not been sanctioned by the estates. Angry at this

Gustavus summoned the hardy Dalecarlians to his aid, de-

prived the nobles of their exclusive privileges, and mado
his power absolute. Ho continued the Russian war with

great bravery and even success till the peace of 1790, which
made no chango on the Finnish frontier. Gustavus's ne.Tt

project, which he prosecuted with his usual energy and dis-

regard of eon<;equences, was a war to save King Louis XVI.
from the Revolution. This war the estates, already weary
of his expensive undertakings, refused to support. To avert
a new coup d'etat some nobles formed a conspiracy against
him ; and Ankarstriini, formerly an officer in tho guard,
chot him at a masked ball at Stockholm (1792).
GUSTAVUSIV. (1778-1837), king of Sweden, was son

of the preceding. He was only fourteen years of age when
his father was cut off, and his undo Duke Charles acted as

regent during the minority. Gustavus early gave proof of
an obstinate strength of will and of a higlily-wronght tem-
perament bordering on insanity. Thus ho went to St
Petersburg, according to agreetncnt, to marry a grand-
daughter of tho empress Catherine, and tho wholo court
was a-ssembled for the ceremony. TLo bridegroom how-
ever^ did not appear, and tho company disi>crscd after

Waiting several hours. Gustavus had drawn back at tho
eleventh hour, refusing to sign the marriage treaty because
it bound hiui to grant his future tiucea tho free csercieo of

iier religion. He spent his whole reign under the mastery

of a fixed idea, that Napoleon was the Great Beast spoken

of in the Apocalypse ; and he joined the great coalition of

1805 against the conqueror. In this war Swedish Pomerania
was occupied by the French. Even after Tilsit, Gustavus

prosecuted the war with unbroken resolution. Sweden.

suffered fearfully by this obstinacy of the king ; the

Russians conquered Finland ; the Danes invaded the

southern provinces ; his English allies, wearied of his ir-

rational obstinacy, left hira to his fate. Sweden also grew
sick of his wrong-headed policy. The oOBcers of the army
conspired against him. He was dethroned and detained

in captivity, while his uncle Duke Charles was elected to

the crown (1809). After the new arrangements had been

made, he was banished w ith the assurance of a considerable

income. Under the name of Colonel Gustavson he passed

a wandering life abroad, dying at St Gall in 1837.

GUSTAVUS ADOLPHUS UNION (GusTAt^-.^poLF-

Stiftung,Gust.\v-Adolf-Verein,Evan"gelischerVei!f.in

DER Gustav-Adolf-Stiftung), a society formed of members
of the Evangelical Protestant churches of Germany, which

has for its object the aid of feeble-sister churches, especially

in Roman Catholic countries. The project of forming

such a society was first broached, in connexion with the

bicentennial celebration of the battle of Liitzen, on the 6th

of November 1832 ; a proposal to collect funds for a monu-
ment to Gustavus Adolphus having been agreed to, it

was suggested by Superintendent Grossmann that the

best memorial to the great champion of Protestantism

would be the formation of a union for propagating his

ideas. For some years the society was somewhat limited in

its area and operations, being practically confined to Leip-

sic and Dresden, but at the Reformation festival in 1841

it received a new impulse through the energy and elo-

quence of the Hofprediger Zimmermann of Darmstadt,

and in 1843 a general meeting was held at Frankfort-ou-

the-Main where no fewer than twenty-nine branch associ-

ations, belonging to all parts of Germany except Bavaria and
Austria, were represented. The want of a positive creed

on the part of the Union tended from tho first, however, to

make many of the stricter Protestant churchmen doubtful of

its probable usefulness; though on the other hand its purely

negative attitude in relation to Roman Catholicism secured

for it the sympathy of the masses. At a general con-

vention held in Berlin in September 184G a keen dispute

arose about the odmission of the Konigsberg delegate

Rupp, the founder of the "Free Congregations"; his"

exclusion, which was carried by a majority, called forth

many energetic protests, and at ono time it seemed likely

that tho society would bo completely broken up. A peace-

ful solution of the difficulty, however, was reached at

Darmstadt in 1847. Amid the complications of tho

Revolution of 1848 the whole movement fell into stagna-

tion; but in 1849 another general convention (the seventh),

held at Breslau, showed that, although tho society had lost

both in membership ond income, it still was possessed of

considerable vitality. From that dato tho Gustav-Adolf-

Verein has been more definitely " evangelical " in its tone

than formerly ; and under the direction of Zimmermann of

Darmstadt it has greatly inci'eased both in numbers and in

wealth. In 1S53 the income was iI13,500 ; in 1858 it had
risen to £21,000; while in I87C there was divided among
140G congregations a sum of nearly £35,000. The total

number of congregations assisted up to that date was 2558,
and tho sums distributed amounted to an aggregate of
ucarly £637,000. Ap irt from any influence it may have
had in advancing tho cause of Protestantism in jdaccs

where it w.is struggling or weak, thero can bo no doubt
that tho Union has had a very great effect in helping tlio

variv'Ua scparato Evangelical churches of Gsrinati' t'>
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realize tlie number and importance of their common
interests. It ought to be added that the stricter Lutherans
still continue to hold aloof from it.

The Verein has numerous special organs, of which the most im-
portant are the Darmslddtcr Bote dcs Evangelischcn Vcrcins der
Guslav-A'lolf-Stlftung and Fliegcnde Blatter. See Ziinmennann's
Geschichtc des Giistav-Adolf- Fercins, Darmstadt, 1858.

GtJSTROW, the chief town of the Wendian circle of the

^rand duchy of Jlecklenburg-Schwerin, Northern Germany,
is situated on the Nebel and on the railway from Liibeck

to Stettin, 20 miles south of Rostock. The principal build-

ings are the castle, erected in the middle of the 16th cen-

tury, now used as a workhouse ; the cathedral, dating from
the 13th century, and lately renovate^, containing many
fine monuments and possessing a square tower 100 feet

high; the town-hall, dating from the 16th century; the

court-houses, the music hall, and the theatre. Among the

educational establishments are the ducal gymnasium, which
possesses a library of 15,000 volumes, the town real-school,

the city school, the trade school, and four female schools.

The town is one of the most prosperous in the dukedom,
and has breweries, foundries, tanneries, sawmills, brandy
distilleries, and manufactories of tobacco, glue, candles, and
soap. There is also a considerable trade in wool, corn,

wood, butter, and cattle, and an annual cattle show and
horse races are held. Population (1875), 10,923.

Giistrow was a place of some impoitanceas early as the 12th cen-
lUry, and in 1219 it became the residence of Prince Henry Burewin
II., from whom it received Schwerin pririleges. From 1556 to 1695
it was the residence of the dukes of Mecklenburg-Gustrow. In 1628
it was occupied by the imperial troops ; and WaUeustein resided in

it during part of the years 1623 and 1629.

GUTEXBERG!, John, was born about UIO at Mainz
of noble parents, his father being Frielo zum Gansfleisch,

and his mother, whose name he adopted. Else zu Gudenberg.
In 1420 the citizens of Mainz drove the patricians out

of the city, and as Gutenberg's name appears about ten

years later at Strad'ourg the family probably took refuge

there. When the expelled families were recalled to Mainz,

Gutenberg did not avail himself of the privilege. We next

hear of him at Strasburg, where in 1434 lie seized and
imprisoned the town clerk of Mainz for a debt due by
the corporation of that city, releasing him, however, at the

urgeut representations of the mayor and counsellors of

Strasburg. In 1437 Gutenberg vras sued before the ecclesi-

astical court by Emmeline zu Iserne-Tliiire for breach of

promise of marriage, the case being settled by his making
her his wife. The active mind of Gutenberg had adopted
several plans for making money before he invented the art

^if of printing with movable types, which is his great claim

upon the gratitude of mankind. Before 1425 he engaged

in some experiments requiring money, when Andrew
Dritzehn, a fellow-citizen, became security for him ; and
the came year a partnership between them was arranged to

carry out Gutenberg's new plan for polishing stones. Next
came an improvement in the manufacture of looking-glasses,

for which money was lent by other two friends. For these

a lucrative sale was expected at the approacliing pilgrimage

to Ais-la-Chapelle, which, however, was unfortunately

postponed. In 1438 was arranged a partnership between
Gutenberg, Andrew Dritzehn, Andrew Heilmann, and
Anton Heilmann, and that this concerned the new art of

printing appears from the long law proceedings which soon
after followed. The action was brought by the brothers of

Dritzehn, who was dead, to force Gutenberg to reveal the
secrets of the partnership. The c'ecision was in favour
of Gutenberg. In January 1441 Gutenberg obtained 80
livres by mortgaging some house property, and again in

1442 he borrowed money of Martin Brether for carrying
on his experiments. For four years after this nothing
is knowrk of Gutenberg except that his wife paid taxes

in his name. He now. returned to Iiis native city, Maliiz,

where he borrowed 100 guilders of his kinsman Arnold
Gelthus, and established himself in the house Zum Jungen,
which was part of the family possessions. At this time
Gutenberg must have been able to show some solid and
convincing results of his new invention, for he obtained
substantial aid from a shrewd goldsmith, John Fust or
Faust, who advanced 800 guilders to promote the work,
taking as security a mortgage on all the printing materials
to be purchased. Gutenberg at once set to work upon
a large folio Latin Bible, the printing of which was ended
before August 1455. During the progress of this great
undertaking several forms of indulgence and other smaH
things were printed, the earliest with a date being the

Indulgence of 1454 in the library at Althorp. But the

new art was certainly not a success commercially, and again

Fust had to come forward with another 800 guilders to

prevent a collapse. In November 1455 Fust determined to

dissolve his connexion with Gutenberg, and demanded pay-

ment of his advances. Gutenberg not being able to refund
so large a sum. Fust took legal proceedings against him, and
he was eventually compelled to yield; up the whole of the

printing materials, which at once were removed by Fust t)

his own house at Mainz. Here with the assistance of Peter

Schoffer he continued to print until the sack of the city

in 1462 by Adolphus II. Gutenberg, now in the evening
of life, had to make a fresh start in the world, and fortun-

ately in Dr Humery of Mainz found a friend who assisted

him with capital. Embarrassment, however, still pursued

him, and the press made slow progress. It is uncertain

whether the new press of Gutenberg was in Mainz or at

the neighbouring town of Eltvill. On January 17, 1435,
Gutenberg accepted the post, at the court of Archbishop
Adolphus, of salaried courtier. He received annually a suit

of livery together with a fixed allowance of corn and wine.

Meantime the printing materials were lent to the brothers

Bechtermunze, who printed some inconsiderable works, and
upon the death of Gutenberg were claimed and taken by
Dr Humery. On February 2, 1468, died Gutenberg, poor,

childless, and almost friendless, after laying the foundations

of an art which was soon to dominate the world. Arnold
Gelthus erected a monument to his memory near bis grave,

and forty years afterwards Ivo Wittig set up a memorial
tablet at the legal college in Mainz.

No portrait of Gutenberg is known, those appearing

upon medals, statues, or engraved plates being all fictitious.

The latest authority upon his life and work is Gxdenbery,

by Dr Van der Linde.

GUTHRIE, Thomas (1803-1873), Scottish clergyman

and philanthropist, was born at Brechin, Forfarshire, on

July 12, 1803. He entered the university of Edinburgh

at the early age of twelve (November 1815), and continued

to attend classes there for more than ten years. During

that period he seems to have read widely in general litera-

ture, although he did not distinguish himself as a student

in the strict sense. On the 2d of February 1825 the

presbytery of Brechin licensed him as a preachoi in con-

nexion with the Church of Scotland; but it was not till 1830

that he was inducted to his first charge, Arbirlot, in Forfar-

shire, where he laboured for seven years. In 1837 he

became the colleague of the Rev. John Sym in the pastorate

of O'd Greyfriars, Edinburgh, and at once attracted notice

ds a great pulpit orator. Towards the clone of 1840

Guthrie was chosen minister of St John's Church, Victoria

Street, Edinburgh. His increasing popularity brought

him flattering invitations both from London and f'-om

India ; but these he firmly declined. He was an en-

thusiastic supporter of the movement which led to the

Disruption of 1843 ; and his name is thenceforth asso-

ciated with the Free Church. In 1847 he began the
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greatest work of his life by the publication of Lis first

Plea for Ragged Schools. This pampblet, amid a multi-

tude of other encomiums, elicited a beautiful and sympa-

thetic letter from Lord Jeffrey. A ragged school was

opened on the Castle Hill, which has been the parent of

many similar institutions elsewhere. Guthrie insisted on

bringing up all the children in his school as Protestants

;

and he thus made his ragged schools not only educational

but proselytizing institutions. This interference with

religious liberty led to some controversy; and ultimately

those who differed from Guthrie founded the United Indus-

trial School, which- is managed on the principle of com-

bined secular and separate religious instruction. In April

1847 the degree of D.D. was conferred on Guthrie by the

university of Edinburgh; and in 1850 Dr Hanna, the

biographer of Dr Chalmers, was inducted as his colleague

in Free St John's Church.

In 1850 Guthrie published A Plea on helialf of

Drunkards and against Dninlenness, which was followed

by The Gospel in Ezekiel (1855); The Cily, its Sins and
Sorroios (1857); Christ and the Inheritance of the Saints

(1858); Seedtime and Harvest of Ragged Schools (1860),

consisting of his three Pleas for Ragged Schools; and The

'Wat/ to Life and Speaking to the Heart (1802). Tliese

works had an enormous sale, and carried his fame to

distant parts of the world. Portions of them were trans-

lated into French and Dutch. In 1862 ho was moderator

of the Free Church General Assembly ; but he seldom took

a prominent part in the business of the Church courts.

In connexion with the total abstinence movement he often

appeared on the platform, where his oratorical talents, rich

humour, genuine pathos, and inimitable power of story-

telling eminently qualified him to shine. He was also

greatly interested in the work of the Evangelical Alliance,

of which lie was one of the vice-presidents. In 1864,

his health being seriously impaired, he resigned public

work as pastor of Free St John's (May 17), although his

nominal connexion with the congregation ceased only with

his death. Guthrie had occasionally contributed papers

to Good Words, and, about the time of his retirement from

the ministry, ho became editor of the Sunday Magazine,

himself contributing several series of papers which were

ftfterwards published separately. In 1865 he was presented

with £5000 as a mark of appreciation from the public.

His closing years were spent mostly in retirement ; and

after an illness of several months' duration he died at

6t Leonard's-on-Sea, February 24, 1873.

Dr Guthrie's fame rests on his labours as a social re-

former and his extraordinary oratorical power as a preacher

end platform speaker. He will always be remembered as

one of the most successful and warm-hearted of Christian

philanthropists ; and his influence over the masses of his

countrymen was very great. His theology was the

moderate Calvinism generally accepted by the Evangelical

school. His style is distinguished by great graphic power

and richness of illustration ; but, although admirably

adapted for effect on a popular audience, it is far too florid

and Asiatic in its rhetoric to please a sound literary critic.

See Autobiography of Thomas Guthrie, D.D., andilcmoir by liis

sons, 2 vols., London, 1874-5.

GUTS MUTHS, Johann Christoph Friedrich (1759-

1839), a German teacher and the principal founder of the

German school system of gymnastics, was bom at Quodlin-

burg 9th August 1759. Ho was educated at the gymnasium
of his native town and at Halle university ; and in 1785

he went to Schnepfonthal, where he taught geography and

gymnastics in Salzmann's academy. His method of teach-

ing gymnastics was expounded by him in various hand-

books ; and it was' chiefly through them that gymnastics

very soon came to occupy such an important position in

11-14

the school system of Germany. He also did much to

introduce a better method of instruction in geography.
He died May 21, 1839.
His principal works are Gymtiastik fiir die Jiigcnd, 1793; Spide

zur Uebung und Erholung dcs Korpcra und Gcistcs/iir die Jugcnd,
1796; Tumbnch, 1817 ; ilandbuch der Geographie, 1810; and a
number of books constitutinga Bibliothckfiir PcUlagogik, Scjiulwesen,

und die gcsamiiUe pddagogische Literatur Dculschiands. He »Uo
contributed to tlio Vollstdndigcs Ilandbuch dc'r neucstcn Erd-
bcschrcibung, and along with Jacobi published Devlschcs Land
und dcutschcs Volk, the first part, Dcutschcs Zand, being wiitteu'

by him.

GUTTA PERCHA (Gutta Taban, <Src.). This namei is

applied to the concreted or inspissated juice of various

plants belonging to the natural order Sapotacece, growing in

the Malay Peninsula. To what particular tree the name
" gutta percha " properly belongs, there is no evidence to

show ; but it has been generally given to Dichopsis Gutta

(Bentley and Triraen) or Isonandra Gutta (Hooker), the

vernacular name of which is " taban."^

The Dichopsis Gutta attains a height of 60 to 80 ffiet,

with a diameter of 2 to i feet. The leaves are obovate-

oblong and entire, pale green on the upper side, and
covered beneath with short reddish-brown shining down.

The flowers are arranged in clusters of 3 or 4 in the axils

of the leaves. The fruit, about an inch long, is of an ovoid

shape, and is eaten by the Jtalays. In Sidk (Sumatra) a

vegetable butter is prepared from the seeds. The wood

is soft, fibrous, spongy, of a pale colour, and marked

with black lines, these being reservoirs of gutta percha.'

The gutta, as it flows from the tree, is of a greyish hue,

occasionally with a somewhat roseate tinge, probably arising

from the colour vessels of the bark becoming ruptured

through surcharge, and their contents mixing with the

gutta. This species does not furnish all the gutta percha

of .commerce ; indeed there are other trees which yield

larger quantities. In all there are about thirty varieties

known ; but some of the vernacular names in different dis-

tricts may prove mere synonyms.

The geographical distribution of the trees producing

gutta percha is very restricted. Giitzlaff defines the limits

as 6° N. and S. lat. and 100° to 120'" E. long.; whilst Captain

Lingard (who has great personal experience on the subject)

gives the limits as 4° N. and 3° S. lat., still further restrict-

ing the finer varieties to 3° 50' N. and 1° S., with a

temperature ranging between 66° and 90° Fahr., and a very

moist atmosphere. These limits are well within the iso-

therm of 80° Fahr. Many of the best varieties are found

only on the hill slopes at a distance from the sea-cowt,

each variety forming a separate grove of from 200 to 600

trees, with high forest trees above them. Tbey grow best

in a rich light loam, with a rocky subsoil

The collection of gutta percha generally takes place

directly after the rainy season, as in tho dry season the

gutta does not flow so readily, while during the rains ague

and jungle fever are most prevalent, and tho gutta is liable

to be washed away from tho felled trees. The yield of a well-

grown tree of the best variety is from 2 to 3 lb of gutta

percha, such a tree being about thirty years old, 30 to 40 feet

high, and 1^ to 3 feet in circumference. A full-grown tree

sometimes measures 100 to 140 feet to its first branches,

• Gutta, or as it is variously written gutah, gatto, gitUSh, gAtta, is the

Malayan term for gum, and Percha (pronounced as in perch, not hard

as perka), accentuated variously as parrlia, pertja, pcrchi, is tho nam#

of tho tree ; hence the term may bo translated " gum of the percha

treo." Tho old name of Sumatra was Pulo or I'ulau Percha, i.e.,

" island (I'ulau) of the percha tree."

• Tuban, tuban, tibin is tho namo of tho treo, and, according to

Logan, a new word has been added to tho JIalay languago, vii.,

Mcndbin (Mcn[t]aban), I.e., to collect gutta toban. Tlio greater num-

ber of Maloy nouns admit of conversion into rerbs by a prufli.

' For figures and botanical descriptions sctLond. Journ. Hot., 1848;

Do Vrieso, De Handel in Oelah-Percha ; and Bontlcy and Trimen'a

Medicinal PlanU, part 35, p. 16 (1878).
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•fiith a girtt of 20 feet at a distance of 14 feet from tlie

base, and may yield 50 to 60 lb of gutta perclia, which loses

in six months about 35 per cent, of its weight in drying.

The methods of extracting the gutta percha are much tlie

game amongst the ]\Ialays, Chinese, and Dyaks. The trees

are cut down just above the buttresses, or hanees, as they are

called ; and for this purpose a staging about 14 to 16 feet

high is erected. The tooLs used in felling are either

" billiongs" or " parangs." A billiong is a kind of axe used

by the Malays in felling, building, kc. The blade is of a

chisel like form, and the tang is secured at right angles to a

handle by means of a lashing of " ratan " or cane. Tlie

Chinese sometimes use an axe perfectly wedge-shaped. The
parang looks more like a sword-ba3'onet, and in the hands of

a Malay is a box of tools in itself, as with it he can cut up
bis food, fell a tree, build a house, or defend himself.

When the tree is felled the branches are speedily lopped
o£f, to prevent the ascent of the gutta to the leaves.

Narrow strips of bark, about an inch broad and 6 inches

apart, are theu removed, but not all round the tree, as its

underpart in its fall becomes buried in the soft earth,

much sap being thus lost. Some natives beat the bark
with mallets to accelerate the flow of milk or gutta. The
milk flows slowly (changing colour the while) and rapidly

concretes, and, according to its source, may vary from
yellowish-v/hite to 'reddish or even brownish in hue. The
gutta as it flows is received into hollow bamboos, doubled-

up leaves, spathes of palms, pieces of bark, cocoa-nut shells,

or in holes scraped in the ground. If the quantity obtained

is small, it is prepared on the spot by rubbing it together

iu the hands into a block, in one end of which a hole is

made to carry it by. In this state it is known in the

market as " raw gutta " or " gutta muntah." If water gets

mixed with the juice, the gutta becomes stringy and is

considered deteriorated, but after boiling appears quite as

good. Sometimes the gutta is kept in a raw state for a

month or two, and then undergoes the next step in the pre-

paration, that is, boiling. The boiling is generally con-

ducted in a "kwali" or pan of cast or hammered iron,

of about 15 inches in diameter and 6 inches deep. The
boiling is either simply with water, or with the addition of

lime juice or cocoa-nut oil. If one pint of lime juice be
added to tnree gallons of gutta juice, the latter coagulates

immediately on ebullition,

On arriving at the port of shipment the gutta, before

exportation, generally undergoes examination and classificar

tion into parcels, according to quality. As received in the

"godowns" or warehouses it presents great diversities in

condition, shape, size, and colour,—from crumbling, hardly
coherent, whitish or greyish "raw" or "getah muntah"
fragments, to reddish or brownish blocks as bard as wood.

Sometimes it is made up into all manner of grotesque

shapes of animals, and it is nearly always largely adulter-

ated with sago -flour, sawdust, clay, stones, ic. The Chinese
are great adepts in assorting and classifying gutta, and
frequently prepare from different varieties a certain "stand-
ard sample" by cutting or chopping the material into

thin slices and boiling with water in large shallow i?on

pans, keeping the contents constantly stirred with poles,

and adding, good gutta percha and even cocoa-nut oil to

give a better appearance. When sufficiently boiled the

gutta is pressed into large moulds, and is then ready for

shipment. This process of rebojling is wholly unnecessary,

and in some cases is done only to get rid of stuff which
has no right to be called "gutta percha."

The amount and value of gutta percha imported into

Great Britain in 1875-77 were as follows :
—''
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bUte it 13 ueaily as liarJ as wooJ, only just i-eceiving tlie impression

of tbe nail, is of a iiorous structure, and when viewed under the

microscope has the a|i|iearauce of a series of variously hucd prisms.

When moulded, rolled into sheets, or drawn into ropes, it assumes

a bbroiis character in the directiou of its greatest length, iu which

direction consequently it can be stretched without rupture. If,

however, a strip of a sheet be cut off across the fibre, it will be found

that a leJistributiouof the tenacity of the slip takes place ; i.e., the

direction of the fibrous character is developed in an opposite direc-

tion. The electrical properties of gutta percha were first noticed by

Faraday. If a piece be subjected to friction, an electric spark can bo

obtained. On its relative electric couductivity, sec vol. viii. p. 53.

At a temperature of 32° to 77° Fahr., gutta percha has as much
tenacity as thick leather, though inelastic and less flexible. In

water at 110° Fahr. it becomes less hard; towards 120° Fahr. it

becomes doughy, though still tough; and at from ll^-'to 150° it

frows soft and pliable, allowing readily of being rolled and moulded,

a this state it has all the elasticity of caoutchouc, but this it loses

as it cools, gradually becoming hard and ri^d again, and retaining

any form impres-sed on it whilst in its plastic condition. It is

highly inflammable, and burns with a bright flame, dropping a

black residue like sealing wax. The specific gravity of gutta percha

has been variously stated at from 0-96285 to 0-99923. It is insoluble

in water, alcohol, dilute acids, and alkalies, but dissolves in warm
oil of turpentine, bisulphide of carbon, coal tar oil, caouichin or

oil of caoutchouc, and its own oil,—for it yields by destructive

distillation an oil similar to that yielded by caoutchouc under the

same treatment. Ether and some of the essential oils reuder it

pasty, and it is softened by hot water, absorbing a small quantity

of the water, which is slowly parted with in cooling.

Dfnnu/aclure and Applications.—C\Mn percha, as received iu

England, is in irregular clumps or blocks, and is frequently adul-

terated with massive stones, sawdust, bark, sago flour, and other

forcigu matters ; and the first step in its manufacture is to cleanse

it thoroughly. The blocks are fii-st sliced by means of a powerful

circular wheel driven by machinery, and having fixed in it two

or three strong chisel-like knives, by which it is divided into thin

slices. These are placed in wooden troughs filled with water and

heated by steam. As soon as the gutta percha becomes soft, it is

taken out in baskets and placed in a toothed iron cylinder, called

a "devilling" machine, wliich tears it into fragments; these fall

into a trough of water, and the impurities siuk to the bottom,

lea-ving the purified gutta floating in the form of a spongy mass.

This mass is then taken out by means of perforated shovsls,

thoroughly washed in cold water, and dried in baskets. It is tluen

packed in jacketed iron chests heated by steam, and left till it be-

comes soft, when it is at once removed, and kneaded or masticated

by means of a cast-iron cylinder, with a movable lid and an internal

revolving toothed iron axis,—the result being a homogeneous
dough-like reddish-brown mass. Sometimes various substances are

iutroduced into this machine, which is called a "masticator," to

im;rea.se the hardness or density of the gutta, or to colour it,—such

as orange or red lead, chrome, vermilion, yellow ochre, sulphur,

caoutchouc, gypsum, or resin, care being taken to use such sub-

stances only as are not affected by the heat necessary in the operation.

The incorpoiation ia conducted with gi-eat nicety, as at the will of

the operator a soft and elastic or a hard and liorny substance can be

prodticed. When sufficiently masticated, the gutta is placed whilst

still hot between two steel cylinders, and thoroughly rolled, hy
means of an endless band of felt the gutta is returned a^in to

the cylinders, tha distance between wliich is gradually diminished

BO as to compress and completely drive out any contained air from

the gutta percha. There aio various machines for cutting driving

bamla, kc, to a Uniform width, and for rounding off the edges and

finishing. Soles for boots arc made by cutting a long strip of the

requisite width, and then passing tho strip under a hollow die.

Inmaking pi plug a mactiino is used consisting of a cylinder, with

a dio-i)ieco attached of tho requisite size. By means o£ a piston the

gntta percha, which is introduced into the cylinder in a plastic con-

dition, is driven through the die-piece, and the piston gives the inner

diameter of the piping. As tho piping issues fioni tho machine, it

passes immediately into a trough of water, which "sets" it, and
prevents it from collapsing. The value of gutta percha piping

IS verj- great: it does not contaminate water as lead piping does; it

withstands insects, damp, &c., and is easily manipulated, bcin"

shortentJ, lengthened, or repaired without trouble or exiiensc ; and
ita acoustic properties have led to its employment largely ia tlie

manufacture of aural, stethoscopical, and other instruments.

Gutta percha speaking-tubes arc now to bo seen in nearly every

office. Tho .substance too, from tho fact that few acids nndalkaries

affect it, especially if dilute, is largely employed for fimnois,

eiphons, and other chemical apparatus.

In telegraphy gutta percha is of tho very highest importance,

l>eing a cheap, lasting, and powerful insulator, easily applied to

telegraphic wires. Thn general method of coatin;j telegraphic wire

is by charging a cylinder with plastic gutta percha, and forcing it

through a die-piece, the wire forming a central core. Aa tho wire

is drawn through tlii3"dic" or "moulding" piece, it becomes
coated to the requisite thickness, and after iiassiii" through water

it is wound on drums ready to be coated with tarred rope, and with
galvanized iron wire if required lor submarine cables.

The readiness with which gutta percha, ishilst in its plastic con-

dition, receives an impression, which it retains when cold, early led

to its employment iu the decorative and fine arts, since it repro-

duces the finest lines, as in the taking oV moulds from electrotypes.

See F.LECTROMETALLUIIGY.
In the production of imitations of oak and other ornamental

woods, gutta percha has beeu largely used, since by the admi-xture

of various substaucea "graining" or "marbling" can be very

naturally represented, and a coating of a solution of gutta percha

gives a vai-uish of great brilliancy.

Substitutes.—Jlany substances have been recommended as substi-

tutes for, or as supplementary to, gutta percha. Among these

Balata gum undoubtedly holds the first place. It is obtained from
the iliiniLsops Balata (Gartnei), a tree, fouud in British aud French

Guiana, Jamaica, &c. Prof, lileckrod seems to have been the first

to direct attention to this substance, by bringing it before the notico

of the Society of Arts in 1857.' The Balata gum combines in

some degree the elasticity of caoutchouc with the ductility of gutta

percha, freely softening and becoming plastic, and being easily

moulded like gutta percha. What small parcels have been sent to

England have met with a ready sale, and were remarkably pure

and free from adulteration. But unfortunately, through the difS-

culty of collection, the occupation being dangerous and unhealthy,

the supply of this excellent article has fallen off. It is procured

by making incisions in the bark of the tree about 7 feet from the

ground, a ring of clay being placed aroynd to catch the milk as it

exudes. A large tree is said to yield as much as 45 lb of "dry
gum."- Pauchontce, the produce of Dichopsis elliptica, Collins

(Bassia elliptica, Dalzell), is a most interesting substance, and
may yet prove an article of commerce if properly treated ; at

present, although by heat it becomes plastic and ductile, it ia

brittle and resin-like when cold. The tree is found very generally

distributed in Wynaad, Coorg, Travancore, &c.

Many of the euphorbias yield milky juices which have some at

least of the properties of gutta percha. The chief amongst these

are the cattimandoo {Eiqihorbia Cattimandoo, ElUot) and the Indian

spurge tree {E. Tirucalli, Linn.) of India, and some euphorbias at

the Cape of Good Hope. The alstonia or pala gum {Alstonia scho-

laris, \i. Br.) and themudargnra (Calatropis (jiyantea, R. Br.), have
also been recommended as substitutes for gutta ]ierrha. But the at-

tempts made to utilize these substances have as yet been unsuccessful.

Futwe Supplies.—A very important matter for consideration is

the question of the future supplies of gutta percha. It is after all

only a spontaneous natural product. If a Jlalay or Chinese wishes

to plant pepper, gam bier, kc, he burns down a portion of the forest,

and when he has raised two or three crops he clears a new portion,

and thus finely wooded spots become denuded of trees, and covered

with rank grass rendering them unfit for further cultivation.

Again, to obtain the gutta percha the trees are cut down, and none
are planted in their stead, so that in districts where tliey were ilk

abundance one or two only are now preserved as curiosities. It is

a wonder indeed that a single tree is left. A writer in the Saraicale

Gazelle says that from 1854 to 1875 over 90,000 piculs (of 133^ Ift

each) of gutta percha was exported from Sarawalt alone, and thin

meant the death of'at least 3,000,000 trees. In fact the only thing

that preservea the tree at all is that it is of no use to cut one down
till it is 25 to 30 years old. Sooner or later recourse must be had
to cultivation and conservation. (J. CO.)

GUTZK.OW, Karl (18U-1878), one of the most dis-

tinguished of modern German novelists and dramatists, was

born 17th March 1811 at Berlin, where his father held a

clerkship in tho war office. After completing his education

at the Friedrichs-werder g7mnasiuni, he entered upon the

study of theology a-nd philosophy at tho uni-rersity of his

native town, where, having had his interest awakened by
the political and social questions of the time by the Paris

revolution of July 1830, he, while still a student, began bis

chequered literary career by tho publication in 1831 of at

periodical entitled Forum dtr Journal Iiteratur. Although,

as was to be expected, the serial wa.«i a failure and was soon

discontinued, it procured for him the notice of Wolfgang

Menzcl, who in-vited him to Stuttgart to assist him in the

editorship of the LiterattirbUut. At tho some time ha

continncd his university studies, first at Jena, then at

Heidelberg, and latterly at Munich. In 1832 ho published

aooiiymouHly at Hamburg Briffe rinrt Narrm an cine

» Jrmm. Soc. Arts, Oct. 8, 1 837 ; also Aug. 24,1800, amlMarch4,18G4i
' Trinidad Chronitlc, Sept. 2, 1873.
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Ndrrin, and in 1833 appeared at Stuttgart Maha-Guru,

Gesriii'i.-Iite eines Gottes, a fantastic and satirical romance

intended to ridicule the current conceptions of the divine.

In 1S35, on account of a difference with Menzel, he discon-

tinued his contributions to the L'deraturhlalt, and went to

Frankfort, where be became coUaburateur with Duller on the

Ph'dnijc, and also founded the Deutsche Revue. In the same

year appeared Wally, die Zweijlerin, from the publication

of which may be said to date the school of writers who, from

their opposition not only to Romanticism but to all the

time-honoured literary, social, anA religious traditions,

have received the name of " Young Germany." The work
was directed specially against the institution of marriage

and the belief in revelation; and whatever attention it

might have attracted from its own merits was tenfold

increased by the action of the Government, which, besides

condemning its author to three months' imprisonment,

decreed the suppression of all he bad written or might yet

write, and prohibited him from exercising the functions of

editor within the states of the Bund. During his term of

imprisonment Gutzkow employed himself in the composition

of his treatise Zur philosopkie der Geschichte, published at

Hamburg in 183G, in which he opposed the Hegelian theory

as to the nature and ends of history. On obtaining bis

freedom be went to Frankfort, where, shortly afterwards,

lie was married, and where he wrote several volumes on

various subjects which he published at Hamburg and

Stuttgart ;' but finding himself hampered in his literary

undertakings by the prohibitions of the Prussian Govern-

ment, he removed in 1837 to Hamburg. Here he inaugur-

ated a new epoch of his literary activity by bringing out

his tragedy Richard Savage, which immediately made the

round of all the German theatres, and first decidedly won
the ear of Germany for the modem drama. Of his numer-

ous other plays the majority are now neglected; b"ut a few

have obtained an established place in the repertory of the

German tbeatre,-^especially the comedies Zopfund Schioert

(1844) and Das Urhild des, Tartufe (1847), and the

tragedy Uriel Acosta (1847); the deep tragic interest, fine

dramatic situations, and terse and pregnant diction of the

last entitle it to rank among the best dramas of modern
times. In 1842 Gutzkow paid a visit to Paris, of which he

gave an account in Briefe aus Paris (Leipsic, 1842). After

his return to Germany he resumed his stay at Frankfort,

where be was chiefly occupied in preparing for the press an

edition of bis collected works, published in 12 volumes,

1845-46 ; but in 1847 he went to Dresden, where be suc-

ceeded Tieck as director of the court theatre. About the

same time began that period of his literary activity to which

belongs the series of remarkable works of fiction intended to

depict the action and tendency of the principal intellectual,

social, and religious forces in modern society. The chief of

these novels are Die Ritter vom Geiste (9 Tols., Leipsic,

1850-52) and Der Zauberer von Rom (9 vols., Leipsic,

1859-61). The latter, a study of Roman Catholic life in

southern Germany, is generally regarded as his masterpiece
;

and its vigorous and trenchant delineations of character

are not more notable than its keen analysis of the motives

underlying religious professions, and its subtle penetration

into the characteristics and tendencies of the various forms

of religious opinion. In regard, however, to both works, it

may be objected that their great length, their somewhat
tedious dallying over unimportant details, the intricate

nature of their plots, and the hampering influence of their

controversial purpose lessen considerably the legitimate

effect of their many striking and original character portraits,

Iheir skilfully arranged dialogues and frequently powerfully

dramatic scenes, and the cunning manner in which their

incidents are blended into one whole. . The success of Die
RitUr vom Geiste suggested to Gutzkow the establishment

of a journal on the model of Dickens's Household Words;
entitled Viiierhalluvgen am hdnslicheii lleid, which first

appeared in 1852, and was continued till 1S62. In 1864
he had an attack of insanity, during which ho made an
attempt upon his life ; and although after his recovery lie

continued to write as voluminously as formerly, his produc-
tions show henceforth decided traces of failing powers. To
this period belong the historical novels llohenschwangau (5

vols. 1868) and Fritz Eilrodt (3 vols. 1872) ; Lehenhitder

(3 vols. 1870-72), consisting of autobiographic sketches;

and Die SiJhne Pestalozzis (3 vols. 1870), the plot of which
is founded on the story of Kaspar Hauser. On account of

a return of his nervous malady, Gutzkow in 1873 made a

journey to Italy, and on his return took up his residence in

the country near Heidelberg. Although some time before

his death he had been confined to his sick cliamber at

Frankfort, its occurrence, 16th December 1878, was due to

accidental suffocation from smoke.

The writings of Gutzkow suffer in character from the

controversy which embittered liis life. His didactic

purpose was too strong to allow his fine artistic faculty full

freedom of action, and notwithstanding his true dramatic

insight, firm grasp of character, rich vein of original thought,

and wonderful comprehension of the principles at work in

modern society, he did not possess that command of his

materials which is necessary to mould them into poetic com-
pleteness. But although his popularity has not been com-
mensurate even with his merits, no recent writer has ex-

erted a more powerful influence on the opinions of modern
Germany ; and if his works are not destined to Jive by
virtue of their inherent value, many of them will always

be of interest as the mirror in which the intellectual and
social struggles of his time are best reflected.

Aq edition of Gutzkow '3 collected works nppc.ired at Jena, 1873-
76. Since his death the issue of a popular cuitiou lihs been under-
taken, the first volume of wliich, containing the autobiof^aphy of

his boyhood and his miscellaneous poems, 1 us already appealed.

His Siickblickc auf mein Lchen, publislied in 1875, deals specially

with that period of his life when he was director of the Dresden
theatre. A complete biography by Johannes Proclss is now in pro-

cess of preparation.

GUTZLAFF, Karl Friedeich Auoust (1803-1851),

a missionary to China, was born at Pyritz in Pomerania,

8th July 1803. At an early age he cherished a strong

desire to become a foreign missionary, but the poverty of

his parents made it impossible for them to aid him in

attaining bis wishes, and he became apprentice to a saddler

in Stettin. In 1821, however, he made known bis inclin-

ation to the king of Prussia, through whom he obtained

admission to the Padagogium at Halle, and afterwards to

the mission institute of J.^nike in Berlin. In 1826, under

the auspices of the Netherlands Missionary Society, be went
to Batavia, where by intercourse with the Chinese residents

he perfected himself in the Chinese language. He, however,

severed his connexion with the Netherlands Society in 1828,

and went to Singapore ; and in August of the same year

be removed to Bangkok, the capital of Siam, where he
occupied himself with translating the Bible into Siamese.

In 1829 be married an English lady, who aided him in the

preparation of a dictionary of Cochin China, but she died

in August 1831 before its completion. Shortly after her

death he sailed to Macao in China, where, and subse-

quently at Hong Kong, he worked at a translation of the

Bible into Chinese, published-a Chinese monthly magazine,

and wrote in Chinese various books on subjects of useful

knowledge. He also at different tJmes undertook voyages

on the coast of China, and in 1834 he published at London
an account of thetn under the title Journal of Three Voyages

along the Coast of China in 1831, 1832, and 1833. He
was appointed in 1835 joint Chinese secretary to the English

commission, and during the opium war and the negotiations
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connectorl witL tlie peace tliat followed he rendered valuable

service by his knowledge of the country and people. On
ftccount of the cnntinued recusal of the Chinese authorities

to permit foreigners to penetrate into the interior, Giitzlaff

in 1844 founded an institute for the training of native

missionaries, which was so successful that during the first

four years as many as forty-eight Chinese were sent out

from it to carry on missionary labours among their fellow-

countrymen. He died at Hong Kong, Auj,\ist 9, 1851.
Besides the works alrcaily mentioned, Giitzlaff is t!ip author cf

A Sketch of Chinese History, Ancient and Modern, London, 1834

;

•and a similar work published in German at Stuttgart in 1847
;

China Opened, 1838 ; and the Life of Taoiv-Kwang, 1851 (German
edition published at Leipsic in 1852). A complete collection of his

Chinese writings is contained in the library at Munich.

GUY, Thomas (1644-1724), founder of Guy's Hospital',

London, was the son of a lighterman and coal-dealer at

Southwark. After serving an apprenticeship of eight years

with a bookseller, he in 1G68 began business on his own
account. He dealt largely in Bibles, which had for many
years been poorly and incorrectly printed in England.
These he at lirst imported from Holland, but subsequently

obtained from the university of Oxford the privilege of

printing. Thus, and by an extremely thrifty mode of

life, and more particularly by investment in Government
securities, the subscription of these into the South Sea
Company, and the subsequent sale of his stock in 1720,
he became master of an immense fortune. He died un-

married, December 17, 1724. In 1707 he built three

wards of St Thomas's Hospital, which institution he other-

wise subsequently benefited; and at a cost of £18,793,
I63. he erected Guy's Hospital, leaving for its endowment
£219,499 ; he also endowed Christ's Hospital with £400
a year, and in 1705 built almshouses at Tamworth, his

mother's birthplace, which was represented by him in

parliament. The residue of his estate, which ^ent to

distant relatives, amounted to about £80,000.
See A True Copy of the Last IVHl and. Testament of Thomas Guy,

Esq., London, 1725 ; J. Noorthouck, A New Hist, of London,
bk. iii., chap, i., p. 6S4, 1773 ; Nichols, Literary Anecdotes, vol, iii.

p. 599, 1812 ; and Charles Knight, Shadows of the Old Booksellers,

pp. 3-23, 1865.

GUY OF WARWICK, an old English metrical romance
which is known to have existed in French as early as the

end of the 13th century. Its authorship has been assigned

to Walter of Exeter, a Franciscan monk of the 13th century,

and, although thi3 supposition has been generally disputed.

Tanner regards it as probable. The romance has been
retouched by some French or Anglo-Norman minstrel, but
is evidently of Saxon origin, and is allied to the story of

Guido Tyrius in the Gesta Romanorum, and probably to

the romance Sir Guy, quoted by Chaucer in his Rime of
Sir Topas. The hero of the story is Sir Guy of Warwick,
who is said to have been the son of Siward, baron of

Wallingford, to have married Felicia, the only daughter of

Rohand, a famous Saxon warrior, to have become earl of

Warwick in his wife's right, and after conquering Colbrond
the Dane to have lived as a hermit till his death in 929.
The earliest English chronicler who mentions the story as

liistorical is John Harding. Tanner is of opinion that the
first germ of the romance dates from the battle of Brunan-
burgh, the " Vinhcido " of the Erjihsagn, but though the
story has some basis in tradition, the chief events of the
hero's life are plainly mythical. Although the romance had
once great popularity, it now appears dull and tedious, and
has no other than an antiquarian interest.

An edition of the romance in French prose appeared at Paris in
1525 printed by Anthoine Coutean, and it is also referred to in tho
Old Spanish romance, Terente el Blanco, written about 1430. Tho
earlia-jt. English edition is that without date printed at London by
Willium Copland, who died in 1S(38 or 1569. There exist also an
edition printed at London by John Cawood without date, another
by Samuol Rowlands in 1667, and three by 0. Bates in 1700. The

[

earliest English manuscript of the romance U that contained in the
Anchinleck JIS. in the Advocates' Library, Edinburgh, which is,

however, imperfect at the commencement and in the middle. It
was printed for the Abbotsford Club in 1840. There is a perfect
copy in the library of Cains College, Cambridge, and another in the
Cambridge University Library. A fragment of the romance, from
a MS. in the British Museum, was privately printed by Sir Thomas
Philipps, 1838, and the same fragment was reprinted in the
Abbotsford edition. The manuscript iu the University Library,
Cambridge, was printed for the first time in the liomance of Guy of
Waricick, edited for the early English Text Society by Zupitza,
1875. All these English versions appear to have been translated
from the Anglo-French version. There are, according to Zupitza,
at least eight French MSS. in existence,—three in London, one
at Oxford, two at Cambridge, one at Cheltenham, and one at

Wolfenbiittel. There is also a copy in the Imperial Library of Paris

;

and there w.is one at Cniges in 1467, and one at Bnissels in 1487.
A portion of the Wolfenbiittel MS. has been edited by G. A. Herbing.
in tho Pivgramm der gi-osseii Sladtschule ju Wismar als Einlad-
ung zur Michaelisprilfung, 1872. See also Zifpitza, Zur Literalur-
geschiehtc von Guy von IVariciek, 1813 ; The Percy Folio ilS.,

edited by Hales and Furnivall, vol. ii. ; and A. Tanner, Die Sagt
ron Guy von Warwick, 1877,.

GUYON, or GtJioN, Je.vjtn'e Marie BouvikREs de la
MoTHE (1648-1717), a leading exponent of the quietistic

mysticism of the 17th century, was born of wealthy and
oristocratic parents at Montargis (dep. Loiret), on the 13th

of April 1648. From infancy a sickly and excitable child,

she was at the age of two years and a half placed for a short

time under the charge of the Ursuline nuns of Jlontargis,

and in 1652 she became resident in the Benedictine convent

for a somewhat longer period ; but the state of her health

rendered it necessary that she should again be taken home,
where for a time she was left almost exclusively to the care

of domestics. From her seventh to her tenth year she was
once more with the Ursulines, and after another short

interval at home she , next passed eight months in the

Dominican cloister, where she spent much time in reading

the Bible, and in committing large portions of it to memory.
In her 12th year she communicated for the first time, and
ahjo began to form some acquaintance with the writings of

St Francis de Sales and of his disciple Madame do Chantal,

"la Sainte de Monthdlon." In imitation of the latter, she

tells us in her autobiography that she at this time carried

the name of the Saviour visibly inscribed on her person,

subjected herself to severe bodily austerities, and made a
solemn vow ever to aim at the highest perfection in an
absolute surrender of her w-ill to God. She earnestly

wished also to take tho veil, and in fact made an attempt,

by means of a forged letter purporting to be signed by her
mother, to gain admission into the order of the Visitation

of Mary, but her father interfered. In 1663 she removed
along with her parents to Paris, and went much into society,

where her youth, beauty, and talent secured for Lcr a very
flattering reception ; in the following year, before she was
quite sixteen, she was married to M. Guyon, a man of some
wealth and position, but of weak health, and twenty-two
years her senior. The union, on her side at least, had not
been dictated by love ; her husband's affection, though
probably genuine enough, appears to have been of a some-
what tepid kind; and disparity of age, as well as wide
differences of taste and habit between herself and M. Guyon,
combined with other circumstances, such as the jealousy of

her niotherin-law, and her own eager temper, to make her
married life anything but happy. She "began to eat the

bread of sorrow and to mingle Jier drink with tears," and
her lonely and desolate heart was not comforted until it

found quiet in God. It was in her twenty-first year, on
the 22d of July 1668, she tells us, that, after much reading

of Thomas a Kcmpis, St Francis de Sales, and other

religious writers, much spiritual conversation with thosa

who knew best about the mysteries of tho " inner life " and
the happiness of tho state of "recollection in God," much
(jroping in deep darkness, and much wrestling in agonized
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prayer, she at last esperienceJ tlie cUangs of heart which

filled her with joy and peace in the life of faith. The
words ia which she describes that crisis, if indeed they

are not coloured by later experiences, are interesting and

important, as showing that thus early she had. already

(•eached all that was distinctive of her quietism. " Nothing

Was more easy to me now than to practise prayer. Hours

fassed away like moments, while I could hardly do any-

thing else but pray. The fervency of my love.allowed me
no intermission. It was a prayer of rejoicing and of pos-

session, wherein the taste of God was so great, so pure,

unblended, and uninterrupted, that it drew and absorbed

tlie powers of the soul into o profound recollection, a state

pf confiding and affeclionate rest ia God, existing without

intellectual effort. For I had row no sight but of Jesus

Christ alone. All else was excluded in order to love with

greater purity and energy, without any motives or reasons

for loving which were of a selfish nature." In the months

and years that followed she learned by much experience

how difiicult it is to keep even such heights as the soul has

already gained ; but her aim, ever more clearly seen and

mors steadily followed, continued to be "entire consecra-

tion," " perfect faith and love." Amongst those who were

helpful to her during this period was Genevifcve Granger,

the prioress of a Benedictine community in Paris, under

whose influence she, on July 22 (St Mary Jlagdalene's day),

1672, drew up a solemn act of consecration, sealed with

herring and signed with her blood, in which she surrendered

herself to Christ as His spouse, accepting as a part of her

marriage portion " the temptations and sorrows, the crosses

and the contempt, which fell to Him." In the beginning

of 1674 she passed into a state of "privation" or "desola-

tion," which she considers to have continued with but slight

variations for somewhat more than six years ; during the

whole of this period, however, she had the benefit of the

spiritual direction of Bertot, a kindred spirit, whose

mystical writings she afterwards edited. On the 21st of

July 1676 she was left a widow, with three surviving

children,—two sons and an inffet daughter,— and began to

live a life of still deeper seclusion and isolation than before,

interesting herself, however, in works of charily, and in the

education of her family ; in connexion with the latter

occupation she commenced and made some progress in the

study of Latin. Her temptations and crosses continued

nevertheless to multiply ; she began to lose hope, and to

regard herself as wholly for.saken by God ; in her deep

despondency she began to correspond with Francis de la

Combe, superior of the Barnabites at Thonon, Savoy, with

whom she had ten years before become acquainted, and in

whom she had even then recognized a sympathizing spirit.

On the 2 2d of July 1680 she tells us her soul was
delivered from all its pains. " From the time of the first

letter from Father La Combe, I began to recover a new life.

I was then, indeed, only like a dead person raised up,

who is in the beginning of his restoration, and is raised

up to a life of hope ralher than of actual possession ; but

on this day I was restored, as it were, to perfect life and set

wholly at liberty. I was no longe'r depressed, no longer

borne down under the burden of sorrow. I had thought

God lost, and lost for ever; but I. found Him again. And
He returned to me with unspeakable magnificence and
purity. In a wonderful manner, difiicult to explain, all

that which had been taken from me was not only restored,

but restored with inci'ease and with new advantages." In

this changed state of feeling she began to revolve new plans

for the disposal of the remainder of her earthly life. She
for some time thought of winding up her worldly affairs

and taking the veil ; but her duty towards her children,

especially the two younger, seemed to prohibit that step.

geveraL riroposals of marriage were also received, but re-

jected. Gradually, in the course of 1681, she had almosV
though with hesitation, reached the conclusion that she was
called to active religious work, and the field to which
inward intimations seemed to point was that part of France
and Savoy which borders on Geneva, if not Geneva itself.

The advice of D'Aranthou, titular bishop of Geneva, was
asked and obtained ; he approved of the proposal. After
making some important ari;angement3 witli regard to her
property, and entrusting her two sons to the care of suitable

guardians, she accordingly secretly left Paris accompanied
only by three female attendants and her daughter, then a
child of five years of age. The party arrived at Annecy oo
the 21st of July ; on the following day, at the tomb of St
Francis de Sales, Madame Guyon renewed her spiritual

marriage with the Redeemer ; and finally she fixed hei
abode at Gex under the spiricual care of D'Aranthon, by
whom La Combe was assigned to her as her director in the

place of Bertot, who had died some time before. Here she

at once began her benevolent labours, tending the sick andl

poor, praying with them and giving them religious instruc-J

tion
;
yet still it seemed to her as if the "seal of her mission

was not yet broken.'' Something within her whisperecl

that sha had not yet found the great and special work to
which God had been calling her. Amongst other things

the state of her director caused her much solicitude. She
saw that he had much, but felt that he ought to have
more. Her vocation at last was revealed to her, to become
to hira a spiritual mother, and her eff'orts towards the fulfil

ment of that vocation were not in vain ; La Combe at last

became possessed with the doctrine, of present sanctification

by faith in the Saviour, and began to preach accordingly.

Opposition and persecution almost immediately began
;

Bishop D'Aranthon did not fail to take notice of the new
doctrine, though on this occasion it escaped formal con-

demnation by the authorities at Rome; seeing, however, that

Madame Guyon was the real author of the heresy, if heresy

it was (and it certainly seemed to involve a theory of perfec-

tionism hardly compatible with Catholicism), he resolved

that she should not continue her activities within Jiis diocese

unless she should consent to accept a sphere where the

facilities for doctrinal propagandism would be less than

those for the exercise of ordinary benevolence. He accord-

ingly proposed that she should give what property still

remained within her control to a religious house at Gex, and
that she should herself become prioress ; this proposal, how-
ever, she declined, chiefly on the general ground that it did

not seem to be in accordance with the designs of God in

regard to her. The alienation of the bishop now maae iicr

stay at Gex to be far from comfortable ; and accordingly,

at the close of a residence of rather more than six months,

she removed early in 1682 to Thonon, apparently in the

expectation of being near her adviser La Combe. Hero
she remained for upwards of two years, engaged in religious

work of various kinds, especially in spiritual conversation

with the people of the neighbourhood, and in tending a

small hospital which, at the suggestion of her director and

with the assistance of some benevolent ladies of Thonon, she

had formed. Meanwhile her doctrines of " pure love " and

of that "fixed state" which consists in the complete identifi-

cation of the human will with the will of God were taking

more definite shape; and in 1683 they first found literary

expression in Zes Torrens, probably the best of her writings,

and really in some respects a fine performance, which

describes' the progress of the, soul from the commencement

of its inward life to its union with God, by a reference to

" streams or torrents flowing from the mountain tops with

greater or less rapidity and with greater or less directness,

and mingling at last in the ocean." Although Madame
Guyon was not herself conscious of any disharmony with

the teaching and practice of the Catholic Church, het

1
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'doftriiios could liarJIy fail to be regarded by tlie ordinary

orthodoxy of that time as more or less hostile to the gene-

rally accepted views as to the nature and mods of sancti-

fication, and as to the normal state of the graciously re-

oswed heart ; at Thonon they soon gave deep offence, and
nltimately it was intimated both to her and to La Combe,

on the part of Bishop D'Aranthon, that both must leave'tho

diocese. Her next resting place for a few weeks was Turin,

whence, in tlic autumn of 1684, she removed to Grenoble,

where she again became a centre of attraction and influence.

Here, for the direction of the many who flocked to her for

instruction and advice, she wrote and circulated her Moyen
eo'trl el tres facile de faire orauon, a treatise in which she

pointed out, doubtless in a manner highly susceptible of

misconstniction, that prayer might often well be both silent

and wordless. The commencjuiont of her commentaries on
the Bible also dates from this stay in Grenoble. Her
numerous and popular "conferences" or meetings for con-

versation and prayer or "self-recollection in God," and the

eflect produced by the Moyen court de faire oraison, how-
ever, speedily excited ecclesiastical opposition similar tothat

which she had already encountered at Gex, and although the

bishop (Camus) was himself disposed to be tolerant, if not

friendly, she v.-as ultimately constrained, in the spring of

16S6, to yield to strong representations, and seek an abode
elsewhere. Nice, Genoa, and Vercelli (where she again met
La Combe) were visited in turn; but it was finally resolved,

with the advice and concurrence of her friends, that Paris

oow offered itself as the field of labour most suited to her
powers. Here accordingly she arrived on the 22d of July
1686, and soon she and her teaching began to meet with a
very favourable reception in the higher circles of society.

But meanwhile the doctrine of Jlolinos and the Guida
Spirituale had been formally condemned by the Inquisition

»t Home, and the sentence had been taken up as a signal,

especially in France, for the persecution of all suspected
q»uetists. In October 1687 LaCorabe was suddenly arrested

by a royal " lettre de cachet " and committed to the Bastile

;

and by the same authority Madame Guyon herself was,

three months later (29th January 1688), ordered to be
detained as a prisoner in the convent of St Marie in the
Faubourg Sainte Antoine.' The charges brought against her
were the maintenance of heretical opinions ; the holding of

private religious assemblies, contrary to the practice and
rules of the Catholic Church, for the spread of these
opinions ; the publication of a dangerous book containing
opinions similar to those of the Siyiritual Guide of Molinos

;

and correspondence with Molinos. These, however, were not
destined to come to a definite issue, for through influence

which friends succeeded in bringing to bear upon Madame
de Maintenon a release was obtained in the following
October. Madame Guyon now went to live for the most
part with her daughter, who had become the Comtcsse de'

Vaux, at the family scat in the neighbourhood of Paris
;

but while on a visit with the duchess of Cliarost she became
ftequaiuted with Fcnclon, and a considerable corresi)ondenco
began. Tier influence continuing to make itself felt at
Paris, Dijon, Versailles, and other places, especially in the
institution of St Cyr, founded by Madame de Maintenon
in 1686, the attention of theologians was drawn afresh to

the *' new spirituality," as it was called ; and among others
both the Port-Royalist Nicole and Bossuet, bishop of
Meaux, sought personal' interviews. The latter, to whom
she had submitted not only all her printed works but also
the manuscript of an autobiography which she had written
wten in confinement in 1688, after more than one long
conference, is understood to liave expressed himself as on
tlw whole sntiefiod of her orthodoxy ; but the publication
by Nicole of the A'ifiitalioii deft principa!''!! Erveurs drs

(frntlisiei appears to have hid 3a excitinj; influence on the

public mmd ; yumours prejudickl not onfy to the orthodoxy
of Madaiu Guyon's faith, but also to ihe purity of her life,

were industriously spread, and caused great scandal in the
highest quarters, so that at last she was constraiued to write

to Madame do ifainteuon requesting that a number of
suitable persons might be selected for the purpose of judg-
ing both of her doctrine and her morals, and ofi'ering at
the same time to submit to any degree of confinement and
restraint until it should please the king to appoint such
persons. A commission was duly nominated, consisting of
Bossuet, Bishop (afterwards Cardinal) De Noailles, and
Tronson, the superior of St Sulpice. To this tribunal she
at their request submitted the Moyen Court, Les Torvens, and
the manuscripts of her commentaries along with her autobio-

graphy, to which she added her Justification. The outcome
of many deliberations, extending over some months, was
the preparation of twenty-four articles, usually called the
"Articles of Issy," relating to tho doctrine of " pure love."

Her refusal to sign a "condemnation of religious errors," as
drawn up and presented to her by Eossuet in a pastoral

ordinance and letter, now led to an open rupture which
resulted in her reimprisonment, on this occasion at Vin-

cennes, on the 27th of December 1695. Bossuet now set

himself to prepare his Iiislruclion sur les etiUs d'uraison,

which he submitted before publication to De Noailles, and,

amongst others, to Fenelon for approval. The latter after

reading the manuscript withheld his imprimatur, not on
account of its doctrine (with which he did not disagree), but
on account of its personalities, which he held to be uncalled

for and unjust. Almost forced thus into tho position of

a champion of Madame Guyon, he published in 1697 his

Ma.rimes des Sainles, a statement of the leading j>rinciple3

laid down by approved writers on the subject of the higher
inward experience and of holy living. In the course of

the controversv which followed several important works
appeared, which can only bo alluded to here; the dispute, as
is well known, issued in th formal condemnation of Fenelon
(12th March 1699), in which achievement the hostility

to Madame Guyon seems to have almost exhausted itself.

She was not released, however, until 1702, in which yoar
she was banished to Blois, where the remainder of her life

was spent, Numbers of persons of all ranks, and many of
them from foreign countries, visited her in this retirement

;

and both in correspondence and conversation she continued
to manifest considerable activity, although feeling herself
" called on to glorify God by submission and by private
prayer, rather than by active labours." She heard mass
daily, received the sacrament every alternate day, and di^d
in full communion with the Roman Catholic Church, after

an illness of three months, on the 9th of June 1717.

La Vic de .Ifadamc de la Mothc Guyon, fcrilc par cUc-mtme, first

appeared at Cologne in 1720. It is bused upon the autobiogrnpliy
which at the instance of La Combo tilie in known to have written
during her imprisonment in 1688 ; it oftcrwards received addi-
tions and coirections from her own hands, and was finnlly entrusted
to a confidential friend on the understandinp; that it should not bo
imblislied until after her death. In addition to L(S Torreni
Spirituals, and tho Moyen court ct Iris facile de faire oraison, which
were publislied in tlic Opuscules Spiritucls in 1704, there ajipiared
in her lifelimo tho Foisics Spiritucllcs (IC89); and La Bible,
Iraduitc en frati^ais, avcc dcs Explications et dcs Jtfflcxions qui
rc/jardcnt la Fie Inliricure. (1716). There are also several voluinea
of Lctlrcs Chrilicnnci ct Spiriluclles, addressed by lier to Jlcltcr-
nich, Fenelon, and other corresnondont.s, many of tlieni di.ilin-

fim.ihod._ The edition of tlio cullcctcd CKuiics extends to 40 vols.

(1767-1791). Kuglish and Uerman translations of the various works
arc numerous. Apart from the AtUobiographtj, the only memoir of
Madame Guyon as yet in cxi-stenco, is the difTii.so but somewhat
vaguo and meagro Life, by Thomas C. Upham (18M). (J. S. BL.)

GUYTON DE MORVEAU, Louis Beunard, BAnoM
(1737-1816), a distinguished French chemist, was born
January 4, 1737, at Dijon, in tlio university of which
town Lis father was nrofeasor of civil law. As a boj^
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^e evinced a remarkable aptitude for practical mechanics.'

Dn leaving college at the age of sixteen he became a

I'aw student in the university of Dijon, and after three

(rears he. was sent to Paris to acquire a knowledge of

practice at the bar. He obtained in his twenty-fourth year

the office of advocate-general in the parliament of Dijon,

of which he fulfilled the duties till 1782. Before long,

piqued by a slighting remark of Dr Chardenon of Dijon,

haade in reply to a criticism at the close of a lecture on

chemistry, De Morveau set himself to acquire a thorough

knowledge of that science. With " practice for his master,

(knd melted crucibles and retorts for tutors," as he once

observed to Baumd, he speedily obtained such a mastery

over his subject as to draw from Chardenon the public

acknowledgment that he was " born to be an honour to

chemistry." In 1772 he published at Dijon the Digres-

sions Acaderniques, in which were set forth his views with

respect to phlogiston and the phenomena of crystallization
;

and in 1773 he discovered the efficacy of hydrochloric acid

gas as an atmospheric disinfectant. ^ He was the means,

in 1774, of founding in Dijon courses of public lectures

fin mineralogy, materia medica, and chemistry, the last

6f which he himself during thirteen years gratuitously

delivered. It would appear that his fellow-citizens were

as yet far from holding exalted views with regard to the pre-

rogatives of science. Accusing him of " presumptuously

disarming the hand of the Supreme Being," they about

this time sought to destroy his lightning conductors at the

house of the academy, and were restrained from carrying

out their intentions only by the assurance of M. JIaret,

the secretary of that institution, "'that the astonishing

virtue of the apparatus resided in the gilded point, which

had purposely been sent from Rome by the Holy Father."

In 1777-78 appeared the JSlemens de Chyniie 2'lieorique

et Pratique (3 vols. 12mo) of De Morveau, llaret, and

Durande, a work highly appreciated by their contem-

poraries. The chemical articles in vol. i. of the section

" Chymie, Pharmacie, et Metallurgie " of the Encydopedie

Methodique (1786), as also some few of those of vol. ii.

(1792), were from the pen of De Morveau. Of these the

longest is a masterly exposition of the facts and conclusions

that had up to that time been arrived at bv chemists on the

subject of acids.

De Morveau's first essay on a new c&emical nomenclature,

the origin of the present system, was published in the

Journal de Physique for May 1782, and was the subject of

much adverse criticism. Repairing to Paris, the author

successfully met the objections of his opponents; and in

1787, in conjunction with Lavoisier, BerthoUet, and

Fonrcroy, he published 3/ethode d'une Nomenclature

Chimique, the principles of which were speedily adopted

by chemists throughout Europe, Constantly in communi-

cation with the leaders of tho Lavoisierian school of

chemistry in Paris, which he frequently visited, De Morveau

soon became convinced of the untenableness of the old

phlogistic doctrines, his reasons for renouncing which arc

^ stated in his volume of the Uncycloptdie Methodique, p.

625, sqq. With Lavoisier, Laplace, Jlonge, BerthoUet, and

' Various French biographical works attribute to De Jlorveau, in

1773, the discovery of the efhcacy of acid vapours in destroying con-

tagious miasma. W. Boraston, however^ had already in 1630 re-

marked—"All acetosus and sower things doe so close the powers,

»nd passages of the humours, that no venemous ayre can enter therein

Ua by experience I have often found " (A Necessarie av(l Briefe Treatise

ofthe Contagious Disease of the Pestilence, pp. 11 , 1?) ; and Dr George
Thomson had in 1666 described bow, preparing for the " dissection of

a pestilent body," he got in readiness "a porringer containing Sulphur

to bum under the Corps," and how, suspecting the entry into his hand
daring the operation cf "slie, insinuating, venemoug Atoms," or, in

inodeni phrase, septic germs, he sought to nullify their effects by
holding the hand in the gas of burning brimstone (ApIMOTOUlA er the

Ptst Anatomised, pf. 71 and 77-79).

Pourcroy, he in 17S8 produced a French translation of

Kirwan's Essay on Phlogiston, with annotations effectually

disposing of the author's arguments against the new
chemistry. The first manufactory of carbonate of soda in

France was established by De Morveau in 1783. In 1791
he represented the department of Cote d'Or in the Legis-

lative Assembly, and next year in the National Convention,

of which he was re-elected a member in 1795. Having
already become famous for aeronautical experiments at

Dijon in 1783-84, he was appointed in 1794 to superintend

the construction of balloons for military purposes (see Aero-
nautics, vol. i. p. 199). About the same time he rendered

important service to his country by perfecting the processes

for the manufacture of gunpowder and saltpetre. In 1796
De Morveau was made a member of the Institute. lie

retired from political life in 1797, and in 1798 became
provisional director of the Polytechnic School, in the foun-

dation of which he had been actively concerned. He held

during 1800-14 the appointment of master of the mint,

received in 1803 the cross of the legion of honour, and was
made in 1805 an officer of the same order, and in ISll a

baron of the French empire. Ho died January 2, 181G.

Besides tlie above mentioned and other works, and iniuierous

scientific papers in the CoUeetion academi'jiic (Ic Dijon, tlic Jottrn.

de PhTjsique, Jonrn. de Vl-kole PoJylcchiiiqne, Mem. dc V/tislitttt,

Jottrn. dcs Sacnnts, Bull, dcs Sci. dc la Soc. Pliiloinrifiqnc, and .Ann.

dc Chimic, to which last be was one of the principal contribulora, Dc
Morveau wrote

—

Mimoirc sur Tedncation piibliqnc, 1762; a satiri-

cal poem entitled Le Pat Iconorfii.<:tc, on k Jisnitc cioqnl, 1763 ;

Disconrs publics et £logcj, 1775-S2 ; Plaidoycrs -snr jthisirvrs qui.t-

tions de droit, 1785 ; Traill dcs moycns dc dcsinfcclcr Vair, 180],

kc.\ Rapport fait cV I'Instilut svr la rcslavrctlion du ttilhau dc

Raphael connu sons le nom dc la Vicrge de Foligno (witli«Yincent,

Tannay, and Bcrtliollet), 1802 ; Mim. svr Ics mnylicrs, &c., 1805 ;

various governmental reports ; and translations, wit'i notes, ot

treatises by Bergman, Sclieelc, and Black.

Sec Bcitliollcf, *' Di'scouis," Inst. R. de France, Fun^railJes. Ac 181C; A. R
Granville. An .Account o/l/ie Life ami ^Vrilinf/s of Darou Cinjton de M\'rreau, r.tC.S.,

1817; T. Thnmson. //ist. of Clieiniitvii, il. 18-",i; j!io,j. Vnir. el J'orlaltre des Con-

lemporaiiii, 111. p. 701, 1834; and Cjikmistjcv, vol. v. pp. 4i:4, 4GC. (F. II. U.)

GUZERAT or Gujarat, the name given to the northern

seaboard of the Bombay Presidency, extending from 20° t»

24° 45' N. lat., and from r,9° to 74° 20' E. long. It is to

the northern part of tho presidency what the Konkan is to

the south, and is bounded on the N. by RAjputiinii, on the

E. by the spurs of the Vindhya and S.^tpuiA ranges, on thf

S. by the Konkan, and on the W. by the sea. On the

mainland it comprises the British districts of Surat, Broach,

K.-lira, Panch Mahals, and Ahmed4b,id, with a total area o(

10,082 square miles, and a population (1872) of 2,810,522 ;

together with the great but scattered territories of the Gailc-

war of Baroda, and also the native states of the Malii Kilnta

and Rew.'^ KAnta agencies, Palanpur, Radlianpur, Balasinor,

Cambay, Dang, Chaurar, Bansda, Peint, Dharanipur,

Tharad, Sachin, Wasravi, ic. The term Guzerat is some-

times employed to include the peninsula of KAthi.^wAr, with

its 180 pettystates. The total area, inclusive of the penin-

sula of KithiAwir, 1*4 1,536 square miles. For'an account

of the history, geography, &c., of Guzerat, see the articles

on the various states and districts. Guzerat gives its name
to the vernacular of northern Bombay, viz., GujarAthf, onei

of the three great languages of that presidency.

GUZMICS, Izid6r (1786-1839), Hungarian theologian

and scholar, was born 7th April 1786 at VAmos-Csalid,

in the county of Sopron. His early education was con-

ducted at Koszeg (Guns), Szombathely (Stein-am-Anger),

and Sopron (Oedenburg) ; in the last-mentioned itown he

was instructed in the art of poetry by Paul HorvAth. On
the 28th October 1805 he entered the Benedictine order,

but left it on the 30th August of the following year.

Having almost immediately repented this step, he again

assumed the monastic garb on the 10th November 1806.

At the monastery of Pannonhegy he applied himself to tha

study ot Greek under Farkas T6th. In 1808 we find hin\
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at Gyor (Raub), in the middle scliool of wLicli town lie was

teachiug duiing the two following years. In ISll he was

again at Pannonhegy, whence in It; 12 he was sent to Pesth

to study theology. Here he became acquainted with the

works of the best German and Hungarian authors, and also

took part in the editorship of the A'emzeli (National)

PliUarkus, and in the translation of Hiibner's Lexicon.

After about four years' stay at Pesth, he obtained the degree

of doctor of divinity, and returned to Pannonhegy, where

he devoted himself to dogmatic theology and literature.

So great was his activity that it is said that there was
hardly an Hungarian periodical to which Guzmics was not

a contributor. The most important of his theological

works are

—

A kath. aHyaszentec/i/hdznak lidheli ianitdsa (The

doctrinal teaching of the Holy Catholic Church), and A
keresileiiyeknek valldsbeli egyesiilesokrol (On Religious Unity
among Christians), both published at Pesth in 1822 ; also a

Latin treatise entitled Theologia Chriiliana fundamentalis
et theologia dogmadca (Gyor, 1828-29, 4 vols.). • Of the

other literary labours of Guzmics the most meritorious is a

translation of Theocritus in hexameters published in 1824.

His versions of the CEdiims of Sophocles and of the Iphi-

geiiia of Euripides were rewarded by the Hungarian
Academy, of which in 1838 he was elected honorary mem-
ber. From 1832 to the date of his death he was editor of

the Egylidzi Tar (Ecclesiastical Treasury). In 1832 he
was appointed abbot of the wealthy Benedictine house at

Bikonyb6l, a village in the county of Veszpr^m. 'While

there he built an asylum for 150 children, and founded a

school of harmony and singing. He died at Bakonyb^l on
the 1st Ssptember 1839.

GWALIOR, a native state in political relationship with
the Central India Agency and the Government of India.

The state consists of several detached districts, the principal

of which is bounded on the N.E. by the Chambal river,

dividing it from the British districts of Agra and Et<^wah

;

on the E. by Bundelkhand and Sigar (Saugor) districts

;

on the S. by the states of Bhopal and Dhar ; on the W. by
those of Rajgarli, Jhaldwar, and Kotah ; and on the N.W.
by the Chambal, separating it from Karauli (Kerowlee), and
Uholpiir in RAjputinA. The e.xtreme points of the Gwalior
territory are in 23° 21' and 2C° 52' N. lat., 76° 31' and 79""

21' E. long. The area, including part of the ancient province

of Agra and most of Malwa, is 33,119 square miles. The
extreme northeastern part is generally level, bare, and of

no great fertility. A little farther south the surface rises

into hills. The country is dotted over with small hills,

which start abruptly out of the level plain. On one of

these stands the fortress of Gwalior. The geological forma-

tion of these rocky eminences is a very fin?-grained sand-

a/.one, yielding an excellent building stoire. The middle

tiact is a plateau, having probably an average elevation of

about 1500 feet. The Mandu range running east and west

forms the southern boundary of the plateau, sloping gently

northwards towards it, and dipping precipitously southwards

towards the NarbadA (Nerbudda). The state is watered by
numerous rivers. The Nerbudda, flowing west, forms the

boundary of the most southern part of the state. The
greater part of the drainage is discharged into the Chambal,
which forms the north-western and northern and eastern

boundary. The Sind, with its tributaries the KuwAri,
Asar, Sankh, and other smaller streams, flows through the

state. The chief products are opium, known as Malwa opium,

wheat, gram, pulses of various kinds, jodi; Idjra, mug,
maize, rice, linseed and other oil-seeds, garlic, tumeric,

j;tnger, sugar-cane, indigo, al yielding a fine red dye,

tobacco, and cotton. JIany species of wild beasts and birds

are found throughout the state. The rivers abound in fish,

especially of the carp kind.

Burhilupur is the site of a considerable manufacture of

fine cottons, siiks, and rich brocades. Iron ore h raised and
smelted in many places. The principal imports are British
woollens, cottons, silks, cutlery, cashmere shawls, pearls
from the Persian Gulf, Ceylon diamonds, and agates from
Bundelkhand, gold, silver, mercury, cupper, lead, and zinc
The chief exports are opium, cotton, tobacco, dyes, and iron.

The Indore and Ajniere narrow-gauge railway, uow (1879)
in course of construction, will pass through the west of
Gwalior state, while a railway on the broad gauge, to con-
nect Gwalior town with Agra, is approaching completion.

During the hot and dry seasons the climate is not un-
healthy, but during the rainy season fevers prevail, especi-

ally in the north. The range of the thermometer is un-
usually small, except during the sultry season, when it

sometimes rises to nearly 100° during the day. The aver-

age rainfall during the rainy season is 50 inches.

The population of the north-eastern part of this territory

is of many elements, comprising, besides Marhattds (the

ruling race), Bundelas, JAts, and Rdjputs, with some lesB

distinctly defined divisions of Hindus and JIahonietans.

There is perhaps no part of India where the tribes of

BrAhmans are so various and their number so great as in

the southern and south-western parts. The Mahometan
population is estimated at about a twentieth of the whole.

Including the cessions to Sindhia under the treaty of 1860,
the territories of the Gwalior state were in 1875 estimated

to contain a population of about 2,500,000 souls. The
total revenue in 1875 was £1,200,000. Education Is

afforded by 92 schools attended by 3206 pupils.

Tlie Gwalior family, whose armies and chiefs havo played sq
conspicuous a part in tlie history of India, and whose representative

now rules over a state larger than Scotland and Wales united, and
richer than many independent kingdoms, was founded hy Kaudji
Sindhia, whose father was 2'alcl (head-man) of a Deccau village.

Once in the household of the pesh'.va, Raniji's rise was rapid, and
he vas soon at the head of the bodyguard. After heading many
Marhatla raids through Malwa into Hindustan, he was at the tinis

of his death the acknowledj'ed possessor of lands which still form
part of the Gwalior state. He was succeeded by his son ilahadaji
Sindhia, whoso ability as a statesman and a soldier has rarely beeq
Surpassed. At his death ho was succeeded by his graud-ueplieii

Daulat Rao Sindhia. The power of Sindhia was at this tini.-- iDOS\

dangerous to the British Government, who now began to tak«
measures to check the power of ihis chief. Sindhia entered into a
league with the raja of Berar to defeat their aim, but their allie(J

armies were defeated in 1803 at Assrtye by a British force com«
manded by General Sir Arthur 'Wcllcsley, subsequently duke o(

Wellington. By tho end of the same year, the Marhattaa wer«
completely overthrown, and Sindhia was compelled to sue for peace
and to si"n a treaty by which he resigned his conquered tcrritoriea.

Eventually, by a treaty concluded m 1805, Gwalior and Goha^
were ceded to Sindhia. Daul.it Rao died at Gwalior in 1827 without

an heir. On his deathbed, he left the state and succession in the

hands of the British Government. The succession of a boy of tha

Sindhia family, Jliigat Rao, to whom it was thought the wishes ol

Daulat Rao turned, was admitted hy tho British Government The
young mahiiraja was subsequently married to tlie granddaughter ol

D.auhit Rao, and took tho name of Janakji Sindhia. In 1843 ho
died without issue. His widow, with the concurrence of the chij
nobles, adopted Bajiiat Rao, a lad eight years of age. The British

Government recoguized the adoption, and Bajirat Rdo L">der tho
name of Baji Rao Sindhia, succeeded, and is the present rulct

(1879). Early in the regency disturbances took place, and tho
advance of British troops on Gwalior became necessary to restord

order. Two battles, Waliar.ijpur and Panniar, were fouglit on tho

same day—tho 29th Dccemwr 1813—between the British force*

and tho mutinous anny. They both resulted in the total defeat o(

tho Gwalior troops. No event of liistorical importance has taken

place since, except tho revolt between the Gwalior contingent and
Sindhia'a anny in 1857. The mahunija'a conduct throughout has

been conspicuous for its loyalty. In recognition of liis services,

the Govoinment conferred upon him the right of adoption, together

with lands yielding a revenue of £30,000,

Gwalior, the capital of Gwalior state, and fortrebs

residence of the Mah.'ir.'ijA Sindhia, is situated in 26° 13'

N. lat. .ind 78' 12' F- long., 65 miles S. from Agra, and

277 N.W. of AUahAbAd. Gwalior city has a threefold

interest :—first, Q3 a very ancient seat of Jain worship

;
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sBca'ndly, for its example of palace arcliiteeture of the best

Hindu period (14S6-151G); and tliirdly, as the fortress

capital of one of the greatest native chiefs of India.

Jain Remains.—There are several remarkable Hindu tcirii>les in

Gwalior. One, known as the Sas Balm, understood to be of Jain

erection, is beautifully adorned with bas-reliefs, and is now resorted

to both 'by the Vaishnav and Siva sects. It was finished in 1093

A'.D., and, though much dilapidated, still forms a most jiicturesque

fragment. An older Jain temple has been used as a nio-Siine.

Another temple in the fortress of Gwalior is called the Tcll-la-

Mamlir, or "Oilman's Temple." This building was originally

dedicated to Vishnu, but afterwards converted to the worship of

Siva. The most striking part of tlie Jain remains at Gwalior is a

series of caves or rock-cut sculptures, excavated in the rock on all

sides, and numbering nearly a hundred, great and small. Most of

them are mere niches to contain statues, though some are cells that

may have been originally intended for residences. One curious fact

regarding them is that, according to inscriptions, they were all ex-

cavated within the short period of about thirty-three years, between

1441 and 1474. Some of the figures are of colossal size ; one, for

instance, is 57 feet high, which is taller than any other in the

north of India.

Hindu Palace Architecture.—The palace built by Jfan Sinh (1486-

1516) forms the most interesting example of early Hindu work
of its class in India. Another palace of even greater extent

was added to this one in 1516 ; both Jahangi'r and Shah Jahan

added palaces to these two,—the whole making a group of

edifices unefiualled for picturesqueness and interest by anything of

theu: class in Central India. Among the apartments in the palace

was the celebrated chamber, named the Buraddri, supported on 12

columns, and 45 feet square, with a stone roof, forming one of the

most beautiful palace-halls in the woild. It was, besides, singu-

larly interesting from the expedients to which the Hindu architect

was forced to resort to imitate the vaults of the Moslems. Of the

buildings, however, which so excited the admiration of the empeior
Babar, probably little now remains.

Mock Fortress.—The fort of Gwalior stands on an isolated rock.

The face of the fort is perpendiciJar, and where the rock is naturally

less precipitous it has been scarped. Its greatest length from north-

east to south-west is a mile and a half, and the greatest breadth

300 yards. The rock attains its ma.ximum height of 342 feet

at the northern end. A rampart, accessible by a steep road, and
farther up by huge steps cut out of the rock, surrounds the fort.

The citadel stands at the north-eastern corner of the enclosure, and
presents a very picturesque appearance. The old towu of Gwalior,

which is of considerable size, but irregularly built, aull extremely
dirty, lies at the eastern base of the rock. It contains the tomb of

Muhammad Ghaus, which was erected during the early part of

Akbar's reign. The fort of Gwalior, according to Wilford, was built

in 773 A..D. by Surya Sen, the raja of the neighbouring country.

In 1196 Gwalior was captured by Mahmiid Ghori ; it then passed

into the hands of several chiefs until in 1556 Akbar gained posses-

sion of it, and made it a state prison for captives of rank. On the

dismemberment of the Delhi empire, Gwalior was seized by the

Jat rana of Gohad. Subsequently it was garrisoned by Siiuihia,

from whom it was wrested in 1780 by the forces of the East India
Company. A contest toot place about the successor of Janakji,

governor of Gwalior, the adopted son of Daulat Rao Sindhia, who
died in 1843 without an heir. A revolution was impending, and
the British Government had to interfere. Troops cro.sscd the
Chambal, and unexpectedly found the insurgent forces drawn up at

Maharajpur, a few miles distant from the fortress. A battle ensued
on the 2>th December 1843, resulting in the complete overthrow of

the Marhatt.is. The British contingent stationed in the town was
increased, and affairs were placed on a peaceful footing.

GWILT, Joseph (1784-18G3), author of the E7icydo-

pcedia of Architecture, was the younger son of George Gwilt,

architect surveyor to the county of Surrey, and was born

at Southwark, January 11, 1784. He was educated at St

Paul's school, and after a short course of instruction in his

father's ofiSce was in 1801 admitted a student of the Eoyal
Academy, where in the same year he gained the silver

medal for his drawing of the tower and steeple of St
Dunstan-in-the-East. In 1811 he published a Treatise

on tlce Equilibrixim of Arches, and in 1815 he was elected

a fellow of the Society of Antiquaries of London. After a
visit to Italy in 1816, he published in 1818 Notitia Archi-

tedonir.a Italiana, or Concise Notices of the Bziildinr/s and
Architects of Italy. In 1825 he published, with notes and
valuable additions, an edition of Sir William Chambers's
Treatise on Civil Archifectnre ; and among his principal other

contributions to the literature of his profession are a trans-

lation of the Archilcrfure of Vitntviiis (1820), a Treatise on
the liuJimeiits of Airhitcctiire, Practical and Tlieorcticdl

(lS2C),aud his valuable .i'/icyc/o/OTt^m ofArchit<'ctare{\%i!i)\

which has passed through a great many editions, and was
published with additions by Wyatt Tapworth in 1867. In
recognition of G«ilt's advocacy of the importance to archi-

tects of a knowledge of mathematics, he was in 1833 elected

a member of the Koyal Astronomical Society. lu addition

to the sciences bearing on his profession he took a sjiecial

interest in philology and music, and is the author of liudi-

ments of the Anrjlo-Haxon Tongue (1829), and of the article

" Music " in the Unci/clopctdia Metropolitana. His workt>

as a practical architect are not of much importance, tht-

principal being Markree Castle near Sligo in Ireland, and
St Thomas's Church at Charlton in Kent. He succeeded his

father as a surveyor of sewers for the county of Surrey, and
held that office till 1818. He died September 14, 1863.

GWYNIAD is the name given to a fish of the genus
Coreyonus (C. clupeoides), inhabiting the large lakes of

North Wales and the north of England. At Ullswater it

is known by the name of " schelly," at Loch Lomond by
that of "powcn." . It is tolerably abundant in Lake
Bala, keeping to the deepest portion of the lake for the

greater part of the year, but appearing in shoals near the

shores at certain seasons. It is well flavoured, like all the

species of Coreyonus, but scarcely attains to the weight of

a pound. The name gwyniad is a Welsh word, and
signifies " shining "

; and it is singular that a similar fish

in British Columbia, also belonging to the family of

Salmonoids, is called by the natives " quinnat," from the

silvery lustre of its scales, the word having in their language

the same meaning as the Welsh "gwyniad."

GYARMAT, a Magyar term signifying colony, and applied

to several places in Hungary. Of these the following two
towns have the largest number of inhabitants.

Balassa-Gyarm.'^.t, capital of the Cis-Danubian county

of N6grAd, is situated on the Ipoly (Eipel), about 40 miles

N.N.E. of Budapest, 48° 6' N. lat., 19' 16' E. long. It is

the seat of a royal court of law and of the assizes, and has

Roman Catholic and Lutheran churches, also a Jew6'

synagogue, a fine county hall, a house of correction, a

religious institute for girls, and tax, post, and telegraph

offices. In 1870 the population was 6435, Magyars and
Slavs by nationality.

FOzES-GYARjrAT, a market-town in the Trans-Tibiscan

county of B^kds, is si->mewhat unfavourably situated in the

extensive marshy tract of country known as the SArr6t, 47°

5' N. lat, 21° 13' E. long. The towu has few noteworthy

buildings, with the exception of the Calvinist church and
some elegant private residences. The chief products

of the rich, dark, alluvial soil of the neighbourhood

are wheat, tobacco, hay, grapes, and other fruits. Horned
cattle, pigs, and sheep (both merino and Hungarian) are

bred on the wide-spreading pasture-lands, and numerous
water-fowl and wading birds, especially herons, inhabit

the reed-covered marshes. The water used for drinking

purposes is, however, frequently muddy and warm, and un-

pleasant to the taste. In 1870 the population was 5735,

of whom the great majority were Magyars.

GYARMATHA, a market-town in the county of Temcs,
Hungary, situated in a level but productive agricultural

district to the north-east of Temesvar, 45° 50' N. lat, 21°

17' E. long. For some distance round the town the

cultivation of wheat, barley, oats, maize, and the vine is

largely carried on. Horse-breeding is another source of

employment to many of the inhabitants. Gyarmatha has

few buildings of special interest with the exception of a

Roman Catholic church and the ruins of a fort. In 1870
the population amounted to 5125, consisting of QermeBSj

Magyars, and Wallachs,
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GYERGY6SZENT MIKL6S, a market-town of Hun-
gary, in tbe Transylvanian county of Csik, is situated in a

mountainoua but wellwnoded district, 96 miles E. of

Klauseuburg, and about 25 W. of the Moldavian frontier,

46° 42' N. lat, 25° 33' E. long. Among the more im-

portant buildings are a Koman and a Greek Catholic church,

a fine public school, a royal court of justice, and the post

and telegiaph offices. There are also cattle and timber

trading houses, an office of woods, a financial commission

agency, and a police station. Cattle and sheep are reared

in great numbers iu the surrounding country, which is noted

also for its cheeses, and for the preparation of gin. The
number of inhabitants at the commencement of 1870 was
5645, consisting of Magyars, Wallachs, and Magyarized
Armenians, the descendants of a band of wanderers who
settled here in 1668.

GYGES, founder of the third dynasty, called Mermnad,
of Lydian kings, reigned about 687-654 B.C. (v. Gelzer in

Rhein. Ifus., xxx.). The kindred name Gygaea, applied by
Homer (//., ii. 681) to the Maconian lake, mother of the

Maconian leaders, supports the statement of ancient his-

torians that he belonged to an old Lydian family. In the

reign of Candaules, Gyges, perhaps after bsTiishment,

attempted during the troubles caused by the Cimmerian
invasions into Asia Minor, to gain the royal power. He
was aided by foreign, especially Carian, mercenaries, but

was strenuously resisted by the native population. At last

it was agreed to refer the decision between the old Heraclid

dynasty and the new claimant to the national god Heracles;

but, to ensure impartiality, they appealed to him under his

Greek form of Apollo. The Delphic oracle gave its

answer in favour of Gyges, and the present* with

which his gratitude enriched the ehrine were seen and
described by Herodotus. This story points to familiar

and friendly intercourse between Lydia and the Greek
•tates ; and that the circumstance impressed itself on

the Hellenic mind is shown by many romantic tales

current about the fortunes of | Gyges (Plato, liep., ii.

p. 360 ; Herod., i. 8). The contemporary poet Archilochus

speaks of the riches of Gyges. Under the Heraclid

dynasty Ionian settlers had occupied the whole coast of

Lydia, and in friendly relation with the country had rapidly

prospered. But the warrior king who now began to rule

was not content to leave the sea-coast in the undisturbed

possession of foreigners. He and his successors maintained

almost constant war with the Ionian cities. Gyges captured

Magnesia and the lower city of Colophon ; but the inroads

of the Cimmerians diverted his attention from conquest to

the defence of his own capital. At one time he was so hard
pressed that he applied to Assyria for help (about 660 B.C.),

and paid tribute to Assurbanipal in return for protection

against these barbarians. But he afterwards threw off

allegiance and assisted Psammctichus, who had revolted in

Egypt against the Assyrian rule. It is mentioned in an
inscription of Assurbanipal that Gyges was slain in battle

by the Cimmerians, and that his son Ardys renewed the

tribute.

For a full account of tho reign of Gyges, and the ancient authori-
ties for it, see Duncker, Gesch. d. AUctIIiutm, vol. ii.

GYLLEMBOURG-EHRENSVARD, Thomasine Kkis-
TiNE, Baroness (1773-1856), tho most eminent female

writer of Denmark, was bom November 9, 1773, at Copen-
hagen. Her maiden name was Buntzen. Her great beauty
early attracted notice, and before she was seventeen she
married the famous political writer Peter Andreas Heiborg.

To him sho bore in tho following year a son, afterwards
illustrious as the poet and critic Johan Ludvig Hciberg.
In 1800 her hiisband was exiled and .she obtained a divorce,

marrying in December 1801 the Swedish Baron Ehrensvard,
kimself a political fugitive. Her second husband, who

presently adopted the name of Gyllembourg, died in 1815.

la 1822 she followed her son to Kiel, where he was

appoint^ professor, and iu lS25 she returned with him to

Copenh ^en. In 1827 she first appeared as an aVithor by
publishing her romance of The Polonius Faviity in her son's

newspaper The Flying Post. In 1828 the same journal

contained Tlie Magic Ring, which was immediately followed

by An Everyday Story. The success of this anonymous
work was so great that the authoress adopted until the end
of her career the name of "the Author oi An Everyday
Story." From this time forward she took a foremost place

among the writers of her time, but preserved her anonymity
with entire success. In 1833-34 she published three

volumes of Old and JVezv A^ovels. Neio Stories followed in

1835 and 1836. In 1839 appeared two novels, Montanut
the Younger and Ricida; in 1840, One in All; in 1841,

N^ear and Ear; in 1843, A Correspondence; in 1844, The
Cross Ways ; in 1845, Tioo Generations. From 1849 to

1851 the Baroness Ehrensvard-Gyllemboufg was engaged ia

bringing out a library edition of her collected works in twelve

volumes. On the 2d of July 1856 she died in her son's house

at Copenhagen. Not until then did the secret of her author-

ship transpire ; for throughout her life she had preserved the

closest reticence on the subject even with her nearest friends.

The style of Madame EhrensviirdGyllembourg is clear and
sparkling; for English readers no closer analogy can be

found than between her and Mrs Gaskell, and Cranford

might well have been written by the witty Danish authoress.

She introduced into the literature of her country a novel

vein of realism and domestic humour, and, although she has

had many imitators, she is still without a rival.

GYMNASIUM was the name applied by the Greeks to

a building designed for the practice of physical exercises.

From the earliest times v/e hear of athletic sports in honour

of heroes and gods. Sometimes they are celebrated among
the funeral rites of a deceased chief, sometimes they form

part of a periodic festival. At first competitors exercised

stript of their outer garments {yvfivoi) ; hence arose the

name gymnasium. Afterwards the habit of exercising

naked became universal. In the continuance of their

history the Greeks grew more attached to such sports

;

their free active life, spent to a great extent in the open

air, fostered the liking almost into a passion. The victor

in any athletic contest, though he gained no money prize,

was rewarded with the honour and respect of his fellow-

citizens ; and a victory in the great religious festivals was

counted an honour for the whole state. In these circum-

stances the training of competitors for the greater games
became a public concern ; special buildings and officials

were provided for the purpose by the state. But, as gym-

nastics became more and more an institution of social life,

the gymnasia were applied to other uses even more import-

ant. The most interesting points are the connexion with

education on the one hand, with medicine on the other.

Due training of the body and maintenance of tho health

and strength of children were tho chief part of earlier

education. Except the time devoted to letters and music,

the education of boys was conducted in the gymnasia, where

their moral training was as carefully attended to by special

officers as their physical exercises. As they grew older

conversation and social intercourse took the place of the more

systematic discipline. Philosophers and sophists assembled

to talk and to lecture in tho gj-mnasia, which became

places of general resort for. tho purpose of all less systematic

intellectual pursuits, as well as for physical exercises.

Plato, when treating of education, devotes much consider-

ation to gymnastics (see especially Rep. iii. and rarions

parts of Leges). Gymnastic exercises proper were designed,

not merely ns in Sparta, to foster the taste for war and tho

activity and strength needed for using weapons, but also tc
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prodace graceful carriage and healthy tone ot the body.

According to Plato, the sophist Prodicus first pointed out

the connexion between gymnastics and health. Having
found such exercises beneficial to his own weak health, he
formulated a method which was adopted generally, and
which Hippocrates improved on. Galen lays the greatest

stress on the proper use of gymnastics, and throughout
ancient medical writers we find that special exercises are

prescribed as the cure for special diseases. The regulation

of the gymnasium at Athens is attributed by Pausanias (i.

39, 3) to Theseus ; Solon made several laws on the subject

;

but, according to Galen, it was reduced to a system in the

time of Clisthenes. Ten gymnasiarchs, one from each
tribe, were appointed annually. These performed in

rotation the duties of their office, which were to maintain
and pay the persons that were training for public contests,

to conduct the games at the great Athenian festivals, to

exercise general supervision over the morals of the youths
(they could, for example, remove any philosopher whose
teaching they thought injurious), and to adorn and keep
up the gymnasium. This office was one of the ordinary

XuTovpyiai, and great expense was entailed on the holders.

Under them were ten sophronistae, with a salary of a

drachma per day. Their duty was to watch the conduct
of the youths at all times, and especially to be present at

all their games. The practical teaching and selecting of

the suitable exercises for each youth wore in the hands of

the psedotribae and gymnastae. The latter also superin-

tended the effect on the constitution ot the pupils, and
prescribed for them when they were unwell. Aliptae oiled

and rubbed dust on the bodies of the youths, acted as

surgeons, and administered the drugs prescribed.

The gymnasia built to suit these various purposes were
large buildings which contained, not merely places for each
kind of exercise, but also a stadium, baths, covered porticos

for practice in bad weather, and outer porticos where the

philosophers and men of letters read public lectures and
held disputations. In Athens there were three great public

gymnasia,—Academy, Lyceum, and Cynosarges,—and
every Greek city of consequence seems to have possessed

one. Ruins of them exist at Pergamus, Ephesus, Alexandria
in Troas, &c., from which, and from the accounts of Vitruvius
(v. 11), it would appear that all were constructed cm much
the same plan. The details will be found most clearly

given in Rich's Dictionary of Greek and Roman Antiquities.

Much of the healthy buoyant elasticity of mind for which
the Greek race is remarkable, as well as the active and
beautiful physical development which no other race has
ever equalled, is due to the love of gymnastics. The
plastic art also owes its perfection in the treatment of the
human form to the constant opportunity which artists had
of observing the nude body in various attitudes. But
abuses were liable to occur. The careful provisions made
by Solon and later legislators to keep up the moral character
of the gymnasia did not prevent them from fostering the
vice which appears so much in Greek life. Though intro-

duced in Rome, where Nero built the first public gymnasium,
gymnastics did not suit Italian habits, and never became
popular.

Gymnasium, in its modern use, generally signifies a
school for gymnastic exercises, but it is sometimes used also
to denote a higher school intended to give immediate pre-
paration for the universities. The latter application of the
term is specially prevalent in Germany.
GYJINASTICS, in the general acceptation of the term,

denotes every exercise which tends to develop and invigorate
the bodily powers, such as walking, running, riding, fencing,
rowing, skating, dancing, and many others. In another
sense gymnastics includes those manly and healthful games
which have been encouraged by all high-minded natit)ns

as calculated to improve the physical strengtli and keep
alive the martial spirit of . their people. In a more
limited sense, the term ha.'^ been employed to denote the
modern system of bodily exercises. Physical strength was
the veritable god of antiquity, and we therefore find the

elements of a system of gymnastics in most nations from
the earliest times. In the infancy of society, when the

individual was valued according to his personal strength

and prowess, it was only natural that the utmost care

should be bestowed on those arts which most surely led to

distinction. All education then consisted chiefly in the

practice of such exercises as were best calculated to develop

muscular strength and make the tenure of life as secure as

possible. The first gymnastic exercises, both of those

nations that reached the highest civilization and of bar-

barians, were the same, viz., running, leaping, swimming,
and the throwing of missiles. These exercises were at a

very remote period systematized and reduced to a science

by the Greeks (.see Gymnasium). Among the Romans
of the republic, the games in the CSmpus Martins, the

duties of camp life, and the preliminary military exercises

to which the soldier devoted liimself, besides the enforced

marches which were imposed upon him, and the part he
took in the erection of public edifices, served to take the

place of the gymnastic exercises required by the Greeks.

In the Middle Ages, chivalry with its jousts, its feats of

horsemanship, and encouragement to the arts of fencing,

single stick, Ac, took the place of the ancient gymnastic

exercises. The invention of gunpowder, which modified

the system of warfare, and the increasing value of indi-

vidual life,—in a word, the progress of civilization

—

closed the career of the champions and votaries of phy-

sicil strength, and gymnastic exercises in the course of

time were neglected. Rousseau, in his £mi!e, was the

first to call attention to the injurious consequences of such

indifference ; and it is in a large measure to his eloquent

appeals that gymnastics have in recent times been held to

constitute an integral part of school education, although it

cannot be said that in every country the practical application

of his views has met with much success. The good eB'ects

of the innovation which he advocated have nowhere been

more strikingly exemplified than in Germany. When many
parts of that country groaned under the iron yoke of

Napoleon, Jahn and his followers, encouraged by the

Prussian minister Stein, were establishing Tvrvpldtze or

gymnastic schools, from which issued the well-trained youth

who in due time drove the French legions across the Rhine.

Of late years public attention has been drawn to the

increasing deterioration in the physique of the population

of England, and .several proposals have been put forward

to check an evil which can no longer be concealed. These

proposals may be arranged under the banners of two rival

camps. The one maintains the opinion put forward in a

work just published on exercise and training, in the follow-

ing words {Exercise and Training, 1878) :

—

" In our opinion the natural varieties of exercise of cricket, foot-

ball, and rowing for boys, hunting, shooting, &c. , for men, pursued
at the different seasons of the year, are quite sufficient for a proper
development of all parts of the body, in accordance with the uses

of the different limbs, for the development of sijccial muscles ; or,

where a great variety of exercise cannot be piocund, a system of

gj'mnastirs may be pursued. To the advocates for the adoption of

systematic physical edncation by means of gjTuna-sia at our schools,

whilst we concede the immense value of such establishments in our

large towns, where outdoor exercise and field sports are difficult of

attainment, or in cases where from the physical debility the nul.=clen

have to be gradually developed, still we maintain that the national

games played by the English schoolboy are infinitely sujierior to

uny system of artificial exercise ever devised."

On the other side we have the advocates of physical

education by means of regular gymnastic exercises superin-

tended by trained and educated teachers, the whole placed
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wider competent medical supervision. Among the staunch

Bupportere of the latter view may be named Dr Roth, and

"Mrs Weatlaks, a member of the London School Board.

The following considerations appear to be of great weight

as supporting the views put forward by the advocates of

physical education. While the national games may seem

to some sufticient for the physical development of the

ordinary youth and manhood of a country, it must not

be forgotten that there is a vast and rapidly increasing

portion of the population, especially in largo cities, to whom
the " national games " are quite unknown diversions, and

that it is among this class that the most marked deteriora-

tion in physical development is only too apparent. The

children of this class dwell cooped up in narrow, ill-lighted,

and worse-ventilated courts, from which they are often

dragged to undergo a certain amount of mental training, in

many cases perhaps too severe to be sustained by their de-

bilitated and enfeebled bodies. Whilst so much is being

done for the mental culture of the rising generation, their

physical culture is left very much to inclination or chance.

,But there is another source of danger put forward by those

who advocate the suflRciency of the national games, viz., "the

neglect of any classificatiou of games at school, and allowing

the weak and strong to engage in them indiscriminately, to

the detriment of the physical wellbeing of the more delicate;"

and they proceed to show the injury that may be done by

the present system of competitive outdoor sports unregulated

by judicious restraint. Important information on this

subject will be found ia two papers published in the St

George's Hospital Reports for 1874-76, by Mr C. Roberts,

F.R.C.S., and by Sir Street, and another in the Tenth

Annual Report of the State Board of Health of Massachusetts,

by Professor Edward Hitchcock. Mr Roberts points cut

that between the ages of fifteen and seventeen the greatest

amount of physical development takes place, and that if at

this period a boy is subjected to a great strain upon his

strength his future growth may be interfered with, or the

foundation laid of constitutional disease. Prof. Hitchcock's

paper embodies the experience of seventeen years of careful

observation. Acting upon the well-grounded opinion that

neither mental serenity nor mental development can exist

with an unhealthy animal organization, and admonished by

"the sad deaths of two promising young men, antl the

breaking down in health of others just at the end of their

college courses," the authorities of Amherst College were

impelled to demand that the college officials should give a

proper attention to physical health as well as to the culture

of those powers for which departments were ordinarily

created and endowments made. In 1859 a department of

physical education and hygiene was created, concerning

which we read in the catalogue of 18G1-62 that

—

" Its design is to secure healtWul daily exorcise and recreation to

gll students ; to instruct them in the use of tlio vocal organs, move-

ments of the body, and manners, as connected with oratory ; and to

tench them, both theoretically and practically, the laws of health.

This daily physical training is a part of the regular college course.

T!.o professor is an educated physician, and has not only a general

oversight of the health of the college, but students have the privi-

lege of consulting him without charge. While the gymnasium will

furnish opportunities for the highest physical training, the required

exercises will ho such as can be performed without undue cITort or

risk of injury."

Each class, at a stated hour on four days of the week

appears at the gymnasium, and all perform their part in

systematic and methodical exercises timed to music. The
statistics of this department show some interesting facta in

reference to the duration of sickness among students.

While the average amount of time lost on account of sick-

ness by each labourer in Europe is found to bo 19 or 20

days each year, the returns of Aniherdt College sick-list for

term time give 2G4 days as an annual average of time lost

tu every student, and 11 '36 days to each sick student for

17 years. A decrease in the amount of sickness during

the course is also an important feature in the health of the

college.

From replies to questions put by Dr Roth to the heads

of the educational bodies, and also from the recorded

personal experience of his son, Mr B. Roth, F.R.C.S., it

appears that considerable attention is now being paid to the

best methods for improving the physical education of the

people in nearly all the Continental states. The greatest

activity is perhaps shown by Sweden, Germany, France,

Belgium, and Italy ; and even in Russia the question is

attracting much public attention, Dr Berglind having been
ordered to write a special book on the subject. In Hungary
also the Government has made physical education an

obligatory part of the school curriculum. In Prussia

gymnastic instruction was formally recognized by a cabinet

order of June 1842, and by a royal order of 1802 a guide-

book of gymnastic instruction was introduced into the

primary schools and into the training colleges for teachers.

In Sweden this subject appears to have earlier attracted

attention, for in 1813 the Government, under the direction

of P. H. Ling, founded the Royal Central Gymnastic

Institute at Stockholm, where teachers of both sexes are

gratuitously trained for two years, and receive a diploma

after undergoing a theoretical and practical examination.

In Belgium, under the united efforts of SIM. Delcour and

Emile Greyson, considerable progress has been made,

although much has still to be done, owing to the opposition

raised by the municipality of Brussels to the views put

forward by the Government. In the girls' schools the

exercises are accompanied by music, after the example set

by Colonel Ameros, who about the beginning of this century

introduced into France a series of gymnastic exercises

adapted to a jingling rhyme and to music. The chanting

governed the movements, marked the' intervals of repose,

and helped to strengthen the organs of the voice and respira-

tion. In France the necessity for the physical education

of the people began to attract attention about the year

1845, owing probably to the energy displayed by Jahn in

Prussia. !M. de Salvandy proposed to introduce the teach-

ing of gymnastics into the Lycies of Paris and Versailles,

and a commission was appointed by him, which, however,

never presented a report. In 1850, 1851, 1855, and 1856

several attempts were made to enforce compulsory gymnastic

training, but the principle was not accepted till 1869, when
M. V. Duruy took for his basis of action the labours of the

commission presided over by Dr Hillairet. After the fall

of the empire, M. Jules Simon addressed the head masters

of the colleges and schools in Franco as follows :

—

"I beg you to assist ir.e in introducing gymnastics into our
habits in a profitable and earnest manner. This is not only in

the interest of public health ; a healthy ciiiM is better prepared for

study, and especially for the battle of life. Jlorality gains by this

education of the body ; much money is not wonted for the purpose
;

and in case of need, exercises can bo performed without a trapeze or

dumb-bells. Our medical men will help us to do our task ; if the

children are once accustomed to, and take pleasure in, these healthy

exercises, we may be sure of a prompt amcliomlion of the race."

In England we find that the first attempt to introduce

scientific physical education among the people was made in

parliament in 1862 by Lord Elcho. This attempt failed,

as also did another made in 1875 by P. A. Taylor, 51. P.

for Leicester, although supported in an able speech by

Mr Butler Johnstone. Lord Sandon, then vice-president

of the committee of council on education, told Parliament

that " the Government has done all that could be expected

of them for physical education by taking steps to substitute

military drill for ordinary drill." The substitution, it may
bo remarked, docs not appear to have any advantage over

the drill it displaced, a.s the military authorities declared

the ordinary military drill to be insufticient for the re-
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qmremetits of tlie soldrer, and have daring the last sixteen

years instituted gymnasiums at Aldershott, Gibraltar,

Malta, and elsewhere, the teachers in which have, for the

most part, passed under the care of Mr Maclaren of Oxford,

one of the principal authorities on the subject in England.

Without entering into details, it may be admitted that the

physical condition of the people, if not actually deteriorat-

ing, is not improving, and it is a significant fact that within

the last year or two it has been found necessary to lower

the standard in the British army, and that Dr Ord, in his

report for 1869, states thi't out of 5567 boys 4410 were

rejected as under the standard of width of chest and height.

\>'e have already referred to the tendency to rely on the

casual outdoor sports for maintaining the physique of the

population, and to a great extent to depreciate systematic

gymnastic exercises and physical education. That in some
quartera, however, this opinion is not entertained is shown
from the fact that the London School Board has appointed

Miss Lofving of the Stockholm Training College to instruct

certain of their teachers so as to fit them for teaching the

girls in the schools. It is to be regretted that in the blind

asylums so little is done for the physical education of the

inmates. An institution in Milan provides for the training

of rickefty children by carefully regulated gymnastic exer-

cises; but this institution seems to be the only one of its

kind in Europe.

To show that the importance of gymnastics has not

teen overstated, we may describe the eflfects produced on

twelve non-commissioned officers sent by the military

authorities to be trained as teachers for the British army
by Mr Maclaren. The men ranged from nineteen to twenty-

nine years of age, and in height from 5 feet 5 inches to 6

feet. In Mr Maclaren's own words, " the muscular additions

to the arms and shoulders and the expansion of the chest

were so great as to have absolutely a ludicrous and embar-

rassing result, for before the fourth month several of the men
could not get into their jackets and tunics without assistance,

and when they had got them on they could not get them to

meet down the middft by a hand's breadth." In a month

more they could not get into them at all, and new clothing

had to be procured, pending the arrival of which the men
had to go to and from the gymnasium in their greatcoats.

Althongh tliere is some diversity of opinion among teachers of

fjrmnastics as to the relative value of tlie different exercises, some

olding that "free exercises" are sufficient, others that certain

mechanical appliances are necessary, yet all agree that, to ensure

healthy and perfect development of the organs of the body, a course

of gymnastics must commence with such simple exercises as walk-

ing, running, jumping, &c. The introductory course ordinarily

consists of "movements and positions" and the use of dumb-bells

and bar-bells. In some French gymnasiums, especially those

presided over by JI. Laisne of Paris, an instrument invented and

called by him a " xylofer" is in use, consisting of a wooden stick

strengthened and weighted with a rod of iron, and corresponding

apparently to the bar-bell of English teachers. Another form of

movable apparatus, also in use in some Continental schools, consists.

of sticks on which slide wooden spheres of from 6 to 7 inches

diameter, prevented from slipping off by india-rubber rims at each

end. The movements which accompany the use of the stick are

intended to expand the chest and increase the power of the muscles

of the back. In stretching the arms outwards from the bent

position, the spheres fly outwards and very much increase the

energy of the movement.
For the preliminary exercises with movable apparatus, the dumb-

bell is that usually selected. It was in use in England in the time

of Elizabeth. It has many advantages over the Indian club, the

practice of the dumb-bell requiring a less amount of room, and not

presenting the risk the club does of overstraining the body by its

unskilful use.

The dumb-bell admits of being exactly proportioned to the

individual strength of each learner, and can be adjusted in weight
as his strength increases. The exercises also that maybe performed
with it give employment to all parts of the body and to' both sadcs

equally. The bar is simply a two-handed dumb-bell. Next in order

come walking, running, and leaping, the exercises being so regulated

that both the distance and speed are gradually increased. The
leaping rope isjusjicudcd from a beam, tind enables the Icapcr to

clear a barrier at the same time that it gives employment (o bo^n
the upper and lower limbs. The leaping jtolc is usually iiiado of
ash, and varies from 8 to 10 feet in length. Its use may bo left

to the pleasure of the pupil after he has acquired some dexterity,
with the leaping vope.

The horizoiUal beam is a round wooden beam so mounted tliat it
may be moved up and down. Tlie exercises on this arc chieily bi»l-

ancing the body in the sitting and erect posture, and when moving
along it.

The vaulting bar differs from the preceding in being somewhat
thinner, so as to be easily grasped by the hand. The appropriate
exercises on it have for their object the strengthening of thcninsclos
of tha upper extremity and loins. The rauliiiig horse allows of a
wider range of exercises, and requires a gi eater amount ot.'itrength

and dexterity. The muscles of the upper and lower linihs anil

trunk are all benefited by its use. The Jiicd parallel bars ore used
to develop the muscles of the trunk and upper limbs, but chiclly

the former. The movable parallel bars may be used for the .same

exercises as the preceding. The trapc-.e consists of a horizontal bar

suspended by ropes at a height of 4 or 5 feet from the lloor.

Considerable practice is required to perloim the cxerc'ses oj this

machine with dexterity and neatness. The horizviUal bar, the

bridge ladiUr, ihe plank, the inrlincd plane, the prepared u all, and
the mast, and several modifications of these that are used, permit of

a great variety of exercises.

In "calistl^enic3" the exercises are more directed to ensure grace

and ease in the several movements of the boily tlian muscular
development, and are, therefore, closely allied to the "luovcnienis

and positions" or "free exercises" of the gymnast. Au'.ong Ihcno

exercises dancing takes a prominent part, being at once healthful

and graceful.

See Combe's Education, ils Principles and FracUce, edilfdby Jolly ;

Maclaren's Pliysical Education ; the various works (in Ficnch) of

Prof. N. I.aisne, Capt. Doc.x, and Dr Le Blond; and iiunierou»

pamphlets by Dr Koth. ''1. A. U.)

GYMNOTUS. See Eel and Electricity.

GYNECOLOGY (from the Greek ym-,), ,jvaiKos, a

wom'an, and A^yos), that branch of medicine which con-

cerns the pathology and treatment of affections peculiar t«

the female sex. See Medicine.

GYOJIA, an old market-town in the Trans-Tibiscan

county of Bdk^s, Hungary, is situated on the banks of tho

Koros main stream, 46° 57' N. lat., 20° 50' E. long. It

has a fine town-hall, Pioman Catholic, Calvinist, and

Lutheran churches, a Jews' .synagogue, tax, post, and

telegraph offices, a brewery, several elegant private resi-

dences, and a large station on the Szolnok-Arad Eailway.

The soil of the surrounding country, though in some jdaces

clayey, is in others of a rich and productive character, and

the inhabitants succeed in raising plentiful crops of wheat,'

mangcorn, barley, millet, and maize, besides cultivating

several kinds of orchard fr"!*.and grapes. The more con-

siderable landholders rear i^ieat numbers of sheep, pigs,

and horned cattle. An abundant supply of fish and water-

fowl is yielded by the Konis, which is here spanned over

by a wooden bridge and by the railway. Enormous
quantities of firewood are floated down the stream on rafts. I

"The fields are protected from floods by a large dike, wliiht

a similar service is rendered by the Nagy-IvAn, Csergetyii.j

Jokai, and Ndraet trenches, which usually become dryi

during summer. In 1870 the population of Gyoma was

9907, by nationality Magyars. Before 1682 three other

communes, viz., Ege, P6, and Nydrszeg, stood on tho wide-

spreading tract belonging to Gyoma. In that year they

were, however, completely destroyed, and nov>> only traces

of their former existence remain.

GYONGYOS, the second town in importance of Heves

county, Hungary, is situated at the foot of the Matra,

south-west of Eger (Erlau), and is connected by a branch

line with the Budapest-Miskolcz' royal state railway, 47° 47'

K lat., 19° 59' E. long. Gyongyos is the seat of a court

of justice, and of a board of taxes, and contains threo

churches, a largo monastic establishment belonging to tho

Franciscans, a gymnasium, manufactories of leather, hats,'

and woollen cloth, and distilleries. The town carries on a'

brisk trade, especially in the Vissontaer and Egri (Eiiauer)!

red wines, which are produced in great Quantities in thoj
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Mighbourliood. Tn 1870 tlie population \9as 15,830,

mostly Magyars by nationality. The Hungarians defeated

the Austrians at Cyongvos on the 3d April 1849.

GYONGYOSr, IstvAn or Stephen (1G20-1704), one

of the most talented Hungarian poets of the 17th century,

was born of poor but noble parents in 1620. The county

of his birth is variously given as GomiJr or Bons, the

date as August 5 or November 3. His abilities early

attracted the notice of Count Ferene/. Wesseldnyi, who
in 1640 appointed him to a post of con6dence in Fiilek

castle. Here he remained till 1653, when he married,

and commenced his public career as an assessor of the

judicial board.. In 1681 he was elected as a representative

of his county dt the diet held at Soprony (Oedenburg).

From 1686 to 1693, and again from 1700 to his death

in 1701, he was deputy lord-lieutenant of the county of

Gdmor. Of his literary works the most famous is the epic-

poem Murdnyi Venus (Caschau, 1664), which hymns the

praises of his benefactor's wife Maria Sz6csi, the heroine of

IMurAny. Among his later productions the best known are

—Eiizsa-Koszoni, or Rose-Wreath 0690), Kemeny-Jdnos

(1693), Cupido (1695), Palinodia (1695), and ChariUia

(1700). His poems are chiefly remarkable for energy, feel-

ing, and popular sentiment. The earliest edition of his

collected poetical works is by Dugonics (Pressburg and
Pesth, 1796) ; the best modem selection is that of Toldy,

entitled Gy'6nr/y'6si Jstvdn vdlogatott poetai m^ml-di (Select

poetical works of Stephen Gyongyosi), 2 vols., 1864-65.

GYPSUM, the hydrated sulphate of lime, CaS04.2H20,
13 a mineral substance occurring in various rock formations,

especially in Tertiary deposits, in very considerable abund-

ance and under varying conditions. In its transparent

crystalline state it is known as selenite when it presents a
6nely fibrous opalescent appearance, in is termed satin spar

;

and the name alabaster is reserved for the pure milky white

massive varieties. Gypsum is very generally disseminated,

the most famous locality for the finer qualities worked into

alabaster vases and figures being Castelino, about 30 miles

from Leghorn ; while Montmartre, Argenteuil, and other

places in the environs of Paris, and in the neighbourhood of

Derby in England, furnish inexhaustible supplies chiefly for

the preparation of plaster of Paris and for agricultural use,

&c. It is also found in large quantities in Nova Scotia, New
York, Virginia, and Michigan. The application of gypsum
as a manure is referred to under Agriculture, vol. i. p. 35 1

,

and its employment for ornamental purposes is described

under Alabaster, vol. i. p. 439. The preparation of

plaster of Paris, so called from the fact that the industry

chiefly centres in several Parisian suburbs, is the principal

primary object of the quarrying or mining of gypsum. By
the application of heat gypsum begins, at a temperature of

about 175° Fahr., to prut with its combined water. An
increase of temperature causes the desiccation to proceed

with great rapidity, and for manufacturing purposes the

best results are obtained at from 230" to 250°. For making
plaster of Paris, gypsum is burnt in kilns at about* the

latter temperatures, and subsequently it is powdered and
ground to a fine uniform flour. So prepared it possesses

the valuable property of rccombining with water when
mixed with it, and setting, from a thin paste, into a solid

mass, the phenomenon being accompanied with some ex-

pansion and the evolution of heat. It is to this property

of-.recombinhig with water that the value of plaster of Pari*

is principally duo. 'Wlicn, however, gypsum is burnt at a
temperature of 480° and upwards, the sulphate rchydrates

only with great difficulty, and at still higher temperatures
it loses all power of absorbing water, and in this respoct it

then resembles anhydrite, the natural water-free b'alphate

of lime. • Plaster of Paris is largely used for obtaining

copies of statuary figures, coins, medals, sculptures, .and

carvings, and also for taking casts frora natural objects.

It is also employed as the material for moulds for electro-

deposits, and for the manufacture of embossed and pressed

pottery ware. Still more extensively is it consumed in the

finishing of internal plaster work in houses, and for making
cornice mouldings end other architectural enrichments in

positions sheltered from the weather. Plaster of Paris

work is, like gypsum, soluble in water at a temperature of
32° to the extent of '205 per cent., rising to a maximum
solubility of '254 at 95° Fahr. Plaster casts made simply
with water are soft, porous, and easily injured, and various

plans have been devised for producing a harder and mure
compact body with plaster. Keene's cement, which may
be taken as a type of the liardened plasters, is made by
treating the burnt gypsum in a solution of 1 part of alum
to 12 of water at a temperature of about 95°. After about

3 hours the plaster is removed, dried, and rebaked in the

furnace, and then thoroughly ground and powdered. Thus
prepared, the- plaster needs comparatively little water to

slake it, and it sets much more slowly than the ordinary

plaster, while the comparative tenacity of the two varieties

is as 1"5 to 1. Parian cement is plaster hardened with

water containing 10 per cent, of borax ; and stucco is plaster

rendered tenacious by being prepared with a strong solution

of glue. When water containing lime or a solution of

gum-arabic is used to slake burnt gj'psum, a hard plaster

is also obtained, which by smoothing, colouring, and sub-

sequent polishing with oil asoumes a marble-like surface. A
fair imitation of meerschaum is also made in hardened plaster

by polishing, tinting the surface with a solution of gamboge

and dragon's-blood, and treating it with either melted paraffin

or stearic acid. It is understood that tho cheaper "meer-
schaum " pipes and cigar-holders are thus prepared.

GYROSCOPE, GYROSTAT, are names given to instru-

ments which are used to demonstrate certain properties

of rigid bodies, when made to rotate rapidly about the axis

round which they are kinetically symmetrical.

In some of its forms the gyroscope has been known for

a very long time, and is, in all probability, of French or

German invention. Almost the first instrument of the kind

that we hear of, and of which the present gyroscope is

merely a modification, is that of Bohnenberger, which was

constructed as early as 1810, and is described in Gilbert's

Annalen for 1818 (Ix. p. 60). It consisted of a heavy

spheroid which could rotate inside a circular ring round

its shorter axis,—the axis running on pivots situated at

opposite ends of the ring's dianaeter. This ring,- with its

contained spheroid, was similarly made movable inside a

second ring, and round an axis at right angles to the axis

of the spheroid. In the same way this- second ring, with

its contents, could rotate inside a third ring, and round an

axis at right a^jgles to each of the others. From this it

will be seen that the spheroid had all degrees of free rota-

tion,—one point only within it being fixed, namely, the

intersection of the three axes.

Under the title of precession instruments, Tarious pieces

of apparatus, involving the gyroscope principle, have been

in use for a number of years for illustrating tho precession

of the equinoxes, and tho parallelism of tho earth's axis as

it revolves round the sun. An instrument of this kind was

given by Arago to Professor Playfair, which must have

beon in existence siuce 1816-17. Mention is made of a

similar instrument as being brought from Italy to Mr
Bahbage in 1827. At the close of that year a notice of an

instrument akin to tho gyroscope mado by Mr Henry

Atkinson was read before the Astronomical Society. In

1836, in a paper read before the Royal Scottish Society of

Arts, Mr Edward Sang, C.E., Edinburgh, suggested an ex-

periment with an instrument exactly similar to the gyrfv

scope, by which the rotation of the earth on its axis could
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DO directly proved. He says :
" Wliile using Troughton's

top an idea occurred to me tliat a similar principle might

be applied to tlie exliibition of the rotation of the earth.

Conceive a large flat wheel, poised on several axes all

passing exactly through its centre of gravity, and whose

axis of motion is coincident with its principal axis of

permanent rotation, to be put in very rapid motion. The

direction of its axis would then remain unchanged. But

the directions of all surrounding objects varying, cm account

of the motion of the earth, it would result that the axis of

the revolving wheel would appear to move slowly." This

BUggested experiment was actually carried out in 1852 by

M. Leon Fuucault, although, in all probability, without any

knowledge on Lis part of Mr Sang's suggestion.' Already,

in 1851, Foucault, in bis famous experiment with the

pendulum at the Pantheon in Paris, had shown how the

constancy of the plane of a pendulum's vibration could be

used to show the rotation of the earth, and now, in 1852,

he applied the property of the " constancy of the plane of

rotation " of a gyroscope for the same purpose. The name

gyroscope was given to the instrument by Foucault at this

time, and in order to perform the experiment successfully

the instrument had to be constructed with the utmost

exactness. The experiment was repeated at the Liverpool

meeting of the British Association, and by causing a con-

siderable sensation in the scientific world at the time was

the means of bringing the gyroscope into public notoriety.

In Poggendorffs Annalen for 1853 there is a description of

a gyroscope made some

time before by Fessel,

and about the same

time we hear of various

modifications of the

instrument introduced

by Profs. Baden Powell,

Wheatstone,and others.

Quite recently, in 1878,

there has appeared in

the Scientific American

an account of a new
form of gyroscope made
by Mr G. M. Hopkins.

In this instrument the

heavy fly-wheel is driven

by an electric current

after the manner of an

electromagnetic engine,

and so its rotation can

be kept up 'for any

length of time. . _ ^

The construction of the gyroscope will be readily under-

stood from iig. 1, which is engraved from a photograph of

a large instrument made by Mr Sang.

It consists of a fly-wheel, with a heavy rim accurately turned

and balanced, which can rotate round an axis GC forming a

diameter of the ring K. This ring also can rotate about the axis

AF which is at right angles to GC, and is a diameter of the

rin" L. Similarly this ring L can rotate about the vertical axis

BH, -which is perpendicular both to GC and AF, and forms a

diameter of the ring M, which is screwed to the heavy sole-plate

N. In order to suit certain experiments the ring JI, by means of

a clamp arrangement seen at X, can be turned round to make the

axis BH inclined at any angle with the vertical. With this instru-

ment the following among many interesting experiments may he

made.
1. Either by a large fly-wheel and band, or by running out a

long cord coiled several times round the V-grooved wheel on the

end of the axis, let a very rapid rotation be given to the fly-wheel

round the axis OC, and in the positive direction (that is, counter-

clock-wise as seen from C). Such a rotation can readily be given

so rapid as to last a long time. While so revolving let a weight be

placed at G so as to cause a rotation round OA, also in the positive

direction, and it will then be observed that a slow rotation of the

whole mass takes place about the vertical axis OB, but in the nega-

Fig. 1.

tire direction. If the weight be put at C, the wheel rotating as
before, the rotation round OB will be in the positive direction.

Keversing the rotation of the wheel will in both cases produce a
reversal of the rotation round OH.

2. The fly-wheel still rotating in the positive direction, let a
positive rotation be given to the ling L round OB, and immediately
the axis of the wheel OC will tilt up, rotating in the positive direc-

tion round OA till it reach the vertical position, where it will

remain, and then it will be observed that the fly-wheel is rotating
in the positive direction round OB. Should the axis OC, in con-
serjuence of inertia, be carried a little past the vertical, and the
direction of rotation round OB be then suddenly reversed, the axis

OC will continue to revolve in the positive direction round OA, till

it reaches the vertical pointing; downwards, when it will again be
stationary, and the wheel will now be rotating in^the negative
direction round OB. By gently oscillating the ring L at the
instant the axis of the fly-wheel is passing the vertical, a continuous
rapid rotation round Ok can be given to the ring K carrying the
rotating fly-wheel with it.

3. Let the fly-wheel be now made stationary, and, while in this

position, let simultaneous rotations in the positive direction be
given round both OA and OB ; the fly-wheel will then be observed

to begin to move in the negative direction round OC.
The explanation of all these experiments follows readily from the

theory of the composition of rotations round dillcrent axes. Let
the angular velocities about OA, OB, OC, be w, p, o- respectively.

If simultaneous angular velocities a and w be given about OC and
OA in the positive direction, these can be compounded into an
angular velocity about a uew axis 01, which divides t' e angle AOC
into two parts such that

zr sin COI sin COI
? = s-mAOl = S;;rC0i

= tan tOI = tan « (suppose).

01 is, therefore, the position of the instantaneous axis, and as

OC will always tend to coincide with it, (JC will move round the

axis OB in the negative direction. It will be noticed also that, bt

remaining the same, tan 9 will be less as <r is greater. This shows

that the rotation round OB, or the motion in azimuth, will be slower

as the speed of the fly-wheel is greater. This accords with experi-

ment. In precisely the same way by considering simultaneous

angular velocities about OC and OB and OA and OB, can experi-

ments 2 and 3 be explained.

Perhaps the most common form of gyroscope is that which

has been largely told under the name of the gyroscope top.

It is a modification of
"^

the gyroscope intro-

duced by Fessel. In

it the ring containing

the rotating wheel is

either supported on a

vertical pivot at the

end of the axis, or

simply held suspended

by a string attached

to the same point, as

represented in fig. 2.

In this case, when the

wheel is. rapidly rota-

ted, and its axis initially inclined at an angle with the

vertical, a slow motion round the vertical axis is observed

to take place. This
''

rotation is accom-

panied by a feeble

nutation of the axis,

which is unobserv-

able by the eye so

long as the wheel

rotates rapidly. The
rotation in azimuth ^^(
would continue uni-

form if the velocity

of the wheel re-

mained constant, but

it gradually increases

in speed, the nuta-

tion at the same time

becoming more ap-

Fig. 2.

Fig. 3.

parent as the velocity dies avray, tiU the gyroscope finaHy

sfittlps withthe axis of the wheel in the direction of the
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prolongation" of the supporting string. A short analytical

investigation of this particular case may serve to give some

idea of how problems on the gyroscope generally may be

attacked. For clearness in the woodcut (fig. 3) we suppose

the ring containing the wheel removed.

Let K represent the wheel of mass M; h the distance of the centre

of gravity O from ; OC the axis of the wheel, supposed of unit

length ; OA, OB, two other axes through the fixed point at

right angles to UC and to each other ; OX, OY, OZ, thres rect-

angular axes fixed in space, with which OA, OB, 00 (axes

movable with the body) initially coincide ; if', (p, $, angles on the

Bnit sphere which define the point C.

If A, B, be -the moments of inertia, and tr, p, a the angular

velocities about OA, OB, OC respectively, the equation of kinetic

energy T gives

but w = (>sin<f>-\//8infico3<^;

p = i cos ifi + ij/ sin fl sin * ;

0- = 1^ cos 6 + (^.

Substituting and making A = B, as is clearly the case, we have

T = JAfl' + JAij.' sin =fl + iC(i^ cos 9 + (^)=.

Applying Lagrange's equations of motion, which are for this case

dl' d^~ d^" '

dt '^dj> d^ '

d rfT (TT „ , . .
-MghaiaS,

dt di de
we get

(1)
dt j

Ait8in'fl + C{4'Cos9 + f)co3«| =0;

(2)-||c(,^C03e + .^)| =0;

(3) A(i'-Ai^'sinflco3 9 + C8inflij((i^co3fl + ^)-Mj7isin9.
Integrating (2), we get

^C03fl+(^"=a constant

=

n,

which represents the angular velocity about OC.
Now if the motion be steady we must have both 9 and ^ constants.

Let them be represented by a and /i respectively. Then equ.ition

(3) gives
- A>i' sin a cos o + Cim sin o = 'High sin a

.

MjA + An' cos a
''°

On

By this formula we can calculate, for anyparticular instrument, the
angular velocity in azimuth from having given the angular velocity

of rotation of the fly-wheel and vice versa.

An important case of motion, and one also very Interest-

ing both mathematically and physically, is got by including

a gyroscope in a pendulum bob and supporting the rod from
a- universal flexure joint. This constitutes the gyroscopic

pendulum. The joint is usually got by attaching a short

length of fine steel wire rigidly to the end of the rod, and
suspending the whole by means of the other end of this

wire firmly clamped into a fixed support. When the

gyroscope is rapidly rotated, and the pendulum drawn a

little aside from the vertical and then let go, its lower end
is observed to describe a beautiful curve consisting of a

aeries of equal closed loops, all equally near each other and
radiating from a centre point. Thia curve, which is a

sfJecies of hypotrochoid, is figured in Thomson and Tail's

Natural Philosophy, where also the whole theory of the

gyroscopic pendulum will be found.

As has been already mentioned, a remarkable apparent

effect is produced by the earth's diurna"; rotation upon a
rapidly rotating gyroscope. This arises from what Foncault
called the " fixity of .the plane of rotation," and what
Thomson and Tait have recently called "gyrostatic domi-
nation." In virtue of this principle, the axis of the rotating

fly-wheel tends always to preserve a fixed direction in space,

and, in consequence, will appear to kiovo in a direction

opposite to that in which the earth's rotation is at each
instant actually carrying it.

If we suppose tlito gyroacopo represented at fig. 1 to have all de-

grees of froo rotation round tho point 0, .-.nd to be in every way
exactly balanced about that point, and also to have all its pivots

neaily void of friction, then, at whatever part of tlic earth's surface
it may be placed, tho fly-wheel wbila rotating rapidly will l«
observed to move gradually and finally take up such a position'

that its axis OC is parallel to the earth's axis, and also that its

direction of rotation round OC is the same as that of the earth
roundjts axis. Should the ring K be fixed so that the axis GC can
only move in a horizontal plane, then the ring L will move in
azimuth till it has placed GC In tho direction north and south and
such that the direction of rotation of the fly-wheel coincides with
that of the earth. Further, should the ring L be fixed in the plane
of tho meridian, so that GC can only move in altitude, then GO will
be observed to tilt up till it is parallel to the earth's axis, the
direction of rotation of the wheel being, as before, the same as that
of the earth. These eflects may be explained as follows :

—

Let A bo the latitude of the place, and « the angular velocity of
the earth on its axis ; also, at starting, let the ring K be in the
horizontal plane, and let OC make an angle o, in azimuth, with a
horizontal liue ON drawn from northwards ; further, let the
rotation of the wheel round OC be positive. Now a can bo resolved
into three angular velocities at right angles to each other, viz. :

—

a siu A round tho vertical line,

a cos A cos a round a line parallel to OC, and
a cos A sin a round a line parallel to ON.

Of these vsinA gives the velocity in azimuth, u cos A cos a can
only affect the velocity of the wheel, while u cos A sin a gives the
velocity of OC in altitude. These being the actual component
velocities communicated to the gyroscope by the earth, the apparent
velocities will bo equal and opposite to them.

The apparatus actually employed by Foucault to demon-'

strate the rotation of the earth differed somewhat from that

represented in fig. 1. In it the corresponding ring to h
was suspended from a fixed stand by a thread without

torsion, and rested at its lowest point by a pivot in an agate

cup. Also the ring corresponding to K, which carried the

fly-wheel, rested oi) knife edges within L, and could be
removed at pleasure, in order that the rotation might be
given to the fly-wheel. Great care was also taken to have
every part thoroughly well balanced. It is stated that tho

experiment was several times successfully performed, and
Foucault by means of his apparatus was thus able, without
astronomical observation, to find out the latitude of the

place, the east and west points, and the rate of the earth's

motion. The same experiment has lately, it is said, been
successfully performed by Mr G. M. Hopkins. His fly-

wheel, being driven by electricity, has the advantage of

rotating at a uniform rate for any length of time. By
attaching a small mirror to the frame which carries the

revolving wheel, and using a spot of light reflected from it

as an index, he has been able to make manuest the earth's

rotation in a very short time.

An ingenious practical application of the gyroscope

principle was suggested and carried into effect about the

year 1856 by Professor Piazzi Smyth. His aim was to

devise a telescope-stand which would always remain level

on board ship, notwithstanding the pitching and rolling,

and so facilitate the taking of astronomical observations at

sea. For this purpose the stand was supported on gimbals,

and underneath it wore placed on fine pivots several heavy
fly-wheels which could bo put in rapid rotation, some ( i

vertical and some on horizontal axes. The complete appi •-

atus, involving many ingenious details as to driving the

fly-wheels, &c., was tested by Professor Smyth on board

the yacht "Titania" during a voyage to Tcneriffe, and

found to work with perfect satisfaction. A full account of

the method will be found in Trans. Royal Scottish Socit'y

of Arts, vol. iv.

Gyrostat.—This is a modification of the gyroscope,

devised bySirWilliam Thomson, which has been used by him
as well as by Professor Tait for a number of years to illustrate

the dynamics of rotating rigid bodies. It consists essentially

of a fly-wheel, with a massive rim, fixed on tho middle of

an axis which can rotate on fine steel pivots inside a rigid

case. Tho rigid case exactly resembles a similarly-shaped,

but hollow, fly-wheel and axis closely surrounding the other

but still leaving it freedom to move. Slits are made in the
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containing case wliereby a cord can bo coiled several times

iminj tlie axis for the purpose of setting the f3y-wbeel in

motion. There is also attaclied to the rigid case, in the plane

passing through the

centre of gravity of

the wheel at right

angles to its axis, a

thill fhmge of metal,

•which is called the

tearing edge. The
circumfetenceof this

flange is not a circle

but a curvilinear

pol3-gon of sixteen

or more equal sides.

The object of mak-
ing it so is to pre-

vent the instrument

from rolling like a

wheel on the bearing

ertge when the fly-

wheel is rotating

rapidly. A draw- ^'S- *

ing of tho gyrostat, with a portion of the case removed to

show the inside, is given in fig. 4. A represents the

bearing edge upon which the whole balances. To suit

certain experiments, a sharp conical sitee! point can be fixed

ou to the end B by means of a bayonet joint.

The gyrostat is a most instructive instrument, and with

it many interesting experiments can be performed. We
can only mention a few taken from Thomson and Tait's

Natitrai Philosophy, vol. i. Part I., where the mathematics

of the whole subject will be found fully given.

1. Let the gyrostat be placed on a fiat sheet of glass vrith its

oearing edge iu a vertical plane as represented in the figure.

Neglecting translations, it has In that position clearly two free-

doms, one in azimuth and the othei- inclinational. Of these, the

first is neutral .%nd the second unstable when the fly-wheel is still

;

but wlieii it rotiites rapidly the second will become stable, the first

remaining neutral as before. AVhen the fly-wheel Is spinning
rapidly, the persistence with which the gyrostat keeps the erect

position is very remarkable. A blow from the fist on the side of

the case is met by a strong resistance, the instrument being thrown
into a state of violent tremor, which subsides, however, after a few

seconds. If, while the fly-wheel is still rapidly spinning, a weight
be liung on at B, the whole apparatus will, like the gyroscone,

immediately begin to move round a vertical axis.'

2. Let the gyrostat be supported on knife-edge -gimbals at its

lower end, and with the axis verticah In this position it has two
freedoms each unstable, without rotation of the fly-wheel, but
witli it both stable. A similar result is obtained by supporting
the gyrostat on a universal flexure joint, constituting an inverted
gyroscopic pendulum.

3. Let the gyrostat be supported on two equally long stilts tan-

genti.al to the bearing edge. In this position the two freedoms, one
azimuthal the other inclinational, are both unstable without, but
both stable with, rapid rotation of the fly-wheel.

4. Let the gyrostat be attached to a bar of wood by thrusting the
i taring edge through a narrow slot in the middle of the bar, and
t len let it be suspended by strings attached to the ends of the bar,

the bar being horizontal. By this we have the means of slinging

the gyrostat bifilarly in four difl'ercnt ways, two with the strings

parallel and two with them crossed, the gyrostat being alternately

above and below the wooden bar. Each of these ways has four
freedoms, which can be reduced to three by a third string in each
ciso. A little consideration will show in each ease the stable and
dastable modes without and with rotation of the fly-wheel.

it only remains to mention a very interesting and intricate

gyrostatic problem which has been lately suggested by Sir William
Thomson. Ha supposes a stiing of gyrostats to be formed with
their axes all in the same straight line, and each attached to the
other by a small universal flexure joint of thin steel wire. If this

string bo disturbed after the fly-wheels have all been put into rapid
rotation, a remarkable cork-screw motion passes along the wire.

For particulars we must refer to a paper announced by Sir William
Thomson iu the I2.S.E. Procccdintjs.

In addilion to the references in the text the following will he
founil useful :

—

Ast. Notices, vol. i. ; Comples Rendus, Sept. 1852
;

Paper by Professor Jlagnus trauslated in Taylor's Foreign Scientific

J/c»ioiVs,new ser.,part 3,p. 210: Ast. .A'ofi'ccs, vol. xiii. pp. 221-248?
Theory of FoucaulCs Gyroscope Eiycriiacnts, by the Kev. Badeu
Powell, F.E.S. ; Ast. Notices, vol. xv. ; articles by JIajor J. G.
Barnard in Sillitnan's Journal, 2d ser., vols. xxiv. and xxv. ; E.
Hunt on "Rotatory Motion," Froc. Phil. Hoc. Glasgow, vol. iv.

;

J. Clerk Jla.xwell, "On a Dynamical Top," Truiis. F S.E.,\ol. xxi.
j

Phil. Mag., 4th ser., vols. 7, 13, 14 ; Proc. Jir-ycd Irish Acitdcmy,
voh viii. ; Sir William Thomson on " Gyrostat," Nature, vol. xv. ji.

297 ; Price's Infinitesimal Calculus, vol. iv. (J. BL.")

GYTHIUJr was an ancient Achaean town on the
Laconian Gulf, south-west of the mouth of the Eurotas,

near the site of the modern port Marathonisi. It lay

opposite the island Cranse, at the foot of the fertile valley

of the Gythius. On its coins the common types are Apollo
and Heracles, the founders of the city. Heracles, the

Phcenician god Jlelkart, points to an early connexion with

Tyre. The Phoenicians maintained a great trade with the

shores of the Laconian Gulf, and Aphrodite Migouitis, the
Phoenician Astarte, had a temple at Jligonium, the modem
Marathonisi. Aphrodite and Asclepius also occur on its

coins, and the la-tter had a temple in the city. A great

port in the period of Phcenician intercourse, Gythium
became a secondary town after the Dorian conquest, as is

proved by the absence of early coins ; and it was only

after the decay of Sparta that it again became an import-

ant city. It was the ordinary station of the Spartan'

fleet, and was considered the port of Sparta, from whidb'

it was distant about 30 miles. In the wars against

Athens it was therefore exposed to frequent attacks. Tol-

midas, the Athenian commander, burned it (455 B.C.).

Later it was besieged unsuccessfully by Epaminondas (370
B.C.). It was strongly fortified by the tyrant Nabis ; but

he was compelled by Flamininus to give up Gythium and

other coast towns to the Achaean league (195 B.C.). WheOi
soon afterwards, the whole country became aRoman province,

Gythium had its own magistrates, a-TpdrayoL and ecf>opoi (see

inscr. in Lebas, Voyage Archeol., 2i2a, and Gblt. Gel. Aiis,,

1865, p. 461). Augustus made it one of the twenty-fou«

Eleuthero-Laconian towns. The existing ruins, called

Paleopoli, are all of the Eoman period. According -to

Strabo (p. 363), it had an artificial harbour, of which C6J.

Leake could see no trace. In the town was a well sacred

to Asclepius, and at three stades distance was the stone

Argos, where Orestes was relieved from his madness.

GY CJLA, chief town of the Trans-Tibiscan county of

BSkfe, Hungary, is favourably situated on the Feh6r (White)

Kords, and has a well-built station on the Nagy-Vdrad
(Grosswardein) and Eszek line of the Alfold-Fiume Railway,

in 46° 38' N. lat., 21° 17' E. long. The outer ditch of the

old ruined fortress, the tower of which serves as a prison,

divides Gyula into two parts, named respectively Magyar-

Vdros (Hungarian-town) and Nt5met-Vdros (German-town).

Stone bridges facilitate communication over the canals,

which flow from the Koriis, and intersect the streets. Among
the principal buildings are Roman Catholic, Old United

Greek, Lutheran, and Calvinist churches, and a Jews'

synagogue, also a fine castle with gardens, a county hall,

an ancient Turkish bath, many handsome private residences,

and several oil-mills. Gyula is, moreover, the seat of the

county assemblies and administration, of a royal court of

justice, of the assizes, and of a board of taxes, and has post

and telegraph oflSces, and a savings-bank. The inhabitants

are employed partly in industrial and commercial pursuits,

partly in farming and cattle-breeding. The fairs are much
resorted to for the purchase of corn, horned cattle, sheep,

pigs, wooden wares, and gall-nuts. The chief agricultural

products of the surrounding country are wheat, barley, oats,

and maize ; there is also a good supply of garden fruit,

grapes, and vegetables. In 1870 the population ajnountcd

to 18,495, consisting chiefly of Magyars, Wallach.'i, and
Germans.
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H
Hhas varied in form from the Phoenician and old

Hebrew symbol Q, ^alled Cheth, only by the

removal of the upper and lower horizontal lines. (For the

oldest forms of the letter see Alphabet.) The closed form

is sometimes found in old Greek inscriptions, and, though

less frequently, in South Italy.

Its value in Phoenicia was probably a continuous guttural

sound—the sound which it had in Hebrew—resembling

tha German ch, and with no English counterpart. In

Greece it represented nothing more than the spirant /;, so

long as a separate symbol to denote that sound was fc'.t to

be necessary. Afterwards it was generally employed to

denote a second e-sound, under the name of Eta
;
probably

it had before been called I/ela. The time of this change

varied in different parts of Greece. In the alphabet of the

island of Thera we find H representing e as early as the

40th Olympiad, though it stiU sometimes retained its old

value. At Athens the date was 403 b.c, and here the

practice did not vary. But in most of the alphabets of

Greece proper, of Peloponnesus, and of the Italian colonies,

H still remained as the rough breathing ; and as such it

consequently passed into the Latin alphabet. It is possible

that A in a very few Latin words, when it occurs as a

roedial sound (c^., traho, veho), was a continuous guttural.

Rut generally it occurs at the beginning of a word, and can

kardly have been more than a breathing. Even as this it

early became evanescent. During the classical period of

Latin literature it was retained in the speech of educated

men, doubtless in part by Greek influence. But in the

popular speech it was rapidly disappearing as an initial

sound ; although it continued to be written, and indeed

was often written wrongly, at the beginning of words where
it had no place ; e.g., umor was written humor, and the h
has held its own in English spelling down to our day. The.
sound is almost completely lost in modern Italian.

It is not settled beyond dispute by what mechanism the

A-sound.is produced. The old view (held by Lcpsius and
others) is that !i has a distinct' position of its own, further

back in the throat than the gutturals, in fact, immediately

above the larynx,—that it is a surd, to which the corre-

sponding sonant is the slight gurgle heard between words

of which the first ends and the second begins with the

same sound (e.g., "go over"), if we take care to close the

glottis between the two words but not to alter the position

of the other vocal organs. A quite different view is held

by Whitney, M. Bell, and others, that h has no distinct

position of its own, but is sounded in or through the

position of the following sound ; for example, that in say-

ing ha we do not put the vocal organs into two positions,

oca for h and one for a, but we put them into the position

for a, and then produce the breath and the vowel without

an}' change of position, the h being a mere expiration of

breath through the open glottis ; similarly Jii, hu, dkc, are

produced with the vocal organs in the position for i, v,

<fea, respectively ; in each case the vocal chords vibrate for

the vowel after the expiration of breath, but there is no
change made within the orifice of the mouth between the

/t-sound and the vowel, fhis view is at least a plausible one.

HAARLEM, a city of the Netherlands, the chief town
of the province of North Holland. By rail it is 11 miles

W. of Amsterd im, 19 S. of Alkmaar, and 20 N. of Loydcn.
Distant about !> miles from the German Ocean, it commu-
nicates with the Zuyler-Zoo by the Spaarno and the Ij.

The railway to Amsterdam waa opened in 1839, and that

to Alkmaar in 18G7

Haarlem is a typical Dutch town. The branches of the

Spaarne and an extensive system of canals bring the ship-

traffic into the heart of it, and turn its streets into so many
quays. The roadways are paved with bricks; the houses
have gable-ends with old-fashioned crow-steps; and every-

thing wears a decent and quiet aspect, which to one man is

dulness and to another " aristocratic gravity and modest
coquetry." What the city lacks in liveliness it makes up by
the interest of its historical associations and thc.numberof its

scientific and artistic institutions. The great market place

especially has much that is worth seeing : the town-house
and the cathedral of St Eavo ; the old meat market, a build-

ing of the end of the 16th century in the old Dutch style
;

the stadsdoelen, or place where in former times the burgesses

used to assemble in arms ; and the statue erected to Koster

in 1856, when in Holland he was still generally considered

the inventor of printing. St Bavo's is ouo of the most
famous churches in the Netherlands. It is a cruciform

structure completed in 1538, and makes a considerable

impression on the spectator by the great length (about 4 26

feet) of its main axis and the height and steepness of the

1. Gas Works.
2. Infirmary.
3. Town-House.

Plan of Haarlem.

The Catheilrnl of
St Bavo or Grootc
Kerk.

5. R.C. Ch. of St Joseph.
C. Barracks.
7. Tcylcr's Fonndalion.

roof. The tower is about 255 feet high. M'ithin the

lofty vaulting is supported by twenty very light columns,

and there is a good deal of beauty about the perspective

of its aisles. Tho organ, biiilt by Christian JIulIcr of

Amsterdam between 1735 and 1738, was for some time tho

largest in the world, and is still celebrated for the sweetness

of its tone, especially in tho vox huniana stop. It possesses

four key-boards, C4 stops, and 5000 pipes, tho largest of

which is 15 inches in diameter. Among the moniunents

in the church are those of Bilderdijk the poet and the

hydraulic engineers Christiaan Brunincs and Fredrik

William Conrad, the latter the projector of tho sluices at

Katwijk. In the belfry arc the damiaatjrs, small belia

presented to the town according to tradition by William I.,

tho conqueror of Damietta. At tho Lead of tho scientific

institutions of Haarlem may bo placed tho Dutch society

of sciences (Ifollandschc Mantschaj-q^j van Wclenschajjiirii)

founded in 1752, which pos.>:c3scs very valuable collections

in botany, natural history, and geology. Teylcr's found-

ation (Tcylor's Stichting), inbiitutcd in accordance with llio

last will of rictro Tuylcr van der HuUl for the study of

theology, natural philosophy, poetry, history, drawing, and
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numismatics, lias various auxiliary collections in thefounder's

former residence. The Dutch society of industry, founded

in 1777, is still active and flourishing, with branches estab-

lished all over the country. In 1871 it instituted a colonial

museum, which along with the royal museum of modern art

is accommodated in the pavilion formerly the residence of an

Amsterdam banker, Hope, and acquired for the crown by

King Louis Napoleon. The colonial museum presents a

complete survey of the manifold products of the Dutch

possessions in the East Indian Archipelago, and the royal

museum has a collection of 250 pictures. Among the

benevolent institutions of the city it is enough to mention

the hospital for old men founded in 1608, and the beautiful

Teyler's Hospital.

The staple industries of Haarlem have been greatly

modified in the course of time. Under the counts of

Holland cloth-weaving and brewing were in a very thriving

condition ; but under Charles V. they lost enormously in

importance. While 2000 pieces of cloth had been manu-

factured annually in the end of the 15th century, 800 or 900

W.13 the number for 1515; and the breweries diminished

from 120 in 1494 to 95 in 1503, and by 1513 were no more
than 77. After thei revocation of the edict of Nantes, silk,

lace, and damask-weaving were introduced by French

refugees, and in course of time these industries gave employ-

ment to 10,000 of the population. About the close of the

18th century this remarkable prosperity was a thing of the

past; and it was not till after the Belgian revolution that

Haarlem began to turn its attention to the various depart-

ments of manufacture in which it is now engaged. Cotton

factories, carriage-works, bleach-works, cotton and silk

dye-works, a famous type-foundry, oil-works, soap-works,

breweries, and a factory for preserved meats are among the

more important establishments. The extensive workshops
of the Dutch railway company are also of value to the town.

One of the printing establishments has the reputation of

being the oldest in the Netherlands, and publishes the oldest

Dutch paper, De Opragte Haarkmmer Courant. As market
gardening, especially in the flower department, is largely

carried on in the immediate vicinity, Haarlem is the seat

of a flourishing trade in "Dutch roots," especially in hya-

cinths, tulips, fritillarie-s, spiraeas, and japonicas. A con-

siderable business is also done in the butter, cheese, and
other agricultural produce from the surrounding country.

Though the population of Haarlem has been steadily

increasing since the beginning of the present century, it has

not become so great as it was in the 17th. In 1570 the

total was 20,772 souls, of whom 1836 were Dutchmen
capable of bearing arms, 1215 Englishmen anS Frenchmen,
1856 Germans, and 15,865 women and children. By 1622
it had increased to 39,455. A rapid decline took place

in the 18th century; from 26,2Si. in 1748 the number
sank to 21,227 in 1796, and by 1815 it was not more than

17,432. Seven years later we find 18,453 inhabitants,

21,667 in 1830, 24,012 in 1840,25,852 in 1850, ,and
27,534 in 1860. The year 1874 showed 32,758, and three

years later the number was no less than 35,692. In 1869
-1870 there were 14,471 members of the Dutch Reformed
Communion, 11,574 Roman Catholics, and 565 Jews.

Haarlem is mentioned in a register of the 10th century >s
Haralem. From Count William II. it obtained a charter in 1245,
and in the course of the following centuries it rapidly advanced in
prosperity. 'In 1492 the insurgents called the " bread and cheese
folk ' got possession of the town, but before the year was out it was
recovered by the imperial general Duke Albert of Saxony. The
year 1493 was witness of a great conflagration, and in 1509 the plague
claimed its many victims. In 1559 Haarlem became a bishop's see.

The prominent part that its inhabitants took in the revolt of the
Netherlands brought upon it an unparalleled disaster. Don Fred-
erick son of the duke of Alva invested the town with 30,000 men in
December 1573, and after a siege, in which the burghers defended
themselves with admirable and pertinacious heroism, it was obliged

to capitulate in July 1573. The conquerors, in spite of their
promise of mercy, took barbarous vengeance, and it was not till
July 1677 that the town was recovered from their grasp by the
prince of Orange. In its subsequent history the main events are
the inundations of 1776 and 1791, the arrival of the Prussians in
1787, and the quatercentenary celebration of the invention of
printing in 1823.

See F. Allan, Qeschicdenis en leschrijving van Haarlem van do
vroogstc tijdtn tot op oue dagen onder medewerldng van Ekemc,
Enschcde, en Qeelings.

Haarlem Lake, or Harlemmer Meer, a commune of the pro-
vince of North Holland, constituted by the law of 16th July 1855.
It has an area of about 46,000 acres, and its population has increased
from 7000 in 1860 to 13,602 in 1878. As its name indicates, the
commune was formerly a lake, and, according to Amcrsfoordt, tMa
lake was a relic of a northern arm of the Rhine vfhicli y/tASfed through
the district in the time of the Romaiif. In 1531 the Haarlenimer
Meer had an area of 6430 acres tta in its vicinity were three smaller
sheets of water—the LciiV sclie ileer or Leyden Lake, the Spiering
Meer, and the Oude Meer or Old Lake—with a united area of about
7600 acres. The four lakes were ultimately incorporated into one by
successive inundations, and by 1647 the new Haarlem Lake had an
area of 36,400 acres, which by 1740 was increased to 42,000. As
early as 1643 Jan Adriaanszoon Leeghwater proposed to endyke
and drain the lake ; and similar schemes, among which those of
Nikolaas Saifl\iel Cruquius in 1742 and of Baron van Lijndeu van
Hemrnen in 1821 are worthy of special mention, were brought for-

ward from time to time. But it was not till 1836, when one furious
hurricane on the 9th of November drove the waters as far as the
gates of Amsterdam, and another on the 25th of December sent them
in the opposite direction to submerge the streets of Leyden, that
the mind of the nation was turned seriously to the matter. In
August 1837 the king appointed a royal commission of inquiry ; the
scheme proposed by the commission received the sanction of tho
second chamber in March 1839, and in the following May the
necessary law was passed. The first business was to dig a canal

round the lake for the reception of the water and the accommodalioii
of the great trafEc which had previously been carried on. The
canal was made 38 miles in length, with a depth of 9 feet, and a

width of 130 feet on the west side of the lake and 115 feet on the

east side. Thepreliniinary works were not completed till 1845. The
area enclo.sed by the canal was rather more than 70 square miles

;

the avei-age depth of the lake was 13 feet 1'44 inches ; and as the

water had no natural outfall it was calculated that probably 1000
million tons would have to be raised by mechanical means. A
gigantic steam-engine designed by Messrs J. Gibb and A. Dean of

London was erected and named in honour of Leeghwater. It could

raise 112 tons at each stroke and discharge 1,000,000 tons in 254
hours. The total weight of iron used for the engine, pumps, &c.

,

was 640 tons, and the cost of the machinci-y and buildings amounteJ.
to £36,000. Two other engines of equal size and power were after-

wards cons-tructed by Messrs Haivey of Hayle and Messrs Fox and
Co. of Ferran, in Cornwall, the makers of the "Leeghwater." They
were named respectively the Cruquius and the Van Lijndeo.

Pumping commenced in 1848, and the lake was dry by the 1st of

July 1852. At the first sale of the higlicst lands along the banks
on August 16, 1853, 784 hectares were bought for 575,000 florins,

or 733 florins per hectare ; but the average price afterwards was less.

The whole area of 42,000 acres recovered from the waters has brought
in 9,400,000 florins or about £780,000, so that the actual cost to

the nation has only been 4,400,000 florins or £300,000, though tlrs

expense of the enterprise amounted to 13,787,377 florins or

£1,080,000. The soil is of various kinds, loam, clay, sand, and
peat ; most of it is sulBciently fertile, though in the lower portions

there are barren p.itches where the scanty vegetation is covered with

an ochreous deposit. Core, seeds, cattle, butter, and cheese are the

princijial produce. The roads which travei^o the commune aro

bordered by pleasant-looking fanu-honses built after the v.arious

styles of Holland, Friesland, or Brabant. Hoofddorp, Venncperdorp

or Nieuw Vennep, Abbenes, and the vicinities of tho three great

steam-engines aro the spots where the population has clustered most
thickly. The first church was built in 1855 ; in 1877 there were

seven. In 1854 the city of Leyden laid claini to the possession of

the new territory, but the courls decided in favonr of the nation.

A list of works on the Haarlem Lake is given by Gevcrs van Ende-

gecst, Dii dessichemenl dtt Lae de Harlem (The Hague, 1849-1861,

3 parts, with plates). Sec also J. P. Amersfoordt, Het Harlevimer-

meer, Haarlem, 1857, published by the Amsterdam Maatschappij

Felix Merids.

HABAKKUK (p-lpSn), one of the minor prophets of

the Old Testament, the eighth in order in the Massoretic

text. The name of the prophet is peculiar to him, and

occurs only in his own writing (i. 1; iii. 1). As to its

meaning there is some uncertainty, but it is probably ^
formation from a verb signifying to entmnt, to emhraei
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(p3C')i!in<i ino.ins '•embraced" orsimnly "embrace" (Jerome,

Pi: ad llab. ; Gesenius and Fiirst on the word). In tlio

Scptuagiiit aud with the Greek fathers it appears in the

form of 'X/xficKov/ji, which would seem to indicate that

the Hebrew was read and pronounced Habbiikuk (plpjn),

tiio double b being changed for the sake of euphony into

mb. The change of the k into m at the end of the word

Bleek says is without analogy ; but in the change of

Beelzebub into Beelzebul wo have an aualpgous instance

of the substitution of a liquid for a mute,—probably because

to the Greek ear it was not agreeable that a final syllable

should begin and end with the same rough consonant. Of

the prophet's personal history nothing is certainly known.

In the inscription of his book he is simply caQed "the

prophet " ; nor can we with certainty determine at wha't

time he lived and prophesied. From the use of the word

"my" in tlic subscription to the p^alm in chap, iii., "To
the chief singer on my stringed instrument" (ver. 19), it

lias been inferred that he was of the tribe of Levi, inasmuch

as it is supposed from this that ho held a place among
those by whom officially the musicil service of the temple

was conducted, a place which only a Levite, it is alleged,

could occupy. But this seems rather too much to build on

the mere use of the word "my," nor is it quite certain that

only Levites took part with stringed instruments in the

service of. song in the temple. King Hezekiah, after his

recovery from his sickness, composed a psalm of thanks-

giving, and in reference to it he says, " We will sing my
songs to the stringed instruments all the days of our life

in the house of the Lord " ; for ho " had said. What is the

sign that I shall go up to the Louse of the Lord ! " (Isa.

xxxviii. 20, 22) ; from which it may be inferred that others

besides Levites might take part in the liturgical music of

the temple. Were there any truth in the assertion in the

additions to Daniel inthe Apocrypha that Habakkuk was
sent by the Lord from Judsea to Babylon with food for

Daniel in the lion.s' den, this would give us the date of the

prophet's activity; but on such a manifest fiction nothing

can be built. According to one tradition the prophet was
buried at Kcilali in the tribe of Judah ; according to

another at Hukkok (now Yakuk) in the tribe of Naphtali.

The book of Haljakkuk falls into two parts,—the former

of which (chaps, i. and ii.) has the inscription, "The burden

which Habakkuk the prophet saw," and the latter (chap, iii.)

the inscription, " Prayer" (or hymn) " of Habakkuk on

Shigyonoth." Both ])arts have reference to the same subject,

the invasion of Judah by the Chaldeans, who are expressly

named (i. 6). In both this is regarded as a chastisement

from the Lord upon the people for their sin:: ; but whilst

in tlio earlier part the prophet appears as a reprover and
denouncer of evil, in the latter he gives utterance to emotions

of reverence, confidence, and joy in God as the Saviour of

His people. In the former part the prophecy is in the form

of a dialogue between Jehovah and the prophet. The pro-

phet, deeply troubled because of the corruption of his people,

cries to God and asks how long such a state of things is to

continue (i. 2-4) ; to which God replies in effect that He
is about to brrjig on the sinful nation a heavy calamity by
mi.'sing against them the Chaldeans—"that bitter and
impetuous nation "—whose fierce and terrible hosts should

devastate the land,—at the same time intimating that this

scourge should pass away, and that the invader.i, though

the instruments of God's vengeance, .should not bo held

guiltless (.5-11). The prophet then appeals to God, the

Everlasting and Holy One, and asks how the employment
of such instruments to inflict punishment on the people of

His choice is reconcilable with the divine rectitude and
uncliangoabltfncss (12-17), but deolares that he will stand

on his watch-tower that he may learn what God will say

to him, hoping that some word of comfort may, be vouch

safetl to him which lie may carry to Lis people. The word
comes ; the Lord will not suffer the ungodly, the trans-

gressor, and the idolater to escape ; a five-fold woe is

denounced against the enemies of God's people ; the just

are encouraged to abide in faith, cheered with the assurance

that as a result of God's judgments on the wicked the

knowledge of the glory of the Lord shall fill the earth as

the waters cover the sea ; for God is in His holy temple,'

His purposes shall stand fast, therefore let all the earth be

still and await His coming (ii. 1-20). The latter part of

the book is a hymn of praise in which the prophet in his

own name and that of the people celebrates the majesty and
mighty deeds of the Lord, and gives exulting expression to

the confidence and joy with which His true subjects rest in

Him (iii. 1-19). This hymn is in form and style like one

of the Psalms, and was doubtless intended for use in the

temple service. To some it has a[ipeared that this third

chapter is wholly unconnected with the two preceding. But

though different in character and style, it stands closely

connected in substance with what goes before, and forms

with this one whole. In the former part wo have the burden

which the prophet had to bear to the people ; in the latter

we have the utterance of the feelings produced by the con'

templation of the facts and revelations therein set forth,

viewed in the light of God's manifestations of Himself on

behalf of His people in former times.

This book, which it is generally agreed was written by

the prophet himself, forms one of the finest remains of

ancient Hebrew literature. In conception and style it is

not inferior to any production of the most flourishing ago

of prophecy. The language is pure, the thought is lofty,

and in the construction artistic skill is displayed. With thq

mantle of the prophet the author bears also the chaplet of

the poet.

At what time Habakl<uk' prophesied remains uncertain. From
i. 5, 6, where the invasion of Israel by the Chaldeans is represented

as a thing so strange as to be incredible when announced, it has

been inferred that the prophecy w.ns uttered whilst as yet the

people of Israel were unacquainted with the ChaUeans as a warlike

power,—long, therefore, before the battle of Carchemtsh (606 B.C.),

in which Necho, king of Egypt, was defeated by Nebuchadnezzar.

The date of the prophecy has accordingly by some been relegated

to the reign of Manasseh ; and this has been supposed to receive

confirmation from the fact tliat during that reign there were pro-

phets who foretold the coming on the nation of a calamity such as

that the ears o'f all who heard of it should tingle (2 Kings xxi.

10/.) ; and of these prophets Habakkuk may have been one. The
words of the prophet, however, do not necessarily imply that «t

the time he uttered his prophecy the people were so ignorant of tho

Chaldeans that they could not 'believe what he w as commissioned

to announce to themrcgarding an invasion of tho country by that

"bitter and hasty" nation; it is rather the immediatcncss and
tenibleness of the catastrophe which he represents as what would

pass belief, even when announced by a prophet of the Lord. It is

further to be observed that his words imply that tho calamity he

was sent to announce would happen in tho days of those to whom
ho spoke, which could hardly be said of a generation that had

reached adult age during the latter half of Slanasschs reign, that

is, fully sixty years before the invasion of Judah by Nebuchad-

nezzar. It may bo added thqt it is very improbable that during

the reign of Manasseh, when idolatry had to such an extent super-

seded the worship of Jehovah, snob a psalm as that of chap. iiL'

would have been composed for tho tomplo service by anyone livinf;

in Judah. A later date, it would thus appear, must bo assigned to

tho prophecy. Vitringa has suggested tliot it was uttered in tho

time of Josiah, and this is accepted by Delilzsch and others. To
this it has been objected that the stale of things described in tho

beginning of the book docs not accord with wliat we know to have

been the state of things in .losiali's reign, and moreover that tho

declaration that tho calamity threatened should happen in tho daya

of tho existing generation docs not tally with the assunince given

by tho pro]>hetes3 HnUlah to King Josiah, that the evil the Lord
wafl about to bring upon Jerusalem should not h.ippen in hia daw
(2 Kings xxh. l.'i-20). Neither of these objections, however, ha^
much weight. To the former it may bo replied that, though in tha
ln(cr part of Josiah's reign a Iwtter state of thing-* tlir-.n that described

by tlii/pro]ihct prevailed, in the early part of it things were pn>i
^•Ably_cxactly such as ho roprcsouta ; and to the latter it ma£_tf
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replied that the two dcclav.itions arc not irreconcilable, for though

the invasion of the Chaldeans might hapi^en in the time of the exist-

ing generation to whom the prophet spoke, it might be not till

after the deatli of Josiah tliat Jerusalem should be taken
; which in

point of fact was the case. A more serious objection is that the

psalm in chap. iii. could not have been composed in the early part of

Josiah's reign before the reforms which he introduced had been

begun, and that the first and second chapters could not have been
utti'ved after these had been inaugurated, because then the state of

things tlipre described did not exist. To meet this it has been
suggested that the two parts of the book may have been composed
at different times, the earlier part in the beginning and the later

after the middle of Josiah's reign. This is possible ; but the stand-

point of the prophet is in both parts so 'much the same that it is

not probable that any marked interval of time elapsed between the

composition of the two. Wo are, however, so imperfectly acquainted
with tlie minuter details of the history of the times that for aught we
can tell there may have been seasons during the reign of Josiah when
the good and the evil in the nation were so mixed that a prophet,
whilst denouncing the wickedness he saw around him, and threaten-
ing a woe on the nation because of it, might yet be inspired by the
remembrance of God's dealings with his people in the past and the
hope of better things for the future to give ntterance to such a
strain of adoration and exultant gladness as the hymn at the close
of the book presents ; nor is there any reason to doubt that the
pious king and such meu as Hilkiah the high priest, and those
associated with him as "rulers of the house of God" (2 Chron.
XXXV. 8), would be so in sympathy with the prophet in this that
they would readily approve of his psalm being consigned to " the
chief singer" to be used in the temple service. An argument in

favonr of assigning the date of this prophecy to the reign of Josiah
has been drawn from the numerous coincidences in sentiment and
phraseology betiveen this book and those of Jeremiah and Zeph-
aniah (c/. Hab. i. 8 with Jer. r. 6, iv. 13, and Zeph. iii. 3 ; Hab.
i. 13 with Jer. xii. 1 ; Hab. ii. 9 with Jer. xlix. 16 ; Hab. ii. 13
with Jer. Ii. 58 ; Hab. ii. 16 with Jer. xxv. 27 ; Hab. ii. 20 with
Zeph. i. 7, &c.); and if in these instances Jeremiah and Zephaniah
Jiave imitated Hab.akkuk or quoted from him, the argument must
be held conclusive, for both these prophets began to prophesy in
the later jwrt of the reign of Josiah. De Wette, Hitzig, Ewald,
Bleek, and others assign the prophecy to the reign of Jehoiakim

;

but for this there seems no good reason. (W. L. A.)

HABEAS CORPUS, in English law, is a writ issuing

put of one of the superior courts, commanding the body
of a prisoner to be brought before the court. There are

various forms of this writ, according to the purposes for

which it is intended. Thus habeas corpus ad respondendum
is to bring up a prisoner confined by the process of an
inferior court in order to charge him v/ith a fresh action in

the court above. Other forms are ad satisfaciendum (when
judgment has been had against a prisoner in the court

below), ad faciendum et recipiendum, or cum causa (to

remove the proceedings into the superior court, the de^

fendant being under arrest), ad testificandum (when the

prisoner is wanted as a witness), (fcc. These forms are now
of little or uo importance. The most famous form of the

writ is the habeas corpus ad subjiciendum,—the well-known
remedy for the violation of personal liberty. It is addressed
to the person in whose custody another is detained, and
commands him to bring his prisoner before the court, with
a statement of the day and cause of his capture and deten-
tion,

—

" adfaciendum, subjiciendum, et recipiendum, to do,

submit to, and receive whatsoever the judge or courts
awarding the writ may consider on that behalf." It is de-
Bcribed as a high prerogative writ, i.e., it is one of a number
of extraordinary remedies, such as mandamus, prohibition,
and the like, which the courts may grant on proper cause
being shown. The writ of habeas corpus issues only after
motion before the court or application to a judge, made on
a sworn statement of facts setting up at least a probable
case of illegal confinement. It is a common-law writ.
"From the earliest records of the English law," says Hallam,
"no freeman could be detained in prison except upon a
criminal charge or conviction, or for a civil debt In the
former it was always in his power to demand, of the Court
of King's Bench a writ of habeas corp-us ad subjiciendum,
directed to the person detaining him in custody, by which
he was enioined to bring up the body of the prisoner with

the warrant of coraraitraent that the court might judge of"

its suflScfency and remand the party, admit him to bail, or-

discharge him, according to the nature of the charge. The
writ issued of right, and could not be refused by the courL"'
Habeas corpus is, in fact, the appropriate instrument for

enforcing the law of personal liberty, as declared in the
Great Charter,—that no " freeman may be taken or im-
prisoned but by the lawful judgment of his peers or by the
law of the land."

In Darnel's case (3 Car. I., 1627) the judges held
that the command of the king was a sufficient answer to a
writ of habeas corpus. The House of Commons thereupon
passed resolutions to the contrary, and after a conference
with the House of Lords the measure known as the Petition

of Right was passed, which, inter alia, recited that, contrary

to the Great Charter and other statutes, divers of the king's

subjects had been imprisoned without any cause shown,
and when they were brought up on habeas corpus, and no-

cause was shown other than the special command of the

king signified by the privy council, were nevertheless

remanded to prison, concluded " that no freeman in any
such manner as is before mentioned be imprisoned or
detained." In Jenkes's case, 1676, the lord chancellor (Lord.

Nottingham) refused to issue a-Juibeas corpus in the vacation.

Shortly afterwards was passed the famous Habeas Corpus-

Act (31 Car. II. c. 2), which is sometimes described as a
consequence of the harsh if not illegal refusal of the writ

in Jenkes's case, but which, as Hallam shows, was really due
to the arbitrary proceedings of Lord Clarendon. The Act
itself passed the Lords after many similar measures sent up-

by the Commons had been rejected.

The Habeas Corpus Act recites that great delays have-

been used by sheriffs and jailers in making returns of

writs of habeas corpus directed to them ; and for the preven-

tion thereof, and the more speedy relief of all persons im'

prisoned for criminal or supposed criminal matters, it enacts

in substance as follows. (1) When a writ of habeas cotyns

is directed to a sheriff or other person in charge of a prisoner,'

he must within 3, 10, or 20 days, according to the distance

of the place of commitment, bring the body of his prisoner

to the court, with the true cause of his detainer or imprison-

ment—unless the commitment was for treason or felony

plainly expressed in the warrant of commitment. (2) If

any person be committed for any crime—unless for treason

or felony plainly expressed in the warrant—it shall be law-

ful for such person or persons (other than persons convicted

or in execution by legal process) in time of vacation, to

appeal to the lord chancellor as a judge, who shall issue a

habeas corpus returnable immediately, and on the return

thereof shall discharge the prisoner on giving security for

his appearance before the proper court—unless the party

so committed is detained upon a legal process or under a
justice's warrant for a non-bailable offence. Persons

neglecting for two terms to pray for a habeas co)-pus shall

have none in vacation. (3) Persons set at large on habeas

corpus shall not be recommitted for the same offence unless

by the legal order and process of the court having cog-

nizance of the case, (4) A peison committed to prison

for treason or felony shall, if he requires it, in the first

week of the next term or the first day of the next session

of oyer and terminer, be indicted in that term or session

or else admitted to bail, unless it appears ou affidavit that

the witnesses for the crown are not ready; and if he

is not indicted and tried in the second term or session

after commitment, or if after trial he is acquitted, he shall

be discharged from imprisonment. (5) No inhabitant

of England (except persons contracting, or, after conii

viction for felony, electing to be transported) shall b^

sent prisoner to Scotland, Ireland, Jersey, &c., or any plac^

\Ponstitutional Hialor-rj, vol. iii. c. 13.
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leyond the seas. Stringent penalties arc provided for

oft'enees against the Act. A judge delaying habeas corpus

forfeits £500 to tlie party- aggrieved. Illegal imprisonment

beyond seas renders the otfender liable in action by the

injured party with treble costs and damages to the extent

of not less than £000, besides subjecting him to the

penalties of pncinunire and to other disabilities. "The
great rank of those who were likely to offend against this

part of the statute was," says Hallam. " the cause of this

unusual severity."

The Habeas Corpus Act, it will be seen, applies only to

{he case of persons imprisoned on c7-im!iial charges. In

1758 the question arose whether, in the ease of an impress-

-Tient for military service, a habeas corpus could be applied

for under the Act, and other questions of some difficulty

were raised as to its etfeet in particular cases. The judges

who Were consulted by the House of Lords differed in their

opinions, and ultimately the Act 56 Geo. III. c. 100 was

passed, "for more effectually securing the liberty of the

subject." It enacts (1) that a writ of habeas corpus shall

be issued in vacation time in favour of a person restrained

*f his liberty (except persons imprisoned for debt or by

civil process)—a privilege granted by the Act of Charles

IL only in the case of commitments for criminal offences;

(2) that though the return to the WTit be good and
sufficient in law, the judge shall examine into the truth of

the facts set forth in such return, and if they appear doubtful

the prisoner shall be bailed
; (3) that the writ shall run

to any harbour or road on the coast of England, although

not within the body of any county. The last clause was
intended to meet doubts on the applicability of habeas cornus

in cases of illegal detention on board ship.

In Anderson's case, in 1861, the Court of Queen's Bench
decided somewhat reluctantly that the writ runs to all the

foreign dominions of the crown even when there are inde-

pendent local judicatures. In consequence of this decision

the Act 25 and 26 Vict. c. 20 was passed, enacting that "no
writ of habeas corpus shall issue out of England, by authority

of any judge or court of justice therein, into any colony or

foreign dominion of the crown where her J.Iajepty has a law-

fully established court or courts of justice, having authority

to grant and issue the said. writ, and to ensure the due exe-

cution thereof throughout such colony or dominion."

In times of public danger it has been found necessary to

suspend the Habeas Corpus Act by a special statute. This

was done in 1817 by the Act empowering the king to secure

and detain such persons as his Jfajesty shall suspect are

conspiring against his person and goverim\ent. More
recently this extreme niv^asure has been judged necessary

in the case of Ireland (.see 29 Vict. c. 1, continued for

a short period by annual acta).

In the United States of America the law of Iiabea/ corpus

has been inherited from England, and has been generally

made to apply to commitments and detentions of all kinds.

Difficult questions, unknown to English law, have arisen

from the peculiar features of the American State-system.

Thus the constitution provides that " the privilege of the

writ of habeas corpus shall not be suspended unless ^hen,
in cases of rebellion or invasions, the public safety may
require it ;" and it has been the subject of much dispute

whether the power of suspension under this provision is

vested in the president or the congress. The weight of

opinion seems to lean to the latter alternative. Again,
conflicts have arisen between the courts of individual States

and the courts of the Union. It seems that a State court

has no right to issue a habeas corpus for the discharge of a
person held under the authority of the Federal Government.
On the other hand, the courts of the Union issue the writ
only in those cases In whicli the powef is expressly con-
ferred on them hy the constitution.

HABINGTON, AVilliam (1605-lGr>4), one of tlic most
l)leasing of English minor poets, was born at Hcndlip in

Worcestershire, on the 4th of November 1005. His father,

Thomas Habington, was a prominent Catholic ; to hie

mother, Lady Jlary Habington, was attributed the revela-

tion of the Gunpowder Plot. The poet was educated first

at St Omer, and refusing to become a Jesuit was removed
to Paris. On his return to England he met and fell in love

with Lady Lucy Herbert, second daughter of Lord Powis,

whom ho celebrated under the poetical name of Castara.

After some opposition he won her hand, and they wero
married about the year 1632. In 1631 lie first published

Iris famous volume of lyrical poems entitled Castara, which
\Vas reprinted in 1635 and 1640. In the latter year he
also published a prose History oj King Edward I V. and The
Queen of Arragon, a tragi-comedy. This play was pub-

lished at the request of his kinsman, the earl of Pembroke ;

it was afterwards revived by Samuel Butler. The last

work printed by Habington was Observations upon UxStory,

1641. In 1647 his father died ; and during the Commou-
wealth, as we learn from Anthony Wood, the poet "did
run with the times, and was not unknown to Oliver the

usurper." He died November 30, 1C54, and was buried

in the family vault at Hendlip. Habington possesses all

the faults of his age except its impurity ; he is honourably

known as the chastest of the Royalist lyrists. His genius

w()s gently fantastic, mild in its play of fancy, delicately

ingenious, and of an unruffled stately dignity. He never

rises to sublimity or passion, but he is always gentleman-

like and often extremely graceful. His best verses have

a very modern tone, and remind the reader of the 18th

rather than of the 17th century.

The works of Habington have not teen collected. An excellent

edition of fastara was puLlislieil by Jlr Arbcr iu ISTO, and I'fic

Queen of Arrugon has been inchided ia tlie Dodsley collection.

HACHETTE, Jean Nicolas Pierre (1769-1834), an
eminent French mathematician, was born at Jlcziires,

where his father -was a bookseller, on the 6th Jlay 1769.

For his early education he proceeded first to the college of

Charleville, and afterwards to that of Itheims. In 1788 ho

returned to Meziores, where he was attached to the school

of engineering as draughtsman to the professors of physics

and chemistry. When twenty-three years of age he suc-

ceeded from among a number of candidates in gaining the

professorship of hydrography at Collioure and Port-Vendre.

While there he sent several able papers, in v.hich some
questions of navigation were treated geometrically, to

Monge, at that time minister of marine, through whose
influence he obtained an appointment in Paris. Thcnco
he passed to a deput^'-professorship at Mc^zieres, and
towards the close of 1794, when the Ecnle Polytcchin'que

was established, he was chosen one of its staff, being

appointed along with ^[onge over the department of

descriptive geometry. There he instructed some of the

ablest Frenchmen of the day, among them Poisson, Arngo,

and Fresnel. Accompanying Guyton do Morvcau in his

expedition, earlier in the year, he was present at the battle

of Flcurus, and entered Brussels with the French army.'

In 1816, on the accession of Louis XVI FT., ho was expelled

from his chair by Government, at the same time that his

friend and fellow-worker Monge was removed from the

Institute. He retained, however, till his death the ofTicc

of [irofessor in the faculty of sciences in the ficulo Normale,

to which he had been appointed in 1610—the same, year

in which he married the daughter of the physician Maiigras.

The necessary royal assent was in 1823 refused to the

election of Hachette to the Academj' of Sciences, and it was
not till 1831, after the Revolution, that ho obtained that

well-merited honour. He died at Paris, Januniy IG, 1S34.

Hadictlc was held iu high esteem for his private worth, ns
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well as for his scientific attainments and great public

aemces. His labours were chiefly in the field of descriptive

geometry, with its application to the arts and mechanical

engineering. It was left to him to develop the geometry

of Monge, and to him also is due in great measure the

rapid advancement which France made soon after the

establishment of the ficole Polytechnique in the construc-

tion of machinery. His writings on descriptive geometry

are still of value.

Hachette's principal works are his Dei^x Supplements a la Geoine-

trie Descriptive de Monge, ISll aod 1818 ; £Umenls de Giomilrie d,

Irois dimensions, 18 i7 ; Collection dcs Epiires de Geomitrie, &c.,

1795 and 1817 ; Applications de Geomitrie Descriptive, 1817

;

Traits de Geom^rie Descriptive, &(;. , 1522; Traiti Elcmentaire des

Machines, 1811 ; Correspondanee sur l'£cole Polytechnique, 1804-

1815. He also contributed many valuable papers to the leading

scientific journals of Ws time.

HACHETTE, Louis Christophe FEANgois (1800-

1864), a French publisher, was born at Rethel in the

Ardennes, May 5, 1800. After studying three years at a

normal school with the view of becoming a teacher, he was
in 1822 on political grounds expelled from the seminary.

He then devoted several years to the study of jurisprudence

;

but in 1826 he resolved to establish in Paris a publishing

business, the main object of which should be the issue of

works adapted to improve the system of school instruction,

or to promote the general culture of the community. The
series of works which from that time were brought out by
him included manuals in various departments of know-
ledge, dictionaries of modern and ancient languages, educa-

tional journals, and French, Latin, and Greek classics

annotated with great care by the most eminent authorities.

Subsequent to 1850 he, in conjunction with other partners,

published a cheap railway library, scientific and miscel-

laneous libraries, an illustrated library for the young,

libraries of ancient literature, of modern foreign literature,

and of modern foreign romance, a series of guide-books, and
a series of dictionaries of universal reference. In 1855 he
also founded Le Journal pour tous, a publication with a

circulation of 150,000 weekly. There can be no question

that by his efforts to circulate such a variety of whole-

some and instructive literature, Hachette is entitled to

rank among the greatest benefactors of his country. He
also manifested great interest in the formation of mutual
friendly societies among the working classes, in the estab-

lishment of benevolent institutions, and in other questions

relating to the amelioration of the poor, on which sub-

jects he wrote various pamphlets; and he lent the weight
of his influence towards a just settlement of the question

of international literary copyright. He died 31st July
1864.

HACKBERRY, a name given to the fruit of the Celtis

occidentalis, L., belonging to the natural order Ulmacece.

It is also known under the name of " sugar berry," " beaver-

wood," and " nettle tree." The hackberry tree is of middle
size, attaining from GO to 80 feet in height, and with the

aspect of an elm. The leaves are ovate, cordate-ovate,

and ovate-lanceolate,Vith a very long taper point,—mostly
glabrous above, and usually soft-pubesceut beneath. The
soft filmy flowers appear early in the spring before the

expansion of the leaves. The fruit or berry, about the size

of a bird-cherry, is of an obovate shape, of a reddish or
yellowish colour when young, turning to a dark purple in

autumn. This . tree, together with other species of the
same genus, is distributed through the deep shady forests

bordering the river banks of New England to Wisconsin
and evon further southward. The fruit has a sweetish and
slightly astringent taste, and is largely eaten in the United
States, and, although not officinal, has been highly recom-
inended in cases of dysentery. The seeds contain an oil

like that of almonds. The bark is tou^K and ubrous like

hemp, the wood is hard and compact and heavy, and next
to ebony and box has been spoken of as the best for
durability, strength, and beauty; its tenacity and flexi-

bility have led to its employment as shafts for -carriages,
hoops, &c. The root has been used as a dye for linens.'

The root, bark, and leaves of C. orientalis are employed in
the East as a remedy in epilepsy.

HACO, or Hakon {c. 920-960), surnamed the Good,
king of Norway, was the son of Harold Fairhair by a
female slave, and was presented by Harold to King
Athelstan of England, to mark his contempt for an insult
he had received. The child was placed by a Norse
warrior on Athelstan's knee, who was thus made to observe
the symbol of adopting a child that was base born.
Athelstan did not, however, take vengeance on the innocent
cause of his anger, but brought him up as one of his own
sons. On hearing of the death of Harold, he supplied Haco
with men and ships, and sent him to Norway to wrest the
throne from Eric, eldest son of Harold, whose violent and
cruel reign had during the life of his father gained him the
general hatred of his subjects. The news of Haco's arrival

in Norway spread, says the saga, " like fire through dried
grass." Eric at once took flight to Orkney and then to Eng-
land, and Haco was chosen king at every "thing." Haco,
though himself a Christian, found it impossible in his time
to establish Christianity in Norway.- He ruled his king-
dom with great justice and prudence, and gained for it

many victories over the Danes by land and sea. He was
slain in a great fight against the Danes, led by the sons
of Eric, about the year 960.

HACO v., surnamed the Old, king of Norway, son of

Haco IV., was on the death of his father in 1204 excluded
from the throne on the ground of supposed illegitimacy,

and only become king in 1223, after his mother, to establish

his rights, had undergone the ordeal of fire. He greatly

increased the prosperity of Norway, and he also added to

his kingdom Iceland and Greenland. As he had a dispute

with Alexander III. of Scotland in regard to the sovereignty

of the Hebrides, he set sail about 1263 on a great expedi-

tion against the west of Scotland, where he took possession

of Arran and Bute, but suffered such a severe defeat at

Largs-ihat he was compelled again to put to sea. After

losing many ships by storm, he sailed to Orkney, where he
died in the following winter. It. is supposed by some that

his fleet in his voyage north passed between Skye and the

mainland, and that it is from this fact that the narrow
sound of Kyle-Akin received its name.

For the kings named" Haco see the Hcimshringla of Snorro
Sturluson, which, however, does not include the reign of Haco
v., translated into English by Samnel Laing, London, 1844.

The saga of Swerre and his successors was published by Unger
under the title Konunga Sogur, Christiania, 1870-73. The Saga
Hdkonar Hdkonar^onar forms the lOtU vol. of the Fomvianna
Sogur published at Copenhagen in 12 vols., 1825-39, and translated

into Danish and Latin in 12 vols., 1828-46. See also Sturlunga
Saga, 2 vols., Oxford, 1878, and Carlyle's Early Kings of Norvxiy,
London, 1875.

HADAD, the name of a Syrian deity, is met with in

Scripture as the name of several human persons ; it also

occurs in the compounds Benhadad, Hadadrimmon, and
Hadadezer. The etymology of the word, of which Hadar,

Ader, and Arad appear to be incorrect variations, is ob-

scure; the divinity primarily denoted by it, however, accord-

ing to Philo of Byblos (MiJller, Fr. Hist. Gr., iii. 569; cf,

Macrob., Saturn., L 23), is the king of the gods, the greatest

and highest, the sun; and these interpretations seem t«

point to some such radical meaning as wiicus. The Syrian

kings of Damascus seem to have habitually assumed the

title of Benhadad, or son of Hadad (three of this name art

mentioned in Scripture), just as a series of Egj'ptian

monarchs are known to have been accustomed to call

themselves sons of AmmoQ-Ea. The word Hadadrimmoi^
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for whicli the inferior reading Hadarrlmmon is found in

some MSS., in the phrase " the mourning of (or at)

Hadadrimmon" (Zech. xii. 11), has been a subject of

much discussion. According to Jerome and all the older

Cfhristian interpreters, the mourning for what occurred at a

place called Hadadrimmon (ilaximianopolis) in the valley

of Megiddo is meant, the event alluded to being generally

held to be the death of Josiah; but since Hitzigand Movers
the opinion has been gaiuing ground that Hadadrimmon is

merely another name for Adonis or Thamrauz, the autumn
sun-gcd, the allusion being to the mournings by which the

Adonis festivals were usually accompanied (Hitzigon Zech.

xiL 11, Isa. xviL 8; Movers, Phiinizier, i. 196).

Full materials for the whole discussion will be found in Baudis-
sin'a Studicn, zur Scm. Rcligiansgcsch. (1876), Abli. v. This author,
however, has considerably moditied his views in Herzog and Plitt's

R. E., s. v., having in his earlier essay been misled in important
points by statements of Schrader (Kcilinsch. und A. T., pp. 101
icq.), whioh have since been found to require correction (see

Gutschmidt, Neuc Beilragc, p. 47 seq. ; AVellhausen's criticism of

Bandissin in Gott. Gel. Anz. (1877), Stiick 6 ; Schrader, Keilin. und
Otschichtsforsch. (1878), pp. 371 scq., 638 seq.

HADDINGTON, or East Lothian, a maritime county

of Scotland, lies between 55° 46' 10" and 56° 4' N. lat.

and between 2° 8' and 2° 49' W. long. It is bounded on

the N. by the Firth of Forth, on the E. by the North Sea,

on the S. by Berwickshire, on the W. by Edinburghshire.

Its seaboard is 31 J miles. Its greatest length from east

to west is 25 miles, its breadth from north, to south about

16 miles. Its area covers 179,142 acres (280 square miles),

of which 189| are under water, 6505 foreshore, and 142J
in " links." The general outline of the county is that of an
irregular quadrilateral figure with its northern angle pro-

jecting into the sea. Along a south-and-north line through
the county town, the laud slopes gradually up from the
coast to the Garleton Hills, thence down to the Tyne valley,

and then up again to the Lammermuir Hills, which occupy
the southern district of the county. On the east and west

the ground slopes from the Lammermuirs to the sea, but
near the sea the fall is so gentle that the land has the

appearance of a plain. Two almost isolated nills break
the level,—North Berwick Law (940 feet) on the coast,

and Traprain Law (700) in the eastern part of the Tyne
valley. The chief summits of tiie Lammermuir Hills are

Spartleton (1534), Lammerlaw (1500), and Soutra Hill

(1230). The only stream of any importance is the Tyne,

which, after a course of 7 miles in Midlothian, flows

through the county with a gentle current north-east past

the town of Haddington, and falls into the sea at Tyne-
mouth. A very fine variety of trout is found in it ; and
below the rocks of the linn at East Linton salmon are

occasionally caught. The Whitcadder rises in the county,

and flows south-east into Berwick.

Geolofiy and Mineralogij.—Tho Lammermuirs are com-
posed chiefly of Lower Silurian strata, overlaid in part by
Old Red Sandstone and conglomerate—ono great mass of

the latter extending south-east from Spott, with a breadth
of 3 or 4 miles, across tlio hills into Berwickshire. Another
belt of Old Red Sandstone rathei: more than 1 mile in

breadth begins at the sea a little to tho south of Dunbar,
and stretches along tho base of the Lammermuirs. Patches

of Old Red Conglomerate occur also here and there in the

Lammermuirs further to the west, and are seen in the upper
tributaries of Gifford and Humbio waters. The ground to

the north of the Lammermuirs is occupied chiefly by rocks

belonging to tho Calcifcrous Sandstone and Carboniferous

Limestone scries of the Carboniferous formation. Tho C'al-

ciferous Sandstones cover a wide area west and oast of

Haddington, extending south to the Lammermuirs, along

tho base of which they trend south-west beyond the county
boundary. They alao apjjcar in tho lower reaches of the

Tyne valley, covering a considerable area between Tyniiing-
hame Links and Biel Water. Again they are seen on the
shore between Torness Point and Dunglass Burn, whence
they strike inland. Tho hilly tract between Haddington
and North Berwick is made up of various volcanic rocks of
Lower Carboniferous age, such as porphyrite, dolcrite, and
tuff. In the western part of the county the Carboniferous
Limestone series occupies an extensive area and is rich in

limestones and coal-seams. This area forms the eastern

margin of the Midlothian coal-field. A patch of the Lime-
stone series also appears upon the coast about a mile south
of Dunbar. Besides these bedded aqueous and volcanic

rocks, there are numerous intruded masses, dykes, and
veins of felstone and basalt, and some pipes of tuff and
agglomerate which mark the sites of ancient volcanoes of

Lower Carboniferous age. Granite is found at Priestlaw.

Deposits of glacial origin are met with more or less

abundantly, especially in the low-lying tracts. These con-

sist of till or boulder-clay and mounds and sheets of sand
and gravel, underneath which the older rocks are often

concealed over wide areas. Alluvial deposits occur along
the course of many streams, but the only considerable

alluvial flats are those of the Tyno.^

Coal of a very fair quality is extensively worked in tho

west. So long ago as 1200 the monks of Newbattle
obtained this mineral from Prestongrange. Limestone is

found throughout the greater part of the shire. A vein of

hematite of a peculiarly fine character was discovered in

1866 at the Garleton Hills, and wrought for some years
;

but from a variety of causes the works have been mean-
while suspended.

Climate.—The climate is on the whole mild and equable. East
winds, however, prevail in the months of llarch, April, and ll.iy,

and from the lie of tho county it is exposed to their full sweep. Tlie

amount of rainfall is far below the average of Great Britain. During
the period 1835-6-4 the average annual rainfall was 24 85 inches,

—

the greatest fall being 327 in 1836, the least 17-3 in 1842. The
average monthly fall is lowest in April (1 16) and highest in August
(2'57). In 1872 the rainfall reached the exceptional amount of
41 '51 inches.

Jgriculture, ttc.—The soils are various. Tlie i^.immermnirs are

of course unproductive, but the slopes to a considerable height aro

cultivat-cd ; and for a considerable way down tho land is very good,

la the centre of the county there is " a tenacious yellow clay resting

upon a tilly subsoil," and this land is not well suited for ngricultural

purposes. Along the margin of the Firth the soil is naturally of a

sandy nature, but farther inland it is composed of rich loam and is

very fertile. The most productive region is the land about Dunbar.'
The potatoes there arc very good, and under the name of " Dunbar
reds ' are Highly esteemed in tho London market, selling at times
for as much as £45 an aero. From the beginning of the present cen-

tury till within tho past few years East Lothian agriculture has on
the whole been held to be tho best in Scotland. This is not so much
duo to the natural fertility of the soil as to the enliphtencd enter-

prise of its cultivators. Andrew Meikle hero first introduced the

threshing mill (1787). Tile draining was first extensively used hero,

and the reaping machine (now universally employed) and the steam

plough were introduced al.a comparatively early period of thiir his-

tory. Tho high price of grain at the time of the Crimean AVar gave

a great impetus to farming, and in consequence I'euts rose as much
as from l.'is. to Xl per acre ; this, with the increased cost of labour,

which has risen 35 or 40 per cent, (about 10s. per acre) within tho

last seven or eight years, has sadly dimini-shed tho profits of the

fanner. The size of the farms is above tlie average of Gi cat Britain.

Tho majority are from 200 to 500 acres— a very few from 600 to

1200 acres. They aro usually let on liases of nineteen years'

duration. The rotation of crops is generally tlio six-course shift,

viz., (1) grass (pasture or liay), (2) oats, (3) potatoes, turnips, or

beans, (4) wheat, (5) turnips, (6) bariey.

According to the agricultural returns of 1879, of tho total area

of 179,142 acres 115,364 acres were under cultivation, distributed

as follows :—corn crops, 44,719 (wheat, 7910; barley, 19,536;

oats, 15,746) ;
green crops, 25,656 (|)otatoes, 9835 ; turnips ond

swedes, 14,796); clover and grass, 27,194; permanent pasture,

16,000; bare fallow, 1075. Of live stock tho numhers were

—

' Seo llio Geology of East Lot/iinn' liy Howell, Gciltic, and Youiip,

with Appendix on Kossili, by G. W. S-oltcr. Other worka are

enumerated ou p. C9 of this treatise.
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horses, 3818, or 3'3 mr every 100 im]!crial acres as against a

general average for Sootlaml of 4 '2 ; cattle, 8205, or 7'1 as against
23-0

; slioep, 108.672, or 94-2 as against 145-1
; pigs, 2485, or2-2 as

a^ain^t 27.' Tliose comparatively small averages are of course

explained hy the fact tliat the county is not a pastoral one. It

deserves to be noted, however, that its Hocks of Leicester sheep have
for years been justly celebrated, and shorthorns of a very high
class have lieen successfully bred.

Game is no great hindrance to agriculture. A source of greater an-

noyance is the immense number of wood pigeons which, in defiance

of all ctforts to hold them in check, commit great havoc yearly.

The wages of farm servants average about ISs. weekly, the "grieve"
or farm overseer receiving a little more ; but of this only from £20
to £25 per annum is given iu monej-. The rest is paid in kind,

and consists of meal, jiotatoes, a cow's keep, a cottage, and piece of

ground. These cottages have been greatly improved of late years,

and are now very fair dwellings indeed. The " bothy system " is

practically a thing of the past. E.vtra field labour is supplied tiy

gangs of Irish or Highland w'orkers, who dwell in the towns, but

go out during the day to work iu the country. The regular

employes arc hired for the most part at "feeing-markets," though
advertisement and private arrangement are also often employed.
According to the return for 1S73-74, there were 1509 proprietors

in the county owninga total 171,739 of acres, of the annual value of

£349,209.2 "The average rental wa.' £2, Os. 8d. perarre,—that of all

Scotland being £1. There were 1191 proprietors (79 per cent, of the

whole) who owned less than 1 acre ; from 1 to 188 owned 10 acres,

and 47 from 10 to 100 ; and 9 owned between 5000 and 21,000, the

largest proprietors being—^Marquis of Tweeddale, Yester House,

20,486 acres; Lady Mary Hamilton, Biel, 14,345; Balfour of

Whittinghame, 10,564; Earl of "Wemyss, Gosford, 10,136; Sir G.

Grant Suttie, Balgone, 8788 ; Earl of Haddington, Tynninghame,
8302 ; Earl of Hopetoun, 7967 ; Hunter of Thurston, 6492 ; and
Houston of Clerkington, 5148.3

Comiiiiinication.-^Tha county is well supplied with roads. The
chief line of railway, however, runs along the coast, and this, not-

wLlh.-itandiug the aid of branch lines, places a considerable district

at a serious disadvantage.

Population, d-c.—The population of the county, which is divided

into 25 parishes, was 37,676 in 1871, showing an increase of

73 over the number for 1861. It thus a]ipears that the growth
of the county town, of jSTorth Berwick, a thriving wattriug-place,

and of the mining parishes does little more than counterbalance

the decrease in purely agricultural parishes, which in some cases

amounts to as much as from 7 to 18 per cent. The chief towns and
villages are—H.addington, the county town, 4004; Dunbar, 3422;
North Berwick, 1418; Tranent, 2306; East Linton, Prestonpans,

Aberlady, Gullane, and Dirleton. The county returns one mem-
ber to parliament, and the burghs of Haddington, Dunbar, and
North Berwick unite with Lauder (Berwickshire) and Jedburgh
(Roxburghshire) in returning another.

£il>icrUional Endoioments.—The provision for education outside of

the public school system is inconsiderable. Schaw's and Stiell's

Hospitals iu the parishes of Prestonpans and Tranent are charitable

educational institutions. In Salton parish there is a fund for

educational puiposes, left by Gilbert Burnet, bishop of Salisbuiy.

According to the Endowed Schools' Beport of 1875, the annual in-

comes of these were £864, £812, and £97 respectively. School and
college bursaries are given annually by the East Lothian Association.

History and Antiquities.—The early Celtic inhabitants of the

district have left as memorials of their possession a few local names,

and some traces of circular camps (Garvald and Whittingham
parishes) and hill forts (Bolton parish). The Romans built here

no enduring edifices, and there are no certain remains of their camps,

but they brought the ground to a high decree of cultivation. The
county afterwards formed part of the Saxon Kingdom of Nortlmmber-
land, but it was joined to Scotland by Malcolm II. in 1020. It

was fairly prosperous till the wars of Bruce and Balliol ; but from
that time till the union of the kingdoms it suffered from its

proximity to the English border, and from civil wars. In more
modern times it was the scene of two great battles—that of Dunbar
(1650) gained by Grorawell over Leslie and the Covenanters, and
that of Prestonpans (1745) in which Prince Charles defeated Sir

John Cope. The prosperity of the county, like that of many other

f>arta of Scotland, is the growth of the present century.

The chief ruins are—Hailes Castle, where Queen Mary of Scots

resided for a brief period after her abduction by Bothwell ; Dunbar
Castle, defended in 1337 by Black Agnes against the carl of

Salisbury ; Dirleton Castle, a venerable ruin of the 12th century,

—

' The statistics of the live preceding years do not show any very

great variation from these figures.

^ In 1878-79 the lands valuation of the'county amounted to

£363,173, 10s.

' For further particulars as to the agriculture, see Scott .Skirving's

prize essay printed in vol. v. (4th sei-ius. 18731 of the Hidhland and
A;jricnltural Society's TrUHsacticns.

taken in 1298 by Edward I. and again in 1650 by Croiuif»:lVa

forces ; Innerwick Castle, near Dunbar ; the collegiate chuicU pf

Seton in the parish of Tranent, built before 1390; Noith Berwick
Abbey, founded about the middle of the 12th century; and TantuUon
Castle, opposite the Bass Rock, formerly the chief seat in tliee.ietef

the Douglas family. The genius of Scott has given to Taiilnllon ,»

name iu English literature greater even than its name iu Scotti.sli

history ; and readers of Marmion will also remember the name of

Hobgoblin Hall, romantically situated near the village of GifTunil

(about six miles south of the couuty town), a place connected by
name and legend with all manner of pojmlar superstitions. Of
modern mansions the chief are Broxmouth Park (Duke of Kox-
burghe), Yester House (Marquis of Tweeddale), Tynninghame
House (Earl of Haddington), Gosford and Amislield House (Earl

of Wcmyss)—Gosford containing a fine collection of puctures,

Lennoxlove Hou.se (Lord Blantyre), Biel and Archerfield (Lady M.
Hamilton), Winton House (Lady Rutbvcn), and Salton Hall
(Fletcher). A lofty column on one of the Garleton hills, erected

to the memory of the fourtli earl of Hopetoim, is seen from nearly

every part of the county.
Of. the eminent men born in or connected with the county tlio

following may be mentioned :—Sir David Lyndsay of the Jlouiit

w;is boru 1490 at Garleton Castle, an old keep now utterly ruinous ;

William Dunbar was born at Biel about 1460 ; Blair, author of the

Grave, and Home, author of Dmiglas, wci successively ministers of

Athelstaneford; David Calderwood, the historian of the Kirk of Scot,

land, was minister at Pencaitland, and Principal William Kobert-son

at Gladsm'iiir; George Heriot, the famous goldsmith of James VI.,

is Said to have been boru iu Gladsmuir. The historic families of

Fletcher of Salton, Dalrymple of Hailes, JIaitland of Letliington,

and Hamilton of Preston belong to the county.

Haddington, a royal and parliamentary burgli, and
the chief town of the above county, is situated ou the

banks of the Tyne, about 17 miles east of Edinburgh. It

occupies almost the centre of the shire to which it has given

the name. It consists of two main streets, which are wide

and well built,—High Street to the south and Market Slrett

to the north ; both run towards the Tyne, here crossed

by three bridges, two of vrhicU connect the town with its

suburb of Nungate. This suburb consists of old and ruin-

ous liouses, and is inhabited for the most part by Iiisli

agricultural labourers. The systems of drainage and water

supply are excellent, but the want of manufactures and the

inconvenience of its railway branch line have prevented

the growth of the burgh.

The chief edifices are the county buildings, the corn ex-

change, which ne.xt to that of Edinburgh is the largest in

Scotland, the town-house adorned with a very elegant spire

150 feet high, and the district asylum for the insane.

There is a monument of some pretensions to Robert Fer-

gusson of Raith, and a somewhat trifling one to the memory
of Home the author of Douglas. " The chief structure, how-

ever, is the church, an edifice probably dating from the 13th

century It is 210 feet long, and is surmounted by a square

tower 90 feet liigh. One part is used as the parish church
;

the remainder, though ruinous, is now preserved with

a care that makes some amends for centuries of neglect.

To this church the name of Lncerna Laudonics has long

been applied, but it seems probable that the edifice to which

Fordun and Major applied that name was the church of

the Franciscan Friars close to the Tyne, of which not a

fragment now remains. The Nungate possesses the ruin o!

an old chapel of St Martin. The grammar school of Had-

dington was established at a very early period, and carefully

fostered by the burghal authorities. At one time it at-

tained considerable eminence, but latterly fell into complete

disuse. Under the name of the Knox ^Memorial Institute,

a very handsome school building has been erected (1879),

and with this the ancient burgh school ^s incorporated. The
population of the burgh in 1861 was 2874and in 1871 4004.

Haddington is said to have been erected into a burgh by David I.

It must have been a place of considerable importance, for when
the "Curia Quatuor Burgorum" subsisted there was an apj'cal

from the sentences of burgh courts to that of the chamberlain

at Haddington. There are also extant charters in its favqur from

Robert the Bruce andPiobert II. Exposed .as itw.-v? to the Engli.'ilj

attack it was frequently ravaged and burned. Iu 1543 it was lurli^
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fieJ by Lord Grey of Wilton, tlie English commander, but was
besieged in the following year by the Scotch and their French
auxiliaries, who forced the garrison to abandon the town. As
one result of all this struggle and sutteiiug, it is impossible to

dig far in any direction without toming on human remains.
Haddington has also suffered frequently from tloods. An inscrip-

tion in the centre of the town commemorates one of the most
notable of these (Octobe" 4, 1775), marking the point to which the

water rose. John Knox was born (1505) at the Giffordgate in the

Nungate ; John Brown, a celebrated dissenting divine, several of

whose descendants have been eminent in science and literature, had
a charge in Haddington for many years ; and Edward Irving was
for some years mathematical master in the burgh school.

For the general history of the county see Chalmera's Caledonia, vol II. ; also

Dr Barclay's paper on " Haddington," Jn the 1st voL of the Transactions of Ifi4

Bociety 0/ Antiquaries of Scottand, \o\ t. (1792); Hepburn's Vieic of the Agricul-
ture of East Lothian (i7it4); Somerville's Surveif of East Lothian (1805); yew
Statistical Account of Scotland, vol U. (1S4.5) ; Liistorj/ of Haddington, by James
'Miller (1844). The siege of the town is fully narrated in Histoire de la Guerre
<F£sco3se. by Jean de Beaugud. For an account of the bargh records, see Thomas
Thomson's paper in the Proceedings of the Socielt/ of Antiquaries ofScotland, vol.

ii. pt. iiL The question as to the birthplaces of Knox, Lyndsay, and Dunbnr is

fa;ly discnssed in David Laing'a editions of those writers. (F \VA.)

HADDOCK (Gadus cegkfimts, the Schell-fisch of tlie

Germang, Hadot of the French), a kind of cod-fish, distin-

guished by a black lateral line and a blackish spot above

the pectoral fin. It is common round the British and Irish

coasts, and generally distributed along the shores of the

North Sea, extending across the Atlantic to the coast of

North America. The haddock is prone, however, to abandon
for a longer or shorter period a locality frequented by it.

It attains to a vreight of 15 &, and is one of the most
valuable food fishes of Europe.

HADERSLEBEN .'Danish, Haderslev), a town of Prussia,

capital of a circle in the province of Schleswig-Holstein, is

situated 48 miles north of the town of that name, in a

pleasant valley on the Hadersleben fiord, which is about

9 miles in length and communicates with the Little Belt.

The principal buildings are the beautiful church of St Mary
dating from the 13th century, the theological seminary

established in 1870, the gymnasium, and the hospital. The
industries include iron-founding, tanning, and the manu-
facture of machines, tobacco, and glove?. The harbour,

owing to the accumulation of mud, is only accessible to

small vessels. The population in 1875, including the

garrison, was 8356.
Hadersleben is first mentioned in 1228, and received town rights

from Duko Waldeinar II. in 1202. It suffered consi'Jerably during
the wars between Schleswig and Holstein in the 16th century. In
November 1564 it was ceded along with Schleswig to Prussia. Two
Danish kings, Frederick II. and Fredenck 111., were born at
Hadersleben.

HADES. See Pluto and EscHATOLOoy.
HADJI KHALFA. See Hajji Khalfa.
HADRAMAUT. See Arabia.
HADRIAN, Roman emperor (117-138 A.D.), distin-

guished for the peace and beneficent energy of his govern-

ment, was born at Eomo 7G a.d. His full name was
Publius ^lius Hadrianus ; his ancestors, originally from
Picenum, had been settled at Italica in Spain since the

time of the Scipios. He lost his father at the ago of ten,

and was placed under the guardianship of Trajan, a cousin

of his father and also a native of Italica, who was already

a conspicuous man in the Roman army. We know little of

Hadrian's youth ; but he gave early promi.se of the readiness

and versatility which distinguished him in later life, for ho
was so ardent a student of Greek that men nicknamed him
Qrteculus. At fifteen he entered on the practical career of

war and government which befitted a Roman, and grew
fond of the chase even to excess. Patronized by Trajan
and assisted by powerful friends he rose rapidly, filling

successively all the civil and military offices, which now, as

under the republic, were open to young men of good birth.

On Trajan's elevation to the empire Hadrian was the first

to congratulate him. He served with distinction in both
the Dacian campaigns; in the latter Trajan presented him
with the ring he had received from Nerva, a proof of his

regard which justified hitn in aspiring to be his successor.

If Trajan was not always favourably disposed towards
Hadrian, the good-will of the empress Plotina never failed

him, and was particularly helpful in some of the most criti-

cal turning poi^nts of his career. She it was who secured
his alliance with Sabina, granddaughter of the emperor's
sister, a maniage, however, which proved anything but
happy. She, it was thought, did him still more efTectual

service at Trajan's death, even determining the question of
the succession in his favour. When that emperor returned
from his victorious war in Partliia, the succession was still

undecided ; and we are assured on the express testimony
of Dion Cassius that Plotina and her friends concealed Lis

death for several days in order to facilitate the elevation of
Hadrian. Whatever may have been the truth of such stories,

Hadrian's claim to the empire rested on the unquestionable
fact that he was the fittest man. His position as prefect of
Syria, and commander of the legions with which Trajan had
prostrated the Parthian empire, made him supreme in the
army, while his peaceful disposition and civil demeanour
must have made him acceptable to the senate. Yet he
was not unconscious of the insecurity of his position ; for

he hastened to propitiate the army by a donation of twice
the usual amount, and to excuse his abrupt elevation to
the senate by alleging the impatient zeal of the soldiers

and the welfare of the state, which could not exist witLoat
an " imperator." The first important act of Hadrian was to
abandon the late conquests of Trajan, and again to make
the Euphrates the eastern boundary of the empire. At his

elevation the provinces were unsettled, and the barbarians

on the frontier restless and menacing. He was convinced
that the old limits of Augustus offered the most defensible

frontier, and that the energy of the emperor was sufficiently

occupied in governing the provinces already won. This
policy of renunciation was ascribed to jealousy of Trajan

;

but history has recognized its wisdom. While arranging

the affairs of the East, Hadrian had an opportunity of

pardoning some eminent citizens who were accused of

hostility to him, and after his return to Rome he confirmed
his popularity bj' many gracious acts. Modestly declining

the honours heaped upon himself, he carefully rendered the

last offices to the deceased emperor, and considerably

lightened the burdens of the citizens. During an absence
in Moesia, where he had gone to compose some troubles

with the SarmatoB and Roxolani, a formidable conspiracy

was formed against him. The details are obscure ; but
four consular men, among the most eminent of Rome,
were accused of being concerned in it, and were put to

death. Some, however, went so far as to say that the con-

spiracy was a scheme devised by Hadrian for getting rid

of dreaded rivals. It was a dark transaction which threw
a suspicion on bis character. On his return to Rome he
exerted himself to undo the evil effects of it by a generous
and popular policy. Towards the senate he expressed the

utmost deference and consideration ; ho admitted the most
eminent of its members to familiar intercourse, raised

them to the highest honours, and supplied the indigent

with means to maintain their position. He was equally

liberal to the body of the people, granting them a largo

donation of money, remitting the arrears of taxes for the

last fifteen years, and increasing the funds which Tinjau

had devoted to the alimentation of poor children. These
measures of Hadrian might bo criticized as the calculating

policy of one who felt his position to be insecure, and who
could afford to bo generous to the city out of the revenues
of the cmiiiro But such a theory could not opply to

what is most characteristic in his rule,— Lis unwearying
care for the provinces and for the empire as a whole. He
understood the true task of a Roman cniporor better jier-

haps than any of his pradcocssorB. More clcarlj than anj' cf
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tLem he saw ttat the pEriod of conquest was past, that an

extension of the frontiers would only weaken the defen-

sive power of the empire, that the time for consolidation

and for softening the distinction between Eome and the

provinces was come. While Trajan had been guilty of

the anachronism of rivalling Alexander the Great, Hadrian

made it the work of his life to become acquainted with

the provinces, to learn their needs and resources, to

improve and benefit them ; he sought to be the effective

ruler of the empire as' a v/hole, and so was the first

to realize the cosmopolitan task which his position im-

posed. For this end he sought to obtain a personal

knowledge of the people he had undertaken to govern.

Leaving Rome in 119, he visited probably every pro-

vince of the empire. After traversing Gaul he inspected

the legions on the Rhine, and then crossed to Britain,

where he built (121) the great rampart from the Tyne
to the Solway which bears his name. He returned through
Gaul into Spain, and then proceeded to Mauritania, where

he suppressed an insurrection. We next find him in the

East averting a war with Parthia by a timely interview with

the king. From the Parthian frontier he travelled through

Asia Minor and the islands to Athens, where he sojourned

a considerable time, and so returned by Sicily to Rome,
having made the circuit of the empire. After some stay

at Rome he resumed his travels. It is impossible to fix

the details of this second progress with ony exactness. It

was chiefly in the East ; and he did not finally return to

Rome till 134. Everywhere he left lasting traces of

hb restless and beneficent energy ; he bnilt aqueducts and
temples, and raised fortifications in suitable places ; he
inspected the details of the administration, learned to know
the oflScials, and made himself at home in the military

encampments. He was accompanied by a body of architects

and artizans organized like a legion, whom he employed to

gratify his passion for building in a truly imperial manner.
Athens was the favoured scene of his architectural labours

;

he added a new quarter to the city, and finished the'temple

of the Olympian Zeus. While Hadrian spent his life in

inspecting the provinces, and was not disinclined to purchase
peace by a subsidy to the restless tribes on the frontiers, he
did not neglect the army. AJl along the frontier his legions

stood in constant preparation for battle. He maintained a

rigorous, discipline ; the rules he drew up for the army long
served as a kind of military code. He trained them to the

severest exercises, and anticipated all complaint by sharing

in their fatigues, walking bare-headed on a march of 20
miles a day, and partaking of their coarse fare of cheese,

lard, and sour wine. The only important war in which this

army was tested was the great rebellion of the Jews, which
broke out in 131, and lasted for several years. The
founding of a Roman colony on the site of Jerusalem, and
an order of Hadrian forbidding the rite of circumcision,

were the causes of the war. The Jews fought with the

most resolute despair, and. they were crushed only by a
powerful army commanded by the best general of the

<*mpire. According to Dion, 580,000 Jews fell in battle.

The whole country was reduced to a wildernes?. But the

loss of the Roman legions was so severe that in writing to

the senate Hadrian omitted the customary formula :
—" If

you and your children are well, it is well ; I and the army
are well." In the later years of his life Hadrian discon-

tinued his travels, and lived at Rome or near it. His
health, which had been impaired by long exposure to the

extremes of heat and cold, began to faU ; and, what was
worse, the dark and suspicious moods which had broken
out occasionally in his earlier years became more frequent
and fatal. His aged brother-in-law Servianus fell a victim
to his jealousy ; his wife Sabina died, not without a rumour
of poisoning. Most of those who had been his familiar

friends, and had been raised by him to the highest office^
were superseded, or banished, or put to deatli. But Lia
passion for architecture did not abate. He built for his
residence the great villa of Tibur, which was eight miles in
circuit, and was a kind of epitome of the world, with
miniatures of the most celebrated places in the provinces,
and even of Hades. He built a splendid mausoleum, .which
has been the nucleus of the castle of St Angelo, and rebuilt
several edifices at Rome. In these years he had to choose
a successor. His first choice was iElius Verus, who did
nothing to justify such a distinction. The next .was
Antoninus Pius, so called from the filial assiduity with
which he cherished the last days and the memory of his

adopted father. Antoninus saved him from suicide, to

which his physical sufferings impelled him, and from
imbruing his hands in the blood of many noble Romans,
who had provoked his moody and fickle temper. Hadrian
died at Baiae, 1 38 a.d. The cruelty of his latter life had so

eclipsed the lustre of his early rule that the senate at first

refused him divine honours, and were prevailed upon to

grant them only at the urgent solicitation of Antoninus.

In the travels and administrative energy of Hadrian we
see only one side of his character. He had a versatile and
many-sided mind, in which the faculty for command, specu-

lative curiosity, and literary ambition were strangely

blended. Not satisfied with the toils imposed on the

laborious autocrat of the world, he sought to excel the

Greek professors and artists each in his own special walk.

In painting, sculpture, and music, in rhetoric and philo-

sophy, he considered himself the competent rival and critic

of men who had made these pursuits the work of a lifetime.

The architect Apollodorus atoned for his frankness with his

life. The more politic Favorinus, when reproached for yield-

ing too readily to the emperor in some grammatical discus-

sion, replied that it was unwise to dispute with the master

of thirty legions. The product of Hadriau's pen which has

been most celebrated is the dying address to his soul ^—
" Animula v.iguin, blaiiJula,

Hospes comcsque corporis,

Qu!e nunc abibis in loca

Pallidula, ri<;ida, nudula

;

Nuc, ut soles, dabis jocos ?
"

Under Hadrian Salvius Julianus composed a "perpetual

edict," which is supposed to have been a fixed code of some

kind, but the exact significance of the edict is disputed.

Still there can be no doubt that Roman law owes much
to Hadrian.
The soarec3 for Hadrian's life are unsatisfactory ; the chief are

Spartianus in the Saiplorcs Hisloruc AwjuUw, and Dion Cassius

as abridged by Xiiibilinus, lib. Ixix ; see also Aurelius Victor De
Cccsaribtis, and Eutropius ; for modern works consult Merivale's

History of the Eomans under the Empire ; Gregorovius, Oesei,

Hadrians ; and W. W. Capes's "Age of the Antoniiies" in the series

Epoehs of Ancient History. (T. K.)

HADRIAN, Wall of. It is under this heading that

it seetns most convenient to give a short account of the

stone wall and other works erected by the Romans in the

north of England between the Solway and the Tyne, and

commonly known as the Roman Wall. As will bo after-

wards seen, those who have written on the subject are by

no means agreed that the name of Hadrian ought to be

exclusively associated with this great fortification. But

before touching on the question, it is necessary to describe

the works themselves.

Viewed as a whole the Roman Wall, when entire, con-

sisted of three pai:ts:—(1) a stone wall, strengthened by

a ditch or fosse, at a short distance from its northern base ;

(2) three parallel earthen walls, with a ditch sloping down

from the northern side of the second of these lines ; (3)

stations,- castles, and turrets, placed at various intervals

for the accommodation of troops, and communicating with

one another by a military way.
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The Murus or stone wall extended from "Wallsend on

the Tyne to Bowncss on the Solway Firth, a distance of

fnlly 73 English miles. No portion of it now remains a3

when finished, so that its original height cannot be accur-

ately determined. Bede gives 12 feet, an estimate that

our chief modern authority on the Wall, Dr J. Colhngwood

Bruce, deems too low, for some parts of its course at least.

Its thickness varies, being 6 feet in some places and 9i in

others. . , ,. .i

The northern face of the Wall was continuous, but the

southern had numerous outsets and insets, as if portions of

the work had been carried on at the same time but without

definite instructions as to a uniform breadth. In this way

when sections met differences in width often showed them-

selves, though the junction was so managed that the irre-

gularity was confined to one face. It is not improbable

that a similar discretion was allowed as regards height.

Both sides consisted of blocks of freestone 8 or 9 inches

thick, 10 or 11 broad, and from 15 to 20 long. These had

been sometimes quarried near the spot, sometimes brought

from considerable distances. The interior was filled with

rubble firmly cemented with mortar of a peculiar tenacity.

In pursuing its course from sea to sea, the Wall seldom

deviated from the shortest and straightest course it could

follow, and then only with the evident design of seizing

neighbouring elevations that would otherwise Lave com-

manded its position. Along the whole length of its northern

base, and adding greatly to its strength as a defensive work,

was drawn a ditch or fosse of varying breadth and depth,

36 and 15 feet respectively being probably its average

dimensions. In some places the ditficuliies to be overcome

by its excavators, owing to the rocky nature of the soil,

must have been enormous in an age when blasting- with

gunpowder was unknown. But none of them have been

shunned.

South of the Murus ran the earth wall or Vallum, con-

sisting, as has been already stated, of three ramparts and a

ditch.° Of these mounds the most northerly was raised at

a distance from the base of the stone wall varying, accord-

ing to the nature of the country, from 30 yards to half a

mile. Time and the spoiler have dealt so hardly with

it that its original dimensions cannot now be accurately

stated. It seems, however, to have been about 20 feet

broad at the base and at least 10 feet high. The materials of

which it was made up consisted of earth largely intermixed

with fragments of stone of all sizes and shapes. 24 feet or

so further south was a ditch apparently somewhat inferior

rn breadth and depth to the ditch of the Murus, though

otherwise of the same character. On its southern edge

was a rampart much smaller in size than the one just

noticed, while the series was completed by a third mound,

approaching in its dimensions the larger of the other two,

and raised at nearly the same distance as it from the centre

of the included ditch.

Along the wall, at intervals averaging 4 miles, were

stationary camps strongly fortified. According to the

Notilia iltriusque Imiwii, which contains a brief record of

the civil and military arrangement of the empires of the

Plan of Hadrian's Wall.

East and West, and is supposed to have been compiled in

the beginning of the 5th century of our era, there were 23

such stations. The names given areas follows :—Segedunum
(Wallsend), Pons JEWi (Newcastle), Condercum (Benwell

Hill), Vindobala (Rutchester), Hunnum (Halton Chester),

Cilurnum (Chesters), Procoiitia (Carrawburgh), Borcovicus

(Housesteads), Vindolana (Chesterholm), ./Esica (Great

Chesters), Jfagna (Carvoran), Amboglanna (Birdoswald),

Petriana, Aballaba, Congavata, Axelodunum, Gabroscntum,
Tunocelum, Glannibanta, Alionis, Bremctenrncum, Olen-

acum, and Virosidum. It is somewhat strange that not a

trace of one of these names survives in the local vocabulary

of the present day, though the exact positions of a number
of the stations have been identified beyond all doubt by
other means. The sites had been chosen with great care,

and much labour must have been expended in their con-

struction. They were in fact military cities, "suited," to

use the words of Dr Bruce, "to be the residence of the

chief who commanded the district, and providing secure

lodgment for the powerful body of soldiery ho had under
him." It is not clear, however, that more than 18 of the

23 were situated per lineam. valli, the others being probably
supporting stations. The Wall was further strengthened
by quadrangular buildings called mile-castles as well as by
smaller watch-towers or sentry-boxes of stone ; while con-
necting the whole was a military way made in Roman
fashion and protected by the other parts of the fortification.

By means of this road the garrisons of the different stations

could be quickly and safely coricentraCfld on any point along

the line that was thrcutened by an enemy. " It is some-

times asked," remarks the authority just quoted, "How
long would the Wall be in building? From calculations

that have been made, founded upon the experience gained

by the construction of the vast works connected with

modern railways, it is considered that, in the existing cir-

cumstances of the country at the time, the Vallum and the

Mxcrus could not be reared in a shorter period than 10

years. The cost of it in our present currency would bo

about ;£1,000,000. Above 10,000 men would be required

to garrison its stations" {^Wallet Book of the Roman Wall,

p. 37).

Several of the ancient writers allude to ramparts and

lines of forts raised by the Romans across the island during

the time they had a footing in it. Of these notices some

refer to the barrier on tho isthmus of the Forth ond Clyde

(see Antoninus, Wall of, vol. ii. p. 139); the 'iihcrB

probably apply to tho more important works now described.

In his Agricola Tacitus states that tho Roman general

during his operations in tho north of England (7'J a.d.)

compelled many states hitherto hostile to lay liown their

arras and surrounded them with garrisons and castles.

A hundred years later two contemporary historians, Dion

Cassius (as abridged by Xiphiline) and Hcrodian, writing

of events in Britain that occurred in their own day, both

notice—the former in two places— tho existence of a wal)

in Britain, separating tlie Roman territory from tho uncju^
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quei'ed tribes that dwelt beyond ; but neither of them men-
j

tions when or by whom it was built. Another century
onwards and Spartian, one of the Scriptorea Hislorue

Aiifjtistce, states that the emperor Hadrian was the first to

rear a wall across Britain \circa 120 a.d.) as a defence

against the northern barbarians. It was, he adds, 80 miles

in length. Ilie same author in his life of Seyerus tells us

that emperor also raised a wall from sea to sea {circa 208
A.P.). Aurelius Victor, who flourished about the year 360
A.D., ascribes to Severus the building of a wall in Britain,

employing almost the words of Spartian ; while his con-

temporary, Eutropius, makes a similar statement, adding,

however, that tliis rampart was 32 (accordfng to another

reading, 132) miles long, and erected fot the defence of

certain portions of the country, which Severus had recon-

quered for Rome. Another possible wall-builder is intro-

duced to us in the early years of the 5th century by the

poet Claudian,, who represents Britain as indebted to

Stilicho, the successful general of the emperors Theodosius

I. and Honorius, for some protection of this nature against

the attacks of the Scots, Picts, and Saxons. Lastly, Gildas,

our earliest native historian, asserts that the Britons them-
selves built a wall to aid them in warding off the assaults

of the Picts and Scots, and that another was constructed

by the Romans with native assistance, just before their

final abandonment of the island. Both statements are

repeated by Bede, who identifies the former of these struc-

tures with Antonine's wall and the latter with the more
famous fortification near his own monastery of Jarrow

Founding on such unsatisfactory if not conflicting data,

modern writers have been led to give various answers to

the questions—When and by whom was the Roman Wall
built? The limits of the present article do not admit of

any discussion of the subject, and those who wish to see

these questions fully examined, as well as to read an account

of the inscriptions and other antiquities discovered from
time to time along the line of the Wall, are referred to the

list of works given below, mor6 especially to Dr J. C.

Bruce's exhaustive treatise. For others the following

summary may be sufiicient.

Gordon, to whom we owe one of the earliest surveys of

the Wall, is of opinion that the Vallum was the work of

Hadrian, and the Murusof Severus. Horsley believed that

the stations and the northern rampart of the Vallum were

raised by Agricola, the ditch of the Vallum and its remain-

ing mounds by Hadrian, and the stone wall with its castles,

towers, and its great military way by Severus. Dean
Merivale, while admitting that camps and mounds may
liaTe been erected on the isthmus by Hadrian and Severus,

supposes that the stations were faced with masonry and the

work planned as well as partly executed by Theodosius, his

designs being afterwards fully carried out about 400 a.d.

by Stilicho, in orders issued from Gaul. But others, and
foremost among them Dr Bruce, see in the fortification a

unity of design that points it out as the work of one period

and one mind, and have come to the conclusion that

Hadrian was the builder of the whole. This view, as it

does not exclude the probability that his engineers worked
to some extent on lines already laid down by Agricola, and
that Severus, before entering on his unfortunate campaign
against the Caledonians, or after its close, repaired and
strengthened the works of his predecessors, seems most
consistent with the statements of ancient writers, with the

testimony of inscriptions, and with the appearances pre-

sented by the relative position of the component parts of

the fortification itself.

See GoviJon's Itincrarium SeptcntrionaJe, London, 1727 ; Horsley's
lirlUimtia Roinaiia, London, 1732 ; Huttou's History of the Roman
IVall, London, 1813; Hodgson's Roman JVall, d-c, Kewcastle,
1841 ; M 'Lauclilan's Survey of the Roman Wall, made in the years

1852-54 ; Bnicc'a Kmnan Wail.ZA ed., Loudon, 1863. (J. M'D.)

HADRUMETUM, or Adrumetum (the name appears
in the Greek writers in a great variety of forms

—

'ASpi/irj,

'ASpvfiri';, 'A8pu/i7)Tos, "A8pou'/niTT05, 'ASpa/nTTos), a city on
the African coast of the Mediterranean on the Sinus
Neapolitanus or Gulf of Hamamet. A Phcenician colony
of earlier date than Carthage, in' course of time jt became
subservient to the imperial city, and fell along with it under
the power of the Romans. On the subdivision of the
Roman province of Africa Propria, it became the capital
of Byzacium. By Trajan it was made a colony, as is

evidenced by the grandiloquent inscriptions preserved by
Gruter

—

Col. Concordia Ulpia Trajana Augusta Frugifera
Hadrumeliua. From the devastation inflicted by the
Vandals it was restored by Justinian, and in consequence
it bore for some time the name of Justinianopolis.

The identification of Hadrumetum is a matter of some difficulty.
Most modern authorities agree in fixing it at Susa, but others con-
tend that Hamamet is the true site, HithcrtQ no inscription has
been discovered which satisfactorily settles the point in favour of
either

; for the fragments that are appealed to for the identification
of Hamamet with Saigitis may possibly have been brouglit to the
place of their discovery. The arguments in favour of each may be
thus summarized. Susa agrees remarkably well, as Maltzan elabo-
rately maintains, with the position assigned to Hadrumetum by the
Nolitia and other ancient works in which the distances from place
to place are given. The remains of ancient buildings, though few,
prove undoubtedly that Susa is the site of some city of considerable
importance, and the ruins now known as Ifakluba or the Fallen
may be those of a great temple. We know that in the time of El-
Bekri Susa still possessed a cothon or inner harbour (one of the chief
features of Hadrumetum as described by the autlior of the African
War), which may bo recognized iu the existing sandy plain 1500
feet wide between the two ancient moles, now distinguished as the
Quarantine Mole and Pointe du Mol^ The figures found by M.
Daux (Journ. Asiat., 1868) would of themselves have suggested that
Susa was a Phcenician colony. Barth suggests that the name Susa
is probably a corruption of 2<ufou(ra. In favour of Hamamet Mr J.

E. Davis argues that the scenery near Susa agrees with that of
Ruspina described by the author of the African War ; that the ab-
sence of ruins at Hamamet is accounted for by the clouds of sand
swept dowu upon the site ; that there are clear traces of a cothon at
Hamamet ; and that the modern name Haimamot or Tent of Death
corresponds exactly with the hypothetical Hedennot or Chamber of
Death of the Phoenicians. On the whole the argument appears to be
on the side of Susa.

For further details see Barth, TFandcrungen durch die Kilsten-

Idndcr dcs Mittclmcercs, 1840 ; Guerin, Voyage archiologique dant
la Regclice cle Tunis, 1862; Nathan Davis, Ruined Cities, 1862;
Maltzan, Rcisein dcr Rcgenlschaflen Tunis und Tripoli, 1870.

HEMORRHOIDS (from aT/xa, blood, and p«u, to flow),

commonly called piles, a frequent and distressing malady.

Two varieties are described. They are named from their

situation external and internal, as they are without or

within the opening of the anus. The external pile is an
overgrowth of the thin dark-coloured skin round the open-

ing ; there is most frequently more than one present ; the

skin, lax and redundant, hangs in folds. The internal pile

lies altogether within the opening, although it may appear

externally protruding through the anus when any pressure

from above is applied, as when the patient strains at stool.

It is covered by, and composed of an overgrowth of, the

mucous membrane lining the bowel. There may be several

internal piles. The internal pile is sessile or pedunculated.

The external pile is of a pale colour. The internal pile is

moist, vascular, and of a cherry-red colour; it is apt to in-

flame, and the inflammation is associated with heat, pain, and

general uneasiness. Ulceration and bleeding are common
symptoms of the internal pile, hence the term " bleeding"

or "bloody piles." Both varieties are probably due to the

same primary cause—an enlargement of the veins in this

region. An/ cause which, by pressing on the large

abdominal veins, retards the upward flow of blood to the

heart will give rise to piles ; such are constipation, disease

of the liver, pregnancy. General weakness involving a

want of tone in the blood-vessels may act as a predisposing

cause. The exciting cause is frequently exposure to damp,
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as from sitting on the wet ground. Piles are only a

symptom, and in their treatment tliis should be kept in

view ; remove the cause and the piles will disappear. The

local treatment is palliative or radical. The palliative treat-

ment consists in attention to the state of bowels, cold bath-

ing, astringent iiyections, lotions, and ointments. The
radical treatment consists in their removal ; the external

pile is cut off, the internal pile is tied or clamped and

cauterized. Both methods have their advocates ; the

radical treatment should not be undertaken until palliative

treatment has failed. When in a state of inflammation the

treatment consists in hip baths, hot fomentations, and

poultices. The introduction of a morphia suppository

often relieves the uneasiness. Both varieties are often met

with in the same individual ; when this is the case both

should be removed by operation at one time. The internal

piles are apt to return if the predisposing cause is still in

existence. Piles are apt to be confounded with other

surgical diseases in this region, as fissure or ulcer, prolapse,

^lypus, or cancer. This is not the place to point out the

distiuguisiiing features of these different maladies ; the

patient should consult a surgeon. There is a form of pile

situated just at tlie verge of the anus, where the skin joins

the mucous membrane : its onset is sudden, and due to

the rupture of a blood-vessel ; the blood is extravasated and
clots; a sriiall, tense, painful swelling of a blui.sh colour

h seen at the edge of the anus. This may be relieved by

hot fomentations, or the pile may be laid open and the clot

turned out by gentle pressure.

HAFIZ. Muhammed Shamsuddin, better known by
his lakknllus or " nom de plume " of H:lflz, was one of the

most celebrated writers of PersiJin lyrical poetry. He was

born at Shiraz, the capital of Fars, in the early part of the

8th century of the Mahametan era, that is to say, in the

14th of our own. The exact date of his birth is uncertain,

but he is known to have attained a ripe old age and to Jiave

died in 791 a.h. (1388 a.d.). This is the date given in

the chronogram which is engraved on his tomb, although

several Persian biographers give a different year. Very

little is actually known about his life, which appears to

have been passed in quiet retirement and literary ease in

kifi native city of Shiraz, of which he always speaks in

terms of affectionate admiration. He was a subject of the

Muzaffar princes, who ruled in Shiraz, Yazd, Kirman, and

Ispahan, until the dynasty was overthrown by Timur-lang

(Tamerlane). Of these princes Lis especial patrons were

Shah Shuji' and Shah Jfaasur. He early devoted himself

to the study of poetry and theology, and also became learned

in mystic philosophy, which he studied under Shaikh

Mahmiid 'AttAr, chief of an order of dervishe-s. Hdfiz after-

urards enrolled himself in the same order and became a

professor of Koranic exegesis in a college which his friend

and pctron Haji Kiwam-uddin, the vizier, specially founded

for him. This was probably the reason of his adopting the

lobriquet of IIAfiz, which means "one who remembers,"

and is technically applied to any person who has learned

the Koran by heart. The restraitits of an ascetic life seem

to have been very little to HAfiz's taste, and his loose

conduct and wine-bibbing propensities drew upon him the

severe censure of his monastic colleagues. In revenge he

satirizes them unmercifully in his verses, and seldom loses

an opportunity of alluding to their hypocrisy and religious

pretensions. H.^fiz'3 fume as a poet was soon rapiilly spread

throughout the Mahometan world, and several powerful

monarchs sent him presents and pressing invitations to visit

them. Amongst others he was invited by Mahmud Shah
Bahmani, who reigned in the south of India, and set

off with the intention of sojourning at the court of that

sovereign. After crossing the Indus and passing through

Lahore lie reached Ilurmuz, and embarked on board a

vessel sent for him by the Indian prince. He seems,
however, to have been a bad sailor, and, having invenlcd

an excuse for being put n,?liore, made the best of his

way back to Shiraz. Some biographies narrate a story of

an interview between HAfiz and the invader Timur. The
latter sent for him and asked angrily, "Art thou he who
was so bold as to ofl'er my two great cities Samarcand and
Bokhara for the black mole on thy mistress's cheek," allud-

ing to a well-known verse in one of his odes. " Yes, sire,"

replied HAfiz, "and it is by such acts of generosity that

I have brought myself to such a state of destitution that I

have now to solicit your bounty." Timur was so pleased

at the ready wit displayed in this answer that he dismissed

the poet with' a handsome present. Unfortunately for the

truth of this story Timur did not capture Shiraz till 1393
A.D., while the latest date that can be assigned to Hifiz's

death is 1391. Of his private life little or nothing is

known. One of his poems is said to record the death of

his wife, another that of a favourite unmarried sun, and
several others speak of his love for a girl called Slidkk i

Nabut, " Sugar-cane branch," and this is almost all of his

personal history that can be gathered from his writings.

He was, like most Persians, a Shiah by religion, believing

in the transmission of tho office of Imdm, or head of the

Muslim Church in the family of Ali, cousin of the prophet,

and rejecting the Iladlth, or traditional sayings of Mahomet,
which form the Sunneh or supplementary codeof Mahometan
ceremonial law. One of his odes which contains a verse

in praise of Ali is engraved on the poet's tomb, but is

omitted by Sudi, the Turkish editor and commentator,

who was himself a rigid Suiiiii. The same sectarian bigotry

has influenced many filher editor.?, and it i8 no unusual

thing to find an Indian edition of the Divdii eniasculalcd

by the excision of all the passages which can be construed

as having the slightest allusion to the objects of Shiah

veneration. That his tendencies were towards a rather

extravagaht and heretical form of iheosophy may be deduced

from his writings, and in one verse he even goes so far os

to speak in terms of admiration of one Mansiir of HallAj

who was hanged, after being put to the most horrible

tortures, on a charge of blasphemy, 309 a.h. This person

professed a creed nearly approaching pure pantheism, and

went about asserting that ho w.is himself an incarnation

of the omnipresent divinity, saying, Ana 'I Hakk, "I am
the Truth !

" Hifiz in allusion to this gays that his only

fault was that he revealed the mystery. These heretical

opinions and the dissipated life of the poet caused difficulties

to bo raised by tho ecclesiastical authorities on his death

as to his interment in consecrated ground. The question

was at length settled by Hifiz's own works, which had then

already begun to ba used as they are now throughout the

East for the purposes of divination, in the same manner as

Virgil was employed in the Middle Ages for the divination

called SorUs ViryUianx. Opening the book at random
after pronouncing tho customary formula asking for inspira-

tion, tho objectors hit upon the following verse— "
'furn

not away thy foot from tho bier of H.'^fiz, for though

immersed In sin, ho will be admitted into Paradise." Ho
was accordingly buried in the centre of a small cemetery

at Shiraz,nuw included in an enclosure called the Iliifiziyeh.

His principal work is tho Divan, that is, a collection of

short odes or sonnets called yhazah, and consisting nf from

five to sixteen baits or couplets each, all the couplets in each

ode having the same rhyme in tho last hemistich, and the

last couplet alwaya introducing tho poet's own nom dn

plume. The whole of these arc arranged in alphabetical

order, an arrangement which certainly facilitates reference

but makes it absolutely impossible to ascertain their chrono-

logical order, and therefore dcterioiatts from their v.tImo .is

a means of throwing light upon the growth and dcvthip^
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nieut of Ilia genius or the incidents of his career. Those

"orient pearls at random strung," as a version of a

passage from Hdfiz in Sir William Jones's grammar calls

them, are often held together by a very slender thread of

continuous thought, and very few editions agree exactly in

the order of the couplets which form the individual ghazals.

Still, although they often appear at first sight extremely

disconnected, a careful study of them, especially from the

point of view indicated by the Sufiistic system of philosophy,

will always show that a single idea does run through-

out the whole. The nature of these poems has been the

subject of much discussion in the West, some scholars

seeing in their anacreontic utterances nothing but sensuality

and materialism, while others, following the Oriental

school, maintain that they are wholly and entirely mystic

and philosophic. Something between the two would pro-

bably be nearer the truth. It must be remembered that

Hifiz was a professed dervish and Su6, and that his

ghazals were in all probability published from a takia, and
arranged with at least a view to Sufiistic interpretation.

At the same time it is ridiculous to suppose that the glowing

imagery, the gorgeous and often tender descriptions of

natural beauties, the fervent love passages, and the royster-

ing drinking songs were composed in cool blood- or with

deliberate ascetic purpose. The beauty of Hdfiz's poetry is

that it is natural. It is the outcome of a fervent soul and a

lofty genius delighting in nature and enjoying life ; and it is

the poet's misfortune that he lived in an age and amongst
a people where rigid conventionality demanded that his free

and spontaneous thoui:-hts should ba recast into an artificial

mould.

The system of philosophy professed by Persian poets and
dervishes, and in accordance with which the poems of Hafiz

are allegorically interpreted, is called Sufiism {Tasau'wuf).

It is derived usually from the word suf, which in Arabic

means wool, and is supposed to refer to the woollen robes

worn by the dervishes, although it is in all probability con-

nected with the Greek cro(^ds. It is the ultimate outcome of

the protest of the conquered Aryan nations against the laws,

ceremonials, and ideas of their Semitic conquerors, which

first found expression in the schism of the Shiahs, that is,

of the Persian party who sided with the family of Ali Ibn

Abi Talib, cousin and son-in-law of Mahomet, against the

claims of Moawiyeh, who at the head of the Arab party

claimed and held the caliphate. Forced by events to accept

el Islam, and compelled to forsake the Magian and Zoro-

astrian faiths, the Persian Shiabs rapidly developed a

system which, whilei teaching openly the unity of God
according to Moslem doctrine, secretly theorized and refined

it away, until Pantheism became the esoteric religion of

the sect. It teaches that God is the only real existence

and that all other existences are hypothetical, that God
existed alone and created the universe merely by His Will

and by the utterance of the word " Be." The " Will " or
" Order " and the " Be " are closely allied to the " Spirit

"

and "Word" of Christian theology. Man, the highest

purpose of this creation, is therefore part and parcel of the

Deity, and when sufiiciently purified from the lower and
grosser elements returns to his source agaiti. The circle of

existence thus imagined is looked upon as a road which all

must travel, and this image is kept up throughout the

terminology of the sect. Thus the doctrine is iarikat (the

road), the student or disciple is the sdlik (wayfarer), and
the different stages of perfection are manzilhd (road-side

stations or inns). And since all di9"erences in sect and
religion are as nothing to the illuminated philosopher who
is initiated into this mystery, and as the contemplation of

the divinity of his own existence and of his ultimate resump-
tion of his place as part and parcel of the Deity produces

ecstat'v and mental exaltation, and inasmuch as everything

that is beautiful, lovable, and pure is a purer and clearer

manifestation of the Deity that runs through all,—therefore

the Sufis speak of their real worship as paganism, their real

devotion as love and drunkenness, and see a divine mystery

in every phase of beauty in humanity or inanimate nature.

Besides the Divdn, Jl.afiz wrote a number of other poems ; the
Leipsic e'dition of his works contains 573 gliazala (forming the
Divdn), 42 kitdhs or fragments, 69 rubdiydt or tetrastics, 6 tnasnO'
vi'jdt or poems in rhyming couplets, 2 kusdld, idylU, or panegyrics,
and one mukhammcs or poem in five-line strophes. Other editions

contain several tarji-band or poems with a refrain. His works have
never been completely translated into English ; a few rhyming ver
sions of single poems by Sir William Jones, Nott, Hindlejr,

Falconer, &c., are to be fonnd scattered through the pages of the
Oriental Miscellany and other periodicals, and a fine edition con-

taining a verse rendering of the principal poems by the late H.
Bicknell is published by Triibner and Co. (London, 1875). A prose

version of a hundred selected odes was also published anonymously
by Williams & Norgate (London, 1875). On the Continent the

principal versions are by Von Hammer Purgstall ; a rhyming and
rhythmical translation of a large portion of Hafiz's works by Von
Rosenzweig of Vienna (3 vols. 8vo, Vienna, 1858), which contains also

the Pei-sian text and notes ; Dcr Divan dcs Schcms-eddtn Muhc^-
vied Hufis, by Nesselmann (Berlin, 1875), in which the rhyming
system of the original is imitated. Besides these, the reader may
consult D'Herbelot, Bibliotheqiw^^Oi-icntale, article "Hafiz;" Sir

William Ouseley's Oriental Colleclion (3 vols. 4to, London, 1797-98);

Specimens of Persian Poetry, or Odes of Hafiz, by John Richardson.

(London, 1802) ; Bioyraphical Notices of Persian Poets,by Sir Gore
Ouseley (Oriental Translation Fund, 1846); and an excellent article

by Professor E. B. Cowell in Maemillatis Magazine (No. 177, July

1874). The best edition of the text is perhaps that edited by Her-

mann Broekhaus of Leipsic, 1854, which is based on the recension

of the Turkish editor Sudi, and contains his commentary in Turkish

on a considerable portion of the Divdn. (E. H. P.)

HAGEDORN, FRiEDpcH von (1708-1755), one of the

most distinguished German poets in the earlier half of last

century, was born April 23, 1708, at Hamburg, where his

father was Danish minister at the court of Lower Saxony.

The father, a man of scientific and literary tastes, possessed

a valuable library of French literature, and dabbled also iu

the science of alchemy. Having by this and other means

lost a great part of his fortune, he died in 1722, leaving in

poor circumstances a widow and two sons, of whom thj

poet was the eldpr. Ke was educated at the gymnasiam

of Hamburg, and \9-ent later (1726) to study jurisprudence

at Jena. Shortly after his return to Hamburg in 1729,

he obtained the appointment of private secretary without

salary to the Danish ambassador in I-ondon, where he lived

till 1731, and published two small works in English.

His return to Hamburg was followed by a period of great

poverty and hardship, a scanty income being derived from

the posts which he held in the Hamburg cathedral and

among the mining population in Klausthal. In 1733

Hagedorn became secretary to the so-called " English

court" in Hamburg, a trading company founded in the

13th century, and formerly known as "Die Societat dei

Aventurier Kaufleute." He shortly afterwards married,

and from this time, with a settled income and sufficient

leisure to pursue his literary occupations, led a pleasant and

congenial existence, surrounded by friends and admirers,

till his death, at the early age of forty-seven, October 28,

1755.

Hagedorn is known as the author of satirical, didactic,

and moral verses, epigrams, odes, fables, and songs. His

popularity during his lifetime was great. Although he held

himself aloof from any poetical school, he nevertheless

exercised an important influence on the German poetry of

his time ; for, besides being a learned man and well-read

in the ancient and modern classics, he was a special admirei

of French literature, the study of which gained for bim an

ease and mobility before unknown in German versification.

He has been called thB originator in Germany of the

modern song, and some of his Lieder were set to music by

the favourite composers of his dav. His popularity, how-
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e?er, ia now long past. His learning and his style have

been eclipsed by later and greater pnets, and he who was at

one time the "allgemeine Bewunderung von Deutschland"

now ranks only among the secondary German classics.

The first collection of Hagedorn'a poems was published at Ham-
barg shortly after his return from Jeua in 1729, under the title

FecsitcA einiger Oedichte, oder erlcsene Proben poctischer Nebeit-

ttunden. In 1738 appeared Vcrsuch in poetischen Fabeln und
Erzdidungen ; in 1747 a collection of ' his lyric poems, under the

title Sammlungiieuer Oden und Licdcr; and his Moralischc QedichU
in 1760. A collection of his entire works was published at Ham-
burg after his death in 1756, and a smaller edition in 17C7 The
best is Escheuburg's edition, S.vols., 1800, republished, with Hage-
dorn's correspondence, in 1826. » See C. H. Schmid, Miograjihie

von JIagcdoni.

HAGEN, a town of Prussia, at the heaa of a circle in

the Arnsberg government of Westphalia, is situated at the

confluence of the Empe vrith the Volme, and at the junc-

tion of several railways, 26 miles W.S.W. from Arnsberg.

It is the seat of a provincial pffice, a circle court, a chamber
of commerce, a state railway commission, and an agricul-

tural union. It has two Evangelical churches, a Catholic

church, an Old Catholic church, a synagogue, a real-school

of the first order, a royal provincial trade school, a higher

female school, and two infirmaries. Hagen is one of the

most flourishing commercial towns in Westphalia, and
possesses puddling works for iron and steel, iron foundries,

cast-steel works, a large cotton print work, woollen and
cotton factories, manufactures of leather, paper, tobacco,

and iron and steel wares, breweries, and distilleries. There
are large limestone quarries in the vicinity, and also on
alabaster quarry. The population in 1875 was 24,335, or

including Althageti 26,870.

HAGEN", Feiedeich Heinei'ch von dee (1780-1856),
distinguished for his researches in Old German literature,

was born at Schmiedeberg in Brandenburg, 19th February
1780. After studying law at the university of Halle, he
obtained a legal appointment in the state service at Berlin,

but in 1806 he resigned this office in order to devotr him-
self exclusively to the study of his choice. In 1810 he
was appointed professor extraordinarius of German lan-

guage and literature in the university of Berlin, in the

following year was transferred to a similar professorship in

Breslau, and in 1821 returned to Berlin as professor ordi-

narius. He died at Berlin, 11th June 1856. To Hagen
belongs the chief merit of awakening an interest in Old
German poetry, of which he published several collections.

Hi? principal publications are the Nibelungenlicd, of which he
issued four editions, the first in 1810 and the last in 1842 ; the
Minnesinger, Leipsic, 1838-52, 6 vols. ; Lieder dcr altn-n Edda,
Berlin, 1812 ; Altnordische Lieder und Sngai, Breslau, 1814 ; a col-

lection of Old German tales under the title Gesammlabcnleuer,
Stuttgart, 1850, 3 vols. He also published Ueber die dllesUn Dar-
stetlungen der Eaiutsage, Berlin, 1844 ; and from 1835 he edited the
Jahrbuch der Berlinischen Oescllacliu/l fiir deutscht Sprache und
AUerlhumtkunde.

HAOENAU, the chief town of a circle and--canton in

Alsace-Lorraine, Germany, district of Lower Alsace, is

situated ia the middle of the Hagenau Forest, on the

Moder, and on the railway from Strasburg to Weissenburg,
10 miles N.N.R of the former town. It has two ancient

Catholic churches, one dating from the 12th the other from
the 13th century, a gymnasium, a reformatory for boys, a
female penitentiary, a public library, a hospital, and. a
theatre. The principal industries are wool and cotton
spinning, and the manufacture of porcelain, earthenware,
soap, leather, oil, and beer. There is also considerable trade
in hops, vegetables, and wine. Population (1876), 11,786.

llapenau dates from the beginning of the 12lh century, and owes
its ongin to the erection of a hunting lodge by tho dukes of Swabia.
Frederick Barbarossa surrounded it with walls and gave it a con-
stitution. On tho site of the hunting lodf;e he founded an imperial
pahice, in which were preserved the jewelled imperial crown,
sceptre, imperial globe, and sword of Charlemagne. Subsenucntly

11-1.-.

the town obtained imperial rights, and after the extinction of the
Hoheustaufens it remained the capital ef the bailiwick of Lower
Alsace. In 1648 it came into the possession of France, and in 1673
Louis XIV. caused the fortifications to be razed. In 1675 it was
captured by imperial troops, but in 1C77 it was retaken by the
French and nearly all destroyed by fire. In 1871 it came, alcnf
with the rest of Alsace-Lorraine, iuto the possession of Prussia.

HAGENBACH, Karl Rudolf (1801-1874), distin-
guished as a church historian and as an expounder of tho
so-called " Vermittelungstheologie," or mediation theology
of Germany, was born March 4, 1801, at Basel, where his
father,a man of considerable talent and scientific repute,
was a practising physician. His preliminary education
was received at a Pestalozzian school, and afterwards at the
gymnasium, whence in due course he passed to the newly
reorganized local university. Carefully brought up within
a church in which the strictest orthodoxy still continued to
hold undisputed sway, familiar at the same time from boy-
hood with his father's expressions of approval of tl;

principles of the French Eevolutibn, himself of an ardent,
sympathetic, inquiring, and devout temperament, he early
devoted himself to theological studies and to the service of

tho church, while at the same time cherishing and develop-
ing broad " humanistic " tendencies which found expressint

in many ways and especially in an enthusiastic admiration
for the writings of Herder. The years 1820-23 were spent
first at Bonn, where Liioke exerted a powerful influence on
the formation of his opinions, and afterwards at Berlin,

where Schleiermacher, and still more Neander, became
permanently his masters. Returning in 1823 to Basel,

where De Wette had recently been appointed to a theological

chair, he distinguished himself greatly by his "liabilltations-

schrift" or trial-dissertation, entitled -Oisfn'a/t'oiifs hislorico-

hermeneutica circa Origenis methodiim inierprttandce sacne
Scri]>lurce; in the following year he became professor ex-

traordinarius, and in 1829 professor ordinarlus of theologw.

Apart from his special academic labours during many
years in connexion with the history of dogma and of the
church (whioh first owed to liim their recognition as distinct

branches of study at Basel), he lived a life of great and
varied usefulness as a theologian, a preacher, and a citizen ;

and at his "jubilee" in 1873, not only. the university and
town of Basel but also the various churches of Switzerland
united to do him honour. He died at Basel, June 7, 1874.

Hagenbach waa a, volurainouls author in many departments (ai

will be seen from the list of his works which is ^ven below), but it

is as a writer on church history that he is specially distinguishert,

and is likely to bo longest and most widely known. Though neither
80 learned and condensed as the contributions of Giesuler, nor so
original and profound as those of Neaudcr, his lectures are writt«-
with remarkable clearness and attractiveness, and are desei-vedly

appreciated at once for their warm glow of sympathy with his sub-
ject and for their entire freedom from narrow sectarian prejudice;
In dogmatics, while avowedly a champion of the "mediation
theology" based upon the fundamental conceptions of Herder and
Schleierma<?her, ho was much less revolutionary in his aims and in
his results than were many others of his school. To the last he
sought to maintain the old confessional docnments, and to make the
objective and churchly prevail over the purely subjective manner of

viewing theological questions. But he himself was aware that id

the endeavour to do so ho was not always successful, and that hii

delineations of Christian dogma often betrayed a vacillating and
uncertain hand. His works include a remarkably clear TaW/ariwAs
UebfrsicIU dcr Dogmch'geschichte (1828) ; Enajclopiidit u. MeXhod-
olo'jie dcr Iheol. Il^issoischa/len (1833) ; Vorlesnngen ilber Weseu
u. Ocschichte der lir/onnntion u. do Prolestaiitismua (1834-43);
Lehrbuch der Dogmengeschichte (1840-41, 6th od., 1887; English
transl. , 1850); Vorlcsungen itber die GeschicMe der alien Kireht

(1853-55); Vorlcsungen abcr die Kirclungeschiclde dea MillfUiltert

(1860-61); Orundlinicn der Homilelik u. Litiirgik (1863); also

biographies of Qilcolampadius ond Myconius and a Gesehi<!Ut der
theol. Schule Baseta (1860). His Prediglen have been published in

nine volumes (1858-76), and he is also author of two volumes of

poems entitled Lvlhrr u. seine Zcil 0»3S), ond OeJichle (1846).

The lectures on church history under the gonernl title Votlesyingen

iiber die KirchengesehichU von der dlleslen /eil hit zxm 19/ni Jnhr-
hundcrt have been recently reissued in seven volunvM (1868-72).
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HAGERSTOWN, a city and townsliip of Maryland,

United States, capital of Washington county, is situated

near the west banli of Antietam creek, 20 miles from its

confluence with the Potomac river, and at the junction point

of three railway?, 86 miles W.N.W. by rail from Baltimore.

It is a well-built town with very few wooden houses, and

possesses a fine new court-house, a male and a female

.icademy, and a national aud a state bank. It depends for

it3 prosperity chiefly on agriculture, and has flour-mills,

'^one-mills, machine shops, and a tannery, and considerable

•ade in agricultural produce. The population in 1850 was

3SS4; in 1860, 4132; and in 1870, 5779, of whom 869
were coloured.

HAG-FISH, Glutinous Hag, or Borez {Myxine),

a marine fish which forms with the lampreys one of the

lowest orders of vertebrates (Cydostomata). Similar in

form to a lamprey, it is usually found within the body of

dead cod or haddock, on the flesh of which it feeds after

having buried itself in the abdomen. When caught, it

secretes a thick glutinous slime in such quantity that it is

commonly believed to have the power of converting water

into glue. It is occasionally found in the North Atlantic

and other temperate seas 'of the globe.

HAGGAT, tiie tenth in order of the minor prophets.

The name Haggai ('jD, Greek 'Ayyatos, whence Aggeus
in the English version of the Apocrypha) is usually held to

be an adjective ratd.nmg festive. But Wellhauseni is pro-

bably right in taking the word as a contraction for Hagariah
(Jehovah hath girded), just as Zaccai (Zacchaeus) is known
to be a contraction of Zechariah {cf. Derenbourg, His-

toire de la Pnlestine, pp. 95, 150).

The book of Haggai contains four short prophecies

delivered between the first day of the sixth month and the

twenty-fourth day of the ninth month—that is, between
September and December— of the second year of Darius

the king. The king in question must be Darius Hystaspis,

who came to the throne 521 b.c. Scaliger, Drusius, and
other older writers think of Darius Nothus {ace. 424 B.C.)

;

but this is impossible, since in chap. ii. 3 Haggai speaks of

old men as still alive who had seen the first temple in its

splendour before 587 b.c.^ The language, of the prophet

suggests the probability that he was himself one of those

whose memories reached across the seventy years of the

captivity, and that his prophetic work began in extreme

old age. This supposition agrees well with the shortness

of the period covered by his book, and wjth the fact that

Zechariah, who bsgan to prophecy in the same autumn and
was associated with Haggai's labours (Ezra v. 1), afterwards

appears as the leading prophet in Jerusalem (Zech. vii.

1-4). We know nothing further of the personal history of

Haggai from the Bible. Later traditions may be read in

Carpzov's Introductio, pars 3, cap. xvi. On the mention
of Haggai in the titles of several psalms in the Septuagint
(Psalms cxxxvii., cxlv.-cxlviii.) and other versions, see

Koehler's Weissagimgen Haggai's, p. 32. These titles are

without value, and moreover vary in MSS. Eusebius did

not find them in the Hexaplar Septuagint.^

In his first prophecy (i. 1-11) Haggai addresses Zerub-
babel and Joshua, rebuking the people for leaving the

temple unbuilt while they are busy in providing panelled

houses for themselves. The prevalent famine and distress

are due to God's indignation at such remissness. Let them
build the house, and God will take pleasure in it and

' III Blcek's Einleitung, 4th ed., p. 434.
' Darins Nothus was thought of because Ezra iv. 6-23 seems to

require an Artaxerxes beTore him. But it is now generally admitted
that these verses refer to the building of the wall of Jerusalem, and in

chronological order should follow chaps, v., y\. The Rabbinical com-
mentators with their usual ignorance on points of history make Darius
the son of Ahasuerus and Esther.

* See the cote on Ps. cxlv. L in Field's Btxnjile,

acknowledge the honour paid to Him. Tlie rebuke took
effect, and the people began to work at the temple,
strengthened by the prophet's assurance that the Lord was
with them (i. 12-15). In a second prophecy (iL 1-9)
delivered in the following month, Haggai forbids the JDeople
to be disheartened by the apparent meanness of the new
temple. The sUver and gold are the Lord's. He will soou
shake all nations and bring their choicest gifts to adorn Hif
house. Its glory shall be greater than that of the former
temple, and in this place He will give peace. A third

prophecy (ii. 10-19) containsa promise, enforced by afigure
drawn from the priestly ritual, that God will remove famine
and bless the land from the day of the foundation of the
temple onwards. Finally, in ii. 20-23, Zerubbabel is

assured of God's special love and protection in the impend-
ing catastrophe of kingdoms and nations to which the
prophet had formerly pointed as preceding the glorification

of God's house on Zion. In thus looking forward to a
shaking of all nations Haggai agrees with earlier prophecies,

especially Isa. xxiv.-xsvii., while his picture of the glory
and peace of the new Zion and its temple is drawn from the
great anonymous prophet who penned Isa. )x. and Ixvi.

The characteristic features of the book are the importance
assigned to the personality of Zerubbabel and the almo*"*

sacramental significance attached to the temple. The hopeo
fixed on Zerubbabel, the chosen of the Lord, dear to Him
as His signet ring {cf. Jer. xxii. 24), are a last echo in

Old Testament prophecy of the theocratic importance of

the house of David. In the book of Zechariah Zerubbabel
has already fallen into the background and the high priest

is the leading figure of the Judean community.* The stem
of David is superseded by the house of Zadok, the kingship
has yielded to the priesthood, and the extinction of national

hopes gives new importance to that strict organization of

the hierarchy for which Ezekiel had prepared the way by
his sentence of disfrancliisement against the non-Zadokito
priests.

If his attitude to Zerubbabel forms a link of connexion
between Haggai and the prophets before the captivity,

his post-exile standpoint is characteristically marked in

the central importance which he attaches to the tempie.

The prophets who spoke under the shadow of the first

temple held quite another language.* To Isaiah and
Jeremiah the religion of Israel and the holiness of

Jerusalem have little to do with the edifice of the temple.

The • city is holy because it is the seat of Jehovah's

sovereignty on earth, exerted in His dealings with and for

_the state of Judah and the kingdom of David. The proof

tlmfc Jehovah's throne is in Jerusalem lies in the lustory of

what He has done for His people, or, if a visible pledge is

needed, it must be sought not in the temple but, in accord-

ance with antique ideas, in the ark (Jer. iii. 16) or in thealtai

with its sacred flame (Isa. xxix. 1; xxxi. 9).° But, in the

desolation of Jerusalem, the extinction of the political life

with which all religion had till then been inseparably bound
up gave a new meaning to the old prophetic doctrine that

the service of Jehovah is the true vocation of Israel—

a

new significan'ce to the ruined temple and all its ordinances

of worship. " The holy and beautiful house where our

fathers praised Thee" (Isa. Ixiv, 11) was a chief thought

of the Borrowing exiles (Lamentations, passim), and to one

anonymous writer the Lord's vengeance on Babylon appears

eminently as vengeance for His temple (Jer. 1. 28). The
great prophet of the captivity—t^i3 author of Isa. -xl.-

* After the foundation of the temple Zerubbabel disappears from his-

tory and lives only in legend, which continued to busy itself with his

story, as we see from the apocryphal book of Esdras (c/. Derenbourg,
Hist, de la Palestine, chap. i.).

* Compare for example Jer, vii.

" Haggai (ii. 14) attache? oo value to altar and Eaciifice so long u the
ccoijile ia unbuilt.
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XVI.—pictures tlie Israel of the restoration no longer as an
earthly state but as a world-priesthood, a mediatorial people

gathered round the sanctuary and holding forth amidst the

nations the true pattern of the knowledge and service of the

living God till all the ends of the earth shall look to Him
and be saved. Under the limitations of the old dispensa-

tion neither seer nor people could separate the realization of

this great conception from the restoration of the visible

centre of Israel's worship in tho tem[iie at Jerusalem. The
prophet had pointed to Cyrus by name as the rebuilder" of

Jerusalem and the founder of the tdraple (Isa. xliv. 28 ; lii.

II); and the captives whose hearts were touched by his

burning words, and who availed themselves of the decree

of that monarch (536 B.C.) to repeople the desolate places

of Judah, looked for the speedy advent of tho time when
the glory of Jehovah displayed in His house on Zion should

draw to Jerusalem the willing homage of all nations (Isa,

IvL; Ix. 7; Ixvi. 1-6). The actual experiences of the

returning exiles fell as far short of these bright hopes as

the Israel of Zerubbabel and Joshua fell short of the ideal

regenerate nation to which the prophet had promised the

heritage of Jehovah's glory. Scarcely was a settlement

effect'-d when dilliculties and misfortunes began to thicken

about the little colony. The anger of the Lord seemed still

to rest on Jerujalem and the cities of Judah (Zech. i. 12),

whose inhabitants soun ceased to find favour from the

Persian court, and had to struggle with penury and famine

as well as with the hostility of their neighbours. Amidst
such disrourajements the first zeal soon grew cool, and the

work of rebuilding the sanctuary lay practically untouched

till Haggai arose sixteen years later.

^V^lat had actually been effected during these years lor the restor-

ation of the temple is a question of some difficulty. It seems safest

tu start from tlie explicit contemporary, evidence of Hag. ii. 18

(c/. ii. 15 and Zech. viii. 9) which gives the ninth month of the

second year of Darius—aj'tcr Haggai had begun to preach—as the

dale wiien the temple was founded by Zerubbabel and Joshua. On
the other hand, the book of Ezra, in its present shape as edited and
partly composed by the much later author who wrote Chronicles, con-

veys tho irapresaiuu that large gifts for the temple were offered by
the leading Jews on their first return (Ezra ii. 68, 69), that the

foundation of the house was laid by Joshua and Zerubbabel in tho

secoud year of the retiuu (ch. iii.), and that the work was thereafter

inlerru[ited by the opposition of the Jews' enemies till the reign

of Darius. It appears probable, however, that the Chronicler has
somewhat dislocated the order of events, especially by taking the
official correspondence iu ch. iv. to refer to the temple, whereas it

really refers to tho building of the city walls. This oversight might
renJily involve the antedating of the foundation ceremony described

in iii. 8-13, which seems to be identical with that which Haggai
speaks of, since the actors are the same, and the chief feature iu tho
description which does not belong to the usual liturgical scenery ol

the Chronicler recalls Hag. ii. 3, Zech. iv. 7-10. Again, the verses

Ezra ii. 68, 69 seem really to refer to a collection made in the time
of Nehcmiah, having been transcribed from a history of that period

(part of which is preserved in the canonical book of Nehemiah)
along with the ancient list which occupies the first part of Ezra ii.

Put they are not part of the list, as appears fron\ a comparison of

Ezra ii. 62-iii. I with Neh. vii. 64-viit. 1. If this criticism ia

jiist, the Tirshatha of Ezra ii. is Nehomiah, not Zerubbabel, and tho

usual arguments for identifying the latter with Sheslibazzar—whom
Cyrus, according to an Aramaic source preserved iu Ezra v.^

npminted governor and charged with tho restoration of tho temple-
fall to tho ground.' Sheshbnizar ispn»un>ably a Persian ofhcinl

;

and tho first hopo of tho Jewish colony, in accorJanco with Isa.

xliv. 28, Ix. 10, was, no doubt, that the Persians would ofTcrt tho re-

storation without cITort of theira. This hope was frustrated,' Sliosh-

bazzar i)resumably having taken np his task with tho usual
conscientiousness of an Oriental governor, |hat is, having done
nothing, though tho work was nominally in hand all along (Ezra v.

16). The advancement of Zerubbabel to tho governorship may
have given Haggai his opportunity.

In the confused statu of tho chronology of the book of Ezmitmay
also be a question when the Samaritans sought to join the Jews and
were repulsed. That the relutiou of Ezr»-iv. 1-4 is historical Boonia

' Ezra ii. 2 seems to show that at tlio return Zerubbabel was msrely
one uf tho Jewi!>b clden. Tb« opposite impression is due (olely to the
pjJDctiutiou.

to be established against objections which have betn taken to it b;
the reference to Esarhaddon, which /V. v. Outschmidt has vindicated

by an ingenious historical couibiuatiou with the aid of tho Assyrian
monuments {^^cu6 llcitrdfje^ p. 145). Compare also Jer. xli. 5 for the
antiquity of the Samaiitau claim to wor»liip wiiU the Jews. Bat
from Ezra v., and es[iecially from Zech. iii., it way be questicned
whether the opposition of the Samaritans arose brfore the time of

Haggai and Zecharialu Sec on the whole question Scbrader, "Die
Uauct des zwciteu Teinpelbaues," in the Studicn iiiul Krilitcti, 1 867.

Such indifference .to the undertaking which held a chief

place in the first ardour of the returning exiles had a deeper
significance than at ouce occurs to our modern habits of

thought. The restoration of the temple and its worship
was connected in every mind with the doctrine that the

service of Jehovah was the true national vocation of Israel,

and the apathy that Haggai rebukes showed the people to

have forgotten in the struggle for material welfare theii

ideal calling as the nation of the true God. His reproofs

touched the conscience of the Jews, and the book of

Zechariah enables us in some mSisure to follow the course

of a religious revival which, starting with the restoration of

the temple, did not confine itself to matters of ceremony
and ritual worship. On the other hand, Haggoi's treatment

of his theme, practical and effective as it was for the pur-

pose in hand, moves on a far lower level than the aspira-

tions of the great evangelical prophet who inspired the

people at their first return. To the latter the material

temple is no more than a detail in the picture of a work oi

restoration eminently ideal and spiritual, and he expressly

warns his hearers against attaching intrinsic importance to

it (Isa. Lxvi. I). Tu Haggai the temple appears so essential

that he teaches that while it lay waste tlie people and all

their works and offerings werg unclean (Hag. iL 14). In

this he betrays his affinity with Ezekiel, who taught that it

is by the possession of the sanctuary that Israel is sanctified

(Ezek. xxxvii. 28). In truth the new movement of re-

ligious thought and feeling which started from the fall of

the Hebrew state to&k two distinct lines, of which Ezekiel

and the anonymous prophet of Isa. xL-lxvL are the respec-

tive representatives. While the latter developed his great

picture of Israel the mediatorial nation, tho systematic and
priestly mind of Ezekiel had shaped a more material con-

ception of the religious vocation of Israel in that picture of

tho new theocracy where tho temple and its ritual occupy
the largest place, with a sanctity which i» set iu express

contrast to the older conception of the holiness of the city

of Jerusalem (c/. Ezek. xliii. 7 seq. with Jer. xxxi. 40,

Isa. iv. 5), and with a supremo significance for the religious

life of tho people which is expressed in tho figure of the

living waters issuing from under the threshold of the house
(Ezek. xlvii.). It was tho conception of Ezekiel which
permanently influenced the citizens of tho new Jerusalem,

and took final shape in tho institutions of Ezra, To this

consummation, with its necessary accompaniment ia tho

extinction of prophecy, tha book of Haggai already points.

Excyclical Helps.—Tho olaborato and valuable German commen-
tary of A. Kbhlcr (Erlangeii, 1860) fornis tho first part of his work
on tho Nnchentlsche Ptophelen. Beinko's Commentary (Milnster,

1868) is tho work of a Roman Catholic. Haggai bos generally been

treated in works ou all tho prophets^ as by Ewald (2d ed., 1868 ;

Eng. trans., vol. iii., 1878); or along with tho other minor prophets,

as by llitzig (3d ed., Leipsic, 1803), Kcil (1866; Eng. trans.,

Edinburgh, 1868), and Pusey (1876) ; or with tho other post-exile

prophots as by Koebler, Pies.sel (Ootlia, 1870), Dods (187»), ond
otheia Tho older literature will be I'uuud ill books of introduction

or in Hosenmiillor's stil! u.-^cful &holia. The learned commentary
of Marckiua may bo spcciully mciitionej. On tho place of Haijgni

in the history of Ohl Testament prophecy, see Oiihm's Theologit

der Proplidm (liouu, 1876). (W. R, 3.)

HAGUE, TllK (in Dutch, '» GrtivenAag« or t/mt Uaag;
Id French, La Ilayt ; and in Moilern Latin, //<i_<7'i Comitit),

a, town of tho Netherlands, in tho province of South Holland.

13 milea N.W. of IJotterdam, 10 miles S.W. of Leyden,

and 2 milea inbnd from tho Gorman Oaona. It ia con-
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nected wltli both Rotterdam and Leyden by the " Holland

Railway," and with Utrecht by the railway of the Rhine.

Besides being the chief town of the province, the Hague
is the usual residence of the court, and the seat of the

Government, the states-general, the high council of the

Netherlands, the council of state, the chamber of accounts,

and various other administrative bodies. The character-

istics of the town are quite in keeping with its political

position. It is " the handsomest, the most fashionable,

and the most modern-looking " town in the Netherlands.

D'Amicis rightly describes it in his Olanda as half Dutch
half French. Broad and regular streets, extensive avenues

and drives, and spacious squares well planted with trees,

are the main features of its general plan ; large and
beautiful buildings are numerous ; and the population con-

sists for the most part of Government officials and members
of the nobility, the army, and the navy. A good idea

1. Cavalry BarrackB.
i. Artillery do.

8. De Boer's Bazaar.
1 National Monu-

ment.
6. 6. Barracks.
7. St James' Church.
8. Offlce of ihe .Min-

ister of Finance.

Plan of the Hagne.
9. Palace of Prince

of Orange.
10. Royal Palace.
11. Gevungenpoort.
12. Statue of Wil-

liam II.

13. ConrtBulldlnits.
14. OtBcc of Minis-

ter of Justice.

16. statue of Wil-
liam I.

16. The Academy
of Music,
to.

17. Nieuwe Kerk.
18. Groote Kerk.
19. Town-Hall.
20. Libi-ary

21. Musenm Meer-
manno-Weat-
,reenlannm.

22. Palace of Prince
Alexander.

23. Palace of Prince
Henry,

24. Palace of Prince
Frederick.

of the place is obtained by passing along the Vijverberg
or Fishpond Hill, which takes its name from the large basin

of water which it skirts, the Voorhout, and the Willems-
park, next through Java Street and Sumatra Street, and
then the Buitenhof or Outer Court, the Binnenhof or Inner
Court, the Plein, the Kneuterdijk, and the Groote Markt.
WiUemspark -was laid out by King William II., and in

1869 it was chosen as the site of the national monument
in memory of the recovery of independence in 1813,
executed by Waaijen, Pietersen, and Koelman. The Plein,
a square bordered with the offices of the various ministers
and the high council, is adorned with a statue of William I,
the "^atlier of his people," by Louis Royer;. an equestrian
statu e of the same prince, by the count of Nieuwerkerke,
18 placed in front of the royal palace ; and there is a statue
of William II. by Georges in the Buitenhof.

The centre of the Hague, both liistorically and topo
graphically, is the buildings of the court. The oldest
portion was founded by Count William II., "king of

the Romans," in 1249. A handsome Gothic building,
with towers at each corner of the faQade, contains the
great or knights' liaJl, a noble chamber 130 feet in
length, 62 feet in breadth, and 69 in height, in which
the states of the Netherlands abjured their allegiance

to Philip II. of Spain, and in front of which the grey-

headed Olden-Barueveldt lost his, life in 1619. To the
south-east of the hall is the troonzaal, or throne room, iji

which the second chamber of the states-general holds its

sittings ; and to the west is the meeting-place of the first

chamber. Thearchives of the kingdom and several Govern-
ment offices are in the same range of buildings. The royal

palace proper -was purchased by the states of the Nether-
lands in 1595, rebuilt by Prince William III., and extended
by King William I. The palace of the prince of Orange
was founded about 1720 by Count Unico William of

Wassenaar Twiekels ; the palace of Prince Frederick of the

Netherlands dates from 1825 to ] 828 ; the palace of Prince

Henry was erected in 1743 for the deputies of Rotterdam;
and the palace of Prince Alexander was in the 17th cen-

tury the house of John de Witt, pensionary of the connciL

Among the public institutions of the Hague, the following

are the must important :—the royal library, with upwards
of 100,000 volumes, and a collection of manuscripts, coins,

and gems, erected between 1734 and 1738; the Museum
Meermanno-Westreenianum, comprising books, manuscripts,

maps, plates, pictures, antiquities, and curiosities ; the royal

picture gallery in the Prins-Mauritz-Huis, which was
founded in 1633 by Prince John Maurice of Is assau-Siegen,

governor of Brazil ; the Vijverberg li6tel, with a collection

of curiosities; the town museum of antiquities and modern
art; the zoological gardens, founded in 1862; the royal

school of design and music ; and the new buildings for the

arts and sciences, erected in 1874. Of the fourteen

churches of the Hague five belong to the Dutch Reformed
communion, six to the Roman Catholics, and one to the

Old Catholics; one is Episcopalian, one German Evan-
gelical, and two Apostolical. There are also two syna-

gogues and one Greek chapeL Architecturally the Groote

Kerk, under the patronage of St James, is the most note-

worthy ; it is 300 feet long by 154 broad, and has a lofty

tower and spire ; in the interior are the sepulchral monu-
ments of James Baron of Wassenaar Obdam, a Dutch naval

hero, of Gerrit of Assendelft, and of Philip, landgrave of

Hessen-Philipsthal. The WiUemakerk was a present of

William III. to the Reformed community of the Hague.
The principal industries of the town are iron-casting,

copper and lead smelting, cannon-founding, the manufacture

of furniture and carriages, silk-dyeing, liqueur-distiUing,

lithographing, and printing. In 1622 the population of

the Hague was only 17,430; in 1732 it was estimated at

34,000 ; in 1796, inclusive of the inhabitants of Scheven-

ingen,—a watering-place now connected with the town by o

tramway line,—it was 41,266; in 1811, 42,150; in 1830,

56,105; in 1840, 58,521; and in 1850, 66,329. In 1860
it was 78,405, and in 1870, 91,328. At the last date

52,600 belonged to the Dutch Reformed Church ; 27,486

were Roman Catholics, 3471 Dutch Jews, and 148 Portu-

guese Jews. In 1874 the total was stated at 94,895.
The Hague, mentioned as early as 1097 in a document by Count

Floris II., seems originally to have been a shooting lodge of the

counts of Holland. Under William II. it became a residence of the

court
J
and in the 15th centnry it begins to be called a town, though

for long after, down even to the time of Louis Napoleon, it was aa

frequently described as a village. Inl479 the soldiers of Maximilian

of Austria put the place to ransom ; in 1525 it was the scene of the

martyrdom of Johannes Kstorius (JandeBakkerot Wotrd); inl623
it was plundered by the people of Guelderland ; and in 1672, 1678,

and 1574 it was laid waste by the Siiauianls. licstored by. William
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I. In 1576, it vcs in 158i tUo-soat of tlic sessions of the States of
Holland. Fosses were constructeii round the town in 1620. In 1672
it was the scene of the famous assassination of the brot!iers De Witt.
It was at the Hague that the couvention was an';inged in 1710 be-

tween the German emperor, the king of Prussia, the emperor of

Russia, and the maritime powers, for the maintenance of tlie neu-
trality "of North Germany ; it was at the Hague that the Triple

Alliance of 1717 was concluded, and that the peace of the same year
was signed between Spain, Savoy, and Austria. From 1782 to 1787
the town had its full share in the civil disturbances of tlie country.

In 1808 it was made the seat of the Government administrative
offices.

See Ouidc ou Nouvclle Dcsaiption de la Haije, The Hague, 1785 ;

Description sucrincU de la ville de la Uaye, The Hague, 1823

;

Morgeii-waiidelingeii door en in den omtrck van 's Oravcnhage, The
Hague, 1832; Gczigtcn van 's Gravenhagen, Amsterdam, 1845;
Petit Guide dc la Hayc, The Hague, 1860; La Hayc ct Schcveningue
yhotographiis, The Hague, 1860.

HAHN, August (1792-1863), German Protestant theo-

logian, was born Alarch 27, 1792, at Orossosterhausen

near Eisleben, and after attending the ELsleben gymnasium,
entered the university of Leipsic as a student of theology

in 1810. After holding an educational appointment in

Wittenberg for some time, he in 1819 was nominated pro-

fessor e.xtraordinarius of theology at Konig.sberg, and in the

following year received a pastoral charge and a superin-

tendency in that city. These posts, however, he soon
resigned on his promotion in 1821 to be professor ordin-

nrius. In 1826 he removed as professor of theology to

Leipsic, where, hitherto distinguished only as editor of

Birdesanes, Marcion, and Ephraem Syrus, he came into

extraordinary prominence as the author of a treatise, De
ralionalisniiqui dicilur vera indole el qua cum natnralismo

contineatur ralione (1827), and also of an Offene Erkldrung
ail die Evangelische Kirche zunachst in Sachsen n. Preusseii

(1827), in which he endeavoured to convince the ration-

alists that it was their duty voluntarily and at once to

withdraw from the national church. In 1833 Hahn was
called to Breslau as theological professor and consistorial

councillor, and in 1844 he became "general superintend-

ent " of the province of Silesia. He died at Breslau on
May 13, 1863. Though uncompromising in his "supra-
naturalism," he did not altogether satisfy the men of his

own school by his own doctrinal system. The first edition

of hi? Lehrhuch des chrisllichen Glauheni (1828) was freely

characterized as lacking in consistency and as detracting

from the strength of the old positions in many important

points. Many of these defects, however, he is considered to

have remedied in his second edition (1857). Among the

other literary labours by which Hahn is best known are his

edition of the Hebrew Bible (1833) and his Bihliothek der

Symbole i:nd Glauhensregeln der apostoHsck-katholischen

Kirrhe (1842 ; 2d ed. 1877). A volume of Predigten was
published in 1852.

HAHN, JoHANN Georg von (1810-1869), an Austrian

traveller, to whom we are indebted for most of our

knowledge about the Albanians, was born at Jena in 1810.

After travelling for some time under the auspices of the

Vienna academy, ho entered the Austrian consular service,

in which ho rose to be consul-general in Greece. He died

at Jena 23d September 1869. In his great work Albanesi-

ichen Stndien (Jena, 1854), he treats at once of the geo-

graphy, the history, the archeology, the linguistic afTinities,

and the folk-lore of this remarkable country and people
;

and the book at once took rank as a scholarly and authori-

tatiVff production. He had previously (1651) published

Ber)ierhingP!i iiber das Atbanesische Aljihabet (Vienna,

1851). In 1858 ho undertook a journey along with Major
F. Zach from Belgrade to Saloniki (Thessalonica), for the

purpose mainly of ascertaining the feasibility of con.struct-

ing a railway from the Danube to the /Kgean ; and an

account of their experiences was published in the Dcnk-
tckri/lm der K'liserl. Akademie der Witscnscha/teii tu

Wien, rkil. Jlisl. Klassr, Ed. xl, Vienna, 1861. Tins
paper, reprinted in 1871, contained valuable matter iu

regard to the Albanians, and especially in regard to their

geographical distribution. Another journey undertaken in

1863 furnished material for a second contribution to tlie

Deuksdn-ijIeH {Phil. Hist. Klasse, 1867)—" Bcise durcli die

Gebiete des Drin und Wardar." Since the author's death
a large work has appeared under the title of Sagviissen
schafitiche Stndien (Jena, 1872-73), in which he deals
learnedly with numerous questions iu comparative inythO'
logy.

HAHNEMANN, Samuel Christian Iriedkich (1755-
1843), the founder of the homceopatliic system of medicine,
was born at Jleissen in Saxony, lOtli April 1755. He
studied first at the "elector's school " of Meissen, and
thereafter as a student of medicine at Leip.sic and Vienna.
He took the degree of M.D. at Erlangen in 1779, nud
after acting as physician at various places he returned in

1789 to Leipsic,. where he largely occupied himself in the
translation of medical works. While working at CuUeu's
Materia Medica, he was struck by the contradictory account
given of the properties of Peruvian bark. He had pre-

viously meditated much on the unsatisfactory nature of the
science of medicine; and, after much reflexiou and many
experiments, he became convinced of the truth of the prin-

ciple similia similibus curantur (see Homceopathy), i.e., the

cure for a disease is the very drug that would in a healthy
person produce the symptoms of such disease. Further
experiments convinced him that the conventional doses
produced symptoms of unnecessary and dangerous violence,

and this led to another principle, that of minimum doses,

according to which the benefit to be derived from a medicine
can be fully obtained by the administration of a very small
quantity. Firmly convinced of the truth of these prin-

ciples, Hahnemann spent the rest of his life in making them
known to the world. He encountered much opposition,

and in 1821 was forced to leave Leipsic, as he was not

allowed to dispense his own prescriptions. The grand
duke of Anhalt-Kothen, however, appointed him his physi-

cian, and at Kothen he resided till 1835 when he removed
to Paris. He died 2d July 1843. Hahnemann was a man
of remarkable courage and perseverance. He not oniy

sacrificed his immediate interests for the sake of his con-

victions, but made many painful experiments urion his own
person.

Hahnemann's chief work, in which he expounds his system, is his

Orgnnon der rationellcn Ucilkundr, (\}\c^ilf!n, 1810; 6th ed., KbtheD,
1865; English triinslation by Dudgeon, London, 1849). His other
important writings aro Fragmcnia dc viribus vicdicamentoru:n
positivis (2 vols., Leipsic, 1805) : Jiei7ie Arzncimittcllehre (6 vols.,

Dresden, 1811); Die clironisclien Xrankheiten (4 vols., Dresden,
1828-30). His smaller writnigs have been edited byStapf {2 vols.,

Dresden and Leipsic, 1829-34). See also Albrescht's Uahnemann'i
Lchcn intd Wirken (2d ed., Leipsiic, 1875).

HAIDARAbAD. See Hyderabad.
HAIDI.NGER, 'Wilhelm von (1795-1871), u minera-

logist, geologist, and physicist of considerable note, was

born at Vienna, February 5, 1795. His father, Karl

Haidiiiger, contributed largely to the development of

mineralogicol science in the latter half of the last century.

Having studied at the normal school of St Anne, and

attended classes at the university, Wilhelm, at the oge of

seventeen, joined Professor Jlohs at Gratz, and five years

later accompanied the professor to Freiberg on the tronsfer

of his labours to tlio mining academy of that Saxon El-

Dorado. In 1822 Haidinger visited France and England

with Count Breunner, and, journeying northward, took up

his abode in Edinburgh. He translated into English, wiili

additions of his own, Mohs's Grundriss der Miiieralugie,

published at Edinburgh in three volumes under the title

Trealiii w Alineralogj/, 1825. After a tour iu northern
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Europe, including the Scandinavian mining districts, he

undertook the scientific direction of the porcelain works at

Elnbogen, belonging to his brothers. In 1840 he was
appointed counsellor of mines (Bergrath) at Vienna in the

place of Professor Mohs, a post which included the charge

of the imperial cabinet of minerals, ic. Ho devoted hini-

Belf to the rearrangement and enrichment of the collections,

and the cabinet became the first in Europe. Shortly after

(1843) Haidinger commenced a series of lectures on minera-

logy, which was given to the world under the title Hand-
huchder bestimmendeii Mineralogie (Vienna, 1845; tables,

184G). On the establishment of the imperial geological

institution, he was chosen director (1849); and this im-

portant position he occupied for seventeen years. On the

completion of the geological survey of the Austrian domin-
ions in 1862, he superintended the preparation of the maps
which were issued. He was elected a member of the im-
psrial board of agriculture and mines, and a member of

the imperial academy of sciences of Vienna. He organized
the society of the friends of natural sciences. As a
physicist Haidinger ranked high, and he was one of the
most active promoters of scientific progress in Austria. Ho
was the discoverer of the interesting .optical ap4)earances

which have been called after him!."Haidinger's brushes."

Knighted in 1865, the following year he retired to his

estate at Dornbach near Vienna, where he died March 19,

1871.

In aJdition to tho works already named, HaiJingEr published
Aii/angsgriinile der Mineralogie, Leipsic, 1829 ; Ba-icht iiber die

Mineralien-Snmmlung der K.K. Hofkammer iin Mkiiz- und Berg-
ifesen, Vienna, 1843; Geognostische Uebersichtskarte der OcslcrreicJi.

Monarchic, Vienna, 1847 ; Ucbcr den Ziisamm^nhang der Korper-
furben mid der ^ Oberfliicheitfarbcn, Vienna, 1852; Bemerlcmigai
iiber die Anordnung der kleinsten Theilchen in ChrisUiUen, Vienna
1853; NiedrigsU Hohe von Gewitlertoolken, Vienna, 1853; Inter-

ferenzlinien am Glimmer, Vienna, 1855; Vergleichvngenvon Augil
vitd Amphibol, Vienna, 1855 ; Die konisehe Refraction am Diopsid,
Vienna, 1855. He also edited the A'atiinoissenschaflliche Abhauei-
lungcn, Vienna, 1847 ; the Eeriehte iiber die Mittheilviigen ixni-

Fi-eunden der A'atiirwisienschn/len in Wien, Vienna, 1847-51 ; and
tlie Jahrbuch of the Vienna K. K. Geologische Eticha-nstalt, 1850, &c.
Some of his papers will be found in \)\eTransaetions of the Royal
Society of Edinburgh (vol. x.) and of the Wernerian Society (1822-
23), Edinburgh Phil. Journal, Brewster's Journal of Science, and
Poggcndorffs Annalen.

HAIL. See Meteorology.
HAILES, Sir David Dalrympi^e, Bart., Lord (1726-

1792), an eminent Scottish lawyer and historian, was born
at Edinburgh, October 28, 1726. His father. Sir Jamei
Dalrymple of Hailes, in the county of Haddington, Bart.,

auditor-general of the exchequer in Scotland, was a grand-

son of James, first Viscount Stair ; and his mother. Lady
Christian Hamilton, was a daughter of Thomas, sixth earl

of Haddingtoa He received his school education at Eton,
and thence proceeded to Utrecht for the study of law, being
intended for the Scottish bar, to which he was admitted,

shortly after his return to his native country, on the 24th
of February 1748. As a pleader he attained neither high
distinction nor very extensive practice, but he rapidly

established a well-deserved reputation for sound knowledge,
unwearied application, and strict probity; and in 1766 he
was elevated to the bench, when he assumed the title of

Lord Hailes. Ten years later he was appointed a lord of

justiciary. His death took place on the 29th of November
1792.
His most important contribution to literature is the Annals of

Scotland, of which tlie first volume, "From the acrcssiou of Malcoliii
III., surnamed Canmoro, to the accession of Eobert I.," appeared
in 1776, and the second, "From the accession of Robert I., sur-
nuraed Bruce, to the accession of the House of Stewart," in 1779.
It is, as Dr Johnson justly described this work at the time of its

appearance, a " Dictionary " of carefully sifted facts, in our lau-
g'lage f new mode of history which icl'j all that is wuited and all

that is known, but without any laboured splendour of language or
>ff30tid subtlety of coijectur" The other wurkn of Lord Hailes

l

include Histor/ieal Memoirs concerning the Provinciid Councils oj
llie Scottish (^lergy {1169); An Examination of some of the argu-
mentsfor the High Antiquity of Rcgiam Majcstatcm (1769); three
volumes entitled Remains of Christian Antiquity (" Account of the
llartyrs of Smyrna and Lyons in the second century," 177G; " The
Trials of Justin M.artyr, Cyprian, &c.," 1778 ; "The History of tho
Martyi-3 of Palestine, translated from Enscbius," 1780); Disquisi-
limis coneci-ning the Antiquities of tlie Christian Church (1783) ; and
editions or ti-ansl.itions of portions of Lactantius, Tenullian, and
Miuucius Felix. In 1780 he published An Inquiry into the
Secondary Causes which Mr Gibbon has assignedfor the Rapid Growth
of Christianity,' a Dutch translation of wliicli was published at
irtrecht in 1793. Both by its acuteness in detailed argument and
by its freedom from theological rancour this controversial work is

entitled to rank as one of the most respectable of the very many
replies which were made to the famous 15th and 16th chapters of
the Decline aiul Fall of the Roman Empire ; but it has too much the
character of a coJiection of detached critical remarks. A " Memoir"
of Lord Hailes is prefixed to ihfi 1808 reprint of his Inquiry into
the Secondary Causes.

.•J.AINAN, or, as it is usually called in Chinese, Kitmg-
choio-foo, an island belonging to the Chinese province of

Kwang-tung, and situated between the Chinese Sea and the

Gulf of Tong-king from 20° 8' to 17° 52' N. lat., and
from 108° 32' to 111° 15' E. long. It measures 160
miles from N.E. to S.W., and the average breadth is about
90 miles. The area is estimated at from 1200 to 1400
square miles, or two-thirds the size of Sicily. From the

peninsula of Lei-chow on the north it is separated by the

straits of Hainan, which have a breadth of 15 or 20 miles.

With the exception of a considerable area in the north, and
broad tracts on the north-east and north-west sides, the

whole island is occupied by jungle-covered mountains, with

rich valleys between. The central range bears the name of

Li-mou Shan or Wu Tchi Shan (the Five-Finger Mountain),

and attains a height of 6000 or 7000 feet. Its praises are

celebrated in a glowing ode by Ch'iu, a native poet. The
island appears to be well watered, and some of its rivers

are not without importance as possible highways of com-
merce ; but the details of its hydrography are very partially

ascertained. A navigable channel extends in an irregular

curve from the bay of Hai-Kow in the north to Tan-chow on
the west coast. Being exposed to the winter monsoon the

northern parts of the island enjoy much the same sort of

temperate climate as the neighbouring provinces of the main-

land, but in the southern parts, protected from the monsoon
by the mountain ranges, the climate is almost or entirely

tropical. Snow falls so rarely that its appearance in 1684 is

reported in the native chronicles as a remarkable event.

Earthquakes are a much more familiar phenomenon, having

occun-ed, according to the same authority, in 1523, 1526,

1605, 1652, 1677, 1681, 1684, 1702, 1704,1725, 1742,

1816, 1817, and 1822. Excellent timber of various kinds

—eagle-wood, rose-wood, liquidambar, &c.— is one of the

principal products of the island, and has even been specially

transported to Peking for imperial purposes. The cocoa

palm flourishes freely even in the north, and is to b' found

growing in clumps with the Finns sinensis. Bice, cotton,

sugar, indigo, ciimamon, betel-nuts, sweet potatoes, ground-

nuts, and tobacco areall cultivated in viirying quantities. The
aboriginal inhabitants collect a kind of tea called toin-cha,

or celestial tea, which looks like the leaves of a wild

camellia, and has an eirtliy taste when infused. Lead,

silver, copper, and iron occur in the Shih-luh Shan or "stone-

green-hill"; the silver at least was worked till 1850, and the

copper would probably pay for its exploitation. Gold and

lapis lazuli are found in other parts of the island.

The ordinary cattle of Hainan are apparently a cross

betwecii the little yellow cow of South China and the zebu

of In lia. Buffalos are common, and in the neighbourliood

of Nanleu at least they are frequently albinos. Horses are

numerous but small. Hogs and deer are both common
wild aniaials. and of the latter there are tbrt.i3 species.
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Cei-vus Eldi, Ceyvus liippclnphm, aud Cervus var/iiinli.i.

Among the birds, of wliicli 172 specie; arc described by Mr
Swinboe in Lis paper iu The Ibis, 1870, there are eagles,

notably a new species tSpiloniis RnthcrfoiJi, buzzards,

iiarriers,. kites, owls, goatsuckers, and woodpeckers. The
I'jHipa ccijloneitsis is familiar to the natives as the " bird of

tlie Li matrons," and 1\\q raUvorids javanica3.%l\\Q "sugar-

cane bird."

Hainan, as already indicated, forms a foo or department

of the province of Kwang-tung, though strictly it is only a

portion of the island that is under Chinese administration,

the remainder being still occupied by unsubjugated

aborigines. The department contains three chovj aud tcnksien

districts,—Kiuug-chow-hsien, in whicli the capital is .situ-

ated; Ting-an-hsien, the only inland district; Wcn-ch'ang-

hsien, in the north-east of the island ; llui-tung-lisien, Lo-'hni-

hsien, Ling-shui-hsien, Wan-chow, Ai-chou (the .southraost

of all), Kan-en-hsien, Chang-Lua-hsien, Tan-chow, Lin-kao-

hsien, and Chang-mui-hsien. Tlie capital Kiung-clio.w-foo is

situated in the north about 10 li (or 3 miles) from the

coast on the river. It is a well-built compact citj', and its

temples- and examination halls are in good preservation.

The population is frequentlj' stated at 200,000, but, accord-

ing to C, C. Stuhlmann in the Globus for 1S7G, it is only

100,000. Carved articles in cocoa-nuts and scented woods

are its principal industrial product. In 1630 it was made the

seat of a Eoman Catholic mission by Benoit de Slathos a

Portuguese Jesuit, and the old cemetery still contains about

113 Christian graves. Tlie port of Kiung-chowfoo at the

mouth of the river, which is nearly dry at low water, is called

simply Hoi-how, or in the court dialect Hai-Kow, i.e., sea-

port. The two towns are united by a good road, along

which a large traffic is maintained partly by coolie porters

but more frequently by means of wIieeL-barrows, which

serve the purpose of cabs and carts.. The net value of the

trade of the port, that is, the foreign and native imports

minus the re-exports and the native imports of local origin,

rose from 68-1,772 Hk. taels in 1876 to 1,215,056 in 1878.

Out of 182 vessels engaged in the foreign trade in 187^
with a tonnage of 87,290 tons, 152 were British, with ti

tonnage of 70,078 tons. The exports comprised leather,

liides, skins and tallow, sugar to the value of 204,427 taels,

liemp, galangal, lung-ngan pulp, grass cloth, and silk, and

sesaraura to the value of 41,936 taels.

The inhabitants of Hainan may be divided into three

classes, the Chinese immigrants, the civilized aborigines or

Shi>li, and the wild aborigines or Shcng-li. The Chinese

were for the most part originally from Keang-se and the

neighbouring provinces, and they speak a peculiar dialect of

which a detailed account by Mr fjwinhoe is given in The

J'hoenix, a Monthly Magazine for China, dr., 1870. The
Shu-H as described by Jlr Taintor are almost of the same

stature as the Chinese, but have a more decided copper

colour, higher cheek-bones, and more angular features, while

their eyes are not oblique, 'i heir hair is long, straight, and

black, and their beards, if they have any, are very scanty.

They till the soil and bring rice, fuel, timber, grass-cloth,

Ac, to the Chinese markets. The Sheng-li or Li proper,

called also La, Le, or Lauy, arc probably connected with

the Laos of Siam, and the Lolos of China. Though not

gratuitously aggressive, they are highly intractable, and have

given great trouble to the Chinese authorities. Among them-

selves they carry on deadly feuds, and revenge is a duty and

an inheritance. Tiiough they are mainly dependent on the

chase for food, their weapons are .still the spear and the

how, the latter being made of wood and strung with bamboo.

In marriage qo avoidance of similarity of name is required.

The bride'.-i face is tattooed according to a pattern furnished

by the bridegroom. Their funeral mourning consists of

abstaining from drink and eating raw beef, and they use a

wooden log for a coffin. When sick they eacrifice oxen.

In the springtime there is a festival in winch the men and

women from neighbouring settlements move' about in gay

clothing Land in hand and singing songs. The whole

population of the island is estimated at about 2.^ millions.

At its first conquest 23,000 families were introduced from

the mainland. In 1300 the Chinese authorities assign

1G6,2.J7 inhabitants; in 1370, 291,000; and in 1G17,

250,524; and iu 1835, 1,350,000.

It w.is iu 111 B.C. that Lii-Po-Teh, goncr.il of the emperor 'tt'a-

ti, (ii-st made the ishiml of Hainan subject to the Chinese, who
divided it into the two prefectures, Tan-urh or Drooping Ear in the

south, so-callci fron\ the long eare of the native " king," and Chu-
yai or Pearl Slcore in tlie north. During the decadence of the elder

brancli of the Han dynasty the Chinese supremacy was weakened,
but in 43 A.D. the natives were led by the sucocfs of Jfa-yuan in

Tong-king to make a new tender of tlioir allogiame. About Ibis

time the wliole island took the name of Cliu-yai. In 627 A.n. the

name of Kiiing-choH-t>ame into use. On its couquest by the gene-

rals of Kulilai IClian in 1278 the island was incorpoiatiJ witli the

western part of tlie province of Kwang-tung in a now satrapy Hai-

peh Hainan T.io, i.e., the rinnit north of the sea and south of the

sea. It was thus that Hai-iian-Tao, or district soutli of the sea or

strait, came into use as the name of the island, wliicli, however, has

borne theofl'icial title of Kinng-cliow-foo, probably derived fromtlio

Kiung-shan or J.ido Mountains, ever since 1370, the data of its

erection into a department of Kwang-tnng. For a longtime Hainan

was the refuge of tlie turbulent classes of China nud the place of

dc[.ortation lor delintiuent officials. It was there, for example, thnt

Su-Slie or Su-Tung-po was banished in 1097. From the 15th to the

19tli century piratrs made the intercourse with the mainland

dangerous, and in the 17tli they were considered so formidable that

merchants were- allowed to convey their goods across only by tho

narrow cliannel from .Sen-wen. Since 1863 the presence of English

men-of-war has put an end to this evil. According to the treaty of

Tientsin, the capital Kiiing-chow and tho harbour Hni-Kow were

opened to European coiiinierce ; but it was not till 1 876 that advan-

tage was taken of the permission.

Sco Tulntoi- In .Voles and Qiirries on CUna and Japan, tSRS; jlayfr<"ni»t,

nnd Stnt. SkeScIi of llie Islund of Hainan." in Joiii-n. of If.. China Itianrh of liov.

As Sec. new SCI-., N'o.vil. (1871-2) ; Dr F. Hhlli, '• Die Clilne.slsclic rrnvinx Kn.-ing-

tung." in Pctcnnann's .Millhfi'untjfn, 1873; The China fierietr. Ilnnc-IvonK, 1S;g;

Jiejiort on the iteisfi/'Opent-d pons of Knni(j-chow (.U.-ihou) ilt Hainan, and of llai

phoitij in Tonqnin, hy X. B. Dennys, Hong-Kong, 1870. ttl. A. W.)

HAINAU (ofTicially Haynau), a town in the Prussiaii

province of Silesia, circle of Goldberg-Hainau and govern-

ment district of Liegnitz, is situated on the Rapid Dcicliscl

and on the railway from Brcslau to Dresden,' 12 mile?

N.W. of Liegnitz. It has an Evangelical and a Roman
Catholic church, and manufactories of woollen and cotton,

cloth, gloves, leather, locks, and tin ware. Near Hainai;

tho Prussian cavalry inflicted a defeat on the French rear-

guard, 26th May 1813. . The population of the town in

1875 was 5351.

HAINAULT, one of the nine provinces of tlie kingdom

of Belgium, bounded E. and N. by Namur, Brabant, and

Flanders, which are also Belgian provinces, and to the S.

and W. by the French dt^partmcnt du Nord. The name' h
doubtless derived from the little river Haine, which run.')

nearly duo east and west past tho town of Mons, and

falls into tho Scheldt not far from Condi5. llainault i;

wcll-woodcd and Lilly in tho east and south-cast, wher?

it is partly covered by the Ardennes ; tho rest of the pro-

vince is a pleasantly diversified, fertile, nnd well-cultivated

plain-land, which produces all kinds of cereal crops, flax^

tobacco, chicory, and beetroot. Tlie long and narrow coal;

field which, with some breaks, stretches from Aix-la-

Chapelle to tho sea near Boulogne, passes through the

middle of Hainault, underlying n district of about 190,00Q

acres ; its centre is about Mons, whence it extends westward

to 'Valenciennes, eastward to Charlcroi. At this lattei

town, named after Charles IL of Spain, who built it in 1666,

are iron and copper works ; marble and building-stone are

also largely quarried in Hainault ; the manufactures of the

province ore vigorous and good ; ironware and cutlery,

' Irinernian, l/fiitii-ynii ; Klonii>li, llriimjoMtfen; Vn:M\\, IliimailU

1 the OiuiitiilHS Ilcii<-<jnicusit or y/niiiioHia ol Lalin cluoiiiilini.
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ifoollen and linen goods, glass, porcelain, and a variety of

other articles are made, and are exported largely into France.

Hainault, with a population of 956,354 inhabitants in 1876

(the largest in this respect of all the provinces), has an

area of near 1400 square miles, and is therefore somewhat

thickly peopled ; for administrative purposes it is divided

into six arrondissemehts, of which that of Mons is the

chief ; the others are Tournai, Charleroi, Ath, Soignies,

and Thuin ; these again are subdivided into thirty-two

cantons.

Formerly the county was nearly twice as large as the present pro-

vince. In Cfesai'a days it waa inhabited by thi Nervii, and did not

fet its present name till the 7th century, before which time it had

ecome a county under its own lords. This dignity, at first more

or less elective, became hereditary in the 9th century. Throughout

the early Middle Ages Hainault was a purely agricultural district,

owned by a numerous and very quarrelsome and disagreeable

nobility ; it possessed also no less than fifteen abbeys. It was

famous in legend and history as the chosen land of chivalry, and
Froissart, himself a native of Valenciennes, faithfully reflects the

character of his fatherland. In the 11th century Baldwin V. of

Flanders occupied it, and Baldwin VI., by marrying the heiress to

the county, permanently added it to the territories othis house. It

was his descendant Bahlwin IX., count of Flanders and Hainault,

who proclaimed himself first Latin emperor of Constantinople in

1204. In 1:!00 John of Avennes, count of Hainault, became also

count of Holland by right of his mother Adelaide, sister of William

II. of Holland ; it was his granddaugliter Philippa who in 132i5

married the Prince of Wales, afterwards Edward III. Hainault
went with Flanders, till it was occupied by Philip " the Good" of

Burgundy in the war which lasted from 1424 to 1427. It finally

fell to the house of Burgundy on the death of the unfortunate

Jacoba in 1436. With the other territories of Charles the Bold it

passed with Mary of Burgundy in 1477 to the house of Austria, and
remained theirs till the peace of the Pyrenees in 1659, when part of

the southern portion of the county was ceded to Louis XIV.—

a

cession confirmed and enlarge.d at Nirawegen in 1678. Thenceforth
there are two Hainaults, the French and the Austrian, the latter

answering to the present Belgian province. French Hainault (now
a p.art of the department du Nord) had as its ancient capital

Valenciennes ; its other towns are Conde, Cambrai, Maubeuge, Le
Quesnoy, Landrecies, Avesnes, Givet, Chailemont. Philippeville,

which owes its name to Philip II. of Spain, having been transmuted
out of a village called Cor)jigny into a town by Charles V. in 1555,

was restored to the Netherlands in 1815. Austrian Hainault was
overrun by the French in 1793, and annexed to France as the de-

partment of Jemmapes in 1794 ; in 1814 it was made part of tlio

kingdom of the Netherlands ; and in 1830, as a matter of course, in

the division of that kingdom, it became one of the provinces of the
Belgian half.

The chief authorities are the Baron de Reiffenberg's Momiments
jiour scrvir a Vhisloire dcs Provinces dc Namur, de Mainault, ct de
Luxembourg, 1844-1848, and Jacques de Guide's Antiquitiz du pays
de Haynault,

HAfNBURG, or Haimbukg, a town of Austria, in the

circle of Bruok, situated on the Danube 27 miles E.S.E,

of Vienna, is the seat of a district court of justice and of

a tax-office. It occupies part of the site of the old Celtic

town Carnuntum, destroyed 251 A.D. Since the fire of

1827 Hainburg has been much improved, and is now a
handsomely built town. It Ls still surrounded by ancient

walls, and has a gate guarded by two old towers. There
are numerous Roman remains, among which may be men-
tioned the altar and tower at the town-house, on the latter

of which is a statue, said to be of Attila. A Roman aque-
duct is still used to bring water to the town. Hainburg has
a military school for engineers. The two important manu-
factures are tobacco, employing about 1700 hands, and
needles, of which about 80 millions are annually turned out.

On the neighbouring Hainberg is an old castle, built of

Roman remains, which appears in German tradition under
the name of Heimburc ; it was wrested from the Hungarians
in 1042 by the emperor Henry III. At the foot of the
same hill is a castle of the 12th century, where Ottocar,
of Bohemia, was married to Margaret of Austria in 1252

;

earlier it was the residence of the dukes of Babenberg.
Outside the town, on an island in the Danube, is the ruined
castle of Eothelstein or Rothenstein, held by the Knights

Templars. Hainourg was besieged by the Hungarians in

1477, was captured by Matthias Cotvinus in 1482, and
was sacked, and its inhabitants massacred, by the Turks in

1683. Population (1869), 4178.

HAINICHEN, a town of Saxony, in the circle of Leipsic

and the prefecture of Dobeln, is situated on the Little

Striegi-s 15 miles Jf.E. of Chemnitz by railway. It is the

seat of a royal court of justice, and has cigar and leather

manufactories and a school Of weaving. Its most important
industry is the manufacture of flannels, baize, and similar

fabrics ; indeed it maybe called the centre of this industry

in Germany. The special whiteness and excellence of the

flannel made in Hainichen is due to the peculiar nature of

the water used in the manufacture. There are 22 spinning-

mills in the town and environs, with about 2500 looms, of

which between 300 and 400 are mechanical There are

also large dye-works and bleaching establishments. Large
quantities of both wool and cotton are spun and woven, and
yarn spun elsewhere is brought to Hainichen to be woven.

About 3,850,000 a of raw wool, worth about £600,000, is

annually worked into material, some of which is exported

to South America and eastern Asia. Coal is found in the

neighbourhood, but does not repay the expense of working.

Hainichen is the birthplace of Gellert, to whose memory a

bronze statue was erected in the market-place in 1865.

The Gellert institution for the poor was erected in 1815.

Population (1875), 8468.

HAIR is a substance which, from ita various pro-

perties, and differences in stoutness, length, and strength,

enters into a considerable variety of manufactures. Bristles

are the stout elastic hairs obtained from the backs of

certain breeds of pigs. The finest qualities, and the

greatest quantities as well, are obtained from Russia, where

a variety of pig is reared principally on account of its

bristles. The best and most costly bristles are used by

shoemakers, secondary qualities being employed for toilet

and clothes-brushes, while inferior qualities are worked up
into the commoner kinds of brushes used by painters and
for many mechanical purposes. For artists' us6 and for

decorative painting, brushes or pencils of hair from the

sable, camel, badger, polecat, ic, are prepared. The hair of

various animals which is too short for spinning into yarn

is utilized for the manufacture of felt. For this use the

hair of rabbits, hares, beavers, and of several other

rodents is largely employed, especially in France, in making
the finer qualities of felt hats. Cow hair, obtained from

tanneries, is used in the preparation of roofing felts, and felt

for covering boilers or steam-pipes, and for other similar

purposes. It is also largely used by plasterers for binding

the mortar of the walls and roofs of houses ; and of late years

it has to some extent been woven up into coarse friezes,

horse-cloths, railway rugs, and inferior blankets. The tail

hair of oxen is also of value for stuffing cushions and other

upholstery work, for which purpose, as well as for making
the official wigs of law officers, barristers, <fec., the tail

and body hair of the yak or Thibet ox is also sometimes

imported into Europe. The .tail and mane hair of horses

is in great demand for various purposes. The long tail

hair is especially valuable for weaving into hair-cloth, mane
hair and the short tail hair being, on the other hand,

principally prepared and curled for stuffing the chairs,

sofas, and couches which are covered with the cloth manu-

factured from the long hair. The horse hair used in Great

Britain is principally obtained from South America,

Germany, and Russia, and its sorting, cleaning, and working

up into the various manufactures dependent on the material

are industries of some importance. In addition to the

purposes already alluded to, horse hair is woven into crino-

line for ladies' bonnets, plaited into fishing lines, woven into

bags for oil and cider pressers, and into straining cloths for
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breweu, iJrc, and for numerous other minor uses. The

manufactures which arise in connexion with human hair

ftre more peculiar than important, although occasionally

fashions arise which cause a large demand for human

hair. The fluctuations of such fashions determine the

value of hair J
but at all times long tresses are of con-

siderable value.. Grey, light, pale, and auburn hair are

distinguished as extra colours,' and command much higher

prices than the common shades. The value of hair also

increases very rapidly with increase in length. Thus while

8-inch hair sells at about Is. per oz., 36-inch hair will

command a price as high as 30s. per oz. Lengths beyond

36 inches are exceptional and command fancy prices, the

standard length in the hair trade being 18 inches. The

light-coloured hair is chiefly obtained in Germany and

Austria, aud the south of France is the principal source of

the darker shades. In the south of France the cultivation

and sale of heads of hair by peasant girls is a common
practice; and hawkers attend fairs for the special purpose

of engaging in this traffic. Hair 5 and even 6 feet long is

sometimes obtained. Scarcely any of the " raw material

"

is obtained in the United Kingdom except in the form of

ladies' "combings." Bleachingof hair by means of peroxide

of hydrogen is now extensively practised, with the view of

obtaining a supply of golden locks, or of preparing white

hair for mixing to match grey shades ; but in neither case

is the result very successful Human hair is worked up
into a great variety of wigs, scalps, artificial fronts, frizzets,

and curls, all for supplementing the scanty or failing re-

sources of nature. The plaiting of human hair into articles

of jewellery, watch guards, &c., forms a distinct branch of

trade. For structure, j -operties. &c.. of the human hair

see Akatomt, vol i. p. 898.

HAIRBELL. See Harebell.
HAIR-TAIL {Trichiurus lepturus), a marine fish, with

a long band-like body terminating in a thread-like tail, and
with strong prominent teeth in both jaws. Several species

are known, of which one, common in the tropical Atlantic,

not rarely reaches the British Islands.

HAITL SeeHAYTi.
HAJDtfK, sometimes corrupted into Hevduke, is the

plural form of the Magyar word Hajdu, and was formerly

used as the collective name of the undermentioned towns

(along with Vimos-Percs, population 3000) of the old

privileged Hajdiik district of Hungary, now included in. the

ceunty of Hajdii.

Hajdu BoszoRiiiiNY, the second town in importance of

Hajdii county, lies about 1 1 miles to the N.W. of Debreczin,

47° 41' K. lat., 21° 31' E. long. It is the seat of a royal

court of law, and was formerly the capital of the Hajduk
district. Among the principal buildings are the old district

court-house, a Greek Catholic and two Calvinist churches,

a Protestant gymnasium, the post and telegraph offices, and
the savings bank. The fairs periodically hold in the town
attract people from a considerable distance. Population

(1870) 19,208.

HajdO-Dorog is a market-town situated about 10 miles

to the N. of Biisziirmcny, with a Greek Catholic and a

Calvinist church. At Dorog the Magyar adherents of the

-Greek Catholic Church are met with in great numbers.

Population 82 IC.

HajdiJ-Hadii AZ is a corporate town lying about 10 miles

N of Debreczin. It has a Calvinist church, post and
telegraph offices, and a station on the railway from Ny iregy-

h.iza to Debreczin.' Population 7024.

HAJD;)-NANAsis a market-town, about 24 miles N.N.W.
of Debreczin, with a large Calvinist church, a high school

for giiLs, and a Protestant gymnasium. The surrounding
country, although on the whole productive, assumes in

the west a generally swampy character. Popula^.'un 1 3.199.

Hajdij-Szoboszlo Is a corporate town, 12 mlljs to the
S.W. of Debreczin, with which it is connected by railway.

Among the principal buildings are a Calvinist church and
school, and a royal law-court. Population 12,269.
The Hajih'ik district waa made over to the Hajduks in 1605, witl

special privileges and the rights of nobility, by the Trausylvaniau
prince Stephen Bocskay, as a reward for military service rendered
him in his revolutionary campaigns. The inhabitants were con'
firmed in their possessions by the diet of 1613. From 1849 to 1880
the district was united to the county of North Bihar, but it afterward!
received a separate cantonal organization. It now forms the prin-
cipal portion of the new county of Hajdu, constituted in 1876, aud in<

eluding, along with the old Hajduk district, portions of the ueigh<
bearing counties of Szabolcs and Bihar. Debrcczm is the capital,

and the population is computed at about 163,000, mostly Hagyark

HAjIPUR, a municipal town in MuzaSiarpur district,

Bengal, situated on the east bank of the Gandak, a short

distance al ove its confluence with the Ganges opposite

Patn4, 25° 40' 50" N. lat., 85° 14' 24" E. long. It b said

to have been founded about 600 years ago by one HAjf
Ilyds, the supposed ramparts of whose fort, enclosing sd
area of 360 iighds, are still visible. Hiijipur figures con-

spicuously in the history of the struggles between Akbat
and his rebellious Afghdn governors of Bengal, being twice

besieged and captured by the imperial troops, in 1572 and
again in 1574. Its command of water traffic in three

directions makes the town a place of considerable com-
mercial imnortance. Within the limits of the old fort is a

small stone mosque, very plain, but of peculiar arcliitecture,

and attributed to Hiiji Ily^s. Two other mosques and
a small Hindu and Buddhist temple are in the town ot

its immediate vicinity. Besides the ordinary courts, the

town contains a school, post-office, charitable dispensary,

and distillery. The population in 1872 numbered 22,306.

of whom 18,765 were Hindus and 3510 Mahometans.

HAJJI KHALVA. Mustafa 'bn Abdallah, Kitib Che-

lepi (c. 1600-1658), commonly known as Haji (or Hadji)

Khalfa (more properly HAjji Khallfah), was the author of an

encyclopasdia in Arabic of Oriental biography and biblio-

graphy. He was born at Constantinople aboui the begin-

ning of the 17th century of the Christian era, and after

passing the earlier part of his life in military service,

studied under CadhizAdeh Effendi, a learned doctor at the

Ottoman capital, and made great progress in Arabic literary

and linguistic studies. In June 1633 he again accom-

panied the army to Syria, but while the troops were in

winter quarters at Aleppo, he himself performed the

pilgrimage to Jlecca, whence he took the cognomen of

Hajji, "Pilgrim." Returning in 1635 to Constantinople,

ho resumed his literary studies, and occupied himself with

visiting fill the libraries and book shops, and compiling

an inventory of their contents, together with notices of

the authors of the various works. In 1G38 ho attended

the lectures of Sheikh A'raj Muslafazadah, whom he pro-

posed to himself as an example to imitate in his future

literary career. Besides his purely literary studies he also

devoted himself assiduously to the sciences, and became

well 'versed in logic, geometry, geography, astronomy, and

tho lika Nor were medicine and the occult science*

neglected by him, so that thero were few of the Bubjccb

treated of in tho works which ho delighted to describe

with which lie was not more or less technically acquainted

About 1648 ho was appointed assessor (khalifa) to th»

principal of tho imperial college, whence ho took tho titU

of Khalfa, by which, with tho prefix of llajji (Pilgrim), ho

is commonly designated. Ho died in September 1658.

Besides his groat liibliographical lexicon, ho composed ecvani

other works, chiefly ecogrnpliicnl and historical ; of those the bo<!t

known are Takwimu ttawdrikh or "Chronological Tables," Tuhfat

el Knhdrfi as/tiri lirihdr, a work on tlie science of naval vrarfora,

JcJuln Nitmd or " Mirror of tho World," and one or two treatl«*ioii

misrellancois literary subjects. The laiighngo in which lie wrote It

Arabic, sr.J Jho etylo is that which tho nmuro of his studies would
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lead us to cjcpect,—coiTect and grammatical, fairly classical, and

abounding in technical tenns and phraseology. Of the amount of

his learning and of his indefatigable application to study his

Lexicon is a lasting memorial. There is scarcely a work La the

whole range of Arabic, Persian, and Turkish literature, no matter

on what subject or science, but it mil be found described in this

vast encyclopKdia, with every piece of collateral information nhich

it was possible to procure or useful to mention. When we remember

that it is the Oriental habit to give fancy titles to books that often

in no w,\y indicate the nature of their contents, and that one is

often obliged to read throngh pages of irrelevant matter before

arriving either at the author's name or the subject of the work,

the labour expended on the production of Hajji Khalfa's book

appears absolutely incredible. The work has always enjoyed a

well-deserved reputation in the East, and has attracted the atten-

tion of many European scholars, but we need only mention here the

magnificent edition in seven thick 8vo volumes by the eminent

Arabic scholar Gustavus Fluegel published at Leipsic in 1835-

1858 for the Oriental Translation Fund of Great Britain and Ireland.

This edition is accompanied by 4 Latin page-for-page translation,

indices, and notes, and is an indispens.able adjunct fo every library

in which a collection of Oriental books is foujid. The Arabic title

of the lexicon is Kashfa zzunun 'an Asi'unt 'I Kulub tea 'l/unun,
" The removal of doubts concerning the names of books and con-

cerning sciences," and the Latin title adopted by Fluegel is Lexicon

Bibliographicum et Ennjclopwdicum Haji Khalfce. After a short

preface and an introduction of five chapters comes the encyclopaedia

proper, the articles i& which are arranged in the alphabetical order of

the names of the works described. The title of each work is given, a

concise account of its contents, the name of the author, and the date,

when this could be ascertained ; and in many cases the initial phrase

is also added to facilitate its identification. Besides the general

bibliography, Fluegel's edition contains several appendices of great

value to. Oriental scholars and librarians. Copious notes and indices

complete this splendid edition, one of the finest monuments of Orien-
tal learning which Europe has produced.

HAKE {Merluc.ius vulgaris), a fish belonging to tte

family of cod-fishes {Gadidce), differing from the common
cod iu having only two dorsal and one anal fi,n. It is very

common on the coasts of Europe and eastern North America,

but its flesh is much less esteemed than that of the true

Gadl. Specimens 4 feet in length are not scarce. A elosely

allied fish inhabits tlie coasts of Chili and New Zealand.

HAKIM, or, as the full title runs, El Haeim bi-amri-

LLAH Aboo 'Alee JIansoor (985-1020), the sixth of the

Fatimite caliphs, and the third of that dynasty ruling in

Egypt, founder of the sect of the Druses, was born in 985
A.D., was designated heir apparent in 993, succeeded in 996,
and died in 1020. For the principal events of his life and
the leading features of his character the reader is referred

to the article Egypt (vol. vii. p. 751). See also Druses
(vol. vii. p. 484).

HAKLUYT, Richard (c. 1553-1616), geographer, was
born of good family^ in or near London about 1553. He
was elected " one of her llaiesties scholars at Westminster,"
and it was while there that the bent of his future studies

was determined by a visit to his cousin and namesake,
Richard Hakluyt of the Middle Temple. His cousin's dis-

course, illustrated by " certain bookes of cosraographie, an
universall mtppe, and the Bible," had such an effect upon
Hakluyt's mind that he resolved, if opportunity offered, to
" prosecute that knowledge and kind of literature." Euter-
ing Christ Church, Oxford, in 1570, " his exercises of duty
first performed," he fell to his intended course of reading,
and by degrees perused all the printed or written voyages
and discoveries that he could find. He took his degree of
B.A. in 1573-74, and we learn from tlie Towneley MSS.
that two j'ears later he was selected twice in the same year
to receive gifts of money.^ It is highly probable that,

' The Hakluyts-wero a family of Welsh e.\traction, not Dutch as has
besn supposed. Tliey appear to have settled in Herefordshire as early as
thelSthcenturj-. The family.-ieatwasat Eaton. 2miIesS.E. of Leominster.
Hugo HnUeliite was returned U. P. lor that borough in the 32d parliament
of KUvfird I. .1 304-5. See Reluru ofMembers o/Pariiament, pt. i. p. 18.

"To one Mr Hakeluite. B.A. of Christ CoUedge in Oxford, the
1-- ••'f M;iv (15751. by Dr Hun;frey (professor of divinity), 10s. To one
Jlr HacWHuitt. the 4tli of June. 23. 6J."' (Hist. MSS. Comm. 4th
Report, Apfjcudis. p. 614).

shortly after taking his degree of Jf.A. (1577), lie com-
menced at Oxford the first public lectures in geography
that "shewed both the old imperfectly composed and the
new lately reformed mappes, globes, spheares, and other
instruments of this art."^

Hakluyt's first published work was his Divers Voyages
touching the Discoverie of America (London, 1582, 4to).

By reason of his great knowledge of tiiese matters and his

acquaintance with "the chiefest captaines at sea, the

greatest merchants, and the best mariners of our nation,"

he was selected in 1583, at the age of thirty, to accompany
Sir Edward Stafford, the English ambassador, to Paris in

the capacity of chaplain. In accordance with the instruc-

tions of Secretary Walsingham, he occupied himself chiefly

iu collecting information of the Spanish and French move-
ments, and " making diligent inquirie of such things a?

might yield any light unto our westerne discoverie in

America." Tlie first fruits of Hakluyt's labours in Paris

are embodied in the most important production of Li's

that has seen the light in modern times ; it is entitled A
pariicider discourse concerning Westerne discoveries written

in the yere 1584, hy Jiicharde Hackluyt of Oxforde, at

the requeste and direction of the righte viorihipfvll Mr
Walter Eaghly before the comynge home of his twoo barkesJ

This long-lost MS., after failing to find a resting-place

in America, was finally acquired by St Thomas Phiiiipps,

and is now the property of Eev. J. E. A. Fenwick of

Thirlstane House, Cheltenham. The object of the Discourse

was to recommend the enterprise of planting the English

race in the unsettled parts of North America. Hakluyt's

other works consist mainly of translations and compilations,

relieved by his dedications and prefaces, which last, with

a few letters, are the only material we possess out of which
a biography of him can be framed.

Hakluyt retiirned to England in 1584, and during his

short stay he had the honour of laying before Queen
Elizabeth a copy of the Discourse " along with one in Latiu
upon Aristotle's Politicks," which won for him, two days
before his departure again for Paris, the grant of the next
vacant prebend at Bristol. In the spring of the folio Mng
year, feeling anxious about the reversion of the prebend, he
again visited England, and exhibited in persun, on the 24th
May 1585, before the chapter of Bristol cathedral, the queen's

mandate for the coveted vacancy already signed and sealed.

Before the close of the year the reversion of it fell to him,

and in 158G he was admitted to tlie prebend, which he held,

with his other preferments, till the time of his death.

While in Paris Hakluyt caused to be published the IAS.

journal of Laudonniere or Histoire notable de la Florida,

edited by M. Bassanier (Paris, 1586, 8vo). This was tran-

slated by Hakluyt and published in London under the title

of A notable historie containing foure voyages made by cer-

tayne French Captaynes into Florida (London, 1 587, 4to).

The game year De Orhe Novo Petri Martyris Anglerii

Decades octo ilhistratce, labore et industria Richardi

HacMuyti, saw the light at Paris. This work contains

the exceedingly rare copperplate map dedicated to Hakluyt
and signed F. G. (supposed to be Francis Gualle) ; it is

the first on which the name of " Virginia " appears.

In 1588 Hakluyt finally returped to England with Lady
Stafford, after a residence in France of nearly five years.

In 1589 he published The Principall Navigations, Voiages,

and Discoveries of the English Nation (fol., London, 1 vol.).

In the preface to this we have the announcement of the

intended publication of the first terrestrial globe made in

' That this was not in London is certain, as we know that the first

lecture of the kind was delivered in the metropolis on the 4th of

November 1588 by Thomas Hood.
* Now first printed from a contemporary MS. , with an introductioB

by Leonard Woods, LL.D., edited by Charles Deane, ColUciiop'

Maine Hist. Soc, Camb. (Mass.), 1877, 8vo
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England by ilolyiieux. (see Globe). Oh the 20th April

1590 he was iustituted to the rectory of Witlieringsett-cum-

Biockford, Suffolk. The magnum opus of Hakluyt is The

Principal Xavigalions, Voyages, Tra^ques, and Discoveries

of the English Action (fuL, London, 1598-1600, 3 vols.).

Some few copies contain an exceedingly rare map,' the first

on the Mercator projection made in England according to

the true principles laid down by Edward Wright. Hakluyt's

great work, though but little read, has been truly called

I

the "prose epic of the modern English nation." It is an

invaluable treasure of material for the hi.story of geogra-

phical discovery and colonization, which has secured for

its author a lasting reputation for research and industry.-

In 1601 Hakluyt edited a translation from the Tortuguese

of Antaaio Galvauo, The Discoveries of the World (4to,

London). On the 4th IMay W02 he was installed pre-

tendary of Westminister, and in the following year elected

archdeacon of Westminster. In the licence of his second

marriage (30th March 1604) he is also described as one of

the chaplains of the Savoy, and his wiU contains a reference

to chambers occupied by him there up to the time of his

death ; in another official document he is styled D.D.^ His

last publication was a translation of Fernando de Soto's

discoveries in Florida, entitled Virginia richly valued (Lon-

don, I'JOO, 4to). This work was intended to encourage

the young colony of Virginia, of which Hakluyt was so

zealous a promoter, " to whom England is more indebted

for its American possession than to any man of that

age."*

A number of Hakluyt's MSS., sufficient to form a fourth

volume i)f his collections of 1599-1600, fell into the hands

of Samuel Purchas, who inserted them in an abridged form

in his Pilgrimes (1625-26, fol.). Others are preserved at

Oxford (Bib. Bod. MS., Seld. B. 8), which consist chiefly of

notes gathered from contemji-jrary anthers. Hakluyt died

in 1616, and was buried in Westminster Abbey (November

26) ; by an error in the abbey register it stands under the

^ear 1626. His best monument is the society that flourishes

under his name. Founded in 1846 for the purpose of

printing rare and unpublished Voyages and travels, " it

aims at opening by this means an easier access to sources

of a branch of knowledge which yields to none in import-

ance, and 1.5 superior to most in agreeable variety." The
fifty-seven volumes that have been published bj* the society

since its formation have been edited with 'great discrimi-

nation and care, and have come to be regarded as the

standard text-books upon their respective subjects. Some
are out of print, and others have passed through two
editions. The latest volume published is a reissue in a

new form of The Hawkins Voyages, the first work published

by the society. (c. ii. c.)

HAKODADI, or Hakodate, a seaport town of Japan,

in the old province of Hokukaido, on the southern coast of

the island of Yezn or Yesso, in 41° 49' N. lat. and 140°

47' E. long. Its general position, as has been frequently

remarked, is not unlike that of Gibraltar, as the town is

built along the north-western ba.so of a rocky promontory
(HOO feet in height) which forms the eastcni boundary of

a spacious bay, and is united to the mainland by a narrow
Eindy isthmu.i. At the time of Captain Perry'4 visit in

1851 few of the buildings of Hakodadi, with the exception

Df its temples and fire-proof warehouses, were more than
)ne story high, and the roofs were made of slight shingleo

protected against the effects of wind-storms by heavy stones.

' Supposed to be the " now map " of tlio TwclfOi Night, oct iii.,

•icene 2. See Traits, of Neio Shakspere Soc, 1877-79, pt. 1, 8vo.-
' In 1809-12 was publislied a. new edition of it by Woodfall &

E' ans in 5 vols. The last two contain pieces not comprised in Iho col-
lertinn of 15S3-16(10.

Veslminslcr Abbey /?/'7is(er», cditedby J.L. Chester, 1876, pp. 118.
* Poberlson. Ifisl. of America, vol. iv. p. 1"1, 10th ed.

Since that date the town Los increased considerably in

extent, and many of the more modern biiilding.% such a«

the new customhouse and the residences of the Government
officials, have been erected in a more solid European style.

In 1870 there were four European hotels. A new bund or

embankment has been constructed along the shore, and
several quarters of the town hare been laid out in better

fashion by the local authorities. Hakodadi is the residence

of the governor of Yczc, and the seat of an arsenal. There
are four Buddhist and three Shinto temples,— the moss
important of the former being the Zhioghen-zhi^ or Country's

Protector, built about 1830. A medical college is main-

tained in connexion with the Government hospital, and in

the neighbourhood of the town an agricultural college has

been erected since 1873. The Bay of Hakodadi, says Sit

Rutherford Alcock, Is completely land-locked, easy of access,

and spacious enough for the largest navies to ride in it,

with deep water almost up to the shore, and good holding-

ground. The Russians have fur a considerable time used

it as a winter station for their ships, because their own
harbours on the coast of Kamchatka are annually frozen

up. Their estabiishment formerly comprised a handsome
consular residence, a hospital, warehouses, and workshops,

but the consulate was removed from the port in 1871.

Hakodadi has a large local trade ; but neither its exports

nor its imports are very extensive, and as a commercial

centre it will not improbably be Guperseded by Endermo.

The exports comprise awabl, cuttlefish, sea-weed, beche-de-

mer (Irlko), sea-otter skins, and deer horns; as many as

30,000 pairs of the last being sometimes shipped in a year.

Lead and eoal mines exist in the neighbourhood. There la

telegraphic communication with Tokio (Yedo) ; and a new
road has been made to Sapporu (Satsuporu). The popula-

tion of the town is estimated at 30,000; in 1872 the foreign

settlement had 22 residents. Hakodadi, originally a fishing

village belonging to a local daimio, was purchased by the

Government and incorporated in the Imperial fief of

Matsmai. It was opened to American commerce in 1854-;

and there are now also Danish, German, and English con-

suls. In 1868 the town was taken by the rebel fleet, but

it was recovered by the mikado In 1869.

HAL, a town of Belgium, province of South Brabant, is

situated on the Senne and fihe Charlerol canal, 9 miles

S.S.W. of Brussels. It had a beautiful Gothic church of

the 14th century, very much resorted to by pilgrims on

account of a famous miracle-working image of the Virgin.

The church has been enriched by a large number of votive

gifts, and contains a beautifully carved high altar of white

marble. The principal industries are tanning, .sonp-boiling,

the manufacture of paper, and salt-refining. The popula-

tion in 1869 was 6406.'

HALA, or Halla (formerly known as MurtizAbAd), a

town in Hyderabad district, Sind, India, situated on the

AHganj canal and immediately connected with the Trunk

Road at two points, 25' 48' 30" N. lat., 68° 27' 30* E. long.

It was long famous for its glazed pottery and tiles, made

from a fine clay obtained from the Indus, mixed with flints.

The susijs, or trouser-cloths, for which the town is also

celebrated, are manufactured to the \-alue of £750 yearly.

Hiila was built about 1800 in consequence of old HAla, 2

miles distant, being threatened with cncronchnicnt by the

Indus. Among the antiquities round which the new town

has grown up are the tomb and mosque o£ a \At or saint,

who died in the 16th century, and in whose honour a fair,

largely attended by Mahometans from nil porta of the pro-

vince, is held twice a year. The local trade, chiefly of grain,

piece goods, <7^f, cotton, and sugar, is valued approximately

at .£3900 ; the tran.sit trade (in the same articles) at

about £700. Population (1872), 4096. Including 26-iO

Mahometans and 1234 Hinclu!>
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HALAS, a corporate town of Hungary, In the megye or

county of Pest-Pilis-Solt-Kis-Kun, is situated about 7(5 miles

S.S.E. from Budapest, in 46° 24' N. lat. and 19° 31' E.

long. The most noteworthy buildings are the Calvinist

and Roman Catholic churches, and the Jewish synagogue.

Ilalas contains also a Protestant gymnasium, various literary

institutions, and a local tribunal. The inhabitants of the

town and neighbourhood are mostly engaged in cattle-

breeding and agricultural pursuits. Not far from Halas is

a lake of the same name, containing an island which was
once fortified, and served as a place of refuge to the

inhabitants from the incursions of the Turks. Prior to

1876 Halas belonged to the old district of Little Cumania.
In the spring of 1879 the town was much injured by floods.

The population in 1870 amounted to 13,127, of whom the

greater number were JIagyars.

HALBERSTADT, the chief town of a circle in the

government district of Magdeburg, Prussian province of

Saxony, is situated in a beautiful and fertile country on the

Holzemme, a tributary of the Bode, and at the junction

point of four railways, 29 miles S.W. of Magdeburg. It

has an antique appearance, and in a large number of the

buildings the mediaeval wood-architecture is still preserved.

About a mile and a half distant from Halberstadt are the

SpiegeU'sche Berge, from which there is obtained a fine view

of the surrounding country. The town possesses a cathedral

in the Pointed style, dating from the 13th and 14th

centuries, and restored between 1850 and 1871, containing

a rich Gothic screen of the date of 1510, other interesting

antiquities, beautiful glass windows, and several valuable

paintings. Of the remaining churches the only one of

special interest is the Liebfrauenkirche, a basilica in the

later Komanesque style, dating from the 12 th and 13th

centuries, and restored in 1848, containing noteworthy wall

paintings and figures in relief. Among the other old build-

ings may be mentioned the town-house, dating from the

14th century and restored in the 17th century; the town

hall crypt, datingfrom the loth century; and the Petershof,

formerly the residence of the bishop, but now used as a

custom house. The principal educational establishments

are the gymnasium—the new buildings for which were

opened in 1875—with a library of 30,000 volumes; the

real-school of the first order ; the normal school, connected

with which there is a deaf and dumb institute ; and the

provincial trade school. Near the cathedral is a building

called the temple of friendship which contains a collection

of'the portraits of the friends of the poet Gleim, who was

a resident in the town, and whose house was the resort of

a large circle of poets and scholars. In the same neigh-

bourhood a beautiful monument in the Early Pointed style

has been elected to the memory of those who fell in the

late Franco-German war. The principal manufactures of

the town are linen and woollen cloth, leather, paper, gloves,

wadding, cigars, soap, oil, sugar, chemical products, brandy,

and liqueurs. The population in 1875 was 27,757.

Halberstadt owes its origin to the foundation in the 9th century

of the bishopric of which it became the seat. It received town

rights from Bishop Arnulf in 99S. It was burnt down in 1113 by

the emperor Henry V., aud in 1179 by Henry the Lion. At the

peace of Westphalia in 1648 the bishopric was united as a princi-

pality to Brandenburg. At the Tilsit peace in 1807 it was joined to

Westphalia, butin 1813itagain came into the possession of Prussia.

See Lucanus, Der Dom zu Halberstadt, 1837, ITegweiscr durch

Halberstadt, 2d edition 1866, and Die Liebfrauenkirche zu Halber-

stadt, 1872 ; Scheffer, Inschri/teii und Lcgenden Halberstadlischer

Bavten, 1864 ; Schmidt, Urkundenbueh der Stadt Halberstadt,

Halle, 1878.

HALBERT, Halbabd (French, Ealeharde), a weapon

consisting of an axe-blade balanced by a pick and having

an elongated pike-head at the end of the staff, which was

usually about 5 or 6 feet in length. Various derivations

tave been suggested f<'r the term, but 'M. Deramin seems to

have hit the right one in the German Halhharlhe, "hM
battle-axe." The earliest halberts represented in the minia-

tures of the 14th century, or preserved in the collections

of Switzerland and Germany, have the axe-blade often pro-

longed beyond the end of the staff, and thus resemble the

English bill of the 15th century, Fauchet, in his Originet

des Dignitez, printed in 1600, states that Louis XI. of

France ordered certain new weapons of war called halle-

hardes to be made at Angers and other places in 1475.

The Swiss had a mixed armament of pikes and halbards at

the battle of Morat in 1476. We find the same mixture

of billmen and halbardiers in the English army at the same
period. In the 15th and 16th centuries the halbards became
larger, and the blades were formed in many varieties of

shape, often engraved, inlaid, or pierced in open work, and
exquisitely finished as works of art This weapon was
in use in England from the reign of Henry VII. to the

reign of George III., when it was still carried by sergeants

in the guards and other infantry regiments. It is still

retained as the symbol of authority borne before the magis-

trates on public occasions in some of tha burghs of Scotland.

The Lochaber axe may be called a species of halbert fur-

nished with a hook on the end of the staff at the back of

the blade.

HALDANE, James Alexander (1768-1851), whose
disinterested labours in the cause of religion have secured

for his name an honourable place in the ecclesiastical his-

tory of Scotland, was the younger sou of Captain James
Haldane of Gleneagles, Perthshire, and was born at Dundee
on July 14, 1768. Educated first at Dundee and after-

wards at the High School and university of Edinburgh, he

shortly after the completion of his sixteenth year entered

the service for which he had been from his childhood

destined, by joining the "Duke of Montrose" East India-

man as a midshipman. After four voyages to India he in

the summer of 1793 was nominated to the command of the

"Melville Castle"; but having, during a long and unex-

pected detention of his ship, begun a careful study of the

Bible, he came under deep religious impressions and, some-

what abruptly resolving to quit the naval profession,

returned to Scotland before his ship had sailed. About

the year 1796 he became acquainted with the celebrated

evangelical divine, Simeon of Cambridge, in whose society

he made through Scotland more than one tour, in the

course of which he endeavoured by tract-distribution and

other means to awaken others to somewhat of that interest

in religious subjects which he himself so strongly felt. In

Jlay 1797 he preached, at Gilmerton near Edinburgh, hia

first sermon with a success which was considered to be very

encouraging ; and during the next few years he made re-

peated missionary journeys, preaching wherever he could

obtain hearers, and generally in the open air. Not

originally disloyal to the Church of Scotland, he was gradu-

ally driven by the hostility of the Assembly and the

exigencies of his position into a separatistic attitude ; in

1799 he was ordained on the principles of Independency

as pastor of a large congregation in Edinburgh, to which he

continued gratuitously to minister for more than fifty years

;

and in 1803 he made public avowal of his conversion to

Baptist views. As advancing years compelled him to with-

draw from the more exhausting labours of itineracy and

open-air preaching, he sought more and more to influence

the discussion of current religious and theological questions

by means of the press, and by numerous pamphlets took

part in the controversies connected with the names of

Edward Irving, Erskine of Linlathen, Campbell of Row,
' and others. His latest works were a treatise on the Doc-

trine of the Atonement (1845) and an Exposition of the

Epistle to the Galatians (1848). He died on the 8th of

February 1851.
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HALDANE; Robert (17G4-1842), elder brother of tUo

preceding, and intimately associated with him in many of

his labours, was born in London on February 28, 1764.

After attending classes in the Dundee grammar school and
in the High School and university of Edinburgh he in 1780
joined H.M.S. " Monarch, " of which his uncle Lord Duncan
was at that time in command, and in the following year was
transfejred to the " Foudroyant," on board of which, during

the night engagement with the "Pegase," he distinguished

himself so much that Captain Jervis (afterwards Lord St

Vincent) wrote to Admiral Duncan predicting a brilliant

future for his nephew. Haldane was afterwards present at

the relief of Gibraltar, but at the peace of 1783 he finally

left the navy, and soon afterwards settled on his estate of

Airthrey, near Stirling. The earlier phases of the French
Revolution as they occurred attracted his attention and

at first excited his deepest sympathy, a sympathy which

induced him, at the cost of making many enemies, to avow
his strong disapproval of the war with France. As his

bright and oversanguine visions of a new order of things to

be ushersd in by political change disappeared, he, unlike

Wordsworth's "Solitary," began to direct his thoughts to

religious subjects, and underwent a spiritual change which,

while neither sudden nor violent, was decisive and complete.

Resolving to devote himself and his means wholly to the

advancement of Christianity, his first proposal for that end,

made in 1796, was to organize a vast mission to Bengal, of

which he Wiis to provide the entire expense ; with this view
the greater part of his estate was sold, but after every

arrangement had been well nigh completed, the East India

Company refused to sanction the scheme, which therefore

had to be reluctantly abandoned. In December 1797 he

joined his brother and some others in the formation of the
" Society for the Propagation of the Gospel at Home"; and
in building chapels or "tabernacles" for its congregations, in

supporting its missionaries, and in maintaining institutions

for the education of young men to carry on its work, he in

the course of the twelve years which followed is stated on
good authority to have expended upwards of £70,000. In

1816 he visited the Continent, and first at Geneva and
afterwards in Montauban (1817) occupied himself in lectur-

ing with surprising success to theological students, among
whom were Malan, Monod, and Merle D'Aubignd Return-
ing to Scotland in 1819, he lived partly on his estate of

Auchengray and partly in Edinburgh, i^nd like his brother

took an active part, -chiefly through the press, in many of

the religious controversies of the time. He died on '.he 1 2th

of December 1842.
In 1816 he published a wor6 on the Evidences and Authority of

Divine Revelation, and in 1819 the substance of hia theological
irdections in a Commcntaire sur T£pUre aux Jiomains. Among
is later writings, besides numerous pamphlets on what was known

as " the Apocrypha controversy " and on the Sabbatarian question,
are a treatise On tlie Inspiration of Scripture (1828), which has
passed through seven editions, and a later Exjiosilion of the Ejristle

to the Romaim (1835), which has been frequently reprinted, and has
been translated into French and German. ' Sec Memoirs of R. and
J. A. Ilaldane, by Alexander Haldane (18.52).

HALE, Sir Matthew (1609-1676), lord chief-justice

of England, was born on November 1, 1609, at Aldcrley in

Gloucestershire, where his father, a retired barrister, had a
small estate. His paternal grandfather was a rich clothier

of Wotton-under-Edge ; on his mother's aide ho was con-

nected with the noble family of the Poyntzes of Acton.
Both bis parents having died before he was five years old,

the future chief-justice was placed by his guardian under the

care of Mr Staunton, vicar of Wotton-under-Edge, through
whose influence ho became strongly imbued with puritanical

principles. There he remained till ho attained his

sixteenth year, when he entered Magdalen Hall, Oxford,
under the tuition of the puritanical but learned Obadiuh
Sedgwick. At Oxford Ilalc devoted himself for several

I

terms to the study of Aristotle and Calvin with a view to

holy orders, and manifested that steadiness and application

which in after years secured his reputation and advance-

ment. But suddenly there came a change. The diligent

student, at first attracted by a company of strolling players,

threw aside his studies, and plunged carelessly into guy
society. He soon decided to change his profession ; and
resolved to trail a pike as a soldier under the prince of

Orange in the Low Countries. Before going abroad, how- -

ever, Hale found himself obliged to proceed to London in

order to give instructions for his defence in a legal action

which threatened to deprive him of his patrimony. His
leading counsel was the celebrated Serjeant Glanville, who,
perceiving in theiacuteness and sagacit}' of his youthful

client a peculiar fitness for the legal profession, succeeded,

with much difficulty, in inducing him to renounce his mili-

tary for a legal career, and on the 8th November 1629
Hale became a member of the honourable society of Lincoln's

Inn.

He immediately resumed his habits of intense application.

Tiie rules which he laid down for himself, and which are

still extant in his handwriting, prescribe sixteen hours a day
of close application, and prove, not only the great mental
power, but also the extraordinary physical strength he must
have possessed, and for which indeed, during his residence

at the university, he had been remarkable. During the

period allotted to his preliminary studies, he read over and
over again all the year-books, reports, and law treatises in

print, and at the 'Tower of London and other antiquarian

repositories examined and carefully studied the records

from the foOjidation of the English monarchy dow-n to his

own time. Even the common-place book which ho com-

posed as the result of his study and research may, according

to Lord Campbell, " be considered a corpus juris embracing

and methodizing all that an English lawyer on any
emergency could de.sire to know." But Hale did not con-

fiae himself to law. He dedicated no small portion of his

time to the study of pure mathematics, to investigations in

physics and chemistry, and even to anatomy and architec-

ture ; and there can be no doubt that this varied learning

enhanced considerably the value of many of his judicial

decibions.

Hale was called to the bar in 1637, and almost at once

found himself in full practice. Though neither a fluent

speaker nor bold pleader, in a very few years he was at the

head of his profession. He entered public life at perhaps

the most critical period of English history. Two parties

were contending in the state, and their obstinacy could not

fail to produce a most direful collision. But amidst the

confusion Hale steered a middle course, rising in reputa-

tion, and an object of solicitation from both parties. Taking

Pomponius Atticus as his political model, he was persuaded

that a man, a lawyer, and a judge could best sen-e his

country and benefit his countrymen by holding aloof from

partisanship and its violent prejudices, which are so apt to

distort and confuse the judgment. But ho is best vindi-

cated from the charge.^ of selfishness and cowardice by
the thoughts and meditations contained in his private

diaries and papers, where the purity and honour of hio

motives are clearly seea It has been said, but without

certainty, that Hale was engaged as counsel for the earl

of Strafibrd ; ho certainly acted for Archbishop Laud,

Lord Maguire, Christopher Love, the duke of Hamilton,

and others. It is also said that he was ready to plead on
the side of Charles I. iiad that monarch submitted to the

court. The parliament having gained the ascendency.

Hale signed the Solemn League and Covenant, and was a

member of the famous Assembly of Divines at Westminster
in 1044; but although ho would undoubtedly have pre-

ferred a Pre.Hbyterian form of church go'crnmcnt, he had
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no serious objection to tbe syBtom of modHleil Episcopacy

proposed by Usslier. Consistently witli liis desire to remain

neutral, Hale took the engagement to tbe Commonwealth
aa he had done to the king, and in 1653, already Serjeant,

he became a judge in the Court of Common Pleas. Two
years afterwards he sat in Cromwell's parliament as one of

the members for Gloucestershire. After the death of the

Protector, however, he declined to act as a judge trader

Richard Cromwell, .although he represented Oxford in

Richard's parliament. At the Restoration in 1660 Hale
was very graciously received by Charles II., and in the

same year was appointed chief baron of the exchequer, and
accepted, with extreme reluctance, the honour of knighthood.

After holding the office of chief baron for eleven years he

was raised to the higher dignity of lord chief-justice, which

he held till February 167G, when his failing health com-
pelled him to resign. He retired to his native Alderley,

where he died on December 25th of the same year'. He
was twice married, and survived all his ten children save

two.

As a judge. Sir Matthew Hale discharged his duties

with resolute independence and careful diligence. Lord
Campbell says of him that " he is certainly to be considered

the most eminent judge who ever filled the office [of chief

baron] ; and being promoted to be chief-justice of England,

he gave new dignity to the Bupreme magistracy which had
been illustrated by Gascoigne, by Forteseue, and by Coke."

His sincere piety made him the intimate friend of Barrow,

Tillotson, Wilkins, and Stillingfleet, as vrell as of the Non-
conformist leader Baxter. He is chargeable, however,

with the condemnation and execution of two poor women
tried before him for witchcraft in 1664, a kind of judicial

murder then falling under disuse. He is also reproached

with having hastened the execution of a soldier for whom
he had reason to believe a pardon was preparing.

Of Hale's legal works the only two of impoi-tanco are his

Historia Placitorum Corona:, or History of the Pleas of Ihc

Crown, first published in 1739; and the Sistory of the Cotumon
Law of England, with an Analysis of the Lmo, &c., 1713. Among
hi» numerous religioas writings the Contemplations, Moral and
Divine, occupy the first place. Others are The Primitive Origina-

tion of Man, 1677; Of the Nature of True Eeligion, &o., 1684; A
Brief Abstract of Vie Christian Religion, 1688. One of his most
popular works is the collection of Letters of Advice to his Children
and Grandchildren. He also wrote an Essa-y touching the Gravita-
tion and Nongramtation of Fluid Bodies, 1673 ; Difficiles Kugoe, or
Observations touching the Torricellian Exjteriment, &c., 1675; and
a translation of the Life of Pomponius Atticus, by Cornelius Nepos.
His efforts in poetry were inuuspicions. He left his valuable col-

Jeetion of MSS. and records to tlie library of Lincoln's Inn. His
life has been written by Burnet, 1682; by Williams, 1835; by
Roscoe, in his Lives of Eminent Lawyers, in 1838; and by Lord
Campbell, in h\3 Lives of tlic Chief Justices, in 1819.

HALES, Stephen- (1677-1761), physiologist and
inventor, was born at Beckesbourn in Kent, on the 7th
September 1677, He was the sixth son of Thomas Hales,

whose father, Sir Robert Sales, was created baronet by
Charles II. in 1670. Of his early education little is

known, but in June 1696 he was entered as a pensioner

of Bene't (now Corpus Christi) College, Cambridge, with

the view of taking holy orders. On 16th April 1702 he
was elected and in February 1703 admitted to a fellow-

ship. He received the degree of master of arts in 1703, and
of bachelor of divinity in 1711, While at college one of

his most intimate friends was WUliam Stukeley,. with
whom he studied anatomy, chemistry, Ac In 1710 Hales
was presented to the perpetual curacy of Teddington in

Middlesex, where he remained all his life, notwithstand-

ing that he was subsequently appointed rector of Porlock
in Somerset, and later of Farringdon in Hampshire. In
March 1717 he was elected fellow of the Royal Society,

to whoso Transactions he contributed many valuable papers.

In 1732 be wa.3 named one of o comuuctee fur establishing
i

a colony in Georgia, and the nest year lie received tlie

degree of doctor of divinity. He was appointed almoner to

the princess-dowager of Wales in 1750. On the death of

Sir Hans Sloane in 1753, Hales was chosen foreign asso-

ciate of the French Academy of Sciences. He Hied at

Teddington, January 4, 1761.

Hales is celebrated as the inventor of a " ventilator,"

by means of which fresh air was introduced into jails,

hospitals, mines, ships' holds, <S:c. In tbe four yeara

(1749-52) after its introduction into the Savoy prison,

only 4 prisoners died ; while previously the mo/tality had

been from 50 to 100 per annum. The invention mst with

immediate favour, especially in France. Hales was the

designer of other inventions by means of which sea-water

was distilled, corn cleaned and preserved, meat preserved

on long voyages, &e.
His chief writings are his Statical Essays (see CnEMiSTRT, voL

V. p. 461), eoiisistiug of Vegetable Staticlcs, or an Account of some
Statical Experiments on the Sap in Vegetables (1727), and Hamo-
staticks, or an Account of Hydraulick and Hydrostatick Eiqieri-

mcHis made on the Blood and Blood-vessels ofAnimals (1733). His
essay on The Means of Dissolving the Stone in the Biadder, ic,
gained him the 'Copley gold medal in 1737. His Admonition it

the Drinkers of Gin, Brandy, &c., appeared in 1734; the Vegetable

Staticks, translated by BufTon, in 1735, and the Ila:mostnticks, by
M. de Sauvases, in 1744. For sketch of his life, with poitiait, scf

Gardener's Chronicle, 1877, pp. 16-17.

HALEVY, Jacques FnAsgois Feomektal (1799-1862),

a celebrated French musician, was bom May 27, 1799, at

Paris. He studied at the Paris Con.iervatoiro under Berton

and Cherubini, and in 1819 gained the grand prix de Rome
with a cantata called Jlemiiuie. In accordance with the

conditions of his scholarship he started for Rome, where he

devoted himself to the study of Italian music, and wrote

an opera and various minor works. His first opera pro-

duced in Paris after his return from Italy was, called

L'Artisan, whici,. saw the light at the Theatre Feydeau in

1827, apparently without much success. Other works of

minor importance, and now forgotten, followed, amongst

which only a ballet named Manon Lescavt, produced

in 1830, deserves mention. live years later, in 1835,

Hal^vy produced the tragic opera La Juive and the

comic opera L'£clair, and on these works his immortality

is mainly founded. Both have kept the stage to the

present day, and will probably survive changes of taste

even greater than those which music has undergone io

France during the last forty years. The Jewess is in every

way representative of the French grand-ojiha, the modern
outgrowth of Gluck's music-drama with a strong admixture

of the Italian element and of an excess of spectacular

splendour wholly strange to the classic simplicity tf the

original. It is curious that tbe </randopeya, although an

essentially national product of France, was both initia'sd

and brought to its highest perfection by two Germans

—

Gluck and Jleyerbeer, The gtuius of the latter was fa'ai

to HaMvy's fame. By the side of the Huynaiots the merif?

of Za /aa've appear in almost diminutive propouluns. ,'\t

the same time Hal^vy's work ought txv fo be treated wiih

contempt. It is full of fine draniauc iaaturea, auJ efpcof-

ally the introduction of the Jewish element—wit'u whkcn

Hal<5vy, himself a Jew, was well acquainted—gives a

peculiar interest on this Bcore. L'£clair is a curi >.sity of

musical literature. It is written for two tenors iJ.J t.vo

soprani, without a chorus, and displays the composkc's

mastery over the most refined effects of instruiueiit<»Uvi; a id

vocalization in a favourable light. After these two worl s,

to which Hal6vy owed his fame and his seat at the Tnstitui 3,

he wrote numerous operas of various .cr^nres, amongst whiiJt

only La Eeine de Chypre, a spectacular piece analysed l.y

Wagner in one of his Paris letters (1841), and La
Tempesta, in 3 acts, written for Her Slajesty'.s Theatro,

London (1*^50), need be referred to. In addition to \\is
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productive work Hai6vy also rcndcreJ valuable services as a

teacber. He was professor at the Conservatoire from 1827

till his death—some of the most successful amongst the

younger composers in France, such as Gounod, Victor MaasiS,

ond Georges Bizet, the author of Carmen, being amongst

his pupils. Haldvy also trieJ his hand at literature, and
there exists an agreeable volume of Souvenirs et Portraits

from his pen. He died at Nice, March 17, 18G2.

HALIBURTON, Thomas Chandler (1796-1865), long

a judge of Nova Scotia, and a popular literary satirist, was

born at Windsor, Nova Scotia, in 1796, and received his

ed'ication there, at King's College. He was called to the

bar in 1820, and took part in the legislature of his native

p ^ince as a member of the House of Assembly. He
di?'inguishcd himstlf aa a barrister, and in 1828 was pro-

moted to the bench as a chief-justice of the common pleas.

But it is as the brilliant humorist and satirist that he is

now remembered ; for his labours alike as a barrister and
a member of parliament were limited to his own province,

'

and could scarcely beget anything beyond a local reputation.

Yut confined as he thus was to so narrow a sphere, a true

estimate of its disadvantages is necessary in order £o do
justice to the vigorous individuality of his writings. He
was a native of what was then a small and Isolated maritime

province, detached from Canada. Its exports consisted

chiefly of lumber and the produce of its fisheries; and
with those trade was carried on with. Great Britain, the

West Indies, and the United States. Its entire population

at the time when Haliburton was called to the bar,

including Indians, African refugees from the States, and
the Acadian descendants of the original French population,

did not amount to 97,000. The English settlers were

largely composed of refugees from the former Britisii

colonics, animated by the strong Conservative sympathies

of the old colonial loyalists. The French Acadians were

Eoman Catholics, and their national traditions and religion

eiually tended to alienate them from the neighbouring

republic.

In politics Haliburton adhered through life to the Con-
servative party; and the influence of his early associations

is traceable in most of his writings. He was still at the

bar when he wrote An Historical and Statistical Account

of Nova Scotia, in 2 vols. Canadu, it will be remembered,
then consisted of Upper and Lower Canada only, and, with

the French population of the latter and nearer province,

was even stranger to the Nova Scotian than the New
England States. The leisure which judicial duties secured

admitted of literary relaxations in whicii Judge Haliburton's

fine sense of the humorous had free play ; and in 1835
lie contributed anonymously to a local poper a scrips of

letters professedly depicting the peculiarities of tho genuine

Yankee. These sketches, which abounded in clever pictur-

ings of national and individual character, drawn with great

satirical humour, wero collected in 1837, and published

under tho title of The Clochnaker. or Sayiny.i and Doluys

f>f Samuel Slick of Slichville. A second series followed in

1838, and a third in 1840. The Attache, or Sam Slick in

England (2 vols. 8vo), was tho result of a visit there in

1841. This also was followed up by a second series in

1844. His other works include

—

The Old Jvdye, or Life in

a Colony ; The Letter Bag of the Great Western, ; Jlule and
Misrule of the English in America ; Trails of American
Humour ; and Nature and Human Nature.

While the judge was thus diligent in such literary recrea-

tions, he continued to secure popular psteem in his judicial

capacity. In 1810 ho was promoted to bo a judge of the
supreme court; but within two years he resigned his seat
on tho bench, removed to England, and after a time entered
parliament as tho representative of Laiinccston, in tlie Con-
jwative intereft. His literary reputiition awoke expecta-

tions which wero not fulfilled. Tho bar Las rarely proved
to bo an apt school for training the parliamentary debater,

and he was too far advanced in life to adapt himself to the

nuvel requirements of the EuglisU House of Commons.
The last time ho spoke he was listened to with interest on
the Canadian defence.s. But tho tenure of his seat for

Launcestoii was brought to an end by tho dissolution of tho

parliament in 1865, and he did not again offer himself to

tho constituency. His death followed in tho month of

August of the same year, at Gordon House, Isleworth, when
ho was in his seveiitietli year.*

HALIBUT. See Holibut.
HALICARNASSUS, an ancient Greek city on the south-

western coast of Asia Minor, built on a picturesque and
advantageous site at the northern end of the Ceramic Gulf
or Gulf of Cos. It originally occupied only the small

island of Zephyria, close to the shore, but in course of time
this island wa» united to the mainland and the city extended

so as to incorporate Salmacis, au older town of the Lelcges

and Carians. About the foundation of Ilulicarnassus

various traditions were current; but they agree in the

main point as to its being a Dorian colony, and the figures

cu its' coins, such as tho head of Medusa or Minerva, the

head of Neptune, or the trident, give support to the state-

ment that the mother cities weio Troeren und Argos. The
inhabitants appear to have accepted as the legendary

founder Antlics, mentioned by Strabo, and were proud of

the title of Antheidaj. At an early period Halicarnassua

was a member of the Doric Hexapolis, which included Cos,

Cnidus, Lindus, Camirus, and lalysus ; but one of the

citizens, Agasicles, having taken home the prize tripod

which ho had won in tho Triopian games instead of

dedicating it according to custom to the Triopian Apollo,

tho city was cut oflf from the league. In the tiico of

Xerxes we find Halicaniassus under the sway of a cer-

tain Artemisia, who made herself famous by the assist-

ance she rendered to the great Persian invader. Pigres,

her brother or son, was the reputed author of tho Bntra-

chomijomachia. Of Pisindalis, her son and successor in

the sovereignty, little is known ; but Lygdamis, who next

attained to power, is notorious for having put to death

the poet Panyasis and caused Herodotus, the greatest of tho

Halicarnassians, to leave his native city (c. 457 B.C.). About
lliy clu.se of the 5th century B.C., tho power of Athens
became predominant over Ilalicarnassus and other Dorian

cities of Asia, but the peace of Antalcidas in 387 made
them subservient to Persia ; and it was under MauBolus,

a Persian satrap of almost independent authority, that

Ilalicarnassus attained its highest prosperity. Struck by
the natural strength and beauty of its position, ifauaolufl

removed thither from Jfylasa, and increasing its population

by the inhabitants of six towns of tho Lelcges, devoted

himself to its embellishment and defence. On his death

ho was succeeded by his widow and sister, Artemisia, whoso

luilitiiry ability was shown by tho Rtratagcm by which die

captured the Uhodian vessel^ attacking her city, and whoso
magnificence and taste liavo been perpetuated to all time

by tlie "Mausoleum," tho monument sho erected to her

husband's memory. In tho execution of this wonderful

enterprise sho em ployed tho architects Satyrus and Pythius,

' Ju<lge Halibiirtou was iWhccikIoJ from tbo trancU of tlie Ntniiiaini

onJ Morton family wliicli liguics in lli<= Bciiwlopuil niiiiioriaU of the

Jliiliburtoiis iu llieir rcl.ition to tliat of Sir Wnltcr Si-olt, wtinsi- ji.ilcnuil

grindniotlier was Barbara Hiililmrlon. Tho note of all thcfninilicii of

tho uanio iliawn up by tho fntlior of tho poet onil navclisl was pne-

paroil in ruply to inquiries of tho father of Judge Ilnliburlon, with t
view to tbo cstublishnieut of his ilaims to certain family projcrty. Of
a younger branch of tlio Newiniiin.1 family that went to Jun'aien, one

member remove*! to MtiHsnebusctts. A Kon of lils, the father of the

judgo, iiilgmtul to Nov.i Scotia, nnil there, in 1790, ho revived ohi

Lcreililary richts, and reclaimed relationship with tkoorigiual 8cotliih
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and the sculptors Scopas, Lescharcs, Bryaxis, ai i d Timotheus

;

and though she died before its completion, they continued it

with all the enthusiasm of artists. In the history of Hali-

carnassus the nest important events were connected with the

conquests of Alexander the Great. Memuon, satrap of the

west coast, having taken refuge within its walls after the

battle of Granicus, it was besieged by the Macedonians,

captured, and plundered. Not long afterwards we find the

citizens receiving the present of a gymnasium from Ptolemy,

and building in his honour a stoa or portico ; but the city

never recovered altogether from the disasters of the siege,

and Cicero describes it as almost deserted. The site is

now occupied by the town of Budrun, but the ancient walls

can still be traced in nearly all their circuit, and the

position of several of the temples and public buildings can

be fixed with considerable certainty.

From the ruins of the Mausoleum sufRcient has been recovered
by the excavations carried out in 1867 by C. T. Newton to enable a
fairly complete restoration of its design. According to Mr PuUan,
Mr Newton's collaborator, the building consisted of five parts—

a

basement or podium, a pteron or enclosure of columns, a pyramid
and pedestal, and a chariot group. The basement, probably 51

feet in height, and covering an area of 114 feet by 92, was built

of blocks of greenstone and cased with marble, the monotony of

the plain-courses being possibly broken by one or more belts of

frieze. The pteron, 374 f^^t in height, consisted (according to Pliny)

of thirty-six columns of the Ionic order, enclosing a square cclla,

the walls of which were relieved by friezes. From tlie portions

that have been recovered it appears that the principal frieze

of the pteron represented combats of Greeks and Amazons.
" Throughout," says Mr Newton, "there is a skilful opposition of

nude and draped male and female forms ; but the groups and
figures are much less intermixed than in the Parthenon and
Pnigalian friezes. The whole surface was coloured, the ground of

:he relief being ultramarine and the flesh a dim red, while the

drapery and armour were picked out with various hues. " Fragments
have been found of two other friezes of doubtful position in the

monument, one representing a chariot race and the other a centaur

fight. Above the pteron rose the pyramid, approximately 108 feet

long and 86 feet wide at the base, and mounting by 24 steps to an
apex or pedestal, Xvhich possibly had a length of 25 feet 6 inches and
a breadth of 20 feet. On this apex stood the quadriga or chariot

with the figure of Mausolus himself and an attendant deity acting as

his charioteer. The height of the statue of JIausolus—it has happily

been preserved and forms part of the treasures of the British Museum
— is 9 feet 9i inches without the plinth. The hair rising from the

forehead falls in thick waves on each side of the face and descends

nearly to the shoulder; the beard is short and close, the face square

and massive, the eyes deep set under overhanging brows, the

mouth well formed with settled calm about the lips. The drapery,

consisting of a chiton and mantle, is grandly composed. Such are

the main features of the great Mausoleum which deservedly ranked
among the wonders of the wotIiL The minor edifices and sculntviral

remains of Halicamassus are of secondary moment. Of weil-pro-

served inscriptions the number is comparatively few ; but one or

two (such as that containing the names of Lygdamis and Panyasis)

are of no small interest to the archaeologist.

For further details see Rose, Reise durch den Instln Oriechenlands; Hatnllton's

Reieafchet in Asia Minor \ and Newton'a History of Discoceriei at Halicaniassus,
1862-3, and his Travels in the Levant, ll>65.

HALIFAX, a municipal and parliamentary borough and
market-town of England, in the northern division of the

West Riding of Yorkshire, is situated on a gentle acclivity

almost surrounded by hills, on the small river Hebble near

its junction with the Calder, 7 miles south-west of Bradford.

Originally its streets were narrow and irregular, but many of

the older houses have been pulled down and new streets

opened up, while the constant additions made to it through
the rapid increase of population have completely changed its

appearance. The principal buildings are the parish church
of St John, the restoration of which was completed in 1879
at a cost of £16,000, a structure in the Perpendicular

style, of dififerent dates, and having the western tower 117
feet in height ; All Souls Church, begun in 1859 from the

iesigns of Sir Gilbert Scott, and erected at the expense of

Mr Edward Akroyd, in the Early Decorated style, very richly

ornamented with statues and carvings in Italian marble,

serpentine, and alabaster, and consisting of nave, aisles,

transepts, and chancel, with a very gracp.ful tower and spire

at the north-west angle 230 feet in height, and a sacristj
at the north-east

; the Square Church, erected by the Con-
gregatioualists in 1857 at a cost of £16,000, an ornate
cruciform building with a tower and elaborate crocketed
spire rising to a height of 235 feet ; the town-hall, com-
pleted in 1863 after the designs of Sir Charles Barry at a
cost of £40,000 ; the infirmary, a large and elegant build-
ing in which medical and surgical aid is afforded to outdoor
as-well as indoor patients; the Waterhuuse charity school, a
handsome set of buildings forming three sides of a quad-
rangle, erected in 1855; the Crossley almshouses, erected and
endowed by Sir Francis and Mr Joseph Crossley ; the piece-

hall, a large quadrangular structure occupying more than 2
acres of ground, erected in 1799 for the lodgment and sale

of piece goods, but now used as a market for fish and vege-

tables; the free grammar school, founded in 1585 under
royal charter for instruction in the classical languages;
the Crossley orphan home and school, built by the Crossley

i. Workhouse.
2. Oddfellows' Hall.
3. Town-Hall.
4. Mechanics' Institute.

5. St John's ChlU'ch.

Plan of Halifax.

6. Square Church.
7. Piece Hall.

8. Fost-Ottica

9. Slliseuni.

10. Inftnnary

11. Theatre.
12. Prince Albert's Mono

mcnt.
13. Crossley Otpban

Home.

brothers at a cost of £46,000 ; the museum, the oddfellows'

hall, the working men's college, the mechanics' institute,

the assembly and concert rooms, and the theatre. There

are three public parks, viz., Savile Park, 50 acres io

extent ; the People's Park, 12 J acres, laid out in a high)

ornamental, style from the designs of Sir Joseph Paxton

and presented to the town in 1858 by Sir Francis

Crossley; and the Shrogg's Park, 25 acres, opened in

1877. 'The North Bridge, a fine structure of iron, spans

the Hebble valley in two arches. Halifax derives its

importance from its manufactures of cloth, which began

in the 15th century. It ranks in Yorkshire with Leeds,

Bradford, and Huddersfield as a seat of the woollen and

worsted manufacture. The principal staples are carpetis,

cashmeres, orleanses, coburgs, merinoes, lastings, alpacas,

damasks, baizes, broad and narrow cloths, kerseymeres,

blankets, muslin-delaines, shalloons, and figured vestings.

A considerable number of persons are employed in iron-

works, machine works, and chemical works, and in thf
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neighbouring coal-mines and stone quarries. The borough

sends two members to parliament. The parish is the largest

in Great Britain, embracing 79,200 acres. The population

of the municipal and parliamentary borough in 1861 was

37,014, and in 1871 (with an extended area of 3704 acres)

65,510.

Two derivations are given for the name Halifax. According to

Camden it means " holy hair," and he accounts for the origin of

the name from the fact that the head of a virgin wlio liad been

murdered by a wicked clerk was suspended on a tree in the neigh-

bourhood, which came to be much resorted to by pilgrims. According

to another account, the name means "holy face," and is derived from
an image of St John once preserved in a neighbouring hermitage.

The first mention of the town is in the 12th century, when its church
was granted by William, earl of Warren, to the priory of Lewes in

Sussex. When its manufactures commenced in the beginning of

the 15th century the number of its houses was only 15, but they had
increased in 1540 to 520. It is said to have received a considerable

accession to its inhabitants and impulse to its prosperity from the

merchants who fled from the Netherlands to escape the persecution

carried out under the auspices of the duke of Alva. In 1642 it was
garrisoned by the forces of the parliament, and near it at a place still

called the Bloody Field an engagement took place between them and
the royalists. In the forest of Hardwick, tlicn coextensive with the

parish of Halifax, there at one time existed a custom called the

"Gibbet Law," according to which any person suspected to be in the

unlawful possession of goods to the value of 13Jd. was tried by the
frith-burghers of the liberty, and if condemned v/as executed on a

market day by a kind of axe resembling the modern guillotine.

The last execution took place in 1650. A number of eminent men
have been born in the town or neighbourhood of Halifax, including
the mathematician Henry Briggs, Archbishop Tillotson, Sir Henry
Savile, and John Foster. Daniel Defoe resided for some time in

the town.

HALIFAX, a city and seaport of British North America,
capital of Nova Scolio, is situated on the south-east coast

of the province on the declivity of a hill about 250 feet in

height, rising gradually from the south-west side of Chebucto
Bay or Halifax; harbour, a deep inlet of the sea. The hill

is commanded by a citadel about a mile in circumference

and of great strength, and the harbour ia defended by
several forts and batteries. Originally the houses were

chiefly of wood plastered or stuccoed, but the frequent

recurrence of fires has led to a more general use of stone

or brick as building materials. Many of them have an
imposing and elegant appearance ; and the streets ar^

spacious and regularly laid out, crossing each other at

right angles. Including its suburbs the city is from 2 to

3 miles long and about 1 mile broad. The principal build-

ings are the Government house, the official residence of the

lieutenant-governor of Nova Scotia, a solid somUre-looking

structure at the south of the town ; the provincial building,

near the centre of the town, 140 feet long by 70 feet

broad, with a fine Ionic colonnade, and comprising the

Government offices, the post-office, the city library and
the provincial museum; the parliament building, the court-

house, the admiralty house, the exchange, the Roman
Catholic cathedral of St Mary, the rooms of the young
men's Christian association, the Wellington barracks, the

military hospital, the lunatic asylum, the workhouse, the

jail, and the penitentiary. The educational establishments

include the Dalhousie college and university, the St Mary's

Roman Catholic college, the Presbyterian theological

Icollego, the High School, the almshouse of industry for girls,

two orphan asylums, a blind a.sylum, a lunatic a.sylum for

the Lower Provinces, two industrial schools, and nearly

twenty public schools. A lighthouse has been erected

on the west side of the entrance to the harbour on a small

island off Sambro Capo. After passing Sambro the course

for largo vessels is to the west of M'Nnb's Island, on
which a lighthouse has also been erected ; but there is

.also a passage sufficient for small vessels to the cast of the

island. Recently a lighthouse has been erected on the west

side of St George's Island oi)posite the city. Halifax is the

seat of a considerable fishery. Its principal trade is with

Great Britain, the British colonies, and the United States.

In 1878 the number of ships that entered was 887, with a

tonnage of 347,336. The value of imports was §4,991,205,
and of exports $4,102,335. The imports are chiefly manu-
factures from England, manufactures and produce from
the United States, and sugar, molasses, rum, and other

products from the West Indies ; the chief exports are dried

and pickled fish, timber, cattle, agricultural and dairy pro-

duce, fur, and whale and seal oil. Halifax is now used

instead of Portland in the State of Maine as the winter

port (the St Lawrence being closed with ice) for the

Dominion of Canada. The principal industries of Halifax

are ironfounding, brewing, distilling, sugar-refining, and the

manufacture of woollen and cotton goods, paper, leather,

tobacco, gunpowder, agricultural and musical instruments,

carriages, machinery, candles, and soap. On account of its

fine air and the beautiful scenery of the neighbourhood,

Halifax has a high reputation as a watering-place. An
abundant supply of water for the city is obtained from two

lakes 2 miles distant. The city is the seat of an Anglican

bishop and a Roman Catholic archbishop. Nearly one-

third of the population is Roman Catholic. It is named
after the earl of Halifax, and was founded by Governor Corn-

wallis in 1749. In 1790 it contained only 700 houses and

4000 inhabitants. It was declared a free port in 1817, at

which time the number of houses was 1200. The popula-

tion in 1861 was 25,026, and in 1871, 29,582.

HALIFAX, Charles M6.\TAGUE, Earl of (1661-1715),

Eftglish statesman and poet, fourth son of the Honourable

George Montague, who was fifth son of the first earl of

Maiichester, was born at Horton, Northamptonshire, ou the

Ifith April 1661. In his fourteenth year he was sent to

Westminster school, where he was chosen king's scholar iii

1677, and distinguished himself in the composition of ex-

tempore epigrams made according to custom upon theses

appointed for king's scholars at the time of election. In

1682 ho entered Trinity College, Cambridge, where ho

acquired a solid knowledge of the classics and surpassed all

his contemporaries at the university in logic and ethics.

Latterly, however, he preferred to the abstractions of

Descartes the practical philosophy of Sir Isaac Newton
;

and he was one^jf the small band of students who assisted

Newton in forming the Philosophical Society of Cambridge.

But it was his facility in verse-writing, and neither his

scholarship nor his practical ability, that first opened up to

him the way to fortune. His clever but absurdly panegyri-

cal poem on the death of Charles II., which was published

in the Book of Condolence and Congrnlulation presented by

the university to James II., secured for him the notice of

the earl of Dorset, who invited him to town and introduced

him to the principal wits of the time; and in 1687 his

joint authorship with Prior of the Touti and Coxmtry

Jfouse, a happy parody of Dryden's Jlind and Panther,

not only increa.sed his literary reputation but directly helped

,him to political influence. In 1688, through the patronage

of the earl of Dorset, he entered parliament as member for

Maldon, and sat in the convention which resolved that

William and Mary should bo declared king and queen of

England. About this time he married the countess-dowager

of Manchester, and it would appear, according to Johnson,

that it was still his intention to take orders ; but after

tho coronation ho purchased a clerkship to the council.

On being introduced by Earl Dorset to King William, after

the publication of his poetical Epittle occasioned by hU

Majesty's Victory in Ireland, ho was ordered to receive an

immediate pension of £500 per annum, until an opportunity

should present itself of "making a man of him." In ICPl

ho was chosen chairman of tho committee of thj House of

Commons ajipointed to confer with a committee of tlic

Lords in regard io tho Bill for regulating trials in cases of
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high treason ; and he displayed ia these conferences such

tict and debating power that he was made one of the com-

missioners of the treasury and called to the privy council.

It was during these debates that he had recourse to the

peculiar oratorical device of losing his presence of mind, in

order to give a practical illustration of the necessity of

allowing the privilege of counsel to criminals before a court

of justice. But his success as a politician was less due to

his oratorical gifts than to his skill in finance, and in this

respect he soon began to manifest such brilliant talents as

completely eclipsed the painstaking abilities of Godolphin.

Indeed it may be affirmed that no other statesman has

initiated schemes which have left a more permanent mark
on the financial history of England. Although perhaps

it was inevitable that England should sooner or later

, adopt the Continental custom of lightening the annual

taxation in times of war by contracting a national debt, the

actual introduction of the expedient was due to Montague,

who on the 15th December 1692 proposed to raise a million

of money by way of loan. Previous to this a Scotchman
named William Paterson had submitted to the Government
his plan of a national bank, and when in the spring of

1694 the prolonged contest witli France had rendered

another large loan absolutely necessary, ^Montague intro-

duced a Bill for the incorporation of the Bank of England.

The bill after some opposition passed the House of Lords
in May, and immediately after the prorogation of parlia-

ment Montague was rewarded by the chancellorship of the

exchequer. In the following year he was triumphantly

returned for the borough of Westminster to the new parlia-

ment, and succeeded in passing his celebrated measure to

remedy the depreciation which had taken place in the

currency on account of dishonest manipulations. To pro-

vide for the expense of recoinage, ^Montague, instead of

reviving the old tax of hearth money, introduced the

window tax, and the difficulties caused by the temporary
absence of a metallic currency were avoided by the issue for

the first time of exchequer bills. His other expedients for

meeting the emergencies of the financial crisis were equally

successful, and the rapid restoration of public credit secured

him a commanding influence both in the House of Commons
and at the board of the treasury ; but altl^pugh Godolphin
resigned office in October 1696, the king hesitated for some
time between Montague and Sir Stephen Fox as his suc-

cessor, and it was not till 1697 that the former was
appointed first lord. In 1698 and 1699 he acted as one
of the council of regency during the king's absence from
England. When in February of the former year he had
been accused of peculation in connexion with the issue of

exchequer bills, not only had ho been triumphantly
acquitted but the House had declared that for his good
services to the Government he had deserved his Majesty's

favour ; and his reputation was still further increased in the
same year by the extraordinary popularity of his project

for a new EaSt India Company. With the accumulation
of his political successes his vanity and arrogance became,
however, so offensive that latterly they utterly lost him the
influence he had acquired by his administrative ability and
his masterly eloquence ; and when his power began to be
on the wane he set the seal to his political overthrow by
jonferring the lucrative sinecure office of auditor of the
exchequer on his brother in trust for himself should he be
compelled to retire from power. For some time after this

in attempting to lead the House of Commons he had to

submit to constant mortifications, often verging on personal
insults, and after the return of the king in 1699 he resigned
his offices in the Government and succeeded his brother in
the auditorship. On the accession of the Tories to power
he was removed in 1701 to the House of Lords by the title

of Lord Halifax. In the same year he was impeached for

malpractices along with Lord Somers and the earia of
Portland and Orford, but all the charges were dismissed by
the Lords

; and in 1703 a second attempt to impeach him
was still more unsuccessful. He continued out of office

during the reign of Queen Anne, but in 1706 he was named
one of the commissioners to negotiate the union with
Scotland ; and after the passing of the Act of Settlement
in favour of the house of Hanover, he was appointed
ambassador to the elector's court to convey the insignia of
order of the garter to George I. On the death of Anne
(1714) he was appointed one of the council of regency until
the arrival of the king from Hanover ; and after the corona-
tion he received the office of first lord of the treasury in
the new ministry, being at the same time created Earl of
Halifax and Viscount Sunbury. He died on the 15th May
of the following year, and left no issue. His nephew
succeeded to the barony, and was raised to the earldom

;

he left it to his son George Dunk, a 'statesman of some
eminence, with whose death without issue in 1771 the
Halifax titles became extinct.

Montague's association with Prior in the travesty of
Dryden's Hind and Panther has no doubt largely aided in

preserving his literary reputation; but he is perhaps
indebted for it chiefly to his subsequent influential position

and to the fulsome flattery of the men of letters who en-

joyed his friendship, and who, in return for his liberal dona-
tions and the splendid banqueting which they occasionally

eiijoyed at his villa on the Thames, " fed him," as Pope
says, " all day long with dedications." That, however, his

beneficence to needy talent, if sometimes attributable to an
itching ear for adulation, was at others prompted by a
sincere appreciation of intellectual merit, is sufficiently

attested by the. manner in which he procured from Godol-
phin a commissionership for Addison, and also by his life-

long intimacy with Newton, for whom he obtained the

mastership of the mint. The small fragments of poetry

which he left behind him, and which were almost solely the

composition' of his early years, display a certain facility and
vigour of diction, but their thought and fancy are never

more than commonplace, and not unfrequently in striving

to be eloquent and impressive he is only grotesquely and
extravagantly absurd. In administrative talent he was the

superior of all his contemporaries, and his only rival in

parliamentary eloquence was Somers ; but the skill with
wliich he managed measures was superior to his tact in

dealing wifh men, and the effect of his brilliant financial

successes on his reputation was gradually almost nullified

by the affected arrogance of his manner and by the eccen-

tricities of his sensitive vanity. So eager latterly was his

thirst for fame and power that perhaps Marlborough did

not exaggerate when he said that "he had no other

principle but his ambition, so that he would put all in

distraction rather than not gain his point."

Among the numerous notices of Halifax by contemporaries may
be mentio.i-w the eulogistic reference which concludes Addison's
account of the "greatest of English jioets"; the dedications by Steel

to the second volume of the Spectator and to the fourth of the Tatlcr

;

Pope's laudatory mention of him in the epilogue to his Satires and
in the preface to the Hiad, and his portrait of him as " Full-bloi^-n

Buffo 'in the Epistle to Arhuthnott. Various allusions to him aro

to be found in Swift's works and in llarlborough's Letters. See also

Burnet's History of his Ovm Times ; Tlve Parliamentary Uistory;

HoweU's Steic Trials; Johnson's Lircs of the Poets ; and Macauby's
History of England. His Miscellaneous Works were ji'iblished at

London in 1704; his ii/c and Miscellaneous TForks in I?l5; and his

Poctiocd Works, to which also his " Life" is attachcd,iu 1716. His

poems were reprinted in the 9th volume of Johnson's £nglish Pods.

HALIFAX, Geobge Sa\tie, JIaeqfis of (c. 1630-

1695), English statesman and author, son of Sir WilUatn

Savile, a Yorkshire baronet of ancient family, and of Anne,

daughter of the lord-keeper Coventry and sister of the

wife of the first earl of Shaftesbury, was bom about 1630-
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He succeeded to tlie baronetcy on the denth of Lis father,

(infl, having taken an active part in the Restoration, he was

in 1667 created Baron Savile and Viscount Halifax. Sub-

sequently his political conduct gave deep offence to the

king, but although, on his being mentioned in 1672 for a

seat in the privy council, Charles at first "kicked at the

name," the necessities of the political situation induced him
to yield to the solicitations of his advisers, whose arguments

for the admission of Halifax were based upon "his family,

liis abilities, his state and credit, as well as talent to ridicule

and unravel whatever he was spited at." Already he was
known as one of the most brilliant orators in the House of

Lords, and although his political opinions seemed to be

shifting and uncertain, the fascination of his manner aided

Ids formidable talents in gradually securing him the perma-

nent favour of the king. In June 1672 he. was sent to

negotiate terms of peace with France, but he was kept in

ignorance of the agreement between Charles and Louis in

regard to the establishment of popery in England. He
strenuously opposed the Test Bill introduced by Lord Danby
in 1675, but continued to sit at the council board till the

following year when, having provoked Lord Danby by a

witticism in reference to his mild manner of refusing a bribe,

the latter procured his dismissal In 1679 he was, however,

created an earl, and liaving become a member of the new
council after the fall of Danby, he differed from the earl of

Shaftesbury and his other colleagues in reference to the

Exclusion -Bill, and by an extraordinary manifestation of

nearly all the resources of oratory was instrumental in

causing its rejection by the Lords. On this account an
address was presented by the Commons praying his

" dismissal from the king's person and councils for ever ;"

but the king, whose confidence he had now completely

won, retained him in the council, and in 1682 he was
created a marquis and became lord privy seal. Although,

liowever, chiefly instrumental in securing the duke of York's

succession, his proposed limitations of James's authority

when the crown should, devolve upoii him, as well as his

subsequent leaning to ^Vhig principles, awakened the duke's

settled hostility, and this was further deepened by his

exposure of the malversation of the earl of Eochester.

After the accession of James he was accordingly removed
from the office of privy seal to that of president of the

council, a less important position; and when in 1685 he
refused to give his vote for the repeal either of the Test

Act or of the Habeas Corpus Act, he was dismissed from
the cabinet. But though made privy to the negotiations

entered into with the prince of Orange, Halifax, notwith-

staudinghispoliticalhumiliation, was opposed to armed inter-

vention, and endeavoured to obtain such concessions from
the king as would render thin unnecessary. Even after the

landing of the prince ho consented to act as one of the

three commissioners appointed to treat with him, and it

was only the cowardly and traitorous flight of James that

induced him finally to abandon his cause and to take

measures for raising William to the throne. In the Con-
Tention Parliament ho was chosen speaker of the Lords,

and strongly opposed the motion for a regency. On the

accession of William ho was made lord privy seal, but the

disasters of the Irish campaign gave such a plausible colour

to the arguments of Lis opponents against hia competency,

and to their insinuations regarding his political honesty,

that, though still retaining the office of privy eeal, ho in

October 1680 ceased to take part in the councils of tho

king. He succeeded before tho committee of tho Houeo of

Lords in clearing himself from all guilt in connexion with

the murder of Russell and Sidney, but shortly afterwards re-

signed his office. Irritated doubtless by tho bitter animosity

of the Whigs and by tho coldness of William, he now ot

first joined himself to tho opposition, and pvon went sc far

as to hold communications with St Germains; but either
because his anger had cooled, or because he had become con-
vinced of the hopelessness of the fortunes of the Stuarts,
he gradually veered back to the support of the Government.
He died somewhat suddenly, 20th April 1695. He was suc-
ceeded by his son William, with whose death in 1699 the
title became extinct in his family. A daughter by his second
marriage was the mother of the fourth and celebrated earl

of Chesterfield ; and from his natural son, Henry Carey the
dramatist, was descended the celebrated Edmund Kean.

Halifax is portrayed in Dryden's Absalom and Achiiophel
as

—

" Jotham of piercing wit and pregniint ttonglit
Kudned by nature and by learning taught
To move assemblies."

Of his speeches not the smallest fragment remains, but
it is admitted that his highest cfiorts far excelled in effect

even those of Shaftesbury, who was his only rival. " Old
men," says Macaulay, "who lived to admire the eloquence
of Pulteney in its meridian and that of Pitt in its splendid

dawn, still murmured that they had heard nothing like the

great speeches of Lord Halifax on the Exclusion Bill." The
key to the greater part of his political conduct is to be
found in the pamphlet On the Character of a Trimmer, of

which he was undoubtedly the author. He was a trimmer,

but a trimmer in the best sense of the term ; for though
not insensible to worldly advantages, and, notwithstanding
his philosophical professions, a lover of pomp and external

honours, he was remarkably uncon laminated by the political

corruption then almost universally jirevalent, and was so

emancipated both from party prejudice and selfish ambition

as to be able generally to guide his political course by a

regard to the best interests of the nation. His sudden
changes from one side in politics to another, so far from
indicating a loose political morality, were in reality due to

the very opposite reason ; for in times so unsettled violent

and dangerous oscillations were apt to result from a
tendency to extremes in both parties. But though liis

peculiar mental constitution enabled him to play a more
important and beneficent part in the politics of his time than

any of his contemporaries, it unfitted him for achieving suc-

cess as a minister of the crown, and rendered his political

career a seeming failure. His bent was iihilosophical rather

_than practical, and, notwithstanding his great prudence and

judgment in several important emergencies, he was apt to

be timid and indecisive when the chief burden of responsi-

bility rested upon himself. His writings are neither large

nor numerous; but their pure, polished, and nervou."? English,

acute reasoning, mature if somewhat worldly wisdom, apt

and varied illustration, and clever and genial wit, fairly

entitle them to a place among English classics. Privately

he was, according to Burnet, "a man of a great and ready

wit, full of life and very pleasant, much given to satire."

He had tho reputation of holding atheistical opinions, but

on his deathbed "professed himself a sincere Christian."

Ho was the nnthpr of The Anatomy of an Equhalcnt, jnintcd in

the collection of State Tracts, vol. ii. ; A jUtUrto a VisxnUr ; an

Essay vpoii Tuns; Acli-icc to a navihtcr; The Character of a
Trimmer, publisliod anoiivnK.u.ly ;

-Vii^ims of Stale applicable

to all Times; Character cf j:;si.np'}:ur:ut ; A Seasoixable Adtirrssto

both Houses of Parliament ; Cavtions/or Choice of J'arliament Men

;

A Jiough Draught of a Nenu Model at Sea ; Obsertalintis upon Uu
Jieigrtsof Edveardsl., IT.,IIL.nwl r.iehard n.; auU ' ' "r

of King Charles the S'ccond, and Politieal, Moral, and : :s

Thoughts and Jtrflcdions, first pub] i.slicd in 1750. Hi;..'... ^ ci,

consistin" of seven of the above immphlets, niiiu-orcd in 1700. A
notice bv'the Hon. llufh F. Klliotof a " Nowilanuscript of Gcor^

S.ivilc, 'lirst marquis of Halifax," will bo found in Maemillani

Magazine for October 1877. Ho also left Memoirs of his Life, which

were destroyed. Sec bcudos the liistoric.i of Hume, Fox, linpard,

and Macaulay ; Birch's Liirs : Bnniet'a History ofhis Otm Times;

Chesterfield's Memoirs : Walpolo's Jtoyal and Noble Av.thort;

Courtcnavs life eff Sir If'iilimn Trmjftt : *.aa Sew-ard's ^nceUoUs,

vol, 1.
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HALL, a town in northern Tyrol, Austria, government

district of Innsbruck, is picturesquely situated between two

mountains on the left bank of the Inn, which is navigable

there, and on the railway from Rosenheim to Innsbruck, 5

miles east of the latter. It is the seat of a district court, of

a board of salt-works, and of a provincial board of mines.

The beautiful Gothic parish church, dating from the 13th

century, contains an altar-piece by a pupil of Rubens and
the copy of a Christ by Albert Diirer. The principal other

public buildings are several monasteries, the gymnasium,

the deaf and dumb institute, and the lunatic asylum. The
prosperity of the town depends chiefly upon its salt-works,

which are supplied by pipes from the mines at Salzberg,

9 miles distant; the annual yield of salt is from 15,000 to

16,000 tons. A considerable number of invalids visit the

town on account of its salt-water baths. The principal other

industries are the manufacture of woollen cloth, thread,

paper, and substitutes for coffee. Hall obtained town
rights in 1303. It suffered considerably from earthquakes

in 1663 and 1670. In 1809 the patriot Speckbacher on

three separate occasions succeeded in storming the position

of the Bavarians on the bridge which crosses the Inn at

this point. The population in 1870 was 5010.

HALL (generally known as Swabian Hall), a town of

Wiirtemberg, circle of Jagst, is situated in a deep valley on

both sides of the Kocher, and on the railway from Heil-

bronn to Krailsheim, 35 miles N.E. of Stuttgart. It is

surrounded by strong walls, and possesses seven churches,

one of them dating from the 15th century and having fine

mediaeval carving ; a town-house, a lyceum, a real-school

of the second order, a hospital, and a house of correction.

A short distance south from the town is the old castle of

Komburg, now used as a garrison for invalid soldiers, with

a riijhly adorned Benedictine church dating from the 12th

century. The town is chiefly known for its extensive salt-

works, supplied by meaus of a pipe from Wilhelmsgluck

mine, 5 miles distant. Connected with the salt-works there

is a salt-bath and whey-diet establishment. The other

industries of the town are cotton-spinning and weaving, and
the manufacture of leather, soap, starch, sago, brushes,

pencils, machines, carriages, and metal wares. The popu-

lation in 1875 was 8430.
Hall originally belonged to the counts of Westheim, and later to

the Knightj Templars. It was made a free imperial city in the

]4th century, and was afterwards included in the different leagues
of the cities, knights, and counts. In 1802 it oeme into the posses-

sion of Wiirtemberg.

HALL, Basil (1788-1844), British traveller and mis-

cellaneous writer, was born at Edinburgh, December
31, 1788. His father, Sir James Hall of Dunglass,

was author of an essay on Gothic Architecture, and con-

tributed to the Royal Society of Edinburgh, of which he
for a time was president, several ingenious papers on
geology, in support of Hutton's theory as against that of

Werner. His mother was Helen, daughter- of Dunbar,
fourth earl of Selkirk. Basil Hall was educated at the High
School of Edinburgh, and in 1802 entered the navy, where
he rose to the rank of post-captain in 1817. By observing

the ethnological as well as the physical peculiarities of the

countries he visited, he colleeted the materials for a very

large number of scientific papers, which he contributed to

various journals and encyclopaedias. In 1616 he com-
manded the sloop " Lyra," which accompanied Lord
Amherst's embassy to China ; and in this vessel he per-

formed the cruise which he describes in the most popular

and perhaps the most Interesting of his works

—

An Account

of a Voyage of Discovery to the West Coast ofCorea and the

Great Loo-choo Island in the Japan Sea (London, 1818).
In 1820 he held a command on the Pacific coast of America,
and in XCIi published two volumes of Extracts from a
Journal wrl'ten on the Coasts of Chili, Pcrtt, and Mexico

tn the years 1820-21-22. Retiring on half-pay in 1824,
Hall iu 1825 married a daughter of Sir John Hunter, and
in her company travelled (1827-28) through the United
States. In 1829 he published his Travels in North
America in the years 1827 and 1828, a book almost as

popular as his first, less from its intrinsic merit than
from the violence with which it was assailed by the
American press for its views of American society. Schloss

Hainfeld, or a Winter in Lower Styria (1836), is partly a
romance, partly a description of a visit paid by the author
to the castle of the Countess Purgstall. Spain and the Seat

of War in Spain appeared in 1837. The Fragments of
Voyages and Travels (9 vols.) were issued in three detach-

ments between 1831 and 1840. Captain Hall was a fellow

of the Royal Societies of London and Edinburgh, and a
member of the Astronomical Society of London, and has
left a number of scientific and miscellaneous writings

besides those mentioned. His last work, a collection of

sketches and tales under the name of Patchwork (1841),
had not been long published before its author was seized

with insanity, from which he was only released by his death,

in Haslar Hospital, Portsmouth, September 11, 1844.

HALL, Charles Francis (1821-1871), an Arctic

explorer, was born at Rochester, New Hampshire, United
States, in 1821. After following the trade of black-

smith he became a journalist in Cincinnati, but his enthu-

siasm for Arctic exploration led him in 1859 to volunteer

to the American Geographical Society to "go in search of

the bones of Franklin." With the proceeds of a subscrip-

tiou he was equipped for his modest expedition, and
obtained a passage in May 1860 on board a New London
whaling vessel commanded by Captain Buddington, the

same who had picked up the English search-ship '' Resolute."

The whaler having become blocked up with ice. Hall took

up his abode with the Eskimo, living with them for two
years, adopting their habits and acquiring their language,

making special friends of two natives, man and wife, wlio

had been in England and knew something of our language.

He wandered about with" the Eskimo in the region to

the north of Hudson's Bay, acquiring much information,

especially about the people. He published an account of

his experiences in 1864, under the title of Arctic Researches,

and Life among the Esquimaux, Having learned little or

nothing, however, about the fate of the Franklin expedi-

tion, he returned in 1864, remaining among the Eskimo till

1869. Unfortunately the full journal he kept of Iiis five

years' wanderings has never been published. The exi>edi-

tion which brought Hall most prominently into notice was
fitted out in 1871 in the steamer " Polaris," which was senl-

out at the expense of the United States Government, its

object being to reach the supposed open Polar Sea, and if

possible attain the Pole. Hall was in command, while

Buddington was sailing master. There was a modest but

competent scientific staff, and among the crew were Ball's

two old Eskimo friends, who had became devoted to him.

On June 29, 1871, the " Polaris " left New York, and

making a remarkably rapid passage up Davis Straits and

Smith Sound, reached on August 30 the lat. of 82° 16' N.,

until the last English expedition the highest northern

latitude reached of which there is any authentic report.

Hall and most of the officers and crew were for proceeding

onwards, but they were overruled by Buddington, and went

into winter quarters in a sheltered cove on the Greenland

coast, named Polaris Bay, in 81° 38' N. On October 24tb

Hall returned from a successful sledge expedition to the

north, and was suddenly seized by an illness of whicli he

died on November 8th. As there were some suspicions

of poison, an inquiry was made by the Navy Department,

who found that there was no proof of foul play. Caj)taTn

Buddington, on whom the command devolved, determined
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in August of next year to return, but tlie " Polaris " was
greatly hampered by the ice. The danger became so great

that on October 15tli boats and stores were put on the ice,

on which nineteen of the crew had disembarked. Suddenly

the ship broke away, and the party on the ice drifted slowly

southwards for 195 days, and were picked up otf the coast

of Labrador, in 53° 35' N., by a whaling steamer 2000
miles from where they had parted with the " Polaris."

The party in the ship reached Littleton's Island, where they

passed the winter, building two boats from the boards of the

vessel, in which they set sail southwards in June 1873.

On the 23d of that mouth they were picked up by a Dundee
whaler, and were brought to that town, from which they

ultimately reached the United States. The scientific results

of the unfortunate Hall's last expedition were of consider-

able importance, and have been published by the United

States Government, as also has an independent account in

German by Dr Bessels, one of the scientific staff.

HALL, or Halle, Edward (ob. 1547), an English

lawyer who takes high rank among the earlier narrators

of his country's history, was born in London aboul the

close of the 15th century and died in 1547, the year of

the death of King Henry VIIL Thougii his name has all

the appearance of a purely English word, it is none the

less of foreign origin, John Hall of Nortiiall, in Shropshire,

our author's father, tracing his lineage back to Frederick of

Halle in Tyrol, natural son of Albert of Austria. From
Eton Edward Hall passed to Cambridge, and according to

some accounts it would appear that at a later date he was
also a student at Oxford. Entering Gray's Inn he was
duly called to the bar; and we find him afterwards filling

the offices of common sergeant, under-sheriff of the city of

London, summer reader of Gray's Inn (1533), double reader

in Lent (1540), and judge of the sheriff court. The date

of the first appearance of his chronicle has been matter of

question ; but it is generally agreed that there was no such
edition as that of 1542 assigned by the older bibliographers

to Bertheletto. The real edido priuceps is almost certainly

that issued by Grafton in 1548, the year after Hall's

death, with a continuation compiled mainly from the author's

MSS. ; it is remarkable, says Sir Hazlitt (Collections and
Notes), as having probably more variations in the copies

than any book in the language. A reprint was published

in 1809 under the supervision of Sir Henry Ellis, who,
however, furnished neither introduction nor comment.

Hali'a work deserves a higher title than that of ehionide
; partly,

perhaps, by a happy accident, but partly also by the autlior'sjudicious
management, it possesses no small unity of theme and construction.
Beginning with the famous combat at Coventry between Ilenry of

Hereford and Thomas Mowbray, it follows tlie tragic progress of the
strife between York and Lancaster till it.is brought to a close by the
marriage of Henry VH. with Margaret of York, and then it shows
England united and at rest under Heniy VIII. Tlie policy of this

monarch is presented under a very favouriiblo light, and in the
religious question the author sides cmplialicaliy and intolerantly
with Protestantism. For all kinds of ceremonial in utterance and
action he has ill a lawyer's respect, and his pages are often adorned
and encumbered with the pageantry and material garniture of his
story. In his stylo he unites the redundant reduplication and jmin-
ful particularizationof liis profession with that evident effort after bal-

ance of clauses and fanciful and foreiljle phraseology which not long
afterwards resulted in "Euphuism." On the whole the work is not
only valuable but attractive. To the historian it furnishes what
is evidently the testimony of an eye-witness on several matters
of interest which are neglected by otlier narrators ; and to the
student of literature it has the exceptional charm of being one of the
prima sources of Shakespeare's historical plays. Conijiaro James
Gairdner, Early Chroniclers of Europe : EiKjland, London, 1879.

HALL, James (1793-1868), an American judge and
tho author of a number of books chiefly relating to tho

Western States, was born at Philadelphia, August 19, 1793.
After for some time prosecuting tho study of law, he in

1812 joined the army, and in the war with Great Britain

dLiliuguishcd himself in engagements at Lundy's Lane,

Niagara, and Fort Erie. On the conclusion of the war he
accompanied an expedition against Algiers, but in 1818 he
resigned his commission, and continued the study of law
at Pittsburg. In 1820 he removed to Shawneetown,
Illinois, where he commenced practice at the bar and also
edited the Illinois Gazette. Soon after he was appointed
jjublic prosecutor of the circuit, and in 1824 legislature
judge. On the abolition of the latter office four years after-
wards he was appointed State treasurer, but he continued at
the same time his legal practice and also edited the lUinoit
Intelligencer. Subsequently lie became editor of the Westein
Souvenir, an annual publication, and of the Illinois Monthly
Magazine, afterwards the Western Monthbj Magazine. He
died near Cincinnati, July 5, 16G8.

The following are his principal works:—icH«ri /jont the JVest,
originally contributed to the ForlfoUo, and collected and published
in London in 1828 ; Legends of the IVcst, 1S32 ; Tlu: Soldier's Bride
and other Talcs, 1832 ; The Harpc's Head, a Legend of Kentucky,
1833 ; Sketches of the IFest, 2 vols., 1835 ; Talcs of (he Border, 1835

;

jVotes on the IVatcrn Stales, 1838 ; Uistortj of the Indian Tribes, io
conjunction with T. L. M'Keeney, 3 vols., 1838-44 ; T/te IVildei-ncu
and the jrar-Falh, 1845 ; reliances of Western History, 1857.

HALL, Joseph (1574-IG56), bishop of Norwich, one of
the wittiest as well as wisest writers of his century, was botn
at Bristow Park, parish of Ashby-de-la-Zouch, Leicester-

shire, July 1, 1574. Designed from infancy for the church,
he received his early education at the school of his native
place, vyhence in his fifteenth year he passed to Emmanuel
College, Cambridge. After being chosen for two years in

succession to read the rhetoric lectures in the public schools,

Hall became a fellow of his college in 1595, and in the
following year received. the degree of master of arts.

Having taken holy orders, he in 1601 became rector of

Halstead in Suffolk, near Bury St Edmunds. Two years
later he married ; and in 1605 he accompanied Sir Edmund
Bacon- to tho Spanish Netherlands. In 1612 Hall was
presented to the curacy of Wallham-Holy-Cross, in Essex,
and about the same time received tho degree of doctor of

divinity. Meanwhile his talents as a preacher, and the
ability shown in his controversial writings, had brought him
into notice at court. He was ajipointed chaplain to Prince
Henry and prebendary of Wolverhampton. The latter

dignity he soon resigned. In 1610 Hall accompanied
the earl of Carlisle on his mission to France, but was
compelled by illness to return; in 1617 he went with
James I. into Scotland, and in 1618 was api)ointed by him
one of tho English deputies to the .synod at Dort; but he
was again forced by sickness to return before the business

of the assembly was finished. The year before (1617) he
had been appointed dean of Worcester. In tho years that

followed Hall preached frequently before the court and
took an active part in tho controvensies of the day, especi-

ally in that between tho Arminian and Calvinistic parties

in tho Church of England, to tho latter of which he
belonged. In 1024 he refused the see of Gloucester, but
in 1627 became bishop of Exeter. In this position, by hia

toleration of lecturings and his Calvinistic mode of preach-

ing and administering his diocese, ho incurred tho susjiicion

of disaffection to e])iscopacy, and on Ihrco occasions ap-

peared on his knees before tho king, to answer for his puri-

tanical practices. Hall felt bitterly these undeserved charges

of Laud, and threatened to " cast uj) Jiis rochet " rather than

be subject to them. No better proof of his attachment to

tho Church of England is needed than his Episcojyacy by

Divine llitjld Asserted, written in 1640 at the suggestion of

Laud. lu 1641 Hall was translated to the sec of Norwich.

Tho same year ho joined eleven other bishops in presenting

to parliament a protest against all laws passed in their

enforced absence. Upon this the bishops were accused of

liifjh trua.son and thrown into the Tower. Hall in hifl Hard
Measure relates the trials he underwent both at this time
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and afterwards. The accusation fell to the ground, and in

six months the bishops were released (June 1642), only,liow-

e?er, on each finding security for X5000. Hall proceeded

to Norwich, which he had not yet visited, and set about

his pastoral duties; but in April 1613 his revenues and

personal property were sequestrated by parliament, a

nominal allowance of £400 a year being made for his

maintenance. Mrs Hall with great difficulty obtained a

fifth of her husband's property. The bishop was next

ejected from his palace, and the cathedral was dismantled.

Having retired to a small estate at Higham near Norwich,

which he had been able to buy, he there, with his books,

Jwught for him by a friend, spent the rest of his life,

writing and preaching " till he was first forbidden by men,

and at last disabled by God." He died 8th Seutember 1656,

in his eighty-third year.

Tho great bulk of BisUop Hall's writings' is controversial, and
therefore of comparatively ephemeral interest; but some of them con-

tinue to deserve attention. His satires, published nnder the name of

Virgidemiarum Sixc Bookes, consist of three boolces of Toothkssc

S.U>/rs, subdivided into (1) Poetical, (2) Academicall, and (3) Morall,

l>ublished in 1597, and three" bookes of Byting Satyrs, published in

i598. They appeared together in 1599. Hall claims to be the first

English satirist, though Hallam disputes his title, and at the same
time rather disparages the satires, which have on the other hand
been very highly praised by Campbell and Warton. In his Epistles

(1608-11) Hall claims to bo the introducer of that style of prose

composition also into English ; but both Ascham and Howell an-

ticipated him. The Contcmjilations iipon the Principal Pnsmgcs

of the History of the New Testament (1612-15), a devout and pious

work, one by which perhaps Hall is most generally known, are

happily distinguished from most compositions of the class to w^iich

they belong by a shy and racy wit which not unfretiuently puts tho

reader in mind ofThomas Fuller. Mundtts Alter et Idem, a species of

allegorical romance, published in 1643, was translated into English

by John Healey, under the title of i)!scowri/o/"oiVc!o ll^orld. Other
writings of this " English Seneca," as Sir Henry Wotton called him,

are Explication of Hard Texts (1633-34), Christian Meditations

(1640), ani Henochistnus, sive Tractatus deinodo amhulandi ciimDeo,

translated in 1769. An edition of his works was published in 1808

at London, in 10 vols., by the Kev. Josiah Pratt ; and a later and
lietterone, in 12 vols., at Oxford (1837-39), by the Rev. Peter Hall.

A life of Bishop Hall by the Rev. John Jones appeared in 1826.

HALL, Marshall (1790-185.7), the discoverer of the
" diastaltic nervous system," was born at Basford, Notts,

February 18, 1790. His father, Robert Hall, a cotton

manufacturer at that place, is well known as the introducer

of the modern processes of bleaching on a large scale.

Having attended Blanchard's academy at Nottingham,

where Kirke White was educated, Marshall Hall com-

menced in 1809 his studies for the medical profession at

Edinburgh university. In 1811 he was elected senior

president of the Koyal Medical Society ; the following year

he took the M.D. degree, and was immediately appointed

resident house physician to the Royal Infirmary, Edinburgh.

This appointment he resigned after two years, when he

visited Paris and its medical schools, and, on a walking

tour, those also of Berlin, Gottingen, ikc. la 1817,

taking up his abode at Nottingham, he published his

Diagnosis, in which he insisted that, before treatment, the

exact nature of a malady should be ascertained. He rapidly

acquired an extensive country practice, his improved method
in puerperal cases and his disuse of the venesection then

popular attracting many patients. In 1818 he wrote the

Mimoses, a work on the afTections denominated bilious,

nervous, &c. Tho next year he was elected a fellow of

the Poyal Society of Edinburgh, and in 1825 he became
physician to the Nottingham general hospital. In 1826
he removed to London, and in the following year he pub-
lished his Commentaries on the more important diseases of.

females. He pursued his studies of the effects of blood-

letting, and his .Be«earcAe,s (issued in 1830) were acknow-
ledged by the medical profession to be of vast practical

value. Much practical good also resulted from his warn-

ing against mistaking exhaustion for inflammation. Hall

married in 1829, and the same year he made the discovery
which placed him in rank with Harvey. It is described
in A Critical and Experimrntal Essay on the Ciratlation of
the Blood in the Capillary Vessels, in which he showed that
the blood-channels intermediate between arteries and veins
serve the office of bringing the fluid blood into contact with
the material tissues of the system. About this time he
made his original investigations on quantity of respiration,

detailed in The Inverse Ratio which subsists between the

Respiration and Irritability in the Animal Kingdom, a.

work which led to the treatises on hibernation. In 1831
he proposed a simple and bloodless operation for the removal'
of vascular nievua His most important discovery in physio-
logy was the "diastaltic spinal system," Ids views being
embodied in a paper on Thereflex Fiinction of the Medulla
Oblongata and the Medulla Spinalis, 1832, in which year
he was elected fellow of the Royal Society, London.
This paper was supplemented in 1837 by another On the

True Spinal Marrow, and the Excilo-motor System of

Nerves, in which he e.\plained the real classification and
distribution of the entire nervous system. The " reflex

function" excited great attention in Germany and Holland,

and M. Flourens described it as " a great epoch in physi-

ology," Hall thus became the authority on the multiform
deranged states of health referable to an abnormal condition

of the nervous system, and he made plain the obscure

class of convubive affections. The action of strychnia as a

spinal tonic or excitant, the relief of the epileptic, trache-

otomy in laryngismal epilepsy, and the "ready method"
in asphyxia, were among the later objects of his iavestiga-

tion. His "ready method"—sometimes called Marshall

Hall's method—for resuscitation in drowning and other

forms of sdspended respiration—is perhaps the most popular

of his discoveries ; by it innumerable lives have been pre-

served. Dr Hall lectured at various medical schools, at the

college of physicians, and also at New York during his

American tour. His papers in medical and scientific

journals, including the Comples Rendas, are remarkable for

lucidity and brevity. He died at Brighton of a throat affec-

'tion, aggravated by lecturing, August 11, 1857. A list

of his works, most of which have been translated into

foreign languages, and details of his " ready method,"

die, are given in his Memoirs by his widow, London,
1861.

HALL, Robert (1764-1831), one of the greatest of

English pulpit orators, was born May 2, 1764, at Arnsby
near Leicester, where his father, a man whose cast of mind in

some respects resembled closely that of the son, was pastor

of a Baptist congregation. Robert was the youngest of a
family of fourteen. In infancy his physical powers were

so feeble that until two years of age he was unable to walk,

and, although his expression and gestures indicated great

mental vivacity, he was equally slow to acquire the faculty

of articulate speech, It even appears that he had learned

to read before he was able to imitate spoken sounds, bis

nurse having taught him the letters of the alphabet and

the formation of words from the inscriptions on the tomb-

stones of a churchyard adjoining his father's dwelling-house.

When once the interest in this exercise had loosened his

reluctant tongue his progress was remarkably rapid, and

before he had attained his third year the fluency of his talk

gave some indications of his future oratorical eminence.

While still at the dame's school his passion for books

absorbed the greater part of his time, and in the summer
it was his custom after school hours to retire to the church-

yard with a volume which he continued to peruse there till

nightfall, making out the meaning of the more difficult

words \vith the help of a pocket dictionary. From his
'

sixth to his eleventh year he attended -the school of Mr
Simmons at Wigston, a village 4 miles from Arasby.
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Tlieie his precocity nssnraed tlie eseeptionnl fcrm of nn

intense interest in metaphysics, partly perlmps on account

of the restricted character of liis father's library; and before

he was nine years of ago he had read and re road Jonatlian

Edwards's Treatise on th'. JCiV/ and Butler's Ancdorjy^ This

incessant study at such an early period of life seems, how-
ever, to have had an injurious influence on his health, and
may have been partly the cause of the disease from which
he experienced such suffering in after life, and symptoms
of whose existence began at this time to manifest them-
selves. Occasionally lie was already troubled with intense

pain in the back, and after ho left Mr Simmons's school

his appearance was so sickly as to awaken fears of the

presence of consumption. In order therefore to obtain

the benefit of a change of air, he stayed for some time in

the house of a gentleman near Kettering, who with an

impropriety which Hall himself afterwards referred to as

"egregious," prevailed upon the boy of eleven to give

occasional addresses at prayer meetings. As his health

seemed rapidly to recover, he was sent to a school at Nor-

thampton conducted by the Rev. John Ryland, where he
remained a year and a hdf, and " made great progress in

Latin and Greek." On leaving school he for some time

studied divinity under the direction of his father, and in

October 1778 he entered the Bristol academy for the pre-

paration of students for the Baptist ministry. Here the

self-possession which had enabled him in his twelfth year

to address unfalteringl. various audiences of grownup
people seems to have strangely forsaken him ; for when, in

accordance with the arrangoLients of the academy, his turn

came to deliver an address in the vestry of Broadmead
Chapel, he broke down on two separate occasions and was
unable to finish his discourse. On the 13th August 1780

he was sot apart to the ministiy, but he still continued his

studies at the academy; and in 1781, in accordance with

tho provisions of an exhibition which he held, he entered

King's College, Aberdeen, -.^hera he took the degree of

master of art3 in March 1765. At the university he was
without a rival of his own standing in any of the classe."!,

distinguishing himself alike in classics, philosophy, and
mathematics. He there formed the acquaintance of

Mackintosh (afterwards Sir James), who, though a year his

junior in age, was a year his senior as a student, and who be-

came attached to him "because he could not help it."

While they remained at Aberdeen the two were inseparable,

reading together the best Greek authors, especially Plato,

nnd discussing, either during their walks by the seashore and
the banks of the Don or in their rooms until early morning,

the most perplexed questions in philosophy and religion.

The interest of their conversation soems to have lain more
in the difference than the agreement of their opinions; but

their controversies, so far from causing any even temporarj'

estrangement, tended only to cement more closely their

friendship and to deepen iu each tho respect for the mental

and moval qualities of tho other.

During the vacation between his last two sessions at

Aberdeen, Hall acted as assistant pastor tc Dr Evans at

Broadmead Chapel, Bristolj^nd three months after leaving

tho university he was appointed classical tutor in the Bristol

academy, on ofHce which he held for more than five years.

Even at this period his extraordinary eloquence had excited

an interest beyond the bounds of tho denomination to which
he belonged, and when he preached the chapel was gene-

rally crowded to excess, the audience including many
persons of intellectual tastes. It would appear, however,

that, in the case of Mr Fuller, Dr Ryland, and other theo-

logical authorities, his exuberant intellectual energy and his

outspoken expression of tolcranco for certiin aspects of

Socinianism caused trembling to be greatly mingled with

their admiration ; and ultimately, suspicions in regard

to his orthodoxy having in 1789 led to a misunderstanding
with his colleague and a part of the congregation, he in

July 1790 accepted an invitation to make trial of a congre-

gation at Cambridge, of which he became pastor in July
of the following year. From a statement of his opinions

contained in a letter to the congregation which he left, it

would appear that, while a firm believer in the proper

divinity of Christ, he had at this time disowned the cardinal

principles of Calvinism—the federal headship of Adam, and
the doctrine of absolute election and reprobation ; and that

he was so far a materialist as to " hold that man's thinking

powers and faculties are the result of a certain organization

of matter, and that after death he ceases to be conscious

till the resurrection." It was during his Cambridge
ministry, which extended over a period of fifteen years,

that his oratory was most brilliant and most immediately
powerful. At Cambridge the intellectual character of a

large part of tho audience supplied a stimulus which was
wanting at Leicester and Bristol, but besides this his

physical powers were then at their best, and were still un-

affected by the constant pain which already so severely

tested his powers of endurance and rendered the discharge

of his duties such a marvellous triumph of wilh Above
all it was not till near the close of thi's period that his

intellectual pathway was crossed by the shadow of mental

derangement, and an element of weakness and uncertainty

introduced into his career which for some time clouded the

horizon of Jiis hopes ««nd perhaps placed a permanent check

on his highest form of intellectual enterprise. While at

Cambridge he gave to the world some of the more important

of the few and small publications which, although those

who were his constant hearers have affirmed that several

of his imperfectly reported sermons convey a juster impres-

sion of the usual character of his oratory, are the only

correct and properly authenticated records of his style of

thought and composition. His first published compositions

had apolitical origin. In 1791 appeared Christianity con-

sistent with the Love of Freedom, in which lie defended the

political conduct of dissenters against the attacks of the Rev.

John Clayton, minister of Weighhouse, and gave eloquent

expression to his hopes of great political and social ameliora-

tions as destined to result nearly or remotely from the sub-

version of old ideas and institutions in tho maelstrom of

the French Revolution. In 1793 he expounded his politi-

cal sentiments in a powerful and more extended pamphlet

entitled nn Apology fx>r the Freedom of the Press, whicL

at once obtained an extensive circulation, and doubtless to

some extent aided in the formation of that public opinion

which has given birth in England to the present remarkable

era of gradual and unswerving political progress. 0:i

account, however, of certain asperities into which tho

warmth of his feelings had betrayed him, ar.d his conviction

that he had treated his subject in too superficial a manner,

he refused to permit the publication of the pamphlet bcyor.il

the third edition, until the references of political opponcntj

and the circulation of copies without his sanction indur.-d

him in 1821 to prepare a new edition, from which ho omidcd

tho attack on Bishop Horsley, and to which he prefixed an

advertisement stating that his political opinions had under-

gone no substantial change. His other publications while

at Cambridge were three sermons—On Modern lujldttity

(1801), litjiections on Tlar (1802), and Sentiments proper

to the present Cri»w(1803). From his first attack of insanity,

which occurred in November 1604, ho recovered so speedily

that he was able to resume his duties in April 1805, but a

more severe recurrence of the malady rendered it advi.snblo

for him on his second recovery to resign his pastoral ofTicc,

which he did in March 180G. On leaving Cambridge he paio

a visit to his relatives in Leicestershire, and then for some

time resided at Endcrly, preaching occasionally in some of
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the ffeiglibonrlrg villages, y Latterly lie ministered to a small

congregation in Harvey Lane, Leicester, from whom at the

tlose of 1806 he accepted a call to be their stated pastor,

lu the autumn of 1 807 he changedhis residence fromEnderby

to Leicester, and iu 1808 he married the servant of a brother

minister. His proposal of marriage had been made after an

almost momentary acquaintance, and, according to the tra-

ditionary account, in very abrupt and peculiar terms ; but,

judging from his subsequent domestic life, hischoice did suffi-

cient credit to his penetration and sagacity. His writings at

Leicester embraced various tracts printed for private circula-

tion; anumberof contvihutiona to the FcleclkJieview, among
which may be mentioned his articles on " Foster's Essays "

and on "Zeal without Innovation"; several sermons, includ-

ing those On the Advantages of Knowledge to ike Lower
Classes {\i\0),On the Death of the Princess Charlotte {If^n),

and On the Death of Dr Eyland (1825) ; and his pamphlet

on Terms of Comnumioii, in which he advocated intercom-

munion with all those who acknowledged the " essentials"

of Christianity. In 1819 he published an edition in one

volume of his sermons formerly printed. Ou the death of

Dr Ryland, Hall was invited to return to the pastorate of

Broadniead Chapel, Bristol, and as the peace of the congre-

gation at Leicester had been to some degree disturbed by
a controversy regarding several cases of discipline, he
resolved to accept the invitation, and removed there in

April 1826. About this period the malady—renal calculus

—which had for many years rendered his life an almost

continual martyrdom, and whose influence he had triumphed

over with such marvellous fortitude, began to show signs

of indirectly obtaining the mastery over his vigorous con-

stitution ; and henceforth increa-sing infirmities and suffer-

ings, which rest and change of scene could do little to

alleviate, surrounded with deepening external gloom the

spirit whose 'cheerfulness and peace they seemed to leave

almost totally uninjured. Gradually the inability to take

proper exercise, by inducing a plethoric habit' of body and

impeding the circulation, led to a diseased condition of tbs

heart, which resulted in his death, February 21, 1831.

The private manners of Hall were remarkably simple and
unaffected ; and if his method of expressing his opinions was

frequently impetuous, and occasionallysomewhat brusque and
imperious, this was owing rather to his constitutional energy

and straightforward impulsive honesty than to an overbear-

ing and dogmatic temper. Though exercising his sarcastic

powers with great unconstraint, he reserved his severity

chiefly for errors which implied some kind of moral culpa-

bility, and he was always careful to be respectful to true

worth even when concealed or deformed by many superficial

defects, or coujoii.ed with humble rank or weak mental

capacity. In reality few were more unassuming or unselfish

or more continue; isly actuated by feelings truly charitable

and benevolent. His mental absorption led to the con-

traction of many minor eccentricities, one of which was

a frequent obliviousness to the flight of time and a con-

sequent inability to remember his engagements. Towards

the close of his Cambridge ministry he acquired the

habit of smoking, and from that time his pipe was his

almost constant companion and one ct his principal

solaces in his bodily suffering. Indeed talk and tobacco

may be said to have supplied his chief means of recreation.

In his conversation the calibre and idiosyncrasies of his

genius were better displayed than in any of the writings

he has left us ; and it is said to have exercised an even

more "captivating charm than did his finest orations. Its

most striking characteristics were keen, biting, and original

wit, and wild and daring imaginative flights.

Both physically and mentally Hall possessed a rare com-
bination of qualities fitting him to excel as a public speaker.

Hedid not attain success without effortand discipline, but the

faults which hampered his capabilities were not of a formid-
able character. He was of powerful and athletic build,

and his great breadth of chest, while it lent an impression
of massiveness to his bearing, indicated abundant capacity

to sustain the kind of physical exertion which oratory

entails. His voice was deficient in strength and volume,
but exceptionally pure and melodious, and capable of being
thoroughly interpenetrated by emotion. Its inadequacy in

tone was also compensated for by its great flexibility, which
enabled him by the momentum of rapid utterance to obtain

all the vocal force necessary to the (highest oratorical effects.

According to Foster, his countenance "was formed as if on
purpose for the most declared manifestation of power." The
forehead was high and sloping, witli well-arched brows,

beneath 'which his dark and brilliant eye, in his mere
excited moments, burned and glowed with thought and
passion. The lower part of his countenance indicated a

vehement and headstrong temperament under the control

of an iron will—doubtless powerfully reinforced by the

strong moral sensibility which gave a peculiar elevation

and dignity to features possessing no trait of grace or

beauty. Perhaps the " stern, intense, and 6r>mewhat for-

midable expression," which Foster referred to as wanting

in the portrait accompanying his works, had its origin

partly in his constant suffering.

His gestures in speaking were few and simi>le, and his

manner seemed to be naturally determined by his mental

emotions without conscious purpose on his part. He gave

the impression of thorough self-forgetfulness and absorption

in his subject, and during the latter part of an oration of

being wholly possessed and dominated by the thoughts and
sentiments which he uttered. It is generally affirmed that

in his spoken sermons his style was more easy, graceful,

and various than in any of the sermons which ho prepared

for the press. In the latter the structure of the sentences

is often formal and laboured, the rhythm artificial and

monotonous ; and idiomatic vigour is in some degree sacri-

ficed to elegance and pomp. In the higher flights of his

eloquence his language was, however, unsurpassed for purity

and happy adaptation to *-he thought. Indeed one of his

most remarkable gifts is said to have been his extempor-

aneous command of a clear and felicitous vocabulary,

which seemed to clothe every shade of his meaning with

its appropriate expression, and whose musical cadences

formed a not unimportant element in the fascination exer-

cised by his oratory. It is true that in many cases his

language had before he spoke undergone considerable mental

elaboration, but he was nevertheless so little enslaved to

his memory that, according to his own statement, he never

entered the pulpit without omitting something which he

wished to say and saying something which he wished to

omit. In preaching his severe taste and deep sense of

solemnity restrained every tendency to eccentricity or

extravagance, and he never permitted his brilliant wit to

emit even the faintest and most momentary sparkle. It

may therefore be believed that on a secular platform his

oratory would have been more racy and natural, and from

the scope afforded for the free exercise of all his powers

would have attained to a more varied perfection. In his

occasional reviews his style is clear and pointed, but apart

from this it is his sarcasm that chiefly conveys the im-

pression of more than average ability. The predominant

element of his eloquence was reasoning. His statements

and propositions were animated with passion and illuminated

by a vivid and rich if not strikingly powerful and original

imagination ; but in no instance did passion or imagination

seem to obtain the chief sway. It was generally not till

towards the close of his sermon that the spell of his elo-

quence asserted its highest influenceover hisaudience. Then
the various trains of thought through which he had been
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guiding- tliem seemed to meet in an intense focus where
•eason, imagination, and passion were blended togetlier,

ind ia whose light tlie theme he had been expounding

stood revea)e<Um such vivid truth and beauty as to capti-

vate for the motneut every hejirt. But though stating truth

chiefly in the form of reosoaiog, he constantly exhibited it

rather in its moral than in its theological aspects. His

eloquence was inde«d morally more than irftellectually

po\7erful; and its moral purpose was besides achieved not

so much by the direct inculcation of moral duties, or the

detection and exposure of moral deformities, as by bis

unconscious exhibition of his own moral elevation and of

the ardour and purity of his hopes and aims. Indeed in

many of his sermons both the form and matter of his

thought seemed to be determined rather by. his own indivi-

dual interest in his subject than by the consideration of

the capacities and wants of his hearers. Though exhibiting

a catholicity of spirit much in advance of his time, the

range of his thought is completely included within the limits

of traditional opinion. In treating of what he regarded as

the cardinal truths of religion he is of course oratorically

effective, but the dexterous and brilliant manner in which
he wields the old controversial weapons does not com-
pensate for their inherent inadequacy. He indulges too

frequently in innuendoes against the moml character and
motives of his opponents, and fails to sound- the full depth

jf the speculative problems upon which he attempts to

dogmatize. His sermons will always be esteemed by the

student of English literature for their many passages of

splendid and finished eloquence, but his theological writings

»s a whole are of course withou(i tliat quaint interest attach-

ing to representations of. truth which though now old and
etfete origihally exhibited it with the freshness and vividness

of a discovery ; while on the other hand they have no suffi-

cient colouring from modern tendencies to give to them a

more than superficial value in relation to those pbase.s of reli-

gious thought which are predominant at the present time.

Seo Works of Robert Hall, A. if., with a Brief Memoir of his Life,

by Olinthus Gregory, LL.D., and Observations on his Character as

Preacher by John Foster, origin.illy publi.slicd in 6 vols., Lomlon,
1832 ; 'Reminiscences of the Rev. Robert Hall, A.M., by John
Greene, London, 1832 ; Biograpldcal Recollections of the Rev. RmIktI

Hall, by J. W. Morris, 1848; Fifty Sermons of Robert J^llfrom
yfotea taken at the time of their Deliver]/, by the Kev. Thomas Giin-
fiold, M. A. , 1843 ; Reminiscences of Collc'js Life in Bristol during
the. Ministry of tho Rev. Robert Hall. A.M., by Frederick Tiestiafl,

1879. 'T. F. y.)

HALLA. , See Haxa.
HALLAM, Henry, the celebrated English historian,

was born at \yindsor in the year 1777,—s->mo authorities

make the date one year later,—and he died at Pickhurst,

Kent, on the 2l8tof January 1859. Notwithstanding his

great fame and recent death very little seems to be known
of the personal history of Ilallara- He was the son of a

dean of Bristol, and was educated at Eton, and afterwards

went to Christ Church, Oxford, where ho took his degree

in 1799. He was called *o tho bar by the Inner Temple,

and afterwards became a. bencher of that society, but he

does not appear to have at any timo attempted to obtain

practice. Early in life he devoted himself to literary work,

and became connected with tho brilliant band of authors

and politicians who then led tho Whig party. A com-

missionership of audits, obtained through that connexion,

together with some private mcan.s, made him independent

in point of worldly fortune, and enabled him to devote

himself entirely to the studies of his life. Ho took no

active part in practical politics, and was in fact unsuitcd

by nature for the rough work of party polemics. But ho

was an active supporter of many popular movements

—

particularly of that which ended in tho abolition of the

slave trade ; and he was throughout his entire life sincerely

and profoundly attached to the political principle ol tliu

Wh'igs, both iu their poiAilarand in their aristocratic aspect.
Tiallam's earliest literary work was undertaken in connexion
with the great organ of the Whig party, the ildiulimik
Review, where his review of Scott's Drydeit attracted much
notice. His first great work, The View of (ht SO'le of
Europe duriiuj the Middle Ayes, was produced in 1818,
and was followed nine years later by the Comtitvlional
history of Ewjland. In 1837 appeared the Iidrod'i'-iioii

(o (he Literature of Europe in the Idth, \6th, and 17th
Centuries. These are the three works on which the fame
of Hallam rests. They at once took a place iu English
literature which has never been seriously challenged. A
vuhime of supplemental notes to his Middle Ajes was pub-
lished in 1848. These facts and dates represent nearly
all tho events of Hallam's career. The strongest personal
interest iu his life was the affliction which befell him in

the loss of all his family, one after another. His eldest

son, Arthur Henry Hallam,— the "A. H. H." of Tennyson's
la Memoriam, and by the testimony of his contemporaries
a man of the most brilliant promise,—died in 1833 at the

age of twenty-two. Seventeen years later, his second son,

Henry Fitzmaurice Hallam, was cut off like his brother
at the very threshold of what might have been a great

career. The premature death and high talents of these

young men, and the association of one of them with the

most popular poem of the age, have made Hallam's family

afflictions better known than any other incidents of his life.

He survived wife, daughter, and sons by many years. In

1834 Hallam published The Remains ill Prose and Verse of
Arthur Henry llnllam. with a Sketch of his Life. In 1852
a selection of Literary Essays and, Characters from the

Literature of Europe was published. Hallam was a fellow of

the Royal Society, and a trustee of the British iluseum, and
enjoyed many other appropriate distinctions. In 1830 he

received the gold medal for history, founded by George III.

"Hie Middle Ages is described by Hallam himself as a
series of historical dissertations, a comprehensive survey

of the chief circumstances that can interest a philosophical

inquirer during the period from the 5th to the 15th cen-

tury. The work consists of nine long chapters, each of

which is a complete treatise in itself. The history of

France, of Italy, of Spain, of Germany, and of tho Greek
and Saracenic empires, sketched in rapid and general

terms, is tho subject of five separate chapters. Others deal

with the great institutional features of medieval society

—

the development of the feudal system, of the ecclesiastical

system, and of the free political system of England. The
last chapter sketches the general state of society, the growth

of commerce, manners, and literature in the Middle Ages.

The book may be regarded as a general view of early

modern history, preparatory to the more detailed treatment

of special lines of inquiry carried out in his subsequent

works, although Hallam's original intention was to continue

tho work on the scale on which it had been begun.

Tho Constitutional History of England takes up tho sub-

ject at tho point at which it had been dropped in the Vicfof

the Middle Ages, viz , tho accession of Henry VII.,' and

carries it down to tho accession of George III. Hallam

stopped hero for a characteristic reason, which it is impos-

sible not to respect and to regret. Ho was unwilling to

excite the prejudices of modern politics which seemed to

him to run back through tho whole period of tho reign of

Oeorgo III. As a matter of fact they ran back much
further, as Hallam soon found. Tho sensitive impartiality

which withheld him from touching perhaps the most

interesting period in tho history of tho constitution did not

sav.e him from tho charge of partisanship. The Quarterly

' Lord Broiigbain, overlooking tlio constilutinn.il clinptcr in tlio

Middle Ages, censured Ilallnni for making an arliitrary bcginnlni; at

this [oint, uiid iimpusc.l to wulc .i more coiniiUio tii^^iorv Iiiuisclf.
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lieview for 1828 contains an article on the Constitutional

History, written by Soutl;ey, full of railing and reproach.

Tiie work, he says, is the " production of a decided partisan,"

who " rakes in the ashes of long-forgotten and a thousand

times buried slanders, for the means of heaping obloquy

on ail who supported the established institutions of the

country." No accusation made by a critic ever fell so

wide of the mark. Absolute justice is the standard which

Hallam set himself and maintained. His view of consti-

tutional history was that it should contain only so much of

the political and general history of the time as bears directly

on specific changes in the organization of the state, includ-

ing therein judicial as well as ecclesiastical institutions.

But while abstaining from irrelevant historical discussions,

Hallam dealt with statesmen and policies with the calm

and fearless impartiality of a judge. It was his cool treat-

ment of such sanctified names as Charles, Cranmer, and
Laud that provoked the indignation of Soutbey and the

jQuarterly, who forgot that the same impartial measure was
extended to statesmen on the other side. If Hallam can

ever be said to have deviated from perfect fairness, it was
in the tacit assumption that the lOth century theory of the

constitution was the right theory in previous centuries, and
that those who departed from it on one side or the other were

iu the wrong. He did unconsciously antedate the consti-

tution, and it is clear from incidental allusions in his last

work that he did not regard with favour the democratic

changes which he thought to be impending. Hallam, like

JIacaulay, ultimately referred all political questions to the

standard of Whig constitutionalism. This prepossession

may be connected with the legal tone that runs through all

his political writings. The spirit of the English lawyer is

as strong in Hallam as in Bentham, who, like him, was
never a practising lawyer. It is no doubt owing to this

quality that the Constitutional Ilistory has become one of

the t.ext-books of English politics. Hallam, like Black-

stone, has become an authority to whom men of all parties

appeal. The origin of English irstitutions has since been

explored with greater elaborateness by Professor Stubbs,

but our leading guide to the constitution in its maturity is

still Hallam.

Like the Constitutional History, the Introduction to the

Literature of Europe continues one of the branches of

inquiry which had been opened in the View of the Iliddle

Ages. In tlie first chapter of the Literature, which is to a

great extent supplementary to the last chapter of the

Middle Ages, Hallam sketches the state of literature in

Europe down to the end of the 14th century :—the extinc-

tion of ancient learning which followed the fall of the

Roman empire and the rise of Christianity ; the preserva-

tion of the Latiu language in the services of the church
;

and the slow revival of letters, which began to show itself

soon after the 7th century—" the nadir of the human
miad "—had been passed. For the first century and a half

of his special period he is mainly occupied with a review
of classical learning, and he adopts the plan of taking short

decennial periods and noticing the most remarkable works
which they produced. The rapid growth of literature in

the 16th century compels him to resort to a classification

of subjects. Thus in the period 1520-1550 we have
separate chapters on ancient literature, theology, speculative

philosophy and jurisprudence, the literature of taste, and
scientific and miscellaneous literature ; and the subdivision

of subjects is carried further of course in the later periods.

Thus poetry, the drama, and polite literature form the

subjects of separate chapters. One inconvenient result of

this arrangement is that the same author is scattered over
many chapters, according as his works fall within this

category or that period of time. Names like Shakespeare,

Grotius, Bacon, Hobbes, appear in half a dozen different

places. The individuality of great authors is thus dis-

sipated except when it has been preserved by an occasional

sacrifice of the arrangement—and this defect, if it is to be
esteemed a defect, is increased by the very sparing references

to personal history and character with which Hallam was
obliged to content himself. His plan excluded biographical

history, nor is the work, he tells us, to be regarded as one
of reference. It is rigidly an account of the books which
would make a complete library of the period,' arranged
according to the date of their publication and the nature
of their subjects. The history of institutions like univer-

sities and academies, and that of great popular movements
like the Reformation, are of course noticed in their imme-
diate connexion with literary results ; but Hallam had little

taste for the spacious generalization which such subjects sug-

gest. The great qualities displayed in this work have been
universally acknowledged— conscientiousness, accuracy,

judgment, and enormous reading. Not the least striking

testimony to Hallam's powers is his mastery over so many
diverse forms of intellectual activity. In science and
theology, mathematics and poetry, metaphysics and law, he is

a competent and always a fair if not a profound critic. The
bent of his own mind is manifest in his treatment of pure

literature and of political speculation,—which seems to be

inspired with stronger personal interest and a higher sense

of power than other parts of his work display. Not less

worthy of notice in a literary history is the good sense by
which both his learning and his tastes have been held in

control. Probably no writer ever possessed a juster view

of the relative importance of men and things. The labour

devoted to an investigation is with Hallam no excuse for

dwelling on the result, unless that is in itself important.

He turns away contemptuously from the mere curiosities

of literature, and is never tempted to make a display of

trivial erudition. Nor do we find that his interest in

special studies leads him to assign them a disproportionate

place in his general view of the literature of a period.

Hallam is generally described as a " philosophical his-

torian." The description is justified not so much by any
philosophical quality in his method as by the nature of his

subject and his own temper. Hallam is a philosopher to

this extent that both in political and in literary history he
fixed his attention on results rather than on persons. His
conception of history embraced the whole movement of

society. Beside that conception the issue of battles and
the fate of kings fall into comparative insignificance.
" We can trace the pedigree of princes," he reflects, " fill

up the catalogue of towns besieged and provinces desolated,

describe even the whole pageantry of coronations and
festivals, but we cannot recover the genuine history of

mankind." But, on the other hand, there is no trace in

Hallam of anything like a philosophy of history or society.

Wise and generally melancholy reflexions on human nature
and political society are not infrequent in his writings, and
they arise naturally and incidentally out of the subject he
is discussing. His object is the attainment of truth in

matters of fact. Sweeping theories of the movement of
society, and broad characterizations of particular periods of
history, seem to have no attraction fpr him. The view of

mankind on which such generalizations are usually based,
taking little account of individual character, was highly
distasteful to him. Thus he objects to the use of statistics

because they favour that tendency to regard all men as

mentally and morally equal which is so unhappily strong
in modern times. At the same time Hallam by no meaiis

assumes the tone of the mere scholar. He is even solicitous

to show that his point of view is that of the cultivated

gentleman and not of the specialist of any order. Thus
* Technical subjects like painting or English law have "been ex-

clailed by Hallam, and history and theology only partially treated.
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Le tells U3 tliat Montaigne 13 the first Frencli author whom
an Enjrlish gentleman is ashamed not to have read. In
fact, allusions to the necessary studies of a gentleman meet
us constantly, reminding us of the unlikely erudition of the

schoolboy in Macauky. Hallam's prejudices, so far as he

had any, belong to the same character. His criticism is

apt to assume a tone of moral censure when he has to deal

with certain extremes of human thought,—scepticism in

philo.sophy, atheism in religion, and democracy in politics.

Hallam's style is singularly uniform throughout all his

writings. It is sincere and straightforivafd, and obviously

innocent of any motive beyond that of clearly expressing

the writer's meaning. In the Literature of Europe there are

many passages of great imaginative beauty. (e. e.)

HjUjLE (formerly called, to distinguish it from other

towns of the same name, HaUe in Sachsen, but now
generally known as Halle an der Saale), a city of Prussian

Saxony, government district of Merseburg, is situated on
the right bank of the Saale and at the junction of six rail-

ways, 20 miles N. W. of Leipsic. It consists of the old

town, or Halle proper, with five suburbs, and the two small

towns of Glaucliau and Neuraarkt, which were added to it

in 1817. Halle is under the immediate jurisdiction of the

crown, and is the seat of the imperial chief office of mines for

I. Penllcnilory.
:;. Obsprvit.iry.
^. Morltzbufff.
4. Library.
5. University.

Plan of HaUe
6. Thoatre.
7. Oymnasinni.
8. Post-omce.
9. District Conrt.

10. Town-HaU.

11. Red Clock Tower.
la. Cathedral.
13. Church of St Marj-.
M. Chnrch of St Manrlco.

the provinces of Saxony, Brandenburg, and Pomerania, of a
head tax-office, of a circle court, and of a provincial office.

The greater part of tho town is irregularly built, and pre-
sents a somewhat unattractive appearance to tho eye of a
stranger

; but of late years it has been much improved by
the construction of new promenades on tho site of the old
fortifications, and by the repaving of many of the streets
and the addition of new buildings. Its well-known uni-
versity was founded by King Frederick I. in 1694 in behalf
of the jurist Thomasius, whom many students fiiliowod
ti Halle when ho was expelled from Leipsic through the
J.unity of his follow professors. It was clo.»ed by Napoleon
;ii 1806, and again in 1813; and in 1815 it was united

with that of Wittenberg. It has faculties of theology, law,
medicine, and philosophy. From tlie beginning it has been
recognized as one of the principal schools of Protestant
theology, and has numbered among its professors some of
the most eminent names of Germany. Its maximum number
of .students occurred in 1829 when they exceeded 1300.
Subsequently the number declined below COO, but at pre-
sent the average attendance is between 900 and 1000. The
present buildings were erected in 1 834. In connexion with
the university there are a botanical garden, a theological and
normal seminary, a medical and surgical clinical instituto,

a maternity hospital, an observatory, and a library of over
100,000 volumes, which also contains collections of coins
and engravings. The Fraiicke'sche Stiflungen—founded
in 1G91 by August Hermann Francke, a bronze statue
of whom by Eauch was erected in 1829 in the inner court
of the building—embrace an orphanage, a laboratory where
medicines are prepared and distributed, a Bible press from
which Bibles are issued at a cheap rate, and a number of
schools of various grades, viz., a Latin school, a Iiigher real-

school, a citizen school, a higher female school, and a free

school, attended in all by over 3000 pupils. The principal

other institutions are the city gymnasium, the provincial

trade school, the provincial lunatic asylum, the penitentiary,

the town hospital and infirmarj-, and the deaf and dumb
institute. Among the other pubfic buOdings may be men-
tioned the church of St Marj', containing some fine paint-

ings, an interesting Gothic structure of the 1 6th century,

with four tov/ers, two of which are connected by a bridge
;

the church of St Maurice, dating from the 12th century,

with interesting wood-carvings and sculptures; the church

of St Ulrich, dating from the 14th century ; the cathedral,

founded in the 16th century, and containing an altar-piece

representing Duke Augustus of Saxony and his family;

tho red clock tower in the market-place, 270 feet in height;

the old town-house ; the ruins of the castle of Moritzburg,

erected in 1484, formerly the residence of the archbishops

of Magdeburg, but destroyed by fire during the Thirty

Years' War, with the exception of the left wing, which is

now used for military purposes ; the lodge of the free-

masons ; and the theatre. In 1859 a bronze statue woa
erected in the market-place to Handel, who was born at

Hallo in IC85 ; and in the outskirts of tho town there is a

monument to the Germans who fell at the battle of Leipsic

in 1813. The salt-springs of Halle have been known from
a very early period. Some rise within the town and others

on an island in the Saale ; and together their annual yield

of salt is about 12,000 tons; The workmen employed in

connexion with the manufacture are a peculiar and distinct

race known by tho name of Ilalloren, probably descended

from an old Prankish colony. They observe several ancient

custom-s and enjoy certain special exemptions and privileges.

Tho principal other industries of Halle are the manufacture

of starch, beetroot-sugar, chemicals, lignite, candles, pottery-

wares, sausages, oil, machines and waggons, sugar-refining,

brewing, printing, ond* bookbinding. Considemble trade,

especially in corn, is now carried on by meons of the milwaye,

but tho shipping trade is unimiiortanf. The population has

increased with great rajiidity during tho last quarter of a

century, for while tho numbers in 1831 were 25,594, they

had risen in 1849 to 33,848 and in 1875 to 60,503.

Ilallo v.-n3 first mentioned in SOB ns tho fortress of ll.nUii erected

hy Charlemagne. Tho place wna, however, in cxislencc hefore the

Christian era, and owes its origin a« well as ils uaiiio to its salt-

springs. Utto the Great nrctented it in 065 along with tho salt-

springs to tho bishopric of Mngileburp, and in PSl Olto II. raised

it to the rank of a town. At tlio beginning of the l'2th century it

tad attained considei-nlde impirtanee, and in tho 13lh and 14th

centuries asa nicniherof the lliinseatic Ix"iRiie it carried on succeMful

wars with tho anhbishops of JIngdehurg ; and in 1435 it resisted an

army of 30,000 men under the ekctorof Snxony. On aeeonnt, how-

ever, of iDternal feuds between tho democrat y and the patricioni it
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was subdued iu 1478 by Arcli'oishcip Ernest, who in order to

hold it in chock built the castle of Moritzbuvg. Notwithstamling
the efforts of the archbishoiis of Mainz and J[a>^deburg, the Refor-

mation found an entrance into tlie city iu 152-2 ; and iu 1541 a

Lutheran superintendent was apiioii\ted. After tlie peace of West--
phalia iu 1618 the city came into the possession of the house of

Brandenburg. Iu 1806 it was stormed and taken by the French,
after wliich, at the peace of Tilsit, it was united to the new kingdom
of Westphalia. After the battle between the Prussians and French,
May 2, 1813, it was taken by the Prussians. The rise of Leipsic

was for a long time hurtful to the prosperity of Halle, and its present
rapid increase in pojuilation and trade is principally due to its

position as the centre of a, network of railways.

See Dreyhaupt, Ansfiihrlichc Bcschreihung dcs Saallcrciscs, Halle,

2 vols., 1755 (2d edition, 1771-73; 3d edition, 1842-44); Hoff-
bauer, Gcschichtc der Uiiivtrsitdt zu Malle, 1806 ; Halle in Vorzeit und
Gegeiiwart, 1851 ; Knauth, Kiirzc Gcschichtc und Bcschreihung dcr

Stadt Halle, 3d edition, 1861 ; Vom Hagen, Die S/adl Halle, 1866-
67 ; Hertzberg, Gcschichte dcr Vcrcinigung dcr UniversitdUn von
IfiUeitbcrg und Halle, 1867; Voss, Zur Gcschichtc dcr Autonomic
ier Stadt Halle, lS7i; A. Kirchkotf, '" Ueber die Lagenverhaltnisse
der Starlt Halle," in Mitlhcilungcn dcs Vercins fur Erdkunde zu
Halle, Halle, 1877.

HALLECK, FiTZGEEENE (1790-1867), an American
poet, was born at Guildford, Connecticut, July 8, 1790.

By his mother Lb was descended from John Eliot, the
" Apostle of the Indians." At an early age he became
clerk in a store at Guildford, and at eighteen he entered a

banking-house in New York. Having made the acquaint-

ance o£ Joseph Rodman Drake in 1819, he assisted him
under the signature of "Croaker junior" in contributing

to the New York Evening Post the humorous series of

"Croaker Papers." In 1821 he published his longest

poem, Fanny, a satire on local politics and fashions in the

measure of Byron's Don Juan. He visited Europe in

1822-23, and after his return published anonymously in

1827 a volume of poems in which were included "Alnwick
Castle" and "Burns." From 1824 to 1849 he wasconfiden-

tial agent of John Jacob Astor, who named hira one of the

trustees of the Astor Library, and left him an annuity of

200 dollars, on which he retired to Guildford, where he
lived with an unmarried sister. In 1864 he published in

the New York Ledger a poem of 300 lines entitled " Young
America." He died at Guildford, November 19, 1867.

The poems of Halleck are written with great care and finish,

nd manifest the possession of a fine sense of harmony and
of genial and elevated sentiments.

Editions of his poems appeared in 1836, 1842, 1849, 1858, and
1860. He is also the author of an edition o{ Byron with notes and
a memoir, and of two volumes of Selectionsfrom the British Foets.

His Life, by J. G. Wilson, appeared in 1869.

HALLECK, Henry Wager (1815-1872), an American
general, was born at Waterville, Oneida county, New
York, January 15, 1815. After studying a short time at

Union College, he in 1835 entered the West Point

military academy, whence he was in 1839 promoted to

the army as second lieutenant in the corps of engineers,

being at the same time appointed assistant professor of

engineering at the aoademy. In the following year he was
made an assistant to tho board of engineers at Washington,
and from 1841 to 1844 he was employed in connexion with
the fortification of New York harbour. In 1845 he was
sent by the Government to examine the principal military

establishments of Europe, and during his absence he was
promoted to the rank of first lieutenant. After his return

he in the winter of 1845-46 delivered at the Lowell Insti-

tute, Boston, a course of twelve lectures on the science of

war, published in 1816 under the title Elements of Miliiari;

Art and Science, and republished with additions in 18G1.

On the outbreak of the IMexican war in 1846 he as military

engineer accompanied the expedition to California and the
Pacific coast, where he distinguished himself not only as

an engineer but by his administrative skill as secretary of

state, and by his presence of mind and bravery in several

skirmishes with the enemy. In 1847 his services were

recognized by promotion to the rank of captain. He con-
tinued for several years to act on the staff of General Riley
in California, holding at the same time the office of secre-

tary of state of the province ; and he took a leading part
in framing the State constitution of California, on its being
admitted into the Union.. In 1852 he was appointed
inspector and engineer of lighthouses, and in 1853 he was
promoted captain of engineers. He, however, in 1854
resigned his commission in order to devote his chief atten-
tion to the practice of law, which he had already for some
time carried on ; apd so great was his success in his profession

that the firmof which he was seniorpartner soonobtained one
of the large.'-t legal businesses in the State. He was also from
1850 director of the New Almaden quicksilver mine, and
in 1855 he became president of the Pacific and Atlantic

Railroad from San Francisco to San Jose. On the out-

break of the civil war he was in August 1861 appointed
major-general of the United States army, and in the follow-

ing November was appointed commander of the western
department, where he conducted the campaign with great

energy and with such uniform success against the Con-
federates that in 1862 they evacuated Corinth, which they

had strongly fortified. In July of the same year he was
appointed general-in-chief of the armies of the United Stales

—a position he held till March 1864, when he was suc-

ceeded by Grant and was appointed chief of the staff. Iu
April 1865 beheld the command of the military division

of the James and in August of the same year of the

military division of the Pacific, which he retained till

March 1809, when he was transferred to that of the south,

a position he held till his death at Louisville, January

9, 1872.

Besides his work on the Science of JFar, General Halleck was the

author of Bitumen, its Varieties, Properties, and I'ses, 1841 ; The
Mining Laics of Spain and Mexico, 1859 ; a translation of De Fooz
On the Laio ofMines, with an introduction, 1860; International Law,
1861 ; a translation of Jomiui's Life of Aa2!olcon, 1864 ; and a
Treatise on International Law and the Laws of War, preparedfor
the use of Schools and Colleges, 1866.

HALLER, Albrecht von (1708-1777), one of the

greatest of the anatomists and physiologists of the 18th

century, was born of an old Swiss family at Bern, October 1 6,

1708. Prevented by long-continued ill-health from taking

part in boyish sports, he had the more opportunity for thb

development of his precocious mind. At the age of four, it

is said, he used to read and expound the Bible to his father'a

servants ; before he was ten he had sketched a Chalcae

grammar, prepared a Greek and a Hebrew vocabulary, com-

piled a collection of twothousand biographies of famous men
and women on the model of the great works of Bayle and
Jforeri, and written in Latiu verse a satire on his tutor, who
had warned him against a too great excursiveness. When
still hardly fifteen he was already the author of numerous
metrical translations from Ovid, Horace, and Virgil, as well

as of original lyrics, dramas, and an epic of four thousand

lines on the origin of the Swiss confederation, writings

which he is said on one occasion to have rescued from a

fire at the risk of his life, only, however, to burn them a little

later (1729) with his own hand. Haller's attention had

been directed to the profession of medicine while he was

residing in the house of a physician at Biel after his father's

death in 1721 ; and, following the choice then made, be

while still a sickly and excessively shy youth went in hie

sixteenth year to the university of Tubingen (December

1723), where he studied under Camerarius and Duvemoy.
Dissatisfied with liis progress, he in 1725 exchanged

Tubingen for Leyden, where Boerhaave was in the zenith

of his fame, and where Albinus had already begun to lecture

in anatomy. At that university he graduated in May 1727,

undertaking successfully in his thesis to prove that the so-

called salivarv duct, claimed «. a recent discovery by
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Coscliwitz, wxs nothing more tlian a blood-vessel Haller

then visited London, making the acquaintance of Sir Hans
riloane, Cheselden, Pringle, Douglas, and other scientific

men ; next, after a short stay in Oxford, he visited Paris,

where ho studied under Ledran and Winslow ; and in 1728

he proceeded to Basel, where he devoted himself to the

study of the higher mathematics under John Bernoulli.

It was during Lis stay there also that his first great interest

in botany was awakened ; and, in the course of a tour

through Savoy, Baden, and several of the Swiss cantons, he

began a collection of plants which was afterwards the basis

of his great work on the flora of Switzerland. In 1729 he

returned to Bern and began to practise as a physician
;

his best energies, however, were devoted to the botanical and

anatomical researches which rapidly gave him a European

reputation, and procured for him from George II. in 1736

a call to the chair of medicine, anatomy, botany, and

surgery, in the newly-founded university of Gottingen.

The quantity of work achieved by Haller in the seventeen

years during which ho occupied this post was immense.

Apart from the ordinary work of his classes, which entailed

upon him the task of newly organizing a botanical garden,

an anatomical theatre and museum, an obstetrical school,

and similar institutions, he carried on without interruption

those original investigations in botany and physiology, the

results of which are preserved in the numerous works asso-

ciated with his name; he continued also to persevere in his

youthful habit of poetical composition, while at the same
time he conducted a monthly scientific journal to which he

is said to have contributed twelve thousand articles relating

to almost every branch of human knowledge. He also

warmly interested himself in most of the religious questions,

both ephemeral and permanent, of his day ; and the erection

of the Reformed church in Gottingen was mainly due to

his unwearied energy. ^Notwithstanding all this variety of

absorbing interests he never felt at home in Gottingen
;

his untravelled heart kept ever turning towards his native

Bern (where he had been elected a member of the great

council in 1745), and in 1753 he resolved to resign his

chair and return to Switzerland. The twenty-one years of

his life which followed were largely occupied in the dis-

charge of his duties as " amman," to which honourable
office ho had been chosen by his fellow-citizens, and in the

preparation of his Bibliotheca Medica, the botanical, surgi-

cal, and anatomical parts of which ho lived to complete ; but

he also found time to write the three philosophical romances,
— Usonij (1771), Alfred (1773), and FiMiia and Cato

(1774),—in which his views as to the respective merits of

despotism, of limited monarchy, and of aristocratic republi-

can government are fully set forth. About 1773 the state

of his health rendered necessary his entire withdrawal from

public business ; for some time he supported his failing

strength by means of opium, on the use of which ho com-
municated a paper to the Proceedings of the Gottingen
Royal Society in 1776; the excessive use of the drug is

believed, however, to havehastened his death, which occurred

on the 17th of December 1777. Haller, who had been
throe times married, left eight children, the eldest of whom,
Gottlieb Emanuel, attained to some distinction as a botanist

and 03 a writer on Swiss history.

For some account of Ilallcr's contributions to the sciences of
which lie was especially an ornament, see tlio articles Anatomy
(vol. i. p. 814) and Physiology. Subjoined ia a classified but by
no means an exhaustive list of his very numerous works in various
branches of scienco and literature :—:(l) Anatomical:

—

Jvones ana-
tomiat (1748-54); Disputaiionrs anatomica: selccli&raf ^1746-52);
and Opera acad. minora aitalomici argitnunli (1762-68). (2)
Physiological:

—

De respiratioiu experimenla analomica {\7 47); Prima
linex physialogia (1747); and EUmeiUa physiologix corporis
Aitma?!!; (1757-60). (3) Pathological rind surgical:— O/Jitsni/n/jaMo-
/o.Ticrt (1756); Diaptttationum chirurg. colUclio (1777); also careful
editions of Boerlmave's PrKlectiones academicm in jn-opriaa injli-

tutioncs rci medico: (1739), .ind of the Arlis mcdicie priucipia of tho
eaine author (1769-74). (4) Botanicil :

—

Enximeralio slirpiiim Ucl-
xclicarina (1742); Opuscula l/otanica (1749); Bibliollura botanica
(1771). (5) Theological -.—Jlricfc iibcr die wicliligstm IVahrhcilai
dcr Uffcnbarung (1772); and Urirfc zur Vcrlhcidigitug dcr (iffcn^

barung (1775-77). (6) Poetical :—(7crficA((; (1732, 12lU ed. 1777).
His three loin.iiices have been alicviy mentioned. Several volumes
of lectures and "Tagebiicher" or journals were published post-
humously.
Sec J. O. Zlmniermonn. Dai Lehtn dfs Ihrrti von llaUtr (17&S), and llic article!

by Foistor und Seller in Eroch and Gnibera Knajktojtudtt.

HALLEY, Edmund (1656-1742), an eminent astro-

nomer, was born at Haggerston, near London, October 29,
165G. His father, a wealthy soapboiler, desiring to give

his only son an education suitable to hia promising genius,

placed him at St Paul's School, where he was eqilally dis-

tinguished for classical as for mathematical ability. Before

leaving it for Queen's College, Oxford, which he entered as

commoner in 1673, he had observed the change in the

variation of the compass, and, at the age of nineteen, he

supplied a new and improved method of determining the

elements of the planetary orbits. His detection of consider-

able errors in the tables then in use led him to the con-

clusion that a more accurate ascertainment of the places

of the fixed stars was indispensable to the progress of

astronomy ; and, finding that Flamsteed and Hevelius had
already undertaken to catalogue those visible in northern

latitudes, he assumed to himself the task of making observa-

tions in the southern hemisphere. A recommendation from

Charles II. to the East India Company procured for him
an' apparently suitable, though, as it proved, ill-chosen

station, and in November 1676 he embarked for St Helena.

On the voyage he noticed the retardation of the pendulum

in approaching the equator : and during his stay on the

island he observed the transit of Mercury, which sug-

gested to him the important idea of employing similar

phenomena for the calculation of the solar distance. He
returned to England in November 1678, having by the

registration of 360 stars wo« the title of the "Southern

Tycho," and by the translation to the heavens of the

" Royal Oak," earned a degree of master of arts, conferred

at Oxford by the king's command December 3, 1678,

almost simultaneously with his election as fellow of the

Royal Society. Six months later, the indefatigable ast'ro-

nomer started for Dantzic to set at rest a dispute of long

standing between Hooko and Hevelius as to the respective

merits of plain or telescopic sights ; and towards the end

of 1680 he proceeded on a Continental tour. In Paris lie

observed with Cassini the great comet of 1680 after its

perihelion jiassago ; and having returned to England, ha

married- in 1G82 Jfary, daughter of Mr Tooke, auditor of

the exchequer, with whom he lived harmoniously for fifty-

five years. He now fixed his residence at Islington, engaged

chiefly upon lunar observations, with a view to the great

desideratum of a method of finding the longitude at sex

His mind, however, was also busy with the momentous pro-

blem of gravity. Having reached so far as to perceive that

the central force of the solar system must decrease inversely

as the square of the distance, and applied vainly to Wren and

Hooko for further elucidation, ho made in August 1684 that

journey to Cambridge for the purpose of consulting Newton,

which resulted in the publication of the Principia. The
labour and expense of jia-^sing this groat work through the

])res3 devolved upon Hallcy, who also wrote the prefixed

hexameters ending with tho well-known line

—

Nee fa3 est propius mortali attingore divos. *

In 1696 he was, although a zealous Tory, oppointed comp-

troller of tho mint at Chester, and (August 19, 1698) ho

received a commission as captain oflho " Paramour Pink"
for the purpose of making extensive observations on the

conditions of terrestrial magnetism. This ta.sk be accom-

plished in a voyage which lasted two years, and extended
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to tho 52J degree of S. latitude. The results were pub-

lished ia a General Chart of the Variation if the Compass in

1701 ; and iinmediatelyafterwards heexeruted by royal com-

mand a careful survey of the tides and crafts of the British

Channel, an elaborate map of which he i~">duced in 1702.

On his return from a journey to Dalmati.1, for the purpose

of selecting and fortifying the port of Trieste, he was nomi-

nated, November 1703, Savilian professor of geometry at

Oxford, and received an honorary degree of doctor of laws.

Between 1713 and 1721 he acted as secretary to the Royal
Society, having previously during eiglit years (1685-93)
filled the same office, and early in 1720 he succeeded

Flamsteed as astronomer-royal. Although in his sixty-

fourth year, he undertook to observe the moon through an

entire revolution of her nodes (eighteen years), and actually

carried out his purpose. He died in the full possession of

his faculties, January 14, 1742, at the age of eighty-five.

Halley's most notable .scientific achievements were—his

detection of the "long inequality"of Jupiter and Saturn, and
of the acceleration of the moon's mean motion ; his dis-

covery of the proper motions of the fixed stars ; his theory

of variation, including the hypothesis of four magnetic poles,

revived by Hansteen in 1819, and his suggoetion of the

magnetic origin of the aurora borealis ; his calculation of

the orbit of tlie 1C82 comet (the first ever attempted),

loupled with a prediction of its return, strikingly verified

in 1759 and 1835; and his indication (in 1716, Phil.

Trans., No. 348) of a method still used for determinfng

the solar parallax by means of the transits of Venus.

His principal works .ire Calalocjus Slellarum Auslralium, London,
1679, the substance of which was embodied in vol. iiL of Flamsteed's

Historia Ccelcstis, 172,5 ; Si/nopsis Astrononiicc Comctiac, Oxford,

1705 ; ytstronomical Tables, London, 1752 ; also eiglity-one mis-

cellaneous papers of considerable interest, scattered through the

Philosophical Traiiaaclions. To these should be added his version

from the Arabic (which language he acquired on-4he purpose) of the

treatise of ApoUonius Dc sections rationis, with a restoratioi; of his

two lost books Dc sections spatii, both published at O.'cford in 1706;

also his fine edition of the Conies of ApoUonins, with the treatise

by Serenus Dc scctionc ci/lindri et coni, Oxford, 1710, folio. His

edition of the Spherics of Menelaus was published by his friend Dr
Costard in 1758.

HALLOWEVEN or Hallowe'en, the vigil of Hallow-

mas or All Saints' Day. For some account of the eingular

observances by which it used to be, and to some extent

still is, distinguished in Scotland and elsewhere, reference

may be made to such works as Brand's Popular Antiquities,

Chambers's Book of Days, or better still to the well-known

poem of Burns. Though sometimes neglected in modern

practice, the most essential part of Hallowe'en ritual seems

to consist in the lighting by each household of a bonfire

at nightfall. This points to the very ancient and widely-

diffused practice of kindling sacred fires at certain seasons

of the year. While the Germanic nations had their Oster-

feuer and Johannisfeuer, the Celtic had their Bealtine or

Beiltine (see Beltane) and Samhtheine, the former on the

eve of May 1, and the latter on the eve of November 1.

Probably the winter as well as the summer festival was

from the beginning regarded as a season at which the

fairies were both unusually active and unusually propi-

tious; but there is no evidence to show that the methods

of divination at present usually resorted to, although of

great antiquity, were originally regarded as limited in their

efficacy to any one day. See Grimm's Deutsche Jifyihologie,

ch. XX. (Elemente), and ch. xxxiv. (Aberglaube).

HALLUIN, a town of France, in the department of Nord
and arrondissement of Lille, and 11 miles N.N.E. of Lille,

is situated near the right bank of the Lys. It contains

several religious and benevolent institutions, including a

hospital. The manufactures comprise linen and cotton

goods, bricks, and oil. The family of Halluin or Halowin

ia mentioned as early as 12G6. Baron Walter IL was one

of the forty hostages sent to England in 1360 in exchango
for the French King John. George of Halluin or Halowiii
was a general in the service of Henry V., and an ambas.sador
to England. He died in 1537, leaving several treatises

in Latin. The family, to which the title of duke had
been granted in 1581, became extinct about the middle
of the 17th century. Population of the town (1876),
8584.

HALMSTAD, the chief town of the Swedish lUn Halland
or Halmstad, is situated on the east shore of the Cattegat,
about 76 miles S.S.E. of Gothenburg, and at the mouth of

the river Nissa. The castle is the residence of the gover-

nor of the province. Mention of the church of Halmstad
occurs as early as 1462, and the fortifications are men-
tioned first in 1225. The latter were demolished in 1736.

The Dominican and Franciscan monasteries, formerly in

the town, are now quite destroyed. Tlie harbour, built in

1837-40, at a cost of about .£5250, admits ships of 10 feet

draught, by means of which some trade in deals, pitch, and
tar is carried on. The salmon-fishery is important. An
archieological society holds its meetings in Halmstad, and
thfe popular magazine Svenska Family Journaten is pub-

lished there. There are both mineral and sea-water baths

in the neighbourhood. The oldest town-privileges of

Halmstad date from 1307, while the first recorded event in

its military history is the battle of Nissa, between Harold
Hardrada and Sven Ulfsson. During the revolt of the

miner Engelbrekt, it twice fell into the hands of the rebels

—in 1434 and 1436. The town appears to have been

frequently chosen as the meeting-place of the rulers and
delegates of the three northern kingdoms ; and under the

union of Calmar it was appointed to be the place for the

election of a new Scandinavian monarch whenever necessary.

The liin of Halland formed part of the territory of Denmark
in Sweden, and accordingly, in 1534, during his war with

the Danes, Gustavus Vasa assaulted and took its chief town.

In 1660, by the treaty of Copenhagen, the whole district

was ceded to Sweden. In 1676 Charles XII. defeated

near Halmstad a Danish army, which was attempting to

retake the district, and since that time Halland has fornied

part of Sweden. The population of the town in 1875 wa.'

7136.

HALO (Latin, halo; GreeK, aXws), a luminous circle

of light surrounding one of the heavenly bodies. A better

definition perhaps would be " a ring of coloured light formed

by refraction, on the passage of light from one of the

heavenly bodies through the aqueous vapour surrounding

the earth." This would include coron* and rainbows, and

similar phenomena,

Halos may be divided into the following classes:

—

i A. Simple.

1. Encircling. < B. Compound, t.c, halo systems.

( C. Coronse.

Sa.
Kainbows.

0. Fog-bows and mist halos.

y. Mountain spectres.

They are usually seen surrounding the sun or the moon,

but in the tropics small halos were observed by Humboldt
round the planet Venus. The formation of encircling halos

of the classes A and B is generally attributed to refraction

and reflexion of the rays of light by the presence of minute

snow crystals in the upper strata of the air, and they occur

usually when cirrus or cirro-stratus clouds exist. This

theory was originated by Descartes, and was adopted by

Marriotts (in 1686), and subsequently followed by Dr

Young and Sir Isaac Newton. It is, however, probable that

some halos and certainly all coronas (class C) are fornied

by refraction of light from globules of water suspended in

the atmosphere. Simple halos are either about 22| degrees

or 47 degrees in diameter. The ice nrsnow cryRtal.<!, being

hexagonal in form, somtiniees produce a double refractiou.
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and then the large and small halos are seen at the same
time, and, reflexion taking place from the surfaces of the

crystals, additional halos or Darts of halos are formed as in

/

HOI^IZON

Flo. 1.—Solar halos and parbelia seen at Brighton, Jane 5, 1875, by F. E. Sawyer,
from 4 to 5.45 p.m. The halo a was a laTfte one, having the zenith for Its

centre and going entirely round the heavens. It was a white band, and passed
through the sun and the mocif suns. The parhelia were of prismatic colours
and had flaming tails.

figs. 1 and 2. At the points of intersection of the halos,

images of the sun or moon sometimes appear ; when seen

with the former, they are called parhelia or moch-sims, and
when with the latter,

paraselence or moch-

moons. They are some-

times accompanied with

flaming tails, and are

iisually of prismatic

colours, as also are the

halos and coronie. Tho
latter are seen when
fleecy clouds or mist

intervene between the

spectator and the sun

or moon, to which they

are in immediate proxi-''"'- 2.—Halo system observed at Aberdeen,
.. ., , V • January 23, 1870, at 2 r.u. (see Synions's

mity, tnereby DeUlg UomlLly UtteorologUc^ itai/azint,W10,ff.\

distinguished from the mu 32. «>"i !.ontispieee).

halos, which are formed at a distance from those luminaries.

The predominating colour in coronae is red or orange.

The second principal division of halos includes those

which are seen opposite to the sun and moon. The first

class of these comprises rainbows (a), which are occasioned

by refraction of the light from the sun or moon, produced

by falling rain, causing a bow with tlie prismatic colours

in concentric bands
^ _ ^

and arranged as they ^-=^5;t^''T< .,- .'-'^^i:a?irv_

appear in the solar '

spectrum. When tho

rain is abundant an >.

inner bow is formed, i

the colours in which
are in inverted order.

Rainbows when .seen

from mountain tops ,

ai>d the topin sts of

ships are completely

circular. Fog-bows
and mist halos

(fi)

are somewhat similar.

The former are frequently white in colour, and are seen in

the English Channel, and also off the banks of Newfound-
land, being called by sailors. " fog-eaters," from their in-

VM^?-,

Fio 3.-.'.

Sawyer .-II rii'^

Augua 18, 1877.

fl« seen by F. E.
ortly after sunrise,

dicating a dispersion of the fog or mist. They appear to be

formed in a horizontal or very oblique plane. Mist halos are

seen in the vapour of fountains or waterfalls, and resemble

rainbows. Mountain spectres (y) are caused by reflexion, and
often appear accompanied by chromatic halos (see fig. 3).

They generally occur on mountains when the sky between

the observer and the sun is clear and there is a mi&t or

cloud on the side of the mountain opposite to the sun, on
which tho summit of the mountain and the buildings and

persons standing near are reflected. The most notable of

mountain spectres is that of the Brocken, in the Harz
mountains. Howitt says of this :

—

"If the fog is very dry, you see not only yourself but yourneigh-
bour ; if very damp, only yourself, surrounded by .i laiiibow-coluuitil

glory, which becomes more lustrous and beautiful the daiuper and
thicker the fog is, and the nearer it approaches."

Many of the ancient descriptions of miraculous appear-

ances in the heavens may be attributed to the phenomena
before mentioned. Among the chief of these is the appear

ance of a cross which the emperor Constantine alleged he

saw in tho heavens about noon when marching against

MaxentiUs (about 31.3 a.d.), and which was the cause of

^>v^

W

Fio, 4.—A system of Uuuir halos and paiasc-Ienx' figured
in Buchan's Mtttorologjj, p. 193.

his conversion to Christianity (Eusebius, Vila Constant.,

i. 27). Some writers have doubted the occurrence ; but

it is quite possible Constantine saw part of a system of

solar halos, and two of these at right angles would form
a cross (see fig. 4). The Brighton Herald of April 10,

1852, records a similar phenomenon on April 1st of that

year at Brighton :

—

"Sun setting, evening very fine with blight haze westward, when a
rayof brilliant lightshot upwards about 20degices above the horizon,

directly perpendicular from the sun, ami soon after its oi)pearauce it

wa.s crossed by a horizontal band of light of a paler colour, but
about the some breadth. It formed a perfect cross, aiid lasted half

an hour."

Halos ana rainoows are considered valuable prognostica>

tions of future weather. Fragments of rainbows seen on
detached clouds are called wind-dogs, and are eaid to be a

sign of wind. When the diameter of a corona contracts it

shows the water particles are uniting into larger ones which
may fall in rain, whereas if the corona extends, the particles

are growing smaller, indicating increasing dryness. The
open side of a halo is in some places considered to foretell

the quarter from which bad weather may bo expected.

.See M, A. Bravais, " Jli'moiro snr les Halos et les Phi^nnin^iiea

oj^tiqut's qui les accompngncnt" (y.ntnm/ rfr /'.£'ro/tf TSoi/rt/tf I'nlj/Uch-

niijtir, 31 cahier, tome 18, Paris, 1847); Iluchan, InlrotlwUonj Tezt-
Bnok of Meteorology, 1871; Proc. Met. Sac., 1875, vol. ii., n.w sor.,

pp. 438 to 444. (F. K. 0.)

HALS, Frans, was born at Antwerp nccordirig to most
authorities in 1584, and died at Haarlem in IGOO. As a

portrait i)aintcr second only to Rembrandt, he displayed

extraordinary talent and quickness in the exercise of his art

coupled with improvidence in the use ofthc means which that

art secured to him. At a time when tho Dutch nation fought

for independence and wuu if, Hals njipcars in the ranks of

its military guilds. Ho was abo a member of the chamber
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of rhetoric, and (1G44) chairman of the painters' corporation

at Haarlem. But as a man he had failings unhappily com-
mon to persons of his professon in that age. He so ill-

treated his first wife that she died prematurely in 1616
;

and he barely saved the character of his second by marry-

ing her in 1617. Another defect was partiality to drink,

which led him into low company. Still he brought up
and supported a family of ten children with success till

1654, when the forced sale of his pictures and furniture,

at the suit of a baker to whom he was indebted for bread
and money, brought him to absolute penury. Subse-
quently to this he was reduced to still greater straits, and
his rent and firing were paid by the municipality, which
afterwards gave him (1664) an annuity of 200 florins.

We may admire the spirit which enabled him under these

circumstances to produce some of his most striking produc-

tions. We regret to find his widow seeking outdoor relief

from the guardians of the poor and dying obscurely in a

hospital

Hals's pictures illustrate the various strata of society

into wliich his misfortunes led him. His bam^uets or

meetings of officers, of sharpshooters, and guildsmen are

the most interesting of his works. But they are not more
characteristic than his low-life pictures of itinerant players

and singers. His portraits of gentlefolk are true and noble,

but hardly so expressive as those of fishwives and tavern

heroes. His first master was Van Mander the painter and
historian, of whom he possessed some pictures which
went to pay the debt of the baker above alluded to.

But he soon left behind him the practice of the time
illustrated by Schoreel and Moro, and, emancipating himself

gradually from tradition, produced pictures remarkable for

truth and dexterity of hand. We prize in Rembrandt the

golden glow of effects based upon artificial contrasts of low
light in immeasurable gloom. Hals was fond of day-

light of silvery sheecu Both men were painters of touch,

but of touch on different keys. Rembrandt was the bass,

Hals the treble. The latter is perhaps more expressive

than the former. He seizes with rare intuition a moment
in the life of his sitters. What nature displays in that

moment, he reproduces thoroughly in a very delicate scale

of colour, and with a perfect mastery over every form of

expression. He becomes so clever at last that exact tone,

light and shade, and modelling are all obtained with a few
marked and fluid strokes of the brusL

In every form of his art we can distinguish his earlier

style from that of later years. Two Boys Playing and
Singing in the gallery of Cassel, and a Banquet of Officers

(1616) in the musenm of Haarlem, exhibit him as a careful

draughtsman' capable of great finish, yet spirited withah

His flesh, less clear than it afterwards becomes, is pastose

and burnished. Further on he becomes more effective,

displays more freedom of hand, and a greater command of

effect At this period we note the beautiful full length of

a young lady of the Berenste}Ti family in the house of that

name at Haarlem, and a splendid full length of a Patrician

leaning on a Sword in the Lichtenstein collection at Vienna,

Both these pictures are equalled by the Banquets of Officers

of 1627, and a Meeting of the Company of St George of

1633 in the Haarlem Museum. A picture of the same kind
in the town-hall of Amsterdam, with the date of 1637,
suggests some study of the masterpieces of Rembrandt, and a

similar influence is apparent in a picture of 1641 at Haarlem,
representing the "Regents" of the Company of St Elizabeth.

But Rembrandt's example did not create a lasting impression

on Hals. He gradually dropped more and more into grey

and silvery harmonies of tone; and two of his canvases,

executed in 1664, the Regents and Regentesses of the

Oudemannenhuis at Haarlem, are masterpieces of colour,

though in substance all but monochromes.

There are portraits by Hah in many Continental galleries.
Comparatively few Lave found their way to EugianJ. Sir Kitbard
Wallace's Cavalier, Lord Chesterfield's Tojier, Lord Radnor's Like-
nesses of au Old Man and Woman, ate the best that we can point
out. Abroad a better selection may be found. At Amsterdam ia
the celebrated Flute Player, once in the Dupper collection at Dort,
and the pair called Hals and his Wife ; nt Brussels, the jiatriciaii

Hejthuysen; at the Louvre, Descartes; at Dresden, the painter
Van der Vinne. Halss sitters were taken in every class of society,—admirals, generals, and burgomasters pairing with merchants
lawyers, clerks. To register all that we find in public galleries
would involve much space. There are nine portraits at Berlin, five
at Frankfort, si.\ at Cassel, five at St Petersburg, three at the
Louvre, two at Brussels, four at Dresden, two at Gotha. In private
collections, chiefly in Paris, Haarlem, and Vienna, we find an
equally important number. Amongst his most successful repre-
sentations o£ fishwives and termagants we should distinguish the
Hille Bobbe of the Berlin Museum, and the Hille Bobbe with her
Son in the Dresden Gallery. Itinerant players are best illustrated
in the Neville-Goldsmith collection at the Hague, and the Six col-

lection at Amsterdam. Boys and girls singing, playing, or laugh-
ing, or men drinking, are to be found in the gallery of Schwerin,
in the Arenberg collection, and in the royal palace at Brussels.
The latest works of Hals in each of these branches are distinguished
by comparatively black shadow.

Of the master's numerous family none lias left a name
except Frans Hah the younger, born about 1622, who died
in 1669. His pictures represent cottages and poultry; and
t'''e Vanltas at Berlin, a table laden with gold and silver

dishes, cups, glasses, and books is one of his finest works
aud deserving of a passing glance.

Quite in another form, and with much of the freedom of

the elder Hals, Dirk Hals, his brother (born at Haarlem,
died 1656), is a painter of festivals and ball-rooms. But
Dirk had too much of the freedom and too little of the

skill in drawing whicli characterized his brother. He
remains second on his own ground to Palamedes. A fair

specimen of his art is a Lady playing a Harpsichord to a
Young Girl and her Lover in the Van der Hoop collection at

Amsterdam. More characteristic, but not better, is a large

company of gentlefolk rising from dinner, in the academy
at Vienna.

HALSTEAD, a market-town of England, county of

Essex, is situated on the Colne \'alley Railway and on a
steep acclivity rising from the river Colne, 48 miles N.E. of

London. Though irregularly built it has a neat appearance,

and most of the streets are wide and clean. The principal

buildings are the parish church, a fine Gothic edifice in the

Perpendicular style, containing a monument supposed to be
that of Sir Robert Bourchier, lord chancellor to Edward
III.; the church of the Holy Trinity, in the Early English

style, erected in 1844 ; the Lady Mary Ramsay's grammar
school, the mechanics' insj^itute, and the corn exchange.

The principal industries are the manufacture of silk, crape,

and velvet. Straw plaiting, at one time the principal

occupation of the women, is now nearly extinct. The
population of the town in 1871 was 5783, and of the parish

6904.

HALYBURTON, Thomas (1674-1712), adistinguished

Scottish divine, was born at Dupplin, near Perth, on tha

25th of December 1674. His father, one of the ejected

ministers, having died in 1682, he was taken by his mother

in 1685 to Rotterdam, where he for some time attended

with advantage the school founded by Erasmus. On his

return to his native country in 1687 he completed his

elementary education at Perth and Edinburgh, and in 1692
entered the university of St Andrews. In 1700 he was
ordained minister of the parish of Ceres, and in 1710 ho

was recommended by the synod of Fife for the chair of

theology in St Leonard's College, St Andrews, to whicli

accordingly he was appointed by Queen Anne. After a

brief term of active professorial life he died in 1712.

The works by which he oontinues to be known, especially

in Scotland, were all of them published after his dealb.
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Tlie treatise entitled Jt'atural Religion, Insufficient, and
Revealed Necessary, to Man's Happiness in ?iis present State

(1714) is an able reply to some of the arguments of Lord

Herbert and of Blount ; the Great Concern of Salvation

(1721), still rea^, handles questions of practical and experi-

mental religion with great eai'nestncss and in a manner that

exhibits favourably one of the best types of piety current

in his time; the Memoirs written by himself, which have

been frequently reprinted, are similarly interesting and
valuable.

HAM (DH), the second son of Noau (Gen. v. 32), and
the progenitor of Gush, Mizraim, Phut, and Canaan (Gen.

X. 6). On the assumption that these early genealogies are

geographical rather than personal or even ethnological,

the name Ham, which in Hebrew radically signifies " hot,"

would seem to indicate the torrid zone ; and this inference,

though not supported, so far as has been hitherto dis-

covered, by any corresponding explanation of the names of

Shem and Japheth, at least harmonizes well with the fact

that on the whole Shem seems intended to denote the in-

termediate and Japheth the northern regions of the world as

known to tho compiler of the Book of Genesis. The
attempt has sometimes been made to identify Ham with
Keme or Chemi, an old native name of Egypt, signifying
" black," and having reference, it is supposed, to the colour

of the soil. But this identification has no adequate etymo-
logical support (see Lepsius in Herzog and Plitt's Encykl., i.

166); and the allusions in several of the Psalms to Egypt as

the land of Ham (Pa. cv. 23, cvi. 22) are not inconsistent

with the belief that the latter name was primarily used in

a much wider and less local sense. The solitary incident

regarding Ham related in Gen. ix. 20-27 soems intended
to indicate, from th« Israelite point of view, tht immodest
and sensual tendencies of the Canaanites and other
" Hamitic " peoples.

HAM, a small town of France, in a marshy district on
the left bank of the Somme, aboat 40 mdes sonth-east

of Amiens, on the railway between Amiens and Ehdms.
It had in 1876 a population of only 3122 ; but historically

it is a place of very considerable importance. From the

9th century onwards it appears as the seat of a lordship

which, after the extinction of its hereditary line, passed in

succession to tho houses of Coucy, Enghicn, Luxembourg,
Rohari, Vendome, and Navarre, and was finally united to

the French crown on the accession of Henry IV. In 1108
an abbey of canons regular of the congregation of France
was founded at Ham ; and it continued to exist till tho

great Revolution, tho revenue of its abbot about that time

amounting to 15,000 livres. The abbey church (Notre

Dame) dates from tho 12lh century, but in April 17 GO all

tho inflammable portions of tho building were destroyed by
a conflagration caused by lightning, and during tho present

century a process of restoration has been carried out under
the direction of M. Corroyer. Of special note aro the bas

reliefs of the nave and choir, executed in tho 17th and 18th
centuries, and the crypt of tho llth century, which contains

the sepulchral effigies of Odo of Ham and his wife Isabella

of B^thencourt. The castle, founded by Odo in the 12th
century, was rebuilt in tho 13th and extended in tho 14th,

and its present appearance is mainly duo to Louis of

Luxembourg, count of St Pol, who between 1430 and
1470 not only furnished it with outworks, but gave such

a thickness to the towers and curtains, and more especially

to the great tower or donjon which still boars his motto
Mon Myeux, tiiat they would offer a long resistance even
to modern artillery (Viollct-lo-Duc). It forms a rectangle

395 feet long by 2G3 feet broad, with a round tower at

each angle and two square towers protecting tho curtains.

TUt eastern and western sides aro each defended by a
deaii-lune. The Constable's Tower, for so the great tower is

11-1(>

usually called in memory of St Pol, Las a Ltight of about 100
feet, and the thickness of the walls is 36 feet ; the interior
is occupied by three largo hexagonal chambers in as many
stories. As the castle of Ham has frequently been nsed
as a state prison both in ancient and modern times, the lisf

of those who have tasted its hospitality is an interesting one,
including Joan of Arc, Louis of Bourbon, the ministers of

Charles X., Louis Napoleon, Cavaignac, and Lamoricifere.

Louis Napoleon was there for six years, and at last effected

his escape in the disguise of a workman. During 1 870-7

1

Ham was several times captured and recaptured by the
belligerents.

A view nnd plan of the town will bo found in Caspar Merian'a
Topographia Gallic^, Frankfort, 1056 ; and tho former is copied in
X^QVenltcman's Magazine, 1831. See also Do Feuillide, Le Chileau
de, Ham, 1842; and Ch. Goniai-t, Ham, son chateau, 1864.

HAMADAN, a town of Persia, in the province of Irak-

Adjemi, 162 miles W.S.W. of Teheran, in the district of the

Djebal at the foot of the Elvend or Arwand Mountain, the

Orontes of the ancients. It is a busy place of about 50,000
inhabitants, and has large and well-stocked bazaars. Its

principal industry is the manufacture of copper wares.

Gold is collected in the streams traversing the town, and
the surrounding country is remarkable for its beauty and
fertility. Every quarter is shut off from its neighbours bj

gates which are closed at night. The chief objects of

interest are the tombs of Esther and Slordecai, and of the

Arabian philosopher Avicenna. The former, constructed

of black wood, are adorned with Hebrew inscriptions which

may be seen figured in Ker Porter's Travels. According tc

these, the pavilion or temple over the tombs was erected in

the year of the creation 4474. The ordinary inhabitants ot

Hamadan attach more importance to a stone imago of a lioa

which tLey assert was set up by Belinas a magician, to

mitigate the cold from which tl^eir city suffers severely.

" Hamadan," says >Hamadani, echoing a common Persian

complaint, " is the most hateful of towns ; its children are

old men for ugliness, and its old men are children fot

silliness." At the same time the town has produced

many eminent men, among whom' aro Abu '1 FadhI

Ahmed Hamadani himself, Zafer ed Din the Persian poet,

and Zamiri. The origin of the 'city is carried back bj

Hischam ol Kelbi to Hamadan a grandson of Shem, but

other writers are contented with a less antiquity. It*

claims to Lt identified with the Ecbatana of the classical

authors have been treated of under Ecbatana. The prcseni

town has almost no ancient remains, and especially there are

no sculptured works. See Meynard, Dicticmnaire ge<y

graplixquc de la Perse.

IIAjMAII, tho llamath of the Bible, one of the' oldest

cities of Syria (Gen. x. 18), situated in tho valley of the

Orontcc, 110 English miles N. (byE.)of Damascus. It finds

a place among the northern boundaries of tho Holy Lan(^

(Num xxxiv. 8), and is frequently mentioned in Old Testa-

ment history (Num. xiii. 21, 2 Sam.viii. 9, 1 Kings viii. 65,

2 Kings xviii, 31, 2 Chron. viii. 3, Isa. x. 9, Amos vi. 2);

Tho city lies in a narrow valley, the pass south of it being

probably the "entering in of Hamath " (1 Kings viii. 05).

Tho Orontes flows winding through it, and is spanned by

four bridges. On the southeast tho houses rise 150 feet

above the river, and there are fonr other hills, that of the

Kahih or castle being to tho north 100 feet high. Twenty,

four minarets rise {torn tho various mosques. Tho houses

aro principally of mud, and the town stands amid poplai

gardens with a fertile .plain to the west. Tho castle is

ruined, tho streets aro narrow and dirty, but the bazaars

are good, and tho trade with the Bcdawitr considerable.

The nunierons water-wheels (nattrah), of enormous dimen-

sions, raising water from the Orimtcs are tho most remark-

able features of tho view. Tho population is stated in
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official returns to consist of about 39,000 Moslems and 4000
nD:i-Moslems. The curious Hamath inscriptions first men-
tioned by Burckliardt have lately attracted much attention.

Four stones exist covered with ideographic designs in a

character as yet quite unknown. The latest researches of

Mr George Smith, however, indicate that the inscriptions

are probably of Hittite origin, and other relics of that once

powerful nation resembling the Hamath stones have been

discovered farther east.

In the year 854 B.C. (according to the lace George Smith) Hamath
was taken by Shalmaueser, king of Assyria, who defeated an army
<rt 1400 cliariots and 10,000 footmen under Iihuleiia, king of the

district. Again in 743 B.C. Tiglath Pileser IE. reduced the city tu

tribute, and in 740 B.C. he defeated the Haniathite.s, who were
assisted by Azaiiah, king of Judah. Another rebellion was crushed

by Sargou in 720 B.C. After the Macedonian conquest of Syria

Hamath was called Epiphania by the Greets in honour of Antiochus
IV., Epiphanes, and in tlie early Byzantine period it was known by
both its Hebrew and its Greek name. In 639 a.d. the town sur-

rendered to Abu 'Obeideh, one of Omar's generals, aud the church
was turned into a mosque. In 1103 a.d. Tancred captured the

city and massacred the Ism'aileh defendei-s. In 1115 it was retaken
by the Moslems, aud in 1173 was occupied by Saladiu. Abulfeda,

prince of Hamah in the early part of the 14tU century, is well known
as au authority on Arab geography.

HAilANN, JoHANN Georg (1730-1788), a distin-

guished writer on philosophical aud theological subjects,

was born at Konigsberg in Prussia in 1730. His parents

were of humble rank and small means. The education he
received was comprehensive but unsystematic, and the want
of definiteness in this early training doubtless tended to

aggravate the peculiar instability of character which troubled

Hamann'a after lite. In 174G he began theological studies,

but speedily deserted tham and turuad his attention to law.

That too was taken up in a desultory fashion and quickly

relinquished. Hamann seems at this time to have thought

that any strenuous devotion to "bread-and-butter" studies

was lowering, and accordingly gave himself entirely to read-

ing, criticism, and philological inquiries. Such studies,how-

ever, were pursued without any definite aim or systematic

arrangement, and consequently were productive of nothing.

In 1752, constrained to secure some position in the world,

he accepted a tutorship in a family resident in Livonia, but

only retained it a few months. A. similar situation in

Courland he also resigned after about a year. In both

cases apparently the rupture might be traced to the curious

a;id unsatisfactory character of Hamann himself. After

leaving his second post he was received in.tr the house of

a merchant at Riga named Berens, who contracted a great

friendship for him and selected him as his companion for a

tour through Dantzic, Berlin, Hamburg, Amsterdam, and
London. Hamann, however, was quite unfitted for business,

and, when left in London, gave himself up entirely to his

fancies, and was quicklyreduced to astate of extreme poverty

and want. It was at this period of his life, when his inner

troubles of spirit harmonized with the unhappy external

conditions of his lot, that he began an earnest and prolonged
study of the Bible ; and from this time dates the tone of

extreme pietism which is characteristic of his writings, and
which undoubtedly alienated many of his friends. He
returned to Riga, and was well received by the Berens
family, in whose house he resided for some time. A
quarrel, the precise nature of which is not very clear though
the occasion is evident, led to an entire separation from
these friends. In 1759 Hamann returned to Konigsberg,
and lived for several years with his father, filling occasional

posts in Konigsberg and Mitau. In 17S7 he obtained a
situation as translator in the excise office, and ten years
later a post as storekeeper in a mercantile house. During
tins period of comparative rest Hamann was able to indulge
in the long porrespondence with learned friends v.-hich seems
to have be^n his greatest pleasure. In 178i the failure of

some commercial speculations greatly reduced his means,

and about the same time lie was dismissed with a small
pension from his situation. The kindness of friends, how-
ever, supplied provision for his children, and enabled Lim
to carry out the long-cherished v/ish of visiting some of his

philosophical allies. He spent some time with Jacobi at

Pempelfort and with Buchholz at Walbergen. At the
latter place he was seized with illness, and died on the 21st
June 1788.

Hamann's works resemble his life and character. They are en-
tirely ursystematic so far as matter is concerned, chaotic and dis-

jointed in style. To a reader not acquainted with the peculiar
nature of the man, which led him to regard what commended it-

self to him as therefore objectively true, they must be moreover
entirely unintelligible and, from their peculiar pietistio tone and
scriptural jargon, probably offensive. A place in the history of

pliilosoijiiy can be yicldetl to Hamann only because he expresses in
uncouth, barbarous fashion an idea to which other writers have
given more effective shape. The fundamental thought is with him
ttvi unsatlsfactoriness of abstraction or onesidedness. The Avfkla-
riiiirj, with its rational theology, was to him the tyjie of abstraction.

Even Epicureanism, which might appear concrete, was by him
rightly designated abstract. Quite naturally, then, Hamann is led

to object strongly to much of the Kantian philosophy. The sepa-
ration of sense aud understanding is for him uiijustiliable, and only
paralleled by the extraordinary blunder of severing matter and
form. Concreteness, therefore, is the one demand which Hamann
expresses, and as representing his own thought he used to refer to

Giordano Biuno's concejitiou of the identity of contraries. The
demand, however, remains but a demand. Kothing that Hamann
has given can be regarded as in tlie slightest degree a response to it

His hatied of system, incapacity for abstract thinking, and intense

personality rendered it impossible for him to do more thau utter

the disjointed, oracular, obscure dicta which gained for him among
his friends the name of "Magus of the Korth." Two results only
apjiear throughout his writings,— first, the accentuation of belief,

and, secondly, the transference of many philosophical diSlculties to

language. Belief is, according to Hamann, the groundwork of
knowdedge, and he accepts in all sincerity Hume's analysis of ex-

perience as being most helpful in constructing a theological .view.

In language, which he appears to regard as somehow acquired, he
finds a solution for the problems of reason which Kant had discussed

in the Critique. On the application of these thoughts to the
Christian theulogy one need not enter.

Kone of Hamann's writings are of gi-eat bulk ; most are mere
pamphlets of some thirty or forty pages. A complete collection

has been published by Roth {Schr'/len, 8vo, 1821-42), and by
Gildemeister (Lcben und Schriflen, 6 vols., 1851-73). See also-

Petri, Humann's Schri/ten u. .Sn'f/e, 4 vols. , 1872-3 ; Foe], Ramann,
der Mayits i-iii KordcK^ seiii Lcben u. MiU/ieiiuiigeK au$ sein^n

Sclniften, 2 vols., 1874-76. A very comprehensive e»say on
Haniaun is to be found in Hfgel's Vcniiischlc Scltri/lcn, ii. ( W«ri-.-,

bd. xvii. ).

HAMASAH (more correctly Hamaseh), the name of a.

famous Arabian anthology compiled by Habib ibu Aus et*

Tai, surnamed Abii Temmam (corruptly Abu-Teman, q.v.).

The collection is so-called from the title of its first book, con-

tainipg poems descriptive of constancy and valour in battle,

patient endurance of calamity, steadfastness in seeking

vengeance, manfulness under reproach and temptation, all

which qualities make up the attribute called by the Arabs
hamaseh (briefly paraphrased by Et-Tebrlzi as esh-shiddek

Ji-l-amr). It consists of ten books or parts, containing in

all 884 poems or fragments of poems, and named respect-

ively—(1) El-Hmndseh, 261 pieces; (2) El-Maruth'i,

"Dirges," 169 pieces
; (3) El-Adab, " Manners,"54 pieces

;

(4) En-Nesih, "The Beauty and Love ot Women," 139
pieces; (5) El-Iliju, "Satires," 80 pieces; (6) El-Ady&J
wa-l-Medth, "Hospitality and Panegyric," 143 pieces;

(7) Es-Sifdf, ' Miscellaneous Descriptions," 3 pieces

;

(8) Es-Seyr wa-n-N'o'ds, "Journeying and Drowsiness,"

9 pieces
; (9) El-3hdah, " Pleasantries," 38 pieces ; and

(10) }[edhemmet-en-nisd, "Dispraise of Women," 18 pieces.

Of these books the first is by far the longest, both in the

number and extent of its poems, and the first two togetiier

make up more than half the bulk of the work. The puoms
are for the most part fragments selected from longer com-

positions, though a considerable number are probably entire.

They are taken from the works of Aralj poets of all periods
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down to that of Abd Temtnara bimself (the latest as-

certainable date being 832 a.d.), but chiefly of the poets

of the Ante-Islamic time (JdhUii/ydn), those of the early

(lays of El-IslSm {MukhadrimHn), and those who flourished

during the reigns of the Umawi caliphs, 660-749 a.d.

{IsldmiyyAn). Perhaps the oldest in the collection are

those relating to the war of B'lsfls, a famous legendary strife

which arose out of the murder of Kuleyb, chief of the com-

bined clans of Bekr and Teghlib, and Lasted for forty years,

ending with the peace of Dhu-1-Mejfiz, about 534 a.d. Of
the period of the 'Abbast caliphs, under whom AbH
Temm^m himself lived, there are probably not more than

sixteen fragments.

Most of the poems belong to the class of extempore or

occasionil utterances, as distinguished from qasidehs, or

elaborately finished odes. While the latter abound with

comparisons and long descriptions, in which the skill of

the poet is exhibited with much art and ingenuity, the

poems of the Uamdseh are short, direct, and for the most
part free from comparisons; the transitions are easy, the

metaphors simple, and the purpose of the poem clearly

indicated. It is due probably to the fact that this style of

composition was chiefly sought by Abu Tenwaam in com-
piling his collection that he has chosen hardly anything
from the works of the most famous poets of antiquity. Not
a single piece from Irara'el-Qeys occurs in the Hamdsek, nor
are tliere any from 'Alqatneh, Zuheyr, or El-A'shk; En-
Nabighah is represented only by two pieces (pp. 408 and 742
of Freytag's edition) of four and three verses respectively,

'Antarah by two pieces of four verses each {Id., pp. 206,

209), Tarafeh by one piece of five verses (Id., p. 632),
Lebld by one piece of three verses {Id., p. 468), and.'Amr
son of KnlthQm by one piece of four verses {Id., p. 236).

The compilation is thus essentially an anthology of minor
poets, and exhibits (so far at least as the more ancient poems
are concerned) the general average of poetic utterance at a
time when to speak in verse was the daily habit of every
vs-arriorof the desei't.

To this description, however, there is an important excep-

tion in tha book entitled Eii-Neiih, containing verses relat-

ing to women and lovo. In the classical age of Arab poetry
it waa the established rale that all qasidehs, or finished

odes, must begin with the mention of women and their

charms (teshbtb), in order, as the old oritics said, that the

n°art3 of the hearers might bo softened and inclined to

regard kindly the theme which the poet proposed to unfold.

The fragments included in this part of the work are there-

fore generally taken from the opening verses of qastdcJis
j

where this is not the case, they are chiefly compositions of

the early Islamic period, when the school of exclusively

erotic poetry (of which the greatest represejttative was
'Omar son of Abd Rabi'ah) arose.

The compiler was himself a distinguished poet in tlfe

style of his day, and wandered through many provinces of

the Muslim empire earning money and fame by his skill

in panegyric. About 220 a.h. he betook himself to

Khurasan, then ruled by 'Abd-allah son of Tdhir, whom he
praised and by whom he was rewarded ; on hia journey
home to El-'Irftq Lo passed through Hamadfin, and was
there detained for many months a guest of Abu-l-Wafa
son of Seleraeh, the road onward being blocked by heavy
falls of snow. During his residence at Hamadan AbQ
Temmdm is said to have compiled or composed, from the
materials which he found in Abu-i-Waffi's library, five poeti-

cal works, of which one was the Ilamdseh. This collection

remained as a precious heirloom in the family of Abu-1-
\Vaf4 until their fortunes decayed, when it fell into the
liinds of a min of Dinawar named Abu-l-'Awftdhil, who
carried it to Isfahan and made it known to the learned of
that city.

The worth of the llaniuseh as a store-house of ancient

legend, of faithful detail regarding the usages of the pagan
time and early simplicity of the Arab race, can hardly
be exaggerated. The high level of excellence which is

found in its selections, both as to form and matter, is re-

markable, and caused it to be said that Abii Temmrim dis-

played higher qualities as a poet in his choice of extracts

from the ancients than in his own compositions. What
strikes us chiefly in the class of poetry of which tho
Ilam&seh is a specimen, is its exceeding truth and reality,

its freedom from artificiality and hearsay, the evident first-

hand experience which the singers possessed of all of which
they sang. For historical purposes the value of the collec-

tion is not small ; but most of all there shines forth from it

a complete portraiture of the hardy and manful nature, tlie

strenuous life of passion and battle, the lofty contempt of

cowardice, niggardliness, and servility, which marked the
valiant stock who bore El-Islam abroad in a flood of new
life over the out-worn civilizations of Persia, Egypt, and
Byzantium. It has the true stamp of the heroic time, of

its weaknesses and crime as of its strength and beauty.

No less than twenty commentaiics on it are enumerated by Hiiji

Klialifeh. Of these the earliest waa by Abu Rijash (otherwise Er-
Riyashi), who died in 257 A.H. ; cxceipts rroni it, chiefly in eluci-
dation of the circumstances in which the poems were comiiosed, are
frequently given by Et-Tebrizi. He was followed by tlic famous
grammarian Abu-1-Fath ibn el-Jinui (died 392 A.ii.), and later by
Shihab ed-Din Ahmed el-Marzuiji of Isfahan (died 421 A.lt. ).

Upon El-JIarzuqi's commentary is chiefly founded that of Abi
Zekeriya Yahyi et-Tebrizi (born 421 A. jr., died 502), which has
been published by the late Professor G. W. Fieytag of IJoiin,

together with a Latin translation and notes (1828-1851). This
monumental work, the labour of a life, is a treasure of information
regarding the classical age of Arab literature which Iins not perha)«
its equal for extent, accuracy, and minuteness of detail, in Europe.
No other complete edition of the Unmd.ifh has been printed in the
West ; but in 1856 one appeared at Calcutta under the names of
Maulavi Ghulam Rabbani and Kabiru-d-din Ahmad. Though no
acknowledgmentof the fact is contained in this edition, it isasimpl*
reprint of ProfessorFreytag's text (without Et-Tebrizi'scommcntnry),
and follows its original evi'U in the misjirints (corrected by Freytag
at the end of the second volume, wliich being in Latin the Calcutta
editors do not seem to have consulted). It is thus worthless as a
fresh critical authority, and, owing to the absence of a commeiitaiy,
of Ifttle use to tho student ; its only merit is that it contains in aii

api>e)idix of 13 pages a collection of verses (and some entire frag-

ments) not found in Et-Tebrizi'a recension, but stated to exist in

soma collies consulted by the e<Utors ; these are, however, very care-

lessly edited and printed, and in many places unintelligible.

The Uamdseli has been rendered with tho utmost skill and spirit

into German verse by the illustrious Friediich Kiickert (.Stuttgart,

1846), who has not only given ti-anslations of almost all the jwcin?
proper to the work, but has added numerous fragments draim from
other sources, especially those occ'ining in the Scholia of Et-Trbiizi,

as well as the ilo'allaqahs of Zuhcyrand 'Antarah, the Lumhmeh of

Esh-Shei)feii, and the Band So'ad of Ka'b son of Zuheyr. Ko such
faithful interpretation' of tho ways and thoughts of tho ancient
Arabs exists to our knowledge in any modern European language

;

it is comparable, for fidelity, spirit, and fluency, only to l/anc'a

translation of tho Thousand and One tCnihti.

When tho I/anidsch is siiokcn of, that of Abft Tcinmftm, or tha
first and most famous of the name, is meant ; but Rcvcrnl collec-

tions of a similar kind, also called Ifam/lseli, Qxhi. The liest

known and curliest of these is the Ilamusch of El-Bohturl (died 284
A.H.), of which some fragments were pnbli.shed by Then. Noldeka
in his Bcitriigc zur Kcnnlniss dcr Pocsie dtr alien AraWr (Hanover,
1864). Four other works of tho same name, formed on the model
of Abil Temmfim's compilation, are meiitioiied bv Hfiji Khalifcli.

Besides these, a work entitled JlamAsd er-Hiih (the 1 laiiioseh of wine),

was composed by Abu-l-'AUel-lIft'unt (died 440 a.m.). (C. J. L.)

HAMBATO, a form of tho name Amiiato (q.v.).

HAMBURG, a Btato of tho German empire, which con-

sists of tho city of Hamburg with its incorporated suburbs

of St George's and St Paul's, tho surrounding district with

the sixteen suburban hamlets
(
Yororte), several islands in

the Elbe, the five cnclnvcs of Volksdorf, Hansdorf, A-c,, in

Holstein, tho communes of Moorburg in Liincbiirg and
Cuxhaven-Eitzcbiittel in tho north-west of tho duchy of

Bremen at the mouth of the Elbe, the ibland of Ncuwcrk
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about five miles from the coast, and the bailiwick (ami)

of Bergedorf, which up to 1867 was held in common by

LUbeck and Hamburg. The whole territory has an area

of 157 "18 square miles, exclusive of 99 square miles occupied

by the Elbe. Of this area 124 square miles are within

the limits of the German customs, but the rest continues

to be practically " abroad " in relation to the com-

merce of the empire. In 1871 the total population

was 338,974; by 1875 it had increased to 388,618

(191,339 males and 197,279 females); by 1877 to

406,014 ; and by 1878 to 417,239. Administratively the

state is divided into the city or metropolitan district, which

had 239,107 inhabitants in 1871, the domain of the Geest-

landi with 57,216 inhabitants, the domain of the Marscli-

land with 22,982, the bailiwick of Bergedorf with 13,112,

land the bailiwick of Eitzebiittel with 6557. Cuxhaven-
Ritzebiittel and Bergedorf are the only towns besides the

capital, and they had respectively 4102 and 3899 inhabit-

ants in 1875. The Geestland comprises the suburban
districts of Rotherbauni, Harvestehude, Eimsbuttel, Eppen-
dorf, Hohenfelde, Uhlenhorst, Eilbeck, Barmbeck, Winter-

hude, Borgfelde, Harum, and Horn, which encircle the city

on the north and east ; and the Marschland includes various
" werders,"- such as the Billwerder Ausschlag to the east of

the city, the Steinwerder and the Little Grasbrook to the

south of the Elbe, the Billwerder, the Ochsenwerder, and the

so-called Vierlande or Four Districts (Corslake, Altegamme,
Nauegamme, and Kirchwerder) as far east as Geesthacht.

While the Geestland has in many places an almost unpro-

ductive soil, the Marschland is of extraordinary fertility,

and its pastures, corn-fields, and market-gardens furnish

Hamburg with large quantities of country produce.

As a state of the empire Hamburg is represented in the

federal council byonepjenipotentiaryandin the diet by three

deputies. " According to the present constitution, which has

been in force since September 28, 1860, the legislative

power is in the hands of the senate and the general body
of citizens, and the executive is committed to the senate

alone. Of the 18 members of the senate no less than 9

must have studied law and finance, and of the remain-

ing 9, 7 must be representatives of commerce. The
members are chosen by the senate and the burgesses after

a complicated process, and the burgess upon whom their

choice falls is obliged to accept office for at least Six years,

on pain of losing his civic rights. The senate by itself has

the election of the first and the second burgomaster, each

of whom holds office for only a year. There are 196
burgesses, of whom 88 are chosen by ballot by the general

Community, 48 by and from the owners of ground within'

the town, and 60 by the courts and administrative bodie.<!.

They are elected for a period of six years, but as half

of each class go out at the end of every three years the

elections occur twice as often. Both the senate and the

burgesses have the right of introducing new bills. The
basis of the civil law is the Jus Hamburgicum, revised in

1603 and supplemented by the Eoman law; but in some
of the rural districts local customs prevail, and in Bergedorf

the Liibeck rights are still partly in force. Hamburg has

appeal to the common high court of the Free Cities in

Liibeck. There is a special court for commercial disputes.

Juries are summoned in the more important trials ; and
pince 1869 thfre has been public and responsible prose-

cution of criminal cases. The ecclesiastical arrangements-

' Geest is a Platt-Deutsch word signifying "dry," and the Geest-

land is consequentry the higher and drier district, in contrast to the

marsh-land. The surface of the Geestland is composed of sand and
^avel, and part of it is occupied by he.ath.

' Werder, Warder, or Worth is either equivalent to the old English
"holm," a river-island, or signifies a stretch of flat land between a

Tiver and a piece of standing water, or a portion o£ s swunf drained
a-id devoted to tillage.

of Hamburg have undergone great modifications since tlio

general constitution of I860. From the Beformation to

the French occupation in the beginning of this century,

Hamburg was a purely LutheTan state ; according to the

"Recess" of 1529, re-enacted in 1603, non-Lutherans were

subject to legal punishment and expulsion from the country.

Exceptions were gradnallymade in favour of foreign resi-

dents ; but it was not till 1785 that. regular inhabitants

were allowed to exercise the religious rites of other

denominations, and it was not till after the war of freedom

that they were allowed to have buildings in the style of

churches. In 1860 full religious liberty was guaranteed,

and the identification of church and state abolished. By
the new constitution of the Lutheran Church, published at

first in 1870 for the city only, but in 1876 extended to the

rest of the Hamburg territory, the parishes or communes
are divided into three church-districts, and the general

aS'airs of the whole community are entrusted to a synod ol

53 members aud to an ecclesiastical council of 9 members

which acts as an executive. A central fund for the church

was formed in 1870 out of the surplus property of the

convent of St John: and in some of the communes there is

a church rate» According to the returns of 1871 there

were 300,968 Lutherans, 5585 members of other Evangeli-

cal Churches, 7771 Roman Catholics, 194 Mennouites,

2696 Christians of other sects, and 13,796 Jews,

while 628 described themselves as without religion oi

heathens, and 7071 gave no information as to creed.

Since 1871 the ratio of Lutherans to non-Lutherans musi

have* somewhat diminished. The German Reformed

Ciiurch, the French Reformed, the English Episcopal, the

English " Reformed," the Roman Catholic, and the Baptist

are all recognized by the state. Civil marriages have been

permissible in Hamburg since 1866, and since the introduc-

tion of the imperial law in January 1876 the number of

such marriages has greatly increased.

The finances of the state of Hamburg are iu a generally satisfac

toiy state ; for, although the public debt has been increasing, this

is due mainly to such undertakings as railways, harbour improve-

ments, and schools. In 1876 the revenue was estimated at

£1,206,161 sterling, in 1877 at £1,264,585, in 1878 at £1,330,650,

and in 1879 at £1,384,630 ; and the corresponding expenses were

stated at £1,288,503, £1,358,915, £1,422,175, and £1,507,860.

The public debt, which was £6,385,042 in the end of 1874, was
reduced by 1878 to £5,325,853. Of the former sum £1,457,775

was the remains of the great conflagration loan of 1842, which

originally amounted to £2,550,000.
In 1868 the old civic militia, which then consisted of 7354 men.

was dissolved ; all citizens and inhabitants between the ages of 20

and 45 had been obliged to serve except certain state ofEcials, and

school teachers, &c. By convention with Prussia, Hamburg furuishe.-!

two battalions to the 2d Hanseatic infantry regiment.
See S/atiatik des ffambvrgischen Slna!s, 1S7S; J.' Kessmann, Statist. Handhuct.

fiir den Ifamb. Slaat, 1S74 and 1876
i
Gustav Ritter, Zetin Jahre Civilstandsami

im Hamburg, 1876.

HAMBURG, one of the most remarkable cities of

Germany and indeed of Europe, ranking as it does as the

first of all the seats of commerce on the Continent, is

situated on the right bank of the northern arm of the Elbe,

about 93 miles from the mouth of that river, just where it

is joined by the Alster and the Bille. The latitude of the

observatory in the western part of the city is 53' 33' 55"

N. and the longitude 9° 58' 23-6" E., the latitude of the

tower of St Michael's 53° 32' 55-7" N. and the longitude

9° 58' 41 "7" E. Were it not for political and municipal

boundaries Hamburg might be considered as forming one

town with Altona and Ottensen, the three presenting to the

river a continuous frontage of nearly 4 miles ; and long lines

of suburbs radiate inland in various directions. The city

proper lies on both sides of the Alster, which having been

dammed up a short distance from its mouth now forms a

considerable lake, of which the southern portion withini'h'e

line of the fortifications bears the name of the Inner AlSte

(Biniien^ Alster), and the other and larger portion (230O
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'metres long anfl 1200 metres wide at the widest) tlmt of

the Outer Alster {Answn Alstei-). The fortifications as

such were removed in 1815, but they have left their trace

in a fine girdle of green round the city, though too many

inroads on its completeness have been made by railways

and roadways. The oldest portion of the city is that which

lies to the east of the Alster; but, though it still retains the

name of Altstadt, nearly all trace of its antiquity has

disappeared, as it was rebuilt after the great fire of 1842.

To the west lies the new town, incorporated in 1678; beyond

this and contiguous to Altona. is the quondam suburb of

St Paul's, incorporated in 1876, and towards the_ north-east

is the quondam suburb of St George, which arose in the 13th

century, but was not incorporated till 1868. The old town

lies low, and it is traversed by a great number of_ narrow

canals or " fleets" (for the same word which has left its trace

in London nomenclature is used in thj Lew-German city),

which add considerably to the picturesqueness of the meaner

quarters, and serve aa convenient channels for the transport

of goods. They generally form what may be called the

back streets, and they are bordered by warehouses, cellars,

and the lower class of dwelling-houses. As they arc subject

to the ebb and flow of the Elbe, at certain times they run

quite dry, and afford a field of operations for Ihejleetenl-ttier,

who wanders along the oozy channel to pick up any articles

of value, and at other times they are filled 1 5 to 20 feet above

their ordinary level.^ As soon as the telegram at Cuxhaven

announces high tide three shots are fired from the Stintfang

at the harbour to warn the inhabitants of the " fleets" ; and

if the progress of the tide up the river gives indication of

danger, other three shots add emphasis to the warning.

Then the dwellers on the lower levels make a rapid escape

1. Schiller's Jlonument. I 4. St James's Charch.
2. Adolph von Schamn- .'>. Miirkt Hallo.

bci'K's Monunifiit. 6. Thalia Theatre.
3.NCW School Duildings.l 7. St rcttr'a Church.

8. Jolinnhcum and
Town Libl-ary.

9. St Cnlhcrlnc'iiCh.

10. St N'lcholan Ch.

Plan of Hamburg.
11. Bank.

1
14. Post-Offlee.

12. ExchftHRe. 1&. Town Theatre.

13. Site of Old Town- 16. Synagogue.

IS. Sailors' Home.
19. English Eplscojial

Church.
SO. St Michaels Ch.

Jl. TownlTotiae <rr

Rathhaus.
J3. Sailers' Poor-

hous<L

with their property. At the time of the equinoxes the

inundation may be repeated for several days in succession
;

but when aH is over the people (the Liid von do Wator-

kant) return like rats to their oozy and dripping abodes.

In fine contrast to the dull and dismal fleets is the bright

and handsome appearance of the Inner Alster, which is

enclosed on three sides by handsome rows of buildings, the

Alsterdamm in the southeast, the Old Jungfernstieg in

the south- west, and the New Jungfernstieg on the north

west, Willie lo iS separated from the Outer Alster by part

of the rampart gardens traversed by the railway which

unites Hamburg with Altona. These streets and especially

the Old Jungfernstieg are fashionable promenades. The
largest of the public (<quare3 of Hamburg is the Hopfen-

markt, which contains the church of St Nicholas, and is

the principal market for fish, meat, vegetables, and fruit;

17. Obbcrvatoiy.

o.thers of importance are the Ganseuiarkt or Goose Market,

the Zoughausmarkt, and the Great New Market The

churchyards, of which several are pleasantly laid out, are

all to bo removed to Olilsdorf, about 4 miles from the town.

Of the churches actually existing in Hamburg (the old

cathedral had to be taken down in 1805), St Peter's, St

Nicholas, St Catharine's, St James's, and St Michael's are

tho.se that give name to the five old city parishes. Tlio

church of St Nicholas is remarkable more especially for ita

tower, which until the spire of the Cologne cathedral reaches

its ])rojectcd elevation of 511 feet, will probably conlinuo

to bo the second highest building in the world, rising as it

' In ISiS pegcls or water-Raagct were estaWialied lit namban; anj

Cuxhaven. In 1872 tlieir icroa went Inweri'd ivapcctivcly flSO an.l

4 '31 ft., sn tli.it they both atuiil P'6 (I. aboTa Uie icro of Ilatbiu^

iuid 10'7 above that of Kiel
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aifea to a heiglit of 473 feet, about 19 feet lower than St

Ouen's at Rouen. The actual church dates from 1845-1874,

the former St Nicholas having perished in the great fire. It

was opened for public worship in 1863. The architect, the

late Sir G. Gilbert Scott, selected .the rich Gothic style

of the 13th century; and both the exterior and interior

are elaborately adorned with sculptures. Sandstone from

Osterwald near Hildesheim was used for the outside, and
for the inner work a softer variety from Postelwitz near

Dresdep. The roof is wholly constructed of wood. A
large part o.f the cost, which altogether amounted to

£204,220, was defrayed by weekly shilling subscriptions.

St Michael's has a tower which almost rivals that of St

Nicholas, as with its height of 428 feet it ranks ninth in the

list of loftiest buildings in the world. It was erected bj"^

Ernst G. Sonnin between 1750 and 1762, on the site of

the older building of the 17th century destroyed by light-

ning ; and it not only surpasses all the other churches of

Hamburg in size, being 229 feet long and 179 feet broad,

but produces a fine effect by the colossal proportions of its

four principal pillars. St Peter's church, originally con-

secrated in 1352, fell a prey to the great conflagration, but
it was rebuilt by Chateauneuf in 1844-1849. The ring

on the door of the tower (which dates from 1342) is con-

sidered the oldest artistic relic in Hamburg ; and the

granite columns of the old cathedral, the stained glasa

windows by Kellner of Nuremberg, and Schubert's Entomb-
ment of Christ are worthy of notice. St Catharine's

and St James's are the only churches of Hamburg
that have been preserved from the Middle Ages, but other-

wise neither is of special interest. Of the other churches

it is sufiicient to mention St George's, built in 1743, St

Paul's in the suburb of that name, the lesser St I iichael's

occupied by the Roman Catholics since 1824, and the

English Episcopal church dating from 1838. The new
synagogue was built by Rosengarten between 1857 and
1859, and to the same architect is due the sepulchral

chapel of John Henry Schroder in the churchyard of St

Peter's. The beautiful Gertrude's chapel was unfortunately

destroyed in 1842.

Though Hamburg has comparatively few secular buildings that
are of high architectural interest, its list of piiblio institutions is

one of which any city might be proud, and several of these are

accommodated in spacious structures not unworthy of their destina-

tion. The exchange is one of the most important. . It was erected

on the site of the Mary Magdalen convent in 1836-41, and escaped
the catastrophe of 1842. At the business hours between 1 and 3

o'clock as many as from 3000 to 5000 merchants and broljers con-
gregate within its walls. The commercial library in the new wing
added in 1873 has upwards of 40,000 vols. In the same neigh-
bourhood are the Hamburg bank and the site of the old rathhaus,
which had to be blown up in the great fire. The town-house,
built by Gortz, minister of finance to Charles XII. of Sweden, wag
purchased by the town in 1722. The acadcniic gymnasium,
founded on 16th August 1610 as a preparatory school for the uni-

versities, has since 1 873 surrendered its teaching functions, though
it stiUtmaimtaius public lectures to which all have access, and is in

more or less close connexion with the botanic gardens, the natural

history museum, the observatory, the chemical laboratory, and the
museum of CiUiurgeschichtc. The present botanical gardens, which
had been preceded by Veit Scharp's (1547-1782) and Flugge's

(1810-1813), were laid out by Dr Lehmann on the glacis of the for-

tifications, and contain about 1 1 acres. The natural history museum
was founded in 1843, and in 1875 the sum of 1,200,000 marks from
the Hamburg share of the French indemnity was assigned for the

purpose of supplying better accommodation for its valuable collec-

tions, amongst which may be mentioned that from Heligoland and
that of Griesbach from South Africa. The observatory, dating from
about 1826-1828, is a noteworthy institution. It possesses a great

equatorial telescope made by Repsold & Sons in 1860, the object

glass of which has an aperture of 9 '6 Paris inches, with a focal dis-

tance of only 9 '6 feet ; and among its contributions to science are

Helmert's observations on the constellation of Sobieski's Shield

(1874), and the determination of all the stars down to-
9
'5 magnitude

in the zone between 80° and 81° of N. declination. In connexion

with the observatory a time-ball on the tower of the Kaiserquai is

caused to fall at 12 o'clock of Greenwich time ; there is a similar

ball at Cuxhaven, ana anotner at Bremernaven. The cliemica!
laboratory was built in 1841. It was not till 1866that the ethno-
graphical collections were put under special curators ; and the name
Culturgcschichtliche Museum only dates from 1872. The principal
medical institution in tke city is the college of surgeoiys, founded in
1771 as a general school for doctors and midwives ; it received its

present constitution in 1833, and was funiished with new buildings
in 1861. It was not till 1867, however, that the guild of barbers,
with its right of surgical practice, was abolished. The medical
union established by H. de Cliauf?]>ie about 1815-181 6 has published
several periodical works, and possesses a library of 12,000 vols. A
mathematical society was founded by Heinvich Meissner as early as
1690, the Hamburg-Altona Society for natural science dates from
1837, the Hamburg-Altona branch of the German Anthropological
Society from 1870, and the Hamburg branch of the Gernian and
Austrian Alpine Club from 1875. A geograiihical society, which
publishes ajournal, was founded in 1873; and the firm of Godcfl'roj',

which trades so extensively in the Pacific, has instituted a museum,
and sent out scientific explorei-s and collectors,—Dr E, Griiffc, Amalie
Dietrich, Johann Kubary, Andrew Gairett, Franz Hiibner, &c.,—

,

the results of whose labours are registered in the Journal da
Museum Godcffroy (1871, i:c.). Zoological gardens were founded in
1860-1 by a joint-stock tomp.iny, :'.nd an aquarium has since been
added under tlie superintendence of Alfred Lloyd of the Sydenham
Ciystal Palace, Two of the old mon.istcries of the town—the St
Johaunisklostcr and the St Maria M.igdalcnenkloster are still main-
tained as foundations for the daugliters and widows of Hamburg
citizens, and the former has funds beyond its requirenients. The
general infirmary [alhjcmcine Krank-cnhavs) dates originally from
1606, but the present building was erected in 1825-27, and has since

received several additions. The annual nimibcr of patients increased
between 1825 and 1875 from 2898 to 8206. The subvention from
the state rose in the same period from £8400 to £23,182,
and the ;iverage daily cost of each patient from Pd. to Is. 9d. A
lunatic asylum (Friedrichsberg) was founded in 1841 at Barmbeck
at a cost of £2540 for the site jind £66,086 for the building. Its

patients numbered 212 in 1865 and 492 in 1875. Among minor
establishments of a similar class are the sailors' infirmary (1863), tha
St Mary's hospital founded by the Roman Catholic community on the
occasion of the Danish war in 1864, but open to patients of every
creed, the infirmary of the German Jews built by Solomon Heine
in 1840, the infirmary of the freemasons, the children's hosi>ital

dating from 1846-7, the polj'clinicuni of the patriotic association foi

the assist.-inco ofwomen (1872), the deaf and dumb institution (1827),

and Uie blind asylum (1830). The orphanage originated in 1600 by
Gillis de Greve and Simon von Petkum, admits about 64 children

every year. In the beginning of July the orphans, in their bright

blue out-door dress, piake a procession tnrough the city and the

suburb of St George, and the day, knovni as the Waisengriln, 13

considered a popular holiday. In the suburban village of Horn is

the famous Eauhe Haus, and at Alsterdorf there is a home fcjnded
in 1860 for idiots and children suffering from incurable diseases.

It had 273 inmates in 1875. The workhouse, which dates from the

beginning of the 17th century, has been situated since 1853 in the

village of Barmbeck, and since 1869 has had a branch establishment

at Fuhlsbiittel. In 1875 it h.-id 1342 inmates, and its revenues

were £17,332, besiides a state subvention of .£20,417, The annual

cost per head is £14, 15s. About 200 free dwellings and a number
of pensions are provided by the Schroder foundation for respectable

families and individuals in reduced circumstances.

Hamburg is well supplied with places of amusements, especially ol

the more popular kind. Its town theatre, rebuilt in 1874, has room
for 1750 spectators ; the Thalia theatre dates from 1841, and con-

tains 1700 to 1800 ; and there are some 7 or 8 minor establish-

ments. Theatrical performances were introduced into the city in

the 17th century, and 1678 is the date of the first opera, which was

played in a house in the Ghnsemarkt. Under Schroder and Lessing

the Hamburg stage rose into importance.' Tliough contributing

few names of the highest rank to German literature, the city has

been intimately associated with tho literary movement. Lappen-

berg and Hagedorn were born in Hamburg ; and not only Lessing,

but Heine and Klopstock lived there for some time. In Schroder

and Klotzc's Lexicon cler Hamhurg. SchriflslelUr there are no fewer

than 3530 names up to SchrofT j and the librarj' of the society for

the encouragement of art and science contains 5000 volumes deal-

ing with Hamburg affairs.

The inhabitants of Hamburg used formerly to have no small

variety of distinctive costumes ; but it is only the public officials

in their robes of state or the peasantry from the villages that preserve

the more grotesque peculiarities,'

See Uhde, Das Sladllhealer in /lamburg, Stuttgart. 1679.

2 Details and co'.ourcd desipns will be found in Sulir and Huttbe'8 Tlamow-tjer

(4«sr«/(whicti gives 1807 styles) and in Buck's yl/ftum I/anrbin-^xehen Coftam*

(Kainb. 1S43-47). Of the local dialect aknowledtrcmay be obtained from Michael

liichey's IdiotikoTi JJamhirgense, Oder Wurterbuch tur Erklaruvg drr eigmm in

und urn Hamburg gebraurhhchcil Nieder-Saclt$Uehen Mund-Art (174? and 176SX
and GcUcken, Die Samivrgiislien SieicrtaduiKhtn Oesangbticlur it* Wri Jatr^
(Hamb. i857»
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The oldest water-woiks of Hamburg were those c f the OberJuni m,

eoustructed in 1&31 ; the tiii>t of tlie niodein system witU steam
power was the Bieber'sehe Elbwassorkunst, opened in 1822. In 1849
tho city water-woiks belonging to tlie state were set iu operation,

and they have since iucorpurattd and syatematiaed the oklur water-

works. Iu 18?5 they had 5 steam-eugiues with 850 horee-power,

and raised 876 millions cubic feet of water at a cost of about 8d. per

1000 cubic feet.* Tt was not till after the fire of 1842 that Hamburg
began to be properly drained ; but it now possesses an extensive and
elaborate system of sewei's. In 1853 the upjjer Old Town, the New
T^wn, and St George's were supplied, and iu 1869 the lower Old
To.vu ; and between 1871 and 1875 the system was extended to the

aristocmtic suburban districts of Ublenhorst and Eimsbiittel. In

187!) :be total length of sewers was 512,226 feet, which had cost

£662,850. The largest sewers, of which tliere were 10,499 feet, have
a diameter of nearly 10 feet, and can bo traversed by boats ; the

second class (8330 feet) have a diameter of 7 feet, and the third

class (19,853 feet) of 5 J feet. The mouths of the sewers are pro-

tected by automatic doors which prevent the flooding of the lower

districts by tlie back-water from the river.

The harbour of Hamburg as it now exists is a very modern crea-

tion. At first the city was at some distance from the ^ain branch

of the Elbe, and the mouth of the AJster served as its port, but
partly owing to natural changes in the bed of the great river, and
more to the vast engineering enterprises of the inhabitants, — sueli as

the cutting of the channels through the Gmndeswerder (1650), the

Spadeuland marshes (1670), and the Brook,—the priuci^ial current

•was diverted into its present course. To trace the history of the

successive labours devoted to the rectification of the stream and the
increase of shipping accommodation would be a long and intricate

task. Suffice it to say that up to the middle of the present century
the vessels iu the harbour of Hdmburg used to anchor in the ojieu

space and fasten themselves to piles called "dukes of Alba, " and
the goods were taken asliore in ligliters ; but since the introduction

«f the railway it has been found necessary to build quays with
hydraulic cranes and other modern appliances. For this purpose
tire greater Grasbrook was tir.st of all selected. A portion of the
Sandthor (Saudgate) quay was opened iu 1872, and by 1876 the
Kaiser or Imperial quay and the Dallniann quay (so named after

the engineer) were available. The total length of the three quays
was 10,646 feet, and the area of ground covered in by the auxiliaiy
buildiugs was upwards of 30 acres. Since that date the quays-have
been largely increased, so that they now extend a distance of about
3 miles front* Altoni eastwards. The number of ships which took
advantage of the quays in 1866-67 was 6C5, with j burthen of
313,209 tons ; by 1875 they had increased to 1425 bUipa with
837,568 tons, and by 873 to 1850, with 1,151,903 tons.

Hamburg is emphatically a commercial city, and though within'
recent years greatly developed, its mamifactm-iug industries are

in comimrison unimjiortant ; but only in comparison, for, according
to the official return of 1875, no fewer than 4931 persons were engaged
in metallurgy, 6920 in the manufaeturoof nmchineiy, instnmients,
and tools; 940 in chemical works, 1399 in the prepar.ition of heating
and lighting materials, 1464 iu textile industries, 2687 in the paper
and leather manufactures, and 9388 iu the wood industries. Ship-
building is canied on pretty extensively, the greatest establishment
in the department, the Keiheistieg or Godeffroy's yards, whicli was
commenced about 1849, employing on an average 700 workmen.
There are several enormous distillerie.% and two establishments for

the manufacture of artificial manures from tho phosphates of guano,
each of which emjiloys from 200 to 300 workmen ; as well as
breweiies, sugar-rthneries, rice-mills, and factories for tlio prepara-
tion of saltpetre, sulphuric acid, ami other chemical products. The
'juring of beef and pork forms a large trade. Pianofortes ami cigars,

railway carriages ai;d artificial flowers, sewiug-ni.iehines and
cliocolatc are all manufactured in the town, and tilc-wotks and glass-
.works exist in tho neighbourhood.

In the extent of its commerce Hamburg ranks among European
ports inmiediatcly after London, Liverpool, and Glasgow. Its ini-

ivorts and exports are more than those of the whole of Holland, of
lielgium, or of Spain. -From the year 1836, in which it possessed 146
ships, Tvith a total burthen of 25,722, its marine had increased 770
per cent, by 1877.' In 1875 it had 413 sea-\-essels with 219,567 tons
burthen ; in 1870 it had 450 with 219,098 tons, and in 1877 468
with 223,910. Of tlie last number 204 were copper-plated, 6 were
zinc-plated, and 147 were built of iron. The steam vessels were 102.
The principal lino of steamers is that of tho Hamburg-American
Company, whiuh on 1st January 1870 had 21 first-class Dritish-
built vessels, with a total burthen of 00,300 tons. Its voyages are
mainly made to New York and the West Indies. Oil an average of
the three years 1874, 1875, and 1876 it carried 31,930 passengers and
165,465 cubic yards of goods. The Hamburg and South American
Company at tho same time had six vessels, with a burthen of tOOO
tons, trading with Brazil and the river Plate. The German Steamship
Company had 8 vessels with a burthen of 6,850 tons trading with

tiMiL"
"" "reachca tho cxccullonaDy high flgurcs. 630 sMps of 178,008 tons

China and the Far East ; and the ICosmos Comp-iny had 7 slii[>3 with'

a burthen of 10,897 tons trading witli Chili and Pciu. TheSloman«
Mediterranean line of six vessels with a burthen of 5276 tons kee^is

up monthly communication with ports of Spain and Italy.

From tho following table a general view of the movement oi
the port will be obtained. It is to be observed that the increase
shown is not so much iu the number of the ships as iu their average
capacity.
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cas afterwards extended to Scliwerin and Beilin, and a branch line

iras- constructed to Lubeck. The Hamburg-Ltibeck direct line
was opened in 1865, and in the following year a line was constructed
between Altonaand Hamburg. Direct comniuuicatiouwith Paris by
way of Harburg, Bremen, Osnabriick, andVenloo was obtained only
In 1872. Though as early as 1802 a scheme waa Baton foot for such
a line, the projectors could not come to terms with the Hanoveiian
Government, which objected to the duchy of Oldenburg obtaining a
share in tho advantages of the scheme, and wislied to keep to itself

the whole authority over the bridges on the Elbe while leaving the
cost of their construction wholly to Hamburg. In 1868 the Hano-
verian Government was swept away by Prussia, and in 1867 the new
rulers formed a treaty for the construction of the line. The two
main branches of the Elbe, the north and the south, are crossed by
two great bridges on the system named after Lolise, which had never
before been employed in Germany. As the soil is unstable, the
pillara had to be founded on a bed of concrete 17 or 18 feet thick
resting on piles. The Hamburg or north bridge has three spans
each 334 feet wide, and the Harburg bridge has four spans. The total
weight of iron employed was 84,651 cwts. (36,152 for the one and
48,499 for the other). For internal locomotion the city has a system
of tramway lines which run out to AVandsbeck and other neighbour-
ing villages, and a still more extensive omnibus system. • Small
steamers plying on the Outer Alster give easy access to the places
along its shores.

In 1811 the population of Hamburg {Sladt and VorstacU) was
106,983; in 1834 it was 145,418; and by 1861 it had. reached
193,214. Its subsequent increase is shown in the following table :

—
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conslitutioii of 1S61 inJustvial freeJoni was introJiKcJ, possession

of lanil peimitteil to stranjt^rs, the comlitioiis of settlement greatly

Tiioditied, ami various uinijovements madu in the taxation ami (I-jIm-s.

At the ontbresk of ttie contest between Prussia and Austria in 18G(j,

Hamburg sided vatli tiie former, and in Afay 1807 it voted 13ij to 1

for the conititiitiou of the Nortli German Confederation. It was

allowed to remain a free port, but has to I'ay an Bversum to tlic

ZoUverein
See Zeilichrl/tfir ffamiuiyltri.f OachleHf, paWlshed since 1841 by the locnl

historical society; LAppcubcrg's I/nmburfF. Ui-i-tinde»ii»rh (vol. 1.. Hainb . 1842),

Hamburg. Chroniken (18C1), and Adam Trnlri<ler^s llamburi;. Clironik (ISCJ);

Hnm'vrgisthet ittiti:- und iredailleii-ytrmiugen (lUmbuiK, 1753): Hcsi, Ham-
bag i loiiogr.,poH'., und liisloi: UfKhreibvng (2de(l., 1810-11); l5iirmann. Ham-
burg. Dlnkicnrdhkeiten (1817-20/, and Hamburg'! Cftrom* (1822); Zimmcrnioiin.

.Vemt Onn'.k ton Hamburg (1820); Gallols, Orseliichle der Sladt Hamburg
(UitSTj; Wichinann, Heimatliikundt (Hamb. 1863); Buck, Die Hamburgnclit

Obtrallin (1337), and Hambiirgische Allathumrr (18.i9) ; Hamburg) Ntuesle Znl,

1841-60 (anonym., 18CC) ; Arii Lallcmont, Das Werk- und Armenhaus im Hamburg
<1SC3); Koppraann. Kleine Btilriige zur OescbkNIe Hamburg^ (1807-08); Elem,

Chronologie der Ottchicbte Hamburg! (ISC8) ; Mayer, Gesrhirhle da Hauib. Con-

<ingrnt$, 1814-07 (Berlin, 1S74); Hamburg, die SladI, die Vororle, Ac. (1875);

Hamburg in Ifalarbist. und M^die. Beziebuug, with excellent maps showing pro-

file and relief of site, water and sewer systems, and density of population, lor the

Geselischatt der dcutschcn Naturforsclier und Aerzten (llamb., 1876) ; Dehio,

Gescbiehle det £rzbistbums-Hambttry-Brcineti (1877, 2 vols.).

HAMELN, the chief town of a circle in the province of

Hanover, Prussia, h situated at the confluence of the Weser

and Hamel, and at the junction of four railways, 2-5

miles S.W. of Hanover. It is surrounded by old walls, and

possesses a number of old-fashioned houses with quaint

richly-adorned gables. The only public buildings of interest

are the minster church, restored in 1872, and the town-

house. Himeln is the seat of several courts and public

offices, and possesses a gymnasium, a higher city school, a

higher female school, a trade school, a poorhouse, two
hospitals, and a district prison. The principal industries

are the raaniifacture of woollen and cotton goods and
machines, distilling, agriculture, and salmon fishing. By
the steamboats on the Y/eser there is communication with

Karlshafen and Minden. In order to avoid the dangerous

part of the riyer near the town a channel was cut in 173i,

the repairing and deepening of which, begun in 1868, was
completed in 1873. The Weser at Hameln is crossed by
an iron suspension bridge 830 feet in length, supported by
a pier erected on an island in the middle of the river.

Th3 population of Hameln in 1875 was 9519.

The ol ler name of Hameln was Hameloa or Ilamclowe, and the
town owes its orij;iu to an abbey of St Boniface. It existed as a

town as early as the 11th century, and in 12.19 it was sold by the
abbot of FuIJa to the bi.shop of Minden, but this transaction cave
olTenco to the townspeople, and after a battle in which many of tliem

lost their lives, they placed themselves under the protection of the
house of Brunswick. During the Thirty Years' War Hameln was
conquered by the Swede? (1633). In 1757 it capitulated to the
French, who, however, vacated it in the following year. Its fortifica-

tions were strengthened in 1766 by the erection of Fort George, but
they were wholly dismantled in 1807. Hameln is famed as the
scene of the mytli of the piper of Hameln. According to the legem!,

the town in the year 1234 was so infested by rats as almost to com-
pel the iobabitants to leave it, when one day there npjicared upon
the scene a piper clad in a fantastic suit, who offered for a cerlaiu
aum of money to charm all the vermin into the Weser by his piping.

His conditions were agreed to, but alter ho had fulfilled his troniiso
the inhabitants, on the ground that he was a sorcerer, declined to

fulfil their part of the bargain, whereupon on the 26th of June ho
reappeared m the streets of the town, and putting his pip» to his
lips began a soft and curious strain, which drew all the children to

come trooping after him while he led them out of the town to tho
Koppelberg hill, in whoso siilc a door suddenly opened, by which he
«utered and the children after him, all but one who -was lamo and
couUl not follow fast enough to reach the door before it shut again
and remained fast. Some trace the origin of the legend to tho "Child
Crusade," or to an abduction of children. For a considerablo time
the town dated its public documents from tho event. Tho story is

tho siiliject of a poem by Robert Browning, and also of one by Julius
Wolir(3d edition, Berlin, 1876).

Seo 3. BarinROonld. Curloui iftilhi of the Middle Aget. 2d scr, 1808; Grimm.
DruHrhr Sagrn. Ilcil.n. 1SC0: and Kcltzcnsteln's edition of Sprengcr'a OtKhithle
der Sladt Hameln. Hameln, 1801.

HAMI, the Chinese name of a town in Central Asia,

otherwise called Kamk., Komul, or Kamul, situated on
tho southern slopes of the Tian-Shan mountains, and on
the northern verge of the Great Gobi desert, in 42' 48'

lat and OV 28' E. long., at a height above sca-lovcl of

U -16*-

3150 feet. The town is first mentioned in Chinese history

in the 1st century, under the name I-wu-lu, and said to bo
situated 1000 lis north of the fortress Yii-raen-kuan, and to

be the key to the western countries. This evidently referred

to its advantageous position, lying as it did in a fertile

tract, at the point of convergence of two main routes run-

ninj; north and .south of the Tian-Shan and connecting China
with the west. It was taken by the Chinese in 73 a.d.

from the Hiungnu (the ancient inhabitants of Jlongolia),

and made a military station. It next fell into the hand*
of the Uigurs or Eastern Turks, who made it oue of their

chief towns and held it for several centuries, and wfaost

descendants are said to livS there now. From the 7tli

to the 11th century I-wu-Iu is said to have borne the

name of Igu or I-cliu, under tho former of which naineij

it is spoken of by the Chinese pilgrim IIwen-Thsang, who
passed through it in the 7th century. Tho name Hami is

first met in the Chinese Yiian-shi or " History of the

Mongol Dynasty," but the name more generally used there

is Homili or Komi-li. Marco Polo, desciibing it apparently

from hearsay, calls it Camul, and speaks of it as a fruitful

place inhabited by a Buddhist people of idolatrous and
wanton habits. It was visited in 1341 by John de

Marignolli, who baptized a number of both sexes there,

and by the envoys of Shah Rukh (1420), who found a

magnificent mosque and a convent of dervishes, in juxta-

position with a line Buddhist temple. Hadji JIahomet

(Ramusio's friend) speaks of Kamul as being in his time

{circa 1550) the first Mahometan city met with in travel-

ling from China. When Benedict Goes travelled through

tho country at the beginning of the 17th century, the power

of the king jrahomet Khan of Kashgar extended over

nearly the whole country at the base of the Tian-Shan to

the Chinese frontier, including Kamil. It fell under the

sway of the Chinese in 1720, was lost to them in 18G5

during the great Mahometan rebellion, and the trade route

through it was consequently closed, but was regained in

1873. Owing to its commanding position on the principal

route to tho west, and its exceptional fertility, it has very

frequently changed hands in the wars between China and

her western neighbours. As regards the latter quality, it

is even now said to yield rice, melons, oranges, and grapes

of notable excellence, while, with respect to the former-,

Baron F. Von Richthofen (probably the highest authority)

states that the route from Ilsi-ngan-fu past Hami to Kuhljn,

is by far the best and indeed the only natural line for

a railway from_ China to Europe. The Russian oflicer

Sosnofski, our latest authority respecting Hami, entered it

in the autumn of 1875 after eight days' journey across

the Gobi steppe lying to the south. He speaks of it as an

important mart, whither wool from Turfan and Turkistau

goods are brought to be exchanged for the products of

Central China. The Mahometan i)opulation consists of

immigrants from Jitishahr (or Kashgaria), Bokhara, and

Samarcand, and of descendants of tho Uigurs.

HAMILCAU BARCA, tho most illustrious of all tho

Carthaginian generals and statesmen, next to his son, the

great Hannibal. The surname Barca is the same as tho

Hebrew Baral; and signifies " lightning." It was in the

eighteenth year of tho First Tunic War, 247 RC, that

Ilamilcar first greatly distinguished himself. IIo had been

known before as a young officer of promise who h.ad made

raids on the southern coasts of Italy in tho neighbourhood

of Locri and Cuma\ Suddenly ho appeared with a

squadron olT ths north-west of Sicily, and seized a strong

position on Mount l->cto, now known as Mount Pellcgrino,

near Palermo. Ho had but a small force of mercenaries,

which his military genius soon made into a well-disciplined

body of troops. For three years ho maintained himself

on Mount Erctc, during which lime the Rotjvins were in
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possession of the '\\pole of Sicily with the exception of the

two strongholds of Drepanum and Lilybjeum, and these

they were blockading. They tried their utmost to drive,

Bamilcar from his position, but in vain. At last he quitted

his stronghold, and in 244 B.C. landed at Mount Eryx, on
the western coast, now Mount S. Giuliano, 2 miles from the

shore and about 6 from Drepanum. A famous temple of

Venus crowned the summit, and half-way up the slope was
the city, which itself had the name of Eryx. This

Hamilcar seized and occupied. His object was to compel

the Romans to give up the blockade of Drepanum and
Lilybasum. They could not drive him out of the town,

and for two more years he held his position, keeping open
his communications by sea with the Carthaginian garrison

of Drepanum. Hamilcar's chief difficulty was with his

mercenaries, who were little better than savages and with-

out an idea of loyalty or good faith. Yet he continued to

hold them well in hand. It was a harassing and mono-
tonous warfare, so much so that Polybius, here our chief

authority, compares it to a boxing match between two
skilful pugilists, the blows in which are delivered in such

rapid succession that- a spectator could hardly see, much
less describe them. The Romans, feeling it necessary to

make a supreme etfort, in 242 b.c. equipped a fleet, under
the command of the consul Lutatius Catalus, and des-

patched it to the western shores of Sicily. The battle off

the jEgates followed, and the Roman victory decided

the First Punic War in 241 B.c. Peace had now to be

concluded. The cession of Sicily to the Romans was a
matter of course. But though Hamilcar had to surrender

the island, he refused to comply with the Roman demand
that his army should pass under the yoke. The demand
was not persisted in, and Hamilcar and his men were
allowed to embark from Lilybaeum for Africa.

No sooner liad peace been concluded than there bruke
cut the so-called African or Libyan War. It was a most
formidable mutiny or insurrection. Hamilcar's mercenaries

on their return looked for the pay which he had promised
them, but had not been able to furnish while he was cooped
in within his lines on Mount Eryx. The stupidity of the

home Government soon caused trouble. The peace party

at Carthage, headed by Hanno, who hated Hamilcar, -wg^s

foolish enough to raise a dispute about the pay of the

troops. The result was a furious mutiny, which Hanno,
who was sent to quiet them, could not appease. The men
to the number of 20,000 began to march on Carthage itself,

and encamped near Tunis. The mutineers were led by
Spendius, a fugitive slave from Campania, and by Matho,
an African who had served with distinction under Hamilcar
in Sicily. These two men incited all the neighbouring
tribes to rise against the dominion of Carthage. Carthage
itself was soon cut off from all communication .with the

interior. Hanno was called to take the command, but it

was only to meet with defeat and disaster. The rebels

surprised and captured his camp. The Government was
now thoroughly frightened, and begged Hamilcar to save

them from the consequences of their own folly. With a
force of only 10,000 men he had to face what must now
have grown into a very formidable host. It would seem
that his personal inflnence led many of the rebels to return

to ills standard, and he was also skilful enough to secure

the friendship and aid of the Numidian sheiks. One
especially, Naravas, helped him very materially ; and with

his assistance he was able to achieve a decisive victory ovei?

the mutineers. At last he so effectually hemmed in

Spendius within his camp near Tunis that the rebel leader

was obliged to throw himself on his mercy. With nine of

his brother leaders he sought an interview with Hamilcar.

Hamilcar's demand was the surrender of ten of the rebels,

whom he was to name himself. This being agreed, he

seized Spendius and Iiis nine companions, a proceeding-
which the mutineers furiously resented. But they were
soon surrounded and cat off to a man, to the number, it is

said, of 40,000. The war, which had lasted three years and
four months, was now over in the year 238 b.c.

One would have supposed that Hamilcar would be at
once recognized as the right man to direct the future policy
of the state. Rut it was not so. Hanno's party, the peace
party, was as shortsighted as ever, a"d actually dared to
say that Hamilcar had been the cause of the late war by
having made promises which he was not able to fulfil. But
by this folly they injured and weakened themselves. The
patriotic party, the " Barcine faction," as it was called by-

its opponents, prevailed so far as to raise their leader to a
position answering as nearly as possible to a dictatorshii>

among the Romans. Hamilcar was made commander-in-
chief of the Carthaginian army in Africa, and invested
with a power which could be taken from him only by the-

popular assembly. He was stiU a young man, under thirty
years of age. For a short time he employed himself ia
ovEriiwing the Numidian tribes bordering on Carthaginiaa
territory, but his main object was to form the nucleus of
an eflBcient army out of his Libyan mercenaries. Mean-
while he was maturing a great plan which soon afterwards
on his own responsibility he carried into execution. Spaia
was a country the coasts of which at least were well known
to the Carthaginians. Spaniards too had served among
Hamilcar's troops. To Spain he decided to go ; there, he
felt sure, he could find material for an army and abundant
means of providing pay. He had now three sons, the
" lion's brood," as he called them, Hannibal, Hasdrubal,
Mago. Wishing with all his heart that they should be
like minded with himself, he made the eldest, Hannibal,
then a little boy of nine, swear on the altar of the supreme
Carthaginian deity eternal hatred and enmity to Rome.
This was just before he left Carthage, probably in the
spring of 236 B.C. Suddenly there came tidings to the
home Government that their commander-in-chief was, vith-

out their orders, carrying on war in Spain. He had, how-
ever, done his workvio thoroughly in Africa that the trouble-

some Numidian tribes were now submissive to Carthage,
and for the most part paid tribute. He never returned.

The last eight j ears of his life he devoted to the great work
of reducing Spain to a Carthaginian province. He pene-
trated into the interior of the country, subduing some of

the tribes by force of arms and drawing others into friendly-

relations by negotiation. It was not to mere conquest that

he aspired ; he did his best to win the good-will of the

Spaniards and to attach them to Carthage. Spaia was to-

be a compensation to Carthage for the loss of Sicily and
Sardinia. But, above all, its possession was to be subordi-

nate to Hamilcar's great design of some day renewing the

war with Rome. For this he would have felt himself pre-

pared when, in addition to his Numidian cavalry, he had
organized a force of Spanish infantry. Had his life been
prolonged,' he would doubtless, as Livy says (xxi. 2), have
invaded Italy at the head of a Carthaginian army. What-
he accomplished in Spain so much impressed the elder Cato,

who less than half a century afterwards saw the traces of

his work, that he declared that there was no king like

Hamilcar Barca. In the prime of his years he fell in battle

in 228 B.C., fighting, it would seem, somewhere between the

Tagus and the Douro. Spain was now left in the hands
of his son-in-law Hasdrubal. (w. j. b.)

HAMILTON, a municipal and parliamentary borough
and market-town of Scotland, county of Lanark, is situated

about a mile from the junction of the Avon with the Clyde
and 10 miles S.E. of Glasgow It occupies a rising, ground
commanding fine views ot a' rich and .highly picturesque

country, and consists of several streets of well-built houses
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toinewliat irregularly dispersed, and surrounded by & number
of villas belonging chiefly to persons engaged in business

in Glasgow. The principal buildings are the town- hall,

the county buildings in the Greciau style of architecture,

the academy, the St John's grammar school, and the

infantry barracks. Among the subjects of antiquarian

iatorost are Queenzie Neuk, the spot where Queen Mary
rested on her journey to Langside ; the old steeple and
pillory built in the reign of Charles I. ; the Jloat Hill, the

old Runic cross, and the carved gateway in the palace park.

In the churchyard there is a monument, with four heads

in basso-rilievo, to four covenanters who suffered at Edin-

burgh, December 7, 1600, their heads being interred below.

Among the industries of the town are weaving and the

tambouring of muslin ; and there are also large market
gardens, the district being famed especially for its apples

;

but the prosperity of the town depends chiefly upon the

coal and iron-stone which are extensively worked in the

neighbourhood. Hamilton originated in the 15th century

under the protecting influence of the lords of Hamilton. It

unites with Airdrie, Falkirk, Lanark, and Linlithgow to

foim the Falkirk district of boroughs, which returns one
member to parliament. The population in 1871 was 11,498.

Immediately east of the towu is Hamilton pakce, the seat of the
duke of Haiiiiltcu and Braudou, premier peer of Scotland. The
present palace was commenced in 1822. Its front is a specimen of

the enriched Corintliian architecture, ^-ith a projecting pillared

portico after the stylo of the temple of Jupiter Stator at Home, 264
fert in length and 60 feet in heiglit. The interior is richly decorated
ind contains one of the most valuable collections of paintings in
Si'otlajid. Within the grounds, which comprise neaily 1500 acres,

is the mausoleum erected by the tenth duke, a structure resembling
in genera) design that of the emperor Hadrian at Rome, being a cir-

cular building springing from a square basement, and enclosing a
decoratel octagonal chapel. About 2 miles south-cast of Hamilton,
on the summit of a precipitous rock 200 feet in height, the foot of
which is waslied by the Avon, stand the ruins of Cadzow Castle,

the original seat of the Hamilton family, con ('erred on the chief of

tliat family immediately after the battle of Bannockburn, having
bi!en previonsly a royal residence for at least two centuries. The
C43tle has been made the subject of a spirited ballad by Sir Walter
5'"'i'ott. Near it is the noble chase with its ancient oaks, the remains
t)i the Caledonian Forest, where are still preserved some of the old
Scotch breed of wild cattle. Opposite Cadzow Castle on tlio otlver

side of tlic Avon is Chatelherault, consisting of stables and offices,

sud imitating in outline the palace of that name 'u Fi'ancc. A
magnificent double avenn« stretches between it and Hamilton
palace.

HAi[ILTON,- a city of Canaaa, the chief town in the

county of Wentworth, province of Ontario, is advantage-

ously situated on the south side of Burlington Bay, a

large and beautiful basin of water connected with Lake
Ontario by a short canal, which forms one of the safest and
most commodious harbours on tho lake. It is also con-

nected with the town of Dundas by the Desjardins Canal,

about 4 miles in length. Hamilton holds an important posi-

tion at tho head of tho navigation on Lake Ontario, and in

the centre of one of tho linest agricultural districts of tho

borainion. It is tho headquarters of the Great Western
Railroad, and is connected by other lines of railway with
Lake Erie, Lake Huron, and the Georgian Bay. The site

on which it is built rises gradually from the bay to tho foot

of a lofty blufl called "The Mountain," tho summit of which
commands an extensive and beautiful view. Tho streets arc

well laid out, and planted with shade trees, and tho houses

and public buildings are substantially constructed of stone

and brick. The court-house and county buildings, recently

completed, are the finest in Canada. Among the other public

buildings are the provincial lunatic asylum, the Anglican
anrl Boman Catholic catlicdrals, and handsome places of

Worship of other denominations, the collegiate institute,

the Wesleyan female college, the mechanics' institute, the
hanks, the city hospital, and other charitable institntion.i.

The city water-works, by means of which a constant supply
ot pure water is brought from Lake Ontario, have been

completed on a scale amply providing for the future growth
of the city, at a cost of about $1,000,000. The industries

include iron rolling mills, iron foundries, the manufacture of

agricultural implements, sewing jnachines, musical instru-

ments, carriages, glass, pottery, ic, tobacco manufacture,
and brushraaking. The total value of imports at the port of

Hamilton for the fiscal year 1878-9 was $3,992,123; ajid

the duty collected amounted to 8839,153. The total

tonnage entered at the port was 1G0,GG6 tons; but this is

exclusive of a much larger amount of goods brought by
railway, including foreign importations, on which the duty
has already been paid at Quebec or Montreal, and of which
therefore no entry is made. Daily lines of steamers run in

the summer months between Hamilton, Toronto, Kingston,
and Montreal ; and an extensive trade is carried on with
the maritime provinces. Hamilton was founded in 1813,

and incorporated in 1833. Tho population in 183G was
284G; in 1851, 10,248 ; in 18G1, 19,09G ; in 1871, 20,716

;

and in 1879 it is estimated at 35,000. It is the seat of

the Anglican bishop of Niagara, and of a Roman Catholic

bishop. It returils one member to the provincial parlia-

ment of Ontario, and tv.'o members to the Dominion parlia-

ment, or House of Commons.
HAMILTON, a township and post village of Madison

county. New York, U.S., is situated on the Chenango canal,

and on the Utica branch of the New York and Oswego Mid-
land Railway, 30 miles S.W. of Utica. The village is the

seat of Madison university, chartered in 1846, in connexion

with whicli there are a theological seminary of the Baptist

denomination opened in 1820, and a preparatory academy
opened in 1832 under the name of Colgate Academy, and
chartered in 1853 as the grammar school of the university.

The university has 10 professors, has both a scientific and

a classical course, and is attended by upwards of 100
students. The other educational institutions are a female

seminary and a union graded school. The village possesses

a foundry, a tannery, and manufactories of sashes and
blinds, doors, waggons, cigars, and cheese. The popu-

lation of the village in 1870 was 1529. and of the town-

ship 3CS7.

HAMILTON, a city of the Unitea States, capital of

Butler county, Ohio, is situated on both sides of .the Great

IMiami river, on the Miami and Erie canal, and at the

junction of several railways, 23 miles N. of Cincinnati. The
water-power for manufacturing purposes i.s obtained by an

hydraulic canal which secures a fall of 30 feet ; and the

situation of the city in tho heart of the Miami valley,

a rich agricultural distiict, is very favourable to the

development of commercial enterprise. It i)ossesBes two

public parks, twelve churches, two national banks, a.com-

plete graded .system of public schools, an orphans' home,

and a free library. Its industries are of a varied kind,

and arc represented by paper and woollen factories, flour-

mills, foundries, brcwer'cs, distilleries, bleaching works,

machino shops, and manufactories of carriages and wag-

gons, reaping machines, ploughs, and other agricultural

implements, sashes and blinds, railroad supplies, and

machinery. Hamilton received a municipal charter in

1853, at which time the portion on tho west side of tho

river formerly called Rosaville was incorporated with it.

Tho population, which in 18G0 wrs 7223, and in 1870

11,081, of whom 30G2 were foreigners, was estimated iu

1879 at 17,000.

HAMILTON, the principal town in tho western oistrict

of Victoria, Australia, is situated on the Grange Burno

Creek, in 37° 45' S. laL and 142° 1' E. long. It was pro-

claimed a borough in 1859, the area of tho municipality

being 5280 ucres. It has several elegant buildings—

a

hospital and benevolent asylum, a town-hall, a treasury

and land ollicc, and a public library. Its cducaliooal
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iastitutions include tlie Hamilton and western district

college, the academy, aud tiie^Alexandra college for ladies,

besides a state school with accommodation for 500 pupils.

It possesses a fine race-course covering 120 acres, and
pastoral and agricultural exhibitions are held annually,

the surrounding district being chiefly devoted to sheep-

farming. The population of tlie town and suburbs on the

1st January 1879 was estimated at 4400. The railway

from Melbourne to Portland passes through the town

ALEXANDER HAMILTON
ALEXANDER HAMILTON was a native of the Island of

Nevis, in the Britisli West Indies. He was bom January

11, 1757. On his father's side he was connected with the great

clan of the Scotch Hamiltons, famous in Scottish history.

Hamilton's mother was of French extraction, and was directly

descended from one of those noble old Huguenots, who, after

the infamous revocation of the Edict of Nantes by Louis XIV.,

in 1685, had deserted his native land rather than betray his

religion, and had sought a home on one of the Western Isles.

The mother of Hamilton, wliose maiden name was Faucette,

was a woman of rare beauty and intelligence. Her first mar-

riage had been to a man by the name of Lavine, a Dane, but the

union proving uncongenial, she sought and obtained a divorce,

and afterward married James Hamilton, the father of Alexan-

der. While the boy was very young, his mother died and he

was left to the care of relatives, who educated him at Vera
Cruz. His father failed in business, and remained impoverished

till the time of his death in 1799. Hamilton's schooling did

not continue long, but he secured some valuable educational

help from a Presbyterian clergyman named Knox. In 1769 he
had to relinquish hLs studies and enter the coimting house of

Nicholas Cruger at Vera Cruz. Here, when only 14, he was

intrusted with the entire care of the establishment during Mr.

Cruger's absence in the United States. In 1772 a fierce tornado

swept the West Indies. A description of the hurricane and of

its consequences appeared in the jniblic journal of the Island of

St. Christopher, by an anonymous writer. In this event origi-

nated the future greatness and celebrity of Hamilton. When it

was discovered that a lad so young, so smaU, so friendless as

Hamilton had penned that powerful article, interest was at once

awakened in him. Many friends arose around him who made
arrangements to send him to America to complete his education.

He began his studies in the UnitedStates at the grammar school

of Elizabethto^m, N. J. From six in the morning till twelve

at night he was at his books. In a year he visited Dr. AVither-

Bpoon, President of Princeton, and made application to enter

the college, stipulating that he should be allowed to advance

from class to class, not by the years, but as rapidly as his at-

tainments permitted. This was contrary to the laws of the

institution, so he proceeded to New York and entered Colimi-

bia college. At the early age of 17, while in Columbia college,

he took his place prominently among American orators and
patriots.

Resistance to the increasing tyranny of the British crown had
already begun. On July 6, 1774, a great assembly of the peo-

ple was held in the suburbs of the city of New York, deter-

mined to take decisive steps against the unjust duty of tax laid

on tea. It was on this interesting occasion that Alexander

Hamilton, then 17 years of age, ventured to come forward and
address the people. His vigor of thought, clearness and pre-

cision of language, his force of reasoning, eloquence and pathos,

his persuasive power, as well as the singular appropriateness of

his delivery, commanded the most intense admiration. " This,"

says Samuel Schmucker " gave him throughout New York the

name of the eloquent collegian." In 1774 he began his literary

controversies, and won his second wreath of laurels. Dr.

Cooper, President of King's or Columbia college. Dr. Ingles, Dr.

Chandler, Dr. Wilkins and Dr. Seabury were on the side of the

crown; while Governor Livingston, John Jay and Mr. Hamil-
ton put forth anonymous articles of superior worth and con-

clusiveness on behalf of the people. The great ability displayed

in these several pamphlets, their calm, sagacious spirit, and the

conviction which they carried to every impartial mind, at-

tracted universal attention. The authorehip of all these articles

was at first attributed to John Jay and Livingston, which goes

to show the maturity of Hamilton's mind. The announcement
of the fact that Hamilton was one of the authors gave him his

second honorable title, " Mndicator of the Congress."

Theovitbreak of the American war for independence attracted

the attention of the whole civilized world. Washington had
been chosen commander-in-chief of all the armies of the United

Colonies, by the Continental Congress, and in January, 1776, he

called a cotmcil of war, and a general assault on the British

troops about Boston was decided upon. At the same time

Hamilton joined an artillery company, and in a few weeks -was

raised to the rank of " Captain of the New Provincial Company
of Artillery." He was at the battle of Brookl_\Ti Heights, and
covered the rear in the retreat of Harlem. While superintend-

ing the erection of earthworks at that place he met his com-
mander-in-chief, which was the beginning of that faithful

friendship between these remarkable men that continued un-

abated through so many dark years of uncertainty and vicissi-

tude, and through the brighter ones of triumph and splendor

which happily succeeded.

On March 1, 1777, Hamilton was justly rewarded for his

military services at White Plains and Princeton by his appoint-

ment as aide-de-camp and private secretary to Washington,

with the rank of lieutenant-colonel, Such was the confidence

Washington had in this youth of 21 years. In this position he

assisted in arranging campaigns, increasing the support of the

army and confirming the unity of the confederacy. Troup says

of Hamilton at this time :
" That the way he held |he pen of

our army and General Washington's correspondence is imri-

valed in military annals." In the gloomy and wintry scenes

of Valley Forge, Hamilton was sent by General Washington to

General Gates to induce him to order a considerable detach-

ment of his troops, then at Albany, to the main army.

For Hamilton's services at Monmouth, Washington inserted

a high eulogium upon him in his report to Congress, which

was afterwards expunged at Hamilton's oini request. The
yoimg aide-de-camp enjoyed the respect and friendship of the

officei-s of the army. Among his intimate friends were Baron

Steuben, Lafayette, Henry, La Luzerne and Du Portail.

In 1780 the American conflict had resolved itself chiefly

into a rivalry in financial ability and resources between the

mother country and the colonies. Under such circumstances

the active and patriotic mind of Hamilton became engaged

upon the elaboration of such financial schemes as he supposed

would relieve the distress of the country and furnish new
munitions of war. He wrote an anonymous letter in which he

proposed the plan to establish an American bank, to be char-

tered by Congress for ten years, and to be called the Bank of

the United States. The basis of this institution was to be a for-

eign loan at £2,000,000 as a portion of the bank's stock ; a

subscription for §200,000,000 more, guaranteed by $10,000,000 of

specie, or by a bona fide equivalent cuiTency. The bank notes

were to be made payable to the bearer in three months at ten

percent. An annual loan of £10,000,000 was to be furnished

to Congress by the bank at 4 per cent. When the authorship

of this scheme became known, Hamilton received his third

title, that of " Foimder of the Public Credit of the United

States." These letters, addressed mainly to Robert, Alorris, were

not without their efiect. A bank, founded on private contribu-

tions, amounting to £300,000, was organized. Soon after. Con-

gress established, with little variation from Hamilton's plans,

the executive departments in the Federal Government. Hamil-

ton was moved by a generous sympathy for Andr^, when he

heard of his arrest, and exerted his utmost efforts to discover

some legal and honorable means to save him. \Vhen all proved

imavailing he wrote and published the facts in the case in a

letter to his friend Laurens, which reflects equal credit both

upon his great mind and the Avomanly tenderness of his heart

In 1780, while yet the most sagacious of American patriots

were content to dwell on present crises, the superior intellect of
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Hamilton was alreat'v traveling forward to the future, and
brooding over those great national meiisures which would become
essential to the establishment of the national unity, harmony
and prosperity. In a letter to the distinguished patriot, James
Duaiie, he discussed in a masterly manner the nature and his-

tory of republican governments and the confederacy of states.

He described the proposed distribution of the executive depart-

ments, the officers of the Federal Government ; how to propor-

tion taxes, collect them ; and how a national bank might be

established, which would prove a permanent source of individ-

ual and national wealth. In 1780 Colonel Hamilton was

selected by Washington and Lafayette as an envoy extraordin-

ary to France, to procure more extensive and efficient aid, but

he decline<l in favor of his friend, Mr. Laurens, who was going

abroad. liamiUori, however, drew up for him the letter of

instructions, a difficult task, which was executed with his usual

ability.

December 14, 1780, Hamilton was united in marriage with

Miss Elizabeth Schuyler, the second daughter of theRevUution-
ary soldier, tieneral Philip Schuyler. This event took place

at Albany, in the 24th year of Hamilton's life. They lived

together for twenty-four years, when the bloody hand of one

who ha.s not inappropriately been called his assa.ssin ended a
career of unsurpassed usefulness and honor, by a violent death.

Shortly after his marriage, Hamilton withdrew from the per-

sonal service of Washington on account of a slight rupture

between these two friends. In April, 1781, in another letter to

Robert Morris, Hamilton boldly asserts the principle that "it

is in a national hank alone, we can, find the ingredients to constitute

a wholesome, solid and beneficial paper credit." The Jilans sug-

f;psted by Mr. Hamilton were submitted by Mr. Morris to Con-
gress, and adopted on the 26th of May, 1781. In order to se-

cure a convention of States, Hamilton devoted himself to the

{omposition of a series of elaborate essays, under the title of

the "Contincntalisls." They were the foreshadowing of those

articles of unrivaled power which afterward appeared in the

/•'«/«ra//s<, under the name of "PublivLs." In 1781, Hamilton
received a separate command in the army of the United Colon-

ies, and led a gallant charge at Yorktown, where the war for

indejiendence was terminated. He then returned to his wife

in Albany toward the close of the year 1781, and began the

study of law.

The legislature of New York elected Hamilton a representa-

tive in Congress, July 22, 1782. He now moved in a sphere

signally adapted to liis great abilities and was able to incorpo-

rate his broa<l and lofty ideas into that masterpiece of modem
statesmanship, the Federal Constitution. He took his seat in

Congress on the 25th of November, 1782, of which Elias Roudi-
not was president. Thirty members composed the bod}', which
held its session in rhiladeli)hia. Madison, Lee, Ellsworth,

Clymer, Withers] loon and Sullivan were among the number.
At this period Hamilton proposed a resolution in Congress
which was honorable both to himself and to itji subject. He
moved, and it wa.s carried, that " the commander-in-chief be
informed that Congress would be alwavs happy to receive his
sentiments on political and military aliaira of these States, the
utility of which they have on so many occitsions experienced."

/lamilton acquired in a day what an ordinary student could
scarcely compass in a week. It will not be surprising, therefore,

to learn that fte prepared himself for admission to the bar in

the short period of four months, and was licensed as an attor-

ney at the end of that time. Aaron I'.urr, Hamilton's great and
unscrupulous antagonist, is perhajM the only other instance of
such rapid admission to the bar. At the lime of his prepara-
tion for the law, Robert Morris, a.s a mark of his esteem and
omfidence, ofTered Hamilton the responsible ofTicc of receiver
of the Continental taxes in ilu^ State of N'ew York. Through
Hamilton's exertions the legislature of New York revised and
establisheil a system for raising such a fund within the State aa
should best suit its purposes and those of the United States;
and a system for the more ellectual collection of taxes. On the
same day of the passage of these resolutions Hamilton was the
chairman of the committee on peace arniTigeniciils between the
States and the nKjllicr country, and in this position he reported
legjirding tho department of foreign ndhirs. The report pro-
Tided that the secretary of that department should occupy the

position of chief of the diplomatic corps, and that !l should be
his duty to lay before Congress such plans for conducting the
political and commercial intercourse of the United States witij

foreign powers as might appear to him to tx; best adapted to
promote their interests. After the adjounmient of Congress,
Hamilton retired in October, 1783, to Albany. Thus at the
age of 2t) he had been the leading spirit of the'great American
(Continental Congress. In November, 1783, he removed to
New York and entered upon a large and lucrative practice in
the legal profession. Y'et he found time while engaged in his
professional pursuits to direct his attention to the financial inter-
ests of his own State.

The operation of the Bank of North America proving unsat-
istactory, the establishment of a Bank of New York was pro-
posed. The plans were submitted to Hamilton, and he (h«w
up a constitution for it which was adopted. Half a million
dollars were subscribed at a single meeting, and he was chosen
one ot its directors. In Hamilton's relation to negro slavery,
which at that early period in American history had not
attracted a great degree of attention, a single ' instance is

recorded in the life of Hamilton where he came personally in
contact with the subject. In a letter to a friend he says: "I
find in one of your Gazettes an a.ssociation against the slavery
of negroes, which seems to me to be worded in such a way as to
give no otiense to moderate men in the Southern States. Afl I
have ever been partial to my brethren of that color, 1 wish, if

you are in the society, you would move in your own name for
my being admitted on the list."

Hamilton took a prominent part in the establishment of the
celebrated Society of the Cincinnati. Its membership was com-
posed not only of the American officers then living of all grades,
but was extended to the eldest male posterity. On this account
it incurred violent popular prejudice, as seemingly intended to

create a race of hereditary patricians. Jefferson and Adams
denounced tlie association, but Hamilton delivered an oration
in which he strongly upheld it, recommending a few minor
changes, and a distinction to be made between honorary and
regular members. The society remains to this day an honora-
ble memento of the most glorious era of American historj, and
itsmedalsbearthemaxim: Omnia reliqnitserr-are republicam;
Esto perpetua. Happily forthe fame of Hamilton at that

time, the project for the establishment of the Society of the Cin-
cinnati did not originate with liim ; but, according to Mar-
shall, with Gen. Knox.

In 1787 he was again in the legislature of New York, taking

a prominent part in the discussion which arose in regard to

excluding from seats in the legislature all persons who were
either pensioners or officers of the Federal government, earnestly

advocating such exclusion. He devLsed a plan to build ui> a
great system of public instruction upon comiirehensive princi-

ples, to incorporate that system into the public policy of the

State, and to render it by use an indispensable want of the com-
munity. He proposed an institution for jiublic instruction

under the form and title of a university, to be kno«-n as the
" University of the State of New York," and to his energy and
enlightened patriotism the city of New Y'ork is indebted for the

establishment of several of the most useful academies through-

out the State.

Hamilton now reached the point, in his remarkable career,

where he performed his most important tervice to his country,

and erected a monument to his own fame more honorable and
more permanent than fell to the lot of any other American
patriot, save Washington alone—the formation and adoption of

the Federal Constitution which now unites, governs andjinv
tects the Union. TheStatos had been governed by the Articles

of Confederation which no longer furnished a solid foundation

for the establishment and perpetuity of the govenmient. As
delegates to the convention to draw up a new constitution,

Chief Justice Yates, Hamilton and llansing were sent from
New York State. Two parties existed in the convention ; Ham-
ilton, the Federalist, at the head of one, and Mailison, the l\ad-

iciil or Democrat, at the head of the oilier. Neither parly

seemed able to haniioni/.<' willi the oilier. Wliili, di.iciissioiis

on the plan of Ediiumd Randolph, of Virginia, were going on,

Hamilton drew up an elaborate iilaii of ten articles. This Fed-

eral Conslilutioii, drawn up iiy Alexander Ilainillon, an finally

adopted and recormiieiided by the convention, secured the

a|>]>robari>>n of all tlio Stall's, and went Into operation on thefirst

Wednesday ill March, 17S'.i. Willi treat Irulh the profound

statesman, (iiiizot, declaies that, "Ilainillon must be rl i^sed

among the men who liave liesi known the vital principlo and
fundanienlal conditions of a government, . . . Theni-s uc*
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in the Constitution of the United States an element of ordei-, of
force, or of duration, which he has not {x>wert\illy contributed

to introduce into it and to give it a predominance."

On the 6th of April, 1789, George Washington was unani-
mously elected President of the United States. He at once
appointed Hamilton to fill the most important post at that time
in the cabinet, the office of Secretary of the Treasury.
On the loth of December, 1790, Hamilton submitted to Con-

gress his riews in reference to the establishment of a national
bank, and from the moment of their incorporation and the forma-
tion of the Bank of the I'nited Stales, parties assumed their
perfect forms and principles, and an irreconcilable rupture
occurred between Mr. Jefferson and Mr. Hamilton.

The Federalist is in reality the production of Hamilton. It
is the American classic in political science. The first publica-
tion began in the daily jaunials in November, 1787, aj:d it con-
tinued itillJune, 17SS. -Mr. HamiUon retired from office after
20 years of public service, (htrins: which he bad accumulated
notliing of a fortune, and asrain took up the practice of law.
Burr and Hamilton were political opponents, and when thf for-
mer was candidate for governor of the State of New York in

1804, he was defeated through the eflbrts of Hamilton. This
so irritated Burr that he sought and found an excuse for a quar-
rel, which resulted in a duel on Wednesday , J uly lltli, 1804,
at Weehawken, New Jersey. Harailton declined to fire at his
adversary, but was mortally wounded by BuiTS first shot, and
died the following day. His remains were buried in Kew
York city.

Tlie premature death of Hamilton was a national calamity.
The chief qualities of the mind of Alexander Hamilton were a
clear and vigorous reasoning faculty, and a chaste and prolific
imagination. In the discussion of any subject he seized hold of
the main points with the vigor of an intellectual giant, and han-
dled them skillfully, gracefully and with ease. His essays,
pamphlets and reports are masterpieces, each perfect, symmet-
rical and finished in itself. The eloquence of Hamilton was a
model of perfection, whether it was displayed in a deliberative
assembly, in the courts of justice, or in the halls of the acad-
emy. He was possessed of a retentive memory and clear dis-
crimination, and was gifted with indomitable industry. His
integrity and honesty were unimpeachable. As a soldier Ham-
ilton was eminently brave, chivalrous and prudent. The per-
sonal appearance of Mr. Hamilton was pleasing and attractive.
He was under the middle size, thin in person, and very erect,
courtly and dignified in his bearing. His hair was combed back
from his forehead, powdered and collected in a cue behind. His
complexion was very delicate and fair, and his cheeks rosv.
His whole expression was pleasing and cheerful. His forehead
was higli, capacious and prominent. His voice was musical

;

his manner frank and impulsive. His appearance and carriage
betokened a man of great intellect and one fully conscious of
his powers.

See Ingersoll on Hamilton; Hamilton in the Statesman's
"Scries,-" Life, by John Church Harailton; Life, hv Morse;
Bancroft's History of the United Stales, 7th vol.; Shea's" iife and
Epoeh of Hamilton; Schmucker's Life of Akmnder Humillm;
Euthmuller's Hamilton and Hig Cuniemporarics ; Curtis' History
of the Constitution of the United States. (E. C. H.)

H-OIILTON, AOTHoyT or A-NTOisfE (1646-1720), a
French classical author, who is especially noteworthy from
the fact that, though by birth he, was a foreigner, his

literary characteristics are more decidedly French, than
those of many of the most indubitable Frenchmen. His
father was George llamiltDn, younger brother of James,
second earl of Abercorn and head of the family of Hara-
ilton. in the peerage of Scotland, and sixth duke of

Chfttellerault in the peerage of France ; and his mother
was Mary Butler, sister of the duke of Ormonde. He
was born in 1646, but the place, of hia birth has not
been ascertained. According to some authorities it was
Drogheda, but according to the London edition of his
works in 1811 it was Roscrea in Tipperary county.
From the age of four till he was fourteen: the boy was
brought up Lu France, whither his family had removed
atter the execution of Charles I. The fact that, like

his father, he was a Roman Catholic, prevented his

•eeeiving the political promotion he might otherwise
bave expectsd on the Restoration, but he became a distin-

guished member of that brilliant band of courtiers whose
most fitting portraiture was destined to be the product of

his pen. His connexion with France was always main-
tained, and the marriage of his sister to the Comte du
Grummont, rendered it more intimate if possible than
before. On the accession of James he found his religioue
disabilities transformed into advantages. He obtained an
infantry regiment in Ireland, and wasnpixjinted governor
of Limerick. But the battle of the Boyne, at which he
was present, broughtdisasteron all who were attached to
the cause of the Stewarts, and before long he was again in

France—an exile, but at home. The rest of his life wjis
spent for the most part in the chateaux of hi :, friends.
With thedtieliessLudovise of Maine he becam?anespecial
favonrite, and it was at her seat at Sceaux that he -wrote
the Manoirea that made him famous. The ill-ad\ised

expedition of 1708 was the last political enterprise in

which he shared, and he died at St. Germain-en-Laye,
August 6, 1720.

It is mainly, as has already beeu indicated, by the Mimoires du
Comic de Gyammont that Hamilton takes nuik witli the most
classical writers of France. The work was first published aaonj-
niously in 1713 under the rubric of Cologae, but it was really
printed in Holland, at that time the great patroness of all ques-
tionable authors. An English translation by Boyer appeared in
1714. Upwards of thirty editious have since appeared, the best of
the Freneh being Eenouard's (1812) and Gustave Brnuet's (1859),
aud the be.st of the Engii.sh Edward's (1793), with 7S engravings,
and ilalleville's (1811), with 64 portraits by Scriven and others.

The original edition was reprinted by Pifteau in 1876. In imitatiou
and satiric parody of the romantic taleswMch Galland's translation

of The Tliousand and One Nigliia had brought into favour in rr,ance,

Hiniiltou wrote Ze Bflin, Fleur d'lipine, Zeniyde, and Lcs Qitatrt

Facardins, which are characterized by the graceful case of their

style aud the successful e.\travagance of their incidents. The first

three tales appeared at Paris iu 1730, ten years after the death of

-the author, and a collection of his (Fiivres Divcrses in 1731 con-

tained tlie unfinished "Zene3'de." A collected edition of Hamil-
ton's works was published in six volumes in 1749, and was
reprinted iu 1762, 1770, 1776, and 1777. A translation of Pope's

JSsmij on Criticism, wliich procured the author a complimentary
.acknowledgment from the poet, is still in JISS. , with the excep-

tion of a fragment printed in the 1812 edition of the works. In

the name of his niece, the countess of Staflord, Hamilton maiu-
tained a witty correspondence with Lady Mary Wortley Montagu.
See Notices of Hamilton in the 1862 edition of hie works, and in

Lescure's edition of the Conies, Sainte-Beuve's Ca !«criVs rfu iuTidi

(tom. i. }, and Sayou's Hisloire dc la lilteratxtrefran^aise A VHrangcr,

1853.

HAMILTON, Elizabeth (1758-1816), novelist and
miscellaneous writer, was born at Belfast, of Scotch ex-

traction, 25th July 1758. Her father's death in 1759 left

his wife so embarrassed that Elizabeth was adopted in 1762
by her paternal aunt, Mrs JIarshaU, who lived in Scot-

laud, near Stirling. There Elizabeth spent her youth and
received a good education,—at first at school, afterwards in

private, and latterly for some months under masters at

Edinburgh and Glasgow. In her 15th year she made a

tour in the Highlands with some friends, and wrote a journal

uf it for her aunt's perusal, which was inserted, unknown
to the authoress, iu a provincial magazine. In 1780 Mrs
lilarshall died, and Miss Hamilton was prevented by house-

hold cares from using her pen; but in 1785 she made her

first voluntary contribution to the press in the shape of a

letter to the Lounger, of whicli paper it forms the 46th

number. On the death of Mr Marshall in 1788, Miss

Hamilton lived for a time with her brother. Captain Charles

Hamilton, who was engaged on his translation of the

Hedaya. Prompted by her brother's associations, she pro-

duced her Letters of a Hindoo Rajah in 1796, and

soon alter, with her sister ]\frs Blake, settled at Bath,

where she published in 1800 the Memoirs of Modern

Philosophers, a kind of satire on the admirers of the

French , RevoltitiorL 'In 1801-2 the Letters on Educa-

tion appeared, her most valuable though not her most

, popular work. After travelling though Wales and ScotUnd
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for nearly two years, the sisters took up their abode in

laO^ at Edinburgh. In 1804 Mrs Hamilton, as she then
preferred to be called, published her Li/e of A'jrippliia,

wife of Germnnicna ; and in the same j"ear she received a.

p3nsion from Government. About this time she consented

to fake charge for six months of a widowed Scotcli noble-

man's family ; and to his eldest daughter were addressed

Letters on th'. Moral and Relir/ious Principle, published in

1800. Tier nc.^t publication of importance, 21lc Cottayers

of Olenhirnie, appeared in lf<08. This work, to which

the authoress owes most of her fame, is an admirable

description of the failings of the Scotch peasantry in

their home life, and, while graphic and telling, is "saved
from caricature and absurdity." Sir Walter Scott describes

it as "a picture of the rural habits of Scotland, of striking

and impressive fidelity
;
" and Lord Jeflrey reviewed it

very favourably in the Edinhuryh Reoieio (vol. xiL). Her
subsequent works w-ere a supplement to her Letters on

Education, under the name of Popular Essays on the

Elementary Principles of the ITuman Mind (1812), and
Hints addressed to the Patrons and Directors of Public

Schools (1815). She died at Harrogate, July 2.3, 1816.

Memoirs of Mrs Elizabeth JInmiJton, Iw iliss Beuger, were pub-
lislied in 1S18. A notice of lier liteiary life and L-ibours, attributed

to Miss F.d^ewortli, ap^ieaTcd in the Monthly Mar/nzinc for Sep-
tember 181^.

HAJFILTOX, J.oiES (17G9-1831), the author of the

Hamiltonian system of teaching languages, was born in

1769 and died October 31, 1831. The first part of hLs

life TTas spent in mercantile pursuits. Having settled in

HimbiiTg and become free of the city, he was anxious to

become acquainted v.'ith German and accepted the tuition

of a French emigre. General D'Angclis. In tv.'elve lessons

he found himself able to read an easy German book, his

master having discarded the use of a grammar and trans-

lated to him short stories word for word into French. As
d citizen of Hamburg Hamilton started a business in Paris,

and during the peace of Amiens maintained a lucrative

trad? with England ; but at the rupture of the treaty he
wxis made a prisoner of war, and though the protection of

Hamburg' was enough to get the words efuce de la liste des

prisnnniers de fuerre inscribed upon his passport, he was
detained in custody till the close of hostilitie.s. His busi-

ness being thu3 ruined, he went in 18H to America, intend-

ing to become a farmer and manufacturer of potash ; but,

changing his plan before he reached his "location," he
started as a teacher in Xew York. Adopting his old tutor's

method, he attained remarkable success in New York,

Baltimore, Washington, Boston, Montreal, and Quebec.

Iletuming to England in July 1823, he was equally for-

tunate in Manchester and elsewhere. His system attracted

general attention, and was vigorously attacked and defended.

In 1826 Sydney Smith devoted an article to its elucidation

in the Edinbarrjh Review :
— " We are .strongly persuaded,"

he said, " that, the time being givsn, this system will make
better scholars, and, the degree of scholarship being given,

a much shorter time will bo needed " than in the ordinary

system. As text-books for his pupils Hamilton printed

interlinear translations of the Gospel of John, of an Epitome
historlce sacra;, of ./Esop's Fables, Eutropius, Aurclius Victor,

Phaidrus, <fec., and many books were issued n.s Hamiltonian
with which ho had nothing personally to do. The two
master principles of his method, which has left its traces

on our modern linguistic discipline, are that the language
is to be presented to the scholar as a living organism,

and that its laws are to bo learned from observation and
not by rules.

Sen ITaiiiiUon'a own account

—

The Principles, Practice, and
R-sulli of thf Ilnmiltoninn System for the last Twelve Years, Jlnn-
che.stor, 1829; Alberto, O'eber die Hamilton'sche Mcthodc ; C. F.
VVurm, Hamilton und Jacotol. 1331.

HAMILTON, Patrick (I.504-152fi),son of Sir Patricli

Hamiltan, well known in Scottish chivalry, and of Catherine
Stewart, daughter of Alexander duke of Albany, second son
of James II. of Scotland, was born in tlie diocese of

Glasgow, probably at his father's estate of Btonehouse
in Lanarkshire. Of kis early boyhood aiid education
nothing is known. In 1517 be was appointed titular

abbot of Feme, Koas-sliire ; and it was probably about
the same year that he went to study at Paris, for liia

name is found in an ancient list of those who graduated
there in 1520. It was doubtless during this period that
he received the germs of the doctrines he was afterrcarda

so nobly to uphold. From Ales we learn that Hamil-
ton subsequently went to Louvain, attracted probably bj

the fame of Erasmus, who in 1521 had his headquarters
there. Returning to Scotland, the young scholar naturally

selected St Andrews, the capital of the church and of learn-

ing, as his residence. On the 9th June 1523 he became
a member of the university of St Andrews, and on the 3d
October 1524 he was admitted to its faculty of arts. There
Hamilton attained such influence that he was permitted to

conduct in the cathedral a musical mass of his r—n composi-

tion. But the Fieformed doctrines had now obtained a firm

hold on the young abbot, and he was eager to communi-
cate them to his fellow-countrymen. Early iii 1527 tiie

archbishop Beatoun's attention was directed to the hereti-

cal preaching of the young priest, whereupon he ordered

that Hamilton should be formally summoned and accused.

Hamilton fled to Germany, first visiting Luther at Witten-
berg, and arfterwards enrolling himself as a studeiit, under
Francis "Lambert of Avignon, in the new university of

Marburg, opened May 30, 1527, by Philip, landgrave of

Hesse. Frith and Tyodale were among those whom he met
there. Late in the autumn of 1527 Hamiltori returned to

Scotland, bold in the truth of his principles. He went
first to Lis brother's house at Kincavel, near Linlithgow, in

which town he preached frequently, and soon afterwards

he married a young lady of noble rank, whose name has
not come down to us. • Beatoun, avoiding open violence

through fear of Hamilton's high connexions, invited him
to a conference at St Andrews. The reformer resolutely

accepted the invitation, and for nearly a month was per-

mitted to preach freely. At length, how^ever, he was sum-
moned before a council of bishops and clergy presided over

by the archbishop ; and though he clearly and calmly

answered all the written charges brought against him, his

replies gave ground for new accusations of heresy. The
council eagerly convicted him, and handed him over to the

secular power. The sentence was carried out on the sanio

day (February 29, 1528) lest he should bo rescued by his

friends, and he was burned at the stake as a heretic. His
courageous bearing attracted more attention than ever to

the doctrines for which he suffered, and greatly helped to

spread the Reformation in Scotland.

Hamilton left a short treatise showing tlic antithesis between tho

law and the go-iipcl. Frith's translation of it, under the iinnie of
" Patrick's Places," is to be found in Foxc's ylcis and Monvments.
Patrick Jfamillon, the first Preacha- and Martyr of llie Scottish J!e~

formation, by tho Rev. Peter Lovinior, was published at Edinburgh
in 1857.

HAMILTON, Robert (1743-1829), an able writer on

political economy and finance, was born at Pilrig, Edin-

burgh, on tho llth'Juno 1743. Ho was of good family,

his grandfather, William Hamilton, professor of divinity

and afterwards principal of EdiiiL'urgh University, having

been a cadet of tho family of Preston. Ho received on

excellent education, and specially distinguished himself in

tho classes of mathenuitics at the university of Edinburgh,

then under Professor Matthew Stewart. Although desiroufi

of following a literary life, ho was induced to enter the

banking-house of Messrs Hogg in order to acquire a prac-
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tical knowledge of business. In 1766-lie was disappointed
in his effort to obtain the mathematical chair at Aberdeen
university, but three years later he gave up business pur-
suits and accepted the rectorship of Perth academy. In
1779 he was presented to the chair of natural philosophy
at Aberdeen university. For many years, however, by
private arrangement with his colleague Professor Copland,
Hamilton taught the class of mathematics. In 1817 he
was presented to the latter chair. For some years .before

his death in July 1829 he had retired from the active

business of his chair, and quitted his privacy only at rare

intervals to take part in important affairs concerning the

college.

Hamilton's most important work is the Essay on the National
Veil, which appeared in 1813 and was undoubtedly the first to

expose the economic fallacies involved in Pitt's policy of a sinking
fund. It is still of value. A posthumous volume pubUshed in

1830, The Progress of Soeiety, is also of great ability, and is a very
effective treatment of economical principles by tracing their natural
torigin and position in the development of social life, Some minor
works of a practical character (Inlroduclion to Merchandize, 1778

;

Essay on War and Peace, 1790) are now forgotten.

HAMILTON, Thomas (1789-1842), the author of Cyril

Thornton, was the younger brother of Professor Sir

William Hamilton, Bart., and was born in 1789. In his

early years he acquired a thorough mastery of the classics,

and notwithstanding that he entered the artillery and was
engaged in active service throughout the Peninsular and
American campaigns, he continued to cultivate his literary

Pastes. On the conclusion of peace he withdrew, with the

rank of captain, from active professional duties, and amused
his leisure hours with the congenial pastime of literature.

He was a frequent contributor to BlacJtwood's Macjatine from
its comraencement, his papers manifesting great variety and-
versatility of talent, and embracing botTi prose and poetry.

The most important and popular of his contributions to that

periodical was the military novel Cyril Thornton, whose
deficiency of plot is sufficiently compensated for by the

interest of its details, its vivacity of movement, its truthful

and clever delineation of character, and its easy, fresh, and
graceful style. His Annals of the Peninsular Campaign,
published originally in 1829, and republished in 1849 with

ailditions by Frederick Hardman, though too condensed to

leave room for graphic description, is written with great

clearness and impartiality. His only other work, Men and
Manners in America, published originally in 1832, is the

result of much careful observation, and its criticisms, though

frank and outspoken, and somewhat coloured by British

prejudica, are always expressed with courtesy and good
taste. He died- at Pisa, December 7, 1842.

HAMILTON, Sir William, Bart. (1788-1856), one of

the most eminent of Scottish metaphysicians, was born in

Glasgow, on the 8th March 1788. His father, Dr William
Hamilton, had in 1781, on the strong recommendation of

the celebrated William Hunter, been appointed to succeed

his father, Dr Thomas Hamilton, as professor of anatomy
in the university of Glasgow; and when he died in 1790,

in his thirty-second year, he had already gained a reputa-

tion that caused his early death to be widely and deeply

regretted. William Hamilton and a younger brother (after-

wards Captain Thomas Hamilton, noticed above) were thus

brought up under the sole care of their mother,—a woman,
fortunately, of considerable ability and force of character.

William received his early education in Scotland, except

during two years which he spent in a private school near

London, and went in 1807, as a Snell exhibitioner, to

Balliol College, Oxford. There he pursued his studies

zealously, though for the most part independently,

—

devoting himself chiefly to Aristotle, but in other directions

also laying the foundations of that wide and profound

scholarship with which hia name is associated. In

November 1810 he took the degree of B.A. with first-class
honours, after an examination so much above the usual
standard in the number and difBtulty of the works which
it embraced that the memory of it was long preserved at
O-xford. He had been intended for the medical profession,
but, soon after leaving Oxford, gave up this idea, and in
1813 became a member of the Scottish bar. Henceforward
Edinburgh was his place of residence, and, except on occa-
sion of two short visits to Germany in 1817 and 1821, ho
never again quitted Scotland. Neither his ambition nor
his success was such as to absorb his time in professional
pursuits. His life was mainly that of a student; and the
following years, marked by little of outward incident, were
filled by researches of all kinds, through which he daily
added to his stores of learning, while -at the same time ha
was gradually forming his philosophic system. The out-
ward- and visible traces of these researches remain in his
commonrplace books, especially in one which, having been
in constant use, is a valuable record of his studies from
this time onwards to the close of his life. He did not
withdraw himself from society, but his favourite com-
panions were the books of his own and of every library

within his reach. Among these he lived in a sort of
seclusion, from which only now and then, when stirred by
some event of the world around, did he come forth, in

vigorous pamphlets, to denounce, or protest, or remonstrate,

as the case might be.

His own investigations enabled him to make good his

claim to represent the ancient family of Hamilton of Preston,

and in 1816 he took up the baronetcy, which had lain

dormant since the death (in 1701) of Sir Robert Hamilton,
well known in his day as a Covenanting leader.

In 1820 he was an unsuccessful candidate for the chair

of moral philosophy in the university of Edinburgh. Soon
afterwards he was appointed professor of civil history, and
as such delivered several courses of lectures on the history of

modern Europe and the history of literature. In 1829 his

career of authorship began with the appearance of the well-

known essay on the Philosojjhi/ of the Unconditioned,—the

first of a series of articles contributed by him to the Edin-
burgh Review. He was elected in 1836 to the Edinburgh
chair of logic and metaphysics, and from this time dates the

influence which, during the next twenty years, he exerted

over the thought of the younger generation in Scotland.

Much about the same time he began the preparation of an
annotated edition of Reid's works, intending to annex to it

a number of dissertations. Before, however, this design had
been carried out, he was struck with paralysis of tlie right

side, which seriously crippled his bodily powers, though it

left his mind wholly unimpaired. The edition of Reid

appeared in 1846, but with only seven of the intended dis-

sertations,— the last, too, unfinished. It was Sir William's

distinct purpose to complete the work, but this purpose re-

mained at his death unfulfilled, and all that could be done

afterwards was to print such materials for the remainder,

or such notes on the subjects to be discussed, as were found

among his MSS. Considerably before this time he had

formed his theory of logic, the leading principles of which

were indicated in the prospectus of " an essay on a new
analytic of logical forms " prefixed to his edition of Reid.

But the elaboration of the scheme in its details and appli-

cations continued during the next few years to occupy

much of his leisure. Out of this arose in 1847 a sharp con-

troversy with the late Professor De Morgan of University

College, London. The essay did not appear, but the re-

sults of the labour gone through are contained in the

valuable appendices to his Lectures on Logic. Another

occupation of these years was the preparation of extensive

materials for a publication which he designed on the per-

sonal history, inf uence. and ooinions of Luther. Here he
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ndrancecl so Tar as to liavo planned and partly carried out

the arrangement of t'^'' work ; but it did not go farther, and
still lemains in MS ^n 1852-53 appeared the' first and
second editions of his Discussions in PIdlosophy, Literature,

and Uducaliou, o. reprint, with large additions, of his contri-

butions to the Edinhurf/h lieviexo. Soon after, his general

health began to fail. Still, however, aided now as ever

by his courageous and devoted wife—(he had married

in 1829)—he persevered in literary labour ; and during

1851-55 he brought out nine volumes of a new edition of

Stewart's works. The only remaining volume was to have
contained a memoir of Mr Stewart from his pen ; but this

he did not live to write. He taught his class for the last

time in the winter of 1855-56. Shortly after the close of

the session he was taken ill, and on the 6th May 1856 he

died at his house in Edinburgh.

Sir W. Hamilton's philosophy is presented in writings either more
or less fragmentary in form and occasional in purpose, or else, in'

whole or in part, prepared for publication by others, not by himself.

Henc8, not only do some points receive what seems almost a super-

fluity of attention, while others of equal importance are treated with
barely enough of detail, but there is no complete statement of the

latest results of his thinking in their mutual relations. It may be

that this imperfection of the outward form has tended to obscure the

real harmony of his system, and in part led to its being pronounced

—as it has too often been—an assemblage of contradictory doctrines.

How far this is from being the case, and how closely the various

parts are connected, becomes apparent when it is seen how they are

all developed from the central conception of consciousness. In the

following sketch that conception will be used as a point from which
briefly to view the system as a whole, and to trace the bearing on
one another of its leading doctrines.

Consciousness is regarded by Hamilton under three chief aspects ;

— (1) as it is in itself
; (2) as realized under actual conditions;

(3) as a source of truth.

1. Consciousness in itself is to Hamilton but another name for

immediate or intuitive knowledge. For such knowledge is a

relation between a subject (knowing) and an object (known), which,

as it is viewed from the side of the one or the other term, is properly

oilled consciousness or knowledge ; there are two aspects, but the

thing itself is one. Immediate knowledge or consciousness involves

the existence of both subject and object,—it is the afiiimation by
the subject implicitly of its own existence, explicitly of that of the

object. In this relation as realized in the primary judgment, that

which knows is conceived as the ego or self,—that which is known,
either as a mode of the ego or self, or as a mode of the non-ego or

not-self. Thus we have, in the terms of the relation, a division of

ecisicJKS into the noumenon self and the contrasted phenomena of

mind and of matter ; while the relation itself yields a division of

knowledge into philosophy, corresponding to its subjective, and
science, corresponding to its objective, phase,—the latter being

further subdivided into the sciences of mental and those of material

phenomena.'
2. Hamilton adopted the division of mental phenomena (not as

states but as elements) into the three groups or classes ai cognition,

feiling, and conation. Cognitions he classified according to the dif-

ferent relations between subject and object, calling these relations,—

.

as subjective, powers or faculties,—as objective, forms or stages, of

knowledge. Under these, cognition is cither immediate or mediate,

i.e., cither consciousness itself or the datum of consciousness. The
first of tbe faculties, therefore, is of immediate knowledge,— the

scquisitive or presentativo power, which yields perception (external

nnl internal). The second is of that form of mediate knowledge
which is representative of an individual object. Here Hamilton dis-

tinguished three moments or phases, which he termed the retentive,

the reproductive, and the representative powers,—distinguished

them perhapi too widely, but at the same time indicated their

essential unity. The third is of that form of mediate knowledge
In which a number of objects receive a factitious unity from being

thought under a common relation. This ho named the olaborativo

or discursive faculty.' Here, whero he h.ad to deal with conscious-

ness in the form of experience, realized under actual conditions and
comprehending every variety of ment.-vl life, Hamilton showed, in

the first place, how tho mutual action and reaction of the several

elements produces tho complexity which the jihcnoinona present.

Ecminiscence, imagination, and judgment are all, as acts of which
we are conscious, anil which imply a prior immediate knowledge,
contained in self-perception. But, on tlio other hand, our know-
ledge or perception oven of self could not be wha't it is, did pro-

' ftci(f» Il'or*j, pp. 804-810, 678, 820 tq.; Ucturf,\. 183, 202-304, 11. 278;
Vitnusiont. ZA cil.. 47. GDI.

' Ltclurit, i. iaj-188. 11. 1-17.

cesses of remini.scencc, imagination, ana judgment not enter intoita
composition. Consciousness includes all the particular forms of
knowledge; yet its development into a whole is tho ell'cct of tiia

agencies which make up its content." In the next jdace, he showed
tlie laws of mental action in the conditions under which conscious-
ness is exercised. From tho variety and tho limitation of con-
sciousness, under tho relation of time, arises the successive v»ri-
ation of its units,—in other words, the train of thought. Py the
limitation of consciousness is meant the limited number of objects to
which it can at one time be directed, but this issues in a farther
limitation, consisting in the disproportion between consciousness anA
the whole sum of mental modifications. Sir W. Hamilton held thiA
consciousness is the mental modes or "movements, rising above

2

certain degree of intensity," and that " the movements beyond
the conscious range are still properties—and effective properties
—of the mental ego." This doctrine he used to explain not
only the phenomena of ordinarily latent knowledge and of
forgetfulness but niso those of the abnormal recovery of apparently
lost knowledge and of the formation of habits and dexterities.* Th»
units (or ratlier groups of units) of the train—partly former thonghts
again present, partly thoughts for the first time present to th»
niiud—follow one another according to what Hamilton called the
law of integration, i.e., ''only as they stand together as relative
jiarts of the same common whole." Of this supreme law subor-
din.ate phases determine more special consecutions of thought. Th»
reappearance of former thoughts (reminiscence voluntary or in-
voluntary) is governed by the laws of (1) redintegration and (2J
repetition. "Thoughts tend to suggest ono another which ar« co-
identical (1) in time or (2) in mode." New wholes of thought ar«
framed by successive analyses and syntheses. Under the law of
integration these analyses are effected by means of attention and
abstraction, i.e., by consciousness being continuously and repeatedly
concentrated on certain parts or asjiects of objects and withdrawn
from others. The syntheses of thought are infinitely diverse in
character, yet possess in common an invariable form. This process
of forming new wholes, by discrimination and comparison, out of
the materials supplied by perception and recollection, is the one
kind of mental activity recognized by Hamilton in the various pro-
ducts of thought, from the simplest to the most complex. In other
words, he regards judgment as the fundamental act of mind, th«
proposition, or expressed judgment, as its primary product.'

3. Hamilton's theory of consciousness in its third aspect, i.e. , es a
source.of principles, is embodied in his doctrines of ^Ac conditianctt

and of common sense. The former is so called because it professes-

to be a demonstration that "the conditionally limited (what ttb
may briefly call the conditioned) is the only possible object of know-
ledge and of positive thought. " The name of the latter was adopted
by Hamilton, not as in itself a good one, but as sanctioned by the
usage of philosophers in general and of Scottish philosophers ia
particular. The doctrine itself is that the primary data of con-
sciousness are, as such, i.e., a? facts, and solely on the authority of
consciousness, to be accepted s true. The two doctrines »rc com-
plements of each other, as severally explications of the principle

of the relativity of human knowledge, which, common to both,
is manifested in tho one through that which we cannot know,—iu

tho other through the inexplicable character of our fundamental
cognitions.

, The primary data of consciousness Hamilton held to b»
of two orders, otherwise diverse, but in this tho same, tliat

they are known merely as facts. These are—(1) truths of percep-

tion—the convict Ion of the reality as modes of self of our own thoughts
and feelings, and the allied conviction that in scnso-pcrception wo
come into contact with a reality external to the mind'; and (2) truths

of reason—the fundamental laws of logic, the necessary forms o(

thought or relations of oxistenco (i.e., quality, and quantity in its

threefold aspect as time, space, degree), the causal judgment, tho
principle of substance and phenomenon^ itc.'

Now here it was Hamilton's peculiar contribution to philosophy

that he placed.the data of nerception along with the data of thooghi,

and aflirmcd that both cla-sses alike are inexplicable, yet as liets

clear ; that both rest on the same authority ; and that, if the onebc
accepted as true, so alno should bo tho other. He was a realist,

because he held realism to bo tho dictate of consciousness. Evi-

dently here the ground of the view is of oven more importance than

the view itself, and so to Hamilton tho question of realism rerstit

idealism wos momentous chiefly from its connexion with that of the

authority of consciousness. He was fully aware that, since he
claimed so high an authority for tho prim.iry data of con.sciousncss,

it was necessary to supply the means of deciding whether any given

cognition is or is not entitled to be placed among such ; and to thi»

end ho laid down certain criteria of alleged ).iiniary facts of con-

8ciou.sncss. These criteria are (1) simplicity, (2) universality oml
(subjective) necessity, (3) comparative evidence and certointy, (4)

» ItriiTi irorZi,032; l.ttlt.,\. 20.V, H. Ml.
« Rfidt Worki, 010. 032, 038 ; Ltcli.. I 318-.17I. 11. 209-218.
» Rtl<rt Wmti. 911-913; Uri,., 1. 52J.J03,.ll.J27-29i, llL 117-110. I7».

• ReiiTi \torlt, pp. xvlll., 743.
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Incomprehensibility. In other words, no cognition is an original

datum of consciousness which is not simple (i.e., incapable of being
resolved into another), not held by all men as a self-evident and
necessary truth, aud not in itself inexplicable. Now the doctrine

of the immediate knowledge of the non-ego will, Hamilton affirmed,

stand all these tests. It is the simple residuum of truth in the

crude and erroneous beliefs of men as to what they perceive through
their senses ; it is the spontaneous conviction of all (as to this he

eited as witnesses philosophers who regarded the belief as a mista'ie

and a delusion) ; and it does not admit of being matle comprehen.

sible.' That this is so can hardly be denied. Practically, indeed,

all acknowledge that consciousness does intuitively affirm what he
alleges it to affirm and, the question being one of feet, a practical

acknowledgment is quite as good as a theoretical one.

Here let it be remarked in passing that Hamilton's doctrine of

eommon sense is wholly misrepresented when held up as an appeal

to the belief of the unthinking multitude vm-siis the judgment of

philosophers. Rather it carries the appeal into a sphere where the

philosophic and the vulgar have ceased to be distinguished ; it shows
that not the mind of the philosopher, and not tl(e mind of the

vnlgar, but the mind of man, is what philosophy has to deal with,

»nd that its office is to resolve current beliefs into their elements,

not satisfied till it has reached the final and absolutely pure deliver-

juice of consciousness.

But it may be said, as it often has been said, that consciousness

is not competent to affirm immediate knowledge of the non-ego,
because to discriminate the non-ego from the ego is beyond its

power. Hamilton's answer is that, if knowledge be, as 'he holds,

essentially relative, self cannot be known except with and through
not-self, and that natural realism is but a corollary of the general

principle of tho relativity of knowledge. Oij that principle he held
that " we think one thing only as wo think two thiijgs mutually
and together," and that, self being inherently a relative notion, wo
should never interpret by it facts of our e.\perience, if experience
did not come before us under a relation that needs both terms (self

and not-self) for its expression. Hamilton certainly implies, if

he does not expressly say, that, bad we no knowledge of a not-

self, we could never objectify self so as to know itas such atall. To
him a knowledge of tlieego alone would be absolute, not relative

—

such a knowledge, that is, as he held to be impossible. But,

viewing knowledge as a relation between an existiTig subject and an
existing object, he saw no reason why the object should not be what
it is knoiim as-^sometimes a mods of self, son^etin^es a mode of not-

aelf,—and why consciousness of the ego shpuld not include also that
which stands in relation with it.^

But that there has been so amazing an amount of misconcep-
tion on the point, it njight seem hardly needful to say that
Hamilton did not hold that in perception we know the thiug-in-

itself. His dootrino of relativity included pheuomenahsm, though
it was more than pheijomenalism ; and not only his oft-repeated

assertions that there can be no such object gf knowledge, but the
whole tenor of his philosophy, are directly asainst this iuterpreta-

tion. In passages where he speaks of "the thing" as directly

known, the wordis obviously used, not for npumenon or the thing in

itself, but for the real as opposed tg the ideal in phenomena. There
can be no doubt that he held the object in sensc-perceptiou to be a
phenomenon of the non-ego ; and arguments that proceed upoij

a. different supposition are of no effect against his theory.
The relativity of perception on that theory is, indeed, not open to

doubt. According to him, we perceive phenomena alone,—such
alone as wehave faculties to apprehend,—such alone as stand in
relation to our organs of sense ; and we perceive only under the
contrast of self and not-self. There is thiu in every act of perception
a twofold relation—.(1 ) between the thing and the organ, manifested
in sensation being a condition of perception, and (2) between self

and not-self, manifested in consciousness and perception being
different names for the same thing. This of itself should show that
he cannot be expected to state definitely what is the object in per-

ception,—as it has often been said that he does not do, or does differ-

ently in different places. The object of intuition or perception does
not admit of being definitely stated. Fop individual objects cannot
fts such be conceived, still less named, till knowledge has risen above
the intuitive or perceptive stage. On this, as on all points relating
to perception, Hamilton's mature and carefully expressed view is

to be found in his dissertations appended to Reid's works. There he
divides the qualities of body into three classes,—primary, secondary,
and secundo-primary. He Shows that sensation and perception
proper, though up to a certain point inseparable, are not only dis-

tinct, but above that point actually in the inverse ratio of one
another ; that sensations proper (identical with the secondary
qualities) are merely subjective affections of the animated organism,
and afford no knowledge of external reality ; that in perception
proper the material organism, which is to be regarded as an external
xeality, is presented under those relations which constitute its
-extension, i.e., we know its primary qualities ; and that in sensation

' Rfiifi iror*j, 742 sj. ; iw«, U. 347-349 ; Disc, 64, 85-86, 95.
* ieclj , n. 637 ; Disc 61. S99.

and perception together we Know ttie secundo-primar}- qualities,'
i.e., objects external to the body become known, as directly related,
through -various modes of resistance, to the orgajiism in motion.
The object in perception is, then, according to him, a primary
quality of the organism, or the quasi-primary phase of a secundo-
jirimary quality. It is a fundamental point of Hamilton's doctrine
that the organism is differently related to the ego in perception
proper and in sensation proper. In his own words—" the organism
is the field of apprehension to both, but with this diflcrence, that
the former views it as of the ego, the latter as of the non-ego,—that
the one draws it within, the other shuts it out from, the sphere of
self." On this distinction is partly founded his doctrine of the
twofoldcharacter of space, as at once an a priori conception and an
a posteriori perception. He held with ICant that space is a
necessary condition of thought, aud as such not derived from
experience; but he at the same time held that through sense we
have a perception of something extended, i.e., of ex,tension. Now
the cognition of. extension is a cognition of relations,—properly
therefore realized by a simple energy of thought ; but the facts

that sensation is an essential condition of this cognition, and that
what is known as extended is the organism, which is as mutih ex-

ternal to the ego as any other paa t of the material world, seemed to

him to justify these relations being regarded not as subjective .but

as objective.''

Hamilton's doctrine of the conditioned relates to the second
group of primary truths or original data of consciousness. Rela-

tivity, as a general condition of the thinkable, he asserts, is brought
to bear under three princiiml and necessary relations :—the first

(subjective) (Ac coutrast of self and nol-self, the second (objective)

quality, and the third (objective) quantity. Quality is realized

under the tivofold aspect of substance and phenomenon. Quantity
has three phases :—time (protensive), space (extensive), degree

(intensive). Now the doctrine of the conditioned is (1) that under
these relations—specially those of quality and time—we must think

everything
;
(2) that the unconditioned as such is either the un-

conditionally limited^—the absolute, or the unconditionally un-

limited—the infinite
; (3) that, under the necessary lelations of

thought, we are unable positively to conceive eitlier uncoudition&l

limitation or nncondifional illimitation ; e.g., an absolute whole or

pai't of existence in time or in space or in degree is inconceivable,

so is infinite increase or division ; absolute quality is inconceivable,

quality infinitely undetermined is so equally.* Thus this doctrine

claims to demonstrate the limited range of positive thought, by
showing that the mind is tossed from the one to the other of two

contradictory extremes, .unable to conceive either, yet compelled to

believe that one or other is actual. The kind of inconcei^'ability of

the two extremes is indeed different, and it may be regretted that,

in his expoiutions of this part of his philosophj', Hamilton did

not more explicitly recognize that fact It seems true that to

combine the absolute with existence regarded quantitatively, i.e., in

time or in space or in degree, or the infinite with existence regarded

qualitatively, is impossible, not only as beyond hut as against

thought, i.e., as involving a contradiction ; .and therefore that, in

respect of one of the two extremes, the mind is not simply impotent,

seeing it rejects it as that to which there can be nothing ansivering

in actijal existence. But then it does so only to find itself face to

face with an alternative which, while it must be inferred to be

actual, can by no effort be realized in thought. So that, even if this

objection bo allowed, the doctrine still remains intact as a demon-

stration how limited is the sphere of human thought as compared

with that of exiitence, and how little human powers of conception

are to be made the measure of truth.

Its significance becomes still more apparent. in the original and

ingenious application made of »t by Hamilton to the solution of such

philosophic problems as the origin of the principles of cause and

efj'ect, substance and phenomenon, &c. 'That the sum of exist-

ence of one set of modes has passed into another mode is, according

to him, what we mean by saying that an event had causes. Con-

sciousness is a knowledge of existence only as conditionsd in time,

and we are impotent— (it matters not how)—to conceive the forms

of existence within our experience as having had an absolute com-

mencemelit ; therefore we copjceive them as having existed in other

forms, in othef words, as caused. Thus it is in order to escape

from the necessity of thinking an absolute beginning for existence

in time that we >-iew all things as a series of causes and effects. In

like manner, it is because we can think neither that which exists in

and for itself nor that which exists merely in and through some-

thing else that we recognize all objects under the double aspect of

substance and phenomenon,—knowing nothing but the latter, yet

always supposing the former.'

Having showed that the original data of consciousness, how-

ever different in other respects, are alike in this, that they are as

> Reiis Wort$, 104n, 247n, 809, 816-888; i«(l, 1. 136-155, 11.129-132, f22,

DiK., 54, 639. .

'
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* Jteitta Wort), 743, 934 ; leelt., 11. 366-374, 523-438; 111. 98-105 ; Dix., 1?-15

28-30, 696-604. ^
' rtcicTs iroiJ-.t. 935-937; lid!.. II. S76^I3, 538-541: £l|jc. 604-617.
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ticts—l)ut only as facts—clear and certain, and as cognitions

relative, more properly indeed, beliefs tliaii cognitions,—Hamilton
claims for all that, ou the sole authority of consciousness,

they be accepted as truths. This is the point to which the

Thole of his philosophy leads up ; hence he otfei-s no arguments in

its support. He only asks— If the authority of cousciousucss be dis-

allowed, what other warrant of truth remains ? Where else will a
source of certainty be found ? He saw no alternative between ab-

eoluto scepticism and implicit reliance on consciousness. But his

reliance was no absolute aud blind belief. He claimed implicit cred-

ence for consciousness ouly after having investigated and laid down
the conditions of its credibility. The inexplicability that is to him
41 mark of truth must be proved to be that which springs from the

fundamental character of the copfnition. While the establishment

of principles on which belief may be sure, rational, and consistent

is the ultimate aim of- his philosophy, grouudless or inconsisteut

belief he sweeps away wherever he meets with it. Thus h« will"jiot

allow the validity of belief in an external reality which, ex

hyfoOusi, is not known.' Be it noted too, that it is conscious-

ness, i.e., reason, for whicli he claims supicnie authority.' His
position is best understood through the mutual relation (already

referred to) of liis doctrines of the conditionedand of common
sense. The former extends the bounds of e.Kistcnce as much as it

narrows those of thought, and so makes room for belief ; while the

latter shows belief to be the condition on which alone even primary
and fundamental truths cau be apprehended. Thus, for example,
on the ground of both, he held tliat freedom of will and necessity

are alike inconceivable, but that we are not entitled to reject the

testimony of consciousness to the fact that as moral agents we arc

free, on account of the speculative difficulties with which it is sur-

rounded.' Tlieso two doctrines Sir W. Hamilton did not himself
apply to theology, and in themselves they have no direct theological

bearing, since the one is, concerned with the infinite and the absolute

merely as notions, and the other with simple forms of thought long

prior to those of theology. But his references to this subject indi-

cate clearly what he considered to be the ti-ue relation of theology

to philosophy, and show that, in the one as in the other, he held
wisdom to lie in such a conviction of hnman ignorance as disposes

the mind to accept harmony with the facts of cou.scionsness as

«vidence of truth.*

Of the three classes into which, as we have seen, Hamilton
divided mental phenomena, the third—the phenomena of conation
— is not treated of in \a&.Leclures, and his other 'n'orks contain only
fra^nentary discussions of particular ethical points. Several

lectures, liowever, are devoted to the consideration of the pheno-
mena of feeling and the development of a theory of pleasure, founded
•chiefly on that of Aristotle, which is in substance that pleasure is

the reflex in consciousness of the spontaneous and unimpeded exer-

cise of power or energy,—pain being, on the other hand, the con-
sciousness of overstraiued or repressed exertion.''

The logic with which Sir W. Hamilton's name is associated is a
purely formal science. Nothing else indeed did he consider properly
to be called logic. For it seemed to him an unscientific mixing
together of heterogeneous elements to treat as parts of the same
science the formal and the materi.-il conditions of knowledge. He
was quite ready to allow that on this view logic cannot bo used
as a means of discovering or guaranteeing facts, even the most
general, and expressly asserted tnat it has to do, not with the object-

ive validity, but only with the mutual relations, of judgments. He
further held that induction aud deduction are correlative proccs.ses

of formal logic, each resting on the necessities of thought, and de-
riving thence its several l;iw3. In establishing the distinction be-
tween logical and scieutific induction, he showed that deduction no
more thanindiu:tion is self-sufficient, since it also must have a prior
process to start from before it can be applied to nature. He also
held that no other than formal logic can be distinguished from the
body of the sciences. Perhaps he may have too much overlooked the
fact that the search for causes (a problem common to all the sciences)
and the presumable uniformity of nature (ii principle capable of
guaranteeing general inferences) yield the conditions of a logic
entitled to the name of a science of science, and po-S-sessingall the im-
portance of the knowledge whose organon it is. Yet it is well to bn
reminded by a difference of name that a science such as this, con-sist-

ing of inferences from the actual order of things, is quite distinct from
the body of truths developed from the conditions of thought aa such.
The only logical laws recognized by Hamilton were the three

axioms of identity, non-contradiction, and excluded middle, which
ho regarded as severally phases of one general condition of the
possibility of existence and, therefore, of thought. The law of
reason and consenuent ho considered not as different, but merely ns
expressing metaphysically what Uieso express logically. He added
as a postulate—which in his tlioory was of importance— "that logic
be allowed to state explicitly what is thought implicitly."
The changes by which he to a great extent remodelled formal

' L'Clx., II. 138-1-41 : DiK., 01 tq. ' Rrid't Worki, 705-770; /)/«., 03.
' /(<!</« IPoi-ij, 4»l),i. 60Sn, 976-091) Uell., U. M1-M3; Diu.. 98, 618-eSO.
* Dtte.,ilD,q.. U(ll.,\\.i7A-Ki, » ^rll., It 4l4-«20.

logic wcie the result (1) of applying to propositions and syllogisBis

the two aspects of notions as wholes,

—

erUnsioa, answering to the
objects denoted, and intension, answering to the attributes connoted,
—and (2) of assigning quantity to the predicate as well as to the
subject in judgments of extension. These judgments receive the
form of an equation. Only simple conversion is allowed, but, all

propositions being shown to be capable of simple conversion, the
cla.ss of immediate inferences is greatly increased. Categorical
syllogisms (inductive and deductive) may bo either unfigured or
figured, according as the distinction of subjectand predicate and the
distinctions included in that are or are not recognized. UnfigureA
syllogism has but one form ; iigured syllogisms are of three fomiS;
according to the position of the middle term in the premises. Ot
these the first corre-siionds to the first and fourth figures of ordinary
logic,—the moods of the latter being shov.Ti to be merely indirect in-

tensive moods of the first. The laws of categorical syllogism are re«

daced to one. On the other hand, one of the results of the quantifi-
cation of the predicate being to increase the number of propositioual
fonns, a number of new moods are added, and each figure contains
twelve. Hypothetical and disjunctive inferences, whetlicr regarded
as medi.ate eras immediate,— (as to this Hamilton varied in opinion,
c/. , Lects., iv. 369, 371, 373, 374),—foim a separate class vl

syllogisms,—the conditional, projierly subdivided into conjunctive
and disjunctive ; for, according to Hamilton, as all inference is

hypothetical, this terra ought not to be used as the name of or»
particular group. The quantities allowed by him in logic were bnt
two—the definite, including the universal and singular, and th*
indefinite. The latter also he cou.sidered to be twofold,—partiality

as such, from which the universal, both affirmative and negative, i*

excluded, and partiality which excludes only one uni\'ersal extreme,
while possibly admitting the other. j"l these improvements were
embodied in a notation that clearly and compendiously presents
to the eye the whole logical scheme. ° -

Even from tbis iinperfect outline ot Hamilton's system

of psychology, metaidiysics, and logic it appears havf ex-

tensive and original were Ids labours in tbe various depart-

ments of philosophy, how powerful an impetus he gave to

speculation, and how much lie himself contributed to the

elucidation of the ullimateproblems of thought. By his

thorough-going analysis of coiisciousnes.s and of tlic relation

of consciousness to mind he did much to promote the scien-

tific study of psychology in his own country and in America,
—in particular to give it at once a sound method and a
well-defined sphere. He did not himself trace the growth of

consciousness ; but, by showing that it is both simple and
complex, both in^volving and evolved, he imidied that it liad

grown, and suggested the problem of the conditions of its

development. On tlie other hand, to him there was a wido

gulf between mental and material phenomena, and tlio

acceptance of innate ideas was attended with no difficulty ;

thus his point 6t view is so far removed from that of most

of the psychologists of the present day that probably his in-

fluence now is much less either than it was in his own life-

time or than it may be hereafter.

In metaphysics his place is plainly marked. , Taking his

stand at once on the exclusive authority and on the Limited

sphere of human consciousnes-s, he comes into direct au-

ttjgonism with all schools of philosophy that find in tho

Uiicondiiiojied a field for speculation. At the same time

ho is divided from scepticism by liis assertion that, as tho

realm of existence transcends that of thought, so belief i.s

wider than knowledge, and from empiricism by his admis-,

sion of a priori and inexplicable cognitions. He ranked

himself among the Scottish school of philosophers
;
yet

there ho stands by himself, since even tho.se doctrines which

ho held in common with his predecessors ho held after a

fashion widely different as to both grounds and result.*.

The doctrine of common sense, in particular, ho set in n

new light, resciied from misapprehension, and showed, ou

the testimony of every school of thought, to bo one of tho

most widely recognized of philosophic tenets. In Reid ho

found a pliilosoiilier to whom by many ties of intellectual

afTinity ho was l>ound, and who seemed to him to have so

unakilfuliy used tbe right cluoto a solution of tho problem.-

• See Uctum on tnftr. toU. III. ud It,, ind Appendlcct, It. 5S9-474; llls»

Dlitvuioto, m.ni. (UilOt.
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with wliicli he dealt as to justify the doubt whether ho

jeally had it. Hence he made Reid's writiugs, as it were,

bis own, corrected his errors, and gave a solid basis to the

theory which he had himself failed even to make plain.

The philosopher to whom above all others he professed

allegiance was Aristotle. His works were the object of his

{)rofound and constant study, and supplied in fact the mould

in which his whole philosophy was cast. With the com-

mentators on the Aristotelian writings, ancient, medireval,

and modern, he was also familiar ; and the scholastie- philo-

sophy he studied with care and appreciation at a time when

it had hardly yet begun to attract attention iu his country.

His wide reading enabled him to trace many a doctrine to

the writings of forgotten thinkers ; and nothing gave him

greater pleasure than to draw forth such from theirobscurity,

and to give due acknowledgment, even if it chanced to be

of the prior possession of a view or argument that he had

thought out for himself. Of modern German philosophy

he was a diligent, if not always a sympathetic, student.

How profoundly his thinking was modified by that of Kant

is evident from the tenor of his speculations ; nor was this

less the case because, on fundamental points, he came to

widely different conclusions. There is a closer likeness as

to results between his system and that of Jacobi,—from

which, however, his is distinguished by its more scientific

character, especially by intuition being more clearly identified

with the voice of reason, and more rigidly required to prove

its authority as such.

His labours in logic coincided in time with a general

movement by which formal logic was effectually advanced

and improved. But us to the originality of his contributions,

especially in regard to the quantification of the predicate,

there is no room for doubt. No evidence has ever been

adduced that in the smallest degree weakens the force of

the abundant evidence brought forward in its support.

Any account of Hamilton would be incomplete which

regarded him only as a philosopher, for his knowledge and

his interests embraced all subjects related to that of the

human mind. Physical and mathematical science had,

indeed, no attraction for him ; but his study of anatomy
and physiology was minute and experimental. In literature

alike ancient and modern he was widely and deeply read
;

and, from his unusual powers of memory, the stores which

lie had acquired were always at command, every topic sug-

gesting to him apt quotations or pertinent examples. If

there was one period with the literature of which he was
more particularly familiar, it was the ICth and 17th cen-

turies. Here in every department he was at home. He
had gathered a vast amount of its theological lore, had a

critical knowledge especially of its Latin poetry, and was
minutely acquainted with the history of the actors in its

varied scenes, not only as narrated in professed records, but

as revealed in the letters, table-talk, and casual effusions of

themselves cr their contemporaries. His article on the

EpistolcE Obsciwonim Virorum, and his pamphlet on the

Disruption of the Church of Scotland in 1843, may be
cited iu confirmation and illustration of what has now been
said. Among his literary projects were editions of the

works of George Buchanan and Julius Csssar Scaliger.

His general scholarship found expression in his library,

which, though mainly, was far from being exclusively, a

philosophical collection. It now forms a distinct portion

of the library of the university of Glasgow.
His chief practical interest was in education,—an inter-

est which he manifested alike as a teacher and as a writer,

and which had led him long before he was either to a study
of the subject both theoretical and historical. He thence
adopted views as to the ends and methods of education
that, when afterwards carried out or advocated by him,
met with general recognition j but he also expressed in

one of his articles an unfavourable, view of the study of
mathematics as a mental gymnastic which excited uuicl)

opposition, but which he never saw reason to alter. As
himself a teaclier, he was zealous and successful. He did
not indeed deem it necessary to give t3 his lectures the
elaboration and precision that he bestowed on his publislied

writings. But he made them sufficient for the end which
they had to accomplish, he supplemented them at times by
other instruction; and he strove, not only by all academie
means, but also by his personal influence, to develop tha

speculative energy and interest of his pupils. His writings

on university organization and reform had, at the time of

their appearance, a decisive practical effect, and contain

much that is of permanent value.

:Many of his moral as well as intellectual characteristics

are expressed in his writings,—the intensity and force of

his nature, his tendency to be carried away by polemical

ardour, his freedom from anything like pettiness, his perfect

sincerity and candour. Such a reflex is at best very im-

perfect, but here could hardly be bettered by description,

which, therefore, is not attempted.
His posthumous works are his Lectures on Metaphysics and Logic,

4 vols., edited by the Rev. H. L. Mansel, Oxford, and Professor

Veitch {Metaiihysics, 1858 ; Logic, 1860); a.ui Addiiional Kolcs to

Rcid's Works, from Sir IV. HamiUoii's il/.S'^. , under the editorsliii?

of the Rev. H. L. Mansel, D.D., 1862. A Memoir of Sir JK
Hamilton, by Professor Veitch, appeared in 1869. (E. H.

)

HAMILTON, Sir William (1730-1803), antiquary

and patron of the fine arts, was born in 1730 of a noble

but needy Scottish family, Of his early life and education

we know nothing beyond the fact that he was equerry to

Prince George, afterwards George. III., whose foster-brother

he is said to have been ; but in his twenty-fifth year ho
married a young and beautiful heiress, whose fortune placed

him in affluence. In the first parliament of George III.

Hamilton sat as member for Midhurst; and in 1 764 he was
accredited ambassador to Naples, an office which he retained

till 1800. On proceeding to his post his attention and
interest were at once awakened by the discoveries at Pompeii

and Herculaneum, and he took up the study of antiquities

with ardour. The Porcinari collection of Greek and
Etruscan vases, purchased in 1765, was. the nucleus of a

valuable collection of his own, now for the most part ia

the British Museum. Engravings and descriptions of tho

most valuable pieces are given in the famous Aniiquiies

Etrusques, Grecques, et Romaines, tirees chi Cabinet de if.

HamiltoH, edited by D'HancarviUe, and published at Naples

in 1766-67. Hamilton also contributed liberally to tho

museum at Portici, and gave much attention to the MSS.
and other valuable articles rescued from the buried cities ;

but his efforts were almost nullified by the inertness of the

Neapolitan court, which was even suspicious of his zeal.

Natural history and science also were not neglected by him.

Between 1764 and 1767 Hamilton paid numerous visits to

Vesuvius, Etna, and the Lipari Islands, accompanied by a

young artist, Pietro Fabris, who made drawings of tho

noteworthy objects and appearances under Hamilton's

directions. The result of these excursions, first sent as

letters to the Royal Society, of which ho became a member
in 1766, was afterwards expanded into two works,

—

Observations upon Mount Vesuvius, Mount Etna, and other

Volcanoes of the Two Sicilies, published at London in 1772,

and Camjn PIdegrcei, a collection of plates illustrating tho

volcanic phenomena, accompanied by concise descriptions

in English and French, published at Naples in 1776-77.

A Supplement to the latter described the eruption of Mount
Vesuvius in 1779. Hamilton's daughter died in 1775, and

his first wife in 1782. In 1772 he was made K.C'.B., and

in 1791 pri\'y councillor. His continued interest in art

and antiquity is manifested by his contributions to tho

Fhilosop/iical Transactions oi the Koyal Society from 17C7
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to 1795, aucl to tlio ArchceuIoyUi in 1777, as well as by Lis

generosity to artists and antiquaries, such as Morghen,

Winckelmann, and Piaggi. Recalled in 1800, lie died

April G, 1803.

Sir William Harailtons second wife, Emma Lyon or

Harto, whoso name is so notoriously associated with that

nf Nelson, was born of very humble parents at Preston in

Lancashire, about April 20, 1764. Her youth was spent

in domestic service, and it was first as attendant on a lady

of fashion that she learned to develop her talent for sing-

ing and mimicry. Having lost this situation she became

waitress in a tavern frequented by actors, and soon entered

Bpou a gay and dissolute career. Her beauty attracted

among others the painter Eomney, who depicted her in

n'j fewer than twenty-three of his works. Sir William

Hamilton married her in 1791 ; and, going with him the

same year to Naples, she speedily acquired an ascendency

over the mind of the queen, which at the instigation of

Nelson she used for the advantage of the Britisli fleet.

On the death of Sir William she lived in a house at Merton

Place, provided for her by Nelson, but on his death in

1805 she soon squandered the modest fortune left her by

her husband, and after being imprisoned for debt, retired

with Nelson's daughter Horatia to Calais, where she died,

January 16, 1815. Her Memoirs appeared in the year of

her death.

HAMILTON, William (1704-1751), a minor Scottish

poet, the author of The Braes of Yarroio, was born in

1704, probably at Bangour in Linlithgowshire, the second

son of James Hamilton of Bangour, a member of the

Scottish bar. It is supposed that he studied at the uni-

versity of Edinburgh ; and it is certain that he received an
education whicll enabled him to enjoy the classical writers

of Greece and Home, and to be a congenial associate in after

years with such men as Allan Ramsay and Henry Home.
As early as 1724 we find him contributing to Ramsay's Tea
Table Miscellany. In 1745 Hamilton joined the cause of

Prince Charles, and, though it is doubtful whether he actu-

ally bore arms, he certainly celebrated the battle of Preston-

pans in an ode beginning—" As over Gladsmuir's blood-

stained field." After the disaster of Culloden he lurked for

soveral montlis in the Highlands, and at length escaped to

France; but in 1749 the influence of his friends at home
procured him permission to return to Scotland, and in the
following year he obtained possession of the family estate

of Bangour. In 1761 ho married for the second time, but
the state of his health was sucli that ho soon afterwards
went abroad, and ho died at Lyons on 25th March 1754.
Hamilton has left behind him a conskleraUe number of what are

best ilescribed as poetical elTusions, many of them pleasing and taste-

ful, but none of them except the Jjracs of Yarrow of striking origin-
ality. Tho first collection of his pieces was publisheil without his
permission or even knowledge by Foulis (Glasgow, 1748), and intro-
diiced by a preface from the pen of Adam Smith. Another edition
with corrections by himself was brought out by his friends in 1760,
and to this was prefixed a portrait engraved by Sir Robert Strange.
Though the poems have been since reprinted in Anderson's Brilish
Pocls (voh IX.), in Sharpe's Collrxlioii of the British Poets, and in
ChnhncTSB Enr/lish Poets {\o\. xv.), there was no separate edition
between 1760 and 1850, wnen James Tatcrson edited The Poems
and Songs of William Ilainilton. This volume contains several
poems till then unpuWished, and orcsents a bibliographical intro-
unction ami life of the author.

See also JamTig Chalmers's " Notices of Life ofWilliam Hamilton"
in Traiisiictionsof Society of Scotti'ih Antiquaries, vol. iii., 1831 ; and
Charles JIackay, T/ie Poetical Works of Allan Eamsay, wi Selec-
tions from the Scottish Poets before Burns.

HAMILTON, Sir William Rowan (1805-1865), one
of tlio realt great mathematicians of tho present century,
was born in Dublin, August 4, 1805. His father, who was
a solicitor, and his uncle (curate of Trim), migrated from
Scotland in youth. A. branch of the Scottish family to
which they belonged had settled in the north of Ireland ia

the time of James 1., and this fact seems to have given ri.sc

to tlie common impression that Hamilton was an Iriblimaii.

His genius displayed itself, even in hLs infancy, at first

in the form of a wonderful power of acquiring languages.
At the age of seven he had already made very considerablo
progress in Hebrew, and before he was thirteen he had
acquired, under the care of his uncle, who was an extra-

ordinary linguist, almost as many languages as he had years
of age. Among these, besides the classical and the modern
European languages, were included Persian, Arabic, Hindu-
stani, Sanskrit, and even JIalay. But though to the very
end of his life he retained much of the singular learning of

his childhood and youth, often reading Persian and Arnbic
in the intervals of sterner pursuits, he had long abandoned
them as a study, and employed them merely as a rela.xation.

His mathematical studies seem to have been undertaken
and carried to their full development without any assistance

whatever, and the result is that his writings belong to no
particular " school," unless indeed we consider them to

form, as they are well entitled to do, a school by theiu.selves.

As an arithmetical calculator he was not only wonderfully
expert, but he seems to have occasionally found a positive

delight in working out to an enormous number of places

of decimals the result of some irksome calculation. At
the age of twelve he engaged Colburn, the American " cal-

culating boy," who was then being exhibited as a curiosity

in Dublin, and he had not always the worst of the encounter.
But, two years before, he had accidentally fallen in with n

Latin copy of Euclid, which he eagerly devoured; and at

twelve he attacked Newton's Arithmetica Uviversatif.

This was his introduction to modern analysis. He soon
commenced to read the Principin, and at sixteen he had
mastered a great part of that work, besides some more
modern works on analytical geometry and the differantia!

calculus.

About this period he was also engaged in preparation for

entrance at Trinity College, Dublin, and had therefore to

devote a portion of his time to classics. In tho summer of

1822, in his seventeenth year, he began a systematic study
of Laplace's Mecanique Celeste. Nothing could be better

fitted to call forth such mathematical powers as those of

Hamilton ; for Laplace's great work, rich to profusion in

analytical processes alike novel and powerful, demands from
tho most gifted student careful and often laborious study.

It was in the successful effort to open this trcasure-houso

that Hamilton's mind received its final temper. " Des-lora

il commenija k marcher seul," to use the words of tho bio-

grapher of another great mathematician. From that time
ho appears to have devoted himself almost wholly to

original investigation (so far at least as regards mathe-
matics), though ho ever kept himself well acquainted with
the progress of science both in Britain and abroad.

Having detected an important defect in one of Laplace's

demonstrations, ho was induced by a friend to write out his

remarks, that they might be shown to Dr Brinkley, after-

wards bishop of Cloync, but who was then royal astro-

nomer for Ireland, and an accomplished mathematician.
Brinkley t.ccms at once to have perceived tho vast talents

of young Hamilton, and to have encouraged him in tho
kindest manner. Ho is said to have remarked in 1823 of

this lad of eighteen,—" This young man, I do not say xcil\

he, but is, tho first mathematician of his age."

Hamilton's career at collogo was perhaps unexampled.
Amongst a number of competitors of more than ordinary
merit, ho was first in every subject, and at every examina-
tion. His is said to bo tho only recent case in which u
student obtained tho honour of an nplinie in more than one
subject. This distinction had then become very rare, not
being given unless the candidate displayed a. thorough
mastery over Lis subject. Hamilton received it for Greek
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and for pliysii;s. How many more such honours he might
have attained it is impossible to say ; but he was expected

to win both the gold medals at the degree examination, had
his career as a student not been cut short by an unprece-

dented event. This was his appointment to the Andrews
professorship of astronomy in the university . of Dublin,
vacated by Dr Brinkley in 1827. The chair was not

exactly offered to him, as has been sometimes asserted, but
the electors, having met and talked over the subject,

authorized one of their number, who was Hamilton's
personal friend, to urge him to become a candidate, a step

which his modesty had prevented him from taking. Thus,
when barely twenty-two, he was established at the Dublin
Observatory. He was not specially fitted for the post, for

although he had a profound acquaintance with theorfetical

astronomy, he had paid but little attention to the regular

work of the practical astronomer. And it must be said

that his time was better employed in grj,nd original investi-

gations than it would have been had he spent it in meridian
Dbservations made even with the best of instruments,

—

infinitely better than if" he had spent it on those of the
observatory, which, however good originally, were then
totally unfit for the delicate requirements of modern astro-

aomy. Indeed there can be little doubt that Hamilton was
intended by the university authorities who elected him to

the professorship of astronomy to spend his time as he
best could for the advancement of science, without being
tied down to any particular branch. Had he devoted him-
self to practical astronomy they would assuredly have
furnished him with modern instruments and an adequate
staff of assistants.

In 1835, being secretary to the meeting of the British

Association which was held that year in Dublin, he was
knighted by the lord-lieutenant.- But far higher honours
rapidly succeeded, among which we may merely mention
his election in 1837 to the president's chair in the Royal
Irish Academy, and the rare and coveted distinction of
being made corresponding member of the academy of St
Petersburg. These are the few salient points (other, of

course, than th^ epochs of his more important discoveries

and inventions presently to be considered) in the uneventful
life of this great man. He retained his wonderful faculties

unimpaired to the very last, and steadily continued till

within a day or two of his death (September 2, 1865) the
task (his Elements of Quaternions) which had occupied the
last six years of his life.

The germ of ]iis first great discovery was contained in one of those
early papers which in 1S23 he communicated to Dr Brinkley, by
whom, under tlie title of Caustics, it was presented in 182i to the
Royal Irich Academy. It was referred as usiial to a committee.
Their report, while acknowledging the novelty and value of its con-
tents, and the great mathematical skill of its author, recommended
that, before being published, it should be still further developed and
simplified. During the next three years the paper grew to an
immense bulk, principally by the additional details which had been
inserted at the desire of the committee. But it also assumed a much
more intelligible form, and tlie grand features of the new method
were now easQy to be seen. Hamilton himself seems not till this
period to have fully understood either the nature or the importance
of his discovery, for it is only now that we iind him announcing his
intention of applying his method to dynamics. The paper was
finally entitled " Theory of Systems of Rays," and the first part was
printed in 1828 in the Transactions of the Royal Irish Academy.
The second and third parts have not yet been printed ; but it is

understood that their more important contents have appeared in
the three voluminous supplements (to the first part) which have
been published in the same Transactions, and in the two papers
" On a General Method in Dynamics," which appeared in the
Philosophical Transactions in. 1834-5 The principle of '

' Varying
Action" is the ^eat feature of theae papers ; and it is strange,
indeed, that the one particular result of this theory which, per-
haps more than anything else that Hamilton has done, has
rendered his name known beyond the little world of true philo-
sophers, should have been easily witliin the reach of Fresnel and
others for many years before, and in no way required Hamilton's
new conceptions or methods, although it was by them that he was

led to its discovery. This singular result is still known liy the nam*
"Conical Refraction," which he proposed for it when he first pre-
dicted its existence in the third supplement to his Systems of Bays,
read in 1832.

The step from optics to dynamics in the application of the
method of " Varying Action " was made in 1827, and communicated
to the Royal Society, in whose Philosophical Transactions for 1834
and 1835 there are two papers on the subject. These display, like
the "Systemsof Rays," a mastery over symbols and a flow of mathe-
matical language almost unequalled. But they contain wliat is far
more valuable still, the greatest addition which dynamical sdenct
had received since the grand strides made by Newton and Lagrange.
Jacobi and other mathematicians have developed to a great extent,
and as a question of pure mathematics only, Hamilton's processes,
and have thus made extensive additions to our knowledge of difi'er-

ential equations. But there can be little doubt that we have a»
yet obtained only, a mere glimpse of the vust physical resulta of
which they contain the germ. And though this ia of course by
far the more valuable aspect in which any such contribution to
science can be looked at, the other mrist not be despised.- It id
characteristic of most of. Hamilton's, as of nearly all great discoveries,
that even their indirect consequences are of high value.
The other great contribution made by Harrjilton to mathematical

science, the invention of Qdaternions, is fully treated under that
heading. It is not necessary to say here more than this, that
quaternions form as great an advance relatively to the Cartesian
methods as the latter, when first propounded, formed relatively to
Euclidian geometry. The following characteristic extract from a
letter shows- Hamilton's own opinion of his mathematical work,
and also gives a hint of the devices which he employed to render
written language as expressive as' actual speech. His first great
work. Lectures on Quaternions (Dublin, 1852), is almost painfal to
read in consequence of the frequent use of italics and capitals.

" I hope that it may not be considered as unpardonable vanity
or presumption on my part, if, as my own taste has always led mc
to feel a greater interest in methods thAn in results, so it is by
METUODS, rather than by any thf.orems, which can be separately
quoted, that I desire and hope to be remembered. Nevertheless it

is only human nature, to derive some pleasure from being cited, now
and then, even about a ' Theorem ;' especially ^here the
quoter can enrich the subject, by combining it with researches of
his oum.

"

The discoveries, papers, and treatises we have mentioned might
well have formed the whole work of a long and laborious life. But,
not to speak of his enormous collection of MS. books, full to over-

flowing with new and original matter, which have been handed over
to Trinity College, Dublin, and of whose contents it is to be hoped a
large portion may yet be published, the woi-ks we have already calleil

attention to barely form the greater portion of what he has pub-
lished. His extraordinary investigations connected with the solu-

tion of algebraic equations of the fifth degree, and his examination
of the results arrived at by Abel, J^erreird, and Badano, in their

researches on this subject, form another grand contribution to
science. There is next his great paper on Fluctuating Fu>ictions,

a subject which, since the tihie of Fourier, has been of immense
and ever increasing value in physical applications of mathematics.
There is also the extremely ingenious invention of the Hodograph
(q. V. ). Of his extensive investigations into the solution (especially by
numerical approximation) of certain classes of differential equations
which constantly occur in the treatment of physical questions, only
a few items have been published, at intervals, in the Philosophical

Magazine. Besides all this, Hamilton was a voluminous corre-

spondent. Often a single letter of his occupied from fifty to %
hundred or more closely written pages, all devoted to the minute
consideration of every feature of some particular problem : for it

was one of the peculiar characteristics of his mind never to be
satisfied with a general understanding of a question ; he pursued it

until he knew it in all its details. He was ever courteous and kind
in answering applications for assistance in the study of his works,

even when his compliance must have cost him much valuable time.

He was excessively precise and hard to please with reference to tho
final polish of his own works for publication ; and it was probably
for this reason that he published so little compared with the extent

of hi^ investigations.

Like most men of grelit originality, Hamilton generally matured
his ideas before putting pen to paper. " He used to carry on," says

his elder son, " long trains of algebraical and arithmetical calcul-

ations in his mind, during which he was unconscious of the earthly

necessity of eating ; we used to bring in a ' snack ' and leave it in

his study, but a brief nod of recognition of the intrusion of the

chop or cutlet was often the only result, and his thoughts went on
soaring upwards."
For further details abont Hamilton (h's poetry and his association with poeta,

for instance), the reader is referred to the Dublin Vnivenity Afagatine (Jan. 1842),

the Cent/eman's Magazine (Jan, 1866), and the Monthly Jfolices of the RoyaM
Astronomical Society (Feb. 1866); and also to an article by the present Tmter itt

the A'oi-lh Brilith Jievieu> (Sept. 1866), from which much of the above sketch ha»
been taken. (P- G. T.)

.
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IJAMIRPUR, or Humeerpoor, a British district in the

lieuteuant-governorship of the North-Western ProvinceB,

India, lying between 25° 5' and 26°. 10' N. lat., and
between 79° 22' 45" and 80' 25' 15" E. long. It forms,

tte sonth-westErn district of the AlIahibAd division, and

is bounded on the N. by the Jumna (JamunA) ; on the

N.\^''. by the native state of Bauni and Betwa river

;

on the W. by the Dhas^'m river; on the S. by Ah'pura,

Clihatarimr, and Charkhari states ; and on the R by the

Udnda district. It encloses the native states of Sarila,

Jigni, and Bihat, besides portions of CharkhAri and Garrauli.

Hamirpur forms part of the great plain of Bnndelkhand,

which stretches between the banks of the Jumna and tho

central VindhyAn plateau. The district is in shape an

irregular parallelogram, with a general slope northward

fcom the low hills on the southern boundary. The scenfiry

is rendered picturesque by the artificial lakes of Mahoba.

These magnificent reservoirs were constructed by tlie

Chandel rAjAs about 800 years ago, for purposes of irriga-

tion and as sheets of ornamental wata:. JIany of them

enclose craggy islets or peninsulas, crowned by the ruiuB

of granite temples, exquisitely carved and decorated. From
the base of this hill and lake country the general plain of

the district spreads northward in an arid and treeless level

tOB'arda the broken banks of the rivers. Of these the prin-

cipal are the Betwa and its tributary the DhasAn, both of

which are unnavigable. There is little waste land, except

in the ravines by the river sides. TJia deap blaok soil of

Bun'delkhand, known as mdr, retains the moisture under

a dried and rifted surffice, and renders the district fertile.

"Ehe census of 1872 gives a population of 529,137—276,190 males

and 252,941 fomalca. The Hiudus numbered 493,877, and tlie

Mahometans 33,053. Tlie Chandols and Bundelas, the old

dominant classe.s, have iio^ sunk to OdS and 612 respectively
;

most of these still cling to the neighbourhood of Jlohobn, the scot

of their former SH))remacy. The district contains 6 toB'ns with a

population of -more than 5000 souls—namely, Kdlh, Hami'ipur,

Mahoba, Maudha, Sumerpur, and Jaitpur. The staple produce

of the district is grain of various sorts, the most important

being! gram- Cotton is also a valuable ciop, whose cultiva-

tion is on tho increase. Out of a total area of 1,464,041 acres,

762,212 are under cultivation. Irrigation is practised on only

16.000 acres, chiefly in the south, where water can be obtained

from the artificial lakes. Agriculturists sulTer much from the

spread of the ttbw grass, a noxious "weed- which overruns the fields

and is found to be almost ineradicable, wherever it lias once

obtained a footing. The district is little subject to blight fir flood ;

but droughts aud famine arc unhapiiily common. The soarcity of

1837 and 1808-69 was severely felt in Hamirpur. .Commerce
is chiefly carried on by means of its gieat river highway,

tha Jumna. Cotton and grain, the jnain exports, are canicd
downwards ; while rioe, sugar, tobacco, and Manchester goods conr

stitute the principal impoits upwards. The manufactures consist

of coarse cotton cloth and soapstone .ornaments. There is only one

metalled road, that between Hamirpur and Nougaon, 70 miles

in length. The gross revenue in 1870-71 was il84,646 ; ex-

penditure, £116,416. In 1871 the police force numbered 584

men, supplemented by 1953 WUage watcliinen {chankiddis), main-
tained at a cost of .£8058. The district conlniiis only one jail : the

average number of pii.soncrs in 1850 was 400 ; 1860, 72 ; and 1870,

129. In 1870 the number of schools was 112, with 3066 pupils
;

the cost, £1354. Tho district is divided into ,8 fiscal divisions

(pargaruis). The climate is dry and hot, owing to the absence of

shade and the bareness of soil, except in the mighbourhood of the
Mahoba lako.i, which cool and moisten the ntmos|ihere. The rain-

fall in 1869-70 was 37'1, and in 1870-71 381 inches.

History.—From the 9th to tho 14th ccnturj-this district was the
centre of the Chandel kingdom, with its ca]iital at Jlahoba. The
ifijiisadorncd tho town with many splendid edifices, remains of which
iSlill exist, be.sides constructing the noble artificial -lakes already
described. At thu end of the 12th century Mahoba fell into tho
hands of the Mussulmans, who retalucd posse.ssion of it for 500
Years. In 1680 the district was conquered by Chhntar Siil, the
hero of the Hundelas, who as.si^ned at his death one-third to his

ally the peshwa of the Marhattis. Until Bundclkhand was con-
stituted a Brilish district in 1803, there was con.slant warfare
between the Bnndila princes and 'the Marhnttd chieftains. The
land had, been impoverished by the long war carried on under
Chhatar Sal, overrun and ravaged during the Marhatti aggrcaaion,

and devastated by robber diiefs, so that in 1842 it wtis reported to
bo utterly valueless. On the outbreak of the mutiny, Hamirpur
was the scene of a fierce rebellion. All the princijial towns wern
plundered by the surrounding native chiefs. Since then the con-
ditiuu of the district seonis to liave improved ; but it lias not ycb
recovered from the long anarchy of JIarhatta rnlc.

liAMiEPUK, the administrative headquarters of tliealxive

district, in 25° 58' N. lat and 80° 11' 50" E. long., is situ-

ated on a tongue of land at the confluence of the Betwa
and the Jumna, on the right bank of the latter river. It

was founded, according to tradition, by Hamlr Deo, a
Karchuli EAjput expelled from Ulwar (Alwar) by the

Mahometana. The town possesses little im[)ortance ; there

are no manufactures, and quite a limited trade in grain.

Population in 1872, 7007.

HAMLET, the hero of Shakespeare's drama, is according

to some interpreters an historical or quasi-historical person-

age, but according toothers his story is a mere development
or ''precipitation" of t'je great Scandinavian system of

mythology. The decision of this paint is rendered all the

more difhcult as the only original tmthority for the facts

(historical or mythological) is the Danish liistorian Saxo
Grammaticus (d. 1204-). Though Dr Vigfussou (prolego-

mena to the Sturlunga Saya, Oxford, 1878) concludes

that the Hamlet legend was contained in the Skjiildunga

Saga now lost,, it ia of .course' matter of question whether

Saxo based this portion of his nanatipB on previous writ-

ings or collected hia material from oral tradition.

According to Saxo, whose account is excerpted in

Simrock's Qudleii des' Ska/isijeare (Bonn, 1870), and
summarized in Latham's Disieitaiions on Hamlet (Land.,

1872, reprinted from Transactions of the lioj/. Sor. oj

Literature, vol. x., uew series), Hamlet's history is briefly

as follows. In the days of Rorik, king of Denmark,
Gervendill was governor of Jutland, and in this office he

was succeeded by his sons Horvendill and Fengo. The
former, returning with glory from a viking expedition in

which he had defeated K oiler, king of Norway, obtained

the hand of Gerutha, Rbrik's daughter,-who in due course

bore him a son Amleth. But Fengo, out of jealousy,

murdered Horvendill with his ,own hand, and then persuaded

Gerutha to become his wife, on the plea that he had com-

mitted the crime for no other reason than to avenge her of

a husband by whom she Lad been hated. Amleth, afraid

of sharing his father's fate, pretends to be imbecile, but the

suspicion of Fengo puts him to various tests, whicli are

related with all the inconsequent simplicity of the ordinary

2fdrc/te>i. Despatched to England in company with two

attendants, who bear a letter instructing the king of that

country to put him to death, Jio surmises the purport of

their instructions, ^nd secretly riwdifies tho inscription on

their " tablets" so that tjic king is requested to i)ut them

to death and to treat him with honour. By his wisdom he

makes a deep impression on the king, and obtains the hand

of the royal' princess; bui instead of settling in England

he returns at the end of a year to Denmark, where he U
supposed to be dead, just aji the people arc celebrating his

obsequies. During tho feast that follows ho makes tho

courtiers all drink freely, and then, when they are heavy

with wine and sleep, ho pulls down over tlicm the hangings

of tho hall, fixes these with pegs which he had sharpeiied

and prepared in the early stage of his folly, and then setting

fire to the building loaves tho revellers to their fate. He
next proceeds to the royal chamber to take vengeance on

Fengo himself, who fail.t beneath tho stroko of his. own

sword, for which liamlcthad substituted his own scabbard-

fastened weapon. Beturning to Enclund for his wife, the

hero finds that his futhcr-in-law and Fengo had been under

pledge to each other that tho survivor should avenge tho

other's death if it rcsnltcd from violence; and his father-

in-law, unwilling to make a direct attack on his life, sends
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liim to SeotTanJ as proxy-suitor for tlie liaud of a terrible

queen Hermuthruda, who has put all previous wooers to

^ath. But Hermuthruda happens to fall in love with

fiamlet, and he returns to England to upbraid his father-

in-law with his treachery. As king of Jutland he has to

endure the grievous hostility of Vikletus, Eorik's successor,

but at last determines, though well aware that he is doomed
to death in the attempt, to engage with him in a decisive

battle. He perishes, and his widow marries Vikletus.

According to Latham, who may be taken as the repre-

sentative of the historical theory, there are really two
Hamlets,—the Hamlet of Saxo's third book and the Hamlet

,

of hid fourth book, who have been confounded together.

The former, who is the Shakespearean hero, he would
identity with Olaf Kyrre, the Anlaf Cwiran of the Saxon
Chronicle and the Amlaf Cuaran of the Irish Annals, whose
name, having passed through England and Ireland, he
supposes to have returned to Denmark in a form which is

Latinized by Saxo as Amlethus ; the latter he considers as

ebe Hygelac of Beowulf, the Chochilaicus of Gregory of

Tours, the Huhleike of the Heimskringla, and even the

Havelok of English legend. "By a confusion between
them as man and man, the bearers," he says, "of names
as different as Olaf and Higelac take a form out of which
Amlethus is a probable educt." But this theory, which is

expounded with more learning than lucidity, is hardly so
much in favour as that of the mythological school

That, in spite of the links by which Saso has sought to

connect its different portions with the authentic history of

Denmark, the whole story was destitute of historical basis

was maintained by P. E. Sliiller {Critish Undersog^se af
Daiimarks og Norges Sagahislorle eller o»i Trovoerdiglieden

af Saxos og Snarros Kilder, Copenhagen, 1823), and his

•ajnclosions in regard to the matter have been very generally

accepted. Though Hamlet or Amleth himself is not men-
tioned in the earlier documents of the Scandinavian
mythology—the only allusion to his existence being the
phrase Amiothaqverii, or Hamleth's mill, applied to the sea
ill the Skaldskaparmal—his father,- Horvendill or Orvandil
Cfrora or, the spear, and vandcl, skilful), appears in the great
Scandinavian mythus in connexion with Thor's contest
with Hrungnir, and is further to be identified with the
Orendel of German legend, whose memorial coat was after-

wards christened the seamless coat of our Saviour at Treves,

and whose name, which occurs also as Ernthelle, may
possibly be the source of the more famous name of Tell.

Hamleth's own name finds its explanation in the Norse amr
or ami, toil (still used colloquially in Icelandic, amla, to

toil), and lotld, devoted to, and probably has reference to
his mythic impersonation of the endless toil and travail of

the sea. The various details of the story—not only impro-
bable and impossible, but essentially stupid and trivial

—

lend themselves with remarkable readiness to the theory
which explains them as versions of the tale, a thousand
times retold, of the contests between summer and winter,
sea and land, light and darkness. An elaborate exposition
of the whole will be found in Zinzow's Die Hamletsage art

nnd mit verwandteii Sagen erluuterl, Halle, 1877. It has,

beau already stated that Saxo's is the only oiiginal autho-
rity ; but proof of the popularity of the legend is found in
the presence in Jutland of such names as Amelhede (i.e.,

Hamlet's Heath), near Randers, Fegges Sund, that is, Fengo's
Sound, and Feggesklint, that is, Fengo's Cliff, and in the
fact that in modern Icelandic the word andothi is a regular
eq^uivalent for an idiotic or stupid man^ Nor are literary

.

rifacimentos of the story wanting. The Icelanders have
their Amlotha Saga, which is a free translation of Saxo,
and their Ambales Saga, in which the matter is treated in
a. more romantic style. The story of Brian, given in Jon
Arnason's Iskn-kur VJodsiJaur (LeiDsic. 1864. ii.). has the

same main features ; and Dr Vigfu3son, by whom it wm
discovered, is disposed to surmise that the legend may
actually be of Celtic origin,—a supposition quite in keei>
ing with other well-known facts in Icelandic history. It
was taken down from the lips of Lady Hildur Arngrims-
dotter, whose father was born in 1568. As Niels of SorS
in the loth century made Hamlet more familiar to th«
Danes by his Danslie Rimkronike, so the French story-teller

Belleforest introdived him to o wider company in his Cent
Histoires tragiques. That as early as 1587 or 1589 he had
been represented on the English stage is shown by the well-

known passage from Nash's preface to Greene's Menaphoii,
" He will afford you whole Hamlets, I should say, handfulls
of tragical speeches."

HAMJI, a town of Prussia, capital of a circle in the
government district of Arnsberg, province of Westphalia,
is situated at the junction of several railways, on the
Lippe at its confluence with the Ahse, 22 miles N.W. of

Arnsberg. It is enclosed by walls, but the ditches which
formerly surrounded it have been filled up and converted
into promenades. The principal buildings are two Catholic

and two Evangelical churches, a gymnasium, a poorhouse,
an orphanage, and an infirmary. The town is flourishing

and rapidly increasing, and possesses very extensive wire

factories (in cunnsxiou with which there are puddling and
rolling works), foundries, machine works, and manufactories

of gloves, baskets, wadding, leather, sausages, sago, starch,

chemicals, sugar-of-lead, gum, lac, varnish, oil, and beer.

The population in 1875 was 18,877.

Hanim, wliicli became a town about the end of thellth ceutnry,
was originally the capital of tlie countship o£ JIark, and was foitified

in 1226. It became a member of the Hauseatic League. In 1614 it

was besieged by the Dutch, and in 1622 it was taken liy Tilly, after

which during the Thirty Years' War it was alternately in the liands

of the imperial and the Hessian forces. In 1666 it came into the
possession of Prandenburg. In 1761 and 1762 it was bouiliaide^l

by the French, and in 17i)3 its fortifications were dismantled.

HAi\IMARSKOLD, Lorenzo (1785-1827), Swedish
author, was born at Tuna, near AVimmerby, on the 7th of

April 1735. He became a student at Upsala in 1801, but
failed to take his degree in 1806. He therefore accepted

a humble post at the royal library at Stockholm, with which
institution he remained connected for many year.s. In 1804
he published an article onTieck andNovalis, which attracted

much attention, and was the means of founding the
" Phosphoric School," as it was called, of poetry in Sweden.

Hammerskiild became the friend of Atterbom and antagonist

of Wallmark, and in due time, by the bitterness of his tone,

brought down on himself the scathing anger of Tegndr. In

1806 he published Translations and Imitations of Poets,

Old and Neio, in the preface of which he denounced the

classic Swedish writers with much force and wit, commend-
ing Goethe a,nd Tieck to the young poets of the day. In

1808 appeared his trenchant Critique of ScMller, and in

1810 a volume of essays of a polemical kind. In 1813

Hammerskold published a collection of his poems, and in

1815 had to endure the ridicule of Tegni5r in his brilliant

satire of Hanunarspik. In 1818 appeared the first part of

Hammarskcild's chief contribution to literature, his famous

Svenska Vitterheten, a history of polite letters in Sweden,

a book that was revised and republished after his death by

Sond(5n, in 1833. He is chiefly remembered as a critic;

his lyrics and his juvenile tragedy of Prince Chistaf, 1812.

are of little value.

HAMME, a town of Belgium, in the province of East

Flanders and the arrondissement of Termonde or Dender

monde, is situated on. the right bank of the Durme, neat

itsjunction with the Scheldt, and 18 miles E.N.E. of Ghent

It contains grain and oil-mills, has manufactures of lace

ribbons, linen, starch, ropes, and cordage, and carries oi

trade in flax.
'

Population (1876), 10,778.
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IIAjnfER. This well-known tool stands qiiito without

rival for producing the numberless effects which are clue

to the remarkable force of "impact." Of all the array of

hand tools in use in the industrial arts it is undoubtedly

the one that could least be dispensed with, and so it must

have been from the very earliest days of handicraft. A ham-

mer of some rude kind must have been as essential to the

shaping of an arrow-head out of a flint, as is its modern repre-

sentative to the forging of a bayonet out of a bar of steel.

Hammers to be used by hand are made of an endless

variety of shapes, and of weights varying from a small

fraction of an ounce to 28 or 30 lb. Of the various types

DOW in use the differences are mainly due to the special

requirements of the particular trades for which they are.

intended, but partly also to individual fancy. A few

examples are given in fig. 1

—

a being the ordinary car-

penter's hammer with a cross pane, h a claw hammer, c

an engineer's, and d a shoemaker's hammer, which last has

apparently retained its form for many generations. The

same may also be said of the two others in the woodcut.

Fio. 1.—Varieties of Hand Hammer.

which are good examples of the roughness of the instru-

ments with which results of almost incredible delicacy can
be produced. Of these e is a favourite hammer used in

the workshops of a London firm of goldbeaters, with which,

together with others not less rude in appearance, gold is

hammered out into leaves of such exceeding thinness that

250,000 are required to make iip the thickness of an inch.

Extraordinarily ill-shaped as /, the fllc-cuttcr's hammer,
looks, yet with thi.s and a simple chisel the teeth of files

are cut by hand with a precision with which no machinery
has as yet been able to compete, at least in England.

Hand-hammers and sledge-hammers being rigidly limited

as to weight by the trilling power which one man—or at

most two men—can bring to bear upon them, it long ago
became obviously desirable to obtain the force of impact
from some more powerful source than human muscles, so

that the weight of hammer heads might be largely in-

creased and their blows made proportionately more effec-

tive. The first step taken in this direction seems to have
been the introduction of the " Hercules," a ponderous mass
of iron attached to a vertical guide rod, which was lifted

originally by a gang of men with ropes, but afterwards by
steam power, and allowed to full by its own weight. This
was a fairly efficient tool for forging large anchors and for

similar purposes, the strength of the blow and the point at

which it was delivered being easily regulated. But as the
demand for wrought iron increased, the necessity for more
rapid as well as more powerful hammers to aid in its manu-

facture increased also. Tlie lift or lielve hammer (fig. 2
and the tilt hammer (fig. 3) thus came into use, and
under these forms hammers may be said to have ranked for

FiQ. 2.—Lift Hamincr.

the first time as true machine tools. Each cf these con.sists

of a heavy head attached to a beam mounted on gudgeons,
which is lifted at regular intervals by suitable cams or jiins

Fio. 3.—Tilt Hammer,

carried by a revolving shaft driven by steam or other power,

their chief points of difference being the relative position

of the gudgeons and the-portion of the beam at which the

E

EXHAUST

Fio. 4.—Steam Hammer,

power is applied, as shown in the dinprnnis. Heavy bIow<

nro thus obtained with llic one, and liglHcrbnt much put

rapid blows with tlic other, both, however, invariable m
their intensity, the lift being alwavs to one fixed height
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In the steam Iiaminer (fig. 4), which was first patented

by Nasmyth in tlie year 1842, this objection is completely

obviateil. By the simple device of attaching the hammer
head tn the lower end of the rod of a piston working in

an iu%'erted steam cylinder, he produceil a machine cap-

able of being made to deliver its blows with a force to

which no limit has yet been found, and yet so perfectly

under control as to be able to crack a hazel nut without

injuring the kernel. To the introduction of this invalu-

able tool is due more than to any other single cause the

power which we now possess of producing the forgings

in iron and steel which are demanded by the arts of

modern times ; and in one or other of its many forms it

is now to be met with in every workshop in which heavy

work is carried on. Many modifications of the Nasmyth
steam hammer have been introduced. In one of these

steam pressure has been apjilied above the piston to in-

tensify the blow, it being only used in the original form

for lifting the " tup" and piston and for regulating their

descent. In another the piston and piston-rod have been

attached to the framing, and the cylinder made movable,

its weight being thus added to that of the hammer.
Duplex hammers differ materially from the ordinary

Bte.->m hammer, inasmuch as no anvil is necessary,—two

tamraer heads of equal weight (and fur some purposes they

weigh only a few pounds, for others as much as 30 tons)

being made to deliver horizontal blows of equal force

simultaneously on opposite sides of the forging, which thus

receive perfectly equal treatment. The importance of this

may be gathered fronl the fact that every increase in the

weight of the vertical steam hammer necessitates a very

much larger increase in the weight and solidity of the anvil

which is necessary to afford the requisite inertia for resist-

ing the blow. For instance, the anvil of a 40-ton hammer
now in use at Woolwich Arsenal weighs upwards of 160
tons, and has nearly 500 tons of iron in its foundation,

whereas the anvil of an 80-ton hammer of which a full-

sized model was amongst the most striking objects at the

Paris Exhibition of 1878, is of no less than 20 tons

weight.

The recent growth of steam hammers to the enormous
size just mentioned is due chiefly to the large dimensions,

independently of the mere weight, of the forgings which
have now to be made for heavy ordnance and for other

purposes. As long as the thickness of a forging is moder-
ate, the reaction of the anvil acting upon its under side has

an effect not greatly inferior to that of the hammer on the

tipper side. But with every increase in thickness some of

this reaction is lost and the effect of the blow is more and
more confined to the outer portions of the mass, which thus

receive more than their share of treatment at the expense
of the central portions. On this account the difficulty of

obtaining thick forgings thoroughly sound throughout
their substance is very great, and it seems as if we had
now reached the limit beyond v/hich the hammer cannot
be advantageously applied for their production. It has
been found indeed in the case of large shafts that dispens-

ing altogether with the central portion, thus making them
tubular instead of solid, is accompanied by an increase in

their strength, owing to the possibility of thus forging the
metal uniformly throughout. But a much more widely
applicable remedy, and one which will doubtless come into

general use for heavy work, is the substitution of hydraulic
or other pressure for the force of impact, a system which
has Litely been employed by Sir Joseph VVhitworth with
wonderfully good results. The reason of the superiority of
its effect seems to be mainly this, that a certain amount
of time is essential for completing the " flow " of the metal
which it is the object of forging to induce. Under
continuous pressure this flow can take place uniformly

throughout the mass, whereas tlie instantaneous blow o^

the hammer, though it acts violently on the surface particles,

and to a decreasing extent on the adjacent ones, is entirely

expended before the action has had time to reach those at

the centre, so that unequal density and cunscqucnt weak-
ness is the result. For massive forgings thcruforo the old

saying can be no longer accepted that " there is no machiuo
like a hammer." (c. r. b. s.)

IIAMMERFEST, the most northern town in Europe, Li

situated in the department of Hammcrfcst in the province
of Finmark, on the western side of the island of KvaUf
{i.e., "Whale Island"), which lies oflT the .north-western

coast of Korv,-ay. Its latitude is 70° 39' 15", a 'd th»

sun stays for two months above its horizon. Though a
small place of about 2100 inhabitant?, it is the seat of a
considerable trade, in which not only Norwegian and
Danish but English, German, and particularly Russiau
vessels are engaged. About thirty small ships are sent

out from Hammerfest every spring to Spitzbergen to take

part in the fisheries and walrus hunting. Train oil from
the liver of the Sajmuiis vtinrocephalus and cud-liver oil

are manufactured in the town. The exports, among which
salted fish occupies the principal place, amounted in 1870
to the value of 1,029,500 crowns (£90,528), and the im-

ports, chiefly salt and coal, to 721,700 (£40,094). On
the Fuglenaes or Birds' Capo, which protects the harbo\M

on the north, there stands a column with an inscriptiin

in Norse and Latin, stating that Hammerfest was ouc cl

the stations of the expedition for the measurement of tlia

arc of the meridian. Nor is this4ts only association with

science ; for it was one of the spots chosen by Captain

Sabine fur his series of pendulum experiments. Tho
ascent of the Tj'ven or Diebsberg in the neighbourhood

is usually undertaken by travellers.

HAMMER-HEAD. See Shark.
HAMMER-PUEGSTALL, Joseph von (1774-1856),

was born at Gratz in 1774, and after some training in the

Oriental academy of Vienna entered the Austrian diplo-

matic service. He was the son of Joseph Johanu von

Hammer, and it was not till 1835, when he had inherited

the estates of the countess of Purgstall (in Styria), that lu

received the title Baron von Hammer-rurgstall, by which

he is generally known. His youth and early manhood
were passed in the Levant, where he bent all his energies

to the ta.sk of improving his acquaintance with Oriental

literature, in which as early as 179G he proved his interest

by the translation of a Turkish poem. He did not again

come forward as an author till I SO 4, when his Encydopadin

of Oriental Learnintj appeared, a work whose ambitiou."

character was so diffidently felt by its author that he feared

to put his name to it. From that time there was little

pause in his literary pioductiveness. For fifty years lie

wrote incessantly on the most diverse subjects, and

his works were composed in most of the languages of

Europe. He published numerou.S' texts and translations of

Arabic, Persian, and Turkish authors ; compiled histories

of Persian poetry, Turkish poetry, and Arabic literature

;

brought the poems of H.'^fiz, Mutanebbi, Baki, and Ibn-el-

FAridh within the reach of European readers
;
published

travels in Turkey and Austria ; wrote the history of tho

Tatar races, the Krim Khans, the Golden Horde, the

Russians, and the Ottoman Turks ; formed a biogra-

phical gallery of Eastern celebrities
;

put forth theories

about every possiljlc subject in the wide range of Oriental

learning, discussing the Arahian Niylits, Arab musie,

Jtahometan theology, Egyptian papyri, gnostic coffrets,

Arabic grammar. Eastern antiquities, the sect of tho

Assassins, the sieges of Vienna, the Knights Temjdars, ai:;l

Spenser's sonnets, which he tran.slatcd into German. Von
Hammer did for Germany the same work that Sir William
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Jones did for Engl.md. IIu showed tliat Orient il subjects
|

were not to be studied merely so far as they were connected

with biblical theology, but were a worthy object of research

or their own sake. For more tliau fifty years he per-

sisted in introducing Eastern authors and Eastern tojiics

to the general reader, and there was a time when no

Orient ilist was more widely known and admired. As

Jules Jlohl said—"C'ctait le doyen de la littcrature ori-

entale, le premier associ6 que la Soci^t6 (Asiatique do

Paris) ait tenu h, I'lionneur d'inscrire sur sa liste, ct le

plus zel^, le plus fertile, et le plus c(;l(;bre dos homnies

qui se sont vou^s, de notres temj)S, u la culture des lettres

orientales."

It was natural that a scholar -who traversed so large a

field and wrote so rapidly should lay himself open to the

criticism of specialists, and no man nas more severely

handled by his critics than Von Hammer, to whom Diez,

for example (in Unfit'/ mid Betntf/, 1815), devotes nearly

COO pages of heavy abuse. Von Hammer was undoubtedly

inaccurate and superficial at times ; he attempted more

than he could possibly achieve with thoroughness, and was

in the habit of giving his own whimsical view of matters

about which he knew next to nothing ; and ho used to

offend his critics as much by his Oriental florid style and
want of method as by the occasional inaccuracy of his

facts and the incon5ociuenco of his deductions. But in

spfte of his faults I13 did more for Oriental studies than

most of his critics put together.

When he was seventy-six years of age he planned a

't-cond edition of hk Encydopctdia of Oriental Ledrninr/, and
ilcsigned a "preliminary" series of twelve volumes which
should clear the ground by expounding the history of

Arabic literature, and for the last seven years of his life he

regularly put forth his annual volume. Jules Mohl, going

to see him, found the old man hard at work, helped by
uo colleague, and dif'i'ning the aid of an amanuensis.

His early travels in the Ijcvant, and then his busy life at

Vienna, where he held the post of court-interpreter, saved

iiim from the crushing influence of solitary study ; and to

the last he maintaiuLd his singular buoyancy of mind.
" C'citait un hommo gcinereax, franc jusqu'a I'imprudence,

liardi, bouillonnant d'esprit, aimable jusqu'a la coquetterio,

dou^ d'une faculty de travail rare, ambitieux dans les grandcs

et les pelites choses, et d'une vivacity inconcevable—vivacitc

qui fut la source de sa bonne et de sa niauvaiso fortune."

So Afohl pictured him in his address to the Soci6tc Asiatique

in 1857, when he recorded the death of Von Hammer
on November 23, 1856, at the age of eighty-two, a hard
•worker to the last, like liLs younger but greatar English

contemporaiy Lane, with whom he came into collision in

a friendly way on the subject of tha origin of The Thousand
end One Nights.

Von Hammer's 7)rincipal works arc his Gcschichtc dcs osmanischcn
.n'ichca, 10 vols., 1827 (2d ed., 1834-6), translated into Fjvnch (1835
and 1840) ; Gcschichic dcr osmanischcn Dicjiikunsl, i vols., .1836

;

Litcralur-GcschicIUc dcr Arahcr (unfinished), 7 vols., 1850-6 ; Les
Originca Jlusscs, 1827; Gcsckichlc dcr Goldencii Horde, 1840;
OcschicMe dcr Ilchanc, 1842 ; Gcscliichte dcr Chmic dcr Krim, 185G

;

Gcschichle dcr Assctssiucn, 1818 ; Constantinopolis vnddcr Bosporos,
1822; Encyklupiidische Ucbcrsicht der Wissenschaflen dcs Orients,

1804. Texts and tvanslMona oi—Elli-Tlu«l!abi, Avah. and Germ.,
1829 ; Ibn IVnhshiyah, History of the Mongols, Aral), and Kugl.,
1806; El-WassAf, Vers, and Germ., 1856; Esch-Schehistanis
Eoscnflor des Oehcimnisses, Pers. and Germ., 1838 j Ez-Zam-
(iKhshcri, Goldcnc Ilahlandcr, Arab, and Ccnn., 1835; El-
{iha::<ill, ITujjct-cl-JsIilm, Arab, and Ctrni., 1838 ; El-Ilitmatii,
Tlas nmb. Ilohc Lied der Lichc, Arab, and Germ,, 1854. Transla-
tions of

—

El-Mutancbbi\i Poems ; Er-Resm i's Account ofhis Embassi/,
1809; Contcs inidils dcs 1001 ^^uils, 1828. Besides thcso aiid

snmller works, Von Hammer contributed numerous cs-sajro and criti-

cisms to the Fundijrubcn dcs Orients, which he edited ; to the
Jiiiirnal AsinliqKc ; and to many other learned ioumala ; above
"U to the ycf "wc/i'oiis of the Akademie dor AVisscnschaftou of
Vienna, of which he was m,iiu1y the founder; and lie tinn-ilatcd

Evliya Enriii'li's Trnrcls in Europe, for the En^lisli Oriental Transla-
tion Fund. For a fuller list of liis works, which amount in all to
nearly 100 volumes, sec Comjilce Eendus of the Acad. Jcs liiscr. ct
dcs lielhs bottles, 1857.

'

^S. L. P.) '

HAMMERSMITH, a town and parish in the county of
JHddlesex, situated on the north bank of the Thames,
3^ miles S.W. of Hyde Park corner, and now connected
with London by continuous lines of streets. The bridge
across the Thames at Hammersmith, completed in 1827 at
a cost of .£80,000, was the earliest suspension bridge erected
near London. Formerly Hammersmith was celebrated for
its nurseries and market gardens, but these have almost
entirely given i>lace to buildings. In the neighbourhood
there are a number of fine residences. The principal public
buildings are the parish church of St Paul, consecrated
in 1G31 and restored in 1861, containing a mimber of
interesting monuments; the Latymer schools, founded by
Edward Latymer in 1624 ; the Gcdolphin school, founded
in the 16th century, and rebuilt as a grammar school ia

18G2, with accommodation for 200 boys; the Pioman
Catholic theological institute, founded originally as a school

for ladies in 1669; the convent of the Good Shepherd,
with an asylum for penitent women ; the convent of Little

Daughters of Nazareth ; the Poman Catholic reformatory,

the town-hall, the ofBce of the board of works, and the

West London ho.spital. In the district there arc distil-

leries, lead-mills, oil-mills, coach factories, boat-building

yards, and the works of the AVest Middlesex Water Com-
pany. The population of the parish in 1861 was 24,519,
and in 1871 42,691. Hammersmith falls within the

limits of the metropolitan district, and forms part of the

parliamentary borough of Chelsea.

HAMMOND, Henry (1605-1 6G0), a learned royalist

divine of the Church of England, was born at Chertsey in

Surrey, August 18, 1605. He was educated at Eton,

whence in his fourteenth year he, passed to Magdalen Col-

lege, Oxford, becoming demy or scholar in 1619, and fellow

in 1625. After graduating in arts he turned his attention

to divinity; in 1629 he entered holy orders, and in 1631

became bachelor of divinity. Two years afterwards, in

preaching before the court, he won the approval of the ear!

of Leicester, who in the same year presented him to the

living of Penshurst in Kent. Hammond received his

doctor's degree in 1639, and in 1643 was promoted to the

dignity of archdeacon of Chichester. He was a member
of the convocation of 1640, and also, but nominally only,

of the Westminster Assembly of divines, which began its

sittings in 1643. In the latter year Dr Hammond was
concerned in the unsuccessful rising at Tunbridge in favour

of King Charles I., and was obliged to flee in disguise to

Oxford,^ then the royal headquarters. There he spent

much of his time in writing, though he accompanied the

king's commissioners to London, and afterwards to the

ineffectu.al convention at Uxbridge in 1645, where ho dis-

puted with the Presbyterian Vines. In his absence he was

appointed canon of Christ Church and public orator of

the university. These dignities ho relinquished for a tim^

in order to attend the king as chaplain during hi;

captivity in the hands of the parliament. When Charley

was deprived of all his loyal attendants at Christmaj

1647, Hammond returned to Oxford nnd was made sub;

dean of Christ Church, only, however, to bo removed from

all his ollices in 1G48 by the parliamcntarj* visitor,'!, who
imprisoned him for ten weeks. Affcrward.'i ho was per,

niitted, though still under qunsi-confincment, to retire to

the house of Sir Philip Warwick at Claphr.m in Bedford-

shire. In 1650, having regained his full libcrly, H.immond
betook himself to the friendly mansion of Sir John

Pakington, at Wcstwocd, in Worcestershire, where ho

died on April 25, 1660, just on the cvp of his preferment

to the see of Worcester,
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Indepemlently of Lis works, HammonJ possessed

qualities entitling Lina to be remembered long after the

former are forgotten. He was an excellent preacher.

Charles I. pronounced him the most natural orator he had

ever heard. His range of reading was extensive. A dili-

gent scholar and a copious writer, he left no time for idle-

ness, which he regarded as the heaviest burden and most

dangerous temptation of man.

His writings, publishej in 4 vols, fol., 1674-84, consist for the

most part of controversial sermons and tracts. The best of them

are liis I'mcticnl Catechism, first published in 1644 ; his Paraphrase

,md Annotations on the New Testament ; and an incomplete work of

,1 similar nature on the Old Testament. His Life, written by

Bishop Fell, and prefixed to the collected Works, has been reprinted

in vol. iv. of Wordsworth's Ecclesiastical Biography. See also

Lloyd's Mcmoircs, 3 668, and Life of Henry Hammond, by the Rev.

G. O. Perry.

HAMOX, Jean Louis (1821-1874), one of the best

known of French painters under the second empire, was

born at Plouha on 5th May 1821. At an early age he

was destined to the priesthood, and placed under the care

of the brothers Lamennais, but his strong desire to become

a painter finally triumphed over family opposition, and In

1840 he courageously left Plouha for Paris,—his sole re-

sources being a pension of five hundred francs, granted him

for one year only by the municipality of his native town.

At Paris Hamon received valuable counsels and encourage-

ment from Delaroche and Gleyre, and in 1848 he made his

appearance at the Salon with Le tombeau du Christ (Musce

de Marseille), and a decorative work, Dessus de Porte.

The works which he exhibited in 1849—Une Afiiche

Romaine, L'£galit6 au Sdrail, and Perroquet jasant avec

deux jeunes Filles—obtained no marked success. Hamon
was therefore content to accept a place in the manufactory

of Sevres, but an enamelled casket by his hand having

attracted notice at the London International Exliibition of

1851, he received a medal, and, reinspired by success, left

his post to try his chances again at the Salon of 1852. La
Com^die Humaine, which he then exhibited, turned the tide

of his fortune, and ila sosiir n'y est pas (purchased by the

emperor) obtained for its author a third class medal in

1853. At the Paris International Exhibition of 1855,

when Hamon re-exhibited the casket of 1851, together

with several vases and pictures of which L'Amour et son

Troupeau, Ce n'est pas moi, and Une Gardeuse d'Enfants

were the chief, he received a medal of the second class, and
the ribbon of the legidn of honour. In the following year

he was absent in the East, but in 1857 he reappeared with

Boutique k quatre Sous, Papillon enchain^, Cantharide

eaclave, Ddvideuses, &c., in all ten pictures ; L'Amour en

visite was contributed to the Salon of 1859, and Vierge

de Lesbos, Tutelle, La Voliere, L'Eseamoteur, and La Soeur

ftin^e were all seen in 1861. Hamon now spent some time

in Italy, chiefly at Capri, whence in 1864 he sent to Paris

L'Aurore and Un Jour de Fian9aille3. The influence of

Italy was also evident in Les Muses a Pomp^i, his sole

contribution to the Salon of 1866, a work which enjoyed

great popiilarity and was re-exhibited at the International

Exhibition of 1867, together with La Promenade, and six

other pictures of previous years. His last work, Le triste

Rivage, appeared at the Salon of 1873. It was painted at

St Raphael, where Hamon had finally settled in a little

house on the shores of the Mediterranean, close by Alphonse
Karr's famous garden. In this house he died on the 29th
of May 1874, and the contents of his studio and portfolios

were dispersed at an obscure sale—thinly attended—for an
almost nominal sum. Hamon had made his own a quiet

place amongst those workers who since the days of Vien
and David have been trying to bring home to us something
of the pictorial aspect of classic time. He had neither the

power nor the learning which mi^ht have enabled him. to

give to that aspect any very real shape, nor was the side of
human life with which he was most concer.ned weighty or
important. He especially loved the gestures of children
and their little ways,—now comic, now cunning, but always
naive, and always full of charms. Dressed in classic fashion

they play on the canvas of Hamon, with endless fanciful

alterations, the same nursery comedies of which Ma sceur

n'y est pas is one of the best examples. The painters very
mannerisms, his pale colour, and the hazy atmosphere which
pervades his often rather empty field, enhance the graceful

unreality of these little creatures, who are not quite classic

loves nor yet altogether human babies.

HAMPDEN, John (1594-1643), the eldest son of

William Hampden of Great Hampden in Buckinghamshire,'

by Elizabeth, second daughter of Sir Henry Cromwell, and
aunt of Oliver, the future Protector, was born in 1594.

By his father's death, when he was but a child, he became
the owner of a good estate, and a ward of the crown. He
was educated at the grammar school at Thame, and in

1609 he became a commoner of ilagdalen College, at

Oxford. In 1613 he was admitted a student of the Inner

Tfemple, and in 1619 he married Elizabeth Symeon. He
first sat in parliament for the borough of Grampound in

1621. From that time he was a member of every suc-

ceeding parliament till he died.

To the biographer who does not wish to become an
historian under the pretence of narrating the incidents of

his hero's life, Hampden's career must appear to give little

scope for narrative. The letters which he left behind him
are few. His speeches are scarcely mQ§e numerous and are

fixtremely brief. In the early days of his parliamentary

career he was content to be overshadowed by Eliot, as in

its later days he was content to be overshadowed by Pym
and to be commanded by Essex. Yet it is Hampden, and

not Eliot or Pym, who lives in the popular imagination as

the central figure of the English revolution in its earlier

stages. It is Hampden whose statue rather than that of

Eliot or Pym has been selected to take its place in St

Stephen's Hall as the noblest type of the parliamentary

opposition, as Falkland's has been selected as the noblest

type of parliamentary royalism.

Something of Hampden's fame no doubt is owing to the

position which he took up as the opponent of ship-money.

But it is hardly possible that even resistance to ship-money

would have so distinguished him but for the mingled

massiveness and modesty of his character, his dislike of all

pretences in himself or others, his brave contempt of danger,

and his charitable readine.ss to shield others as far as

possible from the e-vil consequences of their actions. Nor

was he wanting in that skill which enabled him to influence

men towards the ends at which he aimed, and which was

spoken of as subtlety by those who disliked his ends.

During the last two parliaments of James and the first

three parliaments of Charles, Hampden did not, so far as

we know, open his lips in public debate, but he was*

increasingly employed in committee woik, for which he

seems to have had a special aptitude. In 1626 he took an

active part in the preparation of the charges against Buck-

ingham. In January 1627 he was bound over to answer

at the council board for his refusal to pay the forced loan.

Later in the year he was committed to the gate-house, and

then sent into confinement in Hampshire, from which he was

liberated just before tUe meeting of the third parliament of

the reign, in which he once more rendered useful but un-

obtrusive assistance to his leaders.

Wheij the breach came in 1629 Hampden is found in

epistolary correspondence with the imprisoned Eliot, discus-

sing with him the prospects of the Massachusetts colony,

or rendering hospitality and giving counsel to the patriot's

sons now that they were deprived of a father's personal care,
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It was not till 1037, however, that his resistance to the

p.^ymcnt of ship-mouey gained fur his name the lustre

wlijcli it Ht* never siuce lost. Seven out of the twelve

jii-.lges silled a^'ainst him, but the connexion between the

rights of jiroperty and the parliamentary system was firmly

c>fablished in the popular mind.

In the Short I'arliamcnt of 1640 Hampden stood forth

amongst the leaders. During the eventful months which

followed, when StrafVord was striving in vain to force

England, in spits of its visible reluctance, to support the

king in his Scottish war, rumour has much to tell of

Haraixlen's activity in rousing opposition. It is likely

enough that the rumour is in the main true, but we are

not possessed of any satisfactory evidence on the subject.

lu the Long Parliament, though Hampden was by no

means a frequent speaker, it is possible to trace his course

with sufficient distinctness. Unwearied in attendance upon
committees, ho was in nil things ready to second Pym,
whom he plainly regarded as his leader. In the earlier

proceedings of the Commons there was practically unanimity

in the House, though a difference afterwards arose as tq

the -form in which the attack upon Strafibrd should be

conducted. All were agreed in desiring that the constitu-

tion should rest upon a combination between the king and
the two Houses, and that legal questions in which the king

was concerned should bo "decided only by the judges of the

ordinary courts.

There was another point on which there was no agree-

ment. A large minority wished to retain Episcopacy, and
to keep the Common Prayer Book unaltered, whilst the

majority were at least willing to consider the question of

abolishing the one and modifying the other. On this sub-

ject the parties which ultimately divided the House and
the country itself were fully formed as early as February

8, 1611. The details of the contest between Episcopacy

aiid Presbyterianism will bo more fitly told in connexion

with the life of Pym. It is enough to say that Hampden
fully shared in the counsels of the opponents of Episcopacy.

It is not that he was a theoretical Presbyterian, but the

bishops had been in his days so fully engaged in the

imposition of obnoxious ceremonies that it was difTicult if

not impossible to dissociate them from the cause in which

they were embarked. Closely connected with Hampden's
distrust of the bishops was his distrust of monarchy as it

then existed. The dispute about the church therefore

eoon attained the form of an attack upon monarchy, and,

when the majority of the House of Lords arrayed itself on

the side of Episcopacy and the Prayer Book, of an attack

upon the House of Lords as well.

No serious importance therefore can be attached to the

offers of advancement made from time to time to Hampden
and his friends. Charles would gladly have given them
office if they had been ready to desert their principles.

Every day Hampden's conviction grew stronger that Charles

would never abandon the position which he had taken up.

Ho was therefore a warm supporter of the Grand Remon-
strance, and was chosen out to be one of the five impeached
members whoso attempted arrest brought at last the op-

posing parties into open collision. In the angry scene

which arose on the proposal to print the Grand Remon-
strance it was Hampden's personal intervention which

prevented an actual conflict, and it was after the impeach-

ment had been attempted tliat Hampden laid down the

two conditions under which resistance to the king became
the duty of a good subject. Those conditions were an
attack ujwn religion, and an attack upon the fundamental
laws. There can be no doubt that Hampden fully believed

that both those conditions were fulfilled at the opening of

1012.

When the civil war began Hampden levied a regiment

of Buckinghamshire men for the parliamentary cause. In

the earlier operations of the war, and iu the undecided fight

of Edgehill, he bore himself gallantly and well. But i'. i^

not on his skill as a regimental officer that Hampden's fame
rests. In war as in peace his distinction lay in his power
of disentangling the essential part from the non-essential.

In the previous constitutional struggle he had seen that the

one thing necessary was to establish the supremacy of the

House of Commons. In the military struggle which
followed he saw, as Cromwell saw afterwards, that the one
thing necessary was to beat the enemy. He protested at

once against Essex's hesitations and compromises. In the

formation of the confederacy of the six associated counties,

which was to supply a basis for Cromwell's operations, he

took an active part. His influence was felt alike in parlia-

ment and in the field. But he was not in supreme com-

mand, and he had none of that impatience which often

leads able men to fail in the execution of orders of which

they disapprove. His precious life was a sacrifice to his

unselfish devotion to the call of discipline and duty. On
June 18, 1643, when he w^as holding out on Chalgrove

Field against the superior numbers of Rupert till reinforce-

ments arrived, he received two carbine balls in the shoulder.

Leaving the field he reached Thame, and after nearly six

days he died on the 24th praying for his country and his

king. (s. R. o.)

HAMPDEN", Renn Dickson (1793-1868). bishop

of Hereford, was born at Barbados, where his father was
colonel of the local militia, in 1793, and after receiving a

private school education under Dr Rowlandspn, vicar of

Warminster, Wiltshire, entered as a. commoner at Oriel

College, Oxford, in 1810. Having taken his B.A. degree

with first-class honours iu ,both the classical and mathe-

matical schools in 1813, he jn the following year obtained

the chancellor's prize for a Latin essay ." On the Office of

the Ephors at Sparta," and shortly afterwards he was

elected to a fellowship in his college, Keble, Newman, and

Arnold being among the number of his contemporaries.

Having left the university in 1816 he held successively the

curacies of Newton, Faringdon, and Hackn,ey, and in 1827

ho published An Essay' on the Philosophical .fiiV/«!« oj

Christianity, followed by a volume of Parochial Seimoiis

Allusiralive of the iihportance of the Revelation of Gotl in

Jesus Christ (1828). In 1828 he returned to Oxford a.-,

tutor of Oriel, and after having twice acted as public ex-

aminer in classics, he was selected to preach the Bampton
lectures in 1832, when he chose for his subject The i>chol-

astic Philosophy considered in its Relation to Christian

Theology (1833 ; 3ded. 1848). Notwithstanding a charge

of Arianism now brought against him by the Tractarian

party, he in 1833 obtained the principalship of St Mary's

Hall, and in 1834 the chair of political economy; nor did

a university statute of censure against him on the ground

of tho supposed heterodoxy of thoi Bampton lectures avail

to check his promotion to tho regius professorship of

divinity in J836. There resulted a widespread and violent

though ephemeral controversy, after the snbsidcncopf which

he published a Lecture on Tradition, which has passed

through several editions, and a yolumo on The Thirly-nint

Articles of the Church of England. His nomination by

Lord John Russell to the vacant see of Hereford in

December 1847 was again tho signal for a violent and

organized opposition; and his consecration in March 1848

took place in spite of a remonstrance by many of tho

bishops and tho resistance of Dr Mcrewcther, the dean of

Hereford, wlio went so far as to vote against the election

when the conyi d'ilire reached the cathedral. As bishop

of Hereford Dr Hampden made no change in liis long-

formed habits of studious scclu.sion, and his ijpiscopate wav

not characterized in a .s|iocial degree by any form of churchly
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activity or zeai. Among the more important of his later

literary performances were tlie articles on Aristotle, Plato,

and Socrates, contributed to the eigbth edition of the

Eiicydopcedia Briiannica, and afterwards reprinted with

additions under the title of ^'he Fathers of the Greek Pliilo-

sophy (Edinburgh, 18G2). In 1866 he 'had 'a paralytic

Seizure which unfitted him for severe mental exertion, and

he died at London on the 23d of April 1868.

HAMPSHIRE, Hants, or Southampton (most anciently

Ilamtanscire, in Domesday book Hantesshire, and in the

documents of tho j\Iiddlo Ages Siidhamtescire, Sndhamton-

iire, and Sudenhamptondre), a maritime county in the south

hi England, is situated between 50° 3-i' and 61° 22' N. lat.

ind 0° 43' and 1° 54' W. long., and is bounded on the N.
by Berkshire, on the E. by the counties of Surrey and
Sussex, on the S. by the English CLannel, and on tlie W.
by Wiltshire and Ekorsetshire. It is of an irregular quad-
rilateral form, and its greatest breadth from north to south,

not including the Isle of Wight^ is 40 miles, and its

greatest breadth from east to west 41 miles. The total

area comprises 1,032,105 imperial acres (mainland por-

tion 933,764 acres. Isle of Wight 93,341), or nearly 1613
square miles. Hampshire in its general aspect presents

a beautiful variety of gently rising hills and fruitful valleys,

adorned with numerous mansions and pleasant villages, and
interspersed with extensive woodland. Two ranges of low
chalk hills, known as the North and South Downs, enter

the county from Surrey and Sussex respectively, and tra-

verse it in a north-westerly direction into Wiltshire and
Berkshire, forming in the north-western corner of the

county several picturesque eminences, from which some fine

views are obtained. The highest of these summits is

Siddown Hill, Highclere^ 940 feet.' The northern and
north-eastern portion of the county, comprising more than
100,000 acres, is in the basin of the Thames; a large portion

i)f the southern district is in the Southampton or Isle of

Wight basin ; and a portion to the west is in the basin of

AVilts and Dorset. The south-western corner from South-
hampton Water is almost wholly occupied by the New
Forest. The coast on the whole is low and irregular.

The most easterly part forms a large bay containing Hay-
ling Island and Portsea Island, which divide it into

Chichester harbour, Langston harbour^ and Portsmouth
liarbour. From the south-western extremity of Portsmouth
harbour it runs about 18 miles inland in a north-west direc-

tion, and forms Southampton Water, which has a western
shore about 10 miles in length, and an,average breadth of

nearly 2 miles at high water. From Southampton Water
its line is continued irregularly in a south-western direction

— for nearly one half of its extent fronting the Isle of Wight,
and in its western half forming Christchurch Bay and part

of Poole Bay.

Rivers and Canals.—The principal rivers are the Avon,
the Boldre, the Exe, the Test with its tributary the Anton,
the Itching, and the Hamble.. The Avon in the south-west

of the county has its source, in. Wiltshire, and passing

Fordingbridge and Ringwood empties itself into Christ

Church Bay, where it is joined by the Stour, which rising

in Dorset crasses the south-west corner of Hampshire.
The Boldre takes its ris& in the New Forest, and after

collecting the water of several brooks falls into Lyrningtoa
creek. The Ese near the eastern extremity of the New
Forest falls into the Solent at Beaulieu. The Test rises

near Overton, and after its junction with the Anton at

FuUerton passes Stookbridge and Romsey, and forms tho
head of Southampton Water. The Itching rises near

Alresford, and flowing by Kingsworthy, Winchester, and
Twyford falls into the Soirthampton Water to the north

of Southampton. The Hamble rises near Bishop's Waltham,
and after a course of about 10 miles falls into the South-

ampton Water. Tho Wcy, the Enbourne, the Loddon,
and the lilackwater have their rise in the north part of the
county, but soon pass into Berkshire.

There is one canal, Basingstoke, begun in 1778 and
completed in 1794 at a cost of .£100,000. It is 37 miles
in length and terminates in the river AVey, in Surrey, near
its junction with the Thames. Andover canal, begun in

1789, was filled up iu 1858 and converted into a rail-

way, forming a junction with the London and Exeter at
Andover.

Geolnr/i/ and Soil.— With the exception of the northern
and north-eastern corner occupied by the basin of tJie

Thames, another portion about 8 miles in breadth extend-

ing along the eastern side, and the New Forest in the south-

west, with a small portion to the north of it, Hampshire
is occupied by the Chalk formation which runs from Sussex
and Surrey north-east into Wilts and Berks. This middle
district ha? a length from north to south of about 22 miles

and a breadth from east to west of between 20 and 30
miles. Its soil is in some places of considerable depth, and
produces good crops of all kinds, but a great part of it is

so thin as to be unfitted for the plough, and is used as sheep

pasture. Tho basin of the Thames to the north of this

district is principally strong brown and grey loam, with a

considerable number of marshes. The eastern portion form
ing the Vale of Petersfield, and comprising only about 50,000
acres, rests on the Wealdean formation, and is a grey sandy
loam provincialiy called " malmy " land, lying on a soft

sand rock. The southern portion, which includes the

ancient Forest of Bere, Waltham Chase, and the New Forest,

consists principally of light sandy and gravelly loams inter-

mixed with clay and brick earth, resting chiefly on argil-

laceous and calcareous marl
AgricuUure.—According to the Agiicultural Statistics for 1S79,

tne total area of arable laud was 706,927 imperial acres, of which
247,958 were under corn crops, 135,982 under grcea crop, 112,81!)

)inder rotation grasses, 184,141 permanent pasture, and 22,967
fallow. The acreage under woods was 87,229. The principal grain
crop is wheat, for which Hampshire enjoys a great celebrity. Its

acreage has been giadnally increasing, and in 1879 was 100,090.
The acreage of barley .and oats was 66,228, and 64,957 respectively.

Barley is usually sown after turnips, and is more grown in tin

uplands than iu the lower levels. Beans and pease are only gronn
to a small extent, the acreage in 1879 being respectively 4633 and
10,092. On account of tho number of sheep pastured on the
uplands a large breadth of turnips is grown, their acreage in 1879
being 81,472. Potatoes are not cultivated beyond what isneccssary

for home .supplies, and had an acreage of only 5039. Botatio]}

grasses are grown chiefly in the uplands, and their acreage isgreatei

than in any other of the southern counties of England. Saiifojn i?

the grass most largely grown, as it is best adapted to land with 3
calcareous subsoil. In the lower levels no sanfoin and scarcely any
clover is grown, the hay being supplied from the rich water meadows,
which, are managed with great skill and attention, and give the best

money return of any lands in tlie county. Where a rapid stream of

water can be passed over them during the winter it^Eeldom becomes
frozen, and the grasses grow during the cold weather so-as to be fit

for pasture before any traces of vegetation appear in thesun-ounding
fields. Hops are extensively grown, in the eastern part of the

county bordering on, Surrey. Their acreage in 1879 was 306^.

Farming is generally conducted on the best modern principles, but
owing to the varieties of soil there is perhaps no county in'Englanil

in which the rotation observed is more diversified, or the processes

and methods more varied. Most of the farms are large, and there

is a considerable number of model farms. The waste land has been
mostly brought under tillage, but a very large acreage of the ancient

forests is still occupied by wood. New Forest has 60,000 acres

under wood, in addition to which there are in the east Woolnier
Forest (5949) and Alice Holt (2744), in the south-east the Forest of

Bere (11,000) and Waltham Chase (2000), and in the Isle of "Wight

Parkhurst Forest (3000). The New Forest was originally formed
by William the Conqueror in 1079 after the battle of Hastings, and
the greater part of it belongs to the crown. The trees of the forest

are principally beech and oak. The oaks, many of which are some
hundred years old, do not grow to a great height, but shoot out strong

crooked Branches which give them a very picturesque appearance.

Formerly they were chiefly used for the ships of the royal navy.

Herds of small ponies similar to those of Shetl.md and the Hebrides
are still reared in the Forest. It also contains abundance of deer,
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auil at one time it was famed for its pigs. The honey of the county

enjoys a special celebrity.

The number of cattle has increased with the imiirovcd facilities

for railway transport, and in 1879 was 66,059, or an average of 9-3

to every 100 acres under cultivation, as compared with 16 '9 for

Euglaud and 21 -0 for the United Kingdom. Of these the number
of cows and heifers in milk or in calf was 35,12S. The c.ittlc are of

no distinctive breed. The number of horses, to the breeding and

rearing of which much attention is paid, was 29,247 in 1879, or an

average of 4'1 to every 100 acres under cultivation, as compared with

45 for England and i'l for the United Kingdom. The number of

sheep in 1379 was 552,041, or an average of 78-2 to every lOOacivs

under cultivation, as compared with 753 for England and 68'0 for

the United Kingdom. The original breed was white-faced witli

horns, but most of the flocks now are of a Southdown variety which
have acnuired certain distinct peculiarities, aud are known as
" short wools " or " Hampshire downs." The number of pigs in

1879 was 57,122, or an average of 8-0 to every 100 acres, as com-

pared with 72 for England and 67 for the United Kingdom. The
breeding and fatteniug of pigs has long been a most important part

of Hampshire industry. The original breed of pigs has been im-

proved by crossing with Berkshire, Essex, and Chinese pigs. In the

vicinity of the forests the pigs are fed on acorns and beechmast,

and the pork of those so cured is considered the best, ali hough the

reputation of the Hampshire bacon depends chielly on the skilful

aianner in which it is cured.

According to the Landowners' Eeturn of 1872-73, the land was
divided between 27,472 proprietoi-s, holding land the gross annual
valueof whichwas£2,4()9,124. Ofthe owners 77 per cent, possessed

less than one acre, and the average all over was £2, 10s. 2Ad.

There were no fewer tlian 35 proprietors holding upwards of 6000
acres, viz :—Earl of Portsmouth, 16,401 ; Duke of Wellington,
15,847 ; Lord Ashburton, 15,330 ; Sir William Heathcote, Bart.,

14,189; Lord Bolton, 13,808; Melville Portal, 10,566; Earl of
Carnarvon, 9294 ; Lord Northbrook, 9236 ; Earl of Normantoii,
9236 ; Lord Henry Scott, 8922 ; eicacutors of John B. W. Fleming,
8343; Sir J. B. Simoon, 8724; Thomas Chamberlnyue 8535;
Thomas Thistlethwayte, 8084 ; Thomas Eafing, 8058 ; Sir J. C.
Jorvoise, 7877 ; Colkco of Winchester, 7269 ; Sir H. A. Tichbonic,
7270 ; Sir Henry llildmay, 6762 ; Crown Property, 6554 ; H. P.
Delme, 6258 ; Ko' Thomas Best, 6184 ; F. J. E. Jervoise, 6183

;

W. W. B. Beach, 6099 ; Dean and Chapter of Westminster, 5837
;

W. F. Cowper-Temple, 5780 ; John Bonham Carter 5621 ; John
Morant, 6596 ; W. H. Kingsraill, 5361 ; Lord Heytesbury, 5195

;

Edgar A. Drummond, 5155; W. H. S. Stanley, 5150; William
U. Iremonger, 5103 ; Edward Knight, 5041 ; Lady Jane Mill, 5040.
Manu/aclures and Track.—The manufactures are-unirnportant

except those carried on at Portsmouth and Gosport in connexion
with the royal navy. There are large steam docks and an exten-
sive shipping trade at Southampton. In many of the towns there
are breweries and tanneries, and paper is manufactured at several
places. Fancy pottery and terra cotta are made at Fareham and
Bishop's Waltham ; and Kingwood is celebrated for its knitted
gloves. At most of the coast towns fishing is prosecuted, and there
are oyster beds at Hayling Island. Cowes in tho Isle of Wight is

the station of tho royal yacht squadron and has building yarels for

yachts and large steamers. The principal bathing-places, besides
those in the Isle of Wight, are Southsea, Southh:u'Ung, Bourne-
mouth, and Anglesea, a suburb of Gosport. ,At Portsmouth there
is a convict pn.son, at Parkhurst a prison for convict boys, and at

Aldershott a large military camp.
Railways.—The London and South-Westcm Railway enters tho

county at Farnborough, passing by Winchester and from thence to

Southampton, a branch diverging from Bishopstoke to Gosport, ond
again to Portsmouth, Havant, and Em3Worth,ria the South Coast Rail-
way, by a branch from Farehnm. A branch of the Great Western
from Reading joins the South-Western at Basingstoke, about a milo
south-west from which a line diverges to Whitchurch, Andover, and
Salisbury. The Guildford and Reigate branch of the South Coast
Railway communicates with Alton and New Alrosford, 6 miles west
of which it joins tho South-Western. Southamnlon commujiicates
with Dorehester by tho Dorchester Railway wiiich, after brancji-

ing to Lymiiigton, paijses Ringwood, from which there is another
branch to Christchurch and Bournemouth. Another line connects
Southampton with Salisbury, and from this lino a branch 4 miles
north of Romsey communicates with Andover.

Adminislration.—WnmT!)3\i\re, including tho Tslc of Wight, com-
tniscs 38 " hundreds," 10 " liberties," 1 city, that of Winclie.ster

(10,366), which is also a munici[ial and parliamentary borough
; C

other boroughs which are both mnnicipal ami parliamentary, viz.,

Andover (5744), Lymington (53.')6), Newport (8.122), Portsmouth
(113,509), and South.ami)ton (53,741); 2 parliamentary boroughs,
»iz., Christchurch (15,415) andretersfield(C104) ; and 3 municipal
boroughs— Basingstoke (5574), Romsey (2056), and Hyde (11,200).

For parliament.iry purposes Hants is formed intnthrie divisions,
viz.. North Hants. South Hanti, and the Isle of Wight. Win-
chester which returns 2 members, and Andover and PutcrsGeld

which return 1 member each are in the northern division, which
returns in all 6 members ; in the southern division are included the
boroughs of Christchurch aud Lymington returning 1 member each,

and the boroughs of I'ortsniof.th aud Southampton returning 2 each,

and it returns in all 8 members ; the Isle of Wight letuins 1 member,
aud also contains tho borough of Newport returning 1 nienibrr.

The total representation of tlie county is thus IC members.
The county has one court of quarter sessions, and is divided into

14 petty sessional divisions. Tho city of Winchester, and the

boroughs of Andover, Portsmouth, andSoutliampton (a county of it-

selO, have commissioners of tlic peace and sejparatc courts of quarter

sessions ; and the boroughs of Basingstoke, Newport, Romsey, and
Ryde have commissions of the peace. In the borough of Lymington
the mayor and ex-raayor are magistrates, and the county justices

have concurrent jurisdiction. The county is included in the
western circuit, aud ecclesiastically is almost entirely in the diocese

of Winchester.
Populalion.—The total population of the county amounted in

1841 to 354,682, in 1S51 to 405,370, in 1S61 to 481,815, and in 1871
to 544,684 (males, 275,393; females, 269,291). The increase in

30 years from 1841 has been 54 percent., and since 1801 it has
been 97 per cent. The excess of males over females is accounted
for by the naval and military establishments situated in the
county. In 1871 the mainland portion contained a population of

478,465, and the Isle of Wight 66,219.

Histonj and Antiquities.—Before the Roman invasion the Welsh
Celts of Hampshire had been driveu out or subdued by incursions

of Gauls, who first took possession of tlie country round Winchester
to tlie west of the great forest of Andresweald, stretching into

Hampshire from Sussex, and gradually occupied the greater part of

the southern shires from Surrey aud Sussex to Devon. It w.is

probably during this prolonged coutest that the intrenched campt-

were formed at Beacon Hill, Bury Hill, Danebury, Quarley Mount.
^nd Worldbury Mount. The Gauls whom the Romans found in

South Britain were divided into three tribes—the lUgni on thi

coast, the Belgce in the middle, and the Alrelalts in the north.

Their chief town occupied the site of the modern Winchester, aim

was known: as Venta Beltjarum by the Romans, who made it one ol

their principal stations. From it roads, traces of which may yet

be seen, were constructed to Sorbiodunum (Old Sarum), Silchester,

and Southampton, and to Porchester (Poilsmouth) and Chichester.

Next to Vcnta. Bclgaruvi tho most important Roman station in

Hampshire was Callem (probably Silchester), where there are yet

very extensive remains ; traces of a large station (Claus-iulum) art

still to be seen at Southampton ; at Portsmouth portions of a^

old Roman fort are incorporated in the castle of Porchester ; a)

Broughton, near Stockbridge, slight traces of a station are stilj

visible; and an intrenehnient at Egbury Hill, near Whitchurch, i)

regarded by some as the remains of the ancient Vindomis, althoupli

others place the site of that town at Silchester. Even before tht

Roman conquest of Britain tho southern shores of England hjnj

been frequently attacked by Saxon pirates, and afterwards, in 475,

the warriors Hengiat and Horsa had succeeded ultimately and wit'-

great diihculty in establishing themselves in Kent ; but the renj

conquest of southern Britain was accomplished by a Saxon trib^

called Gcrvissn or Gcrvissi, who about the year" 495, under Cerdi^

and his son Cynric, lamled from five shijis on the shores of Soutl«»

ampton Water, and concluded a stubborn contest by defeating tin

Britons at Charford in 619, from which period is genenilly dated

the origin of the kingdom of Wessex, which had for its capitH]

Winchester, then known as Wintanceaster or Winteccaster. Th?
establishment of the bishop's see at Winchester, after the conversioq

of King Kynegils of Wessex about 635, falls more appropriately U)

bo noticed in the article on that city. In 755, according to thq

Siuxon chronicle, Sigebert, king of Wessex, was deprived by tho

witan of tlio whole of his kingdom, with the exception of

Tfamtanscirc, the first time that the namo occurs. Hamjishire

played a prominent part in tho contest with the Danes or North-
men, wdio about 860 stormed Winchester, but were oftcrwmrds

worsted, in 871 defeated Ethelbert nt Basing, and in 878 compellol

King Alfred to retreat to the woods and fastnesses. Tho devasta-

tion of tho Islo of Wight by the Danes in the reign of Ethclred II.,

and the other historical events connected with that island, will bo
noticed in tho article WiGUr, Islk of. Under Edward the Con-
fessor and Harold II. tho seat of government had been transferreil

from Winchester to Westminster, but th^ honour was again restornl

to Hampshire by William tho Conqiuitir, who mode Winchester

his principal residence, aud for tho purposes of sport de\Tistated a

largo part of tho county to form tho New Fon-st. The superstitions

fancies of the time traced a necessory connexion between this

violent cxerci'^e of Jiis prerogatives ond tlie sntlden death of hia

sons and grandson within the boundaries of tho scene of his ruth-

less devastations : his son Richard was smitten with sudden death

in the New Forest while hunting ; a second Richard, a natural

son of IJoliert his eldest son, met his dentil there nceidenlally ; and
William Hufui, his eldest son and his successor, while hunting
within it was shot by an arrow in 1 100. Tho loss which the sbiro
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sustained by the final tr.'in3ference of tlie seat of government to

Loudon was partiaUy compensated for by the rise of the ports of

Southampton and Portsmouth, which have been an important

element iu its prosperity down to the present time. The principal

other historical events of the shire are connected either with these

two towns or with Winchester or the isle of Wight, the only ex-

ception of importance being the siege and capture of Basing House

I>y the troops of Cromwell in 1645.

The principal monastic institutiens in Hampshire, dissolved by
Henry VIII., were the priory of St Swithin, who was bishop of

Winchester from 852 to 862 ; the monastery of Hyde, outside the

walls of Winchester, founded by King Alfred; the nunnery of

St Mary's, Winchester; St Elizabeth's College,- Winchester; the

nunnery of Wherwell, founded by Elfrida ; the Augustinian priory

of Southwick, founded by William of Wykeham ; the Prsenion-

stratensian abbey of Tichfield, founded in the time of Henry III.

;

the Augustinian priory of Twyneham, Christchurch, founded accord-

ing to some authorities by King Athelstan ; the Augustinian priory

of Breamore, founded by Baldwin de Redvers; the nunnery, of

iiomsey, founded by Edward the Elder about 910 ; the Augustinian

priory of Mottisfont, endowed soon after the Conquest, but by
whom is uncertain ; the Cistercian abbey of Beaulieu, founded by
King John about 1204 ; the Cistercian abbey of Netley, founded in

the time of Henry III.; the Augu.stinian priory of St Denis, near

Southampton, founded by Henry I. ; the abbey of Quarr, Isle of

Wight ; and the preceptory of Baddesley. The most important

monastic remains are those at Winchester ; the priory church at

Christchurch in the Norman and Perpendicular style ; the Norman
church at Romsey ; the remains of Netley Abbey, with a church
in the Early English style ; the ruins of Beaulieu Abbey, of which
a gateway is in good preservation (the abbot's house has been con-

verted into a private residence, and the great hall or refectory, in

the plain Early English style, is now used as a parish church);

the ruins of the priory of St Denis, and the Norman church at

Porchester, near Portsmouth. Corhampton church, near Exton,
ia the only Saxon church in Hampshire which is entire, but Saxou
masonry is found in Hcadboume Worthy church, which also con-

tains an old bra* of the 15th century. The principal other old

churches not mentioned under Winchester, Southampton, and other

towns, nor already referred to in connexion with monastic remains,

are—in the Norman style, Chilcombe, Hamble, Kingsclere, and
Tichbourne ; iu the Norman style, with Early English additions,

Alton, Basing, Bishop's Sutton, Brockenhurst, Clatford, Hamble-
don, Milford, and Warnford ; in the Early English, Boldre,

Cheriton, Grately, Supley, which is partly Perpendicular, and
Thruxton, which contains a brass to Sir John Lisle (died 1407),
affording the earliest example of complete plate armour in England

;

and in the Perpendicular, Basingstoke, Fordingbridge, which is

also partly Decorated, Tichfield, Selbome, and Warblington.
The principal old castles are Calshot Castle, built in the time of

Henry VIII., and used by the coast-guard ; Carisbrook Castle

{see WiOHT, Isle of); Hurst Castle, near Southampton, where
Charles I. was for a short time imprisoned, now transformed into

a fortress ; and Porchester Castle (see Portsmouth). The modem
residences of the gentry are. more than usually numerous.
Among the eminent persons connected with Hampsliire may be

mentioned Young, author of the Night Thoughts ; Warton, author

of the History of English Poetry ; Dibdin, Bishop Wykeham,
Pococke the traveller, Sir William Petty, Jonas Hanway, Brunei,

Gilbert White, John Keble, and Charles Dickens.

See the papers regarding the early history of South Britain by Dr
Guest in the Archmological Journal, and in the Transactioixs of the

Archaeological Institute ; Ham2>shire, extractedfrom Domesday Book,

by Richard Warner, 1789; Moody, Hampshire in 1086 (1862), and
the same authoi's Antiquarian and Topographical Sketches, 1846,

and Notes and Essays relating to the Counties of Hants and Wilts,

1851 ; R. Mudie, History of Hampshire, 2 vols., 1840 ; J. Duthie,

Sketches of Hampshire, 1840 ; P. J. Martin, Geology of Hampshire,
1851; Michaclmarsh and its Antiquities, 1867; Woodward's im-

portant History of Hampshire, 3 vols., 1869; and '\\Tiite's History
und Directory of Hampshire and the Isle of Wight, 1879.

HAMPSTEAD, a suburb 6f Loudon, is situated in

tbe county of Middlesex, on the slope" of Hampstead
Hill, 4 miles N.W. of the city. The village is irregu-

larly built, and the streets are narrow and tortuous,

but it has preserved more than any other London
suburb its sylvan appearance, and is still noted for

its fine groves and avenues. From the side of the hill

there issue chalybeate springs, whose virtue was first dis-

covered in the 17th century, and which at the beginning

of last century rivalled those of Tunbridge Wells and
Epsom in popularity. Their reputation, however, gradually

'declined after the middle of the century, and now the

supply of mineral water has been greatly diminished by llic

cutting of deep drains and of railway tnunels. Uaiiiji-

stead Heath, an irregular sandy tract occuityingtho summit
and northern slope of the hill, and extending to 240 acres,

is much frequented by excursionists and jiicnic parties.

The hill is the highest in the vicinity of the metropolis,

being 443 feet above the level of the Thames, or 3G feet

higher than the cross of St Paul's, i At one time the

village was a favourite resort of poets and other men
of letters. ; and among the more famous of its old

taverns was the Flask Inn, now converted into a private

residence, the meeting-place of the Kit-Cat club, of which
the more celebrated members were Addison, Steele,

Richardson, Marlborough, and Walpole. The parish

church of St John, consecrated in 1747 and enlarged in

1844, is a plain brick structure in the Italian style with a

picturesque tower. The graveyard contains a number of

monuments of eminent persons, including those of Sir

James Mackintosh, Joanna Baillie, and Constable the artist

Near the village a large militia barracks was erected iu

1863, and there are a number of charitable institutions,

including a soldiers' daughters' home, a sailors' daughters'

home, an orphan working school, and the North London
Consumptive Hospital The population of the parish in

1871 was 32,281.

HAMPTON, a village in the county of Middlesex,

England, is situated oa the north bank of the Thames, 12

miles W.S.W. from Hyde Park Corner. The parish

church erected in 1830, with a square tower at its western

end, is without architectural merit, but the churchyard

contains a number of interesting old monuments. Among
the many fine residences in. the vicinity is Garrick Villa,

formerly, under the name of Hampton House, the residence

of Garrick the famous actor. In the neighbourhood there

are a number of large pumping works for supplying London
with water. The free grammar school founded in 1556
was reopened in 1878 as a middle-class school, for which

the usual fees are charged. The population of the village

in 1871 was 2207.

About a mile from Hampton village and close to the

river stands Hampton Court Palace, one of the finest

extant specimens of the Tudor style of architecture, and

formerly a royal residence. It was originally erected by

Cardinal Wolsey, who in 1515 received a lease of the old

mansion and grounds for 99 years. As the splendour of

the building seemed to awaken the cupidity of Henry
Vm., Wolsey in 1526 thought it prudent to make him a

present of it. It became Henry's favourite residence, and

he made several additions to the building, including the

great hall and chapel in the Gothic style. Of the original

five quadrangles only two now remain, but a third was

erected by Sir Christopher Wren for William III. The
fine gardens, extending to 44 acres, were laid out at the

desire of WiUiam III. in the Dutch style, with elevated

terracss, long shady walks, and a labyrinth called the

"Maze," which is the source of great amusement to

visitors. Bushy Park, opposite the palace gardens, is

open to the public, and contains a celebrated avenue of

chestnut trees. The palace was sold by the parliament in

1641, but afterwards came into the hands of Cromwell;

and it continued to be one of the principal residences of'

the English sovereigns until the time of George II. It

was the birthplace of Edward VI., and the meeting-place

of the conference held in the reign of James I. to settle

the dispute between the Presbyterian.^ and the state clergy.

It is now partly occupied by persons of rank in reduced

circumstances ; but its state apartmente. picture gallery,

and gardens are open to the public free of charge. The

cplebrated cartoons of Raphael which it formeily possessed

have lately been removed to the South Kecsington
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Miueum, bul, it still contains a valuable collection of

pictures, including a number of fine specimens of the old

masters, and a large collection of portraits of persons

famous in English history.

HAMSTER (Cricetus), a genus of rodent mammals
belonging to the Muridce or mice family, and characterized

by the possession of large cheek pouches. The common
hamster (Cricetus vulgaris) is somewhat larger and stouter

than the Norway rat, but with a much shorter taiL Its

fur, which varies somewhat in colour, is generally of a

reddish-brown above and black beneath, with several white

spots on the sides. It is found throughout the dry regions

of central Europe and Asia, from the Rhine eastward to

the river Obi and southward to Persia and the Caucasus.

It is a burrawing animal, its subterrauean dwelling consist-

ing of several vaults, most of which are used as storehouses

for the graiu and seeds which the hamster laj's up in

autumn for consumption during winter and spring. In

collecting this store it makes use of its cheek pouches, which

are said to be large enough to contain a quarter of an

English pint, while the hoard of a single individual wul
sometimes contain about two bushels of grain. It is thus

specially obnoxious to the farmer, who loses no opportunity

of destroying the creature and of ransacking its stores.

Like many other rodents, the hamster is exceedingly prolific,

the female producing several broods in the year, each con-

sistiug ot over a dozen young, and these when not more
than three weeks old are turned out of the parental burrow
to form underground homes for themselves. The burrow

ot the young hamster is only about a foot in depth, while

that of the adult descends 4 or 5 feet beneath the surface.

On the approach of winter the hamster retires to its sub-

terranean abode, the various entrances to whicl it carefully-

closes, and there it remains until th» advent of milder con-

ditions, feeding for a while on its well-garnered store, but
becoming torpid during the coldest period of winter.

Although feeding chiefly on roots, fruits, and grain, it is

also to some extent carnivorous, attacking and feeding upon
email quadrupeds, lizards, and birds. It is exceedingly

fierce anit pugnacious, the males especially fighting with
each other for possession of the females. The numbers
of those destructive vermin are kept in check by their

many natural, enemies, the foxes, dogs, ca^ts, and polecats,

which feed upon thom. The skin of the hamster is of some
value, and its" flesh is used as food. Its burrows are

sought after in the countries where it abounds, both for

capturing the animal and for rifling its store.

HANAU, a town of Prussia, capital of a cfrcle in the

government district of Cassel, province of Hesse-Nassau, is

situated at the couSuonce of the rivers Kinzigand Main, 12

mibs E. of Frankfort. It consists of what are called an old

and a new town. The streets ot the former are narrow and
irregular, but the latter, founded at' the end of the I6tli

century by refugee Walloons and Nethorlanders, is built in

the form of a pentagon with broad streets crossing at right

angles, and possesses several fine squares, among which may
be mentioned the market-place, adorned with Landooiue

fountains at the four corners. The town is the seat of a

circle court, a head ta-x-office, a chamber of commerce, and
a branch of the imperial bank. Among the principal build-

ings are the ancient castle, formerly the residence of th«

counts of Hanau; the church of St John, dating from the

17 til century, with a rather imposing tower; the old cnorch

of St Mary, formerly a collegiate church, and containing

the tomb of the counts of Hanau ; the church of the new
town, built in the beginning of the 17th century, whoso
ground plan is in the form of two circles intersecting each

otber ; the beautiful new Catholic church, the synagogue,

the theatre, the barracks, the arsenal, the orphanage, and
the iaiirmary. Ita educational establishments include u

11-17

gymnasium, a school of design, a real-school, and a higher
girls' schoal. There is a Wetteravian society of natural
history and an historical society, both of which possess
considerable libraries and collections connected with their
respective branches of knowledge. Hanau is the birthplace
of the brothers Grimm, and the house in which they were
born is now adorned with a medallion. In the neighbour-
hood of the town are the electoral palace, with an extensive
park and large orangeries, and the watering-place of
Wilhelmsbad. Hanau is the principal commercial and
manufacturing town in the province, and stands next to
Cassel in point of population. Its staples are ornaments
of various kinds, cigars, leather, paper, playing cards', silver
and platina wares, chocolate, soap, woollen cloth, Lats, silk,

cloves, stockings, ropes, and matches. It has also three
large foundries and a number of breweries, and in the
neighbourhood there are extensive powder-mills. It carries

on a large trade in wood, wine, and corn, in addition to its

articles of manufacture. The population of the town in

1875 was 22,269.

from the number of nms, coins, and other antiquities foand near
Hanau it would appenr that it owes its origin to a Roman settle-
ment. It was raised to tlie rank of a town in 1393, and in 1528 it

was fortified bj Count rhiaj), who rebuilt the castle. At the end of
the 16th century its prosperity received considerable impulse from
the accession of the Walloons and ^etherlandere. During the
Thirty Years' War it was in 1631 takeu by the Swedes, and in 1636
it was besieged by the imperial troops, but was relieved on the 13tb
June by Landgrave William V. of Cassel, on account of which tha
day is still commemorated by the inhabitants. Napoleon on his
retreat from Leipsic defeated the Germans undor Mai-shal M'rede at
Hanau, October 30, 1»13 ; and on tlw following day the allies

- vactited the town, when it was entered by the French. In 1429
Hanau became the capitalof a province of the empire, which on
the death of Count Reinhard II. was in 1451 partitioned between
the Hanau-Miinzenbcrg and Hanau-Lichteiibcrg lines, but was
reunited in 1692 when the elder line became extinct. The younger
line received pnncely rank in 1696, but, as it also became extinct,

Hanau-Miinzenberg in 1' o6 was joined to Hesse-Cissel and Hanaa-
Lichtenber" to Hesse-Damistadt. In 1785 the whole province was
united to Hesse-Cassel, and in 1803 it became an independent prin-

cipality. In 1813 it apain came into the possession of Hisse-Cassel,

and in 1866 it was joined to Prussia.

HANCOCK, John (1737-1793), American revolutionery

statesman, was born at Quiney, Massachusetts, January 12,

1737. Having taken his degree at Harvard university in

1754, he began a mercantile career, and on the death of

an uncle in 1764 succeeded to a large fortune uad a pros-

perous business. In 17G8, two years after his election to

the Massachusetts house of representatives by the city of

Boston, his bIooi) " Liberty " was seized for contravention

of the commercial laws, and in the riot which followed the

royal customs commissioners barely escaped with their lives.

After the " massacre " of Boston in 1 770, Hancock inveighed

with such spirit and bitterness against the troops and their

officers, demanding their removal from the town, that ho

became obnoxious to the Government ; and five years after-

wards the attempt to seize his person led to the first revolu-

tionary battle at Concord, Massachusetts. In 1774 Hancock

was president of the provincial congress, and from 1775 to

1777 of the general congress at Philadelidiia, where he was

the first to sign the declaration of independence. Return-

ing to Massachusetts he assisted in framing its constitution,

and in 1780 was chosen first governor. Ho ^-as annually

elected to this dignity till 1785, and again from 1787 to

1793, sitting as an ordinary member of tho legislature in

the interval He received tho degree of LL.D. from

Harvard university in 1792. Ho died at Quiucy, 8th

October 1793.

HANDEL, Gedroe Frederick (1C85-1759), one of the

greatest names in tho history of music generally, is abso-

lutely paramount in that of English music. 1 lis influence on

tho artistic development of England and his popularity,

using that word in the most comprehensive sense, arc
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perhaps unequalled. He has entered into the private and
the political life as well as into the art life of Englishmen

;

without him they cannot bury their dead or elect their

legislators ; and never has a composer been more essenti-

ally national than the German Handel has become in

England. It may on the other hand be said that but for

his sojourn in that country Handel would never have been
what he was. It was under the influence of English poetrj',

and of English national and religious life, that his artistic

conception broadened and gained the dignity and grandeur
which we see in his oratorios, and which was wanting, and,
seeing the style of art, could not but be wanting, in his

Italian operas. The day of Handel's arrival in London, late

in the autumn of 1710, was indeed an eventful day in the
life of Handel as well as in the annals of English music,
and the facts of his biography preceding that date may be
summed up with comparative brevity. George Frederick
Handel (in German the name is always Handel) was
born at Halle in Sasony on February 23, 1685, the same
year which gave birth to his great fellow composer
Johann Sebastian Bach.' He was the son of George
Handel, who according to the custom of the time com-
bined the occupations of barber and surgeon, and subse-

quently rose to be vajetde-chambre to the elector of

Saxony. His second wife, Dorothea Taust, was the

daughter of a clergyman, and to her the great composer
remained attached with all the ties of filial affection. His
father was sixty-three years old when Handel was born, and
the musical talent shown by the youth at a very early age
found little encouragement from the stern old gentleman,
who looked upon art with contempt, and destined his son
for the law. Many are the anecdotes relating to the sur-

reptitious way in wliich the youth practised the forbidden
art on a little spinet smuggled into his attic by the aid of a

good-natured aunt, and fortunately of too feeble tone to be
audible in the lower part of the house. At the age of eight

the boy accompanied his father on a visit to Sase-
Weissenfels, and it was there that the proficiency acquired
in the manner above described was turned to excellent

account; for, having made acquaintance with the court
musicians, and being allowed to practise on the organ, he
was on one occasion overheard by the duke himself, who
immediately recognizing his talent spoke seriously to the
father on his behalf. To such a remonstrance coming from
such a quarter the valet-de-charabre had of course to submit,
and henceforth Handel was allowed to practise his art, and
after his return to Halle even received musical instruction

from Zachau, one of the best organists of the town. It

was under his somewhnt mechanical but thorough tuition

that Handel acquired his knowledge of counterpoint

;

he also soon became an excellent performer on the organ.

His first attempts at composition date from an equally
early period, and in his twelfth year he made his debut
as a virtuoso at the court of Berlin with such success that

the elector of Brandenburg, afterwards King Frederick
I. of Prussia, offered to send him to Italy, a proposal
declined by Handel's father for unknown reasons. In
1697 the latter died, and the young artist was henceforth
thrown on his own resources. For some years he remained
in Halle, where in 1 702 he obtained a position as organist

;

but in the following year we find him at Hamburg, at that
time one of the musical centres of Germany. There the
only German opera worth the name had been founded by
Reinhold Keiser, the author of innumerable operas and
operettas, and was flourishing at the time under his direc-

tion. Handel entered the orchestra, and soon rose from
his place amongst the second violins to the conductor's seat
at the clavicembalo, which he occupied during Reiser's

' The linto, 23d February 16Si, given on bis tombstone in West-
minster Abbey is incoiTect.

absence, necessitated by debt. It v,-as at Hamburg that Iio

became acquainted with Mattheson, a fertile composer and
writer on musical subjects, whose Vollkommeuer Kujxll-
)/!CiV(?r(1739) and L'/n-eiipforte {17 iO) are valuable sources

for the history of music. The friendship of the two young
men was not without some curious • incidents. On ono
occasion they set out together on a journey to Liibeck,

where the place of organist at one of the churches was
vacant. Arrived at Liibeck, they discovered that one of the
conditions for obtaining the place was the hand of the
elderly daughter of the former organist, the celebrated

Buxtehude, whereat the two candidates forthwith returned
to Hamburg. Another adventure might have had still

more serious consequences. At a performance of Matthc-
son's opera Cleojmtra at Hamburg, Handel refused to giva

up the conductor's seat to the composer, who was also q
singer, and was occupied on the stage during the early part

of his work. The dispute led to an improvised duel out-

side the theatre, and but for a large button on Handel's
coat which intercepted his adversary's Bword, there would
have been no Messiah or Israel in E'jypi. In spite of all

this the young men remained friends, and Mattheson's
writings are full of the most valuable facts for Handel's
biography. He relates in his Ehrenpforte amongst otlier

things that his friend at that time used to compose "inter-

minable cantatas " of nc great merit, but of these no trace

now remains, unless we assunie that a " Passion" according

to St John (German words by Postel), the IIS. of which
is at the Pioyal Library, Berlin, is amongst the works
alluded to. It was composed in 1704. The year after

this witnessed Hiindel's first dramatic attempt—a German
opera, Almira, performed at Hamburg on January 8, 1705,
with great success, and followed a few weeks later by
another work of the same class, Nero by name. In 1706
he left Hamburg for Italy, at that time still the great

school of music, to which indeed Handel himself owed his

skill and experience in writing for the voice. He remained
in Italy for three years, living at various times iu Florence,

Rome, Naples, and Venice. He is said to have made the

acquaintance of Lotti, of Alessandro Scarlatti, and of the

latter's son Domenico, the father of modern pianoforte

playing. His compositions during his Italian period were
two operas, two oratorios, Resurrezione and U Trionfo del

Tempo e del Disinganno, afterwards developed into the

English oratorio The Triumph of lime and Truth, and
numerous other choral works. It was during these years

that the composer's earlier or Italian style reached its full

maturity, and that his name became widely known in the

musical world. In the chief cities of Italy " il Sassone,"

as Handel, like his countryman Hasse twenty years later,

was nicknamed, was received with every mii'c of favour

and esteem. nBuI his own country also began to acknow-

ledge his merits. At Venice in 1709 Handel received the

offer of the post of capellmeister to the elector of Hanover,

transmitted to him by his patron and staunch friend of later

years Baron Kielmansegge. The composer at the time con-

templated a visit to England, and he accepted the offer

only on condition of leave of absence being granted to

him for that purpose. To England accordingly Handel
journeyed after a short stay at Hanover, arriving in Lon-

don' towards the close of 1710. Curiously enough he

came as a composer of Italian opera, and in that capacity

he earned his first success at the Haymarket with the opera

liinaldo, composed it is said in a fortnight, and first per-

formed on February 24. 1711. The beautiful and still

universally popular air " Lascia f.h'io pianga " is from this

opera. A similar air in the form of a sarahande occurs in

Almira. After the close of the season in June of the same

year Handel seems to have returned to Germany for a short

» time 1 but the temptation of English fame or English gold
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proved too powerful, and iu January 1712 we find Lim
bick iu Loudon, evideiUly little incliued to return to

Hanover in spite of his duties at the court there. Two
Italian oiieras, tho celebrated Utrecht Te Deum written by

command of Queen Anue, aud other works belong to this

period. It was iu such circumstances somewhat awkward

for the composer when his deserted master came to London

as George I. of England. Neither was the king slow in

resenting the wrongs of the elector. For a considerable

time Handel was uut allowed to appear at court, and it

was only through tho intcrccssiou of his patron Baron

Kielmansegge that his pardon was at last obtained. Com-
missioned by the latter, Handel wrote his celebrated Water-

Music, which was performed at a great fete on the Thames,

and so pleased the king that he at once received the com-

poser to his good graces. A salary of £200 a year granted

to Handel was the immediate result of this happy consum-

mation. Iu 1716 he followed the king to Germany, where

lie wrote a second German " Passion," the words this

time being supplied by Brockes, a well-known poet of the

day. After his return to England he entered the service

of the duke of Cbandos as conductor of his private

concerts. In this capacity he resided for three years at

Cannons, the duke's splendid seat near Edgeware, and pro-

duced the two Te Deums and the twelve Anthems surnamed
Chandos. The English pastoral Acix and Galatea (not to

be mistaken for the Italian cantata of that name written

at Naples, with which it has nothing in common), and his

first oidtorio to English words Esther, were written during

his stay at Cannons. It was not till 1720 that he appeared

again in a public capacity, viz., in that of impresario of an
Italian opera at the Haymarket Theatre, which he managed
for the so-called Royal Academy of JIusic. Senesino, a

celebrated singer, to engage whom the composer specially

journeyed to Dresden, was the mainstay of the enterpris?,

which opened with a highly successful performance of

Handel's opera Radamista. Muzio Scevola, written in

conjunction with Buononeini and Ariosti, Tamerlane,
Rodelinda, and other operas composed for the same theatre,

are now forgotten, only detached songs being heard at

concerts. To this time also belongs the celebrated rivalry

of Handel and Buononeini, a gifted Italian composer, who
by his clique was declared to be infinitely superior to the

German master. The controversy raised a storm in the

arwtocratic teapot, and has been perpetuated in the lines

generally but erroneously attributed to Swift, and in reality

written by John Byrom :

—

Some say, compared to Buononeini,
That Mynheer Handel 's but a ninny ;

Others aver that he to Ilandcl
Is scarcely fit to hold a candle.

Strange all this difTerence should be
'Twixt Tweedle-dmn and Twcedlc-dee.

Althongb the contempt for music, worthy of Chesterfield

himself, shown in these lines may seem absurd, they yet

contain a grain of truth. Handel differed from his

rival only in degree not in essence. In other wcrd«,

he was an infinitely greater composer than Buonon-
eini, but had ho continued to write Italian opera there

is no reason to conclude from his existing works of

that class that he would have reformed or in any essential

point modified the existing genre. Tho contest was
therefore essentially of a personal nature, and in these

circumstances it is hardly necessary to add that Handel
remained victorious. Buononeini for a reason not sufii-

cieutly explained left London, and Handel was loft with-

out a rival. But in spito of this his connexion with
Italian opera was not to be a source of pleasure or of wealth
to tho great composer. For twenty years tho indomitable
master was engaged in variuu.'i operatic ventures, in spite

01 a rival company under the great singer ForineUL btartcd

by his enemies,—in spite also of liis bankruptcy in 1737,
aud an attack of paralysis caused by anxiety aud overwork
Of the numerous operas produced by him during this period

it would be needless to speak in detail Only the name of

the final work of the long series, JjeiJamia, produced in

1741, may be mentioned here. That Handel's non success

was not caused by the inferiority of his works to those of

other composers is sufficiently proved by the fact that tho
rival company also had to be dissolved for want of support.

But Handel was in more than one way disqualified for the

post of operatic manager, dependent in those days even
more than in ours on the patronage of the great. To sub-

mit to the whims and the pride of the aristrocracy was not

in the nature of the upright German, who even at the con-

certs of the princess of Wales would use language not often

heard at courts when the talking of the ladies during the

performance irritated him. And, what was perhaps still

more fatal, he opposed with equal firmness the caprices

and inartistic tendencies of those absolute rulers of the

Italian stage—the singers- The story is told that he

took hold of an obstinate prima donna and held

her at arm's length out of window, threatening to drop

her into the street below uidess she would sing a par-

ticular passage in the proper way. Such arguments

were irresistible at the time, but their final results were
equally obvious, in spite of Handel's essentially kindly

nature and the ready assistance he gave to those wlio

really wished to learn. No wonder therefore that his

quarrels with virtuosi were numerous, and that Senesino

deserted him at a critical moment for the enemy's camp.

It is a question whether Handel's change from opera to

oratorio has been altogether in the interest of musical art

Tiie opera lost in him a great power, but it may well be

doubted whether dramatic music such as it was in those

days would have been a proper mould for his j^enius.

Neither is it certain that that genius was, strictly speaking,

of a dramatic cast. There are no doubt in his oratorios

—

for in these alone Handel's power is displayed in its matu-

rity—examples of great dramatic force of expression ; but

Handel's genius was in want of greater exiiausion than the

economy of the drama will allow of. It was no doubt for

this reason that from an inner necessity he created for him-

self tho form of the oratorio, which in spite of the dialogue

in which the plot is developed is in all essentials the musical

equivalent of the epic. This breadth aud depth of tho epic

is recognized in those marvellous choral pieces expressive

either of pictorial detad (as the gnats and the darkness

tangible and impenetrable in Israel in Egi/pt) or of the com-

bined religious feeling of an entire nation. By the side of

these even the finest solo pieces of Handel's scores appear

comparatively insignificant, and we cannot sufliciently

wonder at tho obtuseness of the public which demanded the

insertion of miscellaneous operatic nria* as a relief from

the incessant choruses in Israel in Egypt at tho second per-

formance of that great work in 1740. Handel is less the.

exponent of individual passion than tho interpreter of the

sufferings and aspirations of a nation, or in a wider sense

of mankind. Take, for instance, tho celebrated Dead
March in Saul. It is fuU of intense grief, in spite of the

key of C major, which ought onco for all to dispel the pre-

judice that sorrow always speakfl in minor kcm Eveu
Chopin himself has not been able to give nttcrancc to the

feeling in more impressive strains. And yet tho measured

and decisive rhythm, aud tho dimple diatonic harmonies,

plainlyindicato that hero a mighty nation dcjilores the death

of a hero. It is for tho same reason that Handel's stay in

England was of such great influence on his artistic career.

Generally speaking, there is little connexion between p>.iitic3

aud art. But it may be said without cxaggeratiou that

only amongst a free people, and a people having c national
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life such 35 England alone had in tlio last century,

such national epics as Judas Maccabceus and Israel in

E-jyiii could have been engendered. In the same sense the

Jfcusiah became the embodiment of the deep religious feel-

ing pervading the English people, and Handel, by leaving

Italian opera for the oratorio, was changed from the

entertainer of a caste to the artist of the people in the

highest and widest sense. The Messiah is indeed the musi-

cal equivalent of Milton's Paradise Lost. This leads us to

another and equally. important aspect of the same subject

—

the important influence of English poetry on Handel's

works. Not only are some of the greatest names of English

literature— Milton [Allegro and Penseroso), Dryden {Alex-

ander's Feast), Pope [St Cecilia's Ode)—immediately con-

nected with Handel's compositions, but the spirit of these

poets, and especially of Milton, pervades his oratorios even

whfia he has to deal with the atrocious doggerel of Morell

or Humphreys. In addition to this Handel received many
a valuable suggestion from the works of Purcell and other

early English musicians with which he was well acquainted.

No wonder therefore that Englishmen claim Handel as one

of themselves, and have granted him honours both during

his lifetime and after his death such as have fallen to the

share of few artists. But in spite of all this it is impossible

to deny that the chances of a national development of

English music were, if not absolutely crushed, at least

delayed for centuries by Handel. Under Elizabeth and
James England had a school of music which, after the storms
of the civil war, was once more revived by such masters

as Pelham Humphrey and his great pupil Purcell. The
latter, although cut off in his youth, had left sufficient seed
for a truly national growth of English music. But Handel
soon concentrated the interest of connoisseurs and people on
his own work, and native talent had to abandon the larger

sphere of the metropolis for the comparative seclusion of the

c.ithe Jral. The following is a chronological list of Handel's
English oratorios taken from the catalogue of his works
appended to Mr J. Marshall's article in Grove's Diclionary of

Music and jSJusicians, vol. i. p. G57. Esther (1720), Deborah
(U3-3), Athalia(U33), Saul {\73S), Israelin Er/y2^t{U38),

Messiah (1741), Samson (1741), Joseph (1743), Hercules

(1744), Belshazzar (1744), Occasional (1746), Judas
MaccabcEus (1746), Alexander Balas (1747), Joshua (1747),
Solomon (1748), Susanna (1748), Theodora (1749), Jephtha

(1751), 2'riumphof TimeandTruth{\1^7). The sequence
of these dates will show that the transition from Italian

opera to sacred music was very gradual, and caused by
circumstances rather than by premeditated choice. It

^ould lead us too far to enter here into the genesis of each
of thes3 works, but a few remarks must be added with
regard to Handel's summuni opus the Messiah. It was
written in twenty-four days and first performed April

18, 1742, at Dublin, where Handel wis staying on a visit

to the duke of Devonshire, lorddieutenant of Ireland.

•Its first performance in London took place on March 23d
of the following year. Its introduction into Handel's native

country was due to Philip Emanuel Bach, the son of the

great Bach, who conducted it at Hamburg. At Berlin it

-was for the first time given in April 1786, under the leader-

ship of Adam Hiller, who also introduced it a few months
later at Leipsic against the advice of all the musicians of

Saxony. At the Berlin performance Signora Carrara, the
celebrated singer, inserted in the first part an aria by
Traetta, in which, according to a contemporary account,
"she took much trouble to please the public, and the
bravura passages of which she delivered with great success."
Two years before this had taken place the great Handel
commemoration at Westminster Abbey, when on the third
day of the festival, May 29, 1784, the Messiah was
Bplendidlj performed by an orchestra and chorus of 525

performers. In tho appreciation of Handel England
thus was far in advance of Germany. The remainder of

Handel's life may be told in few words. Owing to the
machinations of his enemies he for a second time became a
bahkrupt in. 1745, but nothing, not even his blindness
during the last six years of his life, could daunt his energy.
He worked till the last, and attended a performance of his
Messiah a week before his death, which took place on
April 14, 1759. He was buried in Westminster Abbey.
His monument is by Eoubilliac, the same sculptor who
modelled the statue erected during Handel's lifetime in

Vauxhall Gardens.

Handel was a man of character and high intelligence, and
his interest was not, like that of too many musicians, con-
fined to his own art exclusively. He liked the society of

politicians and literary men, and he was also a collector of

pictures and articles of vertu. His power of work was
enormous, and the list of his works would fill many pages.

They belong to. all branches of music, from the simple air

to the opera and oratorio. His most important works of

the two last-named classes have already been mentioned.
But his instrumental compositions, especially his concert!

for the organ and his suites de pieces for the harpsichord,

ought not to be forgotten. Amongst the contrapuntists of

his time Handel had but one equal—Bach. But he also

was a roaster of the orchestra, and, what is more, possessed

the rare gift of genuine melody, unfortunately too often

impeded by the rococo embellishments of his arias. The
extraordinary rapidity with which he worked has be?n
already referred to. It is true that when his own ideas

failed him he helped himself to those of others without the

slightest compunction. . The system of wholesale plagiarism

carried on by him is perhaps unprecedented in the history

of music. He pilfered not only single melodies, but fre-

quently entire movements from the works of other masters,

with few or no alterations and without a word of acknowledg-
ment.
A splendiJ collection of Handel's MSS., six volumes in all, is in

the possession of her Majesty at Buckiugham Palace. The Fitz-

William lluseum at Cambridge also possesses seven volumes, mostly
sketches and notes for greater works, in the composer's hand-
writing. The German and English Handel Societies (the latter

founded in 1843 and dissolved iu 18-lS) have issued critical editions
of his more important works. Three biographers of Handel deserve
mention— an Englishman, Mainwaring, Memoirs of the Life of the

late G. F. Handel (1760), a Frenchman, il. Victor Schcclcher, and
a German, Herr Clirysander. (F. H.)

HAND TOOLS. .Witlin the limits of the present

article it would be impossible to describe even the majority

of the instruments which may come under this designation,

including as it does (in its popular if not in its technical

sense) the whole of the appliances used by the handicrafts-

man in the treatment, by means of his muscular energy,

of the natural substances used in the arts' and manufactures,

—whether in the preliminary operations of setting-out and
measuring his materials, in reducing his work to the required

form by cutjing tools or otherwise, in gauging it and testing

its accuracy, or in duly securing it whilst being thus treated.

Omitting therefore the large but by no means unimportant-

class of measuring and gauging instruments, straight edges,

templates, &c., we will confine our attention to examples
of those- in the use of which an actual expenditure of force

is necessary. According to the structure and other proper-

ties of the materials to be treated by them, these act almost

without exception either by impact, by pressure, or by

cutting, the last being effected sometimes with impact and
sometimes with pressure. The principal tools acting purely

by impact are noticed under Hammer (q. v.). Tiiose which

depend solely on pressure are for the most part cf an auxiliary

character only, and their consideration wdll be deferred till

we have glanced at a few of the much more numerous and

more important class known as cutting or edge tools.
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It should be observed that the term " catting " is

«I>plied to processes which have but little ia common, the

great differences of structure in the materials operated upon
demanding equally great differences in the modes of effects

ing the desired end, which is in almost all cases the forcible

separation of their particles in some regular and dednite

manner. If we regard, for example, the action of a sharp

knife upon a piece of chalk as one of true cutting,

—

i.e.,

the separation of its particles by the forcible insertion of

a wedge-like blade of superior hardness to itself,—we shall

find that in by far the larger proportion of instances this

simple action is rendered copiplicated, either through the

substance under treatment being insufficiently compact to

afford in itself the necessary resistance, or through its

want of homogeneity causing a tendency in it to part

more readily in some directions than in others. Thus
all kinds of wood and the generality of both vegetable

and animal substances, being cellular or fibrous in their

structue, offer so much less resistance in a direction

parallel to their fibres than ia one transverse to them
that in the former case many of them may be parted by
fissure without any true cutting at all. So also with

crystalline' materials—as is beautifully exemplified by the

dian'ond, which lends itself to cleavage in certain planes in

the most perfect manner, thougli the steel chisel which is

employed for the process is very miuch' inferior in hardness

to itself. Metals also are frequently not homogeneous
;

indeed they are sometimes said to be fibrous in structure, but

it is only to a very limited extent, if at all, that they are

so, and their great natural tenacity even then prevents the

separation of their particles except by a true cutting process.

Lastly, some stones and minerals, such as sandstones, are

said to be cut, though they are formed of material consider-

ably harder than the tools which ure used upon them, the

fact being that their hard particles"aro not cut at all, but
are merely separated from one another when the cementing
material which holds them together is compelled to give

way.
I. Cutting or Edge ToqU.—These, the term "cutting" beinf;

thus qualified, are mainly of two classes—{i. ) cutting tools used
with impact, and (ii.) cutting tools used mainly with pressure.

These again may be subdivided into tools used (1) for wood and
soft materials, (2) for metal, and (3) for stone and hard substances.

i 1.— Wood-tools cutting by impact comprise all the varieties of

axes and adzes, such as the ordinary English pattern of carpenter's

a

Fig. 1.—A.xes.

axe (a, fig. 1), the woodman's felling axe (i), the wcdgo axe (c)

(which was one of the first American improvements in edge tools
introduced into Europe), and the shipwright's adco (rf), which last

r
/
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Kia. 2.—Chisels.

is

is a particularly rapid and efficient tool in skilful hands. All Ihisc

when used in the direction of the grain of the wood act by cleaving
rather than by cutting, except when the thicknesa of the rtiip

removed is so small that its tranverse strength is inferior to tke
lateral tenacity of the fibres. So also do chisels and gouges when
driven by blows from a hammer or mallet. "The ordinary morliCT^
chisel (e, fig. 2) and the socket chisel (/) are specially adapted for
Liing used in this way.

2. In the case of metals their hardness in general almost prccludees
the possibility of employing upon them any tools corresponding t«
the above. If we except a few special tools such as plumbers' knive»,
&c., chisels will be found to be almost the sole representatives of
this class. A blacksmith's chisel {g) held in a hazel withe, and used
for hot iron, and some common forms of chisel for chipping it cold
are shown in fig. 2, these being known as a chipping cliisel (h), a.

cross-cut {J), a diamond point (k), and a round-nose (T).

3. Tools of this class for stone also consist chielly of chisels, the
mason's chisel (hi) varying greatly in width of edge according to the
variety of stone and the depth of the cut to be taken. Frequently
they are brought quite to a point like the mason's pick, when they
cease to' be cutting tools from our point of view. The jumper (n),

employed for rock drilling, with which the hole is produced by means
of successive cuts radiating in all directions from its centre, which
are delivered with the impact due either to its own weight or to the
blows of a hammer on its outer end, is also a form of chisel.

ii. Edge tools operating by pressure.—Of this class the ordinary
clasp-knife is perhaps the best known example. A sharp knife
serves well for showing the different kinds of treatment by cutting'

or by fissure to wliicli any particular wood or other moderately
soft material is capable of submitting itself. The "thickness"
of the cutting edge, or in other words, the angle which the inter-

secting planes whioh include it form with one another, the degree
of smoothness or roughness of edge which best effects the clean
division or separation of the fibres, and the possibility or other-
wise of producing a smooth surface by " scraping," can all to
a great extent bo judged of with the aid of a knife. And the sub-
ject is by no means an unimportant one. Consideration of the
action which takes place at the edge of a cutting-tool, and the strain

which this action produces on particular portions of it are frequently

of service in enabling us successfully to meet the special cases which
arise in practice, and may sometimes guide us towards remedying
the defective action of the hand-tools, in use for ordinary work.
America has long taken the lead ia'originating thoughtful improve-
ments of this kind, and the result is apparent in the rapid manner
iu which the use of edge tools and appliances of American patterns

is now everywhere extending.

1. In fig. 3 are shown a few of the ordinary English wood-tools.

They include the firmer chisel (o) used by carpenters, and a carver's

chisel (/)) and gouge (q). A wood-engraver's scooper (r) and knife («)

are e.xample3 of special tools, being intended only for cutting harJ
wood in a direction transverse to the grain, crofs-eut blocks of box-

wood being alon-- used for the finer kinds of wood-engravings. The
spoke-shavc (0 afToros a good example of what has juit been said

as to the result obtainable by a well-directed effort towards the

improvement of an old established hand tool. In the form iigureil

(t), which is the ordinary one in use in England, the blade or "iron"
is rather complicated iu shape and is not verv easv to sharnen;

Fio. 3.—Chisels, planes, and siiw.'s.

each successive sharpening moreover impairs the efficiency of the
tool by widening the "mouth," the unLc|ual wear of tlic jk'oodvn

sole, which very spcedilv takes place, having also a similar ellirL

Thus three essential conditions of u good cutting-tool, viz., constant
maintenance of its proper action, durability of the parts exposed to
wear, and facility in sharpening oje all unfulfilled. On the other
hand those manufactured in America fulfil them admirably ; iron
ia substituted for wood as the matcriiil for the solo and handle, and
the blade, which is merely a piece of flat steel, is firmly luld in it*

place by a set screw, half a turn of which at once rcleasis it.

Pianos are to be met with in great variety, Iho mo.'^t usual for

ordinary carpentry being the jack plane (i<). the trying planr,

and the smoothing plane (r). Of these the first is wmii for tak-
ing olT the rnngh, or for reducing the thickness of a board :

the second, which resombli's il, except in being of mmh greater
length, for correcting inequalities of the surface ; and the third,
03 its name implies, for the final smoothing. I'bining bciiiff
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chiefly performed in the direction of the giain of the wood, a

smooth surface can only be obtained when its fibres are cut instead

of being allowed to separate from one another by cleavage, the ten-

dency to which, in soft woods more especially, must therefore be

carefully resisted. "With this object the planes above mentioned,

and many others also_ are provided withwhai, is called a "double
iron," an inverted blade or "iron" being securely attached to the

upper side of the cutting iron, with its edge at a short distance only

from the cutting edge. This causes the shaving to be continually

broken transversely, and so prevents the fibres of which it is com-
posed from tearing up those in advance of the cut. The width of

the "mouth" or space between the cutting edge and the portion of

tiie plane stock in front of it is also kept as small as possible in

planes intended for smoothing, so as to increase to the utmost their

breaking action by supporting the as yet undisturbed fibres in

advance of the cutting edge. Wear of the mouth is sometimes pre-

vented by letting in a metal plate or by forming the stock entirely

of iron or steel. Planes of great length, which are known as

jointers, are nsed for some purposes, coopers' planes of this kind
being sometimes over 6 feet long.

The uje of moulding planes (w) is indicated by their name.
Each is adapted only for producing one particular pattern of mould-
ing. Hollows and rounds resemble them, but have the cross section

of their soles simply concave and convex respectively. For planing
work which ia hollowed or rounded in the direction of its length

compass planes are employed, each of which, as ordinarily made,
cannot deviate much from its own particular curvature, American
ingenuity has here again stepped in, and has got over this objection

by making the sole of a springy plate of steel, which can be ad-

justed to any curve either convex or concave within very wide
limits, so that tliLo one tool takes the place of an entire set of ordi-

nary compass planes. Ploughs are somewhat complicated planes

which are used Lt forming grooves of various widths, depths, and
distnnces from the edge of the work.
The "pitch" of a plane is the angle at which the blade or iron is

inclined to the sole, and the inclination is greater in hard-wood than
in soft-wood planes. Some of the former, indeed, have their irons

so nearly erect that their action is what would ordinarily be de-

scribed as scraping and not cutting—a difference which appears

to be undefinable, and to be due to the structure of the materials

which can be so treated, and not, as has been suggested, to any
peculiarity in the form of the cutting edge. The action of a razor

in jihaving seems to favour this view, the sections of hair thus
obtained being seen under the microscope to be beautifully cleanly

sliced, though the blade is applied at a great angle to the plane of

the cut.

The following may be taken as good examples of saws—the
hand saw {x), the rip saw and half-rip saw, which differ from it

only in size and size of tooth, and the dovetail saw and tenon saw

(y), of which the first three all have aufficienl siifiuess of blade to

resist the force exerted in using them, and the last two are thin and
unable to do this without the support of the iron or brass "back,"
which of course limits the depth to which a cut can be made with
them. Pit saws and cross cut saws are the largest representatives

of saws used by hand, being employed for large work, such as cul-

ling tiniber in the log, and worked generally by two men. Frame
Baws of all sizes, from those of 8 feet or 10 feet used by pit sawyers
down to the fret saws of but a few inches in length and scarcely

thicker or wider than a horse hair, and compass saws, for cutting
out curves, must also here be mentioned amongst hand-saws, though
technically they are not included in the term.

In fig. 4 are some diagrams of saw teeth,—A being the usual
form for all the smaller kinds that are used single-handed, which
is varied however as to size and also as to the angle at which the
"three scjuare" file used in bringing the teeth to an edge is applied,

while B is the gullet-tooth, for pit saws working with the grain of the

wood, and C the ordinary cross-cut tooth, for transverse cuts. It

is evident that a saw tooth which is well adapted for producing a
clean cut in one of these directions would be il 1-adapted for doing so

in the other, at least in the case of the softer kinds of timber,—for

in sawing with the grain the readiness and the uniformity with
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Pio. 4.—Varieties of saw teeth,

which the short section of fibres sliced off by each tooth parts from
the fibres by its side (owing to their slight lateral cohesion already
alluded to) assists in the operation, and a fairly clean cut results.

But iu cross-cutting special (• .--vision is required for cleanly divid-
ing the fibres at ea:h side &_ „id cut, after which the removal of
the intervening fragments can be accomplished readily by cleavage
rather than by cutting. The rationale of the gnllet-tooth (Bjls
thus clear, the keen chisel-like edges of the teeth being well adapted
for slicing the fibres of the wood transversely, and for this it leaves
little to be desired. The cross-cut tooth (C), consisting as it does of
a series of lancet-like points acting alternately at each side of the

cut, divides the fibres, but has no proper jirovition for iheir after
removal, nnd the hand saw tooth (A) is a sort of conipronii.-m
between the two (at least if we neglect the rounded jiortion of llio
gullet-tooth, which does not alfect its edge), so tljat it c.in be used
either with the grain or across it, though not witli the best jiossible
residts. The cross-cut tootli (D), on the other hand, jirovides both for
the plean separation of the fibres and the removal of their fing-
ments.
The "set" of a saw is the slightly incre.ised width given to its

toothed edge by alternately binding the teeth towards tlie opposite
sides of the blade ; the extent to which this is done, or the widtli of
the set (as it is called), therefore detennines the amount of niateiial
which a saw wastes in forming its cut, the more perfect its action
the smaller being the amountof set required to niai<c it work freely,
and the less the power expended iu working it.

Some boriiig tools for wood are shown in fig. 5. The brad-
awl (E) is adapted only for soft wood; the gimlet, either in its

plain or its twisted form (F), has little to be said in its favour ; and
the shell-auger (G) requires an expenditure of force altogether dis-

proportionate to the results produced by it. The screw-auger
is an improvement upon it, although this, as generally made,
still leaves a good deal to be desired as regards consumption of
power. But the wood-worker's main stand-by for boring is the
stock or brace (H) and set of bits. Those ordinarily supplied for

Fio. 5.—Boring tools.

boring across the grain consists mainly of centre-hits (I) for the

larger and quill bits for the smaller holes,—neither of which are

thoroughly efficient tools,—also nose-bits (J), which resemble shell-

augers and share their defects, for boring with the grain. The
English wood-boring tools indeed offer a considerable field for im-
provement. Imported substitutes for the above are already to be
met with, amongst others being the twisted centre-bits, ot wiiich

the stems resemble the twist drill referred to below, and the ex-

panding centre-bits, both of which appear to be an advance in the
right direction, though they have not as yet come largely into use.

2. Cutting tools for m/^Zuf analogous to the foregoing are but few as

regards surface work. Their chief characteristic— at least iu the case

of those used for the harder metals—is the gieatly increased thickness

of their edges. Files of various cross sections, lengths, and degrees

of fineness of tooth, and scrapers (which are merely thick knife-

edges, made not unfrequently from worn-out files by sharpening
them at the extremity), constitute almost the only edge tools at

the disposal of the fitter or mechanic for finishing work that he
has roughly surfaced with his chipping chisels. For boring he has
drills of various sizes, too often of the antiquated pattern (K), which
in boring deep holes cannot be kept straight, though the very
superior twist drill (L) is now often to be met witli. Countersinks,

either of the flat (Ml, rose (N), or snail-horn pattern (0), are generally

included with carpenters' sets of bits, for enlarging holes in metal
work to receive the heads of screws. They are used with the wooden
braee'figured above. The smith's brace resembles it, but is all made
of iron, and a heavy pressure is applied to its upper ;nd by means
of a screw. A ratchet brace (P) is a more powerful instrument,

and carries in itself the screw for obtaining the requisite pressure.

Small holes can be drilled under a light pressure with rapid rotation

on tlie part of the drill, which is then generally of the form K, hut

sharpened from both sides, so as to form a knife-edge which oper-

ates equally well in whichever direction the drill revolves. Tlie

drill bow, of which the string takes one turn round a bobbin either

on the stem of the drill itself or on its holder, is a ready means
of obtaining a rajiid reciprocating motion for this purpose, and is

not yet superseded, though various ingenious substitutes have been

devised. For enlarging holes throughout their length broaches or

rimers are used ; tlieso may be either simply half round or polv-

gonal in section, or may have any desired number of longitudinal

or spiral flutings, each of which forms a cutting edge which removes

successive port^ions for the sides of the hole to be enlarged. A
parallel rimer with four flutings is shown at R, the square end when
in USB being inserted iu a hole in the centre of a wrench, which

afibrds the requisite leverage.

An internal screw tiiread is formed in an analogous maimer br »
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tais wliich bears on its surface tlie counterpart of tlie required

tiii-ad, so that by successive cuta it produces a helical groove of tlio

coiTCCt form aud depth. Such a tap (S) is represented in tlie en-

graving, together with a diagram of its cross section, showing the

three cutting edges by wluch the screw thread is formed. Three

such taps constitute a set for any one size of screw, the first beinj?

known as a taner, the second as an intermediate, and the third

Fig. C.

as a plug-tap, this last being almost parallel throughout By a

reverse process with dies fixed in a stock (T, fig. 6) external screws

are cut, the particular forn> shown being the improved pattern of

Sir J. Whitworth, who has done much to correct the faults of the

earlier screwing tools. Screw plates, however, some of which can-

not be regarded as cutting tools at all, are still much used for

small and fine screw threads.

Cutting pliers and cutting nippers (U) have a pair of knife edges

so arranged as to work exactly opposite to one anolner,—the handles,

on being tightly grasped, affording sufficient leverage for these

edges to be forced to a short distance into the two opposite sides of

a nail or wire, which, if of small diameter or of soft metal, can thus

be cut asunder. Tube-cutters are an ingenious device which the

extensive use of wrought-iron tubing for gasfitting has rendered

necessary. They effect their object by cutting a groove round the

tube to a sufficient depth to enable it to be fractured at the desired

point
3. Stone and hanl materials cannot in general be treated by cutting

tools simply with baud pressure, though some of the softer kinds of

stone are carved with chisels used hlmost or altogether without im-
pact, and are sawn with toothed saws resembling the cross-cut saws

used for wood. Glaziers' diamonds were till recently the only tools

for producing the peculiar ''cut" requisite for starting the clean

fracture by which sheet glass is divided, theirs, however, being a
case of fissure rather than of true cutting. ,Eut of late years steel

glass cutters have been introduced which act— as lon^ as the sharp-

ness of their edges is maintained—in a manner precisely similar. In

one form of these glass cutters (V) a cast-iron handle carries at its

extremity a small freely revolving wheel of carefully hardened steel,

round the circumference of which is the cutting edge, which can be
sharpened on an oilstone when necessary. The so-called cut is

produced by simply running this with a light pressure over the sur-

face of the glass. Piamonds, however, ars used for cutting gl^ss,

stone, &c., by actually detaching their particles ; writing diamonds"
and diamond drills have this kind of action.

If. Hand-fools without cutting action.—With the exception of

hammers and a few tools which are dependent on impact, -^sncli as

cleaving wedges amongst wood tools, and embossing and similar

punches amongst those for metal,—tools of this class play ip general

only a subsidiary part to some cutting or other process.

Amongst those used with pressure which cannot be considered as

auxiliary may be instanced—draw-plates, with which wire is made
by drawing it through holes of conical form and of. successively
smaller diameters till the required size or "gauge" is reached; and
burnishers, which reproduce on metals softer than themselves their

• own highly polished surfaces.. Both of these act by inducing a
flow of tno metal under treatment for which, when it is not effected

by impact, great forcois required in proportion to the extent of the
action. Metal sheai-s and cutting punches of all kinds have been
omitted till now, as their mode of operating cannot be regarded as
true cutting from our point of view. It may be moro correctly

described as tearin" more or less completely localized according
to circumstances. The ordinary sheet-metal shears (W) merely
resemble very powerful scissors, and, their action being quite local,

they serve well for dividing the plates or other thin sheets for which
alone they are suitable. Block shears (X) act with additional
leverage, and can consequently be used for rather thicker metal, the
npper uow being replaceil by a long straight handle, and the lower
one by a stake which can be firmly fixed in a block of wood or
ollienvise. Wim these the tearing action begins to bo apparent,
though its imperfection is of no great importance with the thick-
nesses of metal rapableof being treated by any hand shears (for some
tools of this class,, which by hydraulic- or other means accumulate
tile power of one man to a sufficient extent to oncrato ou bars or

plates of comparatiTCly great -mbstance, arc macoinas rather tian

hand tools, and in their case the mere slowness oi the oiieration

produces better results than would otherwiso be obtained). ThO

same may be said of the various punches nsed in combination wit.

dies or bolsters, as in the punching bear (Z), of which the action

exactly resembles that of shears, the punch Uking tie place of tlie

upper blade, and the bolster that of the lower one.

Of subsidiary tools (figs. 7) the vice is an absolute essential

for the generality of meUl workers. The ordinary tail-vice (a)

used by mechanics has not yet been largely superseded, though

many ingenious arrangements have been devised for remedying its

main defect, viz., the want of parallelism in the movement of the

jaws. The English parallel vice (;3) has not this objection, but its

construction is not good mechanically, and it is but little used

except for small work. In some patterns of vice, jaws are provided

with a horizontal adjustment so as to grip tapering or other irregu-

lar forms, aud in others Uje whole body of the vice can be swivelled

/I r\
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Fig. 7.

either vertically or horizontally. Hand-vices are used in the

manner implied bj- their name, without being attached to a bench

like the foregoing. An ingenious form of hand-yice (y) is shown in

fig 7. The scjew wrench (8), whiph is used for turning nuts, ic,

of various size^ has of late been deservedly the subject of various

improvements in which weight is sought to be saved without

sacrifice of strength ; and. the shifting spanner, of which the duty

is the same, has led to the exercise of much ingenuity without any

perfectly satisfactory solution of the problem how it, may best be

constructed. The merit and simplicity pi the ordinary screw-

driver, on the other hand, are well known.

Instances of tools which afl"ord a powerful grip by simple means

are the blacksmith's tongs (e), the vice-chop tongs (Q, the pliera

(tj), aud the pincers (^). A very powerful modification of the

last-mentioned tool has lately been introduced into use under the

name of the nail-puller (i). With this ingenious instrument yeiy

largely increased leverage is obtained, and the pull is given in •

direction much mora advantageous to the attainment of the dc-

Siied object .
(^- P-BS-)

HANG-CHOW-FOO, a city of China, in the province of

Che-Keang, about 2 miles north.-west of the Tsccn-tang-

Kcang, at the southern terminus of the Imperial Canal, by

which it communicates with Peking. It lies about 100

miles SDuth-west of Shanghai, in 30' 20' 20' N. lat and

120° 7' 27" E. long, 'rowarda tho west is the Si-hu or

""western Lake," a beautiful sheet of water, with its banks

and islands studded with villas, monuments, and gardens,

and its surfaco travoi-sed by gaily-paiulcd pleasure boat*.

To tho Chinese it is a very paradise. Kxcliisive of

extensive and flourishing suburbs, the city has a circuit of

12 miles; its streets aro well-paved and clean; and it

possesses a largo number of arches, public monuments,

temples, hospitals, and colleges. It has long ranked as one

of tho great centres of Chinese commerce and Chinese

learnine. In 1869 tho silk manufactures alone were said
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to give employmeut to 60,000 persons witliin its walls, and

U lias an exteusive production of gold and silver work and

tiiiSBl paper. On one of the islands in thelake is the great

WiMi-lan-ko or pavilion of literary assemblies, and it is said

that at tlie esauiinations for the second degree tvi'ice every

three years from 10,000 to 15,000 candidates come
together. In the north-east corner of the city is the

Nestorian church which was noted by Marco Polo, the

facade being " elaborately carved and the gates covered

with elegantly wrought iron." There is a Roman Catholic

mission in Hang-chow, and the Church l\Iissionary Society,

the American Presbyterians, and the Baptists have likewise

stations. The local dialect differs from the Mandarin

mainly in pronunciation. The population, which is remark-

able for gaiety of clothing, was formerly reckoned at

2,000,000, but is now variously estimated at 300,000,

400,000, or 800,000.
Hang-chow-foo is the Kinsai of Marco Polo, who describes it as

the fmest and noblest city in the world, and speaks enthusiasticallj'

of the numlier and splendour of its mansions and the wealth and
luxuriance of its inhabitants. According to his authority it had a

circuit of 100 miles, and no fewer than 12,000 bridges and 3000
baths. The name Kinsai, which appears in Wassat as Khanzai, in

Ibn Batuta as Kliansa, iu Ordericus as Canisay, and elsewhere as

Campsay and Cassay, is really a corruption of the Chinese King-sc,

capital, the same word which is still applied to Peking. From the

10th to the 13t.h century (960-1272) the city, whose real name was
then liing-nan, was the capital of Southern China and the seat of the

Sung dynasty, which was dethroned by the Mongolians shortly bo-

fore Marco Polo's visit. Up to 1861, when it was laid iu ruins by
the Taiiiings, Hangchow continued to maintain its position as one
of the most jlourishing cities in the empire, and though for a time
it lay comparatively desolate, it has considerably recovered within
rceejit years. It is the seat of the governor of Clie-Keang ; but the
Eovernor-geueral or viceroy for Che-Keang and Fuh-ICeen is now
located at Fuh-chow. See Colonel Yule's edition of llarco Polo,
vol. ii., for a plan ot the city and further details.

HANKA, Wenceslau.s or Waklaw (1791-1861), a

Bohemian philologist, was born at Horeniowes, a hamlet
of eastern Bohemia, on June 10, 1791. He attended the

village school in winter only, being occupied during the

summsr on his father's farm. While still young ho acquired

a knowledge of Polish and Servian from some soldiers

billeted in the neighbourhood, and in 1807 he was sent to

school at Koniggratz, to escape the conscription. Pro-

ceeding then to Prague, he engaged in the study of

philosophy, and founded a society for the cultivation of

the Czech language. At Vienna, where he afterwards

studied law, he established ^. Czech periodical ; and^ in

1813 he made the acquaintance of Dobrowsky, the emi-

nent philologist. On September 16, 1817, Hanka made
the discovery of some ancient Bohemian manuscript poems
of the 13th and 14th century in the church-tower of the

vill.igeof Kralodwor, or Kbniginhof. These were published
in 1818, under the title Kralodworsky Bukopis, with a
Germin translation by Swoboda. Great doubt, however,
was felt as to their genuineness ; and Dobrowsky, by pro-

nouncing The Judgment of Lihussa, another manuscript
found by Hanka, an " obviout, fraud," confirmed the sus-

picion. "But some years afterwards Dobrowsky saw fit to

modify his decision; and in 1840, after a careful examin-
ation of the manuscripts by two eminent antiquaries, Hanka
was ultimately vindicated. A translation into English,

The Maiuiscript of the Queen's Court, was made by Wratis-
law in 1852. The originals were presented by the dis-

coverer to the Bohemian Museum at Prague, of which he
was appointed librarian in 1818. In 1848 Hanka took
part in the Slavonic congress and other peaceful national
demonstrations, being the founder of the political society
Slovanska Lipa. He was elected to the imperial diet at
Vienna, but declined to take his seat. In the winter of
1848 he became lecturer and in- 1849 professor of Slavonic
languages in the university of Prague, where he died,
January 12,' 1861

His chief works and editions are the hWovmg:~Havkowy rjm' '

(1818), a volume of poems; btarohyla Skladanie (1817-1823), in I
*"•

vols.,—a collection ofold Bohemian jioems, chietiy from un]iuMishc<l *
manuscripts; A Short History of the Slavonic Pcoplrs (1818); J
Bohemian Grammar (1822) and A I'olish Grammar (1839),—tlit-Be

grammars were composed on a plan suggested by Dobrowslcy; Jgm
(1821), an ancient Russian epic, with a translation into Bobemianj
a part of the Gospels from the. Rheims manuscri])t;in the Glagnlitio
character (1846) ; the old Bohemian Chronicles of LiaHmil (1848)
and Procop Liipac (1848); Evungelium Ostromis (1853)
HANKOW (that is, the " Mouth of the Han"), thegi^at

commercial centre of the middle portion of the Chinese
empire, and since 1858 one of the principal places opened
to foreign trade. It is situated on the northern side of the
Yang-tse-kiang at its junction with the Han river, about
45.0 miles west of Shanghai in 30° 32' 51" N. lat. and 114°
19' 55" E. long., at an absolute height of 150 feet. By the
Chinese it is not considered a separate city, but as a suburb
of the now decadent city of Hanyang ; and it may almost
be said to stand in a similar relation to Wu-chang the capital

of the province of Hupeh, which lies immediately opposite on
the southern bank of the Yang-tse-kiang. Hankow extends
for about a mile along the main river and about two and a
half along the Han. It is protected by a wall 18 feet high,
which was erected in 18G3 at an expense of £250,000, and
has a circuit of about 4 miles. In 1801 the port was
declared open by James Hope and Sir Harry S. Parkes, C.B.,

and the site of a British settlement was selected ir the east

end of the town, with a river frontage of 2400 fc3t, and a

depth of from 1200 to 1500. The building area, divided
into lOS lots, was quickly bought up, and houses after the

Shanghai style were erected. Leases were granted to

foreigners as well as toBritish subjects. A muuicipa! council

was formed, and by 1803 a great embankment and a road-

way were completed along the river, which has the awkward
fashion of rising as much as 50 feet or more above its

ordinary levels, and not unfrcquently, as in 1849 and 18G6,

la)'salarge part of the town under water. On the former

occasion little was left uncovered but the roofs of

the house.s. The success of the foreign settlement lias

not been so great as was anticipated: even in 18C6
the number of foreign residents was 125 instead of 150
as in 1863. Chinese merchants have raiiidly got even

the foreign trade into their hands : in 1873 they began to

run steamers on the river; in 1875 they purchased the

property of the Shanghai Steam Navigation Company; and
in 1876 they had 57 steamers flying the national flag.

Besides tea, which is the staple, the exports of Hankow are

leaf tobacco, of which 6,700,000 lb was sent to Europe in

1876, raw silk niainly obtained from Szechuen, rhubarb,

gall-nuts, and musk. Of this last the quantity was as much
as 2937 E) at £20 sterling per lb. Tea was first sent

direct to London in 1804-65 ; in 1876 this market received

from Hankow no less than 34,540,000 Dj out of a total ex-

port of 86,402,271 lb. The Russian merchants, who are

fixing their brick-tea factories in the town, obtained

12,844,476 ib in the same year. They send their goods by
water to Tientsin, and thence to Kalgan partly by land and

partly by water. A public assay ofiice was established at

Hankow in 1864. The Roman Catholics, the London
Jlissionary Society, and the Wesleyans have all missioni

in the town; and there are two missionary hospitals.

Before the Taiping wars, the full brunt of which fell

on this part of the country, the sister cities of Hankow,
Hanyang, and Wu-ohang-fu had a population, it is said, of

over 5,000,000. At present Hankow has from 600,000 to

800,000 (SossnofTsky says only 300,000), and the other two

from 400,000 to 700,000.

HANLEY, a market-town and municipal borough id

Staffordshire, England, is situated in the centre of the

pottery district, 2 miles E.N.E. of Stoke-upon-Trent, ami

1 ? miles N. of Stafford- It is indebted for it8 rise ai/ii
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I»roB>c.ity to Us pottery manufuccures, wLicU include

jSorcelaiu, encaustic tiles, and earthenware, and give em-

ployment to trie greater part of the population, women and

children being employed almoot as largely as men. In the

neighbourhood coai arid iron aw obtained. The streets,

which are paved with brick, uro wide and regular, and in

the suburbs there are a number of fine villas. The prin-

(5pal public buildings are the six churches (St John's being

a handsome structure with a tower 100 feet in height) and

the dissenting chapels, th6j;ownLall, the mechanics' insti-

tute, the museum, the theatre, and the national and board

schoob. There is also a flourishing Government school of

art. Hanley, which includes the former township of Shel-

ton, received a municipal constitution in 1857. It is

the central and most important of the group of towns con-

stituting the parliamentary borough of Stoke-upon-Trent.

Tha population of Hanley in 1861 was 31,953, and in

1S71 39,976.

HANNAY, James (1827-1873), critic, novelist, and
publicist, was born at Dumfries in 1827, and came of the

Hannaya of Sorbie, an ancient Galloway family. He
entered the navy in 1840 and served till 1845, when he

adopted literature as his profession. In 1857 Hanoay
contested the Dumfries burghs in the Conservative interest,

but without success. He edited the Edinburgh Courant

from 1860 till 1864, whea he removed to London. In July

1868 be was appointed British consul at Barcelona, a post

which he occupied till his death on the 8th of January 1873.

While at Barcelona he contributed to English periodicals

;

and his letters to tlie Pail Mall Gazette " From an English-

man in Spain " were highly appreciated. Hannay's best

books are Singlelon Fontenoy, Satire and Satirists, Eustace

Conyers, and Essays from the Quarterly Jieview. Satire

not only shows loving appreciation of the great satirists of

the past, but is itself instinct with wit and fine satiric power.

The book sparkles with epigrams and apposite classical

allusions, and contains admirable critical estimates of

Horace (Hannay's favourite author), Juvenal, Erasmus, Sir

David Lindsay, George Buchanan, Boileau, Butler, Dryden,
Swift, Pope, Churchill, Bums, Byron, and Moore. The
Essays are full of learning and historical knowledge,
and are lit up with sunny humour and briUiant flashes of

wit and poetry. Hannay passionately admired three

things—learning, literary genius, and good blood. He
showed great interest in the history and fortunes of aris-

tocratic families ; and his wonderful skill in matters of

heraldry and genealogy Is recognized by highly competent
fKithorities (see Masson's Life of Milton, vol. i. p. 8). Ho
was a ripe Latin scholar; and his style is marked by grace,

vivacity, and poetical feeling. He was intimate with his

leading literary contemporaries,, and wrote the valuable

notes to Thackeray's English Ilumorisls.
la addition to contributions to Punch and the leading reviews,

Hannay issued the following works :

—

Biscuits and Grog, Claret
Cup, and Hearts are Trumps (1848) ; King Dobbs (1849) ; Sketches
in Ultramarine

; Singleton Fontenoy (l850) ; an edition of tlio

Poena of Edgar Allan Poe, to wliich lie prefixed an exquisite essay
on the poet's life and genius (1852) ; Sands and Sh'Hs and Satire
and Salirists (1854) ; -Eustace Conyers (1855) ; Essays from the
Quarterly Review (1861) ; Characters and Criticisms, consisting
mainly of his contributions to the Edinburgh Courjint (1305) ; A
Course of English Literature (1806); and a f-injily history entitled
Three Hundred Years of a Norman House (1867).

^
HANNLBAL. Hannibal was a very common Cartha-

ginian name. Its final syllable hat occurs repeatedly, as a
suflix, in Punic names, and is in fact taken from the chief
Phceniciaii deity, Baal. The entire name denotes, according
to a probable interpretation, " the favour of Baal."

The famous Hannibal, the hero of the Second Punic War,
w,ia the son of Ilamilcar Barco, ard was born in 247 b.o.

He and his two brothers, Hasdrubal and Mago, were culled
by tha father " Oie lion's brood " At- the ago of nine he

/I-17"

begged his father, who was leaving Carthage for Spain, to

take him with him. The request was granted, but not

before he had sworn at that father's bidding on the altar

of sacrifice eternal enmity to Koms. That vow determined
his life's future. In Spain he was bred up in camps under
his father's eye. He was present at the battle iu which,his
father fell in 228 B.C., being then in his nineteenth year.

Hamilcar'sson-in-law, Hasdrubal, succeeded to the command.
Eight years afterwards, in 221 B.C., he was struck down by
an Iberian assassin. Jleantime the young Hannibal had
proved himself thoroughly able both " to obey and to com-
mand." It was a matter of course that the soldiers with

one voice at once hailed him as their general.

His first object was to complete the work of his fatW
and his father's successor. Spain, he felt, must be more
thoroughly overawed, if it was to be a base of operations

against Rome. He pushed into the heart of the country,

crossed the Tagus, and crushed the resistance of ihe tribes

of the interior. Two campaigns sufficed for the conquest

of all Spain to the south of the Ebro, except Saguntum, a

town considerably south of the Ebro and some way to thff

north of the modern Valencia. It was a Greek colony

frt)m Zacynthus (Zante), and had grown into a rich and

prosperous place, but, what was now farmore important, it

was in friendly relations with Rome. To attack it therefore

would be like throwing down the gauntlet to the Roman
senate and people. But Hannibal was able to tell the

home Government at Carthage that the Saguntines were

molesting Carthaginian subjects in the neighbourhood.

Without awaiting an answer, he began the siege. Roman
ambassadors at the solicitation of envoys from Saguntum
landed on the coast, but were told by Hannibal that he

could not see them. They went on to Carthage, but their

remonstrances, though the subject of along debate, were in

vain. Eight months passed away, and Saguntum, after a

gallant defence, was forced to surrender. Hannibal got a

rich booty for his army, and went into winter quarters at

New Carthage (Cartagena). A gain a Roman embassy went

to Carthage and insisted on his being given up. Tlie

demand was refused. By the close of the year 219 B.C

the Second Punic War was in fact begun.

Hannibal's resolution was now taken. He prepared at

once to invade Italy. He had a numerous and efficient

army and a well-filled exchequer. All who shrank from

the expedition he dismissed to their homes. In the spring

of 218 B.C. he began his great march from New Carthage

with an army of 90,000 foot, 12,000 horse, and 37 elephants.

The Ebrowas easily crossed. In the country beyond bfl

had some fiKhtinp with the native tribes, and there he left

Hanno, with a force of 10,000 foot and 1000 horse to

secure the passes between Spain and Gaul. Again he sent

back all in whom he saw signs of hesitation. With a con-

siderably diminished army he passed the Pyrenees at

Bcllegarde and encamped at Iliberris (EInc). Sume Gallic

tribes, alarmed at his advance, had assembled in the neigh-

bourhood, but he soon conciliated their chiefs and persuaded

them that he meant them no mischief. So ho continuevi

his march without molestation to the Rhone.

Meanwhile the Romans had done little or nothing to

check their enemy. At last the consul, Publius Cornelius

Scipio, arrived at Massiiia (Marseilles), and was surprised

to find that Hannibal was about to cross the Rhone. But

ho was too late to oppose the passage, and Hannibal

crossed the river probably at some point near the village

of Roquemauro. Ho then followed its course, marching

up its left bank to its junction with the Isure at Valence,

and entered what was known as the " Island of the

Allobrogcs." It was from thence that ho began his famous

pas.sage of the Alps.

The narrative of Polybius,'though it raises some diffictrft
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questions, Las conveyed to most modern students and

;cu -lars the imprfission that Hannibal crossed by the pass

t)f the Little St Bernard. If so, he must have entered Italy

by the valley of Aosta. The subject has had a literature

of its own devoted to it. The result is that the Little St

Bernard Pass may be almost said to have made good its

claims to the honour of Hannibal's memorable march. It

was familiar to the ancients, and more than once Gauls

had passed through it into the plains of Italy. Such high

authorities as .\rnold, Niebuhr, and Mommsen regard the

question as settled in its favour.

Fifteen days in all were occupied in the passage. If the

view above indicated is correct, Hannibal at first made his

way over Jlont du Chat through the Chevelu Pass, then

continued his inarch up the valley of the Isere, and mounted
the St Bernaid. He must have descended the mountain

by the valley of the Doria. Part of his route, that by
which he climbed to the summit, was a narrow defile, and
there he was threatened by the mountain tribes which
appeared on the heights. At the " white rock," la roclie

blanche, as it is still called, he halted his infantry, while

the cavalry and beasts of burden were making their way
during the night to the top of the pass. Next day, the

ninth day, he stood with his whole army on the highest

point and spoke, it is said, some cheering words to his

half-frozen Africans and Spaniards. The descent proved
trying and dangerous. From the mountain tribes lie had
little to fear; it was the mountain slope, covered with
recent snow, which caused delay and anxiety. The Italian

side of the Alps is considerably steeper than the French
side, and a road had to be constructed for the passage

of the elephants and horses. This was a work of three

days. In three more days they arrived in the valley of

Aosta, and were welcomed by the Salassi, a friendly tribe

of the Insubrian Gauls. The October of the year 218 B.C.

saw the passage of the Alps accomplished and Hannibal
with his army encamped in northern Italy.

Thus far he had been successful, but at a tremendous
tost. His army was shrunk to a force of 20,000 infantry

and 6000 cavalry,—the former being composed of Libyans
and Spaniards in about the proportion of three to two,

and the latter being chiefly Numidians, and admirably

efficient.

It was now five months since he had set out from New
Carthage. His men of course sorely needed rest, and this

they had for a brief space amid the friendly tribes of

Cisa/pine Gaul. One tribe indeed, the Taurini, was hostile,

but he soon captured their chief city, thus overawing the

remaining tribes in the upper valley of the Po. It was
now high time for the Romans to esert themselves. Scipio

after quitting Marseilles, whence he had sent on his army
into Spain, had hurried back to Italy, and on reaching

Placentia took command of the Roman army quartered

there. He was indeed numerically weaker than Hannibal,

and was deficient iu cavalry. Still he advanced up the Po to

meet him, and on tie Ticino, somewhere, it would seem,

near Vercelli, was fought the first engagement of the Second
Punic War. It was a cavalry action, and the inferiority of

the Romans in this arm was decisively proved. They
were driven back with heavy loss, and Scipio himself was
severely wounded, being rescued, it is said, by his son, a
lad of seventeen, who subsequently became as famous as

Hannibal himself, and had the good fortune to be his con-

queror. He has gone down to posterity as Scipio Africanus.

The defeated general fell back to the walls of Placentia.

The Trebia, a southern tributary of the Po, was between
him and the enemy, and he was soon joined by the other
consd, Ssnipronius. Their united armies numbered not
less than 40,000 men. Sempronius was for instantly

giving battle ; Scipio was still disabled by his wound.

Sempronius had his way, and on a bitterly cold December
day the Romans plunged into the swollen waters of the

Trebia in the face of a sleet storm and a cutting wind.
They fought well, but when taken in flank by Hannibal's
brother Mago, who was lying in ambush amid brambles
and bushes in a watercourse, they broke and fled in utter

rout.

This decisive victory gave nearly all northern Italy to

Hannibal. He let his troops rest during the winter, and
added to them a number of Gauls. Early in the spring of

217 B.C. he decided to cross the Apent-.j^s and to pene-

trate into the heart of Italy. • The route which he took

brought him into the marshy lowlands of the Arno near

Lucca and Pisa, and here he and his men had to wade
through water for four days. !Many of them perished

miserably, and Hannibal himself lost an eye from oph-

thalmia. At last he encamped at Fiesole on high ground.

The two consuls Flaminiiis and Servilius were, with their

armies, respectively at Arezzo and Rimini. Flaminius
was an impetuous man, and eager to win the glory of

settling the war once for all. Hannibal, quitting the valley

of the upper Arno, marched past him towards Perugia,

ravaging the country and so provoking the Roman general

to pursue him. The road from Cortona to Penigia skirts

the northern shore of Lake Trasimene, and into this road,

which is in fact a mountain defile, the Roman column im-

warily entered. They were caught in a trap. Hannibal

had posted his light troops on the hills on either side, while

he himself blocked the outlet near Passignano with the

best of his infantry. As soon as the Romans were iu the

pass they were assailed on all sides, and the battle soon

became a mere massacre. The Roman army was in fac»

destroyed, and Flaminius was among the slain. We might

suppose that Hannibal would have now done well to have

marched straight on Rome, and this the Romans expected.

Cut he may well have thought that it would bo better to

wait the chance of insurrection among the Italian com-

munities. So he marched through Umbria, and again

crossed the Apennines into Picenum. He then marched

southwards along the coast into Apulia and encamped at

ArpL Meanwhile the Romans Lad made the famous
Fabius Masimus their dictator. After levying an army
of four legions, Fabius marched in pursuit of the enemy
having first eflfected a junction with the army under

Servilius at Rimini.

From the first Fabius had decided on the policy which
earned for him the name of the Cundator, the Delayer. He
dogged his enemy's steps, but would never risk an engage-

ment. The richest districts of southern Italy wer^ laid

waste under his very eyes. But he could not be provoked

into any rash movement. Once indeed it seemed as if

Hannibal was himself entrapped. He had been ravaging

Campania, and was on the point of retreating into Samnium,
when Fabius posted a force at the head of the pass which

afTorded the only available means for his retreat. Hannibal

is said to have driven a multitude of oxen with lighted

faggots on their horns up the hills overhanging the road, so

as to give the impression that he and his army were retrsat-

ing over the heights. Fabius's detachment quitted its

position to check the supposed movement, and thus gave

Hannibal an opportunity of escaping through the pass.

The tactics of Fabius disgusted his men, and when he had

to leave them for a time, he found on his return that his

master of the horse, Minucius, on the strength of a small

success won in his absence, was eager to bring on a general

engagement. Fabius gave him a part of the army, with

which Jlinucius ventured on an attack. He was on the

brink of destruction when he was rescued by the dictator's

timely interposition. After this Hannibal went into winter

quarters at Geronium in the north of Apulia.
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In tlie spring of the next year, 216 B.C., lio moved south

and pounced on Cannae, wliere Reman supplies were stored

up in great abundance. The town is about 6 miles f'om
the mouth of the Aufidus and about 8 from C'anosa. The
Romans were now again eager to strike a decisive blow.

So a vast army was raised by the consuls of the year,

jEmilius Paulus and Terentius Varro, numbering 80,000
infantry and GOOD cavalry. Hannibal's army was probably
far inferior numerically. The consuls on arriving in Apulia
made Canusium (Canosa) their headquarters. For some
few days the armies faced each other on the banks of the

Aufidus. There were some preliminary manoeuvres and
skirmishes, till at last Varro, when it came to his turn to

command, determined to fight. Both armies crossed the

river, and Hannibal's men were drawn up within a loop

which it forms near Cannce. On either flank he stationed

a strong body of his veteraninfantry. His other infantry,

ranged in the centre in a crescent form, was soon driven in

by the Roman legions, which had advanced to the attack in

very deep formation. But meanwhile Hannibal's cavalry

had put the Roman horse to rout, and had fallen on their

rear. The Roman columns were now attacked also on
either flank by the Carthaginian infantry. Pressed into a
dense mass they were cut down without the possibility of

resistance. The carnage is said to have been prolonged

for eight hours. The Roman army was all but utterly

destr'oyed. The consul .^milius Paulus, nearly all the

oQicers, and eighty senators, perished in the slaughter.

Varro indeed escaped with a few horsemen to Venusia.

The remainder were slain or made prisoners. It was at a
comparatively small cost to himself that Hannibal won this

great victory.

It might well bo thought that such a victory would prove

decisive, and that it must have been had Hannibal instantly

pushed on to Rome. But he had probably good reasons

for not doing so. He was, it must be remembered, as

much as 200 miles from Rome ; he would have had to

march through still hostile populations, and,by the time
he would have arrived, he must have known that the first

panic would have abated, and that the notion of carrying

the city by a coup de main was simply preposterous. What
he counted on was the dissolution of the Italian confederacy,

and a widespread revolt throughout Italy, Nor vas ho
altogether deceived. The disaster of Cannae shook the

loyalty of the Italian peoples. Rome was deserted by
most of Apulia and Samnium, and almost wholly by the

Lucanians and Bruttians. She retained indeed some strong

fortresses, as Cales, Fregellae, Casinum, Benevcntum,
Venusia, and these enabled her armies to maintain their

ground. B.it Capua, in Campania, the richest and most
powerful city in Italy after Rome itself, was lost to her.

Thither Hannibal made his way from Cann:T>, and there

he went into winter quarters, which were perhaps too com-

fortable and luxurious. But the story that his men became
utterly demoralized is absurd. They proved in the subse-

quent years of the war that they could move rapidly and
fight bravely. We may indeed well suppose that by this

time many of his veteran Spaniards and Africans had been

replaced by native Italian soldiers. It is, however, clear

that he still had a fine army. It is true indeed that after

CanuEO his star seems rather to decline, but the explanation

of this is that the Romans again reverted to the steady

cautious tactics which they had learnt under Fabius. They
too were for the most part well officered. The ablest of

their generals was Marcellus. Yet even ho never beat Lis

antagonist in anything like a pitched battle. The Romans
after Cannaj made prodigious efforts. They sent three

armies into the Ocld, to watch and to chock the enemy's

movements. They kept themselves in strongly entrenched

camps near fortresses which Hannibal had not the means

of taking. Some indeed he did capture, as Nuceria, Aoerrje,

and Casilinum in Campania. At CumK, Neapolis, and
Nola he was foiled. The two years after Cannae, 215 and
214 B.C., passed without much being achieved on either

side. Hannibal was vaguely hoping for reinforcements

from Carthage, and for the aid of Philip, king of Macedon.
Next year, 213 B.C., he gained a considerable success.

Tarentum surrendered, and so did Metapontum and Thurii.

At Tarentum indeed the Roman garrison still clung to the

citadel, and Hannibal could not dislodge it. From Carthage
he had received a reinforcement of some elephants and of

4000 Numidian cavalry, but this did not enable him to

resume the oflTensive with much effect. Meanwhile Capua,
besieged by two consular armies, seemed doomed to fall

again into Roman hands. One of Hannibal's suba^'Tus,

Hanno, was defeated in the attempt to revictual the place.

Hannibal h'miself hurried to its aid, but he could not bring

the Romans to a battle, though he did temporarily raise

the siege. The year 212 B.C. was ono of mingled success

and disaster for Rome. Syracuse that year had to surrender

to Marcellus, and Carthage seemed to have quite lost Sicily,

Here was an important gain for Rome. But in Spain the

two brother Scipios had been cut ofif by Hasdrubal, who
could now cross into Gaul and advance on Italy. And in

Italy there had been some serious reverses. It would
appear that there were actually six Roman armies in the

field against Hannibal. One of these under Fulvius he
destroyed in Apulia ; another, made up of enfranchised

slaves under Gracchus—a proof this of the extremity to

which Rome was reduced—he put to rout, Gracchus him-

self perishing in an ambuscade.

By the spring of 211 b.c, the Romans were besieging

Capua with three armies. It was clear that the city must
fall, unless Hannibal could come to its rescue: He made
the attempt indeed, but he could not break the hostile

lines, so strongly were they entrenched. Then he conceived

the idea of drawing them off by menacing Rome itself.

Now for the first time he marched through Latium and
made it taste all the horrors of war. At last he encamped
3 miles from Rome on the Anio. But the Romans did not

lose their presence of mind, or even relinquish the siege of

Capua ; they simply recalled Fulvius with one of the armies.

There were two legions within the city, and Hannibal pro-

bably never meditated a serious assault He ravaged the

country up to the walls, but he did pothing more. Through

Samnium he again marched into Apulia and thence into

Bruttium, where ho unsuccessfully attacked Rhegium and

the citadel of Tarentum. Capua meanwhile was forced to

surrender. This greatly discouraged Hannibal's Italian

allies. Marcellus too had come back from Sicily after bis

capture of Syracuse. Altogether the year 211 B.C. was a

very unpromising one for Hannibal. Next year, 210 B.C.,

however, he partly recovered lost ground by completely

defeating the Roman prsetor Cneius Fulvius at Ilerdonea,

the modern Ordona, in Apulia. But he could not follow

up this success, and his evident weakness led to the speedy

return of Samnium and Lucania to the Rotnan confederacy.

The following year saw Tarentum slip from his grasp. But

ho soon had his revenge. Next year the two consuls,

Crispinus and Marcellus, were both cut off and slain by the

Numidian cavalry in the neighbourhood of Venusia.

Another disaster soon followed. A Roman army was

besieging Locri in tho extreme south. It was routed mid

indeed destroyed by Hannibal. Thus at the close of tho

year 208 n.c. tho struggle was clearly by no means decided.

Rome had been making immense cfforf-i. We hear of

her having twonty-tliroe legions under arms, and possibly

tho total number of her armies niny have reached 200,000

men. The patriotic spirit of her citizens was still at the

highest. But her finances were in a deplorable plight, and
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corn Lad riieri to an. almost famine price. The country

round must have been woefully wasted, and multitudes

\-edu:ei to beggary. One thing indeed the Romans had

had to console them during these trying years. The Latin

communities in Etruria and Latium had stood by them

with wonderful fidelity. This had been their salvation.

Bat now in the years 209 and 208 B.C. came signs of

•dis;;ontent and wav3ring. Of the Latin colonies several

declared that they could no longer furnish contingents or

contributions. There were rumours too of a disloyal move-

ment in Etruria. But, worst of all, there came news in

the autumn of 208 B.C. that Hasdrubal had crossed the

Pyrenees. By next summer he would have passed the

Alps. Should the two brothers unite their forces, Rome's

fate, it could hardly be doubted, would be sealed. She
was now in far greater jeopardy than she was even after

the disastrous day of Cannje.

The year 207 was thus a very anxious one. Claudius

Nero and Marcus Livius were the consuls. The first was
to watch Hannibal in Apulia, the other was to encounter

Hasdrubal iu Cisalpine Gaul. Livius retreated before the

new invader, and let him reach Sena in Umbria, to the

south of the river JSIetaurus, without opposition. Thence
Hasdrubal sent despatches to his brother, who was at

Canusium in Apulia. The plan was that they should join

their armies at Nariiia ou the Flaminian road, between 50
and 60 miles from Rome. Unluckily for the two brothers

the despatches fell into the hands of Nero. His resolution

was formed in a moment. Leaving the bulk of his army
in its camp, he hurried northwards with 7000 of his best

troops, and after a rapid march of 200 miles he joined

Livius. The two generals forced Hasdrubal to a battle.

The Carthaginian was utterly defeated, and he was him-
salf slain. Nero returned with all speed to his army, and
informed Hannibal of the defeat and death of his brother

by having the head of Hasdrubal flung into his camp.
With that sight all hope must have died in Hannibal's

heart. The battle of the Jfetaurus was indeed one of the

decisive battles of the world. It decided the Second Punic

War. From that time, for four more years, Hannibal could

but stand oa the defensive in the southernmost corner of

the Italian peuinsula. Bat even to the last no Roman
general dared to close with him. Never in a single battle,

as Polybius says, was he beaten while in Italj'. Before
quitting the country, he left a memorial of his wonderful
achievernents. In the t.;n)ple of Juno on the Lacinian

promontory, near Crotona, he inscribed on brazen tablets in

Punic and in Greek an account of his expedition and his

campaigns. Polybius saw the inscription and doubtless

availed himself of it for his history. For fifteen years
Hannibal had maintained himself iu Italy, ravaging it from
end to end, and inflicting on the Romans according to their

own calculation a total loss of 300,000 men. Now all was
clearly over. After Nero's victory the Romans could afford

to wait the course of events. Scipio had been victorious

in Spain, and early in 201 B.C. he was allowed to cross into

Africa. S^on it was clear that he would threaten Carthage
more efifeotively than Hannibal had ever threatened Rome,
He received the order of recall at Crotona, and thence

embarked for Africa, fie landed at the smaller Leptis, on
the coast of Tunis, late in the year 203 B.C., and lingered

during the winter at Hadrumetum, the modern Susa. His
brothers Hasdrubal and Mago had both fallen, and he was
now the last of the " lion's brood." Fugitive as he was, h'.s

presence roused the Carthaginian spirit. The people would
uot hear of peace. Hannibal indeed attempted to negoti-

ate, and had an interview with Scipio, but in vain. Wheu
he saw that he must fight, he could not have felt any
of his old confidence. He had some good troops, but he
vas numerically inferior to t.Ue enemy. Of his veterans

but few could have remained. Tlie armies at last met at
Zama, somewhere near the modern Kefl". The battle w.as

obstinately contested, and Hannibal's old soldiers died
fighting in their ranks. But he never really had a chanco of
victory, Many of his men were raw mercenaries, and soma
of them deserted to the enemy. His army was utterly dis-

comfited, and indeed annihilated. Tlie defeat was not dis-

creditable to him, but it was decisive, With a handful of
men he escaped to Hadrumetum, and in the j-ear 202 B.a
the Second Punic or, more properly, the Hannibaliau War
was at an end.

He was still only in his forty-sixth year. He soon
showed that he could be a statesman as well as a soldier.

Peace having been concluded, he was appointed chie/

magistrate of the state. The office had become rathei

insignificant, but Hannib.al restored its power and authority

The oligarchy, always jealous of him, had even charged hire

with having betrayed the intrssts of his country wliile in

Italy, and neglected to take Rome when he niight have
done so. The dishonesty and incompetence of these men
had brought the finances of Carthage into grievous disorder.

So effectively did Hannibal reform abuses that the heavj
tribute imposed by Rome could be paid by instalments

without additional and extraordinary taxation. Carthage
grew prosperous, and again the Romans trembled, Seves
years after the victory of Zama they demanded Hannibal's

surrender. They were still in mortal dread of their old

enemy. Hannibal did not wish his countrymen to disgrace

themselves, and he therefore at once became an exile.

First he went to Tyre, the mother-city of Carthage, and
thence to Ephesus, where he was honourably received by
Antiochus, king of Syria, who was then preparing for wai

with Rome. Hannibal soon saw that the king's army wat
110 match for the Romans. He advised hiui to equip a

fleet and throw a bodv of troops on the south of Italy,

adding that he would himself take the command. But hi

could not make much impression on Antiochus, who was a

conceited man, quite ignorant of the strength of Rome.
The story was told that, pointing to the great army he had
assembled at Ei>liesus, he asked Hannibal if he did not

think that these were enough for the Romans. Hannibal's

reply was, " Yes, enough fur the Romans, however greedy

they may be." The great army in which Antiochus had
trusted was in 190 B.C. routed by Scipio at JIagnesia

pear Smyrna. Again Rome demanded the surrender of

Hannibal.

The end was now at hand. From the couit of Antiochus

Hannibal fled to Crete, but he soon went back to Asia, and
sought refuge with Prusias, king of Bithynia. Once mwe
the Romans were determined to hunt out the old man, and
they sent Flamininus to insist on his surrender. Prusias

was but a poor paltry princeling, and ho promptlj' complied.

Hannibal did not choose to fall into his enemies' hands.

At Libyssa, on the eastern shore of the Sea of Marmora, he

took poison, which, it was said, he had long carried about

with him in a ring. The precise year of his death was a

matter of controversy. If, as Livy seems to imply, it was

183 B.C., he died in the same year as }iis gre;;t and victorious

antagonist, Scipio Africanus.

As to the transcendent military genius of Hannibal there

canrot be two opinions. The man who for fifteen years

could hold his ground jn a ho.stile country against several

powerful armies and a succession of able generals must have

been a commander and a tactician of supreme capacity.

Wonderful as his achievements were, we must marvel the

more when we take into account the grudging support he

received from Carthage. As his veterans melted away,

he had to organize fresh levies on the spot. We never

hear of a mutiny in his army, composed though it was of

Africans, Spaniards, and Gauls. He who could throw aspeJI
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o?er Bucb rough and vaiiuus natures must indeed Lave been

on extraordiiiaiy man. Again, all we know of Lim comes

for the most part from hnstilc sources. Tbe Romans feared

«nd hated him so much that they could not do him justice.

Long after the peril Jiad passed away, we may well believe

that Horace accurately reflected their sentiment in describ-

ing him, as he does more than once, as the ilinis Jlaunibul.

Livy speaks of his great qualities, hut ho adds that his vices

were equally great, among which he singles out his "more
than Punic perfidy " and '• an inhuman cruelty," for the

first there would seem to be no further justification than

tluit he was consummately skilful in the use of ambuscades.

For the latter there is, wo believe, no more ground than

that at certain crises he acted in the general spirit of ancient

warfare. Sometimes he contrasts most favourably with his

enemy. No such brutality stains his name as that perpe-

trated by Claudius Is'ero on the vanquished HasdrubaL

Polybius merely says that he was accused of cruelty by the

llomans and of avarice by the Carthaginians. He had

indeed bitter enemies, and his life was one continuous

struggle against destiny. For steadfastness of purpose, for

organizing capacity and a mastery of military science, he

lias perhaps never had an equal.

Considering his fame, we should have expected to ^nd a

namber of anecdotes about him. There are, however, only

a few. One is given by Cicero (De Oratore, ii. 18); and
may fairly find a place here. When he was an exile at

Ephcsus, he was invited to hear a lecture from one Phorniin,

a philosopher. The lecturer discoursed on things in general

and on the duties of a commander-in-chief in particular,

and was warmly applauded by his audience. Some of the

hsarers turned to Hannibal and asked him what he thought

of it. " I have seen," said lie, " plenty of old fools in my
time, but this man beats them all."

Our diief sources for the life of Haiiiiib.il are Polyiiiis nnd I-ivy.

AVith Polybius we are generally on safe ground, but unfortun.itcly

we li.ive not his guidance throughout. l.ivy'.s naarative is too nnich

«levoted to his country to be impartial ; but he is minute, and his

entire history of the Second Punic War hhs come down to us.

There are be.iides the meagre epitomes of Floras and Orosius, and the

remains of the abridgment of Dion Cassius by Zonaras. We have
(J.SO Plut.arch's lives of Fabins JIaxinius and Marcelliis, in wliich

of course Hannibal figures conspicuously, and a life by Cornelius

Uepos. To these must be added Apjiian, whose book on the Wars
rf hanniba) is not without some value. (W. J. B.

)

HANNTBAL, a city of the United States, in Sfariou

county, Jlissouri, is situated on the west bank of the

Mississippi river, 150 miles above St Louis. Owing to its

lK)sition on the river and its extensive railroad connexions,

it has become a busy commercial town ; and evidence of

the prosperity of many of its inhabitants is afforded by the

nTimber of fine residences on the surrounding s]o])es. It

possesses a city hall, a Pioman Catholic seminary, and a high
Ecbool. The river is crossed by a splendid iron bridge,

which has provision both for ordinary and for railway

trafhc. The principal shipping trade is in lumber with

other parts of the State, as well as with Kansas and Texas;

but tobacco, pork, and flour are also extensively shipped.

The manufactories include foundries, car-worl<B, machine-
shops, tobaceo-works, beef-curing establishments; and flour-

inills. In the neighbourhood there are lime-works and
coal-pits. The population, which in 18G0 was C505, and
id 1870 was 10,125, of whom IGIG were coloured and
1632 foreigners, is now (1880) estimated at 15,000.

HANNO (a very common Carthaginian name, Greek
'Atawc), according to the title of the Perijilvs that passes

under the name, v?a8 a king (basileus) of the Cartha-

ginians who undertook an exploring and colonizing ex-

pedition along the north-western coasts of Africa beyond
the Pillars of Hercules, and on his return inscribed a narra-

tive of his voyage in the temple of Saturn. There are no
data to fix with any precision the time at which ho flour-

ished, the most definite statement about the matter being
Pliny's "Punicis rebus florentissiniis." Eougainvillc ami
Vivien de Saint JIartin are disposed to assign him to ciirit

570 B.C.; lleercn, Klugc, and others make him conleiii-

porary with a Hanno, father of Ilamilcar {r. 510 Ii.c.) ;

and Miiller thinks he may be possibly identified wilU

Hanno the son of Hamilcar (r. 470 B.C.). According to

the Pti'ipliis, which is the only detailed notice of the ex-

pedition that has come down to us, he sailed with sixty

galleys (pfnlecoidoroi) and 30,000 (!) men and women, anil

in the course of his voyage south founded the city of

Thymiaterium and settled colonies at Gytte, Acra, Melitta,

Arambys, and in the island of Cernc or Kerne. The
terminus of the voyage was an island beyond a gulf called

the Noti Cornu, in which they found a number of "hairy

women" whom the interpreters named gorillas.

The identiflcatinn of the various points mentioned in the narra-

tive lias given scope to abundant dissertation and conjecture, .and

the qnestiou as to the site of the gorilla island, or stnitlimosl

limit of the exploration, has been discussed with special inlercst-

Bougainville and Durcau de la JIalle maintain that Hanno
reached the Bight of P.eiiin ; Jliillcr and Vivien de Saint Martin

find liis ullima Tlntk in the Gnlf of (Shorboio ; Mnnnert decides

in favour of Piissagos, Hceren for the mouth of the Clambia, Maltr-

Brun for the Bay of Cinlia, and Quatremeic for the neighbouiliood

of the Senegal, while Gosselin would go no further south than

Cape Nun. But while authorities differ so much in the matter of

identification, almost all .agree that the narialive is one of the most
remarkable records of early exploration that have been jneserved.
" In its oiigin.al form," says Vivien de Saint Martin, "it was only

a commemorative inscription of barely a hundied lines, and yet in

spite of this extreme conciseness there is not one of its details, whether
of localities or distances, which is not rigorously conformable to the

very accurate aciiuaintance which we now liave of these coasts." In
the 18th century Dodwell called the authenticity of the Pcrijiliisin

question, but it was consideied that liis arguments had been dis-

posed of by Falconer and otheis. Kecently, however, M. TanxiiT

has renewed the attack, maintaining that in reality we have nothinp

before us but "a compilation due to an ignorant Creek of the 3st

pentury B.C., brought to its present form by some Christian of the

time of Theodosius, prob.ably a student to whom the task was
assigned of adapting the old Pcriph(s to the geogiajdiical ideas of

the day."

TliccdiUo princcps of the PeripJus of ITunno issued from lite prcs^of Froteniiis

at Basel tn 1^33 ('Appiai/oD 7re^tV\ous,K.T.X. ; Avfajcot ircpiVXous Ai^ii/»;t,

K.T.X.). Of more recent ertilions it is enough to mcnlion thnt in Huilson> C/o-

graptiia relet is scriptores Oraci minories, vol.1.. O.xfortl. 1C38. villi Dotlwciro

disicrlntlons prefixed; Arnold Srhmiilt. jlirronj /m/isrAf MtilirtirdigUUen vtiU

Ilannons S/eithe, lirunswlck' and WolfcnbUltel. 1TC4: Tliom.is Falconer. '
7"A<r

Voi/age of Ifanno translated . . . and defended against the chjerlions of Mr Dod-

wcil, London. 1707: Klligc, llanmnis KariQatio, Lcipslc. 1829; nnd Cnri Jliillcr.

Gcograrhi Grnxi Minora, Paris', 185.'.. For further details sec .Mlillcr's Pro\go-

mena; CoUKainvillc in Acad.ites Jnser. et Belles /.ff/<-«, tome xxvl. ; Vivien de

Saint Jlarlin, Le Nord de fAfrique dans rAntiiiiili.Vnvti. I6C3; Dr Judns in Im
nii'iied'Orimf. and M. Tniixior In ia C/oSe, .Geivcva, 18C7, mi Compltt nendut
de I'Acad. des Jnscr,, Paris. 1S75.

HANNO, the chief opponent of Hamilcar and Hannibal

at Carthage. Few details are known of his life ; his in-

fluence on the history of his country, which for more than

forty years was very great, can be appreciated only from a

detailed history of the period. During the First Punic

War he conducted successfully a campaign against some

African nation, and he soon became the most trusted leader

of the aristocratic party. AVhen in 210 B.c. Hamilcar's

veterans returned from Sicily, clamouring for their jiromiscd

pay, Hanno was sent to require them to accopt ])artial pay-

ment; and on their rebellion he was appointed to the com-

mand against them. His unpopularity with the army and

Ills incapacity led to several defeats, and the Government
was reluctantly forced to associate Hamilcar with him.

After Hamilcar had at length crushed the rebellion, Hanno
seems to have remained at Carthage exerting all his in-

fluence against the democratic party. During the Second

Punic War he advocated jieace with Pome ; and ho even,

according to Livy (xxiii. 13), advised that Hannibal should

bo given up to the Pomans. After the battle of Zanui

(203'B.c.) he was one of the ambassadors sent to Scipio ti-

Buc for peace, and after the war he is mentioned among tin:

leaders of the Roman party.
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HANOVER (German, Hannover), formerly an inde-

pendeat kingdom, but since. 1866 a province of Prussia, lies

between 51° 18' and 63' 62' N. lat and 6" 43' and ll" 46'

E. long., and is bounded on the N. by the North Sea, N.E.

by Holstein, Hamburg, and Mecklenburg, E. and S.E. by

Prussian Saxony and the duchy of Brunswick, S.W. by

Hesse-Cassel and Westphalia, and W. by Holland. These

boundaries include the grand-duchy of Oldenburg, which

stretches southward from the North Sea nearly to the

southern boundary of Hanover. A small portion of the

province in the south is separated from Hanover proper

by the interposition of a part of Brunswick. The area of

the province extends to 14,548 English square miles.

Physical Features.—The greater part of Hanover is

embraced in that extensive plain which, commencing on

the shores of the North Sea, tsrminatea on the frontiers of

Ilussia. The most fruitful districts are on the banks of

the Elbe and near the North Sea, where, as in Holland,

rich meadows are preserved from being immersed in water

by broad dykes and deep ditches, constructed and kept in

repair at great expense. It is only the southern portion

that is mountainous ; the district of Klausthal, containing

the Harz, is wholly so, as well as some parts near Got-

tingen, and in the district of Hildesheim. The Harz
mountains are not a part of any chain, but rise from a plain

in an isolated group, the highest points of which are nearly

in the centre (see Hakz). They are covered with exten-

sive forests. On their lower slopes the trees are of the

deciduous kinds, but pines alone are found on the sum-
mits.

The whole of Hanover dips towards the north, and
the rivers eocsequeutly ^ow in that direction. The Elbe,

which forms the boundary on the N.E., receives the fol-

lowing tributaries :—the Ohre, which rises in the district

of Liineburg ; the Aland and the Jetze, which come out of

the province of Saxony, and are navigable in their lower

course ; the Ilmenau, which becomes navigable at Liine-

burg; the Este, navigable to Buxtehud?; the Liihe, navigable

to Hornburg ; the Schwinge, by which vessels reach Stade

;

the Oste, navigable to Kircbosters ; and the Medem, which

runs through the Hadeln-land, and admits large vessels up
to Otterndorf. The Weser enters Hanover at Miinden,

being there formed by the junction of the Fulda and
the Werra, It is navigable for barges from the spot at

which its name commences; and it receives the. Hamel, the

Aller, the Oertze, the Leine, the Bohme, the. Eyther, the

Wiimme, which in the lower part of its course takes the

name of Lesum, the Geeste, and the Hunte,— all of them
purely Hanoverian rivers. The Ems rises in the province of

Westphalia, and after entering Hanover receives the waters

of the Aa, the Haase, the Else, and the Leda; it falls into

the DoUart near Emden, which is the princ'pil seaport in

the kingdom. It is navigable for flat-bottomed vessels from
Rheina downwards, and for sea-going ships from Halte and
Weener. The Vecht, a river of short course, rises in the

province of Westphalia, and falls into the Zuyder Zee. A
navigable canal from the Vecht to Miinster connects that

city with the Zuyder Zea Navigable canals connect the
various river systems.

The principal lakes are the Steinhuder Sleer, about 4
miles long and 2 broad, and 20 fathoms deep, on the

borders of Schaumburg-Lippe ; the Diimmersee on the

borders of Oldenburg, about 1 2 miles in circuit ; the lake
of Bederkesa, and some others in the moorlanda of the

north ; the Seeburger See near Duderstadt ; and the
Oderteich, in the Harz, 2100 feet above the level of the
sea.

Climate.—The climate in the low-lyitsg districts near the
cqast is moist and foggy, in the plains mild, on the Harz
mountains severe and variable. lu spring the prevailing

winds blow from the N.E. and E., in summer from the
S.W. The mean annual temperature is about 4G° Fahr.

;

in the town of Hanover it is higher. The average annual
rainfall is about 23'5 inches; but this varies greatly in

difl'erent districts. In the west the Hiihenraucli, a thick

fog arising from the tinrning of the moors, is a plaguB of

frequent occurrence.

Agricnliure.—Thougl>agr!culture constitutes the most important
branch of industry in the province, it is still in a very baikwanl
state. Tile greater part of the soil is of inferior quality, and much
that is susceptible of cultivatiou is still lying waste. Of the entire

area of the country 28 '2 per cent, is arable, 16-6 in meadow or
pasture land, 13 per cent, in forests, 37'2 per cent, in uncultivated
moors, heaths, &c.; fioni 17 to 18 per cent, is in possession of th«
state. The best agriculture is to be found in the distiicts of

Hildesheim, Calenberg, GiJttingen, and Grubenhagen, on the banks
of the Weser and Elbe, and in East Friesland. Of the whole ai-ea

under cultivation in 1878 there was under wheat 1'9 per cent. ; rye,

10'9 ; barley, 09 ; oats, 6 7 ; buckwheat, 14 ; pease, 0-4
;
potatoes,

2'S ; and meadow, 10'4 percent. The extent of tillage was 3,295,752
acres ofa total area of 9,461,446 acres. The total yield for the season

1878 was—wheat, 2,298,543 cwt. ; rye, 10,843,726 cwt. ; barley,

1,350,417 cwt.; oats, 7,054,389 cwt.; buckwheat, 1,150,515 cwt.;

pease, 348,934 cwt.; potatoes, 17,828,490 cwt; hay, 34,238,480
cwt. Eye is generally grown for bread. Flax, for which much of

the soil is admirably adapted, is extensively cultivated, and forms
an important article pf export, chiefly, however, in the form of yarn.

Hemp, turnips, and hops are also among the exports. There were

in 1877 805 acres planted with tobacco, the produce of which was
12,207 cwt., valued at £15,150. Of beet there were 27,700 acres,

yielding 5,376,480 cwt. of beet-root, from which was manufactured
in 27 sugar-mills with 211 engines of 2433 hoi-se-power 581,707 cwt.

of raw s\igar. Apples, pears, plums, ami cherries are the principal

kinds of fruit grown. Ked bilberries ( Vaccinium Yilis idaxi) from
the Harz and black bilberries ( V. ifi/riitUis) from the Liineburg

Heath form an important article of export.

Live Sloch.—By the returns of 1873 there were in Hanover 191,006
horses, 132 mules, 404 asse?;, 894,158 head of horned cattle,

1,856,962 sheep (including 511,892 heidschnucken, a very coarse

breed), 510,550 piss, 172,902 goats, and 217,045 beehives. Bee?

are principally kept on the Liineburg Heath. The number of

sheep was larger before 1867, but the number of horned catlle has

increased. Horses are reared in the marshes of Aurich and Stade,

in Hildesheim and Hanover ; the cattle of Aurich (East Friesland)

are famous for their size and quality. The best sheep belong to

the country lying betv/een the capital and the Harz. Large flocks

of geeso are kept in the moist lowlands ; their flesh is salted for

domestic consumption during the winter, and their feathers ar*

prepared for .sale.

ilininrj.—Minerals occur in great variety and abundance. The
Harz mountains are rich in silver, lead, iron, and copper , coal

is found around Osnabriick, on the Deister, at Osterwald, &c., lignite

in various places ; salt-springs of great richness exist at Egestorfohall

and Neuhall near Hanover, and at Liineburg ; and petroleum may
be obtained south of Celle. In the cold regions of the northern
lawlands, peat occurs in beds of immense thickness. The mining
returns for the year 1878 give the following quantities and values :

—

coal, 301,728 tons (£118,765); lignite, 126,714 tons (£33,724);

asphalt, 26,000 tons (£28,00u) ; iron ores, 170,969 tons (£16,000);

zinc, 5141 tons (£16,944); laad ore, 32,866 tons (£188,785);
copper ore, 16,793 tons (£45,286) ; silver ore, 35 cwt. (£1420);
manganese ore, SOJQ c^yt. (£719) ; salt from springs, 73,007 tons

(£91,493).
ifanufactures.—Works for the manufacture of iron, copper,

brass, wire, silver, lead, vitriol, >and sulphur are carried ou to

large extent About 40,000 persons are employed in these works
and in the mines, the yearly revenue from which amounts to

£1,200,000. The production of 1878 consisted of—iron, 1,562,231

tons ; lead, 8774 tons ; copper, 2.556 cwt ; silver, 53,932 ft

;

gold, 171 lb; sulphuric acid, 573 tons; blue ritril, 788 tons.

The iron works are very important : smelting is carried on in

the Harz and near Osnabriick ; there are extensive foundries

and machine factor!"? at Hanover, Linden, Osnabriick, Hamelii,

Geestemiinde, Parburg, Osterode, &c., and manufactories .ol arms

at Herzberg, and of i-otlpry in the towns of the Harz and in the

Sollinger Forest. The textile industries are prosecuted chiefly in the

towns. Linen yam and cloth are largelv manufactured, especially

in the south about Osnabriick and Hildesheim, and bleaching is

engaged in extensively ; woollen cloths are made to a consid>,rabi8

extent in the south about Einbeck, Gottingen, and Hameln ;
cotton-

spinning and weaving have their principal seats at Hanover and Lin-

den. Gloss houses, paper-mills, potteries, tile works, and tobacco-

pipe works are numerous. Wax is bleached to a considerable extent,

andthere ane numerous tobacco factories, tanneries, breweries, vinegar

work;, and brandy distilleries. Shipbuilding is aa important in-
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au»t.7. especiany at l>»penL«rg. Eu.don L.er, Stado. and liar-

j

burg; and #JIun.kn river barges are built
is to a '

ge pronnce counts 867 sea-o.ng T'^/'^;. ^''f toTcome a very

been coinpleted.
.^^^ ^.^ Innddrosteien

The debts of the province, contracted before tUe occupation by

^X'r;/aX -ThelenSsTl gave the population asl.963,618 ;

1 TlTee/^Tonged to the Evangelical Church, 233 633 «ere Eon.au

Catholics and 12,790 Jews. The urban population numbered

Coontlcs.

Hanover
Hildcsheim..

Luneburg ...

Slade
Osnabruck...

Aurich

Popolation, 1st Dec. 18T5.

2197-4
1941-7

4375 6

2493-7
•2358-6

1181-0

M.-ilcll.

215,364
204,010
194,5SG

154,694
139,761
99,310

Females. Total.

214,695
209,587
192,123
153,515
133,000
101,743

14548-0 1,007,725 1,009,668

430,059
413,5»7
386,714
308,209
277,761
201,053

Intmb:t-
ants to

the bq.

mile.

2,017,393

196
213
88

123
128
170

139

603 102, and the rural 1,454.587. By the census of lS,o the popu-

lation had reached 2,017,393. There are 114 towns, but only 9 have a

population exceeding 10,000, viz., Hanover, Osnabruck. Hildesheini.

Linden Harburg, funeburg. Celle, Cbttiugen, and Eniden

£''r«"o».-Amongst thieducational institutions the university

of Gottingen stands first, ivith an average yearly attendance of

900 students. There are besides 18 gymiiasmms, a P.™gy'"°^^""';

9 first-class grammar schools, 11 normal and training schoo s a

polytechnic school at Hanover, a school of nnnes and foi.sty^^

klausthal, several naval academies and schools of arts, 3 asylums foi

the dtf and dumb, 2 ?or the blind, and numerous other charitable

"'i/L'ilrT-The wo'd Hanover originally applied only to th-- city

80 called. It was gradually, however, extended to the cou.itry of

thch Hanover was the capital ; and it was officially rcco^ued a.s

«.e name of the state when in 1814 the electorate of Luneburg was

""in" a''n^e°nftimes the country formed part of Saxony, w-Wcli re-

mained independent until the time of Charlemagne ;
and afterwards

it was incluJed in the duchy of Saxouy. Alter the extinction of

the Billing family, whicli ruled Saxony for about two cciituiios, the

duchy wal granted to Lothair of Supplinburg, who in 1125 was

elected emperor. He gave his daughter in niarriage to Henry he

Proud duke of Bavaria, of the ancient house of Guelph, wh ch

already had important allodial possessions in Saxony. 1 eniy tlio

Proud became duke of S,o;ony as well as of Bavana ;
and his son

Henry the Lion, after a time of bitter dispute, was installed by

Fredc-rick Barbarossa in his father's great position. n the alter

part of Frederick's reign, in IISO, Henry was deprived of both his

hnchies, but w-as allowed to keep the allodial possessions of his

family, viz., Brunswick and Liinebnrg. In 1235 these lands were

yielded by Henry's gi-andson. Otto I'ucr, to the emperor Frederick

ll who 'T-anted then, to him in fief as a duchy. Otto s two sons

divided their inheritance into two duchies in 1207, and thus were

formed the old Luneburg and the old Brunswick lines. 1 here was

a frcih division in 1428, whereby were formed the .so-called mnklle

lines of Brunswick and Liinebnrg. From 1527 Luneburg was under

the solo government of Duko Ernest tho Confessor, who was an

ardent odherent of Luther, and so persistently laboured to pro.uote

tho Reformation in his country that it has been essentially 1 ro-

testant ever since. He died in the same year as his friend Luther

1546 and from him descended tho younger lines of liriinswick

and Luneburg, or of Urunswick-Wolfenbuttel nnd Brunsnick-Lunc

bur" For in 1634 Duke Fiedcri. V llliich of Bi-urswick-A\ olfen-

butfcl suddenly died childless, and his duchy was inhcritod by

Augustus tlie younger, the descendant of Ernest's eldest son Henry

;

and Brunswick has remained in the hands of this dynasty till tho

present day. WcanwhiU Liineburg had been ruled over by "'illijim,

the younger son of Ernest the Confessor; and when ho died in

1592 he left seven sons, of whom four, Ernest, Christian, Aiigiistua

the elder, and Fredenck, one after tlio other, became rnlcrs of the

land. Frederick, who survived all Ida brothers, died in 1048, the

^car in which the Thirty Years' War was brought to a close. Th«

only one of the seven brothers wno
»>='"H ; l^^ u. ? ( n ,?

WIS granted as a separate duchy a pai t of Liinoburg ca ^'^
^f^'r

bei L' of which ha made Hanover the capital, Celle bein" the capita

Luneburg. Ho arranged that his eldest son shou 3 bo al owj,l

to select either Calenberg or Liineburg, that the «;cond should taU

the duchy not chosen by his brother, and that the remaining so

should be content without having territory to govern. 1 he result

of this settlement was that his eldest son. Christian Louis, clioso

Luneburg, where he ruled till his death in 1065. George ^\ illiam^

the second son. ruled over Calenberg till 166o, when he tran8f.r«4

himself to Luneburg, which lio governed till 1.05. On Lis going

to Liineburg, the third brother, John Frederick, t-f^.^e duke d

Calenbei", in which position lie was succeeded in 16i9 by truest

Au"ustu°, the fourth brother, who married Sophia tho giaod-

dau'-hter of James L of England. Ernest Augustus was an

exce°edin''lv ambitious prince, and iu order to increase the powel

of his coS.;trv iiitioduced in 1682 the law of primogeniture. After-

wards in 1092. in consequence of a vast amount ol negotiation and

intn-'ue, he managed to secure for himself and his successors the

electoral title. He died in 169S, and was succeeded hy his son

George Louis, who, having married his cousin Sophia 0?'° hea

the daughter of George AVilliam of Calenberg. finally united tU

two duchies on the death of the latter prince. n I'l* Georg*

Louis, the elector of Luueburg, asctnded the throne of Great

^
A?teVt'li?s'°timc^until the death of William IV., Liineburg o.

Hanover had tho same sovereign as Great Britain ;
and this pri-

sonal union of the two countries was not withoot important i-esum

for both. George IE, as the ally of I-redenck the Great in the

Seven Years' AVar, joined the struggle m the capacity both ol

elector and of king ; 'and while George III. was on the throne there

was liardly a pl'ase of tho foreign policy of Lngland by which

Hanover was not affected. In 1803, when the Hanoverian troops

capitulated at Suliugen, the country was invested by a French

CO psrwhich it hadio maintain at a hea;7 cost -The Prussians

receiied tempoiaiy possession of Hanover from ,^»I'0 -^"n 'i. 806

but in 1807 i part of it was annexed to the \^]'S\°^^°i Vultt't
to which the remaining portion was added in ISIO The people

never acquiesced in French predominance and when the final

stru.-.'le with Napoleon came they distinguished themselves by the

ardou°r with which they flung themselves into it. At the congress

of Vienna in lgl5 it was demanded in the name of tho elector

fKin" Geoigo 111.) that the electorate should bo recognized as a

kii."dom; a°id not only was the demand admitted, but the new

kingdom received considerable accessions of territory.

PMlly through the influence of the French, partly m conseqncnce

of the general progress of ideas, Hanover was now, like many other

parts of Germany, penetrated by a desire for freedom ;
and such had

ieen the sufferings of the people, willingly borne for their sovereign

and country, that they felt they had a right to be treated in a con-

ciliatory and generous spirit. Their wishes were, however, disre-

earded. Count iluuster, who virtually ruhd the country from

London drew up a constitution which came into force in 1819. it

was thoroughly reactionaiy iu tendency, and the more resolutely

it was enforced the more completely were the pcojile alienated from

the rulin" class. Not until 1831, when there were several popular

risin-s of"so serious a nature. that Count Munstcr resigned, wos it

deeiucd ncccs.sary to make important concessions, and even then

the constitution which the states assembly prepared was made con-

sidcnibly less liberal by AVilliam IV. before ho sanctioned it in 1833.

As the law of Hanover ],reventcd a woman from mountiiig tlie

throne, Ernest Augustus, duko of Cumberland, became king a(te.

tho death of William 1
V.' in 1837. Ho provd to be a harsh .ml

narrow-minded despot. In 1837 he arbitrarily abolished the con-

stitution of 1833, and when seven professors of the university o

Gottingen protested against tho act asunhiwrul, they were deprive,!

of their chairs, and three of the most distiiigri.shed-Gervinus,

Jacob Grimm, and Dahlniann-wero banished from the counlrj

The people were profoundly '''irred, and it was hoped that tlo

conreier.'te diet n'ight bo induced to protect their rights, but it

de 1 ncd to interfere. A pitiful imitation of a constitution wa.

C-aiited in 1840, but this only intensified tho public ludignat-on

^vhich became si strong that in 1843 Ike revolutionary movemen

that swept over Europe seemed about to overthrow hing Lme.t

Augustns nnd his throne together By hasty co«ces.s.on» he suc-

ceeded in preventing this catastrophe but no sooner d.d tho ng a-

tlon begin to abate than he ^howed a disposition to evade the

obli"atlons imposed by the constitution which hea been wi ung fron.

him The con i-aratively IMund ministry which had U.n .ppoinled

in"he moment of .langer was dismi.^^ed in 1850. and pr.d,,,Uy only

the death of the king in 1851 prevented him from .ngaging I.. «»

serious a contest as ever with l/ic progressive forces that surioui.. •'

him In 1849, when tho Erunklort diet faihd to esluldisli the

unity of Genm.nv, he joined the kings of I'lu^Ma and .Sax-ny n.

forming what was called " tho three k,.,-.' alban. ; ;
but li._ «•...

withdrew from this connexion, nnd associated uimself with mo

thorou^lily conscrvaliTe nolicy of Austria.
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Ernest Augustus was succeeded by his blind son, George V.

Tersonally King George was of ,in amiable disposition, but he
shared his father's extravagant conceptions of royal rights, and it
once appointed a ministry whoso aim was to get rid of the incon-
venient constitution of 1848. The second chamber, however,
ri-sisted its designs so energetically that in 1852 the more re-
actionary ministers had to resign, and in 1853 even the modified
cabinet was complete^y defeated. The king then created a Govern-
ment which ailviscd him to appeal to tlio confederate diet. This
was done, and in 1855 the diet proclaimed the constitution of 18-18
to be invalid. That a more easy triumph might bo secured, the
states assembly was dissolved, and a ministry was formed which
boldly restored the nominal constitution of 1840. This Govern-
ment spare.l no effort to obtain an overpowering majority, but, as it
stdl encountered some resistance in the new parliament, fresh elec-
tions were ordered, and in 11)57 it had tlie satisfaction of meeting
as pliant a body of deputies .-I'J the king himself could wish. The
pcoi)le, however, were not in sympathy with their nominal repre-
sentatives, and gave many proofs of their discontent with the
arbitrary rule to which they were subjected. In 1862, when an
attemptjvas made to impose upon'the schools the use of a catechism
of tiie 17th century, the popular feeling was so decisively expressed
that the king was compelled to dismiss his ministers. The new
cabinet, wljich was rather less e.vtravagant, included Herr "Windt-
horst, wlio had for a short time had a seat in the Government that
resigned in 1853, and who has since acquired ilistinction as leader
of the Ultramontane party in the imperial parliament of Gennany.
King George could not long submit even to a slight modification of
his absolutist notions, and in 1865 entrusted Herr von Borries, who
bad done Iiin\ fiiithful service in previous administrations, with the
task of bringing together a cabinet to his liking.

Jfeanwhile, however, dangers had arisen in Germany, compared
with which the internal troubles of Hanover were of small account.
Herr von Bismarck, who now controlled Pmssian policy, was devisin"
methods for tlie realization of his vast schemes ; and it became
increasingly clear, after the Schleswig-Holstein war, that the minor
states of Germany would soon have to accept finally the lead either
of Prussia or of Austria. Before the outbreak of that conflict
Kanover and Saxony had despatclied troops to Holstein for the
purpose of executing the will of the bund. Although the federal
army was driven back by rrus<.ia, Hanover seemed for a time to
be favourable to her rather tlian to Austria ; but in reality the
sympathy of the court was altogether with the latter power. On
the 14th of June 1866, in regard to tlie decisive question whether
the federal army should be mobilized, Hanover voted in the con-
federate diet with Austria ; and by doing so she irrevocably declared
on which side she would range herself in the approaching struo-o-le.
In consequence of this vote Prussia addressed an ultimatum" to
Hanover on the I5th of June, requiring lier to maintain unarmed
neutrality and to accept the scheme for the reform of the confedera-
tion which the Prussian plenipotentiary had submitted to the
diet before retiring from it. As Hanover rejected these demands, I

Prussian troops at once crossed the frontier ; and on the 17th of
June they were in possession of the capital. On the 27th a battle
was fought at Langensalza, in which the Hanoverians were victori-
ous

;
but they could make no use of their victory, and were soon

compelled to capitulate. At the conclusion of the "war, by the
treaty of Prague, Hanover, with Hesse, Nassau, and Frankfort, was
atinexcd to Prussia. King George addressed from Hietzing, near
Vienna, a protest to the European caUnets, but it was disregarded •

on the 3d of October 1866, his dominions were formally taken
possession of, and in the following year the population were sub-
jected to the Prussian constitution. In 1878 George V. died at
Hietzing, but his .son, Ernest Augustus, duke of "Cumberland,
maintains his right to the crown ; and there is still a varty in
Hanover which expresses itself favourable to his claims. The mass
of the population, however, whether originally willing to be annexed
to Prussia or not, have submitted to the inevitable, and there is
evidence that they are gradually becoming loyal subjects of the
Prussian king.

Hanover, tlie capital, is situated in the south of the
above province, on a sandy but fertile plain on the rivsr
Leine, which here receives the Ihme, and is from this point
navigable to the AVeser. It is 38 miles W. by N. of Bruns-
wick by rail, 157 miles W. of Berlin, 78 S.E. of Bremen,
andlO" S. of Hamburg. The Leiue flows through the town
having the old town on its right bank, and the Calenberger
new town between its kft bank and the Ihme. The old
town is irregularly built, with narrow streets and old-
fashioned houses

; while the ne^ town has wide streets,
handsome buildings, and beautiful squares. Of the latter
the most remarkable are—the square at the railway
terminus, with an equestrian statue of King Ernest

Augustus in bronze
; the triangular theatre square ; Georpe

Square, with the statue of Schiller; Waterloo Square, with
a column 90 feet high, surmounted by Victory, and haviui;
inscribed on it the names of 800 Hanoverians who fell
at Waterloo. In the gardens near the square an open
rotunda has been erected enclosing a marble bust of Leibnitz,
and near i^ a monument of General Alten, commander of tlie
Hanoverian troops at Waterloo. The town has numerous
churches ; in the chapel of the palace are preserved the
rehcs of saints which Henry the Lion brought from Pales-
tine. Tiie royal palace— built 1636-1640, rebuilt 1837
—contains a picture gallery and collection of natural curi-
osities, and the palace of Ernest Augustus is remarkable
for its historic collections, especially the famous Welfen
museum. The other principal public buildings are the
record office, containing a library of 150,000 volumes; tlio

town-hall, built in the 15th century; the theatre, the
museum, the aquarium, the handsome railw^ay terminus, and
the exchange. Hanover has a numberof colleges and schools,
and is the seat of several learned societies. During the last
ten years t|je town has become the seat of various new indus-
tries and of an increasing trade. It is connected by rail

Plan of Hanover.

1. Cavalry Barracks.! 4. Gerrge Square:
[

C. 3\rnrkt Kirche.
[

9. Palarc of Fnir^t
2..1}.ink. statue of SchiUei- 7. Towii-lLill. Ancustus,
3. Tlieatie. | 5. Royal Palace. | 8. Royal Castle. I 10. Libiary.

with Berlin, Harburg, Bremen, Hameln, Cologne, Alten-

beken, and Cassel ; and the annual fairs for cloth, leather,

yarns, linen, w-ool, ic, are frequented by large numbers of

buyers. There are several banks and a chamber of com-
merce. Almost every industry is at present represented,

whilst in former times the inhabitants dsrived their

chief support from the presence of the court and the

nobility. The town possesses largo cotton-mills, iron-

foundries, and machine factories, numerous tobacco mnnii-

factories, breweries, distilleries, &c. Hanover was the first

German town that was lighted with gas. It is the birth-

place of Sir William Herschel the astronomer (1822), of

th-D brothers Schlegel, and of the historian Pertz; and the

philosopher Leibnitz died there (1716). The populatifn

has increased from 49,909 (including suburbs) in 1852
to 106,677 in 1879 (with the adjoining Linden, 127,570).

In the vicinity are the royal palaces of Herrenhausen, tl>c

unfinished Welfenschloss (formerly Mnnt Brilliant), and
Marienburg, the private property of Queen JIarie, all sur-

rounded by gardens
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See fiaring, tsulilia Hcrij'torum rcritvi Bmnsviixtisiun ae

LuTteburgensiuM (Haiiovec, 172&); Ijeibiiitz, Scripiorca reruiii

Pru;>svicaisium (Han.. 170/ -11); Bunting, Braunschweig- Liincb.

Chronica (Magdob.irg, \5i(i\ continued till 1620 by Jlt-ilium (ibid.

IG20); lliine, Lfcsch df^ KOiiigr. Hannover ami Hcrzorjth. Braun-
s(;Ai<;c.'(7(Han..l825-aO); Havemann, Gcsch. dcr Landc Braunschweig

und Lilncburg (Ciottingcii, IS53-57); Grotefeud, Ocsch. dr.r allg.

Candstdnd. I^ajassurij dcs Kiinigrcichs JIannovcr, 1814-48 (Haii.,

\8B"); S'^liaiimann, Uamlbuch dcr Ocsch. dcr Lande Hannover uwl
Br-xiaischweig (Han. 1864) ; Gutlie, Die Lands Braunschweig

und uannovcr (liaii., 1867); Opp<'iniaan, Zvr OwK ff.Lanoverii,

1832-60 (BtI , 1868); Sicuan, (htch. iia Kitnigl. kannoverschcn

Armee (3crL 1866-71). (E. J.—J. SI.)

HANSAUD, Luke n752-1828), English printer, wliose

name is familiar In coniipxion with the parliamentary re-

ports, was born July 5, 1752, in St Marj''s parish, Norwich.

Reverses in business compelled liis falher, a manufacturer

there, to apprentice him to Mr Strphen White, printer. ,

Immediately on the expiry of his apprenticeship Hansai J

started for London with only a guinea in his pocket, and

obtained there in 1772 a situation as compositor in the office

of Mr Hughs, printer to the House of Commons. There

his at)uity and energy ccmmended him so well to his master

that in two years' time he was made a partner, and under-

took almost the en'.ire conduct of the business, which in

1800 was resigned completely into his hands, through the

retirement of Mr Hughs. Among those whose acquaintance

Hansard made iu the exercise of his profession and retained

by his atiable private qualii-'.es, were Orme, Burke, and
Dr JoliUoSn j «'hile Porson eulogized him as the most

accurate printer of Greek. The promptitude and accuracy

with which Hansard printed parliamentary papers were

often 01 tho greatest service to Government.—notably on one

occasion when the proot-sheets of tbo report of the Secret

Committee on tho Fren'-h Revolution were submitted to

Pitt tw„r.ty f'i'ir hours after the draft had left his hands.

On the union with Ireb.nd in 1801, tho increase ot parka-

mentary printing was so great that Hansard was forced to

give up all private printing except when parliament was
not sitting. He devised numerous expedients for reducing

the expense of publishing the reports ; and in 1805, when
Jiis workmen struck at a time of great pressure, he and
his sons did not scruple themselves to work as compositors,

and to instruct the new hands tbey liad procured. Shortly
aftAr prlnt.iner the report of tho session that rose in July

1828, Hansards health, which had boon failing, completely

gave way, and he died on Octooer 29tli of the same year.

Seo the Gentleman's Magazine for December 1828.

HANSEATIC LEAGUE. Tho word " hansa," when
we lind it nrst it. tho Oprhio Bible of Ulllla. signifies a

military assemblage or troop. From this comn the gene-

ral Ronsft of union, and especially in tho Middle Ages of

union for mercautil.^ purposes. A later but less important

meaning is that of a tax paid by traders for tho right of

forming such an union.

TIi^ Hansa, tho league which ultimately overshadowed

all rivals and 'lanrper' tho nnmo for itself, w,as no inten-

tional creation, and wo can fix no exact date for its origin.

It aroso gradually from two elements, tho union of German
merchants abroad, and tho union of German towns at home.

The first impuwo lo u.orcilutile union came from tho

dangers of travelling in tho early Middle Ages, In those

days mariners had neither chart nor compass to guide their

course; and wero forced to creep timidly along tho shore

nnd to avoid as much as possible the open sea. The
merchant had also to dread moro positive dangers than

thoso of storm and wreck. Tho coasts o( northern Germany
harboured i,„mbera of rovers and pirates, who regarded

the peaceful trader as their natural prey. To increase their

powers of rcsistanca it was usual for merchants to under-

take their voyages in more or less numerous companies.

Ttio union thus begun on soa was still further cemented

on land. In those days law was personal and not tcn-i-

toriah The foreign merchant had no share in the law of

the land where he sojourned ; he brought with him his own
law, and administered it as best he could. The legal

customs of northern Germany were substantially alike ; and

this similarity strengthened tho bonds of union among the

merchants who found themselves for a time settled in ii

loteigu laud. Moreover, the state of trade frequently

required a long stay, and sometimes a depositing of goods

among strangers. This led in time to the acquisition ot

common possessions abroad, lodgings, storehouses, ic.

This common dcnot, or " factory," became the central

point of the union or Hansa formed by the merchants. The
union soon received a corporative constitution. At its head

stood tho elders, whose chief functions were to administer

justice and to represent the society in its relations to the

..lives of thb country. It was by means of these orderly

unions that the German merchants obtained their important

privileges, chiefly advantages in trade and taxes, from the

people among whom they sojourned.

The most important German mercantile Beltlements were

founded in Wisby, the capital of Gothland, m London,

Novgorod, Bergen, and Bruges. Wisby was the centr.U

point of the Baltic trade ; the other towns represent the

four extreme points of North-German commerce. It was

not unnatural that the mercantile settlements should exer-

cise great influence on the towns from which luey sprang.

In tliose nwns the municipal government was wholly in the

hands of merchants. There waa uu fcudil aristocracy aa

in tho Italian citlpn. and the artisan was always jealously

excluded from political puwcr. It is obvious therefore

that the policy of the town-councils would often be influ-

tn"ed by the exigencies of foreign commerce. But tho

influence of the foreign factories was not exercised by all

IU an equal degree. Wisby differed from tho other settle-

ments in tho fact that the Germans there were not

merchants making r, temporary visit, but were real settlerg

living side by side with tho native population. Novgorod

was a mere colony of tho German settlement iu Wisby, and

never held an independent position. Bergen was compara-

tively unimportant, and the German " counter" in Bruges

wii.i uul formed until i^ome amount of union had been at-

tained at home. But iu the German colony in London the

majority of tho members were merely passing traders, who
remained citizens of their native towns. It wns therefore

the London Hansa which exercised the greatest influence on

the growth of tho town league.

In the reign of Edgar we find tho " people of llio

emperor " occupying 1 p'^minent position in L.'^ndon trade,

and joined in a lasting league. The members of this league

came mostly from Cologne, tho first German town which

obtained great importance both at home and abroad. Its

citizens possessed .at an early date a guild-hall of their

own, and all Germans who wished to trade with England

had to join their guild. This soon included merchants

from Oortmiincl, Soest, and Miinster, in Westphalia; from

Utrecht, Stavern, and Groningen. in tho Netherlands;

and from Bremen and Hamburg on tho North Sex But

when, at tho beginning of tho 13th century, tlio rapidly

rising town of Liibeck wished to be admittcKl into tho guild,

every effort was made to keep her out. The intervention

of tho emperor Frederick II. was powerless to overcome tlio

JiottJ foil by Cologne towards a possible rival to its supre-

macy. But this obstacle to tho extension of tho league was

soon overcome. In 12G0 a charter of Henry III. assured

protection to all German merchants. L few years later

Hamburg and Liibeck wero allowed to form their own
guilds. Tho llansa of Cologne, which had long been tbo

only guild, now siiiko to the position of a branch Hansa, and

has to cuduro otheni with equal privileges. Over ail tho
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branch Kansas rises tlie " Uausa Alamannise," first meu-
tioned iu 1282.

Tlie opposition to the exclusive pretensions of Cologne

was cliiefly the work of Liibeck, and with the rise of

Liibeck we must connect tlie second element, the internal

political element, wliich contributed to the formation of the

Hansa. The old capitals of German trade, Cologne and
Wisby, tools their stand on the unions of German mer-

chants abroad. In opposition to them Liibeck found

support in home alliances, in its league witli Hamburg
and with the Wendish towns. The alliance between

Liibeck and Hamburg is generally and witli some truth

given as the origin of the Hanseatic League. It was
well fitted to play this part. These two towns com-

manded tlie commerce of the North Sea and the Baltic.

By taking the land route between them, a merchant
could avoid the dangerous passage of tlie Sound or the

Belts, and could evade the Sound dues which were often

exacted by the Danish kiags. The first alliance between

the two towns, for which there is no exact date, had for its

object the defence of the roads between them. From that

came agreements as to mutual legal security, and thence

they advanced to common political action in Loudon and
in Flanders.

The league between Liibeck and Hamburg vas not the

only, and possibly not the first, league among the German
towns. But it gradually absorbed all the others. Besides

tlie influence of foreign commercial interests there were

other motives which compelled the towns to union. The
chief of these were the protection of commercial routes both

by sea and land, and the vindication of town independence

as opposed to the claims of the landed aristocracy. The
first to join this league were the Wendish towns to the

east, Wismar, Rostock, Stralsund, &c., which had always

been intimately conaected with Liibeck, and were united

by a common system of law known as the " Liibisches

Eecht." The Saxon and Westphalian towns had long

possessed a league among themselves; they also joined

themselves to Liibeck. Liibeck now became the most im-

portant towH in Germany. It had already surpassed

Cologne both in London and Bruges. It soon gained a

similar victory over Wisby. At a great convention in which

twenty-four towns from Cologne to Revel took part it was
decided that appeals from Novgorod which had hitherto

been decided at Wisby should henceforth be brought to

Liibeck.

In the 14th century the Hansa changes from a union of

merchants abroad to a league of towns at home. In 1330
mention is first made of thoHanse towns, where before it

had been the Hanse merchants. In 1343 the league is first

designated as the Hansa by a foreign prince, Magnus of

Norway, and thus acquires a diplomatic position as a

united state. In 1356 a statute about mercantile privileges

at Bruges is made, not by the German merchants, but by the

towns themselves, through their representatives assembled

at Bruges. Henceforth the town-league -subordinates to

itself the mercantile unions ; the factories and depots of

the merchants Isse their independence, and became the
" counters," as they are called, of the Hanse towns.

The league thus formed would scarcely have held long

together or displayed any real federal unity but for the

pressure of external dangers. The true function of tlie

Hansa, and especially of the Baltic towns, was to conduct

the commerce between, the east and west of northern
Europe. But the geographical position of the Scandinavian
countries enabled them to interpose a bar to this coramerce.

Thus from an early period the Hansa stood in a position

of watchful hostility towards those countries. It was the

jareful maintenance of this watch over the Baltic which
^Te Liil)eck ita position iu the league, and which gave

the League its political as contrasted with its mercantile
character.

The most'dangerous of the Scandinavian countries at this

time was Denmark. Until the 16th century the southern

coast of what is now Sweden was in the hands of the Danes,
who were thus enabled to command the important channel

of the Sound, and to interfere with the herring fisheries, a
great source of wealth to the Hanse merchants. The Danish
kings were almost always opposed to German interests, and
were especially jealous of the supremacy of German traders

in the Baltic. Eric Menved (1286-1319) ahnost succeeded

in ruaking himself master of the southern coast of the

Baltic. He captured Rostock and the island of Riigen.

Even Liibeck submitted to him, and was for a time practi-

cally detached from the empire. Stralsund alone success-

fully resisted the Danish attack. The league of Wendish
towns was for the time wholly broken up, and the growth

of the Hansa was arrested ; iut it was saved from total

dissolution by the feuds which districted Denmark. Eric's

successor, Christopher II., an exile from Denmark, fled to

the very towns which his predecessor had humbled. After

extorting from him numerous privileges, especially the

exclusive right to the fisheries on the coast of Schonen, the

Hanse towns restored him to his throne, though to only a

fraction of his former power. From 1333 to 1340 Denmark
was without a king, &nd a prey to the wildest anarchy.

But Rs it recovered strength it again became formidable to

the Hansa. WaldemarllL (1340-1377) devoted the early

part of his reign to the recovery of the lands which Denmark
had lost during the recent troubles. To carry out this

poMcy he had to spend large sums of money, and jn his

straits he determined to enrich himself by the plunder oi

German commerce. In 1361 he sailed to Gothland, and sur-

prised and captured the town of Wisby. The news of this

act reached the representatives of the Hansa as they were

assembled at Greifswald. They at once resolved on war,

and in 1362 their fleet stormed and captured Copenhagen.

But while they were besieging the strong fortress of

Helsingborg, Walderaar attacked their defenceless fleet and

destroyed it. This defeat was followed by a +ruce, which

recognized the Danish possession of Gothland. Waldemar
might easily have turned this truce into an advantageous

peace, but his success seems to have inspired him with

the hope of crushing Oerman ascendency in northern

Europe. In 1367 a Hanseatic assembly at Stralsund was

informed that Waldemar had laid new duties on the fishing

stations, and that he had robbed German merchants in the

Sound and the Belts. Another war was inevitable, and
this time the result was different. Waldemar did not await

the arrival of the hostile fleet, but fled in 1368 to Branden-

burg. Denmark fell entirely into the hands of the League.

In 1370 Waldemar was compelled, as the price of his return

to his kingdom, to sign the treaty of Stralsund. By this

treaty the Hansa obtained possession for five years of all

fortresses on the coast of Schonen, and as compensation

for its losses was to receive for fifteen years two-thirds of

the Danish revenues. It was also stipulated that hence-

forth no king should ascend the throne of Denmark without

the consent of the Hanse towns, and that their privileges

should he expressly confirmed at each coronation. The
treaty of Stralsund marks the zenith of the power and pros-

perity of the Hansa. The emperor Charles IV., who had

always looked coldly on independent combinations among
his subjects, seems to have heen induced to alter his policy,

and in 1375 he distinguished Liibeck by a personal visir.

The war against Waldemar III. seems to have had a

great effect in consolidating the Hanseatic League, and in

forcing it to adopt a federal constitution. From 1361 we
can date the regular meeting of the general assemblies,

whose acta (Recesse) have been preserved in the archives
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at Liibeck. These assemblies met once a year about mid-

summer, usually but not exclusively at Lubeck. They
were attended by representatives of tlie various towns, but

no one below the rank of councillor could act as representa-

tive. Tlie League always endeavoured to maintain its

aristocratic cUaracter. The assemblies busied themselves

with all the details of foreign policy as well as of internal

management. The penalty for non-observanco of their

decrees was expulsion from the League (Verhansung). The
chief offence which brought this punishment on a town

was the admission of democratic tendencies. The struggle

between the artisans and the old burgher families, which is

so important a feature of European history in the 13th and
14th centuries, necessarily affected the lianse towns. It

was for admitting artisans to the council that Brunswick

was expelled from the League in 1375, and was not re-

admitted till 1380, when the old constitution was restored.

Besides the central constitution of the Harksa, there are

also traces of an internal grouping. At Bruges the German
merchants are divided, according as they came from

(1) the Wendish and Saxon towns, (2) Westjihalia and
Prussia, (3) Gothland, Livonia, and Sweden. This division

is supposed to refer to a real division of the League, each

third being gathered round one of the three chief towns,

Liibeck, Cologne, and Wisby. But in later times we find

the League divided into four quarters with their respective

capitals,—Liibeck, Cologne, Brunswick, and Dantzic.

Although, by comparing the documents which have

come down to us, we can trace the existence of a fairly

definite system of government, yet we must not imagine

that this system was carried out with the regularity of a

modern constitution. The composition of the League was
always fluctuating, and it is impossible to say at any fixed

time how many members it contained. The towns lay

scattered over a large territory extending from Revel to

the Scheldt, and their interests, both territorial and com-

mercial, must have often clashed. It was only in time of

danger that the League displayed any real consistency.

When the immediate danger was withdrawn, the want of

union soon made itself again manifest. It is true that the

towns joined the League of their own accord, but when they

liad joined, they tried to make their position as independent

as possible. They never considered themselves bound to

send deputies to the general assemblies. When the depu-

ties did appear they usually came late, and after a matter

had been discussed they would insist on referring it to the

town-council at home, as their own powers were insufficient.

The wonder lies, not in the dissensions which sprang up
among the towns, but in the fact that for three centuries

they did in a manner hold together, and not infrequently

sacrificed their individual advantages for the common good.

From the very moment of the treaty of Stralsund, the

weakness of a community founded chiefly on commercial
interests began to show itself. The eastern Baltic towns,

especially those of Prussia, were indignant at the erection

of a staple at Liibeck. They desired to trade directly with

England and Flanders. To repress this movement Liibeck

as the head of the League entered into the closest relations

with the Teutonic order. But the evil of these dissensions

l.iy in the fact that they distracted the attention of the

Ilanse towns from events in Scandinavia. The influence

guaranteed to them by the treaty of Stralsund was never
exercised, and their supinoness allowed Margaret, Waldemar
IIL's. daughter, to unite the crowns of the three Scandi-
navian kingdoms at Calmar in 1397. The erection of a
powerful n.irthern state was obviously dangerous to the
ascendency of the Hansa. About the same time their

allies, the Teutonic knights, were threatened in a similar

minaer by the accession of the Jagellon dynasty in Poland.

The battle of Tannenbcrg (1410) and the peace of Thorn

(Ull) were clear signs that the Slavonic race was begin-

ning to turn the tables on its German oppressors. At
one time it seemed probable that Slavs and Scandinavians
would unite in a great anti-German crusade, and that the

Hansa and the Teutonic order—the pioneers of German
civilization in northern Europe—would fall victims to the

alliance. During the 15th century the Hunse towns were
frequently compelled to seek safety in arms. Their con-

stant policy was to break up tht union of Calmar. In
1428 they sent a large fleet against Eric, Margaret's

successor, who wished to add Schleswig and Holstein to

his possessions. The accession of two German princes,

Christopher of Bavaria and Christian I. of Oldenburg, to

the Danish crown was due in no slight measure to the

exertions of the Hansa. On the whole the League held its

own in this century, though not without considerable and
increasing difficulty.

But with the 16th century the Hansa begins really to

decline. The English and Dutch proved formidable rivals

for the commercial supremacy in northern Europe. Henry
VII. secured in 1489 a treaty from Hans of Denmark,
which gave England the right of commerce in the northern

seas, and which enabled English merchants to found mer-

cantile establishments in the ports. The herrings no longer

came in crowds to the Swedish and Norwegian coasts,

where the members of the Hansa had so long held a practi-

cal monopoly of the fisheries. Those fish made at this time

one of their periodical changes of course, and went to the

coasts of Holland. The Dutch were not slow to grasp at

the advantages thus oflFered to them. Another great blow

was dealt to Hanseatic commerce by the grand discoveries

of the age. Most of the German towns were out of the

way of the new commercial routes, and could scarcel}' hoj e

to hold their own with more favourably situated countries.

Besides these causes of decline, the domestic position of

the Hanse towns had altered very much for tlie worse.

While in other countries tlie power of the feudal nobles

had fallen before the rapid rise of the monarchy aided by

the sympathy of the commons, in Germany alone the power

of the princes had constantly increased, at the expense of

both king and people. The Reformation and the con-

sequent secularization of church propertj' in northern

Germany only served to strengthen the hands of the lay

princes. Such a state of things was fatal to the independ-

ence of a town league which had always stood opposed to

the lawless independence of the nobles. Gradually most

of the towns fell off from the League. Foreign countries

triumphed at the fall of their formerly successful rival. In

Elizabeth's reign the Hanse merchants in London lost the

privileges which they had held since the time of Henry III.

Religious disturbances and the fearful diuastcrs of the

Thirty Years' War completed the work thus begun. The

peace of ^Vestphalia restored the form but not the reality

of the League. In 16G9 the hist general assembly was

held. Henceforth the name of .Hanse towns was kept by

Liibeck, Hamburg, and Bremen, but it was to designate

their independence, not their union.

Iir/crences.—Hnn.K-Jlccc.m, 1256-1430, B. i.-iv.,iind 1J31-1<7«,

B. i. and ii. ; G. F. Sartorins, Urkundlkhf. GrschiehU da Vr-

spningcs dcriUutschen JJanse (edited by J. M. I.api.ciib.rK); Lap.

Jic-nbcrg, Urkiindlicha GcscHclUe ties /in»»iV/idt Slu/ilho/es :u

Loiuloii (llaniburft, 1S51) ; \Vcliiniann, Pit Liibeckischcn Zunft.

rollen (Lubeck, 1872); Karl von Sihlozer, Z'lV: Unnsa und Her

dentsche KilUr-Ordni in den Ostsrcldndcrn tbc llunsische Oesichlt-

blutUr; Scliiifcr, Die Uanscstadle und Kbnig Waldemar <oi« Dare-

mark (1878). ("• I'-)

HANSEN, Phtkr Andreas (1795-1874), ostionomer,

was born la Doceiiiber 8, 1795, at Tondcm, in the duchy

of Schleswig. Whin a youlh he served nn apprenticeship

to a clock ond v.'atchmakcr at Flensburg, with whom he

remained several vears. Durin" this time he exhibited aa
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infonao interest for matLcmatics and tlie pliysical sciences,

viV.-h was the means of his introduction in 1(320 to

Scbumacher, professor of astronomy at Copenhagen, who,

appreciating Hansen's abilities, engaged liim to assist in

the measurement of an arc of meridian in Ilulstein. Tliis

led to his appointment as assistant to Schnmacher at the

observatory of Altona, on its foundation in 1823. Hansen's
reputation as an excellent mathematician had by this time

become generally known, and in 1825 he was selected to

succeed Professor Encke as director of the observatory of

Sesberg, near Gotha. There he remained for the rest of his

life, devoting his talents to the development of the highest

branches of mathematical astronomy, with an originality

of conception which was acknowledged by the English
Royal Astronomical Society on two occasions, by the award
of their gold med^lfor his researches in physical astronomy
and his lunar tables. His l^aUes de la Luae appeared in

1857, published at the expense of the British Government;
they have been adopted for use in the calculations of the
Nautical Almanac. In addition to his important volume
containing the full details of the formiil!» explanatory of his

lunir thet'iy, Hansen 'svas \\iq author of a large number of

miocBiianeous astronomical papers, principally lelutiiig to

the orbita of Comets and planets or to pertur'oational

astronomy. In one of these he was the first to point out
that Encke's value of the horizontal equatorial solar parallax

required to bii increased to reconcile the lunar theory with
modern obserwatiuSs,—an opinion which 'was subsequently
confirmjd by Le Verrier from his planetary researches,

and by the ob:!ervations of JIars and the transit of Venus
of 1874. Hansen was a foreign member of the Koyal
Society, and an associate of the Eoyal Astronomical Sofioty.

He died on March 28, 1874, at tlie fig» of seventy-eight
HANSTEEN, Christopher (1784-1873), astronomer

and physicist, was boru at Christiania, Norway, September
26 1784. From the cathedral ^c'rlool he went lo the uni-

versity at Copenhagen, where first law and afterwards
mathematics form.ed his main study. In 18CC he taught
mathemriti.-a in tha gymnasium of Frpdprlksbcrg, Zeeland,
nnd tLo Tuilowing year Jie commenced the inquiries in Lis

favourite branch of science—termstria! magnetism—which
have made his name, famous. He took in 1812 the prize

of the Danish Eoyal Academy of Sciences for his reply to

a question on the magnetic axes. Appointed lecturer in

loll, he was in 1816 raised to the chair of astronomy and
npplied mathematics in the university of Christiania. Jn
1819 he published his researches on terrestrial magnetism,
a work which attracted the notice of the physicists of

Europe anil particularly of England, where the search for

u formula by which the variati-on of the needle might be
found at any given time and place was being actively

r"""'°d. TLo iesearcnes were translated ipto GeraidU by
P. T. Hanson, under the title Untersuchungen iiher den
Magnetismus der Erde, with a supplement containing
Beohachtungen, der Ahivekhung und Neigung der Magnet-
nni^J, and an atlas. The rules there framed for the ob-
BBrvation of magnetical phenomena have been peneral'y

f.>llowed. Hansteen hoped by them to accumulate analyses
for determining the number and position of the maenei.ic

poles of the earth. In prosecuti^/u of his researches ho
visited London, and aL j Paris and other Continental cities,

and travelled "vcr Finland and the greater part of his own
country; and in 1828-30 he undertook, in company with
Ermann and Due, and with the cooperation of Russia, a
Government mission to Western Siberia, the chief aim of
vrhich was to find the ideal point of the Asiatic pole of
magnetism—t.en observatories being established in Kussia
to further the project. The scientific results—magnetic,
natronomic, and meteorological—form the basca of many
valuable theories. A narrative of the personal adventures

soon appeared {llehe-Ennneningeii axis Sihirieii, 1854

;

Soxtvenirs d^un wyage en Siberie, 1857); but the chief

work was not issued till 1863 {Besullafe magnetischer

Beohachtungen, &c,). Short)}' after the return of the mission,

an observatory was erected in the park of Christiania

^1833), and Hansteen was appointed director. On his

representation a magnetic observatory was added in 1839.
In 1835-38 his text-books on geometry and mechanics were
published; and in 1842 he wrote his Disquisitiones de
mutalionibus quas paiuur momentum acns magitedcce, &C.

He also contributed various papers to different scientiSc

journals, especially the ilagazin for Nalurvidenslaherne, of

which he became jnint-editor in 1823. He superintended the

trigonometrical and topographical survey of Norway, begun
in 1837. He was a member of the Kojal Society of London,
the French Institute, the American Academy of Arts and
Sciences, and tb" Academies of Berlin and St Petersburg.

In 1861 he retired from active work, but still pursued his

studies, his Ohservatioiis de Viudination tnagnelique and
Sur les variations seculaires du magneiisme appearing in

1865. Hansteen died at Christiania, April 15, 1873.

HANUSCK, iGyjLZ Johakn (1812-1869), Bobemiau
savant and philosopher, was born at Prague on the 28th
November, 1812. He leceiNtd his early education in hii

native city, and taught for a short time in a monastic school

thciv. At the universities of Prague and Vienna, where
he afterwards studied, hwdirpf-tcd 'uio attention successively

to theology and law, and finally, under the influence of

Hegel's writings, to philosophy. After temporarily supply-

ing in 1835 the place of Lichtenfels. pr fc^avi of puuo-
sophy at Vienna, he « as next year appointed ordinary pro-

fessor of philosophy at Lemberg, whence he passed in the

same capacity to Olniiitz in 1847, and two years later to

Prague. There he began a successful course of philosophy

in the Czech language, but in 1 8' J was abruptly suspended
from teaching, owing to his leanings towards Slavism.

He still, howe\ei, retained his full salary; and in 1860 he
was nominated director of the imperial university library

at Prasue, where Lc died on the 19th May 1869.
ll.a chiei writings, mainly on iiliilosophic and Slavonic SnVjecfs,

are the foUowuig :

—

irisscnschnft tics Slavisclicn Myllius (1842) ;

text-books in Zogic (1843), £t/iici (l866), Mdapkijsics (1846), and
Empirical Piihkolofit/ (1849) ; Gcsclticlde der Philosophie fon ihren
Uranfdngcn bis sur Schlicssung der Philoso2>hcnschulcn vntcr
Justinian (1850); Vbrlcsungcn iiher rf>> Kulturgcsihiclitc der
MenscAhcit ' l&i9) • C)'i'-'!lciJ:unde und Bibliogra2>hi<. der bohmisch-
tlmcumscnen Lilcralur (ISCo). Besides these and otliei-s, Hanuscb
wrote some works in Czech, and published the works of the old
Slavonic philosoplier, Eitter Thomas, in 1852.

HANWAY, Jonas (1712-1786), an English traveller

and philanthropist, was born at Portsmouth, but ho was
still a child when the deatb of Lia father, a victualler by
trade, caused his mother to remove with her family t(?

London. At the age of seventeen the boy was apprenticed

to a merchant in Lisbon, and he remained there till he
entered business for himself. In 1743, after he had been
for some time again in Loudon, he became a partner with
Mr Dingley, a merchant in St Petersburg, and in this way
Lad his attention turned to the trade between Russia and
Persia. Leaving St Petersburg on the 10th of September
17io, and pas.<!injj south by Zaoscow, Zuritzin, and Astra-

khan, he embarked on the Caspian on November 22d, and
arrived at Astrabad on December 18th. Here his difficul-

ties began. The ti>wn b us attacked and captured by a rebel,

Mohammed Hassan Beg , Lis goods were seized, and it was
only after great privations that he rearbf-d the camp of the

Shah Nadir. Obtaining au oiiler for the restoration of

his goods he returned to Astrabad, and succeeded in

recovering about oo per cent, of their original value

;

but he was obliged to retrace his steps, and after a painful

journey, during which he was attacked by pirates, detained

by sickness, and obliged to perform sis weeks' Quarantine.
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lie urrived at St Petersburg July 9, 1750 Tho autumn

of that year he spent travelling in Germany aud Holland,

and on October 28th ho landed in England, wliere the

narrative of his travels published iu 1753 soon uiado him

a man of note. The rest of his life was for the most part

spent in London, and his leisure was devoted to the

advocacy and support of all kinds of useful and benevolent

enterprises. In 1762 ho was appointed one of tho com-

missioners for victualling the navy, and on his resignation

in 1783 he received the whole of his salary as a pension.

He died September 5, 1786. Hanway was naturally a

healthy and active man ; in Russia he was known as the

handsome Englishman ; but the efforts of his travels in

PerKia rendered him somewhat. of a valetudinarian. He is

popularly known as the first Englishman to carry an
umbrella in his native country; this he persisted in using

in spite of all the efJ'orts of the hackney coachmen to hoot

or hustle him irto conformity. He succeeded in writing

down the custom of giving vails ; and in his Journey

from Portsmouth to Kingston he attacked the pernicious

habit of tea-drinking, which, however, fouud an able aud

ardent defender in Dr Johnson. In 1757 he took an

active part in founding the Marine Society, the objectot

which was to fit out poor boys and men for the navy; ho

was one of the originators of the Magdalen Hospital ; it

was due to his continued efforts that the Act of George IIL
was passed for the better treatment of the parish infants

;

and in 1785 he took up the lamentable case of those little

chimney-sweeps whose dmgerous occupation is now a thing

of the past. The method of solitary confinement for

prisoners found in him one of its earliest advocates, and in

various other ways he sought to improve the chances of

the criminal population. "Everyman," was his theory,

"is capable of good if properly treated. If doing justice

to ao ofFeuder implies an attempt to reform him by using

the proper means, by parity of reasoning the using of im-

proper means is doing injustice." Hanway'a writings are

of little value except for the sake of the causes which they

supported ; while effective as pamphlets, they lack both
style and method, and are apt to run over into platitudin-

ous moraliziugs. See Pugh, Remarkable Occurrences in

the Life of Jonas Ilanwaij, 1787.

HAFARANDA, from Haajmranta, "Aspen-shore," a
small town of Sweden in the district of TorneS,, at the

northern end of the Gulf of Bothnia, in C5° 61' N. lat. It

lies about a niilo from the mouth of the Torncil-Elf,

exactly opposite the town of Tornea, which has belonged
to Russia since 1809. Haparanda was founded in 1812,
and at first bore the name of Carljohansstad or Charles
John's Town. It received its municipal constitution in

1842. The inhabitants, who according to tho census of
1875 number 944, carry on a brisk trade and engage in'

ship-building. Since 1859 the town has been the seat of

a meteorological station, which is one of tho most valuable
in Europe, not only because it lies so far north, but also

because of \ts position at the head of the Gulf of Bothnia,
and immediately to tho south of tho line of junction
between the permanently open sea and tho sea which is

frozen during tho winter months, or, in other words, in

the region where at certain seasons there is an extraordiiiary

crowding together of the isothermal lines.

HAPSBURO, or Habsburo (originally nahichtshnrr/,

that is, Ilawkscastle), an old Gorman family which has
given sovereigns to Germany, Spain, and Austria, takes its

name from tho old Swiss castle of Ilababurg', now in ruins,

situated on the river Aar in thd canton of Aargan. Tho
first mention of the countsliip of Ilabsburg is in a document
of 1099, where t^e name Werner, count of Habsburg,
occurs in connexion with tho consecration of tho monastery
of M'lri as confirming the grants of tho pious foundations

made by his ancestors. This Werner of Habsburg was a
nephew of Werner, bishop of Strasburg, who built the
castle of Habsburg about the year 1020. The succession
of the family cannot be traced between this period and the
time of the emperor Frederick Barbarossa, but in a docu-
ment whose date is 30th May 1153, Werner II. and his

son Albert the Rich are mentioned as counts pf Habsburg.
This Albert was by Frederick created landgrave of Upper
Alsace, and received tho countship of the district of Zurich
and the protectorship of the monasteries of Seckingen and
Murbach; and on the extinction of the house of ZKhringen
he also succeeded to a considerable portion of their terri-

tories. Albert died in 1199, and was succeeded by his son
Rudolf the Old, who, as a reward for placing a large sum
of money at the disposal of Frederick II., received from
him the couutship of Aargau. He held an influential

position among the Swabian nobility, and so increased
his possessions that they included the territories of the
bishops of Strasburg, Constance, Basel, Coire, Ghent, and
Lausanne, and of the abbot of St Gall, in addition to

which ho also obtained the countship of Frickgau. Rudolf
left behind him two sons, Albert the Wise and Rudolf IL,
who shared the possessions between them, and founded
respectively the lines of Hapsburg-Hapsburg and Haps-
burg-Laufenburg,—Albert, besides the castle of Hapsburg,
holding the lands in Aargau and Alsace, and Rudolf the

countships of Klettgau, Rheinfeld, and Laufenburg, and
the possessions- in Breisgau. The Laufenburg line also

divided into two branches, the former of which became
extinct in 1408 and the latter in 1415. Laufenburg
thereupon fell to Austria, and Klettgau, through the
marriage of the female heiress of the Une, to the counts

Sutz, from whom it passed by marriage in 1687 to the

house of Schwarzenberg. Albert the Wise of Hapsburg-
Hapsburg was married to the countess of Kyburg, who
was descended from the dukes of Ziihringen, and related

to the emperor Frederick II. From this union there was
born on the 1st May 1218, Rudolf, the founder of the royal

dynasty of Hapsburg. He was elected king of Germany
in 1273, and after the defeat and death of Ottocar, king of

Bojiemia, in 1278, at Marchfeld on the Danube, he annexed
to his possessions Austria, Styria, Carinthia, aud Carniola.

On the death of Rudolf in 1291 Adolf, count of Nassau, was
elected his successor to the German crown, but although

on the death of Adolf it again reverted to tho Hapsburg
line in tho person of Albert I., is passed on his death to

Henry, count, of Luxembourg, and with the exception of

the doubtful period when Frederick, eldest son of Albert,

and Lewis, duke of Bavaria, divided the suffrages of tho

electors and were crowned, the one at Bonn and the other

at Aix-la-Chapelle, the Hapsburg line remained excluded

from its possession till tho time of Albert II., who succeeded

Sigismund as king of Bohemia and Hungary in 1437, and
was chosen emperor of the Romans in 1438. The greater

part of the original lands of tho house were gradually lost

by the victories of tho Eidgcnosscn, who £nally in 1474
obtained Aargau, in which tho castle of Habsburg was
situated. Philip, son of Jlaxirailian I. and of Donna
Juana of Spain, ascended the Spanish throne in Jlay 1506,

and on his death in September of tho same year, ho was
succeeded by Charles I., who was chosen emperor in 1519,
and was thenceforth known as Charles V. In 1521 Charles

granted his Austrian possessions to Ferdinand I., who
became the head of tho Austrian dynastj'. Tho Spanish
branch became extinct in 1700 with tho death of King
Charles II., and the male lino of tho Austrian branch

became extinct with tho death of the emperor Charles VI.

in 1740; but the Austrian liouso was continued in the

female lino by Maria Theresa, who by her marriage with

Francis of Lotharingia, chosen emperor in 1746, fonnd-ji
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the line of Ilapsbui'g-Lotliamigia, from which the present

imperial dynasty of Austria is descended.

The mdin facts of the history of the huuse of Hapshurg, from the

tiiue of Ruilolf I., king of GBrinaiiy, will be found in the articles

AusrurA (vol. iii. p. 124), Gekmany (vol. x. p. 496), and Spain.
See also Coxe's House of Austria, 2 vols., London, 1S07 ; Herrgott's

Genealogin diplomalica nugiistcc qcntis Hahshurgicm, Vienna, 1737-
38; Kopp's Vindicice Aclorum Murciisium, Leipsic, 1751; Rbpell,

Die Oiafen von Habsbttrg, Halle, 1832 ; tichnowski, Gcschichte

dcs Itaascs llalshurg, 8 vols., Vienna," JS36-37 ; Huber in the

Almanac of the Vienna Acadcmg for 1873 ; Mtinch, " Die lliinze

zu Laufenbnrg, nebst eiiiem Abtiss der Geschichtc der Grafea von
Habsburg-Lnufenburg," in Argovia, vol. vii., 1874 j and the same
xvi'iter's "Kegesteu der Gralen von Habsbiirg, laufenburgischer

Liuie, 1193-140S," in vol. x. of the same publication, 1879.

HAPUR, or Hapoor, an ancient town of India in the

Meeruf districtr North-Western Provinces, 28' 43' 20" N.
lat., 77° 49' 45" E, long., lies on the Meerut and Buland-

shahr road, 18 miles south of the former city. During the

mutiny, Waliddd KhAn of MAUgark threatened HApur, but

was obliged by the loyal jdts of Bhatona to retire. Several

fine groves surround the town, but the wall and ditch have

fallen out of repair, and only the names of the five gates

now remain. It contains a tahsili, a police station, school-

house, dispensary, 3 sardis, 28 mosques, and 25 temples.

Considerable trade is carried on in sugar, grain, cotton,

timber, bamboos, and brass utensils. Population (1872),

14,544, comprising 8G96 Hindus, 5847'llahometans, and
1 Christian. Municipal revenue (1875-76), £1208.
HARAN, or Charrax (Hebrew, n"; LXX., Xappdv

or Xappd ; Strabo, Kappai ; Pliny, Carrce or Carrhce
;

Arabic, Hatnht) is the name of a fertile district in the

north of Mesopotamia (Padan-arara or Aramnaharaim),

and also of a town situated some 10 miles south-eastward

of Edessa (Orfa), on the banks of the small river Belik

about 50 miles to the north of its junction with the

"^uphrates. It thus lies immediately on the highway
oetween Arrapachitis and Canaan, and at the point where

that highway is crossed by the great western road connect-

ing Media, Assyria, and Babylonia with the Cilician coast.

For the Assyrians accordingly it became a strategic position

of first-rate importance, and in this aspect it is mentioned

in inscriptions as early as the time of Tiglath Pileser I.,

about 1100 B.C. (see Schrader, Die Keilinschriften mid das

alte Testament, p. 45 ; and compare 2 Kings six. 12, Isa.

xxxvii. 12). It also, for the same reason, ultimately be-

came the centre of a considerable commerce (Ezek. sxvii..

23), one of the specialities particularly named being the

odoriferous gum derived from the strobus (Pliny, //. N.,

sii. 40). It was here that Crassus in his eastern expedition

was attacked and slain by the Parthians (53 B.C.); and here

also the emperor Caracalla was murdered at the instigation

of Macrinvis (217 a.d.). Herodian (iv, 13, 7) mentions

the town as possessing in his day a temple of the moon ; in

the Middle Ages it is mentioned as having been the seat of

a particular heathen sect, that of the Haranite Sabeans.

It retained its importance down to the period of the Arab
ascendency ; but by Abulfeda it is mentioned as having

before his time fallen into decay. It is now wholly in ruins.

According to the patriarchal history (Gen. xi. 31), Haran
was the first resting-place of Terah and his family after

their migration from Ur of the Chaldees, and here Terah

and Nahor remained when Abraham and Lot passed on to

Canaan. According to Dr Beke, indeed, this Haran is not

the well-known town on the Belik, but "a place of that

naue (Harran el-Awamid) between Abana and Pharpar, the

two rivers of Aram or Syria " (see Journ. of Royal Geog.

Soc, vol. xxxii.). His arguments, however, have not been

generally accented as sufficient to set aside the powerful

evidence in favour ot tue iMesopoiamian site.

HARAR, Herer, Hurkur, Haerae-Gat, or Ararge, a

city of north-eaetern Africa, in the country of the Gallas, at

one time the capital of the province of Hadiyah in the Zavia
empire, for a long period a small independent state under
au emir of its own, and since 1876 subject to the Egyptian
crown. The Somali call it Adari and the Gallas Adaray.
According to Burton it stands in 9° 20' N. lat. and 42° 17'

E. long, but the Btdletin de I'ttat major general de I'armee

egyptienne makes the latitude 9° 26' and the longitude
42° G'. The height above the sea is according to Burton
5500 feet, and according to the Btilleiin 5580. A stone

wall, pierced by five gates and flanked by 24 towers,

encloses the city, which occupies an area of 128 acres on
the irregular slope of a hill, and comprises 9560 houses

and 346 huts, arranged in narrow streets that run up and
do\vn hill. There are five mosques within the walls, but
only one, the jami (or cathedral, so to speak), is a building

of considerable dimensions. The palace of the emir is a

mere shed, long, single-storied, and windowless. Among
the chapels to Mahometan saints it is enough to mention

that of Sheikh Umar Abadir El Bakai, the patron: of the

city. Harar has long been the seat of a considerable com-

merce, though before the Egyptian conquests the merchants

bad to submit to the exorbitant exactions of their Galla

neighbours, who had command of all the caravan routes.

Slaves, ivory, coffee,. tobacco, safflower, cotton cloths, mules,

holcus, wheat, glue, honey, and gums are mentioned by
Burton among their principal articles of trade, in return

for which they brought back a great variety of wares for

local consumption. The Harar coffee especially has a high

repute, and the tobacco- also is good. The kat or gat

(Catha edulis of Forskal), the leaves of which are a favourite

stimulant or narcotic in north-eastern Africa, grows abund-

antly in the neighbourhood ; and the inhabitants often sit

together reading the Koran and enjoying the drug for ten

or eleven hours at a time. The rainy season at Harar

begins about the 15th of March, and lasts for six months,

the heaviest rains occurring about June. In the hot season

the thermometer reaches 61° Fahr. ; in Jlarch and April it

is not more than 49°. According to Burton the population

of the city was only 8000, of whom 2500 were Somali and

3000 Arabs ; but the BuUeiin states the total at 35,000.

The Harari proper are of a distinct stock from the neigh-

bouring peoples, and speak a special language. A small

glossary in Salt's Abyssinia, and another in the PMlological

Journal for 1845, were the only materials available for the

investigation of the language previous to the publication

of Burton's sketch in his First Footsteps in North-Eastem.

Africa. By him it is maintained that the Hararese is

semi-Semitic or, like the Galla, Dankali, and Somali, "a
feemitic graft inserted into ah indigenous stock ;" and his

opinion is followed by Bleek and Lepsius. The older

statement, strongly supported by Burton, that the lan-

guage is fundamentally Semitic, and has a special affinity

with Amharic, has in its favour no less authorities than

Friedrich Midler {SitzungshericM der Wie^i r Ahademie,

Dec. 1863) and F. Praetorius ("Ueber die Sprache von

Harar," in Zeitschrift der deutscJun Morgn land. Gesell.,

1869). The Harari are Mahometans of i"je Shafa'i or

Persian sect ; and they employ the solar year and the

Persian calendar. Monogamy prevails, ai\d the women

exercise great social influence ,• but the mt .al character of

the people is said to be very low. It wus in 1521 that

Harar became a Mahometan city. Burton, the first

European to put foot within its walls, spent ten days there

in 1854-55, but it was only under the guise of an Arab

that he was able to 4o so. Mohammtd Moklitar, the

Egyptian general, has drawn up a sketch of the history of

Harar from ths native manussripts brought with him to

Cairo, and in company with Abd' Alia ft Fanuzi he has

published a plan of the town in the Bulletin alreac? j

quoted (Cairo, 1876).
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HAKBOURS AND DOCKS
I. Harbours.

ALL harbours may be clfissed either as havens for tho

protection of ships during storms, or as ports suited

lor commercial purposes. Of the first mentioned class, or

those which are called harbours of refuge, some are natural

and some artificial

The designing of harbours constitutes confessedly one

of the most diflTicult branches of civil engineering. In

making such a design the engineer, of course, avails himself

of tho information which is derived from past experience,

and endeavours, to the best of his power, to institute a

comparison between the given locality and some existing

harbour which he supposes to be similarly situated.

Perfect identity, however, in the physical peculiarities of

different localities seldom if ever exists, and all that can

be done in deriving benefit from past experience is to select

the harbour which ssems most nearly to resemble the pro-

posed wort.

In order the better to Understand the nature of the

diflSculties which beset the marine engineer, let us suppose
• that he is called upon to design works for the accommoda-
tion of shipping in a given locality. The questions which

immediately press on his attention are—(I) What is the

cheapest kind of design that is suitable for the place and

sufficient for tho class of shipping which has to be accom-

modated 1 and (2) What arc the smallest sizes of materials

and thickness of walls that are admissible in its construc-

tionl as on these the cost of the work will materially depend.

Before considering how far it is possible to ausv.ersuch ques-

tions, let us endeavour to define the varieties of design into

which all sorts of harbours may, with propriety, be resolved.

In tho first i.lace they may bq all classified under two

nain heads—viz., interior works and exterior works.

The interior works are provided for the accommodation

and repair of vessels, while the exterior work? may be con-

eniently enough rlivided into the following fi^e classes.

Different 1. Harbours of Refur/e and Anchorage Breakwaters.—
riassesof Thess consist of one or more breakwaters, so arranged as to
kuTooors.

f^fu, a safe roadstead, which shall be easily accessible to the

largest vessels in all states of tho weather and tide. A
breakwater forms a barrier either complete or partial to

the progress of tlio waves, and is intended for sheltering the

anchorage ground under its lee. It is not used for com-

mercial traflic as are piers or quays, and therefore a parapet

ia not necessarily required for preventing the waves from

breaking over tho top, although this may be useful as a

protection against the wind.

2. Deep-water and Tidal Harhours for Commercial Pur-

poses (fig. 1, a, b).—A harbour for commercial purposes is

any arrangement of piers or breakwaters, or of both, which

Fig. 1.

encloses and so tranquillizes a sheet of water, that vessels may
bo moored at tho quay walls or wharves which form the
inner sides of the piers. Where tho coast lino lies open to

a very heavy sea it is often found necessary to make a
double or compound harbour (fig. 1, b). In such a case
the entrance to the inner basin is situated within the shel-

tered area formed by the outer works.

3. Ranted or Curved Piers (fig. 1, c).—Where there is

a single pier of this kind vessels lie under the lee of tho
kant or kauts, and the sheltered side of the pier is therefore
finished as a quay. As the outer end of any such single

pier is surrounded by the open sea, it may be convenient
to call it a " free end'' in contradistinction to the outer end
of a close harbour, wliei-o the sea room in th(5 fairway is

limited to the breadth of the entrance which ought, for

sheltering the basin, to be made as narrow as is consistent

with the safe passage of vessels. Both extremities of all

single insulated breakwaters are of course free ends, as are

I

also the seaward ends of all single breakwaters which are
connected with the land.

4. Strai<jhl Piers (fig. 1, d).—A straight pier generally

projects at right angles to the coast line, with a free end
at its seaward extremity; and, unless when the wind blows
right in upon the shore, a straight pier will always afford

some shelter on its lee side.

5. Quay or Wharf {dg. 1, e).—A quay wall is usually

built parallel to the line of shore. It affords no shelter of

any kind, and the only advantage which it possesses is that

of enabling vessels to load and unload withou'. their having
to " beach," or, where the shores are steep, even to take
tho ground.

It will be observed that all the kinds of piers or harbours
just enumerated differ materially from each other in the

amount of shelter which they afford, and are suitable for

places having very different degrees of exposure. The first

step to be taken, therefore, is to select from the different

classes of designs which have been enumerated the one
which is best adapted to tho physical peculiarities of tho

situation. The engineer in order to make this selection

judiciously must keep in view the essential elements of

stability, economy, safety of ingress -and egress, and con-

venient accommodation for the trade of the port. If the

place bo much exposed, ho must therefore arrange the

different parts of the work so as to produce a harbour which

may be easily taken and loft in -stormy weather, without

endangering the tranquillity of tho internal area; for it is

the combination of the qualities of an easy and soft entrance

and exit, toith a good " loose " and a s^iooth interior, uhich

alone constitutes a good harbour. Lastly, he must fix tho

width of the piers and height of the parapets.

The local characteristics which at the outset demand our

consideration are— (I) tho geological and other physical

peculiarities of tho shore; (2) the exposure ; (3) tho force of

tho waves due to the exposuro; (i) tlio strength, direction,

and range of tho tides
; (5) tho depth of tho bay or sea in

which the harbour is to bo built
;
(G) tho proximitj' of deep

water to tho w'orks, or in other words, the slope of the fore-

shore; and (7) tho angle at which tho heaviest waves impinge

on the coast line and on tlio works.

Leforo' considering some of these questions tho reader

may refer to figs. 2 and 3, on which oro marked tho techni-

cal names of different parts of harbour works.

Generation of Waves.

Mistakes as to the level of the highest tides oro some-

times made by drawing too hasty conclusions from the

presence of vegetable life. In tho Shetland Islands there

may often be seen lirgc blocks of rock (and to these refer-

ence will aftorwnrHR \ir> madoV which durioi; storms hav«
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been driven over the land at heights much greater than that

at which vegetation coinmencea and far above the ordinary

run of the surf.

The level below the surface of low water at which mud
reposes will be found of very considerable value in judging

of the exposure of a coast. It may appear unlikely that the

disturbance of the surface of the sea occasioned by storms

should be propagated to great depths, but there is no want

of evidence on this head. Sir G. B. Airy, the astronomer-

royal, has shown, on theoretical gronnds. that at a depth

equal to the length of the wave the motiou is -g-§^ of that

at the surface, and mentions that heavy ground swells break

in a depth of 100 fathoms. Sir J. Coode found, from under-

water esaminations made with the diving dress, that the

shingle of the Chesil Bank was moved during heavy winter

storms at a depth of 8 fathoms ; and Captain E. K. Calver,

R.N.j Las seen waves 6 or 8 feet high change their colour

Cope

K Rl

^
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wavca to be fully formed, or wLero it becomes so shallow

as to reduce their height after they are formed.

It must be observed that in short fetches, as in narrow

lochs or arms of the sea, waves are raised higher during

very violent gales than the formula indicates; though it

does not appear that such waves go on progressing in

height in the same high ratio for any considerable distance.
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pewera of nature tliat are subject to no calculation, I trust

it will be deemed prudent not to omit, in such a case, any-

thing that can without difficulty be applied, and that would

be likely to add to the security." This statement of our

greatest marine engineer indicates the propriety of carefully

collecting any facts that may help us to a more accurate

estimation of those forces which he regarded as being "sub-

ject to no calculation."

At the Bishop Rock lighthouse, a bell was broken from its attach-

tneuts at the level of UOO feet above the high water mark during a

gale in the winter of 1860, and at Unst, the most northern of tlio

Shetland Islands, a door was broken open ct a height of 195 feet

above the sea. To these facts it may be added that, as proved by
the testimony of an eye-witness, a block of 50 tons was moved by
the sea at Barrahead, one of the Hebrides. But still more extra-

ordinary eflects have been observed at Whalsey in Shetland, where

heavy blocks have been quarried, or broken out of their beds in situ,

on the top of the Bound Skerry at a great elevation abo\-o the sea.

On the south-east side, about 370 feet from the low water mark, and
at a height of 62J feet above its level, there occurs a remarkable

beach of angular blocks varying in size from 9i tons downwards,

which are huddled togetlier just as one would have expected to find,

had they been elevated only a few f^et above the high water level.

Towards the north-east at the level of 72 feet above the sea', in ad-

dition to many smaller blocks which had evidently been recently

detached, there was one SJ tons in weight. It presented the

appearance of recent detachment, having a fresh unweathered loo!c.

Within 20 feet of the spot where it lay, there was a comparatively

recently formed void in the rock, wliicli upon e.xaniiuatiou and coni-

Earison by measurement was found to suit exactly the detached

lock. Here then was a phenomenon so remarkable as almost

to stagger behef—a mass of 5i tons not only moved but actually

quarried from its position in situ at a level of 72 feet above high
water spring tides ; and higher up still there was another detached

rock weigliing no less than 13J tons tilted up in a peculiar position,

and underneath which numerous angular masses had been wedged,
obviously by aqueods action.

But by far the most striking effects as yet recorded were at the
harbour works of Wick, which were commenced in 1S63, and con-

sisted of blocks of from 5 to 10 tons set on edge, first built above high
water neap tides with hydrauUe lime, then with Roman and latterly

with Portland cement. In October 1 864, 300 feet of the contractor's

staging were carried away ; and greenheart were afterwards substi-

tuted forMemel piles, but these too were broken by the sea. The first

portion of the wall was, in conformity with usual practice, founded
at 12 feat below low water, but 18 feet was subsequently adopted,
and the rubble has since been washed down to 15 feet below that

level. In 1872 a huge monolithic block of concrete, weighing in all

1350 tons, was removed en masse out of its position and carried to

leeward of the breakwater. Extraordinary as this may appear, it was
surpassed in 1873, when another concrete mass which had been sub-

stituted for the one that was moved, was in like manner carried away,
though it contained 1500 cubic yards of cement rubble, the weight
of which was about 2600 tons.

The marine dynamometer was constructed by Mr T. Stevenson
for the pui-pose of ascertaining the force of the waves against an ob-
stacle. DEFD (fig. 6) is a cast-iron cylinder, which is firmly bolted
at the projecting flanges G to the rock where the experiments are to be
made. This cylinder has a circular flange at D. L is a door which is

opened when the obseiTation is to be read off. A is a circular disk
on which the waves impinge. Fastened to the disc are four guide
rods B, which pass through a circular plate C (which is screwed down

to the flange D), and also through holes in tlio bottom of the
cylinder EF. Within the cyUudcr there is attaclied to the plata
C a very strong steul spring, to the other or fiec end of which is

fastened the small circular plate K, which again is secured to the
guide rods B. There are also rings of leather T, which slide on the
guide rods, and serve as indices for registcriug how far the rods have
beeu piLshcd through the holes in the bottom EF, oi, in othf™
words, how far the spring has been drawn out by the action of Uie
waves against the disk A. These disks were from 6 to 9 inches in
diameter.

The greatest result obtained by the dynamometer at Skerryvore
Lighthouse, in the Atlantic, was during the heavy westerly gale o£
29th JIarch 1845, when there was registered a force equivalent t»
6083 lb, or nearly 3 tons, per square foot, deduced from the area ex-
posed. The next highest was 5323 lb. In the Gennan Ocean the
greatest result obtained at the Bell Rock was 3013 lb per square
foot. But subsequent and much more extended observations at
Dunbar, in the county of East Lothian, gate 3A tons ; while at the
harbour works of Buckie, on the coast of Banffshire, the highest
result of obscrvatiins, extending over a period of several years, was
3 tons per square foot.

Mr David Stevenson, when referring, in 1835, to the

lakes in North America, pointed out that the general depth
of water must, in order to allow the waves to be fully

formed, be considerable, and that the sea must be unob-

structed by shoals, and also of sufhcient area to admit of

the wind acting fullj' on the water.

If in front of a harbour shoal water extends seawards for

a considerable distance so as to form an extensive flat fore-

shore, the depth of water above it becomes the true b"mit

of the maximum wave, whatever may be the general depth
of the sea outside. But at Arbroath harbour and at Alne
mouth, the heaviest waves are tripped up by the shoal

water near the mouths of the harbours, and are not found
so dangerous to the w^orlcs inside as the smaller v^ves
which reach the beach in an unbroken state.

Mr Scott Kussell states that waves break when they

come into water of the same depth as their height. At
Wick, however, the height of the waves above the mean
level was about two-thirds of their height. In 1870, at

Scarborough, it was found that waves of from 5 to 6| feet

broke when the depth was 10 feet 3 inches below their

troughs, and 6 feet waves broke in water 13 feet 8 inches

deep, which v, ould for waves of this class give A = id,

where d is depth below mean level, and k the height from
hollow to crest.

The late Dr Macquom Rankine has shown that, theoreti-

cally, the mean water level is not situated half way between

the crest and trough of the sea. The following formute
furnished by him give the mean level of the sea from the

height and length of the wave. These formulae are exact

only for water of considerable ;lepth as compared with the

length of the wave. For shallower water they are only

approximate :

—

Let L be the length of a wave, H the height from trough to

crest: then, diameter of rolling circle=—-—— , radius of orbit of

particle = iH, and elevation of middle level of wave above still

, 3'1416H2 .-arjH"
water = -= = /854-=- .

4Ij lu

Conseouently

—

Crest above' still water ^t,- +

Depth iu

front of

a har-

bour
regulate*'

the

height

of wares.

Depth Is

which
wavea
break.

•7854
H«

H
L
H'

Trough below atill water=— - •7854-

Deep-Waier ffarbours.

Harbours of refuge are distinguished from tidal harbours

mainly by the superior d-epth of water which they possess

and the larger area which they enclose. The requisites

are—shelter during storms, good holding ground, and easy

access for shipping at any time of tide and in all states of

the weather A breakwater, though a passive, is yet a real

agent, having true work to do. During storms many
thousand tons of water are elevated and maintained above
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tho sea-Iuvcl ; and a treak^ater has tu stop their onward
mbtiou within a given space or else to change the direction

of their niovemc'jt. There are two ways in wliich this work
can be performed. One is by means of a plumb wall to

alter the direction of the moving water by causing it to

ascend vertically, and then to allow it to descend vertical!}',

by which process tho waves are reflected and sent back
seawards. . Another mode is to arrest the undulations

by a sloping wall of length suflicient to allow the mass
of elevated water to fall down upon the slope. If,

]iowever, the slope is not long enough to enable the

waves to destroy tliemselves, tbey will, though reduced in

height, pursue their original direction and pass over the

top of the breakwater. In this case the breakwater does

not do its full amount of work, and imperfect shelter is

obtained.

The principle asserted iu favour of tha vertical wall is

that oceanic waves in deep water are purely oscillatory,

and exert no impact against vertical barriers, which are

therefore the most eligible, as they have only to encounter

the hydrostatic pressure due to the height of the impinging
billows which are reflected without breaking.

From the efl"ect of winds and tide-currents already re-

ferred to, and perhaps from other causes, the action of

which seems to have been overlooked by the advocates of

the upright wall, we have good reason for believing that

any form of barrier, in whatever depth of water it may be
placed, must occasionally be subjected to heavy impact.

The possibility of vraves of translation being generated in

'.he deepest water is established by the following facts :

—

first, that oceanic waves break, partially at lea.«t, long before

they reach the shore, because (as admitted by the advocates

of the purely oscillatory character of oceanic undulations) the

depth of water is too small to admit of their being fully pro-

pagated ; secondly, that waves in strong tideways break in

deep water during calm v.'eather— a phenomenon which is

apparent to the eye and familiav to all sailors ; thirdly, and
negatively, that to leeward of those races which producp
broken water, and which certainly do not reflect the incom-
ing waves, there is comparatively smooth water both at sea

and on the adjoining shore until the strength of the tide is

exhausted and the race has disappeared, after which violent

action is again fully manifested on the shore. Even a

vertical wall, if built of ordinary masonry in courses,

must during its formation present to the action of tho

waves at its unfinished end a sloping or at least a stepped

face like a talus wall, but which, unfortunately for its

stability, possesses none of the advantages of such a finished

work. In short, during tho most critical period of the

history of every built vertical wall, the face work and heart-

ing are exposed, at the outer end, to the force of breaking
waves. At Dunbar tho force against the unfinished end
of a nearly vertical wall was found by the marine dynamo-
meter to be nearly six times greater than on the face of the

finished wall, where the waves were at tho time purely

oscillatory.

An important advantage of tho sloping wall is tho small

resistance which it ofi"er3 to the impinging wave, but it

should also be borne in mind that the weight resting on

the facQ-stoncs in a talus wall is decreased in proportion to

the sine of the angle of the slope. If we suppose the waves

which assail a sloping wall to act in the horizontal plane,

the component of their impulsive force at right angles to

the surface of tho talus will be proportional to tho sine of

the angle of inclination to the plane, while tho effective

force estimated in tho horizontal plane will bo proportional

to the square of the sine of the angle of inclination. But if

we assume the motion of tho impinging particles to bohori-

^Dntal, tbo number of them which will be intercepted by
the sloping surface will be also reduced in tho ratio of the

sine of the angle of inclination, or of the inclination of tho
wall to tlie vertical Hence the tendency of the waves to
produce horizontal displaceuient, on the assumption that tho
direction of- the impinging particles is horizontal, will bo [.ro-

portional to the cube of the sine of tho angle of elevation'

of tho wall.

If it further happens that, owing to the relative direction
of tho pier and of the waves, there is an oblique action iu
azimuth as well as iu altitude, there will be another similar

reduction in the ratio of the squares or cubes of tho anglo
of incidence, according as the component of the force is

reckoned at right angles to tho surface of the pier or iii

tho direction of the waves.

Let/= force of tho wuvo on unit of surface ol" wall for poqioL
(licular iiiciileiice ;

/' = foico on unit of surface at vertical incidcuoe ^ aiitl

nziiniithal iiuiilciioo if. ;

then /' <xf (sin ^ siu ^)\

Tho amount of shelter which is produced by a breakwater
must bo measured by the length of the portion of wave
which is either destroyed or reflected by it. The amount
of work done by it decreases from the maximum, which is

at normal incidence, to zero when the wavss come upon it

"end on," in which last case it ceases to act as a breakwater
at all, unless to the extent due to lateral friction or erosion

where there is a wall or a slope on which the end of the

waves can break.

If a breakwater be so situated in relation to the coast lino

that waves may strike obliquely upon its inner or sheltered

side, an extension of its length in the same direction will

increase the amount of sea intercepted by it. The length-

ening of a breakwater may therefore, during certain winds,

increase the sea within the harbour instead of reducing it. In

such a case the extension should, if possible, be made in a dif-

ferent direction, or a separate breakwater may be brought

from the shore so as to shelter the inner side. If these woiks
cannot be undertaken, then an addition to the sheltered

space within must be provided in which the v.aves can

spread, or additional slopes be provided on which they can

break.

The table of the principal proportions of some of tho

most remarkable breakwaters given on p. 4G0 may bo

found useful as a guide in designing works of 'a similar

kind.

The following costs of different breakwaters aro from the

minutes of the Institution of Civil Engineers and other

sources :
—

•

1<<y
tectiv*

value of

a break

water

tiunnl 1?

tlieie-

ftiit.inrt

it OVi'F-

i-oines.

A. 1 r .!.

whI r

innjr iu-

Tca-^ifl

llio

wavts.

Cost of

break-

\vatc«.

Kflme of
Drcakwaicr.

Joliette, Jfarscilles

Marseilles (new)

roitlond

Algiers..

HolyhenJ

.

Aldcnity ..

Plymouth
Dover

ncpth of
Water In

Fftt horns.

5 to 6

5 to 6-6

8 to 10

6 to 9

3 to?
3 '3

66 to 7-5

66 to 83

Co^t ]icr

Llii, Foot.
Cost per Lin.

Vuid.

C
72

109

£
215
323

116 to 120 348 to SCO

122

about IC3
170
200
360

306

480
610.

600
1080

Convict
labour.

No rubble,

all large

iK-'toil

blocks.

Although some of thcso prices have given rise to hngtli-

ened -discussions as to tho comparative economic iidvnnlngcs

of the vorious dcsign.s, the results have not been of much
value, on account of the different degrees of exposure and

of depth of water at tho various places. Tho economic

values may perlmps be arrived at in a more satisfactory

manner, although still but only very npproxim.itely,

thus:—When jr = tho priro per fnot of dfpth. ,. llio
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Table o/princijial ProjKirlions of revuirlcabU BreakwaUrs.

Name.
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therefore to depend on the relation subsisting between tlic

height of the waves at the place and the height and con-

figuration of the rock itself above and below low water,

and perhaps also on the configuration of the bottom of the

sea near the rock.' While the rock at Dhu Heartach from

its height above the sea forms a protection against the

smaller waves, it operates as a dangerous conductor to

the larger waves, enabling them to exert a powerful action

at a much higher level tLan if the rock had been lower.

It is of great importance that these facts should be kept

in view, and that the Eddystone should not be regarded

as a safe model for imitation at all rocks which are exposed

to a heavy sea.

The impact of the waves against the outside of a sea-wall

31 pier gives rise to four distinct forces, namely—(1) the

direct horizontal force, which tends to shake loose, or drive

in, the blc<:ks of which the masonry consists
; (2) the

vertical fjrce acting upwards on any projecting stone or

protuberance, as well as against the lying beds of the

stones; (3) the vertical force acting downwards, which

results either from the receding wave striking upon the

toe of a talus wall, or from its passing over the parapet

and falling upon the pitching behind, so as to plough it

up
; (4) the " backdraught," which tends by reaction from

the wall to remote the soft bottom, and in this way to

undermine the lower courses or to suck loose stones out of

the work.

It may be concluded from the above that the points

which require to bo most attended to are—the contour and

quality of masonry of the wall itself ; the parapet, which if

not of proper form, or of insufficient height, leads to damage
in the pitching behind it ; and lastly, the foundation-

courses, in the dssign and construction of which, if similar

precautions bs not attended to, underwashing of the bottom

may take place, so as to leave the lowest courses without

protection.

Within the masonry, as well as without, the waves exert

force in the following different ways :—(1) by the propaga-

tion of vibrations produced by the shock of the waves on

the outer or sea-wall, through the body of the pier to the

inner or quay-wall; (2) by the -direct comnumication of

the impulses through the particles of the fluid occupying

the interstices of the hearting, so as to act again.st the back
joints of the face stones of the inner quay; (3) by the

sudden condensations and expansions of the air in the

heartltjg, so as to loosen, and at last to blow out, the face

stones of the quay; combined with (4) the hydrostatic

pressure of the water, which is forced through the sea-wall,

and, from want of free exit, is retained and acts as a head
at the back of the quay, and which, however small in

quantity, will, as in a Bramah press, act with equal force

upon all surfaces exposed to its pressure, however largo

those surfaces may be. The last three causes are probably
the most efficient agents in the work of icstructioa

From a comparison of difl'crent piers in the German
Ocean where wo have most examples, and from careful

consideration of the other data, it appears that vertical

piers, fully exposed to tho ordinary wavc.» of that sea,

should be not less than from 35 to 45 feet broad at the
level of high water. Of course this remark does not apply
to anomalous cases where waves are exceptionally high,
but, as already stated, to works exposed to tho ordinary
waves.

The positions in which the piers are to be placed depend
on tho nature and configuration of the shore and of tho

' Mr D. A. Stevenson lias lately sho^i-n tliat a fiinncl-shapcil do-
prcssicn in tlio sca-bottom extends from the ocean in tlie direction of,
and nearly as lar as, tlio Dim Heartach rock, a geological formation
whicli must certainly admit the heaviest class of waves to come nearei
to Uu rock U/iii. o/Proc. o/Uie Inst, of CivU £hi/iiuicii, voLilvi.).

bottom. After a correct plan, with soundings, has been
obtained, the next step is to lay down contour lines of the

different depths which make the limits of tliedeep and shoal

water at once obvious to the eye. The lines of the piers may
then be sketched so as, without disregarding other con-

ditions, to keep the works as much as possible on the shoal

ground, while they at the same time enclose the greatest

possible area of deep water.

The entrance should be fixed seaward of eve.y part of

the works ; and its direction, unless where the internal

area is small and the sea very heavy, should if possible be
made to coincide with that of the heaviest waves, so that

they may run along with and guide vessels into the harbour.

Fig. 7.

The outer pier should in such a case be extended suf-

ficiently far seaward of the end of the inner pier head
to give it a free end, as in fig. 7, thus allowing a ship

plenty of sea room to shape an easy course before taking

the entrance to the sheltered basin of the harbour.

There should be sufficient distance landward of a harbour

mouth to allow a vessel, having full weigh on her, to

shorten sail. For this Minard recommends that, where

vessels of ordinary size require to alter their course in order

to reach the inner basin, no circle with a less radius tlian

200 yards in smooth water should, if possible, bo adopted,

and it should not bo forgotten that a vessel requires a larger

radius in turning where tho water is shoal than where it is

deep.

If the beach consist of travelling detritus, the entrance

must be so devised as not to form a trap for the passing

shingle. This danger is most to bo dreaded on the coasts

whore heav)' waves strike obliquely upon the shore. Finally,

there must be a good "loose," so that vessels on leaving

the harbour shall bo able to shape their course free of rocks

or a lec-shorc; and Jlinard very properly remarks that tho

mouths of harbours should be designed rather to suit tho

entering, which is far mora important, than tho exit of

vessels.

Preference should generally be given to a pier of hori-

zontal convex outline, or a polygonal form, than to one long

straight pier. Tho principal objection to a straight pier dots

iioi, however, extend to cases w lierj the heaviest waves strike

upon it obliquely, and roil landwards along tho sea-wall.

Especial care, however, must in all cases be taken that a

Boa-woik nowhere presents to the sea a surface of concave

horizontal outline, or, wlmt is still worse, abrupt faces which

form a re-entrant aUtrlo , for the waves will then act v.ilj;

an almost explosive violence, tho breaking of a free wave

being a very difTorent thing from the breaking of a wave

confined by a barrier of masonry. While the fir-t may I'O

compared to tho harmless ignition of a lonso heap of gun-

powder! the other resembles tho dungerutu exijlosion piO-

duccU by tho discharge of a cauuuu.
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It may in some cases be found better, in designing a sea-

wall for protecting a sinuous xoast, to. carry the bulwark
straight across ledges of rock which extend landwards, tlian

to follow the line of the high water margin. For although
with the straight wall we may liave to encounter a greater

depth of water and a heavier surf, still with the other wa
may have to oppose the waves with a wall which Las at

some places' a concave horizontal curvature, by which the
force is concentrated and rendered more destructive. Jlore-

fiver, the straight wall may be considerably shorter than
ibe curved.

The general gradient of a fragmentary beach depends
upon the size and nature of the particles, and the force of

the sea. The dissimilarity between its elopes near the
levels of high and low water arises from a decrease in the

force of the waves, caused by their being broken before
they reach the high water mark. The great object, there-

fore, is to design the profile of the wall so as to alter as

little as possible tlio symmetry, of the beach. For the
reasons already stated, it is plain that unless near high
water mark a vertical wall is in most cases unsuitjole for

a sandy beach. Instead of altering the direction of the
wave at a distance from its foundation, th.e whole change
is produced at that very point ; and, unless the wall be
founded at a considerable depth, its destruction is all but
certam. A curved profile will prevent to a considerable
extent the danger of reaction, by causing the alteration in

the direction of the wave to take place at that part where
the wall i» strongest, and which is also at the greatest
passiblo distance from the toe or curb cour.se. But a very
serious objection to all forms of curved walls, unless the
radius be large, is the weakness which results from the use
of wedge-shaped face-stones. The impact of the sea on
materials of that form may be compared to a blow directed
upwards against the intrados of a stone arch—the direc-

tion of all others in which the voussoirs are most easily

dislocated. This action can only be resisted by very careful

workmanship in the dressing and setting of the backing.
Another objection, applicable to all except tideless seas,

:mc1i a." the Mediterranean, arises irom the varying level of

the surface of the water; for what may be best at one time
of the tide cannot be equally suitable at another.
When a wave encounters an obstacle such as a break-

^ water, the portion which strikes it is either enlirelv

lateral
destroyed or reflected seawards ; while the portion which

^f. is not so intercepted passes onwards, and spreading later-

SexioD. ally under lee of the barrier suffers a reduction cf its

height. From a very few observations in the sea under
lee of the breakwater at Wick, and from some experi-

ments made in a brewer's cooling vat by Mr Thomas
Stevenson, it appeared that after passing an obstruction

the reauction in the height of a wave varies as the square
root of the angie of deflexion. When z represents the
ratio of the reduced to the unreduced wave and a the
angle of deflexion, the formula, which must however, be
regarded as only approximate, is

a:=100--0fiv^

The measurements of the distances of high ^ivater mark
from the centre of divergence, in sandy bays whi^h are
under lee of promontories, seem to show that this formula,

or one for a logarithmic spiral, represents the effect of

lateral divergence very fairly. Providing the materials of

the beach are homogeneous and easily moved, the incursions

of the waves into the land will be measured of the forces,

all of which become nil at the high water mark. The fol-

lowing table shows measurements of the finely curved
storm and tide marks traced out on the sandy beach
under the lee of the promontory at North Berwick, and

• the results of the formula.

Redno-
tion of
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3-9 feet
• but the formula for distauccs so sliort as these would givo

waves about a foot higher, and in heavy storms perhaps ivayes not

much less than 5 feet irayexUt, but ou sucli o -casious vessels could

not safely use the quay. „ j ..•

In order to tranquillize harbours of small reductive

pov/er, logs of timber called booms, having their ends

Becnred by projecting into grooves cut in the masonry on

each side, are placed across the entrance of the inner basin

or dock.' From 15 to 25 logs are usually dropped into

those grooves, or as many more as will insure close contact

of the lowest log with a sill-piece placed in the bottom of

the harbour. They are also warped down or fixed with an

iron hasp at the coping course, without which precaution

the swell is found to enter the harbour from underneath.

By this contrivance, which forms a temporary wall, the

waves are checked, and completely prevented from spread-

ing into the interior basin.

Twelve-inch booms of pine timber about 33 feet long

have been broken at the small fishing village of IMousehole,

. near Peuzauce, and elm logs have in consequence been

substituted. At Hynish in Argyllshire, booms of the same

timber and scantling and 20 feet long have been very fre-

quently broken. The marine dynamometer at this place

give 1^ ton per square foot;

topacity The capacity of commercial harbours for trade varies so

>f har- tnnch with the exposure and size of vessels, that it is diffi-

tours for g^]). Jo approximate to the truth. At Ramsgate, for instance,

'°°'"
there were found to be about C vessels to an acre in the outer

"*"*
harbour, while there were about 1 4 in the inner and better

protected basin, where too there was perhaps a greater pro-

portion of small vessels. In the Scotch fishing harbours

the number of boats used to be reckoned at from 85 to

115 per acre; but of late their size has been much increased,

and probably not more than from 80 to 90 could be accom-

modated. The Cornish boats at New Lynn, according to

the Channel pilot, vary from 60 to 80 per acre,

nmber The employment of timber in harbour works is of great

itnic- antiquity. It seems first to have been used in forming

tares. boxes which were filled with stones, and at a more recent

period in the formation of open frameworks through which

the current could pass freely. Vitruvius mentions moles,

consbting of timber filled with stones and cement, ashaviug

been used by the harbour-builders in his days.^
_

The

earliest drawing of timber piers that we have met with is

that of the ancient port of Dunkirk in 1699, a cross

section of which from Belidor's Architecture Hydraulique

ia given in Plate VIII., fig. 4. This kind of structure

is still not uncommon ou tho coasts of the English

Channel .

In sheltered bays where a deep-water landing-place is all

that is required, and where the bottom is sandy or soft,

timber may be employed with great advantage. Even in

somewhat exposed situations it can also be used for tidal

harbours; but the fatal evil in places where there is no

odmixture of fresh wate- is it.i rapid destruction by marine

Insects. In the Atlantic Ocean the Teredo navalis, and

at many places in the German Ocean tho Limnoria tere-

brann, which was first discovered by the late Mr. Kobert

Stevenson at the Bell Hock Lighthouse in 1810, are very

destructive of most kinds of timber. Mr Stevenson found

that memel was destroyed by the Limnoria at the rate of

about I inch inwards per annum. Ho found that green-

heart, beefwood, African oak, and bullet tree were scarcely

> It was probably to some such work that Horace refera in Ode 1,

BooklU.:—
., ." Confncta p1»ce« rtqnoro senUant,

Juctls In almm mohlnis ; hue frtqucns

Cflcmcnta olmittlt retlcmpLor."

A hftTlwnr coTitrnct dated 1894, to all proTiabilily the earlicrt which

has been preserved, appears in the Jicgislritm Nigrum de Abcrbrothoc—
• ooUoetion of ancient documents ^finUi by tho Bannatyno Club, and

#liUd bj tho late Profeasor Cosmo Inutw,

attacked, while teak stood remaftably well and locust

tolerably well, though suftering at la.st. Grcenhearc

timber, though not absolutely impenetrable, as appears

from Mr Stevenson's experiments, is the great spccifid

in seas where the'wonns are destructive. But subsequent

experience has proved that on the coasts of Scotland it

is, in some cases, readily attacked, and at these places

creosoting is' of comparatively little use, as the worm
manifests no repugnance to timber which has beea even

very recently impregnated.

In addition to the experiments on timber, twenty-five

different kinds and combinations of iron were tried at

the Bell Rock, including specimens of galvanized irons.

All the ungalvanizcd irons were found to oxidize with

much the saim readiness. Tho galvanized specimens

resisted oxidation for three or four years, after which the

chemical action went on as quickly as in the others.

Although tho association of zinc with iron protects, so long

as it lasts, the metal with which it is in contact, it must be

remembered that this immunity is obtained at the experise

of the zinc, the tendency of which to oxidization is propor-

tionally exalted so soon as any part of t'lo. iron is exposed.

The important experiments of Mr IfdUot on specimens

sunk in the sea showed that the amount of corrosioa

decreased with the thickness of the casting, and that from

JWth to T-Vtli '""^^ '° (iit^Vii, in castings 1 inch thick, and

about -r^tk inch of wrought iron wiU be destroyed in a

century in clear salt water. But there is reason to believe

from a cannon ball which was picked up on the shores of

the island of Inchkeith that the decay was in that case ^th

inch to the century. Cast-iron gratings periodically un-

mersed by the tide at the Bell Rock lost at the rate of 1

inch in a century. Even when the castings were externally

sound their strength was reduced one-half in about 50 years.

In iudsins of the qualities of different quarries for Mater. m

harbour purposes the importance of a high specific gravity o^'^»-^_^

ought not to be overlooked, as appears from tue table given

on page 464 . , . .t.

The superiority of granite to greenstone is proved by tue

following experinicnts on the times required to abrade -rytn

inch of each kind of stone, made with the same weigh^

and grinding agents, and with equal cubes of each

material:—30 minutes were required for Queensferry

(Carlin Nose) greenstone; 40 minutes for greenstone frow

Barnton near Edinburgh; 60 minutes for Peterhead

granite. Jlr Murray of Sunderland also established, maty

years ago, the superior power of resistance to attrition

possessed by granite over greenstone.
. , r.i «

Portland cement rubble and concrete, a most valuable Port

material, now very commonly used in Britain as weU as on i^J;*^

the Continent, may be said to have to a large extent ^^^y,

revolutionized harbour building; for it admits of being „„.,

employed in many differenf. ways, and can if due care be cohere.*

taken as to tho quality of the cement and punty of tho

sand and gravel, be used with perfect confidence.-
_

The following specification has been foUowod extensively

at different places :

—

The Portland cement is to bo obtained from the best mannft^

turers. It is to be ground cxln.mely f.no, and .3 io weigh not ca

than 115 lb per bushel ; and o.«,-li cargo wiU, on its ama at tb.

works, be teLdin the following manner „Tbe ccnient 13 to^
made iiito small blocks 1 inch eqnare and B '"^

'"f
'""e- Aft r

being made, these blocks are to be imnieracd in water '<" ?
f")-^""^

then tested by being phux-d on two «apport.s '"^h^ "I^ ^7^'°
they must stand tho transverse straiu produced by » »<--'g'" °',^" ™
pVac^ed in tho centn,. Slabs or cak» aro also to U, .•«<>; »°i^P'««^

in water, and after immersion for 24 hour, they aro n- to show

any Bigns of cracking or any softness on the suri .cc
, ,, ,. v.

The cement is to Be tested before any of it ,» ns,^ »nd if H b«

found unsatisfactory it must be removed from the "'"•''"•^.7,'';,°'

carfio is landed it must be tested fron. four different bap^ «.d Itmu^

elso bo tested weekly as the works P""-"^' '"Vl '^f.^rt
I
forvy-anlcd to the ongmeors, Tho cement miutt b. broujjht diwci
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Tulih of I'lOpcrlics of difci-ent kinJs of Huclca.

Kama of Hocks.

Basalt (poiiilijritic)

GrecnstQue
Syenite
Olay 'sIn***

Micn-sclii^t

Gneiss
AmygdaloiJal giocustone „.

Ctiioiuescuist
Greywa".ke
Clinkstone
Rpil gr.iiiitn ."

Slate (Old Red Sandstone formatiou)....
Cl'^'l''

White Pi'iniavy limestone (marble)

Red Primary limestone (marble), with
crystals of augite embedded

Chlorite slate

Granular quartz voclc

Urcy granite

Flinty slate

Red felspar porphyry.

P;*''hstone

Serpentni* . . ..

/ Coi»ipa''r f<>lspar

Sandstone
Roestone (Oolite)

Boton
Mag"e<iian litjiestone

Oolite

Parrot coil (American)
Bitumir.cus &t;ale .

Camel coal >

Specific

Giavity.

TVclcIitof
a Cubic
Font in
Air.

2-99

2 92

tb.

186-87
182-50
181-9

181-25
120-6
176-2

171-87
171-25
170-62
170-62
169-37

1C9-37
168-75

168-75

166-25

1P.'5 no
164-37

163-12

16(1 d2
159-37

15S-12

l.';3-7*

ir--'- I "J

150-62

H'-.-iO

l-T o.>)

136-25
128-12
96-25
93-75

77-50

No. of Feet
to a Ton
in Air.

Cubic feet.

11-9

12-2

12-3

12 3
12-4
12-7

13-0
13-0

13-1

131
13-2

13-2

13-2

13-2

13-4

13 5

13-6

No. of Feet
to a Ton

in Sea Water,
Sp. Gi-. 1 028.

Cubic feet.

18-26
19-00

19-04

19-15

19 24
20-00
20-81
20-93
21-06

21 u5
01 -30

21-30
21-43
21-43

21-96

22-23

22-37

22 65
2.-' ••-4

23 •.'i5

23 86

25 02

V.^ -20

26 -00

26 88
60 o

31-n
35-07
70- 00
75-93

169-05

^^

SlJe of Culio
coircspond-
ini; to last

column.

Lineal feet.

2 63
2-66
2-67

2-67

2-68

2-71

2-75
2-75

2-70

2-76

2-77

2-77
2-77

2-77

2-80

2-81

2-82
2-83

2-85

2-86
2-88
2-92

2-93

2 96
2-99

313
3-14

3-27
4-12

4-23

5-53

Wolfhi of a
Ton Bloeiv in

Sea Water,
Sp. Or. 1028.

Ton.

•658

•650

•647

•647

•644

•635

627
•627

•624

624
621
621
621
621

615

612
•610

•610

•601

•598

•595

•584

•581 .

•575

•667

•532

•529

•601

•331

•317

•171

Side of a
Cube

M-eiEhing
One Ton in

Ail-.

Lns3 of
Weight

by immeisioi
III Sea
Water.

Feet.

2-283
2-302
2-308
2-308

2-315
2-333

2-351

2-351
2-357
2-357

2-362
2-362
2-362
2-362

2-376

2-381
2-387
2-387

2 j05
2-410

2-416
2^438
2-444
2-455

2-472
2-535
2-541
2-591

2-856
2-876

S-069

•342

•350

•353

•353

•356

365
373
•373

•376

376
•379

•379

•379

•379

•385

•388

•390

•390

•399

•402

•405

•416

•419

•425

•433

•468

•471

•499

•669

•633

•829

Note.—This tttle Is calculated for sea water of the

from the maDufaetory and kept at the works in a di-y and well-

ventilated storehouse with di-v ^^^o'Hn f^^or sr.l ^ide walls, pro-

geny roofed in and completely piotected from the weather.
The concrete to be used is toconsistcf cnepart of Portlor.^ re"i<=r>t

two of sand, and five of gravel, to be th&rouglily n-ixed -with a proper
quantity cf pure water ; after it is dejiosited, large angular stones

are to be adcfed, care being taken that all the stones nrc ^.'inpletelv

B'lrrounded by concrete for a thickness of not less than 4 inches.

All olou™ to hp "han a.nH rjuito free, fi-om sea-weed or other vege-

table matter likely to pEtvent the adhesion of tbo eoner"'-*. N'-

concr-ete to be made during frost. The sand and gi-arei used
must be sharp and vlean, being perfectly free from clay or earthy
matter. •

There are different kinds of machines by which the concrete is

thoroughly muxed, and a saving of cost ch'ected. In that of Mr
Messcnt the number of nivolutions to mix the concrete thoroughly
is twelve.

TLf walls of harbours Inay be constnictpil of continuous

'aiUliig of concrete and stones, protected by temporary

pi'-l-o a-.d close planking. The best mode of. keeping out

the -water, as adopted by Mr Balmer at the duke oi Kich-

mond's harbour of Port Gordon, is to make a saw-draft in

each pianK, and to place a thin plate of ircti between the

blanks. An example of this continuous or monolithic,

building is shown in Plate VIII., fig. 6.

Mr B. B. Stoney has depo^itcd at Dublin the largest

blocks that have as yet been attempted to be moved.

Eacli block is 27 feet hicrh. 21 feet 4 in;hMi wiJe at base, and 12
feet long in tho aireciron of wall, contains nearly 5000 cubic
feet, and weighs 350 tons ; and when laid in place 12 lineal feet of
the wall is finished at once up to ordinary low water level. No
colTerdam, stagrng, or pumping is required. The superstructure is

built in the ordinary method by tide work, and is faced with granite
ashlars for the ships to lie against. The blocks are built on land,
and after 10 weeks' drying are li.fto-l by floating shears, the barge
ei pontoon ot which is ISO feet lopg and 48 feet wide, and of this 130

specific gi-avity of 1-028 or C4i lb to the cubic foot

feet 3o fo'-m a tant at, ciie aftftpH ; nr"!, -wbor PllM with water, this

balances the Wfi^ht o( the b.ocK hanging from the shears at the

other end. A block can be raised with the flood tide, ai^d is gene-

rally set the following low water.

The late Mr J M. PiecJel introduced the improved and Deposit

very valuable method ot depositing the pierres perdues or '"^S

rubble, which is now generally used in the construction of ^'^°L
large breakwaters. This method he employed first at

Millbay pier, near Plymouth, in 1838, in a depth of 38
feet, and afterwards, on a still larger scale, in the con-

struction of the breakwaters at Holyhead and Portland.

The improvement consists in depositing the rough materials from
stagings of timber, elevated a considerable height above high water.

The stories arebrought on the otciging in waggons, through the bottoms
of which they are dischai-ged into the sea. The principle on which
these stagings are designed is that of oR'er-ing the sir.allest possible

resistance to tbo sea the under structure consistiLf; ot nothrng more
than single upright piles for eupiwrting each roadway. At Wick
harbour works, as already stated, it was forrud ittat the piles of the
staging for depositing the rubble required to be of greenheart

timber ; but even these were broken in large numbers. Tire piles

were invariably broken by the wa?ea at about the level of higW
water.

A depth of from 12 to 15 feet under low water was

pointed out by Mr Eendel as the level below which the

waves did little or no damage to pierres perdues. Sir John
Rennie indeed considered that there was little or no effect

at a fathom and a half. But at Wick, as already stated,

the rubble was moved as low as 15 feet, and at Aldem2y
20 feet.

If the beds of the stones in a sea-wall were polished, the

power of resistance would be reduced by about one-fourth,

or in other words, roughly dressed materials of three-fourths

the weight of polished materials wiU be equally. safW
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There is 'also good reason to believe that slopes of large

pierrcs jKritucs are preferable to slopes of dressed masonry.

The great object to be attained is the maximum amount
and uniform distribution of friction.

Piers of cast and of malleable iron are now frequently

employed. Examples of these may be seen at Scarborough,

Southport, Portobello, and at many other parts of the

English coa=;t, and have been found to answer even where

there is a considerable sea.

Tl»6 pier at Southport, described' tiy Jlr H. Hooper, is of

cast iron, and tlio mode of siuldiig tlie piles was peculiar. I'lio

piles proper or lowest lengths of the columns are cr.st in lengtlis

of 8 leet and 10 feet, and am sunk into the sand to Ihc deptli

of 7 feet and 9 feet respectively. They were provided with circular

disks 1 foot 6 inches in diameter, to form a bearing surf.ico ; and, a

small hole being left in the centre, a wruught-iron tube 2 inches in

diameter was p.isscd down the inside of the pile, and forced about

four inches into the sand, a connexion being made by means of a

llexiblo hose between the top of the tube and a temporary pipe con-

nected with the Water Company's mains, and extended as the sink-

ing of the piles proceeded. A jiressure of water of about 50 tb per

inch was thus obtained, and this was found to be sufficient to force

the sand from under the disk. Each disk was provided on the lower

Bide with cutters, which, on an alternating motion being given to

the pile, loosened the sand. The piles were gradually lowered, and
guided by a small ordinary piling engine. When the pressure of

water h,id been reiiiuvcd about 5 minutes, the piles settled down to

so firm a bearing that when tested with a load of 12 tons each no
signs of settlement could be perceived. The cast-iron columns are

7 inches in "xternal and 5j inches in internal diameter. All the

piles, to th» number of 237, were sunk in six weeks, being at the
rate of between 6 and 7 in twenty-four hours.

The Clevedon pier is of malleable iron. Mr J. W. Grover^
states that each upright consists of two Barlow rails weighing
80 lb to the yard, riveted back to back, and having a total section

for each 100 I'ect span of 64 inches. -They are braced together by
diagonal tie-rods from IJ to 2| inches in diameter. The lower
portions of the piles below low water are of solid wrought iron

5 inches in diameter, shod with cast-iron eciews 2 feet in diameter,

and were screwed down till a 4i-inch rope passed round 6-feet

capstan bars parted with the strain. They penetrated the ground
to depths varj'ing from 7 to 17 feet, and though made with a thread
of .1 inches in pitch seldom descended more than 2i inches or 3

inches in a turn. The solid pile-stems are connected with the

Barlow rail piles by cast-irou shoes. Where rock occurred holes
were jumped, and a 4-inch ^vrought-iron bar was inserted and
secured by a jagged key. A shoe to receive the Barlow rail was
fitted and keyed on this, and the remaining space was caulked with
iron jempnt The length of the longest pile is 76 feet. The level

of roadway is 16 feet above extreme high Water, and the height
above the ground at the pier-head is about C8 feet.

Deposits and Scourin//.

Deposits arise from two essentially opposite causes, viz.,

ccjimotion and stagnation of the water. They are also of

different kinds of material:—(1) those lighter matters, such
as mud, silt, and fine sand, which are held for a time, in

mechanical suspension, and which, as the water approaches
stagnation, are gradually dropped in the order of their

specific gravity and mass; and (2) those grosser matter.?, such
as different kinds of sand and gravel, which are rolled along
the bottom or driven forward with the water by the action

of waves and currents. The first-named are deposited on
the lee side of piers or groins which obstruct the progress
of the waves or currents, while the second accumulate on
their weather sides. But the amount and the positions

assumed by the deposits of the second kind depend on the
direction and force of the waves or currents in relation to

the foreshore and to obstruction.s. The amount of deposits
of the first kind are little dependent on the direction of tho
stroke of tho waves outside of tho basin or sheltered place
in which they are deposited.

The preservation of the depth of harbours at a level

lower than that of tho orii;inal bottom involves both un-
certainty and expense. Where the deposit is confined to

the space between high and low water-marks, the scouring

' Min. Inst. Civ. Eng. , vol. xx.
• Min. Itut. Civ, Enr/.,vol. xxxii.

' by means of salt or fresh Tvater is comparatively easy ; but

j

where it forms a bar outside of the entrance, the possibility
' of maintaining permanently a greater depth becomes very

doubtful. The efficacy of the scour, so long as it is not

impeded by enlargements of tho channel, may be kept up
for great distances, but it soon comes to an end after it

meets the sea. When the volume of water liberated is

great compared with the alveus or channel through which
it has to pass, the stagnant water which originally occupied
the channel docs not to the same extent destroy tha
momentum as where the scouring has to be prt'duced by a
sudden finite impulse. In the one case the pponrlno' nower
depends, cwteris parihts, simply on the relation subsisting
between the quantity liberated in a given space of time and
the sectional area of the channel through whicli it has to

pass; while in the other it depends on the propelling head,
and the direction in which tlie water leaves the sluice. .\ir

Kendel's scheme for Birkenhead was on the former principle,

which it must be recollected is only applicable where the
soil is easily stirred up.

The first example of artificial scouring in England seen)s

to be due to Smeaton, who used it effectively at llamsgnte
in 1779. At Bute Docks, Cardiff, designed by the laic

Sir W. Cnbitt, tho access to the outer basin is kept open
most successfully by means of artificial scouring on a largo

scale.

Minard holds that when a channel has to be maintained
by regular and habitual scouring, the whole effect is gene-

i illy produced in thecourse of the first quarter of an hour.

This was made i\>i~ subject of particular investigation at

Dunkirk, whore sections of the channel were made btfoio

and during the scoui , and it wa» found that there was n

alteration in tho sectional area after the first quarter of an
hour.

Causes of Ina-ease of HeigJd of Waves.

The following causes increase the height of waves in a
harbour:— (1) tha removal of a spending beach either at

the entrance channel or within the harbour by building a
quay or talu.s wall across it

; (2) deepening the entrance

channel or the basin of the harbour itself,— thus the diffi-

culty of keeping vessels to their moorings at ihe quays of

a harbour increases during flood tide, just as the tide rises

and the depth is thereby increased
; (3) removal of an

artificial breakwater or a protecting point of land or spit

of gravel outside of the harbour
; (4) filling up side creeks

or lateral basins in a harbour or its entrance channel
; (5)

shortening the distance between tho sea and tho entrance

to an inner basin or dock by projecting the basin or dock
farther out from tho shore-line so as to bring the gates

nearer the sea entrance, or projecting the mouth of a
harbour farther seawards

;
(C) removal of a jetty or filling

up an artificial side chamber or converting talus into plumb
walls

; (7) straightening an entrance channel or an outer

side breakwater or walls within a harbour; (8) widening

the entrance or tho entrance channel
; (9) reduction of the

area of the basin of tho harbour; (10) making smoother

the surface of a natural sloping beach either within or

outside of a harbour by pitching its surface
; (11) lower-

ing the top of a protecting outside breakwater over which

tho sea breaks; (12) converting an open limber quay into

a close quay; (13) lengthening a breakwater so as to

intercept a greater portion of tho waves which come in

certain directions.

II. Docks.

Docks are of two kinds, viz., dry or graving docks, and

wet or floating docks. The dry or graving dock is a sinnll

water-tight chamber, fitted with gates of timber or iron,'

which are shut against the rising tide after a vesiicl has

11-18
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entered for the purpose of being repaired. The water

below low tide level is pumped out geaerally by steam
power.

The wet dock or tide basin is a large water-tight jn-

ciosure, usually several acres in extent, which is aho
fitted with gates which are closed, not, however, during
the flowing but the ebbing tide, so that the vessels lying

at the quays within the basin may remain constantly

afloat and nearly at the same level while being loaded

and unloaded.

In order to extend the time during *hich vessels can
enter or leave a wet dock there are two additional works
which are often connected with it; These are the entrance-

lock ami the outer or half-tide basin. The lock is a narrow
chamber of just sufficient length and breadth to admit a

ship of the greatest length and breadth of beam that is

expected to frequent the port. Such a lock can, in absence

of the largest class of ships, accommodate simultaneously
three or four vessels of smaller tonnage. Locks are some-
time made with double gates, so that when only one vessel

of small si?e has to enter, she isshut up within a compartment
of the lock, by which means some of the water is saved
which would have been expended had the whole of the

chamber been filled. Shortly after the tide has begun to

ebb, and when the gates of the wet dock have been shut,

in order to prevent the water from falling too low in the

dock, a vessel can still enter or leave by means of the lock.

She is fijst passed into the lock from the sea; and, the lower
or sea gates being closed, the sluices in the upper or dock,

gates are opened, which raises the water in the lock

chamber to the same level as the water in the dock, when
thn upper gates are opened to let the vessel pass iiL Ships
leaving the dock after the tide has begun to fall are passed
intu the lock chamber, when the upper gates are closed and
the sluices in the lower gates are opened, until the water
in the lock has fallen to the same level as the tide outside,

when the lower gates are opened and the vessel goes out to

6ea. This system of locking is continued so long as the
level of the dock is not so much depressed as to affect the
loading or unloading of vessels lying at the quays, or until

the tide has ebbed so far as to prevent vessels reaching
the lock from the sea. At the West" Dock, Cardiff, where
the level is kept up by fresh water from the river Taff,

the gates, in order to suit the rise and fall of the tide,

are opened one hour before and about two hours after high
water.

Tide The tide basin may be described as a lock of very large
basins, dimensions capable of receiving at the same time a con-

siderable number of vessels, which continue to run into it

from the sea after the dock gates have been finally closed

for that tide. Such vessels can run in, so long as they have
sufficient water over the sill of the sea gates of the basin,

or until the basin itself is filled with ships. The sea gates

are then closed, and the sluices in the upper gates areopened
till tTie water in the basii* is on a level with the water in

the dock. The ships are then passed continuously into the

dock, in a string, one after the other. By means of this

arrangMuent the traffic can be carried on to a far greater
extent than is possible with a narrow lock, which has to

be filled and emptied for each vessel that enters or leaves
the harbour. The late Mr Jesse Hartley of Liverpool was
the first to propose half-tidi» outer basins, as adjuncts to
wet docksi

The peculiar advantages of docks ere the following.

Vessels can be accommodated in the smallest possible space,

and are enabled to lie constantly afloat ; whereas in tidal

harbours, where they take the ground, they are apt to be
strained or to have their floors broken. But there are
other sources of mischief than this in open harbours, for

often, when the tide is ebbing, vessels, unless watched, fall

dovki

against each other. In two instances where the bottom,
which was muddy, hafl a considerable declivity, a ship
which had taken the ground on the beach near low water
mark was actually run down and damaged by another
stranded vessel, the warps of which suddenly snapped and
freed her from the moorings at the quay, thus causing t

collision between vessels both of. which were at the time
high and dry. Then there is the chafing of the vessel'fi

sides against the quays in exposed harbours where there is

a run of sea, and the breaking of warps during stormy
weather, or during land floods, where there is a river. The
late Mr James Walker stated that at Sunderland damage
to the extent of .£40,000 was occasioned in a single day
by large quantities of ice that came down the river Wear.
When a vessel is in dock she can be easily and at all

times moved from place to place, and the operation of

discharging and loading can go regularly on during all

times of tide. Her level, too, is never much affected, so

that the cargo does not require, when being discharged,

to be hoisted so high as would otherwise be necessary.

Timber vessels can be unloaded through their ports into

the water at all times of tide, while in harbours which
are dry at low water the cargo receives injury by falling

on the hard bottom.

From the general description which we have given tlie

following conclusions may be drawn as to the best localities

for docks :
—

(1) Where the rise of tide is considerable, a dock is Best

more required than where the rise is small. In rivers such 'ocalitii

as the Clyde and the Foyle, for example, where the tide
'^°''

rises only from 9 to 10 feet, the inducement to construct

docks is not so great as at the Slersey or the Bristol Channel,
where the tide rises from 20 to 50 feet

(2) Where the nature of the trade requires ships of great

length, which aire therefore very liable to injury from taking

the ground, a dock is more needed than at places where the

vessels are of smaller size, and therefore less liable to be
strained when not water borne.

(3) Where the bottom is soft and muddy, there is less

need for a dock than where the bottom is. hard and uneven,

unless where strong currents are likely to burrow out the

soft soil so as to make the bottom irregular by forming

deep ruts.

(4) Where the harbour is open to the entrance of sur-

face waves of considerable height, or of a ground swell,

there is more need for a dock than where there is better

protectipn.

(5) Where there is sufficient fresh water, free from mud
or silt, for supplying the basin, a dock will be more suitable

than where the supply is from the tide, especially if the

sea at the place be much loaded with matter in mechanical

suspension.

In designing a dock the first subject to which the engineer

must give his attention is the seaward exposure of his pro-

posed work. Of course do precaution is needed on this

he^,d if the place be a land-locked bay, or a narrow river or

estuary. But if there be a considerable fetch of open sea,

the vifaves generated during gales may ba of such height as

to endanger the sea gates or to interfere with their being
worked in stormy weather. The formula already given at

page 457 for short lengths of fetch will be the most suitable

for calculating the exposure of docks, where the fetch ought
never to be great.

Having calculated by means of this formula the height
of waves that may be expected to reach the dock gates, the
engineer must then determine whether snch waves are too

high for the strength of the gates, or for their being properly

worked in stormy weather. Now we have unfortunately
but few facts on this subject to guide us, and these not very

consistent with each other.
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Height of IVaves in which Gates can le WorkcA.
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Mr Ure, in a report on Glasgow harbour, gives the fol-

lowing tabic showing the amount of work per yard per

annum :

—

I'oir
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The late Dr Rankine in his Manual of Civil Engineering

gives the following table for the expenditure of watir due

to the passage of vessels through the lock :

—

Let L denote alockful of water, that is, the volume contained in

the lock chamber between the upper and lower water levfls, and Bthe

volume displaced by a ship, then the quantities of water dii^chargcd

from the dock are shown in the table. Tlie sign — prefixed to

a quantity of water denotes that it is displaced from the lock into

the dock.

Single Lock.
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pontoon has been brouglit about the tide-level, the water is

allowed to escape, when there is sufficient floating power to

admit of the whole being removed to any place where the

repairs can be conveniently made. The pontoons, which

can accommodate vessels of a length of 350 feet, are about

320 feet long and 59i feet broad. "The power of the

hydraulic lift is 6400 tons. The largest pontoon will carry

a dead load of 3200 tons in addition to its own weight."

Slips are the contrivance of the late Mr Thomas Morton
of Leith, and consist of a carriage or cradle working on an

inclined railway, falling generally at the rate of about 1 in

17, and extending above high water to a sufficient distance

for the class of vessels which are expected to use them to

several feet below the level of low water, and a truck or

carriage which moves on it. 'WTien the carriage is let down
under the water, the vessel is floated above the place, and
the carriage is drawn up till the vessel catches it forwards.

When the ship is placed truly above the line of the carriage,

a powerful crab-purcliase at the top of the slip, which is

generally worked by steam, is set in motion, and raises the

truck and ship out of the water.

The gridiron is a simple framework of timber placed at

a level sufficient to admit of vessels being floated above it

during the flood-tide, and grounded upon it during the ebb,

and when thus left high and dry the vessel's bottom can

be examined to ascertain if it be necessary to take her into

the graving dock, and trifling repairs can also be made.
The gridirons at Liverpool vary from 25 feet to 36 feet 3

inches in breadth, and from 228 feet 3 inches to 313J feet

in length.!

Hyirau- The hydraulic and screw docks used in Amenca are
lie and chambers into which vessels are floated during the flood-

-io-ks
^^^6) above a cradle which is drawn up above the high water

level, either by means of Bramah's press worked, by a steam-

engine, or by a powerful apparatus of screws.

Eektivo The patent slip possesses the following .advantages over
advan- {^g graving dock. (1) The cost of its construction is less.
ages 01

^2^ When the fall of tide is languid, a vessel can generally

Braving be more quickly laid dry. (3) When so laid dry she can
docks, be more easily examined, and, from the duration of the day-

light being greater than in a deep graving dock, the time

in which work can be done is considerably extended during

winter. (4) There is more perfect ventilation, by which the

vessel's sides are sooner dried, which is of some moment with

an iron ship. (5) A vessel can be hauled up long before

high water, and the repairs can be begun at once ; whereas

with a dock the pumping occasions considerable delay. (6)

While the upper part of the slip is occupied, an additional

vessel may be taken up for a shorter time than its predeces-

sor, without interrupting the workmen.
The advantages afforded by a graving aock, on the other

liand, are these. (1) Although its construction is more
costly, it is nevertheless, if properly built, unquestionably

a, more durable structure—the rails, rollers, carriages, and
chains connected with the slip being liable to derangement,

which entails occasional repair. (2) The management of

the graving dock is simple, and involves comparatively little

superintendence ; whereas that of a slip is intricate, and
requires more than mere nautical skill (3) The working
of a graving dock is equally simple for large or small vessels,

while it is undeniable that the raising of a large vessel on
a slip is a delicate operation, and should be attempted only

under the direction of persons thoroughly versed in such
inatters,and having ample mechanical resources at command.
(4) The graving dock possesses the advantage, which is

sometimes important, of affording the mea&s of more easily

filling a vessel with water, so as to detect leaks which may
not be discoverable by other means. For this purpose a

' '' Historical and Descripti%-e Sketch of the Mersey Docks and
Harhour," by J, J. Kiuckel, in the Artizan for 1864,

nozzle to receive a flexible tube should be fixed into the
dock-gates. (5) Where double gates are provided the
water contained in the dock affords a certain limited power
of scouring the forebay and entrance, an advantage which
is of course not possessed by a slip. (6) In any rapid
land current, or strong tideway, it is a much easier process
to dock a vessel ihan to land her safely on the cradle of a
slip—an operation which, when incautiously gone about,
has been in some cases attended with serious consequences
even in sheltered situations. (7) The graving dock need
not interfere with the set of the currents, whereas a slip

which projects a long way seaward of low water may deflect

them and produce shoals in the channel. (8) Mr Mallet
has remarked that the strains on a ship's timbers are mora
direct than when she is on a slip, especially when she is

leaving the cradle. The late Mr J. M. Balfour suggested,
in order to meet this objection, that the cradle for a slip

might be made of a wedge shape, so that its upper surface

shall be parallel with the horizon, or that the back end
should even be tilted slightly, so as to give a bite on the
vessel and prevent her from slipping.

The relative advantages of the other contrivances for the

repair of ships already described may be judged of by com-
paring thera with each other in a similar manner.
Mr P. W. Barlow has given the following formulae for

the strength of dock-gates :

—

Formula for Straight Gates.

If ^-=lioriiontal angle (or " sally ") between l>ointing sill and liu*

joining heel-post3 of the two leaves ; W = pressure on the length
of the gate with any head and for a given depth of the gate ; and
S'^~hole transverse strain at angle <p ; then

S^ iW sec ^ -(- T,V cos ip.

From this Mr Barlow has dednced that the salient angle, wher«
the strain is the minimum, is 24° 54', but as the length of the gat«
increases with the secant, the strength will not at this angle be th«

greatest with a given section of timber. The "sally" or angt*
which gives the greatest strength, with a given section of timber,

ia stated by him aa 15° 25'.

Formula/or Curved Gates.

"When e is the salient angle, or camber of the beam, formed by a

chord line drawn from the heel to the mitre-post, with the tangent
to the curve of the gate

—

There is great difference of opinion among engineers as to the

strain to which dock gates are subjected, and the reader is referred

for further information to the 18th mnd Slat volumes of the MimUea
of Pnxesdings of the Institution qf Civil Engineers. In theso dis-

cussions Mr Brown pointed out an error in llr P. W. Barlow's

paper, which stated that the line of pressure at the mitre-posfa

would always be a tangent to the curve of the separate gates,

whereas that line must alwaya be at right angles to the centre line

of the lock, and could only be a tangent to the curve when the two
gates formed a segment of a circle, or, as Mr Bramwell says, at all

events when their junction at the mitre-posts formed at that point

part of a continuous curve. Mr Brown gives elaborate formula
suited to meet a yielding or deflexion of the structure, which lie

alleges must always take place. Mr Bramwell states, and we think

justly, that, when the gates form when closed a segment of a circle,

they cannot be subject to transverse strain, and that the whole ol

the gates would be subjected simply to compression. Mr I?. P.

Breretoji very properly suggests that when the gates are of malleablj

jron the boiler-plate should never be less than ^ inch thick, what,

jver the formula may indicate.

Where I represents the length of one-half of a straight or cambered

malleable iron gate, w the Sstributed pressure over the length of

the leaf taken on a given element of the gate, boanded ky two

horizontal .planes 1 toot apart, t the thickness of framework of

gate or distance between the two skins, s the transverse strain im

middle of gate, 6 half of the mitring angle

—

i.e., the angle formed

by meeting of gates—all the dimensions being in feet, and weij^
in tons,—then

s k£l.
- ^'

1 J= sectional area of metal on compressed side in inches;

I • da. do. on extended side do. ;

Jm; tan fl = compressive strain produced by other leaf ofgsm.
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Jlr Kingsbury adik linlf of this compressive slniia to the strain

icprescutiiig tlio comprossioii duo to the traim-ersc i>iessQic, and

deilucts it from tlic same amount for the extension ; and these

results being divided as before by 4 and 5 respectively, being the

allowances per square inch of metal for compression and extension,

give the areas fur each. Ho, liowever, expresses a doubt whether

the whole of the compressive strain from the other gate may not

perhaps coma upon the conii>iessed section. .The sections close to

the posts he takes as requiring to ri-.sist the . compressiou due

Iw tan 9
to transmitted pressure only, or— j

For cylindrical gates Mr Kingsbnry gives the formula,—when y
= pressure per unit of surface, and r=- radius of curvature,—

7- -sectional area of metal in square inches.

It must be remembered in designing gates which arc

exposed to the waves that they should be made strongsr

than these formula; require. And the gates for graving or

dry docks sustain a greater pressure with the same rise of

tides than those of wet docks, and should therefore be made

correspondingly stronger.

Caissons are sometimes employed instead of gates, and

are the invention of the late General Beiitham. They are

constructed of malleable iron plates and are sometimes made

in the form of a ship's hull, and sometimes have vertical

sides. The caisson fits into checks made for its rece;ption

in the side walls of the entrance to the dock. They require

to be very carefully ballasted, and to bo most accurately

fitted to the masonry on the sides and bottom, and even when

they are faced with timber which has been finely dressed

and fitted, coal cinders are often needed to make the joints

water tight. At high water they are floated into the grooves,

and are then scuttled by admitting the water into the

interior chamber. AVheu a vessel has to leave the dock, the

water is again pumped out, and the caisson is then floated

out of its place and taken into the river or harbour, so as

to be out of the way of the vessel which is leaving. General

Bentham says caissons are cheaper than gates, occupy less

room, are more easily repaired, and the same caisson

may be used for diflerent places at different times, while

they answer for roadways, and require less labour for

opening.

The caisson at Keysham was designed by Mr Scamp, deputy-

director of the j\dmiiaUy works, and is 80 feet wide aud 43 feet

deep, with an air-chamber at the bottom. AVhcn raised a few

inches above the bottom, the caisson is drawn back into a recess or

chamber in the side walls. The total weight is 2UC tons, and the

dellexion was J inch near the bottom, when the pressure of the

whole sui face was 2000 tons. The time for opening and dosing tlie

entrance at Keysham is 10 minutes and 8 minutes respectively.

Th'i cost was about £10,000.

Mr M'Connochie says that the iron caisson at Cardiitis 60 feet

long. 28 feet groatost width, and SOJ feet deep, with a total weight

of 162 tons.

The outer gangway at entrance to docks is g:enenilly a

etructuro of open timber work, erected in tbe line which

will best suit the entrance of vessels when under tbe influ-

ence of currents. This gangw-ay i.s gomolinios useful for

a vessel discharging her passengers or completing her cargo

while the gates are shut. Mr Redman remarks that "tlie

practice in the port of London is to dock a ship npon the

flood just before the high water, and to undock her at ab' it

the same period of tidt. . . . The directions as apparently

tliemost desirable are an angle of about 45' jioinlin),' v^) tho

streams for graving docks, an angle of about GU'In a similar

direction for wet docks, and a right angle for building

slips."

It is of importance in discharging coal into ships that

tho fall should be as small as possible.

At Bramley Moor Dock, Ijvcrpool, the Vfigan coal is dincharged

by railway 18 feet above the quay. At .Sunderland Mr Meik finds

tliiit 20 feet above tlio quays, as at the Bonth do<k, is too small for

the shoots, and prcfirs 36 foet. At Peuartli th« height is KJ, and

they arc able to lift 180 tons per hour. At Greenock, where

•^'xm cranes are used, they load about COO tons a day. At

Middlesboro' they can discharge 160 tons per hour, but 100 tons are

as mncli as can be trimmed on bcanl. At Cardid", where there is no
hydraulic machinery, ibcy load 100 tons an hour. The disUinco

between the staiths is 180 feet. At tho Tyno Docks, ilr Harrison

slates that on one occasion, when a vessel had verj' long hatcliwaj-s

admitting of several wnggon.s being simaltaaeoualy discharceU. 420

tons of coal have been shipjwd in 65 minutes, a teat nlucu siiows

the admii^blc mechanism employed.

At Swansea, with hydmiilio machinery, they can discharge front

350 til 400 tons a day, and thoiia at I'ciiarth load at the rate of 6(1

tons an hour.

The Law of Harbours aud Ports.

The power of appointing suitable places to be ports or

havens in England is ono of tho ancient prerogatives o(

the crown, founded, as Blackstono thinks, partly upon llia

rights of the king as conservator of the kingdom, partly

upon his interest in the marine revenues. ''In England

it hath always been holden that tho sovereign is lord of

tho whole shore, and particularly is guardian of the port.*

and havens which arc the inlets and gates of the realm,

and therefore, so early as the reign of King John, we find

ships seized by the king's officers for putting in at a placa

that was not a legal port." The right of the king to make
a harbour, and to grant tho dues arising from the use

thereof, in any suitable place, although the ownership of

the soil may bo in another, is subject to any vested tights

of harbour already existing ; and in the recent case of

Foreman v. the Free Fishers of Whitstable, it was said that

the right of the public freely to navigate the high seas is

a paramount right to which the right of the crown in the

soil is neceosarily subservient, and tlierefore, as the right of

navigation must include the right of anchorage, the crown

or its grantee could not impose a toll on this use of its soil.

To justify such a toll some facts must bo showii proving

that the soil was originally within the precincts of a port or

harbour, or that some service or aid to navigation was

rendered, in respect of which tho alleged right of tidl was

granted. The crown having once granted a harbour could

not afterwards narrow its limits, but by IG and 17 Vict,

c. 107 the crown is enabled to ascertain the limits of all

ports, and to assign quays thereon for tlic enclosure, load-

ing, and landing of merchandize, so that frauds on tLo

revenue may be prevented.

The Act 10 and 11 Vict. c. 27 consolidates the clauses

usually inserted in private acts authorizing the construc-

tion of harbours; 21 and 25 Vict. c. 4D facilitates tho for-

mation and improvement of piet-s and Iiarbours in Great

Britain and Ireland; and 25 and 20 Vict. c. G9 and 28

and 29. Vict. c. 100 transfer from tho Admiralty to the

Board of Trade certain powers and duties relative to Iiar-

bours. Besides these general Acts, there are many special

Acts relating to particular harbours.

Reference may be m.ide to Dril. ytssoc Jtepoiis 1843 (J. S.

nusscll), and 1850 (Scoresby); Snieaton's Unwrla.J. S Bussol ,

" Researches on lIydrodynainic«r* Ttxni,. lo,j. W. £J,n. yol.

xiv., 1837; Thomas St«vooM.n. "Account of LM-enmeuU on Fore

of Waves of Allanlic and Gefmau Oceans. Tnt„s f'OI'Sac t,U»..

vol.xvi., 18J5; T. Stevenson. "On Rejuclioii of Height of \Ws
after passing into Harbours," £,lv<. A''" n,''- ^f''?'-

'*" '•

Bremner, ^rcati^e oh Phnning ««<i Co„.^-nctn,gll.nioHr».\\ ick

1845; Sir J. Itennie, r/.fo,-y. >b^<.;.^<"^ «"'«(;>'»''.'"''»» «/

Ihidsk .vui fWn.jii J/.nio,„.s. Lond
,

864; IKl.dor. J.r...

Uctur, IhiJrauHqu.. Paris; Capt. ^\^>sh.nston,
J?..]/"',.!'

"'

liarbovr Com. /J^j.s.. l-ond., 1815-40; tho mtx-lo "" T -lea

and Waves," in the K»njrl<,i«THi.i .KMi-opol<tn,m hy G. "• A"T.
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HARBURG, a seaport town of Hanover, Prussia, at the

head of a circle in the district of Liineburg, is situated on

the left bank of the southern branch of the Elbe opposite

Hamburg, which stands on the right bank of the northern (

branch of that river. 'The distance between the two towns
|

13 about 4i miles, and there is railway communication be-

tween them by means of a bridge over both rivers, com-
|

pleted in 1871. The town is also connected with Hanover
by railway. It is the seat of a local court, a superintendent-

general, a head custom house, and a chamber of commerce
;

and it possesses an old castle, which from 1 524-1 G-12 was
the residence of the Hamburg line of the house of Liineburg,

a real-school of the first order, a commercial school, and a

trade school. The industries include shipbuilding and the

manufacture of india rubber and gutta percha wares, oil,

soda, starch, alum, cigars, yarn, cast iron, machines, and
leather. There are . also horse and cattle markets, and
some shipping trade, which, however, has considerably

declined since better communication was opened up witli

Hamburg. In 1878 there entered 469 sea-going vessels

with a burthen of 38,110 tons, and 7677 iron vessels with

a burthen of 175,043; while the corresponding averages

during the previous twelve years (1866-1877) were 633
sea-going vessels and 7669 of iron craft, with burthens
respectively of 43,036 and 168,082 tons. Harburg be-

longed originally to the bi.shopric of Bremen, and received

town rights in 1297. In 1376 it was united to the princi-

pality of Liineburg, along with which it fell in 1705 to

Hanover, and in 1806 to Prussia. In 1813 and 1814
it suffered considerably from the French, who then held
Hamburg, and who built a bridge between the two towns,
which remained standing till 1816. The population in

1875 was 17,131.

HARDENBERG, Friedrich ton (1772-1801), German
poet and philosopher, best known as Novalis, was born on
his father's estate in the county of Mansfeld, in Prussian
Sixony, May 2, 1772. He was of a shy, retiring, and
thoughtful disposition, and was deeply influenced by Lis

parents, who were strict members of the sect of Moravian
Brethren. After attending the gymnasium of Eisleben he
went as a youth of eighteen to the university of Jena,
where he studied philosophy, mathematics, and the natural
sciences. There ho was treated with great kindness by
Schiller, of whom he was a warm admirer. He studied
law in Leipsic and Wittenberg, and in 1794 settled for a
time in Teunstadt in-order to perfect himself in the practi-

cal work of the legal profession. During his residence in

Teunstadt he formed a passionate attachment to Sophie
von Kiihn, a beautiful but delicate girl of thirteen, and
with her consent obtained a promise from her parents that
when she reached womanhood she should become jiis wife.

In 1795 he was made auditor at the salt-works of Weissen-
fels, where his father was director. Two years afterwards
his betrothed died, and for some time he seemed to be
broken-hearted and to have lost all interest in life. In a
few months, however, he went to the academy of mines at

Freiberg, where he studied with a view to a higher appoint-
ment in connexion with the salt-works ; and in the midst
of his studies he became engaged for a second time, and
was again able to look forward to a happy and useful career.

He returaed to Weissenfels in 1799, and was associated as

assessor with the directorate of the salt-works. As he
was preparing for his marriage in the autumn of 1800 he
was alarmed by the sudden appearance of blood from the
lungs. The wedding was postponed, and although he
believed to the end that his recovery was certain, the disease

made rapid progress, and he died on the 25th of March
1801. He was of a tall, slight, and graceful figure, with
light brown hair and hazel eyes, and a face expressive of a
calm, gentle, and meditative spirit. After his death his

writings were issued in two volumes by his friends Ludwig
Tieck and Friedrich Schlegel, and were rapidly recognized

as important contributions to German literature. Tbey
are for the most part composed of fragments, of which
the chief is Heinrich von Oflerdinyen, an unfinished

romance. Hardenberg is often spoken of as " the prophet
of the Romantic school

;

" and the phrase sufficiently marks
his leading peculiarities. He took no part in the lite-ary

warfare carried on by his friends, but he shared to the iuU
their stroiigesl sympathies. Like them he intensely disliked

those "enlightened " writers of the 18th century who hil
claimed to say the last word about human life through uer )

logic; he was penetrated by the conviction that there are

elements in the world which cannot be grasped by tli •

understanding, and which must be felt rather than reasouta

about. Although he was fond of science and history, he
moved most freely in the borderland between religion,

philosophy, and poetry ; and his prose writings are full of

sayings which, although not easily intelligible, are impres-

sive and stimulating. His diction is often simple and
unostentatious, but it is rendered difficult both by the abs-

truseness of his themes and the remoteness of his allusions.

As a poet he lacked definiteness of conception ; his lyrics,

however, especially those of a religious nature, have a

certain tender beauty which gives them high rank in the

serious literature of Germany. They are marked by deep
feeling and by sweetness and grace of expression. He
himself regarded a series of Eymiis to Nigld as his best

achievement, but it is in Heinrich von Ofterdingen that the

majority of his admirers find the fullest utterance of his

mystic aspirations, his passion for spiritual beanty. and his

idealist philosophy.

See his Schriftcn (5th ed., Berlin, 1837; vol. iii., 1846), and P.

Hayni, Die Romantische Schule (1870), and Friedrich von Harden-
berg (1873).

HARDENBERG, Karl August (1750-1822), Prussian

statesman, was born at Esselroda in Hanover, May 31, 1750.

Having studied at Leipsic and Gottingen, he entered the

Hanoverian civil service as chamber councillor (Kammer-
rath) in 1770, and afterwards spent some time in Wetzlar,

Ratisbon, Vienna, and Berlin, and travelled in France,

Holland, and England. He was made privy chamber
councillor (Geheim-Kammerrath) and raised to the rank of

count in 1778; but a private quarrel with the prince of

Wales compelled him four years afterwards to give up his

appointments in Hanover and seek a new career. In 1787

he received the office of president of the board of domains
(Kammercollegium) in Bniuswick ; and he was entrusted

with the duty of delivering to Frederick William II. of

Prussia the will of Frederick the Great, who had deposited

it with the duke of Brunswick. Frederick William II. was
so impressed by Hardenberg's appearance and character that

in 1790 he recommended him as a minister to the margrave
of Anspach and Baireuth. These principalities being united

to Prussia in 1791, Hafdenberg was appointed a Prussian

cabinet minister, but continued to perform his duties as

chief administrator of the new province. In the war with

the French republic he acted as minister of war, and in

1795 signed on behalf of Prussia the 'treaty of peace con-

cluded at Basel. W^hen Frederick William III. mounted
the throne in 1797, Hardenberg was transferred from
Anspach-Baireuth to Berlin, where he received high ofiiceij

in the cabinet, being also soon afterwards nominated chief

of the departments for Magdeburg and Halberstadt, for

Westphalia, and for Neuchatel. At this time the foreign

policy of Prussia was determined by Haugwitz, who was on
all occasions subservient to Napoleon. WTien in 1803
Prussian interests seemed to be threatened by the French
occupation of Hanover, Haugwitz fell into disrepute, and in

the following year his place at the head of the cabinet was
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taksn by flardeubcrg. The latter was anxious to maintain

peace, but wheu la 1603 Xapoleon's troops mnrcUcd through

Aiiapach he strongly protcstecl, and entered into a conven-

tion with llussia. The victory of the French at Austerlitz,

however, made it dilhcult for Prussia to iiroceed to hostili-

ties ; and on the 15th December 1805 Haugwitz signed a

caiventiou with Napoleon, whereby in return for Hanover

Prussia conceded Anspach, Cleves, and Neuchatel to the

French. Hardenberg then retired, and Haugwitz returned

f;o power. The policy of Haugwitz was exceedingly un-

popular, and led to the war in which his country was pros-

trated at the feet of Xapoleou. After the battle of Jena

Hardenberg undertook the office of foreign minister; but

when the treaty of -Tilsit was signed he withdrew and

watched from a distance the vigorous and enlightened

efforts of Stein to restore new life to the fallen and humili-

ated state. Stein being compelled to retire in 1810,

Hardenberg was recognized as the only possible successor

of the great minister; and ho amply justified the con-

fidence with which he was honoured. The circumstances

of the time did not admit of his pursuing an independ-

ent foreign policy ; but he steadily prepared for the in-

evitable struggle with France by carrying cut Stein's far-

reaching schemes of social and political reorganization. The
military system was completely reformed, serfdom was abol-

ished, municipal institutions were fostered, the civil service

was thrown open to all classes, and great attention was

devoted to the educational needs of every section of the

community. In the war of liberation Hardenberg was

one of those who did must to stimulate the patriotic en-

thusiasm not only of the Prussians but of all Germans;
f\nd so important were his services that on the 3d June
1814, after he had signed the first treaty of Paris, he was
raised to the rank of a Fiirst or Prince. He accompanied

the allied sovereigns to London, was one of the chief pleni-

potentiaries at the congress of Vienna, and took a leading

part in the negotiations which led to the second treaty of

Paris. After the restoration of peace ho retamed his place

at the head of the Prussian cabinet, but his conduct of

affairs was no longer marked by energy and foresight. He
was accused of being too submissive to the papacy, and,

although a man of liberal sentiments, he Lad not the

courage to resist his royal master's dislike of constitu-

tional government. He died at Genoa, November 26,

1822.

Hirdenber/; wrote memoirs cf the tine between 1801 and tlie

conclusion of the treaty of Tilsft, and entrusted thcni before his
death to his friend Sclioll, a councillor of state. They were scaled
by Frederick AVilliam III. and placed in the state archives, with
directions that they should not ho puUislied until aftul- the lapse
of fifty years. At tlio end of this time they were entrusted by
Prince Bismarck to Leopold von Kanke, who issued them accom-
panied by a biography of the author (Dcnktciirdigkcitcn des Slaats-
Icanzlcrs Furstcn von Uardenbcrg, 4 vols., 1877). Sec also Klosc,
Lebcn. Karl August's, Fuislcn von Hardenberg, 1851 ; and Seeley,
Life and Times of Stein, 1879.

HARDERWIJK, a town of the Netherlands, in the pro-
vince of Gueldorland, on the coast of the Zuyder Zee, about
28 miles N.E. of Utrecht. Its principal buildings are the
town-house, the Pieformed church rebuilt in the 15th cen-
tury, the Nassau-Veluwo gymnasium, the colonial dockyard
depot, formerly the mint, and the municipal orphanage.
Agriculture, fishing, and a few trilling domestic industries

form the sole employment of the inhabitants, who in 1872
numbered 5041.

Formerly tlie town was much more important. Having been
»urrounded with walls by Count Otto II. ih 1229, and Kifted with
municipal privileges in 1231, Harderwijk raiiidly extended it« com-
merce till it dealt directly not only with Holstein and Hamburg
but with Rnghind, Denmark, and .Sweden. In 1522 tho town was
captured by Charles V.

; in 1572 it became subject to tho United
Netherlands

; and iu 1872-73 it was besieged for seventeen montlis
by the bishop of Munster and hi.s French allies.

HARDTCAXUTE, nAnTn\fN-rT. or U.vrdikkut - -'e,

lOl&^lOl:;}, Uie lose oi tlie-Uanish soTereigns of Englana,

son of Canute king of England, and his wife Alfgiva l^mmu,

the sister of Richard duke of Normandy, and widow of Kin^
Ethelred,was born most probably in 1018 or 1019. \\"heL

Canute died in 1035 Hardicanute was ruler of Denmark,
and Swend, the elder reputed son of Canute by Alfglva of

Northampton, one of his concubines, was ruler of Norway.
It is said to have been tho wish of his father that Hardi-

canute should be ruler of both England and Dcr.mark, but
his connexion with Denmark seems to have been prejudi-

cial to his English interests; and though his claims were

supported by Godwine and the West Saxons, the witenagc-

mot which met at Oxford decided that his government
should not extend further north than the Thames, and that

Harold, Canute's younger son by Alfgiva of Northampton,
should reign over the northern provinces, being also in all

probability overlord of the whole kingdom. Hardicanute

refused, however, to come to England on such conditions,

and in 1039 the witan of Wessex deposed him, and chose

Harold also for their king. On tho death of Harold in

1040, Hardicanute, who was about to invade England, had
his hostile intentions disarmed by the message which

reached him at Bruges, making him an offer of the crown

for which he was preparing to do battle. The witan's choice

of him seems to have been spontaneous, and not at all due

to the threatening attitude he had assumed; but apparently

he had not forgotten the former slight he had received, and

his short reign was marked by great oppression and cruelty.

He caused the dead body of Harold to bo dug up from its

place of sepulture at Westminster, and thrown into a marsh

or, according to another account, into the Thames ; he

exacted so heavy a daneyeld for the support of hi." foreign

fleet that great discontent was created throughout the king-

dom, and in Worcestershire a general uprising took place

against the earls sent to' collect the tax, upou which he

burned the city of Worcester to tho ground and devastated

the surrounding country; in 1041 he permitted Eadwulf,

earl of Northumbria, to be treacherously murdered after

having granted him his full friendship. It would appear

that Hardicanute was greatly given to excess in eating and

drinking ; and while carousing at the marriage feast of one

of his thegns ho was suddenly seized with an epileptic

fit, from which he died a few days afterwards, June 8,

1042. He had no children, and though the lino of Danish

sovereigns might have been continued by Swend, the choice

of the kingdom was unanimous for Edward Atheliiig, sod

of Ethelred.

See Freeman's N'orman Conquest, vol. i. : Palgrave's Bistory of

ilu Anglo-Saxons; and Green's Mislonj of the English People, vol. i.

HARDING, James Duffield (1798-1 803), a landscape

painter, was the son of an artist, and took to the same

vocation at an early ago, although he had originally been

destined for the law. Ho was in tho main a water-colour

painter^ but ho i)roducod various oil-paintings both at tho

beginning and towards the end of his career. He fre-

quently contributed to the exhibitions of tho Wnter-Colour

Society, of which ho became an associate in 1818, and a

full member in 1822. Ho was also very largely engaged

in teaching, and published several books developing his

views of art,—amongst others, The Tourist in Italy, 1831 ;

The Tourist in Fram-f, 1834; The Park ami the Forest,

1841 ; The Principles and the Practice of Art, 1845 ; £le-

mrntari/Art, 184C ; Scotland DetincKted in a Scries of Vietos,

1847 ; Lessons on Art, 1849. He died at Barnes on 4tb

December 18G3. Harding wa.s noted for facility, Bureness

of hand, nicety of touch, and the various qualities which go

to make up an elegant, highly trained, and accomplished

sketcher from nature, and composer of picturesque landscape

material ; he was particularly skilful iu the treatment of
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foliage, and had for many years a leading position among
those landscapists who carry on the miscellaneous work of

the art to the satisfaction of theiy own generation, without

establishing an ultimate claim to the higher kind of posthu-

mous renown.

HARDING, John-. See Hardyno.
HARDINGE, H-ainiy Hardinob, Viscount (1785-

1856), field-marshal and governor-general of India, was born

at Wrotham in Kent, March 30, 1785. After passing a short

time at Eton college, he entered the army in 1798 as an
ensign in the Queen's Rangers, with whom he served in

Canada. In the Peninsular War he served for a time on
Wellington's staff, and received an appointment as deputy-

quartermaster-general in the Portuguese' army from
Marshal Beiesford, whose approval and subsequent influence

he had won by his gallantry at Corunna in 1809. Hard-
inge was present at nearly all the battles of the campaign

;

he was wounded at Vimiera and Vittoria. At Albuera he
saved the day for the British by taking the responsibility

at a critical moment of ordering General Cole's division

to advance. When peace was again broken in 1815 by
Napoleon's escape from Elba, Hardinge hastened into active

service, and was appointed to the important post of com-
missioner at the Prussian headquarters: In this capacity

he was present at the battle of Ligny, June 16, 1815,
where he lost his left hand by a shot, and thus was not

present at Waterloo fought two days later. For the loss

of his hand he received a pension of .£300 ; and in the

same year was made a K.C.B. In 1820 and 1826 Sir

Henry Hardinge was returned to parliament as member for

Durham; and in 1828 he accepted the office of secretary

at war in Wellington's ministry, a post which he also filled

in Peel's cabinet in 1841-43. In 1830 and 1834 he
was chief secretary for Ireland. In 1844 he succeeded
Lord EUenborough as governor-general of India, a position

which he retained till January 1848. During his term of

office the Sikh War broke out ; and the governor-general

after the battle of Mudki magnanimously offered to

serve as second in command under Lord Gough. He mani-

fested all his old courage and skill, and at the peace, for his

services in the campaign, he was created Viscount Hardinge
of Lahore, and of King's Newton in Derbyshire, with a

Government pension of £3000 for three lives ; while the

East India Company voted him an annuity of £5000,

He returned to England in 1848, and in 1852 succeeded

the duke of Wellington as commander-in-chief of the British

army. While in this po'5ition he had the home management
of the Crimean War, which he endeavoured to conduct on
Wellington's principles—a system not altogether suited to

the changed mode of warfare. In 1855 he was promoted
to the rank of field-marshal. Viscount Hardinge resigned

his -office of commander-in-chief in July 1856 owing to

failing health, and died on September 24th of the same
year at his house near Tunbridge Wells.

HARDOI, a British district of Oudh, India, under the

jurisdiction of the lieutenant-governor of the North-

Western Provinces, lying between 26° 53' and 27° 47' N.

lat., and betVeen 79° 44' and 80° 52' E. K>ng, with an
area in 1878 of 2285'64 square miles. The district is an

irregular parallelogram between the Gumti and Ganges ; its

greatest length from north-west to south-east is 78 miles
;

and the average breadth is 46 miles. It is bounded on the

N. by ShAhjah.^npur and Kheri ; E. by Sitipur, the Gumti
forming the boundary-line ; S. by Lucknow and Undo

;

and W. by FarrukhAb.id, the Ganges marking the boundary.

It is a level district watered by the Ganges, RAmgangA,
flarra, SukhetA, SAi, Baita, and Gumti,—the three rivers

first named being navigable by boats of 500 maunds, or

about 17 tons burden. Towards the Ganges, the land is

uneven, and often rises into hillocks of sand cultivated at

the base, and their slopes covered with lofty munj grass.
The soil of Hardoi is lighter than that of perhaps any other
district of Oudh, 27 per cent, being sand, 56 per cent
loam, and 17 per cent. clay. Several large ;'/(& or lakes
are scattered throughout the district, the largest being thati

of SAndi, which is 3 miles long by from 1 to 2 miles broad.
These jldls are largely used for irrigation, 126,000 acres
being watered from them. Large tracts of forest jungle
still exist. Leopards, black buck, spotted deer, and nilgdi
are common

; the mallard, teal, grey duck, common goose,
and all kinds of waterfowl abound

he iuhabitants of Hardoi district in 1869 numbered 931,517,
ofwhom 600,994 were males and 430,523 females (Hindus, 845,293;
Mahometans, 85,824; Christians, 48; "othere," 352). TBe rina
largest towns are,—Shahabad, 18,254 inhabitants; Sandila, 15,511;
Bilgram, 11,534; Mallanwau, 11,670; Sindi, 11,123; Pihant 7S82;
Hardoi (the administi-ative headquartera of the district), 7156;
Gopaniau, 5949; and Pali, 5122. The princiral religious fairs are
the following:—At Bilgram, in September, on the occasion of the
Mam Lild festival, lasting ten days and attended by about 40,000
peisous; at Hattia Haran, duiiug the whole month of Bhadra
(August and September), attended by 100,000 persona ; at Baisuya,
in April and November, tho Pramhanska Samddh festival, lasting
for only a single day on each occasion, and attended by from 15,000
to 20,000 persons. These, togetherwith several other smaller fairs,

are held for religious purjwses, and have no commercial importance.
Rice, wheat, and other food-grains form the great staples of agri-
culture. The area under crops is 844,660 acres or 1319 square
miles, being more than one-half the entire area. The Oudh and
Kohilkhand Railway from Lucknow to Shahjahanpur runs through
Hardoi for a distance of 62 miles. There are also 329 miles of
raised and bridged roads, and 73 miles of minor roads, intersecting
the district. 'The principal imports are cotton, salt, cotmtry cloth,

and European piece-goods; the chief exports,—food-grains, sugar,
tobacco, horned cattle, and hides. The value of the imports in
1875 was £102,952 ; o"f the exports, £62,977. The gross revenue of
the district in 1875 amounted to £170,952, the expenditure to

£18,478. The regular police (1873) consisted of 436 officers and
men, costing £6610. The number of schools in 1875 was 142, with
6877 pupils. The average rainfall for the ten years ending 1872 waa
32 inclies. Malaria fevers, epidemic cholera, and smallpox prevail.

History.—The first authentic records of Hardoi are connected
with the ilussulmau colonization. Bdwan was occupied by Sayyid
Salar Masai'id in 1028, but the permanent Moslem occupation did
not commence till 1217. Owing to the situation of the district,

Hardoi formed the scene of many sangtiinary battles between the
rival Afghan and Mughal empires. Between Bilgram and Sindi
was fought the great battle between Humayuu and Sher Shah, in
which the former was utterly defeated. Hardoi, along with the
rest of Ondh, became British territory under Lord Dalhouaie's
proclamation of February 1856.

HARDOUIN, Jean, was a classical scholar of the 17th

century, at once singularly learned and learnedly singular.

He was born at Quimper in Brittany in 1646, and died at

Paris in 1727. Having acquired a taste for literature in

his father's book-shop, he sought and obtained about his

sixteenth year admission into tho learned society of the

Jesuits. In Paris, where he went to study theology, he
ultimately became librarian of the Coll^ Louis le Grand.

The life of laborious authorship inaugurated by his edition

of Themistius (Paris, 1684), which included no less than

thirteen new orations, was continued with wonderful per-

severance and success. At the advice of Gamier he under-

took to edit the Natural History of Pliny for the Delphin

series, and five years saw the completion of a task which,

in the opinion of Huet, would have taken any ordinary

scholar fifty years. His attention having been turned to

numismatics as auxiliary to his great editorial labours, he

published several learned works in that department, marred,

however, as almost everything he did was marred, by a

determination to be at all hazards different from other inter-

preters. It is sufficient to mention his Nummi antiqui

populoricm et urhium ilhistrati (Paris, 1684), Antirrheticut

de nummis antiqtcis coloniarum et municipiorum (Paris,

1689), and Chronoh^ia Vet. Test, ad vidgatam vertionem

e.vacta et iivmmii Uluslrata (Paris, 1696). By the eccles-

iastical authorities Hardouia was appointed to supervise
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(he Conciliorum cofleclio r(gia maxima (Ureek and Latin,

Paris, 1715, 12 vols.) ; but he was accused of suppressing

important documents and foisting in apocryphal matter,

and by order of the parliament of I'aris the publication of

the work was delayed till some of its deficiencies were

remedied. It is, however, as the originator of a variety of

paradoxical theories that the learned father is now best

remembered. The most remarkable, contained in his

Chronoloyie expliqiiee par Us midailles (Farls, 1696), was

Jo the effect that, with the exception of the works of

Homer, Herodotus, and Cicero, the Natural Ilislory of

Pliny, the Georgks of Virgil, and the Satires and Epistles

of Horace, all the ancient classics of Greece and Rome

were spurious, Ijaving been manufactured by monks of Die

13th century.

In 1709 Jean Louis de Lonne publLsheJ at AmstcrJain an edition

of Harjouin'a Ojxra Selecla, and tliougli he mado many corrections

ut the author's suggestion, he refused to admit the wholesale can-

celling of the passages condemned by the Jestiits. Details in regard

to Hardouiii's labours, controversies, and whimsies may bo found

in Bayle and Moreri ; in Lacomba, Diet, dcs portraits hisloriqiies ;

ijambert, Uisl. lilt, die rifna de Louis Xiy. ; Dupin, Mibliothique

des auteiurs cedcsiastiques ; Levot, Biograjihia brclonne (Valines,

1852-57) J and, mor* particularly, Augustin and Alois de Backer,

BibliotMqtU dcs icrtmi'ts de la Comp. dc Jisus (Liege, 1853).

HARDT, Hermai*n von dee (1660-1746), Orien-

talist, descended from an old Dutch family, was born at

Melle, in Westphalia, on 15th November 1660. His

father, who was treasurer , of the county of Tecklenburg,

Bpi>reciating his son's abilities, gave him a good education

at Osnabriick, and sent him afterwards to Jena and Leipsic.

Young Hardt, gifted with a quick disposition and a power-

ful memory, soon gained renown for his fluency in carrying

on learned discussions in Latin ; but the study of the Ori-

ental languages diverted him from all other pursuits, and
in no long time he made himself master of Hebrew, Syriac,

and Chaldee. The duke of Brunswick, hearing of Hardt's

fame, appointed him his librarian shortly after the Ori-

entalist had founded at Leipsic a philobiblical society,

with the object of determining the sacred text. In 1690
Hardt was called to the chair of Oriental languages at

Heloistadt; and his late master was prevailed upon to pre-

sent to that university his valuable library, of which

Hardt was agiin appointed to fike charge in 1702. Seven

years later he was named rector of the gymnasium of

Marienburg, a post which he held till his death on 28th

of February 1746.
Araoug his numerous writings, the following deserve mention:

—

Autographs LxUheri aliorunique celcbrium Virorum, ab anno \h\7
ad annum 1516, RcfornuUionis uELalem cl Uisloriain cgregicillus-

traniia, 1690-91 ; STagnum (Ecumenicnm Connlanticnsc Concilium,

1697 ; HcbracB lingua; Fundamenta, 1694; Syriaca; lingual Futida-

nu (Ua, 1694; Elemcnta Chaldaica, 1693; HiMoria litteraria He-
for^nationis, 1717; Siiiginata prisci orbis, 1723. The last is a
collection of pieces previously published separately, all of which
had been condemned by the church. This republication was
orJered to bo suppressed. Hardt left a History of the Reformation
in manuscript, which is preserved in the Hclmstadt Juleum.

HARDWAR, or HuRDWAR, an ancient town of India and
place of pilgrimage, in Sahdranpur district, North-Western
Provinces, situated on the right bank of the Ganges at the

foot of the SiwAlik Hills, in 29' 57' 30" N. lat, 78° 12'

62" R long. Population (1872), 4800. The town is of

great antiquity, and has borne many names. It was
originally known as Kapila from the sago Knpila. Hwen
Thsang, the Chinese Buddhist pilgrim, in the 7th century
A.D. visited a city which he calls Mo-yu-lo, the remains
of which still exist at Miyapur, a little to the south of the

modern, town. Among the ruins are a fort and three

temples, decorated with broken stone sculptures. The
great object of attraction at present is the Hari-ke-chamn,
or b:»thing gMt, with the adjoining temple of Gangadw-ira.

The charan, or foot-mark of Vishnu, is imprinted on a stone

let into the upper wall of the ghdl, and fornn> an object of

special reverence. A great a.ssemblage of people takes

place annually, and every twelfth year a feast of peculiar

sanctity occurs, known as a Kiimbhmela. The ordinary

number of pilgrims at the annual fair amounts to l(X),'O0O,

and at the Kumhh-mela to 300,000. The HardwAj meeting

also possesses considerable mercantile importance, being ona

of the principal horse-fairs in Upper India. Commoditiea

of all kinds, Indian and European, find a ready sale, and

the trade in grain and food-stuffs forms a lucrative traffic

The Ganges canal draws its supply of water irom a branch

channel close to the town, llardwar is a police station,

with post and telegraph offices.

HARDY, Alexandre (1560-1631), the most fertile of

all dramatic authors, next to Lope de Vega and Calderoo,

merits a place in dramatic literature on that account alone.

He is, said to have written upwards of sis hundred plays,

of which forty-one were printed in his own edition of

1624-28, and may still be read. It cannot be charged upon
modern writers that they are slow to see merit in early

French authors, but it has been found impossible by any to

admire the hasty works of a man who wrote a tragedy in

eight days, and did not scruple to borrow situations from

any quarter where he could find them. He at first followed

a strolling company as its author, and ended by becoming

the dramatist of the Theatre du Jlarais. He knew how to

make the most of bis situations ; he, evidently by con»

stant practice, became a master of stage business and stage

effects ; he knew the kind of dialogue—coarse and rough

—which would please Lis audience ; his art, compared with

that of Molifere, his successor, is the art of a carpenter com-

pared with that of a sculptor. To the student of the drama
Hardy will always be an interesting figure, appearing as

he does between the degraded morality and the modern
comedy, an imitator alike of Italian pastoral and Spanish

tragedy. He had no sympathy with the classical preten-

sions of Jodelle ; he gave little heed to art ; he thought

entirely of what would succeed for the moment One
piece alone of Hardy's has succeeded in arresting the atten-

tion of critics, the tragedy of Mariamne. Hardy lived

long enough to witness the first successes of Corneillc.

HARDYNG, or Harding, John, an English rhyming
chronicler of the 15th century, was born in 1378. Having
been admitted at the age of twelve to the household of

Henry Hotspur, son oi the earl of Northumberland, he

was afterwards present with his patron at the battles of

Homildon (1402) and Cokelawe, and, saw him fall in the

fatal field of Shrewsbury (1402). He next entered the ser-

vice of Sir Robert Umfraville, and held for some time the

post of constable of tlie castle of Warkworth. In the begin-

ning of the reign of King Henry V. he was commissioned

to recover as many as possible of the deeds connected with

the homage of the Sccfttish kings to the English crown :

and we find him some time after pre-'^enting the results of

his search to Henry at Bois de Vincennes. In recognition

of his exertions he was promised the manor of Gedyngton

in Northamptonshire (worth in the money of the time from

£32 to £36), but the king dying before he obtained posses-

sion he was left, as he tells us, "without reward or lyfclode

any wise." Beyond a stray notice in the Lansdowno MS.'

of his chroniqle, to the effect that Hardyng was in 1424 at

Rome consulting and transcribing the chronicle of Trogus

Pompeius, there is little trace of his proceedings till 143-),

when he received a safe conduct from Janes of Scotland,

that he might bring with him " the thyngof which we spako

to you at Coldingham of, for which we birde us by this

letters to pay you a thousand mark? of English nobles," A'

contract preserved in the Exchequer bears that in 1457

ho delivered to the carl of Shrew.sbury the letters iu which

David and Robert of Scotland recognized the English supre-

macy, and a number of less important documents of .similar
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tendency ; and in the same year letters patent were issued

granting him a pension of £20 per annum for life. The
leisure of his old age appears to have been occupied with a
revision of his chronicle, which ho presented to Edward
IV. It could not have been finished before 1465, but it

only comes down tc> the fliglit of Henry VI. to Scotland.

The purpose of the writer being " that Englishe men might
have understanding of aU affairs touching their own
couhtree Even to his dayes from all antiquitee," he starts

his narrative with Brutus the Trojan, and details the history
of all the mythical -kings. When he comes down to his

own time a considerable part of the material is derived
from his own experience. The Scottish portions are ani-

mated by strong national hostility: "unto the Scots he
could never be friend."

The most important MSS. of Hardyng's Chronicle are the Laus-
dowue (20) and the Harleian (661) iu the British Museum, the Bod-
leian (Archiv. Sold., B 10), and the Ashmolean. Richard Grafton
printed two editions iu January 1543, which differ in almost every
page from each other. Grafton's abridgment was printed by Tottel
inl562, and again in 1564. MrEUisin 1812 edited the work from
the L-ansdowne MS., and prefixed a life of the author.

HARE, the common name of all the species, excepting
the rabbit, of Leporidae, a family of rodent mammafe, dis-

tinguished from the rest of that order by the possession of

four incisor teeth in the upper jaw, two in front, which are

well developed and longitudinally grooved, and two exceed-
ingly small ones behind. The molars are formed for the
mastication of vegetable food, an uneijen surface being
produced by the presence of transverse enamel plates which
are worn down more slowly than the intermediate dentine.

The teeth are without permanent roots, and thus the con-
stant waste at the surface is compensated for by continuous
growth at the opposite extremity. Hares all possess long
ears, and in most species the hind legs are much longer
than those in front. They are without exception timid,

defenceless animals, although during tlje breeding season
two males have been known to fight together for possession

Fio. 1.—Common Hare.

of the female until one was killed ; while all the species are
protectively coloured. They form a single genus (Lepus),
containing from thirty-five to forty species according as
certain forms are regarded as independent species, or merely
as geographical varieties. They occur in all the great zoo-
logical regions of the world, but are especially characteristic

of the northern and temperate areas of both hemispheres
The common hare {Lepiis timidus, fig. 1) is a typical ex-

ample of the family. The ears in this Species are longer than
the head, and its hind legs are so long in comparison with
those in front, that it is only by descending a hill diagonally
that it can avoid overbalancing itself. It is found in all

parts of Europe except the north of Russia, the Scandinavian
peninsula, and Ireland, and is specially abundant in those
countries in which it enjoys the protection of game laws.
Its fur is usually of a tawny grey colour above and white

beneath, with the upper surface of the short tail and the tips
of the ears black. The colour of the fur, however, differs
considerably in different latitudes and at different seasons
of the year, showing, for example, a tendency to become
white during winter in northern countries, while assuming
a reddish-yellow hue in the more genial climate of southero
Europe. On the strength mainly of such . outward differ-

ences various species have been described, but these have
been found to be so linked together by intermediate forms
as to satisfy most naturalists that they are merely climatal
varieties of one species. The hare is a night-feeding animal,
remaining during the day on its "form," as the slight
depression is called which it makes in the op&n field,

usually among grass. This it leaves at nightfall to seek
the fields of young wheat and other cereals whose tender
herbage forms its favourite food. It is also fondxf gnawing
the bark of young trees, and thus often does great dama^
to plantations. In the morning it returns to its form,
where it finds considerable protection in the close approach
which the colour of its fur makes to that of its surroundings

;

should it thus fail, however, to elude observation it depends
for safety on its extraordinary fleetness. On the first alarm
of danger it is said to sit erect and to reconnoitre, when it

either seeks concealment by clapping close to the ground,
or takes to instant flight. In the latter case its great speed,
and the cunning endeavours it makes to outwit .its canine

Fia. 2.—Mountain Hare.

pursuers, form the chief attractions of coursing. The hare

takes readily to the water, where it swims well ; and Yarrell

records an instance in which one was observed crossing an
arm of the sea about a mile iu width. Hares are remark-

ably prolific. They pair when scarcely a year old, and the

female brings forth several broods in the year, each consist-

ing of from two to five leverets (from the French lievre), as

the young are called. These have their sight at birth, and
after being suckled for a month they are able to look after

themselves. In Europe this species has never been known
to breed in confinement. The hare was well known to the

ancient Greeks and Romans.
In those parts where the common hare does not occur,

its place is taken by the varying or mountain hare (Lepus

variabilis, fig. 2). It is found throughout the entire

northern portion of the great Falsearctic region, from Ireland

eastward to Japan, while it also occurs on the Pyrenees, the

Alps, the highlands of Bavaria and the Caucasus, although

altogether absent in the less elevated regions which connect

those mountain ranges. Its presence in such isolated situa-

tions in company with many truly arctic plants is regarded

as one of the many proofs of a former glacial epoch, during

which boreal plants and animals were spread all over

southern and central Europe. On the advent, however, of

milder climatic conditions, this northern flora and fauna

retired towards the Arctic Circle, leaving a few species, sdch
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as the varying hare, behind on the various mountain

ranges, where by ascending to a sufficient altitude the

necessary boreal conditions could be obtained. The

mountain hare differs from the preceding species in its ears

being shorter than its head, and in its fur becoming in most

cases white in winter,—a change of colour which renders it

almost invisible in the snow. Along the southern limit of

its range, or in districts where the temperature is from any

cause exceptionally mild, this change of colour either does

not take place at all, as in Ireland, or is only partial, as in

many parts of Scotland. In this respect it resembles the

ermine, which it further resembles in having a part of its

fur always remaining black ; in the hare, however, it is the

tips of the ears, and not tho point of the tail, which thus

remain unaltered. In Scotland, where it is known as the

" blue hare," it occurs plentifully throughout the hilly

regions north of the Forth, where it descends to the low

grounds in winter ; while in Ireland it is the only hare

found. Owing to the mildness of the climate, however, in

the "Green Isle," tho colour of the fur unilergoes little or

no alteration in winter, and on this account it was until

recently regarded by many as a distinct species (Lepus

hibeniicm). Throughout the Arctic regions of North

America a closely allied species, the polar hare {Lep%ts

glacialis), occurs. Naturalists have hitherto had consider-

able difficulty in distinguishing this from the preceding

species, the chief difference being in tho colour of the fur,

which in the Polar hare is white all the year round, with

tho exception of the tips of the ears. Considerable light

has, however, been thrown on this point by the observations

of the naturalists attached to the late Arctic Expedition

under Sir George Nares, who found this species inhabiting

the shores of Grinnell Land, and obtained evidence in foot-

prints on the snow of its existence in latitude 83° 10', about

20 miles north of the nearest land. Unlike all other hares,

and resembling in this respect the rabbit, the polar hare

would seem to occupy a burrow—"a hole," says Captain

Feilden, " 4 feet in length, scraped horizontally into a snow
drift." "I have no doubt," he continues, "the same burrow

is regularly occupied, as this one was discoloured by the

feet of the animal, and a quantity of hair was sticking to

tho sides." Another point of importance in establishing

the specific distinctness of this species from the former lies

in the difference in the number of young composing a brood

in each of these species. The number of young found in

gravid females by the naturalists already referred to varied

from seven to eiglit, while in tho varying hare of Europe the

number does not exceed five. According to Captain Lyon,

the polar hare is by no means a shy animal, as during his

crui.se in the Arctic seas hares were in the habit of coming
out on the ice to his ships to feed on the tea leaves which
were thrown overboard. This species has thus been found
inhabiting the highest northern lands yet visited by man,
whore it also attains its normal weight of from 8 to 10 lb.,

subsisting on tho stoneworts and other hardy plants which
form the scanty vegetation of circumpolar valleys. The
American varying hare {Lepus amfricamis) is .one of the

most widely distributed species of this family, extending,

in ono or other of its four geographical varieties, from the

borders of the Arctic barren grounds southivards to New
Mexico. It differs from tho mountain Ikito of Europe in

its smaller size and relatively smaller ears, but resembles it

in the change of colour in the fur, especially of the northern

varieties, during winter. It is exceedingly abundant on the

banks of the Mackenzie River, where it is killed in great

numbers by tho Hare Indians. A favourite device among
the Indians for catching it, according to Darwin, is to walk
spirally round and round it, when on its form, especially at

midday when tho shadow of thu hunter is shortest. It has

Btill more implacable enemies, however, in the wolves,

gluttons, and lynxes of those regions, of the last of which
it is said to form the principal food. The fur of this

species is imported into Great Britain, but it is of little

value. In the swampy district of the south-eastern portion

of the United States, the swamp hare {Lepus aqn/iticus)

and the marsh hare {Lepus palustris) occur. These take
readily to the water, and are said to dive for some distance,

their legs being less thickly clothed with hair than are those

of the less amphibious species. They feed chiefly on
aquatic plants. Only one species of hare {Lepus brasiti-

eiiMs) occurs in South America. It is found throughout
Brazil, and on various parts of the Andes in Bolivia and
Peru. Fossil remains of several species of Leporiilce have
been found in tho Post-Glacial deposits and the bone-caves
of Europe, while the remains of many extinct species have
been lattly discovered in the Miocene deposits of Dakota
and Colorado. (j. ni.)

HARE, Julius Charles (1795-1855), theological

writer, was born at Valdagno, near Vicenza, in Italy, on the

13th of September 1795. He came to England with his

parents in 1798, but in 1804-5 spent a winter with them
at Weimar, where he met Goethe and Schiller, and received

a bias to German literature which influenced his style and
sentiments throughout his whole career. On the death

of his mother in 1806, Julius was sent home to the Char-
terhouse in London, where he remained till 1812, when
he entered Trinity College, Cambridge. There he became
fellow in 1818, and after some time spent abroad he began
to read law in London in the following year. In 1822
he was appointed assistant-tutor at Trinity College, which
position he retained for ten years. Turning his attention

from law to divinity. Hare took priest's orders in 182G
;

and, on the death of his uncle in 1832, he succeeded to the

rich family living of Hurstmonceaux in Sussex, where he
accumulated a library of some 12,000 volumes, especially

rich in German literature. Before taking up residence on
his parish he once more went abroad, and made in Rome
the acquaintance of the Chevalier Bunsen, who afterwards

dedicated to him part of his work, Hippolyius and /its

Age. In 1840 Hare was appointed archdeacon of Lewes,

and in the same year preached a course of sermons at

Cambridge {The Victory of Faith), followed in 1846 by a
second, 2'Iie ilission of the Comforter. Neither series when
published attained any great popularity. Archdeacon Hare
married in 1844. In 1851 he was collated to a prebend
in Chichester; and in 1853 he became one of the queen's

chaplains. He died January 23, 1855.

Julius Haro belonged to what has been called tho " lirond

Church pai'ty," though some of his oiunions npinoach very closely

to those of tho Evangelical Aruiinian school, while others again
seem vague and undecided. He was one of the first of his country-
meu to recognize and come under tho influence of German thought
and speculation, and, amidst an exaggerated alarm of German
heresy, did much to vindicate the authority of tho sounder German
crilics. His writings, which are cliielly theological and contro-

versial, are largely formed of chorges to his clergy, and sermons on
diUcrent topics ; but, though valuable and full of thought, they
lose some ol^ their force by tho cumbrous German structure of tho

sentences, and by certain orthographical peculiarities in which tho

author indulged. In 1S27 Guesses at Truth In/ Tuo Jtrolhcrs'

appeared. Hare assisted Thirlwall, afterwards bisliopof St David's,

in tho translation of the 1st and 2d volumes of Niebuhr's Jlistory

of Home (1828 and 1832), and published a riiHlienllon of Xichulir's

History in 1829. He wrote many similar works, among which is a
Vindication of Luther agniitsl his recent English Assiiilnnis, 1854.

In IS'IS he edited tho Itenutins of John Slerlin/j, who had formerly

been his curate. Corlyle's Life of John Sterling was written

through diasatisfaction with tho "I.ifo" prelixid to Archdcocou
Hare's book. Memorials of a Qiiict i(/c, published in 1872, con-

tain accounts of the Hare family.

' Julius Halo's co-worker in this book was his brother Augustus
William Haru (1792-1834), who, after a di.stin!:lli^llcll career at

Oxford, was appointed rector of Alton Barnes, Wiltshire. He died

prematurely at Romo in 1834. lie was tho author of Senwns to a
Country Congregation, published in 1837.
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Harebell (Campanula
rotundifolia)

HAREBELL, or, as the name is often written, Haikbell,

known also as the Blue-bell of Scotland, and Witches'

Thimbles, a well-known perennial wild flower, Campanula
rolurul.i/olia, L., a member of

the natural order CamjMim-
lacew. The harebell has a very

slender slightly creeping root-

stock, and a wiry, erect stem.

The radical leaves, to which the

specific name refers, have long

stalks, and are roundish or cord-

ate, crenate or serrate; the lower

•stem leaves are ovate or lanceo-

late, and the upper ones linear,

subsossile, acute and entire,

rarely pubescent. The flowers

are slightly drooping, arranged

in a panicle, or in small speci-

mens single, having the calyx-

tube glabrous, with subulate

and erect segments, the corolla

campanulate, with slightly re-

curved segments, and the

capsule nodding, and opening

by pores at the base of the

calyx -tube. There are two
varieties :—(a) genuina, with

slender stem leaves, and (6)

montana, in which the lower

stem-leaves are elliptical-oblanceolate. The plant is found

on heaths and pastures throughout Great Britain and

North America, and flowers in late summer and autumn.

The harebell has ever been a great favourite with poets,

and on account of its delicate blue colour has been con-

sidered as an emblem of purity.

HAREM, or less frequently Haram, the recognized

European title for that portion of a polygamist's house

which is devoted to the exclusive occupancy of his wives

and their attendants, or, by a simple metonymy, for the

female portion of his household. The word harem, is

Arabic for anything forbidden or not to be touched. It

is generally applied in Moslem law to such things as

games of chance, draughts, chess, witchcraft, and portrait-

taking, which are inconsistent with the religious code,

and under the form of haram it is well known even to

Europeans as designating the sacred enclosure of the prin-

cipal mosque at Cairo and at Jerusalem (Haram esch-

Scherig). The word seraglio, which is not unfrequently

employed as equivalent to harem, is an Italian modification

(usually spelled serraglio from assimilation to serrare, to shut

in) of the Persian term serai, which simply means a palace

or large building, as in the familiar compound caravanserai.

Wherever polygamy is maintained in the midst of a deve-

loped social life, the harem appears to be an almost inevitable

institution. We consequently find it after a more or less

rigid type among the Je^s, the Babylonians, the Siamese,

the ancient Persians, the Peruvians, && But it is among
the modem Mahometan peoples that it has attained its most
perfect development ; and the harems of the sultan of

Turkey and the shah of Persia may be taken aa the most
elaborate and best-known specimens of the type.

According to the Koran, the Mussulman is required to

satisfy himself with four wives, but the sultan may possess

aa many as seven. Each of these has her own suite of

apartments, her own garden and bath-room, and her own
body of servants, male and female. They are not called by
their names, but distinguished as Kadin (or Lady) Number
One, Kadin Number Two, and so on. The title of sultana

ia bestowed only on the mother, the sister, or the daughter

of a nnltan; and consequently it is the kaum wao first gives

birth to an heir to the empire who alone can have this dis-

tinction. Sheiurther obtains the title of hassehj or kasstki,

but this is lost if the child dies. All the female slaves, or
as they are called odalisks (a European corruption of the
word odalik. from oda a chamber, and lik belonging to), ura
at the absolute disposal of the sultan, and if, in spite of
the natural endeavours of the kadins to prevent such a con-
tingency, one of them becomes the mother of her lord and
master's first-born, she is advanced to the rank of sultana
hasseky. It is contrary to etiquette for the sultan to select

his own favourites among the odalisks ; he is expected to

accept the choice made for him by his mother, who bears

the title of valid^, and exercises great influence not only
in the afi'airs of the harem but even in political mattere.

Every odalisk who has been promoted to the royal couch is

henceforth considered sacred from all meaner patronage, and
receives apartments and attendants of her own ; but she
has- no further claim to the sultan's attention, and may
have to console a life-long widowhood with the memory of

the honour which was once bestowed on her. The ranks
of the odalisks are ever and anon recruited by slaves pre-

sented to the sultan by his female relatives or the state

officials. The latter, for example, are accustomed to make
acknowledgment of their allegiance in this way every year

on the evening before the 15th of Ramazan. An old and
devoted favourite of the sultan occupies the post of kehaya
cliatun, or lady superintendent of the harem. A large body
of eunuchs, both black and white, are employed as guards

and gate-keepers. The white eunuchs have charge of the

outer gates of the seraglio, but they are not allowed to

approach the women's apartments, and obtain no posts of

distinction. Their chief, however, the hipou aghassi, or

master of the gates, has part control over the ecclesiastical

possessions, and even the vizier cannot enter the royal apart-

ments without his permission. The black eunuchs have the

right of entering the gardens and chambers of the harem.

Their chief, usually called the kizlaer aghassi, or master of

the maidens, though his true title is danis scadet aga, or

chief of the abode of felicity, is an ofiBcial of high import-

ance. His appointment is for life. If he is deiirived of

his post he receives his freedom ; and if he resigns of his

own accord he is generally sent to Egypt with a pension of

100 francs a day. His secretary keeps count of the reve-

nues of the mosques built by the sultans. He is usually

succeeded by the second eunuch, who bears the title of

treasurer or khazuahdar, and has charge of the jewels, &c,
of the women. The number of eunuchs is always a large

one. The sultana valid^ and the sultana hasseky have each

fifty at their service, and others are assigned to the kadins

end the favourite odalisks.

Further details on the Sultan'a harem wiU be found in an anony-

mous paper in the Hcviie d'Oricnt (London, 1861), in the elaborate

article by Hoffmann in Ersch and Gniber's Enci/dopddie, and th«

Serraglio del gransignore descritto (Venice, 1865) by Ottariano Bon,

Venetian ambassador in 1608. An account of a visit to the harem

of the Persian prince Melek Kasira Mirza was given by IL Flandin

in the Revue des Deux Mondea (1852), and at tlie time created a great

sensation in Persia. Sketches of harem interiors are common in

our popular literature from Lady JIary Wortloy Montagu's Lettera

and Lempriere's.TVKr <o iforotco (1793) down to Jlrs S. Harvey's

Turkish JIaremsand Circassian Homes (Lond., 1871). The Count

de Beauvoir gives a picture of tlie harems of the sultan of Java and

the Siamese mandarins in his Voyage round the World (Louii.,

1870). Jluch interesting information on harem life in general is

supplied by Dr Hantzsehe (who as a physician was mehrem or admis-

sible to the harem) in Zeiischrifl far alhjemeine Erdkunde (Beilin,

1864).

HARFLEUK, the Harflew of our older historians, a

maritime town of France in the department of Seine

Inf^rieure and arrondissement of Havre, about 6 miles

E. of Havre on the railway between that city and Rouen.

It lies in the fertile valley of the L^zarde, at the foot

of vonded hills not far iram the northern bank of th«
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Seine ; and the steeple of St Martin's. 289 feet high, forms

an excellent landmark far the pilots of the river. Its old

ramparts are now replaced by bleach-works, chemical f.ic-

torias, and other industrial establishments, and the fosses

are transformed into vegetable gardens. St Martin's is the

most remarkable building in the town, and ranks as an

"historical monument." It dates from the 15th ftnd ICth

centuries, but the great portal is the work of the 17th, and

the whole has undergone the process of modem restoration.

Of the old castle there are but insignificant ruins, and the

present castle, situated in a fine park to the northward, is

a building of the 18th century. The hotel de ville belongs

to the 16th. In 1872 the population was only 1966, and

though for its size Harfleur is still a busy place with

its fishers and traders, it has greatly fallen from its

ancient importance.
In the JliJdle Ages, when it? name, Hcrosfloth, Haroflnet, or

HnreOot, was still siifficieutly uncorrupted to indicate its Norman
orijjin, it was the principal seaport of north-westprn France. In

1415 it was captured by Henry V. of England, but when in 1435

the people of the district of Caiix rose against the English, 104 of

the inhabitants opened the gates of the town to the insurgents, and
thus got rid of the foreign yoke. The memory of the deed was long
perjietuated by the bells of St llartin's tolling 104 strokes. Be-

tween 1445 and 1449 the English were again in possession ; but the

town was recovered for the French by Dunois. In 1562 the

Hn^uenots put Harfleur to pillage, and its registers and charters

perished in tlie confusion ; but its privileges were restored by
Charles IX. in 1568, and it was not till 1710 that it was subjected

to the " taille. " By common consent Harfleur is now identified

with the Caracotinum of the Itinerary of Antouinus,—M. Fallue's

exjilorations since 1839 having proved conclusively that the
neighboarhood is rich in Roman remains.

Sec Dc La Moitc, Anl/quilez de la vUl« dt Harflgur, ITarre de Grftco, 1677;
l.ct«IIlcr, Recherches histori^ues sur Jiarfltur, 1841; M. Fdlhic's paprra In Arcfiirfs

du //fir'C-, 1840. Af4f)i. de In Soe. det Antiguairet de ta Nonmttruiie, and Retue
Archf^ologiiiuc, 185G-57: Abbd dc Cochef, La Seine Infti-ieure, Paris, 1864; E.
t>amont and A. L^ger, Hist, de la ville de Iltv-Jleur, ISCIS.

HARGREAVES, James. See Cotton, vol. vL p. 490.

HARIANA, or HcKREKANAH, a tract of country in the

Punjab, India, consisting of a level upland plain, inter-

spersed with patches of sandy soil, and largely overgrown
with brushwood. The Western Jumna Canal now fertilizes

the grounds of a large number of its vill.iges. Since the

1 4tii century HissAr has been the local capital. During the

troublous period which followed on the decline of the Mug-
hal empire, Hari.'in^ formed the battlefield where the Mar-
hattds, Bhattfs, and Sikhs met to settle thuir territorial

quarrels. The whole surrounding country wa.s devastated

by the famine of 1783, Since the conquest of the Punjab,
Hari4n& has been broken up into the districts of HissAr,

Hohtak, and iSirsa.

HARINO, Wn.HELM (1797-1871), German novelist,

known as Wilibald Alexis, was born at Breslau, June 23,

1797. He attended tho Werder gymnasium in Berlin,

and served as a volunteer, in tlie campaign of 1815. On
his return ho studied law for some time at the universities

of Berlin and Breslau, but ha eoon gave up tho legal pro-

fession and devoted himself to literatore. He mad« some
attempt to add to his income by practical undertakinga,

but they were rarely successful. Ha was fond of travel,

and happened to be in Italy with hi« wife during tho

Revolution of 1848, the progress of which lie had an oppor-

tunity of watching in Rome, Florence, and Naples. In

1852 ho transferred his residence from Berlin to Arn&tadt
in Thuringio. Here he was laid low by paralysis of tho

brain, and after many years of suffering died on tho 16th
September 1871. Hiring began his literary career in 1823
with a historical romance, WaUadmor, which was given

out as tho work of Sir Walter Scott.^ It rapidly became
popular, and was translated into several languages, includ-

ing English. Ho next published Schloss At'a/on, which he

' One of the iuterlociltor* In the jocular " Introduction" to Scott'a

lielrnifu-4 (1S25) supposes WaUadtnor "to have Iwea tlM work of

Uoasterswivel, by tha help of th« tteam-eugino."

attributed to the same author. Soon afterwards he issued

a number of very successful short stories and several books
of travel, and for a time he indicated a preference for the
polemical tendencies of the school of Young Germany. In
Cabanis, however, which appeared in 1832, he entered the
special field of historical romance in which he was destined
to achieve his highest fame. From 1840 onwards he pub-
lished at short intervals a series of romances, each of which
deals with some particular epoch in the history of Bran-
denburg. Among them may be named Der Holand \<m
Berlin (\8A0), Der /ahche Waldemar (1842), Der ll'er-

loolf (1848), Jiime ist die ersle niirgerpflicht (1852),
Isegrimm (1854), and DorotJie (1856). "These tales are
not only full of patriotic feeling, but in all of them the
interest is well -sustained and the characters are drawn with
a bold and firm hand. His Gcsammdte Werke have been
issued in Berlin in 20 volumes.

HARINGTON, Sir John (1561-1612), was the son of

Mr John Harington, of Kelston, near Bath, who had been
imprisoned in tho Tower by Queen ifary for forwarding a
letter to Elizabetlu Harington, born in 1501, was Eliia-

betli's godson. He studied at Eton and at Christ's College,

Cambridge, where he took the degree of M.A., his tutor

being Bishop Still, the famous author of Gammer Gnrton'i

Needle. He came up to London about 1583 and studied
law, but Queen Elizabeth seems to have removed him
to a place at court. Tradition relates that it was at her
command that he undertook the translation of Ariosto's

Orlando Fui-ioso, a work tliat saw tho light in 1591 and
was reprinted in 1G07 and 1634. Soon after this first

date Harington retired to the family mansion at Kelston.

In 1596 he published in succession The Jletamorphotit oj

^ijax, An Ajxiogy, and Ulysses -upon Ajax,ihe three forming
collectively a very absurd and indecorous work of a Pan-

tagruelistic kind. In 1599 he served in Ireland under
Essex, and was knighted on the field, to the annoyance, it

is said, of Elizabeth. He married a lady of title, who
bore him eight children, and who survived until 1634.

In 1608 he wrote a personal satire against tho bishops,

which he read to James I., but which was first published,

by a Presbyterian printer, as late as 1653, under the title

of A Brief View of the State of the ChiircJi. This is a

somewhat scandalous production. In the spring of 1612,

Harington wa'j suffering heavily from the dropsy, and in

December of that year he died. In 1613 his Epigrnms,

which had circulated widely in MS., were printed in a

collection of tlie verse of v.irious writers entitled J /o/t'a,

and separately in 1615. They became very popiJar,

and were often reprinted. The miscellaneous writings

of Harington existing in MS. in his family wore first

collected by the Rev. Henry Harington in 1779, in 2

volumes, under the title of Xugce Antiipur. Tho Nugei

include some very elegant pieces of the poet's father.

The translation of tho Orlando Fnrioso was a very im-

portant labour, and it was carried out with skill aud per-

severance. Harington, however, was neither a very exact

scholar nor a very poetical translator, and he cannot be

named in tho same breath with Fairfax. Tlio Orlando

Fnrioso was a sumptuous book, illustrated in the best

taste of tho day, and to it were appended a proso critique

of the poem, and a lifo of Ariosto compiled by Harington

from various Italian sonrccs. llnrington's Rabelaisian

pamphlets show that he wns almost equally endowed with

wit and indelicacy, while of his epigrams little can bo said

but that they are somotinics smart and always easy.

HAuilli. i\bu Mohammed al Kasim ibn AH Ibn

Mohammed ibn 'Othman, sumamed kl HAiifRi, was bom
at Bnssorah 1064-55 a.d. and died in 1121 or 1123, being

therefore contemporary with the first cru.Kad& His nativ*

city yfoa renowned for its school of grammar, a moat hn-
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portant science amongst a people whose every rule of

religion and of life depended upon the accurate interpreta-

tion of some word or passage of the Koran, or some saying

of the prophet. The rival school of Kufa vfas the only one

that approached it in fame or glory, and in all the numerous

disputes that took place between the two academies Bussorah

is generally allowed to have had the advantage. His name
Hariri signifies silk-merchant, and was probably derived

from his father's occupation, as, in spite of the assertion of

his biographers to that effect, he appears not to have ever

engaged in trade, but to have devoted himself exclusively

to literary pursuits. His great object was to investigate

the niceties of the Arabic language, and he composed several

treatises on the subject, amongst which the best known are

Molhat el 'Jrab (Beauties of Desinential Syntax) and Dui-rat

el Ghawivds (The Diver's Pearl), in which he criticizes

certain common faults of language in vogue amongst the

educated. Portions of both these works have been pub-
lished by De Sacy in his Chrestoinalhie, and the Ditrrat el

Ghawwds has been edited by H. Thorbecke (Leipsic, 1871).

But his great work is the MaMmdt, or "Assemblies," in

which a series of anecdotes of a very slight character in tho

career of an imaginary learned vagabond afford the oppor-

tunity for the display of vast philological and literary

learning. The plan was not original, having been already

invented and used by Badi' az ZamAn el Hamad^ni, who
died about 1008. The composition of Hariri's own
MaMmdt is attributed to the following circumstance.

Being one day in the mosque of the Beni Haram, in the

quarter of Bussorah in which he resided, he noticed an old

man enter, shabby and worn with travel, who in answer
to the questions of the persons present gave his name as

Abu Zeid, and said that he came from Seriij, a city near
Edessa, which had recently been devastated by the

crusaders. The old man related the incidents of 'the

destruction of his native city and his own domestic losses

and exile in so eloquent a strain as to excite general admira-
tion and compassion. On reaching his home Hariri wrote
out the incident in the form of a makdmeh or assembly, in

the style of El HamadAni's work, and it now forms the 48th
of his boot V/hen subsequently elaborating the idea he
mod»lled the successive chapters on the same theme ; a
simple-minded Arab gentleman, El Harith ibn el HammAm,
on his travels constantly meets with a vagabond old impro-
visatore, Abu Zeid, who, under difTerent characters and
disguises, always succeeds in eliciting the .sympathy and
alms of his audience and the approbation of El Harith him-
self. Abu Zeid is always poor, ill-dressed, and crafty, but
eloquent in the extreme, and his fraudulently-obtained gains

are always spent in some forbidden enjoyment; yet there

is evet a good side to his character, and he is not without

an exhibition of true feeling, especially when he alludes to

the circumstances of his expulsion from his hoine, and the

loss of his daughter, who had been made captive by the

marauding Franks. The improvised speeches of Abu Zeid
are masterpieces of Arabic learning, every sentence being
made to introduce some allusion to Arab history, poetry,

or tradition, or the discussion and elucidation of some
difficult point of rhetoric or grammar. It is this that gives

the value to the book and makes it with its commentary a
complete encyclopoedia of classical Arabic literature and
philology. It is written in rhymed and rhythmical prose,

such as is used in the Koran itself, interspersed with
verses of poetry of which the merit is more often 'in the
language than the thought.

The MakdmAl have been edited by Silvestre de Sacy, with a select
Arabic commentary (Paris, 1822), and a new edition of this edition,
witli numerous French notes, was issued by MM. Reinaud and
Derenbourg (Paris, 1853). An Enghsh translation of some select

"Assemblies" was made by Theodore Preston for the Oriental
Traaslation Fund (London, 1850), and aa admirable translation of

the first twenty-six assemblies by T. Chenery (London, 1867), con-
taining an introduction and notes, and a resume of all the litera-

ture of the subject. Of the numerous imitations of the Makdmdl
of Hariri, the best known are the Machberoih Ilhicl, a Hebrew wbrk
by Yehudah ben Shelomoh al Kharizi, edited by T. Chenery
(London, 1872), and the Majma 'al Bahrain (Confluence of the
Two Seas), by Nasyf el Yaziji (Beyrout, 1853), an excellent work
in Aiabic, displaying an immense acquaintance with the ancient
literature of the language. (E. H. P.)

HARLEQUIN. See Pantomime.
HARLEY. See Oxford, Earl of.

HARLINGEN, or HAARLiN-iEN, in Frisian Harns, an
important trading town and seaport in the province of

Friesland in the Netherlands, is situated 17 miles W. of

Leeuwarden with which it has been connected by rail

since 1863. Besides its dilapidated fortifications, and the

town-house, which was erected between 1730 and 173?
and is adorned wjth a statue of the historian Simon Stijl,

the only noteworthy buildings are the Great or New
church, the West church, which was formerly part of

the castle, the Roman Catholic church, and the Jewish
synagogue. The school of navigation and school of design

may also be mentioned. Harlingen is the seat of the

Frisian Navigation Company, and it has regular steam
communication, not only with Amsterdam and Nieuwe
Diep, but also with London and Hull Besides sl inner

harbour protected from the high tides by powerful sluices,

it has an outer harbour of modern construction for the

accommodation of large vessels. One of the chief depart-

ments of its trade is the export to England of Frisian pro-

duce—corn, cattle, butter, cheese, and flax. Wharves,
saw-mills, anchor forges, rope-yards, and a canvas factory

represent the auxiliary industries of the place. In thr.

middle of the last century, Harlingen had 7000 inhabitants,

which increased in the course of the next hundred years to

about 8000. In 1860, before the new harbour works, they

numbered 9800, and in 1878 they were'lO,800.
Originally Harlingen was only a part of the village of Almeniira,

and lay at some distance inland, but the Zuydei Zee, which had
already in 1134 destroyed an intervening town, made another in-

road in 1566 and attained its present limits. The Spanish lieu-

tenant Caspar Robles de Belly, whose monument, the " Man of
Stone," now stands on the sea-dyke, took care to protect the' site of
the town by further embankments. In 1579 it was surrounded by
walls and fosses ; a new castle had been built in 1502. During the
civil broils of 1787 Harlingen was blockaded by the patriots of
Franeker. In November 1776 and February 1825 it sufl'ered from
severe inundations.

HARMODIUS, a beautiful Athenian of the tribe

Gephyrrei. was the intimate friend of Aristogiton, a
citizen of the middle rank. Hipparchus, younger brother

of the tyrant Hippias, was also a lover of Harmodius. He
tried to attract Harmodius to himself, and failing in the

attempt, revenged himself by putting a public aflront on
his sister at a solemn festival. Thereupon the two friend.'i

conspired with a few others to murder both the tyrants

during the armed procession at the Panathenaic festival

(514 B.C.). But in a sudden alarm they prematurely at-

tacked and slew Hipparchus alone. Harmodius wascutdown
on the spot by the guards, and Aristogiton was soon captured

and tortured to death. When Hippias was expelled (510

B.C.), Harmodius and Aristogiton became the most popular

of Athenian heroes; their statues were setup in theagom,

their descendants were exempted from public burdens, and
their names were celebrated in popular songs and scolia aa

the deliverers of fair Athens, i'hucydides (vi. 54) alludes

to the falseness of the popular belief about them, and gives

the story in detail.

HARMONIA, wife of Cadmus. The Theban legends

(see Cadmds) have been so modified and systematized by
poets and logographers that we must look to Samothrace
with its old religious rites for an explanation of the myth.

There Harmonia is said to have been the daughter of Zeus

and Electra, while her brother lasioa was the founder of
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tbo mystic rites which were celebrated annually on the

island. When Cadmus came to Samothrace, and was

initiated, he received Harmonia as his wife. The gods

honoured the wedding with their presence, Athene pre-

sented the bride with a peplus and necklace, Electra gave

the mystic riles of the mother of the gods. According to

the scholiast on Euripides {PItoeii,., i.) Cadmus with the

aid of Athene carried o£f Harmonia ; and in the mystejies

the lost Harmonia is -regularly sought for. We have here

an e.xact parallel to the Elousinian legends. Electra and

Harmonia are mere varieties of Dcmeter and Core.

Cadmus like Pluto carries off the bright daughter of the

goddess to the world below to spend there the dreary

winter. Hence in the Theban tale Cadmus aud Harmonia

leave Thebes to go away among the Encheleis, the snake

people, are themselves changed into serpents, and are

linally translated to the Elysian fields. We then under-

stand, too, why (according to Pausanias, i.x. 16, 5) Cadmus

dwelt at Thebes in the temple of Demeter Thesmophoros.

The necklace, wrought by Hephaestus, which Harmonia

received as a marriage gift, may be compared with the

cestus of Aphrodite ; for it is impossible to draw a fast

line between Harmonia or Core and Aphrodite. . Then it

is seen to be the mythic representative of some pheno-

menon like the halo of dawn or the rainbow. Like the

works of the German dwarfs, this necklace carried with it

ill-luck, and the legends give it a history of woe. With it

Polynices bribed Eriphyle to betray her husband Amphi-

araus. It brought death at last to her son Alcmajon.

Dedicated in the temple of Athene Pronoia at Delphi, it

was given by the tyrant Phayllus (352 B.C.) to his mistress;

her son going mad set fire to the house, and she perished

in the conflagration.

HARMONICA is the technical name for the "musical

glasses " with the learned conversation about which the

pseudo-ladies from town astonish the simple-minded vicar of

Wakefield. An instrument for producing musical sounds by

means of drinking glasses touched with the moistened fingers

was, however, known 100 years before Goldsmith's novel.

What its exact nature may have been cannot now be asrer-

tained, but its mode of playing must have been far fiom

pi^rfect ; for as late as the midTlle of the 18th century the

musical glasses played by Mr Puckcridgc were placed on a

table and their pitch was fixed by the quantity of water

they contained, naturally a very uncertain mode of deter-

mination. It was to this instrument that the great Ben-

jamin Franklin applied his improvements described in his

letter to Father I5eccaria of Turin. Instead of fixing tbo

glasses ho made them rotate round a spindle set in motion

by the player's foot by menns of a treadle. The edge of

the glasses by the same means passed through a basin of

water, the pitch henceforth being determined by the size of

the glasses alone. Tiie player touched the brims of the

revolving glasses with his finger, his task being further

facilitated by the scale of colour which Franklin adopted

in accordance with the musical gamut. Thus C was red,

D orange, E yellow, F green, G blue, A indigo, and B
violet. The black keys of the piano were represented by
white glasses. The instrument thus improved became very

fashionable in England, and a Miss Davis, a relation of

Franklin's, b'ocame a celebrated harmonica player, who per-

formed at numerous concerts with great applause. It is

interesting to know that the great compo.scr Gluck was a
virtuoso on the musical glasses in th'.ir earlier form, which
ho played, according to a contemporary advortisomcnt, at

the Ilaymarkct Theatre, April 23, 174G. Ho even seems
to- have cliinied the instrument as his own invention, and
promises to " perform upon it whatever may bo done on a

violin or harpsiciiord." Nowadays the idea of a composer

•f repute—for such Qluck was at the time—playing on tliu

musical glasses would appear grotesque. But the notions

of artistic dignity were different in the 1 8th century. Maoy
attempts have been made to increase the power and flexi-

bility of the harmonica, and also to avoid the nervous irrita-

bility said to be caused by the friction of the vibrating

glasses. Thus harmonicas played with the bow or by
means of a keyboard, like that of the pianoforte, have beeu

invented. But none of these has met with permanenl
success, and in all essential points the modern harmonica

is such as Franklin left it.

HARMONIC ANALYSIS is the name given by Sir

William Thomson and Professor Tait in their treatise on

Natural Philosophy to a general method of investigating

physical questions, the earliest applications of which seem

to have been suggested by the study of the vibrations of

strings aud the analysis of these-vibrations into their funda-

mental tone and its harmonics or overtones.

The motion of a uniform stretched string fixed at both

ends is a periodic motion ; that is to say, after a certain

interval of time, called the fundamental period of the motion,

the form of the string and the velocity of every part of it are

the same as before, provided that the energy of the motion

has not been sensibly dissipated during the period.

There are two distinct methods of investigating the

motion of a uniform stretched string. One of these may-

be called the wave method, and the other the harmonic

method. The wave method is founded on the theorem

that in a stretched string of infinite length a wave of any

form may be propagated in either direction with a (;ertain

velocity, V, which we may define as the " velocity of pro-

pagation." If a wave of any form travelling in the positive

direction meets another travelling in the opposite direction,

the form of which is such that the lines joining correspond-

ing points of the two waves are all bisected in a fixed point

in the line of the string, then the point of the string corre-

sponding to this point will remain fixed, while the two

waves pass it in opposite directions. If we now suppose

that the form of the waves travelling in the positive direc-

tion is periodic, that is to say, that after the wave Las

travelled forward a distance I, the position of every par-

ticle of the string is the same as it was at first, then / is

called the wave-length, and the time of travelling a wav»-

lengtb is called the periodic time, which we shall denote

bv T, so that
i-vr.

If we now suppose a set of waves similar to these, but

reversed in position, to bo travelling in the opposite direc-

tion, there will be a series of points, distant U from each

other, at which there will bo no motion of the string; it

will therefore make no, difference to the motion of the string

if we suppose the string fastened to fixed supports at any

two of these points, and wo may then suppose the parts of

the string beyond these points to bo removed, as it cannot

affect the motion of tho part which is between them. Wo
have thus arrived at the case of a uniform string stretched

between two fixed supports, and wo conclude that the

motion of tho string may bo completely represented ns tho

resultant of two sots of periodic waves travelling in opposite

directions, their wave-lengths being either twice the distance

between tho fixed points or a submultiplo of this wave-

length, and tho form of these waves, subject to this condi-

tion, being perfectly arbitrn.y.

To mako tho prollem a definito one, wo moy snppose th*

initial displacement and velocity^ of every particle of the

string given in teims of its distance from one end of tho

string, and from these data it is easy to calculote tho form

which is common to all tho travelling waves. The form of

tho string at any subsequent time may then bo deduced by

ciilculaling the positions of tho two sets of waves at thai

time, and compounding their displacements.
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Thus in the vrave method the actual motion of the string

is considered as the resultant of two wave motions, neither

of which is of itself, and without the other, consistent with

the coc'dition that the ends of the string are fixed. Each
of the wave motions is periodic with a wa^re-length equal

to twice the distance between the fixed points, and the one

set of waves is the reverse of the other in respect of displace-

ment and velocity and direction of propagation; but, subject

to these conditions, the form of the wave is perfectly

arbitrary. The motion of a particle of the string, being

determined by the two waves which pass over it in opposite

directions. '3 of an equally arbitrary type.

In the harmonic method, on the other hand, the motion

of the string is regarded as compounded of a series of vibra-

tory motions which may be infinite in number, but each of

which is perfectly definite in type, and is in fact a parti-

cular solution'of the problem of the motion of a string with

its ends fixed.

A simple harmonic motion is thus defined by Thomson
and Tait (§ 53) :—When a point Q moves uniformly in a
circle, the perpendicular QP, drawn from its position at

any instant to a fixed diameter AA' of the circle, interr

sects the diameter in a point P whose position changes by
a simple harmonic motion.

The amplitude of a simple harmonic motion is the range

on one side or the other of the middle point of the course.

The period of a simple harmonic motion is the time

which elapses from any instant until the moving-point again

moves in the same direction through the same position.

The phase of a simple harmonic motion at any instant is

the fraction of the whole period which has elapsed since

the moving point last passed through its middle position in

the positive direction.

In the case of the stretched string, it is only in certain

particular cases that the motioti of a particle of the string

is a simple harmonic motion. In these particular cases the

form of the string at auy instant is that of a curve of sines

having the line joining the fixed points for its axis, and
passing through these two points, and therefbre having for

its wavorlength either twice the length of the string or some
submultipla of this wave-length. The amplitude of the

curve of sines \a a simple harmonic function of the time,

the period being either the fundameutal period or some
submultiple of the fundamental period. Every one of these

modes of vibration is dynamically possible by itself, and any
numbar of them may coexist independently of each other.

By a proper adjustment of the initial amplitude and
phase of each of these modes of vibration, so that their

resultant shall represent the initial state of the string, we
obtain a new representation of the whole motion of the

string, in which it is seen to be the resultant of a series of

simple harmonic vibrations whose periods are the funda-
mental period and its submultiples. The determination of

the amplitudes and phases of the 8«veral simple harmonic
vibrations bo as to satisfy tjie initial conditions is an
example of harmonic analysis.

We have thus two methods of solving the partial differ-

ential equation of the motion of a string. The first, which
we have called the wave metbtxl, exhibits the solation in

the form containing an arbitrary function, the natore of

which must be determined from the initial conditions. The
second, or harmonic method, leads to a s -ies of terms
involving sines and cosines, the coefficients of which have
to be determined. The harmonic method may be defined
in a nK>re general manner as a method by which the solu-

tion of any actual problem nay b« obtaiaed as the sum
or resultant of a number of terms, each of which is a
solution of a particular case of the problem. The nature
of these particular cases is de£aed by the condition tltat

any one of them must be conjugats to any other.

co3?i!L«rf£;
V

The mathematical test of conjagacy is that the energy of

the system arising from two of the harmonics existing

together is equal to the sum of the energy arising from the

two harmonics taken separately. In other words, no part of

the energy depends on the product of the amplitudes of two
difi"erent harmonics. When two modes of motion of the

same system are conjugate to each other, the existence of

one of them does not affect the other.

The simplest case of harmonic analysis, that of which the

treatment of the vibrating string is an example, is com-
pletely investigated in what is known as Fourier's theorenii

Fourier's theorem asserts that any periodic function of d
single variable period p, which does not become infinite at
any phase, can be expanded in the form of a series consist-

ing of a constant term, together with a double series of

terms, one set involving cosines and the other sines of

multiples of the phase.

Thus if 0(^) is a periodic function of the variable f
having a period v, then it may be expanded as follows

i>U) = Ao + 2',_Ai COS —* + 2; B< sin —5 • - •
' W-

The part of the theorem which is most frequently

required, and which also is the easiest to investigate, is the

determination of the values of the coe^cienfs A^,, A,-, B,.

These are

This part of the theorem may be verified at once by multi-

plying both sides 0^ (1) by di, by cos cJf, orbysin

-— d^, and in each case integrating from to p.

The series is evidently single-valued for any given value

of $. It cannot therefore represent a function of i which
has more than one value, or whish becomes imaginary for

any value of $. It is convergent, approaching to the true

value of tf>(i) for all values of $ such that if ^ varies in-

finitesimally the function also varies infinitesimally.

Sir W. Thomson, availing himself of the disk, globe, and
cylinder integrating machine invented by his brother. Pro-

fessor James Thomson, has constructed a machine by which
eight of the integrals required for the expression of Fourier's

series can be obtained simultaneously from th« recorded

trace of any periodically variable quantity, such as the

height of the tide, the temperature or pressure of the atmos-

phere, or the intensity of the different components of

terrestrial magnetism. If it were not on account of the

waste of time, instead of having a curve drawn by the

action of the tide, and the curve afterwards acted on by
the machine, the time axis of the machine itself might be
driven .by a clock, and the tide itself might work the second

variable of the machine, but his would involve the constant

presence of an expensive machine at every tidal station.

It voold not be devoid of interest, had we opportunity

for it, to trace the analogy between these mathematical and
mechanical methods of harmonic analysis and the dynamical
processes which go on when a compound ray of light ia

analysed into ita simple vibrations by a prism, when a
particular overtone ia selected from a complex tone by a
resonator, and when the enormously complicated sound-

wave of an orchestra, or even the discordant clamours of a
crowd, are interpreted into intelligible music or bngnage
by the attentive listener, armed with the harp of three

thousand strings, the resonance of which, as it hangs in

the gateway of his ear, discriminates the multifold eompon-
Cents of the waves of tke aerial ocean. {t. a tt.)
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HARMONIUM. Perhaps no musical instrument ever

^jccame in a few years to widely known and used as the

harmonium. The reasons for this may at once be found

io the facilities it ofl'ers for playing easy music, and, when
simply constructed, its comparatively low price, which

renders the purchase of a tolerable harmonium possible

when the cheapest pianoforte fairly playable would be un-

attainable, and the real organ, although of chamber size,

quite out of the question. Besides being a convenient

makeshift for an organ, the harmonium can also be used

io domestic concerted music, to play all or any of the wind

band parts of the orchestra ; it moy even be employed as

a substitute for the violin, and in such vicarious uses it is

past all question one of the handiest of deputies.

It is true the tone of the harmonium is not in itself

beautiful ; the prominence in sounds from reeds of certain

overtones is irreconcilable with pleasure to the ear unless

by convention of habit, and the necessity of tuning ac-

cording to equal temperament all major thirds too sharp

leads through this harmonic peculiarity in the chords to

an abnormally disagreeable quality, from which those

whose nerves are very sensitive or weak are not unfre-

quently painfully affected. The American organ, a kind

of harmonium of late years lauch in vogue, owes its

popularity to its being less pronounced and reedy in timbre

(its softer tone being nearer to that we are familiar with

in the church organ), and to its being easier to play for

simple domestic use. Yet the real harmonium has more in-

dependent character as an instrument, and is capable of

higher treatment in performance than the American organ^

Both are known as "free-reed " instruments, the musical

tones being produced by tongues of brass, technically

"vibrators," set in oblcmg frames; the sides of th-ese they

do not quite touch, but pass, when in movement, freely

downwards,—the "beating reeds" used in church organs

covering the entire orifice. A reed or vibrator, set in

periodic motion by impact of a current of air,- produces a

corresponding succession of air puffs, the rapidity of which

determines the pitch of the musical note. There is an
essential difference between the harmonium and the

American organ itt the direction of this current ; in the

former the wind apparatus forces the current upwards,

and in the latter sucks it downwards, whence it becomes
desirable to separate in description these varieties of freo'

reed instruments.

The Harmonium has a keyboard of five octaves compass Wh(>n
complete, from C to C, and a simple action controlling the valves, &o.

The nececsary pressure of wind is generated by bellow?, worked by the
feet of the performer upon footboards or treadles. The air is thus
forcerlup the wind-trunks into an air-chamber called the wind-chest,
the pressure of it being equalized by a reservoir, which receives the
excess of wind through »J> opcrture, and permits esoipe, when above
a certain p-essnre, by a discharge vairo or pallet. The aperture
admitting air to the reservoir may bo closed by a drawstop named
" ei|iression." The character of the instrument is then entirely

changed from a mechanical response to the player's touch to an
expressive one, rendering what emotion may be comnumicated from
the player by increase or diminntion of tound through the greater
or less prei'ure of wind the reeds may be submitted to. The draw-
atops bearing the names -of the diffoient registers in imitation of
the organ, admit, when drawn, the wind from the wind-chest to the
corresponding reed compartments, shutting them off when closed.

Those compartments are of about two octaves and a half each, there
being a division in the middle of the keyboard scale dividing tho.

stops into bass and treble. A atop being drawn and a key preiaed
down wind Ls admitted by a corresponding volvo to a rccd or
vibrator. Above each reed in the so-called sound-board or pan is

a channel, a small air-chamber or cavity, the shape and capacity of
which have greatly to do with tho colour of tone of tho nolo it

reinforces. The air in thia resonator is highly compressed at an
oven or a varying pressure as tho expression-stop may not be or
lay bo drawn. The wind finally escapes by a small pallet-hole

opened by presaing down the correaponding key. In Mustel and
other good harmoniums, the reed compartments that form the
cherae of the instrument are eight in number, four has* and four

mble, of throe different pitches of octart and doubt* octure dia-

tance. The front hass and treble rows are the " diajmson " of tho
jiitch known as 8 feet, and the bourdou (double diapuson), 16 feet.

These may be regarded as the foundation stops, and are technically
the front organ. The back organ has solo and combination stojis,

the principnl of 4 feet (octave higher than diapason), and b.issoon
(bass) and oboe (treble), 8 feet. These may bo nieclianicolly com-
bined by a stop called full organ. M. Mustel, the French maker,
whose pre-eminence is universally acknowledged, has added other
registers for much admired elfeets of tone, viz.,

—" hnrjie eolieune,"
two bass rows of 2 feet pitch, the one tuned a beat too sliar]i, tbe
othera beat too flat, to produce u waving tremulous tone that huaa
certain charm; "musette" and " voix celebte," 16 fi-et ; and
"Kiryton," a treble stop 32 feft, or two octaves lower tliau the nor-
mal note of the key. The " back organ " is usually covered by a
swell box, containing louvres or ihutters simitar to a Venetiiin
blind, and divided into fortes corresponding with the Imss and treble
division of the registers. The fortes are governed hj knee )K!dal8

which act by pneumatic pressure. Tuning the reeds is ellected

by scraping tljeni at the point to sharpen them, or near the shoulder
or heel 10 flatten them in pitch. Air pressure alfects the pitch
but slightly, noticeable only in the larger reeds, and harmoniums
long retain their tuning, a decided advantage over the organ and
the pianoforte. Mechanical contrivances in the harmonium, of
frequent or occasional employment, besides those already referred

to, are the " percussion," a small pianoforte action of hammer and
escapement which, acting upon the reeds of the diapason rows at
the moment air is admitted to them, gives prompter response tD Iha
depression of the key, or quicker speech ; the " double expres-

sion," a pneumatic balance in the wind reservoir of great delicacy

exactly maintaining by gradation equal pressure of the wind ;

and the "double touch," by which the back organ register*

speak sooner than those of tho front that are called^upon by deeper
pressure of the key, thus allow prominence or accentuation of

certain parts by an expert performer. " Prolongement " permits
selected notes to be sustained after the fingers have quitted their

keys. Dawes's " melody attachment " is to give prominence to an
air or treble part by shutting oil' in certain registers all notes below
it. This notion has been adapted by inversion to a " pedal substi-

tute " to strengthen the lowest bass notes. The " tremolo " affects

the wind in the vicinity of the reeds by small bellows which in-

creases the pulsation in rapidity according to pressure; and tho

"sourdine" diminishes the supply of wind by coutrolUng its ad-

mission to the reeds.

The American Organ, as already said, acts by wind exhaustion.

A vacuum is practically created in the air-chamber by the exhaust-

ing power of the footboards, and a current of air thus drawn down-
wards passes through any reeda that are left open, setting them in

vibration. This instrument has therefore exhaust instead of force

bellows. Valves in the board above the lair-ch-iinbcr give com-
munication to reeds, made more slender than those of the har-

monium and tDore or less bent. While the frames in which they are

fi.xed are also differently shaped, being hollowed rather in spoon

fashion. Tho channels, the resonators above the reeds, are not

varied in size or shape as in the harmonium; they exactly corre-

spond with tho reeds, and are collectively known as the " tube-

board." Tho swell " fortes " are in front of the openings of the»e

tubes, rails that open or close by the action of the knees upon what
may be called kuee pedals. The tone of tho American organ is

softer than that of the harmonium ; this is sometimes aided by the

nse of extra resonators, as, for instance, in Clough and \VarTen'»

latest rnstmmonts (of Detroit, Michigan, U.S.), which they call

pipes or qualifying tubes. The blowinp being also eatior, ladies

find it much loss fatiguing. To these differences we may attribute

its inxireasing popularity. The cxpiession stop eau nave little

power in the American organ, and is generally absent; the "au-

tomatic ewell " in the instruments of Mason and Haililin (of Boston,

U.S.) is a contrivance that euma* thf nckr^t Io it, though far in-

ferior. By it a swell shutter or fail is kept in constant movement,!

proportioned to the force of the air-current. Another very clever

improvement introduced by thseo makers, who arc the originators

of the fnstniment itself, is the "vox huniano," a smaller rail or fan,

made to revolve rapidly by wind pressure; it« rotation, disturbing

the air near the reeds, causes intcrfiiensea of vibration that pro-

duce a tremulous effect, not unlike the beatings heard from com-'

bincd voices, whence tho nam*. ThU vibrate stop has found general

adoption. The arrangement of reed compartments iu Amerirnn

organa does not essentially dtfTer from th*t of harmoniums; but

there are often two keyboardii awd theu tho solo and combinotion

stops are found on the npper manual. Thonliapuson treble register

is known as " niclodia "—different makers occasionally Tary the nut

of fancy names for other ttopa Tho " subbaM," however, an octare

of 16 feet pilch and alway* apart from tlio other ivedn, is used with

great advantage tor pedal efTictt on tho ninnual, the oouipass of

American organs Iwing osuall^ down to F (FF, 6 octavos). In large

instrunionts there ar* sometime* foot (tedtl* as in an organ, with

their own reed boxes of 8 ami 16 fret, the lowest note being then

CC. Blowing for pedal iustrumcots has to bo don* by band a
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UvtT being ottacheJ tor that pnrposc. Tlie " celeste stop w
managed as in tlie liarraonium, by rows of reeds. tuned not quite in

unison, or by a shade valvo that alters the air-curreut and flattens

one rofw of reeds thereby.

Harmoniums and American organs are the results of

many experiments to play upon free reeds by a key-

board, initiated by the " orgue expressif " of Grenic, a

Frenchman. During nearly the first half of this century

various tsntative efforts in France and Germany, and subse-

quently in Eugland, came to nothing more valuable than

the Viennese " phy.5harmoDica " of Hiickel, the Parisian

"melophone," and our own "seraphine." The inventor

of the harmonium was indubitably Alexandre Debain,

who took out a patent for it in Paris in 18-10. He
produced vnried timbre registers by modifying reed chan-

nels, and brought these registers on to one keyboard.

Unfortunately be patented too much, for he r.ecurcd even

the name harmonium, obliging contemporarj and future

experimenters to shelter their improvements under other

names, and the venerable name of organ becoming im-

pressed into connexion with an inferior initrament, we
have now to distinguish between reed and pipe organs.

The compromise of reed organ for the haimoniutn class

of instruments must therefore be accepted. 'Debain's

harmonium was at first quite mechanical; it gained ex-

pression by the expression-stop already described. The
Alexandres, well-known French makers, by the ingenuity

of one of their workmen, Martin, add'^d the percussion

and the prolongement. The melody attachment was the

invention of an English engineer ; the introduction of the

double touch, .now used in the harmoniums of Mustel,

Bauer, and others—also in American organs—is due to

Mr Tamplin, an English professor. Reference has already

been mide to the improvements of M. Mustel, a maker

imbued with true artistic devotion.

Tiie principle of the American organ originated with the

Alexandres, whose earliest experiments are said to have been

made with the view of constructing an instrument to ex-

haust air. The realization of the idea proving to be more

in consonance with the genius of the American people, to

whom what we may call the devotional tone of the instru-

ment appealed, the introduction of it by Messrs Mason and

Hamlin in 1861 was followed by remarkable success. They
made it generally known in Europe by exhibiting it at

Paris in 1867, and from that time instruments have been

exportad in large numbers by different makers. Har-
moniums are not entirely, although chiefly, of French make.

Mr Bauer, one of the best English makers, learned the

trade iu Paris, and employs chiefly French workmen. As
keyed instruments, reed organs of either principle cannot

be expected to compete musically with the older organ and
pianoforte, yet the harmonium, studied for itself with

something like the devotion that is given to the other

keyed instruments, might be made more important than it

is at present. Excepting from a few isolated students
who may be told upon the fingers, it has received no
true cultivation. Whether it will ever get this is a ques-

tion that remains to be answered. Commercially the har-
monium and American organ have taken a much more
important place, although of course one not equal to that
of the pianoforte. For some years the Alexandres were
sending annually 7000 harmoniums to England. This
afterwards, from various causes, diminished; the number,
however, of their instruments made up to 1879 has
reached 110,000, A general estimate of harmoniums
made annually in France, Germany, and England is not
forthcoming

; but the yearly production of American
organs in the United States has been stated at the large
total of 40,000. (a-j. H.)
HARMONY. See Acousttcs and Music.

HAEO, said to be the ancient Castrum Bllium, a tovn
of Spain, is situated in the provincq of Logrouo, and tho

bishopric of Calahorra, 12 miles S.E. of Miranda, and 58
miles N. of Madrid. It occupies a beautiful site near the

Ebro, in a fertile plain, bounded by a range of mountains.

The town contains a fine parish church, a theatre built

in 1841, a hospital, and other public buildings. Various

unimportant manufactures are carried on by the inhabitants;

but the chief source of wealth is the red wine produced iu

great abundance from the vines of the surrounding plain.

There are some copper mines in the neighbourhood. Haro
was the birthplace of Diego de Leyva, the celebrated

painter, about 1580. The population was estimated for

1870 at 6594.

HAROLD I., surnamed Fairhaired (Harald Haarfager)

the founder of the old royal dynasty of Norway, succeeded

his father, Halfdan the Black, as jarl about the year 863.

His ambition to become ki;!g is said to have been awakened
by the refusal of Gyda, daughter of Eric of Hadaland, tc

marry him until he had made himself ruler of all Norway,
as Gorm had of Denmark, and Eric of Sweden ; and ha

vowed that he would never clip nor comb his hair until he
had fully achieved his task. After he had subdued all iho

jarls, he sent for Gyda and made her one of his wives, anrl

had Ids hair cut at a feast in More by Jarl Rognwald, wliff

then gave him the naiue of Haarfager. During the wars
of Harold with the jarls many of the Norsemen left their

country and settled in Iceland, the Faroe Islands, the

Orkney and Shetland Islands, and even in the Hebrides
of Scotland, from whence they returned and rommitterl

many sea robberies in Norway. Harold therefore fitted

out a great expedition, conquered and slew the vikings,

and made himself ruler over all these Norse settlements.

During his absence on another expedition against Jarl Einar
of Orkney his sons made war on one another, and also

committed many acts of violence against his jarls. Accord-

ingly on his return, finding it difficult to keep them in

check, Harold resolved to give them separate provinces to

govern, and about the year 893 called together a great
" thing," at which he conferred on each the title of king,

with a seat higher than that of the jarls, he himself retain-

ing the sovereignty of the whole country. He also made
Eric Bloodyase his heir, and took him to live with him;
and about Lis eightieth year, when he found himself no
longer able to discharge his kingly duties, he transferred

the whole government to Eric and ga\ e him the royal scat

Harold died three years afterwards about the year 933.

HAROLD II. surnamed Greyskin (Harald Graafel),

son of Eric Bloodyaxe, succeeded Haco the Good in the

government of Norway about the year 960, having bribeii

his other brothers to be satisfied with reigning as under

kings in the other provinces. It would appear that Harold

himself was disposed to govern peacefully and well, but

his brothers now resolved to take vengeance on the friends

of the late King Haco, and murdered among others Jarl

Sigurd. They, however, failed of their purpose on Haco,

his son, who after for some time resisting their attacks

fled to Denmark, where he obtained the assistance of King
Harold Bluetooth, with whose help he defeated and slew

Harold Greyskin, upon which, under Harold Bluetooth, he

became ruler of Norway with the title of jarl, according to

some in the year 965, to others in 969, and to others in 975.

HAROLD in., surnamed Stern in Council (Harald

Haardraade or Hardrada), son of Jarl Sigurd, half-brother

of King OJaf the Holy, and descended by his father from

Harold I., was one of the most distinguished warriors

among the old Norse kings. About his fifteenth year

he made his escape wounded from the battle of Stiklestad

(lOaO), where his half-brother Olaf was kUled ; and after

staying till he was cured of his wounds with a " bonde " in a
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forest, he made Lis way to Sweden, wbenco after tbo winter

was over Le went to Russia, where he was kiuJly received

by King- Yaroslaf of Novgorod. He remained in Itussia for

several years, but, being refused the hand of a llussiau prin-

cess, he betook himself with several companions to Con-

stantinoplo, and became chief commander of the famous

Byz-intine life-guards known as Varangians, and consisting

almost wholly of Norsemen. A"t the head of these warriors

lie gained many victories over the Saracens in Sicily and

Italy. It is even said that in a crusade against the infidels

he penetrated as far as Jerusalem, but most probably if ho

entered that city it was in the peaceful character of a pilgrim.

Returning after his exploits to Constantinople, he was

refused the hand of a niece of the empress Zoe, because,

according to the legend, the empress herself was enamoured

of him ; and offended at the refusal he one night made his

escape with two galleys, carrying with him all his treasures,

and also it is said the princess whose hand Lad been denied

tim, whom, however, Le put on shore after he had passed

the Bospliorus, with a message to the empress that, if he

had so willed, her power would have been vain against his

strategy and skill. He now set sail for Eussia, where he

was warmly welcomed by King Yaroslaf j and as he was
now a man of great fame and wealth Yaroslaf gave him in

mirriage his daughter EUisof or Elizabeth, whose hand he

had formerly aslced in vain. Soon after his marriage he
resolved to return home and if possible to win the crown

of Norway from his nephew Magnus the Good. With that

purpose ho about the year 1045 came to an agreement

witli Lis relative Swend of Denmark, who had been driven

by Magnus into exile in Sweden ; but Magnus, having

obtained news of the intended joint expedition against him,

entered into communication with Harold, and agreed to

share with him the government of Norway, each ruling

over a separate division. They now turned their united

forces against Swend. drove him from Denmark, and com-

pletely prostrated his power ; but just when he Lad resolved

finally in despair to give up the contest, JIagnus about tbe

year 1017 took suddenly ill and died, bequeathing on liis

deatL-b(>d the whole of Norway to Harold and Denmark to

Swend. Such a bequest did not however coincide with the

desires of Harold, and between him and Swend a constant

warfare raged for several years, until in 10G4 they agreed to

a.peace by which each retained his dominions according to

the old established boundaries. TLe chief motive of Harold
in consenting to this arrangement was probably that ho

might ba free to embark on a purpose of v.ider ambition,

namely, to revive in his own person the old Scandinavian

sovereignty of Enrjland which had ended with the death of

Hardicanute. The story goes that ho was instigated to

the enterprise by a visit from Tostig, tho exiled carl of

Northumbria; but whether that be so or not, Le in lOGG
set sail for England with an immense fleet, Virhich carried his

wife EUisof, his son Olaf, his treasures, and more than half

of all his fighting men. After touching at Orkney, where
Le left his wife, ho proceeded southwards to the Tync, and
was there joined by Tostig and by a contingent of troops

from Malcolm of Scotland. From the Tyne they sailed

southwards along tho coast of Yorkshire, stopping at inter-

vals to ravage the country for provisions, and oftor proceed-

ing up the Humber cast anchor on tho left bank of the

Ouse near the village of Riccall. Leaving a detachment
nnder his son Olaf to guard tho fleet, Harold along with

Tostig marched with a great force towards York, and,

defeating the Northumbrians with heavy lo.ss nt Fulford

on September 20tL, received the surrender of tho city on

September 21th. Meanwhile Harold of England, having

heard of the Norse invasion, was marching northwards

from London day and night with an imnicnso army ; and

passing through York on tho day after its surrender, ho

appeared suddenly on the afternoon before the Norsemen
encamped at Stamfordbridge. Taken by surprise, tho

Norsemen fought nevertheless with stubborn courage and
fierce energy, but though the battle was for some time doubt-

ful it ended at nightfall in their total overthrow, with a

slaugLtor so enormous that the great majority of them lay

dead upon the field. Tostig was slain and also Harold
Hardrada himself, who, towering head and shoulders above
all his warriors, was inflicting death on all who dared to

meet him, till struck by an arrow in the windpipe ho
received the wound which laid him low. According to

some writers his body ultimately found burial in Norway.
HAROLD IV., king of Norway, surnamed Gille,—said

to be the short form of Gylle Kirst, that is, Servant of

Christ,—came about tho year 1127 to Norway with Lis

mother, an Irishwoman, and claimed to be recognized as

the son of King Magnus Barefoot and half-brother of the

reigning Sigurd. Sigurd consented to acknowledge the

relationship on condition that Harold did not claim any
share in the government during Lis lifetime or tLat of Lis

son Magnus. TLis agreement Harold honourably kepi

during the lifetime of Sigurd, but after his death in 1 130

he got himself chosen king of the Lalf of tLe country, and

after several battles took Magnus prisoner, put out his eyes,

and confined him in a convent. Harold now reigned as sola

king till 113G, when he was murdered in Lis sleep by
Slembi-diakn, another bastard son of Magnus Barefoot.

For tlie Norwegian Harolds, see the Heimskringla of Snorro

Sturleson, translated into English by Samuel Laing, London,
1844; SLurhmga Saga, 2 vols., Oxford, 1878; Carlyle's Early
Kings of Norway, London, 1875 ; and also, for Harold Hardrada,

Freeman's Norman Conquest, vols. ii. and iii.

HAROLD I., surnamed Harefoot, king of England,

illegitimate son of Canute and Alfgiva of Northampton,

was on the death of Canute in 1035 chosen by tho witan

overlord of England and king of the provinces north of the

Thames; and in 1037 he became king of England, when the

people of Wessex offered him their crown on Hardicanute

refusing to come to England to accept it. In the beginning

of Harold's reign Alfred, sou of Ethelred, landed in

Wessex, with the purpose it is said of asserting his claims

to its sovereignty ; but, either witLout tLe knowledge of

Earl Godwine, or with his connivance, he was seized by

the agents of Harold and put to death with cruel tortures.

Harold also banished Queen Emma from the kingdom.

Tho only other events of importance in his reign are inroads

of tho Welsh and Scots, which were, however, without

eflTectual results, and in tho case of the Scots who laid

siege to Durham ended in defeat with heavy loss. Harold

died at Oxford, March 10, 1040. It is afHrmcd by some

that Harold inade no pretensions to a Christian belief, but

this seems an exaggeration, for, whatever may have been

Lis own private opinions, he appears to Lave conformed

generally to tho recognized religious customs, and Ihero

is one instance at least in which he redressed a wrong done

by others to the church

HAROLD IL, king of the English, was tho second son

of Earl Godwine and his Danish wife Gylha, tho sister of

Earl Ulf. Tho year of his birth is not accurately fixed,

but it must Lave been about 1022. TLo choice of Lis

name, like that of some others of his brothers and sisters

(see Godwine), witnesses to the influence of his Danish

mother. Both Le ond Lis elder brother Swcgen wcro

appointed to earldoms while still very young, seemingly

about 1 045. Harold's earldom was that of tho East- Angles.

In 10 IG Swcgen, having carried olT Eadgifu, abbess of

Leominster, and not being allowed to marry her, threw up

his earldom in disgust, and Lis posscsi-iona wcro divided

between his brother Harold and his cousin Earl Bcom,
tho nephew of Gytha. In 1019 Swcgen came back and

sought ^he recovery of Lis lands, which was refused by
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HarolS and Beorn. Harold now appears for the first time

in command, holding a ship in the fleet commanded by his

father. For some unknown cause his ship was transferred

to Beorn, which most likely saved Harold's life ; for Swegen

presently came and entrapped and slew Beorn, who was

buried by Harold. We next hear of Harold iu 1051 as

accompanying Godwine when he appeared in arms in

Gloucestershire. He shared his father's outlawry and
banishment in that year, but he chose a different place of

shelter, going with his brother Leofwine to Ireland, while

Godwine went to Flanders. In 1052 Harold and Leofwine

came back. They were opposed by the men of Somerset

and Devonshire, whom they defeated at Porlock, and

plundered the country. Then they joined their father,

and were with him at the assembly which decreed the

restoration of the whole family. Harold was now restored

to his earldom of the East-Angles, and, on his father's

death in 1053, he succeeded him in the greater earldom

of the West-Saxons.

Harold was now the chief man in the kingdom, and when
the older earls Leofric and Siward died, his power increased

yet more, and the latter part of Eadward's reign was virtually

the reign of Harold But he was the minister of the king

rather than his personal favourite. This last place rather

beloQged. to his younger brother Tostig, who on the death

of Siward in 1055 received the earldom of the Northum-
brians. Two other of Godwine's younger sons, Gyrth and
Leofwine, also received earldoms in 1057. This last date

would seem to have been about the time when the prospect

of the crown began to open to Harold. The /Etheling

Eadward, the son of Eadmund Ironside, who had been
brought home from Hungary as the intended successor, died

that year. So did Eadward's nephew Ralph, who, though
not really of the kingly house, might possibly have been
looked to for lack of a nearer candidate. There was now no
one of the old stock but Eadgar son of Eadward and his

sisters. If then the king should die while Eadgar was still

a child, there would be no qualified candidate in the royal

house. It would seem as if, from this time, men began to

look to Earl Harold as a possible successor to the crown.

He is spoken of in a way, and his name is joined with

that of the king in a way, which -is unusual in the case

of an ordinary earl.

The chief events in which Harold appears personally

during this time are the wars with the Welsh under their

king Gruffydd ap Llywelyn. In 1055, in alliance with the

banished Earl jElfgar of ^lercia, Gruffydd defeated Earl

Ralph and burned Hereford. Harold now drove back the

Welsh and restored Hereford, but allowed the restoration

of .^jfgar to his earldom. In 1058 he made the pilgrimage

to Rome; in 1060 he completed the building of his church
at Waltham, and completed the foundation of the college

in 10G2. In 1063 came the great Welsh war, in which
Harold, with the help of his brother Tostig, crushed the

power of Gruffydd, who was killed by his own people.

Harold now gave Wales to two vassal kings, Bleddyn and
Rhiwallon. Both of his wars were accompanied by an
extension of the English frontier toward Wales. In 1065
the Northumbrians revolted against their earl Tostig, and
chose in his place Morkere, the son of JEUgHT. Harold
now acted as mediator between the king and the insurgents,

and at last, as the Northumbrians were fully prepared not
to receive Tostig again, he agreed to their choice of Jlorkere
and to the banishment of his brother.

Besides these there is one very important event in

Harold's life the date of which can only be guessed at.

At some time or other between William's visit to England
in 1051 and Eadward's death at the beginning of 1066,
Harold was the guest of Duke William in Normandy, and
took soma kind of oath to him. This oath the Normans

represented as an act of homage, with a further oath to pro
cure William's succession to the English cruwn, TJbe tale

is told only by the Norman writers, and it is told hy them
with such contradictions of every kind that no reliance can
be placed on any detail. But that there is some truth iu
the story is proved by the strongest negative evidence.
While the contemporary English writers take care, directly
or indirectly, to deny all those Norman charges against
Harold which were sheer invention, they say not a word
as to his alleged oath to William. It seems on the whole
most likely that Harold was wrecked on the shore of
Ponthieu, imprisoned by its Count Guy, and released by tho
interference of William. He then helped William in a
war with the Bretons, and promised to marry one of his
daughters. This was most likely accompanied by an act

of homage, such as was often made to any superior or

benefactor. Such an oath might, in the ideas of the times,

be made to mean a great deal or very little, according to
circumstances. The most likely date is 1064. But thero

is a remarkable statement that Harold took a journey iu

Gaul with a political object, seemingly that of making
alliances with some of the princes of the country, most
likely William's enemies in France, Anjou, and i^quitaiue.

This was in the year of his Roman pilgrimage. And, a

there is no direct evidence for the date of the oath, it ii

open to any one to put the two things together.

At the beginning of 1066 Eadward died. His last act

was to recommend Harold for election to the crown. He
nas accordingly chosen on the day of Eadward's death,

January 5th, and crowned the next day by Ealdred, arch-

bishop of York. But, though he was crowned by the
Northumbrian primate, the men of Northumberland at

first refused to acknowledge him. They were won over by
the new king, who went to York, accompanied by Saint
Wulfstan, bishop of Worcester. To secure Eadwine and
Jlorkere, he married their sister Ealdgyth, the widow of

the Welsh king Gruffydd. He thus put it out of his power
to comply with that part of his. engagement to William
which is best attested, namely, td marry one of William's

daughters. The rest of Harold's reign was taken up with

preparations against the attacks of two enendes at once.

William challenged the crown, alleging both a bequest of

Eadward in his favour and the personal engagement which
Harold had contracted towards him. This was of course

a mere matter of form, and William began to make leady

for the invasion of England. Meanwhile the banished

Tostig was trying all means to bring about his own restora-

tion. He first, seemingly iu concert with William, came
in May, and attacked first the Isle of Wight and thou

Lindesey, but was driven to take shelter in Scotland. From
May to September the king kept the coasts with a great

force by sea and land ; but at last provisions failed, and
the land army was dispersed. Harold then went to London,
ready to meet whichever enemy came first. By this time

Tostig had engaged Harold Hardrada of Norway to inv.ide

England. He accordingly sailed up the Humber, defeated

Eadwine and Morkere (September 20th), and received the

submission of York (September 24th). Harold of England
was now on his march northward ; on September 25th he

came on the Northmen at Stanifordbridge beyond York,'

and won a complete victorj', in which Tostig and Harold

Hardrada were slain. But two da3'S later (September

27th) William of Normandy landed at Pevensey and

(September 29th) occupied Hastings, and laid waste tho

land. Harold had then to march southward as fast as

possible. Ho gathered his army iu London from all

southern and eastern England, but Eadwine and Sforkcco

kept back the forces of tho north. The king then marched

into Sussex, occupied the hill of Senlac, now Battle,'

and awaited the Norman attack. After a vain exchaugQ
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of msssages, the decisive battle was fought on October

14th. As the English were wholly infantry, while the

Normans were strongest in cavalry and arcbers, Harold's

object was simply to hold the hill against all attack. As

long as he was obeyed, his tactics were completely saccessful.

But a part of his troops, disobeying his orders, left the

till to pursue, and the English array was broken. The

Normans could now get up the hill, and, after a fight which

lasted from morning till evening, they had the victory

The king and his brothers Gyrth and Leofwine were killed.

As Harold was condemned by the pope, William at first

refused him Christian burial, and caused him to be buried

on the rocks at Hastings. But it seems most likely that

te afterwards allowed the body to be removed to Harold's

own church at Waltham. The tale which represents Harold

aa escaping from the battle, living a life of penitence, and

St last dying at Chester, is a mere romance,

Harold left several children, but there is a good deal of

uncertainty as to his marriage or marriages. He had two

tons by Ealdgyth, Harold and Wulf ; but they must have

been twins born after their father's death- Ha had also

three sons, Godwine, Eadraund, and Magnus, and two

daughters, Gytha and Gunhild. It will be seen how strong

the Scandinavian element is in these names. These five

were not children of Ealdgyth, and the sons were grown

up, or nearly so, when their father died. They may have

been the children of an unrecorded first wife. But the

local history of Waltham represented Harold's body as

being found after the battle by a former mistress of his,

Eadgyth Swanneshals (Swansneck). Some have thought

that this Eadgyth is the.'* Eddeva pulcra" of Domesday,
who appears as the former holder of great estates in the east

vf England. This, though not unlikely, is quite uncertain

;

but there seems evidence enough to show that Eadgyth
Bwanneshals is a real person, and to connect her with

Harold's East-Anglian earldom. It seems most likely that

the was the mother of Harold's earlier children, and that

the connexion between them was that intermediate state

between marriage and concubinage called the Danish

marriage, of which we not uncommonly hear in those days.

The character of Harold is blackened with many, but

mostly very vague, charges by the Norman writers. The
Bnglish, on the other hand, paint him as the perfect model

of a ruler. With regard to his accession to the croyvn, the

common charge of usurpation springs from ignorance of the

"Fnglish law of the time. Harold was beyond all doubt

regularly nominated by Eadward, regularly chosen by the

witan, and regularly crowned by Ealdred. This last point

is of importance in those days, when the rite of coronation

•was deemed of such moment. The Normans try to

represent the ceremony as invalid, by saying that Harold
was crowned by Stigand, archbishop of Canterbury^ whoso
canonical position was doubtful. That Harold crowned
himself, instead of receiving the ecclesiastical consecration,

is a mere fable, arising from a misunderstanding of some
of the rhetorical invectives of the Norman writers. It

ehonld be noticed that those contemporary writers who
speak of Harold as an usurper do so wholly on the ground
of the alleged right of William, and of Harold's oath to

iWilliam. That Harold's accession was a wrong done to

yonng Eadgar is an idea which we first hear of in the
next century, when the dootriuc of hereditary right had
taken firmer root. In Domesday the reign of Harold is

passed by ; he is regularly spoken of as earl ; the doctrine
of the Norman lawyers was that William, though of course
not full king till his coronation, had the solo right to the
crown from the moment of Eadward's death.

The military skill of Harold is plain, both from the
Welsh war, when he overcame the mountaineers by making
bis English soldiers adopt the Welsh tactics, and from his

conduct both at Stamfordbridge and at Senlac He clearly

understood the difi'erence between his two enemies, when
it was wise to attack and when it was wise to await the

attack. At Stamfordbridge his strategy was perfectly

successful ; it failed at Senlac only because of the dis-

obedience of part of his army. The best witness to his

civil government is the general peace and good order of

England during that part of the reign of Eadward which
was virtually his reign. When the peace is broken, it is

always by the act of others, and Harold is always called

on to make the settlement. He appears throughout as

singularly mild and conciliating, never pressing hard upop
any enemy. The later Norman writers indeed have an

elaborate tale wlfich represents Harold and Tostig as

enemies from their childhood. But this is mere romance,

with no ground in any contemporary writer.

The relations of Harold to the church, always an im-
portant feature in the character of a prince of that age,

suggest several questions. He is charged in Domesday
with several encroachments on ecclesiastical property,

chiefly in Herefordshire, and the like charge is bronght

against him in a deed of Leofric, bishop of Exeter. But
it must be remembered that this kind of charge is brought

against every leading man of the time, and that we very

seldutn hear more than one side. The most distinct and

detailed charge, that which represents Harold as a whole-

sale spoiler of the church of Wells, can be refuted, not by
hearing the other aide, but by going back to the charge as

brought by the original complainant. Bishop Cisa. We
here find that Harold took nothing from the church, but

simply hindered the bishopric from receiving a bequest to

which there is some reason for thinking that he may have

had a right as carL On the other hand, Harold appears

as the friend and protector of several ecclesiastical bodies,

and above all as the founder of Waltham. Here we may
remark that, when monks ^ere all the fashion, he preferred

the secular clergy. He was the firm friend of the best pre-

late of his time. Bishop Wulfstan, and he appeared on good
terms with tnost of the leading churchmen.

The contemporary authoiHtiea are the English Chronicles, the

Latin biographer of Eadward in Dr Luaxd's collection (he gives a
splendid pancgyiic on Harold), and Florence of Worcester, on the

English side. On the Norman side are the Bayeui Tapestry,

William of Poitiers, William of Jumieges, Guy of Amiens (parmi.it

de Bella Haslntjaisi). In thenext century the book Ve Inventiottt

Saiictcc Crucis Walthaiiuiisis gives Harold's picture as drawn in his

own foundation. The book called Vita Ilaroldi is a mere romance,

but contains one or two scraps of authentic tradition; Orderic,

Eadmcr, William of Malniesbury, and the wiiters of the 12th

century generally, often prove partioular facts, and e»]iecially show
how the estimate of tho events of tl>c 11th cenluiy gradually

changed. The French life of Eadward in the 13th Is very bitter

against Harold. Of the Scandinavian writers, Sajto Grammalicus
is violent against him, while the biograjiher of Olaf Tryggvesaon
counts him for a saint. All the statements ore brought together

aiul examined in Freeman's History of the Karntan Cmiquat, vols,

ii. and iii. Tho opposite pictures of the earlier writers, Thierry and
Palgrave, are also worth comparing. (^. A. F.l

HAROUN AL RASCHID, more properly Hanin cr

Rashid, "Aaron the Orthodox," was the fifth of the

'Abbasido caliphs of Bagdad. His full name was Han'in

'bn Mohammed ibn Abdallah ibn Mohammed ibn Ali 'bn

'Abdallah ibn Abbds. Ho was born at Ray the last day of

Dhi '1 Heggah, 145 >.u. (20th March 7G3 a.d.) according

to some accounts, and according to others Ist Moharrera

149 A.n. (10th Fob. T66 a.d.). Haroun al Raschid was

twenty-two years old when he ascended the throne. His

biographers unanimously speak of him as " the most

accomplished, eloquent, and generous of the caliphs
;
" bnt,

though his name is a household word, and few figures

stand out more grandly prominent in the history of their

times, little is really popularly known about his private lifo

and personal history.
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Iwiscliid owed liis own succession to the tlirone entirely

to tlie prudence and sagacity of Yaliya 'bn KhAlid ibn

Banuek, liis secretary,' wlioui, on bis accession, lie appointed

Lis lieutenant and grand vizier. Yahya, upon wboin tUo

whole responsibility of the government really devolved,

performed his duties with the most consummate ability

and judgment. He fortified the frontiers, and repaired all

the deficiencies in the administration of the empire. He
filled the treasury, made the provinces flourishing and
prosperous by encouraging trade and securing the public

safety, and in a word brought the caliphate up to the

tigliest' pitch of prosperity and glory. He personally

superintended and organized the whole system of govern-

ment. As a minister he was eloquen*, wise, accomplished,

and prudent, and he was moreover an able administrator,

tnling with a firm Land and proving himself able to cope

with any emergency that might arise. His generosity was
munificent in the extreme and gained for him universal

encomiums. With a most aftable demeanour and great

moderation he combined an imnosing dignity that com-

manded universal respect.

lu 182 A.H. (798 A.D.) Al Easchid proclaimed his son

'Abdallah as his heir apparent after El Amtn, his eldest son,

whom ho had appointed his successor when only five years

old, and gave him the post of viceroy of Khorassan. It

was on this occasion that he gave 'Abdallah the name of El

Mamiin and confided him to the care of Jaafer, son of

Yahya. The historians speak of this act of Raschid's with

natural* urprise, for he had seen the results of similar policy

ou the part of his father and of his grandfather, as well as

what his brother Hadi had done in his own case.

Yahya, the prime minister, and Jaafer, his son, enjoyed

so fully the confidence of Haroun al Kaschid that they

rapidly rose to wealth and power. The great popularity

and influence of the Barraek or Barmecide family, however,

at length aroused the caliph's jealousy, and to make matters

worse he heard that Jaafer had secretly married his sister.

No sooner had he been made acquainted with the facts

than he caused his sister to be put to death, ordered

Mesrur, his slave and executioner, to bring him Jaafer's

head, and next murdered his two inoft'ending young
nephews.

After the fall of the Barmek family the office of prime

minister was exercised by Fadhl ibn Rabi' who had been

* According to the Mahometan law of succession the fidest Ijrother

or male relative of the reigning monarch is the heir apparent to the
throne, and almost all Muslim prince') have endeavoured to aet aside

the claims of their relatives in favour of their own children. El
Hadi, Haroun's trother, was no exception to the rule, and conceived

the idea of stripping Harouu of his rights and proclaiming his own
son Jaafer as his successor. Yahya was then Haroun's secretary, and
expected to exercise the important office of vizier if ever his master
should mount the throne. Hadi saw that his first step must be to

conciliate Yahya ; he therefore took him apart, and having given him
s^ present of ?0,000 dinars began to broach the subject nearest his

heart. Yahya, however, brought a very strong argument to bear
upon the point: "If you do so, Prince of the Faithful," said he,
*' you will set your subjects an example of breaking an oath and dis-

regarding a contract, and other people will be bold enough to do the
same. But if you leave your brother Haroun in possession of his

title of heir apparent and appoint your son Jaafer as next in suc-

cession to him, it will be much more likely to secure his ultimate
accession to the throne." Hadi allowed the matter to rest for some
time, but at length paternal affection got the better of him, and he
again summoned Yahya into his presence and consulted him, and
Yahya urged that if the caliph should die while Jaafer was yet a
child the chiefs of the imperial family would never recognize the
validity of his succession. Hadi having acknowledged the trath of
this, Yahya continued, " Renounce then this project, in order tlie

better to arrive at the consummation of your wishes. Even if your
father El Mehdi had not appointed Haroun to succeed you it would
ie policy on your part to do so, inasmuch as that is the only way
Zj ensure the continuance of the caliphate in the family of the Beni
Hashem." Raschid ever afterwards acknowledged this as the greatest
obligation which he owed to Yahya

chamberlain to Haroun himself, and to lii? ^'redecessoni

Jlensur, Mehdi, aud HadL He held the oihce '. f vizier

until the death of Haroun al Raschid himself, which
occurred at Tus, the birthplace of the celebrated Persian epic

poet Firdousi. Al Raschid had set out for Khorassan to

put down the insurrection of Rafi' ibn Leith ibn Kasr ibn

iSayyar, who had revolted against his authority, made him-

self master of Saniarcand, and killed the governor of that

province. The rising had assumed such alarming propor-

tions that Al Raschid determined to march in person again.<;t

the rebels. He had not, however, got further than Tus
when he was surprised by death in 193 a.h. (808-9 a.d.).

The reigu of Al Raschid was one of the most brilliant in

the annals of the caliphate, and the limits of the empire

were then more widely extended than at any other period.

The greater part of the Eastern world submitted to his laws,

and paid tribute into his treasury; Egypt itself was only

a province under his sway, and its ruler an officer appointed

by himself. No caliph ever gathered round him so great

'a mlmber of learned men, poets, jurists, grammarians,

cadis, and scribes, to say nothing of the wits aud musicians

who enjoyed his patronage. Haroun himself was an

accomplished scholar and an excellent poet. He was well

versed in history, tradition, and poetry, which he could

always quote ou appropriate occasions. He possessed

exquisite taste and unerring discernment, and his dignified

demeanour made him an object of profound respect to high

and low.

Haroun al Easchid is best known to Western readeip

as the hero of many of the stories in the Arabian Nights;

and in Arabic literature he is the central figure of number-
less anecdotes and humorous stories. Of his incognito

walks through Baghdad, however, the authentic histories say

nothing; and the account of his relations with Charlemagne,

of n-hich European historians speak, does not rest on a

trustworthy basis. His reign is chiefly remarkable for the

fact that a family belonging to the pure Persian aristocracy

held for so long the reins of power under a caliph whose
boast was that he was the only one who came of unmixed
Hashimi blood, that of the family from which the prophet

of El Islam sprung.
Tlie principal authorities for the history of this period are—the

Arabic histories of Ibn El Athir, Ibn Khaldiin, aud the Tarikli

El Khamis; while the best European works to consult on the

subject are Gibbon's Decline and Fall of the Eotnan Einpire; Osborn's

Islam under the Calix>hs of Bagdad; and AYeil's Gcschichle dcr

Chalifen. (E. H. P.)

HARP, a musical instrument of the string kind, approxi-

mating to triangular form from the strings diminishing in

length as they ascend in pitch. While the instrument is of

great antiquity, it is yet from northern Europe that the

modern harp and its name are derived. The Greeks and
Romans preferred to it the lyre in its different varieties,

and a Latin writer, Fortunatus (vii. 8), describes it in

the seventh century of our era as an instrument of the

barbarians—" Romanusque lyra, plaudat tibi barbarus

harpa." This is believed to be the earliest mention of

the name, which is clearly Teutonic,—the Old High

German " harapha," the Anglo-Saxon " hearpe," the Old

Norse "harpa." 'The modern French "harpe" retains tlio

aspirate; in the Spanish and Italian "arpa" it is dropped.

For the origin of the instrument we have to look to

Egypt, and the earliest delineations of it there give uc»

indication that it had not existed long before. There are,

indeed, representations in Egj-ptian pamtmgs of .stringed

instruments of a bow-form that support the idea of the

invention of the harp from the tense string of the

warrior's or hunter's tow. This primitive-looking in-

strument was played horizontally, being borne npon tho

performer's shoulder. Between it aud the grand ver-

tical harps in the frescos oi the time of Ramese.= III.,
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, ,ore than 3000 years old, paiutings discovered by the

i.-aveller Bruce (fig. 1), there are varieties that permit us

to bind the whole, from the simplest bow-form to the almost

triangular harp, into one family (see fig. 2).
. , .

Tlie Egyptian harp had no front pillar, and it, being

strung with catgut, the tension and pitch must necessarily

have°bsen low. The harps above-mentioned depicted

in the tomb at

Tliobes, assumed

from the players

to be more than

6 feet high, have

not many strings,

the one, according

to Wilkinson, hav-

ing ten, the other

thirteen. What
the accordance was

of these strings it would be to no satisfaction to follow

Burney and others in trying to recover. We must bo con-

tent with the knowledge that the old Egyptians possessed

harps in principle like our own, the largest having pedestals

npon which they bestowed a wealth of decoration, as if to

show how much they prized them.

The ancient Assyrians had harps like those of Egypt in

being without a front pillar, but differing from them in

having the sound-body, uppermost, in which we find the

early use oE soundholes ; while the lower portion was a

bar to which the strings were tied and by means of which

the tuning was apparently effected. What the Hebrew

harp was, whetlier

it followed tho

Egyptian or the

Assyrian, we do not

know. That King
David played upon
the harp as com-

monly depicted is

rather a modern
idea. Mediaeval art-

ists frequently gave

King David the

psaltery, a horl- Fig. 2.

ancient church of CUara near KUkenuy, the date of which cannot

be later than 830; the sculpture is rude, but the instrument ' is

clearly shown by the drawing in Bunting's work to have no front

pillar. This remarkable structural likeness to the old harps of

Egypt and Assyria may be accidental, but permits the plausible

hypothesis of Eastern descent. The oldest specimen of the beautil'nl

form tho Irish harp is now recognized by, with gracefully curved

front pillar and sweep of neck (the latter known as the harmonic
curve), is the f.imous harp in Trinity College, Dublin, the possession

of which has been attributed to King Brian Boiioimhe. From this

mythic ownership Dr Petrie (see essay in Bunting) has delivered it

;

but he can only deduce tho ago from the

oruamentatiou and heraldry, which fix its

date in the 14th century or a little later.

There is a cast of it in South Kensington
Museum, accurately described in the cata-

logue by Mr C.-xrl Eugcl. The next oldest

is in the Highlands of Scotland, the

Clarsach Lu>nanach,OT Lamout's Clarschoe,

belonging, with another of later date, to

the old Perthshue family of Robertson of

Lude. Both are described in detail by
Gunn. This Lamont harp was taken by
a lady of that family fiom Argyleshire

about 1460, on her marriage into the family

of Lude. It had about thirty strings tun«i

singly, but the scale was sometimes doubled .
*"'• '^"~_

in pairs of unisons like lutes and other con- I"sh (Dalway) Harp.

temporary instruments. Tho Dalway harp in Ireland (fig. 3) in-

scribed "Ego sura Regina Cithararura," and dated 1621, appears-

to have had pairs of strings in the centre only. These wero

of brass wire, and played with the pointed finger nails. The

Italian contemporary '" Arpa Doppia" was entirely unon the duplex

principle, but with gut strings played by the fleshy ends of

the fingers. When Bunting met at Belfast in 1792 as many
Irish harpers as could be at that late date assembled, he found

zontil stringed instrument from which has gradually de-

veloped the modern piano. The Hebrew " kinnor" may
have been a kind of trigonon, a triangular stringed instru-

ment between a small harp and a psaltery, probably sounded

by a plectrum, or, as advocated by Dr Stainer in his essay

on the music of tho Bible, a kind of lyre.

The earliest records that we possess of tho Celtic race,

whether Gaelic or Cymric, give the harp a prominent place

and harpists peculiar veneration and distihction. Tho
names for the harp are, however, quite different from tho

Teutonic. The Irish "clairseach," tho Highland Scotch

"clarsach," the Welsh, Cornish, Breton, " telyn," "telein,"

" tilen," show no etymological kinship to the other Euro-

pean names. The first syllable in clairseach or clarsach is

derived from the Gaelic " clar," a board or table (sound-

board), while the first syllable of telyn is distinctly Old

Welsh, and has a tensile meaning ; thus resonance supplies

the one idea, tension the other.

Tho literature of these Celtic harps may be most directly found

m Bunting's Ancient Music of Inland, Dublin, 1840; Gunn's
Hislorical Eiiqiiiry respecting the Performance on the L'arp in the

Highlands of Scotland, Edinburgh, 1807 ; and E. Jones's Musical

and Poetical Memoirs of the Welsh Bards, London, 1784. The
tr«atises of Walker, Dalyell, and others may also bo consulted ; but

ill all these authorities due care must bo taken of the bias of patriot-

ism, and tho delusive aim to reconstruct much that wo must be con-

tent to receive as only vaguely indicated in records and old monu-
ments. Tliere is, however, one early Irish monument abmit which

there can be no mistake, the harp upon a cross belonging to the

the compass of their harps to comprise pai

^i
^

thirty notes which were tuned diatonically in the key of G, under

certain circumstances transposable to C and rarely to D, the scales

being the major of these keys. The harp first appeared in the coat

of amis of Ireland in the reign of Henry VIII. ;
and some years

after in a map of 1567 preserved in a volume of State Papers, we
find it truly drawn according to tho outlines of the national Irish

insti-ument. References to the Highlands of Scotland are of neces-

sity included with Ireland ; and in both we find another name for

the harp, viz., "cruit." Bunting particularly mentions the

"ciunard cruit" (harp with a hi^h head) a'hd tho "crom crnit"

(tho curved harp). In the Ossianio MSS. of the Dean of Lismoro

(1512) the word "crwt" occurs several times, and in Neill

M'Alpine's Gaelic Dictionary (1832), which gives the dialect of

Isl.ay, closely related to that of Ulster, the word " cruit" is rendered

" harp." In Irish of tho 8th and 9th centuries (Zeuss) " cithara"

is always glossed by " crot." True the modem Welsh "crwth" ia

not a harp ; but the expression of Fortunatua,
" C'hrotta Britanna canat," has been too readily

accepted as meaning the half-fiddle half-lyre

whicn also bears the name of "erwtli" or

"crowd." An old Welsh harp, not triple strung,

exists, which bears a great resemblanco to tho

Irish liarp in neck, soundboard, and soundlioles.

Tlie inference is fair that this was the form,

although dimensionsmay have materially did'ered,

of tho Irish " crom cruit," while the trinlo strung

harp with its elevated neck might bo the form of

the " cinnard cruit. " But this does not imply de-

rivation of the harp of Wales from that of Ireland

or the reverse. There is really no good historical

evidence, and there may have been a common

or distinct origin on wliich ethnology only can

throw light. Tho Welsh like tho Irish harp was

often an hereditary instrument to bo prcser\-ed

with great care and venerntion, and used by tho

bards of tho family, who were alike tho pool-

musicians and historians. A slave was not

allowed to touch a harp, and it was exempted by tho W elsh Uwj

from seizure for debt. Tho old Welsh harp appears to have been

at ono time Strang with horsehair, and by the Eisteddfod laws tho

pupil spent his noviciate of throe yoarn in tho practice of a harp

Willi that stringing. Tho compaiativolymodem Welsh triple harp

(fig. 4) is always stning with gut. It has a rising neck a.s before

stated, and three rows of strings,—tho outer rows tuned diatonic.

tho centre one cliiomatic for the sharps and flats. Jones giTcs it 98

strings ami a compass of 5 octaves and one note, from violoncello

Fio. 4.—Welsh
Triple Harp.
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C. As in all Celtic harps, the left is the trchlo hand, and in the
triple harps there are 27 strings on timt side, the right or bass

hand having 37, and the middle or cliromatic row 31.

Turning to the modem liai-^i, the fiist pattern of it

13 discovered in German and Angio-Saxon illuminated

MSS. as f;ir back as the 9th century. A diatonic instru-

ment, it must have been common throughout Europe, as

Orcagna, Fra Angelico, and other famous Italian painters

depict it over and over again in their masterpieces. No
accidental Bemitones were possible with this instrument,

unless the strings were shortened by the player's finger.

This lasted until the 17th century, when a Tyrolese maker
adapted hpoks (perhaps suggested by the fretted or bonded
clavichord) that, screwed into the neck, could be turned
downwards to fix the desired semitone at pleasure At
last, somenhere about 1720, Hochbrucker, a Bavarian,

invented pedals that, acting through the pedestal of the

instrument, governed by mechanism the stopping, and thus
loft the player's hands free, an indisputable advantage

;

and it became possible at once to play in no less than eight

major scales. By a sequence of improvements, in which
tr,-o Frenchmen named Cousineau took an important part,

the various defects inherent in Hochbrucker's plan became
ameliorated. The pedals were doubled, and, the tuning of

the instrument being changed from the key of Eb to C?, it

became possible to play in fifteen keys, thus exceeding the

pov.'er of the keyboard instruments, over which the harp
has another important advantage in the simplicity of the
r.ngering, which is the same for every key.

It is to Sebastian Erard we owe the perfecting of the
pedal harp (fig. 5), a triumph he gained in Paris by un-
remitting studies begun when he adopted
a "fork " mechanism in 1786 and ended
in 1810 when he had attained complete
success. The mechanical perfection of

Erard's apparatus must be seen to be
appreciated. The pedals give the extent
of movement the disks perform from
which the studs project that stpp the
strings, as it may be required to raise

the string in pitch a half tone or a whole
tone. Erard's merit was not confined

to this improvement only ; he modified

the structure of the comb that conceals

the mechanism, and constructed the
sound-body of the instrument upon a
modem principle more advantageous to

tho tone.

Notwithstanding these improvements and the great
beauty of tone the harp possesses, tho domestic use of it

has fur years past been declining. The great cost of a
good harp, and the trouble to many amateurs of tuning,
may have led to the supplanting of the harp by the more
convenient and useful pianoforte. With this comes natur-
ally a diminution in the number of solo-players on the
instrument. Were it not for the increasing nse of the harp
in the orchestra, the colour of its tone having attracted the
masters of instrumentation, so that the great scores of
Meyerbeer and Gounod, of Berlioz, Liszt, and Wagner are
not complete without it, we should perhaps know little

more of the harp than of the dulcimer, in spite of the efforts

of distinguished virtuosi whose devotion to their instmment
maintains its technique on an equality with that of any
other, even the most in public favour.

See, in addition to the works already referred to, Engel's
Uusical Iiistrumaits in the South Kensington Museum, 1874 ; and
thearticles " Harp," in Kees's Cyclopaedia, written by Dr Burney, in
Stainer and Barrett's Sictionary of Mtisical Terms, 1876, and in
Grove's Dictionary of iluslcand Musicians, 1S79. (A. J. R)
HARPER'S FERRY, a post village of Jefferson county.

West Virtrinia. United States, is grandly situated at the foot

Fjo. 5.—Modem
Erard Harp.

of Bolivar heights and at tho confluence of the Siienandoali
and Potomac rivers, where they intersect the Blue Ridge,
45 miles N.W. of Washington. It is the junction-point of
the Baltimore and Ohio and the "Winchester and Potomac
railways ; and the Ohio and Chesapeake canal passes along
the Maryland side of the Potomac river. The village since

the civil war has been in a decaying condition. It is the
seat of Stover college, for students of colour. Previous to

the war Harper's Ferry contained an extensive arsenal and
armoury, and during the war it was the scene of several

exploits which have given it a name in history. On the
16th October 1859 it was seized by John Brown, the cele-

brated abolitionist, and a small handful of followers, but
as he was unsupported by a rising of the slaves he was over-

powered on the morning of the 18th and taken prisoner.

On the 18th April 1861 it was captured by the Confede-
rates, who on evacuating it in the following June destroyed

the arsenal and armoury and the bridge across the Potomac.
The village was afterwards held by a Union garrison of

12,000 men, who, however, on the 15th September 1862,
after a brave resistance of several days, surrendered to a

strong Confeclerate force under Jackson and A. P. Hill.

After the battle of Antietam, on the 17th of the same month,
it was reoccupied by the army of the Potomac under General
Jl'Clellan.who left a strong garrison in the place. In June
1863 it was again abandoned to the Confederates on their

march to Pennsylvania. After their defeat at Gtettysburg,

the town again fell into the hands of the Federal troops,

who held it until the demonstration against Washington in

July 1864. After the battle of Monocacy on July 9th it

was occupied by the United States forces, and held by them
until the end of the war. The most flourishing part of the

town was nearly destroyed by a flood in the Shenandoah,
October 1878. The population is about 2000.

HARPIES, or Haepyi.«, a word from the root seen in

dpjrafd), to snatch, are in Homer merely the embodiment
of the rapacious power of violent winds. When a man has
disappeared in a sudden and inexplicable fashion, it is said

that the Harpies have carried him off ; and tie words
a^TTVLaL and 6veWai are used indifferently ("/. Od. riv. 371
with 727, and xx. 66 with 77) to indicate the agent in his

sudden disappearance. But Od. xx. 63-5 shows that the

winds were conceived as carrying the man away to the

banks of Oceanus., in other words, to the sky. So it is said

{H.Ven., 208; Schol. /;. xx. 214) ibat a OimrK atkXa
carried off Ganymede to heaven. There can be no doubt
that the wind was by the primitive Indo-Germanic people

considered to be the agent that carried off the souls of the

dead to dwell with their fathers in heaven, and that this

idea appears in the Odyssey (also II. vi. 345) in a more
fanciful form. As messengers of Zeus the Harpies axe

called Aios Kvve^ (Ap. Rh., iL 289). In some accounts a

Harpy is said to have become by Poseidon the mother of

the horse Arion, and another form of the same union
appears in II. xvi. 148, when the harpy Podarge, grazing

in a meadow by the stream of Oceanus, bears to ZephyruB
(the fruitful generative wind) the two horses of Achilles.

This myth, which orxurs in numberless forms, has been
explained in article Goegons ; from wliich it is clear that

ultimately Harpy is another epithet, like Gorgo and Erinys,

of the swift, sudden, violent thunder-storm of a southern

country. It is therefore with good ground that the three

forms are compared by ^^ichylus (Eiwi., 48). The function

of snatching away mortals to the other world leads up to

the duty wliich the Greeks came to assign to the Erinyes

of pursuing and punishing certain kinds of offenders (see

Furies). In Od. xx. 66 sq. it is related that the orphan

daughters of Pandarens grew up under the care of the gods

;

but when Aphrodite went to Olympus to beg to perfect

their life by a marriage, the Harpies carried them off uid
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de/ivorod them to the Erinyes. In these two daughters,

one of whom is the nightingale {Od. xx. 518), and the

other probably the swallow (v. Sonne in Kuhn's ZeUscItn'/l,

X., 121), we recognize the spring growing up in beauty till

it is suddenly snatched away from the earth by the storms

of autumn. Hesiod (Theog., 267) says that tho Harpies,

Aello and Ocypete, winged goddes-ses with beautiful locks,

are the daughters of Thaumas and Electra, Other accounts

make them children of Poseidon or of Phineus, always the

8UU in some form ; while a third, Cela}uo, is often added

to their number. As wo come down later in literature,

a more hateful and repulsive character attaches to the

Harpiea. This is especially seen in tho myth of the blind

king Phineus, the sun-god in tho dark winter months,

tormented by the Harpies, where the transforming fancy of

the poets can be traced more and more. Hesiod related

(Strabo, vii. 463) that the Harpies carried off Phineus to

the land of the Glactophagi, a mythic people, who repre-

sent like the Hyperboreans or tho Phseacians the race of

the dead, the Pitris or JIanes. The myth was incorporated

as an episode in the tale of the Argonauts, and is then

imitated ay Virgil with still more nauseous details ( JS'ra. iii.

212). On the so-called Harpy monument from Lycia, now in

tho British Museum, they appear as winged figures, the body
like that of a bird with the head and bust of a woman.
They are carrying off small figures, probably departed souls.

HARPOCRATES, originally an Egyptian deity, was
adopted by the Greeks, and became in later times an object

of worship both to Greeks and Romans. In Egypt Har^
pa-khruti, Horus the child, was one of the forms of Horus,
the sun-god, tho child of Osiris (see Egypt, vol. vii. p. 717).
Hence Herodotus (ii. 144) considers him the same as the
Greek Apollo. Ho was said by the Greeks to have been
burn with his finger on his lips, and is thus represented in

statues. As the god of silence he became a favourite deity

among the later mystic schools of philosophy. Festivals

with certain mysterious rites were celebrated in his honour.

HARPY, a largo diurnal bird of prey, so named after

the mythological monster of the classical poets,—the

Harpy.

Thrusaetus harpyia of modern ornithologists,— an inhabit-

ADt of the warmer parts of America from Southern Mexico

to Brazil. Though known for more than two centuries, ita

habits have come very little under the notice of naturalists,

and what is said of them by the older writers must be
received with some suspicion. A cursory inspection of the

bird, which is not unfrequently brought alive to Europe,
its size, and its enormous bill and talons, at once suggest
the vast powers of destruction imputed to it, and are enough
to account for the stories told of ita ravages on mammals,
—sloths, fawns, peccaries, and spider-monkeys. It has even
been asserted to attack the human race. How much of

this is fabulous there seems no means at present of deter-

mining, but some of the statements are made by veracious

travellers—D'Orbigny and Tschudi. It is not uncommon
in the forests of tho isthmus of Panama, and Mr Salvia

says {Proc. Zool. Society, 1864, p. 368) that its flight ia

slow and heavy. Indeed its Owl-like visage, its short wings
and soft plumage, do not indicate a bird of very active

habits, but the weapons of offence with which, as above
stated, it is armed, show that it must be able to cope with
vigorous prey. Its appearance is sufficiently striking—the

head and lower parts, except a pectoral band, white, the

former adorned with an erectile crest, the upper parts dark
grey banded with black, the wings dusky, and the tail

barred; but the huge bill and powerful scuteUated legs most
of all impress the beholder. The precise aiTmities of the

Harpy cannot be said to have been determined. By some
authors it is referred to tho Eagles, by others to the Buzzards,

and by others again to the Hawks ; but possibly tho first of

these alliances is the most likely to be true. (a. n.)

HARRIER. See Doo.

HARRIER, or Hen-Haerier, name given to certain

birds of prey which were formerly very abundant in parts

of the British Islands, from their habit of harrying poultry.

The first of these names has now become used in a generic

Hon-Harricr (Halo and Female).

sense for all tho species ranked under tho genus Circus of

Lac<ipMc, and the second confined to tho particular species

which is tho Fako cyaneus of Linnrous and the Circv*

cyaneus of modern ornithologists.

On the wing Harriers have much resemblance to Buzzards,

using tho same flapping stroke of the pinions, and wheeling

or sailing aloft as they fly. One European .spcrios indeed,

C. arur/i)iosits, though culled in books the Marsh-Harrier,

is far more commonly knowii in England and Ireland as

the Moor-Buzzard. But Harriers are not, like Buzzards,

arboreal in their habits, and always affect open country,

generally, though not invariably, preferring marshy or

fenny districts, for snakes and frogs form a great part of

their ordinary food. On the ground their carriage is utterly

unlike that of a Buzzard, and their long wings and legs
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render it easy to distinguish tte two groups when taken in

the hand. All the species also have a more or less well-

d^vnloped ruff or friU of small thickset feathers surrounding

the lower part of the head, nearly like that seen in Owls,

and accordingly many systematists consider that the genus

Circus, though undoubtedly belonging to the FakoniJce,

connects that Family with the Striges. No osteological

affinity, however, can be established between the Harriers

and any section of the Owls, and the superficial resemblance

will have to be explained in some other way. Harriers are

found almost all over the world.i and fifteen species are

recognized by Mr Sharpe {Cat. Birds Brit. Museum, i. pp.

50-73). In most if not aU the Harriers the sexes differ
j

greatly in colour, so much so that for a long while the

males and females of one of the commonest and best known,

the C. cyaneus above mentioned, were thought to be distinct

species, and were or still are called in various European

languages by different names. The error was maintained

with the greater persistency since the young males, far

more abundant than the adults, wear much the same

plumage as their mother, and it was not until after

Montagu's observations were published at the beginning

of the present century that the " Kingtail," as she was

called (the Falco ptjgargus of Linnaeus), was generally

admitted to be the female of the " Hen-Harrier." But this

was not Montagu's only good service as regards this genus.

He proved the hitherto unexpected existence of a second

species,' subject to the same diversity of plumage. This was

called by him the Ash-coloured Falcon, but it now generally

bears his name, and is known as Montagu's Harrier, C.

cineraceus. In habits it is very similar to the Hen-Harrier,

but it has longer wings, and its range is not so northerly,

for while the Hen-Harrier extends to Lapland, Montagu's

is but very rare in Scotland, though in the south of England

it is the most common species. Harriers indeed in the

British Islands are rapidly becoming things of the past.

Their nests are easily found, and the birds when nesting

are easily destroyed. In the south-east of Europe, reaching

also to the Cape of Good Hope and to India, there is

a fourth species, the C. twainsoni of some writers, the

C. pallidus of others. In North America C. cyaneus is

represented by a kindred form, C. hudsonius, usually

regarded as a good species, the adult male of which is

always to be recognized by its rufous markings beneath,

in which character it rather resembles C. cineraceus,

but it has not the long wings of that species. South

America has in C. einereus another representative form,

while China, India, and Australia possess more of this

type. Thus there is a section in which the males have a

strongly contrasted black and grey plumage, and finally

there is a group of larger forms allied to the European C.

cerugiiiosus, wherein a grey dress is less often attained, of

which the South African C. ranivorus and the New Zealand

C. gouldi are examples. (a. n.)

HARRINGTON, James (1611-1677), a distinguished

writer on the philosophy of government, was sprung from

an old family in Rutlandshire, and was born in January

1611. He received a careful education, and in his eigh-

teenth year entered Trinity College, Oxford, as a gentleman

commoner. One of his tutors was the famous Chilling-

worth. At the close of his university career he set out to

travel on the Continent, and proceeded first to. Holland,

where he spent several years. He served some time in the

Dutch army, and enjoyed the friendship both of the prince

' The distribution of the different species is rather curious, while

tlie range of some is exceedingly wide,—one, C, maillardi, seems to be
limited to the island of Reunion (Bourbon).

* A singular mistake, which has lately been productive of further

error, was made by Albin, who drew his figure {Hist. Birds, ii., pi. 5)

from a specimen of one species, and coloured it from a specimen of the

Other.

of Orange and of the queen of Bohemia. After visiting

France and Italy, he returned to England and lived in ,

retirement till 1646, when he was named one of the grooms
of the bed-chamber to Charles I. who was at that time
being conveyed south from Newcastle as prisoner of the

parliament. Though republican in his ideas, Harrington
secured the confidence and respect of the king, who showed
strong personal regard for him. On the removal of Charles

to the Isle of Wight, Harrington was prevented from
accompanying him, and was for a short time put in confine-

ment because he would not swear to refuse assistance to

the king should he attempt to escape. His feelings of

respect led him also to accompany Charles to the scaffold

in the following year.

After Charles's death Harrington once more withdrew into

private life and devoted his time to the composition of his

work on the theory of the state, afterwards published under
the title of Oceana. The nature of his views was well

known, and, as they pleased neither republicans nor

royalists, the work was naturally regarded with some
suspicion. By order of Cromwell the Oceana was seized

when passing through the press. Harrington, however,

managed to secure the favour of the Protector's favourite

daughter, Mrs Claypole ; the work was restored to him, and
appeared in 1656, dedicated to Cromwell. The views

embodied in Oceana, particularly that bearing on vote by
ballot and rotation of magistrates and legislators., Harrington

and otherswho formed a club called the ''Eota" endeavoured

to push practically, but with no success. In December
1661, by order of Charles II., Harrington was arrested on

a charge of conspiracy, and though there seem to have been

no sufiicient grounds for the accusation, he was thrown into

prison. Despite his repeated request nc public trial could be

obtained, and when at length he endeavoured to protect

himself by claiming the right of habeas corpus, he was
secretly removed to a small island off Plymouth. There

his health completely gave way, and his mind appeared to

be affected. By careful treatment he was restored to bodily

vigour, but it is supposed that his mind never recovered

its tone. After his release he married,—at what date does

not seem to be precisely known. He died September 11,

1677.

Harrington's books consist of the Oceana, and of papers,

pamphlets, aphorisms, even treatises, in support and defence

of the Oceana. The Oceana is not a philosophical romance ;

it is a hard, prolix, and in many respects heavy exposition

of a new method for constituting civil society. The detailis

are elaborated with infinite care, even the salaries of

officials being computed, but the important or leading ideas

in the book are two in number, with two practical precepts

following from them. The first is that the determining

element of power in a state is property generally, property

in land in particular; the second is that the executive

power ought not to be vested for any considerable length

of time in the hands of the same men or class of men. As
practical corollary to his first proposition Harrington recom.

mends an agrarian law, limiting the portion of land held

to that yielding a revenue of £2000, and consequently

insisting on particular modes of distributing landed pro-

perty. As a practical maxim following from the second he

lays down the rule of rotation by ballot. A third part of the

executive, senate, or whatever it might be, are voted out by

ballot every year (not being capable of being elected again

for three years). Harrington explains very carefully how
the state and its governing parts are to be constituted by his

scheme, and Oceana undoubtedly contains many valuable

ideas. As a book, however, it is irretrievably dull.

His W(Trks were edited bvToland in 1700; Toland's edition, witfr

additions by Birch, appeared in 1747, and again in 1771.

HARPJNGTON, Sie John. See HAEn-CTON.
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HARRIOT, or Haeeiott, Thomas (15C0-1621), an

English mathematician and astronomer, was born at Oxford

in 1560. After studying at St JIary's Hall, Oxford, where

he took his bachelor's degree in 1579, he became tutor to

Sir Walter Raleigh, who in 1585 appointed him to the

office of geographer to the second expedition to Virginia.

Harriot pablished an account of this expedition in 1588,

and the work was afterwards reprinted in Hakluyt's

Voyages. On his return to England after an absence of

two years, he resumed his mathematical studies with zeal

nnd success ; and having made the acquaintance of Henry

Percy, carl of Northumberland, distinguished for his patron-

age of men of science, he received from him a yearly

pension of £120. He died at London 2d July 1621, after

having suffered much from a cancer in the lip, occasioned

it is supposed by a habit he had contracted of holding in

his mouth instruments of brass often charged with verdigris.

A manuscript of Harriot's entitled "Ephemeris Chrysome-

tria"is preserved in Sion College; and h.\i Artis Analy-

itccv Praxis ad jEquadones Algebraicas resolvendas was

published at London in 1631. An account of Lis contribu-

tions to the science of algebra will be found in the article

Algebra, vol. i. p. 514 ; and Wallis's History of Algchra

(1685) may also be consulted. From some papers of

Harriot's discovered in 1784 it would appear that he had
either procured a telescope from Holland, or divined the

construction of that instrument, and that he coincided in

point of time with Galileo in discovering the spots on the

sun's disk.

HARRIS, James (1709-1780), a distinguished English

writer on the subject of graamar, was born at Salisbury

on the 20th of July 1709. He received his early education

at Salisbury, whence he was removed to Oxford at the age

of sixteen ; and, having passed the usual number of years

as a gentleman commoner at Wadham College, he was
entered at Lincoln's Inn as a student of law, though not

intended for the bar. When ho had attained his twenty-

fourth year his father died ; and this event, having at once

freed him from all control, and placed him in the possession

of an independent fortune, enabled him to exchange the

study of law for other pursuits more congenial to his taste.

The decided bent of his mind had always been towards the

Greek and Latin classics ; and to the study of these he now
applied himself with unremitting assiduity during a period

of fourteen or fifteen years. The first fruit of this length-

ened course of application was a volume which he published

in 1744, containing three treatises—one on art, another

on music, painting, and poetry, and a third on happiness.

In 1751 appeared the work by which he is best known,
Hermes, a philosophical inquiry concerning universal

grammar. Although Hermes had considerable reputation

in its day as a treatise on grammar, it must now be re-

garded as antiquated, and even as erroneous in conception.

It is not so much a work on grammar as an attempt to

force upon grammatical forms a strictly logical significance,

to discover the groundwork of all grammars by analysing

the thoughts to bo expressed in words. This method, as

we now recognize, is incapable of throwing light upon the

oral structure and growth of language and grammatical
forms. In 1775 Harris published his I'hilosopJdcal

Arrangements, part of a larger work which ho had medi-
tated, but did not complete, on the peripatetic logic. It

is in fact a commentary on Aristotle's categories, and an
attempt to discuss problems of more recent philosoplyr by
the Aristotelian notions. The Philological Inquiries is a
pleasantly written but slight work on the principles of

literary criticism and stylo. It is the least pcilnntic of

all his works. Harris died in December 1780. Ilia works
were collected and published in 2 vols., 1801, by his son,

Lord Malmesbury, who prefixed a brief biography.

HARRIS, John-, D.D. (e. 1C67-1719), bl English writer,

best known as the editor of the Lexicon Technicum, which
ranks as the earliest of the long line of English encyclopaedias,

and as the compiler of the Collection of Voyages and Travels

which passes under his name. He was educated at St John's

College, Cambridge, where he took his B.A. degree in 1687,
and proceeded M.A. in 1690. Having entered the church,

he was soon presented to the rectory of Winchelsea in

Sussex; and as early as 1698 he was in sufficient repute

as a learned divine to be entrusted with the delivery of the
seventh series of the Boyle lectures

—

Atheistical Ohjectio.is

against the Being of God and His Attributes fairly consid-

ered and fully refuted. Between 1702 and 1704 we find

him lecturing on mathematics on the foundation of Charles

Cox, and advertizing himself as a mathematical tutor at

Amen Corner. The friendship of Sir William Cowper,
afterwards lord chancellor, soon after raised him to a much
higher position. Besides receiving the office of private

chaplain to Sir William, he was presented in 1708 with a
prebend in Rochester Cathedral, and appointed to the

rectory of the united parishes of St Mildred, Bread
Street, and St Margaret Moses. In this position he
showed himself an ardent supporter of the Government,
and got into a bitter quarrel with the Rev. Charles

Humphreys, who afterwards was chaplain to ' Dr Sach-
everel. Harris was one of the early members of the

Royal Society, and for a time acted as vice-pi:esident.

Besides his contributions to the society's Transactio)ii, aind

the two important works by which he is still remembered,
he published a number of treatises on mathematics and
occasional sermons; and at his death on September 7,

1719, he was busy completing an elaborate History of Kent,

of which the first volume had just left the press. He
is said to have died in poverty brought on by his own
bad management of his affairs. There is only one good

account of his life, that by Nichols in the Literary

Anecdotes, vol. ix., and this even, owing to scarcity of

materials, is strangely defective.

HARRIS, Joii.v (1802-1856), divine and- theologian,

was bom at Ugborough in Devonshire, March 8, 1802,

At the age of fifteen he joined the Independent Church, and
began to preach to the rustics of the neighbourhood as a

member of the Bristol Itinerant Society. After studying

at the Independent college at Hoxton he was in 1827
ordained pastor of a small congregation at Epsom. There

in 1836 he wrote his essay. Mammon, or Covetousness the

Sin of the Christian Church, which won a prize of 100
guineas ofi'ered by Dr Conquest, and brought its autlysr

into notice, thirty thousand copies being sold within a

few years. In 1838 he received the degree of doctor of

divinity from Brown University. America, and was ap-

pointed president and professor of theology in Chcshunt

college; and in 1850, when the Independent colleges

at Highbury, Homert'on, and Coward, near London, wore

united, Dr Harris was elected principal of.theNew College

thus formed. He died December 21, 1856.—
Besides Mammon, lie wrote the Qrcat Teacher (1836); two priro

essays, Britannia (1837) nnd The Great Commission (1842); and
CunlrUnitions to Theological Science. The rre-Adamite Earth

(1847), Man Primwval (1819), &nA Patriarchy (1865), form the

boginiiinR of a series, intended to illustrate tlio liistorj' of man from

a theological point of view, but interrujited by his death.

HARRIS, Sir AVilliam Snow (1791-1867), a dlstin-

guished electrician, was descended from an old family of

riymouth solicitors, and was born there 1st April 1791.

Ho received his early education at the riymouth grammar-

school, and completed a course of medical studies at the

university of Edinburgh, after which he established himself

OS a general medical practitioner in Plymouth. On his

marriage in 1824 ho resolved to abandon his profession on

account of its duties interfering too much with his favourite
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study of electricit}-. As early as 1820 he had invented

a new method of arranging the lightning conductors of

ships, the peculiarity of whicli was that the metal was per-

mtnently fixed in the masts and extended throughout the

hull; but it was only with great difficult}-, and not till nearly

thirty years afterwards, that his invention was adopted by
the Government for the royal navy. In 1826 he read a

paper before the Royal Society "On the Relative Powers of

various Metallic Substances as Conductors of Electricity,"

which led to his being elected a member of the society in

1831. Subsequently, iu 183i, 1836, and 1839, he read be-

fore the society several valuable papers on the elementary

laws of electricity, and he also communicated to the Royal

Society of Edinburgh various interesting accounts of his

experiments and discoveries in the same field of inquiry.

In 1835 he received the Copley gold medal from the Royal
Society for his papers on the " Laws of Electricity by High
Tension," and in 1839he was chosen to deliver the Bakerian

lecture. Meanwhile, although a Government commission
had recommended the general adoption of his conductors

in the royal navy, and the Government had granted him
an annuity of .£300 " in consideration of services in the

cultivation of science," the naval authorities continued to

offer various objections to his invention ; to aid in re-

moving these he in 1843 published his work on Thunder-

storms, and also about the same time contributed a number
of papers to the Nautical Magazine illustrative of damage
by lightning. His system was actually adopted in the

Russian navy before he succeeded in removing the pre-

judices against it in England, and in 1845 the emperor

of Russia in acknowledgment of his services presented him
with a valuable ring and a superb vase. At length, every

doubt as to the efficiency of his system having, been

removed, he received in 1847 the honour of knighthood,

and subsequently a grant of £5000. After succeeding in

introducing his invention into general use Harris resumed

his labours in the field of original research, but as he failed

to realize the advances that had been made by the new
school of science his application resulted in no discoveries

of much value. His manuals of Electricity, Galvanism, and
Magnetism, contributed to Weale's rudimentary series, were

however written with great clearness, and passed through

eaveral editions.. He died 22d January 1867, while having

'.a preparation a Treatise on Frictional Electricity, which
was published posthumously in the same year, with a

memoir of the author by Charles Tomlinson, F.R.S.

HARRISBURG, a city of the United States, capital of

Dauphin county and of the State of Pennsylvania, is

beautifdly situated on the east bank of the Susquehanna
river, on the Pennsylvania canal, and at the junction of

several railways, 126 miles by rail N. of Washington and
105 W. by N. of Philadelphia. The river, which is

here a mile in width, is crossed by two bridges, one of

which is for the use of the railways. Two other bridges

of great beauty and strength span the river in view of

the State-house. The State buildings, dating from 1819,

occupy an eminence in the centre of the busiest portion of

the city, and consist of the State capitol, 180 feet long
by 80 feet wide, with a circular portico in front sup-

ported by six Ionic columns and surmounted by a dome,
and, on two sides of the capitol, smaller buildings uniform
in design, containing the executive chamber, the' State

treasury, and various other offices. The capitol park con-

tains a monument to those who died in the Mexican war.

Among the other public buildings are the county court-

house, the State arsenal, the county prison, and the

opera-house. Harrisburg is a bishop's see of the Roman
Catholic Church. It is well provided with academies and
schools, and possesses about -30 churches, several of which
are costly and ornamental edifices- It is also the seat of

the State library of over 40,000 volumes. Among the
benevolent institutions are the city hospital, the home
for the friendless, and the State lunatic hospital. An
abundant water "supply is obtained from the river. Coal
and iron are largely wrought in the neighbourhood, and
the great facilities of communication both by canal and
railway have enabled the city to become one of the centres

of the iron trade. It possesses large iron-foundries, manu-
factories of steel, machines, boilers, engines, carriages,

nails, files, galvanized iron, brooms, soap, and shoes,

rolling-mills, saw and planing mills, flour-mills, cotton-

mills, potteries, tanneries, and breweries. The inhabi-

tants in 1860 numbered 13,405, and in 1870 23,104.
The population of the city proper for 1880 is estimated

at 31,700, and that of the suburbs at 4900, making a total

of 36,600.

Harrisburg received its name from John Harris, an Euglishman
who settled on the site of the town in 1726, and whose son estab-
lished a ferry over tlis Susquehanna iij 1753. The town was
founded in 1785 under the name of Harrisburg, which was after-

wards changed to Louisbourg; in 1791 it was incorporated under
its present name; in 1812 it became the capital of the State ; and
in 1860 it was made a c'ty.

_
HARRISON, John (1693-1776), an eminent mechani-

cian, was the sou of a carpenter, and was born at Faulby,
near Pontefract, in Yorkshire, iu the year 1693. Thence his

father and family removed in 1700 to Barrow, in Lincoln-

shire. Young Harrison at first learned his father's trade,

and worked at it for several years, at the same time
occasionally making a little money by land-measuring and
surveying. The strong bent of his mind, however, was
towards mechanical pursuits ; and this showed itself

specially in endeavours to improve the construction of

clocks and watches so as to render them more accurate

measurers of time. He soon learned that, to enable a clock

to keep accurate time, the pendulum must be so con-

structed as to preserve the distance between the point of

suspension and centre of oscillation invariable, notwith-

standing the expansion and contraction of the rod caused by
changes of temperature. To accomplish this Harrison de

vised, in 1726, his ingenious "gridiron pendulum," which
consists in having the bob suspended by a series of parallel

rods, alternately of steeland brass,so arranged that the down-
ward expansion of the steel rods from change of tempera-

ture is exactly compensated for by the upward expansion

of the brass rods. This principle of compensation, modi-

fied to suit particular cases, is now applied to all good

watches and chronometers. Another ingenious improve-

ment in clockmaking devised by Harrison was his recoil

escapement, which obviated the necessity of keeping the

pallets well-oiled. He was led to invent this, as he himself

tells us„by having on one occasion had to go a long dis-

tance to set right a turret clock which had stopped simply

from want of oil on the pallets. This escapement, although

answering admirably the intended purpose, is rather too

delicate to be adopted in ordinary practice. Harrison was

also the first to employ the commonly used and effective

form of "going ratchet," which is a spring arrangement for

keeping the timepiece going at its usual rate during the

interval of being wound up.

In Harrison's time the Government of the country had

become fully alive to the necessity of determining more

accurately the longitude at sea. For this purpose they

passed an Act in 1714 offering rewards of .£10,000,

.£15,000, and £20,000 to any who should construct

chronometers that would determine the longitude within

60, 40, and 30 miles respectively. Harrison applied him-

self vigorously to the task, and in 1735 went to the

Board of Longitude with a watch which he also showed to

Halley, Graham, and others. Through their influence he

was allowed to proceed in a king's ship to Lisbon to test
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it ; and the result was go satisfactory tliat tlio commissioners

gave him £500 to carry out further improvements.

Harrison worked at the subject with the utmost persever-

ance, and, after making several watches, went up to London

in 1761 witli one which he considered very perfect. His

son William was sent on & voyage to Jamaica to test it

;

and, on his return to Portsmouth in 1762, the watch was

found to have lost only 1 minnte 54 J seconds. This was sur-

prisingly accurate, as it determined the longitude within 18

miles, and Harrison claimed the full reward of''X20,000.

After some further trials £10,000 of it was paid to him in

1765, and the remainder in 1767, after he had written such

a description of his instrument as would enable ether artists

to copy It. Harrisoo died in 1776, at the age of eighty-

two. His want of ea^ly education was felt by him greatly

throughout life. He was unfortunately never able to ex-

press his ideas clearly in writing, although in conversation

he could give a very precise and exact account of liis many
intricate mechanical contrivances. Ho wrote a book en-

titled De"-ription concerning such Jifechanism as will afford

a N'ice or True Mer»ivrati(m of Times.

HARRISO::, William Henbt (1773-1841), ninth

president of the United States, third son of Governor

Benjamin Harrison, was born at Berkeley, Charles county,

Virginia, February 9,-1773. In 1792 he joined the army
with the commission of ensign, and in the following year

he became lieutenant and acted as aide-de-camp to Wayne
in his expedition against the Western Indians. He was
promoted to a captaincy in 1795, but resigned in 1797 on

being appointed secretary of the North-West Territory.

In 1799 he was chosen to represent that territory in con-

gress, and after its division in 1801 he became governor of

the new territory of Indiana and superintendent of negoti-

ations with the Indians, over whom, on the breaking out of

hostilities in 1811, he gained the important victory of

Tippecanol. In 1813 as major-general and commander
of the north-western army ho defeated the British forces

at the battle of the Thames. In 1814 he concluded a
treaty with . the North-Western Indians, and in the same
year he resigned his commission. Ho was elected in 1816
member of congress for Cincinnati, in 1819 member of the

State senate of Ohio, in 1824 United States senator, and
in 1828 minister to Colombia, an office which he held for

(ess than a year, when he retired for a time into private

life. By the urgent request of the Whigs ho was induced

in 1836 to stand for the presidency of the United States,

and though unsuccessful, he at the nest election in 1840
defeated the same candidate Van Buren by an overwhelm-

ing majority, after a canvass memorable for the extra-

ordinary enthusiasm it awakened, and historically im-

portant for its introduction of new political methods

—

many of the most characteristic features of Western elec-

tions having their origin in this "Harrison campaign."

He was scarcely spared, however, to enter open the

discharge of his duties as president, dying April 4, 1841,

about a month after his inauguration. Harrison published

at Cincinnati in 1838 a small treatise on the Indians en-

titled A Discourse on ike Aborigines of (he Ohio Valley.

HARROGATE, a town and watering-place in the West
Riding of Yorkshire, England, is beautifully 8ituate(^ on
a fine plateau near the River Nidd, 18 miles W. of To Ic.

It is indebted for its rise and importance to its medicinal

springs, and is now the principal inland watering-place in

the north of England. It consists of two scattered town-

ships. Low Harrogate and High Harrogate, which have

gradually been connected by a continuous range of hand-

some houses end villas. A common of 200 acres, which

is secured by act of parliament from ever being built

upon, stretches in fnnt of the main lino of houses, and

on this account Harrogate, notwithstanding its rapid

increase, has retained all its rural charm. As the lovra
is equidistant from the east and west coasts, its air is

supposed to possess certain special qualities, and there
is "the further advantage of a choice between the more
bracing atmosphere of High Harrogate and the sheltered
and warm climate of the low town, The waters are chaly-
beate, sulphureous, and saline, and some of the springs
possess all these qualities to a greater or less extent. The
principal chalybeate springs are the Tewitt well, called
by Dr Bright, who wrote the first account of it, the
" English Spa," discovered by Captain William Slingsby
of Bilton Hall about the year 1570 ; the Royal Chalybeate
Spa, more commonly known ns John's Well, discovered
in 1631 by Dr Stanhope of York, and provided with a
neat octagonal building erected in 1842 ; Jluspratt's

chalybeate or chloride of iron spring discovered in 1819,
but first properiy analysed by Dr Sheridan Muspratt
in 1865; and the Starbeck springs midway between
High Harrogate and Knaresborougb. The principal sul-

phur springs are the old sulphur well in the centro

of Low Harrogate, discovered about the year 1656 ; the
Montpellier springs, the principal well of which was dis-

covered in 1822, situated in the grounds of the Crown
Hotel and surmounted by a handsome building in the

Chinese style containing pump-room, baths, and reading-,

room ; and the Harlow Car springs, situated in a wooded
glen about a mile west from Low Harrogate. Near Har-
low Car is Harlow observatory, a square tower 100 feet in

height, standing on elevated ground and commanding a very

extensive view. A saline spring situated in Low Harro-

gate was discovered in 1783. Besides the hotels and
churches, the principal public buildings are the Hig^
Harrogate college, a boarding-school for young gentlemen;

the new Victoria baths, erected in 1871 at a cost of

£20,000 ; the Bath hospital for poor patients, founded in

1824; and the Rogers almshouses, founded in 186''.

About a mile to the south-east of Harrogate the Crympi:
valley is spanned by a railway viaduct 1850 feet in length.

The population of the town in 1861 was 4737, and in

.1871 6843.

HARROW-ON-THE-HILL, a village of Middlesex,

England, 10 miles N.W. of London, derives the latter part

of its name from its position on a hill which rises from the

surrounding plain to the height of about 200 feet. On the

summit, and forming a conspicuous landmark, is the church

of St Mary, said to have been founded by Lnnfranc, arch-

bishop of Canterbury, in the reign of William I,, but of the

original building very little is now left Harrow is chiefly

celebrated for its school, founded in 1571 by John Lyon,

a yeoman of the neighbouring village of Preston who had
yearly during his life set aside 20 marks for the education

of poor children of Han-ow. Though the charter was
granted by Queen Elizabeth in 1571, and the statutes

drawn up by the founder in 1590, two years before his

death, it was not till 1611 that the first building was opened

for scholars. Lyon originally settled about two-thirds of

his property on the school, leaving the remainder for tho

maintenance of tfce highway between London and Harrow,

but in the course of time tho vnlnes of the respective endow-

ments have changed, and while tho road commissioners

receive about £3500, the scboors share is only about £1600.

In 1660 the headmaster, taking advantage of a concession

in Lyon's statutes, began to receive " foreigners," i.e., boys

from other parishes, who were to pay for their education.

From this time tho prosperity of tho school may bo dated.

In 1S09 the p.nrishioncra of Harrow nppc.nled to tho Court

of Chancery against the manner in which tho school was
conducted, but the decision, while it recognized their

privilcgcii, confirmed tho right of admission to foreigners.

At present foundationers receive their education at a plighfly
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cheaper rate tLan foreigners ; there are none who are taught

gratis. The government of the school was originally vested

in six persons of standing in the parish, who had the power
of filling vacancies in their number by election among them-
selves ; but under the Public Schools Act of 186S the

governing body now consists of the surviving members of

the old board, besides six new members elected respectively

by the Lord Chancellor, the universities of Oxford, Cam-
bridge, and London, the Royal Society, and the assistant

masters of the school. There is a considerable number of

fellowships and scholarships in connexion witii the school

to both the great English universities, some to special

colleges, others to colleges in the choice of the holders.

The general mode of instruction and discipline is modelled
on that of Eton, where most of the former headmasters of

Harrow were educated. Originally an exclusively classical

school, mathematics became in 1837 a compulsory study
at Harrow ; modern languages, compulsory on the upper
fonns only since 1851, were extended to the whole school

ia 1855 ; while English history and literature began to be
more especially studied about 1869. Science, music, and
drawing are now also taught. Among the famous men
•who have been educated here may be mentioned Bruce, the

Abyssinian traveller. Sir William Jones, the Orientalist, Dr
,
Parr, who was born at Harrow, Admiral Rodney, Sheridan,
t.yn.n Peel, Theodore Hook, Lord Palmerston, Lord
Herbert of Lea, the earl of Shaftesbury, and Archbishop
Trench. Comparatively little change was made in the

school buildings till 1819, when the new portion was
begun ; but since that time improvements and additions

have steadily increased. lu 1.839 a school-chapel was
consecrated ; but tliis has been gradually replaced by a
handsomer edifice completed in 1857. The Vaughan
/ibrary was built in 1861-63, and a hospital for the boys
in 1865. A new speech room, a gymnasium, and labora-

tories have been erected out of the Lyon Tercentenary
Fund, subscribed since 1871. The population of the

parish in 1871 was 8537, and of the local board district

4997.
HARRy, Blind, or Henry the Minstkel, author of

a poem in twelve books, entitled The Actis and Beidis of
l/te illuster and vaiheand campiouii, Schir William Wallace,

Knicht of Ellerslie. All that is known of Henry's personal

history is contained in the following quotation from Major :—"Henry, who was blind from his birth, composed in the

time of my youth the whole book of William Wallace, and
embodied all the traditions about him in the ordinary

measure, in which he was well skilled. By the recitation

of these in the presence of the great, he procured, as indeed
he deserved, food and clothing." Major was born about
1469, and the only MS. copy of Henry's works is that in

the Advocates' Library, Edinburgh, dated 1488. It was
Erst printed at Edinburgh in 1570. In his Lives of Scottish

Worthies, P. F. Tytler claims for it a certain historical

worth, as " the work of an ignorant man, who was yet in'

possession of valuable and authentic materials." On
account of its glorification of the national hero it has
enjoyed a long popularity among the Scottish peasantry,
but it possesses no poetical merit except a certain rude fire

and energy, and as a literary production its place must be
reckoned a very humble one.

HARTE-BEEST {Alcelaphus caama), a species of
antelope, occurring in considerable numbers throughout
southern and central Africa. It stands nearly 5 feet high
at the shoulders, and is somewhat ungainly in form owing
to the disproportionate development of its fore and hind
quarters—a dilference which gives to the posterior limbs
when in motion an appearance of weakness. The head is

long and narrow, and is crowned in both sexes by a pair of

aearly cylindrical horns, ringed throughout their lower half

and smooth above. The hair of this species is short, soft,

and recumbent, and is of a brownish-yellow colour above
and nearly white beneath, .the colour, however, being to

some extent dependent on age and sex and on the season

of the year. The harte-beest is gregarious, living in herds

of from five to ten individuals, and frequenting tracts of

uninhabited wilderness, or the light brush forest in the

neighbourhood of rivers. It is exceedingly wary, and con-

sequently difficult of approach, and when suddenly come
upon, the entire herd, according to Sir Andrew Smith,
scampers off in the train of a leader,—the herd being rarely

seen, when in flight, otherwise than in a string, one treading

on the footsteps of another. Of a mild and gentle disposi-

tion, the harte-beest seeks safety, whenever it can, in flight

;

when at bay, however, it does not hesitate to turn upon its

pursuers and to make use of its powerful horns as weapons
of ofl'ence. During the heat of the day it is said to rest

Harte-beest.

leaning against the trunks of trees, when the colour of its

body so harmonizes with that of the bark as frequently to

enable it to elude observation. Dr Schweinfurth, who had

frequent opportunity of observing those animals in central

Africa, describes a curious and as yet unexplained habit

of which he was himself a witness. Having approached

nearer to a herd of harte-beests than usual without attract-

ing their attention, he observed them running in couples

like the horses in a circus, "going round and round a

clump of trees, whilst the others stood in groups of three

or four intently watching them. After a time these iii

turn took their places, and, two 'at a time, ran their own
circuit in a similar fashion." He conjectures that the

performance had probably some connexion with pairing

time. The flesh of this species is considered .superior to

that of any other South African antelope, the eland alnnr

excepted.

HARTFORD, a city in the United States of North

America, in 41° 45' 59" N. lat., 72° 40' 45" W. long., is

the eastern portion of the town of the same name, the

county seat of Hartford county, and the capital of the State

of Connecticut. It is situated on the west bank of the

Connecticut river, 60 miles from Long Island Sound, at the

head of steamboat and sloop navigation, and 100 miles

N.E. of New York and 95 W.S.W. of Boston by rail.

An important centre of railway communication, it has also

regular lines of steamboats and packets, besides some 200

sailing craft engaged in the coasting trade. The river is

usually closed from the middle of December to the
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miilflie cf Mureh, and at the breaking up of the ice in

spring sometimes rises 29 feet.' The city is intersected

by the sluggish and dirty Park river, which is spanned by
10 bridges. A covered toll bridge, 1000 feet long, across

the CouneCticut river connects the city with East Hartford.

There are about 80 miles of streets, mostly lighted with

gas, well drained, and macadamized or paved, and running

north-and-south or east-and-wcst with considerable regu-

larity. The city is for the most part compactly built of

brick, granite, and- freestone,—the public buildings and
those of many private corporations being elegant and sub-

itantiaL The- old State-house, a Doric edifice, completed

in 1795, has become the city-hall, while the State, since

1879, occupies a capacious new building of white marble

in the modeTn Gothic style, costing over $3,100,000, and
standing conspicuously in the midst of the city on a slight

elevation at the south side of Bushnell Park (a beautiful

area of 46 acres). There are also in the city three other

public squares. Of the seven cemeteries the most note-

worthy is Cedar Hill, in the south-west part of the town,

comprising 268 acres. Wads worth's tower on Talcott

mountain, to the north-west, affords one of the finest views

in New England. Hartford is a healthy city, and its

mean annual temperature is 50" Fahr. The area of the

city is 10 square miles; and the population in 1870 was
37,180, of whom 10,817 were foreigners. A careful esti-

mate of the population in 1879 gives nearly 50,000.

The city is divided into 8 wards, and is governed

by a mayor and 10 aldermen elected biennially, and
32 councilmen elected annually. The water empply is

from four reservoirs in West Hartford, with a capacity of

1,208,450,367 gallons. In 1873 a free public bathing-

house was established. Since 1864 the city has had a

paid fire-department, and now has seven steam fire-engines

and a fire-alarm telegraph with 26 miles of wire. The
total real estate and personal property in the city assessed

for taxation, October 1, 1878, was $44,001,245. The
debt of the town in 1879 was $1,298,158, and of the city

$2,152,308,

The principal business of the city is insuranco. In 1879 there

were 9 fire iiisannca companies, with assets of $19,104,603 ; 8 life

insurance companies, with assets of $101,101, 3&8 ; and 1 accident

insurance company, witli assets, $1,170,163. There were 16
banks and trust companieii, with au aggregate capital of aver
$8,000,000, and 4 savings banks, with deposits, October 1, 1878,'

amounting to $9,628,893. There are also, exclusive of railroads,

73 mechanical and manufacturing corporations, though several of

the larger ones have their works in adjacent towns. These have
a capital of $17,317,000, and some of them a world-wide reputation,

as the Colt Firearms Company, with works occupying grounds of

123 acres reclaimed by an extensive dike along the Connecticut
river. They also include carpet, JInen, and silk works, and a
manufactory- of edgetools. The publication of books too is n
considerable interestT A very important branch of trade is the
sale of leaf tobacco, which is the chief crop of the Connecticut river

valley.

In 1879 there were 38 churches and 16 chapels of all denomina-
tions, including a fine Jewish synagogue. Hero, too, is the scat of

the Roman Catliolic bishop, and the headc[uarter3, in the United
Stiitcs, of the C^liaose educational commission. Beside the 17
public schools and school-houses, which have cost $1,032,000, and
with their 163 teachers and 7680 pupils cost about $200,000 a
year, there were in 1S79 43 cdaCfftional and charitable corporations,
several of them of notiblo importance, especially Trinity College
(Episcopal), founded in 1823 as Wa5hing:ton College, which now
has beautiful aud commodious buildings in the south port of tlio

oity; the Theological Institute of Connecticut (Congregational),

founded in 1834 ; the Hartford high and grammar school,

founded 1665, the oldest educational institution lu the State, and
occupying one of the finest school edifices in the country; the
Wattcinson library of reference, with 34,000 volumes ; thcr

rooms and library of the Connecticut historical society, with
its valuable collections of relics, books, and MS.?, ; the young-
men's institute, a circulating library of 27,000 volumes (the last

three, with a picture gallery, occupy a roomy and accessible building

known as the Wadsworth Athenienm); the very complete State

law library at the State-house ; the American asylum for the

11—19

deaf and dumb, retreat for the insane, H'lr'ford hospital and
orphan asylum (see Connectici-t, toI vi. p. 237). Thomas Green
in 1764 opened the first priutiug-oflice in the city, aud establislud
the Connecticut Courait, which has ever since been rcnilavlv
published. There were in 1S79 three dailv newspapers," sevcii
weekly, and four monthly. In 1797 A. Kinsley exhibited the first
steam locomotive in Hartford streets ; and a portion of the Hartfonl
and New Haven railro.id wa.s in operation in 1838. The railroads,
however, have not been pecuniarily successful, that to New York
being the only one of those meeting at Hartford which is in a
prosperous condition.

Hartford wa.<j known to the aboi-igincs as Suckiang; it was first
permanently settled in 1635 by emigrants from eastern Massachu-
setts, and called Newtown. In 1637 it was named Hartford after
Hertford in England. The Dutch had built a fort there in 1633,
but it passed wholly into English hands in 1654. The first town
meeting was held in 1635, and the first place of worship built, and
school put in operation, in 1638. In 1639 was writtenat Hartford
the constitution for the colony, the firsi framed in America, and
embodying the characteristic features of all which follow. The
first code of laws was drawn up in 1650, rediicing the capital
offences from 160 under Euglish law to 15. In 1687 Sir E.
Androa came to Hartford wliile the assembly was in session, and
demanded the charter, but it was concealed in the notorious
Charter Oak by Captain Joseph Wadsworth, and remained hidden
till 1689. The historic tree survived till 1856. The city was
incorporated in 1784, aud in 1785 it became the sole capital of
Connecticut.

HAKTIG,! Georg Ludwiq (1764-1836), a German
writer on forestry, was born at Gladenbach near Marburg,
2d September 1764. After obtaining a practical knowledge
of forestry from his nncle at Harzburg, he studied froci

1781 to 1783 afthe university of Giessen, In 1786 he
became inspector of forests tothe prince of Solms-Brauufels
at Hungen in theWetterau, where hefounded a school for the

teaching of forestry. After obtaining in 1797 the appoint-

ment of inspector of forests to the prince of Orange-Nassau,
he continued his school of forestry at Dillenburg, where ita

attendance considerably increased. On the dissolution of

the principality by Napoleon I. in 1805 he lost his situation,

but in 1806 ho went as chief superintendent of forests

to Stuttgart, whence in 1811 he was called to Berlin as

principal superintendent of forests under the Prussian
Government. There he again opened his institution for

instruction in forestry,, and succeeded in connecting it

with the university of Berlin, where in 1S30 he was
named honorary professor. He died at Berlin 2d February
1836.
Hartig was the author of a nnmher of valuable works on forestry,

new editions of which have been published by his son Thcodor.
The principal of these works are Lchrbuch fur Jiiger ; Lihrbuch/ur
FOrstcr ; Kubi^abelhn fur geschniltcnc, leschlagene, und rundt
Htilzcr ; and Lcxikonfur Jdgcr und Jagdfrturule.

HARTLEPOOL, and West Hartlepool, respectively

a municipal borough and a town of England, county of

Durham, and included in tho parliamentary borougli of

the Hartlepools, are situated the one on the north aud tho

other on the south side of Hartlepool Bay, about a milo

apart, but having connexion by railway, and practically

forming portions of one town. By railway Hartlepool is

10 miles and West Hartlepool 12 miles N.N.E of Stock-

ton-on-Tees. Tho principal buildings cf Hartlepool are

the parish church, in the Early English style, dedicated to

St Hilda; the borough hall, in tho Italian style, erected in

1866, behind which there is a large market; tho Durham
militia artillery depCt, erected in 1861 ; the temperance

hall, the mechanics' institute, and tho theatre. New
schools for boys, girls, and infants have been erected by

tho school board; and Prissick's schools, founded 5<i

1826, have been constituted elementary schools under thi»

Education Act of 1870. Among tho other schools ar«

Crook's endowed school, founded in 1755, and tho srheal

in connexion with Henry Smith's charity. The town was

originally wrrroundcd by wall;!, of which considerable it-

mains may yet bo seen. It is well supplied with water.

The principal buildings of West Hartlepool are the athc-
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ujeum, the town-hall, the exchange, in the Gothic style,

erected in 1875 at a cost of £10,000, the mechanics'

institute, and the theatre. A Government school of art

was established in 1874. The manufactures of the two

towns are very much alike : they possess iron-works,

puddling furnaces, brass and iron foundries, engine and

boiler works, sawmills, cement works, tile works, and
breweries. With the addition of the new docks, com-

pleted in 1879, the dock area between the towns is 85

acres, bfisides which there are ponds with an area of about

80 acres. Considerable difficulty has been found in main-

taining a sufficient depth of water at the harbour bar of

Hartlepool, and although the use of a powerful dredge has

been so far effectual, it is probable that the only adequate

remedy will be the extension of the breakwater. A large

lighthouse for guiding the entrance of vessels was erected

in 1846-47 at a cost of nearly .£6000. In the shipping

returns Hartlepool and West Hartlepool are clas.'ed to-

gether as one port; in 1878 the number of vessels that

entered the port, including those in ballast, was 4640,

with a tonnage of 885.762 ; the number that cleared 4662-

with a tonnage of 992,370. For the five years ending

1878 the average number of vessels that entered was

6371, with a tonnage of 975,039, while 6447 cleared, with

a tonnage of 1,005,740. The principal exports are coal,

coke, machines, and cotton, linen and woollen goods, and
the principal imports, timber, cattle, corn, provisions, and
wool. The fisheries are considerable. The town is much
resorted to in summer for sea-bathing. Several caverns,

which may be explored for nearly fifty yards, have been

excavated by the sea out of the rocks on the shore of the

peninsula. The parliamentary borough of the Hartlepools

has an area of 7267 acres, and besides Hartlepool includes

Stranton (in which parish West Hartlepool is situated),

Seaton Carew, and Throston. Its population in 1861 was
27,475, and in 1871, 38,203. The population of the

municipal borough of Hartlepool in 1861 was 12,245, and
in 1871, 13,166 ; and the population of Stranton in 1861
was 13,601, and in 1871, 22,166.
The name Hartlepool means the pool or lake of Hart. The

town grew up round a monastery wluch had St Hilda as its abbess,

and the harbour was of some consequence as early as 1171. In the

13th century Hartlepool belonged to the Bruces of Annandale in

Scotland, the progenitors of the royal family of that name. The
town was erected into a borough about 1200. After Bruce
ascended the Scottish throne his English possessions were forfeited,

and Hartlepool was granted to the Cliffords. It suffered severely

from the Scots in 1312^ and again in 1315 after the battle of Ban-
nockburn. During the great northern rebellion in the reign of
Elizabeth it was seized by the insurgents. In 164i it was taken
by the Scottish army, and it remained in the possession of Scot-
land till 16i7. West Hartlepool was founded in 184i by Mr E.
-W. Jackson, the first M.P. for the borough of the Hartlepools. Its

filst dock was construeted in 1847, after which it increased with
great rapidity.

HARTLEY, David ^k 05-1757), who may justly be
eallei the foun'ler of the .English Association schpol of

psychologists, was born on the 30th August 1705. His
lather, who was vicar of Armley in Yorkshire, wished him
,to enter the church • and with this view he was sent at the

age of fifteen to Jesus College, Cambridge, where ho studied
under Saunderson the mathematician, and distinguished

himself so much that he was elected a fellow of his college

But his university career so far modified his opinions that,

feeling himself no longer able conscientiously to sign the
Thirty-nine Articles, he abandoned his first intention and
ievoted hiiDself to the study of medicine. He, however,
remained in the communion of the English Chufth, living

;»n intimate terms with the most distinguished churchmen
if Lia day, among whom may be named Joseph Butler,

Warburton, Law, Hoadley, and the poet Young. Indeed
hie, asserted it to be a duty to obey ecclesiastical a3 well as

idril aiuthoritLes. The doctEiae to *Iuch he most strongly

objected was that of eternal punishment. His keen interest

in theology is proved by the fact that he devoted a large

part of his Observations to that subject, the objective side ot

which he treated upon orthodox lines. The life of Hartley

was the useful life of a benevolent and studious physician.

H? practised at Newark, Bury St Edmunds, London, and
lastly- at Bath, where he died on the 28th August 1757,
within two days of his fifty-second birthday. Jt was at

the age of twenty-five that he commenced the series of

essays that was to make up his Observations on Man :

his Frame, his Buty, and his Expectations. The praise

of originality cannot be denied hira. It is noteworthy,

however, that very nearly at the same time with the

publication of Hartley's Observations (1749), two works
appeared in French expounding theories essentially similar

to his—Condillac's Traite sur I'Origine der Connoissancea

humaines (1746) and the Traite Analytique de FAme by
Charles Bonnet of Geneva, whose coincidence with Hartley

iu the most distinctive features of his philosophy is ex-

tremely remarkable. But Hartley's own account of the

matter is so straightforward as to command immediate

assent. His physical theory, he teQs us, was drawn from
certain speculations as to nervous action which Newtoa
had published in his Trincipia. His psychological theory

was suggested by.an Essay on the Fundamental Principle

of Virtue or Morality (written by a clergyman named Gay,
and prefixed by Law to his translation of Archbishop
King's Latin work on the Origin of Evil), the chief object

of which was to show that sympathy and conscience are

developments by means of association from the selfish

feelings. It is greatly to Hartley's credit that he so frankly

owned his obligations to a work so far inferior to his own
in completeness and tone of thought.
The outlines ot Hartley's- theory are. as follows. "With Locke

he asserted that, prior to sensation, the human mind is a blank.

By a growth from simple sensations those states of consciousness

which appear most remote from sensation come into being. And
the one law of growth of which Hartley took account was the law
of contiguity, synchronous and successive. By this law he songlit

to explain, not only the phenomena of memory, which others had
similarly expkined before him, but also the phenomena of emotion,
of rc-xsoning, and of voluntary and involuntary action.

By his pliysical theory Hartley gave the first strong imnnlse to

uio modern study ot the intimate connexion of physiologicaJ ana
psychical facts which has proved so fruitful, though his physical

theory in itself is inadequate, and has not been largely adopted.

He held that sensation is the result of a -vibration • of the minute
particles of the medullary substance of the nerves, to account for

which he postulated, -with Newton, a subtle tlastic ether, rare in

the interstices of solid bodies and in their close neighbonrhooJ.ahJ
denser as it recedes from them. Pleasure is the result of moderate
vibrations, pain of vibrations so violent as to break the contintrity

of the nerves. These vibrations leave behind them in the bi-ain a

tendency to fainter vibrations or " vibratiuncles " of a similar

kind, which correspond to "ideas of sensation." Thus memory is

accounted IJor. The course of reminiscence and of the thoughts gene-

rally, when not immediately dependent upon external sensation, is

accounted for on the ground that there are .always vibrations in

the brain on account of its heat and the pulsation of its' arteries.

What these vibrations shall be is determined by the nature of each

man's past experience, and by the influence of the circumstances of

the moment, which causes now one now another tendency to pre-

vail over the rest. Sensations which are often associated tcgether

become each associated -n-ith the ideas corresponding to the others

;

and the ideas corresponding- to the associated sensations become
associated together, sometimes so intimately that they form what
appears to be a new simple idea, iiot without careful analysis

resolvable into its component parts.

Starting, like the modern Associationists, from a detailed aeconnt

of the phenomena of the senses. Hartley tries to show how, by the

above laws, all the emotions, which he analyses with considerable

skill, may be explained. Locke's incomplete phrase " association

of ideas " is employed -throughout, " idea " being taken as includ-

ing every mental state but sensation. He emphatically asserts the

existence of pure disinterested sentiment, while declaring it to be a

gro-n'th from the self-regarding feelings. Voluntary action is

explained as the result of a firm connexion between a motion and
a sensation or '"idea," and, on the physical skle, between an

"ideal" and a motorv vibration. Therefore in the Freewill con.
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troversy Hartley took his place as a Determiniet It is singular

that, as he tells us, it was only with reluctance, and when his

speculations were nearly complete, that he came to a conclusion on

this subject in accordance with his theory.

Hartley's theory of reasoning is forced into agreement with the

rest of his system. He declares that "assent and dissent, what-

ever their precise and particular nature may be, must come under

the notion of ideas, being only those very complex internal feelings

which adhere by association to such clusters of words as are called

propositions .... And thns a mathematical proposition is nothing

more than a group of ideas united by association," this group of

ideas including " not only the sum of the ideas belonging to the

terms of the proposition, but also those which belong to equality,

coincidence, and tnith."

The remaining half of ilie Obscrvacwns is devoted to discussion

of theological questions and to practical ethics, and does not call

for detailed notice. While emphatically asserting his faith in

supernatural religion, in the psychological part of his work he

treats, not only conscience, but also the religious emotions entirely

as developments from sensation, in th» same sense as the pleasures

«f ima^oation.
Olearnjs"- freedom from redundancy, and a severe simplicity and

brevity ar? tne Jest characteristics of his style. "No book,"

writes Sir James Maokinfosh, " perhaps exists which, with so few

of the common allurements, comes at last so much to please by the

picture it presents of the writer's cluiiacter .... Whoever bestows

a careful perusal on the work must be unfortunate if he does not

see, feel, and own that the writer was a great philosopher and a

good man." (T. M. W.)

HARTLIB, Samuel (c. 1600-1662) was bom towards

the begianing of the 17tb century at Elbing in Prussia,

liis father being a refugee from Poland. His mother

was English. About 1628 Hartlib came to England,

where he carried on a mercantile agency, and at the

same time found leisure to enter with interest into the

public questions of the day. An enthusiastic admirer of

Oomenius, he published in 1537 his Conalmn Comenian-

orum Prceludia, and in 1G39 Comenii Paiisophice Pro-

di-omus et Dldactica Bissertatio. In 1641 appeared his

Jieladou of that which hath been lately attempted to procure

Ecclesiastical Peace among Protestants, and A Description

of Macaria, containing his ideas of what a model state

should be. During the civil war Hartlib occupied himself

with ths peaceful study of agriculture, printing at his'own

expanse several treatises by others on the subject. In

1G50 he issued the Discourse of Flanders n-ushandry by
Sir Richard Weston; and in 1651 his Legacy, or aii

Enlargement of the Discourse of Husbandry xised in Brabant

and FLawJers, by Eobcrt Child (see • Agricultueb, vol.

i. p. 297). For his various labours Hartlib received from

Cromwell a pension of £100, afterwarrls increased to £300,
lis he had spent all his fortune ou his experiments. He
plmnod a. school for the sons of gentlemen, to be con-

ducted on new principles, and this probably was the

occasion of his friend Milton's Tractate on Education,

addressed to. him in IG-lt, and of Sir William Petty's Tivo

Leila's on the same subject, in 1617 and 1648. His own
literary labours wore mostly confined to prefaces and
short essays. BIythe, a contemporary, says tliat Ad.

Speed, while engaged on his Improvements in Husbandry,
was lodged and entertained by Samuel Hartlib. At the

Ilc.stcratiou Hartlib lost his pension, which had alr^dy
fallen into arrears; ho petitioned parliament for a new
grant of it, but what success he mot with is unknown, as

his latter years and death are wrapped in obscurity. 1662
has been assigned as the probable year of his death, as

the latest of his extant letters bears that date.

His other publications are the following:

—

Comidcralions tending
(0 EnghimVa Rrformation in Church ami Slate, 1647 ; Vindication of
Ilr John Vuric, 1650: Twissc's Doubting Conscience Resolved, 1852;
A true and ready icnij to learn the Latin Tongue, 16.')4; Tlu:

Jlcforniid CommouwcaUh of Bees, and the K>\formcd Virginan
Silkworm, 165.';; and lln Cotnpli-at Husbandman, 1C59. See
Biographical Memoir of Samuel /Tartlib, by H. Dircks, 1865

;

Rcnlkiiiitiis tiagazinc, January 1802; Warton's Milton; Harte'a
Agrimhnral £ssaijs; Ponaldson's Agricultural Biography, and
Miisscn'd Milion.

HARTIIANN, Moeitz (1821-1872), a German poet
and novelist, was born of Jewish parents at Duschnik in

Bohemia, October 15, 1821. He studied at Prague and
Vienna, and after a tour in Italy, Switzerland, and South
Germany became a teacher in Vienna. Ho left Austria,
howevor, in 1844, in order to publish without- danger a
volume of patriotic poems entitled Xelch vnd Schwert,
which appeared at Leipsic in 1845, and in which he gave
expression to somewhat radical sentiments as regards both
church and state, in language full of the fire of youthful
passion and tinged with considerable poetic fancy. After
residing for some yeara in Belgium and France, he came to

Leipsic, where in 1847 he published I^euere Gedichle. On
his venturing towards the close of this year to return to

Austriahe sutfered a short imprisonment, from which he was
freed by the revolution of the following JIarcL In the

same year he was chosen to represent the district of

Leitmeritz in. the Frankfort parliament, where he took his

seat on the extreme left. In October he accompanied .Blam
and Frobel to Vienna, but he made his escape before the

execution of Blum, ami took part in the deliberations of

the "Rump Parliament" at Stuttgart. In 1849 he pub-
lished the Reimchronik des Pfafen Maurizius, a satirical

political poem in the style of the old chronicles. After the

dissolution of the " Rump Parliament," he went to Switzer-

land, then to England and Ireland, and in 1850 to Paris,

where, besides other literary engagements, he held that of

correspondent to the Kolnische Zeitvng. On the outbreak

of the Russian^, war he became correspondent of the same
paper in the Crimea, where he remained eighteen months.
After several years' residence at Paris he settled in 1 860 at

Ghent,.where he delivered courses of lectures on German
literature and history in some of the principal academies.

In 1863 ho removed to Stuttgart to edit the Freyc, and in

1868 he undertook the editorship at Vienna of the Neue
Freie Presse. He died at Oberdobling near Vienna, May
13, 1872. Hartmann published several volumes of poems
in addition to those already mentioned, and besides his

spirited accounts of his travels and adventures he is the

author of various novels of more than average merit. A
series of tales {Novellen, 3 vols.) appeared in 1863, and a

second series {Nach Naiur, 3 vols.) in 1866. His collected

works were published at Stuttgart in 10 vols., 1873-74.

and a selection of his poems at the same place in 1874.

HARTMANN VON AUE, a Jliddle High German poet,

was born about 1170^ He was of knightly rank, and held

a fief at Aue, which was probably on the upper Neckar.

He seems to have been educated in a monastery, and was
able to read and write. Among his accomplishments was

a knowledge of French, and as he took part in tlie third

crusade he must be considered to have passed under the

influences which were in his time most favourable to poetic

impulse. Although his lyrics are not without merit he

excels chiefly in narrative poetry ; and the best known of

his narrative poems, which was also one of the earliest, is

Der arme Jleinrich ('^ Foot Henry"). Some of tho inci-

dents of this tale are exceedingly repulsive, but others are

marked by delicate grace and pathos. Two other talcs.

Free and Jwein, tho former written before 1197 and tha

latter before 1204, treat of the Arthuriaji legend, and are

based upon French poems by Chrc'tien de Troics. Tiie

story of each is clearly conceived, and tluj diction is. fresh,

harmonious, and animated. Hartmann lias neither the

exquisite finish and charm of Gottfried of Strasburg nor

the soaring imagination of Wolfram von Eschcnbach ; but

he stands next to these supremo mcdiopval writers in the

power of giving artistic shape to strong feeling. Ho is

mentioned as alive in 1207 by Gottfried of Sti°asburg, but

in 1220 his death is deplored bylleinrich von dem Tiirlcin

in the Krone.
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Each of liis works has found a special editor; and a complete

edition of his writings has been issued by F. Bech in the Deutsche

(flassiker dcs MiUelallcrs. See L. Schmid, Stand, Heimat, und
Geschlechi des Minnesangers Hartmann (1874),

HARTSHORN, Spibits of, a name signifying originally

the ammoniacal liquor obtained by the distillation of horn

shavings, afterwards applied to the partially purified similar

products of the action of heat on nitrogenous animal matter

generally, and now popularly used to designate solution of

ammonia. See Ammonia, vol. j, p. 741, and Chemistey.
vol. V. p. 509.

HARUN ER RASHID, See Haroun al Raschid.

HARUSPICES (literally entraU-observers, cf. Skt. hilu,

Gr. -j^op^rj), a class of soothsayers in Rome. Their art

consisted especially, in deducing from the appearance pre-

sented by the entrails of the slain victim the will of the

gods. They also interpreted all portents or unusual

phenomena of nature, especially thunder and lightning,

and prescribed the expiatory ceremonies after such events.

To please the god, the victim must be without spot or

Hemish, and the practice of observing whether theentrails

presented any abnormal appearance, and thence deducing

the will of heaven, was also very important in Greek
religion. This art, however, appears not to have been,

as some other modes of ascertaining the will of the gods

undoubtedfy were, of genuine Aryan growth. It is

foreign to the Homeric poems, and must have been in-

troduced into Greece after their composition, In like

manner, as the Romans themselves believed, the art was
not indigenous io Rome, but derived from Etruria. The
Etruscans were said to have learned it from a being

named Tages, grandson of Jupiter, who. had suddenly

sprung from the ground near Tarquinii. The art was
practised in Rome chiefly by Etruscans, seldom by native-

born Romans who had studied in the priestly schools* of

Etruria. Though it was of great importance under the

eariy republic, it never became a part of the state religion.

In this respect the haruspices ranked lower than the augurs
;

the latter were a more ancient and purely Roman institu-

tion, and were a most important element in the political

organization of the city. In later times, the art fell

into disrepute, and the saying of Cato the censor is

well known, that he wondered one haruspe? could look

another in the face without laughing (Cic, De Div., ii.

24). Under the empire, however, we hear of a regular

.collegium of sixty haruspices ; and Claudius is said to

have tried to restore the art and put it under the control

of the pontifices,

HARVARD COLLEGE, the earliest institution of learn-

ing in the United States and on the continent of North
America. The record gives its origin thus. The English
•colonists on Massachusetts Bay, settling at what is now
Boston in 1630, began a plantation the next year t'hree

miles up Charles River, which they called '* New Towne."
The colony court of Septenjber 1636 " agreed to give £400,"
which exactly doubled the public tax for the year, '' towards
a schoole or cbllidge, whereof £200 to be paid the next
yeare, and £200 when the work is finished, and the next
court to appoint wheare and what building." In November
1637 "the Colledge is ordered" to be at New Towne," the
name of which had been changed to Cambridge, and a
committee was appointed " to take order " for it. In March
1638-39 ''it is ordered that the colledge agreed upon
formerly to bee built at Cambridge shalbee called Harvard
Colledge." The reason was that the Rev. John Harvard,
B.A 1632, and M.A. 1635, of Emmanuel College, Cam-
bridge, England, dying in Charlestown, Massachusetts,
September 14, 1638, by will left half his estate, about
£800, and his library, to the wilderness seminary. The
college charter of 1650 declared the object to be. " the

education of the English and Indian youth of this country

in knowledge and godlynes." The first brick edifice on the

college grounds, having rooms for twenty of the aborigines,

was called "the Indian college." In it was printed the

apostle Eliot's translation of the Bible into the language

of the natives, with primers, grammars, tracts, &c. Several

of the natives were members of the college ; only one

graduated from it, By generous aid received from abroad

for this special object, the college was greatly helped in its

infancy.

Thus from the beginning private munificence rather than

the public treasury fostered and sustained the college, and
with steadily increasing preponderance aU through it&

history have its supplies and endowments come from thfe

generosity of individuals. Grants from the colony, province,

and State, of small gums for salaries and incidental pur-

poses, made annually or at intervals, wholly ceased more
than sixty years ago. With scarce an exception all the

present invested funds of the cojlege and of its professional

schools, amounting to $3,615,538.87, with the haUs, library,

and apparatus, are the benefactions of its friends.

The charter constitutes ag a corporation a president,

treasurer, and five fellows, who initiate all measures cob-

corning the college, hold its funds, and have the nomina-

tion for filling vacancies in their own body, as also of all

the officers for instruction and for the»internal government
of the institution in aU its departments, subject, however,

to the advice and approval and final action of a board of

overseers. The State, claiming as founder and patron, tUl

quite recently regarded the college as a State institution,

over which it should exercise a direct control through the

legislature and the executive, by its authority in the

membership and the election of the whole or a part of the

board of overseers, Various modifications piade from time

to time in the composition or method of choice of the

members of this board not relieving the controversies and
embarras-sments incident to legislative action, which proved

prejudicial to the best interests of the college, its organic

connexion with the State by this tie was severed by statute

in 1866. The board of overseers as now constituted is

composed of thirty of the alumni, besides the president and
the treasurer, elected by the ballots of the alumni on con>-

mencement day at the college, in eeetious of five, serving

a term of six years'. With its complement of professional

schools of law, medicine, theology, science, and many
special departments of the latter, jnore than any other

institution in America, and with but a few gaps yet to be

filled in its contpleteness of method and equipment to

bring it to comparison with foreign institutions of leaming>

Harvard College may claim to be in the most compre-

hensive sense of the term a university, a title which ia.

indeed, assumed, and generally applied to it. Recent

changes in the course of study in the college have allowed

a wide range for elective studies to undergraduates, tire

proportions being, one-fourth obligatory, three-fourths

elective, In the professional schools most of the stadies

are obligatory. The number of bound volumes in the

library and schools is 232,200. The number of liallB

owned and occupied fdr college uses is twenty-nine of

brick or stone, including ten for students' chambers. The

whole number of professors, instructors, &c., in all depar*-

ments, is 1 35 ; of librarians, proctors, and other oflScera

in the service of the college, 28. The- number of the

alumni of the college proper about 9600; the number in

all departments about 14,000.

HARVEST-BUG, a name erroneously applied to itte

hexapod larval condition of a mite, not one of the ItisecCa,

but belonging to the division Acaridea of the class Afach-

nidi. It is very small, of a brick-red colour, and.swarms

both among wild vegetation and cultivated plants, especi-
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ally near the sea. attaching itself, however, on the first

opportunity to the bodies of human beings, hares, dogs,

cats, and other mammals, and even insects. Ou reaching

tbe skin, it rapidly burrows deeply into it, causing a painful

itching, followed by a swelling of irritation and size varying

with the individuals attacked, and enduring for several days,

It is usually at the end of July or in August that' these

mites make their appearance ; and the frequency^ with

which they attach themselves to the lower extremities of

people walking in fields at harvest-time has given rise

to their trivial name. The effect of their subcutaneous

presence varies in different people, as above pientioned

;

in some it assumes so intensely painful an aspect as to

originate a disease called autumnal erythrema. Such

•everity of symptoms is generally found in warmer climates

tlan that of Great Britain j the mite however is plentiful,

and causes much annoyance, in Scotland, Extraction with

a fine needle, under a magnifying power, is the best way to

get rid of the pests ; but the application of a solution of

carbolic acid, benzine, sulphur ointment, or any other

powerful and easily diffused ioseoticide agent will usually

soon destroy them.
The iicientific name of tliis creature is Aearus (J^eptii.1 or 7'^h•onJ^

Alls) aulumnalis, and in Franco il has received various common
names, that of " rouget " being the best known. Jt has been

placed in different genera by moderu authors, who have hitherto

oiisidered It as a fully develoijed fonu, of somewhat doubtful

affinities. The old naturalist Degeer appears to have suspected its

correct status as an imperfect Acarus; but it has been reserved for

the French naturalist, M. P. W^giiin, to provo from actual obser-

Tation the fact that it is only the lar\a of a well-kno\vn mite,

Troinhidiiim, Itolosoriccum, a silky bright scarlet »pecies oft«D fonnd
in spriiifr and early summer in gardens and fields. This distiu-

gnisned Diologist has in like manner put beyond doubt the identity

•f various other membcra of the Acaridca, hitherto dissociated.

In April he found both sexes of the perfect mite, but at the end of

May and in June only grand females occunud. These in June and
July deposited their eggs, from which was hatched the creature

heretofore known as Acarus (or Leplus) aulumnalis. As soon as

this has implanted its mandibles into the skin of the individual
attacked, its abdomeu dilates perceptibly, finally becoming about
firo times as large as on leaving the egg, though the ccphalothorax
•nJ limbs remain unchanged. It turns to an octopoj nymph, or
puna ; and after hiberuation, during which tho nutritive fluids

imoilied in the parasitic stage are assimilated, the adult stage of a,

furely phytophagous Trombidium, capable of reproduction, is

wachcd.
There seems every reason to believe that the skin irritation

«»ased in Jlexico by a supposed insect, called Thalsahuate or Tlaha-
bitile by the Indians, is really produced by this or a closely allied

mite. Similar complaints are apparently caused by mites in
Brazil, Martinique, Honduras, &c. ; and the symptoms are naturally
ag^vated in such tropical localities.

Ao account, with figures, of all the stages of Tromhidiuvi Ticlo-

nricenm and the allied T. fuHginosum (of which the octopod T.
fhalaiigii, parasitic upon very long-legged spiders, is tbe nymph or
pu|m) will be found in the Anrudi-s dr.s Sciences JfaturcUcs, flrao

si-rie, iii. (187C), article No. 6, by JL Mcghin.

HAKVEY, Gabriel (1545-1630), an English writer of

the Elizabethan period, was the eldest son 'of a rope-maker
at Saffron Walden, and received his education at Christ's

College and Pembroke Hall, Cambridge, where we find

Lira-about 1576-78 lecturing on rhetoric. Immpdiatoly
afterwards ho appears to have been sent abroad by his
patron the earl of Leicester, to whom he refers in his Gratu-
lationum Waldinensium libri gualuor (Lond., 1578), a col-

lection of pieces in honour of the queen's visit to Audlcy
End, near his native town. In 1585 ho became doctor of
laws. Though Ilarvey expresses a desire to bo " epitaphed
the Inventour of the English Hexameter," his name,
familiar enough to his more learned contemporaries, would
probably have been well nigh forgotten had it not been for
his friendship with Spenser and his hostilities with Greene
and Nash. To the student of Spenser ho is familiar as one
of the poet's principal correspondents, and as the Ilobbinol
who wrote the poem prefixed to the " Faerie Queen." His
qtt»rrel with Greene and Nnsh was begun by Orccno allud-

ing in" his Quip for an Upstart Courtier (1592) ib tL« fact

that Harvey was the son of a rope-maker ; and after

Greene's death it raged with ever increasing violence until

the archbishop of Canterbury issued an order for the scizare

of all works written by either of the combatants.

^Harvey's extant publications, which contain many minor matters

of interest to the student of literature, are

—

Ciceronianus, London,
H. Binnemann, 1577 ; Rhetor, vd duorum ditruin Oraiio de KcUura,
Arte, (t Kxercilalione Jihctorica, 1577; Smithus vtl MusarumLaeh'
ryvicc, Iiond., 1678, in honour of. the scholarly Sir Thomas Smith;
Foure Letters and ccriaiue Sonnets, es}^eciaVy touching Robert Green*

and other parties by him abused, 1592 ; Pierce's Supercrogalion, or

a new Prayse of the Old Jisse, 1593, reprinted, but inaccurately, by
Mr Collier, 4to, 1868; Anew IMcr o/yolable ContenU, 1593; T/k
Trimming of Tliomas Nash, Ocntlc^nmt, by the high titnled Don
Richardo cle Medico Campio, 1597, reprinted in The Old Boob Col-

lector's Miscellany, Lond., 1871. Bea'Wa.rion'B Hiitory of English

Poetry, jlnzlitfs edition, and J. P. Collier's Biblicgraphieal mni
Critical Account of the Rarest Souks in the inglish Lariguage, Lond.,

1865, under '' Parvoy," " Nash," and " Greene."

HARVEY, Sib George (1806-1876), a Scottish painter

and president of the Royal Scottish Academy, was the son

of a watchmaker, and was born at St Ninians, near Stirling,

in February 1806. Soon after his birth his parenta

removed to Stirling, where George was apprenticed to a

bookseller. His love for art having, however, become very

decided, he in his eighteenth year'^entered the Trustees'

Academy at Edinburgh. Here he so distinguished himself

that in 1826 he was invited by the Scottish artists, who
had resolved to found a Scottish academy, to join it as an

associate. Indeed it was chiefly to the zeal and judgment

of Harvey and of two others that it owed its early success.

Harvey's first picture, A Village School, was exhibited in

1826 at the Edinburgh Institution; and from the time of

the opening of the Academy in the following year he con-

tinued annually to enrich its exhibitions by a succession

of pictures which, although they never obtained much fame

beyond the limits of Scotland, appealed with such effect to

Scottish sentiment as to win for him in his native land an

unrivalled popularity. Hig best known pictures are those

depicting historical episodes in religious history from a

puritan or pvangelical point of view, such as Covenanters

Preaching, Covenanters' Communion, John Bunyan and
his Blind Daughter, Sabbath Evening, and the Quitting of

the Wanse. He was, however, equally successful in subjects

not directly religious] and The Bowlers, A Highland

Funeral, The Ciirkrs, A Schuls Skailin', and Children

Blowing Bubbles in the Churchyard of Greyfriars, Edin-

burgh, manifest the same close observation of character,

artistic conception, aud conscientious elaboration of detail*.

In The Night Mail and Dawn Revealing the New World
to Columbus the (ispects of natijre are made use of ia

different ways, but with equal happiness, to lend impressivo-

ness and solemnity to hupian concerns, It was chiefly in

his later years that he devoted his attention to landscape,

th« branch of art in which on the whole ho wos most

successful, and there perhaps iii puggesting the deep calm

and the Bweet and varied cliarm which broods among tho

hills when nature is at rest. He olso devoted some atten-

tion to portraiture, among his works in this branch of art

being a portrait of Professor Wilson, now at the Philoso-

phical Institution, Edinburgh. In 1820 ho was elected %

fellow of the Royal Scottiah Academy, and in 1864 ha

suocoedod Sir J, W. Gordon as president. lie received the

honour of knighthood in 1867, His death took place at

Edinburgh, January 22, 1876

Sir George Ilnrvcy was tho author of a paper on the " Colour ot

tho Atmosjihcre," niad lioforo tho Edinburgh lioyal Society, and
afterwards published with illustrations in Good Words: and iu

1870 he published n small volume entitled Kotf3 of the Early Jfis-

tory of the Royal Scottish Academy. Selections from the Works if
Sir Qcorge Harvey, P.R.S.A., described by the Rev. A. L. Simp-
son, F.S.A. Sent., and photographed bu Thoinaa Amian, appeared

at Edinburgh iu 1889.
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HARVEy, William (1578-1657), the discoverer of the

circulatioa of the blood, was the eldest son of Thomas

Harvey, a prosperous Keatish yeoman, and was born at

Folkestone on April 1, 1578. After passing through the

grammar school of Canterbury, on the 31st of May 1593,

having just entered his sixteenth year, he became a

pensioner of Caius College, Cambridge; at nineteen he

took hia B.A. degree, and soon after, having chosen the

profession of medicine, he went to study at Padua under

Fabricius and Casserius (see ANATOjn^, vol i. pp. 809,

810). At the age of twenty-four Harvey became doctor of

medicine, April 1602. Returning to England in the first

year of James I., he settled in London; and two'years

later he married the daughter of Dr Lancelot Brown, who
had been physician to Queen Elizabeth. In the same year

^irvey became a candidate of the Royal College of Phy-

sicians, and was duly admitted a fellow '(June 1607). In

1609 he obtained the reversion of the post of physician to

St Birtholom ew's Hospital. His application was supported

bj the king liimself and by Dr Atkins, the presidert of

yie college. On the death of Dr \Yilkinson in the coarse

pf the same year he succeeded to the post. He was

thrice censor of the college, and in 1615 was appointed

Lumleian lecturer. In the following year—the year of

Shakespeare's death—he began liis course of lectures, and

first brought forward his views upon the movements of

the heart and blood.^ Meantime his practice increased,

and he had the lord chancellor, Francis Bacon, and the earl

of Arundel among his patients. In 1618 he was appointed

physician extraordinary to James I., and on the next

vacancy physician in ordinary to his successor. In 1628,

the year of the publication of the Exercitalio Anatomica

de Motit, Cordis et Sanguwis, he was elected treasurer of

the CoUege of Physicians, but at the end of the following

year he resigned the office, in order, by command of Charles

I., to accompany the young duke of Lennox (James

Stuart, afterwards duke of Richmond) on his -travels. He
appears to have visited Italy, and returned in 1632. Four

years later he accompanied the earl of Arundel on his em-

Gassy to the emperor. He was eager in collecting objects

of natural history, sometimes causing the earl anxiety for

his safety by his excursions in a country infested by robbers

after the Thirty Years' War. In a letter written on this

journey, he says
—" By the way we could scarce see a dog,

«row, kite, raven, or any bird, or anything *o anatomize

;

only some few miserable people, the reliques of the war and

the plague, whom famine had made anatomies before I

came." Having returned to his practice in London at

the close of the year 1636, he accompanied Charles L in

one of his journeys ko Scotland (1639 or 1641). While at

Edinburgh he visited the Bass Rock; he minutely describes

its abundant popuhtion of sea-fowl in his treatise De Gene-

ratione, and incidentally speaks of the then credited account

of the solan goose growing on trees as a fable. Ho was
in attendance on the king at the battle of Edgehill (October

1642), where he withdrew under a hedge with the prince of

Wale? and the duke of York (then boys of twelve and ten

years old), "and took out of his pocket a book and read.

But he had not read very long before a bullet of a great

gun grazed on the .ground ueir him, which made him re-

move his station," as he afterwards told Aubrey. After the

indecisive battle, Harvey followed Charles I. to Oxford,
" where," writes- the same gossiping narrator, " I first saw
him, but was then too young to be acquainted with so

great a doctor. I remember he came several times to our
college (Trinity) to George Bathurst, B,D.,^whohad a hen

' A venerable MS. notcTjook iu Hai-vey'.<! ow-n crabbed handwriting
wa3 discovered only lately iu the British Museum, with the title
•• Pi-Electioiies anatoniica!," &c. . this, so far as it has been deciphered,
tavtiins tbs germs of his great discovei-j.

to hatch eggs in his chamber, which they opened daily to

see the progress and way of generation." In Oxford he
remained three years, and there was some chance of his

being superseded in his office at St Bartholomew's Hos-

pital, " because lie hath withdrawn himself from hia

charge, and is retired to the party in arms against the

Parliament." It was no doubt at this time ihat hia

lodgings at Whitehall were searched, and not only the

furniture seized but also invaluable manuscripts and ana-

tomical preparations."

While with the king at Oxford he was made warden

of Merton College, but a year later, in 1646, that city

surrendered to Fairfax, and Harvey returned to London.

He was now sixty-eight years old, and, having resigned his

appointments and relinquished the cares of practice, lived

in learned retirement with one or other of his brothers. It

was in his brother Daniel's house at Combe that Dr (after-

wards Sir George) Ent, a faithful friend and disciple (1 604-

1689), visited him in 1650. "I found him," he says,

" with a cheerful and sprightly countenance investigating,

like Democritus, the nature of things. Asking if all were

well with him—'How can that be,' he replied, 'when the

state is so agitated with storms and I myself am yet in the

open sea? And indeed, were not my mind solaced by my
studies and the recollection of the observations I have

formerly made, there is nothing which should make me
desirous of a longer continuance. But thus employed, this

obscure life and vacation from public cares which would

disgust other minds is the medicine of mine.'" The work

on which he had been chiefly engaged at Oxford, and in-

deed since the publication of his treatise on the circula;

tion in 1628, was an investigation into the recondite but

deeply interesting subject of generation. Charles L had

been an enlightened patron of Harvey's studies, had put the

royal deer parks at Windsor and Hampton Court at hia

disposal, and had watched his demonstration of the growth

of the chick with no less interest than the movements ol

the living heart. Harvey had now collected a large numbei

of observations, though he would probably have delayed

their publication. But Ent succeeded in obtaining the

manuscripts, with authority to print them or not as he

should find them. "I went from him," he says, "like

another Jason in possession of the golden fleece, and when

I came home and perused the pieces singly, I was amazed

that so vast a treasure should have been so long hidden."

The result was the publication of the jSxerciiationes dt

Geruraiione (1651).

This was the last of Harvey's labours. He had now

reached his seventy -third year. His theory of the circula-

tion had been opposed and defended, and was now generally

accepted by the most eminent anatomists both at home

and abroad. He was known and honoured throughout

Europe, and his own college erected a statue in his honoui

(1652), "viro monumentis suis immortali." In 1654 he

was elected to the highest post in his profession, that of

president of the college ; biit the following day he met the

assembled fellows, and, declining the honour for hims^
on account of the infirmities of age, recommended the

re-election of the late president Dr Prujean. He accepted,

* "Ignoscant mihl nives aninia;, si, summaiutn injurianuu memor,

levem gemitura effudero. Doloris Tnihi base rausa est: cum, inter

nuperos nostros tumultus et bella plusquani civilia, serenissimum regem

(idque non solum senatus permissioue sed et jussu) sequor, rapaces

qutedam manus non modo sedium meavum supellectilem oninem

cxpilarunt, sed etiam, quae mihi cansa gravior querimonise, adversaria

mea, multorum annonim laboiibus parta, e museo meo summoyemnV

Quo factum est ut observ.ationes pluiiniae, prieserlim de generatione in^

sectomra, cum republicae literarite (ausim diceie)detrimeijto, penerinL

—De Geo., Ei. Ixriii. To this loss Cowley refers

—

**0 cursed war 1 who c.nn forgive thee this?

Houses and towns may rise again,

And ten times easier 'tis

To rebuild Paul's thaT any vork of bis."
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howe'er, tbe office of consiliariu*, whicL lie again held iu

the two following years. He had already emiclied the

college with other gifts besides the houour of his name.

He had raised for them "a noble building of Roman
architecture (rustic work with Corinthian pilasters), com-

prising a great parlour or conversation room below and a

library above "
; he had furnished the library with books,

and filled the museum with " simples and rarities," as well

as with specimens of instruments used in the surgical and

obstetric branches of medicine. At last he determined to

give to his beloved college his paternal estate at Burmarsh

m Kent. Hb wife had died some years before, his brothers

were wealthy men, and he was childless, so that he was

defrauding no heir when, in July 1G5G, he made the

transfer of this property, then valued at £56 per annum,

with provision for a salary to the college librarian and for

the endowment of an annual oration, whicli is still given

on the anniversary of the day. Tlie orator, so Harvey

orders in his deed of gift, is to exhort the fellows of the

college " to search out and study the secrets of nature by

way of experiment, and also for the honour of the profession

to continue mutual love and affection among themselves."

Harvey, like his contemporary and great successor Syden-

ham, was long afflicted with gout, but he preserved his

activity of mind to an advanced age. In his eightieth year,

on the 3d of June 1657,^ he was attacked by paralysis, and
though deprived of speech was able to send for his nephews
and distribute his watch, ring, and other personal trinkets

among them. Ho died the same evening, " the palsy giving

him an easy passport," and was buried with great honour

in his brother Eliab's vault at Hempstead in Essex,
" annorum et fama; satur."

Aubrey, to whom we owe most of the minor particu-

lars about Harvey which have been preserved, says—" In

person he was not tall, but of the lowest stature ; round

faced, olivaster complexion, little eyes, round, very black,

full of spirits ; his hair black as a raven, but quite white

twenty years before he died." The best portrait of him
extant is by Cornelius Janson in the library of the College

of Physicians, one of those rescued from the great fire, which
destroyed their original hall in 1G66. It has been often

engraved, and is prefixed to the fine edition of his works
published in 17CG.

Harvey's Work on the Circulation.—In' estimating tne

character and value of the discovery announced in the
Exercilatio de Motu Cordis et Sanyiiinis, it is necessary to

bear in mind the previous state of knowledge on the subject.

Aristotle taught that in man and the higher animals the
blood was elaborated from the food in the liver, thence
carried to the heart, and sent by it through the veins over
the body. His successors of the Alexandrian school of

medicine, Erasistratus and Herophilus, further elaborated
his system, and taught that, while the veins carried blood
from the heart to the members, the arteries carried a subtle
kind of air or spirit. For the practical physician only two
changes had been made in this tJieory of the circulation

between the Christian era and the ICth century. Galen
had discovered that the arteries were not, as their name
implies, merely air-pipes, but that they contained blood
as well as vital air or spirit. And it had been gradually
ascertained that the nerves (vci'pa) which arose from the
brain and conveyed " animal spirits " to the body were
different from the tendons or sinow-s (vtZpa) which attach
muscles^ to bones. First, then, the physicians of the time
of Linacro knew that tho blood is not stagnant in the
body. So did Shakespeare and Homer, and every augui

' This is the date usually givcu according to tho college annola.
Gmugei-'s Biographical History ofEngland makes it Juno 30; Hamey,
a contompovary, Juno 15 ; while Dr Lawrence, following the Inscrip
tion ou the lonil), gives June 3, 1668.

who inspected the entrails of a victim, and every village

barber who breathed a vein. , Plato evenouses the expres-

sion TO aifjLd Kara vavra ra /ttXr; <T<^oSpu)s Trtpi^jupicrOau But
no one had a conception of a continuous stream returning

to its source (a circulation in the true sense of the word)
either in the system or in the lungs. If they used the
word circulatio, as did Caesalpinus,'- it was as vaguely as
the French policeman cries " Circulez." The moveinents
of the blood were in fact thought to be slow and
irregular in direction as well as in speed, like the " circula-

tion" of air in a house, or the circulation of a crowd in

tho streets of a city. Secondly, they supposed that one
kind of blood flowed from the liver to the right venti icle

of the heart, and thence to the lungs and the general system
by the veins, and that another kind flowed from the left

ventricle to the lungs and general system by the arteries.

Tldrdly, they supposed that the septum of the heart was
pervious and allowed blood to pass directly from the

right to the left side. Fourthly, they had no conception

of the functions of the heart as the motor power of tho

movement of the blood. They doubted whether its sub-

stance was muscular
;
'they supposed its pulsation to be

due to expansion of the spirits it contained; they believed

the only dynamic effect which it had on the blood to be

sucking it in during its active diastole, and they supposed
the chief use of its constant movementa to be the due
mixture of blood and spirits.

Of the great anatomists of the 1 Gth century, Sylvius (/«
nipp. et Gal. Phijs. Partem Analom. Isac/oye) described the

valves of the veins; Vesalius {De llamani Corporis Fubn'ca,

1542) ascertained that the septum between the right and
left ventricles is complete, though he could not bring

himself to deny the invisible pores which Galen's system
demanded. Servetus, in his Christianismi Rexliiutia

(1553), goes somewhat further than his fellow-student

Vesalius, and says— " Paries ille medius non est aptus ad
communicationem et elaborationem illam ; licet aliquid

resudare possit
;
" and, from this anatomical fact and the

large size of the pulmonary arteries he concludes that there

is a communication in the lungs by which blood passes from

the pulmonary artery to the pulmonary vein—"Eodem
artificioquo in hepato fit transfusio a vena portss ad venam
cavam propter sanguinem, fit etiam iii pulmono transfusi«>

a vena arteriosa ad artcriam venosara propter spiritum."

The natural spirit of the left side aud the vital spirit of the

right side of the heart were therefore, he concluded, practi-

cally the same, and hence two instead of three distinct

spiritus should be admitted. It seems doubtful whether

even Servetus rightly conceived of the entire mass of the

blood passing through the pulmonary artery and tho lungs.

The transference of the spiritus tiaturalis to the lungs, and
its return to the left ventricle as spiritus- viialis, was the

function which he regarded as important. Indeed a true

conception of tho lesser circulation as a transference of thp

whole blood of the right side to the left was impossiblp

until the corresponding transference in tho greater or

systemic circulation was discoverod. Servetus, liowever,

was the true predecessor of Harvey in physiology, and his

claims to that honour are perfectly authentic and univer-

sally admitted.^

Tho way then to Harvey's great work had been paved

by tho discovery of tho valves in tho veins, and by that

of tho lesser circulation,—tho former due to Sylvius and
Fabricius, the latter to Sefvetus,—but the significance of the

' Indeed tlio danio word, T»(ifo Jot aTfiaroi, oicurs In tho Illppocratie

writinRs, and was hold by Van dor I.iudoii to prove tliat to tho fntlior

of nic<licina himself, and not to Columbus or Ca'salpiuiu, belonged tb«

laurels of Ilarvcy.

' Realdus Columbus (De Re Anatomica, 1559) formally deniea the

muscularity of the heart, vet corrcoUy teaches that blood and »i>irit»

pons from the right to tbe :ci't ventricle, nut through tbe septum.
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ralve3 was unsuspected, and the fact of even the pulmonary
circulation was not generally admitted in its full meaning.

In his treatise Harvey proves (1) that it is the con-

traction, not the dilatation, of the heart which coincides

with the pulse, and that the ventricles as true muscular
sacs squeeze the blood which they contain into the aorta and
pulmonary artery

; (2) that the pulse is not produced by the

arteries enlarging and so filling, but by the arteries being
filled with blood and so enlarging; (3) that there are no
pores in the septum of the heart, so that the whole blood
in the right ventricle is sent to the lungs and round by the
pulmonary veins to the left ventricle, and also that the whole
blood in the left ventricle is again sent into the arteries,

round by the smaller veins into the vense cava?, and by them
to the right ventricle again— thus making a complete "cir-

culation "
; (4) that the blood in the arteries and that in the

veins is the same blood
; (5) that the action of the right and

left sides of the heart, auricles, ventricles, and valves, is the
same, the mechanism in both being for reception and pro-

pulsion of liquid and not of air, since the blood on the right
side, though mixed with air, is still blood

; (6) that the
blood sent through the arteries to the tissues is not all used,

but that most of it runs through into the veins
; (7) that

there is no to and fro undulation in the veins, but a con-
stant stream from the distant parts towards the heart

; (6)
that the dynajnical starting-point of the blood is the heart
and not the liver.

The method by which Harvey arrived at his complete and
almost faultless solution of the most fundamental and diffi-

cult problem in physiology has been often discussed, and is

well worthy of atterftion.. He begins his treatise by point-
ing out the many inconsistencies and defects in the
Galenical theory, quoting the writings of Galen himself,
of Fabricius, Columbus, and others, with great respect, but
with unflinching criticism. For, in his own noble languagg,
wise men must learn anatomy, not from the decrees of
philosophers, but from the fabric of nature herself, " nee ita

in verba jurare antiquitatis magistrse, ut veritatem amicam
in apertis relinquant, et in conspectu omnium deserant."
He had, as we know, not only furnished himself with all

the knowledge that books and the instructions of the best

bat through the lungs, "quod nemo hactenus aut animadvertit aut
BCTiptum rellquit. " The fact that Harvey quotes Ckjlambos and not
Servetus is explained by the almost entire destruction of the writings
of the latter, which are now among the rarest curiosities. The great
anatomist Fabricius, Harvey's teacher at Padua, described the valves of
the veins more perfectly than had Sylvius. Ruini, in his treatise on
the Anatomy and Diseases of the Horse (1590), taught that the left
ventricle sends blood and vital spirits to all parts of the body except
the lungs—the ordinary Galenical doctrine. Yet on the strength of this
phrase Professor Ercolani has actually put up a tablet in the veterinary
school at Bologna to Buini as the discoverer of the circulation of the
blood I The clivims of Ceesalpinus, a more plausible claimant to
Harvey's laurels, are scarcely better founded. In his Quccstiones
Peripateticce (1571) he followed Servetus and Columbus in describing
what we now know as the pulmonary " circulation" under that name,
ftnd this is the only foundation for the assertioc (first made in Bayle's
dictionary) that Ciesalpinus knew "the circulation of the blood." He
is even behind Servetus, for he only allows part of the blood of the
right ventricle to go round by this "circuit"; some, he conceives,
passes through the hypotheti ':al pores in the septum, and the rest
by the superior cava to the head and arras, by the inferior to the rest
of the body—" Hanc esse venarum utilitatera ut omnes partes corporis
Banguinera pro nutrimento deferant. Ex dextro venti* cordis vena
cava sanguinem crassiorem, in quo calor inteusus est magis, ex altero
autem venti", sanguinem temperatissimum ac sincerissimum habente,
egreditur aorta." Csesalpinus seems to have had no original views on
the subject ; all that he writes is copied from Galen or from Servetus
except some erroneous observ.itions of his own. His greatest merit
was as a botanist ; and no claim to the " discovery of the circulation

"

was made by him or by his contemporaries. When it was made, Haller
decided conclusively against it. The fact that an inscription was lately
placsd on the bust of Cassalninns a Rome, which states that he
preceded others in recognizing and demonstrating " the general circula-
tion of the blood," is only a proof of the blindness of misplaced
national vanity.

anatomists of Italy could give, but, by a long series of dis-

sections, had gained a far more complete knowledge of the
comparative anatomy of the heart and vessels than any
contemporary—we may almost say than any successor,

until the times of Hunter and Meckel. Thns equipped, he
tells us that he began his investigations into the movements
of the heart and blood by looking at them

—

i.e., by seeing
their action in living animals. After a modest preface, he
heads his first chapter " Ex vivorum dissectione, qualis sit

cordis motus." He minutely describes what he saw
and handled in dogs, pigs, serpents, frogs, and fishes,

and even in slugs, oysters, lobsters, and insects, in the

transparent minima squilla, "quse Anglice dicitur a
shrimp," and lastly in the chick while still in the shell.

In these investigations he used a perspicillum or simple
lens. He particularly describes his observations and experi-

ments on the ventricles, the auricles, the arteries, and
the veins. He shows how the arrangement of the vessels

in the foetus supports his theory. He adduces facts

observed in disease as well as in health to prove the rapi-

dity of the circulation. He explains how the m,echanism
of the valves in the veins is adapted, not, as Fabricius
believed, to moderate the flow of blood from the heart, hut
to favour its flow to the heart. °He estimates the capacity

of each ventricle, and reckons the rate at which the whole
mass of blood passes through it. He elaborately and clearly

demonstrates the efi'ect of obstruction of the blood-stream

in arteries or in veins, by the forceps in the case of a snake,

by a ligature on the arm of a man, and illustrates his argu-

ment by figures. He then sums up his conclusion thus :

—

" Circulari quodam motu, in circuitu, ag'itari in animalibus
sanguinem, et esse in perpetuo motu; et hanc esse actionem
sive functionem cordis quam pulsu peragit ; et omnino
motus et pulsus cordis causam unam esse." Lastly, in the

15th, 16th, and 17th chapters, he adds certain confirmatory

evidence, as the efi'ect of position on the circulation, the

absorption of animal poisons and of medicines applied

externally, the muscular structure of the heart and the

necessary working of its valves. The whole treatise, which
occupies only 67 pages of large print in the quarto edition

of 1766, is a model of accurate observation, patient accumu-
lation of facts, ingenious experimentation, bold yet cautious

hypothesis, and logical deduction.

In one point only was the demonstration of the circula-

tion incomplete. Harvey could not discover the capillary

channels by which the blood passes from the arteries to the

veins. This gap in the circulation was supplied several

years later by the great anatomist Malpighi, who in 1661

saw in the lungs of a frog, by the newly invented micro-

scope, how the blood passes from the one set of vessels

to the other. Harvey saw all that could be seen by the

unaided eye in his observations on living animals; Malpighi,

four years after Harvey's death, by another observation on

a living animal, completed the splendid chain of evidence.

If this detracts from Harvey's merit it leaves Servetus no
merit at all. But in fact the existence of the channels first

seen by Malpighi was as clearly pointed to by Harvey's

reasoning as the existence of Neptune by the calculations

of Le Verrier and of Adams.

Harvey himself and all his contemporaries were well aware of the

novelty and importance of his theory. He says in the admirable
letter to Dr Argent, president of the College of Physicians, which
follows the dedication of his treatise to Charles I., that he should

not have ventured to publish "a book which alone asserts that

the blood pursues its coui'se and flows back again by a new
path, contrary to the received doctrine taught so many ages by
innumerable learned and illustrious men," if he had not set

forth his theory for more than nine years in his college lectures,

gradually brought it to perfection, and convinced his colleRg"»-'»

by actual demonstrations of the truth of what he advanced. Hs
anticipates opposition, and even obloquy or loss, from the novelty

of his views. These jnticipatiors however, the event proved to
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a.iTO I'ccii grouniUcss. If wc arc to crciHt Aubrey in.lccd, he fouuJ
thnt after tbo publication of the He Motu "ho full niiglitily in his

practice ; 'twas believed by tlio vulgar that he was crackbrained,

and all the physicians ivcni against liini." lint the bu-t a^sscrlion

is demonstrably uutiuo ; anil if apothecaries and patients ever for-

sook him, they must soon have returned, for Harvey loft a hand-
some fortune, liy his own profession the book was received as it

deserved. So novel a doctrine was not to bo accepted without due

inquiry, but his colleagues had heard his lectures and seen his

jlcmonstrations for years ; they were already convinced of the truth

of his theory, urged its publication, continuecl him in his lecture-

ship, and paid him every honour in their power. Abroad the book
was widely read and mucli canvassed. Few accepted the new
theory; but no one dreamt of claiming the honour of it for himself,

nor for several jears did any oue pretend that it could be found in

the works of previous authors. The first attack on it was a feeble

tract by oue .'.'rimcrose, a pupil 'of Riolanus (Excrc. et Animadv. in

Libr. ({arvci d'. Motu Cord, ct Sang., 1630). Five years later-

Parisa'ius, an Italian iihysician, published his Lapis Lytlius dc

ilotit Cord, ct Sang. (Venice, 1635), a still more bulky and futile

performance. Primeroso's attacks were " imbellia plcranue " and
" sinn ictu ;" that of Parisanus "in quamplurimis turpius, ' accord-

ing to the contemporary judgineut of Vcssling. Their duluuss has

protected them from further censure. Cas|iar Hofl'mann, professor

at Nuremberg, while admitting the truth of the lesser circulation in

the full flarveian sense, denied the rest of tlie new doctrine. To
him the English anatomist replied in a short letter, still extant,

with great consideration yet with modest dignity, beseeching him
to convince himself by actual inspection of the truth of the facts in

(juestion. He concludes—"1 accept your censure in the candid

and friendly spirit in which you say you wrote it ; do you also the

same to me, now that I have answered you in the same spirit."

This letter is dated Jlay 1636, and in that year Harvey passed

through Nuremberg with the earl of Arundel, and visited Hoffmann.
But he failed to convince him ; "nee tanieii v.aluit Harveius vel

coram," writes Sehlegcl, who, however, afterwards succeeded in

persuading the obstinate old Galcnist to soften his opposition to the

new doctrine, and thinks that his com]ilete conversion might have
been effected if ho had but lived a little longer— " nee dubito quiu
concessisset tandem in nostra castra." While in Italy the follow-

ing year Harvey visited his old university of Padua, and demon-
strated his views to Professor Vcssling. A few months later this

excellent anatomist wrote him a courteous aud sensible letter, with
certain objections to the new tlieoiy. Tlio answer to this has not

been preserved, but it convinced lii's c,andid opponent, who admitted
the truth of the circulation in a second letter (both were published

in 1640), and afterwards told a friend, " Harveium nostrum si audis,

ftgnosccs coelestem sanguinis et spiritns ingiessum ex arteriis per

vonas in dextrum conlis sinum." Meanwhile a greater convert,

ncscartos, in his Disconrs sar la Mithodo (1637) had announced his

adhesion to the new doctrine, and refers to "the English physician

to whom belongs the honour of having first shown that tlie course

of the blood in the body is nothing less than a kind of perpetual

movement in a circle." Waltcus of Leydcn, Pegius of Utrecht,

and Sehlegcl of Hamburg successively adopted the new physiology.

<Jf these professors, Uegius was mauled by the pertinacious Prime-
rose and mauled him in return (Sponcjiaqua clumUur sordcs q%tos Jac.

/'ritniroaiwf, &c., and Antidotnm adv. Spongiam vcnaiatavi noir.
licgii). Descartes afterwards repeated Harvey's vivisections, and,

ir.ore convinced than ever, demolished an unlucky Professor

Plempius of Louvain, v/ho ha^ written on th« other side. Dr
Oeorge lint also published an y/^'o/ojm j»co Circulatiotic Sanguinis
in answer to Pari.sanus.

At last Riolan ventured to publish his Enchiridiuvi Anatomicum
(1648), in which ho attacks Harvey'i theory, and proposes one
of his own. Riolan had accompanied the f|ueen dowager of France
(Maria de' Medici) on a vii.it to her daughter at "Whitehall, and
had there met Harvey and discussed his theory. He was, in the

opinion of the judicious Haller, " vir a.sper et in nuperos suosquo

coaivos immitis ac nemini parcens, nimis avidus suurum laudum
prxco, ct se ipso fatente nnatomicorum princeps." Harvey rejilied

to the Enchiridium with perfectly courteous language and pevlectly

condnsivo arguments, in two letters Do Cirnilalione Sanguinis,
which were published at Cambridge in 1649, and are atill well worth
reading. Ho speaks hero of the " circuitus sanguinis a mo in-

ventus." Riolati was unconvinced, but lived to sco another pro-

fi-.ssor of anatomy appointed in his own university who taught
Harvey's doctrines. Kven in Italy, Trullius, professor of anatomy
at Rome, expounded the new doctrine in 1651. But the most
illastrious converts were Pecquet of Dieppe, the discoverer of tho

thoracic duct, and of tho true course of the lacteal vessels, and
Thomas Bortholinus of Copenhagen, in his Anaiome ex omnium
Vettrum Rcccnliorunique. Ooaervationibus, imprimis Ilistitutionibus

beati mei paraUis Caspari Bartholini, ad Circulationcm Jlarvcianam
et vasa lymphatica rcnovata (Leyden, 1651). At lost Plempius also

retracted all his objections; for, as he candidly Btated, "having
opened the bodies of a few living dogs, I find that all Harvey's state-

11 -r.'*

nients aro perfectly true. " Hobbes of Jfalmesbury could thus say in
tho preface to hisi'fcmciitoPAiVosopAi'nithat his friend Harvey, "solus
quod sciam, doctrinam novam su]<erata invidia vivens stabilivit."

It has lieou made a reproiich to Harvey that he failed to appreciate
the importance of the discoveries of the lacteal and lymphatic vesseU
by Aselli, Pecquet, and Bartholinus. In three letters on the
subject, one to Dr Morrison of Paris (1652) and two to Dr Horst of
Darmstadt (1655), a correspondent of Bartholin's, he discusses
these observations, and slinwa himself unconvinced of their accuracy.
He writes, however, with great moderation and reasonableness, and
excuses himself from investigating the subject further on the score
of the infirmities of age ; he was then aljove seventy-four. Tho
following quot.ition shows the spirit of these letters:

—"Laudo
equidem summopero Pecqueti aliorumquo in indaganda veritate

iudustriam siugularem, nee dubito quin multa adhuc in Dcmocrili
puteo abscondita siut, a venturi sa;culi indefatigabili diligentia

expromenda." Bartholin, though reasonably disappointed in not
having Harvey's concurrjnce, speaks of him with the utmost respect,

and generously says that the glory of discovering the movements of

tho heart and of the blood was euo\igh for one man.

Harvei/'s Work on Generation.—We Lave seen how
Dr Ent persuaded hi.s friend to publish this book in 1G51.

It is between five and six times as long as the Exerc. de

Motu Cord, et Sang., and is followed by excursus De Partu,

De UteriMembranis, De Conceptione ; but, though the fruit of

as patient and extensive observations, its value is far inferior.

The subject was far more abstruse, and in fact inaccessible

to proper investigation without the aid of the microscope.

And the field v;as almost untrodden since the days of Aris-

totle. Fabricius, Harvey's master, in his v^ork DeFormatione
Old el Pulli ( 1 G 2

1 ), had alone preceded him in modern times.

Moreover, the seventy-two chapters which form the book

lack the coordination so conspicuous in the earlier treatise,

and some of them seem almost like detached chapters of a

system which was never completed or finally revised.

Aristotle had believed tliat the njale parent furnished the body of

the future embryo, while tho female only nourished and formed the

seed ; this is in fact the theory on which, in the Enmcnides of

.^schylus, Apollo obtains the acquittal of Orestes. Galen taught

almost as erroneously that each parent contributes seeds, the uuion

of which produced the young animal. Harvey, after speaking with

due honour of Aristotle and Fabricius, begins rightly "ab ovo";

for, as he renrarks, "eggs cost little and are always and everywhere

to be had," and moreover "almost all animals, even those which

bring forth their youug alive, and man himself, are produced from

eggs" ("omnia omnino animalia, etiam vivipara, atnuo homincni

adeo ipsum, ex ovo progigni"). This dictum, usually quoted as

"onrne vivum ex ovo," would alone stamp this work as worthy of

the discoverer of the circulation of the blood, but it was a ]irc-

vision of genius, and was not proved to be a fact until Von liacr

discovered tho mammalian ovum in 1827. Harvey proceeds with

a careful anatomical description of the ovary and oviduct of the hen,

describes the new-laid egg, and then gives an account of the ai>-

pearanco seen on tho successive days of incubation, from the 1st to

the 6th, the 10th, and tho 14th, and lastly describes the jirocess of

hatching. He then comments upon and corrects the opinions of

Aristotle and Fabricius, declares against spontaneous generation

(though in one passage ho seems to admit tho current doctrine of

production of worms by putrefaction as an exception), proves that

there is no scrucn fvmincum, that the chalaza; of tho heu's ci^' are

not the semen galli, and that both parents contribute to tho forma-

tion of the egg. Ho describes accurately the first appearance of tho

ovarian ova as mere specks, their assumption of yelk, and after-

wards of albumen. In chapter xlv. he describes two nulhods of

production of the emliryo from the oviim : one is mcluuwiphosis, or

tlio direct transformation of pre-existing material, as a worm from

an egg, or a bntterlly from an anrelia (chrysjilis) ; tho other is

cpigenesis, or development with addition of parts, tho true genera,

tion observed in all higher animals. Chaptei-s xlvi.-I. are devoted

to the abstruse question of the elllcient causj of generation, which,

after much discussion of the opinions of Aristotle and of Scnncrtius,

Harvey refers to the action of both parents os tho efficient instru-

ments of tho first groat cau.so.' Ho then goes on to describe the

' So In Excrc, llv. : "Soporlor Itmiiio ct illvlnlor oplfcx, n"«m CJt homo. Tldctur

liomlncm fnbrlcoro ct conscrvnio, ct roblllur •rtlfcx, qiutn Rnllui, puUum ex

ovo produccrc Kcmpo aRnosclmuB Pcum, crcatorcm uminum vlquo

omnlpolcntcm. In cunctorum »nlni«llam fuliilo ubiquo piKKnlcm cue, fl In

opcrlbm aula quml aiglto montlrnrl; cii|ii» In procrcalloiio pulll Instiumcnl*

Itit (tallus ct K"'!!'"'' • • f>"^ culquain annc hrc nllrihula convcniunt nlil

omnlpotcnll rcrum Prlnclpln. quocunquc dcmum nomine lillpsum ippcllara

llbuorlt: bIvo Mciitcm dlvlnnm cum ArlMotcIc. »lve cum I'lttonc Animim Mundl.

aut cum alll§ Nntumm nalurnntcm. vil cum cthnlcl.s Satuinum iut levcro
;
v«l

pollua (ut nog dixrct) Crcatorcm «c Patrcm omnium qu* In cecils ct tcrrl>. a qua

animalia coiumque orlglnca dcpcndcni, cujuiquo nulu alva citalo Bunt «t

gcncrantur omniib
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order in which the several parts appear in the chick. He states that

the puKCium saliens or foetal heart is the first organ to be s6en, and
explains that the nutrition of the cliick is not only effected by yelk

conveyed directly into the midgut, as Aristotle taught, but also by
absorption from yelk and white by the umbilical (omphalomeseraic)

veins ; on the fourth day of incubation appear two masses (which he
oddly names vcrmiculus)^ one of which develops into three vesicles,

to form the cerebrum, cerebellum, and eyes, the other into the

breastbone and thorax ; on the sixth or seventh day come the

viscera, and lastly, the feathera and other external parts. Harvey
points out how nearly this order of development in the cluck agrees

with what he had observed in mammalian and particulp.rl}' in human
embryos. He notes the bifid apex of the foetal heart in man
and the ec[ual thickness of the ventricles, the soft cartilages which
represent the future bones, the large amount of liquor amnii and
absence of placenta which cliaracterize the fcetus in the third month

;

in the fourth the position of the testes in the abdomen, and the uterus

with its Fallopian tubes resembling the uterus bicornis of the sheep;

the large thymus ; the CiECUm, small as in the adult, not forming a

second stomach as in the pig, the horse, and the hare ; the lobulated

kidneys, like those of the seal {"rilulo," sc. marino) and porpoise,

and the large suprarenal veins, not much smallar than those of the

kidneys (li.-lvi.). He failed, however, to trace tlie connexion of

the urachus with the bladder. lu the following chapters (Ixiii. -

Ixxii. ) he describes the process of generation in the fallow deer or
the roe. After again insisting that all animals arise from ova,

that a '

' conception " is an internal egg and an egg an extruded
conception, he goes on to describe the uterus of the doe, the process
of impregnation, and the subsequent development of the fcetus and
its membraues, the jmnctum saliens, the cotyledons of the placenta,

and the "uterine milk," to wliich Professor Turner has lately

recalled attention. The treatise concludes with detached notes on
the placenta, parturition, and allied subjects.

Jlarvey's other Writings and Medical Practice.—The
remaining writings of Harvey which are extant are unim-
portant. A complete list of them will be found below,
together with the titles of those which we know to be
lost. Of these the most important were probably that on
respiration, and the records of post-mortem examinations.

From the following passage {De Partu, p. 550) it seems
that he had a notion of respiration being connected rather

with the production of animal heat than, as then generally

supposed, with the cooling of the blood. "Hao qui
diligenter perpenderit, naturamqne aeris diligenter intro-

spexerit, facile opinor fatebitur eundem nee refrigerationis

gratia nee in pabulum animalibus cor.cedi. Hsec autem
obiter duntaxat de respiratione diximus, proprio loco de

eadem forsitan copiosius disceptaturi."

Of Harvey as a practising physician we know very

little. Aubrey te'l us that " he paid his visits on horse-

back with a footcloth, his man following on foot, as the

fashion then was." He adds—" Though all of his pro-

fession would allow him to be an excellent anatomist, I

never heard any that admired his therapeutic way. I

knew several practitioners that would not have given

threepence for one of his bills " (the apothecaries used to

collect physicians' prescriptions and sell or publish, them
to their own profit), " and that a man could hardly tell by
his bill what he did aim at." However this may have
been,—and rational therapeutics was impossible when the
foundation-stone of physiology had only just been laid,^
we know that Harvey was an active practitioner, perform-
ing such important surgical operations as the removal of a
breast, and he turned his obstetric experience to account
in his book on generation. Some good practical precepts

as to the conduct of labour are quoted by Willoughby, a
contemporary. He also took notes of the anatomy of

disease ; these unfortunately perished with his other
manuscripts. Otherwise we might regard him as a fore-

runner of Morgagni; for Harvey saw that pathology is

but a branch of physiology, and like it must depend first

on accurate anatomy. He speaks strongly to this purpose
in his first epistle to Eiolanus : "Sicut enim sanorum
et boni habitus corporum dissectio plurimum ad philo-

sophiam et rectam physiologiam faoit, ita corporum mor-
bosorum et cachccticorum inspectio potissimum ad patho-

logiam philosophicam." The only specimen we have
of his observations in morbid anatomy is his account of

the post-mortem examination made by order of the king
on the body of the famous Thomas Parr, who died in 1635,
at the reputed age of 152. Harvey insists on the value

of physiological truths for their own sake, independently
of their immediate utility ; but he himself gives us an
interesting example of the practical application of his

theory of the circulation in the cure of a large tumour by
tying the arteries which supplied it vrith blood (De General.,

Exerc. xix.).

The following is believed to be a complete list of aU the known
writings of Harvey, published and unpublished :

—

Excrcitatio Anatomica dc Motu Cordis et Sanguinis, 4to, Frankfort-
on-the Maine, 1628 ; Exercitatimics duce Anatomicix do CircvJ-aiiotis

Sanguinis, ad Johanncm Eiolanum, filiuin, Parisiensem, Cambridge,
1649; Exerciialiones dc Gcncralioiie Animalium, quibus accedunt
quccdam de Eartit, dc Mcmbranis ac Suinoribus Vtcri, et de Conccp-
tionc, 4to, Lond., 1651 ; Anatomia Thomoe Parr, first published
in the treatise of Dr John Betts, De'Ortu ct Katura Sanguinis, 8vo,

Lond., 1669. Letters-:—(1) to Caspar Hoffmann of Nuremberg, Jlay
1636

; (2) to Schlegel of Hamburg, April 1651
; (3) three to Gio-

vamii Naidi of Florence, July 1651, Dec. 1653, and Nov. 1655;
(4) two to Dr Morrison of Paris, May 1652; (5) tsvo to Dr Horst of

Darmstadt, Feb. 1654-5 and July 1655
; (6) to Dr Vlackveld of

Haarlem, May 1657. His letters to Hofimann and Schlegel are on
the circulation ; those to. ilorrison, Horst, and Vlackveld refer to

the discovery of the lacteals ; the two to Nardi are short letters ot

friendship. All these letters were published by Sir George Ent in

his collected works (Leyden, 1687). Of two ilS. letters, one on
official business to the secretary Dorchester was printed by Dr
Aveling, with a facsimile of the crabbed handwriting {Memorials of

Harvey, 1875), and the xjther, about a patient, appears in Dr Willis's

Life of Harvey, 1878. Proelect iones anaiomia universalis per me
Gul. Harvcium medicum Lcmdviunsem, anat. ct chir. professorem, an,

dom. 1616, mtat. 37,—MS. notes of his Lumleian lectures in Latin,

—are in the British Museum library ; they are almost illegible, but
were partly deciphered and a photograph of one of the pages taken

by Dr Sieveking ; for an account of them see his Harveian Lecture

for 1877. A second MS. has been discovered in the British Museum,
entitled Guliclmus Harveius de Musculis, Motu Locali, &c. , and
an account of it was published by Dr George Paget (Notice of

an unpublished MS. q/ Harvey, Lond., 1850). The following

treatises, or notes towards them, were lost either in the pillaging

of Harvey's house, or perhaps in the fire of London, which destroyed

the old College of Physicians ;

—

A Treatise on Respiration, pro-

mised, and probably at least in part completed (pp. 82, 650, ed.

1766) ; Obssrvatioiies de usu Licnis ; Observationes de motu locali,

perhaps identical with the above-mentioned manuscript; Tractatum
physiologicum ; Anatomia medicalis (apparently notes of morbid
anatomy); £>c Generatione Insectorum. The fine 4to edition ol

Harvey s Works, published by the Royal College of Physicians in

1766, was superintended by Dr Mark Akenside; it contains the

two treatises, the account of the post-mortem examination of old

Parr, and the six letters enumerated above. A translation of this

volume by Dr AVillis, with Harvey's will, was published by the

Sydenham Society, Svo, Lond. , 1849.

The following are the principal biographies of Harvey :—in

Aubrey's Letters of Eminent Persons, kc. (vol. ii., Lond., 1813), first

published in 16S5, the only contemporary account ; in Bayle's Dic-

lionnairc Historique et Critique, 1698 and 1720 (Eng. ed., 1738);

in the Biographia Britannica, and in Aitken's Biographical Me-
moirs ; the Latin Life by, Dr Lawrence, prefixed to the college

edition of Harvey's Works in 1766 ; memoir in Lives of British

, Physicians, Lond., 1830 ; a Life by Dr Robert 'VVillis, founded on

that by Lawrence, and prefixed to his English edition of Harvey

in 1847 ; the much enlarged Life by the same author, published in

1878 ; the biography by Dr Monk in the Pioll of the College oj

Physicians, 2d ed., vol. i., 1879.

the literature which has arisen on the great discovery of Harvey,

on his methods and his merits, would fill a library. The most im-

portant contemporary wiitings have been mentioned cjjove. The
following list gives some of the most remarkable in modern times:

—

the article in Bayle's dictionary quoted above ; Anatomical Lec-

tures, by Wm. Hunter, M.D., 1784 ; Sprengell, Gesehiehtc dcr

Arzncikunde, Halle, 1800, vol. iv. ; Flourens, Histoire de la Circu-

lation, 1854 ; Lewes, Physiology of Common Life, 1859, vol. i.

pp. 291-345; Ceradini, ia Scoperla delta Circolazione del Sangue,

Milan, 1876 ; Tollin, Die Entdeckung des Bluik-reislaufs durch

Michael Servet, Jena, 1876 ; Kirchner, Die Entdeckung des Blul-

krcislaufs, Berlin, 1878 ; "Willis, in his Life of Harvey; "Wharton

Jones. " Lecture on the Circulation of the Blood," Lancet for Oct.

25 and Nov. 1, 1879 ; and the Harveian Orations, cspecialK' tho.se

by Dr Sieveking, Dr Guy, and Prof. Rolleston. (P. H. P.-b.)
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HARAHCH, a municipal and parliamentary borough

and seaport town of Essex, England, is situated on the ei^

tremity of a small peninsula projecting into the estuary of

the Stour and Orwell, 70 miles N.E. of London by the Great

[Eastern Railway. It occupies an elevated situation, and

a good view is obtained from Beacon Hill at the southern

end of the esplanade. The town is somewhat irregularly

built, but the streets though narrow are well paved. It is

defended by a redoubt mounted with heavy guns and by

three martello towers. The only public building of im-

portance is the church of St Nicholas, an edifice of white

brick in the Perpendicular style, with stone buttresses and

steeple, erected in 1821 at a cost of £20,000. The harbour

is one of the best on the east coast of England, and in

stormy weather is largely taken advantage of for shelter.

Its entrance is, however, encumbered with rocks, and is

dangerous without a pilot. The rapid accumulation of

shingle threatened some years ago to block up the principal

entrance, but this has been prevented by the construction

of two breakwaters, having a length respectively of 1350

and 1000 feet. The shipping trade of the port was much
injured by the removal, after the introduction of steamships,

of the Hamburg and other packets from the station ; but

since the construction of the Great Eastern Railway steam

packets have plied regularly between Harwich and Antwerp

and Rotterdam. In 1878 1198 British ships entered the

port with a tonnage of 298,227, and 35 foreign ships with

a tonnage of 10,921. The number of British ships that

cleared was 1233, with a tonnage of 296,095, and of

foreign ships 28, with a tonjjaga of 8544. The prmcipal

imports are grain, timber, and tobacco, and the principal

exports cement and fish. Shipbuilding has declined since

the discontinuance of the Government dockyards. The
prosperity of the town depends now largely on its shrimp

and lobster fisheries, but there are also Roman cement

works, breweries, and manufactories for artificial manure

and for sails and tackle. It is much frequented for sea-

bathing, and its suburb of Dovercourt possesses a chaly-

beate spring, the spa-house of which contains a library and

museum. Harwich in all probability occupies the site of

a Roman station. In 855 a great naval battle took place

opposite the town between the Danes and the fleet of King
Alfred, and in 1666 another took place between the Dutch
and the English. Harwich was created a parliamentary

borough by King Edward II. in 1318 with the privilege

of returning two members, but since the Reform Act of

1867 it has returned only one. The population of the

municipal and parliamentary borough in 1871 was 6079.

HARZ MOUNTAINS, The (also spelt Hartz, the

German Harzgehmje, and the ancient Silva Hercynia),

the most northerly mountain-system of Germany, situated

between the rivers Weser and Elbe, occupy an area of about

786 square miles, of which 457 belong to Prussia, 286 to

Brunswick, and 43 to Anhalt. Their greatest Ifngth ex-

tends in a S.E. and N.W. direction for about 56 miles,

and their maximum breadth is about 20 miles. The group

is made up of an irregular series of terraced plateaus, rising

here and there into rounded summits, and intersected in

various directions by narrow, deep valleys. The N.W. and
higher part of the mass is called the Ober or Upper Ilarz

;

the S.E. and more extensive part, the Unter or Lower
Harz ; while the N.W. and S.W. slopes of tlio Upper Harz
form the Vorbarz. The Brocken group, which divides tho

Upper and Lower Harz, is generally regarded as a part of

the former. The prevalent upper geological formation of

the whole district is greywacke and clay-elate, through

which the granite here and there protrudes, as in the case

of the Brocken. The highest summits of tho Upper Harz
are the Brocken (3743 feet), tho Hcinrichshijlio (3402
(est), the Greater and Less Konigsbcrg (3376 feet »nd

336D feet), and the Wotmberg (8182 feet); the Lower
Harz, the Auersberg (1870 feet), and the Victorshohe
(1762 feet). The towns in the district, though not large,

are tolerably numerous. The principal are—in the Upper
Harz, Goslar, Klausthal, Zcllerfeld, Andreasberg, Altcnau,
Lautenthal, Wildemann, Grund, Harzburg, Dsenburg, and
Wemigerode ; aud in the Lower Ilarz, Harzgcrode, Elbin-
gerode, Rubeland, Quedlinburg, Ballenstedt, Gernrode,
Suderode, Blankenburg, Thale, and Stolberg,

The chief industry is mining, which has been carried, on
since the middle of tho 10th century. The Harz is second
only to the Erzgebirge among the mountains of Germany in

mineral -wealth. The most important mineral is a peculiarly

rich argentiferous lead, but gold in small quantities, copper,

iron, sulphur, alum, and arsenic are also found. Marble,
granite, and gypsum are worked ; and large quantities of

vitriol are manufactured. The vast forests that cover the

mountain -slopes supply the materials for a very considerable

trade in timber. Sluch wood is exported for building and
other purposes, while in the Harz itself no other fuel is

used, whether for smelting the ores, which is done at the

mines, or for domestic use. Employment is thus given to

a large number of charcoal burners. The saw-dust of the

numerous wood-factories is collected for use in the manu-
facture of paper. Turf-cutting, coarse lace-making, and
the breeding of canaries and native song-birds also occupy

many of the people. Agriculture is carried on chiefly on
the plateaus of the Lower Harz ; but there is excellent

pasturage both in the north and in the south. In the

Lower Harz, as in Switzerland, tho cows, which carry bells

harmoniously tuned, are driven up into the heights in early

summer, returning to the sheltered regions in late autumn.

The Harz being the first obstacle to oppose the moist,

cold winds from the North Sea, the northern summits are

destitute of trees, but the lower slopes of the Upper Harz
are heavily wooded with pines and firs. Between the

forests of these stretch numerous peat-mosses, which contain

in their spongy reservoirs the sources of many small streams.

On the Brocken are found one or two arctic and several

alpine plants. In the Lower Harz the forests contain a

great variety of timber. Tho oak, elm, and birch are com-

mon, while the beech especially attains an unusual size and
beauty. The valnut-tree grows in the eastern districts.

The last bear was killed in the Harz in 1705, and the

last lynx in 1817, and since that time tho wolf too haa

become extinct ; but deer,, foxes, wild cats, and badgers are

still to- bo found in the forests.

The strecms are very numerous, but are all small. While

they are rendered extensively useful, by various skilful

artifices, in working the mines underground, at other parts

of thei> course they present tho most picturesque scenery

in all the picturesque Harz. Perhaps the finest valley \a

the rocky Bodethal, with tho Ross-Trappe, tho Hexentanz-

platz, the Baumannshohle, and the Biclshohle.

The inhabitant^, about 70,000 in number, are descended

from various stocks. Tho Upper and Lower Saxon, tho

Thuringian, and the Prankish races have nil contributed to

form the present people, and their respective influences aro

still to be traced in the varieties of dialect. The boundary

lino bctwcenHigh and Low German passes through the Harz.

Tho Harz is now ono of tho most frequented tourist

resorts of Germany. It is traver&ed by excellent roads iu

all directions, and is completely girt by railwaj's from the .

principal towns of the empire. Tho chief point of interest

is undoubtedly the Brocken or Blocksberg, famous as the

scene of tho " Walpurgisnncht" in Goethe's Faust, as well

as for tho atmosphcrifnl phenomena of which the " spectre

of the Brocken" (see Halo) is tho best known. Tho Harz

was tho last stronghold of paganism in Germany, and to

that fact are due the weird legends, in which no district is
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richer, and the wild and fanciful names that are given by

the people to the peculiar objects and appearances of nature.

Literature.—A. very full list of works on tlie Harz, especially

on the Brocken, will be found appended to the pamphlet Zur
Oeschichte ' der Brockenreisen, 4th ed. , Aschersleben and Leip-

eic, 1876. See also Holzmann, Hercynisches Archiv, Halle,

1803; Honemann, Die AUerthiimer des Harzes, Klausthal, 1827;

Zimmerman, Marzgebirge, Darmstadt, 1834; Hoffmann, Bitrgen

und Burgfeslen des Harzes, Quedlinburg, 1836; Hausmann, Utber

die BilduTig des Harzgehirges, Gbttingen, 1842; Brockenstammbuch,

1850 ; Brederlow, Der Barz, zur Belehrung und Unlerhaliung filr

Harzreisende, Brunswick, 1851; 'Lsidhma.mi, Nivellerrient des-Harz-

gebirges, Brunswick, 1851 ; Spicker, Der Harz, seine Buiiien und
Sagen, Berlin, 1852 and 1856 ; Ey, Harzbuch, Goslar, 1855

;

Prohle, Harzsagen, 1854; Harzbilder, 1856; Hare und Kyffhauser

in Oedichten, Schildcrungen, &c., 1870, and Der Harz, 1878,
Wegweiser im Harz und dessen Umgcgend, Berlin, 1857 ; Nauen-
burg, Der Liistwandercr im Harz, Eisleben, 1857; Mrs Burton, Our
Summer in the- Harz Forest, Edinburgh, 1865; Groddeck, Abrissder
Oeognosie des Harzes, Klausthal, 1871 ; Hampe, Flora Hcrcynia,

HaUe, 1873; Blackburn, The Harz ifcmntains, a Tour, London,
1873; Bnch {Oesammelte Schriften), "Ueber den Harz," 1877; Rev.

J. S. Hill and J. W. Tanley, in Colliery Guardian, vol. xxx. ; Heine,
Harzreise. Among the Handbooks may be noted those of Schweizer,

Werner, Gottschalk, Meyer, MuUer, Prediger, and Grieben.

HARZBUEG, or Neustadt-Haezbueg, the chief town
of an office in the Brunswick circle of Wolfenbiittel,

Prussia, is situated 727 feet above sea-level on the right bank
of the Badau,-a tributary of the Ocker, and at the terminus

of the Brunswick-Harzburg Railway, 5 miles E.S.E. from
Goslar and 18 miles S. from Wolfenbiittel. The opening

of the railway has made the Harzburg route a principal one

for persons visiting the Harz, and the town is also much
frequented as a summer residence. It possesses a salt-

water bath and also a hydropathic establishment. A mile

and a half south from the town lies the Burgberg, 1500 feet

above sea-level, on whose summit, according to tradition,

there was at one time an altar to the heathen idol Krodo,

still to be seen in the Ulrich chapel at Goslar. There are

now on the summit of the hill a hotel, the remains of an

old castle, and a monument erected in 1875 to the honour

of Prince Bismarck, with an inscription taken from one of

his speeches against the Ultramontane claims of Eome

—

" Nach Canossa gehen wir nicht." The population of

Harzburg in. 1875, including the villages of Biindheim,

Schulenrode, and Schlewecke, was 4271.
The castle was built by the emperor Henry IV. between 1065

and 1069, but was laid in ruins by the Saxons about 1030. By
Frederick I. it was granted to Henry the Lion, who caused it to be

rebuilt with great splendour about 1180. It was a frequent resi-

dence of Otto IV. , who died at it, and by his will granted it to the

counts of Woldenberg. After being frequently besieged and taken,

it finally, after the battle of Miihlberg in 1546, passed to the house
of Brunswick; It ceased to be of importance as a fortress after the
Thirty Years' War, and gradually fell into ruins.

See Delins, TTntersuchungen ilbir die Oeschichte der Harzhurg, Halberstadt,
1826; Doraines, Harzburg und seine Umgebung, Goslar, 1S62; Eolmsteln, Die
Barzbwg nach Sage und Oeschichte, Biimswick, 1876.

HASAN AND HUSEIN, the sons of 'AU ibn Abu T4lib,

cousin and son-in-law of Mahomet, and heroes of the

passion play performed annually throughout India and
Persia by Shiah Mahometans in the month of Moharram.
Their relationship to the prophet is important to the under-

standing of their history, and may be seen from the follow-

ing table :

—

'Abd Men«.

li:'Abd Shcms.

Ommaiyeh,
Jjrogenitor of the
mmaiylde caliphs

Damaacoa, 650-750 A.D.,

CordoTa, 75S-1081 A.D.).

H^hlm.
I

Abd el Mottaleb.

I

'Abd allnh.

Flitlma

1

'Abbis,
progenitor of the
Abbaside caliphs,

760-1258 A.D.

married

'Abn T^b.

Hasan OBd Hasala

The office of guardian of thekaabeh or temple of Mecca,
and chief of the tribe of Koreish, which was vested in 'Abd
MenAf, would have descended to 'Abd Shems, his eldest son,

had it not been given to Hashim, the second, in reward for

some military successes, and this circumstance caused a
bitter enmity between the two families. When Mahomet
died, 'All claimed the right to the ofiBce of caliph {khcdi/ek,

" vicegerent " or " successor "), but found formidable rivals

in Abu Bekr, the father of 'Ayesha the prophet's favourite

wife, 'Omar, another of his fathers-in-law, and 'Othmdn, the

only member of the rival house of Ommaiyeh who had
joined the Muslim ranks. Ayesha, whom 'All had mortally

offended by listening to a charge of incontinence which had
been made against her, made common cause with tlie

Ommaiyides, and strenuously opposed 'AU's accession. A
compromise was effected by the election of Abu Bekr ; on
his death 'Omar was made caliph, and when he in turn died,

'Othman was elected, as 'All refused to subscribe to the con-

ditions imposed upon him that he should govern in accordr

ance with the "traditions" as well as the Kordn. These
" traditions " are the whole body of ceremonial laws and cus-

toms by which the imperfect code of the Korin was sup-

plemented; they are derived from ancient Arab and even

Jewish usage, although to give them a proper sanction and
force they have been attributed to Mahomet himself, who
is supposed to have enunciated them at different times as

separate ahddif-h (singular, hadith); and the tracing of them
through the various authorities to the prophet himself is

still a most important branch of Muslim theology.

The "traditions" are spoken of collectively as the Sunneli,

whence the name Sunni, given to that sect of Mahometans
who follow them, and it was to this that 'All refused to

subscribe. 'Othman on his accession displayed an unblush-

ing partisanship for his own, the Ommaiyide, family, and
appointed Mo'dwiyeh, a bitter enemy of the Hdshimi family,

governor of Syria. 'Othman was assassinated in 655 .4.D.,

and 'All was then unconditionally elected caliph. He
immediately recalled Mo'dwiyeh, who refused to obey, and,

supported by the influence of the implacable 'Ayesha, claimed

the caliphate for himself. A severe struggle between the

two parties ensued, and 'All was at first successful, but was

at length compelled by intrigue to submit his claims to

arbitration, instead of following up his military advantages.

A number of his followers, about 12,000, taking umbrage
at this, deserted him, thus originating the sect of KliArejiyeh

or "Separatists," who reject the lawful government estab-

lished by public consent A conspiracy of three of these

deserters resulted in the murder of 'Alf, who was slain at

the door of a mosque in Kiifa, and buried at a spot about

5 miles from that town. A magnificent mausoleum was
afterwards erected over his tomb, which became later on

the site of the town Meshed 'Ali, " All's shrine," one of the

great places of resort for Shiah pilgrims. On All's death

his eldest son Hasan was elected caliph, but resigned the

office in favour of Mo'Awiyeh on condition that he should

resume it at the latter's death. Mo'Awiyeh, however, who
wished his own son Yezld to succeed him, caused Hasan to

be foully murdered by his own wife eight years later.

Yezid succeeded his father, on the latter's death, without

opposition or election, and the Ommaiyide dynasty became

thus firmly established on the throne. The partisans of

'All's family were, however, far from content, and Husein,

'Ali's surviving son, was secretly invited to Kiifa to place

himself at the head of the party, and revolt against Yezfd.

Prompt measures were taken by the caliph, who had obtained

timely warning of the movement. 'Obeidallah, a vigorous

officer, was appointed governor of Kiifa, seized upon Husein's

envoy, Muslim, and one HAni in whose house he had been

concealed, and when the populace assembled and clamoured

for their release he caused them to be beheaded and their
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heads to be cast down among tlio crowd. Husein was

intercepted on the borders of Babylonia by Harro, with a

company of horse, who told him he had orders to bring

him alone to Kiifa, but allowed him to proceed by what

route ho chose without losing sight of him. A horseman

met them on the road with secret orders from 'Obeidallah

to lead Husein into an open and undefended place, and halt

until "Amer, the . commander of the Syrian army, arrived

with his forces. This happened the next day, and Husein

and his small escort were surrounded by 4000 horse, and

slaughtered, after a stubborn resistance, on the plain of

KerbelA by the banks of the Euphrates, under peculiarly

tragic circumstances, his little son Abdallah, and his nephew,

a beautiful child, both being murdered in his arms. This

took place on the 10th of Moharram 61 a.h. (680 A.D.),

and is commemorated during that jnonth by the Shiahs in

India and Persia, a long miracle play being performed, the

scenes of which are carried on from day to day, and cul-

minate in -carrying out the fabiit or. coffins of the martyrs

to an open place, generally the cemetery, or in sea-side

places to the sea-shore.

The cause of 'AH and his family was warmly expoused

by the Persians, who had been forced to embrace IslAm,

but who regarded the Sunneh or Semitic law with especial

repugnance. The party were known as Shiahs, "Secta-

rians;" and as the quarrel between them and the Sunnis

thus perpetuates the old enmity between Jew and Gentile,

between the Semitic and Aryan races, it has produced an

irreparable breach in Islim.

The passion play of Hasan and Bxiscin has boon published in

English by Sir Lewis Pelly(London, 1879,2 vols. 8vo) from the dicta-

tion of native teachers and perfonners of the drama. (K H. P.)

HASBEYA, or Hasbeiya, a town of the Druses, about

36 miles west of Damascus, is situated at the foot of Mount
Hermon in Syria, overlooking a deep amphitheatre, from

which a brook flows to the Hasbftui. Both sides of the

valley are planted in terraces with olives, vines, and other

fruit trees. The grapes are either dried, or made into a

kind of syrup. About four-fifths of the inhabitants are

Christians, and in 1846 an American Protestant mission was
established in the town. This little community suffered

much persecution at first from the Greek Church, and after-

wards from the Druses; by whom in 1860 nearly 1000
Christians were massacred, while othere escaped to Tyro or

Sidon. The castle in Uasboya was held fey the crusaders

under Count Oran ; but in 1171 the Druse emirs of the

groat Shehaab family (see Deuses) recaptured it. In 1205
this family wa.s confirmed in the lordship of the town and
district, which they held till the Turkish authorities took

possession of the castle in the present century. Near
Hasbeya are bitumen pits let by Government ; and to the

north, at the source of the Hasbdni, the ground is volcanic.

Some travellers have identified Hasbeya with the Biblical

Baal-Qad, or Baal-Hermon,—a supposition rendered the

more likely by the ruins of several temples near the town.

Population about 5000.

HASDRUBAL. Of the bearers of this very common
Carthaginian name the most famous are the following :

—

1. One of the leaders of the popular party at the close

of the First Punic War. Ho was conspicuous for his

dexterous management in politics and his conciliatory

manners. He married the daughter of Hamilcar Barca;
end his skilful and cordial co-operation was of enormous
consequence to Hamilcar during his Spanish wars. Ho
went to Spain with his fathor-in-law, but soon returned to

Carthage, where his talents were specially needed to con-

duct the party at home. Ho was, however, in Spain wlicn
Hamilcar fell (229).; and was soon formally appointed by
the home Government to the command wliich liu jiad at onco
assumed. Devoting himself most Bucccssfully to the task

of consolidating the Carthaginian power in Spain, he founded
New Carthage as the Spanish capital, and married the

daughter of a Spanish chief. His kindly and generous
manner attached the natives to him, and brought many
over to the Carthaginian alliance. In 221 he fell by the

hand of an assassin. The account given of him by Polybius
is much more favourable and far more trustworthy than
that of the Roman author Fabius whom he refers to.

2. The second son of the great Hamilcar. He was left

by Hannibal as conmiander in Spi^in (219 B.C.), where lie

had to contend with the two Scipios, Cneius and Publius.

Three years were spent in desultory warfare, iu which
the Romans were generally successful After tlie battle of

Cannaj, Hasdrubal was ordered to march into Italy, while

Himilco was sent from . Carthage with a fresh army to

supply his place. But a decisive battle on the Ebro, in

which he was totally defeated, checked his northward march.

It is hardly possible to exaggerate the importance of this

battle. Had afresh Carthaginian army joined Hannibal
in Italy for the campaign of 215 or 214, the danger to

Rome would have been infinitely increased. Several years

now passed, marked by the Roman historians with fresh

Roman victories ; and it is certain that the struggle con-

tinued doubtful till 212, when both the Scipios were

defeated and slain. In spite of this great success, Hasdru-
bal was not at the moment able to begin the march on Italy.

The Romans were skilfully rallied by Lucius Jfarcius, and
in 211 a fresh army under the praetor Nero landed in Spain.

At the same time there seems to have been no co-opera-

tion among the Carthaginian generals ; and when the

younger Scipio landed in Spain (210) he found their armies

widely separated. Taking advantage of this, Scipio by a

sudden attack (209) captured Now Carthage, which con-

tained vast military stores, all the Spanish hostages, and
10,000 captives. To achieve this brilliant success he had
to leave the road northwards undefended ; and although be

rapidly returned and (according to the Roman accounts)

defeated Hasdrubal at Bscula in Andalusia, the Cartha-

ginian general was able to make his way with a strong

army to the Pyrenees, which he crossed in safety near the

western extremity. The whole course of the Spanish wars,

and especially the chronology of these later events, are very

obscure. At all events Hasdrubal, after a very rapid and
skilfijl march across the wholo breadth of Gaul, appeared

early in 207 in the north of Italy. When once he had
succeeded in getting out of Spain, this brilliant march

proved Hasdrubal worthy of his father and his brother

;

and long as it had taken to carry out his plan, we must

remember that after tlio Romans perceived the necessity of

keeping him back from Italy the difl'iculties in his way
were enormous. On hearing of the passage of the Pyrenees,

the Romans raised extraordinary levies, but before they had

taken any steps to meet him, Hasdrubal was already in

Ciss^lpino Gauh Hannibal was still in Apulia, perhaps not

expecting his brother so soon ; Hasdrubal sent to meet him
two Numidian horsemen with four Gauls, who almost at

the end of their perilous journey fell into the hands of tho

consul Nero. In the meantime Hasdrubal had advanced into

Umbria, where the plebeian consul Livius was cxcamped

near Sena. Nero, with 7000 men, loft his own camp, and by

a rapid march, which must bo ranked among tho most import-

ant events of tlie war, joined his colleague. Tho united army

was much too strong for Hasdrubal. Ho tried to avoid a

battle, but his guides failed him, and ho was forced to fight

on the south bank of tho Metaurus. A long and bloody

conflict resulted in tho complete defeat of the Carthaginians,

and Hasdrubal, after all was lost, fell sword in hand in the

midst of tho enemy. His head, which wa.s thrown by Nero's

soldiers into HunMibal'a camp, first revealed to tho latter

liis brother's defeat and the ruiu uf the Carthaginian causa.
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HASLINGDEN, a market-town of LaDcashire, England,

is situated 7 miles S.E. of Blackburn, in a hilly district on

the borders of the forest of Eossendale, and is supposed by

some to derive its name from the hazel trees which at one

titae abounded in its neighbourhood. The town formerly

stood on the slope of a lull, but the modern part, which is

substantially built of stone, has been erected at its base.

The parish church dedicated to St James was, with the

exception of the tower, which dates from the time of

Henry VIII., rebuilt in 1780, and the whole structure

•was restored in 1879'. Handsome schools are attached,

to which there is an endowment for ten poor boys,

founded in 1749. The principal other buildings are the

mechanics' institute, the town-hall, where the sessions and

county court are held, and the public hall for assemblies.

The woollen manufacture, formerly the staple of the town,

Las now been superseded by that of cotton, and there are

also silk manufactures, iron-works, and size-works. In the

vicinity there are collieries and quarries for stone, flags,

end slate. The population of the town in 1861 was 6929,

and 7698 in 1871, and that of the township was 10,109

and 12,000.

HASPE, a town df Prussia, province of Westphalia,

government district of Arnsberg, and circle of Hagen, is

situated in the valley of the Ennepe where the Hasper

stream joins that river, and on the railway from Diisseldorf

to Dortmund, 25 miles north-east of Diisseldorf. It has

iron foundries, rolling mills, puddling furnaces, and manu-

factures of iron, steel, and brass wares, and of machines.

Ha-spe was raised to the rank of a town in 1874. The

population in 1875 was 7930.

HASSAN, a district of Mysore, India, lying between

12° 30' and 13° 22' N. lat and between 75° 32' and 76°

58' E. long. It is bounded on the S.W. by the Madras dis-

trict of South Kanara, and on the S. partly by the state of

Coorg. The main portion of the district consists of the

river basin of the Hemavati and its tributaries. It natur-

ally divides into two portions, the Malndd or hill country,

which includes some of the highest ranges of the Western

Ghits, aiid the M^idAn or plain country, sloping towards

the south. The Hemavati, which flows into the Cauvery

in the extreme south, is the great river of the district

;

its most important tributary is the YagachL The upper

slopes of the Western Ghdts are abundantly clothed with

magnificent forests,- and wild animals of all sorts abound.

Among the mineral products are kaolin, felspar, and

quartz. The soil of the valle}-? is a rich red alluvial loam.

Tie area extends to 3291 square miles. The census of 1871 re-

turned the inhabitants at 669,961—329,097 males aad 340,864

females—the Hindus numbering 650,877, Llahometans 14,460,

Jains 1954, Christians 2670. Hassan town and Narsipur each con-

tain more than 5000 inhabitants. The staple crops consist of rdgi,

rice, tobacco, sugar-cane, the cocoa-nut and areca-nut palms, plan-

tain trees, and chUlies. Coffee cultivation has been on the increase

of late years. The first plantation was opened in 1843, and now
there.are 155 coffee estates owned by Europeans and 9500 native

lioldino3. The statistics of irrigation show a total of 6905 tanks in

the dish-ict and 215 miles of canals. The exports are large, con-

sisting chiefly of food-grains and coffee. The imports are European

piece-goods, hardware of all sorts, and spices. The largest weekly

fair is held at Alur. A great annual religious gathering and fair,

attended by about 10,000 persons, takes place every yearat Jlelukot.

The gross revenue amounted in 1873-74 to £126,908, and the police

force (1874) numbered 470 men of all ranks, maintained at a cost

of £3692. There were 243 schools in 1874 aided by Government,

attended by 4379 pupils, and 147 unaided with 1657 pnpUs. The
average mean temperature of the district is 76°, and the average

rainfall at Hassan town during seven years was 36 inches. In the

Ghdts as much as 100 inches sometimes fall in the year. Malarious

fever prevails in the Malnad during the early rains.

The real history of Hassan does not begin untU the epoch of the

Ballala dynasty, which lasted from the 10th till the 14th century.

Their capital was at Dn-arivati-pura, the ruins of which are still to

be seen scattered round the village of Halebid in this district. The
earlier kings professed the Jain faith, but the finest temples were

erected to Siva by the later monarchs of the line. While thej
were at the zenith of their power the whole of southern India
acknowledged their sway. After the Mahometan invasion in tlie

14th century, the district of Hassan ceased to exist ss the seat of a
metropolis, and became a remote province known as Balam. Since

1832 the district, with the rest of Mysore, has been under direct

British administration.

HASSAN. See Assassins, voL ii. p. 723.

HASSE, JoHANN Adolph (1699-1783), a musical com-

poser, is a striking instance of the instability of fame.

One of the most prolific and most celebrated composers

of the 18th century, he is now all but forgotten, and his

extant works rest quietly on the shelves of public libraries.

He was born at Bergedorf near Hamburg, on March 25,

1699, and received his first musical education from his

father. Being possessed of a fine tenor voice, he chose the

theatrical career, and joined the operatic troupe conducted

by Eeinhard Keiser at Hamburg, the same Keiser in whose

orchestra Handel had played the second violin some years

before. Hasse's success led to an engagement at the court

theatre of Brunswick, and it was there that, in 1723, he

made his d^but as a composer with the opera Aniigoii-us.

The success of this first work induced the duke to send

Hasse to Italy for the completion of his studies, and in

1724 he went to Naples and placed himself under the

tuition of the celebrated Porpora, with whom, however, he

seems to have disagreed both as a man and as an artist.

On the other hand he gained the friendship of Alessandro

Scarlatti, to whom he owed his first commission for a

serenade for two voices, sung at a family celebration of a

wealthy n.3rchant by two of the greatest singers of Italy,

Farinelli and Signora Tesi. This event established Hasse's

fame ; he soon became very popular by the name of " il

caro Sassone," and his opera Sesosirato, written for and pro-

duced at the Royal Opera at Naples in 1726, made his

name known all over Italy. At Venice, where he went in

1727, he and his works were received with equal favour.

It was there that he became acquainted with the celebrated

singer Faustina Bordoni, better known as Faustina Hasse,

for she became the composer's wife in 1730. The artist-

couple soon afterwards went to Dresden, in compliance

with a brilliant offer made to them by the splendour-loving

elector of Saxony, Augustus IL There Hasse remained for

two years, after which he again journeyed to Italy, and also

in 1733 to London, in which latter city he was tempted by

the aristocratic clique inimical to Handel to become the

rival and antagonist of that great master. But this he

modestly and wisely declined, remaining in London only

long enough to superintend the rehearsals for his opera

Aiiaserse. All this while Faustina had remained at Dresden,

the declared favourite of the public and unfortunately also

of the elector, her husband, who remained attached to her,

being allowed to see her only at long intervals. In 1739,

after the death of Augustus IL, Hasse settled permanently

at Dresden till 1763, when he and his wife retired from

court service with considerable pensions. But Hasse was

still too young to rest on his laurels. He went with his

family to Vienna, and added several operas to the great

number of his works already in existence. His last work

for the stage was the opera Evggiero, written for the

wedding of Archduke Ferdinand at Milan. On the same

occasion a dramatic cantata by Mozart, then (1771) fourteen

years old, was performed, and Hasse is said to have pro-

phesied Mozart's future greatness much in the same manner

89 Mozart himself predicted that of Beethoven. By desire

of his wife Hasse settled at her birthplace Venice, and

there he died December 23, 1783. His compositions were

innumerable, including as many as 120 operas, besides

oratorios, cantatas, masses, and almost every variety of

instrumental music. It would be needless to criticize or

givo the titles of these compositions, for most of them are.
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as was said betore, totally and not unjustly forgotten.

Moreover, comparatively few of them have escaped destruc-

tion. During the siege of Dresden by the PrussianB in 1760,
most of his manuscripts, collected for a complete edition to

be brought out at the expense of the elector, were burnt.

Some of his works, atnongst them an opera Aldde al Bivio,

have been published, find the libraries of Vienna and
Dresden possess the autographs of others. Hasse's instru-

mentation is -certainly not above the low level attained

by the average musicians of his time, and bis entemJbles do
not present any features of interest In dramatic lire also

he was wanting, but he had a fund of gentle and genuine

melody, and by this fact his enormous popttlarity during

his life must be accounted for. The two airs which
FarinoUi had to repeat every day for ten years to the

melancholy king of Spain, Philip V., were both from Hasse's

works. Of Faustina Hasse, almost as celebrated as her

uusband, most that is necessary has been said above. It

will be sufficient to add that she was born at Venice in

1700, sang at Vienna, London (under Handel, 1726), and
Dresden, and was, according to the unanimous verdict of

the critics (including Dr Burney), one of the greatest singers

of a time rich in vocal artists. Tlie year of her death is

not exactly known. Most probably it shortly preceded
that of her husband.

HASSELQUIST. Feedekick (1722-175S), a Swedish
traveller and naturalist, was born near Linkoeping in East
Gothland, 3d January 1722. He lost his father at an early

age, and his uncle, his sole remaining protector, in his

thirteenth year, but succeeded by means of private teaching

in supporting himself while continuing his education. In
I7'll he entered the university of Upsala, where his taste

for the study of nature was fostered and developed by
Linnaeus, and where in 1747 he obtained licence in

mpdicine, and published a thesis entitled De Virihue Flanla-

rum. On account of the frequently e.xpressed regrets of

"/-(jnnseus at the lack of information regarding the natural

history of Palestine, Hasselquist resolved to undertake a
journey to that country, and a sufficient subscription having
been obtained to defray expenses, he, after making himself

acquainted with the languages of the Levant, embarked for

Smyrna, where he arrived November 20, 1749. He visited

parts of Asia Jlinor, Egypt, Cyprus, and Palestine, and
made large natural history collections, but his constitution,

naturally weak, give way under the fatigues and anxieties

of travel, and he died at Smyrna, February 9, 1752, on his

way homewards. His collecsions reached home in safety,"

and five years after his death the results of his yeanderings

were published by Linnaeus under the title liesa till Ildhja

Landet forattad fran ar 1749 till 1752. The work is

divided into two parts, the first consisting of the traveller's

journal and letters, and the second of his remarks on the

botany, zoology, and mineralogy of the countries through
which he passed, with observations on the prevalent dis-

eases and their cure, and the state of industry, commerce,
and the arts. It was translated into French and German
in 17G2, and into English in 176G.

HASSELT, a town of Belgium, capital of the province

of Limburg, is situated on the Domor and on the railway

from ALx-la-Chapelle to Maestricht, 20 miles north-west

of Li(5ge. It possesses two churches, a hospital, a spacious

town-hall, an athena;um, and a public library. Tobacco
and madder are cultivated in tlio neighbourhood. The
principal manufactures are linen, lace, brandy, and beer.

At Ilassolt the Dutch under the prince of Orange gained

a victory over the Belgians under General Daino, Gth May
1831. The population in 1876 was 11,361.

HASSENTFLUa, Hans DA>rir,r. LtrD^v^o FniEDincn
(1793-1862), a minister of state in Hesse-Cassel, cele-

brated as a reactionary, was born at Hanau, in the elec-

torate of Hesse, in 1793. He studied law at Gottingea,
and was appointed by the elector Frederick William L
(then acting as regent) to a subordinate post in that uni.
versity. Ho rose rapidly, and proved himsalf a man of
great resolution and energy. From the first he adopted
that line of policy which made him so disliked throughout
his career. He exercised, that is to say, a suspicious
censorship over the press; he reduced to a shadow the power
of the legislative chambers; he introduced new and harsh
measures of army discipline, and contended relentlessly,with
all disciples of free thought. In the matter of education he
showed praiseworthy zeal, and promoted as far as he could
the national schools of He.sse. But the services he rendered
in this way were not sufficient to induce the mass of the
people to pardon the reactionary tendency of his general
policy, atid he was obliged in 1837 to flee from the general
hatred he had encountered. He found shelter in Prussia,
where the Government entrusted him with the discharge
of various judicial ofiices, and he remained in Prussia till

the full tide of reaction had set in after the year 1848.
He then (1850) returned to Hesse Cassel, the ministry of

the revolution of 1848 having been dismissed. Despite the
fact that Hassenpflug had never freed himself from a charge
of peculation brought against him In the performance of

his judicial duties in Prussia, he was appointed by the
elector of Hesse to the head of the new miuistry. He acted

at once on the old lines, levying taxes without the consent
of the chambers, dissolving them when they protested, and
finally proclaiming martial law. The soldiers rose, the
officers being on the side of the people ; the Government
was in so jirecarious a condition that it seemed wise to the

elector to flee with his court to 'Wilhelmsbad. Partly by
the influence of Hassenpflug the Gorman bundesrath (or

council of all the states) espoused the cause of the elector

against his subjects, and by the end of the year (1850) the
astute minister had the satisfaction of seeing the reactionary

Government (with himself as minister of finance) reinstated

in power. His position wa?, Jiowever, difficult, owing to his

great unpopularity among all classes. When in 1852 the

brother of the elector assaulted jiim in a fit of lunacy,

Hassenpflug at once sent in his resignation, but it was not

accepted till 1855. He then retired to Marburg (in Hesse),

where ho died October 15, 1862. His friend Dr Vilmar,

who pronounced his funeral oration, dwelt chiefly on the

piety of the deceased, who he said never travelled without

a copy of the New Testament.

HASTINAPUR, an ancient city of India, in the Meerut
Qistrict, North-Western Provinces, lying on the bank of tlie

Burfgangd, or former bed of the Ganges, 22 miles N.E.

of Meerut. It formed the capital of the great PAndava
kingdom, celebrated in the MaMhhdrata,ai\il probably one

of the earliest Aryan settlements outside the Punjab. Few
traces of the ancient city now remain, but tradition points

to a group of shapeless mounds as the residence of the

children of the moon, the Lunar princes of the house of

BhArata whoso deeds are commemorated in the great

national epic. After the conclusion of the famous wnr

which forms the central episode of that poem, Hustinapur

remained for some time the metropolis of the descendants

of Parikshit, but the town was finally swept away by a

flood of the Ganges, and the capital, was transferred to

KausAmbi.

HASTINGS, a municipal and parliamentary borough

and market-town of Buss«x, England, Uia principal of the

Cinque Ports, is picturesquely situated on tho southern

coast of England, 74 niilcn from London by tlio London,

Brighton, and South Coast Itailwny, and 62 by the London

and South-Eastern Railway. It lieo in two gorges, sur-

rounded by an amphitheatre of hills and cliffs on every side

except thn south. At the beginning of the century, when
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it first came into reputation as a -watering-place, Hastings

consisted ot two main streets; but since tlien many new

streets and squares iiave been added, and St Leonards, at

that time about a mile distant, is now connected with it

by a line of terraces and parades, and forms its more fashion-

abh district. On the brink of the western cliff there still

stand a square and a circular tower of the old castle, pro-

bably erected soon after the time of William the Conqueror,

and the ruins, opened up by excavation in 1824, of the

castle chapel, a transitional Norman structure 110 feet long,

with a nave, chancel, and aisles. Besides the chapel, there

was also at one time a college, both being under the control

of a dean and secular canons. The deanery was at one time

held by Tliomas a Becket, and one of the canonries by

William of Wykeham. The principal public buildings are

the old parish churches of All Saints and St Clements, both

in the Perpendicular style, the former containing in its

register for 1619 the baptism of Titus Gates, whose father

was rector of the parish, and the latter two brasses to

Thomas Weekes (d. 1563) and John Bailey (d. 1592);

the town-hall, erected in 1823 ; the music haU, erected in

1859; the assembly-room, the Roman Catholic college,

the Augastinian monastery, and the Albert memorial and

drinking fountain, erected in 1864. Among the industries

of the town are fishing, boat-building, and coach-making;

but its prosperity depends chiefly upon its reputation as a

watering-place. Its popularity in this respect is owing to

its historical interest, its picturesque situation, the many
beautiful walks in the neighbourhood, its fine level sands,

and its healthy climate, which, while bracing and vigorous

in the higher parts of the town, is in its lower parts speci-

ally suited, from its mildness, for sufferers from pulmonary

complaints. The town is well supplied with hotels, read-

ing rooms, and pleasure gardens, and possesses a line of

parades extending along the coast for nearly 3 miles. The

Marina, a covered parade 600 feet in length, was built in

1825. There is a fine pier, opened in 1872, 900 feet in

length, and possessing a pavilion capable of seating nearly

2000 persons. A public park, 70 acres in extent, b at

present being laid out. The sewage of the town is con-

veyed a considerable distance out to sea before it is dis-

charged. The area of the municipal borough is 1636

acres, and of the parliamentary borough 4617 acres. The
population of the municipal borough in 1871 was 29,251,

and of the parliamentary borough 33,337.

Hastings is of great antiquity, and was a place of some importance

in the time of the Anglo-Saxons. Some derive its name from
Hasten, a Danish pirate who ravaged that coast in the time of Alfred

the Great. According to the French biographer of Edward the

Confessor, it was so caUed from the hasty manner in which William
renewed its fortifications. It is mentioned in the chronicles as

Saestingas, and is reckoned as distinct from the shire of Sussex. In

the Bayeux tapestry it is called Hestinga-ceastra. A mint was
established at it by Athelstan in 924, of which there is some notice

in the Domesday Book. In 1049, according to the Worcester
Chronicle, its seamen distinguushed themselves m the pursuit of the

pirate Swend ifter the murder of Beorn, and took two of his ships.

Like the other principal seaports on the southern coast, it was gar-

risoned by Harold in view of the possible landing of William the

Conqueror, to whom, however, it surrendered without striking a blow,

and who selected it as the site of a permanent camp, and erected a
wooden fortress on the cliff on which the castle was afterwards built.

From this camp William, on the morning of October 14th, 1066, set

out to meet Harold at Senlao Hill ; and after his gre-at victory there

he returned to it, and remained encamped five days in the hope of

receiving the homage of the English. The site ot the original town
is supposed to be now in great part covered by the sea. By a charter

of William the Conqueror Hasrings, together with Hy the,was added
to the three previously incorporated ports of Sandwich, Dover, and
Eomney, and invested with certain privileges, the five being subse-
quently known as the " Cinque Ports."In the reign of Edward I. it

was rated at 21 ships with 21 seamen in each, for the' service of the
king for fourteen days at his own charge. In 1377 the town was
burned down by the French, but it was soon afterwards rebuilt. The-
harbour has fallen almost into disuse since the time of Elizabeth,
when the wo'oden pier was destroyed by a storm;- it does not now ad-

mit vessels above 100 tons burthen, and this only at fuU tici tb»

town received a charter of incorporation from Elizabeth in 1658,

which was confirmed and enlarged by Charles II. In the 42d of

Edward HI. it obtained the privilege of returning two members to

pailiament.

HASTINGS, Warren (1732-1818), the first governor-

general of British India, was born on the 6th of December

1732 in the little hamlet of Churchill in Oxfordshire.

He came of a family which had been settled for many
generations in the adjoining village of Daylesford; but

his great-grandfather had sold the ancestral manor-house,

and his grandfather had been unable to maintain himself

in possession of the family living. His mother died a few

days after giving him birth ; his father, Pynaston Hastings,

drifted away to perish obscurely in the West Indies. Thus

unfortunate in his birth, young Hastings received the ele-

ments of education at a charity school in his native village.

At the age of eight he was taken in charge by an elder

brother of his father, Howard Hastings, who held a post

in the customs. After spending two years at a private

soiiool at Newington Butts, he was moved to West-

minster, where among his contemporaries occur the names
of Lord Thurlow and Lord Shelbume, Sir Elijah Impey,

and the poets Cowper and Churchill In 1749, when his

headmaster Dr Nichols was already anticipating for him a

successful career at the university, his uncle died, leaving

him to the care of Mr Chiswick, who was in the direction

of the East India Company; and he determined to send

his ward to seek his fortune as a " writer " in BengaL
When Hastings landed at Calcutta in October 1750, the

affairs of the East India Company were at a low ebb.

Throughout the entire south of the peninsula French influ-

ence was predominant. The settlement of Fort St George

or Madras, captured by force of arms, had only recently

been restored in accordance with a clause of the peace of

Aix-la-Chapelle. The lurid genius of Dupleix everywhere

overshadowed the native imagination, and the star of Clive

had scarcely yet risen above the horizon. The rivalry be-

tween the English and the French, which had already

convulsed the south, did not penetrate to Bengal. That

province was under the able government of All Vardi

Khan, who peremptorily forbade the foreign settlers at Cal-

cutta and Chandarnagar to introduce feuds from Europe.

The duties of a young " writer " were then such as are im-

plied in the name. At an earlydate Hastings was placed in

charge of an aicrang or factory in the interior, where his

duties would be to superintend the weaving of silk and
cotton goods under a system of money advances. In

1755 he was transferred to KAsimbdzir, the river-port of

the native capital of Miirshiddbid. In 1756 the old

nawAb died, and was succeeded by his grandson SirAj-

ud-Daulah, a spoilt boy of 19, whose name is indelibly

associated with the tragedy of the Black Hole. WTiea

that passionate young prince, in revenge for a fancied

wrong, resolved to drive the English out of Bengal, his first

step was to occupy the fortified factory at Kdsimbdzdr, and

make prisoners of Hastings and his companions. Hastings

was soon released at the intercession of the Dutch resi^

dent, and made use of his position at MiirshidAbdd to open

negotiations with the English fugitives at Falta, the site of

a Dutch factory near the mouth of the Hooghly. In later

days he used to refer with pride to his services on this

occasion, when he was first initiated into the wiles of

Oriental diplomacy. After a while, he found it necessary

to fly from the Mahometan court, and join the main body of

the English at Falta. When the relieving force arrived from

Madras under Colonel Clive and Admiral Watson, Hastings

•enrolled himself as. a volunteer, and took part in the action

which led to the recovery of Calcutta. Clive showed his

appreciation of Hastings's merits, by appointing him in 1758

to the important post of resident at the court of Miirshv
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diibid. It was there that be first came into collision with

tbe Bengali Brdhman, Nandkumar, whose subsequent fate

throws so deep a shadow upon his own fair fame. During

his three years of office as resident he was able to render

not a few valuable services to the Company ; but it is more

important to observe that his name nowhere occurs in *.he

official lists of those who derived pecuniary profit from the

necessities and weakness of the native chiefs. In 1761 he

was promoted to be member of council, under the presi-

dency of Mr Vansittart, who had been introduced by Clive

from Madras. The period of Vansittait's government has

been truly described as " the most revolting page of our

Indian history." Tlie entire duties of administration were

suffered to remain in the hands of the nawdb, while a few

irresponsible English traders had drawn to themselves all

real power. The members of council, the commanders of

the troops, and tlie commercial residents plundered on a

grand scale. The youngest servant of the Company claimed

the right of trading on his own account, free from taxation

and from local jurisdiction, not only for himself but also

for every native subordinate whom he might permit to use

his name. It was this exemption, threatening the very

foundations of the Mussulman government, that finally led

to a rupture with the naw&b. Macaulay, in his celebrated

essay, has said that " of the conduct of Hastings at this

time little is known." As a matter of fact, the book
which Macaulay was professing to review describes at

length the honourable part consistently taken by Hastings

in opposition to the great majority of the council. Some-

times in conjunction only with Vansittart, sometimes abso-

lutely alone, he protested unceasingly against the policy

and practices of his colleagues. On one occasion he was
stigmatized in a minute by Mr Batson with " having

espoused the nawiib's cause, and as a hired solicitor de-

fended all his actions, however dishonourable and detri-

mental to the Company." An altercation ensued. Batson

gave him the lie, and struck him in the council chamber.

When war was actually begun, Hastings officially recorded

his previous resolution to have resigned, in order to repudi-

ate responsibility for measures which he had always

opposed. Waiting only for the decisive victory of Buxar

over the allied forces of Bengal and Oudh, he resigned his

seat and sailed for England in November 1764.

After fourteen years' residence in Bengal Hastings did

not return home a rich man, estimated by the oppor-

tunities of his position. According to the custom of the

time he had augmented his slender salary by private trade.

At a later date, he was charged by Burke with having taken

up profitable contracts for supplying bullocks for the use

of the Company's troops. It is admitted that he conducted

by meaus of agents a large business in timber in the Gan-

getio sandarbans. When at Falta ho had married Mrs
Cimpbell, the widow of an officer. She bore him two

children, of whom one died in infancy at MilrshidAbiid,

and wfis shortly followed to the grave by her mother.

Their common gravestone is in existence at the present

day, bearing date July 11, 1759. The other child, a son,

was sent to England, and also died shortly before his

father's rehirn. While at home Hastings is said to have

attached himself to literary society; and it may bo inferred

from his own letters that he nriw made the personal

acquaincince of Samuel Johnson and Lord Mansfield. In

17C6 he was called upon to give evidence before a com-

miuee of the House of Commons upon the affairs of

Bengal. Tlio good sense and clearness of the views which

he expressed caused attention to be paid to his desire to

be again employed in India. His pecuniary affairs were

embarrassed, partly from the liberality with which he had

endowed his few surviving relatives. The great influence

«f Lord Clive was also exercised on his behalf. At last,

in the winter of 1768, he received the appointment of

second in council at Madras. Among his companions on
his voyage round the Cape were the Baron Imhoff, a
speculative portrait painter, and his wife, a lady of soma
personal attractions and great social charm, who was des-

tined henceforth to bo Hastings's life-long companion.
Of his two years' work at Madras it is needless to speak in
detail. He won the good-will of his employers by devot-

ing himself to the improvement of their manufacturing
business, and he kept his hands clean from the prevalent

taint of pecuniary transactions with the nawdb of the

Carnatic. One fact of some interest is not generally

known. He'drew ^up a scheme for the construction of a

pier at Madras, to avoid the dangers of landing through the

surf, and instructed his brother-in-law in England to ob-

tain estimates from the engineers Brindley and Smeaton.
la the beginning of 1772 his ambition was stimulated

by the nomination to the second place in council at Bengal
with a promise of the reversion of the governorship when
Mr Cartier should retire. Since his departure from
Bengal in 1764 the situation of affairs in that settlement

had scarcely improved. The second governorship of Clive

was marked by the transfer of the diwdni or financial ad-

ministration from the Mogul emperor to the Company, and
by the enforcement of stringent regulations against the

besetting sin of peculation. But Clive was followed by
two inefficient successors ; and in 1770 occurred the most
terrible Indian famine on record, which is credibly esti-

mated to have swept away one-third of the population. In

April 1772 Warren Hastings took his seat as president of

the council at Fort William. His first care was to carry out

the instructions received from home, and effect a radical

reform in the system of government. Clive's plan of

governing through the agency of the native court had
proved a failure. The directors were determined " to

stand forth as diwdn, and take upon themselves by their

own servants the entire management of the revenues." All

the officers of administration were transferred from Miir-

sliidibid to Calcutta, which Hastings boasted at this early

date that he would make the first city in Asia. This

reform involved the ruin of many native reputation.s, and
for a second time brought Hastings into collision with the

wily Brdhman, Nandkumar. At the same time a new
settlement of the land revenue on leases for five j-ears was

begun, and the police and military systems of the country

were placed upon a new footing. Hastings was a man of

immense industry, with an insatiable appetite for details.

The whole of this large series of rcfornis was conducted

under his own personal supervision, and upon no part of

his multifarious labours did he dwell in his letters home
with greater pride. Aa an independent measure of

economy, the stipend paid to the titular nawAb of Bengal,

who was then a minor, was reduced by one-lialf—to sixteen

Idk/is a 'year (say .£160,000). JIacnulay imputes this re-

duction to Hastings as a characteristic act of financial

immorality ; but in truth it had been expressly enjoined

by the court of directors, in a despatch dated six months

before he took up office. His pecuniary bargains with

Siljah Daula, the nawdb wazlr of Oudh, stand oc a differ-

ent basis. Hastings himself always regarded them as

incidents in the general scheme of his foreign policy. The

Mahrattas at this time had got poisscssion of the person

of the Mogul emperor, ShAh Alam, .from whom Clive

obtained the grant of Bengal inl76r), and to whom he

assigned in return the districts of AlhihAbAd and Koraand

a tribute of jCaOO.OOO. Willi the emperor in their camp,

the Mahrattas were threatening the province of Oudh, and

causing a largo British force to bo cantoned along the fron-

tier for its defence. Warren Hastings, as a deliberate

measure of policy, withheld the tribute due to the emperor,
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and resold AllalidbAd and Kora to the wazir of Oudli.

Tlie Mahrattas retreated, and all danger for the time was

dissipated by the death of their principal leader. The
wazlr now bethought him that he had a good opportunity

for satisfying an old quarrel against the adjoining tribe of

Hohillas, who had played fast and loose with him while

the Mahratta army was at hand. The Rohillas were a race

of Afghan origin, who had established themselves for some
generations in a fertile tract west of Oudh, between the

Himalayas, and the Ganges, which still bears the name of

Koliilkhand. They were not so much the occupiers of the

soil, as a dominant caste of warriors and freebooters. But
in those troubled days their title was as good as any to be

found in India. After not a little hesitation, Hastings con-

sented to allow the Company's troops to be used to further

the ambitious designs of his Oudh ally, in consideration of

a sum of money which relieved the ever-pressing wants of

ths Bengal treasury. The Eohillas were defeated in fair

fight. Some of them fled the country ; and so far as pos-

sible Hastings obtained terms for those who remained.

The fighting, no doubt, on the part of the wazlr was con-

ducted with alltho savagery of Oriental warfare; but there

is no evidence that it was a war of extermination.

Meanwhile, the affairs of the East India Company had
again come under the consideration of Parliament. The
Regulating. Act, passed by Lord North's ministry in 1773,
effected considerable changes in the constitution of the

Bengal Government. The council was reduced to four

members with a governor-general, who were to exerci.se

certain indefinite powers of control over the presidencies of

Madras and Bombay. Hastings was named in the Act as

governor-general for a term of live years. The council con-

sisted of General Clavering and the Hon. Colonel Monson,
two third-rate politicians of considerable parliamentaryinflu-

ence ; Philip Francis, then only known as an able perma-

nent official ; and Barwell, of the Bengal Civil Service. At
the same time a supreme court of judicature was appointed,

composed of a chief and three puisne judges, to exercLse

an indeterminate jurisdiction at Calcutta. The chief-

justice was Sir Elijah Impey, already mentioned as a

schoolfellow of Hastings at Westminster. The whole

tendency of the Regulating Act was to establish for the

first time the influence of the crown, or rather of paiiia-

ment, in Indian affairs. The new members of council dis-

embarked at Calcutta on the 19th of October 1774; and on

the following day commenced the long feud which scarcely

terminated twenty-one years later with the acquittal of

Warren Hastings by the House of Lords. Macaulay states

that the members of council were put in ill-humour because

their salute of guns was not proportionate to their dignity.

In a contemporary letter Francis thus expresses the same
petty feeling :

" Surely Mr H. might have put on a ruffled

shirt." Taking advantage of an ambiguous clause in their

commission, the majority of the council (for Barwell uni-

formly sided with Hastings), forthwith proceeded to pass

in review the recent measures of the governor-general

All that hi had done they condemned ; all that they could

they reversed. Hastings was reduced to the position of a
cipher at their meetings. After a time they lent a ready

ear to detailed allegations of corruption brought against

Lim by his old enemy Nandkumar. To charges from such

a source, and brought in such a manner, Hastings disdained

to reply, and referred his accuser to the supreme court.

The majority of the council, in their executive capacity,

resolved that the governor-general had been guilty of pecu-

lation, and ordered him to refund. A few days later

Nandkumar was thrown into prison on a stale charge of

forgery, tried before the supreme court sitting in bar,

found guilty by a jury of Englishmen, and sentenced to be
ianged. That Hastings set this prosecution in motion, no

reasonable person can doubt ; and it is eqnally clear that

Chief-Justice Impey is free from all personal blame. The
majority of the council abandoned their supporter, who was
executed in due course. He had forwarded a petition for

reprieve to the council, which Clavering took care should

not be presented in time, and which was subsequently

burnt by the common hangman on the motion of Francis.

At the time no one dared to impute to Hastings the crime

of a judicial murder. But though he had thus silenced the

charges brought against him, a combination of circumstances

placed him in a position of fresh difficulty. While the strife

was at its hottest, he had sent an agent to England, with a
general authority to place his resignation in the hands of

the Company under certain conditions. The agent thought

fit to exercise that authority. The resignation was
promptly accepted, .and one of the directors was appointed

to the vacancy. But in the meantime Colonel Monson had
died, and Hastings was thus restored, by virtue of his

casting vote, to the supreme management of affairs. He
refused to ratify his resignation ; and when Clavering

attempted to seize on the governor-generalship, he judici-

ously obtained an opinion of the supreme court in his own
favour. From that time forth, though he could not always

command an absolute majority in council, Hastings was
never again subjected to gross insult, and his general policy

was able to prevail

A crisis was now approaching in foreign affairs which

demanded all the experience and all the genius of Hastings

for its solution. Bengal was piosperous, and free from ex-

ternal enemies on every quarter. But the Government of

Bombay had hurried on a rupture with the Mahratta con-

federacy at a time when France was on the point of de-

claring war against England, and when the mother-country

found herself unable to subdue her rebellious colonists in

America. Hastings did not hesitate to take upon his own
shoulders the whole responsibility of military affairs. All

the French settlements in India were promptly occupied.

On the part of Bombay, the Mahratta war was conducted

with procrastination and disgrace. But Hastings amply
avenged the capitulation of WArgdon by the complete suc-

cess of his own plan of operations. Colonel Goddard with

a Bengal army marched across the breadth of the penin-

sula, from the valley of the Ganges to the western sea, and
achieved almost without a blow the conquest of GuzerAt.

Captain Popham, with a small detachment, stormed the'

rock fortress of Gwalior, then deemed impregnable and the

key of Central India ; and by this feat held in check

Sindia, the most formidable of the Jlahratta cliiefs. The
bhonsla, or Mahratta rAjA of Nagpur, whose dominions

bordered on Bengal, was won over by the diplomacy of an

emissary of Hastings. But while these events were taking

place, a new source of embarrassment had arisen at

Calcutta. The supreme court, whether rightly or wrongly,

assumed a jurisdiction of first instance over the entire pro-

vince of Bengal. The English common law, with all the

absurdities and rigours of that day, was arbitrarily extended

to an alien system of society. Zamijiddis, or government

renters, were arrested on mesne process ; the sanctity of

the zandna, or women's chamber, as dear to Hindus as to

Mahometans, was violated by the sheriff's officer; the

deepest feelings of the people and the entire fabric of

revenue adminLstration were alike disregarded. On this

point the entire council acted in harmoiij. Hastiop

and Francis went joint-bail for imprisoned natives of dis-

tinction. At last, after the dispute between the judges

and the exeuutive threatened to become a trial of armed

force, Hastings set it at rest by a characteristic stroke of

policy. A new judicial office was created in the name of

the Company, to which Sir Elijah Impey was appointed,

though he never consented to draw the additional salary
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offered to him. The understanding between Hastings and

Francis, originating in this state of aifairs, was for a short

period extended to general policy. An agreement was come

to by which Francis received patronage for his circle of

friends, while Hastings was to be unimpeded in the control

of foreign affairs. But a difference of interpretation arose.

Hastings recorded in an official minute that he had found

Francis's private and public conduct to be " void of truth

and honour." They met as duelli.sts. Francis fell wounded,

and soon afterwards returned to England.

The Mahratta war w^s not yet terminated, but a far

more formfdable danger now threatened the English in

India. The imprudent conduct of the Madras authorities

had irritated beyond endurance the two greatest Mussulman

powers in the peninsula, the nizAm of the Deccan and

Hj-der AH, the usurper of Mysore, who began to negotiate

an alliance with the !Mahrattas. A second time the genius

of Hastings saved the British empire in the east. On the

arrival of the news that Hyder had descended from the

highlands of Mysore, cut to pieces the only British army

ia the field, and swept the Carnatic up to the gates of

Madras, he at once adopted a policy of extraordinary bold-

ness. He signed a blank treaty of peace with the Mah-

rattas, who were still in arms, reversed the action of the

Madras Government towards the niz.^m, and concentrated

all the resources of Bengal against Hyder Ali; Sir Eyre

CootB,-a general of renown in former Carnatic war.s, was

sent by sea to Madras with all the troops and treasure that

could be got together; and a strong body of reinforcements

subsequently marched southwards under General Leslie

along the coast line of Orissa. The landing of Cooto pre-

served ^Madras from destruction, though the war lasted

through many campaigns and only terminated with the

death of Hyder. Leslie's detachment was decimated by

an epidemic of cholera (perhajis the first mention of this

disease by name in Indian history); but the .survivors

penetrated to Madras, and not only held in check the

bhonsla and the niz'im, but also corroborated the lesson

taught by Goddard—that the Company's sepoys could

march anywhere, when boldly led. Hastings's personal

task was to provide the ways and means for this cxhaust-

iug war. A considerable economy was effected by a reform

in the establishment for collecting the land tax. The
Government monopolies of opium and salt were then for the

first time pkced upon a remunerative basis. But these,

reforms were of necessity slow in their beneficial operation.

The pressing- demands of the military chest had to be
satisfied by loans, and in at least one case from the private

purse of the governor-general. Ready casli could alone

fill up the void ; and it was to the hoards of native princes

that Hastings's fertile mind at once turned. Cheyto Sing,

rij.! of Benares, the greatest of tJie vassal chiefs who had
grown rich under the protection of the British rule, lay under
the suspicion of disloyalty. The wazfr of Oudh hail fallen

into arrears in the payment due for the maintenance of the

Coippany's garrison posted in his dominions, and hi.s ad-

ministration was in great disorder. In his case the ances-

tral hoards were under the control of iiis mother, the begum
of Oudh, into whose hands they had been allowed to pass

at the time when Ila.stings was powerless in council.

Hastings resolved to make a progress up country in order

to arrange the affairs of both provinces, and bring back all

the treasure that could be squeezed out of its holders by
his personal intervention. 'When he reached Benares and
presented his demands, the r.^j.'i rose in insurrection, and
the governor-general barely escaped with his life. But
the faithful ropham rapidly rallied a forci! for his defence.

The native soldiery were defeated again and again; Cheyto
Sing took to flight, and an augmented permanent tribute

was imposed upon his successor. The Oudh business was

managed with less risk. The wa,ztr consented to every-

thing demanded of hini. The begum was charged with

having abetted Cheyte Sing in his rebellion ; and after the

severest pressure applied to herself ami her attendant

eunuchs, a fine of more than a million sterling was exacted
from her. Hastings appeai-s to have been not altogether

satisfied with the incidents of this exijedition, and to have
anticipated the censure which it received in England. As
a measure of precaution, he procured documentary evidence

of the rebellious intentions of the nijA and the begum, to

the validity of which Impcy obligingly lent his extra-

judicial sanction.

The remainder of Hastings's terra of office in India was
passed in comparative tranquillity, both frum internal oppo-

sition and foreign,war. The centre of interest now shifts

to the India House and to the British Parliament. The
long struggle between the Company and the ministers of

the crown for tlie supremo control of Indian affairs and the

attendant patronage had reached its cliina.x. The decisive

success of Hastings's administration alone postponed the

inevitable solution. His original term of five years would
have expired in 1778 ; but it was annually prolonged by
special Act of Parliament until his voluntary resignation.

Though Hastings was thus irremovablef his policy did not

escape censure. Ministers were naturally anxious to obtain

the reversion to his vacant post, and Indian affairs formed

at this time the hinge on which party politics turned. On
one occasion Dundas carried a motion in the House of

Commons censuring Hastings, and demanding his recall.

The directors of the Company were disposed to act upon
this resolution ; but in the court of proprietors, with whom
the decision ultimately lay, Hastings always possessed a

sufficient majority. 'Fox's India Bill led to the downfall

of the Coalition Jlinistry in 1783. The Act which Pitt

successfully carried in the following year introduced a new
constitution, in which Hastings felt that he had no place.

In February 1785 he finally sailed from Calcutta, after a

dignified ceremony of resignation, and amid enthusiastic

farewells from all classes.

On his arrival in England, after a second absence of six-

teen years, he was not displeased with the reception he met

with at court and in the country. A peerage was openly

talked of as his due, while his own ambition pointed to some
responsible office at home. Pitt had never taken a side

against him, while Lord Chancellor Thurlow was his pro-

nounced friend. But he was now destined to learn that his

enemy Francis, whom ho had discomfited in the council

chamber at Calcutta, was more than his match in the parlia-

mentary arena. Edmund Burke had taken the subject races

of India under the protection of his eloquence. Francis, who
had been the early friend of Burke, supplied him with the

personal animus against Hastings, and with the knowledge

of detail!;, which he might otherwise have lacked. The
Whig party on this occasion unanimously followed Burke's

lead. Dundas, Pitt's favourite subordinate, had already

committed himself by his earlier resolution of censure ; and

Pitt was induced by motives which arc still obscure to in-

cline the ministerial majority to the same side. To meet

the oratory of Burke and Sheridan and Fox, Hastings wrote

an elaborate minute with which he wearied the cars of the

House for two successive nights, and he subsidized a swarm
of pamphleteers. The impcarhment was decided upon in

178C, but the, actual trial did not commcuco until 1788.

For seven long years Hastings was upon his defence on the

charge of "high crimes and misdcmcnnours." During this

anxious period he appears to have borne himself with

characteristic dignity, such as is consistent with no other

hypothesis than the consciousness of innocence. At last,

in 179."), the House of Lyrds gave a verdict of not guilty on

all the charges laid against him ; and he left the bar ol
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xrhich Le Had so frequently appeared, widi his reputation

clear, but ruined iu lortune. However large the wealth he

brought back from India, all was swallowed up in defray-

ing the expenses of his trial. Continuing the line of con-

duct which in most other men would be called hypocrisy,

he forwarded a petition to Pitt praying that he might be

reimbursed his coats from the public funds. This petition,

of course, was rejected. At last, when he was reduced to

actual destitution, it was arranged tliat the East India Com-
pany should grant him an annuity of £4000 for a terra of

years, with £90,000 paid down in advance. This annuity

expired before his death ; and he was compelled to make
more than one fresh appeal to the bounty of the Company,
whichVas never withheld. Shortly before his acquittal he

had been able to satisfy tlie dream of childhood, by buying
back the ancestral manor of Daylesford, where the re-

mainder of his life was passed in honourable retirement.

In 1813 he was called on to give evidence npon Indian

affairs before the two Houses of Parliament, which received

him with exceptional marks of respect The university of

Oxford conferred on him the honorary degree of D.C.L. ;

and in the following year he was sworn of the Privy

Council, and took a prominent part in the reception given

to the duke of "Wellington and the allied sovereigns. He
died on the 22d of August 1818, in his Sfith year, and lies

buried behind the chancel of the parish church, which he

had recently restored at his own charges.

In physical appearance, Hastings "looked like a great

man, and not like a'bad man." The body was wholly sub-

jugated to the mind. A frame naturally slight had been

further attenuated by rigorous habits of temperance, and
thus rendered proof against the diseases of the tropics.

Against his private character not even calumny has breathed

0, reproach. As brother, as husband, and as friend, his affec-

tions were as stedfast as they were warm. By the public

he was always regarded as reserved, but within his own
inner circle he gave and received perfect confidence. In

his dealings with money, he was characterized rather by
liberality of expenditure than by carefulness of acquisition.

A classical education and the instincts of family pride

saved him from both the greed and the vulgar display

which marked the typical "nabob," the self-made man of

those days. He could support the position of a governor-

general and of a country gentleman with equal credit.

Concerning his second marriage, it suffices to say that the

Baroness Imhoff was about forty years of age, with a family

of grown-up children, when the complaisant law of her

native land allowed her to become Mrs Hastings. She
survived her husband, who seems to have cherished

towards her to the last the sentiments of a lover. Her
children he adopted as his own; and it was chiefly for

her sake that he desired the peerage which was twice held

out to him.

Hastings's .public career will probably never cease to be a

Bubject of controversy. It was his misfortune to be the

scape-goat upon whose head Parliament laid the accumu-
lated sins, real and imaginary, of the East India Company.
If the acquisition of our Indian empire can be supported

on ethical grounds, Hastings needs no defence. No one
who reads his private correspondence will admit that even

his least defensible acts were dictated by dishonourable

motives. It is more pleasing to point out certain of his

public measures upon which no difference of opinion can
arise. He was the first to attempt to open a trade route

with Thibet, and to organize a survey of Bengal and of the
eastern seas. It was he who persuaded the pandils of

Bengal to disclose the treasures of Sanskrit' to European
scholars. He founded the Madrasa or college for Ma-
hometan education at Caloutta, primarily out of his own
funds ; and he projected the foundation of an Indian

Institute iu England. The Royal Asiatic Society was estab-

lished under his auspices, though he yielded the post of

president to Sir W. Jones. No Englishman ever under-

stood the native character so well as Hastings ; none ever

devoted himself more heartily to the promotion of every

scheme, great and small, that could advance the prosperity

of India. Natives and Anglo-Indians alike venerate his

name, the former as their first beneficent administrator, the

latter as the most able and the most enlightened of their

own class. If dive's sword conquered the Indian empire,

it was the brain of Hastings that planned the system of

civil administration, and his genius that saved the empire
in its darkest hour.

The bibliograpliy dealing with Warrea Hastings is not large.

The histoiies of JliU and Thornton both adoiit a standpoint
that is oil the whole advei-so. Tlie Memoirs, by Gleig, in 3 vols.

(Lond., 1841) are too tedious to be read at the present day. The
review of those Mctiwirs by Slacaulay, despite its exuberance of
colour, its AVliig partiality, audits proved inaccuracies, will not easily

be superseded as the one standard authority. There is a recent
Biotjraphyhy Captain Trotter(1878). Muchinteifsting information,

in correction or aniiilification of JFacauhay, may be found in the
Afenioirs of Francis, tcitk Con-cspayideiice, kc, by Parkes and H.
Merivale (1867), and in the Memoirs of Sir E, Jmjiey by his son

(1846), who dujiosited his private l^S. materials in the British

Mu-seutn. In 1872 the British Museum also obtained by purchase
from a Mrs Kinter 268 vols, of papera relating to Hastings, chiefly

lettere between 1757 and 1818. Tnese have been partly utilizeil by
Mr fievcridge in a series of articles contributed to the CalcxUla Review
for October 1877, April 1878, aud April 1879. (J. S. CO.)

HASTINGS, Francis Rawdon Hastings, Fiest
Marquis of (1754-1826), ranks among those governors-

general of India who, completing the work of Clive and
Warren Hastings, achieved the creation of the Indian

empire of England. The services of Lord Hastings in this

respect were special and important. He was both governor-

general and commander-in-chief in India from 1813 till the

end of 1822 ; during that period he carried two important

wars, the Nepaulese and the Mahratta, to a successful issue

;

while adding to the territories of the East India Company,
he in several i respects altered and improved their policy*

and by the sagacity and at the same time the generosity of

his own administration ^m which he exhibited the true

qualities of a Christian proconsul) he won reverence from
the natives and left a great name in India.

Lord Hastings was in no way connected with Warre*
Hastings ; his family name was Eawdon. His father. Sir

John Kawdon of Moira in the county of Down, fourth

baronet, was created Baron Rawdon of Moira, and after-

wards Earl of Moira, in the Irish peerage. His mother
was the Lady Elizabeth Hastings, daughter of the ninth

earl of Huntingdon. Both his father and mother appear

to have been persons of considerable ability and high culti-

vation. Lord Eawdon, as he was then called, having gone

at an early age to the university of Oxford, joined the army
in his seventeenth year as ensign in the 15th foot His
life henteforth was entirely spent in the service of his

country, and may naturally be divided into four periods :

—

from 1773 to 1782 he was engaged with much distinction

in the American war ; from 1783 to 1813 he held various

high appointments at home, and took an active part in the

business of the House of Lords ; from 1813 to 1823 was

the period of his labours in India ; after retiring from

which, in the last years of his life (1824-1826), he was

governor of Malta.

In America Lord Eawdon served at the battles ot

Bunker's Hill, Brooklyn, "White Plains, Monmouth, and

Camden, at the attacks on Forts Washington and Clinton,

and at the siege of Charleston. In fact he was engaged

in all the chief operations of the war. Perhaps his most

noted- achievements were the raising of a corps at Phila-

delphia, called the Irish "Volunteers, who under him became

famous for their fighting Qualities, and the victory of Hob-
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kirk lUU, which, when in command of only a small force,

ke gained by superior military skill and determination

against an American cori's d'armee. In 1782 ho was

invalided. The vessel in which he returned to England

was captured and carried into Brest. This occasioned tho

loss of his papers and personal records of the war which

would doubtless have been interesting. Ho was speedily

released, and on his arrival in England wiis much honoured

by George III., who created him an English peer (Baron

Rawdon) in JIarch 1763.

In 1793 Lord Tiawdon succeeded his father as earl of

Moira. In 17D4 he was sent with 10,000 men from South-

ampton to Ostend to reinforce the duke of York and the

allies in Flandors. The march by which he effected a

junction was considered extraordinary. In 1803 he was

appointed commander-in-chief in Scotland, and in 1804 he

married Flora Muir Campbell, countess of Loudon in her

own right. Ho and Lady Loudon lived at Duddingston

House near Edinburgh, where they were very popular. The
opposition coming into power in 180G, Lord Moira, who
had always voted with tlieui, rsceived the place of master

general of the ordnance. He was aow. enabled to carry a

philanthropic measure, of which from his first entry into

the Houso of Lords he had bcou a great promoter, namely,

the Debtor and Creditor Bill for relief of poor debtors.

Ireland was another subject to which he had given parti-

cular attention : iu 1797 there was published a Speech hy

Lord Muira on the Dreadful and Alarming State of Ireland.

Lord Moira's sound judgment on public affairs, combined
with his military reputation and tho honourable uprightness

of his character, won for him a high position among the

statesmen of the day, and lio gained an additional prestige

from. his intimate relations with tho prince of Wales. On
two occasions, in 1809 and again in 1812 after the assassi-

nation of Percival, there were negotiations for placing him
at the head of affairs. As a further mark of the regent's

nigard Lord Moira received the order of the Garter, and
in the same year was appointed governor-general and
commander-in-chief of India. He landed at Calcutta, and
assumed office in succession to Lord Mintoin October 1813.
He was now fifty-nine years of ago. One of the chief

•juestions which awaited him was that of relations with the
Goorkha state of Nepaul. The Goorkhas, a brave and
warlike littlo nation, failing to extend their conquests in

the direction of China, had begun to encroach on territories

held or protected by the East India Company ; especially

they had seized tho districts of Bootwul and Seoraj, ia the
northern part of Oudh, and when called upon to relinquish

these, they deliberately elected (April 1814) to go to war
rather than do so. Lord Moira, having travelled through
the northern provinces and fully studied the question,

declared war against Nepaul (November 1814). Tho
< nemy's frontier was GOO miles long, and Lord Moira, who
liirected tho plan of tha campaign, resolved to act offen-

sively along tho whole lino. It was an anxious undertaking,
because the native states of India were all watching the
issue and waiting for any serious reverse to the English to
join against them. At first all seemed to go badly, as the
British ofiScers too much despised tho enemy, and tho
Sepoys were unaccustomed to mountain warfare, and thus
alternate extremes of rashness and despondency wcro
exhibited. But this rectified itself in time, especially
through the achievements of General (afterwards Sir David)
Ochterlony, who before tho end of 181.5 had taken all the
Goorkha posts to the west, and early in 181G was advancing
victoriously within 60 miles of Katmandoo, tho capital.

The Goorkhas now made peace ; they abandoned the dis-

l>uted districts, ceded some territory to tho English, and
agreed to receive a British resident.

' Ever since they have
faithfully kept these terms ; the northern frontier of India

has been securely fixed, and the Goorkhas have entirely

kept aloof from the machinations of disaffected native states.

I'or his masterly conduct of these affairs Lord Moira was
created Marquis of Hastings in 1810.

He had now to deal with internal dangers. A treacherous

combination of Mahratta powers was constantly threatening

the continuance of British rule, under the guise of plausible

assurances severally given by the peshwah, Sindia, Holkar,

and other princes. At the same time the existence of the

Pindhdree state was not only dangerous to the English, as

being a warlike power always ready to turn against them,
but it was a scourge to India itself. In 1816, however, the

Pindhdrees entered British territoryin the Northern Circars,

where they destroyed 339 villages. On this, permission

was obtained to act for their suppression. Before the end
of 1817 the preparations of Lord Hastings were completed,
when the peshwah suddenly broke into war, and the British

were opposed at oncg to the Mahratta and Pindhiree powers,

estimated at 200,000 men and 500 guns. " The whole was
utterly shattered in a brief campaign' of four months (1817-
1818).' The peshwah's dominion had been annexed, and
those of Sindia, Holkar, and the mjah of Berar lay at the
mercy of the governor-general, and were saved only by his

exceeding and honourable moderation. There was at last,

after sixty years from the battle of Plassy, no question of

the supremacy of British power in India, now more perfectly

established and more effectively dominant than that of

Aurungzebe."'^ The PindhArees had ceased to exist, and
peace and security had been substituted for miserv and
terror.

" It is a proud phrase to uso," salJ Lord Hastinfp,* " but it is a
true oue, tliat we have bestowed blessings upon millions. Nothing
can bo more delightful than the reports I receive of the sensibility

manifested by the inhabitants to this change in their circumstances.
The smallest detachment of our troops cannot pass through that
district without meeting everywhere eager and exulting gratula-
tions, the tone of which proves them to come from glowing hearts,
ilultitudes of people have, even in this short interval, come from
tho hills and fastnesses iu which they had sooght refuge for years,
and have reoecupiod their ancient deserted villages. The plough-
share is again iu every quarter turning up a soil which tad for
many seasons uever been stirred, e.xcept by the hoofs of predatory
cavalry."

While tha natives of India appreciated the results o(

Lord Hastings's achievements, the court of directors

grumbled at his having extended the British territory.

Tiiey also disliked and opposed his measures for introducing
education among the natives and his encouraging the
frcedoni of the press. Posterity has, however, vindicated

the policy of Lord Hastings in all respects. In 1819 he
obtained the cession by purchase of the island of Singapore.
In finance his administration was very successful, as not-

withstanding the expenses of his wars he showed an annual
surplus of two millions sterling. He laboured much at law
reform, aipd ho succeeded in greatly raising tlio status and
character of the civil service of India. Lord and Lady
Hastings by their stately and yet genial manners, and by
their warm encouragement ofjiteraturc and science, gave
a high tone to tho society of Calcutta, And bo was the
first governor-general to exhibit a personal interest in the
exertions of the missionaries. Brilliant and beneficent as
his career had been, Lord Hastings did not escape, any
more than Clive, Warren Hastings, or Lord Wellcsley, the
assaults of unjust detraction. His last years of office were
embittered by tho discussions on a matter very notorious

'For ths intorosting details of this campaign, as well as of tha war
In Nepaul, SCO Prinsop's JIulory qfOu Political and Military Tram-
actions in India, during thg administration qf the Marquis of
Uaalings.

•Meadows Taylor's IVudent's Manual <^ the Bistory of India, p.

595.
' Reply to Addrotts of Inhabitants of Calcatla ; k9 Asiatic Journal,

February 1810.
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at the time, namely, the affairs of the banking-house of

W. Palmer and Company. The whole affair was mixed

up^ with insinuations against Lord Hastings, especially

charging him with having been actuated by favouritism

towards one of the partners in the firm. From imputations

which were inconsistent with his whole character he has

subsequently been exonerated. But while smarting under

them he tendered his resignation in 1821, though he did

not leave India till January 1823. He was much exhausted

by the arduous and almost incredible labours which for

more than nine years he had sustained. Among his charac-

teristics it is mentioned that " his ample fortune absolutely

sank under the benevolence of his nature;" and, so far from

having enriched himself in the appointment of governor-

general, ho returned to England in circumstances which

obliged him still to seek public employment. In 1824 he

received the comparatively small post of governor of Malta,

in which island he introduced many reforms and endeared

himself to the inhabitants. He died in 1826, leaving a

request that his right hand should be cut off and preserved

till the death of the marchioness of Hastings, and then

interred in her coffin.

No " Life " of the marquis of H.nstiiigs has appeareJ, but a iliary

of his first tours in India, wntteii for his children, has been

published, and alfoids interesting indications of his character. For

further particulars of his career see the Asiatic Journal for Novem-
ber IS'23, and the Annual Bingraphy and Obiluary ioT 1823; and
for details of his Indian administration see Prinseji's work cited

above, Wilson's continuation of Mill's Uistory of India, and other

Indian histories. (-^. GR.)

HAT, a covering for the head worn by both sexes, And
distinguished from the cap or bonnet by the possession of

a brim. The modern hat can be traced back to the

petasus worn by the ancient Romans when on a journey

;

and hats with brims were also used, probably on like

occasions, by the earlier Greeks. It was not till after the

Norman conquest that the use of hats began in England.

A "hatte of biever" about the middle of the 12th century

was worn by some one of the "nobels of the lande, mett

at Clarendom ;
" and Froissart describes hats and plumes

which were worn at Edward's court in 1340, when the

Garter order was instituted. In the 13th century the use

of the scarlet hat which distinguishes cardinals was sanc-

tioned by Pope Innocent IV. The merchant in Chaucer's

Canterbury I'ales had
" On his head a Flaundrish bever hat

;'

and from that period onwards there is frequent 'liiention of

"felt hattes," " beever hattes," and other like names.

Throughout mediieval times the w'earing of a hat was

regarded as a mark of rank and distinction. The caprices

of fashion in hats during the reign of Elizabeth may be

understood from an extract from Stubbs's Anaiomie of
Abuses, published about 1585 :

—

" Sometimes they use them sharpe on the crowne pearking up
like the spire or shaft of a steeple, standing a quarter of a yard
above the crowne of theire heads ; some more, some lesse, as please

the fantasies of their inconstant miudes. Othersome be flat, and
broade on the crowne, like the battlements of a house. Another
sorte have rounde crownes, sometimes with one kind of bande,
sometimes with another ; now black, now white, now russed, now
redde, now grene, now yellow; now this, now that ; never content
with one colour or fashion two dales to an end."

During the reign of Charles I. the Puritans affected a

steeple crown and broad-brimmed hat, while the Cavaliers

adopted a lower crown and a broader brim ornamented with

feathers. Still greater breadth of brim and a profusion of

feathers were fashionable characteristics of the hats in the

time of Charles II., and the gradual expansion of brim led

to tbe device of looping or tying up that portion. Hence
arojB various fashionable "cocks" in hats, such as the

"Monmouth cock," &c. ; and ultimately, by the looping up
equally of three sides of the low crowned hat, the cocked hat

which prevailed throughout the 18th century was elaborated.

Since the beginning of the present century the cocked hat
as an ordinary article of dress has disappeared. The
Quaker hat, plain, low in crown, and broad in brim, which
originated with the sect in the middle of the 17th century,

is also now becoming uncommon. See Costume.
Hat Manufacture.—Until recent times hats were prin-

cipally made by the process of felting, and as tradition

ascribed the discovery of that very ancient operation to St

Clement, he' was assumed as the patron saint of the craft,

and the annual festival of the trade continues to be held on
St Clement's day, the 23d Kovember. At the present day
the trade is divided into two distinct classes. The first and
most ancient is concerned with the manufacture of felt

hats, and the second has to do with the recent but now
most extensive and important manufacture of silk or dress

hats. In addition to these there is the equally important

manufacture of straw or plaited hats, which does not fall

within the scope of this article; and hats are occasionally

manufactured of piaterials and by processes not included

under any of these heads, but such manufactures do not

take a large or permanent position in the industry.

Fell Hats.—As now made, felt hats are of three different

kinds, plain soft, plain hard, and " napped " or " ruffed
"

felts. There is a great range in the quality of felt hats,

the finer and more expensive qualities being made entirely

of fur; for commoner qualities a mixture of fur and Saxony
wool is used ; and for the lowest kinds wool alone is em-
ployed. The processes and apparatus necessary for making
hats of fur differ also from those required in the case of

woollen bodies ; and in large manufactories machinery is

now generally employed for operations which at no distant

date were entirely manual. In the smaller factories, and
for special objects, the old hand processes are still in opera-

tion. An outline of the operations by which the old beaver

hat was and to some extent yet is made will give an idea

of the manual processes in making a fur napped hat, and

the apparatus and mechanical processes employed in making
ordinary hard and soft felts will afterwards be noticed.

Hatters' fur consists principally of the hair of rabbits

(technically called coneys) and hares, with some proportion .

of nutria, musquash, and beavers' hair ; and generally any
parings and cuttings from furriers are also used. Furs

intended for felting are deprived of their long coarse hairs,

after which they are treated with a solution of nitrate of

mercury, an operation called carroting or secretage, whereby

the felting properties of the fur are greatly increased. The
fur is then cut by hand or machine from the skin, and in

this state it is delivered to the hat maker. Babbits' fur for

hat-making now comes in large quantities from the

Australian colonies ; and it is also largely collected in the

United Kingdom and in northern Europe. A considerable

trade in rabbit fur for hat-making is maintained between

Great Britain and- the United States,.

The old process of making a beaver hat is as follows. The
materials of a proper beaver consist, for the body or fonndation, of

rabbits' fur, and for the nap, of beaver fur, although the beaver is

often mixed with or supplanted by a more common fur. Such a

hat may be regarded as the highest achievement of the hatter. In

preparing the fur plate, the hatter weighs out a sufficient quantity

Fig. 1.

of rabbit fur for a single hat, which is spread out and combined by

the operation of bowing. The bow or slang ABC (fig. 1) is about

7 feet long, and it stretches a single cord of catgut D, which the

workman vibrates by means of a wooden pin E, furnished with ahalf

knob at each end. Holding the bow in his left hand, and the pin in

liis right, he causes the vibrating string to come in contact with the

heap of tangled fur, which does not cover a space greater than that
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t>t the lianJ. At each vibration some of the filaments start up to

the height of a few inclics, aud fall away from the mass, a little to

the right of the. bow, their excursions being restrained by a concave
frame of wicker work called the basket. One half of the material

is first operated on, and by bowing and gathering, or a patting use of

the baaket, the stuff is loosely matted into a triangular figure, about
BO by 30 inches, called a bat. In this formation care is taken to

work about two-thirds of the fur down towards what is intended for

the brim, which being effected, greater density is induced by gentle

pressure with the basket It is then covered with a wettish linen

cloth, upon which is laid the hardening skin, a piece of dry half-

tanned horse hide. Ou this the workman presses or bakes until the

stirfT adheres closely to the damn cloth, in which it is then doubled
up, freely pressed with the hand, and laid aside. By this process,

called basoning, the bat has become compactly felted and thinned

toward the sides and point. The other half of the fur is next sub-

jected to precisely the sajne processes, after wliich a cone-shaped
slip of stiff paper is laid on its surface, and the sides of the bat are

folded over its edges to its form and size. It is then laid paper-side

downward upon the first bat, which is now replaced on the hairdle,

and its edges are transverselydoubled over the invroverted side-lnys

of the second bat, thxu giving equal thickness to the whole body.

In this condition it is reintroduced between folds of damp linen

cloth, and again hardened, so as to unite the two halves, the knitting
together of which is quickly effected. The paper is now withdrawn;
and the body in the form of a lai^c core is removed to the plank or

battery room.
The battery consists ofan open iron hoiler or kettleA (fig. 2), filled

with scalding hot water, with shelves. B, C, partly of mahogany and
partly of lead, sloping down to it. Here the body is first dipped in

the water, and thenwithdrawn totheplank to partly cool and drain,

when it is unfolded, rolledgently with a pin tapering towards the ends,
turned, andwojkAl in every direction, to togghen and shrink it, ancl

at the same time prevent adhesion of its sides. Stopping or thicken-
mg the thin spots which now appear, on looking through the body.

Fig. 2.

1» carefully performed by dabbing on additional stuff in successive
supplies from the hot' liquor with a brush frequently dipped into
the kettle, until the body be shrunk sufTicii-ntly (about one talQ and
thoroughly equalized. When quite dried, stiffening is performed
with a brush dipped into a thin varnish of shellac, and rubbed into
the body, the surface intended for the inside having much more
laid on it than the outer, while the brim is made to absorb many
times the quantity applied to any other part.

Ou being again dried, the body is ready to be covered with a nap
of beaver hair. For this, in inferior qualities, the hair of the ottLr,
nutria, or other fine fur is sometimes substituted. The requisite
quantity of one or other of these in takcu and mixed with a propor-
tion of cotton, and the whole is bowed up into a thin uniform lap.

The cotton merely serves to give sufficient body to the material to
enable the workman to handle the lap. The body of the hat

» being damped, the workman spreads over it a covering of this
lap, and by moistening and gentle patting with a brush the
cut ends of the hair penetrate and fix themselves in the felt body.
The hat is now put into a coarse hair cloth, dipped and rolled in
the hot liquor until th'o fur is quite worked in, the cotton being
left on the surface loose and ready for removal. The blocking,
dyeing, and finishing proces-ses in the case of beaver hats are
similar to those employed for ordinary felts, except that greater care
and dexterity arc required on the part of the workmen, and further
that the ooarso hairs or kenips which may bo in the fur are cut off
by shaving the surface with a razor. The nap also must bo laid in
one direction, smoothed, ond rendered glossy by repeated wettings,
ironings, and bnishings. A hat so finished is very duralOe, and it

is much more light, cool, and ensy-fitting to the head than the silk
hat which has now so largely superseded it.

Till a comparatively recent date all attempts to apply machinery
to the princijial processes in felt hat-making resulted in failure. As
is the case with many other labour-saving appliances of recent in-

troduction, the first efficient machinery for felt hat-making was

devised in America, and from the United Stales the machine-
making )irocesses were introduced into England about the year
ISSS ; aud now in all large establishments machinery such as that
alluded to below is employed. For the formiug of hat bodies two
kinds of machine are used, according as the material employed is ftir

or wool. In the case of fur, the essential portion of the apparatus
used consists of a cone of copper of the size and form of the bodyor
bat to bo made, perforated all over with small holes. The cone ia

made to revolve on its axis slowly over an orifice under which tlMro
is a powerful fan, which maintains a strong inward draught of air
through the holes in the cone. At the side of the cone, and with
an opening towards it, is a trunk or box from which the fur to bo
made into a hat is thrown out by the rapid revolution of a bmsh-
like cylinder, and as the cloud of separate hairs is expelled fma
the trunk, the current of air being sucked through tlie cone carries
the fibres to it and causes them to cling closely to its surface. Thus
a coating of loose fibres is accnmulated on the copper cone, and
these are kept in i>osition only by the exhaust at work under it.

When sufficient for a hat body has been deposited, a wet cloth ia
wrapped round it, over which an outer cone is slipped and the wbols
is removed for felting, while another copper cone is placed in posi-
tion for continuing the work. The felting of fur bodies is princi-
pally done by hand-labour, although machinery has recently been
introduced by which it is partly done. The bat or body of wwil
hats is prepared by first carding in a modified form of carding
macbiue. The wool is divided into two separate slivers as delivered
from the cards, and these are wound simultaneously on a double
conical block of wood mounted and geared to revolve slowly -with a
reciprocating horizontal motion, so that there is a continoal
crossing and recrossing of the wool as the sliver is wound around
the coue. This diagonal arrangement of the sliver is an essential
feature in the apparatus, as thereby the strength of the finished felt

is made equal in every direction ; and \vhcn strained in the blockine
the texture yields in a uniform manner without rupture. The wool
wound on the double block forms the material of two hats, which
are separated by cutting around the median or base line, and
slipping each half off at its own end. , Into each cone of wool or
bat an " inlayer" is nowplaced to prevent the inside from matting,
after which they are folded in cloths, and placed over a perforated
iron plate through which steam is blown. When well moistened
and heated, they are placed between boards, and subjected to a rub-
bing action sufficient to harden them for bearing the subsequent
strong planking or feltin'j operations. The planking of wool hats
is generally done by machine, in some cases a form of fulling mill
being used ; but in all forms the agency is heat, moisture, nressore,
rubbing, aud turning.

When by thorough felting the hat bodies of any kind nave been
reduced to dense leathery cones about one-half the size of the original
bat, they are dried, and, if hard felts are to be made, the bodies «ro
at this stage hardened or stiffened with a varnish of shellac. Next
follows the operation of blocking, in which the felt for the first time
assumes approximately the form it is ultimately to possess.. For
this purpose the conical body is softened in boiling water, and
forcibly drawn over a hat-shaped wooden block. A string is passed
round where the band is to be, and the brim is then flattened out
from the string. Next follows the dyeing of the hat in a bath of
suitable dyeing materi.al.s, according to the colour desired. In deal-
ing with fine hats, each hat is separately dyed while on the block,
but with commoner qualities it is the jiractice to dye before block-
ing. The finishing proces.ses include shni>ing on a block, over
which crown and brim receive accurately their ultimate form, and
pouncing or pumicing, which consists of smoothing the whole
surface with emery or glass paper while the hat is still stretched en
the block. The trimmer finally binds the outer brim and inserts
tjje lining, after which tho brim may get more or less of a curl or
turn over according to prevailing fashion. Machines of Amerioan
invention for blocking and pouncing have to some extent b«eo
introduced.

Silk Hats.—The silk bat, which ha.s now become co-

extensive with civilization, is an article of recent introduc-

tion. It was known in Florence about a century 5go ; bat
its manufacture was not introduced into Franco till about
1825, and its development has taken place entirely since

that period. A silk hat consists of a light stilT body
covered with a plush of silk, tho manufacture- of which ia

a brilliant glossy condition i.s tlio most important clement

in the industry; and in that manufacture the French aro

without equals. Originally the bodies were made of felt

and various other materials, but now calico is almost exclu-

sively used.

Tho calico is first sfilTened with ft varnish of shvlinc, and then
cut into pieces sufficient for crown, side, and brim. The side-]>ioce
is wouucl round a wooden hat block, and its edges are j;inrd by
>.ot ironing, and tho crown-piece j put on and similarly attached to
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the siJe. The brim, consisting of three thicknesses of calico

{lemented together, is now slipped over and brought to its position,

and thereafter a second side-piece and another crown are cemented
«in. The whole of the body, thus prepared, now receives a coat of

size, and subsequently it is varnished over, and thus it is ready for

the operation of covering. In covering this body, the under brim,
generally of merino, is first attached, then the upper brim, and
lastly the crown and side sewn together are drawn over. All these

by hot ironing and stretching are drawn smooth and tight, and as

the varnish of the body softens with the heat, body and cover adhere
all over to each other without wrinkle or pucker. Dressing and
polishing by means of damping, brushing, and ironing, come next,

ifter which the hat is "velured" in a revolving machine by the
application of haircloth and velvet velures, which cleans the nap and
gives it a smooth and glossy surface. The brim has only then to
be bound, the linings inserted, and the brim finally curled, when
the hat is ready for use.

In all kinds of hat-making the French excel, and in such
centres as Anduze, Lyons, and Paris the trade is very ex-

tensive and important. In the United Kingdom the felt-

hat trade is principally centred at Denton uud other locali-

ties in the neighbourhood of Manchester, and in America
the States of New York and New Jersey enjoy the greater

part of the industry. The value of the hats annually
exported from the United Kingdom somewhat exceeds

£1,000,000 sterling. (j. pa.)

HATFIELD, or Bishop's Hatfield, a quiet, old-

fashioned market-town of England, in the county of

Hertford, is prettily 'situated on the side of a hill, 17|-

miles N.N.W. of London by railway. The church of St
Ethelreda dates its foundation from Norman times, though
only a small portion of the originnl building is now stand-

ing. Hatfield is the seat of a poor-law union embracing
four parishes. The population of parish in 1871 was
3998. In the vicinity is Hatfield House, on the site

of a palace of the bishops of Ely, which was erected

about the beginning of the 12th century. In 1538 the
manor was resigned to Henry VIH. by Bishop Goodrich,
in exchange for certain lands in Cambridge, Essex, and
Norfolk ; and after that monarch the palace was succes-

sively the residence of Edward VI. immediately before his

accession, of Queen Elizabeth during the reign of her sister

Mary, and of James I. The last-named exchanged it in

1607 for Theobalds,- near Cheshunt, in the same county,
an estate of Sir Robert Cecil, afterwards earl of Salisbury,

in whose family Hatfield House has since remained. Tlie

west wing of the present mansion, built for Cecil in 1 608-1 1

,

was destroyed by fire in November 1835, the dowager-
marchioness of Salisbury perishing in the flames. The
grounds surrounding the house are extensive and beauti-
fully laid out.

HATHRAS, or Hatras, a town iu the Aligarh district,

North-Western Provinces, India, in 27° 35' 31" N. lat.,

78° 6' 9" E. long. It is well built, with numerous brick
and stone houses, and is a prosperous trading centre. At
the end of last century it was held by the Jat TLakur, DAya
Ram, whose ruined fort still stands at the east -end of the
town, and was annexed by the British in 1803. A municipal
tiall and school-house stand upon the brink of a new tank

;

and the town also contains a post-office and Government
charitable dispensary. Since it came under British rule,

Hithras has rapidly risen to commercial importauce, and
now ranks second to Cawnpore among the trading centres

of the Doib. The exports include coarse sugar, grain of all

sorts, oil-seeds, cotton, and ghl ; and the imports embrace
iron, metal vessels, European and native cloth, drugs, spices,

and miscellaneous wares. Population (1872), 23.589. com-
prising 21,121 Hindus and 2468 Mahometans.
,
HATTINGEN, a town of Westphalia, Prussia, in the

government district of Arnsberg and the circle of Bochum,
is situated on the river Ruhr, about 21 miles N.E. of'

Diisseldorf. It is the seat of a commission of justice, and
jpossesses a good school. The manufactures comprise cloth.

woollen and silk goods, tobacco, iron, and steel Iu A»
town are large iron-works, a brewery, and a brandy distil-

lery. There are iron-stone and coal mines in the neigh-
bourhood, and the scanty remains of the Isenburg, demo;
lished in 1226. Hattingen was one of the Hanse towns
of the Middle Ages. Its population in 1875 was 6995.
HATTO L (e. 850-913), tenth archbishop of Mainz,

was born of a Swabian family about the middle of the 9th
century. Educated at the monastery of Ellwangen or at
Fulda, he attracted the attention of the emperor Amulfj
who in 883 made him abbot of Reichenau, in 889 abbot
of Ellwangen, and iu 891 archbishop of Mainz. During
his reign Hatto acquired much ecclesiastical as well as
political power. He presided over the council at Tribur or
Teuver (895), at which the emperor and twenty-six or
twenty-seven bishops attended, and was employed as am-
bassador to Charles the Simple and the king of Lorraine at
their conference at Saint Goar in 899. Twice he accom-
panied Arnulf to Italy, in 894 and 896. On the death of
Arnulf in 900, Hatto became regent and guardian of Louis,
and iu the contest with the dukes of Babenberg treacher-

ously betrayed into the emperor's hands Count Adalbert,
who was one of their partisans. Under Louis's successor,

Conrad I., Hatto retained his influence, but he died in 913,
two years after Conrad's accession. Another but less pro-
bable account has it that he was killed at the battle of
Heresburg in 912. Hatto was a zealous churchman and a
bold and energetic statesman. By his influence the crown
and the church combined to check the growing power of

the great nobles. In a letter to_ Pope John IX., still

extant, he defends the German bishops from certain charges
made to the pope. There is a tradition, due probably to

his ambition and violence, that his corpse was seized by
the devil and thrown into the crater of Mount Etna. The
tradition of the Mouse Tower, on the Rhine at Bingen is

connected with another Hatto, also archbishop of Mainz
(968-970).

HATVAN, a market-town in the county of Heves,
Hungary, is situated on the left bank of the Zagyva, at the

junction of the Pest-Miskolcz, Hatvan-Rutka, and Hatvan-
Szolnok lines of railway,'about 30 miles E.N.E. of Budapest,
47° 40' N. lat., 19° 41' E. long. Hatvan possesses a band-

some church and an elegant castle. . There are two large

clothi factories, and a court of assize is held there. Many
of the inhabitants of the town and neighbourhood are

employed in raising fruit and melons, in improving the

breed of sheep and in tending large herds of horses, which
graze wild on the spacious communal pasture-land?.

Cattle fairs are frequently held in the town, and the trade

in horses is considerable. In 1870 the population amounted
to 4018, for the most part Magyars by nationality and
Roman Catholics by creed*

As a fortified place Hatvan rose to some importance in the

Middle Ages. In July 1525 a diet of Magyar nobles was held

there. Subsequent to the catastrophe at Mohacs (1526), Hatvan,

along with many other Hungarian towns, fell into the hands of tie

Turks. After being besieged by the imperialists in 1594 and 1595,

it was taken by them on the 3d September 1596. In 1678 it was

almost completely destroyed by the Ottoman forces. On the 2d

April 18i9 the Austrians were defeated by the Hungarians in t

sanguinary engagement near the town.

HATZFELD (Hungarian, Zsomholya), a market-town in

the county of TorontAl, Hungary, on the Austrian state

line of railway, about 22 miles W. of TemesvAr, 45° 48' N.

lat., 20' 44' E. long. The most important buildings are the

Roman Catholic church, the chateau of Count Csekonics,

a district court-house, and the usual Government oflSces,

The communal lands are large and very productive, more

especially in wheat, barley, oats, Indian corn, and rape seed.

The rearing of horses is extensively carried on. In 1870

the population amounted to 7981, for the most pai'

German?, by nationality and Roman Catholics by creed.
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HAUCn, Johannes Carsten (1790- 1ST2), Danish

poet, was born of Danish parents residing at Frcderikshakl

ia Norway, on the 12th of May 1790. In 1802 he lost his

mother, and in 1803 returned with his father to Denmark.

In 1807 ho fought as a volunteer against the English

invasion. He entered the university of Copenhagen in

1808, and in 1821 took his doctor's degree. He became

the friend and associate of Steffens and Oehlenschliiger,

warmly adopting tlio new views about poetry and philo-

sophy. His firi^t dramas. The Journey to Ginistan and The

Power of Fancy, appeared in 181G and 1817, and were

tollowed by Flosaura ; but these works attracted little or

attention. Hauch therefore gave up all hope of fame

03 a poet, and resigned himself entirely to the study of

science, to pursue which he went abroad. At Nice he had

an accident which obliged him to submit to the amputation

of one foot. IIo returned to dramatic production, and

oabltshed The Ilamadiyad, Bajazet, Tiberius, Gregory VII.,

Tlie Death of Charles F. (1831), and The Sief/e of Maestricht

(1832). These plays were violently attacked by the best

critical organs, and enjoyed no success. Hauch then turned

to novel-writing, and published in succession four romances
— Vilhelm Zabern, 1834; Guldnwgeren, 1836; A Polish

Family, 1829; and The Castle on th^ Rhine, 1845. In

1842 he collected his shorter Poems. In 1846 he was
appointed professor of the Scandinavian languages in Kiel,

but returned to Copenhagen when the war broke out in

1843. About this time his dramatic talent was at its

height, and he produced one admirable tragedy after

another ; among these may be mentioned Svend Grathe,

1841; The Sisters at Kinnekullen, 1849; Marsk Slig,

1850; Honour Lost and Won, 1851 ; and Tycho Brahe's

Youth, 1852. From 1858 to 1860 Hauch was director of

the Danish National Theatre ; he produced three more
tragedies

—

Tne King's Favourite, 1859; Henry ofNavarre,

1863; and Julian the Apostate, 1868. In 1861 he pub-

lished another collection of Poems, and in 1862 the histori-

cal epic of Vuldemar Atterdag. From 1851, when he

succeeded Oehlenschlager, to his death, he held the

jonorary post of professor of ajsthetics at the university of

Copenhagen. He died in Rome in 1872. Hauch was one
of the most prolific of the Danish poets, and his writings

are unequal in value. His lyrics and romances in verse are

always fine in form and often strongly imaginative. In
all his writing!?, but especially in hia tragedies, he displays

a strong bias in favour of what is mystical and supernatural.

Of his dramas itarsk Slig is perhaps the best, and of his

novels Vilhelm Zabern ia admired the most
HAUFF, WiLHELM (1802-1827), a popular German

novelist, was born at Stuttgart, 29th November 1802.

Having lost his father, who was a Government official, at

the age of seven, ho repaired with his mother to Tubingen,
whore ho frequented the Schola anatolica. In 1818 he was
sent to th? Klosterschule at Blaubeuren, and two years later

ho entered the seminary of Tubingen. After having com-
pleted, in 1824, his philosophical and theological studies and
taken his degree, ho acted for two years as private tutor,

and assumed, in January 1827, the editorship of the

Morgenblatt. In the following month he married, and led

a happy and quiet life, which was ended by a fatal illness

on 18th November of the same year. HaufTa literary

activity is comprised within the short space of about two
years. In his Mdrchenalmanach for 1826 ho published the

Fairy Tales ho u.iod to rolato to his pupils during his tutor-

ship. They were distinguished by an originality of concep-

tion, a playful though somewhat fantastic humour, and
an elegance of style, not usually met with in similar produc-

tions. Those fanciful tales founded his fame as a narrator,

and form, together with his subsequent novels, several of

yhich belong to the same species, the basis of his per-

manent reputation as an author. His next publication,

Mittheihuigen aut den Meiuoiren des Satciis, " Extmcts
from the Memoirs of Satau " (2 vols. 1626-27), was of a
fragmentary kind, but gave additional proof of his talont

a? a humorist. In 1826 he wrote a novel

—

Ver Maun
till Monde, "The Man in the Moon"—with the intention

of satirizing and parodying the sentimental sensualism of

Clauren ; but lu the course of composition the projected

parody became a regular imitation, and, as he issued the

novel under the name of that romancer, the latter brought
an action against him for the abuse of his name, and gained
his lawsuit. Hauff succeeded, however, in morally annihilat-

ing that maudlin narrator by his witty Contiovcrspredigl,
" Controversial Sermon " (1826). Animated by the genius

of Sir Walter Scott, Hauff wrote a historical romance called

Lichtenslein (1826), which illustrated the most interesting

period in the history of Wiirtemberg, and, being one of the

first historical German novels, acquired, in fpito of its

weakness as a literary composition, great popularity through-

out Germany. His fanciful work, Phantasien im Bremer
Rathskeller (1827), is pervaded, especially in the first portion

of the book, by an exuberant spirit of conviviality, which
exercises a cheering effect on the reader ; but his most
perfect fiction is the Beltlerin vom Paiit-des-Arts. HaufTs
works have gone, collectively and separately, through many
editions, and some of his shorter poems have become regular
" Volkslieder."

HAUG, JoHANN Christoph Friedricu (1761-1829), a
German epigrammatist, was born March 19, 1761, at

Niederstotzingen in Wiirtemberg, and received his early

training from his father, who was afterwards professor and
preacher at Stuttgart. From the gymnasium in this city

Haug passed in 1776 to the Prince Charles academy, where

he had SchiUer as a fellow scholar, and, after finishing the

philosophical and philological course, he devoted himself to

the study of legal science with so much success that he
attracted the attention of the duke. In 1784 he was
appointed secretary of the private closet to his patron, in

1791 received the title of curial and palatine count, in

1794 became the duke's private secretary, and in 1817 was

made Hofrath or aulic councillor and librarian of the public

library at Stuttgart. In 1827 he travelled through northern

Germany, and on 30th January 1829 he died. Haug
began his career as an author by publishing Sinngedichle

von Friedrich Hophthalmos (Frankfort, 1791), the pseud-

onym Hophthalmos being a jocular Greek equivalent of his

own name {Atig, the eye, equal to Ophthalmos, aud there-

fore Haug equal to Hophthalmos).
Among Ills later works, which are as often cliaracteriztd by a love

of fun as by power of wit, it is enough to mention Epigrammt und
vcrmischlc GqdichU, Berlin, 1805; Mundcrt Epifp-avime auf Acrzle

die Keinesind, Zurich, 1806 ;
Ejrirprammatiscke Spick, 1807 ;

Tasch.

enbuch dem Bacchus und locus gcwdht, Stuttgart, n.d.; Magische

Latcrne,^ Briinn, 1820; Panorama dcr Laune und des fyitzcs,

Ttibingcn, 1826 ; and, perhaps more famous than any, Zwfihundert

Uypcrbcln auf Hcrm Wakls vngehture Kase, Stuttgort, 1804, new
edition, Bniiin, 1822. Along with Weissos, Haug published E}>i-

grammatische Anthologic, Stuttgart, 1807-1809, 10 vols. A selec-

tion from his poems appeared at Hamburg, 1827, 2 vols.

HAUG, Martin (1827-1876), Orientalist, was born at

Ostdorf near Balingcn, Wiirtemberg, January 30, \827r

As a self-taught lad ho became a pupil in the pymnasinm

at Stuttgart at a comparatively late ago; and in 1848 Lo

entered the university of Tiibingen, where he devoted him-

self to the study of the Oriental languages, and cupccially

of Sanskrit under Roth. Ilo nftcrwanls for some time

attended the lectures of Ewald and Benfey in GiJltingcn,

and finally " habilitated " as a privat-docent at Bonn. In

1856 he removed to Heidelberg as coUaborntcur in the pre-

paration of Bunscn's Bibehccrk ; and in 1859 ho accepted

an invitation to India, where ho became Buporintcndcnt of

Sanskrit studies and professor of Sanskrit in Poona, Thcio
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Lis previous acquaintance with the Zend language and
literature enabled him to associate with the Parsees on such
terms as afforded the best opportunities for perfecting his

knowledge in this department. The result of his researches

was the volume of Essays on the Sacred Language, Writings,

and Religion of the Parsees (Bombay, 1862). After a resi-

dence of six years in India, he was compelled by domestic

circumstances to return to Wiirtemberg in 1865 ; from
Stuttgart he was called to Munich as first professor ordi-

narius of Sanskrit and comparative grammar in 1868. He
died at Ragatz in Switzerland on the 3d of June 1876.

Besides the Essays on the Parsees, of -nhich a new edition, by
"West, greatly enriched from the posthumous papers of the author,

appeared iu 1878, Haug published a number of works of consider-
able importance to the student of the literatures of ancient India
and Persia. They include Die Pchlewispraclie u. der Bmidehcsch
(1854); Die Schriftu. Sprachc der ziceiten Keilschriflgaitung (\9,55);

Die filnf Gathas, edited, translated, and expounded (1S5S-60);
an edition with translation and explanation o£ The Aitareya Brah-
Tnana of the Rigveda (1863); A Lecture on an original S]iecch of
Zoroaster (1865); An old Zcml-Pahlavi Glossary (1867); Ucber den
Charakterd€rPehlewisprache(lS69); DaslS'^ Cajnlcl des IVendidad
(1869); Ueber das Ardai- Firaf-nameh {1870); AnoldPahlavi-Pazand
Glossary (1870); Vedische Edlhselfragcn u. liat/iselspriiche (1875).

HAUGE, Haxs Nielsen (1771-1824), founder of a

religious sect within the Lutheran Church of Norway and
Denmark, was born in the former country, in the parish of

Thuno, April 3, 1771. With the aid of various religious

works which he found in his father's house, he laboured to

supplement the scanty education which he had received as

a peasant's son. In his twenty-sixth year, believing him-
self divinely commissioned, he began to preach in his

native parish and afterwards throughout Norway. In
1800 he passed to Denmark, where, as at^ome, he gained
many followers and assistants, chiefly among the lower

orders. Proceeding to Christiansand in 1804, Hauge set

np a printing-press to disseminate his views niore widely,

but was almost immediately arrested for holding illegal

religious meetings, and for insulting the regular clergy in

his books, all of which were confiscated. After being in

confinement for ten years, he was released in 1814 on pay-

ment of a fine, and retiring to an estate at Breddwill, near

Christiania, he died there, March 29, 1824. His adherents,

called Haugianer or Leser {i.e., Readers), are stLU to be
found in the south of Norway. By his writing and preach-

ing he unquestionably did much to revive the spiritual life

of the northern Lutheran Church. Though he cannot be
said to have rejected any article of the Lutheran creed, the

peculiar emphasis which he laid upon the evangelical

doctrines of faith and grace involved considerable anta-

gonism to the rationalistic or sacerdotal views commonly
lield by the established clergy.

Hauge's principal writings are Forsog til Afhandding om Guds
Visdom, 1796 ; Anwisning til nogle morkelige Sprog i Bibelen,

1798 ; Forklaring over Loven og Evangclium, 1803. For an acconut
of his life and doctiines, see Chr, Bang's Sana Nielsen Hauge og
bans Samlid, Christiania, 1875.

HAUPT, MoEiTZ or Moeiz (1808-1874), one of the

principal representatives at once of classical and of vernar

cular philology in Germany, was borft at Zittau, in Lusatia,

July 27, 1808. His early education was mainly conducted

by his father, Ernst Friedrich Haupt, burgomaster of Zittau,

a man of good scholarly attainment, who used to take

pleasure in turning German hymns or Goethe's poems into

Latin, and whose memoranda have been 'employed by
Freytag in the 4th volume of his Bilder aits der deutschen

Vergangenheit. From the Zittau gymnasium, where he

spent the five years 1821-1826, partly under the tuition

of Lindemann, Haupt removed to the university of Leipsic

•with the intention of prosecuting theology; but the natural

bent of his mind and the influence of Professor G. Hermann
soon turned all his energies in the direction of what were
to be his life-studies. On the cbse of his university course

(1830) he returned to his father's house, and the next
seven years were devoted to quiet work not only at Greek,
Latin, and German, but at Old French, Provencal, and
Bohemian. In 1834 he became acquainted with Endlicher,
Karajan, and F. Wolff at Vienna, and formed with Lach-
mann at Berlin a friendship which had great effect on his

intellectual development. In September 1837 ho "habili-
tated " at Leipsic as privatdocent, and his first lectures,

dealing with such diverse subjects as Catullus and the
Nibelungenlied, indicated the twofold direction of his

labours. A new chair of German language and literature

being founded in his behoof, the new teacher received in

succession the title of professor extraordinarius (September
1841) and professor ordinarius (November 1843); and in

1842 he married Louise Hermann, the daughter of his

master and colleague. But the peaceful and prosperous
course opening out before him at the university of Leipsic

was brought to a sudden close. Having taken part in 1849
with Otto Jahn and Theodor Mommsen in a political agi-

tation for the maintenance of the imperial constitution,

Haupt was deprived of his professorship by a decree of the

2 2d April 1851. Two years later, however, he was called

to succeed Lachmann at the university of Berlin ; and at

the same time the Berlin academy, which had made him a

corresponding member in 1841, elected him an ordinary

member. For one and twenty years he continued to hold

a prominent place among the scholars of the Prussian

capital, making his presence felt, not only by the prestige

of his erudition and the clearness of his intellect, but by the

tirelessness of his energy and the ardent fearlessness of his

temperament. His death, which took place with very little

warning, February 5, 1874, was the result of heart disease.

Haupt's critical work is distinguished by a happy union of the
most painstaking investigation with intrepidity of conjecture, and
while in his lectures and addresses he was frequently carried aw.ay

by the excitement of the moment, and made sharp and questionable

attacks on his opponents, in his writings he exliibits great self-

control. The results of many of his researches are altogetlier lost,

because he could not be prevailed upon to publish what fell much
short of his own high ideal of excellence. To the progress of

classical scholarship he contributed by Qua^stiones CatuUiance

(1837), Obserratioyics Criticm (1841), and editioixs of Ovid's Sah'cKttai
and the Cynegctica of Gratius and Nemesianns (1838), of Catuilus,

Tibullus, and Propertius (3d ed., 1868), of Horace (3d ed., 1871),'

and of Virgil (2d ed., 1873). As early as 1836 he with Hoffmann
von Fallersleben started the Altdeutsche Blatter, which in 1841
gave place to the Zeitsehrift fur dentschcs AUerthum, of which he
continued editor till his death. Hartmann von Aue's Erce (1839)
and his Lieder, Bilchlein, and Der arme Hcinrich (1842), Rudolf
von Ems's Guter Gerhard (1840), and Conrad von Wiirzburg's

Engelhard (1844) are the principal German works which he edited.

To form a collection of the French songs of the 16th century was
one of his favourite schemes, but a little volume published since his

death, Franxosisehe Folkslieder (1877), is the only monument of

his labours in that direction. Three volumes of his Opuscuta have
appeared (Leipsic, 1875-1877). See Kirchhoff, "Gedachtnissrede,"

in Abhandl. der Konigl. AJcad. der JFisscnschaften zu Berlin, 1875

;

and Otto Belger, 3foriz Ilatqjt als Lelirer, 1879.

HAUPTMANN, Mokitz (1792-1868), although a com-

poser of ability, was of infinitely greater importance as a

writer on the theory of music. He was bom at Dresden,

October 13, 1792, and studied music under Scholz,

Lanska, Qrosse, and Morlacchi, the rival of Weber.

Afterwards he completed his education as a violinist and

composer under Spohr, and till 1820 held various appoint-

ments in private families, varying his musical occupations

with mathematical and other studies bearing chiefly on

acoustics and kindred subjects. For a time also Haupt-

mann was employed as an architect, but all other

pursuits gave place to music, arid a grand tragic opera,

Mathilde, belongs to the period just referred to. In 1822

he entered the orchestra of Cassel, again under Spohr'e

direction, and it was then that he first taught composition

and musical theory to such men as Ferdinand David,

Burgmiiller, Kiel, and others. His compositions at this
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time chiefly consisted of motets, masses, cantatas, ana songs.

His opera Matkilde was. performed at Cassel with great

success. In 1842 Hauptmann obtained the position of

cantor at the TJioraas-school of Leipsic (long previously

occupied by the great Johann Sebastian Bacli) together

with that of professor at the conservatoire, and it was

in this capacity that his unique gift as a teacher

developed itself and was acknowledged by a crowd of

enthusiastic and more or less distinguished pupils. He
died on January 3, 1868, and the universal regret felt at

his death at Leipsic is said to have been all but equal to

that caused by the loss of his friend Jlendelssohn many
years before. Hauptmann's compositions are marked by
symmetry and perfection of workmanshio rather than by
spontaneous inrention.

Amongst his vocal compositions—by far the most important

portion of his work—may bo mentioned two masses, choral songs

for mixed voices {Op. 32, 47), and numerous part songs. The re-

sults of his scientific research were embodied in his book Die Natur
dcr Harmonik und Mdrik (1853), a standard work of Hs kind, in

which a phflosophie explanation of the forms of music is attempted.

HAURAN. See Bashan.
HAUSER, Kaspar, a German youth whoso life was

remarkable from the circumstances of apparently inexplic-

able mystery in which it was involved. He appeared en

May 20, 1828, iu the streets of Nuremberg, dressed in the

garb of a peasant, and with such a helpless and bewildered

air that he attracted the attention of the passers-by.. In

his possession. was found a letter purporting to be written

by a poor labourer, stating that the boy was given into his

custody on the 7th October 1812, and that according to

agreement he had instructed liira in reading, writing, and
the Christian religion, but that up to the time fixed for

relinquishing his custody he had kept him in close confine-

ment. Along with this letter was enclosed another pur-

porting to be written by the boy's mother, stating that he
was born on the 30th April 1812, that his name was
Kaspar, and that his father, formerly a cavalry officer in

the 6th regiment at Nuremberg, was dead. The appear-

ance, bearing, and professions of tbo youth corresponded

closely with these credentials. He showed a repugnance

to all nourishment except bread and vi-ater, was seemingly

ignorant of outward objects, wroto his name as Kaspar
Hauser, and said that he wished to t)Q a cavalry officer like

his father. For some time he was detained in prison at

Nuremberg as a vagrant, but on July 18, 1828, ho was
delivered over to the care cif Professor Daunier, who under-

took to be his guardian and to take the charge of his educa-

tion. On October 17, 1829, he was found to have received

a wound in the forehead, which according to his own states

raent had been inflicted on him by a man with a blackened
I'ace. Having on this account been removed to the house
of a magistrate and placed under close surveillance, he
was visited by Earl Stanhope, who became so interested in

his history that he sent him to Ansbach to be educated.

After this he became clerk in the office of Feuerbacli,

president of the court of appeal, and his strange history

was almost forgotten by the public when the interest in it

was suddenly revived by his d(;ath on the 14th December
1833 from a deep wound on his left breast. He affirmed

that the wound was inflicted by a stranger, but many
believed it to bo the work of his own hand, and that he
did not intend it to bo fatal, but only so severe as to give

a sufficient colouring of truth to his stoiy.

In 1830 a pamphlet was published at Berlin, entitled Kaspar
ffatucr nicfit ummhrschanluh tin Bclriiricr; but the truthfulnci's
of his statements was defended by Daumcr, wlio published Miuheil-
ungen ilber Kaspar Ilauscr (Nuremberg, 1832), and EnlliuUungcn,
iiber Kaspar Ilausfr (Frankfort, 1859) ; as well as Kaspar Jlauser,
sein fVcscn, seine UnschuUI, itc. (Uepcnsburg, 1873), in answer to
Meyer's Aullientisehe AfU/heilungm iiber Kasjiar Hauser (.\nsbncli,

18721. Fcuerbach awakened considerable psychological interest in

the case by his pamphlet Kaspar Hauser, Seiapitl eines Verbrce/iena
am Seelenlebcn (Ansbach, 1882), and Earl Stanhope also took part
in the discussion by publishing ilalcriaUen rur GescliielUe K.
Eauscrs (Heidelberg, 1836). The theory of Daumer and Tencr-
bach was that the youth was the son of tlie grand-dukc Charles of
Baden, and that he had been kidnapped by the- countess of Hoch-
berg in order to secure the succession to the children of the grand-
ditke Cliarles Frederick; but this theory was set aside in 1875 by
the publication in the Augsburg Allgcmcinc Zcilung of the ofTicial

record of the baptism, post-mortem examination, and bnrial of the
heir supposed to have been kidnapped. See Kasvar Hauser und
sciti hadisches Prina:ntkum (Heideli>?rg, 1876).

HAIJY, RENfi Just (1743-1822), an eminent French
mineralogist, commonly styled the Abb6 Haiiy, from being
an honorary canon of Notre Dame, was bom at St Just, in

the department of Oise, February 28, 1743. His parents
were in a humble rank of life, and were only enabled by
the kindness of friends to educate their son. He was sent

to Paris to the college of Navarre, and afterwards to that
of Lemoine, where he finished his course amid incredible

privations and difficulties. He escaped from these when,
in 1764, he was himself appointed one of the teachers in

the first of the above-named colleges. He began to devote
his leisure hours to the study of botany ; but an accident

directed his attention to another field in natural history.

Happening to let fall a beautiful specimen of calcareous

spar belonging to a friend, he discovered, by examining the

fragments, the geometrical iaw of crystallization. By
experimenting on a. hexahedral crystal of this substance,

he found that it could be so dissected, by dividing it by
planes parallel to certain edges, as to exhibit a rhombo-
hedral nucleus, and, by extending his experiments, he
farther showed that the same result could be obtained from
mechanical division of every crj-stal of the same species.

This led him to the theory that Crystals are composed of what
he called "integrtJit molecules," which he hold had each
the same shape as the respective nuclei got at by mechanical
division. To obtain the different crystalline forms these

molecules were supposed to bo built up in layers round the

nucleus, each layer diminishing regularly in the number of

rows of molecules, and the rows at the same time diminish-

ing in the number of molecules according to the nature of

the crystal, A full account of his mathematical theory of

this subject is given by Haiiy in his Traite de Miniralogie

(sec Ckystallogeaphv). Daubenton and Laplace immedi-
ately recognized the scientific value of the discovery, which,

when communicated to the Academy, secured for its author

a place in that society. Besides the important service

which he rendered to crystallography, Haiiy also greatly

increased our knowledge of pyro-electricity. He demon-
strated by experiment in the case of tourmaline th.it the

positive and negative charges of electricity at the re-

spective ends of the crystal diminish rapidly as wo
approach the middle point, where they disapjiear. He
showed also that each particle of a broken pyroclectric

crystal itself exhibits polarity ; and ho was likewise the first

to observe that, in all minerals, the pyroclectric state has an

Important connexion with the want of rynimctry of tho

crystals. In tourmaline, for instance, he found tho vitreous

charge always at tho summit with six, and the resinous nt

the summit with three faces (see ELECTniciTv). When the

Revolution broke out, Haiiy was thrown into prison, and

his life was even in danger, when ho was saved by the

intercession of Gcoflroy .Saiiit-lliJaire. Under Napoleon lie

became professor of mineralogy at tho museum of natural

history. He also obtained other scientific proferment, of

which ho was deprived by the feeble Government of lli«

Restoration, though his royalism had been a serious bar to

his promotion under the empire. His latter days were

consequently clouded by the i>ovcrty which had threatened

to blight h'\n early career. But the courage and high mornl

qualities which had helped him forward in his ynulh did
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not desert him in his old age ; and he lived cheerful and
respected till his death, June 3, 1822.

Tlie following are his principal works ;

—

Essai d'uius Thiorie sur

la Structure dcs Cristaux, 1784; Exposition raisonnie de la Thiorie

He riilcctricUi cl da Magnitismc, d'aprh Us Frincipcs d'^pintts,

1787; l>c la Structure emifidirec comme Caraclirc Dislinclif dcs

Hiniraux, 1793; Exposition abrigic dc la Thiorie de la Structure dcs

Cristaux, 1793; Exlrait d'un Traill £liinentaire de Miniralogie,

1797; TraiU dc Miniralogie, 1802, 4 vols., 2d ed. ; Traiti £lemeH-
piire dc Physique, 1803, 1806, 2 vols, ; Tableau Comparalif des

'R^.snllats dc la Cristallogra^}hie, ct de VAnalyse Chitni/jue refalivc-

ment d la Classification des Mineraux; TraiU des Picrres Pricieuscs,

1817; Tralti de Crislallographie, 1822, 2 vols. He also contri-

buted papers to various scientific journals, particularly the Journal
d'-ffistoire Naturelle, Aniiales de Chimie, Journal de Physique,

Magasin Encyclopedique, Annales du Musium d'Histoire Naturelle,

find Journal dcs Mines.

HAVANA, Havannah, or Habana, more fully San
Ci'Lstobal de la Havana, the capital of Cuba, and one of

the principal seats of commerce in the Nevy World, is

situated on the northern coast of the island in 23° 9' 24"

N. lat. and 82° 22' 35" W. long. From the sea it presents

a picturesque appearance. The background is indeed tame

;

but the long lines of fortifications, the church-tow.ers, and
the shipping relieve the somevfhat tawdry effect of the

gaily coloured houses. Though the walls, completed in

1702, have been almost entirely demolished since 1863, it

is still usual to speak of the intramural and the extramural

city. The former, lying close to the harbour, has streets

of the narrowest possible description consistent with the

existence of wheel traffic. The latter has been laid out on

a spacious plan, with wide thoroughfares frequently fringed

with trees. Most of the houses are built of solid stone

and have flat roofs, after the manner in vogue in southern

Spain, and, as the erection of wooden buildings has been
illegal since 1772, it is only in the suburban districts that

they are at all common. The lavish use of white marble

in the decoration both of shops and dwelling-houses is one

of the peculiarities of the popular taste ; and it is worthy
of remark that, though the native quarries would supply

what is wanted, the marble is brought from Genoa. Caf^s,

restaurants, clubs, and casinos are both exceedingly

numerous and largely frequented, forming a good indication

of that general absence of domestic life among the white

population which surprises the European visitant. Havana
is still, as of yore, a city of smells and noises. There is no
satisfactory cleaning of the streets or draining of the sub-

Boil, and the harbour is visibly rendered foul by the impuri-

ties of the town. Victorias,—of which it is the Cuban
boast that there are 6000,—volantes, and other vehicles are

driven through the thoroughfares with the utmost reckless-

ness; and tramways and railways in the American fashion

contribute to the confusion.

The principal defences of Havana are the Castillo de la

Punta, to the west of the harbour entrance, the Castillo del

Morro and San Carlos de la Cabana to the east, the Santo
Domingo de Atares, which lies at the head of the western

arm of the bay and commands both the city and the neigh-

bourhood, and the Castillo del Principe, situated on an
eminence to the west, and forming the terminus of the

great Paseo Militar. El Morro, as it is popularly called,

was first erected in 1589, but additions have been frequently

made. La Punta, a much smaller fort, is of the same
period. The castle of Atares dates from about 1763, when
the Conde de Ricla was jfovernor of the island. Cabana,
which alone has accommodation for 4000 men, fronts the
bay for a distance of 800 yards, and is defended on the land
side by three bastions. To the east there lies a smaller
fort. No. 4, or San Diego, on a hill about 100 feet high.

Of the churches in the city, which number more than a
score, the most noteworthy is the cathedral erected in 1724
by the Jesuits. Externally it is plain though symmetrical

;

but within it has richly frescoed walls, a floor of variegated

marble, and costly altars. In the wall of the chancel, a
second-rate medallion and a sorrier inscription distinguish

the tomb of Columbus, whose remains were removed thitlier

in 1796. It is enough to mention the churches of San
Juan de Dios, dating from 1573, Santa Catalina (1658),
San Agostino (1608), and San Felipe, which possesses a
large library. Of monasteries and nunneries there is of

course no lack ; and the same may be said of charitable

institutions. The most important of the seven hospitals is

the Real Casa de Peneficencia, founded about 1790, and
containing an orphan asylum, a home for vagrants, a
lunatic asylum, and an infirmary.

Besides the university established in 1728, the city

possesses a theological seminary, a military school, and a
school of art. The governor and the bishop have their

respective palaces, the former a large yellow stone building

in the Plaza de Armas; a large prison, erected in 1771,

capable of receiving 500 inmates, and with barracks for a
regiment, forms a striking object in the general view

of the city; and among the other public buildings are

the exchange (El Muelle), the custom-house (formerly the
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church of San Francisco), and the maestranza or head-

quarters of the artillery. Of the theatres which have still

to compete with the bull-ring and the cock-pit, the most im-

portant is the Tacon, erected in 1838, and capable of accom-

modating about 3000 persons. The promenades, drives,

and public gardens form a notable feature of Havana : it

is sufficient to mention the Plaza de Armas, with a statue

of Ferdinand VII. ; the Frado or Paseo Isabel, a long ami

handsome boulevard laid out in the 18th century; the

Campo del Marte or drill-park ; the Parque Isabel, the

Paseo Tacon, the botanical gardens, and the gardens of Los

Jfolinos, the suburban residence of the captain-general.

The palm-tree avenues of Los Jlolinos are unusually fine.

Along the borders of the bay there are several fine einbank-

raents, of which the best is perhaps that called either the

Salon O'Donnell or the Alamada de Paula. In the coral

rock of the coast sea-baths have been excavated, so that the

bathers may run no risk from the sharks ; each apart-

ment is about 12 feet square and 6 or 8 feet deep, and

tlie water enters by two port-holes. The city is supplied

with water from the river Chorrera by an aqueduct (Canal

Isabel II.) constructed by Antonelli under Philip II., and
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the number of fountains is considerable. The markets—of

'jfbich the most notpworthy are the Mercado de Cristlna,

erected in 1836, an.i the Mercado do Tacon or Plaza do

Vapor—are abundantly stocked with fruits and vegetables.

Several of the suburban villages {e.g., Chorrera, Guanaba-

conda) aro attractive places of resort.

The bay of Havana makes one of the finest harbours in

the world, easy of access, spacious enough to contain about

1000 large vessels, deep enough to allow them to come
close up to the wharves, and, except in the case of a hurri-

cane, well protected on all sides. The entrance, encum-

bered by neither bar nor rock, is 980 feet wide and 4200

feet long. Within, the bay breaks up into three distinct

arms, named respectively Marimaleiia or Regla Bay,

Guasabacoa Bay, and El Fondo or Bay of Atares. The
wharves are well built, and a good floating dock is main-

tained by a private company. On the left hand of the

entrance stands a lofty lighthouse tower.

In 1865 1950 vessels entered with a burthen of 686,644 tons ; in

1873 2194 vessels with a burthen of 921,632 tons ; and in the first six

months of 1878 741 vessels with a burthen of 449,785 tons. The
average number of vessels annually in the ten years from 1864 to

1873 was 1981 (771,196 tons), and of this average 647 (324,373 tons)

wei-o American, 689 (190,231 tons) Spanish, 384 (131,216 tons)

British, 55 (45,218 tons) French, 55 (18,200 tons) Norwegian, and
32 (31,693 tons) Gorman.

In spite of high tariffs and civil wars, and' the competition of

Matanzas, Cardenas, Cienfuego, and other Cuban ports opened to

foreign trade in modern times, the commerce of Havana continues

to increase. As indicated by the statistics just quoted, the chief

foreign customers are Britain .and the United States ; but, while the

latter are gradually taking a greater proportion of the trade, the
British interest is gradually diminishing. The two staple articles

of export are sugar and tobacco-wares. While the average export

of sugar for the hrst ton years of the century was only 177,998 boxes

(61,199,200 lb), by 1855 it had reached 965,677 boxes (386,270,800
!b), and by 1878 145,601 boxes, 102,786 hogsheads, and 91,974 tons,

or a grand total of nearly 408 millions of lb. In 1867 there were
exported 7,716,802 lb of tobacco and 199,027 millions of cigars,

and the coiTesponding numbers for 1878 were 13,864,800 lb and
174,638 millions. Other exports of importance are rum, wax, aiid

honey. The nature and quantities of the imports on an average of

the ten years 1868 to 1877 are 29.1,202 quintals (100 lb each) ofjerked
beef, 134,203 quintals of cod-fish (61,576 from Europe, and 41,019
from United States), 359,925 barrels of flour, 627,786 quintals of rice

(mainly from the East Indies), 143,035 quintals of lard (from the
United States), 85,503 pipes of wine, 145,539 tons of coal, 344,095
jars of olive oil, and 92,857 (quintals of coal-oil.

The staple manufacturing industry of Havana is that of tobacco.

Of the cigar factories, more than a hundred may be reckoned as of

the first class. The Royal and Imperial Factory of La Honradcz,
which occupies a whole square, and is considered one of the great
sights of the city, produces daily 2,532,000 cigarettes. Besides the
making of boxes and barrels, and other articles necessarily involved
in its sugar and tobacco trade, Havana also prosecutes to some
extent the building of carriages and ships, and the manufacture of
iron and maehinefy ; but the weight of taxation is too great to allow
the development of any baiiness requiring great capital. There were
six banks in the city in 1377, the most important being the
Spanish Bank, through which all t'lio flovcmment paper is issued.

Havana has steam communication several times a week with New
York ; once a week with Baltimore, Philadelphia, and New Orleans

;

and about as freaucntly with several ports in England, Spain, and
Franca. It is tno terminus of a railway system which reaches
Cardenas, Cienfuego, Matanzas, Batabano, &c. ; and short lines run-
out to the Bay of Havana and JIarianns. Telegraphs radiate to .all

parts of the island ; and a submarine cable to Key West forms part
of the lineof commanication between Aspinwall and New York.
The population of Havana and its suburbs was stated nt 139,906

in 1817, at 196,994 in 1841, at 203,676 in 1863, and it 169,184 in
1871. Of this last number 108,754 were whites, 27,623 free negioes,
mulattos, itc, and 22,807 slaves. By 1873 the total had reached, it

issaid, 230,000. None of these statistics can bo received with much
confidence as to their accuracy. Among the white population the
proportion of males to females is extraordinarily high : according to
the official returns, there die annually 3682 white males to 1204
white females. The average rate of mortality is 27 per thousand
annually. Foreigners are subject to yellow fever, especially from
June to September.

Havana, originally founded by Diego Velasquez in 1516 on an un-
healthy site near the present harbour of Baracon on the south cooat,

vaa removed to its actual position about 1519,. and soon began to bo

considoi-ed one of the most important places in tlie New 'World.
In 1528 the buccaneers laid the settlement inoshcs, but it was soon
after restored by Da Soto, who built the fortress of La Fnerza. The
residence of tho captain-general was transferred to Havana from
Santiago de Cuba in 1551 ; and in 1589, to protect tho city, which
had been plundered by the pirate Jacob Sores in 1555 and tlireatened'
by Drake in 1585, Philip II. of Spain ordered the erection of tie
Bateria de la Punta and the castle of El Morro or Los Trcs Reyes.'
In the course of the 17th century the port became the great rendez-
vous for the gold-shijis of Spain, and the conunercial centre of tho
Spanish possessions in America. The English under Admiral PococM
and the duke of Albemarle captured Havana in 1702, but it was
restored to the Spaniards on 10th Feb. 1763, in exchange for the
Floridas. The Oaccla de la Hahana, the first paper published ia
Cuba, Appeared in 1782. In 1771 the port, wh.ch had formerly been,
hke the rest of Cuba, monopolized by Seville and Cadiz, was declared
open to all nations in regard to certain articles of trade ; and this
Uberly was extended in 1818 to all goods whatsoever. Duriug the
despotico-patemal administration of Tacon n.any improvements
were introduced at Havana ; the railway from Havana to Guinea
was commenced in 1835 ; a ferry between the city and the suburb of
Eegla was set on foot in 1837 ; and night watchmen, a police-force,
and a fire-brigade were established. The first line of ateamships
from Cadiz to Havana dates from 1850. Like the rest of Cuba tB«
city has frequently suffered severely from hurricanes, tho most
violent being those of 1768 (St Theresa's), 1810, and 1846.

See tho works referred to under Cuba,
HA'VELBERG, an ancient town of Brandenburg, Prussia,

in the government district of Potsdam and the circle of
Westpriegnitz, is situated on tho Havel, about 6| miles from
its junction with the Elbe. The nearest station is Glowen

(6J miles), on tho Berlin and Hamburg Railway. The
town is built partly on an island in the Havel anc' partly

on hills on the right bank of the river, on one of which
stands the fine cathedral. The two parts, which are con-
nected by a bridge, were incorporated as one town in 1875.
Havelberg is the seat of a commission of justice. The in-

habitants are chiefly engaged in farming, tobacco and pin
manufacturing, sugar-refining, and shipbuilding, and in tho
timber trade. Population in 1875, 6907.

Otto I. founded a bishopric at Havelberg so early as 646 ; the
bishop, however, gcneraliy resided at Plattenburg or 'Wittstock, a
few miles to the north. In 1548 the bishopric was reduced, and
tho cathedral passed to the Protestant Church and retained its

endowments till the edict of 1810, by which all former eiolesiastical
possessions were assumed by tho crown. The final seculnrization
was delayed till 1819. Havelberg was formerly a strong fortress,
but in the Thirty Years' 'War it was taken from the Danish by the
imperial troops in 1627. Recaptured by the Swedes in 1631, and
again in 1635 and 1636, it was in 1637 retaken by the Saxons under
Klitzeng. It suffered severely from a conflagration in 1870,

HAVELOCK, Sir Henky (1795-1857), an eminent
British soldier, was the second of four brothers (all of

whom entered tho army), and was born at Ford Hall,

Bishop-'Wearmouth, Sunderland, on the 5th of April 1795.
His parents were 'William Havelock, a wealthy shipbuilder

in Sunderland, and Jane, daughter of John Carter, solicitor

at Stockton-on-Tees. When about five years old Henry
accompanied his elder brother 'William to Mr Bradley's

school at Swanscombe, whence at the age of ten he removed
for seven years to Charterhouse School. In accordance with

tho desire of his mother, who had died in 1811, he entered

tho Middle Templo in 1813, studying under Chitty the

eminent special pleader. His legal studies having been

abridged by a misunderstanding with his father, he in 1815
accepted a second lieutenancy in tho Kifle Brigade (95th),

procured for him by the interest of his brother William.

During tho following eight years of service in Britain he

read extensively and acquired a good acquaintance with

the theory of Wi.r. In 1S23, having exchanged into the

21st and thence into tho 13th Light Infantry, he followed

his brothers 'William and Charles to India, first qualifying

himself in Hindustani under Dr Gilchrist, a celebrated

Orientalist At tho close of twenty-thrco years' service

lie was still n lieutenant, and it was not until 1838 that,

after throe years' ndjatancy of his regiment, he became
captain. Before this, however, he had held several staff
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appointments, notably that of deputy asslstant-adjutant-

general of the forces in BurmaL tLU the peace of Yandabo,

of which he, with Lumsden and Knox, procured the ratifi-'

cations at Ava from the " Golden Foot," who bestowed

on him the " gold leaf " insignia of Burmese nobility.

His first command had been at a stockade capture in the

war, and he was present also at the battles of Napadee,

Patanago, and Paghan. He had also held during his

lieutenancy various interpreterships and the adjutancy of

the king's troops at Chinsurah. In 1828 he published at

Serampore Cavipaigns in Ava, and in 1829 he married

Hannah Shepherd, daughter of Dr Marshman, the eminent

missionary. About the same time he became a Baptist,

being baptized by Mr John JIack at Serampore. During
the -first Afghan war he was present as aide-de-camp to Sir

Willoughby Cotton at the capture of Ghazni, July 29,

1839, and at the occupation of.CabuL After a short

absence in Bengal to secure the publication of his Memoirs

of the Afghan Campaign, he returned to Cabul in charge

of recruits, and became interpreter to General Elphinstone.

In 1840, being attached to Sir Hobert Sale's force, he took

part in the Khurd-Cabul fight, in the celebrated passage of

the defiles of the Ghikees (1841), and in the fighting from
Tezeen to Jellalabad. Here, after many months' siege, his

«olumn in a sortie eii masse defeated Akbar Khan, April 7,

1842. He was now made deputy adjutant-general of the

infantry division in Cabul, and in September he assisted at

JugduUuk, at Tezeen, and at the release of the British

prisoners at Cabul, besides taking a prominent part at

Istaliff. Having obtained a regimental majority he nezt

went through the Mahratta campaign as Persian interpreter

to Sir Hugh (Viscount) Gough, and distinguished himself

at Maharajpiir in 1843, and also in the Sikh campaign at

Mudki, Firozeshah, and Sobraon in 1845. For these

services he was made deputy adjutant^general at Bom-
bay. He exchanged from the 13th to the 39 th, then as

second major into the 53d at the beginning of 1849,

and soon afterwards left for England, where he spent two
years. In 1854 he became quartermaster-general, then full

colonel, and lastly adjutant-general of the troops in India.

In 1857 he was selected by Sir James Outram for the

command of a division in the Persian campaign, during

which he was present 'at the actions of Mohummarah and
Ahwaz. Peace with Persia set him free just ^a the mutiny
broke out ; and he was chosen to command a column " to

quell disturbances in Allahabad, to support Lawrence at

Lucknow and Wheeler at Cawnpore, to disperse and utterly

destroy all mutineers and insurgents." At Futtehpiir, July

12th, at Aong and Pandoonudee oil the 15th, at Cawnpur
on the 16 th, at Onao on the 2gth, at Buserutgunge oh the

29th and again on August 5tli, at Boorhiya on August
12th, and at Bithoor on the 16th, he defeated over-

-whelmiug forces. Twice he advanced for the relief of

Lucknow, but twice prudence forbade- a reckless exposure

of troops wasted by battle and disease in the almost

impracticable task. Eeinforcements arriving at last

under Outram, he was enabled by the generosity of his

superior officer to crown his successes on the 25th of

September 1857 by the capture of Lucknow. There he
died, November 24, 1S57, of dysentery, brought on by
the anxieties and fatigues connected w .h his victorious

march, and with the subsequent blocka ,e of the British

troops. He lived long enough to, receive the intelligence

that he had been created R.C.B. for the first three battles
of the campaign

; but of the major-generalship which was
shortly afterwards conferred he neyer knew. On Novem-
ber 26, before tidings of his death had reached England,
letters-patent were directed to create him a baronet, and a
pension of £1000 a year was voted at the assembling- of

parliament. The baronetcy was afterwards bestowed upon

his eldest son ; while to liis widow, by royal order, was
given the rank to which she would have been entitled had
her husband survived and been created a baronet. To
both widow and son pensions of £1000 were awarded by
parliament. See Marshman's Life of HavelocJc, 1860.

HAVERCAMP, Sigebekt (1683-1742), classical editor

and numismatist, was born at Utrecht in December 1683.

After studying at the university of his native town and at

Leyden, he entered the church, and became minister ol

Stad-aan-'t Haringvliet, in the island of Overflakkee.

There he remained till 1721, when he succeeded Grouovius
in the Greek chair at Leyden, becoming shortly afterwards

professor of history and rhetoric also. He died at Leyden,

April 23, 1742.

His editions of Latin and Greek authors are useful and learned

compilations, rather than original critical commentaries, and bear

frequent traces of the rapiility with which they were produced. They
are the following:

—

Tcrlullian, 1718; Lucrctitcs, 1725; Josephus,

1726 ; Sutropiiis, 1729; Orosius, 1738; Sallust, 1742; and Censor-

inus, 1743. See Dibdin's Classics under these names. Hia
principal numismatic works are Disscrtationcs do AUxandri ilagnt

Numismate, 1722 ; TJiesaiinis Mordliami-s, 1734
; , Universal

History, illnstratcd from Medals (in Dutch), 1736 ; Nummophy-
lacium rejincc Christina:, 1742. Ho was also the author of Syllogc

Scrijytorum qui de liiiguce Graiex vera et recta Prommliatim\c
commcnlarios reliqucrunt, 1740 ; Introductio in Historiam ralria;,

1739; aniJjitrodnetio in Antiquitatcs Jiomanas, 1740.

HAVERFORDWESTXin Welsh Hwlffoedd), the chief

town of Pembrokeshire, a seaport, market-town, parlia-

mentary and municipal borough, and county by itsflf, is

picturesquely situated on a hill overlooking the West

tDleddau river, 8 miles N.N.E. of Milford, and 276 miles

W.N.W. of London. The town is clean and well built,

though somewhat irregular, owing to its position. Its

principal buildings are the guildhall and the market-house,

both modern, and the church of St lilary, one of the finest

churches in South Wales. The old church of St Martin ia

close to the castle, of which, built on a rocky eminence

overhanging the river, only a wall and the kfeep remain, the

latter with considerable additions being till lately used as the

county prison. It was built by Gilbert de Clare, first earl

of Pembroke ; and during the insurrection of Owen Glen-

dower was defended for Henry IV. against the French

allies of theW'elsh. In the civil wars of the 17th century

it was held by the royalists. The castle was visited in

1188 by Giraldua Cambrensis and Archbishop Baldwin.

Below the end of the Parade, a public walk overlooking the

river, are the ruins of a priory of Black Canons of the ordei

of St Augustine, dedicated to St Alary and St 'Thomas.

Dating from the 12th century it was endowed though not

founded by Robert de Hwlffordd, whose liberal grants were

confirmed by Edward III. The old wall and fortifications

that formerly surrounded the townhave totally disappeared.

On the north aide of the river is the suburb of Prendergast,

containing the remains of an ancient mansion, formerly

occupied by a family of that name. Haverfordwest is the

seat of an assize court and quarter sessions, and with the

contri'outory boroughs of Fishguard and Narberth jetums

one member 'to parliament. The river is navigable as high

as the bridge for small craft. Timber, tea, and spirits are

imported, and coal, cattle, butter, and grain are exported.

In 1105, the Flemings, who had been driven from their

own country by inundations, were settled in this locality

by Henry I, and the Flemings who had served under

Stephen afterwards increased the colony. Their influence

is still to be traced in the non-nse of the Welsh knguage

among the townspeople, and in the peculiar shape of the

cottages in the surrounding country. Population m 18/1.

6622 ; area, 1430 acres.

HAVERHILL, a city in Essex county, Massachusetts,

United States, is situated on the north bank of the Mem
mack river, 18 miles from its mouth, and opposite the towns
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of BraJforil and Grovoland, wllU which it is connectea oy

two fine bridges. It has railway communication with

Boston, which is 32 miles south, and with Portland, 78

!nilc3 uorth. The city contains a handsome soldiers' monu-

ment of white marble, erected in 1669, eeveral public halls,

including the city hall, the Freemasons' and the Oddfullows'

halls, and a isublio library with 30,000 volumes. Haver-

hill derives its prosperity from the manufacture of boots

and shoes, chiefly of the finer kinds, in which about 150

firms are engaged, employing from 6000 to 8000 hands,

and turning out goods to the annual value of about

:£2,000,000. Besides these there are about forty manu-

factories of different articles used in this trade, as heels,

lasts, shoe-nails, ic. The other manufactures include hats,

paper-boxes, and woollen goads. The first settlement at

Haverhill was made in 1G40, and for 70 years ^s a frontier,

town it Buffered much from savage attacks. A fine granite

and bronze monument has been recently erected to com-

memorate the heroism of the early settlers. Haverhill was

incorporated in 1645, and received its city charter in 1870.

The population in 1870 amounted to 13,092, of whom
2003 were foreignars. In 1879 the number was estimated

at 15,000.

HAVRE, Le (originally Havre de Grace), a town of

France, the second to Marseilles in importance as a seaport,

capital of an arrondissement in the department of Seine-

Inf^tieure, is situated on the north bank of the estuary Of the

Seine, 143 miles N.W. of Paris and 55 W. of Rouen by rail.

The greater part of the town stands on a level plain, but

from the heights on which Ingouville, since 1856 united

to Havre, is situated, a charming and varied prospect is

obtained. In the lower part of the town the streets run

chiefly in straight lines, and they are grouped round the

ba.sins or docks, which communicate by lockgates and are

placed so aa to form a triangle entered from the Outer Port.

TJie old fortifications surrounding the town were demolished

in 1856, and it is now defended by forts erected on the

heights of Ingouville and Sainte-Adresse. The principal

street is the Rue de Paris, running from north to south in

the centre of the town, and among the principal promenades
may be mentioned the Boulevard do Strasbourg, the Place

Louis XVI., and the Jetee du }ford, which terminates in a
lighthouse. Havre possesses a tribunal of the first instance,

a tribunal of commerce, an exchange and chamber of com-
merco, a chamber of agriculture, a hydrographic school, and
a communal college. The principal buildings aro the
churches of Notre Dame and St Francis, the new Hotel
de Villo, the Musde, containing apartments for a library,

and for art, antiquities, and natural history, and with
BtatusB in front of Bernardin do St Pierre and Casinur
Delavigno, natives of Havre, by David Angers ; tho thqatre,

the clubhouse called tho Ccrde du, Commerce, tho new
palace of justice, tho marine arsenal, the town-house, tho
custom-honso, and the Frascati bath-house. Tho docks aro

among the finest in tho world, and consist of eight separato
ba-sins, which, with tho late enlargement of tho outer
harbour, afford 160 acres of accommodation for vessels.

Tho new entrance to tho harbour has a width of 100 metres
or 328 feet. Lines of rails have lately been laid along tho
docks. As these have absorbed mucli of the space on tho
quays, lading is frequently a slow and tedious process, but
the completion of the lately prcijcotod harbour will allord
all tho facilities necessary in this rc.'ipcct. The completion
of tho proposed canal between Havre and tho Seine near
Tancarvillo would be a great commercial benefit to the
port whose prosperity has, notwithstanding its advantages
OS the port of Paris, and its unsnrpasscd facilities for dock
accommodation, been much hampered by the system of
centralization, which has both retarded improveraonts and
led to the levying of exorbitant shipping rates. Portly

on this account, not only ha.s Franco been unable to main-
tain tho transit of goods for Belgium, Switzerland, and
Germany, but even much of the traffic of its own northern
and eastern provinces has been directed to Antwerp. The
latter port is served by an abundant network of railroads

and canals, while Havre has only one convenient railroad

(that to Paris by Rouen), and the river Seine with its

dangers and high tariff. The completion of the scheme for

a railway over JlontiviUiers to Dieppe w ill afford partial

remedy for this state of matters. In the extensive ship-

building yards of Havre the finest vessels ofFranco are built,

and many are also built for other coun'^rie.') The construc-

tion of two new dry-docks has la oly been proposed, one of

which is to afford accommodutiot^ for the largest Atlantic

steamers. Havre is now fortified as a fleet station and
harbour of war. The port has regular steam communica-
tion with London, Liverpool, Southampton, Dublin, Glas-

gow, Hull, Swansea, Bristol, Dunkirk, Brest, Cherbourg,
Rotterdam, Hamburg, Copenhagen, St Petersburg, Con-
stantinople, West Indies, San Francisco, Vancouver Island,

and New York. The total number of vessels which entered
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the port in 1878 was 6191 with a tonnage of 2,192,778,

while 6458 cleared with a tonnage of 2,148,517. For
tho 5 years ending 1878 tho average number of vessels

that entered was 6041 with a tonnage of 1,841,265, the

number that cleared 6006 with a tonnage of 1,818,189.

Tho average annual value of exports and imports is abont

2800 million francs. Tho trade of Havre with the

United States is very large, and it has always retained its

superiority in the importation of cotton, one-third of which,

however, it imports from other countries than America. It

is also the chief port for tho exportation of French goods

to tho United States, and an important point of emigration.

Besides cotton its (uincipal imports aro potrolcuu), coals,

wheat, woollen, silk, llax, mohair and jute tissues, spices,

BUgar, coffee, hides, dyewoods, and building timber. Tho
principal exports nro various French ninnufacturod cloths,

leather, jewellery, ngricultnrol and dairy produce, wine,

brandy, and oil. Fishing is exten-iively prosecuted. Besides

the various industries connected with shipbuilding, Havre
possesses sugar-refining works, tobacco manufactories, iron

foundries, salt works, breweries, A-itriol works, and manu-
factures of faience, lace, silk, and paper. It is also much
frequented for sea-bathing. Tho population in 1872 wa*
85,538, and in 1876 it was 85,407.
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CTntil I51G Havre wag only a fishing village possessing a chapel

dedicated to Notro Dame de Grace, to which it owes its original name
Havre (or harbour) do Giace. The- building of the harbour was

bc"un by Francis I. who gave the town the name of Franciscopolis.

At the entrance to the harbour he erected a tower which served as

a lighthouse for ships until it was demolished iu 1862. The town
in 1562 was delivered over to the keeping of Queen Elizabeth by the

Prince do Coude, leader of tho Huguenots, and the command of

it was entrusted to Ambrose DmUey, earl of Wanvick ; but the

English were expelled witliiu a year, after a most obstinate siege, the

progiess of which was pressed forward by Charles IX. and his

mother, Catherine de' Medici, in person. The defences of the town
were greatly strengthened by Henry II. and Louis XIII., and under
Louis XIV. it becanio an important fortress. In the 17th century
it was several times vainly besieged by the English, who also bom-
barded it in 1759, 1794, and 1795. It was a port of considerable
importance as early as 1572, and despatched vessels to the whale
and cod fishing at Spitzbergen and Newfoundland. In 1672 it bo-

came the eEtrep6t of the French East India Company, and after-

wards of tho Senegal and Guinea companies. Its development was
greatly furthered by Louis XVI., and Napoleon I. raised it to a war
harbour of the first rank. Havre is the birthplace of Bernardin de
St Pierre, author of Paul and Virginia, Casimir Delavigne, Made-
moiselle Scudery, and the naturalists Ancelot and Lesueur.

See Guilmeth, Histoire de la ville et des environs du Hain't,

1842 ; Meinoires dc la fondaiion el origine de la ville framboise de
Ordee, compostz par maislre Guillaume dc Marceillcs, hi-st published
by J. Morlent, 1847; Le Havre, son passi, son prisent, ct son avcnir,

by Frederick de Coninck, new edition 1862 ; Nerval. Documents
relati/s d lafondation de Havre, 1875.

Plato HAWAIIAN OR SANDWICH ISLANDS, The, a
5^I- group of eight inhabited and four uninhabited islands in

the North Pacific Ocean, lying between 18° 54' and 22° 2'

N. lat. and 155° and 161° W. long. The group has a trend
of about N. 64° W., which is nearly the trend of all the

Pacific groups. From Honolulu, the capital, on Oahu, the

distance to San Francisco is 2l00 miles; to Auckland,
New Zealand, 3810 miles; to Sydney, New South Wales,
4484 miles; to Yokohama, 3440 miles; to Hongkong,
4893 miles ; to Tahiti, 23§0 miles. The first of the names
by which the group is designated above is taken from that

of the largest island Hawaii, and is the name adopted by
the inhabitants. The other name was given to it by Captain
Cook the discoverer, in houour of the earl of Sandwich,
first lord of the Admiralty at the time of the discovery.

History.—These islands, the most important Polynesian-

group in the North Pacific, were discovered by Captain
Cook in 1778.'^ He was received by tho natives with many
demonstrations of astonishment and delight; and offerir^s

and prayers were presented to him by their priest in one of

the temples; and thougliin the following year he was killed

by a native when he landed in Kealakeakua bay in Hawaii,
his bones were preserved by the priests and continued to

receive offerings and homage from the people, until the
abolition of idolatry. At the time of Cook's visit each
island had its chief. On the death of the chief who ruled
Hawaii at that time there succeeded one named Kame-
Lameha, who appears to have been a man of quick percep-
tion and great force of character. When Vancouver visited

the islands in 1792, this chief being desirous of possessing
a vessel on the European model, the keel of one was laid

down for him. Ten or twelve years later Mr Turnbull
found hhn with 20 vessels of from 25 to 50 tons which
traded amongst the islands, and he afterwards purchased
others from foreigners. Having encouraged a warlike
spirit in his people and introduced firearms, Kamehameha
attacked and overcame the chiefs of the other islands one
after another, nntQ he became undisputed master of tLe
whole group. He encouraged trade with foreigners, and
derived from its profits a large increase of revenue as well as

the means of consolidating his power. He died in 1819, and
•was succeeded by his son, a mild- and well-disposed prince,

but destitute of his father's energy. One of the first acts of

Kamehameha II. was to abolish tabu and idolatry through-

' According to the Boletinde la Sec. Qeogr. de Madrid, 1877, there
bad been a previous discovery by the Spaniards.

out the islands. Some disturbances were caused thereby, but
the insurgents were defeated and the peace of the islands

has been scarcely broken since. In 1820 missionaries
arrived from America and commenced their labours at
Honolulu. A short time afterwards the British Govern-
ment presented a small schooner to the king, and this

aft'orded an opportunity for the Rev William Ellis, the well-

known English missionary, to visit Honolulu, along with a
number of Christian natives from the Society Islands.

Finding the language of the two groups nearly the sane,

Mr Ellis, who had spent several years in the southern
islands, was able to assist the American missionaries in

reducing the Hawaiian language to a written form. In

1824 the king and queen of these islands paid a visit to

England, and both died there of measles. For many years

the Hawaiians have continued to advance steadily in intel-

ligence, resources, and civilization, but their progress has

been at times interrupted by the conduct of the oflicers

of foreign powers. On one occasion a British ofiicer weot
so far as to take-possession of Oahu and establish a com-
mission for its government; and French officers abro-

gated the laws, dictated treaties, and by force of arms
established the Roman Catholic religion in the country.

The act of the British officer was disavowed by his superiors

as soon as known ; and these outrages led to a repre-

sentation on the part of the native sovereign to the Govern-

ments of Great Britain, France, and the United States of

America, and the independence of the islands was guaran-

teed by these powers in 1844. Kalakaua, the reigning

monarch (1880), was elected king by ballot on Xnnalilo's

death without heirs in 1874. The heir to the throne is a

sister of the kiiig, Lelia Kamakacha, and is married to aii

American.

Inhabitants.—By the census taken in December 1878
the population of the whole group amounted to 57,985
persons, instead of 56,897 as in 18731 The number (i\

natives of pure Hawaiian race was 44,088, of half castes

3420, Chinese 5916, Americans (U.S.) 127G, British 883,

Portuguese 430, Germans 272, French 81, other foreigners

666, and Hawaiians born of foreign parents 947.

The natives belong to the Malayo-Polynesian race. Their

reddish-brown skin has been compared to the hue of tar-

nished copper. The hair, usually raven black, is straight

or at most wavy ; the beard is thin, the face broad, the

profile not prominent, the nose rather flattened, and the lips

thick. The bulk of the population are of moderate stature,

but the chiefs and the women of their families are remark-

able for height.
" The inhabitants of these islands," says Mr Ellis,' " are, con-

sidered physically, amongst the finest races in the Pacific?, bearing

the strongest resemblance to the New Zealanders in stature, and in

their well-developed muscular limbs. The tattooing on their bodies

is less artistic than that of tho New Zealanders, and much more
limited than among some of the other islanders. They are also

more hardy and industrious than those living nearer the equator.

This in all probability arises from their salubrious climate, and the

comparative sterility of their soil, rendering them dependent upon
the cultivation of the ground for the yam, the arum, and the sweet

potato, their chief articles of food. Though, like all updisciplincd

races, the Sandwich Islanders have proved deficient in firm and

steady perseverance, they manifest considerable intellectual capa-

bility. Their moral character, when first visited by Europeans,

was not sui)erior to that of other islanders ; and, excepting when
improved and preserved by the influences of Christianity, it has

suffered much from the vices of intemperance and licentiousness in-

troduced by foreigners. Polygamy prevailed among the chiefs and

rulers, and women were aabject to all the humiliations of the tabu

system, which subjected them to many privations, and kept them
socially in a condition of inferiority to the other sex. Infanticide

was practised to some extent, the children destroyed being chiefly

females. Though less superstitious than the Tahitians, the idolatry

of the Sandwich Islanders was equally barbarous and sanguinary,

as, in addition to the chief objects of worship included in thcmy tli-

" Mr Ellis was the writer ot the article Polynesia, which incIu'ltJ

an account of the Hawaiian Islands, in the last edition of this work.
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olo^y of the other' islands, the supernatural ueings supposed to reside

in the volcanoes and direct the action of subterranean fires rendered

tiie gods objet,i3 of peculiar terror. Human sacrifices were slain on

scTcral occasions, and vast offerings presented to the spirits sup-

posed to preside over the volcanoes, especially during the periods of

actual eruptions. The requisitions of their idolatry were severe,

and its rites ciuel and bloody. Grotesque and repulsive wooden

figures, animals, and the bones of chiefs were the objects of wor-

ship. Human s.icrifices were offered whenever a temple was to be

dedicated, or a chief was sick, or a war was to be undertaken ; and

these occasions were frequent. The apprehensions of the people

with regard to a future state were undefined, but fearful. The lower

orders expected to bo slowly devoured by evil spirits, or to dwell

with the gods in burning mountains. The several trades, such as

that of tho fisherman, the tiller of the ground, and the builder of

canoes and houses, had each their presiding deities. Household

gods were also kept, which the natives worshipped in their hal'

tations. One merciful provision, however, had existed from time

immemorial, and that was sacred inclosures, places of refuge into

which those who fled in time of war, or from any violent pursuer,

might enter and be safe. To violate their sanctity was one of the

greatest crimes of which a man could be guilty."

In tho former state of society the habits of the people

were extremely licentious ; men were 'living with several

wives, and women with several husbands. Female virtue

was an unknown thing, and there is no native word for it.

This state ol things has, however, been greatly altered by
the exertions of the missionaries.

As regards cannibalism, it appears that the heart and
liver of the human victims offered in the temples were eaten

as a religious rite, and that the same parts of any prominent

warrior slain in battle were devoured by' the victor chiefs

in the belief that they would thereby inherit the valour of

the dead man. ' When, on the death of the great warrior

Kamehameha L, the chiefs assembled to deliberate what
should bo done with his body, one suggested that they

should eat it, but this did not find favour with the others.

The Hawaiians are a good-tempered, light-hearted, and
pleasure-loving race. They have many games and sports,

and the women spend much time in making flower gar-

lands. Both sexes are passionately fond of riding, almost

every one being in possession of a horse. They delight to

be in tho water, and swim with remarkable skill and ease.

In the exciting sport of surf swimming, which always
istonisbes strangers, they balance themselves whilst stand-

ing or sitting on asmall board which is carried landwards
on tho curling crest of a great roller.

In spita of moral and material progress—better food,

better clothing, improved dwellings, and many other advan-
tages of civilization—the race is dying out, and, indeed, is

threatened with extinction in the course of a few years.

Captain Cook estimated the number of natives at 400,000

;

in 1823 the American missionaries calculated thera to be
only 142,000 ; the census of 1832 showed tho population to

bo 1 30,3 1 3 ; and the census of 1878 proved that the number
of natives was no mow than 44,088. To account for this

it is said that tho blood of the raco has become poisoned
by the introduction of foreign diseases. The women are

much less numerous than the men ; and the married ones
have fow children at tho most; two out of three have none.

Moreover the mothers appear to have little maternal
instinct, and there is consequently a neglect of tho offspring.

Whilst tho Hawaiians are decreasing, the Chines* arc com-
ing in large numbers, and threaten in time to take their

place. To counteract this, as well as to supply tho pressing

need for labourers, the Government has considered many
Bcheraea for introducing other immigrants. Polynesians
from other islands have been brought over, and a considor-

afblo number of Portuguese have como from Madeira.
The language is a branch of tho widuly-diffuHcd Malayo-

Polynesiaa tongue
; and IIa<7aiians and Now-Zcalandcra,

although occupying the most remote regions north and
south at which any of their race have been found, can under-
stand each other without much difficulty. This language

1 l-2'J

is- soft and harmonious, being highly vocalic in structure.

The only consonants are Ic, I, m, n, and p, which with the

gently aspirated h, tho five vowels, and the vocalic w, make
up all the letters in use. The letters r and t have been

suppressed of lato years in favour of I and h, bo that, for

example, taro, the former name of the Colocama plant, is

now kalo. The language was not reduced to a written form
until after the arrival of the missionaries.

^

In the days of idolatry the only dress worn by the men
was a narrow strip of cloth wound round the loins and
passed between the legs. Women wore a short petticoat

made of tapa (cloth prepared from the inner bark of the

paper mulberry), which reached from the waist to the knee.

But now the common class of men wear a shirt and trousers,

whilst the better class are attired in tho European fashion.

The women are clad universally in the holoka, a loose white

or coloured garment with sleeves reaching from the neck to

tho feet. A coloured handkerchief is twisted round the

head or a straw hat is worn. • Both sexes delight in adorn-

ing themselves with garlands (leis) of flowers and necklaces

of coloured seeds.

The natives derive their sustenance chiefly from pork and

fish both fresh and dried, and from the kalo (Colocasia escu-

lento), the banana, sweet potato, yam, bread-fruit, and cocoa-

nut. The root of the kalo affords the national dish called

poi ; after having been baked and well beaten on a board

with a stone pestle it is made into a paste with water and

then allowed to ferment for a few days, when it is fit to eat.

There was forme'rly a particular breed of dog which, after

being fed exclusively on poi, was considered a great deli-

cacy. The filthy liquor called aioa ovkawa is still relished

by the natives, and though it is only allowed to be made
under licence, it is often prepared clandestinely.

The native dwellings are constructed of wood, or mor«

frequently are huts thatched with grass at the sides and

top. What little cooking is undertaken is done outside.

The oven consists of a hole in tho ground in which a fire ia

lighted and stones made hot ; and the fire having been

removed, the food is wrapped up in leaves and placed ia

the hole beside the hot stones and covered up until ready.

Leprosy is prevalent amongst tho natives, and the

Government has established a settlement on the island of

Molokai where all persons found to bo affected with the

disease are kept entirely isolated from the healthy part of

the community. The lepers number about 800.

Agriculture and Commerce.—Lnrge capital hns been embarktcl,

chiefly by Americans, in tho production of sugar, the soil and
climate be!n{i( well suited to the cane in those localities where the

water supply is ample. There are between 60 and 70 sugar ettataa,

and more are being planted. The principal dilTicnlty is the wont
of labour. The average yield of sugar per acre is 2J tons, whilst

in some favoured spots as much as 7 tons has been obtained. Id

1878 the exports of sugar amounted to 17,187 tons. Rico is also

largely cultivated, 24B5 tons having been exported in the same
year. CofTco is produced only to a small extent. Arrow-root ia

prepared from the root of tho Tacca pinnatifida. The kalo plant

(Colocasia esculenta) is extensively grown in wet places. It is said

that a patch of kalo measuring 40 Icct square yields suflicient food

for a native fo; a whole year ; a square mile of it would therefore

support 17,000 persons. Maize and wheat are raised, and flour ia

manufactured. Pino apples, oranges, mangoes, custard apples,

guavas, and many other fruits have been introduced, and flourish

in gardens. A silky fibre called pulu, growing on tho crown of tree-

fern stems belonging to tho genua Cibotium, is exported in large

quantities to America, where it is used for stuffing cushions.

Tho owners of sheep are fow, but they have large flocks, and the

wool exported in 1878 amounted to ri23,000 It>. Some districts are

well suited for cattle raising. The wild cattle on the monntains

—

a
very inferior breed, desronded from some left by Captain Vancouver
—are shot or taken with tho lasso for tho sake of their hides, which
are exported in large quantities. In one island 11,000 were killed

in a single year. Tho natives HHod to entrap them by digging pits

'See Clinmisso, Vtbtr die /fatraiiuhf S/traehe (I^cipsic, 1837);
Bn<l AmlrewB, Orammar n/ the Uatraiian tyongvagf (Honolulu, 1854),

and Dictionary (Honolulu, 1866).
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iifai pools of water, and it was through falling into one of these

jiits that Douglas, the botanical collector, met his death by being

gored by a bull.

Owing to their geographical position the commercial development

of the islands has advanced even more rapidly than the material

improve'nent in the circumstances of- the people. A treaty of

commerce was concluded in 1876 between the United States and

t'le Hawaiian Islands, ander which the manufactures of the former

end the chief productions of the latter are reciprocally allowed to

enter duty free. This treaty has been of great benefit to the islands,

more especially by stimulating the cultivation of the sugar cane.

The principal "exports are sugar, rice, coffee, hides, skins, tallow,

and wool. Id 1878 the total amount of exports reached the value

of about 3,500,000 dollars, whilst the value of imports amounted
to about 8,000,000 dollars. The United States are by far the

largest customers for the articles exported, and. supply the great

bulk of the imported goods. In 1878 there were 54 vessels registered

uudei the Hawaiian flag, of which 11 were engaged in whaling and
foreign trades, whilst 43 were coasters, making a total of 8000 tons.

In 18/3, besides the mail steamers, 216 merchant vessels of various

foreign natious entered the Hawaiian ports.

Many good roads have been made, and railways have been pro-

jected ; a telegraph line was opened in 1878 between Wailuku and
Lahaina in Maui (40 miles), and has since been extended; con-

8ide;ablo capital has been brought in by foreigners ; and the price of

land is rising. A Government survey of the islands is in progress.

Climate mid Meteorology.—The climate in general is warm but

very salubrious. The temperature is equable and the sky usually

cloudless. The N.E. trades blow for nine months; and the lee-

ward const, being protected by high mountains, is refreshed by
regular land and sea breezes. During January, February, and
March the wind blows strongly from the S.W. ; and at this season

an unpleasant hot damp wind from the equatorial region occasionally

makes itself felt. Very much more rain falls on tlie windward side

of the principal islands than on the leeward. Thus at Hilo, on
the east coast of Hawaii, the usual rainfall is said to amount to 80
inches, and in some years to more than twice that quantity, whilst

at Honolulu on the south coast of Oahu, out of the reach of the
windward rains, the mean annual rainfall for the five years ending
1877 varied from 32 '30 to 46 '40 inches, the average being about 38.

The mean annual temperature at the same place for the same period
was 75° Fahr. The mean temperature of the coldest month during
the five years was 62° Falir. , and that of the hottest month 81° Fahr,
Strortg gales blow once or twice during the winter, but destructive

hurricanes are entirely unknown.
Zoology.—When Cook anived at the islands he found only hogs,

dogs, and rats. There is a day-flying bat; a small lizard is found,
but no other reptiles. Cattle, goats, and hogs at the present day run
wild upon the mountains in the larger islands, and do much damage
to the woods. As to the birds, iifty-three species have been enume-
rated by Mr Sanford Dole in Proceedings of Boston Soc. of Natural
History {cf. Sclater's paper in Ibis, 1871), but it is thought that

many more species remain to be discovered in the mountain disti-icts.

In former times the chiefs exacted as a tax from the people the gay
feathers of certain species (Drcpanus and Moho), and employed them
to ornament their state robes, only one of which is now in existence,

and that is kept with the greatest care for the king's use on state

occasions. Mr Dole's list includes of Falconidce 2 species, Slrigidae

1, Promeropidx 10, Meliphagidx i, Turdidas 2, AmpcUdce 1,

Coniidx 1, Fringillid(c 6, Charadridce 2, Scolopacida: 3, Ardeidoei,
SallidcB 5, Anatidte 3, Proccllarida: 2, Zaridce 5, and Pelicanidce 3.

One of the Eallidce, now nearly extinct, is remarkable for having
rudimentary wings, like the moa of New Zealand, hidden in long,
loose, hairy feathers. Dr Otto Finsch, who visited Honolulu in

1879, says that the native birds, as well as the native plants, are
being ousted by introduced species. The house sparrow from
Europe and the maina {Acridotheres trielis 1) and the turtle-dove
(Turlur chinensis) from China are almost the only birds to be seen
in and about the town ; and in order to obtain specimens of in-

digenous species he had to go far inland, (See Proceed. Roy. Oeog.
Soc., Jan. 1880.)

Botany.—The ravines and movmtain slopes on the windward side
of the larger islands contain much forest growth, whilst the leeward
uplands and plains are comparatively bare. Amongst the more
remarkable forms are a Pandanus, or screw pine, and the Aleurites,
or candle-nut tree, so named frOm the natives stringing together the
kernels, which are very oily, and so making a candle. Sandal-
wood, formerly plentiful, has been exhausted. The cocoa-nut palm
grows in abundance on the coast. For the following valuable notes
on the flora, we are indebted to Dr William Hillebrand, who for
many years studied the subject on the spot with the view of publish-
ing a complete work upon it ;

—

" The flora of these islands, according to my researches, comprises
829 species of phanerogams and 147 species of vascular cryptogams.
These 976 species are distributed amongst 358 genera. There are
144 species of monocotyledons, of which 45 belong to the Cypcracem
and 63 to the Qraminax. Only 3 species of orchids have been

lound. Of the 829 species of phanerogamous plants 94 are known
to have been introduced since the advent of the white man, whilst

597 species are peculiar to the islands, leaving only 138 species which
are found elsewhere. With few exceptions the peculiar genera are

the richest in species, but some of the genera not entirely Hawaiian
are also remarkable for the number of their species ; for example,
Cyrtandra has 29 species, Pipitrmnict 21, Piltosporum 12, and
Euphorbia 10, Amongst the peculiar dicotyledonous plants there
is not a single annual ; and by far the greater number are arbores-

cent or frutescent. There are only two native species of palm, both
belonging to the genus Priichardia. Of ferns there are 130 species,

including 35 of Asplenium, 16 of Aspidium, 16 of Pobjpodium, and
8 of Phegoptcris. The tree ferns number 5 species, 3 belonging
to the genus Cibotium, and 2 to Sadleria. As to the derivation of

the flora a distinction must be made between the lower and middle
regions and the upper mountainous region. The two former are
manifestly connected with the south-western Polynesian and
Malaysian flora, so far as the latter is represented by the Moluccas
and New Guinea, and connected by Wallace with the Australian con-
tinent. Some of the prevailing forest trees of the lower region are

identical with the species found in the localities just mentioned,
e.g., Aleurites moluccana, Jambosa malaccensis, Alphidoxia excclsa,

Sodoncea viscosa, Thespesia poptdnea, Cordia subcordata, Artocar-
pusincisa, Parilimn tiliaceum, Broiissonctia papyrifera, and Cordy-
line terminalis. Most of the forest trees of the middle belt, although
peculiar as species, have very near congeners in the same direction, as

ilclrosidcros polymorpha, Acacia Koa (with phyllodia), the Pcleas,

Psaidopanax, Oouldia, Sophora, Ela:ocarpus, Pittosporum, Bobea,
Straussia, Caprosma, Maba, Sapota, ifyrsine, Olca, Pisonia, Santa-
lum, Charpentiera, &c. But with regard to the flora of the highest
region in the Hawaiian Islands, there are many plants and soma
entire orders which point to the American continent as the land of

their nearest allies,—for instance, the Composite with few exceptions,

the Rosacex, Ocraniaccce, and most of the Zabiatm."
Geology and Mineralogy.—Though the islands are mountainous,

none of the eminences reach the limit of perpetual snow. All the

islands are of volcanic origin and are entirely composed of the

products of eniption. On one of them (Hawaii), the volcanic

forces are still in operation ; on all the others they have been
quiescent for an indefinite period, and the superficial rocks are in

a more or less advanced state of decay. Where volcanic action has

long ceased deep ravines have been excavated on the sides of the

mountains, and this is especially the case on the windward side ot

Hawaii, where the rainfall is very large. The headlands frequently

terminate in lofty cliflTs, sometimes overhanging the sea to a height

of 2000 feet; and these afford additional evidence of a prolonged

period of repose. The products of the Hawaiian volcanoes are

rather scanty. According to Mr Brigham they consist of hydro-

chloric, sulphuric, and sulphurous acids, native sulphur, pyrites,

common salt, sal ammoniac, hiematite, quartz, palagonite, felspar,

chrysoUte, thomsonite, gypsum, solfatarite, copperas, nitre, arra-

gonite, labradorite, and limonite. Evidence of slight upheaval is

furnished by those parts of the shore where old coral reefs are found,
sometimes as high as 100 feet above the sea.

Oovernment and Laws.—The form of government is a constitu-

tional monarchy,with a legislature composed of 20 nobles appointed
by the king for life, and 28 representatives elected every two yeaw
by the people—the two classes sitting together. An annual income
of 75 dollars is the qualification of an elector. The king has a

cabinet of ministers and a privy council. The Government is

regularly organized, its departments are efficiently managed, and
the laws are justly administered. Many of the principal offices are

filled by foreigners, chiefly Americans, who have become Hawaiian
subjects. It is somewhat of a burlesque of the proceedings of

royalty in Europe that here, where the whole body of subjects is

less than the population of a small English county, we find in full

display the titles of majesty, royal highness, prince, excellency, &o,,

as well as knights grand cross and other grades of two royal orders

!

A governor is appointed by the king for each of the larger islands.

Diplomatic representatives of Great Britain, France, and the

United States of America are resident at Honolulu, and also consuls

of these and other foreign powers. At London, Paris, New York,
and several other foreign cities there are Hawaiian diplomatic and
consular agents. An efficient postal system has been established,

and there is a standing army of about 70 men. The laws are

modelled on those of the United States. There is a supreme court

of justice, as well as circuit j udges and district justices, assisted by
a police force.

Religion, and Education.—The ancient idolatrous religion has

been abandoned since 1819, and the whole population has cm-
braced Christianity. All forms are tolerated, and at Honolulu
there are six churches belonging to the Koman Catholic. Pro-

testant Episcopal, and Congregational communions. Thp bishop
of the Church of England is styled the bishop of Honolulu, and
the Koman Catholics have also a bishop. The Congregationalists
are most numerous. Originally started by the foreign missionaries,

the question of education has been taken up by the Government,
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who Iiave established a boam to superintend the afTairs connected

with this subject. Nearly every native can read and write. In

1378 there were 222 schools, attended by 3991 boys and 3000 girls.

In the majority of these schools the instnistion is communicated
in Hawaiian ; but in some of a higher grade English is employed,

and, as the people themselves desire it, that language is more and
more introduced.

Sevenue and Currency.—The annual revenue of the Government
amounts to about 600,000 dollars derived chiefly from custom duties

(284,000 dollars in 1878), taxes on real and personal property, and a

poll tax. It does not equal the expenditure, and there is a funded
debt of from 400,000 to 500,000 dollars. Accounts are kept in

dollars, and the coins in circulation are those of American States.

Tlu Capital.—Honolulu (population 14,114), the capital of the

island group, stands on the S. W. coast of Oahu, in 157° 51' 48" W.
long, and 21° 17' 50" N. lat., at the mouth of the valley of Nuuanu,
which runs back between tall cliffs to two peaks about 3000 feet

high in the great eastern range of mountains. It is the seat of the

central government and the residence of the king. Although con-

sisting largely of one-story wooden houses, mingled with grass

huts naif smothered by foliage, Honolulu is said to present to

approaching vessels more of the appearance of a civilized place with

its churches and public buildings than any other town in Tolynesia.

The streets, laid out in the American style, are straight, neat, and
tidy. Water-works supply the town from a neighbouring valley.

Among the stone erections are the king's house, a hospital, a large

hotel built by the Government, and the Government buildings, in

which are a fair library of English books and a museum containing

corals, shells, and other natural curiosities, as well as specimens of

ancient weapons and other native articles. Amongst the brick

buildings are large iron works, a brass foundry, an establishment for

working up wood, and rice mills. All the necessaries and most of

the luxuries of civilized life can be obtained in Honolulu. There are

several hotels for the accommodation of strangers, and numerous
agencies of both British and American insurance offices ; American
and English medical men and lawyers have settled in the town

;

two weekly newspapers in English and two in the Hawaiian
language are published. Honolulu has a good natural harbour,

with wharves, a custom house, and warehouses. It is connected by
regular lines of mail steamers with San Francisco, Sydney, and New
Zealand. There are also lines of steamers to Liverpool and Glasgow,
New York and Boston, Bremen, China, and Peru. Small steamers
ply between the islands. Business is almost entirely carried on by
foreigners, and chiefly by Americans, British, Germans, and Chinese.
The last are the most numerous ; they are acii uiring property rapidly,

and some of them are wealthy. The foreigners are very sociable,

and b»ve established numerous clubs, benevolent societies, &c.
American influence and customs are said to be dominant. In the
neighbourhood of the town is a college, where for a small sum
boys and girls receive a good English education.

TAe Separate Islands.—The following description of the separate
islands begins with the largest and most easterly, giving the others
iu tire order of their position.

T^anig

Hawaii...
Maui
Kahulawi
Lanai
Molokai ,

Oahu ......

Kauai ....

Niihaa ...

LciiKth
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miles in extent, and is intcrseoteJ by lava streams wliiuli have issued

from the three nearest volcanoes. The rocks forming the north point

of Kealakeakua bay, where Captain Cook was killed, are part of a flow

which may be traced up the steep ascent and over a precipice where

it must have fallen like a cascade, the surface being curiously marked
with waves and curves as if the molten stone had been solidified in-

stantaneously. A sheet of copper with an inscription, attached to

the stump of a cocoa-nut palm, for many years served as the only me-
morial of Captain Cook's death ; but in 1874 amonnment was erected

at the spot by the residents of Honolulu. The east coast of Hawaii

from Hilo to Laupahoehoe, a distance of SO miles, is very remark-

able for the streams, 85 in number, running at the bottom of

ravines 1800 or 2000 feet in depth wliich are cut into the side of

Maun%.Kea, and render travelling along this coast a work of extreme

labour. The ridges between the ravines terminate at the sea in

precipices from 100 to 500 feet high, so that the road is obliged to

lun inland into and across the ravines.

At a point midway between the three southern mountains, and at

a height of 5000 fret, are the ruins of the ancient temple of Kaili,

92 feet long, which fornierly contained maav idols.

Milo (population 4200), the residence of the governor, is a

straggling village half hidden in sugar-cane and other vegetation

on the east coast. It lies in a bay that is little more thfin an

open roadstead, but is partly protected from heavy seas by a sunken
coral reef.

Maui, lying 25 miles N.W. of Hawaii, is composed of two moun-
tains connected by a sandy isthmus 7 or 8 miles long by 6 miles

across, and so low that the depression of a few feet would convert

Maui into two islands. Haleakala, the mountain to the N.W., has

a height of 10,032 feet, and forms a great dome-like mass with a cir-

cumference at the base of 90 miles, and with regular slopes of only
8° or 9°, so that travellers may ride to the top on horseback.

The extinct crater on its summit, the largest in the world, has

a length from E. to W. of 74 miles, ana a width o'i1\ miles, with

an area of about 16 square miles. The circuit of the walls, which
are composed of a hard grey clink.^tone much fissured, is from

18 to 20 miles. The depth, measured from the highest point of

the rim, is 2720 feet. At the bottom are 16 cones 500 or 600 feet

high, formed long after the top of the great crater had been de-

stroyed, perhaps by exjjlosions. On the east and north are two
great gaps in the walls from 1 to 3 miles wide, through each of

which has poured a copious flood of lava which nearly reached

the sea. These streams, though of unknown date are comparatively

modern, for they have blocked up several ravines in their progress.

A little impure sulphur is found in the crater, but there is not the

least sign of igneous activity at present on the island. Eeka, the

mountain at the south-east of Maui, is 5820 feet high. Volcanic

action appears to have ceased here at a much earlier period than on
Haleakala, there being no craters on the summit or sides, whilst the

elopes have been denuded into deep valleys separated by narrow

sharp ridges.

Lahaina (population 3000), on the north-west shore, is the residence

of the governor. It is a deca)ing place situated in a grove of cocoa-

nut and other tropical trees. The roadstead is roomy and sheltered,

and there is regular steam communication with Honolulu, about 72

milp3 distant. A native Hawaiian college in the neighbourhood is

supported by Government. Foreigners reside at Lahaina, as well as

at Waihiku (population 4000), a town on the east shore of the island.

They are principally employed in the cultivation of sugar.

Kahulawi is a small island 6 miles west of Maui. Though the

vegetation is scanty and there are no streams, it has been leased by
the Government for sheep pasture. The highest point is only about

1130 feet above the sea, and there are no ravines.

Lanai is another small island on the west of Maui, from which it is

9 miles distant. At the south-east end there is a mountain 3000 feet

high without a crater. Vegetation is stunted on the exposed slopes,

but the ravines contain a rich growth of trees and shrubs. Sheep in

large numbers are pastured here. Lanai and Kahulawi are remark-
ablt) for presenting high cliffs to the leeward and gentle slopes to

the windward, the reverse being the case in all the other islands.

MoLOKAi is a long narrow island 9 miles distant from the north-

west end of Maui. A ridge of hill forms its backbone and throws

off lateral spurs enclosing ravines. At the west end are some lofty

broken peaks, the highest of which is about 3500 feet above the sea.

Deer are wild on the hills, the deseendauts of tame animals that be-

longed to a former king. The leper settlement of Molokai has been
already mentioned.

OAHir, 23 miles N.W. of Molokai and 67 miles S.E. of

Kauai, has an irregular quadrangular form. It is traversed from
S.Ji. to N.W. by two parallel ranges of hills separated by a low
jdain. The highest point in the island is Kaula, 4060 feet, in the
western range ; but the eastern range is much longer than the
other, and its ridgo is very broken : on the land side there are

many ravines formed by lateral spurs, but for 30 miles on the

other side it presents to the sea a nearly vertical wall without a

bicik. The valleys are remarkable for beautiful scenery,—peaks,

elitfs, lateral ravines, cascades, and tropical vegetation combining

to charm the eye. There arc few craters on the loftier heights,
volcanic activity appearing to have long ceased, but on the coast
there arc several groups of small conca with craters, some of lava,

others of tnir. The greater part of the coast is surrounded by a
coral reef, often half a mile wide. In several localities an old reef

has been upheaved, sometimes to the height of 100 feet, and now
forms part of the land. Uy such an upheaval a bay of the sea a

mile wide and two miles long has been converted into a plain some
25 feet above the level of the ocean, and upon this plain stands
Honolulu, tlie cajiital of the kingdom, noticed above.

Kauai, 67 miles N.W. of Maui and 23 miles from Molokai, has
an irregularly circular form ; and at the centre is the basaltic moun-
tain Waialeale, 5000 feet high, which has a swampy top and sides

deeply furrowed by ravines, showing that volcanic action has been
long extinct. To the west of the mountaiu is a tableland with an
elevation of 4000 feet and an area of 40 square miles, terminating at

the sea iu a precipice of 2000 feet. The valleys are numerous, deep,

and very picturesque with wood and w aterfalls. The soil is fertile,

the lavas of nearly tlie whole island being much decomjwsed. In
some places, however, are cones which have preserved their craters.

Numerous dykes are exposed in the valleys, and there are largo

caverns in several localities which are thought to have been great

bubbles in the lava. In one place near the shore is a bank of

calcareous sand which on being set in motion gives oUt a curious

noise. When the grains were examined with the microscope they
were found to contain cavities, and it is supposed that these minute
hollows are the cause of the resonance, for when the sand is wet
the noise is not heard. A district on the north side of the island

is considered to be the best watered and most fertile in the entire

group ; it contains several sugar plantations. In this part the

rainy season extends over nine months. The chief town is IFaimca
(population 1200), which affords the best anchorage in Kauai ; it

is situated at the mouth of a stream navigable by boats for. three
quarters of a mile.

NiiiiAU, the most westerly island of the group, is 15 miles west of

Kauai. Two-thirds of it consist of a low plain composed of an up-
lifted coral reef and matter washed down from the mountains.
The hilly portion is destitute of cones, craters, peaks, and ridges.

The coast on the side towards Kauai is formed of high cliffs, and
from the similarity of the structure of the rocks on th^ two side:i

of the strait it is thought that the islands were once uijited. Thr
soil of Niihau is dry, yet fertile. The island is the property of n

foreigner who pastures about 75,000 sheep upon it. The uiiin

habited islets of Kaula and Lehua, close to Niihau, have each ot

them a tufa cone.

See G. Mortimer, Observations during a Voyage to the . . ^ Sanduich Islands, Ac-,
Lond.. 1791; G. F. Mathison, Nair. of a Xisxt to the Sandwich Islands, 1825; A>

.

Ellis, yarratire . . . triY/j /iemaris on the Sandicich /stands, 1826; Votj. of Il,M,,i,

Blonde to the Sundicich Islands, 1324-25, Lond.. 1826; J. Jarves, Hist, of tli
Sandicich Islands. Dostcin, U.S, 1813; H. T. ChcLver, Life on the SanduilS
Islands. ISii; V/. Ems. Foliiuestan Researches. \Sb3: S. S. HIU, Travels in the Sam'-
tcich Islands, 1856; Ch. \Viila'3, U.S.N,, Narrative of Ejploring Ex-ped. rouni
the World, 1838-42, New Yoik, 1856; T. Williams. The Sandwich Islands, Lend ,

1858 ; Hopkins, Hawaii Past, Present, and Future. Loud., 1866 ; Jules Kem] I

Recits (Tun vieux sauvage, pour servir a I'hisloire ancienne du Hawaii, Chalons
sur Marne, 1859; Id., Ka ilooolelo Hawaii, histoire de farchipet hawaiien (text

and translation), Paiis, 1862; H. Mann, Flora of the Hawaiian Islands (bosti-A

1868), and his papers in Mem. Boston Soc, 18C9. and in Froc. of Anier. Acad.
vol. vii., 1868 ; lirigham, " Notes on Hawaiian Volcanoes," in j/ern. Bost. Sof-

Nat. Hist. (Boston, 1868-C9). and his papera in the Globus, 1876. and the Ausland,
1876; Hann, '* Klima der Sandwich Instln," in Zeitschrift der Oesterr. Ges.fur
Meteor., vlil,, J873; W. R. Bliss, Paradise in the Pacific, New Yoik, 1873; Nord-
hotf. Northern California, Oregon, and the Sandwich Islands, London, 1874; C. de
Varigny, Quatorie cms aujB lies Sandwich, Paris. 1874; 11. M. Whitney, Th*
Hawaiian Guidebook, Honolulu, 1875; Tliruni, Hawaiian Almanac for 1875.

Honolulu, 1875; Ferrelro, " Las Islus de Sandwich di-sculiicrtiis por los Espanoles."

in Boletin de la Soc. Geogr. de Madrid, 1877. For fiutlier bibliographical details

see Hawaiian Club Papers, Boston, 1868, and W. filallin, Cat. douvrages relatift

aux lies Hawaii, Paris, 1867. A map of Hawaii Is given in Pctermann's Miltheit,,

1876, and one of tlie other Islands, ibid,, 1878. (J. Y. J.)

HAWARDEN, a market-town of Flintshire, North Wales,

8 miles S.W. of Chester, is a clean and tolerably well-built

place, situated on an eminence commanding an extensive

prospect. It lies in the midst of a coal district, and near

it are valuable clay-beds. Coarse earthenware, draining-

tiles, and fire-clay bricks form the chief manufactures of

the district. The family of Maude derive the title of

viscount from the town. Population (1871) of the town-

ship, G782; of the parish (including Saltney), 8683. In the

neighbourhood is Hawarden Castle, built in 1752, and

added to and altered in the Gothic style in 1814; it stands

near the ruins of the old castle of that name which was

granted by the Conqueror to his nephew Hugh Lupus, and

which after many vicissitudes came iuto the possession of

Serjeant Qlynne, lord chief-justice of England under Crom-

well. On the death in 1874 of Sir Stephen R Glynne, the

last of a line of baronets, the castle passed to his brother-

in-law the eminent statesman Mr W. E. Gladstone.
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HAWES, Stephen, a minor English poet of the ICth

century. Neither the date of his birth nor that of liis

death has been ascertained, and alt the known facts of his

life may be stated in a few lines. He was probably a

member of a Suffolkshire family, studied at Oxford, with

what success we can only conjecture, travelled in England,

Scotland, and France, and having acquired the reputation

of a man of culture was appointed groom of the chamber

to King Henry VIL He was still alive in January 1 520-21,

as appears by an entry, Item to Mr Ilaiose for his play

ig IL xiii 8. iiij d. Of the play thus mentioned nothing

further is known. The writer's chief work was The llistorie

of Graunde Amour and la Bell Pucell, called the Pastime of

Pleasure, contei/ning the Knowledge of the Seven Sciences

and the Course of Man's Life, a long allegorical poem in

the style of Lydgate. Its general method may bo guessed

from such a heading as Row Science first sent him to Gramer

where he was receyved by Dame Congmitie ; and, though it

must be confessed that portions of the poem are better

both in matter and in workman;ihip than might be expected,

it is now of interest almost exclusively because, in Wartou's

words, it is "almost the only effort of imagination and in-

vention which had appeared in our poetry since Chaucer."

Probably written about 1506, and first printed, it is said,

by Wynkyn de Worde, it afterwards went through several

editions (J. Wayland, 155-t; Richard Tottel, 1555;

J. Waley, 1559); a reprint of Tottel's was made for the

i'ercy Society in 1842. Among the minor poems attributed

to Hawes it is sufficient to mention his Conversyon of

Sioerers and his Joyful Medytacyon to all Englonde of

Kynge Ilenry the Eight. The former, a dry didactic pro-

duction, was printed by Wynkyn do Worde (1509?) and
William Copland (1551). Of the latter the only copy

preserved is among Bishop More's books in the public

library of the university of Cambridge. Both were edited

for the Abbotsford Club by David Laing (1854). For
further details, see Hazlitt's edition of Warton's History

of English Poetry (1874), and the Percy and Abbotsford
leprints.

HAWES, William (1785-184G), an English musician
of some merit, is remembered chiefly by the fact that

through his instrumentality Weber's Der Freischutz was
for the first time performed in England. This event took
place July 24, 1824, and led eventually to Weber's removol
to London. Hawes was born in London in 1785, and was
for eight years (1793-1801) a chorister of the Chapel
Royal, where he studied music chiefly under DrAyrtun.
He subsequently held various musical posts, being in 1817
appointed master of the children of the Chapel Royal.
He also, in conjunction with Welsh, carried on the business
of a music publisher, and was for many years musical
director of the Lyceum Theatre, then devoted to English
opera. It was in the last-named capacity that he intro-

duced Weber's masterpiece, at first slightly curtailed, but
soon afterwards in its entirety. Winter's Interrupted
Sacrifice, Mozart's Cosi fan Tuttc, Jlarschncr's Vampyre,
and other important works were also brought out under
his auspices. Haves also wrote or compiled the music for
numerous pieces, none of which however has survived or
deserves mention. Better were his glees and madrigals, of
which ho published several collections. Ho also superin-
tended a new edition of the celebrated Triumph of Oriana.
Hawes died February 18, 184G.
HAWFINCH, a bird so called from the belief that the

fruit of the hawthorn (Cratagus Oxyacantha) forms its chief
food, the Loxia coccothraustes of Linnaeus, and the Cocco-
thraustes vulgaris of modern ornithologists, one of the
largest of the Finch family (Fringiltida), and found over
nearly the whole of Europe, in Africa north of the Atlas,
and in Asia from Palestine to Japan. It was formerly

thought to be only an autumnal or winter-visiior to Britain,

but later experience has proved that, though there may
very likely be an immigration in the fall of the year, it

breeds in nearly all the English counties to Yorkshire, and
abundantly in those nearest to London. There seems also

to be good reason for supposing that it is yearly extending

its range in the British Islands. In coloration it bears some
resemblance to a Chaffinch, but its much larger size and
enormous beak make it easily recognizable, while on closer

inspection the singular bill-hook form of some of its wing-

feathers will be found to be very remarkable. Though
not uncommonly frequenting gardens and orchards, in

which as well as in woods it builds its nest, it is exceedingly

shy in its habits, so as seldom to afi'ord opportunities for

observation. As the genus Coccothraustes is now commonly
restricted, it includes but this single species,—the Japanese

form, at one time regarded as distinct, being considered by
the latest authorities to be inseparable. (a. n.)

HAWICK, a municipal and parliamentary borough of

Roxburghshire in Scotland, 10 miles S.W. of Jedburgh, and
53 miles S.S.E. of Edinburgh by rail, is situated on the

south bank of the Teviot at its junction with the Slitrig, a

wild and irregular stream that flows through the town. A
handsome bridge, spanning the Teviot, connects Hawick
with the manufacturing village of Wilton, which is practi-

cally a suburb. The town is fairly well built, the main
street being broad and well paved. The ancient tower of

the barons of Drumlanrig is now occupied as an inn ; and
many of the older houses testify by their massive propor-

tions to the former dangers of Hawick's position as a border

town. The tower was the only building not.bumed down
in 1570 by the earl of Sussex. The parish church of

St Mary has succeeded one mentioned in the Chronicle of

Melrose as having been consecrated in 1214,—a fact which

speaks for the antiquity of the town. Additional testimony

is afforded by the Moathill at one end of the town, an

earthen mound of great antiquity, about 30 feet high. The
present town-charter, granted in 1537 by a baron of Drum-
lanrig, was confirmed in 1545 by Quoeu Mary during a

residence in the town. Hawick, with Wilton, was in 1868
erected into a parliamentary burgh, uniting with Galashiels

and Selkirk in sending a member to parliament. The
municipal government is vested in a town council, con-

sisting of a provost, four magistrates, and ten councillors.

The exchange, built in 1865, contains a free public library.

Hawick possesses a very complete system of underground
drainage, in connexion with purification works,—this being

the first experiment of the kind on a large scale in Scotland.

The manufactures of Hawick are mentioned in the burgh
records so far back as 1640, but they must have been

flourishing for some time before that, ns the weavers already

formed an important part of the jiopulation. The. weavers

then worked each for himself, executing his private orders;

and it is not till the middle of the following century that

a number of looms under one employer are heard of. Linen
was at first the chief article of manufacture, but woollen

plaidings were also made. Wool was also spun and sold

to be manufactured elsewhere. A Carpet factory was
begun in 1752, and the manufacture of linen tapoa or inkle

started a few years afterwards, but both industries became
extinct towards the beginning of the present century. The
manufacture of tweeds is the most important industry of

Hawick. In this branch the annual turn-over is aoont

.£800,000j while in the whole woollen trade it is about

£2,000,000. The manufacture of hosiery, to which the

town owes so much of its prosperity, was introduced in

1771, when four looms, employing six men and five women,
produced annually about 2400 pairs of coarse stockings..

Hawick has gradually become the chief sent of this trade

in Scotland. Some of tiie )tirn 6p\in at Hawick is sent
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to England and to other parts of Scotland to be woven

;

while the merino yarn used for the finer goods is chiefly

obtained from Pleasley and Nottingham. Besides the

staples, tweeds and hosiery, Hawick manufactures shawls,

plaids, blankets, gloves, and leather. There are also an

oil-work, for extracting oil from the soapy refuse of the

fulling-mills, an iron-foundry, and a factory-engineering

establishment. The population of the burgh in 1871 was

11, .356; in 1879 it was estimated at about 15,000.

HAIVIC (Anglo-Saxon, Hafoc), a word of somewhat

indefinite meaning, being often used to signify all diurnal

Eirds-of-prey which are neither Vultures nor Eagles, and

ftgain more exclusively for those of the remainder which

are not Buzzards, Falcons, Harriers, or Kites. Even with

this restriction it is comprehensive enough, and will include

more than a hundred species, which have been arrayed in

genera varying in number from a dozen to above a score,

according to the fancy of the systematizer. Speaking

generally, Hawks may be characterized by possessing com-

paratively short wings and long legs, a bill which begins to

decurve directly from the cere (or soft bare skin that covers

its base), and has the cutting edges of its maxilla (or upper

mandible) sinuated^ but never notched. To these may be

added as characters, structurally perhaps of less value, but

in other respects quite as important, that the sexes differ

very greatly in size, that in most species the irides are

yellow, deepening with age into orange or even red, and
that the immature plumage is almost invariably more

European Sparrow-Hawk (Male aad Female).

Of less striped or mottled with heart-shaped spots beneath,

while that of the adults is generally much barred, though
the old males have in many instances the breast and belly

quite free from markings. Nearly all are of small or

moderate size—the largest among them being the Gos-
Hawk (vol. X. p. 788) and its immediate allies, and the

male of the smallest, Accipiter tiims, is not bigger than

a Song-Thrush. They are all birds of great boldness in

attacking a quarry, but if foiled in the first attempt they

are apt to leave the pursuit. Thoroughly arboreal in their

habits, they seek their prey, chiefly consisting of birds

.(though reptiles and small mammals are also taken), among
trees or bushes, patiently waiting for a victim to shew itself,

and gliding upon it when it appears to be unwary with a

rapid swoop, clutching it in their talons, and bearing it

away to eat it in some convenient spot.

It is of course impossible here to enter into details of the

numerous forms which, notwithstanding the limitation

' In or.e form, Nisoides, which on that account has been generically

separated, they are sa.J to be perfectly straight.

above adopted, are to be called Hawks, or to describe tho
distinguishing characters, so far as any have been given, of

the different groups or sections into which it has pleased
systematic ornithologists to break them up, since hardly any
two are agreed in the latter respect. There is at the outset

a difference of opinion as to the scientific name which the

largest and best known of these sections should bear—some
authors terming it Nisus, and others, who seem to have the
most justice on their side, Accipiter. In Europe there are
two species—first, A. nisus, the common Sparrow-Hawk,
which has a wide distribution from Ireland to Japan, ex-

tending also to northern India, Egypt, and Algeria, and
secondly, A. brevipes (by some placed in the group Micro-
nisus and by others called an Astur), which only appears
in the south-east, and the adjoining parts of Asia Minor
and Persia. In North America the place of the former is

taken by two very distinct species, a small one, A. /nscus,

usually known in Canada and the United States as the
Sharp-shinned Hawk, and Stanley's or Cooper's Hawk, A.
cooperi (by some placed in another genus, Cooperastur),

which is larger and has not so northerly a range. In South
America there are four or five more, including A. tiiius,

before mentioned as the smallest of all, while a species not

much larger, A. minuUus, together with several others of

greater size, inhabits South Africa. Madagascar and its

neighbouring islands have three or four species sufficiently

distinct, and India has A. hadius. A good many more forms

are found in South-eastern Asia, in the Indo-Malay Archi-

pelago, and in Australia three or four species, of which A.
cirrhocephalus most nearly represents the Sparrow-Hawk
of Europe and Northern Asia, while A. radiatus and A.
approximans shew some affinity to the Gos-Hawks (Astur)

with which they are often classed. The differences be-

tween all the forms above named and the much larger

number here unnamed are such as can be only appreciated

by the specialist, and could not possibly be pointed out
within the limits of this article. It may be observed in

conclusion that the so-called "Sparrow-Hawk" of New
Zealand (Hieracidea) does not belong to this group of birds

at all, and by many authors has been deemed akin to the

Falcons. For Hawking, see Falconry. (a. n.)

HAWKE, Edward Hawke, Baron (1705-1781), an
English admiral, was the son of a barrister and was born in

1705. He entered the navy at an early age, and in 1733
became commander of the " Wolf." In the engagement oS
Toulon in 1744, he broke from the line of battle in order to

engage the " Poder," and although he succeeded in causing

her to strike her colours, his breach of discipline was
punished by dismissal from the service. He was, however,

almost immediately restored by the king's commands, and in

1747 was promoted to the rank of rear-admiral of the white.

In October of the same year he was sent in command of a

squadron intended to intercept a fleet of merchant vessels

bound tor the West Indies under a convoy of nine men-of-

war, and coming up with them on the 14th of the month
near the isle of Aix, he succeeded after a severe struggle

in capturing six of the men-of-war, but darkness coming
on before the close of the contest the whole of the merchant
vessels escaped. For his victory Hawke was created a

knight companion of the Bath. In December of the same
year he was chosen member of parliament for Bristol. In

May 1748 he became vice-admiral of the blue, and in

January 1755 admiral of the white. In the follo\^'ing year

he succeeded Admiral Byng as commander of the fleet in

the Mediterranean, but arrived too late to succour Minorca

;

and in none of the commands which he subsequently held

did he have an opportunity of distinguishing himself till

1759, when he took charge of a squadron sent to cruise off

Brest. On the morning of the 20th November lie sighted

the French fleet under Admiral Conflans oflf Bolleisle, and
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nfr'.withstanding that the French, trusting to their know-

ledge of the rocks and shallows, retired towards the shore,

he determined to engage them, which be did with such im-

petuosity that their tleet was only saved from total destruc-

tion by the approach of nightfall. As it was, more than

half their vessels were either disabled, captured, or driven

on shore. For this brilliant victory, gained in such

circumstances of difficulty and danger, with the loss of only

two vessels, Hawke received the thanks of the House of

Commons and a pension of .£2000 per annum. In 1765

he was appointed vice-admiral of Great Britain and first

lord of the admiralty. In 1776 he was raised to tho peer-

age by the title of Baron Hawke of Towton. He died at

Shepperton, Middlesex, 17th October 17S1.

HAWKESWORTH, John (<;. 1715-1773), an author

of the last century, was born in London, according to

one account in 1715, but according to another in 1719.

Ho ij said to have been apprenticed first to a clockmaker

and afterwards to an attorney, but at any rate he was

indebted for the education requisite for tho prosecution of

a literary career chiefly to Lis own perseverance. In \7ii

he succeeded Dr Johnson as compiler of the parliamentary

debates for the Gentleman's Magazine. Eight years later

he started in company with Johnson, Bathurst, and Warton

a periodical called the •Adventurer. This journal had a

great success, and ran to 140 numbers, of which 70 were

from tho pen of Hawkesworth himself. On account of

what was regarded as its powerful defence of morality and

religion, Hawkesworth was rewarded by the archbishop of

Canterbury with the degree of LL.D. In 1761 he pub-

lished a volume of fairy tales, and an edition of Swift's

works and letters, with a life prefixed which Johnson has

referred to in highly laudatory terms in his Lives of the

Poets. Tho reputation he obtained by these and other

works was such that he was commissioned by Captain Cook
to edit his papers relative to his first voyage. The work
appeared in 1773 in three volumes, and as a reward of his

labours Hawkesworth received from the Government the

sum of £6000. His descriptions of the manners and

customs of tho New World were, however, regarded by
many critics as hurtful to the interests of morality, and the

severity of their strictures is said to have hastened his death,

which took place November 17, 1773. Ho was buried at

Bromley in Kent, where a monument has been erected to

his memory. Hawkesworth was a close imitator of Johnson
both in style and thought, but his independent literary

talent is considerable,

HAWKINS, Sitt John (c. 1532-1595), was born in

Plymouth about 1532, and was bred a sailor. Learning

that negroes from tho coast of Guinea wore good merchan-

dize for traffic in tho West Indies, ho made trial of this

in three voyages, the first in 1562, the second in 1561.

Tha third, made in company with 3'oung Drake in 1567,

ended in disaster, tho story of which is related by Hawkins
himself. Ho was returned Jt.P. for Plymouth in 1572

;

and tho next year, ho was made treasurer and comptroller

of tlio navy. In tho expedi'ion against tho Armada ho
was appointed vico-admiral, hoisting his flag on board tho
" Victory," and for his services on that occasion he was
afterwards knighted. His last expedition (1595) was un-

dertaken, onco more with Drake, mainly with a view to

rescue his son Richard, who thrco years before had fallen

into tho Lands of tho Spaniards off tho coast of Quito.

It was unsuccessful ; and, worn out with fatigue and brokon-

hoarted, ho died off Puerto Rico on tho 12th of November
1595. Hawkins was the first to use chain pumps and
fighting nettings for ships. Stow speaks oi him as a
very wise, vigilant, and true-hearted man. Along with
6ir- Francis Drake, ho founded in 1688 tho "Chest at

Chatham," tho forerunner of Greenwich Hospital, where

it is now preserved. A ^jorlrait of Hawkins once adorned

the Armada tapestry in the House of Lords.

HAWKINS, Sm John (1719-1789), will bo permanently

remembered as the author of an important work on the

history of music. He was born March 30, 1719, in London,

the son of an architect who destined his son for his own
profession. Ultimately, however, Hawkins took to the

law, devoting his leisure hours to his favourite study of

music. A wealthy marriage in 1753 enabled him to in-

dulge his passion for acquiring rare works of music, and he

bought, for e.xample, the collection formed by Dr Pepusit,

and subsequently presented by Hawkins to the British

JluseUm. It was on such materials that Hawkins founded

his celebrated work on the General History of the Science

and Practice of Music, in 5 vols, (republished in 2 vols.,

1879). It was brought out in 1776, tho same year

which witnessed the appearance of tho first volume of

Burney's work on the same subject. The relative merits of

the two works were eagerly discussed by contemporary

critics. Burney no doubt is infinitely superior as a literary

man, and his work accordingly comes much nearer the idea

of a systematic treatise on the subject than Hawkins's,

which is essentially a collection of rare and valuable pieces

of music with a more or less continuous commentary. By
by rescuing these from oblivion Hawkins Las given a per

manent value to his work. Of Hawkins's literary efforts

apart from music it will bo sufficient to mention his occa-

sional contributions to the Gentleman's Magazine, Lis

edition of the Comi>letc Angler, and his biography of

Dr Johnson, with whom he was intimately acquainted.

He was one of the original members of tho Ivy Lane

Club, and ultimately became one of Dr Johnson's exe-

cutors. If there were any doubt as to his intimacy with

Johnson, it would be settled by the slighting way in which

Boswell refers to him. Speaking of the Ivy Lane Club,

he mentions amongst tho members "Mr John Hawkins,

an attorney," and adds tho following footnote, which at the

same time may serve as a summary of the remaining facts

of Hawkins's life :
—" He was for several years chairman of

the Middlesex justices, and upon presenting an address to

the king accepted tho usual offer of knighthood (1772).

Uo is the author of a History of Music in five volumes in

quarto. By assiduous attendance upon Johnson in his last

illness he obtained tbe office of one of his executors,—in

consequence of which the booksellers of London employed

him to publish an edition of Dr Johnson's works and to

write his life." Sir John Hawkins died on tho 21st of

Jlay 1789, and was buried in the cloisters of Westminster

Abbey,
HAWKWOOD, Sir John {ob. 1394), an English

adventurer who attained great wealth and renown by his

services as a condottioro in tho Italian wars of tho L4tli

century. According to tho accepted if not tho authenticated

account of his life, ho was tho son of a tanner of Sible

Hedingham in Essex, and was apprenticed to a tailor in

London, Pressed into tho army, ho served with honour in

France, obtained tho favour of tho Black Prince, and

received knighthood from King Edward III. On the

peace of Bretigny in 1360, he collected a baud of men-at-

arms, and moved southward to Italy, where wo find him

assisting tho Pisans to defeat the Florentines in 1364. His

service"" were sought in succession by Bornabo Visconti, by

tho legate of Bologna, and by Pope Gregory XI. In 1375

the Florentin.^s entered into an agreement with him, by

which they were to pay him ativl his companion 130,000 gold

florins in three months on condition that ho undertook no

engagement against them ; and in the same year the priors

of tho .^rls and tho gonfalonier dcciilcd to give him n pension

of rjOG ilorins per annum for as long as he should remain

in Italv. His subsequent services to Florence as captain-
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general of the city were numerous and important. Hawk-
wood married Donnana, an illegitimate daughter of Bernabo

Visconti, and one of his own daughters became the wife of

the count of Porziglia. His latter years were spent in a

villa in the neighbourhood of Florence. On his death in

1394 the republic gave him a public funeral of great

magnificence and decreed the erection of a marble monu-
ment in the cathedral. This, however, was never executed;

but Paolo Uccelli painted his portrait in terre-verte on the

inner faqade of the building, where it stiU remains, though
damaged by, removal from the plaster to canvas. Eichard

II. of England, probably at the instigation of Hawkwood's
sons, who returned to their native country, requested the

Florentines to let him remove the good knight's bones, and
the Florentine Government signified its consent.

The fullest account of Sir John Hawkwood in English is in

Nichol's Bibliothcca topograplnca Britatinica, vol. vi. He is one of

Richard Johnson's Nine IFoHhics of London (published in Mar-
leian Misc., 1808), and Fuller includes him in Ixis Worthies oj

Eigland. An"elaborate life by Manni is given by Tartini in Rcrum
Ilal. Script.; and H.iwkwood is naturally treated of in Amrairato
and the other Florentine chronicles. The compact with the Floren-

tines is printed in ArcMvio Storico, 1868.

HAWTHORN (Anglo-Saxon, ha^a-, hceg-, or her/e-thont),

Cratcegus, L., a genus of plants of the natural order Hosacece

and suborder Pomece. 'The common hawthorn, termed also

whitethorn, quickthorn, quickset, and May tree. May bush,
"' May (German, Hagedorn and Christdorii ; French,

Aubepine), C. O.xyacantha, L., is a shrub or- small tree

having a smooth blackish bark ; numerous branches, beset

usually with thorns, which represent aborted twigs ; alter-

nate, long-stalked, obovate-wedge-shaped, 3- or 5-lobed, in-

cised or seirate smooth leaves; flowers sweet-scented,

arranged in corymbs, and having caducous bracts, broad,

white, pink, or scarlet petals, and 1 to 3 styles ; and fruit

or " haw " an oblong or nearly globular mealy pome,
commonly dark red, but occasionally yellow, black, or even

greenish-orange or dull white, and of 1 or 2 cells. The
common hawthorn is a native of Europe as far north as

60^° in Sweden, and of North Africa, Western Asia, and
Siberia, and has been naturalized in North America and
Australia. It thrives best in dry soils, and in height varies

from 4 or 5 to 12, 15, or, in exceptional cases, as much as

between 20 and 30 feet. There are several varieties of the

plant. It may be propagated from oeed or from cuttings.

The seeds must be from ripe fruit, and if fresh gathered

should be freed from pulp by maceration in water. They
germinate only in the second year after sowing ; in the

course of their first year the seedlings attain a height of G

to 12 inches. In England the hawthorn has been em-
ployed for enclosure of land since the Roman occupation,

but for ordinary fielJ-hedges it is believed it was not

generally in use till about the end of the 17th century.

James I. of Scotland, in his Quair, ii. 14 (early 15th
century), mentions the "hawthorn hedges knet" of Windsor
Castle. The first hawthorn hedges in Scotland are said

to have been planted by soldiers of Cromwell at Inch
Buckling Brae in East Lothian, and Finlarig in Perth-

shire. On the planting and use of hawthorn fences, see

Agricultuee, vol. i. pp. 29 G, 310. The wood of the

hawthorn is white in colour, with a ydluwish tinge. Fresh
cut it weighs 6S H) 12 oz. per cubic foot, and dry 57 lb

3 oz. It can seldom be obtained in large portions, and
has the disadvantage of being apt to warp ; its great hard-

ness, however, renders it valuable for the manufacture of

various articles, such as the cogs of mill-wheels, flaOs and
mallets, and handles oi "nau.rrifr.'.. B'^th green and dry it

forms excellent fuel. Ihe bark possesses tanning pro-

perties, and in Scotland in riT^f tim«>p T-,Vlriprl with ferrous

sulphate a black dye for wool. The leaves are eaten by
cattle, and have been employed as a substitute for tea.

Birds and deer feed upon the haws, which are used in the

preparation of a fermented and highly intoxicating liquor,

and for their astringency are sometimes resorted to in

dysentery. The hawthorn serves as a stock for grafting

other trees. As an ornamental feature in landscapes, it

is worthy of notice ; and the pleasing shelter it affords,

and the beauty of its blossoms, have frequently been

alluded to by poets. The custom of employing the flower-

ing branches for decorative purposes on the first of May
is of very early origin ; but since the alteration in the

calendar (see vol. iv. p. 677) the tree has rarely been in

full bloom in England before the second week of that

month. In Cornwall, however, in 1846, the flowers,

though scarce, were gathered on the ISth April; and

in the Scotch Highlands they may be seen as late aa

the middle of June. The hawthorn has been regarded aa

the emblem of hope, and its branches are stated to have

been carried by the ancient Greeks in wedding processions,

and to have been used by them to deck the altar of Hymen.
The supposition that the tree was the source of Christ's

crown of thorns gave rise doubtless to the tradition cur-

rent among the French peasantry that it utters groans

and cries on Good Friday, and probably also to the old

popular superstition in Great Britain and Ireland that ill-

luck attended the uprooting of ha^vthorn3. Branches of

the Glastonbury thorn, C. Oxi/acatdha, van prcecox, which

flowers both in December and in spring, were formerly

highly valued in England, on account of the legend that

the tree fas originally the staflf of Joseph of Arimathea

(see Glastonbury, vol. x. pp. 674, 675). Sub-species of

C. O.iyacaiUka are C. vionogyna, Jacquin, and C. orya.-

cantholdcs, Thuill. C. Pyracantha and C. Cms-galli are

among the cultivated species of Cralcfgus.

See Lai-.dcr, Gilpin's For. Scenery, i., 1834 ; London, Arh)!<-

turn, ii. 834; Sdby, Hi.it. of Brit. For. Trees, 1842; Bentham,
lllnstr. Hnndb. of Brit. Flora, i. 270, 1865 ; C. A, Johns, Tlic Forest

Trees of Britain, p. 83.

NATHANIEL HAWTHORNE.
"VTATHANIEL HAWTHORNE was born at Salem, Ma,-«.,

X'l July 4, 1804. The family name, according to Juliart

Hawthorne, was either Hawthorne or Hathome, the pronunci-

ation being the same. Nathaniel preferred the name with tlie

" w " in it. William Hawthorne, a man of restless energy and

marked ability, the head of the American branch of the Haw-
thornes, came in 1630 from Wiltshire, England, with John
Wintlirop in the ".Arbella," and settled in Dorchester, Mass.

In 1635 he removed to Salem, larger grants of land than he

had received at Dorchester having been tendered him by that

town if he would take up his residence there, on the ground

that sucli a citizen would be " a public benefit." He justified

tlieir action by his subsequent conduct, for he cleared the

woods, fought the Indians, treated with them, laid plans for the

creation of a great fur company, and led adventurous expedi-

tions into the untrodden wilderness.*

He was a Puritan of the stSmest character, a "Separatist,"

and as magistrate ordered the whii)ping of Anne Coleman and

four other Quakers. His son John followed in the father's

footsteps, persecuting the Quakers, and presiding as chiefjudge

in the famous Salem witch trials with great hai-shness and

cnieltv. One of the witches is reported to have invoked a

heavy curse upon him and upon his children's cliildren. Jos-

eph Hawthorne was John's third son. He was a quiet,

home-keeping farmer, while the other male members of the

family were noted as sea-faring men. Joseph's son, Daniel,

born in 1731, earned the name of "bold Daniel," as commander

of a privateer called the " Fair America " during the Revolution-

ary War.
Nathaniel, the third son of Daniel, was born in 1775, and

• Sritlianirl Hawthorne and His Wife, by Julian Bawthorne.
Vol. 1, p. 10,
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Iwut the beginning of this century married Elizabeth Clarke

IJanning, a beautiful and gifted young lady five years his

junior. "He was a silent, reserved, severe man," Julian Haw-

thorne eays, "of an athletic and rather slender build, and

habitually of a rather melancholy cast of thought." He died

at the age of thirty-three, leaving three children, one of wliom

was Nathaniel, to the care of their mother. Madame Hawthorne

came of a family as reserved and peculiar in their own way as

the Hawthomes were in theirs. Both from father and motlier,

therefore, Nathaniel Hawthorne inherited that shy, reserved

nature which was his characteristic all tlirough life. The

eecluded widowhood of his mother, who lived a strict lierniit to

the end of her long life, or for more than forty years after Cap-

tain Hawthorne's death, and the witch-haunted memories of

the quaint old town in which he was living, made a profound

impression upon the young, solitary Hawthorne. At the age of

seven he attended the school taught by the lexicographer. Dr.

Joseph E. Worcester. During his early life he pored over

the works of Spenser, Shakspeare, l'(i|)e and Wilton, and de-

voured "The rilgrim's Progress," " FiDissart's Chronicles," and
" Clarendon's History."

In August, 1820, he issued for a few weeks a little sprightly

manuscript periodical, at Salem, called the Spectator, In

1825 he was graduated from Bowdoin College, Brunswick, Me.

Among his classmates were Henry W. Longfellow, George B.

Cheever, John S. C. Abbott and Horatio Bridge. Franklin

Pierce, afterward President of the United States, was in the class

before him. While in college he evinced no unnatural and

feverish tliirst for college honors. After his graduation he

resided with his mother in Salem. While here he published in

different periodicals occasional articles, mostly short, enter-

taining stories.

In 1826 lie published at his own expense—^XOO—"Fan-
shawe," an unsuccessful romance. Mr. Goodrich (Peter Parley)

said it would have been successful if it had had an enterprising

publisher. In 18.30 he was called to Boston to edit The

American Marjazine, an illustrated periodical, on a salary of .f500

• year. Of this amount he received but little, and the maga-

Eine waa soon bankrupt. Hawthorne compiled for the com-
pany publishing the magazine, a " Universal History," the

foundation of the famous works of Peter Parley. His com-
pensation waa J;100.

In 1837 Hawtliome's previous contributions to "The Token,"

begun in 1828 by Mr. Goodrich, were published as " Twice
Told Tales." Ix)ngfellow favorably reviewed the book in the

North American Jlcvifu'. Attention now began to be drawn to-

wanls the author, and another series soon appeared. In 1839,

the historian, Bancroft, then collector of customs at Boston, ap-

pointed him as weigher and ganger, at a salary of }!1,200. In

1841 he published the first part of "(irandfathcr's Chair." In
1842 he became connected for a short time with the Brook Farm
experiment. In July of the same year be married Miss Sophia
Peabody, who had been one of his eanK'.st admirers, and took

np his residence in an old manse at C'oncord on the Concord
River, afterward iumiortali/.ed by him in jifosw.s From an Old

Afaiuie, publislu'd in 1H40. Here he devoted liimself to litera-

lure, and enjoyed the friendship of Emerson, Thoreau, William
Ellery ('banning and other notable men.

From 1H4(! to IH.'iO he was surveyor of the port of Salem.

In IS-TO his most important work, The Scarlet Letter, was given

to the world. Ifrom IH.'iO to l«r)2 he lived in I>enox, Mass.,

and published in 18.51 the 7/bu.sc o/ Seven Gnblin, and in 1852

the Btilfw'lile Rnmame. In the latter part of the same year he
wrote a life of -Franklin Pierce, then the Democratic candidate

for the presidency. Hawthorne wrote it, declaring he would
•ocept no office in ca.se Mr. Pierce were elected. Urgent friends

overcame his scruples, and he .served as United States consul

at Liverpool, England, from 1H53 to 1857.

In 1851 he |)ublislu'd Tnie Stwien jrum TJiMory, etc, and
The Wamder Book, which were followed bv The Snow Image

(1852), Tanylewood Tales (1863), The Marble Faun (I860, in
some particulars bis In'st eflbrt). Our Ohl Ifmiir (IKti;!), aii<I

F.iiijlixh Niilc- Hooks.

From 1860 to 1864 he lived in Concord, Mass., and died

while journeying for his health, at Plymouth, X. II., May 19,

1864. After his death were published a series of yolebooks

(1868-1872), Septimius Fdton (1872), and portions of the un-

finished Dolliver Romance.

There would appear, on a slight view of the matter, no reason

for the little notice which Hawthorne's early productions re-

ceived. The subjects were mostly drawn from the traditions

and ^vritten records of New England, and gave the " beautiful

strangeness " of imagination to objects, incidents and characters

which were familiar facts in the popular mind. The style,

while it had a purity, sweetness and grace which satisfied the

most fastidious and exacting taste, had at the same time more
than the simplicity and clearness of an ordinary school-book.

But though the subjects and the stylo were thus popular, there was

something in the sliaping and informing spirit which failed to

awaken interest, or awakened interest without exciting delight

Misanthropy, when it has its source in passion,—when it is

fierce, bitter, fiery, and scornful,—when it vigorously echoes the

aggressive discontent of the world, and furiously tramples on

the institutions and the men luckily rather than rightfully in

the ascendant,—this is always popular; but a misanthropy

which springs from insight,—a misanthropy which is lounging,

languid, sad and depressing,—a misanthropy which remorse-

lessly looks through cursing misanthropes and chirping men of

the world with the same sure detecting glance of reason,—

a

misanthropy which has no fanaticism, and which casts the

same ominous doubt on subjectively morbid as on subjectively

moral action,—a misanthropy which lias no respect for im-

pulses, but has a terrible perception of spiritual laws,—this is a

misanthropy which can expect no wide recognition; and it

would be vain to deny that traces of this kind of misanthropy

are to be found in Hawthorne's earlier, and are not altogether

absent from his later, works. He had spiritual insight, but it

did not penetrate to the sources of spiritual joy ; and his deepest

glimpses of truth were calculated rather to sadden than to

inspire. A blandly cynical distrast of human nature was the

result of liis most piercing glances into the himian soul. He
had humor, and sometimes humor of a delicious kind ; but this

sunshine of the soul was but sunshine breaking through oi

lighting up a sombre and ominous cloud. There was al.so ob-

servable in his earlier stories a lack of vigor, as if the power of

his nature had been impaired by the very process wliioh gave

depth and excursiveness to his mental vision. Throughout, the

impression is conveyed of a shy reclu.se, alternately bashful in

disposition and bold in thought, gifted with original and various

capacities, but capacities which seemed to have develo|>ed

themselves in the shade, without suHicient energy of will or

desire to force them, except fitfully, into the sunlight. Shak-

speare calls moonlight sunliglit sick; and it is in .some such

moonlight of the mind that the genius of Hawtlionio fouiul its

first expression. A mild melancholy, somctimos doe|ieiiing

into gloom, sometimes brightened into a " lininorous sadness,"

characterized his early creations. Like his own Ilcpzibah

Pynclicon, he apjieared to be " walking in a dream ; " or rather,

the life and reality assumed by hisemotions " made all outward

occurrences imsubstaulial, like the toiLsing phauta.>inis of an un-

conscious slumber." Though dealing largely in description,

and with the most accurate perceptions of oiUward objects, he

still, to iLse again his own words, gives the imjiression of n man
"ehielly accustomed to look inward, and to wlnmi external

matters are of little value or iiiijiort, unli'ss they bear relation

to somethiiigwithinhisowu minil." .\s jisychological porlraita

of morbid natures, his deliuenlions of charaeler might have

given a jturely intellectual satisfaction; but there was aiulible,

to the delicate ear, a faint and mutlled growl of personal discon-

tent, which showed they were not mere exercises of prnelrating,

imaginative analysis, but bad in them the morbid vitality of a

despondent mood.

Many of the stories in Txciee Told Tales are at once a repre-

sentation of early New England life and a criticism on it They
have much of the deepest truth of history in them. The

Legends of the Province House, The Gray Champion, The OenlU
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Boy, The Minister's Blatk Vtil^ BrtdteoU and tke Red Crdii, not

to mention otliers, contAiil itfip'ortarrt matter whieli catihot be
found in Bancroft or Grahatne. They exiiibit the inward

struggles of New England men and women with some of the

darkest problems of existence, and liare more vital import to

thoughtful minds tlian the records of Indian or revolutionary

warfare. In the Prophetic Pictures, Fancr/s Sham Box, Tlie

Great Carbuncle, Ttie Hmmted Mind, and Edward Fdne^s Base
Bwi, there are flashes of moral insight which light up for the

moment, the darkest recesses of the individual mind; and few
sermons reach to the depth of thought and sentiment from
which these seemingly airy sketches draw their sombre life.

Interspersed with serious histories and moralities like these

are others which embody the sweet and playful, though still

thoughtful and slightly saturnine action of Hawthorne's mind,—
like The Seven Vagabonds, Snmc-Flalces, The Lily's Quest, Mr
Higginbotham's Catastrophe, Little Annie's Ramble, Sights fr&m a
Steeple, Sunday at Home, and A Rillfrom the Town Pump.
The Mosses From an Old 3fanse are intellectually and artis-

tically an advance froni the Tv-ice Told Tides. The twenty-

three stories which make up the volumes are almost perfect of
their kind. In description, narration, allegory, humor, reason,

fancy, subtlety, inventiveness, they exceed the best productions

ef Addison; but they want Addison's sensuous coiltentment and
sweet and kindly spirit.

The autlior througlioiat this work is evidently more inter-

ested in his large, wide, deep, indolently serene and lazily sure

and critical view of the conflict of ideas and passions than he
is with the individuals who embody tliem. He shows moral
insight without moral earnestness. He cannot contract his

mind to the patient delineation of a moral individual, but at-

tempts to use individuals in order to express the last results of

patient moral jierception. Young Goodman Brown and Roger
Malvin are not persons; they are the mere loose, pei-sonal ex-

pression of subtle thinking. The Celestial Railroad, The Pro-

cession of Life, Earth's Holocaust, The Bosom Serpent, indicate

thought of a character equally deep, delicate and comprehen-
sive, but the characters are ghosts of men rather than substantial

individualities. In the Mossesfrom an Old Manse, we ate really

studying the phenomena of human nature, while for the titne

we beguile oui-selves into the belief that we are foUomng the

fortunes of individual natm-es.

In the romance of Tf(e Scarlet Leiter he first made his genius

efficient by penetrating it with passion.

Two characteristics of Hawthorne's genius stAnd plaiiily out

in the conduct and Characterization of the romance df Tlie

Scarlet Letter which were less ob%'iously prominent in his pre-

vious works. The first relates to his subordination of estertial

incidents to inward events. Even his most picturesque descrip-

tions and narratives are only one-tenth matter to nine-tenths

spirit. The results that follow from one external act of folly

or crime are to him enough for an Iliad of woes.

The second cliaracteristic of his genius is connected with the
first. AVith his insight of individual souls he combines a far

deeper insight of the spiritual laws which govern tlie strangest

aberrations of individual souls. But it seems to us that his

mental eye, keen-sighted and far-sighted as it is, overlooks the
merciful modifications of t^e austere code whose .pitiless action

it so clearly discerns. In his long and patient brooding over
the spiritual phenomena of Puritan life, it is apparent to the
least critical ob-erver, that he has imbibed a deep personal ati-

tipathy to the Puritanic ideal of character; but it is no loss ap-
parent that his intellect and imagination have been strangely

fascinated by the Puritanic idea of justice. His brain has been
subtly infected by the Puritanic perception of Law, without
being warmed by the Piu-itanic faith in Grace.

Tlie House of the Seven Gables, Hawthorne's next work, while
it has less concentration of passion and tension of mind than
The Scarlet Letter, includes a wider range of observation, re-

flection and character ; and the morality, dreadful as fate, which
hung like a black cloud over the personages of the previous
story, is exhibited in more relief.

In the delicious stories of Tlie Wonder Book and Tanglewood
Tales Hawthorne's genius distinctly appeai-s in its most lovable
though not in its deepest forms. Tlie Blithedale Romance very
auch better tlian these illustrates the operation, indicates the

quality, aiid expresStes the potjfet of the author's genius. IH iw
gard to The Marble Faun there is room for widely varving
opinioils. Hilda, Miriam and Donatello will be generally re-

ceived as superior in power awd depth to any of Hawthorne's
previous creations of characters. Donatello especially mtat be
considered one of the most original and exquisite concepticftiB itf

the whole range of romance.
Oar_ Old Home and The English Note-Books reveal the true

artist in the author. His pen and ink portraits are drawn with
imrivaled power in that English which was absolutely unique^
We find in these sketches or impressions always the best word
in the best place. The language is pellucid as crystal, full of
delicate and varied music, with gleams of poetry, and touches
of that pecidiar humor of his, which is half senile and hal^
light. In summing up these brief accoimts of Hawthorne's
works we may say that in intellect and imagination, in the
faculty of discerning spirits and detecting laws be has had no
equal among the novelists of the century. His genius, by the
seemingly irresistible force of heredity, was dran-n towards the
dark paths of the soul, haunted by shadowy shapes of gloom
and mystery. George S. Hillard once asked him to write a
story which should be cheerful and sunny from beginning to
end. He smiled and replied that it was impossible, that the
dark cloud would come over the sun, that the spectral form
would glide in and hnsli the noise of mirth. This tendency
prevented him from winning that hold irpon the great mass of
the people which he otherwise would have obtained.

[See Nathattiel Huii'liionic anayiis ii ij^, uy j lili;::: l!ai7-

thome; The English Note-Books of Nathaniel Hawthorm,
by G. S. Hillard, Atlantic. ^lunthiy, June, ISfO.]

'W. t>. ^Y\ r« p'^

HAXTHATJSEJf, Atiotrs* I^eaNz EuiJWiO MaeiX vdM
(1792-18C7), baron of Haxthausen-Ab'benburg, was borii on
his father's estate near Padeiborn in Westphalia, February

3, 1792. Educated at first at homo, Le proceeded in ISll

to the school of mining at Klausthal in the Harz, and after

serving in the Hanoverian army in 1813-15, entered the

university of Gottingcn. On finishing his course there in

1818, he occupied himself with the management of his

estates, and the study of the laud laws and the legal rights

of the peasantry. The result of his studies appeared in

1829 in Bie Af/r<trver/as.m7tff iind i/r-e Conflicte, a worii'

which attracted much attention, and procured for hiih art

official commission to investigate and report upon the land

laws of the Prussiati prCvinces with a view to a new code.

After nine yeatB spent in labOfidns collation, ho published-

in 1839 an exhaustive tireatise, Die liindliclie Verfassilitg

til den Provinzen Ost- und West-Preitssen. In 1843-44,
at the request of the emperor Nicholas, he undertook a

sitnilar labour for Russia. The frliits of his investigatiotJS

in that country are contained in Stiidien iiber die innetHi

Zustdhde, das VoUcsleben, und insbesondere die landlickeii

EinricJiiungen Eitsslands (3 vols. 1847-52), in Die Kriegs-

inacht Rnsshinds (1852), and in Die h'indliche Veifassun^

Russlanh (1866). In 183G he received the honorary title

of privy state-councillor, and afterwards of hereditary

chamberlain of the principality of Paderborn, In 18-17-48

he sat as a member of the combined diet at Berlin, and
afterwards of the first Prussian chamber. After travelling

through a large part of Europe, Baron Haxthausen retired

to his estate. He died at Hanover, January 1, 1867.

Besides the fortgoing works, Haxthausen -n-as the author of Th>
Algerian Slave, a novel ; and Transcaucasia, Sketches of the Kalians

and Races het'ocm the Black Sea and the Caspian, in English, 1854,

German, 185(5; ih 1864 he edited T/as Constilutionelh I'riitcij), a
coUection of political writings by various authors.

HAYDN, JosHPH (1732-1809), one of the most cele-

brated composers of the 18th century, was born at Piohrau,

a village in LoWer Austria, March 31, 1732, Schindler

relates that when Beethoven, not long before his death,

received a picture of Haydn's birthplace, he exclaimed

—

" How wonderful that so great a man should have been

born in a peasant's cottage." This Cbttage, Which is still

standing, had been built by Haydn's father, a worthy

v/heelwright, of whose twelve children the composer was
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the seconil. At an early age the child evinced so decided a

talent for music that oue Johaun Mathiaa Frankh, a distant

relation of the family, proposed to undertake his musical*

and general education, and for that purpose invited him to

Hainburg, a neighbouring town where Frankh kept a school.

To Hainburg accordingly young Haydn went in 1738, and

there he received instruction in the elementary knowledge

of his crt, including a practical acquaintance with most

instruments, at the hands of the musical schoolmaster.-

Hdving developed an agreeable soprano voice, young Haydn
was by the intercession of the dean of Hainburg promoted

to a post amongst the choir boys of St Stephen's cathedral,

Vienna, where he remained from 1740-50, doing duty

in the church services, and at the eama time enlarging his

musical knowledge and experience. His artistic education

was, however, all but exclusively practical, and it is said that

he received only two theoretical lessons from Router the

chapel-master. As a composer, therefore, Haydn was in

every sense self-taught. Of his zeal in acquiring information

he was in the habit of talking with pride in later years, and

several works of sacred music were the first fruit of his

early studies. In 1749 or 1750 his beautiful boyish

voice changed, and he lost his position accordingly. Being

now thrown on his own resources, he had to undergo various

forms of musical drudgery, such as giving lessons (at the

moderate stipend of two florins uer month) and even playing

in the orchestra at aances and the like. His condition was
somewhat improved by his acquaintance with Metastasio,

'.hftoelebrntea operatic poet, in fact the Scribe of the 18th

cjntury, who introduced him to Sefior Martinez, a Spaniard

living in Vienna, whose daughter Haydn instructed for

several years. It was through Jletastasio also that Haydn
came into contact with Porporathe composer, best known as

the singing-master of the great Farinelli. For a considerable

time Haydn remained in constant intercourse with him,

acting as his accompanist, and occasionally it is said as his

valet. In return he obtained a perfect acquaintance with

Porpora's method, besides his knowledge of the Italian

language, both invaluable to a composer iu those days. The
works of Emmanuel Bach, son of the great Sebastian, at the

same time became his model for chamber music. Fux's

excellent work Grmlus ad Parnassum was his guide in his

studies of counterpoint. A mass in F, and a farce Der
neiie kntmme Tenfel, both WTitten in or about 1752, were
Haydn's first important attempts at composition. The
former is still in existence, but of the latter the libretto by
Kurz only remains. It was produced early in 1752, and
seems to have met with considerable success. Haydn's
Rcquaintanco with Gluck also dates from this period. An
important event in Haydn's life was his acquaintance with

Baron Fiimberg, an accomplished amateur, for whose
private concerts he wrote his first string quartet, a form of

composition in which he earned some of his greatest and
most permanent triumph.s. It is in the key of P. fiat, and was
followed in rapid succession by seventeen other works of

the same class, written during the years 1755 nncPl75G.
To his new protector Haydn al.'io owed his still more im-

portant acquaintance with Count Ferdinand Jforzin. Count
Morzin in 1759 appointed him conductor of his small but
excellent band. The opportunities of hearing his own works
performed by competent musicians Haydn did not nrglcct,

and his first symphony in D belongs to the year 1759.
Soon afterwards Count Morzin was compelled to dissolve his

band, but Haydn's position was by this time Buflicicntly

3stab1ished, and very- soon afterwards he found employment
13 second chapel-master to Prince Paul Estcrhaz)', one of

the richest Austrian nobles, whoso lovo of art was as great

is his wealth. The Esterhazy family have been amongst
the foremost patrons of music in Vienna from the days of

Haydn to those of Beethoven and Schubert. Prince Paul

died in 17G2, and left his title and fortune to his brother

Nicholas, sumamed the Magnificent. He immediately
enlarged his orchestra, and also increased the salaries of ita

members, including that of Haydu (from 400 to 600
florins), and on the death of his colleague Werner, a

scholarly but dry musician, appointed him lir&t conductor.

This position, or at least its title and emoluments, Haydn
retained tiU his death, and his attachment to the Esterhazy

family remained unchanged by his subsequent fame and
fortunes. The events just referred to determined Haydn's
career for the next twenty-eight years. During this period

he was in the active service of his protector, residing at

Esterhiz, the splendid country seat of the family, described

as a second Versailles, or in Vienna, conducting tlie orcheetra

of the prince, and writing for his concerts and theatre

a number of works, including symphonies, cassationoa,

quartets, sonatas, and numerous vocal compositions, in-

cluding several operas, none of which, however, had any

permanent success. Thus the opera La vera Couslama,

written for the court thiatre of Vienna in 177G, was with-

drawn by the composer owing jto intrigues against him, it

is said; and wo are not told that it met with a much
better fate on its revival fourteen years later. Another

dramatic work, L'isola ilisabi/tita (1779), procured for the

composer the membership of the Accademia Filarmonica

at iiodena, and a gold ^nuff-box from the king of Spain.

But with its companions it has not escaped oblivion. The
truth is that Haydu was without the true dramatic spirit,

and of this he was himself well aware. According to hia

own confession his operas were fitted only for the small

stago at Esterhdz ; iu a. large theatre, and before a miw
cellaneous audience, they lost their effect. The scores

of most of the operas are preserved in the archives oi

Eisenstadt, another seat of the Esterhazy familj'. 0£
his life during this period little need be said. It was
eventless and to a certain esteut monotonous, but free from

care and exclusively devoted to art. His own words, quoted

by Herr Pohl, sum up all that it is necessary to relate.

" My prince was always satisfied with my work ; I not

only had the encouragement of constant ajiproval, but as

conductor of an orchestra I could make experiments, observe

what produced an efifect and what weakened it, and wag
thus in. a position to improve, alter, make additions or

omissions, and ho as bold as I pleased. I was cut off from
the world ; there was no one to confuse or torment mo, and
I was forced to become original." The only person that

could have wished to "confuse or torment" the harmless

composer was fortunately kept at distance by the strict

order of the prince's household, that none of his musicians

was to be accompanied by his wife. Haydn at an early

age became attached to the daughter of a hairdresser, Keller

by name, and after hor death was persuaded to marry her

sister, three years older than himself. Tho marriage was
an unhapi)y one, and the pair separated soon after their

union, Haydn's inflammable heart subsequently dausinghini

more or less serious trouble on more than one occasion.

In the meantime the composer's fame had begun to spread

from an early period of his career. As early as 17CC a

journal speaks of him as tho " favourite of the nation," and
foreign countries were not slow in acknowledging his merits.

Thus one of his works, T/ie Srven Words of ow Saviour on

the Cross, a seric<t of orchestral interludes for the church

Bcrvico on Oood Friday, was written by special invitation

for the cathedral of Cadiz, In Paris his worlts were per-

formed with immrnso success at the Concert Spirituel, and
a single English firm bought tlio copyright of no less than

129 of his works, inchuling 82 symiihonies. Tho apprecia-

tion of Haydn's work in England led to important results

in his latter years. Several pressing invitations to visit

that country had been declined by tbo composer on account
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of his services being required at Esterhdz. But wh-en in

1790 Prince Nicholas died, and his successor dissolved the

orchestra, allowing Haydn a considerable pension, the latter

was at lost at liberty to accept a munificent offer from

Salomon, the violinist and entrepreneur, in whose company
be started for London, where Salomon occupied a leading

position in the musical world. They left Vienna in December
1790, and travelled by way of Bonn, where Salomon had
been born. There, accordingly, a halt was made, and
Haydn was received by the elector with every honour due
to his fame. The amusing description of a dinner given

during his stay at Bonn may be read in Thayer's biography

of Beethoven, who at that time was a member of the

electoral chapel, and not unlikely made on this occasion

Haydn's acquaintance. On the latter's return journey the

young man submitted a cantata to the celebrated composer,

whom he soon afterwards followed to Vienna to become
his pupil. It is well known that the relations between the

great master and his greater pupil were not altogether what
might have been desired. Beethoven's genius was of too

individual a type to bear the impress of a nature so different

as Haydn's, and the latter may not always have taken

sufficient trouble to enter into the ways of his wilful pupil.

Certain it is that, at one lime of his career, Beethoven
delighted in speaking slightingly of " Papa Haydn," and,

for instance, refused to call himself Haydn's pupil, because,

as he bluntly said, he never learnt anything under his tuition.

He even went so far as to suspect Haydn of wilfully trying

to keep him back in his studies. It was only in his later

years that this animosity gave way to the more genial

appreciation of his great predecessor, an expression of which
is quoted at the beginning of this notice.

Haydn's visit to London was a succession of triumphs.

Dr Barney welcomed him with a laudatory poem ; the

Various musical societies of the metropolis vied for his

presence ; and on July 8, 1791, ho was created doctor of

music by the university of Oxford. At court also he was
received with every distinction, and the aristocracy followed

the royal example. Neither were more substantial rewards

wanting. Haydn's engagement with Salomon was to write

and conduct at the concerts in the Hanover Square Rooms
sis symphonies, and the success of these may be judged
from the fact that at Haydn's benefit concert, for which
£200 had been guaranteed to him, the receipts rose to £350.
He also appeared at other concerts (one given by himself at

Hanover Square Rooms, where amongst other works the

Seven Words already referred to was performed), always

with equal success. The same events were repeated in

the following year, when the Salomon concerts began in

February, and concluded "with an extra concert in June.

The symphonies known as the " Salomon Set," com-
prising some of Haydn's finest instrumental works, are the

permanent record of the connexion of the two artists. In
1792 Haydn also went to hear the charity children at St
Paul's, whose singing produced on him as deep an impres-

sion as it did on Berlioz many years later. " I was more
touched by this innocent and reverent music," he wrote in

liis diary, " than by any I ever heard in my life." Haydn
left London in June 1792, but only to return in January
1794. In addition to his earlier works six new symphonies
were played at the concerts of Salomon, which in the follow-

ing year were given at the King's Concert-room and termin-
ated on June 1, 1795, when Haydn appeared for the last time
in England. In addition to valuable presents from royalty
and other persons, he realized £1200 by his second
English visit, from which he .jturned to Vienna in the
autumn of 1795, to resume once more his functions in the
newly organized chapel of Prince Esterhazy. He was now
well stricken in years, and might have rested on his laurels.

But 80 far from this being the ca<>e, the. two works on

which—apart from his symphonies and sonatas—his immor-
tality must mainly rest, belong to this last epoch o'f his life.

These were the oratorio The Creation, and the cantata The
Seasons. They were both written to German translations

of English libretti, the former being compiled from Paradise
Lost, the latter from Thomson's Seasons. The Creation was
first performed in public on March 19, 1799, when its

success was as immediate as it has since proved permanent.
The Seasons was begun soon after the completion of The
Creation, and finished in very little time. No one,

delighted by the charm and spontaneity of its melodies,

would suspect it to be the work of a feeble old man. Such,

however, Haydn had now become. He wrote little after

The Seasons, and his public appearances were few and far

between. His old age was surrounded by the love of his

friends and the esteem of the musical world, but his failing

health did not admit of much active enjoyment. He was
seen in public for the last time at a performance of The
Creation in 1808. But his own music made so overpower-

ing an impression on him that he had to be carried out of

the haU. He died on Jlay 31, 1809, during the occupation

of Vienna by Napoleon's army, and many French officers

followed his body to the grave.

Haydn's compositions comprize almost every form of

vocal and instrumental music. Of his dramatic works the

operas are of infinitely less importance than The Creation

and Tlie Seasons. In the former there are points of grand
and truly epical conception, surpassed by few masters

except Handel, and the idyllic charm of the latter is as

fresh to-day as it was eighty years ago. At'tbe same time

the great importance of Haydn in the history of music lies

elsewhere. It was as an instrumental composer that he

opened a new epoch of musical development. That
amongst his 125 orchestral symphonies there are many
extremely slight eflforts is a matter of course. Even his

finest symphonies, such as the celebrated Surprise, or the

one in E fiat surnamed in Germany " mit dem Pauken-
wirbel," on account of the characteristic drum-roll occurring

in it, are pigmies if compared with Beethoven's colossal

efforts. At the same time it is true that without Haydn's
modest substruction Beethoven's mighty edifice would have

been impossible. It was Haydn who first fixed the form

of the symphony and gave it consistency of development.

The lucid and harmonious treatment of his themes and the

symmetrical structure of his symphonic movements remain

still unsurpassed. And the same may be said in almost

the same words of his string quartets, of which he wrote

no less than eighty-three. t is by such works as these

that Haydn has earned the name of father of instrumental

music, generally and justly applied to him. At the same
time it cannot be denied that there is in his works a certain

want of intensity and depth. He avoids the high places of

thought and passion ; his path lies mostly in the smiling

plains of humour and agreeable sentiment. In the former

especially he excels, and it ought to be noted that his

humour is of that peculiarly Viennese type which is as

harmless as it is charming, and to the genial influence of

which even such serious composers as Beethoven and Brahms
have had to submit. Some of Haydn's minuets especially

seem to spring immediately from the consciousness of th^

people. How much he was at one with his nation is further

proved by such a song as his " Gott erhalte Franz den

Kaiser," which has become the Austrian national hymn, and

is one of the rare instances in which a genuine volkslied can

be traced to a celebrated composer,—for generally the

songs of the people are produced by the people. To sum
up, Haydn's place in the history of his art will remain

unassailed by all the changes musical taste has undergone
since his time, or may still undergo. His melodies, though

simple, are genuinely inspired, and will never lose their
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charm ; and lils. workmmslilp will remain an invaluable

model of clearness and symmetry. Haydn's life has been

written by many pens and in many languages, Stendhal,

the celebrated novelist, being amongst his French biogra-

phers. But (ill these earlier attempts have been thrown

into the shade by the excellent works of Herr C. F. Pohl

{Mozart and Haydn in London, 18G7 ; Joseph Haydn, vol.

L, 1875; and the article " Haydn " in Grove's Dictionary of

Music and Musicians), which are full of accurate and com-

prehensive research. To Herr Pohl all students of Haydn's

life must confess themselves deeply indebted.

Two of Haydn's brothers acquired a certain amount of

celebrity. Johm Michael Haydn, born at Eohrau,

September 14, 1737', and like his brother a choir-boy at St

Stephens cathedral, became a prolific and able composer of

masses and all kinds of church music. He lived during the

greater part of his life at Salzburg, and his name is fre-

quently mentioned in the biography of Mozart. Of his

numerous compositions few have been printed. A mass in

D is perhaps his masterpiece. He died August 10, 1806.

The youngest brother, JoHANN Haydn (born December 23,

1743, died May 20, 1805), had some reputation as a

vocalist, and became, most probably by his brother's inter-

cession, a singer in Prince Esterhazy's chapel. (f. h.
)

HAYDOiSr, Benjamin Robert (1786-184G), historical

painter and writer, was born at Plymouth, January 26,

1786. His mother was the daughter of the Rev. Benjamin
Cobley, rector of Dodbrook, Devon, whose son, General Sir

Thomas Cobley, signalized himself in the Russian service

at the siege of Ismail. His father, a prosperous printer,

stationer, and publisher, was a man of literary taste, and
was well known and esteemed amongst all classes in Ply-

mouth. Haydon, an only son, at an early date gave evi-

dence of his taste for study, which was carefully fostered and
promoted by his mother. At the age of six he was placed

in Plymouth grammar school, and at twelve in Plympton St

Mary school. He completed his education in this institu-

tion, where Sir Joshua Reynolds also had acquired all the

scholastic training he ever received. On the ceiling of the

school-room was a sketch by Reynolds in burnt cork, which
it used to bo Haydon's delight to sit and contemplate.

Whilst at school he had some thought of adopting the

medical profession, but he was so shocked at the sight of

an operation that he gave up the idea. A perusal of

Albinus, however, inspired him with a love for anatomy;
and Reynolds's discourses aroused within him a smoulder-
ing tasto for painting, which from childhood had been the
absorbing idea of his mind. Sanguine of success, full of

energy and vigour, he started from the parental roof. May
14, 1804, for London, and entered his name as a student
of the Royal Academy. Ho began and prosecuted his

studies with such unwearied ardour that Fuseli wondered
when he ever found time to eat. At tho age of twenty-one

(1807) Haydon exhibited, for tho first time, at tho Royiil

Academy, The Repose in Egypt, which was bought by Mr
Thomas Hope the year after. This was a good start for

the young artist, who shortly received a commission from
Lord Mulgrave and an introduction to Sir George Beau-
mont. In 1809 he finished his well-known picture of

Dentatus, which, though it brought him a great increase of

fame, involved him in a life-long quarrel with tho Royal
Academy, whose committee had hung the picture in a small
side-room instead of the great hall. In 1810 his difficulties

began through tho stoppage of an allowance of .£200 a year
he had received from his father. His disappointment was
embittered by tho controvor.'iios in which he now became
involved with Sir George Beaumont, for whom he had
painted his famous picture of Macbeth, and Mr Payne
(Knight, who had denied tho beauties as well as tho value
of the Elgin Marbles. The Judgment of Solomon, his next

production, gained him .£700, besides £100 votfed to him
by the directors of the British Institution, and the freedom
of the borough of Plymouth. To recruit Lis health and
escape for a time from the cares of London life, Haydon
joined his intimate friend Vnikie in a trip to Paris ; Le

studied at the Louvre ; and on his return to England pro-

duced his Christ's Eutry into Jerusalem, which afterwards

formed tho nucleus for tho American Gallery of Painting,

which was erected by his cousin John Havilland of Phila-

delphia. ^Yhilst painting Lazarus his pecuniary difficulties

increased, and for the first time" ho was arrested but not

imprisoned, the sheriif-officer taking his word for his ap-

pearance. Amidst all these harassing cares he married in

October 1821 a beautiful young widow, Mrs Hyman, to

whom he was devotedly attached. In 1823 Hcydon was
lodged iu tho King's Bench, where he received consoling

letters from the first men of the day. Whilst a prisoner

he drew up a petition to parliament in favour of the

appointment of " a committee to inquire into the state

of encouragement of historical painting," which was pre-

sented by Mr Brougham. Ho also, during a second

imprisonment in 1827, produced the picture of the Mock
Election, the idea of which had been suggested by an inci-

dent that happened in the prison. The king (George IV.)

gave him £500 for this work. Among Haydon's other

pictures were—1829, Eucles, and Punch ; 1831, Napoleon

at St Helena, for Sir Robert Peel ; Xenophon, on his

Retreat with the "Ten Thousand," first seeing the Sea;

and Waiting for the Times, purchased by the marquis of

Stafford; 1832, Falstafl', and Achilles playing the Lyre. In

1834 he completed the Reform Banquet, for Lord Grey

—

this painting contained 197 portraits; in 1843, Curtius

Leaping into the Gulf, and Uriel and Satan. When the

competition took place at Westminster Hall, Haydon sent

two cartoons. The Curso of Adam, and Edward the Black

Prince, but had not the good fortune to gain a prize for

either. He then painted The Banishment of Aristides,

which was exhibited with other productions under the

same roof where Tom Thumb was then making his dc'but

in London. The exhibition was unsuccessful ; and the

artist's difficulties increased to such an extent that, whilst

employed on his last grand effort, Alfred and the Trial by

Jury, overcome by debt, disappointment, and ingratitude,

he wrote "Stretch me no longer on this rough world," and

put an end to his existence with a pistol-shot, Juno 22,

1846, in tho sixty-first year of his age. He left a widow
and three children (various others had died), who, by the

generosity of their father's friends, were rescued from their

pecuniary difficulties and comfortably provided for; amongst

the foremost of these friends were Sir Robert Peel, Count
D'Orsay, Jlr Justice Talfourd, and Lord Carlisle.

Haydon began his first lecture on painting and design

in 1835, and afterwards visited all the principal towns

in England and Scotland. His delivery was energetic

and imposing, his language powerful, flowing, and apt,

and replete with wit and humour; and to look at tho

lecturer, excited by his subject, one could scarcely fancy

him a man overwhelmed with difticulties and anxieties.

Tho height of Haydon's ambition was to behold the first

buildings of his country adorned with historical rcprs-

scntations of her glory. Ho lived to sec the ncknowlcdg-

meot of his principles by Government in the establishment

of schools of design, and the embellishment of the new
houses of parliament ; but in the competition of artists far

the carrying out of this object, the commissioners (amoDgst

whom was one of his former i)upils) considered, or affected

to consider, that he had failed. Haydon wos well vereed

in all points of his profession ; and his Lectures, which wcro

published shortly after their delivery, showed that he was
as bold n writer as painter. It may be mentioned in this
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connexion that lie was the author 6f the long and elaborate

article, "Painting," in the 7th edition of the Eneydopadia

Britannica.

To form a correct estimate of Haydon it is necessary to

read his autobiography. This is one of the most natural

books ever written, full of various and abundant power,

and fascinating to the reader. The author seems to have

daguerreotyped his feelings and sentiments without restraint

as they rose in his mind, and his portrait stands in these

volumes limned to the life by his own hand- His love for

his art was both a passion and a principle. He found

patrons difficult to manage ; and, not having the tact to

lead them gently, he tried to drive them fiercely. He failed,

abused patrons and patronage, and intermingled talk of the

noblest independence with acts not always dignified. He
was adf-willed to perversity, but his perseverance was such

as is-seldom associated with so much vehemence and passion.

With a large fund of genuine self-reliance he combined a

considerable measure of vanity. To the last he believed

in his own powers and in the ultimate triumph of art. In

taste he was deficient, at least as concerned himself. Hence

the tone of self-assertion which he assumed in his advertise-

ments, catalogues, and other appeals to the public. He
proclaimed himself the apostle and martyr of high art, and

believed himself to have on that account a claim on the

sympathy and support nf the nation. It must be. confessed

that he often tested severely those whom he called his

friends. Every reader of his autobiography will be struck

at the frequency and fervour of the short prayers inter-

spersed throughout the work. Haydon had an overwhelm-

ing sense of a personal, overruling, and merciful providence,

which influenced his relations with his family, and to some

extent with the world. His conduct as a husband and

father entitles him to the utmost sympathy. In art his

pawers and attainments were undoubtedly very great,

although his actual performances mostly fall short of the

faculty which was manifestly within him ; his general range

and force of mind were also most remarkable, and would

have qualified him to shine in almost any path of intellec-

tual exertion or of practical work. His eager and combative

character was pai;t!y his enemy ; but he had other enemies

actuated by motives as unworthy as his own were always

high-pitched and on abstract grounds laudable. Of his

three great worts—the Solomon, the Entry into Jerusalem,

and the Lazarus—the second has generally been regarded

as the finest. The Solomon is also a very admirable pro-

duction, showing his executive power et its loftiest, and of

itself enough'to place Haydon at the head of British histori-

cal painting in his own time. The Lazarus, now in the

National Gallery, is a more unequal performance, and in

various respects open to criticism_ and censure
;
yet the

lioftd of Lazarus is so majestic and impressive that, if its

author had done nothing else, we must still pronounce lum

a potent pictorial genius.

The chief authorities for the life of Haydon OTeit/e of B. B.

Baydon, from his Autobiography and Journals, edited and com-

pilsd by Tom Taylor, 3 vols., 1853 ; and B. K Haydon's Corre-

spondence and Table Talk, with a memoir by his son, F. W.
Kiydon, 2 vols., 1876. (W. M. R)
HAY FEVER, Hay Asthma, or Summer Cataep^, a

term applied to a catarrhal afi'ection of the respiratory

mucous membrane occurring in some individuals during

the hay season, and generally believed to be due to the

inhalation of the emanations from- the spring grass (Antho-

'xanthum odoratum). It is an ailment of comparatively rare

occurrence. The symptoms are those commonlyexperienced
in the case of a severe cold or influenza, consisting of

headache, violent sneezing, and watery dischar^o from the

nostrils and eyes, together with dry hard cough, and

occasionally severe asthmatic paroxysms. The attack

, usually runs a cmirap of from two to sLs weeks, unless cut

short by appropriate treatment, to which the complaint is

in a considerable measure amenable. There is generally

nn annual recurrence of the disorrler in those liable to it if

they are exposed to its exciting cause, namely, the presence

of hay. Symptoms of a similar character are produced in

certain pwsons by the aroma of various flowers,by ipecacuan,

and by the odour from cats, dogs, and rabbits.- All such

cases are examples of idiosyncrasy, and the individual ia

in general permanently susceptible to the influence of the

excitant. In not a few instances an hereditary liability is

traceable. The most effectual method of treatment in hay
fever' is to avoid the exciting cause, namely, the neighbour-

hood of grass fielda, during the particular season. Removal
to the seaside often succeeds in putting an end to an attack,

and many persons who are liable to the complaint make
such a change annually before its expected onset, and thus

escape. For those who are unable to accomplish this, and
must remain exposed to the noxious emanation, the use of

a respirator is recommended. Of medicinal agents for

affording relief during an attack, the usual remedies for

asthma may be advantageously resorted to (see Asthma),
while the use of the nasal douche with a weak solution of

quinine and the employment of creosote or caibolic acid

inhalations have been suggested.

HAYLEY, William (1745-1820), the friend and

biographer of Cowper, and grandson of William Hay ley,

dean of Chichester, was born in that city on the 9th

November 1745. On account of mismanagement during

a fever which he had while in a boarding school at

Kingston, he was reduced to such prostration that the pre-

servation of his life appeared to present only the promise

of hopeless lameness and idiocy, but by careful nursing his'

health was gradually completely re.'5tored, and after some

years' private tuition he pursued his studies at Eton and

at Trinity College, Cambridge. In 17G6 he procured »

certificate of admission to the Middle Temple, Louduu, tiit

a short trial of legal studies was suBicient to dissipate Xhe

unexperienced preference which he had cherished for the

profession of law. After his marriage in 1769 he stayed for

some years chiefly in London, but in 1774 he retired to his

patrimonial estate of Eartham in Sussex, resolved to spend

the remainder of his days in rural quiet, with only such an

amount of literary activity as might defy ennui and give a

zest to life. Hayley made more thau one attempt to

succeed as a dramatic author, but first won fame by his

poetical Essays on Painting, Ilistury, and Epic Poetry, and

by his poem the Triumpli of Temper, The success of these

poems was partly attributable to the general dearth of poetio

.talent at the time, but they had also certain external

qualities fitted to secure for them at least a temporary

popularity; and his notes to his poetical essays also dis-

played very extensive reading, and exerted considerable in-

fluence in directing attention in England to the literature

of Italy and Spain, On the death of Warton, Hayley was

offered the laureateship, but declined it. In 1792 he made

the acquaintance of the poet Cowper; and this acquaintance

ripened into a friendship which remained unbroken until

Cowper's death in 1800. This bereavement was separated

by only a week from that caused by the death of Hayley'a

natural son Thomas Alphonso, who had given great promise,

of excellence as a sculptor ; and, shrinking from the asso-

ciations now connected with Eartham, Hayley retired to

what he called a "marine hermitage," which he had built

at Feltham, and there resided till his death, November 20,

1820. Besides the Life of Cou'per, published in 1803,

Hayley was the author of a number of works in prose,

which were not, however, so successful as his early poetica?

productions. Indeed the estimation in which he was held

even during his lifetime depended perhaps more on his

acQuirements and widely-cultivnted tastes and bis ijosition
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in society than on his achisvetnents in literature. Tlio

Memoirs of llayUy, 2 vols., for writing which, to be pub-

lished pcsthumously, he received a considerable allowance

during the last twelve, years of his life, appeared in 1823.

HAYNE, KoBEKT Young (1791-1840), American states-

man, was born in St Paul's parish, Colleton district. South
Carolina, on November 10, 1791. He studied law at

Charleston, S.C, and in his twenty-first year was admitted

to the bar there, but in the same year (1812) served for a

short time as a soldier in the war with Great Britain.

Returning to practise in Charleston, H.ayne was elected a

member of the State legislature in 1814, and four years

later became speaker. Shortly afterwards ho accepted the

post of attorney-general for his native State, though he
declined the same office for the United States. On being

elected a senator of the United States, Hayne at once

showed himself an active foe to protective legislation, and
vigorously combated the tariffs of 1824 and 1828. A
bill having been passed in 1832 removing the duty from
those imports only which wsre not in competition with

home manufactures, the state of South Carolina passed an
ordinance nullifying the bill, on the ground that it was
unconstitutional. President Jackson denounced this pro-

ceeding, and South Carolina, appointing Hayne governor,

was preparing to defend its position by arms, when Congress
made the desired clxange in the tariff, and South Carolina

repealed its act. Hayne, on retiring from the governor-
ehip in 1834, was elected mayor of Charleston, and con-

tinued to take an active interest in public affairs till his

death at Ashville, North Carolina, September 24, 1840.
See Life and Speeches of R. Y. Hayne, 1845.
HAYTER, Sir George (1789-1871), principal painter

in ordinary to the queen, was the son of a popular drawing-
master and teacher of perspective who published a well-

known introduction to perspective and other works. The
son was born in London, and in his early youth went to

sea. He afterwards studied in the Royal Academy, became
a miniature-painter, and was appointed in 1815 miniature-
painter to the Princess Charlotte. He passed some years
in Italy, more especially in Rome, returned to London
towards 1826, resumed portrait-painting, now chiefly in
oil-colour, executed many likenesses of the royal family,
and attained such a reputation for finish and refinement in
his work that he received the appointment of principal
painter, and teacher of drawing to the princesses. In 1842
ho was knighted. He painted various works on a large
scale of a public and semi-historical character, but essen-
tially works of portraiture ; such as The Trial of Queen
Caroline (189 likenesses), The Meeting of the First Re-
formed Parliament, now in the National Portrait Gallery,
Queen Victoria taking the Coronation-oath (accounted his
finest production), The Marriage of the Queen, and the
Trial of Lord William Russell. The artistic merits of
Ilayter's works are not, however, such as to preserve to
him with posterity an amount of prestige corresponding to
that which court patronage procured him. Ho is not to
be confounded with a contemporary artist, John Hayter,
who pro<luced illustrations for the Book of £ea,ui>/, <fec.

HAYTI.

HAYTI, variously known as Haiti, Santo Domingo, and
imiiied by Uiliinilm.s, Kcpajjiiola or IJlllo S|)iuii (which

laiit name wiks traimluted into the I-:itiii, Ilinpauiiilii), \», with
Ibo exception of ( uba, llie largest iiilaud of llic West Jjidies, in
the Antillc»Kr<>u|>.

It liesiiortli between 17°37'mh1 20° 0' lat., and west between
68° 20' and 74° 2-*' long.

Tile extreme Icngtli of tlio island is 407 mill's from Cape En-
gaQoon tho<;ast to CupcXiburuuon tlie w««t; the lireadtliof the

island is 160 miles frpm Qppe Isabella on the north to Cape
Beata on the south.

\Vith the islands of Tortue or Tortuga on the northern coast,

Gonaive on the west and Saone, St. t'alherine, I!ea(.-i, AUa Vela
and other sjnall islands along the soutli coast, it represents ?m
area of 2S,000 miles, wliich is about tjie size of Ireland. Cuba
lies W. N. W. of Havti, and Jamaica W. S. \\., and Ik^tween the
islaads flows the branch of the ocean known as the Windward
Passage.

From Cuba the distance is 70 miles and from Jamaica 130
mUes. Puerto Rico is sixty mUes east, and between flows the
Mona Pas.sage. The appearance of Ilayti on the map, from
cast to west, is suggestive of a turtle, owing to the strange forma-
tion of the extreme eastern peninsula wliich resembles the head,
and the two western peninsuli^s wliich resemble the hind limbe
of tile creature.

The coast Une Is variously estimated at from 1,200 to 1,.500

miles in extent, audio cliaracter is remarkable for the vast
number of indentations and projections, which form many bays
and natural harbors of refuge wliere vessels can seek shelter,

and anchor safely in the rougliest weather, (ape Tiburon is

the extremity of the southwest peninsula, which is the largest in
extent, being 150 miles long, and varying from 20 to 40 miles
wide.

The northwest peninsida ranks second in extent, being 50
miles long and about 40 miles wide.

At the head of the bay formed by these two peninsulas, which
together make an acute angle, stands the City of Port au
Prince.

Tliis bay is called the Gulf of Gonaive, from the Island of
Gonaive, situated 27 miles from the city, 36 miles in length,
and 8V miles in breadtli. The position of tliis island ao-oss the
entrance to Port au I'rince forms two channels, which are
ecpially good for sliips of all draughts, and gives a jierfectly safe
aneliorage, 200 miles square, in all weather, between tlio city and
the island; vessels of heavy diauglit are compelled to lie out IJ
miles from the shore, on accoimt of the coral reefs.

The other principal port in the Gulf of Gonaive is St. Marc,
which lies to the north of Port au Prince and has a considerable
trade in coflee. Gonaives, a port of less consetineuce, is formed
by a bay four miles across, witli a small island in the middle.
St. NicolasMole, the farthest point on the nonJiwest peninsula,

has an outer harbor, leading into an inner one, whicli is land-

locked, ami aflbrds a splendid aneliorage. The principal jioints

on the north coast are Port de Paix, Acul Bay, Cape II ay I i,

named also Guarico, the Bay of Carocol or Port Koyal, and
Port Dauphin or Fort LiberMi.

On the north coast there are no goo.d harbors between Fort
Liherti'! and Samana, Port Isabella formiiig.no protection from
the violence of the wind and sea, in bad weather, unil Puena
Plata having a harbor full of slioiiils and surrounded with coral

reefs.

At the extreme northeast of the island, the peninsula of
Sariiiuiaj which is simjily a narrow niountiuii riilge, 3.') miles
in length, and varying from si.K to ten miles in bi-eudlh, cxt«i\d-

uig into the sea, forms the bay of Samana.
The bay has an area of 300 scjuare miles, »nd from e^^

to west 30 miles in length, and from north to south 10 miles in
brejidth. The bay aJlbrds a good and sjife anchorage for ths

largest ships in all weather, having a natural lireaUwuler qf

cond reefs, stretching across the entrance from the sonlli point

to (Uic (ind a Imlf inlleH from the northern jmint, and from the

north a number of small islets extend toward the reef for

about lhree-<iuarters of a mile.

Tills leaves a somewhat narrow pivfsagc, but nevcrlliclcss

deep and Sivfe, for ships of ail draughts to puss from tlio otxan

into the bay.

After leaving the Hay of Samana, thc^'O (ire no ports on the
^st and K)Utli cofLst, until f^anto Domingo is gained,

, which
hiti u harbor conlainuig two fathoms of water.

The Ray of Civm west oQ.Siiuio Domingo, has an (>peiui)g

called CuMeras Jiny, whicli coiilil lie mailu into u magnilieunt

harbor, if a passage were ^iiit through the reefs whicii extend
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across the entrance; further west is also the Bay of Xeiba.

Opening to the southeast is the almost circular bay of Jacmel.

On this side are also the Bay of Baienet, the ports of Aquin and

St. Louis and the open roadstead of Aux Cayes. Beyond Aux
Cayes are the port of Jeremie and the Bay of Baradferes wliicli

contains a fine harbor; these are the only ports until Port

au Prince is reached.

The principal islands around the coa.'st line are Gonaive,

which has already been described, La Tortue or Tortuga, on

the north, at one time a rendezvous and stronghold of tlie

pirates, 22 miles in length, and five in breadth ; ofi' the soutli-

east coast is La Saone or Adamanay, 15 miles by tliree and a

half; lying off Aux Caj'es is lie de Vache, nine miles by two;

in the Bay of Barad&res, Great Cayemite, five miles by three,

off tape La Beata, La Beata, five miles by two. There are many
small islands off the coast. In the Windward Passage is Navassa,

which has been held by a private company from the United

States, for the preparation of guano, since 185.5.

Hayti is full of mountain ranges, but between the various

ranges are many large plains or savanna.s, rich with luxuriant

vegetation. The mountain ranges have tliree divisions, but all

three divisions have generally an easterly and westerly trend

;

there is a northern, a midland and a southern chain. In the

north, the Sierra de Monte C'risti runs from Cape Samana on

the east to the Sella de Caballo on the west, close to Point

Fragata. The highest momitain in this chain is Mount Diego

Campo, in the center 4,000 feet above the level of the sea ; the

second is Sella de Caballo, 3,900 feet high. The midland chain

commences on the east, by Point Macao, and stretches in a

westerly direction to 70° 20' long, with an almost regular

height of 1,000 feet ; it then branches off into two separate

chains, one of which runs in a northwest direction to Cape St.

Nicolas, while the other bears away southwest to Mount Ocao.

and then turns westward to the coast, which it touches by St.

Marc In the western portion of the island, these two chains

are united by an irregular and hooked-shape mountain ridge.

The northern branch of this range forms the backbone of

the island, and is called the Sierra del Cibao. Through tlie

middle part of this chain, wliich is tlie Cibao proper, the aver-

age height is 7,000 feet, althougli in places it is between 8,000

and 9,000 feet. At the east end are tlie highest peaks, Loma
Tina and Pico del Yaqui, being over 9,000 feet in height— and
these are tlie two highest points on the island. The southern

range of momitains, which forms the backbone of the southwest

portion of the island, commences near the Bay of Neiba, and
bears due west to Cape Tiburon. This chain has several names;
at the eastern extremity it is called Balriruco, in tlie centi-al

portion La Sella, which name also belongs to the highest peak,

nearly 9,000 feet high ; in the west end it is called La Hotte.

La Vega Real (the Eoyal Plain) is the most extensive and
richest of the large plains or savannas, and lies between the

middle of the Cibao and Monte Cristi ranges. It is about 140

miles in length, and fourteen miles in breadth, and extends

from Samana Bay to Manganillo Bay. This valley was named
La Vega Real by Columbus, but that name is limited now to

the eastern half; the western portion is called the valley of

the Santiago, and the whole plain is named the Valley of

Cibao. It is irrigated by the north or Gran Yaqui river, the

Yuma river and their tributaries. From the river Ozama, the

plain of Seybo extends for 95 miles in an easterly direction, with

a breadth of about 1 ti miles, and is plentifully irrigated by the

rivers Ozama, Soeo, Macoris, Quiabon and Yuna. The greater

part of the valleys and plains are altogether uncultivated,

being partly pasture laud or savanna, and partly forest, and they

are eminently suitable for raising all kinds of stock. The Gran
Yaqui river has its source in the Pico de Yaqui, and follows a

winding course in a northwesterly direction through the Valley
of St. Gague, and falls into the Bay of Manganillo. It is

navigable only by canoes and small boats. The Neiba or

Neiva, sometimes called the South Yaqui has its source in the

Pico del Yaqui and the Entre del Rios, and following a southerly

course empties itself into the Bay of Neiba, in the Caribbean

eea. The Yuna, remarkable for the swiftness of its current.

rises on Loma Tina, and flows through the fertile Valley ol

Vega Real into the Bay of Samana. Small vessels drawing only

a few feet of water can proceed up the river to its confluence

with Camu, and canoes and small boats can ascend with cargoes

as far as Concepcion de la Vega. The Ozama has a very deep

bed, and affords a passage for a few miles up from its mouth, for

vessels of light draught ; it runs south and empties itself into

the Caribbean Sea. The Artibonite flows into the Bay of

Gonaive to the north of St. Marc ; it is a shallow stream whose

waters are teeming with caymans. There are several other

streams of insignificant size, which flow into the great salt

salve of Enriquillo or Xaragua, which also bears the French

name of Etang Sale (Salt Lake), and is situated on the south

shore. This is the largest lake on the island, being 27 miles in

length by eight in breadth ; the specific gravity of its waters is

the same as that of the ocean, from which it is 25 miles distant

;

it has regular tides, which indicate some subterranean connec-

tion with the Caribbean Sea. Many varieties of fish and cay-

mans abound in it. Next in size to this is Lago de Fondo, or,

in the French, Etang Saumatre (Brackish Lake), which is 16

miles in length by four in breadth. Icotea deLimon is a fresh-

water lake, with no outlet apparently, five miles in lengtli and
two in breadth. Rincon and !Maragoane are two smaller lakes

of no importance^ For the most part the waters of the rivers

are too turbid and full of earth to be used for drinking pur-

poses. But some of the mountain streams and the small fresh-

water lakes afford clear and wholesome water for drinking.

The greater part of the coast line of Hayti is of considerable

elevation.

Earthquakes are of common occurrence, but there are no vol-

canoes in activity at the present time.

No rocks older than those of the second period have yet been

found ; the center and heart of the island is formed of lime-

stone, conglomerate and slate, interspersed with syenitic

masses.

A large amount of tertiary deposits, bordered by newly-

formed limestone and gravel, are found to the front of the slate

and rocks of the Sierra, in the north ; and in portions of the

south of the island.

The Sierra, of which the central range of mountains consists,

which penetrates the whole, of the Santo Domingo Kejiublic,

and forms the peninsula of Samana, and the smaller one of

Porto Plata, is formed of upturned and forcibly compressed

rock of changed appearance, which consisted originally of clay

shale, sandstone, sandstone conglomerate, and limestone.

In the western portions of the island, these masses are broken

and divided by deep dykes and rocky valleys.

There is gold quartz found in the slates, near volcanic masses,

and also in the beds of the streams which flow through the

metamorphic rocks, if in the vicinity of syenite or granite

formations.

The rivers Nigua, Jaina, Nizao and Ocoa, also many of the

streams which feed the Yaqui, and descend from the northern

side of the Sierra del Cibao, have more or less gold in their

sands, but not in any large quantities.

The lignite-bearing strata found in the Upper Miocene beds

are useless for domestic and commercial purposes, being only a

few inches thick, and fuU of various foreign matters. The
minerals of the island consist of gold, platinum, silver, mercury,

copper, iron, tin, manganese, antimony, rock-crystal, jasper,

porphyry, sulphur, marble, opal, chalcedony, laziilite, rock-salt,

and bitumen. Many kinds of mineral springs abound, impreg-

nated with iron and sulphur, and other like properties. The
fossil formations of the Miocene strata very closely resemble

those of the Pacific coast in character, and tend to confirm the

deduction that during the early period of the Miocene period,

the Pacific and Atlantic oceans held uninterrupted connection.

For particulars of the geology of Hayti consult Professor Gable,

Trans. Amer. Phil. Soc. xv., 49, and on the Miocene fossil for-

mation, Guppy, Quart. Geol. Soc, Lond., xxxii., 1876, p. 516.

There are not a great variety of animals in Hayti. The largest

wild animal is the agonti, a gregarious creature, about the size

of, and much resembling, the hare ; the flesh is tender and yery
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goo<> (o eat. Wild cattle, horses, hogs, and dogs roam in large

herds throughout the forests, and over the savanna-s; they are

descended from the animals originally imported from Europe,

and afford sport for tlie natives, who hunt tliem freciucntly, and

especially the wild hogs, which are pursued with dogs. There

are very few varieties of birds, with the exception of water fowl

and pigeons, which are found in large numbers. Snakes are

numerous, but very few are poisonoiL«, the majority being quite

harmless. In the low-lying country, insects swarm in myriads,

including scorpions, centipedes, and the deadly tarantula.

Caymans abound in the lakes and rivers, wliicli also are full of

fish of many varieties. Tlie sea, around tlie coast, also abounds

in oysters, lobsters, crabs, and all kinds of salt-water tish. Tlie

Boil of llayti will produce every variety of known vegetable, in

rich prodigtility, and in this respect is unsurpassed by any

comitry in tlie world.

In the lower lands all tropical productions grow to perfection,

and amongst the mountains are produced the vegetables and

fruits of temperate latitudes. A vast quantity of productions are

indigenou3tothesoil,includingrice, cotton, tobacco, maize, cocoa,

ginger, arrowroot, manioc, generallycalledca.ssava, pimento, ba-

nana, plantain, pincapjile, artichoke, yam, sweet potato, and
native indigo (indigo marron or sauvage). From originally

imported jilants, there grow, excellent sugar-cane, coffee, indigo

(called indigo franc in distinction to tlie indigo sauvage), melons,

peas, beans and all leguminous vegetables, cabbages, lucerne,

guinea-grass, bamboo, breadfruit, mango, caimite, orange, almond,

apple, mulberry and tig. Tlie vanilla and grapevine trail their

Binuous lengths through the vast forests, and from the grapes is

produced a very good muscatel wine. Many of the finest fruits

have deteriorated from want of proper attention, and a destruc-

tive insect wages remorseless war upon the roots of the bamboo.

The mango, which is very wholesome, has now become a recog-

nized staple of daily food, and in that respect has taken prece-

dence of the breadfruit, which also is commonly used as an
article of diet. Hayti is rich in valuable timber, for furniture,

building purposes, and also for the manufacture of dyes. The tim-

ber for furniture and building includes mahogany, manchineel,

satinwood, rosewood, cedar, walnut, ebony, and wax-palm, cin-

namon wood, yellow acoma, and gri-gri; among the dye-woods
are fustic, logwood, Brazil wood, sassafras, the campeachy, from
which is produced a red dye, the yaws tree, a yellow dye, and
teveral others, in addition to the indigo-plant, and the cochineal

fig. Pine forests and oak cover many parts of the mountains;

^nd there are also found the palmetto, several varieties of palm,
the cypress or Bermuda cedar, the locust and ironwood.

In llayti, as in all tropical and sub-tropical countries, there

are two seasons, a wet season from May to October, and a dry
season from NV)vember to April, inclusive. The rains fall most
abundantly in May and June, when the rivers, which are almost
dry for the greater part of the year, fill up rapidly, and often

overflow their banks, and flood the surrounding country. In
the months of June, July and August, the heat usually increa-ses

to 100° and over in the plains, and to 77° in the moimtains; in

.the highlands a fire is often quite acceptable, and especially in
the evening.

In Ilaytl can be found almost every variety of climate, from
•evenil cHiixeH—the alinpe of the island, the fact of so much of It
belnjj momitalnous and «o nuicb on a low level, the position of the
Island In the very track of the trade wlnd^, and the <|uaiitlty of
timber, water, etc.. thruuKhoiit. Durlnn the months of June, July
and AiiKiiHt, violent storms and hurriciinefl break over the Uliind,
althouKh they are not so frequent as In the Windward Islands.
Theeaat wind predominates.

Havtl has nITered much from earthquakes, which have occa-
Blonallv destroyed whole cities. KarmliiK has advanced but little
in the Island, and the a|i]>llunceB used are of tlio most crude do-
•crlptlon. The articles i)f proiUice which were cultivated In the
days of slavery, and which made the Island famous for Its exports,
are not now cultivated to any extent.

Coal exists In the vicinity of St. Yannl. alonK the l>ankB of the
river AInbaJI. in many portions of the North ArtlliDiilie and In the
south. In the Hiiytlan Kepubllc. Copper and Iron mIneH exist In
the Island of (Icinalve and on the peninsula of .'^amaini. These
mines have been thorouRhly explored, and In the post have been
worked with some profit, but for Iour, mining has been ahamlnned
for want of capital. Cabinet and dye-woods are cut In the Interior
for exportation, and hides, wax and honey are alHO prepared for
the same ptirpose. The commerce of the er>unlrv is ciirrie<l on
principally by Americans and I'.uropeans who have settled tii the
towns and cities. There la a population of between I.Kjn.d^ and
l;aOOMH). of which about 573,000 are cltlcens of the Western Kepub-

lie of Hayti, and about filO.OOO are citizens of the Republic of Santo
Dominco in the east. There are over .500.000 pure Africans In the
Republic of Hayti, and a very larKenumber in the eastern republic.
There are about I'i'i.OOO of Spanish and .50,000 of French origin.
There are Americans from the I'uited States, English, Germans
and Italians, carrying on business in the seaport towns. Spanish
is spoken in the Dominican Republic and a sort of mongrel French
in the Western Republic.

Hayti was discovered by Columbus, who landed on St. NIcolaa
Mole, December tl. 14'.(2, the day after leaviuR Cuba. There were
then about 2.00O.00O inhabitants, who are rejiresented by the .''i>an-
lards as being of a low type of humanity, and were treated by them
with the usual cruelty with which they invariably visited the un-
fortunate aboriKlnes in those countries which thev conquered.
Fabulous stories of the presence of gold brought many adventur-
ers from the old country, who oppressed the natives and compelled
them to work for them as slaves in their search for the bidden
treasure.
Their cruelty and severity finally roused the natives to resist-

ance and some of them fought bravely, but without success, for
their liberty. At the end of 30 years, from the treatment of their
cruel masters, and being unused to the hardships of the mines,
the aboriginal race had almost disappeared. In l.il7 a royal edict
was issued, authorizing the importation of 4,0(X) negroes from
Africa, each year, to be used for working tlic mines and planta-
tions as slaves, the experiment having been tried, ten vears pre-
viously, of bringing over a few, which had proved entirely suc-
cessful, as they were a stronger race and better al>le to stand the
toil and labor. The first negro slaves werekepton the plantation of
Pedro, the son of Christopher Columbus, the governor of the Island.
In 1711 only 21.000 of the natives remained in the island, aud in the
present day it is supposed that the race is entirely extinct, with
the exception of a few who are reported to be living in the Bahoraco
mountains. The Spaniards also decreased in numbers and left for
the more recently discovered countries of Mexico and Peru. This
maenificeut land was then almost deserted. But in l&W.a number
of French and English adventurers, who called themselves bucca-
neers, and were really pirates, settled on the Island of Tortuga,
which they made into a stronghold from which thev sailed on
depredatory expeditions. These crossed over to Havti,'and formed
a settlement on the northern shore, which was recognized as an
independent department in I7I4, that part of the island having
been ceded to France in 1697 by the treaty of Ryswick, In 1777 a
definite boundary line was laid down, extending" from the mouth
of the Daxabon or Massacre in the north, to the outlet of the Ped-
ernaies or Anses (l-Pitres in the south. The colony prospered ex-
ceptionally until the outbreak of the French revolution, 17S0. At
this time there existed a three-cornered problem in the island,
which was destined to solve itself only after terrible bloodshed
and pitiless war. The population consisted of three classes,
whites, free colored people and slaves. The free colored people
were largely men of wealth and means, owning fine estates in the
colony, and were also intelligent, educated and refined, but they
had no political rights. In 1790, influenced by the revolutionary
ideas which were then convulsing France, the niulattoes de-
manded political recognition, and when this was refused by the
whites they took up arms to enforce their claim, Thev were de-
feated and their leaders were captured and executed. In 1791, the
national convention granted to the mulattoes all the privileges of
French citizens. In spite of the remonstrance of the whites. On
August 28, 1791. the insurrection of the negro slaves occurred, and
then the whites endeavored to conciliate the mulattoes, for the
sake of their assistance in the coming struggle. But just at tills

time the home Government reversed the decree of the national
convention, granting to the mulattoes political rights as French
citizens, and this settled their decision.
From that moment they united and made common cause with

the negroes in the bloody war which followed. For several years
the war raged with no apparent advantage to either side, and'each
party was disgraced by acts of unnecessary cruelty and vengeance.
Commissioners with full power came from France to settle the
difticnlty, but accomplished nothing. In I7ilS, the abolition of
slavery was formally proclaimed, and the problem was settled liy

the granting of equal rights to all. In September, 1793. the British
sent a force to capture the island, but they effected little on ac-
count of the ravages which the climate made on the troops. At
this time Toussaint L'Ouverture, the leader of the blacks, came to
the assistance of the French liovernment, and was appointed
commander-in-chief of the French armv in the colony; by nis vig-
orous measures and capable leadership the English wore compelled
to retire from the Island In 179S, In 179.'), Spain ceded the whole
Island to France, in the treaty of Basle, and it then received the
name of Saint Dotnlngue, In 1801, a constitutional form of gov-
ernment was adopted by the country, and Toussaint was elected
president for life. At this time Bonaparte, first consul of France,
determined to reduce the island to dependence and consign the
blacks to slavery. General Leclerc was sent with a.'>,000 troops to
accomplish this purpose, but failed altogether, lie therefore
Invited Toussaint to an interview, and then treacherously seized
him and sent lilm to France, where be dietl in prison in 1S03, Ills
successor Dessallnes was a nian of considerable power and abilltv,
anil ho prosecuted the war with such success against the French,
tliKt combined with the yellow fever, and the arrival of a British
fleet off the coost. the French lost heart, and on November 30. IK13,
8,000 French troops surrendered to the British attmlral. In 1804,
St, Domlngue proclaimed Itself an Independent republic, under
the aboriginal name of Ilaytl. liessalliies was elected governor
for life, but on October 8. 1,S()4. he liroke the constitution, declared
himself emperor, and was crowned with great pomji and ceremony.
After this unwise step, he became cruel and tyrannical, as well as
vainly emulative of the custinns of royalty *ln oblcr countries.
Outbreaks and civil wars resulted from his conduct, until he was
assasslnstod In 1.s<h;. Several chiefs now strove lor the leadership,
and while Chrlslo|ihe was fighting tor the supremacy In the nortti,
and I'ctlou In the sontli, the easiern portion of the Island permitted
the Spaniards to regain a footing, and form a Spanlsli province
under a title of Santo Domingo, a modified form of the French
name. The war between I'hrlstonhe and Pi'tlon lasted until 1810.
when hostilities ceased, and Chrfstophc proclaimed himself king,
with the title of Henry I, In itiSO be committed suicide, after
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CS'4sing an insurrection by his cruelty and tyranny.

Jd. INIS. aud so iu isai, General Boyer tooli supreme co
Whole of the French ) art of the island, aud was elecUjd j.resideDt.

li. 1821. the Spanish «o]ouy gf Santo Domingo proclaimed its iu-

SSpendence 9i the old country, but by its internal disseusioMa

Invited an attack from its French ueighbor, and in ixai »as con-
auered by General Boyer, who remained as President of tho
^bole island until he was compelled to fly from the country, by
• revolution in 1M3. In 18-14 the people in the east again pro-

claimed their independence, and established the Dominican
Kepublic, which has maintained its freedom and indepeudeuoe
until the present day. The Spaniards made one last effort to
regain their claim on Santo Domingo, in Ibtil, but failed iu the at-

tempt aud retired finally in 1803.

In Havti several presidents followed each other in rapid succes-
sion, but were speedily deposed or resigned. In lW(i, Soulouque
was elected president; he was a full-blooded negro, who in early
life had been a slave. He made an unsuccessful attempt to recou.
quer the eastern Kepublic, but obtained no advantage. In isja he
assumed the imperial title, and the following year was crowned as
Faustin I., emperor. But the people tiredof imperial goverumejqt,
aud in ISM he was deposed, and a republican government whs or-

ganized. with Fabre Geffrard as president. He became unpopular,
aud in ISO/ an insurrection compelled him to resign hastily aiid

escape to Jamaica. The next president was Sylvestre Salnave. The
people rose against him in Isiis, and although he made a stout
resistance for two years, he was finally captured and shot by tlia

insuraents in 1870. Nissage-Saget was elected to the presidency QD
May 29,1870, and General Michel Domingue on June 10, 1S74 ; he ab-

flicated in 1S7.5. and was succeeded by General Boisron-Canal. « ho
resigned and left the country July 17, 1879. General Salomon was
elected for seven years on October 2:-i, 1879. On May 1, 1SS7. Gtueral
Salomon was reelected to the presidency. General Legitime was
elected president on August 14, 1S.SS. luit his authority was recog-
nized only in the north, and General Ili^lpolyte, the leader of the
opposition, was elected provisional jiresiaent. Civil war ensued»
which lasted from the fall of 1SS8 to sei>tember, 1889, and ended In
the defeat of Legitime and the unanimous election of Geue»:?il

Hippolvte to the presidency on October 17. bsSy.

Haylian ;ff;)u();/c.—The Kepublic of Hayti is situated in the west-
ern portion of the island, and is separated from the Kejiublic of
Santo Dominso by a boundary line extending from the river Maa* i

saere on the north to the river i'edernales on the south. It po3-
j

sesses an area of about 1U.0U0 square miles. It is governed w ith A
coustitutioQ adopted October, 1»S9, under President IJicpolyt^.
The government consists of three departments, the legislative,

executive and judicial. The legislature has a chamber of com-
mons and a senate. The memljei:s of the former are elected for

three years, the latter for six years. The executive power isvtstfed
iu a president elected for four years by both houses of legislatwi'e

in joint convention. Tho president appoints his cabinet, co*i-
losed of 11 "Ministers ot State." The revenue and expenditure
or 18B5-86 is given as $(1,412,957. The i?«c/(/(( estimates lor }8S7-)iS

gave expenditure as 4,00(i,2;;G piastres. The foreign debt incuntid
fa Paris in 182o, with other liabilities Incurred lo, France, a.iimuist

to 32,049,810 francs, or £1.281,991, and no interest has been paid for
many years. The total external and internal debt amounted to
$13,.500,000 in 1887. Since October, issi. the Natiohal Bank of IJayti

has gone into business with a capital of fsuO.Ouu in 2.1100 shar^i.
The nominal strength of the army is 6.S2S men. but in time of »M
all able-bodied men are liable forservice. Thechief trarieof Hoytl
is carried on with the United States aud Great Britain. Coiled,
mahogany and logwood are the priucii'al exports: the principal
imports are liuen and cotton goods. Prior to the civil war of l&SS*

89, the imports into Hayti were {li.OOO.OOO per a.Bnum,aud the (?,x-

ports $9,000,000. the bulk of the business being with the United
States. In 1887, British cottons to the value of £309.521 were im-
ported, and linens to the value of £14,859. The weights aijd raewi-
ures in use are French ; and so also is the gold and silver coinac*.
The national bank of Hayti can issue bills, which are geiierally
accepted. The p-iastre ordoUar of the Ke['Ublic is now worth ibr^e
shillings and four pence. The capital, Port an Prince, in 1887 had
a population estimated at about (iOrtiO. The national religiou ,q1

Havti is the Koman Catholic religion.
Jjuminican R( uudiu'.—The ReiHibllc of Santo Domingo, which is

generally called San Domingo and oflicially is the Kepi'iblica Do-
minica, has an areaof 18,000 siiuare mUesand an estimated popula-
tion in 1888 of 010.000. It consists of five states—Santo Domjugp,
Santa Cruz del Seiho, t'oncepcion de la Vega, Santiago de los
Caballeros, and Agua de Compostela, eo(;h having its own legisla-

ture and governor: also two maritime districts of Porto Plataan<i
fcnmaua. It is governed by a oonstitntiou adopted in 1814. but
changed, modified and improved in 1805 and agnin in ]88S. The
chief executive is a president electedfor four yeais : Gen. llysses
Henreux was elected in 1886 to the presidency. The i-residenl ut>-

points his own ministry, aud the legislature is composed of a
senate of nine members. The income in 1887 is given as Jl. 184.434,

the expenditure as $787,104. On January 1, 1889, the hnuic debt
amounted to $2,931 .370, the foreJpn debt to England £1..020.701), bear-
ing p,er cent, interest. There is a small armvof cavaliy. iitfautry

and artillery, a regiment of which is stationed in each province or
state, and compulsory military service is enforced in time of waf.
The principal imjiorts consist of cottons, linens, woolens, hard-
ware, rice, and railway materials. Thechief articles extioited ^n
1888 were; Tobacco, sugar, coffee, bonev, wax, cabinet aud dye
woods. The imports in 1.S87 amounted to $2,066,928, and in 1838,

$1,992 885. The exports in 1867 amounted to $2,660,471, and iu 1S8S to
$2.:>2U,!>83. The diffejeuce in the two years is to be traced to the
poiitical disturbances and eivilwar in theeister republic of Hayti.
Iu isfj, 20,000 tons of sugar were exported. In 1887, 175,637 cw t. of
tobacco were exported, 9,7,S1 cwt. of cocoa, 406.142 cwt. of sugar,
and 476,9:J3 cwt. of molasses. Turtle shell is also largely exported.
Santo Domingo, the capital of the republic, was founded in 149?;

It is situated at the outlet of the Ozaraa river, and has a popula-
tion of 25.000 people. The Kowan (Catholic religion is the ^atlohftl
religion of the country.
See Statemnnn's Annxtnl. published annually In London. Hazard

gives a full list of works relative to the island. The best map of
Hsyti is published by Kand.McNally &Co.,,of Chicago and New
Vork. <«. W.)

HAYWARD, Sir Johi* (c. 1500^1027), one of Ute
cailitist writers of Englisli iiistory asdistiiiguisLefl from the
old cbioniclws, was born about 1560 at or near FelLxstow
on the coast of Suffolk. According to a statement in liis

will he "received the means of his education" out of the
parish of Felixstow. It is aiErmed by the old autboritiea

that he studied at Cambridge and took the degree of doctor
in civil law, but his name does not occur in any of the
registers. In 1599 he published Tlie First Part of the life
and Rai/jne of King Ilenrie the IIII., extending to the end
of Ike first yeare of his raigne, which, from its dedication to
the earl of Essex, and a passage it contained on hereditary
rights, led to the author's imprisonment by Elizabeth. The
queen also caused Francis Bacon to search the book for
" places in it that might be dravra within case of treason,"

who reported, "For treason surely I find none, but for

felony very many,"—explaining that many of his sentences
had been stolen from Cornelius Tacitus. Notwithstanding
this jocular exculpation Hayward was continued in prison,

in all probability until after the death of the queen. On
the accession of James I, he courted that monarch's favour
by the publication of two political pamphlets—0» the RigM
of Succession (1603), and A Treatise of Union of England
and Scotland (1604) ; and in 1610 he was appointed his-

toriographer along with Camden of the college which King
.lames attempted to found at Chelsea. In 1613 he pub-
lished his Lives of the Three Norman Kings of England,
which he wrote at the request of Prince Henry. In 1616
!:2 was admitted an advocate of Doctors Commons, and iu

1 619 he received the honour of knighthood. He died 27th
June 1627. Among his manuscripts was found The Life

and fiaigwof K. Edward, F/., first published in 1630, and
Certain Yeres of Queen Elizabeth's Raigne, the beginning
of which was printed in an edition of the Reign of Edivard
)V.,,publishefl in 1636, but which was first published in a
complete form in 1840, for the Camden Society, under the

editorship of John Bruce, ^ho prefixed an introduction on
the life and writings of the author. Hayward was con-

sawitioua and diligent in obtaining information, and,

although his reasoning on questions of morality is often

childish, his descriptions are generally graphic and vigorous.

Notwithstanding his imprisonment by Elizabeth, his por-

trait of the qualities of her mind and person is flattering

rather than detractive.

HAZARA, or HuzARA, a British district in the lieu-

tenant-governorship of the Punjab, India, lying between
or 45' and 35° 2' N. lat., and between 72° 35' 30" and
74' 9' E. long. It forms the north-eastern district of the

Peslu'lwar Division, and is bounded on the N. by the Black

Mountains, the SwAthi country, Kohistdn, and Chilis ; co

the E. by the native state of Kashmir ; on the S. by
R4w.al Pindi district ; and on the W. by the river Induii.

The area is 2771 square miles.

The district forms a wedge of territory extending fur

into the heart of the outer Himalayan range, and consisting

of a long narrow valley, shut in on both sides by lofty

mountains, whose peaks rise to a height of 17,000 fept

above sea level. Towards the centre of the district the

vale of Khigin is bounded 'by mountain chains, which

sweep southward still maintaining a general parallel direc-

tion, and send off spurs on every side which divide the

country into numerous minor dales. The dis1;rict is well

watered by the tributaries of the Indus, the Kunhir, which

flows through the KhAgan Valley into the Jhilam (Jhelum),

nnJ many rivulets. Throughout the scenery is picturesque.

To the north rise the distant peaks of the snow-clad ranges ;

midway, the central mountains stand clothed to their

rouiuled summits with pines and other forest trees, while

Krass ,»nd brushwood spread a green cloak over the ueare?

hills,, and cultivation covers every available slope.
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The enumeration of 1868, which extended over an area of 3000

aquaro miles (including the feudal teriitory of Tanawal), showed a

population of 867,218 (males, 191,423 ; lemales, 176,795). The
Maliometans numbered 346,112; Hindus, 18,003; Sikhs, 973;

"others," 1670. The gross revenue in 1876-70 -was £25,292. In

the same year the police force numbered 510 men, besides 390

village watchmen ; and there were M schools witli 1042 pupils.

The principal crops consist of wheat, barley, oil-seeds, maize,

rice, pulses, millets, and cotton. Out of a cultivated area of

893,913 acres, 36,380 are artiiicially irrigated by means of wells

and embankments on tho rivers and hill torrents. Hazdra has

not sultercd from any calamity since the famine of 1783, which

affected it as well as "the rest of Uppei India. The chief imports

are English cloth, salt, indigo ; and the exports ghl, mustard oil,

barley, wheat, rice, and live stock. In 1875-76 thero were 670 miles

of unmctalled roads within tho district. The average rainfall for the

eight years ending 1S73-74 amounted to 47 inches. Tho station

of Abbottabad is the headquarters of tho Punjab frontier force.

History.—The name Hazdra probably belonged originally to a

Tiirki family which entered India witli Tlmur in the 14th century,

and subsequently settled in this remote region. During the pros-

perous period of the Mughal dyn.-isty, the population included a

number of mi-ted tribes, which each began to assert its independence,

80 that the utmost anarcliy prevaUed until the time when Hazdra

attracted the attention of the rising Sikh monarchy. Ranjit Sinh

first obtained a footing in the district in 1818, and, after eight

years of constant aggression, became master of tho whole country.

During the minority of the young Maharaja Dhulip Sinh, the Sikh

capital fell in to a state of complete disorganization ; the people seized

the opportunity for recovering their independence, and rose in 1845

in rebellion. They stormed the Sikh forts, laid siege to Haripur, and
drove the governor across the borders. In the following year the

greater part of the district waa included in the territory ceded to

Sajd Ghaldb Sinh by the British, at the conclusion of the first Sikh
war. On the outbreak of the second Sikh war the troops in

garrison revolted, but the Jfussulman inhabitants supported Lieu-

tenant Abbott under theLaliore Government, and the insurrection

was soon qucUcd. Since then Hazdra has passed under direct

British rule, and has enjoyed for more than quarter of a century

unintemipted peace.

HAZARAS. See Afghanistan.
HAZARD, a game played with dice. The player or

" caster" calls a " main" (that is, any number from five to

niue inclusive). He then throws with two dice. If he
" throws in," or " nicks," he wins the sum played for from

the banker or " setter," Five is a nick to five, six and
twelve are nieks to six, seven and eleven to seven, eight

and twelve to eight, and nine to nine. If the caster
" throws out" by throwing ace?, or deuce, ace (called

crabs), he loses. When the uiain is five or nine tho caster

throws out with eleven or twelve; when the main is six or

eight ho throws out with eleven ; when the main is seven

he throws out with twelve. If tho caster neither nicks

nor throws out, tho number thrown is his " chance," and
he keeps on throwing till either the chance comes up, when
ho wins, or till the main comes up, when he loses. When
a chance is thrown, the " odds " for or against tho chance
are laid by tho setter to tho amount of tho original stake.

Suppose, for example, 7 is tho main. If tho caster throws
7 or 11 ho wins ; if no tlirows ncea, crabs, or 12 ho loses, If ho
throws any otlier number, that is his change. Say 7 is tho main
and 4 tho chance, tho odds against tlie caster are now 2 to 1

(Mwillaprar from the tablo below). If the stake were £1, the
fetter would lay £2 to £1 in addition. The caater goes on throw-
ing till either 7 or 4 appears, when he loses £2 or wins £3.

In laying tho odds, tho setter gains no advantage, as can easily be
Khown, examining tho various ""ays in which two ice con be thrown.

Ways.
2 landl 1

3 2 — 1,1 and 2 „ 2
4 J* 2 — 2, 3 — 1, 1 and 3 „ 3
6e< — 1. 1— 4, 3— 2, 2 and 3 4
6 S 3 _ 3, 5 — 1, 1 — 6, 4 — 2, 2 and 4, 6
7 3 —1.1 — 6, 5 — 2, 2 — 6, 4 — 3, 8 tnd 4,... 6
8 a. 4 — 4. 6— 2, 2— 6, 6— 8, 3— 6 6
9 •" 6 - 3, 8 - 6, 6 - 4, 4 — 6, ! 4
10 I 6 - S, 8 - 4, 4 - 6 8
11 •* 6 — 6, 6 — 6 2
12 6 — 6, : 1

in all 36 ways. Tho tablo sliows that there are six waya in wliich
7 can bo thrown, three ways in which 4 can bu tlirown. Henoo the
odds are 6 to 3, or 2 to 1.

But there is always an advantagoin favour of the setter on the
stake first playod for. Tlic least disadvantageous main for the
caster to call is 7.

Take the case in which 7 is the main and £18 (to avoid fractions)

the caster's stake, and £36 tlicrcfore the sum played for. Then (1)

if 7 or 11 is thrown the caster wins. There arc eight ways out of 36
in his favour ; therefore his expectation on nicking is •j'^ths of

£18 — £8. (2) If the'cliance is 6, in order to win he must throw 6

before he throws 7. There are five ways o( throwing 6, and six

ways of throwing 7, His expectation on 6 is therefore V«tli3 of

T^yths of £36 = £2, 5s. SJd. (3) The expectation on a cliance of 8 is

the same as on 6, viz, , £2 6s, SJd. (4 and 6) If the chance is 9 or 5
the expectation is /^ths of ^d of £36— £1, 12s. (twice). (6 and 7)
If the chance is 10 or 4 tho expectation is ^'jths of \i of £36-=£l
(twice). The total expectation of the caster is all the separate

expectations added together, viz., £17, 14s. lid. If his expectation
were equal to the setter's, it should amount to £18. Therefore the
caster's expectation is Bs, Id, less than it would be if the prob-
abilities of his winning or losing were equal. This makes his

disadvantage when 7 is the main eoual to 3^d. and half a farthing
in tho pound.
The calculations applied to tho main of 7 can easily be made use of

for any other main, when it will bo found that the caster's expectation

of loss when 5 or 9 is the main is 3 Jd. and halfa farthing in the pound,
and when 6 or 8 is the main 6id, and nearly half a farthing in the

pound.

HAZARIBAGH, a British district in the lieutenant

governorship of Bengal, India, lying between 23° 25' and 24'

48' N, lat., and between 84° 29' and 86° 38' E. long, it

is bounded on the N. by the districts of Gayi and Monghyr,
on the E. by the ISantdl ParganAs and Jlanbhiim districts,

on the S. by LohdrdagA, and on the W. by LohdrJagA and

Gay4; it forms the north-east portion of tlie Chutii Ndgput
division, and has an area of 7020 square miles.

The physical formation of Haziribdgh exhibits three dis-

tinct features—(1) a high central plateau occupying the

western section, the surface of which is undulating and
cultivated; (2) a lower and more extensive plateau stretch-

ing along the north and eastern portions ; to the north,

the land is well cultivated, while to tho east the country

is of a more varied character, tho elevation is lower, and

the character of a plateau is gradually lost
; (3) the cen-

tral valley of the DAmodar river occupying, the entire

southern section. Indeed, although the characteristics of

the district are rock, hill, and wide-spreading jungle, fine

patches of cultivation are met with in all parts, and the

scenery is generally pleasing and often picturesque. The
district forms a part of the chain of high land which ex-

tends across the continent of India, south of the Nevbudda
on the west, and south of the S6n river on the cast. The
most important river of UazArlbdgh is tho DAmadar, with

its many tributaries, which drains an area of 24S0 square

miles. The only other river of any importance is the

Barakhar, The jungle gives shelter to wild animals of

all sorts. Game birds are plentiful.

The census of 1872 showed a population of 771,875 (males,

897,045; females, 374,830). Belonging to aborigiiiol tribes there

are 57,120; semi-Hinduizcd aborigines, 216,712 ; Hindus, 421,622;
persons of Hindu origin not recognizing caste, 2604 ; Maliometans,

/2,33S ; non-Asiatics, 1362 ; and mixed races, 67. Three niunici-

paiitios contain more than 5000 inhabitants :—Haziiribdgh, 11,050;
Icbak, 8999 ; and Chatra, 8S18. Tho only place of special interest

is I'arasnalh Hill, a celebrated place of pilprinagc, 1X^011 is annu-
ally visited by largo uuiiibers of Join worshippers. Tho revenue

in 1870 amounted to £32,841, and tho expenditure to £31,367.

The regular polico force (1872) numbered 557 men of all ranks;
ranniciptl force, 05 ; and rural police, SS34 men ; maintained at a
total cost of £15,763, Thero were, in lt<73, 86 schools with 2183
pupils, liieo is tho ataplo c4'op, and tho three piiucinal kinds

ar'o grown. Among tho other crops are wheat, barley, Indian corn,

the usual pnlses and green crops of bengal, jiite, flax, aloes, sugar-

cane, opium, cotton, &o. Thi' trade is concentrated at Cliutrd, the

great central market, Tho chief exports oro lae, metal cooking

utensils, (jhl, iron, and cattle ; and tho imports, rice, sidt, cattle,

ond tobacco, Thero are 400 miles of road. Six coal-fields are

known to exist in tho district,—the most important being that o(

KarharbAri, which is capable of sunjilying 250,000 tons a year for

300 years. In 1877 tlicro were llirie t^a jdonlations containing

mature plants, and one on rarasnath Hill which promises well.

The average mean (ciupcraluro for 1S74 was 74° I".; tho average
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yearly rainfall, 62 '4 iuclies. Tlie climate is very healthy, but

rheumatism, fever.and dysentery are not uncommon ; cholera is rare.

The history of the district is involved in obscurity until 1755,

about which time a certain Mukund Sinh was chief of the country.

In a few years he was superseded by a Tej Sinh, who had gained

the assistance of the British. In 1780 Hazaribidi, along with the

eurrounding territory, passed under direct British rule.

HAzAEiB.iGH, the chief town and administrative head-

quarters of the above district, is picturesquely situated on

the high central plateau of the district, at an elevation of

2000 feet above sea-level, and in the midst of a group of

conical hills, 23° 59' 21" N. lat. and 85° 24' 32" E. long.

The town is little more than a cluster of villages, with

intervening cultivation, which have sprung up round the

military bdzdi: Haz4ribdgh has been the military head-

quarters of {he district since 1780, and the seat of civil

administration since 1834, The cantonment lies south-

east of the town. Population in 1872, 11,050 (6312
males, 4738 females) :—Hindus, 7240; Mahometans,

3384; Christians, 52; "others," 374.

HAZEBROUCK, a town of France, capital of an arrou-

dissement of the same name in the department of Nord,

is situated on the Bourre, 32 miles W.N.W. of Lille, in a

district formerly covered with marshes. It stands on the

Lille and Calais Railway, at the junction of the branch from

Dunkirk. The town is governed by a sub-prefect, and has

a court of primary instance with two juges de paix, besides

various offices of excise and inland revenue. There are

numerous religious and charitable societies including the

Fr^res des ficoles Chretiens, Soeurs de Charity, and Dames
de la Sainte Union. The convent of Capuchins, built near

the town in 1854, is now occupied by a school. Haze-

brouck contains some handsome public buildings, as the

church of St Nicolas, with a tower 260 feet high, of fine

open work, built about 1520, the h&tel do ville (1807-
1813), the prison for the department, two theatres, and the

communal college. The Augustlnian convent, built in the

16th century, with a fagade of the 17th century, is now
occupied in' its several parts by the hospital, a tobacco-

warehouse, a market, and college lecture-rooms. A. chamber
of agriculture meets in the town, where there are also a

small public library and a secondary school. The prin-

cipal manufactures are linen cloth, thread, soap, beer, oil,

lime, and salt. There are also tanneries, salt-refineries,

corn-mills, and dye-work.s. Trade in country produce,

cattle, timber, and hops is also carried on. Population

(1876) of the district 9857; of the town 6363.

HAZEL (Anglo-Saxon, .fftssf/;^ German, iZ'asf^; French,

Noisetier, Coudrier), Corylus, Tournef., a genus of shrubs

or low trees of the natural order Ctipuliferce and sub-order

Coryleae. The common hazel, Corylus Avellana, L., is dis-

tributed throughout Europe, in North Africa, and in Central

and Russian Asia, except the northernmost parts. It is

commonly found in hedges and coppices, and as an under-

growth in woods, and reaches a height of some 12 feet;

occasionally, as at Eastwell Park, Kent, it may attain to 30
feet. According to Evfelyn {Sylva, p. 35, 1664), hazels

"above all affect cold, barren, dry, and sandy soils; also

mountains, and even rockie ground produce them ; but
more plentifully if somewhat moist, dankish, and mo.ssie."

In Kent they flourish best in a calcareous soil. The bark
of the older stems is of a bright brown, mottled with grey,

that of the young twigs is ash-coloured, and glandular and
hairy. The leaves are alternate, from 2 to 4 inches in

lengt'a, downy below, roundish-cordate, pointed, and shortly

petiolate; occasionally they are found with the margins
coherent at the base, or with the disk so depressed as to

' Derived, it has been supposed, from Ang.-Sax. hens, a behest, con-
nected with hatan = Gerin. heissen, to give orders : the hazel-wand was
tha sceptre of autlioiity of the shepherd chieftain (woifir)y Xawi') of olden
times. See Ciimm, Gcsch. d, deutsch. Sprache, p. 1016, 1816

form a pitcher-like structure (Masters). ' In the variety C.
purpurea, the leaves, as also the pellicle of the kernel and
the husk of the nut, are purple, and in C. Iieterophylla thej

are thickly clothed with hairs. In autnmn the rich yellow
tint acquired by the leaves of the hazel adds greatly to the

beauty of landscapes. The flowers are monoecious, and
appear in Great Britain in February and March, before the

leaves, and sometimes in October (Loudon). Tlie cylindri-

cal, drooping, and yellow male catkifts (see Botany, vol. iv.

p. 123, fig. 161) are 1 to 2\ inches m length, and occur 2
to 4 in a raceme ; when in unusual numbers they may lie

terminal in position. The female flowers are small, sub-

globose, and sessile, resembling leaf-buds, and have protrud-

ing crimson stigmas; the minute inner bracts, by their

enlargement, form the palniately lobed and cut involucre

or husk of the nut. The ovary is not visible till nearly

midsummer, and is not fully developed before autumn.
The nuts have a length of from i to | inch, and grow iq

clusters. Double or treble nuts are the result of the equal

development of two or all the three carpels of the original

flower, of which ordinarily two become abortive. Fusion
of two or more nuts is not uncommon, and Masters gives

an instance of the union of as many as five. From the

light brown or brown colour of the nuts the terms hazei

and hazelly, i.e., " in hue as hazel nuts " (Shakespeare, Tam-
ing of the Shrew, ii. 1), derive their significance.^ The wood
of the hazel is whitish-red, close in texture, and pliant, and
has when dry a weight of 49 a> per cub. f'jot; it has been
used in cabinet-making, and for toys and turned articles.

Curiously veined veneers are obtained from the roots ; and
the root-shoots are largely employed in the making of crates,

coal-corves or baskets, hurdles, withs and bands, whip-

handles, and other objects. The rods are reputed to be

most durable when from the driest ground, and to be especi-

ally good where the bottom is chalky. The light charcoal

aff'orded by tha hazel serves well for crayons, and is valued

by gunpowder manufacturers. An objection to the con-

struction of hedges of hazel is the injury not infrequently

done to them by the nut-gatherer, who " with active vigour

crushes down the tree " (Thomson's Seaso7is. " Autumn "),

and otherwise damages it.

The filbert,^ among the numerous varieties of Corylus
Avellana, is extensively cultivated, e.specially ia Kent, for

the sake of its nuts, which are readily distinguished from
cob-nuts by their ample involucre and greater length. It

may be propagated by suckers and layers, by grafting, and
(see ARBonicuLTURE, ii. 322) by sowing. Suckers afford

the strongest and earliest-bearing plants. Grafted filberts

are less liable than others to be encumbered by suckers at

the root. By the Maidstone growers the best plants are

considered to be obtained from layers. These become well

rooted in about a twelvemonth, and then, after pruning, are

bedded out in the nursery for two or three years. The
filbert may be economically grown on the borders of planta-

tions or orchards, or in open spots in woods. It thrives most

in a light loam with a dry subsoil ; rich and, in particular,

wet soils are unsuitable, conducing to the formation of too

much wood. Plantations of filberts are made in autumn,

in well-drained ground, and a space of about 10 feet by 8

has to be allowed for each tree. Ground good for hops is

good also for filberts, according to Williamson, who recom-

mends old woollen rags as the best manure for the latter

(" On the Cultivation of the FUbert," Tram. Hart. Soc., iv.

145). In the third year after planting the trees may
require root-pruning ; in the fifth or sixth they should bear

well. The nuts grow in greatest abundance on the extre-

mities of second year's branches, where light and air have

* C.^ the ex]iression "hazel eyes," see J^'otes and Queries, 2d ser.^

xii. 337, and 3d ser., iii. 18, 39.

• • For derivation: of the word see Latham's Jnhnsoii's Diclionar^
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ready access. In 1819, a very productive year, Williamson

obtained from 57 trees, mostly not above six years old, and

growing on 3G0 stiuaro j-ards of ground, 2 cwt. of nuts.

To obtain a good tree, the practice in Kent is to select a

stout upright shoot 3 feet in length ; this is cut down to

about 18 inches, of wliich the lower 12 are kept free from

outgrowth. The head is pruned to form six or eight strong

offseU ; and by judicious use of the knife, and by training,

preferably on a hoop placed within them, these are caused

to grow outwards and upwards to a height of about 6 feet,

so as to form a bowl-like shape. Excessive luxuriance of the

laterals may be combated by root-pruning, or by checking

them early in the season, and again latfT. and by cutting

back' to a female blossom bud, or else spurring nearly down

to the main branch in the following spring. In certain

conditions of growth the trees may bear almost exclusively

male or female flowers, and those produced in the first

blossoming are stated (Gent, ifag., 1788, vol. IviiL, pt. 1,

p. 495) to be female only. The fertilization of the latter

may be secured by suspending amongst them a branch with

male bloom.
Filbert nuts required for keeping must be gathered only when

quite ripe ; they may then be preserved iu dry sand, or, after drying,

by packing with a sprinkling of salt in sound casks or new flower-

pots. Their dilfcrcnt forms include the Cosford, which are thin-

shelled and oljlong; the Downton, or large square nut, having a

lancinated husk ; the white or 'Wrotham Park Hlbert ; and the red

hazel or filbert, the kernel of which has a red pellicle. The last

two, on account of their elongated husk, were by Willdenow distin-

guished as a species, under the name Corijliis tubulosa. Like these,

apparently, were the nuts of Abella, or Avella, in the Campania (cf.

Fr. avcline, filbert), said by Pliny to have been originally designated
" Pontic," from their introduction into Asia and Greece from

Pontus (see Nat. Hist., xv. 24, xxiii. 78). Cob-nuts are short and
roundish, and have a thick and strong shell. Hazel-nuts, under
the name of Barcelona or Spanish nuts, are largely exported from

France and Portugal, and especially Tarragona and other places in

Spain. They afford 60 per cent, of a colourless or pale-yellow, sweet-

tasting, non-drying oil, which has a specific gravity of 92 nearly,

becomes solid at - 19' C. (Cloez), and consists approximately of

carbon 77, and hydrogen and oxygen each 11 '5 per cent. Hazel

nuts formed part of the food of the ancient lake-dwellers of Swit-

zerland and other countries of Europe (see Keller, Lake Dwellings,

trans. Lee, 2d ed., 1878). By the Romans they were sometimes eaten

roasted. Kaltenbacli (Pfianzcnfeindc, pp. 633-38, 1874) enumerates
Dincty-eight insects which attack the haze'. Among these the beetle

Balaninvs nucum, L. , the nut-weevil, seen on hazel and oak stems
from the end of May till July, is highly destiuctive to the nuts.

The female lays an egg in the unripe nut, on the kernel of which
the larva subsists till September, when it bores its way through the

shell, and enters the earth, to undergo transformation into a chry-

oalis in the ensuing spring. The leaves of the hazel are frequently

found mined on the upper and under side respectively by the larvx

of the moths Lithocolldis cort/li, Nic, and L. Nicclii, Sta. The
tomtit has beeu observed to pass over the iilbert whilst destroying

other nuts (Darwin, Anim. and PI., ii. 231). Parasitic on the roots

of the hazel is found the curious leafless Lalhrwa squamosa, or

Toothwort, of the natural order Orobanchacca;.

The Hebrew word Inz, translated " hazel " in the authorized

version of the English Bible (Gen. xxx. 37), is believed to signify

•' almond" (see Kitto, Cijcl. of Bibl. Lil.,u. 869, and iii. 811, 18G4).

A belief in the efficijcy of divining-rods of hazel for the discovery of

concealed objects is probably of remoto origin (<•/. Hosea, iv. 12).

G. Agricola, in his treatise Vom Bcrgwerck (pp. xxix.-xxxi., Basel,

1557), gives an account, accompanied by a woodcut, of their em-
ployment in searching for mineral veins. By certain persoiLS, who
for different metals used roils of various materials, rods of hazel,

he says, were held serviceable simply for silver lodes, and by the
skilled miner, who tnisted to natural signs of mineral veins, they
wore regarded as of no avail at all. The virtue of the hazel wand
was supposed to bo dependent on its having two forks; these were
to be grasped in the fi.sti, with the fingers ujipermost, but with
moderate hrmness only, lest the free motion of the opposite end
downwards towards the lookcd-for object should be iiiterfired with.

According to Cornish tradition, the divining or dowsing rod is

guided to lodes by the pixies, the guardians of the treasures of the

earth. By Vallemont, who wrote towards tlie end of the 17th
century, the divining-rod of hazel, or "baguette divinatoire," is

described as instrumental in the pursuit of criminals. The Jesuit

Vaniire, who flourished in the early juirt of tho 18th century, in

the Prmdium Rustirum (pp. 12, 13, new cd., Toulouse, 1742) amus-
ingly relates the manner m which ho exposed the chicanery of one

who pretended by the aid of a hazel divining-rod to point oat
hidden water-courses and gold. The burning of haxel nuts for the

magical investigation of the future is alluded to by Gay in Thurs-
day, or the Spell, and by Bums in JIalloican. The hazel is very
frequently mentioned by the old French romance writers. Tho
Coryliis rostrala anii' anuricana of North America have edible

fruits like those of C. Avcllana. Tlie Witch Hazel is the species

Jfamamclis virginica (see vol. ii. p. 320), of the natural order
llanuiinclidca:, the astiingent bark of which is used in medicine.

See Loudon, Arhoi^ttum, ill. 20IG ffq.: Oai'denfr's Chron., 1850. pp. 101 and 652;
C. M-liilosh. The Book of the Oardcn. il. 663, 1855 ; Svrac, &o\cerbyt Eng. Bet.,

viii. 170, l<irJ*; Masicra, Vegetable Tevatohgt/, Kay Soc., 18W; J. D. Hooker,
Students Flora, pp. 3C3-4, 2d cd., ISTS. (F. II. B.)

HAZEL-HEN. See Grouse.
HAZLETON, a post - borough of Luzerne county,

Pennsylvania, U.S., is situated about 80 miles N.N.W. of

Phil.adelphia. Owing to its elevated and healthy situa-

tion, its agreeable climate, and tho facilities afl'orded by
its railway connexions with other districts, it has become
a favourite and fashionable health-resort in summer.
The manufactures include both iron and timber ; and a

part of the rolling-stock of the Lehigh Valley Railway is

made in the town. There are several valuable coal-

mines in the vicinity. The population in 1860 was only

1707; in 1870 it was 4317, and since then it has con-

siderably increased.

HAZLITT, William (1778-1830), one 'of the most

eminent of English critics, was born April 10, 1778, at

Maidstone, where his father was minister of the Presby-

terian congregation. He was educated privately, and after-

wards at the Unitarian College at Hackney, where he first

began to speculate upon metaphysical subjects. Feeling

disinclined to enter the dissenting ministry, he returned to

Wem in Shropshire, where his father had in the meantime

settled, and there led an idle and desultory life until, about

1802, he determined upon becoming a painter. Meta-

physics and art continued his joint passion throughout Lis

life. It was his singular lot to be animated by an equal

enthusiasm for two of the most dissimilar fields of human
effort, in neither of which was he capable of achieving

eminence, and yet, by a combination of the qualities proper

to both, to obtain the most distinguished success in another

sphere which he only entered by accident. The secret of

his distinction as a critic is the union in him of the meta-

physician's acuteness with the painter's eye for colour and

substance. Nowhere else is abstract thought so pictur-

esquely bodied forth by concrete illustration. He com-

menced the practice of painting in London, where his elder

brother had already acquired some reputation as an artist,

and soon found his way into literary and artistic circle.i, be-

coming especially intimate with Lamb, Hunt, and Godwin.

Previously to this ho had (January 1798) been powerfully

influenced by Coleridge, who had come to preach in his

father's neighbourhood, and of whose conversation and

general demeanour he has left a most vivid picture. His

professional painting did not prosper, and little remains

of it except a few portraits; but in 1805 he published

his Essay on the Principles of Human Action, which had

occupied him at intervals for six or seven years. This

work, further defined by tho author as an argument in

favour of the natural disinterestedness of Iho human mind,

was preferred by him to all his other writings, but never

attracted any attention from the public. In 1807 appeared

a mo!?t useful abridgment of Abraham Tucker's Lir/fU of

Nature Pursued, and a clever but fallaciou.s- attempt to

invalidate tho natural law established in ^lalthus's Essay

on Populotion. In tho following year ho married Sarah,

sister of Dr Stoddart, well known for hia connexion with

tho journalism of the day, a woman of literary tastes and

great strength of character, but cold, formal, and utterly

uncongenial to him. No man indeed could well be Icijs

adnplcii for domestic life than llaz.litt, whose habits, not-

withstanding his oxcmplury sobriety, were most irregular.
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Mrfaose temper was fitful and moody, Erad the intensity of

Hrhose passions rendered Lim for tlio time insensible to the

feelings and rightful claims of those who might stand in

the way of their, gratification. The dissolution of the

ill-assorted union was nevertheless deferred for fourteen

years, during which much of his best literary work had

been produced. After three or four years, during which

lie almost disappears from observation, he came forward pro-

minently as a writer in the Examiner and as a lecturer at

the Surrey Institution, bringing out in rapid succession Lis

Round Table, a collection of essays on literature, men, and

manners, his View of the contemporary English stage, and

his lectures on the poets, the English comic writers, and
the dramatic literature of the age of Elizabetli. By these

works, together with his Characters of Shal-espeare's Plays

(1817), and his Table Talk (1821), his reputation as a critic

and essayist will mainly be sustained. Next to Coleridge,

Hazlitt was perhaps the most powerful exponent of the

dawning perception that Shakespeare's art was no less

marvellous than his genius ; and Hazlitt's criticism did

not, like Coleridge's, remain in the condition of a series of

brilliant but fitful glin^pses of insight, but was elaborated

with steady care. His lectures on the Elizabethan drama-
tists performed a similar service for the earlier, sweeter, and
simpler among thera, such as Dekker, till then unduly
eclipsed by later writers like Jfassinger, better playwrights

but worse poets. Treating of the contemporary dramo,

he successfully vindicated for Edmund Kean (whom, how-
ever, he ha4 at first disparaged) the high place which
he has retained as an actor; while his criticisms on the

English comic writers and men of lettei-s in general are

masterpieces of ingenious and felicitous exposition, though
rarely, like Coleridge's, penetrating to the inmost core of

the subject. As an essayist Hazlitt is even more effective

than as a critic, for this style of composition allows more
scope to the striking individuality of his character. Being
enabled to select his own subjects, he escapes dependence
upon others either for his matter or his illustratioiis, and
presents himself by turns as a metaphysician, a moralist,

a humorist, a painter of manners and characteristics, but
always, whatever his ostensible theme, deriving the essence

of his commentary from his own bosom. This combination

of intense subjectivity with strict adherence to his subject

13 one of Hazlitt's most distinctive and creditable traits.

Intellectual truthfulness is a passion with him. He steeps

his topic in the hues of his own individuality, but never

uses it as a means of self-display. The first reception of

these admirable essays was by no means in accordance

with their deserts. Hazlitt's political sympathies and
antipathies were vehement, and he had taken the unfashion-

able side. The Quarterli/ attacked him with deliberate

malignity, stopped the sale of his writings for a time, and
blighted his credit with publishers. He had become
estranged from his early friends, the Lake poets, by what
he uncharitably but not unnaturally regarded as their

political apostasy; as well as by an escapade of his own,
obscurely related, but apparently not creditable. His
inequalities of temper separated him for a time even from
Leigh Hunt and Charles Lamb, and on the whole the

period of his most brilliant literary success was that when
he was most soured and broken. Domestic troubles super-

vened ; his marriage, long little more than nominal, was
dissolved in consequence of the infatuated passion he had
conceived for a servant girl, a most ordinary person in the
eyes of every one else. It is impossible to regard Hazlitt
as a responsible agent while he continued subject to this

Influence. His own record of the transaction, published by
himself under the title of Liber Amoris, or the Xeio Pyj-
vwlion (1823), is a most remarkable psychological curiosity,
and one of the most signal examples extant of the power of

genuine passion, not merely to palliato wLat is wrong, but
to dignify what is ridiculous. /'His idolatry," says iirs

Jameson, " in its intense earnestness and reality assumes
something of the sublimity of an act of faith." The
business-like dissolution of his marriage under the law ol

Scotland is related with amazing naivete by the familj'

biographer. Eid of his wife and cured of his mistress, ha
shortly afterwards astonished his friends by marrying a

widow, "All I know," says his grandson, "is that Mrs
Bridgewater became Jlrs Hazlitt." They travelled on ths

Continent for q, year, and then parted never to meet agaia,

Hazlitt's study of the Italian masters during this tour,

described in a series of letters contributed to the ZIorniiig

Chronicle, had a deep effect upon him, and perhaps conduced
to that intimacy with the cynical old painter Northcote
which, shortly after his return, engendered a curious but
eminently readable volume of conversations with him. The
respective shares of author and artist are not always easy

to determine. During the receijt agitations of liis life he

had been writing essaj-s, collected in 1826 under the title

of The Plain SpeaJ;er ; others subsequently written were

published after his death. They are in no respect inferior

to his earlier performances. The Spirit of the Age (1S25),

a series of criticisms on the leading intellectual characters

of the day, reveals that ho was less qualified to assign their

true place to contemporaries than to revise the verdicts of

the past, but is in point of style perhaps the most splendid

and copious of his compositions. It is eager and animated

to impetuosity, with no trace of carelessness or disorder.

He now undertook a work which was to have crowned his

literary reputation, but which can hardly be said to have
even enhanced it

—

The Life of Kapoleon (1828-30). The
undertaking was at best premature, and was inevitably dis-

figured by partiality to Napoleon as the representative oi

the popular cause, excusable and even becoming in a

Liberal politician writing in the days of the Holy Alliance,

but preposterous now that the true tendencies of French

imperialism are recognized. Owing to the failure of his

publishers Hazlitt received no recompense for this laborious

work. Pecuniary anxieties and disappointments may have

contributed to hasten his death, which took place on

September 18, 1830, Charles Lamb was with him to the

last.

With many serious defects both on the intellectual and

the moral side, Hazlitt's character in both had at least the

merit of sincerity and consistency. He was a compound
of intellect and passion, and the refinement of his critical

analysis is associated with vehement eloquence and glowing

imagery. He was essentia^ a critic, a dissector, and, as

Bulwer justly ren)arks, a much better judge of men of

thought than of men of action. But he also possessed many
gifts in no way essential to the critical character, and tran-

scending the critic's ordinary sphere. These, while giving

him rank as an independent writer, frequently perturbed

the natural clearness of his critical judgment, and seduced

him into the paradoxes with which his works abound.

These paradoxes, however, never spring from affectation

;

they are in general the sallies of a mind so agile and ardent

as to overrun its own goal. His style is perfectly natural,

and yet admirably calculated for effect. His diction, always

rich and masculine, seems to kindle as he proceeds; and

when thoroughly animated by his subject, he advances with

a succession of energetic, hard-hitting sentences, each carry-

ing his argument a step further, like a champion dealing

out blows as he presses upon the enemy. Although, how-

ever, his grasp upon his subject is strenuous, his insight

into it is rarely profound. He can amply satisfy men
of taste and culture ; he cannot, like Coleridge or Burke,

dissatisfy them with themselves by showing them how much
they would have missed without him. He belongs to the
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class of critics that esLibits tlio beauties of an antbor, latlier

than to the class that reveals them. He was soniewhiit

backward in appreciating contemporary merit; he venerated

Coleridge's intellect, but his estimate of his poetry is ridi-

culously loiv ; his review of Shelley's posthumous poems,

though rhetorically fine, is critically poor ; and he did little

to vindicate the fame of Keats. As a moralist and observer

of manners his chief merit consists in the extreme felicity

of his occasional observations. But all shortcomings are

forgotten in the genuineness and fervour of the writer's self-

portraiture, and the bold relief in which he stands out from

the crowd of mankind. The intensity of his pcr?onal con-

victions causes all he wrote to appear in a manner auto-

biographic. Other men have been said to speak like books,

Hazlitt's books speak like men. To read his works in

connexion with Leigh Hunt's and Charles Lamb's is to be

introduced into one of the most attractive of English

literary circles, and this alone will long preserve them from

oblivion.

The most copious source of information respecting Hazlitt is tlio

biography by his grandson (1807), a medley rather than a memoir,
yet lull of interest. A slight but appropriate sketch had previously

Deen prefixed by his sou to the posthumous essays published in

1836, accompanied by elegant but partial estimates of his intellec-

tual character by Buhver and Talfourd. Valuable biographical

particulars have been preserved in Barry Cornwall's memoirs of

Lamb, and in tho reminiscences of Mr P. G. Patmore, llazlitt's

most intimate associate in his latter years. A full bibliographical

list of his writings, with a collection of the most remarkable critical

judgments upon them from all quarters, has been tastefully and
wdusti-iously prepared by Mr Ale.'iander Ireland (1868). (R. G.)

HEAD, SiE Edmund Walker, Bart., (1805-1868), a
popular writer on art, was born in 1805 at Wiarton Place,

near Maidstone in Kent. He was educated at Winchester
school and Oriel College, O.vford, and taking his degree

with first-class honours in classics, he became in 1827 fellow

of Merton College, and in 1834 university examiner in

classics. Two years later he married ; and on his father's

death in 1838, he succeeded to the baronetcy as eighth

baronet. His services as poor-law commissioner, to which
post he was appointed in 1841 after three years as

assistant-commissioner, procured for him in 1847 the
iffice of lieutenant-governor of New Brunswick, whence
hu passed in 1854 to the governor-generalship of Canada,
which ho retained till 1861. The fdlowing year, having
returned to England, Head was nominated a civil-service

commissioner. In 1857 he was sworn of the Privy Council,
and in 1860 was decorated as K.C.B., while in the course
of his career he received the degrees of D.C.L. at Oxford
and LL.D. at Cambridge. He died in London, January
28, 1868.

Sir Edmund Head wrote tho article " Painting," in the Penny
Cyclopccdia ; A Ifandbook of IJu) Sjmnish and Prtnch Schools oj
Painliny, 1845; Shall awl lyut, or two chapters on future AuxiU-
an/ VerliM, 186<>; and Ballads and other Poems, original and trans-
laud, 1868. He also edited d Handbook of Painting of flic German,
Flemish, DaCch, Spanish, and French Schools, 1854. His transla-
tion from the Icelandic of Viga Olum's Saga appeared io 18C5.

HEAD, Sin Francis Bond, Bart. (179.3-1875), soldier,

traveller, and author, son of James Koper Head of tho
Hermitage, Kant, was born there January 1, 1793. He
served with tho Royal Engiuoers at the battles of Waterloo
and Fleurus, and when ho retired from the army ho had
risen to the rank of major. In 1825 ho accepted tho
charge of an association formed to work the gold and silver

roineii of llio do la Plata. In connexion with this enter-
prise ho made several rapid journeys across the Pampas and
among tho Andes, his JiOugh Ifotes of which, jjublishcd in

1820, and written in a clear and spirited style, obtained for
him the name of " Gallojting Head." In 1830 he wns
appiiinlcJ governor of Upper Canada, where he mauifcntcd
biuiilai- energy in dealing with tho di."coatont« from wliich
tho colony was at that time suffering. Ho r:signed his

office in 1837, and in recognition of lis services lie was in

1838 created a baronet. The narrative of liis adnjinistra-

tion in Upper Canada was published by him in 1839. In
1867 he became a privy councillor. He died at Lis resi-

dence at Croydon, July 20, 1875. Some time previously

a pension of XI GO per annum was conferred upon hin for

his " services to literature."

Sir Francis Head was the author of a considerable iinnibcr of
works, cliicHy of travel, written in a clever, amusing, and graphic
fashion, and displaying both acute observation and genial Immour.
Besides those already mentioned, his principal works, which have
all gone throngh more titan one edition, are Bubbles from the
Bnmncn. of Nassau, 1833; Life of Bnice, 1844; The Emigrant,
1846; Stokers and Pokers, 1850; The Defenceless State of Great
Britain, 1850; A Faggot of French Sticks, 1851; A Fortnight in
Ireland, 1852; Descriptive Stiatjs, 1856; The Horse and his Hidcr,
1860; The Bo'jal Engineer, 1870.

HEAD, Sir George (1782-1855), brother of the pre-

ceding, was born in 1782. He was educated at the Char-
terhouse. In 1808 ho received an appointment in the
commissariat of the British'army in the Peninsula, where ho
was a witness of many exciting scenes and important battles,

of which he gave an interesting account in " ^Memoirs of

an Assistant Commis-sarj'-Genurar' attached to the second
volume of his Home Tom; published in 1837. In 1814 he
was sent to America to take charge of the commissariat in

a naval establishment on the Canadian lakes, and he
subsequentlyheld appointments at Halifax andNova Scotia.

Some of his Canadian experiences were narrated by him in

Forest Scenery and Incidents in the Wilds of North America,
published in 1829. In 1831 he received the honour of

knighthood. He published in 1835 A Home Tour through

the Manufacturing Districts of England, and in 1837 a
sequel to it, entitled A Home Tour through various parts

of the United Kingdom. Both works are amusing and in-

structive, but his Itome, a Tour of Many Days, published in

1849, is somewhat dull and tedious. He also contributed

several articles to the Quarterly liemew, and translated

Historical Memoirs of Cardinal Pacca, 1860, and tho

Metamorphoses of Apuleius, 1851. He died in London,
May 2, 1855.

HEARNE, Samuel (1745-1792), an English explorer,

was born at London in 1745. At the age of eleven he
entered the Royal Navy as midshipman in the vessel of

Lord Hood, but at the conclusion of the war he took service

with the Hudson's Bay Company as quartermaster. In

1768 he was appointed to examine portions of the coast of

Hudson's Bay with a view to the improvement of tho cod-

fishing, wheii he executed his task with such ability that it

was resolved to employ him in the discqwery of the north-

west passage, and of certain mines of copper whose existence

was asserted by the Indians. His first attempt, upon whicli

he set out on iSTovember 6, 1 769, was unsuccessful owin'^

to the desertion of tho Indians ; and his second, entered

upon on 23d February 1770, was by tho breaking of las

quadrant likewise rendered abortive ; but in his third ex-

pedition, upon w'hich he started in December 1770, he was
completely successful, as he not only discovered the exist-

ence of copper on tho banks of what is now known as

Coppermine river, but traced tho course of that river

till it joined tho Arctic Ocean. After an absence of

eighteen months and l\ jnty-threo days he arrived at Fort
Churchill, of which ho was subsequently promoted to bo
the governor. He returned to England in 1 787, and died
there in 1792. An account of his journeys from Prince

of Wales Fort to tho Northern Ocean was published post-

humously in 1795.

HEARNE, TiroMAs (1678-1735), an English antiquary,
was born in 1G78 at Littleficld Green, in the parish of

While Waltham, Berkshire, whcro his father, the parish
clork, in payment of tho rental of the vicarage Louse in

which ho lived, taught ten boys yearly. Thomas, after
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receiving llio rudiments of ctlacs.inn from bis fallier, was
jent by the kindness of a gentleman to the free school

of Bray, "on purpose to learn the Latin tongue." This

gentleman in 1695 took him into his house, and his educa-

tion was continued at Bray till tiie Easter of 1696, when
he was sent to study at Edmund Hall, Oxford. There liis

diligence and scholarship attracted the attention of Dr John
Mill, the editor of the Greek Testament with various read-

ings, who employed him to compare several MSS. Hearne
took the decree of B.A. in 1699, and on account of the

reputation he had acqaired for his knowledge of books Le
was in 1701 appointed assistant-keeper of the Bodleian
Library. There at his own option he set himself dili-

gently to correct the catalogue, und prepared an appendix
which was afterwards incorporated in the new catalogue

without acknowledgment. His interest in the antiquarian

treasures of the library induced him to refuse many valu-

able preferments, and in 1712 he was appointed second
keeper, with the stipulation made by himself that he should
also be janitor, so as to obtain access to the library at any
time he pleased. In 1714: or 1715 he was elected arehi-

typographus and esquire beadle of civil law in the university,

but, an objection being taken to his holding this ofiice

along with that of second librarian, he resigned it in the

November following.
. In January 1716 he was compelled,

on account of his refusal to take the oaths to the Govern-
ment, to resign also his appointment of librarian, but. he
continued to reside principally at Oxford, where he occupied
himself chiefly in preparing for publication the works of old*

English authors. His injudicious and inappropriate inser-

tion of Jacobite sentiments in his prefaces awakened, how-
ever, the hostility of the university magnates, and subjected
him to several prosecutions. He died lOtli June 1735.
Though Hearne was somewhat indiscriminate in his anti-

quarian taste, and rambling and desultory in his style of

composition, his persevering diligehce and minute accuracy
enabled him to do valuable service in bibliography.
His publications were nearly all priuted by subscription at

Oxford. The principal of them are

—

Diiclor Historicus ; Hcliguice
liodldanm ; an edition of Livij; Spelmau's Life of Alfred the Great;
lyeland's Iliiicrari/

; Leland's Collectanea ; Acta Apostolorxim ; Titi
Livii Foro'-Juiuiisis Vita Hcnrici Qiiinti, Regis Anoliic; Alurcdi
Bcocrlaccnns Annalcs; Guliclmi liyperi Vita D. Thn-.ncc Mori
Equitis Aurali; GiUiebni Camdcni Annales Eerum Anglicarum.
el Hibernicarum rcijnante Elizabctha ; Gulielmi '^'ci^brigeitsis His-
toria; Thomie Sprotti Chronica; A CoUection of Curious Discourses
written bif Eminent Antiquaries jopon English Antiquities; Mobcrti
de Avcsbur'j Bistoria de Mirabilibus Gestis Edwardi III. ; Johannis
de Fordun, Scoliehronicon Gcnuinum; History arul Antiquities of
Glastonbury; Robert of Gloucester's Chronicle ; Annals of Dunstable;
and Benedict, Abbot of rcirrborouqh. Most of those have been
reprinted. His MSS. were left by him to Dr William Bradford', of
whom they were bought by Dr Richard Rawlinson and bequeathed
to the Bodleian Library. Bihliotluea Hcarniana, Excerptsfrom the
Catalogue of Thomas Hearne, M.A., appeared in ISiS. Bcliquia:
Hcarnianm, the remains of Thomas Hearne, of Edmund Hall, being
extractsfrom his MS. diaries, collected with a few notes by Philijj
Bliss, was published in two volumes, O.xford, 1857; 2d ed., London,
IS69.
See Impartial Mfmorials of the life and Writings tf TImmas Uearne. If. A.,

by semral hand', London, 1736; Licesof Leland. Ilcarnf,and IFooii, Oxford, 1772;
and KichnVs' Literary Anecdotes. Letters addressed to T. Hearne, tdiU-d bv T.
Onvry, were privately printed at Londnn, l'J74. Bliss's copy of The Life of T.
Hearne, witli copious notes, is in the library of the British Museum.

HEART, Diseases of the, form a large proportion of
the most serious disorders that afflict mankind, in youth as
well as in advanced life. For the structure and functions
of the organ the reader is referred to Anatomy and
Physiologv.

In the early ages of medicine, the absence of correct
anatomical, physiological, and pathological knowledge pre-
vented diseases of the heart from being recognized with
any certainty during life, and almost entirely precluded
them from becoming the objects of medical treatment. But
no sooner did Harvey (I62S) publish his discovery of the
circulation of the blood, and its dependence on the heart

as its central organ, than derangemonls of tTie circulati<i&

began to be recognized as sign,s of disease of that central

organ. The earliest indications of this important step in

the diagnoses of these diseases are to be found in the instruc-

tive records contained in the writings of the great patho-

logists of the beginning of the 18th century, of whom the

chief in tins respect are Lanci.si, Morgagui, Senac, and
Meckel. There is, however, a limit to the information

obtainable in this way; and, though its range has been
largely increased in our day by the invention of sucl.

instruments as the sphygmograph and cardiograph, ic, it

was very easily reached in those early times, when men had
only their unaided senses to depend upon, and but little ex-

perience to guide them. We need not wonder, then, that

after the fiist great step was taken there was but little

further progress made, and medicine had to wait till the

beginning of another century, when Corvisart (1806) first

made practical use of Auenbnigger's (1761) invention of

percussion to determine the size of the heart, enlargement

of that organ bulking largely lu those days as a substantive

disease. Corvisart was also in the habit of listening to th"

sounds made by the heart, and he may therefore be

regarded as the first practical exponent of our modern
methods of physical exploration, though scarcely as their

founder. For as Auenbrugger invented percussion, so

Laennec (1819) was undoubtedly the first to make a scien-

tific application of mediate auscultation to the diagnosis of

diseases of the chest, and it is to him we trace all the

benefits derived from this method of inquiry, though it is

to -Bouillaud (1S24) that we are chiefly indebted for its

extension to the diagnosis of diseases of the heart; whde
it is to the clinical experience, and above all to the practical

experiments, of James Hope (1832) that *e owe much of

that precision we have now attained in our diagnosis of

those diseases from abnormalities in the sounds produced
during the cardiac movements

;
just as we have learned

from M. Forget (1851) the doctrine of retro-dilatation,

which rightly interpreted is capable of greatly informing

us as to the origin and progress of heart disease, and from

William Stokes (1854-) some instructive views on defective

heart power as a cause of certain symptoms simulating

disease of the brain, which have proved most valuable and
suggestive in the diagnosis of diseases of the heart as well

as in their treatment.

The half dozen works just alluded to by no means ex

haust the literature of this subject during the past ages,

but each of them marks an era, and by their means we
may readily trace the progress of cardiac diagnosis during

the 130 years intervening between Lancisi and Stokes ; but

during the twenty odd years that have since elapsed the

literature of this subject has become so unusually copious

and exhaustive that it would occupy too much space merely

to enumerate the authors' names. Fortunately this further

development need not concern us here.

As in former so in recent times the progress made in

the diagnosis of diseases of the heart has been entirely

based on- physics and on physiology, and the heart is an

organ so situated and so connected as to render it singularly

amenable to these methods of investigation. Resting on

the diaphragm, and projected against the anterior chest-

wall, the heart is partly within reach, and is otherwise so

completely surrounded on three sides by resonant organs

(the lungs) that any change in its position or in its size is

readily made out by palpation and percussion, "while by

listening' over the cardiac area—auscultation—we can

ascertain whether the valves of the heart remain intact,

have an «inusual strain thrown upon them, or have been

rendered incompetent by disease.

As the four openings of the heart lie so close together

tl'.at a superficial area of half a square inch includes a part
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cf each, it is only by taking advantage of certain well-known

laws regulating the conduction of sound that wo arc able

to differentiate the sounds produced at each of these open-

ings respectively, and to assign to each a definite position

on the chest-wall, where it is heard at its maximum intensity.

Physiology, on the other hand, teaches us that each indi-

vidual cardiac pulsation, the time of which is marked for

us by that impulse against the chest-wall of which we are

all more or less conscious, consists of alternate acts of con-

traction and dilatation affecting the four cavities of the

heart. Some of these acts precede this impulse, some

accompany it, and others follow it, and the relation of any

sound produced within the heart to these physiological acts

13 termed its rhythm.

The functional perfection of the heart is thus easily

determined by ascertaining that it is of a normal size, that

its impulse is neither too strong nor too weak, and that its

'onnds are normal when listened to, each in its own position

of maximum intensity. When these conditions are present,

any abnormal cardiac phenomena, such as palpitation,

irregular action, &s., are to be regarded as^ entirely due to

abnormal innervation, and not to any actual disease of the

heart. On the other hand functional imperfection is readily

detected by the occurrence of any abnormality in the

phenomena already referred to, especially if accompanied

by a blowing sound instead of the usual valve sound in

any of the normal auscultatory areas. And an intelligent

appreciation of these facts, together with a correlation of

the physical with the physiological phenomena, that is, a

correct determination of the rhythm of the sounds heard,

enables us to ascertain with certainty, not only the valve

implicated, but also the mode in which the lesion has

affected or is likely to affect the heart and through it the

circulation. Having found the heart to be functionally

imperfect, we have two alternatives presented to us—either

the valves are incurably deformed from previous* disease,

or they are merely functionally imperfect from over-disten-

tion of the cardiac cavities, a state of matters which may
arise from various causes, and which is always susceptible

of great relief and very often of perfect cure.

The great function of the heart is to keep up such a

pressure within the arterial section of the vascular canals

as will suiHco for the maintenance of the circulation and
of all the organic functions of the body dependent upon it

The tendency, however, of all the extrinsic forces connected
with the circulation is to equalize the blood pressure

throughout the vascular system, and so to bring the circula-

tion to a stand-still ; and indeed it is in this way that death

at last occurs ; whether it happen suddenly or slowly tho

cause is still the same—cessation of tho circulation brought
about by equalization of the blood pressure throughout the

whole of the vascular system, or, as it may be otherwise
put, from decline of the arterial (aortic) blood pressure.

Valvular lesions of the heart, however produced, tend,

as may be readily understood, to neutralize the cardiac

function and to lower tho arterial blood pressure, either by
permitting an unnatural escape of tho blood backward
• regurgitation) or by obstructing its onv.-ard flow (obstruc-

tion). And this action i.s further intcnsificrl by the inter-

ference with the cardiac nutrition which necessarily results,

first of all directlj', from the heart being flii.shcd with blood
at a low pressure, and secondly inJircctly, from the
imperfect performance of all tbo.so functions, such as
digestion, itc, upon which tho formation of healthy blood
depends, arising from the same cause.

Valvular disease thus gives the heart moro work to do,

while it takes from it tho power of doing it, putting tho
organ in a vicious circle. In this way curable disease if

neglected may readily lapse into incurabilit}', while to

incurable disease there can be but one ending, though, apart

from such accidents as embolism or asystole from violent

emotion or exertion, that is neither so sudden nor so speedy

as is commonly supposed, and indeed usually occurs from

gradual asthenia, often accompanied hydropsy, and preceded

by a life of more or less active exertion, averaging in many
cases not less than twenty years from the primary onset of

the disease. During this comparatively long period the

disease may have been entirely mute ; that is, the valvq

lesion has progressed so slowly from its trilling commencej

ment that the residual accumulation in the cavity primarily

affected has gone on guttatim, and has spread itself back-

wards over the other sections of the circulation in the same
gradualmanner, the resulting dilatation being bo immediately

followed by compensating hypertrophy that the sufferer has

never been aware of any derangement of his functions. A
time comes at last, however, when, from a failure of nutri-

tion due to physical causes, the increase in the heart's bulk

ceases to be muscular, it becomes fibrous; then indeed the

disease is no longer mute, serious rupture of the compensa-

tion sets in, and aU that art can do is to make the inevitable

declension as gradual as possible. Up to this period any
accidenlkl rupture of the compensation, which readily

enough occurs from over-exertion, imperfect nutrition from

any cause, or from any feverish attack, is as a rule perfectly

amenable to appropriate treatment, though the restored com-

pensation is always less stable than it had been previously.

Ruptured compensation is often attended by very alarm-

ing symptoms, such as great general dropsy and extreme

irregularity of the heart's action, but the true measure of the

patient's danger lies less in these symptoms than in the

condition of the cardiac muscle, and in the circumstances

which threaten asystole, that is, arrest of the heart's action.

If in early times the diagnosis of diseases of the heart

was a matter of great difficulty, this seemed of less import-

ance as their treatment was so hopeless. " A mesure qu'on

pdnfetre," says Senac, " dans les maladies du cocur, la

mddicine parait plus sterile
;
que peut-on espererdes mddi-

caments, par exemple, dans les dilatations du coeur f " But
modern science, which has rendered the heart so accessible

from all sides that there is nowadays probably no organ

of the body whose diseases can be so readily detected or

so accurately discriminated, has not only pointed out the

true source of danger in these diseases, but has also pat

into our hands a remedy by which some are cured who
were formerly thought incurable, while many incurables

have their downward progress so successfully arrested that

they feel themselves to bo practically cured. And yet

Digitalis (q.v.) was all but unknown 100 years ago, while

so little was known of its real action

—

ratio medendi—that

within the last thirty years a living author wrote that the

use of digitalis as a diuretic in heart disease was quite

" indefensible," as " tho failing heart is absolutely incap-

able of sustaining tho depressing influence of the drug."

Nowadays we know digitalis to be the only drug that can

bo relied on for increasing tho power of the heart's contrac-

tions, and it also slows them,—the result being that the

blood pressure is increased throughout the whole arterial

system, and that, time being given for the licart itself to

be flushed by blood at an increased pressure, its nutrition is

improved, the heart not only acts more powerfully under

the immediate influenceof tho drug, but it becomes more able

to act, so that by and by the drug may bo left ofl"; though

indeed, should the muscular degeneration determinafely

threaten a rapid progression, tonic doses of the drug may
bo safely given daily for many years continuously, in spite

of all our forefathers' croaking as to tho dangers of accumu-

lation. But however marvellous tho effects of tonic doses

of digitalis may bo, tho virtues of tho drug in larger doses

aro even moro wonderful in opi)ropriate cases, for by means

of large doses the -skilled physician lias it in his power

XI. — 70
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permanently to contract many dilated hearts, and so to

cure what seemed an incurable disease not only to Senac

but even to many of his more modern successors.

There are many other drugs employed in the treatment

of diseases of the heart, but there is no other deserving of

special mention. Other medicines are employed to relieve

piin, aid digestion, dispel flatulence, unload the boweLs,

improve the blood, or simply as general tonics, and may
be catalogued as morphia, chloroform, belladonna, pepsine,

asafoetida, aloes, rhubarb, iron, &c.

Angina pectoris (q.v.) is a painful disease of the heart

which has been already described. Palpitation is an
extremely rapid and sometimes forcible action of the heart.

Irregular Siad. Intermittent Action are sufficiently described

by their names ; ii-regular action may be tumultuous or so

pecflliar as to deserve the name of a veritable delirium

cordis ; intermission consists in the dropping of a beat

every second, third, or fourth time', or seldomer.- Some-
times the intermission only applies to the pulse, the heart

actip.g regularly, and is caused by that particular systole not

being forcible enough to propel the blood to the periphery

;

occasionally we have two beats of the pulse and then an
intermission, constituting what has been termed a pulsus

hijeminus, or the rhythm of the intermission maybe even

more varied. All these forms of perverted action of the

heart may accompany valvular lesions, or they may occur

in hearts whose valves are sound ; the walls of such hearts

are, however, almost invariably more or les3 feeble, imper-

fectly nourished, and the blood ofien poor and watery.

They are rarely indicative of any real djinger, though
euificiently trcablescme and alarming to the sufferer ; they

arise from abnormal innervation, and are part of the

penalties we pay for oar present state of organization.

We could enjoy nothing if we could not also suffer; and
the blush of sensitiveness, the quickened pulse of affection,

are paid for by the throb of anxiety, and the fatal inhibition

of the heart's action due to overwhelming emotion. Most
of these cases, however, own a much more ignoble origin :

a flatulent distention of the stomach, a crapulous dyspepsia,

the abuse of alcohol and tobacco, &c., are frequent sources

of nervous heart trouble, so frequent that in some parts

where young men most do congregate the tobacco-heart

especially is quite a proverLial ailment. Overwork, worry,
or excess of any kind ij sufficient to bring on heart
trouble of this character, as we can readily understand
when we reflect that the heart does about one-fifth of the
whole mechanical work of the body—a work equivalent to

raising its own weight over 13,000 feet an hour; that it

takes its rest only in short snatches as it were, its action

as a whole being continuous ; and that it must necessarily

be the earliest sufi"erer from any improvidence as regards

nutrition,—mental emotion being in this respect quite as

potential a cause of constitutional bankruptcy as the most
violent muscular exertion. Fortunately, to a skilled physi-

cian there is no difficulty of determining the true nature of

these cases, and they are all more or less amenable to appro-

priate treatment. Syncope, or fainting, is an aflfection

somewhat similar to those just described ; it essentially

consists in an emotional inhibition of the cardiac systole,

so that the blood pressure within the brain falls below that

necessary for the maintenance of consciousness ; as the

heart's action fortunately does not in these cases entirely

cease, the best plan is to favour the flow of blood to the

head by maintaining the sufferer with a lowered and
slightly depending head until the efi'ects of the momentary
inhibition have passed off. The inflammatory affections of

the heart. Carditis, Endocarditis, and Pericarditis are most
important and serious affections, but their history and
treatment are more suited for a work on practice of physic,

in any of which full information regarding them may be

fouad. . They are mainly rheumatic and gouty in character,

and they are to be regarded as varieties of these diseases
;

the mere fact of their affecting the heart is of but little

consequence as to their immediate result, however important

it may by and by become from the valvular lesions to which

they so often give rise. There are but few exceptions to

this rule, and amongst them are those rare cases in which

acute endarteritis blocks the coronary vessels and gives rise

to fatal angina. .Fatty Degeneration of the heart, which

bulks so largely in the popular mind as a cause of sudden

death, is an almost hypothetical lesion of most infrequent

occurrence, probably never found apart from disease of the

coronary arteries, impossible of diagnosis, and very rarely

of itself proving suddenly fatal, • (g. w, b.)

HEAT
By Sir WILLIAM THOMSON.

EaUred aceot^ding to Act 0/ Parliament of Canada, in the year 1880, by Williaji Thomso.v, Knt., Glasgoa, ScoBani, i"ii tht offee ofthe liinisltr of Agricullurt.

HEAT is a property of matter which first became known
to us by one of six very distinct senses.

§ 1. /Sense of Seat.—Tlie sense of touch, as commonly
m sant, has two distinct objects—force and heat. If a person

stretches out his hand till it meets anything solid, or holds

it out while something solid is placed upon it, he experi-

ences a sensation of force. He perceives resistance to the

previous motion of his hand in on* case, in the other case

the necessity of resisting to prevent his hand from being

forced downwards ; the immediate object of this perception

in each case is force.^ But there is another very distinct

sensation, that of heat or cold, which he may or may not

' The sense of smoothness and roughness to which physiologists have
Boraetimes given the special name " tactile sense" is as clearly a sense
of force as is what they call the muscular sense. The sense of rough-
uess is a sense of force at places of application distributeii over the

skin of the finger, while in the muscular sense of force the place of

application on a larger scale is distinguished by the position of the

band perceiving the for.'e. The internal mechanism of tissue ar.d

nerves in one case and that of muscles in the other, through wliiLh the
jierception of places of application of force is obtained, are no dou'it

different, but the thing perceived is essentially the same— l'oy..e—the

complete discrimination of which involves magnitude of the iotx<^, us

l>lace of ajiplication, and it^ direction.

perceive in either of those cases, and which he may also

perceive, still by what is commonly called the sense of

touch, in other cases even when no sense of force is also

experienced. Thus, in the first case, if the solid be a fixed

can of warm water, or of iced water, the person perceives

a sense of heat or of cold ; and, supposing him to have per-

formed the operation with his eyes shut, his mind is

informed by the double sense of touch that his hand has

met with a hot fixed body or a cold fixed body : in the

other case he may perceive that a hot heavy solid, or a cold

heavy solid, has been laid upon his hand. But if he dips

his hand gently into a can of water, or if he holds it towards

a fire, or if he exposes it to a gentle current of air, or waves

it about through the air, he perceivps heat or cold without

any accompanying sense of force.

The earliest scientific thoughts respecting these sensations

of heat and cold must have led to the true conclusion that

there is some property of external matter on which the

sensations depend, and a little advance into the natural

philosophy of the subject has suggested and proved that

this property is also posiessed by the living body, and that

the sensatiou of heat or cold in the hand, in the instances
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referred to above, depends on the change produced in the

hand in respect to this property by a change of circiun-

sfances which preceded the sensation. Wo now call heat

the property of matter concerned in these sensations, and
temperature a certain variable quality of matter varying

according to its temporary condition in respect to heat.

In the strictest modern scientific language (compart § 3

below) tho word heat is used to denote something cora-

manicable from one body or piece of matter to another,

and temperature a definite variable quality of matter, vary-

ing generally in any particular piece of matter when heat

is communicated to it or taken from it, varying also as vo
6hall see (§§ 8 and 9 below ; also Thermodynamics) in

consiquence of operations which can take place within the

body itself, or which may bo performed upon it from

without, but which cannot be described as communication

of heit to it or drawing off of heat from it.

§ 2. Latent Heat.—There are exceptional cases in which

temperature does not vary in a mass of matter when heat is

coramnnicated to it from, or taken from it to, external

matter. For instance, whan the body is ice at the melting

point, heat communicated to it does not raise its tempera-

ture ; or if the body be water zi the freezing point with

e7er so small a piece of ice m it (see Matter, Pro-
perties of), heat taken from it does not cause its

temperature to fall ; or if the whole mass considered bo

ice and water well mixed, heat may be either communi-
cated to it or taken from it without altering its tempera-

ture; or if the body be water at the boiling point in the

open air, heat very slowly communicated to it in however
great quantities does not raise its temperature sensibly^ but
cxuses it to disappear by evaporation from its surface; or

if the body be steam in a cylinder with a little water in

the bottom and with a frictionless piston

above it for roof (fig. 1), under atmospheric
[jressure, heat taken from it very -slowly does

not cool it until the whole steam has become
condensed into water, and heat communi-
cated to it very slowly does not warm it until

the whole water has become evaporated into |
staam; or if the body be ice (or frozen |
water), in place of the liquid wator of the
last case, and if tho pressure on the upper
side of the piston, instead of atmospheric
pressure of about 1033 grammes per square
centimetre (14'7 II) per square inch), be auy-

tliing less than ^\jth of a gramme per square
centimetre, the same statement will still

apply with "ice" substituted for water.
1 '.lack's celebrated doctrine of lateut h=at
Li merely the declaration of a class of

phenomena of which tho preceding illustrations sufficiently

indicate the character. Modern mysticism has been much
exercised in respect to the terms sensible heat and latent
heat, whether in decrying them, or in continuing to use
them, but with aggravating haziness, instead of the clear

wrongnesa of the old doctrine. It has become of lato

jeara somewhat tho fashion to decry tho designation of
latent heat, because it had been very often stated in language
involving the assumption of the materiality of heat.* Now
that we know heat to be a mode of motion, and not a

' A hundred years ago those deeper philosophers who In their Judg-
ment anticipated, or tended to anticipate, *h«t wo now know to be tlio

true theory of tho nature of heat, had indeed Rood grounds to be jeal-

ous of even the phrase 7ate)i< heat. Maxwell «ayn—"It is worthy
of remark that Ca»endi3h, though one of tho greatest chemical dis-

coverers of his time, would not accept the pliraio latent heat. Ho
prefers to speak of tho generation of heat when Htcam is condensed, n
phrase inconsistent with the notion that heat is mntlor, and ohjocts to
Pl'ok's teiTO as relating 'to an hypothesis ildp^nding en tho suppo-
iT'il m llmt the heat of bodies is owing to their containing more or lei's

material substance, the old "impressive, clear, and wrong"
statements regarding latent heat, evolution and absorption

of heat by compression, specific heats of bodies* and
quantities of heat possessed by them, are summarily dis-

carded. But they have not yet been generally enough
followed by equally clear and concbe statements of what
we now know to bo the truth. A combination of impres-

sions surviving from the old erroneous notions regarding the

nature of heat with imperfectly developed apprehension of

the new theory has somewhat liberally perplexed the modem
student of thermodynamics with questions unanswerable by
theory or experiment, and propositions which escape the

merit of being false by having no assignable meaning.

There is no occasion to give up either "sensible heat" or

"latent heat"; and there is a positive need to retain the

term latent heat, because if it were given up a term would

be needed to replace it, and it seems impossible to invent

a better. Heat given to a substance and warming it is

said to be sensible in the substance. Heat given to a sub-

stance and not warming it is said to become latent. These

designations express with perfect clearness the relation of

certain material phenomena to our sensory perception of

them. Thus when heat given to a quantity of water warina

it, the heat becomes sensible to a hand held in the water.

When a basin of warm water and a basin of water and ice

aje placed side by side, a hand dipped first in one and then

in the other perceives the heat. If now the warm water be

poured into tho basin of ice and water, and stirred for a

few seconds of time (unless there is enough of warm
water to melt all the ice), the hand perceives no warmth

;

on the contrary, it perceives that the temperature is tho

same as it was in the basin of ice and water at tho begin-

ning. Thus the heat which was sensible in the basin oi

warm water has ceased to be sensible in the water that waa

in that basin, and has not become sensible iu the other.

It is therefore well said tu have become latent.

Calori.metry.

§ 3. Calorinietry by Latent Heat.—The doctrine of latent

heat leads us very smoothly to a most important measure-

ment in thermal science, themcasurcraeut of quantiticsof this

wonderful property of matter which wc call heat; and this

without our knowing anything of what the nature of heat is,

—whether it be a subtle elastic fluid, or a state of motion,

or possibly some modification of matter related to action of

force. Without, in the first place, admitting into our miuda

any definite idea as to tho nature of heat, we may agree to

measure quantities of heat by quantities of ice melted into

water without change of temperature. Thus if a kilo-

gramm6 of ico is melted by a large quantity of water at a

lukewarm temperature, or by a comparatively small quantity

of very hot water, tho same quantity of heat has certainly

gone from tho warm water to the ico in each case, supposing

that tho result in each caso is tho ice and warm water left

all in a state of ice-cold water. Tho measurement of

quantities of heat, whether thus by tho melting of ice, oi

by any other means, received the name of " Calorimctry,"

when tho essence of heat was supposed to bo a fluid, and

this fluid called caloric. Tho name calorimctry is still by

general consent retained to designate measurement of

quantities of heat, as distinguished from thermometry, or

of a snbstanco called tho matter of heat ; and, as I tliink Sir Isaac

Newton's ojiinion that holt consists In the inlornal nic'.ion of tho por-

ticliu of bodies much tho most probable, I choao to use the expression

heat h generated' {Phil. Tranj,, 1783, quoted by Forbes). Woslmll

not now bo in danger of any enor if wo uwo latent heat as an exprci*-

sion meaning neither more nor less than this :

—

" Dkfinitiok. —in'cni heat ts Iht quantity nf heat uhieh m"
f
*•

communicated to a body in a given ttnte ill onler to cotimrt it inl*

another slate without changinj itt tcinj'ernhire."— Mii»»-<'irR TlMofii «/

1'"il. pp. 71. Ti.
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the measurement of temperature ( § 10-67). As long as

the truth or falsity of the materialistic hypothesis seemed
an' open question, the word caloric was held to imply the
materiality of heat. Thus Davy^ after discussing some of

the fundamental dogmas of the " Calorist3," as he called

them, and describing his own experiments, which proved
beyond all doubt the falsity of their fundamental hypothesis
that heat is matter, varied the statement of his conclusion
by saying, " or caloric does not exist." While accepting
Davy's conclusion, however, we need not accept this way of

stating it ; and as most of our best modern writers still use
the word calorimetry, and as French writers haVe, in com-
paratively recent times, introduced the word " calorie " to
designate a unit quantity of heat, it is decidedly convenient
still to retain the name caloric to denote definitely the
measurable essence of heat. • This is convenient scienti-

fically as tending to give precision to language and ideas'

respecting the two classes of measurement, calorimetry and
thermometry ; and it has the advantage of leaving the more
popular word heat available for that somewhat lax general
usage, from which we cannot altogether displace it, in which
it may sometimes mean high temperature, as when we speak
of great heat, or summer heat, or blood heat, sometimes a

measurable quantity of heat, as in the terra latent heat,

and sometimes a branch of study or science dsaling with
the transference of heat by conduction and radiation, as

in the title of Fourier's great work Theorie analytique de
la Chalenr, or the whole province of science concerned with
heat, including calorimetry and thermometry, and conduc-
tion and radiation of heat, and generation of heat, and
dynamical relations of heat, as in English titles of separate
books such as Dixon's, Balfour Stewart's, and Maxwell's,
or of chapters or divisions of larger treatises, such as even
the present article.

§ 4. Calorimetry hy Melting of Ice.—Calorimetry was first

practised by means of the melting of ice as explained above,
ond the first thermal unit, or unit quantity of heat, or
" calorie," although not then called calorie, was the quantity
of. heat required to melt unit weight of ice. This, for

example, is the unit on which Fourier founds his reckoning
Illustratively when he explains the fundamental principles

of his theory of the conduction of heat. Ice seems to have
been first used for calorimetry by WQcke, a Swede, For
the systematic application of this method for the measura-
ment of quantities of heat in various physical inquiries

Laplace and Lavoisier .constructed an instrument, the first

to which the name of calorimeter was applied, and described
it in the memoirs of the French Academy of Sciences for

1780.1 Though in the hands of Laplace and Lavoisier it

gave good results, it had a great inconvenience, which with
less careful and less scientific experimenters might lead to

great inaccuracies, on account of the water adhering by
capillary attraction to the broken ice, instead of draining
away from it completely and showing exactly how much
ice had been melted. To avoid this evil Sir John Herschel
suggested that, instead of draining away the water from
the ice, the water and ice should all be kept together,

and the whole bulk measured. The diminution of bulk
of the whole thus gives an accurate measurement of the
quantity of ice melted, because ice melting into water
comes to occupy just 91-675 per cent, of its original

volume. This suggestion is admirably carried out by
Bunsen" in his ice-calorimeter, an instrument possessing
also other novel features of remarkable beauty and scientific

interest. It is particularly valuable for the measurement

' The instrument itself is preserved in the Conservatoire des Artset
llltiers in Paris. It is described and expLiined in Maxwell's Theori;

<lf Heal, chap. iii.

* Pogg. Ann., Sept. 1870, and Hiil. Mag., 871; Maxwell's
Theory cf Heat, p. 61.

of small quantities of heat. Its inventor, for example, by-

means of it succeeded in making satisfactory determinations
of the specific heats of some of those rarer metals, such as
indium, of which only a few grammes have been obtained.

§ 5. Calorimetry by the Evaporation of Water.—By
another application of Slack's doctrine of latent heat, the
evaporation of water may be used for calorimetry with great
advantage in many scientific investigations. It is used
generally in engineering practice, particularly for testing
the heating power of different qualities of coal and the

economy of various forms of furnaces. The thermal unit,

which presents itself naturally in this system, is the quantity
of heat required to evaporate unit weight of water when
the pressure of the atmosphere as measured by the baro-

meter is of some conventional standard amount, such as
that called one atmosphere, or one atmo, being that for

which the barometer, with its mercury column at zero

centigrade (or the temperature at which ice melts), stands

at 76 centimetres in the latitude of Paris, 48° 50',^ or at

76 X (1 + -00531 sin °48°SO0

1 + -00531 sin H
in. any latitude I. This thermal unit (see Theemody-
NAMics) is, according to Regnault's observations, equal to

6-8 times the ice-calorimetric unit.

§ 6. Thermomeiric Calorimetry.—The most prevalent

mode of calorimetry in scientific investigation has been
hitherto, however, neither that by the melting of ice, nor that

by evaporation of water, nor indeed anything founded on the

doctrine of latent heat at all. It has been founded on the

elevation of temperature produced in water by the com-

munication to it of the heat to be measured ; and, for the

sake of distinction from calorimetry by latent heat or

otherwise, it may be called thermometric calorimetry. We
can only consider it now in anticipation, as we have not yet

reached the foundation of any thermometric scale ; but

even now we can see that, if in any way we fix upon any

two particular determinate temperatures, the quantity of

water warmed from the lower to the higher of them by the

heat to be measured is a perfectly definite measure for th -j

quantity of this heat. The two temperatures chosen for

thermometric calorimetry are those marked 0" and 1° on

the centigrade scale. The first of these we can under-

stand at present, being the temperature at which ice melts

under ordinary atmospheric pressure. The second is fully

defined in g§ 35, 37, 51, 67. The quantity of heat required

to raise unit mass of water (1 kilogramme, or 1 gramme,

or 1 milligramme, or 1 lb, as the case may be) from zero

to 1° C. is called the thermal unit centigrade, and some-

times, especially by French writers, the " calorie."

§ 7. Comparison of Calorimetric Units.—Observations

by Provostaye and Desains, and by Regnault, on the latent

heat of fusioii of ice, show it to be 79-25 thermal units

centigrade, a result differing but little from Black's original

determination, which made it 142 thermal units Fahr.,

—

this being equal to 78-9 thermal units centigrade. Thus

if one kilogramme of ice be put into 79J kilogrammes of

water at 1°C., and left till the whole is melted (the pro-

cess may be accelerated by not too violent stirring, § 9),

the result will be 80J kilogrammes of water at 0° C.

Regnault's experiments on the latent heat of steam show

that the quantity of heat required to convert into steam unit

' This is chosen becaase all the most accurate experimental deter-

minations depending on a conventional standard for atmospheric pres-

sure, such as measurements of thermal expansions and specific heats of

g-ases, of latent heat of meltipg solids in terms of a calorimetric unit

depending on the centigrade thermometric scale, of latent heat' o/

vapours, and thermal expansions of mercury and glass, and comparisons

of mercury and air thermometers, are those of Regnault, and were made

in Paris and calculated and given to the world according to an arbi-

trary standard atmosphere corresponding to 76 centimetres of mercury

there.
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mass of water at the boiling temperature, under standard

atmospheric pressure (§ 5), is 53GA thermal units centigrade.

This number, which is no doubtvcry accurate, differs but

little from Watt's final result, 9G0 thermal units Fahr.

(equal to 533-3 thermal units centigrade), obtained by him,

in a repetition in 1781 of experiments which he had com-

menced in 1765 at the invitation of Black, whose pupil

he was.

§ 8. Freliminary regarding the Nature of Heat.^Dyna-

tnical Calorimetry.—From the dawn of science till the close

of last century two rival hypotheses had been entertained

regarding the nature of heat, each with more or less of

plausibility, but neither on any sure experimental basis :

—

one that heat consisted of a subtle elastic fluid permeating

through the pores or interstices among the particles of

matter, like water in a sponge ; the other that it was an

intestine commotion among the particles or molecules of

matter. In the year 1799 Davy, in his first published

work entitled An Jlssay on, Heat, Light, and Combitiations

of Light} conclusively overthrew the former of these

hypotheses, and gave good reason for accepting as true the

latter, by his celebrated experiment of converting ice into

water by rubbing two pieces of ice together, without com-

municating any heat from surrounding matter. A few

years earlier Kumford had been led to the same conclusion,

and had given very convincing evidence of it in his observ-

ation of the great amount of heat produced in the process

of boring cannon in the military arsenal at Munich, and the

experimental investigation on the excitation of heat by

friction^ with which he followed up that observation. He
had not, however, given a perfect logical demonstration of

his conclusion, nor even quite a complete experimental basis

on which it could be established with absolute certainty.

According to the materialistic doctrine it would have been

held that the heat excited by the ^friction was not gene.-

rated? but was produced, squeezed out, or let flow out

like honey from a broken honeycomb, from those parts of

the solid which were cut or broken into small fragments,

or rubbed to powder in the frictional process. If this were
true, the very small fragments or powder would contain

much less heat in them than an equal mass of continuous
solid of the same substance as theirs. But unhappily the
caloristic doctrine, besides its fundamental h3^othesis, which
wo now know to be wrong, had given an absurd and illogical

test for quantity of heat in a body, of which a not altogether

innocuous influence still survives in our modern name
"specific heat"; and Ruraford actually, in trying to disprove

the materialistic doctrine, was baffled by this sophism.
That is to say, he measured the specific heat or " capacity
for heat " of the powder, and he found that the powder
took as much heat to warm it to a certain degree sis did an
equal mass of the continuous solid, and from this he con-
cluded that the powder did not contain less heat than the
continuous solid at the same temperature. This conclusion
is 80 obviously unwarianted by the premises that it is diffi-

cult to imagine liow Rumford could have for a moment put
forward the " capacity for heat " experiment as proving it,

or could have rested in the conclusion without a real proof,
or at' least the suggestion of a real proof. All that
Rumford's argument proved was that tho fundamental
hypothesi* of tho "calorists" and their other altogether
gratuitous doctrine of equality o£ ".specific heat" as a test

for equality of whole quantities of heat in matter could
not be both tnio ; and any one not inclined to give up the

' Publislicd in 1799 in Cmtrihutimn to Physical and Medical
Kno'Dledrje, prituipalbjfrom the West ofEngland, collcctwl liy "Diomas
Bcddiien, 11. D. , and republished in Dr Davy's edition of his brother's
collected -works, vol. ii., London, 1830.

' " An Enquiry concerning tho Source of Hent which is excited by
Friction" (Phil. Trans., sbridgcd, vol. iviii. p. 286).

• Compare quoUtion from C'avondi«h, footnote, § 2 above,

materialistic hypothesis might have cheerfully abandoned
the minor doctrine, and remained unmoved by Rujnford's

argument. If Rumford had but melted a quantity of the
powder (or dissolved it in an acid), and compared the heat
which it took with that taken by an equal weight of the
continuous solid, he would have had no difficulty in proving
that the enormous quantity of heat which he had found to

bo excited by the friction had not been squeezed, or rubbed,

or pounded, out of the solid matter, but -«'as really brought
into existence, and therefore could not be a material sub-

stance. He might even, without experiment, have pointed

out that, if the materialistic doctrine were true, it would
follow that sufficiently long-continued pounding of any
solid substance by pestle an(\ mortar, whether by hand or

by aid of machinery, would convert it into a marvellous

powder possessing one or other of two properties about

equally marvellous. Either the smallest quantity of it

thrown into an acid would constitute a freezing mixture of

unlimited intensity,—the longer it had been pounded, the

more intense would be its frigorific effect on being dissolved,

—or the powder would be incapable of being warmed by
friction, because it had already parted with all the heat

which friction could rub out of it. Tho real effect of

Rumford's argument seems to have been to salve the

intellectual consciences of those who were not inclined to

give up the materialistic doctrine, and to save them from tho

trouble of reading through Rumford's paper and thinking

for themselves, by which they would have seen that his

philosophy was better than his logic, and would inevitably

have been forced to agree with him in his conclusion. It

is remarkable that Davy's logic, too, was at fault, and on

just the same point as Rumford's, but with even more trans-

parently logical fallaciousness, because his argument is put

in a more definitely logical form.

" Let heat be considered as matter, and let it be granted that tho

temperature of bodies cannot be increased unless their capacities aro

diminished from some cause, or heat added to tliem from some
bodies in contact" !

)

" Experiment IT.—I procured two parallelepipedona of ice,* of

the temperature of 29°, 6 inc)ic3 long, 2 «vide, and § of an inch

thick ; they were fastened by wires to two bars of iron. By a

peculiar mechanism their surfaces were placed in contact and kept

in a continued and violent friction for some minutes. They were

almost entirely converted into water, which water was collected and
its temperature ascertained to be 35° after remaining in an atmo-

sphere of a lower temperature for some minutes. The fusion took

place only at the plane of contact of the two pieces of ice, and no
bodies were in friction but ice. From this experiment it is evident

that ice by friction is converted into water, and, according to tho

supposition, its capaxiity is diminished; but it is a well-known

fact that the cap.icity of water for heat is much greater than that

of ice, and ice must have an absolute quantity of heat added to it

before it can bo converted into -water. Friction consequently doe»

not diminish tho capacities of bodies tor heat."—Davy's Hasay on
Heal, Liijht, and Combinations of Light, pp. 10-12.

[Delete from "and, according to the supposition," to

"greater than that of ice " inclusive; and delete the lamo

and impotent conclusion stated in the last eleven words.

Tho residua constitutes an unanswerable demonstration

of Davy's negative proposition that heat is not matter.]

§ 9. Joule's Dynamical Equivalent of Heat.—It is remark-

able that, while Davy's experiment alone sufficed to over-

throw the hypothesis that heat is matter, and Rumford'f,

with the addition of just a little consideration of its relations

to possibilities or probabilities of inevitable alternatives, did

tho same, fifty years passed before the scientific world bo-

came converted to their conclusion,—a remarkable instanco

of the tremendous efficiency of bad logic in confoending

public opinion and obstructing true philosophic thought.

* " Tho result of tho oxporimcnt is tho same if wax, tallow, rtsia,

or ony substance fusible st a low temperature bo n«c<l ; even Iron may
be fused by collision, ts is evident by the first cxperimcnL"
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Joule's great experiments from 1840 to 1849,^ creating new
provinces of science in the thermodynamics of electricity,

and magnetism, and electro-chemistry, recalled attention to

Davy and Rumford's doctrine regarding the nature of heat,

and supplied several fresh proofs, each like Davy's absolutely

in itself complete and cogent, that heat is not a material sub-

stance, and each advancing with exact dynamical measure-

ment on the way pointed out by Eumford in his measure-

ment of the quantity of heat generated in a certain time

by the action of two horses not urged to overwork them-

selves. The full conversion of the scientific world to the

kinetic theory of heat took place about the middle of this

century, and was no doubt an immediate consequence of

Joule's "work, although Rumford and Davy's demonstrative

experiments, and the ingenious and penetrating speculations

of Mohr, and S^guin, and Mayer, and the experimental

thermodynamic measurements of CoUling, all no doubt
contributed to the result. Each of the several subjects of

thermodynamic measurement undertaken by Joule gave

him a means of estimating the quantity of work required

to generate a certain quantity of heat ; but after several

years of trials he was led to prefer to all others the direct

method of simply stirring a quantity of water by a paddle,

and measuring the quantity of heat produced by a measured
quantity of work ; and this method he has accordingly used

in all his experiments for the purpose of determining the

"dynamical equivalent of heat" from the year 1845 to the

present/ time. By this he found his final result of 1849,-

which was 772 Manchester foot-pounds for the quantity

of work required to warm by 1° Fahr., at any temperature

between 55° and 61° Fahr., 1 lb of water weighed in

vacuum. In 1870 he commenced work for a fresh deter-

mination of the dynamical equivalent of heat at the request

of the British Association, and the result was communicated
to the Royal Society' about the end of 1877, with the

following preface :

—

" Tho committee of the British Association on standards of electri-

cal resistance having judged it desirable that a fresh determination
of the mechanical equivalent of heat should be made by observing
the thermal effects due to the transmission of electrical currents

* List of titles of, and references to, papers by Dr James Prescott

Joule, F.R.S.:—
*' Description of an Electroma^etlc Engine," Sturgeon Ann, ETectr., 11^ 1838,

pp. 122-123, " Description of an Electromngnetic Engine,'* Sturgeon Ann.
Electr., 1839, pp. 437-439. " On tlie use of Electi'omagneta made of Iron Wire
for tile Eiectromftgnetic Engine," Sturgeon Ann, E/ectr„ iv., 1S39-40, pp. 68-82.

"Investigations In JIagnetism and Electromagnetism." Sturgeon Ann. Electr.,

Ir., 1839-40, pp. 131-137. " Description of an Electromagnetic Engine," Sturgeon
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through resistances measnreJ by the imit they had issned, I under-
took experiments with that view, resultiii-; in a larger figure (782'5,
Brit. Assoc, licjtort, Dundee. 1867, p. 5-J2) than that which I haii
obtained by the fiiction of fluids (772-6, Phil. Trans., 1850, p. 82).

" The only way to account for this disciepancy was to admit the
existence of error either in my thermal experiments or in the unit
of resistance. A committee, consiitmg of Sir William Thomson,
Professor P. G. Tait, Professor I'lerk JIaxwell, Professor B.
Stewart, and myself, were appointed at the meeting of tho
British Association iu 1870 ; and with the funds thus placed at my
disposal I was charged with the present investigation, for the pur-
pose of giving gieater accuracy to the lesults of the direct method."

The result of this final investigation of Joule's is 77243
Manchester foot-pounds for the (juantity of heat required

to warm from 60° to 61° Fahr. a pound of water weighetl

in vacuum, which is about j'^th per cent, greater than the

final result of 1849 expressed in the same termsi According

to Regnault's measurements^ of the thermal capacity of

water at different temperatures from 0° to 230° C, it must
be about 'OS per cent, greater at 60° Fahr. than at 32°.

According to this. Joule's thermodynamic result would be

771 "8 1 Manchester foot-pounds, for the work required to

warm a pound of water from 32° to 33° Fahr., or 13S9'26

to warm a pound of water from 0° to 1° C. Reducing
1389'26 feet to metres, we have 423-437 metres. At Paris

the force of gravity is about ydtt P^"^ cent, less than in

Manchester. Hence for about the middle of France and

the southern latitudes of Germany, Joule's result, according

to the ordinary reckoning of French and German engineers,

may be stated as 423-5 kilogramme-metres for the amount
of work required to warm 1 kilogramme of water from
0° to 1° C. The force of gravity at Manchester is 981-34

dynes (centimetres per second per second). Multiplying

423-437 by this, we find accordingly 41,553,000 centi

metre-dynes, or " ergs," for the amount of work in C.G.S.

measure required to warm 1 gramme of water from 0° tc

1°C.
THERMOMETaY.

§ 10. Preliminary for Tlieiinometry.—Seme of Heat

{resumed from § 1).—The sense of heat and cold is not

simply dependent on the temperature of the body touched.

If a person takes a piece of iron, or a stone, or a piece of

wood, or a ball of worsted, or a quantity of finely carded

cotton-wool, or of eiderdown, in hLs hand, or touches an iruu

column, or a stone wall, or a wooden beam, or a mass of

wool or of down, he will perceive the iron cold, the stone

cold, but less cold than the iron, the wood but slightly

cold—much less cold than the stone, the wool or down
decidedly warm.
We now know that if all the bodies before being touched

were near one another in similar exposure, they must have

been at the same temperature, and from the iron and stone

being felt cold we know that this mean temperature is

lower than the temperature of the hand. Each of tho

bodies touched must at the first instant have taken some

heat from the hand, and therefore, if the perception were

quick enough, all at the very instant of being touched

would have seemed cold to the sense. The iron by its

high thermal conductivity (§§ 76, 78, 80) keeps drawing

off heat from the hand and lowering its temperature,

till after many seconds of time an approximately per-

manent temperature is reached, which may be consider-

ably lower than the temperature of the hand before?

contact, but somewhat higher than the previous tem-

perature of the iron, because of the internal furnace (see

Thermodynamics) generating heat in the hand. A similar

result, but in less time and with less ultimate lowering

of temperature of tho hand, takes place when stone i.i

touched. When wood is touched its comparatively small

conductivity (§ 76) allows its surface to be warmefl again

after the first few seconds, sometimes to a higher tern-

* Relation des E-xpincuccs. vol. i. p. 748, Paris, 1847.
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peratare than that of the hiind before contact ; and thus,

if the sensation could be perfectly remembered, it would

be perceived that the wood was first felt to be cold, and

afterwards to be warm. This latter warmth is rendered

very perceptible by first holding the hand in contact with

a piece of wood, as for instance a mahogany table, for a

considerable time, half a minute or more, and then suddenly

removing it ; a sense of cold is immediately perceived in

consequence of the exposure of the hand to the air. The

foot is similarly sensitive. If, after holding a bare foot for

Bome time in the air, it be placed on a varnished wooden

(floor, the floor is perceived to be cold, and if, after standing

Bome time with it pressed to the floor, the foot be suddenly

lifted, the air now seems cold by contrast. If a person

walks with bare feet on a wooden floor, a continued sense of

cold is experienced ; and -f, immediately after doing so, he

eita down, and holds his feet in the air, the air seems to

be warm by contrast. The same sensations are perceived

even on a carpeted floor, but much less markedly than on

a plain wooden floor, and much less markedly on a plain

wooden floor than on a varnished wooden floor, and much
less markedly on a varnished wooden floor than on a stone

floor. In the case of touching soft wool, or finely caTded

cotton-wool, or eider d6wn, the first instantaneous sensation

of cold is scarcely if at all perceived, and that which first

provokes consciousness is the subsequent heating; and it

is very startling to find a body which we know to be ice-

cold on a frosty day feeling positively warm to the first

consciously perceptible sensation after it is touched. In
this case the small thermal conductivity or great thermal

resistance of the substance is such that heat is carried

oflf by it from the hand slower than it was carried off by
radiation and aerial convection (§§ 70, 71) before contact;

and thus, after the first momentary cooling of the hand by
the initial cataract of heat from it to the cold body touched,

in a small fraction of a second of time a higher temperature

is attained by the hand than it had before contact.

§ 11. Sense of Temperature.—The sense of heat is in

reality a somewhat delicate thermal test when properly used.

Even am unskilled hand alternately dipped into two basins of

water will, as ive have found by experiment, detect a difier-

ence of temperature of less than a quarter of a degree

centigrade; and there can be no doubt that bath and hospital

attendants, and persons occupied with hot liquors in various

manufactures, such as dyeing, can detect much smaller dif-

ferences of temperature than that, and, what is still more re-

markable, can remember permanently sensations of absolute

temperature sufliciently to tell within less than a degree
centigrade that the temperature of a bath, or a poultice, or

dyeing liquor is "blood heat," or "fever heat," or some other
definite temperature to which thoy have been accastomed.

§ 1 2. Thermometry hy Sense of Tleat—with arbitrary
Gentigrade Scale deduced from Mixtures of Hot and Cold
Water.—Without knowing anything of the nature of lieat

we might found a complete system of thermometry on the
mixing of hot and cold water with no other thermosnope
^13) than our sense of heat, if we had but two definite

constant tomperalurea of reference. Thoso in practical

thermometry are supplied by the melting-point of ice and the
(temperature of steam. from water boiling in air at a definite

pressure (the "atmo" or standard atmosphere, § 5). Thus,
Appose perfectly abttndant supplies of iced water and of

\(;ater at the boiling temperature to bo available, and suppose
it to be desired to meanaro tho tem peratare of a river, or

lake, or sea. Take measured quantities of tho boiling and
of the ice-cold water, and mix them by trial until, tested by
the hand, the mixture is found to have the same temperature
as that of tho mass of water of which tho temperature is to

be determined. Suppose, for example, tlio mixture giving
the required temperature to consist of 8GG pairts by weight

of ice-cold water, and 1 3-4 parts by weight of boiling water

;

the required temperature is 13-4 on a perfectly definite

scale of thermometry in which the temperature of ice-cold

water is called zero, that of boiling water 100, and other
temperatures are reckoned according to the law of propor-
tion of mixtures of water in tho manner indicated by the
example, and defined generally in § 31 below. For tem-
peratures within the range of sensibihty of the hand this

method would give more accurate results than many
common thermometers sold by instrument makers for

ordinary popular purposes. It may be relied upon for

absolute accuracy within T%ths of a degree centigrade, pro-

vided the mixing of hot and cold water is performed with
sufficiently large quantities of water, and with all proper
precautions to obtain in that part of the process all the
accuracy obtainable by the living thermoscope.

We shall see (§ 25) that with the most accurate mercury
or air therfnometers, made for scientific investigation and
carefully tested, absolute determinations can scarcely be
depended upon within -j'^th of a degree centigrade. The
method of mixtures with only the sensory thermoscope is

not limited to the range of temperature directly perceptible

with unimpaired sensibility; but when the temperature to

be tested is beyond this range an indirect method must be
followed, as thus :

—

A large quantity of water too warm for the hand is to

be tested. Mix it with say twice its weight of ice-cold

water, this giving a convenient temperature for the hand;
then find by trial what proportions of ice-cold and boiling

water give a mixture of the same temperature as tested by
the hand; suppose these proportions to be 26'2 of boiling

water and 73 '8 of ice-cold water. The temperature of the

mixture is by definition 2G'2, and on the same principle

the required temperature is three times this, or 78'6.

This system of thermometry is, however, strictly limited

to the range between the freezing and boiling points of

water, for we do not at present consider the possibilitie;

(see Liquid; Steam; JIatter, Properties of; Thermody-
namic?) of obtaining and using therraomctrically quantities

of water below the freezing point and above the boiling

point. It is described hero, not only because it is very
instructive in respect to the principles of thermometr}', but
because it is in point offset the thermometric method used
through a largo range of processes not only in the arts but in

scientific investigation. In many cases the hand is a more
convenient and easy test than a common mercury thermo-
meter, and it has just about the .same sensibility, the

commonest thermometers in popular use being in fact

scarcely to be road to a quarter of a degree centigrade. In
respect to accuracy a common cheap thermometer, though
perhaps a degree or two wrong in its absolute indications,

may still be used as an accurate indicator of equality of tem-
peratures just as is tho hand in tho method of mixtures.

In many cases the hand is more convenient than the

thermometer, in other cases tho thermometer is mere con-

venient than the hand, but in many cases tho thermometer
is applicable when tho hand is not. AVhen the quantities

of water tested are abundant, tho hand is always the quicker

test, but there must bo abundance of water to allow it to

bo satisfactorily and accurately applicable.

TiiERMOscoPES Differential and Intrinsic.

Differential Thermosropes essentially continnoiis.—Intrinitic

Thermoscopes discontinuous and continuous.— -Single

and Multiple Intrinsic T/ifrmoscopcs (discontinuous).—
Continuous Intrintic Thermoscopes.

§ 13. A thermoscope is an indicator of temporaturc.

A differential thermoscope is a thermoscope which shows

difference, or tests equality, of simultaneous temperatures

ia two places. Its action is essentially continuous, de-
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pending on difference of temperature between the two

places, and showing zero continuously when the tempera-

tures of the two places are varied, provided they are kept

exactly equal. Every kind of differential thermoscope, and

of continuous intrinsic thermoscope, must be founded on

some property of matter, continuously varying with the

temperature, as density of a fluid under constant pressure,

pressure of a fluid in constant volume, volume of the liquid

part of a whole mass of liquid and solid kept in constant

volume,^ steam-pressure of a solid or liquid,^ shape or

density of an elastic solid under constant stress, stress of

an elastic solid in a constant state of strain, viscosity of a

fluid, electric current in a circuit of two metals with their

junctions at unequal temperatures, electric resistance of a

conductor, magnetic moment of a steel or loadstone magnet.

Examples :—(1) Leslie's differential air thermometer ; (2) steam-

pressure differential thermometera {§§ 39-44 below)
; (3) Joule's

hydraulic and pneumatic difTerential thermoscopes {Memoirs Chan.

Soc, vol. iii. p. 201; Proc. Lit. and Phil. Soc. Manchester, vol. iii.

p. 73 ; Ibid., vol. vii. p. 35) ; (4) viscosity differential thermoscope

[Proccedij^gs Ji.S.i;., April 5, 1880) ; (5) thermo-electric differential

thermometer
; (6) Siemens electric resistance differential thermo-

meter ; (7) thermo-raagnetic differential thermometer (see Proceed-

ings R.S.E. for AprU 5, 1880).

§ 14. LUrinsk Thermoscopes.—An mtnnsic thermoscope

13 an instrument capable of indicating one definite tempera-

^ture or several definite temperatures, or all temperatures

within the range of the instrument, whatever it may be—the

temperature or temperatures indicated being intrinsically

determined by the constitution of the instrument and indi-

cated by some recognizable feature of the instrument which

changes discontinuously or continuously, as the case may be,

and which is always the same when the instrument is brought

back again and again to the same temperature, whatever

changes it may have experienced in the intervals. JDiscon-

tinuous intrinsic thermoscopes show only a limited number

of temperatures. A continuous intrinsic thermoscope shows

any temperature whatever throughout the range of efficiency

of the instrument, ideally any temperature whatever, though

in practice every thermoscope is limited, some with both

inferior and superior limit, as the mercury thermometer by

the freezing of mercury at about - 39° C, and the bursting

pressure of mercury-steam a little above 4- 360° C. ; others

with only a superior limit, as metallic thermoscopes, whether

thermo-elastic, or thermo-electric, or electric-resistance, or

thermo-magnetic, by the melting of their substances at very

high temperatures, or, in the case of the thermo-magnetic

instrument, by the total or partial loss of its magnetism at

some temperature much below the melting point of its sub-

stance. A continuous intrinsic thermoscope,when applied to

a body whose temperature is changing, shows continuously

every variation of temperature within its range of efficiency.

§ 15. Discontinvaus Intrinsic Thermoscopes.—A single

intrinsic thermoscope is a thermoscope which shows whether

the temperature of the body to which it is applied is higher

or lower than some one definite temperature depending on

intrinsic quality of the instrument.

Examples:—(1) a piece of ice, or of wax, or of fusible metal
; (2)

an apparatus for boiling water or other liquid under a perfectly

constant pressure
; (3) an apparatus for boiling water under the

natural atmospheric pressure, and a barometer to measure exactly

what the pressure is at the tim?.

A multiple intrinsic thermoscope mignt oe maae by pre-

paring a graduated series of metallic alloys,- numbering
them in order, of their melting points, and arranging them
together-conveniently for use. The temperature might be
reckoned numerically, according to the number of the alloys

that melt, when the whole series is exposed to the tempera-
ture to be tested. This discontinuous numerical reckoning
of temperature is perfectly analogous to the Birmingham

' This is the principle of the ordinary mercury or spirit thermometer.
' For definition of steam see § 17 below.

reckoning of wires and sheet metals by numbered gauges.

Ideally it may be made infinitely nearly continuous by
making a series of alloys with fine enough gradation of com-
position, but the method is in its essence discontinuous.

It is useful for many special applications in science and in

the arts, as for instance in that very fundamental one

(§ 12) of giving ono of the fixed points in the ordinary

thermometric scale, the " freezing point " ; also in a form
of safety valve for boilers or hot-water pipes, in which a

plug fixed by solder is released by the melting of the solder

when' the temperature reaches a certain Limit ; also an

exceedingly useful guard against overheating in the flue of

a stove, by which a stopper is allowed to fall by the melting

of a leaden support, and stop the draught, before the tem-

perature reaches the higbest limit judged permissible.

§ 16. Continuous Intrinsic Thermoscopes.—Continuity of

indication requires, as said above (§ 13), choice of some pro-

perty or properties of matter varying continuously with tem-

perature, such as those enumerated in § 13. A continuous

intrinsic thermoscope must have a feature, depending on

the chosen property of matter, which shall vary with perfect

continuity when the temperature is gradually changed, and
shall always be the same when the instrument is brought

to the same temperature again and again, whatever varia-

tion of temperature it may have experienced in the intervals.

The accuracy of an intrinsic thermometer, whether discon-

tinuous or continuous, depends upon permanence of quality

of the material and of the mechanical constitution of the

instrument, according to which the recognized feature shall

always be very accurately the same for the same temperature.

The sensibility or delicacy of a continuous intrinsic thermo-

meter depends upon the recognizability of change in its

indicating feature with very small change of temperature.

§ 17. The property of matter chosen as the foundation of

almost all ordinary continuous intrinsic thermoscopes in

common use is interdependence of the density, the tempera-

ture, and the pressure of a iluid. The only other thermo-

scopes which can be said to be in common use at all are

" metallic thermometers " (see Thermometer ; Matter,
Properties of); these depend upon the change of shape

of a rigid elastic solid under a stated stress, or on the

change of shape of a compound solid, coniposeJ of two

elastic solids of different substances melted or soldered

together. For the present we confine our attention to the

former and much larger class of instruments. The general

type of all those instruments, except the steam-pressure

thermometer (§§ 39-46 below), is a glass measure, measur-

ing the bulk of a fluid. To give the requisite practical

sensibility to the measurement, the glass, except for the

case, of the constant-pressure gas thermometer (§§ 64-67

below) and of the steam-pressure thermometer is made

of a shape which may be generally described as a bottle

with a long narrow neck. The body of the bottle, which

may either be spherical or of an elongated form, is called

the bulb, and the neck is called the tube or stem (stem

we shall most frequently call it, to obviate ambiguities

without circumlocutions). The thermometric fluid may

be all liquid, as mercury, or oil, or alcohol, or ether, or

glycerine and water; or it may be all gas, as common

air, or hydrogen, or carbonic acid ; or it may be partly

liquid and partly steam (steam being a name which ye.

shall invariably use to designate the less dense portion

of a fluid substance at one temperature and pressure

throughout, and in equilibrium, with two parts of different

densities). This last case is different from the two pre-

ceding, in respect to the character of the thermometric

indication : the whole volume of the thermometric sub-

stance may be changed from that of all liquid to that of

all steam without changing the temperature or the pressure,

and the pressure cannot be changed without changing th»
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temperature, provided the substance is kept in the double

condition of part liquid and part steam ; in other words, in

this case the pressure depends upon the temperature alone

and is independent of the volume. In the steam-pressure

thermometer, therefore, there is no delicate measuring of

volume of the thermometric substance, and the vessel

containing it is not in the shape of bulb and stem ; but

the instrument consists essentially of a means of measuring

the pressure of the thermometric substance, with a test

that it is really in the twofold condition of part liquid and

part steam, whether by seeing it through a glass containing-

vessel, or by a proper hydraulic appliance for ascertaining

that the pressure is not altered by rarefaction or conden-

sation when the temperature is kept •

constant. Realized thermometers of

this species, quite convenient for many
practical purposes, with steam of sul-

phurous acid, of water, and of mer-

cury, to serve for different ranges of

temperature, from below - 30° C. to

above + 520° C, are described in §§

39-44 below.

§ 18. In respect to general con-

venience for large varieties' of uses,

whether for scientific investigation,

or for the arts, or for ordinary life,

liquid thermometers are generally and

with good reason preferred ; but the

general preference of either mercury

or spirits of wine for the liquid, which

is so much the rule, is not (§ 20 below)

80 clearly reasonable. For ordinary

uses in which the thermometer has

to be moved about and placed in

various positions, gas thermometers

are much less convenient, because

they require essentially an accurate

measurement of pressure, and gene-

Tally for this purpose a column of

liquid. But when the thermometer

is to be kept always in one position,

as for instance when it is devoted to

testing the temperature of the air in-

doors or out of doors, Amonton's air

or gas thermometer is really as convenient and as easily

read as any liquid thermometer can be : but even it,

simple as it is, involves a triple division of the hermetically

sealed space, with three different conditions of occupation,

—one part occupied by the thermometric substance, another

by the pressure-measuring vapourless liquid,^ and the third

vacuous : and it is by so much the less simple than the

liquid thermometer that in the liquid thermometer the

enclosed space is divided into only two parts, one occupied

by the thermometric liquid, and the other by its steam, with

Fig. 2.

' An instrament closely resembling that shown in the drawing (fig.

2), but with common air instead of hydrogen, was made for t!ic wTiter

of this article, by Casclla, about fifteen years ago, and has been used

for illustrations in the natural philosophy class in Glasgow univek^ity

ever since. It is probably an exceedingly accurate air thermometer.

When it was set up in the new lecture-room after the migration to Ita

present locality in 1870, the tnbe above the mnnomotric liquid column
•was cleared of air. To do this the instrument must bo held in such a
sloping position, with the closed end of the tube down, as to allow the
bubble of air always found in jt to riw and burst in the bulb. If now
the instrument is jjaced in its upright position, the liquid refuses to
leavo the top of the tube, and it would remain filliiiK the tube (probably,
for ever ?) if left in that position. No violonco of knocking which has
been venturefl to try to bring it down has suo"ccded. To bring it down
a bubble of air must bo introduced. Tlio bubble must bo very small,

80 that the pressure of the air which fills it may become insensiblo
when this air expands into the space of the tube left above the irano-
inctric column after it descends to its proper thermoscoplc pfMiitlon.

Special experiments made for this.articio in September 1*79 showoj
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or without some admixture of common air. For accuracy

the air or gas thermometer is superior, we might almost say

incomparably superior, to the mercury thermometer, and,

though in a much less degree, still decidedly superior to

even the most accurate liquid thermometer, on account of

the imperfect constancy of the glass coutaining-vessel.

§ 19. If we were quite sure of the bulk measurement given

by the glass bulb and tube, liquid thermometers would be

quite as accurate as gas thermometers. For there is no diffi-

culty in giving any required degree of sensibility to the

instrument by making the bulb large enough ; and the

quality of the liquid itself, hermetically sealed in glass,

may be regarded as being as constant as anything we know

of in the material world. But, alas for thermometry, the

glass measure is not constant ! In fact, glass is a substance

of very imperfect elasticity (Elasticity, § 4, vol. vii. p. 797)

;

and it is found that the bulb of a thermometer is uot

always of the same volume at the same temperature, but

that, on the contrary, it experiences uncertain changes

exceedingly embarrassing in thermometry. In the course

of a few months after a thermometer is filled and sealed,

the bulb generally shrinks by some uncertain amount of

from T-shns ^o tt^^ of its bulk, sometimes even in the

course of years to almost mloa - ^^^ ^^^ ^^^^ discovered

by a gradual rising of the freezing point, in new mercury

thermometers, generally as much as from ^'' to |° C,
sometimes to as much as 1°, which corresponds to a

shrinkage of ^''Jgg
-

a , as the bulk-expansion of mercury is

when its temperature is raised from 0°to 100°C. (Table II.

below) ji.y, or -01815, of its bulk at 0°. After a few

months or a few years this progressive shrinkage ceases to

be sensible ; but if the thermometer at any time is exposed

to the temperature of boiling water or any higher tem-

perature, an abrupt sub-permanent enlargement of the

bulb is produced, and the freezing point, if tested for by

placing the thermometer in ice and water, is found to be

lowered ; then again for weeks or months or years there is

a gradual shrinkage, as shown by a gradual rising of the

freezing point when the thermometer is tested again and
again by placing it in ice and water. A very delicate

mercury thermometer, which has been kept for years at

ordinary atmospheric pressures when out of use, and never

when in experimental use exposed to any temperature

higher than about 30° C, or much lower than the freezing

point, becomes very constant, and probably may never show

any change of as much as Jj of a degree C. in its freez-

ing point or in its indication at any other absolutely definite

temperature, within some such range a?from - 20° or- 10°

C. to + 30° or -t- 40° C. But the abrupt and irregular

changes, produced by exposing the thermometer to tempera-

tures muchabove or much below some such limited range

as that, constitute a very serious difficulty in the way of

accurate thermometry by the mercury-inglass thermometer.

that in the nine years during which the instrument had remained undis-

turbed in the lecture-room o very sensible quantity of air (enough to

render the temperature indication about 36 C. too low) had leake<l

from the bulb through the sulphuric acid into the tube above the liquid

column. This air was eliminated, and the iustnimcnt reset up for use,

an operation completed in a minute at any lime if need bo. Some care-

ful experiments were then made by Mr Macfarlano to osccrtain if the

pressure of vapour or gas from the sulphuric acid, in tho tube, w.13

sensible, with a happily decisive result in tho negative. The bulb was

kept at a very constant temperature by cold water; tho uppermost few

centimetres of tljo liquid column, and the whole of tho tube above it,

were heated to about 100° C. by steam blown llirough a glass jacket-tul)e,

fitted round it for tho purpose. Tho height of the manometric column

remained sensibly unchanged I Further experiments must bo mode to

ascertain wliothcr or not there is enough of variation of absorption of

tho air by tho sulphuric acid Willi variation of temperature, and enough

nf the consequent variation of pressure in tho bull), to vitiate sensibly

tho therraometrio use of tho instniment. If, as seems improbable, tho

answer to this question be unhappily aOimialive, a satisfactory negativ*

naight bo found by (ubatituUDg bydrogon for common air.

XI. — 71
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Although the greatest care has been bestowed by Eegnault,

Joule, and all other accurate thermometric experimenters

to avoid error from this cause, we have still but little

definite information as to its natural history in thermo-

meters of different qualities of glass, different shapes of

bulb, and constructed differently in respect to processes of

glass-blowing, boiling the mercury, and sealing the stem.

We do not even know whether the excess of the atmospheric

pressure outside the bulb over the pressure due to mercury
and Torricellian vacuum inside is influential sensibly, or

to any considerable degree, in producing the gradual initial

shrinkage. If it were so we might expect that the effect

of heating the thermometer up to 100° or more at any time

would be rather to produce an accelerated shrinkage for the

time than what it is found to be, which is a return towards

the original larger volume, followed by gradual shrinkage

from day to day and week to week afterwards. A careful

comparison between two thermometers constructed similarly

in all respects, except scaling one of them with Torricellian

vacuum and the other with air above the mercury, would
be an important contribution to knowledge of this subject,

interesting, not only in respect to thermometry, but also to

that very fundamental question of physical science, the im-

perfect elasticity of solids (see Elasticitt, § 4).

§ 20. The error of a thermometer due to irregular shrink-

ages and enlargements of the bulb is clearly the less the

greater is the expansion of the thermometric fluid with the

given change of temperature. By the investigation of §

30 we can calculate exactly how much the error is for

any stated amount of abnormal change of bulk in the bulb.

But it is enough at present to remark that for different

liquids in ithe same or in similar bulbs the errors are very

nearly in the inverse proportions of the expansions of the

liquids. Now (Table III. below) in being warmed from
0° to 1° C. alcohol expands G times as much as mercury,

methyl butyrate 7 times, and sulphuric ether 8^ times.

Hence if irregular changes of bulk of the bulb leave,

as they probably do in practice, an uncertainty of T%ths
of a degree in respect to absolute temperature by the

best possible mercury-in-glass thermometers used freely at

all temperatures from the lowest up to 100° C, the un-

certainty from this cause will be reduced to -j'^th of a
degree by using alcohol, or ^th by using methyl butyrate

instead of mercury ; it may therefore, in a glass ther-

mometer of alcohol or of the butyrate, be considered as

practically annulled (§ 19) after a few weeks or months
have passed, and the first main shrinkage is over.

§ 2 1. An alcohol-in-glass thermometer is easily made strong

enough to bear a temperature of 100° C, as this gives' by
the pressure of the vapour an internal bursting pressure of

not quite an atmosphere and a quarter in excess of

the atmospheric pressure outside. The boiling point of

methyl butyrate (Table III. below) is 102° C; a ther-

mometer of it may therefore be used for temperatures con-

siderably abovo 100° C, but how much above we cannot
tell, as we have not experiments as yet on the pressure of

its vapour at temperatures above its boiling point. The
pressure of vapour of sulphuric ether (Table VI below) is

too great to allow a thermometer of this liquid sealed in

glass to be used much above 60° or 70° C, but for low
temperatures it makes a very valuable thermometer. It

was used in 1850 by W. Thomson in finding by experi-

ment the lowering of the freezing point of water, predicted

theoretically (see THERiroDYNAMics) by J, Thomson in

1849 {Trans. R S. E.), and gave a sensibility of 128
divisions to 1° C. Glass thermometers with ether, or

chloroform (whose expansion is about 4 per cent, greater

than that of ether), were used by Joule and W. Thomson
in experiments^ on changes of temperature experienced by

' PhiL Trans, for 1860. p. 325.

bodies moving through air, in one of which the sensibility

was as great as 330 scale divisions to the 1° C. All these
liquids and many others in the modern chemist's repertory of
oils and ethers and alcohols, besides the superior sen.sibility

which they give by their greater expansions, have a great
advantage over mercury for some thermometric purposes in

their smaller specific gravity. This allows the bulb to be
larger, with less liability to break or to give disturbed read-

ings through distortion by the weight of the contained liquid.

§ 22. Liquids which wet the glass have another great

advantage over mercury in their smaller capillary attrac-

tion (see Capillary Action, vol. v. p. 56 ; and Matter,
Properties of) and in the constancy of their 180° angle

of contact with the glass, instead of the much greater

absolute intensity of capillary attraction in the mercury, and
its very variable angle of contact, averaging about 45° when
the mercury is rising, and about as much as 90° when it is

falling. On account of these variations the bulb of the

mercury thermometer is subjected to abrupt variations of

pressure when the merctoy is rising or falling. The
greatest and least pressures due to this cause are experi-

enced when the angle of contact is respectively least and
greatest, and differ by the pressure due to a vertical

column of mercury equal in height to the difference of

depressions of mercury in a capillary tube of the same bore

as the thermometer stem when the angle of contact is

changing from one to the other of the supposed extreme

values. Hence the mercury in a thermometer rises and
falls by jerks very noticeable in a delicate thermometer
when looked at with a lens of moderate magnifying power,

or even with the naked eye. Dr Joule informs us that this

defect is much greater in some thermometers than in others,

and that he believes it is greatly owing to the tube being

left unsealed for too long a time after the introduction of

the mercury (by which it is to be presumed something of a

film of oxide of mercury is left on the glass to reappear on
the surface of the mercury when it sinks as' it cools after

the sealing of the end). In Joule's own thermometers not

the smallest indication has ever been detected of what he
calls " this untoward phenomenon, which is calculated to

drive an observer mad, if he discovers it towards the close

of a series of careful experiments." Their admirable quality

in this respect is no doubt due to the great care taken by

the maker, Mr Dancer, under Joule's own instructions, to

have the mercuiy and the interior of the bulb and tube

thoroughly clean, and to guard it from exposure to any-

" matter in its wrong place " until completion of the sealing.

'But no amount of care could possibly produce a mercury

thermometer of moderate dimensions moving otherwise than

by jerks of ever so many divisions, if its stem were of fine

enough bore to give anything approaching to two or three

hundred divisions to the centigrade degree.

§ 23. One chief objection to the use of alcohol or othervola-

tile liquid for the thermon^etric substance in ordinary glass

thermometers is the liability to distillation of some of the

liquid into the stem and head reservoir, unless the glass

above the level of the liquid be kept at least as warm as

the liquid. On this account a spirit thermometer is not

suitable for being plunged into a space warmer than the

surrounding atmosphere with the stem simply left to take

the temperature to which it comes in the circumstances.

But whether for elaborate experimental use, or for the most

ordinary thermometric purposes, there is little difiiculty

in arranging to keep the part of the stem which is above

the liquid surface somewhat warmer than at the liquid

surface, and this suffices absolutely to prevent the evil of

distillation. The only other objection of any grave validi;,y*

' There is one other objection which, though often stated as very grave-

against the thermometric use of any other liquid than mercury, we iiy

not admit to b« so. It is that when the temperature is rapidly sink-
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'against thg use of tigbly espauslvo liquiils instead of

mercury is the difficulty of aliovring for the expansion of

the liquid in the stem, if it is not at the same temperature

as the bulb. With the same difference of temperatures in

different parts of the instrument, the error on this account

is clearly in simple proportion to the expansibility of the

liquid ; and therefore, the residual error due to want of

perfect accuracy in the data for the allowance will, gone-

rally speaking, be greater with the more expansive than

with the less expansive liquid. But in every case in which

the bulb and stem can all conveniently be kept at one

temperature, a thermometer having for its thermonietric

substance some highly expansive oil or alcohol or ether,

or other so-called organic liquid of perfectly permanent

chemical constitution, cannot but be much more accurate

and sensitive than the mercury thermometer, which lias

hitherto been used almost exclusively in thermometric work

of the highest rank. We shall see (§^ G2.and 64-G&)

that the ultimate standard for thermometry, according

to the absolute thermodynamic scale (§ 34), is practically

attained by the use of hydrogen or nitrogen gas as the

thermometric substance, but that for ordinary use a gas

thermometer can scarcely be made as convenient as one

in which the thermometric substance is a liquid. For
practical thermometry of the most accurate kind it seems

that the best plan will be to uso as ordinary working
standard thermometers highly sensitive thermometers con-

structed of some chosen " organic " liquid, and graduated

according to the absolute thermodynamic scale, by aid of

the thermodynamically corrected air thermometer (§ 62)
used as ultimate standard of reference. The great con-

venience of the mercury thermometer in respect to freedom

from liability to distillation and smallness of error on
account of difference of temperature between the bulb and
stem renders it the most convenient for a large variety of

scientific and practical purposes in which the most minute
accuracy or the most extreme sensibility is not required.

§ 24. Vfiihout any ihermoclynamic reason for preferring

air to mercury as thermometric fluid, Regnault preferred

it for two very good reasons. (1) Its expansion is 20
times that of mercury and IGO times the cubical expansion
of glass, and therefore with air the error due to irregularity

in the expansion of the glass is 20 times smaller than with
mercury, and small enough to produce no practical defalca-

tion from absolute accuracy in thermometry, as Lo found
by elaborate and varied trials. So far as this is concerned,

some highly expansive organic liquids would answer nearly

as well as air for thermometric fluid, and would have the

advantage of giving a thermometer much more easily used.

(2) For an ultimate standard of reference air Las the

advantage over organic liquids geneially, that different

samples of it taken at different times, or in different parts

of the world, and purified of water and carbonic acid' by
well-known and easily practised processe.s, are sufficiently

uniform to give thermometric results between which the

ing, before becoming etationary, a little of tlio liquid lags beliiuJ llio

descending free snrface, dct;iined on the glass, and, trickling slowly
down to rejoin the main cohinn), must bo waited for before the sta-

tionary temporaturn can bo correctly road. Wc believe that if a fairly

inviacid (or mobile) liquid such as alcohol or ether or butyrato of oxide
of methyl bo used, tlioro will bo practically no luite lost from this cause,

and certainly no accuracy lost when proper care is taken by the ob-
server. The observer must be on his gnard against a possibly false steadi-

ness, through the falling of temperature being movientarilij balanced in

Its effect on the free surfjico bv tho trickling down of liquid from tlio

glass above, when the free surface is still above, or, it may be, has gone
down to a little below, the true position for the final temperature.

' Henceforth, to avoid circumlocntiona, the-unqualificd word "nlr"
will by uiwd to denote atmospheric air taUcn in any part of the world,
and deprived of carbonic acid and whatever vapour of water it may have
contained, by aid of hyilr.ated lime, or caustic potash, or .some other suit-

able reagent for removing the carbonic acid, and quicklime, or chloride of

calcium, or sulphuric acid, or phosphoric acid, for removing the water.

accordance is practically perfect, provided the thermo-

metric plan according to which the different samples aro

used is the same, or as approximately the same as is easily

secured in practice. Two plaus for the thermometric uso

of air naturally present themselves':— (I.) augmentation of

volume of air kept in constant pressure; and (U.) augmenta-
tion of pressure of air kept in constant volume. Regnault

tried both plans, but found that he could only arrange his

apparatus to give good results by the second, and on it there-

fore he founded what he called his "normal air thermo-

meter." For the sake of perfect dcfinitcness be chose, as the

density of the air in his normal thermometer, the density which

air has when at the temperature of melting ice and under

the pressure of one atmo. He adopted the centigrade scale

in respect to the marking of the freezing and boiling points

by 0° and 100"; and the princiiile which he assumed for

the reckoning of other temperatures was to call equal those

differences of temperature for which differences of pressure

of the air in his normal thermometer are equal Thus be

was led to a definition of temperature expressed by the

following formula :

—

<=loo^rn
, ........ (d;

2?ioo-n

where II denotes the pressure one atmo, and p and /j^j

the pressures of the air of the normal thermometer at the

temperatures denoted by t and by 100 respectively, the

latter being the temperature of steam issuing from water

boiling under, the pressure of one atmo. By the< most

accurate observations which he could make Regnault found

for his " normal air" ^jj^^ = 1-3665 x 11. Hence Lis ther

mometric formula becomes

<= 100- = 272-85( (2).
3665 X n

§25. Regnault compared with his normal air tLcrmo- Keg-

meter thermometers on the same plan of constant volume, """i''a

but with air at other than the normal density of 1 atmo,
"""''"^"

and with other gases than air; also air and gas ther-J|,p^„,^jj^

raometers on the plan of constant apparent volume as (.(era.

measured in a glass bulb and stem ; also a thermometer

founded simply on the dilatation of mercury; also thermo-

meters of mercury in different kinds of glass, each graduated

on the glass stem with divisions corresponding to exactly

equal volumes of the bore ; also overjloiving themiomHen
(thermometres k ddversement), in which a bulb with a short

piece of fine stem was perfectly filled with mercury at 0'

and the quantity of mercury expelled by the high tempera-

ture to be measured was weighed, instead of being volu-

raetrically measured by divisions of a long stem as in the

ordinary thermometer.

The whole of this thermometric investigation is full of

scientific interest, and abounds with results of great prac-

tical value in respect even of the minutest details of

Regnault's work. It will be found fully described in the

first of his three volumes, entitled JMalion d(s Erjyirienccs

(ntreprises par ordre de Monsieur le Ministre dee Travavx
Publics et stir la proposition de la Coinmission centralc des

Machines h Vapeur pour Bi'termiiier les Prindpalea Lois et

Donnies Numiriqves qui aitrent dans Ic Calcul des Machines

a Vapeur, which were published at Paris in 18-17, 18G2,

and 1870. Hero we can but state some of the most im-

portant of the general conclusions:

—

(1) The air thermometers with pressure at 0°of from 44

to 149 centimetres of mercury agreed perfectly with the nor-

mal air thermometer calculated according to tho same for-

mula (2), and nearly the same numerical coeflicient 272'8.5.

A slightly larger value 27208 (or 0030032-') gave the

best agreement for tho 44 cm. j)ressure, and the somcwliat

smaller value 272'7 (or •003007"') for the jircssure 149 cm.
(2) The hydrogen gas thermometer, with pressure one

atmo at 0°, and with its indications calculated according to
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formula (2) but with a different numerical coefficient,^

agreed perfectly with the normal air thermometer from 0°

to 325°.

(3) The carbonic acid gas thermometer with pressure

46 cm. at 0°, and its indications calculated with the co-

efficient 271-59 (003682-^), agreed perfectly with the

normal air thermometer from 0' to 308°.

(4) The carbonic acid gas thermometer with pressure,

at 0°, 74 centimetres (or nearly 1 atmo), calculated with

the coefficient 270-64 (-003695-') to make it agree with

the normal air thermometer at 100°, gave numbers some-

what too large for all temperatures from 200° to 323°.

The difference seemed to rise to a maximum at about 180°,

when It was about J°, and to diminish so as to be only

about y\f° at the highest temperatures of the comparison.

Two sulphurous acid gas thermometers, with pressures 59
cm. and 75 cm. at 0°, calculated with coefficients 263-6

(-003794-') and 261-4 (-003825-') respectively to make
them agree at 100° with the normal air thermometer, each

gave numbers too small for the higher temperatures by dif-

ferences increasing gradually from ^° at 140° to 3° at 320°.

(5) Air and gas thermometers calculated according to

liiTerences of pressure of the gas kejjt at the same apparent

volume (that is to say, with the bounding mercury column
at a constaht mark on the glass stem of the thermometer)
gave numbers too small at the higher temperatures by
differences gradually increasing up to 2-^° at 350° in the

case of Ghoisi le Roi crystal, a hard glass without lead, and
to as much as 3|° in the case of ordinary glass.

lu connexion with these observations Eegnault remarks
that the greatest cause of uncertainty in his air ther-

mometry is the allowance for expansion of the glass. It

was only by most carefully made special experiments- on
each particular bulb and tube, to determine its expansion

throughout the range for which it was to be used, that he
succeeded in obtaining the great accuracy which we find in

his results, according to which the probable error, whether
by his normal air thermometer, or by other air or gas ther-

mometers of those stated above to agree with it perfectly,

was not more than from '1 to *15 of a degree for any
temperature up to 350°.

(6) The mercury-in-glass thermometers which Eegnault
generally used for comparison with his normal air ther-

mometer were overflowing thermometers, because he found
that with such he could more easily obtain the very minute
accuracy at which he aimed than with the ordinary volu-

metric thermometers; but the formula by which he calcu-

lated temperature from the overflowing thermometer was
adapted to give exactly the same result as would have been
obtamed by the ordinary thermometer with divisions on
the stem corresponding to equal volumes of the bore. It

must be remembered, however, that this perfect agreement
between the volumetric and overflowing thermometers
would not be found unless the expansion of the bulb and
tube were uniform and isotropic throughout.

(7) The general results of Regnault's comparisons of

mercury thermometers with his normal air thermometer
' Instead of the '003665 of his normal air thermometer, Kegnault

states that for his hydrogen thermometer he used -003652 (which would
make the coeSacient in formula (2) be 273-82 instead of 272-85). But
this must surely be a mistake, as he found -0036678 for the "coefficient

of dilatation " of hydrogen calculated from its increase of pressure ia
constant volume, and -0036613 for the coefficient of dilatation observed
directly for hydrogen under constant pressures of from 1 to 4 atmos
(pp. 78, 80, 91, 115, 116), and he nowhere speaks of having found
any smaller value than -003661 for hydrogen.

^ These experiments were made by finding the weight of mercury
contained in each bulb and tube at several difTerent temperatures
throughout the range through which it was to be used, and thence cal-

culating the bulks according to the density of mercury for the different

temperatures found by his independent investigation of the absolute
dilatatiou of mercury by the hydrostatic method, this method being
independent of the expansion of the containing glass or other solid.

JO 9 8 7 6

were given by himself in a diagram of curves from which
the accompanying is copied on a reduced scale (fig. 3).

It shows that at a temperature of 320° the independent
mercury thermometer stands at 329-8°, the thermometer
of mercury in Choisi le Eoi crystal at 327-25°, and the
thermometer of mercury in ordinary glass at 321-8°;

and that the independent mercury thermometer and the
mercury in Choisi le Roi crystal ^' s ? e » « a = i o _
stand 10° higher than the normal
air thermometer at the temperatures

by it of 323° and 345° respectively.

§ 26. • The curve for the inde-

pendent mercury thermometer is

merely Regnault's graphic repre-

sentation of his experin>ents on the

absolute expansion of mercury
{Relation des Uxperiences, vol. i.

p. 328). It shows that the addition

of bulk given to the same mass '"

of mercury under constant pressure

by elevation of temperature is for _
the same difference of temperatures uo

as indicated by his normal
thermometer regularly greater and '^
greater the higher the temperature.

§ 27. It. is interesting to see

by the diagram that at the high

temperatures all the mercury ther-

mometers keep rearer to the air

thermometer than does the inde-

pendent mercury thermometer, and

that the mercury in ordinary soft Fig- 3.

glass keeps much nearer to the air thermometer than does

the mercury in the hard Choisi le Roi glass. We infer that,

still reckoning temperature by the air thermometer, we
have regular augmentation of expansion at thphigh tempera

tures in all the different glasses, each greater than the

augmentation of expansion of mercury, and that this

augmentation is greater in the soft ordinary glass

than in the hard Choisi le Roi glass, being in the

ordinary glass great enough to overcompensate in

the resulting thermometric indication the augmenting

expansion of the mercury from 100° to 245°; while

above 245° in the ordinary glass thermometer, and

at all temperatures above 100° in the Choisi le

Roi thermometer) the compensation ia only partial.

Between 0° and 100° the independent mercury

thermometer stands regularly lower than the air

thermometer by as great a difference as -35° at 50°,

where it is a inaximum. The curves for the mercury-

in-glass thermometers are not shown between 0° and

100°, but it is clear from the diagram that the Choisi

le Roi thermometer must, like the independent

mercury thermometer, stand lower than the air ther-

mometer, but by a smaller difference, probably only

about -2° at 50°; and the ordinary glass thermometer

higher than the air thermometer from 0° to 100° by

a diffeitnce which maybe -2° or -3° at 50°. This last

inference from the diagram is confirmed by Regnault's

table of results facing page 227 of his first volune.

§ 28. la the best modern thermometers the

graduations are actually engraved on the glass ; but

in most popular thermometers, and in m.any for

scientific investigation, they are on an attached scale ^'6- ^•

of wood, or ivory, or brass, or paper. Some of the best

popular thermometers arS the German bath thermometers,

in which the graduation is on a paper scale guarded by

being enclosed in a wide glass tube hermetically sealed

round the stem and over the bulb of the glass which

contains the mercury, in the manner shown in fig. 4.
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The graduation is clearer and more easily read ia this

kind of thermometer than in any other. The complete

protection of the paper scale against damp and damage
affurded by its hermetically sealed glass envelope gives a

per3nnially enduring quality to this form of thermometer,^

such as is possessed by no others except those graduated

on the glass ; and the lightness of the paper renders its

proper attachment to the inner stem, by gum or otherwise,

thoroughly trustworthy, when once well done by the maker
of the instrument. For scientific purposes the paper

scale was too cheap, and common, and good, to

satisfy the ideas of those instrument makers who in

Germany and France substituted the heavy gradu-

ated slab of opal glass for the paper, while still

adhering to the bath thermometer pattern in her-

metically enclosing this scale in an outer containing

glass tube,—very unnecessarily, as the glass scale,

unlike the paper scale, does not require any such

protection.

This is now, however, a thing of the past. At the

present time all high-class scientific thermometers

are graduated on the glass of the stem without any
attached scale of other material. Except in respect

to ease of reading the indications this simplest form
is, both for popular and for scientific purposes,

superior even to the German bath thermometer
with hermetically sealed paper scale ; and this will

be the form intended when we speak of a mercury
thermometer, or a spirit thermometer, or a liquid

thermometer, without any special qualification.

§ 29. Properties of Matter concerned in Liquid

Thermometers.—The indications' of the liquid ther-

mometer depend not only upon the expansion of the

liquid with heat ; they are seriously modified by the

expansion experienced also b/ the containing solid.

The instrument in fact consists of a glass measure
measuring the bulk of a liquid. If the bulk of the

hollow space in the glass and the bulk of the liquid

expand by the same amount, the apparent bulk of

the liquid as thus measured will remain unchanged.
Now, supposing the glass to be perfectly homogene-
ous and isotropic (see art. Elasticity, g§ 38, 39,
and chap. L of Mathematical Theory), and the bulb
to be free from internal strain, the glass will, when
warmed uniformly, expand equally in all directions,

and the volume of the hollow space will be altered

in the same ratio as tho volume of the glass itself,

Hence the indications of the thermometer depend
on a difference between the expansion of tho glass

an 1 the expansion of the liquid.

j5 GO. To define exactly the indications of a ther-

mometer founded on the expansion of a tlui'. let tho

volume of the bore of the stem between two consecu-

tive divisions be called for brevity a degree measure.

Tho degree measure is habitually made as nearly ^^' ^"

fis possible equal throughout the scale in tho best mercury-
In-glass thermometers ; and, as wo shall bco (§ 62), it ought
lo bo 80 in an air thermometer to give indications agreeing
with the absolutfl thermodj-naraic scale nearly enough for

the most accurate practical thermometry. But in practical

Bpirit-thermometer.s the divisions are made to correspond
as nearly as may bo to degrees of a standard mercury or air

• Proviilcd it is never exposed to " liroWninR " temiicrntures (or
tempcrnturcs liigli enough to produco partially dpstmctivo distillation

of the paper). Instninicnt makers ignoring this caution have actually
niado it with giaduation extending to such temperatures for kitchen
tiMe. Tho result is that it gets injured to tho extent of partlady
browning tho hermetically scaled paper, and befogging the inner surface
of tho gl.Ts^ envclopi;, by applying it to test tho temperature of
melted fat in cooking. For this purj-ose tho simple scieutiiic Ihert

momeier with gradualiot on the glass stem is proper.

thermometer, and the degree measures are therefore (Table
II. below) larger and larger from the lower to the -upper
end of the scale. For the purpose, however, of comparing
the thcrmometric performances of different liquids, we shall

suppose tho degree measure to be of equal volume through-
out the scale in each case.

Let K be tlic number of degree measures contained ia tho
volume of the bulb and stem up to the point marked zero on
the scale ; and 1ft D, denote the volume, at any temperature t, of
the degree measure reckoned in absolute units of volume. Tha
volume of the bulb and stem up to zero will be ND,. On the sup-
position of perfect isotropy and freedom from strain in the glass, N
will be independent of tho temperature and D,/Do will be the ratio
of the volume of any portion of the glass at temperature t to its
volume at the temperature called zero, if Do denote the volume of
the dcgi-ee measure when the glass is at this zero temperature. I^t
now Li ard Lo denote the volumes of the whole liquid in a thermo-
meter ut the two temperatures t and ; we have Lo = NDo. And if

s be the number of scale divisions marking the place of the liquid
smfaceinthe thermometer tube, we have Li = (N + «)D(. Hencs

J 'Lo= -i-s/N)D,/Do. Hence s-N fj^° - 1V Hence, if E;

denote atigmentation of bulk of the liquid, and Ei augmentation of

bulk of each degree-division of the stem, when temperature is

raised from to I, each reckoned in terms of the bulk at zero tem-
perature, we have

Vi + Ei J --^ n-t;

This is the formula for the ordinary liquid thermometen,
It is also applicable to the constant pressure -air ther-

mometer, in which, with proper instrumental means to

keep the pressure constant, air is allowed to expand or

contract With elevation or depression of temperature, and
its volume is measured in a properly shaped glass measuring
vessel. We may arbitrarily determine to take s as the
numeric 'or the temperature which is indicated by any
one partimlar thermometer of this kind, for instance, a
methyl butyrate thermometer, or an alcohol thermo-

meter, or a mercury or an air thermometer. But if

s = t for any one individual thermometer, it cannot ba
exactly so for any other. In the first advances 'towarda

accurate thermometry it was taken so for the mercury-in-

glasa thermometer, and by general consent it was con-

tinued so until it was found (§ 25) that diflerent mercurj'-

in-glass thermometers, each made with absolute accuracy,

differ largely in their reckonings of temperature.

§ 31. Numerical Thermometry.—In § 12 above, a perfectly Thermo
definite and very simple basis for numerical thermometry meter

was described, not as having been adopted in practice, but ^^fi"^''

as an illustration of a very general principle upon which constaui
reckoning of temnerature may be done in numbers. The the upc

principle is this. Two definite temperatures depending on cific

properties of some particular substance or substances are ''*''' "'

first fi.ved upon and marked by two arbitrary numbers,—»"

as, for instance, tho temperature of melting ice marked
zero, and the temperature of steam issuing from boiling

water under atmospheric pressure of exactly one atmo,

marked 100. Then any intermediate temperature t ia

obtained by taking t parts of water at zero and (100 - t)

tiarts at 100° and mixing them together. As said in § 12
this method is limited to temperatures at which liquid

water can bo obtained, and therefore practically it is only

applicable between tho melting point of ice and the boiling

point of water, under ordinary atmospheric pressure.

§ 32. Any other liquid of permanent chemical constitu-

tion might bo used instead of water as tho thcrmometric

substance in thermometry founded on mixtures ; so even

might a powdered solid. Oil if used instead of water

would have the advantage of being available for higher

temperatures ; but want of perfect definitcness and con

stancy of chemical constitution is a fatal disqualification fo:

it OS tho fundamental therraonietric substance for ther
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mometry by mixtures. Liquid mercury might bo used with

the advantage of being available for both higher and lower

temperatures than water, through a much wider whole range

indeed than either water or oO. For use as thermometric

substance for the method of mixtures both water and
mercury, in the conditions of approximate purity in which
they are easily obtained in abundance, have a paramount
advantage over all other liquids, in near enough approxima-

tion to perfect definiteness and constancy of constitution

to give practically perfect thermometric results.

§ 33. In ^ 12, 2i, 25, 30, 31, 32, several distinct

definitions of numerical reckoning of temperature have
been given. In each of these the differences of tempera-
ture which are to be called equal are defined specially, and
this is the essence of the thermometric scale in each case (the

marking of 0° and 100° for the "freezing" and "boiling"
points being common to all as a .matter of practical usage
and not an essential of the thermometric principle in any
case). Thus in §§ 12, 31, and 32 differences of tempera-
tiKe are called eqijal which are produced by the com-
munication of equal quantities of heat to a given quantity
of the particular thermometric substance chosen—water,

for example, or mercury; in other words (§ 63 below),

this thermometric system is chosen so as to make the

specific heat of a particular thermometric substance the
sime for all temperatures. Again in § 2i differences of

'temperature are called equal for which the differences

of pressure are equal in air of the particular density which
air has if its pressure is one atmo when its tempera-

tare is "freezing." This is Regnault's "normal thermo-
metry." In § 25 (1), (2), (3), (4), other reckonings of

temperature differing essentially from this, though, as

Regnault's experiments proved, by but very small differ-

ences, are given simply by the substitution- of air of

property other than Regnault's normal density, and of other ga.ses

f a p^r- than air, for the air of Regnault's normal thermometer. In

§ 25 (5) a thermometry founded on a complex coefficiency

of change of pressure and volume of a gas and change of

volume of some one particular glass vessel is defined and
compared with Regnault's normal thermometry; and in §
25 (6) and (7) the same is done for the ordinary mercury-
in-glaas thermometer, which depends on a coefficiency of

glass and mercury leading to the reckoning of temperature
defined in § 30 Again in § 26 and § 24 (I.) is indi-

cated a system of thermometry founded on the absolute
dilatation of some fluid, such as mercury or alcohol or buty-
rate of oxide of methyl or other permanent liquid or air,

at some constant pressure, such as one atmo, with equal
differences of temperature defined as those wliich give equal
dilatations of the particular substance chosen as the thermo-
metric fluid.

§ 34. Each of all these different definitions of tempera-
ture is founded on some particular property of a particular

Bubstance. A thermometer graduated to fulfil one of the
definitions for one particular substance would. not agree
with another thermometer graduated according to the same
definition for another substance, or according to some of

the other definitions. A much more satisfactory foundation
for thermometry is afforded by thermodynamic science,

which (see THEKMODYKAincs) gives us a definition of

temperature depending on certain thermodynamic pro-

perties of matter in such a manner that if a thermometer
is graduated according to it from observation of one class

of thermal effects in one pat.ticular substance, it will agree
with a thermometer graduated according to the same
thermddynamic law from the same class of effects in

|

any other substance, .or from the same or from some
other class of effects in another substance. Thus we
have what_ is called the absolute thermodynamic scale.

This scale is now ia modern thermal science the ultimate

Rich

'ounileil

on a par-

ticular

ticular

iitauce

scale of reference for all thermometers of whatever kind
(§ 67). It is defined in §§ 35 and 37 after the following,
preliminary. A piece of matter which we shall call the
"thermometric body" or "thermometric substance" must
be given, and at each instant it must be throughout at
one temperature, whatever operations we perform upon it.

For simplicity we shall suppose it to be of one substance
throughout. It may be all solid, or it may be partly solid
and the remainder gaseous (as the contents of a wholly
frozen cryophorua ^ or any other form of closed vessel full

of ice and vapour of water, but with no air) ; or it may at
one particular temperature in the course of its use be
partly solid and partly liquid and partly gaseous (as the
contents of a partially frozen cryophorus) ; or it may be
partially liquid and partially gaseous (as the contents of
an unfrozen cryophorus or of a "philosopher's hammer") ;-

or it' may be aU liquid; or it may be all gas; or it may,
be all fluid at a temperature above the Andrews " critical

temperature." 3 If it be all solid it may be under any
homogeneous stress (Elasticity, Mathematical Theory,
pirt L, chap, i.) ; but in any case we suppose for simplicity
the stress to be homogeneous throughout, and therefore if

the thermometric body be partly solid and partly fluid,

the stress in tfie solid as well as in the fluid must be
riniform pressure in all directions. To avoid excluding
the case of all solid from our statements, we shall use
generally the word stress, which will mean normal pressure
reckoned in number of units of force per unit of area
in every case in which the whole or any part of the
thermometric body is fluid, and will denote this or any
other po.ssible stress wheu the thermometric body is all

solid.

§ 35. (1) Alter the bulk or shape of the thermometric Firsts

substance till it becomes warmer to any desired degree, dettni-

(2) Keeping it now at this higher temperature, alter bulk or
''°° ""

shape farther, and generate the heat .which the substance oftw«*
takes to keep its temperature constant, by stirring water, tempera,

or a portion of the substance itself, if it is partly fluid, t"es.

and measure the quantity of work spent in this stirring.

(3) Bring it back towards its original bulk and shape till Camot's
it becomes cooled to its original temperature. (4) Keeping thermo-

it at this temperature, reduce it to its original bulk and ^^'lan'io

shape, carrying off, by a large quantity of water, the heat g^n^.
which it must part with to prevent it from becoming alized.

warmed. Find by a special experiment how much work
must be done to give an equal amount of heat to an equal
amount of water by stirring. Then the ratio of the first

measured quantity of work to the second is the ratio of
the higher temperature to the lower on the absolute ther-.

modynamic scale.

§ 36. The following is equivalent to § 35, and is more
convenient for analytical rpi. It is derived from § 35
by supposing the first a..J third operations to be so small
that the ratio defined as XUS ratio of the two temperatures
is infinitely nearly unity, and conversely § 35—onr first

form of definition of absolute temperature—may be derived

from the second, which is to be now given, by passing

through a finite range of temperature by successive infini-

tesimal steps, and applying the second definition to each
step.

§ 37. Let the thermometric body be infinitesimallyy

warmed by stirring a portion or the whole of itself if it

be partially or wholly fluid, or by stirring a quantity of

fluid in space around it if it be all solid ; and during the

process let the stress upon the body be kept unchanged.
The body expanding or contracting or changing its shape
w;th the heat, as the case may be, does work upon the
surrounding material by which its str«„S3 is maintained

' See articles Liquid, M.itieb (PROPtKTiES or), and SteaU.
- Ibid. s Ibid.
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Find tho ratio of the anionnt of work thus done to the

amount of work spent in the stirring. For brevity we
shall call this the work-ratio. Again, let the stress be

infinitesimally increased, the thermometrio body being niow

for the time enclosed in an impermeable envelope so tliat

it may neither gain nor lose caloric. It will rise (or fall)'

in temperature in virtue of the augmentation of stress.

The ratio of this infinitesimal elevation of temperature to

'.ke whole absolute temperaMcre is equal to the work-ratio

multiplied into the ratio of the infinitesimal avgmentaiion

if stress to the whole stress.

§ 38. To show how our definition of absolute temperature

(s to be applied in practice take the following examples.

Ekamplc 1.—Any case in which the thermometrio substance

IS part in one condition and the remainder in another of

difforcDt densitj-, as part solid and part vapour, or part

iinlid and part liquid, or part liquid and part steam. In

this last case, as explained above (§ 34), we suppose the

stress to bo uniform pressure in all directions.

Let p be its amount, and let t be the absolute temperature coitc-'

spending to this pressure. Let <r be the ratio of the density of the

rarer to that of the denser portion, p the density of the rarer por-

tion, and Jk the quantity of work required to generate the heat
taken to convert unit mass of the substunce from the lower to tlie

higher condition (k the "latent heat" of transitioa from the

lower to tho higher condition per unit mass of the substance, and
J the dynamical equivalent of tho thermal unit ift which k is

measured). The work done by the substance in passing from the
denser to the rarer condition per unit volume of the latter is

p(t - ff), and the amount of work required to generate the heat
taken in doing so is Jpx. Hence the work-ratio of our second
definition is

^4^ (1).

Let now tlio pressure be increased by an infinitely small quantity
dp, and, the substance being still in the two conditions but of

uniform temperature throughout, let dl be the corresponding vise

in tcmperatiu'e. We have by the definition (§ 37)

dt_p{l-(r)(!p_l

Henca

Hence by integration

ipK

t
' lip'

JpK
dp.

JpK

log

jT'
{l-<T)dp

(1 - <')dp

JpK

(2).

(3V

Mr i~t^e^Po Jc«

§ 39. Fig. G represents a thermometer constructed to

show absolute temperature on the plan of example 1, § 38,
realized for the case of water and vapour of water as thor-

mometric substance. The containing vessel consists of a
tube with cylindric bulb like an ordinary thermometer;
but, unlike an ordinary thermometer, tho tube is bent in

tho manner shown in tho drawing. The tube may be of

frcifl 1 to 2 or 3 millims. bore, and the cylindrical part
of the bulb of about ten times as much. Tho length of

the cylindrical part of the bulb may be rather more than

yjp of the length of tho straight part of the tube. Tho
contents, water and vapour of water, arc to bo put in and the
glass hermetically scaled to enclose t"hem, with tho utmost
precautions to obtain pure water as thoroughly freed from
air as possible, after better than the best manner of instru-

ment makers in making cryophoruses and water hammers.
The quantity of water left in at the. sealing must be enough
to fill the cylindrical pirt of the bulb and the horizontal
branch of the tube. When in use the straight part of tho
tube must bo vertical with its closed end up, and tho part
of it occupied by tho manomotric water-column must bo
kept at a nearly cno\igh definito tenipcr.ituro by a st"-.

' In the case of fall tho elevation of teiiipcmturo U to bo rogarilcd
as negative , aj il in ttus case the " work-r-itio " is nogutlvo nUo.

'•T

rounding glass jacket-tube of iced water. This glass
jacket-tube is wido enough to allow little lumps of
ice to be dropped into it from its upper end, which
is open. By aid of an india-rubber tube connected
with its lower end, and a little movable cistern, as
shown in the drawing, the level of the water in the
jacket is kept from a few inches above to a quarter of an
inch below that of the interior manometric column. Thu.s,

by dropping in lumps of ice so as always to keep some
unmelted ice floating in the water of tho jacket, it is easy to

keep the temperature of the top of the manometric water-
column exactly at the freezing tem-

perature. As we shall see presently,-

the manometric water below its free

surface may be at any temperature
from freezing to 10° C. above freez-

ing without more than -^-^ per cent, of

hydrostatic error. The temperature

in the vapour-space above the liquid

column may be either freezing or

anything higher. It ought not to

be lower than freezing, because, it

it were so, vapour would condense
as hoar frost on the glass, and eva-

poration from the top of the liquid

column would either cryophoruswiso

(see Liquid and TnERMODYNAMics)
freeze the liquid there, or would cool

it below the freezfng point.

§ 40. The chief object of keeping

the top of tho manometric column
exactly at the freezing point is to

render perfectly definite and con-

stant the steam pressure in the space

above it.

A second object of considerable

importance when the bore of the tube

is' so small as one millimetre is to

give constancy to the capillary ten-

sion 01 the surface of the water.

The elevation by capillai-y attraction

of ice-cold water in a tube of one
millimetre bore is about 7 millims.

The constancy of temperature pro-

vided by the surrounding iced water

will be more than sufficient to pre-

vent any perceptible error due to

inequality of this effect. To avoid

error from capillary attraction the i

bore of the tube ought to be very
|

uniform, if it is go small as one miUi-
[^^

metre. If it be three millimetres or

more, a very rough approach to

uniformity would suQice. ^'S- "

A third object of the iced-watcr jacket, and one of much
more importance than tho second, is to give accuracy to

the hydrostatic measurement by keeping the density of

the water throughout tho long vertical branch definite and

constant. But the density of water at the freezing point

is only jtj per cent, less than the maximum density, and

is the same as the density at 8° C; and therefore when ,'5

per cent, is an admissible error on our thernioractric

pressure, the density will be nearly enough constant with

any temperature from 0° to 10° C. throughout the

column. But on account of the first object mentioned

above tho very top of tho water column must bo kept

with exceeding exactness at the freezing temperature.

§ 41. In this instrument tho " Ihcrmomotric Dubstance"

(§ 34) is the water and vitpour of water in tho bulb, or

more properly speaking tho I'orlion.s of water and vapour
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of water infinitely near their separating interface. The

rest of the water is merely a means of measuring hydrosta-

tically the fluid pressure at the interface. When the

temperature is so high as to make the pressure too great

to be conveniently measured by a water column, the

hydrostatic measurement may be done, as shown in the

annexed drawing (fig. 7), by a mercury column in a

glass tube, surrounded by a glass water jacket not shown

in the drawing, to keep it very accurately at some definite

temperature so that the density of the mercury may be

accurately known.
The simple form of steam thermometer repre-

sented with figured dimensions in fig. 6 will be

very convenient for practical use for temperatures

from freezing to 60\ Through this range the

pressure of water-steam, reckoned in terms of the

balancing column of waterof maximum density, in-

creases (Table V.) from 6J to 202-3 centimetres;

and for this therefore a tube of a little more than 2

Vi

IRON O'Z CM. BOKC
Fig. i:

metres -^ill suffice. From 60° to 140° the pressure of steam
now reckoned in terms of the length of a balancing column
of mercury at 0° increases from 14'88 to 271'8 centimetres

;

and for this a tube of 280 centimetres may be provided.

For higher temperatures a longer column, or several

columns, as in the multiple manometer, or an accurate air

pressure-gauge, or some other means, such as a very accur-

ate instrument constructed on the principle of Bourdon's
metallic pressure-gauge, may be employed, so as to allow

us still to use water and ?apour of water as thermometric
substance.

§ 42. At 230° C, the superior limit of Eegnault's high-

pressure steam experiments, the pressure is 2753 atmos,

but there is no need for limiting our steam thermometer
to this temperature and pressure. Suitable means can
easily be found for measuring with all needful accuracy
much higher pressures than 27 atmos. But at so high a
temperature as 140°, vapour of mercury measured by a
water column, as shown in the diagram (fig. 8), becomes
available for purposes for which one millimetre to the
degtee is a sufficient sensibility. The mercury-steam-
pressure thermometer, with pressure measured by wate*--

column, of dimensions shown in the drawing, serves
from 140° to 280° C, and will have very ample sensibility
throiio-h the upper half of its scale. At 280° its sensibility

will be about 4^ centimetres to the degree ! for tempera.
tures above 280° sufficient sensibility for most purposes is

obtained by substituting mercury for water in that simplest
form of steam thermometer shown in fig. 6, in which the
pressure of the steam is measured by a column of the
liquid itself kept at a definite tempera-

ture. When the liquid is mercury there

is no virtue in the particular temperature

0°C., and a stream of water as nearly as

may be of atmospheric temperature will

be the easiest as well as the most accu-

rate way of keeping the mercury at a

definite temperature. As the pressure

of mercury steam is at all ordinary

atmospheric temperatures quite imper-
ceptible to the hydrostatic test when
mercury itself is the balancing liquid,

that which was the chief reason for fix-

ing the temperature at the interface

between liquid and vapour at the top of

the pressure-measuring column when
the balancing liquid was water (§ 40)

has no weight in the present case; but,

on the other hand, a much more precise

Fig- 8- W
definiteness than the ten degrees latitude allow ea in the

former case for the temperature of the. main length

of the manometric column is now necessary. In fact,

a change of temperature of 2'2° in mercury at any
atmospheric temperature produces about the same propor-

tionate change of density as is produced in water by a

change of temperature from 0° to 10°, that is to say, about

^\j- per cent.; but there is no difficulty in keeping, by
means of a water jacket, the mercury column constant to

some definite temperature within a vastly smaller margin

of error than 2 '2°, especially if we choose for the definite

temperature something near the atmospheric temperature

at the time, or the temperature of whatever abundant water

supply may be available. If the vertical tube for the pres-

sure-measuring mercury column be 830 centimetres long,

the simple mercury-steam thermometer may be used up to

520° C, the highest temperature reached by Eegnault in

his experiments (Table V. below) on mercury-steam. By
using an iron bulb and tube for the part of the thermometer

exposed to the high temperature, and for the lower part of

the measuring column to within a few metres of its top,

with glass for the upper part to allow the mercury to be

seen, a mercury-steam-pressure thermometer can with great

ease be made which shall be applicable for temperatures

giving pressures up to as many atmospheres as can be

measured by the vertical height available. The apparatus

may of course be simplified by dispensing with the Tor-

ricellian vacuum at the upper end of the tube, and opening

the tube to the atmosphere, when the steam-pressure to be

measured is so great that a rough and easy barometer

observation gives with sufficient accuracy the air-pressure

at the top of the measuring column. The easiest, and not

necessarily in practice the least accurate, way of measuring

very high pressures of mercury-steam will be by enclosing

some air above the cool pressure-measuring column of

mercury, and so making it into a compressed-air pressure-

gauge, it being understood that the law of compression ot

the air under the pressures ' for which it ia to he used
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in the gauge is known Dy accurate independent experiments

such as those of Eegaault on the compressibility of air

nnd other gases.

§ 43. The water-steam thermometer may be used, but

somewhat precariously, for temperatures below the freezing

point, because water, especially when enclosed and pro-

tected as the portion of it in the bulb of our thermo-

meter is, may be cooled many degrees below its freezing

point without becoming frozen : but, not to speak of the

uncertainty or instability of this peculiar condition of

water, the instrument would be unsatisfactory on account

of insufficient thermometric sensibility for temperatures

more than two or three degrees below the freezing point.

Hence, to make a steara thermometer for such temperatures

some other substance than water should be taken, and
none seems better adapted for the purpose

than sulphurous acid, which, in the ap-

paratus represented with figured dimen-

sions in the accompanying diagram (fig.

9), makes an admirably convenient and
sensitive thermometer for temperatures

from + 20° to something far below — 30°,

as we see from the results of Regnault's

measurements (Table VI. below).

§ 44. To sum up, we have in §§ 39 . . 43
a complete series of steam-pressure ther-

mometers, of sulphurous acid, of water,

and of mercury, adapted to give absolutely

definite and highly sensitive thermometric
indications throughout the wide range

from something much below - 30° to con-

siderably above 520° of the centigrade
jj

scale. The graduation of the scales of p
these thermometers to show absolute (j

temperature is to be made by calculation

from formula (3) of § 38, when the requi-

site experimental data, that is to say, the

values of or and px lor different values of

p throughout the range for which each

substance is to be used as thermometric
fluid are available. Hitherto these requi-

sites have not been given by direct experi-

ment for any one of the three substances

with sufficient accuracy for our thermo-

metric purpose through any range what-
ever. Water, naturally, is the one for

which the nearest approach to the requi-

site information has been obtained. For
it Regnault's experiments have given, no
doubt with great accuracy, the values

of p (the steam pressure) and of k (the

latent heat of steam per unit mass) for

all temperatures reckoned by his normal
air thermometer, which we now regard merely as an
arbitrary scale of temperature, through tho range from
-30° to -t-230°. If he, or any other experimenter, had
given us with similar accuracy through the same range

tho values of p (the density of steam) and o- (the ratio

of the density of steara to the density of water in contact

with it), for temperatures reckoned on the same arbitrary

scale, we should have all tho data from experiment required

for the graduation of our water-steam thermometer to

absolute thermodynamic scale. For it is to bo remarked
that all reckoning of temperature is eliminated from the

second member of formula (3), and that in our use of

it Regnault's normal thermometer his merely been referred

to for the values of px and of 1 - o-, which correspond to

stated values of p. The arbitrary constant of integration,

lii, is truly arbitrary. It will be convenient to give it

uuch a value that tJin difference of values of I between tho

ll-2r

U
Fig. 9.

merely as

freezing point of water and the temperature for which p is
equal to one atmo shall be 100, as this makes it agree
with the centigrade scale in respect to the difference between
the numbers measuring the temperatures which on the
centigrade scale are marked 0° and 100°. We shall see

(§ 56 below) that indirectly by means of experiments on
hydrogen gas this assignation of the arbitrary consfant of
integration would give 273 for the absolute temperature
0° C, and 373 for that of 100° C. Meantime, as said
above, wo have not the complete data from direct experi-
ments even on water-steam for graduating tho water-steam
thermometer ; but on the other hand we have, from experi-

ments on air and on hydrogen and other gases, data which
allow us to graduate indirectly any continuous intrinsic

thermoscope (§19 above) according to the absolute scale;

and we shall see that by thus indirectly graduating the
water-steam thermometer, we learn the density of eteam at

different temperatures more accurately than it has hitherto

been made known by any direct experiments on water-steam

itself.

§ 45. Merely viewed as a continuous intrinsic thermo-

scope, the steam thermometer, in one or other of the forms
described above to suit different parts of the entire range
from the lowest temperatures to temperatures somewhat
above 520°, is no doubt superior in the conditions for

accuracy specified in § 16 to every other thermoscope of

any of the different kinds hitherto in use; and it may
bo trusted more surely for accuracy than any other as a

thermometric standard when once it has been graduated

according to the absolute scale, whether by practical experi-

ments on steam, or indirectly by experiments on air or

other gases. In fact, the use of steam-pressure measured

in definite units of pressure, as a thermoscopic effect, in the

steam thermometer is simply a continuous extension to

every temperature of the principle already \iractically

adopted for fixing the temperature which is called 100° on

the centigrade scale ; and it stands on precisely the same
theoreticaUfooting as an air thermometer, or a mercury-in-

glass thermometer, ol- an alcohol thermometer, or a methyl

butyrate thermometer, in respect to the graduation of

its scale according to absolute temperature. Any one

intrinsic thermoscope may 1 e so graduated ideally by

thermodynamic experiments on the substance itself with-

out the aid of any other thermometer or any other ther-

mometric substance ; but the steam-pressure thermometer

has the great practical advantage over all others, except the

air thermometer, that these experiments are easily realiz-

able with great accuracy instead of being, though ideally

possible, hardly to be considered possible as a practical

moans of attaining to thermodynamic thermometry. In

fact, for water-steam it is only the most easily obtained

of experimental data, tho measurement of tho density of

the steam at different pressures, that has not already been

actually obtained by direct experiment. Whether or not,

when this lacuna has been filled up by direct experiments,

the data from water-steam alone may yield more accurate

thermodynamic thermometry than we have at present from

tho hydrogen or nitrogen gas thermometer (§§ C4 . . 69

below), wo are unable at present to judge. But when

once we have the means, directly from it.sflf, or indirectly

from comparison with hydrogen or nitrogen or air ther-

mometers, of graduating once for all a sulphurous acid

steam thermometer, water-steam thermometer, or mercury-

steam thermometer, that is to say, when once wo have

a table of tho absolute thermodynamic temperatures cor-

responding to tho different steam pressures of tho sub-

stances sulphurous acid, water, nnd mercury, wo have a

much more accurate and more easily reproducible standard

than either tho air or gas thermometer of any form, or the

mercury thermometer, or any liquid thermometer can give.

XI. 13
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In fact, the series of steam thermometers for the whole
range f/orn the lowest temperatures can be reproduced with
the greatest ease in any part of the world by a person com-
mencing with no other material than a piece of sulphur
and air to burn it in,i some pure water, and some pure
mercory, and with no other apparatus than can be made
by a moderately skilled glass-blower, and with no other
standard of physical measurement of any kind than an
accurate linear measure. He may assume the force of
gi-avity to be that calculated for his latitude, with the ordi-

nary rough allowance for his elevation above the sea, and
his omission to measure with higher accuracy the actual
force of gravity in his locality can lead him into no thermo-
metric error which is not incomparably less than the inevit-

able errors in the reproduction and use of the air thermo-
meter, or of mercury or other liquid thermometers. -In
temperatures above the highest for which mercury-steam
pressure la not too great to be practically available, nothing
hitherto invented but Deville's air thermometer with
hard porcelain bulb suited to resist the high temperature is

available for accurate thermometry.

§ 46. We have given the steam thermometer as our first

example of thermodynamic thermometry because intelli-

gence in thermodynamics has been hitherto much retarded,
and the student unnecessarily perplexed, and a mere quick-
sand has been given as a foundation for thermometry, by
building from the beginning on an ideal substance called

perfect gas, with none of its properties realized rigorously
by any real substance, and with some of them (see Matter,
Liquid, Steam) unknown, and utterly unassignable, even
by guess. But after having been moved by this reason to

give the steam-pressure thermometer as our first theoretical

example, we have been led into the preceding carefully de-
tailed examination of its practical qualities, and we have
thus become convinced that though hitherto used in scientific

investigations only for fixing the "boiUng point," and
(through an inevitable natural selection) by practical en-
gineers for knowing the temperatures of their boilers by the
pressures indicated by the Bourdon gauge, it is destined
to be of great service both in the strictest scientific ther-
mometry and as a practical thermometer for a great variety
of usefid applications.

§ 47. Example 2 (including example 1).—Any case in
which the stress is uniform pressure in aU directions.
Let p and v denote the pressure and volume. The condition of

the substance (single, double, or triple, as the case may be) is de-
terminate when p and v are given, and it will therefore be spoken
of shortly as the condition (j>, v). Let e be the energy which must
he communicated to the substance to bring it Irom any con-
veniently defined zero condition (p^, %) to any condition whatever
(p, i>). Remark that c is a function of the two independent
variables^, v to be found by experiment, and that the finding of it
by experiment is a perfectly determinate practical problem, which
can be carried out without the aid of any thermoscope, and without
any consideration whatever relating to temperature. We shall see
in fact thjt accurate practical solutions of it for many different sub-
stances have beea obtained by experiment (see Thermodynamics).
The absolute temperature t is also a function of ^ and v to be also
determined by experiment, according to the equivalent definitions
of §§ 35 and 37. Let heat be communicated to the substance soM to cause its volume to increase by dv, the pressure beinw kept
joustant. The energy of the body will be augmented by °

dv
At the same time the body in expanding and pressing out the
ma.ttet around it does work to the extent of

P-dv (4).
Hence the whole work required to generate the heat (riven to it
emoonts to

(£+^h (5).

»p .

^ Practically, the best ordinary chemical means of preparing sul-
l*nrou3 acid, as from sulphuric acid by Iieating with copper, might be
•dopted m preference to burning sulphur.

Hence the ratio of (4) to (5), or

de

dv
is the " work-ratio " of § 37.

t p di

+ p

Hence by the definition

p dp

de

(6).

(7),

dv^^ di+P
where D< denotes the change of temperature produced by ang.
menting the pressure by dp, and at the same time preventing the
substance from either giving heat to or taking heat from the sur-
rounding matter. To express this last condition analytically, let;
dv be tlie augmentation of volume (negative, of course, if dp be
positive) which it implies. The work done on the substance by
the pressure from without is —pdv, and the energy of the substance
is augmented by just this amount, because of the condition to bo
expressed. Hence

|rf^+gd,;=-^„ (8)!

whence

dv"

Bat

and so we have

d»

'_dp_

de
,

dp (9).

^'"li^-P +fr"'

EliminatiDg Dl/ctp from this by (7) we find

dc \dt da dt

dvjdp dp dv

(10).

(iiy.

§ 48. This isa linear partial differential equation of the first order
for the determination of t, supposing, as we do for the present, that
c is a known function ofp and v. The following graphical illustra-

tion of the well-known analytical process for finding the completa
solutions of such equations shows exactly bow much towards deter-
mination of temperature can be done with no other data from

experiment than the values of %2 and — as functions of p and v,
dv dp

and what additional information is required to fully determine t.

First remark that (11) is the condition that — be a
t

factor Called

thermo.,

rendering (p + _£ Vj,-) ^p a complete difTerential of a function' dynami^
V dvj dp fuifunction

of two independent variables p and v. Let (p be this function,— by
that is to say, let ((> be such that Banking

dv < V dv) ' dp t dp
de

— ^P
P +

<=-

de

dv

dip dip

dv dp
Then every solution of the diflt-rential equation

de

(12).

called

entropy
by
Clausiui

and sub^

seqrent

writen

dp
dv'

p +
dv

de

dp

(IS)

renders ip constant ; and conversely, every series of values of p and
t! which renders ip constant constitutes a solution of (13). Now this
differential equation may be solved graphically by taking p and ti

as rectangular coordinates of a point iu a plane, and drawing the
whole series of curves which satisfy it as follows. Commence with
any point and calculate for its values of p and v the value of the
second member of (13). Draw through this point an infinitesimal
line iu the direction of the tengent to the curve given by the value

30 found for -£

.

dv
With the altered values of p and v corresponding

' This function is of great importance in practical thermodynamics

:

multiplied by t„, it is equal to the excess of the energy of the sub-
stance above its motivity. Motivity (defined by Sir Wm. Thomson,
Proceedings Ji.S.E., 1879) is the amount of work obtainable by
letting the substance pass from the state {p, v) in which it is given to
the zero condition (p,,, »„), without either taking in heat from or
giving out heat to jiatter at any other temperature than <„. _Se«i
Thebmodtnamics.
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to fhe other end of tliia infinitesimal line, calculate a fresh valne of

^ , and continue tie curve in the slightly altered direction thus
dv
found, and 30 on. Take another point an3rwhere infinitesiuially

near this curve but not in it, and draw by a similar process the curve

th;-ousli it satisfying the equation. Take a third point infinitely

ne.ir this second curve, and draw through it a third curve satisfying

(15), and so on till the wliole area of values p, v, possible for the sub-

stance in question, is filled with a scries of curves one of which
passes through, or infinitely nearly through, every point of the

area. Assign arbitrarily a particular value of ^ to each of these

curves ; then graphically find J5 and -^ for any or every value of
dv dp

p and II. Then either of the two second foims of equation (12) gives

ius explicitly a value of t for any values whatever of jj and v.

§ 49. The solution for t thus obtained involves the arbitraiy

assumption of a particular value of # for each one of the sor'es of

purves which we have determinately traced. Hence, to render t

wholly determinate, something more must bo given than c -as a

function of p and v. Now the only thing that can bo given respect-

ing temperature for any particular substance before we have a tlier-

mometric scale is the relation subsisting between y^wi v when tlie

temperature is constant. This relation can, with merely a single-

tcmperaturo-thermoscope (§ 15 above), in addition to dynamical
instruments, be determmed for some one particular temperature ; and
this, if e be known for every value o(p ^d v, is the only additional

knowledge required for the determination of i for every value of p
nnd t'. For let j)=/(i') be the relation between^ and i' for some one
particular temperature, (^. If by this vo eliminate p from (12) we

.... W;
dc

g=i[^^)-a
where 5- , when p =/iv), becomes a known fonction of » alone.

dv
Hence by integration we find

= i[i'(j'^ +0j (15),

where F denotes a known function and C an arbitrary constant.
Now ti-ace the curve })=f{v) on our diagram. It must generally
cnt every one of the previously drawn determinate series of
curves. Hence equation (15), with two arbitrarily assigned
constants <„ and C, gives determinately the value of <p for every
one of the diagram of curves, and thus ^ is detfrinined for
every value of p and v. Either of equation."! (12) then gives t

determinately as a function of ^j and v, with only the value <„ arbi-
trary. The information from experiment, regarding the proTcrties
of the thermomctric substance, on which this dctennination is

founded, consists of a knowledge of the relation between ;; and v for
any one temperature, and of the value of c - c^ for all values of ^, v,

(e„ denoting the unknown value of e for some particular values p^v„).
Although, thcorcticaUy, this information is attainable by purely
dynamical operations and measurements, with no other thermal
guidance or test than that aflorded by a single-temperaturc-intrinsic-
thermoscope (§ 15), the whole of it has not m fact been explicitly ob.
tained for any one substance. But less than the whole of it suffices
to make a perfect absolute thermometer of any giveu substance.

§ 50. For this purpose it is not necessary to find I for all

values of p and v : it is enough to know it for all values
mutually related in any manner convenient for thermo-
metric practice. For example, if we could find t for every
value of V with p constant at some one particular chosen
value,—this would give a "constant pressure" absolute
thermometer. Or again, if we find t for every value of p
with V kept constant,—this. would give us a "constant
Volume " absolute thermometer. Let ub now examine into

tho rastricted dynamic and therraoscopic investigations upon
any particular substance, which will suffice to allow us to

make of it a standard absolute thermometer of one or other
of these species.

§ 51. Dynamical and thermoscopic invesliffalion required
to graduate^ according to the absolute scale, a constant-pressure

'Viei-niometer of any particular fluid.—Let a large quantity
of fluid bo given, and let proper mechanical means be taken
to cause it to flow slowly and uniformly through a pipe, in

'one short length of which there is a fixed porous plug. If,

Bs is the case with common air, nitrogen, oxygen, carbonic
acid, and no doubt many other ga-ses, the fluid Icave.n the
plug cooler than it enters it, let there be a paddlo in tho
stream flowing from tho plug, and let this paddlo bo turned
•o as to Btir the fluid and cause tho temDcrature. when the

rapids are fairly past and the eddies dae to the Btirring
subsided, to be the same as in the stream flowiBg towanls
the ping. When, as in the case of hydrogen "and of all

ordinary liquids, the fluid flows away from the plug wanner
than it entered it, let a uniform stream of water be kept
flowing in a separate canal outside the tiibo round a portion
of it in which the interual flow is from the plug, and by
this means let the t«mpeniture of the iiitenial fluid bo
brought to equality with that which it had on entering the
plug. By a separate thermodynamic experiment find how
much work would have to be spent in slirruig the external
stream of water by a paddlo to warm it as much as it is

warmed by conduction from the internal fluid across the

separating tube. Returning now to the iutornul fluid flow-

ing towards and from the plug, let p + Sp be the pi-e&siire

in the steady stream approaching the disturbed region, and

p the'pressure in the steady stream flowing fipm the dis-

turbed region ; and let Sto be the quantity of work done by
the paddle per unit of mass of the fluid jiassing by, reckonwl
positive in the first case, that namely in which the pa<ldlo

compensates a cooling effect experienced iu pa.ssing througU
the porous plug. In the second case - &w (in this case a
positive quantity) must denote the work done by the paddlo
upon the supposed external stream of water in the separate

thermodynamic experiment. It is to be reckoned per

unit mass of the interual fluid, irrespectively of the rate

of flow of the external water. Let t denote the temperaturo
of the fluid according to the thermodynamic scale, and let

& denote the infinitely small change of temperature which
it must experience to produce an infiuitesimal expansion
from volume v to volume tf + Sy under constant pressure.

We have

l.'!L I (16).
t dv 1 5w

V ip

Proof.—Let v + 8i', v, and (; + !'•. e. be respectively the amount*
of the volume and of the energy of the lltiid per unit manf, in tho
tranquil stream before and after passing the disturbed region. Th«
work done by an ideal piston pressing the fluid in towanls tho dis-

turbed region is {p + ip)\v + hc),on(\ the work done by the euiergfiit

stream upon an ideal piston moving bd'orc it is jic, cai-h rwkontj
per unit of mass, of the fluid. The whole work ilone on the fltrid

per unit mass by these ideal jiistons is/iSn + rSp ; add to this 6irdi>u«

by the paddle, and wo find that, on the whole, an aunmnt of work
equal to ;>5u + r5;»-f 5i'- is done on the fluiil in pissing khrongh tli*

disturbed region. Hence c exceeds c-fSc by this r.nionut; that u
to say,

-ic-'piv + vip-^-iw (17).

Now the paddlo and plug together act so as to render the tenijKta-

tures equal in tho tranquil streams nt pressures/) and i)+l{r>- 1^"'

if there were change of temperaturo its analytical expa'saioi

would bo

.... (18)tt-fsc +'^ip
dv dp

Heucu iB and tp oi-o so proportioned us to make tliii vauish
That is to say, we have

at

and wo liavo

rfo

dv dp

(ll>>l

hence (17) divided by tp becomes

dl_

dx dp de

dv' 'dT'dJ)
"^'"

dv

Using this iu (11) wo find

dt_

'_dp_

'!i

dv

Sio

Sp

I

dt

7il

« H
tio

Sp

(20).

(21)-

Divic'"i:,? (21) by r, aiid taking Ihu rceiprocal '.f both incmbso, Tt
have tho oauation Il6> which woji to bu inuvcd.
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§ 52. Now if for any particular fluid at some one given

pressure p, with infinitesimal excess Sp above this pressure

for the higher pressure in the thermodynamic experiment,

we find neither heating nor cooling effect in passing through

the porous plug, the paddle has nothing to do ; that is,

lw = 0. If, with always the same pressure p, but with

dififerent values of v, that is to say, with the fluid given at

different temperatures, but with pressures infinitely nearly

the same, we always find the same result, Si» = 0, it follows

from (16) that for this particular fluid at the particular

pressure of the experiment, and for all the temperatures of

the experiment, we have

f f^^l (22).
t do

Hence by integration

t = C>J (23).

Hence we infer that with this fluid for thermometric

substance, with the particular pressure of the experiment,

and throughout the range of temperatures for \ijhich experi-

ment has given us ho = 0, absolute temperature is shown

on a scale graduated and numbered in simple proportion to

the whole volume of the fluid.

§ 53. If the thermodynamic test repeated for the same

fluid at different pressures gives still the same result, we

have, for all pressures nnd temperatures within the range

for which the supposed result 8w = has been found by the

experiment,

t=Ap)y (24);

wJiere f{p) denotes a quantity which depends only on

the pressure of the fluid and is independent of its

density.

§ 54. Joule and Thomson's experiments on the thermal

effects of fluids in motion'^ showed that for pressures

of from one to five or six atmos hydrogen gas, common
air, nitrogen, o.xygen, and carbonic acid, all somewhat
approximately fulfil the condition of passing through the

porous plug without change of temperature,—hydrogen

much more approximately, carbonic acid much less approxi-

mately, than any of the others. Hence we infer that

absolute temperature is somewhat approximately propor-

tional to the volume of the fluid, if any one of these gases

be used as the thermometric fluid in a constant-pressure

thermometer. We shall presently see that the requisite

correction of this statement for the case of hydrogen is bo

email as to be almost within the limits of accuracy of the

most accurate thermometric usage.

§ 55. In the case of common air, nitrogen, oxygen, and

carbonic acid, the experiments showed a slight cooling

efiect upon the fluid in passing through the porous plug

;

in the -case of hydrogen, a much smaller heating effect.

According to the rigorous dynamical form of our statement-

of § 51, we have no right to measure these heating and

cooling effects on any scale of temperature, as we have not

yet formed a thermometric scale. And it is interesting to

remark that in point of fact the thermodynamic experiment

described in that section involves the use of a difi"erential

thermoscope (§ 13) and not of any intrinsic thermo-

scope at all ; and in respect to this requisite it may be

contrasted with the thermodynamic investigation of § 49

previously, which involved the use, not of any continuous

thermoscope, but only of a single-temperature intrinsic ther-

moscope (§ 14). Now, instead of reckoning on any thermo-

metric scale the cooling effect or the heating effect of

passage through the plug, we have to measure the quantity

of work (Sic) required to annul it, in the case of the

majority of gases ; and in the case of hydrogen, instead of

reckoning on any thermometric scale the heating effect, we

' Transactions nuyal Society, Juue 1853, Jiuie 1854, June 1860,

ana Juue 1862.

Lave to measure -Sui as explained in §51. The experiments
as actually made by Joule and Thomson simply gave the
cooling effects and heating effects shown by mercury thermo-
meters in the tranquil stream towards and from the plug

;

but the very thermometers that were used had been used

by Joule in his original experiments determining the

dynamical equivalent of heat, and again in his later experi-

ments by which for the first time the specific heat of air at

constant pressure was measured with sufficient accuracy for

our present purpose. Hence by putting together different

experiments which had actually been made with those

thermometers of Joule's, the operation of measuring hv, at

all events fo. the case of air, was virtually completed.

Thus according to our present view the mercury thermo-

meters are merely used as a step in aid of the measurement
of hv, and their scales may be utterly arbitrary, provided

we know the quantity of work required to raise unit mass

ofi any of the fluids concerned through the particulai

differences of temperature actually shown by the thermo-

meters in the Joule and Thomson experiment. The best

way of doing this of course is to take advantage of the best

measurements, that is to say Regnault's, of the thermal

capacity of air at constant pressure, and then to calculate

according to Joule's own measurement the dynamical

equivalent of the heat required to warm water through one

degree -of his own thermometers.

§ 56. Let K be the thermal capacity, pressure constant, of the

fluid experimented on, J the dynamical equivalent of the thermal

unit, and 5( the cooling effect (reckoned negative when the effect is

rise of temperature), as measured by Joule's thermometers. We have

5if = JK5< '(25).

Hence CI 6^ becomes
V dt _ 1

t dv . Hi U ' • '
(26».

I -I-

Ss

The experiment showed it to be simply proportional to Sp not

merely for an infinitesimal difference of pressures but for i^ressurea

np to 5 or 6 atmos. For the case of hydrogen- the heating effect

observed amounted, per 100 inches of mercury, to '100 of a degree

centigrade at temperatures of 4° or 5° centigiatle, and to "ISS of a

degree centigrade at temperatures of from 89° to 93° centigrade.

The investigation was not carried out in sufficient detail to give

any law of variation of this effect with temperature, and it was not

even absolutely proved to be greater for the higher than for the

lower temperature. In the circumstances we may take the mean
of the results for the higher and lower temperatures, say '13 per

lOOinches of mercury, or '039 per atmo. Hence if n denotes the

force per unit of area in the pressure called " one atmo," we have

Zt -039

ip

Hence

V dt

tTv'

dt

t

'

•039
J_K

(2TV

dv

•039JK/n »

which gives by integi-ation

« = C(u--039JK/n) ^28).

The arbitrary constant C depends on the unit adopted for tempera-

ture. Let this be such that the difference of temperature between

freezing and boiling is 100 (which will make "ur arbitrary scale

aoree with the ordinary centigrade scale in respect to the difference

between these two temperatures). Denote now by t„ the absolute

temperature corresponding to 0° C. The absolute temperature

corresponding to 100° C. will be (^+ 100. Denote also by r, and

r,„„, for the same two temperatures, the bulks of unit mass
.
of

hydrogen at any constant pressure within the limits of Joule and

Thomson's experiments, say, from one to five or six atmos. Then

by dividing the value of each member of (28) for 0° C. by the

difference of its values for 0° and 100°, we find

tg ro--039JK/n _..,,, (29V
100°° noo-''o

Hence
100,

(1 - -osgjK/nPn)

.

(80);,

* Joule and Thomson, Transacliona Royal Society, Juue 1860.
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whcie E denotes tlie expansion of iyJrogon, prcssuru constant,

ium Q' to 100° C in terms of its volume at 0°, tnat is to say,

E-V""^" (31).

Let Vo denote what the volume -n-ould bo at 0' C. if the pressure

were n instead of the actual pressure p. "We have

U (32).

Bcsnault finds {Experiences, vol. ii. p. 122) that the value of

K/nVj for hydrogen agrees within J per cent, w-ith its value for

eommonair; and for common air he finds K=-238. Thus with

423-5 for the value of J in metres (§ 9 above) we find JK-100-79
metres. And Rcgnault's observations on tlie density of air give for

nV|, (or the height of the homogeneous atmosphere at 0° C.)

7990 metrto. Hence for common air, and therefore also for hydro-

gen, Jli,'nVu=-0126; and thus (32) becomes

100/, . Vr
t. ?(-5) (33),

£ alna*

uOu of

ratio of

the ab-

soUite

tempera-

tare cor-

respond-

ing to

100° C.

to the

absolute

tempera-

lure cor-

respond •

log 'm 0'

n

n-ith c=--C0049 for hydrogen, for this gas expanding under

sonstant i<resMXj« of one atmo Kegnault found (Experiences, voL i.

p. 80) E" -36613, which gives .^ = 273-13. Hence (33), with

»o-"^'o. gives

<o=273-00 (34);

that is to say:

—

§ 57. We conclude from Eegnault's observations on the

e.xpansion of hydrogen from 0° to 100° C. under a con-

stant pressure of one atmo, and from the small heating

effect discovered in Joule and Thomson's experiments on

. the forcing of hydrogen through a porous plug, that the

absolute temperatiire of melting ice is 273-00°, if the unit

or degree of absolute temperature is so chosen as to make
the difference one hundred between the temperatures of

melting ice and of water with steam at one atmo of pres-

sure.

§ D8. An almost identical number for that most import-
' mt physical constant, the absolute temperature of melting
' ice, is obtained from observations on common air, and a not

very different number from observations on carbonic acid,

the only two gases besides hydrogen for which Eegnault

[Experiences, vol. i. p. 90) measured the expansion under

•onstaut pressure, and for which Joule dnd Thomson made
their experiment on the thermal effect of passage through

a porous plug. For each of these two gases the thermal

effect observed was a lowering of temperature, and was
found to vary at different temperatures very nearly in the

inverse proportion of the square of the temperature C,
by mercury thermometer, with 273 added. Hence nearly

enougli for use in the small term of the denominator of (2G)

wo have, for oir and carbonic acid,

U , /273y^
5^" V I Jn (35),

where t denotes as before absolute temperature, and A the

amount of the cooling effect per atmo of difference of

pressures, on the two sides of the plug, at the temperature

of melting ice. The values of A found for common air and
carbonic acid are '275 and 1-388. Regnault [ExjKriences,

vol. ii. p. 12G) finds JK/nV(| greater for carbonic acid than

for common air in the ratio of 1 -39 to 1 on the average of

temperatures from 0° to 210°. But he found also that

the specific heat of carbonic acid varies greatly with the

temperature ; and, taking the mean of the values which he

finds for it at 0° and 100°, p. 130, a,s the proper mean for

our present purpose, we fiud for JK/nV,), a value 1'29

time J its value for common air. From thcso experimental

results WG find by the mathematical process below (^ Gl)

still the same approximate formula (33), but with c= -f '002(5

for common air and c=-F-01G3 for carbonic acid. At
constant [iressure of one atmo Rcgnault's measurements
gave E = -30706 for common air, and E = -3710 for car-

bonic acid; and dividing 100 by these decimals wo find

respectively 272-44 and 269-5. The corrections on these

numbers by formula (33) to give the absolute temperature
of freezing are accordingly -i- -70 and -f4-4, and the
corresponding estimates for the required absolute tempera-
ture are 27314 and 273-9. Bringing together the results

in the three cases, we see them conveniently in the following
table :—

Name of Gas.
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thus flenote the cooling effect per almo o( differential pressp-e, is a

iunction of the temperature, and is independent of the whole pres-

BUie. With this notation (36) becomes

.dv JK„
dt n

This is a linear equation in s with a
moment we put s=log t.

«3 the complete integral,

second member, if for a

Integrating it, and replacing t, we find,

j£,, JK r'edi)

( <« nJ «M
§ 61. Expanslonsofdifferent gases, prcssureconstant,calmlated from

Ihe Joule and Thomson experimenl. We have from equation (37)

(38).izi^jjL^
s 1+—» -1- r*^ \

t '

For each of tlio gases experimented on, except hydrogen, B was
found to vary nearly in the inverse ratio of C Putting then

e=A{tJtf, we find

Hence, for these gases at pressures from to 5 or 6 atmos, (38)

becomes

•-?•-v•l>*"'i[»^(*^l••"
This shows that the " proper mean cooling effect " (il in the table

of § 68) is

i'^vk^)^-'''^'
the arithmetic mean of tlic cooling effects at 0° and 100° C,
that if we had simply taken the arithmetic mean for each of the
other gases, as for want of knowing better we took it for hydrogen,
the difference in the result would have been barely perceptible.

§ 62. Modifying (39) or (38) to suit any tvvo temperatures, t, t',

we have

m denoting the proper mean cooling effect per atmo in the Joule
and Thomson experiment (to be reckoned as negative in the case of

hydrogen or any other gas, if there is any other, in which the ex-

periment shows a heating effect). Tliis '
' proper mean " may be

taken as the arithmetic mean of 'the values for t and t unless
t-t considerably exceeds 100.

To reduce (40) to numbers, let V^ be the volume of unit mass of
the gas when at the temperature of melting ice, and under one
atmo of pressure. Regnault (vol. ii. p. 303) finds that the value
of K/Vj is within 1 per cent, the same for oxygen, nitrogen, and
hydrogen as for common air. He also (vol. ii. pp. 224-226) finds
K to be the same for common air at from 1 to 12 atmos ; for
hydrogen, 1 to 9 ; for carbonic acid, 1 to 37.

No doubt similar constancy would be found for oxygen and
nitrogen. Hence, as above (§ 56), for common air wo still have
JK/nV,= -0126, and thus (40) becomes

1* / /' / "V \{^^^ common air, \

' \ nitrogen )

If in this formula we take i and ( for the temperatures of IOC C.

and. 0° C, (d-v')/ ii becomes 073^ O"^

E = -3662/'l + Y»

ffMch agrees with (33) above.

§ 63. The values given by Joule and Thomson's experi-

ment for in are -0-039° for hydrogen, + 0-208° for air,

-^0-253° for oxygen, and-(-0'249° for nitrogen.

From these and from the previou-s results for carbonic
acid (§ 58) we have the following table for calculating the
Bspausions froni 0° C. to 100° C. of the gases named :—

Kame of Gas. E^snsioii under constant pressure (=£>.
Hydvogeu -3662 (I- 00049 VJr„)
Common air •3662(1 + 0-0026 Vo'r„>
Oxygen -3662(1 + 0032 Yo/V
Xitrogcn •3662(1 + 0-0031 T,.'r,,)

Carbonic acid -366i (1 + 0-0163 V(,'i-„),

-3662 ; and we therefore find

•0126«»^ (42),

These formulae must be esceedlngly near the truth fur'

all pressures from to 6 atmos, because within this

range the thermal effects in the Joule and Thomson
experiment were very approximately in simple proportion

to the differences of pressure on the two sides of the plug.

The following table of results calculated from (43) for

several pressures of from to 6 atmos is interesting as

showing such different expansions for the different cases,

determined by thermodynamic theory from Kegnault'e

measurements of specific heats and Joule and Thomson's of

their particular thermal effect, with absolutely no direct

measurement of expansion except the one fur common air

at one atmo, shown as the third entry of column 5 in tllo

table. The other five entries of column 5 show a fail"

amount of agreenient between our theoretical results and
the only direct measurements by Regnault. More of direct

measurement, to allow a more extensive comparison, is

very desirable.

(43).

Kame of Goa.
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air tliermometer, it becomes of tlio highest importance to

construct a practical constant-pressure gas thermometer.

This we believe may be done by avoiding the objectionable

expedient adopted by Pouillet and Regnault of allowing a

portion (when high temperatures are to be measured the

greater portion) of the whole gas to be pressed into a cool

volanietric chamber out of the thermometrio chamber

proper by the expansion of the portion which remains in
;

and instead fulfilling the condition, stated, but pronounced

practically impossible, by Regnault (Experiences, vol. i- pp.

168, 169), that the thermometric gas "shall, like the

mercury of a mercury thermometer, be allowed to expand
freely at constant pressure in a

calibrated reservoir maintained

throughout at one temperature."

We have accordingly designed

a constant-pressure gas thermo-

meter to fulfil this condition. It

is represented in the accompany-

ing drawing (fig. 10), and de-

scribed in the following section.

§65. The vessel containing the

thermometric fluid, which in this

case is to be either hydrogen or

nitrogen,! consists in the main
of a glass bulb and tube placed

vertically with bulb up and mouth
down ; but there is to be a

secondary tube of much finer

bore opening into the bulb or

into the main tube near its top,

as may be found most convenient

in any particular case. The
main tube which, to distinguish

it from the secondary tube, will

be called the volumetric tube, is

to bo of large bore, not less than

2 or 3 centimetres, and is to be
ground internally to a truly

cylindric form. To allow this

to bo done it must bo made of

thicl:, well-annealed glass lika

that of the French glass-barrelled

air-pumps. The secondary tube,

which will be called the mano-
metric capillary, is to be of Fia. 10.—Constant-Pressure

round bore, not very line, say Hydrogen Thermometer.

from half a millimetre to a millimetre diameter. Its

lower end is to be connected with a mercury manometer to

show if the pressure of the thermometric air is either

greater or less than the definite pressure to which it is to

be brought every time a tljermometric measurement is

made by the instrument. The change of volume required

to do this for every change of temperature is made and

' ' Common air l3 Inadmissiljlo hccnuso even it ordinary temperatures
its oxygen attacks mercury. Tlio film of oxiilo tlius formed would be
very inconvenient at the surface of tlio mercury caulking, round tlio

base of tlie piston, and on tlio inner surface of the gloss tube, to wbich
it would adhere. Besides sooner or later the whole quantity of oitygca
in the air must bo diminished to a sensible degree by the loss of the
part of it which combines with the mercury. So far as wo know,
Regnanlt did not complain of this evil In his nse of common «ir In his

normal air thermometer (see §§ 2i, 25 above), nor in his experiments
on the expansion of nlr (Expirieiices, vol. i.), tliough probably it has
vitiated his results to some sensible degree. But he found It to pro-
duce such gfeat Irregularities when, instead of common air, he experi-

mented on pnro oxygen that from the results ho could draw no
conclusion as to the expansion of this gas [Exptriencn:, vol. 1. p. 77).
Another reason for the avoidance of oir or other gas containing free

oxy;;fn Is to save the oil or other liquid which i» interposed between It

and the mercury of the w nometcr fr.ini being thickened or ntherwlso
•Itercd by oxidation.

measured by means of a micrometer screw' lifting or lower
ing along solid glass piston, fitting easily in the glass tube,

and caulked air-tight by mercury between its lower end and
an iron sole-plate by which the mouth of the volumetric
tube is closed. To perfonn this mercury caulking, when
the piston is raised and lowered, mercury is allowed to flow
in and out through a hole in the iron sole-plate by an iron

pipe, connected with two mercury cisterns at two different

levels by branches each provided with a stopcock. When
the piston is being raised the stopcock of the branch leading
to the lower cistern is closed, and the other is opened
enough to allow the mercury to flow up after the piston

and press gently on its lower side, without entering more
than infinitesimally into the space between it and the

surrounding glass tube (the condition of the upper bounding
surface of the mercury in this respect being easily seen by
the observer looking at it through the glass tube). When
the piston is being lowered the stopcock in the branch
leading from the upper cistern is closed, and the one in the

branch leading to the lower cistern is opened enough to let

the mercury go down before the piston, instead of being

forced to any sensible distance into the space between it

and the surrounding tube, but not enough to allow it to

part company with the lower surface of the piston. The
manometer is simply a mercury barometer of the form com-
monly called a siphon barometer, with its lower end not

open to the air but connected to the lower end of the

manometric capillary. This connexion is made below the

level of the mercury in the following manner. The lower

end of the capillary widens into a small glass bell or stout

tube of glass of about 2 centimetres bore and 2 centimetres

depth, with its lip ground flat like the receiver of an air-

pump. The lip or upper edge of the open cistern of the

barometer (that is to say, the cistern which would be open

to the atmosphere were it used as an ordinary barometer)

is also ground flat, and the two lips are pressed together

with a greased leather washer between them to obviate risk

of breaking the glass, and to facilitate the making of the

joint mercury tight. To keep this joint perennially good,

and to make quite sure that no air shall ever leak in, in

case of the interior pressure being at any time less than the

external barometric pressure or being arranged to be so

always, it is preserved and caulked by an external mercury-

jacket not shown in the drawing. The mercury in the

thus constituted lower reservoir of the manometer ia above

the level of the leather joint, and the space in the upper

part of the reservoir over the surface of the mercury, up
to a little distance into the capillary above, is occupied by

a fixed oil or some other practically vapourleas liquid. This

oil or other liquid is introduced for the purpose of guarding

against error in the reckoning of the whole bulk of the

thermometric gas, on account of slight irregular changes

in the capillary depression of the border of the mercury aui-

face in the reservoir.

§ 66. In the most accurate use of the instrument, the

glass and mercury and oil of the manometer are all kept at

one definite temperature according to some convenient and

'This screw is to bo so well lilted In the Iron sole-plate is to be

sufdciently mercury-tight wiiliont the aid of any soft material, under

such moderate pressure as the greatest It will experience when the

pressure chosen for the thermometric gas is not more th.in • few ceiiti-

metrcs above the external atmospheric pressure. When the «nme pl»n

of apparatu» U used for Investigation of the expansion of gases under

high pressurea, a greased leather washer may bo u«»d on the npper slile

of the solo in the scrcw-hcle plate, to prevent mercury from escaping

round the ecrow. It in to b« remark«1 tliat In no ca>o will a little ooilng

out of tho mercury round the screw while it la being turned introduce

any error at all into the thcrinomelrlo r>«-uU ; because the corrcctnea

of the measurement of the volume of the gns depends simply on the mtr-

cury being brought up Into contn'-t with the Iwtloni of tlio pl«ton, and

not more than just perceptibly up lietween the iiialon and Tolumeth*

tube furrouudiw; it.
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perfectly trustworthy intrinsic thermoscope (§§15 and 16

above), by means of thermal appliances not represented in

the drawing but easily imagined. This condition being

fulfilled, the one desired pressure of the thermometric gas

is attained with exceedingly minute accuracy by working

the micrometer screw up or down until the oil is brought

precisely to a mark upon the manometric capillary.

In fact, if the glass and mercury and oil are all kept

rigorously at one constant temperature, the only access for

error is through irregular variations in the capillary depres-

sions in the borders of the mercury surfaces. With so

large a diameter as the 2 centimetres choSen in the figured

dimensions of the drawing, the error from this cause can

hardly amount to ^^ per cent, of the whole pressure,

supposing this to be one atmo or thereabouts.

For ordinary uses of our constant-pressure gas ther-

mometer, where the most minute accuracy is not needed,

the rule will still be to bring the oil to a fixed mark on the

manometric capillary ; and no precaution in respect to

temperature will be necessary except to secure that it is

approximately uniform throughout the mercury and con-

taining glass, from lower to higher level of the mercury.

The quantity of oil is so small that, whatever its tempera-

ture may be, the bringing of its free surface to a fixed mark
on the capillary secures that the mercury surface below the

oil in the lower reservoir is very nearly at one constant

point relatively to the glass, much more nearly so than it

could be made by direct observation of the mercury surface,

at all events without optical magnifying power Now if

the mercury surface be at a constant point of the glass, it

is easily proved that the diflferenee of pressures between the

two mercury surfaces will be constant, notwithstanding

considerable variations of the common temperature of the

mercury and glass, provided a certain easy condition is

fulfilled, through which the effect of the expansion of the

glass is compensated by the expansion of the mercury.

This condition is that the whole volume of the mercury

shall bear to the volume in the cylindric vertical tube from

the upper surface to the level of the lower surface the ratio

(A. - |cr)/(X - cr), where A. denotes the cubic expansion of

the mercury, and o- the cubic expansion of the solid for the

same elevation of temperature, it being supposed for simpli-

city of statement that the tube is truly cylindric from the

upper surface to the level of the lower surface, and that the

sectional area of the tube is the same at the two mercury

surfaces. The cubic expansion of mercury is approximately

seven times the cubic expansion of glass. Hence
(X-J<r)/(\-or) = (7-i)/6 = l-in.

Hence the whole volume of the mercury is to be about

I'lll times the volume from its upper surface to the level

of the lower surface ; that is to say, the volume from the

lower surface in the bend to the same level in the vertical

branch is to be ^ of the volume in the vertical tube above

this surface. A special experiment on each tube is easily

made to find the quantity of mercury that must be put ih

to cause the pressure to be absolutely constant when the

surface in the lower reservoir is kept at a fixed point rela-

tively to the glass, and when the temperature is varied

through such moderate differences of temperature as are to

be found in the use of the instrument at different times and
seasons.

A sheet-iron can containing water or oil or fusible

metal, with external thermal appliances of gas or charcoal

furnace, or low-pressure or^high-pressure steam heater, and

with proper internal stirrer or stirrers, is fitted round the

bulb and manometric tube to produce uniformly throughout

the mass of the thermometric gas the temperature to be

measured. This part of the apparatus, which will be called

for brevity the heater, must not extend so far down the

manometric tube that whsn raised to its highest tempera-

ture it can warm the caulking mercury to as high a
temperature as 40° C, because at somewhat higher tem-
peratures than this the pressure of vapour of mercuiy
begins to be perceptible (see Table V. below), and would
vitiate the thermometric use of the pure hydrogen or
nitrogen of our thermometer. To secure sufficient coolness

of the mercury it wjll probably be advi.sable to have an
open glass jacket of cold water (not shown in the drawing)
round the volumetric tube, 2 or 3 centimetres below tha
bottom of the heater, and reaching to about half a centi-

metre above the highest position of the bottom of the piston.

§ 67. It seems probable that the constant-pressure

hydrogen or nitrogen gas thermometer which we have now
described may give even more accurate thermometry than
Regnault's constant-volume air thermometers (§ 24 above),

and it seems certain that it wiU be much more easily used
in practice.

We have only to remark here further that, if Boyle's

law were rigorously fulfilled, thermometry by the two
methods would be identical, provided the scale in each
case be graduated or calculated so as to make the numerical

reckoning of the temperature agree at two points,—for

example, 0° C. and 100° C. The very close agreement
which Kegnault found among his different gas thermometers
and his air thermometers with air of different densities (§

25 above), and the close approach to rigorous fulfilment of

Boyle's law which he and otlier experimenters have ascer-

tained to be presented by air and other gases used in his

thermometers, through the ranges of density, pressure, and
temperature at which they were used in these thermo-

meters, renders it certain that in reality the differenco

between Ilegnault's normal air thermometry and thermo-

metry by our hydrogen gas constant-pressure thermometer
must be exceedingly small. It is therefore satisfactory

to know that for all practical purposes absolute tempera-

ture is to be obtained with very great accuracy from
Tiegnault's thermometric system by simply adding 273 to

his numbers for temperature on the centigrade scale. It

is probable that at the temperatures of 250° or 300°-C.

(or 523 or 573 absolute) the greatest deviation of tem-

perature thus reckoned from correct absolute temperature

is not more than half a degree.

§ 68. The thermometric scale being now thoroughly estab-

lished in theory and practice (§§ 33-69 and §§ 18-30),

we are prepared to define, without any ambiguity, the

expressions thermal capacity and specific heat with

reference to matter at any temperature and in any physical

condition.

Definition 1.—The thermal capacity of a body (whether

it be a portion of matter homogeneous throughout or of

homogeneous substance in two different conditions as liquid

and steam, or solid and vapour of solid, or a piece of

apparatus consisting of different parts as glass and metals,

and containing as the case maybe liquids or gases,—subject

only to the condition that the w^hole matter considered is

at one temperature) is the quantity of heat required to

raise its temperature by one degree on the absolute thermo-

dynamic scale.

Definiiion 2.—The specific heat of a substance is the

thermal capacity of a stated quantity of it. This stated

quantity is generally understood to be the unit of mass,

unless some other definite quantity is explicitly designated,

as for instance the quantity of the substance which occu-

pies unit of volume at some definite- pressure and tem-

perature, for in^'tance, one atmo and temperature 273

absolute. It is of no consequence what unit of mass is

chosen provided it be the same as that which is used in

defining the thermal unit; but, unless the contrary be

explicitly stated, we always understand one gramme as the

"dU c>f mass and the thermal unit as the quantity of heat
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required to raise one gramme of water from 273 to 274

(compare § 6 above).

§ G9. There is scarcely any subject upon vvbicb more

skilled labour in scientific laboratories, chemical and phy-

sical, has been spent than the measurement of specific

heats, whether of solids, liquids, or gaees. Au ample

nnd well-arranged table of results is to be found in

Clarke's Constants of A^ature, a compilation of numerical

results of scientific experiments made in all parts of the

world by various observers and experimenters, a most

valuable aid to scientific knowledge given to the world as

No. 255 of the Smithsonian Miscellaneous Collections. It

is most interesting as showing how very diflferently dif-

ferent substances behave in respect to constancy or variation

of specific heat with temperature. Thus it shows that,

according to the results of all the experimenters, the specific

lieats of all the substances experimented on, whether

simple or compound, are very nearly constant at all events

for ranges between - 10" and -200° or 300° C, except the

three elementary substances, boron, carbon, silicon. The
specific heats of these three have been found by F. Weber
to vary greatly with temperature. Thus for diamond he

finds the specific heat to be -1 at 0° C. and -27 at 206° C,
or nearly threefold of the amount at 0°; at - 50° C.

the specific heat is 'OGS ; and at -I- 985° it is '459 or about

seven and a half limes the specific heat at - 50° (a curious

practical commentary, wo may remark in passing, on the doc-

trine of the calorists on specific heat referred to in § 8 above).

The specific heats of carbon in its other forms of graphite

and charcoal through wide ranges of temperature according

to the same observer, F. Weber, are particularly interesting

and significant. The approximate equality of the product

of specific heat into the atomic weight for the simple metals

is interesting and important ; no less so is the utter want
of constancy and uniformity in the corresponding product

for other substances, whether simple or compound. If wo
were to define a metal as a substance for which through the

range of temperature from 0° to 250° C. the product of

the specific heat into the atomic weight is not less than
5'86 and not greater than 6 '93, we should include every

substance commonly called a metal, and no substance not

commonly called a metal, except phosphorus, and solid

sulphur lately fused,

Some important results of Eegnault's regarding the

specific heats of gases under constant pressure have been
already quoted in ^ 5G, 58, and G2 above. Further infor-

mation from experiments aided by thermodynamic theory,

regarding specific heats of gases and vapours under constant

pressure and of gases in constant volume, will bo found
under the heading Thermodynamics. To this also, and
to the articles MAirtR (PitorKRTiES of). Liquid, a'nd

Steam, the reader is referred for information respecting

latent heats of liquefaction of solids and of evaporation of

solids and liquids, also respecting the thermal capacity of a
portion of homogeneou.i Bubstanco in two diCT'^rcnt states,

such as the water-liquid and water-steam of an ordinary
cryophorus or philosopher's hammer, or of the sulphurous
acid liquid and steam of a sulphurous acid steam thermo-
meter {§ 43 above).

Transference op IIeat.

§ 70. When two contiguous portions of matter are at dif-

ferent temperatures, heat is transferred from tho warmer to

the colder. This process is called conduction of heat.

When two bodies at difTerent temperatures are separated
by a transparent medium, such as air, or water, or glass, or
ice, heat passes from the warmer to tlio colder irrespectively

of the temperature of the intervenin'^ medium, cxcc])t in so
far as its transparency may in some slight degree bo nfToctod

by the temperature. Thus tho colder of tho two bodies bo-.

comes actually heated above tho temperature of the interven-
ing medium if the warmer bo kept above this temperature,
and if heat is not otherwise drawn oiT from the colder body
in greuterquantity than the heat entering it from the warmer.
This proojss of transference from one body to another body
at a distance through an intervening medium is called radia-

tion of h°at. The condition of the intervening matter in

virtue of which heat is thus transferred is called light ; and
radiant heat is light if we could but see it with the eye,

and not merely discern with the mind, as we do, that it is per-

fectly continuous in quality with the species of radiant heat
which we see with the material eye through its affecting the
retina with the sense of light. Thus a white hot poker in

a room perfectly darkened from all other lights is seen as
a brilliant white light gradually becoming reddish and less

bright, until it absolutely fades from vision in a dull .red

glow. Long after it has ceased to be visible to the eye, the
fact that heat is being transferred from it to colder bodies
all round it, or above it or below it, is proved by our sense
of heat in a hand or face held near it on any side or above
it or below it. By considering the whole phenomenon of

the white hot mass, without much of experimental investi-

gation, we judge that there is perfect continuity through the
whole process, in the first part of which tho radiant heat is

visible and in the second part invisible to the human eye

:

and thorough experimental investigation confirms this con-

clusion. Thus radiant heat is brought under the undula-

tory theory of light, which in its turn becomes annexed to

heat as a magnificent outlyfng province of the kinetic

theory of heat.

§ 7 1. In this article we confine ourselves to a jtractical

evaluation of rate of gain or loss of heat across the surface

of an isolated solid placed in a medium such as air, and
enclosed in a solid surface all at one temperature, as is ap-

proximately the case with the air and the floor, walls, and
ceiling of an ordinary room. A rough approximation to

the law of this action, founded on supposing the rate of

motion to be in simple proportion to the excess of the tem-
perature of the isolated solid above the temperature of the

surrounding medium and enclosure was used by Fourier

in those of his solutions in which surface emissivity or, as

ho called it, " Conductibilit6 ext^rieure," is concerned.

Without adopting any hypothesis, we define thermal

emissivity as the quantity of heat per unit of time, per

unit of surface, per degree of excess of temperature, which
the isolated body loses in virtue of the combined effect of

radiation and convection by currents of air. This defini-

tion does not involve the hypothesis of simple proportion-

ality; and tho surface emissivity is simply to bo determined

by experiment for any given temperature of the enclosure,

and any given temperature of tho isolated body. Dulong

and Petit mado elaborate experiments on this subject, but

did not givo any results in absolute measure.

So far as wo know tho first thoroughly trustworthy ex-

penineuts giving emissivities inabsoluto measure were mado

in tho laboratory of tho natural philosophy class in tho

university of Glasgow by l^lr D. Maefarlone, in a series of

experiment.'* on tho cooling of a copper ball. Tho rcsulU

aro given in Table VII. Tho ball experimented on was

4 centimetres in diameter, and wa.s suspended in tho

interior of a doublc-wnlled tin-plate vessel. Tho space

between tho double wolla of this vessel was filled with

water at tho temperature of thonir, nnd tho interior surface

was coated with Inmpblack. Two thcrmo electric junctions,

one at the centre of tho ball tho other in contact with tho

exterior surface of tho enclosure, in circuit with a sensitive

mirror galvanometer, served to mca.suro tho ditrcronco of

temperatures between tho centre of Iho ball and tho

exterior surface of ths enclosure. V.y this arranecmcnt

tho exterior junction was kept very umfonnly at a tempera-
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ture of 14° C, while the other had the varying "-.empera-

ture of the centre of the ball. Two sets of experiments

were made. In one the ball had a brighb surface, in the

other it was coated with soot from the flame of a lamp,

and in both the air was kept moist by a saucer of water

placed in the interior of the ti opiate enclosure. The re-

sults are given in terms of the number of units of heat

lost per second, per square centimetre of surface of the

copper, per degree of difference between the temperatures

of the two junctions.

§ 72. Returning to the conduction of heat, we have first

to say that the theory of it was discovered by Fourier and
given to the world through the French Academy in his

Theorie Analytique de la Chaleur,^ with solutions of pro-

blems naturally arising from it, of which it is difficult to say

whether their uniquely original quality, or their transcend-

ently intense mathematical interest, or their perenniallyim-

portant instruotiveness for physical science, is most to be
praised. Here we can but give the very slightest sketch of

the elementary law of conduction in an isotropic substance,

the mathematical expression for it in terms of orthogonal

plane or curved coordinates, and a few of the elementary
solutions in Fourier's theory.

§ 73. Consider a slab of homogeneous solid bounded by
two parallel planes. Let the substance be kept at two dif-

ferent temperatures over these parallel planes by suitable

sources of heat and cold. For example, let one side be kept
cold by a stream of cold water, or by a large quantity of

ice and water in contact with it, and the other kept warm
by a large quantity of warm water or by steam blown
against it. Whatever particular plans of heater and refri-

gerator be adopted, care must be taken that the temperature

be kept uniform over the whole, or over a sufficiently large

area of each side of the slab, to render the isothermal

surfaces sensibly parallel planes through the whole of

the slab intercepted between the two calorimetrio areas,

and that the temperature at each side is prevented from
varying with time. It will be found that heat must con-

tinually be applied at one side and remot-ed from the other,

to keep the circumstances in the constant condition thus

defined. When this constant condition of surface tempera-

ture is maintained long enough, the temperature at every

point of the slab settles towards a constant limiting value;

and when this limiting value has been sensibly reached by
every point of the slab, the temperature throughout remains
sensibly constant so long as the surface temperatures are

kept constant. In this condition of affairs the temperature
varies continuously from one side of the slab to the other

;

and it is constant throughout each interior plane parallel to

the sides ; in other words, the isothermal surfaces are paral-

lel planes. Let V and V be the temperatures in two of

these isothermals and a the distance between them. The

quotient is the average rate of variation of tem-

perature per unit of length between these two isothermals.

Let Q be the quantity of heat taken in per unit of time at

a certain area A on one side, and emitted at the correspond-

ing area of the other side of the slab, measured by proper
calorimetrical appliances to these areas, which we shall call

the calorimetrio areas of the apparatus. It will generally

be found that the value of the quotient (V-V')/j ia

not the same for consecutive isothermal surfaces. For
metals it is ascertained by experiment that it incFeases

continuously from' the cold siJo to the hot side of the
slab In other words, as we shall see pi eaenllj,ihe thermal
condactivity of the substance is not generally the same at

different temperatures, and for metals it is smaller the
higher the temperature.

' A translation into English by Freeman has been recently publixhHij,
fa 1 vol. 8to, by the Cambridge Uniyersity Press, 1879.

§ 74. Circumstances being as described in § 73, tha
thermal conductivity of the substance between the isother-

mals V and v is the value of

Qa
A{v-v')

**''

It must be remembered that the temperatures v, v used
in this definition are temperatures of the substance itself.

Some experimenters have given largely erroneous results

through assuming that the temperatures of the two sides of

the slab were equal to those of the calorimetrio fluids, such
as warm water or steam on one side, and iced water or cold

water, with its temperature measured by a thermometer, on
the other side. To obtain correet results, the actual tem-
peratures at two points in the conducting body itself must
be ascertained by aid of suitable thermometers, or thermo-

meters and differential thermoscopes, applied in such a way
as not sensibly to disturb the isothermal surfaces. This, so

far as we know, has not been doue by any experimenter

hitherto in attempting to measure thermal conductivity

directly by the method indicated in the definition ; and
therefore if any results obtained by this method hitherto are

trustworthy, it is only in a few cases,—cases in which, un-

less the substance experimpnted upon has been of such

small conducting power, and the stirring of the calorimetrio

fluids on its two sides so energetic, that we can feel sure

that the observed or assumed temperatures of these fluids,

or of the portions of them of which the temperatures have
been measured by thermometers, have not differed sensibly

from the temperatures of the slab at its surfaces in contact

with them.

§ 75. What utter confusion has permeated scientific

literature, from experiments on thermal conductivity vitiated

through non-fulfilment of this condition, is illustrated by
results quoted in Everett's Ciiils and Fhysical Constants

(London, 1879), among which we find "19 for the conduc-
tivity of copper according to Pi^clet, and I'l according to

Angstrom (which we now know to be correct). When we
look to P^clet's and Angstrom's own papers the confusion

becomes aggravated. P^clet, in his Memoirs sur la deter-

mination des coeficients de conductibilite des metanx par la

chaleur,^ quotes old experiments of Cldment, and others

more recent of Thomas and Laurent, regarding which he
gives certain details. Taking his information no dcabt
from P^clet's paper. Angstrom gives a statement' for the

conductivity of copper, according to experimenters who had
preceded him, wMch, with the decimal point shifted two
places to the left to reduce to C. G. S., is as follows :

—

Qement, -00231

Thomas and Laurent, •0122

Pedet, -178

But Angstrom did not notice that P6clet had stated the

thickness of the plate experimented on by Clement to be

between 2 and 3 millimetres. P^clet himself in his next

sentence seems to have forgotten this when he compares

the figure "23 which he had calculated from Cli^ment's

results, without taking account of the thickness of the plate,

wuh ^ 22 which he calculates from Thomas and Laurent's

experiments on copper, without stating any thickness for the

tube of copper on which (instead of a flat plate) they had

experimented. Thus we hji.ve no data for finding what
their resvdts really were in eit'ier P^clet's or Angstrom's

paper ; but P6clet seems to si ow enough regarding it to

let us now feel perfectly sure tnat it is only a question of

• Annaus lie ChimU et de Physique, Piris, 1841.
^ Tn Angstrbm'e owii pt^tftment the unit qaaotitr of heat is that

required to raise 1000 grammes of water 1°. The conuuctioa is

re^kai.cd per square raeuu of the copper plate per second of time, and'

the unit chosen for the rate of variation of temperature across the

plate is 1° per millimetre. To reduce his numbers to the CAS
system we must therefore multiply by 10' x 10-*x 10-^= 10-*-
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whether it is tens or hundreds of times too stnal
.

Omjt-

tiug it tUeu from the preceJii>g statement completing the

correction by multiplying the 0023 by 2J (assuming the

thickness of the ylate to be 2* millimetres, as Peclet says

it was between 2 and 3) to give Clement's result, and

oppendiug Angstrom's result, which we now know to be

correct, we have the following statement for thermal con-

ductivity of copjier in C. G. S. units :

—

0057, accordiug to Clement.

•178, ,, „ Peclet. •

M, „ „ Angstriim.

§ 76. The comparison of these results is highly instruc-

tive. Clement's result is two hundred times too small, and

P^clet's five times too small. Cltoent experimented by

exposing one side of a plate of copper of a square metre

surface and about two and a half millimetres thick to steam

at 100° C, and the other side to water at 28° C. It was

assumed that the difference of temperatures between the

two sides was 72°. The difference really was about -36 of

a degree, as we know from the quantity of heat actually

conducted through it in Clement's experiment, indicated by

the amount of steam which he found to be condensed into

water. In fact, the amount of steam condensed did not

differ sensibly from what it would have been if the copper

plate had been infinitely thin, orjts substance of infinite

thermal conductivity. It is important in engineering, and

in many of tho arts and manufactures involving thermal

processes, and particularly in that one of them of greater

everyday value to the human race than all the others put

together, cookery, to know that for copper or iron boilers,

or Ktoampipes, or pots or frying-pans, the transmission of

heat from radiant burning coal or charcoal, or red or white

hot fireclay or other solids, and from hot air in contact with

them, on one side, to hot water or steam or oil or melted

fat en the other side, or hot liquid or steam on one side

and cool air on the other side, is for practical purposes'

sensibly the same as if the thermal conductivity of the

metal were infinite, or its resistance to the transmission of

heat nothing. The explanation is obvious to us now with

the definite and sure knowledge regarding thermal conduc-

tivities of different substances and of matter in diflferent

conditions, solid, 'iquid, and gaseous, gained within tho last

twenty years. Angstrom, Forbes, F. Neumann, and Tait

have given, each one of them with thoroughly sufficient

experimental evidence to leave no room to doubt tho sub-

stantial accuracy of his results, absolute values for the

thermal conductivities of copper and iron. Clausius and
Maxwell have given us thermal conductivities of air and
other gases, from their splendid development of the kinetic

theory, which are undoubtedly trustworthy as somewhat
close approximations to tho true values, and which it is

quite possible are more accurate than wo can hope to see ob-

tained from direct measurementB of the conduction of heat

through gases. J. T. Bottomley has given a trustworthy

and somewhat closely accurate direct measurement of the

thermal conductivity of water. From the results of these

experimenters' work, reduced to uniform C. G. S. reckon-

ing in our table of thermal conductivities (Table VIII.),

wo ace that the thermal conductivity of iron is 80 times,

and that of copper 500 times that of water. The thermal

conductivity of iron is 3500 times, and that of copper

is 20,000 times that of air. Hence, although tho water

or air at tho vcrj- interface of its contact with the metal

is essentially at tho same temperature as the metal, there

must bo groat differences of temperature in very thin layers

of tho fluid close to the interface when there is large flux

of heat through tho metal, and the temperature of the

fluid as measured by any practicablo thermometer, or

' Thia result was published by Peclet in 1853, in n work eutitled

i/fouveaux documents rclati/s av. chauffugc et d la, vcntilalion.

inferred from knowledge of the average temperature of the

whole tluid, or from the temperatures of entering and
leaving currents of fluid, may difler by scores of degrees

from the actual temperature of the solid at the interface.

It is remarkable that Pdclet, while perceiving that Clement's

result was largely erroneous on this account, and improving

the mode of experimenting by introducing a rotating

mechanical stirrer to change very rapidly the fluid in

contact with the solid, only multiplied Clement's con-

ductivity by 30 instead of by 200, which would have been

necessary to annul the error. Notwithstanding his failure

to obtain accurate results for metals, we have ventured to

include his results for wood, and solids of lower con-

ductivity than wood, in our table, because wo perceive that

ho was alive to the necessity for very energetic stirring of

the liquid, and tho mechanical means which he adopted for

it, though utterly insufficient fcr the case of even tho least

conductive of the metals, were probably not so for wood
and solids of lower conductivity than wood; and because

it is not probable that the complication of heat generated

by the stirring (which Angstrom suggests as an objection

to P^clet's method) was in any case sufficient to produce

a sensible influence upon the experimental results.

§ 77. The first correct determinations of thermal conduc-

tivities were given by Forbes in his paper on the tempera-

ture of the earth, in the Transactions of the Royal Society

of Edinhurrjh for 1846, as calculated from his observations

of underground temperature at three localities in the

neighbourhood of Edinburgh—the trap rock of Calton

Hill, the sand of the Experimental Garden, and the sand-

stone of Craigleith Quarry—by an imperfect approximate

method indicated by Poisson. A more complete analytical

treatment of the observational results, analysed harmoni-

cally and interpreted by application of Fourier's formula

(equation (19) of Math App.) to each term separately by

W. Thomson, gave results (quoted in Table VIII. below)

for the conductivities, which differed but little from Forbes's

approximate determinations.

§ 78. It has always seemed to us that the best mode of E-timav

experimenting on the conductivity of metals must, without "'8 "«l

doubt, be by an artificial imitation in a metallic bar, of
'°'"|^J

the natural periodic variations of underground temperature, annual

produced by periodically varied thermal appliances at one periodic

end of the bar. The effect of loss or gain of heat through vari».

the sides (or lateral surface) of the bar (Ideally annullable
J;.°"p,„

by a coating of ideal -varnish impermeable to heat) may be t„„ ,,

practically annulled by making tho period of the variation tbo

small enougL <*'"r""

, , . of tho
Let k be the thermal conductivity of the BUbstance »nd t lU tiumio

thermal capacity per unit bulk. Lot e. bi> the cmissivity (§ 71) "f
nicter*.

its surface. Let the bar bo circular-cyliDJric, and r tlio raJiua of

its cross section. At time t, let » bo tho meaji teniper«turo in a

cross section at distance x from the end, and t/ the surface tempera-

ture at the circular boundary of this section,—nil tcmpemturea beiug

reckoned as differences from the temperature of the lurroundiDg'

medium, called zero temporarily for brevity. Tho heat lost from

the circumference of the bar between the cross sections z - \dx and

x\\dx\ri time dl is cx/.lirrdxdl, and tlie heat conducted IcDgthwiie,

across the cross section a:, in the same time, is »*•^;— Ilence wa
ox

readily find (sec Math. App. below) as the e<iuatioD of conductloii

of heat along the bar, very appro.\imately iif tr' dilTers very litUe

from V (that is to say, if tlie temperature is very nearly uniform

throughout each cross section),

(1).
dv d/.dv\ 2s,

To eatlmato :f, let t/' ha th* tempcraturo at the Centre of the croa

BcctioD X, and let (^^) denote tho rato of decrease of tcmiwra-

tnre from within outn-nrds in the lubstanco of the bar clo»e to it*

surface. We have clearly

^-.<r(^:);
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and, because tlie emission is supjilicil by conduction from uitlun,

Hence
II ^cr I

r -»<,—f

.

The value of e for a blackened globe hung witliin a hollow, with

blackened bounding suiface, is about xiws according to Macfarlane's

experimeiita (Table VII. below), and considerably less for surfaces

with any degree of polish. We may therefore take -^-^^ as a ma.ximum

va'.ue for e. The values of k for copper and iron at ordinary

Sempcratures are, in C. G. S., approximately '95 and -18. Hence,

if )- = 5 cms. ^'or the diameter of the bar 10 cms., which is more

than it is likely to be in any laboratory experiments), we find

and

- j/<^— for copper,
^880 '

*

<^— for irou.
^100

Hence the erroi will be practically nothing; if we take i/=v. Thus,

and if we suppose k to be indepeudent ot temperature, (1) becomes

(Iv k <Pv If. ,„,
-;;-- -,

:.-->} (2),
dl c ax- re

hv,
dv_ d-o

dt'^dbi''

which is Fourier's equation for the conduction of heat along a bar

or the circumference o! a thin ring. Its solution to c.\piess simple

harmonic variations of temperature produced in an inUnitely lung

bar by prouerly varied thermal ap|iliances at one end is

ii = Re-!"cos()t<-/i; + c) ....*. (4),

It, R, c being arbitrary constants,—the '• speed," the semi-i-ange,

ind the epoch for a; = ; and /, j constants given by the formulic

/ 1 I ji ^ .... (5).

?=V2"J ("" + '')' + ''!
J

For iron and copper the values of c are respectively "95 and -S^S.

Hence with the previously used valuer of k for these metals, and

with 1/4000 for c, we find k = 1 '1 for eonper and k= '2 for iron ; and

for either, h^ljnoOr nearly enough.

Suppose, for example, r = 2 cm., this makes A = l/3400; -and

suppose the period to be 32 m. (the greatest of those chosen by

Angstrom), this makes M-"2:r/(60 x 32), or roughly _m=.l/310 and

A/)i= l/17. Now when hju is small, we have approximately

and therefore with ftie assumed numbers

by which we see that the propagation of the variation of tempera-

ture is but little attectcd by the lateral surface emissivity. Little

as this effect is, it is very perfectly eliminated by the relation

/!? = 2- (6),

which we find from (5).

It is convenient to remark tliat (/ is the rate of diminu-

tion of the Napierian logarithm of the range, and / the

rate of retardation of the epoch (reclioned in radians) per

centimetre of the bar. Were thero no lateral emissivity

these would be equal, and the diffusivity might be calcu-

lated from each separately. This was done by William

Thomson in his analysis of the Edinburgh underground

temperature observations. But in the propagation of

periodic variation of temperature along a bar (as of electric

potential along the conductor of a submarine cable) lateral

emissivity (or imperfect insulation) augments the rate of

diminution of the logarithm of the amplituds, and
diminishes the rate of retardation of the phase, ieaving

the product of the two rates unaffected, and allowing the

diffusivity to be calculated from it by (6). This was

cr.med out for copper and iron by Angstrijm in Sweden,

.iiid the results communicated to the Eoyal Swedish

Academy in January 1861. German and English editions

of his paper hive been published in PoggendorfT's Annalen
for lSG3;and the /'////. Mar/, for 18G3 (Qrst half year):

The details of the apparatus and of the actual experiments,

in which Angstrom had the assistance of Tlialen, are

sufficiently described in this paper,' and in a subsequent
paper (Pogg. Amuden for 1863, p. 428), to allow us to

feel perfect confidence in the very approximate accuracy of

the results. Hence we have included them in our Table.

S 79. The question, Does thermal conductivity vary with

temperature's was experimentally investigated by Forbes

about thirty years ago ; and in a first provisional statement

of results communicated to the British Association at

Belfast in 1852 it was stated that the thermal conductivity

of iron is less at high temperatures than at low. Forbes's

investigation was conducted by an elaborate method of

experimenting, in which the static temperature of a long

bar of metal is observed after the example of the earlier

experiments of Despretz, with a most important additional

esiieriment and measurement by means «f which the

static result is reduced to give conductivity in absolute

measure, and not merely as in Despretz's experiments to

give comparisons between the conductivities of different

metals. In 18G1 and 1865 Forbes published results cal-

culated fn^i his experiments, including the first deter-

mination of thermal couductivity of a metal (iron) in

absolute measure, and a confirmation of his old result

that the conductivity of iron diminishes with rise of tem-

perature. Forbes's bars have been inherited and further

utilized, and bars ot copper, lead, and other metals have

been made and experimented upon according to the same

method, by his successor in the university of Edinburgh,

Professor Tait. The investigation was conducted partly

with a view to test whether the electric conductivities

and the thermal conductivities of different metals, more
or less approximately pure, and of metallic alloys, are in

the same order, and, further, if their thermal conductivities

are approximately in the same proportion as their electric

conductivities. The following results quoted from his paper

on " Thermal and Electric Conductivity " [Transadiom

R.S.E., 1878) are valuable as an important instalment,

but expressly only an instalment, towards the answering

of this interesting question:

—

" Taking the inferior copper (' Copper C ') as unit both for ther-

mal and for electric conductivity, we find the following table of

conductivities at ordinary temperatures, with the rough results as

to speci&c gravity and specific heat referred to in § 15 above :

—

TLerraal. Electric.

Copper, Crown 141 1 729

,, c 100 1000
Forbes's iron 29 C-2e4

Lead 0-13 149

German silver 014 0117

1 The first paper is marred unhappily by two or three algebraic anS

arithmetical errors. One algebraic error is very disturbing to a careful

reader, and might even to a hasty judgment seem to throw doubt oj,

the validity of the experimental use which is made of the formnls.

There is, however, no real 'foundation for auy such doubt. The fol-

lowing little coiTectiou sn^ffices to put the matter right. For thft

general term as printed in Angstrom's paper read

with the foUowina values for ?j, /;:—

H .

2Kf

'

K =\/ V KST« + 4KV 2Ki

instead of these formula; without the i, as Ingstrom gives them.

Here we see that g<j-=-^ ; and it is the product gjfi
that Angstrom

uses in his experimental application, not the separate values of eithef

g. or 3;. Hence no error is introduced bv his having overlooked that

g\ is not equal to g^ except for i- 1.
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"The agreement of these nnmocrs is hy no means so close as is

gfnerally stated ; but this is no longer remarkable, for it is well

_.io»n that the electric conductivity of all pure metals alters very

much with the temperature, while we have seen that as regards

thermal conductivity there is but slight change with either' cojjj^cr

or lead, though there is a large change with iron. This accords

vrith some results of my own on the electric conductivity of iron at

high temperatures [Proc. R.S.E., 1872-73, p. 32), and with the

results of the repetition of these experiments by a party of my
laboratory students. "—Proc. R.S.E., 1875-76, p. 629.

g 80. The absolute values of Tail's results for tbo five

luetals of the preceding list are given in C. G. S. unit.s in our

general table. As to change of conductivity with tempera-

ture there is a discrepance between the results of Angstrom's

and Tail's experiments. Tait finds but little difference in

the conductivity of copper through the wide range of tem-

peratures from 0° to 300° C, and that difference an aug-

mentation instead of a diminution at fhe high temperatures

as shown in the following results (where t is measured from
0° C.) }—

Copper, Crown 0-076 (l + 0-0004<)

„ C 0-054 (l-HO-000550

Iron 0-015 (1—0-001440

On the other hand, Angstrom finds for copper from ex-

periments described in his second paper referred to above,

at mean temperatures of from 28°-8 to 71°'6 C, results

which reduced to C.G.S. are as follows :

—

Copper -982 (1 --0015190
Iron -199 (1

- -0028740

Frohi the admirable method of experimenting, and the

care with which experiments were carried out by himself

and Thalen, it is impossible for us to doubt the validity

and somewhat closely approximate numerical truth of the

result. On account of the discrepance from Tait's results

it is desirable that Angstrom's method should be carried out

for copper through a much wider range of temperatures.

This can be done with great ease from the lowest tempera-
ture obtainable by freezing mixtures to temperatures up to

the melting point of copper, so excellently plastic is

Angstrom's method. Our proposed extension of it is to be
carried out by proper thermal appliances to the end of the

bar which Angstrom left to itself,—appliances by which in

one series of experiments it may be kept constant at - 50"

or -60° C, in others left to itself to take nearly the

atmospheric temperature, in others kept at high tempera-
tures limited only by the melting temperature of copper,

if the experimenter desires to go so far. We would also

suggest that the thermo-electric method first introduced by
Wiedemann and Franz in their experiments on the static

temperature of bars or wires heated at one end and allowsd
to lo30 heat by convectiot rnd radiation from their sides,

(which was rejected, not, we think, j udiciously, by Angstrom),
might be used with advantage instead ot the mercury
thermometers inserted in holes in the bar in Angstrom's
apparatus; or that, if thermometers are to be used, air

thermometers in which the bulb of the thermometer is it-

self a very small hole in the bar experimented on, and the
tube a fine-bore glass tube fitted to this hole, would be
much preferable to the mercury thermometers hitherto

employed in, we believe, all experiments except those of

Wiedemann and Franz, on the conduction of heat along
metallic bars.

§ 81. Fourier's ninth chapter is entitled " Do la Diffusion

de la Chaleur.7 The idea embodied in this title ia the
spreading of hedt in a solid tending to ultimate equalization

of temperature throughout it, instead of the transference of

heat from one body to another by conduction through the

' Thtso results are, like those pvor. above in this section, expressed
in terms of the foot and minute, but the unit of heat employed is

the amount of lieat required to raise the temperature of a cubic foot of
the substance by 1°. In other words, these results ore "diffusivitica

"

{% 82) in sfjuaro feet per minute.

solid considered. Though Fourier makes the special sub-
ject of his chapter ou " Diffusion" the conduction of heat

through an infinite solid, wo may conveniently regard ns

coming under the several designations " Diffusion of Heat "

every case of thermal conduction in which the heat con-

ducted across any part of the solid has the effect of warm-
ing contiguous parts on one side of it, or of leaving contigu-

ous parts on the other side cooler,—in other words, every

case in which the temperature of the body through which
the conduction of heat takes place is varying with time, as

distinguished from what Fourier calls "Uniform Motion of

Heat," or the class of cases in which the temperature at

every point of the body is constant. The experiments of

r^clet, Despretz, Forbes and Tait, Wiedemann and Franz,

wtre founded on the uniform conduction of heat across

slabs or along bores, and their determinations of relative

and absolute conductivities were made by comparing or by
measuring absolutely quantities of heat ihai'Kdte conducted

out of the body tested. On the other hand, it is the

diffusion of heat that is used in the determinations of

thermal conductivity in absolute measure by Forbes and
William Thomson from the periodic variations of under-

ground temperature ; in those of Angstrom, from his experi-

ments on the spreading of periodic variations of tempera-

ture through bars of iron and copper, and a series of

valuable experiments a year or two later by F. Neumann,
applying the same general method to bars of brass, zinc,

German silver, and iron ; in experiments by F. Neumann
on substances of lower conductivity (coal, cast sulphur,

ice, snow, frozen earth, gritstone) formed into cubes or

globes of 5 or 6 inches diameter, and heated uniformly,

and then left to cool in an atmosphere of lower tempera-

ture, and from time to time during the cooling explored

by thermo-electric junctions imbedded in them to show
their internal distribution ; in similai experiments on the

cooling of globes of 14 cm. diameter of porphyritic trachyta

by Ayrton and Perry in Japan ; and in Kirchof and
Hansemann's recent experiments,- to find the thermal con-

ductivity of iron by the not well-chosen method of suddenly

cooling one side of a cube of iron of 14 cm , and observing

the temperatures by aid of thermo-electric junctions in

several points of the line perpendicular to this sido through

its middle.

§ SK When the effect of heat conducted across any part

of a body in heating the substance on one sido or leaving

the substance on the other sido cooler is to bo reckoned,

it is convenient to measure the thermal conductivity in

terms, not of the ordinary general gramme water-unit of

heat, but of a special unit, the quantity required to raise

unit bulk of the substance in 1°. In other words, Uk be the

conductivity in terms of any thermal unit, and c tho ther-

mal capacity of unit bulk of the substance, it is kc, not

merely k, that expresses the quantity of the substance on
which the phenomenon chiefly depends. Wo therefore

propose to give to ke the name of thermal diffusivity (or

simply diffusivity when heat is understood to be the sub-

ject), while still using tho word thermal conductivity to

denote tho conducting power as defined in § 73, without re-

striction as to the thermal unit cmploj'cd. It is interest-

ing and important to remark that "diffusivity " is cs-scn-

tially to be reckoned in units of area per unit of time,

that its "dimensions" nro L'-'D (seo Dimensions). Its

regular C.G.S. reckoning is therefore in square centimetre?

per second. In tho nrtiole Diffusion the relation between
diffusion of heat and diffusion of matter is explained. Wo
have added diffu.iion of electricity through a submarino
cable, which has been shown^ to follow the same law ns tho

' Wiedemann'^ (lato PogKtndorlT's) Antmlm, ISSO, No. 1.

• Proc. Ho;/. Soc., May 1855, Wm. Tliorason "On tho Theory of

tlip Electric fclefjraph.'"

By dif-

fusion

of heat.

Th.rmia
.iilTuK-

ivity.
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" linear " diffusion of beat, as Fourier calls the diffusion of

lieat when the isothermal surfaces are parallel planes.

The curves of the following diagram and Tables A, B,

and C show in a practically useful way the result in the

course of the times noted, of from fractions of a second to

thousands of millions of years, of linear diffusion of two

different qualities in an infinite line from an Initial con-

dition in which there is sudden transition from one quality

to the other, in the thoroughly practical cases specified in

the accompanying explanations.
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Xdcae.

)r. r

Copper «...

u native
Soperlor.

„ commercial

Ruthcfllam, soml-

)

fu»ed I

Rhodium, Bcmi-

)

fused I

Falladiun..
forged..

Flatlnom..

Iridium ^

Osmium, seml-rusod.

Zinc _._

Mean Expansion
per degree.

„ distilled

Cadmium

•]! dijiiiied.'.

Magncelum, east..

Indium, cast

Arsenic, sublimed,..

Antimony „..

„ alone axis

„ normal to
axis

[ ^
„ mean value j u

Bismuth..

along axl3^
to I„ normal

axis r 'c

„ mean value ) ^

Gold, annealed..

cast

Carhon, diamond..

(traphlte....

gas carbon,
anthradta.

I, n»m->

Floor rpar, CaP]

Aluminium,
rocrcia]

Silver lodldo, ArI,
cylinder, precipi-
tated and com-
praaed

—

LcDRthwIio
Transrcraely „.,

Mean value

Mercuric lodlda, I

«I«Ij !

L«ad Iodide, Fbl,....

Cadmium lodldo,

)

CUI, f

Ice,R,0

H•!raB^lt^ FcjO,, 1

nIon»; axis
J

nnmaUte. Fe,0,. i

normal to axis... f

UagntUc oxido of)
Iron, TcjOj I

•0000178

„ ii;;3

„ 00C3

„ 08.^0

„ 1104

„ 1176

„ 085T

„ 0680

„ 0886

„ 0700

„ 0657

2018

„ 3159

K 30G9

„ 2604

„ 4170

„ 0559

„ 0980

„ 1050

„ 1092

„ 0883

„ ii5j

„ 1.13

„ 1310

„ lOl'l

„ 1208

„ 1840

„ 14«0

.. 138

„ 1470

.. 1413

„ 00000

„ 00562

„ 00832

„ 01286

„ 0788

„ 0.MO

„ 2078

„ 2840

„ 273

„ 23!ie

, 222

„ lODOi

„ 0166

„ 01'22

.. 0137

n soer

„ 9359

I

„ 2916

•00294I

'00000820

„ 0836

„ 09i40

Range. Authoiity.

to 100'

40°

fO'

40

40'

0' to 100'

0* „ 100*

0* „ 100°

40'

40-

0' to 100"

0" „ 100-
40°

0* to 100*

0* „ 100'
40'

40"

40'

40'

0' to 100"

0" to 100"

_40°

*40'

40'

0* to 100'

0' „ 100°
40'

» 40°

40°

0* to 100°

0° „ 100°

0° ., 100°
^ 40°

-38''8
0°

20°
00°
40°

40°
40°

0° to 100'

0° „ 100'

0° „ 100°

0° „ 100'

0' „ 100°

40'

40'

40"

40°

40'

40'

40°

40'

0* to 100'

Ilonla.

Matttueasea,

Fiseau.

Matthiessen.
Fjzcuu.

Dorda.

f Calvert, Johnson
( and Lowe.
Alattliiessen.

Fizcau.

j CaJvcrl. Johnson
( and Lowe.
Matthiessen.
Fizcau.

f Calvert, Johnson.
( and Lowe.
Matllilcsscn,

Flzeau,

Culvert. Johnson
and Lowe.

Matthiessen.

> Flzeai),

Calvert, Johnson,
and Lowe.

Matthiessen.

V Fizcau.

Muschenbrtick.

j Calvert. Johnson
( and Lowo.
MattJiiesson.

Flzeau.

•MuschenbriJcIc.

[ Calvert, Johnson,

t
and Lowe.

ilatthlessen.

( Calvert, Johnson,
t

and Lowo.

Pfair.

Flzeau.

nelnrtch.

>• 1-lzcau.

rfalT.

Name. Mean Expansion
per degree.

Copperoxlde.TIuO...

Zinc oxide, ZnO.

)

along axis f
ZIncitc, normal 'to I

axis
f

Quartz, SiO-i, along

)

axis
J

Quartz, SiOj, nor- I

mal to axis..

Pyrite, FcSj _..

Galena, FbS

Beryl, longit. axis...

„ horiz. axis

Emetald. olonp axis,

„ normal to )

a-xis ;

Topaz. lesser horiz. >

axis
f

Topaz, greater i

horiz. axis
J

Topuz, vertical i

horiz. axis |

Tourmaline, longit, 1

axis
I"

Touiinoline, horiz. i

axis f

Garnet..

Glass tube..

, rod.,..

plate,.

„ white French.
„ tube

„ soft Thurlnglan

Wedgwood ware....

II II

Bayeitx porcelain

Platlniridium, one-
tenth iron ::}

LcaJandtln, solder

)

—2 lend, 1 tin f

Lead and antimony..
Typo motol

Zinc and tin—8

1

zinc, 1 tin
1

Copper ind tin—8 )

copper, Itin
J

Speculum metal..

Bronze, } tin

- -000000095

„ 000000
f-00000ni.3i;

„ OiLi;]?

,. 01U59

,1 0316

„ 0781

11 1410

, 10084

,1 18594

„ 0I72I4
-•0000001316

H- •00000106

,1 0137

„ 08325

„ 08362

„ 04723

„ 09360

„ 077321

„ 08478

,1 083333

„ 08'JSO

„ 080130
„ 091827

„ 101114

„ 0S90390

„ 087572

„ OSSTdO

„ 091751

„ 08.510

„ oaias

„ 1195

„ 0,9813

„ 08983

Brass, cast...

„ wire.

English..

Powtor.,

Paraflln, Rangoon.

.Soft coal, Charlcrol...

Kbonlto

Deo] wood-

OSS*

2033
1952

ioaa

1817

.„ 1844
„ 2116

II 1737

I. 1878

„ 1930

„ 1783

,. 1893

„ 180S

„ 1851)

„ 2283

„ 2033

„ 1994

•00027854

•00002782

« 770

» 842

Equal to Glaas.

R.ingc.

0*

4°-I
10°

30°

50°

40'

40'

40'

10 100°

11 100°

„ 100'

,1 100*

40°

40' o

0" ti) 100°

0° „ 100°

0' „ 100'

Aulhorlly.

Finao.

0°

V
0*

100'
200°

0°

0°

0°

0'

0°

100°

100°

100°

100°
100°
200°

800°
100°

100°
100°

100°

100°

lo'^e to 100°

lO'S „ 350°

1000° „ 1400°

0* to 100*

16°^6

16"6
,

100°
264°

JOO*

0° , 100°

J00°

lo-e to
l6°e „
10--6 „
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Table II.'

—

CuUcal Expansions of Solids and Liquids.

A T

Iodine, solid

,, upon fusion .

„ liquid

Silver

Sulphur, native

Lead..

Iron .

Copper..

Palladium..
Platinum...
Zinc

Cadmium..
Mercurj ...

Phosphorus .

Mean Ex-
pansion per
degree O.

Kange.

•0010160271
•0010331861

•00131S677I
•000235
•1682

•000856

.•00005831

•000137
•000223
•000259
•000620
•005097

•05002

•000089
•00008399
•0000355
•0000441
•000037
•0000.-,5

•0000767
•000051

•00004993
•00003312

•OCOO-2658

•000089
•0000S92S
•0000940
•00017905
•00017950
•00018001
•00018051
•00018102

•0001S152
•00018203
•00018253
•00018304
•00018354
•00016405
•00018657
•00018909
•00019161
•00019413
•00019660
•oooisri
•000366

0-

•f63"

0' to 100-

C" „ 13°-2

13-^2 „ 50--3

60--3 „ 78-

78- „ 96-^5

96-^5
.,

109" 9

j In melting

t . at 115".

0" to 1 00-

0- „ 100-
0- „ 300-

100-

100"

100-

0* to 100'

0-

10-

so-
30-
4'.-

50-

60-
70-

80-
90-

100-
150-

200-
250-
300-
350-

to 100'

„ 15-^f

0-

8"-3

Authority.

t Billet.

Matthiesscn.

Kopp.

}Iatthiessen.

Dulong and Petit.

Kopp.

Playfair and Joule.

Kopp.

Matthiesscn.

Kopp.
Matthiesscn.

Kopp

Regnanlt.

Matthiesscn.
Kopp.

X- Expansion
^^"°- perdegrec.
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Mathematical Appexdix

Let V be the temperature at any iwint I' speci6e<l bj- {, n, ( accord-

ing to any system of three sets of plane or curved orthogoual surfaces

nsed for co-ordinates. Let Kd(. fidrj, ydl be the lengths of the edges

of the infinitesimal rectangular parallelepiped having P for its

centre, and its sides parts of the six surfaces {-i</f. f + irff.

The rates of variation of temperature per unit of length in the

directions corresponding to the vanations of {, v. ( are respectively

1 dv 1 rfr 1 ^~T df"
" "ii^ di,

~
V dC

Henca the fluxes across three infinitesimal rectangles having their

edges parallel to the three pairs of sides of the parallelepiped, and
each having its centre at P, are respectively

- t ^" ^„lr,dC, - ^ p^didi , - ^ ^'KiMlidr,
\ d( /i dt) ' d(

Hence the excess of the quantities of lieat conducted in to the

parallelepiped above those conducted out across the three pairs of

faces Is

i .i(^i S)^f,(^? T^rci^'^:3 1

'^'^''--''^

The effect of this gain of heat is to warm the matter of the

parallelepiped at a rate per unit of time equal to the rate of gain of

neat divided by cXiivd^fl-nd^, the thermal capacity of the matter.

Hence
dv 1 \ d fjju/ dv\ d [ ,y\ dv\ d ( j\ii dv\\ „,

di'^y\di\>: dlJ-^dnVJ TnJ^TiVT ddS'"^''
This, for the case of the uniform motion of heat (dvldt— O), was

first given by Lame, to whom the generalized system of curvilinear

coordinates for a point is due ("Memoire sur les Lois de I'fiquilibre

des Fluides Etheres, "./ounMi de V£coh Pohjtcchnujue, vol. iii. , cahier

ziiii.). He deduced it from Fourier's equation [(3) below] in terms

of plane rectangular coordinates by a laborious transformation.

Eqoation (2) was hrst given, proved as above, as the direct expression

of Fourier's fundamental law of conduction, by \V. Thomson {Cam-
dridye Malhematical Journal, Nov. 1843).

For plane rectangular coordinates we have X — ^ = >' — 1 an' if

we put X, y, z for (, r), ( in this case, (2) becomes

which is Fourier's celebrated fundamental equation. From it we
may deduce by transformation the proper forms of the corresponding
equation for polar coordinates ; but they are more easily got direct

from the equation (2) for generalized coordinates. Thus for ordinary
polar coordinates

respectively,

r, 8, <p we have, if we take these for {, ij, {

1, ii = r, yr sinff .

Bins d

Hence (2) becomes

mv i_\ d

dt~cr'\dr
If k be constant, and we put kjc

dC r' i dr\ drj sinfl de

'.(' sine^ ) +('4;)
istant, a:

r' i dr\

dt'" I dr' sinfl rfflV"" deJ*Bia'B d<p'

.dv\ 1 d^

ill) siu'fl d<t>'

this becomes

1

('S)I
W-

y sinfl de\d0 J siu'e U^f I

(6);

(6).

where u — it

If again we take for the coordinates r, if, - (polar coordinates in

the plane perpendicular to s being denoted by r, </-}, we have A — 1,

*i — r, f — 1, and so find

For the case of Ic constant we may take it ouMide the brackets in
each of these equations, as wo have already done in (4) ; thu^ (2)
Ijecomea

dv k/iPv d'v^d^\ ,g,

di-TKd^+d^^^d?) <*''

or, with K for k/e, the diffusivity (§§ 81, 82),

dv (d'v
.
d^v , (ftA ,„.

It is this restricted form which, with the further restriction that
< bo constant, is most generally recognized as Fourier's equation of
conduction, and it is for it, with these restrictions, that his brilliant
•olutious were given. Tlicso solutions are avail.iblo for practical use
by limiting the range of tempiraturo within which any one solution
ia continuously appliod to a range of temperature within which the
Talncs oft and e arc each nearly enough constant. Wo may expect
10° or 20° C. on each side of the mean temperature to bo practically
not too wide a range for any case, judging from copper and iron

(S 80), the only substances for which hitherto wc have ouy infor-
mation as to variationa of both k and c with tempcr.itnre.

Each of the following expressions I. . . . XVII. for v satisfies

(9) or its equivalent (6), as the reader will readily verify for himself.
The special condition corresponding to the peculiar character of
the particular solution is specially noted in each case.

I. Instantaneous simple point-source ; a quantity fl of heat sud-
denly generated at the point (0, 0, 0) at time ( - 0, and left to diffuse
through an infinite homogeneous solid.

EVEKY OTHER SOLUTION ISOBTAIKAULR FHOM THIS BT SUMMATION.

Qe-'/«"- 1

8^J(kO« (10).

where r' = s' + y' -f-
2' '

Verify that /" /"°° f''vdxdydz - 4ir /"ii-^dr-Q ; and that

»=.0 when t = Q; unless also x = 0, y = 0, z—0.
Remark that

.^ = when l^lL
dt 61c

(11).

c-t/:" inr
(12).

II. Constant simple point-source, rate q

:

£-'•'/•'" 1
8ir'(K<)' J

'

The formula within the brackets shows how this obvions solution
is derivable from (11).

III. Continued point-source ; rate per unit of time, at time t, an
arbitrary function, ylO

:

'^'-^'^Ai^^ •
• •

^"'-

IV. Time-periodic simple point-source, rate per unit of time at

time t, q sin 2nt

.

^{j=ipX
,-r'/4«XT

.In2n«-X)^
5 1=4-:^

£-('">*' «ln[5n(-(CT)»r) (14).

.dv
Verify that « satisfies ffi); also that- 4irr'—- - j sin2n( where r— 0.

dr

V. Instantaneous spherical surface source ; a quantity Q suddenly
generated over a spherical surface of radius a, and left to diffusa

outwards and inwards :

C- (r - o)«/4«« _ £- (r-l-o)'/4.«

0-Q- (15)
8ir<ar(K0*

To prove this most easily, verify that it satisfies (6) ; and farther

verify that

4r/'°°»rVr-Q;

and that ti— when ( = 0, unless also r — a.

Kemark that (15) becomes identical with (10) when a-0 ; remark
farther that (16) is obtainable from (10) by integration over tho

spherical surface.

VI. Constant spherical surface source ; rate per unit of time from
the whole surface, q :

.[_-,/:'-
.j-(r-Ki)V4«n

'(«0»
-^

(16).

']

87r*ar(ii

= j/4irr , where r:»a
and = j/4iro , where r-«:o

Tho formula within the brackets shows how this obvious solution

is derivable from (13).

VII. Time-periodic spherical surface source ; rate per unit of tin*,

at time I, from whole surface, q sin 2n<

;

r /""
. ,

,f-('--a)'/4,x_g-(r-Ho)«/4«X"
V -?/ dx&m2n{t-xr-

, .L ^ 8ir»ar(Kx)'

„^£-(«n) •sin[2n<-(Kn)Jr-l-B], where r>-«, \(M),

_ 2{e-(«0*>-ginj-2„/_(^)J;. + D]- £''")*''sb[2fl< ^ («n)«r+D]}

where r-^a f

where A B, 0, D are constants d(rtermined by tho conditions that

''.>o-^'r<a-<'.

when the two values of r exceed o and fall short of o by infinitely

small differences. Verify that v satisfies (G). Also that v is finita

when r — 0.

VIII. Fourier's " Linear Motion of Heat " ; instantaneous planc-

Boorce ;
quantity per unit surface, a :

and

2ir*(K«)'

(18).

Verify that this satisfies (9) for tho case of v independent of y an<L

:, and that
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/: :c!k = <r

Kemark that (18) is oitaioablo from (15) by putting Q/4irn=-(r,

and a = oo ; or airprtly from (10) hy iiitosration over the plane.

IX. "Linear Motion of Heat"; time-periodic plaue-.'source

j

rate per unit of area, per unit of time, at time (, <r siu 2iU:

^—£-"** sin (2)i« -«'.<:- iir) where a:=-0 )• . (19).

(2H)'i7r

{2n)k

-€+"•' sin(2«J+ ji*x-iir) where z-=0
_

Verify that v satisdes ^= x^, which is what (9) becomes
(it ilx

when V is iuJcpendent of y and z ; also that

dv

dx

fcad +27r— = ff sin 2n« when x is infinitely small negative.
ax

X. "Linear Motion of Heat"; space-periodic simple harmonic

solid source, with plane isothermal surfaces. Initial distribution,

« = V sin ox, when (= 0. Solution for any ralue of (

rr^v/"/! sino(a:-|)—,—!l = Ve-''"''sinc«: (20).

Modifying the integral wi'hin the brackets to make it appear as an

analytical expression belonging to the general theory of images, for

the case of a single infinite row of images, and equating the result

to the right-hand member, we see that

4^/°<'«cL"sa{-^-«) '2 £-0+Vp*"' = €-"''ji,".«x (21),

* being any integer.

It is obvious that for a we may substitute ja in the second mem-
ber, and in the factor „" a( j; - { ) under the integral sign of the first

member, without altering it elsewhere, j being any integer : thus we
have

I=— CO

XI. "Linear Motion of Heat"; space -periodic arbitrary solid

source, isothermals plane. Initial distribution, v=/{x), when t = 0,

/denoting an arbitrary periodic function, period I ; so that/{x + il)

=/lx), i being any integer. Two solutions (A), (B).

(A) derived synthetically from (10) :

where S =

. . (22).

2(»k0%

vfhere S= 2 ^

-i/'di/{x-i)3 (23)',

-({-l-iO /M
(24):

(B) derived analytically and synthetically from (20).
Find Aj, A,, A,, ..., Bj, Bo, &c., by the harmonic analysis, to

atisfy the condition

yx=•Aq-^AJ cos8-fA2 cos2e-l- &c.

-fBi sinfl-l-Bj, sin2eH- &c.
27rX

where 6 = -j-
(25).

(V"]
'[—)Thenr-Ao-h 5 ^-'^TJ ' (A; cos?^-fB, sin?^") . (26).

>=l \ « « /

XII. Uniform row of simple instantaneous plane sources. Two
solutions (A) and (B).

(A), from XI. (A), (23)

:

2(»k0« .•=-«.
^^'-

The No. 2 diffusion curve of g 82 is the representation of the first

term (! = 0) of this formula.
(B), from XI. (B), (25) and (26)

:

^=^ jl + 2T6"'(T')'cos2i![?| . . (28).

The comparison of these two solutions is very interesting physi-

" This is Fourlcr'9 (0 of Art. 374 for the case of A-r) a periodic function.

cally, and useful arithmetically. To facilitate the comparison, ]iut

Z/2(jrK/)i = ry, und.<-/-2(7rirf/-;i (29\

;

the two solutions" Utouio

Iv
"l 2 e

•nlj>+i<l/' .i-h2 2 e" ,.2W (301.

The eciuation between the second and third member, virtually

due originally to Fourier, is also an interesting formula of Jacobi's,

Fundatiicnta Kova Thcoriic Faiiciiomnn Ellijiticanihi, as was long

ago pointed out by Cayley." liach formula is a series which con-

verges for every value of I however small or however great ; the

first, (27), the more rapidly the less is t; the second, (28), the more
rapidly the greater is t. For the case of t = PjiKir, and x = (that is,

5=1 and/) = 0), the two series become identical. For the more com-
prehensive case of jj = 0, but g unrestricted, the conirtarison gives the

following very curious arithmetical theorem

—

H-2fe""«'+e
*'"''

-fe
'"''+ &c.)

'J:T/q^
_

-1 (31).

i + 2(e-"'''>e"'""'' +
«"""'"+

«;c.)

When t^P[iKTr (or ?>1) the first solution (27) converges with so

great suddenness that three terms suffice for most practical pur-

poses; when t^PjiK-K (or J^l) the second solution (28) converges

with so gi'eat suddenness that one term (after the constant first

tirrm) suffices for most practical purposes. Thus by using the solu-

tion (27) for all values of t from zero to something lets tlian l-jiKtr,

and (28) for all values greater than the greatest for which (27) is

used, we have an exceedingly rapid convergence and easy calcula-

tion to find V for any values of x and t. These formula?, thus used,

have been of great practical value in calculating what is now known
as the arrival curve of signals through a submarine cable, and in

designing instruments to record it automatically and allow its

telegraphic meaning to be read, or without recording it to allow its

meaning to be read by watching the motions of a spot of light.

It is clear that (27) and (28) express the potential at a pomt
at distance x from one end of a cable of length i/, at time C

from an instant when a quantity ^trc of electricity has been

suddenly communicated to that end of the cable, both ends

being always kejit insulated after that instant (as is dons
practically by an exceedingly short contact with one pole of a

voltaic battery, the other being kept to earth). The value of v

for x = ^l, and for all values of i from to 00, represents the rise of

the potential at the remote end towards the limiting value -,

towards which the potential rises throughout the conductor.

XIII. (X. in three dimensions.) Space triple periodic solid source

;

in other words j; = V sin ox sin By sin yz, when t = 0. Solution for

any value of t
—

'

4Kt I

(32).

'[ = ^fZS^J^ rffA|*f Bin o(x - i) 8in|!(y - ij) sinv(« -0-

= Vsin(U:sin/9y sinyre""'"*"''^
"'"^^'

Remark that, as an analytical expression for the present case of the

general theory of triply-multiple images, the triple integral within

the brackets may be written

/ "/ P/ >rffdr,dj8ina(i-asiii/3(y->i)sin7<i-5)-f^,

(33),

whereS= 2 2 2 e"

l = -oo >= -oo ^-=-00

i, j, Ic, being any positive or negative integers.

XIV. and XV. (X. and XI. in three dimen.sions. The formulae

may be written down by inspection ; from I., with X. and XI.

for guides. The analytical theorem thus obtained, corresponding

to {3t),- in three dimensions, is interesting to pure mathematicians.

XV.'. Harmonic solutions. Any distribution of heat, whether
in an infinite or in a bounded solid, which keeps its type unchanged
in subsiding towards uniformity, when left without positive or

negative sources, except such, essentially negative, as are required

to fulfil a proper boundary condition, is called a harmonic distribu-

tion, provided the temperature does not increase to infinity in any
direction. The boundary condition, if the solid is bounded, is

essentially that the rate of emission from the surface at every

point of it varies in simple proportion to the temperature, and at

such a rate per 1° of temperature at each part of the surface as thei

solution requires. X. and XIII. are examoles. The general con-
dition for a harmonic solution is

v=f(.tmx,y,z) (34);

2 Quarterly Journal of Mathematics for 1857; Note by Cayley on an article

by W. Thomson, entitled " On the Calculation of Transcendents of the fona
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rPF d"F d-F

ax'
"*"

d,r dz' (35).

U =

»nd this, tried in (9) gives

J- ''£LK
/(O (it

' "
r —

The 6ret member lieiiij; iiulepciuU-nt of x, y. t, and the second being

indepenilent of (, the conimou value of the two mu^t be independent

of X, y, z. I, that is to say, must be an absolute constant. Let it bo

denoted by - f ; we have
/(0-Ce-P' (36),

,d?F d'F dr-F o^
f.

„-v

ax' ay' di' k

or in terms of i)olar coordinates, by (6),

cPV 1 df .
/jJ\,_l <£^.£

7?'^~r^'^e de\ ^"'^dej'*' j-sm^ t/*^ k

F
where U =

?

or this wo have a spherical harmonic solution,

U = [A0,(r) + Bi^,(r)]S;

where Si denotes a spherical surfaco-harnionic of order

^,(r), ii,i.i), two particular solutions of the etjuation

rf'a r p Hi+l)~l

Then (36) and (35) give finally

r

This solution la in its generality applicable to an infinite solid

occupying all space except a hollow round the origin. The solid

may of course be hounded externally also by a finite closed surface.

If there bo no hollow, A/B must fulfil the condition that

(Ai^i(r) + Bi(/.(r)]/)- is finite when r=0. If there aro two bound-

aries, concentric spherical surfaces, with their common centre at

the origin of coordinates, the boundary condition obviously

requires ujiiform emissivity over each, but not necessarily equal for

the t^vo. If the two emissivities be denoted by h and A', and the

radii of the surfaces by a (outer) and «' (inner), the boundary con-

ditions ur3

— = -hv, when r = a \

, i:, ^ , \
(^2).

and -r-"no, wheu r = a
J

(-0

(38).

(39),

, i'jid

, (40).

• (41)-

From these wo maj find h and h'. so as to let the harmonic char-

acter of the solution be fulfilled in the subsideucc. Or if A and k'

be given, we have in (41) two equations which determine the two
unknown quantities A/B and p. Eliminating A/B, we thus find a

single transcendental equation for p, which is proved to have no
imaginary or negative roots, anil an infinite number of real positive

roots, each >K/(i + l)/r'. In tho case of t= 0, or tcmperatlUQ
independent of <p and 8, (40) gives

« = Acos)'«y— + Bsin »•«/—

•

For this case the transcendental equation for determining values

for p is very simple, and its roots are calculated numerically with great

case. With the further restriction of no central hollow, we must
have A = 0, so that H/r may be finite when r — 0. This case was
fully investigated by Fourier, and very beautifully worked out in

his fifth chapter. The more general problem of a solid sphere,

with any given initial distribution of temperature, without the

restriction of temperature independent of 6 and ij>, was solved first

we believe by Poisson in tho 11th chajiter of his Thiorie Ma(lu-

matiqtie de la Chaleur, in terms of the formulae (36), (38), (10) above.

XVII. The equation of the transference of heat in terms of

columnar coordinates, (7) above, affords naturally another beautiful

case of harmonic solution. Assume

f=C

we find by (7)

"C' ,,, ein {J, sin ,,j.
*E* CU8 'P cos '"* .(«):

d T-^— ->- + (— -m'-— Ui = , . . .(44).
r' r dr \ K f j

The treatment of this equation and its integral (obviously derirable

by i ditferentiations from k,, which is a Bessel's function) for tho

full solution of the thermal problem is most interesting, and very

instructive and suggestive in respect to pure analysis. It was
splendidly worked out for the case of m= and i = by Fourier in

his 6th chapter. "The Motion of Heat in a Solid Cylinder," truly

a masterpiece of art. When it was printed in 1821, and published

after having with the rest of Fourier's work been buried alive for

fourteen years in the archives of the French Academy, and when
Bessel found in it so thorough an investigation and so strikingly

beautiful an application of the " Besselsche Function," we can

imagine the ordinary feeling towards thoso "qui ante nos nostra

dixerunt " reversed into the pleasure of "enuiue admiration.

HEATH, the Euglisli form of a name given in most

Teutonic dialects U> the commou ling or heather, but now
applied to all species of Ericn, an extensive genus of mono-
petalous plants, belonging to the order EricacccB. The
heaths are evergreen shrubs, with small narrow leaves, in

v.'horls usually set rather thickly on the shoots ; the per-

sistent flowers have 4 sepals, and a 4-cleft campanulate or

tubular corolla, in many species more or loss ventricoso or

inflated ; tho dry capsule is 4-celled, and opens, in the

true Eiicce, in 4 segments, to tho middle of which the

partitions adhere, though in tho ling tho valves separate

at tho dissepiments. The plants are mostly of low growth,

but several African kinds reach the size of large bushes,

and a Spanish variety, E. avhorca, occasionally attains

almost the aspect and dimensions of a tree.

Od3 of tho best known and most interesting of the family

is tho common heath, heather, or ling, Calluna vulgaris,

placed by most botanists in a separate genus on account of

the peculiar dehiscence of the fruit, and from the coloured,

calya, which extends beyond tho corolla, having a whorl of

sepal-like bracts beneath. This shrub derives some eco-

nomic importance from its forming the chief vegetation

on many of thoso exton'iivo wastes that occupy so large a

porti')n of tho more stciiie lands of northern and western

Europo, the usually dosnlato appearance of which is

enlivened in tho latter part of summer by its abundant
pink blossoms. When growing erect to the height of n

yard or more, as it often does in sheltered places, its purple

steins, close-leaved green shoots, and feathery spikes of

bell-shaped flowers render it one of the handsomest of tho

heaths ; but on the bleaker elevations and more arid slopes

it frequently rises only a few inches above tho ground. In

all moorland countries the ling is applied to many rurai

purposes ; the larger stems are made into brooms, the

shorter tied up into bundles that serve as brushes, while

the long trailing shoots aro woven into baskets. PTcd up

Fu. ^.— Erica cinerea. Fio. 2.

—

Calluna mlgar\».

with the peat about its roots it forms a good fuel, often the

only one obtainable on the drier moors. Tho .shielings of

tho Scotch Highlanders were formerly constructed of heath

stems, cemented together with peat mud, worked into a
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kind of mortar witb dry grass or straw ; hovels and sheds

for temporary purposes are still sometimes built in a similar

way, and roofed ia with ling. Laid on the ground, with

the flowers above, it forms a soft springy bed, the lusurious

couch of the ancient Gael, still gladly resorted to at times

by the hill shepherd or hardy deer-stalker. The young

slrtiots were in former days employed as a substitute for

hops in brewing, while their astringency rendered them

valuable as a tanning material in Ireland and the Western

Isles. They are said also to have been used by the High-

landers for dyeing woollen,yarn yellow, and other colours,

are asserted to have been obtained from them, but some

writers appear to confuse the dyer's-weed. Genista tinctoria,

with the heather. The young juicy shoots and the seeds,

which remain long in the capsules, furnish the red grouse

of Scotland with the larger portion of its sustenance ; the

ripe seeds are eaten by many birds. The tops of the ling

afford a considerable part of the winter fodder of the hill

flocks, and are popularly supposed to communicate the fine

flavour to Welsh and Highknd mutton, but sheep seldom

crop heather while the mountain grasses and rushes are

sweet and accessible. In recent times ling has been

suggested as a material for paper, but the stems are hardly

sufficiently fibrous for that purpose. The purple or fine-

leaved heath, E. cinerea, one of the most beautiful of the

genus, abounds on the lower moors and commons of Great

Britain and western Europe, in such situations being some-

times more prevalent than the ling. The flowers of both

these species yield much honey, furnisliing a plentiful

supply to the bees in moorland districts ; from this heath

honey the Plots probably brewed the mead said by

Boetius to have been made from the flowers themselves.

It was until recently supposed that no species of heath

existed in America ; but of late years isolated plants of ling

have been found in various parts of New England, Nova
Scotia, and Cape Breton, while it has been stated to occur

in some abundance in several places in Newfoundland

;

probably in distant ages it may have had a wider range on

the American continent. The whole group, as observed by
Bentham, is "eminently Atlantic" in its present distribu-

tion,—of nearly 500 known species by far the greater part

being indigenous to the western districts of South Africa,

and nearly all the remainder llml|ed to Europe and its

adjacent islancb.

The Cape heaths have long been favourite objects of

horticulture. In the warmer parts of Britain several will

bear exposure to the cold of ordinary winters in a sheltered

border, but most need the protection of the conservatory.

They are sometimes raised from seed, but are chiefly multi-

plied by cuttings "struck" in sand, and afterwards trans-

ferred to pots filled with a mixture of black peat and sand
;

the peat should be dry and free from sourness. Much
attention is requisite in watering heaths, as they seldom

recover if once allowed to droop, while they will not bear

much water about their roots : the heath-house should be

light and well ventilated, the plants requiring sun, and soon

perishing in a close or permanently damp atmosphere ; in

England little or no heat is needed in ordinary seasons.

The European heaths succeed well in English gardens, only

requiring a peaty soil and sunny situation to thrive as well

as in their native localities : E. carnea, mediterranea,

ciUaris, vagans, and the pretty cross-leaved heath of boggy

moors, E. tetralix, are among those most worthy of cultiva-

tion. The beautiful large-flowered St Dabeoc's heath,

belonging to the closely aUled genus Memiesia, is likewise

often seen In gardens. (c. P. J.)

HEATHCOAT, John (1783-1861), the author of im-

portant Inventions for facilitating the manufactuxe of Buck-

ingham or French lace, was born at Duffield near Derby in

1783. During his nnprenticeship to a framesmith near

Loughborough,' he made an improvement in the construc-

tion of the warp-loom, so as to produce mitts of a lace-like

appearance by means of it. He commenced business
on his own account at Nottingham, but finding himself
subjected to the intrusion of competing inventors he
removed to Hathern. There he diligently prosecuted

his experiments, and in 1808 constructed a machine cap-

able of producing an exact imitation of real pillow-lace.

This was by far the most expensive and complex textile

apparatus till then existing ; and in describing the pro-

cess of his invention, Heathcoat said in 1836, "The
single difficulty of getting the diagonal threads to twist

in the allotted space was so great that, if now to be done, X
should probably not attempt its accomplishment." Some,
time before perfecting his invention, which he patented in

1809, he removed to Loughborough, where he entered

into partnership with Mr Lacy, a Nottingham manufacturer;

but in 1816 their factory was attacked by the Luddites
and the lace frames destroyed. The damages were assessed

in the King's Bench at £10,000 ; but as Heathcoat declined

to espend the money in the county of Leicester he never

received any part of it. Undaunted by his loss, he began
at once .to construct new and greatly improved machines
in an unoccupied factory at Tiverton, Devonshire, pro-

pelling them by water-power and afterwards by steam.

His claim to the invention of the twisting and traversing

lace machine was disputed, and a patent was taken out

by a clever workman for a similar machine, which was
decided at a trial in 1816 to be- an infringement of

Heathcoat's patent. He followed his great invention by
others of much ability, as, for instance, contrivances for

ornamenting net while In course of manufacture and for

making ribbons and platted and twisted net upon his

machines. Improved yarn splnnlng-frames, and methods for

winding raw silk from cocoons. He also patented .in im-

proved process for extracting and purifying salt. An offer

of £10,000 was made to him in 1833 for the use of his

processes in dressing and finishing silk nets, but he allowed

the highly profitable secret to remain undivulged. In

1832 he patented a steam plough, which stood foremost

in public estimation until superseded by those of Fowler

and others. Heathcoat was elected member of parliament

for Tiverton in 1832. Though he seldom spoke in the

House he was constantly engaged on committees, where hia

thorough knowledge of business and sound judgment were

highly valued. He retained his seat untU 1859, and after

two years of declining health he died in Januarv 1861 at

Bolham House, near Tiverton.

HEATING. In temperate latitudes the climate is gene-

rally such as to necessitate in dwellings, during a great

portion of the year, a temperature warmer than that out of

doors, and, similarly, tropical plants growing in temperate

climates require artificial heat in the house In which

they are preserved. Thus heating Is required for health

and comfort ; the object of the application of science

is to obtain these with the greatest degree of economy.

In its aspect as to health it may be assumed that no

system of heating is advisable which does not provide

for a constant renewal of the air in the locality warmed.

In climates such as that of the United Kingdom, the

temperature of living rooms should be maintained at from
54° to 68° Fahr. in the daytime; the night temperature

may be lower, but should not fall below 40° ; and the

humidity of the air as measured by the wet and dry bulb

thermometers should show a difference of not less than 4'

nor much exceeding 8° between the two thermometers,

although with an ample supply of air a greater degree of

. dryness would probably not be found objectionable.

All heating apparatus depends upon the transference of

heat from the fire to the various parts of the building which
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It 13 intended to warm, and tliis transfer may be effected

by radiation, by conduction, or by convection. Radiant

heat 13 emitted and absorbed in an accelerating ratio' in

proportion as the difference of temperature between the

radiant and the recii)ient increases, and, with the same

difference of temperature between the recipient and the

radiant, the effect of the radiant will be greater according

to the increased temperature of the recipient In other

words, the ratio of the emission of heat increases with the

temperature. It is thus easier to effect the warming of a

given space by means of a highly-heated surface than by a

surface emitting a lower temperature.

An open fire acts by radiation ; it warms the air in a

room by first warming the walls, floor, ceiling, and articles

in the room, and these in their turn waim the air. There-

fore in a room with an open fire the air of the room is, as

a rule, less heated than the walls. In this case the warm-

ing of the air depends on the capacity of the surfaces to

absorb or emit heat ; except that the heat received by the

walls may be divided into two parts, one part heating the

air in contact with the wall, and the other passing through

the wall to the outer surface, where it is finally dissipated

and wasted. Fireplaces are sometimes constructed to

assist the warming of the air of a room. For instance,

in Sylvester'."? grate iron bars of which one end terminates

under the fire are laid so a? to form a projecting radiating

hearth. The ventilating fireplace warms the fresh air

before its admission into the room by means of gills cast

on the back of the grate.

In a close stove, heated to a moderate temperature, the

heat, as it passes from the fire, warms the surface of the

materials which enclose and are in contact with the fire and
with the heated gases. The materials next transfer the heat

to the outer surface in contact with the air; and the air is

warmed by the agency of this outer surface. If heated to

high temperatures a stove gives out radiant heat, which

passes through the air to warm the objects on which the

rays impinge.

With hot-water pipes, the heat from tbe water heats the

inner surface of the pipe, and this surface transfers its heat

to the outer surface through the material of the pipes. The
rate at which the heat can pass from the inner to the outer

surface, and be thus utilized instead of passing away straight

into the chimney, dejiends on the heat evolved by the fire,

on the extent of surfaces exposed to the heat and their

capacity to absorb and emit heat, and on the cjualityof the

material between the inner and the outer surface as a good

or bad conductor of heat. This passage of heat through

a body by conduction variej directly with the quality of

materia), and with the difi'orenco between the temperature

of the inner surface e-xposed to the heat and the outer sur-

face exposed to a cooling influence, and inversely as the

thickness between the surfaces. Other thing? being equal,

copper is a better material than iron for conveying the heat

from the Cro to water or air ; and coverings of brickwork,

wood, or woollen fabrics are better adapted than iron for re-

taining the heat. The property which appears morc'thaaany

other to make materials good non-conductors of heat is their

porosity to air, and the retention of the air in their pores.

The direct warraiiig of the nir may l>c f fTocted by stoves with hrick

or iron duo, or liy hot-wntcr or steam pipes. The sizes of tlie licat-

ing surfaces for this object must be proportioiiej to tho vohirao of

nir required to bo warmed for ventilation, nnj the dei,'ree of heat to

be maintained, tlin thickniss of tlio niatcriul, and its c«i«city for

absorbing and radiating heat wnd for transferring beat from one
surface to tho other, ^^^\en a largo volume of air is supplied and
removed for ventihtlon, rajiidity in transforring tlie heat from tho
fuel to tho air is an important cnnsideiitiou. lirick stoves and
flues arc worse conductors of heat than iron stoves or Ihics, but the

surface of a bricTc stove parts with the heat which readies it

somewhat more rapidly llian do the surfaies of an iron fine. The
slow conducting power of the material and the greater thickness of

a^rick stove prevent altematious which may take place iu the
tire from being felt so much as with iron stoves or Hues ; aud
therefore the brick stove warms the air more equably, without
sudden variations ; the air so warmed is free from objectioi<ablo

elements ; and where they can be conveniently applied, it is advis-

able to use brick stoves for warming air for ventilating iiurpo^i.
With au iron flue pipe from a stove, almost tho whole heat

which any fuel is capable of developing may bo utilised by nyng n
sufficiently long pipe, horizontal for the gitater part of its kuglh,
to convey the products Of combustion to the outer air. The heat
given out by a stovo pipe varies with the temperature from end to

end, being of course greatest at the end next the stove, where the
emission of heat is very rapid ; and the amount of heat givf-n out
per square foot will vary at each point as the distance fro.-n the
stove ii.creascs. The proportions also into which the heat divides
itself between radiation and convection vary greatly with the tem-
perature. Thus, with a stove pipe heated at tho end nearest the
stove to a dull red heat of 1230° Fahr., and of sufficient length to
allow the heat to be diminished to 150" at tho further end, it

would be found that at tho stove end of the flue pipe 92 per cent,
of the total heat emitted by the pipe is given out by radiation to
the walls and only 8 per cent, to the air ; but at the exit end the
heat is nearly equally divided, the walls receiving 55 and the air

45 per cent. Taking the whole length of such a l>ipe, the walls
would receive 74 per cent, and the air 26 per cent, of the heat
emitted. But with a flue pipe heated to lower temperatiues, the
air might receive half the heat or even more. When therefore the
object is to heat the walls rather than the air, the temperature of
the pipes should be high ; and for this purjiose stove pi|>es are

more elfective than hot-water or low-pressure steam pipes. At high
temperatures there will be practically little difference of efTcct

between horizontal and vertical flue pipes, because the heat given
out is principally that due ts radiation, which is independent of the
form and position of the radiant. An adequate proportion of flue

pipes to the form and size of the stove involves a large suifacc for

the flue pipe ; with a careful observance of proportion, as much as

94i per cent, of the heat in the fuel has been utilized.

There are, however, several serious objections to iron stoves,

especially lor small rooms : a long Hue pijie is unsightly, and on
that account often inadmi-ssible ; iron stovea heat rapidly, and
easily become red-hot, and the effect produced therefore is unequal.
Carbonic oxide, too, has been found in air warmed by iron stoves
very highly heated. It is alleged that highly-heated iron may
take oxygen Irom the carbonic acid in the air in contact with its

surface, and thus reduce the acid to carbonic oxide.

Whenever iron stoves or cockles are used for heating air, care

should be taken to prevent the iron from attaining a high tempera-
ture, and with this object all iron stoves should have a lining o(

fire-brick, so as to prevent tho fiio from coming in direct contact
with the iron ; such an arrangement lueserves greater repularity

in the heating of the air. This object may be also attained by
giving the stove a large surface in proportion to tho lire by means
of flanges or gills to can-y off the heat as fast as it is generated.

Iron coated with a surface of glazed enamel would enable the heat
to pass rapidly from the tii-n to tho surface, while the enamel
surtaco would emit the heat more nri.idly than tho iron surface.

Hot-water pipes for warming air are free from many of the
objections arising from tho direct application of heat to iron,

because the heat can bo regulated with exactness.

A high tcmjierature may be obtained from \T%ter without gene-

rating steam by heating it under pressure. In Perkins's high-
pressure .syiitem, a continuous iron tube, about 1 inch diameter, is

filled with water ; about one-sixth of tho length of the tube is coiled

and placed in a furnace, and the remainder, forming the heating
surface, is heated by the circulation of the water. At the highest
level to which tho tube is cairied it is enlarged so as to allow of a

space for expansion of the heated water equal to 5 per cent, of the

contents of the small tube.

Pipes may be heated by cither hot water or by steam. Tlio

higher tho temperature, tho greater is the comiiaritive effect in

wanning nir; therefore, with a small heating surface, steam pipes

arc more eflicient than hot-water fi\xa, ami steam at a higli

pressure more efficient than low-pressure Etram. Tho illicient

notion of hot-water nij«s depends upon the upward How of Uie

heated and expanded water as it passes from tho boiler, tho

fiassage being made as direct ns possible, and ao protected as to

oso little heat between the boiler and tho jiUce where the heat U
to bo utilized. The return pil«", which brings back the water after

it has been cooled down by tho abstraction of heat in warming tliu

air, should bo paasc<l into the liottoin of the boiler as directly anil

in as uniform a line from tho place where tho heat has been used

as possible. The velocity of flow in the pi)ns will depend U|K>n the

tnniper«turo at which tho water leaves tho boiler, tho height to

which the heated water has to rise, and tho tenipcrntui'e at which
it passes down the return piix- bark into the boiler. The i-fliciency

of a hot-water apparjitns will Ito regulated by thc.vo condition^ by

the size of the pipe, and by such other conditions as affect the How
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of wat",- m pipes. When tlie boiler oi- source of heat is very near

the level of the pipes for heating the air, the average temperature

wliich can be obtained in the pipes will be lower than when the

vertical column is lung. The heating surface must he regulated

with reference to this difference of level. It m.ay further be assumed

that with small pines, the temperature Ijeing constant, the velocity

of flow in the pipe'necessary to furnish a given amount of heat will

Vary in the ratio of the length of the pijic. When the water circu-

lates thron<^h the pipes by virtue of the difference of temperature ot

the flow and return currents only, it is impossible to count "po" »

greater mean temperature of the pipes than from 160 to l<iP ,

because above that temperature the water ,in the boiler begins to

boil To obtain a sufficient' velocity of circulation for long dis-

tances, or with small differences of level, a forced circulation may

be resorted to. This has been done by Messrs Easton and Anderson

at the county lunatic asylum at Banstead, in the following manner.

The whole hot-water service is supplied from boilers placed at one

end of the asylum buildings, which extend to a distance of several

hundred yards. There are two pipes : one of them, which may be

called the flow pipe, is connected directly with the boiler, ter-

minating at the point furthest from the boiler in a dead end
;
the

other, which may be termed the return pipe, is parallel to the first,

and terminates at one end in a cistern which is placed about 6 feet

above, and supplies the boiler. At the other end furthest from the

cistern the second pipe also terminates in a dead end. At each

pavilion or place to which hot water is required to be conveyed,

there is a connexion between the two pipes, which can be closed or

opened at will ; when it is opened, the water can pass from the

flow to the return pipe. In the second, or return pipe, near the

point where it ascends to the cistern, is placed a rotatory pump, or

Ian wheel, which is always kept revolving. When the openings

are all closed between the'two pipes, this pump or fan simply slips

through the water ; but as soon as the return pipe obtains a supply

of wa'ter from any of the openings between it and the flow pipe, a

circulation is established.

The following diagram, resulting from Mr Anderson s expcri-

Bients, published in the Journal of the Inslilulion of Civil Engineers

for 1877, shows the total units of heat given out by cast-iron and

wrought-iron pipes per square foot of surface per hour for various

differences of temperature applicable either to hot-water or stearn

Eipes. Suppose, for example, it is required to know how ni"ch_

eat will be given out by 4-inch cast-iron. or 2-inch wrought-iron

pipes at 190° in a room, the temperature of which is 60°
;
the

difference of temperature is 130°, and corresponding to this will

be found 232-7 units for 4-inch pipes and 356 units for 2-inch

wrought-iron pipes per square foot per hour.
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HEBBEL, Fbiedeich (1813-1863), a German poet and

dramatist, was born of peasant parents at Wesselburen, in

Schlessvig-Holstein, 18th March 1813. In his fourteenth

year he obtained a humble clerkship in his native parish,

but already his ambition was Eoaring towards higher

things. At an early period he began to practise poetical

composition, and several of his poems published in the

Modezeitung at Hamburg awakened such interest that

several gentlemen procured him in his twenty-second year

the me ins of preparing himself in Hamburg for the uni-

versity. He afterwards studied philosophy and history at

Heidelberg and Munich. In 1841 he returned to Ham-
burg, where he published his first tragedy, Judith. In a

journey which ho made to Copenhagen in 1842 he formed

the acquaintance of Thorwaldsen and Oehlenschlager, and

acquired the more substantial advantage of a travelling

annuity from the king of Denmark. He accordingly

visited Paris, after which he went to Italy, where he re-

mained several years, staying principally at Rome, Pisa,

and Palermo. Having in the spring of 1846 stopped at

Vienna on liia way home to Germany, he made the

acquaintance of the actress Christine Engehaus, whom
he married in May of the same year. His marriage led

him to take up his permanent residence in Vienna, and
probably deepened his interest in dramatic composition,

which from that time chiefly occupied his attention. He
died in 1863. His principal dramas are Genoveva. 1843;
Maria Magdalena, 1844; Julia, 1851; Agnes Bernauer,

1855 ; and Die Nibelimgen, 1862. They exhibit con-

siderable skill in the portraiture of character, great glow

of passion, and a true feeling for dramatic situations,

but their poetic efl'ect is marred by frequent extrava-

gances which border on the grotesque, and by the intro-

duction of incidents the unpleasant character of which is

not sufficiently relieved. In many of his smaller poems
bis undoubted poetic gifts found a truer and more artistic

utterance.

Hi3 collected works appeared ati Hamburg in 12 vols. (1865-68).

His biography by Emil Kuh was published at Vienna in 1877.

HEBE^ in Greek mythology, is a personification of the

blooming freshness and youth of nature. Originally she

appears almost identical with the pure Greek Aphrodite

(as distinguished from the Oriental goddess). Hebe is the

daughter of Zeus and Hera, as Aphrodite of Zeus and
Dione ; but Dione and Hera are only two names for the

same goddess. Like Aphrodite, Hebe is called the most
beautiful of the gods (Pind., N., 10, 17). In Sicyon and
Phlius Hebe is called Dia, a regular epithet of Aphrodite.

In Phlius, where Hebe was worshipped on the citadel in a

temple where no image of her was allowed and to which
right of asylum was attached, a festival called kio-ctoto/ioi

was celebrated to her every year ; and ivy was sacred also

to Aphrodite. It is in accordance with the close resem-

blance between Aphrodite and Core that Hebe also has

many points of analogy with the latter, to whom she is

compared by Gerhard and Welcker {Gr. Giitt., L 369).

According to the custom for the unmarried daughters of a

family, Hebe acts in the Homeric poems as a sott of

attendant to the gods and especially to her own mother
Hera. She offers the cup to the gods, just as on earth the

women, and especially the youngest daughter, did to guests

and to warriors departing or returning. She bathes Ares

(//., V. 905), as Polycasto does Telemacbus. She harnesses

the horses for Ucra (//., v. 722). She appears very often

in connexion with the worship of Hera. A statue of ber

by Naucydos stood beside the Hera of Polyclitua in the

Heraeum at Argos. Praxiteles placed statues of her and

Athene beside that of Hera in the temple at Manlinca,

and Kekule (Ilehe) maintains that the artistic conception

of Hebe which prevailed in the finest period of Greek art

11-22

was a slight modification of that of Hero, and lie believes

that a bust, now in private possession, is the Bingle remain-

ing example of its kind. Welcker's opinion that the so-

called Farnese Flora is really a Hebe has not been generally

accepted. In later art she is often represented, like Gany-
medes, caressing the eagle ; and it is possible that the
epithet Ganymeda, by which she was called in Phlius, is

not really ancient, but arises from the supposed analogy of
her office with that of Ganymedes. The meaning of the
word Hebe tended to transform the goddess into a mere
personification of the eternal youth that belongs to tha

gods, and this conception is frequently met with. Then
she becomes identical with the Roman Juventas, who is

simply an abstraction of an attribute of Jupiter Juventus,
the god of increase and blessing and youth. By a most
transparent allegorj' it was said that Juventas and Terminus
alone of all the gods refused to give way when the temple
of Jupiter Capitolinus was being built. Perhaps the most
interesting point about Hebe is her connexion with
Heracles. AVhen he was received among the gods and re-

conciled to Hera, Hebe was given him in marriage. This
legend appears only in a doubtful line of Homer (Od., xi.

603) ; but Hesiod {Th., 950) and Pindar {N., 10, 17) also

know it. They were worshipped together in the Cynosargea
at Athens, and represented side by side on the Amyclsean
throne. The apotheosis of Heracles and his marriage with
Hebe became a favourite subject with poets and painters.

Many instances occur on vases, though several of those

enumerated by Kekul6 are otherwise explained by other

writers on art.

HEBER, Reginald (1783-1826), a distinguished prelate

and hymn-writer, was born at Malpas in Cheshire n 1783.

He early showed remarkable promise, and was entered in

November 1800 at Brasenose College, Oxford, where he
proved a distinguished student, carrj'ing ofi' prizes for a
Latin poem entitled Carmen Seculare, an English poem on
Palestine, and a prose essay on The Sense of Honour. In
November 1804 he was elected a fellow of All Souls

College ; and, after finishing his distinguished university

career, he made a long tour on the Continent. He was
admitted to holy orders in 1807, and was then presented

to the family living of Hodnet in Shropshire. In 1809
Heber married Amelia, daughter of D,r Shipley, dean of

St Asaph. He was appointed Bampton lecturer for 1815,
prebendary of St Asaph in 1817, preacher at Lincoln's

Inn iu 1822, and bishop of Calcutta in January 1823.

Before sailing for India he received the degree of D.D.
from the university of Oxford. In India Bishop Heber
laboured indefutigably, not only for the good of his own
diocese, but for the spread of Christianity throughout the

East. Animated by apostolic zeal, he undertook numerous
tours in India, consecrating churches, founding schools, and
discharging other Christian duties. Such devotion to his

work in a trying climate told severely on his health. At
Trichinopoly he was seized with an apoplectic fit when in

his bath, and expired on 3d April 1826.

Heber was a man of profound learning, refined literary

taste, and great practical energy. His Christian character

manifested all the beauty and simplicity of the days
of the early church. As a poet he has attained a high
place. His Palestine is generally considered the best prize

poem ever written at Oxford. Heber's fame rests mainly
on his hymns, which, as literary compositions, rank among
the best in the English language. Those beginning as

follows may be instanced :
—" Lord of mercy and of

might"; "Brightest and best of the Bons of the morning";
" By cool Siloam's shady rill " ; " Lo, He comes in clouds

descending"; "The Lord of might from Sinai's brow";
"Jesus Christ is risen today"; ''Holy, holy, holy. Lord
Goi Almighty"; "From Greenland's icy mountains"
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" Thou art gone to the grave I but we will not deplore

thee." Heber's hymns and other poems are distinguished

by finish of style, pathos, and soaring aspiration ; but they

lack originality, and are rather rhetorical than poetical in

the 'Strict sense.

Heber was a volumiuous author, 83 may be seen from the follow-

ing works:

—

Palestine; a Poem, to which is added the Passage of

the Red Sea, 1809 ; Europe: 'Lines on the Present War, 1809 ; The

Personality and Offiee of the Christian Comforter asserted and ex-

plained, being the Bampton Lectures for 1815; The Whole Works

of Biihop Jeremy Taylor, with a Life of the Author, and a Critical

Examination of his fVritings, 182'2; Hymns written and adapted

to the Weekly Church Service of the Year, princiimlly -hy Bishop

Beher, 1827; A Journey through Jndia, 1828; Sennotis preached

in England, and Sermons preached in India, 1829 ; Parish Semens.
1837.
For further Information atonfc Heber see liis Life, iy his wiao^7, 1830 which

alao contains u number of Heber's miscelianeous writings; The Last 2Jnj/5 c/
Si3^op Heber, by Thomas Robinson, A.M.. archdeacnn of Madras, 1830 ; and
Uemoriali of a Quiet Life, by Augustus J. C. Hare, 1874.

HEBEHDEN, William (1710-1801), a practical

physician of some celebrity, was born in London in the

year 1710. In the end of 1724 he was sent to St John's

College, Cambridge, where he obtained a fellowship about

1730, became master of arts in 1732, and took his degree

in physic in 1739. He remained at Cambridge about ten

years longer as a practitioner of physic, and gave an annual

course of lectures on materia medica. In 1746 he became

a fsUow of the Koyal College of Physicians in London ; and

two years afterwards he left Cambridge to establish himself

in London, where he was elected a fellow of the Eoyal

Society in 1769, and was. employed in a very extensive

medical practice for more than thirty years. Latterly

he passed his summers at a house which he had taken at

Winds >r, but he continued his practice during the winter

for some years longer. In 1778 he was made an honorary

member of the Royal Society of Medicine at Paris. He
died 17th May 1801,

Heberden's first publication seems to have been a short essay on
the incongruous composition of the mithridate and theriac, entitled

Antitheriaca (1745). He also wrote several papers for the Royal
Society, which were published in its Transactions ; and he was one
of the principal contributors to the first three volumes of the
Medical Transactions, published, in a great measure at his sug-
gestion, by the College of Physicians. He is, however, best known
by his Commentaries on tlie History and Cure of Diseases, the result

of careful notes made in his pocket-book at the bedside of his

patients. In accordance with his directions the work was published
posthumously in 1802 ;

prefixed to it is a short notice of his life.

HEBERT, JACQUE3 Ren6 (1755-1794),a French revolu-

tionist, surnamed from the newspaper he edited " Le Pere

Duchesne," was born of obscure parents at Alen^on in 1755.

He came at an early age to Paris, where he lost more than

one situation through malversation, and was in abject

poverty when the occurrence of the French Revolution

opened up to him a career in which he obtained consider-

able temporary success and permanent notoriety. Having
shown great readiness and proficiency in a style of writing

and of oratory which appealed to the worst feelings of the

revolutionary mob, he soon acquired great influence in the

clubs, and was chosen to oppose the constitutional paper
Ls Pere Duchesne by editing a revolutionary paper of the

same name. The scurrilous and extravagant language of

the new print exactly coincided with the sentiments of the

class to whom it was addressed, and it contributed not a
little to several of the worst and most violent manifesta-

tions of the revolutionary spirit. It had a very bene-
ficial influence on the fortunes of its editor, who after the

10th August 1792 was one of the chief members of the

revolutionary commune, and on the 2d September was
appointed substitute to the procvreitr syndic. On the

2tth May 1793 an order was sent out for his arrest by the

more moderate party of the commune on the ground that

he was plotting their assassination, but on account of a

formidable outbreak of the mob he was set at liberty.

and when he appeared again at the commune he was i»e-
sented- with a civic crown. Having been appointed a
member of the commission to examine Marie Antoinette,

he with unsurpassed moral baseness foully accused her of
a crime too scandalous to be mentioned. Along with
several of his colleagues he invented the worship of the

goddess "Reason," and subsequently he organized a party

of ultra-revolutionists known as the Hebertists or enrages.

The faction were, however, arrested by the committee of

public safety, and on the 24th March 1794 were led forth

to execution. Hubert behaved with great cowardice at his

trial, and died amid the jeers and insults of the mob over

whose passions he had at one time exercised such sway
and to whom he owed his promotion to power.

He was the author of Vitrcs cassecspar le viritable Pere Duchesne,
1791; Vie. privce de Valhi Maury, 1790; Petit cartme de I'abbi

Maury, 1791 ; Nouvelle lantcrne inagiguc, 1792.

HEBREW LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE. The
name Hebrexu (Latin, Hehrceus; Greek, ij3patoi) is a tran-

Ecription of 'ebrdi/d, the Aramaic equivalent of the original

Old Testament word '13J?, "rtit, pi. 'ibrim, which is the

proper Gentile name of the people who also bore the

collective name of Israel or Children of Israel (B'n§

Israel). The name of Israel with its sacred associations

in the patriarchal history is that by which the Old
Testament writers prefer to designate their nation ; and
this circumstance, combined with the fact that the Sacred

Text frequently employs the term Hebrews where foreigners

are introduced as speaking or spoken to (e.g., Exod. ii. 6

;

1 Sam. iv. 6, 9; Gen. xl. 15 ; Ex. iii. 18), has led to the

conjecture that the name of Hebrews (men from the other

side, scil. of the Euphrates) was originally given to the

descendants of Abraham by their Canaanite neighbours,

and continued to be the usual designation of the Israelites

among foreigners, just as the Magyars are known to other

Europeans as Hungarians (foreigners), as we call the High-
Dutch Germans (warriors), or as the Greeks gave the name
of Phoenicians to the people that called themselves

Canaanites.i A closer view of the case does not confirm

this conjecture. The name of Israel is often found in the

Old Testament in the mouth of foreigners, and the whole
nsus loquendi is explained by the observation that the

Gentile noun corresponding to the collective " Israel" ia

regularly "Hebrew" and not "Israelite," the latter word
being rare and apparently of late formation.^ Nor has the

word Hebrew been hitherto found in the early monuments
of other Eastern nations; for the identification proposed by
Chabas which finds the Hebrews in the hieroglyphic Apuriu
is more than doubtful.^ On the other hand the name of

Israel appears on the stone of Mesha king of Moab, and

perhaps has been deciphered on Assyrian monuments.*

The form 'ibri is, in the language of Semitic grammarians,

a relative noun, presupposing the word 'Eber as the name
of the tribe, place, or common ancestor, from whom the

Hebrews are designated. Accordingly we find Eber as a

nation side by side with Assyria in the obscure poetical

passage Num. xsiv. 24, and Eber as ancestor of the

Hebrews in the genealogical lists of Gen. x., xi. Here we
must apparently distinguish two records.^ According to

' See especially Gesenius, Geschichte der Hebraischen Sprach4 und
Schrift, pp. 9 seq.; most recently Kautzsch in Eiehm's IfandwOrler-

buch.
' In 2 Sam. xvii. 25 Israelite must be corrected to Islimaelite, as

in the parallel passage 1 Chron. ii. 17.
3 Chabas, Melanges £gyplologiques, i. 42 ; Ebers, Aegypten und

die Lacher Mosis, i. 316 ; Brugsch-Bay, Geschichte Aegyptens, 582
(Ens. traus., ii. 128-9); Birch, Egypt, p. 128.

' Schrader, Keilinschriften und Geschichtsforsehung {Giessen,1878),

pp. 359, 536, gives the latest arguments for this z...: undisputed

reading.
» See De Goeije in the Theol. Tijdschrift, 1870, {.. iiZ ; and WeB-

hausen in Jahrbb. f. D. Theol., 1876, p. 395.
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Gen. xi. (and Gen. x. 24) Eber is the great-grandson of

Shem through Arphaxad, and ancestor of Terah through

Peleg, Reu, Serug, and Nahor. These are not to be taken

03 the names of individual men. Several of them are

designations of places or districts near the upper wafers of

the Euphrates and Tigris, and among other circumstances

the place at the head of the series assigned to the district

of Arrapachitis (Arphaxad), through which a migration

from Ararat to the lands occupied by the Semites in his-

torical times would first pass, suggests the probability that

the genealogy is not even meant to exhibit a table of ethno-

logical affinities, but rather presents a geographical sketch

of the early movements of the Hebrews, who are personified

under the name of Eber. If this is so wo can hardly

venture to assert (with some scholars) that the author of

the list (the Levitical Elohist) extended the name of

Hebrews to all descendants of Terah.' The case is different

with another and apparently older record of which a frag-

ment seems to be preserved in Gen. x. 21, 25-30. Here
there is no intermediate link between Shem and Eber.

Sons of Shem and sons of Eber appear to be coextensive

ideas, and to the latter are reckoned not only the descend-

ants of Peleg (Aramaeans, Israelites, Ishmaelite Arabs, &c.),

but the South Arabian tribes of Joktan. We possess no
information which casts light on this wide conception of the

sons of Eber, and in the ordinary language of the Old
Testament Hebrew and Israelite are strictly synonymous.

Compare, however, the interesting conjpctiu'es of Sprenger, Alte
Ocographie Arabiens (Bern, 1875), p. 294, who identifies Peleg
with Falag in Central Arabia, and finds in the record a witness to

the truth of the view that Arabia is the original centre of the Semitic
dispersion, a view which is shared by other scholars, as Hitzig
{OcxhichU Israels, pp. 26, S9), and Schrader (Z. D. it. G., 1873,

pp. 397—424). In this connexion it is perhaps worth while to note
the Arabic Gentile name 'Obri, belonging to 'Obra, a minor division
of the Joktanic tribe of th^ Azi (Lubb-il-lubdb, ej. Veth, p. 175).

When it is recognized that Eber in Genesis is not an
actual personage but an ethnological or geographical abstrac-

tion, we are thrown back on etymological conjecture as to

the origin of the name of Hebrews. 'Eber means the
further bank of a river, from a root meaning to cross.

Hence in Gen. xiv. 13 the Septuagint renders Abram the
Hebrew by 5 -rfpanys, " the crosser."2 Grammatically more
accurate, while resting on the same etymology, is the render-

ing of Aquila, 6 ntpairq^, "the man from the other side"
of the Euphrates, which is the explanation of Jewish tradi-

tion (BrSihit liabba, and Rashi) and still generally adopted.
It is, however, far from satisfactory, and almost of necessity
depends on the theory that the name was fixed upon the
Hebrew immigrants by the earlier inhabitants of Canaan.'
A modified form of the etymology takes 'eber in the Arabic
sense of a river bank, and makes the Hebrews "dwellers in

a land of rivers" (Steiner in the Bihd-Ltx., IL 613). This
goes well with Pileg (watercourse), as in Arabia we have
tho district Falag, so named because it is furrowed by
waters (Sprenger, Gcog. Arab., p. 234).*

The name"HebrewLanguage."—By the Hebrew language
we understand the ancient tongue of the Hebrews in Canaan
--the language in which the Old Testament is composed,
with the exception of the Aramaic passages (Jer. x. 11

;

Ezra iv. 8-vi. 18; vii. 12-26; Daa ii. 4-vit 28). But

' The Tcrahites, according to other testimonies, are Araraajans (Gen.
xiii. 20 aeq.

; Deut. ixvl. 6), but our Elohist, who can hardly have
written before tha captivity, makes Aram a separate offshoot of Shorn,
haviDg nothing to do with Eber (Gen. x. 22, 23).

» Conipare Jerome, Quast. Bebr. on the rassago, and Theodorot,
Qh. LXI. in Om. » -o i n

.
00';?™''^° '^T"''''

"''*'*• '"'^ C^ ei). *• "S' »«?• (Eng. trans.,
L Z84), where also other etymologies are noticed.

* Complete ignorance of Hebrew made it possible for early Christian
wntem to derive the name of the Hebrews froiri. Abraham. Sco
Boobarts Phalfff, lib. ii., cap. 14. Other gnossos will be fonnd in
the Onomastica.

we do not find that this lar.gnage was called Hebrew by
those who spoke it.. It is the lip, i.e., speech 0/ Canaan,
Isa. six. 18, or, as spoken in Southern Palestine, nnilT
Jewish (2 Kings xviii. 26 ; Neh. siiL 24). The later Jews
call it the fioly tongue in contrast to the profane Aramaic
dialect (commonly though improperly enough called Syro-
Chaldaic) which long before the time of Christ had super-
seded the old language as the vernacular of the Jews. This
change had already taken place at the time when tlie

expression "in Hebrew" (t/JpalVrt) first occurs (Prologue
to Sirach) ; and both in the Apocrypha and in the New
Testament the ambiguous term, naming the language after

those who used it, often denotes the contemporary verna-
cular, not the obsolete idiom of the Old Testament. But
the other sense was admissible (e.c/., Rev. ix. 1 1 , and so fre-

quently in Josephus), and naturally became the prevalent
one among Christian writers who had little occasion to

speak of anything but the Old Testament Hebrew.^ la
modern usage it is incorrect to call the Jewish Aramaic
Hebrew ; though uneducated Jews apply the name even to

the corrupt German and Spanish jargons which they are

accustomed to write and print in Hebrew characters.

Character arid Philological Relations of Hebrew.—
Hebrew is a language of the group which since Eichhorn has ,

generally been known as Semitic, and of which Arabic and
Ethiupic (Southern Semitic), the various dialects of Aramaic,
and the language of the Assyrian and Babylonian cuneiform
inscriptions are the other chief representatives. From its

geographical positionasthe languageof Palestine between the
Aramaeans of the north and the Arabs of the south, Hebrew
has been called Middle Semitic. Or Aramaic Assyrian and
Hebrew may be grouped togetheu as Northern Semitic in

contrast to Arabic and Ethiopic. The afiinities of the

Semitic languages are so close that they may fairly be com-
pared with a sub-group of the Indo-Germanic family—for

example, with the Teutonic languages. The fundamental
unity of the Semitic vocabulary is easily observed from the

absence of compounds (except in proper names) and from
the fact that almost all words are derived from their roots

in definite patterns (measures) as regular as those of gramr
matical inflexion. The roots regularly consist of three

consonants (seldom four or five), the accompanying vowels

having no radical value, but shifting according to gram-
matical rules to express, various embodiments of the root

idea. The triliteral roots are substantially common to the

whole Semitic group, subject to certain consonantal per-

mutations, of which the most important are strikingly

analogous to those laid down by Grimm for the Teutonic
languages.

There are four sounda in /Vrabio nnknown to Hebrew and
Aramaic, and for which the former regularly has a sibilant, the
latter a lingual—in one case a deep mittural. This guttural (V),

and the palatal letters which in the following table are represented
by d, 9, t, z, are peculiar Semitic sounds.

Arabfc,

th v^ sh V
Aramaic

t n

dh i
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Derivation from the roots and inflexion proceed partly

by the reduplication of root letters and tlie addition of cer-

tain preformatives and afformativea (more rarely by the

insertion of formative consonants in the body of the root),

partly by modiBcations of the vowels with which the radi-

cals are pronounced. Almost every root expresses in its

origin something that can be grasped by the senses, and the

mechanism by which words are formed from the root is

adapted to present sensible notions in a variety of nuances

and in all possible embodiments and connexions, so that

there are regular forms to express in a single word the in-

tensity, the repetition, the production of the root idea—the

place, the instrument, the time of its occurrence, and so

forth. Thus the expression of intellectual ideas is neces-

sarily metaphorical, almost et'ery word being capable of a

material sense or at least conveying the distinct suggestion

of some sensible notion. For example, the names of

passions depict their physiological expression ;
" to confer

honour" means also "to make heavy," and so on. The

same concrete character, the same inadequacy to convey

purely abstract thoughts without a substratum appealing to

the senses, appears in the grammatical structure of the

Semitic tongues,—for example, in the absence of the neuter

gender, in the extreme paucity of particles, in the scanty

pravision for the subordination of propositions, which de-

prives the Semitic style of all involved periods and reduces

it to a succession of short sentences linked by the simple

copula and. The fundamental element of these languages

is the noun, and in the fundamental type of sentence the

predicate is a noun set down witho-.it any copula and there-

fore without distinction of past, present, or future time.

The finite verb is developed from nominal forms (participial

or infinitive), and is equally without distinction of time.

Instead of tenses we find two forms, the perfect and the

imperfect, which are used according as the speaker con-

templates the verbal action as a thing complete or as con-

ditional, imperfect, ct in process. It lies in the nature of

this distinction that the imperfect alone has moods. In

their later stages the languages seek to supply the lack of

tenses by circumlocutions with a substantive verb and par-

ticiples. Other notable features common to the Semitic

tongues are the use of appended suffixes to denote the

possessive pronouns with a substantive, or th& accusative

of a personal pronoun with a verb, and the expression of

the genitive relation by what is called construction or an-

nexation, the governing noun being placed immediately

before the genitive, and if possible slightly shortened in

pronunciation so that the two words may run together as

one idea. A. characteristic of the later stages of the lan-

guages is the resolution of this relation into a orepositional

clause.

These and other peculiarities are sufficient to establish

the original unity of the group, and entitle us to postulate

an original language from which all the Semitic dialects

have sprung. Of the relation of this language to other

linguistic stems, especially to the Indo-Germanic on the

east and the North-African languages on the west, we

cannot yet speak with certainty ; but it appears that the

present system of triliteral roots has grown out of an

earlier biliteral system which, so far as it can be recon-

structed, must form the basis of scientific inquiry into the

ultimate affinities of the Semitic group.^

Before the rise of comparative philology it was a familiar

opinion that Hebrew is the original speech of mankind.

Taken from the Jews, and as already expressed in the

Palestinian Targum on Gen. xi. 1, this opinion drew its

' Renan, Ilisloire des Lanqiies Semitiques. blcetches the history of

research ia this direction. Noteworthy are the n-marks of Lagarde.

Symmicta, p. 121. On survivaU from the biliteral stage, see Noldeke,

Manddiache Oram., p. 96.

main support from etymologies and other data in the earlier

chapters of Genesis, which, however, were as plausibly

turned by Syriac writers in favour of their own tongue.*

Till quite" recently many excellent scholars (including

Ewald) have claimed for Hebrew the greatest relative an-

tiquity among Semitic tongues. But though Hebrew has

by far the oldest literature, this does not prove that its

structure comes nearest to the original Semitic language.

And it is now generally recognized that in grammatical

structure the Arabic, shut up within its native deserts till'

the epoch of Islam, preserved much more of the original'

Semitic forms than either Hebrew or Aramaic. In its

richer vocalization, in the possession of distinct case-end-

ings, in the use for feminine nouns of the afi'ormative t,

which in the northern dialect has passed through h

(originally audible as in Egyptian Arabic) into a mere
vowel, in the more extensive range of passive and modal

forms, and in other refinements of inflexion, Arabic repre-

sents no later development, but the original wealth and

primitive subtlety of Semitic speech, as appears not only

from fragmentary survivals in the other dialects but from

an examination of tlie process of decay which has brought

the spoken Arabic of the present day i»ito a grammatical

condition closely parallel to the Old Testament Hebrew.

But while Arabic is in many respects the elder brother, it

is not the parent of Hebrew or Aramaic. Each member of

the group had an independent development from a stage

prior to any existing language, though it would seem that

Hebrew did not branch off from Aramaic so soon as from

Arabic, while in its later stages it came under direct

Aramaic influence.

Among the points in which Hebrew differs hoth from Arahio and
Aramaic may be mentioned the consonantal relations already spoken

of, the system of tone long vowels, the use of Waw consecutive,

the n of the causative and reflexive stems and .of the article, and
the compensation for omitting the reduplication of gutturals and r

by lengthening a preceding vowel.' Again, Hebrew agraijs with

Arabic against Aramaic in possessing a prefixed article, in the use

of the Nifal {Arab. vii. ), and in other minor points. But in mors
notable features Hebrew and Aramaic agree against Aribic, as in

the absence of broken plurals, the place of the accent, the aspir-

ation of certain letters whenever they are preceded by a vowel

sound, and the substitution of y for w as the first radical of roots.

To give further details would carry us too far into comparative

grammar. Speaking generally, it may be said that Hebrew is less

copious iu vocabulary than Arabic (in which tongue, however, the

abundance of synonyms is largely due to an artificial combin.ation

of several dialects), and less rich in subtle distinctions of (gram-

matical form and refinements of syntax. On the other hand,

Hebrew is mnch superior to Aramaic in flexibility of structure, in

fulness of vowels, and in all the qualities which adapt a language

for poetical expression.

GeograjMcal Sphere and History of Hebrew as a

Spoken Language.—The Hebrew spoken by the Israelites in

Canaan was separated only by very minor difi'erences (like

those of our provincial dialects) from the speech of neigh-

bouring tribes. We know this for the Moabite language

from the stone of Mesha ; and the indications furnished

by proper names, as well as the acknowledged affinity of

Israel with these tribes, make the same thing probable for

Ammon and Edom. More remarkable is the fact that the]

Phoenicians and Canaanites, with whom the Israelites

acknowledged no brotherhood, spoke a language which, at

' Theodoret (Qiuest. in Gen.), xi., Barhebra;us, and others cited by

Assemani. Bib. Or., iii. 314. The same opinion appears among the

Babylonian Jews (Rab in Si/nh., 38b). Conversely, Jacob of Sarug

concedes the priority of Hebrew (see Z. D. if. (?., xxv., p. 620).

The Arabs, whose language is in many points older than either, yield

priority to Hebrew (Abulfeda, B. A., p. 18), or to Syriac (Tabari, i.,

220 ; Abu 'I.sa in Abulfeda, p. 148), the lauguage of the race to which

they owed their first knowledge of letters.

' The verbal prefixes ha, hith, appear in Palestinian Aramaic, and

the Aramaic dialects also exhibit some cases of a lengthened vowel

before r (Noldeke, Mand. Gram., -p. 17). On the other hand, th»

transcription of the LXX. shows that Hebrew once could double r.
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lleast as written, diffei-3 but littlo from Biblical Hebrew.

iThis observation baa been used- in support of the very

old idea that the Hebrews originally spoke Aramaic, and

changed their language in Canaan. But an exacter study of

tlie Phoenician inscriptions shows differences from Hebrew

which suffice to constitute a distinct dialect, and combine

with other indications to favour the view that the descend-

auts of Abraham brought their Hebrew idiom with them

from Haran. And in this connexion it is important to

observe that the old Assyrian, which preceded Aramaic in

regions with which the book of Genesis connects the

origins of Abraham, is in many respects closely akin to

Hebrew. 1 As the origin of Hebrew is lost in the obscurity

that hangs over tlio early movements of the Semitic tribes,

so we know very little of the changes which the language

underwent in Canaan. The existence of local differences

of speech is proved by Judges xii. 6; but the attempt to

make out in the Old Testament records a northern and a

Jiidsan dialect, or even besides these a third dialect for the

Simeonites of the extreme south,- has led to no certain re-

sults. In general it may be said that the Biblical text

supplies inadequate data for studying the history of the

language. Semitic writing, especially a purely consonantal

text such as the Old Testament originally was, gives an

imperfect picture of the very grammatical and phonetic

details most likely to vary dialectically or in course of time.

The later punctuation (including the notation of vowels),

and even many things in the present consonantal text, re-

present the formal pronunciation of the Synagogue as it

took shape after Hebrew became a dead language—for even
the Septuagint has often a more primitive pronunciation of

proper nimes. This modern system being applied to all

pirts of the Old Testament alike, many archaisms were

obliterated or di.sguised, and the earlier and later writings

present in the received text a grammatical uniformity which
is certainly not original It is true that occasional conso-

nantal forms inconsistent with the accompanying vowels

have survived—especially in the books least read by the

Jews—and appear in the light of comparative grammar as

indications of more primitive forms. These sporadic sur-

vivals show that the correction -of obsolete forms was not

Icarried through with perfect consL'tency ; but we are never

safe to argue as if wo possessed the original form of the

lexts.

In the Pentateuch, for exampio, the form Xin stands not only
for Xin (3d personal pron. maso.) but for X'H (the feminine). And
hence a favourite argument was (!..''.^vn for the suiu'iior anliq^uitj' of

this p.irt of the Old Testament. Hut tne same thing is found else-

where ( FrensdorfT, Afass. Ifirtcrb.
, y. 233), especially in Babylonian

eotliees of the prophets (Geiger, Urschrifl, p. 236 ; Z. D. M. G.,

xxviit 676). The feminine can never by any po.ssibililyhiiTo been
pronounced hn, btit tlie old orthograpliy w.is probably XT for hu
and At alike (Xijldeke in liibcl-Lcxikon, ut supra, after Lc\7).

The chief historical changes in the Hebrew language'

which wo can still trace are duo to Aramaic influence. The
Northern Israelites were in immediate contact with
Aramaian populations and some Aramaic loan-words were
used, at least in Northern Israel, from a very early date.

At the time of Hezekiah Aramaic seems to have been the
usual language of diplomacyspoken by the statesmen of

Judah and Assyria alike (2 Kings xviii. 2G). After the
fall of Samaria the Hebrew population of Northern Israel

was partly deported, their place being taken by new colon-

ists most of whom probably bad Aramaic as their mother-
tongue. It is not therefore surprising that- even in the
language of Judea increasing signs of Aramaic influence

* Seo Stade's css.iy on the relation of Phoinician and Hebrew,
MorgenlUndische Forschungen (187,'i), with Noldcko'a criticism,

Z. D. M. O., xxix. 325; also the latter's article, "Sprache, hcbriiische."

in Bihd-Lenkm, v. 362 sfq.

• Biiltcher, Lehrh. d. Ilebr. Sj>rache (1866), I. 13 tcj.

appear before the Exile.' The fall of the Jewish kingdom
accelerated the decay of Hebrew as a spoken language.

Not indeed that the captives forgot their own tongue in

Babylon, as older scholars supposed on the basis of Jewish
tradition. The Exilic and post-Exile prophets do not write

in a lifeless tongue, and Hebrew was still the language of

Jerusalem in the time of Nehemiah (ch.'xiii.) in the middle
of the 5th century B.C.* But after the Exile the petty people

of the Jews were in daily intercourse with a surrounding

Aramtean population, and the Aramaic tongue, which was the

official language of the western provhices of the Persian

empire, began to take rank as the recognized medium of polite

intercourse and letters even among tribes of Arabic blood

—

the Nabatceans whose inscriptions in the Hauran are written

in Aramaic. Thus Hebrew as a spoken language gradually

yielded to its more powerful neighbour, and the style of the

latest Old Testament writers is not only full of Aramaic

words and forms but largely coloured with Aramaic idioms,

while their Hebrewhas lost the force and freedom of a living

tongue (Ecclesiastes, Esther, some Psalms, Daniel). The
Chronicler no longer thoroughly understood the Old Heb-

rew sources from which hq worked, while for the latest

part of his history he used a Jewish Aramaic document,

part of which he incorporated in the book of Ezra. Long
before the time of .Christ Hebrew was the exclusive pro-

perty of scholars, and its further history is that of a merely

literary language.

The Litemry Development of Hebrew.^—The Semitic

peoples possessed the art of writing and an aljhabetical

charactei" from a date so remote as to be lost in the mists

of antiquity. This character was formerly known as

Phoenician, its invention being ascribed to that people

(T-dc, Ann.., xi. 14). In reality it was the common property

of all Semitic nations between Assyria and Egypt—an

alphabetic character in contact on the east and on the west

with more complicated syllabic or hieroglyphic systems,

from one or other of which it may possibly have been

derived.

De Rouge's theory that the alphabet was derived by the Phoeni-

cians from the Egyptian hieratic writing obtained much currency a

few years ago (see Alphabet), but has rather lost ground since the

appearance in 1874 of the long expected Mimoirc sitr Vorigint

K'jypticniic del'alphabet Pltinickn. Seo the criticism in Ljjjarde's

Symmida, p. 113 scq. A newer theory by Deecke (Z. D. M. O.,

xxxi. 102 seq.) derives the alphabet from the cuneiform characters^

and makes the Aramaeans its authors, for wliich there is nncicnr

tradition in I'liny, Diodoriis, and Clemens Alcxandrinus. Deecko

dates the invention from the 9th century u.c,when the Assyrians first

established themselves in Aram. This is certainly wrong, for, apait

from other arOTimcnts, the stone of Mesha is not a product of the first

days of alphabetic writing. Against the derivation of the Semitic

alyhabet from any hieroglyphic system, see Levy, Plionidsche

Sludicn, i. 49 scq. The best comparative table of Semitic alphabct.-i

is that by Eutin" in the English translation of BickcU's Outlines of

Jlcb. Oram. (Lcipsic, 1877). On the history of Hebrew writing,

especially iu its bearing on the history of the Biblical text, soo

Wellhausen in iMi-vk'n Eiiilcituuj, 4th cd. (1878), with Noldckc's

remarks, Z. D. M. G., xxxii. 691 scq.

This ancient alphabet consists of twenty-two consonants,

of which one at least (y) stood in Hebrew for two distinct

sounds.stillseparated in tlie Septuagint pronunciation. The

vowels were supplied by- the reader—which is not so diffi-

cult in Semitic languages, where vocalization constitutes no

difference of root. In certain cases the weaker consonants

served as viatres ledioiiis to indicate coguato vowel sounds

and preclude ambiguity of pronunciation ; but in the old

' Details in Bysscl, f)e Elohisl<r Pcnlaleuchi Sennone, (Leipsic,

1878), the most imjiortant collection of mntcrinls sinco Ocscnius,

Ocsclikhte der hebr. Spr. und Scliri/l (1815).
* An orpiuncnt to tlio contrary drawn by Jewish interpreters trnn

Nch. viii. 8 rests on false exegesis.

' As wc possess no books in clnssical Hebrew except the Old Testa-

ment, the re-idcr is rclcrrcd for Kcvcral osiiccts of this topic lo tb«

sketvli ot the Old Testament litcraliiro in the article BiBLl^
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writing, this usage was far less extensive than in our Heb-

rew MSS., and hardly applied except to diphthongs and to

a,—or less often i, ii—at the end of words. ^ This old char-

acter with its scanty indications of vowels continued to be

used by the Hebrews throughout the flourishing period of

their literature and for some time after the Exile, till at

length they gradually adopted a newer form of letters (the

square or, as the Talmud calls it, the Assyrian character)

which was developed among the Aramseans and spread

with the increase of Aramaic influence. Jewish tradition

ascribes the introduction of the square character to Ezra
{Synh. 21b 22a; Jerome, Prol. Gal.); but the Samaritans,
who did not receive the Pentateuch from the Jews till

about 400 B.C., must have got it in the old letter which
they still retain in a corrupted form. The square letter

probably did not prevail till a good deal later, the earliest

Jewish inscription in which it appears being of the date
176 B.C. (published by DeVoguS, Bev. Arch., 1864), while
the coins of Judea retain the old character still later. The
transformation was complete before the time of Christ, for

Mat. T. 16 alludes to the new form of Yod (jot).^ By this

time too the use of matres ledionis must have become more
ample. The later introduction of vowel points and accents

belongs to the history of the study of Hebrew as a dead
language. The forms of the old Semitiq alphabet are most
suitable to be cut on stone, and indicate a special adapta-

tion for monumental inscriptions {cf. the two tables of the

Decalogue). Between the beginnings of such inscriptions

and the general use of writing for literary purposes a con-

siderable period might intervene. The earliest products of

Hebrew authorship seem to have been lyrics and laws,

which would circulate in the first instance from mouth to

mouth without the use of written copies. We have notice

of early written collections of lyrics prior to our present

historical books—the Booh of the Wars of Jehovah (Num.
xxi. 14) and the Book of Jashar (Josh, s., 2 Sam, i). We
have no clue to the age of the former book, but the lines

quoted from it are plainly of great antiquity. The Book
of Jashar is not earlier than the time of Solomon ; for a
fragment from it referring to the building of the temple
has been recovered from the Septuagint of 1 Kings viii.

(Wellhausen in Bleek, ut supra, p. 236). The earliest date
of written law books is uncertain. ' It may fairly be made a
question whether Moses left in writing any other laws than
the commandments on the tables 6f stone. Even Ex. xxiv.

4 and xxxiv. 27 may in the original context have referred

to the ten words alone. And it is certain that ancient law
was handed down by oral tradition and local custom to a
much later date. The prophets frequently allude to the
oral decisions of the priests as a source of law, and the
practice of appealing to the local customs of certain towns
is alluded to in 2 Sam. sx. 18 (as restored by Ewald from
the LXX.)—"Ask at Abel and at Dan whether the genuine
old statutes of Israel have lost their force." In like

manner the story of the early fortunes of the nation down
to the time of David often presents characteristics which
point to oral tradition as its original source. Yet written
history began comparatively early. A scribe was attached
to the royal court from the reign of David downwards; and
the older parts of the books of Samuel, which must have
been written not long after the time of that king (see

' The stone of Mesha is the earliest evidence. Lagarde, Griech.
Vebcrs. d. Proverhien (3863), p. 4, observed thattbe LXX. translated
from a Hebrew copy witliout inatres ledionis. This is put rather too
barely, but is very near the truth. Compare Wellhausen, ut supra,
and Texlder BB. Samuelis (1871); Noldeke, Z. f. Wissensch. Tkeol.
(1873), p. 120 ; Chwolson in Travanx de la 3"'« section du Congres
VUernational des Orientalistes, pt. li.

* A papyrus of the British Museum, showing the square letter as it
was written in Egypt a little before the time of Christ, has been fac-
•imiled by the Palseographical Society {Or. Ser,, 1877). 1

David), are framed m a masterly style, which shows that
the art of composition in prose was already thoroughly
understood. So too the best written and most brilliant
part of the narrative of the Pentateuch—the combined
history of the Jehovist and the non-Levltical Elohist
appears to be unquestionably earlier than the rise of pr«>-

phetic literature in the 8th century b.c. In this narrative—itself the product of more than one writer—are included
several collections of old laws, so that we have between the
time of David and the age of Amos and Hosea a flourish-

ing historical and legal literature, in which and in lyrical

collections like the Book of Jashar were embodied many
poems, legends, and other remain.s, transmitted, whether
orally or by writing, from a much earlier date. To the same
period may be assigned the most interesting a)\d graphic
histories in the book of Kings, the splendid episode of
Elijah, and other remains of Ephraitio history; and to these

must probably be added the main stock of the Song of

Solomon, though this lyric drama has suffered much from
interpolation, and presumably was not written down till a
comparatively late date and from imperfect recollection, ao

tliat its original shape is very much lost. It is mainly
from the admirable prose narratives, to which nothing in

later books can be compared, that we must judge of the

first bloom of Hebrew literature under the ancient kingdoms
of Judah and Ephraim, before the convulsions that accom-
panied the advance of Assyria and prior to the influence of

written prophecy. It is a literature eminently fresh and
vivacious, full of exact observation of nature and of men,
always drawing directly from life, and working on the

reader not by elaborate description but by dramatic pre-

sentation of character and action. The authors are too in-

tent upon the story to interpose their own comments or

point a moral, but they tell their tale with sympathy and
often with an undercurrent of dry humour. It can hardly

be said that the writings of this period have a specifically

religious purpose, Reflecting with admirable veracity the

actual life of the nation they are fuU of the relation be-

tween Israel and Jehovah, because that relation was con-

stantly present to the people as a very real fact without

which the history could not be told. It is to this circum-

stance that we owe the preservation of so large a mass of

early prose, which was taken over and incorporated in their

works by later historians who wrote with a distinctly

religious purpose ; while on the other hand the early lyric

collections have disappeared, all but a few fragments, pre-

sumably because their tone was prevailingly secular. That
the Hebrews once possessed a poetry of high merit drawn
from the themes of ordinary life appears, not only from the

book of Canticles and such relics as the Song of the Well
(Num. xsi. 17, 18), but from the names of popular airs pre-

served in the titles of the Psalms. Thus we learn from
Isa. Ixv. 8 that the title Al-Taschith (Ps. Ivii.) is taken from
a vintage song of which the first line was "Destroy it not,

for a blessing is in it" These popular songs, then, sur-

vived the Exile and long continued to live in the mouths of

the people. But they were without interest to the later

guardians of Israel's literature, and fell into oblivion when
Hebrew ceased to be the vernacular of the nation. A last

echo of the festal songs of the Jewish maidens in the

Talmud (Mishia Ta'anit, iv. 8, and the corresponding

Gemara) shows only the total decay of the popular muse.

In this earliest period—the age of popular literature^ as

we may call it, modelled upon the songs and histories that

circulated orally through the country—there is a remark-

able preponderance of .writings connected with the northern

kingdom, and these include the narratives that are fullest

of human interest and the poetry richest in colour and
imagination, such as the loves of Jacob and Piachel, the

history of Joseph, the life of Elijah, the pictures of nature
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ia tlio Canticles. Tlis political and social superiority of

Ephraim before the conflict with Assyria is reflected ia the

literature. A new epoch begins with the rise of written

prophecy in the 8th century. By this time writing and

literary knowledge were widely diffused (Isa. viii. I; xsx.

8 ; X.
19).i Auios, himself an exceUent stylist, in who<e

book only perverse ingenuity can trace marks of rusticity

(" imperitum sermone," says Jerome), was a simple herds-

man in the wilderness of Judah. Yet it appears that the

origin of written prophecy was due less to the spread of

education than to the rise of a new school of men whose

whole method and aims were in conflict with the official

prophetic societies, tho unworthy successors of Samuel and

Elijah.

In the terrible struggle with Nineveh, when 'the kingdom
of Ephraim perished and Judea seemed lost beyond hope,

the new prophecy, clear of vision when all were blinded,

calm in its unshaken faith of ultimate victory, and pursuing

Vfibh unfaltering steadfastness a great purpose of righteous-

ness, established a spiritual and intellectual ascendency

wiiich is stamped on the whole literature of the Assyri.in

and Chaldajan periods. In the book of Deuteronomy the

ancient ordinances of Israel were rewritten in the prophetic

spirit, and the reformation carried out by Josiah on the

basis of this book is the decisive proof of the influence of

the written word as tho organ of prophetic ideas. Tho
same influence can be traced in other directions,—in psalms

that express the type of individual faith, and in the liistori-

cal books as they were finally shaped after the fall of

Jerusalem, when the old popular narrative was filled out

and continued in a spirit of prophetic pragmatism, and with

the direct object of enforcing prophetic teaching. The Exile,

which robbed Israel of every other inheritance, gave

increased value and authority to the written word, and in

tho author of Isa. sl.-lxvi. we find a prophet who no longer

appears in person before his audience but does his whole

work by the pen. There are other short prophecies of the

Babylonian age, as Isa. xiii., xiv., which seem to have been

first published as anonymous broadsides—a characteristic

change from the method of the former prophets, who wrote

only what they had first spoken to the people. The earliest

written prophecy is nervous rhetoric of the old pregnant

Hebrew style interspersed with bursts of song. Even
before the Exile this style had undergone a change ; the

prophecies of Jeremiah have lost something of the old force,

while they display a subtler habit of reflexion and a pathos

which has its origin in the conflict of a sensitive and shrink-

ing temperament with tho overpowering sense of prophetic

duty. Jeremiah was much occupied with tho dark pro-

blems of providence and the meaning of tho suflerings of

the faithful in Israel, a topic wliich goes beyond the sphere

of the earlier prophecy, but forms a chief theme of Isa.

rl.-lxvi., and from a difTorent point of view is taken up
and discussed in tho book of Job. The last-named book is

tho highest utterance of another characteristic form of

Hebrew literature, the Chokma, that is, wisdom or practi-

cal philosophy in parabolic, epigrammatic, and poetic form.

Tlie earliest distinct trace of literary cultivation of this

philosophy, which from its nature must at first have passed

unwritten from mouth to mouth, is the collection of ancient

proverbs by scholars in the service of Ilezckiali (Prov. xxv.

1). Along with tho simple epigrammatic proverbs which
continued to bo a favourite vehicle of Jewish thought long
after Hebrew had given way to Aramaic, tho earliest fonn
of Hebrew wisdom seems to have been the fablo about
plants and trees (Jud. xi., 2 Kings xiv. 9, <•/. 1 Kings iv.

33), so difl"eront from tho animal fables of Kalilag and

In tlio 7tli rcnlury written instrument!) were used In snles of pro-
porly (Jcr. xxxii. 10), and in divorce cases tlioy are recognized in Deut.
JJtiv. 1.

Damnag or Sindbdn, which the later Semitic literature

borrowed from India. The further development of the
Chokma ran parallel with the progress of prophecy, and
though it is generally maintained that Jeremiah quotes the
book of Job, it is perhaps more likely that the contrary is

the case, and that the latest and most meditative phase of

prophecy was absorbed into the poetry of the Chokma.
The brief revival of spoken prophecy after the Exile lacka

the old fire, and presents no notable literary feature except
the use of somewhat fantastic symbolic imagery, the proto-

type of the later apocalyptixi literature.

The decadence of prophecy and the synchronous system-
atization of the ceremonial law on lines first drawn by
Ezekiel, mark the commencement of the third and last

period of Hebrew literature. The age of religious produc-

tivity was past, and tho narrow limits and political nullity

of the new Jewish settlement under the Persians presented

no favourable conditions for a fresh development of truly

national literature. Tlie scribes took the place of the

prophets, and the growth of traditionalism imposed increas-

ing restrictions on original thought. The freshest and
best products of this period are the post-Exile psalms, tho

hymns of the second temple, which occupy a large part of

the Psalter, and, though generally inferior to the older lyrics

in the highest poetical qualities, are often full of the charm
of genuine feeling and sweet utterance, and sometimes rise

to a sublime energy of devotion and faith. With these

psalms the graceful prose idyll of Euth has a natural

affinity. The other writings of the last age are on the

whole much inferior. As tho language decayed, the graces

of tho older prose style were lost. The memoirs of Ezra
and Nehemiah, the colourless narrative of the Chronicles,

and even the book of Esther, are singularly destitute

of literary merit.

Yet letters were sedulously cultivated. The Mid-
rash, or sermonizing treatment of tho old history which

holds so large a place in later Jewish literature, had
come in before the time of the Chronicler, who quotes a

work of the kind by name—the Midrash of tho Book of

Kings (2 Chron. xxiv. 27, cf. xiii. 22). Along with

this camo the beginnings of Haggada, the formation of

parables and talcs attached to historical names, of which

the book of Jonah is generally taken as an early example,

and which attains much greater dimensions in the apocryphal

additions to the Hagiographa. And so at the close of the

Old Testament period the author of Ecclesiastes could speak

of the weariness of much study and tho endless sterility of

bookmaking. His judgment was confirmed by posterity,

for of these many books scarcely a trace remains.

The Cultivation of Ilthreio as a Dead Lan(]uage.-—We
have seen that when the latest books of the Old Testament

were written Aramaic had already supplanted Hebrew aa

tho language of common life. But the knowledge of the

ancient idiom was kept alive not merely by tho study of

the sacred books but by the continued use of Hebrew for

literary purposes. Several books of the Apocrypha appear

to bo translated from Hebrew originals—Sirach, Judith,

1 Mac.—the last according to the express testimony of

Jerome. It is even probable that tho Old Testament canon

contains elements as late as the epoch of national revival

under the Maccabees (Daniel, certain Psalms), for Hebrew

was the language of religion as well as of scholarship. As
fur the scholars, they aliectcd not only to write but to speak

in Hebrew ; but they could not resist tho influence of the

Aramaic vernacular, and indeed made no attempt to imitate

' On this toi)ic coniparo In general Woldl ItiUiolhtca JTebnra,

1715-1733; Bartolocii ISihlioOuca Maijna JlaMiiieu, 1C75-169S
;

Iiubonuti UUilitilheca LalitialUhraica, 1004 ; Diestcl. Otschichte Jci

A. T. in lUr Chrhllichcn liirche, 1809; R. Simon, llittoire Cril>pi$

du V. T., 1678.
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the classical models of the Old Testament, which neither

furnished the necessary terminology for the new ideas with

which they operated, nor offered in its forms and construc-

tions a suitable vehicle for their favourite processes of legal

dialectic. Thus was developed a new scholastic Hebrew,
" the language of the wise " (D*C3n }1B'^), preserving some

genuine old Hebrew words which happen not to be in the

Bible, and supplying some new necessities of expression

by legitimate developments of germs that lay in the clas-

sical idiom, but thoroughly interpenetrated with foreign

elements and as little fit for higher literary purposes as tho

Latin of the mediaeval schoolmen. The chief monument
of this dialect is the body of traditional law called the

Mishna, which is formed of materials of various dates, but

was collected in its present form about the close of the 2d
Christian century. The doctors of the subsequent period

still retained some fluency in the use of Hebrew, but the

mass of their teaching preserved in the Gemara is Aramaic. >

The language of the Mishna has been described by Geiger,

Lelir- und Lesebuch zvr Spraehe der Mischnah (Breslau,

1845); L. Dukes, Die Spraehe der Mischna (Esslingen,

1846) and Zur rabbinischen Sprachhunde (Vienna, 1851);
J. H. Weiss, Mishpat L'shoii ham-Mishna (Vienna, 1867).

During the Talmudic peaaod nothing was done for the

grammatical study of the old language, but there was a

traditional pronunciation for the 8}magogue, and a tradi-

tional interpretation of the sacred text. The earliest monu-
ment of Jewish interpretation is the Septuagint, but the

fioal form of traditional exegesis is embodied in the Targums
or Aramaic paraphrases, especially in the more literal

Targums of Onkelos and Jonathan, which are often cited

by the Talmudic doctors. Many things in the language of

the Old Testament were already obscure, and the meaning
of words was discussed in the schools, sometimes by the

aid of legitimate analogies from living dialects,^ but more
often by fantastic etymological devices such as the Notari-

kon, or use of analogies from shorthand.

The real service rendered to Hebrew philology by the

Talmudic doctors consists not in what they produced but

in the knowledge which they preserved from the time when
the idiom of the Old Testament was a living tongue. The
exaggerated value which their casuistic exegesis attached

to every syllable and every letter of the sacred books re-

sulted in a finical preservation, not indeed of the original

text, but of the text which had become authoritative, and
which is hardly later than the 1st Christian century. And
fortunately for later scholarship the period immediately
subsequent to the close of the Talmud (about 600 a.d.)

devised in the vowel points and accents a means for pre-

serving not merely the consonants of this text but the exact

pronunciation and intonation of the synagogue. The idea

of this system of punctuation appears to have been taken
from a similar usage adopted in Syriac MSS.; the complete
development of the idea as we find it in our present
Hebrew Bibles must have been reached by successive steps

which we cannot now trace. The current punctuation is

the work of the Palestinian schools ; another system resting
on the same foundations was developed in Babylon, and is

known from the MSS. of the Petersburg library collected
by Firkowitsch, and also from copies brought from Yemen.
The difference between the two systems lies more in. the
notation than in the pronunciation, and neither punctuation
can claim absolute priority.^ The work of the punctuatora

See Bacher, Die Aggada der Bahylonischen Amortler (Strasburg,
1879), for many illustrations of the Hebrew scholarship of the Gemar-
isti.

' Se« B. Bosh hash-Shana, 26b : Delitzsch on Vs. It. 23 and Isa.
DT. 23.

_
'The Babylonian —actuation car hp. best studied in Strack's fac-

'V"ci'iR*^'
Petersburg, 1876) of the St Petersburg codex of the prophets

^•r J18 A.D. Notable in this system is t'ii absence of a sign for seghol

was perhaps completed in the 7th century, " After a time
the vowel signs came to be thought as old as the text, but
a juster view was revived by Elias Levita (1472-1549),*
and, after the great controversy in the ICth century

between Cappellus and Buxtorf, finally gained universal

recognition.^ With the work of the punctuators ig asso-

ciated the collection by the Massorets of a great mass of

notes designed to preserve and illustrate by statistics excep-

tional phenomena of the Old Testament text,* a work which
may be viewed as the first step towards scientific study of

Hebrew philology.

With all this the old traditional scholarship continued

to decline till the 10th century, when a revival of Hebrew
study under the influence of Mahometan learning took place

among the Arabic-speaking Jews (Saadia of the Fayyum,
Menahem ben Sarug, (fee.).'' Then, early in the 11th cen-

tury, came the acknowledged fathers of medieval Jewish
philology,—the grammarian Judah surnamed Hayyug,
discoverer of the system of triliteral roots,^ and the lexico-

grapher Abulwalid Merwan ibn Ganah (Rabbi Jonah), who
made excellent use of Arabic analogies as well as of the

traditional material.* A succession of able scholars con-

tinued their work, of whom the most famous are Abraham
ben Meir of Toledo, surnamed Ibn Ezra (1092-1167), a

man of great originality and freedom of view ; Solomou
Isaaki of Troyes, called Eashi and sometimes by error

Jarchi, i.e., of Lunel (died 1105), whose writings are a

storehouse of traditional lore ; and David Kimchi of

Narbonne, called Radak {circ. 1 200), whose commentaries,

grammar, and lexicon exercised an enormous and lasting

influence, and were the chief fountain of knowledge for the

Christian Hebraists of the 16th century. Our own
authorized version, for example, bears the stamp of

Kimchi on every page.

On the Jewish scholars and their works consult Wolf and Barto-
locci, also De Rossi, Dhimiario Slorico degli Aitlori Elrci, Paima,
1802 ; on Ibn Ezra in particular, the Introditclian to Friedlander's

translation of his Com. oil Isaiah (London, 1873), and the same
writer's Essays on the Writiiigs of Ibn Ezi-a (London, 1877) ; on
the French Rabbins, Ilistoire Lit. de la France, vol. xvi, , but espe-

cially vol. xxvii. (1877) ; on Rashi, Zunz's Gcsanimclte Schriftcn,

iii. 100, and a biography by the same scholar, translated into Ger-

man by Bloch (1840). In the later Middle Ages Jewish leaming
was cramped by a narrow 'Ealmudical orthodoxy ; but a succession
of sound scholars held their ground till Elias Levita and others of
his age transmitted the torch to the Christian universities.

Up to the revival of letters there was no productive

Hebrew scholarship among Christians. In the Greek and
Latin Church the few fathers who, like Origen and Jerome,

knew something of the language were wholly dependent on
their Jewish teachers, and have value Torus only as deposi-

taries of Hebrew tradition. Nor was it otherwise in the

East. The Syriac version of the Old Testament is permeated

(S), which is replaced by i or a. See also Piuker's Einl. in d. Baby-

lonisch-heb. Punctationssystem (Vienna, 1863), and for other litera-

ture, Wellhausen-Bleek, p. 614, to which add Derenbourg, Rexvf
Critique, June 21, 1879.

* See his Massorelk ham-Massorcth, re-edited by Dr Uinsburg, 1867.
° The history of the controversy has been written by G. Schneder-

niann, Die Controverse dfs Ludovicus Cappellus mit den Buxtorferl

(Leij.sic, 1879).
* On the Massorah see especially Jacob b. Hayyim's preface to the

Venice Rabbinical Bible (reprinted and translated by Dr Ginsburg,

London, 1867), Levita's Massoreth hum-Massoreth, and Buxtorf*

Tiberias (Basel, 1620). Besides the Jlassorah a? printed by J. b.

H.<iyyim in tho Venice Bible, which is superior to all reprints, we
have in print Ochlah w'Ochlah (eJ. Frensdorff, Hanover, 1864), and

the first part of the Massorah Magna (ed. Frensdoril, 1876). A new
edition of the Bible with Massorah, from an extensive collation of

MSS., is now being printed at Vienna by Dr Ginsburg.
^ Tlie connecting link between the Massorets and the grammarians

is Rabbi Aaron ben Mosheh ben Asher, whose Dikdnke hat-Tamiv^
has been published by Baer and Strack (Leips. 1879).

* See his Two Treatises, edited by Nutt, London, 1870.
° His Book of Roots, in Arabic, edited Ijy Neubauer, Oxford, 1876.
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Ly tiio iiidueuce of the synagogue where it is not guided by

the Scptuagiut, and the homilies of Aphraates are a mine

of Jewish tradition. In the Jliddle Ages some knowledge

of Hebrew was preserved in the church by converted Jews

and even by Christian scholars, of whom the most notable

were tbe Dominican controversialist Eaymundus Martini

and the Franciscan Nicolaus de Lyra, through whose

popular commentaries the exegesis of Rashi was- conveyed

to Luther and largely influenced his interpretation of Scrip-

ture.* But thero was no continuous tradition of Hebrew
study apart from the Jews, and in the 15 th century, when
the revival of independent scholarship kindled the desire

to add a third learned tongue to Latin and Greek, only

the most ardent zeal could conquer the obstacles that lay

in the way. Orthodox Jews refused to teach those who
were not of their faith, and on the other hand the bigotry

of ignorant churchmen desired nothing better than the

«ntire suppression of Jewish learning. Even books were

to be had with the greatest difficulty, at least north of

tlie Alps. In Italy things were somewhat better. Jews
expelled from Spain received favour from tbe popes. Study
was facilitated by the use of the Hebrew printing press,

which was at work at Reggio as early as 1475, whil« the

whole Hebrew Bible appeared at Soncino in 1488.- The
cause of learning found its champion among the northern

humanists in John Reuchlin(1455-1522), whose Rudimenta
{Pforzheim, 1506) opened the door to students, while his

victorious contest with Pfefferkorn and the Cologne obscu-

rantists established the claim of Hebrew studies on scholar-

ship and the church.

The new learning spread fast. Sebastian Miinster in

Heidelberg, and Paul Biichlein (Fagius) at Isny, Strasburg,

and Cambridge, were worthy pupils of the famous and
liberal Jewish scholar Levita. France drew teachers from
Italy. Santes Pagninus of Lucca was at Lyons ; and the

trilingual college of Francis I. at Paris, of which Vatablus
and Le Mercier soon became the ornaments, attracted among
otner loreigners Giustiniani, bishop of Nebbio, the editor

of the Genoa Psalter of 1516. In Rome the Jewish con-

vert Felix Pratensis taught by invitation of Leo X., whose
name and that of the more famous convert J. b. Hayyira
live mainly in connexion with the great Rabbinical Bibles

that issued from the Romberg press at Venice. In Spain,

the old homo of Jewish scholarship, Hebrew learning was
promoted by Cardinal Ximenes, the patron of the Com-
plutensian Polyglot. Printing presses were multiplied,

and the great humanist printers, as Froben at Basel and
Ktienne at Paris, competed with Italy in the production of

Hebrew books. In brief, before the middle of the 16th
century the place of Hebrew studies was secure throughout
learned Europe, while in Protestant countries opposition to
the authority of the Vulgate combined with scholarly
interest to make the study of the original text of Scripture
appear indispensable. Thus in Scotland the establishment
of a trilingual course in the universities is contemplated in
the first Jiook of Discipliiie.^

For a time the best Christian scholars leaned mainly on

' See Sicgfricd'a essay in Merx's Arcldv, i. 428, ii. 38.
» Do Rossi, Annates IIcbra:o-Tijpographici Sec. XV., Parma, 1795..

A lively picture of the dimcuHics that lay in tho way of llobrow study
is found in tho Autobiography (cd. Riggcnhach, 1877) of Conrad Pcl-
hcan, who contributed to Rcisch's Murgaritha PhitosoplUca the llrst
imperfect Hebrew Rrammar composed by a Chiistian (Strasburg, 1504,
repnnted in facsimile by Nestle, Tiibingcn, 1877). See also Geigcr's
Johann Rcuchlin (Lcipsic, 1871). Referenco may also bo made to tho
narao author's Sludium da- Ueb. Spr. in DndsM. vom F.nde des
i5'<n bit mr Mitte des W" Jahrhunderts (Breslau, 1870), and Jour-
dain'sDs Venseigncment de Vhtbreu dans I'universiU de Paris (1863).

• The Crst Hohrcw grammar published in Scotland is that of John
Row, mod*a'-iir of tlia srhool of Perth, and afterwards minister at
Aberdeen, (Glasgow, 1644). Tho preface bcari" dote 1337. ^With the
gramnar ap^ea'td a XiAieti UebraiM.

1 1 __-.>.

-

the llabbuis. But in the larger air of hunuuii.sm a more
independent type of learning soon arose, of v.hich Le
Jfercier in the 16th and Drusius iu the beginning of the
17 th century may be taken as representatives. The
importance of the ancient versions was recognized, and
their study was fostered by the publication of the Polyglots!

In tho 17th century the cognate dialects were cultivatecl

with great vigour and success by men like Selden, Casteljf
and Pococke in England, De Dieu in Holland, Bocliart in
France, Ludolf and Hottinger in Germany ; and these
studies bore fruit both for the Hebrew grammar and for

the lexicon. Rabbinic learning was not forgotten, and
found its chief ornament in the elder Buxtorf at Basel, who
was also the author of grammars and a handy lexicon which
long remained favourite manuals in England and on the
Continent.''.

^t the same time a critical spirit arose, which involved
Hebrew philology in the meshes of theological controversy.

The battle as to the age of the vowel points has already
been referred to. It was part of a larger question as to

the integrity of the received Hebrew text, and the legitimacy

of text criticism, which received dogmatic importance from
the prevalence of extreme theories of verbal inspiration in

the Protestant Church. Thus the Protestant Cappellus
found his main support in the Catholic Church (Morinus,

R. Simon), while the authority of the Massoretic text and
punctuation was elevated to a dogma in the Formula
Consensus Helvetica (1675), not without protest from the

wiser Protestantism of France. The critical school had
also its extravagances, and an undue depreciation of tradi.

lion was one of several false principles that it would be
tedious to enumerate, which came into vogue in the latter

part of the 17th century, and long continued to impede the

progress of scientific Hebrew philology. In the beginning
of the 18th century Semitic studies had their chief seat ia

Holland, where AJbert Schultens took up the comparative

method with fresh energy, and applied it to Hebrew on a

scale which gave a new shape to the study of the language.*

Schultens laid emphasis on the limited extent of the Old
Testament literature, which makes it an inadequate record

of the phenomena of the Hebrew language, and proposed
to supply these defects by a large use of the dialects, main]j|

of tho Arabic, in which he had wide and accurate reading.

His Instilutiones ad fundamenta Lingua: llehrcua: (1737)
mark an advance on previous grammars, and in his comj
mentaries is acumulated an enormous mass of material or

the highest value for the Icxicograidicr. Schultens founded
an inlluential school, of which Schroeder was the chief

ornament ; but his method was easily .nbused, and full into

discredit in tho hands of arbitrary expositors like Venema.
After Holland, Germany became the chief seat of Ilcbrewi

studies. In Halle, where the influence of Francke directed

special attention to Biblical learning, there sprang up con*

temporaneously with tho Dutch school a school of Hebraists,'

—earnest, laborious, and thorough, but somewlmt jejune

and deficient in resthetic sympathy,—of which the Michaclis

family were the chief representatives. J. D. ^licliaclis

(1717-1791) exercised a sort of sovereignty in Hebrew,

letters, and the stamp of Hallo has left a permanent
impress on the German schools, though a more sympathetic

and emotional type of scholarship, beginning with Herder
and Eichhorn, became dominant under tiio influence of

Ewald.

* To obtain an idea of tho way in which Hebrew was taught in lh4
17th century one moy read tho Diatriba of Caspar Scioppius, in If,

Orolii et aliorum dissertations de studiis inslituendis (Amst., 1645))
' On Schultens, his method and school, see C Sopp, Johannfs

Stinstra en zijn Tijd (Amst. , 180.1). Tho Duti-h schools of the Ifcth

and 17tli centuries are well Jcscribcil by tho same author, Jlet gotlge-

lecrd Onderwijs in Nedtrland gedurende de l^"*' ei\ 1 '!<'' h'eitw (Lcydcn,
1873-741.
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By the epoch-making labours of Silvestre de Sacy (1758-

1838), which first placed Oriental learning and especially

Semitic grammar on a broad and thoroughly scientific

footing, a new impulse was given to Hebrew philology,

which since that time has moved with the advance of

general Semitic studies, and can hardly again fall into

devious paths. The great teachers of Hebrew in the

present century have been two Germans, Gesenius and
Ewald,—the former excelling in method and lucidity of

exposition, the latter in range of view and creative fertility

of ideas. Among the direct or indirect disciples of these

great scholars may be reckoned almost every Hebraist in

Europe, and to them is mainly due the revival in Eng-
land of a branch of learning which had almost become
extinct through the prevailing dilettantism of last century.

Helps to the Study ofHebrew.—Qrammars.—The principal modern
mothoda are those of Gesenius, Ewald, and Olsliauscn. Gesenius's

larger work, his Lehrgebmide der hebraisc?ien Sprache, (Leipsic, 1817),
is still useful for occasional reference. His smaller grammar has
passed tlirough innumerable editions, and in its most recent shape,
as recast by Rodiger and finally by Kautzsch (1878), holds its

ground as one of the best books for learners. Davies's version of

Rodiger's Gesenius is the best of several English translations (1869-

1876). The method of Gesenius is mainly empirical. Much more
philosophic, but less simple and sometimes arbitrary in its refine-

ments, is the Ausfiihrliches Lehrbuch ofEwaii (8th ed., Gottingen,

1370), of which the "Syntax" has been translated into English by
Kennedy (1879). The shorter Sprachlehrc fiir Anfdngcr (4th ed.,

1874 ; Eng. trans, by Smith, 1870) is valuable but too difficult for

ordinary beginners. Olshausen's Lehrbuch (Brunswick, 1861) is in-

complete, trio syntax having never appeared ; but it is, on the

whole, the best and most scientific exposition of the Hebrew gram-
matical forms. Two elementarygrammars on Olshausen's system have
been translated into English,—Bickell's GruTidriss (Leipsic, 1869-
1870 ; English by Curtiss, 1877) and Land's Hebrceuwschc Ch-am-

matica (Amsterdam, 1869 ; English by Poole, 1876). The latter work
has some peculiarities which detract from its utility, and neither

Bickell nor Land supplies a proper syntax. Miiller'a Sehulgram-
matik (Halle, 1878) is also mainly on Olshausen's method with the

addition of an excellent syntax. In English A. B. Davidson's
Introductory Hebrew Grammar (3d ed., Edin., 1878) may be com-
mended to beginners as a good practical method and easy introduc-

tion to the larger scientitic grammars. Of other more extensive

works may be named Bottcher's Ausfiihrliches Lehrbuch, posthum-
ously edited by Miihlau (Leipsic, 1866-68), a huge book serving as

a sort of grammatical concordance to the Old Testament ; Lu2zatto's

Italian Grammalica (Padua, 1853-69), which is valuable from the

thorough Jewish scholarship of the author, the Latin grammar of

Roorda, and in English the woiks of Kalisch (1862-63) and Green
(New York, 1861). Among useful monographs on special points

of grammar may be named Philippi, WeseJi und Ursprung des

Status Consiruclus (Weimar, 1871) ; S. R. Driver, The Use of the

Tenses in Hebrew (Oxford, 1874) ; Giesebrecht, Die Hebrdische
prcBposUion Lamed (Halle, 1876) ; Davidson, Outlines of Hebrew
AcceTiiuaiion (1861). For comparative purposes, in the absence of

a coniparative system of the Semitic languages, which is hoped for

I'rom Kenan, the hints in Wright's Arabic Grammar will be found
most valuable.

Lexicons. —Far eapertor to all other lexicons is the Thesaurus of

Gesenius, completed by Rodiger (Leipsic, 1829-1858). Gesenius
published also a Handworterbuck—of which the 8th ed. by Miihlau
and Volck (Leipsic, 1877-78) contains a good deal of new matter
not always improvement— and a Lexicon Uanuale in Latin (2d ed.

by Hoffmann, 1847), of which there is an English translation.

The Handw&rterbxKh of Fiirst (2d ed., 1863; Eng.. trans, by S.

Davidson, 1871 ; 3d ed. by Ryssel, 1876) 'proceeds on very faulty
etymological principles and must be used with great caution. On
Hebrew synonyms Pappenheim'a Yrl'it Sh'Um6h (1784-1811) is

the principal work.
Concordances.—The Concordanlice of Buxtorf (1632) were re-

printed by Beer (1863). Fiirst's Concordance (1840) contains a good
deal of supplementary matter, part of which is of littl§ use. For
the particles the (incomplete) concordance of Noldius (1679; ed.

Tympius, 1734) is useful.

Inaddition to modern books the advanced student will sometimes
fiadit useful to recur to older works, especially to the Jewish gram-
marians and lexicographers, but these need not be detailed here.

For the later Hebrew of the period of the Mishna, and for the
new words and technical terms in the scholastic Hebrew of the

Middle Ages, the best lexicon is Buxtorf's Lexicon Chaldaicum
Tahnudicum et Rabbinicum (1640). The recent reprint is not so

good. A new lexicon by Levy has been in the course of pubEcation

eince 1875 (Kou-htbrdisches und Chaldiiischcs Worieriuch), The

beginner will find the Lexicon breve Eabbinico-philosophicum.
appended to Buxtorfs small Lexicon Hebraicum very usetul, and
may also consult the treatises in Reland's Analceta Habbinica

(1702). In reading Rabbinical Hebrew it is well to have Selig's

Compendia Vocum HebraicoSabbinicarujn (1780). The similar

work of Buxtorf is less full.

On the whole subject of this article consult Gesenius, Gi-

schichle dcr hcbrdischen Sprache vnd Schrifl (Leipsic, 1817)

;

Renan, Histoire gCnerale des langues Simitiques (4th ed., Paris,

1864). (W. R. S.)

HEBREWS, Epistle to the. The New Testament

writing usually known under this name, or less correctly as

the Epistle of Paul the Apostle to the Hebrews, bears in

the oldest MSS. no other title than the words IIpos

E/3pa/ous, "To the Hebrews." This brief heading em-
braces the whole information as to the origin of the epistle

on which Christian tradition is unanimous. Everything

else—the authorship, the address, the date—was unknown
or disputed in the early church, and continues to form matter

of dispute in the present day. But as far back as the latter

part of the 2d century the destination of the epistle " to the

Hebrews " was acknowledged alike in Alexandria, where it

was ascribed to Paul, and in Carthage, where it passed by
the name of Barnabas, and no indication exists that it ever

circulated under another title.* At the same time we must
not suppose, as has sometimes been done, that the author

prefixed these words to his original manuscript. The
title says no more than that the readers addressed were
Christians of Jewish extraction, and this would be no
sufficient address for an epistolary writing (xiii. 22) directed

to a definite circle of readers, a local church or group of

churches to whose history repeated reference is made, and
to which the author had personal relations (xiii. 19, 23).

The original address, which according to custom must have
stood on the outside of the folded letter, was probably never

copied, and the early and universal prevalence of the present

title, which tells no more than can be readily gathered from

the epistle itself, seems to indicate that when the book first

passed from local into general circulation its history had
already been forgotten. With this it agrees that the early

Roman Church, where the epistle was known about the end of

the 1st century, and where indeed the first traces of the use

of it occur (Clement, and Shepherd of Hernias), had nothing

te contribute to the question of authorship and origin except

the negative opinion that the book is not by Paul Caius

and the 'Jluratorian fragment reckon but thirteen epistles

of Paul ; Hippolytus (like his master Irenasus of Lyons)

knew our book and declared that it was not Pauline.

These facts can hardly be explained by supposing that at

Rome during the 2d century the book had dropped out of

notice, and its history had been forgotten. Clement, Hermas,

Hippolytus form a tolerably continuous chain, and the

central Church of Rome was in constant connexion with

provincial churches where, as we shall presently see, the

epistle had currency and reputation. Under these circum-

stances an original trustworthy tradition could hardly have

been lost, and it must appear highly questionable whether

the author and address of the book were known at Rome
even in the time of Clement. The earliest positive tradi-

tions of authorship to which we can point belong to Africa

and Egypt, where, as we have already seen, divergent views

were current by the end of the 2d century.^ The African

tradition preserved by Tertullian (De Pudidtia, c. 20), but

certainly not invented by him, ascribes the epistle to

Barnabas. Direct apostolic authority is not therefore

claimed for it; but it has the weight due to one who
" learned from and taught with the apostles," and we ate

told that it had more currency among the churc es than

^ See the full refutation of supposed exceptions to the unifonnity'of

this tradition in Zahn's article " Hebraerbrief " (Henog-Plitt, i?.*.-

vol, v, p, 657).
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"tluit apocryphal shepherd of the adulterers " ^the Shepherd

of Hermas). This tradition of tho African Ciiurch holds a

singularly isolated position. Later writers appear to know

it only from Tertullian, and it soon became olisolete, to be

revived for a moment after the Reformation by the Scottish

theologian Cameron, and then again in our own century by

the German critics, among whom at present it is the favour-

ite view. Very different is the history of tho Egyptian

tradition, which can be traced back as far as a teacher of

the Alexandrian Clement, presumably Pantaenus (Euseb.,

Hist. Ecd., vi. 14). This "blessed presbyter," as Clement

calls him, sought to explain why Paul did not name himself

p usual at tho head of the epistle, and found the reason in

*Iie modesty of tho author, who, in addressing the Hebrews,

was going beyond his commission as apostle to the Gentiles.

Clement himself takes it for granted that an epistle to the

Hebrews must have been written in Hebrew, and supposes

that Luke translated it for the Greeks. Thus far there is

no sign that the Pauline authorship was ever questioned

in Alexandria. Origen rests on the same tradition, which

he refers to "tho ancient men." But he knows that the

tradition is not common to all churches. He feels that the

language is un-Pauline, though the admirable thoughts are

not second to those of the unquestioned apostolic writings.

And thus he is led to the view that the ideas were orally

set forth by Paul, but that tho language, arrangement, and

some features of the exposition are the work of a disciple.

According to some this disciple was Clement of Rome

;

others named Luke ; but the truth, saya Origen, is known
to Gjd alone (Euseb., vi. 25, cf. iii. 38). It is not surpris-

ing that these limitations of tho tradition had less influence

than the broad fact that Origen accepted the book as of

Pauline authority. From the time of Origen the opinion

that Paul wrote tho epistle became more and more prevalent

in the East. In tho West this view was still far from

established in the 4th century. But it gained ground

steadily ; even those who, like Jerome and Augustine, knew
tho variations of tradition were unwilling to press an

opposite view ; and in the 5th century the Pauline author-

ship was accepted at Rome, and practically throughout

Christendom, not to be again disputed till the revival of

letters and tho rise' of a more critical spirit.

That the received view called for revision could not

indeed be questioned wlieii men began to look at the facts

of the case. Tho vacillation of tradition and tho dissimi-

larity of tho epistle from the style and thoughts of Paul

wore brought out with great force by Erasmus in his con-

cluf'ing annotation on the book, where he ventures the

conjecture based on a passage of his favourite Jerome, that

Clement of Romo was the real author. Luther (who

suggests ApoUos) and Calvin (who thinks of Luke or

Clement) followed with the decisive argument that Paul,

who lays such stress on the fact that his gospel was not

taught to him by man but by direct revelation (Gal. i.),

could not have written Hob. ii. 3, 4, where the author

classes himself among those who received tho message of

salvation from tho personal disciples of tho Lord on tho

evidence of the miracles with which God confirmed their

word. The force of tradition seemed already broken, but
the wavo of reaction which so soon gverwhelmed the freer

tendencies of the first reformers brought back tho old view.

Protestant orthodoxy again nccoptcd P.aul as tho author,

and dissentient voices were seldom heard till tho revival

of free Biblical criticism in last century. As criticism

Btrengthencd its arguments, theologians began to learn
that the denial of tradition involves no danger to faith,

and at tho present moment, in spito of tho ingenious special
pleading of Hofmann {Die HcUigc Schrlft N. Ts., vol. v.,

Nordlingon, 1873), scarcely any sound schol.ir will bo found
to accept Paul as tho direct author of tho epistle, though.

such a modified view as was suggested by Origen .still claims

adherents among the lovers of compromise with tradition.

The arguments against tho Alexandrian tradition are in

fact conclusive. It is probably unfair to hamper that

tradition with Clement's notion that the book is a trans-

lation from the Hebrew, a monstrous hypothesis which has

received its reduclio ad abstirdum in the recent attempt of

J. H. R. Biesenthal to reconstruct tho Hebrew text {Das
Troslschreibeii des Aposlels Fanhis an die I/ebraer, Jaidsch

wiederhergestellt, &c., Leip^ic, 1878). But just as little

can the Greek bo from Paul's pen. The un-Fauliiie

character of the style, alike in tho words used and in tho

structure of the sentences, strikes every scholar as it struck

Origen and Erasmus. The typo of thought is quite unique.

The theological ideas are cast in a different mould; and tho

leading conception of the high priesthood of Christ, which
is no mere occasional thought but a central point in tho

author's conception of Christiauitj', finds its nearest analogy

not in the Pauline epistles but in John xviL 10. The Old
Testament is cited after the Alexandrian translation more
exactly and exclusively than is the custom of Paul, and
that even where the Hebrew original is divergent. Nor is

this an accidental circumstance. There is every appearance

that the author was a Hellenist whose learning did not

embrace a knowledge of the Hebrew text, and who derived

his metaphysic and allegorical method from the Alexandrian

rather than the Palestinian schools.^

The force of these arguments can bo brought out only by
the accumulation of a multitude of details too tedious for

this place, but tho evidence from the few personal indica-

tions contained in the epistle is easily grasped and not less

powerful. Tho argument from ii. 3, 4, which appeared

decisive to Luther and Calvin, has already been referred to.

Again, we read in xiii. 19 that tho writer is absent from the

church which he addresses, but hopes to be speedily restored

to them. This expression is not to bo understood as im-

plying that the epistle was written in prison, for xiii. 23

shows that the author is master of his own movements.^

The plain sense is that his home is with them, but that ho

is at present absent, and begs their prayers for a speedy

return. But Paul, if he could say that he had a home at

all, had it not in a community of Jewish Christians. The
external authority of the Alexaudfian tradition can have

no weight against such difficulties. If that tradition was
original and continuous, tho long ignorance of tho Roman
Church and the opposite tradition of Africa are inexplicable.

But no tradition was more likely to arise in circles where

the epistle was vadued and its origin forgotten. In spite

of its divergencies from the standard of Paulino authorship,

the book has manifest Paulino atfinitics, and can hardly

have originated beyond tho Pauline circle, to which it is

referred, not only by the author's friendship with Timothy
(xiii. 23), but by many unquestionable echoes of the Paulino

theology, and even by distinct allusions to passages in Paul'.i

epistles.*

In an uncritical age these features might easily suggest

Paul as the author of a book which was rood in MSS.

' For tlic Alexandvinn clement') in tlio cpi.-.l'o consult tbo list of

passages in Hilgenfcld'e yJin/tiVioij (Lcipsie, 1 875), p. 384, nolo. A Iarg«

mass of valuable riatcii.al ia collected in J. B. Caipzov'a Sacra: Kxcr-

cilftioncs ill Ep. ai Jltb. ex Pliilone AU.randritw (Helinslailt, 1760).

= In I. 31 tlio true rca<ling in not " of mo in my bonil.%" but " on

them' that wcro in bonds," to'j Srir/ifoii iTu»'firo8^iraTe. Tho fnlM

reading, which was that of Clement of Alcxnndrio, is probably con-

nected with tho tradition that I'aul is author.

' An uiiamhiguoMS proof th.at our author had read tho epistle to the

Romans sccnis to lie in x. 30. This i« the one Old Testament cilalinn

of tho epistlo which docs not follow the ReptiinRiut (Dent xxxii. 5i);

but it is word for word from Rom. xii. 19. Furtlier Rii»ns of depend-

enco on Romans and Coiinthinns (which require siftiiic) have b'^n

collected by Holtzmann in Scbenkcl's SiUl-LuHon. ii. 620, and lid-

genfeld's Zeiischrift, ix. 4 tcq.
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immediately after the recognized epistles of that apostle,

and which contained nothing in its title to distinguish it

from the preceding books with similar headings, " To the

Romans," "To the Corinthians," and the like.^ A similar

history, as Zahn has pointed out, attaches to the so-called

second epistle of Clement to the Corinthians.

When we see that the tradition which names Paul as

author does not possess an authentic historical basis, we

are necessarily carried on to deny historical authority to

the subsidiary conjectures or traditions which speak of

Luke and Clement of Rome. The history of the Alexan-

drian tradition shows that these names were brought in

merely to lessen the difficulties attaching to the view that

Paul wrote the book exactly as we have it. The name of

Luke seems to be a conjecture of the Alexandrian Clement,

for it has no place in the tradition received from his master.

And Origen attaches no importance to either name. Some
hii mentioned one, and some the other, but God alone

knows the truth. We have no reason to think more highly

of these suggestions than Origen did. Indeed, no Protes-

tmt scholar now' proposes the name of Clement, whose

extant epistle to the Corinthians shows his familiarity with

the epistle to tlie Hebrews, and at the .same time excludes

the idea that he composed it. The name of Luke has still

partisans—most notably Delitzsch, who has carefully

collecte 1 linguistic parallels between our epistle and the

Lucm writings (Commeiitar zum Hehraerbrief, Leipsic,

1857; English translation, Ed^burgh, 1868-70). The
arguments of Delitzsch are generally met with the objection

that our author must have been a born Jew, which from

liis standpoint and culture is in the highest degree probable,

though not perhaps absolutely certain. In any case we
cannot suppose that Luke wrote the epistle on Paul's com-

mission, or that the work is substantially the apostle's ; for

such a theory takes no account of the strongly-marked

individuality of the book in thought and method as well as

expression. And the theory that Luke was the independent

author of the epistle (Grotius and others) has no right to

appeal to antiquity, and must stand entirely on the very

inadequate grounds of internal probability afforded by

language and style.

If Alexandria fails us, can we suppose that Africa pre-

served the original tradition 1 This is a difficult question.

The intrinsic objections to authorship by Barnabas are not

important. The so-called Epistle to Bafnabas was not

written by our author, but then it is admittedly not by

Birnab is. The superior elegance of the style of our epistle

as compared with that of Paul is not inconsistent with Acts

xiv. 12; nor is there, as we shall see presently, any real

force in the once favourite objection that the ordinances of

the temple are described with less accuracy than might be

looked for in Barnabas, a Levite and one who had resided

in Jerusalem. On the other hand it is hard to believe that

the correct account of the authorship of our book was pre-

served only in Africa, and in a tradition so isolated that

Tertullian seems to be its only independent witness. How
could Africa know this thing and Piome be ignorant f

Zahn, who is the latest exponent of the Barnabas hypo-

thesis, argues that in the West, where the so-called epistle

of Barnabas was long unknown, there was nothing to

suggest the idea of Barnabas as an author ; that the true

tradition might perish the more readily in other parts of

the church after the name of Barnabas had been falsely

attached to another epistle dealing with the typology of

the ceremonial law ; and finally, that the false epistle of

' The placo of tlie epistle in MSS. varies. The order of our Bible

is that of the Latin Church, the oldest Greek codices placing it before

the pastoral epistles. But the Latin order, which expresses the

oris;inal uncertainty of the Pauline tradition, was formerly current

even in the East,

Barnabas, which was first so named in Alexandria, may
there have carried off the true title of the epistle to tha
Hebrews after the latter was ascribed to Paul. That is not
plausible, and it is more likely that an epistle which calls

itself Xdyos TrapaK-Xiycrews (Heb. xiii. 22) was ascribed to the

vios 7rapaK\7;o-£<i)s (Acts iv. 3G) in the same way as Ps.

cxxvii. was ascribed to Solomon, " the beloved of the Lord "

(2 Sam. xii. 24, 25), from the allusion cxxvii. 2, than that

this coincidence of e.xpression aflords a confirmation of the

Barnabas hypothesis. In short, the whole tradition as to

the epistle is too uncertain to oti'er much support to any
theory of authorship, and if 'the name of Barnabas is

accepted it must stand mainly on internal evidence.

Being thus thrown back on what the epistle itself can

tell us, we must look at the first readers, with whom, as we
have already seen, the author stood in verj' close relations.

It is generally agreed that the church addressed was com-
posed of Hebrews or Christians of Jewish birth. We are

not entitled to take this simply on the autliority of the title,

which is hardly more than a reflexion of the impression

produced on an early copyibt. But it i.-^ plain that the

writer is at one with his readers in ajiproaching all Christian

truth through the Old Testament. He and they alike arc

accustomed to regard Christianity as a contituious develop-

ment of Judaism, in which the benefits of Christ's death

belong to the ancient people of God and supply the short-

comings of the old dispensation (iv. 9 ; ix. l5 ; xiii. 12).

With all the weight that is laid on the superiority of

Christianity, the religion of finality, over ilosaism, the dis-

pensation which brought nothing to its goal, the sphere of

the two dispensations is throughout treated as '.deutical,

without any allusion, such as could hardly have been

avoided in addressing a Gentile church, to the way in which

strangers and foreigners (Eph. ii. 19) had been incorporated

with the people of God. Schiirer indeed {^SiuJ. n. Krit.,

1876, p. 776) has sou^^ht such an allusion in vi. 1, 2,

where faith iu God and b dief in the resurrection and the

judgment, points commou to Judaism and Christianity, are

reckoned to the elementary doctrine of Christ ; and ho con-

cludes that the readers addressed were Gentile converts of

a Judaizing type. But taken with the context these verses

imply only that the Hebrews required to be warned against

losing hold even of these first principles of revealed truth

which lie in the Old Testament (v. 12). From all this

we are not perhaps entitled to conclude that the church

addressed contained no Gentile members, but it is plain

that they were not sufficiently numerous and independent

in their way of thought to aff"ect the general type of

Christianity in the communitj-. To some writers the

emphatic "all" in xiii. 24, the admonitions x. 25, xiii. 17,

have suggested the possibility that the Hebrews addressed

were but part, and a somewhat discontented part, of a

larger community in which Gentile elements has a consider-

able plao^e. But this appears a strained conclusion (Phil,

iv. 21 ; 1 Th. v. 26) distinctly contrary to the general tone

of the epistle, which moves altogether outside of the anti-

thesis between Jewish and Gentile Ciiristianity. We mtist

think not of a party but of a church, and such a church

can be sought only in Palestine or in one of the great

centres of the Jewish dispersion. That the epistle was

addressed to Palestine, or more specifically to Jerusalem,

has been a prevalent opinion from the time of Clement of

Alexandria, mainly because it was assumed that the word

Hebrews must naturally mean Jews, whose mother-tongue

was Aramaic. But the term has' this restricted sense only

when put in contrast to Hellenists. In itself, according to

ordinary usage, it simply denotes Jews by race, and in

Christian writings especially Jewish Christians. And there

are several things in the epistle that seem to exclude

Palestine, and above all Jerusalem. The Hellenistic cul-
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ture of tne writer and the language in which he writes

furnish one argument. Then the most marked proof of

Christian love and zeal in the church addressed was that

they had ever been assiduous in ministering to the saints

(vL 10). This expression may conceivably have a general

sense (1 Cor. xvi. 151), but it is far more likely that it

has the specific meaning which it generally bears in the

New Testament, viz., the collection of alms for the church

in Jerusalem. At any rate it was clearly understood in the

first age of Christianity that the Judajan Church took alms

and did not give them, receiving in temporal things an

acknowledgment for the spiritual things.they had imparted

,(Rom. XV. 27). In fact the great weight laid in the epistles

of Paul on this—the only manifestation of the catholicity

of the church then possible (Gal. ii. 10)—alone explains the

emphasis with which our author cites this one proof of

Christian feeling. Again, the expressions in iL 3 already

referred to imply that the readers did not include in their

number direct disciples of Jesus, but had been brought to

Christ by the words andmiracles of apostolic missionaries

now dead (xiiL 7). This conversion, as it appears from x.

32, was a thing of precise date immediately followed by

persecution (note the aorists <j>oiTLa-9ivTCi—xnrejxuvaTi)

;

so that we cannot think of a second generation in the

Palestinian Church, but are referred to some part of the

Diaspora. Against these difficulties, which have led some

of the latest defenders of the Palestinian address, as Grimm
(who, in Hilgenfeld's Zeitschr. 1870, proposes Jamnia) and
Moulton (New Testament Commentaryfor English Readers,

vol iii., 1879), to give up Jerusalem altogether, while

others, as Riehm, suppose that the Hellenists of Jerusalem

(Acts vL 1) are primarily addressed, it is commonly urged

that the readers are exposed to peculiar danger from the

persecutions and solicitations of unbelieving Jews, that

they are in danger of relapsing into participation in the

Jewish sacriQces, or even that they appear to have never

ceased to follow the ceremonial observances that had their

centre in the temple ritual. The capital argument for this

is drawn from xiii. 13, where the exhortation to go forth

to Jesus without the camp is taken as an injunction to

renounce fellowship with the synagogue and with the

ceremonies and ritual of Judaism. But this exegesis rests

on a false view of the context, which does not include

verse 9, and expresses by a figure that Christiaras (as the

priests of the new covenant) hive no temporal advantage
to expect by their participation in the sacrifice of Christ,

but must be content to share his reproach, renouncing this

earthly country for the heavenly kingdom {cf. xi. 16, 2b-11
with xiiL 14 ; Phil. iii. 20). Altogether, this view of the
situation of the first readers of the epistle appears distorted

or exaggerated. It is obvious that our Hebrews were
familiar with the law, and had a high regard for the

ordinances of temple worship. In particular it appears
that they had not fully understood how the mediatorial
functions of the Old Testament were superseded by the
raediatorshipof Christ. But their ritualism seems to have
been rather theoretical than practical. Had they been
actually entangled in the daily practice of superseded
ordinances, the author, whose insight into the true worth
of these ordinances is clear, and whose personal relations

to the Paulino circle are obvious, could hardly have been
BO nearly one of themselves as appears in xiii. 19, and at
any rate could not have failed to give an express precept
on the subject. But, on the contrary, ho is in thorough
sympathy with the typo of doctrine on which their church
was formed (.'ciii. 7) ; the easy way in which he touches
on the " meats and drinks and divers washings " of Judaism
seems to show that on this head ho could count on carrying
his readers along with him ; and xiii. 9 hardly refers to

sacrifices or to Levitical laws of clesa ana unclean, but

rather to some such form of asceticism {cf. vcr. 4) as ia

spoken of in Rom. xiv. Nowhere does our author speak
a warning against participation in sacrifices ; nowhere does
ho touch on the burning questions that divided the Pharisaic

Christians of Jerusalem from the converts of Paul. The
practical lesson which he draws from his doctrine is that

his readers ought to use with diligence the specifically

Christian way of access to God (x. 19 seq.); and the only
positive fault which he mentions in this connexion is 'a

disposition to neglect the privilege of social worship (x. 25).

This again is plainly connected, not with an inclination to

return to the synagogue, but with a relaxation of the zeal

and patience of the first days of their Christian profession

(vL 4 seq.; x. 32 seq.; xii. 1 seq.), associated with a le.«:s

firm hold than they once had of the essentials of Christian

faith, a less clear vision of the heavenly hope of their calling

(iii. 12; iv. 11 ; v. 12). The apostle fears lest they fall

away not merely from the higher standpoint of Christianity

into Judaiziug practices, but from aU faith in God and
judgment and immortality (iii 12 ; vi. 1 seq.).^

For the solution of the problem of the epistle it is of

the highest importance to form an exacter conception of

the causes and nature of this unhealthy condition of the

church. Their first conversion had been fqllowed by direct

persecution, which their faith had triumphantly overcome.

But these days were long gone by (x. 32). It does not

appear that a like severity of trial had again fallen upon
them. But there were persecutions at least in other parts

of the church (xiiL 3, 23). The times were troubled, and
from day to day there were many trials and many reproaches

to sustain. The duU and long-continued strain of conflict

with surrounding wickedness was harder to bear than a
sharp onslaught of the enemy (ch. xii.). They were weary
of enduring, weary of hope deferred, and so the bonds of

their Christian unity were loosened, their brotherly love

weakened (xiii. 1 seq.), and they began to doubt the

verity of those heavenly good things which their first faith

had so vividly realized. In such circumstances it was
natural that the writer should lay stress on the contrast

between the eternal and the transitory, the things of faith

and the things of sight, the heavenly Zion and the earthly

pilgrimage. But the remarkable feature of the epistle is

that this contrast is drawn out in the form of a threefold

argument to show the superiority of Christianity over the

old dispensation, inasmuch as Christ is superior (1) to the

angels, (2) to Moses, (3) and chiefly to the Levitical priest-

hood and its mediatorship. In each of these relations, it

is argued, the old covenant, which is earthly, temporal, and
without finality, contains within itself the evidence of its

own imperfection, and points to the time when it shall be

superseded by a new covenant in which every reality and

every hope is heavenly, eternal, or, as we should say, ideal.

It is the form of this argument which mainly gives force to

the common impression that the Hebrews addressed were

in danger of seeking access to God by the superseded

methods of the old dispensation—in short, that the epistle

is a warning against an Ebionite tendency to Christian

Pharisaism. But to such a tendency, as we have seen, the

practical admonitions of the epistle by no means point.

To some scholars accordingly, and particularly to Reusa

(Ilistoire de la T/tcoloqie ChrHienne, liv. vi. chap. 1 ; Let

Epttres CatMiques, Paris, 1878), the theoretical part of

the book has seemed disproportionate to the practical and

personal conclusion, and it has been proposed to regard the

whole as a theological system with an epistolary appendix.

Doubtless this view contains an clement of trutL In a

' Tho statement of Rcnan, L'Anteclm'sl, pp. xiv., 215, 219, that

some had already fallen away and that tho question of their readmis*

sion Wft.s beinf: agitated, secina to l>o part of the ingenious historical

romancs in which h« hu eoToJopcd tho whoU origin of the apittlo.
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far higher measure than the Pauline epistles, and in a

ease which thoroughly well agrees with the position of

the author as no apostle but an apostolic convert, the book
presents the marks of theological reflexion on the establishetl

data of the faith. Yet it is impossible to ignore the fact

that a special and practical motive runs through the whole

book. The author never loses sight of a definite -circle of

readers, and the vast scope of his argument, which is at

once felt in the dignity of the opening verses, so unlike

the commencement of an ordinary letterj appears to be
directly suggested by some historical circumstance affecting

his readers and himself, but nowhere explicitly set forth

in the epistle, which brought the trial of their faith into

close connexion with the question of the permanence of

the temple and its ritual. Now wo have seen reason to

believe that these Jewish Christians were not Palestinians

of an Ebionite type but men of the Hellenistic dispersion,

with a possible tendency to ascetic mysticism, and almost

certainly ef such a habit of thought as enabled them readily

to sympathize with the typological method of our author.

Among men of this type there was no great danger of a

relapse into practical ceremonialism. They would rather

be akin to the school of Judaism characterized by Philo

(Delfiffr. Abr., c. xvi.; ed. Mangey, i. 450), who neglected

the observance of the ceremonial laws because they took

them as symbols of ideal things. Occupying this position

before their conversion, their adoption of the Christian

faith would not have forced upon them any close examina-

tion of the relation of the new dispensation to the old law.

But it appears from Philo that the men who spiritualized

away the Sabbath, the great feists, even circumcision itself,

were not prepared to think lightly of the sacred ritual of

the temple. The holy hill of God, the meeting-place of

heaven and earth, with its stately service and its ancient

memories, had too central a place in the religion of the old

covenant to seem indifferent to the freest thinker. And so

our Hebrews, whose acceptance of Christ had not shaken
their sense of the continuity of the people of God and their

Old Testament privileges, might readily retain the feeling

that the ritual of the temple was still what it was of old—

-

a visible and necessary pledge of God's approach to His
people and His acceptance of their worship. So long as

things ran their old course such a feeling would hardly

affect the even tenor of their Christian life. But when the

death struggle of Judea against Rome drew the sympathy
of every Hebrevs'' heart, when the abomination of desolation

stood in the holy place, when the holy and beautiful house
was burned up with fire, and when, with all this, terror and
distress filled the whole Roman empire and still the Lord
delayed His coming, it was not strange that something like

despair of God's help should assail our Hebrews, and that

aU the hopes of the people of God sliould seem threatened

in the overthrow of the ancient pledge of Jehovah's near-

ness to Israel.

Now it has generally been argued that- the epistle to the

Hebrews, which descriljes the temple services in the present

tense, must necessarily have been written before they ceased

to be performed. Bat it has been shown in the most con-

clusive manner, from the use of similar presents in Rabbi-
nical writers as well as in Josephus and elsewhere, that this

argument goes for notliing ; and the most recent writers,

since Holtnnann's discussion of the subject in Schenkel's

Bihel-Lexikon, 11-623 seq., generally admit that the epistle

may have been written after the fall of the temple. And
if this be so it can hardly be- questioned that the most
natural view of the apostle's argument, as it comes to a
point in such passages as viii. 13, ix. 9, is that the disap-

pearance of the obsolete ritual of the old covenant is no
blow to Christian faith, because in Christ ascended into

glory the church nossesses in heavenly verity all that the

old ritual presented in mere earthly symbol. It was the

ruin of the Jewish state and worship which compelled
Christianity to find what is offered in our epistle—a theory,

of the disappearance of the old dispensation in the new.
Many attempts have been njade to determine which lA

the centres of the Diaspora was the seat of our HcbrevcaJ

Hofmann suggests Antioch ; Ewald, Ravenna ;' but Rome
and Alexandria are the places lor and against which most
has been said. One argument for Alexandria on which
great stress has been laid must certainly be dismissed.

Wieseler
(
Unlersuclmng iiber den Ilehriierhrief, ii"= Hiilftc,

Kiel, 1861), combining the arguments against a Palestinian

address with the impression, which we have seen to ba

without sufficient foundation, that the readei-s lived in tha

neighbourhood of a Jewish temple, seeks them among tha

Egyptian Jews who frequented the schismatical tenaple of

Leontopolis (Tel-el-Yahudia) in the upper Delta. And he

tries to show that in his description of the temple and the

functions of tlie high priests our author diverges from the

Judaean pattern and follows peculiarities of the Egyptian

temple. But this argument rests on a series of improbable

assumptions. The supposed peculiarities of Onias's temple

are proved by arbitrary exegesis from passages of Phflo,

who apparently never thought of that temple at all. Nor
can it be shown tliat it had ever such a reputation as to

play the part which Wieseler assigns to it. And cur

author's supposed ignorance of the Jerusalem ritual is not

made out. In the true text of x. 11 the high priest is

not mentioned, and in vii. 27 what is asserted of the high

priest is, not that he offered daily sacrifice, but that he was
in daily need of atonement. It is more difHcult to under-

stand-' why in ix. 4 the golden OvfjLiaTrjpioVy that is, the

censer or incen.se-altar,—for the usnge of the word does

not determine which is meant,— is assigned to the Holy of

Holies. But a passage from the almost contemporary

Apocalypse of Baruch, to which Harnack has directed atten-

tion {Siiul. u. Krit., 1876, p. 572 seq.), similarly connecla

the censer with the Holy of Holies,' and seems to show that

our author here proceeds on a current opinion and has not

simply made a slip.^ Apart from Wieseler's arguments,

there is still something to be said for Alexandria. The
use in ch. xi. of 2 Maccabees, an Egyptian Apocryphon,'

the general sympathy of the argument with Alexandrian

thought, the apparent analogy between our Hebrews and

the free-thinking Jews of whom Philo speaks, are all in

favour of this address, though we do not know enough

about tlie early history of the Egyptian Church to speak

with positiveness either for or against this view of the

epistle. Among Continental scholars the disposition at

present is to favour the Roman address ; upon which view,

since that church was a mixed one, we must suppose that

the letter was originally directed to a Jewish section of the

Roman Christians. This is not quite plausible, especially

since we find in the epistle no trace of the division of

parties alluded to by Paul in his epistle from Rome to the

Philippians. It is argued, however, that there is an analogy

between the way of thinking of our Hebrews and the dis-

position of the majority of the Roman Church as it appears

in Rom. ix. seq. The persecution x. 32 is supposed to be

that of Nero, in which case OcaTpt^o/jevoi may literally mean

"exposed as a public spectacle "; and xiii. 7 is taken as an

allusion to the martyrdom of Peter and Paul. In working

' Das Sendschreiben an die Hehr&er und Jakobos' Rundschrdben,

ubersetzt und erklurt ion II. Ewald, Gott., 1870.

' The Syriac -ivord in Baruch is Pirma. To the passages cited by

Harnack to establish for this word the sense of censer, not incense

altar, may be added Bar Ali cd. Hoffmann, No. 2578 ; Barhebr.,

Chron. Eccl., p. 507; Ezek. viii. 11 (Pesh. and Sjt. Hei.).

» Professor Plumptre, in the Exjpositur, vol. i., has also traced

analogies with the book of Wibdom.
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out this view there is great divergence of opinion ; thus

llenan will liavo it that the epistle was written from

Ephesus in the year 65, while Harnack (Pair. Ap., I. p.

Ixxxii.) thinks he finds traces of two distinct persecutions (1),

and dates the book from the time of Domitian. The early

currency of the epistle at Rome is urged in favour of the

Roman address, but the ignorance of the Roman Church

as to the author's name seems to go rather in the opposite

direction. Ch. xiii. 24 gives us no help, for they of Italy

(ol airo n/s 'IroAias) may in the epistolary style be Italians

either at home or abroad. It is most natural to infer from

X. 32 scq., compared with xii. 4, that the church spoken of

had not yet produced martyrs, but had suffered only by

bonds and the loss of goods. This would exclude Rome,

but perhaps the inference is not quite stringent.

Returning from this survey we bring little with us that-

can throw light on the authorship of the epistle. We can

only say that the writer was a man of the first intellectual

mark and of Alexandrian culture, whose home and work

lay mainly among Jewish Christians, but who was at the

same time associated with the Pauline circle. Of the names

offered to us in other New Testament writings, Barnabas

and Apollos seem the most likely, and Barnabas will claim

the preference if we are entitled to give any weight to

tradition. Either name would go well with the Alexan-

drian address. Apollos was an Alexandrian Jew. Barna-

bas was of Cyprus, always closely connected with Egypt;

and the tradition which connects his relative and associate

Mark wiih the Church of Alexandria is as old as the 2d

century.
Literature.—A full account of the older literature will be found

in Delitzscli's Covimentary; and in the great work of Bleek {Dcr Brief

an die Hcbrdcr erldutert durck EinUihmg, Ueicrsetzun/j, xmdfortlauf-

cnden ComnieiUar: Abth. I., Vcrsuch eincr volUtiindigen Einlcitimq,

Berlin, 1828; Abth. II., Uebersctzung und Commenlar,lS36, 1840),

which has formed the basis for all subsequent work on tlie ejiistle,

and is an indispensable storehouse of material for the student.

Bleek's ultimate views ou the exposition of the book may be gath-

ered from the briefer posthumous work edited by Windrath
(Elberfeld, 1868). To the recent commentaries cited in the couise

of the article m.ay ba added those of Ebrard (1850; Eng. Trans.,

Edinburgh, 1853), Tholuck, (3d ed. 1850 ; Eng. Trans., Edinburgh,

1842), Liinemann (3d ed., Gottingen, 1867). For the doctrine of the

epistle the most elaborate work is Riehm's very useful Lehrbcrjriff

des Hebrderbricfs, LudwigsbiTrg, 1858-59; with which, in adilitiou

to the gen-iral works on Kew Testament theology by Weiss, Reuss,

and others, the reader may compare Kitschl's Enlstchung dcr

AUkatholischcn Kirche, 2d ed., p. 159 scq. (Ronn, 1857), and
Plleiderer's PauHnumus, chap. ix. (Leipsic, 1873). An excellent

summary of the present state of the critical questions bearing on the

epistle 13 giien by Zahn in the article " Hebraerbrief " in the nt-w

edition of Hcriog's Emyklojiddie. (W. R. S.

)

HEBRIDES, The, or VVe.steen Isles op Scotland, is

a name sometimes applied collectively to all the islands on

the west coast of Scotland, but seldom including Bute,

Arran, and the other islands situated in the Firth of Clyde.

The group is usually divided into the Outer Hebrides, or

Long Island, and the Inner Hebrides. The former division

embriicos the Lewis, Harris, North and South Uist, Ben-

becula, Barra, and a number of small islands, the whole

length of this group from Barra-IIead to the Butt of

Lewis being about 130 miles. The Inner Hebrides include

I'-lay, S«.ye, Mull, Jura, Coll, Colonsay, Rum, Eigg, Tiree,

Lismore, and Ulva. The number of inhabited islands is

over 100, and the population is nearly 100,000. The
principal islands are noticed under separate headings. The
outer range consists almost exclusively of gneiss rocks, with

poor soil and largo proportions of peat and moor. The
inner range is composed chicfiy of trap and slate. The
scenery of the islands may be generally djscribed as par-

taking of the wild and sublime. Largo masses of mountains

of all forms tower up in the interior; and the coasts,

indented by arms of the sea, are rugged and varied in out-

lineL Spots of groat beauty—green pastoral glens/cbcltered

bays and lakes—are interspersed with the wildest scenes.

The climate, though mild, is humid and unsuitable for corn
crops. Only a very small portion of the surface is arable,

the greater part being mountains, and the valleys inter-

secting them narrow and frequently covered with peat moss.
Much of the land has, however, been converted into sheep
walks, and the moors and desolate tracts are often let at

high rents to sportsmen. The development of the prosperity

of the islands has been greatly aided by the construction

of excellent roads, and by the establishment of various lines

of steamers in connexion with Glasgow, thus rendering tiie

fine and in some respects unique scenery fully and easily

accessible to tourists. One of the principal sources of

wealth is thit of the fisheries, Stornoway in the island

of Lewis being the headquarters of that industry on the

western coast.

The Hebrides are mentioned by Ptolemy under the name of
'E/3oii5ai and by Pliny under that of Ucbudcs, the modern spelling

having, it is said, originated in an accidental misprint. By the

Norwegians they were called Sudrci/jar or Southern Islands. The
Latinized form was Soilorenses, preserved to modem times in the

title of the bishop of Sodor and Man. The original inhabitants of

tlie Hebrides seem to have been of the same Celtic race as those

settled on the mainland—the Scoto-Irish whom C'olumba about the

middle of the 6th century converted to Christianity. Scandinavian

hordes then poured in with their northern idolatry and lust of

plunder, but in time they adopted the langunra and faith of the

islanders. Mention is made of incursions of the vikings ou their

shores as early as 793, but the principal emigration took place

towards the end of the 9th century ia the early part of the reign of

Harold Haarfager, and consisted of pei-sons driven thither, as well

as to Orkney and Shetland, to escape from his tyrannous rule.

Soon afterwards they befjan to make incursions against their

mother-country, and ou this account King Harold httcd out an

expedition against them, and placed Orkney, Shetland, the

Hebrides, and the Isle of Man under Norwegian government. The

chief seat of the Norwegian sovereignty was Colons.ay. About the

year 1095 Godred Crovan, king of DubUn, of Man, and of the

Hebrides, died in Islay. His third son, Olaus or Olave, succeeded to

the government about 1103, and thf daughter of Olaus was married

to Somerled or Sorlet of Argyle, who became the founder of the

dynasty known as Lords of tlie Isles. Many efforts were made by

the Scottish inouarchs to displace the Norwegians. Alexander II.

led a lleet and army to the shores of Argyllshire in 1249, but he

died in the island of Kcncra. On the other hand King Haco, at

once to restrain the indeiiendence of his jarls and to keep in check

the ambition of the Scottish kings, set sail in 1263 on a great ex-

pedition, which, however, ended disastrouslj. Magnus, son of

Haco, concluded in 1266 a peace with the Scots, renouncing all

claim to the Hebrides and otiier islands except Orkney and Shet-

land, and King Alexander agreed to give him a sum of 4000 nierks

in four yearly payments. It was also stiiniluted that Margaret,

daughter of Alexander, should be betrothed to Eric, the son of

Magnus, a connexion long remembered and lamented in Scottish

song and story.

The race of Somerled continued to rule the islands, and from a

younger son of the same potentate spraii" Iho lords of Lorn, who

took the patronymic of Macdougall. John Macdonald of Isle of

Islay, who died about 1386, was the first to adoiit the title of "Lord

of the Isles. " He was one of the most potent of the island princes,

and was married to a daughter of the Earl of Strathern, steward of

Scotland. His son, Uoiuild of the Isles, was memorable for his

rebellion in support of his claim to the earldom of Roi^', in which,

however, he was unsuccessful. Alexander, son of Donald, resumed

the hereditary warfare against the Scottish crown ;
and in 1462 a

treaty was concluded between Alexander's son and successor John

and King Edward IV. of England, by which John, Ins son Donald

Bulloch, and his grandson John, became bound to assist King

Edward and James, earl of Douglas, in subduing the kingdom of

Scotland. Tho alliance seems to have led to no active opeiations,

and the island king was adjudged to bo a Iruitor to his liego

sovereign of Seotland. In the reign of-Jamo3 V. another John of

Islay resumed tho title of " Lord of the 'sles," but was compelled

to surrender the dignity. The glory of the lordship of the is es—

tho insular sovereignty—had departed. From the time of Unice

tho Campbells had been guiiiiiig the ascendency in Argyll, llio

Macleans, Macnnughtons, Maclachlans, Lamonts, and other anoient

races had sunk before tins favourite family. Tho lordship of Lorn

was wrested from tho Macdougulls by Bruce, and Uicir cxfensivo

possessions, with DunstafTnngo Castle, bestowed on the king s

relative, Stewart, and liin descendants, afterwards lor.la of Lorn.

Tho Macdonalds of Sleat, the direct representatives of Somerled,

though driven from IsUy and deprived oi »uprMuo power b]
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James V. , still kc[it a sort of insulav state in Skye. There were

also the MacJonalds of Chnraiiald and Glengarry (dcscenJants of

Someried), with the powerful lionses of JJacleod of Dunvegan and

Macleod of Harris, M'Neill of Barra and Maclean of Mnll. Fierce

sanguinary feuds continued throughout the 16th and 17th centuries

among these rival clans and their dependent tiihe^ and the tur-

bulent spirit was not subdued till a comparatively recent period.

James VI. made an abortive endeavour to colonize Lwis. \Villi.am

III. and Queen Anne attempted to subsidize the chiefs in order

to preserve tranquillity, but the wars; of Montrose and Dundee, and

the Jacobite insurrections of 1715 and 1745, showed how futile

were all such efforts. It was not till 1748, when a decisive blow

was struck at the power of the chiefs by the abolition of heritable

jurisdictions, and the appointment of sheriffs in the different dis-

tricts, that the arts of peace and social improvement made way in

these remote regions.

The change was great, and at first not unmixed with evil. A
new system of management and high rents were imposed, in con-

sequence of which numbers of tlie tacksmen, or large tenants,

emigrated to America. The exodus continued for many years.

Sheep-farming on a large scale was next introduced, and the crofters

were thrust into villages or bancu corners of the land. The con-

sequence was that, despite the numbers who entered the army
or emigrated to Canada, the standard of civilization sank lower,

and the population multiplied in the islands. The people came
to subsist almost entirely on potatoes and herrings ; and in

1846, when the potato tlight commenced its ravages, a scene of

nearly universal destitution ensued,—embracing, over the islands

generally, 70 per cent, of the population. Temporary relief

was administered in the shape of employment on roads and other

works; and an emigration fund being r.aised, from 4000 to 5000

oi the people in the most crowded districts were removed to

Australia.

The principal books on the Hebrides are Martin's Description of

the Western Jslaiuls of Scotland, 1703 ; Pennant's Tour in Scotland

and Voyage to the Hebrides, 1774; Sir Joseph Bank's Contributions

to Pennant's Tour; Boswell's Tour to the Hebrides with Samuel
Johnson, LL.D.; Maccullocli's Geological Account of tlic Hebrides,

1819 ; Hugh Miller's Cruise oj the Betsy ; W. A. Smith's Lewisiana,

or Life in the Outer Hebrides, 1874. Their history under Norwegian
rule is given in the Chronica Jicguni Manniir, el Iiisularum, edited,

with learned notes, from the M S. in the Biitish JIusomu by Professor

P. A. Munch of Christiauia, 1860.

HEBRON, the most southern of the three cities of

refuge west of Jordan (Josh. xx. 7), built "seven years

before Zoan (Tanis) in Egypt" (Num. xiii. 22). Tanis,

according to Brugsch, was standing at least 2100 years B.C.

Hebron was originally called Jlamre and Kirjalh Arba, after

Arba, one of the Anakim (Josh. xiv. 15). It is frequently

mentioned in the Old Testament-(Gen. xiii. 18 and xxiii.

19 ; 2 Sam. iii. 20 and v. 5). The present town encloses

the Haram or sanctuary built over the supposed site of

Jilachpelah ; but if this site be (as seems probable) genuine,

the ancient Hebron must have faced the cave, as is re-

marked by many ancient writers (Gen. xxiii. 17). The

name Machpelah signifies " place of division," and the cave

was therefore called as early as the 6th century Spelunca

Duplex. In the 12th century an iron door (still visible) is

mentioned as leading from the Haram wall to the cavern.

In 1167 A.D. Hebron became the see of a Latin bishop, and

it was taken in 1187 by Saladin. In 1834 it joined the

rebellion against Ibrahim Pasha, who took the town and

pillaged it. Modern Hebron rises on the east slope of a

shallow valley—a long narrow town of stone houses, the

flit roofs having small stone domes. The main quarter is

about 700 yards long, and two smaller groups of houses

exist north and south of this. The hill behind is terraced,

and luxuriant vineyards surround the place, which is well

watered on the north by three principal springs, including

the Well Sirah, now 'Am SArah (2 Sam. iii. 26). Three

conspicuous minarets rise, two from the Haram the other

in the north quarter. The population includes 17,000

Moslems and 600 Jews. The Bedawln bring wool and

camel's hair to the market; and glass bracelets, lamps,

and leather water-skins are manufactured in the town.

The modern name of Hebron is El Khaltl, " the friend," in

allusion to Abraham the friend of God. The most con-

spicuous building is the JIaram, an enclosure measuring

112 feet east and west by 198 north and south, surrounded
with high rampart walls of masonry similar in size and
dressing to that of the Jerusalem Haram walls. These
ramparts are ascribed by architectural authorities to the

Herodian period. The interior area is partly occupied by
a 12th century Gothic church, and contains six modern
cenotaphs of Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, Sarah, Picbecca, and
Leah. The cave beneath the platform has probably noc

been entered for at least 600 years. The numerous tradi-

tional sites now shown round Hebron are traceable gene-

rally to mediaeval legendary topography, including the

tombs of Adam, Esau, Judali, Abner, and Jesse, the Field

of Damascus, the Vale of Tears, and the Oak of Jlamre
("plain" in A.V.,Gen. xiii. 18), which has at various times

been shown in different positions from | mile to 2 miles

from the town.

HECAT^US, son" of Hegesander, was sprung from nn

ancient and noble family of Miletus. His life seems to fall

between the years 550 and 475 B.C. His earlier years were

spent in travelling. He lived some time in Egypt (Herod.,

ii. 143); he was well acquainted with the resources and

power of the Persian empire (Herod., v. 34) ; and the extant

fragments of his writings seem to imply personal acquain-

tance with Libya, Spain, and Italy, as well as with the

countries bordering on the JEgean and Euxine seas. After

middle life he seems to have settled in Miletus, where he
occupied a position of great honour, and to have devoted

his, time to the composition of geographical and historical

works. When Aristagoras held a council of the leading

Io)iians at Miletus, to organize a revolt against the Persian

rule, Hecatseus tried to dissuade his countrymen from the

undertaking. Being overruled, he then advised them to

equip a strong fleet, using for the emergency the treasures

of the temple at Branchids', which might be repaid after

the war. But both then and at a later period of the war
(Herod., v. 124) his skilful and prudent advice was given

in vain. When the remainder of the revolted lonians sued

for terms, ho was one of the ambassadtrs sent to the Persian

satrap Artaphernes. He wrote a work on geography en-

titled rTt/jirXous or Ilfpi^yijo-is t?;; Tjj?, in which he went

over the countries of the known world, told their inhabit-

ants, enumerated the towns, and described their situation

and history. He improved the map of the world which

Anaximander had made. He also wrote a work called

TcveaXoytat or 'Icrroplai, describing systematically the

traditions and mythology of the Greeks. According to

Arrian, he was the first to employ critical method to dis-

tinguish myth from historical fact; though he accepts

Homer and the other poets as trustworthy authority.

Herodotus, though obviously regarding him with respect,

often controverts his statements.

HECAT^US, of Abdera, sometimes confounded vdth

Hecatffius of Miletus, was a Greek historian and philosopher

of the 4th century B.C. He was a disciple of Pyrrho and

a contemporary of Alexander the Great and Ptolemy Sotor.

He accompanied the latter in an expedition to Syria, and

during the reign of the same prince sailed up the Nile as

far as Thebes. Some fragments of works by him on Egypt

and on the Hyperboreans still exist. According to Suidas,

he also wrote a treatise on the poetry of Hesiod and Homer.

Regarding his authorship of a work on the Jews, of which

some fragments remain, there is some disagreement among

critics, but in all probability he is not the author of it.

The Heeala:i Jbdcritcc Praqmenta were collected by P. Zorn,

and published at Altona in 1730. See C. Muller, Histor. Grmcor.

frag., and Vossius, De Histot'icis Gra:Hs.

HECATE, a Greek goddess who is never mentioned in

Homer, but is of great importance in other parts of the

literature as well as in religious observance. The name

Hecatos, the masculine corresponding form, is a frequent
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epithet of Apollo ; and though the word tKanj is never

used exactly as an epithet of Artemis, yet this suggests

a close relationship between the two goddesses, which

an examination of their functions fully confirms. Their

character and attributes stamp both as moon-goddesses.

In fact, though often distinguished from Artemis, yet at

other times Hecate is identified with her. The worship

of Hecate seems to have flourished especially among the

wilder tribes of Greek nationality, in Samothrace,- Thessaly,

and elsewhere ; she has, however, been received into the

Pantheon of the more civilized Greek races, probably on

account of her close resemblance to Artemis ; and this is

doubtless the meaning of Hesiod's statement (Theog.,

423) that she alone of all the Titanic powers was left

undisturbed in her honours by Zeus. The parentage of

Hecate is variously givea Hesiod names her father

Perses (a word connected with Perseus, Persephone, &c.,

all of which denote powers of light) and her mother
Asteria, the starry sky of night. Zeus and Demeter, Zeus
and Hera, &c., are also named as her parents. Her chief

prerogatives or functions are the following.

(1) She is the chief goddess who presides over magic arts

and spells, for all incantations naturally were performed by
the light of the moon. Medea is in this respect closely as-

sociated with her worship.^ See her prayer in Sophocles,

Rhizot. fr. In Theocr., Id. v.., where a woman's incantation

to bring back her faithless lover is given, Hecate ic> 'on-

stantly invoked. (2) She is a Chthonian power, and is wor-

shipped at the Saraothracian mysteries. She is then closely

connected with Demeter. Alone of the gods besides Helios,

she witnessed the abduction of Persephone, and, torch

in hand (a natural symbol for the moon's light), shs

assisted Demeter in the search for her daughter (ITym.

Dem., 45 ff.). She is obviously a by-form of Perse-

phone, who as queen of the lower world is also the moon,
the bride of the sun, when at setting he has gone to the

lower world. She rules as a terrible power, Kratais,

among the shades {Orph., 48, &c.). (3) As SaSoC^os,

<j)iii(T<f>6po'!, vTroXd/xTrTcipa, she lights wanderers on their

way by night, and is therefore, along with Hermes, wor-

shipped as patron of roads under the name tVoSi'a. At
cross-roads she was the director, hence her name rptoSiTts,

and probably also rpi/iop^os, TpLTrpoa-mTro^, (fee. Pillars

called Hecataea, like the Herraa;, stood, especially in

Athens, at cross-roads and door-ways. (4) She is the god-

dess of fertility, and, like Artemis, presides especially over

the birth and the youth of wild animals. As the moon
measures the months, the moon-goddess in all forms, as

Artemis, Helena, &,c., presides over birth. (5) It follows

easily from the last that she should be the goddess who
gives weallth and power. Thus she is celebrated by Hesiod
{I.e.). On the Acropolis at Athens Hecate Epipyrgidia, as

protectress of the citadel, had a shrine beside the temple
of Victory. To Hecate dogs were offered, also honey and
black she-lambs, as black victims were offered to other
Chthonian deities. She was represented generally as a
triple form, holding in the six hands torches, with some-
times a snake, a key, a whip, or a dagger, often with dogs
Btanding beside her. The three heads support a basket,

"kalathos," such as often adorns the statues of Artemis
and Hera, TheHecatjea also generally represent her with
three heads; occasionally, however, a single-formed Hecate
is found, still with torch or key in hand, and sometimes
with crescent moon on head.

HECKMONDWYKE, a town of England, in the West
Riding of Yorkshire, on the Huddersficld and Bradford
Kailway, 2 miles N.W. of Dewsbury and 10 miles S.W. of

Leeds. It occupies a gradually slojiing site, and ia some-
what irregularly built, although latterly it has assumed
a more town-like appearance. It possesses a church

dedicated to St James erected in 1831, a market-house

erected in 1868, a working men's club established in

1868, a mechanics' institute founded in 1873, a chamber
of commerce dating from the same year, and a literary

institute established in 1878. There are three buiird

schools, a national school, and a Koman Catholic school,

the whole affording accommodation for ICOO scholars.

JIuch has been done for the improvement of the town by
draining, and under the provisions of the Dewsbury and
Heckmondwicke Waterworks Act of 1876 an ample supply

of water has been obtained for domestic and manufactur-

ing purposes. A cemetery with chapels for churchmen
and dissenters was formed in 18G0. The chief manu-
facture is blankets, and there are also carpet factories,

machine shops, dye works, and iron foundries. Coal is

extensively wrought in the vicinity. The town is under

the government of a local board of health established in

1853. The area of the townsMp is about 700 acres.

The- population of the town, which iu 1801 was only

1742, had in 1871 reached 8300, and is now estimated at

10,000.

HECLA. See Iceland.

HECTOR, son of Priam and Hecuba, the champion of

the Trojans and the mainstay of their city. Like Paris

and other Trojans, he had an Oriental name, Darius, as well

as a Greek one, an interesting fact on which many fanciful

theories' have been founded. He was married to Andro-

mache, daughter of Eetion, king in the Cilician Thebe.

By Homer his character is drawn in most favourable

colours as a good son, a loving husband and father, and a

trusty friend,—religious without superstition, tenderhearted

yet courageous. The one blemish api^reut in some parts

of the Iliad (see Geddes's Homeric ProUeni) is a tendency

to presumptuous and boastful confidence. He is an

especial favourite of Apollo ; and later poets even describe

him as son of that god. When Achilles, enraged with

Agamemnon, deserted the Greeks, Hector drove them back

to their ships, which he almost succeeded in burning.

Patroclus, the friend of Achilles, who came to the help of

the Greek.s, was slain by Hector with the help of Apollo.

Then Achillea, to revenge his friend's death, returned to

the war, slew Hector, dragged his body behind his chariot

to the camp, and afterwards dragged it round the tomb of

Patroclus. Priam, guarded by Hermes, went to Achilles

and prevailed on him to give back the dead body, which
was buried with great honour (//., xxiv.). Hector was
worshipped in the Troad by the Boeotian tribe Gephyrsei

;

and he ia, like other heroes, probably an ancient god. It

would require an inquiry into the whole Trojan legend to

determine the conception involved : it is impossible to do
more in this place than refer to IJuckert's essay in this

direction.

Scenes from the life of Hector are favourite subjccta iu vase

paintings. A very ancient pinax from Caniirus reiiresents liis fiKht

with Menclaua over the dead Euphorbiis ; and on an ampliora, also

from Camirus, of not later date than 450 D.c, ho is rciiroscnled

starling for battle, standing beside the quadriga into which his

charioteer Cebrioues has already niountcd. Botli vases are now in

the British Museum. Though many of the subjects in which ho
was supjiosed to api.ear have now been assigned to other heroes,

—

for example, the frequently occurring Parting of }!ector and
Andromache is by a more searching criticism generally trans-

formed into a scene from the lifo of Aniphiaraus,—yet many
undoubted examples remain. We find sacli scenes as the ]mrling

cup given by Jlciuba to her son as lie dc|)arts to tho battle, his

battle with Achilles in presence of Apollo and Athcuo, or the

dragging of his corpse round the tomb of ralroclus.

HECUBA (the Latin form of the Greek Hdahc), wife

of Priam, is in Homer diuifjhlcr of the Phrygian king

Dymas, who dwelt on the bank of the Sangarius ; but

according to Euripides, Virgil, kc, her father was named
CIsseus. According to Homer she was mother of ninctceu

of Priam's fifty sons. When Troy was captured and Friatn
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sliiin, she wns made prisoner by tlie Greeks. Her fate is

toiri in various ways, most of wliicli connect her with tlie

jiromontory Cynossema,' on the Tliracian shore of th.e

Hellespont. According to Euripides (Ilekabe), her yonngest

sou Polydorus was placed during the siege under the care

of Polymestor, king of Thrace. When the Greeks came

to the Thracian Chersonese on their way home Hecuba
discovered that her son Polydorus had been murdered, a- -1

in revenge she contrived to put out the eyes of Polymestoi'

and murder his two sons. She was acquitted by Aga-

memnon ; biit, as Polymestor foretold, she was turned into

a dog, and her grave became a mark for ships. Other

tales about her may be found in Ovid {Jlet., xiii. 423/'.)

and Dictys. It is obvious from the tales of Hecuba's trans-

formation and death that she is a form of some goddess to

whom dogs were sacred ; and the analogy with Scylla is

striking.

HEDA, WiLLEM Cl4asz, Dutch painter, born at Haarlem
it is said in 1594, and still ll\ing there in 1608, was one

of the earliest Dutchmen who devoted himself exclusively

to the painting of still life. He was the contemporary and
comrade of Dirk Hals, with whom he had in common
pictorial touch and technical execution. But Heda was

more careful and finished than Hals, and showed consider-

able skdl and not a little taste in arranging and colouring

chased cups and beakers and tankards of precious and
inferior metals. Nothing is so appetizing as his "luncheon,"

with rare comestibles set out upon rich plate, oysters,

—

seldom without the cut lemon,—bread, champagne, olives,

and pastry. Even the commoner "refection" is also not

without charm, as it comprises a cut ham, bread, walnuts,

and beer. Owe of Heda's early masterpieces, dated 1623,

in the Munich Pinakothek is as homely as a later one of

1651 in the Lichtenatein Gallery at Vienna. A more
luxurious repast is a Luncheon in the Augsburg Gallery,

dated 1644. Most of Heda's pictures are on the Continent,

notably in the galleries of Paris, Parma, Ghent, Darmstadt,

Gotha, Munich, and Vienna. He was a man of repute in

his native city, and filled all the offices of dignity and trust

in the guild of Haarlem. He seems to have had consider-

able influence in forming the younger Frans Hals.

HEDGEHOG (Erinaceus europceii.% Linn.), the Common
Urchin of Pennant, Hcrisson of the French, Eiccio of the

Italians, Igel of the Germans, is the best known, and
from au anatomical point of view perhaps t'ae most charac-

teristic, of the Insedivora. The genus is remarkable for

its dentition, its armature of spines, and its short tail, while

the ordinary species is characterized by not having the spines

longer than the head or the ears more than half that length.

The upper jaw is longer than the lower one, and the whole
snout, which is long and flexible, has somewhat the appear-

ance of that of the hog; the nostrils are narrow; and the

claws are long but weak. The animal is about 10 inches

long, its eyes are small, and the integument of the ventral

surface is covered with hairs of the ordinary character.

The brain is remarkable for its low degree of development,
the cerebral hemispheres being excessively small, and
marked with but one groove, and that a shallow one, on
each side, whUe the more special characters of this region

call to mind the organization of the same parts in the very

lowest of mammals.
The most remarkable point in its external appearance is

the possession of spines, and the power possessed by it of

rolling itself up into a ball, from which these spines stand
out in every direction. The spines, which are modified

hairs, are sharp, hard, and elastic, and form so efficient a
defence that there are but few animals that are able, and
even they rarely, to effect a successful attack on this curious

creature. Tlie moment it is touched, or even hears the

sound of so slight a menace as the report of a gun, it rills

itself up by the action of the powerful muscles which I;*

just beneath the skin, while this same contraction effects

the erection of the siiines. The most important musde
is the orbicularis pannicidi, which extends over the anterior

region of the skull, as far down the body as the ventral

or purely hairy region, and on to the tail ; three other

muscles are connected with this, and aid in the confractiun

of the integument, passing as they do from the brea.«t-bone

to the face and lower jaw, from the fore-arm to the sides of

the ventral region, and from the fore-arm to the dorsal

sujface.

Though insectivorous, the hedgehog is reported to have

a great iiking for mice, while frogs and toads, as well as

plants and fruits, all seem to be acceptable ; its ingestion

of snakes has been detailed by Buckland and Broderip, and

its fondness for eggs has caused it to meet with the enmity

of game-preservers. Pennant reports that " it lies under

the undeserved reproach of sucking cattle, and hurting their

udders, but the smallness of its mouth renders that impos-

sible," nor does it seem that any well-authenticated report

of such an occurrence has ever been made. It makes a

not rare domestic pet. In a state of nature it does Dot

emerge from its retreat during full daylight, unless urged

out by hunger or by the necessities of its young During

the cold of winter it passes into a state of complete hiberoa-

tion, and its temperature falls very considerably ; havi».g

^^

Ileclgchog.

provided itself with a nest of dry leaves, it is well protected

from the influences of the rain, and rolling itself up it re-

mains undisturbed till distinctly warmer weather returns.

In July or August the female brings forth four to eigiit

young, or, according to others (Bell), two to four at a somen

what earlier period ; at birth the spines, which in the adult

are black in the rniddle, are white and soft, but soon harden,

though they do not attain their full size until the succeed-

ing spring. It is commonly found in woods and gardens,

and extends over nearly the whole of Europe ; it has beea

found at 6000 to 8000 feet above the level of the sea. The

witch in Macbeth who heard the "hedge-pig" iohine thrice

and once gave not an incorrect account of the character

of its voice, rarely as this is heard. The adult is provided

with thirty-six, and the young with twenty-four teeth ; in

both cases canines appear to be absent ; the median incisors

are very long, and project ; there are two more false grinders

in the upper than in the lower jaw, while the true molars

of the upper jaw are remarkable for the presence of four

cusps, of which the anterior inner and the posterior outer

are connected by an obliquely-set ridge. This is the same

arrangement as is seen in man. In the lower jaw the

corresponding teeth are, as in the lemurs (or halfapee),

provided with two transverse ridges.

Sixteen species of the genus have been recognized bf^

some zoologists. 'The tenrec (Ceiitetes) of Madagascar htn

v»ry many points in common with it.
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IIEDGE-SrAriKOW. See Sparrow.

flERM, Jan Davidsz van (or Johannt.s de); was born

acconiing to Hnubraken and Sandrart in IGO t, according to

Uescamps in 1600, at Utrecht, and died at Antwerp in 1083

or 16S4. Tlior6 has said of Heda, but it is only true of

Do Heem, that " he glorified insects, butterflies, and all the

minute beings that swarm ia vegetatijn, and made the

moth drink ia cups of chased gold." He was, if not tlie

^rst, certainly the greatest painter of still life in Holland
;

no artist of his class combined more successfully perfect

rejxlity of form and colour with brilliancy and harmony of

tiiits. No object of stone or silver, no flower humble or

gorgeous, no fruit of Europe or the tropics, no twig or leaf,

with which he was not familiar. Sometimes ho merely

represented a festoon or a nosegay. More frequently he

worked with a purpose to point a moral or illustrate a

motto. Here the snake lies coiled under the grass, there a

?kull rests on blooming plants. Gold and silver tankards

or cups suggest the vanity of earthly possessions ; salvation

is allegorized in a chalice amidst blossoms, death as a

crucifix inside a wreath. Sometimes De Heem painted

iiloue, Bometimes in company with men of his school.

Madonnas or portraits surrounded by festoons of fruit or

(lowers. At one time he signed with ir itials, at others with

Johannes, at others again with the name of his father joined

to his own. At rare intervals he condescended to a date,

jind when he did the work was certainly of the best. De
Heem entered the guild of Antwerp in 1635-6, and became

ft burgher of that city in 1637. He steadily maintained

his residence till 1C67, when he moved to Utrecht, where

traces of his presence are preserved in records of 1 068, 1669,

nnd 1670. It is not known when he finally returned to

Antwerp, but his death is recorded in the guild books' of

tlut place. A very early picture, dated 1628, in the

gallery of Gothi, bearing the signature of Johannes in full,

shows that De Heem at that time was familiar with the

technical habits of execution peculiar to the youth of Albert

(Juyp. In later years he completely shook off dependence,

and appears in all, the vigour of his own originality.

Out of 100 ]iictures or more to he met with in European gancrics

scarcely eigUteen are dated. The earliest after that of Gotha is a

chase I tanltard, with a bottle, a silver cup, and a lemon on a

marble table, dated 1640, in the mnseum of Amsterdam. A
similar work of 1645, with tlio addition ol fruit and flowers and
a distant landscape, is in Lord Hadnor's collection at Longford.

A chalice in a wreath, with the radiant host amidst wheatsheaves,
grapes, and flowers, is a masterpiece of 1648 in the Belvedere of

Vienna. A wreath round a Madonna of life sizo, dated 1650, in

the museum of Berlin, shows that De Heem could paint brightly

and harmoniously on a largo scale. In the Pinakothek at ilunich
is the celebiateif composition of 1653, in which creepers, beauti-
fully commingled with govirds and blackberries, twigs of orange,
inyitle, and peach, are enlivened by butterflies, moths, and beetles.

A [andscape with a blooming rose tree, a jug of strawberries, a
selection of fruit, and a marble bust of Pan, dated 1655, is in

the Hermit ige at St Petersburg ; an allegory of abundance in
a medallion wreathed with fruit and flowers, in the gallery of
Brussels, is inscribed with De Heem's monogram, the date of
1668, and the name of an obscure nrlist called Lambrechts.
All these pieces exhibit the master in full nosscssio" o*' his artiatic
foculties.

Cornelius de Heem, the son of Johannes, was in practice as a
fliwor painter at Utrecht In 1658, and was still active in his profes-
«ion in 1671 at the Hague. His pictures are not equal to those of
liis sire, but they aro all well authenticated, and most of them in
the galleries of the Hague, Dresden, Casscl, Vienna, and Berlin.
In the Staedel nt Frankfort is a fruit piece, with pot-herbs and a
porcelain jug, dated 165S ; another, dated I6n, is in the museum
of Brussels. Davip riE Hekm, another member of the family,
tntared the guild of Utrecht in 1668 and that of Antwerp in !6P3.
The best piece assigned to him is a Ubie with a lobster, fruit, and
glasses, in the gallery of Amsterdam

; others bear his .signature in
the museums of Florence, St Petersburg, and lirunswick. It is well
to guard against the fallacy that David de Heem above mentioned
is the father of Jan de Heem. Wo should also be careful not to
make two
aometimeii

peiffons of the artist who sometimes signs Johannes,
I Jan Davidbz or J. D. Heem.

HEEMSKERK, Johav van (15D7-16rO), Dutch poet,

was born nt Antsterdam in 1597. He was educated aa
a child at Biiyonne, and entered the university of Leydeu
in 1617. In 1021 he went abroad on the grand tour,

leAving behind him his first volume of poems, Jfuinekunst
(The jVrt of Love), which appeared in 1022. He was
absent from Holland four years. He was made ii "<ster of

arts at Bourges in 1023, and in 1624 visited Hugo Urotiua
in Paris. On his return in 1025 he published Jlfiiiufjdigt

(The Duty of Love), and began to practise ns an advocate
in the Hague. In 1628 he was sent to England in his

legal capacity by the Dutch East India Company, to settle

the dispute respecting Amboyna. In the same year ho
published the poem entitled ]in>ine/cu.iide, or the Science of

Love. He proceeded to Amsterdam in 16J10, where ha
married Alida, sister of the eminent statesman Van
Beuningen. In 1642 he published Tfie Citl, a tragi-

comedy, and in 1647 his most famous work, the pastoral

roD'-iice of Batavische Arcadia, which be had written teu

years before. During the last twelve years of his life

Heemskerk sat in the upper chamber of the Htates-general.

His last poetical work was The Inconstant Jli/lns. He died

at Amsterdam on the 27th of February 1656.

The poetry of Heemskiik, which fell into oblnion during lliS

18th century, is now once more read and valued. He takes a pro-

minent place among writers of the second rank in the great age of

Dutch literature, I3ut hie famous pastoral, the Bdiuvimi Arcadia,

which was founded on the ylstrie of Hoiiore d'Uifo, enjoyed a grent

popularity for more than a century, and passed through twelve

editions. It provoked a host of more or less able imitntionv,

of which the most distinguished were the Doorische ArctiUia (166'.!)

of Lambertus Bos, Xhe Zaanlaiidsche Arcndiit (1658) of Hendiik

Zooteboom, and the Jlottcrdamsche Arcadia (\li)Z) of Willem deii

Elger. But the original work of Heemskerk, in which a parly

of nymphs and shepherds go out from the Hag)ie to K.Ttwijk, and

there indulge in polite and pastoral discourse, surj asses aU these

in brightness and versatility.

HEEMSKERK, Martin Jacobsz (1498-1574), some-

times called Van Veen, was born at Heemskerk in Holland

in 1498, and apprenticed by his father, a small farmer, tn

Cornelisz Willemsz, a painter at Haarlem. Recalled after

a time to the paternal homestead and put to the plough

or the milking of cows, young Heemskerk took the first

opportunity that offered to run away, and demonstrated

his wish ti) leave home for ever by walking in a single day

the 50 miles which separate his native hamlet from this

town of Delft. There he studied under a local master

whom he soon deserted for John Schorccl of Haarlem.

At Haarlem he formed what is known as his first manner,

which is but a quaint and c/auche imitation of the flofid

stylo brought from Italy by Mabuse and ethers.
_
He then

started on a wandering tour, during which he visited th"*

whole of northern and central Italy, stopping at Rome,

where ho bad letters for a cardinal It is evidence of tho

facility with which ho acquired the rapid execution of

a scene-painter that he was selected to cooperate with

Antonio da San Gullo, Batti.^n Franco, and Francesco

Salviati to decorate the triumphal arches erected at Romo

in April 1536 in honour of Charles V. Va.«ari, who saw

the battle-pieces which Heemskerk then produced, says

they were well compo.sod and boldly cxecuteil. On his

return to the Netherlands he settled nt Haarlem, where

he soon (1540) became president of his guild, married t_wic^

and secured a large nnd lucrative practice. In 1572 ho

left Haarlem for Amsterdam, to avoid tho sioge whi.h tho

Spaniards laid to the pluce, and there he made a will w hich

has been preserved, and shows that ho had lived long enough

and prosperously enough to make a fortune. At his death,

which took placo on tho Ist of October 1 574, he left money

and land in trust to the orphanage of Haarlem, with

interest to be paid yearly to any couple which should bo

willing to perform tho marriage ceremony on the slab of
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his tomb in the cathedral of Haarlem. " It was a supersti-

tion wliicli still exists in Catholic Holland that a marriage

BO celebrated would secure the peace of the dead within

the tomb.

The voiks of Heemslcerk are still Tory numerous, but by no
meaus iu the suiiie deiiiond a<! they were in the master's own time.

Adiuu nn<l Eve, auj .St Luke jiainting the Likeness of the Virgin

and CliilJ, in iireseucc of a jpoet crowucil with ivy leaves, and
a l)an-ot in a cige—an altar-iiiece in the gallery of Haarlem, and
the Ecco Ilnmo in the museum of Ghent, are characteristic works
of the period preceding Heeniskerks visit to Italy. An altar-piece

executed for St Laurence of Alkmaar in 1538-41, and composed of

at lea=;t a dozen large panels, would, if preserved, have given us a

clue to liis style after his return from the south. In its absence
we have a Crucifixion executed for the Riches Claires at Ghent
(now in the Ghent Museum) in ;1543, and the altai'-piece of the
Drapers' Company at Ha.arlem, now in the galleiy of the Hague,
and finished in 1546. In the* we observe that Heemsktrk studied
and repeated the forms which he had seen at Rome in the works of

Michelangelo and Raphael, and in Lombardy in the frescos of

Ifantegna and GinUo Romano. But he never forgot the while his

Dutch origin or the models lirst presented to him by Schoi-ec' and
Maliuse. As late as 1551 his memoiy still served him to procmce
a copy from Raphael's Madonna di Loretto (gallery of Haarlem).
A Judgment of Momus, dated 1561, in the Berlin Museum, proves
him to have been well acijnainted with anatomy, but incapable qf
selection and insensible of gi-ace, bold of hand and prone to daring
though tawdry contrasts of colour, and fond of florid architecture.
Two altar-pieces which he fiuislied for.churches at Delft in 1551
and 1559, one comjdete, the other a fi'agment, in the musenm
of Haarlem, a third of 1551 in the Brussels Museum, representing
Golgotha," the Crucifixion, the Flight into Egj-pt, Christ on the
Mount, and scenes from the lives of St Bemaril and St Benedict,
are all fairly representative of his style. Besides these we have
the CruciBxion iu the Hermitage of St Petersburg, and two
Triumphs of Silenus iu the gaUery of Vienna, in which the same
relation to Giulio Romano may be noted as we mark in the can-
vases of Rinaldo of JLnntua. Other pieces of varj'ing impoiiance
are iu the galleries of Rotterdam, Munich, Cassel, Brunswick,
Carlsruhe, Mainz, and Copenhagen. In England the master- is

best known by his drawings. A comparatively feeble picture by
him is the Last Judgment in the palace of Hampton Court.

HEEREN', Arnold Hermaj^-n Ludwio (1760-1842),
an eminent German historian, was boru 25th October 1760
at Arbergen near Bremen. He studied philosophy, theology,
and history at Gottiugen, and thereafter travelled in Italy,

France, and the Netherlands. In 1787 he was appointed
one of the professors of philosophy at Gottingen, and he
afterwards was choseu aulic councillor, privy councillor,

•fee, received in short those rewards which are the lot of

successful German scholars. He died 7th March 1842.
Heeren's great merit as an historian was that he regarded
the states of antiquity from an altogether fresh point of

view. He examined their economic relations, their consti-

tutions, their financial systems, and thus was enabled to

throw quite a new light on the development of the old
ivorld. He possessed vast and varied learning, perfect
calmness and impartiality, and great power of historical

insight. A French critic has thus briefly summed up his
merits—" He had all the qualities of the historians of. his

nation without their defects, and there ns not a French
historian superior to him in clearness of thought and
method of composition."

Heeren's chief works weTe—Ideen liber PoUtih, den Verkehr, und
den Handel der voniehmsten Volker der alien Welt (2 vols Gott
1793-1796; 4th ed., 6 vols., 1824-26; English trans., Oxford!
1833) ; Oeschichte des Sludiums der classischen LUeralur seit dem
Wiederauflcben der Wissenschaften (2 vols., Gott., 1797-1802

;

newed., 1822); Die GcscJiichte der slaaten dcs Alterthums (GUtt., 5th
ed., 1826 ; English trans., Oxford, 1840) ; Geschichtc des europa-
ischen Slaatensyslems (Gott., 1800; 5th ed., 1830 ; English trans.,
1834); VersucA einer Entwickehmg der Folgen der Kreuzziige (Gcitt.]

1808, and, in French, Paris, 1808, a prize essay of the Institute of
France). Besides these Heeren wrote brief biographical sketches
of JoK von Mullet (Leipsic, 1810), Spittler (1812), and C. G.
Heyne (Gott., 1813), founded with Ukert the famous historical
collection Gcschichte der europ. Stazten (Gotha, 1819, and follow-
ing years), and contributed many papers to learned periodicals. A
collection of Heeren's Eistorische Wcrke was published in 15 vols.,
1821-26.

HEGEL, Geoeo Wilhixm Feiedeich (1770-1831),
was born at Stuttgart on the 27th August 1770. Hi»
father, an official in the fiscal service of Wiirtemberg, is

not otherwise known to fame; and of his mother, who
died when her eldest son, the future philosopher, was iu his

fourteenth year, we only hear that she had scholarship
enough to teach him the elements of Latin. He had one
sister, Christiana, who died unmarried, and a 'brother
Ludwig, who served in the campaigns of Napoleon.
At the gymnasirmi or grammar school of Stuttgart,

where Hegel was educated between the ages of seven and
eighteen, he. was not remarkable. His main feat was a
diary kept in CJerman and to a less extent in Latin, at

intervals during eighteen months (1785-7), to record and
comment on incidents of the class-room, the street, and the

parlour. HLs private industry was shown by written trans-

lations of the Antir/one, the Manual of Epictetus, <tc. But
the characteristic feature of his studies was the copious

extracts wluch from this time onward he unremittingly

made and preserved. • Alphabetically arranged under suit-

able heads, this strange congeries, forming his intimate

library, comprised annotations on classical authors, passages

from newspapers, whole treatises on morals and mathe-
matics from the standard works of the period. It is the

palpable exhibition of the marvellous receptivity by which
he saturated himself with the thoughts of others, and
absorbed iu their integrity the raw materials for elaboration.

Yet as evidence that he was not merely receptive we have

essays already breathing that admiration of the classical

world which he never lost. Even then too his chief amuse-

ment was cards, and even then he began the habit of taking

snufF.

In the autu,nm of 1788 he entered at Tubingen as a
student of theology ; but though an exhibitioner and on

the foundation, if we may so call the " Stiff," he showed
no interest in the theology or philosophy of the place : his

sermons were a failure ; and, instead of seeking after acade-

mical distinction, he found more congenial reading in the

classics, on the advantages of studying which his first essay

was written. After two years he took the customary

degree of PLC, and in the ajutumn of 1793 received his

theological certificate, stating him to . be of good abilities,

but of middling industry and knowledge, and especially

deficient in philosophy.

His university career, unlike that of Schelling, who, five

years younger, came to Tiibingen in 1790, was not brilliant.

Hegel was quietly making himself at home iu the Greek

and Roman world, and gathering stores of miscellaneous

information. Amongst his comrades he went by the title

of "old man," such, it is said, being his withered aspect.

He took part, however, in the usual n-alks and beer drinking,

and even it seems love-making, of the student. . But ho

gained most from intellectual intercourse with his contem-

poraries. Several of these are mentioned, but the two best

known to fame were Holderlin and Schelling. The former

who was of the same age as Hegel, left for Jena about

the time that Schelling arrived. With him Hegel learned

to feel for the old Greeks a love which grew stronger as the

semi-Kantianized theology of his teachers more and more

failed to interest him, , With Schelling like sympathies

bound him. They both protested against the political and

ecclesiastical inertia of their native state, and adopted with

fervour the revolutionary doctrines of fi^eedom and reason.

The myth%hich teUs how the two went out one morning

to dance round a tree of liberty in a meadow is antedated,

as the incident happened after they had left : still it is in

keeping with their opinions, if unsuited to their character.

Like many a German student, Hegel was glad of a

tutorship, in 1793, when his university course ended. For

three years he taught the children of a M. Steiger of
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Tschugg. Tschngg was the summer residence of the family,

near Erlach on the lake of Biel ; in winter they lived in

Bern. Little happened in these years. Hegel had a few

acquaintances in I5em ; but, on the whole, intellectually

he lived in isolation. He was, however, far from inactive.

Local influences may explain a systematic account of the

fiscal system of the canton Bern which he made for himself.

But the main factor in Hegel's mental growth came from

his study of Christianity. Under the impulse given by
Lessing and Kant he turned to the original records of

ChrLstianity, and attempted to construe for himself the real

significance of Christ. He wrote a life of Jesus, in which

Jesus was simply the son of Joseph and Mary. He did

not. stop to criticize as a philologist, and simply ignored

the miraculous. He asked for the secret contained in the

conduct and sayings of this man which made him the hope

of the human race. To Hegel Jesus appeared as revealing

the unity with God in which the Greeks in their best days

unwittingly rejoiced, and as lifting the eyes, of the Jews

from a lawgiver who metes out punishment on the trans-

gressor., to the destiny which in the Greek conception falls

on the just no less than on the unjust.

The interest of these lucubrations is in general twofold.

In Jesus Hegel finds the expression for something higher'

than mere morality : he finds a noble spirit which rises

above the contrasts of virtue and vice into the concrete life,

seeing the infinite always embracing our finitude, and pro-

claiming the divine which is in man and cannot be over-

come by error and evil, unless the man close his eyes and

ears to the godlike presence within him. In religious life,

in short, he finds the principle which reconciles the opposi-

tions of the temporal and ordinary mind. But, secondly,

the general source of the doctrine that life is higher than

all its incidents and codes is of interest. He does not free

himself from the current theology either by rational moraliz-

ing like Kant, or by bold speculative synthesis like Fichte

and Schelling. He finds his panacea in the concrete life of

humanity : he turns to history, and not to abstract specula-

tion. But although he goes to the Scriptures, and tastes

the mystical spirit of the mediaeval saints, the Christ of his

conception has traits that seem borrowed from Socrates and

from the heroes of Attic tragedy, who suffer much and yet

smile gently on a destiny to which they were reconciled.

Instead of the Hebraic doctrine of a Jesus punished for

our sins, we have the Hellenic idea of a man who is calmly

tranquil in the consciousness of his unity with God.

During these years of arduous wrestling with the pro-

blems of religion, Hegel kept up a slack correspondence

with Schelling and Holderlin. Schelling was already on

the way to fame. He was trying (to quote his own words)

to find the premises to the' results of Kant. Meanwhile

he kept Hegel abreast with German speculation. Both of

them were intent on forcing the theologians from their

holes into the daylight, and grudged them any aid they

might expect from Kant's postulation of God and immor-

tality to crown the edifice of ethics. After lamenting his

want of books, Hegel concludes a letter of 1795 with the

words, "Let reason and freedom remain our watchword,

and our point of union tho church invisible." Great is

their animus against the pietistic hypocrisy of 'Wiirtemberg.

Meanwhile Holderlin in Jena had been following Fichte's

career with an enthusiasm with which ho infected Hegel.

After theso vehement struggles of thought, it is pleasing

to turn to a short tour which Hegel in company with three

other tutors made through the Bernese Obcrland in July

and August 1 79G. Of this tour he has left a minute diary.

It embraced Lauterbrunnen, Grlndelwald, tho Orimsel, and
the valley of tho lleuss to tho lake of Lucerne. Tho
popular passion for natural scenery had scarcely begun, and
the days of hotels and tourists were distant. Our four

tutors carried little lug'gage, save a pack of cards to while

away the hours of rest. Hegel was particularly delighted

with the varied play of the waterfalls. Still no glamour
blinds him to tho squalor of Swiss peasant life. The
glaciers and the rocks call forth no raptures. "The
spectacle cf these eternally dead masses gave me nothing
but the monotonous and at last tedious idea, ' Es ist so.'

"

Again, speaking of the upper parts of the Hasli-thal : " I

doubt if tho most orthodox theologian would be bold
enough in these regions to credit nature with the purpose
of being useful to man, who with difficulty must wrest from
her the scanty pittance of which he can make use,—who is

uncertain whether rocks or avalanches may not crush him
to pieces even as he steals a poor handful of grass, and
destroy his miserable hut and cow-stall, the wretched work
of his hands." ,

Towards the close of his engagement at Bern, Hegel had
received hopes from Schelling. of a post at Jena. Tired of

isolation, he was anxious to get away from Bern. Fortun-
ately his friend Holderlin, who was now tutor in Frank-
fort, secured a similar situation there for Hegel in the
family of a Herr Gogol, a merchant. Hegel entered upon
his new post in January 1797. It was apparently more
agreeable, and left more time for study. At the same time
he was nearer the centre of public interest. . But above all

it renewed the much-missed intellectual society. Holderlin
was still, as formerly, enamoured of the ideal of ancient

Greece. And another friend called Sinclair, a Fichtean,

tho author of several forgotten philosophical works, helped
to animate Hegel's interest in philosophy.

It may have been the political position of Frankfort that

made Hegel about this time turn to questions of economics
and government. He had studied Gibbon, Hume, and
Montesquieu in Switzerland. Vfe now find him making
copious extracts from the English newspapers on the Poor-

Law Bill of 1796 ; criticising the Prussian land laws, pro-

mulgated about the same time ; and writing a commentary
on Sir James Steuart's Inquiry info the Principles of Politi-

cal Economy, as a means of defining his own views on
economics. Here, as in contemporaneous criticisms of

Kant's ethical writings, Hegel aims at correcting tho

abstract discussion of a topic by treating it in its systematic

interconnexions. Church and state, law and morality, com-

merce and art, are reduced to factors in the totality of

human life, from which the specialists had isolated them.

But the best evidence of Hegel's attention to contem-

porary politics is two unpublished essays—one of them
written in 1798, "On the Internal Condition of Wiirtemberg

in Piecent Times, particularly on the Defects in the Magis-

tracy," the other a criticism on the constitution.of Germany,
written, it is probable, not long after the peace of Lundville

(1801). Both essays show more vigour in pcinting ont the

inadequacies of the present than in suggesting a remedy.

Criticism, not construction, is their forte. In the first Hegel

showed how tho supineness of tho committee of estates in

Wiirtemberg had favoured tho usurpations of the superior

officials in whom tho court had Tound compliant servants.

And though he perceived tho advantages of change in the

con.stitution of the estates, ho still doubted if an improved

system could work in tho actual conditions of his native

province. The main feature in the pamphlet is tho recogni-

tion that a spirit of reform is abroad. If Wiirtemberg

suffered from a bureaucracy tempered by despotism, the

Fatherland in general suffered no less. "Germany," so

begins the second of theso ' unpublished papers, " is no

longer a state." Referring the collapse of the empire to

tho retention of feudal forms and to tho action of religious

animosities, Ilegel looked forward to reorganization by a
central power (Austria) 'wielding the imperial army, and

by a representative body elected by tho geographical di»-
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tricts of the empire. But such an issue, lie saw well, could

only be the outcome of violence—of "blood and iron."

The philosopher did not pose as a practical statesman. He
only described the German empire in its nullity as a con-

ception without existence in fact. In such a state of things

it was the business of the philosopher to set forth the out-

lines of the coming epoch, as they were already moulding
themselves into shape, amidst what the ordinary eye saw
only as the disintegration of the old forms of social life.

His old interest in the religious question reappears, but
in a more philosophical form. Starting with the contrast

between a natural and a positive religion, he regards a

positive religion as one imposed upon the mind from with-

out, not a natural growth crowning the round of human
life. A natural religion, on the other hand, was not, he
thought, the one universal religion of every clime and age,

but rather the spontaneous development of the national

conscience varying in varying circumstances. A people's

religion completes and consecrates their whole activity : in

it the people rises above its finite life in limited spheres to

an infinite life where it feels itself all at one. Even philo-

sophy with Hegel at this epoch was subordinate to religion

;

for philosoiihy must never abandon the finite in the search

for the infinite. Soon, however, Hegel adopted a view
according to which philosophy is a higher mode of appre-

hending the infinite than even religion.

At Frankfort, meanwhile, the philosophic ideas of Hegel
first assumed the proper philosophic form. "In my scien-

tific training," he says (in a letter to Schelling of November
2, 1 800',, " which started from more subordinate wants of

man, I could not but be forced onwards to science, and at

the same time the ideal of youth had to transform itself

into the reflective form of a system." In a MS. of 102
quarto sheets, of which the three first and the seventh ar-i

wanting, there is preserved the original sketch of the
Hegelian system, so far at least as the lo2;ic and meta-
physics and part of the philosophy of nature are concerned.

The third part of the system—the ethical theory—seems
to have been composed afterwards ; it is contained in its

first draught in another MS. of thirty sheets. Even these

had been preceded by earlier Pythagorean constructions

envisaging the divine life in divine triangles.

Circumstances soon put Hegel in the way to complete
these outlines. His father died in January 1799 ; and the
slender sum which Hegel received as his inheritance, 3154
gulden (about £260), enabled him to think once more of

a studious life. At the close of 1800 we find him asking
Schelling for letters of introduction to Bamberg, where with
cheap living and good beer he hoped to prepare himself for

the intellectual excitement of Jena. The upshot was that
Hegel arrived at Jena in January 1801. An end had
already come to the brilliant epoch at Jena, when the
romantic poets, Tieck, Novalis, and the Schlegels made it

the headquarters of their fantastic mysticism, and Ficlite

turned the results of Kant into the banner of revolutionary
ideas. Schelling was the main philosophical lion of the
time ; and in some quarters Hegel was spoken of as a new
champion summoned from Swabia by Schelling to help
him in his struggle with the more prosaic continuators of

Kant. Hegel's first performance seemed to justify the
rumour. It was an essay on the differenc'^ between the
philosophic systems of Fichte and Schelling, tending in

the main to support the latter. Still more dtrik.ng was
the agreement shown in the CriticalJoiirnal of i 1dU~opliy,
which Schelling and Hegel wrote conjointly during the
years 1802-3. So latent was the difference beb.veen
them at this epoch that it, in one or two cases, is not with
certainty possible to determine by whom the essay was
written. Even at a later period foreign critics like Cousin
*aw much that was alike in the tno doctrines, and did not

hesitate to regard Hegel as a disciple of Schelling. The di»
sertation by which Hegel qualified for the position of privat-

decent—an essay, De orbilis planetarnm—was probaLily

cliosen under the influence of Schelling's philosophyf ol

nature. It was an unfortunate subject. For while Hegel,
depending on a numerical proportion suggested by Platn,

hinted in a single sentence that it might be a mistake to

look for a planet in the interval between Mars and Jupiter,

Professor Piazzi had already discovered the first of the

asteroids on 1st January 1801. Apparently in August,
when Hegel qualified, the news of the discovery had not

yet reached him, but critics have made this luckless sugges-

tion the ground of attack on a priori philosophy. The
theses attached to this dissertation contained some charac-

teristic paradoxes, e.g., that the syllogism is the principle

of idealism, that a square is the law of nature, and a

triangle of mind, <tc.

Hegel's earliest lectures, in the winter of 1801-2, on
logic and metaphysics were attended by about eleven

students. At a later period, in 180), we find him with a.

class of about thirty, lecturing on his whole system ; but bis

average attendance was .rather less. Besides philosophy,

he once at least lectured on mathematics. As he taught,

he was led to modify his original system, and notice after

notice of his lectures promised a test-book of philosophy

—

which, however, failed to appear. Me.mwhile, after the

departure of "Schelling from Jena in the middle of 1803,
Hegel was left to work out his own views. Besides philo-

sophical studies, where he now added Aristotle to Plato, Ii«

read Homer and the Greek tragedians, made extracts from
books, attended lectures on physiology, and dabbled in

other sciences. On his own representation at Weimar, lie

was in February 1805 made a professor extraordiiiariu.'!,

I

aud in July 1806 drew his first and only stipend— 100
l:.alers. At Jena, though some of his hearers became
devotedly attached to him, Hegel was not a popular

lecturer any more than Kiause. The ordinaiy student

found Fries more intelligible.

Of the lectures of that period there still remain consider-

able notes. The language often had a theological tingo

(never entirely absent), as when the " idea " was spoken of,

or " the night of the divine mystery," or the dialectic of the

absolute called the " course of the divine life." Still his

view was growing clearer, and his difference from Schelling

more palpable. Both Schelling and Hegel staud in a rebi-

tion to art, but while the sesthetic model of Schelling was
found in the contemporary world, where art was a special

sphere and the artist a separate profession in no intimate

connexion with the age and nation, the model of Hegel was

found rather in those works of national art in which art is

not a part of the comm n life but an aspect of it, and tho

artist is not a mere individual but a concentration of tlie

passion and power of beauty in the whole community.
" Such art," says Hegel, " is the common good and tho work

of all Each generation hands it on beautified to the nexS
;

each has done something to give utterance to the universal

thought. Those who are said to have genius have acquired

some special aptitude by which they render the general

shapes of the nation their own work, one in one point,

another in another. WTiat they produce is not their

I invention, but the invention of the whole nation ; or rather,

I
what they find is that the whole nation has found ita trne

I

nature. Each, as it were, piles up his stone. So too dots

the artist. Somehow he has the good fortune to come laift,

and when he places his stone the arch stands self-supported.'"

Hegel, as we have already seen, was fully aware of the

change that was coming over the world. "A newepocb,'"

he says, " has arisen. It seems as if the world-spirit hnd

now succeeded in freeing itself from all foreigr objective

esistence, and finally apprehending itself as absolute mii«
"'
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These n'onl^ come from luctiires on the history of jihilo-

sophy, which lairl the loumlatioii fur his " Phoiiomciiology

! f the Miiirl." The printing of this work (PmXnomenoloffie

lies Geistes) begun in 18UG at Bamberg, and the sheets were

Uistrlbutetl, as they appeirerl, to a diss where ho treated

the phenomenology as an introduction to logic. That

caurso ho closed on the IStU September 180G, as follows:—" This, gentlemen, is speculative philosophy, so far as I

liave Worked it out. We stand in a momentous time,—

a

soothing mass, in which the mind has made a sudden bound,

left its old shape behind, and is gaining a new. Tho whole

bulk of our old ideas, the very bauds of tho world, are rent

asunder, and collapse lilvo a dream. Mind is preparing a

new start. Philosophy, above all things, has to own and
welcome such a start. While some in powerless resistance

cling to the past, and the majority help, but unconsciously,

to swell the numbers of its cortege, philosophy, recogniiiing

it as the eternal, has to show it due honour."

Less than a month after, ou the Hth October 1806,

Napoleon was at Jena. But Hegel, like Goethe, felt no

|)3triotic shudder at tlie victory, and in Prussia he saw only

a corrupt and conceited bureaucracy. Writing to his friend

Niethammer on the day before the battle, he speaks only

with admiration of the " world-soul," the emperor, and only

with satisfaction of the probablo overthrow of the badly-

(jeneralle 1 and inefficient Prussians. The scholar's wish

was to see the clouds of war pass away, and leave thinkers

to their peaceful work. His manuscripts were his main
ciro ; and doubtful of tho safety of his last despatch to

Bamberg, and disturbed by the French soldiers in his

kidgings, ho hurried off, with the last pages of the Phsvo-

meiiolojy in his pocket, to take refuge in tho pro-rector's

house. Hegel's fortunes were now at tho lowest ebb.

Without means, and obliged to borrow from his friend

Niethammer, ho had no further hopes from tho impoverished

nniversity. Ho had already tried to get away from Jena.

Ill 1805, when several lecturers left in consequence of

diminished classes, he had written to Voss suggesting that

his philosophy might find more congenial soil in Heidelberg

;

but the application bore no fruit. Now, however, it was
necessary to do something. And so, when the proprietor

of the liamhern'-r Zntunr) was in want of an editor, Hegel,

who had been named by Niethammer, at once accepted the

olfer, which involved a certain partnership in the concern.

Early in 1807 ho came to Bamberg, and stayed for about
pighteen months. Of his editorial work there is little to

toll; no leading articles appeared in his columns. Patriotic

indignation against Napoleon, or interest in the fortunes of

Prussia, were not wanted, and probably would not have
been allowed. The editor was only expected to give his

constituency naws, and he did so with proper neutrality

and from the best sources available. It was not a lofty

or suitable vocation ; and when a nomination to the

rectorship of the Aegidion-gymnasium in Nurei.ibcrg was
procured for Hegel, again by the agency of Niethammer,
who was now in the education olRco at Munich, ue was

'

gl id to go.

From Decemberl808 to August 1816 Hegel wasschool-
mister. Bavaria, at this time under the direction of
Montgelas, was modernizing her institutions. Tho school
system was reorganized by new regulations, which, inter

ttlta, prescribed a training in philosophy as part of the

gymnasial course. . To tliis regulation (with which Hegel,
liowover, was not agreed) we owe a series of lessons in tho
outlines of philosophy—ethical, logicil, and psychological—
which Hcgcl drew up vath great care and many revisions.

They were published in 1840 by Jlosenkranz from Hegel's
Vipers. Doviutidg somriwhat from tho official order, iio

began with tho outlines of moral and religious doctrine ; ho
'lien proceeded to psychology and a combined system of

logic and metaphysics, and ended with a general summary
of tlie whole of philosophy.

As a teacher and master Hegel seems to have been fairly

successful. He inspired coutidence in his pupils, and
maintained discipline without pedantic interference in their

associations and sports. On the prize-days at the close of

tho session, his addresses summing up tho jiistory of the
school year discussed somo topic of general interest. Five
of these addresses arc preserved. The first is an exposition'

of the advantages of a classical training, when it is not con-

fined to mere points of grammar. " The pcrfecLion and
grandeur of the master-works of Greek and Pionian litera-

ture must be tho intellectual bath, tho secular baptism,
which gives the first and unfading tone and tincture of taste

and science." The school was mainly classical
;
yet at

least one half of the time was given to arithmetic, history

and geography, mathematics, physics, and preliminary

philosophy. In another address, speaking of the introduc-

tion of military exercises at school, he says ;
—" These

exercises, while not intended to withdraw the students from
their more immediate duty, so far as they have any calling

to it, still remind them of the possibility that every one,

whatever rank in society ho may belong to, may one day
have to defend his country and his king, or help to that

end. This duty, which is natural to all, was formerly

recognized by every citizen, though whole ranks in the

state have become strangers to the very idea of it."

I
On the IGch September 1811, in the summer vacation,

Hegel married Marie von Tucher. The young lady (twenty-

two years younger than her bridegroom) belonged to

Nuremberg, and seems to have been all that could be
wished for in a wife. She brought her husband no fortune,

but a cheerful heart. They seem to have had a happy if a
frugal home; and a short excursion now and then was their

chief dissipation. The husband kept a careful record of

income and expenditure. That income at Nuremberg
amounted to 1500 gulden (XI 30) and a house'; at Heidel-

berg, as professor, he received about the same sum ; but at

Berlin hia regular stipend was about 3000 thalurs (,£300).

Two sons were born to them ; the eldest, Karl, born 7th

June 1813, has since become emin'^nt as a historian. The
younger was named Immanucl, born on the 24th September
1816. Hegel's letters to his wife, written during hi?

solitary holiday tours to Vienna, the Netherlands, and Paris,

breathe of kindly and happy affection. Hegel, the tourist,

recalling happy days spent together ; confessing that, were

it not because of his sonso of duty as a traveller, he would
rather be at home, dividing his tiino between his books and
his wife; commenting on the shop windows at Vicuna ; de-

scribing the straw hats of tho Parisian ladies,—is a contr.ast

to the professor of a profound philosophical system. But

.

it shows that the enthusiasm which in his days of courtship

moved him to verso had blossomed into n later ago of

domestic bliss.

The year after his marriage appeared the first two
volumes of his W^sseuscJid/t der Loijik, and tho work was

completed by a third in iSlG. This work, in which Ids

'system was for the first time presented in what, if we
except a few minor alterations, was its ultimate shape,

found some audience in the world, and from hero and there

camo voices of encouragement, Sinclair, who in 1811

brought out three volumes on Truth and Ctrtainty
;

Winilischmann, subsequently professor at Bonn; Thaden, a

Danish peasant farmer and votary of free thought ; Bcrgcr,

another Dane and philosopher ; Van Ghert, an old pupil,

now a Government official at Amsterdam,- -those, as well as

Knobcl and Niethammer, corresponded with him during

this period. Towards the close of his eighth session three

pjiifossorships were almost simultaneously put within bis

reach.—at Erlangen, Berlin, and Heidelberg. The IVussiaa
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offer expressed a doubt that liis long aLsenco from university

teaching might have made him rusty, so he accepted the

post at Heidelberg, whence Fries had just gone to Jena.

He came to Heidelberg in October 1816. Though charmed
with the neighbourhood, and pleased -with the people, he

was a little disappointed when only four hearers turned up

for one of his courses. Others, liowever, on the encyclopedia

of philosophy and the history of philosophy drew classes

of twenty to thirty. While he was there, Cousin first made
Ilia acquaintance, but a more intimate relation dates from

Berlin. Among his pupils was Hinrichs, who, originally

a law student, became a philosophical disciple and wrote

several works, to one of which, Rdii/ion in its Inward
Relation to Science, Hegel wrote a rather important preface

ia 1822. The strangest of his hearers was an Esthonian

baron, Boris d'YrkulI, who after serving in the Knssian

army came to Heidelberg to hear the wisdom of Hegel.

But his books and his lectures were alike obscure to the

biron, who betook himself by Hegel's advice to some
simpler fare, in the shape of rudimentary knowledge, before

ha returned to the Hegelian system. The logic of liis

master, with whom he became intimate, was afterwards his

constant companion in his travels.

At Heidelberg Hegel was also active in a literary way.

In 1817 he brought out the Encyclopcedia of the Philo-

sophical Sciences, in outline, for use at his lectures. In its

first form it was a small treatise of about 300 octavo pages

;

but in the second of 1827, and the third of 1830, it rapidly

grew to twice the original bulk. It is the only exposition

of the Hegelian system as a v.hole which we have direct

from Hegel's own hand. Besides this work he wrote two

reviews for the Heidelberg Jahrbiicher—the first on Jacobi,

the other a political pamphlet which called forth violent

criticism. It was entitled a Criticism on the Transactions

of the Estates of WUrtemberg in 1815-16. On the 15th

March 1815 King Frederick of Wiirtemberg, at a meeting

of the estates of his kingdom, laid before them the draf'

of a new constitution, in accordance with the resolutions of

the congress of Vienna. Though an improvement on the

old constitution, it was unacceptable to the estates, jealous

of their old privileges and suspicious of the king's intentions.

A decided majority demanded the restitution of their old

laws, though the kingdom now included a large population

to which the old rights were strange. Hegel in his essay,

which was republished at Stuttgart, strongly supported the

royal proposals, and severely animadverted on the back-

wardness of the bureaucracy and the landed interests. In

the main he was right ; but he forgot too much the provo-

cation they had received, the usurpdtions and selfishness of

the governing family, and the unpatriotic character of the

king.

After two years at Heidelberg Hegel accepted the re-

newed offer of the chair of philosophy at Berlin, which

liai been kept vacant since the death of Fichte. The
hopes which this offer raised of a position less precarious

than that of a university teacher of philosophy were in one
sense disappointed ; for more than a professor Hegel never

became. But his influence upon his pupils, and his solid-

arity with the Prussian .Government, gave him a position

such as few professors have hold.

On the 2 2d October 1818 Hegel began his lectures at

Berlin. " Our business and vocation," he said to his young
hearers, " is to cherish the philosophical development of the

substantial foundation (i.e., the state) which has renewed

its youth and increased its strength." But Prussia had

alreidy proved false to the spirit of freedom which had
armed the peoples against Napoleon. The enthusiasm

which in the hands of Stein, Humboldt, and Scharnhorst

hid reformed the social, intellectual, and military organi-

^Mtion of Prussia still smouldered ; but hot-headed youth-

ful politicians made it burst into fitful flames. Sober men
were disgusted by the absurdities perpetrated at the

Wartburg to celebrate the tricentenary of the Reformation.
And though professors like Fries and Oken shared the

behaviour of the students in this demonstration, and the

assassination of Kotzebue in 1819 found admirers— such

as the theological professor De Wette, who spoke of it as

a " beautiful sign of the time "— Stein spoke of the two
professors as a pair of fools, and Niebuhr grew sad over the

extravagances of the younger generation. Secret societies

were formed or believed to be forming ; and the Govern-^

ments grew alarmed. In Prussia the reaction triumphed*

by the withdrawal of Humboldt in the last days of 1819

;

and the death of Hardenberg in 1822 was followed by a

period of bureaucracy and conservatism.

It was in such an atmosphere that Hegel published the
" Philosophy of Eight "' (Gruitdlinien der Philosophie des

Hechls) in 1821. It is a combined system of moral and
political philosophy, or a sociology dominated by the idea

of the state. It turns away contemptuously and fiercely

from the sentimental aspirations of reformers possessed by
the dr;mocratic doctrine of the rights of the omnipotent

nation. Fries is stigmatized as one of the "ringleaders of

shallowness " who were bent on substituting a fancied tie

of enthusiasm and friendship for the established order of

the state. The disciplined philosopher, who had devoted

himself to the task of comprehending the organism of the

state, had no patience with feebler or more mercurial minds

who recklessly laid hands on established ordinances, and

set them aside where .they contravened humanitarian senti-

ments. With the principle that whatever i5 real is rational,

and whatever is rational is real, Hegel fancied that he had

stopped the mouths of political critics and constitution-

mongers. His theory was not a mere formulation of the

Prussian state. Much that he construed as necessary to a

state was wanting in Prussia ; and some of the reforms

already introduced did not find their place in his system.

Yet, on the whole, he had taken his side with the Govern-

ment. Altenitein even expressed his satisfaction with the

book. In his disgust at the crude conceptions of the

enthusiasts, who had hoped that the war of liberation might

end. in a realm of internal liberty, Hegel had forgotten his

own youthful vows recorded in verso to Holderlin, " never,

never to live in peace with the ordinance which regulates

feeling and opinion." And yet if we look deeper we see

that this is no worship of existing powers. It is rather due

to an overpowering sense of the value of organization,—

a

sense that liberty cftn never be dissevered from order, that

a vital interconnexion between aU the parts of the body

politic is the source of all good, so that while he can find

nothing but brute weight in an organized public, he can

compare the royal person in his ideal form of constitutional

monarchy to the dot upon the letter i. A keen sense of

how much is at stake in any alteration breeds suspicion of

every reform.

Daring his thirteen years at Berlin Hegel's whole soul

seems to have been in his lectures. Between 1823 and

1827 his activity reached its maximum. His notes were

subjected to perpetual revisions and additions. We can

form an idea of them from the shape in which they appear

in his published writings. Those on ./Esthetics, on the

Philosophy of Religion, on the Philosophy of History, &ai

on the History of Philosophy, have been published by his

editors, mainly from the notes of his students, under their

separate heads ; while those on logic, psychology, and the

philosophy of nature are appended in the form of illustra-

tive and explanatory notes to the sections of his Encydo-

pddie. During these years hundreds of hearers from all

parts of Germany, and from beyond the Fatherland, came

under his influence. His fame was carried abroad by eager
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or intelligent disciples. At Berlin Henning served to pre-

pare the intending disciple for fuller initiation by the

master himself. Gans and Hotho carried the method into

apecial spheres of inquiry. At Halle Hinrichs maintained

the standard of Hegelianism amid the opposition or indif-

ferencs of his colleagues.

Hegel himself in his class-room was neither imposing nor

fascinating. You saw a plain, old-fashioned face, without

life or lustre—a figure which had never looked young, and

was now bent and prematurely aged ; the furrowed face

bore witness to concentrated thought. Sitting with his

anuff-bos before him, and his head bent down, he looked

ill at ease, and while stUl speaking kept turning the folios

of his notes. His utterance was interrupted by frequent

hemming and coughing; every word and every sentence

came out with a struggle ; and if, when the right word

seemed as if it would never come and no progress appeared

to be making, the listener for a moment ceased to listen,

Le found when attention returned that the lecture had
reached a new stage, and the connexion was lost. And the

style of these utterances was no less irregular. Sometimes
in the plainest narrative the lecturer would be specially

awkward, wbi!a in the abtrusest passages ho seemed speci-

ally at home, rose into a natural eloquence, and carried

away the hearer by the grandeur of his diction.

Three courses of lectures are especially the product of his

Berlin period : those on aesthetics, the philosophy of religion,

and the philosophy of history. In tho years preceding the

revolution of 1830, public interest, excluded from political

life, turned to theatres, concert-rooms, and picture galleries.

At these Hegel became a frequent and appreciative visitor.

He even made extracts from the art-notes in the newspapers.

In his holiday excursions, the interest in the fine arts is

prominent, and more than once takes him out of his way
to see some old painting. His letters to his wife are full

of such topics. A visit to Vienna in 1824 presents him
spending every moment at the Italian opera, the ballet,

and the picture galleries. In Paris, in 1827, curiously

enough, ho heard Charles Kemble and an English company
play Shakespeare, This familiarity with tho actual facts

of art, though neither very deep nor very historical, gave

an unusual freshness to his lectures on a;sthetics, which, as

put together from tho notes of 1820, 1823, 1826, are in

many ways the most successful of his efforts.

The lectures on the philosophy of religion are another

application of his method to an important sphere of human
interest. Shortly before his death he had prepared for tho

press a course of lectures on tho proofs for tho existence of

God. In his lectures on religion he dealt with Christianity,

03 in his philosophy of morals he had regarded tho state.

On one hand ho turned his weapons against the rationalistic

school, who reduced religion to 'the modicum compatible
with an ordinary worldly mind. On the other hand he
criticized the school of Schleiermacher, wlio elevated feeling

to a place in religion above systematic theology. His
middle way attempts to show that tho dogmatic creed is

tho rational development of what was implicit in religious

feeling. To do so, of course, philosophy becomes the inter-

preter and the superior. To tho new school of Hengsten-
berg, which regarded Revelation itself as supreme, such
interpretation was an abomination.
A Hegelian school began to gather. Tho flock included

intelligent pupils who applied the method in different pro-

vinces of speculation, empty-headed imitators who repeated
th9 catchwords of tho new dialectic, and romantic natures
who turned philosophy into lyric measures. Opposition
and criticism, which were not wanting, only .-served to define

more precisely tho adherents of tho now doctrine. Tho
master hiniseK grow more and more into a belief in his

owu doctrine aa the one tiath for the world. Tho system

had grown gradually with him, and had assimilated intel-

lectual nutriment from every hand so as to make all history

and all knowledge bear witneaa to iU truth. He vbs in

harmony with the Government, and his followers were on
the winning side. Though he had soon resigned all direct

official connexion ,with the schools of Brandenburg, his real

influence in Prussia was consicjerable, and as usual was
largely exaggerated in popular estimate. In the narrower
circle of his friends his birthdays were the signal for

congratulatory verses. In 1826 a formal festival was got
up by some of his admirers, one of whom. Herder, spoke
of his categories as new gods ; and he was presented with
much poetry and a silver mug. In 1830 the students
struck a medal in his honour, and in 1831 he was decorated
by an order from tho king, In 1830 he was rector of the

university ; and on the tricentenary of the Augsburg Con-
fession in that year, he took the opportunity in his speech
on the occasion to charge the Catholic Church with regard-

ing the virtues of the pagan world as brilliant vices, and
giving the crown of perfection to poverty, continence, and
obedience.

One of the last literary undertakings in which he took
part was to give his support to Gans and Varnhagen von
Ense in the establishment of the Berlin Jahrhucher fiir

Wissenscha/llicke Kriiik. The aim of this review was to

give a critical account, certified by the names of the contri-

butors, of the more important literary and philosophical

productions of the time, in relation to the general progress

of knowledge. Tho journal was not solely in the Hegelian

interest ; and more than once, when Hegel attempted to

domineer over the other editors, he was met by vehement
and vigorous opposition. It gave him besides a deal of

trouble with sauguine authors, who looked forward to a
favourable word from him as a passport to fame.(

The revolution of 1830 was a great blow to him, as to

many other Germq,ns ; and the prospect of democratic

advances almost made him ill. His last literary work was
an essay on the English Reform Bill of 1831, the first part

of which appeared in tho Preussiscke Staats-ieiliwff, It

contains primarily a careful consideration of the effects

likely to come from the alterations in the electoral franchise,

in relation, first, to the character of the new members of

parliament, and secondly, to the measures which they maj
introduce. In the latter connexion he enlarges on several

points where England had done less than many Continental

states for the abolition of monopolies and abuses. Survey-

ing with much intelligence of English circumstances tljo

questions connected with landed property, with the game
laws, the poor, the Established Church, especially in Ireland,

Hegel throws grave doubt on tho legislative capacity of the

English parliament as compared with tho power of renova-

tion and reform manifested in the more advanced states of

western Europe. Much of the essay, unfortunately, has

not become antiquated as a critique on the social state of

Britain.

In 1831 tho cholera had first entered Europe." Hegel

and his family retired for tho summer to a lodging in tho

suburbs, and there he finished tho revision of the first part

of his Science of Logic. On tho commencement of tho

winter session, however, ho returned to his house in the

Kupfergraben. On this occasion an unseemly altercation

occurred between him and his friend Gans, who in his notice

of lectures on jurisprudcnco had recommended Hegel's

rhiloso])hij of Right. Hegel, indignant at what he deemed

patronage, asked Gans in a rough missive to withdraw the

noto. On Friday 11th November Hegel had lectured aa

usual. On Sunday ho had a violent attack of cholera,

and on Jlonday, tho Idth November 1831, ho was dead.

Ho was buried on tho spot he had wished for himself,

between FicLte and Solger.
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JTegcVs TMhsophy.

MogelianisiiT is confessedly one of the most difficult of all jiliiloso-

phies. Every one has henrd the legend wliich makes Hcyel say,
" One man has understood me, and even he has not. " Ho
abruptly hurls us into a. world where old habits of thought fail us.

In three places indeed he has attempted to exhibit the transition to

his own system from other levels of thought ; but in none with
much success. In tlio introductory lectures on the philosoidiy of

religion he gives a rationale of tlie difference between the modes o'

consciousness in religion and philosophy (between Vorstcllung and
Bcr/riff). In the beginning of the Enajdopddic he discusses the
defects of dogmatism, empiricism, the philosophies of Kant and
Jacobi. In the first case he treats the formal or psychological

aspect of the difference ; in the latter he presents his doctrine less

in its essential character than in special relations to the prominent
systems of his time. The Phenomcnolocjij of Spirit, regarded as an
introduction, suffers from a different fault. It is not an introduction

—for the philosophy which it was to introduce was not then fully

elaborated. Ev"n to the last Hegel had not so externalized his

system as to treat it as something to be led up to by gradual steps.

His philosophy was not one aspect of his intellectual life, to be con-
templated from others ; it was the ripe fruit of concentrated re-

flexion, and had become the one all-embracing form and principle of

his thinking. More than most thinkers he had quietly laid himself
open to the influences of his time, and the lessons of liistory.

The Phenomenology is the picture of the Hegelian philosophy in

the making, —at the stage before the scaffolding has been removed
fi'om the building. For this reason the book is at onee the most
brilliant and the most difficult of Hegel's works,—the most brilli-

ant because it is to some degree an autobiography of Hegel's mind,
—not the abstract record of a logical evolution, but the real history

of an intellectual growth ; the most difficult because, instead of

treating the rise of intelligence (from its first appearance in contrast

with the real world to its final recognition of its presence in, and
rule over, all things) as a purely subjective process, it exhibits this

rise as wrought out in historical epochs, national characteristics,

forms of culture and faith, and philosophical systems. The theme
is identical with the introduction to the Encychpddie ; but it is

treated in a very different style. From all periods of the world,

—

from media>val piety and stoical pride, Kant and Sophocles, science

and art, religion and philosophy,—with disdain of mere chronology,
Hegel gathers in the vineyards of the human spirit the grapes from
which he crushes the wine of thought. The human mind coming
through a thousand phases of mistake and disappointment to a sense

and realization of its true position in the universe,—such is the
drama which is consciously Hegel's own history, but is represented
objectively in the field of the world as the process of spiritual his-

tory wliich the philosopher wakes into consciousness and reproduces
in himself. The Phenomenology stands to the Encyelopddie some-
what as the dialogues of Plato stand to the Aristotelian treatises.

It contains almost all his philosophy—but iixegularly and without
<lue proportion. The personal element gives an undue prominence
to recent and contemporary phenomena of the philosophic atmo-
sphere. It is the account given by an inventor of his own discovery,

not the explanation of an outsider. It therefore to some extent
assumes from the first the position which it proposes ultimately to

Teach, and gives, not a proof of that position, but an account of the
experience (Erfahrung) by which consciousness is forced from one
position to another till it finds rest in Absolutes Wissen.

It is impossible in a mere resume to do justice to' this remarkable
work, which is neither a mere psychology, nor logic, nor moral
philosophy, nor liistory, but is all of these at once and a great deal
more. What the Phenomenology wants is not distillation, but ex-
pansion and illustration from contemporary and antecedent thought
and literature. It treats of the attitudes of consciousness towards
reality under the six heads of consciousfiess, self-consciousness,

reason {Vernun/t), spirit (Gcist), religion, and absolute knowledge.
The native attitude of consciousness towards existence is reliance on
the evidence of the senses ; but a little reflexion is sufficient to show
that the reality attributed to the external world is as much due to
intellectual conceptions as to the senses, and that these conceptions
dip through our fingers when we try to fix them. If consciousness
cannot detect a permanent object outside it, so self-consciousness
cannot find a permanent subject in itself. It may, like the Stoic,

assert freedom by holding aloof from the entanglements of real life,

or like the sceptic regard the world as a delusion, or finally, as the
" unhappy consciousness " (Ungliickliehcs Bewusstseyn), may be a
recurrent falling short of a perfection which it has placed above it

in the heavens. But in this isolation from the world, self-conscious-
ness hasclosed its gates against the stream of life. The perception
of this is reason. Reason convinced that the world and the soul
are alike rational observes the external world, mental phenomena,
and specially the nervous organism, as the meeting ground of body
and mind. But reason finds much in the world recognizing no
kindred with her, and so turning to practical activity seeks in the
"World the reftlization of her own aims. Either in a crude w^y she

pursues iier own pleasure, and finds that necessity counteracts her

cravings ; or she endeavours to find the world in harmony with tl o

heart, and yet is unwilling to see fine aspirations crystallized by the

act of realizing them. Finally, unable to impose upon the woild

either selfish or humanitarian ends, she folds her arms in pharisaic

virtue, with the hope that some hidden power will give the victory

to rigliteousness. But the world goes on in its life, heedless of the

demands of virtue. The principle of nature is to live and let livp.

Reason abandons her elforts to mould the world, and is content to

let the aims of individuals work out their results independently,

only stepping in to lay down precepts for the cases where individual

actions conflict, and to test these precepts by the rules of foinial

logic.

So far we have seen consciousness on one haul and the real world

on the other. Tlie stage of " Geist " reveals the consciousness no
longer as critical and antagonistic but as the indwelling spirit of a

community, as no longer isolated from its .surroundings but the

union of the single and real consciousness with the vital feeling that

animates the eonimuuity. This is the lowest stage of concrete con-

sciousness—life, and not knowledge ; the spirit inspires, but does

not reflect. It is the age of unconscious itiorality, when the indi-

vidual's life is lost in the society of which he is an organic imraber.

But increasing culture presents new ideals, and the mind, absorb-

ing the ethical spirit of its environment, gradually emancipates it-

self from conventions anil superstitions. This " Aufklaning" pre-

pares the way for the rule of conscience, for the moral view of the

world as subject of a moral law. From the moral world the next step

is religion ; the moral law gives place to God ; but°the idea of Goa-
head, too, as it first appears is imperfect, and has to pass through

the forms of nature-worship and of art, before it reaches a full utter-

ance in Christianity. Religion in this shape is the nearest step to

the stage of absolute knowledge ; and this absolute knowledge

—

"the spirit knowing itself as spirit"—is not something which
leaves these other forms behind but the full comprehension of them
as the organic constituents of its empire; " they are the memoiy and
the sepulchre of its history, and at the same time the actuality, truth,

and certainty of its throne." Here, according to Hegel, is the field

of philosophy.

riie preface to the Plicnomcnohgy signalled the separation from
Schelling—tho adieu to romantic. It declared that a genuine
philosophy has no kindred with the mere aspirations of artistic

minds, but must earn its bread by the sweat of its brow. It sets

its face against the idealism which either thundered against the
world for its deficiencies, or sought something finer than reality.

Philosophy is to be the science of the actual world— it is the spirit

comprehending itself in its own cxternalizations and manifestations.

The philosophy of Hegel is idealism, but it is an idealism in wliich

every idealistic unification has its other face in the multiplicity of

existence. It is realism as well as idealism, and iu its highest

speculations never quits its hold on facts. Compared with Fichte
and Schelling, Hegel has a sober, hard, realistic character. At a
later date, with the call of Schelling to Berlin in 1841, it became
fashionable to speak of Hegclianism as a negative phUosoiihy requir-

ing to bo complemented by a " positive " philosophy which would give

reality and not mere ideas. The cry was the same as that of King
(more than once alluded to by Hegel) asking the philosophers who
expounded the absolute to construe his pen. It was the cry of the

Evangelical school for a personal Christ and rot a dialectical Logos.

Philosophy, as Schelling says, was asked to supply the real God and
not the mere conception of Him. Experimental science complained
that the real world of matter and force had been supplanted by a

fantastic tissue of logical forms and ethereal processes. The claims

of the individual, the real, material, and historical fact had been
sacrificed, it was said, by' Hegel, to the universal, the ideal, tha
spiritual, and the logical.

There was a truth in these criticisms. It was the very aim of

Hegclianism to render fluid the fixed phases of reality,—to show ex-

istence not to be an immovable rock limiting the efforts of thought,
but to have thought implicit in it, waiting for release from its

petrifaction. Nature was no longer, as with Fichce, to be a mere
spring-board to evoke the latent powers of tlie spirit. Nor was it,

as in Schelling's earlier system, to be a collateral progeny with
mind from the same womb of indiff'erence and identity. Nature and
mind in the Hegelian system—the external and the spiritual

world—have the same origin, but aie not co-equal branches. The
natural world proceeds from the "idea," the spiritual from the

idea and nature. It is impossible, beginning with the natural

world, to explain the mind by any process of distillation or develop-

ment, unless consciousness or its potentiality has been there from the

first. Reality, independent of the individual consciousness, there

must be ; reality, independent of all mind, is an impossibility. At
the basis of all reality, whether material or mental, there is thought.

But the thought thus regarded as the basis of all existence is not con-

sciousness with its distinction of ego and non-ego'. It is ratlier the

stuff of which both mind and nature are made, neither extended as

in the natural world, nor self-centred as in mind. Thought in ita

primary form is, as it were, thoroughlv transparent and absolutely
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llukl, free, ivnJ miif u.-iUy interiienotrablo in every part,—tTie spirit in

ils Bi-r;i|iliic scieiitilic life, belbru creation had pi-odiiceii (i natural

worl.l, and tliouglit had risen to independent existence in the social

organism. Thouglit in tliis primary fonn, when iu all its parts

«)inpleted, is what Hegel calls the "idea." But the idea, though

fimdamental, is in another sense final, in the process of the world.

It only appears in consciousness as the frowning development of

flic ndnd. Only with philosophy does thought become fully eon-

scious of itself in -its origin anil development. Accordingly the

history of philosopliy is the presupposition of logic, or the three

branches of philosophy form a circle.

The e.-cioaition or constitution of the "idea" is the work of the

Logic. As the tot;il system falls into three jiarts, so every part of

t)ie system follows the triadic law. Every truth, every reality, bus

three aspects or stages ; it is the unification of two contradictory

elements, of two parti.al aspects of truth which are not merely con-

trary, like black and white, but contradictory, like same and differ-

ent. The first step is a, jiieliminary affirmation and unification, the

second a negation and differentiation, the third a final synthesis.

For example, the seed of the plant is an iuitial unity of life, wliich

Avhen placed iuits proper soil suffers disintegration into its constitu-

ents, and yet in virtue of its vit.al unity keeps these divergent ele-

ments together, and reappears as the plant with its members in

organic nniou. Or again, the process of scientific induction is a

threefold chain ; the original hypothesis (the first unification of the

fact) seems to melt away when confronted with opposite facts, and
yet no scientific progress is possible uidess the stimulus of the

original unification is strong enough to clasp the diseorilant facts

and estiiblish a reunification. Thesis, antitliesis, and synthesis, a

Ficliteaa formula, is generalized by Hegel into the perpetual law of

thought.

In what we may call their psychological aspect these three stages

are known as the abstract stage, or that of understanding l,Verstand),

the dialectical stage, or that of negative reason, and the speculative

stage, or that of positive reason ( / muuifl). The first of these atti-

tudes taken alone is dogmatism ; the secortM, when similarly

isolated, is scepticism ; thetlui'd, when nnexplaincdby its elements,

is mysticism. Thus Hegelianism reduces dogmatism, scepticism,

and mysticism to factoi-s in philosophy. The abstract or dogm.atic

thinker believes his object to bo one, simple, and stationary, and
intelligible apart liom its surrounding. He speaks, e.g., as if

species and genera were fixed and unchangeable ; and fixing his eye

OU the ideal forms in their purity and self-sameness, ho scorns the

phcnoniejial world, whence this identity and iicrtistence are absent.

'^he dialective of negative reason rudely dispels these theories.

Appealing to reality it shows that the identity and permanence of

formsare contradicted byhistory ; instead of unity it exhibits mulli-

plicity, instead of identity difference, instead of a wliole, only paits.

Dialectic ia, therefore, a dislocating power ; it shakes the solid

»truetures of material thought, and exhibits the instability latent

in such concejitions of tiic world, 'it is the spirit of progress and
diange, the enemy of convention and conservatism ; it is absolute

and universal unrest. In the realm of abstract thought these transi-

tions take place lightly. In the worlds of nature and mind they

aVe more palpable and violent. So far as this Hegel seems on the

side of revolution. But re.nsou is not negative or dialectic only;

it binds up as well as breaks down, and, while it disintegrates tbe

mass or unconscious unity, builds up a new unity with higher
organization. But tliis third stage is the place of effort, requiring
DGither the surrender of the original unity nor the ignoring of the

diversity afterwards suggested. The stinmlus of contradiction is

no doubt a strong one ; but the easiest way of escaping it is to shut
our eyes to one side of the antithesis. What is rctjuired, therefore,

is to readjust or reconstitute our original thesis in such a way as

to include and give expression to both the elements in the process.

The universe, then, is a process or development, to the eye of
philosophy. It is the process of the absolute— iu religious lan-

guage, the manifestation of God. In the background of all the
absolute is eternally present ; the rhythmic movement of thouglit
is the self-unfolding of the absolute. God reveals Himself in
the logical idea, in nature, and in mind ; but mind is not alike
rpnacious of its absoluteness in every st.nge of development.
Philosophy alone sees God revealing Himself in tho ideal organism
of thought as it were a possible deity prior to the world and to any
relation between God and actuality ; in the natural world, as a
series of materialized forces and forms of life ; and in the .spiritual

world as the human soul, the legal and moral order of society, and
the creations of art, religion, and philosophy.
/This introduction of the absolute became a stumbling-block to

Fcuerbach and other members of the " Left." They rejected as nn
illegitimate interpolation tho eternal subject of development, and,
instead of one continuing God as tho subject of all the predicates
by which in tho logic the absolute is defined, assumed onlv a series
of ideas, products of philosophic activity. They denied the theo-
logical value of the logical forms,—the development of these forms
teing iu their opinion due to the human thinker, not to a self-rcveal-

ing_abaolutc. t Jhu* ihou aado man the creator if tho absclv.tc. But

witli tnis modification on the .system nnotncr necessarily followed;

n mere logical series could not create nature. And thus the
material universe became the real starting-jioint. Thought became
only tlie result of organic conditions—subjective and human ; auil

the system of Hegel was no longer an idealization of religion, but a
naiuialistic theory with a prominent and peculiar logic.

The logic of Hegel is the only rival to the logic of Aristotle.

What Aristotle did for tho theory of demonstrative reasoning,

Hegel attempted to do for the whole of human knowledge. Hia
logic is an enumeration of the forms or categories by which our
experience exists. H carried ont Kant's doctrine of toe categories

ns «;)/'!0)'isyntlietic principles, but removed the limitation by which
K.ant denied them any constitutive value except in alliance with
experience. According to Hegel the terms in which thought
exhibits itself are a system of their own, with laws and relations

which reappear in a less obvious shape in the theories of nature and
mind. Nor are they restricted to the small number which Kaut
obtained by manii>ulating the current subdivision of judgments.
Cut all forms by which thought holds sensations in unity (the

formative or synthetic elements of language) had their place

assigned in a system where one leads up to and passes over into

another.

The fact which ordinary thought ignores, and of which ordinaiy

logic therefore provides no account, is the ]iresence of gradation and
continuity in the world. The general terms of language simplify

the universe by reducing its variety of individuals to a few forniK,

none of which exist simply and perfectly. The method of the

underst.inding is to diviile and then to give a separate reality to

what it has thus distinguished. It is part of Hegel's plan to r< 9icdy

this one-silled character of thought, by laying bare the gradi tiouB

of ideas. He lays special stress on the point that abstract ideas

when held in their abstraction are almost interchangeable with

their opposites—that extremes meet, and that in every true and
concrete idea there is a coincidence of op|iositcs.

The begiuning of tho logic is an illustration of this. Tho
simjdest term of thought is being ; we cannot think less about

anything than when we merely say that it" is. Being—the abstract

"is"— is nothing definite, and nothing at least is. lieing and not
being are thus declared identical,—a proposition which in this UD-

ijualilied shape was to most people a stumbhng-block at the very

door of the system. Instead of the mere "is" which is as yet

nothing, we should rather say "becomes," and as "becomes" always

implies "something," we have determinate being—"a being"
whicli in the next stage of deliniteiicss becomes "one."- And in

this way we pass on to tbe quantitative aspects of being.

It is impossible to give a brief account of the long development
of thought, especially as tho cogency of the demonstration lies in

the details. The logical idea is treated under the three heads of

being {Scyn), essence (Wcscn), and notion (Bcgriff). The terms

treated under the first head, in addition to those already mentioned,'

are the abstract princiidcs of quantity and number, and their appli-

cation in measure to determine the limits of being. Under tlia

title of essence are discussed those ]iniis of correlative terms whiclt

are habitually employed in the explanation of tho world,—such as

law and phenomenon, cause and ell'eet, reason and consequence,'

substance and attribute. Under the head of notion are considered,

firstly, the subjective forms of conception, judgment, and syllogism ;

secondly, their realization in objects as mechanically, chemically,

or telcologically constituted ; and thirdly, the idea first of life, and
next of science, as tho complete interpenetiation of thought and

objectivity. Tho third part of logic evidently is what contains the

topics usually treated in logic-books, though even here the province

of logic in tho ordinary sense is exceeded. The first two divisions

—

the "objective logic"—are what is usually called metaphysics.

Tbe characteristic of the system, and one impossible to exhibit in

a resume, is the gradual way in which idea is linked to idea so na

to make tho division into chapters only nn arrangement of con-

venieiice. The judgment is completed in the syllogism ; the

syllogistic form as tho perfection of subjective thought passes into

objectivity, where it first appears embodied in a mechanical system;

and tho telcological object, in which the mcmbei-s arc as means and

end, leads up to the idea of life, where tho end is means and means

end indissolubly till death. In some cases these transitions may
bo unsatisfactory and forced ; it is apparent that the linear develop-

ment from "being" to tho "idea is got by transforming into

logical order tbe sequence that has roughly prevailed in philosophy

from the Eleatics ; cases might be quoted where the reasoning seems

a play upon words ; and it may often be doubted whether ccrtniu

ide.xs do not involve cxti-a-logical considerations. The onler of the

catcories is iu tho main outlines fixed ; but in tho minor details

mucTi deiicmls upon lliu jihilosophcr, who has to fill in the gajia

between ideas, with little guidance from tho data of experience, and

to ussi'Hi to tho stages of development nnnies which occasionully

deal hardly with language. The merit of Hegel is to have indic.itcd

and to a largo extent displayed the filiation and mutual limitation

of our form's of thought ; to have arranged them iu the order ol

their comparalivi copacity to give a solialactory cxpreseion to truth
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in the totality of its relations ; and to have hroken Jowu the iiavti-

tion which iu Kant separated the formal logic from the transcen-

dental analytic, as well as the general disrut>ti-on between logic and
metaphysic. It must at the same time be adjnitted that much of

the work of weaving the terms of thought, the categories, into a
systevn has a hj-pothetical and tentative character, and that Hegel
has rather pointed out the path which logic must follow, viz., a
criticism of the terms of scientific and ordinary thought in their

filiation and iutordependence, than himself in every case kept to

the right way. The day for a fuller investigation of this problem
will partly depend upon the progress of the study of Linguage in
the direction marked out by \V. von Humboldt.
The Philosophy of Nature starts with the result of the lo^cal

development, with the full scientific "idea." But the relations of
pure thought, losing their inwardness, appear as relations of space
and time ; the abstract development of thought appears as matter
and movement. Instead of thought, we have perception ; instead
of dialectic, gravitation ; instead of causation, sequence in time.
The whole falls under the three heads of mechanics, physics, and
" organic, "—the content under each varying somewhat in the three
editions of the Encyclopadic. The first treats of space, time,
matter, movement ; and in the solar system we have the representa-
tion of the idea in its general and abstract material form. Under
the head of physics we have the theory of the elements, of sound,
beat, and cohesion, and finally of chemical affinity,—presenting the
phenomena of material change and interchange in a series of special

forces which generate the variety of the life of nature. Lastly, under
theheadof " organic," come geology, botany, and animal physiology,
—presenting the concrete results of these processes in the tlireo

kingdoms of nature.

The charges of superficial analogies, so freely urged against the
" Natur-j)hilosophie " by critics who forget the impulse it gave to
physical research by the identification of forces then believed to be
radically distinct, do not particularly affect HegeL But in general
it may be said that he looked down upon the mere natural world.
The meanest of the fancies of the nund and the most casual of its

whims he regarded as a better warrant for the being of God than
any single object of nature. Those who supposed astronomy to in-

spire religious awe were horrified to hear the stare compared to
eruptive spots on the face of the sky. Even in the animal world,
the highest stage of nature, he saw a failure to reach an independ-
ent and rational system of organization ; and its feelings under the
continuous violence and menaces of the environment he described
as insecure, anxious, and unhappy.
His point of view was essentially opposed to the current views of

science. To metamorphosis he only allowed a logical value, as

explaining the natural classification ; the only real, existent meta-
morphosis he saw in the development of the individual from its

embryonic stage. Still more distinctly did he contravene the gene-
ral tendency of scientific explanation. "It is held the triumjih

of science to recognize in the general process of the earth the same
categories as are exhibited in the processes of isolated bodies. This
is, however, an application of categories from a field where the
conditions are finite to a sphere in which the circumstances are in-

finite." In astronomy he depreciates the merits of Newton and
elevates Kepler, accusing Newton particularly, "a projyos of the dis-

tinction of centrifug.al and centripetal forces, of leading to a con-
fusion between what is mathematically to be distinguished and what
is physically separate. The principles which explain the fall of an
apple will not do for the planets. As to colour, he follows Goethe,
and uses strong language against Newton's theory, for the barbarism
of the conception that light is a compound, the incorrectness of his

observations, &c. In chemistry, again, he objects to the way iu which
all the chemical elements are treated as on the same level.

The third part of the system is the Philosophy of Mind. Its

three divisions are the "subjective mind" (psychology), the "ob-
jective mind " (philosophic jurisprudence, moral and political philo-

sophy), and the "absolute mind" (the philosophy of art, religion,

and philosophy). The subjects of the second and third divisions

have been treated by Hegel with great detail. The "objective
mind " is the topic of the FiCcMs-Philosophie, and of the lectures on
the Philosophy of History; while on the "absolute mind" we
have the lectures on .(Esthetic, on the Philosophy of Religion,
and on the History of Philosophy—in short, more than one-third
of his works.
The purely psychological branch of tlie subject takes up half of

the space allotted to "Geist" in th.e Encydopadie. It falls under
the three heads of anthropology, phenomenology, and psychology
proper. Anthropology treats of the mind in union with the body;
j—-of the natural soul,—and discusses the relations of the soul with
tthe planets, the races of mankind, the differences of age, dreams,

' animal magnetism, insanity, and phrenology. In this obscure region
it ia rich in suggestions and rapprochements ; but the ingenuity of

these speculations attracts curiosity more than it satisfies scientific

inquiry. In the Phenomenology consciousness, self-consciousness,

and reason are dealt with. The title of the section and the contents
lecall, though with some important variations, the earlier half of his

first work ; only that here llio historical background on which tha'

stages in the development of the ego were represented has disappeared.

Psychology, in the stricter sense, deals with the various forms of
theoretical and practical intellect such as attention, memoiy, desire,

and will. In this account of the development of an inde]iendent,

active, and intelligent being from the stage where man like the
Dryad is a portion of the natural life around him, Hegel has com-
bined what may be termed a physiology ajid pathology of the mind,
—a subject far wider than that of ordinary psychologies, and one

of vast intrinsic importance. It is, of couree, easy to set aside these

questions as unanswerable, and to find artificiality in the aiTange-

mcnt. Still it remains a great point to have even attempted

some system in the dark anomalies which lie under the nomial
consciousness, and to have traced the genesis of the intellectual

faculties from animal sensitivity.

The theory of the mind as objectified in the institutions of law,

the f.-imily, and the state isdiscussed in the " Philosophy of Eight"
Beginning with the antithesis of a Ieg;il system and morality,

Hegel, carrying out the work of Kant, presents the synthesis of these

elements in the ethical life (SiUlkhlccil) of the family and the state.

Treating the family as an instinctive realization of the moral life,

and not as the result of contract, he shows how by the means of

wider osbociations due to private interests the state issues as the

full home of the moral spirit, where intimacy of interdependence is

combined with freedom of independent growth. The state is the

consummation of man as finite; it is the necessary starting-point

whence the spirit rises to an absolute existence in the spheres of art,

religion, and philosophy. In the finite world or teiiijioral state,

religion, as the finite organization of a church, is, like other societies,

subordinate to the state. But on another side, as absolute spirit,

religion, like art and philosophy, is not subject to the state, but
belongs to a higher region.

The political state is always an individual, and the relations of

these states with each other and the " world-spirit " of which they

are the manifestations constitute the material of history. Tie
Lectures on the Philosopliy of History, edited by Cans and subse-

quently by Karl Hi-gel, is the most popul.-ir of Hegel's works,

'i'he history of the world is a scene of judgment where one people

and one alone holds for awhile the sceptre, as the unconscious' in-

strument of the universal spirit, till another lises in its place, with

a fuller measure of liberty—a larger superiority to the bonds of

natural and artificial circumstance. Three main periods—the

Oriental, the Classical, and the Germanic—in which respectively the

single despot, the dominant order, and the man as man posses*

freedom— constitute the history of the world. Inaccuracy in detail

and artjfice in the arrangement of isolated peoples are inevitable in

such a scheme. A graver mistake, according to some critics, ia

that Hegel, far from giving a law of progress, seems to suggest that

the history of the world L? nearing an end, and has merely reduced

the past to a logical fonnnla. The answer to this charge is partly

that such a law seems unattainable, and partly that the idealistic

content of the present which philosophy extracts is always an
advance upon actual fact, and so does throw a light into the future.

And at anv rate the method is greater than Hegel's employment of

it
But as with Aristotle so with Hegel—beyond the ethical and

political sphere rises the world of absolute spiwt in art, religion, and
philosophy. The psychological distinction between the three

forms is that sensuous perception (Anschauting) is the organon of

the first, presentative conception ( Vorstclhnw^ of the second, and
free thought of the third. The work of art, the first embodiment
of absolute mind, shows a sensnous confoi-mity between the idea

and the reality in which it is expressed. The so-called beauty of
nature is for Hegel an adventitious beauty. The beauty of art is

a beauty born in the spirit of the artist and born again in the spec?

tator ; it is not like the beauty of natural things, an incident of

their existence, but is "essentially a question, an address to a re-

sponding breast, a call to the heart and spirit." The perfection of

art depends on the degree of intimacy in which idea and form appear

worked into each other. From the different proportion between the

idea and the shape in which it is realized arise three different forms

of art. When the idea, itself indefinite, gets no further than a
struggle and endeavour for its appropriate expression, we have the

symbolic, which is the Oriental, form of art, which seeks to com-
pensate its imperfect expression by colossal and enigmatic structures.

In the second or classical form of art the idea of humanity finds an

aiequate sensuous representation. But this form disappears with

the decease of Greek national life, and on its collapse follows the

romantic, the third form of art ; where the harmony of form and

content again grows defective, because the object of Christian art

—

the infinite spirit—is a theme too high for art. Corresponding to

this division is the classification of the single arts. First cornea

architecture—in the main, symbolic art ; then sculpture, the classical

art par excellence ; they are found, however, in all three forms.

Painting and music are the specially romantic arts. Lastly, as a

union of painting and music comes poetry, where the ^enjuoos,

element is more than ever anboTdinate tojhe spirit.
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The lectures on the Pliilosophy of Art stray larscly into the next

sphere and dwell with zost on the close connexion of art and rcli<non
and the discussion of the decadence and rise of reli"ioiis of the
.-esthetic quaiittcs of Christian lesend, of the ago of chivalry &cmake the ^Esckettk a book of varied interest.

'

I The lectures on the Philosophy of Religion, though unequal in
their composition and belonging to different dates, serve to exhibit
the vital connexion of the system witli Christianity. Religion like
art, is inferior to philosophy as an e.xponei.t of the hannony between
man and the absolute. In it the absolute exists as the poetry and
music of the heart, in the inwardness of feeling. Hegel after ex-
pounding the nature of religion passes on to discuss fts historical
phases, but in the immature state of religious science falls into
several mistakes. At the bottom of the scale of nattire-ivorship"! he
places the religion of sorcery. The gradations which follow are
apportioned with some uncertainty amongst the religions of tlie
East. AVith the Persian religion of light and the Jigyntian of

,
enigmas we pass to those faiths where Godhe.id takes the form of
a spiritual individuality, i.e., to the Hebrew religion (of sublimity),
the Greek (of beauty), and the Roman (of adaptation). Last comes
absolute religion, in which the mystery of the reconciliation be-
tween God and man is an open doctrine. This is Christianity, in
\vbich God is a Trinity, because He is a spirit. Thi revelation of
this truth is the subject of the Christian Scriptures. For the Son
of God, in the immediate aspect, is the finite world oC nature and
man, which far from being at one with its Father is -jrifinally in
an attitude of estrangement. The history of Christ is the visible
reconciliation between njan and the eternal. With the death of
Christ this union, ceasing to be a mere fact, becomes a vital idea,
the Spirit of God which dwells in the Christian community.
,
The lectures on the History of Philosophy deal disproportionately

with tho_ various epochs, and in some parts date from the beginning
of Hegel's career. In trying to subject history to the order of Ionic
they Bom»time3 misconceive the filiation of ideas. But they created
the history of philosophy as a scientific study. They showed that
a philosophical theory is not an accident or whim, but an exponent
of its age determined by its antecedents and environments, and
nandine on its results to the future.
For ten years after Hegel's death his system remained the fore-

most intellectual phenomenon of the time. Besides Gaus, Hinrichs,
Henning, and Hotho, who have been already alluded to, the most
prominent of his immediate disciples were Gabler, whose Propadcu-
tik IS a good introduction to Hegel ; K. L. Michelet, one of the
most ardent Hegelians, who is now (1879) on the point of complet-
mga summary of the system ; Daub and Marheineke, two theo-
logians

;
and Goschel, whose Aphorismr.n iibcr nicht- tVissen und

absolutes lyisscn elicited an appreciative review from Hegel. In
iESthetics, where the school won some distinction, are the n°amcs of
Schasler, Rosenkran2, and Vischer. Karl Rosenkranz, the literary
champion of the system, has just ended a life devoted to its expo-
sition

;
Erdmann still teaches in its spirit at Halle, as docs Kuno

Fischer at Jena. The last two have specially distinguished them-
selves by their histories of modern philosophy. AVith Jlichelut
they form the more orthodox and conservative section of the school.
The opposition to its doctiines was concentrated in the Zcitschri/t
fur Plulosophie, founded in 1837 by the younger Fichte with the
help of Weisse; while Beneke and other followers of Herbart
vigorously attacked its metaphysics and psychology But the most
notable outgrowth of Hegelianism was the so-called " Left " the

621
Hegd nnd sci,u, ZcU, Berlin, 1857; Komn/ncyd vi phihsmih.
ixUcr, pohtischcr, uwl vntionaln- Jicziehunr,, Tiibnigcn, 1870; Roa;n.uanz Ilujcl als HciUsditr Nalio}ial-philoso]'h, Berlin, 1870. and
his Aeifc ifindicn, vol. iv., Berlin, 1878.

1
1-^ *]','' P'>''o50P'',y- see Ruge's Am FriiJicrcr ZcU, vol. iv., Berlin.

ISfti
;
Uaym jas above). Trendelenburg (in Logisdic VnUrsuch-

vwjcnu ^ym{MclapInjsic/ic Uiilcisiidumgcn), and C. Hermann lUtnaund die logisdic Frarjc, and othir works) aio noticeable as modern
critics. Vera h.ai. ti-auslated the Encyctopadic into French, with
notes ;Benard the ^Esthdks. In English Dr Stirling's Sccrd of

I'-iV' iZ '
^''"'l''"' 1865, contains a translativi of the beginning

of the msscnsdia/t da- Logik ; the "Logic " from the EncyilopM^
has been translated,with prolegomena, by W. Wallace, Oxford 1874-
and large portions have been translated in the American Journal
0/ speculative /'/jiteo;;/!?/—especially by its energttio editor AV T
Harris.

^y^ ^^ ^

critical and heterodox school of Fouerbach, Bruno Bauer, and Ru"e.
While Hepl had vindicated God as the subject of metaphysics,
maintained the consonance of philosophy and theology, and elevated
the state to sovereignty in ethics, the Left eliminated God from the
system, exposed its alleged pantheistic or atheistic tendencies, and
reasserted the supremacy of the individual in morals. To discuss
the eyolution of Hegelianism in this direction would almost bo to
write the history of modern German philosophy up to 1860.
Hegelianism has now ceased to exist as an isolated system in Ger-
many, though Its spirit and method have leavened the whole mass
of philosophic thought. Out of Germany, bf,idcs occasional ad-
mirers and disciples, it has attracted a considerable amount of gene-
ral curiosity. In England it has stimulated philosoiihical thoiHit
and probably suggested the correction of some national limitations'
bnt lew It any profess to accept the system in its integrity. Pro-
fessor \ era of Naples is perhaps its most en^hu.-iastic advocate oa
the Continent, whilst, the Journal of Speculative PhUosophU
upholds Its banner in America.

Bibliographj.-^haTtiy after Hegel's death his collected' n'ork*
were published by a number of hU Iriends. who combined for thp.
purpose. They appeared in eighteen volumes in 1832, and a second
edition came out about twelve years later. Voli mes i.-viii con.
tarn the works published by himself; ,,hu-n;mamner is ,„„.le up of
his lectures on the Philosopiiv of History, ^Esthetic, the Philosophy
of Religion, and the History ,1 Philosophy, besides some essays
and revievys, with a few of his letters, and the Philosoidiical
rropoedcutic. '

For hi3 life sea Rosenkranz, Lchen Hcgch. Rnrbn. lUi ; Uaym,

HEIBEEG, JonAN LijdVig (1 791-1 8G0), Danish poet
and critic, was the son of tho political writer Peter
Andreas Heiberg, and of tlie famous novelist, afterwards
the Baroness Gy]Iembourg-Ehrenst;ird. He was born at
Copenhagen, December 14, 179). In 1800 his father was
exiled, and he was taken by Kahbek and his excellent wifo
into their house at Bakkehuset. They found him, however
very difficult to manage, and about 1802 sent him back to
his own family. His mother's marriage being by a state
decree annulled, she married the Swedish baron Gyllem-
bourg-Ehrensviird, keeping iij^, however, friendly corre-
spondence with her first husband in Paris. In 1805 sho
describes, in one of these letters, the brilliant precocity of
the young Johan. The latter proceeded to the university of
Copenhagen in 1809. It was not needful that he shoidd earn
his bread, and accordingly his mother indulged for many
years his extraordinary thirst for knowledge. In 1812 he
visited Sweden, and made some long stay in Stockholm; ho
afterwards sent to his mother from Upsala the first important
poem which he composed, Hjcmkomsten (The Return Home),
apiece of remarkable strength and brightne.'^s. In 1813
his first publication appeared, a romantic drama for children,
entitled The Theatre for Marionettes. This was followed
by Christmas Jo/ces and New Year's TricJcs ia 181 G, The
Initiation of Fsi/che, 1817, and The Prophecy of Tycho
Brake. These works attracted attention at a time when
Baggesen, Oehlenschlitgcr, and Ingcmann possessed the
popular ear, and were understood at once to be the opening
of a great career. In 1817 Heiberg took his degree, and
in 1819 went abroad with a grant from Government. He
proceeded to Paris, and spent the next three years there,
under his father's roof. In 1822 he published his drama
of Nina, and was made professor of the Danish language
at the university of Kiel. At this town he deli.cicd a
course of lectures, comparing the Scandinavian mythology
as found in the Edda with tho poems of Ochlcnschliiger.
These lectures were published in German in 1827. In
1825 Heiberg came back to Copenhagen for the purpose of
introducing the vaudeville' on tho Danish stage. Mean-
while ho was producing dramatic work of a more serious
kind: in 1828 he brought out the national drama of
Eloerhoi, in 1835 the comedy of The Elves, and in 1838
Fata Mon/ana. In 1841 Heiberg published a toIuiiio of
New Fuems, containing " A Soul after Death," which is

perhaps his masterpiece, " Tho Newly Wedded Pair," and
other pieces. All this time ho had been busily engaged in
editing the famous journal. The Copenhagen Flying Post,
which he founded in 1827 and continued until 1837.

• In 1831 he married Johanne Louise Paetges, tho greatest
actress that Scandinavia has produced. Ilciberg's scathing

.
satires at last began to make him very unpopular; and this

"antsgonlT.) reachedits height when, in 1845, ho published

'He composed a great number of vaudeville'!, of which the best known
ore Ki-ng Solomon and George Uatmaker. 1825; April Fools, 1828;
A Storu in Jtosmborg OurJen, 18a7 ; JCjnqa Jluskors, 1831 ; Th*
Vrincs m rarU. 1833 : No, 1830 ; res, 1839 ; and^miVw's Bcatina
Heart, 1810.
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his little malicious drama of The Nut Crackers. Notwith-

etanding this he received iu 1S47 the responsible post of

director of the national theatre, for which indeed he was

more eminently fitted than any other living person. He
filled it for seven years, working with great zeal and'con-

8cientiousnes3, but was forced by intrigues from without to

resi'^n it in 1854. His health was much disturbed by these

attacks, and he retired into private life. Heiberg died at

Bonderup, near Ringsted, on the 25th of August 1860.

It has been said that " the average cultivated Dane nowa-

days is very much what Heiberg has made him." His in-

fluence upon taste and critical opinion was greater than that

of any writer of his time, and can only be compared with

that of Holberg in the 18 th century. Most of the poets of

the Romantic movement in Denmark were very grave and

serious ; Heiberg added the element of humour, elegance,

and irony to the dignity of Oehlenschhiger, the pathos of

Ingemmn, and the passion of Hertz. His versification was

refined and exact, and his very best pieces are those in

which he mingles rich lyrical expression with what is satiri-

cil or purely ludicrous. The works of Heiberg were

collected, in 11 vols., in 1861-G2.

HEIDE, a town of Prussia, chief town of the circle

nf North Ditmarsh, province of Schleswig-Holstein, is

situated on a small plateau which stands between the

inirshes and moors bordering the North Sea, 35 miles

N.N.W. of Gliickstadt. It is tlie seat of a provincial office,

a court of justice, and a head tas office, and possesses

tobacco and cigar manufactories, a tannery, and a rope

work. Heide in 1447 became the capital of the Ditmarsh

peasant republic, but on the 13th June 1559 it was the

8.;ene of the complete defeat of the peasant forces by the

Dines and the duke of Schleswig-Holstein. The popula-

Vion ia 1875 was 6772.

HEIDEGGER, JanN Henry (1633-1C98), theologian,

was born at Biirentschweil, in the canton of Zurich, Switzer-

land, on July 1, 1633. He began his studies in his native

country, and completed them at Marburg and Heidelberg.

Becoming doctor of philosophy at the latter university, he
soon afterwards was appointed professor extraordinarius of

Hebrew, and later of philosophy. From Heidelberg he
was in 1659 .summoned to Steir.furt to fill the chair of

theology and ecclesiastical history, and in the same year he
became doctor of theology of Heidelberg. In 16G0 Le
revisited Switzerland ; and, after marrying, he travelled in

the following year over Holland. The war at this time

having dispersed the students from Steinfurt, Heidegger
returned in 1G65 to Zurich, where he was immediately
elected profespr of moral philosophy. Two years later he
succeeded I^ottinger in the chair of theology, which he
occupied till his death, January 15, 1698. Heidegger
was the principal author of the Forimda Consensiis Hel-

vetica in 1675, which was designed to unite the Swi.is

Reformed churches, but had an opposite efl'ect.

His writings are largely controversial, and are in great part

levelled against the Konian Catholic Church. The chief are De
Hisloria sacra Patriarcharum Excrcitalioiics sclecloe, 1 667-1 C71

;

Disscrtatio de Percgrinatimiibus Religions, 1670; Z>e Palioni.

Sludiorum, opuscula nurea, &c., 1670 ; Hisloria rapatus, 16S4;
Tuimdtis Concilii Tridentini, 1630; Exercitationes Biblicce, 1700,
with a life of the author prefixed; Corpus Thcologice Christiavce,

1700; and lives of Hottinger, 1667, and Fabricius, 1698. Hisauto-
biography appeared in 16S8, under the title Bistoria Vita: J.

H. Jhidcggcri.

HEIDELBERG, a German university city in the Baden
circle and jurisdiction of the same name, lies in 49° 24' N.
lat. and 8° 41' 32" E. long., at the foot of the Castlehill,

a spur of the KiJnigsstuhl on the south bank of the Neckar,

about 12 miles -from the junction of that river with the

Rhine. The situation of the town is one ot romantic beauty.

HefcTencc
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Plan of H
Placed at the opening of the winding Neckar valley, it has

behind it and before it lofty hills covered with vinej'ards

and forests. Between these the Neckar rushes swiftly

along. To the left the country opens out into the broad
Rhine plain, cultivated like a garden, and bounded by
distant and tardly perceptible mountains. The town
primarily consists of one long narrow street, the Haupt-
Btrasse, which begins near the station of the Main-Neckar
railway on the west, and runs parallel to the river with
continuations for a distance of about 2 miles to the

Karlsthor (where there is a smaller station) on the east.

To the south of this the Anlage, a pleasant promenade
flanked with fitie houses and gardens, leads directly from
the chief station to the centre of the town. A number of

smaller streets run up from the river, intersecting the

eiilelberg.

Hauptstrasse at right angles. On tne other side of the

Neckar the Heiligenberg, a vine-clad hill wooded towards

the summit, crowned with the ruins of an old chapel, rises

abruptly from the river bank. About half-way up the hill

the Philosophenweg, a famous road, runs froin the Hirsch-

gasse opposite the Karlsthor to the suburb of Neuenheim,

opposite the railway station. At this point the Neckar

valley ceases, and the river flows slowly onward in the

almost level Rhine plain. Of late years the town has grown

very much towards the west end on both sides of the river.

The additions have been almost entirely of the better class

of houses.

Of the churches the chief are Tlie Peterskirche (founded

before 1392), where Jerome of Prague in 1460 ex-

j)ounded • the Reformed doctrines ; the Heil.iggeistkir(*6,
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erected at the beginning of the 15th century, of wliicli tlio

nave is used for Protestant, the choir for Old Catholic wor-

ship; and the Jesuitonkirche, with sumptuously decorated

interior. All these are^built in the Gothic style. The rath-

haus, the museum, and the university (1712) are large but

coramon-placn erections. Two handsome bridges cross the

Neckar. That to the east, opposite the castlo (built

178S), is adorned with a gateway, and with etatucs of

Minerva and the elector Charles Theodore of the palatinate
;

the other (built 1877) unites Heidelberg and Neuenheim.
In the west part of the town there is a bronze statuo of

Field-Marshal Prince Wrede (1767-1838), erected in 1860
by Louis I,, king of Bavaria. The chief building at

Heidelberg, and indeed its chief attraction for strangers, is

the famous castle which overhangs the west part of the town.

It is situated on the Castlehill, more properly called the

Jettenbuhel, 330 feet above the Neckar. Though now a

ruin, yet its extent, its magnificence, its beautiful situation,

its interesting history, render it by far the most notewortliy,

as it certainly is the grandest and largest, of the old castles

Ground-Plan of lleidilbuiL' Castle.

A. Rupert's BniUtlnfi:,

B. Old or RudolpU's
Building.

C. Tho Thick Tower.
». The English or Ellza-

bctli'a Building.

E. Tho GrentTun Room.
F. Frederick's Build-

O. The Oetogonftl Tower.
II, Otio Ilcniy's Build-

ing.

I. Llbrnry Tower,
K. Louis's Tower.
L. The Bluwii - up

Tower.
M. Louis's Tower.

of Germany. It was' begun about the end of the 13th
ctjntury. Elector Rupert greatly improved it, and erected
the Rupert's, building in tho early part of tho 15th
century; succeeding electors of the palatinate did much
for it, especially Frederick V., tho unfortunate king of
Bohemia. It suffered greatly during the Thirty Years' War,
but was restored by Charles Louis (1G50-1G80). It was
dismantled by tho French in 1689, and again in 1693.
In 1761 it was struck by lightning and its destruction
completed. The castle as it at present stands is a square
adifice formed of several distinct structures built round a
large court-yard ; the entrance is on tho south side. The
court-yard contains a fountain adorned with four granite
pillars brought from Charlemagne's palace at Ingelheim.
The chief parts of tho castle are Rupert's building (about
HOO) on the left; Otto Henry's building (1556) on tho
right, "the finest example of Renaissance architecture in
Germany," a lofty building of which tho front is richly
decorated; Frederick's building (1601), the fine.st part,
forming the northern portion of tho whole, and adorued

'nith a largo number of imposing staJues. Within this
is the chapel, and behind it the Allan (1610), or castle
balcony, which directly .overhangs tho town and from
which the finest of Heidelberg views is obtained. The
castle contains an interesting antiquarian museum ^ formed
by the Count Graimberg, and the celebrated Great Tun,
which was built in 1751, but has been only used on one
or two occasions. Its capacity is 49,000 gallons. There is

a castle garden, spacious and well laid out.

The university of Heidelberg is the oldest in the German
kingdom. It was founded in 1356 by the elector Riipertj
but it was Dot till 1386, when it obtained papal sanction,
that its real life begins. It was constructed after the type
of Pari.s, had four faculties, and possessed numerous privi-

leges. Marselius von Inghen was its first rector. Frederick
the Victorious, Philip the Upright, and Louis V. respect-

ively cherished it. Otto Henry gave it a new organiza-
tion, further endowed it, and founded the library. At tha
Refomvation it became a stronghold of Protestant learning.

The famous Heidelberg catechism was drawn up by its

theologians. Then the tide turned, Damaged by the
Thirty Years' War, it led a struggling existence for a century
and a half. A large portion of its remaining endowments
were cut off by the peace of Lundville (1801). In 1803
however the elector Charles Frederick raised it anew, and
reconstituted it under the name of " Ruperto-Carolina,"
At present (1880) it has 38 ordinary and 26 extraordinary
professors. The students number about 500 in winter,
and from 800 to 900 in summer. A very large propor-
tion are English and Americans. The library was first

kept in the choir of the Heiliggeistkirche, and then con-

sisted of 3500 MSS. In 1G23 it was sent to Rome by
Tilly, and stored as Bibliothcca Palatina in the Vatican.
It was afterwards taken to Paris, and in 1815 was restored

to Heidelberg. In 1703 tho new library was founded; it

has now nearly 300,000 volumes, besides many valuable
JISS. Among tlio other university institutions arc the
academic hospital, the maternity hospital, the physiologi-

cal institution, tho chemical laboratory, and the zoological

musvTum.

Tha other educational foundations are a gymnasium and
a burgher and a real school. There is a small theatre (closed

during the summer months) and a Kunstverein, The manu-
factures of Heidelberg are unimportant. The inhabitants

chiefly support themselves by supplying the wants of a largo

and increasing body of foreign pcrinaiiciit residents, of the

considerable body of tourists who during the summer jmss

through the town, and of the university students. The
population of the town and outlying suburbs was 19,988 in

1871, and 22,334 (or including. Neuenheim, 23,918) in

1875. About one-third are Catholics. The town is well

lighted, and is supplied with excellent water fcom tL€

Wolfsbrunnen.

Heidelberg at an early period was a fii'f of tho bishop of 'Womis,
but tlic rulers of the paLitiiKife camo more and more to reside theio,

till Count Otho of Wittelsbach (] 228-1 2S3) made it tlio capital of

tho palatinate, and this it continued to bo for nearly eix centuries.

As Heidelberg was one of the great centres of tho Hcformcd faith,

it .sud'ercd severely in tho Tliirty Years' War. In lti2'2 it vna
8.acked by Tilly, and in 1833 was taken by the Swedes. In 1631

it was beleaguered by the Bavarians. In 1635 it was occupied by
tho imperial forces under Onllas. At the peace of AVestphalia

(1C48) Charles Louis, son of Frederick V., was restored, and he

did much to raiso tha castlo, the university, and the town. In

1688, and again in 16!13, it w,as sacked by the Frenr.h'; On tho

last occasion, .so thoroucli was the work of destruction that only

ono house—a quaintly decorated erection in the Marktplati now
used as an inn—escaped. In 1720 Charles I'liilip n'movcd his

coiiit to Mannheim, and in 1803 the town became part of tho prnnd
duchy of Jiadcn. On flth IMarch 1848 was held tho famous lieidcl-

herg assembly, at which steps were takou that led to tha Gcmian
ravolution of that year.

' Thia museum wu acquired by tha town in 1878.
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Of the numerous topogiaphicil works on Heidelberg, those of

Tickler (1863) and Oncken (id ed., 1874) may be mentioned. . The
Wegweiscr durch Mcidclbcrg (1879) supplies a briefer and more
popular account. The university annals are told in Hautz's

Gcschichtc dcr Univr.rsildl Hcidclbcrgs (2 vols., 1863-64), and the

very interesting history of the library in Wilken's Gcschichtc dcr

Bildunj, Bcraubung, imd Vcrnichiung dcr altcn Heidclbcrgcr

Bilchcrsammlung (1817), and in Ruland's Zur Gcachichlc dcr alien

nach Horn entfithrten Bibliothck zu Heidelberg, Leip., 1856. The
Heidclbcrgcr Jahrbilchcr (1817-73) contain a mass of interesting

and important information as to the history of the town and
castle. (F. WA.)

HEIDELOFF, Karl Alexander von (178S-18C5), a

.German architsct, was the son of Victor Peter HeidelofF, a

painter of some reputation, and was born at Stuttgart 2d
February 1788. He studied at the art academy of his

native town, and after following the profession of an archi-

tect for some time at Coburg was in 1818 appointed city

architect at Nuremberg. In 1622 he became professor at

the polytechnic school, and some years later he was chosen

conservator of the monuments of art. Heideloff devoted

his chief attention to the Gothic style of architecture, and
the buildings restored and erected by him at Nuremberg
and in its neighbourhood attest both his original skill and
his purity of taste. He also achieved some success as an

historical painter. He died at Hassfurt 28th September
1865.

Among his writings on architecture are Die Lehre von den
Sdulcnordnungen, 1827; Der Klcine Vignola, 1832; N&mbergs
Baiidenlcmdlcr dcr Vorzeit, 1838-43; and Die Omamentik dcs

Mitlelalters, 1838-42.

HEILBRONN', a town of Wiirtemberg, in the circle of

the Neckar, is situated in a pleasant and fruitful valley on
the Neckar, and at the junction of several railways, 26 miles

N. of Stuttgart. It is the seat of a circle court, a jury

court, a superior tribunal, a head tax office, and a chamber
of commerce. In the older part of the town the streets are

narrow, and it contains a number of high turreted houses

with quaintly adorned gables. The old fortifications have
now been dernolished, and their site is occupied by prome-

nades, outside of which are the more modern parts of the

town with wide streets and many handsome buildings.

The principal public buildings are the church of St Kilian,

in the Gothic and Renaissance styles, begun in 1019 and
completed in 1529, with an elegant tower 210 feet high, a

beautiful choir, and a finely carved altar ; the town-house,

founded in 1540, and possessing a collection of interesting

documents ; the house of the Teutonic knights, now used

as barracks ; the Catholic church of St Joseph ; the

tower on the Neckar, in which Gotz von Berlichingen was
confined in 1525 ; the synagogue, the prison, and the

hospital. The educational establishments include a gym-
nasium, a real-school of the second order, an agricultural

school, and a female school of industry. The town in a,

commercial point of view is the most important in Wiirtem-

berg, and possesses an immense variety of manufactures,

of which the principal are gold, silver, steel, and iron wares,

machines, sugar of lead, white lead, vinegar, beer, eau de
Cologne, sugar, tobacco, soap, oil, cement, sulphuric acid,

tartaric acid, artificial manure, glue, soda, tapestry, thread,

and cloth. Grapes, fruit, vegetables, and flowering shrubs

are largely grown in the neighbourhood, and there are large

quarries for sandstone and gypsum'. By means of the

Neckar a considerable trade is carried on in wood, bark,

leather, agricultural produce, fruit, and cattle. The popu-
lation in 1875 was 21,209.

Heilbronn occupies the site of an old Boman settlement. Its
name—originally Heiligbronn or holy spring—was bestowed on it

by Charlemagne from a spring of water which untU 1857 was to
be seen issuing from under the high altar of the church of St Kilian.
In 1225 Heilbronn became a free imperial city. It was frequently
besieged during the Middle Ages, and it suffered greatly during the
Peasants' War, the Thirty Years' War, and the various wars with
France. In 1803 it came into the possession of Wiirtemberg.

HEILIGENSTADT, a town of Prussian Saxony, govern-

ment district of Erfurt, is situated on the Leine and on the

railway from Halle to Cassel, 32 miles E.N.E. of Cassel.

It possesses an old castle, formerly belonging to the electors

of JIainz, one Evangelical and two Catholic churches, a
Catholic gymnasium, a Catholic normal school, two
orphanages, and an infirmary. The principal manufactures
are woollen wares, cigars, paper, bone dust,' and needles.

The population in 1875 was 5193.
Heiligenstadt is said to have been built by Dagobert, and was

formerly the capital of the principality of Eichsfeld. In 1022 it

was acquired by the archbishop of JIainz, and in 1103 it came into'

the possession of Henry the Proud, but when Henry the Lion
was placed under the ban of the empire it again came to Mainz.
It was destroyed by fire in 1333, and was captured in 1478 by
Count Henry the Young of Schwarzburg, and in 1025 by Duke
Henry of Brunswick. In 1803 it came into the possession of

Prussia.

HEILSBERG, a town of Prussia, capital of a circle in

the government district of Konigsberg, is situated at the

junction of the Simserand Alle, 38 miles S. of Konigsberg.

It has one- Evangelical and two Catholic churches, and an
old castle formerly the seat of the prince-bishops of Erm-
land, but now used as an infirmary. The principal indus-

tries are cloth-weaving, yarn and thread spinning, dyeing,

and brewing, and there is considerable trade in grain. The
poptilation of the town in 1875 was 5762.

The castle founded at Heilsberg by the German knights in 1240
became afterwards the property of the bishops of Ermland, who in

1306 made it their seat—an honour which it retained for 500 years.

On the 10th June 1807 a battle took place at Heilsberg between the

French and the Russians under Benningsen, which, although the

French who attacked thought it ^prudent to withdraw before victory

declared for either side, resulted on the following day in the retreat

of the Russians.

HEILSBRONN, or Klostee-Heilsbronn, a market-

village in the Bavarian government of Middle Franconia,

with a station on the railway between Nuremberg and
Ansbach. In 1571 it had only 998 inhabitants, but in

the Middle Ages it was the seat of one of the great monas-

teries of Germany. This foundation, which belonged to

the Cistercian order, owed its origin to Bishop Otto of

Bamberg in 1132, and continued to exist till 1555. Its

sepulchral monuments, many of which are figured br
Hocker, Eeilsbronnisclier Antiquitatenschatz (Ansbach,

1731-40), were of exceptionally high artistic interest, ten

burgraves of Nuremberg (it was their hereditary burial-

place), three electoral princes, five margraves of Btandea-

burg, and many other persons of note having been laid to

rest within its walls. The buildings of the monastery have
all disappeared, with the exception of the fine church,

restored between 1851 and 1866. The "Monk of Heils-

bronn " is the ordinary appellation of a didactic poet of

the 1 4th century, whose Seven Degrees, Daughter of Syon,

and Life of Saint Alexius were published by Merzdorf At

Berlin in 1870.
See " Notae Halesbrunnenses " and "Annales Halesbrunnenses,"

in Pertz, Mon. Germ. Eist., vol. xvi. ; Muck, Beilrdge zur Gexh.
von Heilsbronn, Ansb., 1859 ; Rehm, £in Gang durch und um die

Miinster-Kirehazu Kloster-Heilsbronn, Ansb., 1875; and Stillfried,

Kloster-Heilbronn, ein Beilrdge zu den Eohcnzoll. Forschungen,

Berlin, 1877.

BTEIM, FEANgois Joseph (1787-1865), French painter,

belongs to that group of painters in whose works we find

the special characteristics of the Restoration. Born at

Belfort on 16th Dece-nber 1787, ha early distinguished

himself at the Ecole Centrale of Strasburg, and in 1803

entered the studio of Vincent at Paris. In 1807 he

obtained the first prize, and ip 1812 his picture of The

Return of Jacob (Mus^e de Bordeaux) won for him a gold

medal of the first class, which he again obtained in 1817,

when he exhibited, together with other works, a St John

—bought by Vivant Denon. In 1819 the Resurrection of

Lazarus (Cathedral Autun), the Martyrdom of St Cyr (St
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OervaU), ami two scenes trom the life of Vespasian

(ordered by the king)'attracted attention- In 1823 the

he-erection of the Royal Tombs at St Denis, the Martyrdom

of St Laurence (Notre Dame), and several full-length por-

traits increased the painter's popularity; and in 1824, when

he exhibited his great canvas, the Massacre of the Jews

(Louvre), Heim was rewarded by the legion of honour. In

1827 appeared the King giving away Prizes at the Salon of

1824 (Louvre—engraved by Jazet)—the picture by which

Heim is best known—and Saint Hyacinthe. Heim was now
commissioned to decorate the Gallery Charles X. (Louvre),

work for which ho was thought eminently fit. Like many
other painters of this period, Heim retained only enough of

the high-pitched ideal of David to make an awkward con-

trast with the lively colour and movement by which ho

tried to give interest to his subjects, and with the emptiness

of form and expression which resulted from the hasty

execution necessitated by the vast number of his commis-

sions. Ridiculed by the romantists, Heim maintained his

position, and replaced Regnault at the Institute in 1834,

shortly after which he commenced a series of drawings of

the celebrities of his day, which are of much interest.

His decorations of the Conference room of the Chamber of

Deputies were completed in 1844 ; and in 1847 his works

at the Salon—Champ de Mai and Reading a Play at the

Theatre Frangais—were the signal for attacks renewed

with great violence. Yet something like a turn of opinion

in his favour took place at the exhibition of 1851; his

powers as a draughtsman and the occasional merits of his

composition were recognized, and toleration extended even

to his colour. Heim was awarded the great gold medal,

and in 1855—having sent to the Salon no less than

sixteen portraits, amongst which may be cited those of

Cuvier, GeofFroy de St Hilaire, and Madame Hersent

—

he W.13 made officer of the legion of honour. In 1859
he again exhibited a curious collection of portraits, sixty-

four members of the Institute arranged in groups of four

;

and six years later, on 29th September 1865, he died,

at the age of seventy-eight. Besides the paintings already

mentioned, there is to be seen in Notre Dame de Lorette

(Paris) a work executed on the spot; and the museum of

Strasburg contains an excellent example of his easel

pictures, the subject of which is a Shepherd Drinking from
a Spring.

HEINE, Heineich (1799-1856), poet and' journalist,

was born, according to the most trustworthy accounts,

on the 13th December 1799, at Diisseldorf, of Jewish
parents. His father, after various vicissitudes in busi-

ness, had finally settled in that town, and his mother,

who seems to have possessed'much energy of character, was
the daughter of a physician of the same place. Heine
received the- rudiments of his education at the gymnasium
or lycee (as it was called during the foreign occupation) of

his native town, and, although not an especially apt or

diligent pupil, he acquired while there a good knowledge
of French and English,—he tells us that Gulliver's, Travels

in the original was one of the favourite books of his child-

hood,—as- well as some tincture of the classics and Hebrew.
But if the influence upon him of his teachers and their

teaching was nnimportant, not so that of the public events

amid which he grew np. His early years coincided with

the most brilliant period of Napoleon's career; and the

boundless veneration which he is never tired of expressing

for the emperor throughout his writings shows that his

true schoolmasters were rather the drummers and troopers

of a victorious army than the Jesuit fathers of the lycee
;

while, if to the vivid personal impression produced upon
him by the pomp and circumstance of tho imperial gar-

rison in his birthplace there be added tho public, and in a
manner uational, enthusiasm for Napoleon which ho must

11— '2.'!

often have heard vented by his elder co-religionists—who
hailed the conqueror as a temporal Messiah—the weiidilv
bearing of his boyhood upon Lis subsequent fortonra
becomes fully apparent. Upon his quitting school, attempts
were made to engage him in commerce, but his father and
uncle, the latter a wealthy banker of Hamburg, soon
perceived that he was bent upon travelling a different path
from that which they had followed. It speaks well for

both these men that they should have refrained from
coercion upon making this discovery ; and Solomon Heine,

the banker, at once gave Ids nephew an earnest of the gener-

ous treatment the latter was subsequently to experience at

his hands, for be came forward with money to enable his

young kinsman to go to a university, his sole stipulation

being that his prot^gt .>Jiould study with the view of entering

the legal profession. Heine^ gladly accepted his uncle's

terms, and entered the university of Bonn in the spring of

1819. During his stay there he was an eager student ; but

the subjects to which he devoted himself had no connexion

with the profession which had been chosen for him. He
seems to have attended no lectures save those on literature

and history—notably A. \V. von Schlegel's ; and he not

long afterwards acknowledged his obligations to Schlegel

by dedicating a sonnet to him—a tribute which he re-

called in later days by a wanton and outrageous attack upon
the veteran critic in Die Romantische Schule. Why Heine

left Bonn does not clearly appear, but it is at Gottingen

that we find him in the autumn of 1820. His stay here

was even shorter than at Bonn. In February 1821 the

authorities of the "Georgia Augusta" rusticated him for

some infraction of the duelling laws. Although irom these

beginnings Heine's academical career promised to pursue no

very even course, he nevertheless determined, after his resi-

dence at Gottingen had been cut short, to seek a third uni-

versity ; and it was to Berlin that he now repaired, where

Hegel was at the zenith of his renown. Whether or not

the lectures of this philosopher benefited him in any way
—by giving him, for instance, as some have supposed, a

certain dialectical precision of style—he has himself con-

fessed that he seldom understood them ; and in after yea;s

Hegel's ultra-conservatism and orthodoxy made him the con-

stant butt of his former pupil's ridicule and sarcasm.- H:it

thff interest of Heine's life in Berlin was social and not

academic. He enjoyed the privilege of mixing in tho beut

literary circles of the capital. He was on terms of intimacy

with Varnhagen von Ense and his wife, the celebrated

Jewess, Rahel, and at their house—the rendezvous of Ger-

many's genius and learning—he frequently met such men as

the Humboldts, Hegel himself, and Schleiermacher; while

he lived on a still more familiar footing with a number of

his own co-religionists, who, without having acquired Euro-

pean reputation, were men of varied and approved abilities.

In an atmosphere of such geniality as this his gifts were

rapidly displayed. Ho began ere long to contribute pocmB

to the Berliner Gesellscka/ter, many of which were subso-

quently incorporated in the Buck der Lieder, and in 1822

a volume came from tho press entitled Gedichle von

Ileinrich Heine, his first avowed act of authorship. He
was still further employed at this time as the correspondent

of a Rhenish newspaper, as well as in completing his

tragedies Almansor and William liatcliff, which were pub

lishod in 1823 with small success. He was now, indeed,

fairly embarked upon his literary course. But he was still

largely dependent upon his uncle ; and in order so far to

fulfil his engagements towards his benefactor, he returned

to Gottingen in 1825, and shortly afterwards took his

degree in law, having previously qualified himself for prac-

tice by publicly professing Christianity.

This act of " apiistasy," as it has been called, calls for

something more than a mere passing, reference ; for it not
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only laid JHelne opep to OMtumely while alive, but Laa

provoked adverse criticism of special severity since his

death. That he was guilty of " apostasy " is no doubt

verbally true ; but there are two circumstances in this con-

nexion which should always be remembered. The one is that

Heine was wholly wanting in the religious sense—that he
never was a Jew save nominally and by the accident of birth

—so that he cannot, with any real propriety, be said to have
forsaken the creed of his race; the other, that his family, by
encouraging him to adopt a profession which could not be

entered except by the gateway of "apostasy," tacitly left him
free to take that step. In short, Heine's " apostasy " was
a purely secular act ; and, although there will doubtless be
found many to stigmatize him all the more blackly for this

very reason, candour appears rather to require that this

change of faith, if such it can be called, should be classed

as one of hia most venial offences, being the plainly outward
act of one who throughout life made himself peculiarly ob-

noxious to the imputation of malice and bad-heartedness.

Heine seems never to have made any serious attempt to

practise law. His life from the year 1826 until his death
was devoted entirely to literature, and more especially to

journalism, which alone indeed was the main source of his

income for many years. At first he lived in Hamburg, and
then it was that, besides the Buck der Lieder, the earlier

portions of the Reisehilder appeared, both of which, but
particularly the latter, at once created am immense sensation

throughout Germany, not only among the youthful and
enthusiastic, who found their own sentiments expressed' by
the new writer with the happiest audacity, but amongst such
dignified and ranges personages as Metternich and Gentz.

In 1 827 Baron Cotta, the Bavarian publisher, offered Heine,

who had risen at a bound into celebrity, the joint-editorship

of the Allgememe Politische Annalen. The young author
accepted the offer, and betook himself to Munich in the

winter of that year, after having paid a visit to London,
where he found every person and everything detestable

save Canning and his policy—and it maybe' said here in

passing that a most violent hatred of England forms a
marked feature of all Heine's writings. He remained for a
considerable period in the South-German capital, and it was
owing, not to any disagreement with his employer, but to

the demands of the court of Prussia, which was not long of

tr.kittg umbrage at his freedom of opinion, that his editorial

function ceased so abruptly as it did. What the secret

history of the next two or three years of his life was

—

whether from the" very first he really was an object of

especial disfavour at Berlin, or whether, as is quite as likely,

taking his vanity and love of publicity into account, he
exaggerated his powers of offence beyond the endurance of

the Government there, and forced it into what seemed a
petty persecution—he presently perceived that he must
either quit Germany altogether or prepare for a life-time

perhaps of fortress-imprisonment. He did not long hesi-

tate between these two alternatives;' and on the 1st of

jray 1831 Heinrich Heine left his native land for Paris,

where he lived for the rest of his iife,. only once recrossing

the Rhine, in 1843.

Just as his adoption of Christianity has led to Heine's

being pronounced "apostate," so has his self-expatriation

caused German writers to denounce him as " renegade."

But the one accusation is as groundless as the other. In
the first place Heine was a Jew, in spite of his Christian-

ization, and cannot therefore rightly be called a " rene-

gade " against Germany—least of all when the degraded
social andpolitical status of his race in that country at the
date of his emigration is recollected. Then again his

writings were systematically subjected to the cruellest

mutilations, and it is tolerably certain that had he remained
Jn the " Fatherland," he would sooner or later have been

uepcived of all powa: of publie speech. Was it any woflder,

seeing that he had adopted the profession of letters, Uiaz

L& should have turned his back upon such a prospect] He
at any rate was the best judge ; and it Ul becomes Germans
to call him " renegade," when, had he continued to tarry

among them, their literature would probably have suffered

an irreparable loss. At the same time, and for the same
reasons, it is equally inept to assert that he was in the

essential qualities of his mind a Frenchman who gravitated

towards Paris by a sort of intellectual necessity. The
necessity (to use that word) was physical. Heine would
never have left Germany could he have freely expressed

his opinions there.

After settling in his new home, where his life for many
years must have been as gay and brilliant as latterly it

was sad and sombre, and where he speedily became more
or less intimate with such writers as Balzac, Dumas the

elder, George Sand, Victor Hugo, and ThdophUe Gautier,

Heine devoted himself more excliisively than ever to

journalism; and from 1831 until 1847, he was an active

and indefatigable publicist. The two series of papers

entitled Franzosisclie Zusidnde and Lutetia contain a selec-

tion from his press-contributions during these' years ; and
even at this date they well repay perusal, not only by the

brilliancy of wit and elegance of style which they possess

in common with almost all his writings, but also by the

remarkable sagacity of their poUtical aperpis. Alongside of

this main stream of journalism, he also kept up a subsidiary

current of literature in its more proper sense—although

it may be said that all his writings are of an occasional

nature—and to this we owe the Salon (1833-39), which
comprises among other pieces a series of articles, " Zur
Geschichte der Religion und Philosophie in Deutschland,"

which had originally appeared in the Revue des deux Mondes,

and in which Heine came forv/ard as the introducer of

German thought to the reading world of Paris. The Salon

also contains several admirable papers in art-criticism, and

a strange, fragmentary medley -of sentiment and satire, in

its author's most characteristic vein—" Die Florentinische

Nachte." To this period, too, belongs Die Romaniische

Schule, to which reference has already been made, and the

substance of which is suflBciently indicated by its name.

In 1839 Skaiespeare's Mddcken und Fra-uen appeared

—

Heine acting in this slight work as cicerone through a gallery

.of Shakespeare's heroines. The year 1840 was signalized

by tire publication of Heinrich Heine iiber Lvdwig Borne,

a brochure of the wittiest and most trenchant satire, in

which the German refugees in Paris—a fraternity whom
Heine always anxiously avoided—were far- more severely

handled than was the defunct agitator whose name it bore,

and who, it may be noted, was himself a Jew. In 1844

Deutschland, ein, Wintermarchen, came forth—the result of

the visit to Germany which has been alluded to as the sole

journey of the kind which Heine undertook; and this effu-

sion may be ranked, along with a similar performance, Atia,

Troll (1846), as belonging to his most inferior writings.

It was in 1848 that Heine, in the very hey-day of his

activity, and with gigantic projects seething within him for

the foundation of a joiirnal, was suddenly prostrated by the

disease which finally carried him off, though not before it

had confined him for seven years upon the "mattress-grave"

of mournful notoriety. His sufferings throughout that time

are reported to have been frequently excruciating, and he

at length grew so habituated to the use of opium that the

very largest doses failed to afford him relief. But when

his malady—a softening of the spinal cord—allowed liim a

respite, his intellect was as clear and vivacious as ever ; and

it is to these closing years of his life, harassing as they

were, that we are indebted, for the finest and most finished

of all his poems—for the two collections, that is to say.
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nomaiizero (1851) and yeuesie Gedichte (1853-54), as well

as for the various pieces posthumously published in H.

Heine's Letzle Gedichte uiul Gedanhen. It was from his

"mattress-grave" too that tho dying man put forth hia

Gestdndiiisse or Confessions, the psychological interest of

which is very great, whatever their claim to trustworthiness

may be. Heine bore the misery of his protracted death-bed

with fortitude, nay, with cheerfulness, assiduously attended

by his wife Mathilde, and towards the end by that mysterious

lady whom he called " Die Mouche," and who was, it now

appears, a Madame Krinitz ; and there are many anecdotes

on record of his bearing in tho midst of his trials—and

heavier trials seldom fell to the lot of man—which go far

to prove that he possessed a healthy fojid gaillard, for

which his writings aie scarcely likely to gain him credit.

He died on the 17th February 1856 in Paris, in the Rue
d'Amsterdam, and lies buried in the cemetery of Mont-

martre.

Wo have called Heine " poet and journalist" ; but his

reputation has, naturally enough, now come to rest almost

exclusively upon his poetry, and above all upon his song3

—the liuch del- Lieder having passed through upwards of

twenty-five editions. This great popularity may no doubt

(and especially in foreign countries) be attributable, to a
certain extent, to the singular good fortune which has

wedded to very many of these songs the music of ^uch
composers as Schumann and Mendelssohn. But still, when
all deductions upon this score are made,—and the true view

of the matter probably is that tho poet and his cociixjsers.

are mutually obliged,—the fact remains that Heiae is one
of the great song-writers of the world, not unworthy of a

place beside Earns and B^ranger, although far less mascu-
line and passionate than the one, and far less jovial and
debonair than the other. The ictense- individualism which,

prevented him from ever- becoming a literary artist in any
other department—his dramas and essays in fiction are

worthless—stood him in excellent stead in the lyric field,

—was a positive and essential strength indeed, for, after all,

a song to appeal to men's hearts must be an utterance of

personal experience. And this condition is amply fulfilled

in the Buck der Lieder, the greater portion of which was
the direct outcome of a sentiment entertained by the poet

for one of his cousins—a sentiment, by the way, which has
been alluded to by German writers as a mere Cousinen-

schwarmerei, while others (not Germans) have affirmed that

all Heine's bitterness and cynicism in after life arose from
its having remained unrequited. On the whole, Heine aa a
song-writer is a fit descendant of Walther von der Vogel-

wcido and those old Minnesdnger who of yore assembled in

the halls of princes, and recounted their sorrows and their

joys—of those nameless bards, too, who sang the Volhlieder

;

and when all his other writings are forgotten, he will be
remembered by such imperishable gems as " Die Rose, die
Lilie, dioTaube, die Sonne;" " Axif Fliigeladcs Gesanges ;"

and "Da bist wie eino Blume." There is much, too, of great

beauty in many of his ballads and narrative pieces ; witness

among others, "Spanische Atriden," "Die Prinzessin Sab-
fbat," "Jehuda-ben-Halevy," "Bijsos Getriiume"—a piece of

\tho most exquisite pathos and simplicity—and " Die Insel

iBimini." Butjpo often, no matter how sweet a chord is

jstruck at tht beginning, a dissonance creeps in, to end in a
crashing discord, and tho outraged reader starts like ono who
should suddenly see Romeo and Juliet fall to grimacing and
squeaking like Punch and Judy. Heine's confession that

poetry was no moro than hb "holy plaything" would have
been entitled to our unqualified' acceptance bad he omitted
the adjective.

But when we turn to hia prose-writings—to his "journal-
ism," that is to say, for, as wo have remarked, almost all

his proso falls under this category, in its widest acceptation

—we see the man Heine indeed, not perhaps, as he was
ambitious of being regarded by posterity, in the full panoply
of a "soldier of human emancipation," but at any rate as
no contemptible assailant of obscurantism and philistinism.
Beside such a redoubtable champion of the catholic reason
of mankind as Lessing "of the ponderous battle-axe," he looks
somewhat small, it is true, and his rapier somewhat gim-
crack. But ridicule wiU often reach whither heavier weapons
cannot, and pierce the elephantine hide of pedantry and
dulness, after these have been attacked in vain by battering-

rams ; and Heine was a master of it. The worst is that

in unscrupulous hands—and no one was more unscrupulous
than he—it may be turned to illegitimate uses, and coma
to be indulged in finally for its own sake. How easily

Heine became the slave of his propensity in this direc-

tion may be seen in the two works—which seem his best

and most characteristic writings, notwithstanding

—

Zur
Geschichle der Religion und Philosophie in Deutscldand and
Die Rornantische Sckule. Both these abound in the most
irreverent passages, especially the former, wherein such

philosophers as Kant, Fichte, and Schelling scarcely serve

a higher purpose than to be used as pegs whereon the write?

may hang his jests. And admirable these are. Nothing
can be better, for instance, than his account of Low Kant
(who is parenthetically described as a man whom Nature
intended to sell coffee and sugar across a counter) came to

postulate a Deity in his practical, after having exploded that

idea in his theoretical, system. He did this, says Heine
(most adroitly hitting one of the chief opprohria, scientifi-

cally regarded, of the critical philosophy), for the sake of

his old man-servant Lampe, who looked so dismally at the

conclusions of the Pure Reason that the philosopher was
moved to compassion ! The Rornantische Schule, being

concerned for the most part with its author's contem-

poraries, is far more virjJent than -the treatise just men-
tioned, but equally happy ; and it aimed a dtath-blow at a

school which rivalled the wildest and most licentious ravings

of a Monk Lewis and the most stilted horrors of an Ann
Radcliff. And here it may be said, in connexion with the

attack upon Schlegel occurring in this essay, that Heine's

onslaughts were always open and above-board, unmerciful

and sometimes grossly brutal as they were. He was a

literary swashbuckler, it may be (tioagh that term is

singularly inapplicable to one who wrote in such a style),

but he was neither a literary assassin nor a literary ghouL

Even his attack upon Borne was really aimed, as we have

said, at men who were alive to resent it ; and it was

resented, though from a strange quarter. Borne's widow's

husband c-hall&nged Heine, and the latter was slightly

wounded in the encounter.

Of the Reisebilder, Heine's most voluminous and best-

known prose work, and that which originally gave him fame,

small space remains to speak. But if we except its first

aud third books, it has been greatly overrated. It is easy

to understand the popularity it acquired upon its first

appearance, falling as it did like a breath of genuine life

upon a land well-nigh asphyxiated by high art and tho

" Hiibsch-Objectiv "—but nowadays, notwithstanding its

undoubted mirth^provoking qualities, it chiefly serves to

point out the gulf which was fixed between its author and

him who. took the SeiitimentalJournci/. The most that can

be said for it is that Stemo might have written it had he

been a German Jew.

The best edition of Heine's works is that published by HofTmann

(uid Campo, Jffinrich Ilcincs Sdmmilidie H'crke, 20 vols., ll«in-

biu-g, 1865. Another edition has appeared iu America, IIcinricl{

Heine's Siimmlliche Wcrke, in 7 vols. Jlnnrich }Te.inr's Lebcn, by

Adolph Strodtin.inn, Berlin, 1870, is the only Life of Heine cDtitlej

to consideration, althouch the pleasure of reading it is certainlj

marred by its longth. A biography of tlie poet has also Bp(iiniicJ

in England, Life and Opinions of llcirwich Heine, by W. Stigand,
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1S76. Mr Matthew Arnol I has, in his Essays in Crilicisvi, handled
Heine with his acinistomev\ grace and felicity. .

Mention may also

be made of If^it, JVisdom, and Pathos of Heinrich Heine, by J.

Snodgrass, London, 1879, a collection of extracts' from Heine's
works in an English dress. A translation, Heine's Poems, Com-
plete, by Edgar A. Bowring, C. B. , was issued in Bohn's Standard
Library. His prose works liave Hot as yet received adequate
renderings, although a Tersiou of the Seiscbilder has been put forth
iu America. (J. W. F.)

HEINECCIUS, JoHANN Gottlieb (1681-1741), a
celebrated jurist, wa.9 born 11th September 1681 at Eisen-

berg. He studied theology at Leipsic and law at Halle

;

and at the latter place he was appointed in 1713 professor

of philosophy, in 1718 extraordinary, and in 1720 ordinary
professor of jurisprudence. He subsequently filled legal

chairs at Franelcer in Holland and at Frankfort, but finally

returned to Halle in 1733 as professor of philosophy and
jurisprudence. He died there, 31st August 1741.

Heineccius belonged to the school of philosophical jurists. Ho
endeavoured to treat law as a rational science, and not merely as
an empirical art whose rules had no deeper source than expediency.
Thus he continually refers to first principles, and he develops his
legal doctrines as a system of philosophy. His chief works were
Antiquitatum Romanaram Jurisprudcnliam illuslranlium Syn-
tagma (1718^, Historia Juris Civilis Ramani ae Oemianici (1733),
Elementa Juris Ocrmaniei (1735), Elcmenta Juris Naturae et Oen-
tium (1737, English trans, by TumbuU, London, 2 vols., 1763).
Besides these w orks he wrote on purely philosophical subjects, and
edited the works of sever.il of the classical jurists. His Opera
Omnia (9 vols. , Geneva, 1771, &c.) were edited by his son Johann
Christian Gottlieb Heineccius.

f HEINEOKEN, Christian Heinrich (1721-1725), a
child remarkable for extraordinary precocity of intellect,

was born on February 6, 1721, at Liibeck, where his father

was a painter. Able to speak at the age of ten months,

by the tiwe he was one year old he knew by heart the

principal incidents in the Pentateuch. At two years of age

he had mastered all the sacred history ; at three he was
intimately acquainted with history and geography, ancient

and modern, sacred and profane, besides being able to speak
French and Latin ; and in his fourth year he devoted him-
self to the study of religion and church history. This
wonderful precocity was no mere feat of memory, for the

youthful savant could reason on and discuss the knowledge
he had acquired. Crowds of people flocked to Liibeck to

see the wonderful child; and in 1724 he was taken to

Copenhagen at the desire of the king of Denmark. On
his return to Liibeck he began to learn writing, but his

aickly constitution gave way, and he died, June 22, 1725.
The Life, Deeds, Travels, aiid Death of the Child of Liibeck were

published in the following year by his tutor Schoneich. See also

Tealsche Bibliolhek, vol. xviL, and Mimoires de Trivoux, Jan,

1731.

HEINSE, Johann Jacob Wilhelm {c. 1746-1803),
German romance writer, was born at Langenwiesen in the

Thuringian Forest, February 16, 1746, or, according to some
accouiits, February 15, 1749. He was educated at the

gymnasium of Schleusingen, and afterwards, through many
privations, studied law at Jena and Erfurt At Erfurt he

became known to Wieland, and through Wieland's recom-

mendation to the poet Gleim, wlio, attracted by some of

Heinse's early literary attempts, offered him assistance and
8 home ; but at this time he made the acquaintance of an
adventurer, Captain von der Goltz, and was induced to

accompany .him on his travels. Yen der Goltz easily

succeeded in corrupting the taste and misdirecting the

talents of the young author, and the baneful influence of

this friendship pervades Heinse's writings. After parting

ivith Von der Goltz Heinse returned for a time to Langen-
laesen, and afterwards obtained, with Gleim's assistance,

under the feigned name of Rost, a tutorship in the family
of Von.Massow at Quedlinburg, which, however, he did not
teep very long. In 1774 he went to Diisseldorf to assist

J. G. Jacobi in the production of the Iris journal. ' In

1780 he obtained from Jacobi leave and the necessary funds

to travel in Italy. There he remained three year.<!, living'

chiefly at Rome, where he was intimate with the painter

Miiller. In 1789 he obtained the post of reader to the

elector of Mainz, who afterwards made him councillor and
librarian. He died at Aschaffenburg, June 22, 1803.

Heinse's works are

—

Sinngcdichte, Halbcrstadt, 1771; Rcgeben-
heitcn dcs Enkolp, translated from the Satiricon of Pctronius, 2
vols., Schwabach, 1773; Die Kirsehen, after Dorat's Cerises;
Laidion, odcr die Eleusinischen Ucheimnisse, Lenigo, 1784 ; proso
translations of Tasso's Jervsulem Delivered, i vols., 1781, niid

Ariosto's Orlando, i vols., 17S"2; Ardinghcllo xntd die glml:sclig':n

Itiselii, 2 vols., Lemgo, 1787; Hildtgard ron Jloheiithal, 2 vols.,

Berlin, 1795; Anastasia und das Scliachspiel , 2 vols., Friuikfort,

1803. A collection of his entire works was jmblishcd at Leiphio

iu 1838 in 10 vols., and another edition in 1857 in 5 vols.

HEINSIUS, or Heins, Daniel (1580-1655), one if

the most famous scholars of the Dutch Renaissance, was
born at Ghent, June 9, 1580. The troubles of the Spanish

war drove his parents to settle first at Veere in Zealand,

then \h England, next at Ryswick, and lastly at Flushing.

In 1594, being already remarkable for his attainments, lie

was sent to the university of Franekerto perfect himself iu

Greek under Henricus Schotanus. lie stayed at Franeker

half a year, and then settled at Leyden for the remainiife

sixty years of his life. There he studied under Josejin

Scaliger, and there he found JIarnix de St Aldegonde, Janus
Douza, Paulus Merula, and others, and was soon taken into

the society of these celebrated men as their equal. H)."»

proficiency iu the classic languages won the praise of nil

the best scholars of Europe, and offers were made to him,'

but in vain, to accept honourable positions outside Holland.

He soon rose in dignity at the university of Leyden. In

1602 he was made professor of Latin, in 1605 professor of

Greek, and at the death of Merula in 1607 he succeeded

that illustrious scholar as librarian to the university. The
remainder of his life is recorded in a list uf his production."?.

He died at the Hague, February 25, 1055. The Dutch
poetry of Heinsius is of the school of Itoemer Visscher, but

attains no very high excellence. It was, however, greatly

admired by JIartin Opitz, who v/as the pupil of Heinsius.

and who, in translating the poetry of the latter, introdnccti

the German public to the use of the rhyming alexandrine.

He published his original Latin poems in three volumes

—

Iambi
(1602), Elegies (1603), and Poemala (1605;; liis Emblemata Avia-
toria, poems in Dutch and Latin, were first printed in 1604. In
the same year he edited Theocritus, Bion, and Mo.<;clius, liaving

edited Hesiod in 1603. In 1609 he jirintcd his Latin Orations.

In 1610 he edited Horace, and in 1611 Aristotle .and Seneca. Iu

1613 appeared in Dutch his tragedy of The Massacre of the Inno-

cents ; and in 1614 his treatise De polilica sapienlia. In 1616 ho
collected his original Dutch poems into a volume. He edited

Terence in 1618, Livy in 1620, published his oration De cmHemplii

mortis in 1621, and |)rought out the Epistles of Joseph Scaliger

in 1627.

HEINSIUS, NiKOLAES (1620-1681), Dutch scholar,

was the son of Daniel Heinsius, and scarcely less illustrious

than his father. While, however, Daniel was the type of

the stationary scholar, Nikolaes was by temperament rest-

less and peripatetic. He was born at Leyden, July 20,

1620, and early displayed an extraordinary precocity. His
boyi.sh Latin poem of Breda Exjmgnaia was printed- in

1037, and attracted much attention. In 1642 he began his

wanderings with a visit to England in search of JISS. of the

classics ; it is unhappily recorded that he met with great

discourtesy from the English scholars. In 1644 he was

sent to Spa to drink the waters ; his health restored, he

set out onee more in search of codices, passing through

Louvain, Brussels, Mechlin, Antwerp, and so back to

Leyden, everywhere collating MSS. and taking philological

and textual notes. Almost immediately he set out again,

and arriving in Paris was welcomed with open arms by tlie

French savants. - After investigating all the classical texts

he could lay hands on, he proceeded southwards, and visited

on the same quest Lyons, Marseilles, Pisa, Florence (where
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he paused to issue a new edition of Ovid), and Rome.

Next year, 1647, found him in Naples, from which he fled

during the reign of Masaniellu ; he pursued his labours in

Leghorn, Bologna, Venice, and Padua, at which latter city

he published in 1648 his volume of original Latin verse

entitled Italica. He proceeded to Milan, and worked for a

considerable time in the Ambrosian library ; he was pre-

paring to explore Switzerland in the same patient manner,

when the news of his father's illness recalled him hurriedly

to Leyden. He was soon called away to Stockliolm at the

invitation of Queen Christina, at whose court he waged

war with Salmasius, who accused him of having supplied

Milton. with facts from the life of that great but irritable

scholar. Heinsius paid a flying visit to Leyden in 1650,

but immediately returned to Stockholm. In 1651 he once

more visited Italy; the remainder of his life was divided

between Upsala and Holland He collected his Latin

poems into a volume in 1653. His latest labours were the

editing of Velleius Paterculus in 1678, and of Valerius

Flaccus in 1680. He died at the Hague, October 7, 1681.

Nikolaes Heinsius was one of the purest and most elegant

of modern Latinists, and if his scholarship was not quite so

perfect as that of his father, he displayed higher gifts as an

original writer.

HEINSIUS, Nikola.es, an illegitimate son of the sub-

ject of last article, was born in 1655 at the Hague. At
the age of twenty he wrote The Delightful Adventures and
Wonderful Life of Mirander, a work of extraordinary

humour and genius, the sole original romance produced in

Holland during the 17 th century. Dr Ten Brink has

pointed out that Mirander preceded Gil Bias, which it curi-

ously resembles, by at least forty years. The author, how-

ever, added nothing else to literature. He was disowned

by his father, driven from the house, and in 1677 had to

flee the country on account of a murder which he comnritted

at night in the streets of the Hague. He lived a precarious

life as an outlaw in Paris, Rome, and elsewhere, and died

in obscurity.

HEIR. See Inheritance.
HELDER, or The Heldeb, a township of the Nether-

lands at the northern extremity of the province of North
Holland, directly opposite the island of Texel. Since 1819
it has been the terminus of the North Holland Canal, and
it is now connected (since 1865) by railway with Alkmaar
and Haarlem. Its fortifications and its dykes are both con-

structed on an extensive scale, the former comprising four

batteries and five forts, and the latter being the most strik-

ing on tlie whole coast. A garrison of 7000 to 9000 men
is necessary for the defence of the place, and 30,000 men
could be accommodated within the lines. The harbour,

called the Nieuwe Diep, is one of the best in Europe. Its

area is 6560 feet long by 330 to 490 broad, and it has

depth enough for the largest vessels, which are admitted to

the North Holland Canal by the Koopvaarders sluice. The
Government arsenal comprises an extensive wet dock, a dry
dock, and auxiliary establishments. Besides eight churches

and a synagogue Helder possesses a palace for the board
of marine, a royal institute for the education of naval cadets,

a marine hospital, au orphan asylum, a town-house erected

in 1836, and a meteorological observatory. The industries

of the place are those usual in a flourishing seaport.

Previous to 1819 the population was not much more than

2000, but since then it has rapidly increased, in. 1870
the suburbs of Willemsoord, Nieuwe Dicp, Nieuw.stad, and
the Canal Road being included, the total amounted to

16,205/ As a commune it numbered 18,366 in 1870 and
20,104 in 1874.

Helder waa originally nn offshoot of the now decoyed town of
HuiRduincn. The first clmrch was built in 1G2I, and though the
htrbour became a /'avourite resort of the whale fiehcrs, it was not

till the construction of the Nieuwe Diep between 1770 and 1780,
and its adoption in 1781 asa war harbour, that the prospcritj of the
place W.13 secured. Under the Batavian republic the fortifications
were extended and strengthened, and Napoleon still further im'
proved them. In 1799 the English, under Abercromby, assisted
by the Russians, drove out the French and secured the capitulatioD
of the Dutch fleet in the Zuyder Zee.

HELENA, daughter of Zeus and of Leda the wife of
Tyndareus king of Sparta, was sister of Castor, Pollux, aiid

Clyteninestra, and was married to Menelaus. According
to Homer she was obliged by Aphrodite to flee with Pons
to Troy; and after the Trojan War she returned with
Menelaus and lived with him as queen in Sparta. She Lad
only one child, a daughter named Hermione, who was
married to Neoptolemus. In the Homeric poems litr

character is drawn with marvellous skill ; forced by the

gods to do what she regrets, she seems to be separated from
the wrong that she does, and remains always an object of

interest and respect.^ Goethe (Faust, part iL) introduces

Helena apparently to symbolize the Greek spirit acting on

the modern mind. Among later poets the tales of Helen

are much more complicated. She was carried off by

Theseus to Attica in her childhood, but was recovered by
her brothers.! Her character often sufi"ers much in the tales

followed by lyric and tragic poets, Stesichorus and Euri-

pides (Helena), however, relate that Paris on his homeward
Foyage was driven by stress of wind to Egypt. Proteus,

king of Egypt, learning the facts, detained the real Helen

in Egypt, while a shadowy Helen was taken to Troy and

fought for. Menelaus on his way home from Troy was

also driven to Egypt, and there found his true wife. After

the death of Paris she is also said to have been married to

his brother Deiphobus,

If we turn to the religious ceremonies and the genuine popular

tales, we find traces of a more archaic Helen. At Ehamnus in

Attica she was connected with the worship of Nemesis, whose

daughter she was considered to be. In Aigos she was counted

motner of Iphigenia, and was said to have founded a temple of

Eileithyia, the goddess of birth. At Sparta she was honoured as

presiding over the care of children, and festivals were celebrated in

her honour by the maidens. A tree appears to have been connected

with her worship there (see Theocr., xviii.); and in Hliodes she was

worshipped by maidens with the epithet SivSpiTu, a relic of tlio

very oldest kind of worship, where a sacred tree was worshipped as

the embodiment of the god. In most of these cults connexion

with a moon-goddess, the most important of whose functions was

the care over child-birth, is apparent; and we are led to regard

it^ivTi as an epithet of the moon, which has gradually been severed

from it and raised to an independent existence (</. the account

given of Gorgophone under Gorcon). Beauty is a specially

common attribute of the moon and of moon-goddesses, such as

Hera. This makes it most probable that the word, like atxiiirii, ia

connected with the root yi'«r, to shine. The tales connecting

Helena with Achilles, who is clearly a sun-god originally, which

are known already to the writer of the Cypria, aro also very

instructive. Over tho Black Sea coasts Achilles and Helena wer«

worshipped as united in the Elysian fields. With this we must

compare tho story of Cadmus and Hnrmonia (see Hakmonia),

and of Hades and Persephone; and we must remember that tliesa

colonies of Miletus were closely connected with Attica. We may
then look on it as probable th;>t the rape of Helena by Theseus is

merely a device of harmonizing skill to connect the Helena of

Spartan religion with tho Helena worshipped in Alticfl. Probably

a similar reason has contributed to mould tho tale which has foimed

itself round the undoubtedly historical fact of the destruction of

Troy by a Greek" tribe or army. The worship of Aphrodite, tht

goddess whose influence in the story of Paris and Helena is so great,

was common to Troy and Cythcro. Many facU also point to a

close connexion between Aphrodite and Helena. Tho swan from

whose tgg she is bom is tho bird of Anhronlito. By the author ol

tho Ci/;)n« and in Attic tradition Helen is made tlio daughter of

Nemesis; but Nemesis as a goddess of fate is clearly a da'.vu-goil-

dess (see Kuhn, Zfl., iii. 449), and therefore may lio iden'::;cd in

origin with Aphrodite. Wo have hero another instance of tho

intimate relation of tho moon and dawn goddesses, and the im-

possibility of diriding them by any broad line (.we Hede, HriiA).

it would bo at once a most instructive and a most intcreeting taeK

' Most appreciative end sympathetic analyses may bo found iri

Gladstone's Homeric Sludia and Miiri,'s History of Or«k Liltralur4.;
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to trace the steps by which the antique pre-Greek goildess was

enuUinlly tiaiisloi-med into the charming heroine round whom the

?ctiou o'f the Iliad revolves. The data for reconstructing tlie

history of tliis figure are more than usually full, and are so clear that

writersof the most opposite schools (as Welcker, Gerhard, Jlannhardt,

JIaury, Eoscher) have recognized in Helena the ancient goddess.

HELENA, Saint, a woman of humble origin, said to tave

been the daughter of an innkeeper, was the wife of Con-

stantius Chlorus. Of her nationality nothing certain- is

known. She had one son, Constantine the Great. In 292

A.D. Chlorus was raised to the purple by the emperors Dio-

cletian and JIaximian, and forced to divorce Helena to make
room for a more noble wife. After her son became emperor
she was. treated with great respect and styled Augusta, and
cities in Bithynia and Lysia wer& after her named Heleno-

polis. She became a Christian when her son was converted,

and during a pilgrimage to Jerusalem she discovered the

holy sepulchre and the true cross. Her zealous patronage

of their religion made her a favourite with the Christian

writers, and finally procured her the honour of canonization

;

but pagan historians, such as Zosimus, regard her with

dislike, and 'even question, though without ground, the

legality of her marriage. Manycoins occur with the name
of Helena, but it is difficult or impossible in many cases to

determine whether they belong to Saint Helena or to others

of the family of Constantine bearing the same name.
HELENSBURGH, a town and favourite watering-place

of Dumbartonshire, Scotland, is situated at the mouth of

the Gareloch, a branch of the Firth of Clyde, opposite

Greenock, which is about 4 miles distant. It is 24 miles

N.W. of Glasgow by railway. In 1776 the site of the

town was advertised for feuing, and in 1802 Helensburgh,

named after Lady Helen, wife of Sir James Colquhoun,
the superior of the soil, was erected into a burgh of barony,

under a provost and council. The boundaries have since

been enlarged. The town is pleasantly situated on a gentle

slope, the streets mostly intersecting each other at right

angles, while many of the houses are surrounded by
gardens,—peculiarities that produce an agreeable regu-

larity and openness. A handsome burgh hall was erected

in 1879. Near the town is a hospital, and within its

boundaries a public park. Convenient as headquarters for

visiting the whole district of the Clyde, and connected
with Glasgow by both rail and steamer, Helensburgh is

much frequented in .summer. The population in 1871 was
6231^; it is now (1880) estimated at fully 10,000.

HELIAND [i.e., Heiland) is an Old Saxon poem of the

9th century. According to some critics it is a fragment of a
larger work which dealt with the entire historical material

of the Old and New Testaments. The part which we now
possess sets forth the life of Christ as told by the four

evangelists, whose various narratives the author seeks to

liarmonize. The poem is said to have been composed by
a Saxon writer at the request of the emperor Louis the

Pious; but who the author was, except that he was a Saxon,
we have no means of knowing. The general opinion is

that he lived in Westphalia, but even this is uncertain.

Like all the most ancient remains of Teutonic poetry,

Ileliand is written in alliterative verse, of which the writer

had a perfect mastery. It is almost the only remnant of

the Old Saxon dialect, and has therefore a high philological

vrlue, but it is still more interesting from a literary point
of riew. The poet does not merely repeat his authorities

;

jvhile true to the main facts of the original story, he allows
Lis imagination to play upon them in a free and poetic

spirit. He realized with intense force the incidents in the
career of the Founder of Christianity, and gives vitality and
definiteness to the received conception of His character.

The diction is simple and popular, but marked by an eleva-

tion of seutiment adapted to the theme and to its epic treat-

meut ; and by a happy phrase the author often succeeds in

imparting to his style colour, variety, and animation. Tlie
9th century is remarkable in the"hiatory of Old English
and of Old Norse poetry ; the Ileliand atfords prouf that
the impulse -which revealed itself in these two literatures

was also experienced to the fuU by the higher minds of

Germany. The historical aspects of this great work are
hardly less important than those which claim the attention

of the purely literary student. Of all the German tribes

the Saxons were the last to submit to the influence of

Christianity. They regarded baptism as the symbol of

Frankish supremacy, and clung as long as they could to the

ancient Teutonic faith. Not until Charlemagne, after more
than thirty years of warfare, forced upon them Frankish
institutions did they generally accept the new creed, and
even then, while they talked of Christ and the saints, they
thought of Wodan and Thor, and took delight in the

heathen poetry which had been handtd down from remote
periods. Louis the Pious was of a gentle and conciliatory

nature, and by treating the Saxons with kindness obliterated

to a large extent the recollection of his father's severity.

Ileliand was one of the works with which he and the clergy

endeavoured to replace pagan literature, so that we may
regard it as the monument of a struggle between two
civilizations. The author is dominated by the ideals and
the sympathies of the Catholic Church, but occasional

touches remind us of the order of life that was passing

away, and these have been found suggestive by w-riters on
German archaeology.

Heliand received its name from A. Schmcller, who edited it

(Munich, 1830-40) from the two existing manuscripts, one of

which is in the British Museum, the other in JIunich (formerly in

Bamberg). More recent editions have been issued by Kijne (Hiin-
stcr, 1855, accompanied by a modern rendering), Heyne (2d ed.

Paderborn, 1873), and Kiickert (4th volume of Dcntsche Dichtniujcn
dcs ilittelalters, Leipsic, 1876). There are renderings into modern
German by Kannegiesser (Berlin, 1847), Grein (Rinteln, 1854; im-
proved edition, Cassel, 1869), Rapp (Stuttgart, 1856), and Simrock
(2d ed. Elberfeld, 1866). See also Vilmar, Deutsche Allcrlhumcr
im Heliand (2d ed., Marburg, 1862); 'NVindisch, Dcr MHumd
und seine Quellcn (Leipsic, 1868); Grein, Die QucUen des Hiliands
(Cassel, 1869); and Sievers Dcr Mlliarul und die angclsdchsiscke
Genesis (Halle, 1875).

HELICON, a mountain, or more strictly a mountain
range, of Boeotia in ancient Greece, celebrated in classical

literature as the favourite haunt of Ihe muses, is situated

between Lake Copais and the Gulf of Corinth. On the

fertile eastern slopes stood a temple and grove sacred to

the Muses, and adorned with beautiful statues, which, taken

by Constantine the Great to beautify his new city, were
consumed there by a fire in 40-1 a.d. Hard by sparkled

the famous fountains of poetic inspiration, Aganippe and
Hippocrene, the latter fabled to have gushed from the earth

at the tread pt the winged horse Pegasus, whose favourite

browsing place was there. At the neighbouring Ascra

dwelt the ancient Hesiod, a fact which probably enhanced

the poetic fame of the region.' Pausanias, who describes

Helicon in his ninth book, asserts that it was the most
fertile mountain in Greece, and that neither poisonous plant

nor serpent was to be found on it, while many of its herbs

possessed a miraculous healing virtue. The highest sum mit,

the present Paleovuni (old hiU), rises to the height of about

5000 feet. Modern travellers, aided by ancient remains

and inscriptions, and guided by the local descriptions of

Pausanias, have succeeded in identifying many of the

ancient classical spots. For details of modern research

see Clarke's Travels in Various Countries (voL viL, 1818),

Dodwell's Classical and Topographical Tour tki-ovgh Greece

(1818), and Leake's Travels in Northern Greece- {yoL ii.,

1835).

HELIGOLAND (German, Helgoland), Heilipeland, or

Hellige Land, as the natives call it, is one of the Frisian

Islands, and an English possession, situated iu the North
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Se\ 54* 11' 31" N. lat, 7° 51' E. long., 3G miles from

tJuxhaven at the mouth of the Elbe, and about 100 from

Hamburg. Though the red clifls of the Kock Island arc

most familiar to the voyager entering the Elbe, there are

iu reality two islets, the second being the Dune or Sand

Island, now lying a quarter of a mile east of the main one,

though at one time connected with it by de waal, a ueck of

land which the sea broke through and destroyed in 1720.

The Rock Island is nearly triangular in shape, surrounded

on every side by steep cliffs, the only beach being the sandy

spit where the landing-place is situated, near the south-east

point. On this islet there are some 500 houses, divided into

a lower town or UiUerland, on the spit, and an upper town

or Oberland, situated on the cliffabove and connected with

the lower town by a wooden stair of 190 steps, the only

possible mode of communication between the two sections.

The portion of the flat-topped rock not occupied by the

houses, the church with graveyard, the Government resi-

dencies, and place for a battery, comprises a little pasture-

land, a few cabbage gardens, potato patches, and a powder

magazine at the north end of the rock. About 200 sheep,

tethered to particular spots, feed on the scanty herbage,

eked out by potato-peelings and halms, cabbage blades, or

any other vegetable refuse, which is carried out to them
every morning. From one end of the island to the other

runs a footpath, called by the Heligolanders the " Land-

wao " or High Road, but better known to visitors by the

name of " Kartoffel-AUee " (Potato Walk). There is also

a lighthouse ; but, though a few guns are placed behind a

rude earthwork, there are no fortifications except the

inaccessible cliffs of the island, and no garrison of any
kind unless a few coast-guardsmen be considered as such.

The greatest length of the island, which slopes somewhat
from west to east, ia 5880 feet, and the greatest breadth

1815 feet, its circumference 13,500 feet, its average height

198 feet, and the highest point 216 feet. The Dune or

Sand Island is little more than a sand-bank covered with

scanty herbage, and imperfectly bound together by bent,

grass, and carices. It is only about 200 feet above the sea

at its highest point, but the drifting sands and the constant

inroads of the sea make the height rather variable. The
sea-bathing establishment is situated here ; but, with the

exception of tho restaurant keeper and waiters, and the

attendants who drag the bathing-coaches into the sea, there

arc no residents. A shelving beach of white sand pre-

sents excellent facilities for bathing; everything is under
strict Government surveillance, the boats in which tho

bathers cross in the morning, the hours of bathing, and
the tariff being all regulated by law. Approached from
the sea the Rock Island, with its red-tiled houses perched

IQ a little cluster on tho red cliff,
—"Am Falm," as it

is called,—loolcs very picturesque, and even the narrow
brick-paved or sandy lanes of the town are not deficient

in a certain degree of quaintness. There are—with tho

exception of a wheelbarrow and an occasional peram-
bulator—no wheeled carriages in tho island, and no horses

or ether beasts of burden. Even tho two cows kept in

tho Unterland for tho use of invalid visitors, and whose
milk is sold at tho apothecary's shop, are removed at

fhe end of the bathing season to Cuxhaven, tho island

not supplying food for both man and boast. Mud is

unknown on tho streets, tho rain oriy serving to wash
their sloping surfaces clean as tho scoured floor of tho

housewives' kitchens. Jlost of tho houses nro built

—

the lower half at least—of brick, but somo are of wood.
There are a theatre, a "conversation house," and a number
of hotels and restaurants, though during tho season nearly
every house is more or less let out to "baadogaster"

—

visitors for sea-bathing forming tho groat source of thp
islanders' prosperity. I», both tho lower and tho upper

town there are numbers of shops ; but the articles for salo

seem to be chiefly intended for the summer "bathicg
guests," the natives getting most of their supplies from
Hamburg or Bremen. The dwellings of the lishcr-fulk are

reasonably clean, and the Interiors bear evidence of the sea-

faring character of the population. Some of the houses huvo
little gardens with liowers, cucumbers, &c., in front of thsm;
and in places protected from the sea breezes there are a few
itm\ trees. At the foot of " the stair " are one or two lime
trees sheltered by the contiguous houses; they are looked

upon by the Heligolanders as objects of national pride.

During the sunmier from 2000 to 3000 people visit the

island for sea-bathing. Most of these are from Hamburg,
English or other "guests" being rare. There arc no English

residents, the officials, the governor excepted, being either

natives or Germans; and German, when Frisian is not em-
ployed, is the official language, though for form's sake ou

the postage stamps English and German words appear in

duplicate. The natives speak a dialect of Frisian, barely

intelligible to the other islands of the group. They are

perfectly content with the almost perfect autonomy they

enjoy under the English Government. There is little emi-

gration, and accordingly the population is slowly increasing.

In 1879 thenumber was a little over 2000. There is regular

communication with Bremen and Hamburg in the summer
and autumn months, but during the winter tho island is

often isolated for weeks at a time, owing to tempestuous

weather, drift ice, and other causes. It is said that insanity

and suicide are in consequence not rare. Epidemic diseases

occur, though they do not commonly spread ; but scrofula,

ovring to the poor character of the islanders' food, attacks

three-fourths uf the population. In ten years there were

309 deaths—about 15 to the 1000 ; while during the same

period—from 18G3 to 1872 inclusive—there were no less

than 17 suicides. At one time the population did not

exceed 300, and it was only when it increased to over 1000

that the inhabitants had to dispense with the few horses

they kept to till their patches of land. This is now done

with the spado, and loads are conveyed either ui wheel-

barrows or in shallow willow baskets.

The temperature of the Oberland is, owing to its exposure, ahout
1-5° lower tlian that of tlie Unterland. The following are th«

means of tlie months, from a series of observations tal^en for sevea

consecutive years at tlie lighthouse built on the hifjiiest point of

the island :—January, 31-9° Fahr.; February, 33-9°; March, 85-2°;

April, 43-1°; May, 48-9°; June, 57-5°; July, 62-2°; August, 61-0°;

Seiitembcr,68-4°; October, 48-2°; November, 400°; December, 34 -3*

—the mean temperature of the whole year being 4/ '2° FaUr.' Tlia

winters are however very stormy, and the air is bo laden with salt

spray that tho rain leaves a delicate deposit of salt after it lias cvapo-

rated. Jlay and the early part of June are very wet and foggy, so tliat

the first visitors do not arrive until the middle of llie latter moutli.

Tho rocks composing the island are of Triassic age, bunter-saud-

stono, keuper, lias, oolite, muschelkalk, and chalk (now denuded),

topped by Pliocene—"the brown tock," in which are found the

scales and teeth mostly of freshwater lishes, freshwater ilollusat,

and fruit and leaves of a Carpinus, a. Quercits, an Jliius, a ma^ne,

a plant allied to a hoya {Stoiiiaiophyllum lu-lgolaiuikum), kc. J'lia

clilTs are worn into caves, and around tlio Rock Isliuid are many
fantastic arches and columns of rock. There is no just ground,

however, for believing that tho Rock Island was over much bigger

than it is,—tho talcs of tho great size of Heligoland—it.s numerous

churches and villages iu early limes—being doubtless exiiggorated

by tradition, while tho maps afTecting to show its former extension

doubtless relate to the Sand Island, which was incontestably much

larger in very recent periods, and i.s now yearly becoming smaller.,

The natural history presents nothing rcniarkablo. There aro iid

wild animals on it, and the numerous buds which breed in M
clids, or light on it during their migrations, oil belong to the main-

lam." or to the North Sea.* Hallier has enumerated 220 flowering

' Zimmcrmann, T>ie samiarcn Ztisldnde Helrtolands, viil fiKCiclUf

UeriicksiMhjunr; des OamiehalUs der Lnift, 1873, pp. 12, 13.

> Oiitkc Ediuburyh A'ffw Philoxiphical Journal, n. s., ix., p. 333;

niaslns, " Naumnnnia," 1858, p. 303 (Ibis, 1862. p. 68); Coriciui,

Ibit, 1875, p. 1872.—Mr Giitko, the island 5«crct*ry, ij iireparijig a

special work on Heligoland ornithology.
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plants as growing on the island, but none of tlieni are pecu

it, tlioH^li tlicre ;vre one or two local varieties. The samly-bo
culinv to

it, tliongli there are one or two local varieties, i lie samiy-bottoincd

shallow sea supplies abuinlance of Hat lish, and in the deeper water

crabs, lobsters, haddock, &c., abound. There are, however, not

many lishing-boats, and these of small size. Host of the meu act

as pilots.
. .

The trade of the island is insignificant. The only time when it

enjoyed any commercial prosperity was during the Napoleonic wars,

when, by the " Contineutal system," the European ports were sup-

posed to be shut to England. During that period smuggling pros-

pered, and the island was crowded with soldiei3 and adventurers. In

1878 the revenue was £7236, the expenditure £7548, and the public

tlebt £2115. The imports are mostly from Bremen and Hamburg,

tliose from Britain being v.ilueJ at only £72 ; the exports, consisting

chiefly of goods bought by visitors, are ladies' feathers, hats, mulfs,

fish, &c. The government is vested in a governor appointed by the

English crown, aided by a council,—the former mode of government

having beeu more democratic, but less conducive to the islanders'

peace Than the present. The taxes are few, and consist chiefly of a

duty on wine, beer, and spirits, a small house tax, and the " kui'-

tax," levied on all \'isitors who reside beyond tliree days.'

History.—the history of Heligoland, "the holy island," is

interesting. " Sunt et aliro insnlte contra Friesiam et Daniam, scd

nulla earum tani memorabilis," writes Adam of Bremen. " JIulta

regna, multas rcgiones et insnlas perlustravi, nee unquam similem

huio sacioj Tidi, are the words of Pontanusv Here Hertha' had

her great temple, and hither came from the mainland the Angles

to worship at her shrine. Here lived King Radbod, a pagan, and

on this isle St Willebrod, 1200 years ago, first preached Chris-

tianity; and for its ownership, before and after tliat date, many
sea-rovers have fouglit. finally it settled down to be a fief of the

dukes of Schleswig or Holstein, though often in pawn for loans

advanced to these impecunious princes by the free city of Ham-
burg. Tlie island thus happened in 1807 to be a Danish posses-

sion" when the English seized and held itnntilit was formally ceded

to them in 1814. In these days of swift steamers the value of

Helifoland as a military position commanding the Elbe mouth has

been°doubted. There is not, with the exception of wells, the rain

collecting in the " Sapskulen" or hollows, and that caught in casks,

any water on the island, while the shelter afforded by the north and

south harbours formed by the sand point on which the Unterland is

built is but indiff'erent. It is only vessels of small size that can

approach the shore, and passengers by the steamers have to land in

open boats at the end of a long jetty {the Liister-Allee, or " Misery

Walk"). Under British rule the islanders enjoy the utmost freedom,

and in return for this privilege are subjected to a trifling taxation

for local purposes, and escape the compulsory military service to

which they would be liable were they to become German or Danish

subjects.
Bibtiography.—Van der Decken, PhUosophisch-histoi'isth-geographxiche Vnfer-

ftuhangen uber die Inset Helgoland Oder Heitt'.etand und ihre Beu-obner (Hano\er,

18-iC); Wlebel, Z)/c /'n<^/ lletgotand, L'nlersuehungen uber deren Grosse m Vorieit

und Oegenicart vom Slandputitte der Oescfiic/tle und GeotogH {Hambutg, 1848;

from Gebiete d-r Naturwissenctia/ten herausgegeben ton dem naturtrissensrlia/t-

Ziehen Verein in Hamburg, vol. h. ; it contains a good bibliofiiapliy up to date);

Oetker, Netgotand. ScMtderungen und Erorterungen (Ucilin, 1855); Hallier,

Uetgolani, Ifordseesludien, (Hainbiiig, I8C9); tlio botanical pun it also piloted

aeparately, ^ie I'egetation auf Helgoland). See also Hansen, CItrouik der

frietise/ien UMande (Ganrdlng. 1877) ; Wiegelt, Die nord/riesisriien Inse'n (Ilam-

bnrg, 1873); B'Tenberg. Die Sordiee-lmeln an der deutsctjen Ktiste (N'oiden and

Kord'erney. 1876): Hansen, Die frifwn (Oaaidlng. 187C); and tlie local guide

pooka. 'R- B)

HELIODORUS, son of Theodosius, was born at Emesa

in Syria, in the second half of the 4th century. He
belonged to a family of priests of the Syrian sun-god Elaga-

balus, but he was himself a Christian, and became bishop

of Tricca in Thessaly. He is famous as the author of the

best of the Greek love-romances. It is called jEthiopica,

as it relates the history of Chariclea, daughter of Hydaspes,

king of ^Ethiopia, her love for Theagenes, a Thessalian of

liicrh rank, and the happy issue after a series of exciting

iadventures and hairbreadth escapes. The Alexandrian

pastoral poets often introduced brief love episodes to give

animation to their scenes of pastoral life. When rhetorical

prose became the fashionable style of composition, the mere

episode was expanded into a complete history of the lovers

from their birth to their happy union. Antonius Diogenes,

according to Photius, was the first to write a book of the

kind ; and Jamblichus, about 100 a.d., also wrote a love

* Tlie tax is at present—for one person three marks (Hamburg), for

|ft family of two to three persons four marks, and for larger families six

jnarks; after a stay of four weeks the visitors are free of " kur-tax."

' Fossite, after whom in pre-Christian days the rock fa* 'called

Fcssite-land, was not, as is often asserted, the goddess Jierself. but

•Dly the priestess of Hertha»

romance. But the ^F.thiopica is the oldest woik of the kind

that has come down to us. It is full of the most improb-

able scenes and incidents ; the hero is a weak and dull

character, but the heroine is well drawn and full of interest.

The description of customs and manners, especially of

religious ceremonies, is minute, and often most interesting

in an antiquarian point of view. The work not only became
a model for the later Greek romance writers, but has been

much imitated by the French and Italian writers of romance.

Tasso praises the artful development of the plot ; and the

early life of Clorinda {Jei'usalein Delivered, c. xii.) is almos*.

identical with that of Chariclea. "Racine meditated c

drama ou the subject of the romance, and Euphael has

made scenes from it the subject of two of his pictures.

The best edition' is that of Coraes (Paris, 1804). The
book has been translated frequently, and into almost all

modern European languages.

HELIGGABALUS, a Grrecized form of Elagabalus, the

name of a Syrian deity, was the name adopted by Variua

Avitus Bdssianus, the Eoinaii emperor. His pedigree is

given in the accompanying table :—

-

Cassianus

I

Julia Doiiina = Enip. Sept. Scvcrus Julia Ma;5a= A\ itus

I I

Caracalla
| |

Julia SoxniIas=S. Varius Maiccllus JulUt MammXA

Enip. Ildiogubalus Emp. Alex. Scvcrae

On the murder of Caracalla (217 a.d.), Julia Jlsesa was

forbidden the court by the new emperor Macrinus. She

retired to her ancestral city Emesa with her daughters and

grandsons. Varius Avitus, though still only a boy, was

appointed high priest of the Syrian sun-god Elagabalus,

one of the chief seats of whose worship was Emesa. His

beauty, and the splendid ceremonials at which he presided,

made him a great favourite with the troops stationed in

that part of Syria, and Maesa increased his popularity by

spreading reports that he was in reality the illegitimate Sv.n

of Caracalla. Jlacrinus was very unpopular with the army

;

an insurrection was easily raised, and Varius under his

adopted name Heliogabalus was proclaimed emperor. The

troops sent to quell the revolt joined the new emperor,

and Macrinus, advancing in person against him, was defeated

and soon afterwards slain (218). Heliogabalus was at

once recognized by the senate as emperor. After spending

the winter in Nicomedia, he proceeded in 219 to Rome. He
made it his business to exalt the honour of the deity whose

priest he was. The Syrian god was proclaimed the chief

deity in Rome, and all other gods his servants ; splendid

ceremonies in his honour were celebrated, at which Helio-

gabalus danced in public ; and it was believed that secret

rites accompanied by human sacrifice were performed in his

honour. The shameless profligacy of the emperor's life was

such as to shock even a Roman public. His popularity with

the army declined, and Maesa perceiving that the liking of

the soldiers inclined to Alexander Severus, persuaded him

to raise his cousin to the dignity of Cjesar (221). Helioga-

balus soon repented of this step. An attempt to murdei

Alexander was frustrated by the watchful MKsa. Anothei

such attempt in 222 produced a mutiny among the soldiers,

in which Heliogabalus and his mother Soiemias were slain.

HELIOGRAPHY is the name applied to the method

of communicating between distant points in which visual

signals are obtained by reflecting the rays of the sun fron'

a mirror or combination of mirrors in the required direction

This metbod can of course be only employed to advantage in

places where the sky is free from clouds and the atmosphere

clear for considerable periods of time, and the fact that at

atmospheric change may indefinitely delay the transmission

of a message is an Insuperable objection to the establish-

ment of permanent heliographic stations in most cl'-mates.
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Ift f&vuurable .localities, however, heliugraphy possesses

important advantages for military signalling over other

methods, the principal being the portability of the appara-

tus, the great distance to which messages can be sent with-

oot retransmission, end the fact that the signals are visible

to those only who are on the direct line of signalling.

Tlie signals are produced by causing the reflected beam
to appear and disappear or be obscured alternately at the

distant point, the intervals of appearance and obscuration

being usually varied ia length, so as to produce the com-

binations of long and short signals known as the Jforse

alphabet. This is done in two distinct ways. In the first

of these, known as signalling by "appearance," the reflected

beam or "flash" is obscured from the receiving station

except when a message is being transmitted, the flashes

then giving the signals or " dots '' and " dashes "
; while in

the second method, or signalling by " obscuration," the flash

is kept continually on the receiving station, and only

obscured for intervals forming signals. The first method
is more easily read by learners ; the second is less fatiguing

to the eye, and possesses the advantage of enabling the

signaller to correct the adjustment of hia instrument at

any time.

Glass mirrors with a plane surface are employed, hence
the angle of divergence of the extreme rays in the reflected

beam is the same as ths.t subtended by the sun's diameter

at the point, or about 32 minutes of arc ; this small diver-

gence rendering the flash visible to great distances.

The distance through which signalling by this method
can be carried on depends On the size of the mirror em-
ployed and the angle of reflexion of the rays, a large mirror

giving a more intense "flash" than a small one, since it

reflects more rays, and being therefore visible to a greater

distance ; also when the angle of reflexion is nearly a right

angle the flash will be more intense than when the rays are

only diverted through a small angle from the greater extent

©f surface exposed to the sun's rays. The range, however,

depends to so great a degree on the state of the atmosphere
that it is impossible to assign any limits to the distance

that the flash might be seen through in exceptionally clear

weather. From the Himalayas a 5-inch mirror has been

found to give very distinct signals over a distance of 60
miles ; but when the air was at all misty a very much
larger mirror had to be employed.

The more perfect reflexion when the angle between the

direct and reflected rays is large is uot suflicient to

compensate for the loss of intensity caused by the small

number of reflected rays. Hence when this angle is greater

than a right angle two mirrors are used, the sun's rays

being reflected from one back to the other and thence

to the distant point. This is called the duplex method of

working.

Two forms of instruments are at present used in the
British army. In the one known as Begbio's field heliostat

the mirrors are square, the sun mirror having a. side of 6
inches, and the signalling mirror 4 inches. The object of
this difi'erence is to ensure the latter receiving the flash

over its whole extent of surface. The mirrors arb screwed
on to tripod stand.?, the stand for the signalling mirror
having a sighting bar with a frame of cross wires at the
end, by means of which the alignment can be accurately
taken by looking through a hole in the centre of the mirror.
When this has been found a small white disc is put into
a hole in the centre of the cross wire frame, and a black
disc in the central hole in the signalling mirror, or, if two
mirrors are used, the white disc in the signalling and the
black disc in the sun mirror. The flash h then brought on
the true lino Ijy making the shadow corresponding to the
black disc fall on the white one ; this is accurately obtained
07 means of elow-motion screws in a vertical and horizontal

\ 1 _o.*r

direction, by which means also the.suu's apparent motion
is continually corrected. The obscuration is eflected by
a screen placed on a tripod in the alignment of the flash,

pivoted horizontally, and worked by a -handle. In the
heliograph patented by Mr Mance the mirrors are circular,

the obscuration being efi^ected by giving a small angular
motion to one of the mirrors, causing the reflected beam to

travel through twice the angle and completely disappear

from the distant point. This is more easily manipulated
than obscuration by a screen. Its working is made very
similar to that of an ordinary Morse key. The sun's

motion is corrected by slowr-motion screws, and the arrange-

ments for directing the flash are very similar to those in

the heliostat Two tripod stands are employed: one is for

the signalling mirror ; the other in single working carries

a jointed arm, fitted with a small white metal tablet having

a black spot on which is thrown the shadow from an un-

silvered hple in the centre of the signalling mirror, while

in duplex working a piece of paper in the centre of the

second mirror answers the same purpose.

In addition to its usefulness as a signalling instrument, the

heliograph has been found of great service in defining exactly

distant points for large surveys, such as the triangulation of

India. For this purpose it was constantly employed by the

late astronomer-royal at the Cape, Sir T. Maclear, in his

verification of tHe arc of the meridian. (p. c.)

HELIOPOLIS. See Baalbec and Egypt, vol. vii. p. 769.

HELIOTROPE, or Turnsole, Ueliotropium, L. (Greek,

7j\ioTp6Tn.ov, i.e., a plant which follows the sun with its

flowers and leaves, or, according to Theophrastus, Hist.

Plant., vii. 15, which flowers at the summer solstice), a

genus of usually more or less hairy herbs or undershruba

of the tribe fleliotropiem of the natural order Boragineae,

having alternate, rarely sub-opposite leaves ; small white,

lilac, or blue flowers, in terminal or lateral one-sided simple

or once or twice forked spikes, with a calyx of five deeply-

divided segments, a salver-shaped, hypogynons, 5-lobed

corolla, and entire 4-celled ovary; fmit 2- to 4-sulcafe or

lobed, at length separable into

four 1-seeded nuts, or into two
hard 2-celled carpels; and seeds

generally with a scanty al-

bumen. In some, species the

cone surmckunting the stigma

is bearded. The heliotropes

are indigenous mostly to tropi

cal and subtropical regions, but

a few species are natives of

Earope, as H. eurapceum, L.,

which is also a naturalized

species in the southern parts of

North America. 11. indicum.

L. (of the section Heliophyiuvi,

D.C.), is to be met with in

equinoctial Africa, Americn^

and Asia, but apparently not'

in Australia. Of 23 Australian

species of Heliotropium that

have' beeri described, 16 are

endemic. The common helio-

trope of English hothouses, 27.

peruvianum, L., popularly knowtl as "cherry-pie," Is oq

account of the delicious odour of its flowers a great favounti

with florists. It was introduced into Europe by the youngec

Jnssieu, who sent seed of it from Peru to the royal garden

at Paris. About the year 17C7 it was grown in England

by Mr P. Miller from seed obtained from St Qermains.

The plant has been known to occur with double flowers

(Masters, Ycg. Tcrat., p. 610, Ray Soc. 1869). J7. corym

bosum, Ruie et Pav., whicb was grown in HammerBmitb

Beliotropium suamlen*.
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liorserios as early as 1812, has larger but less fragrant

fl jwers than H. jTeruvimium. The species commonly grown

in Russian gardens is H. suaveolens, which has white,

highly-fragraut flowers. Heliotropes may be propagated

either from seed, or, as commonly, by means of cuttings

of young growths taken an inch or two in length. The
plants require in hot weather a plentiful supply of water,

and in winter careful protection from frost, which soon

kills them. If favoured with a light rich soil and a warm
conservatory, in which they may be grown in a border, or

against a pillar, wall, or trellis, they bloom all the year

round. The formation of flowers is promoted by a sunny
Situation. JIany florists' varieties of heliotrope are now
under cultivation.

Pliny (Xat. Hist., xxii. 29) distinguishes two kinds of "helio-
tropium," the tricoccum, and a somewhat taller plant, the kelio-

icopium ; the former, it has been supjjosed, is Croion tindorium, L.,

and the Utter the ii\ioTp6inov iiiKp6v of Dioscorides, or HdiotTopium
europttum. The helioscopium, according to Pliny, was variously
employed iu medicine ; thus the juice of the leaves with salt served
for the removal of warts, whence the term herha verrucaria applied
to t-he plant. What, from the perfume of its flowers, is sometimes
called winter heliotrope, is the fragrant butterbur, or sweet-scented
coltsfoot, PetasUcs (Tussilago) fragrans, Presl, , a perennial Compo-
site plant. (For fig. see Maund, The Botanic Garden, i.

,
pi. iv.,

fig. i, 1878; and Gardener's Chron., Feb, 2, 1878, p. 147.)
See Ruiz and Pstoo, FI. Peruv . li. S-4. pi. CTii.-cxi., 1799; P. Miller, DicL.ei.

T JIartyn, i. pt. ii., 1807; Misl. Kat de Ptimf, ed. A. ie Grandsagne. xir. 158
set, 18J2; De Candollc, Proir.. i. 53J, 1845; Bemham, FI. Atii(ral.,ir. 3»2,
ISW: Bemham and Hooker,- Gen. Plant., >\. 84S, 1873-7$; IlemEley. Hundb.
of Hardy Trees and Shrubs, ire, p. 325. 1873. Proe. Amenc. Acad.' Arts and
Sci., X. 49. Bosi., 187.^; Oardentrs Chron,, 1876, (. 21 i and, for fig. of B,
yeractanu'ii and M. coi-ymbosum, Curtis's Bot Mag., Nu. 141, 17&1, and No. 1609,
13U.

HELIOTROPE, or Bloodstone, a cryptocrystalline

variety of quartz, dark green in colour, with small spots of

red jasper, resembling drops of blood. The name, from
the Greek ^Xio9, sun, and Tpetro), to turn, is stated by Pliny
{yat, Iltst., xxxvii, CO) to be due to its giving, when
thrown into water, a red reflexion of the light of the sun.

The modern heliotrope, however, is Pliny's pramis (op. cit.,

x.xxvi. 34); and what he terms heliotrope was apparently

a leek-green prase or plasma, abundantly veined with blood-

red jasper. Heliotrope is found-in the Isle of Rum, and in

JIuU of Cantyre, Argyllshire, and in several foreign locali-

ties. It is of common occurfence in the trap-rocks of

the Deccan. Medicinal and other virtues were formerly
ascribed to the stone. It is used for signet rings and a
variety of ornamental articles.

HELL. See EscHATOLOor, vol. viii. p. 536.

HELLANICUS, the most important of the Greek logo-

graphers, was a native of Mytilene. His, father was named
Andromenes or Aristomenes. His life, which, as Lucian
tells, lasted eighty-five years, extends over the 5th century^

B.C., but the date of his birth is uncertain, and the circum-
stances of his career are unknown. If the quotation in the
scholiast on Aristoph., Ban., 706, can be trusted (fr. 80),
Hellanious in one of his works referred to the battle of

Arginusre (406 B.C.). In that case (482-397 B.C.) the dates
assigned by JluUer {Fragm, Ilist. Gr., i. p. sxsiv.), following
the author of the Vita £un'pidis, must be approximately
correct. On the other hand Thucydides (i. 93), who died
jn 403 B.C., criticizes the work in which this statement
might be expected to occur, which leaves a very narrow
interval for the work to appear and acquire reputation
enough to be takeu notice of by Thucydides; while the style

of the reference certainly suggests at first sight that Hella-
nicus was dead when Thucydides was writing. If on these
grounds we disregard the scholiast, we may on the authority
of Pdmphila assign 496-411 as the limits of his life.

Suidas says that he died at Perperene, a town on the Gulf
:of Adramyttium, and that he lived for some time at the
Macedonian court along with Herodotus. If the latter fact

be true, the time to which Suidas assigns-it, viz., during the
reign of Amyntas (553-504), is impossible.

The following list of his works gives the results of MiiUer's care-
ful discussion of the extant fragments :

—

(1,) PfrsiOT, probably in two books. This work, which was written
before those on Greek history-, ga-\-e (jirobably iu blc. i.) an account
of the Assyrians and the Jledes, and (in bk. ii.) a history of the
Persian empire. (2.) Phoronis, ArgoUc traditions from Phoroneus,
" father of mortal men," the conteinporary of Ogj-ges, down pro-
bably to the return of the Heiaclida?. It consibted chiefly of
genealogies, with short noticeis of events interspersed. It was pro-
bably in two books; and the works quoted as Bxolka and .4 i-joiica

are probably only portions of it. (3.) DeuealUmia, tracing Thes-
salian traditions in a similar manner from Deucalion, who corre-
sponds to Phoroneus as the first man. It was in two books ; and
the Thessalica is probably only another name for it or the title of

a part of it. Asopis was apparently au appendix giving the
genealogy of the .(Eacid race from Zeus and .digina, daughter of
Asopus, down to Miltiades. (4.) Atlantis, in two books, briefly

cnu.Tierating the descendants of Atlas in general, but dwelling at

much greater length on the offspring of Electra, and introducing ii

this part an account of Trojan history. Hence the work is often
cited under the name of Troica. The works quoted as irepl

'A;»ta5iot and irepl AuSi'as are probably merely parts, (b.) AUhis,
called by Thucydides (i. 97) ^ 'Attik?) irvyypatpri, giving in four
books the history of the country fi-om Ogyges or Cecrops do^vn
at least to the beginning of the Peloponnesian War. Thucydides
says that he enumerated the events between 480 and 431 B.C. veiy
briefly, and with little regard to chronological sequence. These
four works on Greek history (2-5) w\;re probably published in
one single work, and were divided by later grammarians into
separate sections and books. (6.) Zesbiaca or JEolica, a aivrayiia
iiTix<!>p'ov in two books at least. (7.) 'Icpacu T^s'Hpos, a li&t of the
priestesses of the Argive Hera, incorporating a synopsis both of

what had been scattered through his other works and of history

that had not come within the scope of these works. We may pre
sume that a list of priestesses was preserved in the temple witn a
slight account of contemporary events, particularly those relating

to festivals and. religious matters, and that Hellanicus made this

the basis of his work. Eeference to this line of priestesses was one
of the commonest methods of dating, and is used by Thucydides in

important cases (ii. 2; iv. 133). This is probably the same work
that is often referred to under the name of Histories. It wa." iu three

books ; the first came down to the apotheosis of Heracles and the
voyage of Theseus to Crete, and the second probably to the Persian
Wars. (8.) Carnconicce, a list of the victors in the Carnean games
of Apollo from their foundation, 01. 26 ; along with the conquerors

in the poetical and musical contests, it probably contained notices

of literary events. (9.) Bap0aptKa. vii^ijua, quoted also with the
titles irepl ievuv, SiC. As the history of the barbarian races was
too little known to be ai-ranged as Hellanicus had arranged

the Greek history, the plan in this work was to enumerate the

towns, and to describe the country, manners of the peoi>le, &c.,

like a geographer. The ^Egyptinca and the Iter ad Tanphtm
Ammonis, which were parts of this work, are counted by MiiUer

spurious insertions on Orphic theology by an Egyptian writer;

wliile Aihs iro\vTvxl<i is merely a part of this spurious insertion.

Preller (De Hellan. Lcsb. Ifislor.) considers this whole work to he
spurious.

As an historian Hellanicus is greatly in advance of preceding

logographers. He was not content to repeat the traditions that

had gained general acceptation through the poets, but he tried to

give the traditions as they were locally current, and he availed

himself of the few national or priestly registers that presented

something like contemporary registration. ' Thus, in the first place,

he gave in many points accounts quite different from the usual

beliefs: e.g., he recorded the local belief in the Troad that Troy

had not been totally destroyed by the Greeks but had continued to

eiist to his own time ; and in the Atthis, touching on Spartan

affairs, he made no reference to Lycurgus, but attributed the

Spartan constitution to Eurysthenes and Procles. Now it is cer-

tain that the Spartan state registers could not have made any

mention of Lycurgus on account of the plan on which they were

framed (Muller, Hist. Dor., i. p. 132). Secondly, Hellanicus laid

the foundations of a scientific cluronology, though his materials

were insufiicient and he often had recourse to the usual rough

reckoning by generations. On account of his deviations from

common tradition, Hellanicus is often called- an untrustworthy

writer by the ancients themselves ; but probably few authors would

have been more useful to a scientific student if his works had been

preserved. Dionysius (/wrfic. de Thacyd.) censures liim for arrang-

ing his history, not according to the natural connexion of events,

but according to the locality or the nation he was describing ;
and

undoubtedly he never, like his contemporary Herodotus, roseto tho

conception of a single current of events wider than the local distinc-

tion of race. His style, like that of the older logographers, was dry

and bald ; and there seems little foundation for the statement of

Suidas that he wrote poetry, though perhaps some parts of the

jEolica were in verse.
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HELLEBORE (Greek, «U€/3opos; Modern Greek also

cKaptf>r); German, Nieswurz, Christwurz; French, eltebore,

and, in the district of Avranche, herbe enrajee), Uelleborus,

L., a genus of plants of the natural order RanunculaoecB,^

natives of Europe, Western Asia, and North America. The
leaves'- are palmate or pedate (Botaxv, vol. iv. p. 111.,

fig. 108), are usually solitary, and have five persistent

petaloid sepals, within the circle of which are placed the

minute gland-like tubular petals, the nectaries of Linnaeus,

of the form of a horn with an irregular opening, and

representing, according to Bailloa {Nat. Hut. of Plants,

L 13, 1871), "the lower or outermost stamens trans-

formed into staminodes."^ The stamens are very numer-

ous, and are spirally arranged ; and the carpels are variable

in number, sessile or stipitate, and slightly united at the

base, and dehisce by ventral suture (vol. iv. 141, 149).

HdUborus niger, L,, Black Hellebore, or, as from blooming in

mid-winter it is tcrmect, the Chnstmas Rose (Ger. , Schwarze Kus-
tour: ; Fr.yJlose de Noel), is found in southern and central Europe,

and with other species was cultivated in the time of Gerard (see

Herball, p. 977, ed. Johnson, 1733) in English gardens. Its knotty
bracteated rhiitome is blackish-brown externally, and, as with other

species, gives origin to numerous straight roots. The leaves are

radical, coriaceous, smooth, distinctly pedate, dark green above,

and lighter below, with 7 to 9 segments, and long petioles. The
scapes, which end the branches of the rhizome, have a loose entire

bract at the base, and terminate in a single flower, with two bracti,

UtUeborus niger. 1, Vertical section of flowers ; 2, nectary, side and
front view (nat. size).

tcom the axis of one of which a sec&nd flower may be developed.
The flowers have 5 white or pale-rose, eventually greenish sepals,
15 to 18 lines in brcidth ; 8 to 13 tubular green petals containing
a awuct liquid secretion ; and 5 to 10 free carpels.

Varieties of Black Hellebore are U. nigcr minor, or 11. angusti-
folius, and Giant Hellebore, distinguished as II. nigcr major,
maximus, giganleus, and grandijtorus, or as a distinct species, I{.
altifulius. U. fcclidus, L., Stinking Hellebore, ifl Westmoreland
Felon-grass, known also, from the shape of its leaves, aa Bear's-foot
(Fr., Pied cle Griffon), is a native of England, whore, like //. viridis,
it is confined chicBy to limestone districts ; it is common in Franco
and the south of Europe. Its leaves have 7- to 11-tootbed divisions,
aqd the flowers are in panicles, numerous, cup-shaped, and droop-
ing, with many bracts, and green sepals tinged with purnlo, alter-
nating with the five petals.

On the plants known as White Hellaboro {Veratrum album) and
Amencan White Hellebore, commonly called "Green Hellebore"
(y. viridc), vrtiich are members of the nstural order MelanUiacea!, see
VEnATnn.\t.

' On the development and structural illations of the leaves, see A.
Tr&ul, Ann. Set. Xnt., Bot., scr. iii., torn, xx, 260, 268, pi. 23, figs.
101-3, 1853

; and Clos, Bull. Soc. Dot. c(t France, iii. 682, 1856.
On the petals of the hellebores, see J. B. Payer, TraM XOrgano-

rf/nie comgarlc de la Fleur, pp. 256-260, 1857. In the opinion of
Baillon {op. cil., pp. 15-21), the groups Eranthia and Coplis, from the
*roe»uro of their flowers, as also strictly Isnpyrum and TrolHus, should
not be generically separated from Btlleboriu.

H. viridit, L., or Green Hellebore proper, ranges from England,
where it is probably indigenous in some of the southern and
eastern counties, to Spain and It.-tly, and even it is said to Turkey.
It has bright yellowish-green flowers, 2 to 4 on a stem, with large
leaf-like bracts. Brunfcls and Bock (16th century) regai-ded the
plant as the Black Hellebore of the Greeks.
The radical leaves of II. viridis and its varieties, as also of ff.

muJtifuius,\isiin, II. })urpura.scens.W' . k K., II. cijclojihylliu, Boiss ,

and several allied forms, wither in winter. In H. lesicariua, Auch.
(Boissier, Fl. Orient., i. 60), a native of Syria, the flower-stem bears
4 to 5 flowers, and the carpels are much compressed laterally, and,
when ripe, united half way up, aa in certain NtijeVcr. H. lividus,

Soland (//. argiUi/otiics,Viv., trifolius. Mill., and iliei/olius and
triphyllus). Holly-leaved Hellebore, found in the Balearic Islands,

and in Corsica and Sardinia, is remnpkable for the handsomeness of

its foliage. H. antifuorum, Braun, which has purplish-white flowers,

occurs in Bithynian Olympus. H. olympictis, Lindl., is perhaps a
variety of it. H. cyclophjUus (Boiss., Fl. {jnad., i. 61), a Grecian
species, has ovate-orbicular green sejials. H. m-ienlalis, Lim.,Ejury.,
iii. 92 {H. ponticus, Braun, see Boiss., op. eit.), indigenous to

Macdonia, Thrace, the vicinity of Constantinople, and noitlrera

Asia llinor as far east as Trebizond, has leaves pubescent below,

and of 7 to 9 segments, and scapes bearing 3 to 5 flowers, with
white or rosy sepals. Allied to it are II. odorus, W. & K. , of which
Koch regards M. atrorubens as a variety, and H. eaiicasieus, Koch,*
having green and piH-plish-green sepals respectively.

Hellebores may be grown in any ordinary light garden
mould, but thrive best in a soil of about equal parts of

turfy loam and well-rotted manure, with half a part each

of fibrous peat and coarse sand, and in moilt but thoroughly-

drained situations, more especially where, as at the margins

of shrubberies, the plants can receive partial shade in

summer. For propagation, cuttings of the rhizome may be

taken in August, and placed in pans of light soil, with a
bottom heat of 60^ to 70° Fahr,; hellebores can also ba

grown from seed, which must be sDwn as soon as ripe, siuoo

it quickly loses its vitality. The seedlings usually blossom

in their third year. The exclusion of frost favours the pro-

duction of flowers ; hut tho plants, if forced, must be

gradually inured to a warm atmosphere, and a free supply

of air must be afforded, without which they are apt to

become much afTected by greenfly. The flowers on one

plant of H. niger major in Mr B. Hooke's ^rden at Brad-

Sold, Berks, about tho end of January 1878, numbered
nearly 500 {Gard. Chron., 1878, i. 145). For potting, H.
niger and its varieties, and H. orientalis, atrorubens, and
olympicus have been found well suited. After lifting, pre-

ferably in September, the plants should receive plenty of

light, with abundance of water, and once a week liquid

manure, not over-strong. Tho flowers are improved in

delicacy of hue, and sre brought well up among the leaves,

by preventing access of light except to the upper part of

the plants. Of the numerous species of hellebore now
grown, the deep-purple-flowered II. colchicus is one of the

handsomest. //. atropxirpurcus, introduced in 1844, blooms

in March or at the end of February, and may be effectively

used in flower borders to succeed hepaticas, scillas, aftd

crocuses (Maund, Bot. Gard., vi., pi. ccxviii., fig. 2). Helle

bores having variously coloured spreading or bcU-shapcd

flowers, spotted with crimson, red, or purple, were grown

by Sauer, late superintendent of tho Berlin University

Garden, about tho year 1851, as tho result ot crossing U:
gutlattis, Braun, and //. pur/mrascetis. Other fine varieties

have been obtained by Bouchd, his successor, from crosses

with U. ofympiciiJi, and by Carl Hcinemann from U. gut-

talus and lit ahchasieiis.

The rhizome of If. niger occnta in commeiceia irregular

and, nodular pieces, from about 1 to 3 inches in length,

* According to Kegel, II. orientalis, caucasiciui, colchicus, aiiti'

quorum, objmpicus, guttatns, and abchasicxis should all bo reduced to

one species. Koch (Oard. Chron., 1874, i. 118) regards tho Hungarino
//. purpurascens, W. * K., and the Caucasian If. colchicus, Reg.

{ — H. porphyromdas, Braun), as varieties of tho last-named. Tho
" IT. abschasicus" of BclRian florists is stated by M. J. L. Le BMe
(" Monog. des Ilclleb.," La Relgiqric Uorticolc, y'u. 831) to bo merely
a variety of //. intermcdius, Guss,
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white, and of a horny texture within. Cut transversely it

presents internally a circle of 8 to 12 cuneiform ligneous

bundles, surroundeil by a thick bark. It emits a faint

odour when cut or broken, and has a bitter and slightly

acrid taste. The drug is sometimes adulterated with the

rhizome of baneberry, Aclcea spicata, L., which, however,

may be recognized by the distinctly cruciate appearance of

the meditullium of the attached roots when cut across, and
by its decoction giving the chemical reactions for tannin.^

The rhizome is darker in colour in proportion to its degree

of dryness, age, and richness in oil. A specimen dried by
Schroflf lost in eleven days 65 per cent, of water.

If. r.igcr, oritntaHs, viridis, foetidus, and several other species of

hellebore contain the ghicosides hellcborin, Cj^HjoOj, anilheUchorcin,

CjsH.jO],, the former yielding glucose and hcUcboresin, CjjHjgO,,
and the latter glucose and a violet-coloured substance hellcborelin,

Ci.HjjOj. HeTleborin is most abundant in S. viridis. A tliird

and volatile principle is probably present in H. foetidus. Both
helleborin and helluboreiu act poisonously on animals, but their

decomposition-products lielleboresiu and helleboretin seem to be
devoid of any injurious qualities. Helleboreiu produces excitement
and restlessness, followed by paralysis of the lower extremities or

whole body, quickened respiration, swelling and injection of the
luncous membranes, dilatation of the pupil, and, as with heUeborein,
s.Uivation, vomiting, and diarrhcea. Hellcborein exertises on the
lieait an action similar to that of digitalis, but more powerful,

accompanied by at first quickened and then slow and laboured
respiration ; it irritates the conjunctiva, and acts as a sternutatory,

but less violently than veratriue.

Of various species of hellebore examined bj' him, SchrofT found
Jl. orientalis to possess most medicinal activity; less energetic in

succession werefl'. viridis, foefidus, purpurascens, ponlicus (? Braun,
r. Slip.), and niger. Pliny states that horses, oxen, and swine are

killed by eating "black hellebore;" and Chn&Wson (On Poisoiis,

p. 876, 11th ed., 1845) wiites: "I have known severe griping pro-

<luced by merely tasting the fresh root in January." Parkinson,

who questions the virulence of the drug {Thcat. Bolan., p. 216,

1640, fol.), possibly observed its effects in the diy condition.

According to Bevgius [Mat. Med., ii. 496, Stockh., 1778), the

ihizome of H. niger, if fresh, is poisonofts, rubefacient, and vesi-

cant; when recently dried, emetic, purgative, emmenagogue, in-

bccticidal, and sternutatory : and after long keeping scarcely pur-

giitive, but alterative and diuretic. Bayer also has observed that

w hen dried and powdered it is almost devoid of purgative properties.

Poisonous doses of hellebore occasion in man singing in the ears,

vertigo, stupor, thirst, with a feeling of suffocation, swelling of the

tongue and fauces, emesis and catharsis, slowing of the pulse, and
finally collapse and death from cardiac paralysis. Inspection after

death reveals mucli inflammation of the stomach and intestines,

more especially the rectum. The drug has been observed to exercise

a cumulative action. Its extract was an ingredient in Bacher's

pills, an empirical remedy once in great repute in France. In

British medicine the rhizome was formerly official (see J. B.

Kevins, Transl. New Land. Pharm., p. 666, 2d ed., 1854), and the

tincture, powder, or, more rarely, the decoction is still occasionally

used. Parkinson (op. cit. ) mentions the employment of the leaves

and juice of H. niger "to help the Dropsie, jaundies, and other

evil dispositions of the liver and gall;" and Dr C. D. F. Phillips

(Mat. Med. and Therap., p. 27, 1874) has found the tincture of

the rhizome of value in dropsical affections, especially in anasarca

resulting from scailet fever. H. fcetidus was in past times much
extblled as an anthelmintic, and is recommended by Bisset (Med.

£ss., pp. 169 and 195, 1766) as the best vermifuge for children; J.

Cook, however, remarks of it (Oxford Mag., March 1769, p. 99):

"Where it killed not the patient, it would certainly kill the worms;
Iiut the worst of it is, it will sometimes kill both." This plant, of

old termed by farriers Ox-heel, Setter-wort, and Setter-grass, as well

as II. viridis (Fr., Uerbe a siton), is employed in veterinary surgery,

to which also the use of B. niger is now chiefly confined in Britain.

In the early days of medicine two kinds of hellebore were recog-

nized, the white, or Veralrum album (vide svpra, note), and the
Mack, including the various species of Hellcborus. The former,

according to Codronchius (Comm. . . . de EUeb., 1610), Castellus

{De Hellcb. Epist., 1622), and others, is the drug usually signified

in the writings of Hippocrates. Among the hellebores indigenous to

<jreece and Asia Minor, H. oriental is. Lam. (v. s^ipra), the rhizome
of which differs from that o( H. niger and of II. viridis in the bark
being readily separable from the woody axis, is the species found
by Schroff to answer best to the descriptions given by the ancients
of black hellebore, the iK\e$opos /itKas of Dioscorides. The rhizome

1 For the microscopical characters and for figures of transverse
sections of the rhizome, see Lanessan, Hist, des Drogues, i. p. 6,
1878.

of this plant, if identical, as would appear, with that obLiined by
Touniefort at Prusa in Asia Jlinor (Ilel. d'un Fog. do. Levant, ii.

189, 1718), must be a remedy of uo small toxic properties. Aciwrvl-
iiig to an early tradition, black hellebore administered by the
soothsayer and physician Melamjais (whence its name Mclam-
podium), was the means of curing the madness of the danghtei-s of
Prcetus, king of Argos. The drug was used by the ancients in
paralysis, gout, and other diseases, more particularly iu insanity,
a fact frequently alluded tc by classical writers, e.g., Horace (Sat.,

ii. 3, 80-83
; Ep. ad Pis., 300). Various superetitioiis were in

olden times connected with the cutting of black hellebore. The
best is said by Pliny (Nat. Mht., xxv. 21) to grow on Mt. Helicon.
Of the three Anticyras (see vol. ii. p. 127), that in Phocis was the
most famed for its hellebore, which, being there used combined
with "sesamoidcs," was, according to Pliny, taken with more safety

than elsewhere.
See Hjij-ne, Artney.-Ce^riichst, i. pi. 2 and 7-10. 1805; Sibtlioi-p. Flora Giacn,

vl. 19, 1840; Sleiihenson and Churchill. U,d. Bot., i., pi. xl. ond mi, 1831 ; Wood-
ville, Med. £o(, iii. 473-9. 3d ed. 18S2; Spach. &/iV« d Buffon, Hist. Kul. ie$
Veg., vil. 312-22, 1839; Reichei.bach, Iron. Ft. Genu., iv., pi. cUi.-cxil.. 1840; W,
D. J. Koch. Syjiap. Ft. Genu, el Helv.. p. 21. 2d ed., 1843, and Taschenb. d
Oeulsch. u. Schirei!. f/, p. 223, 2d ed.. 1878; Schroff, Proaer Vieile'Jahresich.f.d.

pract. Beilk., 1x11. 49-117, and Ixiil. 95-1.34, 1659; Berg and Schmidt, Off.

Geirdefise. Iv., pi xxix. tq.. lbC3 ; Syme, Sotrerby's Eng. Bot.. i. 5&-&9, pi. xliv., xlv.,

1863; Marm^ and Husemann. ZeiHeh. d. rat. Medic^ 3d scr., xx\i. 1-98, 1S65,

nlsoDisA. and T. Husemann, Die PJtamen%toffe, p. 796, 1671; Gard. C/tron.,

1874.1.480; 1877.1. 432, 404; The Garden, vii. 4G3, and xiv. 178, 451; T/ie

Florist, 1875, p. 159 ; Bentley and Trimen. Med. PI., pt. 5, No. 2, 1876; Jouiv. <if

Hoit. and Coll. Card.. Nov. 21. 1877, p. 397 ; A'on Boeck, Zietnneti's tyc'- of tlie

Pracl. of Med., x-vii. 741. 1878; and for bibliography of early treatlaes on helle-

bore, J. D. Beass, Repert. Comment., "Mat Med," iL 143, 1816; and E. J
Waring, Bibliolheca Thetapeuliea, Ii. 468, New Cav. Sot, 1879. (F. H. B.)

HELLENISTS ('EUr^vicrTat') was the name usually

applied by those who called themselves Greeks (Hellenes)

to all Grsecizing and more especially to all Greek-speaking

foreigners,—a class which, after the'conquests of Alexander

the Great, formed a large and important element in almost

every community throughout the civilized world. More
particularly the word is applied in the New Testament
(Acts vi. 1 ; ix. 29 ; and, according to the textus receplus,

also xi. 20, where, however, the beat MSS. and critical edi-

tions read 'EAAtjvqs) to Greek-speaking or " Grecian" Jews,
who, besides being very numerous in the various countries

of the dispersion, had also many synagogues in Jerusalem,

and were remarkable there for their zeal. Indeed their

presence in the capital of Judaism at all may safely be
taken to have implied on their part a more than ordinary

interest in the affairs of the ideal theocratic kingdom ; their

attitude therefore to Christianity, when that new system
first came to be promulgated, could not fail to be very pro-

nounced on the one side or on the other. Theearly records

show that the apostles made many converts among the

Hellenists of the city ; and it is interesting to note that, if

the names can be taken as a safe inijication, all the seven

deacons mentioned in Acts vi. 6 belonged to the " Hellen-

istic " and not to the " Hebrew " party within the primi-

tive church. Saul of Tarsus also was a Hellenist ; but
whether he belonged to the synagogue of the !' Libertines"

or to that of "those of Cilicia" is a question which our

data do not enable us to decide. In the Vulgate, which

translates 'EAAijvtorai by the word " Graeci," the distinctioB

so consistently preserved in our authorized version between
" Grecians " and " Greeks " is made to disappear.

HELLESPONT, the modern Dardanelles (vol. vi.

p. 823), is variously named in classical literature 'EAA^tr-

KovTo<;, Hellespontus, 6 'EXA?;? ttoitos, Pontus Helles,

Hellespontum Palagus, and Fretum Hellesponticum. It

received its name from Helle, in Greek mythology,

daughter of Atbamas, king of Orchomenus in Boeotia,

and of the goddess Nephele, whom he had married at the

command of Hera (Juno). Athamas, however, secretly loved

the mortal Ino, and on his marrying her also the dissensions

between his wives became so great that he went to con-

sult the Delphic oracle. The priestess there, bribed by Ino,

assured him that the sacrifice of Phrixus, the brother of

Helle, was necessary to domestic harmony ; but Nephele,

in order to save her children, despatched them to Colchis io

Asia, on the back of the ram with the golden fleece. HeJJe,

however, had the misfortune, when crossing this strait, to
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slip from her seat, and to be carried away by tlie current

:

liBDce the name Uellesponlus, or " Sea of Helle."

HELLIN (Illunnm), a town of Spain, iu tlie proviace of

Albacete, is situated on the slope of the Sierra de Segura,

35 miles S.S.E. of Albacete. It is a clean and well-built

town, and possesses the remains of an old Roman castle and

a beautiful parish church, the ruasonry and marble pave-

ment at the entrance of which are worthy of special notice.

The principal manufactures are sulphur obtained from the

celebrated mines about 13 miles distant, earthenware,

linens, cloth, hats, leather, and oil. Hellia was sacked

by the French under Montbrun ; and was the point where

Joseph and Soult united with Suchet after Warmout's

rout at Salamanca. Tlie population is about 8000.

HELMERS, Jan Frederik (1767-1813), Dutch poet,

was born at Amsterdam, March 7, 1767. His early poems

JViffkt (1788) and Socrates (1790) were tame and senti-

mental, but he woke up after 1805 to the melancholy con-

dition of the Fatherland, and determined, in company with

his friend Cornelis Loots, to rouse national feeling by a

burst of patriotic poetry. His poems, published in 1809

and 1810, but especially his great work The Dutch i\^alioii

(1812), created great enthusiasm and enjoyed immense

success. Helmers died at Amsterdam, February 26, 1813.

He was a fiery, somewhat turgid writer, by no means devoid

of force, but owing his success mainly to the integrity of

Lis patriotism and the opportune moment at which he

sounded his coijnterblast to the French oppression. His

posthumous poems was collected in 1815.

HELMET, or Helm (Anglo-Saxon, Helm ; Italian, Elme,

Elmelto ; French, Hecnlme ; Icelandic, Hjalmr), is the term

used in a general sense to include the various forms of head

defences which were either made in solid metal or of metal

plates. The form of helmet used among the Assyrians, as

shown by the monumental sculptures, was a close-fitting

skull-cap, round or conical, sometimes surmounted by a

crest rising from the summit of the cone and curving

forwards in a semicircular form. The Greek helmet was

also in its simplest form a skull-cap, covering the head in

front above the level of the eyes, but reaching down to the

nape of the neck from ear to ear. Another form had this

lower part prolonged and carried round bo as to cover all

.above the shoulders with the exception of a slit in front,

partly protected by a nose-piece. Occasionally hinged

cheek-pieces were added to the skull-cap, and the upper

part of the casque was -sometimes prolonged into a conical

shape with a crest curving forwards, or surmounted by a

ridged prominence on which was fastened a flowing crest of

horsehair. The Greek helmets are often represented as

highly decorated, and many examples of the different forms

and their varieties of decoration occur on the painted vases,

the gems, and the coinage. The Etruscan helmet differed

but slightly from that of the Greeks. It was more conical

in form, and often furnished with horns or wings in place

of a crest. The Roman helmet was usually a skullcap,

with or without crest, and often plain and undecorated.
The Gaulish helmet, of which a beautiful specimen was
obtained from an Iron Age burial at Berru in Marne in

1872, was of hammered iron, conical in shape, terminating
in an ornamental apex, and having a richly decorated
border round the lower part. Conical helmets of an earlier

character found at Theil and Auxonno have been assigned
to the Age of Bronze. A silver helmet of the Early Iron
Age, consisting of a skull-cap with a mask for the face

fastened together by a hinge, which was found in the
Thorsbjerg Moss in South Jutland, is the only 'specimen
known of the early Teutonic helmet. An Anglo-Saxon
helmet of iron, shaped like a Skull-cap, and formed of ribs

or flat strips of metal, covered with plates of horn, and sur-

mounted with the figure of a boar, was found in a tumulus

at Benty Grange in DcrDj.sbirc. Such boar-crowneJ
helmets are referred to in the Anglo-Saxon poem of Beo-
wulf. The helmets worn by the Normans and Saxons at

the time of the Conquest, as shown in the Bayeux tapestry,

were conical in shape with a projecting nasal. The earliest

known example- of a date subsequent to the Norman
Conquest is one which was discovered in the church of

Faversham, and is now in the Musde d'Artillerie at Paris.

It preserves the conical top of the earlier Norman headpiece,

but has a barrel-shaped body, covering all the head and face

with the exception of a vertical slit partially protected by
a projecting nasal, and having transverse apertures on either

side for the eyes. This barrel-^hape, with flattened instead

of conical top, continued in use during the 12th century in

England, although the conical cap with tli<^ nasal appears

on the great seals of the Scottish kings down to the time of

Alexander II. The helm of Edward the Black Prince (died

1370), which still hangs over his tomb in Canterbury

Cathedral, has the top shaped like a truncated cone and the

lower part more oval than barrel-shaped, the aperture for

sight taking the form of a transverse slit between the upper

and lower parts of the helm. In the lower portion the

perforations for breathing are arranged in the form of a

crown on both sides. The helm of Henry V. (died 1422),

which hangs with his saddle and shield above his tomb in

Westminster Abbey, is lower in the crown, more lounded

to the shape of the head, and the ocnlarium or perforation

for sight is protected by the projection of the lower part

beyond the line of the upper. The helm of King Henry

VL, which was suspended over his tomb in St George's

Chapel, Windsor, has the lower part contracted to the form

of the neck and rounded to the shape of the shoulders.

.The ocularium, which is wide, is protected by a series of

curved bars riveted across it. The helm of Edward IV.

(died 1483), which was also suspended in St George's

Chapel, e.xhibits a still greater shaping to the form of the

neck and shoulders ; the top is' rounder, and has a spike for

a crest. In the end of the 1 5th century the great helm was

superseded by the smaller headpiece with movable vizor and

beaver or chinpiece and neck guard, which is/properly styled

a helmet. Other varieties of headpiece were tlie bascinet,

of a plain oval form pointed at the top and somewhat com-

pressed on the sides, having holes at the bottom for the

attachment of the camail or gorget of chain-mail. The
bascinet was sometimes worn alone and sometimes under

the helm. It was succeeded in the 15th century by the

salade, a lighter skull-cap with the hinder part projecting,

and occasionally a movable vizor. The armet, the burgonet,

and the casque are varieties of the lighter form of head-

piece, partaking more or less of the skull-cap form, while

the morion and the chapelle de fer were distinguished by

their flattened brims.

HELMOND, a town of the Netherlands, in the province

of Nortli Brabant, to the left of the river Aa, with a station

(since 1866) on the state railway between Vcnloo and Eind-

hoven. The castle of Helmond remains a beautiful speci-

men of thearchitectureof the 15th century, and among the

other buildings of note in the town are the spacious church

of St Lambert, the Reformed church, and the town-house.

Cotton-weaving on a very extensive scale, dyeing, iron-

founding, brewing, soap-boiling, and tobacco dressing

are the chief industries of the commune. The popula-

tion of the town proper in 1870 was only 6280, but

the commune, which includes several suburbs, had about

6500.

Helmond is first mentioned as » town in 135-). but it mny pos-

sibly bo idonticiil with n certain Hnrleniont or Uarlomout which

nplicars in tho 12th century. In the middle of tlio 13th ccntnr)' it

was tlio favourite rosidcnco of Mary of Kmbant, queen of <li9

Romans. Fortified shortly after the ottack of tho people of Guelde.'-

land in 15i3, it continued a place of militarj- importance till th«
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peace of Miinster. Tlie occupaffon of the town by the duke of

Parma in 1579, its recovery by the states of Holland in 1581, its

capture by the count of Hohenlohe in 1588, and t)ie seizute of the

castie by Count Frederick of Nassau are the chief events in its

military annals. In 1814 the town received the right of parlia-

mentary representation, but it afterwards lost the privilege.

HELMONT, Jean Baptiste van (1577-1644), was
born at Brussels in 1577. He was educated at Louvain,

and began the study of natural science under the Jesuits in

that city. Their hard and dry philosophy, however, had few
attractions for a, nature so ardent and imaginative as his.

Turning for relief to other systems, he found no rest except
in the mysticism of A Kempis and Tauler. From them he
learned that wisdom is the gift of the Supreme Being, that

it must be obtained by prayer, and that we must renounce
our own wiU if we wish to participate in the, influence of

the divine grace. From this time he began a life of exem-
plary meekness and humility, made over his property to his

sister, and retired from the high society in which he had
hitherto walked. He devoted himself to the study of

medicine, read carefully all that had been written on the

science, and felt dissatisfied with its method and results.

He then turned to Paracelsus and the alchemists, and con-

ferred a real boon on humanity by rescuing chemical science

from the erratic absurdities of the post-Paracelsian alche-

mists, and applying to it more philosophical principles.

He graduated as M.D. in 1599, and, after travelling

through-France and Italy, Switzerland and England, married

a rich lady of Brabant, by whom he had several children.

He died in Holland in 1644, in the sixty-seventh year of his

age. Science is under real obligations to Van Helmont,
though the greater part of his speculations present a curious

mixture of mystical philosophy and acute chemical research.

To him is due the invention, or at least the first application,

of the term "gas" in the sense in which it is now used. He
also discovered that gas was disengaged in abundance by
the, application of heat to various bodies, and during the

Bolutiou of various carbonates and metals in acids.

Van Helmont's works were published at Amsterdam in 1648 by
his son Mercurius ; a more accurate and complete edition is that of
Elzevir, 1652. The fullest account of his speculations is given in
Eisner and Sieber, Beitrage zur Oeschichte dcr Physiologic (1819-26),
Hft. vii. See also Spiess, Helmont's System tier Mcdiein, 1840;
Eommelaere, Etudes sur J. B. v. Helmont, 1868. Van Helmont's
mystical theosophy and alchemy appeared in even greater confusion
in the works of his youngest son, Franz Mercurius, who was born
in 1618 and died, after a somewhat adventurous and troubled life,

at Berlin in 1699. His chief works are Cabbalah Dcnudala, 1677;
Paradoxal Discourses, 1685 ; and Opuscxda Philosophica, 1690.

HELMSTADT, or Helmstedt, a town of Germany in

the duchy of Brunswick, is situated on the railway from
Magdeburg to Brunswick,- 23 miles E. of Brunswick. It

is the seat of a circle directorate, and of a circle and a dis-

trict court. The principal buildings are the Juleum in the
Byzantine style, founded by Duke Julius of Brunswick in

1575 for the university which was abolished in 1809, and
now containing an old library of 40,000 volumes ; the

church of St Stephen's, dating from the 12th century; the

Lutheran female institution, with a beautiful church in the

Koman style ; and the Catholic church and ruined monas-
tery of St Ludger. The educational institutions include

a gymnasium, two city schools, an agricultural scliool, and
two female schools of the higher grade. The principal

manufactures are yarn, soap, tobacco, sugar, vitriol, earthen-

ware, and tobacco pipes. Not far from the town there is

an iron mineral spring especially efficacious in gouty affec-

tions. Near it a monument has been erected to those who
fell in the Franco-German war of 1870-71; and in the
town there is also a monument to those who fell at

"Waterloo. The population in 1875 was 7783.
Helmstadt originated in conne.xion with the Ludger monastery,

founded by Ludger. the first bishop of Miinster, about the end of
Die 8th century. It obtained town rights in 1099, and although
destroyed by the archbishop of Magdeburg in 1199 it was soon

rebuilt. In 1457 it joined tho Hansa, and in ^ 490 it came into the
possession of Brunswick. See Kuuhard, Beitrage znr Gcschichtt

dcr i'liivcrsitSt Helmstddls, 1797 ; Ludewig, Oeschichte mid Se-
schreihung der Stadt Helmstadt, 1821 ; Oeschichte icr chcmaligm
Hoehschule Julia Carolina zu Helmstadt, 1876.

HELOISE. See Abelard.
HELOTS, in Grecian antiquity, were the serfs or bonds-

men of the Spartans. The most probable of the various

explanations of their origin seems to be that they were the

early aborigines of Laconia, who at the time of the Dorian

invasion were reduced to slavery by the conquerors. The
name is perhaps best derived from the rout eX, found in

k^iiv, fiXmr, and other words. The Helots were the lowest

class of the inhabitap.ts of Sparta ; but those of them who
were emancipated formed the class of JVeodamodes, next in

political rigllts to the Spartan citizens themselves. The
Mothones or Mathakcs were domestic slaves who had been

brought up along with the young Spartans, and afterwards

liberated. The Helots w«re the property of the state, which

alone had the right of emancipating them, although it made
over their services to individuals. They were attached to

the soil

—

adscripti gleboe—and could not be sold away from

it. They tilled the land which was allocated to them in

the proportion of one lot to several families ; and for each

lot they paid to their masters an annual rent of 82 medimni
of barley, and a quantity of wine and oil. They were also

employed on public works, and performed all domestic

service. In time of war the Helots generally served as

light-armed troops ; but when on special emergencies they

fought as -hoplites, they were usually rewarded with their

freedom. The first occurrence of this kind was under
Brassidas in 424 B.C. In the fleet the great bulk of the

sailors were Helots. Although every care was taken to

distinguish the serf from his lord, even in the matter of

dress, the accounts of the cruel treatment of the Helots by
the Spartans only hold true of the later history of Lace-

diemon. The condition of the Helot was better than that

of a slave in other Greek states, for, being a serf of the soil,

he was not wholly at the mercy of his master, and there was
a legal way whereby, after many stages, he could eventually

attain freedom and citizenship. After the Messenian War,

however, when the multitude of the Helots made them
formidable to the diminished numbers of the full citizens,

there is no doubt that very cruel measures were adopted

against them. The evidence is strong that the Crypteia,

instituted ostensibly to inure the Spartan youth to hardship,

was really intended to reduce the number of the Helots by
assassination ; and we know from Thucydides (iv. 80) that

on one occasion 2000 Helots were treacherously massacred

by the Spartan citizens. At the close of the • second

Messenian war (668 B.C.), the conquered Messenians were

classed with and treated as the Helots, till Epaminondas
restored them to their native country after the battle of

Leuctra (371 B.C.).

For further details see Plutarch's Life of^Lycurgtts, ThirlwRll'i

History of Greece, Grote's History of Grccte, MiiUer's History of tht

Dorians, and Hermann's Political Antiquities of Greece.

HELPS, Sir Arthur (1813-1875), fourth and youngest

son of Thomas and Ann Frisquett Helps, was born at

Balham Hill, in the parish of Streatham and county of

Surrey, on the 10th of July 1813. His father was then

and for many years afterwards head of a large mercantile

house in the city of London, and for the last thirteen years

of his life treasurer of St Bartholomew's Hospital. His

mother was the only surviving child of John, fourth son of

the Eev. Charles Plucknett, JI.A., of Wincanton. After

the usual preliminary training at Eton, young Helps went

to Trinity College, Cambridge, passing as B.A. in 1835,

when he came out 31st wrangler in the mathematical

tripos, and taking his Jf.A. degree in 1839. Although h(

took no high honours at the university,—and indeed hf
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had not heaUh sufficiently robust, even if he had possessed

the ambition, to achicvo tUem,—he was recognized by the

ablest of Ilia contemporaries there as a man of superior gifts,

and likely to make his mark in after life. They showed

this by electing liim as a member of the Conversazione

Society, better known as the Apostles, a society which had
been established in 1820 for the purposes of discussion on

social and literary que-stions by a few young men attracted

to each other by a common taste for literature and specula-

tion. A body (vhich in its early days included the names
of Charles BuUer, Frederick Maurice, liichard Chenevix

Trench, l^Ionckton Milnes, Arthur Hallam, and Alfred

Tennyson had in it every element to make its gatherings

delightful as well as useful. To be elected inta its limited

circle was a distinction of which Arthur Helps was proud

then and to the close of liis life ; and, familiar as he was
with the best and most intellectual society of his time,

the social Lours passed year by year with the Cambridge
Apostles were always counted by him among his happiest,

both in anticipation and in remembrance.

In the discussions of these and later days Helps may
liavo found the suggestions for the dialogues of the Friends

in Council, in which his genius appears at his best. But
hia first literary effort, which appeared under the title of

Thoughts in the Cloister and the Crowd in 1835, the year

he took his B.A. degree, assumes a very different but

scarcely less ambitious form, that of a series of aphorisms

upon life, character, politics, and manners. As a rule, such

things are only valuable when they come as the fruits of

wide OKperienco and matured thought. Still in this volume
are to be found passages which may take their place beside

the sayings of Vauvenargues, Chamfort, and other masters

of aphorism of the second rank, and are quite equal in

quality to the many pithy quotable .sayings scattered

through Helps's later works.

Soon after leaving the university, where he bad estab-

lished many valuable friendships, Arthur Helps became
private secretary to Mr Spring Rice (afterwards Lord
Monteagle), then chancellor of the exchequer in Lord
Melbourne's adniinistration. This appointment he filled

till 1840, when he went to L'cland as the private secretary

of Lord Morpeth (afterwards earl of Carlisle), then the

chief secretary of state for Ireland, where he remained until

his principal left Ireland in I8il, on the Government pass-

ing from Lord Melbourne into the hands of Sir Robert

Peel. In the meanwhile (28th October 1836) Helps had
married Miss Bessy Fuller, a young Irish lady. He was
also appointed one of the commissioners for the settlement

of certain Danish claims which dated so far back as the siege

of Copenhagen ; but with the fall of the Melbourne adminis-

tration his official experience closed for a period of nearly

twenty years. The character which he had established for

himself by his tact, sagacity, and business habits was not,

however, forgotten by his political friends. And combined
as these qualities were with an admirable maijner which
invited confidence while it repelled intrusion, and with a

reticence and discretion on which absolute reliance cou'd
be placed, his fitness for official life was unmistakable.

When therefore the clerkship of the Privy Council became
vacant in 18G0, on the resignation of the Hon. W. L.

iiathurst, ho was recommended for the appointment by his

old friend Lord Granville, who knew that for ability, tact,

and discretion it could not be in safer hands.
During his early official career Helps cultivated literature

with varying success. Hia Essays written in the Intervals

of linsiuess, published in 1841, and his Claims of Labour,
an Essay on the Duties of the Employers to the Employed,
published in 1844, continue to interest, and arc likely to

keep their place in well-selected libraries. But two play.M,

Kiny Henry the Second, an Historical Drama, and Catherine

Donglas, a Tragedy, both published in 1843, bare no
particular merit. Neither in these, nor in his only other

dramatic effort, Culila the Serf, published iu 1858, a work
far superior, however, to his earlier efforts of the same kind,

are to be found the sense of dramatic situation and move-
ment, the sharp outlines and contrast of character, or the

fitness and concise force of diction which alone justify the

selection by an author of the dramatic form as the vehicle

for his thoughts. Helps possessed, however, just enough
dramatic power to give life and individuality to the dialo-

gues which he introduced with excellent effect to enliven

many of his other books. His first effort in this direction

was in Friends in Council, a Series of Readings and Dis-

course thereon, published in 1847and 1851. The plan of this

book seems to have been suggested by a passage in Bacon's

essay Of Discourse, which appears as the motto of it. • " II

is good in discourse and speech of conversation to vary and
intermingle speech of Ihe present occasion with arguments.

tal^s with reasons, asking of questions with telling ol

opinions, and jest with earnest; for it is a dull thing to

tire, and, as we say now, to jade anything too far." The
variety and conflict of opinion, the play of character, the

flashes of humour, got by submitting the formal essays on

social and moral questions which made the staple of these

volumes to be criticized and pulled to pieces by the imagi-

nary personages, who, under the names of Milverton, EUes-

mere, and Dunsford, grew to be almost as real to Helps's

readers as they certainly became to himself, gave a special

charm to a book which, by its richness of suggestion, its

sweetness of tone, and beauty of style, made for its author

a high and enduring reputation. The same expedient was
resorted to for the discussion of the ideas of social and
philanthropic improvement on which Helps's mind was
always at work, in a second series of Friends in Council,

published in 1859, and again in Conversations on War and
General Culture, published in 1871. The old familiar

speakers, with others added, also appeared in his I'eahnah,

and finally in what certainly must always rank as the best of

its author's later works, Talk about Animals and tlieir

Masters, published in 1873.

The subject of slavery was one which had a peculiar

fascination for Helps. A long essay is devoted to it in the

first series of Friends in Council. This was subsequently

elaborated into a work in two volumes published iu 1848

and 1852, called The Conquerors of the Kciu World and their

Bondsmen. Helps's interest in the subject led him into

further investigations into the history of the conquest of

America by the Spaniards, and he went to Spain in 1817
for the special purpose of examining the numerous JISS.

bearing upon the subject at Madrid.. The fruits of these

researches were embodied in an historical work based upon
his Conquerors of the Neto World, and railed The S/)anish

Conquest in America, and its Relation to the History of

Slavery and the Government of Colonies. This appeared in

four volumes during the years 1855, 1857, and 1861. No
pains were spared by its author to secure the most scrupulous

accuracy as to the facts with nhich he dealt. He hud found,

as most inquirci's into the sources of history Lave found, that

this accuracy is rarely to be met with in aceopted histories.

On this point he wa-tf determined that ho should not be open

to censure ; and so anxiou.s was he that fact should not bo

coloured or distorted by imagination that he deliberately

resisted the temptation to use the picturesque method of

treatment by which other writers on the samo subject have

secured popularity. The success of this work with the

public was injured by other peculiarities. History, like

fiction, will not boar to bo written with an obtrusively

moral purpose, as this bonk was written. Its merits ir\.n

literary point of view were also diminished by the author'a

tendency to suspend the onward movement of the narrative.
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whilst he pauses to analyse character, to investigate motives,

and to philosophize upon results.

This book, the result of years of research and meditation,

was not a success. But the excellence of the studies of the

great pioneers of Spanish conquest which it contained was
Quickly perceived when some years afterwards they were

recast and published as separate biographies. Thus Tlie

Life of Lis Casas, the Apostle of the Indians, appeared in

1868, The Life of Columbus in 1869, The Life of Pizarro

in the same year, and The Life of Hernando Cortes in

1871. In this form all that is most important as well as

attractive in the larger historical work has been placed

within the reach of a wide circle of readers, to whom
the result of Helps's researches otherwise would have been

unknown.
From the time of his appointment as Clerk of the Council

in 1860 to his death. Helps continued to add to the already

considerable list of books, all dealing in one form or another

with questions of social, sanitary, or political reform, which

he had most earnestly at heart. No man felt more strongly

that, in the words of Lamennais (Litre rfw Peuple, cap. i.),

"things in this world are not as they ought to be." No
man was more eager to do what he might towards obviating

or curing the folly, stupidity, ignorance, lethargy, and
selfishness to which so much of the misery, the ill-health,

the suffering, and the sin of the world is due. It was a

matter of conscience to do what he could towards " the

relief of man's estate," by putting again and again before

the world the results of his observation and thought upon
its defective social and sanitary arrangements, and in this

the reason is to be found for nearly all his books. Besides

those which have been already mentioned the following

may be named to complete the list :

—

Organization in JDaift/

Life, an Essay (1862), Realmah (2 vols. 1869), Casimir

Maremma (1870), Brevia, Short Essays and 4-phorisms

(1871), Thoughts u}?on Government (1872), Life and
Labours of Mr Thomas Brdssey (1872), Ivan de Biron

(1874), Social Pressure (1875).

His appointment as Clerk of the Council brought him into

personal communication with the Queen, and also with the

late Prince Consort. They were not slow to find how valu-.

able a servant titey had obtained in ym. His powers of

mind, his gentle, reserved manners, and his tender almost

chivalrous devotion to the sovereign, not demonstrated yet

subtly making itself felt, produced their -natural effect ia

winning the confidence and respect of these high parsonages.

After the Prince's death, the Queen early turned to Helps

to prepare such a sketch of the prince's character as might
make her people aware how much they as well as herself

liad lost by his early death, The task was undertaken

by Helps, and performed with all the escellence which
might have been anticipated from his sympathy with the

great aims and objects of the Prince's life, and his practised

skill in the analysis and portraiyal of character. His intro-

duction to thp collection, published in 1862, of the Prince

Consort's speeches and addresses was the first, and will pro-

bably always be the standard, attempt to sketch in clear and
vivid outlines the varied characteristics of this remarkable

man. Helps some years afterwards edited and wrote an
introductory preface to the series of extracts from the

Queen's diary, which were published in 1868 under the

title Leaves from a Journal of Qur Life w the Highlands^

In 1864 he received the honorary degree of D.C.L, from

the university of Oxford. He was made a C.B. in 1871,

and K.C.B. in the following year.

At no time of his life very strong, an obvious decline of

vital strength, accelerated probably by anxiety from embar-

rassments in which his lat'jr years were involved by unfor-

tunate speculations in the purchase of land, was visible to

Sir Arthur Helps's.friends foi lion;* y^ars ^efo^e k's d,-«itlu

This came "after only a few days' illnes§ on the 7tli of
March 1»75.

Sir Arthur Helps was of middle height, slender, dark in com-
plexion, with a high well-defined forehead, deep-set eyes, and a
mouth the habitually grave expression of which wa.s tempered by
a pleasant smile, when his fancy was touched by the humorous
suggestions of his own mind, or the playfulness or wit of others, to
which hewas peculiarly sensitive. Something of the delicacy of
liis frame entered into his manner and conversation, which were
marked by an avoidance of everything approaching vehemence or
even emphasis, He loved good talk, and his low vibrant voice and
grave playfulness of mind were veiy pleasant, when among trusted
friends he was tempted into taking an active part in the give and
take of easy conversation. But he was in manhood what he was in
youth, when we ace told by one who knew him well, " he had not
the physical force or the animal spirits which predispose novices to

oral controversy-" .^ a rule, he was more ready in general society

to listen than to talk,— especially when people were present whose
character was worth studying, or whose ideas wijre fresh and based
upon experience or comprehensive study. He was always learning,
and a new thought or pregnant suggestion dropped by a friend in

conversation was often to be found soon afterwards in his writings
carefully developed, and illustrated from his own fertile stores of

reading and research. As might be expected from his books, there

was a sympathetic charm in his familiar intercourse which was
peculiarly fascinating. His sensitiveness to pain, especially to

moral pain, was extreme, and would have unfitted him for much of

the rough work and ways of the world. As an orator, a character
for which he had many intellectual qualities, he could scarcely

have failed to attain a high rank. He was himself not unconscious
of his gifts in this direction ; but he was altogether of too fine ft

fibre for the hard hitting and the fiery struggle of the political

arena, in which alone he would have coveted distinction. Wisely,
therefore, he made for himself, as waa well said by a friend at the
time of his death, " work of another sort, applying his gentle ever
busy mind to such discussion as purifies the thought, informs
the pity, and confirms the forbearance of mankind," To the last

his mind retained its vigour as well as its delicacy of perception.

Nor would he have regarded it as among the least happy circum-
stances of his lot on earth that he was taken away before either of

these had been touched by the palsy of decay—taken, moreover,
swiftly and by no lingering illness to wear out the spirits of him-
self and those to whom he was dear, (T. MA.)
HELSINGBORG, a town of Sweden, province of

Skane and liin of Malmo, is beautifully situated at the

narrowest part of the Sound-^there only 3 miles wide

—

opposite Elsiiiore, and 32 miles N.N.W, of Malmo. It is

connected with the. Swedish railway by a branch line to

Hessleholm. and Eslbf, and it has regular comniunication

with Denmark by steamer. The harbour, completed in

1 832, is Sufficient for vessels of an ordinary size. The inhabi-

tants are chiefly engaged in fishing, commerce, and agri-

culture. Corn is the principal export. A short distance

north-east of the town there is a mineral spring, and about
2 miles south-east are the more famous wells of Ramliisa.

The sea-baths to the north of the town are much frequented

in summer. At Hoganas, about a mile and a half north,

there are extensive coal-mines and also a pottery. The
population, which in 1800 was only 1761, in 1860 was
5053, and in 1876 had reached 10,066.

Helsingborg is one of the oldest towns of Sweden- The original

site is marked by the tower of Karnan (i.e. the chum), which was
probably the strongest in' the old fortress first mentioned in the

year 1135. In the 14th centiuy it was several times be-sieged. From
1370 it, along with the other towns of Skane, was joined for fifteen

years to the Hanseatio League.. The fortress having been laid waste

by fire in 1418, King Eric of Pomerania about 1425 built a new
fortress near the sea, and caused the town to be transplanted

thither, bestowing upon it at the same time important piivileges.

Until 1658 it belonged to Denmark, and it was again occupied by
the Danes in 16"6 and 1677. In 1684 its fortifications were dis-

mantled. It was retaken by Frederick I V, of Denmark in November
1709 ; but his troops, under General Eantzau, were severely defeated

Bear it by General Stenbock, 10th March 1710, from which time it

has remained in the possession of Sweden. In 1711 it was again

bombarded by the Danes.

HELSINGFORS (Finnish, Helsinki), chief city of the

granri-duchy of Finland and the government of Nyland, in

the district Helsinge, on the Gulf of Finland, 274 miles by
rail west of St Pet'rsburg. The latitude, of the observatory

is ^O" 9' 4" N., and.longitude 24° 57' 39" E. from Greenwidu
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The town is well laid out, with long and wide streets run-

ning at right angles. The houses are large and well built,

and the principal square contains several fine buildings, as

the BPnate-house, the university, and a magnificent church.

Helsingfurs has a colossal Kusso-Greek cathedral, assembly-

rooms, botanical gardens, an observatory well supplied with

both astronomical and magnetic instruments, a beautifully

decorated theatre, and other handsome public buildings. The

university, removed from Abo in 1827, has 4 faculties, 53

professors, and about 900 students, and possesses a museum
with extensive natural history and mineralogical collections,

an ethnological collection, and a chemical laboratory. There

are scientific, literary, and other learned societies, a normal

lyceum, polytechnic institute, school for the blind, school of

navigation, asylum for the insane, hospitals, and other edu-

cational and charitable institutions. Helsingfors is the seat

of the governor-general of Finland, the imperial senate, and

all the central officers of the grand-duchy. In the hall of

the senate-house is a splendid throne for the emperor; in

the ritter-house the various branches of the assembly meet,

and there also are the remains of the library saved from

the fire of Abo, and containing 15,000 volumes. Helsing-

fors has several machinery manufactures (one with 850
workpeople), and produces at the rate of £100,000 per

annum ; it has also porcelain, faience, sugar, and tobacco

factories. There are two considerable harbours, with a

handsome granite quay extending along the front of the

town. In 1870 the population was 32,113, in 1879 about

40,000.
Helsingfors lias the largest import trade in j? inland, consistinf;

mainly of wool, colonial and manufactured wares, salt, wine, &c.

,

amounting in 1874 to £1,635,744, in 1878 to £3,748,487. The
exports consist chiefly of wooden wares, the total ameuiitiug to

£2,340,327 in 1878. Of the imports £437,100 came from, and of

the exports £87,541 went to, England. In 1874 880 vessels of

158,717 registered tons entered the port, and in 1878 713 vessels

of 73,297 tons; in 1874 980 of 169,549 tons cleared, and in 1878
825 of 132,170 tons. In 1876 the port possessed 43 vessels (18 of

them steamers) of 4129 tons.

Helsingfors was founded by Giistavua Vasa in the 16tU century,

ahout 4 miles N.E. of the present site, to wliich it was removed by
Queen Christina of Sweden in 1642. In 1742 it was the scene of

the capitulation of the Swedes under Lowenhaupt; but in 1749 the
fortress of Sveaborg was erected by the Swedish high admiral,
Count Ehrenwerd, who at his own request was afterwards buried
within its walls. In 1808 Admiral Cronstedt surrendered the place

to the Russians under General Suchtalen. A combined squadron
of the French and English bombarded Sveaborg in 1808.

See Drummer, Eistoriska Uppgifter om Helsingfors, 1874.

HELST, Bartholom^us van der, was born in Holland
at the opening of the 17th century, and died at Amsterdam
in 1G70. The date and place of his birth are uncertain;

and it is equally difficult to confirm or to deny the time-

honoured statement that he was born in 1613 at Amster-
dam. It has been urged indeed by competent authority

that Van der Heist was not a native of Amsterdam,
because a family of that name lived as early as 1G07
at Haarlem, and pictures are shown as works of Van
der Helot in the Haarlem Museum which might tend
to prove that he was in practice there before he acquired
repute at Amsterdam. Unhappily Bartholomew has not
been traced amongst the children of Severijn van der
Heist, who married at Haarlem in 1607, and there is no
proof that the pictures at Haarlem are really his; though if

they were so they would show that ho learnt his art from
Frans Hals and became a skilled master as early as 1631.
Scheltema, a very competent judge in matters of Dutch art
chronology, supposes that Van der Heist was a resident at
Amsterdam in 1636. His first great picture, representing
a gathering of civic guards at a brewery, is variously
assigned to 1639 and 1613, and still adorns the town-hall
of Amsterdam. His noble portraits of the burgomaster
Bicker and Andreas Bicker the younger, in the gallery of

Aiusterdiiui, of the same date no doubt as Bicker's wife

lately in the Ruhl collection at Cologne, were compleleil in
1642. From that time till Lis death there is no ditticulty in
tracing Van der Heist's career at Amsterdam. He acquired
and kept the position of a distinguished portrait-painter,

producing indeed little or nothing besides portraits at any
time, but founding, in conjunction with Nicolaes de Hclt
Stokade, the painters' guild at Amsterdam in 1654. At
some unknown date he married Constance Beynst, of a
good patrician family in the Netherlands, bought himself s
house in the Doelenstrasse, and ended by earning a com-
petence. His likeness of Paul Potter at the Hague, executed

in 1654, and his partnership with Backhuysen, who laid in

the backgrounds of some of his pictures in 1668, indicate

a constant companionship with the best artists of the time.

Waagen has said that his portrait of Admiral Kortenaar, in

the gallery of Amsterdam, betrays the teaching of Frans
Hals, and the statement need not be gainsaid

;
yet on the

whole Van der Heist's career as a painter was mainly a pro-

test against the systems of Hals and Bembrandt. It is

needless to dwell on the pictures which preceded that of

1648, called the Peace of Bliinster, .in the gallery of
Amsterdam. The Peace challenges comparison at once
with the so-cal'ed Night Watch by Bembrandt, and the
less important but not less characteristic portraits of Hals
and his wife in a neighbouring room. Sir Joshua Reynolds
was disappointed by Rembrandt, whilst Van der Heist
surpassed his expectation. But Biirger asked whether
Reynolds had not already been struck with blindness when

_ he ventured on this criticism. The question is still an opeu
one. But certainly Van der Heist attracts by qualities

entirely differing from those of Rembrandt and Frans Hals.

Nothi-ng can be more striking than the contrast between
the strong concentrated light and the deep gloom of Rem-
brandt and the contempt of chiaroscuro peculiar to his rival,

except the contrast between the rapid sketchy touch of

Hals and the careful finisb and rounding of Van der Heist.

The Peace is a meeting of guards to celebrate the signature

of the treaty of Miinster. The members of the Doele of

St George meet to feast and congratulate each other not
at a formal banquet but in a spot laid out for good cheer,

where De Wit, the captain of his company, can shake hands
with his lieutenant Waveren, yet hold in solemn state the

great drinking-horn of St George. The rest of the com-

pany sit, stand, or busy themselves around,— some eating,

others drinking, others carving or serving—an animated

scene on a long canvas, with figures large as life. Well
has Biirger said, the heads are full of life and the hands

admirable. The dresses and subordinate parts are finished

to a nicety without sacrifice of detail or lo.ss of breadth in

touch or impast. But the eye glides from shape to ."shape,

arrested hero by expressive features, there by a bright

stretch of colours, nowhere at perfect rest because of the

lack of a central thought in light and shade, harmonies, or

composition. Great as the qualities of Van der Heist un-

doubtedly are, he remains below the line of demarcation

which separates the second from the first-rate masters of arL

His pictures aro very numerous, and almost uniformly good ; ba^
in his later creations kc wants power, and tliQugh still aniaringly

careful, he becomes prey and woolly in touch. At Amstordam th|f

four regents in the Wcrkhnys (1650), four syndics in the gallery

(1666), and four syndics in the town-hall (1657) are mastcrpiecoi^

to which may be added a number of fine single portraits. Holler^

dam, notwithstanding the fire of 1804, still boasts of three of Van
der Heist's works. The Hague, as wo saw, owns but one. St

Petersburg, on the other hau'l, possesses ten or eleven, of various

shades of excellenco. "flic Louvro has three, Munich four. Othor

pieces are in the galleries of Berlin, Brunswick, Brussels, Carlsrulir,

Cassol, Darmstadt, Dresden, Frankfort, Gothn, Stuttgart, and
Vienna.

HELSTON, a municipal and parliamentary borough and

market-town nf England, county of Cornwall, is situated

on the declivity of a hill on the river Ci'bcr, 9 miles S.W
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«af Falmouth. It consists of four maia streets intersecting

ffiacli otlier at right angles; at their junction in the centre

stanrls the marliet-house. The principal other buildings are

tlie church rlerlicated to St Michael and built by the earl of

fJoJolphiu in 1763, the town-hall, the old coinage hall, the

literary institute, the gianiniar school, and the union work-

jiumse. The prosperity of the town is due to its being the

ceutre of an extensive agricultural and mining district. The
3)rincipal manufacture is shoes. At Portheven, about 3

miles distant, a considerable export and import trade is

carried on. Population of municipal borough (1871), 3797;
of parliamentary borough (area 10,992 acres), 8760.

Helston is one of the ovigiiial coinage towns. It obtained a
(cliartpr from Kiiig John, and tlie privilege "was conferred on it by
Edward III. of holding a market and fairs. It was made a cor-

^lorate town by Elizabeth. Before the Reform Act of 1832 it

4'eturned two members to parliament, but it now returns only one.

HELVETir. See Switzerland.
HELVETIUS, CL.A.UDE Adrien (1715-1771), was

ilescended from a family of phy.sicians, the first of whom,
.John Frederick Schweitzer (Latinized into Helvetius),

xaigrated from G^many to Holland about th3 year 1649,

and became physician to the prince of Orange. His later

years were spent in the study of alchemy. His son, John
Adrien, also "a physician, went to Paris in the hope of estab-

lishing a sale for his father's drugs. He failed in this

.attempt, but was so fortunate as to introduce with the

greatest success the use of ipecacuanha, then an unknown
'Orug. The duchess of Chaulnes, whom he had treated

^successfully, introduced him to Colbert, who recommended
the young i)hysician to the dauphin, after which his reputa-;

tion was firmly established. His son, John Claude Adrien,

wlio embraced the same career with even greater success,

was appointed inspector-general of the military hospitals of

Flanders and first physician to the Queen Marie Leczinska.

lie was remarkable for the generosity with which he received

and visited poor patients who could pay him nothing. His
son, Claude Adrien, the future author of De l'Esprit, showed
-jis a boy little aptitude for study, but was fond of desultory

leading. HLs father, who destined him for finance, placed

liim for a few years with his maternal uncle, JI. D'Arman-
court, '-directeur des fermes" at Caen. There he learned all

iliat was necessary for a profession so simple, and having

plenty of spare time amused himself with writing verses and
cultivating social graces. He was elected a member of the

academy of Caen, and wlien he was only twenty-three years

of age he had the singular good fortune to be appointed, at

the queen's request, to a place as farmer-general ; in other

-words, while still a very young man he was put into a post

of great responsibility and dignity which was worth a

liundred thousand crowns a year. Thus provided, young
Helvetius proceeded to enjoy life to the utmost. He had
•every advantage except one, that of noble birth ; he was
the handsomest man of his time ; he was possessed of a

jnanner singularly charming ; he was able to hold his own
-among the scholars and philosophers and poets ; he was

skilled in all those arts cultivated by gentlemen ; he was
generous like his father, and his great fortune enabled

Jiim to gratify his love of giving; he had an inclination to

letters, and was a friend of Fontenelle, Voltaire, and

Montesquieu, besides being a patron of such writers as

3ilarivaux, Saurin, and Sabatier. Probably there was no

yoimg man in Paris in the years 1740 and 1750 who occu-

pied a more enviable position or was more entirely contented

•with his lot than this spoiled child of fortune, on whose

name there rested but one blot, an almost morbid desire to

excel So far indeed did he carry this passion for distinc-

tion that he once danced on the stage of the opera under

the mask and name of the public favourite Javillier.

As he grew older, his social successes and bonnes fortunes

aiaturally ceased ; the splendour of his youth had vanished

;

he began to dream of other and more lasting distinctions.
Maupertuis, he observed, had put mathematics in fashion

;

he himself would be a mathematician. Voltaire was illu.s-

trious for poetry ; he too would be a poet. Montesquieu
had made so brilliant a success with his Esprit ties Lois that
he himself would become a philosopher. The mathematical
dream seems to have produced nothing ; his poetical ambi-
tions resulted in his poem called Le Bonlievr, in which he
develops the idea that true happiness is only to be found in

making the intercut of one that of all ; his iihilosophical
studies ended in the production of his famous book De
I'Esprit, the composition of which occupied him for more
than seven years. In the year 1751 he married, his wife
being a niece of Madame de Graffigny, the author of Letlres

d'icne Pe'ruvienne ; and he spent eight months in the year
at his newly purchased estate of Vor6 in Le Perche; the
remaining four months were given up to Paris and his

duties of ma'i/re d'hotel to the queen. It was characteristic

of the man that as soon as he thought his fortune sufficient

for his wants he gave up his post of farmer-general. The
history of his life in the country is full of anecdotes which
illustrate liis generous and kindly disposition : Le relieved

the poor, sent physicians to the sick, mediated between
those who quarrelled, encouraged agriculture, developed
industries, and found happiness in the patriarclial life of a

French seigneur, being as great a stickler as any for his

seigueurial rights. It was in 1758 that his book Dt
I'Esprit, which was to be -the rival of L'Ei^jjrit des Lois,

appeared. It was so far successful at the very outset as to

attract immediate attention and to arouse the most formid-

able opposition, at the head of which was the dauphin, son

of Louis XV. The Sorbonne condemned the book ; the

priests persuaded the court that it was full of the most
dangerous doctrines, and the author, terrified at the storm

he had raised, wrote three separate retractations
;
yet, in

spite of his protestations of orthodoxy, he had to give up
his office at the court, and the book was publicly burned
by the hangman. The virulence of the attacks upon the

work, as much aa its intrinsic merit, caused the whole
world to read it ; it was translated into almost all the

languages of Europe ; it was discussed in every literary

circle. Yet the Esprit des Lois lives and is still studied

with profit, while De I'Esprit has long since been forgotten.

It is indeed difficult to understand that the work could

ever have had any serious influence upon the thought of

the time. Voltaire said it was full of commonplaces
;

Buffon maliciously said that " Helvetius aurait du faire un
livre de moins et un bail de plus dans les fermes du roi

;

"

Rousseau declared that the very benevolence of the author

gave the lie to his principles ; Grimm thought that all the

ideas in the book were borrowed from Diderot ; Madame
du Deffand said that Helvetius had raised such a storm by

simply revealing the "great secret"; Madame de Graffigny

averred that all the good things in the book had been

picked up in her own salon.

As for the philosophy of the book, it belongs to the

selfish school ; the four discussions of which it consists have

been thus summed up :—(1) all man's faculties may be

reduced to physical sensation ; memory, comparison, judg^

ment, are only feeling ; our only difference from the lower

animals lies in our external organization ; (2) our interest,

founded on the love of pleasure and the fear of pain, is the

only spring of otu" judgments, our actions, our afi'ections;

we have no liberty of choice between good and evil; there is

no such thing aa absolute right—ideas of justice and injus-

tice change according to customs ; (3) the inequalities of

intellect do not depend on a more o: less perfect organiza-

tion, but have their cause in the unequal desire for instruc-

tion, and this desire springs from passions of which all men

commonly well organized are susceptible to the same degree

;
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we can therefore all love glory with the same enthusiasm,

and we owe all to education
; (4) in this discourse the

author treats of the ideas which are attached to such words

as genius, imagination, talent, taste, good sense, ic.^ It

is suflicient to add that, although the book was reprinted

after the author's death, it ceased to have any influence

even during his own life.

In 17G4 Helvetius visited .England, and the next year,

on the invitation of Frederick, he went to Berlin, where the

kiug paid him marked attention. He then returned to his

country estate and passed the remainder of his life in

perfect tranquillity. • He died in 1771 at the age of fifty-

six, leaving behind him. a widow, who died in 1800. djid

two daughters.

A sort of supplement to the Be I'Esprit, called J)e I'Hommc, ai

sisfacuitis intcllcdudlcs et de son iducation, was found among his

manu.script3 after his death, and was published, but created little

intCTest. Editions of the work, however, appeared in 1772, 1773,

and 1786. The complete works of Helvetius were published in

1774, 1777, 1781, 1794, 1795, and 1818. The best estimate of his

work and place among the philosopherg of tlie 18th century is that

by Cousin ((Euvixs, ii.). (W. BE.)

IIELVIDIUS PRISCUS lived in the 1st century, during

the reigns of Nero, Galba, Otho, Vitellius, and Vespasian.

In those evU days he won the respect of all good men by
his fearless love of freedom. Among the cringing and
obsequious senators of Rome he dared to be sincere and
outspoken. Tacitus says of him (Hist., iv. 5) that in hi.s

early youth he devoted his great abilities to the bighe.st

pursuits, and made it his object to enter on public life with

a spirit thoroughly fortified against all contingencies. It

was natural that such a man should be a warm adherent of

the Stoic school of philosophy. His father-in-law, Thrasea
Pa:tu3, had been the same ; he had been driven to suicide

in Nero's reign, and his last words to Helvidius were

—

" Young man, you have been born into times in which it is

well to brace the spirit with examples of courage" (Tacitus,

Annals, xvi. 35). Although he repeatedly ofTended the

emperor, he held several high offices. During Nero's
reign he was quzestor in the province of Achaia ; he was
also sent into Armenia in command of a legion, and by his

good sense and moderation he succeeded in restoring peace
and order in that country. By the provincials he was
respected and trusted. His well-known sympathies with
such men as Brutus and Cassius occasioned his banishment
in 6G A.D., and he lived with his wife Fannia in Macedonia
until Nero's death. Having been reeallwl to Rome by
Galba in 68 a.d., he at once impeached Eprius Marcellus,
one of the most villanous of the informers, and the very
man who had been the accuser of Thrasea Psetus. After
an angry debate he dropped the charge, as the condemnation
of Marcellus would have involved a host of senators in like

ruin. As praetor-elect he had once the courage to oppose
Vitellius in the senate, and again as prastorin the following
year he ventured to argue against the financial policy of

Vespasian. Such matters, he maintained, ought to be left

to the discretion of the senate. He proposed that the
Capitol, which had been destroyed in the Ncronian con-
flagration, should be restored at the public cost. It would
jeem that he rather perversely went out of his way to
Insult Vespasian, saluting him by his private name, and not
recognizing him as emperor in the edicts he had to publish
as prietor. There was very possibly in all this some of the
affectation which often characterized the Stoics. The end
of it was that ho was banished, his wife Fannia, whose
constancy and virtue are highly commended by his friend
tho younger Pliny, going with him into exile. . Shortly
aftc/wards he was executed by Vespasian's order. His life

was written at his widow's request by Hercnnius Scnccio
;

it took the rorm of a warm paucgjTic, and proved fatal to
its author in >ho reiRn of Domitian.

HELVOETSLUYS (iu Dutch, llellevoeliluis), a fortified

town of the Netherlands, in the province of South Holland.
situated in the south of the island of Voorne-and-Putteii,

on the shore of the Haringvliet, ,It possesses a good
harbour, a dry and a wet dock, extensive \vhar\es, and a

naval arsenal, and among its more important public build-

ings are the communal chambers, the Reformed church
dating from lGGl-1684, the Roman Catholic church, the

synagogue, and the naval college. The populatiop was
only 1208 in 1795 ; by 1840 it bad increased to 2523,
"nd by 1874 it was 4135.

Helvoetsluys waa founded intliel7th century,' The construction
01 the dock was decreed by the states of Holland in 1636, and the
erection of the fortifications in 1638 ; but it was not till 1696 thai
the works were completed. The new harbour soon became an im'
portant rendezvous for the Dutch fleet, and in 1688 it was the
Btarting-poiut of William of Orange's expedition to England.

HELYOT, Pierre (1660-171G), mona.stic historian, wa^
born at Paris in January 16G0, of supposed English descent.

After spending his youth in study, he entered in his twenty-

fourth year the convent of the third order of St Francis,

founded at Picpus, near Paris, by his uncle JiirOme Helyot,

canon of St Sepulchre. There he took the name of P^re
Hippolyte. Two journeys to Rome on monastic business

afforded him the opportunity pf travelling over most of

Italy; and after his final return he saw much of France,

while acting as secretary to various provincials of his order

there. Both in Italy and France he was engaged in

collecting materials for his great work, which occupied him
about twenty-five years, L'J/isloire des Ordres Jfonasliques,

Religieux, et Militaires, et des Congregations Seculieres, de

I'lm et de Vautre Bexe, qui out eie etablies jusqu' d, jrresent,

published in 8 volumes in 1714-21. Helyot died on

January 5, 1716, before ther fifth volume appeared, but ]iis

friend Maximilien BuUot completed the edition. This

work, appearing at first anonymously, has been republished

several times, and translated into German. Ilelyot's only

other noteworthy work is Le Chretien Moitrant (1695).

HEMANS, Felicia Dorothea (1793-1835), was born

in Duke Street, Liverpool, September 25, 1793, Her
father, George Browne, of Irish extraction, was at the

time of her birth a merchant in Liverpool, and her mother,

whose maiden name was Wagner, was the daughter of tlie

Austrian and Tuscan consul at Liverpool, and of united

German and Italian descent. Felicia, tho fifth of seven

children, was scarcely seven years old when her father

failed in business, and retired with his family to Gwrycli,

near Abergele; and there the young poetess and her brothers

and sisters grew up in tho wildest seclusion, in a romantic

old house by the sea-shore, and in tho very midst of tho

mountains and myths of Wales, the monotony of h?rj-oung

life being varied only by two visits to London, which she

never revisited in after years. Tho little Felicia was a

lovely, precocious child. Her education was desultory ; and

she may indeed bo said to have educated herself, the only

subjects in which she ever received rcg\ilar insfnictiou

having been French, English grammar, and the rudiments

of Latin. Book&of chronicle and romance, and every kind

of poetry, she read with avidity ; and she studied Italian,

Spanish, Portuguese, and German suflicieutly to be able to

read them with case and cnjn3'ment. She was also fond ci

music, and played on tho harp and piano, her preference

being for simple national and pathetic melodies, especially

thoso of Wales and Spain. In 1808, when she was only

fourteen, a quarto volume of her Jnvaiile Poems was pub-

lished by subscription. Among tho earliest of these were

"Congratulatory Lines on her Mother's Birthday," "A
Prayer," an " Address to tho Deity," and somo " Lines to

Shakespeare,"—stiff, little, childish productions, which

show, however, a good car for rhythm and a considerable

imitative faculty, .. The verses having been rather harshlv:
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criticjzed in tli'e Moulhty Review, tile little poetess was for

soino days in tears ; but the muse was soon reawakened.

One of her brothers was fighting in Spain under Sir John

Moore ; and Felicia, fired with military enthusiasm, wrote

Eii^iland and Spain, ov Valour and Patriotism, a poem of

soihe length and much elaboration, which was afterwards

published aed translated into Spanish. Her second volume,

entitled Thi Domestic Affections and other Poems, appeared

in 1S12, on the eve of her marriage to Captain Hemans,

which took place'in the summer of that j'ear. She lived

for some time at Daventry, where her husband was

appointed adjutant of the N'orthamptonshire militia; but

about this time her father went on some commercial enter-

prise to Quebec and died there ; and, after the birth of her

eldest son, she and her husband took up their abode with

her widowed mother at Bronwylfa. Here during the next

six years four more children—all boys—were born ; but in

spite tif domestic cares and uncertain health she still read

and wrote indefatigably. Her poem entitled The Restora-

tion of Works of Art to Italy was published in 1816, her

Modern Greece in 1817, and in the following year appeared

her volume of Translations from Camoens and other Poets.

In 1818 Captain Hemaus went to Rome, leaving Lis wife,

shortly before the birth of their fifth child, with her mother

at Broiywylfa. No further explanation than that it was in

the first instance for Captain Hemans's health has ever been

oflfered of this step ; there seems to have been then merely a

tacit agreement, perhaps on account of th&ir limited means,

that they should live for a time apart. Letters were

interchanged, and Captain Hemans was often consulted

about his children ; but the husband and wife remained

separate, and indeed never met agaiiL Kind and influ-

ential friends—among them the bishop of St Asaph and
Bishop Heber—clustered round the poetess and her children.

Her health, however, began to fail her, and her beauty,

which was of a peculiarly delicate type, is said to have

faded rapidly, leaving behind it an habitually worn and har-

assed expression. She became subject, too, to paroxysms

of beating of the heart. Yet for the next six years her

literary industry never flagged. In 1819 she published TVi/fs

and Historic Scenes in Verse, and in the same year she gained

a prize of .£50 offered for the best poem on The Meeting of

Wallace and Bruce on the BanJcs of the Carron. The poem
was published in Blackwood's Mayazine. In 1820 appeared

The Sceptic and Stanzas to the Memory of the late King. In

June 1821 she won the prize awarded by the Koyal Society

of Literature for the best poem on the subject of Dartmoor,
and during the same year she began her play, T/u Vespers of
Palermo. She now applied herself to a course of German
reading. Koiner was her favourite German poet, and her

lines on the grave of Korner were one of the first English

tributes to the genius of the young soldier-poet. The Voice

ofSpring, one of her best known lyrics, was written in 1823,

the same year in which she began to contribute tn the X'ew

Monthly Magazine ; and in the summer of 1823 a volume
»f her poems was published by Murray, containing " The
Siege of Valencia," " The Last Constantine," and " Belshaz-

zar's Feast," which last had appeared previously in a collec-

tion edited for a charitable purpose by Joanna Baillie. The
Vespers of Palermo Was acted at Covent Garden, December,

12, 1823, and Mrs Hemans received £200 for the copyright;

but, though the leading parts were taken by Young and
Charles Kemble, the play was a failure, and was withdrawn

after the first' performancs. It was acted again in Edin-

burgh in the following April with greater success, when an

epilogue, written for it by Sir Walter Scott, at Joanna
Baillie's request, was spoken by Mrs Henry Siddons. An
interchange of notes on this subject was the beginning of

a cordial friendship between Mrs Hemans and the novelist.

In the same year she wrote De Chatillon, or the Crusaders ;

but the manuscript was mysteriously lost, and tlie poein
was not published till two years .alter Ler death, and then
from a rough copj'. In 1824 she began "The Forest
Sanctuary," which appeared a year later with the " Lays of
Many Lands " and miscellaneous pieces collected from the
New Monthly Magazine and other periodicals.

In the spring of 1825 Ifrs Hemans, with her mother and
children and an uumarried sister, removed from Bronwylfa,
which had been purchased by her brother, to Rhyllon,
another housaielonging to him on an opposite height across

the river Clwyd. The contrast between the two houses
suggested her Dramatic Scene between Bronwylfa and
Rhyllon. The house itself was bare and unpicturesque,'

but the beauty of its surroundings has been celebrated ioi

" The Hour of Romance," " To the River Clwyd in NortS
Wales," " Our Lady's Well," and " To a Distant Scene.",

This time seems to have been the most tranquil in Mra
Hemans's life. Her children were growing up about her ;

her own variable health was at its best ; her popularity was
spreading, not only in England but in America, where
Professor Norton of Harvard university undertook to

superintend the publication of a complete edition of her

works and to secure to her the profits. But the death

of her mother in January 1827 was a second great break-

ing-point in her life. Her own health began to alarm

her ; and though the nature of her illness, which afterwai-ds

proved heart complaint, was not at first apparent, she. was
from this time an acknowledged invalid. In the summer
of 1828 the: Records of Woman was published by Blackwood,

and in the same year the home in Wales was finally broken

up by the marriage of Mrs Hemans's sister and the departure

of her two elder boys to their father in Rome. Mrs Hemans
therefore left Rhyllon, and took a very small house in the

village of Wavertree, near Liverpool, where she hoped to

obtain good schooling for her children and society for her-

•elf. But, although she had a few intimate friends there,

—among them her two subsequent biographers, Henry F.

Chorley and Mrs Lawrence of Wavertree Hall,—she was

disappointed in her new home. She thought the people of

Liverpool stupid and provincial; and they, on the other

ban'/, found her uncommunicative and eccentric. In the

fol'iowing summer she travelled by sea to Scotland with two

of her boys, to visit the Hamiltons of Chiefswood. This

visit to Scotland was one of the most daring feat"!, and

perhaps the richest episode, in her uneventful life. She

was cordially welcomed in Edinburgh, dined with Jefi'rey

and other celebrities, visited Henry Mackenzie, heard Ali-

son preach, and stayed with Sir David and Lady Wedder-

burn, and with Sir Robert Liston at Milbuir., where she

sat for a bust to Angus Fletcher. Above all, while she

was at Chiefswood, she enjoyed "constant, almost daily,

intercourse " with Sir Walter Scott, with whom she and her

boys afterwards stayed some time at Abbotsford. " There

are some whom we meet, and should like ever after to claim

as kith and kin ; and you are one of those," was Scott's

compliment to her at parting. Oue of the results of her

Edinburgh visit was an article, full of praise, judiciously

tempered with criticism, by Jeffrey himself for the Edin-

burgh Review. The poetess returned to Wavertree to com-

pose her Songs of the Affections, which were published early

in 1830. In the following June, however, she again left

home, this time to visit Wordsworth and the Lake country ;

and in August she paid a second visit to Scotland. She

was resolved to leave Wavertree, and wished to make

Edinburgh her home ; but the climate was pronounced too

rigorous, and, as a brother and his family were akeady

settled in Ireland, it was arranged -that she should go to

live in Dublin. In her new home kind friends and ad-

mirers gathered round the invalid, who now had with

her only the youngest of her children. She was obliged
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to Tie constantly, and tie exertion of writing began to

1)0 {lainful to her. Her poetry of this date is cliiefly

religious. Early in 1S31 her Ifijmns for Childhood,

which had appeared some years before in America, were

publislied i:i Dublin. At the same time appeared her

collection of yatlonal Lyrics, and shortly afterwards Scenes

axd Hymns of Life. She was planning also a series of

German studies, to consist of translations from German

authors, with introductions and explanatory notes, one of

which, on Goethe's Tasso, was completed and published in

the iV<;w Monthly Magazine for January 1834. In intervals

of acute suffering she wrote the lyric Despondency and

Aspiration, and dictated a series of sonnets called Thoughts

during Siclcness, the last of which, " Recovery," was written

when she fancied she was getting well. After three months

spent at Redesdale, Archbishop Whately'a country seat,

which had been placed at the disposal of the dying poetess,

she was again brought into Dublin, where she lingered till

spring. The use of her limbs was entirely gone ; but her

passion for reading remained to the last, and the table at

her bedside was strewn with books, one of which always lay

open. Her last poem, the Sabbath Sonnet, was dictated to

her brother on Sunday April 26th, and she died on the

•evening of Saturday, May 16, 1835, at the age of forty-one.

She was buried in a vault under St Anne's church, Dublin.

Besides the bust of Mrs Hemans by Angus Fletcher, there

were three portraits taken of her in 1827 by the American

painter West, one of which has been engraved ; and another

portrait, an engraving of which is in Chorley's Memorials,

was painted in 1831 by a young Irish artist, Edward
Robinson.

Mrs Hemans's poetry is the proauction of a fine imagina-

tive and enthusiastic temperament, but not of a commanding
intellect or very complex or subtle nature. It is the out-

come of a beautiful but singularly circumscribed life, a life

spent in romantic seclusion, without mucn worldly experi-

ence, and warped and saddened by domestic unhappiness

and real physical suffering. Perhaps from these circum-

stances, aided by a course of self-instruction at best desul-

tory and unguided, the emotional in a sensitive and intensely

feminine nature was unduly cultivated ; and this undue
preponderance of the emotional is a prevailing characteristic

in Mrs Hemans's poetry, and one to which Scott alluded

when he complained that it was "too poetical," that it con-

tained " too many flowers " and' " too little fruit." Her
genius—beautiful and pleasing as it was—was not of a very
high order. Like her favourite music, it lay within a small

compass, and gave little opportunity for intricate harmonies.
Thus her tragedies, and her longer and more complicated
poems, such as The Sceptic and Forest Sanctuary, though
by no moans devoid of striking passages, are the least not-
able of her works. It is not, however, as the writer of

*hes9 more ambitious productions, which in her own time
were but doubtful successes and are now rarely read, but
as the authoress of many short occasional pieces, and especi-

ally as a lyrist, that Felicia Hemans has earned so high a
place among our poets. In her lyrics she could concentrate
lior strength on the perfect expression of simple themes.
Her skill in versification, her delicate ear for rhythm, and
the few ruling sentiments of her nature here found ample
scope. In her lyrics Mrs Hemans is uniformly graceful,

tender, delicately refined,—sometimes perhaps, even hero,

too fervent, too emotional,—but always pure and spiritual

in tone; and in these too she occasionally displays those
rarer qualities which belong only to the finest lyric genius.

Many of her poems, such as "The Treasures of the Deep,"
"Tho Better Land," "The Homes of England," "Casa-
blanca," " Tho Palm Tree," " The Graves of a Household,"
"The Wreck," " Tho Dying Improvisatore," and " Tho Lost
Pleiad ," have become standard English lyrics, and on the

strength of these, and others such as these, Felicia Hemans
is ranked among our chief British lyrical poets.

An edition of Mrs Hemxns'a Poetical JKori-iwaspubliiilied, 2 vols.,

in X832 ; roetknl Hcmaius, with Jlcnioii- by Dclt.i, 1836 ; Maiiurials,
&c., hy H. F. Chorley, 1836; Rccollcctiuns of fits Ilcmaiis, by Mrs
Lawrcuce, 1836 ; Works of Mrs Ifciiuiiis, wUk a Memoir nf lur Lift,

by her Ristor (Mrs Hnghes), 7 vols., 1839, ami Ameiican reprint, 2
vols., 1847; Earlij Blessings, a Collection of Poans wrilleii bclicccn

eight and fifteen years of age, wun a Life of tho Authoress, 1840;
Poems, clirouologically arranged, Edin., 1849; Poems, cojiyrigbt

edition, Edin. and London, 1872; Poetical Iforks, with ciitical

memoir by W. M. liossetti, London and Edin., 1873. (F. M.)

HEMELHEMPSTEAD, a market-town of England,

county of Hertford, is pleasantly situated on tho declivity

of a hill near the river Gade, 23 miles N.W. of London,

H miles from the Boxmoor station of the London and
North-Western Railway, and on a branch line of the Midland

Railway. The town consists almost wholly of one main
street about a mile in length. Among the principal build*

ings are the parish church, cruciform in shape, and partly

Norman in style, surmounted by a lofty octagonal spire,

and containing an old brass of the time of Edward III.;

the town-hall, a long narrow building formerly supported

on square wooden pillars, but whoso open market placo

underneath has now been converted into a corn exchange

;

the union workhouse, and the West Herts infirmary. The
chief industry is straw plaiting, but there are also manu-

factories of paper, an iron foundry, breweries, and tanneries.

The population of the township in 1871 was 5996, and of

the parish 8720.

From its name, meaning high stead or place, tue town is api>a-

rently of Saxon origin. In Domesday it is written Henamsteda and
Hamelamestedc. It received a cliarter of incorporation from Henry
VIII., which was renewed by Cromwell. It stiU makes annual

choice of a bailiff, but he possesses no magisterial authority.

HEMERGEA PTISTS, an ancient Jewish sect, so named
from their observing a practice of daily ablution b8 an

essential part of religion. Epiphanius, who mentions their

doctrine as the fourth heresy among the Jews, classes the

Hemerobaptists doctrinally with the Pharisees, from whom
they differed only in, like the Sadducees, denying the

resurrection of tho dead. Tho name has been sometimes

given to the Mendaeans on account of their frequent

ablutions; and in the Clementine Homilies (ii. 23) St John

the- Baptist is spoken of as a Hemerobaptist. Mention of

the sect is made by Hegcsippus (see Eiiseb., Hist. Eecl, iv.

22) and by Justin Martyr in the Dialogue with Tryphon.

IIEMINGFORD, or Hiisrjii.vGFonD, Walter, a Latin

chronicler of tho 14th century, was a canon regular of the

Austin Priory of Gisborough, now Guisborough, in York-

shire. Leland calls him Hcmcngoburgus, and in one of the

manuscripts of his chronicle his name appears as Heming-

burght. In a document of the priory tho name is also

given as De Hcmingburgh ; and in Gisborough Chartuliry

mention is made of a neighbouring family of that name.

Bale seems to have been the first to give him the name by

which ho is more commonly known. His chronicle cm-

braces the period of English history from the Conquest

(10G6) to the nineteenth year of Edward III., with tho

exception of the latter years of Edward IL It ends with

the title of a chapter in which it was proposed to describe

the battle of Crecy (134ii) ; but the chronicler seems to

have died before the required information reached him. In

compiling tho first part, Hemingford apparently used the

histories of Eadmor, Hovcden, Henry of Huntingdon, and

William of Newbury; but tho reigns of tho three Edwards

are original, composed from personal observation and infor-

mation. There ore several manuscripts of the history

extant,—the best perhaps being that presented to tho

College of Arms by the eiirl of Arundel. The work is correct

and judicious, and written in a pleasing stylo. One of its

a»ecinl features is the preservation in its pages of copies of
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the great charters ; and Hemingford's versions have more

than once supplied deficiencies and cleared up obscurities

in copies from other sources.

The first tlircc books wcro published by Dr Thomas Gale in 1687,

in bis HisloTice Anglicancc Hcriptcrcs Quinqiie, and the remainder

by Hearne in 1731. The first portion was again published in 1848

by the English Historitil Society, under the title Chronicmi de Ocstis

Hegum Anglias, edited by H. C. Hamilton.

HEillPTERA. (>;^i-, half, and TrrtpoV, wing;, an order of

the Insecla most commonly known by the name of " bugs,

"

and containing the species so well known to infest houses.

In their earlier stages they have what is known amongst

naturalists as an incomplete metamorphosis; that is to say,

after quitting the egg, and during the two stages of their

existence before assuming the perfect form, they move
freely about, thus unlike the Lepidoplera, &c., whose pupa

state, or that preceding the perfection of the insect, is

quiescent. ^Vhen the transformations have been completed,

the insect generally possesses four wings. The superior pair,

or hemielytra as they are called by authors, are attached

to the mesothoras, and are composed of two substances,—the

basal portion coriaceous, or resembling leather, and the

apical one membranaceous, or resembling thin, transparent

parchment. The lower pair are attached to the metathorax,

and are entirely membranous and generally transparent, and

capable of being folded when the insect is in repose. This

segment of the sternum likewise bears on each side,

anteriorly, a more or less reniform-shaped orifice, within

which lies a sac containing the fluid or matter from which

so many of the Heteropteroui portion of the order emit a

most disagreeable odour. They also possess in all stages

b mouth (rostrum) composed of three or more joints formed

for suctorial purposes.

The order is divided into two sub-orders, Semiptcra-Sctcroplera

and Kemiptcra-Romoptcra, and these again are separated into divi-

sions and subdivisions, the latter being distributed into families

which contain the various genera and species. In the first sub-order

(Scmiptera-Heteroptera) there are two divisions, vij^. , Gynmocerata

and Oryptocerata, and the families comprised under these heads are

69 in number, the following being the generally accepted order in

which they are arranged, viz. : Pachycoridcc (in this family the

Bcutellnm is so enlarged as to cover the whole of the upper side of

the abdomen, both pairs of wings being concealed beneath it when
not in flight ; in one genus at least the species might be mistaken
for some of the Baprcstidcc in Colcoplcra, which they resemble in

form and brilliancy of colour), Eunjgastridte, Podopidce, Odonto-

lulida, Plaiaspidce, Oxynotidx, Asopidcc, Cydnidte, Sciocoridte,

Phlaidce (this last contains but one genus, the species of which are

most peculiar in appearance, as they resemble small, thin pieces of

barkjoined together), HahjdidiC, PeiUatomida:, UrostylidcB, Edcssidm,

PJiyllocephalidre, itejymcnidce, SparCpceridfe, Mictidw, Ncmatopidce,

Homrsccridiv, Syro7nastidee, Acanthocoridte, Anisoscelida;, Alydida:,

StenocephaUidce, Berijiida;, CoreifUc, Rhoimlidm, Lygcsidae, Dipso-

coridx, AiUhcioridce, Micropkysida:, Pyrrhocoridce, Largutce,

Capsidte, Phymatidcs, Macrocephalidm, Ecbridm, Zosmciiidce,

Piesmidte, Tingididcc, Brachyrhynchida;, Aradidcc, Acanihiidce,

Soloptilidte, Lobocephalida;, SyeanidiB, Harpacioridoe, Saccodcridce,

HcematoceridcB, Tagalida;, Stenopodidcs, Reduviidm, Eclrichodidce,'

ApiomeridoB, PiraCidce, NabidoB (the species comprised in the last

12 families are predaceous in their habits, and the larva of one

species, Rediivius petsonatiis, is known to prey upon the common
house bug, Acanthia lectularia ; some two or three of the species

in South America are also known to live with spiders), Saldidtx,

felogonidw, EriusidiC, Senicoceplmlid<c, Gemdce, Veliida;, Gal-

gtdidoB, Naucoridce, Bdostomidac, Nejiida;, Corixidm, and Koto-

nsclidte (the species pertaining to the last eight families, except

the Oalgulidce, live either in or on the water, and the genus Belo-

ftorrut contains the largest insect of the order, Belcstoma grandis,

whieh measures 3^ inches in length by nearly IJ in breadth).

In the second sub-order {Hemiptera-Homoptera) there are three

grand divisions, viz., Cicadina, Phytophlhircs, ani Anoplura. The
first embraces the families Slridulantida:,Fulgorida;, Tclligometridw,

MembraeidijB, and Cicadidcc ; and in these families are to be found

perhaps some of the most curious and wonderful forms of insect life.

The well known lantern-fly {Fidgora latemaria, L. ) belongs here,

and the whole of the stridulating or singing group is also included.

The PhytopTJiircs, or second division, contains three families, viz.,

Psyllidoe, Aphididte, and Coccidcc. None of the insects composing
tiiia group are of large size, and many of them are only about one

line in length. The first family affects trees and plants, in many
instances distorting the leaves and buds; one of its species,
PJiinocola speciosa, lias been recorded by Licliteustein in the annals
of the French Entomological Society for 1872 as puncturing poplar
leaves which afters-.irds att:ua the size,and form of a cucumber.
The Psyllidce differ from the second family in having the power to
leap, their third pair of legs being formed for this purpose. The
Aphididic are perhaps best known by the terms "blight," "green
fiy," &c. These are to be found almost always in large companies
on nearly eveiv kind of tree, plant, and shrub. Tliey are said to
produce the honey dew found upon maple and other trees, although
this has been disputed by Dr Hooker in the Gardener's Chronicle
for July 1S73. Tliey are furnished with two sctiforni pipes or tubes,
varying considerably in length in the different species, placed one
ou each side of the abdomen on the fourth segment from the apex,
from which certainly is emitted a s^veet fluid which the ants are
well known to. follow tRem for and consume. This family also
contains the great vine-pest known by the name of Phylloxera
msfah-ix. The third family, Coccidcc, has amongst its members
the well-known cochineal insect {Coccus Cadi), from the female of
which when gathered and killed is obtained the drug or dye used
in giving the red colours, scarlet and crimson. It is also used for

making carmine. The last division to be dealt with is called the
Anoplura, and contains the most degraded forms of the whole
order, viz., the lice, the fullest information concerning which may
be obtained by considting the works of Nitzch, Curmeister, Leach,
and Denny.

Although the Hemiptera are of very ancient date, remains
of some of the fossil forms having been found in tbe Primary
and other formations, the number of these is but few; they
are enumerated in a paper on "Fossil Entomology" by
Mr H. Goss in vol. xv. of the Entomologist's JfonlUy
Mcu/azine.

The whole of the group is extremely widely distributed,

being found in almost every portion of the globe; and they

are very varied both in form and in their modes of life,

—

man, animals, birds, insects, and plants being subjected to

their attacks. On the Continent they have for a long period

engaged the attention of naturalists, bi)t in England little

was known of the actual number inhabiting these islands

until Douglas and Scott in 1865 published their volume of

British Hemiptera-Heteroptera. In 1859 Dr A. Dohrn
published what may be considered to be the first whole-

world catalogue of the order ; and, taking it as a basis, for

there is no other approximate list, and adding a reasonable

amount of new species collected in each year since that

time, their number would amount to nearly 10,500 species,

5300 belonging to the heteropterouo section and the

remainder to the second sub-order. Out of these Europe

lays claim to at least 3000, whilst Great Britain is known
to possess not fewer than 1000. There is no record of any

one of the species being cosmopolitan (except perhaps the

house bug, Acanthia /eci«/aria), although some of the species

inhabiting England arc also to be met with in China and

Japan. U- sc.)

HEMLING. See IMemltsg.

HEilLOCK is the Conium maculatum of botanists, a

biennial umbelliferous plant, found wild in many parts of

Great Britain and Ireland, where it occurs in waste places,

on hedge-banks, and by the borders of fields, and which is

also widely spread over Europe and temperate Asia, and

naturalized in the cultivated districts of North and South

America. It is an erect branching plant, growing from

3 to 6 feet high, and emitting a disagreeable smell, like

that of mice. The stems are hollow, smooth, somewhat

glaucous, green, spotted with dull dark purple, as alluded

to in the specific name, maculatum. The root-leaves have

long furrowed footstalks, sheathing the stem at the base,

and are large, triangular in outline, and repeatedly divided

or compound, the ultimate and very numerous segments

being small, ovate, and deeply incised at the edge. These

leaves generally perish after the growth of the flowering

stem, which takes place in the second year, whilo tbe

leaves produced on the stem become gradually smaller

upwards. ,The branches are all terminated by compound
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many-rayed umbels of small white flowers, the general in-

volucres consisting of several, the partial ones of about

tlu-es short lanceolate bracts, the latter being usually

turned towards the outside of the umbel. The flowers are

succeeded by broadly ovate fruits, the mericarps (half-fruits)

having five ribs which, when mature, are waved or cre-

nated ; there are no vitta; or oil-cysts ; and when cut

across the albumen is seen to be deeply furrowed on the

inner face, so as to exhibit in section a reniform outline.

The fruits when triturated with a solution of caustic potash

evolve a most unpleasant odour.

Hemlock is a virulent poison, but it varies much in

potency according to' the conditions under which it has

(grown, and the season or stage of growth at which it is

gatherel In the first year the leaves have little power,

nor in the second are their properties developed until the

flowering period, at which time, or later on when the fruits

are fully grown, the plant should be gathered. The wild

plant growing in exposed situations is to be preferred to

garden-grown samples, and is more potent in dry warm
summers than in those which are dull and moist.

The poisonous property of hemlock resides chiefly in the

alkaloid coiiine or conia which is found in both the fruits

and the leaves, though in exceedingly small proportions in

the latter. Conine resembles nicotine in its deleterious

action, but is much less powerful. No chemical antidote

for it is known. The plant also yields a second less

poisonous crystallizable base called conhydrine, which may
be converted into conine by the abstraction of the elements

of water.

When collected for medicinal purposes, for which both

leaves and fruits are used, the former should be gathered

at the time the plant is in full blossom, while the latter are

said to possess the greatest degree of energy just before they

ripen. The fruits are the chief source whence conine is pre-

pared. The principal forms in which hemlock is employed
are the extract and juice of hemlock, hemlock poultice,

and the tincture of hemlock fruits. Large doses produce

vertigo, nausea, and paralysis ; but in smaller quantities,

administered by skilful hands, it has a sedative action on

the nerves. It has also some reputation as an alterative

and resolvent, and as an anodyne.

The acrid narcotic properties of the plant render it of

some importance that one should bo able to identify it, the

more so as some of the compound-leaved umbellifors,

which have a general similarity of appearance to it, form

wholesome food for man and animals. Not only is this

knowledge desirable to prevent the poisonous plant being

detrimentally used in place of the wholesome one ; it is

equally important in the opposite case, namely, to prevent

the inert being substituted for the remedial agent. The
plant with which hemlock is most likely to be confounded is

the Anthriscua sylveslris, or cow-parsley, the leaves of which
are freely eaten by cattle and rabbits ; this plant, like the

hemlock, has spotted stems but they are hairy, not hair-

less; it has much-divided leaves of the same general form,

but they are downy and aromatic, not smooth and nauseous
when bruised; the fruit of ih.^' Anthriscus, besides, is linear-

ablong and not ovate.

HE.MP, Cannabis saliva, an annual herb, having angular
vough stems and alternate lobed leaves. The bast fibres of

Cannabis are the hoVnp of commerce, but under the name
of hemp fibrous products from many difl'erent plants are

often included. Sunn hemp is the bast fibre of a papilio.

naceous plant, Crotolanajuncea, of India and the Sunda
Islands ; Hibiscus caiinabiincs, an Indian malvaceous plant,

yields brown or Bombay hemp ; Jute or Paut hemp is pro-

duced by Corchorus capsidaris and C. olitoriits, and to some
extent by C. fuscits, C. Jascicularis, and C. decem-

angulatus. Manila hemp or feather fibre is derived from

the fibro-vascular bundles of certain monocotyledons,

namely, several species of jVusa, chiefly from 21. textilis, bat

to some extent from M. sapientmn, M. etiselr, M, viinda-

nensis, and J/. Cavendishii, in India, New Guinea, the

Philippines, ic. Pita hemp is produced from certain

species of Ar^ve; the Aloe sisalina of Central America.

yields grass-hemp ; and JIurva or bowstring-hemp is

obtained from an aloe-like plant, Sansirviera zeylaiiica, iiy

Bengal, Ceylon, Java, and southern China.

The hemp plant, like the hop, which is the other member
of the same natural order, Cannabinacece, is dioecious, that

is, the male and female flowers are borne on separate

plants. The mala plant is smaller than the female, and
ripens and dies earlier in the summer. The foliagi of the

female plant is darker and more luxuriant than that of the

male. The leaves of hemp are constituted of 5 to 7 leaflets^

the form of which is lanceolate-acuminate, and sharply-

serrate. The loose panicles of male flowers and the short

spikes of female flowers arise from the axils of the upper

leaves. The height of the plant varies greatly with season,

soil, and manuring ; a variety (C sadva, var. giganiea) has

produced specimens over 17 feet in height, but the average

height of the common sort is about 8 to 10 feet. There is

but one species of hemp known, Cannabis saliva, the C
indica, Lam., and C. chinensis, Delile, owing their differences

to climate, and losing ma.iy of their peculiarities whea
cultivated in temperate regions. Rumphius (in the 17th

century) had noticed these differences between Indian and

European hemp.

The original country of the hemp^plant was doubtless in

some part of temperate Asia, probably near the Caspian

Sea. It spread westward throughout Europe, and south-

ward through the Indian peninsula.^

Wild hemp still grows on the banks of the Lower Ural

and the Volga, near the Caspian Sea. It extends to Persia,

the Altai range, and northern and western China. It is

found in Kashmir, and oa the Himalaya, growing vigor-

ously as far up as 6000 or even 10,000 feet.

Hemp is grown for three products— (1) the fibre of it»

stem
; (2) the resinous secretion which is developed in hot

countries upon its leaves and flowering heads
; (3) its oily-

seeds.

Hemp has been employed for its fibre from ancient

times. Herodotus (iv. 74) mentions the wild and culti-

vated hemp of Scythia, and describes the hempen garments-

made by the Thracians as equal to linen in fineness.

Hosychius says the Thracian women made sheets of hemp.

Moschion (about 200 B.C.) records the use of hempen ropes:

for rigging the ship " Syracusia " built for Hiero IL The

hemp plant has been cultivated in northern India from a.

considerable antiquity, not only as a drug but for its fibra

The Anglo-Saxons were well acquainted with the mode of

preparing hemp. Hempen cloth became common in central

and southern Europe in the 13th century.

The medicinal and intoxicating properties of hemp hav«

probably been known in Oriental countries from a very early

period. An ancient Chinese herbal, part of which wsis

written about the 5th century B.C., while the remainder ia

of still earlier date, notices the seed and flowcr-beanng

kinds of hemp. Other early writers refer to hemp as a

' Tlio names given to tho plnnt and to Its products in diffcreat

countries arc of interest in connexion with tlio utilir»Uon of tlie fibre

and resin. In San.iUiit it is called goni, Sana, shanapu, banga, and

gnnjika; in BonRsli, aii'iga; Pcrainn, bang and canna; Arabic,

kinnub or camiab; Greek, Cannabis; Latin, cannabis; Itolian,

canappa; Ficncli, chanvre; Spanisli, cdilamo; Portuguese, crfnomo;

Russian, konfpel ; Letlisli and Lithuanian, kannnpa ;
Slavonic,

konopi- Ki-io, cannH) and canali; \ng\oS:i\<m, hrr-nrp; Ilutcli, hfnnepi

German banf; English, hemp; Danish ond Norwcfri^i", liamp; Icp-

Inndic, hampr ; and in Swedish, hampa. Tlio English word canvas

sufficiently reveals ita derivation from can nail*.
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iremedy. The medicinal and dietetic use of hemp spread

through India, Persia, and Arabia in the early Middle

Ages. The use of hemp (ohang) in India was noticed by

Garcia d'Orta in 15G3. Berlu in Iiis Treasury of Dmgs
(1690) describes it as of "an infatuating quality and per-

nicious use." Attention was recalled to this^rug, in conse-

quence of Napoleon's Egyptian expedition, by De Sacy

(1809) and Rouger (1810). Its modern medicinal use ia

chiefly due to trials by Dr O'Shaughnessy in Calcutta

(1838-1842). The plant is grown partly and often mainly

for the sake of its resin in Persia, northern India, and

Arabia, in many parts of Africa, and in Brazil,

The hemp plant grown in some parts of the United

States yields the active resin bo freely that less than 1 grain

of the extract is a full dose. But it is as a fibre-producer

that the hemp is now being mora extensively cultivated in

the United States. Hemp seeds were ordered for Plymouth

colony as early as 1629, but the greater profit derivable from

tobacco has always opposed the development of hemp-grow-

jng. The plant is chiefly grown iq the States of Kentucky,

Missouri, Tennessee, Ohio, Indiana, ^ud New York. The
produce of Kentucky in 1877 was 6140 tons. According

*o the census of 1870 the total production of the United

States was 12,746 tons. In the northern part of the State

of New York the crop is valued chiefly for the eeeds, which

may be from 20 to 40 bushels or more per acre. The

produce per acre in the United States is from 700 to 1000 tt>

of fibre, 4 to 6 pecks of seed being visually sown.

Although the hemp-plant is grown in^India chiefly for

the production of its narcotic or intoxicating Tesin, yet a

good deal of true hemp fibre is produced there, It is

imported into England, however, chiefly from Russia, the

United States, Italy, Holland, Germany, Hungary, and

Turkey. It is grown jn Ireland, and in some parts

(Suffolk and Lincolnshire) of England, It thrives well in

Algeria. It requires a rich deep soil and heavy manuring,

and is an exhausting crop. In Great Britain about 6 pecks

of seed per acre are drilled, 18 inches apart, in the middle

of April. The male plants are pulled from the end of July

to the end of .^.ugust, the female or. eeedrbearing plants

being gathered in September.

The British imports of hemp cannot te ^eertained with accuracy,

.as the official returns include under that name the fibres of many
hemp-substitutes. The following statement of hemp imported into

the United Kingdom must therefore be taken with all necessary

reserve :

—

1873 1,247,354 cwts. 1876 1,174,859 cwts.

1874 1,240,168 „ 1877 1,254,667 „
1875 1,350,758 „ 1878,..,, 1,229,569 „

The following table gives the sources whence the supplies were

chiefly drawn in the year 1877. But it must be figaiu observed

that the figures given for the imports from India, the Philippines,

and other places to a less degrte, include Manila hemp. Sunn hemp,
and other spurious hemps.

Imports ofHemp into the United Kingdom in 1877.

From

Russia
Germany ,

Italy

Philippines

United States ...

Mexico
India
Other TTOuntries

Dressed.

Cwfa.
4,57'3

7,033

19,477

6,357

Rough.

Cwts.

347,038
169,744
151,632
333,344
10,723
35,199

62,827
18,636

Tow or
CortiUa.

Cwts.
'

18,225
20,689
44,602

4,568

There were sent out 11,790 cwts. dressed Englishrgrown hemp,
-jnore than half of this going to France. 14,676 cwts. of foreign and
colonial dressed hemp were re-exported to British America and
«ther countries, with 133,516 cwts. rough, hemp, and 197 cwts.

cedilla.

Nearly all the hemp imported into the United Kingdom is landed
«t Liverpool, London, Hull, and Leith. Most of it is employed in

^e manufacture of cables, ropes, cordage, twine, sackins, tar-

paulins, canvas, and sailcloth. The fine.=!t hemp comes from Italy,
but it is almost equalled by the higher qualities of the Russian fibre.

Kussiau hemp varies much iu price, according to quality and market
fluctnations; its price in November 1879 was from £23 to £25 per
ton, Italian or garden hemp fetching from £38 to £41.

In order to free the fibre of the hemp plant from the soft and
useless parenchyma and the tissues of the bark, the stems are sub-
mitted to nearly the same processes as those described in the article

Flax. They are dried, beateu, or crushed in a hemp miU, and
fermented or retted, preferably in soft water, after which they are

again beaten with wooden mallets or iu a specially constructed

machine called a break. After breaking the stems are scvtehcd, and
thus the separation of the fibres furthered by the rubbing and
striking to which they ere subjected. The fibres are then hackled
or combed.

According to Vetillart, the average length of European hemp
fibres is '80 inch, the extremes being '2 and 2'1 inches. Dr M'Nab
gives '0005 to '0007 inch as the diameter of fibres, the central

cavity being '0001 in breadth. Under the microscope hemp fibres

resemble those of flax, both being bast-fibres, and diB'er widely from
those of Manila hemp or New Zealand flax ; they are longitudinally

striated cylinders, sometimes free and sometimes associated in small

bundles. A hemp cord of 1 square millimetre section will bear,

according to Haberlandt, an average weight of 34 '5 kilogrammes
without breaking—sometimes as much as 60 kilos.

The chief constituent of the fibre of hemp is of course cellulose,

but small quantities of other substances are always present

—

the purest sorts, however, being richest in cellulose. A fine sample
of Italian hemp gave on analysis the following percentages

—

water 8'9, wax 0'6, ash 08, matters soluble in water 3'5, lignose,

albuminoids, &c,,8'4, cellulose 77 '8. Anordinary sample of Russian
hemp contained no less than 10 '5 per cent, of moisture, and 15 of

mineral matter, with but 72 of pure cellulose. By boiling a portion

of this sample for four hours with water in a sealed tube at 160° C,
a soluble extract amounting to I'^th of the original hemp was ob-

tained, Manila hemp giving 15'4 per cent, and Phormium fibre no
less than 19 per cent., when similarly treated. Dilute solutions of

iodine and sulphurio acid, successively applied, give to hemp fibrea

a greenish hue, The ash of hemp is rich in lime.

Hemp-resiii.—Hemp as a drug or intoxicant for smoking
and chewing occurs in the three forms af bhang, ganja, and
charas.

(1) Bhang, the Hindustani siddki or sabn, consists of

the dried leaves and small stalks of the hemp ; a few

fruits occur in it. It is of a dark brownish-green colour,

and has a faint peculiar odour and but a slight taste.

It i^ smoked with or without tobacco ; or it is made
into a sweatmeat with honey, sugar, and aromatic spices ;

or it is powdered and infused in cold water, yielding a tur-

bid drink, subdschi. Hashish is one of the Arabic names
given to the Syrian and Turkish preparations of the resin-

ous hemp leaves, One of the commonest of these prepar-

ations is made by heating the bhang with water and butter,

the butter becoming thus, charged with the resinous and

active substances of the plant.

(2) Ganja, the guaza of the London brokers, consists of

the flowering and fruiting heads of the female plant. It

js brownish-green, and otherwise resembles bhang, as in

odour and taste. Some of the more esteemed kinds of

hashish are prepared from this ganja. Ganja is met with

in the Indian bazaars in dense bundles of 24 plants or heade

apiece. The hashish in such extensive use in Central Asia

is often seen in the bazaars of large cities in the form of

cakes, 1 to 3 inches thick, 5 to 10 inches broad, and 10 to

15 inches long.

(3) Charas, or churrus, is the resin itself collected, as it

exudes naturally from the plant, in diff'erent ways. The

best sort is gathered by the hand like opium ; sometimes the

resinous exudation of the plant is made to stick first of all to

cloths, or to the leather garments of men, or even to their

skin, and is then removed by scraping, and afterwards con-

solidated by kneading, pressing, and rolling. It contains

about one-third or one-fourth its weight of the resin. Bat

the churrus prepared by different methods and in different

countries differs greatly in appearance and purity. Some-

times it takes the form of egg-like masses of greyish-brown

colour, having when of high quality a shining resinous
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fracture. Often it occurs in the form of irregular friable

lumps, like pieces of impure linseed oil-cake.

Hemp, however consumed, acts in a most strange way
upon the nervous system, but its effects differ greatly with

races as well as with individuals. Generally the first effect

of a small dose is to produce increase of appetite and
cheerfulness. Larger doses producehallucinations, delirium,

sleep, and sometimes catalepsy. During the dreamy state

induced by an average dose of hashish, the patient becomes

the sport of rapidly shifting ideas. Errors of perception as

to time and place are a conspicuous characteristic of its effects

oa the mind. For the connexion of the name assassin

with hashish, see vol. iL p. 723.

Extract of hemp has been repeatedly tried in modern
European medical practice without very consistent or satis-

factory results. It has antispasmodic and anodyne char-

acters, and has been employed in tetanus, ."spaBmodic cough,

hydrophobia, and some forms of mania. It is a quieter of

the nervous system, but does not cause constipation, check

the appetite, nor diminish the secretions like opium.

Hemp is very largely used in Eastern countries as an
iitoxicant and narcotic—probably by nearly 300 millions

of the human race. The amount consumed cannot be esti-

mated. Of dried hemp and churrus there was sent in

1876 not less than £80,000 worth through the Khyber
Pass into British India.

There are three substances in the Lemp-drug to which its activity

has been attributed. Of these the resin, separated and investigated

by Messrs T. St, II. Smith, is the most abundant and probably the
most important, and yet its chemical nature and properties are by
DO means certain. It is soluble in alcohol, and has a warm, bitter,

acrid taste with a slight odour. It melts between 70° and 90° C,
And has a pale, brown colour. It is called ca)inabin. Cannabene is

the volatile oil of Indian hemp obtained by distilling ganja or

churrus with water. Its composition is represented by C^H,,,; it

boils between 235° and 240°. Cannabene is accompanied by a

.

crystalline hydrocarbon containing 84 per cent, carbsn and 16 per
cent, hydrogen. The supiiosed occurrence of nicotine in Indian
hemp has not been confirmed, and would not in any way suffice to

explain the properties of the drug. Moreover, tobacco is often
added to hemp. That there is a volatile alkaloid in hemp, though
in small quantities, is, however, established beyond doubt. The
proportion of pure resin in ganja was found by Messrs T. & H.
Smith to be 6 or 7 per cent. Gastinell gives 3 per cent, as obtain-

able from Egyptian hemp. The volatile oil in fresh hemp pro-
bably doss not exceed 3 parts in 1000. By treating the commercial
resinous extract of Indian hemp with strong nitric acid, Bolas and
Francis obtained (Journ. Chem. Soc, vol. vii., n. s., p. 417) an
oxidation product, soluble in alcohol and crystallizing in long flat

prisn\s. The formula CjHjOj has been assigned to this substance,
which is known as oxycannabin.

Hemp Seed, Cake, and Oil.—The ilpe seeds, really fruits,

being nuts or achenes of the hemp plant, contain about
34 per cent, of oil and 16 of albuminoids. When the
crushed seeds have been submitted to pressure, the re-

sidual cake is found to retain about 7 per cent, of oil.

The value of hemp cake as a cattle-food is lessened by its

purgative property. The seeds are much used as a food
for .singing birds. A hundred parts of the seed yield from
70 to 75 of cake and 25 to 30 of oil. This oil has drying
properties, though it is in this respect much inferior to
linseed oil. Its specific gravity is -9307. The seeds are
roundish ovate,.about J inch in length, and of a dark grey
colour, with a pale ash-coloured network of surface-
markings.

See Bentley and Trimen's Medicinal Plants, No. 231 ; V^tillart's

Yates's Tcxlrinum A)Uiquoni.m; Hugo Muller's P/ajucn/ascr; tho
Dispensatory oHha United States; KmaWsDiclimmni ofMechanics:
Dr G. Martius's Sludien iiber den JIan/; and Johnston's Chemistry
of Common Life, 1879. fA. [I. C.

)

HEMS, HoMS, or Hums, a toivn of Syria, about 63 miles
byroad north-east of Tripoli (Tarfibulus), situated 1312
feet, according to Cemik, above the level of the sea, on tho

eastern side of the valley of the Nalir el Asy or Orontes,
which about 4 miles further down forms the lake of Hems,
Atini, or Kabas. The kala'at or castle, a great mound " still

crowned with a tiara of torn and ruined towers," forms a
striking landmark well-known to the caravans journeying
north from Damascus. It is about 120 feet in height, and
has a breadth of 435 feet and a width of 375. According
to Captain Burton, it probably occupies the site of the
temple of the sun, which formed the glory of the ancient
city : not only does it contain columnar masses of syenite,
grey granite, and white marble, but he found, apparently
in position, a Doric pilaster. Though the ancient walls of
Hems, with a circuit of about a mile and a half, are greatly
dilapidated and even in many places practically demolished,
the town is entered by regular gates, six in number, which
in olden times bore the names of the planets. Within it

presents little except narrow and tortuous streets, poorly
paved and foul, with houses for the most part of tho meanest
description ; but none the less it is the seat of a Turkish
vice-governor or mutesarif, as well as of a Grtek and a
Maronite bishop, and its cavalry barracks are capable of
containing two regiments. As the market-town of the
neighbouring tribes it has some commercial importance : it

trades in cotton, sesame, and oil ; and among its craftsmen

it numbers a body of skilful goldsmiths and about 300O
silk weavers, whose looms produce the finest kind of kaffiehs

or head-cloths. The population is estimated at from 20,000
to 40,000, and about 7000 are Christians. Jews are con-

spicuous by their absence, though one of the gates of the

town in the quarter which they formerly occupied is still

called the " Jews' Gate."

Hems is the Emesa, Emissa, or Hemesa of the Bomans, and by
Ptolemy it is assigned to the district of Apameue. Its inhabitants

are mentioned among the early opponents of the Roman arms.
Hcliogabalus or Bassianus, declared emperor in 21 8 A. D. , was a natirc

of Emesa, and held office as a priest of the sun. It was in the neigh-

bourhood of the town that the army of Zenobia was routed by
Aurelian. The first Christian bishop is said to have been St

Silvanus. About fourteen years after the Hegira Khalid bin Walid,
who was to find his grave in one of its suburbs, made himself master

of Hems; and from 1098 to 1187 it was in the hands of tlie

crusac'-rs. It was probably Saladin, by whom they were expelled,

that turned the temple of the sun, which under Christian rule had
been used as a cathedral, into the chief fortress of the place. Iii

July 1831 Ibrahim Pasha, ha\ing defeated the governor of .Ueppo at

Hems, caused the fortress to be olown up.

The poet Ka'ab el Ahbdr is buried in the town, and tho people

show another grave which they wrongly believe to be that of Ja'aXi

el Tayydr.

See Burton and Tyrwhitt Drake, Unexplored Syria, 1872.

HEMSTERHUIS, Francois (1720-1790), writer on

aesthetics and moral philosophy, was born at Franckcr ia

Holland in 1 720. He received an excellent education from

his father, Tiberius Hemsterhuis, noticed below, and com-

plotcS his studies at the university of Leyden. There un-

doubtedly he was attracted towards the study of the Platonic

philosophy, which exercised the greatest influence both on

the form and on the matter of his own writings. He did

not, however, devote himself to a learned life after complet-

ing his university courses, but entered upon practical affairs,,

and for many years acted as secretary to tho state council

of the United Provinces. His interests were mainly philo-

sophical, and partly by direct social intercourse with a few

similarly disposed friends, partly by correspondence with

philosophical writers of other countries, mainly with Jacob!,

he preserved tho continuity of his philosophical work.

His writing,!, none of which can bo described as of high

speculative worth, are distinguished by elegance of form

and by tho touch of refined sentiment which is not uncom-

mon among tho amateur or dilettante philosophers of the

18th century. Any direct contributions to philosophj,

made by him aro in tho department of .esthetics or th(J

general analysis cf feeling. He died in 1790.
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His first work, publialied in IT'Jri. Wiis .1 L,llrc sur la Sculpture,

written, liico all the others, in Fri'iieh.' It was followotl in 1770 by
the Lcttre'sur Ics desirs, in 1772 by the Lcttrc sur Vliommc ct scs

rapports, in 1778 by Sophyle, a dialogue on the relation between
soul and body, in 1779 by Aristic, a dialogue on the existence of

the Divine Being, in 1787 by Alexis on I'dye d'or, by Simon, oudcs

facuUes dc I'dmc, and by the LcUre dc DiocUs a Diolime sur I'aLhiismc.

Collected editions of his works have been published in 1792 (2 vols. ),

and move .completely by Meybooni, in 1846-50 (6 vols.). See

*Grucker, Frani;ois ffcmsterhuis, sa Vie et ses CEuvr&s (Paris, 1866).

HEMSTERHUIS, Tiberius (1685-1766), pLiloIogist

and critic, was born on January 9, 1685, at Groningen in

Holland. His father, a learned physician, recognizing the

abilities of his son, gave him so good an early education

"that, when he entered the university of his native town in

.Ilia fifteenth year, he speedily proved himself to be the

test student of mathematics. After a year or two at

•Groningen, he was attracted to the university of Leyden by
ihe fame of Perizpnius ; and while there he was entrusted

with the flattering duty of arranging the manuscripts in the

library. Though he accepted an appointment as professor

•«f mathematics and philosophy at Amsterdam in his

twentieth year, he had already directed his attention to the

study of the ancient languages. In 1706 he completed the

edition of Pollux's Oiiomasticon begun by Lederlin; but

the praise he received from his countrymen was more than
counterbalanced by two letters of criticism from Bentlej',

•which mortified him so keenly that for two months he
refused to open a Greek book. In 1717 Hemsterhuis was
appointed professor of Greek at Franeker, but he did not

-enter on his duties there till 1720. In 1738 he became pro-

fessor of national history also. Two years afterwards ho
was called to teach the same subjects at Leyden, where he
died, April 7, 1766. Hemsterhuis deserves special note

for reinstating the study of Greek in its honourable place

among his fellow-countrymen, while he was also the founder
of a laborious and useful Dutch school of criticism, of which
Valckenaer, Lennep, and Piuhnken are the most famous
disciples.

His chief writings are tho following :

—

Luciani CoUoquia ct

Titaoii, 'i70S;-Aristo2J7ianis Flutus, 174i; Nolcc, itc. , ad Xcno-
plwnlcni Ephcsium in tho Miscellanea Crilica of Amsterdam, vols.

iii. and iv. ; Ohsa-vationcs ad Chrysostomi Homilias ; Orationcs,

178t ; a Tjatin translation of the Birds of Aristoph.ines, in Kuster's
•edition; notes to Bernard's Thomas Magislcr, to Albertl's Hesy-
ehius, to Ernesti's Callimachus, and to Bunnann's Propcrtius. See
£lorjiHm T. Hemslerhusii (with Bentley's letters) by Euhnken,
1789 ; and SuppUmcnta Annolationis ad Elocjium T. Hentsterhusii,
Sic, Leyden, 1874.

H^NAULT, Chaeles Jeam FEANgois (1685-1770),
French historian, was born in Paris 8th February 1685. His
father, a farmer-general of taxes, was a man of literary tastes;

•and young H^nault obtained a good education at the Jesuit

college and the College des Quatre-Nations. Captivated by
the eloquence of Massillon, he in his fifteenth, year entered

Iha oratory with the view of becoming a preacher, but after

iwo years' residence he changed his intention, and, inheriting

a, position which secured him access to the most select society

of Paris, he at an early period achieved distinction by his

gay, witty, and graceful manners, and by his literary talent

;as manifested in the composition of various light poetical

pieces, and of two discourses which respectively gained a

prize at the French Academy in 1707, and at the Acad^mie
des Jeux Floraux in 1708. In 1706 he became councillor

of the parliament of Paris, and in 1710 he was chosen pre-

sident of the court of enqitetes. He was admitted into the

Trench Academy in 1723, and subsequently into the leading

literary societies of Europe. lAfter the death of Bernard
de Coubert he became superintendent of the household of

Queen Marie Leczinska, whose ii^timate friendship he had
previously enjoyed. On his recovery in his fiftieth year

from a dangerous malady, he professed to have undergone
iJoligious conversion and retired into private life, devoting

the remainder of his diys to study and devotion. Hfe
devotion was, however, according to the JIarquis d'Argcusau

I'
exempt from fanaticism, persecution, bitterness, and

intrigue ;" and it did not prevent him from conthiuiug his
friendship with Voltaire, to whom it is said he had formerly
rendered the service of saving the manuscript of Ltt

Henriade, when its author was about to commit it to the
flames. The literary work on which Henault bestowed his
chief attention was the Ahrig'e Chronologique, first published
in 174^i without the author's name. It is a model of its

kind, and is valuable both for popular use' and as a work
of reference. In the compass of two volumes he has com-
prised the -(v'hole history of France from the earliest times
to the death of Louis XIV. His information is for the

most part drawn from original sources, rnd for such a work
the number of errors committed by Henault was remark-
ably ?mall. The results of deep researches and lengthened
disquisitions on public law are summed up in a few words.

The moral and political reflexions are always short and
generally as fresh and pleasing as they are just. A few
masterly strokes reproduce the leading features of each age
and the characters of its illustrious men; accurate chrono-
logical tables set forth the most interesting events in the
history of each sovereign and the names of the great men
who flourished during his reign; and interspersed throughout
the work are occasional chapters on the social and civil state

li the country at the close of each era in its history. Con^
tinuations of the work Lave been made at separate periods

by Fantin des Odoards,byAuguis with notes by Walckenaer,
and by Michaud. Besides some other historical works of

minor importance Henault wrote several dramatic pieces of

no particular merit. He died at Paris, 24th November
1770. 'His Memoires, published in 185-1, are somewhat
fragmentary and disconnected, but contain many interesting

anecdotes and details regarding persons of note.

See the Correspondance of Grimm, of Madame du Deffa:.d, and of

Voltaire ; the notice by "VValckenaer in the edition of the Ahr(gi
Ohronologiqtcc ; and Sainte-Beuve, Canseries du lundi, vol. xi.

HENBANE (in French, jusquiaume, from the Greek
hjoscyainus, or hog's-bean ; in Italian, giusqidamo ; and in

German; Sehwarzes Bilsenkranf, Huhiiertod, Sauhohne, and
Zigevner-Korn or " gipsies' corn ") is the common name
of the Ilyosciiamits niger, a Solanaceous plant indigenous

to Britain, found wild in waste places, on rubbish about

villages and old castles, and cultivated for medical use at

Mitchara and other places in Surrey, and in Bedfordshire,

Cambridgeshire, and Hereford. It occurs also in central

and southern Europe and in western Asia, and has long

been naturahzed in the United States. There. are two
forms of the plant, an annual and a biennial, which

spring indifi'erently from the same crop of seed,^the
one growing on during summer to a height of from

1 to 2 feet, and flowering and perfecting seed ; the

other producing the first season only a tuft of radical

leaves, which, disappear in winter, leaving underground

a thick fleshy root, from the cro^svn of which arises

in spring a branched flowering stem, usually much
taller and more vigorous than the flowering stems of the

annual plants. The biennial form is that which is con-

sidered ofiicinal. The radical leaves of this biennial plant

spread out flat on all sides from the crown of the root ; they

are ovate-oblong, acute, stalked, and more or less incisely-

toothed, of a greyish-green colour, and covered with viscid

hairs ; these leaves perish at the approach of winter. The
flowering stem pushes up from the root-crown in spring,

ultimately reaching from 3 to 4 feet in height, and as i6

grows becoming branched, and furnished with alternate

sessile leaves, which are stem-clasping, oblong, unequally-

lobed, clothed with glandular clammy hairs, and of a dull

grey-green, the whole plant having a powerful nauseous
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Oilour. The flowers are shortly-stalked, the lower ones

growing in the fork of tUe branches, the upper ones sessile

in one-sided leafy spikes which are rolled back at the top

before flowering, the leaves becoming smaller upwards and
taking the place of bracts. The flowers have an urceolate

calyx which persists around the fruit and is strongly veined,

with five stiff, broad, almost prickly lobes ; these, when the

soft matter is removed by maceration, form very elegant

specimens wheii associated with leaves prepared in a similar

way. The corollas are obliquely funnel-shaped, of a dirty

yellow or buff, marked with a close reticulation of purple

veins. The capsule opens transversely by a convex lid,

and contains numerona seeds. Both the leaves and
the seeds are employed in pharmacy. The Mahometan
doctors of India are accustomed to prescribe the seeds.

Henbane yields a poisonous alkaloid, hyoscyamiiie, whicli

is stated to have properties almost identical with those of

dtropine, from which it differs in being more soluble

in water. It is usually obtained in an amorphous,

scarcely ever in a crystalline .state. Its properties have
been investigated in Germany by Husemann, Schroff,

Hohn, lie. HtJhn finds its chemical composition ex-

pressed by CjjHjtiN^O,. (Compare Hellmann, Beitrdge zur

Ktnntniss der pliysiolog. Wii-kmig des Hyoscyamins, &.C.,

Jena, 1874.) In small and repeated doses henbane has
been found to have a tranquillizing effect upon persons af-

f'icted by severe nervous irritability. In poisonous doses it

c'.ujss loss of speech, distortion, and paralysis. In tjje form
of extract or tincture it is a valuable remedy in the hands
« f a irtdical laan, either as an anodyne, a hypnotic, or a
E-iative. The extract of henbane is rich in nitrate of

potassium and other inorganic salts. The smoking of the

e-ssr's ijd capsules of henbane is noted in books as a some-
whit dangerous remedy adopted by country people for

toothache. Accidental poisoning' from henbane occasion-

ally occurs, owing sometimes to ths apparent edibility and
wholesomeness of the' root.

HENDERSON, AijacANBKR (1583-1646), a celebrated

fjcottish ecclesiastic, was born in 1583. He was educated
at the university of St Andrews, where he was appointed
professor of rhetoric and philosophy and qiicstor of the

faculty of arts in IGIO. A year or two after this he was
presented to the living of Leuohars by Archbishop Glad-
stanes. " As Henderson was forced upon his parish by an
BTchbishop, and , as he was known to sympathiz-o with
Episcopacy, his settlement wa? at first extremely unpopular;
but he subsequently changed his views, and became a
Presbyterian in doctrine and church government, and one
of the most esteemed ministers in Scotland. He early

made his mark ^s a church leader, and took an active

part in petitioning against Episcopal innovations. On the
1st of March 1C38 the public signing of the "National
Covenant" began in Greyfriars Church, Edinburgh.
Henderson is mainly responsible for this documout ; and
Tie seems, always to have been applied to when any niani-,

festo of unusual ability was required. In July of the
same year ho proceeded to the north, to debate on the
" Covenant " with the famous Aberdeen doctors ; but he
was not well received by them. " The voyd church was
made fast, and the keys keeped by the magistrate," says
Biillie. Henderson's next public appearance was in the
famous Assembly which met in Glasgow on the 2l8t of
November 1 638. He was chosen moderator by acclamatiop,
being, as Baillie says, " incomparablie the ablest man of us
all for all things." The marquis of Hamilton was the king's
commissioner ; and, when the Assembly insisted on proceed-
ing with the trial of the bishops, ho formally dissolved the
meeting under paiu of treason. Nothing diumled, however,
they sat till the 20th of December^ deposed all the Scottish
bishopSj.excommunicated a number of them, repealed all acts

favouring Episcopacy, and reconstituted the Scottish Kirk
on thorough Presbyterian principles. During the sittin"

of this Assembly it was carried by a majority of seventy-five
votes that Henderson should be transferred to Edinburgh.
He had been at Leuchars for about twenty-three years, and
was extremely reluctant to leave it. While Scotland and
England were preparing for the "First Bishops' War,"
Henderson drew up two papers, entitled re.spectively

—

The
liemoiuiranee of the IfohUi/y, and Insdtictions /or De-
fensive Arms. The first of these documents he published
himself; the second was published against his wish by
Corbet, a deposed minister. The " First- Bishops' War

"

did not last long. At the Paciiication of Birks the king
had virtually to grant all the demands of the Scots. In
the negotiations for peace Henderson was on» of the
Scottish commissioners, and made a very favourable impres-
sion on the king. In 1640 Henderson was elected by the
town council rector of Edinburgh university—an office to

which he was annually re-elected till his death. The
Pacification of Birks had been wrung from the king ; and
the Scots, seeing that ho was preparing for the "Second
Bishops' War," took the initiative, and pressed into England
so vigorously that Charles had again to yield everj'thing.

The maturing of the treaty of peace took a considerable
time ; and Henderson was again active in the negotiations,

first at RipL-n, and afterwards at London. While he was
in London he had a personal interview with the king, with
the view of obtaining assistance for Edinburgh university

from the money formerly applied to the support of the

bishops. On Henderson's return to Edinburgh in July

1641, the Assembly was sitting at St Andrews. To suit

the convenience of the parliament, however, it removed to

Edinburgh ; and Henderson was elected moderator of the
Edinburgh meeting. In this Assembly he proposed that

"a confession of faith, a catechism, a directory for all the

parts of the public worship, and a platform of government,

wherein possibly England and we might agree," should be
drawn up. This was unanimously approved of, and the

laborious undertaking was left in Henderson's hands ; but
the "notable motion " did not lead to any immediate re-

sults. During Charles's second state-visit to Scotland, in

the autumn of 1641, Henderson acted as his chaplain,

and managed to get tho funds, formerly belonging to the

bishopric of Edinburgh, applied to the metropolitan uni-

versity. In 1642 Henderson was engaged in corresponding

with England on ecclesiastical topics; and, shortly after-

wards, he went to Oxford to mediate between the king and
his parliament ; but his mission proved a failure. A
memorable meeting of the General Assembly was held in

August 1643. Henderson was elected moderator for the

third time. He presented a draft of tho famous " Solemn
League and Cpvenant," which was received with great

enthusiasm. Unlike the "National Covenant" of 1638,

which applied to Scotland only, this • docnioent wai
common to the two kingdoms. Henderson, Baillie,

Rutherford, and others were sent up to London to represent

Scotland in the Assembly at Westminster. Tho " Solemn
League and Covenant," after undergoing some slight

alterations, passed the two Houses of Parliament and the

Westminster Assembl}', and thus became law for the two
kintjJoras. By meana of it Henderson has had an extra-

ordinary influence on the history of Great Britain. As
Scottish commissioner to tho Westminster Assembly, he

was in England from August 1643 till August 1646 ; and

the action of tho Scottish commissioners gave a fresh

impulse to English Presbyteriauism. Early in 16^r)

Henderson was sent to Uxbridge to aid the commissioners

of tho two parliaments in negotiating with the king ; br

nothing came of the conference. In 1646 tho king jnincn

the Scottish orray ; and, after retiring with Ihcm to New-
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castie, Le sent for Henderson, and discussed with him the

two systems of church government in a nimiber of papers.

Heauwhile Henderson was failing in health. He sailed to

Scotland, and eight days after his arrival died on the 19th

of August 1G46. He was buried in Greyfriars Churchyard,

Edinburgh ; and his death was the occasion of national

mourning in Scotland. An absurd story was at once

invented to the effect that, after recanting to the king's

views, he had died of remorse. A document was forged,

purporting to be a "Declaration of Mr Alexander

Henderson ;" and, although this paper was disowned,

denounced, and shown to be false in the General Assembly

of August 1648, the fictio waa used by Clarendon, and

Btill finds a place in professedly historical compilations.

Henderson is one of the greatest men in the history of

Scotland, arid, next to Knox, is certainly the most famous

of Scottish ecclesiastics. He had great political genius;

and his statesmanship was so influential that "he was,"

as Professor Masson well observes, "& cabinet minister

without ofRce." He has made a deep mark on the history,

not only of Scotland, but of England ; and the existing

Presbyterian Churches in Scotland are largely indebted to

Jiim for the forms of their dogmas and their ecclesiastical

organization. He is 'thus justly considered the second

founder of the Reformed Church in Scotland.

For further information about Henderson reference may Vie made

to M'Crie's Life of Alexander Henderson, 1846; Alton's Life nnd
Times of Alexander Henderson, ] 836 ; The Letters and Journals of

Roherl Baillie, 1S41-2 (an exceedingly valuable -work, from an

historical point of view); ^mion's History of Seotland; Masson's

Life of Drummond of Eawthomden; and, above all, Masson's Life

of Milton. (T. GI.)

HENDERSOiST, Ebeni;zer, Scottish dissenting minister

and theological and miscellaneous writer, was born at the

Linn near Dunfermline, November 17, 1784, and died at

Mortlakp, May 17, 1858. He was the youngest son of an

agricultural labourer, and after three years' schooling spent

some time at watchmaking and as a shoemaker's apprentice.

[n 1803 he joined Mr Robert Haldane's theological semi-

nary, and in 1805 was selected to accompany the Rev. John

(afterwards Dr) Paterson to India ; but as the East India

Company would not allow British vessels to convey mis-

sionaries to India, .Henderson and his colleague went to

Denmark to await the chance of a passage to Serampore.

Being unexpectedly delayed, they ultimately decided to

settle in Denmark, and in 1806 Henderson was fixed at

Elsinore. From this time till about 1817 he was engaged

in encouraging the distribution of Bibles in the Scandi-

navian countries, and in the course of his labours he visited

Sweden and Lapland (1807-8), Iceland (1814-15), and

the mainland of Denmark and part of Germany (1816).

During most of this time he was an agent of the British and

Foreign Bible Society. In 1818, after a visit to England,

he travelled in company with Dr Paterson through Russia

as far south as Tiflis, but, instead of settling as was pro-

posed at Astrakhan, he had to retrace his steps, having re-

signed his connexion with the Bible Society. In 1822

he was invited by Prince Alexander Galitzin to assist the

Russian Bible Society in translating the Scriptures into

various languages spoken in the Russian empire. After

twenty years of foreign labour Henderson returned

to England, and in 1825 was appointed tutor of the

Mission College, Qosport.. In 1830 he succeeded Dr
William Harrison as theological lecturer and professor of

Oriental languages in Highbury Congregational College,

(ind though in 1850, on the amalgamation of the colleges

of Homerton, Coward, and Highbury, he was excluded

from office through age, he was pastor in 1852-53

of a thapel at Mortlalce. His last work was a transla-

tion of the book of Ezekiel. Henderson was a man
of great linguistic attainment : in the course of his

labours he made himself more or less acquainted, not
only with the ordinary languages of scholarly accom-
plishment and the various members of the Scandinavian
group, but also with Hebrew, Syriac, Ethiopic. liu.<:sian,

Arabic, Tatar, Persic, Turkish, Armenian, Mauchoo,
Jlongolian, and Coptic. He organized the Cist Bible

Society in Denmark (1814), and paved the way for several

others. In 1817 he was nominated by the Scandinavian
Literary Society a corresponding member; and in 1840
he was made D.D. by the university of Copenhagen.
He was honorary secretaryfor life of the Religious Tract

Society, and one of the first promoters of the British Society

for the Propagation of the Gospel among the Jews. The
records of his travels in Iceland (1818) were valuable con-

tributinns to our knowledge of that island. His other

principal works are Bihlkal Researches and 2'ravels in.

Hiissia (1626), Divine Inspiration (1836), and annotated

translations of Isaiah (1840, 18.'i7), the twelve minor
prophets (1845), and Jeremiah (1851).

( See Memoirs of Ebcnczer Henderson, by Thulia S. Henderson fliis

daughter), London, 1859.

HENGSTENBERG, Ernst Wilhelm (1802-1869), for

more than forty years one of the most conspicuous and able

champion? of the strictest Lutheran orthodoxy, was bora

at Friindenberg, a Westphalian village near Hamm and
not far from the Ruhr, on October 20, 1802 ; received his

entire school education under the roof of his father, who
was a minister of the Refarmed Church, and head of the

Frondenberg Friiuleinstift ; and entered the university of

Bonn in 1819, shortly before the completion of his seven-

teenth year. There he attended the lectures of Freytag and

Gieseler on Old Testament exegesis and church history, but

his energies were principally devoted to philosophy and

philology, and his earliest publication was an edition of the

Moallakah of Amru' I' Kais {A'inrnlkeisi Moullakah cum
sckoliis Zuzenii edidit, latine vertit, et illustravit E. G. U.,

1823), which gained for him the prize at his graduation in

the philosophical faculty, and the public commendation of

Sylvestre de Sacy. This was followed in 1 824 by a German
translation of Aristotle's Metajykysica. On quitting Bonn

it had been Hengstenberg's wish to complete his theological

studies under Neander and Tholuck in Berlin ; but finding

himself without the means of doing so, he accepted for &

year a situation at Basel as tutor in Oriental languages to

J. J. Stahelin. Then it was that, suffering much from ill-

health and deeply mourning the loss of his mother, he began

to direct his attention, with ^n ardour formerly unknown

to him, to the spiritual truths of the Bible. His studies

and experiences at this crisis resulted in a conviction, never

afterwards shaken, not only of the dMne character of

evangelical religion, but also of the unapproachable adequacy

of its expression in the Augsburg Confession. Taking as

his motto Psalm cxviii. 17, he resolved thenceforward to

devote himself to the uncompromising defence of that creed.

In the autumn of 1824 he joined the philosophical faculty

of Berlin as a privat-docent, and in the following yearhe

became a licentiate in theology, his theses even then being

remarkable for their evangelical fervour and for their

emphatic protest against every form of "rationalism,"

especially in questions of Old Testament criticism. In

1826 he became professor extraordiuarius in theology; and

in July 1827 appeared under Hengstenberg's editorship the

first number of the Evangelische Kirchenzeitimg, a " reac-

tionary "journal which in his hands was destined to acquire

an almost unique reputation as an organ of religious, theo-

logical, and ecclesiastical controversy. It did not, however,

attain to great notoriety until in 1830 an anonymous

article (by E. L. von Gerlach) appeared, which openly

charged Professors Qesenius and Wegscheider with infidelity

and profanity, and on the ground of these accusations advo-
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cated the interposition of the civil power, thus giving rise

to the prolonged " Hallische Streit " as it was called, which

was at least effectual in giving the public a due impression

of the energy and zeal of the new "evangelical" school

In 182S the tirst volume of Hengstenberg's Chrislologie des

Alteii Testaments passed through the press ; in the autumn

of that year he was promoted to the dignity of professor

ordinarius in theology; and in 1829 he married. The

remainder of his life, apart from the excitement which its

various literary activities imparted to it, was uneventful.

He died on the 28th of May 1869,

The following is a list of the principal worlcs of Pengstenberg:—
Chrisloloriic dcs Allen Testaments (1829-Z5; 2d ed., 1854-57; Eng.

transl. by R. Keith, 1835-39, also in Clark's " Foreign Theological

Library," by Th. Meyer and J. JIartin, 1854-58), a work of much
ingenuity and considerable learning, but which will be differently

vaTued according to the henneneutical principles of the individual

critic; Beitrage zur Einleitung in das Alle Teslammt (1831-39;

Engl, transl. ,
" Dissertations on the Genuineness of Daniel and the

Integrity of Zechariah," EJin., 1848, and "Dissertations on the

Genuineness of the Pentateuch," Edin., 1347), in which the tradi-

tional view on each question is strongly upheld, and much capital

is made of the absence of harmony among the negative critics ; Die
Biicher Mosis und jEgyplen (1841), spoken of by Diestel as " per-

haps Hengstenberg's most meritorious work;" Die OcschiehtoBileams

j(. seiner Weissagungcn (1842; translated into English along with
the Dissertations on Daniel and Zechariah mentioned above); Com-
nienlar iibcr die fsp-lmtn (,lSi2-i5 ; 2d ed. 1849-52; Eng. transl.

by Fairbairu and Thomson, Edin., 1844-48), which shares the

merits and defects of the Chrislologie; Die Offenbarung Johannis
erldiUcrt (1841-51; 2d ed. 1861-62; Eng. transl. by Fairbairn,

also in Clark's "Foreign Theological Library," 1851-52); DasIIohe
Lied ausgelegt (1863); Der Prediger Salomo ausgclegt (1859); Das
Ewingelium Johannis erldiitert (1861-63; 2d ed. 1867-71; Eng.
transl. 1865), and Die Weissagungcn des Projthetcn Ezcchiel erlduUrl

(1867-68). Of minor importance are De rebus Tyriorum com-

menUitio academica {ISZ2); Ueber den Tag des i?C)-ra (1852); Das
Fossa, ein Vorlrag (1853) ; and Die Offer der heiligcn Sehrift

(1859). Several series of papers also, as, for example, on " The
lletention of the Apocrypha," "Freemasonry," "Duelling," and
" The Relation between the Jews and the Christian church, which
originally appeared in the Kirchcnzeitung, were afterwards printed

in a separate form. Oeschkhte des Jleiches Qoltes mitcr dem Allen

Dundc (1869-70), Das Bueh Hiob erldulerl (1870-75), and Vorle-

sungen iiber die LeidcnsgeschiehU'. (1875) were published, from
Hengstenberg's papers, posthumously. See Bachmann's Epist

Wilhelm ffengsteJiberg (187(J-79) ; also his article iu Herzog and
Plitt's Encyklopddie (1879).

HENKE, Heineich Phiupp Konkad (1752-1809), q

learned German theologian of the broad school, best known
^s a writer on church history, was born at Hehlen, Bruns-

wick, on July 3, 1752, was educated qt the gymnasiun)

of Brunswick and the university of Helmstadt, and from

1778 until his death, which occurred on May 2, 1809, held

a professorship of theology in that university. His principal

work {Kirchengeschkhte, iu 6 vols., 1788-1804; 2d ed.

1795-1806) is conimended by Baur for fulness, accuracy,

and artistic composition, as ono of the best in that class of

literature. His other works are Lineamenta institutionvm

fiilei Christianoe historico-criticarum (1783), Opuscula
Academica (1802), and two volumes of Predigten. His son,

Ernst Ludwig Theodor (1804-1872), has also left a name
in the literature of theology and ecclesiastical history, having
been the author of monographs upon Georg Calixt u. seine

Z4:it (1853-60), Papst Pius VII. (1860), Konrad von
Marburg (1861), Kaspar Peucer u. Nik. Krell (1865), 7a/t,

Friedr. Fries (1867), as well as of other works.
HENLEY, John (1692-1759), an eccentric clergyman

of the last century, commonly known as " Orator Henley,"
was born Aiigust 3, 1692, at Melton-Mowbray, where his

father was vicar. After attending the grammar schools of

Melton and Oakham, he in his seventeenth year entered
St John's College, Cambridge, and while still an under-
graduate ho addressed in February 1712, under the
pseudonym of Peter de Quir, a letter to tho Spectator

displaying no small wit and humour. After graduating
B.A. he became assistant and then bead-master of the

grammar school of his native town, uniting to these duties

those also of assistant curate. "His superabundant energy
was not, however, fully consumed by this plurality of offices,

for besides publishing in 1714 a poem entitled Esther,

Queen of Persia, containing many vigorous and eloquent
passages, he also devoted his attention to the compilEi-

tion of a grammar of ten languages entitled The Complete
Linguist (2 vols., London, 1719-21). In his school he is

said to have introduced many new methods of study, but
whether it was that his innovations were not suflficiently

appreciated, or that he desired' a wider sphere for the

exercise of his exceptional abilities, he resolved to place hia

services at the disposal of the metropolis, where he arrived

with thirty recommendatory letters from some of the most
influential persons of his native county. He succeeded in

obtaining the appointment of assistant preacher in the

chapels of Ormond Street and Bloomsbury, and in 1723
was presented to the rectory of Chelmondiston in Suffolk

;

but residence being insisted on, he resigned both his

appointments, and on July 3, 1726, opened what he
called an " oratory " in Newport Market, which he licensed

under the Toleration Act. Into his services he introduced

many peculiar alterations : he drew up a " Primitive

Liturgy," in which he substituted for the Nicene and

Athanasian creeds two creeds taken from the apostolical

constitutions ; for his " Primitive Eucharist " he made use

of unleavened bread and mixed wine ; he distributed at

the price of one shilling medals of admission to his oratory,

with the device of a sun rising to the meridian, with the

motto Ad summa, and the words Inveniam viam aut faciam

below. But the most original element in the services was

Henley himself, who ig described by Pope in the Dunciad as

' Pve:;chef af once and zany of his age."

He possessed some oyaiorical ability and adopted a very

theatrical style of elocution, " tuning his voice and balancing

his hands ;" and his addresses were a strange medley ol

solemnity and buffoonery, of clever wit and the wildest

absurdity, of able and original disquisition and the worst

artifices of the oratorical charlatan. His services were much
frequented by the ''freethinkers," and he himself expressed

his determination " to die ev r.''.tionaL" Besides his sermons

on Sunday he delivered on Wednesday lectures chiefly oe

social and political subjects ; and he also projected a scheme

for connecting with the " oratory " a university on quite 8

novel plan, aijd intended to be, in a sense too Utopian to bt

realized, the foster-mother of the arts and sciences. Foi

some time he edited the Hyp Doctor, a weekly paper estab

lished in opposition to the Craftsman, and for this servic*

he enjoyed a pension of £100 a year from Sir Roberi

Walpole. At first the orations of Henley drew great crowds,

but, although he never discontinued his services, hii

audience latterly dwindled almost entirely away. He died

13th October 1759.
Ffenley is tho subject of several of Hogarth's prints. His life,

professedly written by A. Welatede, but in all probability by him-

self, was inserted by him in his Oratorical Transactions. Set

Nichol's History of Leicestershire, ond Disraeli's Calamities o)

Authors.

HENLEY-ON-THAMES, a market-town of Oxfordshire,

England, is situated on the leftbank.of the Thames and at

the terminus of a branch of tho Great Western Railway.

It is 22 miles S. of Oxford and 35 W. from London by rail,

and 47 miles from Oxford and 64i from London by the

river. It occupies one of the most beautiful situations on

tho Thames, at tho foot of tho finely wooded Chiltcrn Hills.

The river is crossed by an elegant stone bridge of five arches,

constructed in 1786 at a cost of £10,000. Tho principal

building.s are tho parish church, a handsome Gothic struc-

ture recently restored at a cost of over .£7000, possessing

a lofty tower of intermingled flint and stone, which is

attributed to Cardinal Wolsoy, but which wfts more pro
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bably' erected by Bishop Longland; tlis grammar scbool,

founded in 160j ; the town-ball, a neat building supported

by Doric columns ; tlie reading-room aud librar}', aud

various charitable institutions. Plenley is a favourite

summer resort, and also possesses some trade in corn, flour,

malt, and timber. It is celebrated for the Henley Royal

R'igatta, the principal gathering of amateur oarsmen in

England, -which usually takes place in July The popula-

tion of the parish in 1871 was 3736, and of the local board

district 4623.

Henley existed at a very early period, aad according to some
authovitiea was a Roman station. It obtained a charter of incor-

poration from Elizabeth, iir which it is named Hankygang or

Hannchurg. In 1643 it was occupied by the Parliamentary forces,

who successfully repelled an attack made upon them by the

Royalists.

See History of Hcnley-on- Thames, by John Soutlierden Bums,
London, 1861, and An Account of the Baccs at tlie Annual Hcnicy

RrgcUtas from their commencement June 1839 to the year 1879,

Henley, 1879.

HENNA is the Persian name for a small shrub found in

the East Indies, Persia, the Levant, and along the African

coasts of the Mediterranean, where it is frequently culti-

vated. It is the Lawsonia alba of botanists, and from the

fact that young trees are spineless, vrhile older ones have

the branchlets hardened into spines, it has also received the

names of Lawsonia i:iermis and L. spiiiosa. It fornrs a

slender shrubby plant of from 8 to 10 feet high, furnished

with opposite oval-lanceshaped smooth leaves, which are

entire at the margins, and bears small white four-petalled

Bweet-scented flowers disposed in panicles. The four

spreading petals are obovate, and furnished with claws; and
alternating wit^ them are eight stamens approximating by
pairs. Its Egyptian name is Kkenna, its Arabic name Al
KhuRfia, its' Indian name Mendee, while in England it is

called Egyptian, privet, and in the West Indies, where it is

naturalized, Jamaica mignonette.

Henria or Henn6 is of ancient repute as a cosmetic. This

consists of the leaves of the Lawsonia powdered and made
up into a paste ; this is employed by the Egyptian women,
and also by the Mahometan women in India, to dye thdr

finger nails and other parts of their handi and feet of an

orange-red colour, which is considered to add to their

beauty. The colour lasts for three or four weeks, v/hen it

requires to be renewed. It is moreover used for dyeing the

liair and beard, and even the manes of horses ; and the

same n:\aterial is employed for dyeing skins and morocco-

leather a reddish-yellow, but it contains no tannin. The
practice of dyeing, the nails was common amongst the

Egyptians, and not to conform to it would have been con-

sidered indecent. It has descended from very remote ages,

as is proved by the evidence afforded by Egyptian mummies,
the nails of which are most commonly stained of a reddish

hue. Henna is also said to have been held in repute

amongst the Hebrews, being considered to be the plant

referred to as camphire in the Bible (Song of Solomon
i. 14; iv. 13). "The custom of dyeing the nails and
palms of th9 hands and soles of the feet of an iron-rust

polour with henna," observes Dr Eoyle, " exists throughout

the East from the Medi_terranean to the Ganges, as well as

in Northern Africa. In some parts the practice is not con-

fined to women and children, but is also followed by men,
especially in Persia, In dyeing the beard, the hair is turned

to red by this application, which is then changed to black
by a preparation of indigo. In dyeing the hair of children,

and the tails and manes of horses and asses, the process is

oliowed to stop at the red colour which the henna pro-

duces." Mahomet, it is said, used henna as a dye for his

beard, and the fashion was adopted by the caliphs. " The
use of henna," remarks Lady Callcott in her Scripture

Herbal, "is scarcely to be called a cnprice in the East.

There is a quality in tto drug which gently restrains

perspiration iu the hands and feet, aud produces an agi-ee-

able coolness equally conducive to health and comfort."

She further suggests that if the Jewish women were not in

the habit of using this dye before the time of Solomon, it

might probably have been introduced amongst them by hi»

wife, the daughter of Pharaoh, and traces to this proba-

bility the allusion to " campliive " in the passages in

Canticles above referred to.

The preparation of henna consists in reducing the leaves

and young twigs to a fine powder, catechu or lucerne leaved

in a pulverized state being sometimes mixed with them.

When required for use, the powder is made into a pastj

mass with hot water, and is then spread upon the part to be

dyed, where it is generally allowed to remain for one night.

It has been already noted that the flowers of the Laio-

sonia are very fragrant, whence they derive in the West
Indies the name of Jamaica mignonette. According to

Lady Callcott, they are often used by the eastern women tr>

adorn their hair ; and Mr Sinimonds states that the distilled

water from the flowers is used as a perfume. The plant is

further credited with the possession of vulnerary and
astringent properties.

HENNEBOXT, a town of France, arrondissement of

Lorient, and department of Morbihan, is situated en the

Blavet, not far from its mouth, and 25 miles W.N.W. of

Vannes. It is a picturesque old town, and contains some
remains of its fonner fortifications. The church of Notre

Dame de Paradis, a beautiful building of the IGth centuiy,

possesses some fine wood carving. The town has an im-

portant corn-market, and considerable shipping trade iu

iron, com, honey, wax, hemp, cider, and wine. Shipbuild-

ing, sawing, and tanning are also carried on. Hennebont
is famed for the resistance which it made, under the widow
of John de Montfort, when besieged by the armies of Philip

of Valois and Charles of Blois. The population in 1876
was 4844.

HENNEQUIN,PHii.iPPEAirGUSTE{1763-1833),French
painter, was a pupil of David. He was born at Lyons in

1763, distinguished himself early by winning the "grand
prix," and left France for Italy. The disturbances at Piome,

during the course of the Pievolution, obliged him to return

to Paris, where he executed the Federation of the 14tli of

July, and visiting his native town was at work there on a«

large design commissioned for the town-hall, when iu July

1794 he was accused before the revolutiou.ary tribunal and
thrown into prison. Hennequin escaped, only to be anew
accused and imprisoned in Paris, and .Tfter running great

danger of death, seems to have devoted himself thenceforth

wholly to his profession. At Paris he finished the iiicture

ordered for the municipality of Lyons, and in 1801 pro-

duced his chief work, Orestes pursued by the Furies

(Louvre, engraved by Landon, .(47!)!a/<-s dn Music, -vol. i. p.

105). He was one of the four painters who competed

when in 1802 Gros carried off the official i)rize for a picture

of the Battle of Nazareth, and in 1808 Napoleon himself

ordered Hennequin to illustrate a series of scenes from his

German campaigns, and commanded that his picture of the

Death of General Salomon should be engraved. After 1815

Hennequin retired to Li(5ge, and there, aided by subventions

from the Government, carried out a large historical ])icture

of the Death of the Three Hundred in defence of LicJge—

a

sketch of which he himself engraved. In 1824 Hennequin
settled al Tournay, and became director of the academy-;

he exhibited various works at Lille in the following year,

and continued to produce actively up to the day of his death,

which took place in May 1833. The Orestes of the Louvre
is his capital work ; it shows a certain style and finish of

draughtsmanship, but the attitudes are melodramatic, the

comnosition stagy, and the colour false and violent.
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HENNERSDORF, or Seifhenxehsdorf, a inanufao

turin" village of Saxony, ia the circle of Bautzen, and 20

miles" S.S.E. of the town of that name. The inhabitants

are engaged in weaving and bleaching, and in the manu-

facture of woollen goods, satin, amotto, machinery, bricks,

and wooden shoes. There is also aa iron foundry. Popu-

lation (1875), 6366.

HENRIETTA MARIA (1609-1666), queen of Charles

I. of England, bom November 25, 1609, was the daughter

of Henry IV. of France. When the first overtures for

her hand were made on behalf of Charles, prince of Wales,

in the spring of 1624, she was little more than fourteen

years of age. Her brother, Louis XIII., only consented to

the marriage on the condition that the English Roman
Catholics were relieved from the operation of the penal laws.

When therefore she set out for her new home in June 1625,

she had already pledged the husband to whom she had been

married by proxy on May I to a course of action which was

certain to bring unpopularity on him as well as upon herself.

That husband was now king of England. The early

yeirs of the married life of Charles I. were most unhappy.

He soon found an excuse for breaking his promise to relieve

the English Catholics. His young wife was deeply offended

by treatment which she naturally regarded as unhandsome.

The favourite Buckingham stirred the flames of his master's

discontent Charles in vain strove to reduce her to tame

submission. After the assassination of Buckingham in

1623 the barrier between the married pair was broken

down, and the bond of affection. which from that moment
united them was never loosened.

For some years Henrietta Maria's chief interests lay in

her young family, and in the amusements of a gay and

brilliant court. She loved to be present at dramatic enter-

tainments, and her participation in the private rehearsals

of the Shepherd's Pastoral, written by her favourite Walter

Montague, probably drew down upon her the savage attack

of Prynne. With political matters she hardly meddled as

yet. Even her co-religionists found little aid from her .till

the summer of 1637. She had then recently opened a

diplomatic communication with the see of Rome. She

appointed an agent to reside at Rome, and a papal agent,

a Scotchman named Con, accredited to her, was soon engaged

in effecting conversions amongst the English gentry and

nobility. Henrietta Maria was well pleased to become a

patroness of so holy a work, especially as she was not asked

to take any personal trouble in the matter. Protestant

England took alarm at the proceedings of a queen who
associated herself so closely with the doings of " the grim

wolf with privy paw."

When the Scottish troubles broke out, she raised money
from her follow Catholics to support the king's army on the

borders in 1639. During the session of the Short Parlia-

ment in the spring of 1640, the queen urged the king to

oppose himself to the House of Commons in defence of the

Catholics. When the Long Parliament met, the Catholics

were believed to be the authors and agents of every arbi-

trary sclxemo which was supposed to have entered into the

plans of Strafford or Laud. Before the Long Parliament had
Bat for two months, the queen was urging upon the pope

the duty of lending- money to enable her to restore her

husband's authority. She threw herself heart and soul into

the schemes for rescuing Strafford and coercing the parlia-

ment. The army plot, the scheme for using Scotland

against England, and the attempt upon the five members
were the fruits of her political activity.

In the next year the queen effected her passage to the

Continent. In February lG13*sho landed at Burlington
Quay, placed herself at the head of a force of loyalists, and
marched through England to join the king near Oxford.
After little more than a scar's residence there, on April

3, 1C44, she left her husband to see Lis face no more. At
Exeter she gave birth to her youngest child, who was ono-

day to be duchess of Orleans, and to negotiate the treaty-

of Dover. Henrietta Maria found a refuge in France.

Richelieu was dead, and Anne of Austria was compas-
sionate. As long as her husband was alive the queen
never ceased to encourage hini to resistance.

During her exile in France she had much to suffer.

Herliusband's execution in 1649 was a terrible blow. She-

brought up her youngest child Henrietta in her own faitb,

but her efforts to induce her youngest son, the duke of
Gloucester, to take the same coui-se only produced discom-

fort in the exiled family. The story of her marriage with her
attached servant Lord Jermyn needs more confirmatioB

than it has yet received to be accepted, but all the informa-

tion which has reached us of her relations with her childrei*

points to the estrangement which had grown up between

them. When after the Restoration she returned to England,

she found that she had no place in the new world. She
received from parliament a grant of £30,000 a year in com-

pensation for the loss of her dower-lands, and the king adde<f

a similar sum as a pension for himself. In January 1661

she returned to France to be present at the marriage of her

daughter Henrietta to the duke of Orleans. In July 1662
she set out again for England, and took up her residence

once more at Somerset House. Her health failed her, and
on June 24, 1665, she departed in search of the clearer

air of her native country. She died on August 31, 1666,

at Colombe, not far from Paris.

HENRY L (1068-1135), king of England, fourth andKine^rf

youngest son of WUIiam the Conqueror and Matilda ofEos*"*

Flanders, was born some time in the autumn of 1068.

Local tradition fixes his birthplace at Selby in Yorkshire.

Little is known of his earlier life, except that he received

an unusually good education, and attained a proficiency

rare among the princes of his day. In 1086 he was

dubbed knight. Next year his father bequeathed to him
on his death-bed a sum of five thousand pounds, and is

said to have foretold that he would eventually be king.

Condemned, hy the division of the Conqueror's territories,

to a position of inferiority to his two brothers, ho used his

legacy to improve that position. Robert, being in need

of money, sold him the districts of the Cotentin and the

Avranchin, which he held of his brother as a fief. His

relations with Robert were not alwa3rs friendly, but he

defended Normandy against Rufus, and aided his liege

lord in putting do-wn a revolt in Rouen. Nevertheless, i«

the treaty between William and Robert made in 1091, he

was excluded from the succession, and soon afterwards

was deprived of his lands in Normandy.

The treatment he met with from Robert was not likely

to make him support the terms of tho treaty of 1091.

Immediately after the death of Rufus, he rode to Win-

chester, and seized tho royal hoard in that city. Next duy

(August 3, 1101) ho was elected king by snch of the

witan as were present, and on Sunday, August 5tb, he

was crowned at Westminster. In order to conciliate the

clergy and the nation, ho recalled Anselm, imprisoned

Ranult Flambard, and issued a comprehensive charter of

liberties. Before tho year was out he married Matilda,

daughter of Malcolm and Margaret, and great-gmnddaughtcr

of Edmund Ironside, a step which greatly strengthened hia

otherwise insecure title to'the crown. The alliuneo thus

contracted with the church and the nation was his constant

support in the struggle with his brother and his unruly

vassals, which began immediately. It resulted in the

conquest of Normandy, tho temporary suppression of

feudalism, and the consolidation of royal power on both

sides of the Channel. Robert, as soon as he returned from

tho Holv Land, attempted with the aid of a conspiracy ii»
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England to wrest the crown from the usurper. He landed

at Portsmouth (August 1, 1101), but before a blow was

struck the brothers came to terms. Eobcrt recognized

Henry as king of England, and returned to Normandy.

Henry's vengeance fell upon his brother's partisans, and

Robert of Belesme and several others were banished from

the country and lost their English estates. Secure in

England, Henry carried the war into the enemy's country.

His brother's misgovernment gave him both pretext and

opportunity. After two or three expeditions, the struggle

was brought to a close by the battle of Tenchebrai (Sep-

tember 28, 1106), in whicli Robert was taken prisoner.

Ha remained in captivity till his death in 1134, and Nor-

mandy passed into the possession of the English king. This

conquest at once brought Henry into collision with France.

Louis the Fat was a constant supporter of Henry's rebellious

•vassals, and of his rival and nephew, William, son of Robert.

Henceforward Henry had to spend most of his time in the

duchy. A war with Franco (1111-1113) ended in a peace

which brought some advantages to Henry. Louis gave up

his claim to the sovereignty of Maine and Brittany, and

Henry was able to carry his old opponent, Robert of

Belesme, to England, where he was imprisoned for the

rest of his life. Henry had already, though in vain,

attempted to secure the aid of Flanders by two treaties

with Count Robert (1103, 1108). He now sought a

mightier ally in the emperor Henry V., to whom he mar-

ried his daughter Matilda (January 7, 1114). Another

war with France, which broke out in 1116, and in which

liOuis took up the cause of William, son of Robert,

against his uncle, was marked by the battle of Noyou
(1119). At a council at Rheims (1119) Louis accused

Henry before Pope Calixtus of rebellion and usurpation.

Henry, however, pleaded his own cause before the pope at

Gisors so persuasively that Calixtus brought about a peace

between the two kings (1120) on the basis of a mutual

restoration of conquests. During the war Henry had
suffered a severe loss in the death of his queen Matilda.

He now felt it more than ever necessary to take measures

for securing the succession to his only son William. The
baronage of Normandy and England were made to do
homage to the young prince (1119), who shortly afterwards

married Matilda, daughter of Fulk of Aujou, an alliance by
which Henry hoped to turn a dangerous foe into a iirm

friend, and to secure at least the chance of a rich inherit-

ance. All these hopes were, however, shattered by the

death of William (1120). Deprived of an heir to his

throne, Henry now married Adeliza, daughter of Godfrey,

count of Louvaiu (1121), but the marriage unfortunately

proved childless. Shortly afterwards another rebellion,

headed by Count Waleran of Meulan, broke out in Nor-
mandy (1123). The rebels were emboldened by the assist-

ance of the king of France and the count of Anjou, but
were entirely defeated at Bourgtheroulde (1124). The
terrible vengeance taken by Henry on this occasion, to-

gether with the death of William, son of Robert, in 1128,
seems to have finally crushed the opposition in Normandy.
The death of Duke Robert in 1134 removed the last object

round which the schemes of rebellion or the intrigues of

France could centre. Meanwhile Henry had recalled his

daughter ilatilda, now a widow, from Germany. In de-

fault of an heir to the throne, he made the witan swear to

accept her as Lady of England and Normandy (Cliristmas

1126). Next year he gave her in marriage to Geoffrey,

«on of Fulk, count of Anjou, hoping thereby to secure the
objects frustrated by the death of his son. Fate, however,
thwarted the immediate success of these schemes.

iTie annals of England, after the expulsion of Robert
v/f Belesme, are uneventful. In his ecclesiastical policy

Henry, without giving up the control over the church which

his father had asserted, was forced to recognize to a certain

extent the advancing claims of Rome. His dispute with
Anselm was conducted with good temper on both sides,

and was brought to a satisfactory conclusion. Anselm had
made no objection to the ecclesiastical supremacy claimed
by Rufus, but the decrees of the Lateran Council (1099)
obliged him to resist a similar claim when put forward by
Henry I. He refused to do homage to his new king, or

to consecrate the bishops whom Henry hivested, according

to ancient custom, with the symbols of ecclesiastical dignity.

Neither side would give way. Henry continued to makd
bishops as before, and Anselm refused to consecrate them.

In 1103 ho left England. For the next three years the

affairs of Normandy hindered the settlement of the ques-

tion, but a compromise was effected in 1107. The pope.

Paschal II., consented that homage should be done to the

king, while Henry gave up his claim to investiture with

the ring and staff. The question thus settled was not re-

opened till the days of Bccket. In other respects Henry
acquiesced iu the tendency of the time towards ecclcsiastic-.d

separatism, and countenanced the decrees of the synod of

1102, which forbade the marriage of the clcig)- and tho

tenure of temporal offices by ecclesiastics. He showed Lia

care for the church by the establishment of two new sees,

those of Ely (1109) and Carlisle (1133), taken respectively

from the unwieldy dioceses of Lincoln and York. In tho

old quarrel between York and Canterbuiy, Henry supported

the claims of the southern metropolitan against Archbishop

Thurstan. On Anselm's death, Henry was guilly of

leaving the see vacant for five years, but iu his other deal-

ings with the church he seems to have been actuated by
worthy motives. He refused, however, to open her high

places to Englishmen, and till near the end of his reign no
native attained the dignity of prelate. The same ex-'lusive

spirit made itself felt in the appointments to temporal oilicc.

But although political liberty and influence were not granted

to Englishmen under Henry I., the English nation as a

whole acquiesced gladly in his rule. Its chief wants were

justice and order, and protection from feudal tyranny ; and
these blessings it obtained. The necessities of his position

compelled Henry to rely mainly on his English subjects.

As a counterpoise to the local mfluence of the baronage, he

did his best to restore to activity tbo old popular iubtitu-

tions of the hundred and the county-court, of titLings and
frankpledge, of watch and ward. His freciuent pi ogresses

through the country, for judicial and other purposes, form

a link between the annual courts held by the Conqueror

and the regular circuits of the justices cstablisbed by Henry
II. In the administration of justice and the toils of

government he relied on new men, raised from the ranks

and dependent on himself tor their position. The older

baronage he habitually depressed, and every unsuccessful

rebellion thinned the ranks of the feudal nobility, while it

tightened the link between the king and the nation.

Thus secure at home, Henry was dreaded by his neigh-

bours within the four seas. Over Scotland, Ireland, and
Wales a sort of ecclesiastical supremacy was recognized. On
the northern frontier there was peace throughout the reigu

;

on the western there was more disturbance. Henry .-settled

a colony of Flemings in Pembroke (1 111), and made two

expeditions into Wales (1114, 1121), iu one of which he
'

received tho submission of several Welsh priuces. The
profound peace which England enjoyed for a period of

thirty-four years is the best testimony to Henry's merits as

a king. As a man his character is not admirable, nor yet

wholly to be condemned. He was hard, merciless, and

unforgiving, but not wantonly crnel. He sometimes dis-

played a grim humour which reminds one of his father

;

but he never gave way to the vices and brutality of Rufus,

nor to the jovial good-humour which was so winning in bift
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eldest brother. Regarded as tLe "Lion of Justice" by

his people, and bitterly regretted aftor he was gone, he

was not a popular king. He died, after bequeathing his

crown to his daughter Matilda, near Rouen (December 1,

1135).' ,His body was carried to England, and buried in

the Abbey he had founded at Reading.

rbe fallowing goural authorities may be consulted for this and

the next five reigns here noticed -.^Statutes of the Realm ; Rymei-'s

Fosicra ; the Pipe-Roils, Roluli Cartarum, Rotuli Littcrarum Pat.

anti Glaus. &c. (ed. Hardy); Lappenberg and P^uli, Geschiehte von

Bn^nd Stubbs, Co&titxitional History of Enrjland ;
Stubbs,

Documents illiislralive of English History (for Henry I., II., III.)
;

liiagard. History of England ; Green, History of the English People.

For this reign, original authorities:—Anglo-Saxon Chronicle;

Florence of Worcester, Chronicon ex Chronicis, with its continua-

tion; Simeon of Durham, De Rcgibus Anglorum, &c. ; Ordericus

Vttalis, Historia Eccle-siastiea ; 'William of Malmesbury, Gesta Pon-

tif/Mm Anglorum, Gesta Rcgum Anglorum, and Historia Novella
;

Eaftmer, Vita Anscln-.i and Historia Novorum ; Robert du Mont,

Chronica, and continuation of William of Jumieges ; i)ia^Magnus

RoUUus S:accarii, 1131 a.d. (ed. Hunter).

Modern authorities.—Freeman, History of the Norinan Conquest,

vol. v.; Church, Life of Anselm; Palgrave, Histoi-y of Normandy
and England. (G. W. P.)

HENRY ir, (1133-1189), king of England, son of

Geoflfrey, count of Anjou, and Matilda, daughter of Henry
I., was born at Le Mans, March 5,11 33. He was left in

France during the first part of his mother's struggle with

Stephen, but was sent over to England in 1141. There he

remained four years, in the charge of his uncle, Bobert of

Gloucester. In 1147 he took a more active part in the war,

but was not successful. He now sought the aid of David,

king of Scotland, and was knighted by him (1149), but

nothing came of the alliance with that prince. On his return

to "Normandy (1 151), Louis VII. conferred the duchy upon
Lim, and later in the year he became, by his father's death,

count of Anjou. In 1152 he married Eleanor of Aquitaine,

and added Poitou and Guienne to his dominions. He
again went to England in 1153, and the great position he

had won on the Continent turned the scale in his favour.

After a short struggle Stephen consented to negotiate.

By the treaty of Winchester (November 7, 1153) it was
settled, among other things, that Stephen should reign un-

disturbed during the rest of his life, and that Henry should

eacceed him. A year later Stephen died, and. Henry took

qniet possession of the throne. He was crowned on
December 19, 1154, and at once issued a charter of

liberties, in which he confirmed the charter of Henry I.

His reign falls into three main periods. During the first

Henry was occupied in restoring and maintaining order.

TRie second is that of the quarrel with Becket. The third

is for the most part a period of rebellion and trouble, the

consequences of that quarreL Henry's first business was
to fulfil the promises made in the treaty of Winchester, and
to undo the work of his predecessor. Several of Stejihcn's

earldoms were abolished, new sheriffs were appointed, the

adulterine castles destroyed, the royal domains recovered.

In this task the king met with little eerious opposition, and
his presence gsnorally sufficed to ensure success. In 115G
Henry was able to go to France, where his brother Geoffrey

was causing trouble by his claims on Anjou. He had to

subdue him by force of arms, after which ho allowed him
to be chosen count of Nantes. He then exacted homage
from his Continental vassals, and himself did homage to

Louis VII. At Easter 1157 ho returned to England, to

complete the restoration of order there. Those of the great

barons who had not yet given up their castles had now to

do 80, and the king of Scotland surrendered the three

northern counties. An unsuccessful expedition to Wales
followed. In 1 itiS, on his brother Geoffrey's death, Henry
eecared his inheritance. At the same time he betrothed
hJs second Bon Henry ^the eldest, William, being dead) to

Margaret, daughter of Louis. Next year ho made an attack
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upon Toulouse, which he claimed in right of Lis wife, but
after some successes retired, owing to the opposition of the

French king. In a peace made soon after, he retained

Cahors, but gave up his claim to the rest of the county.

Hostilities between him and Louis were, however, more or

less continuous during this time, in spite of the effortf

of Alexander III. In January 1163 Henry returned t(

England after five years' absence, and his quarrel witl

Becket immediately began,

Becket had been consecrated archbishop of Canterbur)

in June 1162. He at once resigned his temporal offices

and demanded the restitution of lands alienated from hi:

see. At a council at Woodstock he refused to pay the tax o

two shillings per hide demanded by the king. A little late

the struggle was removed to still more dangerous ground

Becket refused his consent to the king's proposal for settlinj

the dispute between the temporal and .'Spiritual courts

Upon this Henry asked him and the bishops whether they

would abide by the ancient customs of the realm. So

vague a question met with an evasive answer. The bishops

would only consent "saving their order." However, at the

council of Clarendon (January 1164) the disputed customs

were drawn up in the form of sixteen constitutions, and

after considerable hesitation accepted by Becket. He
nevertheless got absolution from the pope, who refused

to confirm the constitutions. Henry now attacked Becket

with a series of charges connected with his chancellor-

ship, the result of which the latter evaded by leaving

England. Henry took possession of the see, and expelled

Becket's friends and relations. The greater part of the

next five years he spent abroad. During this time he

was occupied in maintaining order among his unruly

vassals, checking the intrigues of Louis, and negotiating

with the pope. He also obtained possession of Brittany for

his son Geoffrey, and betrothed Richard to Alice, daughter

of Louis. With the object of securing the succession he

had his son Henry crowned by the archbishop of York ul

Westminster (June 1 1 70). The young king's wife was not

crowned with him. Louis, taking this as an insult, inv«led

Normandy, and only made peace with Henry on condition

that he would restore Becket to favour. A meeting

between the king and the archbishop ended in a compro-

mise, and the latter returned to England. His first step

was to suspend the archbishop of York and other bishops

who had taken part in the coronation of the young king,

and Henry, on hearing of this, uttered the angry worda

that led to Becket's murder. The pope was, however, in ton

critical a position to quarrel seriously witji Henry. Neg<v

tiations between them ended in a meeting with the legates

at Avranches (1172), in which Henry received absolution,

and promised to abolish all the bad customs introduced

during his reign. He had employed the interval in making

an expedition to Ireland, and appropriating the conquesU

made by Strongbow a few years before.

The ecclesiastical quarrel seemed to have died away, but

its consequences were felt in the great rebellion of 1173.

A confederacy was organized by the French king, the count

of Flanders, the king of Scotland, and Henry's sons, with the

object of placing the young Henry on his father's throne.

The first campaign was indecisive, but on the whole favour

able to the king. In view of a general attack which was U.

bo made next year, Henry crossed over to Ei. gland and di(i

penance at Becket's tomb. Fortunately lii.s justiciar, D(

Lucy, captured the Scotch king at Alnwick, and th(

rebellion in England was speedily put down. William th(

Lion was forced to buy his release by doing homage to

Henry; the other confederates made peace; and Henry was

left stronger than ever. Pe at once proceeded to secure

his position by further legislative enactments, and hence-

forward he had no trouble in England But Ite w«»
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involved' iii constant difficulties wltU his sons and with the

Frencli king, owing to the mutual jealousies of the former

md the intrigues of the latter, to which Henry's partiality

for his youngest sou John and his refusal to allow the

marriago of Richard with Alice gave rise. A war between

the brothers in 1183 was brought to an end by the death

of the young Henry in the same year. The feud broke out

again in 1184, and continued at intervals, in spite of the

death of Geoffrey in 118G, to the end of the reign. At
length Henry's apparent intention to name John as his

successor forced Kichard to ally himself with Philip II

,

and in the war that followed Henry was beaten at all points.

He was forced to make a disgraceful peace, the terms of

which, together with the discovery that John was among
Lis enemies, broke his heart. He died at Chinon, July 6,

J189, and was buried at Fontevraud.

Henry's legislative activity, which was great and constant,

deserves special notice. His aim was the consolidation of

royal power by means of a centralized system of justice and
administration. Thi Constitutions of Clarendon were an
essential part of this scheme, designed to bring the clergy,

is well as other classes of the nation, under the rule of law,

and to prevent an ecclesiastical " imperium in imperio."

Other enactments, as the Assize of Clarendon (1166), were
intended to perfect the judicial system and to supersede

the baronial by the royal courts. The system of recognition

by jury took the place of trial by battle. The grand jury

was organized for the presentment of criminals for trial.

The jury system was further employed for the inquiry into

the conduct of the sheriffs (1170), and for the assessment

of the Saladin tithe (1188). The circuits of the justices

itinerant were, after repeated experiments, brought to some-

thing like perfection, and a high court of justice formed out

of the Curia Regis, which was the origin of the Court of

King's Bench. By the commutation of feudal service for

scutage, and by the Assize of Arms (1181), which revived

the national militia, Henry made himself independent of

the baronage, and formed that alliance between king and

people which was the surest basis of his power. Whatever

may be said against his private character, the wisdom and

steadiness with which he pursued these aims, and the

permanence of the mark that he left upon the constitution,

secure him the title of a great king.

Original authorities.
—'William of Newbury, Mistoriit Rcrum

Anglicarum ; Ralph de Diccto, Inwijivcs JJistorianmi ; Gervase of

Canterbury, Chronica, &c. ; Chronicle of Benedict qf Peterborough

(so called) ; 'Rog&toi'B.oveieri, Animlcs Anglicc; Jordan Fantosme,

Bistoire de la Guerre, &c. ; Giraldus Cambrensis, Expvgiwtio Tlihcr-

nice, Itincrarivm Cnmbrics, &c. ; Ealph Glanvill, Tradi'vs dc

f,egibus, &c.; 'Walter Map, De A'vgis Curialium, &c. ; Letters and

l,ives of Becicet (ed. Giles); Robert da Mont, Chronica; Dialogasde
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Modern Authorities.—^tnhhs. Prefaces to Benedict of Peter-
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Ttinemry of Henry 11. (G. W. P.)

HENRY III. (1207-1272), king of England, eldest son

Df John and Isabella, was born on October 1, 1207, and was

just nine years old on his father's death. Ten days after

that event he was crowned at Gloucester (October 28, 1216).

flis long reign falls into four periods,—that of the regency,

ending with the fall of De Burg ; that of government by

favourites, which led t6 the Mad Parliament ; the period

ifxthe Barons' War ; and the short period between the close

Df the war and Henry's death. At his accession the wliole

30untry was in rebellion, and Louis with his Frenchmen

aeld the cast and south. In this crisis it was fortunate

;hat the government fell into the hands of such a man as

William Marshall, and that the pope gave him all the assist-

mce in his power. The acceptance of the charter at once

ecalled many to their allegiance, and the defeat and retire-

nent of Louis broke up the opposition. The charter was

:onfirraed (1217) and order rapidly restored- llhp legate

Oualo aided the earl marshal and Archbishop Langton in

the work. On ifarshall's death (1219) Pandulf took
(Jualo's place, and asserted the papjd authority in a way
wliich obliged Langton to make a pei-sonal protest at Eoiue.
Pandulf was recalled, and Ijubcrt de Burg, the justiciar,

ruled with Langton till the latter's death (1228), and alone
afterwards. Tbe influence of Peter des Roches, bishop of
Winchester, the head of the foreign party and guardian of
the king's person, was successfully resisted. Meanwhile a
last outbreak of pure feudalism under Falkes de Breautd
was put down, and the charter again issued in its final

shape (1227). But the worst plague of the reign, the

influence of foreign favourites, had already made itself felt,

while another great evil, the financial exactions of Rome,
was causing much discontent. An expedition to Poitou,

opposed by De Burg, caused the first quarrel between him
and the king. Shortly afterwards Peter des Roches re-

turned from a temporary banishment, and gained such
influence over Henry that he dismissed De Burg with insult

"and ingratitude (1232). From this point his real reign

may be said to have begun
The bad promise of his youtn was amply redeemed in the

events of the next twenty-six years. Under the influence

of Peter des Roches, foreigners began to flock to the court,

and even foreign mercenaries were introduced into England.

Richard, earl marshal, who openly rebuked the king for

this conduct, was outlawed, but other barons took up his

cause, and collisions between them and the king's troops

took place. Civil war appeared imminent, when Archbishop

Edmund persuaded Henry to dismiss Peter des Roches, and

the danger was avoided for the time (1234). But the

kirk's partiality for foreigners was a constant source of dis-

content. In 1236 he married Eleanor of Provence. Two
uncles of the queen, V/illiam, bi.-<hop of A'^alence, and Peter

of Savoy, came over with her, and were immediately placed

in positions of honour and emolument. In 123S Henry
married his sister Eleanor to Simon de Jlontfort, an event

which nearly produced an outbreak. Re.-iistanco already

centred in the Great Council, which in 1236 had declined

"to change the laws of England," and supported the bishop

of Chichester in his refusal to give up the great seal at the

king's demand. Henry's personal extravagance eaus-ed him
much embarrassment, and the extortions of the papal see

pressed heavily on the church. In 1242 the barons refused

to give the aid demanded by the king for another expedi-

tion to Poitou, and when they met again after his return,

they joined with the clergy in a general protest against his

misgovemment (1244). In order to remedy this stateof

things, it was proposed that the king's advisers should be

chosen by the parliament, as it now began to be called, but

Henry found means of evading the demand. Hitherto his

brother Richard, carl of Cornwall, had been the leader of

the opposition, but Simon de Montfort, earl of Leicester,

was now becoming the centre of constitutional resistance.

In 1246 the king's step-father, the count of La Marche,

died, and Henry's half-brothers came to England, bringing

with them a fresh crowd of hungry followers. The demands

made upon t)ie great cities, especially London, upon the

Jews, and upon the clergy, to meet the expenses caused by

the king's favourites, were constantly on the increase.

Owing to the cessation of the office of justiciar since the

fall of De Burg, the judicial system was falling into decay,

and crime of all kinds was rampant. At tlie same time the

pope, engaged in his great struggle with Frederick II.,

regarded England as au "inexhaustible .s)iring of wealth,"

and redoubled his demands. He won over most of the

bishops by supporting them in their claim to inspect the

monastic houses in their dioceses, and the church, deprived

of its natural head,—for Boniface, an uncle of the queen,

was archbishop of Canterbury,—was disunited and helpless.
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Grosseteste, bishop of Lincoln, was almost alone in Lis

effurts to follow in the steps of Stephen Langton. He and

De Montfort were at one in their desire for reform, but the

nation was not yet ready. Two mistakes on the part of

Henry brought matters to a crisis. He had conferred the

government of Gascony ou De Montfort in 1248, and the

latter had reduced the province to obedience. But accusa-

tions made against him found ready audience with the king,

who feared and disliked his brother-in-law. The result was

a bitter quarrel (1262), which Henry followed up by super-

seding De Montfort in his government, and sending his

eldest son Edward to take his place. This had the effect

of throwing the earl once for all into the arms of the

national party. A little later an event occurred which

forced that party to take active measures. The pope

persuaded Henry to accept the kingdom of Sicily for his

second son Edmund, and to bind himself to pay the

expenses of its conquest, together with a large debt already

incurred (1235). This important scheme was entered into

without the knowledge of the parliament, and the nation

suddenly found itself pledged to an undertaking which had

purely dj-nastic or papal objects. The coalition of pope and

king produced a corresponding union of the church and the

baronage, and the troubles of the year 1257, Scotch and

Welsh inroads, together with a failure of the harvest, united

the nation against the Government.

A parliament which met at Westminster (April 1258)

forced Henry to promise reform, and elected a committee

of twenty-four to act for the king till a complete scheme

could be drawn up. On June 1 1 th the assembly, called

afterwards the Mad Parliament, met at Oxford. A coun-

cil of fifteen, of whom two-thirds were on the baronial

side, was appointed, who, together with twelve repre-

sentatives of the " community," were to take charge of

the government and meet in parliament thrioo a year.

Hugh Bigod was named justiciar, other ofiBces were filled

up, the castles were entrusted to Englishmen, and four

knights were summoned from each county to declare

grievances, These reforms, together with certain general

enactments, went by the name of the Provisions of Oxford.

The king's authority was completely superseded, and the

rule of a baronial oligarchy established. Next year, owing

to the demands of the knighthood, who felt themselves

neglected, a further series of Provisions was issued. The
Sicilian project was formally repudiated, and a final peace

made with France, in which the claim on Normandy
and other districts was renounced. But beyond this the

baronial Government did nothing. The nation testified

its disappointment, and a quarrel took place between

the earls of Leicester and Gloucester which divided the

baronial party. The king took advantage of this' state

of affairs, and in 1261 obtained absolution from the Pro-

visions at the hands of the pope. Ho then fortified the

Tower, deposed the baronial justiciar, and soon began to

rule as before. In this crisis the baronial party made a

bid for popular favour by summoning representatives of

the counties to a parliament, but the reactiui was for the

time complete, and Henry had leisure to go to France in

order to win over Louis IX. to his side. In 1263 hostilities

broke out on the Welsh border, and the barons seized

the opportunity to renew their attack on the king.

After some months of desultory warfare, it was agreed to

submit to the arbitration of Louis. That king, in the Mise

of Amiens, decided in favour of Henry, and annulled the

Provisions. Leicester at once appealed to arms. The
battle of Lewes (May 14, 1264) was a complete victory

for him, and put the king and his eldest son into his hands.

For a time ho was master of the country, but the party he

headed was not that which had been dominant six years

before, and Henry now had many adherents among the

greater barons. Nevertheless, for more than a year he
remained practically a prisoner in the hands of De
Montfort. At a parliament which met in June 1204,
and at which knights of the shire were certainly present, a
constitution was drawn up, which, while preserving to the

king a high position as head of the executive, placed supremo
power in the hands of the " community." Early next year,

in a parliament to which members from the' boroughs as

well as from the counties were summoned, this constitution

was confirmed, and Henry swore to observe it. In accord-

ance with the settlement made at Lewes, Edward was now
to be released. His father was already supposed to be at

liberty, but in reality both he and Edvard were kept in

restraint. Edward's escape (May 1265) caused an im-

mediate renewal of the war, and at the battle of Evesham
(August 4, 1265) De Montfort wjs killed and Henry set

free. Two years later the war was practically concluded

by the capture of Kenilworth. Henry had little to do with

the conduct of the war, and acquiesced in the arrangements

made by his son for the pacification of the countrj'. His

triumph was, however, complete, and for the rest of his reign

the kingdom was at peace. He died on November 16, 1272,

leaving behind him the memory of one whose virtues were

of the priestly kind, and whose worst vices were those of

indulgence, ill-temper, and prodigality. As a subject he

would have been harmless, and even perhaps respectable

;

as a king he was weak, hasty, imprudent, equally incapable

in the position of a ruler, an administrator, or a general.

Original Authorities.—Koger ofW'eiidover, Flores ffistoriarum
\

Matthew Paris, Historia Mnjor (with its Additamentu), and Ilis-

toria Minor; William Rishanger, Continnatimi of Matt. Paris, and
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Chronicon; Nicolas Trivet, Annalcs ; Walter of Gislurne (or

Hemingburgh), Chronicon; Br&cton, Dc Lcgibns Anglia;; Kolieitof
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teste (ed. Luard); ilonumcntn Franciscnna (ed. Brewer); Liber
de Antiquis Legibus {Camd. Soc); Political Songs {ed. W'Tight).
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;

Blaauw's .Barojis' IVar; Prothcro's ii/« and Times of Simon von

Montfort ; Pauli's Simon de Montfort ; Brewer's Preface to Monnm.
Franciscana ; Luard's Preface to Letters of Grosseteste. (O. \V. P.
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HENRY IV. (1366-1413), king of England, only son of

John of Gaunt and Blanche, daughter of Henry, duke of

Lancaster, was born in 1360. At the age of fifteen he

married Mary Bohun, and in 1385 was made earl of Derby.

Two years later he was one of the five lords appellant who
impeached the earl of Suffolk and others, and took part in

the proceedings of the Merciless Parliament. He acquiesced,

however, in Richard's return to power, supported the king

in his coup d'etat of 1397, and became duko of Hereford.

His quarrel with the duke of Norfolk led to his banishment

shortly afterwards, and on his father's death Richard denied

him the succession to his title and inheritance (1398).

Next year he took advantage of Richard's absence in

Ireland to reassert his rights. Ho landed in Yorkshire,

took Bristol, and seized Richard (August 19) near Conwaj

Castle. At a parliament which mot on September 30lh

he ilaimed the throne on the ground of his descent frore

Henry III., tho right of conquest, and tho necessity oi

reform. Ho was accepted by the parliament ; Richard wai

forced to abdicate; and Henry was crowned (October 13,

1390). The last of his three claims gives tho oxplanatioE

of his policy. He had won tho favour cf tho church bj

pledges in favour of orthodoxy ; the circumstances of liit

accession and the difficulties of his government forced hiiu

to make concessions to tho House of Commou.s which raised

that body to a position it did not again attain for nioc

than two centuries. Tho first part of his reign was occu-

jjied with the 8Ui)prcasion of tho revolts, not only of llic

defeated party, but also of his own discontented adherentu

These troubles were comi)licated by hostile relations »iil
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France, Scotland, and Wales. Charles VI. was inclined

to take up the cause of his daughter Isabella, wife of

Sichard II., and on the death of the latter (February 1400)
demanded her and her dowry back. The duko of Albany
in Scotland was hostile to Henry, and Owen Glendower
raised a national revolt in Wales. The first attempt at

insurrection was made by the earls of Richard's party early

in 1400, but their plans were discovered, and their forces

crushed piecemeal. Most of the leaders fell victims to

popular vengeance. A more serious rebellion was that of

the Percies (1403), hitherto Henry's staunchest supporters.

Hotspur and his father thought themselves ill requited for

their services, and made common cause with Glendower and
other malcontents. A junction of the northern army with
the Welsh was prevented by the battle of Shrewsbury (July

21, 1403), in which Hotspur was killed. Northumberland
submitted and was pardoned. But the danger was not over.

The north was still in a state of ferment, the war in Wales
went on, and 4 French fleet ravaged the southern coast with
impunity. Henry's vigilance and activity were, however,
equal to the task. A plot to carry off the young earl of

March (January 1405) was foiled, and a fresh outbreak in

the north was crushed. Scrope, archbishop of York, and
Mowbray, earl marshal, who led the rebels, were taken and
executed. The king had already got into his power the
son of the duke of Albany ; he now captured James, the
heir-apparent to tlie Scotch crown, as he was on his way
to France ; and the murder of the duke of Orleans removed
his chief enemy in that country. Thus secured from danger
abroad, hei put down a final rebellion in the north, drove
Glendower back into his mountains, and henceforward had
no trouble at home (1408). The late crisis had, however,
compelled him to make important concessions to the House
of Cemmons. He promised (1407) to act solely by tlie

advice of a council nominated with their approval, and
submitted to the appropriation of his revenue and to other
limitations. Throughout his reign he was hampere~d by
wantof money, and the regular exercise by parliaments of

the right to withhold supplies gave that body great control
over his actions. He had sei7.ed the crown as the champion
of orthodoxy. He had therefore to pay for ecclesiastical

support by persecuting Lollards against his will, while he
did not dare to act upon the suggestion of the Commons
that church property should be converted to purposes of

state. Thus limited, his foreign policy was not energetic.

He had enough to do at first to defend his coasts, and
though he afterwards seized the opportunity afforded by
civil war to invade France (1 41 1), his efforts were in general
confined to strengthening his dynasty by foreign marriages.
In his later years he was a confirmed invalid, and had to
entrust much power to his eldest son, with whom he was
not always on the best of terms. He died on March 20,
1413, and was buried at Canterbury. A cautious, crafty,

resolute man, naturally inclined to fair dealing and clemency,
but on occasion unscrupulous and cruel, he was successful

in the great enterprise of his life, and has the credit of see-

ing that the power he had usurped could only maintain
itself by resting on a constitutional basis.

HENRY V. (1387-1422), king of England, eldest son
of Henry IV. and Mary Bohun, was born August 19,
1387. Early bred to arms, his first military effort was
not successful, for at the age of thirteen he commanded
an expedition to Wales which was defeated by Glen-
dower. Three years later he was present at the battle

of Shrewsbury, and in 1408 he revenged himself on
Glendower by driving him back tC Snowdon ~ At the
same time his position in the council, at the' head of

-which he appears after 1410, gave him exgeirience in
^a,ir8, and proves the confidence already felt in his
political ability, Tbe stories of his youthful extravagance

and dissoluteness are unfounded, and, as the above

facts show, improbable. Although his father appears to

have been jealous of his popularity, he was practically at

the head of afi'airs for some years before the death ot

Henry IV. Three weeks after that event he was crowned

(April 9, 1413), and entered upon his inheritance with the

good-will of all cl»=;ses of the nation. So unanimous was

the support he met with in parliament that constitutional

affairs cease to have any interest during his reign.' In his

ecclesiastical policy he followed the lines laid down in 1401,

with much greater heartiness than his father had sliownv

His persecution of heretics caused a conspiracy to su^

prise him and his brothers, which was discovered and pui

down with some severity (January 1414). Sir John Old-

castle, the head of the Lollards, was condemned to be burnt,

and though he escaped for the time, he was again taken in

1417, and put tadeath. Henry's orthodoxy brought him
into connexion with the emperor Sigismund, then engaged

in settling the affairs of the church at the council of

Constance, and h'j assistance was very instrumental in the

healing of the great schism. But the great work of his life

was the conquest of France. It was with this object tliat

he issued a kind of general amnesty on his accession, and

appealed to the nation as a whole to support him. Wa r

was resolved on by parliament, and Henry laid claim to

the French crown. This demand was afterwards reduced

to one for all the districts which the English kings had ever

held in France. Such claims as these, of course, precluded

all negotiation. The expedition was not delayed by a con-

spiracy to carry off the earl of March, which was discovered

before it was ripe, and on August 14, 1415, the English

army landed at Havre. Harfleur was soon taken, but the

English losses were so great that Henry resolved to retreat

to Calais. On October 25th the French army that opposed

his march was cut to pieces at Agincourt. The next two

years were spent in preparations for continuing the.war.

In 1417 Henry again invaded France, took Eouen (1419),

and with the assistance of the Burgundian party forced

Charles VI. to grant his demands. By the treaty of Troyes

(1420) it was arranged that he should marry Catherine,

take the government in hand at once, and succeed on

Charles's death. This disgraceful treaty had, however, the

effect of reviving the national party in France, and during

Henry's absence in 1421 the English began to lose ground.

He hurried back to France, but before he had had time tc

recover his position, he died at the castle of Vincennes,

August 31, 1422. A great soldier, an able politician, a

skilful diplomatist, a generous, pure, and high-minded

man, he was one of the noblest and most popular of

English, kings. But these good qualities should not blind

one to the fact that he was a religious persecutor, and that

he plunged his country into an unjust and hopeless war.

HENRY VL (1421-1471), king of England, only son of

Henry V. and Catherine of France, was born on December
6, 1421, and was therefore only' eight months old at his

father's death. He can hardly be said ever to have reigned,

for his long minority passed into another kind of tutelage,

during which the influence of his wife and favourites pre-'

pared the way for civil war. Ten years of anarchy

culminated in his dethronement, and ten years more
of wanderipg and imprisonment fill the interval between

that event and his death. The chief interest of the

first thirty years of his life lies in watching the decay

of English power in France ; that of the last twenty

is to be found in the civil wars which resulted froir.

the misgovernment of the preceding period. Although

the English had lost some ground towards the end

of Henry V.'s reign, their position, when the duke oJ

Bedford undertook the task of continuing his brother's

work, wag ^sry favourable. They held the aorth
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and centre of France, while Burgundy helil the eastern dis-

tricts. The alliance with Duke Philip was strengthened by

a marriage between his sister Anne and the duke of Bedford.

The Scotch king, James I., was released from captivity,

in order that England might be relieved from danger on

that side. Thus strengthened, Bedford was able to apply

liimself vigorously to the conquest of France, towards which

the battle of Verneuil (1424) was an important step. But

the English causa had already received its first great blow

in the marriage of the duke of Gloucester with Jacqueline

of Hainault, which destroyed the good understanding

between Burgundy and England, Bedford for the time

managed to stave ofT the quarrel, and after renewing his

union with Burgundy, laid siege to Orleans, the key of

southern France. The capture of the town seemed certain,

when the appearance of Joan of Arc turned the scale. The
relief of Orleans (1429) was followed by other French

successes, and by the coronation of Charles VII. at Rheims.

The capture of Joan did little for England, for the spirit

she had inspired survived her loss, aiid her death (ftlay

1431) only nerved the French to fresh efforts. It was in

vain that Bedford had Henry crowned at Paris (December

17, 1431). The young king remained in France nearly two

years (April 1430 to February 1432), but his presence did

not turn the tide of French success. On the side of

England the supply of men and money was falling short,

while on that of France a new type of commanders was
coming to the fiont, who were not inclined to repeat the

disastrous blunders of Cr(5cy and Agincourt. The death

of Bedford's wife (November 1432) broke the link that

bound Burgundy to England, and negotiations for peace

were set on foot, These culminated in a great congress at

Arras (July 1435), but the demands of the two countries

were foui)d incompatible, and the war was renewed.

Bedford's death (September 14, 1435) finally destroyed all

hope of recovery in France. Burgundy at once made peace

with Charles VII., and the English commanders who
succeeded Bedford were constantly defeated. Paris was
retaken, Normandy overrun. Repeated efforts on the part

of England led only to further exhaustion. Meanwhile
negotiations for peace had been continued at intervals, and
led in 1444 to a truce, during which Henry was married

(April 22, 1445) to Margaret, daughter of Reni of Anjou.

it was hoped that this marriage, together with the cession

of Anjou and Maine, would lead to a permanent peace, and
save Normandy and Guienne. But though Anjou and
Maine were actually surrendered in 1448, the truce was
broken next year, and before the end of 1450 the whole of

Normandy was lost. In 1451 Guienne was Reconquered
by the French, and in 1453 Calais alone remained to

England. The war was practically at an end.

Its conclusion coincides with the period when the two
parties that divided England wore just about to appeal to,

arms. The civil war was in groat measure the result of the
defeats abroad, as those defeats themselves were in part tho

consequence of discord at homo. Quarrels between the
chief members of the reigning house were the origin of its

weakness; financial embarrassment, a divided foreign

policy, and a feeble administration brouglit di.sgrace on tho
king and his advisers ; family feuds and a long tale of

mutual injuries added bitterness to political differences.

Eventually an outburst of popular discontent kindled tho
train so lung prepared, and the champion of order and good
government began a struggle in which the original objects
were soon lost sight of, and which ended only with tho

death of the king whoso innocent imbecility had caused the
disorder. To check the rivalry of Henry's uncle, tho duke
of Gloucester, and his great-uncle, Cardinal Beaufort, was
beyond the jiower of the council. Bedford alone could
appeaaa the quarrel, and Bedford's presence in England

meant disaster in France. The quarrel between them and
their adherents was complicated by the existence of the
Lollards, and the question of peace or war. In both
matters Gloucester, as persecutor of the Lollards and head
of tho war-party, appears to have taken the more popular
side. Tho coronation of the young king at Westminster
(November 6, 1420) put a formal end to tho regency of

]3edford and Gloucester, but not to the intrigues of the

latter. The House of Commons was unable to interfere

with any effect ; the Lords were mostly engaged on one side

or the other. The death of Bedford removed the only

guarantee of peace, and Gloucester attacked Beaufort with
more virulence than ever after his brother's death. In the

midst of these troubles Henry VI. came of age (1442).
Had he been a great statesman, he would have found an
almost hopeless task before him. But, unfit as he felt him-
self to be, he naturally shrunk from politics, and was much
more intent on completing his foundations at Eton and
Cambridge than on healing the disorders of his country.

The work of government was left mainly in the hands of

Cardinal Beaufort and the earl of Suffolk, who did their

best to secure peace with France. On the other side the
dukes of Gloucester and York headed the opposition, and
took up the cry of reform, with the object of infusing

vigour into the government at' home and abroad. Suffolk,

however, won a great victory in the truce with Franco

(1444) ; and through the young queen Margaret, whose
marriage was chiefly due to his exertions, he obtained com-
plete influence over the king. The suspicious death of

Gloucester (1447), followed in six weeks by the death of

his rival Beaufort, together with the appointment of York
to the governorship of Ireland, left Suffolk master of the

situation. But such a position could not be long main-
tained in the face of the odium which always attaches to a

favourite, and the complete failure of his foreign policy

brought about his fall (1450). The king in vain attempted

to save him, and by so doing shared his unpopularity, while

the partial concessions he made to the demands of the

rebels under Jack Cade only postponed the inevitable out-

break. The duke of York now made himself the mouth-

piece of popular discontent. When the final loss of France

had exhausted the country's patience, and the birth of an
heir to the throne had destroyed his hope of the succession^

he took advantage of Henry's mental derangement to claim

the protectorate (1453). It was granted him early nest

year, but in 1455 the king recovered his senses, and York
was deprived of power. Unable to endure this he marched
on London, and on May 22, 1455, tho Wars of the Roses

began in the battle of St Albans. Tho effect of tho battle

was to bring the queen to tho front as the leader of the

royalists, and to make the quarrel between her and York ir-

reconcilable. During tho four yean) of uneasy quiet which

followed tho first collision, Henry tried hard to keep the

peaca But all his efforts were vain. When the struggle

broke out anew, and the Yorkists won tho battle of North-

ampton, he was farced to consent to an arrangement by
which his son was excluded from tho succession and York
recognized as heir to tho kingdom (14 CO). The scttlcmont

was of .short duration, York himself lost his life at Wake-
field, but his son seized tho crown and was acknowledged

king (March 4, 14G1). The battle of Towlon brought th«

struggle to an end for ten year.'*, and the capture of Henry
in 1465 seemed to secure Edward IV. on the throne. Five

years later a sudden revolution hurled him from it, and

restored the wretched prisoner for a while to liberty, but

the battle of Barnet destroyed his hopes again. Ho had

time to know that his son had died at 'I'cwkesbury, that his

wife was a prisoner, and that his cause was finally lost,

before death released him froni captivity on May 21, 1471.

Gentle, pure, and generous, full of good intentions, eotbuj
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siastic in the cause of religion and learning, he was utterly

without the qualities which were indispensable to a

mediaeval king, and he paid the penalty of incapacity in a

miserable death and in the destruction of his house. But

this very incapacity was an element of the utmost import-

ance in the history of hia time. The weakness of his

character made him the puppet of contending factions, and
his well-meant but misguided efforts to govern England as

a constitutional king led only to anarchy and the temporary

downfall of the constitution.

Origirial Authorities for the above three reigns.—Thomas of Vfal-

singham, Sist. Anglica-na, and Ypodignia Neustrice; Annales
Scnrici Quart i \ Conlinuatio Eulogii Historiaruin,; Chroniquc de

Waurin; Annals of St Albans Abbey, by John of Amundesham
and John Whethamstede ; Royal and Historical Letters (Henry IF.);

Capgrave's Chronicle of England, and Liber de Illiisiribus Henricis ;

Memorials of Henry V. (Redman, &c.); Letters, etc.', illuslralivc of
the reign of Henry VI. ; Political Poeins. All the above are pub-
lished itt the Rolls series. Also, Hcnrici V. Eeg. Angl. Gcsta

(Eng. Hist. §00.); lives of Henry Y. , by T. Livius Forojuliensis

and Thomas Elmham (ed. Hearne); English Chronicle of tie reigns

of Henry IV., &c., B.ni. Letters of Margaret of Anjou, &c. (both in

Camd. Soc. ); Chronicles of Hardyng, Otterbourne, Adam of Usk,
Fabyan, Hall; the Paston Letters {ei. Gairdner); Original Letters

illustrative of Eng. Hist. (ed. Ellis); Rolls of Parliament ; Proceed-

ings, <tc. , of the Privy Council (ed. Nicolas).

Modern Authorities.—Besides those already given above, Kicolas's

History of the Battle of Agincourt ; Gairdner's Preface to the Past07i

Lellirs. (G. W. P.)

HENEY VII. (1456-1509), king of England, was
the founder of the Tudor dynasty. On his mother's side

Henry belonged to the illegitimate branch of the house of

Lancaster, being descended from John of Gaunt and
Catherine Swinford, and it was only in the absence of

nearer heirs that he was accepted as the representative of

that house. On the father's side he v»as sprung from the

marriage of Owen Tudor, a Welsh gentleman, with

.Catherine, widow of Henry V., and this family name
became the name of the line of kings which he founded.

On the complete overthrow of the Lancastrians, especially

after Richard had won the throne by putting his nephews
out of the way, Henry, under the name of the earl of

Richmond, appeared as the centre of the opposition. From
his exile in Brittany or France he schemed for the overthrow
of Richard, and made an expedition to England to supporft-

the unsuccessful rising of Buckingham. The increasing

unpopularity of Richard gave him greater success in his

second enterprise. He landed at Jlilford Haven in order
to profit by the good-will of his kinsmen the Welsh, and
marching into Leicestershire defeated Richard at the battle

of Bosworth, thus ending the Wars of the Roses (1485).
Soon after he married Elizabeth daughter of Edward IV.,

and so the White Rose and the Red were united. Henry,
however, was not allowed to enjoy the crown in peace. Two
pretenders, one after another, led a rising against him.
Lambert Simnel, personating the earl of Warwick, son of

the duke of Clarence, gathered the Yorkists about him in

Ireland, and landing in Lancashire advanced as far as Stoke
in Staflfordshire, where he was defeated and made captive

(1487). Next arose Perkin Warbeck, a Fleming, who,
pretending to be one of the princes murdered by Richard
in the Tower, received much countenance abroad and in

Scotland, and had many supporters among the discontented
at home. But when he ventured to land in Cornwall, he
was captured and finaUy executed (1499). These risings

troubled the reign of Henry, but did not shake his throne.

He ruled with a firm hand ; he took care to repress the
nobles, already almost exterminated in the civil war, in this

case continuing the policy of Edward IV.; he put down the
practice of maintenance, by which they kept bodies of
retainers ready to support them in battle, and in every way
sought to concentrate in the person of the king the whole
power of the nation. Henry was a parsimonious and

calculating ruler, who avoided war, gained by diplomacy

what other sovereigns attempted by force, kept a well-filled

treasury, and made two brief expeditions into France the

occasion of amassing additional wealth. His avarice led

him even to revive old and forgotten statutes, and to exact

heavy fines from those who had transgressed them, in which
evil work he was assisted by the two well-known lawyers

Empson and Dudley. His reign is marked also by two

marriage arrangements which had great influence on subse-

quent history. His son Arthur was wedded to Catherine

of Aragon. When Arthur died in 1502, a few months
after the marriage, Catherine remained in England in ordf.r

to be united to the younger son Henry, though the nuptials

did not take place till after his accession to the throne.

The other marriage was that of the young princess Margaret

to James IV. of Scotland (1503), which a century a?ter

resulted in the union of the crowns. Henry VII. died in

1509, leaving, it is said, a treasure of two million pounds

to his successor. He was by no means an amiable or

popular sovereign, but did great service in settling and con-

solidating the kingdom after the long troubles.

The authorities for Henry VII. are

—

Memorials of Henry VII.
(with which is published ^era&riVs Historia de VitaHenrici Vll.),

and Letters and Papers ilbistrative of Henry VII., both edited by
Gairdner; and Bacon's History of Henry VII., edited by Stebbing.

HENRY VIIL (1491-1547), king of England, was born

in 1491, being the second son of Henry VII. and of his

wife Elizabeth of York. On the death of his elder brother

Arthur in 1502, he became heir apparent to the throne.

As younger son Henry had been educated for the church,

and it is said that his interest in theology was due to those

early studies ;• but as he was only eleven when his brotlier

died, they could not have been either extensive or profound.

His training under the severe and methodical Henry VII.

must have been a very careful one ; he was deeply interested

in the new learning, and was a rdost accomplished scholar.

During his father's lifetime we hear nothing of the young
king except as the destined husband of Catherine of

Aragon, the widow of his brother Arthur, a lady six years

older than himself. It suited the plans of the old

monarchs, their parents, that Catherine should be wedded
.to Henry, and so she remained in England during the seven

years of her widowhood. Henry was only eighteen when
the death of his father (1509) left the throne of England
vacant, as well as set him free to shape his own career.

His first important act was to fulfil the contract im
posed upon him by his father to marry Catherine. His

ministers, almost without exception, were in favour of the

marriage. Henry expressed himself highly delighted with

his wife. Catherine was fond of him to excess. The dis-

parity of years was not so marked at that early period :

Catherine was amiable, accomplished, of the bluest blood

in Europe, closely connected with the most powerful

dynasties, a queen of whom England with her then dimin-

ished prestige might well be proud. For the time all went

well, and no one saw in such a simple event the seeds of

a great revolution.

Englishmen were not in the mood to anticipate evil at

the accession of Henry. In the young king all the condi-

tions requisite for a prosperous reign seemed to be combined
in a rare degree. To the dull monotony, varied only by
Yorkist rebellions, to the greed, suspicion, and jealousy

which made the shady side of the previous reign, succeeded

an era of splendour and enjoyment in which every free and
generous impute should have free scope. As Henry united

in his own person the lines of the Wliite Rose and the Red,

there was no likelihood of a revival of the old broils.

Those who grudged to see his Lancastrian father on tlie

throne were well pleased to see it occupied by a son of

Elizabeth of York. The hated avarice of Henry VII. had
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provided means for tlie popularity of Lis successor ; and to

Henxy VIII. fell the ea^y and generous role of squandering

the treasure whicli Lis father Lad amassed. Nor was this

the only respect in which the yonng Henrj' entered on the

fruit of other men's labours. In the Wars of the Pioses,

and by the policy of Edward IV. and Henry VII., the old

feudal nobility had been brought very low. When nothing

more was to be feared from that quarter, jt was Henry

VIII. 's easy task to gather round Lini the broken remnants,

to attach them" to liis person, and to make them the ready

instruments of Lis will, in short, to convert tLe representa-

tives of a haughty feudal baronage into submissive courtiers.

In character tlie young Henry wa.s a king according to the

people's heart ; even in his faults he was esceptionally

fortunate. He was handsome, frank, extravagant, of vast

muscular strength, accomplished in all the manly exercises

of the time and in the new learning ; he was vain, thirsting

for popularity, eager to retrieve the old renown of England,

the enemy of France, and dreamt alwaj's of renewing

the conquests of the Henrys and Edwards. It is not

surprising that Henry excited the highest expectations in

all classes of Lis subjects, for his varied character oflered

an attractive side to all of them. The men of the new
learning were charmed by his love of letters. Ecclesiastics

saw with pleasure his punctual performance of the duties

of religion. All good men were delighted with the excel-

lence and purity of his private life. Statesmen were struck

by his capacity for business ; his gaiety and frankness

captivated the courtiers ; the prospect of French conquest

inspired the warlike and the ambitious. From the descrip-

tion of Henry by the Venetian ambassador, Giustiniani, in

1519, we can easily perceive what impression he must Lave

made on England at Lis accession :
—" His Majesty is

twenty-nine years old, and extremely handsome. Nature
could not Lave done more for Lim. He is much Landsomer
than any other sovereign of Christendom,—a good deal

handsomer than the king of France,—very fair, and his

whole frame admirably proportioned. On hearing that

Francis I. wore a red beard, he allowed his own to grow

;

and as it is reddish, he has now got a beard that looks like

gold. He is very accomplished, a good musician, com-

poses well, is a most capital horseman, a fine jouster,

apeaks good French, Latin, and Spanish, is very religious,

hears three masses daily when Le Lunts, and sometimes five

on otLor days. He hears the office every day in the queen's

chamber,—that is to say, vesper and compline.. He is very

fond of Lunting, and never takes Lis diversion witLout tiring

eight or ten Lorses, wLieh La causes to be stationed before-

hand along the line of country he means to take ; and when
one is tired Le mounts another, and before he gets home
they are all exhausted. He is extremely fond of tennis, at

which game it is the prettiest thing in the world to see him
play, his fair skin glowing through a shirt of tLe finest

te.tture." When we take all these facts into consideration,

when we remember also that erelong he had raised England
from a third-rate position to a level with the greatest

powers of Europe, and that for twenty years nothing

serious occurred to break the harmony of his reign, we
•caunot be surprised that Henry wa.s a most popular king

The reign of Henry falls naturally into two periods,

separated by tho question of the divorce. During the first

period Henry is the splendid and jovial king at home,
abroad a figure of the first magnitude in the wars and
international diplomacies of the time. Both in home and
foreign affairs, but particularly tho latter, Wolsey was tlio

right hand man of the king, ready, as occasion served, either

to transact the whole business of tLe government, or to bo
th3 humble instrument of tho king, when the royal Land
did actively interfere. In point of fact Henry alwaj's was
master, and took a keen interest in business. The events

of the first period were concerned chiefly with the foreign

wars. At home, with the exception of the execution of

Empson and Dudley, tho instruments of his fatLer's extor-

tion, who sufifcred, Lowever, on a trumped-up cLarge of

treason, nothing important occurred. There were Christ-

mas revels. May festivals, tilting matches, in which Henry
always shone victorious, and in which he squandered the

treasures of Lis fatLer. But the serious endeavours of the
time were directed abroad ; Henry joined Lis relatives

Ferdinand and Maximilian in a league against France.

Though Henry tiaok a personal share in the campaign ii

France of 1513, and won the easy Battle of Spurs, and
though Surrey, his general, gained tho great victory ol

Flodden, no substantial result was attained by the war.

Henry was duped and then abandoned by his allies. When
he was undeceived, he made peace (1514) with France,

which was cemented by tho marriage of his youthful sister

Jlary to the old and worn-out Louis XII. Soon after, when
Louis was succeeded by Francis I. (1515), and Charles V.

entered on the government of his hereditary dominions

(1516), the three monarchs who figure so conspicuously as

the contemporaries of the Reformation, and whose doings

constitute so much of the history of the 16th century, found

themselves face to face. With these two and with the suc-

cessive popes Henry had to do during the rest of his life.

Their relations at first were chivalrous and even friendly.

Henry never Lad any cLance of success in his canvass for

tLe imperial crown. WLen it fell to Charles, ;'; made him
beyond a doubt the i;rst monarch of the age ; his success

placed Lim in open rivalry to France ; but to Henry,

fortunate again, it gave the desirable prospect of being

courted by tLe two rivals, and even of acting as arbiter io

their disputes. Henry, Lowever, descended from this lofty

position to engage in quarrels wLieh Lad no concern with

the true interests of England. TLe cLimera of French

conquest again fascinated him and his people, so that when
the false chivalry of the Cloth of Gold had degenerated into

war, Henry took tLe side of CLarles. In tLe campaign of

1523 tLe English forces advanced to within eleven leagues

of Paris, but the war led to no durable and satisfactory result

as far as Henry was concerned. The people grew sick of

the heavy contributions they were called upon to make, and

threatened revolt. After the battle of Pavia (1525), wLere

tLe French were completely overthrown and their king made
prisoner by the armies of Charles, the policy of Henry was

completely disturbed. Till that event it had been cleat

enough. The commercial interests of the country, which

were bound up with the Flemish dominions of Charles ; the

ambition of Wolsey, who founded his hope of the papaj

crown on the good-will of- the emperor ; the hereditary

enmities and warlike instincts of the people, as well as the

inclination of the kiiig, coincided conveniently in requiring

the imperial alliance. But now Franco was down, and tho

balance of power, already a working conception in politics,

was destroyed, while Charles in his triumph ignored tho

claims of Henry, and had more than once disappointed the

ambition of Wolsey. Under these circumstances English

policy was forced out of its old groove, and an alliance was

made with France. In a short time, moreover, interests

and passions of a far more momentous nature emerged.

Tho dilettante politics of Henry's early career were to be

superseded by occupations of a trogicaify earnest nature.

Adventurous enterprises abroad were to give place to rcfil

interests at home, and the jovial young king was to 1 e

transformed into the stern, self-willed, and often cru' 1

revolutionary. Tho serious and important part of Henry's

life therefore is still to come : but before leaving the earlier

period it is well to remark that it lasted twenty years, or

more than half of his reign ; that during these years Henry

was popular in the highest degree ; and especially that lie
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had gratified the national pride of his subjects by restoring

England to a leading position in Europe. This should not

be forgotten during the troubled and more questionable

events that were to follow.
. ^

The year 1528 may justly be fixed as the turning-point

of Henry's life. By that time the divorce had become a

national and even a European question, and Henry had

decisively committed himself to the course which was to

result in the separation from Rome. . It is not clear when
the plan of a divorce began to take shape in Henry's mind

;

it was the slow result of a variety of causes which were not

clear to the king himself. We know, liowever, that Anne
Boleyn returned to the court of England in 1522 ; that she

made quite a sensation there as soon as she appeared ; and

that among other admirers, married and unmarried, Henry
soon expressed a decided preference for her. On the other

hand, he seems to have been alienated from Catherine long

ere the question of divorce became public ; if we may trust

a statement of his own, he had abstained from her bed since

1524, and his coldness for her increased with his love for

Anne. That his scruples regarding his marriage awoke
about the same time was certainly a very convenient coin-

cidence. The danger, however, of a disputed succession in

the absence of male heirs was a real one. The situation

probably justified such an extraordinary measure as a

divorce, though we must recollect that the raising of a

second family, rival to Mary the daughter of Catherine,

might precipitate the very crisis which men feared. Still

we must admit on the whole that the national interest and
the inclination of Henry coincided, and that concern for his

kingdom probably had a large part in the mixed motives

which urged him to seek a divorce.

When the ctoraand for a divorce was first formally laid

before the pope in 1527, no one anticipated that it would
encounter so many difficulties. The great opponent of it

was Charles V., who loyally supported his aunt, and who, as

the event proved, had the pope entirely in his power. But
for the emperor, Clement would soon have arranged every-

thing to the satisfaction of the English court. As it was,

he sought safety in delay. Thus he declined giving any
decisive answer himself, and when he delegated the case to

Wolsey and Campeggio, he managed still further to defer the

question and then to revoke it to Rome (1529). By that

time Henry's patience was exhausted. As early as 1528,

and as if sure of a speedy decision in their favour, the king

and Anne were living familiarly together under the same
roof. Their disappointment was natural, and Henry soon

began to take more active measures. He appealed from the

pope to the universities. Notwithstanding his life-long

services Wolsey was discarded, because he was supposed not

to have been sufficiently earnest about the divorce. The
same year (1529) a parliament was called, which proved to

be the ready auxiliary of the king in his new policy. This
parliament, which sat at intervals from 1529 to 1536, had
little independent or substantive power ; it was made up
largely of the nominees and creatures of the court, and
seldom moved but at the royal initiative. Still it was well

that the old forms should be recognized in the great changes
that were coming, and significant that the strong-willed

Tudor felt it safe to have the nation at his back. The
changes themselves were gradual, and were by no means
disagreeable to the advanced and influential part of the
nation. Only a very small minority had any sympathy
with the Lutheran movement ; but many wished to see the

church reformed, to have her power curtailed, and that
England should take up a more independent attitude

towards the pope. Under these circumstances Henry found
it easy to carry the majority, especially the active and pro-

gressive part, of the nation with him. In no case was the

parliament of 1529 conscious of its destiny; what it con-

templated was not a revolution but only sonic necessary
reform; it, as well as Henry, would have been astonished tt>

hear that they were working on the side of Luther. Yet
the parliament soon proceeded to take some very decisive

steps. In 1529 the probate duties and mortuaries (or

burial feea) exacted by the church were curtailed ; the
clergy were prohibited from following secular employments ;

residence was enforced, and pluralities forbidden. In 1531
the clergy were laid under the charge of prremunire, which
they bought off by the payment of £118,000, and the
acknowledgment that the king was supreme head of the
church. In 1532 the abuses of " Benefit of Clergy" were
reformed, annates abolished conditionally, and the inde-

pendent legislative power given up by convocation. Soon
after the king took a step which precipitated the crisis ; he-

married Anne Boleyn, an event which was quickly followed

by the publication in Flanders of a threat of excommunica-
tion from Rome. After this the Act of Appeals was passed,

forbidding appeals from the English ecclesiastical courts to

Rome, and Cranmer, in a court at Dunstable, declared the

marriage with Catherine null and void. In the following

year (1534) the papal authority in England was annulled,

and by the Act of Supremacy Henry was declared supreme
head of the English Church. The next step was a sad one ;

but it convinced the world that the king was in earnest.

Sir Thomas Jlore and Fisher, bishop of Winchester, the
noblest champions of the old faith, two of the best and
noblest Englishmen of the time, were executed for i-efusing

to accept the Supremacy Act (1535). Such au event pro-

duced a deep sensation in Europe, but it was decisive

;

when the pope drew up the Bull of Deposition in 1536,
which, however, was not published till 1538, the rupture

with Rome was complete. In the same year (1536) the

first Articles of religion, ten in number, were drawn up ; in

eft'ect they were a great simplification of the old creed,

though they gave little encouragement to Lutheranism.

At the same time the Act for the dissolution of the smaller

monasteries, which was based upon the report of a com-
mission of inquiry, was passed, being the final important

measure of the first Reformation parliament. With such

events as the abolition of the papal power in England and
the dissolution of the monasteiies modern England begins;

they inaugurate a fundamental change in (he national policy

and in the structure and habits of society. While the

purpose, real or ostensible, of Henry had been merely to

marry a younger woman and provide for the succession, he
had eff'ected the greatest revolution which England has

undergone.

Henry had indeed succeeded in the task to whfch he had
applied himself nine years before ; but the enemies lie had
raised were formidable, and he was destined to many a
bitter disappointment. He had excited the hostility of the

pope and the emperor ; worst of all, he had seriously hurt

the feelings and prejudices of a large class of his subjects.

The danger of foreign invasion was greatly increased by
the discontent both in the north and west of England,

where the love of use and wont in the church and in the

national habits was strongest. The death of Catherine had
indeed greatly relieved him, as it made reconciliation with

the emperor practicable, and deprived the English opposition

of a common centre. The rising in Ireland was suppressed

without much difficulty, but the discontent in the north

which broke out in the Pilgrimage of Grace was a formid-

able danger (1536). It was averted more by skilful states-

manship on Henry's part than by open show of force. The
opposition in the west was nipped in the bud by the execu-

tion of its leaders, the marquis of Exeter and Lord

Montague (1538). These measures of the king and of his-

minister Cromwell sometimes appeared cruel and unjustifi-

able, but they kept the country united ; Charles was con-
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vinced of the futility of an invasion ; and tho thunderbolts

«f tho pope fell karmless to the ground. In all this crisis,

when a wrong step or the appearance of vacillation might

liave occasioned a religious war, in wliich the conservatism

at.home would have been seconded by the armies of Spain,

the energy and the commanding sagacity of Henry did more

than aught else to save the country. To him the praise is

chiefly due that this great revolution was comparatively free

from blood and havoc.

) Henry had defied the emperor and the pope, and he had
suppressed the conservative Cotholic discontent at home
with a high hand ; but he was never disposed to be a
Prokestant. Instead of following the lead of the advanced

Reformers he impressed upon the English Church bis own
iQodorate and substantially Catholic theology, At thirty

he had defended the seven sacraments against Luther ; he

was thirty-six when he took up the question of divorce, and
he was forty ere his relations to the pope had hardened into

alienation and hostility. All his life he was orthodox from
conviction as well as from traditional assent. Such a man
could not be a revolutionary in theology. He repressed

with a firm hand all excess in innovation, showing equal

aversion to the iconoclastic mob and to iconoclastic

preachers. The bill of the Six Articles, passed in the same
year that saw the final dissolution of the monastic system
of England, was the njost remarkable exemplification of

this spirit of Henry. It also proves that innovation in

theology was a new thing to the mass of the English nation,

and its penalties too clearly illustrate the fact that religion

was not considered an individual and private matter, but a

national interest, the violation of which was a capital

offence. It is to the honour of Henry that the victims of

the Bloody Statute were so few.. Five hundred arrests were

made by the eager Catholic party in a single fortnight after

the passing of the bill ; but the king interposed in time,

and 'only twenty-eight suffered under the statute during the

whole reign.

In the meantime Henry had been less fortunate in the

matrimonial scheme which had been the occasion of all the

changes and dangers we have noted. A few months after

the death of Catherine, Anne Boleyn was sent to the scaffold.

Anne may have been guilty of the crimes laid to her charge,

but Henry himself had taught her to cast aside all feminine

reserve and self-respect, and his fickle heart had been capti-

vated by another, long before the disclosure.'? which were

the ground of her death. Henry married his new love,

Jane Seymour, the day after the execution of Anno (1536),

The birth of Edward in tho following year gratiliod the

king's desire for a male heir; but the early death of Jane
left him again without a queen. After an interval of more
than two years Cromwell undertook to procure a suitable

wife at the Protestant courts of Germany ; but his ruin

was not less complete than thp.t of his patron Wolsey on

4 similar occasion ten years before. Anne of Cloves found
no favour in the king's eyes ; sho was divorced and
pensioned off, while the enemies of Cromwell succeeded in

sending him to the scaffold. Anne's place was occupied by
Oathorir^e Howard, till sho, really guilty, was also executed

(1542). vPorhuj sixth and last queen Henry married (1513)
Catherine Parr, who proved a patient wife and an excellent

jjurse. During the last few years of Henry's roign homo
affairs and tho question of tho religious revolution ceased

to be the exclusive subject of interest. England and tho

neighbouring powers were constrained to acquiesce for the

time being in Henry's arrangement of things. Even the

omperor cultivated his alliance. His foreign politics ended
very much as they began—with a war against Scotland and
France. Tho former arose out of certain border quarrels

;

the Scots were beaten at Solway JIoss, but defeated ap
ilnglish force at Ancrum Moor. After the death of James V.

Henry's course was to arrange a marriage of the infant queen
of Scots with his own son Edward. The plan failed through
Henrj-'s self-will, and Scotland was ravaged to no purpose.

The war with France (1543-40) was equally fniitlew. Its

chief feature was a threatened invasion by a formidable
French fleet, which for some time was master of the Channel.

At home the most important point of interest was the
struggle between the two factions, Protestant and Con-
servative, which had now for some years confronted each

other—Norfolk and Bishop Gardiner of Winchester being

the leaders of the latter, while the queen, Cranmer, and the

earl of Hertford, uncle of young Edward, were at the head
of the former. Cromwell had already fallen under the

machinations of the Conservative party. Cranmer and evec

the queen were not quite safe from its attacks. The headi

of that party now suffered at the close of the reign. Surrey
was executed, and Norfolk was saved only by the death o)

the king. The effect of such measures was to make the

prospects of Edward secure by confirming the power of hit

uncle Hertford.

Henry was anxious to arrange affairs for the accession of

his son, as he.felt his own life waning away. Thouch only

in his fifty-sLxth year he was unwieldy with disease and
corpulency, and required to be wheeled from room to room ;

an ulcer in the leg had troubled him for many years. In

this as in so many other respects the contrast between tho

beginning and end of his career is striking ; the young
athlete is transformed into a helpless invalid ; thejoviality,

the enthusiasm, and the unanimity of his earlier reign gave

place to a Jong period of gloom and contention, repressed

only by the savage and imperious hand of the king. He
died on the 28th of January 1547.

The character of Henry has long been a stumbling-block

to historians, and will always bo a puzzle to such as classify

mankind under the two heads of good and bad without

recognizing the intermediate gradations to which the vast

majority belong. To many it is all the more inexplicable,

because the contrast between his youth and declining man-
hood is so apparently complete. Yet it was a perfectly

consistent, though a mixed character, and the later phases

of it are only a natural development of tho earlier. Ho
was always strong-willed to excess, capricious, and fickle,

with the sensuous part of his nature predominating. In

his 3'outh his baser tendencies were controlled by his love

of popularity, his regard for his excellent wife, his own
sense of duty, .ind the vigorous animal spirits which found

congenial play in physical exercise and in foreign war. In

his maturer years he was more self-reliant and therefore

less dependent on popularity ; after losing his regard for

Catherine he fell into baser companionship; as his health

began to fail, his boisterous spirits declined. Worst of oil,

his constitutional fickleness took tho form of disloyalty to

his successive wives, and to hiu friends and ministers. In

the time of Henry there was no acuter man than Sir Thomas

More, His verdict may be accepted as final on this aspect

of the king's character. In the height of his favour with

the king, after walking an hour with him in the garden at

Chelsea, tho king holding his arm about his neck, More

confessed that ho had " no cause to be proud thereof, for

if my head would win him a castlo in France it should not

fail to go." Such may have been tho repulsive side of

Henry. Much more important, however, than the consider-

ation of his personal character is tho question as to the

nature and tendency of tho historic work in which ho took

the initiative. Was that the outcome merely of misguided

self-will concealing itself under the guise of duty, or was it

the true and durable expression of the claims and aspirationi

of tho time I Tho passions of Henry had certainly too much

to do with it ; tho work he did was, like Ills cbaractci;

mixed with baser elements. But the best answer to suck
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a question is to be found in the modern history of England.

That history in its progressive spirit, in its gradual approxi-

mation to a sounder and better state of society, and in its

liberal openness to the influence of truth, is only the con-

tinuation and development of the work of Henry. In his

rupture with the pope, in his abolition of an idle and anti-

quated monasticism, and in his endeavour to establish a

purified and simplified Catholicism as the permanent creed

of England, he was fighting on the side of truth and light

and progress. The English Reformation ' was too much
alloyed with baser elements to serve as an ideal example of

.1 great historic change
;
yet it succeeded better than any

other in appropriating the good both of the old and the

jiew, in avoiding a violent rupture with the past, in keeping

the nation unanimous, and in escaping those fatal leligioua

wars which desolated Europe for nearly a century and in

Germany delayed the progress of civilization for a century

more. This desirable consummation was due first of all to

Henry, whose sagacity and unfaltering resolution baffled the

enemies of reform both at home and abroad, who repressed

the hasty movements of either fanatical extreme in England,

and who, with his real reverence for the teaching of the

past, had a hearty contempt for its abuses. He was no hero,

no ideal man or king ; he shared fully in the coarseness

and indelicacy of the age ; he was fickle in his personal

attachments, and did not shrink from destroying those who
crossed his plans ; but he had a real and lofty sense of his

duty as a king ; he had a true insight into the men and

things he had to deal with, and helped to lead the country

into a new era.

Sources for the Life and Bislory of Jlcnry VIII.—Stale Paftcrs

durinythe reign ofHenry VIII. (Reeoril Commission); Calendars of.

Slate Papers, with introductions by Brewer, down to 1530 (Rolls

series); Giastiniani's Four Years at ike Conrt of Henry VIII.,

1515-1519; Erasmus's Letters ; Legrand's Histoirc du Divoree
;

Cavendish's Life of Wolsey ; Roper's Life of More ; Hall's Chronicle.

Important Historical Works treating of Henry VIII.—Fronde's

'History of England, vols, i.-iv. ; Lingard's History of England;
Hallam's Gonslitntional History, vol. i. ; Burnet's History of the

Reformntion ; Sesbohm's Oxford licformers, and his Era of the Pro-

tcstant Revolution. (T. K.)

Ortnaan HENRY I. (876-936), German king, •was bom in 876
kings in Sasony, of which his father. Otto, was duke. He dis-
and e"i- tinguished himself in early youth by the courage and
''"°"'

energy with which he warred against the Slavonic tribes

to the east of his native duchy. Otto, who died in 912,

appointed Henry his successor, not only as duke of Saxony

but as lord of Thuringia and part of Franconia. Conrad I.,

stimulated by certain ecclesiastical advisers whom Henry's

independent bearing towards the church had deeply offended,

resisted the claims of the young duke; but he was ulti-

mately left iu possession of all the lands his father had
ruled. After Conrad's death Henry was chosen king by

the Franconian and Saxon nobles, and he had not much
difficulty in securing the acquiescence of the rest of

Germany. Eor some years Lotharingia or Lorraine had
beld an uncertain position between the kingdoms of the

East and the West Franks, as Germany and France were

then called ; but at this time Duke Giselbert, who was
an old friend of Henry, quarrelled with Charles the

Simple, and transferred his allegiance to the German
king. For eight centuries afterwards Lorraine remained

a part of Germany. From the time of Louis the Child,

Germany had been tormented by the Hungarians, who
were still a savage race, and who had the advantage of

^ghting on horseback while the Germans resisted them
pn foot. In 922 an Hungarian chief was captured, and
his people were compelled to purchase his release by
agreeing to a nine years' truce, on condition that Henry
should during this time pay an annual tribute. In the

borthprn districts the Germans had hitherto lived for the

inost part in small viUages or on separate settieraents. after

the fashion described in the Germania of Tacitus. Henry,

perceiving that so long as they continued thus exposed t*

attack they could never be safe, began the building of cities

throughout Saxony and Thuringia, and in the other duchies

his example was extensively followed. He also trained

his vassals to meet the enemy on horseback, thus giving

a strong impetus to the movement which resulted in the

institutions of chivalry. "UTien his arrangements were
complete he tried his new force in a contest with the

Danes and with some Slavonic tribes, whom he utterly

defeated. In 933 the Hungarians demanded as usual

the tribute which had till then been punctually paid, and
when it was refused invaded Thuringia with a great army.

Henry twice defeated them, and they were so overwhelmed
by this misfortune that they did not enter Germany for

some y^ars, and were never- again seen in the northern

duchies. Having thus broken the power of all the

chief enemies of his country, Henry took precautions

for the future by establishing the marches of Schleswig,

of Meissen, and perhaps of Brandenburg. In his homa
government he acted with great caution and judgment.
The dukes had become so powerful, that there ivas soma
danger of their altogether overshadowing the throne.

Instead of directly meeting this peril by forcing them inta

submission, as was afterwards done by his son Otto, lie

attached them to his interests by confirming them ia

many of their rights and by acting as a mediator in their

disputes. Towards the close of his life his position was
60 secure that he resolved to go to Rome and claim the
imperial crown. In the midst of his preparations he died

in 93G at ilendeben, and was buried in St Peter's church

at Quedlinburg. He was one of the wisest and most
energetic of the German kings, and through his encourage-

ment of municipal life, and his powerful defence of Germany
against her foreign enemies, his reign marks an epoch of

the highest importance in early mediroTal history. By his

first wife, Hatburg, he had a son Thankmar, who gave Otto

I., his successor, much trouble. After she vras put away
he married Matilda, the daughter of a Saxon count; and
the gentle and noble character of this lady, who was imi-

versally beloved, was of essential service to him in his rule.

See Waitz, Jakrbiicher dcs Seutschen £eic7-^ untCT Heinrieh I.

(Berlin, 1837; 2ded., 1S63).

HENRY II. (972-1024), Holy Roman emperor, was
born in 973. He was the son of Henry the Wrangler,

duke of Bavaria, a grandson of King .Henry I. In 995
he succeeded to the duchy of Bavaria, and six years

afterwards went to Rome with the young emperor Otto

III., to whom he rendered important services. When
Otto III. died, Henry, as the chief, surviving representa-

tive of the house of Saxony, took possession of the insignia

of the empire, and was crowned German king at Mainz
on the 7th of June 1002. Encouraged by disturbances

in Germany, a rebellious party of nobles in northern

Italy raised Jfargrave Harduin of Ivrea to the throne of

Lombardy ; but Henry advanced against them, and, like

his immediate predecessors, made himself master of the iron

crown. His most determined enemy during the greater

part of his reign was Boleslaus II. of Poland.
_

This

ambitious and strong-willed prince annexed Bohemia, and

during the king's absence in Italy broke into Lusatia and

Meissen. Henry hurried back, defeated Boleslaus in 1005,

and granted Bohemia in fief to Jaromir, son of the previous

duke. Boleslaus, however, continued the war, which was

not ended till 1018, when Henry was obliged to conclude

peace on terms that were much more favourable to the

Poles than he would have voluntarily granted. In the

midst of this struggle he had to make war on Adalbero^

his wife's brother, who seized the archbishopric of Treves,

and was urotected in his claim by ann^her brother of the
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empress, the duke of Bavaria. Both were oveicomo and

deprived of their dignities, allbough Bavaria was ultimately

restored to the elder of the two brothers. Henry also put

down rebellions in Flanders and ^leissen, and he concluded

an important treaty with Rudolf III. of Burgundy, whereby

after Kudolf's death the country was to be united to

Germany. In 1013 Henry went for the second time to

Italy, where Harduin had again raised himself to the throne.

The usurper was displaced, and in 1014 Henry was crowned

emperor at Homo by Benedict VIII., whom he had con-

firmed in the papal see in opposition to the antipope

Gregory. At the request of Benedict the emperor returned

to Italy in 1022 in order to drive back the Greeks, who
were steadily pressing northwards. In this enterprise he

associated himself with the Normans, who thus became one

of the most important factors in the political life of Italy.

Henry's health, which was alwaj-s feeble, rapidly declined

after this third visit to his southern dominions, and in 1024

he died. He was canonized by Pope Eugenius III., and

at a later time his wife, Cunigunde, was also ranked among
the saints. It was natural that they should be thus

honoured, not only because of their fervent piety, but

because the church has rarely had a more splendid bene-

factor than Henry IL, whose ruling policy was to balance

the power of the great nobles by increasing that of the

spiritual princes. He also founded the bishopric of Bam-
berg, which was placed under the immediate jurisdiction

of the pope, and to which he left by will all his treasures

viud his magnificent allodial possessions.

See Hirsch, Jahrbucher des DetUschen MeicliiSuntcr Heinrich II.

(Berlin, 1862-75).

HENRY III. (1017-1056),' Holy Roman emperor, was

•he son of Conrad IL, the founder of the Franconian

lynasty. He was born in 1017, and his father, anxious to

make the succession secure and to strengthen the authority

of the crown, caused him to be elected German king in

1026, creating him in 1027 duke of Bavaria, and in 1038
:luke of Swabia and king of Burgundy. He became the

:i!igning sovereign of Germany in 1039, at the age of

t'venty-two. Of an upright and resolute temper, he soon

made his power felt both in church and atate. The policy

he pursued was that which had been followed by Otto I.

during the early part of his reign : that is, he granted as

many of the duchies as possible either to members of his

own family or to vassals on whose loyalty ho could rely.

•Duke Gottfried of Lower Lorraine, who laid claim to

L'^pper Lorraine also, was the only prince who gave him
serious trouble, and even this impetuous opponent could

not effectually resist the great emperor Henry was -as

distinguished in his wars as in his homo government.
Duke Bretislaus of Bohemia, who gave signs of aspiring
to an independent position, invaded Poland, plundered
its chief cities, and as a mark of his triumph carried

away the body of St Adalbert from Gnosen to Prague.

Henry. proceeded against him in 1041, and forced him to

appear in the following year at Ratisbon in penitent's

garb, and to accept Bohemia in fief of the German crown.
Having settled this difficulty, he began in 1042 a scries of

campaigns in Hungary, where for the first time he asserted

the supremacy of Germany. In Italy he was equally
successfu:, not only maintaining his right to the Lombard
crown, but establishing supremacy over the Normans in

Apulia and Calabria. At this timo the moral condition of

the church was regarded with regret and concern by every
serious nature, and Henry, who was of a deeply religious

tendency, associated himself heartily with the movement
for reform which proceeded from Cluny. At a council
of prelates in Sutri in 1046, ho caused the rival popes,
Benedict IX., Sylvester II., and Gregory VI., to be deposed,
and raised to the papal see, as ClcmcDt II., Suitger, bishop

G67

of Bamberg. Three othci Gorman bishops, ohb after the

other, were appointed to the same position ;. and as all of

them were devout m£n and energetic administrators, they
did much to purify the ecclesiastical system of Europe.
During their rule the papacy was held in strict subjection

to the empire ; but the very earnestness with which Henry
applied himself to the task of making the church worthy
of its mission created grave dangers for the state, since it

was improbable that a pope of proud and independent spirit

would be content with a subordinate position. The mag-
nitude of the peril soon revealed itself when Hildebrand

became pope during the reign of Henry IV., Henry Ill.'a

son and successor. 'Henry died in the prime of life in 1056
at Botfeld.

See SteinilorfT, JahrbOchcr dea Deutschen JUieks unter SeinneM
III. (Leiiisic, 1874).

HENRY IV. (1050-1106), Holy TtomaB emperor, son

of Henry III., was born in 1050, and crowued German
king at the age of four during his father's lifetime. Aftef

the death of Henry III. in 1056, the government was

undertaken by the empress Agnes, the yoimg king's

mother. Henry III.'s vigorous rule, while it had secured

the prosperity of the nation as a whole, had excited bitter

discontent among the great nobles, and immediately after

his death they began to make attempts to recover some
portion of the independence he had taken from them.

Agnes, who was of too refined a temperament to contend

with them, sought to win their support by important con-

cessions ; and the evil effects of a feeble central authority

were soon felt in every part of Germany. At last, in

1062, Anno, archbishop of Cologne, succeeded in gaining

possession of the king by enticing him on board a boat

on the Rhine. Agnes then resigned her position, and

Anno ruled in her stead. He was a harsh, bigoted, and

despotic prelate, and excited Henry's bitter hatred by the

sternness of his discipline. In Adalbert, archbishop of

Bremen, who was of an exactly opposite disposition,'—gay,

worldly, and good-humoured,—Anno had an influential

rival. This prelate was at first entrusted with some share

in the training of Henry, but ultimately completely gained

his affections and became his sole guardian. In his

fifteenth year Henry was declared, in accordance with the

Ripuarian Code, to have reached his majoritj% but the

royal authority was renlly exercised by Adalbert, who
aroused the jealousy of the princes both by his splendid

style of living and by his opposition to their usurped powers.

At a diet hold in Tribur he was compelled to yield the first

place once more to Anno. Trained under these diverse

influences Henry became passionate and wilful ; but he was

endowed with considerable intellectual gifts, and when

thoroughly aroused could pursue an object with unquench-

able ardour. In order, if possible, to check the excesses

of his private life Anno caused him to marry Berthn, the

daughter of the margrave of Susa, to whom he had for

some time been betrothed. At first ho regarded her with

strong dislike ; but after she had borne him a son in 1071

she succeeded in gaining his affections, and was afterwards

his most trusted friend and companion.

Henry's reign was one of the mo.st troubled in Gcrmun

history. His chief anxieties began in consequence of Otto

of Nordheim, duke of Bavaria, being charged with an

intention of murdering him. Otto was declared to have

forfeited his titles, and his lands were seized and overrun.

Sujiported by Duke Jfagnus of Saxony he rebelled, but

both princes were quickly subdued. A new rebellion was

organized by Otto of Nordheim, who suddenly, at the

head of 00,000 men, appeared before the Harzburg, a strong

Saxon fortress in which Henry resided. Ho escaped, but

he was looked upon so coldly by the princes that Le found

it expedient to yield nearly all the demands of his enemies.
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An opportunity of revenge was, however/ created for iiim

liy the violence of a body of peasants, who destroyed a

chapel connected with the Harzburg and violated the graves

of the king's brother and infant son. He had then no

difficulty in obtaining an imperial army, and after defeating

the rebels at Hohenburg in 1075, he imposed on them his

own terms, and seemed to be on the point of asserting the

ascendency which had been exercised by Henry III.

Meanwhile Hildebrand had become pope as Gregory VII.,

and had already indicated his design of making the papacy

supreme over all earthly authorities. Henry appealed to

him to degrade those prelates who had associated themselves

v/itli the rebels. Instead of responding favourably to the

appeal, Gregory called upon the king to answer to certain

charges preferred against him by his subjects. Failing to

realize how much power the papacy had acquired through

the reforms effected by his father, Henry summoned a

council of German prelates at AVorms in 107C, and declared

the pope deposed The reply was a sentence of excom-

munication. Henry's adherents so rapidly fell away that

a reconciliation with the pope was soon perceived to be

absolutely necessary. ' Escaping from his enemies he

crossed, the Alps in the depth of winter, accompanied

only by his wife and child and by a few faithful attend-

ants. The nobles of Lombardy were not unwilling to

take up his cause, but he preferred to hurry forward to

the eastlo of Canossa, where Gregory was residing with his

friend the Countess Matilda. There occurred the famous

scene in which Henry, the highest of secular potentates,

stood for three days in the courtyard of the castle, clad in

the shirt of a penitent, and entreating to be admitted to

the pope's presence. No historical incident has more pro-

foundly impressed the imagination of the Western world.

It marked the highest point reached by papal authority,

and presents a vivid picture of the awe inspired during

the Jliddle Ages by the supernatural powers supposed to

be wielded by the church.

The ban was removed ; nevertheless the German princes

elected Duke Rudolf of Swabia as their king, and they

were soon openly supported by the pope, who resented

Henry's persistent opposition to his great scheme for the

deliverance of the clergy from the system of feudal investi-

ture. Henry renewed his sentence of deposition against

Gregory, and raised Guibert, archbishop of Ravenna, to

the papacy as Clement IIL After the death of the anti-

king Rudolf in 1080 he went to uphold his rights in Italy,

and in 1084 he gained possession of Rome, where Clement

III. crowned him emperor. In Germany Count Hermann
of Luxembourg had been chosen as successor to Rudolf,

and in 1085 he defeated Henry near WUrzburg ; but in

1087 he voluntarily resigned his position, and soon after-

wards died. A third anti-king, Margrave Eckbert of

Meissen, also died in 1089; and had Henry had no

enemies outside his native kingdom there would then

have been peace. But Victor III. and Urban II., the

successors of Gregory VII. (who died in 1085), con-

tinued to oppose him, and in 1090 he was obliged to

proceed to Italy for the third time to support Clement III.,

his own antipope. Whilst engaged in this struggle he

learned that his son Conrad had been induced by the papal

|)arty to rebel against him. Stunned by this unexpected

blow, the tired emperor withdrew in disgust to a remote

fortress, where he remained inactive for several years. - In

1096 he recovered his energy, returned to Germany, and

by timely concessions managed to overcome the opposition

of his leading enemies. A diet at Mainz decided that

Conrad had forfeited his right to the throne, and his brother

Henry was proclaimed the emperor's successor. Pope
Urban II., the antipope Clement III., and Conrad, all

died within two years, and Henry had reason to hope that

he would be able to end his life in quiet. But Paschal II.,

pursuing the policy of his predecessors, once more excom-
municated the emperor, who was driven to despair by tha
fact of his son Henry putting himself at the head of the

pope's supporters. The aged monarch, deceived by false

promises, fell into his hands, and was detained as a prisoner.

He ultimately fled to Li^ge, where he might still have been
able to bring an army together ; but in 1 106 he was relieved

from his heavy cares by death. The bishop of Li^ge buried
him with a splendour becoming his position ; but his

enemies carried the body to Spires, where it was laid in

an unconsecrated chapel ; and it was not properly interred

until, after a delay of five years, he was delivered from
the ban of excommunication.

Henry holds an honourable position in history because,

notwithstanding many personal faults, he resisted the

excessive pretensions both of the papacy and of the

ambitious feudal lords cf Germany. He was unable, how-
ever, to make good his claims. Centuries passed before the

secular power of the Romish see was seriously weakened,
and amid the confused struggles of the time the princes

obtained secure possession of rights which they had formerly

held by an uncertain tenure.

See Giesebrecht, Gcschichtc der Dcutschen Kaiscrzeil (3d ed., voU
iii., part 1, Brunswick, 1869); Floto, HeinrichlV. uiidsein Zeitalter

(2 vols,, Stuttgart, 1855); Jlinckwitz, Die Bussc Kaiser Heinrichi
IV. zu Canossa vor dem Papsle Gregor VII. (2d ed., Leipsic,

1875). (J. SI.)

HENRY V. (1081-1125), Holy Roman emperor, son of

Henry IV., was born in 1081. In 1098, his elder brother

Conrad having forfeited his right to the throne by rebellion,

he was appointed his father's successor. Six years after-

wards he himself rebelled against the emperor, towardswhom
he played the part of a thorough traitor. The papal party,

with which he allied himself, took for granted that when he
mounted the throne church and state would be instantly

reconciled; but their hopes were disappointed. The main
point for which Henry IV. had contended was the right ol

investing the bishops with ring and staff. When Henry V.

succeeded him in 1106, Pope Paschal II. demanded that

this right should be given up, but he replied that he could

liot resign powers which had been exercised by his prede-

cessors, and the loss of which would imply that the eccle-

siastical lands of Germany would be removed from secular

control. In 1110 he entered Italy at the head of 30,000
men. Alarmed by this display of force. Paschal withdrew

his claims, and a day was appointed for the coronation of

Henry as emperor. The opposition of the Roman prelates

made it-impossible for the pope to proceed with the cere-

mony, whereupon he and his cardinals were made prisoners.

Paschal then formally recognized the right of investiture,

and Henry received the imperial crown. When the

Germans had recrossed the Alps Paschal renounced the

treaty he had concluded, and the emperor was excommuni-

cated. As many of the princes were pleased to find this

opportunity of rebelling, Germany again became the scene

of confused contests like those which had brought misery

upon it during Henry IV. 's long reign. In 1116 the

emperor went a second time to Italy and drove Paschal

from Rome ; and after Paschal's death he caused Gregory

VIII. to be appointed pope. Ihe extreme papal party, how-

ever, selected Gelasius II., who renewed the sentence of

excommunication against Henry. The latter returned to

Germany in 1119, and at a diet in Tribur succeeded in

allaying the hostility of the more important among his

enemies. Pope Calixtus II., who succeeded Gelasius in

1119, now found it necessary to offer a compromise; and

the controversy between the empire and the papacy was

for the time closed by the concordat of Worms, which was

concluded in 1122. Ly this treaty it was agreed that at

every election of a prelate the emperor should have the right
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of being present, either in person or through a representa-

tive, and that the chosen bishop, before being consecrated,

ahould receive his lands and secular authority in fief of the

crown. So far the advantage rested with the emperor; but

tlie papacy gained by being recognized as a power which had

the right of negotiating with the empire on equal terras,

and by the acknowledgment of the claim of the church to

nominate its own rulers. Notwithstanding this settlement

Germany did not long enjoy peace, for a number of petty

wars broke out which Henry was not strong enough to

quell. He died at Nimegueu in 1125, and with him was

extinguished the Franconian dynasty.

See Giesebrecht, Geschicldc dcT Dcutschcn Kaiserzeit (3d ed., vol.

iii., pt. 2, Brunswick, 18G9); Gcrvais, Gescliiihlc Dcutschlands untcr

der Rcgierung Heinrichs V. unci Lothars (Leipsic, 1841-42); Kolbe,

ErzhischofAdalbert I. von Mainz mid Hcinrkh F. (Heidelberg, 1875).

HENEY VI. (1165-1197), Holy Roman emperor, the sou

of Frederick I., was born in 1165, and received the German
crown in 1169. When his father started for Palestine at

the head of the third crusade, Henry was made imperial

vicar, and he succeeded to the throne after the news of his

father's sudden death reached Germany in 1190. He shared

the intellectual culture of his time, and was distinguished

for the splendour of his political schemes ; but he was of a

stern disposition, and in order to attain his ends was some-

times guilty of horrible cruelty. Henry the Lion, who had
been banished to England by Frederick I., returned to

Germany after the departure of the latter for the Holy Land.

Henry resisted him, but on becoming the reigning sovereign

lie concluded peace, and hastened to Rome, where he was

crowned emperor in 1191. Through his wife Constantia

he had a right to the throne of Sicily ; but the Sicilian

nobles had made Count Tancred, an illegitimate son of

Constantia's brother, king. After receiving the imperial

crown Henry advanced against Tancred, and the whole of

southern Italy except Naples was quickly in his possession.

Before Naples his army was struck by pestilence, and he

was forced to return to Germany. There he suppressed

various private wars, and compelled Henry the Lion to

acknowledge his supremacy. The great ransom which he

received from Richard I. of England enabled him to fit out

n fine army, and with this he descended upon Italy in 1194,

.ind without much difficulty conquered the Sicilian kingdom.

Tancred was dead, but he had left a number of relatives,

who were so barbarously treated that the people were

seized with terror, and not even a sentence of excom-

munication which the pope pronounced against Henry
could induce any one to express dissatisfaction with his

rule. On his return to Germany it was easy for him, with

the prestige he had now acquired, to enforce submission

;

and so great was his authority that, in 1196, he made
attempts to secure that the crown should be declared here-

ditary in his family. He might have succeeded had he
lived soma years longer; but in 1197 he died at Messina.

Before his death he was engaged in checking disorder

which bad ari.sen during his absence in Sicily; and he even

obliged the Byzantine emperor Alexius to pay him tribute.

See Toeche, Jahrbikher dea Dentschen Rcichs tmlcr Hcinrich VI.
(Leipsic, 1867); Mucke, Kaiser Eeinrich VI. (Erfurt, 1876).

HENRY VIL (1282-1313), Holy Roman emperor was
born in 1282. He was the son of Henry II., count of

Luxembourg, and was elected king in 1308, seven months
after the murder of Albert I. He owed his election partly

to the fact that ho was comparatively unimportant, which
led the electors to suppose that under him the powers of

the princes would be exposed to no great danger. When
he came to the throne Bohemia was subject to Henry of

('arinthia, whom the people extremely disliked. The
king at once displaced him, and enriched his own family

by granting Bohemia, at the request of the Bohemians
Mi«fi:^;es, to his son John, whose claiiua vrere rendered

secure by his marriage with Elizabeth, the daughter
of Wenceslaus II. For some time no Gennan king
had sought the imperial crown ; but Henry, who Was
of an imaginative temperament, could not forget the
splenyid dignities to which the wearer of the crown cf
Germany was entitled. He therefore resolved to revive the
traditions which had begun to die out, and with a view to

this result did what he could to compose the diflPerences of

the nobles and to gain their allegiance. At this time there
were signs of rapid progress among the cities, and had a

strong king devoted himself to their interests, he might
have established his throne on a solid basis. Unfortunately

the easiest way in which Henry could obtain immediate
power for his plans in Italy was, to ally himself with the

princes against the cities ; and this was in most instances

the course which he adopted. His visit to Italy was looked

forward to with eagerness by the Ghibellins, whose hopes

were expressed in words of glowing eloquence by Dante.

He held aloof at first from both the great parties in the

state, and was in consequence likeji by neither. In 1312
he was crowned emperor in Rome, having previously

received the iron crown in Milan. But while he was in

Rome, Robert of Naples was there also with a strong army,

and in arder to obtain adequate support it was necessary for

Henry to declare himself on the side of the Ghibellins. He
then resolved to conquer Naples, but while advancing on

this expedition he died at Buonconvento, on the 2ith of

August 1313. It was generally believed at the time that

he had been poisoned by a Dominican monk, but this is not

proved by satisfactory evidence.

See Dbnniges, Aeta Eenrici VII. (Berlin, 1810-41); and G<:-

Khichtc dcs Deutachen Kaiserreichs im li't" Jnhrliundert (BeiMi.,

1841) ; Tlion.as, Znr Konigswahl dcs Grafcn Hcinrich ion Lnxou-
hvrg im Jahre 1303 (Strasburg, 1875); PbMmann, Der R6merzu<s

Kaiser Heinrichs VIL (Nuremberg, 1875).

HENRY L (1005-1060), king of France, son of King Kings •

Robert and Constance of Aquitaine, and grandson of Hugh •''ranc*.

Capet, came to the throne in 1031. On his accession his

mother, who favoured her youngest son Robert, allied her-

self with the chief feudal nobles, and drove Henry to take

refuge at the court of Duke Robert II. of Normandy.

With the duke's help he soon broke up her league. Con-

stance died in 1032, and Henry, by granting him the

duchy of Burgundy, secured the goodwill of Robert his

brother, who thus became head of the first house of

Burgundy. After the death of Robert "the Devil,"

Henry, who had first supported William the Bastard, in

1053 and 105-1, tried to weaken the power of the Nor-

mans. Leaguing himself with the count of Anion, and

calling his brother Eudes into the field, ho invaded Nor-

mandy from Evreux. When, however, Eudes had been

defeated at Mortemer, Henry drew back in haste, and

left the Normans to themselves. In 1059 he had his

oldest son Philip crowned as joint-king, and died in 1060.

He was an active prince, with his sword rarely in the

scabbard, being little more than a great feudal chief, who
enjoyed the feudal pastime of petty war. Henry's nets

and character did little to strengthen the monarchy in its

relations with its feudal neighbours. Ills political hori/or

was very nai.*'>w. The Noirrnns were independent of hira,'

with their frontier barely twenty -five miles west of Paris;

to tho south his authority was. really bounded by the

Loire ; in the cast the count of Chiimpagiio was little

more than nominally his subject. Henry's first wife (if

indeed she was more than afilanccd to him) Jlninl,

daughter (or niece) of Conrad the Salic, died chiMl.^s;

his second. Anno, daughter of Jaroslav, grand-duke of

Russia, bore him two son.s,—Philip his Kuccewor, and

Hugh, count of Vcrniandois.

Soo Rodolf rilixlicr's Chronicl'- ; Chron. AmU'/avensr ; Wsl-.: i U
fT^urico I: tivtst. Veoduini ; l)om lioutiucl, iucwil, tuiii. >i-
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HENRY II. (1519-1559), king of France, the second

son of Francis I. and Claude, succeeded to the throne in

1547. When only seven years old he was sent by his

father, with his brother the dauphin Francis, as a hostage

to Spain in 1526, whence they returned after the con-

clusion of the peace of Cambray in 1529. Henry was too

young to have carried away any abiding impressions, yet

throughout his life his character, dress, and tearing were

far more Spanish than French. In 1533 his father

married him to Catherine de' Medici, from which match,

as he said, Francis hoped to gain great advantage, even

though it might be somewhat of a misalliance. He did

not then think that the dauphin would die so soon,

and Catherine thereby become queen of France. Italian

manners " andi -politics entered with her into France, and

long affected the history and fortunes of the country.

Henry gathered round him a court which contrasted

stcongly with that of his father. Francis, with all his

grave faults and selfishness, had fostered learning, had

treated his people kindly, and had rarely checked even the

Reformers. But Henry, under the influence of Diana of

Poitiers, headed the strict Catholic movement ; the escape

of the learned from Paris to Geneva at his accession

showed that not merely Huguenot doctrines but Renais-

sance studies were in peril. His court underwent an

immediate change : the old officers were dismissed, and

men whom Francis had disliked or banished returned.

Immorality did not take flight, for Diana of Poitiers and

Catherine de' Medici were at court, but it ceased to be

gay and bright ; men must be grave and severe, even

in their vices. At first Diana of Poitiers and the grim

old soldier Anne of Montmorency swayed the king ; later,

the two brothers Francis, duke of Guise, and Charles,

cardinal of Lorraine, rose to power, with the marshal St

Andr6 ; everything was done and given through one or

other of these men. Catherine de' Medici was as yet

completely in the background.

The final union of Brittany with France marks the

opening year of the reign. In 1548 Henry won a great

diplomatic triumph over the ministers of Edward VI. of

England, by getting possession of Mary queen of Scots,

then only six years old ; he had her educated in France,

and eventually married to his son the dauphin Francis.

In 1549 he appeared in Paris for the first time, and

marked his presence by a great burning of Calvinists ; and

soon after he claimed back Boulogne, which had been

promised to Francis I. by Henry VIII. After a success-

ful campaign, he made the English Government, then

extremely weak, cede Boulogne, and Henry entered the

place in May 1550.

Hitherto he had not come into collision with Charles

V. ; the time was now approaching when he would enter

into contest with him, and permanently advance the

borders of his kingdom, while he inflicted a great blow

on the emperor. Though early in his reign he had

dealt with the German Protestants, and with the Otto-

man power, he had taken no active steps ; now the league

of German princes, headed by Maurice of Saxony, offered

an opportunity not to be missed ; Henry made a com-

pact with the Swiss and Turks, and concluded a secret

treaty (September 3, 1550) with the German princes ; in

1552, by the league of Chambord, he undertook to seize

the three bishoprics,—Metz, Verdun, and TouL And so

while Maurice drove the emperor from Innsbruck, Henry
Bent Montmorency into Lorraine. The bishoprics were

won almost without a blow, and Henry was acknow-

ledged as "avenger of Germanic liberty"; an attempt

on Strasburg failed. After the siege of Metz by Charles

V. in the winter of 1552-53, this district, French-speak-

ing, though feudally under the empire, remained in

French hands,—Metz till 1870, Toul and Verdun to this

day.

In 1556 Henry, supporting the anti-Spanish policy of

the " Theatine " pope, Paul IV., again made war with Spain.

Francis of Guise was sent early in 1557 into Italy to

oppose the duke of Alva. Anne of Montmorency went
to the northern frontier ; Gaspard of Coligny, who com-
manded in Picardy, was ordered to begin hostilities.

These led to the disastrous battle of St Quentin, in which
the French were utterly defeated (August 10, 1557) ; it

was followed by the fall of the town, at that time the

chief bulwark of France to the north. Francis of Guise,

recalled in haste from Italy, redressed the balance at

the expense of England by the capture of Calais (January

1558), and the triumph of the house of Guise seemed com-

plete when Mary Stewart was married to the dauphin in

the same year; their niece, with her claims on the Scottish

and English crowns, woidd now ascend the throne of

France. The defeat of the French at Gravelines, the desire

of Montmorency to escape from captivity, the wish of

the High Catholics to have leisure to extirpate heresy,

the sympathy of Philip with that aim, the accession of

Elizabeth of England—all these things made peace neces-

sary, and the treaty of Cateau Cambresis (April 1559) closed

the war. As a sequel to the peace high feast was held at

Paris to celebrate the marriage of Henry's two daughters
;

in a tournament he received his death-wound from the

captain of his Scottish guards, Montgomery. So ended
Henry IL, in his forty-first year. Handsome, brave, and

cold, he left little mark on his age ; he is all but forgotten

in the stormy days "hich followed. By Catherine Jo'

Medici he had ten children, three of whom succeeded to

the throne,—Francis II., Charles IX.j and Henry III. The
legislation of his reign was slight ; he reduced the number
of secretaries of state to four, and arranged their functions

afresh; he issued an. edict in behalf of a better coinage

reserved to himself the exclusive sale of salt, and permitted

the foundation of the university of Rheims. In 1555 we
find the first French Reformed churches established at

Paris ; these were quickly followed by others. The reign

saw the close of the struggle between the crowns of Spain

and France.
See Memcires de Montluc ; Mimoirea dc Tarannes ; Mfmoires de

VicilUvillc ; Mlmoires dc Villars ; Arlde virifier les dales, serie ii.

,

torn vi. ; Brantome, Vies dcs Hommes illustres, uniDames illustrca

Fran(;oiscs ; Commentaires de Fran<;ois de Eabutin ; Thuanus (De
Thou), Hist, sui temp. Libri CXXV. (G. W. K.)

HENRY IIL (1551-1589), king of France, third son of

Henry II. and Catherine de' Medici, succeeded to the

throne of France in 1574. In his youth, as duke of

Anjou, he was warmly attached to the Huguenot opinions,

as we learn from his sister Margaret of Navarre ; but his

unstable character soon gave way before his mother's will,

and both Henry and ^largaret remained as choice orna-

ments of the Catholic Church. Henry won two brilliant

victories- at Jamac and ]\Ioncontour (1569), and thereby

attracted the eyes of the Polish nobles, who elected him

their king in 1573. He went to Warsaw, but, on the death

of his brother Charles IX. in 1574, came back to France

and assumed the crown. He returned to a wretched

kingdom, torn with civil war. Now began that " reign of

favourites " which has made his career a by\vord. His

mother, ever balancing between parties, first favoured the

favourites, then went with the Huguenot chiefs. In these

days the famous League was organized (see Feance; vol.

is. p. 562), and Henry declared himself its head in 1576.

He took but a feeble part in the sixth and seventh civil

wars, and was little in earnest till, in 1584, the death of his

younger brother, Francis, duke of Anjou, made Henry of

Navarre next heir to the throne, and excited to the utmost

the fierce passions of the Guises and the League. The
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Parialan development of the League under tbe " sixteen
"

(1585), with its devotion to Henry, duke of Guise, and

its determination to exclude the heretic of Navarre, to

depose the wavering Henry III., and to make Cardinal

Bourbon king,^this, as well as the menacing attitude of

Philip U. of Spain, forced Henry IIL to draw towards his

distant cousin Henry of Navarre. And so he was driven

to desperation by the commanding position assumed by
the house of Guise; and in 1586 Henry of Guise and his

brother the cardinal ware assassinated by hia orders.

Henry III. now found himself powerless ; early in 1589
lie again joined Henry of Navarre, and with bira laid

siege to Paris. There he was murdered by one Jacques

Clement, a priest With Henry IIL ended the direct

line of the house of Valois. In hia young days he had
been enthusiastic for learning and the new religious

opinions ; as he grew older ha grew worse ; and the last

of the sons of Catherine de* ^ledici was perhaps the most
debauched of the kings who hitherto had sat en the

throne of France.
Seo Memoirvs dc Taraniiei ; Mimoircs de VieilUvilU ; Memoircs

de Castelnau ; Brantome, Davics ilhisircs Fran(;oiscs ; iUmoircs du
Due de la Force ; Thunnus (De TIioii), Hist, sui temp. Libri
CXXV.; Journal dc /'

'SJstoilc ; ilemoires de la Liguc; Art dc
virificr lc3 dates, set. ii. toni. vi.

HENRY IV. (1553-1610), king of France, was bom
in the castle of Pau in 1553, being son of Antony of

Bourbon, king of Navarre and duke of Vendorae, and
Jeanne of Albret. By his father he was tenth in descent

from Saint Louis, and only a very distant cousin to his

predecessor, Henry IIL His mother, a grand and noble

lady, brought him np as a Calvinist. Hia education was
rough and hard, and fostered that originality of character

which so marked his life; his military training was under
the great captain, Gaspard of Coligny. In 1571 he was
wedded to the daughter of Catherine de' Medici, Margaret
of Valois; and on hia mother'a death. in 1572 he became
king of Navarre.

The massacre of St Bartholomew found him in Paris

;

but his life was spared on his making a profession of

Catholicism, which lasted till he succeeded in escaping

from court in 1575. Thenceforward he became acknow-
ledged head of the Huguenots, and by his dashing bravery

kept life in their dispirited forces. No man was better

fitted for such work ; ho had all the qualities of a guerilla

leader, though he was not a great general. His success at

Contraa (1587) and the joyousnsss and generosity of hia

character endeared him to his followers, while it secured

the respect even of his opponents. After the death of

Henry IIL he was recognized as king of France by only a

portion of the array then besieging Paris (August 4, 1589)

;

the Catholic " Politiques " in the army stood aloof and
disbanded ; the Huguenots formed the only sound nucleus

of his power. At Arques (1589) and Ivry (1590) he
brilliantly defeated the Leaguers, and resumed the siege of

Paris ; Alexander of Parma, however, prevented him from
taking Rouen (1592) ; much less could he take Paris.

Finding affairs hard, and desiring to be a king and not

A guerilla-captain, in 1593 Henry allowed himself to bo
converted to Catholicism. By this step ho struck a deadly
blow at the League and made powerless the intrigues

of Philip II. For between the fanatical Oatholics on one
side and the Huguenots on the other lay fhe groat bulk
of Frenchmen; the "Politique" party had become more
and more powerful, until at length it was felt to be the

true national party. The only thing which kept it from
Henry was the difference of faith ; that barrier removed,
all France at once joyfully accepted him as king.. The
Leaguers became almost a foreign body ; the HugOenols
gloomily accepted his triumph, bought, as they held, at co*t

of principle. After the battle of Fontaine-Francaise in 1595

the Spanish and Leaguers were driven out of Bui'gnndy,

and the recovery of Amiens from the Spaniards in'1596
' secured Picardy and the northern frontier. The Satire

3fenipj)ee, published in 1593 and 1594, had already con-

demned the Leaguers as hirelings of the Spanish king;
and in April 1598 by the edict of Nantes Henry assured

their position to his old Huguenot followers, while by the

peace of Vervins (May 1598) he ended the Spanish war,

and took from the League its last source of strength.

After 1598 the energies of Henry IV. were given to the
restoration of his country, which in nearly forty years of

civil war had suffered terribly ; the organizing genius of

Maximilian of Bethuno, duke of Sully, restored the finances

;

agriculture, manufactures, and commerce made marvellous

advances. Henry also upheld the authoritj' of France ; in

1601 he acquired Brosse, Bugey, and Valromey from
Savoy. He supported the Netherlands against Spain, and
he was preparing a great armj', which, in combination

with the Dutch under Maurice of Nassau, was to interfere

in the tangled Cleves-Juliers question, when he was assassi-

nated by Ravaillac on the 14th of May 1610. For hia

character see Fhance, vol. ix. p. 56l).

Henry IV. left no children by his first wife ^largaret of

Valois ; by his second, JIarie do' Medici, he had three sons

and three daughters,—Louis, who succeeded him as Louis
XIII.; a child who died in 1611; Gaston, duke of

Orleans, the meanest of the race ; Elizabeth, wife of Philip

IV. king of Spain ; Christine, wife of Victor Amadeus,
duke of Savoy; and lastly Henriette Marie, queen of

England, spouse of Charles I. He also left behind him
several natural children, of whom the most celebrated

was Ciisar, duke of Vendome, son of the famous Gabrielle

d'Estrdes.

Sea Pierre I'Estoilo, Journal du rirpic de Benri lY.; Pirefixc,

Hisloire du roi Itenri le Grand ; Xjvrey, Jtceueil dcs kllrcs missives

de Henri IV. (1839-53) ; Palraa' Cayct, Chronologic novcnnaire ;

Mimoircs de Tai'anncs ; Mimoircs dc Vieillevillc ; Mimoircs de
Castclnau; Sully, (Economics royalcs ; Cimber suid Danjou, Archives

ciirieuscs ; Art dc verifier Ics dates, serie ii. torn. vi. The reader is

also referred to the documents cited by Von Eanke in his

Franzvsisclie Geschichte, and to Olivier de Serres's Thi&tre d'agri-

culture et mesnagc des champs. (G. W. K.)

HENRY L (1512-1580), king of Portugal, born atofror-

Lisbon, January 31, 1512, was the third son of Emanuel tuB"'-

the Fortunate, was destined for the church, and in 1532

was raised to the archiopiscopal see of Braga. In 1542 he

received the cardinal's hat, and in 1578 when he was

called to succeed his grandnephew Sebastian on the throne,

ho held the archbishoprics of Lisbon and Coimbra as well

as that of Braga, in addition to the wealthy abbacy of

Alcobazar. As an ecclesiastic he was pious, pure, simple

in his mode of life, charitable, and a learned and liberal

patron of letters; but as a sovereign he proved weak,

timid, and incapable. On his death in 1580 after a brief

reign of seventeen months tho male line of the royal

family which traced its descent from Henry, first count

of Portugal (c. 1100), came to an end; and all attempts

to fix the succession during hia lifetime having ignomini-

ously failed, Portugal became an easy prey to Philip II. of

Spain.

HENRY L (c. 1207-1217), king of Castile, son of

King Alphonao " the Noble," by Eleanor, daughter of

Henry II. of England, succeeded his father in 1214, and

was killed by the falling of a tile in 1217, after a reign

of only two years and nine months. He was succeeded

by Ferdinand III., son of his sister Berenguela,

HENRY IL (1333-1379), king of Castile, surnamed f?

Baslardo or de la Merced, was one of tho six illegitimate

sons of King Alphnnao " tho Avenger," and consequently

half-brother to I'cilro tho Cruel, who legally succeeded tn

the throne of Castile in 1350. Tlis mother was Lconoru
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de Guzman. The extraordinary series of cold blooded

murders whioh earned for Pedro his unenviable surname

encouraged Henry, then known as count of Trastamara,

to lead repeated rebellions, in which, with the 'aid of the

French under Du Gnesclin, and in spite of the opposition

of the English under the Black Prince, he was ultimately

successful in 13G9. He immediately proceeded to direct

his arms against the most formidable of his numerous
enemies, King Ferdinand of Portugal, and by four

campaigr>s, during the last of which he forced his way to

the very gates of Lisbon (March 1373), succeeded in

establishing a favourable peace. At the same time he

entered into a treaty with the king of Navarre, which sub-

sisted, ho^^'ever, for only three years ; in 1375 friendly

relations with the king of Aragon were focmed, which
were cemented by the marriage of the daughter of the

latter to Don Juan of Castile. The reign of Henry II.,

which was devoted rather to defensive than to aggressive

warfare, was not marked by any of the usual exploits

Bgainst the Jloors, but it is distinguished in the annals of

Castile by some noteworthy improvements in legislation and
reforms in the administration of justice, sanctioned in the

jortes of Toro in 13G9 and 1372.; and Spanish historians

ilso mention with special pride the defeat of the English

by the Spanish fleet at Koclielle in 1372. Henry died, of

poison it is supposed, on May 30, 1379, and was succeeded

by his son John (Juan) J.

HENRY III. (1379-1406), king of Castile, surnamed
tl Dolienie (the sickly), succeeded his father John I.

in 1390, when only eleven years of age. During his

minority, the question of the regency not having been
very clearlj' settled by his father, the kingdom was in a

constant state of disturbance, bordering upon civil war;
unable to satisfy the rival claims of Don Fadrique, Don
Alouso, and the archbishop of Toledo, Henry at last resolved,

minor as he was, to take the reins of government entirely

into his own hands (1393). By energetic measures he

nt:oeeded within two years in quelling the turbulence of

his nobles, in establishing his own popularity with the body
of the people, and thus in efifecting the pacification of his

kingdom. The only foreign war during this reign was that

with Portugal, which terminated in the peace of 1399 ; a

great expedition against the kingdom of Granada, for which

extensive preparations had been made, and for which' large

grants from the cortes held in Toledo in li06 had been

obtained, was brought tc an abrupt termination by the

death of Henry at that city on December 2.5 of the same
year. It was during this reign that the sovereignty of the

Canary Islands was assumed by Castile ; and an interest-

ing indication of at least a widening interest in foreign

affairs was afforded by the mission of a solemn embassy

to Tamerlane in 1401. Henry III. was succeeded by
John II., his eldest eon by Catherine of Lancaster, whom
he had married in 1393. See Davila, Hisloria de la

Vida y Hechos del Rey Don Henrique Tercero de Cast ilia

(1638).

HENRY IV. (1425-1475), king of Castile, surnamed el

Impotente (the impotent) and sometimes el Liberal (the

spendthrift), the eldest son of John II. by his first wife

Maria of Aragon, was bom at Valladolid on January 6,

1425. As prince of Asturias he took a prominent and
generally an unfilial part in most of the disturbances of his

father's reign; in 1445 a pitched battle between the king and
the prince was prevented only at the last moment by the in-

tervention of the clergy and some of the nobles ; and peace
was not finally secured until 1450 when Pope Nicholas V.
issued his bull of excommunication against all those in the

peninsula who, by perplexing the afiairs of the sovereign,

were disastrously helping the cause of the infidels. In 1440
Henry had in accordance with a treaty signed in 1436 been

united to Blanche of Aragon ; but this marriage, whicli
had not been happy and which had given cause to many-
scandalous reports, he dissolved in 1453 shortly before his
accession to the throne on his father's death in July of that
year. He began his reign with a great show of energy
against the floors ; but the boldness of his intentions con-

trasted strangely with the feebleness of his execution ; and
the unsatisfactory character of the results attained tended
greatly to bring to a head the discontent which his indolent

inattention to home affairs, his reckless extravagance, and
the disorders of his private life had not failed to create.

In 1465 occurred at Avila the extraordinary scene, so ofteo

described, of the king's deposition in favour of his brother

Alphonso; this was followed in 1468, shortly after

Alphonso's death, by the election of his sisler Isabella, who,
however, declined to accept the proffered crown. In the
same year Henry was forced to repudiate his wife Joanna
of Portugal and to disinherit her daughter Juana (!a

Beltraneja) whom he had unsuccessfully attempted to put
forward as also his ; and thus the succession became fixed

in favour of Isabella, who was married to Ferdinand of

Aragon in the following year. Henry died at Madrid oi>

December 12, 1474.
For tlie events of the reign of Henry IV, the contemporarj

authorities are Alonso de Palencia and Diego Henriqnez del
Castillo, each of whom has left a Cronica del Rey Don Enriqt:f
Quarln ; the best and at tlie same time the most accessible modem
En<;lish account is to be found jn Prescott's History of the Reign of
Ferdinand and Isabella, j>art i. , chaps, iii. and iv.

HENRY L (c. 1210-1274), k}ng of Navarre, surnamed
le Gros, third count of Champagne, was the youngest son of

Theobald I. of Navarre by Margaret of Foix, andsucceedec?

his eldest brother Theobald II. in December 1270. His
proclamation at Pamplona, however, did not occur till

March of the following year, and his coronation was delayed

until May 1273. After a brief reign, characterized it is

said by dignity and talent, he died in July 1274, suffocated,

according to the generally received accounts, with his owo
fat. In him the male line of the counts of Champagne,
kings of Navarre, became extinct. He was succeeded by
his only legitimate child Joanna, bom in 1270, by whose
marriage to Philip le Bel jn 1284 the crown of Navarre

became for a time united to that of France.

HENRY IL (1503-1555), or Henri d'Albret, titular

king of Navarre, bom at Sanguessa in April 1503, was the

eldest son of Jeari d'Albret by Catherine of Navarre ; and
on the death of the latter in exile in June 1516 succeeded

his parents in all their claims against Ferdinand tho

Catholic, assuming under the protection of Francis L of

France the title of king of Navarre. A'ter the ineffectual

conferences at Noyon (1516) and at Montpellier 1518, an

•active effort was made in 1521 to establish him in the df

facto sovereigB ty ; but the French troops which, unde»

Andr6 de I'Esparre, had seized the country were ultimately

expelledby the Spanish viceroy, the duke of Najera. Henry,

who along with Francis was taken prisoner at the battle of

Pavia (1525) but afterwards contrived to escape, married

Margaret, the only sister of the latter, in 1526, and by he»

became the father of Jeanne d'Albret, the mother of Henry

IV. of France. He died at Pau on ^fay 25, 1555.

HENRY III of Navarre. See Henrt IV. of Francp-

HENRY, Prince (1394-1460), of Portugal, surnamed

"the Navigator," to whose enlightened foresight and perse-

verance the human race is indebted for the maritime dis-

covery, within one century, of more than half the globe,

was born at Oporto, on the 4th of Jlarch 1394. His father

was Joao I., under whose reign Portugal first began to

recover from her subjugation by the Moors, and to assume

a prominent position among the nations of Europe; his

mother was Philippa, daughter of John of Gaunt Prince

Henry and his elder brothers, Duarte and Pedro, were senl
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out in 1415 on an expedition against the important Moor-

ish city of Ceuta, which, after much hard fighting, they

succeeded in taking in one day. All the princes

distinguished themselves at the siege, but Prince Hjnry so

preeminently that, but for his own entreaties, his father

would have knighted him in precedence of his brothers.

His renown after this became so high that ho was invited

jeverally by the pope, the emperor, and the kings of

Caatiie (Juan If.) and England (Henry V.) to take the

command of their respective armies. The prince, how-

ever, had set his mind on other and larger plans, involving

no less than, the hope of reaching India by tho south

point of Africa. To this end he had several encourage-

ments : the geographical position of Portugal was in his

favour ; the large revenues of the order of Christ, of which

Le was grand-master, provided him with means ; and ho

liad contrived to gather important information from the

Moors with regard to the coast of Guinea and the populoua

nations of the interior of Africa. Accordingly in 1418-19

he took up his abode on the extreme south-western point

of Europe, the promontory of Sagres, in Aigarve, of which

kingdom he was made governor in perpetuity, with the

purpose of devoting himself to the study of astronomy and
mathematics, and to the direction and encouragement of the

expeditions which he proposed to send forth. There he

erected an observatory, the first set up in Portugal, and at

great expense procured the services of one Mestre Jacome
from Majorca, a man very skilful in the art of navigation

and in the making of maps and instruments, to instruct the

Portuguese officers in those Bciencea. An account lias

already been given of his principal explorations in the

article Geogeaphv, vol. x. p. 180 (q.v.). At first his

efiforts seemed to be crowned with little success,, and his

various expeditions called down upon him much obloquy

from the nobles, who complained of such an amount of

useless expenditure ; but on the prince vituperation fell

harmless. The king died in 1438, and the troubles which
followed occupied Prince Henry until 1440. In the follow-

ing year Capo Branco was reached, and in 1443 inter-

course was established with negro states in Seneg.\l and
Gambia. In 1 442-3 Henry VI. of England conferred on the

prince the riband of the order of the garter. In 1444-5
were discovered tho river Senegal, Capo Verd, Cape St

Anne, Cabo dos Mastos, and the Rio Grande. During
the later years of his life Gomez and others made im-

portant voyages of discovery in Prince Henry's service

(see vol. X. p. 180). He died November 13, 14C0, in his

town on Capo St Vincent, and was buried in the church of

St Mary in Lagos, but a year later his body was removed
to the superb convent of Batalha. His great-nephew,
King Dom Manuel, had a statuo of him placed over
the centre column of the side gate of tho church of

Belera. On July 24, 1840, a monument was erected

to him at Sagres at the instance of the Marquis de S4 da
Bandeira.

Tho glory attaching to tho namo of Pilnco Henry aoes not rest
trorcly on tha achiovements onoctcd during his own lifetime, but
on tho sturcndoua subsequent rosults in maritimo discovery to
which his genius and perseverance had lent the primary inspiration.
Tha sovereigns loyally continued what the prince had begun. Tho
marvellous results eircotcd within a century from tho rounding of

Capo Bojador in 1433 formed ono unbroken chain of disoovwy,
which originated in tho genius and tho efforts of ono man. They
were the stupciidons iasiie of a great thought and of indomitable
perseverance, in spite of twelve years of costly failure and dis-
heartening ridicule. As Mr Major, in his Life vf rrincc Ilcnnj,
has justly said, "Had that failure and that ridicule produced on
Princo Henry the effect which thoy ordinarily produce on other
men, it is impossible to say what delays would have occurred before
these mighty events would have been realized , for it must bo
borne in mind that the ardour not only of his oivu sailors, but of
surrounding nations, owed its iranulso to this pertinacity of puruoso
in him."

HENRY THE Lion (1129- 1195),, duke of Saxony and
Bavaria, son of Henry the Proud, was born in 1129. After

tho death in 1139 of his father, who had been deprived

of his possessions by Conrad III., the bravery and energy

of his mother Gertrude and his grandmother Eichenzi
secured to him the duchy of Saxony. Shortly after coming
of age he at the diet of Frankfort in 1147 demanded also

the restoration of Bavaria, but was refused, upon which,

along with his uncle Welf VI., he made an unsuccessful

attempt to seize it by force of arms. In 1154 he, however.

received from Frederick I. the formal recognition of his

claims to its possession, and in 1156 Henry Jasomirgott wai
compelled to deliver it up to him. Besides distinguishing

himself in the wars of Frederick in Italy, Henry now
devoted his energies to establishing his power in his own
dominions, both by conquest and by encouraging agriculture

and trade. He extended the boundaries of Saxony beyond
the Elbe by successful battles against the Slavs, founded
Munich in Bavaria, colonized Jlecklenburg and Holstein,

and fostered the growth of Hamburg and Liibeck. His
ambitious projects and his arrogant bearing awakened, how-
ever, the hostility of several of the secular and ecclesiastical

potentates, who in 11 60 concluded a league against him at

ilerseburg, and a stubborn contest of two years' duration

ensued, which was finally ended by Frederick in 1169
deciding at the council of Bamberg in Henry's favour. Ju

February 1168 Henry, having previously divorced dementia
of Ziihringen, married Matilda, daughter of Henry II. of

England; and, elated by such an influential alliance and
by the increasing resources of his dominions, he shortly

after his return from a pilgrimage to the Holy Land in

1172 began to manifest a tendency to treit the emperor
with coldness and to revive the traditional rivalry of his

race with the Hohenstaufens. He took no part in the

Italian expedition of 1174, and in 1176 his sudden

desertion of Frederick in the crisis of his struggle witii

the Lombard cities resulted in the disaster at Lcgnano.

On Frederick's return from Italy in 1177 Henry was
summoned to appear before him at the diet of Worms,
and declining to do so he was placed under the ban of tho

empire, and his lands were divided among other princes.

For more than a year he endeavoured to resist the execu-

tion of the imperial decree, but he found it necessary at

last, in November 1181, to give in his submission to

Frederick, who, on condition that he remained three years

in England, agreed to reinstate him in the possession

of Brunswick and Llineburg. Having in 1189 refused t"

accompany Frederick on his crusade, he was again compe'.ied

to withdraw to England, but shortly after Frederick's de-

parture he returned, and, concluding an alliance with tho

archbishop of Bremen, made a second attempt to recover

his territories; but, though at first ho gained several im-

portant victories, he was ultimately compelled in July

1190 to conclude a peace at Fulda, which secured to him
scarcely any advantages from the contest. Emboldened by
the hostile alliance formed against the emperor Henry VI.

in 1192, he again renewed tho struggle ; but after Richard

of England fell into tho hands of tho emperor in tho

following year, ho found it necessary again to give in \\h

submission ; and shortly afterwards a pledge of amity

between tho two houses was given through tho marriago

of tho eldest son of Henry tho Lion to Agnes, niece of

Frederick I., and cousin of the reigning emperor. Henry
died 6th August 1195 at Brunswick, and was buried in

the church of St Blaise. Otto, his second son, became
emperor undec tho title of Otto IV. A colossal statuo

of Henry was unveiled at Brunswick 4th July 1874.

Though ambitious, headstrong, and pugtmciou.s, Henry
showed that while ho possessed no small skill in the art

of war he could appreciate tho arts of peace, and be gave
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a powerful impetus to the development of many important

cities, and furthered with judicious sagacity the material

prosperity of his kingdom.
See Botti^er, Heinnch der Zawe, Hanover, 1819; Prutz, Hexnriih

dtr Liiioe, Leipsic, 1865 : Weiland, Das Sachs. Ifcnogthunt untcr

Lothar mid Heinrich dcm Lowen, Greifsivald, 1866 ; Philippson,

Oeieliichie Jfciiirichs des Lirwcn, Leipsic, 2 vols., 186^-8 ; ami the

Tarioiis biographies of Frederick I.

HENRZ THE Deacon,—variously called, of Chiny,

because he was at one .time a monk of that rule, of

Lauaanne, because he is believed to have first appeared as

a preacher of repentance there, and of Toulouso, because

his later years were passed in that city and neighbourhood,

—founder of the anti-sacerdotal sect of Henricians, was
of Swiss or Italian extraction (his birthplace is unknown),

and was born towards the end of the 11th century.

About the year 1115 he abandoned the cloister, where he
had entered the diaconate, and, burning with righteous

indignation against the dead mechanical ceremonialism of

the dominant chui'ch and. the hideous moral corruption of

its clergy, began to go about as an itinerant preacher. The
neighbourhood of Lausanne was probably the scene of hia

earliest appearances, but he soon betook himself to France,

where the soil had been prepared for him by Peter of

Bruis (leader of the Petrobrusians), and where ha at once

liegan to attract adherents. About the beginning of Lent

in 1116 he asked and received permission of the bishop

Hildebert of Le Mans (Cenomani) to visit tliat city ; the

fact that he was not only tolerated but received witli some
degree of honour at this time shows that he had not as yet

fallen under serious suspicion of heretical pravity. Soon
the extraordinary fascination of his character began to make
itself felt ; and the rude but convincing eloquence with

which he exposed the immorality of the clergy rapidly

alienated the people of the town from their spiritual guides
;

remonstrances and inhibitions by the local ecclesiastical

authorities were equally vain ; and when Hildebert, who
had been absent in Rome, returned to his diocese, he found
his episcopal blessing treated with contemi)t, and was
bluntly told by his flock that they had found " a father, a
priest, an intsrcessor, more exalted in authority, more
honourable in life, more eminent in knowledge." From the

confused accounts of Henry's life and labours which have
reached us it does not appear that even then he had come
forward as the teacher of any new or strange doctrine ; his

efforts as a reformer of public and domestic morala are

chiefly insisted on, especially the measures he took for the

reclamation of fallen women, for the encouragement of

early and honourable marriage -among the laity, and for

the promotion of a higher standard of purity among the

nominally celibate clergy. It was not as a heretic but

merely as a somewhat inconvenient agitator that ha was
ordered by Hildebert at last to leave Le Mans. We next

read of Henry as conspicuously active in Provence, especially

after the burning in 1124 of Peter of Bruis, with whose
peculiar views he is alleged, upon evidence which has not

reached us, to have entirely sympathized. In 1134 he was
arrested by the bishop of Aries and taken to the council of

Pisa ; there he was declared to be a heretic, and condemned
to imprisonment. This captivity, however, does not appear

to have lasted long. The scene of the third and concluding

chapter of the recorded life of Henry is laid at Toulouse,

where after ten years of uninterrupted activity with the

result complained of by Saint Bernard {Ep. 241)—"the
churches are without flocks, the flocks without priests, the

priests are nowhere treated with due reverence, the churches

are reduced to the level of synagogues, the sacraments are

despised, the festivals disregarded "-—it was found necessary

by Pope Eugenius III. to take active measures for the

defence of the church. With this view the cardinal bishop

Alberic of Ostia was sent as a legate to the disaffected

districts, and with him was associated Bernard of CkirTOur
Their efforts were ultimately successful ; Henry died an
obscure death in prison about the year 1148, and his seel

soon afterwaiids ceased to have any separate existence.

The original authorities upon this subject are the Ada Epiaeo*
porum Ccnoma natsiitm ("Gesta Hildeherli"), which have been
published in Mabillou's Anal. Vet., and Bernard's letter (Ep. 241)
to Count Ildophonso of St Gilles, written in 1147. Krom tliesa

sources the distinctive tenets of Henry and tlie Henricians (if dis-

tinctive tenets there were) cannot be gathered witli any clearness^

The probability is that Henry and his disciples hadnot any definite
system of doctrine to oppo.se to that of the church, but were auti-
sacerdotalisls pure a,nd simple, "insurgents, wliQ shook the estab-
lished government, but did not attempt to replace it by any new
form or system of opinions and discipline." See Milrnan, JHslorij

of Lathi Chrislianilv, blc ix. c 8 ; and Hahn. Gcschiclde dcr
Kelxr im mudaker\\Ub).

HENRY OF G-HEKT. The scholastic writer generally

known by this name was born probably about.1217 in the

district of Mude, near Ghent. His family name seems to

have been Goethals, but he is always described as Henry of

Mude or of Ghent. Little is known of the details of his

life. He studied at Ghent and then at Cologne under
Albertus JLagnus. After obtaining the degree of doctor ho
returned to. Ghent, and is said to have been the first ty
lecture publicly in that city on philosophy and theology.

Like most of the great doctors of the age, he was drawn to

Paris by the fame of the university there. In 1247 he is

known, to have taught at Paris ; and he was distinguished by
the title of doctor solennii. He took an active part in some
of the many disputes between the orders and the secular

priests, and warmly defended the latter. Hb died, ut

Tournay, of which place he was archdeacon, in 1293. Hia
most important works, Quodlibela Theolo^ca and Summit'

2'keoloffice have been printed, the first in 1518, the second
in 1520, Several other writings rem9in in MS. Henry
of~Gheut occupies a somewhat remarkable place in the his-

tory of scholasticism. A contemporary of the great Aquinas,

he opposed several of the dominant theories of the time,

and united with the current Aristotelian doctrines a strong,

infusion of Platonism and mysticism. Only a few of the

salient points of his doctrine can here be given ; the line of

thinking by which they are reached is elaborate and com-
plex. He distinguishes between knowledge of natural

objects and the divine inspiration or intuition by which wo
cognize the being and existence of God. The first, acconL
ing to Henry, throws no light upon the second. Indi»

viduals are not constituted by the material element in tliem,

but by the fact of their independent existence, i.e., ulti-

mately by the fact that they are created as separate objects.

Universals must be distinguished according as they have
reference to our minds or to the Divine mind. In the

divine intelligence exist exemplars or types of the genera

and species of natural objects. On this subject, however,

Henry is far from clear; but it deserves notice that he
defends Plato against the current Aristotelian criticism,

and endeavours to show that the two views are in har-

mony. In psychology, his view of the intimate union of

soul and body is truly remarkable. The body he regards

as forming part of the very substance of the soul ; through

this union the soul is more perfect and complete.

There is a monograph on Henry by Fr. Huet, JieckcrcTies his-

ioriqucs et critiques sur la vie, ks onvragcs, ct la doctrine de Jlniri

de Gaud; Paris, 1838. See also Werner, Beinrich von Gent als

JleprOsentant des ChristlicJten Platonismus im 13"" Juhrh., Vienna,
1873 ; Stockl, rhil. d. Miltclalters, ii. 738-758; Jomin'm, Phil, de

St T/iomas d'Aquin, ii. 29-46 ; Histoirc litterairc dc la Prance,

XX. 144 sqq.; also Haurciu, Tennemann, and the general histories.

HENRY OF HuNTi.scDON, an English chronicler of the

12th century,.born, it is likely, between 1080 and 1090, was
the son of an ecclesiastic named Nicholas, who probably

held the office of archdeacon of Huntingdon, to which Henry
himself afterwards attained about 1120. The celibacy o'
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t)ie tlergy not oemg enforced in England till 1102, this

paternity was considered no disgrace, and our author in

teveral passages of his writings refers to his father with

much filial respect lleceivcd as a mere child into tha

household of Robert of Bloet, bishop of Lincoln, Ifcnry not

only continued to enjoy the advantages of its culture and
affluence till the bishop's death in 1123, but ho also secured

the patronage and friendship of Alexander of Blois, who
next succeeded totiie see. There is reason to believe that

he accompanied Alexander to Rome, probably in 1 125 and
1144, and it was to him that he dedicated his Ilistorim

Anfflorum, which was issued four times during the author's

life, and in the last form came down to the accession of

Henry 11. (1151). The date of the author's death has not

been preserved, but it is probable that the close of his life

is appro.ximately marked by the close of his history.

Heiiry of Huntingdon's Historice was first iiiiuted by Savile,

Ueriuii Anglicarum Scriplorcs post Bcdam (Loudon, 1586), and it

•was repubhshcd at Frankfort in 1603. I3ooi<s i., ii., iv., v., and vi.

were edited by Mr Petiie for the Record Commission Collection, vol. i.,

IS48; and the whole work lias been jirepared for the Rolls Series by
T . Arnold, 1880. An Englisli translation by Thomas Forester forms
a volume of Bohn's Standard Libr.iry (1853). We have besides from
Henry's pe:i an Epistle to Henry I. ou the successiou of the Jewish,

Assyrian, Persitin, Jlaccdonian, and Roman kings and emperors
(written in 1130) ; an Epistle to Warin (one of his friends) eontain-

ins an epitome of the British History of Geoffrey of llonmouth,
which he had discovered at Beo in Normandy; and, better known
than either, an EpistU. to his friend Walter On ConUmpt, of the

World or o;i Bishops and oilier Uluslriotts Men of the Age (written

in 1135, and edited by Wiartou in his Anglia Sacra, 1691). Nor
must Henry's poetical pieces be forgotten, as they speak well for his

culture and taste. Two MS. coi)ics of his complete works preserved

at Lambeth deserve to be sjiccially mentioned ; and the British

JIuseura possesses several important rescnjits of the History. See
Wright, Biogr. Brit. Lilt., Anglo-Xorriian Period, 184C ; Forester's

Preface ; James Gairdner, Early Chroniclers of Eurojie; England
(1879); end Arnold's elaborate introductions.

HEJTRY, Joseph (1797-1878), an eminent American
physicist, was born in Albany, the capital of the State of

New York, on the I7th of December 1797. He received

his education at an ordinary school, and afterward at the

Albany academy, which enjoyed considerable reputation

for the thoroughness of its classical and mathematical
courses. On finishing his academic studies he contem-
plated adopting the medical profession, and prosecuted his

studies in chemistry, anatomy, and physiology with that

view. He occasionally contributed papers to the Albany
institute, in. the years 1824 and 1825, on chemical and
mechanical subjects ; and in the latter year, having been
unexpectedly appointed assistant engineer on the survey
iif a route for a State road from the Hudson river to Lake
Erie, a distance somewhat over 300 miles, he at once em-
barked with zeal and success in tho new enterprise. This
diversion from his original bent gave him an inclination

to tho career of civil and mechanical engineering ; and
in tho spring of 1826 ho was elected by the trustees of

the Albany academy to the chair of mathematics and
natural philosophy in that institution. In the latter part
of 1827 he read before the Albany institute his first

important contribution, "On some Jlodifications of the
Electro-Magnetic Apparatus." Struck with the great im-
provements then recently introduced into such apparatus
by i^fr William Sturgeon of AVoolwicli, he had still further
extended their ethciency, with considerable reduction of
battery-power, by adopting in all the experimental circuits
(where applicable) the principle of Schweigger's "multi-
plier," that is, by substituting for single wire circuits,

voluminous coils (Tran^. Albany Iiislitute, October 10,
1827, vol. i. pp. 22, 23). In June 1828 and in March
1829 ho exhibited bcfoio the in.stitute small electro-

magnets closely and repeatedly wound with silk-covered
wire, which had a far greater lifting power than any then
known. Henry appears to have been tho first to adopt

insulated or silk-covered wire for the magnetic coil ; and
also tho first. to employ what may be callcdotUe "spool"
winding for tho limbs of tho magnet. Ilo was also the

first to demonstrate experimentally the difference of action

between what he called a "quantity" magnet excited by a

"quantity" battery of a single pair, and an "intensity"

magnet with long fine wire coil excited by an " intensity
''

battery of many elements, having their resistances suitably

proportioned. He pointed out that the latter form alone

was applicable to telegraphic purposes. A detailed account

of these experiments and exhibitions was not, however,

published till January 1, 1831 (Silliman's Am. Jour. iScu,

six. 400-408). Henry's "quantity" magnets acquired

considerable celebrity at the time, from their unprecedented

attractive power, —one (August 1830) lifting 750 pounds^

another (March 1831) 2300, and a third (1834) 3500.
Early in 1831 he arranged a small oirice-bcU to be tapped by th<

polarized .irniature of an "intensity" magnet, whose coil was in

continuation of a mile of in stilated copper wire, suspended about

one of the rooms of his academy. This was the first inst<ince ol

magnetizing iron at a distance, or of a suitable combination ol

magnet and battery being so arranged as to be capable of such ac-

tion. It was, therefore, the earliest example of a trae " magnetic "

telegraph, all preceding experiments to this end having been on the

galvanometer or needle principle. About the same time he devised

and constructed tho first electromagnetic engine with automatic
polechangcr (.Silliman's Am. Jour. Sci., July 1831, xx. 340-343;
and Sturgeon's Annals Ekelr., 1839, iii. 554). Early in 1832 he
discovered the inductiou of a ciurent on itself, in a long helical

wire, givinggrcatly increased intensity of discharge (Silliman's ..4m.

Jour. Sci., July 1882, xxii. 408). In 1832 he was elected to the

chair of natural idiilosophy in the New Jersey college at Princeton.

In 1834 he continued and extended his researches " On the Influ-

ence of a Spii'al Conductor in increasing- the Intensity of Electricity

from a Galvanic Arrangement of a Single Pair ;"a memoir of which
was read b^.ora the American Philosophical Society, February 6,

1835 (Trans, Am. Phil. Soe., v. 223-23], n.s.) In 1835 ha com-
bined the short circuit of his monster magnet (of 1834) with the
small "intensity" magnet of an cxi>erimcntal telegiaph wire,

thereby establishing the fact that very powerful mechanical effects

could be produced at a great distance by the agency of a verj' feeble

magnet used as a circuit maker and breaker, or as a "trigger"

—

the precursor of later forms of relay and receiving magnets, la 1837
he paid his first visit to England aiid Europe. In 1838 ho made
important in^-estigations in regard to the conditions and range of

induction from electrical currents,—showing that induced currents,

although merely momentary, produce still oilier or ti rtiary cuiTents,

andftlms on through successive orders of induction, with alternating

signs, and with reversed initial and terniin.al signs. He also dis-

covei-ed similar successive orders of induction in the c.ise of the

passage of frictional electricity (Trans. Am. Phil. Soe., vi. 303-337,

n.s.). Among many minor observations, he discovered in 1842
the oscillatory nature of the electrical discharge, magnetizing about

a tliou.sund needles in the course qf his experiments (Proc. Ajn,

Phil. Soc., i. 301). He tTBced the influence of induction to sur-

prising distances, magnetizing needles in the lower stoiy of a house

through several intervening lloors by menns of electrical discharges

in the upi)cr story, and also by the secondary current in a wire 220

feet distant from the wiic of tho primnry circuit. Tlio live num-
bers of his ConlribxUions to Elcctricihj and Mag^iclisin (1835-1842)

wore separately republished from tho Transactions. In 1843 he

made some interesting origin.il observations on " Phosphorescence "

(Proc. Am. Phil. Sne., iii. 38-44). In 1844, by experiments on
the tenacity of soap-bubbles, he showed that the molecular colicsioi}

of water is equal (if not sujierior) to that of ice, and hence, generally,

that solids and their liquids have pnictirally the same amount oj

cohesion (Pj- .. Am. Phil. Soe., iv. 50, 57, and 84, 85). In 1848

he showed, by means of a tliermo-gnlvnnometer, that tho solat

spots radiate loss heal than tho geueml solar smface (i'roc. Am.
Phil. Soc., iv. 173-176).

In December 1846 Henry was elected sccretarv and dircctor c)

tho Smithsonian Inntitntion, then just estoblishrd. While elosel;;

occupied with tho exacting duties of that olfice, he. still found timii

to prosecute many original inquiries,—as into tho application o|

.acoustics to public building, and tho liest cnustniction and nrrnngc,

ment of lueture-rooms, into the strength of various buildiufj

materials, &c. Having early devoted much attention to meteor-

ology, both in observing and in reducing and discussing oliserva.

tions, ho (among his first ailministrativo acts) organized a large and
widespread corps of obscrvei'S, and matle arrangemrnls for simul-

taneous reports by means of tho electric telegraph, which v in yet

in itH infancy (Smilh.mii. Report for 1847, pp. 146, 147). Me was
tlie first to apply tho telegraph to meteorological research, to hava
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the atmospherie conditions daily indicated on a large map, and to

lUtilize the geueralizatious made in weather forecasts, and the fiist

ito embrace a continent under a single system,—British America

Wnd Mexico being included in the field of observation. In 1852, on

the reorganization of the American lighthouse system, he was ap-

pointed a member of the new board ; and on the resignation of

Admiral Shabrick as its chairman, Henry, in 1871, became the pre-

siding officer of tho establishment—a position he continued to hold

during tho rest of his life. Uis diligent investigations into the

efficiency of various illuminants under differing circumstances, and

into the best conditions for developing their several maximum
powers of brilliancy, while greatly improving the u.sefulness of the

^ine of beacons along the extensive coast of the United States,

effected at the same time a great economy of administration. His
equally careful experiments on various acoustic instioiments also re-

sulted in giving to his country the most serviceable system of fog-

signals known to maritime powers. In the course of these varied

and prolonged researches from 1865 to 1877, he also made im-

portant coutributions to the science of acoustics ; and he established

by several series of laborious observations, extending over many
years and along a wide coast range, the correctness of Professor

Stokes's hypothesis {Report Brit. Assoc., 1857, part ii. 27) that the

wind exerts a very marked influence in refracting sound-beams.

The complex conditions of such acoustic refraction he found to be
exceedingly variable and curious (Report American Lighthouse
Board, 1874, 1875, and 1877). From 1868 Henry continued to bo
annually chosen as president of the National Academy of Sciences

;

and he was also president of the Philosophical Society of Washing-
ton from the date of its organisation in 1871.

Henry was by general concession the foremost of American
fihysicists. He was a man of varied culture, of large breadth and
iberality of views, of generous impulses, of great gentleness and
•ourtesy of manner, combined with equal firmness of purpose and
»nergy of action. He died at Washington, May 13, 1878. (S. F. B.)

HENRY, Matthew (1662-1714), the author of the

well known and justly popular Exposition of the Old and
¥eu> Testaments, was bora at Broad Oak, a farm-house on

Ihe confines of Flintshire and Shropshire, on the 18th of

October 16B2. He was the son of Philip Henry, one of

the 2000 ministers who were ejected from their livings in

1663 for refusing to conform to the Act of Uniformity.

Unlike the majority of Jiis fellow-sufferers, Philip Henry,

who through his wife was the possessor of private means,

was spared all personal privation or hardship as the con-

sequence of his nonconformity, and was thus enabled to

give a good education to his son. Having received his

preliminary education from his father and a tutor named
Turner, Henry was next removed to an academy at Islington,

wtience he proceeded to become a student of law at Gray's

Inn. His legal studie.s, however, had not advanced far when
he relinquished them for theology, to which he thenceforth

devoted himself. In 1687 he became minister of a Pres-

byterian congregation at Chester, whence in 1712 he was
translated to Hackney. Two years later (June 22, 1714),

he died suddenly of apoplexy at Nantwich while on a

journey from Chester to London. Henry's Exposition, the

work by which he is now chiefly remembered, is a commen-
tary of a practical and devotional rather than of a critical

kind, ranging over the whole of the Old Testament and
extending into the New as far as to the end of the Acts.

At this point it was broken off by the author's death, but

the work was finished by a, number of clergymen, whose
names are recorded in most editions of the book. In a

critical point of view, it may be said to bo quite valueless

;

yet its unfailing good sense, its discriminating thought, its

high Hioral tone, its simple piety, and its altogether singular

felicity of practical application, combine with the well-sus-

tained flow of its racy English style to secure for it, and
deservedly, the foremost place among works of its class.

Besivjes the Exposition^ Matthew Henry wTote a Life ofMr Philip
Henry ; The CommunieanCs Companion ; Dirictioiia for Daily
Communion with God ; A Method for Prayer ; and A Scriptural
Catechism, all of wliich, along with numerous sermons, have been
frequently reprinted, both separately and in complete editions of
his aMisccllaiuous Worlcs. His lite has been written by W. Tong
(London, 1816), by Davis (prefixed to Exposition, ed. 1844), by
Hamilton {Christian Biograjihy, 1853), by C. Chapman (1859), and
bv J. B. WUUams <1828, new ed. 1665).

HENRY, Patrick (1736-1799), an American statesman
and orator, was born at Studley, Hanover county, Virginia,

May 29, 1736, the second son in a family of nine children.

His father, John Henry, an emigrant from Aberdeen,
Scotland, was a nephew of Robertson the historian, and
had risen to some eminence in the county, filling the offices

of surveyor and presiding magistrate. Patrick Henry was
educated at a little school near his home ; and, after the age
of ten, by his father, who had opened a grammar school at
his residence. In early life he showed no marked pro-

ficiency in his studies, except perhaps in mathematics, but
was noted chiefly for a love of outdoor sports. At fifteen

he became clerk in a country store ; and at sixteen he
entered into partnership as storekeeper with Lis eWier

brother, but the business was unsuccessful, and a seconj

attempt at storekeeping ended likewise in failure. Mean-
while the indiS'erence to learning which marked his boy-

hood was replaced by a love of history, especially that of

Greece and Rome; and lis habitual indolence was overcome

by his admiration for Livy, whose history he thenceforth

read through once every year. At twenty-four, by his

admission to the bar, Henry entered on the career that

eventually brought him fame and fortune, although hi:>

income for some years was in keeping with his lack of"

previous preparation. At twenty-seven he won his first

triumph, as counsel for the collector of the county, in whac
became known as " the parson's cause." His unexpected

display of eloquence on the side of the people procured him
an extravagant recognition and the title of "the orator of

nature." Business poured in upon him, his popularity

(Concealing his deficiencies ; and his success w^ assured. In
1765 he was elected to the House of Burgesses, where he

distinguished himself as the author of certain resolutionu

against the Stann) Act, the last of which,—providing that
" the General Assembly of this colony have the sole right

and power to lay taxes and impositions upon the in-

habitants of this colony,"—though passed by a majority

of only one, was the key-note of the struggle for independ-

ence. In 1769 he was admitted to practice in the

general court, where he attained eminence in criminal casea

before juries. In 1773 he was a member of the "com-
mittee of correspondence for the dissemination of in

teUigence between the colonies." In the following year he
was chosen delegate to the Virginia convention, which was
the first public assembly to recommend an annual " General
Congress," and to the " Old Continental Congress "; h^^
his success there as an orator failed to conceal his defects

as a practical statesman. In 1775, in the Virginia con-

vention, he delivered a remarkable speech in moving that

the " colony be immediately put in a state of defence," and
at the head of a body of militia he forced the royal ofiiciala

to pay J330 for powder clandestinely^removed by order of

Governor Dunmore. He was appointed by the convention

colonel of the first regiment and commander of all the forces

to be raised in Virginia, but a misunderstanding with tho
" committee of safety " led to his resignation. He was r
member of the second Continental Congress of 1775, and
of the Virginia convention of 1776, which had been

elected " to take care of the republic," the royttl governor

having fled. They framed a new constitution, and elected

Eenry the first republican governor, on the first ballot.

He was re-elected in 1777 and 1778. In 1780 he became

a member of the legislature, where he continued until he
was agait> elected governor in 1784. In 1786 he withdrew

through the pressure of debt, having " never been in easy

circumstances." In 1787 he was chosen a delegate to the
" Federal Constitutional Convention,'' but did not attend.

He had resumed his practice to better his -fortunes. In
1788 he was a delegate to the Virginia convention for

ratifying the Federal Constitution, which he vehemently
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DpposeJ aa dangerous to tlie liberties of the country. In

1791 he declined re-election to the legislature, continuing,

" through necessity rather thau choice, " the practice of the

(aw, but usually in great and remunerative cases only.

Finally, in 1794, having not only paid bis debts but secured

affluence, he withdrev/ to private life. lu 1795 he declined

the position of secretary of state iu Washington's cabinet,

in 1796 the nomination for governor of Virginia, and in

1797 the mission to France, offered by President Adams.

In 1799, however, he suffered himself to be elected to the

State legislature, where he wished to oppose what he deemed

the dangerous doctrine of the Virginia resolutions of 1798
;

bat he did not take his seat, his death occurring on the

6th June. Henry's manners were plain, his temper cheer-

ful, and his habits temperate. His eloquence, of which

lome fragmentary specimens have become household words

ameng his countrymen, was vivid and startling. Almost

entirely a gift of nature, it was equal to every occasion,

and; with the aid of a clear voice and perfect articulation,

It was of marvellous power in bringing his hearers to a

quick decision.

HENRV, Robert (1718-1790), tho author of the

R isUjry of Great Britain written on a new plan, was the son

« f a farmer, and was born in the parish of St Nimans near

Stirling, 18th February 1718. He received his early educa-

vioo at the. school of his native parish, and at the grammar
school of Stirling, and after completing a course of study

dt Edinburgh University became master of the grammar
*jhool of Annan. In 1746 he was licensed to preach by

the Annan presbytery, shortly after which he was chosen

minister of a Presbyterian cong^ation at Carlisle, where

lie remained until 1760, when he was removed to a similar

charge at Berwickon-Tweed. It was during his stay at

Berwifck that the idea of his Ilistory first occurred to him,

but the dearth of books and the difficulty of consulting

original authorities compelled him to postpone tho execution

of his design till his removal to Edinburgh, as minister of

New Qreyfriars, in 1768. The first volume of his History

appeared in 1771, and the others followed at irregular

intervals until nS.I, when the fifth was published, bringing

down the narrative to the Tudor dynasty. The work was

virulently assailed by Gilbert Stuart, but the, attack was
overdone, and although it for a time hindered the sale, the

injury effected was only temporary. For the volumes pub-

lished in his lifetime Henry realized as much as £3300, and
through the influence of Lord Mansfield he was in 1781

rewarded with a pension of £100 a year from George III.

la 1784 he received the degree of D.D. from the university

of Edinburgh.' He died in 1790 before his tenth volume
was quite ready for the. press. Four years after htB death

iL was published under the care of Malcolm Laing, who
supplied tho entire chapters v. and vii., and added an
index. A life of the author by Sir Henry Well wood
Moncreiff was prefixed to the volume. Tho novel feature

in Henry's History was that he combined with the narrative

of the great political events of each era an account ol the

domestic state and social progress of the peo^>le within the

same period. His researches were conducted with great

care, and his work embodies much novel and curious infor-

mation ; but the comprehensiveness of his plan, and the

limited character of the historical sources then available,

greatly militated against the accuracy of his narrative.

Notwithstanding also that tho work is well arranged, and
written with clearness and simplicity, its defects aa an
authority are not compensated for by any peculiar excel-

lences of style, by originality or vigour of reflexion, or by
any special skill in the delineation of character.

A Cantmuaiian of Henry's Uistory to live accession ofJames I., by
^ r^it \nircw3, appeared in 1790 An accomit of the attack of
yllbeit Stuart on Heury is given in Disraeli's Calamities of Authors.

HENRY, William (1775-1836), a distinguished

chemist, son of Thomas Henry, an apothecary and author
of some Works on chemistry, was born at Manchester,
December 12, 1775. After completing his education at

an academy in Manchester, he was for some years private

secretary to a physician, and in 1795 he began the study ot

medicine at the university of Edinburgh. Prudential con-

siderations compelled him, however, to interrupt his studies

at the coDcIosion of his first session, and he did not resume
them till 1805, two yeara after which he received thi

diploma of M.D. For some time ho practised as a physician
in Manchester, bat on account of delicate health, caused by
an accident, he was ultimately compelled to retire from his

profession. He nevertheless carried on his original re-

searches in chemistty, for which he found great facilities in

connexion with his father's business, and from 1797 till his

death he continued to enrich the Transactions of the Royal
Society with contributions on his favourite science, especi-

ally in regard to aeriform bodies. His first communication
was an attempt, in opposition to Austin, Beddoes, and
others, to establish the title of carbon to rank among the

elementary bodies, but discovering afterwards a fallacy in his

reasoning he corrected it in a subsequent paper. In 1800
he published iu the Philosophical Transactions his experi-

ments on muriatic acid gas, made with the view of disen-

gaging an imaginary unknown element supposed to be asso-

ciated with oxygen in the composition of the gas ; but after

the discovery of the real nature of the acid by Davy ho
was one of the earliest converts to tho new theory. In

1803 he published his elaborate experiments on the quantity

of gases absorbed by water at different temperatures and

under. different pressures, with the result of establishing the

law that " water takes up of gas, condensed by one, two,

or more additional atmospheres, a quantity which would be

equal to twice, thrice, &c., the volume absorbed under the

common pressure of the atmosphere." In 1808 he described

in the Philosophical Transactions a form of apparatus

adapted to the combustion ot larger quantities of gases

than could be fired in eudioraetric tubes. In the same year

he was chosen a fellow of the Royal Society; and in 1809,

for his valuable contributions to the I'ransactiuni of the

society, he' was awarded the Copley gold medaL For the

next fifteen years he continued his experiments on the gasea,

making knftwnthe results of them from time to time to the

society. In his last communication, in 1824, he claimed

tho merit of having conquered tho only difficulty that re-

mained in a series of experiments on the gaseous substaiices

iss'uing from the destructive distillation of coal and oil, and

proved tho exact composition of the fire-damp of mines.

But though Henry's ex,perirnent3 had reference chiefly to

aeriform bodies, his acquaintance with general chemistry is

proved by his Elements of Experimental Chemistry, a work

which combines great literary elegance with the highest

standard of scientific accuracy, He had also collected

materials for a history of chemical discovery from the

middle of last century, but did not live to carry out the

project. It is indeed to be regretted that ho did not con-

tribute more to the literature of science. His biographical

notices of Priestley, Wollaston, and Davy may be regarded

as models in, that species of composition. At intervals

during his lifetime Henry suffered much from neuralgic

pains. These became so severe as to render the eitiq>af ion

of the principal nerves of the hand necessary, but this failed

to afford tho expected relief ; and ultimately the irritation

of the whole nervons system deprived him of sleep, and

caused his death on S«ptember 2. ^836.

IJSNUYSON, Robert yc. l-i25-r. i006). o\.ei i.f tho

oariy Scottish poets, and tho author of tho first specimen

of tho pastoral poetry of his country, is usually designated

sclioolmaster of DunfcrmliQe; and according to traditior
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he was the ancestor of the family of Henryson or Henderson

of Fordell, in the county of Fife, one of whom, James
Henryson, was king's advocate and justice-clerk in 1494.

Of the poet's parentage and early history, however, no
certain information can be discovered. From various

circumstances known about liim he must have been born

about the year 1425. He seems to have been educated
abroad, as his name does not appear in the registers of the

university of St Andrews, the only one then existing in

Scotland ; and from an allusion in one of his poems, his

attention was probably given to the study of law. In 1462
liis name appears in the list of members of the newly-

founded university of Glasgow as "ilagister Robertus
Ilenrysone in artibus licentiatus et in decretis Bachalarius."

Henryson seems, in addition to teaching, to have practised

at Dunfermline as a notary public. His decease in or

shortly before 1506 is alluded to by Dunbar, who, in his

lament for the " makaris " or poets, says of Death

—

" In Dunfermline he lies done roun
Gud M.-iister Robert Henrisoun."

Of the writings of Henryson that have come down to the present
time, his Testament of Crcsseid may bo considered the chief. It
was composed as a continuation or supplement to Chaucer's Troilus
and Crcscide, which was one of the most popular poems in the
English language. Henryson resumes the story where Chaucer
leaves off, and completes it by inflicting a suitable punishment on
the false Creseide. This continuation displays so much skiU th.it

it has been included in all the early editions of Chaucer, as if it had
been the work of that poet himself. Another poem, Jlobcne and
Mnkync, though short, is remarkable as the first known specimen
of pastoral poetry in the Scottisli language, while his Bliuly Serk
is amongst the oldest examples of b.allad poetry. His metrical
version of thirteen of the I^ilcs of^sop is perhajis the best known
of his works. To each fable is appended an application or moral.
la these he alludes to the oppressions of the people and the nusettted
state of the country during the feeble reign of James III. His
classical Tale of OrpJiciis, though a languid performance, exhibits
his familiarity with the scholastic learning of his time. Several of
the poems of Henryson have been preserved in the Asloan SIS. in the
Auchinleck Library, the Bannatyne MS. in the Advocates' Library,
Edinburgh, the Maitland MS. in the Pepysian Library, Cambridge,
and the Harleian jISS., British Museum. His Orpheus and Eury-
dice was printed at Edinburgh by Chepraan & Jlyllar in 1508.
The Testament of Crcsseid was printed at Edinburgh by Henry
Charteris in 1593. The poem of Robcne and Makyne and the Tes-
tament of Cresseid were reprinted for the Bannatyne Club in 1824.
The Moral Fables were printed at Edinburgh by Lekprevik in 1570,
at London by E. Smith in 1577, and again at Edinburgh by Andrew
Hart in 1621. This last edition was reprinted for the Maitland
Club in 1 832. A collected edition of the works of Henryson, leaving
nothing to be desired, was printed at Edinburgh in 1865, under the
editorial care of Dr David Laing.

HENSLOWE, Philip, a contemporary of Shakespeare,
whose name continues of intferest from his intimate associa-

tion with the history of the theatre daring the great

dramatist's career. Originally, it would appear, a dyer and
afterwards a starchmaker, and ready to turn to any profit-

able speculation, he probably began his connexion with the

stage in 1584 by becoming "joint lessee of the Rose theatre

on the £ankside, or of the ground on which it stood."

From 1591 to his death in 1616 he was in theatrical

partnership with the more famous Edward Alleyn, who in

1592 married his step-daughter Joan Woodward. In 1613
he was appointed sergeant of the king's bear-garden, to take

charge of a lion and certain other beasts presented by the
duke of Savoy. Henslowe's business diary from 1593 to

1609 has happily been preserved in Alleyn's College at

Dulwich, and, though evidently the work of an ignorant

man, it is of prime importance for its miscellaneous store of

items in regard to the first appearance of plays, the sums
paid to the authors, the theatre receipts, and so on. It

was edited for the Shakespeare Society in 1 841 by J. Payne
Collier, who, however, found that the MS. had suffered

considerable mutilation at the hands of miscreant autograph
hunters since the time when it was employed by its original

ulscoverer "Malone. See Aixeyjt.

KENZADA, a district in Pegu division, Briti.-~h Burmah,
lying between 16° 49' and 18° 30' N. lat., and between 94°
61' and 96° 7' E. loug,, with an area of 4047 square miles.
It is bounded on the N. by the Promo disl;rict, on the E.
by the Pegu Yomas, on the S. by Rangoon, Thonkhwa, and
Bassein districts, and on the W. by the Arakan Yoma range.

Henzada district stretches from north to south in one vast
plain, forming the valley of the Irawadi, and is divided by
that river into two nearly equal portions. This country is

protected from inundation by immense embankments, so
that almost the whole area is suitable for rice cultivation.

The chief mountains are the Arakan and Pegu Yoma ranges.

The greatest elevation of the Arakan Yomas in Henzada,
attained in the latitude of Myan-oung, is 4003 feet above
sea-level. Numerous torrents pour down from the two
boundary ranges, and unite in the plains to form large

streams, which fall into the chief rivers of the district, viz.,

the Irawadi, Hlaing, and Bassein. The forests comprise
almost every variety of timber found in Burmah.
The inhabitants of Henzada district in 1876 numbered 501,213.

The number of immigrants into the district during the ten years
ending 1876 was 90,797. The chief occupation of the people is

agriculture. Nearly all the large tovras are on the right bank of
the Irawadi. The chief towns h.aye populations as follows:

—

Henzada, 15,307; Kyan-kheng, 8761; Myan-oung, 6859; and
Meng-gyi, on the left bank of the Irawadi, 15,770. The staple
crops of the district are rice, sesanium, cotton, and tobacco. The
total area under cultivation in 1876 was 363, 0J8 acres. The other
products are cotton, indigo, oilseeds, pease and pulses, cocoa and
betel nuts, ^un-vine, &c. The revenue in 1876-77 was £132,733.
In 1876 the police force consisted of 400 men.
The district was once a portion of tlie Talaing kingdom of Pegu,

afterwards annexed to the Burmese empire in 1753, and has no
liistory of its own. During the second Burmese war, after Prome
had been seized, the Burmese on. the right b.ink of the Irawadi
crossed the river and offered resistance to the British, but were
completely routed. Meanwhile, in Th.irawadi, or the country cast

of the Irawadi, and in the south of Henzada, much disorder was
caused by a revolt, the leaders of which were, however, defeate'J

by the British, and their gangs dispersed.

HEPATICA. See Lh-erwoet.
HEPHiESTION, son of Amyntor, a Macedonian of

Pella, is celebrated as the friend of Alexander the Greaf^

The two, according to Quintius Curtius (iii. 12), were com-
panions in childhood, but beyond this old-standing con-

nexion we find no evidence of such qualities in Hephsstioi
as deserved the passionate attachment of Alexander. Tho
king, however, seems never to have been blind to Lis real

character, and to have made a marked distinction between

him, as the friend of his private' life and his leisure hours,

and such, men as Craterus, whom he could entrust with

important enterprises. We do not hear again of Hephaes-

tion till 334 B.C., when he accompanied the king on his visit

to Troy. Many tales are told of the close intimacy subsist-

ing between them ; for example, Plutarch says that, when a

letter of very delicate and private nature from Olympias

was handed to Alexander, Hephaestion according to his

custom was reading it over his shoulder, when Alexander

without uttering a word took his ring off his finger and

pressed it on his friend's lips. In the later campaigns of

Alexander in Bactria and India, we find Hephaestion

charged with important commands. He was rewarded with

a golden crown and the hand of Drypetis, the daughter of

Darius and sister of Alexander's own wife Statira (324

B.C.). In the end of the same year he died very suddenly

at Ecbatana. Alexander tried to relieve his grief by paying

the moat extravagant honours to Lis friend. A general

mourning was ordered over Asia; at Babylon a funeral pile

was erected at a cost of 10,000 talents ; and temples were

erected to him as a hero.

HEPH^STION, a grammarian of Alexandria, author

of a work on Greek metres called iy)(iipl^iov irepi /ttVpuv.

This work is Tnost valuable as the only complete work on

, the subject that has been preserved. The author is prft-
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hably tbo samo as the gramraariau that acted as tutor to

the emperor Terus about 150 a.d.

HEPH.'ESTUS, a word of uncertaia derivation but

certainly pro-Greek in formation (Kuhn, Zcilschr., v. 214),

denotes among the Greeks a god who represents the power

of firo and its appliance in the operations of daily life,

corresponding to the Latin Vulcan. A clear distinction

must be drawn between the Hellenic god and the deity

worshipped by the Pelasgic races. Though the word

Hophxstus is used by Honior in the sense of fire, yet in

the llellouic god no ekmental idea is at all prominent.

The Hellenic religion had raised itself far above such con-

ceptions of the divine power, and its gods were moral

powers. Zous, tho ruler of the world, whose wiU, according

to blie finest Hellenic conception, is fate, is surrounded by

a court in which Heph«stus appears as the divine artificer,

an object rather of laughter than of respect to tho other

gods. No worship was paid him, for his altar at Olyrapia

seems not to have been an ancient institution. Tho fire of

the hearth, as the centre of family and city unity, is now
personified under a purely Greek name, Hcstia; but here

again it is not tho elemental but tho.moral conception that

is the predominant idea in tiie goddess (see Hesiia). Tho

similarity between the divine artificer of the Greeks and

the Finnish Ilmarine or the German Wicland, who has

degenerated finally into the AVayland Smith of Scott's

Kenilfurth, has been often pointed out, and tho starting-

point of them all is tho smith who makes tho new sun

every morning (see Mannhardt, Zeitsclir. f. Ethwil., 1875,

p. 221). Tho round disk of the sun has in poetic treatment

oecome the shield of Achilles, whose fabrication is the great

deed of Hephajstus in the Iliad. This artificer is naturally

represented as married to the dawn. Aphrodite or Charis

(see Graces), as Wieland marries the Swan.maiden ; and

the givdlc of Aphrodite which Hephfestus made is the halo

(if rays that heralds the rising sun. All wonderful Vi'orks

t«me to bo attributed to the divine smith ; in particular

the house of the gods has been made by Ilmarine and by

HephaMtus ; and they also, like Wieland, have made metal

figures that move and almost equal living beings. In

general the art of working metals by the hammer is imder

his patronage—a fact which points out this art as ono of

the very oldest known to the race (Oonze, Giitler- und
Heroen-Geslalkn, s.v.). In local traditions a sot of elfish

creatures like the Idasa Dactyls or Uie dwarfs in German
legend were often put in place of this divine smith. Tho
baliof which in Lipara and Strongylo was assopiated

with Haphtestui, that any on« that put a lump of iron

in a certain spot at night found next morning tho article

he wished ready made, provided ho paid tho required

price, is in some parts of Germany attached to a correspond-

ing set of dwarfs. An ill-omened character often attached

to the works of Hephx-stus, as to that of tho Tclchines

or the German dwarfs. Other ijoints in tho Ilollonie

Hephaestus can be explained only by a referonce to the

worship of tho older Pelasgic tribes. WTicn Homer (//., i.

569) says that he was hurled by his father Zous down to

the earth, tho reference to tho lightning is unmistakable
(Welcker, Gr. GiJtl,, i. GGl). Again the weak legs always
attributed to Hephaestus remind vz of tho serpent legs of

his 8on Eiicathoniua ; and serpents occur often as 63'mbols
of lightning. Homer (I.e.) saya that IlephajstuB full on
Lemnos, whoso inhabitants tended him ; he evidently
considers that tho Hellenic deity was identical with tho
Pelasgic god. Wherever a Pelasgic race is most certain,
there tho god is found, associated with tho Cabiri : he is

the Cabirus ;>«)• excellence (Herod., vi. 1.38). Among
those tribes the power of firo was considered tho life-giving
auci leproductivo power of nature, and tho deity in whom
it was embodied becimn tho chii;f obiect of their wnv-ship.

Hence on the colas of Imbros an ithyphallic Hepha^tus
appears. As Greek influence pre\aihid among the kindred

Pelasgic tribes, their native worship survived in the form

of mysteries, and tlieir proper gods, whose nature was

revealed to the initiater'^ became in popular tradition

heroic or demoniac figures who were the founders of tho

mysteries (v. Harmonia, and comp. Lenormnnt in DArcm-
berg's Did. des Antiqidtcs, art. "Cabciri"). This Hephx's-

t\is or Cabirus is the lightning that has descended to

earth and become there tho origin of all life, and according

to Pindar {Fr. 162) the first man. The original conception,

vague and wido like all primitive ideas, is that the

heavenly and the subterranean fire are identical with tho

fire on earth. In both thunderstorm and dawn the firo of

the sun is relighted after being for a time extinguished.

In both the alternation of light and darkness was the

prominent fact. In the thunderstorm the sparks emitted

from the sun descend as the lightning to cartli. This

original power of fire has been developed in various ways •

tho higher thought of the Greeks rejected such a

naturalistic deity as the Pelasgic found congenial, while

in Athens, where the Pekisgic element was very strong,

Hephsestus occupied a correspondingly high place, and is

in close relationship with Athene. In many ceremonies,

as tho Lampadephoria, they wcro associated ; and at the

Apaturia honour was paid to Zeus Phratrius, Athene, and

Hep.hajstus. In the oldest traditions tliey wore perhaps

married, and their son Erichthonius was the parent of tho

Atlianian people. When the HelUnic conception of tho

maiden-goddess Athene prevailed, this connexion was

transformed into an unsuccessful attempt of Hephaestus

at a union with Athene. But the marvellous birth of

Erichthonius is an ancient feature, as it occurs in Vedic

tradition (Kuhn, Zeitschr., i. 443).

Small images of Haiih.'estus stood on every hcartli at Alliens,

aud tlio Aniphiilro-.nia round the lieartli-Dre was the rite wliereby

the iicwly-born child was adojited into the family. In tlic oldest

Greek art Heiilia23tU3 is a heardcd man fully clad, canyiug a ham-
mer. Thi.s hammer, which the Cabirus of Thossalouica carries, is

doubtless in its origin, like tho hammer of Thor, the thuiiderbslt or

haninier with which was sliattered the tower where the sun was Uiil

duriag the winter darkness. An undignified and comic char.-ielcr is,

however, often ajiparciit, when he wears sliort, workman's clothes,

and wants the dignity projier to a god. Tho ruling typo in later art

is a bearded man with a certain resembl.ince to Zens, wearing a closo

cap, carrying the traditional iammcr, aud clad m a short, girt tunic

ft-hicU leaves tlio left sliouldor free. (W. Jl. KA.)

HERA, a word of which many different derivations havo

boon proposed, is the name of a Greek goddess, corrc-

eponding to the Latin Juno, who according to tho

conventional type is tho wife of Zeus and queen among

tho gods of Olympus. In the literature of the Greeks

Hera fills a very conspicuous place—the strong, haughty,

and rebellious character, full of intonso hatreds and

likings, which was associated with her, mado her a pic-

turesque and dramatic figure. According to this concep-

tion of her, she was daughter of Cronus and Ilhea, and at

once sister and wifo of Zeus. She was always the bitter

enemy of all tho heroines who wore tho successive objects

of her husband's lovo, and her iwrsecution of them and of

their children often forms the theme of poets from tho Iliad

(xxiii. 119) downwards. This type, which is the fumiliaf

ono in all literature, had nevorany real existence in religion ;

but had been gradually elaborated by poets from tho actual

deity worshipped in various parts of Greece, and from tlip

legends transmitted to fho Greeks from earlier races.

Tho mo.st characteristic and fundnincntal point in iho

worship of Hera is tho Upoi yu/io?, her marriage with Zous
;

and from this any explanation of the conception involved

in the goddess must start. Again in Greek legend we learn

that a closo connexion exists between Hera and the cow,

nnl that iirobnbly she was originally thcurlt lo luivo tho
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form of a cow. These facts at once direct us to the ancient

Aryan idea, described iu detail by Gubernatis {Zoolog.

MylhuL, i), that the divine power as the origin of all life

is embodied iii a pair of gods male and female, whose

fertility leads to the conception of them as a bull and a cow.

This pair, the bull and the cow, appear in various fantastic

developments in Greek legend. For example, Zeus himself

in the form of a bull carries off Europa ; and we iearn

from Hesychius that Europia is an epithet of Hera. Look-

ing at the matter from this point of view, we find that the

question so much disputed among mythologers, whether

the naturalistic conception out of which the Greek goddess

lias developed be earth or moon, is a mere matter of words,

and that there is no real discrepancy between the two views.

The free and vague conceptions of primitive men refuse to

be shut into the precise circumscribed terminology of modern

thought. Ideas which to us are very different were once

expressed by the same root (see Curtius, Grundz., iii. 284,

No. 415). Thus we have in the Rig Veda, vi. 51, 5, a

clear trace of the view so common in aU mythologies,

whether in the theogony of Hesiod or of the New-Zealanders,

that Heaven and Earth are the primitive pair of deities,

parents of all existence and first of the gods. This view

13 of peculiar importance in old Roman religion (</.

Schwegler, Horn. Gesch., i. 328, 422, &c.), and also among
the older Pelasgic tribes of Greece. But this same

divine power the primitive Aryans beheld in all the great

operations of nature ; in each they saw the prototype of

all earthly works, and in seeking here the origin of life,

they found it in the same divine pair, the bull and the cow.

In particular, the various alternations of light and darkness

appealed to their minds most strongly, and occupy great

part of their mythology. In the transitions between light

and darkness, and especially in the struggle between night

and day, the idea of a pair is not so prominent ; and in

legends the marriage of moon and sun does not figure very

•conspicuously. Yet we sometimes find the marriage of the

moon and sun described exactly in the way of tliis Upos

yd/io^. In liig Veda, x. 85, it is the type of all earthly

marriage (see Weber, Iiid. Shid., v. 178). A Slavonic story

makes the marriage of moon and sun annual : they part

every winter and meet again in the first days of spring

;

and a Lettish song makes the marriage of moon and sun

in spring (Mannhardt in 2ft. f. EthnoL, 1875, p, 316).

The moon too is often symbolized as a cow. The mystic

union takes place in the spring when life returns to the

earth, and the voice of the cuckoo is heard in the land.

Hence in the legend Zeus, enamoured of his sister Hera, is

said to have flown to her iu the form of a cuckoo dripping

wet, and to have been in pity received into her bosom. In

various parts of Greece where traces of the ruder tribes are

strongest, there remains a coarser conception of this union,

and in the popular accounts the marriage customs of the

country are reflected (see Welcker, Gr. Gotterl., i. 364/".).

Lectum in the Trojan Ida and Ocha in Euboea, on the

summits of which this union is placed by tHe legends

of the countries, received their names from it. As we
might expect, this idea is too purely naturalistic to

form any part of the moral Olympian religion. Hera
appears there as the wife of Zeus, but all deeper meaning
has disappeared. The old tale remains in the mythological

legends, which always clung as a degrading appendage to

this religion, and we find it in Homer {II., xiv. 294) trans-

formed into an incident of the Trojan war. In the popular

jcligion, however, Hera, as first the virgin, then the sacred

bride, and finally the lawful wife of Zeus and the patron
of all marriage, is a very prominent figure. Every year

the festival of Hera was celebrated with special reference to

this anion in Argos, Samos, Elis, Platsea, and many other

^arts of Greece, The festival took place in a month named

Ta/j.r]\u!>v at Athens, 'H/Da"osin some other parts of Greece.

Hence we have such epithets of Hera as Nv'/u.<^r;, w/x-

t^evon^vT], nXtia, yajx-qX'a. ; and the bridal veil is one of

her most frequent attributes. Hera was married to Zeus
in early youth, and knew no other marriage. Hence she is

the patron goddess of all married women, the protectress

of the sanctity of marriage ; and she demands the utmokt
purity from her votaries. In this respect Hera approaches

closely to Demeter Thesmophoros. As the winter is a

time of barrenness and separation, so we have ip Arcadian,

Argive, and Samian legend the angry Hera, the widow
Hera, separated from her husband.

Other points in Hera again point directly to the mooti;

Like all other forms of the moon-goddess (see Hecate), she

presided over child-birth, and under the epithet €iXti6via

was invoked by women in labour. This idea arises from
the moon's use as measurer of time and numberer of the

months. Then the epithet became gradually developed as

a daughter, or set of daughters, of Hera, named Eilcithyiae.

Beauty is another characteristic of all moon-goddesses, and
of Hera also. In her festival at Lemnos prizes were

assigned after a contest to the most beautiful woman.
Large eyes were part of the artistic type, and jSo^ttis is one

of her most constant epithets in literature.

Eubcea, the very word being an epithet of the goddess,

was one of the chief seats of the worship of Hera. So in

Boeotia, her tempks both at Thespice and at Platsea were
famous. In the Iliad, Argos, Sparta, and ^lycense are the

cities which she specially protects and loves. Argos was
always one of the chief seats of her worship, and the Heraion

there was one of the chief temples of Greece. At Olympia
also was a very ancient temple, the Heraion, the ruins of

which have been recently brought to view by the German
explorirg expedition. At the Laciuian promontory Hera
was the patroness of the union first of the Achaean cities

and afterwards of a wider circle of the Greek colonies.

But the Hera of Samos was perhaps the most famous and
most characteristic appearance of the goddess. There the

Greek goddess was amalgamated with another, who was
worshipped by the kindred tribes among whom the Greeks
settled, and who is clearly the same as the Artemis of

Ephesus or ClazomenEe ; and eo on coins of Samos we find

Hera standing with the sun and moon on either side of her

head, exactly like Artemis on coins of Ephesus.

We find such rude images of Hera as a planlc at Samos, or a
branch at Thcspiffi. A very ancient statue by Sniilis stood in her
temple at Samos ; the goddess, veiled, stood erect, clad in a long
chiton, holding in each of her outstretched hands a <j>id\ri. In the
earlier vase-paintings she is hardly to be distinguished from Artemis.
She appears, just like Artemis, carrying torch and bow, and wear-
ing the kalathos or the Stephanos ; and several figures which otlicrs

consider to be Artemis, are by Overbeck explained as Hera. In
representations of the Judgment of Paris there is often nothing to

distinguish her from Aphrodite. Her characteristic symbols are

the veil or sceptre, and she often carries a fruit. Numerous vase-

paintings, representing a bridal procession, which Fbrster {Zeus und
Sera's Uochzeit) believes to represent the I'tpis ydfios, are by Jahu
and Overbeck sliown to be an earthly marriage escorted by deities.

Ovwbeck {Hera, p. l/'l) maintains that only three certain repre-

sentations of this scene exist. The colossal statue by Polycletus in

the Heraion at Argos showed her enthroned, wearing the ore^iiTi,

holding in one hand a pomegranate and in the other a sceptre, on
the top of which was a cuckoo. There is no evidence to determine

what was the character of the face, nor what share it had in deter-

mining the ideal type of Hera (Overbeck, I.e., p. 61). The Farnese
bust at Naples represents a type more antique than the style of

Polycletus. Praxiteles made three great statues of Hera, at ilegara,

Mantinea, and Plataea. The last, which represented Hera Telefa

standing, is known to us by many imitations in the Vatican and
elsewhere. From the works of these two great artists we may sup-

pose that the highest type of Hera was elaborated in the Athenian
school about the middle of the 4th century, and in the famous bust

of the Villa Ludovisi it is probable that we have the actual work in

which this type was first attained. This bust, which has been

often described, and especially by Goethe, was probably once tho

head of a colossal seated statue. (W. M. RA.

)
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HERA.CLEA, or Heracleia (in French, IleracUc), tlie

nauio of several ancient cities in various parts of tlie area

of Greek colonization, bo called in Lpnour of Heracles or

Hercules.

L Heraclea, a city of JIagna Graacia, which lay between

the rivers Aciris and Siris, not far from the shores of the

Gulf of Tarentuni, near tlie site of the modern village of

Policoro. It appears to have been a joint colony of the

Tarentines and the Thurians, and to have risen after the

destruction of the neighbouring city of Siris. That it

attained to no small prosperity and became the seat of the

great politico-religious assembly of the Italian Greeks is

naitly all that can be said of its earlier history. By
Alexander of Epirus it was deprived of this privilege in

fivour of Thurii. Pyrrhus was victorious in its vicinity in

the first battle he fought with the Romans, 280 B.C., and
two years later the city formed an allianco on advantageous

tsrms with the conquerors. In the time of Cicero it was
still comparatively prosperous. The Tahulw Ileracleenses,

found at Luce near the ruins of the city in 1753, are two
bronze tablets, or rather fragments of tablets, containing

on one surface a Greek inscription relating to temple

domains and on the other surface a copy of tho famous
Lex Julia Municipalis published by Julius Ccesar in 45 B.C.

They are preserved in the Sluseo Nazionale at Naples, and
one of them is distinguished as the jEs Britantiicum and
the other as the JEs Neapolitaiium. Both inscriptions are

given in JIazzocchi, Commentaria in Regii Jlerciilaneiisis

Masei aeneas tabulas Ileracleenses (Naples, 1754-55), and
the Latin one will bo found in Muratori, Inscripliones (vol.

ii.), and Haubold, Monumeiita legalia. See also Savigny,

Zeitschriftfur geschicht. Rechtswiss. (vol. ix.) and Vermischie

Sekriften (vol iii., Berlin, 1850).

IL Heraclea, a city of Sicily, at tho mouth of tho

Ilalycus (the modern Platani), not far from the promontory

now known as Capo Bianco. It was distinguished from

the other Heracleas by the surname of Minoa, which was
explained as referring to its foundation by Minos of Crete,

Its name frequently occurs in connexion with the Cartha-

ginian occupation of Sicily, and it was in the neighbouring

sea that tho Carthaginian fleet was routed by Eegulus and
Manlius in 256 B.C. The Romans introduced a colony.

III. Heraclea Pontica, a city on the coast of Phrygia'

in Asia Minor, easily identified with the modern Bender

Eregli or Erekli, at the mouth of the Ki!idj-su on the Black

Sea. It was founded by a Megarian colony, which soon

subjugated tho native tribe of the Mariandynians, and
extended its power over a considerable territory. Tho
prosperity of the city, rudely shaken by the Galatians and
tho Bithynians, was utterly destroyed by Aurolius Cotta in

the Mithridatic war. It was tho birthplace of Heraclides

Ponticus. The modern town is best known for its coal

mines, from which Constantinople receives a good part of

its supply. See Polsberw, Dc Rebus J/eradov, Branden-

burg, 1833; and O. Kammol, Ilcradeotica: Beitrage sur

nlten, Gesch. tier griech. Colonisation im niirdl. Klein-Asien

(Progr. des Qymn. zu Plauen, 1869).

IV. Heraclea Sintica, a town, in Thracian Macedonia,
to tho south of tho Stryinon, the site of which is marked
by the village of Zerv6khori, and identified by the frequent

discovery of local coins.

V. 'Heraclea, a town on the borders of Caria and Ionia,

near the foot of Mount Latmus, whence it is usually dis-

tinguished as tho Latmian. In its neighbourhood was tho

burial cave of Endymion. See Rayet and Thomas, Milet

•.t le Golfe Lalmique, Paris, 1877.

For Heraclea Trachiiiia see Traohis, nnd for Heraclea

Perinthus see Perintiiits.

Heraclea was also tho name of one of the Bporades,

bi'tween Naxos and los, which is still called Raklia, and

bears traces of a Greek township with temples to Tyche and
Zeus Lophites. ' See Baumoister in Pliilologus, vol. ix.

UEUACLEON, a Gnostic who flourished about 125
A.D., probably in the south of Italy or in Sicily, is gene-
rally classed by the early heresiologists with the Valen-
tinian school of herfisy. In his system he appears to
havo regarded the divine nature as a vast abyss in whose
pleroma were teons of different orders and degrees,—emana-
tions from the source of being. Midway between the
supreme God and the material world was Demiurgus, who
created tho latter, and under whose jurisdiction the lower,

animal soul of man proceeded after death, while- his higher,

celestial soul returned to the pleroma whence at first it

issued. Heracleon seems to have received the ordinary
Christian Scriptures ; and Origen has preserved fragments
of a commentary by him on St John's gospel, while

Clement of Alexandria quotes from him what appears to

to be a passage from a commentary on St Luke's gospel.

These writings are remarkable for their intensely mystical

and allegorical interpretations of the text. The portions

of the commentary on St John's gospel have been brought
together by Grabe in the second volume of his Spidlegium.
HERACLES. See Hercih-es.

HERACLIDES, surnamed Ponticus, a Greek miscel-

laneous writer who flourished in the 4th century B.C., was
born at Heraclea in Pontus. Removing to Athens, he is

said to have been a disciple successively of Spcusippus,

Plato, and Aristotle. According to Suidas, the second of

these philosophers, on departing for Sicily, left his scholars

in the charge of Heraclides. The latter part of his life

was spent at Heraclea. Of his private history we have few
authentic details. He is said to havo been vain and fat,

and to have maintained such state in Athens that the wits

changed his surname into Pompicus, or the Showy. Various
idle stories are related about him. On one occasion,

for instance, Heraclea was afflicted with famine, and the

Pythoness at Delphi, bribed by Heraclides, assured his

inquiring townsmen that the dearth would be stayed if they

granted a golden crown to that philosopher. This was
done ; but just as Heraclides was receiving his honour in a
crowded assembly, he was seized with apoplexy, while the

dishonest priestess perished at the same moment from the

bite of a serpent. On his death-bed ho is said to have

requested a friend to hide his body as soon as life was ex-

tinct, and, by putting a serpent in its place, induce his

townsmen to suppose that he had been carried up to heaven.

Tho trick was discovered, and Heraclides received only

ridicule instead of divine honours.
Ho 1/iieoie on a great variety of subjects, but only one frngltipnt.

On Statecraft, is now extant. Tliis was published with tlio Varia
Ilistoria of jElian at Rome in 1545 ; but the best editions arc those

of Kliller (nalle,1804). Corny (Paris, 1805), nnd Miillcr. .Sco Fr.

W. 8chmidt, Dc Hcraclkla: PoiUici ct Dicccarchi Mcssenii dialogit

dcperditifi, Breslau, 1867.

HERACLITUS of Ephesus, one of the most subtle and

profound of the metaphysicians of ancient Greece, has only

of late years had his truo position assigned to him in the

history of philosophy. To this tho obscure nnd epigram-

matic character of his stylo and tho fragmentary condition

of his works have in the main contributed, together with

the fact that not only his immediate disciples but also his

critics, including even Plato, have systematically laid stress

upon those features of his doctrines which are leant indicative

of his real point of view. Tho truo position of Hcraclitiis is

that of the founder of an independent metaphysical sys'cm,

which sought to get rid of the dilliculty, so prominent in

tho Elcatic philosophy, of overcoming the contradiction

between tho one and the phenomenal many, by^enunciating,

as the principle of the universe, "Becoming," implying as it

docs, that everything is and at the same time, and in lh«>

same relatioti, is not.
:'
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The descendant of a family of leading importance in

Epbesus, Heraclitus was born about 535 e.g. His cast of

mind was so intensely aristocratic that, filled with contempt

for the councils and capacities of his fellow-citizens, he

made over the hereditary office of /Sao-iXfvs, -rfhich had

fallen to him in right of his birth, in favour of his youngej;-

brother, and betook himself to a life of solitary meditation.

The date of his death was probably about 475 B.C.

To appreciate the significance of the doctrines of Heraclitus, it

r.i'ist be boruo in mind that to Greek philosophy the sharp distinc-

tiou between subject and object wliich pervades modern thought

tvas foreign, a consideration which suggests tlie conclusion that,

while it is a great mistake to reckon Heraclitus with the material-

istic cosmologists of the Ionic schools, it is, on the other hand,

going too far to treat his theory, with Hegel and Lassalle, as one of

pureTPanlogism. Accordingly, when he denies the reality of Bein^,

and declares Becoming, or eternal flux and diange, to be the sole

actuality, Heraclitus must he understood to enunciate not only the

unreality of the abstract notion of being, except as the correlative

of that of not-being, but also the phybical doctrine that all pheno-

mena are in a state of continuous transition from non-existence to

existence, and vice versa, without either distinguishing these pro-

positions or qualifying them by any reference to the relation of

thought to experience. "Every thing is and is not;" all things

are, and nothing remains. With Heraclitus the principle of con-

tinuity is opposed to the principle of discretion tauglit by the

Eleatics, and consequently for him " Being and Nothing," as well as

" Union and Separation," are logically and physically incap.ablo of

distinction. This being so, he naturally enough selects Fire, accord-

ing to him the most complete embodiment of the process of Be-

coming, as the principle of empirical existence, out of wliich all

things, including even the soul, grow by way of a quasi conden-

sation, and into which all things must in course of time be again

resolved. But this primordial fire is in itself that divine rational

process, the harmony of which constitutes the law of the universe.

Real knowledge consists in comprehending this all-pervading

harmony as embodied in the minifold of perception, and the senses

are " bad witnesses," because they apprehend phenomena, not as its

manifestation, but as "stiff and dead. In like manner real virtue

consists in the subordination of the iudividual to the laws of this

harmony as the universal reason wherein alone true freedom is to be
found. " The law of tilings is a law of Reason Universal, but most
men live as though they had a wisdom of their own." Ethics here

stands to sociology in a close relation,*^'similar, in mauy respects, to

that which we find in Hegel and in Comte. For Heraclitus the
soul approaches most nearly to perfection when it is most akin to

the fiery vapour out of which it was originally created, and as this

is most so in death, "while we live our soixls are dead in us, but
when we die our souls are restored to life." The doctrine of

immortality comes prominently forward in his ethics, but whether
this must not be reckoned with the figurative accommodation to the

popular theology of Greece which pervades his ethical teaching, is

very doubtful.

The only extant work, purporting to have been written by Her-
aclitus, which can be regarded as genuine, is the treatise Tlepl

fiaems, which has come down in a fragmentary condition. It has
oeen editid by Bywater (Heraclili Epkcsii Reliquice, Clarendon
Press, 1877). The Epistles are in all probability spurious.

The school of disciples founded by Heraclitus flourished for long
after his death, the cliief exponent of his teaching being Cratylus.

A good deal of the information in regard to his doctrines has been
gathered from the later Greek pliilosophy, which was deeply influ-

enced by it.

By far the most complete exposition of his system is tliat of Lassalle {Die Phi-
losophie nerakleitos des Dunkeln von Ephesos, Berlin, 1858), although his inter-
pretation is decidedly too strongly dominated by modern Hegelian conceptions.
See also Hogel, Oesch. d. Phil.; Zeller, Oescli. d. Phil. d. Criechen; Bernays,
Die aeradiliichm Briefe, Berlin, 18C9 ; and Schuster, HerakUt von Ephaus,
Lelpslc 1873.

HERACLIUS (c. 575-641), emperor of the East, was
born in Cappadocia about 575. He was brought into

notice by his heading a successful revolt against the emperor
Phoc^s in 610, when he usurped the usurper's throne. At
that period the eastern provinces of the empire were being
ravaged by the triumphant armies of Chosroes (Khosru) XL,
which in the first twelve years of Heraclius's reign continued

their unresisted progress to the Bosphorus and the Nile,

pUIaging Asia Jlinor and Syria, and reducing Constanti-

nople to the utmost distress by cutting off its Egyptian com
supplies. In 618 the public distilbutions of grain, wliich

Lad been. carried on since Constantino had instituted them
as a bribe to attract citizens to his new city in 330, were
suspended ; and the bankrupt emperor was hardly dissuaded

by the almost imperative prayers of Lis people from quit-

ting his capital in shame and fear for Carthage. Taking
courage, Heracliiis appears to have set himself to the task

of reorganizing both state and army, a labour which had
probably occupied him since Lis accession. . He was
menaced on the west by the fierce tribe of the Avars, who
were casting longing eyes on the riches of the imperial city ;

but in 620 he succeeded in making a treaty with them,

and interposed a human barrier against their further

encroachments by inviting the Serbs and Croats to settle

in the intervening regions, which they have never since left.

.

In 621 Heracliusledan army into camp in Asia Jlinor, and

devoted himself with ardour to the drilling of Lis inex-

perienced troops. Every military manoeuvre, every useful

exercise and even hardship, was ordered and shared by the

emperor. Rekindled the enthusiasm of his soldiers by Lis

stirring words, and excited their admiration and affection

by his deeds. Next year he led Lis forces against Persia,

and within five years, in a series of brilliant campaigns that

place him side by side with the greatest generals of the

world, Le overthrew the pride of that empire, drove its

monarch a fugitive from his throne, and enriched his exult-

ing troops with untold wealth. Siroes, the son of Chosroes,

revolting against his unhappy father, put him to death in

628, and speedily made a peace with Heraclius, according

to which the Persian empire retired to its former limits,

prisoners were mutually given up, and the true cross, carried

from Jerusalem by the Persians, was restored to Christian

Lands. Heraclius returned in triumph to Constantinople,

which had in his absence two j-ears before successfully re-

pulsed a combined assault b)' the Avars and Persians ; and

in 629 he proceeded to Jerusalem to restore solemnly the

Loly relic to its ancient place. But he was not long to enjoy

the peaceful fruits of victory. A mighty power had been

steadily growing up in the hot sands of Arabia, and was

now coming to measure its strength with that of the Roman
empire. In 632 the Mahometans invaded Syria; and, over-

throwing the armies sent to oppose them, in six years they

made themselves masters of the country. Egypt next fell

before Islam, and in 640 that fair province of the empire

was Mahometan. The people of Asia Minor alone success-

fully resisted the advancing Saracens. Heraclius seems

meanwhile to Lave sank into a sort of lethargy, as .though

his efforts in Persia had completely exhausted Lira. WLile

Lis generals and armies were being cut to pieces Le was

engaged at Constantinople, wLitLer Le Lad retreated in 634,

witL speculative theological questions. In 638 his EcthesU

appeared, which, tinctured with the heresy of Monothelism,

was probably drawn up by the patriarch Sergius. The

energy of Lis earlier life never returned, and in 641 Le sank

under a long-continued disease. He had been twice married

;

the second time to his niece Martina, an illicit union which

Le compelled tLe reluctant Sergius to celebrate. His eldest

son, Heraclius, succeeded Lira, taking tLe title of Constan-

tine m.
TLe cLaracter of Heraclius is a curious riddle, wLicL it

is not easy to solve. Personally brave, and possessed of

tried ability as a diplomatist and a general, in Lis latter

years Le passively allowed Lis empire to fall to pieces

before his eyes,—presenting in the periods of his life a con-

trast that would almost seem to argue the possession of not

merely contrary but contradictory qualities. But we must

not forget that our information regarding the inner details

of his latter reign is very imperfect, and that possibly there

may bo some reason, tLough hardly an excuse, for Li«

conduct. It would Lav^' been better for Lis fame if Le Lad

died immediately after his Persian campaigns.

See Gibbon's Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire ;
Le Beau'i

Eistoire du Bos-Empire- ; and the works of George of Tisidia (c/.

vol. X. p. 429).
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HERALDRY
HERALDRY, tLougu etymologically denoting all the

business of the herald, has long iu [practice been

restricted to one part of it only, and may be deiiued as the

art of blazoning or describing in proper terms armorial

bearings. It treats also of their history, of the rules

observed in their employment and transmission, of the

manner in which by their means families and certain

dignities are represented, and of their connexion with

genealogies and titular rank.

Particular symbols have in all ages been assumed by the

rarious families ot mankind, civilized and uncivilized.

Such were the lion of the tribe of Judah, the S. P. Q. R.
'

upon the standards of ancient Rome and the eagle sur-

mounting them, the tattoo marks of the savages of America

and the PaciKc, the Danish raven, and the white horse

of Saxony, which still remains carved upon the chalk downs

of western England.^ Heraldry, however, is a purely feudal

institution, coeval wilh close armour, devised possibly iu

Germany, adopted and improved in Francs, Spain, and

Italy, and imported into England by the Norman invaders

and settlers. Its figures have little or nothing to do with

the older symbols, though these have occasionally been

incorporated into its charges, and an apparent connexion

thus established between them. These symbols, as has

been well said, were the precursors and not the ancestors

of heraldic bearings. The supposed connexion, however,

misled the credulous heraldic writers of the 16th and
17th centuries, and caused them to attribute coats of

arms to the heroes of sacred and profane history, who were

certainly as ignorant of heraldry as ever was Adam of

genealogy.
" A/ms " or " armories," so called because originally dis-

played upon defensive armour, and " coats of arms " because

formeily embroidered upon the surcoat or camise worn over

the armour, are supposed to have been first used at the

great German tournaments, and to have reached England,

though to a very-moderate extent, in the time of Henry II.

and Coeur de Lion. To " blazon," now meaning to describe

a coat of arms, is the German " blasen," to blow as with

the horn, because the style and arms of each knight were

80 proclaimed on public occasions. The terms employed in

heraldry are, however, mostly French or of French origin.

Though now matters of form and ceremonial, and subject

to the smile which attaches to such in a utilitarian age,

armorial bearings were once of real use and importance, and

8u continued as long ^s knights were cased in plate, and their

features thus concealed. At that time leaders were recog-

nized in the field by their insignia alone, and these—both

figures and colours—became identified with their fame,

from personal became hereditary, were subject to certain

rules ef descent, and to the laws of property and the less

certain rules of honour.

Froissart mentions a case in which a knight ot the Scrope

family could with difficulty bo restrained from putting to

death a prisoner because he wore the same bearings witli

liimself. The last De Clare owed his death on the field of

Bannockburn to his having neglected to wear his cotte

d'armes ; had he been recognized, his great value as a

prisoner would havo saved him. Also the loss of the

battle of Barnot was in part attributed to the similarity

between the royal cognizance of a sun and that of John

' Tlie subject of ancient and eapccinlljr of Greek "heraldry" is

^CDEsed by Curtius in a learned and interesting p.iper " WapiHjnRe-
branch und Wappcnstyl im Altorlhum " in tlie Abhandlnmjen tier

Kim'.(il. Akad. d. ^Visseiuclia/lai ZH Berlin (1874). *^''u a'su articlu

CiiMS, vol. X. p. 136.

de Vero, a star with streamers,—Warwick charging OstorJ
by mistake for the king.

The best if not the only absolutely safe evidence for the

origin of armorial bearings is that afforded by seals. Seals

were in common use both before and after the introduction

of armorial bearings, and they are not so likely as rolls of

arms or monumental effigies to bo the work of a later age.

There are said by Courcelles to be extant, appended to

charters of 1030 and 1037 A.D., two seals of Adalbert, duke
of Lorraine, which bear on a shield an eagle with wings

closed. This however wants couiiriuation; but Anna
Comnena, describing the shields of the French knights

who visited Constantinople about 1100, gives their surfaces

as of metal only, polished but plain ; nor have any

decided traces of arms been discovered among the early

crusaders. Louis le Jeune, who seems first of the French

kings to have used the fleur-de-lys, caused it to be repre-

sented in gold over the azure mantle and chaussures worn

by his son at his coronation. Also, in 1180, he seals with

a flour -de-lys, but it is placed in a circle, not upon a shield.

Pla»ch(5 cites two seals of Philip, count of Flanders, onu

plain, in 1157, aud another iu 11C4 charged with a lion,

their subsequent bearing, Setou mentions the seal of

John de ilundegumbri in 1170 as bearing a fleur-de-lys,

which, like that of Louis, has two intermediate flower-stems,

as seen on Florentine coins. He also gives the seal of

Falconer (1170) as bearing a falcon ; and that of Corbet

bore two ravens perched upon a fleur-de-lys, while his

brother bore them upon a tree. This indeed was at a period

when fleurs de-Iys, stars, and various animals were commonly

represented as mere ornaments on seals, but the peculiarity

of the instances named is that the falcon and the raven, like

the fleur-de-lys of France, were afterwards the heraldic be.i.

ings of those families. The seals of the close of the ll'tli

century, though not generally heraldic, certainly betray

many of the elements of heraldry. No doubt, when once

introduced, armorial bearings were felt to supply a real and

serious waiat, and came rapidly into use, but ^Yace, the poet

of the reign of Henry II., although he tells us that

" N'i a. richo liome no Ijaron,

Ki n'ait lez 11 sou goufanoii,

U goiifanon u altro enseigiie,"

can scarcely be seriously held to mention armorial bearings.

It is uncertain at what period armorial bearings found

their way into England. The Conqueror and his successors

certainly did not use them ; they do not appear upon their

seals, nor are they shown upon the banners of the Baycux

tapestry. The monk of Marmoutier, probably a contem

porary, describes Henry I., upon the marriage of hi.s

daughter to Geofi"rey of Anjou in 1122, as hanging about

the bridegroom's neck a shield adorned with small golden

lions, "leonculos aureos;" and, making mention of a combat

in which Geoffrey was engaged, ho describes him as " pictos

leones pra>ferens in clypeo." It is true that the number,

attitude, and position of these lions on the shield are not

specified, but considering that not long afterwards two lion."

became the arms of Plantagonct, and so of England, thi.-^

may fairly bo taken as their introduction. Stephen is said

to have used a centaur, Sagittarius, as an emblem, bccnu.sc

lie landed iu England when the sun was in that .sign, but

on his great seal his shield is quite jilain, save a ridge down

the centre, evidently a part of its construction. On tin

seals of the Conqueror, Uufus, and Henry I., only the hoU'j'.v

or under side of the shield is shown ; so there jirobably was

no design upon the front There is no seal of Duko

Robert, but William, carl of Flandcr", lii» kou, Hhowir
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plain shield on his seal. His monumental effigy (1128)

bears a large pavesse shield, and upon it an escarbuncle,

apparently a highly ornamented clamp. The seal of Henry

II. also shows the hollow of the shield: The first great seal

of Eichard I. bears a lion rampant, who from his position

may be inferred to be fighting with a similar lion upon the

sinister and concealed half of the shield, blazoned in a MS.

cited by Mr Way as " two lions confront^s."

Up to this time the kings, though represented on horse-

back and in full armour, have the face uncovered, and

therefore their persons would be known. The seal of

Richard I. in 1189 shows a close helmet, and upon the

shield two lions passant gardant in pale, " leones lopardes,"

as they were then or soon after called. On a later seal,

after his return from captivity in 1194, Eichard added a

third lion, John, while earl of Mortaine, sealed with two

lions, but his seal as king bears three, and the coat has so

remained. That the two lions were more than a mere

ornament is. evident from their having been adopted by

John's natural son, Eichard de Warren, who seals with two

lions passant regardant. The seals of the great barons

show the growth of the practice, Eichard, constable of

Chester, contemporary with Stephen, bears a shield covered

over with smaU plates, tegulated, like his armour; but

Stephen, earl of Richmond, as early as 1137, seals with

seven fleurs-de-lys, a very early heraldic seal. Walerar, earl

of Jleulan (died 1166), also used an heraldic seal. Duchesue

gives a seal of Bouchard de Montmorenci (1182), aeon-

temporary of Louis le Jeune, with a cross between four

alerions on his shield, and another in whch the cross is

charged with roundels. Mathieu, his son, seals also with

the cross and alerions, which had evidently become, as they

remained, hereditary. In England, William, earl of Essex

(died 1190), seals with the escarbuncle of his family. In

1187 Gervase Paganel, a great Anglo-Norman baron, seals

with two lions passant, which his family continued to bear.

With the 13th century arras came rapidly into use. The
second seal of Mathieu de Montmorenci in 1209 has them
introduced upon his horse furniture, but this practice does

not appear upon the seals of the kings of England until the

second seal of Edward I. Baldwin de Bethune, earl of

Albemarle (died 1214), sealed with three martlets in chief,

and many other early examples of regular heraldic seals

occur at this period attached to extant charters. The
earliest roll of arms is of the reign of Henry III.; of a

second of the same reign a copy is preserved in the Harleian

collection ; and a third, in the nest reign, is the roll of

Caerlavrock, 1 300 a.d. So that for the reign of Henry and
his son the evidence for armorial bearings is copious and ex-

cellent. Other rolls exist carrying the practice through the

14th and 15th centuries, before the middle of which there is

no known work on heraldry, nor any trace of heraldic regu-

lations save what may be deduced from recorded practice.

Coats of arms were not at first strictly hereditary, nor

even always permanent in the same person. Thus William

de Ferrars, 6th earl of Derby (died 1246), seems to have

borne "argent, 6 fers de cheval, or horse shoes, 3, 2, 1,

sable." William, his son, in consequence of a match with

Peveril, who bore " vair," changed his bearing to " vair. or

and gules, on a border azure 8 horse shoes argent."

Robert his son, 8th earl (died 1278), dropped the horse

shoes, and bore " vair, or and gules."

" Ferrars his tahard with rich vair yspread,"

After the match with Quincy, the- Ferrarses laid aside

their own coat and bore that of Quincy, " gules, 7 mascles

conjoined 3, 3, 1, or." Their male heir through a younger
branch,—Ferrers of Baddesley-Clinton,—commemorates
these various changes by bearing "quarterly,—(1st) vair, or

and gules ; (2d) sable, 6 horse shoes, 3, 2, I, argent; (3d)

gules, 7 mascles, 3, 3, 1, or, a canton ermine." Hugh
Lupus, earl of Chester (died 1101), is fabled to have borne
a wolf's head, and not improbably his surname arose from
some such emblem. Eichard, his son, is said to have borne
"azure, sem^e of crosslets or, a wolf's head erased argent,"

Ranulph Meschines, 3d earl (died 1128), was sister's son
to the first earl, and to him is assigned " or, a lion rampant
gules," Hugh Cyfelioc, 6th earl (died 1180), certainly

bore " azure 6 garbs of wheat, 3, 2, 1, or;" and Eanulph
Blondevile, his son, bore "azure, 3 garbs or." With him
the line failed, but as the wheat-sheaf is a common Cheshire
bearing, it is probable that arms came into general use in

the palatinate in the time of the last two earls.

Sir Nicholas Carru (died 1283) seals with a tricorporate

lion, but at Caerlavrock in 1300 is found with a
" Baniere et jaune liien passaWe,

trois passans lyous de sable,"

the arms of the Carews of our day. The fess and label

of Saher de Quincy, earl of Winchester, in 1170, were
changed by Roger his son for the mascles by which they

were best known, and which he repeats upon his housings.

The fact is that, at the close of the 13th century, arms,

though on the whole hereditary, had not quite acquired

that fixed character that belonged to them half a century

later. That the changes were the exception rather than the

rule is, however, clear from the roll of Henry III., and from
the arms of the forty great barons which he caused to be

painted on the walls of Westminster Abbey, almost all of

which, so far as they are on record, are the same with those

borne or quartered by their representatives. There exist

also in England a few families of Norman origin, the period

of whose arrival in England is known, and whose arms are

the same with those of the present stock in the parent

country. Such are Harcourt of Ankerwyke and D'Aubigny,

who therefore bore their arms before the separation from
Normandy under Henry III.

Early bearings were usually very simple, the colours in

strong contrast, and their form and outline such as could

readily be distinguished even in the dust and confusion of

a battle. They are mostly composed of right lined figures

known in heraldry as ordinaries. The favourite beast is

the lion.

The earliest and most valuable records relating to English

armorial bearings are undoubtedly the rolls of arms of the

reigns of Henry III, and the first three Edwards, which have
been well edited by Sir H. Nicolas. That of Henry in,
known as Glover's roll, drawn up between 1243 and 1246,

describes or blazons 218 coats of arms, and therefore shows
very sufficiently the heraldry of the period. Of these coats

nearly one-half are composed solely of the ordinaries and
subordinaries, and other simple lines and figures. About
two .score of them exhibit lions, chiefly rampant, and
leo-pardes, a form of the same animal. The only other

beast is the "teste de sanglier" borne by Swinburne. Of
birds there are but the eagle and the papagay, several

martlets, and single examples of the raven, the cock, the

heron, and the horiole. The luce or pike is the only fish.

The cinquefoil and sexfoil, the fleur-de-lys, the rose, and
the wheat-sheaf, used very sparingly, represent the vegetable

world. For the rest there are annulets, bamacle.s, crescents,

estoiles, escallops, fers de cheval, mullets, and water

budgets. There is one ray of the sun, and one whirlpool.

The coat of Mortimer " barr^, a chef palde.a corner geren-

n^e d'or et d'azur, a ung escucheon d'argent,"—or, in modem
terms, "barry, a chief paly, its corners gyronny or and
azure, an escutcheon argent " (fig. 63),—is the only one at

all of a complex character, and this is composed of ordin-

aries and subordinaries'; and though many of the ordinaries

bear the smaller charges, or are placed between them,

there are very few examples of an ordinary so charged also
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placed betweeu charges, a commou usage in later coats, i

An exceptiou is CUandos, who bears three estuiles on a

pile, which agaia is placed between six others j but this

stands alone.

The roll of Edward II. blazons 957 coats of the bauncrcta

of England, so that tho use of arms had increased consider-

ably. The lions have risen to 225, -the eagles to 43; and

there are 102 crosses of various kinds. Of new beasts, fabu-

lous or real, there are tho griffin, the wyvcrn, the stag, wolf,

goat, and greyhound ; of new birds, the falcon ; of fishes,

the dolphin. Of other objects the additions are the

millriod, buckle, covered cup, chaplet, gauntlet, arrow,

trumpet, hammer, battle-axe, palmer's staff, pots, winnowing

fans or vans, pens, cushions, and chessrooks. The character

of the arms remains very simple, and the blazon employed

ogrees in tho main with- that still in use. and .is in

general perfectly intelligible. These rolls give various

examples of changes of coats, either altogether or by tho

introduction of a difference to distinguish members of

the same family ; and it is observable that when the

fignres are altered the colours are usually adhered to, as

though it were considered undesirable to change them.

Thus Gilbert de Segrave (died 1254) bore "sable, 3 garbs

argent." Of his grandsons John and Nicholas, John bore

Iho paternal coat, but Nicholas, at Caerlavrock, had
esclianged the garbs for a lion. This afterwards became
the family bearing as "sable, a liou rampant argent, crowned

or," the colours being retained.

No sooner had the great barons assumed arms for them-

selves than they began to grant them to their followers.

Arms so granted commonly bore some resemblance to those

of the grantor, and hence certain charges prevailed in certain

districts. Thus the chevron of De Clare was common in

South Wales, iu the Honours of Gloucester and Clare, and

about Tonbridge. The garb or wheat-sheaf was found in

Cheshire ; the cinquefoils of tho Bellomonts iu Leicester-

shire ; the annulets of Vipont in Westmoreland ; the lion

all over England, and the treasure in Scotland, both from
the royal arms. Some of these grants remain ; others can

with certainty bo inferred. Stephen Curzon, who held

under tho earls of Derby, bore " vair, with a border of 8

popinjays argent," and Richard, his brother, bore "vair, on-

a fess 3 horse-shoes." Hubert, earl of Kent, bore " 7

lozenges vair ;
" and Anselm de Guise, on taking under him

lands in Berks and Gloucestoy, assumed the same coat, with

the addition of a canton or, charged with a mullet sable.

In 1349 Robert Morlo granted to Robert do Corby and his

heirs the arms " d'argont, ovo un saltier cngrailc do sable,"

which he himself had inherited from Baldwin do JIanoirs,

la 1356-7 William, baron of Greystock, who bore "barry
of G argent and azure, 3 chaplets gules," granted to Adam
de Blencowe and his heirs for ever " an escutcheon sablo

with a bend closetted [or barred] argent and azure, with 3
chaplets gules." In 1391-2 Thomas Grendalo granted to

William Morgue his heirs and assigns, " argent, on a cross
azure 5 garbs or," which, as cousin and heir, ho himself
iad Inherited from John Beaumeys. Finally, in 1442,
^nmphrey, earl of Stafford, who boro "or, a chevron
gules," granted to Robert Whitgrcaves " un cscuo d'azurc,
ft. qnatre points d'or, quitro chevrons do gules," to him and
his heirs of lineage,—in modern terms "azure, a cross
quarter-pierced or, on each limb a chevron gules." A coat
of anna wm not only heritable, subject to certain heraldic
customs, but could be willed or granted away, wholly or in
part, like chattel property.

The crusadoB, by bringing together soldiers of different
nations, tended- to produce a certain assimilation in their
ImroMrJea. but their influence upon tho arms themselves
iws. neen exaggerated. The stories as to bearings adopted
V» commpinorato feats of arms in Pulestiuo are mostly

inventions. The cross no doubt was a crusading bearing,
but it was so because it was the emblem of Christianity,
and primarily popular as such. The stars, tortcaux, watci
budgets, and other charges attributed to the crusaders,
were of earlier date and of independent origin. There is

no evidence that the crosses pat(iu of the Bcrkeleys, or tho

crosslets of Beauchanip, Clinton, Windsor, and Howard,
were added to their simpler bearings in token of services in

the Holy Land. The star of De Vere, always attributed

to an adventure there, was evidently a mark of cadency,

adopted by Robert do Vere, brother of Alberic, 2d earl of

Oxford. The fact appears to be that most of the additions

to or alterations in the earlier coats of arms were made for

some genealogical reason, to commemorate a match with

some great family or to distinguish between tho several

branches from the parent tree. After, usually long after,

the period of the crusades, arms were invented for " fabled

knights iu battles feigned," and but few of the Saracens'

heads which figure so formidabl}' in many coats of arms

are contemporary with any Saracenic war.

The diversion of the tournament did even more than

actual war to promote tho glories of heraldry. On these

occasions the presence of spectators, and especially of ladies,

encouraged all sorts of heraldic display. At a tournament

at Calais iu 1381 Richard Beauchanip, earl of Warwick,

one of the most accomplished knights of the reigns of

Richard II., Henry IV., and Henry V., suspended on three

shields three several coats of arms, as representing three

several knights who professed to be ready successively to

meet all comers. Three French knights appeared to the

challenge. Against the first the earl came forth as the greeu

knight with a black quarter, bearing " silver, a maunch
gules," the arms of De Tony, a maternal ancestor, and so

overcame his adversary and retired unknown to his pavilion.

On tho second day he appeared as the greeu knight, and

bearing "silver, two bars gvdes," the arms of Mauduit of

Hanslape, another ancestor, he met a second knight with

equal success. On the third day he appeared iu his proper

person bearing the arms of Guy of Warwick and Beauchami)

on his shield, and those of Do Tony and Mauduit on his

caparisons, and thus with great honour won the third dav

also.

The shield, as the most obvious piece of the defensive

armour, was that upon which arms were first displayed.

The Norman shield was of wood covered with hide, and

clamped and stiffened in a fashion which is thought to have

given rise to the first simple bearings. It was 3 to 4 feet

long, pointed below, and 18 inches broad. This shield is

common on early monumental effigies armed in chain mail,

and it is unusual to find it with armorial bearings. It was

succeeded by tho small triangular heater shield, and that, in

tho reign of Edward III., by a somewhat larger and full

bottomed shield, which by .degrees ceased to bo used in

war, and bcramo more and mere an architectural ornament.

The arms wero also displayed upon the breast-plate, and

upon tho camisa or surcoat that covered the armour, and

were repeated upon tho housings of horses both before and

behind the saddle. When the Comto d'Artois fell at

Damietta, tho Saracens showed jn triumjih his " cotto

d'armes toute dorde et fleur-de-lisiie." The emperor Henry

of Luxembourg is described in tho C/ironicte of Flandeii

as bearing "an aiglo noir, sur un torniclo d'or qui pendoit

jusq' a mi-jambe." Sir Alexander Nevilo appeared at

Ualidou Hill in a surcoat of his own arms, the quarters

filled up with tho arms of his friends. Tho fine cfligy of

William do Valence at Westminster is decorated with email

escutcheons of his arm* on various part-s of his dicss and

weapons. An actual' remnant of tho richly embroidered

surcoat of William do Fortibus, carl of Albernmilo (iliod

1201). is still preserved, and has been engraved in ths
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Archceologia. It was against the embroidery of the surcoat

that the severe sumptuary enactments of Richard and

Philip Augustus were mainly directed.

The importance attached to armorial bearings is strongly

shown in the uses to wliich they were applied. A sovereign

who wished to assert his claim to a kingdom placed its arms

upon his shield. In 1479 when Alphonso of Portugal

resigned his claim to Castile, he was required to lay aside

its armorial ensigns. It appears that when Edward III.

assumed the French lilies, he at first did so simply as re-

presenting his mother, who was an heiress, and placed lier

arms in his second quarter ; when, however, he claimed the

kingdom of France in her right, he removed the lilies to

thS first quarter as representing the more important king-

dom. A grant of arms at the hand of a sovereign had great

value. Among the more solid bribes which Louis XI.

bestowed upon'the courtiers of Edward IV. occurs a grant

of three fleurs-de-lys to a knight of the Croker family. Thus
also when Juan de Orbieta captured Francis I. on the

Ticino, he was rewarded by a grant of arms from Charles

v., though of so complex a character as to do little credit to

Spanish heraldry. In later times John Gibbon, the heraldic

author, having a quarrel with two maiden ladies of his

name, obtained a licence to convert the scallops in their

common coat into the black balls called ogresses,—a most

heraldic revertge.

Armorial bearings were largely painted, enamelled, and

embroidered upon personal • ornaments, furniture, and

weapons. The sword of Edward, prince of Wales (died

1483), is a curious example of this ; it bears on its pommel
the words " aves fortes " and five shields :—(1) England, (2)

the duchy of Cornwall, (3) England and France with a

label, (i) Mortimer quartering Ulster, (5) the earldom of

Chester. In the middle is the cross of St George. The
citizens of London were bo\ind to provide their banner

bearer. Lord Fitz Walter, with "a saddle with his arms,"

and the seal of one of that family, about 1300, shows the

arms upon the back or rest of his war saddle. The seal of

Sir Hugh le Despeuser (1292) also so shows his ai-ms.

Various bequests of plate and furniture with arms occur in

the 14th century. In 1368 William, Lord Ferrars of

Groby, bequeathed his green bed " with his arms thereon,

and his furniture bearing the arms of Ferrars and Ufford,

inipaled." In 1380 Edward Mortimer devised "a notro

tres chier friere John Gilbert, evesque de Hereford, une

plate de argent pour espices et enaraill^s ove les amies de

Mortimer en la face."

Fiichard, earl of Arundel, in 1392, bequeathed a canopy

of the arms of Arundel and Warren quarterly. In 1399

Eleanor Bohun, duchess of Gloucester, had a psalter with her

father's arms upon the clasps. In the Decorated and Per-

pendicular styles of architecture shields of jrms are common
ornaments. Those of benefactors were set up in church

windows in glass, and those of a family in their houses.

In the Scropo roll is a list of sLsty-six churches in which

the Scrope arms were set up, and the histories of Dugdale

and Burton show us that nearly every church in Warwick-

shire and Leicestershire had a multitude of arms on its

windows. Those still remaining in the east windows of

Bristol cathedral are early and good examples of the arms

of great barons, Berkeley, Clare, and Warren. They are

also seen upon floor tiles of the same period.

As arms became hereditary, and their use ceased to be

confined to the battle-field, but was largely extended to

eeols and ornaments, it was natural that .some notice should

be taken of the arms of females, and that the wife's coat

should be combined in some way with that of the husband,

especially when she was the last of, and represented, her

family. This seems first to have been managed by giving

the wife a separate s'lie'd, The kings of France sp bore

the arms of Navarre after the marriage with the heiress of

that kingdom. Another very early plan was to form a
composite coat. Thus the old coat of Willoughby was
fretty, but on their marriage with Bee of Eresby.thej*

adopted the coat of Bee, and Sir John Willoughby (13th

Edward IIL) bears the cross moline of Bee, but the wings
of his crest are fretty for Willoughby, and on either side i'*

a buckle taken from the arms of Roscelin, his wife. Iloso

of Kilravock bore "or, 3 water budgets sable," but on a

marriage with the heiress of Chisholm they added " a boar's

head couped gules " from her arms. So also Halyburtoii

of Pitcur, who bore " or, on a bend azure 3 lozenges of tho

field," after a marriage with another Chisholm heiress,

added to their coat " 3 boars' heads erased sable." Bohun,
who bore "azure, a bend argent, cotisedor, between 6 lion-

ah rampant of the third," is thought to have added the

bend on the' occasion of a marriage with Maud, daughter

and heir of Milo, earl of Hereford. As this, however, led to

complexity and indistinctness in the bearings, and tho

introduction of a second shield was obviously inconvenient,

the method of impalement was devised, by which tho

sinister half of the shield was appropriated to the lady's

arms, at first under the process known as dimidiation.

When, however, (he lady was an heiress, a different plan was
adopted which ultimately led to quartering or the marshal-

ling of many coats in one shield, a practice, when pushed
to any extent, quite inconsistent with the original use of

coat armour. 'This also led to a corresponding alteration

in the shape of the shield, which was expanded to contain

the arms of each heiress who had married into the family,

together with such other heiresses as her family had previ-

ously been allied with, so that when a Percy heiress married

a Seymour, she added her heiress ancestors' arms with her

own arms to those of her husband, expanded in a similar

fashion by tho previous matches of his family. Thus the

great shield of a family became a compendium of the family

pedigree which, to tlio.se who could read its language, con-

veyed a considerable mass of semi-historical information.

The defect of this system was that it only took account oi

lieiresses, and did not provide for tho purity of the whole

descent, so that under it tho children of a man of no birtli

who married a great heiress, woidd display all her quarlci-

ings, and no account would be taken of the absence of any
on his side ; and further, if it happened, as was actually the

case in the last century with the Kodneys of Itodney-stoke,

that afamily, though ancient, had never intermarried with

an heiress, they could display no quarterings.

In France and Germany and to some extent in Scotland

a far more perfect system was pursued. There the genea.

logical escutcheon included the arms of every ancestor and
ancestress, whether an heiress or not; thus one generation

gave two coats, two generations four coats, and so on.

"Seize quartiers" gave evidence of pure blood for fouf

generations, and thirty-two quarters, the qualificatioa for

a canon of Strasburg, for five.

As the combinations out of which the early coats wera
formed were limited, it occa-sionally happened that two
persons of the same nation bore the same arms, and thu
gave rise to disputes which, as matters connected with

military discipline, came under the jurisdiction of the £arl

marshal. One of the earliest of these disputes is menticned

in the roll of Caerla\Tock

—

" Le be.iu Bryan de Fitz Aleyne,
De couvtesie, et de honneur pleyn,
Ivi baniere barree,

De or et la gouls bien paree,

Dont le clialenge estoit le pointz.

Par entre lui et Hue Poyntz,

Ki portoit eel ni.^ilus ni moins,

Dont merveille avoit mcinte et metns."

Cases of a similar character were decided between
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Harding and St Loo in 1312, W'arlKirtou and Gorges in

1321, and Sytsylt and Fakenliam in 1333, when Sir

William Fakenliam disputed tbe arms, " lo cliarap do diss

banetz argent et azure, supportez de cinq escocheons sables,

eharf^s ovesque taut do lyous primcra rampant incensds

gules." They were adjudged by a commission to Sytsylt.

Hush Maltby and Haraon Beckwith had a similar dispute

in f339. But by far the most celebrated dispute of this

nature arose in 138i between Sir Richard Scrope of Bolton

and Sir Robert Grosvenor, for tlie right to bear tbe arms

"azure, a bend or." The greatest men in the country,

iocluding John of Gaunt, gave testimony on one side or tho

other, and it was shown that each family had used the coat

beyond the memory of man. It was finally adjudged to

Scrope, and Grosvenor was directed to bear " les ditz armes

ove une pleyne border d'argent." Grosvenor, however,

declined to accept the arms so differenced, and assumed
" azure, a garb or," retaining his colours and marking his

connexion with the old earls of Chester. It was proved,

incidentally, that an ancestor of Grosvenor's had granted his

coat, with a diflference, to William Coton of Colon. It is

remarkable that both disputants are still represented in the

male line, and continue the arms as then settled. Both
families had previously had disputes with other parties, and

the Scropes long afterwards had a quarrel with the Stanleys

for the right to bear the arms of the Isle of Slan. The
matter was compromised by Edward IV. The Hastings and
Grey de Ruthyu case, which rises to the rank of a tragedy,

illustrates still more forcibly the value attached to a coat

of arms. On the death, chUdless, in 1389, of John do

Hastings, carl of Pembroke, a dispute arose for his heirship

between Reginald Grey, his heir-gEneral, and Edward
Hastings, the heir male and of the name, but of the half-

blood. A court military decided in favour of Grey.

Pending the trial Hastings had ceased to difference his

arms as a cadet, and assumed them urbroken. He was,

however, ordered to bear them with a label, and for con-

tumacy was imprisoned for sixteen years. A suit for arms

was decided as lately as 1720 in Blount versus Blount, in

the earl marshal's court.

The same necessity that made it important to prevent

the use of similar bearings by different families in the same
country made it also necessary to distinguish between tho

bearings of different members of the same family, all of

whom had a right to the paternal coat. As thin right was
strongest in tho eldest son he alone bore the palernal arms
unaltered (in French heraldry "sansbrisure"); and tho other

sons were obliged to introduce some sufficient change, called

in heraldry a " difference." This was at first managed by
inverting the colours or substituting oiio ordinary or one

inferior charge for another, as a bend for a fcss. martlets

for mullets, and tho like ; and sometimes by the use of a

coat compounded of tho paternal bearing with tkat of an
heiress. A multitude of these early diffcrencMS occur in

the rolls of Henry IIL and Edward II., and i'^ various

early lists of arras. The family of Grey, always numerous,
differenced their cadets in at least fourteen difforpnt ways,

almost all preserving in some tangible form tho paternal

coat; and this was also the case with tho very numorouB
family of Basset. Generally no rule is followed, rave that

ou tlie whole some reference is retained either to thu charges

upon, or the colours of, tho paternal coat. Very frequently,

even in tho earliest times, tho oldest son difforci^ccd hir

father's coat by a label. In the rollbf Henry III. the labtt

occurs fifteen times, though not olways as n dilTcrence.

Gradually, however, it came to bo used almost entirely for

that purpose, and finally a .set of marks, called of padency,

were devised for each of the sons, the labol being tho mark
of the eldest during his fatlicr'.i life.

All these rules and alterations were, however, tlio "rowth

of a later age, and came into use as the bold and Bimple
heraldry of the 13th and 14th centuries began to be over-

laid with florid fancies. So long as heraldry rapresected

a real want, its expressions were simple and intelligible, but
as " villainous saltpetre " came into use and closed helmets
were laid aside, and as skill and strategy rather -than

personal valour became the attribute of a leader, armorial

bearings fell into dbuse in war, and were uo longer v;om
upon the person, or upon the horse trappings. But thougli

armorial bearings ceased to be of actual use, they con-

tinued to be emblems of rank and family, and a mark of

gentle blood. They became, however, exceedingly and often

absurdly complex, partly because simplicity was no longed

necessary, and partly because it was scarcely practicable,

owing to the enormous increase in the number of the gentry,

which produced a demand for new combinations.

The glories of heraldry reached their zenith in the reign

of Richard II., with "youth at the prow and pleasure at

the helm " of the vessel of the state, but it was not till

the reign of Richard HI. that it was thought necessary to

place under specific control the whole heraldry of the king-

dom ; and this, in close imitation of the example of

France, was done by the incoiTioration of the heralds into

a college placed nnder the presidency of the earl marshal.

The office of the herald as the messenger of war or peace

between sovereigns or between contending armies in tho

field is of far earlier date than the introduction of atniorial

bearings, but as these came into use they were gradually

placed under his charge, and he took his specific name
sometimes from that of the noble or leader who employed
him, sometimes from ono of his castles or titles of honour,

and sometimes from one of his badges or cognizances, which

tho herald wore embroidered upon his dress and by which

he was known. In the pages of Froissart and other

chroniclers frequent mention is made of heralds-at-arms

and their attendants the pursuivants, and we read of Somer-

set and York, Windsor, Chester, and Lancaster heralds,

Clarencieux, Arundel, Fleur-de-Lys, and Leopard ; and of

pursuivants, Antelope, Blanch Lion, Falcon, PortcuUifi,

and many more. At an early period the principal heralds,

and especially those attached to sovereigns, were called

kings-at-arms, and as early as Edward I. an officer, called

from his jurisdiction, Norroy, was placed in charge of the

heraldries north of the Trent. It is probable that a herald

was always attached to each order of chivalry, as Toison d'or

to the Fleece, and Garter to the chief English order. Garter,

however, was only officially appointed by Henry V., when
he Beenis to have been recognized as tho principal king-at-

arms—"Princiiialis rex armorum Anglicanorum." At the

institution of tho college, or soon afterwards, it was decided

that its officers should bo Garter, principal king-at-arms

;

Norroy and Clarencieux, provincial kings north and south

of Trent; six heralds, Windsor, Chester, Lancaster,

Richmond, Somerset, and York ; and four pursuivants,

Rougo Croix, JBlue Mantle, Rougo Dragon, and Portcullis

;

who constitute the present establishment, though some

special officers have since been appointed, aa a king-at-arms

to the revived order of tho Bath, and some others, not

members of tho college.

It became the duty of the new incorporation to take note

of all existing arms, to allow nnno without outhority, and to

collect and conil)ino tho rules of blazoning into n sy.stom.

To effect a supervi-sion of tho armorial Iworings throughout

the kingdom, it was necessary to visit the f »eral counties

Such a commission of visitation socms to have been issued

by Heiiry lA^ ns early as 1412, but tho first regular com-

mission acud upon was issued by Henry Vlll., 1528-9, and

the last early jn tho reign of James II. Tho visitations

Avere taken obont every tjiirty years, and for contcnipornry

events arc mostvaluable records. The provincial k'ng, either
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personally or by deputy, visited the capital town of each

county in liis division, and summoned the surrounding gentry

to record their pedigrees, and show a title to their armorial

l)earings. ' The earl marshal's court survived the fall of the

house of Stuart, and a few causes relative to a right to

particular arms were decided in the course of the last cen-

tury, but its powers fell into disuse, and not long since it

was finally abolished, and with it fell any pretence on the

part of the college to regulate, by compulsory authority, the

heraldry of the kingdom. At present, however, notwith-

standing the democratic tendencies of. the age, armorial

bearings are in greater demand than ever in England, and
more or less coveted in the United States, and a good
deal of the proper business of heraldry is still transacted

within the college of arms, and a good deal more, irregu-

lirly and improperly, outside it. 'A considerable number
of persons still bear arms derived from an ancestor who
bore them before the institution of the college ; others bear

them under grants and patents from that body ; and others

still more numerous, who or whose fathers have risen from
obscurity, have assumed arms according to their fancy, or

under the uninstructed advice of some silversmith or Under
of arms. The Smiths, said a distinguished member of the

family, had no arms; they sealed their letters with their

thumbs. It is to avoid so inconvenient a signet that the

new men have recourse to the demi-lions and demi-griiRns

now so much in vogue, and possibly because they are not

aware that Garter and his colleagues are still willing to

grant arms, crest, and motto, on terms within reach of

almost every aspirant to chivalry.

There is no college or corporation of heralds in Scotland

or Ireland ; but in Scotland heraldry has been to the full as

much considered, and at least as well regulated as in

England. " Lyon-king at-arms," " Lyon rex armoruni,"

or " Leo fecialis," called from the lion on the royal shield,

is the head of the office of arms in Scotland. When first

the dignity was constituted is not known, but Lyon was a
prominent figure in the coronation of Robert II. in 137L
Tlie office was at first, as in England, attached to the earl

marshal, but it has long been conferred by patent under

the great seal, and is held direct from the crown. Lyon is

also king-at-arms for the national order of the Thistle. He
is styled "Lord Lyon," and the office has always been held

by men of family, and frequently by a peer. His powers

have been declared by statute, and extend to fine and

imprisonment. He is supreme in all matters of heraldry

in Scotland. Besides the " Lyon depute," there are the

Scottish heralds, Islay, Rothesay, Marchmount, Albany,

Ross, and Snowdown, with precedence according to date

of appointment ; and six pursuivants, Kintyre, Dingwall,

Carrick, Bute, Ormond, and Unicorn. .Heralds and our-

^uivants are appointed by Lyon.

In Ireland also there is but one king-at-arms, Ulster.

The office was instituted by Edward VI. in 1553. The
patent is given by Rymer, and refers to certain emoluments

as "prsedicto officio ... . ab antiquo spectantibus."

The allusion is to an Ireland king-at-arms mentioned in the

reign of Richard II. and superseded by Ulster. Ulster

liolds office by patent, during pleasure ; under him are two

heralds, Cork and Dublin ; and four pursuivants, Athlone,

and St Patrick Nos. 1, 2, and 3. Ulster is king-at-arms to

the order of St Patrick. He held visitations in parts of

Ireland from 1568 to 1620, and these and other records,

including all grants of arms from the institution of the

office, are kept in the Birmingham Tower, Dublin, under

the charge of the present most courteous and learned Ulster,

Sir B. Burke. The precedence of the three chiefs has been

the subject of dispute, but is now generally arranged,

Garter being followed by Lyon, and he by Ulster.

Herali5ry should be studied with reference to tha period

in which it was a useful art, and in thesimph examples oF
the 14th and 1 5th centuries. Before that period it was io
a changing and elementary state ; • after it, it becan>e merelj
ornamental, and its examples are complicated and debased
In a general treatise on the subject notice must of course
be taken of the later as well as the earlier conditions of thr
art, but the greater number of the illustrations in the follow-
ing pages are taken from the earlier and best examples.
A curious evidence of the vitality of heraldry, and

of the desire of 'all mankind for ancestral distinctions,

is afforded by its extension among the republics of the

New World. The. United States boast some , excellent

genealogical societies, and a great and very general desire

is shown by individuals to trace their pedigrees to the

stocks of the Old World, and to assume the arms proper to

their name. The national emblem of the stars and stripes,

now 80 widely and honourably known throughout the

world, has been traced back to the paternal coat of the

first and greatest president, George Washington, whose
English ancestors bore "argent; 2 bars gules, iuychief 3
mullets of the second." In Canada, Australia, and other'

English colonies, the assumption of arms by individuals

and by the community is not less general; and the re-

publics of South America, of Spanish origin, almost all

have adopted coats of arms. The Peak of Teneriffe, the

Beaver, the Red Indian, contribute to the list of charges,

and the clear firmament of Chili is indicated by a star.

" Coupe d'aznr sur gules, k une ^toile d'argent en abime."

Divisions of Arms.

Armorial bearings may be conveniently divided into those

of dominion, of a community, of office, of concession,

family or paternal arms, and arms of alliance. To these

may perhaps be added arms of attribution. There is also

another division, or rather peculiarity, called canting arms,

of which many of the former divisions present examples.

1. Arms of Dominion are those of a kingdom or a feudal

lordship. The origin of such arms is often obscure. Those
.of the Isle of Man are three legs conjoined in triangle at the

thigh (fig. 116), probably borrowed from the emblem of

Sicily, the ancient Trinacria, found upon Greek vases. The
Irish harp is an emblem probably allusive to the instrument

of Brian Boroimhe. The origin of the lion of Scotland is also

obscure, and of the tressure equally so, though fabled to be

".First by Achaius borne."

Not uufrequently the arms of kingdoms were those of an

early sovereign, adopted by succeeding dynasties to the

exclusion of their own coat. The lions of England were

certainly personal to the Plantagenet kings, if not to Henry
I. ; but they have become national to the exclusion of the

arms of the Tudor, Stuart, Brunswick, and Saxon dynasties,

just as neither the arms of Baliol, Bruce, nor Stuart ever

became the arms of Scotland. The lion rampant azure,

crowned gules, so long borne by the head of the German
empire, belonged originally to the house of Hapsburg, and

was not used by such of the early emperors as were not

members of it; and the bend and alerionsof Lorraine only

became a part of the arms of the empire after the marriage',

of Francis of Lorraine with Maria Theresa. It seems indeed
j

to have been the custom of elected sovereigns, as those of

the empire and of Poland, to place their paternal arms on a

shield of pretence over those of the dominion. Cromwell

so placed his arms over those of the commonwealth, and

William of Nassau over those of England, but they dis-

appeared with the individual who introduced them. On
the other hand the arms of kingdoms and lordships are

sometimes continued to be used as personal arms by the

descendants of their former lords. The great shield of

Mary of Burgundy quarters the arms of a number of
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docbies and provinces. Simon de Montfort thus used the

urms of the Honour of Hinkley. Richard de Jfonthermer

(who married the countoss of Gloucester, and was, by
courtesy, carl of that uanie) at Cai.ilavroclc, while he bore

on his shield his own arms, " or, an eagle displayed vert,"

on his banner displayed "or, three chevrons gules" for the

earldom. So also Humphrey, duke of Gloucester, (died

1446), used on one of his seals the three fusils of Montacute,

beciuse be held lauds which belonged to that barony. The
Booh of St Albaas says that, if the king grant a lordship to

a yeoman entitling Lim to bear arms, he may take those of

lliat lordship.

Under this head may be described the armorial shield

of Great Britain (fig. 1). The arms, gules 3 lions passant

in pale or, are for England, ar.i arc so borne by the kings

of England till the reign of Edward III., who in 1340
quartered with them, in the first quarter, the arms of

France, azure, sem(5e of fleurs-de-Iys or. Thus they con-
tinued till the latter part of the reign of Henry IV., when
tlie fleurs-delys were reduced to three. No alteration

occurred in the royal achievement during any of the
succeeding reigns till the accession of James VI. of Scot-
land to tba tLrune of England, when tliat sovereign intro-

duced the royal arms of Scotland into the second quarter,

and the arms of Ireland into the third quarter. The
royal arms were thus borne by all the monarchs of the
house of Stewart till the reign of Anno, though William
III. bore over the quarterings of the royal arms those of

tiis Dutch dominions—the house of is'assau. In the

vj:^?

Fio. 1.—Arms of Great Bjltal/i.
'

reign of Anne a change again took place, occasioned by
the union of England and Scotland; and the arms of thp=e
kingdoms were impaled in the first and fourth quarters
(England on the dexter, Scotland on the sinister) ; Franco
was removed to the second; and Ireland retnin"d its

former position. On the accession of the house of Bruns-
wick in 1714, the fourth quarter in the royal shield gave
[>laco to the arms of his Majesty's German dominions, an
arcangement which continued till 1st January 1801, when,
upon the U.-.ion of Great Britain and Ireland, the arms of
Franco were e.vcluded, England .occupied the first and
fourth quarters, Scotland the second quarter, and Ireland
its old position .in the third quarter; while over all, on an
escutcheon of pretence, were placed the arms of Hanover,
cnsigned with the electoral bonnet, in ISlfi exchanged for
tlio Hanoverian crown. On the death of William IV.
Hanover passed away, and its arms were withdrawn, and
the present arrangement introduced. In Scotland, and in

11 -J .

Scotch official documents, the Scottish coat is placed in the

first quarter. It bears " or, a lion rampant, within a double
tressuro flory-counterflory, gules." There is no positive

authority for any early coat of arms being used for Ireland,

. though the bearing "azure, 3 crowns in pale or" granted

by Richard III. to De Vere has been so regarded. From
the reign of Henry VII., "azure, a harp or, strings

argent," has been regarded as the Irish coat, and as such is

inserted into the imperial shield. There is no authority

of any standing for a coat of arms for the wholo of the

principality of Wales, but the coat usually attributed to it

is "quarterly azure and gules, 4 lions passant gardant,

cpunterchanged." The ancient princes of Wales would

scarcely have adopted the lions of England. Moreover,

this coat was never used by any leading chief in either

middle or south Wales.

In Scotland arms territorial are much recognized. The
dukes of Atbole quarter Man. The garbs are quartered

by the ErsTiines for the earldom of Bute. When Archibald

Douglas was created duke of Touraine, he placed the

arms of that duchy, three fleurs-de-lys, on his first quarter,

before those of Douglas, Annandale, and Galloway. The

dukes of Richmond bear three buckles for the dukedom of

Aubigny. "Paly of 6 argent and sable" are the reputed

arms of the earldom of Athole, and " a ealtire between 4

roses " those of that of Lennox.

To this head belong arms of pretension, where a sovereign

claims dejiire a possession which he no longer holds, and

sometimes never held, de facto/ Thus the kings of England

from Edward III. to George III. bore the French lilies, tnd

claimed to be kings of France, and the kings of Studiuia

and Naples used the arms of Cyprus and Jerusalem. In

fact, nearly all the older sovereigns of Europe used arms

of this character. The armorial shield of the house of

Austria at the dissolution of the empire afTords a numbfer

of curious examples of arms ot pretension. Besides

Hungary, Bohemia, Dalniatia, and Slavonia, it contained

Aragim and Sicily, Brabant, Swobio, Antwerp, Flanders,

Burgundy, Naples, Jerusalem, Lombardy, and Milnn.

2. Arms of Communities are borne by corporations,

religious houses, colleges, cities and boroughs, the cinque

ports, guilds, and inns of court, some of which were allowed

arms from an early period. These arc very gtiierally

adopted in honour of some founder, great benefactor, or

early and distinguished mc.".ibcr of the body. Thus
Birmingham bears the arms of the barons of that name,

Jlanuhcster of the Byrons, Leicester of the Bcllomonts,

CardilT of the Do Clares. Of religious housp" Athcrstone

boro the arms of Basset ; Garcndon of the carls of Leicester

;

Kirby-Bellers of Bcllcrs. Of colleges, Balliol, All Souls,

and Pembroke at O-xf^rd, and Clare at Can'bri.lge, eocom-

memorata Balliol, Chichele, Valence, and De Clare. The
Cinquo Ports all bear a pa-t of the arms of England.

The arms of the guilds and city companies usually contain

some allusion to their trade; those of the grocers are 9

cloves; of the fishmongers, 3 dolphins ; of the blacksmiths,

3 hammers. Of the inns of court, the Inner and Mi.l.lle

Tci.iples bear badges of that order; Lincoln's Inn uses the

purple lion of tho Do Lacys, earls of Lincoln ; Furnival'a

Inn tho bend and martlets of tho Baronc Furnival. A
bishop, as a corporation sole, represents his see and bears its

arms. These usually contain some ecclesiastical emblem,

keys, crosses, mitres, niartyrs' crowns, or tho liko._ Here-

ford bears the arms of Cantilupo, possibly from its can-

onized bishop of that family. Tho arms of Lichfield and

Coventry are founded upon those of Jerusalem ; London,

Winchester, and Bath and Wells assert their tcmprrol

power by bearing swords. Tho English se(}3 wcro early

provided with arms, but in Scotland they wcro of very

late introduction. Bishops before the 17th century seem
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to have used their personal arms. Thus Gaivain Douglas,

bishop of Dunkelrl,

" Who gave fair Scotland Virgil's page,'*

and Alexander Douglas, bishop of Moray in 1606, placed the

Douglas arms upon their seals. Sometimes, however, this

seems to have been combined with some ecclesiastical

emblem, for the archbishops of St Andrews placed the cross

of St Audrew on their seals, while below were their paternal

arms, and the bishops of Glasgow so bore a figure of St

Mungo.
3. Arms of OJitce axs not uncommon. The electors and

chief officers of' the empire each bore some token of their

office. The crossed swords so well known on Dresden china

were borne by the electors of Saxony; the sceptre by

those of Brandenburg ; the crown of Cliarlemagne by the

electors of Hanover as arch-treasurers. The ancestors of

the dukes of Ormond were hereditary butlers of Ireland,

and bore three covered cups. The kings-at-arms bear arms

of office. Garter, the principal king, bears " argent, a cross

gules, on a chief azure a crown or encircled with a garter of

the order buckled and nowed between a lion of England and

a lily of France," by no means such an example of heraldry

as might be expected from the chief herald of England. The

knights of St John of Jerusalem augmented their paternal

arms with a chief gules, charged with a cross or. Several

civic offices in France gave a right to bear arms. Manage

observed of a mayor of Angers who died upon his election,

and was buried with his newly acquired arms

—

" 11 etoit (le tonne nature,

Et ne futtumo qu'en peinture."

4. Arms of Concession were granted by a sovereign or

some feudal superior, sometimes in memory of some great

deed, but more frequently to indicate the connexion between

the lord and his follower, when they are called arms of

patronage. Of the former character was the heart in the

arms of Douglas, first used by William I., earl of Douglas,

1356, in memory of James Lord Douglas's mission with

Robert Bruce's heart ; and to this a crown was added in

the time of William II., earl of Angus, in 1617. Also the

families of De Ja Warr, Pelham, Vane, and Fane bear arms

in allusion to the share of the ancestors of each in the

capture of John of France at Poitiers. Sir James Audley,

after Poitiers, not only divided the Black Prince's present

between his four squires, but allowed them to bear portions

of his coat armour, " gules, a fret or," in memory of which
the family of Delves still bear "argent, a chevron gules,

fretty or, between 3 billets sable " (fig. 82) ; and that of

Dutton, "quarterly, argent and gules, on the 2d and 3d
quarters a fret or." It was probably in memory of the same
event that John Touchet, Lord Audley, granted to John
and Thomas Mackworth, for services performed by their

ancestors and themselves to his ancestors and himself, to

bear " party dentelle de sable et d' hermines, un chevron

de gules frettfi d'or,"—arms stiU used by the Mackworths,
with a slight addition, and now blazoned "per pale indented

sable and ermine, on a chevron gules 5 crosses pat^e or."

Among many similar instances may be mentioned Tatton

of Cheshire, who bears " quarterly argent and gules,"

Evidently derived from Massy. Harvey of Ickworth bears

"gules, on a bend argent 3 trefoils slipped vert," derived

from Foliot, who bore " gules, a bend argent." Staunton
of Longbridge, who held by the service of repairing a
tower of Belvoir Castle, bore "argent, 2 chevrons within a
border engrailed sable," derived from Albini of Belvoir, who
bore "or, 2 chevrons and a border gules." Lowther and
Musgrave derive their annulets from Vipont. Moton of

Peckleton, BraUsford, Astley of Hillmorton, Besington,
bore " argent, a cinquefoil azure ;

" " or, a cinquefoil sable
;

"

" azure, a cinquefoil ermine ;
" and " azure, a cinquefoil or,"

all derived from the bearings of the Bellomonts, " gules, a
cinquefoil ermine." Hardress, who held under De Clare

at Tonbridge, bore " gules, a lion rampant debruised by a
chevron or

; '' and the lords of Avan, Welsh barons under
Do C'kre, Ixjrc the three chevrons. Thivs also Flamville

and Whartnn used the maunch of Hastings. " Ermine and
checquy," from the Newburgh earls, were common in

Warwickshire, and the " canton " in Westmoreland, derived

from the Lancasters, barons of KendaL In Douglasdala
the "stars" of Douglas preponderate, and in Annandaie
the " saltire " of Johnstone.

Arms also passed from one friend to another by deed or

will, even when there was no blood relationship. Henry
de Lacy, the last earl of Lincoln, bequeathed to his friend

and executor Sir H. Scrope a lion passant purpure, iri aug-
mentation of his coat, and Sir Henry wore it accordingly,

though for life only. JIaud Lucy, heiress of her brother

Anthony Lord Lucy of Cockermoutb, married Henry Percy,

earl of Northumberland, 111 4. She died childless, but
bequeathed her lands to tne Percys on condition they bore

her arms, " gules 3 luces," quarterly with Percy, which they
continued to do, and indeed, though without any right,

often styled themselves Barons Lucy. To this class also

belong arms of augmentation, sometimes called additions of

honour. Thus Richard II. chose to impale with his own
the imputed arms of the Confessor, " gules, a cross patonce

between 5 martlets or," and he granted to Thomas Holland,

duke of Surrey, to impale them within a border argent with

•his own arms. Thomas ilowbray, duke of Norfolk, was
also allowed to impale the entire arms of the Confessor, a
fatal gift, as it was one of the charges brought against his

ambitious descendant Henry Howard. Richard also allowed

De Vere, duke of Ireland, to bear for life " azure, 3 golden

crowns within a bordure," which seems then to have been
regarded as the arms of Ireland. They are found on tiles

ma:5halled quarterly with De Vere. After the victory of

Flodden, Henry VIII. granted to the earl of Surrey to

augment his arms with a " demi-lion gules pierced through

the mouth with an arrow, within a double tressnre flowered

of the same," to be placed on the Howard bend. Henry
^Jsed both the pile and the flaunch in his augmentations to

et';e families of his English wives. Seymour,bore "quarterly,

1 and 4, or, on a pile gules between 6 fleurs-de-lys azure

3 lions of England ; 2 and 3, Seymour." The augmenta-

tion to Catherine Howard includes 2 flaunches, that to

Catherine Parr a pale. Planners of Belvoir bore " or, 2

bars argent, a chief quarterly azure and gules, in the 1st and
4th quarter 2 fleurs-de-lys, in the 2d and 3d a Hon of

England, or." The bars were no doubt taken from the

Muschamps. The chief and its contents were an augmenta-

tion from Henry VIII.

In Scotland an early Lord Seton had a concession from

Robert Bruce of a sword supporting a crown, and his

descendant in 1001 received as an augmentation "azure, a

blazing star of 8 points within a double tressure or,"

Jlost of the earlier grants or concessions seem intended

to commemorate some territorial or genealogical concession,

those of later data some connexion with royalty, or some
deed of arms in the field. Thus Sir Cloudesly Shovel

received 2 fleurs-de-lys in chief and a crescent in base in

memory of two victories over the French and one over the

Turks, and Nelson and other naval commanders received

additions rather to be described as sea pieces thaa as

heraldic augmentations.

5. Family and Paiemal Arms and arms of snccession

are such as descend by custom to the male heir. The
descendants of females, heiresses, save by special licence,

can only quarter their arms. This rule has indeed been

much abused, and on every side are seen good maternal

names and arma adopted to the exclusion of those les3 (lis-
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tinguislied on the paternal side. Paternal arms are of very-

various dates and origin. Tliere seem, however, always to

have existed certaiu recognized rules which the earl

marshal had power to enforce. One of the most important

of these was that no two persons in the same kingdom
should bear the same arms, a practice clearly subversive of

the main use of such insignia. Many were tlie disputes and

challenges that arose out of this regulation, of which two

of the most remarkable have already been mentioned.

6. Arms of Alliance or heirship were used when those of

n great heiruss were allowed to supersede the paternal coat.

Thus the heiress of Mandeville, earl of Essex, married Say,

and their heiress, Beatrice de Say, married Geoffrey Fitz

Piers. Geoffrey (died 14 John) became earl of Essex, and

their descendants took the name and bore the arms of

Mandeville exclusively. 'William II., carl Warren (died

1148), left a daughter and heiress Isabel, who married

Hamelin, natural son of Geoffrey of Anjou and brother to

Henry II. He became earl of Surrey,' and bore the name
and arms and continued the line of '\\''arren. The De la

Bisse family, who claimed to descend from the male stock

of the De Clares, bore the 3 chevrons differenced with a

label of 3 points, though when, in the reign of Eichard II.,

they intermarried with the Staffords, they laid this aside,

and adopted "a chevron between three roses." 'When

Gilbert Talbot (died 1274) married Gwenllian, or Gwendo-
line, the heiress of the 'Welsh prince Rhys ap Griffith, he

laid aside his paternal coat, "bendy of 10 pieces, argent

and gules," and adopted that of the lady, " gules, a lion

rampant or, within a border engrailed of thg field," as still

used by the earls of Shrewsbury.

7. Arms ofAttribution are altogether fictitio as, and such

as the heralds of the 15th and 16th centuries indulged in

to an absurd extent, providing every hero of antiquity with

n coat of arms. The same age that represented the Virgin

Mary as versed in the canon law declared that Solomon, as

the wisest of men, must have been a good herald, and
described the armorial bearings of Achilles and Hector.

I'ernapa the most extravagant example of this fashion is

contained in the work of Dame Juliana Berners, who says :

" Of the offspring of the gentielman Japhet, c mes Habre-
ham, Moyses, Aron, and the proi'etys, and also the kj-ng of

the right lyne of Mary, of whom the gentilman Jhesus was
borne, very God and man ; after his manhode King of the

londo of Jude, and of Jues, gentilman b> is modro Mary,
prynco of coat armure ;" and again, " The four doctors of

holy chirch, Seynt Jcromy, Ambrose, Augustyn, and
Grcgori, war gcntilmon of blode and of cotarmures." At
an earlier period, in the reign of Richard II., it was believed

that many of the bearings in use had been borne ever since

the Conr^uest, as appears from the evidence in the Scropo
and Grosvonor controversy. Almost all the older genealo-

gists attribute coats of arms to ancestors long before they
were in use. On the tomb of Queen Elizabeth are em-
blazoned tha arms of William the Conqueror and Matilda
of Flanders, and of Henry I. and Matilda of Scotland, all

of course pure inventions. It is only of very late years,

since a critical spirit has found its way even into heraldry,
that these absurdities have been exposed.

8. Canting Arms, the "armes parlantes" of French
heraldry, are common to all the preceding classes of arms,
and nin^f, common in those of the earliest date. Such were
the castle and lion for Castile and Leon, the fcrs de choval
of Ferrers, the lion (IGwe) of Louvaine, the luces of Lucy,
the sharp-pointed row of fusils of Montocuto, the corbeau
or raven of Corbet, the herqna of Heron, tha falcon of
Falconer, the greyhounds (lovriers) of I^fauleverer, the
barnacles of Bsrnak, the castle of Chastil, tho swine's head
of Swinbournc, tho pcnfeathers of Coupeimo, the hirondellos
of Arundel, the Btorm-fincLcs of lempeBt, tho hammors of

Hamerton, the tyrwhits of Tyrwhltt, the hanlcs of cotton of

Cotton, the fusils of Trefusis, the oxen of Oxenden, the fer

de moliue of Molyneux, the hazel leaves of Hazlerigge, the

Danish axes of Hakluyt, the bozons or bird bolts of Bol-

tesham and Bozon, the bend wavy of 'U'allop, or Well-hope,

the whelk-shell of Shelley, and many more, mostly early

coats, and borne by considerable persons and families. In
fact the practice was introduced whenever the name ad-

mitted of it, and sometimes when the allusion is very far-

fetched indeed, as in the boar pig "verres," the crest of De
Vere, and the cock for Law, alluding to his cry, cock-a-leary-

law ! Canting arms were equally common in other countries.

In Italy the Colonne, Frangipani, and Ursini families bore

a column, a piece of broken bread, and a bear. They were
also common in France, Spain, and Germany,

TlNCTUKES^

Tinctures (in French, eniaux) include metals, colours, and
furs. The Metals are

—

Or 'Vellow Topaz Sol.
Argen WTiito Pearl Lims.

The Colours—
Azure Blue, azur Sapphire JnpiteT.

Gu!e3 Red, gucules Ruby JIars.

Purpure Purple, pourpro Amethyst Jlercury-

Sable Black, sable Diamond Saturn-

Vert Green, sinopls Emerald 'Venua.

The Furs—
Ermine, "Vair, Eraiiues or Counter-ermine.
Erminois, Erminites, Pean, Vair-cn-poiut, Counter-vair, Potent-

counter-potent.

Gules is thought to come from the Persian gul, " a rose,"

but more probably from gula, "the throat." The other

terms are French. To the older colours have been added
" sanguine " and " tenn6 " or tawny, a compound of red and

yellow. They are almost unknown in English heraldry,

and are symbolized, the one by sardonyx and dragon's tail,

and the other by jacinth and dragon's head. The blazoning

by precious stones and planets, and even by the virtues,

was a foolish fancy of the heraldic writers of the ICth cen-

tury, and applied to the arms of peers and princes. Gwillim

condescends to use it.

A shield is rarely of one tincture only. In the roll of

Caerlavrock, however, Sir Eurmenious de la Bretta

" La baniire cut toute rougeate."

The original bearing of the.Gournays of Norfolk seems

to have been sable. De Barge of Lorraine bore " azure."

The Captai de Buch, who figures in Froissart as a Guyenno
knight, bore "or," and Boguct, a Norman knight, bore

"argent."

The furs (fig. 2) arc all supposed to be formed of tho

skins of small animals fastened together. Ermine and vair

were long tho only furs

acknowledged, and even

now tho rest are not com-

mon. Ermiue {a) repre-

sents the skin of the animal

of that name, and is white

powdered with black spots.

In vair (i) tho skins in

shape resemble small es-

cutcheons, the wings repre-

senting the forelegs and

tho point tho tail. Tho

fur is that of a sort of

squirrel, bluish-grey on iLo

back and while on tho no. !.-Fi«.

belly, and thence called " varus." The skins am arrapp>o

alternately argent and azure ; and if of other rj.-.ur»_thcy

must bo .specilied. Thera are varieties of vaiis, as vair-cn-
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point, where the point of one escutcheon is placed opposite

to the base of that bekiw ; counter-vair (/;), nhere those of

the same colour are placed base to base aud point to point.

At Crafc tlie vair ^yas drawn bell shiiped (e).

In ermines (c) the field is sable and the spots \vhite, in'

erminois (d) the field or aud the spots sable
;
peau (/) is the

reverse, having golden spots ou a black field. Erminites

resembles ermine, save that the two lateral hairs of each

spot are red. This fur, however, is seldom if ever used in

English heraldry. Guillim in blazoning a fur prefixed the

word "purfled."

Potent (i) is a variety of vair, and often blazoned as

" vair-potent." There is also a form of it called " potent-

counter-potent "
(ff).

Manchester, of the county of Stafford,

bore "potent-counter-potent, argent and sable, a bend

gules." The escutcheons or skins are T-shaped, and re-

semble a " pdtehce," that is, a gallows or a crutch head.

Ermine and vair are used almost to the exclusion of all

other furs. Even erminois is very rare.

The dukes of Biitanuv, eavls of Eichmond, tore "ermine" (this

was the coat of John de Montfort, duko of Britanny, whose widow
married Henry IV.); Lattin, " per pale argent and sable, a saltire

engrailed ermines ar)d ermine ; Beauchamp (old), *'Tair, a label

gnlti ," Orealey of Drakelow, " vair, ermine and gules ;" Calvert,

"paly of 6 erminois and peau, a bend engrailed counterchanged."

Of the colours, gules, azure, and sable are by far the

most common in early bearings. They contrasted strongly

with each other and with the metals. To preserve this

contrast, arose the very early and general rule not to place

metal upon metal, or colour upon colour. Scott takes the

licence of a poet to break this rule in Marmion, whose falcon

" Soar'd sable on an azure field,"

and in IvanJioe, where the black kidghl bears " a fetter lock

ond ehakle bolt. azure, on a field sable." He pleasantly

delenaea himself by quoting the arms of the kingdom cf

Jerusalem, "argent, a tr^ia p<^tcr.t between four crosses,

all or," which thus viola*tes this fundamental canon. The
French call such coats " arm^s i engueris." There area
few other less illustrious but early ia^tonces.

Vcnour, warden of the Fleet, 1480, bore gules on a fess sable, five

Por-Jtlbipa f^r^ *2^ 2, 1,

Leycester of De Tabley : azure, a fess gules between three fleurs-de-

lys or.

Sir Eichard de Eokesle, ioiy). Edward II. : " d'azure, a six lioncels

d'argent, a une fesse de gules."

When an object is given of its natural colour it is blazoned

«3 "proper." Thus in the iualgi.lei of Iho order of &*

George and St ^lichael we have " the archangel encounter-

ing Satan, all proper ;
" though the German family of Teufel

displays a teufel or devil gules. A very striking contrast

of colour is produced by a process called "counterchangmg,"

where a shield is divided betwceu two coh-.ir«, end a charge

placed over the dividing line is also divided between the

game colours transposed.

Chctwode of Chctwode : quarterly, argent and gules, four crosses

patee counterchanged. ,

Peyto of Chesterton : barry of six party per pale dancette, argent

and gules couuterchanged.

A very convenient practice of representing the tinctures

by certain marks and lines arose in the 1 fi*h century, and

is attributed to Padre Silvestre de Petro Sancto, an Italian.

It was devised to aUow of the representation of armorial

bearings in drawings or engravings where it was incon-

venient to colour them. Planch^."statp-s the e-arliest known
instance of the use of this method in England to be in an

engraving of the seals of the regicides attached to the death

warrani, of Charles I. Sir E. Bysshe in Upton, 1654,

gives a representation of these marks. Or (fig. 3) is re-

presented by hatched p^^ir.ts ; silver is plain ; azure is repre-

sented by horizontal linos, gules by vertical lines ; those

for purpuVe are drawn diagonally from sinister to dexter.

and those for vert from dexter to sinister. For eable, tl.=

lines are vertical and horizontal ; for sanguine, diagoual.

Fio. 3.—Representation of Tinctures, fl, or; B. nrpcnt; r. azure ; tf^ gates

:

e, purpure; /, sable; ^, vert; /i, sanguine; f, ttimd.

or in saltire, from right to left and left to right, a compound
of purpure and vert ; aud for tennd, diagonal from siuister

to dexter, and horizontal, a ccmpouud of purpure aud azure.

PABTri OF Ae5IS.

These are (1) the escutcheon
; (2) the ordinaries ; (3)

partition lines
j

(I) charges.

The Escutcheon.

The Enevteheon, 6cn, or shield, called in blazon the

field, upon which all lines are drawn and charges delineated,

represents the shield borne in war upon which the arms of

the knight were displayed. The figure of the shield varied

in heraldry st in war. First came the long-pointed, kite-

I shaped shield or "pavesse," slightly convex, and used with

chain armour. As late as the reign of Eichard I. and John

such may be seen on -
.. ^.,,-..„..„^̂ ~^

early effigies, com- fa^SS^^
monly but by no

means alwaj's with-

out aiinurial bear-

ings, which w§re not

I then generally in

I use (fis. 4'). Varie-

' tics of tl)i.« are the

heart-shaped or pear

shaped shields (fig.

5), "."'] gonT^^^imP"* a

shield representing

a third part of a cyllaJer w:'.h aqnare top and bottom,

muJii used in sifgn operations. Early in the IGih ceu-

tury was introduced the small heater-shaped shield, alsi

trinnr-nlnr but narrow^ short, and somewhat lancet-shaped.

Tbi' was in use in the voign of Henry TIL, and in the Early

English period of architecture (fig. o). The ihiee natcr

budgets of Eos appear on a shield of similar form of the

date of Edward I. in the Temple Church (ng. 7). As coats

Fig-. 4.

Fio. 5-—From tlit

Fig. 6. F'S-7 •<! *

of arms were then simple, this shielJ wo? Lirg? enough tc

contain them without crowding, and therefore with suffi-

cient distinctness. When drawn or carved in architec-

ture it is suspended by its " guiges " or shield straps,

either upright or by the upper sinister angle, when it is s:iid

to be "coucli6." Fig. 8 is from the great seal of Thomas

de Beauchamp,'earl of Warwick, and thow~5 the form of

shield in use during most of the Edwardian period.

As fluted and fancy plate armour came into fashion, the

shield also altered its figure and became four-sided, and

concave in the top and side edges, with a central point

below ; a notch also was cut in the upper dexter corner to
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allow the lance to reach its rest, which projected from the

Dreaatplato, as in the shields upon the tower of the chapel

of the Babingtons at Dethick, and on their tombhousc at

Kingston (fig. 9). Such shields were called " chancrte," or

"ilabouche." They are fre-

qaently carved as an ornament

In the Perpendicular style of

architecture. As the shield

ceased to be used in war, and
was only known as a repre-

sentation upon tombs or in

pedigrees, it was altered to suit

the fashionable practice of

introducing large numbers of

quartered coats, frequently

twenty or thirty, and some-

times a hundred, as in an escutcheon of the earls of Hun-
tingdon in Burnham church.

In the construction of the shield, while actually used in

war, great strength had to be combined with as much light-

ness as possible, and this was attained by the use of cuir-

bnuilli and plates of horn stretched upon a wooden frame.

The cramps and cross pieces employed to stiffen the whole are

sometimes seen upon early shields, and are supposed, with

much reason, to have been painted or gilded as ornaments,

and to have given rise to the bars or ordinaries which
predominate in the first simple coats. Our acquaintance

with the forms and fashions of the earlier shields is chiefly

derived from their representations on tombs, but the actual

shield of John of Gaunt was long preserved in old St Paul's,

and that of the Black Prince still hangs above his tomb at

Canterbury, as do those of his father and of Henry V. at

Westminster. An unmarried woman did not place her arms
ujwn an escutcheon, but, whether maiden or widow, upon
a lozenge, an early practice in allusion probably to a fusil

or distaff. When married she shared the shield of her

husband. The lozenge is an ancient usage, being found in

the seals of English ladies of the middle of the 1 4th century,

and in Scotland a century later. In modern heraldry the

shields of knights of an order are usually oval or circular,

called " cartouche " shields, and encircled with a ribbon

bearing the motto of the order. When married the knight's

arms are blazoned alone within the ribbon, and again repre-

sented with those of his wife in a second shield encircled with

a plain ribbon, and placed on the sinister side of the other.

The dexter side of the escutcheon is that on the proper

right of the bearer and therefore on the left of the spectato"-

To secure due precision in blazoning, nine points, indi-

cated by as man)' names, are taken on the surface of the

shield. These (represented by the letters in fig. 10) are

—at the top in a horizontal line three, the middle,

dexter, and sinister chief ; at the base three, also

horizontal, the middle, dexter, and sinister base

;

and in the central or vertical axis also three, of

which the upper is the honour point, the lower

the nombril point, and the middle the fees point

—the central point of the shield. The last three

are of course in a line with the chief and base middle points.

Before passing to the ordinaries, it will be convenient
here to mention a species of decoration applied to the
shield, which, though not strictly heraldic, is often used in

early heraldry and called "diaper." A shield "diapered,"
"bracteatus," is covered with a ground pattern usually in

squares or lozenges with a flower or scroll work in each

' When an eminent geologist and proprietor of a well-known patent
lozenge left his business for tho militia, and after » abort time rct'orned
to civil life, it was said

—

"So moUlons wtin tf> ITymcn y!oM
Exchnntrc the lozcnKC for tho RhlcM,
But, when they Ioho tho bo»t of men
Uetarn to lozcnKCB ogaln."

Fig. 10.

compartment. The idea is said to be copied and named from
the linen cloths of Ypres. An often-quoted example of

diaper, and a very good one, is the .shield of Robert de Vero
upon his tomb at Earls Colne (fig. 4). Also the shield of

William de Valence upon his effigy in Westminster >lbbey

is a very fine example of diaper. There the ground is

divided into small squares, and each contains a pattern.

The row of shields in the tabernacle work of the old chapel

of St Stephen's, Westminster, exhibits some fine specimens

of diapered v.-ork in squares, lozenges, and circles. The
shield of Earl Warren at Castle Acre Priory is a good
example of diaper, as is the counterseal of Thomas le

Despenser affixed to a Kenfig charter in 1397 (fig. 11).

rio. 11.— Countci-seul of Thoina^ le Dcspcnsu.-.

Ordinaries aiid Pdrtition Lines.

The Ordinaries, or, as they are called in most heraldic

books, " the honourable ordinaries," have been supposed

to represent the clamjis or fastenings of the shield, converted

into ornaments by painting or gilding. They may bf
regarded as nine in number—the chief, the pale, the fess,

the chevron, the bend, the cross, the saltire, the pile, and tho

quarter. When charged they are drawn somewhat broader

than when blank, and each has one or more diminutives.

All were more or less in use in the earliest times of heraldry,

and they were then drawn more boldly and narrower than

is now the custom. When such of the ordinaries as

admit of it are cut short so as not to reach to the margin

of the field, they are said to be humettte or coup(;'0.

Partition Lines, closely allied to the ordinaries named
from them, are the lines by which shields may be divided,

and which vary both in direction and pnttern. It will be

convenient to notice these before proceeding to a detailed

account of the ordinaries, as the partition lines will be

constantly referred to in the examples. When the field is

divided in tho direction of an ordinary it is said to be
" party per " that ordinary, as party per fess or per bend.

Party per chief is rare, party per pile or per quarter un-

known
;
party per cross is called quarterly; party per cro.3

and per saltire is gyronny. When the partition line is

mentioned without qualification, it is a straight line, but

it may bo broken in a variety of ways, as indent'd,

dancette, engrailed, invected, undy, nebuly, embattled,

dove-tailed, and raguly. These partition lines in some casts,

if not in all. have arisen from tho outliue of a charge ot

bearintr. Thus Charnels nS Snareslon ..f liiit bop» cIitoc
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lozenges conjoined iti cross, wliich at a later date became a

cross engrailed, and fusils in the same way became converted

into dancette. In English heraldry the partition lines are

per pale, per fess, per chevron, per bend dexter and sinister,

quarterly, per sal tire, and gyronny.

The annexed sHeld (fig. 12) represents these partition lines. It

may bo blazoned—quarterly of nine coat3 : 1. Butler : or, a chief

indented azure ;'
2. Fleetwood

:

party per pale uebuly, azure

and or, six martlets counter-

changed; 3. Vavasour: or, a
fess dancetta sahle; 4.

or, a chevron inveoted ezuve

;

5. Boyle : party per bend cm-
battled, argent and gu'.cs ; 6.

Trevor: party per bend sinister,

ermine and ermines, a lion

rampant or ; 7. Lawrence :

argent, a cross raguly gules;

8. Bottetourt : or, a saltire en-

grailed sable ; 9. partj'

per fess dovetailed, or and
sable. A good example of a

cross raguly, not an armorial

bearing, is found upon a 12th

century tomb in the church
of Llanfihangel-yn-Gwynfa in

Powysland. Fig. 12.

The French use parti and coup6 for per pale and per fess

;

they do not part per chevron, but per bend and per bend

sinister are tranche and taill6
;
quarterly is dcarteW, and

per saltire ^carteld en sautoir
;
gyronny is giron^. Besides

these the French have a number ot other divisions, as

" tierce," when the shield is divided into three parts, as

" tierce en pal, tierce en fasce, &c. Tierce en pal is con-

veaient when the coats of two wives are to be marshalled

on the husband's shield.

Formerly such broken lines as were used were not mere

margins, but aflfected the whole ordinary ; a fess indented

was a zigzag and called a daunce or dancette. This practice

is still preserved with the line undy. A bend uudy or wavy
is not a mere bend with a wavy edge, but the whole bend
is in waves, whereas a bend nebuly or raguly has merely a

particular kind of edge.

Returning to the ordinaries, it may be remarked that

very many both of these and of the subordinaries in

heraldry are very frequent constituents in mouldings in

the Norman style of architecture. The chevron and the

billet are amongst the most common. The roundel forms

the hood moulding of a door at Peterborough, and is in-

serted in a moulding in the intersecting arches of St

Augustin's, Canterbury. The fret, the billet, and the

roundel or pellet are largely used in the oldest parts of

Malmesbury, and on Lincoln tower is a good example of

undy,—and this before the regular employment of heraldic

bearings.

Fig. 13. Fig. 14. Rg. IS. Fig. i«.

1. The Chief, chef, caput, is the upper part or head of the shield,

covering one-third of it, and parted off by a horizontal line. It is

found in the earliest examples of arms. In the roll of Henry III.

it occurs fourteen times, in that of Edward II. twenty-one times.

De Vivonne. ermine, a chief giiles (fig. 13),
Batler (see fig. 12).

Aston: argent, a chief undy (flg. 14).
St John of Melchboume : argent, on a chief gnles, two mtillefs pierced or (fig. 15).
Cromwetl of Tattevshall: party per chief, gules and argent, a bend aznre; which

might also be blazoned as gules, a chief argent, and a bend aznre (flg. 16).

Heraldic writers give the Jillct as a diminutive of the chief. It
was a narrow strip laid upon the chief, a little above its lower
margin. Guillim mentions, but gives no examples of it.

2. The Pale, pal, palus. ii a vertical strip set upright in the

middle line of the shield, and one-third of its breadth. One of its
earliest examples, if indeed it be not a mere gilt ornament, is

ascribed to Graintmaisnel, baron of Hinkley, who is reported to
have borne gules, a pale or ; but the banner of the barons of Hinkley
carried by Simon de Montfort was per pale indented, gules and or.

The "sable pale of Mar" is the well-known bearing of Erskine,
argent, a pale sable (fig. 17), butwhen it was introduced into Scotland
is not clear. In the roll of Henry III. there occurs no pale, but there
nre three examples of pcly. Party per pale is also there found. In
the roll of Edward 11. there is also no pale, but paly or party per
p.-ile occurs thirteen times. The latter is called simply "party":

—

Pluys, " party d'or et goules."

Flg. 17. Fig 13. Rg. 19. Fig. 20.

The diminutives of the pale are the pallet, one-fourth, and the
endorse, one-eighth, of the breadth of tho pale, both unknown
anciently. Tho pallet may be used singly, the endorse only in
pairs, one on each side of the pale.

Waldgrave : per pale or and gules.
Uarsliall, Earl Marshal and ot Pembroke: party per rale or and rett. a Uod

rampant gules.

Fleetwood (see fig. 12).

\\Tien tho pale is repeated, it is blazoned as " paly," and th«
number of pieces specified.

Kingdom of Aragont paly of ten argent and gules (flg. 18).
Gumey: or, two pallets ature.
Wykcs of Duisky: argent, on a pale endorsed sable three grejrhonnda' bead*

erased or, collared gales (flg. 19).
Daniel of Cheshire : argent, a pale fusiily sable.
Lighlford : azure, a pale rayon^e or (fig. 20).

Fig. 21. Fig. 22. ng. 23.

3. The Fess, fesse, fascia, is a strip placed horizontally across th»

middle of the field. It occurs about twenty-five times in the roll of

Henry III., and its diminutives about twenty-three times, or forty-

eight times in all, against ninety in the roll of Edward II.

Hapsburg : gules, a fess argent (flg. 21).

Charlotte, queen of George HI., on her shield of Mecklenburg-Strelits nlaced •
scutcheon of pretence jjarty per fess, gules and or, for Stargard.

Vavasour (see fig. 12).

Henry de Percy, ancient blazon: azure, a fess engrailed or (flg. 22). Tliia la •
way of describing wiiat is better known as aiure, Ato fusils conjoined 1b

fess or.

The seal of Walter 6.-n of Alan, steward of Scotland, 1190, gire« • tea checiinj',

probably the earliest trace of the Stewart coat.

Weld of Lulworth : azure, a fess nebuiy between three crescents ermine (fig. 23).

De le Piaunch: argent, a fess embattled gules.

Paramour : azure, a fess embattled counter-embattled, between three estolles or.

Tho Temple banner " Beauseant " was party per fess sable and argent.

Nicholas de Crioi ; per fess or and gules.

Swinburn" (modem), party per fess gules and argent, three clnquefoUs counter-

changed-
Pearston : argent, a fess, quarterly, sable and or (flg. 24).

The diminutives of the fess are the bar, covering one-fifth of the

field ; the iarndct, one-half, and the closet, one-quarter of the bar.

The closet is used in pairs only, usually called gcmellcs, and these

are sometimes quadrupled, two pairs on each side, and sometimes

are used without tho bend between them. The bar is rarely used

singly, the number must be specified if above four, when the coat

is " barry" of the given number. The term fessy is not used.

Etarcourl; of Ankerwyke . gules, two bars or.

llasset of Tehidy : oi-, three bars wavy gu'.ea.

Blount : barry nebuly of eight pieces, or and sable.

Fitz Alan of Bedale:' barry of six, argent and azure.

Dabrldgecourt: ennine, three bars humetty gules, fesswlse in pale.

Badlesmcre: argent, a fess gemelled gules (flg. 26). This Is from the roB

of Caerlanock, but the more used blazon la—argent, a fess and two bar*

gemelles gules, which might be given—a fess closeted.

Fairfax of Denton : argent, three bars gemelles gules, surmounted by a lloo

rampant sable, crowned or.

Huntercombe ; ennine, two pair of gemelles gnles.

Edmondson and some other writers describe the gemelles u
cotises.

4. TheKHuvron, cheveron, canterius, from whatever source derived,

seems to have been named from its resemblance to the main rafters

or principals of a roof, a familiar sight in early buildings. It is

common to find orders on the royal foresters for so many pairs of

chevrons. Mr Planch^ points out that in the earliest English

examples of this ordinary, in the seal of Gilbert, earl of Pembroke,

in the reign of Stephen, the upper edge of the shield is pointed like

a ridged roof, and the chevrons are parallel to it, and divide the
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ghielJ into thirteen spaces. He regards as a part of the structure of

tha shield these chevrons, afterwards reduced to three and used as a

regular heraldic bearing by the house of Clare. The chevron occurs six

times iu the roll of Henry I II., and the chevronel, its diminutive, nine

times. The two occurninety-two times in the roll of Edward II. In

breadth it is oue-fifth of the shield. Its diminutives are the cActTOiici

or ^tage, of half, and the couple-close, of a quarter its breadth. The
latter ia borne in p.iirs above and below the chevron. When the

:hcvron is repeated up to three they may be chevrons or chevronels.

if exceeding that number the bearing is chevronny, unless the nxim-

bei b« specified. The chevron is still used to denote the rank ol

the non-commissioned officers of the British army, but of late years

has been borne by them inverted.

Tie- it- ng 25. Fig. 20. Fig. 27.

Stafford : or, a chevron gules (flg. 5G).

Marier : argent, a chevron purpuie. In dexter canton an escallop sable.

Fcttiplacc : gules, two chevions argent.

Clare: or, three chevrons gules (flg. C).

Wyvill of Constable-Burton, derived from Flti Hugh ; gules, three chevronels

brazed valr, and a chief or (flg. 27). [Brazed Is interlaced.)

Kniveton : galea, a chevron party per chevi on nebaly, argent and sab'e (fig. 28).

Fits Walter: or, a fess between two chevrons gnles (fig. 29).

Hungerford : per pale Indented gules and vci^. a chevron or (fig. 30).

Hotot : azure, a chevron couple-closed or, between three crescents argent (fig. 81).

Newport on Uslc commemorates the Staffords, its ancient lords, by bcaiing a
chevron reversed (fig. 3-;.

Flg. 28. Flg. 29. Fig. 30. Flg. 31.

5. The Bcnil, bande, balteum, is a strip extended upon the shield

from the dexter chief to sinister ba.se, and in breadth one-fil'th of the

field. The diminutives are the bcndlet, half the bend, and the cotiae,

or cost, a fourth part, borne in pairs, flanking the bend ; and the

ribbon, one-eighth of the bend. The ribbon is used as a difference,

and is sometimes coiiped or cut short, when it becomes-a hdlon, and
ia the French barre. The biton often marks illegitimacy. The
term b&ton, however, is also applied to the ribbon.

Flg 33. Flg. 33. Flg. 34.

Scrope of Danby: azure, a bend ori a very celebruted example of the bend
(lig. S3).

Culpepper: argent, a bend engrailed gules.

Wallop of Farlelgh-Wallop : argent, a bend wavy snblo (flg. 84).

Fortoscue of Castle-Hlll: azure, a bend engrailed argent, cotlscd or.

Clopton: (able, a bond between two cotises dancettc or (tig. 3S).

Boyle: partv per bead embattled,' wgent and gules (see flg. 12).

Byron of Rochdale : argent, three bendlcts enhanced gules (fig. 3C).

Montford: bendy of t^-n, or and azure.-

Chaucer; per palo argent and gules, a bend countevchangcd (flg. 37).

Fltz Herbert of Notbury: argent, a chief valr, or and gules, over all a bend
sable.

Wlddrlngton : quarterly, argent and gules, a ribbon Mble (fig. 88).

Sir Hugh Bitden: argent, on a bond double cotlsed sablo tbreo eagles displayed
palowlso or.

Keck of Stoughtoa : eable, a bend ermine botwcca two-cotUea, flory countcr-
flory, or.

Flg. 85. Flg. ta. Fig.«7 Flg. 88.

The Bend Sinister ia a variety of the bend drawn from tho sinister

chief to tho dexter base. Its diminutives are tho scrape or scarp,
balf tho breadth, and the ribbon OT baton sinister. A bend sinister

' This Is called also crenellated, and In French brctasx!, from the brctnschc or
wooden gallery attached to tho battlements of castlo walls. When embattled on
both faces tho piece Is sold to bo "embattled counter-embattled." Tho notch
In a parapet lo an cmbrnzure, tho Uitcrmedlato pleco of masonry a merlon.
When n :>orMid and a smaller merlon is ploccd on tho first, the battlcmeat la

Auld to ua j..oppt'd,

is a rare bearing, and, with its diminutives, is frequently used
to express illegitimacy, especially tho biiton, though somelimea as

a difference only.
lUchard de Bury, bishop of Dorham ; party per bend sinister, or aad azure, a

bend coonterchangcd (fig. 39).

Trevor (see fit:. 12).

Tlu dukes of Orieoua: ^lU'e, ttirec flcurt-dc-lys or, a blt«n argeat (fig. 40).

6. The Cross, croii, crux, 'needs no description save that in

heraldry it is usually the Greek cross, or that of equal arms. The
bretidth is one-third of the shield. It is an early and very comnioa
bearing, and whatever its origin it speedily became identified with the

emblem of Christianity, and was popular throughout Christendom

—

"Crux mlhl certa salus, crux est qnam semper adoro.
Crux domint mecuni, crux mlhl refugium.
Per crucis hoc sigoum fugiat procul orane mallgnum."

When plain it is blazoned only as "a cross." Thus the cross of St
George is "argent, a cross gules," and the statutes of the Temple
direct each knight to wear a red cross upon his " cotte d'arroes," on
breast and back. As a plain cross it occurs six times in the roll of

Henry III., and in its varieties eleven times, and in tho roll

of Edward II. these numbers have risen from 17 to 102, when it was
the most popular of the ordinaries.

De Burgh of Ireland: or. a cross gules (fig. 41).

Duckenficld of Duckenfleld: argent, a ci-oss pointed wavy sable, voided.
L'fford: sable, a cross engrailed or (fig. 42).

Flg. 39. Fig 40. Flg. 41. Flg. 42.

A seal of John de UfTord, probably aVout 1360, bears on a heater
shield what would now be described as eight fusils conjoined in cross,

and which is an early form of the Uflord coat. There is also a
mullet in dexter canton, possibly to mark a youirger branch.

Colley : argent, a cross wavy, voided, sable (fig. 43).

SUliluw, bishop of Durham : argent, six willow wands Interlaced In cross sable,
in allusion to his father, wlio was a basket-maker (flg. 44).

Lawrence (see flg. 12).

Party per cross or quarterly is an early and popular bearing.

Say: quarterly, or and cuUs (fig. 4.^).

Lacy: quarterly, or and gnles, a bend sable.

Fitz Warin : quarterly, per fess indented, aigent and gnles.
Atkins of Saperton: argent, a cross sable, bordered with half fleurs-de-ly«, be-

tween four mullets, sable.

Loralne of Kirkhaile: quarterly, sable and argent, a cross connter-Qoarterad of
the field.

Flg 43. Fig. 44. Fig. 43. Flg. 40.

Wlien the central square of the cross is removed, it is said to be
quaitcr-picrced, a cross quarter-pierced.

The varieties of the cross are almost innumerable. Edmondson
gives 107 of them, and there are many more. Of these it will be

sufficient to notice those comparatively few that are older and in

general use ; as the cross botouny, the cross crosslet, the cross flory,

moline, patee, patonce, potent, recercel(!e, and voided. Kono of

these varieties extended to the margin of the field. When s p!»i-'

cross does not so extend it is blazoned as coupid or humctty.
Tho cross botonny, trellee, or modulata has eicL limb capped by

a trefoil, or sort of button.

Northcote of Fyncs: argent, three crosses botonny sable, palnic* in bend
(flg. 40).

The cross crosslet has its extremities crossed. It ia nsnally borne

aa a charge in numbers, but not always,

Waslorley ; argent, a cross crosslet sable.

Iieauchamp, carl of Warwick: gnles, a fess bolwccn Six cross crosslcts or (flg.B).

When tho lower limb is uncrossed and pointed it is " fitchy."

Belgravc : argent, a cross patde (itchy sable (fig. 47).

Flg. 47. Flg. 48. Fig. 49.

Tlio cross patco was tho emblem of the Knights of 6t John, and

is known as tho "Croix do Maltho." Tho cross patonce has ex-

panded ends like tho cross patee, but each tcnuioatcs in throe

points, Tatdo and patonco were "ot always diitingiiishcd. At
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Caerlavrouk Latimor is described as bearing a cross jiateo, wliorcas

tho regular coat of the family was gules, a cross patouco or.

Wm. de Fovtibus, before 1241 : gules, a cross patonce vair (fig. 48),

The cross flory or fleiirettee is capped iua similar way by flciirs-uc-

lys.

Lampiugh of Lamplnj;lt: arcent, a cross flory sable (fiff. 49).

Richard SuM'ait or Siward at Cacrlavrock bore s;ible. a cross floiy argent.

The cross molina is so called from the fer de moliiie, or millrind,

the iron clamp of the upper millstone. "When the millrind itself is

borne it is pierced, but the ctoss moline is not necessarily so. Its

extremities are split, curved outwards, and cut off square. It is an
early bearing. TrVhen pierced this must be specified.

Dec of Eresby : gules, a cross moline arcent.
Molyneux of Sefton : azure, a cross moline quarter-pierced or (fig. 50).

The cross potent, potence, or crutch or gibbet headed, has its

extremities T-shaped.
An early example is seen in the arms of Jerusalem, argent, a

cross potent between four crosslets or (fig. 51). Originally, however,

tho arms of the cross ended in knobs like the handles of a pilgrim's

staff, thence called "bourdonnee."
The cross recercelee has the ends split and curled outwards, but

differs from the cross moline in having them pointed. The two

bearings were occasionally confounded, and while the Baron I!ec

bore a cross moline, Bishop Antony Bee, his brother, is described

aa bearing a cross recercelee.

The cross voided is the outliue only, called by the French "un
croix faux ;

" the field is seen through it. The cross recercelee is

usually also voided.

The lords of CrevectEur bore " d'or, ung faux crois de goules, reccrceWc " (fig 52).

Basing, Cemp. Edward HI.: aziu'e, a cross recercelee and voided or.

Fig. 50. Fig. 51. Fig. 62. Fig. 53.

The cross formfe is peculiar among these varieties, inasmuch as

its extremities rcr.ch the edge of the field. In other respects it

resembles the cross patee.

Lawlcy of Spoonbill : argent, a cross formde chccquy, or and sable.

Among the other, later, and but little used varieties of the cross

may be mentioned the avellane, ending in filbert husks ; the cross

anchored, of which the limbs terminate in anchors ; the cross of

the crucifixion or Of Calvary, mounted on steps. A cross with a

narrow border of another colour is "fimbriated"; across pointed

is where the ends are so cut.

7. The Saltire, saltier, or sautoir, is known as the cross of St

Andrew, and is a common constituent in Scottish coats of arms. Tho
origin is said to be a sort of stirrup or crossed loop suspended from

the saddle by the aid of which the knight leaped into his seat. Such

a stirrup certainly appears on the steed of Patiick, earl of March, on
his seal, and on tho seal of an early Despenser, and this is the only

suggestion that accounts for the name. The saltire is in breadth

one-third of the field.

The Scottish emblem is azure, a saltire argent; that of St Patiicl<, argent, a
saltirergules. Neville boro

" A silver saltire upon martial red."

that Is, gules, a saltire argent (fig. S3).

Bottetouit: or, a saltiro engrailed sable (fig- 12).

Gage: party per saltire, argent and azure, a saltire gules (fig. 54).

Glanville of Catchfrencli : aaure. three saltires huraetty or (fig. 55)

Bruce ; or, a saltire and chief gules.

Fig. 54. Fig. 55. Fig. 56.

Conamon charges placed upon a horizontal or vertical ordinary,

as a fess or chief or cross, are placed upright ; if on an inclined

ordinary, as a bend or saltire, their position should be specified ; it

upright, they are palewise; it inclined, bendwise or saltirewise.

On the chevron they are upright unless otherwise specified.

Dalrymple: or, on a saltiro azure nine lozenges of the first (fig. 56).

Here the charges slope with the limbs of the saltire, that in the

centre being upright. The deanery of Hengham, dedicated to St

Andrew, bore on its seal a saltire r.aguly. The saltire has no regular

diminutives, but when several are borne they are couped.
8. The Pile, pieu, pila, is a triangular strip, its base one-third of

the breadth of the shield, and usually applied to its upner margin,

tbe point coinciding wth the lower point of the ship) J It has been

derived from the Roman pihim, a military weapon, ami from the
pile of the engineer. The origin is obscure, luit it is a very caily
beating. It has no diminutive.

.Sir John C'li.au<Ios, as l'"rnissart often tells us, Imrc "d'argcnt., a nufi
peel de goules, e un label d'azure " (lig. b7), and his ancestor Kolicrt,

temp. Henry III., bore or, on a pile gules three cstoiles, between six

of the same, couuterchanged, an unusually comiiiicated bearing lo«

that age.

Waterhouse : or. a pile engrailed sable.

Frequently more piles than one wero used, generally three, vho*
they are to be blazoned as meeting in base.

IIoUcs: ermine, three piles sable meeting in base (fig. 5S).

nuisc: arpent, thicc jtilcs sable, one issuaiit from tliu chief bcEwecn two fTom
the base.

TVhen the base of the pile is applied to any other part of the shield

than the chief it must be specified. The pile was used by Henry
A'lII. as a vehicle for some of his grants of augmentation.

9. The Quarter or franc-quartier covers the upper dexter qn.artcr

of the shield. If placed in the sinister quarter, this must be
specified. Its diminutive is the canton, of two-thirds its area. Both
are early bearings, but in the roll of Ileiiiy III. the iiuarter appears
in several coats which in later rolls are blazoned with the cantou.
Both are frequently charged. When cither occurs in conjunction
with another ordinary or subordinary, they are placed above it, and
therefore blazoned after it, as further from the field. Both are useii

as early difference;, as in the families of Zouch and Basset, and both
are always borne with straight edges. A canton is also called .i

comer, and a cross between i crosses is said to bo cantoned of them.

De Clare (old); or. a quarter gnlcs (fig. 'J9).

Shirley of Eatingtnn: p-ily of six or and azure, a quarter ermine.
Sutton of Xorwood : argent, a canton sable.

Samuel Clark, the martyroiogist : gules, a fleur-de-Iys or. a canton ermin*
(fig. CO).

Fig. 58. Fig. 6D. Fig. CO.

Suhordinate Ordinaries.—These are the border, tL'.

inescutcheon, the orle, tbe treasure, the fret, the gyron,

the Basque, the lozenge, the fusil, the mascle, the rustre,

the roundel, guttes or drops, the billet, and checquy.

The Border, bordare, fimbria,, or iimbus, though a very old and
independent bearing, was frequently used as a difference, and occa-

sionally as a mark of illegitimaey. It is what its name expresses,

and its breadth is one-fifth of the field. When used in an impaled

coat the border is not continued round the inner side ; in fac> it is

dimidiated. In old examples this was not always atlclidcd to. In
a (quartered coat the border is borne complete.

Sir Verdicas d'Albret, temp. Edward III.,

*' Who guly shield aboui, his neck did fling.

Wrought with dent bordurc, silver shining,"

bore " gules, a border indented argent."

Rondell: ermine, a border compony, or and sable (fig. 61).

Hamelin, illegitimate brother of Henry II., seems to have borne

around his arms, on a border gules, eight lioncels passant or. Thi«

was before quartering came intense. The augmentation granted

by Henry VIIJ. to Courtenay, marquis of Exeter, was a border

quarterly of England and France, the fleurs-de-ljs and lions

enurmy, or in orle (fig. 62).

Fig. 01. Fig. 62. Fig 63.

The hitscHtelieon, or ecusson, is a small shield borne within «ncl

upon the greater one. It occurs in the eajliest coats, and when

voided becomes an orle.

Mortimer: barry of 6 or and azure, an inescutcheon argent, a chief of ttio fli-st

paly of the second between two gyrons of the same (fig. 63).

nokclcy: eiTaine, an inescutcheon azure.
^ , , ., i...„„..a

Alkstrce of AUestree: argent, a chief azure, on a bend gules three inestoKai-

eons party per chief, vert and aigcnt (fig. 64). , „ , . ,..™,.
The arms of -Vlaxwell, Lord Merries and eavl of Killisiiale. afford a good exMnple

of this subordinary. Tiiey arc, argent, an eagle displayed sable, beaked aM
membercd gules, sui-moimted with an Inescutcheon of tho first, charged wjm

a saltire of the second, surcharged witli a hedgehog or, tor Henics.

The Orle is the edge or hem, ourlet, of the inescutcheon, voided,

and is therefore blazoned -iv the Fiench c: a false escutcheon.
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,'j1.t Jo Ballol :

' Dc-Roulcs, ore ung (aux Cicochoa d'arecnl," tliat Is, "gnlcs,
2n oric argent " (fig. 60).

Winiiinjrton of StaiifonI: ar^ciit, on Incscutchcon voided, wlihla an oi-lc of
martlets sable (fig. C6).

ng. C4. Fig. C5. Fig. CO. •rig. 67.

Tte Trcssure is iii fact a narrcw orl'', almost alwnj'S tome double,
and usually flowered. It is a favourite Scottish bearinjj, and is set

with fleurs-de-lys placed nlteriialely, the upper and the lower half

on each face of the tressure, when it is blazoned " flory-counter-

flory." This, in the, Scottish royal arms, is said to denote the early

alliance between that country and Franco. The bearing is, or, a lion

rampant within a double tressure, llory-counterflory, gules (Kg. 67).

Tie tressure was a common grant of augmentation from the crown
for services or in memory of an alliance. ' Scott of ffhirlstane hiid

it from James V. and bore or, a bend azm'e, charged with a muiiet
pierced, between two crescents of the first, the whole witLiu a double
tressure fiory-counterflory of the second

—

" Tlie tressurcd fleurs-de-lys he claims
It) wreath liis sliield."

The Fret was originally borne fretty, representing a trellis.

The single frCt is very rare in ancient arms, but many of those
families who at first bore fretty afterwards bore a fret. Fretty is

usually composed of eight pieces.

Maltrjvcrs: sable, fretty or, which soon became and continued sable, a fret or
(fig. 68).

When nailed at the joints it is said to be clou^e.

Tmssel: "pules, a trellis (fretty) clou^e or.

Hanington: sable, a fret argent, called also a Harrington knot (fig C9j.

Vernon of Sudbury : argent, a fret sable.

The Gyron, also an old bearing, is the lower half of a quarter

divided diagonally. It is a Spanish ordinary, and said to come
from "giron," a gusset. It is seldom borne singly, and usually

is gyronny, when the sliield is divided per pale, per fess, per bend
de.xter, and per bend sinister into eight sections. II more, the number
must be specified. lu the earliest examples the divisions are twelve.

Bossingboume ; gyronny of twelve, or and aznre.
Campbell: gyronny, or and sable (fig. 70).

fig. 68. Fig.6!l. fig. 70. Fig.IL

The Flasquc, or flaunch, is the segment of a circle taken out of

the two sides or flanks of the shield, the margin of which forms the

ohord. They are always used in pairs, one oa each side. This
bearing is not of creat antiquity.

The Voider, tfie diminutive of the flasque, has a flatter curve.

The voider in defensive armour was a gusset-piece either of plate or
rif mail, used to cover a void or unprotected space at the elbow or

knco joints.

Frcro ; gules, two pp.rds' faces between oi many flasques or (fig. 71), alluded to

La Whiillecra/f by Mr Ilookham Frcrc—

"Two leopaids' faces were the arms bo bore."

When the bearer was asVrd to give some verses dwcriptivo cf his

arm.i to bo placed at the head of a history of the family, hi$ answer
was —

"The fl.inches, on onr field of gules,

Denote, by known heraldic I'ules,

A -ace contented and obscure,
In mediocrity sccuie.
By sober par.tlniony thriving,
For tlicir retired existence striving.

By well-judged purclmsea and matched,
Far from ambition and debauches.
Such was the Ufo our fathcis led;
Their homely lc9Son,'dccp Inbred
In our whole moral composition,
Confines us to a like condition."

The lozenge, the mascle, and the rustre r>-^ all derived froin

the fret or fretty, and do not appear oiiginall) .j have been tised

ain^ly.

fhis Lnzcnrjc is a Bquaro, sot up diagonally like the diamotid in
playing cards. It is seldom used alone, and wlien the shield is

covered with it, it is called lozengy.
Fltz'.'.-illlam : lo7cngy, argent and guleo (fig. 72).
De Burgh ; gules, seven lozenges vair conjoinod 3,3,1.

The Mascle, or rather masculy, for originally it was so lucd, is

said to represent a net.

1 1
-2.-.*

Rokele of Suffolk : mascniy, gules and ermine.
Pogea of Stoke-Poges: masculy, argent and gules.
Dc Quincy, earl of Wincheeler; '• gn. Ics, si.x masclc.i d'or, voydft da cluunpi*

and uftcrwards, gules, feven masclcs or, conjoined 3,9,1 (fig. 74).

The Huslre is of latei- introduction, and is not a common beaiing
It is a lozenge pierced in its centre by a round hole.

Custance ; or, a rastro aabia <flg. 73).

Fig. 72. Fig. 73. Fig 74.

Tlie Fusil is an elongated lozenge, from the French fusean, a
spindle, and is supposed to represent a distaff charged with varD.
A very early example of its use is

Jlontacutc: " d'argcnt avcc ung fess cngraM do genlcs d. Irois pieces" mlilch
speedily became "argent, three fusils conjoined in fesi gules" (fig 76).

William of Wayuflete and Wilson-Patten: fusilly, cmiino and sable, a canloa or
(fig. 76).

It has been suggested that the Percys derived their fusils from thcii
lordship of Spindleton.

Trefusis of Trefusls
; urgent, a chevron between three siilndlcs sable.

Fig. 7,;. Fig. 70. Fig. 77. Fig. 78.

The Eoiindd, if of metal, is a simple disk ; if of colour, it ia

convex, half a globe. It is seldom boruo singly, and is named
specially from its cofour.

If Or, a Bezant. If Vert, a Pompey.
„ Argent, a Plate. ,, Tenny, an Or.inge.

„ Azure, a Hurt. „ Sanguine, a GuKe.
„ Guies, a Toitean. „ Paipure, a Golpe.

,, Sable, a Pellet, Gunstone, or Ogress.

The last four are almost unknown in English heraldry. Akin lo

these is the fountain, a disk barred wa\7', argent and azure,

to represent water. Although bezants, plates, hurts, and tor-

tcaux are given in early rolls of arms, their names^do uot always
carry their colours. They are blazoned as roundels d'or, pelottes

d'argeut, torteaux de goules. The torteau is sometimes called

seruse. The pellet often stands for the roundel, and the bezant ia

called a talent, from a coin of that iiame current with the bezant in

the East.

Alan laZouch: Gules, bczarty. Tills was afterwards reduced to ten bezaolL
4.3.2,1, with a quat ter and sometimes a conU'U of Britanny, that Is, " ennlaa
(fig. 77).

Camoys. or, on a chief gules three plates (fig. 78).

Wcllcsley: gules, a cro::': ai-gent between twenty pldtes, 6,15,5,5.

Baskervlile of Old Witlirington : argent, a clicvron between three horta (fig. 79>.

Hurting: argent, ten hurts, 4.3,2,1.

Courtcnay: or, three torteoux (fig. 62).

Babington: argent, ten torteaux, 4,3,2,1, a label azure (fig. 9).

Fulkyn: sable, on a aoss between twelve biilels argent three golpes,

Grcnlle: sable, on a cross engrailed or five pellets.

liriclgeman ; argent, ten egresses, on a cliicf a lion rampant of tho second.

Stourton of Stourhcad: sable, a bcud or between three fountains (fig. 81>

?lg.79. Fig. 80. rig.8L

In early lists the annulet is blazoned as a false roundel ; thus Vipoul

ia said to bear gulcs, six false roundels or.

OuUrs or drops arc represented pear-shaped with a tail like a

Kupert's drop, or the tears on fiineral draperies. Tlicy are not found

in tho earliest coats. They, like roundels, are nnmoJ fiom their

colour, thus : or—gutt^C'or ;
gules—guttc' desang; argent—gulli

d'eau ; sable—gutto de poix j azure—guttd do laruics ; vert-gutt/

d'huile.

Malory: argent, a cross sable. gult< d'or.

Wlnlerbottom: azure, guild d'esu.
v i . ».

Kington; argent, guttd de laimea; on a cnloi azuio thr«o barons coroDOU os

(fig. 80).

Fllz of FItzfoid : argent, gutli! do sang, a cross of tho some.

Chichester city: urgent, guild do poix, on a rhlof Indented gulcs • lloo ol

Fngland.
Marsiial : argent, on a fess gn1e« three drops crmlno.

The Billd or delve is a small parallclojiftam usually bor7<« in

numbers and set up on one end.
Coudray: gulcs. blllctty or.

. ^, ,., „ .^
Delves: argent, a chevron gules, fretly or, bclKccn thrco Jelvca sabla (DA BJ
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Somewhat alcin to these suTiordinarics is a division of the field

kuowii as chccqu;f, ivhcrc the field is divided into small squares like

a chess-hoard. Their number is not specified, but usually is made
up of uvea sqoaTos iu n line, and in de]>th according to tho length of

the shield. Hugh, earl of Vcrmandois, is said to have borne checquy,

or anil azure, and as his daughter married AVarren, it is possible

that the earls of Surrey thenco derived tlieir well-known coat

Wirrent cliccquy, ov aiul aznrc (fig. 83).

Totcslioj : checquy, or uud gules, a chief eiininc.

Fig. 82. Fig. M. Fig. 84.

Checquy was not confined to the field, but was also applied to the
chaj'gcs upon it

Staart: or, a few chccqiiy, argent and azure.

AATiere there is but one row of squares, the bearing is called

gohonuij or contpoivj, if of two rows, countcr-compony,

Cray: barry of bix, argent and azure, a bend compony of tlic first and gulca

(liK. 84).

Fitz Ituy : ijulea, a border quarterly, eimiue and coantci-eompony, or and azure.

Common Charges.

Next to tlie purely heraldic figures connected with the

shield and their diminutives and subordinaries, come those

imported into heraldry as charges from all quarters, in-

cluding au immense variety of objects, natural and artificial,

beasts, birds,_ fishes, reptiles and insects, flowers, and the

fruits of the field, chimsras, astronomical and celestial

figures, man and his parts, arms and armour, implements
of war and the chase, ships, articles of dress, and a mis-

cellaneous budget far too heavy to enumerate.

The rules for the placing of these charges are simple. If

single, they stand in the centre of the shield ; if two, in pale,

or one over the other ; if three, 2 and 1 ; if the number is

longer the order must be specified (see fig. 85). The French

carry the unexpressed understanding much. further. With
ibem, four pieces are placed 2 and 2 ; five pieces, in sal tire

;

six are 3,2,1; seven are 3,3,1; eight are in orle; and
niae are 3,3,3.

13. 14. 15.

'la 85.—Different an-angemen's of charges upon a shield :—(1) 3 roses ; (2) 2
roses in fess; (3) 3 roses; (4) 3 roses in bend ; (5) 4 roses, 2 and 2; (6) £ rosea
la cross ,(7)6 rose* in saltire ; (8) G roses, 3,2,1 ; (9). 6 roses, 2,2,2 ; (10) 8
roses iu oiIq: (11) 9 rosea, 4,3,3 ; (IS) roses, 3,3Ali 0') IC roses, 4,3,2,1;
(14) 10 roses, 4,2,4; (15) 12 roses, 4,4,4.

Animals.

The following rules are applicable to the blazoning of animals.
^<!IIeraUy, uuless otherwise specified, they are shown in profile.

looking towards the dexter side ; when to the sinister, the word
counter is prefixed, "a lion counter-passant." Animals back to

back are " addorsed" ; face to face, " confrontee" ; lacing the spec-

tator, "gardant," or "afl'ronteo" ; looking back, "regardant";
when rising out of the edge of an ordinary, " issuant ;" when out
of the middle of it, "naissant." When the claws, horns, tongues,

hoofs, or mane are shown of a special colour, the animal is "armed,"
"corned," "langued" or "lampass^," " ungued," or"ciined."
Sometimes he is crowned roj'ally or ducally, sometimes " collared,"

"gorged," or "accollee." AVhen wounded he is "vulned."
When of its natural colour an animal is " proper," but it may be

of any metal, colour, or fur, and divided by any partition lines.

When a head or member is torn off it is "erased." When cut off
" couped." "\\Tien men are clothed, they are "habited"; when
nude, they are "salvage."

QirADEurEDS.—Of these the Lioii is by far the most popular, nor
is his popularity confined to England. ' He appears not only iu the

British arms, but in those of Spain, Holland, Denmark, Bohemia, and
Saxony, and many lesser states. Of Edward II. 's 918 bannerets, 225
bear lions in some form or other. The favourite attitude is rampant,
but he may be passant, saliant, statant, sejant, conchant, or dor-

mant. About thirty varieties of attitude are enumerated by WTitera ;

but most are rarely if ever used, and indeed it is seldom the lion is

other than rampant or passant. Sometimes he is borne "demi,"
especially as a crest. His paws or jambs are also borne, andliis tail.

In one or two ivell-known iustauces on the Continent he is
" dehache," tliat is, his head and paws and the tuft of his tail are

cat off. When a member is borne upright, it is " erected." As a
set off to this dismemberment, in early rolls the lion is sometimes
represented as two-tailed, or "queue furchee," and there are

examples of bicorporate and tricorporate lions, though not rr.r.ny.

When above three hons are shown, they beconie lioncels or lions'

whelps, unless otherwise specified.

It has been shown that as early as 1127 Henry I. used the lion

as an ornament upon the shield he gave to his son-in-law, who bore

those animals upon his brodekiiis, as did the early French kings the

fieur-de-lys. llr Planche has investigated this eariy use of the

lion by Henry with great acuteness. A prophecy of Jlerlin, held

to apply to that king, designated him as the Lion of Justice ; his

favovffite residence and death-place was in the forest of Leon or

Lyons in Normandy ; his wife Adeliza was a daughter of Godfrey,

duke of Louvain or Loweu, a name which certainly gave rise to the
lion as the arms of that family.

William, earl of Gloucester, Henry's grandson, sealed with a liou.

Richard de Rcdvers, earl of Devou, who married a gi'anddaughter

of Henry, also bore a lion, as did Eanulph, earl of Chester, who
married another grandchild. William d'Albini who married Henrj's
widow, used tho same animal. AU this occurred at a period when
armorial bearings were by no means au established institution, and
when every great noble was taking it up, and quite open to issume
a bearing. -On the whole, therefore, it seems pjobable that to

Henry I. was due the introduction of the liou into English heral-

dry. It has been seeu that under Richard and John the lions became
the. settled arms of England, and this will account for the general

adoption of the royal beast in English coats of arms. In heraldry a
"lion passant gardant or " is always blazoned as " a lion of Eng-
land."

The identity of the Uon of England with the leopard has been the
subject of much controvei'sy, and when Kapoleon talked of driving
the leopards into the sea ho evidently used the word in disparage-

ment of our national bearing. The early heralds, who probably
were not zoologists, seemed to have confounded the lion with the
leopard, and to have used the names according to the attitude of tho
animal. "When rampant he was a lion, when in any other attitude,

as passant, he was leo-parde or a lion-as-a-leopard, but never drawn
spotted like a real leopard. As the lion came more generally into

use, and was borne in various attitudes, the allusion to the leopard

was gradually dropped, though as late as the reign of Edward III.

and Richard II, the royal crest was described as a leopard, and
Henry V. had a Leopard herald. Among the greater barons of the
13th and 14th century, the lion was borne by the earls of Arundel,
Cornwall, Devon, Hereford, Leicester, Lincoln, the E-irl Marshal
and the earl of Salisbury, as well as by scores of the lesser barons
or knights. Sir Tristem, the knight of lionesse, bore a lion when

"Mordant witli his might,
Willi ft lance un-light,

He smote kirn In the lion."

Fig. 86. Fig. 87. Fig. 8S. Fig. 85.

Lewis of Llanisjien and Cromwell their ca<l<^t bore and bear sable, r Ibui
ramp3::t zr-zi:u\, u hearing still used by their cidcts, the Lcwi&us of Pennyslniall,
M-Uo migrated above two ccuturies ago (Hg. S(>).
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Matlicw of Castell-y-Jhiinoni nrcent, n lion mmpnnt rcairJnrt s;iUc (flc. 87),

Evcrln:;liaftt. gules, a Hon iinhiuint valr. crowned or.

HoTorlni;: ariicnt, a lion rnniimnt queue fiirclu^o gules, porceil nznre (flc: Rfi).'

Capcl* R"lca^ a Hon riimpiint ItetMocn three cross cros^Iots, fitchy. or. lu nUu^tioll

to wliich Lord Capel Is ilescribed 8t the Biega at Colclicuier >-
•'There lion.like undauntcil Capcl stootl,

Jteset Willi crosses In a hold of bluoU."

«lr Shnon de Fclbrlpce, K.O. : or, a Hon sallnnt gnlcs (flg. RD).

fitz Fayne: Rules, tlu-ee Uou paaaaiit In puis ugcnt, dehrulscd liy a bCIuUet

azure (lig- ">)

Fig. 80. rie. ni ng. Hi

The lion ntntnut Is moro usually seen on n crest, (md la that of Percy and
Talljot.

TJxlo of Cefn MaWy: suica, a lion couchant between sU cross crosslcls, argent,

3 and 3.

Ayleworth of Esse:t : gules, a Hon dormant or.

Loogspee, earl of Salisbury : azure, six lioncels rampant or, 3,2,1 (fig. 91).

Eilmoud. earl of Lancaster : a trleorporate lion issuing front thfec parta of the

eacutcheon, united at the head, gurdant in the f«S3 point, or, armed and
lansaed azure (fig. 92).

A Scottish seal of Clialmers, 1449, bears a dexni-lion Issuant from a fcss, In base

a fleur-de-lys.

^farkham ; azure, on a chief or a demi-Uon rampant Issuant gules (fig. 03^.

sir Uenry Eame, K.O. i or, out of the middle of a fess a lion rampant nalasant
gules, armed azure (fig. 94)'.

Vyndham : argent, a chevron between three lions' heads erased or (fig. 95,

Kewdigate ; gules, three lions' jambs erased argent (fig. i}C).

FInchbeke : sable, three lions' tails erased erect argent (fig. 97).

Fig. 03. Fig. m. Fig. 95. Fig. 96.

The Leopard, that is, the real spotted animal, is seen now and theu
(a coats of amis, but is of much later introduction than tlie lion,

which is often called by that name< Thus Sir Reginald de Dunstan-
riUe is blazoned as bearing "gules, two leopards passant de.

Irnised of a baton ;
" these most certainly were -lions. A coat of

Astley was however, gules, a leopard rampant argent, in that case

a real leopard. He is often called a pard.

Cantclupo : azure, three pards' heads jessant flenrs-de-lys or (fig. 98).

Wentworth ; sable, a chevron between three pards' faces or.

Hubard of Ipsley, who held under Cantelupc ; sable, three pards' heads Jessant
flears-de-lys argent.

The heraldic Tiger is neither a common nor an early bearing. To
the body of the wolf he adds the tail of a lion, and ho is studded
with tufts of hair.

The supporters of Uastlnits, carls of Huntingdon, ttro two man-tigers nlfronlda.
Lone of Kilow bears azure, a tiger passant or.

KunJoke of Wlngenvorth : azure, a fesa between three heraldic tigers' heads
erased or.

The Wolf, when saliant, is said to bo "ravissant,"
Lovett of Astwell : gules, three wolves passant BuUe, In pale.

The wolf, the boar, the hart, and the hare were the four heraldic
teasts of vonory. Dame Juliana Berners says

—

•' Four manor bsastys of venery there are:
The first of them Is the hert, the second the have.
The boa? Is one ol them, the wolf, and not one raoc."

Fig. or. Fig. 08. Fig, 09. Fig. 100.

5Tio Boar la the only beast besides the lion borne In the roll of
Honry 111., whore Adam do Swyneburnc bears " do coulcs, a trois
testes do sanghor d argent" (fig. 09), a bciring which, however, the
family have long laid aside for "per fess gules and nrgont, two
cmquefoils couuterchangcd," a coat derived from Umfravillo. The
nnro or teste do eangUor is a common crest. Tho "glory of tho

Wno whole
" "* tusks, "dente timotnr apor." He is also

Oflpln ; or, a boor sable.
The boar was tho cognizance of Richard III., with a thorn bnaft

"Tho brlsily boar
In Infant goro

^B'mnu> ,.™.f „f . ,
.yol'owa beneath tho thorny shade'

•> IM crest of most of tho cJan Campbell.

Tho Sear is nlsrt a ^ea-iit oflioraMry.

norcsford : argent, n bear rampant sable, mnzilcil. COllarcfl, iui4 Clialncd or.
Fitz L'l-so . or, a bear ii:i.ssant sable.

The For.

TVilllams
: argent, two foxea iwilant countcrsallant la salllrc, Rulci. IhB dfrfcr

buniiuuntiiig the hlnister (lig. 100).

Tlie Cat-a-Jfoiinlain, mnsion, or wild cat, wa-s long preserved in
Kockingham forest, the country of Catcsljy, the first of the well-
known trio

—

" The cat, tho raf, and Level our dog."
Catcsby, however, bore nreent, two lions passant gardjmt s,iUc,'crown(!a ot
Keate : argent, thice mountain cuts passant lu pale suble.

The musion was tho emblem of nurgundy and the arms of an im-
prisoned cat were fabled to have been granted by ChildeJiert to s
Knight who made prisoner Gundemar of Burgundy.

In the following di.aloguo from Fcnic's Glory of Gcno'osilie tho
reader will recognize an amusing passage in Quentin Durward.

" Paradis, the herald.—Therefore, 1 pr.iy you, begin and tell your sovereign
what coat ai-mour this knight bearctli?
" Torquaius, a knight.—Mcthinks he bcarcth sable, a musion passant gardani

or, oppressed with a fret gules of eight parts, naylcs argent (tig. 101).
*' Colitmel. a ploughman.—Jezn, /.irl call you this arms? now by my vaye

c'had tliought ai-ms should not have been of such trifling things. Why, this b
even the eat In the milk-house window. Full ill will her duyii thrive glffe she
put zutchc a vennin beast in trust to keep it."

The 75ojr.—The mastiff or talbot supports tho shield of the earls

of Shrewsbury. " The t.albot ever true and faithful to the crown."
In the fine brass of Sir Brian Staplctonat Ingham, 1432, the knight
rests his foot upon a dog whose collar is marked " Jakke."
Burton of Falde : ozurc. a fess between throe talbots' heads erased or.

Maulevever of Allerton Mauleverer'; gules, three greyhounds or lenlcrs currant
in pale urgent.

The al.aund or hunting dog was in great request. Those of Hentj
VIII, bore his amis and badges on their collars. Fienes, Low
Dacre, used it as a supporter.

• The Slag and Hart were old, thojgh jrot of the earliest beai-ings.

The stag appears in tho roll of EdiTtjrd II. When in motion he is

trippant ; when lyi.'ig flown ho is lodged. His antlers are his
" attires ; " a pair of attires attached to a fragment of the slnill bone
forms "a massacre." The head is usually borne full-faced, when
it is said to be cabossed or cabaged.
Green of Green's Norton : azure, three bucks trippant or.
Bullstrode of Ilullstrode ; sable, a stag's head cabossed argent, attired or, and

between the attires a cross pat(!e fitchy of the third, transfixed through the
nostrils by an an-ow of the last, barbed and feathered of tfie secord. This
Is called a stag of SI; Hubert (fig. 102).

The kingdom of Wiirtemberg : or, three attires of a stag burwiso In pale sable.
Cocks : table, a chevron between three massacres argent.
Roper : per fcss, azure and or, a pale and three roebucks' heads countcrchanged
John Trie who, temp. I'dward II., was son and heir of Alicia do Ilcrtley, bon

" a hart's head cabossed."

Fig. 101. Fig. 102. Fig. 103.

Tho stag's head waa the emblem and armoiiiil bearin" of the

M'Kenzies, whose chio<'.,the lord of Kintail, was called by the High*
landers " Caberfaigh"

—

"Piond chief of KIntall,

Let tho stag In thy standard bound wild lu tho galo.

Tho heraldic Antelope, or ngaccUa, somewhat resembles iv tigei,

but has horns and hoofs. Brooke, Lord Cobliam, had for a dcxtei

supporter an agacella, horned, tusked, and, armed or,

Tho Elephant.

Elphlnston : gules, an'clophant passant argent, tiisked or.

Saunders of 'VVeiford : per chevron, sable and argent, thrco olcphinu* tlCAdt

erased counterchanged.

The Bull, or bufller, in his wild state was a fomiidnblo niiimat,

and is used herahlically, though more frequently as a cn-st, supporter,

or cognizance, than in arms

—

^

" Mightiest of all tho beasts of chaso
Tliut roamed In woody Culcdon.'*

Front de Bceuf, a real Norman name, probably bore no armi,

though Scott appropriately gives him fho Diill's head. Tho head

cabaged was a Welsh beating ; and when tlio horns and hoofs aro

noticed, ho is said to bo armed or corned and iingucd. Tho bull's

head is tho crest of Hastings and Novill, and tlio pind bull a nclL

known cognizance.

Bkcfflngton ; argent, thrco buna' hoadi oratcl sable, arniol or fflg, IM).

Tho Calf.

.Lo Vcio of Tortworth and St Pagans in Oiamurganshira : argent, on a hciid table

three calves or.

Colvorley : argent, on a fess gnlos Uirco calves or

The ITor.v, tho support of tho equestrian order, does not appeal

in cttrly coats of arms, although the .winged horse was n cognizi<nee
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of tlio oiJcr of tlic Tcniplo. A grey liorsc is a Hard, .1 bay a bay-

ard. When in the field he is free, when iu harness barded and

caparisoned.

Ti-evclyan of Kcttlecnnibc, whose ancestor is supposed, in Cornwall, to have come

out of I lie sea nt the Land's EnU ready momitccl, inccnRruously cnoueli, upon

a land liofSfe, bears gules, a dcini land horse issuant from tlie water, all

Horsey of Mclcomhe-IIorscy : azitre, three horses' heads couped, bitted, ond

reined or.

The Ass, probably the 'wild ass endued -with sublimity in tho

book of Job, found a liace oil the shield of the old Clieshire family

of HockenhuU, argent, an ass's head erased sable.

The Jlam.—Recently a valuable silver dish -was fished up from

Wliittlesea Mere, having ranis' heads at each end, evidently once the

property of the Abbey.
Jtamscy Abbey, " Ramsey the rich," bore or, on a bend azure three rams' heads

couped argent, armed of the held.

The Sheep is occasionally seen, but the Lamb from its religious

association was in general use. The Pascal Lamb was one of tho

cognizances of the Templars, and is adopted with equal propriety

b/tho gentlemen of the long robe. As the " Lamb and Flag " it

is known extensively in South "Wales. Trice of Park and other

descendants of Jestyu ap Gwrgaut bore it as a crest.

Lambton of Lambton : sable, a fess between three lambs trippant argent

The fleece of the sheep gave name to the great Burgundian order,

and t». toison d'or was its jewel. It probably refers to the pas-

toral wealth of Burgundy, but is said to have been founded by

Philip the Good, in allusion, not to the bad faith of Jasou, but to

the prowess of Gideon.

The Coni.—'William do Capraville bore a goat "exsiliens."

Thorwold of Marston : sable, three goats saliant argent.

Tho CoKCi/.

Conlngsby of Hampton Court : gules, three coneys argent.

The Otter.—I.'outre was used as a supporter by Luttrel of Dunster.

The Squin-cl.

Mutshaw : argent, a squirrel sejant nibbling a nut, aU proper, from a hatchment

In Claybrook Church.

The Jleclgchog, herison, ericius.—In the church of Gamelston,

Notts, is a fine effigy in chain mail of tho end of the 13th century,

of one of the family of Heriz, and oa the shield arc three hedgehogs.

They bore azure, three hedgehogs or. The hedgehog is also borne

by the Maxwells for the lordship of Herries.

Tho Mole.

Mitford of Mitford : argent, a fess sable between three moles proper.

Tho Ermine, the fur of which is borne widely, is scarcely known

iu heraldry as an auimal. The reader will, however, remember the

three ermines iu the windows of Waverley House.

Birds.—The bird of heraldry before all others is the Eagle, the

sy.Tibol of the fourth evangelist Its earliest and chief popularity

was in Germany, where it was adopted by the empire and by many
of the principal sovereign princes.

It appears but twice iu the roll of Henry III., but after his

brother Richard, earl of Cornwall, became king of the Romans, he

adopted the eagle, which on that account was to be seen in all the

armorial glass of the midland churches, and was widely copied in

private coats of arms. His son Edmund, while bearinjj " Cornwall"

for his amis, suspended his shield from the beak, and placed it on

the breast of an eagle in reference to his father's rank. In the roll of

^'.dward II. there are forty-three examples of eagles.

The nobles of the old Holy Roman empire place their_ shields

upon the breast of an eagle, as may be seen in England in the insignia

of the duke of ilarlborough as a prince, and of the earl of Denbigh

an^ Lord Arundel of Wardour as counts, of that empire.

The imperial eagle is always represented with two heads, the

origin of which is obscure. The emperor Frederick II. on his con-

temporary shield in AVestminster Abbey has a single-headed eagle.

The second head is supposed to have been produced by the dimidi-

ationof two coats, each an eagle, but this is scarcely probable. The
e.igle of the house of Brandenburg has but one head. Some of the

North "Wales gentry, headed by Sir Watkin AVilliams AVynn,

place their shields upon the breast of an eagle, single-headed,

and the practice is not unknown in Scotland. The seal of the

widow of one of the "VVarwickshire Harpurs in the time of Edward
" If. gives an eagle, and in his two claws shields of her husband's

arms and her own.
Besides tho eagles of Austria, Brandenburg, Russia, imperi.1l

France, and the United States, the bird was the emblem of Este,

Bohemia, and Moravia, of many of the German, Italian,, and
French nobles, and of many very ancient English and Scottish

irames, as Mouthermer, Bedingfield, Biddulph, Glyn, Weston, in

England, and Ramsay, Maxwell, and Carnegie, in Scotland. 'The

great financiers Rothschild use an eagle for tlieir arms.
The eagle is always shown " displayed," that is, upright, with his

breast to the front, and his legs, tail, and wings expanded,—what
is commonly known as a spread eagle.

"When the beaks and talons of birds of prey are specified, they
are said to be beaked and arni-^d. In the roll of Henry III., Sir

Di'U de Barenton bore sable, tlrree eagles or, and his descendents 1b

the reign of Edward II. had increased the number to six and gave

them argent. Piers Gaveston bore six eagles unou his shield and
horse furniture.

Peter, earl of Richmond and Savoy, who built the Savoy Palace

in 1250, and was uncle of Eleanor, queen of Henry III., on the

shield of his monumental effigy at Aqua Bella bears an eagle for

Savoy. The cross, the later ai'ms of that house, appears on the

pommel of his sword. Long before this, about 1142, when Uathiea

de Montmoreuci married Adela of Savoy, he added four alerions

or eaglets to his arms, probably in compliment to his wife, who bore

an eagle displayed ; and certainly in 1206 the acknowledged annsof

the house of Savoy were an eagle.

Parts of birds, especially of eagles, are borne, as the head, 'wings,

legs, and feathers. "When feathers are used, and the quill is of a

special colour, they are said to be quilled. When a bird is lea-ring

the ground it is " rising," when on the wing it is " au vol," when
the wings are down it is " closed," when open "disclosed."

Bcdingfeld of O.'ibuigh : ermine, an eagle displayed haiTy argent and gnle»

(fig. 164).

Glynne of Hawarden : argent, a two-headed eagle sable (fig. 105).

Colcheth of Ctilcliclh : argent, an eagle disclosed, prcyant on a child In n luantlo

gules, watllcd or. This is the crest of Stanley, well known in Lancashire as

the bird and b.^htling.

Aubrey of Llantrithyd : azure, a cllc^Ton between three eagles' heads erasea t*.

Seymour: gules, two eagles' wings conjoined in lure or (fig. 10G).»

Bray of Slieie : argent, a chevron between three eagles' legs erased & la qnlse

C'calsse," that is. removed at tlie thigh) sable, aimed gules (fig 107).

Fig. lul. Fig. 105. Fig. 100. Fig. 107.

The Fakon, as an accessoiy to field sports, was much esteemed,

and is often borne in heraldi'y. It is also called a gerfalcon, pere-

gi'ine falcon, and tiercelet. The falcon is usually borne with the

jesses or leather thongs about its legs, sometimes with a hood and

bells. It is then jessed, hooded, and belled. When feeding it is

"at prey." The lure was a bunch of feathers towards which the

bird was taught to return. On the seal of Alice, countess of Eu
(1234-42), she bears on her hand a falcon with its jesses pendant.

It was the custom to slip over the claws of the young birds a

silver ring, which could not afterwards be removed. Two such rings

were found at Castle Hedingham, the seat of the De "Veres, engraved

"Ox-en-forde." One of gold found at Biggleswade bore "Sura

regis Anglia;," and within the ring " et comitis Herfordiic." How-

ever well trained, these birds were always liable to prove riflers, that

is, not to return to the lure

—

" For though thou night and day take of him hcde,

And strew his cage faire and soft as silk.

And give him sugrc, bony, bred, and milke.

Vet right anon so that his door is up
He with his feet will sp-airen don-n his cup.

And to the wood he v/iii, and wormes," &c.

Falconer of Halkerton bore originally gules, three hawks' lmt.i

or. After a marriage 'with Douglas they bore or, a falcon's head

proper, issuant out of a man's heart gules between three stare

azure. The English Falconers bore argent, three falcons gules, j"---!

belled, and hooded or (fig lOS).

Fig. 10s. Fig. 109. Fig. 110.

Degge : or, on a bend azure, three falcons rising argent, jessed and beUed of tk«

Baker : argent, on a fess gules three falcons' heads erased of the field.

Ridley of BlayOon : gules, a clicvion between throe gos-hawks argent.

Aldrington : sable, three hawks' luies penned, stringed, and ringed argent

The Sican was the cognizance of the Bohuus. Humphrey, earl ©f

Hereford in 1319, bequeathed to his son " un lit entier de vert

poudre de cynes blanches." AVhcn gorged with a ducal coroni-t

having a gold chain attached to it, it is called a cygnet royal. 1 he

swan was marked or nicked according to the rank of its owner. Uy

a statute of 22 Edward IV. no man having less than five marks

> Heralds differ about the blazoning of this coat The old terms, gules, a pali

of wings displayed or, were thought scarcely clear. York descrilied it as g»ie

two
* Deux

wing.i conjoined in fess or. Ralph Brooke takes refuge in French will

uxTols de I'aigle en cocur; bnt "vol," says Camden, " i' » connplele pair er

Kings!" '"G'ui'irim"'give3""'a pai'r of wings inyerted and conioined." WIhj »h»n

decide amidst so many wearirs of the tabard*
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per annnin couW lawfully fcecTi (v " game " of swans. Tlic kccjipr

who looked after tliem was tlio " gaiiiestcr."

PitflcM of Dorset : azure, a IkiiJ encrai!cil between tvn eygnet!* royal.

Gucsl: azure, a chevron or tctwccu Liij'Ct, swans' beads uascU piojter.

Tlie PcacocJc, paon, is mo..- coninioii as a cru.^l^tliaii in tlic sliicld.

He is usually represeutcJ with his tail spieail, auJ is then blazoueil

OS a " ijcacock in his pride," as seen iu the creat of Jlanncrs.

Pamie : argent, three peacocKs jn ii.cii j/nde proper.

Yeo of DeT^n bore arj'ut, a chevrou salile tctween tluco

Turkey Cocks, tails expanded, proper.

The Pelican is also more coniinou as a crest than in arms. '\\'Iien

in profile she is usually vulning herself, and when full-faced on her

nest feeding her young she is " a pelican in her i-it-ty."

Ca'Tlc of Nash : pules, a peliean in her picly or (fie 109).

Pelham ; azure, three pelicans vulning iheinstlves piopcr.

The Ostrich is also better known as a crest as homo by Digliy, or

as a supporter by Iho coils of Buch.an. The plume of ostrich

feathers, the well-known cognizance of the Black Prince, gave rise

tO the arras of his natural son, Sir Roger Clarendon, -n-ho bore or,

on a bend sable three ostriches' feathers argci.i, passing through as

many scrolls of the fiehL

Jer\l3 of DcAn : argent, six oslrlchca' feathers, 3,S,1, saUe.

The Stork.

StArklc of Huntroyilo: argent, a henil between s\x stoiks sahle-

The Heron is one of the few birds found in early co.ats of arms.

Heron of Chipchasc anil Foril occurs in the roll of Ilenry III. One of the famnj"

was the iiusUand of her of wliom
•' Famo '

Whispercil light talcs'* . .

at the court of James IV. They hore giilcs, three herons argent.

The Cormorant, cr liver, appears with a double pi'.ii in the arms

•f Liverpool : argent, a liver sable, billed and legged gules, holding

in his bill a bunch of laver vert.

The Sheldrake, also a -water-fowl, -was introduced into heraldry to

suit Sheldon, mayor of London in 1676, who bore sable, a fess betreen

three ol.^U.akca argent.

The Raven, corbeau, has been the bearing of Cortet from th«
beginning of armorial bearings.

Corbet of Morcton Corbet : or, a raven sable

—

"A raven sat on Corbet's armed cresf*

Rjivenhlll: argent, three mounts vci-t, on each a raven sable.

The Rook is occasionally borne, and sometimes conjointly with tlie

piece known as the rook in chess.

[tool: of Kent: argent, on a chevron engrailed between thrco roolis sable, as
many chess rooks of the first.

The Owl, the bird of Minerva, but seldom condescends to figure in

.\ coat of arms. The learned Sir Henry Savile however bore-
Argent, on & bend sable three owls of the field.

&iv Kiancis Theobald of Haiking. CnstcIIVs *' lianim lingnfli'um CAllcntissImus,"
bore sable, a fcas embattled between three owls arge"t.

The Cock, moro usual as a crest, is sometimes homo iu arms.
When his beak, comb, wattles or gills, and 8T)urs arc given, he fcj

beaked, cico'.u.^. Bottled oi juivlapped, and arnieA

Cockaigne : aznrc ttirco cocks argent, armed, crested, and jewlnpped proper.

The Popinjay, papagay, or pye, is one of tlis eailicst Leraldio
birds,

Curzon : ergcnt, on a bend sable three popinjays or, collared gnlos.
prwcngo or Fitr. Marmaduke : argent, a fcss gules between three yipfnjaya vert,

beaked, legged, and collared of the second.

The Chough is in repute in Cornish heraldryj liejq bWlc, with red
legs and beak.

Pcniston: trcent. three Comlsh clionghs sable, beaked and legged gules.
OqiIow: argent, a Jtss between six Cornish eiioughs proper.

The Shoveller, said to bo a Cornish bird, is boi'no by the family of
rierle, who came to Cornwall from West Hcrlo in Northumberland,
r.nd probably therefore assumed their arms, argent, a less gu'i^'S be-
tween three shovellers proper, after their migration. The heiress
married Hastings.

Tyrwhlt: gules, three iyruhitt or.

The Swallow, or hirondcllo, forms the very coirly coat of the Arrfn-
dcUs, of whom William le Brito (1170) says-

"nirun-U-lre velocior alltc, qurn dat
ZIoc agnomen ci." ,

"Moro swift than bird higlit AnindeH
That gives him nurao and in Ills shield of arms Is blazoned well,
lie rides amid tho armed troops, and with his spear in rest
(Tlic staff was strong, tho point right shai-p) runs full upon tho brcst
Of Sir Guliiuurac."

'Sir Tliomas Arnndell was by Rudolph H. (1595) created a count
•f the empire fot military service against tho Turka Tho Arundolls
•f Wardour bcai oV„'.,.. „:i ovolloirs argent, 3,2,

1

Fisnr.s.—Tho inhabitants of tho water do not play q very im-
portant part in heraldiy, and are scarcely known among tho moro
aniirnt coats, although a special and interesting volume has been
written by Jlr lloulo on tho heraldry of fishc.i. Wlien borne
Wwijonlally they are "naiant;" when vertically, " hauriant,"

though this )s not always expressed ; when brnt thi'y aro " cm-
bowed " as the dolphin in the crest of Coiirtcnay.

The Pike, or luce, is the oldist example of a fish in heraldry.
Lucy of Chaileeote, ."iiiaUspc.irc's ••Jnnliec tilialow": julcs, scn'.do of cress

crus^lcts, tliice luecs Imuilhiil nrgotc (tig. lluj.

The Dolphin, whatever his zoologiial position may lie, is lieraWi-
Cilly a lish, as is also the Wliah. As the emblvm of D.iuphine
the doliihin was .adopted with the naiiic by tho heiisaiiiiaieiit of
the old Fieiich monarchy, who (luaitered with the ilcur-de-ljs
azure a doI[ihiu hauri.mt oi'.

flsh.acrc nf Flshacrc: gules, a dolphin naiant argeirt.

Kendal of Telyn: argoiit, a ciievrou between tiirtc dolphins iialanl eiiibowcd
suble.-

Dcan Swift says that his cousin Thomas Swift gave for his de-
vice a swift or doljihin twisted aliout fill anchor with tho motto
" Festina leiite." This, however, w.as the device of tho J^iriiitei

Aldus.

Whallcy of TTJiolley : ergeni, »hre« shales' heads erased naiant sable.

The Barbel was also an early bearing, used by tho counts of liar,

who bore azure, crustily 6tehy, two baib!;ls erect enibowcd or,

w ithin a border engiailcd gules,—a beating found in the litiarttriiigs

of many German princes.

The Uerring occnn in the roll of Edward IL
ITcringaud; gules, tlirec henings hauriant argent.

Thc.manorof Earlton, Norfolk, was held by the service of present-
iiig annually at the exchequer certain heriiug pics.

Ranch.—Peter de Ruiuhns or Des Eoche.% bishop of Winchester,
bole three roaches.

Vttijfer.—Chief-Jostiee GoKoyuo Lore argent, on a pale sable s
con£;cr's,head erased or.

Troat.

Tronlbeck: azure, three trouts fiefted in triangle argent.

The Chahol, a sort of gurnet, was used a.s a badge by the family

of Kohan-Chabot.
The Scallop, or escallop shell, is an old and popular charge,

especially in Siiain, as the emblem of St James of Compostclla, which
led to its being the sign of a pilgrim. The seal of the fraternity

of St JSraes at Wisby (about 129U) represents St James as a pilgriiB

with a scallop upon his scrip. Sir Walter Raleigh saj's

—

" Give me my scallop shell of qniet.

My staff of faith to walk upon."

Scales: gules, six eBeillops nrgent, 3,2,1 (fig. 111).

Shelley: sable, a (ess engrailed between three wliell^s or.

l.ij. 11). lig. 111'. Fig. 113. Fig. IH.

EeptiuvS, Insects, and J1ox.sti'.i:s.—Reptiles and Insects ;irf

charges rarely, seen in cai'ly coals.

The Serpent is the bearing of the Yisconti, duktss of Milan : ar-

gent, a serpent gliding in pale azure, crowned or, vorautan infant

issuant gules.

The Snake or bisse, anguis.

Sir Wm. do Malbisse: three testes dc bysscs.
Tho usual bearing of the nnmo of Vaughan In S. IVales Is ftiurc, Ilircc boy**

heads coupcd at the bu^t argent, wreathed abou' tiio neck Mltb a snuko proper
Bottreaux; argent, tiirce toadi».(hotraccs>.eroct sable*

The Fly, musca.—Muschamp of Woolcr bore nrgcut,' a chevron
vert between threo (lies. This bearing is seen on a boss of tho
cloister at Canterbury, but tho musca: aro represented as butter2ie«,

whi jh loses siglit of the allusion.

Tho JScc—Both Sir Robert Peel and Sir Richard Aikwright
appropriately placed a bee in their urms.

Chimccras.—A chimtcra is a modification of some existing aiiim-I,

though often much more than " parce detorla " from its type, Of
them the most celebrated is the winged li'^n of St ilark, tlie pi\.i:d

emblem of ancient Venice. Technically tho bcarinjj is "aiuro, a

winged lion scjnnfgnrdant, with a glor)', or ; in his fore jlaws .^n

open book, thereon Tax tibi, Jlnrce, Evangelista mens,' over t' o

dexter page a sword erect,—all proper."

Tho Vrar/on, though not very much used in heraldiy, is a chiniF ra

of ancient date and much employed in early romance. He is thua

described

—

" Tlicro WHS A dragon great and jjr)'mme,

Full of flro and also of vcnym :

.And as a lion then was his fete.

His taylo was long and full unmcte ;

'Between his head and til.s layic

W'ni twenty-(«o fuoto wlltioutcn faUt
nis body was llko a wino Ion,

Ho shone ftdl bright against llic sun I

His eyes wcixi brlglit as any glass,

Bis icalcs wore hard § to/ brass."
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T)io dragon was a favourite standard w'lfli tliclVelsii princes, ami
iisotl also liy the Anglo-Norman sovrrcigns.^ "Ho is ilrawu with four

li'gs anil wiags, a long barbcil tail usually knollwl, ami a body iiro.

teeted by scales. In Englisli heraldry he ia used chieHy as a crest.

In Wales, Kliys Ap Tudor Mawr is said to have borue " ai-gcnt,

a dragon scgrcant sable."

Tlfe Gryphon is popular both in romance and heraldry. He is an
emblem of vigilance, and inhabited a mountain in Bactria and
guarded much gold there. It was in defence of this that lie

" Tlivoucli the wilderness
Pursued the Arimaspiun."

He is drawn with the body and tail of a lion, the hcadof a coclc, a

pair of wings, and very long sharp claws. When on his hind h-gs

he is segreant.

Morgan of Tredegar; or, a gryphon scgi'cant sable (fiff. 112).

Evelyn of 'Wotton; azure, a gryphon passant and a chief or.

Culton of Landwude: sable, a clicvron between three gi'vphons' heads erased

urgent.

The .gryphon was an early cognizance of Rcdvers, carl of Devon,

and was used statant by some branches of the Jloutacutcs in the

time of Henry III.

The iVyrcrn is a two-legged dragon with the body p.assing off into

a long tail barbed at the end and usually borne nowed or knotted.

Drake: argent, n WTvern statant, tail depressed and nowcd, gules (fig. 113).

Coclcatricc.

kjingley;"argent, a cockatrice sable, combed gules.

The Unicorn or licorne abounds in .'Scottish heraldry, and was
made the sinister supporter of the arms of Great Britain by James I.

"Ceste meiTCillnsc bcste.

Qui line cornc a en ta teste

Scnefic nostix PcigncHr,
Ihcsu Crist nosti-e snureur.
C'cst runicorne spiritucl,

Qui entrc la viergc prist ostel."

QarLlng: argent, a unicorn sejant sable, armed and unguc<l or.

The Mermaid.
Ellis.- n^ent, a mermaid gules, crincd or. In her rigkt hand a comb. In her left a

xiii.'. or, argent.

The Martlet, or merlotte, a small bird witliout legs, and always

tepresented close. It is one of the oldest and commonest of (Jhargcs,

but seldom if over borne singly (see Fleetwood, fig. 12).

Fomival of Farnham lioyal ; argent, a bend between si.t martlets gnles.

Koger do Jlc-rley, roll oflU-nry HI.: barry of ten, argent and gules, on a border

azure eight martlets or.

Tloweiis and FnuiTS of the Earth.—Of these the palm was

an emblem of victory ; the laurel,. of triumph ; the oak, of strength

;

the olive, of peace ; the cypress, of woo ; the viiic, of fecundity and

joy ; the lily, of purity ; the daisy, of humility ; while the holy

"Trefoil, St John's wort, and dill

Hinder witches of their will."

Fleur-de-tys.—At the head of heraldic flowers, if flower indeed it

be, is i)Mifleur-de-hjs (fig. 60), the Flos gladioli of Upton, said to have

teen brought down by an angel for the arms of France, and which

was certainly used by Louis VII. and borue singly and in numbers

by Philip Augustus. It may bo allied to the lily

—

"Tlie lily, lady of the flowery field.

Or flem-dc-luce, her lovely paramour ;"

or its origin.al designation may have been " Flcnr de Louis."

It was not at first popular cither in Normandy or in England, oc-

curring but twice in the roll of Henry III., and only twenty times
'

in that of Edward II., nor was it until its assumption by Edward
III. that it came into general use in England. The Cantilupes bore

three fleurs-de-lys before they added the pards' heads (fig. 98).

Dlgby of Coleshill : azure, a fleur-de-lys argent,

rortman-of Orchavd-Portman : or, a fleur-dc-lys azure.

Beaumont, to show his claim to descend from the blood-royal of France, bears

azure, sem^c of flours- dc-!ys, a lion rampant or.

Hawkins; argent, on asaltiro sable a flcur-de-lys or.

New College, Oxford : sable, three lilies slipped argent.

The Rose (Flos forum) U a very popular charge in English

heraldry, though in the roll of Henry III. it occurs but ctco, and
in that of Edward 11. only twelve times. Usually the ilower is

borne alono and fuU-faccd, with five petals, and barbs and seeds

between them. If a stalk is shown, it is usually " slipped," that is,

cut off obliquely.

Boscawen of Boscawen-Roso : ermine, a rose gules, barbed and seeded proper
(fig. 114).

Bllson. bishop of Winchester: azure, a rose and pomegranate Impaled dimidiated,
gules and or, barbed, seeded, stalked, and slipped counterchanged.

Tho rose is also used in the chaplet, a favourite head ornament,
of which a good example may be seen upon the conical helmet of

Humphrey de Bohun (1267), in Glou'-cster cathedral. After the
gallant defence of Calais in 1348, in which Edward and the Black
Prince served under Sir Walter Manny, the king was so pleased with
the valour shown by his piisoner Eustace do Ribeauinont that he
took a cha]ilet from his own head and gave it to Sir Eustace with
his lilicrty, bidding him " wear it for a year for the love of me."
flrcystoke : bnrrj- of sl.x, argent and azure, three chaplets gnlQju^

The Trefnil, Qnatrcfoil, Clnqw/oil, and Sixfoil arc all commoix
charges, usually but not always bomo, Uko tho rose, without a
stalk.

Ilirvey of Ickworth; trulcs, on a bend argent three trefoils slipped rcrt,

Vincent of titoke D'Abernon : azure, three quatrcfoits argent (fig. 115),

Kobcrt do Bellomont, cavl of Leicester (1101-1220), .-sealed with a cinqneftil, bcaA
ingon cacli foil an ermine spot; and Kobert de Cjuincy, the s<>n of ona it
Karl Itohert's sisters, bore "dc gonlcs ung quintefoil de hcrmj-n,*

Umfravilc of l'cnm.Trk: gules, a sixfoil or.

F.g. 115. Fig. 110. Fig. 117.

The Thistle, which gives name to tho Scbttish order, is al* af

heraldic bearing in that country.

Leaves, fcuillcs, are borne by Levcson and Foulis ; hazel kavcshj
Hazloriggo of Noscley ; strawberry leaves, or fraises, Ly Eraser ok

Lovat ; walnut leaves by Waller ; oak leaves by Oakes ; by Elmci

of LilTord, elm leaves ; ryo and barley or orge by Kye and Graudorgq

Bigland bears three cars of big.

Wood and Borough bear trees rooted up or eradicated.

Borough of Chctwynd ; gules, the stem and trunk of * Vreo erfldlc&tcd ait4

coupcd, sprouting in two branches argent.

AVIicn Queen Elizabeth visited Worcester the oitizens.transplanted

a pear tree laden with fruit into the markct-pUee,' for which atten-

tion she added pears to the city arms. \Vai\lcn abbey, Beds, was

famous for a pear that bore its name and constituted its arms

—

azure, three Warden pears or. The kingdom of Granada bore

argent, a pomegranate slipped proper. Seijeaux bore argent, »
saltire sable between twelve cherries slipped gules.

The Garh, gerbc, or wheatsheaf, was a common bearing, especially

in Cheshire. Sometimes the garb is banded of a dilfercnt ooloor.

Grosvenor : azure, a garb or.

Vernon of Sliipbrook : or, on a fess three garbs" of the field.

Cele.stial Figures.—The San was the cognizance of Louis XIV.,

with the overbearing motto, " Nee jduribus impar." la heraldry

this was blazoned as " the sun in his splendour."

Jean de la Tlay bore argent, the sun In his splendour gules.

Ralph dc la )Iay, temp. IIe;iry HI., differenced this coat by bearing only a ray of

the sun, " blanc, ung rey de solcil de goulcs."

Sip John Aldam, temp. Edward II. ; azure, a ray of the sun or. In both
examples the ray issues from the dexter chief, and is bonic bendwiae. U
resembles a pile wavy.

John de Fontibus, bishop of Ely, 1220-23, boro the sun, moon, and sorcn etan^

2,1,2,1,2,1.

The Moon is always borne as a crescent, and usually with the con«

cavity upwards. If this be to the dexter it is increscent, if to the

sinister, decrescent. It is an early and general charge, thongb
seldom borne singly.

Chapman : per chevron argent and gtiles,

a crescent counterchanged.
Weld ; azure, a fesa nebula between

thl'ee crescents ei-mine.

Baron of co. Lincoln : azure, In chief

two moons Increscent and decrescent
argent, in base an estoile or.

|

The seal of Sir La^vrence de Berkerolles,

1302, gives a chevron between tbrco

crescents (fig. 118).

Tlie Star, or estoile, is usually

shown with six rays, wavy, and is

thus, and by not being pierced,

distinguished from the mullet. If

there be more rays the number
must be given.

Ingllby of Eipley: sable, an estoile

aigent.

One of the branches of De la Hay bore ar-

gent, an estoile of sixteen rays gules.

Sir Francis Drake, in menioi, oi his

voyages, bore sable, a fess wavy be-

tween the arctic and antarctic pole

stars argent

Mak and his Parts.—The full

human Figure is very rarely borne

in coats of arms. In Scotland the

Dalzells bear sable, a naked man
with arms extended, proper ; formerly he was borne suspended from

a gibbet.

Wood- azure, three salvage men ambulant In fess, proper; In their dexter handi

a shield argent charged with a cross gules. In their sinister a clab resUng on

their shoulders, also proper.

Mr Way mentions an MS. at Melton, in which two knights are

represented tilting before a French princess, one of whom bears for

a coat three demoiselles caged in a basket.

Canning of Foxcote : argent, three blackamoors' heads cooped sable, capped ««
- /retty gules.

Fig. 118.
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Trcmainc of Colncombc : en''!', ttirco dexter arms conjoined «t llic sliouIJcr,

flexed in triniiKlc. or, fihtcil argent
nr.nrnard : ar;:cnt, three sinister Imnds coiipcil at the -H-rist gules.

K'lljninbc nf Walton bems a inftn's Icr for a crest.

'I'liulsle of .Man : gules, flircc lega urinc-l in mail p'oiier. ganiislicd and spaiTed

or, conjoined at the tliieh^ and Hoxcil in trian;.'Ie, u bearing celtninly ill Uac

.IS c.Tily ns the reign of Kdward f., and possibly earlier {lir. llfi).

A Tcry cxtrjordin.iry bearing Is that gi-antcd to i'uter JJudgo of Stopwortli,

Cliesliire, by'Guyenne lilng-at-arms, Srii April, 14 Kdward I , for services in

b.itlle, " J*orter u i^on cscu d'or et sables, barrd de six pibees et ung pal

gnlcs, nvcc une manu-llc do fcinmc d(5goiitnnte." It is said to be the earliest

example of a grant of arms by a herald. UappUy for herjidry there are not

many such.
Newton: sable, two sliiu bones 5.-Utu-c-wisc, tlio sinister sunnountcd by Ihe

dexter, argent.
Douglas : argent, n man's heart gules, cnslgned by a royal crown proper, on a

chief azun: two stars of the first.

The " qtUnqac vuhicra" or five wounds of the cruciCxion arc a.

common ccclcsi.aNtical bcariug on architectural shields, and several

bishoprics hear figures of saints ou their sliields, but those are

Karccly within the limits of proper heraldry. Thus the arms of the

•OS of Cliichcster arc

—

Azuro, Tresbytor John mitred, seaie,! on ft tombatono. in his Rinlster hand i

niotmrl, his dexter extcndeil. nil or. In his inuuth a sword fesswise arj^cnt,

liUtcd ond pomellcd or, the pouiC to the sinister.

MiscELlANEors OBJEri's.

—

Uclmcl.—The lielmet completed tho

knight's equipment, lie wore " I'ccu au cou, sou lieaulmu siu" la

lete, ct sou glaive au poing," or,

"His helm of latonn bright,
His saddel was of revell bone,
His bridle as the sun slione,

llis spcre was of fine cyi)rcss.''

llalliday of ITangcrford: sable, three helmets nigcnt, gamlsheJ or, with a border
engrailed of the second. The molto leferriug to the omitted fuurtli hehuet
la exceedingly happy, " Quarta ealutis."

Morion, or steel cap.

Urudenel cf Dene: argent, a chenon bclwecti three morions sable.

Gamiilct.
Canter of Trcgtuiter: sable, three dexter gannllets or.

The Sicord is much used in heraldry ; it was tho oldest weapon
and that most thought of. The .<;oldier in all time was the man ot

the sword. Damascus, Cologne, Bilbao were in turn famous for the

manufacture, as was among smiths Andrea di Ferrara. Tho
swords of great soldiers have been celebrated : Bhowanee as tho

sword of Sivajee, Excalibar of Arthur, Taillefer of Coeur da Lion

—

" Schwafurlama's magte blade

Was by dwarfs at midnight made."

There was nlso the weapon by vliich Kulaud, with "huge two-
handed eway," cleft the pass of Uoiicesvallcs,

"And to the enormous labour left his name.*'

The sword of Talbot bore " Sum Talboti pro yincere inimioos

suos,"—"Bad Latin," .says Fuller, "oh it, but good steel in it."

King John gave his own sword to the town of Lynn Kcgis with tho

irscription, " Ensis hie donum fuitregis Joannis, asuo ipsius Latere

datum." Tho sword of heraldry is two-hauded.

KUpm of KUpeoi argent, a sword beodwisc sable.

The Axe was reckoned a manly weapon

—

•' King Richard, as I understond.
Yet he went out of Englonde,

' Let make an axe for the nones,
Therwitii to cnrsh the Saracens bones.

Thereon were twenty pound of Steele.'*

Tho Danish battle-axe was famous. Walter do Plumpton held

Plumptou by the tenuie of a Danish oxo that liung up iu his hall

there.

Uackldy t ; gules, three Danish a.xes or.

Znitce.^Tho arms granted to Shakespeare's father were, or, on a
bend sable a lance of l!ie field.

Spear Head.—This is a common bearing among the "Welsh of

Glaniol-gan and Brecknock, and used by Jones of Fonmon : sable, a
chevron between three spear licads argent, points embrued gules.

It is quartered by Lewis of Orecumcadow, a cadet of Yau, and by
others.

The Arhlastf'ox cvoss-bow, was a most unpopular Weapon, as

icnuiring no strength or manliness for its use. Kichard I. is gene-
rally said to have met Ids death from a cross-bow ; but the carls of

Aberdeen, who claimed to represent Bertrand do Gourdon, bear as
their crest two arms diawing a long bow. Tho cross-bow wa.s

forbidden by Innocent II. .and tho emperor Conrud at a conniil
in 1139. Guillaumo de DClc, who ^vroto before 1200, says of Uiia
weapon

—

" Tor effort do lance et d'eseu,
Conqncront toy scs cnncinica
J« nrbaltftrlccs nu fu mis.
Tor sa gncno li autorltcz."

Nevertheless as early ns 1'2"0 the master of tho cross-bows WM »
great officer of the French crown.
Arblaster: ermine, n cross-bow In pale gules.

Tho How, though formed of ."Spanish yew, was essentially an
English weajion. It occurs in hcraldr)-, though scarcelyso frequently

as might have been eiipcctcd, and ciiicdy in jxllnsion to a name.

The belt or baldrick, sheaf of arrows, buckler, and sword com
pleted the equiiimcnt of an archer—

.

" Tlicir baudricks set with studs, athwart their shoalden cast.

To which, under tlicir arms, tlicir sttcuTcs were buckled fast;

A short sword at their belt, a buckler scarce a siian,

Who struck below the knee, not c-junted then a man;
AU made of Sp.inish yew, their bows were wondrous btrong;
They not an arrow drew but was a c'otnyard long.

Of archery they had the very perfect aaft."

The bow was used by the English in the attack on the isle of BT
iu 1627.

Bowes ot Slrcallara: ermine, three bows palewlsc strung gules (Bj. 117)-

The Arroic.—Drayton describes

"Their anows finely paired for timber and for feather,

With birch and Brazil pierced, tn fly in any weather;
And shot they wliii the round, the square, or forked pile.

The loose gave sucli a twang as might be heard a mile."

The burgesses of Sheffield seal with u sheaf of arrows.

BirdboU, or bozon.

William de Grcslcy held a manor " per untim arcum . . . et unaia bozonenL"
Dozen of Barronvby ; «;j^ci.l, tnrcc blrdbolts gules, feathered or.

The Plicon, or broad arrow.
Sydney of Penshuist: or, a phcon azure (fi::. 119).

I'loycr of Floyer's-Haycs : sable, a clicvroii between three broaa miiovs argent,

Iu heraldry arrows are usually drawn as clothyard shafU. The
^iheon is always drawn with tb.e head only.

Besides these, and also more or less connected with war and the

chase, arc the buckle, barnacle, calthrop, castle, fircbali, hammer,
horse-shoe, hunting horn, maul, pick, spur, stirrup, and some
hundreds of miscellaneous objects, travelliug so far out of the legiti-

mate charges of heraldry as to iniludo apples and acorns, beehives,

and a turnstyle. A very few of the most ancient have been selected.

Walter Agard held Tutbury-,Mndcr Henry III. by a white' hunter's bora, and bore

for m-ms, argent, three hunters" horns sable.

The Chain borne by the kings of Navarre, the puzzle and delight

of French heralds, "gules, a trellis of chains or. In cross and
saltire," also blazoned "gules, a carbuncle closed aud pomelled or,""

or by tho Spanish heralds—" cadenas d'oro atronesados.cn camx>o
do sangre."

The Annulet, said to be a link of mail,

ihugrave of Wenhatl, derived from Vipont : azure, six annulets or, 3,8,L
Lowther also dciived his arms, or, si.\ annulets sable, 3,'.-', I, from the same source.

Calthrop—a four-spiked implement, so arranged that when thrown
on the ground one spike always stood upright. Calthrops were used
to keep offcav.iliy. Bruce used them at Banuockburn, aud among
the stores at Dover c.istlc, IG Edward IU. , was a barrel couUiniug
2900 c.alketrappes. Froissart says the English ou one occasiou

supplied their place by sticking their spurs into the ground.

Horseman: or, three calthrops gules (fig. 120).

Fig. 120. Fig. 121. Fig. m.Fig. 119

Castle.

nill: ennine, on a fess sable a castle triide lowered argent.

Comb—a. singular bearing of higli antiquity boroo by Ponsouln
of Boiisoaby aud Tunstall of ThirLiud.

Ciqis.

Argentine: argent, three cups gides.

Cushions, oreillicrs.

Tails of Moray; argent, three pillows gules.

Malicu do Redman, in the roU of lleiiry III.: do Roulcs, a tix)b liorcllers d'or

Tossibiy tltesc arc birds.

Tiara.—Tlie Dukes d'Urbino boro a papal tiara.

Crouns (mural, naval, and others) and mitres aro not uncom-
mon in arms. Tho Berkeley crest is a mitre. Tho erunecliv >

crown of rue was used in 1150 bj Saxony. Hcruhanl of Auh.nii

bore barry of eight or and sable, a cranccliii vert.

Afullel.—This is usiually called a spur rowel, but it was ill nm
long before the rowelled siiur. Besides being cmidoycd as a dilfvr*

cnce, it is a constituent ot numberless coats of arms.

Asslieion of Uownhum: Brgeni, a mnlkt plor«(d sable

But it is genorallv borne in numbers {see fig. 15).

Tho Liimphnd or galley. The bearing of the Ixmls of tho Isles

quartered by the dukes of Argyll for Lornc, in nrgeiit, a lymiiliud,

soils furled and oars in action, all sable, flags flying gules (lig. 1211.

The J/iiiincA, or lady's sleeve

—

" A lady's slecva high-splrlird Hastings bol-e."

The earls of I'eiiibroke bote or, ninnunehgiiles; lliuse of limiting.

don bear urgent, a mauneh sable. It was borne also by Flanivillx,

Wharton. Maunsel, Convers. and many others. Buyuid took a lady'a
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con-

sake.

sleers and proclaimej it, nitli a valuable ruby, as a pnzo to be
tended for. Bayard himselt won it, and the lady wore it for his

Fig. 123 is from the seal of John de Hastings, 1291.
Tlie BaHerin(i-ram is borne by tlio

Berties, earls of Lindscy, sometime dulces

of Ancaster, with tlie allusive motto.
"Virtus ariete fortior" (fig. 122).

The Escarbttnclc was a very early bearing

of the Mandevilles. It is a cross of ciglit

rays, set with Icnobs and the arras ending in

fleurs-de-lys. In another form the ends are

connected by cross-bars. The escarbuncle

of the reign of Henry III. resembles the

iron work on doors of that period.

Dlount of Ititton : nrgent, two bars czurc, over all

an escarbuncle of eight lays gules, fleurcttde and
pomcttdc or.

Among musical instruments the Clarion

is borne by Giaiiville, and is seen on tiles

at Neath abbey. It resembles a pan-pipe.

The Trum2Kl is seen on tlie fine Trumping-
ton brass ^ear Cambridge.
Williams of Thame: azure, two orcan pipes saltier-

wise, tlic dc.\tcr over tlie sinister, between four
Baltires argent

The ll-^alcr Budget or bucket is an early

charge identified with the names of Ros
and Rose. Ros, however, got it from the

Trusbuts of Belvoir, who possibly bore it
lig. 1-3.

as lords of Watre in Holderness. Mr Planclie has discovered a

drawing of a pair of water budgets in actual use. They were of

leather, and carried in pairs on a stick over the shoulder.

Debased Heealdey.

Of debased heraldry there is no lack of examples,

and a few are ancient. Thomas de Insula, bishop of Ely

(1345-61), bore gules, three bezants, on each a crowned

king, robed sable, doubled ermine, sustaining a covered cup

in his right hand and a sword in his left, both or. No
doubt, like the arms of the sees of Chichester and Salisbury,

this extraordinary coat was meant to be painted on a ban-

ner. Camden granted a great number of coats, mostly of

a complex character, and since his time heraldic taste has

not improved. Tetlow (granted 1760) bore "on a book

erect gules, clasped and leaved or, a silver penny argent,

thereon written the Lord's Prayer ; at the top of the book

a dove proper, in his beak a crowquill pen sable." Other

grants show negroes working in a plantation, Chinese

porters carrying cinnamon, (tc. The grants to Lord Nelson

.and his gallant captains, and to the elder Herschel, are

utterly unheraldic. It can scarcely be wondered »at tliat

jLord Chesterfield, correcting the Garter of his day, re-

marked, "You foolish man, you don't understand your

own foolish business."

DiFFEEENCES AND SIaEKS OF CaDENCY.

The object of an armorial bearing having been to dis-

tinguish one iron-sheathed warrior from another, it was

necessary to provide bearings for the members of a family,

oU entitled, to take the paternal coat. This was managed

by the introduction of a difference (French, hrisure), usually

some slight but well-marked alteration, sometimes by in-

verting the tinctures, sometimes by changing an ordinary

or a smaller charge, as a bend for a fess, or a crosslet for

a martlet. "Where an heiress had been married a part of

her coat was often introduced. The object was with a suffi-

cient difference to show the connexion with the head of the

house. The following examples are from the families of

Hastings and Zouch. Females, who wore no armour, did

not need distinguishing marks, and bore the coat unbroken.

Sir John Hastings bore (see fig. 123) or, a maunch gules, called "le
de plein armes."

Sir "William Hastings bore the Same, with a label of Pembroke.
Sir John Hastings bore the same, with a border of Valence.

Sir Edmund Hastings bore the same, with a label vert.

Sir Nicliolas Hasting? bore th* tame, with a label azure.

.Sir ]\Iiles Hastings bore or, a fess and a chief, three mullets gnlos.

Sir Philip Hastings bore the same, with a label azure. .

Sir Robert Hastings bore ermine on a chief azure, three mullets or.

The label of Pembroke and border of Valence show the matcfe

with the heiress of Valence, earl of Pembroke. Sir Jliles

formed a distinct brancli, that ot Uaylesford, probably before

armorial bearings were fixed; his descendants, however,
returned to the maunch.

Sir Alan la Zoucli bore gules, bezanty.

Sir \VilliaLi la Zouch bore the same, with a quarter ermine.

Sir William la Zouch bore the same, with a label azure.

Sir Oliver la Zouch bore the same, with a chevron ermine.

Sir Amory la Zouch bore tho same, with a bend argent.

Sir Thomas la Zouch bore the same, on a quarter argent a mullet

sable.

The quarter ermine is to show the descent from the dukes of

Britanny.

These and many others of an early date ar« suitable for

their purpose ; but, as armorial bearings became less actually

useful, alterations of a different character crept in. The label,

however, retained its place. It closely resembles the strap

with pendants which from the saddle crossed the horse's

chest. Theearliestexample of its use is said to beby Geoffrey,

son of Henry II., in 1153, but a more certain case is the seal

of Saher de Quincy, though whether there borne as a charge

or as a difference is uncertain. At Caerlavrock Maurice de

Berkeley bore a blue label "parcequo ces pere vivoit." In

Scotland William Fraser, in 1295, uses a label of three points

and on each three roses or mullets, probably meant for

"fraises" or strawberry leaves. The mullet, crescent, and
fleur-de-lys are used as differences about the same time. The
label, even then, was most frequently used by the eldest

son, but occasionally he used the crescent, and the label

was taken by the second son. The royal house generally

used the label, but occasionally the border. Edward
I., as prince, bore a label of five points azure ; Edmund
Crouchback his brother, •who married a French princess,

charged the label with fleurs-de-lys. His second son, Henry,

bore England with a bendlet ermine. Thomas and Edward,

second and third sons of Edward I., used labels. Edward
IV., as prince, bore on his great seal a label of three, and

on his counterseal one of five points. John of Eltham, his

brother, bore England with a border of France. The Black

Prince, who bore France and England quarterly, added a

label argent, and Richard, during his father's life, placed a

cross of St George on the middle point Lionel, third

son of Edward III., having married the heiress of De Clare

and De Burgh, used a label and on each point a canton

gules, said to be the original arms of De Clare, and on his

seal as earl of Ulster each point bore a cross for De Burgh.

The number of points was matter of indifference, though

usually confined to three. The label itself was, on the

whole, and has continued to be, a mark for all tho princes

of the royal house.

Setting aside the royal family, a new system of differ-

ences came into use, and is touched upon by Upton early

in the 15th century, though then but imperfect. He gives

the crescent to the eldest son, and to the others the label

with three or more points in succession. Dame Berners,

in 1486, besides employing the billet, crosslet, and other

marks, describes a method of differencing by "gerratting,"

that is, powdering the field with billets or other charges,

but the good lady's coats are often mere fancies. The first

regular appearance of the modern system is on the eflSgies

of seven Beauchamp cadets in St Mary's windows at War-

wick. There the label, annulet, crescent, martlet, fleur-

de-lys, and mullet indicate the several cadets. Tho

label is placed in chief, the rest on the fess point of each

surcoat.

The modern marks now regularly admitted are—(1) the

label of three noints ; (2) the crescent
; (3) the mullet ; (4)

the martlet ; (5) the annulet ; (6) the fleur-de-lys] (7) the
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rose; (8) the cross moline; (9) tlio cctofoil (fig. 124).

The elder son of the elder son places a label upon a label,

the second a crescent, and so on, so that the ninth son of a

ninth son would bear an octofoil upon an octofoil, pointing

out the relationship of each member to the parent stock.

Practically, however, marks of cadency are but seldom

&^^

f 7. 8. i).

Fio. 124.—Marks of Cadency.

used. The earls of Harrington indeed, descending from
the second son of a second son, place a crescent upon a
crescent. Lords Abergavenny and Braybrooke difference

their Neville saltire with a rose, as springing from the

seventh son of Ralph, earl of Westmoreland. On the other

hand Lord Derby, though a cadet, bears his arms unbroken.

Marks of Illegitimacy are very various, and on the

earlier coats not to be distinguished from differences.

Probably the earliest English example is afforded by Wm.
Longspee, natural son of Henry IL, who bore six lioncels,

no doubt derived from his father, though usually attributed

to his wife Ela, heiress of the earldom of Salisbury. His
counterseal bears the long sword whence be derived hia

name. The sons of Richard, brother of Henry IIL, bore

their father's lion of Poitou, inverting the colours, until Sir

Geoffrey Cornwall took prisoner the duke of Britanny,

when he changed bis field -to ermine. In the roll of Ed-

ward IL, Sir John Level le Ba-stard bore Lovel, usually or

and gules, with " un label d'azur." Sir Roger Clarendon,

son of the Black Prince, has already been mentioned (page

701). John Beaufort, son of John of Gaunt, bore per

pale argent, and azure on a bend gules^three lions of Eng-
land, with his father's label After his semi-legitimization

he bore England with a border gobonny argent and azure,

the Lancaster colours. Arthur, Viscount Lisle, eon of

Edward IV., placed a baton over his father's arms.

Sometimes the father's coat was altered. Sir John
Stanley bore>a coat compounded of Stanley and Lathom.
Sometimes a baton sinister was added, sometimes a border.

Strictly a natural son does not adopt his father's quarter-

ings, unless such as are habitually borne conjoined, as the

royal arms. The descendants of Charles II. bear the whole

arms with a baton sinister or border ; those of William IV.

the baton. With the house of Bourbon the baton marked
the cadet3,.the baton sinister the bastards. Sir Gilbert Tal-

bot (1569), son of a bastard son of Sir Gilbert Talbot, was
allov.'cd Talbot and the usual five quarterings of the family,

with a beadlet sinister over the v.-hole, but this is unusuaL

RuLE3 OF Blazon.

To blazon a coat of arms is to describe It in the technical

language of heraldry; and, although the works of the fathers

of heraldic lore contain much irrelevant matter, and some
coi.fusion of arrangement, the rules of blazon, by whom-
soever devised or perfected, aro remarkable for their pre-

cision, brevity, and completeness. Great and successful

care has been taken to produce clear and simple order, to

avoid repetition, and to preserve a certain uniformity of

arrangement through much complexity of detail. The
technicalities arise in great measure from the use of

terms once well known, and tlie language, as was to bo ex-

pected, shows traces of the French and Franco-Norman
channels through which the "gentle art" reached England.

First comes the description of the field, its colour, or the
anangement of the colours (if more than one), and the
character of the partition lines when parted. Thus the
" parma inglorius alba " would be blazoned " he beareth
argent." The coat of Waldgrave is per pale argent and
gules ; that of D'Ebroicis, earl of Gloucester, was "per pale
dancette argent and gules."

Next follow the charges, and first those of most im-
portance and nearest the field, their name, number, and
position (if an animal, its attitude), and finally the colour.

The principal charge is that which occupies the principal
position. Thus Backhouse of Kellet bore party per saltire,

azure and or, a saltire ermine ; Bigland of Bigland, azure,
two ears of bigg or. Where the principal charge is an
ordinary placed between smaller charges, it follows the
field : Foliot,—or, a less botweon two clievrons gules. The
same rule holds where the ordinary is charged, as in Braith-

waite of High Wray,—gules, on a chevron argent three cross

crosslets fitchy sable ; or when the two are combined, as

Kerr of Cessford,—vert, upon a chevron between three uni-

corns' heads erased argent, horned and crined or, as many
mullets sable. WTiere the ordinary may be charged, but does
rot admit of being placed between charges, it is blazoned

thus : Russell,—argent, a lion rampant gules, on a chief

sr.ble three escallops of the field. If the field be sem^e of

ijgures \i-e., besprinkled with them in regular order) they

follow it: Pierrepoint,—argent, semce of cinquefoils gules,

a lion rampant sable. Had the cinquefoils been on the lion

instead of on the field the blazon would have run, argent a
lion vampant sable, semde of cinquefoila gules.

The arrangement of common charges has already been

explained (page G98, fig. 85) :—if one, central ; if two, per

pale ; if three, 2 and 1 ; if more, as must be specified, as in

Babington (fig. 9). Such diminutives as are bomb in pairs

follow their ordinary: Cludde,—argent, a bend between

four cotises sable. To avoid repetition, if a tincture occurs

twice reference is made to the first : Scott of Abbotsford,

—or, two mullets in chief and a crescent in fess, czuro,

within an orle of the last ; and so if the same number of

charges occurs twice, the words " as many " are used

:

Maling of Scarborough,—ermine, on a chevron vert between

Chrae hawks' jesses as many roses argent. Upton, who
wrote in Latin, is put to strange shifts to express his mean-

ing. He thus blazons the arms of Mortimer (fig. G3) :

—

" Portavit arnia barrata, et caput scuti palatum est ct angulatum

de azorio et auro, cum quodam scnto simplici de argento." Id

heraldic French this is, "II portoit barrce et ung chef palee cunetie

d'asur ot d'or, et ung cscu simplu d'lU'gent,"

The following, from Menestrier, is the full blazon of the

arms of the old kings of France :—
D'asur a trois flcurs-do-lys d'or 2 and 1, Escu tim bnS d'un casque

ouvert d"or placode front, assorty de sos lambrequins d'or ot d'asur,

couronni5 do la couronne imperialo Frantoisc, outourii dcs colliers

dcs ordres du St Esprit ct St Jlichcl, soutenu par deux anges vctus

en Lovites ; la dalmatiquo des (!nia ix do I'escu tenant cliacun un

baniore do Franco ; lo tout plac6 souj un grand pavilion d'asur lleur-

de-lis^ d'or doubl6 d'ormines ; lo comblo rayonnd d'or et coiironniS

de la couronno imporiale Franjoiso.

Le dit pavilion attach^ & la baniere ou oriflamnio du Eoycaume.

Cri du guerre, " Montjoyo St Donis." Devise, " Lilia non laborant

nequo nent," alluding to iho operation of tho Salio law.

Marshaluno Arms.

Marshalling is the disposing or arranging of such coals of

arms as have to bo included in one shield. Blazoning deals

with the particulars of each coat, marshalling with iu posi-

tion as regards other coats. Arms may bo arranged per pale or

impaled, or the shield maybe divided into as many squares

as may bo required, when it is said to bo quartered. The

first coat, that of tho bearer, may or may not be repeated in

tho last quarter as may bo required to imiko up an oven num.

ber of squares, which, though not necessary. >« desirable.
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For a time armorial bearings were purely personal, and

intended to supply a want only felt by the wearer of armour.

Hence, at first, females do not seem to have used them,

and when a place was found for them on armorial seals, the

coat was regarded as that of their father, and therefore not

differenced. For a time they seem to have had a separate

shield. On- one of the seals of Margaret of France, queen

of Edward I., his three lions are displayed upon the point of

her tunic, and on her right hand is a shield of France, on

her left, one with a lion rampant. On the reverse is a

shield of England, and around it, outside, a border of

France. Margaret Bruce of Skelton married Robert de

Ros. Her seal (1280) bears herefHgy, somewhat defaced,

so that nothing can be distinguished on her dress, but on

her right is a shield of Ros, on her left one of Bruce.

A well-known seal, date about 1347, is that of Joan,

daughter of Henry count of Bar, by Eleanor daughter of

Edward I. by Eleanor of Castile. Joan was widow of

Warren, earl of Surrey. Her seal is circular, with nine

compartments. In the centre is Warren for her husband
;

above and below, England for her grandsire ; right and
left are two barbels for her father. These four are on

lozenges. In the four corner compartments are—(1) and

(4) a lion for Leon, and (2) and (3) a castle for Castile, for

her grandmother. This is a sort of nebulous quartering.

To this succeeded the allotment to the wife of the sinister

Lalf of the husband's shield, displayed as though two
shields had been divided vertically and united, omitting

therefore the adjacent half of each coat. This is called

diraidiation, and the shields so joined constitute an im-

palement. Another seal of Margaret of France illustrates

this practice. In it half of England impales half of France.

There iS a good example of diraidiation in

the tomb" of William do Valence at Westmin-

ster, where Valence impales Clermont-Nesle,

both dimidiated. An early German seal

combines half an eagle with half a Hon in

this way. The arms of the Cinque Ports are

remarkable examples of dimidiation. In each, F'g- 125.

the lions of England are dimidiated with the arms of the

special Port. That lof Hastings (fig. 125) is party per

pale dimidiated. Dexter, gules,

three lions passant gardant or

;

Sinister, azure, three demi-hulks

of ships argent. Sometimes one

of the coats only was dimidiated.

Eleanor (Montendre) was widow of

GuyFerre. Her seal (1348) has

a shield of Ferre, a cross moline

and over it a baton, dimidiated,

impaling Montendre, a lion within

an orle of trefoils. The lion is

whole. The seal of Elizabeth,

wife of Sir Lawrence Berkerolles

(fig. 126),— azure, a chevron or,

between three crescents argent,

impaling a lion rampant,—is a

good example of an impalement
without dimidiation (date 1392).

Usually the lady has the sinister

side, but in the seal of Marion,

wife of Sir William Dalziel (1392)
this is reversed, as it is in the im-

paled shield of John of Gaunt,

where his wife, a daughter of

Peter of Castile and Leon, has the dexter side. Dimidi-

ation is not , applicable to all coats. A canton on the

sinister coat would be lost, and a chevron be converted

into a bend. The tressure, orle, and border were' usually,

not always, dimidiated j and although this form of im-

Fig. 12S.

palement has fallen into disuse, these charges are still borne
dimidiated, as may be seen with the border and tressure on
the tomb of JIary, queen of Scots.

When tlie lady was the last of her race, various modes
were devised for the conservation of her name and arms.
Thus on the death (1193) of Robert de I^acy, last of the
line of Pontefract, John, constable of Chester, half-brother

to Robert by his mother, took the name and arms of L&cy,
and was ancestor of the earls of Lincoln of that name. In
tlie same century Isabel, heiress of Earl Warren, married
Hamelin Plantagenet, who took the name, and Uieir chil-

dren bore the arms of Warren ; and so with the Mandevilles.

earls of Essex.

Sometimes a coat was compounded of the two families.

Thus Jlr Planch^ is of opinion that the bend was added to

the paternal coat of Bohun, on the marriage with the

heiress of Milo, earl of Hereford. Scottish seals show
many examples of snch composition. Eustacea Colvile,

widow of Reginald le Chein, in 1316, bore a cross moline,

square pierced, for Colvile, between four cross crosslets

fitchy for Chein. About the middle of the 14th century
began the practice of placing the arms of females upon a
lozenge. As early as 1347 Elizabeth D'Arcy so bears her

arras, as in 1356 does Maud Fitz Payne. The seal of Joan
Beaufort, widow of James I., affords the earliest Scottish

example.

The first step towards a regular method of preserving

heraldically the memory of a family extinct in the male
line seems to have been taken in Spain by a process now
known as quartering? Eleanor of Castile, queen of Edward
I., has upon her tomb a shield divided into four quarters,

in the first and fourth of which is Castile, and the second

and third Leon. The practice, though not finally regulated,

was approved, for on the seal of the " She-wolf of France,"

queen of Edward II., the shield is quartered (1) Eng-
land, (2) France, (3) Navarre, (4) Champagne, mixing
up confusedly the arms of husband and wife, as they also

are upon the shield of Philippa of Hainault, queen of Ed-
ward III., who bore quarterly, (1) and (4) England, (2) and

(3) Hainault and Holland. A very early instance of

regular quartering occurs in the will of Humphrey Bohun,

earl of Hereford, dated 11th August 1319, by which he be-

queaths a courte-point quartered with the arms of England

and Bohun. This is five years before the accession of

Edward III., and makes it probable that the quartered coat

of William de Foix at Winchester is original.

Under Edward III. quartering came into general use.

The king led the way by quartering France and England,

and the earl of Pembroke followed, quartering Hastings and

Valence. John Hastings, his son, commemorated on his

shield his father's match with Ann daughter of Margaret,

duchess of Norfolk, a co-heir of Thomas of Brotherton, and

this affords an early instance of the precedence often given

in quartering to the royal arms. John Hastings bore quar-

terly of four—(1) and (4) Brotherton (Plantagenet), (2)

Hastings, (3) Valence; and, on another example—(1) and

(4) Brotherton, (2) and (3) Hastings quartering Valence.

This latter arrangement of sub-quartering shows a consider-

able advance in the system, Henry IV. combined quarter-

ing with dimidiation in a shield long preserved in the

windov,' of Christ Church, Newgate, which bore France and

England quarterly, impaling France with a bend gobonny,

and Navarre quarterly, dimidiated, for Joan of Navarre.

In this case the 1st and 3d quarters were removed, and the

sinister bearings thus reduced to what may be better

blazoned as party per fess, (1) Navarre, (2) France. The

French sometimes quartered diagonally, called "Ecartele

en sautoir." The old kings of Sicily thus divided their

shield: party per saltire, (1) and (4) A.ragon, (2) and (.3)

Swabia. This plan never found favour in England, where
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A regular system of quartering sprang up, and has continued

iu use, A quartered shield, though of no special family,

is shown by fig. 12.

At first the arms of an heiress were impaled by her

husband, but latterly they were placed on a central

inescutcheon designated an escutcheon of pretence. The

70?

children di^•ided the shield into four quartei-s, and placed
the paternal coat 1 and 4, the maternal 2 and 3. If a
second heiress came iu, she was placed in No. 3 ; if a third
in No. 4; if more, the shield was divided as required
The following pedigree' will explain the system. In it all

the descents that did not bring in an heiress are omitted.

4. Waleran de Newburftb

1. Ralph Je Monthermer. 5. Wm. Mauduit=4. Alice.

2. John de Montacute=l. Margaret. 6. 'Wm. Beauchamp=5. Isabel. 7. Hugh le Despen9er=8. Alienor de Clare.

8. Richard Neville=2. Alicia.

I

6. Richard Beauchamp=7. Isabel.

8. Richard Neville=6. Aune.

9. Geo. D. of Clarence = 3. Isabel. 10. Richard D.

1. Mouthermer : or, an eagle displayed vert.

2. Moutacute : argent, tliree fusils conjoined in fess gules.

S. Neville: gules, a saltire argent.

4. Newburgh : checquy or and azure, a chevron ermine.

5. Mauduit : argent, two bars gules.

6. Beancbamp : gules, a fess bet^veen six cross crosslets or.

7. Le Despenser ; quarterly, 1 and i argent, 2 and 3 gules, a fret

or, over all a ribbon sable.

8. De Clare : or, three chevrons gules.

9. Clarence : quarterly France and England, a label of three points

argent, each charged with a canton gules.

10. Gloucester : quarterly France and England, a label of three

points ermine, on each, point a canton argent.

The armorial bearings of each generation will be as fol-

lows :

—

1. Monthermer alone. 2. Montacute impaling Monthermer. 3.

Neville impaling quarterly, 1 and 4 Montacute, 2 and 3
Monthermer. 4. Newburgh alone. 5. Mauduit impaling
Newburgh. 6. Beauchamp impaling quarterly, 1 and 4

Mauduit, 2 and 3 Newburgh. 7. Le Despenser impaling
De Clare.

6. R. Beauchamp : quarterly of four—1 and 4 Beauchamp, 2
Mauduit, 3 Newburgh ; impaling quarterly of four—1 and
4 Le Despenser, 2 and 3 De Clare.

of Gloucester (Richard III.) -=3. Anne,

3. r; Neville : quarterly of four— 1 and 4 NeviUe, 2Montacnto,
3 Monthermer ; impaUng quarterly of six—1 and 6 Beau-
champ, 2 Mauduit, 3 Newburgh, 4 Le Despenser, 6 Do
Clare.

9. George, duke of Clarence : France and England quarterly,
impaling Isabel Neville quarterly of nine—1 and 9 Ne\'Ule,

2 Montacute, 3 Monthermer, 4 Beaucbaiup, 5 Mauduit, t
Newburgh, 7 Le Despenser, 8 De Clare.

The above, being a well-known and very noble pedigree,

has been selected to illustrate the system of quartering, which
is explained by the shield (fig. 127), thus emblazoned :

—

1, George, duke of Clarence ; 2, Neville, who brings in 3, Monta-
cute ; 4, Monthermer ; 5, Beauchamp, who brings in 6, Mauduit

;

7, Newburgh ; 8, Le Despenser ; 9, De Clare.

Unfortunately the several bearers of

these arms were fanciful, and some-

times gave precedence to one and some-

times to another coat, and indeed never

used the whole, which would have

crowded their shields and caparisons.

The four woodcuts, figs. 128-31, will

iUustrafe this. ^x- »"•

1
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The other is the seal of the king-maker. As lord of, Glamorgan
he gives precedence to De Clare and Le Despenser, and bears

quarterly of four gi-and quarters—I- and IV. quarterly, De Clare

and Le Despenser; II. aud III., Montacute and Monthermer

;

Neville not appearing at all. The crests are those of Beauchamp
and Montacute. The remaining supporter is the Neville bull,

muzzled, and below are ragged staves for Beauchamp (fig. 130).

The counterseal gives on the shield Neville above with a label,

and the swan crest on the helmet. The caparisons are quarterly of

four grand quarters : I. quarterly—1, effaced ; 2 and 3, Newbuigli
charged with five pards-' heads, jessant fleurs-de-lys for Cantelupe',

i, Beauchamp ; II. and III.—1 and 4, De Clare ; 2 and 3, Le
Despenser; IV.—1 and i, Beauchamp; 2 and 3, Newburgb
(fig. 131).

Fio. 130.—Seal of Richard Neville, earl of Warwick. •

The rules were also departed from where the royal arms

were quartered, as by Devereux, Hastings, and Stafford,

when it was usual to place them in the first or second

quarter out of their genealogical order. Also in certain

cases the quarterings of an heiress are not broken up, but

borne combined as a sub-quarter, sometimes called a grand

quarter. Thus the royal arms always form a special quar-

ter, and probably the arms of Howard, quartering, as they

always do, Brotherton, Iilowbray, and Warren, would be

80 treated.

The English mode of quartering is defective, inasmuch as

it affords no proof of purity of descent on both sides. A
new man whose father married a Talbot or CUnton heiress

would combine their ancient quarterings with his new coat,

and few would be the wiser. On the Continent and in

Scotland the system is far more perfect, and the quarter-

Iiiga ui^lude all ancestors and ancestresses of every kind.

There a man who can prove the arms of his father and

mother has two quarters ; of his grand-

father and grandmother, four ; and so

on. The following scheme, supplied

from the family records of Mr C. J.

Middleton, registi ir of the preroga-

tive court, the r jpresentative in the

male line of a Scottish family, the

Middletons of Fettercairn, two of

whom were earls of Middleton, will

explain this. It gives, or nearly gives,

the well-known " sei^e quartiers," without which, in

former days, scarcely any important office was ever to be

obtained :

—

Fig. 131 —Counterseal of Richard Keville, earl of Warwick.

1
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''1, Fetitiir infonnntio linfre De la Pole, et piimo quienam

fucrit' mntiT G'. (Ic la I'ole ;
2Jo. Quiiiam fuerint ejusdem pater et

mater • S""- QuKiiain fucrit uxor Tliomre Chaucer scu mater Aliacic,

iic. . ! . Placcbit anna gentilitia faniiliarum Polo, C'liauceri, et

aliarutn, qua) apponuntur in superioribus loculamentis, inJicare,

aut pic'tura cum debitis coloribus, aut seriptura, per armoriiui

iigaraa et colores."

This sort of escutclieoti at once placed before the eye

tlie heraldic history of the family for four generations.

Bishops, deans, kings-at-arms, and the heads of certain

corporations weir their paternal arras impaled by those of

their office. No provision is made for the wife.

Single women or widows bear their arms upon a lozenge.

Widows and peeresses use their husband's supporters.

Peeresses in their own right use their own. But no lady

use3 crest or motto.

A commoner who marries a peeress in her own right

uses two shields. On the dester are his own arms with

those of his wife on a scutcheon of pretence ensigned with

ber coronet ; on the sinister the lady's arms alone on a

lozenge with supporters and coronet. If the lady be only

a dowager peeress, and not an heiress, there are also two
shields. On od3 the husbaud impales her arms in the

ordinary way ; on the other are the lady's arms, &c., as a

widow, impaled by those of her first husband, with his sup-

porters and coronet, but no crest, and the arms in a lozenge.

A baronet of England or Ireland bears a

sinister hand couped gules on an inescutcheon

or a canton. It is blazoned "argent, a

si'iister hand, couped at the wri.st and ap-

piumee, gules." Those of Nova Scotia bear

argent on a shield of pretence, Scotland en-

signed with a crown. f'e- i^s.

Bacon of Redgrave, the premier baronet, tears gules, on a chief

argent two mullets pierced sable (fig. 133).

A knight of an order surrounds his shield, usually a

cartouche, with the ribbon and motto of the order. If

married he takes a second and sinister shield, and thereon

impales his wife's arms, the whole within a plain ribbon.

A widower marrying a second wife divides his shield

tierce per pale, and places his own arms in the centre, his

first wife's on the dexter, his second's on the sinister side.

For a greater number there is no strict rule. A certain Sir

Gervase Clifton who .survived seven wives, placed himself

in the centre of the shield, and his wives around him. The
widow of two husbands may divide her lozenge tierce per

pale, and place her first husband on the dexter side, her
second in the centre, and herself in the sinister place ; or

she may divide the dexter half on her lozenge per fess, and
place the arms of the first husband above, and those of the

Second below.

Appendages.

These include whatever is borne outside the shield, as

the crest, badge, motto, supporters, helmet, coronet, and
some other addition.?. Strictly speaking, armorial bearings
are confined to the contents of the shield; and heralds have
never regarded the appendages as of the same importance.
The Crest was the ornament of the headpiece, and aflforded

protection against a blow. In early rolls of arms it is not
Doticod. In early seals when it appears it is rarely heraldic,
•""ichard I. wears a sort of fan-shapod ornament, but has a
•on passant gardant on the front of his helmet. Edmund
_-ouchbackin 1 29G uses distinctly a crest. Of fourteen seals
» horsemen in complete armour appended to the barons'
io ;er to the pop'j in 1301, three only have regular crests,

although many have plumes. The three are—Thomas earl
uf L.incaster and Ralph earl of Gloucester, men of high
rank, and Sir John St .John, a great military commander.
In the 1 Ith century ihey became gencnl. In 1355 the
pount of Ilainault presented to Edward Hi-, "uuamgaleam

pretiosam cum apparatu quam idem comes solebat in capite
suo gestare." This was the crest of the eagle seen on the
count's seal, and which the king regranted at the fords of
Annan to Montagu, earl of Salisbury. Edwi-d himself
used the lion, which has continued to be 'he crest of the
English sovereigns. Adam de Blencow. (1356-7) had a
grant of arms and crest of the Grey-itoke beaftngs from
William, lord of Greystoke.

Richard Beauchamp, earl of Warwick (died 1439), rests

his feet upon the crests of the bear and griffin for Warwick
and Montagu. His paternal crest, the swan's head out of a

ducal coronet, is placed upon his°helmet, beneath his head.

The dragon and wyvern were common crests, and the phime
of feathers is still used by Scrope and Courtenay. Ralph,

Lord Neville of Eaby, used thebuU's head in 1353; Hastings,

a bull's head in 1347. Crests were, like arms, allusive.

Grey of Wilton used a "gray" or badger; Lord Welles, a

bucket and chain ; Botreaux, a buttress. The crest was
sometimes placed on a ducal coronet, sometimes rises out

of a wreath or torse of the colours of the arms. The coronet

below the crest is not a mark of rank. In Carlisle cathedra!

is the crest of Davidson, a bird rising out of an earl'f

coronet. This, however, is jare ; the coronet so used is

generally ducal. Crests were granted and bequeathed. In

Germany it is usual to bear the crests of the "seize quartiers"

or some of them. This of course is inconsistent with th?

actual use of the crest in war. At first crests were con-

fined to persons of rank, but they have long been included

in every grant of arms. In England two or more can only

legitimately be borne when the bearer has from the crown t

grant of name and arms in addition to his own, oi

Chetwynd-Talbot, Fitz-Alan-Howard.

With the crest is usually combined some flowing drapery

known as the "panache," "mantling," or lambrequin.

This seems to have served to protect the helmet from henf

and dust, and was also ornamental. It is represented ii)

great perfection on tombs of the 15th and 16th centuries,

commonly of some brilliant colour with a lining and tassels

The tilting helmet which supports the head of the efiigj

of Humphrey de Bohun (died 12G7), at Gloucester, is ac-

companied jy a grand early specimen of the lambrequin.

The Badge or Cognizance was not worn on the helmet,

but displayed upon the persons of the retainers of great

barons, and .sometimes used to ornament the shield or seal.

At the celebrated judicial combat at Coventry before

Richard II. in 1398, Henry of Lancaster appeared with

his housings of blue and green embroidered with swans and

antelopes, his badges; and Jfov.bray had housings of

crimson velvet, embroidered with silver lions and mulberry

trees, his badges. The bear was the Beauchamp badge,

derived possibly from Urso D'Abitot. They also used

the ragged staff and the combination of the two.

The seal of Richard III, 1484, as lord of Glamorgan,

exhibits the boar as a supporter, and the counlersenl

repeats it as a badge (figs. 134, 135). This seal well

illustrates various heraldic points. Its blazon is per pale,

baron and femme ; baron. Franco modern and England

quarterly, over all a label of three points ; femme, per

fess, Beauchamp, and checquy, on a chevron five pards'

heads jessant fleursde-lys, for Newburgh combined with

Cantilujie. The same arms are rejiealcd on the shields

and caparisons of the countcrseal. Richard married Anne

Neville, but the Neville saltiro docs not appear, only the

arms of Beauchamp and Newburgh, both of whom were

earls of Warwick.

"The" rampant bear chained to the ragged etaff" was in-

herited by the Nevilles and Dudleys, and granted about

1759 to "the Grevilles as the ownere of Warwick castle.

Pclham used a buckle, Percy a crescent, Boucher, Bowcn,

Dacre, Ilcncage, Ilungerford, Lacy, SlaflTord, Wake, and
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Hanington used the knots that bear their names. Gower
designates the great nobles of his day by their badges, as

is done in the following satirical lines written about 1449 :

—

The rote" is ded, the swan- is goon,
The fiery cressetjf hath lost his lyght,

Therefore Inglond may mak grot mone,
Were not the heipe of God Almight.
The castell^ is wonne, where care begonn
The portecolys^ is leyde a doun ;

Yclosed we have oure Velvette hatte',

That kepyd us from mony stormys brown.
The white lion' is leyde to slepe,

Thorough the envy of the ape clogge',

ind SO on, through interminable further instances.

The Scottish clans wore native 2;ilants for their badges :

Chisholm, the alder; Menzies, the ash; Sl'lntosli, the

box, (fee.

The Motto.—In times when each chief tenant under the

trown brought his own tenants into the field, and led them,

Fio. 134.—Seal of Richard III.

was under seal. It was given to his son, who adopted as

a motto "Fides servata cineri."

Supporters are now placed on either side of the shield,

and are usually animals or human £gures. They seem to

have arisen from the ornaments introduced by the seal

engraver, and became heraldic with the practice of quar-

tering. The seal of Edmund Crouchback bears a shield

flanked by two wyverns, probably ornaments. That seal

(12S6) and the seal of Henry of Lancaster in 1300 contain

both crest and helm, lambrequin and supporters. The seal

of Catherine, queen of Henry IV., has two antelopes, and
her husband as prince used two swans. At Naworth the

family supporters, of gigantic size, support the principals of

the roof of the hall. Under the house of Tudor many
families of knightly rank, as Babington, Stanhope, and
Luttrel, used supporters, but at this time supporters are

only granted to peers, knights of the garter, grand crosses of

the bath, Nova Scotia baronets, and a few private persons

Who hold them by prescription. In Scotland they are used

by heads of clans and by a few lowland families. Fletcher

of Saltoun uses two griffins.

Ariother appendage is the Eatjle, upon which some North
Wales families place their shields, and the double-headed
variety so used by nobles of the Holy Roman empire.

• Duke of Bedford.
' Bohiin, for duke of Gloucester.
' Duke of Exeter.
* Rouen.

' Beaufort, duke of Somerset.
^ Cardinal Wolsey.
' Duke of Norfolk.
» Duke of Suffolk.

lAPPENDAGES.

distinct war-cries were common. The royal cry was " St
George for England." The French cried, "Montjoye St
Denis ;" the eri de guerre of Bauffrement was their name-
that of Barr, "Au feu"; Seyton, "St Benuet and Set on."
The common Highland cry or slogan was "Claymore"; that
of the Medici, " Falle, palle," alludiug to their arms. The
motto succeeded to this (1201); Bruce of Annaudale used
"Esto fortis in bello"; Courtenay, "Passez bien devant";
Hastings, "Honorantcs me honorabo;" Kirkpatrick used
the crest of the bloody dirk with the motto "I mak
sicker. " The Warren motto, alluding to the earls' resist-

ance tothe"quo warranto," was "teuebo;" Vernon," God
save the Vernon," ill exchanged for " Vernon semper viret."

The Scottish borderers, who lived by harrying their neigh-
bours by moonlight, used stars and crescents for their arms,
and such motlos as "Keparabit cornua Phcebe" for Scott
of Harden, or " Watch weel " of Halyburton. In modem
times Sir Dudley Ryder died while his patent of peerage

Fig. 135.—Countevseal of Richard III.

The Livery has long lost its early signification, and is

used only for the dress of the retainers in their lord's colour.

At Richard III.'s coronation 8000 badges of the white
boar were wrought upon liveries of fustian. A statute

of Henry FV. forbade the use of liveries under heavy
penalties, but they reappeared in the Wars of the Rose?.

Richard III. used " collars of livery," but these were for

persons of rank. One remains upon a Neville effigy at

Brancepeth.

Crowns, Coronets, and Symlols of Ranh.—The crown is

the head attire of a sovereign prince. It is usually closed

at the top by four arched bars called diadems, and sur-

mounted by a globe and cross. Edward IV. is said to

have first closed the English crown. That now in use is

a circle of gold, jewelled, edged above with crosses patee

and fleurs-de-lys alternate, and closed above with four

bars and the cross and globe called in Germany the

Reichsapfel (fig. 136). Since the Restoration the crown

of the Princes of Wales has been surmounted by two barjs,

also with the Reichsapfel (fig. 137). They also use

the plume of three ostrich feathers, .with the words "Job

dien," adopted by the Black Prince (fig. 138). Figs. 139

and 140 give representations of the imperial crown of

Austria and the crown of the old kings of France. The

Pope places three crowns over his mitre or tiara (fig. 141),

said to have been severally assumed in 1295, 1335, ami

1411. The crown imperial of Charlemagne may be seen

on a scutcheon of pretence on the arma uf Hnuover, as the
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elector's badge of arch-treasurer. The doges of Venice

and Genoa bore a peculiar cap or toque, seen in Greek

statuary, and upon the figures on the arch of Constantine.

Fic. 139.—Crown
of Austria.

Tie. 156.—Crown Fic. IS".-Crown of Fig. 138.

of England. tho Trince of Wales.

The coronet is the head attire of a noble. In England

those of princes of the blood are bordered with crosses

Fio. 140.—Crown of

France (old).

Fio HI.—The Pope's
Crown.

Fic. 142.—Tlie
Sultan's Tiara.

pat6e and fleurs-de-lys under a regulation of 13 Charles II.

(fig. 143). The princesses alternate the same ornaments
with strawberry leases (fig 141).

The coronet of a duke is bor-

derad with eight strawberry leaves

(fig. 145); that of a marquis with

four alternating with four pearls

placed on low point.i (fig. 14G).

An earl's coronet has eight strawberry leaves alternating

with eight pearls upon tall points (fig. 147). The viscount

borders his coronet with an indefinite number of pearls,

Fig. 143. rig. 114.

Fig. 140.

Fig. 143. Fig. 14C. Fig. 147. Fig. 143.

6Et close upon the rim (fig. 148). The baron's coronet,

granted to the order by Charles 11., carries six pearls

placed on the rim at equal intervals,—four being seen at

once (fig. 1 49). These coronets are all lined

with ermine, and enriched with jewels; On
occasions of state, when not worn by the peer,

they are carried before him on a cushion.

The eldest sons of peers above tho rank of

viscount wear the coronet due to their father's second title.

The crowns of tho kingsat-arms are of gold, bordered with

nnd encircled by the motto " Miserere mei, Domine." The
ducal, as an ancient form of coronet, is often used without

reference to rank, as tho base for a crest. It was so used

by Sir Simon de Felbriggo in 1442.

A bishop has neither crest nor coronet, but ensigns liis

arms with a mitre. Tho bi.sliops of Durham, while

palatines, placed their mitre in a ducal coronet, as—though
witliout authority—do tho archbishops (fig. 150). The
Herkeley crest is a mitre. The ancient mitre

was low, and of linen slifTened with vdlum.
The coiitial band and the margin, embroidered
with fleurs-de-lys or other patterns, were called

tho orphreys. The pendent side ribbons were

the " infula3." Prelates of tho church of Rome
ensign their shields with a hat, tho tassels of

. which indicate their rank. A cardinal has four ^^^' ""

rows of red tassels, arranged 1, 2, 4, 8, or 15 on each side;

an archbishop the same, but green. A bishop has three

rows, an abbot two; the abbot's hat is black. Prelates and
legates place a patriarchal cross in pale bthind their shield.

The Hdmd also indicates the rank of the wPAror. It

is placed above the shield, and beneath the crest. The
sovereign and the royal family bear tho helmet full-faced

or affroutee with six bars, all of gold (fig. 151). Those of

dukes and marquises are of gold with five steel bars (fig.

Fig. lil. Fig. Io2. Fig. 103. Fig. IM.

152). The lesser nobles have silver helmets borne in pro-

file with gold ornaments and four silver bars. Those of

baronets and knights are of steel, full-faced and open (fig.

153). An esquire's helmet is of steel, represented in pro-

file, with the vizor closed (fig. 154). These distinctiona

were probably introduced after the Uestoration.

The Mantling is a sort of cloak or mantle of fur extended

behind the shield, and sufliciently ample to include the

whole achievement. Those of sovereigns are of gold

doubled with ermine, and arc called "pavilions." Peers'

mantlings are of crimson velvet, doubled with white fur and
barred with ermine spots; a duke has four bars, a marquis

three and a half, an earl three, a visconnt two and a half,

and a baron two. Commoners use red mantlings lined with

white fur. Tho prior of St John, whose place was op the

right of the temporal barons, used a sable mantling do'abled

with murrey. The pavilion of France wa? of blue velvet,

powdered with gold fleurs-de-lys, an'^ lined with ermine.

Such a mantling may be seen behind the arms of Beaumont
in Rothley Templb chapel, in right of their descent from
the blood-royal of France.

Certain officers of state accompanied their armorial shields

with exterior marks of their rank. The Earl JIarshal

placed two truncheons saltirowise behind his shield, tipped

above with the arms of England, and below with his own
arms. His deputy places one truncheon in bend dexter.

In Scotland the Lord High Constable, the earl of Errol,

places on cither side of his shield an arm issuant from a

cloud, and grasping a sword. Under the old monarchy the

French colonels commandant placed the standards of their

regiments saltirewiso behind their shields.

The Lords High Admiral have been variously distin-

guished. Thomas de Berkeley bears on his brass a collar of

tritons. Thomas, duke of Exeter, sealed with a ship and his

arms on the mainsail. The anchor in some fomi or other

was a common emblem.
Merchants' marks are scarcely heraldic, though tliey took

the place of arms with ' tho trading classc^j. They were

usually monograms of the name or initia's. They were
protected by law as marks on good.<;, and are seen en mer-

chants' tombs aud sometimes in architecture.

Funeral Escotcheons.

Sortie of the most valuable records in the College of Arma
are tho certificates of funerals conducted under their super-

intendence and authority. These gorgeous and expensive

ceremonials have happily fallen into disuse, save on very

rare occasions, and for royal persons or eminent public

characters. The last private funeral conducted with any-

thing like the ancient ceremonial was that of Charles, carl

of Shrewsbury, in 1828. All that is now usual i.-J tho sus-

pension of a shield of arms in a Inrgo black lozcngj-shaped

frame called a hatchment or achievement against the wall

of the house of the deceased. It is usu.^Uy placed over the

entrance at the level of the second floor, and remains for

from six to twelve months, when it is removed to tho

parish church. Even this custom, scarcely consistent with

living in hired houses and burying in c( mctcries, is falling

into disuse, though still not uncommon.
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If for a bachelor, the hatchment bears' upon a shield his

arms, crest, and other appendages, the whole on a black

ground. If for a single

woman her arms are re-

presented upon a lozenge,

bordered with knotted rib-

bons, also on a black

ground. If the hatchment

be for a married man (as

in fig. 155), his arms upon

k shield impale those of

his wife ; or if she be an

heiress th^y are placed

upon 1 ocutcheon of pre-

tence, and crest and other

lippendages are added. The
ilexter half of the ground

is black, the sinister white.

For a wife whose husband

is alive the same arrange- ^'s- ^"^

ment is used, but the sinister ground only is black. For a

widower the same is used as for a married man, but the

whole ground is black ; for a widow the husband's arms are

giren with her own, but upon a lozenge, with ribbons,

without crest or appendages, and the whole ground is

black. AYhen there have been two wives Or two husbands

the ground is divided into three parts per pale, and the

division behind the anns of the survivor is v, lute. Colours

and military or naval emblems are sometimes placed be-

hind the arms of military or naval officers. It is thus easy

to discern from the hatchni^::* the ses, condition, and

i^uality, and possibly the name of the deceased.

In Scottish hatchments it is not unusual to place the

arms of the father and mother of the deceased in the two

lateral angles of the lozeuge, and sometimes the 4, 8, oi

16 genealogical' escutcheons are ranged along the margin.

Undertakers are fond of substituting '• In coelo quies
"

or some such commonplace for the family motto. This is

irregular.

The literature of heraldry commences with the treatises of Sasso-

feirato about 1358, De Fosse iu the icigu of Richard II., and Upton
about 1441, all written in Latin and printed by Sir E. Rjbshein 1654.

They are followed by the Boke of St Albans, written by Dame
Juliana Berners, piioress of Sopwell, and printed in 1486. These,
especially those of Upton and Dame Juliana, arc valuable. The
lady writes in a mixture of early English and Latin, but her de-

scriptions are intclligilde and copious. These writeisweie followed

by a crowd of others, of wholn the chief weic Gerard Leigh, Feme,
and Morgan, who wrote in the latter half of tho 16th century.

Their great aim was to elevate their subject by tracing back the use

of armoiries to the patriarchs and heroes of Jewish and pagan an-

tiquity, whom thev invested with coats of arms on the type of those

used by Norman oarons. There are traces of this folly in Dame
Juliana, but it reached its height in the writings of her successors,

and was not quite extinguished when Guillim wrote his Display of

Heraldry in 1610. Guillim, whose work is still a standard, wrote in

English, but as late as 1654 and 1688 Spclnian, in his Asinlogia, and
John Gibbon strove bard to restore the usb of a dead Innguage upon
a subject to which it was eminently unsuitable. In 1722 and 1780

were published the excellent voliimrs of Nisbet, chiefly relating to

Scotland, and of Edmondson, whose list or ordinary of beaiinf;!, was
long very useful to those who seek to identify the name to which a

coat belongs, until superseded by the very laborious and far more
complete work of Papworth.

Recently the same critical spirit that has pervaded the works

of our historians has been applied with equal diligence to the

whole subject of heraldry ; a number of authors, led by Planch^,

Boutell, SetOD, Nichols, and Lower, have set aside all the fabulous

pretensions and baseless assertions of the earlier writers, have

sifted the old evidence and adduced much that is new. The whole

subject of heraldic and quasi-heraldic seals has been brought under

notice by the publication of Laing's fine plates of Scottish seale ; and
it may truly be said that the real origin and growth of the use of

armorial bearings is placed before the reader in the books of these

writers in a truthful and most attractive form. (G. T. C

'

Fio. 156.—Anns of the Dnkes of Marlborougli.

Tlie nboTo flgure represents the armorial achicTement of tne dnSca of Marlljoroogh, pnnces of the ''"'y ''""/'I snmcer quarteilv argent and gules. In tte

anns are quarterly—1 and 4, Cluirchill. satjle, a lion rampant, and on a canton argent a cross of St OeorRe; ^ »"" •

.,j„ui,e'on of pretence argent a cross of S«

second and thiid a fret or, nver all on a hcnd sable 3 escallops of the Brst; in chief, as an augmentation, "P"" "'
. . joronrt, and placed upon the brenB

Ceorge. charged with an inescutcheon azure, 3 fleurs-de-lvs or; the whole contained .within the garter, "^"^'e"'" "''",;
Hiereon a dexter hand couped apaurae

of an imperial eagle. Crests—I, Churchill, a lion couchant gardant aigent, suppoitin? with his dexter paw '"'»'''"'
J^„;|„' ^^i^j between two wings expanded_^o"

of tho first, staff or: 2, Spencer, out of a ducal coronet or a griffin's head argent, aimed or, gorgea witn a ""' ^-^ "

J^^ ' Motlo—" Fiel pero desdichado.

the second. Eetween .ie crests the closed crown of a prince of the empire Supporters—two wyvema aigent, wiub^ cij-*.
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HERAT is a city of great interest both historically and

jeographically, and is of even greater interest politically,

t3 importance at the present day being indicated by its

popular designation of the " key of India." Its origin is

est in antiquity. The name first appears in the list of

primitive Zoroastrian settlements contained in the Vendiddd

Sade, where, however, like most of the names in the same

list,—such as Sughdu, (Sogdia), Monru (Merv or Mar-

gus), Haraquili (Arachotus or Arghend-ab), ITaetumant

(Etymander or Helraand), and Jiar/ha (or Argha-stAn),— it

seems to apply to the river or river-basin, which was the

special centre of population. This name of Ilavoyn, as it

is written in the Vendiddd, or Ilarhva, as it appears in the

inscriptions of Darius, is a cognate form with the Sanskrit

Sarayu, which signifies " a river," and its resemblance to

the ethnic title of Aryan (Sans. Arya) is purely fortuitous
;

though from the circumstance of the city being named
" AJia Metropolis" by the Greeks, and being also recognized

as the capital of Ariana, " the country of the Arians," the

two forms have been frequently confounded. Of the

foundation of Herat (or Heri, as it is still often called)

nothing is known. We can only infer from the colossal

character of the earth-works which surround the modern

town, that, like the similar remains at Bost on the Hel-

mand and at UlAn RobAt of Arachosia, they belong to that

period of Central-Asian history which preceded the rise

of Acha;menian power, and which in Grecian romance is

illustrated by the names of Bacchus, of Hercules, and of

Semiramis.

The natural advantages of Herat are mainly due to its

river, which, rising in the high uplands 350 miles to the

eastward, where the Koh-i-BAbA, the prolongation of the

Hindii-kush, bifurcates into the two parallel ranges of the

Sufid-koh or " white mountains " to the north and the

SiyAh-koh or " black mountains " to the south, passes in

the upper part of its course through a succession of rolling

downs of tlie finest pasture-land, and lower down traverses a

more contracted valley, enlivened, however, throughout with

smiling villages and orchards, till it reaches the eastern

limit of the alluvial plain cf Herat. Here at the present

day nine largo canals (in former times there were twenty)

carry off the waters of the Heri-riid for the irrigation of

the circumjacent plain, which on a rough calculation may
be sail! to contain nearly 400 square miles of land available

for cultivation. JF. Khanikoft", who visited Herat in 185S,

observes that nowhere in the East,—not even at Samarcand
or Bokhara or IspahAn, where the art of canalization is

supposed to bo carried to perfection,—had he seen water-

courses constructed with so much skill, or maintained with
so much care, as in the valley of the Heri-riid ; and he
adds that, although at, the period of his visit nine-tenths of

the villages of the plain, which in ordinary times amount
to nearly 500, were partially in ruins and the adjoining

fields laid waste, the cereal produce of the remaining lands

was still far in excess of the wants of the settled inhabitants.

The Heri-riid, passing between 3 and 4 miles to the south
of Herat, wliere it is spanned by a magnificent bridge of

twenty-three arches, called the Pul-i-Mdldu, continues its

course westward to tlie extremity of this rich and fertile plain

;

it then turns north through an arid country for some 200
miles to Sarakhs, receiving two small streams from the west,
the Ab-i-JAm and Ab-i-Meshed, and forming the territorial

boundary between Persia and Afghanistan. As the Hcri-
nid is formed of the converging drainage of the Suffd-koh
and SiyAh-koh ranges, and its volume thus depends on the
extent of snow that falls in the mountains, it is impossible
to define with any exactitude the limit of its northern
course ; but in ordinary seasons water is rarely found in the
river bed beyond Sarakhs, and never does the stream pene-
trate to the northward of a line uniting A' iverd and Merv ;

and it is of the more importance to note this geographical

feature, as in many of our modern maps the line of the

Heri-riid, or Tejend, as it is called iu its lower course, is

prolonged through the desert 200 miles to the north-west-

ward of Sarakhs.

The city of Herat is in 34° 22' N. lat. and 62° 9' E.

long. It is very centrically situated, great lines of commu-
nication radiating from it in all directions—southward to

Seistan (200 miles), south-eastward to Kandahar (370

miles), eastward tO'Cabul (550 miles), northward by

Mymeneh to Bokhara (COO miles) and by Jlerv to Khiva

(700 miles), while to the westward four routes lead into

Persia by Turbat to Jleshed (215 miles), and by Birjend to

KermAn (400 miles), to Yezd (500 miles), or to IspahAii

(GOO miles). The city forms a quadrangle of nearly a mile

square (more accurately about IGOO yards by 1500 yards)

;

on the western, southern, and eastern faces the line of

defence is almost straight, the only projecting points being

the gateways, but on the northern face the contour is broken

by a double outwork, consisting of the Arh or citadel, which

is built of sun-dried brick on a high artificial mound within

the enceinte, and a lower work at its foot, called the Arh
-i-nou; or "new citadel," which extends 100 yards beyoud

the line of the city wall. That which distinguishes Heiat

from all other Oriental cities, and at the same time consti.

tutes its main defence, is the stupendous character of tie

earthwork upon which the city wall is built. This earth-

work averages 250 feet in width at the base and about SO

feet in height, and as it is crowned by a wall 25 feet high

and 14 feet thick at the base, supported hy. about 150

semi-circular towers, and is further protected by a ditch 45

feet in width and 16 in depth, it presents an appearance of

imposing strength. Whether the place is really as strong

as it looks has been differently estimated. General Ferrier,

who resided for some time in Herat in 1816, states thnt

the city is nothing more than an immense redoubt, and

gives it as his opinion that as the lino of wall is entirely

without flanking defences, the place could not hold out for

twenty days against a European army; and JI. Klianikoff,

who, though not a professional soldier, was a very acute

observer, further remarks that the whole interior of the city

is dominated from the rising ground at the north-east angle,

while the water supply both for the ditch and the city

would be at the mercy of an enemy holding the outside

country, the wells and reservoirs inside the wall, which

would then be alone available, being quite Jnadequato to

ihe wants of the inhabitants ; but on the other hand all

experience testifies to the dcfensibility of the position.

Not to speak of the sieges which Herat sustained at tiio

hands of Jenghiz Khan, of Timur, and of Ahmed Shah,

we have only to remember that in 1837 the Afghans of

Herat beat off the continuous attack for nearly ten months

of a Persian army of 35,000 regular troops, supported by

50 pieces of artillery, and in many cases directed and even

commanded by Russian officers. The truth seems to bs

that Herat, though in its present state quite unfit to resist

a European army, possesses great capabilities of defence,

and might by a skilful adaptation of the resources of modern

science be made almost impregnable. A British enginjcr

officer. Major Sanders, calculated in 1810 that ut an outlay

of sixty or seventy thousand pounds, which would inc!ut(e

the expense of deepening the ditch, clearing the glacis and

esplanade, providing flanking defences and repairing t'ao

walls, (fee, throughout, Herat might bo rendered secure

against any possible renewal of the attack by Persia ;-but

of course if an attack by a well-appointed Kuropcan.army

were anticipated, more extensive preparations for defence

would be required, including probably the erection of.two

independent forts on the high ground at MoRalM and

Thaleh-bengi.
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The city possesses five gates, two on the northern face,

thfe Kutab-chak near the north-east angle of the wall, and
the Malik at the re-ontering angle of the Ark-i-now ; and
three others in the centres of the remaining faces, the Irak

gate on the vner.t. the Kandahar gate on the south, and the

Khushk gate on the east face. Four streets called the

Chahar-suk, and running from the centre of each face, meet
in the centre of the town in a small domed quadrangle. Tho
principal street runs from the south or Kandahar gate to

the market in front of the citadel, and is covered in with
a vaulted roof through its entire leagth, the shops and
buildings of this bazaar being much r.uperior to those of

the other streets, and the merchants' caravanserais, several

of which are spacious and well built, all opening out On
this great thoroughfare. Near the central quadrangle cf

the city is a vast reservoir of water, the dome bf which is

of bold and excellent proportions. It is stated by General
Ferrier to have been constructed by command of Shah
Abbas, and to be a chef d'ceuvre. of its kind. It is supposed
to contain above a twelve months' supply of water for the
entire city, but, as M. Khanikoff observes, it is within easy
mortar range of the high ground at the north-east angle of

the city, and might thus be destroyed by a few well-directed

shells, in which case the ruins of the dome would fill up the
basin and the water supply would be lost. The only other
public building of any consequence in Herat is ^he great

mosque or Mesjid-i-Jitma, which comprises an area of SOO
yards square, and must have been a most magnificent
structure. It was erected towards the close of the 15th
century, dijring the reign of Shah Sultan Hussein of the

family of Timur, and is said when perfect to have been 465
feet long by 275 feet wide, to have had 408 cupolas, 130
windows, 444 pillars, and 6 entrances, and to have been
adorned in the most magnificent manner with gilding, carv-

ing, precious mosaics, and other elaborate and costly em-
bellishments. Now, however, it is falling rapidly into ruin,

the ever-changing provincial governors who administer
Herat having neither the means nor the inclination to
undertake the necessary repairs. Neither the palace of the
Chirbagh within the city wall, which was the residence of

the British mission in 1840-41, nor the royal quarters in

the citadel deserve any special notice. At the present day,
with the exception of the Chahar-siik, where there is always
a certain amount of traffic, and where the great diversity

• of race and costume imparts much liveliness to the scene,

Herat presents a very melancholy and desolate appearance.

The mud houses in rear of the bazaars are for the most part

uninhabited and in ruins, and even the burnt brick build-

ings are becoming everywhere dilapidated. The city is

besides one of the filthiest in the East, as there are no
moans of drainage or sewerage, and garbage of every descrip-

tion lies in heaps in the open streets.

With regard to the population, it fluctuates so rapidly,

according to the circumstances of the period, that it is

impossible to give any estimate of its normal strength.

When Christie visited the city in 1809 it was in a very
prosperous condition, having been undisturbed for fifty

years, and was supposed to contain 100,000 inhabitants.

A. Conolly in 1828 reduced the numbers to 45,000. Before
the Persian siege in 1837 the population was estimated at

70,000, but at the close of the war 6000 or 7000 were all

that remained. In 1845, at the time of General Ferrie^'s

visit, the numbers had increased again to 22,000, and con-

tinued to increase to the time of the capture of the place

by Dast Mahomed Khan in 1863, when there were at least

50,0o0 inhabitants within the walls. Since that time

Herat has been a mere provincial city governed from Cabul,

and its average population has ranged between 20,000 and
30,1)00, within which limits must be confined its present

'>stimate.

Tho maxiimim population of which the enceinte would seem to
be capable m.ay be put ot Christie's estimate of 100,000, and it is

manifest therefore that when Herat contained a population of a
million and a half, as is testified by so many contcmjmrary autho-
rities, the present city could have been only the citadel of this vast
metropolis, the great mass of buildings lying along the slopes n(

the northern -hills, where for a space of some 4 miles in length by
3 miles in breadth the surface of the plain, strewed over its whole
extent with pieces of pottery and crumbling bricks, is also broken
here and there by earthen mounds and ruined walls, the debris of
palatial structures which at one time were the glor)' and wonder of
the East. Of these structures indeed some have survived to the
present day in a sufficiently perfect state to bear witness to the
grandeur and beauty of the old architecture of Herat. The mosque
of the Mosolla, for instance, originally built in tho 12th century,
but restored or rather rebuilt at the end of the 15tb century, and
intended for tho reception of the body of the Imam Ecza which Shah
Sultan Hussein wished to remove from Meshed to Herat, is, even
in its present state of ruin and decay, one of the most imposing
and eL'gant structiu-es to be seen ia Asia. "Tho mosque," says
General Ferrier, " is completely covered with a mosaic of glazed
bricks in varied and beautiful patterns, and the cupola is of
amazing dimensions. Several arcades supported by pillars in brick
equal the proportions of the arch of Ctesiphon, and the seven mag-
nificent minarets that surround it may be said to be intact, for the
upper p.irt of them only is slightly injured." Scarcely inferior in
beauty of design and execution, though of more moderate dimen-
sions, is the tomb of the saint Abdullah Ansdri, in the same
neighbourhood. This building, which was erected by Shah Eokh
Mirza, the grandson of Timur, nearly 500 years ago, contains some
exquisite specimens of sculpture in the best style of Oriental art.

Adjoining the tomb also are numerous marble mausoleums, the
sepulchres of princes of the house of Timur ; and especially deserv-
ing of notice is a royal building tastefully decorated by an Italian

artist named Geraldi, who was in tho service of Shah Abbas the
Great. The locality, which is further enlivened by gardens and
running streams, is named Gazir-gd/i, and is a favourite resort of
the Heratis. It is held indeed in high veneration by aH classes,

and the famous Dost ilahcmed Khan is himself buried at the foot

of the tomb of the saint. Two other royal palaces named respect-

ively Bagh-i-Shah and Takht-i-Scfcr, are situated on the same
rising ground somewhat further to the west. The buildings are

now in ruins, but the view from the pavilions, shaded by oplendi<l

plane trees on the terraced gardens formed on the slope of the moun-
tain, is said to be very beautiful.

The population of Herat and the n-eighbourhood is of a very
mixed character. The original inhabitants of Ariana were no doubt
of the Arj-an family, and immediately cognate with the Persian
race, but they were probably intermi.xed at a very early period with
the Sacse and Massaget.-e, who seem to have held the mountains
from Cabul to Herat from the first dav,-n of history, and to whom
must be ascribed—rather than to an infusion of Turco-Tartaric

blood introduced by the armies of Jenghiz and Timur—the peculiar

broad features and tlattish countenance which distingtiish the
inhabitants of Herat, Seistan, and tlie eastern provinces of Persia

from their -countrjanen further to tho west. Under the government
of Herat, however, there are a very large number of tribes, ruled

over by separate and semi-independent chiefs, and belonging pro-

bably to dirtereut nationalities. The principal group of tribes is

called the Chahar-AimdJc, or "four races," the constituent parts

of which, however, are variously stated by difl'erent authorities both
as to strength and nomenclature. Mountstuart Elphinstone, by
far the best general authority on Afghan questions, gives the
original four tribes as the Taimeni's, the\Hazarehs, the Taimuris,

and Zuris ; Khanikotf, on the other hand, whose forte was ethno-
graphy, aiKl who made his inquiries on the spot, describes the

Chahar-Aim&k as the Kipchaks (100,000 families), the Jamshidis

(12,000), the Taimem's (60,000), and tho Firoz-kohis (10,000 to

12,000); while Pottinger substitutes the Sooni Hazarehs of Kileh-

now for the Kipchaks of Khanikotf, and raises the Firoz-kohi

Aimaks to 30,000 families. These tribes all dwell in the mountains
to the north-east, the east, and the south-east of Herat, and number
in the aggregate perhaps a million souls. Major Taylor, who
made special inquiries on the subject in 1S5C, found that the
governor of Herat could raise for fighting purposesfrom these tribes

and the allied Turcomans of Mei-v 47,000 horse and 23,000 foot,

but matters have very much changed since Herat came under the
government of Cabul in 1863, the recent policy being to lower the
fighting force of the semi-independent chiefs, and to substitute

infantry regiments raised and paid by the central authority. At
present there are perhaps ten such regiments, which can be supple-

mented by about 10,000 horse and 10,000 irregular foot.

The trade of Herat is also subject to great fluctuation. From its

central .geographical position it must naturally be an emporium of

commerce between Persia, Turkestan, Afghanistan, and India,

while owing to the richness of the valley, which can usually fur-

nish supplies for 150.000 men over and above the consumption of
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the fixed inlialiitants, as well as to the Tiiineral wealtli of the

a<yaiuiug iiiouutaius auJ the indiistiial activity of the city iiopula-

tion, especially in regard to silk and woollen manufactures (tlie

earpets of Herat being famons throughout the East), the country

rapidly recovers from the effects of war, and its normal condition

may be said to be that of prosperity and abundance.

In actual tei'ritory Herat extends cast and west from near the

ftjurces of the Heri-n'id about 300 miles to the Persian frontier

beyond Ghorian, and north and south from the Merv boundary, in

•bout 36° lat., 200 miles to the northern limit of Scistan. The
inliabitauts of the city of Herat are for tlio most part Shiahs, and

in regard to language and habits, as well as r"ligion, are Persians

rather than Afghans. There are, howerer, both in tho town and

in tho neighbouring villages a certain number of Afghan colonists,

who have been settled there—tlie greater part by Nadir Shah—during
tho last 130 years, as well as Hazarehs, Jamshidis, and Taimenis,

with a fair sprinkling of Hindus and some forty families of Jews.

Tho net revenue of tho valley .nnd its immediate dependencies in

ordinary times is under £100,000 per annum, but the vizier Yar

Maliomed Khan is sujiposed in the plenitude of his power, and when

ho had for a time brought a great part of Scistan under his sway,

to have realized double that amount from the entire province.

To trace in any detail the fortunes of Herat would be to write the

modern history of the East, for there has hardly been a dynastic

revx)Iution, or a foreign invasion, or a great civil war in Central Asia

sine* the time of the Prophet, in which Herat has not played a con-

spicuous part and suffered accordingly. Under the Tahirides of

Khorassan, the Soffarians of Seistan, and the Sanianides of Bokhara,

it flourished for some centuries in peace and progressive prosperity

;

but during the succeeding rule of the Ghaznevide kings its metro-

politan character was for a time obscnrert by the celebrity of tho

neighbouring capital of Ghaziii, until finally in tlie reign of Sultan

Sanjar of Merv about 1157 the city was entirely destroyed by
ail irruption of the Ghoz, the predecessors, in race as well as in

habitat, of the modern Turcomans. Herat gradually recovered

under the enlightened Ghoride kings, who were indeed natives of

the province, though they preferred to hold their court amid their

ancestral fortresses in the mountains of Ghor, so that at the time of

Jenghiz Khan's in vasionit equalled or even exceeded in populousness

and wealth its sister capitals of Balkh, Jlerv, and Nishapoor, tho

united strength of the four cities being estimated at three millions of

inhabitants. But thisMoghul visitation was most calamitous; forty

persons, indeed, are stated to have alone survived the general mas-

sacre of 1232, and as a similar catastrophe oveilook the city at

the hands of jimur in 1398, when the local dynasty of Kurt which
had succeeded the Ghorides in eastern Khorassan was put an end to,

it is astonishing to find that early in the 15th century Herat was r.gain

flourisliing and populous, and the favoured seat of the art and litera-

ture of the East. It was indeed under the princes of the house of Timur
that most of the noble buildings were erected, of \ihith the remaina

still excite our admiration at Herat, while all tho groat historical

worky relative to Asia, such as the liozct-es-Sefd, the Habib-cs-scir,

Hajiz Abrii's Tartkh, t\\a Matld'a-cs-Sa'adin, &c., date from the same
place and the same age. Four times was Herat sacked by Turco-

mans and Uzbegs during the centuries which intervened between
the Timuride princes and the rise of the Afghan power, and it has
never in modern times attained to anything like its old importance.

Afghan tribes, who had originally dwelt far to, the east, were first

<ettle<l at Herat by Nadir Shah, and from that time they have mono-
polized the government and formed the dominant element in the

population. It will be needless to trace the revolutions and
counter-revolutions which have followed each other in quick succes-

sion at Herat since Ahmed Shah Durani founded the Afghan mon-
archy about the middle of the last centurv. Let it sullice to say
that Herat has been throughout the seat oi an Afghan government,
sometimes in subordination to Cabul and sometimes independent.
Persia indeed for many years showed a stron" disposition to reassert

the supremacyoverHerat which was exercised by the SufTaveankinji's,

but Great Britain, disapproving of the advance of Persia towards tlio

Indian frontier, steadily resisted the encroachment ; and, indeed,
after helping the Herdtis to beat off the attack of the Persian army in

1838, the Biitish at length compelled the shah in 1857at tho close of
hia war with them to sign a treaty recognizing the future independence
of the place, and pledging Persia against nny further interffrcnrc witb
the Afghans. In 18'13 Herat, which for fifty years prcviou.sly had
been independentof Cabul. was incorporated by Dost Mahomed Khan
In the Afghan monarchy, and such is tho present condition of the
princii)ality, the actual Governor Ayiib Khan beingtheuterinebrother
and deputy of Yacuh Khan, who recently signed with the Government
of India the famous treaty of Gandamak. (IJ. C. R.)

HfiRAULT, a department in tlio south of Franco, formed
from parts of the old province of Languedoo, is bounded on
the N.E. by Card, N.W. by Avoyron and Tarn, and S. by
Andc and tlio Gulf of Lyon.s. It ha.s an area of 2414
tuare miles, aud is situated between 43° 10' and 44° N.

lat., 2° 30' and 4° 10' E. long. Its greatest length is 84
miles, and its greatest breadth 50. About a third of the

department consists of moorland, heath, and common, a

fourth of arable land, a sixth of vineyards, and an eighth

of wood. Tho southern prolongation of the Cevennes
mountains forms the north boundary of the department.

The highest point is about 4250 feet above the scalevel.

The ridge forms the watershed between the waters of the

Atlantic and the 51 editerianean, gnd from it there flow the

Vidourle, Mosson, H^rault, Livron, and Orb. Of these the

Hcrault, 80 miles long, is the chief, and gives name to the

department. The Vidourle forms the boundary between the

department and that of Card. The high mountains of the

north are partly barren, partly wooded. In the extensivf

plains of the centre the vine and olive flourish, and figs,

mulberries, and other fruit-trees are to be met with nearly

in all parts. Grain is chiefly produced in the south. The
soil of the north is chalky clay, of tho centre light gravel,

and of the south a strong rich loam. The " garrigucs " are

considerable pDrtions of waste land, covered with heath and

shrubs. St Loup, Couqnes, and St Tliibciy, the first of

which is 750 feet high, are extinct volcanic cones. The
greater part of the south coast consists of a series of salt

marshes, separated from the sea by a narrow strip of land.

The marsh of Thau, the largest, stretches from the mouth
of the IKrault, and communicates, through the marsh of

Frontignan, with that of JIauguio, on the eastern frontier of

the department. The Canal du Jlidi, after stretching about

30 miles into the department, terminates at Agde. From
Cette the navigation is kept up through tho marshes by the

canals of Agde and Radello to Aigues !Mortes. The coast

line of the department is 66 miles long. In the valleys and

at the foot of the mountains the climate is delightfully

mild. Fish abound in tha salt marshes. The vegetable

productions comprise aromatic and dyeing plants ; the ilex

oak prevails in the forests. The mineral wealth of thi-

department is considerable. Jxines of lignite, coal, iron,

copper, and lead are wrought. It produces magnificent

blocks of marble, also alabaster, gypsum, granite, sand-

stone, potters' clay, alum ; and the marshes supply France

with salt. At Gabian there is a. petroleum well. Wint

and oil constitute tho chief agricultural wealth of the

department. The red wines of St Georges, St Drizdry, St

Christol, a)id the white wines of Frontignan and Luncl, are

held in high estimation. Considerable quantities of wheat,

cats, and potatoes are grown. There is a large amount of

excellent pasturage, and horses and sheep, are extensively

reared. Mulberries, pomegranates, figs, raisins and other

dried fruits, and olives are prepared for expuvtation. Tho

chief manufactures are woollen and cotton cloth, silk, per-

fumery, soap, and chemical substances. The department

has Montpellier for its capital, and is divided into the

arrondissemcnts of Montpellier, Biziers, Lodeve, and St

Pons, with 36 cantons and 331 communes. Tho population

was 429,878 in 1872, and 445,053 in 1876.

HERBARIUM, or Horti's Siccus, a collection of plonts

so dried and preserved as fully to illustrate their several

specific characters. Since the same plant, owing to pecu'.

liarities of climate, soil, and situation, degree of exposure

to light, and other influences, may vary greatly according

to tho locality in which it occurs, it is only by gathcrinjj

together for comparison and study a large series of example^

of each species illustrative of the flora of difl'ercnt regions

that tho laws of vegetable morphology, and many more

points of scientific interest, can be satisfactorily determined.

Thus, from the herbarium may be acquired a knowledge ol

those details concerning tho minuter structure of individual

plants which are of necessity omitted in works of systematic

botany, as also of tho relative taxunomic importance of tlib

characters to be met with in large groups of forni.s.
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Commencing with Biitish herbaria, the collection of the

Royal Herbarium at Kew, generally acknowledged to be at

once the most extensive and the best preserveu and most
orderly in the world, comprises some 100,000 species,

many of them represented by numerous specimens. It

is arranged, for eisy reference, in cases situate between
the windows of the building containing it, the atmosphere

of which is kept dry by means of hot-water pipes. In

the intervening spaces are tables for the purpose of study,

which is further facilitated by the presence 19 the same
building of a large and valuable botanical library. Next
in importance is the herbarium of the British Museum,
which comprises assemblages of specimens gathered by
numerous emihent botanists. The collection of DDlenius

is deposited at Oxford, and that of the late Professor

Harvey at Trinity College, Dublin. The original herbarium
of Linnseus h in the possession of the Linnean Society of

London. With the more important British herbaria are

to be ranked also those of Cambridge and Edinburgh,
The collections of Jussieu and St Hilaire are included in

the large herbarium of the Jardin des Plantes at Paris,

and in the same city is the extensive private collection of

Dr Cosson. At Geneva are three Urge collections,

—

Dp
CandoUe's, containing the typical specimens of the Fi-o-

dromns, Delessert's fine series, and Boissier's Mediterranean

and Oriental plants. The university of Gottingen has had
bequeathed to it the largest collection (exceeding 40,000
specimens) ever made by a single individual—that of the

late Professor Grisebach. At the herbarium in Brussels

are the specimens obtained by the traveller Martius, the

majority of which formed the groundwork of his Flora
Brasilieiisis. Other national herbaria sufficiently extensive

to subserve the requirements of the systematic botanist

exist at Berlin, St Petersburg, Yienna, Leyden, Stockholm,

Upsala, Copenhagen, and Florence. Of those in the

United States of America, the chief, formed by Asa Gray,

is the property of Harvard university; others are to be
seen at Yale and Columbia colleges and at New York
and Michigan universities, The herbarium at Melbourne,
Australia, under Baron MuUer, has attained large propor-

tions ; and that of the Botanical Garden of Calcutta is

noteworthy as the repository of numerous specimens de-

scribed by writers on Indian botany.

Specimens of flowering plants and vascular cryptogams

are, at Kew, generally mounted on sheets of stout smooth
paper, of uniform quality, and in most cases 17 inches long

by 11 inches broad ; the palms and their allies, however,

and some ferns, require a size of 22 by 14 inches. The
tough but flexible coarse grey paper (German, Fliesspapier),

upon which on the Continent fspecimens are commonly
fixed by gummed strips of the same, is less hygroscopic

than ordinary cartridge paper, but has the disadvantage of

affording harbourage in the inequalities of its surface to a

minute insect, Atropos jndsaioria, L., which commits great

havoc in damp specimens, and which, even if noticed,

cannot be dislodged without difficulty. The majority of

plant specimens are most suitably fastened on paper by a

mixture of equal parts of gum tragacanth and gum arable

made into a, thick paste with water. Rigid leathery leaves

are affi.iced by means of glue, or, if they present too smooth

a surface, by stitching at their edges. Where, as in private

herbaria, the specimens are not liable to be handled with

great frequency, a stitch here and there round the stem,

tied at the back of the sheet, or slips of paper passed over

the stem through two slits in the sheet and attached with

gum to its back, or simply strips of gummed paper laid

across the stem, may be resorted to. A new adhesive

substance, a kind of fish glue, has lately come into use for

thif purpose, and is highly spoken of. To preserve from

insects, the plants, after mounting, are brushed over with

a liquid formed by the solution of
;J

lb each of corroEive

sublimate and carbolic acid in 1 galluu of methylated
spirits. They are then laid out to dry on shelves made
of a network of stout galvanized iron wire. After this are

written, usually iu the right-hand corner of the sheet, or

on a label there affixed, the designation of each species,

the date and place of gathering, and the name of the
collector. Information as to economical or medicinal
properties may either be added thereto, or mentioned on
the back of the sheet. It is especially important to

attach to the name of the plant the initials or abbreviated
name of the author by whom it was first described ; e.ff

,

the words Ulva lacluca alone, might signify either of two
distinct plants, the one described by Linnaus, the other

by Agardh. When the generic name has been altered, but
the specifie name has been retained, the name of the
original describer of the plant is placed in brackets before

the name of the later author. Thus the Enteromorpha
GreviUd of Thuret, having been renamed, has become
Ulva Grevillei (Thur.), Le Jolis, The value of specimens
in private herbaria is greatly enhanced by briefly stating

on the lower left-hand corner of the sheet the characters

that distinguish it from the plants most nearly resembling

it. Other particulars as to habit, local abundance, soil,

and claim to be indigenous may be written on the back
of the sheet, or on a slip of writing paper attached to

its edge. It is convenient to place in a small envelope

gummed to an upper corner of the sheet any flowers,

seeds, or leaves needed for dissection or microscopical

examination, especially where from the fixation of the

specimen it is impossible to examine the leaves for oil-

receptacles, and where seed is apt to escape from rips

capsules and be lost. The addition of a careful dissection

of a flower greatly increases the value of the specimen.

To ensure that all shall lie evenly in the herbarium the

plants should be made to occupy as far as possible alter-

nately the right and left sides of their respective sheets.

The species of each genus are then arranged either

systematically or alphabetically in separate covers of

stout, usually light brown paper, or, if the genus be large,

in several covers with the name of the- genus clearly indi-

cated in the lower left-hand corner of each, and opposite

it the names or reference numbers of the species. Unde-
termined species are relegated to the end of the genus.

Thus prepared, the specimens are placed on shelves or

movable trays, at intervals of about 6 inches, in an air-tight

cupboard, on the inner side of the door of which, as a

.special protection against insects, is suspended a muslin beg
containing a piece of camphor.

The systematic arrangement varies in different herbaria.

The works usually followed are—for dicotyledons, De
CandoUe's Prodromiis, and Endlicher's or Benthara- and
Hooker's Genera Plantaruni; for monocotyledons, Kunth's

Enumeraiio ; for ferns, Hooker and Baker's Synopsis

Filimm; for mosses, Miiller's Si/nopsis Muscoriim Frondo-

sorum ; for algje, Kiitzing's Phycologia generalis ; for

hepatic^, Gottschie, Lindenberg, and Nees ab Esenbeck's

Synopsis Hepaticariim; and for other groups of cryptogamic

plants the treatises of various authors scattered through

numerous scientific publications. In certain herbaria, as

in those of Boissier and Delessert at Geneva, the authoriiy

of the ProdroTims is accepted only in the absence of any
more recent treatise, or of a complete monograph on a

family. For the members of large genera, e.g., Piper and

Ficus, since the number of cosmopolitan or very widely

distributed species is comparatively few, a geographical

grouping is found specially convenient by those 'who are

constantly receiving parcels of plants from known foreign

sources. The ordinary systematic arrangement possesses

the great advantage, in the case of large genera, of readilj
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imlicatiug tlio afRiiities of any particular specimen with

the forms most nearly allied to it in type. In the United

States the species ia tho genera, and the genera in the

orders, are usually arranged alphabetically, and the orders

serially; sometimes, however, the genera are placed alpha-

betically throughout without reference to the orders. Tha

alphabetical arrangement, provided works oa systematic

botany are referred to for the identification of particular

plants, possesses the advantage of permitting ready reference

to any given species, and also of being independent of

changes of classification ; but ia Europe it is' rarely

adopted, on account of the counterbalancing practical in-

conveniences it is considered to present. Instead of keep-

ing a catalogue of the .species contained in the herbarium,

which, owing to the constant additions, would be almost

impossible, such species are usually ticked off with a pencil

in the systematic work which is followed in arranging

them, so that by reference to this work it is possible to

see at a glance whether the specimen sought is in the her-

barium, and what species are still wanted. The custom

commonly prevalent in Continental, especially German,
herbaria of placing the dried specimens loosely between

sheets of papers not always of uniform character is liable

to lead to tho admixture of nearly allied forms in intri-

cate genera, such as JRuhus, Rosa, Hieracium, Salix, &c.,

onless'a label is attached to each specimen, a precaution

not always aflopted. In Germany Endlicher's system is

much followed for flowering plants, with the exception of

palms, for which Martius's arrangement is preferred.

At Geneva De Candolle's original herbarium is arranged

in exact accordance with his Prodromus. In the other

large herbaria in that city, the mounting and arrangement

of tho specimens ar^ conducted much as in England, with

the exception that smallerrsized eheetg pf paper are used for

cryptogams.

Specimcus intendej for tlie herbarium sliould be collected when
possible in dry weather, care being takeu to select plants or por-

tions of plants in suiDcient number and of a size .adequate to

ilhistraie all il.u .'hara. Iciic':: fent-iri-p "f the Bpeeiea. AVhen tho

root-leaves and roots present any peculiarities, they should invari-

ably be collected, but the roots should be dried separately in an
oven at a moderate heat. Hoots and fruits too bull;y to be placed

oa the sheets of tUo herbarium may be conveniently arranged in

glass-covered boxes contained in drawers. The best and most
cffeotive^mode of drying specimens is learned only Vy experience,

different species requiring special treatment according to their

several peculiarities. The chief points to be attended to are to

have a plentiful supply of botanical drying paper, so as to be able

to use aoout six sheets for each specimen ; to cnange the paper at

intervals of six to twelve hours; to avoid contact of one leaf or

flower with another ; and to increase the pressure applied only in

proportion to the dryness of the specimen. To preserve the colour

of flowors pledgets of cotton wool, which prevent bruising, should
be introduced between them, as also, if the stamens are thick and
fcuceulcnt, as in Diyiialis, between these and tho corolla. A flower
dissected and gummed on tho sheets will often retain the colour
which it is impossible to preserve in a crowded inflorescence.

before placing in a screw-press, should that be used, a flat sheet of
lead or some other auitablo weight shmiUl be laid upon the top of
the pile of specimens, so as to keep up a continuous pressure.
Succulent specimens, as many of the Onhit'acca:, and sedums and
various other Crassulaccuus plants, require to be killed by immer-
siou in boiling water before being placed in drying paper, or,

instead of becoming dry, they will grow between the sheets.
When, as with some plants like Vcrbasmm, tho thick hard stems
are liable to cause 'lie leaves to wrinkle in drying by removing tho
pressure from th-m, sma" piopea of b;l")lon.i paper or cotton wool
may be plaoud upon tho Icnvoa n»ar their point of attachment to
the.stem. When a number of specimens have to be submitted to
{ressure, ventilation is secured by mcar.3 of frames corresponding
lu size to tho drying paper, and composed of strips of wood or
wires laid across each other so as to form a kinti of network.
Another mode of drying is to keep tho specimens in a box of dry
sand in a warm place for ten or twelve hours, and then press them
in drying paper. A third method consists in placing tho epeci-
nicu within bibulous paper, and cnclo.sine the whole between two
ylatc.-" of coarsely perforated zinc supported in a wooden frame.
t1i« uuc i>latc3 arc then drawn closo together by means of straps.

and suspended before n firo until tlifl drj-ing is cfTected. By tlio

last two methods the colour of the llowcis m.iy bo will jireserved.

^\^hen the leaves are finely divided, as in C'onium, nuieh troublo
wiU be experienced in lifting a half-dried spccime.-. from one paper
to another ; but the pla»t may be placed in a sheet of thin blott.n"
paper, and the sheet containing tho plant, instead of the plant
itself, can then be moved. Thiu s'Tao'-^oloured pajicr, sv.ch as is

used for biscuit b.ngs, may be eonvcuieutly employed ly travellers

tuialde to carry a q\iantily of bibulous paper. It o.Tors the advan-
tage of fitting closely to thick-stemmed specimens, and of rapidly
drying. A light but strong porttouo, to which prcssiin- by nienns
of straps can be .applied, and a few quires, of this paper, if the
paper be changed night and morning, will bo usually sufficient to
dry all exeejit very succulent )dants. When a speeimen is too
large for one sheet, and it is necess.iry, in order to snow its habit,
&c., to dry tho who!" of it, it inny be divided into two or three
portions, and each placed on a sejiarate sheet for drying. Speci-
mens m.ay bo judged to be dry when they no longer cause a cold
sensation when apjjlied to the cheek, or assume a rigidity not
evident in the earlier stages of preparation.

Each class of f.owerless or cryptogamio plants requires special
treatment for tho herbarium.

Jlarine algre are usually mounted on tough smooth white cart-

ridge paper in the following manner. Crowing speeimeni of good
colour and in fruit are if possible selected, and cleansed as much as

practicable from adhering foreign particles, cither in the sea or a
rocky pool. Some species rapidly change colour, and caH.-,t the
decay of any others with which they come iu contact. This is

especially tho case with tho Edocarpi, DcMarcstice, and a few
others, which should therefore be brought home in a separate

vessel. In mounting, the specimen is floated out in a flat white
di.sh containing sea- water, so that foreign matter may be detected,

and a piece of paper of suitable size is placed under it, supported
either by the fingers of the left hand or by a palette. It is then
pruned, iu order clearly to show the mode of branching, and is

spread out as naturally as possible with the right hand. For this

purpose a bone knitting-needle answers well for tho coarse species,

and a camel's-hair pencil for the more delicate ones. Tho paper
with tho speeimen is then carefully removed from the water by
sliding it over the cdgs of the di.sh so as to drain it as much as

possible. If during this process part of the fronds run together,

the beauty of the specimen may be restored by dipping tho cdr-e

into water, so as to float out the part and allow it to subside

naturally on the paper, The paper, wilh the specimen upwards, is

then bid on bibulous paper for a fc.v minutes to absorb as much as

pos,-,ible of the supcrf-uous mol-turc. "When freed from excess of

water it is laid on a sheet of thick wl;;te blotting-paper, and a
piece of smooth washed calico is placed upoa it (nnwaslied calico,

on account of its "facing," adheres to the sca-v.eed). Another
sheet of blotting-paper 13 then laid ever it; and, a number of similar

specimens being formed into a \,.'.i, the whole is submitted to

pressure, tho paper bein" changed every hour or two at first. The

I

pressure is increased, and the papers are cl:::r.ged less frequently as

the specimens become dry, which usually takes place in thirty-six

hours. Some species, especially those of a thick or leatliery tex-

ture, contract so much iu diying that without strong pressure the

edges of the paper become packered. Other species of a gelatinous

nature, like Kcr,ia.l:on, and D:::'.rc:r.aia, may bo allowed to dry on
the paper, and need not be submitted to prcs:are until they no

loiigei preieut a gelatinous appearance. Large coarse alga;, such,

for instance, as the Fucaccx and Lar.iinaria:, do net Kidily adhere

to paper, and require soaking for some time ia frceh water before

being pressed. Tho less robust :p::ics, such as Z\. '.-::kria scoparia,

which do not adhere well to pa-cr, may be ma-a to do so by

brushing them over either with miik carcfui'.y eki-.-cd, or with a

liquid formed by placing isinglass (i oz.) and wa'.er (IJ c:.) in a

wide.mouthed bottle, and the bo'.f.o in a smaU gi-:--.; :. uiucepan

containing cold water, heating until solu'.lon is c«...'.ea, aud 'heti

adding 1 oz. of rectified spirits of wine; tho wlelo is next stirred

togcLhor, and when cold is kept in a stoppered bol..o. Icr use,

the mixture is warmed to render it fluid, and applied by means of

a camel's-hair brush to the under side of the specimen, wlu.U is

tlien laid neatly on paper. For the cere delicate species, sueh as

tho Cai:::;:amnia ond Edocarpi, it is cu oxcCilent plan to p.aco a

small fruiting fragment, carefully floated out in water, on a slip of

mica of the size of an ordinary mierosccpicn) slide, and allow it to

dry. The plant can then bo at any time examined unuer tho

microscope without injuring tho mounted speeimen. l\:.•^y of tho

fresh-water algto which form a mere cruet, such as rc-'ni:'..-: crucjila,

may bo placed in a vessel of water, whore after a time they float

like a scum, the earthy matter settling down to tho bottom, and may
then be mounted by slipping a piece of mica under them and oUow-

ing it to dry. OsciUatorix may bo mounted by laying a portion on

a silver coin placed on a piece of paper in a plate, and pouring in

water until the edge of the coin is just covered. The algu by its

javm peculiar movement will soon form a radiating circle, perfectly

free from dixl, aiAnind the coin, which may tJaea bo removed.
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Thei'e U consiJcraljle difHculty in removing mounted specimens of

ilgiB from paper, aucl therefore a small portion preserved on mica

should accomp;iiiy cacli specimen, enclosed for safety in a small

envelope fastened at one corner of the sheet of paper. Filamentous

diatoms may be mounted like ordinary seaweeds, and, as well as

all parasitic algs, should whenever possible be allowed to remain

attached to a portion of the alga on which they grow, some species

being almost always found parasitical on particular plants. Ordi-

nary diatoms and desmids may be mounted on mica, as above

described, by putting a portion in a vessel of water and exposing

it to sunlight, when they rise to the surface, and may be thus

removed comparatively free from dirt or impurity. Owing to their

want of adhesiveness, they are, however, usually mounted on glass

is microscopic slides, either in glycerin jelly, Canada balsam, or

some other suitable medium.
Licliiiis are generally mounted on sheets of paper of the ordinary

size, several specimens from different localities being laid upon one

sheet, each specimen having been first placed on a small square of

paper which is gummed on the sheet, and which has the locality,

date, name of .".ollector, &c., written upon it. This mode has

some disadvantages attending it: such sheets are diQicult to

handle ; the crustaceous species are liable to have their surfaces

rubbed; the foliaceous species become so compressed as to lose their

characteristic appearance ; and the spaces between the sheets caused

by the thickness of the specimen permit the entrance of dust. A
plan which has been fouui' to answer well is to arrange them in

cardboard boxes, either with glass tops T in sliding covers, in

drawers—the name being ph"'ced outside each box, and the speci-

mens gummed into the boxes. Lichens for tlie herbarium should,

whenever possible, be sought for on a. slaty or laminated rock, so

as to procure them on flat thin pieces of the same, suitable for

mounting. Specimens on tlie bark of trees require pressure until

the bark is dry, lest they become curled ; and those growing on
sand or friable soil, such as Coniocyho furfuracca, should be laid

carefully on a layer of gum iu the box in which they are intended

to be kept. Many lichens, such as the Vemtcarim a.n^ Collemaca^

are found in the best condition during the winter inonl!is. In

mointin^ collemas it is advisable to let the specimen become dry

and hard, and then to separate a portion from adherent mosses,

earth, &c., and mount it separately so as to show the branching of

the thallus. Pcrtitsarice should be represented by both fruiting

and sorediate specimens.

The larger species of fungi, such as the Jjanchii and Pohjporei,

tc, are prepared for the herbarium by cutling a slice out of the

centre of the plant so as to show the outline of the pileus, the

attachment of the gills, and the character of the interior of the

stem. The remaining tivo halves of the pileus are then lightly-

pressed, as well as the central slices, between bibulous 'gaper until

dry, and the whole is then " poisoned," and gummed oii a sheet of

paper in such a manner as to show the under surJace of the one and
the upper surface of the other half of the pileus on the same sheet.

As it is impossible to preserve the natuial colours of fungi, the

gpecimcns should, whenever possible, be accompanied by a coloured

drawing of the plant. Jlicroscopic fungi are usually preserved in

envelopes, or simply attached to sheets of paper, or mounted as

microscopic slides. Those fungi which are of a dusty nature, like

the Myiomycctcs, may, like the lichens, be preserved in small boxe%

'

and an'anged in drawera. Fungi under any circumstances form
the least satisfactory portion of an herbarium.

Mosses when growing iu tufts should be gathered just before the

capsules have become brown, divided into small flat portions, and
pressed lightly in drying paper. During this process the capsules

ripen, and are thus obtained in a perfect state. They are then
preserved in envelopes attached to a sheet of paper of the ordinary

size, a single perfect specimen being washed, and spread out near

the envelope so as to snow the habit of the plant. For attaching

it to the paper a strong mucilage of gum tragacanth, containing an
eighth of its weight of spirit of wine, answers best. If not preserved

in an envelope the Cttly;'trT ind operculum are very apt to fall

off and become lost. Scale-mosses are mounted in the same way,
or may be floated out iu water like sea-veeds, and dried in white
blotting paper under strong pressure before gumming on paper, but
are best mounted as microscopic slides, care being- taken to show
the stipules. The specimens should be collected when the capsules

are just appearing above or in ths colesule or calyx ; if kept in a
damp saucer they soon arrive at maturity, and can then be mounted
in better condition, the fruit-stalks being too fragile to bear car-

riage in a botanical tin case without injury.
Of the Characcx many are so exceedingly brittle that it is best

to Boat them out like sea-weeds, except the prickly species, which
may be carefully laid out on bibulous paper, and when dry fastened
on sheets of white paper bv means of summed strips. Care should
be taken in collecting charoe to secure, m the case of dioecious

•pecies, suecimens of both forms, and also to get when possible the
roots of those species on which the small granvdar starchy bodies or

pcmnuE are found, as in C. franifcra. Portions of the fructification
way be preserved in small envelopes aitached to the sheeti

See Bentham, Proe. Linn. Hoc. Lond., 1869-70, p. xlvi. ; Johnnn
Nave, Haiubj Booh to tliC ColUction and Prqmralion of Freshwater

and Marine Alyu., &c. , Loud. ; G. llainann. Das Herbarium, Berlin;

and Lasegue's Musca bolaiuiquc <U M. Benjamin IJclesscrt, Paris,

1845. (E. M. H.)

HERBART, Johann Friedrich (1776-1841), ^^as bom
of cultured parents at Oldenburg in 1776. He showed kis

bent towards philosophy while still a child, snd after study-

ing under Fichte at Jena gave his first philosophical lectures

at Gottingen in 1805, whence he removiid in 1809 to

occupy the chair formerly held by Kant at Konigsberg.

Here he also established and conducted a seminary of

pedagogy till 1833, when he returned once more to

Gottingen, and remained there as professor of philosophy

till his death in 1841. His works were collected and pub-

lished in twelve volumes by Ids disciple Hartenstein

(Leipsic, 1850-52).

Philosophy, according to Hcrbart, begins with reflexion tii>oh

our empirical conceptions, and consists in the reformation and
elaboration of these,—its three primary divisions being determined by
as many distinct forms of elaboration. Logic, which stands first,

has to render our conceptions and the judgments and reasonings

arising from them clear and distinct. But some conceptions are

such that the more distinct they are made the more contradictory

their elements become ; so to change and supplement these as t»
make thcra at length thinkable is tlie problem of the second part

of philosophy, or Metaphysics. There is still a class of conceptions

requiring more than a logical treatment, but dift'ering from the la.'*

in not involving latent contradictions, and in being independent of
the reality of their objects, the conceptions, viz., that embody our
judgments of approval and disapproval ; the pliilosophic treatment

of these conceptions falls to .Esthetic.

In Herbart's writings logic receives comparatively meagre notice ;

he insisted strongly on its purely formal character, and expressed

himself in the main at one with Eantians such as Fries and Krug.

As a metaphysician he starts from what he terms "the higher

scepticism "of the Hume-Kantian sphere of thought, the beginnings

of which he discerns in Locke's perplexity about the idea of sub-

stance. By this scepticism the real validity of even Xhz forms <A

experience is called in question on account of the contradictions they

are found to involve. And yet that these forms are " given" to us,

as tridy as sensations are, follows beyond doubt when we consider

that we are as little able to control the one as the other. To attempt

at this stage a psychological inquiry into the oridn of these concep-

tions would be doubly a mistake ; for we should have to use the.se

unlegitimated conceptions in the course of it, and the task of

clearing up their contradictious would still remain, whether we suc-

ceeded in our inquiry or not. But how are we to set about this

task ? Vr''e have giveu to us a conception A uniting among its con-

stituent marks two that prove to be contradictory, say M and N ;

and we can neither deny the unity nor reject one of the contra-

dictory members. For to do either is forbidden by experience ; and
yet to do nothing is forbidden by logic. "We are thus driven to ths

assumption that the conception is contradictory becanse incomplete;

but how are we to supidemeut it ! What we have must point the

way to what we want, or our procedure will be arbitrary. Experi-

ence asserts that M is the sam.e (i.e., amark of the same concept) as

N, while logic denies it ; and so—it being impossible for one and the

same M to sustain these contradictory positions—there is but one way
open to us ; we must posit several Ms. But even now we cannot say

one of these Ms is the same as N, another is not ; for every M mnst
be both thinkable and valid. We may, however, take the Ma not

singly but together ; and again, no other course being open to us,

this is what we must do; we must assume that N results from a
combination of Ms. This is Herbart's method of relations, the

counterpart in his system of the Hegelian dialectic.

In the Ontology this method is employed to determine what in

reality corresponds to tho empirical conceptions of substance and

cause, or rather of inherence and change. But first we must

analyse this notion of reality itself, to which our scepticism had

already led us, for, though we could doubt whether "the given"

is what it appears, we cannot doubt that it is something ; the con-

ception of the real thus consists of the two conceptions of being and

quality. That which we are compelled to " posit, " which cannot

be sublated, is that which is, and in the recognition of this lies the

simple conception of being. But when is a thing thus posited ?

When it is posited as we are wont to posit the things we see and

taste and handle. If we were without sensations, i.e., were never

bound against our will to endure the persistence of a presentation,

we should never know what being is. Keeping fast hold of this

idea of absolute position, Herbart leads us next to the quality of the

real. (1) This must exclude everything negative : for non-A sub-

lates instead of positing, and is not absolute, but relative to A.

i y^ The real must be absolutely simple^ for if it contain two detat-
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lulmtions A and B, tlion cillior tlni-c aro rcilncible to one, wliicli

i:j I lie tiiic r|uulii.y, "1- they uru not, wliTi caf-h is conJilioiicJ by tho

otlii-r anil tlieir i"'sititm is no longer alisolutc. (3) All quantitative

coueei)tions aro i-xcludeil, for quantity iniplies parts, and tUeso aro

incomiialililc with simplicity. (4) isut tlicio may be a plurality of

" reals," albeit tlio mere conception of being can tell us nothing as

to this. The doctrine here developed is tho first cardinal point of

HcrUifl's Bestow, aiid has obtained for it tho name of "pluralistic

realism."

The contn-idictions ho finds in the corainon-sense conception of

inlierence, or of "a thing with several attributes," wiU now become

obvious. Let us take some thing, say A, having n attributes, a, b,

c . . .: we aro forced to posit each of these because each is pre-

sented in intuition. Cut in conceiving A wo make, not n positions,

still less n + 1 positions, but one position simply ; for common sense

removes the absolute position from its original source, sensation.

So when we nsk, What is the one posited? we are told—the

possessor of o, i, e . . . , or in other words, their seat or sub-

stance. But if so, then A, as a real, being simjile, must = a;

similarly it must = 6 ; and so on. Now this would be possible if

a, b, e . . . were but "contingent aspects" of A, as e.g., 2\

^/6i, 4 + 3-t-l are contingent aspects of 8. Such, of course, is not

the case, and so we have as many contradictions as there are attri-

butes ; for we must say A is a, is not a, is b, is not b, kc. There

must then, according to tho method of relations, be several As. For

a let us assume A, -f- Aj + A, . . . ; for *, A, + Aj +A,
. , . ; and so on for tho rest. But now what relation can there bo

among these several As, which will restore to us the unity of our

original A or substance ? There is but one ; we must assume that

the fii'st A of every series is identical, just as the centre i.s the same

point in every radius. By way of concrete illustration Herbart

instances "the common observation that the properties of things

exist only under external conditions. Bodies, we say, are coloured,

but colour is nothing without light, and nothing without eyes.

They sound, but only in a vibrating medium, and for healthy ears.

Colour and tone present the appearance of inherence, but on look-

ing closer we find they are not really immanent in tilings but rather

presuppose a communion among several" The result then is briefly

thus:—In place of tho one absolute position, which in some un-

thinkable way the common understanding substitutes for the

absolute positions of the n attributes, we have really a series of two

or more positions for each attribute, every series, however, begin-

ning with the same (as it were, central) real (hence tho unity of

substance in a group of attributes), but each being continued by
different reals (hence the plurality and difTereuce of attributes in

unity of substance). Where there is the appearance of inherence,

therefore, there is always a plurality of reals ; no such correlative

to substance as attribute or accident can bo admitted at all. Sub-
stantiality is impossiblo without causality, and to this as its true

correlative we now turn.

The common-senso conception of change involves at bottom the

same contradiction of opposing qualities in one real. The same A
that was a,b,c. . , becomes a,b,d... ; and this, which e.xperi-

ence thrusts upon us, proves on reflexion unthinkable. The meta-
physical supplenicjvting is also fundamentally as before. Since c

doi)ended on a scries of reals A3 + An + Aj . . . in connexion
with A, and d may be said similarly to depend on a series A^ + Aj
+ A^ , . ., then tho change from c lo d moans, not that tho

central real A or any real has changed, but that A is now in con-

nexion with A,, &c. , and no longer in connexion with A3, &c
But to think a number of reals "in connexion" {Ztisariimensein)

will not suffice as an explanation of phenomena ; somelliing or other
must happen when tlicy are in conuexiou ; what is it ? The answer
to this question is the second hinge-point of Hcrbart's theoretical

philosophy. What "actually happens as distinct from all that seems
to happen, when two reals A and B are together is that, assuming
them to differ in quality, they tend to disturb each other to the
extent of that difterenco, at tho same time that each preserves
itself intact by resisting, as it were, tho other's disturbance. And
so by coming into connexion with different reals tho " self-preserva-

tions" of A will vary accordingly, A remaining tho same through
all

;
just as, by way of illustration, hydrogen remains the same in

vinUr nnd in ammonia, or as the same lino may bo now a normal
and now a tangent. But to indicate this opposition in the qualities
of the reals A-f B, we must substitute for these symbols others,
which, though only "contingent aspects" of A and B, i.e., repre-
senting their relations, not themselves, yet like similar derices in
matliematics enable thought to advance. Thus we may put A —
a + fi-y, G —m + n + y;y then represents the character of the self-

preservations in this case, and a + + m.-i-n represents all tluit could
be observed by a spectator who did not know tho simple qualities,
but was himself involved in the relations of A to B ; and snch is

exactly our position.

Having thus detcmiined what reallv is and what actually happens,
our philosopher proceeds next to explain synthetically the objcctivo
sembl-uico (dcr objective Sehcin) that results from these. But if

thl» oonatruotion is to bo truly objective, i.e., valid for all intolli-

gcncos, ontology must furnish us with a clue. This wo have in tli«

forms of Space, Time, and Motion vhich are involved whenever vm
think tho reals as being in, or coming inio, connexion, and til's

opposite. These forms then cannot be merely tho products of cur
psychological mechanism, though they may turn out to coincide
with these. Jleanwhile let us call them "intelligible," as '•"ing
valid for all who comprehend the real and actual by thought,
although no such forms are predicablo of the real and actual them-
selves. Tho elementary spatial relation Herbart conceives to be
"the contiguity [Aneinandcr) of two points," so that every "pure
and independent line" is discrete. But an investigation of depend-
ent lines which are often incommensurable forces us to i.io; t the
contradictory fiction of partially overlapping, i.e., divisiijle points,

or in other words, the conception of Continuity.' But tho contra-

diction h<>ro is one w cannot eliminate by the method of relations,

because it does not involve anything real ; and in fact as a necessary

outcome of an " intelligible" form, the fiction of continuity is \aliu

for tlie "objective semblance," and no more to be discarded than
say V - 1. By its help we aro enabled to comprehend what actually

happens among reals to produce the appearance of matter. When
three or more reals are together, each disturbance and self-preserva-

tion will (in general) be imperfect, i.e., of less intensity than when
only two reals are together. But "objective semblance" corre-

sponds with reality ; the spatial or external relations of the reals in

this case must, therefore, tally with their inner or actual states.

Had tho self-preservations been perfect, the coincidence in space

would have been complete, and the group of reals would have been

inextended ; or had the several reals been simply contiguous, i.e.,

without connexion, thcL, as nothing would actually have happened,
nothing would appear. As it is we shall find a continuous molecula

manifesting attractive and repulsive forces ; attraction corresponding

to the tendency of the self-preservations to become perfect, repulsion

to the frustration of this. Motion, even more evidently than space,

implicates the contradictory conception of continuity, and cannot,

therefore, bo a real predicate, though valid as an intelligible form
and, necessary to the comprehension of the objective semblance.

For we have to think of the reals as absolutely independent and yet

as entering into connexions. This wo can only do by conceiving

them as originally moving through intelligible space in rectilinear

paths and with uniform velocities. For such motion no cause need
be supposed ; motion, in fact, is no more a state of the moving real

than rest is, both alike being but relations, with which, therefore,

the real has no concern. The changes in this motion, however, for

which we i/iouM require a cause, would bo the objective semblance ol

the self-preservations that actually occur when reals meet. Fuilher,

by means of such motion these actual occurrences, which aro in tliein-

selves timeless, fall for an observer in a definite time—a time which

"'ecomes continucrus through the partial coincidence of events.

But in all this it has been assumed that we are spectators of the

objective semblance ; it remains to make good this assumption, or,

in other words, to show the possibility of knowledge ; this is tho pro-

blem of what Herbart terms Eidolology, and forms tho transition

from metaphysic to psychology. Here, again, a contradictory con-

ception blocks the way, that, viz., of the Kgo as the identity of

knowing and being, and as such the stronghold of idealism. Tho
contradiction becomes more evident when the ego is defined to bo

a subject (and so a real) that is its own object. As real and not

merely formal, this conception of the ceo is amenable to tho method
of relations. Tho solution this method furnishes is summarily that

there are several objects which mutually modify each other, and so

constitute that ego wo take for the presented real. But to explain

this modification is the business of psychology ; it is enough now tu

SCO that the subject like all reals is necessarily unknown, and that,

therefore, the idealist's theory of knowledge is unsound. But
though the simple quality of the subject or soul is beyond know-
ledge, we know what actually happens when it is in connexion with

other's reals, for its self-prcscrvations then arc what we call sensa-

tions. And these sensation<inre the coin material of our knowledge ;

but they are not given to us as a chaos but in definite gioups and
scries, whence wo come to know the relations of tliose reals, which,

though themselves nnlinown, our sensations compel ns to posit

absolutely.

In his Psijchologtj Herbart rejects altogether tlie doctrino ol

mental faculties as one refuted by his mcta|ihysic3, and tries to

show that all psychical phenomena whatever result from the action

and interaction of e!cnient.iry ideas or presentations (
yorsiellunijtn).

Tho soul being one and simple, its separate acts of self-prcscrvatiou

or primary presentations uuist bo simple too, and its several pre-

sentations must become united together. And this tlicy con do at

once and completely when, ns is tho case, for example, with thq

several attributes of an object, they are not of opposito quality.

But otlierwise there ensues u tonllicl in which the opiwsed pnscnta-

tions comport themselves like forces and muiuauy EUi>prc!>s or

obscure each other. Tho act 01 presentation {VorstelUn) then

' Henco Herbart give:i tlio name SjTicchoIngy to this branch of

metaphysics, instead of tho usual one, Cosmology.
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becomes partly transformed into an efTort, and its product, the idea,

becomes in the same proimrtion less and less intense till a position

of equilibrium is reached ; and then at length the remainders

coalesce. We have thus a statics ai'd a mechanics of mind which

investigate respectively the conditions of equilibrium and of move-

ment among presentations. In the statics two magnitudes have to

be determined :—(1) the amount of the suppression or inhibition

{Ifemmuttgssum.mc), and (2) the ratio in which this is shared among
the opposing presentations. The first must obviously be as small

as possible : thus for two totally-opposed presentations a and b, of

which a is the greater, the inhibcndum = b. For a given degree of

opposition this burden will be shared between the conflicting pre-

sentations in the inverse ratio of their strength. When its remainder

after inhibition = 0, a presentation is said to be on the threshold of

consciousness, for on a small diminution of the inhibition the

"effort" will become actual presentation in the same proportion.

Such total exclusion from consciousness is, however, manifestly im-

possible with only two presentations,! though with three or a

greater number the residual value of one may even be negative.

The 6rst and simplest law in psychological mechanics relates to the

"sinking" of inhibited presentations. As the preseutations yield

to the pressure, the pressure itself diminishes, so that the velocity

of sinking decreases, i.e., we have the equation, (S - a) rf' = da,

where S is the total inhibendum, and <r the intensity actually in-

hibited after the time t. Hence t log^>and<r = S(l
t::i — cr

€-').

From this law it follows, for example, that equilibrium is never

quite obtained for those presentations which continue above the

threshold of consciousness, while the rest which cannot so continue

are very speedily driven beyond the threshold. More important is

the law according to which a presentation freed from inhibition and
rising anew into consciousness tends to raise the other presentations

with which it is combined. Suppose two presentations p and ir

united by the residua r and p ; then the amount of p's " help " to ir

is r, the portion of which appropriated by ir is given by the ratio

p : t; and thus the initial help Tl3 —

.

But after a time t, when a portion of p represented by a> has been
actually brought into consciouiness, the help afforded in the next
instant will be found bj the equation

rp p-ai— •
"^ di=dm,

V p

from which by integration we have the value of u.

So that if thero are several ira connected with p by emaller and
emalUr parts, there will be a definite " serial " order in which they
will be revived by p : and on *'..:3 fact Herbart rests all the pheuo-
mena of the so-called faculty of memory, the development ot spatial

and temporal forms, and much besides. Emotions and voUtious, he
holds, are not directly self-preservations of the =o'iI. a." rir j rtsenta-

tious are, but variable states of such presentations resulting from
their interaction when above the threshold of consciousness. Thus
when some presentations tend to force a presentatiou into conscious-

ness, and others at the same time tend to drive it out, that presentation

is the seat of painful feeling ; when, on the other hand, its entrance
is favoured by all, pleasure results. Desires are presentations strug-

gling into consciousness against hindrances, and when accompanied
by the supposition of success become volitions. Transcendental
freedom of will in Kant's sense is an impossibility. Self-conscious-
ness is the result of an interaction essentially the same in kind as
that which takes place wheu a comparatively simple presentation
finds the field of consciousness occupied by a long-formed and well-
consolidated "mass"' of presentations—as, e.g., one's business or
garden, the theatre, &e., which promptly inhibit the isolated pre-
sentation if incongruent, and unite it to themselves if not. What we
call Self is, above all, such a central mass, and Herbart seeks to show
with great ingenuity and detail how this position is occupied at first

chiefly by the body, then by the seat of ideas and desires, and finally
(ly that first-personal Self which recollects the past and resolves con-
cerning the future. But at any stage the actual constituents of this
"complexion' are variable; the concrete presentation of Self is

fever twice the same. And, therefore, finding.on reflexion any par-
1 icular concrete factor contingent, we abstract the position from that
^?hich occupies it, and so reach the specidative notion of the pure
y.go.

Esthetics elaborates the " ideas " involved in the expression of
t iste calbd forth by those relations of object which acquire for them
the attribution of beauty or the reverse. The beautiful (naKlii) is

'Thus, taking the case above supposed, the share of the inhibendum
falling to the smaller presentation 6 is the fourth term of the propor-

tion a ir 0: a : : i : —--; and sol's remainder is 6 2_ =

•which only = when o = oo

.

to be carefully distinguished from the allied conceptions of the
useful and the pleasant, which vary with time, place, and person ;

whereas beauty is predicated absolutely and involuntarily by all

who have attained the right standpoint. Ethics, which is but one
branch of aesthetics, although the cliief, deals with such relations

among volitions ( WilUnsverhdltnisse) as thus unconditionally please

or displease. These relations Herbart finds to be reducible to

five, which do not admit of further simplification ; and corre-

sponding to jthem are as many moral ideas (Musterbcgiiffe), viz. :—
(1) Internal Freedom, the underlying relation being that of the
individual's will to his judgment of it ; (2) Pcrfcelion, the relation

being that of his several volitions to each other in respect of

intensity, variety, and concentration
; (3) Benevolence, the relation

being that between his own will and the thought of another's ; (4)

rdght, in case of actual conflict with another ; and (5) lietribulion

or Equity, for intended good or evil done. The ideas of a final

society, a system of rewards and punishments, a system of adminis-
tration, a system of culture, and a " unanimated society," corre-
sponding to the ideas of law, equity, benevolence, perfection, and
internal freedom respectively, result when we take account of a

number of individuals. Virtue is the perfect conformity of the
will with the moral ideas ; of this the single virtues are but special

expressions. The conception of duty arises from the existence of

hindrances to the attainment of virtue, A general scheme of prin-

ciples of conduct is possible, but the subsumption of special cases

under these must remain matter of tact. The application of -ethics

to things as they are with a view to the realization of the moral
ideas is moral technology ( Tngcndlehre), of which the chief divisions
are Pa;dagogy and Politics.

In Theology Herbart held the argumctit from design to be as
valid for divine activity as for human, and to justify the belief in a
supersensible real, concerning which, however, exact knowledge i

neither attainable nor on practical grounds desirable.

Among the post-Kantian philosophers Herbart doubtless ranki
next to Hegel in importance, and this without taking into account
his very great contributions to the science of education. His dis-

ciples speak ot theirs as the " exact philosophy," and the term well
expresses their master's chief excellence and the character of the
chief influence he has exerted upon succeeding thinkers of his owa
and other schools. His criticisms are worth more than his construe-
tions ; indeed for exactness and penetration of thought he is quite

on a level with Hume and Kant. His merits in this respect, how-
ever, can only be appraised by the study of his works at first hand-
But we are most of all indebted to Herbart for the enormous
advance psychology has beeu enabled to make, thanks to his fniit-

ful treatment of it, albeit as yet but few among the many who have
appropriated and improved his materials have ventured to adopt hi?

metaphysical and mathematical foundations. (J. \V.*)

HERBELOT, BARTHi^LraY d' (1625-1695), Orientalist,

was born December 4, 1625, at Paris.- As soon as he had
completed the ordinary course in classics and philosophy at

the university of his native city, he devoted himself to the

study of the Oriental languages, and went to Italy to per-

fect himself in them by converse with the Orientals who
frequented its seaports. There he made the acquaintance

of his fellow-savants Lucas Holstenius and Leo Allatius, and
attracted the favourable notice of the cardinals Grimaldi

and BamberinL On his return to France after a year

and a half, he was received into the house of Fouquet,

superintendent of finance, who gave him a pension of 1500
livres. Losing this on the disgrace of Fouquet in 1661,

he was appointed secretary and interpreter of Eastern

languages to the king. A few years later he again visited

Italy, when the grand-duke Ferdinand II. of Tuscany

presented him with a large number of valuable Orientalj

MSS., and tried to attach him to his court. Herbelot,

however, was recalled to France by Colbert, and received

from the king a pension equal to the one he had lost. In

1692 he succeeded D'Auvergne in the chair of Syriac, in

the College de France. He died at Paris, December 8,

1695. His great work is the Biblioiheque Orieniale, ou

diclionnaire universel contenant tout ce qui fait connaiire les

peuples de POrient, which occupied him nearly all his life,

and was published in 1697 by Galland. It is based on the

immense Arabic dictionary of Hajji Khalfa, of which in-

deed it is largely an abridged translation, but it also con-,

tains the substance of a va.st number of other Arabic and

Turkish compilations and manuscripts. With all his learn-

ing, the author seems to Lave been deficient in critical
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safacity, and there is consequently a want of- minute

accnracy in many of its details, and of harmony between

fts various parts. It is, however, even yet the one avail-

able source for^ much information to others than Oriental

scholars, and as such it retains its importance.

The Sibliothiqtie has been reprinted at Maestricht (fol. 1776),

and at tie Hague (4 vols. 4to, 1777-99). The latter edition is en-

riched with the contributions of Schultens, Reiske, and others.

Herbelot's other works, none of which have been published, com-

prise an QrUnlal AnllMlogy, and an Arabic, Persian, Turkish, and

Latin Piclioiiary.

HERBERT, Geoege (1593-1633), one of the best of

English religious poets, was born near the town of Mont-

gomery on the 3d of April 1593. He was a brother of

Lord Herbert of Cherbury, noticed below. Educated

privately till the age of twelve, he was then sent to West-

minster School, and in 1608 he became a student at

Trinity College, Cambridge, where- he was made B.A. in

1611, M.A. and major fellow of the college in 1615, and

orator for the university in 1G19. In his capacity as orator

he was several times brought into contact with King James.

About the same time also he appeared as the champion of

Anglicanism against Andrew Melville, the famous Scotch

Presbyterian. He numbered among his friends Dr Donne,

Sir Henry Wotton, Izaak Walton, Bishop Andrewes, and

Francis Bacon, who consulted Herbert about several of his

works, and dedicated to him his translation of the Psalms.

During his youth he was a courtier, dancing attendance on

King James, and "enjoying his g6nteel humour for clothes";

and the king rewarded his attentions by the gift of a

sinecure worth £120 a year. The death of his patrons the

duke of Richmond, the marquis of Hamilton, and King
James, approaching ill-health, and the influence of his

mother finally induced him, not without a struggle, to take

holy orders. In July 162g he was appointed prebendary

of Layton Ecclesia, in the county of Huntingdon. Shortly

before his induction (1630) to the parsonage of Bemerton,

near Salisbury, he married Miss Jane Danvers after three

days' acquaintance. Mr Danvers had been set on the mar-

riage for a long time, and had often spoken of his daughter

Jane to Herbert, and " so much commended Mr Herbert to

her, that Jane became so much a Platonic as to fall in love

with Mr Herbert unseen." The story of the poet's life at

Bemerton, as told by Walton, is one of the most exquisite

pictures in literary biography. He devoted much time to

explaining the meaning of the various parts of the Prayer-

Book, and held services twice every day, at which many
of the parishioners attended, and some " let their plough

rest when Mr Herbert's saints-bell rung to praise, that

they might also offer their devotions to God with him."

Next to Christianity itself he loved the English Church.

He was passionately fond of music, and usually went
twice a week to attend the cathedral service at Salisbury.

Walton illustrates Herbert's kindness to the poor by many
touching anecdotes. He had not been three years in

Bemerton "when he succumbed to ill-health. He died in

1633.
Herbert's works are

—

Tlus Temple (1631) ; a few miscellaneous

poems; a collection of proverbs entitled Jacula Prudenlum (1640);
and The Country Parson, which did not appear till 1652. The
Temple is a collection of religious poems marked by unity of sen-

timent and inspiration. The chief faults of the book are obscurity,

verbal conceits, and a forced ingenuity which shows itself in

(Grotesque puns, odd metres, and occasional want of taste. In fyM
of those drawbacks, the quaint beauty of Herbert's stj'lc and his

genuine poetical feeling give The Temple a high place in literature.

The following poems are the gems of the collection :
—"The Church

Porch," ''The Agony," "Sm," "Sunday," "Virtue," "Man,"
"The British Church," "The Quip," "The Collar," "The Pulley,"

"The Flower/" "Aaron," and "The Elixir." The finest of all is

Iris poem on "Man," which is Miltonic in its sublimity of con-

ception, ond shows how poets, in their loftier moods, pften anti-

cipate the discoveries of science and the most far-reaching specula-

tions of philosophy. Herbert and Ecble are the poeta ofAnglican

theology. No book is fuller of devotion to tbe ChnrclT of England
than The Temple. No poem in our language exhibits more of tjia
spirit of true Christianity. Every page is marked by transparent
sincerity, and reflects the beautiful character of "holv Georoe
Herbert."

"

Among recent editions of Herbert's works the' following may be
mentioned :— Works in Prose and Verse, with life by Izaak Walton,
and notes by S. T. Coleridge, 1846 ; GilfiUan's edition, in bis
" Library of the British Poets," 1853 ; Willmott's edition, 1854 ;

Professor Nichol's edition, 1863 ; and the Aldine edition by the
Rev. Dr A. B. Grosart. For further information- consult Walton's
Life, and England's Anliphon, by George Macdouald, 1871.

HERBERT, Heney William (1807-1858), novelist
and writer on sports, son of, the Hon. and Rev;p,William
Herbert, dean o£ Manchester, a son of the first earl.of
Carnarvon, was born in London, April 7, 1807 \ He was
educated at Eton and at Caius College, Cambridge, where
he graduated M.A. in 1828. Having become involved in
debt he emigrated to America, and from 1831 to 1839 was
teacher of Greek in a private school in New York. In
1833 he commenced the American Monthly Magazine,
which he edited till 1835. In 1834 he published his first

novel, The Brothers, a Tale of the Fronde, which was fob
lowed by a number of others, all of them obtaining a certain

degree of popularity. He was also successful in a series of

historical studies, such as The Cavaliers of England, Tht
Knights of England, France, and Scotland, The Chevaliers

of France, and The Captains of the Old World, and wrote
numerous contributions to magazines; but he is best known
for his works on sporting, published by him under the

pseudonym of Frank Forester. These include The Field
Sports of the United States and British Provinces (1849),
Frank Forester and his Friends (1849), The Fish and
Fishing of the United States (1850), The Young Sports-

man's Complete Manual, and The Horse and Horsemanship
in the United States and British Provinces of North America'

(1858). Herbert was a man of varied accomplishments,

but of somewhat dissipated habits. He died by his own
hand at New York, May 17, 1858.

HERBERT, Sir Thomas (1606-1682), traveller and
author, was born at York in 1606. Several of his ancestors

were aldermen and merchants in that city, and they could

trace their connexion with the great Herbert family repre-

sented by the earl of Pembroke. His grandfather, Alder-

man Herbert, who died in 1614, left him real estate of

considerable value. He went to Oxford in 1621, and be-

came a commoner of Jesus College, but afterwards removed

to Cambridge at the invitation of his mother's brother, Hf
Ambrose Akroyd. Having gone tp London, he-t^as intro-

duced to tlie earl of Pembroke, through whose iofiuente

he obtained an appointment in the suite of Sir Dodmore
Cotton, who was about to leave as ambassador fof'Tersia

in company with Sir Robert Shirley. Sailing in Jlarch

1627, tiiey visited the Cape, Madagascar, Goa, and Surat;

having landed at Gombroon, they travelled inland tfi

Asharoff, and thence to Cazbeon, where both the chiefs of

the expedition died. Herbert reached England again in

1629, and in 1630, to his great disappointment, his patron

the earl of Pembroke died suddenly. After this ho travelled

on the Continent for more than a year. From his return

in 1631 till about two years after his marriage in 1632 he

retained his ambition for court favour, but failing in this

he retired, probably to his estate of Tintem in Monmouth-

shire, till the outbreak of the civil war, when ho sided with

the parliament. In 1646 ho was appointed to attend the

king with his other servants. Becoming a devoted royalist,

he continued with his majesty during the last two eventful

years of his life, and at the Restoration ho was rewarded

with the title of baronet (1660). He resided at -WesU

minster till the great plague, when ho returned to York

and bought Pctcrgato House, whoro he d«>d on the Is*

March 1682-.

11- J*.
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It was in 1634 that Herbert first published his Description of the

Persian Monarchy now beinge : the Orientall Indyes, lies and other
parts of the Greater Asia and Africk. Four years later a new and
enlarged edition appeared under the title of Sorfic Yeares Travels
into Africa and Asia the Great ; a thii-d edition followed in 166t,
and a fourth in 1677. The work is evidently the production of a
man of consid&rable scholarship and activity of mind, and altogether
ranks as one of the best records of 17th century travel. It is illus-

trated with woodcuts, among which the sketch of the dodo, the
specimen of the cuneiform inscriptions, and the view of Persepolis
deserve to be mentioned. Herbert's Threnodia Carolina, or Memoirs
of the two last years of the reign of that unparallelfd prince of ever

blessed memory King Charles I., waa in great part printed at the
author's ret^uest in Wood's AtheniB Oxonienses, but it did not
appear in its entirety till Dr Charles GoodaU published his Collection
of Tracts in 1702. A reprint was issued by G. and W. Nicol in 1813.
Sir William Dugdale is understood to have received assistance from
Herbert in preparing the fourth volume of the Monasticon Angli-
eanum ; and Mr Drake has printed in the appendix to his £boracum
two p.ipers front Herbert's pen on the church of St John at Beverley
-jnd the collegiate church of Eipou. The best account of Sir Thomas
Herbei-t is that by Robert Davies, F.S.A., York, which appeared in
The Yorkshire Archmological and Topographical Journal, part iii.,

pp. 182-214 (1870). It contains a facsimile of the long inscription

on Herbert's tomb.

HERBERT, Lord, of Cherbdry (1582-1648). Edward
Herbert, Lord Herbert of Cherbury, soldier, diplomatist,

historian, and religious philosopher, was born at Eyton iu

Shropshire in 1 582, and was descended from an ancient

line of illustrious soldiers, to which the earls of Pembroke
belonged. Sent to Oxford in his twelfth year, he married

an heiress, his kinswoman, in his fifteenth, and retuiaied

to the university to prosecute his "beloved studies." He
was knighted soon after the accession of James I., and
for a year or two fulfilled the functions of sheriff of his

county. In 1608 he went abroad, at Paris gaining the

esteem and love of the old Constable de Montmorency, and
beginning an acquaintance with scholars like Casaubon,

Gassendi, and Grotius. Next year he served as a volunteer

in the Low Countries under the prince of Orange, whose
intimate friend he became, and also took part in the cam-
paigns of 1614 and 1615. Between the latter campaigns

he -visited Italy, and on his return was arrested in France
for recruiting Huguenots for the service of the duke of

Savoy. In 1618 he was sent as ambassador extraordinary

to the court oi trance ; and, though recalled for a few
months through the hostility of the French king's favourite,

he soon returned to Paris as ordinary ambassador. In 1625
ha came back to England, where, with the exception of one

Qg more short visits to Paris, he spent the rest of his life.

Created Lord Herbert of Castle Island in 1625, he waa
raised by Charles I. to the English peerage in 1631 as

Baron Herbert of Cherbury. In the_ civil war he sided at

first with the court, and subsequently declared for the par-

liament, but the part he played was not a prominent one.

His castle of Montgomery wm, however, destroyed during
the war, and he received an indemnity for his loss from the
parliament. He died 20th August 1648.

"It is impossible to draw his picture well who hath
several countenances," Herbert says of Henry VIII.;
Horace Walpole made a bold attempt to sketch Herbert's
character by declaring that in his case " the history of Don
Quixote was the life of Plato." To his contemporaries
Herbert was mainly known as a high-spirited man of the
world, of great knightly and courtier-like accomplishments,
who, though stiff and stately, waa on the smallest actual
provocation ,ready and able to defend his honour with his
Sword. He maintained the character of ambassador with
dignity, but his diplomacy was not attended by much
success. It is as author that Herbert is chiefly remembered.
And though in 1633 the Be Veritate received the ofiicial

imprimatur of the bishop of London's chaplain, on the
strength of the same work the writer was soon after held

^p to abhorrence as an atheist. As a resolute opponent of

empiricism in philosophy, he is unquestionably entitled td

rank as one of the heralds of the philosophy of Keid and
the Scottish metaphysicians. In the theological sphere he
is justly claimed as the father of English deism, and doubt-

less exercised a strong influence on the religious thought of

England. His views were not so novel as he thought them
to be, but he was an original and very independent thinker;

and, as his chief work was published but a few years after

the Novum. Organum, and many years betore any of the

works of Descartes or Hobbes, Herber'-. deserves a marked
place in the van of modern speculation.

Herbert's first and most important work is the De Veritate prout
distinguitur a Revelaiionc, a Verisimili, a Possibili, et a Falso (Paris,

1624 ; translated into French, but never into English). It com-
bines a theory of knowledge with a partial psychology, a metho-
dology for the investigation of truth, and a scheme of natural

religion. The author's method is prolix and often far from clear ; the

book is no compact system, but it contains the skeleton and much of

the soul of a complete philosophy. Giving up all past philoso-

phizings as useless, Herbert professedly endeavours to constitute a
new and true system. Truth, which he defines as a just conforma-

tion of the faculties with one another and with their objects, he dis-

tributed into four classes or stages ;—(1) truth in the thing or the

truth of the object ; (2)truth of the appearance
; (3) truth of the appre-

hension (eonccptus) ; (4) truth of the intellect. "The faculties of the

mind ave is numerous as the differences of their objects, and are

accordingly innumerable ; but they may be arranged in four groups.

The first and fundamental and most certain group is the Natural
Instinct, to which belong the Koival eryoiai, the Nolitice Communes,
which are the "received principles of demonstration," existing in

every sane and sound man, against which it is nefas to dispute.

The second group, the next in certainty, is the Sensus Inicmus
(under which head Herbert discusses amongst others love, hate,

fear, conscience with its communis notitia, and free will) ; the

third is the Sensus £xtemxis ; and the fourth is Discursus, reasoning,

to which, as being the leastcertain, we have recourse when the other

faculties fail. The ratiocinative faculties proceed by division and
analysis, by questioning, i nd are slow and gradual in their move-
ment ; they take aid from ttie other faculties, those of the instinctus

naturalis being always the final test)* Herbert's categories or ques-

tions to be used in investigation are ten in number,—whether (a

thing is), what, of what sort, how much, in what relation,-how,

when, where, whence, wherefore. No faculty, rightly used, can
err "even in dreams"; badly exercised, reasoning becomes the

source of almost aU our errors. The discussion of .the nolitice com-

munes is the most characteristic part of the book. The exposition

of them, though highly dogmatic, is at times strikingly Kantian in

substance. " So far are these elements or sacred principles from
being derived from experience or observation that without some
of them, or at least some one of them, we can neither 'experience

nor even observe." Unless we felt driven by them to explore the
nature of things, "it would never occur to us to distinguish one
thing from another." It cannot be said that Herbert proves the
existence of the common notions ; he does not deduce them or even
give any list of them. But each faculty has its common notion ;

and they may be distinguished by six marks, their priority, inde-

pendence, universality, certainly, necessity (for the well-being of

man), and immediacy. Law is based on certain common notions ; so

is religion. Though Herbert expressly defines the scope of his book
as dealing with the intellect, not faith, it is the common notions of

religion he has illustrated most fully; and it is plain that it is in this

part of his system that he is chiefly interested. The common
notions of religion are the famous five articles, which became the

charter of the English deists :— (1) that there is a supreme god
;

(2) that he ought to be worshipped ; (3) that virtue and piety

form the chief part of that worship ; (4) that sins' should be

repented of; (5) that there are rewards and punishments in

another life. To these doctrines, which constitute the faith of the

true cat'aolic and orthodox church, it is not easy to add anything

that can make men more virtuous or godly. There is little polemic

against the received form of Christianity, but Herbert's attitude

towards the church's doctrine is distinctly negative, though he

admits the possibility, under certain conditions, of specific and super-

natural revelation. In the De Rcligionc Gcntilium (Lond., 1645)

he gives what may be called, in Hume's words, "anatural history pf

rcli^on." By examining the heathen religions Herbert finds, to his

great delight, that under all their absurdities the five great articles

were recognized. The heathen, yearning for the supreme God, saw

Him in His works and worshipped Him in the most glorious of His

creatures, the heavenly bodies. It was crafty priests who insisted

on the necessity of multifarious rites and ceremonies, and developed

full-fledged polytheism. The same vein is maintained in the tracts

De Causis Errorum and De Reliqioiu Laid. Herbert's first his-

torical work is the Expcditio Buckingliami Ducis 0656), an account
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c( Buckingham's ill-fated expedition in 1G27. The Life and Raigne

of King Henry VIII. (1649), in pithy English, is called by W'alpole

"a masterpiece of historic biography," but is ill-proportioned and
is digested into annals. It abounds in picturesque but prolix ac-

counts of sieges and pageants at home and abroad ; the sket'-h "f the

Befonnation history is so dispassionate as to suggest a lack of keen
sympathy with cither party. Henry's character is very leniently

judged. The Life of Herbert by Himself (first published by Hor.ico

VValpole in 1764) gives a vivacious and interei .ing account of his

early life down to the return from his embassy, dwelling mainly,

with something of an old man's garrility and a famous man 8 vanity,

ou the romantic and fhivalrous incidents in his career Herbert's

poems, Latin and English, are of small value.

There are sketches of Herbert in Leiand's Deixtical Writers,

Lechler's Geschiehlc des Englisehen Deismits, and elsewhere ; but the

only adequate work is M. Charles de Rcmusat's Lord Herbert de

Cherbury, sa Vie el ses CEuvrcs (Paris, 1874).

HERCULANEUJf. The ruins of the buried city of

Herculaneiim are situated about two-thirds of a mile from

tha Portici station of the railway from Naples to Pompeii.

They are less frequently visited than the ruins of the latter

city, noc only because they are smaller in extent and of

less obvious interest, but also because they are more diffi-

cult of access. The history of their discovery and explora-

tion, and the artistic and literary relics which they have

yielded, are worthy, however, of particular notice. The
small part of the city which has been restored to the light

of day in the spot called Gli scavi nvovi (the new excava-

tions) was discovered in the present century. But the

more important works were executed in the last century
;

and of the buildings then explored at a great depth, by
means of tunnels, none are visible. except the theatre, the

orchestra of which lies 85 feet below the surface of the

soil.

The brief notices of the classical writers inform us that

Herculaneum' was a small city of Campania between Nea-

polis and Pompeii, that it was situated between two streams

at the foot of Vesuvius on a hill overlooking the sea, and
that its harbour was at all seasons safe. With regard to its

earlier history nothing is known. The account given by

Dionysius repeats a tradition which was most natural for

a city bearing the name of Hercules. Strabo follows up
the topographical data with a few brief historical state-

ments

—

'OcTKOi tl\ov Kol Tavrrjv Koi t^v c<^c^s IIoynTrrjiai'

. . . cTto Tvpf'irjvol Kol XleXairyoL, /xeru ravTa ^avvlrai. But
leaving the questions suggested by these names, such as

that of the domination of the Etruscans in Campania,^

as well as the other questions recently discussed in regard

to the origin of Pompeii, which might have an intimate

relation with our subject, it is euflicient here to say that

the first historical record about Herculaneura has been

handed down by Livy (viii. 25), where he relates in what
•nanner the city fell imder the power of Rome during the

Samnite wars. It remained faithful to Eome for a long

time, but it joined the Italian allies in the Social War.
Having submitted anew in June of the year 6G5 (88 B.C.),

it oppears to have been less severely treated than Pompeii,

and to have escapi^ the imposition of a colony of Sulla's

veterans, although Zumpt has suspected the contrary

' A fragment of L. Sieenna calls it " Oppidura tumulo in excelso

loco propter mare, parvis nncenibns, Inter duas flaria*, Icfra Vesuvium
collocatum" (lib. iv., fragm. 53, Peters). Of one of these rivers this

historian again makes mention in the passage where probably ho
related the capture of Herculaneum by Minatius Magius and T. Didius
(Velleius Paterc.ulus, ii. 16). Further tofiograpliical details are sup-
plied by Strabo, who, after speaking about Naples, continues

—

ixit^fi'ov 5i (ppovpi&v i<Triv'l\piK\ttov iKHfip^ivtlv ftsr^v Od\aTTav
ixpaf fX'") KaraTrvfi/jLtvof Aig! Oav/iajTus lisff uyieii'V TroHix tJic

KaToiK^aK. Dionysius of Halicarnassus relates that .Hercules, In the
place where ho stopped with his fleet on the return voyage from Iberia,

foundeda little city {iro\lxtnfii>), to which ho g.ive his own name; and
ha adds that this city was in his time inhabited by the Romans, and
that, situated between Neapolis and Pompeii, it had Ai/x^y« ii/ ttoi'tI

Katp(p 0t$alovs (i. 41).

' li)isp\itcd by Niobuhr, Ifist. ofRomt, vol. I. p. 76, and by Mommscn,
Bit UrUeritalischen DialekU, 18&0, p. 314.

{Comm. Epigr., L 259). It afterwards became a municipium,
and enjoyed great prosperity towards the close of the re-

public and in the earlier times of the empire, since many
noble families of Rome selected this pleasant spot for the

construction of splendid villas, one of which indeed belonged
to the imperial house (Seneca, De Ira, iiL). By means
of the Via Campana it had easy communication north-

westward with Neapolis, Puteoli, and Capua, and thence

by the Via Appia with Rome; and southwards with Pompeii
and Nuceria, and thence with Lucania and the Bruttii. In

the year 63 a.d. it suflfered terribly from the earthquake

which, according to Seneca, "Campauiam nunquam securam

hujus mali, indemnem tamen, et toties defunctam metu
magna strage vastavit. Nam et Herculanensis oppidi pais

ruit dubieque stant etiam quae relicta sunt " (Xat. Qncest,

vi. 1). Hardly had Herculaneum completed the restoration

of some of its principal buildings (<•/. Jloramsen, /. N., n.

2384; Gatalogo del Muaeo 2^azionale di NapoU, n. 1151)

when it fell beneath the great eruption of the year 79,

described by Pliny the younger {Ep. vi. 16, 20), in which*
Pompeii also was destroyed with other flourishing cities of

Campania. According to the commonest account, on the

23d August of that year Pliny the elder, who had com-

mand of the Roman fleet at Misenum, set out to render

assistance to the soldiers stationed at Retina, near Her-

culaneum, as there was no escape except by sea, but, the

little harbour having been on a sudden filled up so as to

be inaccessible, he was obliged to abandon to their fate

those people of Herculaneum and Retina who had managed
to flee from their houses, overwhelm;d in a moment by
the material poured forth by Vesuvius. But the text of

Pliny the younger, where this account is given, lias been

subjected to various interpretations ; and from the com-
parison of other classical testimonies and the study of the

excavations it has been concluded that it is impossible ta

determine the date of the catastrophe, though there are

satisfactory arguments to justify the statement that the

event took place in the autumn. The opinion that immedi-
ately after the first outbreak of Vesuvius a torrent of lava

was ejected over Herculaneum was refuted by the scholars

of the last century, and their refutation has been recently

confirmed by Beul(5 {Li'^rame du Vesvve, p. 240 sq.).

And if the last recensions of the passage quoted from Pliny

are to be accepted, Retina is not the name of the harbour

described by BeuM (ib., p. 122, 247), but the name of a
lady who had implored succour, the wife of Cxsius Bassus,

or rather Tascius (c/. Pliny, ed. Keil, Leipsic, 1870 ; Aulus
Persius, cd. Jahn, Sat. vi.). The shore, moreover, accord-

ing to the new and accurate studies of the engineer Micbele

Ruggiero, director of the excavations, was not altered by
the causes adduced by Beul(5 (p. 1 25), but by a simpler

event. " It is certain," he eays (Pompei e la Btgione

Sotterrata dal Yesuvio I'anno 79, Naples, 1879, p. 21 sq.*),

" that the districts between the south and west, and those

between the south and east, were overwhelmed in two
quite ditferent modes. From Torre Annunziata (which is

believed to be the site of the ancient Oplontii) to San
Giovanni a Teduccio, for a distance of about 9 miles,

there flowed a muddy eruption which in Herculancnm
and the'neighbouring places, whoro it was most abundant,

raised the level of the country more than 65 feet. The
matter transported consisted of soil of various kinds,

—

sand, ashes, fragments of lava, pozzolana, and whitish

pumice, enclosing grains of uncalcined lime, similar in

every respect to those of Pompeii. In the part of Hercu-
laneum already excavated, the corridors in the upper
portions of the theatre are compactly filled, up to (he head

of the arches, with pozzolana and pumice transformed into

tuff (which proves that the formation of this stone may
take olace in a comoarativelv short time). Tuff is also
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found in the lowest part of the city towards the sea in

front of tlie few houses that have been discovered ; and in

the very high banks that surround them, as also in the

lowest part of the theatre, there are plainly to be seen

earth, sand, ashes, fragments of lava and pumice, with

little distinction of strata, almost always confused and

mingled together, and varying from spot to spot in degree

of compactness. It is clear that this immense congeries

of earth and stones could not flow in a dry state over those

5 miles of country (in the beginning very steep, and at

intervals almost level), where certainly it would have been

arrested and all accumulated in a mound ; but it must

have been borne along by a great quantity of water, the

effects of which may be distinctly recognized, not only in

the filling and choking up even of the most narrow,

intricate, and remote parts of the buildings, but also in

the formation of the tuff, in which water has so great a

share ; for it cannot be supposed that enough of it has

^ filtered through so great a depth of earth. The torrent

ran in a few hours to the sea, and fofmed that shallow or

lagoon called by Pliny Subitum Vadum, which prevented

the ships approaching the shores." Hence it is that,

while many made their escape from Pompeii (which was

overwhelmed by the fall of the small stones and afterwards

by the rain of ashes), comparatively few can have managed
to escape from Herculaneum, and these, according to the

interpretation given to the inscription preserved in the

National Museum (Mommsen, I. H^., n. 2455), found

shelter in the neighbouring city of Neapolis, where they

inhabited a quarter called that of the buried city (Suetonius,

Titus, 8). The name of Herculaneum, which for some

time remained attached to the site of the disaster, is

mentioned in the later itineraries ; but in the course of

the Middle Ages all recollection of it perished.

In 1709, wLile Prince Elbeuf of the house of Lorraine, in com-

mand' of the armies of Charles VI., was seeking crushed marble to

make plaster for his new villa near Portici, he learned from the

peasants that there were in the vicinity some pits from which they

not only quarried excellent marble, but had extracted many statues

in the course of years (see Jorio, Kotizia degli scavi cCErcolano,

Naples, 1827). In 1738, while Colonel_ D. Rocco de Alcubierre

was directing the works for the construction of the "Reali Delizie"

at Portici, he received orders from Charles III. to begin excavations

en the spot where it had been reported to the king that the Elbeuf

statues had been found. At first it was believed that a temple

was being explored, but afterwards the inscriptions proved that the

building was a theatre. This discovery excited the greatest com-

motion among the scholara of all nations ; and many of them
hastened to Naples to see the marvellous statues of the Balbi and

the paintings on the walls. But everything was kept private, as

the Government wished to reserve to itself the right of illustrating

the monuments. First of all Monsignor Bayardi was brought from

Rome and commissioned to write about the antiquities which were

being collected in the museum at Portici under the care of Camillo

Paderni, and when it was recognized that the prelate had not suffi-

cient learning, and by the progress of the excavations other most

abundant material was accumulated, about which at once scholars

and courtiers were anxious to be informed, Bernardo Tanucci,

having become secretary of state in 1755, founded the Accademia

Ercolanese, which published the principal works on Herculaneum

(Le Future cd i Branzi d'Ercolano, 8 vols., 1757, 1792 ; Disserta-

tionis Isagogkce ad HerculaTiensium voluminum explanationem pars

prima, 1797). The criterion which guided the studies of the

academicians was far from being worthy of unquaUfied praise, and

consequently their work did not always meet the approval of the

best scholars who had the opportunity of seeing the monuments.

Among these was Winckelmann, who in his letters gave ample

notices of the excavations and the antiquities which he was able to

visit on several occasions. Other notices were furnished by Gori,

Symbolce litterarue Flarentiiue, 1748, 1751, by Marcello Venuti,

Descrizione delle prime scoperte d'Ercolano, Rome, 1748, and Scipione

Maffei, Tre lettere intomo alle scoperte d'Ercolano, Verona, 1748.

The excavations, which continued for more than forty years (1738-

1780), were executed at first under the immediate direction of

Alcubierre (1738-1741), and then with the assistance of the

engineers Rorro and Bardet (1741-1745), Carl Weber (1750-1764),

and Francesco La Vega. After the death of Alcubierre (1780), the

last-named was sppointed director-in-chief of the excavations ; but

from that time the investigations at Herculaneum were intermitted,'

and the researches at Pompeii were vigorously carried on. Resumed
in 1827, the excavations at Herculaneum were shortly after sus-

pended, nor were the new attempts made in 1866 with the money
bestowed by King Victor Emmanuel attended with success, being
impeded by the many dangers arising from the houses built over-
head. The meagreness of the results obtained by the occasional
works executed in the present century, and the fact that the in-

vestigators were unfortunate enough to strike upon places already
explored, gave rise to the opinion that the whole area of the city
had been crossed by tunnels in the time of Charles III. and in the
beginning of the reign of Ferdinand IV. And although it is re-

cognised that the works had not been prosecuted with the caution
that they required, yet in view of the serious difficulties that would
attend the collection of the little that had been left by the first

excavators, every proposal for new investigations has been aban-
doned. But in a memoir which Professor Barnabei read in the Reale
Accademia dei Lincei {AIti delta R. Ac. , series iii. , vol. ii. p. 751), h»
undertook to prove that the researches made by the Government
in the last century did not cover any great area. The antiquities

excavated at Herculaneum in the last century form a collection of
the highest scientific and artistic value. There are marble statues

of astonishing art and perfect preservation, of which it is sufficient

to mention the two equestrian statues of the Balbi (M-useo Borbonico,

vol. ii. pi. xxxviii.-ix.) and the so-called statue of Aristocles. "With
the exception of a few pieces, nearly all the great bronzes of the
museum belong to Hercnlaneum. It is thence that we have ob-

tained the reposing Hermes, the drunken Silenus, the sleeping

Faunus, the dancing girls, the bust called Plato's, that believed to

be Seneca's, the two quoit-throwei-s or discoboli,' and so many
master-pieces more, figured by the academicians in their volume on
the bronzes. ' Mural paintings of extraordinary beauty were also

discovered, such as those that represent Theseus after the slaughter

of the Minotaur (Helbig, Wandgemdldc, Leipsic, 1878, No. 1214)

and Chiron teaching Achilles the art of playing on the lyre (ibid..

No. 1291). Notwithstanding the recent discoveries of the stupen-

dous paintings in the gardens of the ViUa Famesina on the banks
of the Tiber, the monochromes of Herculaneum remain among out

finest specimens of the exquisite taste and consummate skill dis-

played hy the ancient artists. Among the best preserved is Leto

and Niobe, which has been the subject of so many studies and so

many publications (idW., No. 1706). There is also a considerable

number of lapidary inscriptions edited in vol. ii. of the epigraphic

collection of the Cat. del Mus. Kaz. di Napoli.

But all these antiquities do not seem to afford adequate support for

the opinion of those who, pointing out that those marvels were found
for the most part in two or three buildings, conclude that similar

riches would be found in other houses iif the excavations were
resumed. For their contention is that Herculaneum was not only
a much greater city than Pompeii, but had attained a more exquisite

Greek culture, because a large body of the Greek colonists expelled

from the cities of Southern Italy had set*:led there either through
their own numerical strength or through the favour of the Samnite
confederation, whose conquests had placed it above all alarm at the
advance of an already vanquished race. But in support of these

assertions, more proof seems to be required than the fact that only
two Samnite inscriptions have been found in Herculaneum (cf.

Fabretti, Glossarium Ilalicum, No. 2784, 2784 bis), whilst at

Pompeii they have been met with in great numbers ; since, if it is

borne in mind that in a later age Herculaneum was a municipium
as well as Pompeii, and had the same political life, we must seek
another explanation of the circumstance that in Pompeii there are

so many inscriptions relative to municipal affairs, while in Hercu-
laneum there are none. On the other hand, the classical tradition

does not force us to believe that the city was so small as the academi-
cians held it to be. The plan published in the Sissertatio Isagogica

represents nine insidce or blocks, each haUng the proportions of

the sides of the Villa Suburbana or Villa Ercolanese discovered

in the place called the wood of St Agostino. It was believed

that this place was in the suburb, because it was divided from
the rest of the inhabited area by a narrow valley formed by the

washing of the rain {Diss. Isag., p. 30). If this was correctly

determined, the same cannot be said of the circuit of the city, as

the walls have not been discovered. Nor are the investigations

sufficient to fix precisely the ancient shore line. The discovery of

the Villa Suburbana contributed to magnify the greatness of Hercu-

laneum ; within its walls were collected statues of marble and of

bronze, and the famous library, of which, counting both entire and
fragmentary volumes, 1803 papyri have been preserved. Among
the nations which took the greatest interest in the discovery of the

Herculaneum library, the most honourable rank belongs to England,

which sent Bishop Hayter and other scholars to Naples to solicit

the publication of the volumes. Of the 341 papyri which have

been unrolled, 195 have been published (Rercidanensium voluminum
quce supersunt, Naples, 1793-1809; Collectio altera, 1862-1876).

They contain works by Epicurus, Demetrius, Polistratus, Colotei,

Chiysippus, Camiscns, and Philodemus. The names of the authors
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I. Impliivhtm.
I. Marble Puvcmenh.
I. Mosaics.

4. Marble Belvedere.

are in tliemselves suf-

fifieut to sliow tliat

the Ifbrary belouged
to a person wliose prin-

cipal study was tlie

Epicurean philosophy.

But of the great mas-
ter of this school only
a few works have been
found. Of his treatise

ITtp! <fiv<Teu!, divided
into 37 books, it is

known that there were
three copies in the
lil)rary (Coll. all., vi.).

Quite recently Profes-

sor Comparetti, study-
ing the first fasciculus

of volume xi. of the
same new collection,

recognized most im-
)iorlant fragments of

the Elhics of Epicurus,
and these he publish-
ed in 1879 in Nos. ix.

aiid xi. of the Hivisla

di Fdologia ed lilrii-

lionc classica, Turin.
Even the otherauthors
above mentioned are

but poorly represented,
with the exception of

Philodcmus, of whom
26 different treatises

have been recognized.

But all these philo-

sophic discussions, be-

longing for the most
part to an author less

than Secondary amon"
the Epicureans, fall

short of the high ex-
pectations excited by tho first

discovery of the library. Among
the many volumes unrolled only
a few are of historical import-
ance,—that edited by liiichelcr,

which treats of tlie jihilosophers

of the academy {.'lead, pliil.

index .fiVrcH?., Greifswald, 1859),
and that' edited by Comparetti,
which deals with the historians
(" I'apiro crcolaneso iuedito," in

Jiivisladi Fit. cdjsl. dress, anno
iii., fasc. x.-xii.). To appreciate
tho value of the volumes unrolled
but not yet nublishcd (for 146
vols, were only copied inH, not
prmted), the student mustnwait
-)ic ap^M^nrance igt Comiiiirctti'd

paper, " Relazione. sui papiii ercolanesi," read in the Healc Jlccad.
dei Lincei, which will ajipear in the "Pioceedings" of the academy
for 1879. Contributions of some value have been made to the
study of Herculaueum fragments by Spengel ("DieHercul. Kollen,"
in Philologus, 1803, suppl. vol.), and Gompertz {JJmul. SliidicH,
Leipsic, 1865-66, c/. Zcilschr. f. mierr. Gijmn., 1867-1872). There
arc in the library some volumes written in Latin, which, according
to Boot [Notice sur Ics manuscrils trouvcs d Ifcrcxdancum, Amster-
dam, ISIS), were found tied up in a bundle apart. Of these we
know 18, but they arc all so damaged that hardly any of them can
be deciphered. One with verses relating to the battle of Actium
is believed to belong to a poem of Rabirius. The numerical prc-
(louderance of the works of Philodcmus led some people to believe
that this had been the library of that iihilosophcr. But qui;o
recently Professor Conijiaretti has come to the conclusion that the
library was collected by Lucius Piso Caesoninus (see rompci e la
licgione Sotkrrata dul Vesuvio, Najiles, 1879, p. 159 sq.). A new
support to the theory of Professor Conipaietti is furnished by tho
epigraphic fragment edited by De Petia (ib., p. 251 sq.); but i)r
Mau takes up a counter position,—he is the tirst to do so,—and
shows that the frngmcnt must have another interjuetation {Bull.
Inst, di Corr. Arch., 1880). Professor De Petra has also published
the official notices upon the antiiiuities unearthed in the sumptuous
villa, giving the plan executed by Weber and recoveied by chance
by the director of excavations, Jlichele Kuggiei*). This plan,
which is here reproduced from De Petra's monogiaph,' is the only
satisfactory document. for the topograpliy of Herculaneum ; for the
plan of the theatre published in the BiiUcllivo archculugico-ilcdiuno
(Naples, 1861, i. p. 53, tab. iii.) was executed in 1747, when the
excavations were not comjileted. And even for the history of the
"finds" made in the Villa Siilnrlnim the necessity for further
studies makes itself felt, since there is a lack of agiecment between
the accounts given by Aleubierre and Weber and those communi-
cated to the riiilosopliicnl Trunsadiuns (London, vol. x. ) by Camillo
Paderni, conservator of the Portiei Museum. It is hoped, there-
fore, that among the papers recovered by Euggiero there may be
others which will shed light on what remains dai k in the topography
of the bniied city.

Among the older woiks relating to Herculaneum, in addition to

those already quoted, may be mentioned De Biosses, Lctlre sur
I'dal actucl de la lille simtcrriiine d'Jfcraclea, Paris, 1760 ; Scignelix
de Correvou, Letlrc sur la decoiiv.ci'tc dc I'ancicnne rille d'Hcrculane,
Yverdon, 1770 ; David, Lcs anliquitis d'Bemduncmn, Paris, 1760

;

D'Ancora Gaetano, Prospctto storico-fisico dcgli scavi d'Ercolanocdi
Fomjici, Naples, 1803 ; Vcnuti, Prime Scovcrtc di Ercolano, Rome,
1748; and Romanelli, Vioggio ad Ercolavo, Naples, 1811. A full

list will be found in vol. i. of i/usco Borlonico, Najiles, 1824,

pp. 1-11. (F. B )

HERCULES (Old Latin, Hercoles, Hercles) is the

Latinized form of the mytbical Heracles, the chief national

heio of Hellas, who has part in all the most important

myths of the generation before that which embraces the

Homeric warriors at Troy. The name 'HpoxX^? is com-

pounded of J/era, the god '

ss, and the stem of kX«'os,

"glory." The thoroughly national character of Heracles

is shown by his being the mythical ancestor of the Dorian

dynastic tribe, wh'Ie r^ve'ed by Ionian Athens, Lelegian

Opus, and ./Eolo-x-'iiJeni; ..n Thebes, and closely associated

with the Achsan heroes Peleus and Telumon. The Perseid

Alcmene, wife of Amphitryon of Tiryns, was Hercules's

mother, Zeus his father (see Alcmene). After liis putative

father he is often called Amphitryoniades, and Alcides too,

after the Perseid Alcainis, father of Amiihitryon. His
mother and her husband lived at Thebes in exile as guests

of King Creon. By the craft of Hera, his foe through life,

his birth was delayed, and that of Eurysthcus, son of

Sthenclus of Argos, hastened, Zeus having in effect sworn

that the elder of tho two should rule tho realm of Pereeua.

Hera sent two serpents to destroy the new-born Hercules,

but he strangled them. Ho was trained in all manly ac-

complishments by heroes of the highest renown in each,

until he slew Linus, his instructor in music, with the lyre.

Thereupon he was sent to tend Amphitryon's o.\cn, and at

this period slew the lion of Mount Cithtcron. By the sub-

jection of tho llinyans of Orchomenus ho won Creon's

' The diagram shows the arrangement and ))roportions of the Villt

Ercolaueae, p indicating pictures, b bronzes, m marble statues or bustn,

pa papyri, p-^'l/ fountains. Tho dotted lines show tho course tak'^u

Lv tho exeovalioMs, which began at Ihn lower part of the plan.
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daughter, Megara, to wife. Her children by him he killed

ia a frenzy induced by Hera. After purification he was

sent by the Pythia to serve Eurystheus. The apologue of

Prodicus on the Choice of Hercules between pleasure and

virtue was founded on his obedience to the oracle. Thus
began the cycle of the twelve labours :

—

1. Wrestling with the Nemean lion.

2. Destruction of the Lerncan hydra.

3. Capture of the Arcadian hind (a slag in art).

4. Capture of the boar of Jilrymanthus. while chasing which he
fought the Centaurs and killed iiis friends Chiron and fholus, this

liomicide leading to Demeter's institution of mysteries.

5. Cleansing of the stables of Augeas.

6. Shooting the Stymphalian birds.

7. Capture of the Cretan bull subsequently slain by Theseus at

Marathon.
8. Capture of the man-eating mares of the Thracian Dio-

medes.

9. Seizure of the girdle of Hippolyte, queen of the Amazons.
10. Bringing the oxen of Geryones from Erythia in the far west,

which errand invoiced many adventures in the coast lands of the

llediterranean, and the setting up of the " Pillars of Hercules" at

the Straits of Gibraltar.

11. Bringing the golden apples from the garden of the Hespe-

lides.

12. Carrying Cerberus from Hades to the upper world.

Most of the labours lead to various adventures called

Trdpepya. Their common order and selection, due to Apol-

lodorus and Diodorus Siculus, are later than Euripides,

who omits 5, 6, and 7, and seems to count the victory

over Cycnus in Phthiotis, the bearing of the heavens for

Atlas, and the freeing of the seas fmm dangerous monsters.

In Homer we read of unspecified labours for Eurystheus,

of the struggle with the sea monster of the Troad, and of

wars. Hesiod mentions* labours 1, 2, and 10, and the

freeing of Prometheus. It is a mistake to suppose that

legends of Hercules's struggles with monstrous embodi-

ments of evil are not of high antiquity, though we cannot

say positively which are old and which cprnparatively late.

Some enumerations give only 10 labours. The late lists

probably rest partly on astronomical ideas.

On Hercules's return to Thebes he gave his wife Megara

to his friend and charioteer lolaus, son of Iphicles, and by

beating Eurytus of CEchalia and his sons in a shooting

match won a claim to the hand of his daughter lole, whose

family, however, except her brother Iphitus, withheld their

consent to the union. Iphitus persuaded Hercules to

search for Eurytus's lost oxen, but was killed by him at

Tiryns in a frenzy. He consulted the Pythia about a cure

for the consequent madness, but she declined to answer him.

Whereupon he seized the oracular tripod, and so entered

upon a contest with Apollo, which Zeus stopped by sending

a flash of lightning between the combatants. The Pythia

then sent Mm to serve the Lydian queen Omphale. He
then with Telamon, Peleus, and Theseus took Troy. He
next helped the gods in the great battle against the giants.

He took part in the Argonautic voyage and the Calydonian

boar hunt, made war against Augeas, and against Nestor

and the Pylians, and restored Tyndareus to the sovereignty

of Lacedaemon. He sustained many single combats, one

very famous struggle being the wrestling with the Libyan

Antffius, son of Poseidon and Ge (Earth), who had to be

held in the air, as he grew stronger every time he touched

his mother. Earth. Hercules withstood Ares, Poseidon,

and Hera, as well as Apollo. The close of his career is

assigned to .(Etolia and Trachis. He wrestles with Achelous

for Deianeira ("destructive to husband"), daughter of

.CEneus, king of Calydon, vanquishes the river god, and

breaks off one of his horns, which as a horn of plenty is

found as an attribute of Hercules in art. Driven from

Calydon for homicide, he goes with Deianeira to Trachis.

On the way he slays the centaur Nessus, who persuades

Deianeira that his blood ia a love-charm. From Trachis

he wages successful war against the Dryopes and Lapitliae

as ally of iEgimius king of the Dorians, who promised him
a third of his realm, and after his death adopted Hyllus,

his son by Deianeira. Finally Hercules attacks Eurylus
takes ffii:halia, and carries off lole. Thereupon Deianeira,

prompted by love and jealousy, sends him a tunic dipped
in the blood of Nessus, and the unsuspecting hero puts it

on just before sacrificing at the headland of Censeum in

Euboea. Mad with pain, he seizes Lichas, the messenger
who had brought the fatal garment, and hurls him on the

rocks ; and then he wanders in agony to Jlount (Eta, where
he mounts a pyre, which, however, no one will kindl'.

At last Poeas, father of Philoctetes, takes pity on him, and
is rewarded with the gift of his bow and arrows. Ta",

immortal part of Hercules passes to Olympus, where he Ls

reconciled to Hera arid weds her daughter Hebe.
In one aspect Hercules is clearly a sun-god, being

identified, especially in Cyprus and in Thasos (as Makar),

with the Tyrian Melkarth. He is again a representative

of endurance and effort in the cause of Hellenic civilization

and enterprise. Sundry of his exploits may be based on
actual achievements of tribes and leaders of men, but it is

impossible to unravel satisfactorily the tangled strands

which make up this highly elaborate myth, though the

separate existence of some is clearly discernible. The close

connexion of the hero with both Thebes and Argos suggests

actual relations between the two states. The Lydiau
episode shows traces of Eastern influence. The second,

fifth, and sixth labours may be solar, but yet they suggest

reclamation of marsh land. The third and twelfth are

the most obviously solar, the horned hind representing the

moon, and the carrying of Cerberus to the upper world

an eclipse. It may be admitted as highly probable that

the last episode of the hero's tragedy is a complete solar

myth developed at Trachis. The winter sun is seen rising

over the Censan promontory to toil across to Mount CEta

and disappear over it in a bank of fiery cloud. The fatality

by which Hercules kills so many friends as well as foes

recalls the destroying Apollo ; while his career frequently

illustrates the Delphic views on blood-guiltiness and ex-

piation. As Apollo's champion Hercules is Daphnephoros,

and fights Cycnus and Amyntor to keep open the sacred

way from Tempe to Delphi. As the Dorian tutelar he aids

Tyndareus and .^Egimius. As patron of maritime adventure

(j/ye/idi'ios) he struggles with Nereus and Triton, slays Eryx

and Busiris, and perhaps captures the wild horses and oxen,

which may stand for pirates. As a god of athletes he is

often a wrestler (TraXai/xwv), and founds the Olympian

games. In comedy and occasionally in myths he is depicted

as voracious (jSov^ayo?). He is also represented as the

companion of Dionysus, especially in Asia Minor. The

" Resting" (draTravd/icvos) Hercules is, as at Thermopylse

and near Himera, the natural tutelar of hot springs in con-

junction with his protectress Athena, who is usually depicted

attending him on ancient vases. The glorified Hercules

was worshipped both as a god and a hero. In the Attic

deme Melita he was invoked as dAf^iVoKos (" Helper in

ills"), at Olympia as koXAiVikos ("Nobly-victorious"), in

the rustic worship of the CEtseans as Kopvonww {Kopvme^,

"locusts"), by the Erythrseans of Ionia as ittoktoVos,

("Canker-worm-slayer"). In Italy he was, like Apollo,

jNIusagetes ("Leader of the Muses"). He was o-wt^p

("Saviour"), i.e., a protector of voyagers, at Thasos and

Smyrna, and in Italy, where tithes were vowed to him to

be spent in entertainment. Games in his honour were held

at Thebes and Marathon. In early poetry, as often in art,

he is an archer, afterwards a club-wielder and fully-armed

warrior. In early art the adult Hercules is bearded, but

not long-haired: Later he is sometimes youthful and beard-

less, always ^g(kh short curly hair and thick neck, the lower
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part of tlie brow prominent. A lion's skin is generally

worn or carried. Lysippus worked out the finest type of

sculptured Hercules, of which the Farnese by Glycon is a

graild specimen. The infantine struggle with serpents was

1 favourite subject.

Quite distinct was the Idiean Hercules, a Cretan Dactyl

connected with the cult of Rhea or Cybele. The Greeks

recognized Hercules in an Egyptian deity Chom and an

Indian Dorsanes, not to mention personages of other mytho-

logies. Hercules is supposed to have visited Italy on his

return from Erythia, when he slew Cacus, son of Vulcan,

the giant of the Aventine mount in Rome, who had stolen

his oxen. To this victory was assigned the founding of

the Ara maxima. With respect to the Roman relations

of the hero, it is manifest that the native myths of Recar-

anu3, or Sancus, or Dius Fidius, were transferred to the

Hellenic Hercules.

The best account of the Hercules myths and cults is by L. Preller,

Gricrhische itythoJogic, 3(1 ed., Berlin, 1875. See also Hillan, De
Ucrcvlis Romani falula ct cullu,'iil\msier, 1850 ; and Breal, Herculc

ct Ciiais, Paris, 1863. (C. A. JI. F.)

HERDER, JoHANN Gottfried von (1744-1803), one

of the most prolific and influential writers that Germany
has produced, was born in Mohrungen, a small town near

Konigsberg, in 1744. Like his contemporary Lessing,

with whose literary alms his own had so much in common.
Herder had throughout his life to struggle against adverse

circumstauces. His father was poor, having to put together

a subsistence by uniting the humble offices of sexton, choir

singer, and petty schoolmaster. Gottfried seems to have

got some rudimentary instruction from his father, after

which he was sent to the grammar school (gymnasium) of

his native town. The mode of discipline practised by the

pedantic and irritable old man who stood at the head of

this institution was not at all to the young student's liking,

aud the impression made upon him stimulated him later

on to work out his projects of school reform. The hard-

ships of his early years drove him to introspection and

to solitary communion with nature, and thus favoured a

mora than proportionate development of the sentimental

and poetio side of his mind. When quite young he ex-

pressed a wish to enter the church, but his aspirations were

somewhat rudely discouraged by the local clergyman. In

17C2, at the age of eighteen, he went up to Konigsberg

with the intention of studying medicine, but finding himself

unequal to the operations of the dissecting-room, he aban-

doned this object, and by the help of one or two friends

and his own self-supporting labours, followed out his earlier

idea of the clerical profession by joining the university.

There he came under the influence of Kant, who was just

then passing from physical to metaphysical problems.

Without becoming a disciple of Kant, the young Herder
was deeply stimulated to fresh critical inquiry by that

thinker's revolutionary ideas in philosophy. To Kant's

lectures and conversations he further owed something of his

large interest in cosmological and anthropological problems.

Among the writers whom he most carefully read were Plato,

Hume, Shaftesbury, Leibnitz, Diderot, and Rousseau.

Another personal influence under which ho fell at Konigs-
berg, and which was destined to bo far more permanent,
was that of Hamann, "the northern Mage." This writer

had already won a name, and in the young Herder he found
a mind well fitted to be the receptacle and vehicle of his

new ideas on literature. From this vague, incoherent, yet
clever writer our author acquired some of his strong feeling

for the natural naif element in poetry, and for the earliest

developments of national literature. Even before ho went
to Konigsberg he had begun to compose verses, and at

the^ge of twenty he took up the pen as a chief occupa-
tion. His first published writings were occasional poems

and articles contributed to the Kiirngshertj Journal. Soon
after this he got a double appointment at Riga, as assistant

master at the cathedral school, and as curate to the sub-

urban churches. In this busy commercial town, in some-
what improved pecuniary and social circumstances, he
developed the main ideas of his writings. In the year
17G7 he published his first considerable work Fragmtnte
liber die neuere deutsche Literatur, which at once made him
widely known and secured for him the favourable interest

of Lessing. From this time he continued to pour forth a
number of critical writings on literature, art, &c. His bold

ideas on these subjects, which were a great advance even

on Lessing's doctrines, naturally excited hostile criticism,

and in consequence of this opposition, which took the form
of aspersions on his religious orthodoxy, he resolved to

leave Riga. He was much carried away at this time by
the idea of a radical reform of social life in Livonia, which
(after the example of Rousseau) he thought to effect by
means of a better method of school-training. With this

plan in view he began ^1769) a tour through France,

England, Holland, &c., for the purpose of collecting infor-

mation respecting their systems of education It was during

the solitude of his voyage to France, when on deck at night;

that he first shaped his idea of the genesis of primitiva

poetry, and of the gradual evolution of humanity. Having
received an offer of an appointment as travfeUing tutor and

chaplain to the young prince of Euti.i-Holstein, he aban-

doned his somewhat visionary scheme of a social reconstruc-

tion of a Russian province. He has, however, left a curious

sketch of his projected school reforms. His new duties

led him to Strasburg, where he met the young Goethe, oa
whose poetical development he exercised so potent an influ-

ence. At Darmstadt he made the acquaintance of Caroline

Flachsland, to whom he soon became betrothed, and who
for the rest of his life supplied him with that abundance

of consolatory sympathy which his sensitive and rather

querulous nature appeared to require. The engagement

as tutor did not prove an agreeable one, and he soon threw

it up (1771) in favour of an appointment as court preacher

and member of the consistory at Biickeburg. Here he had

to encounter bitter opposition from the orthodox clergy

and their followers, among whom he was received as a free-

thinker. His health continued poor, and a fistula in the

eye, from which ho had suffered from early childhood,

and to cure which he had undergone a number of painful

operations, continued to trouble him. Further, pecuniary

difficulties, from which he never kng managed to keep

himself free, by delaying his marriage, added to hia depres«

sion. The coTiTespondence between Herder and Caroline

Flachsland indicates a relationship which offers a curious

parallel and contrast to that of Lessing and his future wife

under very similar circumstances. Not>vith.standing these

trying circumstances he resumed litoraiy work, which Lift

travels had interrupted. For some time he had been greatly

interested by the poetry of the north, more particularly

Percy's lidignes, the poems of "Ossian " (in the genuineness

of Ahich he like many others believed), and the works of

Shakespeare. Under the influence of this reading he now

finally broke with classicism and became the leader of the

now " Sturm und Drang" movement. Ho co-operated with a

band of young writers at Darmstadt and Frankfort, inclutJ-

ing Goethe, who in a journal of their own sought to diffuse

the new ideas of Herder His marriage took place in 1773.

In 177G ho obtained through Gocthii's influence the post of

upper court preacher and upper member of the consistory

at Weimar, where ho passed the rest of his life. There he

enjoyed the society of Goethe, Wioland, Jean Paul (who

came to Weimar in order to bo near Herder), and others,

the patronage of the court, with whom as a preacher he was

very ]pop\d;ir, and an op|)ortunity of carrying out some ol
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tis pet ideas of school reform. Yet the social atmosphere

of the place did not suit him. His personal relations with

Goethe again and again became embittered. He had not

ths poet-minister's liking for the elegant frivolities of court

Jife, while the efl'orts of Goethe and Schiller to make Weimar

a dramatic centre repelled his austerely moral nature. All

this, added to ill-health, served to intensify a natural irrita-

bility of temperament, and the history of his latter Weimar

days is a rather dreary page in the chronicles of literary

life. He had valued more than anything else a teacher's

influence over other minds, and as he began to feel that he

was losing it he grew jealous of the success of those who
had outgrown this influence. Yet while presenting these

unlovely traits, Herder's character was on the whole a

worthy and attractive one. This seems to be sufficiently

attested by the fact that he was greatly liked and esteemed,

not only in the pulpit but in private intercourse, by culti-

vated women like the countess of Buckeburg, the duchess

of Weimar, and Frau von Stein, and,what perhaps is more,

was exceedingly popular among the gymnasium pupils, in

whose education he took so lively an interest. Wliile

during the last years of his life he produced much that is

of little value, he wrote also some of his best works, among
others his collection of popular poetry, Stimmen der VMer

;

his most notible original poem, the Cid ; his celebrated

work on Hebrew poetry, Vom Geisi der hehriiischen Poesk ;

and his opus viaymnn, the Ideen zur Philosophie der Ge-

schichle. Towards the close of his life he occupied himself

like Lessing with speculative questions in philosophy and
theology. The boldness of some of his ideas cost him some
valuable friendships, as that of Jacobi, Lavater, and even

of his early teacher Hamann. He died in the year 1803,

full of new literary plans up to the very last.

Herder's writings were for a long time regarded as of

temporary value only, and fell into neglect. Recent
criticism, however, has tended very much to raise their value

by tracing out their wide and far-reaching influence. The
number of publications relating to Herder that have
appeared during the last few years shows that there is a

revival of interest in this writer. His writings are very

voluminous, and to a large extent fragmentary and devoid

of artistic finish ; nevertheless they are nearly always

worth investigating for the brilliant suggestions in which
they abound. His place in German literature has already

been faintly indicated in tracing his mehtal development.

Like Lessing, whose work he immediately continued, he

was a pioneer of the golden age of this literature. Lessing

had given the first impetus to the formation '^f a national

literature by exposing the folly of the current imitation of

French writers. But in doing this he did not so much call

his fellow-countrymen to develop freely their own national

sentiments and ideas as send them back to classical example
and principle. Herder on the contrary fought against all

imitation as such, and bade German writers be true to

themselves and their national antecedents. As a sort of

theoretic basis for this adhesion to national type in litera-

ture, he- conceived the idea that literature and art, together

with language and national culture as a whole, are evolved

by a natural process, and that the intellectual and emotional
life of each people is correlated with peculiarities of physical

temperament and of material environment. In this way
he became the originator of that genetic or historical method
which has since been applied to all human ideas and insti-

tutions. Herder was thus an evolutionist, but an evolu-

tionist still under the influence of Rousseau. That is to say,

in tracing back the later acquisitions of civilization to im-
pulses which are as old as the dawn of primitive culture, he
did not, as the modern evolutionist does, lay stress on the
superiority of the later to the earlier stages of human
development, but rather became enamoured of the simplicity

and spontaneity of those early impulses which, since they

are the oldest, easily come to look like the most real and
precious. Yet even in this way he helped to found the

historical school in literature and science, for it was only

after an excessive and sentimental interest in primitive

human culture had been awakened that this subject would
receive the amount of attention which was requisite for the

genetic explanation of the later acquisitions of the species.

This historical idea was carried by Herder into the regions

of poetry, art, religion, language, and finally into human
culture as a whole. It colours all his writings, and ia inti-

mately connected with some of the most characteristic attri-

butes of his mind, a quick sympathetic imagination, a fine

feeling for local differences, and a scientific instinct fw
seizing the sequences of cause and eflfect.

Herder's works easily arrange themselves in an ascending series,

corresponding to the way in which the genetic or historical idea

was developed and extended. First come the works on poetic

literature, art, language, and religion as special regions of develop-

ment. Secondly, we have in the Idcen a general account of the pro-

cess of human evolution. Thirdly, there are a number of writings

which, though inferiorin interest to the others, may be said to supply

the philosophic basis of his leading ideas. (1) In the region ol

poetry Herder sought to persuade his countrymen, both by example

and precept, to return to a natural and spontaneous form of utterance

His own poetry is voluminous, and as a whole has but little value.

Herder was a skilful verse-maker but hardly a creative poet. His
best poetry consists of translations of popular song, in which he shows

a rare sympathetic insight into the various feelings and ideas of

peoples as unlike as Greenlanders and Spani.irds, Indians and Scotch.

In the Fragmente he aims at nationalizing German poetry and freeing

it from all extraneous influence. He ridicules the ambition of

German WTiters to be classic, as Lessing had ridiculed their eager-

ness to be French. "Let us," he says, "be idiotistic writers, adapt-

ing ourselves to the peculiarities of our people and our language
;

whether we are classic posterity may find out." In his sweeping
condemnation of contemporary writers, he does not exempt even

Klopstock, with whose feeling for nature he has so nuich sympathy,
but whose poems appear to him exotic in sentiment and ideas. He
looked it poetry as a kind of "proteus among the people, which
changes its form according to language, manners, habits, according

to temperament and climate, nay, even according to the accent of

different nations." This fact of the idiosyncrasy of national poetry

he Ulustrated with great fulness and richness in the case of Homer,
the nature of whose works he was one of the first to elucidate, the

Hebrew poets {Geist der hehrdischen Poesie), and the poetry of the

north as typified ia "Ossian." This same idea of necessary re-

lation to national character and circumstance is also applied, to

dramatic poetry, aud more especially to Shakespeare. Lessing had
done much to make Shakespeare known to Germany, but he had
regarded him in contrast to the French dramatists with whom he also

contrasted the Greek dramatic poets, and accordingly did not bring

out his essentially modern and Teutonic character. Herder does

this, and in doing so shows a far deeper understanding of Shake-

speare's genius than his predecessor had shown. His appreciative

criticisms of Hamlet, Othello, and other pUya are worthy of being

read along with those of later German critics. (2) The views on

art contained in Herder's Silvm, Plastik, &c., are chiefly valuable as

a correction of the excesses into which reverence for Greek art had

betrayed Winckelmann and Lessing, by help of his fundamental

idea of national idiosyncrasy. He argi\es against the setting up of

classic art as an unchanging type, valid for all peoples and all times.

He was one of the first to bring to light the characteristic excel-

lences of Gothic art. Beyond this, he eloquentlypleaded the cause

of painting as a distinct art, which Lessing in his desire to mark oil

the formative arts from poetry and music had confounded with sculp-

ture. He regarded this as the art of the eye, while sculpture was

rather the art of the organ of touch. Painting being less real than

sculpture, because lacking the third dimension of space, and a kind of

dream, admitted of much greater freedom of treatment than this last.

Herder had a genuine appreciation for early German painters, acd

helped to awaken the modern interest in Albrecht Diu-er. (3) By
his work on language Uebcr den Ursjyrmtg der Sprachc, Herder may
be said to have laid the first rude foundations of the science of com-

parative philology and that deeper science of the ultimate nature_ and

origin of language. It was specially directed against the supposition

of a divine communication of language to man. Its main argument is

that speech is a necessary outcome of that special arrangement of

mental forces which distinguishes man, and more particularly from

his habits of reflexion. "If," Herder says, "itis incomprehensible

to others how a human mind could invent language, it is as inooni-

prehensible to me how a human mind could be wh.^t it is witho''

discovering langu.ige for itself. " The writer does not make tlKit
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use of the fact of man s superior organic endowments which one

mi^ht expect from his general conception of the relation of the

jjhysical and the mental in human development. (4) Herder's ser-

Tices in laying the foundations of a comparative science of religion

and mythology are even of greater value than his somewhat crude

philological speculations. In opposition to the general spirit of the

18th century ne saw, by means of his historic sense, the natural-

ness of religion, its relation to man's wants and impulses. Thus

with respect to early religious beliefs he rejected Hume's notion that

religion sprang out of the fears of primitive men, in favour of the

theory that it represents the first attempts of our species to explain

phenomena. He thus intimately associated religion with mythology

and primitive poetry. As to later forms of religion, he appears to

have held that they owe tlieir vitality to their embodiment of the

deep seated moral feelings of our common humanity. His high
appreciation of Christianity, wnich contrasts with the contemptuous
estimate of the contemporary rationalists, rested on a firm belief in

its essential humanity, to which fact, and not to conscious decep-

tion, he attributes its success. His exposition of this religion in his

sermons and writings was simply an unfolding of its moral side.

In his later life, as we shall presently see, he found his way to a

speculative basis for his religious beliefs. (5) Herder's masterpiece,

the Idcen, has the ambitious aim of explaining the whole of human
development in close connexion with tlie nature of man's physical

environment. Man is viewed as a part of nature, and all his

widely differing forms of develoiiment as strictly niitural processes.

It thus stands in sharp contrast to the anthropology of Kant, which
opposes human development conceived as the gradual manifestation

of a growing faculty of rational free will to the operations of physi-

cal nature. Herder defines human history as " a pure natural his-

tory of human powers, actions, and propensities, modified by time

and place." The Idccn shows us that Herder is an evolutionist

after the manner of Leibnitz, and not after that of more modern
evolutionists.' The lower forms of life prefigure man in unequal

degrees of imperfection ; they exist for his sake, but they are not

regarded as representing necessary antecedent conditions of human
existence. The genetic method is applied to varieties of man, not

to man as a whole. It is worth noting, however, that Herder in his

provokingly tentative way of thinking comes now and again very

Bear ideas made familiar to us by Mr Spencer and Mr Darwin.

Tlius in a passage in book xv. chap, ii., which unmistakably fore-

shadows Mr Darwin's idea of a struggle for existence, wc read :

"Among millions of creatures whatever could preserve itself abides,

and still after the lapse of thou.sands of years remains in the great

liarmonious order. Wild animals and tame, carnivorous and gra-

minivorous, insects, birds, fishes, and man are adapted to each

other. " With this may be compared a passage in the Ursprung dcr

Sprache, where there is a curious adumbiation of Mr Spencer's

idea that intelligence, as distinguished from instinct, arises from a

growing complexity of action, or, to use Herder's words, from the

substitution of a more for a less contracted sphere. ' Herder is more
successful in tracing the early developments of particular peoples

than in constructing a scientific theory of evolution. Here he may
be said to have laid the foundations of the science of primitive cul-

ture as a whole. His account of the first dawnings of culture, and
of the ruder Oriental civilizations, is marked by genuine insight.

On the other hand the develoiiment of classic culture is traced with
a less skilful hand. Altogether this work is rich in suggestion to

the philosophic historian and the anthropologist, though marked
by much vagueness of conception and hastiness of generalization.

(6) Of Herder's properly metaphysical siieculations little needs to

be said. He was too much under the sway of feeling and concrete

inlagination to be capable of great things in abstract thought. It

is ^nerally admitted that he liad no accurate knowledge either of

Spinoza, whose monism he advocated, or of Kant, whose critical

jihilosophy he so fiercely attacked. His sympathy with the one and
nis antipathy to the other were intimately connected with the
essential character of his mind, which was more synthetic than
analytic, regarded things in their concrete surroundings rather than
in abstract isolation. It was but one step more to the man who had
learnt to view poetry, art, language, &c., in their connexion with
social and physical surroundings, and to conceive of human history

in its relation to physical events, to bring together the great aggre-
gates of material and spiritual phenomena under one total concep-
tion of a sinele substance or Cod. Herder's Spinozism, which is

set forth in his little work, Vom Erkcnncn und Emjifmdung dcr
inenschlichen Sccle, is much less logically conceived than Lcssing'e.
It is the religious aspect of it which attracts him, the presentation
in God of an object which at once satisfies the feelings and the
intellect. With respect to his attacks on the critical philosophy in
tho Metakritik, it is easy to understand how his concrete mind, ever
aliyo to tho unity of things, instinctively rebelled against that
analytic separation of the mental processes which Kant attempted.

' See article EvoLcmorf, vol. viii. pp. 760, 761.
' Herder's relation to modern evolutionists is dealt with in F. von

Bareibach'u Herder als VargUnger Darwins.

However crude and hasty this critical investigation, it helped to

direct philosophic reflexion to the unity of mind, and so to develop

the post-Kantian line of speculation. Herder was much attracted

by Schelling's writings, but appears to have disliked Hegelianism
because of the atheism it seemed to him to involve. In the Calli-

gone, a work directed against Kant's Critic of Judgment, Herder
argues for the close connexion of the beautiful and the good. To
his mind the content of art, which he conceived as human feeling

and human life in its completeness, was much more valuable than
the form, and so he was naturally led to emphasize the moral
element in art. Thus his theoretic opposition to the Kantian ees-

thetics is but the reflexion of his piaciical opposition ^0 the form-
idolatry of the Wtiniar poets.

The most valuable oripnal sources of Information on Ilerder, next to his own
works (of which a new eOilion, critically revised bj" B. Suphan, Is Just appearing),
are tlie Erinneningen aus dem Leben J. O. von Herder, by Herder's wife; /.

O. von Herder's Lebemhild, by his son Einll; and his letters, edited by Diintzer
and Herder's grandson. The general reader will find a sufficient account
of Herder in a number of recent biographical works. Among these the
fullest are Ch. Jorct's herder et la Renaissance Lilth-aire en Atlemagne (which
unfortunately does not dt-al with the latter part of his life), and R. Haym's Herder
naf/t seinem Leben vnd sfinen Werlen. The account of Herder in Hettner'I
lileralurtjesc/iichle is very fuU and interesting. (J. S.)

HEREFOKD,_an inland English CDunty on the south Plato

Welsh border, is bounded on the N. by Salop, S. by XIV,

Monmouthshire and Gloucestershire, E. by Worcestershire,

and W, by Radnorshire and Brecl;no(!kshire. Its circular

shape is indented by spurs of adjacent counties, and its

outlying parts have by an Act of William IV. 7 and 8 been

incorporated with the counties in which they are situated.

Its greatest length from Ludford by Ludlow to the Doward
Hills, near Monmouth, is 38 miles ; its greatest breadth

from Cradley to Clifford, near Hay, 35. Its area according

to the census of 1871 is 532,898 statute acres, or 832
square miles. It is divided into 11 hundreds and '221

parishes, and is a bishop's see, of which the cathedral

city is the centre of the county.

Its chief rivers are the Wye and I-ug. The former, rising

near the source of the Severn on the summit of Plinlimmon,

forms the boundary between Brecon and Radnor ere it

enters Herefordshire near Clifford, and, flowing past

Hereford, Ross, and Monmouth, falls into the Severn near

Chepstow. A striking feature of the Wye is its sinuosity,

especially between Hereford and Monmouth. Its neves

very effectual navigation has been put an end to by railway

enterprise, and its salmon fisheries are now so protected

by legal enactment that there is no longer a danger of

Hereford apprentices being fed on salmon "ad nauseam."

The Lug, a first-rate trout stream, rising in Radnorshire,

enters Herefordshire near Presteign, and, passing by

Aymestry, Kingsland, and Leominster, joins the Wye
below Jlordiford Bridge, south-east of Hereford. The
Arrow also rises in Radnorshire, and flowing past Kingtoa

and Pembridge joins the Lug near Monkland, and the

Frome, having its source near Bromyard, joins the same

river near Mordiford, while the Ledden runs past Ledbury

to join the Severn near Gloucester. All these, as^well as

the Teme, a boundary line of the north-east of the county,

are more or less famous trout streams.

The soil is generally marl and clay, but in various parts

contains calcareous earth in mixed proportions. Weslward

the soil is tenacious and retentive of water ; on the east it

is a stiff and often reddish clay. In the south is found a

light sandy loam. The subsoil is mostly limestone, in somo

parts tho Old Red Sandstone, and a species of red and

white veined marble. Where the soil docs not rest on lime-

stone, it is sometimes a silicious gravel, or contains fuller's

earth and yellow ochres. Limestone, quarried at Aymestry

and Nash to tho north-west of tlie county, and at Ledbury,

Woolliope, and elsewhere, is successfully applied as a

manure for arable land and pasture. For tho physical

history of the county reference must bo made to Murchi-

son's Si/itria, or Symonds's Becords of the Rods, where tho

upheaval and denudation in the Woolhope valley and over

the central dome of Haughwood and similar questions are

discussed.

11 -^
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The cliir.atu is variable, owing to the damp and fogs,

which moisten the earth and account for its great verdure,

as well ns to its large proportion of timber, not only iu

parks and on landed estates, but almost on every hedgerow.

Ill spite, liowever, of the prevalence of rheumatism, Here-

fordshire is reckoned healthy, ranlcs )r ':h in the, statistics of

longevity, and enjoys a comparative imiinuijity from diseases

of the respiratory organs.

The surface of the county is uudnlatcj iu long ridges, as. if by
subterranean rijiples. Asli and oak coiniices and larcli plantations
;lotlie its hill-sides and crests. Its lowlands are studded with pear
aiid apple orcliards, o£ such productiveness that Htrefordshirs
sometimes, as well as Kent, is called the garden of England. The
tipple cro[i, generally largo, is enormous one year out of four.

Twenty hogsheads of cider, which is the county be^erage, have
been uwde from an acre of orchard, twelve being the ordinary
yield. Hops are anotlier staple of the county, tlie vines of which
are planted iu rows on ploughed laud. As early as Camden's day
ft Herefoidshire adage coupled Weoblcy ale with Leominster bread,
indicating tlie couuty's capacity to produce fine wheat and barley,
as well asjiops. On the Worcestershire border above 10,000 acres
are taken up in hop-plantations, and about Ledbmy the clay lands
are noted for wheat and hops.

Herefordshire is also famous as a breeding county for its cattle

of bright red hue, with uiottled or white faces and sleek silky
coats. TliB Herefords are stalwart and healthy, and, though not
cooJ milkers, put oumore meat and fat at an early age, in pro]>or-

tion to food consumed, than almost any other variety. They
produce the finest beef, and are more chcajdy fed than Devons or
Durhams, with which they are' advantageously crossed, j^s a
dairy county Hereford does not rank high. Its sm.ill, white-
faeed, hornless, symmetrical breed of sheep known as "the Bye-
lambs," from the district ne.ar Boss, where it was bred in most
perfection, made the county long famous both for the flavour of its

moat and the merino-like texture of its wool. Fuller says of this
that it was best known as " Lenipster ore," and the finest in' all

ICugland. In its original form tlie brei,d is extinct, crossing with
the Leicester having improved size and stamina at the cost of the
Heece, and the chief breeds of sheep on Herefordshire farms at pre-
sent are Slirojishire Downs, Cotswolus, and Eadnors, with their
crosses. Agricultural horses of good quality are bred in the north,
and saddle and coach horses may be met with at the fairs, especially
Orleton, Brampton Bryan, and Huntington. Herefordshire has
progressed greatly in farming within the last half century. Turnip
.lud greon-crop husbandry, with improved rotation, is the general
rule, and an average yield of wheat is from 28 to 30' bushels an
acre, while about lioss and the "Old Eed" districts a yield of 40
bushels is obtained. Breeders' names from the county'are famous
at the national cattle shows, and the number, size, .and quality of
the stock are seen in their supply of the metropolitan and other
markets. Prize Herefords are constantly exported to the colonies.

Tlie county has no manufactures to speak of. Woollen goods
have never been a successful staple o£ trade at Hereford

;
yarns and

coarse woollens are made, however, iu small quantities at Leominster
and Kington. There are iron foundries for agricultural implements
at Kington and Eoss.

The agricultuiul returns of Groat Britain for 1879 give the follow-
ing statistics for Herefordshire :

—

Corn crops (two-thirds being wheat and barley).... 103,252 acres.
Green crops (of which two-thirds are turnips and

swedes) 34,671 „
Grasses under rotation 40 092
Permanent pasture , 246533
Hops ••• 5',947 ',',

Bare, fallow, and uucropped .-liable land „. 11,098 „
Live Stock.

Hor.ses _
Cattle..

Sheep.

Piv'S..

- 21,206
77,402

340,741
24,169

In all but the last item the live stock presents a marked increase
on 1873 ; m corn crops there is a decreased acreage, in green crops
and permanent pasture a considerable increase, and the area iu hops
13 the same as in the previous year.
According to the parliamentaiy return of 1873 the county was

divided among 13,731 proprietors, owning a total area of 506,559
acres with a rental of £921,640. Of the proprietors, 9085 (66 per
cent.) held less than 1 acre, and 2478 (18 per cent.) between 1 and
10 acres. The owners of the largest holdings are—J. H. Arkwright,
Hampton Court, Leominster, 10,559 acres; A. R; Boughton

ofcl i- °A''°*°"
'^^'^''' ^'^'^^^

;
R- D- Harley, Brampton Bryan,

c, X,'4
'"'^Cieorge H. Cornewall, Moccas, 6946 ; Lord Bateman,

Miobdon Court, 6315
; Earl Somers, Eastuor Castle. 6668 ; Lord

a.sUburton. 6583 : Major Meysey Olive. 'Whitlield, 579i) ; Lady

Lmily Foley, Sto^e Edifh Park, 5660 ; .Sir Henry Cottercll.
Garuons, 5066; Sit Henry E. Scudajuuru Stanhow, Holm Lacy
5039 ; Major Peploe, Garnstone, 4928..

'

In Herefordshire inland navigation was. reptesented in the earW
part of the century by the Gloucester and Neweat and Ledbury
canal ; but this has been bought up for railway purposes, and the
canal from, Leominster to Woollerton, and thence eastward to
Tenbury and Stourport, has also ceased to exist. Hereford is ait
important railway centre : the Hereford, Hoss, and Gloucester line
is now amafsamated with the Great Western ; the Shrewsbury and
Hereford railway traverses the couuty southwanl froai WooHeituw.
via Leominster, to Hereford. The Worcester line from Herefonil
via Malvern, connects the county town with Oxford aud London
by an alternative route of the Midland and Great Western; and
the west of the county is served by tRe Midland line from Hereford
to Brecon, while the Hereford, Abergavenny, and Newport line
accommodates the south-west. Branch lines run from Eardisley to
Kington and Presteigu, from Eoss to Monmouth, from Worctstvi
to Bromyard, and from Leominster to. Kington.
The latest statistics of public elementary sehook show about J35

Church of England national or parochial schools, 6 bourd v.hools,
3 British and Foreign and 3 Roman Catholic schools iu the county,
Its population, which was 115,489 iu 1851, had increased in 1871
to 125,370. Herefordshire is. represented in parliament by 6
members—3 for the county, 2 for Hereford city, and 1 for the burgh
of Leominster. Its tov/ns, besides Hereford, are Koss, Leominster,
Ledbury, Kington, and Bromyard ; of these, P.oss and Leominster
are the most considerable, though Kington, from its po.sitiou on
the Welsh border, drives a brisk trade. In Kington, Bromyard,
Ledbury, and Eoss, and such larger villages as Weobley and
Orleton, survive many picturesque timber and phoster houses of
the 15th and 16th centuries.

History.—The earUest known inhabitants of the county were
the Sihires, wdiose stout resistance to the Eonians provoked the
emperor Claudius to the war of extermination in which Ostoriusi
Scapula took Caractacus prisoner. Coxwall Knoll, Caer Caradoc,
and other heights contest the claim to have been the final stand-
point against the Eomans. Traces of the Danes are found at
VVigmore ; and in 912 they sailed up the Wye, and cairied oiT from
Archenfield the bishop of St David's, who had to be redeemed with
a large ransom. By the Normans the county was held on the
tenure of repelling the Welsh, and for cen.turies the ilarches of
Wales were a debatable ground for Welsh and English. In the
struggle between Maud and Stephen there was estht^o- iu and
around Herefordshire. When the barons rose against Henry lil.
their hostilities allected this county, and it was the success of a
plot of the call of Gloucester, Eoger Mortimer, and others to effect
Prince Edward's escape out of De Montfort's hands that led to his
flight to Wigmore, and the subsequent defeat of the burons at
Evesham, In the AVars of the Eoses a battle was fouglit ou
Febrtrary 2, 14C1, at Mortimer's Cross, near Kijigsland, between
Edward, earl of March (afterwards Edward IV.), and Jasper Tudoi
and James Butler, earls of Peji>hroke aud vViJtshiie, in behalf ot
Queen Margaret, which .resulted in the victory of the Yorkists.
The Slaiches were incorporated in the reign of Henry VUL In the-
war between Ch.arles I. and Ids pailianieut Herefordshire suilcreil
severely for its loyalty, and Hereford, Goodrich, and Ledburv en-
dured sieges, all but the last ending iu disaster to the king's )«rty.

AntiqitUics.—The only pro-historic memorial in the couaty is
the cromlech of Arthur's Stone ou the hill above Bredwardine. A
line of British enti-enchinents stretches from the Severn and from
Malvei-n, where an earthwork is still known as the " Herefordshire
Beacon," to Wapley, Croft Ambrey, and Coxwall Knoll, in the
north of the county. A branch of the A\'atling Stiett road from
Uriconium and South Shropshii'e crosses Herefordshire from Mar-
low to Longtown. Another Eoman road came direct from Gloucester
(Glevura) to Ariconium or AVeston-under-Penyard, and thence by
a sliort route under Caplar Hill to Magna or Keno"--ester; but by a
longer route to Monmouth, Usk, Abergavenny, and so through
Magna to Shrewsbury. Ofla's Dyke, the Saxon ruler's line ol
defence against the AVelsh, is still traceable at Moorhampton, nea:
Lyonshall, aud beyond Kington. Olla's tradition.il palace, the
scene of his murder of Ethelbert, was at Sutton Walls, a little

north of HereforcL The ruins of several Norman castles still exist
at Wigmore, Clifford, Goodrich, and Brampton Bryan. Anion"
the most interesting churches of that period ai-e one or two remark-
able structures of rare Irish Norman architecture, viz., Kilpeck,
Moccas, and the arches of old Shobdon chureh ; besides the Cis
tercian church of 4bbey Dote, and, tfee fine old churches of Ledbury
and Leominster

Heeeford, the capital city of the above county, is situ-

ated on the left bank of the Wye, which is crossed there

by a bridge of six arches. The see of Hereford was de-

tached from Lichfield in 67.3, Putta being its first bishop.

The removal of murdered Ethelbert's body from Marden
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lo Uereford led to tlte fouudatian of a superior church,

reconstructed by Bishop Atlielstan, and burut by tbo

Welsh in 1055. Eecouimenced in 1079 by tho first

Norman bishop, Robert of Lorraine, it was carried on by
Bishop Eeynelm, and completed in 1H8 by Bishop K. do
Betiio. The lady, chapel, clerestory of the choir, and
north transept date between 1226 and 12G9, while succes-

sivs additions and reconstructions hare extended over

450 years. In 178G the great western tower fell and
carried with it the west front and the first bay of the

pave, since which date there have been two modern restora-

tions, in 1842 and 1863. The total length of the cathedral

outside is 342 feet, inside 327 feet 5 inches, the nave
being 158 feet 6 inches, the choir from screen to reredos

Plau of Hereford Cathedral,

A. WcstDoor.
B. Font.

C. Door to Clolslcra.

D. Centval Toivci-.

E. Choir Screen.
F. Vestries.

G. Altiir.

H. Bp.Stanbery's Clianlry.

I. N.E. Transept.

K. S.E. 'rraMKept.

L. Entrance to Crypt.
M. AuiUey Cliupel.

75 feet 6 inches, and the lady chapel 93 feet 5 inches.

The breadth of the nave (span of roof) is 31 feet 4 inches,

the navo and aisles, internally, 73 feet 4 inches, and
the central transept 146 feet 2 inches. The height of

choir is G2 feet G inches, of nave 64 feet, of lantern 96
feet, of tower to top of the leads 140 feet 6 inches, and to

the top of tho pinnacles 165 feet. The pillars and arches

of tho nave, tho north and south arches of tho choir, and
tho triforium are Norman in their architecture, as is also

the font ; tho lady chapel, the clerestory, and stone vault-

ing, Early English. The north transept is of the date of

Bishop Aquablanca (1245-68), tho south-east transept of

Late Decorated. As tho late Sir Gilbert Scott pointed out
at Hereford to tho Archoeological Institute, but for tho fall

of tho western tower, tho consequent curtailment of the
nave, and other solecisms, few cathedrals could offer so
complete a field of progressive architectural study from
Early Norman to latest Perpendicular. The cathedral can
boast some fine monuments, notably St Thomas of Can-
tilupe's shrino in tho north transept, and Bishop Aqua-
Wanca's tomb. Tho"Mappa Mundi," compiled in 1300

or thereabouts by a monk of Lincoln, one of the largest and
most curious of all the old niaps, is preserved in the sooth
choir aisk. The bishop's palace overlooks the Wye on tho
south of the cathedral, and to the left of it lies the castle
green, the site of the historic castle, which is utterly efiaced.
One only of the six gates of tho okl walk is still to be seeni
but there are ruins of the Black Friars' Monastery in \\"ide-
marsh, and a mile out of Hereford on the Brecon Koad,ti»e
White Cross, erected in 1347 by Bishc^ Charlton, and
restored by Archdeacon Lord Saye and Seie, commemorates
the dejoartura of the Black Plague. Tor its loyalty aad
sufferings in the civil war Charles I. gave the city its

motto " Invicta; fidelitatis prsemium." It was incorporated
in 1189 by Richard L, and is governed by a municipal
council, consisting of a mayor, 6 aldermen, and liS coon-
cillors. It has no manufactures. Its population at the
cen.sus of 1871 numbered 18,355, or an increase of more
than a third in twenty j'ears ; its area was 4969 acres.

Its public buildings are the shire hall in St Peter's Street,

in the Grecian Doric style, with a statue of Sir George
Cornewall Lewis in front of it; the cornexchango (1858),
the Rankin free library and Woolhope Club museum in

Broad Street, and the Herefordshire middle-class college.

The most noteworthy churches are All Saints and St
Peter's.

For the hibliogiaphy of tlie city and couiitj- of Hereford, see
Duiicnmb's Collections for a History ; Eohiuson's Coptics, Jfatwrs,
mid Mansions, 2 vols., 1869 and 1873 ; Webb's History of the Civil
War in Herefordshire, 1879 ; Havergal's. Fasti Hcrefordcmct

;

Quarterly Rcvicio, art. " Herefordshire," "July 7 879; and the
JFoolhojK Transactions. (J. DA.)

HERENCIA, a town of Spain in the province of Ciudad
Real, New "Castile, is situated in a fertile, hilly region,

near the junction of the rivers Gigucla and Valdespino,

about 80 miles south of Madrid, Soapmaking is the

chief industry ; coarse cloth, wax, and chocolate are also

manufactured. Wheat, barley, vines, and olives are grown
in the neighbourhood, where also there is excellent pasturage.

Population about 7300.

HEREROLAND, or Damaraland, a region of South-
western Africa, strstching north from the Kuisip to the

Ciinene, so called from the native race known to tiie

Namaqua as Herero and to the Cape colonists as Damara
(Darara, or Dama). The north-west portion is also known
as Kaokoland.

According to tho treaty of Okahandya, by which, in

1876, the country came in some sort under British protec-

tion, ' tho boundary line is fixed as coinciding in the south

with the line of latitude passing through Rehoboth or Annis

(a mission station in 17° 5' E. long, and about 1G5 miles from

the coast), thence in a straight line to Otyinibinde (Tunobis

or Riet Fontein), in 20" 53' E. long, and 22" 5' S. lat., thence

northwards to Otyiondarmio, and finally from that placo

westwards along tho Omuramba Ovanibo to tho Cunene.

The territory thus defined has an estimated area of 100,000

square miles ; and of this about 35,000 square miles wcro

marked out as a British reservation, bounded by a lino

drawn from Rehoboth to Otyimbindo, thence north-west ti^

Otyituo, about 19" E. long, and 20' S. lat, thence west to

Otyahevita, and south to tho neighbourhood of Mount

Erongo. According to Palgrave the total population of

Ilereroland is 121,150, of whom 85,000 are Hcrcro proper,

30,000 Hill Damara, 3000 Bushmen, 1500 Namaqua, 1500

Bastard-i, and 150 Europeans. In a pnpcr in r<1rrmaun.'x

Mitthcilungen, 1878, based on information from the Bhenish

missionarie.', the total is given as 184,000, of whom 1 10,000

are Herero (80,000 Ova Herero and 30,000 Ova-mbandcru),

' See Damara and Samaqua Land : Heport of W. Coata Palgrair,

Esq., special commissioner lo the tribes norlli of the Orange Riirr, of

his mission to J)amaraland and Great A'amaqualand in 1876. Capo

Town, 1877.
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60,000 Hill Daiiiara, 2500 Ifamaqua, 2000 Bastards,

20,000 Bushmen, and 300 whites.

Hereroland has a coast-line of 460 miles, but the only

point where it offers shelter and access to ships is Walfish

Bay, a safe but comparatively shallow harbour formed by
Pelican Point immediately to the south of the mouth of the

Kuisip. The country consists of three distinct physical

regions—first, a long and narrow coast district backed by a

very regular line of hills, of which the highest point appears

to be Mount Messum or Dourissa ; secondly, a broad moun-
tainous tract, containing in the south such peaks as

Omatako, 8800 feet, Ombotozu (Diambotodzu), 7300, Etyo,

4000, and far in the north Etendeka, 4000 ; and thirdly, a

steppe region which stretches away into the Kalahari desert.

The rivers of Hereroland, of which tlie most important,

passing from south to north, are the Tsoachaub, the Eisib

or Oraaruru, the Ugab, and the Huab, are mere wadies,

which only at intervals succeed in bringing water as far as

the sea. Except in the half-dry river-beds, the coast dis-

trict is almost destitute of vegetation, the only edible fruit

being the nara, which grows on the sand-downs, and is,

according to Anderson, eaten by oxen, mice, men, ostriches,

and lions. In the mountainous tract there are places of

considerable fertility; large trees, as sycamores, &c., grow
along the river-beds,and euphorbias, tamarisks, and a variety

of strong-spined bushes prevail. In a few favoured spots

wheat can be cultivated, and from a single grain as many as

150 stalks may be produced. The coast range and many
of the mountains, such as Okonyonyo and Amatako, are

composed of granite and gneiss, broken by intrusive quartz

and porphyry ; further east limestone formations, both
Carboniferous and Oolitic, are predominant; and these again

give place to sandstone strata, which are weathered fnto

table-shaped eminences. The granite and gneiss are being

disintegrated with great rapidity. Both iron and copper

are said to occur in considerable abundance, though the

mineral exploitation of the country has had no satisfactory

result. About 25 mineral springs, both hot and cold, are

known to exist among the mountains.

An interesting sketch of the climate was contiibuted by Dr A.
von Danckelmann to the Zcitschr. dcr ostcrr. Gescllsch. filr Meteor. ,

.

1878. Owing, it would appear, to tlie cold current in the neigh-
bouring sea, the coast region is almost rainless ; though occasion-

ally, in the rainy season of the interior, storm-clouds with thunder
and lightning come from the east, and from September to March
'south-west winds laden with heavy mist blow almost without inter-

ruption. In the interior the year is divided into a regular dry and
Tret season, the former lasting from May to November. From
September onwards the air is so clear that the planet Venus can be
distinguished at midday, and every object looks so distinct that it is

almost impossible to calculate distances correctly. Even during
the rainy season the nights are usually cloudless. Not unfre-
quently before the beginning of the rains "sand-spouts," or, astlif-y

are called by the natives, Kumb'anhara or "rain-beggars," drive
across the country. No support is afforded by the observations
in Hereroland to the theory of the periodicity of African rain in
accordance with the changes of the sun spots ; but there would
seem to be a gradual decrease of atmospheric precipitation. From
September to December the east wind usually blows in the morning,
but it passes round to the north-west in the forenoon. From
December to April the east is decidedly predominant. Snow is

extremely rare, but night frosts occur several times a year, and ice
has been found inch thick. In the dry season the daily range of
the thermometer is from 32° or 36° Fahr. to 75° or 79° ; in the
rainy season from 86° or 95° to 68° or 82°.

The Herero are the dominant race. They are well-formed, of good
stature, and of regular features. Their complexion is usually dark
but not black ; but there is sufhcient variety to lead them to classify
themselves into the vathorondu or '

' red folks " and the vatherandu
or"dark folks." Their scanty clothingconsists mainly of skinsand
leather thongs, and both their garments and their bodies are thickly
smeared with ochre and grease. The women's head-dress is a curi-
ous three-eared' helmet. Assegais, bows and arrows, and knobsticks
or kierics are the native weapons, but guns and even breechloaders
are growing not uncommon. The whole race is in the pastoral
stage, and some of the chiefs possess very extensive property in
cattle. The various clans or "uandas" have each its own totem ;

and thus to one man it is a sin to partake of the flesh of a red oow
and to another a one-homed sheep is equally sacred. By their
language (Otyiherero) the Herero belong to the gi-eat Bantu family.
For our acquaintance with it we are mainly indebted to the Rhenish
missionaries, and more particularly to IJr Hahn, who published
Oriuidziige cvicr Grammatik dcr Herero, Berlin, 1857. A spelling
book (Gape Town, 1848) appears to be the earliest work printed iu
the tongue.

The Herero would seem to have come from the north, and thfy
probably first appeared to the south of the Cunene about 150 years
ago, to the dismay of the Hill Damara (Houquoin, Ihaukoin, Ova-
zoratu, or Ghoudamoup), a peculiar race who now occupy the fast-

nesses of the country, and speak the Nama or Hottentot language
with a foreign accent, though theie is no tradition of their having
used any other. The Herero were subjugated by Jonker Afrikaner,

and for a time were scattered among the Namaqua tribes, but about
1865 they recovered their independence. They are still unfriendly
to the Hill Damara, who steal their cattle, and they are beginning
to hunt down the Bushmen. A single tribe of the Namaqua, which
sided with them in their war of liberty, is still settled near Mount
Erongo.

Besides the works already itientioned. and the travels of Baines, Galton, and
Anderson, see Hahn, " Die Ova-Herero." in Zeitsch. fiir Erdktnide, Berlin, lft68

and 1869, and "Reise iin Lande der Herero," in Petermann's Miltheilungen, 1873.

HERESY is the English equivalent of the Greek word
arpecris, which has had a somewhat varied ecclesia£tical

use. The first employment of the word in the New
Testament is to denote a sect or school of opinion among
the Jews. We read of the heresy of the Sadducees {a"p(.(n<s

Twv 2a88ov/aii'o)v, Acts v. 17), the heresy of the Pharisees

(a'pccris Tu)v ^apuraLwv, Acts xv. 5), and St Paul speaking

to Agrippa says, " After the straitest heresy of our religion I

lived a Pharisee" (Kara rqv o.Kpij3i(na.TT)v aipta-iv T^s r/fitrepai

6pri<TKiia<;, <L'C., Acts xxvi. 5). Christianity itself was in the

beginning looked upon as one of those sects or schools of

Jewish opinion, and the "heresy" of the Nazarenes (Acts

xxiv. 5) is spoken of as well as the heresy of the Pharisees

(cf. Acts xxiv. 14, Acts xxviii. 22). This use of the term

is plainly borrowed from classical Greek, where ofpfo-is

frequently means a school of Koman jurists or a school of

philosophy {cf, Cic, Epis. ad Fam. xv. 16; Diog. Laert.,

Prooem., 13). In the New Testament the word is used in

another sense which is purely ecclesiastical. Thus in Titus

iii. 10 the apostle says :
" A man who is an heretic after the

first and second admonition reject " ; in 2 Pet. ii. 1 tho

church is warned against false teachers, " who privily shall

bring in damnable heresies, even denying the Lord that

bought them," and these heretics and false teachers are

evidently the same as those of whom Paul, in the Epistle

to the Galatians, says that they are to bo anathematized.

They are men who in the name of Christ preach sucb

doctrines as tend to frustrate the grace of Christ, who
preach " another gospel " (GaL i. 8, 9) ; they are compared

to the false prophets of the Old Testament Scriptures

)

they cause divisions and schisms in the church (1 Cor. xi.

18, 19) ; and the heresies they are guilty of are classed

along with grDve moral offences (GaL v. 20). It is this

second New Testament use of the word which was taken

over into ecclesiastical terminology, and it is in this sense

that the early Christiai^ writers speak of heresy and heretics.

This early ecclesiastical use has continued down to the

present, save that in earlier times schism was generally

included under heresy, the names and the things not being

separated by definition. It is interesting, however, to

notice that the earlier New Testament use of the word

seems to have lingered on. Tertullian {Apolog., c. 1) calls

the church a sect, which is the Latin equivalent for heresy,

and in the same way Constantino called the church

(Eusebius, B.E., x. 5, §§ 21-22) fj aipco-ts fj Ka^oXtKiJ,

rj ayiuiTaTtj aipeci^.

Heresy means a grave error in matters of faith, but it is

much more than a theological or ecclesiastical term. From

the days of the emperor Theodosius at the latest, the

Christian religion has been intimately connected with law,

and heresy is a legal term, with a definite meaning attaching
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to it j a heresy was o crline with punisbmertt annexed, and

therefore was capable of legal definition. It was an offence

in canon law, and it was also for long an offence according

to civil law. The theological meaning, and the definitions

according to canon law and according to civil law respect-

ively, are all different from each other and must be sepa-

rately explained.

1. The Theological Seme of tie Tei-m.—'ih.Q early

Christian writers say a great deal about heresy, but com-

monly refrain from telling what it ia. They describe

heresies, but they only denounce heresy. It is vain to

look for a definition of it in IrenKus's Against Heresies,

in Hippolytus's Refutation of all Heresies, in Tertullian's

Prescription against Heretics. It is possible, indeed, to

collect from these one or two leading tests of heresy, but

no definition is to be found. The common features of

heresy are too well known to call for specific enumeration.

We can gather from Irenaeus that heretics are those who
reject Scripture, who refuse to accept the " doctrina tradita,"

who deny the authority of the clergy who have come in

regular succession from the apostles, who keep aloof from the

Catholic Church, the sole depositary of apostolic doctrine

(Against Heresies, in. 2-i). TertuUian, in his usual

succinct manner, calls every man a heretic who does not at

once accept the " Regula Fidei," and he refuses to argue

with such a man even though the heretic proceeds to

adduce arguments from Scripture. " A controversy over

Scripture with heretics can clearly produce no other effect

than to help to upset either the stomach or the brain

"

{Preiser, adv. Haer., 16). In the Eastern Church, after the

period of the (Ecumenical councils, TertuUian 's test was the

touchstone of heresy. The church had her rule of faith

expanded into the Nicseo-Constantinopolitan creed, with

the various explanations added in the symbols of the

remaining oecumenical councils, and a heretic was one who
denied this creed in whole or in part. In the Western

Church, on the other hand, theologians were accustomed

to define heresy in a vague way. Thus Jerome calls heresy

"perversum dogma"; a heretic, with him, is one who
interprets Scripture in other fashion than according to the

witness of the Spirit of God ; and Augustine summarily

defines heresy to be the invention or retention of new and
false opinions. But whatever the definition, the rough

and ready test was always nonconformity to the " formula

fidei praescripta ab ecclcsia Romana." Instead of definition

the Eastern Church simply points to the creed and the

oecumenical councils, the Western Church to the rule of

faith enjoined by Rome.
These meagre definitions, extracted from the writings of

early theologians, all of them going back iu the last resort

to the recognized creed of the church for the time being,

imply, in spite of their vagueness, that there is a certain

essential kerael of doctrine in Christianity, which cannot

be denied or challenged without involving the destruction

of Christianity itself, and they all point the way to a fuller

description of what ia meant by heresy in the theological

sense of the word. Heresy is a doctrine which, with the

appearance of Christian doctrine, is really contradictory to

the essential nature of Christianity, and, if persisted in,

would in the end make Christianity something very different

from what it really is. In order, therefore, to say what
heresy is, it is necessary to know what the essential nature

of Christianity is, and therefore heresy is generally described

by reference to the fundamental nature of Christianity,

while the real nature of Christian doctrine is commonly
brought out by contrasting it with heresy.

when wo look at the matter historically we see that

Christianity has always taken the shape of a community
thinking and acting for the most part together, and that it

haa always implied a common life, common work, common

ideas. Christianity appears in history as a community
whose common work is to confess and to adore Gud because
of what He has done for His people in salvation. This
twofold work of confession and worship has manifested
itself in a double organization,—an organization of thought
and an organization of work,— doctrine and polity. There
may be the church without a creed, and the heart-church
without the congregatio ; but that is not the way in which
Christianity has taken , actual historical shape. It is

possible to conceive the entrance of a heterogeneous element
into this organization on either side. A heterogeneous

element, something really foreign to it, may become
organized with the church's doctrine, or may have become
incorporated in the church's polity, and whenever this

happens there is a doctrine, apparently Christian, wliich is

really subversive of Christianity, there is a polity which,

apparently Christian, is really opposed to the real life of the

congregatio. This possibility is the historical root of the

origin both of heresy and of schism ; for heresy is just a

heterogeneous element imbedded in the organized dogmatic

of the church, and schism is a foreign element which has

found its way into church polity. This description, how-

ever, is somewhat misleading, because it may happen that

an element which seems heterogeneous is not really so, but

is on the contrary a true part of the organization. . Heresy

is not only apparently but really foreign to the system in

which it has become incorporated. Its natute is different,

and its source is different. Mere apparent incongruity,

therefore, does not prove heresy. A doctrine must be seen

to be really contradictory to the fundamental facts of

Christianity, and to have come from a different source,

before it can be called a heresy. It has frequently hap-

pened, accordingly, that doctrines have been judged

heretical which a better acquaintance with the nature

of Christianity would have pronounced orthodox.

Christianity, under the many forms which it assumes,

has always implied the reconciliation of God and man
through the person. and work of Christ. It implies th'it

Jesus Christ the Saviour has so brought it about that He
has established a new kingdom of God which will last,

in which men have communion with God through His

Spirit. Christianity is complete when the kingdom of God
is fully established. "Thy kingdom come" is its a-ipira-

tion. It therefore implies a moral separation between

God and man—a separation which is overcome by the work

of Christ the Mediator. The idea of reconciliation is the

central thing in Christianity, the essential part in its

description. God, man unable to approach God until

reconciliation has been made, Christ the Mediator who
reconciles, and His people brought again into communion

with God,—all Christian doctrine rings the changes on

these four fundamental ideas. Whatever contradicts or

tends to destroy these, or their relations to each other, is

incompatible with Christianity. Whenever any of these

four ideas—God, man, Christ, and the kingdom of God
—are so misread as to introduce notions incompatible

with the relations in which they stand to each other in

Christianity, then heresy enters. Theology therefore (and

Protestant theology only carries the idea somewhat further)

has usually recognized four kinds of heresy, corresponding

to the four fundamental ideas on which Chri.stian doctrine

rests. The nature and character of God and of His

relation to the universe and to man may be so misread aa

to make reconciliation an impossible thing, and so also may
the nature of Christ, the nature of man, and the nature

of the results of Christ's work among men. Hence arisa

heresies about God, about the person of Christ, about tha

nature of man, and about the results of Christ's work

—

all of them being doctrines which ore incompatiblo vilh

the idea of reconciliation.
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t KecondUatiott iiirplies; thaa raAm has fiwai aeparated by an

Trom GoJ, aud tliat God can overcome this separation. AU descrip-

tions of GoJ, of His nature, character, and works, which contradict

this fact may give rise to heresies. Thus God cannot overcome tlie

separation if it be impossible for Hira to project Himself beyond

Himself for salvation. TliB nature of the Godliead may be so

described as to ooatraiiict the idea, of reconcilia.tioii, as, e.g., in the

Ariaa heresy. Again, all deaci'iptions of God's relations to tho

universe which imply that the universe and all things are not

absolutely dependent on Him, which imply that His gracious pur-

pose can be thwarted, contradict the idea of reconciliation, and so

may give rise to heresies, e.g., the Gnostic doctrine that matter ia

independent of God. Misstatements about God's relation to Him-
self and about His relation to the universe give rise to two different

kinds of heresy.

II. Reconciliation implies a real mediator who can accomplish

the reconciliation on both its sides, and so heresies may arise about

the nature of Christ. The Saviour may be so described that there

is no real mediation, and no real reconciliation. These errors may
arise in two ways, as one or other side of the n^ediator is described.

The Saviour may be represented so that He has no real relation to

God on the one hand or to man on the other. He may be described

in such a way that there is no solidarity between Hira and God, as

e.g., in the Ebiouite heresy ; or He may be described in such a way
that there is no solidarity between Him and man. as in the Docetist

heresy. Misstatements about the relation of Christ to God and
the relation of Christ to man giva rise to two different kinds of

heresy.

III. Reconciliation implies that man is so separated from GoJ by
sin that there is real need for salvation, and yet not so separated

that he cannot be brought into communion with God again ; and
the natui-e of man, and especially the presence of sin in man,
may be so described as to set asiile these req^uirements. The fact

of sin and its presence in man may be so explained away as to leave

little ground for the necessity of reconciliation, e.g., in the Pelagian

heresy. Again, on the other hand, the fact and presence of sin

may be so described that there is no capacity in man for salvation ;

it may be alleged that sin belongs to the essential nature of man
and cannot be removed, e.g., in the Manichjean heresy. These two
misstatements about the connexion between man and sin give rise

to two kinds of heresy.

IV. The results of the reconciliation effected by Clirist may also

be misrepresented in two ways. The separation between man and
Cod, which is tlie formal occasion of the reconciliation, was caused

by sin ; and tho distance between God and man Is a moral one. It

IS not such a separation as might arise from the difference between
the divine and the human nature, or from the inevitable distance

between Creator and creature. And so reconciliation has for its

effect, not mere absorption into God, but the restoration of moral
co'mmiinion between God and His people. The intercourse was
broken by sin, and the result of reconciliation must be moral ; it

must take effect in a change of will, in the creation of a life of new
obedience. False ideas arise when this is misrepresented, and these

misrepresentations can arise in two ways :—when it is said that the

action of divine grace impregnates the nature in a magical way,
instead of taking effect on the will in a moral fashion, e.g., the

magical idea of sacramental efficacy ; or when it is said that the

result of the reconciliation is to raise man above the necessity of

living a moral Ufa and o£ conforming to tho laws of morality, e.g.,

tho Antinomian heresy.

Thus tueology finds at least eiglit separate kinds of

heresy, nrising from the entrance of foreign elements into

the four fundamental ideas of Christianity. All heresies

may be reduced to one or other of these eight classes. In

point of fact, however, most heresies which have actually

arisen cannot be said to belong purely to any one of them.

The class only denotes the type; for one error is apt to

bring others in its train, and so most lieresies are mixed,

and do not in all respects conform to their type.

Theologians, however, have not rested content with the

mere theoretical or genetic description of heresy and here-

tics, and have oommonly borrowed distinctions first laid

down by jurists in c:inon law to distinguish more narro-wly

the characteristic ma;i£s of heresy. Thus a false doctrine

to be a heresy must be an intellectual error, it must be held

vohintarily, it must contradict a doctrine already defined by
the formula of the chnrch, it must be held pertinaciously,

and the heretic must be professedly uithin the church ; but

these distinctions belon'g properly to the legal aspect of

heresy, and must be referred to again.

Man;? theologians, Schleiermacher among others, have

attempted to ifBScribe the actual origin of heresies, and i
common mode of explanation is as follo-ws. Heresies arise

in tliat province of theology called dogmatic, and commonly
appear during the definition of some important part of

dogmatic theology. Dogmatic theology is the rationale of

the spiritual events and forces which have called ChrisHanity

into being. In the attempt made by the church to under-

stand these events and forces which have called it into

being, its attention has commonly been con6ned to the more
outstanding portions. The history of dogmatic shows ns

that from time to time the church has endeavoured

master one doctrine, not the whole round of doctrines ;

has endeavoured to make distinct single point<!, instead ot

working at the various relations of all the doctrines to eaci

other. This very natural mode of work has the one dis-

advantage that it concentrates attention on isolated portions

of doctrine rather than on the whole mass, and between tho

consecutive portions there are gaps. The mind of man,
however, like nature, abhors a vacuum, and summarily

fills these vacua np with material usually drawn from the

prevailing philosophical or scientific theories of the day.

These summary explanations or theories may or may not be

in accordance with the spirit of Christianity, and when they

are not they become a fruitful source of heresies. One of

the best illustrations of this is the introduction into theology

of the Aristotelian doctrine of to ckovo-iov, which gave the

church the Pelagian heresy along with some others.

So much for the general theological conception of heresy,

of its nature, divisions, and sources ; but before proceeding

to describe the use of the term in canon law, it should be

observed that the theological does not always correspond

with the ecclesiastical meaning of the word. It is generally

acknowledged that Holy Scripture is the source of doctrine,

and that for the due understanding thereof the enlightening

guidance of the Holy Spirit is required ; though, of course,

the precise meaning of this statement varies in d'lfTerent

systems of theology. Holy Scripture and the witness of

the Spirit of God are thus the touchstone of heresy. In

the Roman Catholic and Greek Churches, however, it is held

that the enlightening guidance of the Holy Spirit in this

respect is restrained within the limits of certain ecclesias-

tical machinery (the oecumenical council, the pope ex

cathedra, &c.), which are the only channels through which
the Spirit comes to the church, and hence the creed cf the

church rather than Scripture is the real touchstone of heresy.

Protestant theologians, on the other hand, do not believe

either that the guidance of the Spirit is always present

within this ecclesiastical machinery or that it is given in

this way only, and so they make a distinction between mere
ecclesiastical and real theological heresies. Ecclesiastical

heresies arise when a- fundamental statement made in the

creed or confession is contradicted. But it may happen,

since creeds and councils may err, that the error is not in

the contradiction bai in the creed, and therefore there is

always an appeal from the creed to the Scripture. The
ecclesiastical idea of heresy has always the theological idea

behind it, and may at any time be corre'cted by it. Eoman
Catholic and Greek theologians, on the other hand, do not

admit any going, behind the record; they do not allow any
appeal from the creed to Scripture. According to their

ideas the creed is tiie infallible digest of Scripture, and
therefore heresy is to be tested by the creed and not by
Scripture—that is, the ecclesiastical and theological ideas

of heresy are exactly the same.

2. Heresy accordincf to Canon Z«t!'.—Canon law

was the ecclesiastical law of mediaeval Europe, and "S

still the law of the Roman Catholic Church, and its

description of heresy and of heretics is almost mora'
important than the theological in the investigation of tho

matter from the historical side. Canon law regards heresy
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from the. practical side of ecclesiastical procedure and

le^al enactment. Its view is much t.avro\ver than tlie

theological, but much more precise. Orthodoxy is the

doctrine maintained by the infallible Eoraan Church

and assented to by all its faithful members ; heresy is

dissent from the articles of faith established by the Roman
pontilfd and by the councils of the Roman Church. Canon
law also is mainly concerned with heresy in order to punish

it, and therefore is obliged to treat the whole subject with

severe legal accuracy of statement. . It proceeds from strict

definitions. Perhaps the commonest definition is the

following:—heresy is "error {ntellectus voluntarius contra

aliquam propositionem catholicam cum pertinacia assertus

ab eo qui baptismum acccpit." Jurists are accustomed to

expand this general definition in a variety of qualifying

statements, (a) All heresy is error, but every error is not

a heresy. It is an error according to canon law to take

usury ; it is heresy to say that to take usury is not a sin,

but taking usury is no heresy. Heresy is intellectual error.

It is intellectual error believed to be truth, and that

in spite of predominant opinion. Canonists distinguish

between members of the Roman Church who refuse, e.</., to

accept the " filioque" clause in the creed, and members of the

Greek Church who make the same refusal. The" refusal is

in both cases an error, but it is a heresy only in the Roman
Church, for there only the predominant opinion is against

the error. (6) An error also only becomes heresy when it

is held voluntarily. To be a heretic a man must stick to

Ills error, although he knows that it has been condemned
by the church. A heretic not only errs, but knows that

lie errs, and wishes to err. (c) Nor is every voluntary

error a heresy ; the heretic must contradict a doctrine

which has been clearly stated in the creed and has become
part of the defined faith of the church, (d) Nor is an

erroneous opinion voluntarily professed in opposition to the

ereed of the church heresy, unless the heretic persists in it.

Pertinacity, all canonists insist, is an essential element in

lieresy, and unless it is present no process for heresy can

legally proceed, (c) And lastly, a heretic must be a
member of tUo church. He must have been baptized.

Keither a Jew, a Mahometan, nor a heathen can be a heretic.

They may bo unbelievers, they may hold erroneous opinions,

but their opi lions are nrt heresies.

From the first qualification, that heresy is an intellectual

error, canoni.-ts deduce the ground of their enactments
against the suspicion of heresy and against those suspected.

Canon law uniformly proceeds on the idea that heresy is

not merely an error but a crime. It is a crime, however,

which belongs to the invisible part of man, to his intellect.

It is not something done with his hands or his feet which
witnesses can see, and they argue that direct proof is there-

fore almost impossibfB, and that the commission of the

crime must almost always be proved from suspicions. This
suspicion of heresy occupies a very large space in til's dis-

sertations of canonists, and the weakness of their position

has made them bring in a very great number of reasons

which they seem to think strengthen it (see especially

D.indinus, De susppd. tie hceresiljiis). They carefully define

the degrees of suspicion with the conduct appropriate to

each : where the suspicion is only " light," the suspected
are simply to be watched; where it is " vohenicnt," they
are to be denounced ; where it is " violent," thfy are to be
treated as heretics. Canonists have carefully analysed and
arranged what arc reasonable grounds of suspicion. Pope
Innocent 11 [. declared that to lead a solitary life, to refuse

to accommodate one's self to the prevailing manners- of

society, and to frequent unauthorized religious meetings
were abundant grounds of suspicion

; while later canonists

wo i accustomed to give lists of deeds which made the
doera suspect :—a priest who did not celebrate mass, a lay-

man who was seen in clerical robes, t1rosep%l)0 favoured
heretics, received them as guests, gave them safe conduct,

tolerated them, trusted them, defended them, fought under
them, or read their books, were all to be suspect. The
canonist rules for suspicion became a sort of inquisitor's

va</e mecitm, and when really practised produced a reign o(

terror.

Since canon law regarded heresy with such horror and
detestation, it is not surprising that it gives many direc-

tions, which have the force of legal enactments, whereby
men may avoid the dangers of heresy. Pope Alexander IV.

prohibited laymen from arguing about matters of faith.

The council of Toledo (1129), anxious to put down the

Albigenses, ordained that every man abovo fourteen and
every woman above twelve years of ogo should solemnly
swear to abjure every heresy and to maintain in its com-
pleteness the Catholic faith. Pope Pius IV. ordered the
laity to abstain from reading the Scriptures in the vulgar

tongue. The promiscuous reading of books was forbidden,

and an index of prohibited books believed to be dangerous
to faith or morals was formed.

Canon law regards heresy as a crime, and while it recog-

nizes that the power of the church is spiritual, and thut

the church visits off"ence3 with spiritual punishments such

as excommunication, it proceeds on the idea that the stale

should assist the church in suppressing heresy, and visit

heretics with civil pains and penalties, including torture

and capital punishment; but this side of the history of

heresy belongs as much to civil as to canon law. The
church, however, did what it could against heretics. The
council of Laodicea (can. 6-9) prohibited them from attend-

ing service, though from subsequent acts this could not have

been enforced. They were not allowed to give evidence

in an ecclesiastical court ; a father was prohibited from

allowing his son or daughter to marry a heretic; social

intercourse with them was prohibited, <tc.

3. Heresy accordivg to Civil Law.—Civil law treats

heresy in a still simpler fashion. The legal idea seems to

have been that, since the state approved of one creed and

gave it public recognition, to profess anj' other creed was

in some sense civil disaffection or a kind of treason, and

manifested lack of loyaltj'. This notion, however, was

supplemented by another and much deeper one in the

public law of the moilicieval empire. According to the ideas

of the earlier medixval jurists, civil government and

ecclesiastical government were equally and in the same

sense ordinances of God ; and this thought found expres-

sion in the twin conceptions of world-king and world-

priest, emperor and pope, who were God's vicurs, and

ruled in His name over church and state. God was the

king of the world; the emperor was His vicar, ontl

treason, therefore, included treason against God, or

heresy, as well as treason against the emperor. This

idea lingered long, and indeed still lingers, and compli-

cates the simpler civil notion of heresy. For all practical

purposes, however, the deeper thought may be discardcA

In civil law, heresy is pertinacious dissent from the crcej

approved of for the time being. For example, the Lutlioran

creed, the Coiifessio Att'jttsUma, was heresy in all parts of

Germany up to the peace of Augsburg, when it was recog-

nized as a creed which might be professed. It then became

orthodox in tlic civil sense of the term, in the siinic way

that the Roman Catholic creed was orthodox, while the

Calvinist creed, still unrecognized, was heresy.

Civil puni.^hnicnt followed religious ofienccs as early as

the time of Constantinc, who enacted severe penalties

against the Donalists, and ordained that nil poHmw-iug

Arinn books should burn thrm on the pain of dcalh. Laws

against the reading of licrRtical botiks became very frequent

during and after the 4tli century. ArvoiUi* madf Mk
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reading of books written by the Eunomians a capital

offence. Theodosius and Valentinian proscribed Nestorian

books, and Valentinian and Marcian the books of Eutyches

and Nestorius. The custom became so common that the

condemnation of any heresy by the church was followed

by the proscription of the writings of members of the sect.

The Codex Theodosianns, bk. xvi. tit. 5, " De hjereticis,"

enumerates a great variety of laws against heresy with

penalties more or less severe. They had the practical effect

of declaring heretics outlaws, who could jiot hold offices of

dignity or value, receive or bequeath money, enforce con-

tracts, iSfc. In some cases death was the punishment for

heresy. Justinian made it impossible for any heretic to

bear witness in the civil courts of the land. This legislation

may all be traced back to the action of Theodosius, who
imposed the Nicene creed upon all his subjects, and made
it a law of the land. It continued in force during the

Middle Ages, and in consequence heretics who could not

accept the Nicene creed were outlaws also. This perhaps

explains the curious fact that almost all the medijeval

heretics were also revolutionists. During the Middle Ages,

especially from the time of Innocent III. onwards, civil

interference in cases of heresy was much increasec In

the early church the power of discipline belonged to the

presbytery, and was afterwards usurped by the bishops, who
continued to exercise it in matters of heresy until Innocent

III. appointed the Inquisition to deal with heretics. So
long as the empire was not Christian, the civil law had
nothing to do with the punishment of erroneous opinions,

but as soon as Christianity became the authorized religion

of the state, the old pagan idea that the state has power to

punish reUgiones novas et illiciias was revived. The state,

either instructed by the church or, as in the Theodosian
code, without instruction, visited with civil pains and
penalties all such opinions. This came to a height when
the Inquisition was established ; and civil courts and national

assemblies one after another decreed that whatever penalties

were imposed by the Inquisition should be imposed by the

state, or else handed over all cases of heresy to the Inquisi-

tion to ba dealt with as matters deserving the infliction

of civil penalties, fines, imprisonment, torture, and death.

There is no sadder page in the history of the church than

her alliance with the state for the purpose of torturing men
out of opinions different from her own. Since the Reforma-

tion the persecuting spirit, although tenacious of life, has

been gradually dying out.

Principal Heresies.—Early Christian theologians wrote

a great many books against heretics in which they enume-
rated the various heresies which had sprung up in the

church up to their own time. St Augustine tells us {Ep.

222) that Philastrius, bishop of Brescia, had discovered 28
heresies among the .lews before the coming of Christ, and
128 in the Christian Church afterwards; and many other

orthodox writers have given very long lists of these erro-

neous opinions. It was natural that the early centuries of

the Christian era, especially the first five, should be some-
what prolific in heresies, because that was the very period

when the church was occupied in defining the principal

doctrines of Christianity. A history of heresies must spend
most time upon the early centuries. The first dogmatic
work of the church was to define the nature of Christ, who
occupied the central place in its thought, and it had to

Bteer its way between two opposite views, both of which
interfered with the full dogmatic expression of the nature

of the Mediator. On the one hand, many of the Jewish
converts never rose to the height of the Christian idea of

the person of Christ, and it is evident that these must have
been very numerous from the emphasis with which it is

insisted that Christians should 6(.okoyiiv tov vlov. These
Jewish converts preferred to regard the Saviour as the last

of the prophets, one who bore the same relation to God
and to man as the prophets did. They shrank from the

idea of the incarnation ; they seemed to feel no need for the

divine Saviour. This theory was of course accompanied

by other views about the nature of Christianity, but the

main element was opposition to the Christian doctrine of

the real divinity of Christ, God who has become man. This

Ebionite heresy has been maintained by men who wish

to call themselves Christians since these early days, and
has taken a great variety of shapes ; but whether it is held

by Jew or Unitarian, there is the same outline of opinion

and the same steadfast repugnance to the doctrine of the

incarnation. On the other hand, the philosophic doctrine

of the repugnance between matter and spirit, the idea, which
runs through all Greek philosophy, that matter is the source

of evil, induced many of the early Gentile converts to

Christianity to think of the incarnation as a metaphor
rather than as a fact. Christ, they thought, did not take,

but only seemed to take, a human body. These Docetists,

as they were called, had a whole series of successors in the

early church. When Christian theology advanced step by
step in the definition of the doctrine of the person of Christ,

it was this old idea of the repugnance between the divine

spirit and human nature embodied that lay at the root of

the Apollinarian, Eutychian, and Monophysite heresies.

Apollinaris denied that the Theanthropos had a " reason-

able " soul ; he denied the full humanity of the Saviour.

Eutyches denied that the Theanthropos had a human
nature ; and the Monophysites, in their various theories,

held strongly by the same idea. All these theories, how-

ever different in form and expression, denied the full and
true humanity of Christ, and so contradicted the church's

yearning for a Saviour truly man as well as truly God.

These heresies, along with the Nestorian, were all finally

condemned at the council of Chalcedon (the fourth oecu-

menical).

But long before the church had definitely set forth the

doctrine of the person of Christ, its attention was tur d

to the doctrine of the essential nature of the Godhead.

At first this doctrine was scarcely considered apart from

Christology. It is impossible to separate the liistory of

the doctrine of the Trinity from the doctrine of the person

of Christ ; for long the two separate problems were inex-

tricably mixed. At length it became evident to the mind
of the church that there were two doctrines, and Christian

theology turned aside to discuss, and if possible settle, the

doctrine of the essential nature of the Godhead before it

proceeded to exhaust the doctrine of the person of Christ.

For the reaf problem in the Arian controversy was not the

divinity of the Mediator but the nature of God. Is God
to be thought of as a Trinity or as a Unity % what is the

relation of the Second Person in the Trinity to the First

Person ? The real gain to Christian theology which came
from the discussions in the Arian controversy was to thrust

out the Greek conception of Deity as the Absolute who
cannot be described save by negations, and to put in its

stead a Christian conception which shows that there are

motions within the Deity which, however incomprehensible,

enable ua to know that God may be in sympathy with men,

and that all things may live, move, and have their being

in Him.
The philosophical idea that matter is the source of evil,

that matter has always some stubborn element in it by
which it can defy the ideal, gave rise to a whole series of

ancient and mediaeval heresies. The Gnostics in all their

various sects distinguished between God and the Creator.

The good God, they held, could not defile Himself by con-

tact with matter, and therefore could not be the God of

creation and providence. Christian theology, on the other

hand, has always confessed God to be the Almighty Maker
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of heaven and earth, and all things seen and unseen, and

the necessity for such a doctrine of creation consists in the

fact that the Ciiristian consciousness demands the absence

of any thing that might come in between God and the

furtherance of His plan of salvation. It demands that all

things be thought of as dependent on God, in order that He
may be able to make all things work together for the good

of His people ; and so it has strenuously asserted the

doctrines of creation and providence in opposition to an

independent matter and the reign of fate. The Gnostic

ideas were repeated by the JIanichtpans and by several

raediceval sects, such as the Paulicians and Messalians, and,

in the Eastern Church, by the Bogomili.

The Pelagian and Manicha;an heresies principally concern

the Christian doctrine of man and of the presence of sin

in man, and contradict the church's creed, because they do

away with the Christian doctrine of reconciliation. Fela-

gianism, it was held, denied the need of God's grace by

insisting thit man was free from indwelling sin at the

beginning of his career, and followed good, when he did

follow it, by the pswer of his own will ; while Manichaiism,

by asserting that sin belonged to the essential nature of man,

seemed to paralyse the whole divine action in reconciliation.

It was held by the orthodox opponents of Pelagius that his

opinions really implied that there was no real need for the

Saviour and the salvation which Christianity describes, and
that semi-Pelagianism, although much nearer orthodox

doctrine, very inadequately comprehended that sinfulness

in man which rendered reconciliation indispensable ere there

could bo a restoration of communion with God.

Tlio Antinomian and various kinds' of mystical theories

about the Christian life all proceed upon a view of the

effects of Christ's work which is at variance with funda-

mental Christian ideas. Christian doctrine teaches that

men reconciled to God will strive to live a life of new
obedience to Hmi, and it holds that this life of new
obedience comes under the same moral laws as the ordinary

life of man. But many Christian sects have professed

theories about this life of new obedience which seem to

imply that it is not under the laws of ordirary morality,

that Christian freedom means licence to do what ordinary

morals forbid. The Epistles to the Corinthians seem to

say that such theories were held in the apostolic church,

and wore denounced by the apostles ; many of the Gnostic

and ifiinichasan sects undoubtedly professed them. The
same views occur again and again in mediaival heresy, and

were held by many of the enthusiastic sectaries in Refor-

mation times and later. The Brethren of the Free Spirit

in the 13th and 14th century, the Anabaptists during the

Reformation period, and some of the followers of Molinos

are examples. The mystical theories which so largely

entered into the mediajval church, and which have con-

tinually clung to the skirts of Christianity, have in many
instances proceeded on the principle that the new life is

implanted in man in a physical way, and magical ideas of

the means of grace have been very destructive to the moral
theory of the Christian life.

The history of the mediaival heretical sects is by far too

complicated to bo entered on here. Many of them did no
more than protest against the hierarchical constitution of

tiie church of the Middle Ages. Most of them only sought

room to carry out to the full their ideas of a true " Imitatio

Christi," but it is also certain that a good many Gnostic

and Antinomian tenets were held. Tlio Friends of God,
the Fratricclli, the Beghards, were all mystics, but their

mysticism was of a very harmless description ; while the

Brethren of the Common Life were worthy forerunners of

the pietists of the 18th century (see My.stics).

The heretics of the Reformation Church scarcely call for

separate remark The Zwicka" prophcU and the Ana-

baptists held opinions at variance with the ordinary notions
of what is meant by the Christian life. Schwenkfeld, the
Quictists, the followers of Madame Bourignon, all revived
types of mysticism which had appeared long before j and the
Quakers had their forerunners in medieval times. Manj
of these sects, thongh called heretical, seem to have arisen
simply from the desire to live purer and more spiritual lives

than the church organization of their times permitted,
and in order to do so were led to lay stress upon the idea of

personal guidance by the Spirit of God, and on the necessity

of the " house and heart church " in opposition to the
external church life of their time, on the need of personal

as opposed to official religion.

In this article Christian heresy alone has been described.

Heresy, however, arises wherever there is doctrine, and
there are Mahometan and Buddhist heresies and sects as

well as Christian.

Tlie best history of sects and heresies from the sympathetic side

is Gottfried Arnold's Uvpartciischc Kirchcn- vnd Kctzcr-IIistorie,

1699-1700 (best ed. that of SchafTliausen, 1740). A very good list

of ^\Titer3 on heresy, ancient and mediaeval, is given in Burton's
Bam2>ton Lectures on Heresies of the Apostolic Age, 1829. The
various Trinitarian and Christological heresies may be studied in

Dorncv's History of the Doctrine of the Person of Clirist, 1845-56,
Eng. tr., 18G1-62 ; the Gnostic and Manichoean heresies in the

works of Manscl, Matter, and Beausobre ; the media;val heresies

ill Halm's Gcschiehte tier Kctzer im Mittelalter, 1816-50, and
Preger's Geschiehte der deutsehen Mijstik; 1875; Quietism in

Heppe's Gcschiehte tier quictistisehen Mystik, 1875; t]:o Pietist sects

in Palmer's Gemeinschaften und Sccten Wi'irttcmbergs, 1875; tho

Reformation and 17tl> century heresies and sects in tho Anahaptis-

ticum et cnthusiasticum Pantheon mui Oeialliches Jiiist-Hiius, 1702.

Bohmer's Jtis Eeclcsiasticum Protestantittm, 1714-23, and Van
Espcn's t/i(s Eeelesiasticum, 1702, detail at great length the relations

of heresy to canon and civil law. On tho question of the baptism

of heretics see Smith and Cheetham's Diet, of Eccl. Antiquities,

"Baptism of Iteration ;" and on that of the readmission of heretics

into the uhurch, compare Jlartene, Dc llitibus, and Morinus, Dc
Pccnitentia. (T. M. L.)

Heresy according to the law of England.—Tho liighest point

reached by the ecclesiastical power iu England was in the Act De
harctico comburcndo (2 Henry IV. c. 15). Some have supposed

that a writ of that name is as old as tho connnon law, but its

execution miglit bo arrested by a pardon from the crown. The
Act of Henry IV. enabled the diocesan alone, without the coopera-

tion of a synod, to pronounce sentence of heresy, and required tho

slierifT to execute it by burning the offender, witliout waiting for

the consent of the crown.' A large number of penal statutes were

enacted in tho following reigns, and the statute 1 Eliz. c. 1 ia

regarded by lawyera as limiting for the first time the description of

heresy to tenets declared heretical either by tho canonical Scripture

or by the first four general councils, or .such as should thereafter be

so declared by parliament with tho assent of convocation. The
writ was abolished by 29 Car. II. c. 9, which reserved to tho

ecclesiastical courts their jurisdiction over heresy and similar

ofTeuces, and their power of awarding punishments not cxtendinsj

to death. Heresy became henceforward a purely ecclesiastical

ofTcnce, although disabling Laws of various kinds continued to be

enforced against Jews, Catholics, and other dissenters. The tem-

poral courts have no knowledge of any ofTenco known as heresy,

although incidentally {e.g., in questions of copyright) they liavo

refused protection to persons promulgating irreligious or blas-

phemous opinions. Aa an ecclesiastical olfcnca it would at this

moment be almost imiiossiblo to say what opinion, in the case of a

layman at least, would bo deemed heretical. Apparently, if n

proper case could be made out, an ecclesia-stical court might Btill

sentence a layman to excommunication for heresy, but by no other

means could his opinions bo brought under censure. Tho last case

on tlio subject (Jenkins v. Cook, Law Jlcports, 1 Probate Division

80) leaves tho matter in tho samo uncertainty. In that case a

clergyman refused the communion to a parishioner who denied tho

personality of tho devil. Tho judicial coinmilleo held that the

rights of tho p.irishioners are expressly defined in the statute of 1

Edw. VI. c. 1, and, without admitting that the canons of tho church,

which arc not binding on the laity, could specify a lowful cause

for rejection, held that no lawful cause within the meaning of either

the canons or tho rubric liad been shoNvn. Ilwa.s riaint«iined at

tho bar that tho denial of tho most fundamental doctrines of

Christianity would not bo o lawful cause for such rejection, but

tho judgiueut only queries whether a denial of tho personality of

' Stephcu's Co:nmcn(aries, lik. iv. c. 7.
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the devil or eternal punishment is consistent with membership of

tiie cliui-di. Tlic right of every layman to the offices of the church

is established by statute without reference to opinions, and it is

not possible to say what opinions, if any, would operate to dis-

f|ualify him.

The case of clcigymcn is entirely different. The statute 13 Kliz.

c. 12, § 2, enacts that "if any pei-son ecclesiastical, or whiqh shall

have an ecclesiastical living, shall advisedly maintain or affirrn any

doctrine directly contr.aiy or repugnant to any of the said articles,

and by convcnaele before the bishop of the diocese, or the ordinary,

or before the queen's highncss's commissioners in matters ecclesias-

tical, shall persist therein or not revoke his en-or, or after such

revocation eftsoons affirni such untrue doctrine," he shall be de-

prived of his ecclesiastical promotions. The Act it will be obsen-ed

applies only to clergjTuen, and the punishment is stiictly limited

to deprivation of benefice. The judicial committee of the pvi\-y

council, as the last court of appeal, has on several occasions pro-

nounced judgments by which the scope of the Act has been con-

fined to its narrowest legal efiect. The court wUl constnie the

Articles of Religion and formularies according to the legal rules for

the interpretation of statutes and writteu instrmncnts. No rule of

doctrine is to be ascribed to the church which is not distinctly and
cxpi'essly stated or plainly iuvolred in the written law of the Church,

and whore there is no rule, a clergyman may express his opinion

without fear of penal consequences. la the Essays and Jkvicu-s

cases (WiUiams v. the Bishop of Salisbury, and Wilson v. Feudall)

it was held to be not penal for a clergyman to speak of merit by
transfer as a "fiction, or to express a hope of the ultimate pardon

o£ the wicked, or to affirm thae any part of the Old or New Testa-

ment, however unconnected with religious faith or moral duty, was
not written under the inspiration of the Holy Spirit. In the case

Df Noble t'. Voysey in 1S71, the committee held that it was not

bound to affix a'meaning to articles of really dubious import, as it

would have becu in ca.scs affecting pro^ierty. At the same time

any manifest contradictiou of the Articles, or any obvious evasion

of them, would subject the offender to the penalties of depiivation.

In some of the coses the qnestion has been raised how far the

doctrine of the church could be ascertained by reference to the

opinions'generally expressed by divines belonging to its communion.
Such opinions, it would seem, might be tatea into -account as

showing the extent of liberty which had been in practice, claimed

and exercised on the interpretation of the articles, but would
certainly not be allowed to increase their stringency. It is not

the business of the court to pronounce upon the absolute truth or

falsehood of any given opinion, but simply to say whether it is

formally consistent with the legal doctrines of the Church of

England. Whether convocation has any jurisdiction in cases of

heresy is a question which has occasioned some difference of opinion

among lawj'ers. Haie, as quoted by PhiUimore, sa^s that before

the time of Eichard II., that is, before any Acts of Parliament

were made about heretics, it is without question that in a con-

vocation of the clergy or provincial synod " they might and
frequently did here in England proceed to the sentencing of

heretics." But later writers, while adhering to the statement

that convocation might declare opinions to be heretical, doubted
whether it could proceed to punish the offender, even when he was
a clerk ia orders. PhiUimore states that there is no longer any
doubt, even apart from the effect of the Qergy Discipline Act, 3

and 4 Vict. c. 85, that convocation has no power to condemn
clergymen for heresy. The supposed right of convocation to stamp
heretical opinions with its dioapproval was recently exercised on a

somewhat memorable occasion. In 1864 the convocation of the

province of Canterbury, havin» taken the opinion of two of the

most eminent lawyers of the day (Sir Hugh Cairns and Mr Eolt),

passed judgment upon the volume entitled Essays and Reviews.

The judgment purported to " synodically condemn the said

volume as containing tcachin". contrary to the doctiine received

by the United Church of England and Ireland, in common with
the whole Catholic Church of Christ." These proceedings were
challenged in the House of Lords by Lord Houghton, and the lord
chancellor (Westbury), speaking on behalf of the Government,
stated that if there was any " syuodical judgment " it would be a
Tiolr.tion of the law, subjecting tho.^e concerued in it to the
;>enalties of a preemuiiire, but thjvt the sentence in question was
" simply nothing, lil;erally no sentence at all." It is thus at least

doubtful whether convocation has a right even to express an opinion
I'-oless specially authorized to do so by the crown, and it is certain
that it cannot do anything more. Heresy or no heresy, in the last

resort, like all other ecclesiastical questions, is decided by the
jCv'-icial committee of the council.
The English lawyers, follo\ving the Roman law, distinguish be-

tween heresy and apostasy. The latter offence is dealt with by an
Act which still stands on the- statute hook, although it has long
been virtually obsolete—the 9 and 10 Will. III. c. 35. If any
person who has been edvcated in or has professed the Christian
religion shall, by writing, printing, teaching, or advised speaking,
assert or maintain that tliere are more Gods than one, or shall deny

any of the persons of the Holy Trinity, to be God, or shall deny the

Christian religion to be true or the Holy Scriptures of the Old and
New Testament to be of divine authority, he shall for the fii-st

offence be declared incapable of holding any ecclesiastical, civil, or

military office or cniployiuent, and for the second incapable o£

bringing any action, or of being guardian, executor, legatee, or

gi-antee, and shall suffer three years' imprisonment without bail.

Unitarians were saved fircm these atrocious penalties by a later Act
(53 Geo. III. c. 160), which permits Christians to deny any of the

persons in the Trinity without penal consequences. (E. R.

)

HERFORD, a town of Prussia, capital of a circle in the

government district of !Miaden, province of Westphalia, is

situated in a beautiful and fruitful district at the conflu-

ence of the Werra and Aa, and on the Minden and Cologne

railway, 19 miles south-west of Minden. It possesses five

evangelical churches, among which may be mentioned the

Miinsterkirche, a Romanesque building with a Gothic apse

of the 15th century ; the Marienkirche, in the Gothic style

;

and the Johanniskirche, with a tower 280 feet high. The
other principal buiidings are the Catholic church, the

synagogue, the gymnasium founded in 1540, the agricul-

tural school, and the theatre. The industries include

cotton and flax spinning, and the manufacture of linen

cloth, furniture, sugar, tobacco, and leather. The popu-

lation of the town in 1875 was 11,967.
Herford owes its origin to a nunnery which is said to have been

founded in 832, and w.as confinncd by Louis the Pious in 839. From
the emperor Fi-cderick I. the abbess obtaiued princely rank and a

scat in the imperial diet. The foundation was seculamed in

1803. Herford was a member of the Hansa League. In 1631

it became a free imperial town, hut in 1647 it was subjugated

by the elector of Brandenburg. It came into the possession of

Westphalia in 1807, and in 1813 into that of Prussia.

HERIOT. See Copyhold.
HERIOT, George (1563-1623), the founder of Heriot's

Hospital, Edinburgh, was descended from an old family of

some consideration in the county of Haddington; and his

fathcr,.a goldsmith in Edinburgh, for soma time repre.sented

the city in the Scottish parliament. George was born in

1563, and after receiving a good education was apprenticed

to his father's trade. In 1586 Le married the daughter of

a deceased Edinburgh merchant, and with the assistance

of her patrimony set up in business on his own account.

At first he occupied a small " buith " at the north-east

corner of St Giles's Church, and afterwards a more pre-

tentious shop at the west end of the building. To the

business of a goldsmith he joined that of a money-lender,

and in 1597 he had acquired such a reputation that he was
appointed goldsmith to Queen Anne, consort of Jamcz VI.

In 1601 he became jeweller to the king, and on the

removal of the court to London, he followed his royal

master thither, and occupied a shop oppoa'te the Exchange.
Heriot Was largely indebted for his fortune to the extra-

vagance of the queen, and to the imitation of this extra-

vagance by the nobility. Latterly he had such an extensive

business as a jeweller that on one occ^ision a Government
proclamation was issued calling upon all the magistrates of

the kingdom to aid him in securing the workmen he required.

He died in London, 10th February 1623. In 1608, having
some time previously lost his first wife, he married Alison

Primrose, daughter of James Primrose, grandfather of the

first earl of Eosebery, but she died in 1612; by neither

marriage had he any issue. The surplus of his estate, after

deducting legacies to his nearest relations and some of his

more intimato friends, was bequeathed to found a hospital

for the education of freemen's sons of the town of Edin-

burgh, and its value afterwards increased so greatly as to

supply fvmds for the erection of several Heriot foundation

schools in different parts of the city. For a notice of

Heriot's Hospital, see Edtneuegh, vol vii. p. 666.
Heriot takes a leading part in Scott's novel, The Fortnnes of

Nigel (see also the Introduction). A History of Heriot's Hospital,

with a Memoir of lite Founder, by William Steven, D.D., appc-red
in 1827, 2d ed. 1859.
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HERISAU, the largest town in the Swiss half-canton of

Appenzell-ausser-Rlioden, ia situated at the confluence of

the Glatt and Briihlbach, 7 miles north-west of Appenzell,

nnd about 2550 feet above sea- level The town is irregularly

built, and extends over a large area. The church-tower,

in which the archives are kept, is referred to the 7th century.

Herisau has a public library, an arsenal, a new town-

house, and a hos-jiital, and is the seat of the cantonal

council and of a district court of justice. The manufactures

comprise muslin, cotton, and silk. Christianity was intro-

duced at Herisau (a name during the Middle Ages Latinized

as Augia Domini) about the beginning of IJie 7th centurj*.

The nobles of Herisau were its first superiors, but their

power passed in 13'J0 into the hands of the abbots of St

Gall, from whose somewhat oppressive rule the people

bought themselves free in 1463. The population ia 1870

was 9736. In the neighbourhood beautiful walks lead to

the interesting ruins of the castles of llosenberg and Rosen-

burg. The baths and goat's-whey cure of Heinrichsbad

are about a mile to the north-east.

HERISTAL. See Heestal.
HERITABLE JURISDICTIONS, in the lawof Scotland,

were grants of jurisdiction made to a man and his heirs.

They were a usual accompaniment to feudal tenures, and
the power which they conferred on great families, being

recognized as a source of danger to the state, led to frequent

attempts being made by statute to restrict them, both before

and after the Union. They were all abolished by the Act
20 Geo. II. c. 43, which enacts (§ 1 ) that all heritable

jurisdictions of justiciary, and all regalities and heritable

bailcries, and all heritable constabularies, other than the

office of high constable of Scotland, and all stewartries,

being parts only of shires and counties, and all sheriffships

and dcputy-sheriffships of districts, being parts only of

shires and counties, belonging to or possessed by any sub-

ject or subjects, shall be taken away and totally dissolved

and extinguished. At the same time, constabularies and
ether jurisdictions having been recognized as rights of pro-

perty by the Treaty of Union, the Act provides that com-

pensation shall be awarded to all persons lawfully possessed

of such jurisdictions, and the sum of £150,000 was after-

wards voted by parliament to pay the claims for compensa-

tion for loss of jurisdiction, as settled by a report of the

Court of Session (sea Erskine's InsUiutes, by Nicholson,

p. 92).

HERLEN, Fritz, of NSrdlingen, was an artist of -the

early fiwahitin bcuooI, who tempered the rudeness of his

native art with some of the delicacy of the masters

of Bruges. The date and place of his birth are unknown,
but his name is on the roll of the tax-fratherers of Ulm
in 1449; and in 1467 ho was made citizen and town
painter at Jiordlingen, "because of his acquaintance

with Flemish methods of painting." One of the first of

his acknowledged productions is a fihrlno on one of the
altars of the church of Eothenburg on the Tauber, the wings
of which were finished in IIGC, with seven scenes from the
lives of Christ and the Virgin JIary. In the town-hall of

llolhenburg is a Madonna and St Caierino of l'x67; ar.i

in the choir of NiJrdlingen cathedral a triptych of 1488,
representing the Nativity and Christ amidst the Doctors,

at the side of a votive Madonna attended by St Joseph and
St Margaret as patrons of a family. In each of these works
the painter's name certiGes the picture, and the manner is

truly that of an artist "acquainted with Flemish methods."
We are not told under whom Herleu laboured in the
Netherlands, but he probably took the same course as
Bchongauer and Ilans Holbein the elder, who studied in

the school of Van der Weyden. His altarpiece at Rothen-
burg contains groups and figures, as well as forms of action

and draper)', which seem copied fi-jm tlioso of Van dar

Weyden'a or Memling's disciples, and tlie votive Madonna
of 1488, whilst characterized by similar features, only dis-

plays snch further changes as may bo accounted for by tha
master's constant later contact with contemporaries ia
Swabia. Herlen had none of the genius of Schongauer.
He failed to acquire the delicacy eveu of the second-rate
men who handed down to Matsys the traditions of the 15th
century

; but his example was certainly favourable to tha
development of art in Swabia. By general consent critics

have assigned to him a large altarpiece, with scenes from
the gospels and figures of St Florian and St Floriana, and
a Crucifixion, the principal figure of which is carved in high
relief on the surface of a large panel in the church ot

Dinkelsblihl. A Crucifixion, with eight scenes from the
New Testament, is shown as his in the cathedral, a Christ
in Judgment, with Mary and John, and the Resurrection of

Souls in the town-hall of Nordlingen. A small Epiphany,
once in the convent of the Minorites of Ulm, is in the
Holzschulier collection at Augsburg, a Madonna and Cir-

cumcision in the National Museum at Munich. Ilerlen's

epitaph, preserved by Rathgeber, states that he died on the
12th of October 1491, and was buried at Nordlingen.
HERMANN, the popular modern name in Germany for

the ancient German hero Arminius. See Geemany, voL x.

p. 475.

HERMANN, commonly distinguished ns Hermannus
Contractus, i.e., Hermann or Heriman the Lame, an old

German chronicler and scholar, was born in 1013, a son
of the Swabian Count Wolverad (Wolfrat) of Vehreningen
(Veringen or Yoringen), and died in 1054, at the family

residence of Aleshusen near Biberach. Educated at the

monastery of Roichenau, and afterwards admitted a mem-
ber of tlie fraternity, ho added greatly to that reputation

for learning which the establishment had maintained from
the time of Abbot Berno. Besides the ordinary studies

of the monastic scholar, be devoted himself to mathematics
astronomy, and music, and constructed watches and instru-

ments of various kinds.

His chief work is a Chronicon ab urba eondita aclanimm\^5i,
which m its earlier portion consists ot a compilatica from previous
chronicles, hut between 10i4 and lOSl furnishes impoitaut and
original material for the history of Henry III. The lirst edition,
from a JIS. no longer extant, was printed by Sicliard at Basel in
1629, and re'SE'ipd in 1530; anotlier edition appeared at St Blaisa
in 1590 under the supervision of Ussermann ; and a third, from a
Keiclienau MS,, forms jiart of vol. v. of Pert.-'s J/o?M«)icir/a Gcrmanice
historica. A German translation of the h'.^t is contributed by Kobbo
to Die GcscMcldssthreiber dcr dcuischen Vorzcit, The separate lives

of Conrad II. and Henry III., often ascribed to Hermann, njipear

to have peritlied. His treatises Be mcnmra astrolabii and De
utilUalibns mli-olahii (to be found, on the authority of Sahburg
MSS., in Pez, Thcsauriis aMcdotorum novissimns, iii.) being the
first contirbutions of moment furnished by a European to
this subject, Hermann was for a time considered the inventor of
the astrolabe. A didactic poem from his pen, Dc ocio viliis princi-

pallliLs, ia printed in Haupt's ZciUchriji fur dciUschcs Atterthum
(vol xiii.); and ho is sometimes credited with the composition
of the Latin hymns Vcni Sancte S2>iritU3, Sahc Ecgina, and
Alma lirdcmptoris.

HERMANN, Friedeicu Benedict WtuiixM von
(1795-1868), one of the most distinguished of modem
v.Titers on political economy, was born on 5th December
1795, at Dioltclsbtihl in Bavaria. After finishing hia

primary education he was for some time employed in a
draughtsman's ofllco. He then resumed his studies, partly

at the gymnasium in his native town, partly at the univer-

sities of Ei'langcu and AViirzburg. His attention Eeems
principally to have been given to mathematics and political

economy. In 1817 he took Up a private school ot Nurem-
berg, where ho remained for four years. After filling an
appointment as teacher of niathumatica at the gymnasium
of Erlnngon, he became in 1823 privat-dobent at the uni-

versity in that town. Uii Inaugural dissertation was on the

notioLi of political economy aiuong the Romans {Disscrta-
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iio exhibeiis sententias Eomaiwncm ad ceconomiam polilicam

periinentes, Erlangen, 1823). He probably did not remain

Hong at Erlangen, for a year or two after this date we find

Jiim acting as professor of mathematics at the gymnasium
and polytechnic school in Nuremberg, where he continued

till 1827. During his stay there he published an elementary

treatise on arithmetic .and algebra {Lehrbuch der Arith. u.

\Algeh., 1826), and made a journey to France to inspect

Ithe organization and conduct of technical schools in that

country. The results of his investigation were published

in 1826 and 1828 {Ueher technsche UnterricJits-Anslalteii).

Soon after his return from France he was made professor

extraordinarlus of political science at the university of

Munich, and in 1833 he was advanced to the rank of ordinary

professor in the same subject. In 1R33 appeared the first

edition of his great work on politiciii economy, oiaatswirik-

schaftliche Vntersuclmngen (EcouomicalKesearches). In

1835 he was made member of the Eoyal Bavarian Academy
of Sciences.

From this time onwards Hermann's life was one of great

and varied practical activity. From the year 1836 he

acted as inspector of technical instruction in Bavaria, and
made frequent journeys to Berlin and Paris in order to

study the methods there pursued. In the state service

of Bavaria, to which he devoted himself, he rose gradually

but rapidly. In 1837 he was placed on the council -for

superintendence of church and school work; in 1839
lie was entrusted with the direction of the bureau of

statistics; in 1845 he was one of the councillors for the

interior; in 1848 he sat as member for Munich in the

national assembly at Frankfort. In this assembly Hermann,
with Heckscher and Soramaruga, was mainly instrumental

in organizing the so-called "Great German" party, and
was selected as one of the representatives of their views

at Vienna. Warmly supporting the customs union (Zoll-

verein), he acted iu 1851 as one of its commissioners at

the great industrial exhibition at London, and published

an elaborate report on the woollen goods. Three years

later he was president of the committee of judges at

the similar exhibition at Munich, and the report of its

proceedings was drawn up by KTm. In 1855 he became
councillor of state (Staatsrath im ordentlichen Dienst),

the highest honour in the service to which he could

attain.

It is hardly surprising that in the midst of such varied

and weighty practical occupations Hermann did not find

time for carrying on systematically his work in the pure

science of economics. Yet the long series of reviews, mainly
of works on economical subjects, published in the Munchener
Gelekrte Ameigen from 1835 to 1847, attest his unabated
industry and constant interest in the subject on its theo-

retical side, while his more elaborate papers in Kau's Archiv
der }x>litiscken Oekonomie and in the Augsburger Allgemeine

Zeitung show the wide extent of his practical knowledge.

As head of the bureau of statistics he published a series

of annual reports {Beitrdge zur Statistih des Konigi-eicTis

Bayern, Heft 1-17, 1850-1867) jvhich are of very high
vaiue, especially as regards the growth of population. His
only complete work in economic science, the Researches,

had gone out of print a very few years after the book was
published, but not until near the close of his life did
Hermann find an opportunity of undertaking a revision of

it. Upon this task he was engaged at t) '. time of his death,

23d November 1868, and he had rt ist, enlarged, and
amended nearly two-thirds of the vo me. The second
edition, prepared from his MS., an including those
parts of the first edition which had n ; been revised or

superseded, was published in 1870 Vy his friends Dr
Helferich and Dr Mayr. There have since been several

reprints.

Although the Siaalsioirthscluifllickc Unlcrsuchuiujm is not a
systematic treatise on political economy, it must nevertheless he re-
garded as in many I'espccts the most important contribution to the
science since the IVcallh of Nations. It cannot, indeed, be said to
contain principles which are in themselves novel or original

;

Hermann's merits are not so much those of a discoverer as of a most
acute and subtle critic. Like Ricardo he excels in abstract analysis,

in resolution of complex phenomena into their simpler elements,
but he has a more firm hold than Ricardo ever seems to have pos-

sessed of the true nature of these elementary facts, and a remarkable
power of precisely stating and comprehensively combining thero.

Tho peculiar value of the Ecscarches consists in the strict analysis to
which the primary notions of economics are subjected, in the general
conception of the method and plan of the science which emerges
from this analysis, and in the masterly way in which fundamental
principles are carried out in the detailed problems of the science
Only in the fashion indicated by Hermann can we hope to render
clear the position of a pure theory of economic facts as an indis-

pensable and independent branch of social science. The historic

method of incjiiiry, fatal to much that has been regarded as dis-
tinctive of the abstract or English school of political economy,
harmonizes perfectly with the tlieory of the elementary facts froia

which economical development takes its start, as stated by Hermann
and those Continental writers who have followed him.
The HcscarcJics, in the 2d edition, consists of ten separate essays,

of which the first, on the fundamental notions of economics ( " Grund-
legung," pp. 1-77), the fifth (pp. 143-3S9, on "Production"!, the
sixth (pp. 390-459, on "Price"), the eighth (pp. 448-5S1, on "Profit"),

and the ninth (pp. 582-698,on "Revenue") are of the greatest import-
ance. In the " Grundlegung," a clear and lucid description is given
of the simple phenomena, in family, community, and state, upon
which economical inquiries are founded. Human wants and the satis-

faction to be obtained for them by labour exercised on natural
agents are recognized as the primitive facts. But in the satisfaction of
wants there are two aspects, the technical and the economical.

Technically we consider solely the process by which commodities of

a quality suited to satisfy want are obtained. Economically w«
have always to estimate the ratio between the effort expended and
the result obtained. An "economy" is a distribution of forces so
that the result, satisfaction, may be obtained W-ith least expenditure
of effort, with least loss of utility. The influence of this economical
princiide, the institutions to which it gives rise, the conditions under
which it is possible, and the circumstances which affect, modify, or
counteract it, are traced with reference to the individual, the family,

the community, and tlie state or nation. The increasing complexity
of the phenomena does not alter the nature of the principle which
lies at the basis of them, and it is the business of economic theory to
analyse these phenomena under guidance of the general princiide.
Economics is therefore defined by Hermann as tlie "quantitative
theory of goods ;" and, though he is sparing in the use of symbols,
his method of treatment is throughout mathematical. Deserxiug
of attention is the manner in which he points out the influence of
collective feeling and collective wants as giving rise to special

institutions (government, defence) in the community. To this first

fundamental essay the three succeeding papers ("Wants," "Goods,"
"Economy," pp. 78-142) are appendices. The treatment of these,

the classifications given, the detailed discussion of particular points^

e.g., the productivity of labour, and the distinction drawn between
economical estimates from the individual or the collective point of
view, make up a solid contribution to the science.

The fifth essay is an elaborate treatise on the theory of pro-
duction, treating the agents of production—free goods, labour, and
capital—separately, then the interests of the several parties en-
gaged, and the changes due to variations in the cost of producing.
Under "Labour" is given the most complete and sy.stematic discus-
sion of separation of employments. Capital is defined so as to in-

clude land, but careful reference is made to the distinctive

peculiarities of this form of wealth. Especially remarkable is

Hermann's treatment of what he calls Kidz-capital (i.e., service-

capital), with regard to which he accepts almost entirely the view of
J. B. Say. Under fixed capital a very elaborate treatment of the
nature and economic influence of machines is given, while the
handling of changes in the cost of production, both here and in th*
essay on " Profit, is acute and luminous.

The sixth essay analyses the forces which underlie sujiply and
demand. These are stated to be:—(a) on the side of the pur-

chaser—(1) his desire for the commodity in question, or its utility

to him, (2) his means, (3) the competition of sellers ; (i) on tlio

side of the seller— (1) cost of production, (2) competition of the

buyers, (3) the value of the medium of exchange. The same
considerations are shown to hold good in the case of the price

of labour, though unfortunately the seventh essay, on "Wages,"
is incomplete. The eighth essay, on "Profit," discusses very elabo-

rately the rate of return on the various species of capital and the

circumstances that determine it, distinguishes interest from profit in

general, and marks as a special form the profit of the enlrcprmeur
XUnternchinvi'aemnn),' This last he regards as distinct from wages <t
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aupcriatendencc, and from insurance for risk. The ninth and tenth

essays, on " Revenue " and " Consumption," are perlinps specially in-

teresting from tlie clear mode in which the theory, afterwards called

that of the wages fund, is rejected, andfrom the jirecision with wldch
the diverse points of view for estimating net revenue arc discrim-

inated.

This brief analysis is sufficient to show the Iiigli value of

Hermann's work as a contribution to pure economics. On practical

questions, those of economic legislation, liis opinions are only to be

gathered with dillicnlty from the papers in the GclcUrU Anzci'jcn,

and generally were expressed with such reference to special circum-

stances as to render doubtful their full import. It seems probable,

however, that his views on protection were far from clear, and that

he was somewhat under the sway of the dangerous principle that the

best financial policy is encouragement of national industry. It is

diRicult, however, to speak definitely on this subject.
Sec Kaufz, Ocxch. Eiiticicklunj rf. yationaf- Ocionomik,

i->]y.
633-38; nosrher,

aacll. d. Sat. Ockon. in DeulscMand. pp. 8G0-79. (R. AD.)

HERMANiN", Joh.vnn Gottfried Jakob (1772-1818),

classical editor and philologist, was born at Leipsic on

November 28, 1772. Entering the university of his native

city at the precocious age of fourteen, Hermann at first

studied law, but his inclination to classical learning was

too strong to be resisted, and accordingly, after a session

spent at Jena in 1793-9 1, he became a lecturer on classical

literature in Leipsic. In 1798 he was appointed professor

extraordinarius of philosophy at the university there, and
after refusing an invitation to proceed to Kiel as rector of

a school, he was in 1803 chosen professor of eloquence.

In 1809 he received the chair of poetry in addition. He
4ied, senior of the university, on December 31, 1848.

Hermann devoted his early attention t5 the classical poetical

metres, and publisheil on that subject Dc mctris Gracorum ct Ho-
vuiiioriiiii poctarani, in 1796; Handbuch dcr Mdrik, in 1798; Elc-

mcida doctrinm mctriccc, in 1816, of which an Epitome appeared in

1818 ; and Dc iktris Piiulari in 1817, attached to Heyne s edition

•of that author. Of his influential and valuable writiiigs on Greek
grammar the chief are Dc emendcnda rationc Grcccce gramvmtka:,
1801 ; Notes and Excursus to Vigcr's " Dc prcccipuis Oraxcc dictionis

idiotismis," 1802 ; and Dc particula &y libri IV., 1831. His Lexi-
con of Photic appeared in 1808. His editions of the classics com-
prise several of the plays of Kuripides (see vol. viii. p. 680); the
Cloudsoi -Aristophanes, 1799; Trinumimis of Plautus, 1800; Poetics

of Aristotle, 1802; Hi/nuis of Orpheus, 1805; and the Homeric
Hijians, 1816. In 1825 Hermann fmishetl the edition of Sophocles
b«;nm by Erfurdt. His editions of Bion and Moschus were
published posthumously in 1849, and of all the plays of .iEschylus
•II 1852. The Opuscula, a collection of Hermann s smaller writings
in Latin, appeared in seven volumes between 1827 and 1877.

HERMANN, Karl Friedrich (1804-185G),one of the
leading representatives of classical investigation in Germany,
was bora August 4, 1804, at Frankfort-ou-the-Main. Hia
early education was received partly at Frankfort and partly

at Weilburg, and his university studies were carried on at

Heidelberg and Leipaic. On his return from a tour in

Italy ho habilitated in 18'26 as privat-docent in Heidelberg
;

in 1832 he was called to Marburg as professor ordinariua
of classical literature; and in 1842 he was transferred to

Giittingen to fill the chair left vacant by the death of
•Ottfried Miiller. Both at Marburg and Giittingen he like-

wise held the office of director of the philological seminary.
He died at Gottingen on the 8th of January 1856. ller-
mann'.s scholarship took in a wide and ever-widening
horizon ; but his vision was clear and steady, and he knew
well how to portray for other eyes the scenes that shaped
themselves with now life before his own. Among his more
important publications are the Lehrbuch der gri^chischen
Anliq^dtiiten, of which the first portion (Heidelberg, 1841)
deals with political, the second (1846) with religious, and
the third (1852) with domestic antiquities; the Geschichte
nnd System der Platonischen Philosophic (Heidelberg,
1839); an edition of the Platonic Dialogues (6 vols.,
Leipsic, 1851-52); and Ctdturgeschichte der Griechen vnd
Itomcr (Gottingen, 1857-58, 2 vols.), published after his
death by G. Schmidt. A collection of Ahhandlungen uud
Beitrdge zur class. Littratw nnd Alterthumskunde appeared
in 1849, but the great mass of Lis essays and brochures,

which deal v.ith a vast variety of archajological, artistic,

critical, and philosophical subjects, are still unarranged.

See Lechner, Zur Erinnerung an K, F. llennann (Berlin,

1864).

HERMANNSTADT (Hungarian Nagy-Szehen, Latin
Cibinium), chief town of an Hungarian county of the Eama
name, is advantageously situated on the Szeben, an affluent

of the Aluta, about 72 miles S.E. of Kolozsvdr (Klausen-
burg), and is the terminus of the Kapus and Nagy-Szeben
branch line of railway, in 45° 48' N. lat. and 24" 9' E. long.

It ia the see of a Greek Orthodox bishop, the meeting place

of the Lutheran consistory for the Transylvanian circle, and
the headquarters both of the honvid (or "defence-militia")

and of the regular infantry and artillery of the district ; and
it also possesses royal courts of law and assizes, and offices of

finance, assay, state survey, and engineering. Hermannstadt
has a somewhat mediieval appearance, the streets being

often narrow, and the houses built in the old German style.

Of the squares the most striking is the largo quadrangular

market-place. The public buildings comprise Roman and
Greek Catholic, Greek Orthodox, C'alvinist, and Lutheran
churches, a royal law academy, botli Roman Catholic and
Lutheran gymnasia, a Greek Orthodox seminary for priests,

a hospital for the insane, foundling and orphan holhes,

Franciscan and Ursulan retreats, a house of correction,

civil and military hospitals, county and town halls, the

infantry and large new artillery barracks, the town theatre,

the " Transylvania " assurance office, the " Albina" bank,

and, above all, the Bruckenthal palace with its fine museum
and library. Among the industrial establishments are

factories for the preparation of soap, candles, soda, sulphuric

acid, bone-dust, paper, cloth, linen, leather, caps, boots,

combs, and building materials. There are also printing

houses, tanneries, and rope-walks, several distilleries, and
a largo brewery. A brisk tr&de is carried on both at the

regular weekly markets and at the special fairs. The civil

population in 1870 was 18,998, of whom about two-thirds

were of German (Saxon) and the remainder of Itotimanian

and Magyar extraction.

The German name of the town is traceable to Hcnnanu, a citizea

of Nuremberg, who about the middle of the 12th century establisliej

a colony on the spot. In the 13th century it boro the name o#

Villa Ilcrmanni. Under the last monarchs of the native ilagyar
dynasty Hermannstadt enjoyed cxccjitional privileges, and sooa
became a thriving centre of trade, its commerce with 'V East
rising to considerable importance. In the course of the 16th and
ICth centuries it was several times besieged by the Turks. In
1610 it suffered at the hands of the Transylvanian princo Gabrii-I

Bathori. At the beginning of 1819 it was the scene of several

engagements between the Austrinns and Ilungnrians ; nnd later !
the year it was several times taken and retaken by the Kussian*
and Hungarians, the latter being eventually forced to yield to

overwhelming numbers, August 6

HERJIAS. See ArosTOUc Father-s, vol. ii. p. 197.

HERMENEUTICS, Biblical, is that branch of theo-

logical science which treats of the principles of Scriptur*

interpretation. Variously described as the theory of the dis-

covery and communication of the thoughts of Holy Scrip-

ture (Lange), the science of attaining clearness both in

comprehending and in explaining the sense of the Biblical

authors (Erncsti), the methodological preparation for tho

interpreter and for exegesis (Doedes), tho science of the

removal of dilTerences between us and the sacred writers

(Immer), it has for its task to determine the laws of valid

excgetical practice. Schlcicrmaclier and Klausen Lavo

limited it to the doctrine of what tho interpreter has t*

observe in order to put himself in possession of tho mind
of Scripture. Tho former defines it as a discipline which

looks simply to tho reader's own apprehension, not to the

conveyance of tho meaning a.scertaincd to others; which
latter is to bo regarded, ho thinks, as but a particular

divibiou of tho art of speaking and writing. It lias bccQ
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generally taken, however, to liavc respect to the communi-

cation as well as the acquisition of the thoughts of the

Biblical writers. This larger definition, which is as ancient

at least as Augustine's statement of the two things "quibus

nititur omuis tractatio Scripturae, modus iinreniendi quae

intelligenda sunt et modus proferendi quas intellecta sunt

"

{De Doctr. Christ., i. 1), has been formally accepted or

practically acted on by most modern authorities. It is con-

sonant with the currency of the terms ipfirivevu), ipfiriv(v<s,

ipfir)vivrri<s (connected it may be with Hermes, but not

derived from that, such use of a deity's name being prob-

ably unexampled).! These in the classics express both

expounding (Pindar, 0., 2, 153) and interpreting or trans-

lating a foreign language to others (Xen., Anah., L 2, 17

;

Herod., ii. 125); while in the New Testament ipix7jvcv(iv

means to translate (John i. 39, 43) and SifpftTji/evcti/ to

expound, interpret, or translate (Luke xxiy. 27, 1 Cor. xii.

30, Acts ix. 36). The definition is in harmony too with the

Protestant idea of exegesis as an art which brings the con-

tents of Scripture to the general understanding, and the

Protestant conception of the direct approach of God's word

to man's heart by Scripture. As the theory of the interpre-

tative art hermeneutics is usually taken to be an historical

science, forming a subdivision of historical theology. Where,

however, a fourfold, instead of a threefold, distribution of

theological science is adopted, it is assigned to literary theo-

logy. It presupposes -such disciplines as textual criticism

and Biblical introduction, while it may exercise a reflex

influence on some of the discussions with ^7hich these

are conversant. Although practice precedes theory, and

only through the use of the art of interpretation can the

principles of interpretation be reached, as it is out of

Scripture itself that the laws of Scriptural exposition must

be drawn, theoretically this science precedes exegesis and

forms an indispensable preparation for Biblical theology.

Much which it has been the custom to embrace within it

belongs really to general hermeneutics. The limits properly

5»ssignable to it are comparatively narrow, its immediate

object being to decide how the laws of general hermeneutics

are related to the particular records known as Scripture.

The propriety of a special Biblical hermeneutic is established

80 far as Scripture is proved to be more than an ordinary

literature. The Christian who comes to the Bible with the

conviction that it ia the record of divine communications,

and with the experience that it is the medium through

which God has spoken to him and led him into new relations

to Himself, Las to ask whether the principles of ordinary

hermeneutics have to be modified or supplemented when
applied to these books. Neither the Christian recognition of

the spiritual character of Scripture nor the Protestant asser-

tion of the right of private judgment, the perspicuity of

Scripture, and the laity's direct interest in the Bible,

warrants the extreme position assumed among s6me sects,

that a scholarly interpretation and, therefore, a science of

hermeneutics are superfluous. Being a literary record com-

posed in languages which demand the exegetical jjraxis of

translation, and produced under circumstances, by writers,

and for readers widely removed in date and character from

oar present acquaintance, Scripture requires a scientific

process for its exposition, and the laws of that process must

be verified. The peculiar value which attaches to it as a

holy literature makes this the more needful, the exceptional

position assigned it rendering its interpretation opener to

the invasion of prepossession and private religious ideas.

The exclusive authority ascribed to these books by the

Protestant, who accepts them as the only rule of faith and

life, gives him a special interest in hermeneutics. The

concrete and historical form in which their spiritual teach-

ing appears, the figurative, typical, and symbolical terms

' See article Heumlb. and compare Curtius, Greek Eliimolot/y, g 350.

so largely used in them, the numerous presuppositions on
which their statements of religious truth and fact proceed,

suggest the necessity of such a discipline. The qualities

of Scripture which render its appeal to the common under-

standing distinct and immediate are arguments for scientific

intelligence in educing from its declarations nothing moro
and nothing less than their exact intention. The interpre-

ter's function being, not to develop some meaning which
the words might bear to present students or which the first

readers may have seen in them, but simply to ascertaia

with precision and completeness the ideas which the writers

themselves meant to convey, it may be said with Scbleier-

macher that in a certain sense the interpreter lias to educs

more than the author introduced. The former has to bring

out into clearness much that influenced the latter Lalf-

unconsciously iu his compusition, and to give objective

expression to much that underlies his definite statements.

Hence the special need for a scientific hermeneutic in the

case of a book like the Bible, in which there is so much
that is implicit. The vast variety of results reached in

crucial passages, and the wide diversities of method which

have been pursued among individual exegetes and id

exegetical schools, make the propriety and utility of such

a science the more apparent;

Since Christopher Wolle (Ilermenevika J^ovi Foederit

acroamaticodo'jmalica cerlissimis de/ecaUe phitosophice prinr

ciinis corroborala eximiisqiie omnitmi Theologice Christiance

partium usibus iiiservieni, Leipsic, 1736) the hermeneutics

of the New Testament, for the sake of convenience or on

grounds of scientific distinction, has often been separated

from the hermeneutics of the Old Testament. The scien-

tific union or disjunction of these disciplines depends on

the view entertained of the mutual relations of the Hebrevr

Scriptures and the Christian. AYhere the Bible is seen to

constitute an organic whole, the hermeiieutical principles

applicable to the two Testaments are treated in connexion.

It then becomes one great object of the science to grasp tho

diiTerences which are discovered within the unity of Scrip-

ture, and exhibit what account has to be taken of these in

the art of interpretation. A distinct position, however,

naturally belongs to Jewish hermeneutics, which dealt with

the Hebrew Scriptures as at once the entire written revela-

tion of God, and the repertory of the highest wisdom oa

all subjects of human inquiry. The results of the scientific

study of the Old Testament, which was earned on with vast

activity from Ezra's time by numerous scribes and in great

schools and colleges (Jerusalem, Tiberias, Sura, Pumbeditha,

Nahardea, <kc.), are seen in the Talmudical writings, the

ilishua giving authoritative enlargements and explanations,

of the law, and the Gemma, in its twofold form of Jej-u-

S(ilc7)i Tahind edited at Tiberias, and Babylonian Talrnnd

proceeding from Sura, containing further commentaries,

fiintastic definitions, and explanations of prior explanations

(see Talmud). The most ancient Jewish interpretation of

Scripture, the Midrash (" study," " investigation"), which

assumed a fixed character during the period of the second

temple and gi-adually formed a literature, ran out into two

great branches, logical or legal exposition, and practical or

homiletical exposition. The former, designated "Halacha"

(" rule by which to walk," " binding precept "), brought the

law to bear upon points of religious or general interest on

which there was no explicit declaration. It confined itself

chiefly to the Pentateuch, extracting from it by numerous

exegetical expedients a body of "Halachoth " or sopheric

precepts (c/. Matt. xv. 2, Mark vii. 3), which were held

authoritative. These, after a long period of oral trans-

mission, gradually assumed written form, and passed

finally through a process of compilation, classification,

and redaction which extended perhaps from about two

RQuturiea before to two centuries after Christ. The latter.
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styled " Hagada " (" opinion," " free exposition "), was
meant for education, traversed the entire Old Tcstanieut,

and occupied itself with the application of Scripture to the

purposes of practical instruction in all manner of subjects,

ethical, political, metaphysical, theosophic, as well as re-

ligious. Its expositions were conveyed in forms, symbolical,

poetic, parabolic, such as were most likely to arrest atten-

tion, and, though of no binding authority, it niado itself so

attractive to the people that it was often known as " the

Midrash " distinctively. The hermeneutical laws followed

in these two lines of exposition are sufticiently well known.
Eliezer ben Jose, the Oalih-ean, a distinguished rabbi of

the 2d century of our era, has embodied the results of a

final redaction of the principles of the Hagadic exegesis in

a series of thirty-two rules. Some of these are sound,

dealing, e.(i., with the use of brachylogy, repetition, parable,

the reconciliation of two discrepant texts by a third, itc.

ilany of them are wholly fantastic, prescribing how explana-

tions are to be sought by reducing the letters of a word
to their numerical value, by the transposition of letters, by
the substitution of another word of the same numerical'

value for one which yields no worthy sense, by studying
the introduction of superfluous particles, itc. Such prin-

ciples held a much smaller place in the Halachic exegesis,

which, as it aimed at something higher than applications

of Scripture, could indulge in fewer freedoms in certain

directions, so far as it was true to its idea. In the fixing

of the Halachic hermeneutics Hillel I. (died 8 or 10 a.d.)

occupies a conspicuous place. He reduced the traditional

legal erudition of the Jews, with its bewildering multiplicity

of law.s, from the 600 or 700 sections over which it is said

previously to have spread, to six capital "Sedarim"or orders,

forming a manageable basis on which his successors 'Akiba,

Simon III., and Jehudah I. could work on to the final codi-

fication of tin MUhna. He was also the first to formulate

dafinite rules by which the rabbinical development of the

law should proceed. These canons of interpretation were
seven in number, afterwards increased by Rabbi Ismael to

thirteen by the addition of seven new rules and the omission

of the sixth, and looked to the construction of Biblical

warrant for precepts which it was wished to prove implicit

in the law. These "Jliddoth" were instructions to reason

(I) a miiiori ad majas, (2) en analorjia, (3) by derivation

of a principal proposition from a single passage, (4) by
derivation of a principal proposition from two passages, (5)

by limitation of the general through .the particular, (6) by
sxplanation of one passage through another, (7) by the use

of the context. , The idea that the Old Testament, pre-

eminently the law, held hidden in it the highest wisdom
on all subjects, was naturally inimical to the rights of the

literal sense. The rabbinical hermeneutics drew inevitable

distinctions between the proper or innate sense (VO^O),

which again was described as either verbal (t3K'?3J or

figurative (lio), and the derivative or studied sense {^'PP,
'"'?'t1')i which was to be sotight either by inference (t^l"''?)-

or by artificial conjunction ('9v)- The natural sense, how-
ever, though practically robbed of its dues, was not pro-

fessedly ignored. This regard for it, which was never
wholly disowned, ultimately took shape in the improved
k'abbinical hermeneutics of the Middle Ages. In the

writings of such rabbis as Saadias Gaon, Jarchi, Rashi,

Kimchi, Maimouidcs, Abarbanel (a line of expositors ex-

tending from the lOtli to the ICth century), uo find, along-

side the traditional rules and explanations, a scientific

recognition of the interpreter's duty to give tho literal

sense as well as a practical application of the principles of

grammatical and historical exegesis to the Old Testament.
Tho he/menoutic3 developed among tho Hellenistic Jews

iad marked characteristics of its own. These interpreter.',

^sparling from tho cxclusivcness of rabbinical devotion to

the Old Testament revelation, and from the pure Hjoraism
of native Jews, brought to the study of the sacred books a
range of ideas derived from Hellenic culture. They had to

devise a hermeneutical procedure which would harmonize
their new ethnic learning with the traditional estimate of

the Jewish Scriptures. To the theosophic Hellenist, and
specially to the Alexandrian Jew, acceptance of the plain

sense was often an impossibility. A reconciliation was
sought by the use of allegorical interpretation. This method
was also pursued by the Rabbinical exegetcs. It is em-
braced in the Halachic hermeneutics, and is seen in the
distinctions drawn by Palestinian Jews between the body
and the soul of texts. But while the allegorical interpreta-

tion of native Jews, in consonance with their purer estimate

of the Hebrew revelation, moved in the direction of the
typical, that of the Hellenists became rather mystical. The
coryphajus in this hermeneutical practice was Philo (born

perhaps about 20 B.C.), although he had predecessors in

Aristobulus (180 B.C.), Josephus, and others. He devoted
himself mainly to the exposition of the Pentateuch, with
the view of explaining the realism and anthropomorphism
of the Old Testament in a way to Suit the philoscphy of

the time. Wishful to retain the Alexandrian Jew's regard

for Moses as the supremely inspired prophet of God and
the oracle of all mysteries along with adherence to the

current Platonism and theosophy, he suppo.sed that the

Mosaic writings contained a twofold mode of teaching, a

popular representation of God and divine things and a
spiritual. It was the task of wisdom to penetrate through

the envelope of the literal history to the secret sense which

it shielded. The verbal sense was acknowledged, but held

to be for the illiterate. The outstanding facts in the records

of the creation, the deluge, the careers of the patriarchs and
Moses, were accepted in an historic sense, but the details

of all these narratives wei'e spiritualized. Sometimes tho

figurative meaning was made the only meaning, but in

other cases the objective meaning w-as allowed to be tho

intended meaning. The hermeneutical rule, however, was
to rise by allegory from the superficial anthropomorphic

sense (to i/fuj^tKoi') to the higher or spiritual sense (to

TTvcu/iaTiKoV). The simple histories were symbols of

abstract truth.s. To the enlightened they were so many
modes of soul (rpoVoi i^dx5^)—Adam the figure of the

sensuous nature, Rebecca of patience, Leah of despised

virtue, Egypt an emblem of the body, and Canaan of piety.

Two later chapters in tho history of Jewish herme-

neutics deserve notice. On tho one hand the rabbinical

procedure was decisively departed, from by the Karaites,

among whom Japhot ben Heli, of Bus.sorah, belonging to

the close of the 1 0th century, and Aaron ben Joseph, of the

13th century, are notable. In their case interpretation

again sought the via media between bald literalism and

arbitrary spiritualizing. It was prosecuted on the princijilcs

of renouncing the quest after a variety of senses, abiding

by the natural sense, accepting metaphor where the figura-

tive was intended, and conserving tho religious interest.

On tho other hand an extraordinary development' was given

to tho r.ibbinical hermeneutics by tho Kabbalists of tho

Middle Ages, who used tho devices of artificial interpreta-

tion in order to find an Old Testament basis for their mixed

NeoPlatonist, Gnostic, and Sabx'an cultnrc. Tho Kabbala

("what has been received," "tradition," see Kapbala) had

its roots in the ancient doctrine of numbers, for which the

Jews were probably indebted to tho Chahhvaus. The use

of the numerical power of letters as a key to mysteries,

which tho Palestinian Jews had early favoured and which

formed a iiot inconsiderable clement in the Hagadic exposi-

tion, expanded into a vast system of fantastic Hebrew

Gnosticism in tho 8th century of tho Christian era, Tho

written Word was regarded rts a depository uf secret doctrijo
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and absolute truth which couki be entered only by tho

iaitiated. The mysteries hidden in its letters required for

their discovery processes of exchange, more or less intricate,

between literal and numerical values. By the combinations

and permutations of lettera, the interchange of words of

equal numerical value, and similar artifices, new meanings
were extracted where the proper sense seemed poor, ami
acceptable meanings found where offence was felt Where
the text, e.g., states (Numbers sii. I) that Moses married
an Ethiopian woman, the veiled sense was shown to bo
that he married a woman of heautifal cotmlenance, and the

offence_ against the law was thus removed. For the letters

of n^ia added together make the sum 73G; the letters in

the expression ^^y? n?', "beautiful of -countenance,"

yield tho same sura ; and the enlightened are able to read

the latter idea in the former appellative. Distinct titles

came to be applied to different branches of the art. The
process of reaching hidden truths by the numerical equiva-

lence of letters (as when from the circumstance that x occurs

six times in the first and last verses of the Old Testament
it is inferred that the world is to last 6000 years) was
styled "Gematria." The process of forming new words out

of the several letters of some solemn term, or one new word
by combining the first letters of several words (as when the

answer ^T^, "circumcision," is discovered in the question

in Deut xsx. 1 2, " Who shall go up for us to heaven ?

"

by bringing together the letters with which the several

words in the query commence), was called "Notarikon."

The use of the^bagrani or j->ermutatiou (as when by trans-

position of '3^!?^ into /XD'p it is ascertained that " mine
angel" of Ev.od. xxiii. 23 was the angel Jlichael) was
known as " Temurah." The hermeneutical practice of the

Kabbalists increased in subtlety as the thoosophic .<;ystem

itself grew. Rules were elaborated for exchanging the

powers of letters, reading thera in .a variety of orders, and
L/therwise conjuring with the literal sense.

The course which Biblical hermeneutics has run outside

the purely Jewish pale has been not less changeful or

remarkable. The Xev,- Testament writings show at large

how the apostles and first followers of Christ viewed, inter-

preted, and quoted the Old Testament. They give little in

the shape of formal hcrmeneutical principles, but allow

much to be inferred from usage and example. Conclusions

as to authoritative canon? of interpretation, bo far as these

are drawn from New Testament employments of Old. Testa-

ment Scripture, are v.-eighted with the question whether or

liow far currency is followed. It is affirmed on the one
liand that Paul, e.g., in his hermeneutics, was a pure
r.ibbiuijt, while on the other the equally extreme position

is held that his training is in no way reflected in his use of

the Hebrew Scriptures. Tho citation of the Old Testament
in the New, v/hich forms a question by Itself and one of

great intricacy, takes a variety of modes. Passages are

reproduced as direct prophecies of the Jlessiah and His
kingdom (Acts ii. 34, Heb. i. 13), as mediate references to

the same through partial realizations of their idea (Heb. ii.

6-9, 12, 13), as illustrations or applications of principles

common to both economies (Ptom. x. 6-8, 1 Tim. v. 18),
as apt expressions, without the character of explicit quota-
tion, in which New Testament statements naturally embody
themselves (1 Pet. i. 24-). The proper and inmiediate
sense is adhered to. The application of typology and
symbolism (Heb. viiL 5, ix. 9) is at the same time exem-
plified, and the existence of secondary or higher meanings
in allegorical or other forms (GaL iv. 24, Eph. v. 32)
is to a certain extent recognized. The typical relation

of the Old Testament to the New is everywhere presented.
It is exhibited both in the histories and in the insti-

tutions, and is developed alike in ethical, didactic, and
prophatic significance (1 Cor. x. 6, 11, Rom. vi. 17, v.

14). The Hebrew revelation is interpreted as a divine

preparation for the Christian and as a continuous prophecy
bearing onwards towards Christ (Acts. ii. 25). Its official

personages and its saints, its ordinances and its events,

are real though imperfect exhibitions of Messiah and the

Messianic kingdom. Even its minor occurrences and inci-

dental utterances are anticipations or expressions of the

purposes of Jehovah realized in the Christian dispensation

(Matt. ii. 15, Heb. iv. 7, Eph. iv. 8-12). How far Biblical

hermeneutics within the Christian Church has gathered its

principles from Scripture itself, and what use it has made of

the New Testament praxis will appear from its history

It will be enough here to deal v, ith tbe capital ideas to which

the various conflicting methods seem capable of being

reduced. We indicate which of- these prevailed on the whole

in important schools and periods, without attempting a

chronological statement or detailing the exact relations of

each great name to this subject. It is not to be supposed,

however, that any single mode was exclusively dominant at

any one time, or that the interpreters whose names are

connected with some particular procedure held by that only.

On the contrary, in the long-continued absence of a definite

settlement of principles the best writers swayed remarkably

from method to method, and men who are largely identified

with vicious modes exhibit at the same time admirable

examples of the opposite. It may be said that three great

hermeneutical tendencies have been followed. These may
be conveniently designated the subjective, the dependent,

the historical.

1. The first, which we have distinguished asthe Suhjeclive

te'ndcncy, embraces all those widely diverse schemes which

agree in passing beyond the objective intention of the words

and seeking veiled or underlying meanings. To this belong

the different forms of the allegorical method, by which h
.meant the imposition of a sense not designed by the writer.

It is the adding of a meaning foreign to the intention,

rather than the substitution of an improper for the proper

sense. The first Christian interpreters were under special

temptations in this direction. The idea of the need of ex-

ceptional principles of exposition in order to reach the deep

significance of divine communications had a great hold ol

the ancient mind, Greek, Roman, Oriental, and Hebrew.

The spell of this idea and the powerful influence of the

Rabbinical tradition, acting on the Christian conviction

that the Bible is a divine message, readily induced the

notion that the ordinary laws of interpretation are inade-

quate, and that Scripture is honoured when the natural or

"lower" sense is made the stepping-stone to a "higher"

sense for which .special processes are required. Early

Christian literature, although its mysticism may sometimes

be otherwise explained, adheres decidedly to this idea

The apostolic fathers and the Apologists, while not entire

strangers to sound spiritual interpretation, are addicted to

the allegorical. The Upistle of Barnahas confirms faith

and perfects yvwo-ts by spiritualizing the details of such

narratives as. that of the iwo goats in Leviticus xvi. The

Shepherd of Hernias contains various examples. Clement

of Rome gives the figurative application of the scarlet line

suspended from Rahab's window, which is adopted by sii

many of the fathers. In this connexion great interest

belongs to Justin Martyr, who exhibits acquaintance with

several of the distinct senses which were subsequently

formulated. Embracing Christianity as the only certain

philosophy, and carrying much of his old Platonism with

him into his new faith, he dealt with the Scriptures very

much as he dealt with the classics. 'Hie histories of the Old

Testament (he seldom expounds the New) were a drapery

covering broad spiritual truths. As the piling of Pelion and

Ossa was a Greek version of the building of the lower of

Babel, so Jacob's marriage with Leah and Uachel denoted
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Jehovah's revelation in theJewish Church aud the Christian.

Every particular in prophetic passages like Geii. xlix. 9-12

had a mystical reference to Christ and His salvation, His

passion being signified by the wasliing of the garments in

wine, the Jews by the ass, the Gentiles by the colt.

The allegorical method, which offers itself as a natural

expedient for harmonizing difficulties between religious

faith and philosophical feeling, and which had been freely

applied to Homer by Plato, found a most congenial home
in Alexandria, where Philo's influen«e was strong. It

became a recognized principle with the entire catechetical

school, firmly rooted in the distinction which there prevailed

between mcm^ and yviuo-i?. Clement of Alexandria, who

seems to have been the first to bring the New Testament

no less than the Old under its scope, finds a parabolic

meaning in all Scripture, and affirms that the literal sense

carries us simply to the elementary stage of Christian know-

ledge called faith, while it is only through the allegorical

or mystical interpretation that we can reach that higher

wisdom which implies insight into the essence, reason, and

real relations of faith's objects. He speaks of a " tradition

of the church," an "ecclesiastical canon," or "canon of the

truth," which gives the key to the true understanding of

Scripture, and is identified with the yvwcris or spiritual

opprehension of divine mysteries as that was first communi-

cated by Christ to the apostles in oral form, and by them

transmitted to their successors. This canon is described as

" the consent and harmony of the law and the prophets

with the covenant delivered during the Lord's presence."

In accordance with this Clement discovers in the !Mosaic law

three senses in addition to the natural. The terms in which

tiie precepts are expressed are images of other things, rules

for the direction of life, and predictions of the future. The
high priest's robe is an emblem of the world of sense ; the

bells upon it are a symbol of the acceptable year of the

Lord. The decalogue itself is spiritualized, the fifth com-

mandment being taken to refer to the Heavenly Father, and

that divine Wisdom which is the mother of the just.^

A position of commanding importance must be claimed

lor Origen, whose genius secured wide and long-continued

acceptance for his greatest extravagances. Exact grammati-

cal exegesis is by no means alien to his homilies and com-

mentaries, and many of his strangest uses of Scripture may
be viewed as practical applications rather than scholarly

expositions. Fanciful modes, however, are so predominant

that he has been generally regarded as the chief allegorist

ef the Christian Church. Yet the disservice thus done by

his example cannot cloud the lustre of his merits in Biblical

studies. His Platonisra, his adhesion to the Alexandrian

idea of yvScris, his wish to defend and elucidate the

Christian religion by reason and philosophy, Lis exaggerated

notion of inspiration, combined to commend a mystical

fctyle of interpretation. In terms of the Platonic division
'

of man into body, soul, and spirit, ho held that Scripture

had a threefold sense, o-wjuotiko^, xpv^iKoi;, irvcviJiaTiKO's, The
first, or obvious, sense was meant for the edification of the

simple. The second, which was to be sought for under the

letter, and embodied the soul of Scripture, exhibited the

hearing of the word upon the practical needs of tlio moral

'/ife, and addressed itself to the more advanced. The third,

which lay still deeper, and imparted the spirit of Scripture,

disclosed pure unmixed truth, exercised the speculative

powers, and was intended only for the perfect, such as are

described in 1 Cor. ii. G, 7. He has been sometimes

credited with the promulgation of the fourfold di.itinction

afterwards so current, especially in the Latin Church, and
expressed in the couplet (given, e.^., by Lyra):

—

' See ospeci.illy Strom., vi. p. 676-89; also B.iur, Die Christtiche

Gnosis, aud Kayc, Some Account o/ the irnViiif/j and Opinions of

Clement o/ Alexandria,

i^itera gcsta dscct, qaiti credas allcgorin,

MoralU quiJ agxs, {[»o IcikRuj aiiuyogia.

Such terms, however, as tropological, mystical, allegorical,

pneumatic, anagogical, are rather interchangeable with him.

The literal sense, too, is so far from being dispensed with

that he has even been regarded (c.y., by Ernesti) aa the

first who secured for it its primary value, particularly in

New Testament exegesis. Eut, while ho maintains that the

spirit and the letter are generally to be taken together, and

admits that no small portion of the contents of Scripture

(f.y., the decalogue, precepts of universal obligation, even

many of the narratives) may not be allegorized, his practice

is greatly in the direction of esteeming the literal sense

only as the protecting shell of secret treasure. Wherever

the letter yields a meaning which seems to him unworthy,

or opposed t-o reason and possibility, a mystical sense is

discovered. He Btuinl:)^s at the record of creation when it

introduces the sun after the third day, at many of the

^losaic ordinances, at the realism of Christ's temptation.

He finds mysteries or figures of spiritual things in Eden,

Abraham's wives, Rebecca's visit to the well, the waterpots

at Cana,»and many other narratives. The later typo of

Alexandrian hermeneutics is seen in Cyril, who, without

wholly abandoning the literal' sense, carries typical inter-

pretation into unqualified allegorical extremes in dogmatic

and polemic interests.

The Western Church exhibited the same tendency, not

only in the marked artificialities of such teachers as Hippu-

lytus, Hilary, and Ambrose, but in the eminent instance of

Augustine. Though not the first to attempt a statement of

hermeneutical canons (having before him, for instance, the

seven rules of Tichonius, which ho states and criticizes at

length), he constructed more of a system in this line of in-

quiry as in some others, ilany of the principles which arc

enunciated in diff'erent parts of his writings, and moat defi-

nitely in his He Dodrina Christiana, are of permanent value.

He conceives the object of interpretation to be the discovery

of the thoughts of the writer exactly as he meant to express

them. He shows that the real sense is often not to be got by

insisting merely on expressions as they stand by themselves
;

that they must be compared with the immediate context,

with similar passages elsewhere, and with the essentials of

Christian doctrine; that faith and the aids of the Holy

Spirit cannot supersede the (»so of science ; that a reverent

and sympathetic mind is indispensable. But along with

such rules as these he propounds others which served as

grounds for his allegorical procedure. He aflirnis, cy.,

that whatever cannot clearly bo seen to bear upon honesty

of morals or the truth of faith must bo taken figuratively.

Ho speaks of several difforentmodes of interpretation,— the

historical, the a;tiological, the analogical, the allegorical.

Ho usually practises the first and the last of these. His

profound spiritual experience gave him a truer insight tlian

his canons indicated into many parts of Scripture, and

above all into the Paulino epistles. ,
Yet over most even

of the New Testament he allows the allegorical fancy to

rango freely. His infiuenco perpetuated the reign of the

allegorical method for many centuries throughout the

Western Church. In Gregory the Great, the Venerable

Bedc, llrabanus ]\[aurus, Hugo do S. Caro, and many

others, we see it steadily extending rather than merely

maintaining its sway, until in Bonaventura wo find the

current four senses—historical, tropological, allegorical,

anagogical- enlarged to seven by the addition of the

8yn°bolical, synecdochical, and hyperbolical.

2. The second great hermeneutical tendency, which we

call the Dependent, has an equally instructive history. It is

easy to understand how extreme allegorizing would lead to

a counter movement, and how this would be hcljied by iho

exigon'-ies of dealing! with hereticd who were thpnu-elvcs
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advocates of yvCicri^. The appeal soon came to bo made to

a rule of faith which may at first have meant nothing more

than the harmony of Scripture teaching, but which was

speedily identified with something outside Scripture, with

the contents of doctrinal summaries, or with the verdict

of exegetical tradition. The East and the West gave way

alike to this bias, but the West first and most positively.

In both wo find early mention of an ecclesiastical canon or

norm of truth. In the Church of the East, indeed, that

took originally the form of an authoritative yvwo-ts or

private exposition of the esoteric meaning of Scripture

handed down by careful tradition from Christ and the

apostles, while in the Church of the West it was rather

the voice of the church itself, and that soon the voice as

formulated. Both churches, however, more or less dis-

tinctly recognized an ecclesiastical tradition represented in

compends of doctrine which were i^ed for catechetical and

other purposes, and an interpretati* tradition embodied in

the expositions of influential doctors. Thus hermeneutical

independence was sacrificed. In Irenajus and TertuUian

we see how a very natural reaction took this direction.

The necessity of meeting errorists who were greal^er adepts

ia arbitrary spiritualizing than any whom the church could

present led them to ]^)rotest against the practice. Tliey saw

the propriety of looking to Scripture itself for hermeneutical

guidance, aud of rescuing it from the despotism of a mystical

philosophy which threatened the life of its cardinal doc-

trines. They adopted a simpler reading of its message, and

so far they deserve the name of pioneers in real historical

interpretation. But, as appears in their gross chiliastic

expositions, their literalism was carried to excess. It came
into conflict with the deeper declarations of Scripture, and

this conflict they were tempted to compose by a relapse into

fanciful methods. It created difficulties in their controversy

with Gnostic opponents, aiid these they thought to remove

by a final appeal to an authoritative tradition fixing the

sense in which the sacred books which both parties used

as witnesses to their doctrine were to be understood. This

was to be found in its integrity in those ancient churches

which had enjoyed direct apostolic teaching, and, as Irenfeus

conceived, in some special way in that of Rome. Gradually

the idea of a normative analogy of faith discovered within

Scripture was externalized, and the standard of interpreta-

tion was looked for in ecclesiastical symbols and the formal

decisions of the -heads of the church. In this process,

which issued in the Tridentine definition of the ultimate

determination of the interpretation of Scripture as resident

in the church, and the more recent declaration of the in-

fallibility of the pope as the voice of the church, Vinceiit

of Lerins claims particular notice. In his C'ommonitorimn,

for which we are indebted to the Semi-Pelagian controversy,

he lays down rules for the attainment of certitude in belief.

Faith is to bo settled by two things, the authority of

Scripture and the tradition of the churclt. The former is a
perfect and adequate four\dation. Yet the caprices of inter-

pretation require it to be supplemented by the latter. The
sense of Scripture is the sense in which the church under-

stands it, and this tradition of the Catholic Church, which
is to be accepted as the canon of hermeneutics, is defined

as " quod ubique, quod semper, quod ab omnibus creditum
est." This treatise, still retained in singular honour by
large sections of the Christian Church, exhibits the herme-
neutics which had been winning acceptance since the times

of Irenreus and Cyprian, and by which the Lctin com-
munion was led to l)ind itself. The result of the deference

paid to the fathers in both churches, and especially in the
West, was the renunciation of independent exegesis and the
production of compilations of patristic comments. These
crtipai or Catencc epitomized the interpretations of most of

the great expositors, particularly Origen, Chrj-sostom,

Jerome, and Augustine, aud were on the whole more suc-

cessfully executed in the Greek Church than in the Latin.

They were in use. by the end df the 5th or beginning of

the 6th century. Andreas of Cassarea, who belongs to

the former period, or Olympiodorus, whose date is about the

beginning of the 7th century, has sometimes been recog-

nized as the earliest epitomizer ; but the position is to be

assigned rather to Procopius of Gaza, who comes between

these two. For many centuries the most eminent divines

took part in the preparation of Catencc, such as Cassiodorus

(also a llteralist), Bede (already cited as an allegorist),

Alcuin, Hrabanus Jlaurus (often honoured as the most

learned interpreter of the 8th and 9th centuries), Haymo,

Remigius, Sedulius, Theophylact, CEcumenius, Paschasius

Eadbertus, and Aquinas. The Catena atirea of Aquinas on

the gospels was of great value. Redactions of the Cateum

were also made in course of time. These were the Glosscv,

which were known as mar<jinales or extrinseca when the

comments were given on the margin, and interUneares or

intrinsecce when these were introduced in the text. The most

influential glossa of the second class was that of Auselm of

Laon, who belongs to the end of the 11th and the begin-

ning of the 12th century. Of the former the most im-

portant was the Glossa ordinaria of Walafrid Strabo, which

was esteemed the chief exegetical manual for some six cen-

turies. Throughout the ^Middle Ages, full as these were of

theological activity, dogmatic and polemic, hermeneutics

became more and more a tradition. The less the Bible was

studied in a free spirit, the more it became the subject of

strained panegyric. Aquinas, indeed, though his practice

was often in conflict with his theory, could still speak of the

literal sense as that on which all the senses of Scripture are

founded, and of argument as to be drawn only from that

one literal sense and not from those senses which are ex-

pressed according to allegory {Summa, i. 1, art. 10). But

at last independence was so completely resigned that John

Gerson, the iUustrioiis chancellor of Paris, was only the ex-

ponent of the prevalent opinion, when he declared that

those who did not take the literal sense as the church

defined it ought to be dealt with not by curious reasonings

but by statutory penalties.

.3. But alongside these two hermeneutical tendencies there

can be traced from the earliest times, however obscurely or

fitfully, a third which we term the Historical. Men like

Irenffius, Origen, Augustine, <fcc., were not wholly incapa-

citated for the exercise of a better method by their

allegorical or dogmatic bias. There has been a line of

interpreters, slender enough as that line has been at times,

who have recognized it to be the exegete's object to dis-

cover the one sense intended by the writer himself, who
have allowed allegory therefore only where the writings

themselves indicated their mystical design, .and who have

. laid the first ituportance on the grammatical sense aud oa
the capacity of transporting oneself into the writer's posi-

tion. Even Alexandria presents in the great Athanasius

and in Isidore notable instances of interpreters who, though

given to occasional spiritualizing, proceed on the principle

of the airapKiia of Scripture (this specially in the case of

Athanasius), and on the necessity of considering the occasion

of each writing. But in direct antithesis to the allegorizing

school of Alexandria stood the school of Antioch, which
was grammatical and historical, with a tendency to an

extreme literalism which yielded in not a few cases a

jejune and tmspiritual exegesis. Theophilus and Julius

Africanus may claim a place in this order. But the

acknowledged representatives of the Antiochene school are

Lucian of Samosata, who is sometimes reckoned its real

founder, Diodorus of Tarsus, Theodore of Jlopsuestia, and
above all John Chrysostom and Theodoret of the Syrian

Cyrrhus. The last two. wh''e not less c.ireful of tba
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objective sensQ, surpassed the others in spiritual insight.

Chrysostoni abounda in sound hermeaeutical statements

%vhich strike a happy mean between Alexandrian arbitrari-

ness and the unethical superficiality into which extreme

Antiochene interpretation sank. He withstands the imposi-

tion of foreign senses as a practice dishonouring to the Word
of God, and yet shows how much there is that must be taken

otherwise than as it stands. He insists upon the importance

of ascertaining the "scope" of a writing in order to a correct

judgment of its separate declarations, on the necessity of

the revelation of the Spirit, on the respect duo to the

harmony of Scripture with itself. He lays it down as a

general principle that, when allegory is employed, the

Bible also gives its interpretation as a check upon the

unbridled desire of those who wish to allegorize {Ilom.

in. Genes, v.). Theodoret exhibits a kindred sobrietj*, and,

though occasionally guilty of seeking a secondary sense

where the obvious sense seems too bald, ranks deservedly

among the very best of ancient exegetes. Principles

similar to the Antiochene prevailed for a long period

also in the schools of Edessa and Nisibis. The objective

tendency found representatives, too, in men like Basil

of CMsarea, Gregory of Xazianzus, Gregory of Xyssa
(although he was less decidedly historical, and strongly

advocated a non-literal reading of Canticles in particular),

Pelagius, and the laborious Jerome. This last-named

ornament of the Latin Church, although he too often

drifted into fanciful and even puerile interpretations, was
strongly opposed both to the allegorists and the extreme
Uteralists. Against the former he affirmed that the gram-
matical and historical sense must be held the fundamental
thing. Against the latter he insisted that the figurative

interpretation is not necessarily equivalent to the allegori-

cal, and that the gospel is to be sought not in the words

.

but in the sense of Scripture, not in the surface but in the

Qiarrow, not in the loaves of discourses but in the root of

the idea {Comm. in Ilahac. iii. 14; in Epist. ad Galat. i.

II). In the unproductive centuries which followed, this

purer hermeneutical tendency appears occasionally in such

instances as those of Druthmar, " the grammarian;"
CEcumenius, bishop of the Thessalian Tricca, who belongs

to the 10th century; Theophylact, bishop of Achrida in

Bulgaria, " tho last of the fathers "; Rupert of Deutz and
Euthymius Zigabenus, who carry us into the 12th century.

A great impetus was given to independent hermeneutics

by the Humanists and the precursors of the Reformation.

An eminent position is occupied by Nicolaus de Lyra, to

whose Poslill<c, or brief commentaries on the whole Bible,

Luther and the Reformers owed a debt expressed in tho

familiar distich, " Si LJra non lyrasset, Lutherus non
saltasset." The current fourfold division of tho senso of

Scripture still appeared in his writings, but for tho most
part only as a theoretic division. Ho allowed occasional

spiritualizing, but that mostly in the form of professed

practical application of tho proper sense. Ho declared

anew tho necessity of adhering to the plain objective

meaning, likening tho mystical interpretation which departs

from the solid basis of the literal sense to a building which
deviates from its foundation and inclines to its fall. On the
sido of grammar and philology the reaction was helped by
Laurentius Valla and other Humanists, although the services

of Reuchlin in particular, great as they were in the assertion

of exegctical- freedom and in tho restoration of linguistic

science, were impaired by cabbalistic predilections (cf.

specially his De verba inirifico). On tho religious side,

something was achieved by men like Wycliffo, Huss,
Wessel, who all perceived the primary importance of tho
gyanuuatical method, and Faber Stapulensis (Lefovro
d'Etaplcs), who afHrmcd tho sufficiency of tho Word, and
practised an iudLpeiidi.ut, ivm ilugmatic exegesis. It is

matter of course that Erasmus should claim special notico

in this connexion. In this consummate scholar and versa-

tile genius, who continued and vastly excelled all that Lad
been attempted by Valla and others, and whose guidance

the Reformers were wise enough to follow, notwithstanding

tho frequent deficiencies of his exegesis in depth and
spiritual insight, we come at length upon a master Land
that marks a great epoch. Indecision clings indeed to his

utterances on some subjects. He speaks with caution on
the infallibility of the church and the church's head,

although he lets us sec that he rejects it. He admits the

existence of occasional inaccuracies in the Scriptures. But
he declares that these are so far from being disadvantageous

to the gospel that they are turned by the Spirit into a help

to faith. He adds at the same time that if the authority

of the entire Scripture should be supposed to be impaired

by the presence of the smallest error in it, it is more than

probable that none of the copies now used by the Catholic

Church is so perfect as to be free from the intrusion of all

mistakes, accidental or intentional {cf. Annot. in Mall, ii.

6). But his clear enunciation of the interpreter's inde-

pendence and the inquirer's obligation to become bound by
the authority of no one (/n Luc. ii. 35), his advocacy of

the translation and free circulation of the Scriptures, Lis

repudiation of any other sense than what was meant to

be conveyed, his s;igacity in dealing with the figurative

sections of both Testaments, his recognition of the need of

a " pia curiositas " and a " curiosa pietas " in the exposition

of the divine word {cf. Pref. to Paraph, in Evang.), his

practice of the truo exegetical art in his Paraphrases and

Annotations, contributed powerfully to tho difi"usion of

better hermeneutical ideas.

The mightiest impetus was given by the Reformers.

They were the heirs of what was best in the ancient school

of Antioch and in the Humanistic revival. But they added

to the philology, the grammar, the history, and the independ-

ence which were illustrated in these the spiritual insight and

tho personal religious interest which were so often wanting.

Tho process by which they won their own way to a freer

faith lifted them above tradition, mysticism, and unspiritual

literalism. Their profound religious experiences, intensified

by the forces at work in an unexampled mental upheavaJ,

made the Bible a new thing to them. It came to tlicm as

God's message, and they received it as tho only rule of faith

and life. It spoke immediately to their souls, and they

saw it was to be interpreted by itself. They found it a

message conveyed in historical form, and recognized the

need of tho appliances of language and history in order to

read it. They perceived it to be a spiritual message, and

discovered that the full reception of it could come only by
spiritual enlightenment. Believing it to bo a message

meant for all, they held it perspicuous to the general

intelligence of tho praj'crful in all that concerns faith and

morals, and affirmed, with Jlelanchthon, "unam ot ccrtam et

simplicem scntontiam ubique quicrendam esse juxta pne-

cepta grammaticx, dialccticM, ct rhetorica;." Each of the

great Reformers did something to advance this truer her-

menoiitical movement. Luther, Zwingli, and Calvin were

aliko imbued with Jjio historic senso, Luther excelling in

spiritual genius and a bold originality which carried him at

times to extremes in tho indcpcndcneo of his treatment of

Scripture, Zwingli in an incisive perception which inclined

strangely at times to subjective interpretations, Calvin in a

union of qualities which distinguished him as tho foremost

exegeto of the Reformation. Profoundly reverencing Scrip-

ture as God's word, submitting to it as authoritative, yet

not binding himself to any theory of its inspiration which

would preclude the possibility of circumstantial inaccuracies

{cf. on Matt, xxvii. 9, Acts vii. IG), the Reformer of Geneva

escellc 1 all in freedom from arbitrary fxposition. in reading
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tke Biblical statements in tlie light of liistorical occasion

and intention, in laying the foundations of a truer typology,

and in exhibiting with its Christward testimony the

historical basis of Messianic prophecy. The coryphaei of

Protestant exegesis were aided by Beza, Bucer, Bullinger,

CEcolampadius, and others. At length the hermeneutics

of the Keformation found symbolical expression in the Pro-

testant definitions of the exclusive sufiiciency of Scripture,

its perspicuity under tlie use of the ordinary means and
with the teaching of the Holy Spirit, its possession of a

sense which is one and not manifold, and its interpretation

by itself. In the Clavis Scriptural Saaw of M. Flacius

lUyricus it was cast for the first time into systematic form,

and dealt with theoretically.

With the Reformation objective exegesis may be said to

have been firmly established. The conditions were also laid

for further herraeneutical progress. Since then the prin-

ciples of true grammatico-historical interpretation have be^n

gradually coming to be better understood, and more success-

fully applied. This has not been the case, however, without

frequent relapses. In various schools there Lave been

revivals of old errors. There has been a return to the

subjective tendency, e.ff., in the "moral interpretation" of

Kant, as well as in various forms of rationalistic and
Socinian exegesis. In accordance with his ideas of the

empiric and local order of an historical faith, and his defini-

tion of morality as the essence of religion, Kant held that

the judgments of the pure reason must be the test of

religious truth, and that the literal sense, when it seems to

convey a meaning adverse to morality, inconsistent with

reason, or unworthy of God, must have a new meaning found

for it. His hermeneutics, therefore, did not profess to rest

with the sense intended by the writer, but reckoned it

legitimate to adopt any possible sense which should be con-

formable to the interests of perfect morality. To the same
tendency belong the " psychological interpretation " of

Paulus and Eichhorn, and the mythical interpretation ^f

WeissB and Strauss. Of these the former proposed to

hermeneutics the task of distinguishing the realities from
the inexact impressions formed of facts by the sacred

writers, while the latter sought principles by which the idea

might be disentangled from the narrative vesture which it

had woven for itself. Pietism, too, although its leaders,

Spener and Francke, were of a better spirit, degenerated

through its straining after "edifying" interpretation into

mystic and chiliastic licence. The dependent tendency,

gain, formulated in the symbolical definitions on the sub-

ject of the Vulgate as the basis of exegesis, the church as

the authoritative interpreter, and the pope as the infallible

exponent of the church in official declarations on faith and
morals, has become so firmly seated in the Roman Catholic

communion that the interpreter's attitude to the church is

capable of being compared by a Catholic author to that of a

diplomatist acting in the spirit and interest of his prince.^

It is followed, too, by that section of the English Church
which defers to primitive tradition or the consent of the

fathers of the first four centuries. Even among those who
adhere to the Protestant positions there has been partial

reaction in both directions. The subjective tendency has

reasserted itself, e.g., in the artificial typology of the

Coceeian school, although Cocceius himsslf rather deserves

the credit of making Protestant theology, after it had entered

lis scholastic period, again more Biblical, and of enforcing

the importance of a literal, contextuil interpretation. The
dependent tendency has reappeared where the " analogy of

faith," instead of being kept to the original idea of the

general contents of Scripture as gathered from the lucid

passages and used for a help to the understanding of the

* Loelmis, Onoichiiye der bibUsdien Hermeneutik tm-d Kritik^ p.

151. Giesscn. 1839.

obscurer, has been identified with the creeds ond employed
as an external standard of interpretation.

But with partial retrogression there has been an advance
on the whole in Protestant hermeneutics. To this inter-

preters of very difierent schools have contributed. Among
these are to be mentioned SaL Glassius, the author of the
PIdlologia Sacra, Hugo Grotius, Abr. Calov, G. Calixtus,

J. J. Rambach, whose In stitultones Hermenniticae Sacrce

exercised a salutary influence, notwithstanding his inclinor

tion to the pietist principle of " emphasis '" in interpretat-

tion ; J. A. Bengel, in whose Gnomon a happy union was
effected between pietism and science; and J. S. Semler, who
did much for the expansion of historical interpretation, not-

withstanding the injurious results of his theory of accom-

modation. Of still greater importance are J. A. Emesti,

to whose celebrated Insiiluiio Interprctis Novi Tesiamenii

last century was indebted for the scientific presentation of

the soundest hermeneutical principles on th? philrdogsea*

side; Friedr. SchleierroarUer, whose fleiinenetiiil abcaat^:

in fertile suggestions, and brings ot't for the lirst time the

necessity of recognizing a spe^'i'icaUy Christian element io

the language of the New Testament ; and F. Liicke, who
illustrates the just combination of .the strictest scientific

method with the primary qualification of spiritual sympathy
with the Word in the true interpreter. Extensions of

hermeneutical method have been attempted, in the form of

defining a special "psychological" (Staudlin), "theological"

(Klausen, Landerer), or "dogmatic" (Doedes) interpreta-

tion, or in the form of proposing new modes of interpretatioo,

such as the " sesthetical " of Pareau, the "pneumatical" of

Beck, the " panharmonic " of Germar. But whatever is

valid in these schemes comes within the ordinary gramroa-

tico-hi.storical method. Properly understood, the historical

side of that method covers all that concerns the transporta-

tion of the exegete, not only into the times and circum-

stances of the composition of the books, but also into the

position and personality of the authors. It embraces

therefore that subjective quality which, however variously

designated as the religious preparation, sympathy with tlie

writers and their message, spiritual tact, or the illumina-

tion of the Holy Spirit, has been recognized by the best

interpreters to be a primary and essential requisite. The
development of these principles has been greatly helped by
the grammatical studies of men like Gesenius, Ewald, Cls-

hausen, and Bbttcher in Hebrew, and Winer and Buttmann
in Greek; by the literary, historical, critical, and theologi-

cal investigations of Herder, Baur, Rothe, Hofmann, and
many others ; and above all by the exegetical practice of

scientific expositors such as De Wette, Bleek, Hupfeld,

Liicke, Meyer, Godet, Ellicott, Lightfoot, and Delitzsch.

Results are thus being gathered which will issue in new
enlargements of hermeneutical method. A clearer insight

is being gained into the genius of the languages, which

has already rescued New. Testament Greek from purist

and Hebraist extremes, and into the nature of typology,

the laws of prophecy, the relation of the two Testaments to

each other, the historical delivery and development of their

contents, the unity (so distinguishable from uniformity)

which animates their diflferent sections. In these directions

there is the promise of further progress in hermeneutics.

More exact inquiry into the presuppositions which underlie

the Biblical doctrines will also tell upon the laws of

interpretatioa Differences in hermeneutical method, how-

ever, run up finally into differences of conception on the

origin of the sacred literature, its intention, and the Bpiril

which animates it. Uncertainty of view on the subject of

wbat Scripture is and what its inspiration covers, as seeu

in the symbols of the churches and in the widely divergent

positions affirmed by representative theologians of differefit

schools (c/., e.g., those expounded respectively by Chemnitz.
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Beck, Sclileiermaclicr, Jfartense;:, Hodge, Ewald, Rothe,

Hofmanii), exercises a disturbing influence. Moro deter-

minate conclusions on the definition of Scripture, such as

can be the result only of completer historical investigation

into the rise and object of the several books, must yet be

reached before a thorough adjustment is possible between

the religious interest and the scicutlfic in Biblical lier-

nieneutics.
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notieo:—S. F. N. Jlorns, Super Ilcnnetuutica J\^. T. acroascs
tieatlcni., 1797-1802 ; Olshausen, Ein IVort Tiber tic/em Schri/tsinu,

1824; Kuenen, Criliees ct Ilermcneutiecs librorum Novi Fcederis
lineaiiunla, 1858; Dcinke, Hermeneutik der Neutest. Schri/lslcllcr,

1829; Wilke, Die Hermeneutik dcs N. T. sijstcmatisch dargc-
tlelU. 1843-44; Inimer, Hermeneutik des N. T., 1873, Eng-
lish edition by Newman, Andover, 1877 ; Cellerier, Manuel d'Hcr-
jneHeiiliqiu biblique, 1852; Docdes, Manned of Hermeneutics,
1867;' 'Lango, Orundriss dcr bibl. Hermeneutik, 1878. On the
Hermeneutics of tho Roman Catholic Church, in addition to
Lochnis, tlicro may bo mentioned—J. Jalin, Enchiridion Her-
tnentiitiea: gcncralis tabularmn Vet. el N. T., 1812; Ranolder,
Herni. bibl. gen. principia rationalia, 1839; Kohlgruber, Hcnn.
bibl. ge.ner., 1850; Giintncr, Hcrm. bibl. genrr., 1851; Setwin,
lltrm. bibl. instilutiones, 1872; Reithmayr, Lehrbuch dcr bibl.

Herni., ASli; Friedlicb, Prolegomena znr bibl. Jfcrmen., 1868;
Wilko, Bibl. Hcrmen., 1853. Important discussions of sections of

the subject are found in Scyffarth, Ueber BcgrifT, Anordnung, und
Um/an^ rler Herni. des N. f., 1824; J. C. K. von Hofmann, Ver-
miselUe Aufsdtx, 1878: John Keble, Primitive Tradition recog-

nized in Holy Scripture, 1837, and On the Mysticism attributed to

the Early -Fathers of llie Church, 1868; Mcrx, Eine Jirde vom Aus-
lejen infhr.ioiutre dcs Allen Tests., 1879. (S. D. F. S.)

. HERMES is the name of a Greek god (corresponding to

th? Roman Mercury) whoso origin and real character are

perhaps more difhcult to define than Ls tho case with any
other Greek deity ; hero it is possible only to give an out-

lino of one definite theory, nnd refer the reader to the
works quoted at the end. He was not a god worshipped
by tho pure Doiic or Ionic races, but is found in most
places where yEolian, Achaean, and I'elasgic tribes can
be traced. If we begin with the rudest races, summed up
generally under tho title of Pclasgic, wo find Hermes often
connected with the mysterious Cabiri These deities
in the accounts we have, vary in number and sex, being
sometimes-two, sometimes three or four. We may conclude
that originally they were a pair, malo and female, whom
we may compare with Uranus and G.-ea, or with Cronus
and Rhea. Often the female is doubled, as mother and
daughter, resembling the relation of Demeter and Perse-
phone

; while the male also is transformed either into
twin brothers, or into a father and his son by one of the
female deities. Certainly the male deity seems sometimes
to be regarded as Hermes, sometimes as Hephastus (see

Heph.'ESTUs), while in other places the two are associated.

Hermes and Hephasstus are perhaps local varieties of one
type, which after having acquired distinct individuality in

their separate homes were brought beside each other by
subsequent intercourse. Hence we may understand how
the epithet ayycAos and the office of messenger between
gods and men, which in the Bte; Vccla belong to Agni, the
fire, are in Greek mythology attached to Hermes. Tliis

Pelasgic Hermes is an ithyphallic deity, the god of fertility

and reproductive power, and bestower of riches in flocks

and herds. Corresponding to this religious conception we
have in mythology such epithets as ipiovvto';, aKaK-qra, kc

;

and in the hymn to Aphrodite (written perhaps in yEolis

in the 9th century B.C.), Hermes and the Sileni (Latin

Silmni) are the companions of the mountain nymphs.
So in Arcadia, one of tho chief seats of his worship,'

where on Cyllene Lis birthplace was shown, he was by
Penelope the father of Pan. Penelope, the " torch-eyed

''

(Ahrens in PhiloL, 1879, p. 205), is a form of Athene,
Odysseus of Hermes; and Hermes and Athene"" are asso-

ciated as Hephaestus with Athene in Attica. In the very

mixed Attic people, it is not surprising to find the wor-

ship of Hermes widespread ; it is sometimes said to liavo

been introduced from Samothrace. In Athens Hermes
is the god of social life and intercourse in general,

of streets and doorways, and of tho pahcsti-a. He is

worshipped as ayopalo<; and TrpcnrvXaw; ; and Hermie,

pillars supporting a bearded head and furnished with a

phallus, stood all over the city. In Eaotia also wo find

Hermes, especially at Tanagra, where Hermes the champion,

and Hermes KpLocf>6poi, the averter of diseases, were

worshipped. The Doric god Apollo, with tho titlea

Agyieus and Paion, corresponds most closely to these Inst

aspects of Hermes. As god of social intercoui'se he easily

grows into the inipersonatiou of cleverness, and at last into

the patron of thieves. If we pass from religion to myllio-

logy, where we find all the successive ways of expres-

sing vie\<-3 of nature preserved to us side by side, we find

an immense variety of traditions. The most common
subject in these tales is the struggle between darkness and

light. When it is said that Hermes stole the oxen of

Apollo, and after killing two of them nailed their skins on

a rock, we have one of a class of myths described at length

by Kuhn {ICntwickchuir/sstufen iln- Myiholoejxe). Tho slain

animal is tho sun, who is killed every evening ; nnd tJio

hide, i.e., the sky of night, is either hung up on the tree of

heaven (as is the Golden Fleece) or fastened with the star-

lieaded nails. Again, when lo, tho moon, is watched by tlio

hundred-eyed Argus (Sanskrit nyiTs, "darkness"), the stas-

studded sky, Hermes slays Argus with a stone, the same
which Cadmus and Jason use, viz., the rising sun. In both

cases Hermes is the sun-god as hidden during the night away
among tho souls uf the dead : hence the Chthonian character
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so frequently attached to him. The tod wilh vzhich he

lulls men to sleep is the same sceptre that the ruler of the

dead, Yama or Ehadamanthus, Miuos or Hades, always

bears (Kuhn iu Xft., iv. p. 123) ; he is also the sender of

dreams ; we find him worshipped among the Chthonian

deities at Cnidus, and on vases accompanied by the

Chthflnian dog. We are now able to understand a fact

which, is perhaps the most interesting point connected with

Hermes. Kuhn first pointed out the identity of the Greek

'Eofiuas with the Sanskrit Sarameyas, and though the con-

nexion has been doubted by various writers, as ilannhardt

[Wald- und Feld-Kulte, ii. pref.) and others, yet no valid

objection Las ever been offered on etymological grounds

(see Benfey in Ahhandl. Gott. Ges., 1877). Amid the diffi-

culties which still envelop the translation and the mytho-

logy of the Vedas, it is, however, even more difficult to dis-

cover the original character of the two Sarameyau and their

mother Sarama, than it is to determine the nature of Hermes.

The two Sarameyau are mentioned twice in the Jlig Veda

(vii. 55; x. 14); they are two dogs, are said both to guard

the way to the abode of the dead and refuse a passage to the

impious, and also to act as the messengers of Yama, carry-

ing away the souls when the time of death has arrived.

Sarama also seems to be regarded as the messenger or the

dog of Indra; and Hermes appears regularly as the com-

panion and helper of all the light-heroes on their adventures.

One epithet of these dogs is ^'arvara, spotted, which in

its Greek form Cerberus (Benfey, Vedka, p. 149) is the

name of the dog that guards the gate of the lower world.

Now we find in Home that two lares prcestites, children of

Mercury and Egeria, are said to guard dwellings and streets

in the form of dogs ; and in the German legend the dog

who attends the wild huntsman Wuotan, i.e., the sun

hidden during the seven winter months, is closely related

to the dwarfs or spirits of the dead, and is called by their

name (Kuhn, West/. Sagen, i. p. 69c). So Hermes, whom
we have seen as king of the dead, is as ^.J'vxoTro/xTos also

the conductor of souls to their future homo ; we may there-

fore count the dog (or dogs) as ultimately identical in

character with the king of the dead. Sonne (on Charis in

Kuhn's Zft., x.)has pointed out how these primitive concep-

tions commonly pass through the stage of animals before

reaching that of gods ; and in mythology we have the two

stages preserved side by side as distinct beings. The Hindu
Kubera, lord of the treasures of the lower world, who may
be identified with Pluto or with Hermes, is styled "Lord
of the hosts of the Sarameyas."

In this account there has been no room left for the idea

of Hermes as connected with the wind. The sun, after ho

bas set at night, is the same as the sun hidden during the

dreary months of winter, who then rides abroad in the

tempest. The wind is then easily conceived as his servant

and messenger, and is often considered to carry away the

souls of the dead (see H.\rpies)'. From his connexion

with the v.'ind, Hermes is represented with winged shoes.

Bat with Roscher {Hermes der Wind-Gott) to see in Hermes

simply the wind is to take a narrow view and to ignore the

character of primitive Aryan thought.

In art, besides the HerniK already described, Hermes is

in the archaic time represented as a man with pointed beard,

wearing a chlamys and the broad hat called petasus ; his

symbols are the staff (K-t/piVctoi-) and the winged shoes

(talaria). The ideal type of Hermes was probably modelled

after the statue by Praxiteles in the Heraion at Olympia.

This statue, which was recently discovered by the Ger-

man expedition, represented the god leaning with his left

arm on a rock and supporting on it the infant Bacchus.

Tho right arm, which is lost, probably held the caduceus.

The form shows a perfect combination of agility and

strength.

See the works on mythology or religion by Welckcr, GerliariJ,
Rinck, Stuhr, Schwenck, 0. JliiUcr, Kckermann, H. D. MiiUcr*
Lauer, Schwartz, llax Mullcr, Preller, Hartung, Biaun, Maury^
&c. ; also Lehrs, Pojyularische Au/sat:c ; Schumann, Hcsiod. Tlieog.\
Gottliiig in Hcnilcs, xxix.; Slehlis, Grundidce dcs Hermes, ilyri-
ant/ietis A<;oins; Haupt in Z/t. f. Allcrlh., 1842; Oestermann,
Hcrmcs-Odi/ssci(s;li.'D. ihillei in fhilologus, xiv. ; Kuhn in Haunt's
Z/t.f. d. Allcrth., vi.; Von H.ihn, Sagwisscnsch. Studien; Roscher,
Hermes. As usual, the fullest list of ancient authorities is to be
found in Jacobi, Handicbrterbuch der Mythologie. (W. M. KA.)
HERMES, Geoeg (1775-1831), a distinguished Catholic

theologian, born on 22d April 1775, at Dreyerwald, in

Westphalia, was educated at the gymnasium and university
of Jliinster. His life presents no facts of importance.
.After completing his course of study at Miinster, he acted
for some time as lecturer at the gymnasium and theu a»
professor at the university. In 1820 he was called, as

professor of theology, to the university of Bonn, where he
remained till his death on 26th May 1831. Hermes was
peculiarly adapted for the life and work of the professoriate.

He had great gifts as a lecturer and teacher, and gathered

round him at Bonn a devoted band of adherents. His
works were Uniersttchunffen iiher die innere Wahrkelt des

Christentliums, Miinster, 1805, and Einleitung in die Christ-

Icatholische Tlieologie, of which the first part, a philoso-

phical introduction, was published in 1819, the second

part, on positive theology, in 1829. The FAnleitimg wa»
never completed. His C/iristl-atholische Dogmatik wa&
published, from his lectures, after his death by two of

his scholars, Achterfeld and Braun, 3 vols. 1831-4

The Eiiileitung is a remarkable work, boti in itself and
in its eff"ect upon Catholic theology in Germany. Few
works of modern times have excited a more keen and bitter

controversy. Hermes himself was very largely under the

influence of the Kantian and Fichtean ideas, and though

in the philosophical portion of his 'Einleitmighe criticizes

both these thinkers severely, rejects their doctrine of the

moral law as the sole guarantee for the existence" of God,

and condemns their restricted view of the possibility and
nature of revelation, enough remained of purely speculative

material to render his system obnoxious to the Catholic

Church. A very few years after. his death, the contests

between his followers and their opponents grew so embit-

tered that reference of the dispute was made to the papal

see. The judgment consequent upon a review of Hermes's

writings, undertaken in Eome in 1833, was adverse, and

on 25th September 1835 a papal bull condemned both

parts of the EinleiUmg and the first volume of the Dog-

matik: Two months later tho remaining volumes of the

Dogmatih were likewise condemned. The controversy did

not cease with this condemnation; but not till 1845 was

there any systematic attempt on the part of Catholic theo-

logy to examine and refute the Hermesian doctrines. In

tliat year was published anonymously by F. X. Werner

the most complete survey of the principles of the works of

Hermes as contrasted with the orthodox catholic faith {Der

Ilermesiaiiismvs, 1845). In 1847 the condemnation oi"

1835 was confirmed by Pius IX. A sufficient account of

Hermes and the dispute raised by him will be found in K.

Werner, Geschichte der Katholischen Theologie, 1866. vn.

405 sqq.

HERMES TRISMEGISTUS. The Egyptian Thoth,

Tauut, or Tat (see vol. vii. p. 718), who was identified by

the Greeks more or less completely with their own Hermes,

is described in the hieroglyphics by various epithets, among

which occurs that of "the great great " or twice great, with

an added hieroglyphic (a kite) also signifying " great." To

him as scribe of the gods, "Lord of the divine words,"

" Scribe of truth," was attributed the authorship of all the

strictly sacred books generally called by Greek authors

Hermetic. These, according to Clemens Alexandrinus, our

sole ancient authority {Strom., vi. p. 2GS sq.), were forty-
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two in number, and were subdivided into six divisions, of

which the first, containing the ten books " of the prophets,"

dealt with laws, deities, and the education of priests ; tlie

second, consisting of tlie ten books of the "stolistes," or

official whose duty it was to dress and ornament the statufts

of the gods, treated of sacrifices and offerings, prayers,

hymns, festive processions ; the third, " of the hierograra-

matist," also in ten books, was a repertory of hieroglyphical,

cosraographical, geographical, and topographical informa-

tion ; the four books " of the horoscopus " were devoted to

astronomy and astrology ; the two books "of the chanter "

contained respectively a collection of songs in honour of the

gods and a description of the ro3'al life and its duties

;

while the sixth and last division, consisting of the sis books

"of the pastophor," was medical. Of this canon, which

according to the generally icceived opinion of Bunsen must

have been closed at latest in the time of the Psammetichi

but probably earlier, numerous small fragments are to be

found in the works of Stobaeus and other ancient writers.

The now well-known Book of the Dead, according to Bunsen,

originally had its place among the ten ceremonial books of

the " stolistes," but this is denied by Lepsius ; an ancient

papyrus recently deciphered by Ebers is believed by that

author to date from about the year 1500 B.C., and to have

formed part of one of the books of the pastophor.

The epithet Trismegistus (6 Tpicr/jLtyiaTos, or " superla-

tively " greatest), as applied to Hermes, is of comparatively

late origin, and cannot be traced to any author earlier than

the 2d Christian century. Llost probably it arose out of

the earlier forms /leyai koI /ac'yos or /xcytoroj, derived by
the Greeks from early Egyptian sources ; but various other

explanations of the appellation have been offered, such as

that of the author of the Chronkon Alexandrhmni (47 a.d.),

who maintains that it was because Hermes, while maintain-

ing the unity of God, had also asserted the existence of

three supreme or greatest powers that he was called by the

Egyptians Trismegistus.^ This view, which is also adopted

by Suidas, .seems preferable at least to that met with in

Nicolai's Ilistonj of Greek Literature, according to which
an apocryphal author named Hermes was called Tpiar/xe-

yl<TTio';, simply in order to indicate that he had succeeded

and outdone a certain Megistias of Smyrna in astrological,

physiognomical, and alchemistie theoi-ies. The name of

Hermes seems during the third and following centuries to

have been regarded as a convenient pseudonym to place at

the head of the numerous syncretistic writings in which it

was sought to Combine Neo-Platonic philosophy, Philonic

Judaism, and cabbalistic theosophy, and so provide the
world with some acceptable substitute for the Christianity

which had even at that time begun to give indications of

tlie ascendency it was destined afterwards to attain. Of
these paoudepigraphic Hermetic writings some have come
down to us in the original Greek ; others survive in Latin
or Arabic translations ; but the ^lajority appear to have
perished. That wl\ioh is best known and has been most
frequently edited is the iroinavoprji sive De Potestate el

Sapientia Divina (jroi/xafSpi^s being the Divine Intelligence

m-oinijv avBpuni), which consists of fifteen chapters treating

bf such subjects as the nature of God, the origin of the
kvorld, the creation and fall of man, and the divine illuniina-

|tion which is the solo means of his deliverance. The Editio
Princeps appeared in Paris in 1554 ; and there has been a
recent edition by Parthey (1854) ; the work has also been
translated into German by Tiedemann (1781). Along with
it are usually printed the certainly later upoi or Dfftniliona
of Asclepiua, which have sometimes but erroneously been
attributed to Apuleius. Other Hermetic writings which

' 'Ep/ifls Itppaffe Tpeis fKyiarai Swdntis thai- rh toC i.^lii]rou Ka\
n)f<ii>up7oi> Btov Hiionatilav OiJrijTa ei;r«K deal . . . iih xal /xA^flij
6vb ruir AlyuirTlwv TpiajxiyitTTos 'Kpitijs*

have been preserved, and wlich have been for the most part
collected by Patricius in the A^ova de U7iiversis Philoiophia

(1593), are (in Greek) 'laTpo/xaBrjixaTLKa irpos 'A/xf^wva
Aiyvimov, Uept KaTaKXttrtojs voa.oviTwv n-fpiyvwtmKa, 'Ek
TTJs iiaOrj/MTLKiji £!r((7T)^/u.7js TT/jos 'Apt/jLtuva

;
(in Latin)

ApJiorismi sive Ceittiloquiiim, Cyranides
; (in Arabic, but

doubtless from a Greek original) an address to the human
soul, which has been translated by Fleischer {An die

mensddic/ie Seek, 1870). The connexion of the name of

Hermes with alchemy will explain what is meant by
hermetic sealing, and wiU account for the use of the phrase
" hermetic medicine " by Paracelsus, as also for the so-called
" hermetic freemasonry " of the Middle Ages.

See Uisiiuis, Do Zoroastre, Ucrmctc, &c., Kuvcinborg, 1661; Leng-
Ict Diifresnoy, L'Uisloire dc la I'/iiiosophic JfcrtiuUque, Taris,
1742; B.aiimg.irten-Cnisius, De librorum hcrmdkorum originc atqiic

indole, Jena, 1827 ; Hilgcr, Dc Hcrmctis Trismegisti Poemandro,
1855; Menard, Ucrinis Trismigistc : Traduction complete, prccMie
d'unc itudc sur Vorigine dcs litres hcrmiligiccs, 1866 ; I'ietsclmiann,
Hermes Trismegistus, nach yEgyptischcn, Gricchischcn, und Orient-
alischcn Uclcrlicfcrungcn, 1875.

HERJIESIANAX, an elegiac poet of the Alexandrian
school, was born at Colophon, and flourished in the
time of Philip and Alexander, or a little later. He was a

friend and admirer—probably also a pupil—of the gram-
^ marian and poet Philetas, whom ho outlived. His chief

work was a poem in three books, which he, following the
example of his countrymen ^limnermus and Antimachus,
inscribed with the name of his mistress Lcontium (said by
some to be the same as the mistress of Epicurus). Of this

poem a fragment of about one hundred lines has been pre-

served by Athena;us (xiii, 597) ; and it may serve as a speci-

men of the style of the school'. Erotic in character, and
plaintive intone, it enumerates instances, mythological and
historical, of the irresistible power of love, and redeems the

monotony of its ground plan by its picturesque language,
and by the alternate force and tenderness of its treatment.

Hermesianax was exceedingly popular in his O'vra times, and
was highly esteemed even in the Augustan period. Pro-

pertius follows his example in dedicating tlie first book of

his Elegies to his mistress Cynthia.

Many scholars have laboured upon the text, hut it is sllU IB

a very unsatisfactory condition. See Hermann, Opttscula, iv.
;

Schneidewin, Delect. Pocs. Elcg. ; Bcrgk, De Hcrmcsianactia Elegia \

the editions of Bailey (London, 1839), ic.

HERJIOGENES, of Tarsus, Greek rhetorician, nourished

in the reign of Marcus Aurelius. His precocious ability

secured him a public appointment as teacher of his art

while as yet he was only a boy ; but at the age of twenty,

five his faculties gave way, and he .<!pcnt the long rcmaindci

of his life in a state of intellectual impotcncy. In the

nine or ten years, however, of his activity ho composed a

whole series of treatises on matters rhetorical, which became
popular text-books, and the subject of subsequent com-

mentaries. Of his 'ii\ir} prjTopiKTj we still possess Uepi

Tulv erraa-tiuv ; XlepX tipcceuiv; Ucpi IStuVf Tltpl /itBoSov

SfivoTrjTO^ ; and XlpoyvpyderfiCLTa.

The last-mentioned w.as only known from Prisoiaii's Latin trans-

lation till the publication by Hceiin of the Greek original dis-

covered at Turia {Bill, /tir alte Lit. ttml Kuusl, Colt., 1791).

Kichard Yolkmann, in Animadversiones critical tii noitntittoi

rctcrum dc prccexcrcilnlionil/us rhcloricis locos (Jailer, 1809), discusses

tho relation of the original to Priscian's translation, and tiTnts

them as sources of reciprocal emendation.

HERMON, the highest mountain in Syria (9150 feet

above the Mediterranean), nn outlier of tho Antilcbanon.

Tho name li'^'JC.
" separate," is perlia|i3 due to its isolated

position. The Sidonians called it Sirion, and tho Amoritea

Shenir (Deut. iii. 9). It is jirobably tho " high mountain
*

near C.xsarca Philippi where the Tninsftgurution occurred

(Mark ix. 2). The modern name is JeM esh iS/ieik/i, or

" chief mountain." Tt is also called Jchel clh Thelj, "snowy
mountain." J'ho ridgo of Ucrmon. risiuK into a dome-
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bliaped summit, is 20 miles long, extenrling nortli-east and

south-west. The formation is a hard dark-grey crystalline

limestone belonging to the Neocomian period, and full of

fossils. The spurs consist in some cases of white chalk

covering the limestone, and on the south there are several

Ijasaltic outbreaks. Tlie mountain in spring is covered with

snow, but in autumn there is occasionally none left, even in

tiie ravines. To the height of 500 feet it is clothed with

oiks and brush, while luxuriant vineyards abound. Above
the snow limit the mountain is bare and covered with fine

limestona shingle. The summit is a plateau from which

three rocky knolls rise up, that on the west being the lowest,

that on the south-east the highest. On the south slope of the

latter are remains of the small temple or sacellum described

by St Jerome. A semicircular dwarf wall of good masonry

runs round this peak, and a trench excavated in the rock

may perhaps indicate the site of an altar. On the plateau

is a cave about 25 feet square, with the entrance on the east.

A rock column supports the roof, and a building once stood

above. The view from Hermon is very extensive, embrac-

ing all Lebanon and the plains east of Damascus, with

Palestine as far as Carmel and Tabor. On a clear day

Jaffa may also b« seen. Other small temples are found

on the sides of Hermon, of which twelve in all have been

explored. They face the east, and are dated by architects

about 200 A.D. The most remarkable are those of Deir el

'Ashaiyir, Hlbbariyeh, Horn Niha, and Tell Thatha. At
the ruined town called Kukhleh on the northern slopes are

remains of a temple, the stones of which have been built

into a church. A large medallion 5 feet in diameter, with a

Iiead supposed to represent the sun-god, is buQt into the

wall. 'Several Greek inscriptions occur among these ruins.

Foxes, wolves, and the Syrian bear' are commonly found
on Hermon, with various kinds of game. In the 12th

century Psalm Ixxxix. 12 was supposed to indicate the

proximity of Hermon to Taboi The conical hill imme-
diately south of Tabor was thus named Little Hermon, and
is still so called by some of the inhabitants of the district.

HERMOSILLO, a town of ^Mexico, state of Sonora, is

situated at the entrance to a valley of remarkable fertility

near the river Sonora at its confluence with the Horcasitas,

40 miles south-west of Ures. Some of the principal houses

are built of •tone, but most of the dwellings are of adobe.

The town possesses two churches, a prison, and a mint.

Its rise and early prosperity were due to the discovery of

gold mines in Sonora, but it now depends wholly on the

fertility of the surrounding country, of which the principal

products are cott'on, wheat, grapes, and a great variety of

fruits. The town is the commercial ceutre of Sonora. It

has cotton manufactories, flour milU, and brandy distilleries,

and carries on a considerable foreign trade by means of the

port of Guaymas, which is 100 miles distant. The popu-

lation is about li,00p.

HERMSDORF, generally known as Niederhermsdorf, a

town of Prussia, in the government district of Breslau and
circle of Waldenburg. There are coal and iron, mines and
lime quarries in the vicinity, and in the town there is a

large iron-work. The populatioc'in 1875 was 5984.

HERMUPOLIS. See Syka.
'

HERNIA (a Latin term commonly derived from f.pvo<;, a

sprout, but this origin is doubtful) is the protrusion of any
viscus from its normal cavity ; for example, hernia cerebri

is the name given to a protrusion of the brain substance,

liernia pulmonum a protrusion of a portion of the lung. The
word may here be restricted to its moat usual meaning, a pro-

trusion of part of the contents of the abdomen from their

normal position in the abdominal cavity,—in common
language a "rupture." A rupture may occur at any weak
point in the abdominal wall. The common situations are

the groin (inguinal hernia), the upper part of the thigh

(femoral hernia), and the umbilicus or navel (umbilical

hernia). The contents of a rupture may be any of the

abdominal viscera ; the more movable the viscus the more
tendency there is to protrusion, and therefore we generally
find that the small intestine and the omentum are most
frequently displaced. The tumour may contain intestine

alone (enterocele), omentum alone (epiplocele), or a conv
binatiou of intestine and omentum (entero-epiplocele). The
predisposing cause to rupture is any weakness of the abdo-
minal wall due (1) to natural conformity, as in inguinal

hernia, which descends along the inguinal canal, a canal in

which the cord lies in the male and the round ligament in

the female ; or in femoral hernia, in which the hernia

descends along the femoral canal along with and to the

inner side of the femoral vessels
; (2) to any cause which

weakens the wall locally, as an abscess or wound
; (3) to

general laxity of the tissues, as in weakly people, or after

repeated pregnancies. This third cause only predisposes

to hernia in so far as it may weaken an already weak part

under the first and second heads. The exciting cause of

hernia is generally some strain or over-exertion in any
powerful effort, as lifting a heavy weight, jumping off a

high wall, straining, as in difficult micturition or in conse-

quence of constipation, or excessive coughing, as in chronic

bronchitis. The pressure of the diaphragm above and the

anterioB abdominal wall in front acting on the abdominal
viscera tends to cause their protrusion at the weakest point.

Rupture is either congenital or acquired. A child may bo

born with a hernia in the inguinal or umbilical region, the

result of an arrest of development in these parts ; or the

rupture may be, acquired, first appearing perhaps in adult

life, the result of one or other of the accidents referred to

above. Riiptures are most frequent at the extremes of life.

Jlen suffer more frequently than women, because they are

inore. liable to those accidents, being frequently exposed to

intermittent work, such as the lifting of heavy weights.

At first the rupture is small, and with more or less

rapidity it gradually increases in size ; it varies from thn

size of a small marble to that of a child's head or even

larger. The swelling which appears is spoken of as con-

sisting of three parts,—the coverings, sac, and contents.

(1) The "coverings" are composed of the different struc-

tures which form the abdominal wall at the part where

the rupture occurs. In femoral hernia the coverings are

formed of the structures at the upper part of the thigh.

These structures are stretched and may be thinned; in

some cases they are condensed and matted together, the

result of pressure ; in others there is an increase in their

thickness, tl' 6 result of repeated attacks of inflammation.

(2) The "sac" is composed of the peritoneum or mem-

brane lining the abdominal cavity; in some very rare

cases the sac is wanting. The neck of the sac is the terin

used to designate the narrowed portion where the peri-

toneum forming the sac becomes continuous w.ith the

general peritoneal cavity. Very frequently the neck of

the sac is thickened, indurated, and adherent to surround-

ing parts, because here the tendency to local inflammatory

action is most marked, the pressure being greatest at this

point. (3) The " contents " have already been described.

There are three distinct conditions in which we may find

the contents of a hernial tumour: it may be either

reducible, irreducible, or strangulated. A "reducible"

hernia is one in which the contents can be pushed back

into the abdomen. In some cases this is done with ease,

in others it is a matter of great difficulty. At any

moment a reducible hernia may become "irreducible,"

that is to say, its contents cannot be pushed back into

the abdominal cavity. This may suddenly occur in con.^e-

quence of an attack of constipation, or slowly, the_ irrednci-

bility being at first partial and gradually becoming mora
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and more complete. Generally this is due to an increase

in the size of tlie omeutum, accompanied by inflammatory

induration. A " strangulated " hernia is one in which the

circulation of the blood through the hernial contents is

interfered with. The interference is at first slight, but

very rapidly tends to become more pronounced. At first'

there is congestion ; this congestion may go on to inflam-

mation ; if unrelieved, the intlammation will end in morti-

fication. The rapidity with which the change from simple

congestion to mortification takes place will depend on the

tightness of the constricting cause ; as a rule the more

rapidly a hernia forms, in other words, the less time the

surrounding tissues have to accommodate themselves to the

protruding swelling, the greater the rapidity of the changes

in the conditions of the contents. The constricting agejit

may be one or other of the structures which form the

boundaries of the openings through which the hernia has

travelled in its gradual course through the abdominal wall,

or it may lie in the neck of the sac, vrhich has' become

thickened in consequence of inflammation.

RcdncihU Hernia.—The symptoms of reducible hernia show
themselves in a soft compressible tumour (elastic when it contains

intestine, doughy when it contains omentum, a combination of

elasticity and doughiness when both are present), its size increasing

in the erect, and diminishing in the horizontal posture, whence as

a rule it gives little trouble during the night, and becomes more
troublesome in the daytime, more especially towards evening.

There is a more or less distinct imimlse on coughing, and when the

intestinal contents are pushed back into the abdomen a gurgling

sensation is perceptible by the fingers. Such a tumour may be

met with in any part of the abdominal wall, but the chief situa.

tions are—(a) the inguinal region, in which the neck of the tumour
lies immediately above Poupart's ligament (a cord-like ligamentous

structure which can be felt stretching from the anterior superior

spinous process of the ilium to the spine of the pubis immediately

lOove the mnital organs)
; (6) the femoral region In the upper part

af the thigh, in which the neck of the sac lies immediately below

the tnuer end of Poupart's ligament ; (c) the umbilical region, in

which the tumour appears at the navel. As the inguinal hernia

increases in size it tends to pass into the scrotum in the male, into

the labium in the female ; while the femoral hernia, appearing

first below Poupart, tends gradually as it increases in size to pass

upwards superficial to Poupart's ligament.

The treatment of reducible hernia consists in pushing back the

contents of the tumour into the abdomen, and applying a truss or

clastic bandage in order to prevent the contents from again escap-

ing. The younger the patient the more chance there is of the truss

acting as a curative agent, as the natural tendency to contraction

of tlie channel through which the hernia protrudes is greater. The
truss is frotjuontly laid aside at night, because in the horizontal

posture the tendency of the contents to descend i* greatly lessened.

The truss or bandage should, however, bo worn day and night. If,

after the hernia is once returned, it is never again allowed to come
down, there is a probability of a cure taking place; but if it is

»lloweJ to come down occasionally, as it may do, even during the

night, in consequence of a cough or from turning suddenly in bed,

the parts are stretched, and the contracting process which may
have been going on for weeks is undone.

It is unnecessary to describe the multitudinous rarietiea of

trusses. When a truss is ordered the surgeon has to see that it

fits accurately, the necessary amount of pressure being obtained by
means of a steel spring, to which a pad is attached. The pad
should bo so arranged as to press, not into the opening through
which the hernia has come, but rather on its sides, so as to facili-

tate its contraction and permanent closure. The main pressure

should be in thcj neighbourhood of the neck of the sac ; if the pad
presses into the opening, the tendency is to keep the opening
patent. The principle of the nipple-shaped pad, frequently ordered

for umbilical hernia, is evil ; a flat pad properly applied and held

in position by an elastic bandage is the proper arrangement for

restraining an umbilical hernia. No truss is to be applied until

the hernia is completely reduced ; It will only do harm by pressing

on the contents of the unreduced hernia. In some hernia-, gene-
rally those of largo size, it is found impossible to keep them up by
means of a truss ; in such cases an clastic bandage will Bomctlmes
effect the object, in othjrs various operations have been recom-
m3nded. They arc spoken of as "the radical euro of hernia," in

contradistinction to the so-called " palliative treatment by moans
of a truss." An attempt has been made ahovo to show that a truss

may radically cure a hernia. The principles involved in the
operations described are (1) obliteration of the neck of tho sac,

(3) »hljt(rration of tho channel through which the hernia bos dc-

11-27

scended, (3) obliteration of the sac itself, (4) plugging of the clianuel
by invaginating the loose skin. The first and second are specialty
important, as in them tho surgeon imitates nature's way oj

attempting to cure the tendency to hernial protrusion.
Irreducible Hernia.—Here the main symptom isa tumour in one

or other of the situations already referred to, of long standing and
generally of large size, in which tho contents of the tumour, in
whole or in part, cannot be pushed back into the abdomen. 'The
irreducibility is due either to its large size or to changes which have
taken place in tho contents, either indurations or adhesions. Such
a tumour is a constant source of danger: its contents are liable,

from their exposed situation, to injury from external violence ; it

has a constant tendency to increase in size ; it may at any time
become strangulated, or the c-ntents may inflame, and strangula-
tion may occur secondarily to the inflammation. It is accompanied
by dragging sensations referred to the abdomen, colic, dyspepsia,
and constipation, which may in its turn lead to obstruction, that
is to say, a stoppage of the passage of the contents of that portion
of the intestinal canal which lies in the hernial tumour, when an
irreducible hernia becomes painful and tender, a local peritonitis

has occurred, which resembles in many of its svmptoms a case of

strangulation.

The treatment of irreducible hernia may be palliative : a bag truss

may be worn to prevent the swelling from getting larger ; the bowels
must be kept open, and all irregularities of diet avoided. A person
with such a hernia is in constant danger, and more than palUation is

called for. An attempt should be made to reduce the hernia—(1) by
laying the patient on his back, raising his buttocks, administering
purgatives, and starving him (persevering attention to these points

may so reduce the size of the contents that the hernia may be re-

turned) ; or {i) by means of an elastic bandage carefully applied so

as to press continuously on the tumour, and gradually press it back
into the abdominal cavity. By this simple means large irreducible

hernias, which have withstood all attempts at reduction, have been
returned into the abdomen after elastic pressure has been carefully

and continuously applied for a few days. (3) The surgeon may
cut down on the hernia, under strict antiseptic precautions, open
tho sac, divide any omental adhesions, ligature and cut away in-

durated omentum, return the bowel, and then tie the neck of the

sac. Such an operation is unjustifiable unless other means have
been fairly tried r,nd failed, and unless the hernia is giving rise

to such symptoms that the usefulness of the patient is interfered

with.

Strangulated Hernia.— In this the contents are constricted, and
tho flow of blood into the tumour and from the tumour is stopped.

The symptoms are—nausea, vomiting first of bilious matter, after a

time of faecal matter, a twisting, burning pain generally referred to

the umbilicus, intestinal obstruction, a quick wiry pulse, pain on
pressure over the tumour and in the abdomen near tho tumour,

the abdomen tense and tympanitic, and no impulse on coughing,

because the contents of the tumour are practically cut off from the

general abdominal contents. The patient has an anxious expres-

sion. Sooner or later, from eight hpurs to eight days, it the

strangulation is unrelieved, the tumour will become liWd and eni-

Ehysematous ; mortification has occurred, and gangrene of the

owel at the neck of the sac will take place, followed by extrava-

sation of the intestinal contents into the abdominal cavity ; the

patient becomes collap.sed, and dies comatose.

The treatment of a strangul.ated hernia admits oi no delay; delay

is fatal. If the symptoms are not very acute, and if tho case is seen

early, attempts may be made by large cnemata and by the application

cf cold to the tumour to reduce the congested condition and relieve

the strangulation. But these attempts must not be persevered with

for more than two or three hours. If tho strangulation continues,

then the patient should be told that his case is one which admits of

no delay. Chloroform should be administered ;
another attempt to

return the contents by pressure (termed "the taxis") should be

made. If this has already been fairly tried, and if tho symptoms

indicate urgency, no prolonged attempts at taxis are justifiable,

because the condition of tho hernial contents may bo such that

they cannot bear tho pressure. The taxis to bo successful should

bo made in a direction opposite to the one in which tho hcniia has

come down. Tho inguinal hernia should bo pressed upwauls, out-

wards, and backwards, the femoral hernia downwards, backwards,

and upwards. The larger tho hernia the greater is the chanco of

success. Tlio slightest gurgle indicates that success is near. I(

taxis does not succeed then tho surgeon must cut down on tho

tumour, carefully dividing tho different coverings until ho reaches

tho sac. Tho sac is then opened, tho constriction divided, caro

being taken not to injure tho bowel. Tho condition of tho bowel

is then examined, and if it is glistening, however black it may bo,

it is returned into tho abdomen. If it hiis lost its glistening

aspect, if it is like "wot parchment," then tho case la very doul t-

ful. If in doubt, relievo tho constriction and lesvo tho bowel in the

sac Never open the bowel, however bad it looks; it may recover;

ami 'f it does not burst for some hours afterwards, the chances sro

that adhesions may form at the neck of tho sac and lessen the riklt
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of extravasation into the atdominal cavity—a faecal fistula will be

the result. The omentum, if healthy, may be returned; or if con-

gested and indurated, it may be ligatured and cut off. After the

bowel is returned the wound is sewn up, and a pad and flannel

bandage applied. A dose of opium should be given to prevent

movement of the bowels. On the third day a dose of castor oil is

administered if the bowels do not open naturally, A truss is

applied after the wouud is healed before the patient is allowed to

get out of bed. llany complications which may occur cannot here

be referred to. Any one suffering from hernia should take great

cara to obtain an accurately fitting truss, and should remember
that, whenever any symptoms resembling iu any degree those of

strangulation occur, any delay in the treatment is not only vianger-

ous but may prove fatal. A medical man should at once be com-
municated with. Ho iu his turn has to remenibev that when a

patient asks his adnce, complaining of symptoms resembling
strangulation, ha must exatniue all the situations where hernia

may occur, becauss the hernial tumour may be so smalt that it has
escaped the uotice of the patient. Any assertion on the patient's

part that he does not suffer from hernia must receive no weight.

The surgeon must satisfy himaelt by ocular inspection and manual
examination. If an operation is necessary he may with confidence

eay that the operation is not in itself a dangerous one, while, on
the other hand, he can assure the patient that any delay is most
certainly excessively dangerous. (J. C.)

HERNOSAND, chief town and seat of the administra-

tion of the Ian of Wester Norrland on the east coast of

Sweden, is built on the island of Herno (connected with

the mainland by bridges), about 3 miles south of the

mouth of the Angennan river, and 230 miles north of

Stockholm. It is the seat of a bishop and possesses a

fine church, erected in 1842-46, There are engine works,

timber-yards, saw-mills, and various manufactories in the

town. The harbour is good. In 1878, 33 vessels, chiefly

engaged in the timber trade, -with a total burthen of 7698
tons, entered and cleared at the port. Tar is also exported,

and there is an institution for pisciculture in the town.

Hernosand was founded in 1584, and received its first

town privileges from John III. in 1587. The population

in 1876 was 4912.

HERO AND LEANDER. Hero, the beautiful priestess

of Venus at Sestos, was there seen by Leander, a youth
of Abydos, at the celebration of the festival of Venus and
Adoni.s. He became deeply enamoured of her, and found
that day an opportunity of declaring his passion, which
she returned ; and as her position rendered their marriage
impossible, they agreed to carry on a clandestine inter-

course. Kightly Hero placed a lamp in the top of the

tower where she dwelt by the sea, and Leander, guided by
it, swam the dangerous Hellespont. One stormy night the

lamp was blown out, and Leander perished. On finding

his body ne.tt morning on the shore, Hero flung herself

iLto the waves.

Eoference is made to this famous tale by Virgil {Gcorg., iii. 258)
and by Statius ( TAcJi. , vi. 535). Ovid (Iler., xviii. andxix.) has
composed an epistla from Leander to Hero, and one from Hero to
Leander. But the story is best icnown from the work of Musseus
(see MusjEUS), which has beou repeatedly translated into modern
European languages. The Hero and Leander of Ifarlowe and Chap-
man is an imitation and expansion of the work of Musasus.

HEROD was the name of a family of Idumsean origin,

which displaced the Asmoneans as the rulers of Judsea.

The founder of the dynasty, and its most notable represen-

tative in every way, was Herod the Great, who was king
of the Jews for about thirty-seven years, from 40 to 4 b.c.

Herod's father was Antipater, who during the troubles
which broke out in the family of Alexander Jannseus,
attached himself to Hyrcanus, the weak-minded son of
Alexander. In this way Antipater, though an Iduraaan,
soon became the most powerful man in Judaea, and in the
Alexandrian war gave such effectual help to Julius Caesar
that the dictator made him procurator of Judaea, Hyrcanus
being high priest (47 B.C.). The same year, at the age
of twenty-five, Herod was appointed governor of Galilee
by bis father. He soon gave proof of the remark-
able energy of his character in rooting out the banditti

who infested his province; but his summary measures
gave a handle to the enemies of his house at Jerusalem,
and he was summoned before the s'anhedrin. There he
appeared, not in the garb of an accused person, but
gorgeously attired, and attended by a guard of soldiers.

He found it expedient, however, to withdraw from Jerusalem
without awaiting the sentence. He retired to Syria, where
he met with a gracious reception from Sextus Cffisar, who
appointed him governor of Ccele-Syria. Herod now marched
with an army against Jerusalem, but at the persuasion of his

father and brother was induced to depart without exacting
vengeance on his enemies. After the death of Caesar,

the fortunes of Herod were afi'ected by all the changes
which befell the Roman state. When Cassius took the
command in the East, and began to gather his strength for

the final struggle which was decided at Philippi, Herpd
managed to win his favour by the readiness with which he
raised his share of the heavy exactions imposed upon the

East. About the same time his father was poisoned, and
to Herod fell the task of avenging his death, as well as of

supporting the interests of his house in Palestine. After
Philippi he gained Antony over by large presents of money.
He and his brother Phasael were appointed tetrarchs of

Judsa. In 40 B.C. the Parthians appeared upon the scene,

overran the whole of Syria, and placed on the throne of

Judaea Antigonus, son of Aristobulus, and representative of

the rival branch of the Asmonean house. Herod was com-
pletely overpowered; and, after placing his relatives in

safety, so far as he could, he hastened to Rome to lay his

case before Antony and Octavianus. He succeeded beyond
his expectation, for, while he meant only to advocate the

claims of Hyrcanus the Asmonean, the two heads of the stata

made him king of Judtea. Herod returned home without

delay, and set about the task of winning the kingdom
allotted to him. Owing chiefly to the slackness of the

Roman generals who should have helped him, it. was three

years before he succeeded in taking Jerusalem (37 B.C.).

Before that event he had married the beautiful Slariamne.

a princess of the Asmonean house, a granddaughter both oi

Aristobulus and Hyrcanus, Herod a eany measures were
cruel ; he put to death all the members of the sanhedrin

except two, and spared no one that was likely to stand in

his way. Aristobulus, the youthful brother of Mariamne,
whom he had appointed high priest, he caused to be
treacherously drowned because he was too popular with the
patriotic party. On this occasion Alexandra, mother ol

Aristobulus, induced Cleopatra to take her j art, and Herod
had to appear before Antony to answer the charge of

murdering the prince. Again Herod knew how to gain the

Roman, and he returned home with confirmed power.
During the war of Actiura, Herod had the good fortune to

be engaged in a war with the king of Arabia on Antony's

behalf, and s6 escaped the risk of fighting against Octa-

vianus. Yet he recognized the danger of his position as the

friend of Antony, and faced it with his usual courage and
foresight. Hastening to Rhodes (30 b.c.), he appeared in

the presence of the conqueror, and avowing his loyalty to

his friend Antony, proffered the same faithful service to

Octavianus. Octavianus was gracious, and remained the

constant friend and patron of Herod to the end. This was
the last crisis of Herod's life ; he was henceforward undis-

puted king of Judsea, and next to Agrippa the most trusted

friend of Augustus. But while ihs friend^of the great, and

prosperous in all external relations. Nemesis pursued him in

his family. When summoned to answer for himself before

Antony, and again on his journey to Rhodes, he left the

beautiful and beloved Jfariamne in charge of one of his

friends, but with the cruel injunction that she should be

put to death should anything serious befall himself. On
both occasions Mariamne discovered the secret, and, instead
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of regarding the commanU as a proof of Lis jealous love,

kbhorred it as another instance of the cruelty which had

not spared so many of her nearest relatives. A horrible

tragedy ensued : Mariamne openly expressed her disgust

:

and Herod, furious with rage, jealousy, and rejected love,

ordered her death. The violence of his feelings threw him

into a dangerous malady, and even drove him to the verge

of insanity. His mind never recovered its healthy tone,

and in later years the avenger again overtook Lim. In the

meantime his government was marked by the greatest

magnificence and apparent success. His turbulent subjects

were kept tolerably quiet in spite of heavy taxes. He
managed to gratify his love for Greek and Roman life ; and

yet he avoided wounding t"0 deeply the susceptibilities of

the Jewa The magnificent buildings which he raised were

the most brilliant products of his reign. He rebuilt Samaria,

calling it Sebaste, from the Greek name for Augustus. He
converted the small town of Strato's Tower into a magnifi-

cent seaport with an artificial harbour, under the name of

Caesarea. These and other towns which he built were

furnished with temples, theatres, aqueducts, and all the

other ornamental and useful appliances of Greek and

Roman life. In the city of Jerusalem even he built a

theatre, and an amphitheatre outside of it. A more
patriotic work was the rebuilding of the temple (begun 20

B.C.), which had suffered greatly during the late troubles;

it was on a very magnificent scale, and lasted nine years

and a half, even then being unfinished. Equally necessary

and equally significant of his relation to his subjects was
the construction of strong fortresses in various parts of the

country. The last years of Herod's life were darkened by
the return of those family troubles which had previously

overcast it. His two sons by Maxiamne had been educated

at Rome, and returned, 17 B.C., to Judaja. Their Asmonean
descent, their youth, beauty, and accomplishments, and
their too interesting history gained them the most enthu-

siastic' popularity among the Jews. Their father himself

was proud of them. But Pheroras and Salome, brother

and sister of Herod, did all they could to sow jealousy and
suspicion. Herod's mind was too painfully open to dark

insinuations, and he recalled his eldest son Antipater to

counterbalance the influence of the Asmonean princes.

After the arrival of Antipater, who was a most unscrupulous

plotter, there was no more peace or security at the court of

Herod ; things went from bad to worse, till after many
years of the darkest intrigue and the bitterest domestic

contention, the two sons of Mariamne were strangled at

Sebaste. Soon after the clearest proof was discovered of a
conspiracy which Antipater had formed with Pheroras
against the life of Herod himself. The order for the death
of Antipater was given by Herod from his death-bed. His
health had long been fiiiling ; after the cruellest torments
of both mind and body, he died 4 b.c. The birth of

Christ took place in the .same year as Herod's death, but
this, as is well known, occurred four years before the date
fixed as the beginning of the Christian era. The massacre
of the little children at Bethlehem is not mentioned by
Josephus among the horrors of Herod's last days. Ho was
buried with great magi.ificence. His will, by which the
greater part of his dominions was bequeathed to his sons
by Malthaco, a Samaritan, was confirnied by Aogustus.

Herod's name is doubtless one of the most repulsive in

history. He was a man of wonderful energy and sagacity.

, He saw clearly that Rome was the hinge on which
everything turned, and that no policy could bo success-

ful which did not depend upon her leading men. His
skill in understanding these men, in conciliating them,
and making himself useful to them, was very great. Thus
he made the successive masters of th? world his willing

friends, and out of all the crisea of his fate emerged victo-

rious. But his hands were red with the blood of Lis own
household ; when his pasition or his interests were touched
no scruple could arrest him. All that can be said in his

favour is that many of his cruel measures cost him unspeak-
able agony of mind, nnd that he wa.s simply more expert
than his rivals at the weapons which were in common use
in the political life of the time.

The great source for the life of Herod is Joscphns ; but Eucb
writers as Strabo or Di"D C»«sius arc of scrviee in further illustra-
ting it. Useful modem works are Ilausiuth, Keutrstammtb'cfu
Zcilgcschichlc

; the work of the same name by Schiirer ; Ewald,
Geschichte dcs Volkrs Israel, vol. iv. ; Keim, Geschichlc Jcsu, von
Kazara, vol. i, ; and Jlilnjan's History of the Jeus, vol. il (T. K.)

HEROD ANTIPAS, son of Herod the Great by the Sama-
ritan Maltbace, and full brother of Archelaus, received as his

share of his father's dominions the provinces of Galilee and
Peraea. Like his father, Antipas had a turn for architec-

ture : he rebuilt and fortified the town of Sepphoris ; he
also fortified Betharamptha, and called it Julias after the

wife of the emperor. Above all he founded the important
to^vn of Tiberias on the west shore of the Sea of Galilee,

with institutions of a distinctly Greek character. Antipas
is mentioned more than once in gospel history under the

name of Herod. He it was who was called a " fox

"

by Christ. He is erroneously spoken of as a king in Mark
vi. 14. It was to him that Jesus was sent by Pilate to be

tried. But it is in connexion with his wife.Horodias that

he is best known, and it was through her that his misfor-

tunes arose. He was married first of all to a daughter of

Aretas, the Arabian king; but, making the acquaintance of

Herodia.5, the wife of his brother Philip (not tho tetrarch),

during a visit to Rome, he was fascinated by her and arranged

to marry her. Meantime his Arabian wife discoveretl the

plan and escaped to her father, who made war on Herod,

and completely defeated his army. John the Baptist con-

demned his marriage with Herodias, and in consequence

was put to death in the way described in the gospels and in

Josephus. When Herodias's brother Agrippa was appointed

king by Caligula, she was determined to t-ee her husband
attain to an equal eminence, and persuaded him, though

naturally of a quiet and unambitious temperament, to make
the journey to Rome to crave a crown from the emperoi

Agrippa, however, managed to mtluence Caligula against

him. Antipas was deprived of his dominions, and banished

to Lvons, Herodias voluntarily sharing his exile.

HEROD PHILIP, son of Herod the Great by Cleo-

patra of Jerusalem, received the tetrarchate of Itunea

and other districts to the N.R of the Jonlon. He is a

different person from the first husband of Herodias, also

called Philip by St Mark (vi. 17), and was married to

Salome the daughter of Herodias. Philip is described as

an excellent ruler, who loved peace, and was careful to

maintain justice, and spent his time in his own territories.

He was also a builder of cities, one of which was Ciesarea

Philippi, and another was Bethsaido, which he called Julias.

He died after a reign of thirty-sovon years ; and his domi-

nions were incorporated in the province of Syria.

HERODIANS ('Hpo.8iai«'), a sect or party mentioned

in Scripture as having on two occasions—once in Galilee,

and again in Jerusalem—manifested an unfriendly disposi-

tion towards Jesus (Mark iil 6; xii. 13; Matt, jcxiL 6;

cf. also Mark viii. 15). In each of these ca.sos their name

is coupled with that of the Pharisees. -According to many
interpreters the courtiers or soldiers of Herod Antipas

("Milites Herodis," Jerome; "Dionor Hcrodl-s" Luther)

are intended ; but more probably the Hcrodinns wore a

pulilic political party, who distinguished themselves from

the two great historical parties of po-tit-exilian Judaism by

the fact that they were and had been sincerely friendly to

Herod tho Great and to his dynasty (</. such formations as

" Cscsariani," " Pompeiani "). For the evidence which goes
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to show that neither the Pharisees nor tne Sadducees as

such could in consisteucy have been really thus friendly,

reference may be made to Hausrath (especially his Neu-

Teslamentlkhe ZeitgescUclde, and art'clo " Herodianer " in

Schenkel's Bibel-Lexicon), and to Wellhausen (Pharisder n.

Sadducaer, 1873). It is possible that, to gain adherents,

the Herodian party may have been in the habit of repre-

senting that the establishment of a Herodian dynasty would

be favourable to the realization of the theocracy ; and this

in turn may suggest some explanation of Tertullian's {De

Prcescr.) palpably absurd allegation that the Herodians

regarded. Herod himself as the Messiah.

HERODIANUS, the author of a Greek history of the

period extending from 180 to 238 a.d. Of his origin and
condition iu life very little is known. He was in Rome in

203, and seems to have held some public office. It has

been conjectured that he was first " procurator Caesaris" and
afterwards "legafus"of the Sicilian provinces, and that,

while fulfilling his official duties, he wrote at intervals the

history which bears his name. It is entitled 'Hpuihiavov

T^s jiiTo. Ma'pKov Ba(7i\€t'as uTTopiwv /8t/3\c'a 6ktu>, and it

narrates the events of the fifty-eight years that intervened

between the death of Afarcus Aurelius and the proclamation

of Gordianus III. The narrative is of special value for

the reigns of the emperors subsequent to Alexander Severus,

with whom the work of Dion Cassius ends. As an historian

Herodianus has prominent merits and defects. His work has

the value that attaches to a record written by one chronicling

the events of his own times, gifted with respectable powers
of observation, indubitable candour, and independence of

view. But he prefers the interest of style to the interest

of truth, and is thus led into exaggerations and errors. The
inner life and thought of Rome, the formidable barbarian

pressure on her borders, are alike unheeded, that he may
blazon his pages with the dazzling vicissitudes of the

purple. Though the somewhat sober declamations which
he introduces are apt to become tedious, his story is on the

whole clear, graceful, and vivacious. The frequent anti-

theses and studied tricks of phrase savour.of the rhetorical

schools. Imitations of Thucydides and Latinisms are

frequent. Yet in the main his style retains an original cast,

a genuine unborrowed beauty, and contrasts favourably with

the thin, affected Atticism of the period. Extensive use has

been made of Herodianus by liter chroniclers. His history

was first translated into Latin in the end of the 15th century,

by the famous Angelo Poliziano.

HERODIANUS, ^lius, a famous grammarian of

antiquity, called by Priscian " maximus auctor artis gram-
maticae." He was the son of the grammarian ApoUonius,
was born at Alexandria, and resided at Rome. , He was
patronized by the emperor Marcus Aurelius (161-180 a.d.),

to whom he dedicated his great treatise on prosody. This
was a work in twenty books, called KaOokiKrj IIpoo-wSio,

which included also an account of the etymological part of

grammar. An epitome of it has been preserved. Abstracts

of a treatise on difficult words and peculiar forms, called

'Efftyucptcr/toi', are also extant. Besides these, Herodianus
wrote various other treatises ; but of the large number of

titles quoted, some are probably merely names for parts of

larger works. Only one of them has come down complete—

a

treatise on monosyllables (Trcpl /xoi^pou? Xc'^tu?). Numerous
quotations, however, and considerable fragments still exist

Fahricius {Bibl. Grac. vi. 278 sqq.) enumerates his works and
the passages where tliey are quoted. Lenz {Herodiani technici
rdiquite. Lips. 1867-70) has collected and thoroughly edited all the
reiuaias.'

HERODOTUS, according to the best authorities,

was born in or about the year 484 B.C. He was a native
of Halicarnassus, a city which belonged originally to the
Doric Hesapolis, situated towards the south-western corner

of Asia Minor, but which from a date considerably anterior

to the birth of Herodotus had been excluded from the

confederacy, and was ao isolated Greek town, dependent

upon the Persians. Herodotus was thus born a Persian

subject, and such he continued until he was thirty or five-

and-thirty years of age. At the time of his birth, Halicar-

nassus was under the rule of a queen called Artemisia, who
had been allowed by the Persians to succeed to the sove-

reignty of her husband, and was mistress, not only of

Halicarnassus, but also of Cos, Nisyrus, and Calydna, The
year of her death is unknown ; but she left her crown to

her son Pisindelis (born about 498 B.C.), who was succeeded

upon the throne by his son Lygdamis about the time that

Herodotus grew to manhood. The family of Herodotus

belonged to the upper rank of the citizens. His father

was named Lyxes, and his mother Rhaeo, or Dryo. Ha
had a brother Theodore, and an uncle or cousin called

Panyasis, who was an epic poet, and a personage of so much
importance that the tyrant Lygdamis, suspecting him of

treasonable projects, put him to death. It is likely that

Herodotus derived from this near relative that love of

letters which led him at an early age to the careful study

of the existing Greek literature, and determined him ulti-

mately to engage in the composition of his great work. It

is probable also that he shared his relative's political

opinions, and was either exiled from Halicarnassus, or

quitted it voluntarily, at the time of his execution.

Of the education of Herodotus no more can be said than

that it was thoroughly Greek, and embraced no doubt the

three subjects essential to a Greek liberal education

—

grammar, gymnastic training, and music. There is no
reason to suppose that he went beyond the walls of his

native city for instruction in this, the ordinary, curriculum

or that he enjoyed any special advantages in respect of these

early studies. They would be regarded as completed when
he attained the age of eighteen, and took rank among the
" ephebi " or " eirenes" of his native city. Under ordinary

circumstances a Greek of this age began at once his duties

as a citizen, and found in the excitement of political life suflS-

cient employment for his growing energies. But when a city

was ruled by a despot or tyrant, this outlet was wanting

;

no political life worthy of the name existed ; and youths of

spirit, more especially those of superior abilities, had to cast

about for some other field in which to distinguish them-

selves. Herodotus may thus have had his thoughts turned

to literature as furnishing a not unsatisfactory career, and
may well have been encouraged in his choice by the example

of Panyasis, who, whether his cousin or his uncle, was
certainly his elder, and had already gained a reputation by

his writings when Herodotus was still an infant. At any
rate it is clear from the extant work of Herodotus that he

must have devoted himself early to the literary life, and
commenced that extensive course of reading which renders

him one of the most instructive as well as one of the most

charming of ?incient writers. The poetical literature of

Greece was in his time' already large ; the prose literature

was more extensive than Li generally supposed
;

yet

Herodotus shows an intimate acquaintance with the whole

of it. He has drunk at the Homeric cistern till his entire

being is impregnated with the influence thence derived.

The Iliad and the Odi/ssey are as familiar to him as

Shakespeare to the most highly educated of modern English-

men. He is acquainted with the poenis of the epic cycle,

the Cypria, the Epigoni, &c. He quotes or otherwise sbows^

familiarity with the writings of Hesiod, Olen, Musaeua,

Bacis, Lysistratus, Archilochus of Paros, Alcsens, Sappho,

Solon, ^sop, Aristeas of Proconnesus, Simonides of Ceos,

Phrynichus, ./Eschylus, and Pindar. He quotes and criti-

cizes Hecatseus, the best of the prose writers who had pre-

ceded him, and makes numerous allusions to other authors
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of the same class. It may tie questioned whether there was

any single work of importance in the whole range of extant

Greek literature witli the contents of which Herodotus had

not made himself acquainted by the time that he undertook

the composition of his " History."

It must not, however, be supposed that the great Hali-

carnassian was at any time a mere recluse student. There

cm be no reasonable doubt that from a very early age his

inquiring disposition led him to engage in travels, both in

Greece and in foreign countries, which must have been

continued year after year for a considerable period, and
which made him as familiar with men as with books. He
traversed Asia Minor and European Greece in all directions,

probably more than once ; he visited all the most important

islands of the Archipelago,—Rhodes, Cyprus, Delos, Pares,

Thasos, Samothrace, Crete, Samos, Cythera, and ./Egina.

He undertook the long and perilous journey from Sardis to

the Persian capital Susa, passed some considerable time

at Babylon, and went a voyage to Colchis, and another along

the western shores of the Black Sea as far as the estuary

of the Dnieper ; he travelled in Scythia and in Thrace,

visited Zante and Magna Graecia, explored the antiquities

of Tyre, coasted along the shores of Palestine, saw Gaza,

and made a long stay in Egypt. At the most moderate
estimate, his travels covered a space of thirty-one degrees

of longitude, or 1700 miles, and twenty-four of latitude, or

nearly the same distance. Nor was he content, like the

modern tourist, with hasty glimpses of the countries vrhich

he visited. At all the more interesting sites he took up
his abode for a time; he examined, he inquired, he made
measurements, he accumulated materials. Having in his

mind the scheme of his great work, he gave ample time to

the elaboration of all its parts, and took care to obtain by
personal observation a fuU knowledge of all the various

countries which were to form the scene of his narrative.

The travels of Herodotus seem to have been chiefly

accomplished between his twentieth and his thirty-seventh

year (464-447 b.c). It was probably in his early manhood
that as a Persian subject he visited Susa and Babylon,

taking advantage of the Persian system of posts which he
describes in his fifth book. His residence in Egypt must,

on the other hand, have been subsequent to 460 B.C., since

he saw the skulls of the Persians slain by Inarus in that

year. Skulls are rarely visible on a battlefield for more
than two or three seasons after the fight, and we may
therefore presume that it was during the reign of Inarus

(460-454 B.C.), when the Athenians had great authority

in Egypt, that he visited the country, making liimself

known as a learned Greek, and therefore receiving favour

and attention on the part of the Egyptians, who were so

much beholden to his countrymen. On his return from
Egypt, as he proceeded along the Syrian shore, he seems
to have landed at Tyre, and from thence to have gone to

Thasos, which lay off the coast of Thrace. His Scythian
travels are thought to have taken place prior to 450 B.C.

It is a question of some interest from what centre or
centres these various expeditions were made. Up to the
time of the execution of Panyasis, which is placed by
chronologists in or about the year 457 b.c, there is every
reason to believe that Halicamassus was the historian's
home ; and thus wo may assume that, for some seven or
eight years, that city was the point from which he started
and to which he returned. His travels in Asia Minor, in

European Greece, and among the islands of the yKgcan
probably belong to this period, as does also his journey to
Susa and Babylon. We are told that when he quitted
Halicamassus on account of the tyranny of Lygdamis, in
or about the year 457 nc, ho took up his abode in Samos.
(That island was an important member of the Athenian con-
federacy, and in making it his home Herodotus would have

put himself under the protection of Athens. Tlie fact that
Egj'pt wjsthen largely under Athenian influence may have
induced him to proceed, in 457 or 456 B.C., to that country.
The complete knowledge that he has of the whole of Egypt
indicates l stay there of some years, and it was perhaps not
till 454 B.C. that he returned to his Samian home. The
stories that he had heard in Egypt of Sesostris may then
have stimulated him to make voyages from Samos to
Colchis, Scythia, and Thrace. When he had seen these
countries, he had made acquaintance with almost all the
regions which were to be the scene of his projected history,
and could apply himself to the task of its composition with
the comfortable feeling that he possessed all the local know-
ledge requisite for graphic and telling description.

After Herodotus had resided for some seven or eight
years in Samos, events occurred in his native city which
induced him to return thither. The tyranny of Lygdamis
had gone on from bad to worse, and at last the citizens rose
in rebellion against him, and he was expelled. According
to Suidas, Herodotus was himself an actor, and indeed the
chief actor, in the enterprise; but no other author confirms
this statement, which is intrinsically improbable. It is

certain, however, that a revolt broke out, that Lygdamis
was dethroned, and that Halicamassus became a voluntary
member of the Athenian confederacy, to which it continued
thenceforth attached. Herodotus would now naturally
return to his native city, and enter upon the enjoyment of

those rights of free citizenship on which every Greek set a
high value. He would also, if he had by this time com-
posed his history, or any considerable portion of it, begin
to make it known by recitation among his friends and
acquaintance. There is reason to believe that these first

attempts to push himself into notice were not received with
much favour,—the prophet did not obtain honour in his

own country,—his countrymen ridiculed the work which
they Iiad been expected to admire ; and the disappointed

author, chagrined at his failure, precipitately withdrew from
his native town, and sought a refuge in Greece proper
(about 447 B.C.).

A writer of late date (125-200 a.d.) and low credit,

Lucian of Samosata, ;n one of hio rhetorical pieces, declares

that on quitting Halicamassus Herodotus proceeded straight

to Olympia, and finding the quadriennial festival in pro-

gress recited his work to the assembled multitudes, who
were highly delighted with it, and freely expressed their

admiration. The statement, however, is improbable, and
is rejected by most critics, who point out with reason (he

unsuitability of the work for recitation before an assemblage

of persons from all parts of Greece, and call attention to

the suspicious circumstance that the story is first told 600
years after the time of its supposed occurrence. From
earlier and better writers we learn that Athens was the

place to which the disappointed author betook himself, and

that he appealed from the verdict of his countrymen to

Athenian taste and judgment. By recitations held in that

city he made his work known to the best Grecian intellects,

and won such approval tliat in the year 445 B.C., on the

proposition of a certain Anytus, he was voted a sum of ten

talents (£2400) by decree of the people. At one of the

recitations Thucydidcs was present with his father, OJorus,

and was so moved that he burst into tears, whereuj)on

Herodotus remarked to the father— " Ohirus, your son has

a natural enthusiasm for letters."

Alliens was at this time the centre of intellectual life,

and could boast a galaxy of talent such as Juis rarely been

gathered together either before or since The .stately

Pericles, his clever rival Thucydidcs the son of Melesias, the

fascinating Aspasia, the eloquent Antiplion, the scientific

musician Damon, the«divine Phidias, Protagoras the subtle

disputant, Zeno the inventor of logic, the jovial yet bitter
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Cratinus, the gay Crates, Euripides the master of pathos,

Sjphocles the most classic even of the ancients, formed a

combination of which even Athens might be proud, and

whicli must have charmed the literary aspirant. Accepted

into this brilliant society, on familiar terms with all pro-

bably, as he certainly was with Olorus, Thucydides, and

Sophocles, he cannot but have found his Attic sojourn

delightful, and have been tempted, like many another

foreigner, to make Athens his permanent home. It is to

his credit that he did not yield to this temptation. At

Athens he must have been a dilettante, an idler, without

political rights or duties, a mere literary man. As such he

would have soon ceased to be respected in a society where

literature was not recognized as a separate profession,

where a Socrates served in the infantry, and a Sophocles

cjmmanded fleets, and a Thucydides was general of an

army, and an Antiphon was for a time at the head of the

state. Men were not men according to Greek notions

unless they were citizeha; and Herodotus, aware of this,

probably sharing in the feeling, was anxious, having lost

his political status at Halicarnassus, to obtain such status

elsewhere. At Athens the franchise, jealously guarded at

this period, was not to be attained without great expense

and difficulty. Accordingly, in the year 444 B.C., on the

scheme of sending a colony to Thurii in Italy being

broached by Pericles, Herodotus was among those who gave

in their names ; and in the spring of the following year he

sailed from Athens to Italy with the other colonists, and

became a^citizen of the new town.

From this point of his career, when he had reached the

age of forty, we lose sight of Herodotus almost wholly. He
seems to have made but few journeys, one to Crotona, one

to Metapontum, and one to Athens (about 430 B.C.) being

all that his work indicates. No doubt he was employed

mainly, as Pliny testifies, in retouching and elaborating his

general history. He may also have composed at Thurii

that special work on the history of Assyria to which he

twice refers in his first book, and which is quoted by

Aristotle. It has been supposed by many that he lived to

a great age, and argued that "the never-to-be-mistaken

fundamental tone of his performance is the quiet talkative-

ness of a highly cultivated, tolerant, intelligent, old man "

(Dahlmann). Bat the indications derived from the later

touches added to his work, which form the sole evidence

on the subject, would rather lead to the conclusion that his

life was not very prolonged. There is nothing in the nine

books which may not have been written as early as 430
B.C. ; there is no touch which, even probably, points to a

later date than 424 B.C. As the author was evidently

engaged in polishing up his work to the last, and even

promises touches which he does not give, we may assume

that he did not much outlive the date last mentioned, or in

other words, that he died at about the age of sixty. The
predominant voice of antiquity tells us that he died at

Thurii, where his tomb was shown in later ages.

In estimating the great work of Herodotus, and his

genius as its author, it is above all things necessary to con-

ceive aright what that work was intended to be. It has

been called " a universal history," " a history of the wars

between the Greeks and the barbarians," and " a history of

the struggle between Greece and Persia." But these

titles are all of them too comprehensive. Herodotus, who
omits wholly the histories of Phoenicia, Cartha_ge, and
Etruria, three of the most important among the states

existing in his day, cannot have intended to compose a
" universal history," the very idea of which belongs to a
later age. He speaks in places as if his object was to

record the wars between the Greeks and the barbarians

;

but as he omits the Trojan war, in which he fully believes,

the expedition of the Teucrians and Mysians against Thrace

and Thessaly, the wars connected with the Ionian coloniza-

tion of Asia Minor, and others, it is evident that he does

not really aim at embracing in his narrative all the wars

between Greeks and barbarians with which he was
acquainted. Nor does it even seem to have been his object

to give an account of the entire struggle between Greece

and Persia. That struggle was not terminated by the

battle of Mycale and the capture of Sestos in 479 rc. It

continued for thirty years longer, to the peace of Callias.

The fact that Herodotus ends his history where he does

shows distinctly that his intention was, not to give an

account of the entire long contest between the two countries,

but to write the history of a particular war—the great

Persian war of invasion. His aim was as definite as that

of Thucydides, or Schiller, or Napier, or any other writer

who has made his subject a particular war ; only he deter-

mined to treat it in a certain way. Every partial history

requires an " introduction ; " Herodotus, untrammelled by

examples, resolved to give his history a magnificent intro-

duction. Thucydides is content with a single introductory

book, forming little more than one-eighth of his work

;

Herodotus has six such books, forming two-thirds of the

entire composition.

By this arrangement he is enabled to treat Ids subject in

the grand way, which is so characteristic of him. Making
it his main object in his "introduction" to tet before his

readers the previous history of the two nations who were

the actors in the great war, he is able in tracing their

history to bring into his narrative some account of almost

all the nations of the known world, and has room to

expatiate freely upon their geography, antiquities, manners
and customs, and the like, thus giving his work the " uni-

versal " character which has been detected in it, and secur-

ing for it, without trenching upon unity, that variety, rich-

ness, and fulness which are a principal charm of the best

histories, and of none more than his. In tracing the growth

of Persia from a petty subject kingdom to a vast dominant
empire, he has occasion to set out the histories of Lydia,

Media, Assyria, Babylon, Egypt, Scythia, Thrace, and to

describe the countries and the peoples inhabiting them,

their natural productions, climate, geographical position,

monuments, &c.; while, in noting the contemporaneous

changes in Greece, he is led to tell of the various migrations

of the Greek race, their colonies, commerce, progress rn the

arts, revolutions, internal struggles, wars with one- another,

legislation, religious tenets, and the like. The greatest

variety of episodical matter is thus introduced ; but the

propriety of the occasion and the mode of introduction are

such that no complaint can be made—the episodes never

entangle, encumber, or even unpleasantly interrupt the

main narrative.

The most important quality of a historian is trustwortld-

ness ; for a professed history is of no value unless we can

place reliance upon its truth. It has been questioned, both

in ancient and in modem times, whether the history of

Herodotus possesses this essential requisite. Several

ancient writers call his veracity in question, accusing him

of the crime of conscious and intentional untruthfulness.

Modems generally acquit him of this charge ; but his

severer critics still urge that, from the inherent defects of

his character, his credulity, his love of effect, and his loose

and inaccurate habits of thought, he was unfitted for the

historian's office, and has produced a work of but small his-

torical value. It is impossible, within the limits of an

article such as the present, to enter fully upon this contro-

versy. Perhaps it may be sufficient to remark that the

defects in question certainly exist, and detract to some

extent from the authority of the work, more, especially of

those parts of it which deal with remoter periods, and were

taken by Herodotus on trust from his informants, but tha>
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they only slightly affect the portions which treat of later

'times and forni the special subject of his history. In con-

firmation of this view, it may be noted that the authority

of Herodotus for the circumstances of the great Persian

war, and for all local and other details which come under

his immediate notice, is accepted by even the most sceptical

of modeni historians, and forms the basis of their narratives.

Among the merits of Herodotus as an historian, the most

prominent uro the diligence with which he has collected

the materials for his history, the candour and impartiality

with whici ho has placed his facts before the reader, the

political dispassionateness which he displays in the judg-

ments that he passes upon party leaders, the absence of

undue national vanity, and the breadth of his conception

of the hisloriaa's office, which makes his work a storehouse

of diversitied knowledge for which the student of antiquity

can never be sufficiently grateful. On the other hand, he

has no claim to rank as a critical historian ; he has no con-

ception of the philosophy of history, no insight into the real

causes that underlie political changes, no power of penetrat-

ing below the surface, or even of grasping the real intercon-

nexion of the events which he describes. He belongs dis-

tinctly to the romantic school ; his forte is vivid and

picturesque description, the lively presentation to the reader

of scenes and actions, characters and states of society,*not

the subtle analysis of motives, or the power of detecting

the undercurrents which sway events, or the generalizing

faculty which draws lessons from history and makes the

past illumine the darkness of the future.

But it is as a writer that the merits of Herodotus are most

conspicuous and most unquestioned. " O that I were in a

condition," says Lucian, " to resemble Herodotus, if only

in some measure ! I by no means say in all his gift.s, but

only in some single point ; as, for instance, the beauty of

his language, or its harmony, or the natural and peculiar

grace of the Ionic dialect, or his fulness of thought, or by

whatever name those thousaiid beauties are called which to

the despair of his imitator are united in hinj." -Cicaro calls

his style " copious and polished;" Quintilian, " aweet, pure,

and flowing ;" Longinus says he was " the most Il.imeric of

historians;" Dionysius, his countryman, prefers him to

Thucydides, and regards him as combining in an extra-

ordinary degree the excellencies of sublimity, beauty, and

the true historical method of composition,, Moderns are

almost equally complimentary, " The atylo of Hsrodotus,"

says one, " is universally allowed to be remarkable for its

harmony and sweetness." '' The churm of his .style," argues

another, " has so dazzled men as to make them blind to hin

defects." Various attempts have been mads to analyse the

nature of the charm which is so universally felt; but ib

may be doubted whether any of thoin are very successful,

whether the aroma of the flower does not evaporate in thfl

critic's alembic. All, however, seem to agree that {imoag
the qualities for which the stylo of Herodotus is to be
admired are simplicity, freshness, naturalness, and harmony
of rhythm! Maater of a form of language peculiarly sweet
and euphonical, and possessed of a delicate ear which
instinctively suggested tho most musical arrangemer.i)

posalble, he givci his sentences, without art or effort, the
most agreeable flow, is never abrupt, never too diffuse, much
less prolix or wearisome, and being himself simple, fresh,

naif (it wa may uso the word), honest, and somewhat
quaint, ho delights us by combining with this melody of

sound simple, clear, and fresh thoughts, perspicuously
expressed, often accompanied by happy turns of phrase,
and always manifestly the spontaneous growth of his own
fresh and Unsophisticated mind. Reminding us in somo
respects of the quaint niodia)val writers, Froissart and
Philippe do Comincs, he greatly excels them, at once in tho
beauty of his language and the art with which he has com-

bined his heterogeneous materials into a single perfect

harmonious whole.

As migLt h»vc been expected from its excellence, the hietor/ of

Herodotus has been translated by many persons and iota many
l.-inguagcs. About 1450, at tho time of the revival of learning, a

Latin version was Diade and published ly Laurentius Valla. Thi.<)

was revised in 1537 by Heusbacb, and accomiiaiiies the Gi-eck text of

Hefodotus in many editions. The first complete transl.ition into a

modern language na.s the English one of Littlebury, published in

1737. This was followed in 1786 by the, French translation of

Larcher, a valuable work, accompanied by copious notes and essays.

Beloe, the second English translator, based his work on that of

Larcher. His first edition, in 1791, was confeascdly vciy defec-

tive ; the second, in 1806, still left much to be desired. A good
Gorman translation, but without note or comment, was brought out

by Fiiedrich Lange at Berlin in 1811. Andrea Mustoxidi, a native

of Corfu, published an Italian version in 1820. In 1822 AugUite
Miot endeavoured to improve on Larcher ; and in 1828-32 Dr
Adolf Scholl brought out a German translation with copious notes

(new ed., 1855), Vfhich has to some extent superseded the work of

Lauge. About the same time a new English version was made by
Mr Istiao Taylor (London, 1829). Finally, in 1S58-60, the hietory

of Herodotus was translated by Canon Rawlinton, assisted in the

copious notes and appendices accompanying the work by Sir

Gardner AVilkinson and Sir Henry Uawliiison^ More recently we
have translations in German by B.ihr (Stuttgart, 1867) and Stein

(Oldenburg, 1875) ; in French by Giguet (1857) and Talbot

(1864) ; and in Italian by Ricci (Turin, 1871-76), Grandi (Asti,

1872), and Bcrtini (Naples, 1871-2). A Swedish translation by
F. Carlstadt was published at Stockholm in 1871.

The best recent editions of the Greek text of Herodotus are the

following:— Herodoli Historia:, ed. Schweighauser, 6 vols. 8to,

Strasburg, 1816; Herodoti Halicarnassti Historiarum libri IX.,

ed. Gaisford, O.iford, 1840; Herodotus, with a Commmlary, by J.

W. Blakesley, B.D., 2 vols. 8vo, London, 1854; Herodoli Mxiscr:,

cd. Pahr, 4 vols. 8vo, Lcipsic, 1866-61, 2d ed. ; Herodoli

JHstorice, ed. Abiclit, 2 vols. 8vo, Lcipsic, 1S69 ; and Herodoli

Hislorice, ed. H. Stein, 2 vols., 1869-71. Among works of

value illustrative of Herodotus may be mentioned Bouhier, Re-

cherchcs sur Hdrodote, Dijon, 1746; Rcnr°ll, Geography of Hero-

dotus, London, 1800; Niebulir, Ocoffropliy ofHerodotus and ScytMa,

F.ng. trans., Oxford, 1830; I)(vblma«ii, Hcrodol, aus seincm Buehe
sein Lcben, Miontx, 1823; Eltz, Qiiaslianes Hcrodolece, Leipsic, 1841 ;

Kenrick, Egyiii of Hcrodolu-s, Loudon, 1841 ; JIurc, Lilernlurt qf
Greece, vol. iv.', London, 1652 ; Abicht, Vehcrsichl uber den Hcro-

doteischen Dialect (Leipsic, 1S69, 8d ed. 1S74), and JOc codiann

Herodoli fide ae auctorilnU (Naumliurg, 1869) ; Melondcr, De
anneolulliis Herodoteis {Lund, 1869); JIatzat, " Ucber die Glaub-

cnswiirdigiicit der g^eograph. Angabcn Herodots iiber Asien," in

Jfermcs, vi. ; Biidinger, 2ur cmpiischcn Porsclmng Herodoli

(Vienna, 1873, reprinted from tlie' Silzungsbcr. of the Vienna
Aoad.) ; Merxclorf, Qv.oKtiones grainmcUixce de dialccto HerodoUa
(Leipsic, 1875) ; A. Kircl.\oiT, Ueber die Sntstehunrrsecit des Htro-

dolischen OesehichlsUicrl (Berlin, 1878) ; and Adolf Bauer, Htrodott

Biographie (Vienna, 1878). For notices of current literature see

Buisiau's Jaliresbcrieht. Students of the original may also consult

with advantage the lexicons of /Emilias Portus (Oxford, 1817) and
of Schweighiiueer (London, 1824). (Q. R.)

HEROLD, Loui3 Joseph Ferdinand (1791-1833),

French nlusician, was born in Paris, January 28, 1791,

the son of Frangois Joseph Harold, an accomplished pianist,

who, however, did not at first wish his son to adopt the

musical profession. It was indeed not till after his father's

death that H(5rold in 1806 entered the Paris conservatoire,

where he studied under Catel arid Mt!Lul, one of the leading

composers of the time, by whose teaching his pupil profited

soon and permanently. In 1812 he gained the grand prix

do Rome (a travelling scholarship awarded by tho French

Government to tho best pupils of tho conscrvatoiro), and

accordingly started for Italy, whero he remained till 1816,'

and comiwised a symphony, a cantata, and several pieces of

chamber music It was also during his stay in Italy that

Harold for tho flr.st time ventured on tho stage with the Opera

La Giovciith di Enrico V., first perfornicd nt Naples in 1815

with moderate success. Returning to Paris ho had tho good

fortune to be invited by Boicldieu toparticipato in tho com-

position of an opera called Charles th France, performed Jn

181G, and soon followed by Harold's first Frcnoh opera. Lea

llusih-cs (1317), which was received very favourably. Of

tho numerous dramatic works which H(*rold produced for
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the next fifteen years in rapid succession it is unnecessary

to give a detailed account. Only the names of some of the

more important may be mentioned here :

—

La Clochette

(1817), L'Auteur mort et vivant (1820), Marie (1826), and

the ballets La Fille mal Caj-rfee (1828) and La Belle an bois

dormant {\S29). H(5rolJ also wrote a vast quantity of piano-

forte music of a more or less ephemeral kind, in spite of his

time being much occupied by his duties as accompanist at

the Italian opera iu Paris. In 1831 he produced one of the

two works which have given immortality to his name, the

romantic opera Zambia, which has met with immense success

not only in Francs but also in Germany, where it has kept

the stage till the present day, and is considered Harold's

masterpiece. In France that eminence is justly accorded to

VnzLe Pre mixClercs{&Tst performance December 15, 1832),

in every way a representative work of the French school, in

which French esprit and French chivalry find their most

perfect embodiment. Grace, liveliness, and true dramatic

spirit are Harold's best qualities, and secure him a promi-

nent place amongst the composers of opera comique, in the

more refined sense which has been lost by most composers

of modern France. Harold died- January 19, 1833, of the

lung disease from which be had suffered for many yfears,

and the effects of which he accelerated by incessant work.

HERON, or Hero, a mathematician and natural philo-

sopher of Alexandria, was the pupil of Ctesibius, and

flourished probably about a century or a century and a half

before Christ. His name has been preserved in the well-

known experiment of Hero's fountain, in which, by means

of condensed air, water is made to spring from a jet in

a continuous stream. Several of Heron's writings are

entirely lost, and of those that remain some have never

been printed. His most valuable work is that on Pneu-

matics, in which are given his experiments on the elasticity

of the air and of steam. His Mechanics and Barulcus

treat of the subjects which would now be comprised in an

elementary book on dynamics. At the end of his' Cata-

peltica or Belopoielica, which are probably the same, occurs

Heron's solution of the ancient and much discussed problem

to find two mean proportionals between two given straight

lines. Cheirohalistra, Cambeslria, Camarica, Automata,

are the titles of =onio of his other physical works. His

mathematical works (see Hultsch's Heronis AlexanJrini

Geometricorum et Stereometricorum Peliguiie, Berlin, 1864)

are very fragmentary, and it is difficult to determine

whether several of them are not to be attributed to later

and anonymous writers. Heron seems to have been the

first to show how the area of a triangle maybe found from

its three sides. See two papers by Vincent and Boncom-
pagni in Bullettiuo di hibliogr. e di storia delle scienze

matem. efisiche, iv.

HERON, called the younger, to distinguish him from his

namesake of Alexandria, was, like him, a mathematician

and natural philosopher. By some he is supposed to have

flourished in the first half of the 7th century a.d. ; by

others, with more probability, to have lived at Constanti-

nople in the 10th century. He wrote a treatise on Besieg-

ing Engines which still exists, and another on the Construc-

tion of Sun-dials, which is now lost. Some mathematical

writings assigned to hira should perhaps be referred to

Heron the elder (see Mcmoires Presentes d, VAcademic des

Inscripiio}is, 1^'" serie, tome iv., Paris, 1854).

HERON—French, Heron; Italian, Aghirone, Airone;

\a,\ka., Ardea; Greek, eptoSids; Anglo-Saxon, //rac/ra ; Ice-

landic, Hegre ; Swedish, Eager ; Danish, Heire ; German,

Heiger, Reiher, Heergans ; Dutch, Reiger—a long-necked,

long-winged, and long-legged bird, the representative of a

very natural group, the Ardeida;, which through the neglect

or ignorance of ornithologists has been for many years

encumbered by . a considerable number of alien forms.

belonging truly to the Cranes, &)-«tf^fF (see vol. vi. p. 546),

and Storks, Ciccjiiidce, whose structure and characteristics

are wholly distinct, however much external resemblance

some of theni may possess to t^e Herons, 'iilimiinitciiig

these intruders, it is difficult or even impossible to estimate

with any accuracy the number of species of Ardeida; which

exist. Professor Schlegel in 1863 enumerated 61, besides

5 of what he terms " conspecies," as contained in the col-

lection at Leyden {Mus. des Pays Bas, Ardeae, 64 pp.),

—

on the other hand, G. R. Gray in 1871 (Hand-list, ifec,

iii. pp. 26-34) admitted above 90, while Dr Reichenow

(Jourri. fur Ornithologie, 1877, pp. 232-275) recognizes

67 as known, besides 15 "subspecies" and 3 varieties,

arranging thera in 3 genera, NyclicoruT, Botaurus, and

Ardea, with 17 subgenera. But it is difficult to separate

the Family, with any satisfactory result, into genera, if

structural characters have to be found for these groups, for

in many cases they run almost insensibly into each other

—

though in common language it is easy to speak of Herons,

Egrets, Bitterns, Night-Herons, and Boatbills. With the

exception of the last. Professor Schlegel retains all in the

FlO. 1.—Heron.

genus Ardea, dividing it into eig}d sections, the names of

which may perhaps be Englished—Great Herons, Small

Herons, Egrets. Semi-egrets, Rail-like Herons, -» Little

Bitterns, Bitterns, and Night-Herons. It may be expe-

dient here to adopt this arrangement, though the presMit

writer would guard himself against being supposed to give

it more than partial and provisional assent.

The common Heron of Europe, Ardea cinerea of Linnsns,

is universally allowed to be the type of the family, and it

may also be regarded as that of Professor Schlegel's first

section. The species inhabits suitable localities throughout

the whole of Europe, Africa, and Asia, reaching Japan,

many of the islands of the Indian Archipelago, and even

Australia. Though by no means so numerous as formerly

in Britain, it is still sufficiently common to render a descnp-

tion of it almost unnecessary,! and there must be few

persons who have not seen it rising slowly from_ some river-

side or marshy flat, or passing overhead m its lofty and

1 In manv parts of England it is generally called a " ?-«""=" —
being a corruption of "Hercnsewe." which, as Pwlessor Skeat states

(Etynu>l. Diclionary, p. 264), is a perfectly distinct^^^ord frnn;

"Heronshaw," commonly confounded witn ii.. Tue furthe- corrup-

tionof "Heraser" into "handsaw," as in the weil-taiown V^ovnb

was easy in the mouth of men to whom hawking the iieronsewe wa.

unfamiliar.
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leisurely flight on its way to or from its daily haunts

;

while they are many who have been entertained by watch-

ing it as it sought its food, consisting chiefly of fishes

(especially eels and flounders) and amphibians—though

young birds and Email mammals come not amiss—wadmg
midleg in the shallows, swimming occasionally when out

of its depth, or standing motionless to strike its prey with

its formidable ind sure beak. When sutticiently numerous

the Heron breeds ia societies, known as Heronries, which

of old time were protected both by law aud custom in nearly

all European countries, on account of the sport their tenants

afforded to the falconer. Of late years, partly owing to

the withdrawal of the protection they had enjoyed, and

still more, it would seem, from agricultural improvement,

which, by draining meres, fens, and marshes, has abolished

the feeding-places of a great population of Herons, many of

the larger Heronries have broken up—the birds composing

them dispersing to neighbouring localities and forming

smaller settlements, most of which are hardly to be dignified

by the name of Heronry, though commonly accounted such.

Thus the number of so called Heronries in the United

Kingdom, and especially in England and Wales, has become

far greater than formerly, but no one can doubt that the

number of Herons has dwindled. Mt Harting, after being

at great pains to collect statistics on the subject, gave, in

1872 {Zoologist, s.s. pp. 3261-3272; with adaitions and
corrections, pp. 3404-3407), a list of those existing in

the three kingdoms, more than 200 in number, of which a

little over one-half are in England and Wales, more than

50 in Scotland, and nearly 50 in Ireland. The sites chosen

by the Heron for its nest vary greatly. It is generally

built in the top of a lofty tree, but not unfrequontly (and

this seems to have been much more usual in former days)

near or on the ground among rough vegetation, on an

island in a lake, or again on a rocky clitT of the coast.

It commonly consists of a huge mass of sticks, often the

accumulation of 3'ears, lined with twigs, and in it are laid*

from four to six sea-green eggs. The young are clothed in

soft flax-coloured down, and remain in the nest for a con-

siderable time, therein difl'ering remarkably from the

"pipers" of the Crane, which are able to run almost as

80on as they are hatched. The first feathers assumed by
young Herons in a general way resemble those of the adult,

but the fine leaden-grey back, the pure white breast, iho

black throat-streaks, and especially the long pendent plumes,

which characterize only the very old birds, and are most

beautiful in the cocks, are subsequently acquired. The
Heron measures about 3 feet from the bill to the tail, and

the expanse of its wings is sometimes not loss than 6 feet,

yet it weighs only between 3 and 4 lb.

Large as is the common Heron of Europe, it .s exceeded

in size by the Great Blue Heron of America, Ardea

herodias, which generally resembles it in appearance and

hftbits, and both are smaller than the A. sxmuUrana or A.

typhoii of India and the Malay Archipelago, while the A.

golinth, of wide distribution in Africa and Asia, is the

largest of all. The Purple Heron, A. purpurea, as a well-

known European species having a great range overtlio Old

World, also deserves mention here. Of the species included

in Professor Schlegel's second section, little need now be

said. They inhabit the tropical parts of Africa, Austral-

asia, and America. The Egrets, forming his third group,

require more notice, distinguished as they are by their

pure white plumage, and, when in breeding dress, by the

beiutiful dorsal tufts of-docomposod featlicrs that ordinarily

droop over the tail, and are so highly esteemed as ornaments
by Oriental magnates. The largest .tpecics is A. ocrldtnilalis,

only known apparently from Florida and Cuba ; but one
not much less, the Great Egret, A. alhn, bL^longs to the

Old Wjrld. breeding regularly in south-eastern Europe,

and occasionally straying to Britain. A third, A. fgrttta,

represents it in America, while much the same may43e said

of two smaller species, A. garzetla, the Little Egret of

English autliors, and A. candidissima ; and a sixth, A.
inlermedia, is common in Iudia,'China, aud Japan, besides

occurring in Australia. The group of Semi-egrets, con-

taining some nine or ten forms, among which the Buff-

backed Heron, A. bubulcus, ia the only species that is

known to have occurred in Europe, is h.irdly to be distin-

guished from the last section except by their plumage being

at certain seasons varied in some species with slaty-blue

and in others with rufous. The Rail-like Herons form

Professor Schlegel's next section, but it can scarcely be

satisfactorily differentiated, and the epithet is misleading,

for its members have no Rail-like affinities, though the

typical species, which inhabits the south of Europe, and
occasionally finds its way to England, has long been known
aaA. ralloides.^ Nearly all these birds are tropical or sub-

tropical. Then there is the somewhat better defined group

FiQ. 2.— Bittern.

of Little Bitterns, containing abouc a dozen species— thff

smallest of the whole family. One of them, A. minula,'

though very local in its distribution, is a native of the

greater part of Europe, and has bred in England. It liaa

a close counterpart in the A. exilis of North America, and

is represented by three or four forms in other parts of the

world, the A. pusUla of Australia especially differing very

slightly from it. Ranged by Professor Schlegel with these

birds, which are all remarkable for their skulking habits,

but more resembling the true Herons in their nature, are

the common Green Bittern of America, A. tiresceiis, and

its very near ally the African A. atrkapitla, from whick

last it is aVnost impossible to distinguish the A. javanicot

of wide range throughout Asia and its islands, while othei

species, less closely related, occur elsewhere as A. JJavicollii)

—one form of which, A. rjouldi, inhabits Australia.

The true Bitterns, forming the genus Jiolaiirus of mosi

authors, seem to be fairly separable, but more perhaps o».

account of their wholly nocturnal habits and correspond-

ingly adapted plumage than on Btridly strnctural grvundi,

though some differences of proportion are observable. The

' It is tho " S<|Uacco-Ileron" of mndcni British Buthors—tlic (li»

tinctive name, given " Sguncco" by Willughby and Ray from Aldra

vandus, baring been nus9i>elt by Lathain.
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common Bltteni of Europa, B, cteuaAs, ttbs formferly an

abundant bird in many parts of Britain j but, since the

reclamation of the bogs and fens it used to inhabit, it is

become only an irregular visitant,—though not a winter

passes without its appearing in some numbers, when its

uncommon aspect, its large size, and beautifully pencilled

pluajage cause it to be regarded as a great prize by the

lucky gun-bearer to whom it falls a victim. Its value as

a delicacy for the table, once so highly esteemed, has long

vanished. The old fable of this bird inserting its beak

into a reed or plunging it into the ground, and so carsing

the booming sound with which its name will be always

associated, is also exploded, and nowadays indeed bo few

people in Britain have ever heard its loud and awful voice,

which seems to be uttered only in the breeding-season, and

is therefore unknown in a country where it no longer

breeds,! that incredulity as to-its booming at all has in some
quarters succeeded the old belief in this as in other reputed

peculiarities of the species. The Bittern is found from

Ireland to Japan, in India, and throughout the whole of

Tip. 3.—Boatbill.

Africa—suitable localities being, of course, understood.

Australia and New Zealand have a kindred species, B.

pceciloptUus, and North America a third, B. mvgitans or B.

lentiginosus. The former is said to bellow like a bull, but

authorities differ as to the vocal powers of the latter,^ which

has several times wandered to Europe, and. is distinguish-

able by its smaller size and uniform greyish-brown prima-

ries, which want the tawny bars that characterize B. stel-

laris. Nine other species of Bitterns from various parts of the

world are admitted by Professor Schlegel, but some of them
should perhaps be excluded from the genus Botaurus.

Of the Night-Herons the same aufhot recognizes six

species, all of which may be reasonably placed in the genus
Nydicorax, characterized by a shorter beak and a few other

peculiarities, among which the large eyes deserve mention.

The first is N. griseus, a bird widely spread over the Old
World, and not unfrequently visiting England, where it

would undoubtedly breed if permitted. Professor Schlegel

unites with it the common Night-Heron of America; but

• The last-recorded Instance of the Bittern breeding in England
was in 1868, as mentioned by Mr Stevenson {Birds of Norfolk, ii. p.

164). All the^true Bitterns, bo far as is knovm, lay eggs of a light

olive-brown colour.

* Bicbardson, a most accurate observer, positively asserts {Fauna
Boreali-Americana, ii. p. 374) that its booming exactly resembles
that of Its Old-World congener, but American ornithologists seem
only to have heard the croaking note it makes when disturbed.

this, though very closely allied, is generally deemed distin {,

and is the N. tksvius or N. garderd of most writers. A cleatly
diflFerent American species, with a more southern habitat, is

the N. ifiolaceus or N. eayennensis, while others are found
in South America, Australia, some of the Asiatic Islands,

and in West Africa. • The Galapagos have a peculiar species,

N. pauper, and another, so far as is known, peCiJiar to

Rodriguez, N" megaeephalus, existed in that island at the
time of its being-first colonized, but is now extinct.

The Boatbill, of which only one species is known, seems
to be merely a Night-Heron with an exaggerated bill,—so

much widened as to suggest its English name,—but has
alivays been allowed generic rank. This curious bird, the

Cancroma cochlearia of most authors, is a native of tropical

America, and what is known of its habits shews that they

are essentially those of a Nydicorax?
Bones of the common Heron and Bittern are not un-

common in the peat of the East-Anglian fens. Remains
from Sansan and Langy in France have been rfeferred by
M. Alphonse !Milne-Edwards to Herons under the names of

Ardea perplexa and A. formosa; a tibia from the Miocene
of Steinheim by Dr Fraas to ati A. similis, while Professor

Owen recognized a portion of a sternum from the London
Clay as most nearly.approaching this Family.

It remains to say that the Herons form part of Professor

Huxley's section PelargomorpTtae, belonging to his larger

group Desmognathce, and to draw attention to the sicgulai

development of the patches of " powder-dowu " which in

the family Ardddae attain a magnitude hardly to be found
elsewhere. Their use is utterly unknown. (a. -N.)

HEROPHILUS. See Anatojiy, vol. i p. 801-2.
HERRERA, Fernando de (1534-1597), lyrical poet,

born at Seville in 1534. Although an ecclesiastic, he
addressed, his verses to an Andalusian lady, said to have
been the countess of Gelves, under difi'erent names ; but
his love was as Platonic as Petrarch's, and served only to

lend additional beauty and tenderness to his poems.
Herrera has been celebrated in a sonnet by Cervantes ; and
his poems' were taken as models by the later poet. Lope de
Vega. He died at Seville in 1597. Flourishing at a time
when the Castilian language was not yet ripe for the higher
lyrical efforts, Herrera endeavoured to remedy the defects

of his native tongue by expelling from poetry the more
vulgar and trivial words, by introducing words in their

place from Greek, Latin, and Italian, and by employing
unfamiliar inflexions and inverted constructions so as to

approach more nearly the model of the classical tongues.

His system, however, was theoretical and artificial, and not
inspired by any genuine impulse of taste, so that in many
instances where he strives to be elevated and correct, he
succeeds only in being affected and formal

Herrera published his critical views in 1580, in aWe notes to

the works of Garcikso, whose Italian style he followed in a volume
of poems which appeared in 1582. Of these the sonnets are poor,
the elegies good, and the sixteen canzones or odes best of all.

The finest of these last are perhaps the two on the battle of

Lepanto and on the oyerthrow of Sjbastian of Portugal The
Pindaric ode on sleep has been frequently praised. Pacheco, the
".painter, published additional poems of Herrera in 1619 ; and
Fernandez added still more in the fourth and fifth volumes of his

Poesias Castcllanas, in 1808. The Battle of the Giants, The Rape of
Proserpine, The Amadis, and The Loves of Laitrino arid Ceerona are

among the titles of longer poenis of Herrera which are now lost.

Of his prose works the chief are the Eelacion de la Chierra de Chipre

y baialla de Lcpanlo, 1572 ; and the Viday mucrte de Tomas Moro,
1592, translated from Stapleton's Latin Lives of the Three Thomases.
His History of Spain till the time of Charles V. , said by Bioja tc

have been completed about 1590, has not come down to our time.

' The very wonderful Shoe-bird {Balc^niceps) has been regarded bjl

many authorities as allied to Cancroma, but there can be little doubt
that it is more nearly related to the genus Scopus belonging to th9
Storks. The Sun-Bittern {Eurypyga), by BOme systeraatists con-
sidered to belong to the Ardeidce, would appear to have greater"

affinity to the Rallidce, if it does not form a F.imily of itself.
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HERRERA, Francisco (1576-1C56), surnaraed el Viejo

(the old), liistoiica) and fresco painter, studied under Luis
Fernandez in Seville, his native city, where he spent the

most of his life. Although so rough and coarse in manners
that neither scholar nor child could remain with him, the

great talents of Herrera, and tho promptitude with which
he used them, brought hini abundant commissions. He
was also a skilful worker i)i bronze, an accomplishment that

led to his being charged with coining base money. From
this accusation, whether true or false, he sought sanctuary

ia the Jesuit college of San Hcrmenegildo, which he
adorned with a fine picture of its patron saint. Philip IV.,

on his visit to Seville in 1624, having seen this picture, and
learned the position of the artist, pardoned him at once,

warning him, however, that si:>,h powers as his should not

be degraded. In 1650 Herrera removed to Madrid, where
he lived in great honour till his death in 1656. Herrera
was the first to relinquish the timid manner of the old.

Spanish school of painting, and to initiate the free, vigorous

touch and stylo which reached such perfection in Velaz-

quez, who had been for a short time his pupil. His pictures

are marked by an energy of design and freedom of execution

quite in keeping with his bold, rough character. He is said

to have used very long brushes in his painting ; and it is

also said that, when pupils failed, his servant used to

dash the colours on tho canvas with a broom under his

directions, and that he worked them up into his designs

before they dried. The drawing in his pictures is correct,

and the colouring original and skilfully managed, so that the

Bgures stand out in striking relief. What has been con-

sidered his best easel-work, the Last Judgment, in the
church of San Bernardo at Seville, is an original and strik-

ing composition, showing in its treatment of the nude how
ill-founded the common belief was that Spanish painters,

through ignorance of anatomy, understood only the draped
figure. Perhaps his best fresco is that on the dome of the

ohurch of San Buenaventura; but many of his frescos have
perished, some by the effects of the weather, and others by
the artist's own carelessness in preparing his surfaces. He
haa, however, preserved several of his own designs in etch-

ings. For his easel-works Herrera often chose such humble
subjects as fairs, carnivals, ale-houses, and the like.

See Stirling's Atvials of the Artists of Spain, 3 vols., 184S.

HERRERA, Francisco (1622-1685), surnamod el Mozo
(tho young), historical and fresco painter, son of the subject

of last notice, was also a native of Seville. Unable to

endure hia father's cruelty, the younger Herrera, seizing

what money he could find, fled to Rome. There, instead of

devoting himself to the antiquities and the works of the old

Italian masters, ho gave himself up to tho study of architec-

ture and perspective, with the view of becoming a fresco-

painter. He did not altogether neglect easel-work, but
became renowned for his pictures of .still-life, flowers, and
fruit, and from his skill in painting fish was called by tho

Italians Lo Spar/miolo dec/li pesci. In later life ho painted
portraits with great success. Ho rcti-riiod to Seville on
hearing of his father's death; and in 1660 was appointed
subdirector of tho new academy there under JIurillo. His
vanity, however, brooked the superiority of no one ; and
throwing up hia appointment ho went to JIadrid. There
ho was employed to paint a San Hermenegildo for the
barefooted Carmelites, and to decorate in fresco the roof

of tho choir of San Felipe el Real. The success of this

last work procured for him u commission from Philip IV.
to paint in fresco tho roof of tho Atocha church. He choss
as his subject for this the Assumption of tho Virgin. Soon-
afterwards ho was rewarded with the title of painter to the
king, and was appointed superintendent of tho royal build-

'inga. Ho died at Jfadrid in 1685. Herrera el Mozo was
of a somewhat similar tempenment to his father, and

offended many people by his inordinate vanityand suspicious
jealousy. His pictures are inferior to the older Herrera's
both in design and iu execution ; but in some of them traces
of tho vigour of his father, who was his first teacher, are
visible. Ho was by no means an unskilful colon rist, and
was especially master of tho effects of chiaroscuro. As
his best picture Sir Edmund Head in his Handbook names
his San Francisco, in Seville Cathedral. An elder brother,
known as Herrera el Rubio (the ruddy), who died very
young, gave great promise s.? a painter.

See Stirling's Annals of the Artists of Simin, 3 vols., 1848.

HERRERA Y TO".DESILLAS," Antonio de (1549-
1625), Spanish historian, was born in 1549, at Cuellnr, in

the province of Segovia in Spain. His father, Roderigo
de Tordesillas, and his mother, Agnes< de Herrera, were
both of good family. After studying for some time in his

native country, Herrera proceeded to Italy, and there became
secretary to Vespasian Gonzago, with whom, on his appoint-

ment as viceroy of Navarre, ho returned to Spain. Gonzago,
sensible of his secretary's abilities, commended him on his

death-bed to Philip II. of Spain ; and that monarch, no
less discer.iing, appointed Herrera first historiographer of

j,he Indies, and one of the historiographers of Castile.

Placed thus in the enjoyment of an ample salary, Herrera
devoted the rest of his life to the peaceful pursuit of litera-

ture, retaining his offices till the reign of Philip IV., by
whom ho was appointed secretary of state,' very shortly,

however, before his death, which took place at Madrid on
March 29, 1625. Of Herrera's writings, the most valuable

is his Historin General de las Ileehos de los Castellanos en

las Jslas y Tierra Firme del Mar Oceano (Madrid, 1601-
15, 4 vols, fol.), a work which relates the history of the

Spanish-American colonies from 1492 to 1554. The
author's official po.sition gave him access to the state papers

and to other authentic sources not attainable by other

writers, while he did not scruple to borrow largely from
other MSS., especially from that of Las Casas. He used

his facilities carefully and judiciously ; and the result is a
work on the whole accurate and unprejudiced, and quite

indispensable to the student either of the history of the

early colonies, or of the institutions and customs of the

aboriginal American peoples. Although it is written in the

form of annals, mistakes are not wanting, and several glaring

anachronisms have been pointed out by Quintuna. " If,"

to quote Dr Robertson, " by attempting to relate tho various

occurrences in tho New World in a strict chronological

order, the arrangement of events in his work had not been

rendered so perplexed, disconnected, and obscure that it

is an unpleasant task to collect from different parts of his

book and piece together the detached shreds of a story, he

might justly have been ranked among the most eminent

historians of his country."
Herrera's other works are the following :

—

Hisloria rfe lo Svccdirlo

en Escoci'i d Inalatcrra en quarcnta y quatro aiios que vicid la

rcyna Maria Estiuxrda (JfadriJ, 15S9); Cinco Libros dc la Uisloria

de Portugal, y Conquisia dc las Islas de los Afores, 1582 y 1583 (ift.,

1591); Nistoria de lo Sucedido en Franein, 1585-1594 (ib., 1598);

Jlistoria General del Mundo del tietnpodel Seilor Hty Don felijie II.,

desdc 1559 hasta sii mucrle. (ib., 1601-12, 3 vols, fol.); Tratado, He-

lacion, y Biseurso histurico de los tnoviinieiitos de Araijon {ih., 1612);

Comnilarios de los Jfcchos de los Esjiailvles, Franeeses, y yeneciano*

en Italia, <lc., desde 1281 hasia 1559 (ib., 1624, fol.).

HERRICK, Robert (1591-1674), English poet, was

born in Cheapsido, London, and baptized on the 24th

of August 1591. Ho was the seventh child of Nicholas

Horrick, goldsmith, of tho city of London, who died in

1592, under suspicion of suicide. Tho children were

brought up by their undo. Sir William Herrick, ono of the

richest goldsmiths of tho day, to whom in 1 607 Robert

was bound apprentice. In 1613 ho proceeded to Cam-
bridge; and it was no doubt between these dates that tho

young poet was introduced to that circle of wits which he
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was afterwards to adorn He seems to have been present

et tlie first performance of The Alchemist in 1610, and it

was probably about this time that Ben Jonson adopted

him as his poetical "son." He entered the university as

fellow-commoner of Sfc John's College, and he remained

there until, in 1616, upon taking his degree, he removed

to Trinity Hall ; in 1620 he b'eca-me master of arts. From
this date until 1629 we entirely lose sight of him; it has

been variously conjectured that he spent these nine years

preparing for the ministry at Cambridge, or in much looser

pursuits in London. In the latter year his mother died, and,

taking orders, he was presented to the rural living of Dean

Prior, not far from Totnes in Devonshire. He entered upon

this new career on Octob'er 2, 1629, being in his thirty-

ninth year. At Dean Prior he resided quietly until 1648,

when he was ejected by the Puritans. The solitude there

oppressed him at first ; the village was dull and remote,

and he felt very bitterly that he was cut off from all literary

and social associations ; but soon the quiet existence in

Devonshire soothed and delighted him. He was'pleased

with the rural and semi-pagan customs that survived in the

village, and in some of his most charming verses he has

immortalized the morris-dances, wakes, and quintains, the

Christmas mummers and the Twelfth Night revellings, that

diversified the quiet of Dean Prior. Herrick never married,

but lived at the vicarage surrounded by a happy family of

pets, and tended by an excellent old servant named Prudence

Baldwin. His first appearance in print was in some verses

lie contributed to A Description of the King and Queen of

Fairies, in 1635. In 1640 a volume of Wit's Recreations

contained sixty-two small poems afterwards acknowledged

by Herrick in the Hesperides, and one not reprinted until

our own day. These partial appearances make it probable

that he visited London from time to time. We have few

hints of his life as a clergyman. Anthony Wood says

that Herrick's sermons were florid and witty, and that

he was "beloved by the neighbouring gentry. "^ Avery
aged woman, one Dorothy King, stated that the poet once

threw his sermon at his congregation, cursing them for

their inattention. The same old woman recollected his

favourite pig, which he taught to drink out of a tankard.

In 1648 he published his celebrated collection of^ lyrical

poems, entitled Hesperides, or the Works both Human
and Divine of Robert Herrick, only a few weeks, it would

seem, after his ejection from his living by the Puritans.

That he was reduced to great poverty in London has been

stated, but Dr Grosart shows this to be very unlikely. In

August 1662 Herrick returned to Dean Prior, supplanting

his own supplanter, Dr John Syms. He died in his eighty-

fourth year, and was buried at Dean Prior, October 15,

1674. A monument was erected to his memory in the

parish church in 1857.

As a pastoral lyrist Herrick stands first among English

poets. His genius is limited in scope, and comparatively

unambitious, but in its own field it is unrivalled. His tiny

poems—and of the thirteen hundred that he has left behind

him not one is long— are like jewels of various value,

heaped together in a casket. Some are of the purest water,

radiant with light and colour, some were originally set in

false metal that has tarnished, some were rude and repul-

sive from the first. Out of the unarranged, heterogeneous

mass the student has to select what is not worth reading,

but, after he has cast aside all the rubbish, he is astonished

at the amount of excellent and exquisite work that remains.

Herrick has himself summed up, very correctly, the themes
of his sylvan muse when he says :

—

I sing of brooks, of 1)10830103, tirds and bowers,
Of April, May, of June and .Tuly flowers,
I sing of May-poles, hock-carts, wassails, wakes,
Of briJegrooms, brides, and of their bridal-cakes,

He saw the picturesqueness of English homely life as no
one before him had seen it, and he described it in his verse

with a certain purple glow of Arcadian romance over it, in

tones of immortal vigour and freshness. His love poems
are still more beautiful ; the best of them have an ardour
and tender sweetness which give them a place in the fore-

front of modern lyrical poetry, and remind us of what was
best in Horace and in the poets of the Greek anthology.

After suffering complete extinction for more than a century, the
fame of Herrick was revived by Mr Nichols (Sylvanus Urban), who
introduced his poems to the readers of the Gentleman's Magazine of
1796 and 1797. Dr Drake followed in 1798 with considerabla
enthusiasm. By 1810 interest had so far revived in the forgotten
poet that Dr Nott ventured to print a selection from his poems,
whicli attracted the favourable notice of tlie Quarterly Jtevicw.

In 1823 the Hesperides &x\i. ihe Noble Nnmhers vhk for the first

time edited by Mr T. Maitland, afterwards Lord Dundrennan.
Other editions followed in 1839, 1844, 1846, 1850, 1852, and 1859.

A more complete collection, by Mr W. C. Hazlitt, was brought out
in 1869. In 1876 followed Dr Grosart's exhaustive and authori-

tative edition in three vols., and in 1877, under the title o€

Chrysomcla, a very elegant selection by Mr F. T. Palgrave, with a
prefatory essay. There are therefore few English poets of the 17th
century whose writings are now more accessible to every class of

readers than those of Herrick.

HERRING {Clupea harengus, Hdring in German, Le
Hareng in French, Sill in Swedish), a fish belonging

to the genus Clupea, of which more than sixty dififerent

species are known in various parts of the globe. The sprat,

pilchard or sardine, and shad are species of the same genus.

Of all sea-fishes Clupece are the most abundant ; for

although other genera may comprise a greater variety sf

species, they are far surpassed by Clupea with regard to

the number of individuals. The majority of the species of

Clupea are of greater or less utility to man ; it is only a few

tropical species that acquire, probably from their food,

highly poisonous properties, so as to be dangerous to per-

sons eating them. But no other species equals the Common
Herring in importance as an article of food or commerce.

It inhabits in incredible numbers the German Ocean, the

northern parts of the Atlantic, and the seas north of Asia.

The herring inhabiting the corresponding latitudes of the

North Pacific is another species, but most closely allied to

that of the eastern hemisphere. Formerly it was the

general belief that the herring inhabits the open ocean close

to the Arctic Circle, and that it migrates at certain seasons

towards the northern coasts of Europe and America. This

view has heen proved to be erroneous, and we know now
that this fish lives throughout the year in the vicinity of our

shores, but at a greater depth, and at a greater distance

from the coast, than at the time when it approaches land

for the purpose of spawning.

Herrings are readily recognized and distinguished from

the other species of Cltipea by having an ovate patch of

very small teeth on the vomer (that is, the centre of the

palate). In the dorsal fin they have from 1 7 to 20 rays,

and in the anal fin from 16 to 18; there are from 53 to 59

scales in the lateral line, and invariably 56 vertebras in the

vertebral column. They have a smooth gill-cover, without

those radiating ridges of bone which are so conspicuous m
the pilchard and other Clnpece. The sprat cannot be con-

founded with the herring, as it has no teeth on the vomer,

and only 47 or 48 scales in the lateral line.

Herrings grow very rapidly ; according to H. A. Jleyer'a

observations, they attain a length ot from 17 to 18 mm,

during the first month after hatching, 34 to 36 mm
during the second, 45 to 50 mm. during the third, 55

to 61 mm. during the fourth, and 65 to 72 -mm. during

the fifth. The size which they finally attain and their

general condition depend chiefly on the abundance of food

(which consists of crustaceans and other small marine

animals), on the temperature of the water, on the season at

which they have been hatched, &c. Their usual size is
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jiiovt 12 inchej; but in some particularly suitable localities

ihey grow to a length of 15 inches, and instances of speci-

ouns measuring 17 inches are on record. In the Baltic,

whjre the water is gradually losing its saline constituents,

Ihnu becoming less adapted for the development of marine

ppecijs, the herring continues to exist in large numbsrs, but

B3 a dwarfed form, not growing either to the size or to the

condition of the North-Sea herring. The herring of the

American side of the Atlantic is specifically identical with

that of Europe. A second species (Clupea Icachii) has been

Bupposed to exist on the British coast ; but it comprises

only individuals of a smaller size, the produce of an early

or lato spawn. Also the so-called " white-bait " is not a

distinct species, but consists chiefly of the fry or the young

of herrings, and is obtained " in perfection " at localities

where these small fishes find an abundance of food, as in

the estuary of the Thames. The important subject of

herring-fishing has already been treated in the article

fisHEUiES (see vol. ix. pp. 251, 257, <fec.).

Several excellent accounts of the herring have been published,

as by Valenciennes in the 20th vol. of the Histoire naturclle dcs

Poiisons, and more especially by Jlr J. M. llitcheU, The Herring,

its Natural History and National Importance, Edin., 1864. 01d<>r

treatises are— P. Neucrantz, Dc Barcngo, Liibeck, 1654; J. S.

Dodd, Essay towards a Natural History of the Herring, Lond.

,

176S; J. Sola, Essay towards a Natural History of Herrings;
Bock, Versuch ciner vollst/fndigcii Natur- imd Handels-Oeschichte
"•*> Hdrings, Kouigsberg, 1769.

HERRNHUT, a town of Saxony, in the circle and 18

miles south-east of the town of Bautzen, and situated on the

Lobau and Zittau Railway, is chiefly known as the principal

seat of the Moravian or Bohemian Brotherhood, styled on

the Continent Herruhuter, a colony of whom, fleeing from
persecution in their own country, settled at Herrnhut in 1 722,

on a site presented by Count Zinzendorf. The buildings

include houses for the brethren, the sisters, and the widowed
of both sexes. The town is remarkable for its regularity,

cleanness, and stillness. Linen, paper (to varieties of which
flerrnhut gives its name), tobacco, and various minor
jrticles are manufactured. The Hutberg commands a

pleasant view. The population in 1875 was 1128.

Berthelsdorf, a village about a mile distant, has been the

seat of the directorate of the community since about 1789,

HERSCHEL, Caboline Lucretia (1750-1848), sister

of Sir William Herschel, the eighth child and fifth daughter

of her parents, was born at Hanover on the 16th March
1750. On account of the prejudices of her mother, who
did not desire her to know more than was necessary for

being useful in the family, she received in youth only the

first elements of education. After the death of her father

in 1767 she, in order to fit herself to earn her bread,

obtained permission to learn millinery and dressmaking,
but continued to assist her mother in the management of

the household until the autumn of 1772, when she accom-
panied to England her brother William, who had established

himself as a teacher of music in Bath. At once she became
a valuable co-operator with her brother, both in his profes-

sional duties and in the astronomical researches to which
he had already begun to devote all his sparo time. She
was the principal singer at his oratorio concerts, and
acquired such a reputation as a vocalist that she was
oflFered an engagement for the Birmingham festival, which,
however, she declined. 'When her brother accepted the
office of astronomer-royal, she became his constant assistant

in his observations, and also executed the laborious-calcula-

tions which were connected with them. For these services

she >n 1 787 received from the king a salary of £50 a year.

Her chief amusement during her leisure hours was to sweep
the. heavens with a small Newtonian telescope planted on
the lawn. Besides detecting by this means many of tho

Bwall nobulaa included in Sir William Hcrschel's catalogue,

she succeeded in -Recovering sevkh comets, in (he discovery

of five of which she could lay claim to priority, viz., those of

1786, 1 788, 1791, 1793, and 1795. In 1797 she presented

to the Royal Society a catalogue of 560 stars taken from
Flamstced's observations^ and not included in the British

catalogue, together with a collection of errata that should
be noticed in the same volume. Though she returned to

Hanover in 1822 she did not abandon her astronomical

studies, and ill 1828 she completed the reduction, to

January 1800, of 2500 nebulas discovered by her brother.

In 1833 tho Astronomical Society, to mark their sense of

the benefits conferred on science by such a series of labo-

rious exertions, unanimously resolved to present her with

their gold medal, and also elected her an honorary member
of the society. la 1846 she received a gold medal from
the king of Prussia.' She retained the 'use of her intellec-

tual faculties, and also preserved her interest in science, to

the close of a long life. Her death took place on 9th Jan-

uary, 1848. The Memoir and Correspondence of Caroline

Herschel, by Mrs John Herschel, appeared at London in

1876.

HERSCHEL, Sir Frederick William (1738-18?''),

generally known as Sir William Herschel, one of the most
illustrious of astronomers, 'was born at Hanover, Novem-
ber 15, 1738. His father was a musician employed as

hautboy player in the Hanoverian guards. The family had
migrated from Bohemia in the early part of the 17th cen-

tury, on account of religious troubles, they themselves being

Protestants. Herschel's earlier education was necessarily

of a very limited character, chiefly owing to the troubles in

which his country at that time was involved ; but, being at

all times an indomitable student, he, by his own exertions,

more than repaired this deficiency of his youth. He became
a very skilful musician, both theoretical and practical

;

while his attainments as a self-taught mathematician were

fully adequate to the prosecution of those branches of

astronomy which, by his labours and his genius, he so

eminently advanced and adorned. Whatever he did he

did methodically and thoroughly ; and in this methodical

thoroughness lay the secret of what Arago very properly

terms his astonishing scientific success.

In 1755, at the age of seventeen, ho joined the band ol

the Hanoverian guards, and with his detachment visited

England, accompanied by his father and eldest brother; in

the following year he returned to bus native country, but

two years later, impelled by the troubles that surrounded

liim, he finally quitted Hanover to seek his fortunes in

England. As might have been expected, tho earlier part of

his career in his adopted country was attended with formid-

able difficulties and much privation. We find him engaged

in several towns in the north of England as organist and

teacher of music, but these were occupations not attended

with any lucrative results. In 1766 the tide of his fortunes

began to flow, inasmuch as he obtained the appointment of

organist to tho Octagon Chapel in Bath, at that time the

resort of the wealth and fashion of tho city, and of lit

numerous distinguished visitors.

The next five or sis years of his life were spent in estab-

lishing his reputation as a musician, _and ho thereby even-

tually became tho leading musical authority in tho place,

and tho director of all tho chief public musical entertain-

ments. His circumstances having thus become easier, he

revisited Hanover for the purpose of bringing back with

him his sister Caroline, with the view of her rendering

him such services as she could in his multifarious

undertakings. She arrived in Bath with her brother

in August 1772, being at that time in her twenty-third

year. She thus describes her brother's life soon after her

arrival :
—" He used to retire to bod with a bason of milk

or a glass of water, with Smith's Uarmonia and Ferguson's
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Astronomy, <fec., and so wont to sleep buried under hia

favourite authors ; and liis first thoughts on waking were

bow to obtain instruments for viewing those objects himself

of which he had been reading." It is nut without signi-

ficauco that we find him thus reading Smitli's Harmonics

;

to that study loyalty to his profession would impel him;
as a reward for his thoroughness this led him to Smith's

Optics ; and this, by a natural sequence, again led him to

astromony, for the purposes of which the chief optical

instruments were devised. It was in this way that he

was introduced to the writings of Ferguson and Keill, and
subsequently to those of Lalande, whereby he was educating

himself for an astronomer and for undying fame. In those

days telescopes were very rare, very expensive, and not

very efficient, for the Dollonds had not as yet perfected

even their beautiful little achromatics of 2| inches aperture.

So Herschel was obliged to content himself with hiring a

small Gregorian reflector of about 2 inches aperture, which
he had seen expossd for loan in a tradesman's shop. Not
satisfied with this implement, he procured a small lens of

about 18 feet focal length, and set his sister to work on a
pasteboard tube of that length, so as to make bim a tele-

scope. A tube of this construction naturally bent, and it

was useless for all purposes but for the determined eyes of

William HerscheL This material was soon displaced for tin,

and thus a sorry sort of visioniwas obtained of Jupiter and
Saturn and the moon. He then sought for a reflector of

much larger dimensions from artists in London. No such
instrument, however, was for sale; aud the terms demanded
for the construction of a reflecting telescope of 5 or 6 feet

focal length he regarded as too exorbitant even, for the

gratification of such desires as his own. So he was driven

to the only alternative that remained ; he must construct a
large telescope for himself. His first step in this direction

was to purchase the debris of an amateur's implements for

grinding and polishing small mirrors ; and thus, by slow

degrees, and by indomitable perseverance, he in 1774 had,

as he says, the satisfaction of viewing the heavens with a

Newtonian telescope of 6 feet focal length constructed

by his own hands. But he was not a man to be con-

tented with viewing the heavens as a mere star-gazer ; on
the contrary, he had from the very first conceived the

gigantic project and the hnpe of surveying the entire

heavens, and, if possible, of ascertaining the plan of their

general structure on a settled and systematic mode of pro-

cedure, if only he could but provide himself with adequate
instrumental means, With this view he, his brother, and
his sister toiled for many years at the grinding and polishing

of hundreds of specula, always retaining the best, and re-

casting the others, until the best of the previous perfor-

mances had been surpassed. This was the work of the
daylight in those seasons of the year when the fashionable

visitors of Bath had quitted the place, and had thus freed

the family from professional duties. After 1774 every avail-

able hour of tlie night was devoted to the lung-hoped-for
scrutiny of the skies. In those days no machinery had
been invented for the construction of telescopic mirrors

;

the man who had the hardihood to undertake the polishing

doomed himself to walk leisurely and uniformly round
an upright post for many hours, without removing his

hands from the mirror, until his work was done. On
these occasions Herschel received his food from the hands
of his faithful sister. But his reward was nigh.

In May 1780 his first two papers containing some of

the results of his astronomical observations during the last

six years were communicated to the Royal Society through
the influential introduction of Dr Watson. Herschel had
made the acquaintance of this excellent man and skilful

physician in a characteristic manner. In order to obtain a
Bight of the moou the astronomer had taken his telescope

into the street opposite his house ; the pliyslcian happen^
iiig to pass at the time, and seeing his eye removed fot

a moment from the intti'ument, requested perndision to

take his place. The mutual courtesies and iutolligeut con*

versation which ensued soon ripened this casual acquaint

ance into a solid and enduring regard.

The subject of this first memoir was the varying lustra

of several of the stars, and especially that of Mira in the

constellation of Cetus. It had been long known to fado

in brightness from nearly that of a star of the first magni-

t^jde down to invisibility in such telescopes as then existed.

Herschel had examined it, and many other variable stars,

for himself ; it was not, however, a simple or isolated

phenomenon that engaged his attention ; but, regarding

the stars as so many suns, he examined stellar phenomena
as possibly leading him to some intelligent conception of

what might be occurring in our own sun. The sun, he
knew, rotated on its axis, and he knew that dark spots

often exist on its photosphere ; the questions that he put

to himself were—Are there dark spots also on these variable

stars ? do the stars also rotate on their axes ! or are they

sometimes partially eclipsed by the intervention of some
opaque and invisible bodies 1 And then he asked himself

—

What are these singular spots upon the sun? and have they

any practical relation to us, the inhabitants of this planet 1

To these questions he applied his telescopes and his

thoughts ; and as light from time to time dawned upon his

apprehension, he communicated the results to the Koyal
Society in no less than six memoirs, occupying very many
pages in the Fhilosophical Transactions, and extending io

date from 1780 to 1801. It was in the latter year that

these remarkable papers culminated in the inquiry whethei

any relation could be traced in the recurrence of sun-spots,

regarded as evidences of solar activity (allied to volcanic),

and the varying seasons of our planet, as exhibited by the

varying price of corn ? Herschels solution of the question

was scarcely final, and the question has recently cropped

up again, with more than a renewal of its former interest.

In the foUowing year (1781) he communicated to the

Royal Society the first of a series of papers containing the

results of his telescopic inquiries in relation to the rotation

of the planets and of their several satellites. The object

which he had in view was not so much to ascertain the

velocities or times of their rotation, as rather to discover

whether those rotations are strictly uniform. From the

result he expected to gather, by analogy, the probability of

an alteration in the length of our own day. These inquiries

occupy the greater part uf seven memoirs extending from

1781 to 1797. In the course of these telescopic observa-

tions he lighted on the curious appearance of a white spot

near to each of the poles of the planet Mars. On investi-

gating the inclination of its axis to the plane of its orbit,

and finding that it closely resembled that of our earth, he

concluded that its changes of climate also would resemble

our own, and that these white patches were probably polar

snow. Modern investigations have confirmed his conclusion.

He also discovered that, as far as his observations extended,

the times of the rotations of the ¥arious satellites round

their axes are in analogy with our own moon, viz., equal

to the times of their revolution round their primaries.

Here again we observe that his discoveries arise out of the

complete and systematic and comprehensive nature of the

investigation in which he is engaged. Nothing with such

a man is accidental.

In the same year (1781) Herschel made a discovery

which, as we shall see, soon completely altered the character

of his professional life. In the course of his systematic

examination of the heavens with a view to the discovery of

the plan of their construction, he lighted on an object which

at first lie supposed to be a comet, but which, by its subse-.
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qaent motions and appearance, turned out to be a new-

planet, moving outside of the orbit of Saturn. . To this

planet lie in due time assigned the name of Georgium

Sidns; but this name has by general consent been laid

aside in favour of Uranus. It was discovered with

a favourite 7-foot reflector having an aperture of G\

inches ; subsequently, when he had provided himself with

a much more powerful telescope, of 20 feet focal length,

be discovered what he believed to be no less than sis

satellites. Modern observations have shorn this gloomy
planet of four of these supposed attendants, but at the same
time have added two others apparently not observed by
Herschel. No less than seven memoirs on the subject were

communicated by him to the Royal Society, extending from

the date of the discovery in 1781 to 1815. There is a

peculiarity worthy of notice in Herschel's mode of obser-

vation which led to the discovery of this planet. He
had observed that the spurious diameters of stars are not

much affected by increasing the magnifying powers, but

that the case is different with other celestial objects; hence

if anything in his telescopic field attracted his notice by
peculiarity of appearance, he immediately varied the

magnifying power -in order to decide the nature of the

object. Thus Uranus was discovered; and had a similar

method been applied to Neptune, that planet would have
been discovered at Cambridge some months before it was
recognized at Berlin.

We now come to the commencement of Herschel's most
important series of observations, culminating in what ought
probably to be reg%rded as his most capital discovery. A
material part of the task which he had set himself as the

work of his astronomical life embraced the determination

of the relative distances of the stars from our sun and from
each other. Now, in the course of his scrutiny of the

heavens, he had observed many stars in apparently very

close contiguity, but often greatly differing in their relative

brightness. He concluded that, on the average, the brighter

star would be the nearer to us, and the smaller enormously
more distant. He considered that an astronomer on the

earth, in consequence of its immense orbital displacement
of some 180 millions of miles every six months, would see

Buch a pair of stars under different perspective aspects; and
this variety of perspective aspect observed and measured
would, he thought, lead to an approximate determination
of tteir distance. With this view he mapped down the
places and aspects of all the double stars that he met with,

and communicated in 1782 and 1785 very extensive cata-

logues o[ the results. Indeed, the- very last scientific

memoir that he ever wrote, sent to the Royal Astronomical
Society in the year 1822, at the time when he w'as its first

president and already in the eighty-fourth year of his age,

related to these investigations. In the first of these
memoirs be throws out the hint that these apparently con-

tiguous stare must, if constituted after the material laws of

our solar system, circulate round each other through the

effects of gravitation ; but he significantly adds that the

time had not yet arrived for settling the question. Thus
the philosopher abides his time in patience and confidence,

and a dozen years afterwards (1793) he remcasiircs the
relative positions of many of those contiguous pairs, and
wo mr.y conceive what his feelings must have been at find-

ing the verification of his prediction. For ho found that
some of these stars had circulated round each other, after

the manner required by the laws of gravitation. Thus
Herschel had dem' nstrated the action of the same
mechanical laws among the distant members of the starry

firmament which bind together the harmonious motions of

our solar .system. Tliis sublime discovery would o\ itself

suffice to immortalizo his memory in the respectful
Iiomage of all future rafes of intelligent men. If only

Herschel had lived long enough to learn the oppruxiraato

distances of some of these biliary combinations, he would
at once have been able to calculate their ma.sses when com-
pared with that of our own sun ; and thus, knowing, as

we now do, that these stars in their weights are strictly

comparable with the weight of our own sun, he would have
found another of his analogical conjectures realized.

In the year 1782, in consequence of his fame, Herschel

was invited to Windsor by George III., and then accepted

the ofi'er made by the king to become his private astronomer,

and henceforth devote himself wholly to a scientific career.

The salary ofl'ered and accepted -n-as ^£200 per annum, td

which an addition of £50 per annum was subsequently

made for the astromonical assistance of his" faithful sister.

Dr Watson, to whom alone the amount of this salary was
mentioned, made the natural remark, " Never before was
honour purchased by a monarch at so cheap a rate." In

this way the great philosophical astronomer removed from

Bath first to Datchet and soon afterwards permanently td

Slough, within the easy access of his loyal patron at

Windsor.

The old pursuits at Bath were soon resumed at Slough,

but with renewed vigour and without the old pro-

fessional interruptions. The greater part, in fact, of the

papers already referred to are dated from Datchet and
Slough, for tlie magnificent astronomical speculations in

which he was engaged, though for the most part conceived

in the earlier portion of his philosophical career, required

years of patient observation before they could be fully

examined and realized.

It was at Slough in 1783 that he wrote his first memor-
able paper on the " ]\[otion of the Solar System in Space,"

—a sublime speculation, yet through his genius realized

by considerations of the utmost simplicity. He returned

to the same subject with fuller details in 1805. It woa
also after his removal to Slough that he published Lis first

memoir containing his speculative ideas on the construction

of the hoaven.s, which from the first had been the chief aim

of his toils both of mind and body. In a long series of

remarkable papers, addressed as usual to the Boyal Society,

and extending from the year 1784- to 1818, when he was

eighty years of age, he demonstraLe'i the fact that our sun

is a star situated not far from the bifurcation of the Milky

Way, and that all the stars visible to us lie more or less in

clusters scattered throughout a comparatively thin stratum,

but in the other two dimensions stretching immeasurably

further into space. At one lime he imagined that his

powerful instruments l;ad pierced through this stellar

stratum of the Milky Way, and that he had approximately

determined the form of some of its boundaries. In the last

of his memoirs he had convinced himself of his error, and

he admitted that to his telescopes our stratum of stars ia

"fathomless." Over this stratum of stars and their

planetarj' attendants, the whole being in ceaseless motion

round some common centre of gravity as the resultant

point of the combined gravitation, Ilci-schcl discovered on

cither side a canopy of discrete nebulmis mosses, from the

condensotion of at least a part of which the whole stcllatf

universe had been formed,—a magnificent conception,

pursued with a force of genius and jnit to the practical

test of observation with an industry almost incredible. It

was the work of a single mind, carried to its termination

with no assistance beyond that of a loyal sister, almost as

-remarkable aiiersonage as himself,

Hitherto wo have said nolliincr about that grand reflect-

ing telescope, of 40 feet focal K'liu'tli and 4 feet aperture,

which is too often regarded as tlie chief effort of his genius

and his pcrscvcrnnco. The full dcscri|itii)n of this cele-

brated instrument will be fonm) in the 8.")ili volume of

the Trail sac/ions of the lloyol Society. Gigantic as if really
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was, we are disposed to regard it as among the laast of his

great works. On the day that it was finished (August 28,

1789) Herschel saw at the first view, in a grandeur not

witnessed before, the Saturnian system with all its six

satellites, five of which had been discovered long before

by Huygens or Cassini, while the sixth, latterly named

Enceladus, he had, two years before, sighted by glimpses

in his exquisite little telescope of 6h inches aperture, but

now saw in unmistakable brightness with the towering

giant he had just completed. On the 17th of September

Le discovered a seventh, which proved to be the nearest of

all the satellites of Saturn. It has since that time received

the name of Iilimas. It is somewhat remarkable that,

notwithstanding his long and repeated scrutinies of this

planet, the eighth satellite, Hyperion, and the crape ring

should have escaped him,

Herschel married the widow of Mr Jotn Pitt, a wealthy

London- merchant, on May 8, 1788, by whom he had an

only son, John Frederick William. The prince regent

conferred a Hanoverian knighthood upon him in 1816.

But a far more valuecj- and less tardy distinction was the

Copley medal assigned to him by his associates in the

Royal Society in 1781.

He died at Slough on August 25, 1822, in, the eighty-

fourth year of his age, and was buried under the tower of

St Laurence Church, Upton, within a few hundred yards

of the old site of the 40-foot telescope. A mural tablet

on the wall of the church bears a Latin inscription from

the pen of the late Dr Goodall, provost of Eton College.

A collected edition of Lis astronomical memoirs would

speak of his genius in unmistakable language; but this

has not yet been published. Cc T.)

HERSCHEL, Sm John Feedeeick William, Baet.

(1792-1871), the illustrious astronomer, the only son of

Sir F. William Herschel, was bom at Slough, Bucks, in

the year 1792. His early home was a singular one, and
eminently adapted to nurture into greatness any child bom,
OS he was, with natural gifts capable of wide development.

The examples about him were those of silent but ceaseless

industry, busied about things which, at the first view,

seemed to have no apparent connexion with the world

outside the walls of Ids abode, but which, at a mature
period of his life, he, with rare eloquence, taught Lis

countrymen to appreciate as foremost among those in-

fluences which satisfy and exalt the nobler instincts of cor

nature.

His scholastic edacation commenced at Eton, but

maternal fears or prejudices soon removed him to the house

of a private tutor. Thence, at the early age of'seventeen,

Le was sent to St John's College, Cambridge, and the form

and method of the mathematical instruction he there

received exercised a material influence on the whole com-

plexion of his scientific career. In due time the young
student acquired the highest academical distinction of his

year, graduating as senior wrangler. It was during his

undergraduateship that he and two of Lis fellow-students

who subsequently attained to very high eminence in their

respective careers of life. Dean Peacock and Mr Babbage,

entered into a sort of moral compact that they would " do
their best to leave the world wiser than they found it,"—

a

compact loyally and successfully carried out by all three

to the eud. As a commencement of this laudable attempt
we find Herschel associated with these two friends in the

production of a work on the differential calculus, and on
cognate branches of mathematical science, which changed
the whole style and aspect of mathematical learning in

England, and brought it up to the level of the Continental

methods. Two or three memoirs communicated to the

Royal Society on new applications of mathematical analysis

at once placed him in the front rank of the cultivators of

this branch of knowledge. Of those his father had the
gratification of introducing the first, but the others were
presented in his own right as a fellow.

His first intention had been to study for the bar, and
with this view he left the university, and placed himself

under the guidance of an em'nent special pleader of that

day. Probably this temporary choice of a profession arose

from the extraordinary success which for some tinje had
attended the efiorts of so many eminent Cambridge mathe-

maticians in legal pursuits. Be that as it may, an early

acquaintance with Dr Wollaston in London soon changed

the direction of his studies. In 1820, assisted by his

father, he completed a mirror of 18 inches ^iameter and 20
feet focal length, for a reflecting telescope. This, subse-

quently improved by his own hands, became the instrument

which enabled him to effect the astronomical observations

which, more than any other of his-^ great works, form the

basis of his fame. In 1821-23 we find him associated

with Mr South in the re-examination of his father's double

stars, by the aid of an achromatic telescope and other

appliances, the like of which for excellence and power

had not hitherto been collected. For this work in 1826

he received the recognition of the Astronomical Society

by the award of their gold medal ; the French Insti-

tute also presented him with the Lalande medal for

the same contribution to astronomical science. It ought

also to be mentioned that in 1821 the Royal Society had

presented him with the Copley medal for his mathematical

contributions to their Transactions. From 1824 to 1827

he held the distinguished and responsible post of secretary

to that society. In 1827 he was elected to the chair «f the

Astronomical Society, which office he also filled on two

subsequent occasions. In the course of the discharge of his

important offices in the last-named society he ennobled its

literature by his memorable presidential addresses and

obituary notices of deceased fellows, which, it is not too

much to say, are, by their combination of eloquence and

wisdom, the chief adornments of their printed memoirs.

In 1831 the honour of knighthood was conferred on him

by William IV., and two years 'a'er he again received the

recognition of the Royal Society Ly the award of one of

their medals for his memoir " On tne Investigation of the

Orbits of Revolving Double Stars." There is a significance

in this award ; the father had been the original discoverer

of the extension of gravitation to the remotest boundaries

of the visible universe, and the son had now pnt the crown-

ing stone to this edifice of discovery by the invention of a
graphical method whereby the eye could as it were see the

two component stars of the binary system revolving before

it, after the regularity of \h& Newtonian law.

Before the end of the year 1833, being then about forty

years of age. Sir John H-erschel had re-examined all his

father's discoveries of double stars and nebulae, and had

added many similar bodies to his own list ; this alone con-

stituted a gigantic work even for the lifetime «f any astro-

nomer in that day. For it should be remembered that the

astronomer was not as yet provided with those curious and

valuable automatic contrivances- for observing and for

recording observations which at present most materially

abridge the labour and increase the accuracy of astronomi-

cal work such as that in which Sir John had been engaged.

And he had no assistant.
' Equatorial clocks for turning

the telescope, electrical chronographs for recording the times

of the phenomena observed, were at that date unknown.

His scientific life now entered another and very char-

acteristic phase. The bias of his mind, as he subsequently

was wont to declare, was towards chemistry and the pheno-

mena of ligh!, rather than towards astronomy. Indeed,

very shortly after taking his academical degree at Cam-

bridse. Le prjiicsed hims'-lf as a candidate for the vacant
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cliair of chemistry iu tliat university ; but, as he said with

some humour, the result of tho election was that of the

votes he had a glorious minority of one. In fact Herschel

had become an astronomer from a sense of duty, just as

his father had become one by fuscination and fixed

resolve j heuco it was by filial loyalty to his father's

memory that he was now impelled to undertake the com-

pletion of that work which at Slough had been so grandly

commenced. William Herschel had explored the northern

heavens ; John Herschel determined to explore the heavens

of the south, as well as re-explore the north. " I resolved,"

he said, " to attempt the completion of a survey of the

whole surface of the heavens ; and for this purpose to

transport into the other hemisphere the same instrument

which had been erajjioyed in this, so as to give a unity to

the results of both portions of the survey, and to render

them comparable with each other." In accordance with

this resolution, he and his family embarked for the Cape
on the 13th November 1833; they arrived in Table Bay on

the 15th January 1834 ; and proceedings, he says, "were
pushed forward with such effect that on the 22d of Feb-

ruary I was enabled to gratify my curiosity by a view of k

Crucis, the nebula about q Argu.5, and some other remarkable

objects in tho 20-foot reflector, and on the night of the 4th

of March to commence a regular course of sweeping."
To give an aJequate dcsciiptioii of tlie vast mass of labour com-

pleted during tlie next four busy years of his life at Feldhausen
would require the transciiiition of a considerable portion of the

Cape Observations, a volume which probably is not surpassed iu

varied interest or astronomical importance by any scientific work in

existence ; although it miglit perhaps be equalled t)y a judicious selec-

tion from Sir William's "Memoirs," now scattered in some thirty

volumes of the Philosophical Transactions. It was published, at

the sole expense of the late duke of Northumberland, but not till

1847, nine years after the author's return to England, for the very

cogent reasons assigned by himself :
—"The whole of the obseiva.

tions, as well as the entire work of reducing, arranging, and pre-

panng them for the press, have been executed by myself." There
are 164 pages of catalogues of southern nebulte and clusters of stars.

There are then careful and elaborate drawings of the southern

appearance of the "reat nebula in Orion, and of the region sunoimd-
ing the remarkable star of Argo. The labour and the thought
bestowed upon some of these objects are almost incredible , several

months were well spent upon a minute spot in the heavens contain-

ing 1216 stars, but which an ordinary spangle, held at a distance of

an arm's length, would eclipse These catalogues and charts being

completed, he proceeds to discuss their significance, which in the

eyes of science possesses an absorbing interest. He confirms his

father's hypothesis that these wonderful masses of glowing vapours
are not irre;jularly scattered, and without apparent law, hither and
thither in the visible heavens, but are collected in a sort of canopy,
whose vertex is at the pole of that vast stratum of stars in which
our solar system finds its position,—buried m it, as he supposes, at

a depth not greater than tliat of the average distance from us of an
eleventh magnitude star. Then follows his catalogue of the relative

positions and magnitudes' of tlie southern double stars And he
applies to one of them, y Virginjs, that beautiful graphical method
invented by himself, whereby ho determines the orbit of the two
components round eaoh other , and he had the satisfaction of wit-
nessing with his own eyes tlie fullilmeiit of a prediction he had made
some years before, viz., that the two stars would, in the course of

their orbital movements, ajipear to close up into a single star, in-

separable by any telescopic power. The double stars and their stately

revolutions and lustrous colours dismissed, in the next chapter ho
proceeds to describe tlie observations which ho had made on their

varying and relative brightness. It has been already detailed how
his father commenced his scientific career by similar observations
on the varying magnitudes of many stars, and how his remarks
culminated years afterwards in the question whether the variation
of the lustre of our sun, by the presence or absence of sun spots,

affected our harvests and the jirico of corn. The son carries his
speculations backwards to a still nioro philo-soiihical dejitli. The
variatioji from time to time, ho remarks, in the lustre of our sun,
to tho extent of half a magnitude, would account for those strange
alternations of a semi-arctio and semi-tropical climate which geo-
logical researches have disclosed as having occurred in various
regions of our globe.

Herschel returned to Lis English homo in tho spring of

1838. As was natural and honourable to all concerned, lie

was welcomod with an enthusiastic greeting. By the queen

at her coronation he was created a baronet ; and, what to

him was better than all such rewards, other men caught the

contagion of his example, and laboured in fields similar to his

own, with an adequate portion of his success. In particula»

Mr Lasscll transported a telescope as large as the celebrated

Herscholian telescope to JIalta, where with excellent results

ho "minded the heavens" for the space of four years. Ho
was rewarded there, and at his own English residence near
Liverpool, by tho discovery of new satellites of Saturn and
of Uranus, constituting what Sir John Herschel, animated
by a fraternal sympathy, well called an epoch in astronomy.

Mr De La Rue also, at Islington and at Cratiford, followed

zealously and successfully in the wake of the same infec-

tious enthusiasm.

Herschel was a highly accomplished chemist. His dis-

covery of the solvent power of h}-posulphite of soda on
the otherwise insoluble salts of silver, in 1819, exercised a
most important influence on the practical applications of

photography twenty years afterwards; and in 1839, the

natal era of that valuable art, he, independently of Jlr Fox
Talbot, had discovered the means of taking and multiplying

photographic pictures, and early in the spring of that year

exhibited more than twenty photographic pictures to tho

Royal Society, including one of the old 40-foot telescope.

He was the first person to introdiice the now weU-knowo
terms positive and neyative in photographic images, and to-

deposit upon glass a sensitized film for the reception of the-

picture. He also paved the way for Professor Stokes's im-

portant discovery of the change which luminous waves may
suffer in their period of oscillation, by his addition of tho

lavender rays to the spectrum, and by his announcement of

"epipolic dispersion," as exhibited by sulphate of quinine.

Several other important and successful researches of hi8»

connected with the undulatory theory of light, are scattered

through the pages of his treatise on " Light " published in

the Hucydojycvdia Metropolitana.

To the other varied accomplishments of his gifted mind

we must add tho graces of a deep poetic feeling. Perhapa

no man can become a truly great mathematician or great

philosopher, if unendowed with tho versatile powers of the

imagination. John Herschel possessed this endowment t»

a largo extent ; and he had reserved for himself as a solace

and enjoyment in old age the translation of tho Iliad into

verse. He had at an earlier period of life translat£d in »

similar manner Schiller's Walk. But the main work of his

declining years was the collection of all his father's cata-

logues, combined with his own observations and those of

other astronomers of nebula; and double stars, each into a

single volume. He lived to complete the former, and to

present it to the Royal Society, who have published it in

a separate form in tho Fhilosophical Transactions. The

latter work ho had not fully completed at his death ; bat

he bequeathed as much of it as was finished to the Astro-

nomical Society. That society has printed a portion of it,

which serves as au index to tho observations of various

astronomers on double stars up to the year 1866.

A complete list of his various contributions to learned

societies will bo found in the Royal Society's great cafar

logue, and from them may bo gathered most of tho records

of his busy scientific life. Sir Johu Herschel met with an

amount of public recognition which was unusual in the

time of his illustrious father. Naturally ho was a member

of almost every important learned society in both hemi-

spheres. For five years ho held the office of muster of tho

mint, the same appointment which, more than a century

before, had beon occupied by Sir Isaac Newton ;
Lis friends

also ,ofl"cicd to propose him as president of tho Royal

Society and again as a member of parliament for the uni-

versity of Cambridge, but neither ofRco was wilhiu tha

scope of his own desires.
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lu private life Sir Jolin Herscliel was a firm and moat

active friend ; he had no jealousies; he avoided all scientific

feuds; he gladly accorded a helping, hand to those whp
consulted him in scientific difficulties ; he never discouraged,

and still less disparaged, men younger than or inferior to

himself ; he was pleaseTl when his own work was appre-

ciated, but that was never an object of his solicitude : it

was said of him by a dLseriminating critic, and without

extravagance, that " his was a life full of the serenity of the

sage and the docile innocence of a child."

He died at CoUingwood, his residence near Hawkhurst
in Kent, May 11, 1871, in the seventy-ninth year of his

age, and his remains are interred in Westminster Abbey
close to the grave of Sir Isaac Newton.

Sir John Herschel, indepeudently of the labours connected with
his Cape Observations, was the author of several books, oue of which
at least, On (he Study of Natural Philosophy {1S30), possesses an
interest which no future advances of the subjects on which he wrote
can obliterate from the atteution of thoughtful men in any age.

In 1849 came the Outlines of Astronomy, of which it is enough to

say that, notwithstanding tha obvious disadvantage arising from the

practice of stereotyping text-books which relate to progressive

sciences, there is no more jnstructii-e volume extant on the subject

of which it treats. His articles, " Meteorology," " Pliysical

Geography," and "Telescope," contributed to the Sth edition of

the Encyclopcedia Britannica, were al'terwards published separately.

There is aUo another very valuable little book, which originated

from a happy peculiarity of Sir John Hersehel's dignified simplicity

and truthfulness of mind. When he was at the Cape he more than
once assisted in the attempts there mado to diffuse a love of know-
ledge among men not engaged in literary pursuits. In one of his

addresses he, with a kindly and far-seeing wisdom, told his audience
that the advance of a nation's intelligence or a nation's fame did
not depend upon a few successful philosophers toiling in their lonely

studies, and gathering great reputations for their letuning or their

discoveries, but that a nation's progress rather lay in the diflTusiou

of their knowledge among the messes of the population. Acting
practically on this principle, he, on his return to England, pub-
lished, in Oood Words ind elsewhere, a series of papers on interest-

ing points of natural philosopliy, which hav. since been collected

in a volume called Familiar Lectures on Sciciiiijic Suhjcels. None
but a deep thinking philosopher could have written this book^
none but a clear thinking master of his subjects could have made it

what it is, enticingly intelligible. Another vobime of his, not so

widely known to the public as any of the aoove works, is hia Col-

lected Addresses, in which he is seen in his happiest and most in-

structive mood, walking, as it were, at hberty among sympathizing
associates, in his own fields, and enamoured of their beauties. (C. P.)

HEESENT, Louis (1777-1860), French painter, was
one of David's most distinguished pupils, and became one

of the most noted painters of the Restoration. He was
born at Paris on 10th March 1777, and obtained the Pri?:

de Rome in 1797 ; in the Salon of 1802 appeared his

Metamorphosis of Narcissus, and he continued to exhibit

with rare interruptions up to 1831. His most considerable

works under the empire were Achilles parting from Briseis,

and Atala dying in the arms of Chaetas (both, engraved in

Landon's Annales du Musee) ; an Incident of the life of

F6nelon, painted in 1810, found a place at Malmaison, and
Passage of the Bridge at Landshut, which belongs to the

same date, is now at Versailles. Hersent's typical works,

however, belong to the period of the Restoration ; Lonis
XVI. relieving the Afflicted (Versailles) and Daphnis and
Chloe (engraved by Langier and by Gel^e) were both in the

Salon of 1817 ; at that of 1819 the Abdication of Gustavus
Vasa brought to Hersent a medal of honour, but the

.
picture, purchased by the duke of Orleans, was destroyed
at the Palais Royal in 1848, and the engraving by
Henriquel-Dupont is now its sole record. Ruth, produced
in 1822, became the property of Louis XVIIL, who from
the moment that Hersent rallied to the Restoration

zealously patronized him, made him nlTicer of the legion of

honour, and pressed his claims at the Institute, where ho
replaced Van Spaendonck. He continued in favour under
Charles X., for whom was executed Monks of Mount St
Qotthard, exhibited in 1821: In 1831 Hersent made his

last appearance at the Salon with portraits of Louis Philippe,

Marie-Amtilie, and the duke of Montpensier ; that of the

king, though good, is not equal to the portrait of Spontini

(Berlin), which is probably Hersent's chef-dCceum-e. After
this date Hersent ceased to exhibit at the yearly salons.

Although in 184U he sent an excellent likeness of Delphine
Gay and one or two other works to the rooms of the

Socicte d'Artistes, he could not be tempted from his usual

reserve even by the international contest of 1855. Five

years later, on 2d October 1860, he died. His work shows
every artistic merit which can be attained by steadily

directed intelligence and labour; his skilful arrangement,

delicacy of line, and certainty in execution are points which
have excited the admiration even of those who find him
wanting in feeling, in interest, and in sense of colour.

Louis XVI. relieving the Afflicted, the treatment of which
indicates the approach of the realistic movement, is less

theatrical than Daphnis and Chloe, which combines, in the

true spirit of the Restoration, drawing-room graces with a

pseudo-classic style; but both show the same dryness and
hardness of manner .which Hersent had acquired under the

influence of the first empire, and from which he tiever was
able to free himself.

HERSFELD, a town of Prussia, capital of a circle in .the

government district of Cassel, province of Hesse-Nassau, is

pleasantly situated at the confluence of the Geisa and
Haune with the Fulda, on the I'ailway from Frankfort to

Bebra, 10 miles N.N.E. of Fulda. The greater part of

its old fortifications remain, but the ramparts and ditches

have been laid out as promenades. The principal.buildings

are the ancient town-house; the parish church, completed in

1320, in the Gothic style, with a fine tower and a large bell;

the rains of the collegiate church iu the Byzantine style,

erected in the beginning of the 12 th century o.n the site of the

cathedral, but burnt down by the French daring the Seven

Years' War; and outside the town the ancient monastery

with its surrounding grounds. Among the public institu-

tions are a gymnasium, a higher town school, an orphanage,

and a district infirinnry. The town has important manu-
factures of cloth and leather, as well as dye-works, worsted

mills, and soap-boiling works. The population in 1875
was 6929.

Hersfeld owes its origin to a Benedictine abbey which, founded
by LuUus, archbishop of Mainz, about 760, was richly endowed by
Charlemagne, and became in the 12th century an ecclesiastical

principality. In 1370 the town came under the protection of Hesse,

and in 1525 it gave in its formal allegianca to it. The abbey was
scciilarized in 1643, but Hersfeld remained tlie capital of a princi-

pality until 182S.

HERSTAL, or in its older form Heristal, a market-

town of Belgium, on the left bank of the Meuse, 3 or 4

miles northeast of Li^ge, and skirting the road which leads

from that city to Maestricht. Its population, which in

1876 numbered 11,126, is mainly; supported by its coal

mines and iron industries. Herstal probably derives its

name from being a "Heerstelle"or permanent camp of the

Franks. It is well known as the birthplace and family

seat of Pippin, the major-domo of the Austrasian kingdom,

some few traces of whose castle are still pointed out above

the town. And though it cannot maintain its claim to be

the birthplace also of Charlemagne, it was undoubtedly a

frequent place of residence for this greatest of the Carolin-

gians ; and in 870 it gave its name to the treaty by which

Charles the Bald and Lewis the German decided the parti-

tion of Lotharingia. The lordship of Herstal passed to

the house of Nassau in 1444; and in 1702, on the death

of vyillianX III. of England, its possession was disputed

between the house of Orange and the king of Pru.ssia. The
decision of the courts was given in 1714 in favour of

Prussia ; but the new possessors, finding the feelings of the

people of Herstal against them, sold the lordship to Liege
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for 140,000 tlialers. Another Herstal, distinguished as the

SaxoD, was the place where Charlemagne had his winter

quarters in the year 707. It is now the village of Herstelle

OB the Weser, in the government of Minilen.

HERTFORD, CoaNTV 0F,.HERTF0RD»HmE, or Herts,

^n inland county in the south-east of England, is situated

between 51° 36' and 52° 5' N. lat. and 0° 13' E. and 0° 45'

W. long. It is bounded on- the N. by Cambridgeshire,

N.W. by Bedfordshire, E. by Essex, S. by Jliddlesex, and

S.W. by Buckinghamshire. The area comprises 391,141

acres or 611 square miles.

The aspect of the county is pleasant and picturesque,

its surface being broken by gentle undulations which in

some parts form a quick succession of hills and valleys.

The highest summit is Kensworth Hill on the border of

Bedfordshire, about 910 feet above sea-level. Fine oak

and other trees are grown in the hedges, and from

being pruned obliquely they form high walls of living

timber shading narrow winding lanes. The arable and

pasture lands of the farms are intermingled with the

parks and ornamental woods of the country seats which are

scattered thickly throughout the county. These features,

varied by its winding rivers, impart to it a peculiar beauty,

while in luxuriance it is not surpassed by any county in

England.

The principal rivers are the Lea, which, rising some miles

beyoud Luton in Bedfordshire and entering Hertfordshire

at Hidemill, flows south-east to Hatueld and then east by
north to Hertford and Ware, whence it bends southward,

and passing along the eastern boundary of the county falls

into the Thames a little below London, having received in

its course the Marara, the Beane, the Rib, and the Stort,

which all flow southward in the north-eastern part of the

county, the Stort for some distance forming the boundary
between it and Essex ; the Colne, which, flowing through
the south-western part of the county, falls into the Thames
at Brentford, having received in its course the Ver, the
Bulborne, and the Gade ; the Ivel, which, rising in the
north-west of the county, soon passes into Bedfordshire.

The New River, one of the water supplies of London, made
By Sir Hugh Myddelton (1607-13), has its source in some
springs near Ware, and runs parallel for many miles with
the Lea. The Grand Junction Canal from London to Bir-

mingham traverses the south-west corner of the county,
passing by Watford and Berkhampstead. There are mineral
springs in the parishes of Chipping Barnet, Northaw, and
Watton.

Oeologicnlly the county consists of Cretaceous and
Tertiary rocks, the greater part being Lower, Middle, and
Upper Chalk, which in the south-eastern part of the
county are covered by Tertiary deposits belonging to the
London basin. Over a largo part of the eastern side of
the county there aro superficial deposits of glacial origin,
and on the western side there are traces of the Lower
Tertiary beds having formerly extended over a much
wider area, outliers of the beds being of not unfrequent
occurrence, and the drift deposits on the chalk hills being
largely composed of their debris. The vales traversed by
the rivers and streams exhibit in the bottoms a rich sandy
loam

;
the sloping sides are covered by. loams of inferior

quality
;
and the flat surface of the high ground is generally

formed of a loam of reddish hue tending towards common
clay, with wliich it is often confounded.

The climate is mild, dry, and remarkably salubrious.
On this account the London physicians were accustomed
to recommend the county for per.ions in weak health, and
It wa.s 60 much coveted by tho noble and wealthy as a
place of resiJoncn, that it wa.s a common saying—"He
who buys a home in Hertfordshire pays two years' tjur-
chase for the air."

Accorling to the agricultural returns for 1879, the tot li are.i of

arable lat:<l was 339,187 acres, of which 145,666 acres were under

corn crops, 39,443 under green crops, 38,416 under rotation grasses,

97,548 permanent pasture, and 18,111 fallow. The area undi-r

woods was 20,714 acres. It will thus bo seen that the main produro

ofHertfordsliireiscora. The principal crop is wheat, which in 1679

occupied 59,303 acres. The varieties mostly grown are white, and
they are not surpassed by those of any county in England.

WheathampsteaJ on the river Lea receives its name from the Cno

quality of the wheat grown in that district. Of b.irley, which is

largely made use of in the county for malting purposes, there wera

49,129 acres in 1S79, and of oats only 25,779. Little or no rye is

grown, and of pease and beans together there were in 1879 only a;

little over 11,000 acres. Of green crops, turnips and Swedes

occupied in 1879 an area of 21,578 acres, while potatoes had only

2576. Vetches are largely grown for the London stables, extending

to 8191 acres in 1879. The greater part of the permanent grass tu

made use of for hay. There are some very rich pastures on the

banks of the river Stort, extending from Hertford to Hockeril on

the borders of the river Lea, and also near Hickmansworth, whera

they aro watered by the river Colne. The percentage of cultivattd

area in 1879 was 867 instead of 85-1 in 1870 ; of area under com
crops 37-2 instead of 38'5; under green crops 10 1 instead of 11 -6 ;

under rotation grasses 9 '8 instead of 10 '2 ; and of permanent

pasture 24-9 instead of 22 0. The most common system of rotation

IS the five-course—turnips or fallow, barley, clover, wheat, oats.

In the south-west part of the county large quantities of cherriea

and apples are grown for the London market. On the best soils

nearest to London culinary vegetables are forced by the aid of rich

raannre, and more than one crop are sometimes obtained in a year.

Generally speaking, the quantity of stock kept is small. Not
much attention is paid to the breeds of cattle, but among cows

the Suffolk variety is the most common. The number of cattle in

1879 was only 31,754, or an average of 9'3 to every 100 acres under

cultivation, the average for England being 11-9, and for the United

Kingdom 21 '0. Of these the number of cows in milk or in calf

was 11,802. The number of horses in 1879 was 15,022, or an average

of 4 '4 to every 100 acres, the average for England being 4 '5 and fur

the United Kingdom 4 -1. The horses used for agricultural purposes

are chiefly Suffolk punches. The number of sheep in 1879 was

171,133, or an average of 60-4 to every 100 acres umler cultivation,

the average for England being 75-3, and for the United Kingdom
68-0. The principal kinds are the Southdown and Wiltshire, and

a cross between Cotswolds and Leicesters. Pigs in 1879 numbered

30, 404, or an average of 8 '9 to every 100 acres under cultivation, the

average for England being 7
'2, and that for the United Kingdom 67.

In Hertfordshire the number of resident proprietors is very large,

which circumstance, as well as the proximity to London, has

doubtless greatly aided the development of agricultural enterprise.

The average extent of the farmn is about 200 acres, and the modem
improvements are everywhere adopted.

According to the return of owners of land for 1872-78, the

soil was divided among 12,387 proprietors, holding land the

gross annual rental of which was £1,163,192. Of the owners

77 per cent, held less than one acre, and the total annual valuo

for the county was £2, 17s. 3Jd. per acre. There were only eight

proprietors who held upwards of 4000 acres, viz.. Marquis of

Salisbury, Hatfield, 13,389; Abel Smith, Watton, 10,212; EnrI

Cowper, I'anshanger, 10,122; Earl of Venilam, Gorhnnibury, St

Albans, 8025 ; Earl Brownlow, Ashridge Park, 8551 ; Lord Dacre,

The Hoo,Welwyn, 7100; Chariea C.Hale, King's Walden, 0558; and

Eari of Essex, Cashiobury Park, Watford, 6157. W. It. Baker,

Bayfordbury, comes next with 3911 acres.

The staple trade of tho county is in com and malt, most of

which is sent to the metropolis. Tliero aro numerous flour-mills,

as well as breweries, tanneries, tile-works, and coach factories, but

tho principal manufactures are paper, silk, and straw plait

Hertfordshire is so much intersected by railways that no place in

any part of the county is nioro than 6 miles distent from a station.

On the eastern border there is tho Great Eastern, with branches to

Hertford and Buntingford. Tho middle of the county is travcr.wd

by tho Great Northern, with branches frtim Hatfield to Hertford,

Luton, Dunstable, and St Albans, and from >Iitcliin to Kovston,

and thcnco to Cambridge. Tho Midland pa.sses through St Albans,

with branches to tho Great Northern and London and North-

western. Tho London and North-Weatora traverses tlio aouth-

westcm comer.
The county comprises 8 hundreds, and tho mnnicinal borougha

of Hertford and St Albans. Tlio principal towns arc tho nmnjcipal

and parliamentary horongh of Hertford (municipal borough, 7109),

tho city of St Albans (S298), Hitchin {763o\, AVatfor.1 (740n,

Bishnp'Rtortford (6250), HemelHemivitead (5996), Ware (4017).

Berkhampstead (4083), Tring (4015), Bamot (3720). For parlin-

mcntary npresentation tho county is an undirided constitnency,

and returns three members, while ono member is returned for tho

borough of Hertford. Herlfordshire is in thn sotith-eastem circuit

Thet« wore- formerly two courts of quarter Bcasions, ona for tb«
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romity ami one for the liberty of St Albans, wliich liberty had also

a separate coinmissiou of the peace, but the county an<l the liberty

are uow auialgamateit, though prisoners are tried both at Hertfonl

and St Albans. The jail for the couuty is at the latter city. The
county is divided into fifteen petty sessional divisions, and for

some purposes into two division3,*those of Hertford and the liberty

of St Albans. The boroughs of Hertford and St Albans have com-

missions of the peace. Ecclesiastically the county is in the diocese

of St Albans, and contains 138 civil parishes, townships, or places,

as well as parts of other parishes extending into adjoining counties.

The total population in 1871 was 192,226, of whom 93,244 were

males .and 98,982 females. The population in 1861 was 173,280.

Since the first census in 1801 it has increased by 94,833, or 97 per

cent.

History and Antiquilics.^-Vrevions to the Roman invasion the

Celtic inhabitants of Hertfordshire, a.<! of the other parts of South
Britain, had been subdupJ by the Belgse. In 54 B.C. Cassivelaunus,

the chief of the Cassii, led an army to oppose Caesar, but ho was de-

feated, and his capital Verulam, near the present town of St Albans,

taken. At Verulam and Berkhampstead traces of ancient British

works may yet bo seen ; and it has been conjectured that British

stations existed at Eoyston, Braughing, and various other places in

the county. Numerous British coins have been found at Verulam.

Tliree principal British roads or trackways crossed the county :

Watling Street passed through its south-west corner, in a north-

west direction by St Albans to Dunstable ; Ermine Street entered

the south-east corner at Little Hookgate, whence it proceeded by
Gough's Oak and Bro.xbourne Bury to Ware, holding thence much
the same course as the present road by Buntingford to Eoyston

;

Icknield Street, from Dunstable to Eoyston, crossed the north-west

corner. Tliero are numerous barrows at Eoyston, and along the range

of chalk hills at the northern edge of the county. Hertfordshire was
the scene of an important part of the struggle carried on against the

Romttns by Caractacus about 44 A.n. ; and during the rebellion of

Boadicea the Romans were defeated on the road from Verulam to

Colchester, and Verulam itself was taken and devastated by the

Britons. The shire was included within the Roman province of

Flavia. Among the Roman stations within its limits were the capital

Peru dnjiu'icn, which the Romans rebuilt and fortified ; Forum Diana,
not far from Dunstable ; Ad Fines, supposed to have been near
Braughing, where there arc remains of a vallum with fosse; and pro-

bably otiiers at Royston and Bishop Stortford. Watling Street and
Ermine Street were causewayed as Roman roads, and other branch
roads traversed the county in various directions. Roman antiquities

have been found at Verulam, Braughing, Royston, Wilbury
Hill (where there are remains of an ancient camp), Cheshunt,
Heinel-Hempstead, and Bishop Stortford. After the conquest of

England by the Anglo-Saxons, Hertfordshire was included partly in

Mercia and partly in Essex. It was tlie scene of frequent contests
between the Saxons and the Danes. In 896 the Danes, having an-
chored their vessels in the Lea near the town of Ware, laid siege to

Hertford, whereupon Alfred the Great, by dividing the stream into

three channels, stranded their vessels and compelled them to retreat

to the Severn. After tho battle of Senlac in 1066, William the
Conqueror, in order to force the earls to hurry home from London to

their earldoms, crossed the Thames at Wallingford and marched into
Hertfordshire, where at Berkhampstead an attempt was made by the
abbot of St Albans to stop his course by cutting down the trees

;

and at a meeting of nobles held at the town he took an oath to rule

according to the ancient laws and customs of the country. The
iubsequent events of historic importance connected with the county
are the capture of Hertford castle by the revolted barons under the
French dauphin, December 6, 1216; the battle between the
royalists and the armies of the White Rose at St Albans, May 22,
1455, in which Henry VI. was wounded and taken prisoner ; a
second battle near St Alban.?, 17th February 1461, inwhich'tlie carl

of AVarwick was defeated by Queen Margaret ; the defeat near
Baruet of the earl of Warwick by Edward IV., 14th April 1471

;

and the arrest by Cromwell of tho high sheiifT of the county as lie

was proceeding to St Albans for tho purpose of proclaiming by order
of Charles I. that aU the Parliamentary commanders were rebels and
traitors.

Among tlie objects of antiquarian in*'<'rest may be mentioned the
cave of Eoyston, rediscovered in 1742, doubtless at one time used as
ahermitage, and containing rude carvings of the crucifixion and other
sacred subjects

; Waltham cross, in the Pointed style of architecture,
(restored in 1833^, erected to mark the spot where rested the body of
Eleanor, Queen of Edward I., on its way to AVestminster for inter-
ment ; and the Great Bed of AVare referred to in Shakespeare's
Twelfth Kight, for many years shown to visitors at the Crown Inn
of that

^
town, and in September 1864 put up to auction at the

Saracen's Head for 100 guineas andbought in. The principal monastic
buildings are the noble pile of St Albans abbey, founded about 793
in honour of the first Christian m.-irtyr of Groat Britain ; the remains
of Sopwell Benedictine nnnneiv near St Albans, founded in 1140 ;

the remains of the priory of Ware, dedicated to St Francis, and
originally a cell to the monastery of St Ebrulf at Utica in Normandy

;

HERTFOllD
andthe remains of the priory at Hitchin hnilt by Edward II. for th»
AVhite Carmelites. Among the more interesting churches may be
mentioned those of Abbots Langley and Hemel-IIempst^ad, both
of Late Norman architecture ; Baldock,' a handsome Gothic build-

ing supposed to have been erected by the Knights Templars iu

the reign of Stephen ; Eoyston, formerly connected with the
priory of the canons regular; Hitchin, built in the 15th century
on the site of an older structure, with a fine porch in the
Perpendicular style and an altaipiece by Rubens ; Hatfield,

dating from the 13th century ; JBerkhampstead, chiefly in tho
Perpendicular style, with a tower of the 16th century. The ruins
of secular buildings of importance are the massive remains of
Berkhampstead castle, Hertford castle, Hatfield palace, the slight

traces at Bishop Stortford, and the earthworks at Anstie. Of tha
numerous mansions of interest only a few can be mentioned :— tha
Rye House, erectedin the reign of Henry VI., tenanted by Rumbold,
one of the principal agents in the plot to assassinate Charles 11. ;

Moor Park, Eickmansworth, at one time the property of St Albans
abbey, granted by Henry A'll. to John de Vere, earl of Oxford, for

some time in the possession of Cardinal AVolsey and subsequently of
the duke of Monmouth, who built the present mansion, which, how-
ever, after 'it was sold by the duchess of Monmouth to Jlr Styles, wa?
cased with Portland stone, and received various other additions at

a cost of £150,000 ; Knebworth, the .seat of the Lyttons, originally i
Norman fortress, rebuilt in the time of Elizabeth in the Tudor
style, and restored in the present centuiy; Hatfield House, the manor
of which was granted to the abbey of St Ethelred at Ely by King
Edgar, and with the palace was made over to Henry VIII., from
whose reign it remained a royal residence until the time of James I.,

who exchanged it for the palace of Theobalds with Sir Eobert Cecil,

afterwards earl of Salisbury, by whom the present mansion in the
Elizabethan style was erected, being founded in 1611 ; Panshanger
House, now the principal seat of the Cowpers, a splendid mansion in

the Gothic style erected at the beginning of the present century ;

Cashiobnry House, the seat of the earls of Essex, supposed to derive
its name from the old British tribe Cassii, and the manor of which
was formerly held by the abbot of St Albans, rebuilt in the
beginning of the present century from designs by Wyatt, some-
what . resembling those of Windsor Castle; Gorhambury House,
formerly the seat of the Bacons, and the residence of the great
chancellor, but rebuilt by the Grimstons. Among the eminent
persons connected with the county were Nicholas Brakespeare
(Pope Adrian IV. ), Francis Bacon, Sir John MandevUle, William
Cowper, Charles Lamb, and Lord Lytton.
The old hlstodes of ITertfordsIiire by Cox, Salmon, and Cliauncey have been

superseded by the splendid work of Clutterbuck, 3 vols, foJio, 1815-27, and the
laborious compilation now In course .of publication b; John Edwin Cussana.

Hertfoed, a town of England, capital of the aboTe>

county, is situated in a sheltered valley on the river Lea.

and on the Great Northern and Great Eastern Railwi-js,

26 miles north of London by rail It is somewhat irre-

gularly built, but is neat, clean, and well-paved. The
principal buildings are the shire-house or town-hall, erected

on the site of the former edifice, and finished in 1771 ; the

corn exchange, erected in 1858; the church of All Saintsi

recently restored, a cruciform structure of the 14th century,

with a square tower surmounted by a spire ; the new church
of St Andrews, occupying the site of the old one; the brick

edifice which occupies the site of the ancient castle, and
includes some portions of the old building ; and the in-

firmary. The county jail has lately been sold under the

provisions of the new Prisons Act. There are a large num-
ber of educational institutions, including the preparatory

school for Christ's Hospital, London ; Hale's grammar
school for boys, the Cowper Testimonial school for boys,

the Abel Smith Memorial school for girls, and the Green
Coat school for boys and girls of poor parents who have
never received alms. The town depends for its prosperity

chiefly on agriculture. The trade is principally in wheat
and wool, and a large quantity of malt is made for the

London breweries. There are also breweries, iron foundries,

and flour and oil mills. The population of the municipal

borough in 1871. was 7169, and of the parliamentary

borough 7894. The area of the municipal borough iS 864
acres, and of the parliamentary borough 1123 acres.

The name Hertford is identified by Bede with Hcrudford, meaning
red ford, but more probably it is a corruption of Hereford, meaning
army ford, and indeed it is spelt in this way by Saxon authorities

and in some monastic charters. In 673 a council was convened at

Hertford by Theodore, Archbishop of Canterbury, at which two
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Saxoir-kliigs" attended. Tlie castle was erected about 905 by

Edward the Elder, who at the same time rebuilt the town, whith

h:nl in all probability been duvastated by the Danes. Its custody

and the government of the town were given by AV-illiani the

Ponqucror to Teter de Valoignes. Subsequently it was surrcndcrid

to the crown. In tlio rcigji of John it was captured by the

Revolted barons headed by the daupliin of France. liy Edward III.

the castle was made the occasional prison of John II. king

of France and David king of Scotland. Hertford is recorded

as a borough in Domesday. It received its first charter from Queen

Mary in 1554, and this was renewed and modified by Elizabeth,

and confirmed and extended by James I. and Charles II. The
borough sent two members to parliament from the reign of

Edward I. to the 50th of Edward III., when the privilege was

suspended until the reign of James I. Since the Eeform Act of

1867 it has returned only one member.

HERTZ, He.nrik (1798-1870), Danish poet, -was born

of Jewish parents in Copenhagen, August 25, 1798. At

that date it was unusual fur Jews to enjoy a professional

. education, but young Hertz showed such marked literary

bias that in 1817 he was sent to the university. His father

laving died in his iufaacy, and the family property having

been destroyed in the bombardment of 1807, the boy was

brought up by his relative, JI. L. Nathan.ion, for many
jears editor of the principal Danish newspaper. Young
Hertz was destined for the law, and passed i'is juridical

€xamination in 1825. But his taste was all for polite

literature, and in 1827 ho came forward as a dramatic

author by the publication of two plays, Herr Barchardt

and his Family and Love and Eolicy ; the latter onjoyed

considerable success on the stage. In 1828 foUowi^d th»

comedy of Flyltedagen, which occupied itself with th^

humours of moving house on' quarter-day. In 1830 he

brought out what was a complete novelty in Danish litera-

ture, a drama in rhymed verse, Amor's Strokes of Genius.

In the same year Hertz published anonymously Gjenganyer-

brevene, or Letters from a Gbost, which he pretended were

written by Baggesen, who had died in 182G, and which
•were full of satirical humour and fine critical insight. The
Buccess of this book was overwhelming ; Copenhagen talked

of nothing else for a whole season ; but Hertz preserved

his anonymity, and the secret was not known until many
years later. In 1832 he published a didactic poem. Nature

and Art, and Four Poetical Epistles. A Day on (he Island

of Als was his next comedy, followed in 1835 by The Only
Fault. Hertz passed through Germany and Switzerland

into Italy in 1833 ; be spent the winter there, and returned

the following autumn through France to Denmark. In

1836 liis comedy of The Savings Bank enjoyed a great

success. But it was not till 1837 that ho developed his

most important talent by writing the romantic drama of

Svend Dyrinr/s House, a beautiful and original piece, which
etill holds the stage. His historical tragedy Valdcmar
Atterdag was not so well received in 1839; but in 1845
he achieved an immense success with his lyrical drama
JCing Rents Daughter, which has been translated into

almost every European language, and successfully acted all

over the civilized world. To this succeeded the tragedy of

Ninon in 1818, the romantic comedy of Tonietta in 1849,
A Sacrifice in 1853, The Youngest in 1854. His lyrical

poems appeared in successive collections, dated 1832, 1840,
and 1844. From 1858 to 1859 he edited a very interest-

ing litferary journal entitled Weekly Leaves. Ho died in

1870. Hertz is one of the first of Dani.sh lyrical poets.

His poems are full of colour and passion, his versification

has more witchcraft in it than any other poet's of liis age,

and bis style is grace itself. He has all the sensuous fire

of Keats without his proclivity to the antique. As a

romantic dramatist lie is scarcely less original. He has

bequeathed to the Danish theatre, in Svend Dyring's House
and King Rene's Daughter, two pieces wliich have survived

the vicissitudes of forty years, and which are as popular

as ever. Ho is a troubadour by instinct ; he has little or

nothing of Scandinavian local colouring, and sacceeds best

when he is describing the scenery or the emotions nf tire

glowing south.

HERTZES', Alexander (1812-1870), was born at

Moscow in 1812, a very short time before the occupation

of that city by the French. His father, Ivan Yakovlef,

after a personal interview 'with Napoleon, was allowed to

leave, when the invaders arrived, as the bearer of a letter

from the French to the Russian emperor. His family

attended him to the Russian lines. Then the mother of

the infant Alexander (a young German Protestant of Jewish

extraction from Stuttgart, according to A. von ^^'urzbach),

only seventeen years old, and quite unable to speak Russian,

was forced to seek shelter for some time in a peasant's hut.

A year later the family returned to Moscow, where Hertzen

passed his youth,—remaining there, after completing his

studies at the university, till 1834, when he was arrested

and tried on a charge of having assisted, with some other

youths, at a festival during which verses by Sokolovsky, of

a nature uncomplimentary to the empercr, were sung. The
special commission appointed to try the youthful culprits

found him guilty, and in 1835 he was banished to Viatkn.

There he remained till the visit to that city of the hereditary

grand-duke (afterwards Alexander II.), accompanied by the

poet Joukofsky, led to his being allowed to quit Viatka

for Vladimir, where he was appointed editor of the official

gazette of that city. In 1840 he obtained a post in the

ministry of the interior at St Petersburg ; but in conse-

quence of having spoken too frankly about a death due to

a police officer's violence, he was sent to Novgorod, where

he led an official life, with the title of "state councillor,"

till 1842. In 1846 his father died, leaving him by his

will a very large property. Early in 1347 he left Russia,

never to return. From Italy, on hearing of the revolution

of 1848, he hastened to Paris, whence he afterwards went

to Switzerland. In 1852 he quitted Geneva for London,
where he settled for some years. In 1864 he returned to

Geneva, and after some time went to Paris, where he died,

January 21, 1870.

His literary career began in 1842 with the publication

of an essay, in Russian, on Dileitantisin in Science, under

the pseudonym of "Iskander," the Turkish form of his

Christian name,—convicts, even when pardoned, not being

allowed in those days to publish under their own names.

His second work, also in Russian, was his Litters on the

Study of Nature {l8i.5-6). In 1847 appeared his novel

A'lo Vinovat ? (Whose Fault ?), and about the same time

were published in Russian periodicals the stories which

were afterwards collected and printed in London in 1854,

under the title of Prervannuie 7?n-'si-orri/t (Interrupted Tales).

In 1850 two works appeared, translated from the Russian

manuscript, Vom anderen Ufcr (From another Shore) and

Leltres de France et d'ltalie. In French appeared also hia

essay Du Developpement des idies revolutionnaircs en

Rnssie, and his memoirs, which, after being printed in

Russian, were translated under the title of Le Monde russe

et la Revolution (3 vols. 1860-G2), and were in part trans-

lated into English as My Exile to Siberia (2 vols., 1855).

From a literary point of view his most imjiortant work is

Kto Vinovat 1 a story describing how the domestic happi-

ness of a young tutor, who marries the unacknowledgwi

daughter of a Russian sensualist of the old type, dull,

ignorant, and genial, is troubled by a Russian sensualist of

the new school, intelligent, accomplished, and callous, with-

out there being any possibility of saying who is most to ba

blamed for the tragic tcrminition. But it was as a politicul

writer that Hertzen gnined the vast reputation whicli )n at

one time enjoyed. Having founded in London his " Freo

Russian Pres.s," of the fortunes of which, during ten years,

he gave an interesting account in a book published (in Rus-
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Bian) in 18G3, lie issued from it a great number of Russian

works, all levelled against the system of government pre-

vailing in Russia. Some of tliese were essays, such as Lis

Baptized Property, an attack on serfdom ; others were

periodical publications, the Polyarnaya Zvyezda (or Polar

Star), the Kolokol (or Bell), and the Golosa iz liossii (or

Voices from Itussia). The Kolohol soon obtainefl an immense
circulation, and exercised an extraordinary influence. For

three years, it is true, the founders of the "Free Press"

went on printing, " not only without selling a single copy,

but scarcely being able to get a single copy introduced into

Russia ; " so that when at last a bookseller bought ten

shillings' worth of Baptized Property, the half sovereign was

set aside by the surprised editors in a special place of honour.

But the death of the emperor iriiholas in 1855 produced an

entire change. Hertzen's writings, and the journals he

edited,were smuggled wholesale into Russia, and their words

resounded throughout that country, as well as all over

Europe. Their influence became overwhelming. Evil

deeds long hidden, evil-doei-s who had loifg prospered, were

suddenly dragged into light and disgrace. His bold and
vigorous language aptly expressed the thougl<ts which had

long been secretly stirring Russian minds, and were now
beginning to find a timid utterance at home. For some
years his influence in Russia was a living force, the circula-

tion of his writings was a vocation zealously pursued.

Stories tell how on one occasion a merchant, who had
bought several cases of sardines at Nijni-Novgorod, found

that they contained forbidden print instead of fish, and at

another time a supposititious copy of the KoloJcol was printed

for the emperor's special use, in which a telling attack upon
a leading statesman, which had appeared in the genuine

number, was omitted. At length the sweeping changes

introduced by Alexander II. greatly diminished the need

for and appreciation of Hertzeu's assistance in the work of

reform. The freedom he had demanded for the serfs was

granted, the law-courts he had so long denounced were

remodelled, trial by jury was established, liberty was to a

great extent conceded to the press. It became clear that

Hertzen's occupation was gone. When the Polish insurrec-

tion of 1863 broke out, and he pleaded the insurgents'

cause, his reputation in Russia received its death-blow.

From that time it was only with the revolutionary party

that he was in full accord, and it is by that section of

Russian Liberals alone that his opinions are now considered

of authority. For the great reforms, however, which fol-

lowed the Crimean War, Russia is much indebted to the

outspoken utterances of Alexander Hertzen, and will be so

in all probability for the constitutional changes which are

likely to follow the repressive measures of 1879.

la 1873 a collection of his works in French was commenced in

Paris. A volume of posthumous woiks, in Russian, was published
at Geneva in 1870. His Memoirs supjily the principal information
about his life, a sketch of which appears also in A. von Wurzbach's
Zeilgenosscn, pt. 7, Vienna, 1871. See also the Hcvue dcs Deux
Mondes for July 15 and Sept. 1, 1854. Kio Vinovat has been trans-

lated into German under the title of Ifer isl Schuld ? in Wolffsolm's

Jtusslands KovcllcndiclUo; vol. iii. The title of My Exile in Siberia

is misleading ; he was never in that country. (W. R. S. E.)

HERULT, Mkvia, or Eruli, a nomadic and warlike

German tribe who inhabited the northern shores of the

Black Sea, but afterwards divided into various sections and
wandered into different parts of Europe. They made their

first appearance in history in the 3d century, as taking part

with the Goths in their incursions against the eastern pro-

vinces of the Roman empire. In the 4th century they

acknowledged the overlordship of the Gothic king Ermanric,

but when Attila, king of the Huns^ made his descent upon
Gaul, they joined his standard. After the overthrow of

the Huns, in which they sufifered considerably, they estab-

lished an organized and distinct confederacy on the banks

of the Danube, and under the leadership of Odoacer,
assisted in 476 in the overthrow of the Western empire.
Under their king Rudolf they in the beginning of the 6tli

century attempted the subjugation of the Lougobardi, but
were defeated and dispersed, some of them proceeding to

Scandinavia, and others being allowed by the emperor
Anastasius to settle on the south bank of the Danube. In the

time of Justinian some of them embraced Christianity. A
large portion of them afterwards joined the Gepidre in their

wars against the Eastern empire ; but others who remained
afl'orded Justinian important assistance in his wars against

the Vandals and East Goths, so that they frequently fought

against one another. About the end of the 6 th century

they became submerged and lost in other nations, and dis

appeared from historical records. The Heruli were bold,

hardy, and extremely pugnacious. For a considerable

period they retained intact their strong individuality, and
presented a firm resistance to the influences of surrounding

civilizations. They put to death without mercy the sick

arid the aged, and are said even to have offered human
sacrifices.

HERVEY, James (1714-1758), a popular religious

writer of the 18th century, was born at Harding.:tone, near

Northampton, on February 26, 1714, and was educated at

the grammai school of Northampton, whence in 1731 he
passed to Lincoln College, Oxford. At the university he

came under the influence of John Wesley and others of that

school, and for some time manifested an inclination towards

their theology ; ultimately, however, while retaining his

regard for the men and his sympathy with their religious

aims, he adopted a thoroughly Calvinistic creed, and
resolved to retain connexion with the Established Church.

Having taken holy orders in 1737, he became curate to his

father in the family livings of Weston Favell and Colling-

tree, to which he himself succeeded in 1752. There, under

the disadvantage of vejry weak health, he laboured with

great diligence in the discharge of his parochial duties, and

also wrote numerous religious works, which, though of but

slight literary or theological value, rapidly became highly

popular, and in manj-- English and Scottish houses, especi-

ally of the humbler class, took a place on the same shelf

with the Pilcpini's Progress and the Whole Duty of Map.
His earliest work. Meditations and Contemplations, contain-

ing " Jleditations among the Tombs," "Reflexions on a

Flower Garden," and a " Descant on Creation " (1746), and
" Contemplation on the Night and Starry Heavens

"

(1747), said to have been modelled on Boyle's Occasional

Reflerions on various Suhjects, within fourteen years passed

through as many editions. Tkeron and Jspasio, or «

Series of Letters vjyon the most imjyortant and interesting

Suhjects, which appeared in 1755, and was equally .well

received, called forth some adverse criticism even from

Calvinists, on account of tendencies which were considered

.to lead to antinomianism, and was strongly objected to by

Wesley in his Preservative against unsettled Notions in

Eeligion. Besides carrying into England the theological

disputes to which Fistier's Marrow of Modern Divinity

had given rise in Scotland, it also led to what is known

as the Sandemanian controversy as to the nature o/ saving

faith. Hervey died on December 25, 1758. A "new and

complete" edition of his Worls, with a memoir, appeared

in 1797, See also Collection of the Letters of James Heney,

to which is prefixed an account of his Life and Death

(1760).

HERVEY, John Hervey, Lord (1696-1743), the "Nar-

cissus," " Sporus," and " Lord Fanny " of Pope's satire, a

nobleman of [jolitical and social distinction in the reign of

George II., was son of John first earl of Bristol, and was

born on October 13, 1696. Educated and trained for public

life at Westminster and Clare Hnll, Cambridge, he became a
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favourite at ilic court of tlic prince and princess (afterwards

George, II. and Queen Caroline), to wliich Pope, G.iy,

Arbutlinot, Chesterheld, and other wits resorted, and whicli

was celebrated for tlie beauty and accomplishments of its

ladies, such as iliss Bellenden (afterwards duchess of

Argyle), Miss Howe, Jliss Lepell, and JIrs Howard, whose
names will live for ever in the poetry of Popn, Gay, and
Swift, and in the Rvely memoirs and correspondence of that

brilliant circle. Hervey was married to Miss Lepell in

1720. Having entered the House of Commons as member
for Bury (1725), he in 1730 received the appointment of

vice-chamberlain to the king; in 1733 Sir Robert Walpole

called him up to the House pf Lords, where he proved a

frequent and efloctive speaker; and in 1740 he succeeded

Lord Godolphin as lord privy seal, which office he held

until the Walpole administration was driveij from power jn

1742. Notwithstanding miserable health ho continued

to take an active part in politics until his death, which

occurred on August 8, 1743. He was survived by four

sons, three of wljom becanje successively earls of

Bristol. Destitute of finy poiQiqaij.ding talents or solid

principle, a sceptic iq religioij and a profligate in morals,

Lord Hervey was yet far above the intellectual rank

assigned him by his njerciless satirist, Pope. He wrote

and spoke vigorously on public questions, was studious

and laborious, a fair scholar, and i writer of pleas-

ing occasional verses. The origin of the hostility which

led to the allusion in the Dunciad (iv. 104) in 1728, and

afterwards to the attacks ip the Prologue and Epilogue

to thi Satires, renjains obscure. " It jvould ho now idle,"

03 Mr Croker renjarks, "to seek for a cause of quarrel

which the parties were, a hundred years ago, unable or

unwilling to explain ; but may it not be sufficiently

accounted for by the jealousies almost inevitable between

persons of such similar and therefore discordant tastes and
tempers, living together in a circle of tittle-tattle, scandal,

and pasquinades 1 " Political difference? had probably

Bomething to do with it, Lord Hervey and Lady Mary
Wortley Montague (who shared with hirn the poet's

enmity) having at the accession of George II. adhered

to -Walpole, while Pope and his brother wifs were chiefly

associated with the opposition. Lord Hervey left be-

hind him Memoirs of the Eeign of George the Second,

from his Accession tq the Death of Queen Caroline, which

were not publiahed until 1848, when they appeared ii) two
volumes, edited, with a. biographical notice, by Mr Croker.

The work throws much ligljt on the interior of the court

—

its coarseness, dultjess, and immorality ; but it is as degrade

ing to the author as it is to the English monarchy, for Lord
Hervey appears rather in the light of a court parasite and
malignant gossip than in that of a fair historian or ^n
English gefttleman.

HEIlZEGOVfNA, aij Illynan province, ethnographically

belonging to the Serbo-Croatian nationality, under tho

titular dominion of the Turkish sultan, birt siuce 1878 adr

ministered by Austria-Hungary. The Turks included it in

the vilayet of Bosnia. It is bounded N. and E. by Bosnia,

S. by Montenegro, and W. by Dalmatia, only touching tho

Adriatic by tho narrow enclaves of Klek and Suttonna.

(The province extends about 117 miles in a south-oast

direction between 17° 10' and 20° 15' E. long. By tho

treaty of Berlin tiie Herzcgovinian districts of Niksich and
Dormitor have been plaoed under the government of the

prince of Montenegro.

Population.—The Auslrians have not yet (1879) had
time to complete trustworthy statistics as to the population

iiod resources of the province, and those published in tho

days of Turkish administration must be received with great

reserve. Tho best statistical accounts of Herzegovina aro

those collected for tho Austrian Government by tho staff-

officers Majors Pioskiewicz and Thocmmel, and their dis-

crepancy is the best proof of tho difficulties which hav«
hitherto prevented an exact calculation.

According to Pioskiewicz the population of Herzegovina
amounted in 1808 to 230,000 souls. Thoemmel (in 1867)
gives it as 207,970, of whom 101,348 were Pravoslavs or

adherents of tlio Orthodox Greek Church, 56,000 Maho-
metans, 49,217 Roman Catholics, 1340 Gipsies, and C5
Jews. Dr Blau (late Prussian consul-general at Scraievo)

fixes the Herzegovinian population in 1872 approximately
at 230,000, viz., 130,000 of the Orthodox Greek Church,
55,000 Mussulmans, 42,000 Poman Catholics, 2500
Gipsies, and 500 Jews. Klaich, however, the most recent

Slavonic authority on the province (1878), reduces the

total population to 185,421. During the troubles that

ensued on the insurrection of 1875, about two-thirds of

the Christian population fled beyond the Dalmatian and
Montenegrin border, and the fearful mortality among these

refugees has largely diminished the Herzegovinian popula-

tion during the last three years.

With the exception of the Gipsies, the Jews, and a

small sprinkling of Osmanli officials, the whole population

is Slavonic, the Mahometans being for the most part

renegade descendauts of the feudal nobility that had formed
itself hero before the Turkish conquest. Much of tho

old Slavonic custoT^is and family life still holds among the

Herzegovinian Mussulmans, and here as in Bosnia poly-

gamy is unknown. The Htrzegovinians are tall, broad,

and darker, and of greater personal bravery than tho

Bosnians ; they are brachycephalic. In frame as well as

character they approach very nearly to the Montenegrin

type, ond in the mountain districts they are divided, like

the ^lontenegrias and Albanians, into clans or nahias,

whose loyalty is reserved for their own waiwodes or mili-

tary chiefs. Their temperament is pre-eminently poetic, in

so much that the recent insurrection has already given rise

to many epic lays, which are recited to the sound of the

guzla or Serbian lyre by the national minstrels. The Serbo-

Croatian language is spoken in its purest form in Herzego-

vina, and the Narcnta valley has been called the Serbian

Val d'Arno. The Orthodox Greek population is chiefly

settled in the district east of the Nartnta ; to the west of

that river the population is mostly Roman Catholic, and

the Mahometans inhabit the krger towns. According to

the Schematismus of tho Franciscan P. Bakula, the popu-

lation of the capital Mostar amounted in 1873 to 29,110,

of whom 20,306 )^•ere Jlahometans, 5008 Greeks, and 2821

Roman Catholics. Of the other towns, Ljubuski has,

according to JClaich, a population of about 3000 souls,

Stolatz 35D0, Focha 10,000, Niksich (now under Mon-

tenegro) 4000, and Tfebinje 3000.

I^aXural Features.—Hjerzegovina, which has been de-

scribed as the Turkish gwitzjerlnnd, is divided into a variety

of mountain plateaus by the pprallcl ranges of the Dinaric

J^lps; and the whole country is bisected by tho river

Narenta, which cleaves its way through the mountains

from tho Bos^iian frontier tojvafds the Adriatic. The

valley of the Narenta and its tributaries forms the main

artery of the proviq^ce. There is situated tho capital

Mostar; and a fine liighroad, tho only nveiuio of

corapiunication between Scraicvp .
(Bosna Serai) ond

the Adriatic, follows tho river bank from tho Dalmo-

tian frontier to the Bosnian. The " polycs " or moun-

tain plateaus are the m'ost characteristic feature of tha

country. Tho smaller towns and villages group themselves

on their level and comparatively fertih surface, and Iho

districts or cantons thus formed aro walk-d round by n

natural rampart of white limestone mountains. These

I "polyes" maybe described as oases in what is otherwise o

desert expanse of mountains. Tho surface of some, bji
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notably the great Mostarsko Blato, is ni»,sliy, nnd in spring

-forms a lake ; others are watered by streams which dis-

appear in swallow-holes of the rock, and make their way
by underground channels either to the sea or the Narenta.

The most conspicuous example of these is the Trebinstica,

which disappears in two svvallosv-holes in Popovopolje, and
after making its way by a subterranean passage through a

range of mountains, wells up in the mighty source of Ombla
near Bagusa, and hurries in undiminished volume to the

Adriatic. The climate of Herzegovina is cold in winter and
oppressively hot (maximum 100° Fahr. in shade) in sum-
mer. The scirocco is a prevalent wind, as well as the bora,

the fearful north-north-easter of Illyria, which, sweeping

down the lateral valleys of the Dinaric Alps, overwhelms
everything in its path. The snow-fall is sliglit, and, except

on a few of the loftier peaks, the snow soon melts. In the

falleys, as that of the Narenta, the flora approaches that of

Dalmatia and Southern Italy, and olives, mulberries, figs,

melons, pomegranates, grapes, rice, and maize flourish.

The Dinaric Alps, which stretch across the province from
N.W. to S.E., are as a rule barer and loftier than those

of Bosnia. To the west of the Narenta, indeed, their flanks

are in places covered with a forest growth of beech and
pine, but north-east of that river they present for the

most part a scene of lunar desolation. They are of the

Tertiary formation common to the Jlediterranean geological

zone, but their limestone has a more dolomitic character

than that of the Bosnian ranges. The group of mountains
in the north-west bend of the Narenta, the Krabac, Lipeta,

and Porim Planinas, attain altitudes varying from 4000 to

5000 feet ; the dolomitic peaks of Orobac, Samotica, and
Veliki Cap rise over 6000; Orien on the Dalmatian-
Montenegrin frontier 6300 ; and Mount Dormitor, in the

tract of Herzegovina now ceded to Montenegro, reaches a

height of 8500 feet. The river Narenta is navigable for

small steamers as far as .Metkovitch, the Dalmatian fron-

tier station, and for trabaccoH as far as Chaplina beyond
Gabella, but the narrow and rocky bed of the stream

beyond this point makes it doubtful whether the navigation

can ever be extended as far as Mostar.

Produce and Industries.—In mineral wealth Herzegovina
cannot compete with Bosnia. Lignite exists in considerable

abundance in the Narenta valley near Mostar, at Konjica,

and at Stolic. Mineral springs occur near Ljubuska; asphalt

towards Metkovitch and Drazcvo on the Dalmatian frontier.

Rice is cultivated in the Trebisat valley and about Ljubuska,
Mulberries are cultivated in the Narenta valley for silk-

worms, which were introduced here by the famous vizier

All Pasha, but the culture is at present small. The wine
of Konjica and Mostar resembles Dalmatian, and might be
excellent, and the Trebinje tobacco is celebrated. Previous

to the insurrection the chief wealth of the inhabitants con-

sisted in cattle. Roskiewicz estimates the numbers as

100,000 horned cattle, 1,200,000 sheep and goats, and
100,000 swine ; but there has been a terrible decrease
luring the three years of anarchy. Before the insurrec-

tion the annual value of the exports of the province,

consisting principally of sheep's wool, hides, wax, wine,
and tobacco, amounted to about 18,170,000 piastres

(£163,530). The imports, principally cloth and woollen
goods, were estimated at 17,500,000 piastres (£157,500).

History.—The old Serbian zupa of Chelm or Zachlumje was in-
»rporated in the banat of Bosnia by the ban Stephen in 1326.
Afterwards exchanged for Trimorjo with the kin;; of Hungary, it was
reannexed by the ban Stephen Tvartko, afterwards first king of
Bosnia, who granted it as a fief to his distingnished general Vlatko
Hranich. Vlatko's grandson, known as Stej)hen Cosaccia from liis

birthplace Cosac, took advantage of the weakness of King Tvartko
III. of Bosnia to transfer the immediate suzerainty of his county to
the emperor Frederick IV., who in 1440 created him duke, or, as
lis Slavonic subject, borrowing the German word, exj.ressed it, Hir-
asya, of St Sava. This and tlie further title of keeper of St Sa-a's

sepulchre he derived from the tomb of the patron saint of Serbia in
his monastery of Milesevo. i'rom this time tlie Slav population of

Illyria begins to know the dominions of Cosaccia as the " Heize-
goviua'' or duchy, a general term wliich embraced, besides the
former county of Chelm, the two old Serbian zup.as of Tribunja and
Primorje, also governed by the "Herzega." The original Herze-
govina thus extended from the sea-coast of D.almatia to the confines ol

Kastia. The duke was prevailed on at the parliament of Konjica to

recognize the suzerainty of the Bosnian king ; he fixed his residence

at Jlostar, which he greatly enlarged, and which has since remained
tlie capital of Herzegovina. The shrewd policy of Stejdien Cosaccia,

which ofl'cred an asylum for the Bogoniiles or Puritans of Bosnia,
hounded from their homes by the bigotry of a priest-ridden king,

was greatly instrumental in warding otf for a while from the duchy
tlie blow that overwhelmed Bosnia. The duke managed with
Bogomilian help to defend Herzegovina with some success ; and
though in 1464 the country was overrun and rendered tributary by
the sultan's hordes, it was not till 14S3, twenty years after the linal

eonriuest and extinction of the Bosnian kingdom, that the Turkish
Beglerbeg succeeded in dispossessing Stephen Cosaccia's son ard
successor Duke Vladislav. The whole country was now incorporated
in the Sandjakate of Bosnia. At different times the Venetians suc-

ceeded in recovering for Christendom prw ts of Herzegovina, and by
the peace of Carlowitz in 1099 and tliat of Passarowitz in 1718
Primorje or the Herzegovinian co.ast-land, Castelnuovo, and Kisano
were finally merged in Venetian Dalmatia, nnd have thus descend'.d

to the Austrians. The only remaining strips of Herzegovinian sea-

coast, the narrow enclaves of KIek and Sntlorina, were left to the
Turks by Hngirsan dread of Venetian contact, supjiorteil by the good
offices of England. The history of Herzegovina under the Turks is

to a great extent a blank : the viziers of Herzegovina who resided at

Jlostar imitated by their q\iasi-independcnco of their Bosnian
superiors the defiant attitude adoj'ted by the duke of i^t Sava toliis

Bosnian suzerain. Feudalism under a ilahonietau guise continued

to survive here. The spahis, begs, or agas were merely mediteval

loids who li.ad apostatized to Islam. They kept -their ancestral

castles, their banners, their medh-eval title deeds and patents of

nobility. They exacted feudal service from their serfs and retainere.

They indulged in the mcdiffival passion for hawking. One of these

Mahometan nobles, Ali, aga of Stolac, did such good service for Sultan
JIahmoud in his struggle with the Bosnian magnates that he was
made vizier of Herzegovina, which was freed for a while from depend-
ence on the Bosnian government. The reforms of Sultan JIahmoud
did not by any means remove the grievances of the rayah population

of Herzegovina. The serfs had now to satisfy the extortion of

imperial tax-farmers and excisemen as well as the demands of their

feudal lords. The begs and ag.Ts continued to exact their forced

labour and a third of the produce ; the central Government levied a

tithe which at the date of the outbreak had become an eighth.

Three kinds of cattle tax, the tax for exemption from military

service levied on every infant in arms, forced labour on the roads,

forced loan of horses, a heavy excise on grajies and tobacco, an-' a

variety of lesser ta;<es combined to burden the Christian )ieasa.its
;

but what was more galling than the amount, was the manner in

which these various taxes were extorted,—the iniquitous assessment

of tax-farmei-s and excisemen, and the brutal licence of the

zaptiehs who were quartered on recalcitrant villagers. Meanwhile
the pio.ligate expenditure of the imperial voluptuary at Stamboul
and the peculation of his ministers hurried on the crisis. The
public bankruptcy of Turkey put the last straw on the ray.ah's back.

On July 1, 1875, the villagers of Nevcsinje, which gives its name to

a mountain plateau east of Mostar, unable to bear the extortion of

the tax-farmers, and goaded to madness by the outrages inflicted

ou them by the zaptiehs and bashi-bazouks, rose 'against their

oppressors. The insurrection rapidly spread through Herzegovina
and thence to Bosnia. The Herzegovinians under their leaders Peko
Pavlovich, Socica, Ljubibratich, and others held out for a year

against all the forces that Tuikcy could despatch against them, and
\\\ two struggles in the gorge of Muiatovizza alone the Turks lost

over 2000 men. In July 1S76 the principalities joined in the

struggle ; the Russo-Turkish war followed, and by th« treaty of

Berlin the government of Bosnia and Herzegovina was confided to

Austria-Hungary, while Niksich and the country about Mount
Dormitor were detached from Hcrzego\ina and annexed to Monte-
negro. On July 31, 1878, the Austrian troops crossed the Herze-

govinian frontier, and the news roused the Mahometan fanatics to a

desperate effort. On August 2d the JIahometans of Mostar, imitat-

ing the example of Seraievo, and believing themselves betrayed by the

Turkish Government, rose en masse, murdered the Turkish governor

and officials, and proclaimed a niema he.ad of a provisional govern-

ment. The Austrians, however, pressed forward, and crushing some
inefl"ectual efforts at resistance entered Jlostar on the 5th of August.

By the 29th of September the reduction of Herzegovina was com-
jileted by the capture of tlic hillfort of Klobuk. Since the comple-
tion of the oecniiation, the government of the province has been

under the military governor at Seraievo, controlled by the foreign

olfice at Vienna. The sultan itill rcniaLns .sovcn'iji' d'^jurc, Jior
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Iiavo tlic Austro-Hiragarian administiatore as yet been able to

regulate the agrarian difficulty which lies at the root of all the evils

tliat have afflicted the province.

AulhoTitics.—JIauro Orbini, Cmitado di Chclmo (in his Storia dcgli

Slavi, Pesaro, 1601) ; Spicilegium, <ic., de Bosnia: Rcijtio, Leyden,

1737 ; Schimek, Polilisclic GcschichU dcs Konigreiclis Bosnicn u.

Raitut, Vienna, 1787 ; Farlato, Illi/ricum Sacnan, vol. iv. ; Ami
Boue, La Tiirquic d'Europe ; Sir G. AVilkinson, Dalmatia and
Montenegro, London, 1848; Kovachevich, Bosna, Belgiade, 1851.

Thoemmel, Bcschrcibung dcs Vilajet Bosnicn, Vienna, 1807 ;
Roskie-

wicz, Sludicn iilcr Bosnicn u. Herzegovina, A'ienna, 1868 ; E. de

Sainte-Marie, L'Hcrzegovinc, Paris, 1875, and " Itineraircs en

Herzegovine" in Bull, de Soc. Giogr. de Paris, 1876; Evans,

Tlirough Bosnia and Herzegovina, London, 1876, and Hhjrian
LcUcrs, London, 1878 ; Stillman, Herzegovina and Vie late Uprising,

London, 1877 ; Dr Blau, Beisen in Bosnicn u. d. Herzegovina,

Berlin, 1877 ; Klaich, Bosna, Agram, 1878 ; Haardt, Die Occupa-

tion Bosniens «. d. Herzegovina, Vienna, 1878. Correspondence

respecting affairs in Bosnia and Herzegovina, issued by the English

Foreign Office, 1876, &c., and Reports of Consuls Holmes and
Freeman, (A. J. E.)

HERZOGENBUSCH, or 's Heetogenbosch. See Bois-

LE-DUC.

HESEKIEL, George Louis (1818-1874), German
author and journalist, was born August 12, 1818, in

Halle, where his father, a man of considerable distinc-

tion, was a preacher and inspector of schools. Hesekiel

studied history and philosophy in Halle, Jena, and Berlin,

and devoted himself in early life to journalism and litera-

ture. In 1848 he settled in Berlin, where he lived

till his death, February 26, 1874, achieving a considerable

reputation both as a writer of books and as editor of

the Neue Pveussische Zeitimg. He attempted many dif-

ferent kinds of literary work, the most ambitious being

perhaps his patriotic songs, of which he published a volume

during the revolutionary excitement of 1848-49. Another

collection

—

Neue Freusseidieder— appeared in 1864 after

the Danish war, and there was a third in 1870

—

Gcf/en die

Franzoscii, Preussiscke Kriegs- unci Konigslieder. Among
bis novels may be mentioned Vier Junker (1864) and Der
Sckultheiss vorii Zeysl (1875). By far the best known of

his works is his life of Prince Bismarck

—

Das Buck vom
Fiirsten Bismarck (3d edition, enlarged, 1873). This

biography, which has been translated into English by R.

R. H. Mackenzie, is written from the point of view of an

ardent admirer of the great chancellor. It is of no value as

an estimate of his political importance, but it has acquired

a certain popularity because of the mass of more or less

interesting anecdotes which the author has brought together

respecting both the public and the private life of his hero.

It has lately, however, been rather thrust into the shade by
the more piquant revelations of Herr Busch.

HESIOD, the father of didactic poetry in Greece, is

placed by Herodotus before Homer, but not more than 400
years before his own epoch ; and, though the settlement of

the question must depend on the internal evidence of the

Hesiodic poems, this testimony is corroborated by the Parian

marble and the historian Ephorus. He probably flourished

about nine centuries before Christ. His father had mi-

grated from Cyme in ./Eolia to Boeotia, exchanging there a

seafaring life for agriculture; and Hesiod and his brother,

a scapegrace named Pcrses, were born at Ascra, near the

base of Helicon and under the mountains which encircle

Boeotia. Of this locality—whose claim to be his birth-

place was disputed by the city Orchomenus on the score

of po.sscssion of hisjelics—Hesiod's description differs from

that of modern topographers in pronouncing the climate un-

genial, with alternations of excessive heat and cold; but the

poet's prejudice .nay have been influenced by the injustice

of Baotian law-courts, and it was at any ratu here, as ho fed

his father's flocks beside Helicon, that ho received his com-
mission from the Muses to bo their prophet and poet—

a

commission which he recognized by dedicating to them an
eared tripod won by him in a contest of song at funeral

games in Euboea, and extant at Helicon in the age of

Pausanias (Theog., 20-34 ; Pausan,, ix. 31, § 3). But to

this call were linked, no doubt, literary antecedents in

/Eolia, as well as local associations of music and poetry in

Hellas. His earliest poem, the famous Works and Days,

embodies the experiences of his life aBeld, and, interwoven

with episodes of fable, allegory, and personal history, formB

a sort of Boeotian shepherd's calendar. The first portion

is an ethical enforcement of honest labour and dissuasive of

strife and idleness (1-383) ; the second consists of hints

and rules as to husbandry (384-7G4); and the third is a
religious calendar of the months, with remarks on the days

most lucky or the contrary for rural or nautical employ-

ments. 'The connecting link of the whole poem is the

author's advice to his brother, who appears to have bribed

the corrupt judges to deprive Hesiod of his already scantier

inheritance, and to whom, as he wasted his substance

lounging in the agora, the poet more than once returned

good for evil, though he tells him there will be a limit to

this unmerited kindness. In the Works and Days the

episodes which rise above an even didactic level are the

"Creation and Equipment of Pandora," the "Five Ages

of the World," and the much-admired "Description of

Winter " (by some critics judged post-Hesiodic). It is in

the Works and Days especially that we glean indications

of Hesiod's rank and condition in life, that of a stay-at-

home farmer of the lower class, whose solo experience of

the sea was a single voyage of 40 yards across the Euripus,

and an old- fashioned bachelor whose misogynic views

and prejudice against matrimony have been conjecturallj-

traced to his brother Perses having a wife as extravagant

as himself.

The other poem attributed to Hesiod or his school which

has come down in great part to modem times is The Theo-

gony, a work of grander scope, inspired alike by older

traditions and abundant local associations. It seems that

no more congenial task could have suggested itself to the

Ascraan shepherd than to work into system, as none had

essayed to do before, the floating legends of the gods and

goddesses and their offspring. This task Herodotus attri-

butes to him, and he is quoted by Plato in his Symposium

(p. 178 B) as the author of the Theogony. The first to

question his claim to this distinction was Pausanias, the

geographer (200 a.d.). The Alexandrian grammarians had

no doubt on the subject ; and indications of the hand that

wrote the Works and Days may be found in the severe

strictures on women, in the high esteem for thu wealth-giver

Plutus, and in coincidences of veiTsal expression. If, too,

as commentators assert, tho proper beginning of the Worki

and Days is at verse 11

—

OiiK &p(i iiowov irtu 'EpISttiy yivos, 4aa' <t1 70101'

Zlat hvu,

it is hard to avoid the conclusion that the poet there

corrects a statement made in his Theogony (225), where

he had described Eris, the daughter of Night, as one and

indivisible. One thing is clear, that, as Mr Grote puts it,

it was the aim of Hesiod, or tho member of bis school who
composed the Theogony, " to cast the divine functions into

a systematic sequence,"—so welding into intelligible co-

herence tho generations and genealogies of the deities of

Hellas, whom Homer had dealt with iu passing and

scattered notices only. The Theogony consists of thi-oo

divisions—(1) a cosmogony, or creation; (2) a theogony

proper, recounting tho history of tho dynasties nf Zens

and Cronus; and (3) a brief and abruptly terminated

heroogony, or generation of heroes by immortiil sires from

mortal mothers ; the starting-point not improbably of ^tho

Hesiodic poem, tho Eoiai, or " Catalogues of AVonion," of

which all but a few frogmouts arc lost. Prefaced by an

account of tho Muses' visit to their bard, tho Theogottf
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proceeds, from the spontaneous generation of Erebus and
Night from Chaos, to detail a cosmogonic order at first

corresponding with the Mosaic. The first ruler of creation,

Uranus, is disabled and dethroned by Cronus, and Cronus
in turn by hi^ sixth son by Rhea, Zeus; but the chronicling

of Titans and Cyclopes, of Nereids and Oceanids, divine

rivers and water-nymphs, defies even the briefest enumera-
tion. The poet has interwoven several episodes of rare

merit, such as the contest of Zeus and the Olympian gods
with the Titans, or the description of the prison-house

in which the vanquished Titans are confined, with the

Giants for keepers and Day and Night for janitors

(735 seq.). Notable also is the version of the legend of

Pandora given in the Theogony as compared with that in

the Worlcs and Days. The Theogoiiy omits the part played
in the earlier poem by Epimetheus in accepting Pandora
at Jove's hands in spite of the counsel of Prometheus, as

well as the mention of the casket of evils from which in

the Works and Days Pandora lifts the lid with such
woeful results.

The only other approach to a poem of Hesiod is the

so-called Shield of Hercules, a piece of patchwork with
which interpolators have done their worst. The opening
verses are attributed by a nameless grammarian to the

fourth book of Eoiai. The theme of the piece is the

expedition of Hercules and lolaus against the robber
Cycnus ; but its main object aoparently is to describe the

shield of Hercules (141-317). C. O. Miiller deems this

description worthy of a place beside Homer> shield of

Achilles in 11. xiii, and recognizes in it the genuine spirit

of the Hesiodic school. Titles and fragments of other lost

poems of Hesiod have come down to us : didactic, as the

Maxims of Chiron
;

genealogic, as the ^gimihs ; and
mythic, as_the Marriage of Ccyx and the Descent of Theseus

to Hades.

A strong characteristic of Hesiod's style is his senten-

tious and proverbial philosopliy (as in Works and Days,
24-5, 40, 218, 345, 371), There is naturally less of this

in the Theogony, yet there too not a few sentiments take

the form of the saw or adage. With the poet's history,

apart from the evidence of his poems, we have little

acquaintance. There is reason to suppose that in later

life he removed from Ascra to Orchomenus, where, ac-

cording to Pausanias, were his sepulchre and epitaph.

Tradition has assigned a tragical ending to a life

seemingly placid and unemotional ; but 'the story that

he met a violent death near the Locrian Qineon in the

territory of Naupactus, by reason of an intrigue with a
sister of his host, or a guilty knowledge of such intrigue, is

probably valueless except as evidence of the hero-worship

of Hesiod in Locris and Boeotia {rf. Friedel, Die Sage vom
Tode Hesiods, Leipsic, 1879). 'The poet wUl be remem-
bered as the first of didactic poets, the accredited syste-

matizer of Greek mythology, and the rough but not

unpoetical sketcher of the lines on which Virgil wrought
out his exquisitely finished Georgics.

Among the older editions of the Hesiodic poems may he mentioned
those published at Venice in 1495 and 1537, and those of Heinsius
(Leyd. 1622), SchreveUus (Leyd. 1650), Grajvius (Amst. 1701),
Robinson (Oxf. 1737) ; and among those of modern date, Paley
(Lond. 1861), Lehrs (Leips. 1840, new ed. 1868), Schomann (Berl.

1869), Kdchly and Kinkel (Leip. 1870), Flach (Berl. 1874). The
Works aiid Days has been edited apart by Spohn (Leip. 1S19),
Vollbehr (Kiel, 1844), Lennep (Amst. 1847) ; and the Theogony
by F. A. Wolf (Halle, 1733), , Lennep (Amst. 1843), Schomann
(Berl. 1869), and Flach (Berl. 1873). The Fragments were col-

lected by Markscheffel (Leip. 1S40).- The many disputed questions
associated with the name of Hesiod have given rise to a vast
critical and polemic literature. In regard to the language of the

Eoems the student may consult W.. Clemm, '

' Krit. Beitrage zur
ichre vom Digamma" in Curtius, Sliidien, ix. ; Dr H. Flach, Daa

dialcktischa Digamma des Hesiodos (Berl, 1876) ; Alois Rzach, Dcr
Diakkt-des Mesisdut {Leip. 1876). The composition and system

of the Theogony have been investigated by Koek (Brcalau, 1842),
Gerhai-d (Berl. 1856), Woloker (Elberf. 1865), Leitschuh (Wurz-
burg, 1867), Schomann (Berl. 1868), Flach (Leip. 1874), Fritz
Eiilurig (Clausthal, 1875) ; and special studies on the Works and
Days have been contributed by Twesteu (Kiel, 1815), Kanke
(Getting. 1838), Steitz (Leip. 1869), Betke (Munster, 1872), and
Cauna (Tur. 1874). Works of more general criticism are Creuzer
and Hermann, Briffe iibcr Homer mid Hesiod (Heidelb. 1817) ;

Thiersch, Vcbcr die Gcdiclilc des Hesiods (Munich, 1813) ; J. P.

Mahatf}', "Studies in Greek' Literature" in Hermatlui'iia,iv. The
ilSS. are discussed by Flach, Die heideii atiestcn Haiidsdtrifteii des

Hesiod (Leip. 1877) ; Kinkel, De codic. Hesiodds licnnullis iuAnglia
«.sS(;»tM:tts (Heidelb. 1866); Wrobel, " Ubcr eine neue Hesiodhand-
schrift" in Sitzungsler. of Vienna Academy, 1879. There are

English translations of the Hesiodic poems by Cooke (Lond. 1728),

Elton (Lond. 1815), and Banks (Lond. 1856) ; German translations

by J. H. N'oss (Heidelb. 1806) and Uschner (Berl. 1865) ; French
translations by Leconte de Lisle (Par. 1859) and Patin (Par.

1SZ2-3) ; and Italian by Chiodi (Cosensa, 1867) and Poizuolo
(Milan, 1873). (J. DA.)

HE3PERIDES, maidens whose number is variously

given as three, four, or seven, wtio guarded the golden

apples which Earth gave Hera at her marriage to Zeus.

They live far away in the west at the borders of Ocean, in

other words at that point of heaven where the sun sets.

Hence the. sun (according to Mimnermus) sails in the

golden bowl that Hephsstus made from the abode of the

Hesperides to the land where he rises again. According

to other accounts they'dwell among the Hyperboreans, who
live in quietness and calm, i.e., they dwell in heaven among
the souls of them that have died on earth. The golden

apples grow on a tree which is guarded by an ever-watchful

dragon. The sun is often in German and Lithuanian
legends described as the apple that hangs on the tree of the

nightly heaven, like the lleece of the sun-ram that was
sacrificed and skinned, and the dragon, the envious power,

keeps the light back from men till some beneficent power
takes it from him. Heracles is the hero who brings back

the goldenapples to mankind again. Like Perseu;?, he first

applies to the Nymphs, who help htm to learn where the

garden is. Arrived there he slays the dragon and carries the

apples to Argos ; and finally, like Perseus, he gives them
to Athene. The Hesperides are, like the Sirens, beautiful

singers, Xiyvt^wi'ot, They are said to be the daughters

of Atlas; or, according to other accounts, they are the

children of Erebus and Night, or Phorcys and Ceto, and

are thus sisters of the Grsese, who also receive into their

care the setting sun, Hesperides are introduced into the

Argouautic legend, but it is doubtful if this is really antique,

or only a poetic embellishment of the wanderings of the

Argonauts,

HESS. Amongst numerous German artists of this name,

the following particularly deserve attention.

Heinbich Makia Hess—Von Hess, after he received

a patent of personal nobility—was born at Diisseldorf in

1798, and brought ftp to the profession of art by his father,

the engraver Karl Ernst Christoph Hess. Karl Hess had
already acquired a name when in 1806 the elector of

Bavaria, ha%-ing been raised to a kingship by Napoleon,
transferred the Diisseldorf academy and gallery to Munich.
Karl Hess accompanied the academy to its new home, and
there continued the education of his children. In time
Heinrich Hess became sufficiently master of his art to

attract the attention of King Maximilian, He was sent
with a stipend to Rome, where a copy which he made of

Raphael's Parnassus, and the study of great examples of

monumental design, probably caused him to become a painter

of ecclesiastical subjects on a large scale. In 1828 he was
made professor of painting and director of ali, the art collec-

tions at Munich, He decorated the Aukirccb, the Glypto-

thek, and the AUerheiligencapelle at Munich with frescos
;

and his cartoons were selected for glass windows in the

cathedrals of Cologne and Ratisbon, Then came the great

cycle of frescos in the basilica of St Boniface at Munich,
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and tie monumenlal picture of the Virgin and Child

enthroned between the four doctors, and receiving the

homage of the four patrons of the Munich churches (now

in the Pinakothek). His last work, the Lord's Supper,

was found unfinished in hia atelier after his death in 1SG3.

Before testing his strength as a composer Heinrich Hess

tried genre, an example of which is the Pilgrims entering

Rome, now in the ^lunich Gallery. He also executed

portraits, and twice had sittings from Thorwaldsen (Pina-

kothek and Schack collections). But his fame will rest on

the frescos representing scenes from the Old and New
Testaments in the Allerheiligencapelle, and the episodes

from the life of St Boniface and other German apostles in

the basilica of Munich. Here he holds rank second to none

but Overbeck in monumental painting, being always true

to nature though mindful of the traditions of Christian art,

earnest and simple in feeling, yet lifelike and powerful in

expression. Through him and his pupils the sentiment of

religious art has been preserved and extended in the Munich
school, and will not easily die out.

Peter Hes-s—afterwards Von Hess—was born at

Diisseldorf in 1792, and accompanied his younger brother

Heinrich Maria to Munich in 1S06. Being of an age to

receive vivid iuipressions, he felt the stirring impulses of

the time, and became a painter of skirmishes and battles.

In 1813-15 he was allowed to join the staff of General

Wrede, who commanded the Bavarians in the military

operations which led to the abdication of Napoleon ; and

there he gained novel experiences of war and a taste for

extensive travel. In the course 'of years he successively

visited Austria, Switzerland, and Italy. Ou.Erince Otho's

election to the Greek throne King Louis sent Peter Hess

to Athens to gather materials for pictures of the war of

liberation. The sketches which he then made were placed,

forty in number, in the Pinakothek, after being copied in

wax on a large scale (and little to the edification of German
feeling) by Nilsen, in the northern arcades of the Hofgarten

at JIuuich. King Otho's entrance into Nauplia was the

subject of a large and crowded canvas now in the Pinako-

thek, which Hess executed in person. From these, and
from battlepieces on a scale of great size ia the Itoyal

Palace, as well as from military episodes executed for the

czar Nicholas, and the battle of Waterloo now iu the Munich
Gallery, we gather that Hess was a clev er painter of horses.

His conception of subject was lifelike, and his dmwing in-

variably correct, but his style is not so congenial to modern
taste as that of the painters of touch. Ho finished almost

too carefully with thin medium and pointed tools ; and
on that account he lacked to a certain extent the boldness

of Horace Vernet, to whom he was not unaptly compared.

He died suddenly, full of honours, at Munich, in April

1871. Several of hia genre pictures, horse hunts, and
brigand scenes may be found in the gallery of Munich.

Karl Hess, the third son of Karl C'hristoph Hess, born

at Diisseldorf in 1801, was also taught by his father, wl^o

hoped that he would obtain distinction as an engraver.

Karl, however, after engraving one|plate after Adrian Ostade,

turned to painting under the guidance of Wagenbauer of

Munich, and theu studied under his elder brother Peter.

But historical composition proved to be as contrary to his

taste as engraving, and he gave liiinself exclusively at last

to illustrations of peasant life in the hill country of Bavaria,

lie became clever alike in representing the people, the

animals, and the landscape of the Alps, and with constant

means of reference to nature in the neighbourhood of

Reichenhall, where he at last resided, ho never produced
anything that was not impressed with the true stamp of a

kindly realism. Some of "Bis pictures in the museum of

Munich will serve as examples of his manner. Ho died ut

Reichenhall on the IGth of November 1874.

HESSE, or Hessia (in German ffessen), an old country

of Germany, situated on both banks of the Rhine and Main,
north and south of Frankfort, has had different boundaries

at different times. Its greatest length was about 95 mUes,
while its breadth has varied considerably. Several detached
portions of territory were also included in Hesse.

"The earliest recorded inhabitants of the district were
the Chatti, whose chief settlement JIattium, probably near

Gudensberg, was destroyed by Germanicus in 15 a.d. The
Chatti, merged in the Franks, migrated westward, and their

place in Hesse was taken by the Saxons. Among these,

when conquered by the German kings, several "gaus" or

earldoms were founded, some of whose possessors after

the death of Charlemagne rose to great power. Two
families—those of Werner and of Giso, count of Gudens-
berg—became latterly the most important. In 1130 the

heiress of the Gisos married the landgrave ui Thuringia,

who thus became the overlord of Hesse. In 1247 the

Thuringian male line became extinct, and Hesse, along

with the other possessions of the landgrave, was involved

in a prolonged war of succession. In 1263 Sophia, duchess

of Brabant and niece of tlie last landgrave, received by
treaty the landgraviate of Hesse, as it was from that time

called, and two years later resigned it in favour of her son,

Henry the Child, the ancestor of the present house of

Hesse. Till the death of Philip the Magnanimous in

15G7, Hesse continued to be regarded as one state, though

sometimes shared by two rulers ; but at that date Philip's

four sons divided the landgraviate into Hessc-Cassel, Hesse-

Marburg, Hesse-Rhcinfels, and Hesse-Darmstadt. Of these

the second and third lapsed by inheritance in 1583 and

1G04 to the others, which became the chief lines. The
small landgraviate of Hesse-Homburg was formed in 1596

of part of Hesse-Darmstadt. Hesse-Darmstadt, since the

annexation of the other two to Prussia in 18G6, has been the

only independent part of Hesse left, and generally receives

,the common name.

Hesse-Nassau is a province of Prussia, formed in 1866

from parts of Hesse-Cassel and the dukedom of Nassau.

Hesse-Philippsthal was a collateral line of tbe house of

Hesse-Cassel, founded in IGuO, and extinct in 1820.

Hess-Barchfeld, Hesse-Butzbach, Hesse-Rothenburg, Hesse-

Rumpenheim, and Hesse-Wan fried were collatc!-al lines of

little importance.
For further information see Teuthorn, Aiis/tlhrlicUt GcschicJUc

dis Hcsscn, 1777-80 ; Wenck, Ilcssiiche Lniuhsgcscldcldc, 1783 nnd

1808 ; Pfister, Ucbcr dm Clialtisckcn und ITessischen Stammmid die

filtede Gcschicfuc dcs CliaUisckcn Stamuia, 1868 ; Hofrmcistsr,

JUstoriich-f/citcalogisches Ilandbucit itber uUe Linieii des JiojcvU-n-

liaxiscs Jlciscn, 1874; Koimutl, GcscTUchic vo,i Ucsim, 1820-58,10

vols. ; IU]ipe, IIcssis':lie Kirchcn'jcsduclilc, 1876.

HESSE-CASSEL, in Gorman Kuruesse.v, i.e., Electoral

Hesse, now forming the government district of Cnssel in

the Prussian province of Nassau, was fill 186G a land-

graviate and electorate of Germany, consisting of sevei-al

detached masses of territory, to the N.E. of Frankfort-

on-thc-Main. It contained a superficial area of 3C99

square miles, and its population in 1864 was 745,063.

Tho lino of IIesse-C'assi-1 wa.s fomulid liy Willi.ini TV., suinamod

tlie Wisp, eldest son of I'hilip tlie M;i;in:iiiimoiis. On Iiis fatJicr's

death in 1DG7 ho received one half of Hissi', with I'nwiel ns hli

capital ; and tliis formed ihc Inndgrnviiito of Htsse-Oasscl.

Additions were made to it by inlieritiincu from hia biolhci'* poiscs-

sions, while, as eoiiipeiisation for los.se» susl-iincd in tho Thirty

Years' War, n large |i.'iit of llie countsliiii of .Sehaiimlnii); nnd othtr

territory wa.s acquired towards the middle of tlio 17th oentmy.

Charles I., who aseended tho throne in 1070, wna the firiit rulorwho

adopted tlie system of hiring his soldiers out to foi\;if,ni powers as

meiceuuiiea, as u means of inipvoving the national nnnnces. Frede-

rick I., tho next landgrave, had liecomc by maiTin(,'e king of Sweden,

and on hia dialli was sueeeeded in the Inndgraviuto by hia brother

William VIII., who fou-ht as an ally of linplund during tbo

Seven Vear.s' War. From his successor Frederick IJ., who lind

become a Roman Catholic, 22,0U0 Hesi-iiin troops were hired by
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England for about X3,191,000, to assist in the war against the

Nortli American colonies. The reign of the next landgrave,

William IX., was an important epoch in the history of Hesse-

Cassel. Ascending the throne in 1785, he took part in the war

against France a few years later, but in 1795 peace was arranged by

the treaty of Basel. For the loss in 1801 of his possessions on the

left bank of the Rhine he was in 1803 compensated by some of the

former French territory round Mainz, and at the same time was

raised to the dignity of Kurfurst or Elector William I. In 1806 he

made a treaty of neutrality with Napoleon, but after the battle of

Jena the latter, suspecting William's designs, occupied his country,

and expelled him. Hesse-Cassel was then added to Jerome Bona-

parte's new kingdom of Westphalia ; but after the battle of Leipsic

in 1813 the French were driven out and the elector restored. By

the Vienna congress, where he intrigued in vain to be recognized as

a king, several changes in the extent of his dominion were made.

On his return to his sovereignty, William promised to grant his

people a new and popular constitution ; but just as the draft was

ready to become law by his signature, he drew back, dissolved the

diet, and continued to rule without again summoning it. His son,

William II., who succeeded in 1821, pursued the same line of policy,

and carried on the government without i-eference to the diet. The

discontent which this conduct excited was intensified by the

elector's shameless connexion mth the countess of Eeicheubach.

Disturbances took place, and the elector, after attempting to pacify

hi-, people, appointed his son 'as regent in 1831, and withdrew to

Frankfort, where he died in 1847. The regent, becoming Elector

Frederick William I., startled by the Paris revolution of 1848, made

many promises to the people, and carried some of them into effect,

but on the reaction of 1850, which spread over all Germany, snatched

at the first pretext for returning to the former order of things. He
attempted to levy the usual taxes without obtaining the consent of

his chambers, but the commotion thus caused was so gi'eat that he was

forced to retire to Wilhelmsbad, along with hisvery unpopular minis-

ter. Hassenpflug. He induced the diet of princes then assembled at

Frankfort to support him, and Austrian and Bavarian troops entered

Hesse-Cas'sel to enforce obedience. Prussia, in alarm. Immediately

occupied the northern part of the country, and a civil war was barely

avoided by arrangement. The elector, however, scarcely changed

his policy, and the next sixteen years were occupied with disputes

between the chambers and the Government. In 1866 Hesse-Cassel

joined Austria against Prussia. Prussian troops immediately over-

ran the country, and on the treaty with Austria, the electorate was

annexed to the Prussian kingdom. The elector was carried a

prisoner to Stettin, and was only released on resigning his claims to

the throne of Hesse-Cassel. He died in 1875.

See Wippermann, Knrhesscn sett den Frciheitskricgen, 1850
;

Keith, Gcschichte von ffcsscn-Kassel, 1856; Grafe, Der Vcr/aa^ungs-

kampf in Kurhcssen, 1S51 ; and works under Hesse.

HESSE-DARMSTADT, Gka.nd-Duchy of, tliB actual

Hesse of the present day, is a stale of Germany situated

on the Rhine and Main, between Prussia on the north and

Baden on the south. It consists of two large and several

small detached portions of territory. The more northerly

of the large portions forms the province of Oberhessen, and

is completely surrounded by Prussia. The other, divided

by the Rhine into the provinces of Starkenburg and Rhein-

hessen, is bounded on the N. by Hesse-Nassau, on the W.
by the Rhine Palatinate and Rhenish Prussia, on the S.

by Baden, and on the E. by Baden and Bavaria. The
extent of the duchy is about 2965 square miles. Ober-

hessen is mountainous, having the Vogelsberg in the east

with Taufstein (2579 feet) as the highest summit in the

country, and the Hausberg, a branch of the Taunus, in the

south-west. In the south-east of Starkenburg is the

Odenwald. Rheinhossen is occupied by fertile hills. The
chief rivers are the Rhine, Main, Nivkar, Lahn, and

Fulda, with their tributaries. There are no lakes, but

mineral springs abound in all the provinces. The climate

is pleasant and mUd in the river valleys and plains, but

severe on the heights, especially in Oberno'en. Besides

the usual domestic animals, deer of various kinds, wild

swine, foxes, martens, and otters are found. Agriculture,

including the breeding of horses and cattle, is actively

encouraged by Government, and is the principal industry

of the people. Forestry and vine-growing are also im-

portant, the latter being practised almost exclusively in

Rheinhessen. The principal crops are millet, buckwheat,

oats, and potatoes ; but rane (for oil), hemp, flax, tobacco,

and fruit are also cultivated. The manufactures embrace

leather (enamelled and coloured), tobacco, cigars, shoes,

furniture, pocket-books and similar goods, diemicals,

matches, machinery, and various textile fabrics. Mining

is carried on chiefly in Oberhessen. Iron, copper, man-
ganese, graphite, lignite, salt, marble, and clay are the

principal minerals, which are worked for home consump-

tion. In 187S there v/ere produced in Hesse 45,300 tons

of lignite, 91,724 tons of iron ore, and 13,2oO tons of

salt, representing in value about £62,100. Trade is

tolerably important in Hesse. The following numbers of

persons engaged in the various industries are taken from

the industrial census of 1875 :—Horticulturists, 292
;

fishermen, 65; miners, 1556; workers in stone, clay,

glass, 4715; in metals, 8266; in machines, instruments,

&c., 7202; in chemical industries, 2153; in lighting

materials, soap, resins, ic, 1190; in textile industries,

8274; in paper and leather, 7600; in wood, 11,142; in

food and drink, 19,923 ; in dress and washing, 21,629 ;

in building, 1291 ; iu polygraphic industries, 1291 ; in

artistic industries, 412; in mercantile business, 17,593,

in conveyance, 2273; in lodging and boarding, 6016

—

total, 134,383. The people are well educated; of the

recruits in 1878-79 only '21 per cent, were unable either

to read or write. There is a university at Giessen, and

the schools, ordinary, technical, and theological, throughout

the country are very numerous. The Protestant religion

predonjinates, though the Roman Catholic faith is also

recognized by the state. Darmstadt is the capital

;

Offenbach is the chief manufacturing town ; Mainz has

perhaps the most active trade. The other chief towns are

Alsfeld, Lauterbach, Friedberg, Bingen, Beusheim, and

Worms. The population in 1875 was 884,218. The
government since 1820 has been a constitutional heredi-

tary monarchy, assisted by two chambers, modified in

1856—the one of life members, mostly from among the

nobility, the other of popular representatives, elected

indirectly. The chambers must meet at least once every

three years. The ministry of three is responsible to the

nation. Hesse is represented in the imperial federal

council by 3 votes, and in the reichstag by 9. The annual

revenue for the finance-period 1876-78 was XS72,375,

and the expenditure .£872,481. The estimated annual

revenue for the period 1879-82 is £1,011,762, and the

estimated expenditure £857,124. The public debt in 1879

was £2,041,397, chiefly incurred for railways. For

additional statistics see Germany.

George I. ,
youngest son of Philip the Magnanimous, received on

his father's death in 1567 the upper countship of Katzenelubogen,

and, selecting Darmstadt as his residence, became the founder of the

Hesse-Darmstadt line. Additions to the territory were made both

in his reign and in that of his son, Louis V. The landgraviate, as it

was at first styled, suffered severely from war and its attendant

famines and plagues. The Thirty Years' War, a war of succession

with Hesse-Cassel, and the Seven Years' War dealt heavy blows at

its prosperity. Louis X, who succeeded his father jn 1790, involved

it in further contests. Joining at first the allies against France, he

was compelled in 1793 by the latter power to sign a treaty of neu-

trality. By the treaty of Luueville he gave up his possessions on

the left bank of the Rhine, receiving as compensation a very much
larger district on the right bank. From 1805 till 1813 he was

compelled to supply Napoleon with a contingent of troops against

the other Germans. In 1806, as member of the Confederation of

the Rhine, he assumed the title of grand-duke Louis I. of Hesse.

After the battle of Leipsic in 1813, when Napoleon was defeated,

Louis again joined the allies. By the decision of the Vienna con-

gress in 1815 considerable change in his dominions was made ; but

though he was forced to recognize the independence of Hesse-

Homlmrg, which since the beginning of the century had been

incorporated with Hesse-Darmstadt, his title of gi'and-duke was

confirmed. Within his country a growing desire for political liberty

had been making itself apparent, and in 1820 the grand-duke pro-

mulgated a new constitution. This was rejected by the people, and

attempts were made in vain by successive diets to frame a con.sti-

tution pdeasing alike to the ruler and the ruled. Louis II.,
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'ucceeded hU father in 1830. His policy in no degree lessened the

popular discontent. His son Louis III., who succeeded in 1848,

alarmed by the events in Paris of that year, and by commotions in

his own country, gave -vay a little, but under the reaction of 1850

he again restored matters to their old state. Since that time,

although no radical change has been effected, the liberal paity in

the state has been steadily giining ground. In 1866 Hesse-

Darmstadt supported Austria against Prussia, with the result that

it had to pay a heavy indemnity and cede certain provinces,

including the lately acquired Hesse-Homburg, to Prussia. In

1867 it entered the North German Confederation, and iu 1870

the German Confederation. Louis IV. succeeded his uncle in 1877.

A list of works on Hesse is to-be found in Walthcr's Litcrar-

ischcs Handbv.ch fiir Gcschichte unci LimcJcskundc von Hcsscn,

1841. See also Steiner, Gcschichte des Grossherzocjthums Hcssen,

5 vols., 1833-4; Tiirckheim, Mistoire (jinialorjique dc la maisonda
Hcssc, 1819-20 ; Heber, Geschichtc des Grossherzoglhums Hcssen,

1837 ; Dietfenbach, Das Grossherzogthum Hcssen in Vergangcnheit

loid Gcgemoart, 1875 ; A'oltz, Ucbcrsichl der gcologischen Vcrhdlt-

uissc des Gi-ossherzogthums Hcssen, 1852 ; and works under Hesse.

HESSE-HOMBURG, a former laudgraviate of Germany,
consisted of two parts, the province of Homburg-vor-der-

Hiihe, on the right bank of the Rhine, and the lordship of

Meisenheim (added in 1815), on the left bank, to the north

of Frankfort-on-the-Main. It comprehended an area of

106 square miles ; and its population in 18G4 was 27,374.

Homburg now forms part of the Prussian government
district of Wiesbaden, and Meisenheim of the government

district of Coblentz.
Hesse-Homburg was formed into a separate landgiaviate in 1596,

by Frederick I., son of George I. of Hesse-Darmstadt. By his two
sons it was divided into the parts Hesse-Homburg and Hesse-Hom-
burg-Bingenheim ; but the latter returned by inheritance to the

original line in 1681. In the reign-of Frederick V. (1751-1820)
Hesse-Homburg was in 1806 incorporated with Hesse-Darmstadt,

but that state was obliged by the Vienna congress to recognize the

independence of Hesse-Homburg, which at the, same lime was
increased by the district of Meisenheim. Frederick V. became
a member of the German Confederation in 1817. After his death,

his five sons successively filled the throne. The last, Ferdinand
Henry Frederick, granted a liberal constitution to his people, but
in the reaction of 1860 cancelled it. On his death on March 24,

1866, the laudgraviate reverted by inheritance to the grand-duke
of Hesse-Darmstadt ; but in September of the same year that ruler

was forced to cede it to Prussia, in consequence of having supported
Austria in the Seven Weeks' War.

HESSIAN FLY, a name originally given in the United
States in 1776 during the War of Independence to a

small fly very destructive to wheat, supposed to have been

brought over in straw by the Hessian troops employed on

the British side. It is a species of Cecidomyia, described

«nder the name C. destructor by the American entomologist

Say, and belonging to the Dipterous family Cecidomyiidae,

the numerous members of which produce galls, distortions,

and other injuries in the plants they attack. It was often

thought that this insect occurred in England ; but the

indigenous English wheat-midge, also very destructive, is

an allied species, Diplosis iritici. A species found in

Hungary and Germany, where it has committed great

damage, has been supposed to be the true Hessian fly,

which has also been recorded from Minorca and Naples;

Cohn notices its ravages in Silesia, and KUnstler in Austria

;

and Kaltenbach (who identifies C. secalina, Loew, witli it)

B.iys it is more or less common in Germany, and that it

originally came from Europe. Nevertheless, many good
authorities have considered that the dcstnictive European
fly is not identical with the North American insect, though
closely allied to it, and of similar habits. In the United
States this minute midge has been- a dreadful scourge at

times, even to the extent of causing local. famine. The
female lays 20 or 30 eggs in a crease of the leaf of the

young plant, and the larvae when hatched work their way
between the leaf and the stalk, till they come to a joint, a
little below the surface, where they remain, head down, suck-

ing the sap, and turn to pup;e enclosed in a covering; this is

known a.s the " flax-seed " condition. The injury occasioned

is not detected until the plant grows higher. There are

two broods every year, one reaching the fly state in May,
the other in August or early in September; as the fly

only lives a few weeks, wheat that is sown so late as not

to come up until the second brood has disappeared escapes

harm. , The usual result of the attack is that small aborted

ears only are formed, the few grains of which shrivel and
will scarcely ripen, the straw also being of inferior quality.

The perfect insect is smaller than the common gnat, which

it somewhat resembles, and from which its size and more

simple antennse distinguish it. The larvaj are spindle-

shaped and reddish-white, \vith the intestinal canal show-

ing through the skin when full grown ; they are about

one-seventh of an inch long, and are provided with smaH
hooks near the head ; at this stage they group themselves

in regular rings round the stem attacked. A very minute

natural parasite, Semiotellus destructor, belonging to the

division Pteronialides of the Hymenopterous family Cluilci-

didoe is, luckily for agriculturists, usually so plentiful as

to be able to keep down the fly, on the larva; and pupae of

which its own larvoe feed.

Besides the original account by Say (m the Journal of the

Academy of Katural Science, Philadelphia, 1817), his countryman,

Dr Asa Fitch, has published a history of this insect in the I'ram-

actions of the New York Stale Agricultural Society, lSi6; and iu

England the celebrated entomologist Kirby gave an account of it

in the Magazine of Natural History, 1829. It is figured iu the

Ameriean Naturalist, vol. ii. p. 163. A map showing its dis-

tribution will be found iu Hayden's Report of the United States

Geological and Geographical Survey for 1875.

HESSUS, Helius Eobands (1488-1540), a distin-

guished German humanist of the 1 6th century, was born

January 6, 1488, at Bockendorf near Frankenberg in

Hesse. His family name is not known : the baptismal

name Eoban he owed to a local saint ; Hessus merely indi-

cates the land of his origin ; while the prenomen Helius was

assumed by himself partly with reference to the sun-god,

patron of poets, and partly also, it is said, with reference to

the fact that he had been born on a Sunday. His early

education was received in the monastery of Haina, where

his father held a menial position, and afterwards at Franken-

berg ; in 1503 he entered the university of Erfurt, where

in 1505 Crotus Rubianus and Ulrich von Hutten became

his fellow-students and his firm friends. Though devoting

himself enthusiastically to the composition of Latin verse,

in which he soon became an acknowledged master, he was

far from neglecting the other studies of tlie place, and

shortly after his graduation he held for a short time the

post of rector of the St Severus school. Compelled by

disturbances to leave Erfurt in 1510, he for five years

led a somewhat wandering life, in the course of which

he passed some time iu Loipsic as a student of law ; in

1515 he returned to his former post at Erfurt, and in

1516 became professor of belles-lettres. He was now pro-

minently a.ssociated with Reuchlin, Peutingcr, Mutianus, a3

well as with Crotus Rubianus and lluttcn ; and from the

first he fully identified himself with the cause of Luther and

the Reformation. In 1526 ho went as teacher of rhetoric

and poetry to Nuremberg, but in 1534 returned to Erfurt,

whence in 1536 ho was called to the chair of poetry and

liistory in Marburg. There he died October 5, 1540.

[essus was generally regarded by his contemporaries both in

Germany and elsewhere as 3io foremost Latin poet of the ago ;
" if

Erasmus was the modern Cicero, Eoban wnsVirgil and Ovid." Hit

most popular works were a translation into L.itiii disti«hs of tlio

Psalms, which passed through more than forty editions, and Latin

hexameter translations of Theocritus and of the JHad. Ho also

published Silva:, a collection of idylls, epifjrnnis, and occasional

Sicccs, and a scries of Christian Ihroithc, in imitation of Ovid.

[is Epistola; were edited by his friend Joachim Cauii rurius, who also

published his Life (1553). Sec the mouographs of Hurj (//.A", llcsst,

cin Lchrcr n. Dichtcrlcben aus der lif/ormalionszeit, 1860), Scliwcrt-

zell {If.E. Hessus, ein Lchenslitd aus der Hrfoiinatiunszeil, 1874),

and Krauae (//.A'. Jiessus, scin Lcben u. seine Werkc, 1879) ; also

Strau-ss, Ulrich von HuUcn (1858 ; 2dcd. 1871 ; Engl, tiansl. 1874).
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HESTIA, a Greek goddess, who is probably the latest

in origin of the greater deities. She seems to belong to a

particular stage in the advance of civilization, and to

embody the religious sanction that confirmed the social

system then reached. When we compare her worship with
that of Agni, the nearest parallel in the Vedic period, we
see that the Greeks made this advance after they had
separated from the Aryan conquerors of India. Agni is

invoked in the Rig Veda as the brother, friend, and helper
of men, as dwelling with them and mediating between them
and the gods. But beyond this Hestia is the hearth-fire as

the centre of an association, wider or narrower, which meets
in common at the liearth. She is not mentioned in Homer

;

in the Odyssey sometimes one swears by Zeus, the table

and the hearth, i.e., by Zeus as the god of the family both
in its external relation of hospitality and its internal unity
round its own hearth. Hence we have the Zeus ca-nuva^,

i.(mov)(0';, i<f)ca-TLos. The former of these two ideas is too

delicate and fine ever to become more than a mere aspect

of Zeus, but the second gradually formed itself into a
distinct worship, in which the already existing worship
of the fire was merged. The fact that Hestia is not
mentioned in Homer shows that her worship was not so

universally acknowledged at the time which these poems
reveal to us. Perhaps we may see in the connexion of

the Latin Jupiter and Vesta at Lavinium a relic of the

original connexion of the two ; and the fact that the

worship of this same goddess under the same name (they

are only two forms of the feminine of the passive participle

of the root vas, burn) is found in Latium and Greece affords

strong evidence of a specially close connexion between
the two races. We find therefore in Hestia relics of the

old pre-Greek worship ; she is the altar-fire, presiding over

all sacrifices, and sharing in the honours of all the gods.

The opening sacrifice -n as ofifered to Hestia ; to her at the

sacrificial meal the first and the last libations were poured.

The fire of Hestia was always kept burning, or if by any
mischance it were extinguished, only sacred fire made by
friction, or got direct from the sun, might be used to re-

kindle it (see Kuhn, Heralhtnft). But beyond this she is

the goddess of the family union, the personification of the

idea of home (see Welcker, Gr. GiJtt., ii. 69i), the protec-

tress along with Zeus of the suppliants who fled for refuge

to the hearth. To her therefore is ascribed the art of

housebuilding. ' Hestia and Hermes are often united as the

representatives of home and private life on the one hand,

and of all business and outdoor life on the other. The city

union, moreover, is just the family union on a large scale;

it has its centre in the prytaneum, where the common
hearth-fire round which the magistrates meet is always
burning, and where the sacred rites that sanctify the con-

cord of city life are performed. From this fire, as the

representative of the life of the city, was taken the fire

wherewith that on the hearth of a new colony was kindled.

As patroness of the deliberations held in the prytaneum,

Hestia is surnanied j3ov\a.ia. Even larger unions than

the city had their central fire :' in Tegea was the Hestia

of the Arcadians ; and it is probable that the Achreans

had theirs at ^ginium. In the later mystic philosophy

Festia became the hearth of the universe, the eternal fire at

the centre of the world.

As Hestia had her home in the prytaneum, special

temples to her rarely occur. There was one in Hermione,

where the only symbol of the goddess was a fire always

burning on the hearth. We also hear of her house at

Olympia. Her statue stood in the prytaneum at Athens
beside that of Peace. Though many statues of the Roman
Vesta are preserved, more or less based on the Greek con-

ception of Hestia, j'et no really Greek representation of the

goddess has come down to us.

HESYCHASTS (rj<TV)^a(TTa! or ^(ru;^a^ovves, also called

6iitpaX6tpv)(oi, TJmbilicanimi, and sometimes referred to as

Euchites, Massalians, or Palamites), a quietistic sect which
arose among the monks of the Greek Church, and especially

of Mount Athos, during the later period of the Byzantine
empire, and owing to various adventitious circumstances

came into great prominence politically and ecclesiastically

for a few years about the middle of the 14th century.

Their opinion and practice will be best represented in the

words of one of their early teachers (quoted by Gibbon,

Decline and Fall, c. C3) :
—" When thou art alone in thy

cell shut thy door, and seat thyself in a corner; raise thy

mind above all things vain and transitory ; recline tliy

beard and chin on thy breaft ; turn thine eyes and thy
thought towards the middle of thy belly, the region of the

navel ; and search the place of the heart, the seat of the

soul. At first all will be dark and comfortless ; but if

thou persevere day and night, thou wilt feel an ineffable

joy ; and no sooner has the soul discovered the place of

the heart than it is involved in a mystic and ethereal light."

About the year 1337 this Hesychasm, the affinity of which

with certain well-known forms of Oriental mysticism is

obvious, attracted the attention of the learned and versatile

Barlaam, a Calabrian monk, who at that time held the office

of abbot in the Basilian monastery of St Saviour's in Con-
stantinople, and who had visited the fraternities of Mount
Athos on a tour of inspection. Amid much that he dis-

approved, what he specially took exception to as heretical

and blasphemous was the doctrine entertained as to tho

nature of this divine light, the fruition of which was the

supposed reward of Hesychastic contemplation. It was
maintained to be the pure and perfect essence of God
Himself, that eternal light which had been manifested (o

the disciples on Mount Tabor at the transfiguration. This

Barlaam held to be polytheistic, inasmuch as it postulated

two eternal substances, a visible and an invisible God. On
the Hesychastic side tho controversy was taken up by

Gregory Palamas, afterwards archbishop of Thessalonica,

who laboured to establish a distinction betweeu eternal

oiVi'a and eternal h/ipyeia. In 1341 tho dispute came
before a synod held at Constantinople ; the decision, which

no doubt was to a large extent determined by the excessive

veneration in which the writings of the pseudo-Dionyt-itis

were held in the Eiatern Church, was adverse to Barlaam,

who in consequence returned to Calabria, and afterwards

became bishop of Hierace in the Latin communion. Three

other synods in relation to the same subject were subse-

quently held ; and at the last of these, held in 1351 under

the presidency of the emperor John Cantacuzenus, the

uncreated light of Mount Tabor was established as an

article of faith for the Greeks, who ever since have been

ready to recognize it as an additional ground of separation

from the Roman Church. The contemporary historiarus

Cantacuzenus and Nicephorus Gregoras have both dealt

very copiously with this subject, which is also more or less

discussed in ail the church histories. See Engelhardt's

article on the Arsenians and Hesychasts in Illgen's Zeitaolir.

f. Hist. Theol, viii. 48, and the account of the Hesychasts

in Herzog's Encyklopadie. It may be mentioned that in the

time of Justinian the word Hesychast was applied to monks

in general simply as descriptive of the quiet and contem-

plative character of their pursuits.

HESYCHIUS was a grammarian of Alexandria, as we

learn from a letter prefixed to his great work. From the

fact that he was apparently unknown to Hesychius the

Milesian and other writers of the time of Justinian, M.

Schmidt considers that he must have flourbhed later than

530 A.D. On the other hand he caimot have been later

than 642 ad., when the school of Alexandria was scattered

by the Saracen conquest. Many bad Greek words occur-
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rjxig iu his book show that he belonged to this late period.

SVelcker {Rli. Mas., ii. 2C0) places him iu the latter part of

',hc 4th centurj'. Belonging to the school of Alexandria,

he was probably a pagan ; aud the explanations of \vovds

from Gregory Nazianzeu aud other Christian writers ((/losses

sacra) are interpolations of a later time. He has left a

Greek dictionar}', coutaining a copious list of peculiar

words, form.s, and phrases, with an explanation of their

Dicaiiing, aud often with a reference to the author W'ho

used them or to the district of Greece where they were

current. Hence the book is of great value to the student

of the Greek dialects ; while in the restoration of the text

of the classical authors generally, and particularly of such

"writers as iEschylus and Theocritus, who nsed many unusual

words, its value can hardly be exaggerated. The e.xplana-

tion.s given of many epithets and phrases reveal to us

numberless facts about religion and social life, which ai'e

of the highest importance in the study of antiquities. In

ft prefatory letter addressed to his friend Eudocius (who is

probably the Eudocius Scholasticus mentioned in th'e

Elymolsylcum jilufjuum and elsewhere), Hesychius mentions

that his work is based on the lexicon of Diogcnianus, but

that he has also used similar works by Aristarchus, Apion,

Heliodorus, ic. (about whom see M. Schmidt's edition, vol.

|v.). The text is very corrupt, and the order of the words

has often been disturbed. There is no doubt that many
interpolations, besides the Christian glosses, have been

made.

HETTSTADT, or Hettstedt, a town of Prussian

Bazony, in the circle of llansfckl, and the government
district of Merseburg, is situated on both banks of the

Wipper, about 23 miles N.W. of Hallo. It is the seat of a

commission of justice, and has manufactures of machinsry,

pianofortes, and artificial manure. The population in ISrC
was .5988. In the neighbourhood are mines of argenti

ferous copper, and the surrounding district and villages

are occupied with smelting and similar works. Silver

aud sulphuric a^id are the other chief products; nickel

and gold are also found in small quantities. Hettstiidt is

mentioned as early as 10-16 ; in 1220 it possessed a castle
;

and in 13S0 it received the privileges of a town. When
the count.ship of Man.sfeld was sequestrated, Hettstiidt

came into the possession of the Saxons, .from whom it

passed to the Prussians in 1815.

HEUGLIN, TiiEODOR von (1824-1876), an eminent
African and Arctic, traveller, was born 20th March 1821-

at Hirschlanden near Lconberg in Wiirtemberg, and died at

Stuttgart, 5th November 1876. His father was a Protestant

pastor, and he was originally trained to bo a mining
engineer, but his own early ambition was to contribute to

scientific progress by his personal explorations, and he pro-

pared himself for his task by careful and multifarious dis-

cipline, studying the natural sciences, and more particularly

zoology, acquiring the more serviceable of the modern
languages, strengthening his physique by gymnastic oxer-

cisds, aud learning to use with equal skill his pencil and
his gun. Supplied with funds by his mother's liberality,

Heuglin went to Egypt in 1851, and till 1865 the nortlir

'.astem regions of Africa were the main scene of his labours.

In 1852 he accompanied Dr Roitz, the Austrian consul

at Khartum, in his fatal journey to Abyssinia; in 1833,
having been ajipointed Dr Roitii's successor in the consul-

ate, he visited Kordofan and the Kiwer coarse of the
Wliitc Nile; and in 1857, on his retui'n afti;r about two
years' absence iu Europe, ho was commissioned by the
grand-duke Ferdinand Maximilian of Austria to explore
the countries along tlia west coast of the Red Sea. From
the hitter part of 1858 to the latter part of 1860 he was
again in Europe ; but in 1861 he was placed at the head
-'(the Vogel search exnaditiuu, which included Munzinger,

Steudner, Kinzelbach, &,c., and was expected to make its

way to Wadai. Having reached Mai-schecho, however, the

explorers broke up into three parties, Heuglin turning along

with Steudner and Schubert in the direction of Adoa, Gou-
dar, aud the Galla lands. At Khartum they joined Miss

Tinnc's party, and proceeded to Lake Rey and the Kodanga
Viver, bnt Steudner died on 10th April 1863, and Heuglin

was compelled by sickness to retrace his steps. Ho rttumed
to Europe in 1865 In 1870and 1871 he made a valuable

series of explorations in Spitzbergen and Novaya Zemlya

;

but 1875 found him again in North-East Africa, in the

country of the Beni Amor aud Habab. An invitation from

the klieflive took him abroad again in 1876, but receiving

no definite appointment he returned to Europe. Later

in the .same year he was engaged in preparing for an

exploration of the island of Socotra, when he was suddenly

carried off by intiammation of the lungs. He was buried

beside Mauch, the African traveller, and a statue has been

erected over his grave.

His principiil works arc Si/staiia/iscJtc UclcrsklU df.r Vogcl Xot'IosI-

Jfrikas, 1855 ; KciscKmNordost-Afiika,\?,3-l-\8hZlfioi\\a, 1857)

;

Sijsl. Ucbcrsichl tier Saugethiax' h'onlosl-A/rUca's {Vienna, 1867);
Jtcisc nnch Abessinicn, den CaUA-Ldiidcm, &c. , 1861-62 (Jena,

1868); Rcisc in, das Gchiel dcs Wcisseii Nil, 1862-1864 (Leiiisic,

1869) ; Rciseii. nac/i dan Aofdpolanuicr, 1870-71 (Brunswick, 1872-

74) ; Ornilhologic von Xoi-dosl-Afnka'i (C;issel, 1869-75) ; I'vise in

Nordosl-Afrika {Brunswick, 1877,2 vols.). It is princiivally by bis

zoological, .and more especially liis ornithologioal, labours that

Heuglin has tsvken rank as an independent ••uithority. A list of the

more Lniportant of his numerous contributions to Petermann's
Mitdusilungcti will be found in that .serial for 1S77 at the close of

the uccrological notice.

HEUSCH, WiLLEM orGuiLLiAM DE, a landscape painter

in'tho 17th century at Utrecht. The dates of this artist's

birth and death are unknown. Nothing certain is recorded

of him except that ho presided over the guild of Utrecht,

whilst Cornells Poelemburg, Jan Both, and Jan Wcenix
formed the council of that body, iu 1649. According to

the majority of historians, Heusch was born Ln 1,638, and

was taught by Jan Both. But each of these statements

seems open to doubt ; and although it is obvious tliat the

style of Heusch is identical with that of Both, it may
be that the two masters dwing their travels in Italy fell

under the influence of Claude Lorraine, whose " .Arcadian
"

art they imitated. Heusch certainly painted the same

effects of evening in wide expanses of country varied by

rock formations and lofty thin -leaved arborescence as Both.

There is little to distinguish one maater from the other,

e.itcept that of the two Both is perhaps the more delicate

colourist. The guild of Utrecht in the midiUo of the 17th

century was composed of artists who clung faithfully to

each other. Poelemburg, who painted figures for Jan

Both, did the same duty for Heasdi. Sometimes Heusch

sketched landscqjcs for the battlepiecos of Afolcnaer.

The most important examples of Heusch are in the gal-

hn'ies of the ILague and Rotterdam, in the BeWedero at

Vienna, the Stiidel at Fi-ankfnrt, and the Louvre. His

pictures are signed with the full' name, beginning with

a monogram combining a G (for GiuHliam), I), and H.

Heoschi's atehings, of which tliirteen are known, arc also in

the character of those of Both. After Guillinm there

also flourished at Utrecht his nephew, Jacob de Ifciisch,

who signs like his uncle, substitutiiisr an initial J for the

initiiilG. He was bom .it Utrecht far 16.") 7, learnt draw-

ing from his uncle, and travelled eiirly to Rome, where ho

aciiuired friends and patrons for whom. ho executed pictures

after Li.-* return. He settled for a time at Berlin, but UnaDy

retired to Utrecht, where he died in 1701. Jar was an
"Arcadian," like his relative, and an imitator cf Both, (IB d

he chiclly painted Italian harbour views. But his pictures

are now scarce. Two of his canvases, the Ponto Rotto at

Rome, in tlia Brunswick Gallery, and a lake harbour wkb
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shipping in the Licbteustein collection at Vienna, are dated

IG96. A harbour with a tower and distant mountains,

in the Belvedere at Vienna, was executed in 1699. Other

examples may be found in English private galleries, in the

Hermitage of St Petersburg, and the museums of Rouen

and Montpellier.

HEVELIUS, Hevel, Hevvel, Hewelke, or HovelkI;,

JOhann (1611-1687), astronomer, was born at Dantzic

on January 28, 1611, and died there on January 28, 1687

(see AsTRONOMY,'vol. ii, p. 754).

HEXHAM, a market-town of England, county of

Northumberland, is situated on the south bank of the river

Tyne, crossed there by a handsome stone bridge of nine

arches, 20 miles west from Newcastle and 36 east from

Carlisle, and on the line of railway connecting those towns.

It is somewhat irregularly built, and consists chiefly of several

narrow streets diverging from the market-place, a spacious

-square. Its defects in architecture and arrangement are,

however, compensated for by its plea.sant situation and tlie

imposing remains of the old priory church. This church,

begun by Wilfrid in 674, and completed by Acca, his

Buccessor, remained uninjured till .875, when every part of

the monastery but the stone work was destroj'ed by the

Danes. It was built of stones used in an earlier work, and

many of them bear Roman inscriptions. Originally in

dimensions and splendour it was unsurpassed on this side

of the Alps, and doubtless had no small influence on eccle-

siastical architecture in various parts of England. The
building as renovated in the 12th century consisted of nave

»nd transepts, choir and aisles, and a massive central tower
;

but the nave was burned by the Scots in 1296, and has

never been rebuilt. The style is Early English with Transi-

tion details. The crypt, discovered in 1726, is a fine

sxample of Saxon architecture, of which there appear

ilso to be some traces in the choir. Among the interest-

ing old monuments which have been collected in the

transept is a sculptured stone slab of Oswulf, king of

Northumbria, of the date 788. To the west of the church

there are still some remains of the conventual buildings.

Near the market-place there are two old castellated towers.

A vessel containing about 8000 Saxon coins was discovered

in the churchyard in 1832. The " Seal," formerly the park

of the monks, is now used as a promenade, and from an

eminence within its bounds a fine view is obtained. Hex-

ham possesses a new town-hall and corn exchange, erected

in 1866 in the Italian style, and a large board school.

A hydropathic establishment has recently been opened.

Leather gloves are the principal manufacture of the town
;

and it has tanneries, wool-staplers' yards, a brewery, and

an iron and brass foundry. In the neighbourhood there

are extensive market gardens and nurseries. The popula-

tion of the township in 1871 was 5331, and of the parish

6437.

Hexham is supposed by some to have been tlie Axelodumim of the

Eotnans, but although in all probability it was a Roman station, the

similarity in the names is too slight to establish the identity. By
the Saxons it was called Hextoldesham and Halgulstad from two ot

the neighbouring streams. Wilfrid, who founded the monastery and

church in 673, received from Queen Etheldreda a grant of the town

and a large surrounding tract of country. In 681 the southern

j)orUon of Bernicia was formed into the diocese of He.xham, which

comprised the county of Durham and the greater part of North-

umberlaud. In 821 Hexham was nnited to the diocese of Lindis-

fame, after which it formed part of Durham, then of York until

1837, when it was restored to Durham. In 875 the town was

plundered by the Danes and the monastery destroyed. In 1138 the

monastery was plundered by the Scots, and in 1296 they again

attacked the town and destroyed the nave of the conventual church.

In the reign of Henry Vlll. the last prior of Hexham was in 1536

tanged at the gate of the monastery for being concerned ir 'lie

iusunection called the Pilgrimage of Grace.

See the old History of the Church of Hexham by Prior Richard
;

2loman Hexhum and Hexham Church in Archaoloyia Juliana, new

aeries, vol. v. ; Wright's History of Hexham. 3 8ii» ; The Frioiy of

Hexham, Us Chroniclers, Endowmcnls, and A,iwtls, editi:d for tlu

Surtees Society by James Raine, 1864-65 ; Hewitt, A Handbook to

Hexham and its Antiquities, Hexham, 1879.

HEYDEN, Jan van dek, was born at Gorcum in 1637,

and died at Amsterdam on the 12th of September 1712.

He was an architectural landscape painter, a contemporary

of Hobbema and Jacob Ruysdael, with the advantage,

which they lacked, of a certain professional versatility ; for,

whilst they painted admirable pictures and starved, he

varied the practice of art with the study of mechanics,

improved the fire engine, and died superintendent of

the lighting and director of the firemen's company at

Amsterdam. Till 1672 he painted in partnership with

Adrian van der, Velde. After Adrian's death, and probably

because of the loss which that event entailed upon him, he

accepted the offices to which allusion has just been made.

At no period of artistic activity had the system of division

of labour been more fully or more constantly applied to art

than it was in Holland towards the close of the 17th cen-

tury. Van der Heyden, who was perfect as an architectural

draughtsman in so far as he painted the outside of build-

ings and thoroughly mastered linear perspective, seldom

turned his hand to the delineation of anything but brick

houses and churches in streets and squares, or rows along

canals, or " moated granges," common in his native country

He was a travelled man, had seen the Hague, Ghent, and

Bru.ssels, and had ascended the Rhine pait Xauten to Cologne,

where he copied over and over again the tower and crane

of the great cathedral. But he cared nothing for hill or

vale, or stream or wood. He could reproduce the rows of

bricks in a square of Dutch houses sparkling in the sun, or

stunted trees and lines of dweUings varied by steeples, all

in light or thrown into passiug shadow by moving cloud.

He had the art of painting microscopically without loss of

breadth or keeping. But he could draw neither man nor

beast, nor ships nor carts; and this was his disadvantage.

His good genius under these circumstances was Adrian van

der Velde, who enlivened his compositions with spirited

figures ; and the joint labour of both is a delicate, minute,

transparent work, radiant with glow and atmosphere, and

most pleasant to look at. Almost all Van der Heyden's

pieces are inscribed with his name alone, as if Van dei

Velde had been but a sleeping partner in his work. Like

Heusch, he formed the first letters of his name into a

monogrammatic interiacement. Very few of his pictures

are dated. One, a street in a Dutch, town, of 16C6, is in

the Hope collection in London. Two of 1667, a bridga

on a canal, lined with houses casting their reflexions into

the water, and the town-house at Amsterdam, are in the

galleries of the Hague and Florence. Another view of

the dam and town-hall at Amsterdam, dated 1668, is in

the Louvre. A church and houses in the museum of

Dresden is inscribed 1673. In all there are seventy or

more of Van der Heyden's works fairly accessible to the

public—those which are least bo being chiefly in English

private collections. Eight capital examples are in the

Hermitage at St Petersburg, two of which are views in

Cologne. Four are in the London National Gallery, four

at Amsterdam and Dresden. Munich and Cassel have

two apiece, and two very fine ones are in Buckingham

Palace. The rest are in public and private galleries in

Vienna, Paris, Frankfort, and Carlsrnhe.

HEYDUKE. See Hajduk.

HEYLIN, Peter (1599-1662), an historical and polemi-

cal writer, born at Burford, Oxfordshire, 29th November

1599, was the second mm of Henry Heylin, gentleman,

who belonged to an old Montgomeryshire family. Being

of a studious turn of mind, Heylin was entered at Hart

Hall, Oxford, in 161 3; wasof Magdalen College, 1615; B.A-,

July 1617; M.A., 1620; B.D., 1629; D.D., 1633. InJuly
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1618 ho began to read college lectures on cosmography (i.e.,

geography) with -such acceptance that his associates made

him fellow of Magdalen. The lectures, under the title of

Microcoamos, were published in 1G21 ; and many editions

of this useful book, each somewhat enlarged, subsequently

appeared, until scarcely any scholar's library was without a

copy. In 1625 he published his observations on a journey

to France. This book—which was frequently reprinted

—

Southey termed "one of our liveliest books of travel in its

lighter parts, and one of the wisest and most replete with

ioformation that was ever written by a young man." After

abtaining the patronage of Laud, v.hose life he wrote, Heylin

was made chaplain to Charles I. His legendary and

learned History of St George of Cappadocia procured for him

the rectbry of Hemmingford, Hunts ; his hearty attachment

to the High-Anglican party brought many other prefer-

ments; 'and his analysis of Prynne's Hislriomastix was

rewarded by the rectory of Islip. He was also made a

prebendary of Westminster (9th November 1631), treasurer

to the chapter (1637), and subsequently sub-dean. Here

he was the bitter opponent of the rule of Bishop Williams,

the commendatory dean. With great ardour Heylin entered

into the religious controversies which preceded the war,

being equally hostile to the Puritan element within and

without the church. He was consequently singled out for

punishment by the committees of the Long Parliament, who
deprived him of benefices worth £800, and heavily fined

him. An amusing anecdote he tells afibrds proof of his

unpopularity in London, and at the same time shows how
his Cosmographij was appreciated. As he passed along

the street a fellow "shouldered" him with the remark,
" Geography is better than Divinity." For seven years,

he says, his name was in almost every libel. He
retired to his Hampshire parsonage of Alresford until

Waller's army disturbed him. Robbed there of his

library, valued at £1000, and his property, he went to

Oxford, where from 1st June 1643 he edited Mercurius
Avlicus, a vivacious but virulent news-sheet which greatly

annoyed the Parliamentarians. His Extraneus Fapulans,

•written against L'Estrange (who wittily retorted that a
prelate should be "no striker"), refers to his sufi'erings and
hardships. The necessary quiet for his literary pursuits

was ultimately found at Lacy's Court, Abingdon, whence
Were dated several books and pamphlets against those of his

own communion whose opinions were not as unyielding as

his, as also against the Presbyterians and others, controversies

in which Ussher, Fuller, Baxter, and Harrington were con-

cerned. His works, all more or less marred by political oi

theological rancour, were upwards of fifty in number; and
they comprise histories of Episcopacy, of the Reformation,
and of the Presbyterians, with a useful Ilelp to English
Hiitory. Some verses of merit also came from his active

pen ; and his poetical memorial of Bishop Waynfleto was
published by the Caxton Society in 1851. Heylin was a
diligent writer and investigator, a good ecclesiastical lawyer,

and had his learning always at command. His principles,

to which he was honestly attached, were defended with
ability ; but his efforts to uphold the church passed unre-
cognized at the Restoration. His-sight began to fail him

;

yet ho rejoiced that his " old bad eyes " had seen the king's

return. Upon that event ho preached a jubilant sermon in.

Westminster Abbey to a great audience, 29th May 1G61.
He died on 8th May in the following year, and was buried
two days after under his sub-dean's seat.

Lives of Heylin were written by Dr Jolm Biimard, hia son-in-law,
und by Geor^ Vernon. Biunard'a work wa3 very carefully reprinted,
with notea, in tho History of the Rcfomialion, iJublisUcd, 1849, by
the Ecclesiastical History Society.

HEYNE, Christian Gottlob (1729-1812), one of the
most distinguished critics and archaeologists of tho modem

11-28

school of which Ernesti and Gesner were the founders, warf
born on the 25th of September 1729, in a suburb of the
city of Chemnitz in Saxony, where his father, who had been
compelled by some religious persecutions to abandon his
native country of Silesia,- earned a precarious support foj
his family by exercising the trade of a weaver. It was only
by the liberality of his godfathers that Heyne was enabled
to obtain his primary instruction in the elementary school
of Chemnitz, and afterwards to prosecute his classical
studies in the gymnasium of that city. In 1748 he entoretl
the university of Leipsic, with the professed intention of
studying for tho legal profession. There he was so scantily
supported by those on whose assistance he relied that hb
was frequently in want even of the common necessaries ol
life, and was sometimes indebted for food to the generosity
of a maid-servant in the house where he lodged. In this

situation, without even the hope of future distinction, ha
continued to struggle on against every difficulty and di*
appointment in the acquisition of knowledge. For six

months he is said to have allowed only two nights in the
week to sleep, and ho was at the same time forced to endure
his godfather's reproaches for negligence in the prosecution

of his studies. His distress had almost amounted to despair,

when he procured the situation of tutor in the family of a

French merchant resident in Leipsic. He was thus enabled

to continue his studies, though with much interruption,—the
emoluments of his appointment being sufficient to support
him in what was at least comparative comfort. Under
Ernesti he was initiated into the criticism of the alassical

authors ; from the prelections of the celebrated Bach he
acquired a competent knowledge of Roman jurisprudence

j

and by Christius, who lectured on archaeology, his atteu*

tion was strongly directed to the works of ancient art

Even after he had finished his studies at the university,

he was exposed for many years to all the accumulated

distresses of poverty and neglect. The first situation he
was abte to procura was that of copyist in the library of

Count von Briihl in Dresden, with a salary of somewhat
less than twenty pounds sterling, which he obtained in the

year 1753. From the necessity of adding something to

this scanty pittance, ho was forced to employ himself in

the drudgery of translation ; and, besides some French
novels, he rendered into German the Greek romance of

Chariton. He published his first edition of TihuUns in

1755, and in 1756 his Epictelus. In the latter year the

Seven Years' War broke out ; Dresden was entered, and
the Saxon archives seized ; the Briihl ministry fell , and
Heyne was once more in a state of absolute destitution.

In 1757 he was offered a tutorship in the household of

Frau von Schonberg, and there ho first became acquainted

with Teresa Weiss, whom he subsequently married. In

January 1759 he accompanied his pupil to the university

of Wittenberg, at which more than a year was spent in the

study of philosophy and German history, but from which

ho was driven in 1760 by the Prussian cannon. The
bombardment of Dresden (to which city he had meanwhile

returned) on July 18, 1760,- destroyed not- only lus humble
lodging but also all his worldly possessions, which included

amongst other valuable papers an almost finished edition of

Lucian based on a valuable codex of tho Dresden Library.

In tho summer of 1761 he married, although still without

any fixed moans of support ; and for some time ho found it

necessary wholly to suspend his literary pursuits that he

might devote- himself to the duties of tho office of land'

steward, to which ho had been charitably appointed in tho

household of the Baron von Loben in Lusatia, Ho waa^

enabled, however, to return to Dresden in Iho end of 1763»

where ho was commissioned by Lippert to prepare th6

Latin te.^t of tho third volume of his Bacli/liotheca. At
length, in tho commencement of tho year 1763, Heyne'Si
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merit met with its reward, and a new and illustrious career

{was opened to him. ^ On the death of Johann Matthias

Gesner at Gottingen in 1761, the appointment to the

vacant chair had been first oflFered to Emesti, who, however,

declined leaving the university of Leipsic, but proposed

Ruhnken of Leyden or Saxe of Utreclit for the appoint-

ment. Ruhnken likewise refused it, but having been

strongly impressed with the taste and learning displayed

by the editor of Tibullus and Epictetus, he advised MUnch-
hausen, the Hanoverian minister and principal curator of

the university of Gottingen, to bestow the professorship on
Heyne, whose merit, though known to few, he was con-

fident would do honour to the choice. The minister had
the good sense to acquiesce in the recommendation of this

great scholar, and Heyne, after some delay, became pro-

fessor of eloquence in Gottingen. Though his appoint-

ments were at first few and his emoluments inconsiderable,

these were gradually augmented in proportion as his use-

fulness was proved, and his growing celebrity rendered it

an object with the other Governments of Germany to secure

the services of so distinguished a scholar. He refused the

most advantageous and honourable overtures from Caasel,

Berlin, and Dresden. As professor, principal librarian,

member of the Royal Society, and chief editor of the

Gelehrte Anzeigen, and still more by his publications, he
greatly contributed to raise the university of Gottingen to

the distinguished rank it still holds among the seminaries

of Europe. After a long and useful career, graced with all

the distinctions which in Germany are conferred on literary

eminence, he died, full of years and honour, on the 1 4th

of July 1812.
Besides Tibullus (1755 ; 4th ed. byWunderlich in 1817) and tlio

EMhiridion of Epictetus (1756 ; 2d ed. 1776), he edited Virgil

(1767-75; new ed. by Wagner, 1830-44), Pindar (1773; 3d ed.

1817), the Bihliotlicca G-rccca of ApoUodorus (1782 ; 2d ed. 1803),

and the Iliad (1802),—all illustrated with copious commentaries.
His Opxmcula Academica, in sbc vols. (1785-1812), contain a

series of more than a hundi-ed academical dissertations, of which the
most valuable are those respecting the colonies of Greece and the
antiquities of Etruscan art and history. He left also a great number
of papers on almost every subject of erudition, more especially on
ancient mythology, among the Commentaiicmes Societaiis Regioe

Gottingensis. His Antiquarische Aufsdlze, in two vols., comprise
a valuable collection of essays connected with the history of ancient

art. His contributions to the GUlingcr Gelehrte Anzeigen are said

by Heeren to have been betsveen 7000 and 8000 in number. lu the

earlier part of his life he translated, or rather wrote anew, a great

part of the Universal History. See Heeren, Heyne's Biographie

(1813), which forms the basis of the interesting essay by Carlyle,

originally published in the Foreign Review (1828), and now re-

printed in his Miseellanies, vol. ii.

HEYWOOD, a manufacturing town of Lancashire, is

situated on the Roch, and on the Lancashire and Yorkshire

Railway, 3 miles east of Bury and the same distance south-

west of Rochdale. It possesses several handsome churches

ftnd chapels, among which may be mentioned St Luke's

church, erected in 1860, with a tall spire and a peal of

bells. The other principal buildings are the national school,

the mechanics' institute, the new Conservative club-house,

and the market-hall. A new park—the Queen's Park-
purchased and laid out at the cost of £11,000 with money

i which devolved to Her Majesty in right of her duchy and
county palatine of Lancaster, was publicly opened on the

2d of August 1879. Heywood Hall in the neighbourhood

of the town was at one time the residence of Peter Heywood,
who contributed to the discovery of the Gunpowder Plot.

Heywood owes its rise to the enterprise of the Peels, its first

manufactures having been introduced by the father of the

first Sir Robert Peel. It is an important seat of the cotton

manufacture, in connexion with which it has upwards of

fifty factories, and there "are in addition power-loom

factories, iron foundries, boLler-works, and railway waggon
works. Coal is wrought extensively in the neighbourhood.

The population in 1871 was 21,248.

HEYWOOD, John {c. 1500-1565), sometimes styled;

"the Epigrammatist," was born, it is not known in what
year, at North Mims near St Albans.' He was educated
at Oxford, and afterwards made the acquaintance of Sir
Thomas !More, who introduced him at court. His skill in

music and his inexhaustible fund of ready wit made hhn a
special favourite of Henry VIII., and afterwards of his

daughter Mary. On the accession of Elizabeth, Heywood,
who was a zealous Catholic, retired to Malines in Belgium,
where he dierl in 1565. A collection of his works was
published in 1562.

His longest single composition is the allegorical work, written in
the octave stanza, entitled Tlie Spider and the Fly (1556), in which
the flies are the Roman Catholics and the spiders the Protestants,
while Queen Mary is represented by the housemaid with her broom
(the sword), executing the commands of her master (Christ) and her
mistress (the church). It has been justly characterized by Wurtoa
as dull, tedious, and trifling. Of greater literary interest are the
Interludes (A Play between Johan the Husband, Tyb the Wife, and
Sir Johan the Priest ; A merry Play between the Pardoner and the

Friar, the Curate and Neighbour Prat ; The play called thefour Ps,
anew and very merry Interlude of a Palmer, a Pardmter, a Polycary,
and a Pedlar; A Play of Gcnteelness and Kobility ; A Flay of Love;
A Play of the Weather) which form a connecting link between the
old moraUties and the modern drama, and were extremely popular
in their day. They generally represent some ludicrous incident of

a homely kind in a style of the broadest farce, but in their way dis-

play considerable skill and talent. Other works of Heywood are a
comic poem in long verse entitled A Dialogue containing in effect

the number of all the Proverbs in the English tongue compact la
a matter cOTKerning two marriages; and three collections of

Epigrams.

HEYWOOD, Thomas, a voluminous dramatist and
miscellaneous author of the 16th and 17th centuries, was
born in Lincolnshire and was educated at Cambridge, where

he became a fellow of Peterhouse. The dates of his birth

and death are alike unknown, and the few facts of his life

that are preserved have been gleaned chiefly from his own
writings. He is mentioned in the MS. book of Henslcwe
as having written a book or play for the Lord Admiral's

Company in October 1596 ; and from the same source we
learn that in 1598 he was regularly engaged as a player and

a sharer in that company. In the preface to The English

Traveller, written in 1633, he describes himself as having

had "an entire hand or at least a main-finger in two

hundred and twenty plays." Of this number, which pro-

bably afterwards was considerably exceeded (for we find

him still writing in 1640, and indeed his last published

piece did not appear until 1655), only three and twenty

survive ; but they amply attest that had he chosen to con-

centrate his powers, he might easily have ranked with the

Massingers, Fords, and others of his great contemporaries.

"Heywood," says Charles Lamb, "is a sort of prose

Shakespeare ; his scenes are to the full as natural and

aS'ecting." His facility and variety are almost without a

parallel, his fancy was inexhaustible, and his inventicji

never at a loss : but he delighted to excess in what he

called "merry accidents, intermixed with apt and witty

jests," or in other words, in the broadest and coarsest farce.

His best pieces, such as A Woman Killed with Kindnesn,

Fortune hy Land and Sea, The English Travellet, and

The Fair Maid of the West, lie chiefly in the department

of what has been called the domestic drama.

Besides his dramatic works, which were partly reprinted by the
" Shakespeare Society," and were published in a complete edition of

six vols, with notes and illustrations in 1874, he was the author of

Troia Britannica or Great Britain's Troy (1609), a poem in seventeen

cantos "intermixed with many pleasant poetical tales" and "conclud-

ing with an universal chronicle from the creation until the present

time ;" Am Apologyfor Actors, containing three brief treatises {\6\1) ;

ruvaifteiov ornine boohs of various history concerning women, (1624) ;

England's Elizabeth, her Life and Troubles during her minority

frmn the Cradle to the Crown (1631) ; The Hierarchy of the Blessed

Angels (1635) ; Pleasant -Dialogues and Dramas selected out of

Lucian, &e.'(1637) ; and The Life of Merlin aumamed Ambrosiits

(1641).
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HEZEKIAH (in;i?in;, 'in;i?in, n|i?|n; or n^pin "Jehovah

taiakes strong "
; 'E^cxias ; Ezechias ; the Ha-za-kirya-hu or

Ila-za-ki-a-hv. of the Assyrian inscriptions), one of the

greatest and best of the kings of Judah, succeeded liis

father Ahaz when still a young man (at the age of twenty-

five according to 2 Kings xviiL 2; and this is probably

correct it the LXX. be followed in reading " twenty-five
"

instead of " twenty " in 2 Chr. xxviii. 1 ; cf. 2 Kings xvL

2). The year of his accession was most probably 717 B.C.;'

and he ruled for twenty-nine years with a vigour and a

success that deeply impressed later historians; "he trusted

in the Lord God of Israel ; so that after him was none like

him among all the kings of Judah, nor any that were before

him" (2 Kings xviii. 5 ; cf. Ecclus. xlviii. 17-25). The very

outset of his reign was marked by an emphatic reversal,

both itf foreign and in domestic affairs, of the policy which

had been so disa.'ftrously followed by his weak and foolish

predecessor. AYhile Ahaz had shown distinctly paganizing

tendencies in religion, Hezekiah was ardent in his zeal for

the exclusive worship of Jehovah, which he sought to

simplify, centralize, and refine even at the expense of

abolishing many cherished institutions which had the

sanction of ancient usage. " He removed the high

places, and brake the pillars, and cut down the Asherah,

and brake in pieces the brazen serpent that Moses had
made ; for unto these days the children of Israel did

burn incense to it; and he [or, perhaps, they] called

it Nehushtau " ij.e., according to the A. V., " brazen "

;

but, if this was the popular name, it is probably de-

rived from nahash, serpent; see 2 Kings xviii, 4).

How great were the strength of conviction and the

courage which were necessary to such reforms as these

is incidentally shown by the appeal to conservative feel-

ing which some years afterwards could still be made by
a skilful diplomatist with at least some hope of success (2

Kings xviii. 22). The details of the reforming activities

of Hezekiah, extending even to the northern kingdom, as

given with characteristic fulness and minuteness by the

compiler of the book of Chronicles, are not now accepted

by the majority of critics as absolutely trustworthy, a pre-

valent opinion being that actions have been attributed to

Hezekiah which ought real.y to have been assigned to Josiah,

and that some at least of the chronology is imaginary
;

but it is obvious that the influence of such prophets as

Isaiah andMicah must have been powerful enough to bring

about many tliorough-going changes even during the earlier

reign. As in the internal religious affairs of tlie theocratic

kingdom so in its relations with foreign powers Hezekiah

innovated veiy conspicuously on the policy of his father,

although not here entirely on the lines laid down by the

great contemporary prophet. Confirmed in the conscious-

ness of military strength by a successful war against the

Philistines (2 Kings xviii. 8), and having no longer any-

thing to fear either from Damascus or from Samaria, he
began to cherish the hope (at least with Egyptian .support

and the active co-pporation of Egyptian cavalry) of being

able to shako off entirely the yoke of Assyria, and with

this view he set about extensive fortifications and other

engineering works in and about Jerusalem. " He made

' Hales and Ussher gave respectively 727 and 725 B.C. ; and these

ilatea were accepted as clgse approximations Ijy all subsequent clirono-

legists until the rteclphcvmont of the Assyrian inscriptions, when it

became apparent that the destruction or Samaria by Sargou and the
/Egypto-l'alestiuian ex))edition of Sennncherib were separated by a
wider interval than eight years, and therefore that 2 Kings xviii. 10
•aai 2 Kings xviii. IS cannot both be riglit In tlie present article the
chronology of Scliradcr (art. "Sanherib,"in Schenkel's Bibcl-Lexicon,
1.; comp. JJie J{eilinsch]-\flen u. das Alle Testament) is that which
is Bttbstantially followed. A full exposition of the bearings of the
cuueirorui inscriptions on the chronology of the Bible must be post-
poned to the article on the Idstory of Israel. See also BABYLoiriA.
»ol. ill. p. 187.

the pool and the conduit and brought the water into the

city," " stopping the upper outlet of Gihon and bringing it

straight by an underground way ;
" he also " built up all

the wall that was broken, and raised thereupon lowers

"

(2 Kings XX. 20 ^ 2 Chr. xxxii. 5, 30 ; and cf. Isa. xxii.

8-11, which also has been referred by the sagacity of Ewald
to this period). It is not clear from the sacred historians

how far Judah was affected by the successful expedition of

Sargon against Ashdod in 711 B.C., which is mentioned
in Isa. XX. 1 (and in which possibly Sennacherib may have
held the rank of a rabsaki or general) ; but Ewald's bril-

liant conjecture, to the efl'ect that Isa. xxii. 1 sqq. alludes

to hardships suffered by the people of Hezekiah at that

time, is remarkably confirmed by the cuneiform inscriptions.

It was not, however, until after the accession of Sennacherib

(705) and the resolution of that monarch to direct one of

his great expeditions against Egypt (c. 701), that matters

were brought to a sharp and immediate crisis between

Nineveh and Jerusalem. The capture of all his " fenced

cities," Jerusalem excepted, coupled with the inactivity of

Egypt, convinced Hezekiah of the uselessness of a struggle

with the greatest military power of his century, in a way
that Isaiah, with often repeated admonitions, had failed to

do ; and the payment of a large sum of money by way of

triljute readily purchased a temporary relief. But when
Sennacherib sent from Lachish his " tartan," or commander-

in-chief, along with the " rab-saris," or head eunuch, and
the " rab-shakeh," or chief of the staff (the rendering
" chief cupbearer " seems based on a wrong etymology),

with a large force to demand the surrender of Jerusalem

itself, it was felt by king and prophet alike that the time

for resistance to the utmost had come Probably the

resolution thus foimed was in part, at least, due to the

fact that the main body of the Assyrian army was already

finding it necessary to fall back before Tirhakah, the

Ethiopian king of Egypt, from Lachish to Libnah ; it \;a.%

at all events justified, not only by the indecisive battle at

Altaku near Ekron, but also by the pestilence (2 Kings six.

35) which speedily compelled the withdrawal of Sennacherib

with the remains of his army ffom Libnah to Nineveh. The
relation between the accounts of this retreat given by Sen-

nacherib himself, by the sacred historians, and by Herot'otus

(ii. 141) will be considered in the article Sennachekib.

The sickness and recovery of Hezekif h, recorded in 2 Kings

XX.. 1-11 and (with additional details) in i Isa. xxxviiL,

seem to have preceded the invasion of Sennacherib by

three years at most ; they were almost immediately fol-

lowed by the arrival of the messengers of Merodach (not

Berodach) Baladan, the son of Baladan, who for some

six months, until repVessed by Sennacherib, usurped the

throne of Babylon about the year 703, The excessive

courtesy shown to these ambassadors gave occasion, it is

recorded (2 Kings xx. 17, 18), to a prediction by Isaiah

of the Babylonian exile, which took place more than a

century afterwards. Of the later portion of Hezekiah's

reign no details have been preserved ; but it appears to

have been characterized by peace and prosperity. He was

succeeded in G88 by Manasseh, his son by Hcphzibah, born

apparently about 702. Besides being a patron of literature

(Prov. XXV. 1), Hezekiah was himself a poet ; and his sole

remaining production (Isa. xxrviii. 10-20), if somewhat

deficient in originality, abounds in depth and tenderness of

religious and poetic feeling.

HIBERNATION (frequently, but less correctly, written

Hybernation) is the term employed by naturalists to

denote the peculiar state of torpor in which many animalB

which inhabit cold or temperate climates pass the winter.

Li hot and dry countries, on the contrary, various animals

pa.s3 into a similar condition during the hottest scison of

the year ; and this state is called ".Jt^stivotion." - Several
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of the animals whicH hibernate during the winter are liable

to' fall into a similar state at intervals during mild weather,

and Dr Marshall Hall has applied the term " Diurnatiou "

to the day-sleep of bats, which he regards as precisely ana-

logous to hibernation.

Mammalia.—Although comparatively few mammak
hibernate, the phenomena of hiberaation and similar con-

ditions have been better studied in this class than in any

other. Dr Marshall Hall has laid down the principle

that the amount of respiration i» inversely as the degree

of irritability of the muscular fibre. Every gradation may
be met with between ordinary sleep, the imperfect or

abnormal hibernation of some animals, and the profound

hibernation of others, in which all the ^functions of life

are almost suspended. Such a condition is always accom-

panied by reduced respiration, and increased irritability of

the muscular fibre. If the respiration is reduced without

this irritability being increased, death results from torpor

and asphyxia, whereas, if the respiration is increased simul-

taneously with increased irritability (as when an animal is

aroused too suddenly), death likewise results from too great

stimulation of the vital powers. The well-known danger

of suddenly awakening a patient from a state of somnam-
bulism is doubtless due to a similar cause.

Hibernation, however, is a physiological condition, and

not produced . simply by cold, though it is favoured by it,

because cold induces sleep, which may afterwards pass into

hibernation. It is an error to suppose that hibernating

animals are capable of resisting any amount of cold, though

their capacity of doing so must vary according to their

species and to the climate which they inhabit. They
always seek secure hiding-places where they may be pro-

tected from too great a degree of cold, as well as from

interference. During hibernation the temperature of their

bodies sinks to a point corresponding nearly to that of the

surrounding atmosphere ; but if they are exposed to an

unusual amount of cold, they are first awakened by it, and

then sink into a fatal torpor like other animals. Llany

hibernating animals perish in this manner during severe

winters.

Eespiration being almost suspended during hibernation,

the maintenance of vitality -depends almost wholly on the

action of the heart, which will continue for a long time after

an hibernating animal has been decapitated. Animals may
also be placed in carbonic acid or under water for several

hours, without injury, when in this condition, though they

would die in a very few minutes if they were in their

normal state.

Man.—Long-continued suspension of consciousness in

man, whether voluntary or otherwise, is rare in temperate

climates, but it is more frequent in India, where some
religious ascetics are stated on unimpeachable authority to

possess the power of throwing themselves into a state

closely resembling hibernation for an indefinite period.

Many curious cases have been recorded by Mr Braid in his

small treatise on Human Hyhernation, published in 1850,

the most celebrated of which is that of a fakir who was
actually buried alive at Lahore, in 1837, in the presence of

Runjeet Singh and Sir Claude Wade, and who was dug up
and restored to consciousness several months afterwards,

after every precaution had been taken to prevent any one
from disturbing the grave in the interval.

Bats.—Dr Marshall Hall says that the hibernating bat

never wakes at all, except from warmth or excitement, and
that the digestive functions are suspended to a far greater

degree than in the dormouse or hedgehog. Respiration is

also suspended, and when the animal is disturbed it

quickly subsides again into total quiescence, after a few
feeble respirations. It is to be regretted that Dr Hall has

not etated to which species of bat his remarks refer, as, the

habits of the various species differ. Earlier or later in

autumn, according to the species, they retire to caves, hollow

trees, and similar hiding-places, where they cluster together,

hanging head downwards by their hinder claws, and clinging

to each other, as well as to the walls and sides of their

retreat, so that a great number can crowd themselves into

an amazingly small space. Although such assemblies

frequently\;onsist of more than one species, yet the various

species do not aU retire to their winter quarters at the

same period ; the noctule is rarely seen abroad later than

July, whereas the pipistrelle may be seen flying on mild

eveniags almost every month in the year. It is only

natural to suppose that the hibernation of the former species

is much more profound than that of the latter, which

doubtless feeds iu winter as well as summer ; for though

insects are far less numerous in winter than in summer,
yet some species appear only at that season of the year.

Bear and Badger.—These animals retire to winter

quarters in northern climates, and pass the greater part of

their time in sleep ; but the brown bear and badger do
not fall into a state of genuine hibernation. When the

bear retires for the winter, he is very fat, and it is said that

the black bear will not hibernate if this is not the case.

Digestion is suspended, and his intestines become stopped

up with an indigestible mass chiefly composed of pine

leaves, which is not discharged till spring. The brown
bear of Europe and Siberia is very dangerous if disturbed

during the winter; but the black bear of America can

scarcely be aroused from his torpor, which there is thus

reason to believe is a state of true hibernation, differing

from' that in which the former species passes the winter.

Hedgehog.—This animal hibernates more completely than

almost any other. In the autumn it retires to a hole

among rocks or under the roots of a tree, where it remains

for the winter, seldom or never awakening till spring, and

of course taking no food until then. If a sleeping hedge-

hog is disturbed, it merely stirs, and then coils itself up
more closely ; but if a hibernating hedgehog is interfered

with, it takes a deep sonorous inspiration, followed by a few

feeble respirations, and then by total quiescence. The
tenrec, an allied animal found in Madagascar, sleeps for

three months in its burrow during the hottest period of the

year.

Bodeniia.—Several animals belonging to this order

hibernate more or less completely, among which we may
mention the hamster, the porcupine, the dormouse, the

squirrel, and the marmot. Several of these awake at

intervals to feed, and therefore lay up a store of provisions

before they retire, although they all become very fat before

winter. Other species of this order hibernate less perfectly,

or only occasionally, like the hare which will lie beneath

deep snow iu a small cavity, just large enough to receive

her body, for some weeks unharmed. But this is not true

hibernation, as respiration is mnintained during the whole

time, a small air-hole being always kept open by the warm
breath of the animal. In a similar manner shsep (though

belonging to a very different order of animals) have some-

times been buried in snow-drifts in Scotland for several

weeks without sustaining any injury. The dormouse not

only hibernates in the -strict sense of the term, but will

sleep at intervals for several days together during mild

weather. When a Myoxus, an allied animal inhabiting

Africa, was. brought to Europe, it hibernated as if this

were its normal habit. Whether it jestivates in its native

country is not known, but its hibernating in Europe shows

a greater power of adapting itself to changed conditions of

life than we should have been inclined to suspect.

AvES AND Pisces.—It was formerly supposed that

various species of swallows hibernated, and it was even

asserted that the sand martin was accustomed to bury itself
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in tbe mud at the bottom of the water ; but tliia has long

been regarded as an exploded error. For the liibernation

of fish, compare tfio article on IcHTnTOLOGY.

Amphibia and Reptllia.—All the animals belonging

to these classes hibernate in cold or temperate climates.

Lnnd tortoises bury themselves in holes in the ground, and

fresh-water tortoises in the banks or at the bottom of lakes

and rivers. Lizards and snakes retire to holes in trees,

under stones, or among dead leaves, where many species

congregate in large numbers, and pass the winter closely

entwined, and in a still more torpid condition than that of

the hibernating mammals, their digestion and respiration

being entirely suspended. Many tortoises, crocodiles, and

eerpenls burj' themselves in mud in both South America

and Africa, and aestivate in the hard-baked ground during

the dry season of the year. When the viper is disturbed

during the winter its bite is harmless ; but this is not the

case with the venomous serpents which isstivate in tropical

countries.

Frogs generally hibernate in masses in the mud at the

bottom of the water, and if awakened from hibernation by
warmth can remain eight times longer under water without

drowning than frogs in tbe breeding season. We should

hardly expect the habits of such an animal as the frog to

be greatly affected by domestication, but Professor Bell

was acquainted with a gentleman living ait Kingston, who.se

kitchen was built on the banks of the Thames, and whose
servants made a pet of a frog which had his hole in the

skirting. It was unnecessary for the frog to hibernate,

and instead of doing so he came out of his hole every even-

ing to bask before the kitchen fire for three successive

winters. It is impossible to say how long frogs and toads

may continue to retain a dormant life, if the mud in which
they bury themselves should become hardened around them
during hibernation. Too many circumstantial accounts of

the discovery of live toads embedded in solid rock, and
even in coal, have been published to allow us to dismiss
them all as fabulous, notwithstanding the difficulty and
obscurity in which this subject is still involved.

IfoLLUSCA.—JIany species hibernate. The land-snails

bury themselves in the ground, or conceal themselves under
the back of trees, in holes in walls, or even in the stems
of largo umbelliferous plants. They close the mouth of

the shell with a calcareous plate, technically called an
cpiphragm, which they secrete by means of their mantle,
and which is perforated by a small hole to admit the air.

In winter they bury themselves with the head upwards,
and do not grow at all during the winter; but while growing
they bury themselves in summer, with the head downwards,
at occasional intervals, for several days together, and then
grow very rapidly. Snails are not considered in season at

Paris till after the first frost, when they are closed with a
white cpiphragm. In dry weather, and during the heat of
summer, snails also close their shells with au epiphragm, to

protect themselves from drought, but this covering is

thinner than that which they construct during the winter.
In the British Museum is preserved the shell of a specimen
of Helix deserlontm, from Egypt, which revived after having
been gummed to a board
for four years' in the /^
Museum, and lived for

two years afterwards.

Other instances of the

revival of huulshells

after a still longer period

are equally well authen-
ticated. Some species Jlclic Dcsalonim,

retire to winter quarters earlier than others, ami thcii
pulsation, which ranges from 30 to 110 during summer,
ceases entirely in winter. Slugs also bury themaolves iu

the ground, and.become torpid during fro.'its or drought^
but it is doubtful whether their condition is that of genuine
hibernation. The fresh-water mussels {Anodoitfa) hibernate
beiore the close of autumn, and bury themselves in the mud
till the beginning of ipnng It is believed that many of

the marine Mollusca also hibernate, but very little is known
of their habits at present.

Tn.skcta.—Afost of the. inRbCts which pass the winter as

larvae or perfect insects hibernate during the period that they
can obtain no food. Larv.-c which are full grown in autumn
frequently lie dormant during the winter, and do not assume
the pupa state till spring. In the case of insects which
have more than one brood in the year, the last brood gene-
rally hibernates, sometimes retiring to winter quarters quite
early in the autumn, while the perfect insects of the pre-

vious brood are still flying about, and while the weather
is still fine and. warm. Insects which hibernate ia the

perfect state do not pair till spring, and are probably not

fully developed till after hibernation. Hive-bees probably
do not hibernate, and it is well known that they require

food during the winter. It is assorted that the aphides, on
whose sweet secretion ants chiefly subsist in inclement
weather, become torpid at exactly the .same low temperature

as the ants themselves.

Concluding Remauks.—The seeds of many plants, and
the eggs of many of the lower fiT'ns of animal life, may
remain dormant for years in cold or dry climates, until

heat or moisture awakes them to vitality. Many plants

die down in winter, the roots remaining in the ground,

while many trees then shed their leaves, the sap retiring

to the routs. Similar phenomena take place in tropical

countries during the hot, dry season, wherever the amount
of humidity in the atmosphere is insufficient to maintain

a perennial vegetation during the year. These phenomena
in the vegetable world arc regarded as analogous to those

of hibernation in auimal.s, and the term "hibernation of

plants " is sometimes applied to them.

Dr Mai'sliall Hall, iu ToJd's Ci?i;/o/)a'i?(T ofAncilom'jaiidPhnnolotjy,

art. " Hibernation "
; Braid's Qbscrvatiuns oil Trances or JJuinan

Hybernation; Bell's British Qitaclrupccls and Urilish Reptiles;

Humboldt's Vicxcs of Nature ; Gwyn Jeffiey's Srilinh Cumltologij
;

Tate's Land and Frcsk-icalcr Mollusca ; ICirby and Sj^cnce's fnliv-

diiction to Entomolor/ij, &c. (W. F, K.)

HICKES, George (1642-1715), a learned English

divine of thenonjuring party, and an eminent Anglo-Saxon

scholar, was born at Newsham near Thirsk, Yorkshire, on

June 20, 1G42. In 1659 ho entered St John's College,

Oxford, whence after the Restoration he removed first to

JIagdalen College and subsequently to Magdalen Hall. In

16G1 he was chosen fellow of Lincoln College, and in the

following year proceeded Jf.A. On his return from a Con-

tinental tour in 1673 he graduated in divinity, and in 1675

ho was appointed rector of St Ebbe's, Oxford j in the

following year he as private chaplain accompanied the

duke of Lauderdale, the royal commissioner, to Scotland
;

and shortly afterwards ho received the degree of D.D. from

the university of Glasgow. In 16S0 ho became vicar of

All_lIallow8, Barking, London ; und after having been made

chaplain to the king in 1681, hejwas in 1683 promoted to

tlio deanery of Worcester. At the revolution of 1688,

having deciiiicd to take the oath of allegiance to William

and Jlary, he ".as first suspended and afterwards deprived,

—

\

ho meanwhile nlixing to the cathedral door.s a " prolcslaliuii

and claim of right" that ho wa.s, and still did "conlinuo

to bo, tho only rightful and legal dean of this cathedral

church of Worcester." After remainingsomo time in con-

cealment ill London, ho was employed by Sancroft and tho

other nonjuiors °a a mission to Iho Continent on matters

Conner'^"' ~jlh the proposed action of his parly relative to

tho continuance of ticir episcopal succession ; tipon his

return he was Limsalf conaociatcd by Lloyd, Wlrilc, and
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Turner suffragan bishop of Thetford in 1694. His later

years were largely occupied in controversies the interest of

which has now almost wholly passed away ; but to them we

owe the two works which constitute his chief claim to an

endurinf reputation, the learned InsHUUioiies Grammaticm

Angh-Saxonicce et Mmo-Gothicce (1689), and Linguarum

vetenem. Septentrionalium thesaurus grammatico-criticus et

archceolo^icus (1703-1705). In 1713 he united with

Bishops Campbell and Gadderar to consecrate Jeremy

Collier, Samuel Hawes, and Nathaniel Spinkes to be bishops

in the nonjuring church. He died December 15, 1715.

Even apart from the two works already mentioned, Hickes was a

very voluminous and laborious autlior. His earliest performances,

which were anonymous, were suggested by contemporary events in

Scotland that gave him great satisfaction,—the execution of Mitchel

on a charge of having been implicated in the murder of Archbishop

Sharp, and that of Kidaud King, Presbyterian ministers, "for high

treasou and rebellion " [Ravillac Rediviviis, 1678 ; TU Spirit of

Popery speaking out of the Mouths of Phanalical Protestants, 1680).

!n his Jovian (an answer to Johnson's Julian the Apostate, 1683),

lie endeavoured to show that the Roijian erapii-e was not hereditary,

and that the Christians under Julian had recognized the duty of

passive obedience. His Two Treatises, one " On the Christian

Priesthood" and the other "On the Dignity of the Episcopal Order,"

originally published in 1707, have been more than once reprinted,

and form three volumes of the Library of Anglo-Callwlie Theology

(1847). In 1705 and 1710 were published Collections of Controver-

sial Letters, in 1711 a collection of Sermoiis, and in 1726 a volume

of Posthumous Diseourscs. Other treatises, such as the Jpologetieal

Vindieatimi of tJte Chureh of England, ai'e to be met with in Gibson's

Preservative agains Popery.

HICKORY. The hickory trees are natives of North

America, and belong to the genus Carya of botanists.

They are closely allied to the walnuts {Juglans), the chief

or at least one very obvious difference being that, whilst in

Cuii/n the husk which covers the shell of the nut separates

into four valves, in Jnglans it consists of but one piece,

vliich bursts irregularly. The hickory trees are of lofty

growth, and are held in high estimation, both on account

of their durable timber, and from the excellent nuts which

some of the species produce. The timber is both strong and

heavy, and remarkable for its extreme elasticity, but it is

not much used either for shipbuilding or for architectural

puiposes, as it decays rapidly when expiTsed to heat and

moisture, and is peculiarly subject to the attacks, of worms.

It is -very extensively employed in manufacturing musket

stocks, axle-trees, screws, rake teeth, the bows of yokes, the

wooden rings used on the rigging of vessels, chair backs, axe-

handles, whip-handles, and other purposes requiring great

streugth and elasticity. Its principal use in America is

for hoop-making; and when it is remembered how Large a

proportion of the productions of the United States is packed

iu barrels, some estimate may be formed of the consumption

of hoops and of the consequent demand for hickory wood,

which is the only American wood found perfectly fit for

that purpose.

The wood of the hickory is of great value as fuel, on

account of the brilliancy with which it burns and the ardent

heat which it gives out, the charcoal being heavy, compact,

and long-lived. The species which furnish the best wood

are Carya alha (shell-bark hickory), G. tomentosa (mocker-

nut), C. olimeformis (pecan or pacane nut), and C. porcina

(pig-nut), that of the last-named, on account of its extreme

tenacity, being preferred for axle-trees and axe-handles.

The wood of C. alba splits very ea?'ly and is very elastic, so

that it is much used for making whip-handles and baskets
;

the whip-handles are greatly esteemed for their suppleness,

and considerable numbers of them are annually imported

into England. The wood of this species is also used in the

neighbourhood of New York and Philadelphia for making
the back bows of Windsor chairs. The timber of C. amara
and C. U'luadca is considered to be of inferior quality.

Mo.st of the hickories form fine-looking noble trees of

from 60 to 90 feet in height, with straight, symmetrical

trunks, well-balanced ample heads, and bold, handsome
pinnated foliage. When confined in the forest they shoot

up 50 or 60 feet without branches, but when standing alone

they expand into a fine head, and produce a lofty round-

headed pyramid of foliage. They have, observes Downing^

aU the qualities which are necessary to constitute fine

graceful park trees, and are justly entitled to a place in

every considerable plantation. The most ornamental of the

Fig. 1.—Shell-bark Hickory (Carya alba) in flower (J nat. size). 1. FeroaFe
flower (nat. aize) ; 2, portion of mate inflorescence (nat. size).

species are C. olivceformis, C. alba, and C. porcina, the last

two also producing delicious nute,.and being worthy of

cultivation for their fruit alone. ^_^
The husk of the hickory nut, as already stated, breaks

up into four equa^ valves or separates into four equal

portions in tbc upper part, while the nut itseK is tolerably

even on the surface, but has four or more blunt angles in

its transverse outline. .The hickory nuts of the American

markets are the produce of C. alba, which is called the

Fig. 2.—1, Frait of Carya alba ; 2, hickoi-y nnt ; 3. cross section of nut

;

4, vertical section of the seed. All natural size.

shell-bark hickory because of the roughness of its bark,

which becomes loosened from the trunk in long scales

bending outwards afthe extremities and adhering only by

the middle. The nuts are much esteemed in all parts of

the States, and are exported in considerable quantities to

Europe. The pecan-nuts, which come from the Western

States, are from an inch to an inch and a half long, smooth,

cylindrical, pointed at the ends, and thin-shelled, with the

kernels full, not like those of most of the hickories divided

by partitions, and of delicate and agreeable flavour. The

thick-shelled fruits of the pig-nut are generally left on the

ground for swine, squirrels, &c., to devour. In C. amara

the kernel is so bitter that even the sciuirrels refuse to eat it.
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HICKS, Eli AS (1748-1830), founder of the Ilicksitcs,

one of the two great sections into which the Society of

Friends in America has since 1828 been divided (see

Quakers), was born at Hempstead, Long Island, on l^Iarch

19, 1748. During the earlier part of his life he followed

the business of a carpenter and housebuilder ; but this

occupation he latterly exchanged for that of farming.

Reared iu a Quaker family, he began, when about twenty-

seven years of age, to " havo openings leading to the

ministry," and to be " deeply engaged for the right admin-

istration of discipline and order in the church." In the

intervals of business, accordingly, ho began to visit the

meetings and families of Friends throughout an extensive

range of country; and soon he established a very consider-

able reputation as an efficient and popular itinerant preacher.

His first literary effort seems to have been made no earlier

than 1811, when he published Observations on Slavery;

those doctrinal divergences from the received orthodox creed

of the Friends, by which his name was brought into the

prominence it now possesses, appear not to have become
visible until 1820, when he wrote a Doctrinal Epistle

(published in 1824), which was followed by much contro-

versy, and resulted in 1828 in the formal separation from
the Hicksitos of their more orthodox Quaker brethrei The
points involved were justly considered to affect the funda-

mental doctrines of the Christian religion, such as those of

the Trinity, tlie Incarnation, and the supreme authority of

Scripture. Hicks died at Jericho, Long Island, on February
'27, 1830. See Journal of the Life and Labours of Elias

Jlicls (Philadelphia, 1828).

HIERAPOLIS. Of the many cities in the Greek
world bearing this name the following are the most
important.

1. A city of Syria Cyrrhestica, situated on some hills

about IG miles south-west from the junction of the

Euphrates and the Sajur. Besides the natural strength

of its position, it was important as lying on the line of

intercourse between Northern Syria and Mesopotamia,
and was always a great trading city. Its early history is

quite unknown. It is not mentioned during the Assyrian

wars in this part of Syria (see Sayco, Academy, October
187fi). Abul FarAz asserts that Josiah was defeated there

by Pharaoh Neclio (611 B.C.) on his march towards Car-

chemish ; but according to 2 Chron. xxxv. 20 the battle

took place at Carchemish, which lay on tho Euphrates

a little further north on the site of the modern Jerablfls,

or Jetabis ; and probably Abul Far.iz confounded the two
cities. The same confusion perhaps has caused the state-

ment of Ammianus that Hierapolis was identical with Ninus
Vetus on the Euphrates. Jcrablus is clearly a corruption

of Hierapolis, by which name therefore Carchemish must
at some time have been styled by the Greeks ; but it is

surprising to find two great cities of the .same name so near

one another. No proof exists that Hierapolis was an im-

portant city before the time of the Seleucidae, and Professor

Sayco suggests that it then succeeded to the trade and
name of the older city, which had now decayed. Its original

name is given in Greek as Bafi/3vKrj, which points back
to a form Bambyg or Mambug, while tho Syrian form js

given by Pliny as Mabog, i.e., Mabbog for Mambog. Tlie

romance of trade by which this name lias become natural-

ized in many European languages deserves a passing notice.

As the city lay on the highway to the East, cotton and silk

were important branches of its trade. Probably cotton
^plantations existed there in old time; and after tho culti-

vation of silk was introduced to western Asia in the time
of the Sassanian kings, large groves of mulberry trees sur-

rounded the city. The name Mambe was afterwards con-

founded with tho Persian word pambe, silk ; and the
Greek form Ban/StKij also was similarly mixed un with the

word PofiPvi,^ which originally denoted the fly supposed
to spin on trees the cotton or silk (for the two substances
were confused by the Greeks and Komans) which men
then gathered off the trees (Virg., Gcory., ii. 121). Hence
the "Bombycina; vestes" of the Koman writers; while the
city itself is called " Bombycina urbs." In Asia cotton
seems to have been known as a distinct article, and was
named after the city which was the chief seat of its manu-
facture, as muslin is from Mosul. By tho crusaders tho
stuff and the name were carried to Europe, and the latter
exists in English in the form "bombazine." The Syrian
goddess Atargatis, called by the Greeks Derceto, a per-
sonification of the nature power v.'orshipped under different

names over the whole of western Asia, had one of her
mcst famous temples in the city ; and perhaps Mambe
m.'iy have been a local name of the goddess. Hence in the
3d century B.C., when, under the Seleucid kings, Bambyce
became a great Greek city and the most important statioo

between Antioch and Seleucia, it was called Hierapolis or
Hieropolis. The latter form is found on coins, the former
is used in classical literature. The coinage of Hierapolis

begins under the Seleucida;. The autonomous coins, pro-

bably for commercial reasons, imitate closely the coins of

Antioch. The temple was plundercd°by Crassus on hi^
Larthian expedition (53 B.C.). Under Diocletian or
Constantine, Hierapolis became the capital of the new
province of Euphratensis, a name which soon gave place

to the older name Commagene. As paganism decayed,

Hierapolis ceased to be the sacred city, and recovered its

ancient name ; at the same time its importance and popu-
lation declined. In the time of Julian, .who concentrated

there the Pioman troops for the fatal Parthian campaign,
it was still one of the greatest cities of Syria ; but under
Justinian, who made some attempt to restore it, great part

of its area was a desert, and the once strong fortifications

were so decayed that the place was not defensible against

tho Parthian king Chosroes. At tho Arab conquest it

passed into the hands of the caliphs. Haroun-al-Raschid

(78G-808) restored it and strengthened its walLs, and it

is mentioned about 1150 by Edrisi as a strong city.

As tho empire of the caliphs dwindled, Mambedj became
a frontier post in the struggle between Christians and
Mahometans, and its possession carried with it the rule

in this part of Syria. Tho emperor Romanus Diogenes
captured it in his gallant struggle agaiust tho Turks (IOCS).

Piecaptured by the Seljuk Turks, it soon afterwards fell

into the power of tho crusaders, until it was stormed by
Saladin (1175). It was for some time tho headquarters

of the Mongol host under Hulagu Khan; and, ns with many
other Syrian cities, its desolation dates from this time. TIio

ruins which still exist called Kara Bambucho or Buyulc

Mambedj, have been described by Pococko and others, and
most carefully by Chesney (Euphrates E.epedition, i. •120).

Strabo (xvi. p. 7JS) cnnfusea tliia Jlioinpolis witli lCiU"i.iji iu

Mesopotamia. A very full account of tlio city to supplement
tlie brii'f outline hero given may be found iu Hitler, Erdkunde, x.

1011-65.

2. A city in Phrygia, at tho junction of tho Lycus and

Meander, on the road from Aiiamea to Sardis. In it there

were warm springs which had and still have a remarkable

power of forming incrustations. Its name Ilicrnpolis is

duo to tho sanctity conferred on it by these hot springs,

and by the Plutonium, a small cave under a projecting

rock, from which tiicro constantly emanated a dark vapour

deadly to man and beast (Strabo, xiii. 029; Vilruv., viii.

3 ; A[iuleiu3, De Mnndo, p. 05). In reference to this'wo
find sometimes on its coins Pl«to carrying off Proserpine.

' n/iii&ui is bonowcil from Itic Porsinn wonl (ftdifi'y, \Yurz(U'x., \[^

113), Uiouyli the form it bas taken in Greek ii iiilbuni-cd liy llio woM
$on&iu, to buzz. 11 Is uscO by Aristotle, &e., to donolc a gnat found

ill Asia Minor, wbich bas ccr'jiinly nothinR to do with silk.
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The water was also much used for dyeing. Nothing is

known of the origin of the city ; from the legend ap^r/ye'njs

on coins, with a radiate head of the sun-god, Eckhel con-

cludes that a Greek foundation was made under the

guidance of Apollo ; but a native city may have already

existed there. The native name of the sun-god was

Aa£p/3r)vo5, which often occurs on coins; he was probably a

Phrygian form of the Greek Zeus. The goddess of healthful

drinking, Eupnsia, is also seen on coins. Cybele also,

who is found on the coins, was one of the chief deities of

the place. Little is known of the history of the city. The
philosopher Epictetus was born there ; and there St Paul

founded a church (Coloss. iv. 13). The very considerable

ruins which still exist, called Pambuk Kalessi (" Cotton

Castle "), have been described by Pococke, Leake, &c. The

ancient theatre and gymnasium are in a state of remarkable

preservation.

HIERARCHY. From Updpxr)^, meaning a steward

or guardian of holy things, is derived Upapx^a, naturally

signifying the office of such a steward or guardian (not

a' " ruler of priests " or " priestly ruler "; see Boeckh, Cot-p.

Inscr. Gr., No. 1570), but most commonly used in ecclesi-

astical language to denote the aggregate of those persons

who exercise authority within the Christian Church,—the

patriarchate, episcopate, or entire threefold order of the

clergy. The word, which does not occur in any classical

Greek writer, owes its present extsnsive currency to the

celebrated writings of Dionysius Pseudo-Areopagita, which,

originating probably in the age of Justinian, exerted during

the 9th and following centuries so remarkable an influence

on the current of theological speculation, both in the Eastern

and in the Western Church. Of these the most important

are the two which treat of the celestial and of the ecclesi-

astical hierarchy respectively. Defining hierarchy as the

" function v>'hich comprises all sacred things," or, more fully,

as " a sacred order and science and activity, assimilated as

far as possible to the godlike, and elevated to the imitation of

God proportionately to the Divine illuminations conceded

to it," the author proceeds to enumerate the nine orders

of the heavenly host, which are subdivided again into

hierarchies or triads, in descending order, thus :—Seraphim,

Cherubim, Thrones ; Dominations, Virtues, Powers ; Prin-

cipalities, Archangels, Angels. These all exist for the

common object of raising men through ascending stages of

purification and illumination to perfection. The ecclesi-

astical or earthly hierarchy is the counterpart of the other.

In it the first or highest triad is formed by baptism, com-

munion, and chrism. The second triad consists of the

three orders of the ministry, bishop or hierarch, priest,

and minister or deacon (lipdpx'iit Upev's, Xttroupyos) ; this

is the earliest known instance in which the title hierarch

ia applied to a bishop. The third or lowest triad is made

up of monks, "irutiated," and catechumens. To Dionysius

may be traced, through Thomas Aquinas and other

Catholic writers of the intervening period, the definition of

the term usually given by Roman Catholic writers—" coetus

eeu ordo prjesldum et sacrorum ministrorum ad regendam

ecclesiam gignendamque in hominibus sanctitatem divinitus

institutus"'—although it immediately ;rests upon the

authority of the sixth canon of the twenty-third session

of the council of Trent, in which anathema is pro-

nounced upon all who deny the existence within the

Catholic Church of a hierarchy instituted by divine appoint-

ment, and consisting of bishops, priests, and ministers.^

This definition, however, relates only to what is called the

" hierarchy of orders," to which hierarchy, it must further

• Perrone, De Locis Theologicis, pt. i., sec. i., cap. 2.

' Si qni8 (lixerit in ecclesia catlioUca non esse hierarchiam divina

ordinatione justitiitani, quK constat ex episcopis, prcsbyteiis, ct Diiuis-

tiis : auatbcma tJk.^

be borne in mind, belong the lesser orders of sub-deacon,

acolyth, exorcist, lector, and doorkeeper (to which that of

singer is sometimes added) ; though- these are to be re^

garded as institutions of ecclesiastical authority only, whilr

the other three are of divine right, and therefore pre

eminently " holy." The " hierarchy of jurisdiction," as

distinguished from that of " orders," is represented by
the Roman pontiff alone, who enjoys supreme authority

over all bishops, even when these are assembled in

general council. This supreme authority he holds by

divine right as the successor of Peter, who received

immediately from Christ the primacy of honour and of

jurisdiction over the uni/ersal church.^ Between the pope

and the bishops occur the metropolitans or archbishops and
the patriarchs ; but these intermediate grades are not

regarded as essential, and, for the present at least, the rank

of patriarch may almost be said to be, in the Roman com-

munion, purely titular. The Greek Church, like the Roman,
recognizes a threefold clerical order, distinct 7»)-f divino-

from other Christians, of bishops, priests, and deaions.

The five patriarchs, of equal dignity, hold the highest rank

in the episcopate j and the episcopal body united in a
general council represents the church, and infallibly decides,

under the guidance of the Holy Ghost, all matters of faith and
ecclesiastical life. The Anglican Church acknowledges the

superior and divinely conferred authority of the episcopal

order, but, seeking its hierarchical doctrine in the records

of a comparatively early period of church history, holds the

substantial equality of all bishops, and, while acknowledging

the validity, does not maintain the necessary infallibility, of

their decisions when met in general council. Thus in form

of government the Roman Church may be said to be

a hierarchical monarchy, the Greek in some sense a patriar-

chal oligarchy, and the Anglican an episcopal aristocracy.

For historical and other details relating to the growth anrV

development of the hierarchical system the reader is referred

to the articles Apostle, Archbishop, BisHop, Cardinal,

Church, Clergy, Council, Diocese, Kpiscopacy,

Exarch, Patriarch, Pqpe, <tc.

Some kind of hierarchy, both of orders and of jurisdic-

tion, may, from the nature of the case, be looked for in

every religious system that has attained any considerable

degree of visibility and external organization. The ancient

Jewish and Egyptian hierarchies, for example, find parallels

in Parsisin and Mahometanism ; while in some regions

Buddhism has attained a degree of complexity in its

ecclesiastical government strikingly suggestive of many

features of the present Roman hierarchy.

HIERAX, or Hieracas, a learned ascetic who flourished

about the end of the 3d century at Leontopolis in Egypt,

where he lived to the age of ninety, supporting himself bj

caligraphy and devoting his leisure to scientific and

literary pursuits, especially to the study of the Bible. He
was the author of Biblical commentaries both in Greek and

Coptic, and is said to have composed many hymns. He
ultimately became leader of the so-called sect_ of thf.

Hieracites, an ascetic society from which persons living in

the married state were excluded, and of which one of the-

leading tenets was that only the celibate could enter the

Kingdom of heaven. This doctrine was based on a some-

what too literal interpretation of the parable of the ten

virgins ; on other points, however, Hierax followed Origen

in allegorizing Scripture ; thus he thought that the narrative

of the fall and the doctrine of the resurrection ought both

to be taken in a spiritual sense. It is upim this apparently

Jlanichsean view of matrimony, taken along with his denial

of the resurrection and of a visible paradise, and his asser-

tion that infants, as incapable of " striving lawfully," c^n-

^3 I'uvi-oiie, Dc Lncis The'A'Kjlr.in, pt. i., sec. i., cap.J, 2, 3.
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not inberit tbe kingdom of God, th'at his reputation as a

heretic chietiy depends.

HIERO, the name 'of two rulers of Syracuse.

HiERO I., displacing his infant nephew, succeeded his

-/amous brother Gelon as tyrant of Syracuse in 478 rc.

His rule was more tyrannical than Gelon's had been, and

bis jealousy of his more popular brother Polyzelus (who

•was at the head of the army, and had married Gelon's

widow Demarete, daughter of Theron of Agrigentum)

ended in an open quarrel, in which Theron sided with

Polyzelus. The brothers, however, were reconciled, and

Hiero married Theron's sister. From the slight information

extant regarding Hiero, his influence seems to have been

very great. He removed the inhabitants of Naxos and

Catana to Leontini, and peopled Catana, which he renamed

./Etna, with Dorians. He was also an important factor in

the history of Agrigentum, of Rhegium, and of Locri; and

he saved the Greeks of Campania from the Etruscans, whose

naval power he destroyed by his great victory at Cumas

(474 B.C.). Though despotic in his rule, he was a hearty

patron of literature, and numbered among his friends such

names as jEschylus, Bacchylides, Epicharmus, Simonides,

and Pindar—the last of whom celebrated his victories in

the Grecian games. He died at Catana in 467 B.o.

Hiero II., king of Syracuse, was the illegitimate son of

a Syracusan noble, Hierocles, who claimed descent from

Gelon (see Gelon). His birth must have taken place before

the year 306 b.c On the departure of Pyrrhus from Sicily

(in 275 or end of 276 b.c), the Syracusan army and
citizens alike marked their approval of Hiero's military and
popular qualities by placing him at the head of the troops,

and he materially strengthened his position by marrying

the daughter of Leptines, the leading citizen. A body of

Campanian mercenaries, who had been employed by King
Agathocles of Syracuse, had taken the designation of

Mamertines, and occupied Messana. From this stronghold

they harassed the Syracusans. Hiero led his army against

them, and in the engagement that ensued he abandoned to

the enemy his mercenary troops, whose fickle disposition

he distrusted, and retreated with the rest of his spldiers to

Syracuse. There he raised a native force, with which he

drove the Mamertines into the corner of the island, defeated

them in a pitched battle, and was prevented from capturing

Messana only by Carthaginian interference. His grateful

countrymen then chose him king (270 B.C.). In 264 he

again returned to the attack, and the Mamertines called in

the aid of Rome. Hiero at once joined the Punic leader

Hanno, who had newly landed in Sicily; but being defeated

by the consul Appius Claudius, he withdrew to Syracuse.

Pressed by the Roman forces, he was in 263 compelled to

conclude a treaty with Rome, by which he was to rule over

the south-east of Sicily and the eastern 6oast to Tauro-

menium. From this timetill his death in 216 he remained

the fast friend of Rome, rendering frequent and valuable

service during the First Punic War by supplying men,
material, and provisions. Presents were sent him in

acknowledgment of these good offices ; but the strong

desire of the Romans to occupy Sicily prevented his receiv-

ing any accession of territory at the close of the war.

when the Second Punic War broke out, he was faithful as

ever, joined his fleet to that of Sempronius, and ofl'ered

supplies of food and clothing. At homo, he was a wise and
just ruler. Ho retained the republican senate, and governed
as a constitutional monarch. Munificent in his gifts to

foreigners—witness his presents to Olympia, to the

Rhodians, to King Ptolemy, and above all to the Romans

—

and in tho erection of public buildings within his own
domain, ho was excoodingly simple in his personal tastes

;

he wore a citizen's dress, and was not attended by guards.

fto wise were bis financial arrangements that they were ro-

talned by the Romans after the reduction of Sicily. He
kept up a powerful fleet for defensive purposes, and em-
ployed his famous kinsman Archimedes in the construction

of those engines that, at a later date, played so important
a part during the siege of Syracuse by the Romans. His
only son, Gelon, predeceased him, and he was succeeded by
his grandson Hieronymus.
HIEROCLES, a Roman protonsul, first of Bithynia and

afterwards of Alexandria, flourished during the reign of
Diocletian (284-305 a.d.), and is said to have been the
instigator of the fierce persecution of the Christians under
Galerius Caesar in 303. He was a man of considerable

intellectual culture, and wrote a work entitled Xoyoi

(^iAoAtJ^cis Trpoi Tois Xpio-Tiavoij? in two books, in which
he endeavoured to persuade the Christians that their sacred

books were full of contradictions, and that in moral
influence and miraculous power Christ was inferior to

Apollonius of Tyana. For our knowledge of the nature of

this treatise, which has not come down to our times, we are

dependent on Lactantius {l7islit. Div., v. 2), and still mora
on Euiebius, who is the author of a refutation entitled

ayripprjTiKos Trpos Tct ItpoKXcovs.

HIEROCLES, a Neo-Platonic writer of the 5th centnry

A.D., was apparently a native of Alexandria. He was bom
most probably about the beginning of the 5th century,

studied under the celebrated Neo-Platonist Plutarch al

Athens, and taught for sone years in his native town. He
seems to have been b-aisned from Alexandria and to have

taken up his abode in Constantinople, where he endured

some persecution for his religious opinions. His death

must be referred to the closing decade of the. 5th"fcentury,

probably about 490. The only complete work of his which

has come down to us is the commentary on the great Pytha-

gorean Carmen Aiireum, but several other writings,

specially one on Providence or Foreknowledge, are quoted

or referred to by Photius and Stoba;us. The commentary

contains several remarkable utterances, and is written with

much elegance. Philosophy is there regarded in its practi-

cal aspect, as a discipline for purifying or elevating tho

mind by inculcating virtue and leading to truth The most

curious doctrines contained in tho work are those bearing

on providence and tho human soul. The activity of the

Divine Being, the supreme God, although eternal and all-

reaching, is viewed as extending specially or immediately

only to spiritual existences, or rather to the genera of such

existences. The individuals are not directly the objects of

divine operation, but are left to natural chance or law. Ift

mora modern phraseology there is only, according t*

Hierocles, general, not particular, providence. As against

divine foreknowledge, perfect freedom of individual will is

maintained. All that is preordained is but the connexioa

between volitions and their natural consequents. As re-

gards the human soul, the teaching of Hierocles in the main

resembles Neo-Pythagoreanism. He states tho doctrine

of transmigration and pre-existence, holds that there is an

ethereal body which is purified by trial along ^^ith the

soul, and regards tho world as tho means by which judg-

ment upon the past actions of tho individual spirit h
carried out.

Tho earliest edition of tho commcntarv ia tho Latin translalimi

by Aurispa in 1474 ; tho Greek text waa first civon by Curtonua !
1683. 'Tho fraRment.') of tho works on Providcnco iimi I'nlo wore

published in lOUS by MoroUus. Later editions of all that w pro-

served appeared in 1651-5. 1673, and 1709. The con.raonlary

alone has l.eon edited by Ashton (1742). by Wolf (1710 by Gaisfora

in his edition of Rtobwus (18r.0>, and finnlly by MuUnch (1863).

Th.' jest-book entitled Aitt.To (edited by Sihier, 1788, and hbcrhard,

1869) thoiiKh frequently attributed to this author, is cerUinly Uio

work of a later hand. Tho most complete information regarding

Hierocles is to bo found in MuUach's edition, and in the reblivo

portions of his Pragmcnta Phil. Ortcconim, 1860. l. 403 sq. Cf.

Zeller, rhiU d. Qncchen (2d ed.). iii. 2, pp. 681-7.
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HIEROGLYPHICS
Introduction,

THE term hierog-lyphics is used, with others, by
Greek and Latin writers to describe the sacred

characters of the ancient Egyptian lang'uage in its

classical phase. It is used by the moderns for various
systems of writmg in which figures of objects take the
place of conventional sig-ns. This article is limited to

an account of Egyptian hieroglyphics, with some notice
of the derived systems called hieratic and demotic.

It is no longer necessary in an article like the present
to give a history of the interpretation of hieroglj-phics
and a sketch of the grammar oi' ancient Egyptian. What
students need is a statement of the main results as to

tlie Egyptian characters themselves and a systematic
bibliography.

The written language of the ancient Egj-ptians
remained the same from the date of the earliest monu-
ments (Third Dynasty) until the age of the Ethiopian
kings (B.C. cir. 700), when a vulgar dialect expressing
the common speech is first found in written documents.
Then, if not earlier, the older phase of the language
became the classical Egyptian, sometimes called tbe
sacred dialect, to distinguish it from the vulgar dialect.

The classical Egyptian was used almost as late as the fall

of paganism generally for all documents but legal and
eommercial ones, for which the vulgar dialect was used.'

It is ^necessary to observe that although Egyptian
is not proved to be a Semitic language, it contains in its

oldest known form undoubted Semitic elements, both
in structure and roots. The constant comparison with
tbe Semitic languages which is here necessary is there-
fore not merely employed for tbe sake of the analogies
that may be discovered, but on the ground of partial
affinity, whicb, however, must not be strained.

It must also be borne in mind that the grammar of
ancient Egyp<^iau is in its infancy. We know many of
its principal facts, but we do not know them accurately.
For instance, we know the forms of many tenses of the
verb, and can perhaps place these tenses in groups, as
past, present, and future, but we cannot define the
ditierent senses of the various tenses of each group,
^imilarlj', in Coptic we do not always know the shades of
dirierence within a group of tenses. It may be that in
Coptic these shades have disappeared through the decay
of the language, but it would be rash to affirm this of
the classical Egyptian. Thus this essential part of the
grammar will not be understood until the verb has been
thoroughly worked downwards from the oldest texts
through the classical language, then through the
demotic, and then the Coptic, and again in inverted
order from the Coptic upwards. The same labour has
to be performed for the whole grammar in each of the
three phases of the language, before we can speak with
any certainty of Egyptian grammar. This is said in no
disparagement of the admirable work already done, but
6s a necessary caution to the student.

' As early as the time of the Empire differences of dialect due to
Jifference ol speech in Upper and Lower- Egypt had crept into cor-
respondence (Brugsch, Gram. Hiir., 93). Ultimately vulgar forms
and constructions are distinctly traceable in the sacred languaoe
<Jd. L c.

; ct. Id Qeogr. Insclir., i. 94, 95). There are also natural
CUanges due to development OT decay or both, and artificial changes
doe to lashion. iilodifieatinns of grammatical forms and the growth
Ot_Kty,e Hre instances of natural changes, and the direct borrowing
<i bomitic words by the scribes of the Ramessides, and, what is still
more remarkable, the actual Semiticization of Egyptian words, are
•eMoapies ol aniliciai changes (Maspero, HUt., 337, 338).

The following sections are abridged (to p. 80G, enil

of section on "Secret Writing"), with additions

and modifications, which are noted by their being
included in parentheses, from M. de Rouge's Chres-

tomathie jEgyptimne, Abrege Grammatical.

The Systems of Writing.
The elements of Egyptian writing are composeo of a

certain number of actual objects, natural or artificial,

imitated by drawing or engraving.

Egyptian writing falls into three systems—(1) hiero-

glyphic, (2) hieratic, (3) demotic or enchorial, the
hieratic being a simplified form of hieroglyphic, and the
demotic of hieratic. The complete designing of hiero-

glyphics required skill and time. They thus came to be
reduced in writing to the simplest forms which retained

the leading characteristics. These were called by
Champollion linear hieroglyphics. The linear forms
not lending themselves with sufficient readiness to very
rapid writing, a further abbreviation was made, by
which the forms became almost conventional,—the
original type usually ceasing oto be immediately recog-

nizable: this cursive system Champollion called hieratic.

The demotic writing is a new abbreviation of the hieratic

:

it gradually departs so far from the original types as to

appear to consist of arbitrary signs.

Hieroglyphics are written either in horizontal-lines or

vertical columns, and are ordinarily read from the right.

The heads of animals and the like shew from what
direction to begin reading. Hieratic and demotic are

written from right to left, in horizontal lines. In very

early times hieratic is sometimes written in vertical

columns.

(The hieroglyphic is a lapidary system, the hieratic

and demotic purely systems for common writing. Con-
sequently the hieroglyphic is the most difficult of the

three to read, as the engraver or painter paid great

attention to the symmetrical appearance of each group

of signs, and grammatical forms were hence oftea

omitted. In hieratic and demotic the signs follow each

other without interruption of the natural order, and the

grammatical forms are usually given, and even more
fully.)

Characters in Relation to their Use in
Writing.

Egyptian writing is composed of a mixture of signs o\

two distinct classes—(1) ideographic, each sign repre-

senting an idea; (2) phonetic, representing a sound,

either (a) a simple articulation (alphabetic) or (/3) a
complete sound, i.e., a complete syllable (syllabic). The
two classes were combined according to fixed rules in

writing words.

Ideographic Signs.

This class may be best divided into (a) representative

signs and O) symbolic (tropical).

The representative signs exactly express the idea oi

the object of which they present an image, as -jij a star.'

The symbolic (tropical) signs represent an idea by
the aid of certain analogies which the mind sees betweei

the symbol and -the idea attached to it. A simple

symbol presents a single object, as the sun ©, wher
used in the symbolic sense " day." A symbol is com
plex when uniting more objects than one to convey tt

the mind a single idea, thus a star suspended beneatl

the celestial vault 1=^ represented " nigiit." Unde
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'complex si^s should be placed figures of divinities in

which the human form has special headdresses or

insignia.

The value of ideographic signs may be discovered in

various ways. The representative signs only need that the

thing represented should be determined. The symbolic

sig^ns are often (rather, sometimes) explained by classical

authors ; they may also be explained by careful study of

bilingual documents, as the Rosetta Stone (and the

Decree of Canopus). The sense, and more certainly

the reading, can be discovered by an exact knowledge

of the words written by phonetic combined with ideo-

graphic signs, and above all by the variants allowed in

writing the same word vvitli signs of difi'erent classes.

(The result may be thus tabulated :

Ideographic Signs. Phonetic Signs.

Representative. Symbolic. Alphabetic. Syllabic.

Dr. Brugsch in his Gram. Eier. (p. 3) gives the

followino' scheme

:

Phonetic Signs. Ideographic Signs.

Alphabetic. SjUabio. SpeciaL General.

Here the ideographic sjo-ns are classed, not according

to their nature but according to their use, which will be

later noticed. M. de Rouge's seems the more logical

classification.)

Phonetic Signs.

As the phonetic signs represent either (a) a simple
articulation or (/3) a complete sound, i.e., a complete
6yllal)le, the hiei'ogl}'phic method comprehends (a) an"

alphabet and (/3) a syllabary.

Champollion held that the alphabet originated from
giving to each object the phonetic value of the initial

of its name : thus the mouth <==> " ro" would become
"r." This probable principle cannot now be tested for

a great part of the alphabet, probably in consequence of
the loss of many archaic words.
The alphabet of the Greek and Roman periods pre-

sents a great number of homophones for each articula-

tion. The more we advance towards antiquity the more
the method simplifies, and the alphabet of primitive
times admits but a very small number of homophones.
Dr. Lepsius {Lettre a liosdlini) first scientifically treated
this distinction.

Articulations of the Egyptian L'anodaoe.

The determination of the exact number of articula-

tions which the scribes distinguislied in the Egyptian
ihiignage presents great difficulties. Comparison with
the articulations of languages which occur in bilingual
texts cannot give sufficiently precise results, for the
shades of sound are far from oeing the, same in the
languages thus placed in juxtaposition. The Romans
and Greeks had many letters which, though quite distinct

in their languages, the Egyptians confounded in their

transcriptions. On the other hand, there were some
Egyj)tian articulations preserved in the Coptic langunge
which liad no special representative in Greek or Latin

;

hence certain letters derived from the demotic were
added to the Greek alphabet on its adoption by the
C-opts. (It must also be remarked that the Greek and
Roman rule was an age of literary decay and ruin for
ciassical Egyjjtian, in the depression of wliich little,

effort seems to have been made to represent accurately
foreign sounds. Tiie student must not be misled by
the greater accuracy at this time in rendering the vowels,
which was merely due to the decay of the system of

wTiting, by which the Egj^itian vowels usually following
certain consonant signs came to be disregarded',) Happily
those Egyptian articulations which were unknown to
the Greeks and Romans have at least analogues in the
Semitic languages. Moreover, the many transcriiitions
of Semitic words (made while the Egvptian was in
full vigour), joined to the traditions of the Coptic
language (which has ceased for a hundred years to be a
living speech), enable u» to appreciate sufficiently those
articulations unknown to the Greeks and Romans (and
this indication may be followed in the cases of "the rest
of the letters).

The words common to Egyptian and Semitic in the
earliest known condition of the Egyptian language
must be omitted from comparison ; the more exact tran-
scriptions of the scribes of the Ramessides (Dynasties
XIX., XX.) must take precedence of the looser ones of
the earlier period of the Empire (Dynasty XVIII.).
Coptic, having long existed in a languishing state and
under the influence of Arabic, whence the colouring of

the latest dialect, the Bashmuric (Revillout ap. Ros:;i,

Gram. Copto-Oer., 30, n. 3), and certain peculiarities of the
present pronunciation, is not an absolutely safe guide.

It might be thought that the study of the various

modes in which words are written would furnish an
exact table of homophones, anrl give us at once the list

of distinct articulations; thus we mjght sujipose that

Tariants shewing two characters might enable us to

assume their identity, as when in reading Greek wo
assume that 6 is the same as 3-. But iii Egyptian, as in

other written languages, there are certain licensed irregu-

larities of orthography, and also oscillations between
the different aljades of sound in the same class of letters

when used for the same word; a sra.'ill number of
variants between two tetters therefore does not prove
tlieir perfect homophony. Hence certain differences of
opinion among Egyptologists, according to the weight,

greater or less, which they give to this oi' that series of

variants. Thus the number of letters under the " t"

group differs with different scholars.

Without denying that there may have been some
shades of sound in the different signs here called homo-
phcnes, as in the sounds represented by the English
" th," the chief guide should be the estimate the Copts
made of the elements of their language, when tlicy

adopted the Greek alphabet, coni])leting it for their

purj)ose by adding six special letters taken from demotic
writing.

The Egyptian Christians in adopting the Greek
alphabet, which had vowels with fixed sounds, made
their writing undergo a radical change: up to that time

they had only vague vowels which were, as in the

Semitic alphabets, simple aspirations, susceptible of being

coloured by the sounds of different vowels (but this

vague character must be limited by the vowels falling-, as

in Semitic, into three gToups of sounds; tlie Taguenoss

was therefore not unliniitetl. This characteristic of the

old Egyptian influenced the Co])tic, which presents io

the vowels varieties of orthogranhj' of ithe same word,

these varieties, liowever, usually falling "itiiin the

three ancient groups. It is only in the Cojitic helping

vowel that absolute vagueness is found, like that of tha

primitive "shfiva" of Hebrew.)
Following these indications wo find IS leading articu-

lations in Egy]itinn : the shades of sound wbich may ha

most certainly distinguished would indicuto an alphabet

of 21 divisions. They are transcrilied by letters taken,

one, X) not to ho confused with the Coptic •jTj excepted,

from the Latin alpliabct, according to the principles of

tho Standard AluhaUot. Cf Lepsius. Standard Aljihabct.
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The simple letters used by the Egyptians in the earliest

times to write these articulations are as follows

:

Type
(|

/
1st

Variants

k k t

1st Type ^ Z3 s=

Variants

1st Tj-pe

Variants

^-

J

W (^

t t' VI n

u \ i ^ o -^
pSi

h h

1 1

During the PLaraonic periods ten Lomophone letters

were added : one is very ancient ; some appear under

the Ramessides; others under the Saitic Twent3--sixth

Dynasty. Probably they were introduced in order to

render it easier to fill spaces in sculptured inscriptions.

It must be observed that all simple letters can in

writing- radical forms be replaced by syllabic signs.

These articulations have now to be examined under

natural classes : their interchange has to be noticed,

their use in the transcription of Latin, Greek, and

Semitic words, and the rules according to which Egyp-

tian words are transformed into Coptic words in the two

chief dialects, the Sahidic and Memp!iitic. (This branch

of the subject is of great importance for comparative

philology, as o»r endeavour should be to ascertain as

nearly as we can the fundamental sounds of ancient

Egyptian, and then to compare these sounds with those

of languages to which it has relation.)

Soft Aspikate, and VAonE Vowels.

The Egyptian vowels have two distinct uses—(1) as aspirates, or

initials in tlie sylkible, and (2) as vague vowels, cither final or medial.

The Copts have marked no difTerence of aspiration between the

initial vowels of syllables in their language, which correspond to

ancient words beginning with O , '^, or .-^i

.

When these signs are employed as vowels, or "matres lectionis,"

it does not appear that one of them was used by preference for one

sound moro tlian another : they remain vague in the full force of the

term. This vague "a" is unlike the ) of prolongation of the Arabs,

which (though otherwise susceptible of being coloured by all the

vowels) then becomes a true a. (Notwithstanding this vagueness it

is safest to transcribe this group by a, as there were specir.l signs for

the semi-vowels t and u, and the helping vowel which we write i was

not written. The a must, however, be considered a symbol, vague to

the extent of the Hebrew K when not vowelled.)

The final vague vowels do not vary much between themselves in

the ancient texts ; the orthogrf phy of each word was very stable,

and, besides, the choice of the final vowel depended much on the

preceding consonant, each sign having a vague vowel which it seems

to prefer. (See the Section on " Expletive Vowels and Complements of

Simple Leiters," and observe the usage of syllabic signs.) They

sometimes interchange, and are even replaced by the vowels « and

», which as finals share their vague character. This system lasted to

the latest periods of demotic writing. (Coptic shews the same iu-

BtabilUy of a and the kindred vowels.)

The three signs of the soft aspirate sometimes interchange : [|
and

"vi serve equally as initials in Greek and Roman names, as well as

m Egyptian words. The group of two a's, aa, was ordinarily written

, a(T, and is found as variant of^^ initial.

\ is used with a marked oreference to transcribe the Semitic K.

On the contrary .,_—ii seems preferentially used to express long
vowels, or such as were emphatically pronounced. \\\ the Scniitiu

transciiptions it corrcsponda habituafiy to V, when that letter is

initial. But it was not the same articulation. Dnder the Nineteenth
and Twentieth Dynasties, and particularly in the papyri, a great
degree of exactness was sought in the transcription of Semitic words,

'the scribes often then expressed the \j by the syllabic -<»=, which has
the value of aa. It seeras that the arm alone did not olTer them an
approximation which they judged sufficient.

The Hebrews transcribed - " by
J>

in many words. The UJ of

the Copts answers oftener to .i—Ji than to the other vowels (aud this

seems a convincing proof that the signs of the u vowel bad iiQ stabls

sound).

There are also some cases of permutation between a and the
aspirate A, analogous to the variants between n and K (but we must
be careful not to-conlbund true variants with a root in Egyptian
augniented by a prefbrmative A).

V\Tien the vowel a should form a sellable by itself it is often

followed by the sign
gjj

, which indicates the voice, by the represen-

tation of a maa, his uand to his mouth. Transcriptions of proper

names thus begijming, as ^ OQ, Apophis, shew that OgA should

ordinarily be prononuced a.

The final vague vowels could be omitted in writing; numerous
variants shew tliero was no rule in this matter; but the hieratic pre-

serves them more habitually. In writing the medial vowel of asyllnlile

of two (or three) consonants, it was very ordinarily placed alter llie

consonants and not between them ; this is true of «, a, a, «, '. Thus

the name of the divinity ® 1^ J|| , x^nsu, is constantly traii-

EcribeJ by xws iu proper names. There is a sirlkiug instance of this

orthography iu the word ,»,.,„ W C^£5 , ant for ain, transcription of

the Hebrew py "eye" and " fouhtain.''—List of cities of Syria taken

by Thothmes III.

U and i could be initial semivowels or vague vowels; u initial

answers in many Coptic words to the diphthongs OYCX), OVE, &c.,

without being followed in writing by a second vowel : here it is an
initial semi-vowel. U necessarily carried with it its aRpiralion

;

there are some variants with the aspirate S , h, which recalls v. The

two signs \^ , (5 , interchange readily, and may be considered to

be absolute homophones, but \\ was much more frequently used in

the earliest times.

Uj considered as a vowel, was vague, and in a larger measure than

the Hebrew y for we find it transcribed even by i and by <?. It

intercbangi-s with t in Egyptian words, and sometimes even with n.

In Hebrew we reniaik frequently the same oscillation between tlio

sounds u and i in the keri kJiib of the DiUical text. In Coptic this

vowel has generally produced OVj O, (X), but very often also 6

and the other vowels or diphthongs ; the group (1 _p a", answers

to €, t, in the Coptic and the Greek transcriptions; it would be thus

equivalent to K in the Masoretic system.

Of the two signs for i, and \\ , the second is evidently short-

hand for the first. / initial should always be considered to be a

semi-vowel with the value ia, iu: in this use we ordinarily find
(j

Ij •

which better fills the initial space; W serves oftener for t vague

final. Thus the verb i,
" to go," was written with vague a initial for

the aspirate, and (111, or W, as final vowels []^, ^(jtJT^.or

[1 [1 ^^ , the legs determining the idea of movement : it is transcribed

m; iu Coptic I, £1, "to go," "come." We also find the variant

% A 1 «i wbich is regular in consequence of the vagueness of

the vowels. (The two forms are traceable in Coptic.) The signs

[1 and W interchange as much as their forms nerrait, which fit very

differently into the composition r>f groups.

I «emi-vowel, does not vary with any other letter; it is only fouiid

in a very small number of Egyptian words, but it is much used in

tfle Semitic transcriptions ; the Coptic derivations are initial I and

/, the vague vowel, interchanges with v and a, a, au, ai. The

Greek transcriptions oscillate principally between- i, e, ci. The
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Semitic transcriptions Lave a mucli wider range, wliicn coiuprencnas

nearly all tlie vowel sounds.

(The unwritten aspirate orsliort vowel is not noticed in this place

by M. de iiouge. It will be seen, under the Sccti'm on "the Tran-

ecription of. Vowels Omitted," that he does not admit the transcription

of an unwritten vowel except a.s a makcsliill, or in other words, that

he does not allow the Egyptians to have had a vowel sound never

written. The existence' of the supposed vowel eccms, however,

certain on theso grounds. Some syllables never take a vowel except

for an unusual foriu,— the root and the ordinary derivatives never

being vowelled, and a vowel only appearing in what is obviously a

derivative formed by lengthening the vowel. Further, the Coptic has

Buch a vowel marked by peculiar forms v or — above a letter, or in

the latter case above a letter or syllable, indicating that the sound,

here generally 6, was omitted in writing by the ancient Egyptians;

and still more Tcraarkably the Coptic use is sometimes found where

the older writing would lead us to expect it. In ancient Egyptinn

the use of this helping vowel is implied, as an aspirate in a syllable

\mtten with a consonant alone) as ««wv ?!, Vv »«. *=» >/ '" Coptic

AA, p, and as a medial vowel in a syllable of two con-

sonants, as ^^ tm, "not," in Coptic TJUl. In Coptic, as

already mentioned, it is generaHy read £, ?, but had this been its

constant sound it would have been represented by E, and would of

course have been needless. It is safest to read the old Egyptian

helping vowel E. It resembles the Hebrew ShSva, as including its

variants Haleph-Patliah, Hateph-Segol, and Hateph-Karaen.
_

M. de Rouge's section on this subject seems wanting in his usual

clearness. This is, however, due to the inherent difficulty of the sub-

ject. The Egyptian vowels, except when used as semivowels, are

undoubtedly vague. Thus, in the writing of Semitic words under the

Rainessidcs, while the consonants are most carefully represented, the

vowels affected by those consonants are frequently used, and the

apparent pronunciation is distorted. Consequently, though we h.ave

no dilliciilty in separating the vowels into the a, i, and i( group, adding

the hcljiing vowel, or short S, because the nse of the i and « vowels

as semi-vowels gives them and the third vowel (a) thus limited a
certain dcGuite character, yet, when we have to treat of vowels pure

and simple, the distinction of these classes vanishes. Thus the idea

of fixed vowels, with however wide legitimate extension, is constantly

rising in the enquiry to be as constantly surTpressed by the vagaeness
of their use. It must, therefore, be held that the transcriptions we
adopt do not give the accurate pronunciation, inasmuch as the vowel
constantly, but not always, depended upon the consonant preceding, and
vowel complements are even added where they wore not pronounced.
This is proved by Greek transcriptions, as will be seen later. On the

other hand, the vowelling of Greek and Latin proper names shews
that the vagueness of the vowels was not absolute. Cor the Egyptian
pcriUes in the decay of the old style, no longer bound by the ancient
usage of complements, employed the vowels with such accuracy as

their limitation in sounds permitted, subject to the carelessness of the

ago. Of course these vowels could not accurately represent the Latin
five or the Greek seven. Perhaps it mav be suggested, in conclusion,

that some idea of the Egyptian vowel system may be formed by a
comparison with unpointed Uebrew.)

Labials.

While approachiug ph or /, <-«- is distinct, for tbo Copts who
adopted tj> as necessary for the aspirated^ of the Memphitic dialect,

also considered the <— needful, of which thcfr CJ is the demotic
aign in a modiBed form. In some words <— is employed as a
variant of u. On account of this function it has been transcribed by
w instead of/. In consequence of this use it was sometimes omitted;

*"'' ''" ZZ^'^^=^{- »"«/. "Wood."

Coptic CItOC]. (M. de Boug£ calls this letter, so used, a vowel or

variant of u, and in the example just cited characterizes it as a short
vowel, but it seems more analogous to ^ after a vowel, when notquicscont,
in the present or ordinary Hebrew pronunciation.) In Greek words
H^— does not render ^ ; the Egyptians used cither , n, or the com-
bination D fD

,
ph. jiut in the transcription of Semitic words we

tDmelimcs find <— for B. In Coptic, besides CI, this letter some-

times becomes c|> and fi,.

Like the Hebrew 3 the Egyptian 6 comprised the two shades of
sound a 6 and 3 (Ih or) w, at least in the less ancient periods. Tho

Oopta seem also to have known tho two sounds, though their ono fi.

has been generally transcribed by v. Tho tr.inscriptions of tho Orcoks
do not aid us, for their p was probably sounded v. The evidence of tho
Eomilic words is perhaps more precise in tho system of transcription

thos "^ / ,

of the (hicraticj papyri of the Nineteenth Dynasty. 3, 5, is rendered

either by p or by the group J ^^, hp ; 3 (t/i) by J alone : the ordinary

sound of b should therefore approach v. In the hieroglyphics ihty

were often content with ^f^,
b, homophone of J, for 3. (Tht

weight of this reasoning partly depends upon the antiquity of the
Wiisiiieiic punctuation, which is, however, supported by the double
renilering of the Egyptians.)

The compound bp, introduced for Semitic words, is found later

employed' in hieratic for Egyptian words, no doubt to characteriie

the pronunciation b, 3 ,' better than by (^^ alone, or the group

J ^^^ , which serves as its variant in these same words. The signs

J and ^^% sometimes interchange ; oftener J
i^^ replaces ^^^

alone ; they also exchange, but rarely, with p and /. The ancient

b produced regularly the Coptic fi., and by affinity OV, H, <|>,

.q, and tX.

The two si^ns of j), D and ^^^ , are complete homophones, "fho

Memphitic dialect aspirated p, and used tj> in many words where

the Sahidic used fl. Here the Sahidic has been more faithful to

the ancient pronunciation; in fact ^ Greek was sometimes Tendered

by the group DrQ
,
ph, and the Hebrew D by <— , f. This ancient

Egyptian letter was then p; it aho correspojids exactly to B. It was

further used to transcribe approximately 3, as already remarked.

It produced regularly in Coptic the Sahidic T\ and the Memphilio

cj>. Affinities occasionally introduced CJ or Dl« The ancient p
also presents some instances of varying with b.

Palatals.

This class of letters lends itself to great varieties of pronunciation

which render them difficult to understand ; it is in their nature to

modify themselves considerably by the simple change of the vowel

which follows them. The Greek and Roman transcriptions would

lead us to consider the four signs J2, '^^, U, and A as perfect

homophones. But we are led to another opinion, if we consider tho

transcriptions of Semitic words, and the Coptic derived words.

The Semitic tianscripliuns afford the following results: I, 3 and

(V answering to) c {gh) arc almost always rendered by ffi ; 2, 3 cor-

responds to ^=^, and p to .Z] ; but this second rule is luit so faithfully

observed as the first.

In tue Coptic language there are here two distinct types: I, K Sahidic,

aspirated as^ in the Memphitic ; 2, (J~'Sahidic corresponding to

2C Memphitic, but sometimes identical.

Taking the Copts as guides wo distinguish two palatals, which wo

mark as Tc and k. T' did not exist in their writing, but in some
rare cases which do not corrcKpoud to « rpc^ial tnciont V"er- in a
suiall uun.ber <>f rords where it is derived from ^=?i , t, it is prodircvi

by tho presence of the nasal which precedes; thus AltFj I, from

fl °.
1 5=^
In studying more closely the three signs 2), '=^, LJt, we ara

easily convinced of tho perfect homophony of U with rz^ . The
equality of /land U may seem more doubtful ; variants exist, but Ihoy

are not frequent. However, we find tho group ZlU , where (ho first

letter only doubles tho second, as wo have seen in tho group J f^ i

and wo are thus authorized to connect intimately H, U, and ^:7i,

and transcribe them by k.

To this articulation correspond regnlarly, in Coptic, K Sahidic and

5^ Memphitic, <$~ and 2C less frequently, ^ and g os raro

exceptions.

Tho rule of derivation is different in what concerns & , nnd it is

there above all that we recognize tho distinct type preserved in tho

Coptic (S~! The sign A , which wo transcribe h, shows some ancient

cases of varinnls with the preceding signs, nnd tho Greek transcrip-

tions do not give us sufficient reasons for making a distinction. The
Semitic transcriptions aro more decisive ; tho M, as already noticed,

is quite specially set apart to render 3, and V answering to c • Tho

Coptic derived forms strengthen this first result ; they quite regularly

class themselves under tho Sahidic tfT answering to tho Momnhitio
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X, or under the <P in both dialects. The exceptions are as

follows, in order of frequency :—1, tf^ Sahidic, K Memphitio
; 2, K

Sahidic,^ Memphitio; 3, K in both dialects ; 4, X Sahidic, tf~

Memphitic.

The graphic ongin of the Coptic <^is doubtful. It is incorrect in

CRir judgment to derive it, as hitherto, from the demotic • i coming

*rom ^^, hieratic of >=;?i : the suffix of the second person K has

been rendered as far as the latest perinds, almost contemporary with the

Coptic, by this demotic sign ; cunsequently we ought to iiiid it in

Coptic under the form <> if this letter came from that sign ; on the

contrary, K is used for this pronoun. 6 may hare come from the

demotio form of A , through the hieratic.

Dentals.

The exact appreciation of the Egyptian dentals is hard. It seems

certain that the three homophones s=) , ^ ,
J

i
answer to a t, and

Uiat \ , t , are represented in Coptic by the special articulation

3C . The sign <=> seems to have the character of an intermediate

shade of sound. In tlie Greek and Roman names, t, 6, and 5 are

uanscribed by all tlie signs without distinction (the Roman being tran-

Bcribed through Greek forms). In the Semitic tran^riptions D and

O are rendered by £=> , ^
, ]|

, and more rarely c=s ; T is tran-

scribed by r—>. with a marked preference; t and X answer exclusively

•o ) and its homophones (including a later sign).

The Coptic offers two certain types, T, becoming Memphitic,

«nJ X. ; the trace of a third vaiioty seems also preserved in the

eyllabic ^. We are thus led to distinguish three consonants t, t,

and t'.

The three signs Szi3, £i, 1, i, conduct themselves as perfect

homophones. The Greek and Roman names shew them to be used for

r, S, 5; but the hierogrammats when they sought a more scrupulous

transcription of 6 used the group '^ , th (cf. fD
,
ph), which shews

that originally the Egyptian * did not lend itself to the. aspirated

sound. The Leydt-n lliS. with Greek transcriptions thus places 0av

in coiTespondence to an Egyptian word, written ^ '^ fD^ *»~"

Tahan, in which the first a is a " mater lectionis," of no value in

pronunciation. In Semitic words £;=> , '^i n. served to transcribe

regularly D and U, sometimes also 1, but more rarely.

We observe no preference for transcriptions of D ; this letter, which

is not frequently found, corresponds even to c=3, t, in tlie name of

Potiphar. We may conclude that the special sound of the D had no

existence in old Egyptian. The Coptic derived forms have but one

lype T" for —

'

and its homophones ; the Memphitic aspiration

changes it to •&; following the rules of affinity we find some cases of

derivation with 2C.

We pass at once to the third dental, i', of which the ditferenlial

characteristics are more marked
;
perhaps the intermediate consonant

may be more easily defined afterwards. The two signs, y, ^

which we transcribe t', interchange in many Egyptian words; they are

both varied with the very common syllabic ^^ , t'a (which became an

alphabetic sign though retaining its vowel, like our 5) ; they act in

exactly the same manner in the transcriptions and in the Coptic

derived words. The hierogrammats employed them, but very rarely,

io transcribe the Greek t and a, and the Greeks felt some difhculty in

transcribing this articulation ; thus we find t rendered by r and 5, or

fcy IT.; thus Sa-n-faho is rendered by Sensaos, and Har-anV-atef by

Arontotes and Arendotes.

In the cartouche of Cambyses' the Persian articulation «, j of

Rawlinson, *~4^ , is found ; it is transcribed by
| , t', but not con-

stantly ; variants shew a simple t, S='. Therefore there was not a

Srfect identity between the Egyptian t' and the Persian z. The
ebrews had two sibilants more or less shading off into cerebrals, t and

S; they are constantly transcribed by \ , t', and its homophones,

and not by (; but we do not remark a preference in favour of this or

that sign tor either of the two Semitic letters, and this contusion

ihews tnat there was but an epproximati"e correspondence.

The Coptic derived forms from the ancient V aro classed accorJin^^'

to two rules :—they are written either (1) with 3C in the two dialects,

or (2) with 2J Sahidic, corresponding to (> Jlempliitic,—thedialect

of Upper Egypt shewing a higher exactness. Tbeexceplions sliewua

—

1, T Sahidic, © Memphitic ; 2, CT Sahidic, X Memphitic
; 3, jy i

4, the pal.itals; i.e., all the letters which shew a kind of affinity with

this dental, of which we cannot now fix ihe pronunciation beyond
saying that it approached the sibilants and the cerebrals. The Copts

preserved it in 2f, which comes from the hieroglyphic \ , through

the hieratic I , I , becoming in demotic J^: this was developed

and made regular by the Copts. The Ccpts cannot now give precise

information as to tlie pronunciation of 2C ; in the last century, an

attempt was made to indicate it by sj. Dr. Brugsch proposes for the

ancient letter z, and Dr. Birch j ; it seems to us that Ihe conven-

tion.il i' is more suitable to the Egyptian variants of the articulation,

which constantly make it approach z^>, t.

In the eyes of the ancient Egyptians the letter <:= , t, was a near

neighbour of \ , <' ; it could eveu be considered as a homophone if

we had only the evidence of the variants ; for variants betwecu

and c=. are numerous, and found in the earliest texts. The^.
variants b.tween 1 are rare cnoug id belung

above all to the late periods. But the Semitic transcriptions indicate

the principle of a distinction. Far from ujing it tn render t and V,

t-*°-^ is connected with T wittta very marked preltrence. From the

Nineteenth Dynasty, when the system of these Ir.anscriptioiiS appears

to have been m.ade regular, on account of the many relations

established with the neighbouring nations by conquests and emigra-

tions (into Egyp^, this preference became so constant that it led Dr.

Brugsch to transcribe <=^ by a d.

The exceptions to this rule place the ':^=' beside U and fl, rather

th.in the cerebrals.

.

In Coptic the derivatives of c^>, t, do not act like those of ancient

words usually written with t'. AVe find the deiivatives of --~-

regularly under the dentals T", 0-, 'f*, sometimes also under 2C,

but in very small number. The verb lu, "to give," ordinarily written

A n
, becomes in Coptic 'j". This sign, which the earlier Copts

pronounced di, was considered a simple ligature for 1" and t . But

Dr. Brugsch has remarked that 'j resembles the demotic 'r , cor-

responding to * n " to give," too much for the likeness to be due

to chance ; there was here a recollection of the softened sound

peculiar to "^J^^", and the Copts took the T" from demotic with

their other special letters.

Evidently these two groups of documents may indnce us to mark
the c=D3 as a special letter, but this letter could not be a d. In fact,

the Copts excluded ^ from their native words, and the hiero-

grammats indicated that the = was not a true d: when they

would transcribe more exactly the Latin d, which they found in

foreign names, they employed a double letter, nt. We notice this in

variants of the cartouche of Darius for the Persian d, and for the

Latin d in the surname V^ "\ Q ^
>
nt(a)kik{u)s, forDacicus,

inserted in the cartouche of Trajan. This wholly artificial ortho-

graphy aids us to appreciate a peculiarity of the Egyptian dentals,

that after the nasal the pronunciation softened in the direction of d.

This explains many Greek transcriptions which shew the 5, as

Z/ScrSfTT;!, which represents Kes-hi-n-iel^ The d being out of the

question we select t as near the point of view of the Egyptian

variants where t= replaces |

.

Liquids.

The three signs ^, ^ , and C=. exactly answer to m

;

the transcriptions are uniform, always /i Greek and tD Semitic.

The Coptic derived forms are almost always iX , some rare excep-.

tious presenting ft, &, IT. One must be very careful in Coptic not to

confound a radical JLl with that which comes from ft by assimila-

tion before a labial, as in the Sahidic particle g,JUl , coming from

g,rt, "in," before the article JT. It is also to be remarked

1 Cf the Gnostic word Sabitat, which does not diflerfrom the othet

but by tho absence of the flexion n, and retains the {.
^
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fliat one often finds in Coptic the iX addeJ to an ancient root. as'

'a kind of final, which elightlyjnoJifiea ita Bi;,'nific!ilion : thus,

'oYCUg, "to add;" OfUD^JJ., "to repeat;" CO) p. '"to

etrew;" CUUPXl, " to wander," &c. (cf. also the Ilcbrcw D added

to the root). This peculiarity has not yet leen noticed in the ancient

ianpiiage.

iV was regularly transcribed v and 3 ; an pndonhtcd exception

ihen-s the change of ? into n in the word ^^ ^ ^^ 9^^
'SipxiJtem, "grasshopper," DJJpD. The example justifies us in

eearchins for ^ under the transciiption n, which is more easily

explained ns the ancient Egyptians origiually bad not any sign to

express ihe articulation I.

The Cnplio ft transcribes the ancient n, but in course of time

the liquid 1, ?\, had gained a footing in the prnnnnciation; a part of the

Coptic words in which it figures derive it from the ancient n; thus,

£__ n<J,, DCS, " tongue " became ^\A.C.

The nasal presents many peculiarities worthy of Vcmark in the

Egyptian writing and langiv»ge. It influenced certain consonants, in

the direction of modifying the pronunciation ; thus it softened t, as

in the group nt for writing d. The s, preceded bv a nasal, seems to

have been also analotjously modified ; for the Gre-^ks transcribed the

particle '—
<; , nee, which begins certain proper names, by z, as we have

Been in Z^erSfrijs. The similar action of n on h, which was thus

modified enough lor the Sahidio dialect to have sometimes rendered

it by T" , has been previously observed. N, as already remarked,

sometimes became I, the Coptic ?\; the combination nr must have

more frequently given occasion to the pronunciation I through the

eoftening of r; nr is often wi-itten • i , where i > i represents

R sounding n. The group
| | |

> which has the value nn, is a syllabic

:

the a is of no force in the pronunciation. In illustration of the

modilieaiinn of nr (where the n was originally sounding), the Coptic

root, fi.O?S, "outside," may bo cited ; it comes from the Egyptian

(3
I I I I

^^, hunar, of the same sense.

The Egyptian grammarians evidently considered the nasal a

eiraplo accident of the vowel, to be indicated or omitted at will in

writing : thus the same person'sname is written "^^^ ^\
| |

|
Jj

kanra, and ^—^^^ Jr , Iqra. In such cases a bar above the

vowel ma7 bo used to note the omission of the nasal. Thus the

particle i| may be transcribed a, when we find it written under

the form u , which it would he difficult to recognize without this note

in transcription. The examples of this curious peculiarity are

frequent; it ia a grammatical view analogous to the "anusvara" of

the Indians; it is known that the omission of the nasal has also

been remarked in the ancient monuments of classical epigraphy.

The Egyptians used very readily the nasalized vowel ; they some-

times introuuced it into Semitic words which they adopted, or even

only transcribed : thus they wrote ( Ijlj] ]^il a 1 . ^Meanh, the

name of the king called in the Bible PB'K', Sieaq, a name apparently

of Semitic origin. (Here the nasal helps to express the sound of the

Hebrew p.)

The Coptic possesses the two letters p and IS; it is difficult to

ascertain if the ancient.dialects of tlie Eg.vptian language knew the

distinction of these two liquids, but it is certain that the hiero-

glyphics admitted but one typo, represented by tho signs "^^ and

Si£>, which serves indifferently to transcribe p and X Greek, and

7 and "1 ; only at certain times wo ren-ark a preference given to tho

lioness for transcribing I, but without regularity, and it is not until

the last stage of demotic writing that the letter derived from this

sign seems to attach itself regularly to the liquid I. In I'^yplian

words Sai is rare; it is sometimes joined to <=>, as a doubled

letter <=> S:& , like the groups D^ < J %». *«=• I' '*

frequently employed in tho transcription of Semitic words. In tho
Bible the Egyptian liquid is rendered by T in all tho words given,

never by p : thus the ancient articulation was r.

The Coptic derived forms are divided between p and ^.—See also

ftbove for the combination nr.—The Bashniuric dialect is charucterizcU

above all by the exclusion of p (and nse of ?V In its steaJ, fioni fha

>nfluence of Arabic)

This liquid approacned the semi-vowels in its natore; hence ft

was sometimes permissible to omit it in wrilhig, like the nasal:

thus LJ, Jca, for (J ='1 ^'"'i __ jlli nes, for -*~
fll, neter,

" flame." By a frequent exception final r (and I in Bashmuric) is

obliterated in Coptic words ; thus the particle «=>. er. has become £.

Sibilant.

The two signs for s are homophones. Tho Greek transcriptions

have always cr, and the Semitic render » by D or C* ; an exception

which is common enough makes the Egyptian g equivalent to ^, bntj

probably this io only apparent. We know how easily the pronuncia-

tion varies between s and s in the Semitic languages. The celebrated

story of the word shibboleth ny3C''(Judge3 xii. 6) shews that eve»

among the Hebrews the pronunciation varied according to the tribes.

The pronunciation of Epnraim, wliich doubtless fiillowed that of tlip

different peoples situate north of Palestine, shews why we find

sometimes an Egyptian s in relation to l^ Hebrew, particularly in

the names of Syrian towns or natinns. (This shi uld be qualitied, for

Ephraim was in middle rather than northern Palestine, and it is

possible that ti> was always anciently «A.) The Coptic derivatives of

the Egyptian s fall under C , but there are many exceptions to this

rule, the ancient s sometimes becoming ty, and more rarely <> ;

it seems to have passed into T" in some roots. We also find the

sibilant written in Coptic MSS. by Z ; bnt 'he instances are so fe»

as to be unauthoritative. It has beou already remarked that f wns

used by the Alexandrian Greeks to transcribe tho combination im.

HusHiNO Letter {Chuintante).

(The term M. de Rougfi uses is important as distinguishing- this

letter from the sibilant. We can only suggest the English "hushing"

as here equivalent.)

The letter I (ch, French) having no representative in the Greek

alphabet, the Copts preserved the demotio ^yf . regularized as UJ :

it comes from the hieratio Uf > hieroglj-phio JtTtl • The Greeks

ordinarily rendered « by <r, sometimes by x a"^ "^X- The exact

sound of /'s found in Persian and the Semitic languages ; it is con-

stantly rendered by t(T}'^ in the names of Persian kings ; we also find

r-n-n in the cartouches of Darins and Artaxerxes. For the Hebrew

t* we find equally Mj| a little oftener than r^r\

The Coptic derivatives are veiy regular; they use ty ; some

exceptions shew the ancient ^passing into 2C, 67 and rarely g_
and ^.
Tho transcriptions and derivations shew us that from a very ancient

time TlTtT and nr-i were homophones ; but perhaps wo cannot

affirm that it was so from tho origin of Egyptian writing. Dr.

Hincks conjectured that C3a had tho value of ax. This idea rests

on— (1) the fact that r-m presents a certain number of variants with

®i Xi (2) that it seems to double itself with an iniiial », without

change of value, so that wo sometimes find r-ir-i instead of csa alone.

On the other hand, there has not yet been noted a variant between JtTl^

and © . It is then possible that r-n-n primitiwily marked some inter-

mediate shade of sound of which the trace was al'lerwartls 101.1 ia

pronunciation. Perhaps we may attribute to this oscillution the

most ancient orthography of tex", " to write," Coptic C^A.1,

which in tho earliest times was written
^^^.^ p(| . Tho sign ia

question must, however, be classed as homophonous with ]^\ .

AspinATED Guttural.

The aspirated gutlnnil, here rendered by the Greek x. '» represenl«l

in tho alphabet by O and T . These letters sometimes interchange,

and are found grouped as a double letter O
J.

» reduplication

analogous to those noted above. »— is' « third homophone, of n

little rarer uso but very old. Tho Greek transcribed this aspirated

guttural by x'< ''"" ""' *"'' "" approximate value, for tho CoptJ,

who adopted tho V» for tho aspiration of K in tlie Mcmpliitic

dialect, judged it necessary also to take their ^ from tho demotio

alphabet ip which tho j—

>

rcprosontod p^.hieratio of
J.

It
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was used side by Bide with x ^^d in the same dialect. The Copts

noled carefully shades of sound which appear to us very near.

The cartouches of the Persian kiiigs render the Persian kh by T

an3 by ® ; these two signs answer to PI of Hebrew words, but we
must here draw a distinction. We know that the n compiises two

shades of sound which Arabic distinguishes by ,
• ; the hiero-

glyphic transcriptions establish the antiquity of this distinction in

the pronunciation ; for they render the n sometimes by ® or X . 'be

Egyptian Xi and sometimes by S, J, as will be shewn later.

The Coptic derivatives of the ancient x *™ "^ t^" classes. In the

first ^he Memphitic dialectfaithfuJly observes the ancient orthography,

preserving the ^j ; we find in the same words a Sabidic g. In a

second class of words the ancient x is softened, and we find a WJ
in the two dialects. The exceptions, conforming to the laws of

affinity, are the Memphitic y^, the O, and the K.

ASPIBATES.

The Copts borrowed bnt one aspirate, g , from the demotic

alphabet. The Semitic transcriptions indicate, however, two shades

of sound, at least as marked as those which are found in French in

the letter h. The Greeks, who had lost the habit of writing the
aspiration H of their ancient alphabet, equally omitted (in most cases,

but note 'fipos as well as fipos for her) to transcribe the Egyptian
h, at least when they had not occasion to indicate it by an aspirated

letter, as tpl^ts for p-hib, " the ibis." As to the hierogramraats, they

eometimes used their A, rU, to indicate the breathing at the beginning

of Greek words which they transcribed, or in seeking to render

aspirated letters by the combination ph, jd., tJi, S:, for ^, 0.

'The Hebrew n , as already stated, answered to two shades of

sound ; these also existed in Egyptian, so that the Semitio tran-

scriptions take the following progressive order: 1, n = fD, h; 2, n,

^ =
J, J; 3, n, ^, " ®, X- It >3 therefore needful to distin-

guish these two aspirates in the point of view of the transcription of

foreign (Semitic) words, for they liave a considerable importance for the

determination of these w ords. 'Ihe distinction of nH , ^i an<l ? , ^,

the latter bein,? a strengthened aspirate, would be less use.'ul for

Coptic, for this distinction had been lost, the Copts having taken fi )m

the demotic the sign ti the stroDg aspirate P. , coming from | ,

hieratic 1 , demotic X

.

The Coptic derivatives have almost all preserved faithfully the

g in the two dialects. The exceptions are rare ; they introduce the

Memphitic ^ , the CXJ , and the K; it is also possible for the

aspiration to be ooJiterated and the Coptic to present an initial

vowel. The rare variants which may be remarked in the Egyptian
texts between the aspirates and the other letters are limited to Xa or
to the initial vowels.

Syllabic Signs.

An ideographic sign could be employed in four

different ways. Of this the sign -j", the symbol of
**liie," may be taken as an illustration.

1. It could be used alone, j , to indicate the idea of
" life" and tlie' different words conveyinff this idea
("life,"' "to live," "living").

2. The same sign could be written after the phonetic
expression of one of the words signifying life, thus

^^y ""X. Coptic COrt^, " life." Here the sign takes

no part in the pronunciation ; it simply determines the
idea which we should attach to the word as^ preceding
it : in this use it is called, following Champollion, a
determinative.

3. The same sign could be accompanied by all or by
a part of the letters used to write the word dn^ : the
letters thus used have been termed phonetic comple-
ments ; theu" choice (as to number) is ordinarily ruled

1^ the necessities of design, in which the squareness of
Jne group was much considered. Thus we find or-

dinarily ^ "^, with the second and third complement?

but o'f-"^ and ._ii -^ © would he equally iu accord

with rules. A group of this kind is said to be written
in the mixed manner.

4. The same sign, once attached to a word such as
a«x, could be used in writing for the phonetic value oi
this word with a complete loss of the primitive sensd.

This is exactly a rebus in principle. Thus, -V- ^ fi)

a«x, " earl" ^ ,
" oath," Coptic, A.rtA.ty. A deter-

minative often indicates to tlje reader,. as in the first

example, this radical change in the use of the
sign. In this case the sign is said to be employed as a
syllabic. (The Assyro-Babylonian syllabary is remark-
able as affording a double system of this kind, arising

from the original Akkadian sounds of a sign and the
later Assyro-Babylonian ones. The difference is in the
extensive polyphony of this syllabarj'.)

Probably in principle all hieroglyphics were susceptihle

of use as syllabics ; but in fact, it was necessary for

this—-l, that a symbol should represent a word composed
of a simple syllable, and, 2, that we should find this

syllable in different words. The list of the most usual

syllabics of known value, in the Pharaonic period,

amounts to considerably over three hundred.
It is therefore not enough to have established the

fact that a certain syllable corresponds in reading
to a symbol, for us to consider the symbol as being
properly a syllabic. We must also have found it

sometimes more or less turned from its ideographic

value and corresponding to a simple sound, to write

which it takes the place of the letters of the alphabet.

Thus the essential character of the syllabic is the

abstraction made of the ideographic value for its use as

a sound pure and simple. It is only as syllabics and
determinatives that the ideographs belong to grammar.
Those that do not play these parts have their proper

place in the dictionary.

Syllabics, as well as ideographs, can be written alone

or with phonetic complements in the mixed manner
j

the choice (and arrangement) of the complements
depended on the needs of the designer. Thus we find

^:^, sem, grouped thus, H i^, B'^, ^^

n°l v\ J\ , ^^S^ , &c., the legs A , here determining

movement.
The second phonetic complement is found frequently

;

the first is more rare, and there are syllabics for which

it has not yet been discovered. The writer seems to

have had full liberty in this matter. From these facts it

is evident that we cannot retain Champollion's term,

"initial signs," nor adopt Lepsius's division, in his

Zettre ct Sosellini, into "initial signs" and signs intended

for the middle of a group. Bunsen's division into

syllabic signs and mlxfid signs is equally untenable.

A sign coidd wholly lose its ideographic value, although

written as a determinative. Thus the word <^Ijf

,

tar, determined by a shoot(?) ofpalm, signified "season,"
" time ;" but to write the syllable tar, in another word,

as ktar, "horses," it was net necessary to drop the

determinative £, and the whole group ^ (j {> ''^r,

could be retained; thus: |.^Il£/p^> *'«'"> Coptic

gTO, "horse." This peculiarity may embarrass the

interpreter, particularly in texts carelessly written, where

the determinative of the idea is often omitted or in-

correctly given. (Mr. le Page Renouf distinguishes

this use of tbe d^twainative by the term deter-
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Bi5nativ-/of sound from the ordinary use as determinative

of sense.)

6yllabic3 are divided into two classes— 1, nn articulation and one

«rmore vowels; 2, two articulations (usually with a medial helping-

wjwel unexpresseti. All are, no doubt, monosyllables, althraigh a

syllabic like iaa has tlie appearance of a dissyllable ; here, either the

fcat a has no force, or the two indicate a long vowel.)

The first class of syllables, an articulation and a vagus vowel, \t

scarcely distinguishable from the letters of the alphabet The
distinctin" is thus determined : 1, the simple letters were used a^

phunotic complements; 2, the syllabics do not seem to have been

osed quite imllirercntly for all kinds of words. We fieqaontly find

allusions, relations direct or remote, which have originally induced

their choice for the purpose of writing ihis or that r.idical. (This is

strictly analogous to the principle of the syllabary of Assyro-Baby-

lonian in its Akkalian and Semitic developments, though in its

application that principle led to wide polyphony, in consequence of an

vleograph taking diflerent sounds accoardiog to the cognate senses in

which it was used.)

It is also possible that tho eyllabica were somelimea employed to

g?ve an idea of tho sound of the vowels. But if they had this 'use

primitively, they did not retain it, for we cannot establish this

property in a constant manuer in the hieroglyphic transcriptions of

Greek or Komltic words. (It is indeed the converse use of the

»oweI most affecled by a consonant or of the syllabic with its vowel

which is our chief embarrassment in the reading of SemiUo tran-

scriptions.)

There were also some signs esrresponding to three articulations

which could be used as syllabics. Here ihe cases of homophony are

much m ire rare ; we have to do with different acceptations rather

tliin different radicals, bnt the ideal bond bptween these diflerent

acceptations may escape us now. (These are still monosyllables.)

Polyphony.

There ore characters which had various pronuncia-

tions. There are three kinds of poljphones :^
1. A sign can answer to various words which

belong' to the same class of ideas ; thus, the calf's

ear, j^, "answers"" to the words (|iP,_,)
mest'er, 9-'^,

&nkh, and \\^~^, at, which seem to hare all signified the

ear or some special part of this organ. The words ^ ^»
iem, and (l^—^i^, setem, "to hear," are two new values,

on the same principle. One might add to this first class

the very near values produced by variants of pronuncia-

tion or writing for the same word, such as ta, taa, tit,

at, oat, oat, uatit for 1^^, and the forms more or less

developed of a single root, but these are rather ex-

tensions of a word thua true instances of polyphony.

2. The same sign might have been chosen as symbol
of a certain number of ideas without any true bond
between them, at least to our view : thus u answers to

the phonetic % > uscx, "largeness," to - "J", "*>

"oflFering," and | ^
, hent, " regent" (fem.)

S. A sign may have become syllabic and be used for

several purely phonetic values takon from tho \Vords in

which it figures, on the two principles explained. Thus in

the syllabary, the sign ^ g , which symbolizes tho idea
*• e^ift." answers to two roots, tu and md; these give

In their turn to i_o the values "^, tu, and J^
ma, even in words where tho idea of gift no longer
exists.

Such is the series of facts which has produced Egyptian
polyphony. The number of figures suitable to design
auQ with which one could reasonably charge tho memory
being limited, we should expect to find polyphony more
or less developed in every system of writing originally
ideographic. The syllabic polyphony of Assyrian seems
to have been produced by wholly analogous circumstances,
though the change from tho original language habitually
ijreils tho connection c£ values.

Polyphony is a source of great difficulty, and science
has still much to do to fix the different phonetic
values of the polyphones. Often our decision is made
on the evidence of phonetic complements, and in
hieratic it is seldom that this aid is wholly omitted.

Thus '^'^^ is easily recognized as ma.l But our

ignorance is not always thus aided, and the choice of
the suitable word sometimes can only be indicated by
a profound study of analogous texts.

Tho following list gives an abridgment of De Rough's lists of
syllabics, ami contains the most common signs, tho important
polyphones being indicated by asterisks, and their principal varieties

of sound being given in the fourth column. The method is varied
from that of tho Chrestomathie.

Table of the Most Coiruo!! Stllibic Sioks.

SIOU.
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Table of Generic Deteeuinaitve Sioms—continued.

SIGN. VARIANTS.

25

26

n

28

1

H

V

REPr-iSENTINO DETEBMINIKO IDEAq.

(seated,
holding

oar)

(the same
horizuntal)

n
varied by
many

attributes

<Z^. 0,

£f

1

same, leaning on
Btaer

man, holding
club (or oar)

child, hand to

month

mnmmy

funeral conch,

without or with
mummy

woman squat-

ting

head of man in

profile

carl

human eye, iris,

pupil

eye weeping

nose, calTs head

tooth

hand holding,

email club

/r»& hand, the palm
below; foot of

bird lying down

n

a breast and two
arms,arms and
vase, arms

extended arms

bent leg

same and knife

lego walking

the same reversed

lion's hind part

Typhonian ani-

mal

old age ; to end

force in general, violence

infancy,yonth; tosnckle,

education ; renewing

embalming; manec; rit >s;

images, types, forms

mummies ; death,disease;

embalming ; to he
down, rest

woman, goddess; fem.

pronouns and parti-

ciples

head; snperiority

hair ; hlack, colonrs in

general; grief; turns

to see, to awake, to

know ; euemy ,

tears, grief

to breathe, smell
;
joy,

pleasure

eating; speech; nard
objects, stones, &c.

;

regions, directions

;

everything relating to

the earth and fields

all actions implying the

use of any force

arms, shoulders, sides

;

directions
;

gentle ac-

tions, rest, gentleness,

accord, souga

to embrace, nnite; to

squeeze,enclose ; event,

fortune

negation, prohibition;

adytum

male, generation
;
pollu-

tion ; to pour out
;
parts

of generation, in front;

veins^

log, foot, knee, &o.

:

walk; diminution and
enlargement; moasures

of length

to carry off, leap over,

surpass, diminish, an-

nihilate, violate

locomotion

return, send back, i«pel

behind, to follow ; to re-

volt, refuse; force, vio-

lence

re volt,violence, disorder;

tempests, storms

Tabu: of Generic Determinative Signs—continued.

SIGN. VARIANTS. KEPEESEKTINO DETERinKDiO IDEAS.

48

49

50

51

52

53

54

65

56

57

58

59

60

61

62-

63

64

S5

66

67

68

69

70

£)

^^

<S=4

1
{

..•Cj

n

<£?

(varied)

O, 000
o

(varied ac

cording to

kind of

grain)

(varied)

ZN.

calTs face, head

head of ox on
support (?)

piece of skin

bone with 6esh ?

Nile-duck

wagtail

wing

egg

crocodile

kind offish

serpent

kind of tree

dry branch ?

palm-shoot?

bnnch of fluwers

grains

bushel pouring
out grain, vase

full of grain

ground-plan of

room

rampart

the same, falling

tcpa

fortified enclo-

euro

basia

nose, nostrils; lungs; to
smell, breathe, sleep

;

pleasure ; to separate,
shut up, revolt

throat, guUet.lungs, &c.;
to eat ; breathe

quadrupeds ; objects in
'eather

members in general

birds; flying insects

smallness ; vile, wicked

wings, feathers; to fly,

rise

egg ; OTiparons animals

;

race, descent; feminine

crocodiles of different

kinds, divinities con-
nected therewith; to

conceal oneself, to spy

;

destruction

fishes, fishing ; inipurity,

nrohibition

reptiles, worms ; sacred

serpents; namesof cer-

tain genii

trees, of all kinds

different kinds of wooJ;
objects made of wood

season, year, time
;
youth

;

to renew

plants, flowers; objects

composed of plants

cereals of different kinds;

to labour, to harvest:

cereals of different kinds;

harvest ; tribute ; to

measure, bushel

abodes; places in general

walls, fortifications, en-

closures

to stagger, crumble, de-

stroy

sljiir, In mounl; to ap.

preach ; foot of a monu-
ment

names of fortified oitiei

fnrilti-n within the

Uutorminativc)

waters, rivers, s?**!

canals, basins; to irii-

gnte, cultivate
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Table op Geneeio Detekmisative Signs—continued. Table of Gkneiuo Detekminative Signs—continued.

T2

77

78

79

80

61

62

83

84

85

86

87

88

89

.90

SIGN. VAEIANT3. KEPKtSENTIKO DETEEMmiNO IDEAS.

(vane(^

V.

I

0=

(especially

for wine)

canal, or load

llockorsiono

boat

Ba3

roll of papyrus

tie of a roU

cover of muto-
niy-case; dif-

ferent foim^ of

case

post

graver, or plane?

knife, or sword

loaf

basket wyth dia-

lsoud-shaped
object

basket

vase witb cover

vase, or double
vasa

saltier

knot or packet

oval band (or

seal?)

ring or circle

eiGS. VAKIANT3. KErBESENTINO

ways, joumejs ; separa-

tion, to chase; limes,

periods

Htones, bricks, different

kinds of rocks; objects

in stoue ; mineral sub-

stances

skips, boats ; navigation
;

voyages, journeys

sails ; air; to brealbe;

freshness, pleasure

;

winds and tneir geo-

graphical directions

writings, books', designs,

paintings;calculation3,

quantities; to know,
thought, &o.

to wriffl, books; know-
ledge ; to tie, close,

finish

miimray-case, embalm-
ing ; abode, divers

places

to wandjr, journey,

land ; fore^n peoples

and names; impiety,

&c.

to lessen, polish ; ivory,

bone; to clean, em-
balm, &a.

to cut, prick, &c. ; kill,

beat ; separate ; whet

bread ; victuals
;

provi-

siona of all kinds;

riches

festivals
; Joy, pleasure

largeness-; victuah and
offerings carried in

basket

oil; wax; perfumes; salt

provisions

perfumes, fats, ointments;

wine; liijuids in general

midst ; repose ; heart

;

feelings

crossing; mixture; mul-
tiiilicatiou ; flexion,

reflexion; transitive

verbs

stuffs, dresses; baads,

&c.

oval, orbit ; name (names
of royal personages

written within deter-

minative)

renewal; atime; totality;

circle

91

92

93

94

o
(nften con-

fused witli

92)

determhiino ideas.

metals
;
precioos solidx

;

resins, &c.

round grains

packet

same, wlih jet

of liquid

sand; powder; flour

to envelop, embalm

;

develop, count

smells (good and bad)
and od'iriferousobjocis

;

filth, corruplion

The Reading of Ideographic Signs.

The Egyptians used not only simple letters and
syllabic signs, but also ideogTaphs, to write words. The
reading; of these ideographs is obtained in divers
ways. It is often furnished by the analysis of proper
names of which there are transcriptions, thougn the
result is sometimes approximative. Another method is

the study of variants, when a phonetic form of a word
replaces the ideographic sign, in the same text. Often
also the ideograph is written as a determinative after

the phonetic equivalent. (Hence the great importance
of publishing collations of known texts, a work to be
recommended to new students.)

When a word is written by a single ideograph, and
above all when it is a suhatantive, it is most commonly

.

distinguished by the marks I, ci, or their combinations

-^l, ^'^. Thus rm is the letter «, "^^j ie, the

basin-

The Combination of Signs of different
KINDS in Writing Words.

In teits which shew a certain development, and above
all in hieratic manuscripts, where the signs are always
more abundant, many words are written phonetically and
foU&wed by one or more determinatives. In such a
case, the determinative which is most general is written

last : thus kmcn, "to become

weak,feebleness"—Copt. (SHoit, soft,—where thephonetic

letters are followed by the determinatives for (1) repose,

feebleness, (2) crossing, bending, (3) evil, unfortunate.

A word expressed by an ideograph may be followed by
a generic determinative. (The same is the case when
a word is written phonetically with its ideograph as a
first determinative, of course special.)

Expletive Signs.

There are a few expletives which were not pronounced,

and had a purely graphic use. The most important is the

roll .-^-^
, the determinative of writing, knowledge. &c.

It is sometimes used as a sign of separation or as disjunc-

tive. The signs o, 1, ci I, q c^, are often used as pure

expletives, adding nothing to the idea or the sound. I or

ci is frequently added to a determinative; it is almost

the rule, when the space needs it : as ^^^^^^ T ^ '

mennefer, Memphis. In such cases the expletive

ordinarily follows the gender of the substantive, | for

masc, ^ for fem. The phonetic value of <=, t, as feminine

final, sometimes causes perplexity, but its expletive

character is clear in other cases. The sign I, which (like

^) is not always expletive, has similar uses. It is

written after <c:>, thus 5t^, even for final r. With §>
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it forms the group '^ |, not oni}' for the substantive /jar,

ha, " face," but also for the particle her, "upon," &c. In
hieratic, I is attached to many characters, probably to

distinguish them from very similar ones ; thus t^ for

is clearly distinguished from -^ for o. It is thus

wsed as a diacritical sign, though very variably. At the

«nd of words we find, above all in late times, the ex-

pletive
I I

Expletive Vowels and Complements of Simple
Letters.

Although the vowels were often omitted, sometimes

they are aJded in a wholly expletive manner, which
their vagueness can only aid us to understand. This

is easil}' proved from certain words transcribed, such as

Bay, the Egyptian o "^^ fD "^Rv «wwv , tahan. In any

other system the lirst a would produce a separation

of syllable between t and h, transcribed here by 0. (It

should be remembered, however, that the Greek could not

represent a sound like t'han otherwise than by d. The
Egyptian vowel may here represent a disjunctive.) The
same remark applies in the consideration of the Egyptian
transcriptions of divers foreign words, of which the

grammatical form is well known. Thus the Hebrew

Jl??"'.'?. is written Vj^li , mar-

liabuta, and the name of the Hebrew harp "I'iiS , is

licnaananr. It
fl^ .Sa.

1written ^,vv^ q

has been remarked that each consonant had a kind of

favourite complement, and that this complementary
sign should often be treated as an expletive in reading.

It has been proposed to admit for these letters inherent

vowels, but this idea seems exaggerated : the alphabet is

not a syllabary,, for most of the letters unite with the

different vowels. The knowledge of the ordinary com-
plements of each letter is useful, especially in reference

to transcriptions.

•<—, /, seems to take \\, but •<

—

'm.'-^''' —j' ^^'' \, > /">

are common. J baa os favourite final a, S or ^ indifferently r

•we also find J (]
, ha; J—«, hS; J [| ||, it; but J '^, ba,

is rare : ha ia expressed ordinarily by ^i^ wo find ^^% '^ , or

J /T* ^k ' ^l"""?- ^^ "^"* *"*'
"pii,

*' favourite cooiplement.

It is the same with p, D, which has for complement «, Q. , ^, and

we find the ayllables OU, "
i Q Q i l""' i"? "aa written

oflcn found for the article pi, the variant ^^ ^s U, pal, intro-

ducea Ibo complementary p^ , a.

For ^, i, wo find all the combinaliona Zl "fcv 1 Zl .
^ „, J2\i

.. , but the favourite vowel seems to have been ^, a. We observe

equally the use of all tho vowcla after "s A>, except, perhiips, n
,

S, which we have not remarked. The complementary vowel seema

to bo ^v , or \\, according to the writers. Q , k, shews a decided

preference for '^p but we also find , , fl y>i fllOO. With

1_J, t, we observe 0, .^-a , \^, \\n, but ^k is more frequent;

sometimes the expletive I is added, oven when ll I is not a

'Substantive.

I >
, t, somewhat predra 2: it is joined to ^^, D,'^ »—••

[1 Ij
, or W. '^1 t, takes (2 , V , as complementary rowel ; but it

is not repngnant to any other combination of vowcla.
f,

' ordinarily

takes
(]

, or , much more rarely ^^ and \S . t-"^ , i, is

most often followed by ^^ : <:=>^ and ':i=^ fl n are used ; some

texts shew \\ as expletive of <:^>. <—» , (', seems also to be com-

pleted by \\ . The syllables \ [j

,

| , ^ ^ , are not rar«,

but «'a is rendered by
J
"^j tlie eagle being the favourite comple-

ment of
J

: this sign also forms the groups A %, J

We cannot establish any special complement lor m; the ordinary

eyUabic combinations are ^—^, ^ (]. |^ ^, ^ (j [)

^

The transcriptions shew that ._ji is often expletive after ^. The

eagle is moro readily attaclied to ^ , as ^ "^s ; next

in frequency ia _^ .
/ often takes as expletive I , '

I

.

It is also combiued as
'

r h l\

.

For /vwwv , n, the complementary vowel seems to ba

^^^^'^^^
AAAA/^A

^^^^f^f^
AA*.'\«A

A , , n ft , are more used than , for this syllable

was ordinarily written ^^ ai final, and by tho syllabics f^-%

,

<T-^S, aa initial.

•<CZ>, r, is completed by tho explelivo | , forming the group

, hieratic l^^-
q^

ia the favourite syllabio o{ <Z:>;

we also Bote often , <zz>
(J

r /) II i
but (k\ is extremely

rare. .S^i also often takes tho exp'elivo I, hieratic iV , and

is joined to the final vowels without exception.

II, >, is often comoleted by £^ expletive; the n^n^ of the band

I seems to have been tet. W is frequent after 1 , but 1 n
^

M\, R"^, n (1 (1 ,
are used. H "^ ia found ; but ByUabio

homophones were used more readily for this syllable. In other cases

the vowel was suppressed, as 1 1 ^1 = I ' |7-T| 'KX , «i»i. —it-

is also complete^ by o, and follows exactly the same rules as 1 1 . The

name of the letter ii was undoubtedly
^^

^•^'~^, »", " bolt."

,
J, most readily takes - fl , S,

(]
(1. JlTlT prcfori

, without excludir" the others. ®, Xi *"''«' ^\ «> ciplotiTO.

and we find very often ® ^P\
, © (1 (1 : i ® *^\ , ore

more rare, the last eyllablo being almost always written with

T'^\ , or the group ® T ^^* '^'"' ""^I" " evidently ths

complement of T : thua tho syllables T (1 (I > T V '
'"^^ "*

ordinary varinnta T'k\00' "*"' 1 "fc^*^'
"''"' **"^ "

ordinarily followed by consonanta ; its vowel ia .. fl; with tho.

exjilelives ^~^, it is the substnntivo x^-

PJJ 1 ''i '»!'«" ^K\ as complement ; we aUo find (^ v\, [[]

in which often causes variooti, as ia the cm6 of T^
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thfcharJorafjinite,/;, <r\ was rarely aildid except witli the introduction

"
' H

' >^ ' (J (J '
'^ ordinary e.xplulive is W . |

for h is rare

:

we have only found it followed by consonants or the vowel u. The
Byllal.ic < , hu, much used fur h, has for expletive i

"
. .

These remarks are of much use when one desires to fill up lacunee
of small extent in Egyptian texts, Thejr explain usages, on which

one general remark may be added, that the vowel 1^ , a, did not

nnile itself rcndlly to a certain number of letters ; hence the intro-
ducliim of an intermediate letter and the pleonastic forms

&c., (or pa, xo, &o. (It must also be re-

membered that, on the one hand, the expletive vowel catrr.ot in all

cases have full weight in roots which are always monosyllabic, on the
other, that we can scarcely deny it some force, w as it used to modify the
consonant as when a local pronunciation of 3 in English is written by
grammarians g" as r/^nrden ? In transcriptions the expletive vowel
appeai-s, but for philological purposes must be disregarded, and the same
is sometimes true of the complementary vowel. In English q, our
only syll.ibio, always requires u as its complementary vowul : conse-
qnently when it is used lor its ancestor the Semitic koph, as in qoran,
an uneducated person would read and even write quoran.
On applying. these observations to the orthography of marl-a5«te

for nSJlP and Aa«aa«a!(r for 1133, it is immediately evident' that

the deviations from the Semitic are due to the Egyptian vowel-system.
In the word mdrhahula, the u is the favourite complement of the J,

and the final t requires a vowel. In kenaanaur ihe doiib'ed n 13

resolved into two syllables : it could have been written with the dis-

jnnctive sign between the two " re"s and a final vowel.

It has been shewn that the transcriptions of the scribes of the
Samessides from Semitic into Egyptian were very accurate so far as
the consonants were concerned. It is eqn.ally evident that this was
scarcely possible and practically was not the case with the Semitic
vowel sounds. This remark should be borne in mind in all comparisons
of Hebrew and Semitic.)

The Transcription of Vowels Omitted.

The vowels, particularly the complementary ones
noticed above, were omitted at will in writing, and must
often be added in transcription. This is easy when a
definite fuller form of a word is known. But there are

many words for which the variants give diiferent vowels,

and many others for which a vowelled variant has not

yet been found. Most Egyptologists here use e for the

absent vowel, which must only be regarded as a con-

ventional sign for a' gap to be filled. (There are,

however, cases in which a very common word is never
vowelled : here we may safely assume a very short

vowel best represented by e. as already noticed.)

Abbreviations and Exceptions.

Abbreviations were rare ; ideographs and syllabics

rendered them needless. But there are cases in usual

formula;; as
|
A , niito- a, for

| [J

"^ ,nuter atef,"Aisuie

father," the title of an order of priests. In the formula

"?•
I n J *'"X "*'? *^*> " ^^®> balance, health," a kind of

good wish added to. king's names and rendered in the

Rosetta Stone vyUia, ^ is o«Xi |
''? is an abbreviation,

for we find the complete word J\ ,««'«; in the sameformula;

but the n for n 11 is of a more trenchant character.

There are some words of which the writing is excep-

tional, due to causeswhich may sometimes be traced. Thus
'^"^^

, which should according to rule be transcribed

The syllabic (( » set,senkti, was a variant of seti.

received as hieratic abbreviation ^ , the last line being

exactly like the •^j ^:=:^, of that time: thus it

resembles the hieratic group for the three letters ~^~^

I,

"v^^t '

and the scribes took occasion to trace '"^'^^ in iiiero-
V A

glyphics for set. This is an imitation of the cursive
style taken into the monumental, of which there are w-

certain number of cases.

Secret Writing.
Intentionally accumulated exceptions in certain texts

compose what Champollion has called the Secret Writing.
The most ancient traces we have found are of the Eigh-
teenth Dynasty. In this system we remark—(1) objects
rare or unused in ordinary writing; (2) syllabic signs used
as simple letters

; (3) phonetic values obtained by turning
the signs from their ordinary ideographic values; (4)
variants between the values of neighbouring sounds.
Thus every deviation was made from the usual
principles of writing by which it was possible to produce
exceptions. This is an enigmatic system intended to be
unintelligible to the ordinary reader. The causes of
this method are of interest, for from them originated the
new values which strangely complicate the hieroglyphic

writing of the time of the Greeks and Romans (the
secret writing thus passing in a certain degree into the
common writing).

The Use of Hieroglyphics in Grammar,
Although, as already stated, an outline of ancient

Egyptian grammar is not given in this article, it is

necessary to explain how hieroglj'phics were used for

grammatical purposes.

In expressing roots or derivatives, whether pronominal,

verbal, or of particles, both phonetic and ideoffraphic

signs could be employed, either apart or in combination.

There is, however, in all but verbal roots a marked
preference for phonetic expression, with again a pre-

ferential use of alphabetic signs.

The masculine and feminine of nouns are marked, especially wbcD
they were ideographically written, by 1 and^^: the former was not

pronounced ; it is doubtful whether the latter was, and if so in what
cases (De Koug<!, Chrestomathie, ii. 7, 8).

The plural of nouns, pronouns, and the pronominal affixes which were
also used to indicate the persons of verbs, is indicated by the abstract

Bymbol; 111, I
. In the case ot nouns it may be replaced by a phonetic

ending or the trebling of the word when written ideographically or

even phonetically. The principle of expressing the dual, which is

proper to nouns, appeal's to have been the same, though as to this there

are difficulties.

The pronouns and cognate words, including the article, are mostly
written alphabetically. The affixed personal pronouns, which are
identical in form with a very few exceptions, whether used as pos»

sessives, as inflexional verbal suffixes, or as direct complements, or in

other words, in their genitive, subjective, and objective nsea, afford

instructive instances of the different modes of wriling. It may be
observed that in Egyptian these are the primitive forms of the
personal pronouns. The following table is taken from M. de Boagi^s

Chrestomathie, ii. 42, with the omission of some late forms.

Affixed Personal Pronouns.

Singular.

2. m. k

f. t
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S. m. f

Plural.

AAAAAA

1. na ...» w^v^
1 1

1

5 #^»I /VVSAAA ,
AWVSA

, |

* "^
• til III AVWW WAMA

AVWV\

III ,

ie» ^^vww ^-^ 111

; «« em
It will be remarked tli.-it all the phonetic forms but one are written

with alphabetic signs, that the introduction of ideographs, either as

determinatives or independent symbols, gives the common first person

singular a feminine in writing but not in sound, and farther confuses

this feminine and the true feminine of the second person singular

when represented by the same symbol only. The principle of writing

an ideograph to determine the use of the prououn, phonetically

expressed or only represented by that symbol, is carried farther in the

first person singular than the table shows, there being special signs

for a god, &c.

In the case of the articles and the pronouns of more common use

alphabetical signs are employed with ideographic signs for the pro-

nouns when the necessity occurs. Syllabic signs are used for soma

of the less common pronouns, and ideographs for substantives employed

as pronouns. The fuller forms of pronouns are produced by alphabetic

signs ; the same is usually the case with the compounds that intro-

duce no new element.

The verbal root, identical with that of the noun, is expressed in

every mode in which hieroglyphics can be used. It is, however,

otherwise with the derivative forms, the inflexions, and the substantive

verb, which in its various expressions is really an inflexional word

employed in tense-formation. The derivative forms are produced by
prcHxes which are always alphabetic or by repetition of the radicals

(reduplication, sometimes afterwards apocopated). The intlexions are

formed by the pronominal .iftixes fcir the persons and other prefixes and

affixex, these alfixes being almost always placed before the pronominal

one8,tor the moodsand tenses; here again the cxprcssionisalfhabetic with

the exceptions afforded by the pronominal affixes as already shewn. The

forms of the substantive verb are phonetic, cither alphabetic, Q v\

tu; or syllabic ^^^, "()

I pu, rarely

®

pa,

\'
Q.

un; '

xeper, ari. This mode of writing leads to the

identity of some forms of this verb and of other parts of speech : thus

pa is the same in form as the definite article, and pui with the affixes as

the possessive article, and pu as the demonstrative article. These
identical forma are here cited aa evidence of the result of the use of

alphabetic writing.

The radical particles show the same phenomona. The pi-o-

positions are expressed phonetically, the niajoritv, including nearly

all the most common, aliihabetically. The simple adverbs, in-

cluding the negatives, are written phonetically, with perh.nps

about an equal uso of alphabetic ana syllabic forms. Tno few

interjections arc written alphabetically. In consequence of this

mode of writing, particles of different sense are sometimes identical

in foiT Thus , Im, is both "in" ond "not,'' but most

apparent instances of this kind are duo to the uso of a particle as

both preposition and conjunction or adverb.

The bearing of these results on the problems of the formation of

the Egyptian hieroglyphic writing, and the growth and origin of the

language is significant.

The earliest Egyptian writings, which ai-o hieroglyphic, shew a

predominant use of ideographic signs. Tlic phonetic signs gradually

f;row in importance until the full development of tho chniacter and
anguago. We are thus led tu ask whether there was a period in

Egyptian writing when it was wholly ideogrophic, the supposed first

iatago of all such systemi, when the figure of each object conveyed

'ila name or names and nothing more.

A stage of pure picture-writing would express a langii.ige in the

condition which is supposed to have been the earliest in the case of

all monosyllabic languages, the condition before grammar. It is pre-

cisely to such a condition that the linguistic phenumeiia of Egyptian

seem to point. For its simple necessities ideographs alone would be

sufficient, and the phonetic signs wanted fur graniuiatical machinery
would be introduced wheu a higher condition was reached.

It may be farther enquired whether the growth ot Egyptian was
wholly internal, or whether it was influenced from without', in other

wolds, whether there is any reason to assign the roots which serve the

purposes ofgrammar, and even the verbal roots to more than one source.

'I'he basis of ;he inquiry by which this question might be answered lies

in the undoubted identity of the personal pronouns in Egyptian and
Semitic. The inquiry is beyond the scope and limits of this article.

It requires an exhaustive comparison of the Egyptian vocabulary,
including the structural words, and of the system of grammar, with
the Semitic and with the families of language which geographical

and ethnological considerations would lead us to include in the

category of possible cognates to the Egyptian. 1 he leading results

of a limited examination may, however, bo slated. In the verbal

roots a certain small number occur apparently common to Egiptlan
and Semitic. Of tliese roots a good proportion oie proper to civiliza-

tion, and thus belong to a stage above that of barbarism. In the

pronominal roots the personal pronouns are undoubtedly .Semilic,

whereas the articles seem to be identical in source with a non-Semiiic

form of the substantive verb. The roots of particles fall into two
classes, those which are purely metaphysical, probably including

Semitic equivalents, though in the case ol practically uniliteral fbima

the comparison is hazardous, and such as have become particles by
the diversion of substantives to a tropical sense.

It would thus appear that the E-iyptian language was originally

purely monosjllabic without inflexion and written by ideographic signs,

that the first stage towards inflexion was the use of substantives in

tropical senses for prepositions and adverbs, the primitive ideographic

signs being still sufficient for the purposes of writing, and that the

second stage was attained by boirowing from Semitic, so far as was
necessary, grammatical Ibrms and particles, with perhaps some verbal

roots needed in a civilized condition, and that at this time phonetic

signs became absolutely necessary. The importance of the phonetic

signs for expressing gramnialical ibrms would tend to tlicir prevalent

use for the whole category, except where the radical senso was
dominant in the tropical, as in our own use of the word "head" in

such prepositional phrases as " at the head of" the table, the army,
the administration, &c. This view is put forward as a mere
hypothesis, to be sustained or refuted by tho study which the subject

deserves. The importance of the question is great as its solution

will mainly tend to determine whether the Egyptian belongs to

an early stage of Semitic, as has been conjectured on very insufficient

grounds. In the previous remaiks it is assumed that such a view

may at present be set aside, olheiTviso we could not spcuk of borrow-

ing from Semitic.
*

^

The Supposed Derivation of the Ph(enician
FROM THE Egyptian Alphabet.

M. de Roug6 endeavoured to shew that the Phoenician

al{)hahet was derived from the Ep-yptian in its hieiatic

form. The hypothesis has been accepted hyM. Frant^ois

Lenormant in his £ssai svr la J'rupaffatwn de I'Alphabet

Phinicim, 2d ed., of which the first Plate presents u

comparative tahle of hieratic and archaic Plicrnicinn

letters. The method leaves nothinf^ to be desired. Tlie

conclusion is, however, scarcely established. It must be

remembered that the Egyptian aljiliabet jircsents one or

more alternative forms of more than half its letters.

Most of tliese correspond to a sin},'le I*lia-nician letter.

Thus there is in half the Pha'niciiin aljihabot a choice

between two or more hieratic forms This diminishes

the effect of the comparison. Ap:ain tho hieratic furms

vary, like all cursive forms of writinp:, with the himd of

each scribe. Consequently tho witer who desires to

establish their identity with Pha'nician can scarcely

avoid straininf^ the evidence. Any one who will

compare M. Lcnormant's plate with M. de l{oug6's

hieratic alphabets in tho Chrrslonwihic, Pis. I. seqq.,

will seo that the si;^ns cliosen for comparison by

M. Lenormant do not n-j^ree throti-riioiit with any of

tho three types piven without that object by M. de

Kougd. It may be remarked in illustration that it

we endeavoured to connect the demotic in its latest foria
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witli the Arabic Koofee in its earliest, which is of course
absurd, it would be possible, by selecting the demotic
variety nearest in form to the typical Koofee of coin-
inscriptions, to shew a very good apparent agreement
of many .letters. Any one may try the experiment
with the Koofee alphabet in Soret's Numismatiqiie
Mnsulnume, PI. I. and M. de Rough's demotic in
the Ckrestomathic (I.e.)-, taking care to use only one
type where it was repeated by the Arabs for other
letters, and in the case oY their alphabet to compare
only the isolated or final forms. The result would suew
the great caution needed in the inquiry.

There are two objections to the proposed derivation of
the Phcenician alphabet which must have great weight
against any but the strongest evidence of resem-
blance. The Egyptian letters represent objects the
names of which begin with these letters; similarly the
Phcenician letters had names indicating an origin from
a hieroglyphic system on the same principle of acrophony.
It would be supposed if the Phcenician letters were derived
from the Egyptian ones that their names would describe

the original signs. This, however, is not the case in a
single instance. Aleph signifies an ox and not an eagle,

Beth a house and not a bird, Gimel a camel and not a
basket, and so, as far as we know, to the end. It is

difficult to imagine the complete loss of the original form,

and the naming of letters from a siipposed resemblance
to another form, which form can scarcely, be traced in

the most archaic Phoenician. Yet, if the derivation

from hieratic be true, we are tied to this archaic form on

account of its apparent similarity to the hieratic, and
any deviation to explain the Semitic names of the letters

would weaken, if not destroy, the foundation of the theory.

Again, it is very noteworthy that the oldest monuments
of the Phoenician alphabet are to be found not in Egypt
but in Palestine and Assyria. These are the Stele

of Mesha, king of Moab, and the inscriptions on the

Nemrood bronze lion-weights. These weights take us

a step farther in the argument, for they shew us on

sfficial documents of a palace of Assyrian kings' the

use of thi^ alphabet, side by side with the Assyrian

character, as a kind of demotic or perhaps commercial

writing, of necessity well-known in Assyria itself. Of
course it is not to be supposed that the languages

expressed were the same, but they were so closely allied

that their joint use in Assyria was natural, and particu-

larly to a nation accustomed to the Turanian Akkadian.

This appearance of the Phoenician alphabet in Assyria

would suggest that it had its origin rather trora Assyrian

than Egyptian writing. Is there, however, Piny evidence

that any such alphabet was derived from cuneiform?

Among the systems of writing which present a suffi-

cient similarity to the Phoenician, and its descenaant

the Greek, to jr.stify our conjecturing their common

derivation, though not necessarily their later connexion, is

the Cyprian. This is radically different from the

Phoenician in being syllabic, and thus having a much

laro-er list of characters, but the formal resemblances

suo-o-est the same source. In the case of the Cyprian,

Dr'.''Deecke has endeavoured to shew the source to be

the Assyrian cuneiform in its later form. His arguments

are very strong ; here it is only necessary to mention

the syllabic character of the Cypnan, tbe agreemenx in

form of many signs, without the readjustment of

their elements suggested as theoretically possible by the

Median and Armenian variants, and the striking fact

that the Cyprian is found in two inscriptions written in

cuneiform, each stroke having the Assyrian typical

shape (Deecke, Der Ursprunij dcr Kyprischen Si/tienschri/t,

StrasTjurg, 1877).

This probable solution of the Cyprian problem sua^
gcsted to Dr. Deecke the comparison oi'- the Phoenicia*
alphabet with Mesopotamian cuneiform. The result,
published in the Zeitschrijt der Dt-utschen Morgcnldn<i<srhin

Ocsclhchaft (xxxi. 102 seqq.), is well worthy the attention
of scholars. The inquiry was founded on the comparison
of forms and sounds in cuneiform. The forms were aucfi
less numerous than the extent of the list of sign? would
lead us to expect, for the great majority of these siuns are
far too complex to have been the prototypes of such
simple signs as the Phoenician letters. The sounds on the
same side present no little difficulty, as the adoption by the
Babylonians and Assyrians of the Akkadian system of
writing produces a confusion of kindred sounds, and
excludes some proper to the Semitic alphabets. A.
further difficulty arises from the polyphony of the A esyro-
Babylonian cuueifbrm signs, whether ideographic or
syllabic, which gives a variety of sounds to the tame
group and thus greatly diminishes the degree of proba-
bility in an agreement. These signs are all conventional
transcriptions of original hieroglyphics. These hiero-
glyphics can sometimes be traced in the rare hierati«
forms, and even occasionally in the regular cuneiform
types. When we know the original form we can stme-
times select the radical sound, but where we find more
than one cognate sense with a different sound, the
selection becomes difficidt, if not impossible. Supposing
such a sign to be represented by the English figure

1, standing for "one " and "first,' the discovery of the
radical sound would be apparently hopeless. It would
be obviously so if the sign also stood for " beginning" and
" union." The result seems satisfactory to the Extent of
about one-third of the Phoenician alphabet, signs like

the Phoenician having like sounds. This result would have
little force did it not seem to be supported by the meaning
of some of the signs as compared with the niimes of the
Hebrew letters of which we know the meaning, seventeen
in number. But the difficulty in discovering the original

radical sound and sense in cuneiform shakes this con-
clusion. Consequently the five agreements which might
be aceepted were we certain of the original Assyrian
sound and sense cease to have much weight. There are

also some probable agTcements which, of course, have still

less strength. Itis,however, to be noted that the syllable

had, &c., taken as the origin of Heth, and tip, as that of

Teth, have forms in the hieratic cuneiform agreeable to the

meaning of the words from which these syllables are sup-

posed to be abbreviated, hittu, a " graver," and dilhi, a
" writing-table.' 'This explanation of the signs Heth
and Teth, consecutive, be it remembered, and without

certain renderings, in the Hebrew alphabet, is very

remarkable as a confirmation of the theory. For the

present it is no more than a theory, but perhaps

it is as. probable as the derivation of the Phctnician

alphabet from Egyptian hieroglyphics, through the

hieratic types.

It is of course' possible that the old Semitic alphabet

had an origin indepeudent of Egyptian hieroglyphics

or the conventional liieratic forms of Assyro-Babylonian

cuneiform. The discovery of a new hieroglyphic

character in the llittite inscriptions, containing,

in a list of greater extent, certain of th^ forms

indicated by the names of the Hebrew letters, is a new
factor in the problem, and must be defined before its true

value can be ascertained. All that can be said at present

is that the Hittite characters wear the aspect of an

Egyptian origin. Considering the geographical position

of this mode of writing, its prvpa Jane evidence is in

favour of M. de Rquge's derivation of the Phctuicifkn

alphabet from Egyptian.
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HTEltONYMITES, Hietronymiani, or Sanctt Hiero-

Nyjit Eeemit^e, an oriler of monk.?, originally hermits, who
resolved to adopt the cenobite life under the patronage of

B« Jerome and the rule of St Augustine. Tho order first

cvose in the 14th century in the neighbourhood of Toledo,

through the influence of a Franciscan Tertiary named Vasco,

Bad Fernando Pecha, chamberlain of Pedro the Cruel. It

»jon received papal sanction (from Gregory XI. in 1373),

Ofld made considerable progress in Spain and Portugal,

where its chief seats were at Guadalupe and Yuste (both

ia Caceres, the latter being the scene of the cloister-life of

Charles V.), and at the Escorial, the palace-monastery of

Philip II. near Madrid ; afterwards it gained a footing in

America also. From about the close of the IGth century it

rapidly decayed, and now it is wholly e.xtinct. The dress of

the order consisted of a coarse white frock with tan-coloured

scapulary and cowl. About 1375 an order of nuns of St

Jerome was originated by Maria Garcias de Toledo, and for

a time was highly popular. As branches of the Hierony-

mlto order must be reckoned the Congregation of tho

Eremites of St Jerome of the Observance, v;hich, originated

by Lupus Olivetus, third general of the Ilieronymitcs, was
sanctioned by Martin V. in 1426, and stiir subsists in some
parts of Italy as tho Congregation of St Jerome of

Lombardy, and tho Pauperes-Eremita) Sancti Hioronymi,

a congregation founded by Peter of Pisa in 1377, which
obtained some foothold in Tyrol and Bavariaj as well as

in Italy, and subsisted until 1G88. See Reinkeus, Die
Eimiedler des heiligen IlieronyrrMs, Schaffh., 18G4,
HCGDON, or HIODE^f, Ranulf, was a Benedictine; liionk

ut the monastery of St Werberg in Chester, in which ho
lived, it is said, for sixty-four years, and died " in a good
old ago," probably in tho year 13G3. lie was buried, wo
are told in a note prefixed in tho IGth century to the MS.
of his work belonging to the library of Christ Church,
Oxford, "in St Werberg's Church (now Chester Cathedral),
on the south side of tho churc'i near the choir, not far from
the door which leads into tho churchyard ; an arch was
piade for him in the wall, and on the wall is tho inscrip-

W0.JI, 'Non hie sub muro, sed subter raarmoro duro.'" This
Xnonument^ extant in tho 16th century, seems now to have

entirely disappeared. Higdon was the author of a long

chronicle, one of several such works based on a plan taken

from Scripture, and written for the amusement and instruc-

tion of the society to which the compiler belonged. Its

chief interest perhaps lies in the fact that it closes the long

series of general, chronicles, which were soon put com-
pletely out of date by the invention of printing. It is

commonly styled- the Pohjchronicon, from the longer title

lianulpJii Coslreiiais, cognomine Hiydon, Polyclironicoii {sive

Ilistoria Polycratica) ah initio imtndi usque ad mortem
rec/is Eduardi III. in sejitem lihros dispositum. The work
is divided into seven books, in humble imitation of the

seven days of Genesis, and, with exception of the last book,

is a summary of general history, a compilation made with

considerable style and taste. It seems to have enjoyed

no littlo popularity in the fifteenth century. The Christ

Church MS. says that Higdon wrote it down to the year

1342; the fine MS. at Christ's College, Cambridge, states

that he wrote to the year 1344, after which date, with tho

omission of two year.s, John of !Malvern, a monk of Wor-

cester, carried the history on to 1357, at which date it

end.s. According, however, to its latest editor, Iligdon's

part of the work goes no further than 1326 or 1327 at

latest, after which time it was carried on by two continuatora

to tho end. Gale in his Quindecim Scriptorcs published

that portion of it, in the original Latin, which comes down

to 1066; an English translation of the whole was made

b" John of Trcvisa, and printed by Caxton at his press

in Westminster in 1482, with the addition of an eighth

book. There is also an anonymous Engli.sh translation of

the work.
' The whole is being at this time carefully edited

by Professor Lumby,B.D., under the authority of tho Master

of tho Rolls; six volumes have appeared, 1865-1876.

HIGIIOATE, a suburb of London, county of Middlesex,

is situated on an eminence on the great north road, C J
miles

N.W. of the London general post-ofllce. From various

points on the hill, which reaches a height ol 426 feet,

striking views aro obtained of London and it.s suburbs.

Tho village is composed chicdy of a good cla.s8 of houses

surrounded by villas and gardens ; and there are a number

of mansions of historical interest in tho neighbourhood.
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among which may be mentioned Arundel House, in which

Bacon died iu 162G, and Lauderdale House, once the resi-

dence of Lord Lauderdale, one of the "Cabal" of Charles 11.,

now used as the convalescent home of St Bartholomew

hospital. The principal buildings are the church of St

Michael, erected in 1832, in the Perpendicular style, con-

taining a monument to Coleridge, who had his residence

in Highgate for nineteen years ; the new building erected

in 1868 for the grammar school founded by Chief-Justice

Cholmeley in the time of Elizabeth; the Koman Catholic

monastery called St Joseph's Ketreat, a splendid and
spacious structure in the Italian style, recently erected; the

London diocesan penitentiary, the infirmary, the small-pox

and vaccination hospital, the Alexandra orphanage, and the

Whittington almshouses. Near the foot of the hill is the

Whittington stone, erected in 1821 in place of the old

one, which was removed in 1795. Iu 1809 a scheme
was projected to avoid the steep ascent at Highgate by
means of an arched tunnel, but after the work had pro-

ceeded about 130 yards the whole fell in on 13th AprU
1812. A road was, however, formed in the line of the

intended tunnel, passing under an arch over which the

ancient road, Hornsey Lane, is continued. The North
London cemetery, in the neighbourhood, contains the

graves and monuments of a great number of celebrities.

Highgate is supposed by some to have received its

name from the gate erected by the bishop of London
for the purpose cf ifceiving toll from the passengers by
the road which at this point entered his park; but it is

possible that gate is here used according to its old significa-

tion, and that the name simply means high road. The
road was constructed in the 14th century, and tho toll-

house was built on the site of an ancient hermitage. In the

time of stage coaches a custom was introduced of making
ignorant persons believe that they required to be sworn and
admitted to the freedom of the Highgate before being

allowed to pass the gate, the fine of admission being a

Jbottle of wine, which was discussed at the conclusion of the

ceremony. The population of the parish in 1871 was 6137,
and of the township 5331.

HIGH PLACE is the rendering invariably given in the

authorized English version of the Old Testament Scriptures

to a Hebrew word iTJS of uncertain derivation but with

much plausibility connected by Gesenius with the Indo-

Gerraanic root which appears in the Persian bam (roof,

summit), and in the Greek /Suytios (compare /S^/xa, Doric

/Sajau). By the LXX. the word is sometimes left untouched
(ySa/ta in 1 Sam. is. 13 and elsewhere); the prevalent

rendering of the plural, when a translation is hazarded at

all, is in the Pentateuch <m]\at, in the historical books Ta
vij/r]\d, Ta v\fn), and in the prophetical writings /Jojyaot. The
Vulgate invariably gives either exceZsa or fana. The habit

so widely diffused among primitive peoples of selecting the

tops of mountains, or at least elevated sites, as suitable

from their comparative isolation from the world and their

supposed nearness to the sky for the erection of altars and
sacred pillars, is so obviously natural as to require no
explanation. Along with that of worshipping under trees

or groves (see Gkove), it was fully participated in by the

Israelites from an early period, and continued to assert

itself down to a very late date, as is abundantly shown by
the frequency with which hamah and other words {har,

gib'ah, ramah) signifying height occur in connexion with
their public and private worship, whether Jehovistic or

idolatrous. Thus one of our earliest notices with regard to

Abraham after his departure from Haran is that after

setting up a sanctuary at Sichem at the oak of Moreh, he
" removed unto a mountain on the east of Bethel, and there

builded.an altar unto the Lord" (Gen. xii. 8). It was on
a mountain (Ebal) that the first altar to Jehovah was raised

by Joshua after the conquest of Canaan had begun (Josh,
viii. 30 ; cf. Deut. xxvii. 4, 5) ; and many other " high
places," some of them (e.^., Beth-Shemesh, or Ir-Hereg,
and Ashtaroth Karnaim) apparently taken over directly

from the Canaanites, speedily obtained recognition as
sanctuaries. A few of these, such as Shiloh, early became
important pilgrimage centres, but this was not regarded as

inconsistent with the right of each town or village-com-

munity to have its own high place, or with the view that
Palestine as a whole was the " house " or peculiar territory

of God, and that it was therefore lawful on suitable

occasions to erect new and extempore altars or high places

within its limits. For example, we find in 1 Sam. x., xi.

repeated references made to the hamah of Samuel's native
village as if it were a thing of course ; from 2 Sam. xv. 32
(Hebr.) we gather that even in David's time the lop of

Mount Olivet was a place " where God was wont to be
worshipped ; " whQe at a later period we read of Elijah

repairing the altar on Mount Carmel that had been broken
down, and complaining of the violation of God's covenant
of which those persons had been guilty who had thrown
down the altars and slain the prophets (1 Kings xviii. 30

;

xix. 10, 14). And we read of new altars, generally on
high places, being set up by Gideon (Judg. vi. 26, 27),

by Manoah (Judg. xiii. 19, 20), and repeatedly by Saul

(1 Sam. xiv. 35). The comparatively late author of the

books of Kings expressly states, on the one band, that

before the days of Solomon the people "sacrificed in high

places because there was no house built unto the uame of

the Lord" (1 Kings iii. 2), and, on the other hand, that

after that king the high places were removed neither by
Asa (1 Kings xiv. 15), nor by Jehoshaphat (xxii. 44),

Joash (2 Kings xii. 3), Amaziah (xiv. 4), L^zziah (xv. 4)^

or Jotham (xv. 35). The still later author of the books of

Chronicles, indeed, states of Asa (2 Chr. xiv. 5) and

Jehoshaphat (xvii. 6) that they did take away the high

places "out of all the cities of Judah ;" but this apparent

contradiction can best be explained if we assume that the

chronicler is alluding only to those high places where

heathen deities were worshipped or idolatrous practices

allowed, while the earlier author had in view the Jehovistic

high places which, during many of the earlier reigns at

least, were not discountenanced either in the northern or in

the southern kingdom. In reading such a passage as An^oa

vii. 9, it would be a mistake to interpret it as meaning
that the multiplicity of hamolh was regarded as wrong in

itself ; the prophet's zeal is directed not against the places

but against the cultus and the false value that was attached

to it. Hezekiah is the first monarch of whom in the earlier

record we read that with some risk to his popularity he

removed the high places and altars of Jehovah, and "said

to Judah and Jerusalem, ye shall worship before this altat

in Jerusalem " (2 Kings xviii. 4 compared with xviii. 22).

But it was not until the reign of Josiah that the high places

were finally repressed, not on the ground of direct prophetic

revelation, but on that of a strict written law. Even then,

however, a distinction was made between the " high places
"

of the southern kingdom, sacred to Jehovah, and those of

the northern, dedicated to a mixed worship ; the priests of

the former were brought to Jerusalem, and, though not

allowed to officiate at the altar there, were permitted t*

share the priests' portion along with their brethren, while

those of the latter were put to death (2 Kings xxiii. 8, 20).

As for the altars built upon the high places, their construc-

tion appears to have been regulated by the law provided for

the case in Ex. xx. 24, 25 ; very often mai;<;eboth or pillars

were erected beside them (see Ex. xxiv. 4 ; Josh. xxiv. 26 ;

cf. Isa. xix. 19; Hosea iii. 4); and sometimes they were

enclosed in "houses" or "temples" (1 Kings xii. 31, xiiL

32 ; Amos vii. 13). For the bearing of the facts contained
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in this article on the criticism of the Pentateuch and of its

legislation, see Pentateuch.
HIGHWAYS. A highway is a public road over which

all' persons have full right of way—walking, riding, or

driving. See Roads. Such roads in England for the

most part either are of immemorial antiquity or have been

created under the authority of an Act of Parliament. But
a private owner may create a highway at common law
by dedicating the soil to the use of the public for that

purpose ; and, apart from any special dedication, the

using of a road for a number of years, without in-

terruption, will support the presumption that the soil has

been so dedicated, and the road will be to all intents

and purposes a public highway. At common law the

parish is required to maintain all highways within its

bounds; but by special custom the obligation may attach

to a particular township or district, and in certain cases

the owner of land is bound by the conditions of his holding

to keep a highway in repair. Breach of the obligation is

treated as a criminal iffence, and is prosecuted by indict-

ment. Bridges, on the other hand, and so much of the

highway as is immediately connected with them, are as a
general rule a charge on the county; and by 22 Henry
VIII. c. 5 the obligation of the county is extended to 300
yards of the highway on either side of the bridge. A
bridge, like a highway, may be a burden on neighbouring

land ratione tenurce. Private owners so burdened may
sometimes claim a special toll from passengers, called a
" toll traverse."

Extensive changes in the law of highways have been
made by the recent Highway Acts, viz., The Highway Act,

1835 (5 and 6 Will. IV. c. 50), and the amending Acts of

1862 and 1864. It is no longer possible for a private

owner, by dedicating a highway to the public, to make
the cliarge of maintaining it a burden on the parish in all

cases. To create a new highway of this character he must
give three months' notice of his intentions to the parish

surveyor, and a meeting of vestry must then be called to

consider whether the proposed highway is worth the expense
of maintenance. Should the vestry decide against it, the

charge of maintenance will not fall on the parish, unless

the j ustices of tLs peace at the next highway sessions decide
otherwise.

The leading principle of the Highway Act, 1835, is to

place the highways under the direction of parish surveyors,
and to provide for the necessary expenses by a rate levied

on the occupiers of land. Two or more parishes may unite
to form a district under a district "surveyor, and large

parishes may appoint more than one surveyor. It is the
duty of the surveyor to keep the highways in repair ; and if

a highway is out of repair, the surveyor may be sunim'oned
before justices and convicted in a penalty not exceeding j£5,

and ordered to complete the repairs within a limited time.
The surveyor is likewise specially charged with the removal
of nuisances on the highway, or any obstruction or injury
rendering it less comiiodious to the public. A highway
nuisance may be abated by any person, and may be made
the subject of -indictment at common law. The Act con-
tains provisions simplifying the process by which a high-
svay may bo widened, enlarged, diverted, or stopped. The
amending^ Acts, while not interfering with the operation
of the principal Act, authorize the creation of highway
districts on a larger scale. The justices of a county may
convert it or any portion of it into a highway district to
bo governed by a highway board, tho powers and responsi-
bilities of which will bo tho same as those of tho parish
surveyor under tho former Act. Tho board consists of
repro^sntatives of the various parishes, called " way war-
jans," together with tho justices for tho county residing
within the district. Salaries and similar eioenses incurred

by the board are charged on a district fund to which
the several parishes contribute ; but each parish remains
separately responsible for the expenses of maintaining its
own highways.

The Highway Act of 1835 specifies as offences for which
the driver of a carriage on the public highway may be
punished by a fine, in addition to any civil action that may
be brought against him,—riding upon the cart, or upon
any horse drawing it, and not having some other person to
guide it, unless there be some person driving it ; negligence
causing damage to person or goods being conveyed on the
highway

; quitting his cart, or leaving control of the horses,
or leaving the cart so as to be an obstruction on the high-
way; not having the owner's name painted up; refusing to
give the same ; and not keeping on the left or near side of
the road, when meeting any other carriage or horse. This
rule does not apply in the case of a carriage meeting a foot-

passenger, but a driver is bound to use due care to avoid
driving against any person crossing the highway on foot.

At the same time a passenger crossing the highway is also

bound to use due care in avoiding vehicles, and the mere
fact of a driver being on the wrong side of the road would
not be evidence of negligence in such a case. When there

is a public crossing in a street, the driver is bound to use
special care ; and the expression has been used that a cross-

ing is the special property of the foot-passengers.

The '• rule of the road " given above is peculiar to the
United Kingdom. Cooley's treatise on the American Laxo

af Torts states that "the custom of the country, in soma
States enacted into statute law, requires that when
teams approach and are about to pass on the highway, each
shall keep to the right of tho centre of the travelled portion

of the road." The same appears to be the general rule on
the continent of Europe.

The excessive use of the highway by acts w-hich in

moderation are lawful becomes a nuisance if it interferes

with the public enjoyment of the roadway. Thus when a
carrier, having warehouses on a public street, occupied one
side of the street in loading and unloading his waggons
several hours at a time, so that foot-passengers were incom-

moded and no carriage could pass on that side, although

there was room for two carriages on the opposite side, this

was held to be a nuisance ; and Lord Ellenborough held

it to be a nuisance for stage coaches to stop in tho street

for three-quarters of an hour taking up and setting down
passengers, for the " king's highway was not to bo used as

a stable-yard." In the same way, at common law a tramway
laid along a highway is a public nuisance, although it may
be shown to bo a common convenience. Tho construction

of tramways is nov^ authorized by 33 and 34 Vict c. 78.

The Acts 24 and 25 Vict. c. 70, and 28 and 29 Vict.

c. 83, regulate the use of locomotives on turnpike and other

roads. No engine, so constructed as to be a public or private

nuisance, is protected by these Acts. When horses had been

frightened by a traction engine, and tho jury found that it

was likely to frighten horses and that the defendant knew

it, he was held liable in damages.

Turnpike Acts.—JIany of the moro important highways

are placed under tho management of boards of commis-

sioners or trustees. Tho number of local and general turn-

pike acts is very great. No fewer than thirty-three general

acts aro mentioned in tho index to tho statutes—the Crst

and principal Act being 3 Geo. IV. c. 12G. The trustees arc

required and empowered to maintain, repair, and improve

tho roads committed to their charge, and the expenses of

the trust are met by tolls levied on persons using tho road.

Tlie various grounds of cxemptiou from toll on turnpike

roads are all of a public character, e.g., horses and carriages

attending tho sovereign or royal family, or used by soldiera or

volunteers in uniform, aro free from toll. . In general horsca
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and carriages used in agricultural wort are free from toll.

By the Highways and Locomotives Act of 1878 (41 and

|42 Vict. c. 77) disturnpiked roads are to become " main
roads," and half the expense of maintenance is to be
paid out of the county rate. Ordinary highways may be
declared to be " main roads," and " main roads " may be
reduced to the status of ordinary highways.
In Scotland the highway system will in future be regu-

lated by the Roads and Bridges Act, 1878, which comes
into operation at the latest on the 1st of June 1883, but
may be adopted sooner in any county. From and after

the commencement of the Act in each county, the manage-
ment and maintenance of the highways and bridges shall be
Tested in the county road trustees, viz., the commissioners
of supply, certain elected trustees representing ratepayers
in parishes, and others. One of the consequences of the
commenosment of the Act is the abolition of tolls, statute-

labour, causeway mail, and other exactions for the main-
tenance of bridges and highways ; and all turnpike roads
shall become highways, and all highways shall be open to

the public free of tolls and other exactions. The county
is to be divided into districts under district committees,
and county and district officers are to be appointed. The
expenses of highway management in each district (or

parish), together with a proportion of the general expenses
of the Act, shall be levied by the trustees by an assessment
on the lands and heritages within the district (or parish).

Highway, in the law of the States of the American
Union, generally means a lawful public road, over which all

citizens are allowed to pass and repass on foot, on horseback,
in carriages, and waggons. Sometimes it is held to be
restricted to county roads as opposed to town-ways. In
statutes •dealing with offences connected with the highway,
such as gaming, negligence of carriers, &c., " highway " ih-

cludes navigable rivers. But in a statute punishing with
death robbery on the highway, railways were held not to

be included in the term. In one case it has been held that
any way is a highway which has been used as such for
fifty years. (e. e.)

HILARION, St, abbot, the first to introduce the
monastic system into Palestine, was born of heathen parents
at Tabatha, about 5 miles to the south of Gaza, about the
year 288, was sent when very young to Alexandria to be
educated, and there became a convert to the Christian
religion. Attracted by the fame of St Anthony, he went
to visit that saint in his solitude, and forthwith became a
disciple. Eeturning to Palestine with some companions
while still but a lad of fifteen, he gave away all the property
he had inherited by the recent death of his parents, and
then withdrew into loneliness in the desert betiveen the sea
and the marshes on the Egyptian border. In th is solitude he
observed the most rigid asceticism, and (to quote the quaint
remark of Butler) " thought himself at liberty to practise
certain mortifications which the respect we owe to our
neighbour makes unseasonable in the world." Twenty
years of patient continuance in the way of life he had
chosen for himself were rewarded, we are told, with mira-
culous gifts and with rapidly growing fame ; disciples and
imitators multiplied to the number of two pr three thousand,
and all owned the spiritual oversight of Hilarion. Informed
by revelation when sixty-five years old of the death of
Anthony, he undertook an extended tour into Egypt, where
he visited all the scenes of that saint's labours ; afterwards
he removed^ in the company of a favourite disciple,
Hesychius, into Sicily, where, however, his popularity
rendered impossible the quiet and retirement which were
congenial to his habits , a further migration to Epidaurus
thus became necessary ; and ultimately he found a resting-
place in Cyprus, the diocese of his old friend Epiphanius,
where in a lonely cell amongst some almost inaccessible

rocks he died in 371. According to Sozomen his festival

was obsei red in Palestine with great solemnity as early as

the 5th century ; he is now commemorated by the Roman
Church on October 21st. His earliest biographers were

Epiphanius and Jerome.

HILAEIUS, or Hit.aeus (Hilaet), bishop of Roma
from 461 to 467, who according to some authorities had
attained to the archidiaconate as early as the year 417, is

known to have been a deacon and to have acted as legate"'

of Leo the Great at the " robber " synod of Ephesus in

449. There he so vigorously defended the conduct of

Flavian in deposing Eutyches that he was thrown into

prison, whence he had great difficulty in making his escape

to Rome. Chosen to succeed Leo on November 12, 461,

he issued a brief defide catholicd, in which he anathematized

Eutyches, Nestorius, and Dioscurus, and reaffirmed the

decisions of the councils of N'ce, Ephesus, and Chalcedon.

In 4C5 he held at Rome a council which put a stop to some
prevalent abuses, particularly to that of bishops appointing

their own successors. BLis pontificate was also marked by
a successful encroachment of the papal authority on the

metropolitan rights of the French and Spanish hierarchy,

and by a resistance tp the toleration edict of Anthemius,

which ultimately caused it to be recalled. Hilarius, who
died November 17, 467, was succeeded by Simplicius.

HILAEIUS, St, of Aries (c. 403-449), an eminent pre-

late and an able if unsuccessful defender of the liberties of

the Galilean Church, was born about 403, and in early

youth entered the abbey of Lerins, then presided over by
his kinsman Honoratus (St Honors). Having succeeded

Honoratus in the bishopric of Aries in 429, he set about

the discharge of his episcopal functions with unusual energy

and zeal. Following the example of St Augustine, he is

said to have organized his cathedral clergy into a " congre-

gation," devoting a great part of their time to social exercises

of ascetic religion. As bishop of Aries he held the rank of

metropolitan of Vienne and Narbonne, and in this capacity

he came into collision in 444 with Leo the Great on the
question of the deposition of one of his bishops (Cheli-

donius) ; this quarrel resulted in his being deprived of his

rights as metropolitan to consecrate bishops, call synods,

or exercise ecclesiastical oversight in the province, and iit

the edict of Yalentinian III., so important in the history of

the Galilean Church, " ut episcopis Gallicanis omnibusqne
pro lege esset quidquid apostolicse sedis auctoritas sanxis-

set." He died in 449, and his name was afterwards intro-

duced into the Etiman martyrology for commemoration on
the 5th of May. Hilarius enjoyed during his lifetime a
high reputation for learning and eloquence as well as for

piety
J
his extant works {Vita S. Eonorati Arelatensis

Episcopi and Melruni in Genesin) compare favourably with

any similar literary productions of that period. A poem,
De Providentia, usually included among the writings of

Prosper, is sometimes also attributed to Hilary of Aries.

HILARIUS, St, bishop of Pictavium (Poitiers), an

eminent " doctor " of the Western Church, sometimes

referred to as the "malleus Arianorum" and the "Atha-
nasius of the West," was born at Poitiers about the end
of the 3d century a.d. His parents, who were pagans

of distinction, afforded him every means of acquiring a

good education; and to the ordinary accomplishments of an

educated gentleman there was added in his case what had
even then become somewhat rare in the West, some know-

ledge of Greek. After he had attained to manhood his

attention was directed to the Old and New Testament

writings, with the result that he became convinced of the

truth of Christianity, and along with his wife and his

daughter received the sacrament of baptism. We have no
raoafis of knowing the nature or duration of the services

which he rendered the church during the period which iiU';
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mediately followed bis admission witbin its pale ; but he

appears to ha^e continued to reside in Poitiers, and so

great was tbe respect in which he came to be held by the

citizens there that about 353, although still a married man,

he was by the unanimous voice elected bishop. At that

time Arianism, which under imperial protection had over-

spread the Eastern, was now under similar auspices threaten-

ing also to overrun the Western Church ; to resist and repel

the irruption v/as the great task which Hilary now set

himself to achieve. One of his first steps was to secure the

excommunication, by those of the Gallican hierarchy who
still remained orthodox, of Saturninus, the Arian bishop of

Aries, along with UrsaciUs and Valens, two of the most

prominent of the supporters of that prelate. About the

same time he wrote to the emperor Constantius a remon-

strance .against the persecutions by which the Arians had
sought to crush their op]ion<ints {Ad Constaniiuni Avgusliim

Liber Primus, of which the most probable date is 355).

'His labours for the triumph of orthodoxy were not in the

first instance, however, crowned with success ; for at the

synod of Biterrse (Beziers), summoned in 356 by Constantius

with the professed purpose of settling the long-standing dis-

putes, Hilary was' by an imperial rescript banished along

with Rhodanus of Toulouse to Phrygia, in which exile he

spent nearly four years. From this hostile region, however,

he continued to govern his diocese without undue difficulty,

no successor having been nominated to the see ; while at

the- same time he found leisure for the preparation of two
of the most important of his contributions to dogmatic and
polemical theology, the De St/nodis, or De Fide Orientalium,

an epistle addressed in 358 to the bishops in Gaul, Germany,
and Britain, expounding the true views (sometimes veiled

in ambiguous words) of the Oriental bishops on the Trini-

tarian controversy, and the De Trinitate Libri XII., com-
posed in 359 and 360, in which, for the first time, it was
successfully attempted to express in the Latin tongue the

theological subtleties and refinements which had been
elaborited with the aid of the more flexible language of

Greece. The former of these works was not entirely

approved by some of the members of his own party, who
thought he had shown too great forbearance towards the

Arians, and had expressed himself too hopefully as to the

possibilities of an ultimate reconciliation of the contending
views ; to their criticisms he replied in the Apologetica ad
Reprehcnsores Libri de Synodis BesjMnsa. In 359 Hilary
attended the convocation of bishops at Seleucia in Isauria,

where, along with the Egyptian Athanasians, he joined tho

Homoiousian majority against the Arianizing party headed
by Acacius of Caesaroa; thence he betook himself to Con-
stantinople, and, in a petition (Ad Comtantium Augustum
Liber Secundus) personally presented to the emperor in 3C0,
repudiated tlie personal calumnies of his enemies and
sought to vindicate his Trinitarian principles. His urgent
and repeated request to be permitted a public discus-

sion with his opponents, especially with Ursacius and
Valens, proved at last so inconvenient that ho was sent
back t(J his dioce-se, which, accordingly, he appears to have
reached about 361, within a very short time of tho accession
of Julian. Though he was received in his diocese with
every demonstration of joy, he yet found Arianiara strong
enough there to demand his best energy and skill for the
next tvjo or three years; but in 364, extending his efforts

once mnro beyond Gaul, he impeached Auxentius, bishop
of Milan, and a man high in the imperial favour, as hetero-
dox. Summoned to appear before tho emperor (Valen-
tinian) at Milan and there maintain his charges in person,
Hilary h>.d the mortification of hearing the supposed heretic
giveansw-rs entirely satisfactory to all the questions which
were pro[i)sed ; nor did his (doubtless sincere) denunciation
if thft sJQtropolitan as a hypocrite save hiujBo.lf from an

ignominious expulsion from Mikn as a dbturber of tho
peace of the church. In 365 he published the Contra
Arianos vel Aitxentium Ilediolanensem Liber, in connexion
with the controversy ; and also (but perhaps at a somewhat
earlier date) the Contra Constantium Auguslum Liber, in

which he pronounced that lately deceased emperor to have
been Antichrist, a rebel against God, " a tyrant whose sole

object had been to make a gift to the devil of that world
for which Christ had suffered." The later years of Hilary's

life were spent in comparative quiet and retirement, devoted
in part to the preparation of his expositions of the Psalms
(Tractatus super Psalmos), for which he was largely indebted

to Origen ; of his Comnientariw in Evangelium Matthcei,

a work of no exegetical value ; and of his no longer extant

treatise ou the book of Job. He died 13th January 368.

His great energy and zeal, courage and perseverance,

rendered him a very influential ecclesiastic during his life

;

while, in virtue at once of the depth and acuteness of his

intellect and of the wide extent of his knowledge, he holds

the very highest rank among the Latin writers of his century.

Designated already by Augustine as " the illustrious doctor

of the churches," he by his works exerted an increasing in-

fluence in later centuries ; and by Pius IX. he was formally

recognized as " universae ecclesise doctor " at the synod of

Bordeaux in 1851. Hilary's day in the Boman calendar

is January 14 ; the English " Hilary Term " begins on the

11th and ends on the 31st.

Of Hilary's works, which include, besides those already mentionedj
some minor treatises, there have been several editions, of which the
moat worthy of mention are that of Erasmus (Basel, 1523, 1526,

1528), the Benedictine by Coutant (Paris, 1693 ; reprinted by
Maffei, Verona, 1730), and that of Migne in tho Palrologix Curxui
Coniplclus. His biography by Fortunatus probably dates from
about the middle of the 6th century ; other sources for the facts o(

the life of Hilary are the numerous incidental notices to be met
with in his own \vTitings and in those. of Jerome, SuIpiciusSeverus,

and Gregory of Tours. See Eeinkens, Hilariua v. Foicticrs (1864).

HILDA, or Hild (614-680), usually called St Hilda, a

Saxon lady whose name is intimately associated with the

history of the early English church and of early English

literature. She was a inember of the royal family of

Northumbria, her father Hereric being a nephew of King
Edwin ; and it was along with her royal kinsman that, aa a
girl of fourteen, she received baptism at the hands of

Paulinus. During the pagan reaction which followed

Edwin's defeat and death, Hilda was tempted to settle with

her widowed sister Hereswith at the monastery of Chelles,

12 miles from Paris; bub she was recalled to England

by Bishop Aidan, the missionary from lona, and in 649,

two years after her consecration as a nun, she v s appointed

to succeed Heru the abbess of Heortea or Hartlepool

When, in fulfilment of the vow which he had made before

the decisive battle with Penda, Oswy came to dedicate hia

daughter to God, it was to tho care of Hilda that Lo

entrusted her. In 658 tho abbess founded tho famous mon-

astery on the cliffs at Streonosbalh or Whitby, and for the

next twenty-two years sire ruled with rare ability and

virtue over the double community of monks and nuns which

gathered round her. Among those who shed tlic most

abiding lustre on the establishment were St John of

Beverley and the Saxon poet Coedmon. Hilda died, full of

years, in 680, mourned by her nuns as their common mother.

There is a St Hilda's church both at South Shields and at

Hartlepool, and the latter preserves her efligj' on its ancient

seal At Whitby the tradition long lingered that on a

summer forenoon, when tho sun shone in tho highest

windows of the north part of the abbey, a figure of Lady

Hilda could be discerned ; ai.d tho fossil ammouitea of tho

neiirhbourhood are popularly known bs St Hilda's snakes.

Soe^Bede, Eccl. Hist., xxiv. ; Dr G. Young, Hist, of U7it<6y,

1817 ; Sir Cuthbcrt Sharp, Hiit. o/ Uarlletooix 1816.,
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HILDBURGHAUSEN (in old records Hiltpershuda and

Villa Hilperti), the chief town of a circle in th^ duchy of

Saxe-Meiningen, Germany, is situated in a wide and fruitful

valley on the river Werra and on the Werra railway, 19

miles south-east of Meiningen by rail. It is the seat of a

circle court, of a court of appeal, and of the jury court for

the duchy. The streets are wide and regular, and the

principal buildings are the former castle of the duchy,

erected 1685-95, now used as barracks, with a park in

which there is a monument to Queen Louise of Prussia

;

the old town-house, the Government bulldiugs, the gymna-
sium erected in 1877, the normal seminary, and the lunatic

asylum. A monument has been erected to those of the

citizens who died in the Franco-Prussian War of 1870-71.

The manufactures are very various, and include linen

fabrics, cloth, papier-mach^, toys, buttons, optical instru-

ments, agricultural machines, knives, mineral waters, con-

densed soups, and condensed milk. The population in

1875 was 5162.

HiMburghausen belonged in the 14th century to the counts of

Henneberg, from whom it passed into the possession of the dukes of

Saxony. In 1683 it became the capital of ii principality, which in

1826 was united to Saxe-Meiniugen.

HILDEBERT (Hydalbert, Gildebert, Aldebert) of

Le Mans and afterwards of Tours, a prominent church-

leader, and one of the best Latin writers of his century,

was born about 1055 at Lavardin near Vendome, became
a pupil of the famous Berengarius of Tours, and made so

great progress in all the learning of the time that he was
made head master of the school, archdeacon, and finally, in

1097, bishop of Le Mans. In the beginning of his epL=;co-

pate much trouble was caused him by the jealousy of his

dean, Godfrey, who had accused him of immorality; but
fiually he succeeded in fully vindicating his innocence. He
next had to encounter the persecutions of William Eufus,
who had captured the city; and these proved so hara-ssing

that he ultimately felt it necessary to withdraw to Rome,
with the intention of resigning his charge; but Pope
PaSchalis II. declined to give biiu his release. On his

return to Le Mans, Hildebert found the diocese in a state

of great commotion, which had been caased by the preaching
of Henry the Deacon ; but he speedily succeeded in restor-

ing order after he had banished the agitStor. About 1125
he wee translated, much against his will, to the see of

Tours ; and soon afterwards he held the important synod
of Nantes, convened for the purpose of correcting the abuses
and terminating the disorder which had so long prevailed

in Brittany. A dispute with Louis the Fat about the
rights of ecclesiastical patronage brought him into much
disfavour with that monarch ; but their mutual relations

had much improved before the death of Hildebert, which
took place on December 18, 1134. From some writers

he has received the name of Saint, but his name occurs in

no martyrology.

The works of Hildebert, wliich include letters, sermons, and
poems, as well as formal contributions to philosophy and dogmatic
theology, have been edited by Beaugendxe (Paris, 1708), and in
part both by Baluze and Muratori. (See also Galland's Bibliolhcca
Patrum, vol. xiv.) The poems, which are on very various sub-
jects, are disfigured by many faults of metre and defects of style,

but nevertheless enjoyed great popularity in their time, and were
frequently used as classics in the schools of France and Italy, as
also were the letters, of which the literary merit is greater (129 in
3 books). The sei-mons are often eloquent and instructive, but
generally overloaded with imagery and disfigured bv an excessive
use cf the allegorical method of interpretation. The tendency to
Miriolatry is strongly developed in them ; and the De Cce-na Domini
has an historical interest as exhibiting the first instance of the use
of the word transubstantiation. The Tractatus de gucrimonia s.

C07<iflictu carnis ct aninue is an imitation of Boetius ; tod the 3foralis
Philosophia has its saorces in earliei Latin authors, and especially
!n Cicero and Senerjo. Tbn Traataius tkeologicus appears to have
determined the form of later systems, and thus to be of import-
wce in -the history of (Jogmatic theology. Hia method is first to

lay down the thesis, which is then euppoi-ted by Boripture proofs
and by passages from the fathers, es-pecially from Augustine ; ho
finally proceeds by detailed argument to dispose of difficulties and
objections with considerable acuteness, and without that excessive

subtlety which characterized later scholastic writers.

HILDEBRAND. See Gregory VIL
HILDEBRANDSLIED, This invaluable example of

Old German alliterative poetry is contained in a MS. origi-

nally belonging to the library of Fulda, and now preserved

at Cassel. It is written on the first and last pages of a

volume of Biblical and theological contents by two con-

temporary hands apparently belonging to the beginning of

the 9th century. The conclusion of the poem is unfortu-

nately wanting, evidently from want of space. From such

misreadings as man for inan, a.nd piias for wnas or was (with

p for the Runic w sign sometimes used here as in Old
English MSS.), it is manifest that our text was not' written

down from memory,—as has often been assumed,—but is

a transcript from an older original. This conclusion is

confirmed by the state of the language of tbe fragment,

which shows a curious mixture of Low and High German
forms that can never have existed in any living dialect of

Germany, but can only be explained as the result of an

attempt made by a Low German scribe to adapt the forms

of a High German original to his vernacular idiom.

The • fragment is mostly taken up with a dialogue

between Hildebrand and his son Hadubrandi When
Hildebrand followed his master Theodoric the Great,

exiled from Italy by Odoacer, he left his young wife

and an infant child behind him. At his return to his

old home, after thirty years' absence at the Hunnic court,

he is met by a young warrior and challenged to single

combat. Before the fight begins, Hildebrand, asking

for the name of his opponent, and discovering his own
son in him, tries to avert the fight, but in vain. " Then
they let their horses run with their sharp spears, and then

they hewed their white shields until they were beaten

to pieces with their weapons. " With these words the frag-

ment stops abruptly, giving no clue as to the issue of the

combat. It is certain, however, from allusions to the tale

made in the Old Norse Asmuudar Saga, that it must have

been fatal to Hadubrand.* But in the later traditions both

of the Old Norse Thidriks Saga (13th century), and the so-

called JUngere Eildehranddied,—a German popular song

preserved in several versions dating from the 15th to the

1 7th century, but evidently originating at an earlier time,^

—

Hadubrand is represented as defeated simply, and obliged

to recognize his father.

The midebraiulslicd was discovered and published for the first

time as a prose story, as early as 1729 ;' but It was not till 1812
that its metrical character was recognized by the brothers Grimm.''

Since that time numerous reprints and critical editions have been

published, among which Lachmann'a text' holds the foremost >ank
Hi to critical exactness and sagacity, althoiigh some of the metiical

rules laid down by Lachmann, and followed in his text, have since

been shown not to be applicable to the Old German alliterative

verse in which the Hildebrandalicd is written.'

HILDEBRANDT, Eduard (1817-1868), was born in

1817, and .served his term as apprentice to iis father, a

house-painter at Dantzic. He was not twenty ^hen Le

came to Berlin, Vhere ho was taken ia hand by Wilhelro

' See Miillenhoff and Scheror, DenktrUtler, p. 264.

' See Grimm's edition, and Uhland, Alte Mch- und tiiedeideutschs

Tolkslieder, i 330 foil.

' See J. G. Eckhard, Comtaaitarii de rebui Francia orientalis.

Wilrzburg, i. 864 foil.

* Die beiden Sllesten deuischen Oedichte au$ dem 8'*" Jahrh. . « .

hcrausgegeben durch die Briider Grimini, Cassel, 1812.
' Given in M iillenhoff and Scherer, Denk-makr deutseher Poesie «»o

Prosa, 2d ed., Berlin, 1873, No. ii A lithographic facsimile of the

MS. was published by W. Grimm, Gottingen, 1830, and a photographic

by E. Sievers, H-alle, 1872.
^ See especially F. 'Vetter, Zum MuspiUi, Vienna, 1872, aM? M

Ricger, Die alt- -und angelsSchsisehe Verskunsi, Halle, la70 reprmiea

from the Zeitscliri/t /ilr deutsche Philo'tun^ „\'ii.\
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iCrause, a painter of sea-pieces. Like other artists who have

earned a name for subtle and rapid execution, ho worked

at first in a formal, smooth, and timid fashion. Several

early pieces exhibited after his death,—a breakwater, dated

1838, ships in a breeza off Swinemunde (1840), and other

canvases of this and the following year,—show Hilde-

brandt to have been a careful student of nature, with

inborn talents kept down by the conventionalisms of the

formal school to which Krause belonged. It is difficult to

say what the outcome of his art would have been if Hilde-

brandt had not felt other influences than those of his native

schools. Accident made him acquainted with masterpieces

of French art displayed at the periodical exhibitions of the

Berlin Academy, and these awakened Lis curiosity and
envy. He made up his bundle and wandered to Paris,

where, about 1842, he entered the atelier of Isabey and
became the companion of Lepoittevin. In a short time he

sent home pictures which might have been taken for copies

from these artists. Gradually he mastered the tricks of

touch and the mysterious secrets of effect in which the

French at this period were already so perfect. He also

acquired the necessary skill in painting figures, and having

done this he returned to Germany, unsurpassable in techni-

cal execution, and well skilled in the rendering of many
kinds of landscape forms. His pictures of French street

life, dor.o about 1843, are impressed with the stamp of the

Paris school, but they reveal at the same time a spirit eager

k)t nove'.cy, quick at grasping, equally quick at rendering,

momentary changes of tone and atmosphere in varying space

and medium. After 1843 Hildebrandt, under the influence

cf Humboldt, extended his travels, and in 1864-65 he
actually went round the world, But whilst his experience

became enlarged Lis powers of concentration broke down.
He lost the taste for detail in seeking for scenic breadth,

and a fatal facility of hand diminished the value of his

works for all those who look for composition and harmony
of hue as necessary concomitants of tone and touch. In oil

he gradually produced less, in water colours more, than at

first, and his fame will probably rest on the sketches which
ho made in the latter form, many of which are known tothe
general public by means of chromo-lithography. His course

may best be compared to that of a meteor, being breath-

'essly rapid, brilliant, and charged with colour. No other

had the sirae art of combining elements singly unpicturesque

into a picturesque and striking whole, and this chiefly by
contrasts of tint and observation of natural phenomena.
Fantasies in red, yellow, and opal, sunset, sunrise, and
moonshine, distances of hundreds of miles like those of the

Andes and the Himalaya, narrow streets in the bazaars of

Cairo or Suez, panoramas as secu from mastheads, wide
cities like Bombay or Pekin, narrow strips of desert with

moasurelosa expanses of sky,—all alike display the bravura

of a master who had innumerable admirers in Lis day on
account of this facility, and deserved all the admiration he

received, subject to the merited reproach that all those fire-

works would Lava been more satisfactory if combined with

deeper meditation on tho art of composition and more
patient study of detail. Hildebrandt died young at Berlin,

on tho 25th of October 1868. His pictures are scattered

in vast numbers throughout Germany. But good selections

are accessible in tho royal palaces and in tho collections of

Borsig, Raabo, and Ilavond at Berlin.

HILDEBRANDT, TuEODOR (born at Stettin 1804, died

at Dlisscldorf 1874), was a disciple of the painter Schadow,
and, on Schadow's appointment to tho presidency of a new
academy in tho Bhonish provinces in 1828, followed that

master to Diisseldorf. Bred in tho academy of Berlin, and
finished under Schadow (1820-24), Hildebrandt began
[by painting pictures illustrativo of Goethe and Shakespeare;

'.but iu this form ho followed tho traditions of the stage

rather than the laws of nature. His artificial modes of
thought were not, however, without admirers, and he pro-
duced rapidly Faust and Mephistopheles (1824), Faust and
Margaret (1825), and Lear and Cordelia (1828). He visited
the Netherlands with Schadow in 1829, and wandered
alone in 1830 to Italy ; but travel did not alter Lis style,

though it led him to cultivate alternately eclecticism and
realism. At Dusseldorf, about the year 1 830, he produced
Romeo and Juliet, Tancred and Clorinda, and otLer works
of the same kind which deserved to be classsd with earlier

ones ; but during the same period he exhibited (1829) tho
Robber and (1832) the Captain and his Infant Son,
examples of an affected but kindly realism which captivated
the public of the time, and marked to a certain extent an
epoch in Prussian art. The picture which made Hilde-

brandt's fame is the Murder of the Children of King
Edward, of which the original, afterwards frequently copied,

still belongs to the Spiegel collection at Halbersladt. It

chillenges comparison with a similar composition by Paul
Delaroche, though rather to Hildebrandt's disadvantage.

Hildebrandt chose the moment when the children are

asleep, and the murderers pause ere they smother their

victims with a pillow. Delarocho with subtler sense of

artistic propriety represented the princes seated on their

bed, unconscious of the near approach of their assassins,

whose vicinity is betrayed by a streak of light at the

bottom of the door and the watching of a dog. The
execution of Delaroche is spirited and delicate, that of

Hildebrandt finished and smooth. But the German master,

who was below SoLn and ScLadow in power, is also

naturally far below his French competitor. Comparatively

late in life Hildebrandt tried his powers as an historical

painter in pictures representing Wolsey and Henry VIII.,

but he lapsed again into the romantic in Othello and

Desdemona, a fair replica of which, in Schulto's collection

at Diisseldorf, gives a good idea of his shiny, ineffective,

technical execution.'- After 1847 Hildebrandt gave himself

up to portrait painting, and in that branch succeeded in

obtaining a large practice.

HILDEGARD (lOOS-1179), commonly referred to as St

Hildegord, abbess, "prophetess," and a figure of some con-

sequence in tho history of mediaeval mysticism, was born of

noble parents at Bockheleim in the countship of Sponheim,
diocese of Mainz, in 1098 (or 1099), and from her eighth

year was educated at the Benedictine cloister of Disiboden-

berg (Mons Disibodi) in tho principality of Zwcibriicken,

now in Rhenish Bavaria, where Jutta, sister of the count

of Sponheim, was at that time abbess. From earliest

childhood, wo learn from Hildcgard herself, she was ac-

customed to see visions which increased in frequency and
vividness as she approached the age of womanhood; these,

however, she for many years, though with great pain,

kept almost wholly secret, nor was it until she had reached

her forty-tliiid year (1141) that she felt constrained at

last to divulge them. Committed to writing by her in-

timate friend tho monk Godefridus, they now form tho

first and most important of her printed works, entitled

Scivias (probably an abbreviation for "scions vias" or
" nosce vias Domini ") s. Visioniim et litvelationnm Libri

III., and completed in 1 l.'Jl. In 1 147 St Bernard of Clair-

vau.x, having como to Bingca while engaged in jjrcaclilng

tho now crusade throughout Germany, chanced to hear of

Hildegard's revelations, and on inquiry becanio so con-

vinced of their reality that Lo not. only wrote to her a

letter cordially acknowledging her as a prophetess of God,

but also successfully advocated her recognition as such by

his friend and former pupil Popo Eugeniils III. in the

synod of Trtves (1148). In flio same year Hildcgard,

who meanwhile had succeeded Jutta as al.ibcss at Disibo-

,
dcnberg, and had attracted overflowing numbcrs^to. that
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cloister, migrated along with eighteen of her nuns to a new

convent at Rupertsberg near Bingen, over which she pre-

sided during the remainder of her life. By means of

voluminous correspondence, as well as by extensive journeys,

in the course of which she was unwearied in the exercise

of her gift of prophecy, she wielded for many years an

increasing influence upon her contemporaries,—an influence

doubtless due to the fact that she herself was so fully

imbued with the most widely diffused feelings and beliefs,

fears and hopes, of her time. Amongst her correspondents

were Popes Anastasius IV. and Hadrian IV., the emperors

Conrad III. and Frederick I., and also the theologian

Guibert of Gembloux, who submitted numerous questions

in dogmatic for lier determination. It deserves to be

specially mentioned to her credit that, though zealously

opposed to the Catharists, she stood almost alone in

maintaining that the image of God ought to be respected

even in them, and that therefore they ought not to be

killed. She died in 1179, but has never been canon-

ized ; her name, however, was received into the Roman
Diartyrology in the 15th century, September 17th being

the day fixed for her commemoration. Her biography,

which was written by two contemporaries, Godefridus and
Theodoricus, was first printed at Cologne in 1566, and
has frequently been reproduced in various forms since

that date.
The works of Hildegard, in addition to the ^cit'ins already men-

tioned, include Divinorma opt-riiin siiiipUcis fiominis hocr^ a hither

to unpublished treatise coutainiog later visions and re.elations,

many of them relating to physical and medical questions. Vilce

IteTilorum, also unpublished, Lives of St. Rupert and St. Disibod,

Expositions ol the rule of St. Benedict, and of the Athanasiancreed,

Letters^ and Exhortations. While her ** visions " on such themes of

the Christian religion as God and His kingdom, the church and its

mystical union to Christ, must be regarded as (?rude and extrava-

gant even to insanity, it is impossible to deny all ethical or relig-

ious value to her earnest denunciations of the corruptions of the

clergy and mendicant orders, or to the intense expressions (how-
ever ignorant and imperfect) of the life-long aspirations of a mind
so singularly unselfish and unworldly as hers. The Scivias were
printed in 1513 and again in 16'28. The Epistotarnm Liber (first

published in 1566) appears with some other Opusr.ula in the Max.
Bibl. Vet. Patr.f vol. sxlii., and in Martene and Durand's
AmplissimaCollectio, vol. ii. TbeOpera Omnia form vol. cxcvil.of

Migne's Patrologicc Cursus Completus. See Meiners, Ue, Sanctos

Hitdegnrdis vita^ scriptis merifis (1793); Dahl, Die heitige Hilde-

gard (1832) ; Gorres, Die Christliehe ilystik.

HILDEN, a town of Prussia, in the government and
circle of Diisseldorf, on the Itterbach. It is a station on
the Rhenish railway, and has a considerable manuiacture

of eillcs, both pure and mixed, calico, and machinery; it

also possesses a deaconess institute. During the last half

century its growth has been rapid. While in 1816 the

population numbered only 2056, it amounted in 1875 to

6789. Hilden was constituted a town in 18G1.

HILDESHEIM, the chief town of a district in the pro-

vince of Hanover, Prussia, is beautifully situated on the

right bank of the Innerste, 1 8 miles south-east of Hanover
by railway. It has a very antique and quaint appearance,

and is surrounded by old ramparts which have been con-

verted into shady alleys and proiaenades. The streets are

for the most part narrow and irregular, and contain many
old houses with overhanging upper stories and richly and
curiously adorned wooden facades. The town is the seat

of a district governorship, a high court of justice, two
justice, courts, a general superintendency of the Evangeli-

cal Church, and a Roman Catholic chapter. The Catholic

cath"dral, which occupies the site of a building founded
by Louis the Pious in 818, dates from the middle of the

ilth century. It is chiefly remarkable for the antiquities

and notable works of art connected with it, including

the bronze doors executed by Bishop Bernward, with
reliefs from the history of Adam and Christ ; the so-

called Irmensiiule, at one time believed to have been

erected, oefore it was transferred to its present site, iu

honour of the Saxon idol Irmin, but now regarded as be-

longing to an old Roman aqueduct ; the Christ column
by Bishop Bernward, adorned with reliefs from the history

of the Saviour; a brazen font of the 13th century, two
candelabra of the 12lh century, the sarcophagus of St

Godehard, the tomb of St Epiphanius, and an immense
number of minor articles of ecclesiastical furniture. The
rose-bush on the wall of the crypt is alleged to be a

thousand years old. Among the other churches those of

special interest are St Godehard's church, completed iu 1 172

and restored in 1863, a remarkably fine specimen of the

Romanesque style, with three massive pyramidal towers

;

the church of St Michael, an almost equally fine specimen

of Romanesque, founded by Bishop Bernward, and

restored in 1186 after injury by fire, containing a beauti-

ful painted ceiling of the 12th century, and the tomb and
monument of Bishop Bernward : St Magdalene's church,

wliich possesses various works in metal by Bishop Bern-

ward ; St Martin's church, now used as a museum and

library ; the Lutheran church of St Andrew, with very

lofty towers ; and the fine columnar basilica of the abbey
church of Moritzburg, a suburb half a mile south-west of

the town. The other principal buildings are the town-

house, dating from the loth century, and containing the

archives of the town ; the house in the late Gothic style

said, but erroneously, to have been built by the Knights

Templars ; the Michaelis monastery, now used as a lunatic

asylum ; and the old Carthusian monastery. The educa-

tional establishments include a Catholic and a Lutheran

gymnasium, a Catholic normal school, a weaving school,

and an agricultural school. The other principal public

institutions are the Georgstift for d:~g''t?r5 of state

servants, the maternity hospital, two orphanages, and
several other hospitals and infirmaries. The town has iron

foundries, manufactures of cloth, damasks, linen fabrics,

thread, saU-cloth, wadding, leather, machines, carriages,

stoves, glass, tobacco, alcohol, perfumeries chocolate, and
starch. The population in 1875 was 22,??1.

Hiklesheim, though previously in existence, owes its rise and
prosTierity to the transference to it iu 822 of the bishopric iilslituted

by Charlemagne at Elze in 812. In the 10th century its import-
ance was largely increased under Bishop Bernward, who, if he did
not introduce, greatly stimulated by his example and patronage the

art of working in meta'.s, for which the toTvn retained a high
reputation until t{ie close of the iliddle Ages. It also obtained
considerable fame by its cathedral school, at which several sons of the
emperors received their education. In 1241 it joined the Hanseatic
League, and in 1249 received town rights. It was frequently at

feud with its bishops, and in the 14th century placed itself more
than once under the protection of the house of Brunswick-Liineburg.

The bishops in the course of time had acquired considerable terri-

tory, bat their feuds with the neighbouring princes resulted in 1523
in the annexation of a gr jat part of their possessions to Brunswick.
A restoration, however, took place in 1643,' and in the beginning
of the present century the principality aiJ5ounted to 682 squaro
miles. The last bishop of HUdesheira possessed also the bishopric

of Paderbom, acquired by his predecessor. Both bishoprics were
secularized and ceded to Prussia in 1803. In 1S07 they were incor-

porated with the kingdom of Westphalia, but in 1813 they were
restored to Prussia, which ceded Hildesheim to Hanover, retainine

only Paderbom. In 1866 the principality was united, along with
Hanover, to Prussia.

On October 9, 186S, a unique collection of ancient plate was dis-

covered on the Galgenberg near Hildesheim, about 10 feet below
the surface. This SildesJmmer Silbcrfund, as it is usually calljd,

has excited great interest among classical archseologists, compris-
ing, as it does, no less than 60 pieces, or a complete service for

three persons—jilates, dishes, mixing-bowls, &c. The workman-
ship evidently belongs to the Augustan age, and by some autburi-

ties it is conjectured that we have nothing less than the plate that
belonged to Drusus himself. The most noteworthy of the piei«8
are a crater richly ornamented with arabesques and figures of
children, a platter with a representation of Minerva, and othcra-

with a boy Hercules, a Cybele, and a Deus Lunus. The whol»
coUectiou is preserved in the Berlin JIuseum. For details see_

Wieseler, Der Mildahcintr Silbcrfund, Bonn, 1868.
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HILDRETH, Richihd (1807-1865), an American
journalist and author, was born at Deerfield, Massachusetts,

June 28, 1807. He was educated at Harvard College,

where he graduated in 182G; and after studying law at

Newbury port, he was called to the Boston bar in 1830.

He had, however, already conceived a predilection for

literature, and in 1832 he became joint founder and editor

of a daily newspaper, Tlie Boston Atlas. Having in 1834

gone to the south for the benefit of his health, he was led

by what he witnessed of the evils of slavery to write the

anti-slavery novel Archy Moore, which, chiefly on account

•of its subject, met with considerable success in America and

England. An enlarged edition of it appeared in 1852

under the title of the White Slave. In 1837 he wrote

Banks, Banking, and Paper Currency, a work which had

some influence in fostering the growth of the free banking

system in America. In 1838 he resumed his editorial

duties on the Atlas, but in 1840 he found it necessary on

account of his health to remove to British Guiana, where

he was editor of two weekly newspapers in succession at

Georgetown. He published in the same year Despotism

in America, and he also made the columns of his

newspapers the medium for the dissemination of anti-

slavery opinions. In 1849 he published the first three

volumes of a History of the United Stales, a work which,

if its narrative is rather bald and tame, is characterized

by perfect fairness and candour, and displays great industry

and care in the representation of facts.. Other three

volumes, completing the work, appeared in 1855. His

Japan as it was and is is a valuable digest of the informa-

tion contained in other works on that country. He also

wrote Theory of Morals (1844), and Theory of Politics

^1853), as well as Lives of Atrocious Judges, compiled from
Lord Campbell's two works. For some time HUdreth was

on the editorial staff of the New York Tribune, and he was
also a frequent contributor to periodicals. In 1861 he was
appointed United States consul at Trieste, but ill health

compelled him to resign his ofiice and remove to Florence,

where he died July 11, 1865.

HILL, AiEON (1685-1749 or 1750), an English poet

and miscellaneous writer, was born in London, 10th

February 1685. Though left by his father in necessitous

circumstances, he was educated first at Barnstaple and then

till his fourteenth year at Westminster School, after which

he went out to Constantinople, where Lord Paget, a rela-

tive of his mother, was British ambassador. Under the

care of a tutor ha then travelled through Palestine, Egypt,

and a great part of the East, returning to England about

1703. Having subsequently quarrelled with his patron, he
again went abroad as travelling companion to a Yorkshire

baronet. On returning home he published in 1709 his

History of the Ottoman Empire, which, according to his own
admission, had far more success than it deserved. About
the same time appeared his poem of Camillus, in honour of

the famous Charles Mordaunt, earl of Peterborough ; and
in the same year he was made manager of Drury Lane
Theatre, and afterwards of the Haymarket. Both those

oflices he soon after lost through his indiscretion, and the

remainder of his life was spent partly in literary pursuits

and partly in commercial speculations, which were all

unlucky. One of these schemes called him to the

Highlands of Scotland, and while there he wrote The
Progress of Wit, being a Caveat fur the use of an
eminent Writer. The " eminent writer " was Pope, who
had introduced Hill into the Dunciad, though in a way
that was in fact complimentary. Hill died in 1749 or

1760, and was buried in Westminster Abbey. Two only
of hia BBventeen dramas are now remembered, Zara and
Merope, both adaptations from the French of Voltaire.

Kis poetry is utilted and commonplace, and even the

Progress of Wit never rises above a flippant smartness.

Though a poor and tasteless poet, and aflBicted with an

overwhelming sense of his own importance, Hill was an

honourable man, and his letters to Savage, on whom he con-

ferred many benefits, show his character in a very amiable

light. The MiscellancQiis Works of Hill were published in

1753 in 4 vols. 8vo, and his Dramatic Works, to which a

Life was prefixed, appeared in 1759 in 2 vols. 8vo.

HILL, AIatthew Davenport (1792-1872), was bom
August 6, 1792, at Birmingham, where his father, T. W.
Hill, was at that time assistant in a charity school. He
made such rapid progress in his education that in hia

thirteenth year he rendered his father efficient assistance

in conducting a private school in Birmingham, and in his

seventeenth year became the principal teacher. Resolving,

however, to adopt the legal profession, he in 1814, while

still continuing his scholastic duties, became a student of

Lincoln's Inn, and in 1816 began to devote his uninter-

rupted attention to legal studies. He was called to the

bar in 1819, and went upon the Midland circuit, whero

his ability was soon generally recognized, although for

various reasons his acquisition of a profitable practice was

not so rapid. In 1832 he was elected one of the Liberal

members for Kingston-upon-Huli, but he lost his seat at

the next election in 1834. On the incorporation of

Birmingham in 1839 he was chosen recorder; and in

1851 he was appointed commissioner in bankruptcy for

the Bristol district. Having in the course of his profes-

sional duties had his interest excited in questions relating

to the treatment of criminal offenders, he in hia charges to

the grand juries, as well as in special pamphlets, ventilated

opinions which have been the means of introducing many
important reforms in the methods of dealing with crime.

One of his principal coadjutors in these reforms was his

brother Frederick Hill, whose Amount, Causes, and
Remedies of Crime, the result of his experience as in-

spector of prisons for Scotland, may be said to mark an era

in the methods of prison discipline. HUl was one of the

chief promoters of the Society for the Diffusion of Useful

Knowledge, and the originator of the Penny Magazine.

He died 7th June 1872.

His principal works are Practical Suggestions to the Founders of

Reformalorj) Schools, 1855; Suggestions for tlie Bepression of Crime,

1857, consisting of charges addressed to the grand juries of Bir-

mingham; ilettray, 1865; Papers on the Penal Seiintude. Acts,

1864; Journal of a Third Visit to the Convict Qaols, Rffugcs, and
Biformatorics of Dublin, 1865; Addresses delivered at the Birming-

ham and Midland Institute, 1867. See Memoir of Ma(lhew
Davenport Hill, by his daughters Kosamond and Florence Daven-
port Hill, 1878.

HILL, Rowland (1744-1833), an eccentric and popular

English preacher, sixth son of Sir Rowland Hill of Hawk-
stone, was bom there 23d August 1744. After receiving

his early education at the grammar school of Shrewsbury

and at Eton, he in 1764 entered St John's College,

Cambridge. While at the university he made the acquaint-

ance of the Methodist preacher Whitfield, and stimulated

by his example he somewhat scandalized the university

authorities and his own friends by preaching, before he had

obtained holy orders, in the surrounding villages, and con-

ducting religious services in the houses of the sick and

poor. After graduating with distinction ho took orders,

and in 1773 was appointed to the parish of Kingston,

Somersetshire, whero ho began to indulge his favourite tasta

for open air preaching, and soon attracted great crowds to

the services which he held nearly every day of the week.

Having on the death of his father in 1780 inherited coiv

sidorable property, ho built for hia own use Surrey Chapel,

in the Blackfriars Road, London. The chapel was opened

on the 8th Juno 1783. Though now practically occupying

the ecclesiastical position of a dissenter, Hill conducted bi«

11 --><»
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service? in accordanco with the form3 of the Church of

EnglanJ, in whose communion he always remained. From
the beginning his success was complete, and his chapel soon
came to be filled with an audience such as no other preacher
in London could boast. During the summer months he
made what he called " gospel-tours " into all parts of the
country, sometimes extending them to Scotland and Ireland,
anJ attracted wherever he went audiences as numerous and
as interested as those which had crowded to hear Whitfield.
After these tours he always returned with increased enthu-
siasm to his duties at Surrey Chapel, where he continued
to ofliciate almost to theday of his death, 11th April 1833.
The oratory of Rowland Hill, like that of Whitfield, was
specially adapted for rude and uncultivated audiences, and
it was equally effective although by more varied means.
He possessed a voice of great power, and, according to
Southey, "his manner" was " that of a performer as great
in his own line as Kean or Kemble." Not unfrequently he
violated the laws of good taste in the eccentricities of his wit
and humour, but the intensity and purity of the purpose
by n-hich he was actuated enabled him always to retain
uninjured his moral influence over his audience. Among the
various publications of Rowland Hill the best known is his
Village Dialogues, which first appeared in 1810. and
reached a 34th edition in 1839.

See Life by Kev. Edwin Sidney, 1S33 ; Menhirs by Rev. William
Jones, 1834; and Memorials by Kev. James Sherman, 1857.

HILL, SiE Rowland (1795-1879), author of the penny
postal system, a younger brother of Matthew Davenport
Hill, and third son of T. -W. Hill, who naiaed him after

Rowland Hill, the preacher, was bora December 3, 1795,
at Kidderminster, to which town his father had lately

removed from Birmingham. For some years of his child-

hood his health was very feeble, and as, on account of an
affection of the spine, he had to maintain a recumbent
position, his principal method of relieving the irksomeness
of his situation was by repeating figures aloud consecutively
until he had reached very high totals. A similar bent of

mind was manifested when he entered school in 1802, bLs

aptitude for arithmetic and mathematics being quite excep-
tional. But if he owed his subsequent eminence to a
peculiar natural talent for figures, he was indebted for the
direction of his abilities in no smaU degree to the guidance
of his father, a man of great force of character and of

advanced political and social views, which were qualified and
balanced by the strong practical tendency of his mind. At
the age of twelve Rowland began to assist in teaching arith-

metic and mathematics in his father's school at Hilltop,

Birmingham, and latterly he had the chief maiiagement
of the school. On Iiia suggestion the establishment was
removed in 1819 toHazelwood, a more commodious building
in the Hagley Road, in order to have the advantages of a
large body of boys, for the purpose of properly carrying out
an improved system of education. That system, which
was devised principally by Rowland, was expounded in a
pamphlet entitled Flans for the Government and Educa-
tion of Beys in large numbers, the first editiua of which
appeared in 1822, and a second with additions in 1827.
The principal feature of the system was " to leave as much
as possible all power in the hands of the boys themselves ;

"

and it was so successful that, in a circular issued six years
after the experiment had been in operation, it was announced
that " the head master had never once exercised his right
of veto on their proceedings." This doubtless was in no
small degree due to the powerful personality of Rowland
Hill, which made itself felt whether he was present or not.

The system, it must be admitted, had several features of

too Utopian a character for the present constitution of
society; bat on the whole Rowland Hill, as an educa-
tionist, is entitled to a place side by aide with Arnold of

;

Rugby, and was equally successful with him in making
moral iuQuence of the highest kind the predominant
power in school discipline. After his marriage in 1827
Hill removed to a new school at Bruce Castle, Tottenham,
which he conducted until failing health compelled him to

retire in 1833. About this time he became secretary of

Gibbon W^akefield's scheme for colonizing South Australia,

the objects of which he explained iu 1832 in a pamphlet
on Home Colonies, afterwards partly reprinted during the

Irish famine under the title Ifome Colonies for Ireland.

It was in 1835 that his zeal as an administrative reformer

wa3 first directed to the postal system. The discovery

which resulted from these investigations is when stated

so easy of comprehension that there is great danger of its

originality and thoroughness, and its greatness as an element

in human progress, being lost sight of. A fact which also

enhances its merit was that he was not a post-oflfce oflBcial,

and possessed no practical experience of the details of the

old system. After a laborious collection of statistics he
succeeded in satisfying himself and in demonstrating to

lh<r world that the principal expense of letter carnage

was in receiving and distributing, and that the cost of

conveyance differed so little with the distance that a
uniform rate of postage was in reality the fairest to all

parties that could be adopted. Trusting also that the

deficiency in the postal rate would be made up by the

imnense increase of correspondence, and by the saving

which would be obtained from prepayment, from improved
methods of keeping accounts, and from lessening the

expense of distribution, he in his famous pamphlet pub-

lished Ln 1837 recommended that within the United
Kingdom the rate for letters not exceeding half an ounce

in weight should be only one penny. The employment of

postage stamps is mentioned only as a suggestion, and in

the following words :
—" Perhaps the difficulties might be

obviated by using a bit of paper just large enough to been

the stamp, and covered at the back with a glutinous wasli

which by applying a little moisture might be attached to

the back of the letter." Proposals so striking and novel

in regard to a subject in which every one had a special

personal interest could not fail to command general atten-

tion, and perhaps no pamphlet that ever issued irom the

press has caused so much and such widespread discussion,

or been so speedily effective in promoting reforms in any

degree so beneficial to the human race. So great became

the pressure of public opinion against the op))Osition offered

to the measure by official prepossessions and prejudices

that in 1838 the House of Commons appointed a committee

to examine the subject. The committee having report*^

favourably, a bill to carry out Hill's recommendations was

brought in by the Government. The Act received the

royal assent in 1839. and after an intermediate rate of

fourpence had been in operation from December 5th of

ihat year, the penny rate commenced January 10, 1840.

Hill received an appointment in the Treasury in order

to superintend the introduction of his reforms, but he

was compelled to retire when the Liberal Government

resigned office in 1841. In consideration of the loss he

thus sustained, and to mark the public appreciation of his

services, he was in 1846 presented with the sum of £13,360.

On the Liberals returning to office in the same year he was

appointed secretary to the postmaster-general, and in 1854

he was made chief secretary. In these positions, bis

ability as a practical administrator made itself felt iu every

department of the postal system, and enabled him to supple-

ment his original discovery by practical expedients realizing

its benefits in a degree commensurate with continually

improving facilities of communication, and iu a manner

best combining cheapness with efficiency. In 18G0 his

services were rewarded with the honour of knighthood;
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and when failing health compelled liim to resign his office

in ISGl, he received from parliament a grant of £20,000,

and was also allowed to retain his full salary of £2000 a

year as retiring pension. In 186t the university of

Oxford conferred on him the degree of D.C.L., and on
the 6th June 1879 he was preseated with the freedom of

the city of London. The presentation, on account of his

infirni health, took place at his residence at Hampstead,

and he survived the ceremony only a few weeks, dying

on the 27th August following. He was buried in West-

minster Abbey.
HILL, Viscount (1772-1842). Rowland Hill, nephew

of the Rev. Rowland Hill, was born at Frees, Shropshire,

11th August 1772. After reoeiviug his early education at

Ightfield and Chester, he was gazetted to the 38th regiment,

obtaining permission at the san\e time to improve himself

in the knowledge of his profession in a military academy
at Strasburg, where he continued after removing into

the 53d regiment with the rank of lieutenant. In the

beginning of 1793 he raised an independent company, and
was promoted to the rank of captain. The same year he
distinguished liimself at the siege of Toulon ; and after

serving for some time on the Continent he in 1797 set

out as colonel of the 90th regiment with Sir Ralph
Abercromby's expedition to Egypt, where he acquired great

distinction, and was wounded at the battle of Alexandria.

Having in 1803 been ga ; ;tted brigadier-general, he in 1808
accompanied Sir Arthiii Wellesley to Spain, and from
Vjmiera to Vittoria, in advance or retreat, be proved him-
self the most indefatigable coadjutor of the great captain.

In 1809 he was gazetted lieutenant-general, and in the

following year was appointed to the independent command
of the second army corps of WeUiiigton in Portugal

;

in 1811 he annihilated the French army under Girard at

Arroyomolinos (Caceres), in recognition of which he received

the order of the Bath ; and for his capture of the forts of

Almarez, which cut off the communication between the

French armies on the north and south sides of the Tagus,

he was in 1814 rewarded with the title of Baron Hill of Al-

marez. In 1813 he held temporarily the command of the

English and Hanoverian troops in Belgium, and two years

later crowned the glories of his noble career by his conduct

at Waterloo, where he was at the head of the brigade which
resisted and repulsed the last effort made in behalf of the

French by the imperial guard. When Wellington became
premier in 1828 Hill received the appointment of general

coramanding-in-chief, and on resigning this office in 1842
he was credloJ a. viscount. He died on the 10th December
of the same year. Lord Ilill was, next to Wellington, the

most popular and able soldier of his time in the British

service, and was so much beloved by the troops, especially

those under his immediate command, that he gained from
them the honourable title of " the soldier's friend." " With
Hill," they used to say, •' both victory and life may be

ours." On th6 other hand, the strategic skill and military

capacity he displayed in the Peninsula secured for him the

not less honourable title of "the right arm of tho duke of

Wellington.'" From the first day ho entered tho army he
displayed the germs of those qualities that afterwards

secured for him fame, rank, and power— boldness that

omountod to daring and was yet always under the control

of calm jndgme:i!,, .skilJ oq.-rol to independent commands of

the most difficult kind, and a regard for the mi>rcU and
physical welfare of the army such as had never before been
shown by any commander-in-ohief.

The life of Lord Hill, O.C.B., by Rev. Edwin Sidney, A.M.,'
appeared in 184i

,HILLAn, a town of Asiatic Turkey in tho pashalik of

Baghdad, from which town it lies 60 miles to the so>ith.

It is picturesquely situated, in the midst of a very fertite

district, on both banks of the Euphrates, which are con-
nected there by a Qoating bridge 450 feet in length. The
estimated population, which includes a large number of
Jews, varies from 6000 to much above 10,000. The
bazaars are large and well supplied ; and tanning, dyeing,
and silk manufacture are carried on to a considerable
extent. The horse mart has recently declined in repute.
Hillah occupies the site of the ancient Babylon, and is

to a large extent built of bricks obtained from the ruins.

HILLARD, Geoege Stillman (1808-1879), an Ameri-
can author, was bom at Machias, State of Maine, September
22, 1803. After graduating at Harvard College in 1828,
he became joint rector of the Round Hill Seminary at
Northampton. In 1833 he was called to the Boston ban;

where he soon obtained a good practice. He was chosen a
member of the common council of Boston in 1845, and he
was for six months its president. In 1849 he was elected

a member of the State legislature. The engrossing char-

acter of his professional and othei engagements did not,

however, prevent him from devoting a large portion of

his time to literature. Besides editing successively the

Christian Register (a Unitarian paper). The Jurist, and the

Boston Courier, he published an edition of Spenser's works
(in 5 vols., 1839), and a selection from the works of Walter
Savage Landor (1856), and wrote Six Ilouths in Italy (2

vols., 1833), Life and Campaigns of George B. M'Clellan

(1865), a series of school-books which have met with wide

acceptance, and various articles in periodicals and encyclo-

pedias. In addition to this he made frequent successful

appearances as a public lecturer. From 1867 to 1878 he

was United States district attorney for Massachusetts. He
died 27th January 1879.

HILLEL, a famous Jewish rabbi, sometimes called for

distinction's sake ]?.\\), "the elder" or "^tbe old," flourished

about the time of Herod the Great. According to the

Talmudists he was bom of a poor Davidic family, at Babylon,

apparently about the year 75 B.o. In his zeal for tho

study of the law he went, when already of mature age, to

Jerusalem, where Shemaiah and Abtalion were at that time

the leading teachers. While supporting himself and his

family there by working as a day labourer, he was not

always able to earn the fee which the porter of the Beth-

Midrash or house of instruction is .said to have required

;

but such was his ardour for learning that on one occasion

on a cold December morning, having failed to obtain

admission, he climbed up to the window of the class-room,

where some time afterwards he was found quite buried and

half frozen to death under a heavy fall of snow. He was

now made free of the schools, and so great were tho attain-

ments with which his diligence was ultimately rewarded

that, according to the tradition, he understood all languages,

including those of the hills and the valleys, the trees and

the flowers, the beasts and the demons. ' In his later years

he succeeded the "sons of Bethyras" in tho pro.Mdency of

the sanhedrin, and in this high position he became the

author of several important rules of interpretation (the so-

called seven "middnth"; seo Hermeneutics), and also of

some authoritative legal decisions. A contemporary, and

perhaps a pupil of his, was Shammai, who became the

head of a rival and at times bitterly hostile school. Dying

about the year 10 A.n., Hillel was succeeded in his official

position by. his son Simeon, and aftcrwanlj by his grandson

Gamaliel I.

Thcro is evidently a good deal of what ia incrediUo in the abov*

Tiilmudic account ; for cxflmjile, it is now recognized on nil banda

that tho Talimidio statement as to Ilillel's presidency over the

sanhedrin is absohitcly inocouciliible with what we learn from the

Uow Testament writers and from Jnsephu.i. and must be regarded

aa wholly nnhintoi ieal. Bat after ever)' reasonable deduction haa

been duly made, wo still have ample truces of a strong personality,

characterized) by unusual sweetness and light, bont on supporluw
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the claims of a right-minded and ethical religion against those of

mere sacerdotal traditionalism. His "middoth," so far as they

go (tiat they do not go far), are based on sound principles of logic

and hermeneutic ; the so-called " prosbol," by which h" evaded the

restrictions laid upon commerce through the law relating to the

sabbatic year, showed that he possessed ai least some power of

adapting old institutions to the changing circumstances and wants

of a progressive society ; and if most of the questions wliich are

alleged to have divided his school from that of Shammai cannot but

strike the modern reader as having been infinitely small, the

"golden rule" and some other sayings attributed to him show that

he was not incapable of large aijd true views o» the deepest problems

of human life.

A remote descendant of the same name, who flourished abont

350 A.D., is said to have sought to quiet his co-religionists, restive

under foreign domination, with tlie novel doctrine that all the

"Messianic prophecies of the Old Testamerit had related to

Hezeldah, and had been fulfilled iu him.
Our only source of information with regard to Hillel "the old" is the Tiiroud,

nnles3 indeed the Polllon referred to once and again by Josephus be also HiUel

Bnder a .Greelt nanio, For the grounds on which this probable identification

rests, and for a masterly sketch of Hillei and his place in the history of Israel,

the great worli of Ewal'd moy be consulted (,Oescn. d. V. Israel, vol v.). See also

Delitzsch, Jesvs u. lldlel (3d ed, 1879) ; Derenbonrg, Bisloirs de la Palestine,

pp. 176-92 : and Schiirer, yeuteslamencliche Ztitgescfiichte, sec 25, All the recent

worita dealing with the life of Christ also touch upon this subject, especially

with reference to the question regarding the " originality" of the two teachers.

Renan, Keim, and Fanar (vol. ii. appendix) may be specially named.

HILLER, JoHANN ADAM(1728-1804),musical composer,

was born at Wendisch-Ossig near Gorlitz in Silesia, Decem-

ber 25, 1728. By the death of his father in 1734 he was

left dependent to a large extent on the charity of friends.

Entering in 1747 the Kreuzschule in Dresden, tjie school

frequented many years afterwards by Richard Wagner,

he afterwards went to the university of Leipsic, where he

studied jurisprudence, supporting himself by giving music

lessons, and also by performing at concerts both on the flute

and as a vocalist. Gradually he adopted music as his sole

profession, and devoted himself more especially to the per-

manent establishment of a concert institute at Leipsic. It

was indeed he who originated (in 1781) the celebrated

Gewandhaus concerts which still flourish at Leipsic. In

1789 he bec^ame "cantor" of the Thomas school there, a

position previously held by the great John Sebastian Bach.

He died June 16, 1804. Two of his pupils placed a

monument to his memory in front of the Thomas school,

Hiller's compositions are numerous, and comprise almost

every kind of church music, from the cantata to the simple

chorale. But infinitely more important are his operettas,

14 in number, which for a long tjme retained their place

on the boards, and had considerable influence on the

development of light dramatic music in Germany. The
JoUt/ Cobbler, Love in the Countrij, and the Village Barber

were amongst the most popular of his works. Hiller

also excelled in songs and ballads of the sentimental

kind. With great simplicity of structure his music com-

bines a considerable amount of genuine melodic invention.

Although an admirer and imitator of the Italian school,

Hiller fully appreciated the greatness of Handel, for tho

appreciation of whose music jn Germany he did much.

It was under his direction that the Messiah was for the

first time given at Berlin, more than forty years after the

composition of that great work Hiller was also a writer

on music, and for some years (1766-1770) edited amusical

weekly periodical named WoohentlicJie Nachrichien und
Anmerhungen die Mimk betreffend.

HILL TIPPERAH, a native state adjoining the British

district of Tipperah, Bengal, lying between 22° 59' and 24°

31' N. lat., and between 91° 12' and 92° 24' E. long., with

an area of about 3867 square miles, and population (1878)

75,792. It ie bounded on the N, by the Assam district of

Sylhet, on the W. by the Bengal districts of Tipperah and

NoikhAli, on the S. by No4khAll and Cjiittagong districts,

and on the E, by the LushAi country and the Chittagong

HUl Tracts. As its name implies the country is hilly.

Five or six ranges of hills run parallel from north to south,

at an average distance of about 12 miles from each other.

The hills are covered for the most part with bamboo jungle,

while the low ground abounds with trees of various hinds,

canebrakes, and swamps. The principal ranges are, begin-

ning from the east, the JAmpui, Sakkankhang, Langtarij,

and AthdramurA. The chief rivers are the Gumti, HAord,

Khozai, Dul4i, Manu, and Pheni. During the heavy rains

the people in the plains use boats as almost the sole means

of conveyance. The forests give shelter to numbers of wild

elephants and other large game. Small game of various

kinds are met with.

The history of tlve state relates to two distinct periods—the tradi-

tional period described in the Rdjmild, or "Chronicles of the Kings
of Tipperah," and the period since 1407 A.D. Tiie Mdjmdli is a

history in Bengali verse, compiled by the Brahmans of the court of

Tripura. In the early history of the state, the rajas were in a state

of chronic feud with all the neighbouring countries. The worship

of th». All-destroyer was here, as elsewhere in India, associated with

the practice of human sacrifice, and in no part of India were more
victims offered up. It was not until the beginning of the 17th cen-

tury that the Mughals obtained any footing in this country. By
dint of constant invasions and continual intrigues, the Mahometans
gradually established themselves, and Tipperah soon became a mere
JIughal province under a Mussulman governor. The raja still

remained in possession of the hilly tracts, but subject to the nawab
ol jslurshidabad. AVheu the East India Company obtained the

diwdnl of Bengal in 1765, so much of Tipperah as had been placed

on the rent.roU camp under Biitish rule. Since 1808, each succe.*

sive ruler has received investiture from the Biitish Government, and
has_been required to pay the usual nazar or tribute on accession.

The state has a chronological era of its own, adopted by Eaja Bir-

raj, from whom the present raja is 92d in descent. The year 1875
coiTesponded with 1285 of the Tipperah era.

Both as regards its constitution anjl its relations to the British

Government, the state of Hill Tipperah ditlers alike from the

independent native .states of India and from those which ar«

tributary and dependent. Besides being the ruler of Hill Tip-

perah, the riija holds an estate in the British district of Tipperah,

called chakld RoshnabaJ, which is by far the most valuable of his

possessions. The form of government is despotic and patriarchal.

The raja's word is law, withont appeal. Id 1871 an Englisb officer

was appointed as political agent to protect British interests and
advise with the raja. . The most important hill tribe is that of the

Tipperabs, who were estimated in 1874-75 to number 34,727. There
are no towns in Hill Tipperah. Agartala, the capital of the state

and residence of the r.'ja, it, merely a moderate-sized village situated

on the north bank of the Haui'd.

The principal crop and main food staple is rice. The other arti'-li'*

of produce are cotton, chillies, and vegetables. The chief exports

are cotton, timber, til, bamboo canes, thatching-grass, and firewood.

Occasionally small imports are required from the neighbcuring dis-

tricts. The total revenue in 1874-75 was £18,693. Besides this,

the raja's estates in Tipperah and Sylhet yield about £50,000 and
£1400 respectively. His total annual income, therefore, is about
£70,000. The police force (1874-75) consisted of 102 men, and the
raja maintains a force of 277 officers and men. The state has only

2 schools, and only 103 boys are being educated. The climate of Hill

Tipperah is generally pleasant; the annual rainfall is 60 inches.

The chief endemic diseases are bowel complaints, remittent and inter-

mittent fevers, and rheumatism ; the principal epidemic is cholera.

HILTON, William (1786-1839), English painter, was
bom in Lincoln on 3d June 1786, son of a portrait-painter,

who was probably his first instructor. In 1800 he was
placed with the engraver J. R. Smith, and about the same
time began studying in the Royal Academy School. He
first exhibited in this institution in 1803, sending a group

of Banditti ; and, though he ctuld not be called a popular

artist, he soon established a reputation for choice of subject,

and qualities of design and colour superior to the great

mass of his contemporaries. He made a tour in Italy along

with Thomas Phillips, the portrait-painter. In 1814,

having exhibited Miranda and Ferdinand with the Logs
of Wood, he was elected an associate of the Academy, and
in 1820 a full academician, his diploma-picture representing

Ganymede. In 1823 he produced Christ crowned with

Thorns, a large and important work, which has lately been
bought by the Academy out of the Chantrey Fund ; this

may be regarded as his masterpiece, displaying all the

qualities which go to make up pictorial propriety and
efficiency, though it does not entitle Hilton to the praise of
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original genius. In 1825 lie succeeded Fuseli as keeper of

the Academy ; and he died in London on 30tli December

1839, a widower without children. Some of his best

pictures remained on his hands at his decease,—such as the

Angel releasing Peter from Prison (life-size), painted in

1831, Una with the Lion entering Corceca's Cave (1832),

the Murder of the Innocents, his last exhibited work (1838),

Comus, and Amphitrite. The National Gallery now con-

tains Edith finding the Body of Harold (1834), Cupid Dis-

armed, Rebecca and Abraham's Servant (1829), and Sir

Calepino 'sscuing Serena (from tho Faerie Queen) (IS31).

Hilton's excellence as an artist js relative to the state of art

in his country at the time. In a great school or period he

could certainly not count as more than a respectable sub-

ordinate ; but in the British school of the earlier part of

this century he had sufficient elevation of aim and width

of attairment to stand conspicuous and praiseworthy, and,

comparatively speaking, above the level of mediocrity.

HILVEBSUII, a village and commune in the Nether-

lands in the province of North Holland, about equally dis-

tant from Amsterdam, Utrecht, and Amersfoort, with all

of which it is. connected by railway. The village is well

sheltered on the west and north-west by a range of hills,

and since 1874 it has been the seat of u hospital, the

Trompenberg, for convalescents. The public buildings

comprise a town-house and four churches and a synagogue,

and there is a very handsome railway station. The weaving
of floor-cloths, horse blankets, and Hilversum stripe is the

principal industry. In 1423 Hilversum was separated from
Laren. In 1505 it suffered at the hands of the people of

Guelderland, in 1629 from the Croats, and in 1672 from the

French. The population of the village in 1840 was 5160,
and in 1870 5611; while that of the commune in the same
years was 5314 and 6615. Of this last number 3463 were

Roman Catholics, 2327 belonged to the Dutch Reformed
Chnrch. and 226 were Jewa.
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HIMALAYA is the name given to the mountains which

form the northern boundary of British India, between

the 75th and 95th meridians east of GreenwicL The word

is Sanskrit, and literally signifies "snow-abode," from Am,
snow, and dldyd, abode, and is well translated "snowy-
range,"' though that expression is perhaps more nearly the

equivalent of Hiiiidchdl, another Sanskrit word, derived

from him, snow, and dchal, mountain, which is practically

synonymous with Himalaya, and probably as often used in

conversation by natives of northern India. The letter y in

the last syllable of Himalaya is purely a consonant, and
the last two syllables should be pronounced Id-yd, the con-

version of the ay into a diphthong being quite erroneous.

The name, by transformations such as are common to aU
times and nations in the use of foreign words, was converted

by the ancient Greeks into Emodoa and Inmos.

Although the term Himalaya is applied by the natives

of India only to the ranges which they see covered with
perpetual snow, it has been long used by European
geographers to designate the whole mountain region for

which the Indian has no other name than pdhdr, i.e., " the

mountains," of which the snowy ranges constitute but a
small portion. The first mere cursory examination of these

mountains by the older geographers rightly convinced them
of the general physical unity of the mountainous region to

the north of India, which in length extends from about 72°

to 95° E. long., that is, between the rivers Indus and
Brahmaputra, and in breadth includes the ranges between
the plains of Hindustan and the upper parts of the main
branches of these two groat rivers. To these ranges the
designation of Himalaya has by degrees been specially

attached; and thero is a certain convenience in still re-

stricting the name to that part of the mourjtsins which is

accessible from British India, for this is the praotical sig,

nification of it now commonly accepted.

Though it is to the area thus limited that the present
article is mainly designed to refer, it will be necessary, for

the correct apprehension of some of its main characteristics,

to understand aright the relation which the Himalaya bears
to the great mountain region beyond it, and a general
description of that region thus becomes requisite.

Scientific investigation has clearly shown that, so far as
the main characteristics of the mountains arc concerned,
tho natural boundaries of the Himalayan system must be
carried much farther than had at first been recognized.
Considerable obscurity still involves the eastern portion of
these mountains, and there is great want of precise know-
ledge as ^0 their connexion with tho ranges of western China,

from which are thrown off the great rivers of China, Slam,
and Burmah. On the west, however, it has been coai-j

pletely established that a continuous chain extends beyond
the Indus along the north of the Osu.s, and ends in that

quarter about 68° E. long. In like maBHer it is found that

no separation can be established, except a purely arbitrary

one, between the Himalaya as commonly defined and the

greatly elevated and rugged table-land of Tibet; nor be-

tween this last and the mountain ranges which form its

northern border along the low-lying desert regions of Central

Asia.

It thus appears that the Himalaya, with its prolongation

west of the Indus, constitutes in reality the broad moun-
tainous slope which descends from the southern border of

the great Tibetjjn table-land to the lower levels of Hindustan

and tlje plains of the Caspian ; and that a somewhat similar

mountain face, descending from the northern edge of the

table-land, leads to another great plain on the north, extend-

ing far to the eastward, to the northern borders of China.

Towards its northrwest extremity this great system is con-

nected with other mountains,—on the south, with those of

Afghanistan, of which the Hindu-Kush is the crest, occupy-

ing a breadth of about 250 miles between Peshawur and
Kilnduz ; and on the north, with tho mountains that flank

the Jaxartes or Sir on the north, and the Thian-shan or

Celestial Mountains. The eastern margin of Tibet descends

to western China, and the south-eastern termination of the

Hiniajaya is fused into the ranges which run north and

south between the 95th and 100th meridians, and separate

the rivers of Burmrjh, Siam, and western China.

Nor can any of tho numerous mountain ranges which

constitute this great elevated region bo properly regarded

as having special, definite, or separate existence apart from

the general mass of which they are the component parts

;

and Tibet cannot be rightly described, os it has been,

as lying in the interval between tho two so-called chains

of the Himalaya and the Koucnlun or Kara Koram. It

is in truth tho summit of a great protuberance above the

general level of tho earth's surface, of which these alleged

chains .are nothing more than the south and north borders,

while the other ranges which traverse it are but corrugations

of tho mass more or less strongly marked and locally de-

veloped.

The average level of the Tibetan table-land may be taken

at about 15,000 feet above tho sen. Tho loftiest points

known on the earth's surface are to bo found along its

southern or Himalayan boundary ; one of them falls very

little short of 30,000 feet in elevation, and peaks of 20.000
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feet abound along the entire chain. The plains of India

which skirt the Himalayan face of the table-land, for a

length o£ rather more than 1500 miles, along the northern

border of British India, nowhere rise so much as 1000 feet

above the sea, the average being much less. The low lands

on the north, about Kashgar and Yarkend, have an elevation

of from 3000 to 4000 feet, and no part of the Central

Asiatic desert seems to fall below 2000 feet, the lake of

Lobnor being somewhat above that level. The greatest

dimension of the Tibetan mountain area from east to west

may be about 2000 miles, while its average breadth some-

what exceeds 500 miles; about 100 miles on either side

constitute the sloping faces, the central table-land having

a width of about 200 miles on the west and probably 500

miles at its eastern border.

The southern portion of the Tibetan table-land throws

off its waters to the north-west and south-east from a cen-

tral line almost on 82° E. long., the Indus flowing in the

former direction, and the Brahmaputra in the latter.

These two rivers maintain their courses for a great distance

in opposite ways, longitudinally, along the summit of the

table-land ; they receive as they proceed the drainage of

& large portion of its surface ; and their accumulated waters

Tire at length di.scharged by two openings in the Himalayan

slope Slcxosh^ the pi'ains of Hindustan into the Indian

Ocean. With the one exception of the basm of the Sutlej,

jlhe Tibetan area that discharges itself southward at

points intermediate between the debouchure, of the Indus

and that of the Brahmaputra is comparatively insignifi-

cant. No important part of the drainage of the table-land,

80 far as is yet known, passes in tlie opposite dii-ection

through the northern slope to join the rivers which flow

from that slope to the Central-Asiatic plain. The waters

of the aoutbern slope, together with ths drainage of

the exceptional Tibetan area above referred to, traverse

the Himalaya more or less directly, and constitute the

main tributaries of the Indus, the Ganges, and the

Brahmaputra. '

Water- Thus the northern border ef the table-land, or the sum-
^»a mit of its northern slope, so far as it is known, seems to

form the real watershed between the rivers that flow to the

Indian Ocean and those that lose themselves in the plains

of Turklstan and Mongolia. Ihe summit of the Himalayan
slope forms a subordinate watershed, separating the rivers

that fall into the Indian Ocean into two classes, those that

pass directly through the Himalaya to the plr^ins of India,

and those that are collected on the summit of the table-land

and discharged, also through the Himalaya, but by two

concentrated streams at distant points towaids the opposite

ends of the chain. It has been proposed to call these

dividing lines, respectively, the Turkish and the Indian

watershed, _

The -waters that issue from the Himalaya to the west of

;he 77th meridian combine to form the Indus. Between

the 77th and 88th meridians all the streams fall into the

Ganges, and eastward of the 88th meridian into the

Brahmaputra. Of the continuity of the Brahmaputra,

beyond the point up to which it haa been explored from

Assam, with the Tibetan river called on the maps Sanpoo,

Yarou-dzangbo-tchou, and so forth, there is no room for

doubt The correct Tibetan name for the river is Tachok-

tsangpo, i.e., "Horse-river," or simply "T.sangpo," i.e.,

"Great river",—the word "tsangpo" being applied exactly

like the corresponding Indian term " ganga," or the Chinese
" kyang," as a generic aflix to the name of any large river.

In the mountains on the border of Assam the river is called

" Dihong," but on entering the plain it receives the waters

of the sacred stream locally called " Lohit," which is also

believed to have a Tibetan source ; and this name the

imited river retains throughout the greater part of its

line's.

course in Assam, Brahmaputra being a classical Sanskrit

name not commonly used. In its course through Beng^
local names are given to the various branches into which
it there divides ; and this is also the case with the Ganges
which unites with the Brahmaputra about 100 miles from
the sea. That part of Tibet which lies north of the 30th
parallel of latitude and between the 82d ai-d 92d meridians

east is believed to have no escape open for its waters,

which are consequently collected in lakes occupying de-

pressions on its surface. The region east of the 92d
meridian, excluding the comparatively small tract which

drains into the Brahmaputra, feeds the great rivers d
western China, Siam, and Burmah.

At the western extremity of the Tibetan table-land two
transverse watershed lines are established in connexion with

it, by mountain ranges nearly at right angles to what may
be regarded as its general direction in this region,—first,

on the south by the mountains which under the name of

Hindu-Kush form the north-east angle of the high land of

Afghanistan, and from the north-west of which the waters

flow into the Oxus (the true Turki name of which ia

" Amu "), and thence to the Aral Sea, while those from its

south-eastern face join the Indus through the Cabul river;

and second, on the north by the Terek-tagh, which unites

the Tibetan system with the mountains of northern Turkls-

tan, and separates the Jaxartea (in Turki "Sir") from the

basin of Yarkend. The Oxus and Jaxartes flow ofi' to the

Aral Sea in a north-westerly direction, having between

them a range which probably represents the extremity of

either the Tibetan or the Thian-shan mountains, and which

falls away into hlUs of minor importance beyond the 70th

meridian.

Some further particulars of the relations of the Articre

Tibeto Himalayan region with the contiguous mountain ^^'.*,'*

systems, and of its influence both physical and political
^^'° "

on the Asiatic continent in the heart of which it is situated,

are contained in the article Asia, to which reference may
be made. A mors detailed account of Tibet will be given

under that heading, and the remainder of this notice will

be confined to the description of the restricted Himalayan

area, as already defined.

The northern provinces of British India occupy the great Geogia-

plain which flanks the Himalaya on the south, along its P^icaJ

whole extent from the issue of the Brahmaputra on the p,^ ^f
east to the ranges that lie along the Indus. The whole North

tract, excepting Assam,'t.«.; the valley of the Brahmaputra, India.

is highly cultivated and populous ; and with the same ex-

ception the population throughout is of the race known aa

Aryan, being almost exclusively Hindu in religion on the

east, but passing into Mahometan on the west.

The most eastern portion of the Himalayan mountain Eastern

slope, as far as the 92d meridian, is occupied by wild tribes Him&-

of which, or of the country they occupy, little is "known. j^^°^.
They are in small communities under petty chibfs, and their

jj^juj,,,

'

languages, which vary considerably in detail, are to some

extent allied ta Tibetan and monosyllabic. Between the 92d

and 89th meridians is the small state of Bhotin, the local

name.of which is " Lhopato." It approximates in languagei

customs, and religion to Tibet proper, and its government

is carried on by two separate chiefs, temporal and spiritual

Its northern border, -where it is met by Tibet, lies along

the 28th degree of north latitude. The small British dis-

trict of Sikim, succeeds, occupying the lower part of the

basin of the Tista river, and having Darjeling as its chief

settlement. The native state of Sikim, in Tibetan called

" Demojong," extends north of British Sikim to Tibet ; it

is almost as Tibetan as Bhotin, and still less important

Its western border falls nearly an the 88th meridian.

From the 88th nearly to the* 80th meridian the whole NepiL

southern slope is occupied"by the kingdom of NepAl, which.
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Emce tlie wars with the British in 1814-16 has retained

omplete independence. The jealousy with wliich its

government has excluded Europeans from most parts of

the country leaves us with little precise knowledge of any

part of it except its eastern border and the neiglibourliood

<5f the capital, KilthmAndii. The people pass from the

Tibetan and Buddhist type, which prevails on the east, into

almost pure Hindus, speaking a Hindi dialect, on tbe west.

The rivers Kosi, Gandak, RApti, and KarnAli are the prin-

cipal streams that issue from this part of the mountains.

The northern border of Nepdl follows the main watershed,

tind its western angle reaches the 30th parallel of north

latitude in the vicinity of the well-known Tibetan lakes

Rdkas-tdl and Milnasarowar, where the general direction of

the mountains has, from east and west, become nearly

south-east and north-west.

The Kdli or Sdrda river forms the boundary between

Nepdl and the British provinces of Kumaon and Garhwdl,

the chief town in which is Almora, and which occupy the

entire mountain face, from the watershed to the plains, as

far as the main stream of the Garges, for a distance from

east to west of about 100 miles. Thence, an equal distance

brings us to the Sutlej, the intermediate tract being occupied

by many small principalities, independent in their civil

government, but entirely under the political control of the

British. In this region is situated Simla, the summer
capital of the government of British India, on one of the

outer ranges overlooking the Sutlej. Other small districts

and principalities, partly British, occupy the Himalayan
elope as far as the 76 th meridian, beyond which we reach

the territories of Jamu and Kashmir, which extend to within

60 miles of the Indus, a narrow band bordering on which
river is mainly in the possession of Afghan tribes but
partly under British rule. From the portion of the
mountains west of the 79th meridian issue the rivers

Ganges and Jumna ; also the five rivers of the Punjdb,

—

the Sutlej, the Rdvi, the Chendb, the Jhelum, and the Indus,

besides the Byds which unites with the Sutlej. The valley

of Kashmir is the upper part of the basin of the Jhelum.
People Tbe population of the whole of the mountain districts west

West*™
°^ Nepdl maintains to a great extent its Hindu type, though

Hima- ^^^ Mahometan religion gradually becomes more prevalent

^je. as we approach tbe Indus, where it is found to have super-

seded Hinduism. In the more remote and elevated valleys

an infusion of Tibetan race, religion, and language is found,
diminishing as we pass to the west ; but otherwise the
dialects spoken are everywhere Prakritic, and closely allied

to Hindi. As a rule the people are short in stature, muscular,
as is common among mountaineers, fairer than the inhabi-
tants of the plains, and in tbe western regions, where the
Hindu or Aryan stock prevaOs, women of remarkable
beauty are often seen. At the lower altitudes cotton cloth-

ing is usual, at the greater elevations hempen and woollen
materials prevail, but an utter disregard of personal clean-
liness is universal Goitre is frequent in both sexes, and
cretinism seems to occur much in the European form.

The eastern ranges are wetter, the climate generally
warmer and more equable, and the vegetation more-rank
and of a more tropical character; the mountains are more
copiously covered with forest, and the extent of cultivation
Isless, and the population probably less also. To the west,
with a drier atmosphere and greater variations of tempera-
ture, the climate above 5000 or COOO feet becomes more
like that of southern Europe, and the main features of the
scenery become more conspicuou.sly similar to tho.so of
European mountain.s. On the east the customs of the
people dilTer little from those of the neighbouring Tibetan
or semi-Tibetan provinces. On the west there is no great
distinction between the people of the hills and of the
plains in their customs, agriculture, or other occupations.

The summit of the table-land from the borders of China Tiba
to the 75tb meridian, where the Indus suddenly turns o6f

to the south, is comprised in Tibet, or as it is called in the
language of its iuhabitauts " Bod " or " Bodyul," the latter

word being equivalent to " Bod land.' Of the eastern half
of Tibet very little is known, and that little chiefly relates
to the most southern portion which borders on the Himalaya,
and the most eastern which abuts on China. The table-
land here has its greatest development, and is perhaps as
much as 500 milc^^ from north to south. At its north-
western end its bread lli is reduced to something undef
200 miles. The physical features of Tibet, from its gr3at
elevation, are so peculiar, and it is so cut off by nature from
communication with its neighbours, that it is not surprising
to find in it a distinct race with a language of their own,
and habits widely different from the surrounding nations.
The extreme cold and drought make Tibet essentially poor

;

and the character of its inhabitants approaches that of the
denizens of the Arctic regions, wholive under somewhat simi-
lar physical conditions. The people pre broadly built, with
a strongly marked Jlongolian physiognomy, dark hair, little

or no beard, oblique eyes, and prominent cheek bones. In
the warmer valleys they are mainly agricultural, and live in

houses ; in the higher regions they are shepherds, living io

tents, thinly scattered over a large area. They are clothed
in woollens or sheep skins. The practice of polyandrj
prevails, a woman marrying a whole family of brothers.
The government at Lhassa is nominally administered bj
the Tibetans themselves, but in reality is altogether under
the control of a Chinese resident. The authority of the
Lhassan Government extends to cbout 78° E. long. ; west
of this as far as the Indus, the country was conquered
some forty years ago by the sovereign of Kashmir and
remains under him. In the most western province of
Tibet, called "Balti," the Buddhist religion ceases to
prevail ; the population is exclusively Mahometan, and
that religion only is known beyond the Indus.

To the west of Tibet tho mountains are prolonged to the
70th meridian at an elevation not greatly '.ess than that
which prevails eastward, and the table-land there ends in
the region known as Pamir, which has all the characteristics

of the higher parts of Tibet. Beyond this we pass into
Turkistan and reach tho limits by which the scope of the
present article is restricted.

The difficulty of accomplishing with any approach to

success such a task as that of giving a sufficient account
of the chief physical and other characteristics of mountains
like the Himalaya is much diminished by the remarkable
uniformity in many points of structure and other important
peculiarities, which prevails along the whole length of the
chain. The perception of such general characteristics among
mountains so vast is, indeed, too often overshadowed and
obscured by the magnitude of their parts, the multitude of

their details, and the variety of their forms
; yet when tho

idea of the subordination of all these elements to common
laws has once been duly conceived, it obtains constantly

growing confirmation from what at first only produced im-
pressions of hopeless confusion.

The great plain of northern India stretches with an almost
unbroken surface along the foot of the Himalaya from the

upper Indus to the head of the delta of tho Ganges, and
thence has a narrow prolongation along tho Brahmaputra
up the valley of Assam. Including its extensions to the
sea, along the Indus on tho woet, and along the Ganges on
the east, its area is about 500,000 square miles. It no-

where rises to more than 1000 feet above the sca-lovel, and
to the unassisted eye it appears a perfectly dead flat That
part of the plain which lies along tho foot of tho mountain-i,

and more particularly tho central and eastern portion, is

well watered, being interspctcd by tho numerous streams
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that flow from the mountains, and under the full iufluence

of the periodical rains, and it comprises the best cultivated,

the richest, the most doduIous, and most civilized districts

of India.

The snov?y peaks of the Himalaya are, under favourable

conditions, visible from the plains at a distance of about

200 miles. It is not, however, till the traveller is within

30 or 40 miles of the foot of the mountains that the

outlines of the great peaks become well defined and their

grandeur appreciable. At about the same distance, too, the

lower ranges begin for the first time to attract attention.

At about ?.0 or 25 miles from the outer hills the cultivation

of the plain commonly becomes less complete, and the

villages more sparse ; an open grassy tract is entered, often

traversed by shallow, sluggish streams, along which are

formed morasses, or fringes of gigantic reeds and grasses,

frequently occupying very large areas. This tract is known
as the "Tarai," or " Tariydni." Where most strongly

developed it has a width of 10 or 15 miles, but its exist-

ence is manifestly greatly dependent on the local conditions

of drainage and of rainfall, and to the west of the point

where the Ganges leaves the mountains the Tarai is not

formed. It has been erroneously described as a depression

along the foot of the mountains, but there is no foundation

for such a view, and the causes that lead to the formation

are not far to seeL
To explain these it is necessary to take a further step

towards the mountains. Just as the Tarai somewhat
luddenly appears along a certain definite line, so it as

suddenly ceases, and is replaced by a band of forest of

about equal breadth, known as the "Bhdbar." This tract is

almost waterless, and the soil is seen to be chiefly sand or

shingle, more or less filled with boulders. The streams

that issue from the outer hills on entering the Bh4bar are

for the most part rapidly absorbed, and finally disappear in

their sandy or shingle beds, the water they pour into the

soil being agpiin discharged along the outer and lower

border of the tract, and collecting once more in the streams

which characterize the Tarai.

The BhAbar and Tarai slope continuously from the foot

of the mountains to the cultivated plain. The inclination

is so uniform as to be hardly perceptible, but becomes
gradually less a? the distance from the mountains becomes
greater. Observation leads us to suppose that the upper
part of this talus, lying along the foot of the outer hiUs,

is composed of coarser matter, and the lower part, which
comes into view at a greater distance, of a finer and less

permeable silt ; and that, the latter having a smaller in-

slination and extending further than the former, the water

ibsorbed by the upper beds will naturally be brought to

the surface at their termination, where the finer materials

forming clayey strata make their appearance. That the

swampy Tarai is not developed in the western part of the

range is doubtless due to the smaller rainfall in that

region ; while its more marked occurrence to the east of

the Ganges at irregular intervals arises from the local

peculiarities of the surface drainage, which at some places

is carried off directly into the larger rivers without check,

and in others is forced to follow a line nearly parallel to

that of the mountains for considerable distances, through a
tract from which there is no free escape for the water ; and
which, thus becoming water-logged and covered with a
rank development of vegetation, acquires its peculiarities,

among which has to be reckoned a climate in which fevers

of a deadly character are frequently induced, rendering its

permanent occupation and cultivation difficult or im-
possible.

The transition from the plains to the mountains is sudden
and well-defined along a line that is almost continuous.
The ranges to which geologists have given the name of

"Siwdlik," and "sub Hima;ayan," rise abmptly, and with-

out any intermediate undulating ground from the apparently
level surface of the plain. These hills, which from recent
geological investigation we learn to be formed of deposits

of various periods of the Tertiary epoch, attain elevations

from a few hundred to 3000 or 4000 feet. The dip of the
strata composing them is usually at a low angle towards
the mass of the mountains, so that they present a steep

face to the plains, while a comparatively easy declivity

slopes inwards, and frequently, by meeting a corresponding

but longer and more gradual talus descending from the

foot of the internal line of mountains, forms a shallow,

narrow valley which runs generally parallel to the outer

range.

These valleys, which are very charaT.eristic of the outer

Dorder of the mountains, have by some writers been
erroneously confounded with the Tarai. They are termed
" Diin " in the western regions ; in Nepdl they are knowa
by the name of " Mdri.'' Their floors consist of deposits

of gravel and boulders, having a maximum elevation of
about 2000 or 2500 feet above the sea. Their continuity

is broken at intervals by low, transverse, watershed lines,

from which the drainage is thrown otf along their longitu-

dinal axis, and falls into some of the larger streams which
cross them from the inner ranges, though less frequently

it finds an independent exit into the plains by a sudden
bend to the south through a rupture in the line of outer hUls.

At intervals these valleys are entirely wanting, and the outer

hills which form them elsewhere are undistinguishable from
the general mass of mountain within, except through the

aid of their geological character. From the considerable

elevation of the diins above the plains, down to the level

of which the streams which drain them descend in a very

short distance, the unconsolidated strata which form the

floors of these valleys are often deeply cut into by the

watercourses, and present a surface worn into terraces

descending in steps of various heights. These conditions

lead to a peculiarity which characterizes large parts of the

ddns, the almost complete impossibility of getting water

from wells, due no doubt to the thorough desiccation of

the subsoil.

The sub-Himalayan ranges have a well-defined distinct Ezteat

geographical existence along the greater part of the chain, of sub.

and their geological continuity is established where no valley p""^'

is formed between them and the inner ranges, and where
they cannot be otherwise- distinguished from the general

mass of mountains. To the west of the Sutlej river these

ranges and the valleys connected with them have an
unusual development, the width over which they extend

increasing from 10 or 15 miles to as much as 50 miles,

with a series of two or three diin-iike valleys one within

another. West of the river Jhelum, again, the aspect of

the outer Himalaya is entirely modified by a small table-

land, which is formed to the north of the line of elevation

known as the Salt range, and extends to the Indus. Its

general surface lies at about 1000 feet above the general

level of the plain, having a maximum elevation of about

1800 feet, and being remarkable for the extraordinary

manner in which it is broken up by ravines, the number,
gigantic dimensions, and intricacy of which are alike per-

plexing and astonishing—the extremely dry climate leadmg
to an almost total want of vegetation, and the absence of

any such concealment exhibiting a picture of confusion

and desolation not often seea
The ranges which lie immediately within the external

band of the Si\vAliks, or sub-Himalaya, rise abruptly above
'^ to much greater elevations, and constitute the first masses

which in such a region we can with propriety dignify with

the name of mountains. Their ordinary elevation is about

7000 feet, and the highest summits on them reach 800(V
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or 9000 feet above the sea. It is on them that sanitary

stations have been established for the convenience of the

European residents in the neighbouring provinces of India,

as affording the nearest sites to the plains at which a

temperate climate can be reached. These ranges cover

a breadth of about GO or 70 miles, within which the

magnitude of the mountains does not very greatly vary,

their crests rarely going above 10,000 feet or falling belo'v

5000 feet. Beyond this again another great change is

observed, and the mountains rise rapidly and attain those

surpassing heights which plaoe the snow-clad summits of

the Himalaya in the foremost rank of all the mountains of

the earth.

A remarkable deviation from the normal character of

this zone of the mountains is observed to the west of

the Sutlej, where, combined with the exceptional extension

of the sub-Himalayan ranges already noticed, is found
what may perhaps be best described as an outlier of the

great central axis of snowy mountains. With a marked
change in respect to elevation, as well as in respect to

its mineral constituents, the range locally known aa the
" Dhaola-dhAr," or White Mountain, rises directly from

the dun of KAngra, the elevation of which is about

2500 feet, into the regions of perpetual snow, its highest

points reaching an elevation of 16,000 to 17,000 feet.

The same features are prolonged still further to the west

beyond the PAvi, and this line of elevation forms the

great snow-cla range that shuts in the valley of Kashmir
on the south, there known as the Plr-panj41, the general

elevation of which is from 14,000 to 15,000 leet, and the

passes over it not lower than 10,000 feet.

With this exception the ranges covered with perpetual

snow are first met with on the southern slope of the great

Indo-Tibetan table-land, along a line between 80 and 90
miles from the foot of the outer mountains, and 20 or 30
miles south of the Indian watershed, and from this line

northward snowy peaks abound everywhere over the summit
of the table-land. The highest yet measured are near the

Indian watershed, but as it is only in this region of the

western Himalaya, and in northern LadAk, that any com-

plete survey has been made, it is necessary to be cautious

in making statements as to absolute maximum elevation,

for the known in these mountains still bears far too small a

proportion to the unknown to afford sufficient ground for

safe speculation on such a subject.

On the Himalayan slope the loftiest peaks are usually

met on the first ranges that enter the limits of perpetual

snow, advanced some 20 or 30 miles south of the Indian

watershed, and not on a continuous ridge, but grouped in

masses separated from one another by deep depressions,

through which is discharged the drainage of the tract

lying between them and the watershed.

The highest known peak in the Himalaya, and indeed in

the world, is that in Nep.Al known as Mount Everest, which

rises to 29,002 feet. Kiiichinjinga, in Sikim, on the east,

reaches" 28,156 feet, and another peak more recently

measured, in the extreme west, reaches 28,278 feet. DhA-
walagiri, in NepAl, is stated to bo 26,820 feet, and Nanda-

devi, in Kumaon, tc be 25,700 feet above the sea. But many
other points have been measured exceeding 25,000 feet in

elevation, two of which are to the north of Kumaon ; and

the enumeration of all known peaks over 20,000 feet would

be wearisome. Those statements have reference to the

particular zone along the Indian watershed above described,

beyond which, as was before said, few measurements have

been made (excepting in LadAk), but there is every reason

to believe, 'from such scanty facts as are available for

forming an opinion, that mountains rising considerably

above 20,000 feet are of freauent occurrence throughout

Tibet

To give a more precise idea of tlie character of tlie snowy Nam-
zone, it will be worth while to state somewhat in detail the'^rsut

distribution of the great peaks which lie between the 78th i^'"'®''

and 81st meridians, in the provinces of Kumaon and'"*"^"

GarhwAl, which have been far better surveyed that any
other part of the range. Ou a line of something less than 1 50
miles in length are found six great snowy groups, with five

great rivers passing between them:—(1) on the east is the

cluster of Api in NepAl, with a peak of 22,700 feet
; (2)

Yirnajang, between the DArma river and the KAli, rising

to 21,300 feet; (3) the PAnch-chuli group, between the

DArma river and the Gori, with a maximum of 22,700 feet

;

(4) the great compound mass which lies between the Gori
and the Dhaoli rivers, consisting of Nanda-devi, Nanda-kot,
Dunagiri, and Trisul, the first reaching 25,700 feet, the

second 22,600 feet, the third 23,200 feet, and the last,

having a length of more than 10 miles, no part of which
is under 20,000 feet, its central point reaching 23,400 feet

above the sea; (5) the peaks between the Dhaoli and Vishnu-
ganga rivers, three of which lie between 22,300 and 22,600
feet

; (6) the great group of BadarinAth, KedArnAth, and
Gangotri, between the Alaknanda and BhAgirathi, the chief

feeders of the Ganges, the first mass rising to 22,400 feet

and the second to 22,900 feet, while the third has five

points varying in height between these. All these masses

are connected with the main watershed by ridges more oi

less covered with perpetual snow, on which have been

measured two other peaks rising above 25,000 feet, several

others reaching 23,000 feet, and many more between

19,000 and 20,000 feet. There is no reason for thinking

that this gives an exaggerated idea of the vast scale on

which these mountains are developed. There can be little

doubt that as precise knowledge is advanced the number of

peaks between 25,000 and 30,000 feet will be found to be

very much extended; nor will it be surprising if points are

eventually discovered exceeding 30,000 feet in altitude.

The average elevation of the crest of the Indian water- kIovh-

shed, between the points where the Indus and Brahma-""""'
putra cross it, a distance of some 1500 miles, most'"'''^"

probably exceeds 18,000 feet. At a comparatively few^^^j
'

points only its continuity is broken, and it allows the

passage of rivers that rise on its northern flank ; but

at all other parts its summit must be crossed to enter Tibet

from the south. The passes over it, in ordinary use for

men and animals, aro frequently more than 18,000 feet

above the sea, and except where it is broken through as

just mentioned, one point only is believed to exist at which

it can be surmounted under 16,400 feet. This pa.ss, which

leads directly from Kashmir into the Tibetan district of

DrAs, is only 11,1500 feet, and is quite anomalous; such a

depression elsewhere would have been snfKciently deep to

open a passage for the drainage of the table-land, but the

great depth of the valley further north, in which the Indua

flows, here gives the waters a more favourable escape in

that direction.

The valleys which traverse the mountains between the

plains aud the great watershed are for the most part little

more than gigantic ravines, at the bottom of which flows

the river each contains, in a very contracted bed which at

rare intervals opens out into a narrow alluvial flat capabU

of cultivation. The level of the river beds is necessarily

very various. Valleys only 2000 or 3000 feet above ths

sea are often opened up into the very heart of the moun-

tains, and carry with them the heat and vegetation of the

tropics among ranges the summits of which are capped with

eternal snow. In tracing up the larger streams it is

usually found that on arriving within 10 miles of the lino

of the great peaks the rivers are flowing at an elevation of

little more than 4000 or 5000 feet, but on crossing thai

line the acclivity suddenly and rapidly increases, and tht

71—'?':
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tiver-beds in a very fow miles are found to be at an altitude

of 9000 or 10,000 feet, indicating that tlie sudden increase

to the height of the mountains along this line is not con-

fined to the peaks alone, but consists of a general elevation

of the whole surface. Having once crossed the line of

great peaks, the inclination of the valleys again becomes
much less, and they thus continue for some miles, those

that are fed from the larger glaciers frequently emerging
from the ice at a level no more than 12,000 feet above the

?ea in the western- mountains, 1000 cr 2000 feet higher on
the east.

The slope of the larger Himalayan rivers may be esti-

mated to range from 20 feet per mile near the plains to

between 100 and 200 feet per mile where they approach the

snowy mountains. In their passage through these the

inclination increases to as much as 700 or 800 feet in the

mile, but to the north it is again reduced to 1 50 or 200 feet.

Like all Indian rivers, they vary greatly in volume at

different seasons of the year, and among the higher

mountains are liable to special fluctuations from the more
or less rapid melting of the snow from which they are fed.

In the summer their waters increase and decrease with the

varying temperature of the day or power of the sun, and
in the winter they contract to a small fraction of their

summer volume as the permanent frosts set in. In the

lower parts of their courses the rivers commonly present an
alternation of soarkling rapids with long reaches of deep,

clear, tranquil "vcter, in which the action of the current is

often hardly visible ; as we ascend, the rapids become by

a

Tndiajl

degrees more frequent and more impetuous, till in passiflg

among the snowy mountains we find only the most furious
torrents, pouring their turbid glacier waters over boulders
of gigantic dimensions among which they are at times
almost lost to view, and filling the valleys with their

incessant roar.

The valleys of Kashmir and Kathmdndu, by their Kasha
exceptionally large extent and comparatively level char- ^'"^

acter, offer such remarkable deviations from the normal ^^P^'

characters of Himalayan valleys as to require some com-
ment. But the differences are after all rather in degree
than in. kind, and it would not be difficult to find somewhat
similar areas, though on a much smaller scale of develop-
ment. In Kashmir, too, is found one of the very few lakes

which occur in the Himalaya. The almost complete
absence of such collections of water is among the circum-
stances which serve to give a special character to the
scenery of the Himalaya, and to distinguish it from that
of European mountains.

On crossing the Indian watershed into Tibet, the Table-

general character of the country completely changes. The land q

summit of the table-land, though deeply corrugated with '^^'^

vallej's and mountains in detail, is in its general relief laid

out horizontally at a mean height little inferior to that of the
watershed itself. The valleys of central Tibet are commonly
long, flat, and open, of uo great breadth, perhaps 1 to .3 miles,

with a bottom of alluvial soil laid out nearly horizontally,

from which the mountains rise abruptly on either sida

The plateau of Gug6, immediately to the north of Knmaon,

1
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the average elevation of which is not less than 15,500 feet

above the sea, and at the extremity of which lie the two
lakes of Kdkas-tdl and Mdnasarowar, the waters of which
are also nearly at that level, is a remarkable expansion of

tlie ordinary Tibetan valley, and calls for special notice. It

varies, in breadth from 15 to 60 miles, and its extreme
length is 120 miles, lying along the upp<;r course of the
Sutlej, which runs through it at the bottom of a stupendous
ravine furrowed out of the alluvial matter of which the
plateau is formed, to a depth of 2000 or 3000 feet. Into
this run, across the western part of tho plain, numerous
other similar ravines in every gradation of size, often for
miles together as even and straight as a railway cutting;
and so extraordinary is their magnitude in some cases that,

in his account of a journey across the plateau, Moorcroft, a
traveller of great accuracy in general, describes these slopes
as those of mountains.

The main valleys are everywhere remarkable for their

gentle slope, and in the central parts of the table-land the
inclination at length frequently becomes so small as to give
rise to the accumulation of the drainage in lakes, invariably
salt when there is no efilux, and as invariably fresh when
there is. The upper Indus has a slope as little as 3 feet
per mile. Further to the west, as it approaches its great
bend to the south, the inclination becomes greater, aver-
iigmg_ about 24 feet per mile, and the width of its valley
floor ia reduced. It descends to a level of little above
JIOOO fee; before it -finally leaves Tibet.

ofHin
layaw
Alpt,

It may aid in conveying a clear conception of the Con^
magnitude of these Himalayan masses, to compare them pari3«

with the Swiss Alps, which will be familiar to many English
'

readers. The above diagram represents on the same
scale sections of the Alps and of the Himalaya, the

curved line from which the latter are shown to rise repre-

senting the curvature of the earth. The Alps, measured
across from the Lake of Thun to the plains of Lombardy,
have a width of about 75 miles, the Tibeto-Himalryan
mountains on a line drawn through Simla being about
400 miles across. To complete the comparison a few
further explanations may be offered. The range that haa
already been noticed as the Dhaola-dhdr, which rises from
the KAngra diin, if measured in breadth from Kdngra to

the upper RAvi, and in length between that river and the

Byds in Kullii, is about equal to the whole of the Bernese
Alps comprised between Altdorf and Martigny in length,

and laterally between lines drawn along the Ehone and
Eeuss on one side, and through the Lakes of Lucerne and
Thun to the Lake of Geneva at Vevay on the other. The
area covered iu both cases is rather less than 100 mUes in

length by 20 or 25 in breadth, the highest peaks being in

the Alps the Finsteraarhorn, 14,100 feet, and in the

Dhaola-dhdr a point 17,100 feet above the sea. Thj
prolongation of the Himalayan ridge just spoken of, which
bounds Kashmir en the south, known as the Pir-panjAl,

would in like manner compare with the Pennine Alps and

their continuation as far as St Gothard. Here the peak
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of Mont Blanc, 15,750 feet, slightly eKceeds the Idghest

point of the I'ir-panjill, which is but Utile over 16,500 feet,

though, with this single exception, the Kashmir range

certainly much exceeds in general mass that of the por-

tion of the Alps compared with it. To obliterate these

two ranges from the Himalaya would make no very sensible

inroad on it, though they surpass in bulk the whole of the

Swiss Alps ; and it is no exaggeration to say that, along the

entire range of the Himalaya,' valleys are to be found

among the higher mountains into which the whole Alps

might be cast without producing any result that would

be discernible at a distance of ten or fifteen miles. And
it is important to bear in iniad these relations of magni-

tude, for the terms at our disposal in the description of

mountains are so limited that it is necessary to employ

the words chain, range, ridge, spur, &c., rather with refer-

ence to relative than to absolute importance, so that the

scale of our nomenclature changes with the extent and
altitude of the mountains of which we speak,

iortace An examination of the maps of the Himalaya indicates
drainage tj,at throughout their whole extent a constant tendency is

°'^'™^' discernible for the rivers to flow either parallel to the

general direction of the part of the chain through which

they run, or perpendicular to it,—many or perhaps most of

them combining both tendencies, and running first in the

one direction and then in the other. The conclusion is

hence suggested that the system of surface drainage is

determined by a series of longitudinal and transverse lines

of rupture along and across the mountains. The study of

the rivers and mountains themselves confirms this view.

In many cases an apparent diagonal direction is found to

be really due to a succession of short abrupt bends, though

no doubt the rivers at times actually take an oblique course

across the mountains. Frequently, too, where a river

changes from a longitudinal to a transverse direction,

another longitudinal stream meeting" the first flows down
from an exactly opposite direction. The same disposition

is otherwise often exhibited by the occurrence of both

transverse and. longitudinal lines of drainage, or valleys,

starting in opposite directions from the same point on
the main ranges, while a depression occurs in the ridge at

the point whence such valleys take their departure,

An-ange- As the rivrrs and ridges that separate them must be laid

>«ent of out ^Jn the ^ame general plan, it is natural to find in these
°^""'" last the same tendency to follow lines perpendicular, or

fraturei parallel, to the general direction of the chain. There is no
part of the mountains in which these peculiarities may not

be traccJ, the longitudinal character prevailing on the

summit of the table-land, and the transverse being domi-
nant on tie Himalayan slope. By the combination of

these tendencies the rivers flow to the plains along a lino

generally oblique to the component parts of their actual

course ; and the watershed ridges tliat separate them follow

corresponding directions. But such watershed lines rarely

have any true stiuctural continuity, however strongly they

may be marked on our maps, and great caution must
be exercised in inferring physical relations among such
features of the mountains without obtaining some know-
ledge of their geological structure.

^
Considering the vast extent of theso mountains, and

^he material and political difficulties in the way of the

traveller who visits them, it is not surprising that the

knowledge of their geological structure is still very imper-

fect. From causes which are not very obvious, important

parts of the deposits of which they consist have till now
not yielded any fossil remains by which their ago can be
determined ; the visits of qualified geologists to the more
remote puts of the chain have been very rare ; and it is

only within the last few months that any connected memoir
on the subject has been published. Much that has been

written on it is of too speculative a nature to find place in

such an account as the present, and all that can be attempted
is a brief outline of the main conclusions that seem estab-

lished. .

Of the great Indian plain nothing very definite can be
said. It is an alluvial deposit of sandy clay, on the sur-

face of which nothing in the shape of a pebble can be found
excepting in the immediate vicinity of the hills that rise

from it. In one place alone, in the north-west, on tha

Jumna river, have fossil remains been found imbedded in

it, at some depth below the surface. They belonged to

terrestrial mammals, with fish and crocodiles, which seem
to be of the post-Tertiary epoch. A few borings have been
made to depths of some hundreds of feet, but they throw

no great light on the subject of the origin of the plain.

There is no direct evidence either for or against its having

been laid out by the sea ; on the one side it seems diflicult

to understand how so even a surface could have been pro-

duced otherwise than under the sea, while on the other

there is a complete want of marine remains both in the

alluvium itself and in the most recent deposits which form

the hills that rise from it. It seems to be admitted that

some parts of the alluvial plain of the Indus have been

submerged, and in any case, if it was produced by river

action, it must have been by rivers having a very small

inclination, and in a delta, or at a low elevation.

The outermost ranges of the sub-Himalaya are also geolo- lli»

gically the most recent. They are composed of grey "?**..

micaceous sandstones, generally very soft and often quite

unconsolidated, with beds of red and blue clays and marls

interspersed, and boulder and gravel beds, at times hardly

to be distinguished from those formed in the existing rivers,

and often cemented by carbonate of lime into conglome-

rates. Though these formations are most strongly de-

veloped to the west, they have been observed in Nep.^1

and also in Bhotin. It is from the ranges in the vicinity

of the Jumna river that the characteristic SiwAlik fossils

have chiefly been obtained. They consist of numerous

species of, mammals and reptiles, with " few fish, birds,

and mollusca,—all, however, remains of land or fresh-

water animals, with no certain trace of marine creatures.

Lignite occurs in thin isolated beds in small quantities.

It had been commonly supposed that the Siwiilik fauna

was of Miocene age. The later views rather point to its

being Pliocene. Sixteen genera among the fossil remains

have not been found in any beds older than Pliocene, and

of the many genera which continue to the present time,

some of the forms preserved in these fossils are remarkably

similar to existing species, all of which indicates a closer

relation to the more recent than to the older Tcrtiaries.

In close juxtaposition with this external band, but con- Tho

nectcd geologically in a manner that has not been very 'oncf

clearly established, is an older scries of beds, the lowest ^^'^
of which is nummulitic and of the oldest Tertiary epoch. 1,^,.

The fossils found in these beds are as markedly marine

as those of the other series are terrestrial. The junctior

of the newer with this more ancient scries is concealed bj

disturbances, and the former has not been found overlying

the latter, but only abutting upon it. This older section

of the Tertiary beds of the sub-Himalaya has only been

properly made out to the west of the Jumna, though it

is likely that it is also represented in the central nnil

eastern parts of the chain by certain sandstones which

occur there at the foot of the higher mountains. It may
bo surmised also that tho nummulitic beds of these ranges

arc connectedon the one side with those which are found

to tho west of tho lYidua extending to Sindh, and on the

other with the nummulitic rocks of the hills south of

Assam.

A complete cnango uf geological character occurs on
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passing from these outer and lower ranges to those higher

mountains which extend to the line of snowy peaks. On

the west of the chain the first of these ranges consists of

argillaceous shales and schists, grits and limestones, inter-

sected by several lines of igneous action, and all devoid of

fossil remains. True slates, also occur. The stratification

is everywhere well marked, the dip being usually ^toward^s

the interior of the chain at an angle of from 10° to 20°.

Portions of the mountains are found in which the dip is

quite reversed, or towards the plains, a result no doubt of

absolute rupture and partial dislocation. The Hnes of

igneous action follow generally the line of strike, the

type of the rock being greenstone, and conglomerates or

breccias being often associated with it.

How far these beds extend to the eastward is somewhat

in doubt. Suggestions have been made that they are the

representatives" of the Silurian or other fossiliferous beds

found to the north of the great snowy mountains, but the

evidence for this is hardly conclusive. The occurrence at

the foot of the mountains in Sikim and Bhotin of a deposit

containing fossil coal-plants, which are apparently identical

with those of the Bengal coal-field, renders it probable that

the rocks there are of the age of that coal, that is to say,

of the lower Trias, a conclusion which somewhat serves to

corroborate the speculation as to the age of the western

beds just referred to.

In certain parts of this outer region of the mountains

granite also occurs, accompanied by gneiss and mica-schist,

the latter often abounding in garnets. In mineralogical

character this granite and its accompanying schists differ

greatly from those of the great peaks, which are also

formed of granite and schists ; this has suggested a possi-

ble difi'erence of age, and it remains uncertain whether

any or what connexion exists between them.

As we approach the line of great peaks the rocks pass into

highly crystalline gneiss or mica schist, and another more

continuous line of granite intrusion occurs, divided into

several branches, but distributed generally on the line of

strike, that is, along the principal direction of the chain

itself. It is chiefly in veins, though it expands at times

into masses of considerable size, and more rarely into out-

bursts large enough to constitute whole mountains. The

general dip of the strata continues throughout this area to

be directed inwards, its angle being increased to as much

as 45°, though seldom to more than that. Beds of highly

crystalline limestone, some pure, and some not easily dis-

tinguished from the gneiss or mica schist among which

they occur, are common along a band following the direc-

tion of the strike. The vein granite is usually large-grained

;

hornblende at times replaces the mica ; the felspar is

invariably white, and crystals of schorl and kyanite are

frequently seen in it.

The great peaks are, with few exceptions, composed of

schistose rock, though granite veins may be seen in the

mountain faces to very great elevations ; one of these

exceptions is the great peak of K4met in Kumaon, which

rises to about 25,000 feet in what appears to be a mass of

grey granite.

Passing to the north of the line of great peaks the meta-

morphosed schists are suddenly replaced by slates and lime-

stones, which are in many places highly fossiliferous, ex-

hibiting what appears to- constitute in the aggregate a fairly

continuous series from the Lower Silurian to the Cretaceous

formations, though the complete sequence has not been

observed in any one locality. The western region of the

Himalaya alone has been sufficiently explored to admit of

any positive statements, but the indications gathered from

such imperfect accounts and other data as exist relative to

the eastern parts of the mountains leave little doubt that

the change observed in the west on approaching and enter-

ing Tibet holds good on the east also, and that the general

physical features of the whole tract are much alike, though

doubtless with many dififerences in detail.

The fossiliferous strata of western Tibet are continued, Plateau of

though perhaps with some breaks, to the Tertiary period. Tertiary

In certain localities nummulitic rocts, probably Eocene,

have been observed, and from the great alluvial deposit

which forms the plain of Gug6, already noticed, the

remains of mammals, apparently of SiwAlik age, have

also been obtained. Axnong these were bones of the

elephant and the rhinoceros, the existence of which, in

the present condition of these regions, would be wholly

impossible ; so that there is no room to doubt that these

deposits have been raised from a comparatively lo\v level

to their existing great elevation of upwards of 15,000 feet,

since they were laid out. As in the case of the plain of

India, we here, too, have no complete proof of the origin

of these great nearly horizontal deposits, but it seems clear,

from the materials of which they are formed, that they

must have been laid out by water, either by the sea or

some great inland lake. They are largely composed of

boulder deposits, and large boulders are strewed over the

surface imbedded in the ground in a manner that seems

only explicable as the result of the action of a considerable

body of water.

Several lines of granitic and eruptive rock occur in Eruptive

western Tibet, of which all that need here be said is that "-"cks in

they appear all to be older than the Tertiary alluvium, but'^'
''•

some of them are possibly contemporaneous with the num-

mulitic and older formations.

The general conclusion that may be drawn from the facts Epoch

of structure thus briefly indicated is that the elevation of
"^^^^^

the Himalaya to its present great height is of compara-

tively recent occurrence. An area of land must have

existed where the main lin« of snowy peaks now stands,

which has not been submerged since the Palseozoic period,

and which then had its northern boundary somewhere along

what has been termed the Indian watershed. Evidence of

a similar ancient sea on the south also exists, but in a less

definite shape; and whether it was united with the

northern sea or not is still a matter of coiijecture, though

the distinctive character of the fossils rathtr indicates that

there was no direct union. The possible connexion of this

ancient Himalayan land area with the pre-Tertiary land of

the peninsula of India is also only a matter for speculation.

There is further reason to infer that the existence of.\neient

the great line of peaks is gather dne to some previous line ^:^^-

of elevation on the ancient land, which has contmued to
^^^^^

retain its relative superiority while the whole, area has been

raised, rather than to any special line of energy of upheaval

of recent date ; and that the fundamental features of lU

former configuration of surface in mountain and valley have

been preserved throughout. There is evidence for the con-

clusion that the chief rivers of the pre-Tertiary land issued

from the mountains where the present main streams are

found, and this embryo Himalaya may have been of such

moderate height as to have permitted the passage across it

of the Siw41ik mammals, the remains of which appear both

on the border of the Indian plain and in Tibet It is after

the middle Tertiary epoch that the principal elevation of

these mountains must have taken place, and about the

same time also took place the movements which raised the

table-lands of Afghanistan and Persia, and gave southern

Asia its existing outlines.

The best answer that can be given to an inquirj as to Forces

how changes of level could have arisen, such as those to whjc

which are observed in the Himalaya, is that they should «-^«^^^

be regarded as due rather to secondary actions ponse
j^^;^

quent on the general .contraction of the cooling terrestrial ^jode oi

sphere than to direct elevating forces, for which, BOacUon.
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"known origiQ can be assigned. The contraction of the

cooling but now solid crust of the earth must have set

up great horizontal strains, partly of tension and partly

of compression, which would necessarily have been followed

by rupture or crushing along lines of least resistance, and

the movements on such lines are marked by the great

mountain ranges that traverse the surface. A dislocation

of the solid crust of the earth once having taken place, it

•would probably continue to be a line of least resistance

ever after, and a succession of movements during past

geological periods may thus be reasonably expected along

Bnch lines. Somewhat in proporthm as the disturbing

forces are intense, and the thickness of the crust on which

they act is great, will be the tendency for the lines of

rupture to be continuous for a considerable distance ; and

as the disturbed area is extended in its dimensions, the

probability will increase of a repetition of a series of

similar dislocations on lines approximately parallel to, or

at right angles to, one another, and to the line on which

the greatest compression and consequent tension take

place. In a disturbed area, one transverse dimension of

which is sensibly greater than the rest, the longitudinal

ruptures will predominate in the interior and the transverse

towards the borders. Almost all mountains give indica-

tions of having been shaped by forces thus related, and to

the action of such forces may the main characteristics of

the structure of the Himalaya, and the arrangement of its

ridges and valleys, be attributed. Whatever may be the

power of rivers in general as instruments of erosion, and

whatever effect the Himalayan rivers have had in removing

the fragments of the rocks over and among which they

took their courses, it is hardly possible to doubt that their

paain directions were determined by the anterior lines of

dislocation which opened up hollows down which they

could flow, I and which must invariably have been accom-

panied by a destructive and crushing action on the rocks

along them, which has enabled the waters the more readily

to sweep away the obstacles in their path. The parallelism

of many of the great Tibetan and Himalayan rivers for

hundreds of miles together, amid such mountains, seems
wholly inexplicable in any other manner.

Although the loftiest mountains when compared to the

earth' diameter are insignificant in their dimensions, and
the irregularities of the surface would hardly be perceptible

on any sphere, however large, that could be made to

represent the earth, yet in relation to the depth of the

atmosphere even moderate elevations become of great ira-

(portance, and such heights as those reached by the Himalaya
introduce modifications of climate in ascending over its

slopes that are not surpassed by those observed in moving
from the equator to the poles. One half of the total mass
of the atmosphere and three-fourths of the water suspended
in it in the form of vapour lie below the average elevation

of the Himalaya, and of the residue one half of the air and
virtually almost all the vapour come within the influence

of the highest peaks.

The general changes of pressure of the atmosphere
indicated by the barometer extend in a modified but
well-marked manner to the greatest elevations to which
observation has been carried, and the annual and diurnal
oscillations are not leas regular in Tibet than in the plains

of India, though somewhat reduced in amount. With the
increase of elevation the diminution of the quantity of

vapour held in suspension is very marked, and at the
greatest heights reached there is found not more than one-
sixth or one-seventh part of that observed at the foot of
the mountains, and the proportion is sometimes as low as
a tenth, or less. As is well known, the maximum quantity
of water that can be suspended in the air in a state of
vapour depends on the temperature of the air, and observa-

tion has established that the actual quantity at all eleva-

tions is approximately proportionate to this maximum, and
is thus determined by the temperature, which in turn is

regulated by the elevation. The theoretical view once

held that watery vapour was distributed in the atmosphere
in accordance with the laws of pressure of elastic fluids is

manifestly inconsistent with observed facts, which indicate

that the difi'usion of vapour is powerfully obstructed by
the air particles, and that it by no means behaves as

an independent elastic fluid, but rather as though it

were merely mixed up with or entangled among the air

particles.

The great elevations to which the Himalaya ascends,

and the broad zone which it covers in respect to latitude,

and its varying distance from the sea necessarily lead to'

correspondingly great variations of climate in its different

parts, including the temperature and the degree of humidity

in the atmosphere, and the amount of rainfall The general

position of the whole tract between the 25th and 35th

degrees of north latitude renders it subject to high summer
temperatures. The heat of the great plain of northern

India is not surpassed at any otber part of the earth,

the air temperature rising in the hottest months to more

than 110° Fahr. ; the fall of temperature in the winter is

considerable, the thermometer receding at times to the

freezing point, or even a little below it ; the mean tem-

perature varies from 78" Fahr. in the east or southern

portion to 75° in the west or north. On the mountains

every altitude has its corresponding temperature, an eleva-

tion of 1000 feet producing a fall of about 3J°, or 1°

Fahr. to 300 feet. The mean winter temperature at 7000

feet is about 44° Fahr., with a mean minimum of 32°

Fahr., and the summer mean about 65° Fahr. At 9000

feet the mean temperature of the coldest month is 32°

Fahr., at 12,000 feet the thermometer ceases to fall below

freezing poin^ from the end of May to the middle of

October, and at 15,000 feet it is seldom above that point

at the coldest part of the day in the height of summer.

There seems to be less variation of temperature at equal

altitudes on the mountains in passing from east to west
^

than might have been expected from the greater winter

cold of the western part of the plains. This is pro-

bably due to the greater relative humidity and heavier

rainfall of the eastern regions, and the denser vegetation

which covers them. These influences tend to keep down
the day temperature on the eastern mountains, while the

clearer skies and more open character of the west operate

in the opposite direction. On the more woody and rainy

mountains in the outer parts of the chain the mean summer
temperature will be 60° at 10,000 or 11,000 feet, but it

will still be as much as that up to 12,000 feet, or even to

a greater elevation, in the bare and sunny valleys near the

Indian watershed.

In Tibet the thermometrical conditions vary considerably Qf Tibet,

from those of the Himalayan slope. At 12,000 feet the

maximum temperature is perhaps 70° Fahr. and the

absolute minimum 5° Fahr. The ordinary winter tempera-

ture is from 0° Fahr. to 30° Fahr., with a mean of the

coldest month of 10°. The mean of the hottest month is

about 60°, and of the year 35°. At 15,000 feet the frost

is permanent from the end of October tc the end of April,

and the lakes are usually frozen over for nearly live months

in the year. Between 15,000 and 16,000 feet the thermo-

meter will fall below the freezing point every night of the

year. At heights of 17,000 or 18,000 feet it rises consider-

ably above that point in the summer months. From 18,000

to 19,000 feet it thaws only in the afternoons of July and

August,and at 20,000 feet there is probably perpetual frost

in the shade, though in the sun the air no doubt rises above

the freezing point to much greater elevations,
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'Com-

parison

of

eastern

and
wesiern

All ibe rivers in LadAk are frozen over every winter
|

'down to> 8000- fest, a phenomenon that has been nowhere

seen in the Himalaya, the rivers that are accessible during

winter being at too small an elevation to be ever frozen,

^nd the main streams probably everywhere too rapid.

The diurnal range of. temperature is directly dependent

on the condition of the surface and the state of the sky.

On all well-wooded ranges it is very small, particularly in

the cloudy and rainy months, when it will not exceed 5° or

6°. In the dry months of April or May, before the summer

rains begin, and in the autumn when clear skies again

prevail, the variation is greatest. In Tibet it is greatest in

summer and least in winter, which is the most cloudy

season. The annual variation follows a similar law, 20°

being about the minimum mean monthly range on the

wooded outer mountains, while in Tibet it amounts to as

much as 50°.

The difference of temperature between ranges densely

clad with forest and the Indian plains may be twice as

much in April and May as in December or January ; and

the differences between the temperatures of a well-wooded

hill-top and an open valley below have been observed to

parts of vary as much as from 9° in the coldest to 24° in the hottest

<*''''• hour. Precisely the converse may be found to hold good

in comparing greater altitude? in Tibet with lesser in the

Himalaya, where the humidity is greater.

General It is generally true here as elsewhere—(1) that the decre-

relation jnett of temperature with altitude is most rapid in summer ;

of tern-
^2) that the annual range diminishes with elevation ; and

to'Se-'^ (3) that the diurnal range also diminishes with elevation.

But the. greater quantity of cloud and the more dense

covering of fore.st between 9000 and 10,500 feet render

comparisons between this zone and the more open and less

'cloudy regions above and below anomalous, ^for reasons

.that will be apparent after the above remaj-ks.'

„.^,.... The chief rainfall on the Himalaya,' like that of India

periodi- generally, occurs in the summer months between May and
oity.how October, the remainder of the year being comparatively dry.
«8used.'

^j^g physical causes which give, rise to the south-west

monsoon, nnder which name is ' known the season of

summer rain as well as the south-westerly winds which

accompany it, have been sufficiently explained in the article

on Asia, to which the reader is referred for further details,

feenerat The fall of rain over the great plain of northern India

distribu-^gradually diminishes in quantity, and begins later, as we
*'°°- pass from east to west. At the same time the rain is

heavier as we approach the Himalaya, and thp greatest falls

are measured on its outer ranges ; but the quantity is again

much diminished a? we pass onward across the chain, and

en arriving at the border of Tibet, behind the great line of

enowy peaks, the rain falls in such small Quantities as to

^e hardly susceptible of measurement.

An important agent in distributing the rain which falls

fover the Himalaya, if indeed it be not the essential one, is

found in the diurnal currents of wiud which are established

from the plains towards the mountains, and vice versa,

'jlowing up the valleys towards the main watershed from

about 8 A.M. to 8 p.m., and in' the opposite direction during

the corresponding hours of the night. These diurnal

jwinds, which are a very striking phenomenon, and blow in

khe afternoon with great force along the Himalayan and

Turkish watersheds and the neighbouring parts of the plain

of Tibet, are common to all mountains, and are no doubt

due to the disturbances of the planes of equal atmospheric

pressure in a direction transverse to the mountains, caused

by the unequal diurnal expansion and contraction of the

columns of air respectively over the plains and mountains,

the former being obviously longer than the latter, so that

the planes of equal pressure are lifted by expansion higher

over the plains during the day, and depressed by contraction

tode,'

lesiiifall:

during the night, thereby setting up currents to and from'

the highest region of the mountains as these alternating

actions take place.

The condensation of vapour from the ascending currents Tiieir

thus set up across the Himalaya from the Indian plain, ^^'''^^ *

and their gradual exhaustion by repeated precipitatious'''^'*"'"'

as they cross successive ranges, is manifested to the

traveller on the face of the mountains themselves, by

the changes observed in the vegetation on passing to

leeward of any important range, and more especiall)\the

line of great snow peaks. In the rainy mouths iu the

higher parts of the chain the southern face of each ridge

is clothed by the day upwind with a crest of cloud, which,

hangs upon it, the northern face being often left entirely,

free, thus shpwing how large a portion of the vapour is

arrested, and showing also that it is only up the deeper

gorges that a small supply of moisture finds its way to the

Tibetan table-land.

The yearly rainfall, which amounts to between 60 and Qaantiv

70 inches in the delta of the Ganges, is reduced to about
"^J^""

40 inches where that river issues from the mountains on gured

the 78th meridian, and is no more than 30 inches near the

foot of the mountains at the issue of the Indus. At Darje-

ling, at about 7000 feet on the east, on the outer border of

the mountains, it amounts to about 120 inches ; at Naini-

tal, at about the same elevation and similarly situated in

79.V° E. long., it is about 90 inches; and further west it is

still more reduced in quantity. In passing from the

exterior to the interior of the chain the quantity greatly

diminishes. In Kumaon, while in three months 49 inches

was registered at Naini-tal on the outer range, only 19

inches fell at Almora, at 5G00 feet, 30 miles further in.

At Joshimath, 50 miles onward and close under great

snowy peaks, at 6500 feet, 22 inches were measured in

the same period j while at Niti, 11,500 feet behind the

snowy peaks, the fall did not exceed 5i inches. In a week

of rainy weather, when 1| inches fell at Joshimath, half an

inch was measured at Niti; while beyond the Tibetan

watershed during the same period the rain fell in a very

faint drizzle which could not be measured at all. Simikr

facts might be quoted from the eastern mountains.

In the eastern Himalaya the ordinary winter limit of snow Snon\

is 6000 feet, and it is rare for even 3 inches to remain as ^'^i-'

many days on the ground on a southern exposure at 7000

feet. In Kuraaon, on the west, it is pretty certain that

snow will fall every year at about 6500 feet, and at 5000

feet it will not fail one year out of ten ; the lowest level

to which sporadic snowfalls are known to descend is about

2500 feet, of which two or three instances have occurred

in the present century. At Peshawar, at an elevation of a

little above 1000 feet, snow occasionally falls, but very

rarely. At L&, in western Tibet, the results of two years'

observations indicate that the depth of snow that falls is

less than 2 feet, the heaviest continued fall measuring 8

inches and lasting three days, at an elevation of 12,500 feet.

Depths of 3 feet have been measured on passes between

17,000 feet and 19,000 feet above the sea. On the Indian

watershed the falls are much heavier, and even in Septem-

ber the passes are sometimes quite blocked by the falls

which commonly occur after the equbos, and they are not

usually open again till the middle of June.

It is now satisfactorily established that the snow line, or The

the level to which snow recedes in the course of the year, ^°^
ranges from 15,000 to 16,000 feet on the southern ex-

posures of the Himalaya that carry perpetual snow, along

all that part of the chain that lies between Sikim and the

Indus. It is probably not till December that the snow

begins to descend for the winter, though after September

light falls occur which cover the higher mountains down

to° 12,000 feet, but these soon disappear. On the Indian

Um^
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watershed the Biiowline is not lower than 18,500 feet, and
on the summit of the table-laud it resches a height of about
20,000 feet. On all the higher passes into Tibet the

vegetation reaches to about 17,500 feet, and in August
they may all,be crossed in ordinary years, even up to 1S,400
feet, without findiug any snow upon them ; and it is as

impossible to find snow in the summer on the great plain of

Gug^ in western Tibet, at 15,500 feet above the sea, as on
the plains of India,

There was at one time much discussion as to the true
;ansa of the level of the snow lino being higher in Tibet
than on the outer ranges of the Himalaya. But the reason
ia obvious, namely, the greater quantity of snow that falls

on the exterior ranges. The snow line marks the limit

beyond which some snow always remains unmelted, that is,

the point where on the average of years the summer heat
will destroy the winter's snow. The main element in

determining such a point will evidently be the quantity
of winter snow that falls, the summer heat being not very
different over the whole area. That the fall of snow on the
outer ranges is greater than it is nearer the watershed at
the same elevation is beyond doubt, and the smaller
quantity of snow is more easily and earlier melted.

OUciers. It was long^ affirmed that there were no true glaciers in

the Himalaya, and ingenious arguments were adduced to
account for their absence. But, in fact, they abound along
all the higher ranges precisely in those circumstances under
which they are found elsewhere, and all the phenomena
observed elsewhere in connexion with them are reproduced
in these mountains.

BU»i- The level to which the Himalayan glaciers descend is
Uons at very various, being greatly dependent on local conditions,

^and.
principally the extent and elevation of the snow basins
which feed them, and the slope and' position of the
mountain on which they are formed- A glacier formed on
the southern face of the Himalaya may readily be in a
position in which it might, with a length of 10 miles,
descend from 18,000 feet to 11,500 feet. But in Tibet, or
in the highest valleys, it might as readily happen that in

10 miles no lower level than 16,000 feet could be reached.
With a larger snow basin on the south the greater waste in
reaching the lower level might easily be compensated, while
no conceivable supply would enable the Tibetan glacier to
reach 11,500 feet, to do which it must extend perhaps 100
miles. Thp.se considerations will sufficiently explain the
fact that the glaciers on the outer slopes of the Himalaya
descend much lower than is commonly the case in Tibet,
or in the most elevated valleys near the watershed. The
glaciers of Sikim and the eastern mountains are believed
not to reach a lower level than 13,500 or 14,000 feet. In
Kumaon many of them descend to between 11,500 and
12,500 feet.

_
In the higher valleys and Tibet 15,000 and

16,000 /eet is the ordinary level at which they end, but
there arc exceptions which descend far lower. In Europe
the glaciers descend between 3000 and 5000 feet below
the snow line, and in the Himalaya and Tibet about the
same holds good. The summer temperatures of the points
where the glaciers end on the Himalaya also correspond
fairly with those of the corresi)onding positions in European
glaciers, viz., for July a little below 60° Fahr., Aumist 68°
and September 55°.

'

rheir Measurements of the movement of Himalayan glaciers

menu
^'^''° ^^^° '^^^ ^^'°'' '^'^^ S'^^ results according closely
with those obtained under analogous conditions in tho
Alps, viz., rates from 91 to UJ inches in twenty-four hours.
Tho motion of one glacier from tho n.iddle of May to the
middle of October averaged 8 inches in tho twenty-four
hours. The average yearly motion of tho glacier of the
Aar is said- to bo 7i inches in twenty-four hours. The
dimenaiona of the glaciers on the outer Himalaya, where,

as before remarked, the valleys descend rapidly to lower
levels, are fairly comparable with those of Alpine glaciers,
though frequently much exceeding them in length—8 or

10 miles not being unusual In the elevated valleys of
northern Tibet, where the destructive action of the summei
heat is far less, the development of the glaciers is enormous.
At one locality in north-western LadAk there is a continuous
mass of snow and ice extending across a snowy ridge,
measuring no less than 64 miles between the extremities
of the two glaciers at its opposite ends. Another single
glacier has been surveyed 36 miles long.

In connexion with almost all the Himalayan glaciers o'
which precise accounts are forthcoming are found ancien
moraines indicating some previous condition in whicl.
their extent was much larger than now. In the east these
moraines are very remarkable, extending 8 or 10 miles.
In the west they seem not to go beyond 2 or 3 miles, and
they have been observed on the summit of the table-land
as well as on the Himalayan slopa The explanation sug-
gested to account for the former great extension of glaciers
in Norway would seem applicable here. Any modification
of the coast-line which should submerge the area now
occupied by the North-Indian plain, or any considerable
part of it, would be accompanied by a much wetter and
more equable climate on the Himalaya; more snow would
fall on the highest ranges, and less summer heat would be
brought to bear on the destruction of the glaciers, which
would receive larger supplies and descend lower. pSuch an
explanation is not inconsistent with what is known of the
geological formation of the mountains, and appears to be
otherwise supported by the evidence of a greater former
extension of the lakes of Tibet, and of the former existence
ot rivers flowing from the Himalaya between the Jumna
and the Sutlej, the dry beds of which are now to be traced,

in which water is never seen. Till now no geological

evidence has been adduced to indicate in this region any-
thing corresponding to the glacial epochs of northern
Europe, to which these former extensions of the glaciers

could be attributed.

Speaking broadly, the general type of the flora of the Boi;my.

lower, hotter, and wetter regions, which e'^tend along the tJ'H'Tii

great plain at the foot of tho Himalaya,, .nd include the ^'"""o-

valleys of the larger rivers which penetrate far into the o7flo"r
mountains, does not differ from that of the contiguous

"

Malayan peninsula and islands, though the tropical and
insular character gradually becomes less marked as we pass
from east to west, where, with a greater elevation and dis-

tance from tho sea and higher latitude, the rainfall and
humidity diminish and tho winter cold increases. The
vegetation of the western part of the pLin and of the hot-
tost zone of tUo western mountains thus becomes closely

allied to, or almost identical with, that of the drier parts of

the Indian peninsula, more especially of it3 hilly portions;

and, while a general tropical character is preserved, forms
are observed which indicate the addition of an Afghan oa

well as of an African element, of which last the gay lily

Gloriosa sitperba is an example, pointing to some provioua

connexion with Africa.

The European flora, which is diffused from the Jfediter-

rancan along the high lands of Asia, extends to tho Hima
laya ; many European species reach tho central parts ol

the chain, though few reach its eastern end, while genera
common to Europe and the Himalaj'a are abundant
throughout and at all elevations From the opposite
quarter an influi of Japanese and Chinese forms, such as
tlie rhododendrons, tho tea plant, Aiicuba, J/elwiiiyia,

SJcimmia, Adamia, Goiighia, and others, has taken placci

theso being more numerous in the cast and gradually dis-

appearing in the west. On tl:e highci and therefore cooler

and less rainy ranges of the Himalaya the conditions of
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temperature requisite for the preservation of the various

species are readily found by ascending or descending the

mountain slopes, and therefore a greater uniformity of

character in the vegetation is maintained along the whole

chain. At the greater elevations the species which are

identical with those of Europe become more frequent, and

in the alpine regions many plants are found identical with

Biiecies of the Arctic zone. On the Tibetan plateau, with

the increased dryness, a Siberian type is established, with

many true Siberian species and more genera; and some of

the Siberian forms are further disseminated, even to the

plains of Upper India. The total absence of a few of the

more common forms of northern Europe and Asia should

also be noticed, among which may be named Tilia, Fagus,

Arbutus, Erica, Azalea,- and Cistacece.

In the more humid regions of the east the mountains

are almost everywhere covered with a dense forest which

reaches up to 12,000 or 13,000 feet. Many tropical

types here ascend to 7000 feet or more. To the west

the upper limit of forest is somewhat lower, from 11,500

to 12,000 feet, and the tropical forms usually cease at

5000 feet.

In Sikim the mountains are covered with dense forest

of tall umbrageous trees, commonly accompanied by a

luxuriant growth of under shrubs, and adorned with climb-

ing and epiphytal plants in wonderful profusion. In the

tropical zone large figs abound, Terminalia, Shorea (sdl),

laurels, many Leguminosae, Bombax, Artocarpus, bamboos,

and several palms, among which species of Calamus are

remarkable, climbing over the largest trees; and this is the

western limit of Cycas and Myristica (nutmeg). Plantains

ascend to 7000 feet. Pandanus and tree-ferns abound.

Other ferns, Scitaminece, orchids, and climbing Aroidece

are very numerous, the last-named profusely adorning the

forests with their splendid dark-green foliage. Various

oaks descend within a few hundred feet of the sea-level,

increasing in numbers at greater altitudes, and becoming
very frequent at 4000 feet, at which elevation also appear

Aucuha, Magnolia, cherries, Pyrus, maple, alder, and birch,

with many Araliacece, Hollbollea, SJcimmia, Daphne,
Myrsine, Symplocos, and Eubus. Rhododendrons begin

at about 6000 feet and become abundant at 8000 feet,

from 10,000 to 14,000 feet forming in many places the

mass of the shrubby vegetation which extends some 2000
feet above the forest. Epiphytal orchids are extremely

numerous between 6000 and 8000 feet. Of the Coniferee,

Podocarptts and Pinus longifolia alone descend to the

tropical zone; Abies Brunoniana and Smitkiana and the

larch (a genus not seen in the western mountains) are

found at 8000, and the yew and Picea Webbiana at 10,000

feet. Pinus excelsa, which occurs in Bhotdn, is absent in

the wetter climate of Sikim.

On the drier and higher mountains of the interior of the

chain, the forests become more open, and are spread less

uniformly over the hill-sides, a luxuriant herbaceous vegeta-

tion appears, and the number of shrubby Leguminosce, such

as Desmodium and Indigofera, increases, as well as Ranun-
cidaceoe, Rosaceoe, Umbelliferae, Lahiatoe, Gramineae, Cype-

racece, and other European genera.

The alpine flora of Sikim closely resembles that of the

western Himalaya, and so far as generic forms are concerned,

that of the alpine regions of Europe and western Asia.

The vegetation of the Tibetan region appears on rising

above 14,000 feet, and its last representatives reach even
to 18,000 feet.

Flora of Passing to the westward, and viewing the flora of
central Kumaon, which province holds a central position on the
~"""

chain, on the 80th meridian, we find that the gradual

decrease of moisture and increase of high summer heat are

accompanied by a marked change of the vegetation. The

noon-
tains.

tropical forest is characterized by Iht trees of the hotter
and drier parts of southern India, combined with a few
of European type. Among them are Moringa, Bombax,
Butea, Anogeissus, Erythrina, Acacia, Bauhinia, Nauclea,
and nimus irdegrifolia. Pinus longifolia descends almost
to the level of the plains. Among the more common
shrubs are Zizyphus, Adhatoda, Caloiropis, Carissa. Ferns
are more rare, and the tree-ferns have disappeared. The
species of palm are also reduced to two or three, and
bamboos, though abundant, are confined to a few species.

The outer ranges of mountains are mainly covered with
forests of Pinus longifolia, rhododendron, oak, and Pieris.

At Naini-tal cypress is abundant. The shrubby vegetation

comprises Posa, Rubus, Indigofera, Desmodium, Berberis,

Boehmeria, Viburnum, Clematis, with an Arundinaria. Of
herbaceous plants species of Ranunculus, Potentilla,

Geranium, Thalictrum, Primula, Geniiana, and many other

European forms are common. In the less exposed locali-

ties, on northern slopes and sheltered valleys, the European
forms become more numerous, and we find species of alder,

birch, ash, elm, maple, holly, hornbeam, Pyrus, &c. At
greater elevations in the interior, besides the above are

met Corylus, the common walnut, found wild throughout

the range, horse chestnut, yew, also Picea Webbiana, Pinus
excelsa, Abies Smitkiana, Cedrus Deodara (which tree does

not grow spontaneously east of Kumaon), and several

junipers. • The denser forests are commonly found on the

northern faces of the higher ranges, or in the deeper valleys,

between 8000 and 10,500 feet. The woods on the outer

ranges from 3000 up to 7000 feet are more open, and

consist mainly of evergreen trees.

The herbaceous vegetation does not differ greatly, Her-

generically, from that of the east, and many species of baceoos

Primulaceoe, Ranunculacece, Cruciferce, Labiatae, and J.'B*'*-

Scrophulariacece occur; balsams abound, also beautiful

forms of Campanulacece, Geniiana, Meconopsis, Saxifraga,

and many others.

Cultivation hardly extends above 7000 feet, except in the Cultiva-

valleys behind the great snowy peaks, where a few fields of ti""-

buckwheat and Tibetan barley are sown up to 11,000 or

12,000 feet. At the lower elevations rice, maize, and
millets are common, wheat and barley at a somewhat higher

level, and buckwheat and amaranth usually on the poorer

lands, or those recently reclaimed from forest. Besides

these, most of the ordinary vegetables of the plains are

reared, and potatoes have been introduced in the neigh-

bourhood of all the English stations.

As we pass to the west the species of rhododendron, oak. Flora of

and Magnolia are much reduced in number as compared ™ost

to the eastern region, and both the Malayan and Japanese "««'«"'

forms are much less common. The herbaceous tropical

and semi-tropical vegetation likewise by degrees disappears,

the Scitam,ineas, epiphytal and terrestrial Orchidew,

Aracece, Cyrtandracea^, and Begonice only occur in small

numbers in Kumaon, and scarcely extend west of the

Sutlej. In like manner several of the western forms

suited to drier climates find their eastern limit in Eumaon.
In Kashmir the plane and Lombardy poplar flourish,

though hardly seen further east, the cherry is cultivated

in orchards, and the vegetation presents an eminently

European cast. The alpine flora is slower in changing its

character as we pass from east to west, but in Kashmir the

vegetation of the higher mountains hardly difiers from that

of the mountains of Afghanistan, Persia, and Siberia, even

in species.

The flora of western Tibet is essentially European in its Of

character. The juniper and poplar are the only trees that !^.^*™

are seen, excepting fruit-trees, which include apricot, pear, ' ' "

and grape. The shrubby plants include small forms of

willow, elm, Lonicera; rose, Myricaria, Ephedra, and
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Hippophae. The ordinary firewood of the more elevated

tracts is supplied by bushes of Caragana, the furze of

travellers, and dwarf Lonicera and willow. Species of

Astragalus, Urtica, Allium, small Cruciferce and saxifrages,

Samsurea, and Rheum are common. Artemisia a.nd many
salt-plants, with Glaux maritima and Triglochin, are found,

especially on the borders of the salt lakes. Mosses and

ferns are very rare. Many European grasses and Carices

occur in the pastures. The herbaceous vegetation ascends

freely to 16,000 feet, and isolated plants may be found as

high as 19,000 feet ; but excepting in the close neighbour-

hood of small streams the growth is very scanty, and not

one-twentieth of the surface is commonly clothed with

vegetation. Barley is cultivated up to 15,000 feet, wheat,

miUet, and rape, with buckwheat, being common up to

12,000 feet. Apples and apricots grow up to 11,000 and

12,000 feet, and grapes to 9000 feet.

yamber The total number of flowering plants inhabiting the range
o'species amounts probably to 5000 or 6000 species, among which

"^'^''*''' may be reckoned several hundred common English plants

fimilies. c^^^fly from the temperate and alpine regions ; and the

characteristic of the flora as a whole is that it contains a

general and tolerably complete illustration of almost all

the chief natural families of all parts of the world, and

has comparatively few distinctive features of its own.

The timber trees of the Himalaya are very numerous,

but few of them are known to be of much value, and the

difficulties of transport are bo great as to render their

removal to a distance in many cases impracticable. The
!' SAl " is one of the most valuable of the trees ; with the

"Toon" and "Sissoo," it grows in the outer ranges most

accessible from the plains. The "Deodar" is also much
used, but the other pines produce timber that is not durable.

Bamboos grow everywhere along the outer ranges, and

ratans to the eastward, and are largely exported for use in

the plains of Indie. Other vegetable products of econo-

mical value, excluding the ordinp.ry cereals and esculent

plants, are not numerous ; and the primitive condition of the

people and the difficulties and expense of carriage are so

great as to-render the trade in such articles very insignificant.

Though one species of coffee is indigenous in the hotter

Himalayan forests, the climate does not appear suitable

for the growth of the plant which supplies the coffee of

commerce. The cultivation of tea, however, is now carried

on successfully on a large scale, both in the east and west of

W the mountains, and has already become an important item

I of the export trade of India. In the western Himalaya

the cultivated variety of the tea plant of China has been

introduced, end succeeds well ; on the east the indigenous

tea of Assam, which is not specifically different, and is

perhaps the original parent of the Chinese variety, is now
almost everywhere preferred. The produce of the Chinese

variety in the hot and wet climate of the eastern Himalaya,

Assam, and eastern Bengal is neither so abundant nor so

highly flavoured as that of the indigenous olant, and there-

fore not so commercially valuable.

The cultivation of the cinchona, several species of which

have been introduced from South America and naturalized

in the Sikim Himalaya, is still in its infancy, but promises

to yield at a comparatively small cost an ample supply of

the precious febrifuge that is extracted from its bark. At
present the manufacture is almost wholly in the hands of

the Government, and the drug prepared is all disposed of

in India. The progress of cinchona cultivation on the

Nilgherries is hot less promising than on the Himalaya,

Zoology. The general distribution of animal life on these mountains

.

1 Beneral 13 manifestly determined by much the same conditions that
'^"" have controlled the vegetation. The connexion with Europe

on the north-west, with China on the north-east, with Africa

on the .south-west and with the Malayan region on the

southeast [is manifest; and the greater or less preval-

ence of the European and Eastern forms varies according to

more western or eastern position on the chain. So far as

is known these remarks will apply to the extinct as well as

to the existing fauna. The Palaeozoic forms found in the

Himalaya are very close to those of Europe, and in some

cases identical. The Triassic fossils are still more closely

allied, more than a third of the species being identical

Among the Jurassic Mollusca, also, are many species that

are common in Europe. The Siwalik fossils contain 84

species of mammals of 45 genera, the whole bearing a

marked resemblance to the Miocene fauna of Europe, but

containing a larger number of genera still existing, espe-

cially of ruminants, and as before stated now held <to be

of Pliocene age.

The fauna of the Tibetan Himalaya is essentially Euro-

pean, or rather that of the northern half of the old con-

tinent, which region has by zoologists been termed Palse-

arctic. Among the characteristic animals may be named
the yAk, from which is reared a cross breed with the

ordinary horned cattle of India locally called "zobu,"

many wild sheep, and two antelopes, as well as the musk-

deer ; several hares and some burrowing animals, including

pikas {Lagomys) and two or three species of marmot ; cer-

tain arctic forms of carnivora—fox, wolf; lynx, ounce,

marten, and ermine ; also wild asses. Among birds are

found bustard and species of sand-grouse and partridge

;

water-fowl in great variety, which breed on the lakes ii-

summer and migrate to the plains of India in winter ; the

,
raven, hawks, eagles and owls, a magpie, and two kinds of

chough ; and many smaller birds of the passerine order,

amongst which are several finches. Reptiles, as might be

anticipated, are far from numerous, but a few lizards an

found, belonging for the most part to types, such as

Phrynocephalus, characteristic of the Central-Asiatic area.

The fishes from the head waters of the Indus also belong,

for the most part, to Central-Asiatic types, with a small

admixture of purely Himalayan forms. Amongst the

former are several peculiar small-scaled carps, belonging to

the genus Schizothorax and its allies.

The ranges of the Himalaya, from the border of Tibet Of Hin

to the plains, form a zoological region wi\i.h is one of the "laya

richest of the world, particularly in respect to birds, to^^
which the forest-clad mountains offer almost every range

of temperature.

Only two or three forms of monkey enter the moun-ilam-

tains, the lang\ir, a species of Semnopithecus, ranging np ""'''•

to 8000 or 9000 feet. No lemurs occur, although a species

is found in Assam, and another in southern India. Bats

are numerous, but the species are for the most part not

peculiar to the area ; several European forms are found at

the higher elevations. Moles, which are unknown in the

Indian peninsula, abound in the forest regions of the eastern

Himalayas at a moderate altitude, and 6"firews of several

species are found almost everywhere ; amongst them are

two very remarkable forms of water-shrew, one of which,

however, JVeciogale, recently discovered, is probably Tibctau

rather than Himalayan. Bears are common, and so are

a marten, several weasels and otters, and cats of various

kinds and sizes, from the little spotted Felis bcngalensis,

smaller than a domestic cat, to animals like the clouded

leopard rivalling a leopard in size. Leopards are common,

and the tiger wanders to a considerable elevation, but can

hardly be considered a permanent inhabitant, except in tho

lower valleys. Civets, tho mucgooso (Ichneumon), and

tree-cats (Paradoiurus) are only found at the smaller eleva-

tions. . Wild dogs (Cuon) aro common, but neither foxes

nor wolves occur in tho forest area. Besides these carnivora

some very peculiar forms aro found, tho most remarkable of

which is J^luru»> sometimes called the cat-bear, a type
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peculiar to the Himalaya. Two other gen&TH, ffelictis, an

aberrant badger, and Prionodon, an aberrant civet, are

representatives of Malayan types. Amongst the rodents

squirrels abound, and the so-called flying squirrels with a

membranous expansion or parachute between their fore

and hind legs are represauted by several species. Eats and

mice swarm, both kinds and individuals being numerous,

but few present much peculiarity, a bamboo rat {Rhizomys)

from the base of the eastern Himalaya being perhaps most

worthy of notice. Two or three species of vole (Arvicola)

have been detected, and porcupines are common. The

elephant is found in the outer forests as far as the Jumna,

and the rhinoceros as far as the Sarda ; the spread of both

of these animals as far as the Indus and into this plains of

India, far beyond their present limits, is authenticated by

historical records ; they have probably retreated before the

advance of cultivation and fire-arms. Wild pigs are common

in the lower ranges, and one peculiar genus of pigmy-hog

{Porculia) of very small size inhabits the forests at the base

of the mountains in Nepil and Sikim. Deer of several

kinds are met with, but do not ascend very high on the

hill sides, and belong exclusively to Indian forms. The musk

deer keeps to the greater elevations. The chevrotains

of India and the Malay countries are unrepresented. The

gaur or wild ox is found at the base of the hills. Three

very characteristic ruminants, having some affiaities with

goats, inhabit the Himalaya; these are the "serraw,"

"goral,"Bnd " tAhr," the last-named ranging to rather high

elevations. Lastly, the pangolin or manis is represented

by two species in the eastern Himalaya. A dolphin living

on the Ganges ascends that river and its affluents to their

issue from the mountains.

Birds. Almost all the orders of birds are well represented,

and the marvellous variety of forms found in the

eastern Himalaya is only rivaUed in Central and South

America. Eagles, vultures, and other birds of prey are

seen soaring high over the highest of the forest-clad ranges.

Owls are numerous, and a small species, Glaucidivm, is

conspicuous, . breaking the stUlness of the night by its

monotonous though musical cry of two notes. Several kinds

of swifts and nightjars are found, and gorgeously-coloured

trogons, bee-eaters, rollers, and beautiful kingfishers and

barbets are common. Several large hornbills inhabit the

highest trees in the forest. The parrots are restricted to

parrakeets, of which there are several specifis, and a single

small lory. The number of woodpeckers is very great, and

the variety of plumage remarkable, and the voice of the

cuckow, of which there are numerous species, resounds in

the spring as in Europe. It is impossible to do more than

indicate some of the chief passerine birds ; their number is

immense. Amongst them the sun-birds resemble in

appearance and almost rival in beauty the humming-birds

of the New Continent. Creepers, nuthatches, shrikes, and

their allied forms, flycatchers and swallows, thrushes,

dippere and babblers (about fifty species), bulbuls and

otioles, peculiar types of redstart, various sylviaas, wrens,

tits, crows, jays, and magpies, weaver-birds, avadavafs,

sparrows, crossbills, and many finches, incliiding the ex-

quisitely coloured rose-finches, may also be mentioned.

The pigeons are represented by several wood-pigeons, doves,

and green pigeons. The* gallinaceous birds include the

peacock, which everywhere adorns the forest bordering on

the plains, jungle fowl, and several pheasants
;
partridges, of

which the chukor may be named as most abundant ; and

snow-pheasants and partridges, found only at the greatest

elevations. Waders and waterfowl are far less abundant,

and those occurring are nearly all migratory forms which

visit the peninsula of India,—the only important excep-

tio;i being two kinds of solitary snipe, and the red-billed

ourlew.

Of the reptiles found in these mountains many are Reptu^
peculiar. Some of the snakes of India are to be seen in

the hotter regions, including the python and some of the

venomous'species, the cobra being found as high up as 8000
or 9000 feet, though not common. Lizards ate numerous,

and as well as frogs are found at all elevations from the

plains to the upper Himalayan valleys, and even extend

to Tibet.

The fishes found in the rivers of the Himalaya show the

same general connexion with the three neighbouring regions,

the Palaearctic, the African, and the Malayan. Of the

principal families, the Acanthopterygii, which are abundant

in the hotter parts of India, hardly enter the mountains,

two genera only being found, of which one is tlie peculiar

amphibious genus Ophiocephalus. None of these fishes are

found in Tibet. The Siluridce or scaleless fishes, and the

Cyprinidce, or carp and loach, form the bulk of the

mountain fish, and the genera and species appear to be

organized for a mountain-torrent life, being almost all

furnished with suckers to enable them to maintain their

positions in the rapid streams which they inhabit. A few

Silurid<e have been found in Tibet, but the carps constitute

the larger part of the species. Many of the Himalayan

forms are Indian fish which appear to go up to the higher

streams to deposit their ova, and the Tibetan species as a

rule are confined to the rivers on the table-land or to the

streams at the greatest elevations, the characteristics of

which are Tibetan rather than Himalayan. The Salmonid<B

are entirely absent from the waters of the Himalaya proper,

of Tibet, and of Turkistan east of the TerektAg. On
crossing the watershed that leads from the streams flowing

into the Indus to those falling into the Oxus, a trout is

reported to have been found, though it is said not to live

in the Jaxartes or its afiiuents.

No such general or connected account of the Mollusca, other

insects, or other lower forms of life, of these mountains orders 4

exists as vs^ill admit of anything but very vague statements ani°^

regarding them. It is, however, understood that thej[Qj°_

same relations with the neighbouring European, Asiatic,

and African regions are found to exist as have been noticed

as characterizing the other forms of ti*.

.

Of the land Mollusca, one-half appear to belong to.theMoP

genera Helix and Bulimus, and about one-third to thel»soa.

famOy of Cyclostomidce ; the species appear to be for the

most part very local, and of about 120 species in all, only

about one-tenth are recorded as being found in Tibet or

the highest Himalayan valleys.

The Himalayan butterfliesare very numerous and brilliant, Ina«cU

for the most part belonging to groups that extend both into

the Malayan and European regions, while African forms also

appear. There are large and gorgeous species of Papilio,

NyniphaUdce, Morphidce, and Danaidce, and the more

favoured localities are described as being only second to

South America in the display of this form of beauty and

variety in insect life. Moths, also, of strange forms and of

great size are common. The cicada's song resounds among
the woods in the autumn ; flights of locusts frequently

appear after the summer, and they are met far within the

mountains, carried by the prevailing winds evsn among
the glaciers and eternal snows. Ants, bees, and wasps of

many species, and flies and gnats in great variety of form,

and possessed of equal variety of powers of annoyance,

abound, particularly during the summer rainy season, and

at all elevations.

Apart from the connexion which subsists between the

Himalaya and the earliest developments of the Hindu
religion, there is little in these mountains that is of interest

as throwing light, on the, earlier history of our race. The
mythical geography of the Hindus represents the peak

of Kail^, the snowy mountain north of the Tibetan lake
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HeUtloQ of Manasarowar, as the centre of the world, around whicli

of Him- its visionary kingdoms are spread out. The sanctity of

Ji?3^
'° the Himalaya, in Hindu mythology, ia known to ail, and

^ho- thousands of pilgrims from all parts of India still continue

logy: to seek salvation in the holy waters of the Ganges, and at

mythical its sacred sources in the snowy Himalaya. " He who thinks

8®°' on Himichal," says the Mdnaskhanda, one of the Purdnas
Ki-sonr..

p^ j^^jy ^^^].g ^j jj^g Hindus, "though he should not behold

him, is greater than ho who performs all worship at Kdshi

(Benares). In a hundred ages of the gods I could not tell

of the glories of Him^chal. As the dew is dried up by the

morning sun, so are the sins of mankind by the sight of

HimdchaL" And to those who have performed such a

pUgrimage the wondrous snow-clad peaks of the Himalaya,

though seen through the atmosphere of the 19 th century,

seem still to be surrounded with the same halo of glory as

of old.

The Ganges, which issues from the mountains at

HardwAr, is fed by two principal tributaries which unite

about 40 miles higher up, the Alaknanda, far the larger,

and the Bhdghirati, the more sacred. The source of the

I

last-named river is in the glacier above the temple at

• Gangotri, which lies to the north of a great cluster of

snowy peaks, on the south of which is found the temple of

Kedarn^th,. and on the east that of Badarin4th. Large

glaciers exist near both of these temples, that near

Kedamdth feeding the Mand^kni, and that near Badarindth

feeding the Vishnuganga, which river gives the main supply

of water to the Alaknanda. Both the valley above

Gangotri and that above BadarinAth lead to Tibet, passing

through a region of snowy peaks of first-class magnitude.

To the west of Gangotri and the Bhaghirati lies the

hardly less sacred source of the Jumna and the temples of

JamnotrL

Badari- The temple at Badarindth, on the Vishnuganga, as the

nith and latter name suggests, is dedicated toVishnu, and is served by

^i^^' pries'^s of the Vaishnava sect, presided over by a "EAwal

"

or abbot, who is invariably a Brahman from South India.

The temple at Kedarndth is dedicated to Shiva, symbolized

by the Lingam, and is more especially venerated by the

Saiva sect ; and the chief- priest here, too, is a Brahman

from Malabar in the same part of India. The origin of

this connexion of the holy places in the Himalaya with

southern India is very obscure
;
possibly, however, it dates

back to the 8th or 9th century, to the time of Sank»ra

AchAraya, a native of Malabar, the chief expositor of the

Saiva doctrines, who is said to have died at Kedarndth.

That the Himalaya and the sources of the Ganges, how-

ever, were regarded as holy, and had become places of

pilgrimage for Hindus long before this event, or before the

development of the two sects that have been here specially

named, there can be no reasonable doubt ; but how or

wtien the Aryan races of India first developed for them-

irelves a system of mythology so intimately bound up with

these mountains must ever remain a subject of mere

speculation.

Remains of Buddhist monasteries and temples on a great

scale, the majority of which aro believed from inscriptions

found on them to date back-to about the commencement of

the Christian era, are mot with along the foot of the western

end of the Himalaya, in the Yusafzai country bordering

00 the Indus, and similar ruins are seen as far west as

Jellalftbad in Afghanistan. Some of the buildings are

doubtless of much greater age, and may go back to the

earliest days of Buddhism, about six centuries before our

era ; and the discovery in this locality of what is probably

a contemporaneous copy of Asoka's well-known inscription,

cut into the face of a great rock, testifies to the develop-

ment of a great centre of Buddhism in his days, that is,

about 250 b.o. - Among these ruins are found fragments

of sculpture bearing the impress of the Greek art introduced

by the successors of Alexander ; and other relics of the

Greco-Scytbic kings, in the fori", of numerous coins, have

been obtained from the same quarter. The exact point at

which Alexander entered India is still a subject of discussion

among antiquaries, but it probably was on the line following

the skirt of the north-west Himalaya along which the road

now runs, and which is known to have been the chief line

of trafiic for centuries. How the influence of Greek archi-

tecture was carried forward both in time and place is

illustrated by the curious temple of the sun, or "Marttand,"

in the valley of Kashmir, the date of which is about 400
A.D.

It would be a task, certainly fruitless, and probably

impossible, to endeavour to estimate aright the con-

flicting claims to admiration of the scenery of the

BQmalaya and other great mountain ranges. If some

elements of the picturesque be better found elsewhere, and

if the softer features of hill, valley, and lake be absent

yet nowhere can the Himalaya be surpassed in the mag-

nificence and variety of its forests, or in the wealth and

beauty of its alpine flora, which offer to the traveller

ever-changing and ever-renewed pictures, combining the

charm of former memories with fresh conceptions of the

wonderful never-failing profusion of nature; and to the

student of natural phenomena of every description surely

no grander field wUl ever be ooen than that presented

by these mountains.

In many circumstances mere magnitude may not beGrmndw

effectual in adding to the apparent grandeur or sublimity o|^^«
^^

of mountain scenery, for everywhere the features nearest
^^^^j^

to the eye, though absolutely smaller, may cut off from

view those of far greater importance which are further

removed. And this is often conspicuously true in the

valleys of the Himalaya. But the extraordinary scale on

which every part of the mouritains is developed, the actual

vast dimensions of the main features, the apparently

endless succession of range after range, of ascent and

descent, of valley and mountain top, of river, torrent,

and brook, of precipitous rock and grassy slope, of forest

and cultivated land, cannot fail to produce impressions of

wonder, which are not likely to be equalled and certainly

will not be exceeded on any other chain. Upon these

mountains alone, of all on the earth, can the traveller,

as he climbs their slopes, obtain at a glance a range of

vision extending 5 miles in vertical height, from 2000 or

3000 feet to 29,000 feet above the sea, and see spread

out before him a compendium of the entire vegetation of

the globe from the tropics to the poles. Here may the eye

as it sweeps along the horizon embrace a line of snow-

clad mountains, such as exist in no other part of the

wotld, stretching over one-third of the entire circle, at

a distance of 40 or 50 miles, their peaks towering over

a sea of intervening ranges piled one behind another,

whose extent on cither hand is lost in the remote

distance, and of which the nearest rises from a gulf far

do^TO beneath the spectator's feet, where may be seen the

silver line that marks a river's course, fer crimson fields

of amaranth and the dwellings of man. Sole represen-

tative of animal life, some great eagle floats high overhead

in the pure dark-blue sky, or; unused to man, fcarlosaly

sweeps down within a few yards to gaze at the stranger

who intrudes among these solitudes of nature. As the sun

sinks the cold grey shadow of the summit whore wo stand

is thrown forward, slowly stealing over the distant bills,

and, veiling their glowing purples as it goes, carries the

night up to the feet of the great snowy peaks, which still

rise radiant in rosy light above the now darkening world.

From east to west in succession the splendour fades away

from one point after another, and the vast shadow of th^
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earth is rapidly drawrn across the whole vault of heaven.

One more departing day is added to the countless series

which has silently witnessed the death-like change that

passes over the eternal snows as they are left raising their

cold pale fronts against the now leaden sky ; till slowly

with the deepening night the world of mountains rises

again, as it were to a new life, under the changed light of

the thousand . stars which stud the firmament and shine

with a brilliancy unknown except in the clear rarefied air

of these sublime heights. (r. s.)

HIMERA, a city on the north coast of Sicily. It was

founded in 648 B.C. by the Chalcidian inhabitants of Zancle,

but with them were many Syracusan exiles who gave to the

language of the city a Doric character. Early in the 5th

century the tyrant Terillus, being expelled by Theron of

Agrigentum, invoked the aid of the Carthaginians. They

gladly availed themselves of the pretext, but their general

Hamilcar was defeated at Himera by the Greeks under

Gelon of Syracuse (480 b.c). Thrasydaeus, son of Theron,

brought a large body of Doric immigrants to the city in

476 ; but was not long after expelled by Hiero. It seems

to have enjoyed great prosperity during the rest of the

5th century. In 415 it refused to admit the Athenian

fleet, and was a zealous ally of Syracuse. In 408 the

Carthaginians sent another great army under Hannibal,

grandson of Hamilcar, who razed the city to the ground.

A new city called Thermas Himerenses was founded in 407
close to the former site. This name was derived from the

famous hot springs, in which Hercules was said to have

bathed. The new city was in Carthaginian hands till it was
annexed by the Romans in the Second Punic War. It was
treated with peculiar favour by them, and was left a free

city under its own laws. In the time of Cicero it was a

flourishing town, though not very large. Under Augustus
it became a " colonia." We hear little of it from that time,

though the site was never deserted, and the town still exists

under the name of Termini. Ergotetes, an Olympian victor

celebrated by Pindar (01. xii.), was a citizen of Himera.

Stesichorus the poet was a native of the city ; and his

statue was preserved at Thermae in the time of Cicero.

Agathocles also was a native of Therms,
HIMMEL, Feederick Heney (1765-1814), a German

composer of mark, was born November 20, 1765, at

Treuenbrietzen in Brandenburg, Prussia, and originally

studied theology at Halle. During a temporary stay at

Potsdam he had an opportunity of showing his self-acquired

skill as a pianist before King Frederick William II., who
thereupon made him a yearly allowance in order to enable

him to complete his musical studies. This he did under
Naumann, a German composer of the Italian school, and
the style of that school Himmel himself adopted in his

serious operas. The first of these, a pastoral opera II

Frimo Navigatore, was produced at Venice in 1794 with

great success. After his return to Berlin in 1795 Himmel
became court chapel master to the king of Prussia, and in

that capacity wrote a great deal of official music, such as

cantatas, a coronation Te Deum, and the like, now justly

forgotten. The same fate is shared by his Italian operas,

successively composed for Stockholm, St Petersburg, and
Berlin, and all received with great applause in their day.

Infinitely more important than these is an operetta to

German words called Fanchon, the popularity of which has

seldom been surpassed. Although antiquated it still re-

mains an admirable specimen of the primitive form of the

musical drama known in Germany as the " Singspiel."

Himmel's gift of writing genuine simple melody, to which
the operetta owed its success, is also observable in his

scmgs, amongst which one called "To Alexis" is the
best. It may be found in the first volume of the Musical
Library. Himmel died at Berlin, June 8, 1814.
HINCKLEY, a market-town of England, county of

Leicester, is situated 13 miles S. W. of Leicester, on a branch

line between that town and Nuneaton, which connects

the London and North-Western and the Midland railways.

The principal buildings are the church of St Mary, a
Gothic structure lately restored, with tower and spire 120
feet high ; the town-hall ; the priestshouse and Roman
Catholic academy named St Peter's Priory ; and the union

poorhouse, erected in 1838, with accommodation for 400
inmates. There are a grammar school, a national school,

and board schools. Hinckley is the centre of the stocking-

weaving district, and its speciality is circular hose. It also

possesses breweries, brick and tile works, and lime works.

There are several mineral springs in the neighbourhood,

and at one of these baths have been erected. The popu-
lation in 1871 was 6902.

Hinckley was created a barony soon after the Conquest, when it

was held by Hugh de Grentismenil, who erected a castle, the ditch

of wliich is stQl traceable, and also founded a priory of Benedictine
monks. Origiually the town had the privileges of a borough, but
these were annulled by Edward IV. Mention is made of "Hinckley
Fair" in the second part oi Senrij IF., act v. sc. 1.

HINCMAR (c. 806-882), archbishop of Rheims from
845 to 882, a prominent figure in most of the theological

and ecclesiastical struggles of his day, and perhaps the

most vigorous and influential prelate France has ever pro-

duced, belonged to a noble West Prankish family, and
was born about the year 806. Other forms of the name
are Ingumar, Ingmar, and Igmar. His early education

was received at the abbey of St Denis under Hilduin (the

author of Areopagitica), whom he followed to Corvey,'

Westphalia, when banished by Louis the Pious in 830 for

having joined the party of Lothair. Returning about two
years afterwards along with his superior to St Denis, of

which he had become a canon, he resided partly there and
partly at court, where he rapidly rose high in the royal

favour. He was with Louis at the " Field of Falsehood"
(Campus mendacii) in Alsace, and was one of the few who
remained faithful when the majority of the prelates and
nobles went over to the other side. After the death of Louis

(840), he equally gained the confidence of Charles the Bald,

through whose influence, after he had successively held the

abbacies of St llary's, of Compifegne, and of St Germer, he
was in 845 elected to succeed the deposed Ebbo or Ebo in

the archiepiscopal see of Rheims. Having exacted from
Charles a ftdl restitution of all the church property which
had belonged to the diocese, and a further promise that it

should never again be alienated, he at once entered on the

duties of his office, and took a leading part in the council

of Meaux (C. Meldense), the reforming decrees of which so

strongly roused the opposition of the king. Some attempt

having been made to revive the claims of Ebo, Hiucmar's

title to the archbishopric was confirmed by a synod of

French bishops at Paris, and ultimately settled by Leo IV. 's

transmission of the pallium in 847. Apart from the ordi-

nary afi^airs of his diocese, which included the completion

and adornment of the cathedral begun by his predecessor,

he now became deeply involved in the discussions which

arose out of the predestinarianism of .Gottschalk (^ee

Gottschalk), whom Hrabanus Maurua at the synod of

Mainz (848) had caused to be relegated to Hincmar as his

metropolitan. At a synod held at Quierzy on the Oise

(Carisiacum), in the diocese of Soissons, in 849, Hincmar
had united with Wenilo of Sens and other prelates in con-

demning the refractory monk to degradation, scourging,
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nod imprisoument ; but in a sLort refutation of the "pre-

destinarian heresy," which he himself shortly afterwards

wrote and circulated, he so failed to do ju£tice to the

orthodox faith as to elicit the censure of Batramnus of

Corv^sy, who was afterwards supported by Prudentius of

Troyes, Lupus of Ferri^res, and a large Augustinian party

(850). Hincmar now summoned the dialectic skill of John
Scotus Erigena to his aid, and the controversy became
generaL Another synod held at Quierzy in 853 passed

the four " Capitula Carisiaca," which in substance taught

that there is but one diTine predestination ; that free will,

lost by the fall, is restored by the preventing and assisting

grace of Christ ; that God wills generally that all men
should be saved ; and that the blood of Christ was shed

for all. These were answered by the six canons of the

(Lotharingian) synod of Valence, which elicited from
Hincmar, two years afterwards, the De Prcedestinatione

Dei et Libera Arbitrio Libri ires, of which all that is now
•stant is the prefatory letter to the king. By the synod
of Langres (S. Lingunensis, 859), however, the articles of

Valence were confirmed,—a decision which was afterwards

supported by the general synod held at Savona or Savon-
nierea, otherwise known as the Concilium TuUense (859).

Hincmar now published the Posterior de Prcedestinatione

Dei et Libera Arbitrio Dissertatio, but without influencing

the voice of the church ; nor was he more successful in his

controversy witli Gottschalk on the Trinity, his Callectio

ex Sanctis Scripfuris et Orthodoxorum Didis against the

phrase " Trina Deitas " having been totally disregarded

;

he had, however, the satisfaction of preventing the release

of Gottschalk, who died in prison in 868. While these

speculative controversies were doubtfully, raging, Hincmar
found scope for his greater practical talent in the events

which followed the death of the emperor Lothair in 855,
and which chiefly resulted in the strengthening of clerical

ascendency. Having saved Charles from the hands of Ids

own nobles and of the Germans, the great metropolitan was
in a position at last to say, " If kings rule after God's will,

they are subject to none ; if they be great sinners then is

their judgment in the hands of the bishops." In 860 began
the divorce suit in which the interests of Thietberga, the

oppressed queen of Lothair II., were involved ; and here,

undoubtedly, the whole weight of Hincmar's influence was
thrown into the scale of morality and right. His contribu-

tion to the discussion is still extant in the treatise £>e

Divortio Lotarii et Teutberga: Beginx (860). While this

controversy still remained unsettled, Hincmar became
involved in a struggle with the pope (Nicholas I.), which
is of very considerable historical importance from the part

which was played in it by the newly introduced " Isidorian "

decretals, and from the effect which it had in limiting the

rights of metropolitans. Rothad, bishop of Soissons, having
been deposed for acts of insubordination and violations of

duty at a synod of Soissons presided over by Hincmar in

863, had appealed to Rome ; the appeal had been sustained
;

and ultimately in 865 orders were given that the judgment
of Hincmar should be reversed, and that his 8ufi°ragan should
be restored to his office. The' decision, which, though not

without murmuring and contentions, was acquiesced in by
Hincmar, was an important step in the development of the

hierarchical monarchy of Rome. Hincmar was somewhat
more successful when he found himself in opposition to the
successor of Nicholas, Adrian II. This pope, who highly
disapproved of the action of the archbishop in crowning
Charles as the successor of King Lothair of Lorraine in

869, had fulminated threats of excommunication against

aO who had been concerned in that action ; Hincmar replied

that the Roman see had no right to interfere in such a
matter, and that the impending ban would have no
yilidity ; and the actual result was that, notwithstanding

alike the protest of the emperor and tLe prohibition of the

pope, Charles the Bald and Louis the German quietly

divided the dominions of their nephew. Again, when
Hincmar of Laon, his nephew a:nd suffragan, had defied

his authority.and appet^led to the pope, a long controversy

'esulted in the appellant's being imprisofled, degraded, and
sentenced to the loss of his eyes (871) Of the remaining
years of Hincmar's life few incidents ore recorded ; in 882
he was rompolled by Norman invasion to transfer his see

to Epernay, where in the same year he died.

The works of Hincmai, which inchide, hcsides these already
mentioned, a variety of capitala and other occasional pieces, were

first edited by Sirmond in 2 roI^. foL (1045). They are reprinted

In Migne's <7k7'S2m Pair. Coirip Thi Annahs Beriiniani from 861
to 882 are aho by Hincmar. &ee Gess, Mcrkwijrdigkeiien wus dem
Leben und Schri/ten Hincmars (1806(; Prichard, The JA/t and
Times of Mincinar ^1849); and Noorden, Eincinar, ErzhUdwfron
Rheims (1863).

HINDLEY, a manufacturing towu of Lancashire, is

situated on the Lancashire and Yorkshire railway, 3 miles

south-east of Wigan. Cotton-spinning and the manufacture

of cotton goods are the principal industries, and there are

extensive coal-mines in. the neighbourhood. Hiiidley

possesses a grammar school, and among its places of worship

may be mentioned the old parish church, and St Peter't

church, erected in 1864 in the First Pointed style. In the

time of the Puritan revolution Hindley church was entere-J

by the Cavaliers, who played at cards in the pews, pull

down the pulpit, and tore the bible in pieces. The popu-

lation in 1871 was 10,627.

HINDOL, one of the tributary states of Orissa, India,

situated between 20° 39' 30" and 20° 49' 30" N. lat., and
between 85° 8' 35" and 85° 31' 15" E. long. It is sur-

rounded on all sides by native states, heicg bounded

on the N. and E. by Dhenkanal, on the S. by Baramb4 and

Narsinhpur, and on the W. by Angul. Area, 312 square

miles; population (1872), 28,025 (Hindus, 23,345 ; Maho-
metans, 122; and "others,'' 4558). The Cuttack and Sam-
balpur highroad runs through the state. Only five villages

contain upwards of 1 00 houses. Hindol consisted originally

of three or four petty states, completely buried in jungle,

and ruled by separate chiefs, tiU two Marhattd brothers,

belongisg to the family of the Kimidi Rdja in Madras,

drove them out, and formed their territories into one

principality. The present chief maintains a military

force of 83 men, and a police force 133 strong. His

estimated annual revenue is returned at £2082 ; tribute,

£55.
HINDtl KIjSH is a title applied to the line of alpino

watershed stretching W.S.W. from the southern marijin of

Pamir, the Caucasus of Alexander's historians, which

divides Afghanistan in a general sense from Afghan

Turkestan, and the basin of the Cabul river from the

basin of the Oxus. Looking towards the heart of a

map of Asia, the eye is caught by that remarkable [point

where the great highland seems clenched na it were to

a knot, whence expand in difTorent directions (1) to east

and south-east the great Tibetan plateau, (2) to north

that of Pamir, and (3) to west that of Khorasan and

Persia. Between the diverging masses run up the great

basins of the Indus, the Yarkand river, and the Oiiis.

Some dim memory of these great features perhaps, trans-

formed and transplanted further east, appears in the

cosmography of the Puranas, in which the mythical Oange."«

falling on Mount Meru divides into four great rivers flowing

to the cardinal points

This is the first impression. But, imperfectly as we yet

know the mountain structure, the more wo learn the more

evanescent becomes this idea of triplicity as typifying the

true skeleton. This node is in fact the plaee of contact or

intersection of two great elevations :—(1) of the Himalaya,
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of which the axial lines approach in a direction from S.E. to

N.W.; and (2) of the Thian-Shan and allied ranges, of which

the axial linos run from E.N.E. to W.S.W. The parallelism

of Hindu Kush seems to attach it to the latter system.

The definition of geographical features must often be in

part arbitrary, but that of Hindi Kiish fairly coincides with

natural limits. On the east we take it as commencing at

the Baroghil Pass, leading from the high valley of Little

Pamir south into the valley of K4shgAr or ChitrAl. Just

east of this is a cluster of peaks of great altitude, but their

alignment attaches them to the great Gilgit range of the

Himalaya (Muztagh of some maps, Dapsang of Richthofen).

On the west we regard Hindu Kiish as including and

terminating at the Hajjigak Passes, those most commonly

used between Cabul and Turkestan. West of this the

range continues as a watershed of considerable altitude, buc

with a partial change of direction and loss of true alpine

character. la maps this prolongation is styled Koh-i-Baba.

Properly Koh-i-Baba is the name of a conspicuous three-

peaked mountain rising over the Hajjigak Pass, to a height

of at least 16,500 feet, which we regard as the terminal

prominence of Hindu Kiish, though it is in truth also

isolated from the higher summits to the eastward, which

especially claim that name, by a considerable, interval of

tamer mountain, rounded and naked.

The total length of Hindu Kilsh as thus defined is 365

miles. Towards the eastern extremity the watershed per-

haps emerges little from the table-land, for the Baroghil

Pass is of singularly easy acclivity on both sides, and no

prominent summits adjoin it on the west. But for the rest

of its extent the mountain tract of Hindu Kiish realizes the

popular idea of an alpine chain, i.e., of an unpierced

mountain barrier whose passes are never far below the line

of perpetual snow, and whose highest peaks are never very

far from the watershed.

The general altitude of the " cols " or passes runs from

12,000 to 13,000 feet. We give those that have been

calculated (besides which some 20 or 22 are known more
vaguely), beginning from the east :

—

Long Feet.

1. Baroghil Pass 73°26' 12,000

2. Nuksin ,
71°37' 17,000

3. Dora „ 71°24' 16,000-16,500

4. Khawak ,,
69°39' 13,200

6. Sar-ulang 68°47' 12,000

6. Kushan 68°40' 15,000

7. Irak „ 67°52' 12,900

8. Kalii ,, (on Hajjigak Road) 67°45' 12,480

The three highest (2, 3, G) do not rest upon any observa-

tions of barometer or boiling point, but on other and

looser data. Of the height of the peaks we have nothing

definite. Captain Burslem, who ascended Koh-i-Baba

with Lieutenant Sturt in 1840, speaks of seeing the lofty

peaks to the eastward " many thousand feet " above, and

Burnes uses similar language. The great peak near the

KiishAn Pass, sometimes specially called Hindii Kiish,

which is seen at once from Cabul on the south and from

Kunduz on the north, is probably not less than 20,000 feet

high. Much further east the estimated heights of passes

2 and 3 indicate probable summits of as great altitude. A
great mountain due north of Chitrdl, called Tirich Mir, and
said to be visible from a great part of Kafiristdn and from

ZebAk in Badakhshan, is estimated by Major Biddulph,

who alone has seen it, at the enormous height of 27,000

feet, but General Walker reduces this -to 23,000 with

a(?).

Apart from this exceptional peak we shall form a just

conception of the calibre of Hindu Kiish among the ranges

of the world if we class it with the French and Swiss

Alps in extent and mass, but with greater average altitude.

We have only one report of a glacier, viz., on the Nuksin
P^s, No. 2 in the list of heights above.

K U « H
The idea of a distinct southern range running paraild

to Hiudii Kiish, north of the Cabul river, which Wood
calls " the Himalaya," is founded on misconception. But
peaks have been measured on the spurs which run sontU

on both sides of the Kunar river. They rise to near

19,000 feet on the left bank, east of ,ChitrAl, descending
to 11,800 near the Afghan boundary. In Kafiristdn

there are peaks on these spurs of 10,600 and 16,800 feet,

and even within 25 miles of the Cabul river are some as
high as 14,000 feet.

On the south side of Hindu Kiish the earliest sources of

the Helmaiid are in the gorges up which the Koh-i-Baba
passes mount. All the rest of the range drains on that

side to the Cabul river, and so to the Indus. On the

north all the drainage reaches the Oxus.

Both hydrographic features and the limits of our know-
ledge conveniently divide the Hindu Kiish into three

sections,

(1.) Beginning from the cast, in the first section, drainage
southward is into the Chitral valley, and forms the great, perhaps
gieatest, contributary to the Cabul river, known as the Kunar or
Beilam (probably Chonspes and Malamanlhus of the ancients).

The highest part of this basin ij known as Chitral Bald (upper),

and is politically united to Yasin in the Gilgit basin (see GiLGirj,
It consists of two or three conllucnt valleys, some of them thick
with villages, vhose continuous cultivation, supported by copioas
springs, extends far up the hill-sides. Mastiij, the chief place,

stands 7500 feet high, in 36° 10' N. lat Twenty miles farther

down is the boundary of Lower Chitral or Kashgar. This forms a
state of which the chief or king (he is styled "Badshah") resides

at Chitral town (height 5200 feet, 35° 53' N. lat. ). The people in
Moslem, apparently a converted section of the neighbouring Kafirs,

and speaking a kindred dialect of Sanskritic affinity. Fruit is

good, including fine grapes, and the wine was once famous.

Chitral is the 15olor of Cliinese geography, the misplacement of
which so long perplexed and vitiated the geography of the Pamir
highlands, 'fhe name Balaiir mediaevally covered a l.irger tract,

probably the whole of the then pagan country from Khawak Pass

to the Indus. Below Chitral the valley narrows, and is shut in by
Kafir villages in nominal subjection to the small state of Asmar
(35° i' N. lat.). Afghan territory begins at llaraora, 20 miles

farther down. On the north of this section most part of tlie

drainage flows directly into the Little Pamir stream of the Oxus,

or into the Panja, the union of the streams from Little and Great

Pamir. We have accounts of no passes immediately west of

Baroghil, though certainly they exist. From Avi, near the

boundary of 'Ipper and Lower Kashgar, a pass crosses (about 72°

E long.) to Ishtragh on the Panja. At the western limit of the

section are the lofty passes of Nuksan, Kharteza, Agram, and
Dora, which lead through the Badakhshan canton of Zebak to the

Vardoj branch of the Kokcha or river of Badakhshan. On the

"Kuksdu" (quasi Via Mala) in descending towards Chitral the

traveller is girt with a leathern kilt, and slides down the snow.

Ponies, with feet tied, are rolled down. " By these processes,"

says the native authority, " both men and beasts generally reach

the bottom in safety."

(2.) The next section is that of which we know least. It

embraces on the south Kafiristan, never yet penetrated by European
traveller. There is a pass south to Kafiristan fiom Zebak and
.Sanglich, and one from Kurdn, probably several more. The chief

streams southward are that of Pech, joining the Kunar river at

Chigar Serai (Chaghanserai of Sultan Baber), and the Alingar and
Alishang, which unite in Laghman, formerly Lamghan (Lambagce

of Ptolemy), and join the Cabul river at Charbagh above Jalalabad.

West of Kafiristan are the Afghanized valleys of Tagao and Nijrao,

hardly better known, and occupied largely by Pashais, a people

seemingly akin to the Kafirs. On the north side the valleys form

mir-ships or cantons among the congeries of small states owning
allegiance to Badakhshan, and several of them having their peculiar

dialect of old Persian affinity. One of these volleys is Kuran, down
which flow.s the Jerm branch of the Kokcha. It is a wild glen

near the borders of Kafiristan, coupled in a local rhyme with the

jaws of hell, but which in the 8th century was of sufficient substance

as a state to send a mission of honjage to the Chinese court,—such

disproportionate pretensions being luobably due to its containing

the mines of lazuli, famous for ages, commemorated by Marco
Polo, and visited by Lieutenant Wood in 1838. Adjoining this are

Mungan and Anjumiin, high valley cantons of which we barely

know the names. Their streams chiefly bear north-west, and join

the river of Taljkan, which carries them to the river of Kundu2,

asd so into the Oxus about 68° 18' E. long.

(3.) The last section extends from the borders of Kafiristan to tlo
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Roli-i-Baba. Oa the soutli tlie drainage is received by two catch-

ment channels flowing parallel to the watershed iu opposite direc-

tions,—the Panjhir (or Panjshir) from the east, and the Ghorband
river from the west, meeting near Charikar and flowing S.S.E. to

meet the river from Caua!. The Panjhir valley is populous and
frutfol, with irrigated orchards and mulbeiTy gardens, the chief

Bapport of the people, though these, of Pashai kindred, have for

ages borne a repute for njtliless turbulence. It contains silver-

mines, worked at an early date, and early Mahometan coins bear

the mint maiks of secluded •.'•was like Panjhir and Andarab,—the

latter place north of the mountains, head of a canton subject of

Kunduz. From the Panjhir to the Andarab valley lead at least

seveii passes. The chief of these is Khawak, crossed by Wood
from the north in 1838, and nearly 1200 years before (6-14) by Hwen-
Tsang from the south. The TiU Pass, a loop to this, was crossed by
the great Tiraur on his advance, to India (1398). From the Ghor-
band valley there are a'.so-seven or more passes ; two ascend from
Parwan, one of which, Sar-aulang, was attempted unsuccessfully by
Wood and Lord iu November 1837,—since crossed and surveyed by
Havildar Hyder Shah (1870). Kushan Pass, under the great

peak, was ascended by Leech and Lord in October 1837. Four of

the Ghorband pa.<<ses descend on the lower Andarab valley, two
more on the Surkhab river, coming from the valleys about Bamian.
The last, the pass of Shibr, ascends from the top of Ghorband
valley, and descends on that of Bamian near the castle of

Zohak. This was crossed by Hwen-Tsang in approaching India

(630), and by Timur on his return (1399). and was commonly used

by Baber, who calls it Shibrtu. There remain the Koh-i-Baba
passes of Irak, Hajjigak, and Pusht-i-Hajjigalc. These are all

approached from Cabul by the upper valley of the Cabul river

and lieadwaters of the Helmand. The first Brigadier Dennie's
force crossed to Bamian in 1840, before fighting Dost Mahommed
on that famous site; Burnes (1832), Wood and Lord (1837),
Griffitb (1£ 11, and others at that time crossed the Hajjigak,

the best IC'CA'n of all the passes. North of the mountains the

Andarab river and the Surkhab form catchments like Panjhir
and Ghorband rivers on the south. Uniting near Gbori they
form the river of Kunduz or Akserai (called by Baber Doghdba)
flowing north to the Oxus. Hazaras (see vol. i. p. 235) are the
chief occupants of this section in ,its western portion. Further
oast on the north side the higher valleys are occupied by tribes

of old Tajik lineage, mixed more and more with Uzbeks and other
Tjrki people as the Kokcha is apf reached (see also voL i. p. 241 sq.).

Geology.—Information is most scanty, and applies only

lo the western extremities of Hindu Kiish. On the Kushiln

Pass Lord speaks of the lower parts as consisting of

micaceous schist, black slate with occasional bursts of

granite, then mica slate and gneiss, and the summits of tlie

pass and range of a granite core shooting up in precipitous

peaks. On the Koh-i-Baba, also, Griffith speaks of the lower

mass as predominantly of slaty formations ; the summits
of coarse quartzose grey granite, and of very compact brown
quartzose rock. In the IrAk Pass, and at ZohAk, are masses

of conglomerate. Limestone occurs in the upper part of

the valley of ParwAn, exhibiting large cavities, in one of

which the stream is engulfed for two miles ; also higher up
the Ghorband valley, where a magnificent natural cavern

occurs. Limestone occurs also on the Hajjigak Pass ; and
we bear of another great cavern near Doab, north of Bamian.
Eruptive deposits occur in Ghorband valley towards Chdr-
deb, and these recur at Bamian. Richthofen has sup-

posed, from Chinese analogies, that the multitude of arti-

ficial cives and cave dwellings about Bamian indicate a

loess deposit ; such details as wo havo seem hardly to

corroborate thi.-".

The region is rich iu minerals. Iron is abundant and
widely diffused. Villages called Ahangirdn (of the "iron-

workers") are numerous. There is a rich black ore on the

Hajjigak Pass, but fuel is entirely absent. Iron is also

made at severtrl places in BadakhshAn, and of excellent

quality in Bajaur cast of the Kunar river. Tho districts

adjoining the Jemi and Vardoj rivers are called YamghAn,
which is popularly interpreted as Uamah-Kdn ("All-Mines")

from its various mineral wealth. Copper mines(not worked)
exist here and also in Chitr.iL Antimony is found in

Ghorband, and accurate Griffith .speaks of ore of antimony
fonning boulders and even "a large mountain" on the top

of Hajjigak. Load is found in Qiiorb4uiI Aacl la Yam^^hAa.

Sulphate of zinc occurs in Ghorband ; silver, as abovo
mentioned, at the head of Panjhir ; rock-salt on the borders
of Badakhsluin and Kunduz (mentioned by Marco Polo);
sulphur in Yamghan and Sanglich (north of the Dora
Pass) ; sal-ammoniac in Kurdn. Orpiment is exported from
Cbitrdl, a fact mentioned also by Hwen-Tsang. The
lazuli of Kuran has been spoken of.

Zoology.—Of this we have not space to speak, nor
accurate material. Afghanistan lies on the borders of the
Oriental and Palsearctic regions (vol. viL p. 269), and pair

takes in degree of both; but the Hindu Kiish la to a
certain extent a boundary between them. Thus it limits

the genus Salmo, which is found in no Indiin or Persian
stream, but immediately on crossing the passes. The late

estimable Russian traveller Fedchenko thought he had first

discovered trout in Turkestan, but they were frequently

caught by English officers at Bamian in 1840 and Marco
Polo mentions them in BadakhshAn.

Vegetation.—The only basis for a view of this wonld be
Griffith's collections near Koh-i-Baba and in the Kunai
valley, but they have not been analysed in such a sense.

These general remarks by Hooker and Thomson are, how-
ever, apposite :

—" The collections of Griffitb, besides conr

taining an immense number of Persian and European plants

which find their eastern limits witlun the British territory,

are rich in Himalayan forms whtch advance no farther

west; and, what is of still greater isaportance, they contain

many species common both to Europe and the Himalaya,
but whi6h, from mere differences induced by local causes

in these two distant countries, might not be imagined to

have a common origin, did not the Afghanistan specimens
blend their characters or show the transition between them."—Flora Indica, i. 85, 86.

Hislorical Koticcs.—We have said that Hindii Kush is the
Caucasus of Alexander's historians. It is also included in the
Paropamisus, though the latter term embraces more, Caucasus
being apparently used only when the alpine barrier is in question.

Whether the name was given in mere vanity to the barrier which
Alexander passed (as Arrian and others repeatedly allege), or was
founded also on some verbal coufusion, we cannot say. It was no
doubt regarded (and perliaps not altogether untruly) as a pari, of

a great alpine zone believed to traverse Asia from west to eist,

whether called Taurus, Caucasus, or Imaus. Arrian hinnolf
applies Caucasus distinctly to the Himalaya also. The applica-

tion of the name Tanais to the Sir seems to indicoto a real conl'usioa

with Colchian Caucasus. Alexander, after building an Alexandria
»t its foot (probably at Hupian near Charikar), crossed into

Bactria, first reaching Drapsaca, or Adrapsa. This has been
interpreted as Andarab, in which case lie probably crossed the

Khawak Pass, but tho identity is uncertain. The ancient 7end
name is, according to liawlinson, Parcsina, the essential part of

Paropamisus ; this accounts for tho great Asiatic Pantassui of
Aristotle, and the Pho-lo-sin-a of Hwen Tsang.

The name Hindu Kush docs not appear, so far as we can ascci-

tain, in any of tbe earlier Arab geographers. But it is used by
Ibn Bnttita, who crossed (c. 1332) from Andarab, and he gives the
explanation of the. name which, however doubtful, is still popular,

as (Pcrs.) Hrndii-Killer, "because of the number of Indian slaves

who perished in passing" its snows. Baber alwayj calls tho range
Hindu Kiish, and the way in which he speaks of it shows clearly

that it was a range that was meant, not a solitary pass or peat
(according to modern local use, as alleged by Eiphinstono nnd
Burnes). Probably, however, tlie title was coniincd to the section

from Khawak to KoU-i-Balm (see Baber, pp. 130, 139). Tho
name has by some later Oriental writers been modified into Hindil

Koh (mountain), but this is factitious, and tlirowauo more light on

tlio origin of tho title. Tho name seems to hnvo become known to

European geographers by tho Oriental translations of tho two Pcti>

de la Croix, and was taken up by Dclisle and D'Anville. Kenncll

and Elpliinstono familiarized it, and Wilford wilfnrdized about

it. Burnes first crossed the range (1832). A British force

was stationed at Bamian bevond it iu 1840, with an ontnost at

S.iighiln.

Tho Uindii Kush, formidable as it seeinn, and often as it lias been

the limit between petty states, has har<lly over been tho boundary
of a considerable power. Greeks, White Ilnn.'i, Samanidn; of

Bokliara, Ghazncvidcs, Jlongols, Timnr and Tiniurid.T, down to

Saddozais and barakzais, havo ruled both siiles of this great »l|>i'io

chain. tH. \'.»
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HINDUR, also called Nalaoaeh, one of the Punjab

hill states, under the government of tlie Punjab, India,

lying between 30' 54' 30" and 31° U' 15" N. lat., and
between 76° 39' and 76° 56' 45" E. long. Area, 256 square

miles. The country was overrun by the Ghoorkas for

some years prior to 1815, when they were driven out by
the British, and the rAjA was confirmed in possession of

the territories. The estimated population in 1876 was

70,000 ; the estimated revenue £9000, and tribute £500.

The principal products are opium and the usual grains

HINDUSTAN. See India.

HINDUSTANI,! or UkdO, is a dialect of the Hindi,

one of the seven languages of Aryan stock spoken at the

present day in North India, the others being the Panjabi,

Sindhi, Gujarati, Marathi, Bangiilr, and Oriya. The area

over which it is spoken in North India may be said to be

co-extensive with that of the Hindi, which is estimated at

about 250,000 square miles, extending from the river

Gandak in the east to the Sutlej in the west, and from the

Himalaya in the north to the Vindhiya mountains in the

south. It is also extensively used, though in a somewhat
different phase, in a great part of the Deccan, and is more-
over the lingua franca of most parts of Indian

As the Hin(^I language consists of many dialects, it is

necessary to state that it is the Braj Bhasha, or the dialect

that is spoken in the districts of Agra and Mathura, and
in the neighbourhood of Dehli, the ancient capital of

the Mahometan empire, which is generally regarded as

the parent of Hindustani. The grammatical structure

and also a vast number of the commonest vocables of the

Braj were incorporated in the new dialect, and to these

were added a vast" number of Persian, Arabic, and even
Turkish words. " Such words, however, in no wise altered or

influenced the language itself, which, as regards its inflex-

ional or phonetic elements, remains still a pure Aryan
dialect, just as pure in the pages of Wall or Sauda, as it is

ui those of Tulsl Das or Bihari Lai"- Peculiarities of com-
position, such as reversing the positions of the governing
and the governed word {e.g., bap merd for merd bdp), or of

the adjective and the substantive it qualifies, or such as the

use of Persian phrases with the preposition ba instead of

the Hindi postposition of the ablative case (e.g., ha^khushl

instead of khushi se, or ba-hiikm sarhdr-ke, instead of sarkdr

he hukm se), are-no doubt to be met vrith in many writings,

and these, perhaps, combined with the too free indulgence
on the part of some authors in the use of high-flown and
pedantic Persian and Arabic words in place of common
and yet chaste Hindi words, and the general use of the
Persian instead of the Nagari character, have induced some
to regard Hindustani or Urdu as a language distinct from
Hindi. But such a view betrays a radical misundenstand-
ing of the whole question.

* Hindustani (Ki. "Of or belonging to Hindustan") is the English
name for the language. The natives generally call it Urdu or Urdu
Zaban, " the camp language " (the word Urdu meaning, in Turkish,
"a camp"), and the poets, Rekhta, "mixed;" while the phase of
the dialect which is peculiar to southern India is termed Dakhinl, or
" southern.'' The term Hindi, on the other hand, is derived from the
Persian Hind, "India," and, strictly speaking, is applicable only to
the modem language of the flindQs. The old language, prior to the
inroads of the Musalraans, is termed Hindai, and is derived from
Hindu. It may be added that the present article has reference only
to the so-called High Hindustani, which differs considerably from the
vulgar speech. This, in some parts of the area mentioned in the text,
bears but little resemblance to the cultivated language, except in the
possession of a few Persian or Arabic words. The High Hindustani
is that which is uniformly employed in literature over the whole of the
specified area. It is, moreover, the language in which the proceedings
of the various Government courts and offices are carried" on, and is
spoken in its purity in all the large ton-ns by the educated classes
generally, by Hindus as well as Musalmans.

" Bcames, Compardlive Grammar of the Modern Aryan Lanquaaes.
\oL L p. 32.

» -»
.

As regards the introduction of foreign'worcls into the
various dialects of Hindi, it seems highly probable that it

had its origin at an early period, perhaps as early as the
8th or 9th century of our era. But there is good ground
for the opinion that, although the Hindi area was overrun
as early as the 12th century, the Hindustani was not
formed tiU the 16th century.- "For many generations
after the victories of Kutbu'd-din Aibak, the first Musalman
sovereign of Dehll,the conquerors retained their own Persian,

and the conquered their Hindi. The Musalmans had long
been accustomed to speak pureHindI,and it was not theywho
introduced Persian words into the language, but the Hindus
themselves, who at the epoch above mentioned were com-
pelled by Todar Mai's new revenue system to learn Persian."^

And we learn from Mir Amman of Dehll (whose brief

account of the origin of Urdu in the preface to his well-

known Bdgh-o-Bahdr bears on the face of it every convinc-

ing mark of probability, and, scanty as it is, is remarkable
as, perhaps, the only attempt at a critical disquisition ^in

the whole range of Hindiistani literature) that at the date
of the composition of his work (1802) the Musalman dynas-

ties had endured for a thousand years, and that as inter-

course increased the languages of the Hindus and Musal-
mans became to a certain extent mixed. By the arrival

and stay of the Amir Timur the camp or bazar of the army
was introduced into the city, whence the city bazar was
caUedUrdu,aTartarwordsignifying"camp." "When
Akbar ascended the throne, various races from all Cjuarters,

on hearing the kind patronage and bounty of that incom-
parable house, came and assembled in the royal presence,

but the speech and dialect of each was different. From
their being collected together, and owing to the trade, traffic,

and intercourse which they carried on with one another, a
single language, that of the Urdu (or Hindiistani), was
established."

The epoch of Akbar, which first saw a regular revenue
system established, with toleration and the free use of

their religion granted to the Hindiis, was, there can be
little doubt, the period of the formation of the language.

But its final consolidation did not take place till the reign

of Shah Jahau. After the date of this monarch the changes
are comparatively immaterial imtil we come to the time
when European sources began to mingle with those of the

East. Of the contributions from these sources there is little

to say. Like the greater part of those from the Arabic and
Persian, they are chiefly nouns, and may be regarded rather

as excrescences which have sprung up casually and have
attached themselves to the original trunk than ingredients

duly incorporated in the body. In the case of the Persian

and Arabic element, indeed, we do find not a few instances

in which nouns have been furnished with a Hindi termina-

tion, e.g., khandnd, badalna,, guzamd, ddgknd, bakhshnd,
kamlnapan, &c. But the European element cannot be said

to have at all woven itself into the grammar of the language.

It consists, as has been observed, solely of nouns, principally

substantive nouns, which on their admission into thelanguage

are spelt phonetically, or according to the corrupt pronun-

ciation they receive in the months of the natives, and are

declined like the Lndigeaous nouns by means of the usual

postpositions or case-affixes.* A few examples wiU suffice.

The Portuguese, the first in order of seniority, contributes

a few words, as kamard or kamrd (camera), "a, room;"
mdrtol, "a hammer; " wi7(i»!, "auction" (often corrupted

' Beames, Ibid. , vol. i. p. 30, note.
^ It is supposed, however, that the strange dialect in which the

Lascars, or "native seamen," and the Dandls, or " bqatmen," hoM
converse, and in which orders are given to a native crew regarding the
working of a ship, is compounded of Portuguese words assimilated to

Hindustani in their terminations and inflexions. Of this there is no
positive proof, and until the matter-has been properly and satisfactorily

investigated it would ba injudicious to pronounce a decided •pinion.
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into lUCim)
;
perU, " a turkey," <fec. Ac. Of French and

Dutch influence scarcely a trace exists. English has con-

tributed a number of worJs, some of which have even found

a place in the literature of the language ; e.g., Kammishanar
(commissioner)

;
jaj (judge) ; ialanl (assistant) ; ddklar

(doctor); daktari, "the science of medicine," or "the pro-

fession of physicians
;
" inspektar (inspector) ; sosayall

(society) ; apil (appeal) ; apil karnd, '• to appeal
;

" dikrl

or digrl (decree) ; diffrl (degree) ; inch (inch)
; fut (foot)

;

and many more, are words now commonly used. How far

the free use of Anglicisms will be adopted as the language

progresses is a question upon which it would be hazardous

to pronounce an opinion.

The grammatical structure of the Hindustani diflfers in

no essential particular from that of the Hindi from which

it is sprung. It is therefore of the rise and formation of

this language, and of the stage to which it had attained

when the new phase of the Hindustani was developed from

it, that we shall now speak.

Of the history and development of the Hindi or Hindul
language previous to the 11th century of our era little or

nothing is known. It is accepted as a fact by most scholars

that Sanskrit ceased to be a vernacular in the 6th century

B.C., when the Buddhist religion was founded, which for

ten centuries drove Brahmanism into obscurity. From
that time the Aryan people of India spoke popular dialects

called Prakrits,^ and it is from these that the modern Aryan
tongues are mainly derived. These Prakrit dialects are

generally grouped under five heads, viz., the Maharashtrl,

SflurasenI, Magadhi, PaisachI, and Apabhransa. Of
these the SaurasenI, or dialect of Saurasena, the modern
traxit of Mathura and the surrounding country, is taken to

be the parent of the Hindi, or at any rate of that phase of

it with which we have to do. These Prakrits were, like

the Sanskrit, synthetical and inflexional in their structure,

add certainly continued to be so up to the 1st century of

our era, the lowest stage to which in point of development
scholars have been able to reach. At what precise period

the synthetical structure of the Prakrit began to break up
and to give place to the analytical formations of the modern
speech it is impossible to tell. The gap of nine centuries

has yet to be filled up. And unless future discoveries of

Buddhistic literature should shed light on the subject, it is

to be feared that the history of this period will ever remain
unknown.
The dawn of modern Hindi may be dated from the 11th

century. The earliest known writer in the language
was Chand Bardal (0.1200), whose epic is ia a dialect

rude and half-formed, but as decidedly analytical as the

Hindi of the present day.^ Much of the old synthetical

structure no doubt is still to be found in the work

;

the particles and the auxiliary verbs are in a very crude
and unformed state (as, for example, the use of an obscure
ka for the modern genitive aflis kd, which ka does not vary
with the governed noun, and is frequently left out alto-

gether ; the total absence of the ordinary substantive verb
hai, (fee); but these crudities and remnants of old Prakrit

forms do not affect the general structure. Indeed, they are

to be found in writings of a much later period, in works
belonging to the 14th and I.'i th centuries, e.g., in the Adi

' Prakrit is derived from the Kauskrit prakriti, "nature," and
aignitica "natural," "not accomplislicd," "vulgar." It in the col-

lective name of those dialects which are immediately derived from, or
which stand in an immediate relation to, Sanskrit, or " the polished or
accomplished language " of the Hindus.

", It is this striking change from the synthetical structure of tho
Pcikiit to tho analytical of tho Hindi, coupled with an accidental
resemblance in certain of the case-affixes to those of the Dravidian
toogues, that has leil some Oriental scholars to claim for Hindi a non-
Aryan descent. But this view is ably combated by Mr Beanies in hia

Comparative Orammar of the Aryan Lanffimgrs of India, and by
Professor Kudulf Hoernle, in bis Easayson tht Oaurian Lanffuagea.

Granth, the language of which exhibits, according to

Trumpp, "grammatical forms not firmly fixed, but rather in

a state of tran.sition." And although the forms assume
greater fixity, and marked progress is observable in the
works of later writers in the Braj Bhakha dialect, e.g., in

those of Kablr, Silr Das, Nabha Jl, Kesava Das, and
Biharl Lai (whose poems are, as a rule, composed in very
pure and elegant Hindi), we still find certain crudities and
traces of Prakrit forms and organic structure, and these
continue even in the language of the present day.

To give a minute account of the grammatical formation,
to indicate the various phonetic or glottic laws by the
operation of which the vocables and grammatical forms
of the Hindi are derived from those of the Prakrit or
Sanskrit, is beyond the scope of the present article. We
can but notice a few general laws, and exhibit results, so

far as they have been ascertained. For closer acquaintance
with the subject we must refer the reader to the Prdkrit-
Prakdsa of Vararuchi, edited by Professor E. B. Cowell ; the
Prdkrit Grammar of Hemachandra, edited by Professor

Pischel; the Comparative Grammar of the Modern Aryan
Languages of India, by John Beames, B.C.S. ; and Essays
on the Gaurian Languages, by Professor Rudolf Hoernle.

Prakrit tolerates no compound consonant in the begin-

ning and no dissimilar consonant in the middle of a word.

Two dissimilar consonants in a Sanskrit word are changed
in Prakrit to two similar consonants, and occasionally one
of these is elided and the preceding vowel lengthened.

In the modern dialects this elision of one consonant and
compensatory lengthening of the preceding vowel is the rule.

Prakrit either changes a medial surd mute consonant to

the corresponding sonant one, or elides it altogether ; and it

generally changes an aspirate mute consonant to the simple

aspirate h. In fact the modern Aryan tongues stand to

the Prakrit and the Sanskrit in a relation very similar to

that existing between the Italian, &c., and the Romance and
Latin languages. Hindi " is not the daughter of Sanskrit,

as we find it in the Vedas, or in the later literature of the

Brahmans, it is a branch of the living speech of India,

springing from the same stem from which Sanskrit sprang

when it first assumed its literary independence."'
Vocables.—The vocables may bo classed under three heads :

—

1. Words which are pure Sanskrit, as rajS, "a king"; J>ild,

" father "
; kavi, " a poet " ; nagarl, " of or belonging to a city "

;

karvia, karya, "work"; krodha (vulg. l-rodh), "anger." Not a

few of this class of words have existed in the language for some cen-

turies ; some are to bo found even in tho oldest specimens of the

literature ; but by far tho larger number have passed into the language

during tho present century, and the intioduction is still progressing.

The form in which they appear is that of tho Sanskrit nominative

singular.

2. Words which are derived from the Prrikrit, and have been

considerably changed in the process, though not so much aa to

obscure their origin, e.g., kilm, "work," Prk. kamma, S. karma;
kdn, "car," Prk. kanna, S. kania ; alh, "eight," Prk. atlha,

S. ashlha ; Mth, " hand," Prk. hatthd, S. hasta ; ap, " self,"

Prk. appd, S. atvid ; bat, "word," Prk. lalta, S. rartld ; aj, "to-

day," Prk. ajja, S. adya ; age, "before," Prk. agge', S. agrc ; dg,

" lire," Prk. aggi, S. agni ; duih, "milk," Prk. dudd/ia, S. dugdha
;

phagun, " Feb.-March," Prk. phaggun, S. phdlgitti ;
biiddhS,

"old," Prk. middho, S. vriddhah; kahd, "said," (Hrnj A-nAi/nii),

Prk. kahido, kaliio, S. kalhitah ; rahd, " remained," (Braj rahyau),

Prk. rahido, rahio, S. rahitah ; tltd, "was," I'rk. lliio, S. sl/iilah.

Thi.s is by far the largest class of words in tho Hindi. And, as in

the case of the first cliias, they are adopted in thu form of the nomi-

native singular of tho Prakrit. They ore divisible into twoclas.'ics,

tho first comprising such aa hove in lluir declension preserved

traces of tho old organic inflexion of the Prakrit declension, and the

aecond those which have preserved no such traces. As regards these

it may be ob erved that the tenninationa a, e, t, o, ii, of tho Priik-

rit ore regulorly reduced in the Hindi to their inherent simple

vowels, viz., d to o, e and ! to i, and o and t! to u ; and these short

vowula ore, oa a rule, made quiescent, so that a word ending in reality

in u short vowel virtually terminates in a consonant ; and, not

being jironounced, tho final short vowel is frequently suppressed in

writing also.

'^Mai MUUer, Leciuret on the Science of Language, lect. ii.
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3. Woi'Js wliicli cannot apparently lie traced to any Sanskrit

Original, and ar? therefore considered by some scliolars as words of

Hon-Aryan origin ; e.g., pngri, " turban "
;
gor, Prk. goram, " leg."

Such words form but a small proportion ; and it is probable that

further research and a better acquaintance witli the laws of develop-

ment of the modern Aryan tongues will ultimately enable scholars

to Tery much diminish their number.
Gender.—The three genders of the Prakrit and Sanskrit are, in

Hindi and Hindu3tc.3i, reduced to two, the neuters and masculines

of the old tongues generally becoming masculines iu the modern
language. Instances, however, are not a few in which they are

changed to feminines. A striking feature in the modem tongues is

the preponderance of masculines ending in a, with the corresponding

feminines in i. Now in the Sanskrit d is a typical feminine end-

ing, and i is as often a masculine as a feminine termination. Many
feminine words ending in d are no doubt to be found in the Hindi,
aschhiim, " patience, " = S. kshama ; and similarly many masculine
words which in the Prakrit and Sanskrit terminate in I are also to

be met with, a.%pdm, " water," = S. /id «??/<??« ; hdthl, "elephant,"
= S. hasll (hastin). But a is typically a masculine and i a femi-

nine termination in the Hindi and HindJistanl, and this is pro-

bably due to the number of sources from which the termination
springs; thus we have—(1) d-Prk. o, = S. as or ah, e.g., kaisa,

"like what," "what manner," "how," Prk. kcriso, S. kidriinh;
(2)d= Prk. ao, =S. akas orakah, e.g., ghord, " horse," Prk. ghorao,
S. ghotakah

; (3) d= Prk. a(Jc)am, aa7n, = S. am, e.g., keld, " plan-
tain," Prk. kcra(k)am, kcracLm, S. kadaram. Again, the masculine
ending aka of the old languages has a corresponding feminine in

ikd ; and as the Prakrit commonly employs the pleonastic increment
k to raise bases to the form aka, "so it employs the same affix to

form the feminine ikd of these masculines ; ikd becomes iyd, and
more commonly I in the modern tongues. The form v/d is that

which is generally used in feminine diminutives ; e.g., dibiyd, " a
tiny box" ; but it is also used like i for a simple feminine ; e.g.,

kuttd, " dog," kutiyd, " bitch "
; hiirhd, " old man," burhiyd, "old

woman." If to the above class cf feminines ending in i be added
the large class which in Prakrit and Sanskrit fonn the feminine in
i (i.e., the Prakrit masculines in o,=^. as), the preponderance of

nouns ending in i seems sufficiently .aecoimted for. It may be added
thatd and i are so universally regarded as masculine and feminine
terminations respectively that the natives employ them freely in

Ibrming feminines from masculines and vice versa, e.g., badld, badll,

from the Arabic hadal. There are afew other feminine terminations
which are worthy of notice, not so much on account of their origin

(which presents no difBculty), as on account of the free use which is

made of them ; these are—(1) inl, in, an, nl, = S. int (fem. of in, i)
;

(2) dnl, dni, din, = 3. anl. These are not only found in words de-
rived from the Prakrit, but are added to Persian and even Arabic
words ; C..9., hdthinl, hdthin, halhnl, "female elephant," ( = S.

hastinl); mndrin, sxmaran, " a goldsmith's wife," (fem. of sonar,
" goldsmith," = S. suvarnnkdra) ; shcml, " tigress," from the Per-
sian sher, " tiger " ; naslban, a prcwer name, from the Arabic nasib

;

jmndiianl, " the wife of a pandit" ; chaxidhrdin, " the wife of a
chaudlmrl or head-man "

; mfhtrdnl, " the wife of a sweeper, a
sweeper-woman," from the Persian mihtar, "a sweeper."

Declension.—It is here th.it the most sh'iking contrast between
the old and the new languages is found. The synthetical method
of the Prakrit and the Sanskrit is, as a whole, rejected, only certain
half-effaced traces of declension being retained. The number of
cases, as in the Sanskrit, is seven, the nominative, accusative, in-
strumental, dative, ablative, genitive, locative, and vocative ; but
the inflexions of tbi Pi-akrit have given place to case-affixes or post-
positions. For example, where the Sanskrit has Hvdyai and sivasyai,
the Hindi has siv-ko, and siv-kd.

The case-affixes or postpositions are as follow :

—

Instrumental «,.. ne^ "by."
D.itive-Accnsatlve io, "to," "for,"
Ablative — se, " from."
Genitive ka (te, ki), "of."
Locative mm, par, *' in," " on,"

The genitive affix, it may be observed, varies its termination so
as to agree with the governing noun. In other words, it is adjecti-
val, and agrees with the governing noun just as an adjective would ;
e.g., sone-kl glui-rl, " a gold watch."
The case-affixes or postpositions are all, there can be no doubt,

remnants of Prakrit nouns which were probably in use at the period
when the modem Aryan languages begjn to be formed. The
majority of these are fairly determined, and it seems probable that
the remainder will also be fixed before long. The results of the in-
vestigation of scholars, as regards the postpositions noticed above
(which are those commonly employed in the declension of Hindi
and Hindiistani nouns), we will here attempt to exhibit.
The case-affix ne of the instrumental (or case of the agent) is re-

garded by Trumpp and others as derived from ena, the instrumental
case-ending of the Sanskrit. This opinion is, however, combated
by Beames {Comp. Oram., vol. ii. p. 266 et seq.), who is of opinion
that it is an affii of the d»H-v«. Mriiich was probably transferred to

the instrumental as late as the time of Shah Jahan, in whose reign,

as has been shown above, Urdii or Hindustani was consolidated.

Beames shows that the postposition is not used in the old Hindi,

and is not to be found in most of the dialects, except as a dative ;

but he does hot, we believe, trace it to any particular original. It

is clear, however, that Whether this affix is derived from the instru-

mental case-ending of the Sanskrit or not, it bears a striking resem-

blance to the latter in its use and the construction it requires ; e.g.,

the Sanskrit tena uktam is marvellously like the Hindi vs-na kahd,
"by him it was said," or freely " he said."

The dative postposition ko is derived by Dr Tmmpp from the

Prakrit iito, ki6, = S. Icrilam. Dr Hoernle,' however, would seem
to connect it with the Bangali kdchhe " near," and the S. aa-kdsa ;

and Beames {Comp. Gram., vol. ii. p. 257), accepting this as a right

clue, traces the affix to the Prakrit kakkha'n, = S. kaksham, "arm-
pit," "side," the locative of which, kaJcshe, he believe to be th*
source of the Bangali kdchhe.

The postposition se of the ablative b traced by Beames (Cmnp.
Oram., vol. ii. p. 274) to the Sanskrit saviam, " with," through an
old form son still used in the rustic dialects.

The genitive case-affix kd (fem. ii, oblique ke) is derived by
Trumpp and others from the Sanskrit affix ka. But Hoemle^ shows
conclusively (and his derivation is accepted by Beames) that the

affi.xis derived from the Prakrit kariu ( = S. krilus), which becomes
kero, kera{k)o, and then keraS ; kern is then shortened to kara,

whence the modern form kd.

Of the locative case-affixes, men, "in," is derived by scholarB

from the Sanskjit madhye, the locative of madhya, " the middle";
while par {pari, nr pai) is obviously traceable to the Sanskrit nyori,

"upon."
The declensions are two in number. In the one the nominatire

or base is inflected before the case-affixes are added ; in the other no
change takes place in the nominative form. The first consists solely

of masculine nouns ending in d= Prk. o= S. as (e.g., ghord, "horse,"
= Prk. ghorao, = S. ghotakas) ; the second comprises all other
nouns, whether they end in vowels or consonants. The base of the
first declension is inflected by changing final d to e ; e.g., nom.
ghord, inflect, base ghore, gen. ghore-kd, dat. ghorc-ko. But in tho
isecond declension we find, nom. rdjd, "king," gen. raji-ka, "ofu
king," kc. DrHoemle connects the e of the inflected base with the
yd of the oblique form in Maiathi, and so traces it to a Prakrit geni-

tive in yassa— iassa=ikassa. The correctness of this derivation

would seem to be established by the analogy of the oblique or in-

flected base of the plural of nouns, and especially by the inflected

base of the pronouns, both these bases being indisputably traceable

to the Prakrit 'genitive. Mr Beames, however, is of opinion that

"it is not correct to derive the oblique form from any special case

of the Sanskrit ;" he thinks that "it rather results from a general
fusion of all the cases" {Comp. Gram., vol ii. p. 210). This is the
more remarlcable as he accepts without demur the fact that the
plural oblique base is a corraption of the Prakrit genitive pluraL
The terminations of the nominative plural of nouns (where a

plural form is used) are clearly traceable ,to the Prakrit. Nouns
which fall under the first of the declensions noHced above terminate
in c in the nom. plur. {e.g., ghord, "horse," nom. plur. ghore,
" horses," which is identical in form witli the inflected base of the
sing. ). The termination e= Prk. e, = S. ah. Feminines ending in

a consonant (and also fem. Arabic words ending in d, as bald), form
the nom. plur. by adding en- to the sing. nom. This ending, en,

= Prk, neuter di, din, •= S. neut, d«i. The plnr. termination ah
of the nom. of feminines ending in i (as betl, " daughter ") is also to

be referred to the Prakrit dra=S. ani. The obbque form of the
plural of all nouns ends in oil (e.g., ghoroh

;
gen. ghoroh-ka ; raja-

oii, dat. rdjd-on-ko). The termination on is derived from the
Prakrit dnam ( = S. dhdm), the termination of the genitive pliu^.

Pronouns.—The pronouns stand in marked contrast to the nonna
in respect of the fidelity with which they have preserved the Prakrit;

forms. Those of the first and second persona run parallel to one
another, and have four fundamental forms, namely, the nominatives
and the obliques in both numbers. The genitive is a possessive mo-
noun, and, as in the noun, is adjectival in form. Maiii, "I, is

derived by Trumpp from the Prakrit mam, the accusative of aham ;

but it seems more probable that it is, as Beames shows, the instm-
mental maim of the Prakrit, and =S. mayd. In the genitive me-
rd, "my," the alfix rd added to the Prk. base me is, there can be
little doubt, connected with the aCx kd, used in forming the geni-

tive of nouns ; the form kard, by elision of k would naturally ield

rd, which we may observe is the genitive affix of nouns also in the
Marwari dialect of Hindi. The oblique form mujh is derived from
the Prakrit majjha, one of the forms of the genitive. The dative-

ace. mujhe of the modem Hindi is formed by adding e to mujh,
this « being the usual sign of the oblique in nouns. Ham, '

' we,"
= Prk; amhe by transposition of h. This is now commonly used
as the oblique form of the plural (e.g., ham-ko, hum-par) ; but the
oblique hamofi, =Prk. gen. plur. amhdnam, is also to be met with.

t Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, 1872, pt. 1, p. 174 et itq.

' Md.v- 124.
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The genitive plui'al Adwwid is probably froui Prk. amha +i:aro,

by elision of k.

The pronoun tu, "thou," = Prk. tumam, tuam, = S. tvam. A
form taiii, parallel to inain, and similarly derived, is also in use.

The oblique tujh is from the Prakrit titjjka, one of the forms of the

genitive. The sources from and the processes by which the

remaining forms are obtained are precisely parallel to those employed

in the pronoun of the first person.

The pronouns of the third person are identical with the demon-
strative pronouns yak or yih, "this," and wnh or wuh, "that," of

which the older forms are ih and uh. The origin of these forms has

not yet been discovered. All that can be gathered respecting them
is that they are probably connected with one or other of the Prakrit

forms adm, iam, inam, im,kc, =S. ayam, m.,iyam, i.,idam, n.,&c.,

and are to be referred to primitive bases i and a or u. The oblique

forms of these pronouns, however, point clearly to the Prakrit geni-

tive, e.g., is =Prk. assa, S. asya.

The relative pronoun ^o, "he who" = Prk. jo, base ja =S.
ya. The other form in use, jaun, = Prk. jo-vna ( = S. punah).

The singular oblique form jis = Prk. jissa (the fcm. base ji being

used in place of the masc. ja), =S. yasya. The oblique form of the

plural, i.e.
,
jin=Vik.. janam (by weakening of the vowel), =S.

ydnam.
The correlative so =Prk. so = S. sah. Its remaining forms

may be made on the model of^o by substituting t ioTJ.

The interrogative jironoun has k for its typical letter, just as the

relative has^', and ie in all respects as uniform as the relative and

correlative. Kaun, "v/ho" =.to-fitHO ( = S. ^ima/i) ; the oblique

form Hs =Prk. gen. kassa (with change of base from masc.

ka to fem. ki), =S. kasya.

The indefinite pronoun koi, "some one," = Prk. kobi, = S

ko + api. "The oblique form /iwi shows the oblique of the inter-

rogative with the i, whose origin has been forgotten, so that it is

regarded as a mere emphatic particle" (see Beames, Comp. Gram.).

Kuchh, "something "= Prk. ,timc/ti=S. kimchit.

The refle.\!ve pronoun ap, "self" = Prk. oppa, dpa, = S. atmd.

Verbs and Tenses.—The verbal steme are, generally speaking,

derived from the Prakrit present tense of Sanskrit neuter verbs, or

from the Prakrit passive past participle. In the formation of the

tenses, as in the declension of nouns, the synthetical or inflexional

system of the Prakrit and the Sanskrit has given place to the

analytical. Still wTecks of the old inflexions remain.

The tenses of '.he modern verb may be naturally classed under
three heads—(1) the simple tenses, which are the exact modern
equivalents of corresponding tenses in the Prakrit verb, and in which
traces of the old synthetic method still linger ; (2) tenses formed
of a participle, either the imperfect or the perfect participle ; (3)

tenses formed of a participle and an auxiliary verb.

The tenses of the first class are two in'number,—the oorist (which

corresponds to the present indicati\'e of the old languages), and the

imperative, which is derived from the Prakrit imperative.

The terminations of the aorist are :

—

Sirtfjular.

1. fin=Prk. ami =S. ami.
2. e =PTk. ati =S. ati,

3. e =Pik. adi, oi=S. <i(i.

Plyral.
1. Wi=Pik iima, ama=:S Qmah.
•i. =Pik. a^a =S. n-Iha

3 f7;=Pvk. antl =S mili

The imperative closely resembles the aonst or old present. The
second person sing, is the bare verbal stem, and the second person

plur. is identical with that of the aorist.
* From the aorist the Hindustani and the Hindi form the simple

future by the addition of g'd{"='Prk. gab, gado. =-S. gatah, perf.

part, of the root gam, " to go "), e.g., knhun-gd, " I will tell, kc.

The termination gd (which is masc.) becomes gl for the feminine,

and ge for the plural, aftev the analogy of nouns of the first

declension.

Of the tenses of the second class little need be said. The parti-

ciples (which like other vocables are derived from the Prakrit) are

the imperfect and the perfect, or what are vulgarly termed the

present and the past. An example of each will suffice to .show the

construction: wah bollu, "he says"; maih bold, "I said"; wah
boll, " she said "

; we boh, " they said." Such is the construction in

the case of neuter and intransitive verbs. But if the verb be active

tranytive, the tenses formed of the perfect passive participle are

passively constructed ; tlie place of the nominative is taken by the
inatmmental or case of the agent, and the particiido inflects so as

to agree with the object, if this be expressed, and appear in the

form of the nominative ; but if the object is not exijresscd, or if

when expressed it assumc?s the dative form, the participle is con-
structed impersonally and appears in the m.isc. ting, form; e.g.,

main-lie kahd, " by me it was said," " 1 said "; us-ne chilthl likhl,

"the letter was written by him," "he wrote the letter" j r<ijd-ne

ahcrni-ko mdrd, "the king killed the tigress" ; lit. "as regards the

tigress, it was killed by the king." This construction, as we have
already remarked, is commonly employed in the Sanskrit.

The tenses of the third class are formed by adding to the par-

ticiples already mentioned the various tenses of certain auxiliary
verbs, as 7io;id, "U>\ja"; Jund, "logo"; and the fragmentary forms
AM (with its remaining persons) and ihd ; e.g., vMinjdld hurt. "1

am going" -'uah parkti Itai, "she is reading"; icah baithd Ihd,

"he was seated," "he was sitting"; wc chale Itoitge, "they will

have started."

Of these auxiliaries hand (ho-= Prk. ho-, •= S. Wia) and JSna
ijd "= Prk. Jd, = S. yd) need not detain us. Both verbs are in
iLse in all their tenses in the modern languages, and the preceding
remarks on the verbal forms and tenses apply equally to thein.

Jdnd is that which is employed to form the passive voice, e.g., wah
mdrd jdcgd, '

' he will be killed. " It is also used for other purposes,
such as intensifying a root to which it is attached, kc.
The auxiliaries liun (with its other persons) and thd stand on a

different footing. The former is derived from the present indicative

of the root as, "to be," in the old languages :

—

Sivjular.
t. Aun=Prk. aitthi—5. asmi.
2. Ani = Pik. asi —S. asi.

Plural.
3. ftam=Ptli. asma=5. awah.
2. Iio =Pik. atllia=S. sllia.

S. hai=Tvk.allhi=S.a!li. 3. liain=I'ik. lanli=S. sanlt.'

The latter is derived from the Prakrit thio, •= Sanskrit stinlah, the
perfect participle of the root sihd, " to stand." Besides.being used
as auxiliaries, both are emjjloyed to express simple existence, as

main huii, " I am," " it is I " ; wah hai, " he or it is "
; wah Iha,

" he was" ; wah thi, "she was "
(J. T.' P.)

HINDUSTANI LITERATURE.—Hindustaui litera-

ture falls into two great divisions, of which the first is

comprehensively styled Hindi, the second Urdu. Both of

these forms of speech are, in their application to literary pur-

poses, at first intruders upon the ground alieacly occupied

by the learned languages, Sanskrit and Persian. At no
time during modern Indian history has Sanskrit altogether

ceased to be used for composition by the class who regard

culture and literature as their special heritage, although

during the last two centuries it has much fallen from its

former estate ; and Persian has been still less neglected by
learned Muhammadans and their Hindu imitators in India.

But there is this difi'erence between them that, whereai

Hindi has been raised to the dignity of a literary language

chiefly by impulses of revolt against the monopoly of the

Brahmans, Urdii has been cultivated with good will by
authors who have themselves highly valued and dexterously

used the polished Persian. Both, however, represent the

popular side of the national culture, and in the present day
they are almost in sole possession of the field. The sub-

ject may be conveniently divided as follows :

—

1. Earlj' Hindi, of the period during which the language

was being fashioned as a literary medium, represented by
the old heroic poems of Kajputiina, (uid the literature of the

Bhagais or Vaishnava reformers, and extending from about
1200 to 1570 A.D.

2. Middle Hindi, representing the best age of Hindi
poetry, and reaching from about 1570 to 1750 a.d.

3. The rise and development of literary UrdQ, beginning

about the end of the 16th century and reaching its height

during the 18lh.

4. The modern period, marked by the growth of a prose

literature in both dialects, and dating from the beginning

of the present centurj'.

1. Early Hindi literature has as yet been very insuffi-

ciently explored. Chand's Piil/nvlrdj lidsaii is the only

specimen of the heroic ballads of which any portion has

been published, other ancient metrical chronicles of the

same character being known to us only from the use made
of them by such writers as Colonel Tod in Lis Annals of
Eajnsthan, and Major Pogson in his History of the

Boondelcis. Chand was the bafd of PrithwTraj, the last

Hindu king of Dehli, whose life and death ho has related.

Ha was himself a native of Lahore, which had for nearly

200 years (since 1023) been undei Musalman clomitiation

at the time when the poem may be supposed to have beea
wriltcn. His l.Tngiiage exhibits a considerable proportion

of Persian words, but little of the distinctive features of

what is now Panjribi. His work is probably, with the
I Ueomcs iComp. Orom~'vol. III. p. 171, t< fftj.) tiilnkit It iltflicult, if not Inipoi-

nlblc, to derive these raoJcrn forms fioni the olJ ones Riven obore, and woultl

postulate the exl?tencc of a prrsent tense of tiic root tu conjugated after the

tt/iQ type, tl)us-^(s[n(;.) 1. ajirmi; 2. ttiasi; 3. asati: (plur.) 1. atttmali: 2.

<i.«iM>i ; 3. asanii. Tlio objection to this, however, Is tbat no »ach (omia ha<e
been found to rxi»t.
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exception of a fragment by Jaideo (tile author of the

Sanskrit Gitd-Govinda), preserved in the Adi-Granth, the

oldest specimen of Hindi which we possess : but it is im-

possible to suppose that he was the first to attempt poetical

composition in that language. The metrical perfection of

his verse alone shows that he must have had many prede-

cessors ; and rude and rough though his utterance is, it

abounds in poetic conventionalisms which must have been

the common stock of many singers of his class. The story

is told in sixty-nine books, of which some are interludes

and digressions, but most are occupied with the exploits of

the hero and his warriors. Considering the early date of

the poem, and the opportunities of knowing the truth which

the author (if he was really Prithwiraj's bard) possessed,

it is remarkable how much legend and fiction is mixed

up with history in the chronicle. The repeated conflicts

between the raja and Sultan Shihabuddin of Ghor, in

which the latter always,' except in the last great battle,

comes ofif the worst, and is released on payment of a

ransom, seem to be entirely unhistoric, our authorities

knowing only one encounter (that of Tiraurl near

Thanesar, fought in 1191) in which the sultan was do-

feited, and there even he escaped uncaptured to Lahore.

The Mughals (Book xv.) are brought on the stage more

than thirty years before they actually set foot in India

(1222), and are related to have been vanquished by the

redoubtable Prithwiraj. These and other points make it

questionable whether we have here, at least in its entirety,

a genuine contemporary work ; but we may concede, as

indeed we are justified in doing by the language of the

poem, that it is one of our earUest documents in Hindi.

It is very difiScuU for us now to form a just estimate

of Chand's poem : the language, essentially transitional

in character, abounds in strange forms which have long

since died out of the vernacular speech ; few if any Hindus,

even the most learned, are able to interpret him ; and
his meaning must be sought by investigating the pro-

ceases by which Sanskrit and Prakrit words have been

transfigured in their progress into Hindi. But upon the

wliole he may be said to exhibit both the merits and defects

of ballad-chroniclers in general. There is much that is

lively and spirited in his descriptions of fight or council

;

and the characters of the Rajput warriors who surround

his hero are not unfrequently sketched in their own words

with skill and animation. The sound, however, too often

predominates over the sense, and we find abundantly

exemplified in his poem the wearisome iteration, uninven-

tive sameness of machinery, and tedious unfolding of

familiar themes and images which distinguish nearly the

whole of Indian narrative poetry. His value, for ua at

least, is linguistic rather than literary.

Tlie other class of composition which is characteristic

of the period of Old Hindi, the literature of the Bhagats,

both possesses more intrinsic interest and has exercised

a more important influence on subsequent literary

endeavour. The heroic chronicles, with perhaps the

single exception of a famous saga relating the history

of Padmavati, wife of Eatan Sen Raja of Chltor, who
in 1303 at the taking of that fortress by Sultan 'Ala-

ud-dln burnt herself and (so says the tale) 13,000 other

women rather than fall into the hands of the conqueror,

which has been several times handled by poets outside the

pale of Rajput traditions, and especially in a still highly

esteemed work by Jaisi under Sher Shah (1540), had only

a local currency, and contributed but little to the further-

ance of literature outside the limits of Rajputana. The
Vaishnava reformers, on the other hand, exercised the most

powerful influence both upon the national speech and upon
the themes chosen for poetic treatment. Nearly the whole

of subsequent Hindi literature is impressed with one or

other form of Vaishnava doctrine ; a very large proportion

of the poets whose works are still current among the people

were Vaishnava saints or bhagata ; and to their initiative

is due the almost exclusive use as a poetic dialect of that

form of archaic Hindi known as Braj-bhakha. Vaishnavism

was essentially a reaction against Brahmanical influence

and the chains of caste, a claim for the rights of humanity
against the monopoly which the " twice-born " asserted of

learning, of worship, of righteousness. As Siva was the

peculiar deity of the Brahmans, so was Vishnu of the

people; and while the literature of the 6aivas and Saktas

is almost entirely in Sanskrit, and exercised little or no
influence on the popular mind, that of the Vaishnavas is

mainly in Hindi, and in itself constitutes the great bulk

of what has been written in that language.

The Vaishnava doctrine is commonly carried hack to

Ramanuja, whose appearance is placed by Wilson about the

middle of the 12th century. He was a native of Southern

India, and had few immediate followers in the north.
,
In

the latter region the new opinions were spread by Ramauand,
whom the Bhaktamala makes the fourth head of the sect, and
other authorities the fifth ; both Wilson and Trumpp place

him about 1 400 of our era. Nothing in Hindi by Ramanuja
has come down to us ; of Ramanand we have one short

poem in the Granth (Introduction, p. cxxiv.). Between
Ramanuja and Ramanand (though not in the" line of

teachers descending direct from the former) we may place

Jaideo (ahout 1250) and Namdeo (about 1300), of the

first of whom we have a fragment in the Granth, and of

tbe second six pieces have been similarly preserved. Jaideo

was a Brahman, and well acquainted with Sanskrit ; but

Namdeo (or Nama) was a chklpl or calico-printer, a very

despised class, and was perhaps the first to proclaim among
the followers of the new doctrine the essential unity of

mankind as worshippers of HarL Kablr comes next, and
is incomparably the greatest, in the order of Vaishnava
teachers. He was a weaver by caste, and in all probability

originally a Musalman. He is counted among thei twelve

disciples of Ramanand ; but he seGms himself to trace his

spiritual paternity rather to Jaideo and Nama.^ He dwelt

first at Benares and afterwards at Magahar, in the present

district of Gorakhpur, during the reign of Sikandar Shah
Lodi (1488-1517), and was probably dead before the end

of the 15th century. Nanak, the first Guru of the Sikhs,

whose Granth is little more than a paraphrase of Kablr's

writings, was bom in 1469 and died in 1538 ; and from

the relation between the two it seems necessary to suppose

that Kablr was several years the senior.

The works attributed to Kabir are very numerous ; they

are preserved complete at the headquarters of the sect, the

KaMr chaura, at Benares, and many portions of them have

been sepsirately printed and lithographed" in India. The
best known are those entitled the Sakhls,Sabds, and ReTchtas,

which have a wide popularity even among those who are not

professed disciples of the saint. Several of the compositions

enumerated under the name of Kabir are, however, not by
him, but by his disciples : as the lesser Bijah, by Bhago-Das,

the Sukh-Nidhan, by Srut-Gopal, &c. ; it was the custom

(as also that of Kabir's religious heirs, the Sikh Gurus) for

the successors in the gurusliip to speak in the name of

him whose successors they were. The doctrine of Kabir ^

^ This may be concluded from a short poem in the Chranth (p. 469),

where Kablr says (verses 4, 6):
—" Let each one seek this Mind, O

brother: when tiie body falls away, where shall the Mind b«

absorbed? By the favour of the Guru Jaideo and. NamS through

the love o£ Faith attained to knowledge of Him." (The Mind is

the indwelling Rama, divincc particula aurcf.)

2 A tolerably full account will be found in H. H. Wilson's Essay

on the Religious Sects of the Hindus (Works, vol. i. pp. 68 sqq.); Dr
Trumpp's Essay on the Religion of Ike Sikhs [Oranth, Introd. , pp.

zcvii. sqg. ) may also be consulted.
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was pliilosophlcally a form of pantheism, accounting tor

the existence of phenomena (the reality of which was
denied) by the agency of a Maya, or illusion, emanating

from the Supreme. The varied lot of men in life, their

dififerences .of faith and aim, their desires, fears, hopes,

loves, are all the work of this Mai/ii, to know which, and
to recognize beneath all the Supreme, is the only means
of emancipation from the chains of illusion. Neither

austerities, ritual, not works of any kind are necessary to

obtain the highest end ; this is only to be gained by hhahti,

" faith," and perpetu.al meditation on the Supreme—His

names, Hari, Ram, Govind, being ever on the lips and in

the heart. The highest end is absorption in the Supreme,

reunion with Him from whom all proceeded and who exists

in all. Little place is left in this somewhat barren doctrine

for a social code, since works are naught ; but negatively,

at least, it is inoffensive, commanding respect for all forms

of life, and quiet performance of duty without self-seekiug

or desire for gain.

Of the spiritual followers of Kablr many have left

memorials in literature ; one of the most eminent of these

was Uadu, founder of a sect very prevalent in Riljputana.

A translation of two chapters from the Granth or scripture

of this Bhagat will be found in a note to Wilson's Religious

Sects of (he Hindus, pp. 106-113, and will repay perusal.

But those whose compositions, if not most excellent from

a literary point of view, have at any rate wrought most in

history, were the Gurus or spiritual heads of the Sikhs of

the Panjab. The Adi Granth, or Book of the first five

Gurus (from Nilnak, who died in 1538, to Arjun, who
died in 1601), is described by its translator as " perhaps

the most shallow and empty book that exists, in pro-

portion to its size
;
" and certainly the translation is not

attractive reading. But the doctrines, reiterated with the

most painful ditfuseness, are essentially those of Kablr,

much of whose writings has been incorporated in the

volume. The language is rather Old Hindi than Old
Panjfibl, and thus the work falls within the scope of this

9,rticle ; though PanjabI words and idioms frenuently occur,

the grammar is Hindi ; and the authors evidently aimed

at propagating their tenets rather among the Hindi-speaking

races of Hindostan proper than (as actually happened) among
the Panjabi-speaking tribes of the West and South-West.

The Granth consists of six parts : I., the Japji, the only

portion as yet published in Europe in the original Hindi

;

II, III., and IV., arrangements for devotional purposes

of extracts from Part V., the Rags or body of the Granth

;

of these Rags there are thirty-one, but only four, Sri Rag,
MCijh, Ganri, and Asa, have been rendered by Trumpp

;

the remaining twenty-seven are described as "a second

gathering or gleaning, as materials offered themselves, no
attention being paid to the contents, but only to the bulky

size of the Granth;" VI., the Bliog or conclusion, containing

verses by various authors, among them Kabir and Shekh
Farid of Pulcpattan, a famous Indian Sufi, and panegyrics

of the five Gurus by fifteen bhnffs or bards. At the end of.

each Rag is a collection of sayings of the Bhagats, chiefly

of Kabir, in confirmation of the doctrines set forth by the

Gurus; and it is in these additions that the literary im-

portance of the work, as a treasure of specimens of early

Hindi, mainly consists.

Another of the following of Ramanand, though consider-

ably later in time than Kabir, was Sur-Das. Of his life

little is known : as some of his verses are included in the

Granth, ho must have lived before its redaction (about

IGOO) ; if he bo the same as asiint of that name mentioned
in the BhalclamCdd, as is probable, he was u Brahman, amln
or revenue collector of the parganah of SandiLi in Oudli
during the reign of Akbar, who is related to have appro-

ori&teJ the collections of his district for the service of tha

temple of Jladan-ifohan at Brindaban, sending to the
treasury instead chests filled with stones. When his delin-

quency was discovered, he was pardoned by Akbar, but
thenceforth abandoned the world, and, becoming blind, led
a wandering life as a singer of the praises of Vishnu. His
stanzas, generally of four lines (padas), are Raid to number
no less than 125,000; they are collected in a huge volume
entitled the Sftr-Sdgar, and are extremelj popular.

While the sects of which Ranianand may be considered
the spiritual father adore the Deity chiefly under the names
of Rama, Hari, Govind, and dwell but little on the avatars
or human incarnations of the Hindu god whom they have
selected as thfe type of the Supreme, there is another division

of the Vaishnavas which is not less important in Hindi
authorship, and counts its adherents by millions, whose
worship is of a diflerent character. The sects belonging to
this division take Krishna as their favourite type of the
godhead, and, accepting the wholfe mass of legends (most
of them probably of comparatively late origin) relating to

this incarnation, inspire themselves with fervour by the
contemplation chiefly of Krishna's childhood and his youth
in the society of the herd-maidens of Braj. As the doctrine

and object of worship are, so also is the' mode of life. The
Ramanandis are for the most part men of ascetic and un-
worldly life, not indeed given to self-torture or needless

rigour, but caring nothing for the wealth of the world, and
living quietly and soberly in the possession of what they
deem the truth. The worshippers of Krishna and his

mistress Radha, or of the infant Bal-Gopal, on the other
hand, are no ascetics, but persons of luxurious and often

opulent lives ; among women especially this form of devo-
tion is widespread. The chief sect of this denomination is

the Vallabhdchdris, or the following of the Goknlastha
Gosdins. Their founder was one Vallabha Swaml^ a
Brahman from the south, who settled at Gokul near
Mathura, probably about the beginning of the ICth century.

The best known works of this sect are the Braj-hilds, a

descr'ption of Krishna's sports with the maidens of Brin-

dabau, by Brajbasi-Das, and the Vdrttd, a collection of

legends regarding eighty-four teachers of the following,

resembling the Bhaldamdld, which deals chiefly with the

other division of Vaishnavas. The popularity of the Braj-

bilds is immense, and it is to be found in a lithographed

form for sale in every bazaar. Its contents (as indeed many
other productions of the worshippers of Krishna) have been
condemned by Europeans as indecent ; but although con-

taining much that seems at least outwardly licentious and

prurient, it is a work the study of which is indispensable

to one who would understand the religious temper of t'le

Hindus. The mystic dwelling on the amours of Krishiid

and the Gopls of Braj has been often compared to the

mystical interpretation of the Song of Solomon ; and in

most religions we shall perhaps find at least one phase in

which the sensual is curiously mingled with the spiritual,

and faith and love towards the heavenly stimulated by
thoughts and phrases drawn from earthly scenes of passion.

Of the Vdrttd wo shall speak under the next division of

our subject.

2. Middle Hindi reaches from about 1570 to 1750. To
this age belong the best poets of Hindi literature, Kcsav-

Dus, Bihari-Lul, and Tulsi-Das, whose writings aro no less

remarkable for skill and subtlety of language than for

perfection of metrical form. Tho labours of their prede-

cessors had wrought tho language of western Hindustan
into a medium worthy of bcii.g put to tho highest poetic

use ; and we accordingly find in tho poets of this period

largo borrowings from Braj, even where (os with Tulsi-Diis)

that idiom is not tho dialect of their ovra region. From
their day onward Brnj-bhakha, lias been esteemed (in tho

words of Lallu-Lan " the standard languaj^e of sentiment
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(maharaKt^mul), and equal to the speech of the gods " (i.e.,

SaDskrit).

tCesav-Das was a Brahman who lived under Jahangtr

and Shahjahan. He was the author of a poem on Bama,
entitled the ^omacAa?K£?-ii-a, written in 1602; the Kavi-

priya, written in the same year, a treatise on the poetio

art of much celebrity ; the Rasik-priya, on rhetoric,

written in 1592 ; the BhaTcta-llldmrita, an exposition of

the doctrine of Kamanandl Vaishnavism; and several other

works. Kesav-Das's compositions are widely popular, and
have been frequently lithographed in Northern India.

Biharl-Lal is renowned as the author of the Sat-sai, a

collection of 700 distichs, which is perhaps the most cele-

brated work of Hindi poetic art, as distinguished from

narrative and simpler styles. They are inspired by the

Krishna side of Vishiju-worship, and take the form of

amorous dialogues between Kadha and the other Gopis and
their lover. The author was a native of Gofdiyar, and
lived at Amber during the early part of the Nth century.

Editions of this work, one of the most difficult in Hindi
and abounding in subtle conceits, are very numerous. , It

has been commented on by a crowd of scholars, among
them, strange to say, more than one Musalman,—a sufficient

proof of the value set by natives of India, irrespective of

their creed, on its perfection of language. It has even
been translated into Sanskrit

Tulsl-Das, though perhaps inferior in poetic skill to the

two last mentioned, is undoubtedly the most popular Hindi
poet. His Rdmdyan (originally named by the author Rdm-
charit-Tndnas, or " the Lake of Eama's deeds ") is perhaps

better known among Hindus in Upper India than the

Bible among the rustic population of England. He was a

KanaujI Brahman, and probably (from his language) a native

of Oudh. The greater part of his life he spent at Benares;

he died in 1624. His Edmdyan was commenced at

Ayodhya in 1573. Besides this great work, he is the

author of six other poems, all bearing more or less on the

history and worship of Ratr.a, called the Rdm-g'ddvall, the

Dohdvali, the Kabit-sambandh, the Binay-patrikd, the Pad-
Rdmayan, and the Glihanddvall. Seven other minor works

are attributed to him, but their authenticity is doubtful

Tulsi's Rdmdyan is a rehandling of the great theme of

Valmlkl, but in no sense a translation of the Sanskrit poem
;

real translations are scarcely to be found in original Hindi

literature, the vernacular authors permitting themselves

great liberty of excision, adaptation, and addition. It

consists of seven books, of which the first two, called the

Bdl-kdnd and Ayodhyd-kand, make up more than half the

work, and relates the birth and boyhood of Rama and his

brethren, his marriage with Sita, their dwelling together

in the forest, her abduction by Ravan, the expedition to

Lanka and the overthrow of the ravisher, and the life at

Ayodhya after the return of the reunited pair. It is written

chiefly in dohds, mrathds, and chaupdis, with here and
there a rJihand interspersed; the style is very even and

well 8usta,ined, and the language, wlule fundamentally the

Old Purbi of eastern Hindustan, borrows largely from Braj.

The most admired portion of the work is the second book,

Ayodhya, whicti tells of the mischief wrought by Kaikeyl,

one of the queens 'of Dasarath, Rama's father, who had
bovind himself by a vow to grant her what boon she should

ask, and whom by this bond she compelled to command
Rama and Sita to go into exile in the great forest south of

the Jumna, and to give the throne to her own son Bharat.

In this trouble Dasarath dies, and his son obediently goes

forth with hia wife and his brotherLachhman to the southern

wilderness. The sorrow of Dasarath, the sweet filial piety

and perfect manhood of the divine Rama, the valour and
prompt affection of Lachhman, the sincerity and humility

of Bharat. the purity and wifely obedience of Sita. are

themes which a Hindu reader is never tired of dwellina
upon in Tulsi's pages. And unlike though the treatment
be to our own standards of taste, overgrown with theological

digressions and explanations, and stocked with conventional
images and stereotyped phrases as the poem is, even a
European may find in it something of literary achievement
which appeals to him, however distantly, as the work of a
master of the heart. The first two books of the Ramdyan
have been admirably rendered into English prose by Mr
F. S. Growse (Allahabad, 1877-78).

Tulsi, though essentially a Hindu and a Brahman in

religious feeling, yet belongs to the class of Vaishnavas
who count among them Ramanand and Kablr. He has
little or nothing of the sensual passion of the devotees of

Krishna and Radha'; and in the commentary on the

Bhaktamdld it is related that, when in his old age he paid

a visit to Brindaban, the centre of the Krishna-cult, ho
refused to render homage to any other form of the god
than Rama. According to the legend, he was beguiled into

a temple of Krishna, and bidden there to worship Rama

;

he answered that he would only bow his liead before one

who should bear in his hand the bow and arrows of the

king of Ayodhya ; hearing his speech, the image of the god,

standing till then as Krishna with the flute (Bausid/iar),

suddenly changed to the similitude of Rama with the boT^

The Bhaktamdld, or " Roll of the Bhagats," is a celebrated

work of this period, and is ascribed to Nabhajl, a Vaishnava

of the despised caste called Doms or Domrds, who lived

during the reign of Jahangir, and was a contemporary of

Tulsl-Das. The Bhaktamdld, in the form in which it is

commonly met with, consists of a mul, or original test,

ascribed to Nabhajl, and a tlkd, or commentary, of which

there are two, due respectively to Krishna-Das and Priya-

Das, both stated to have been written in 1713, in verse,

and many more in prose. The mul is a short stanza

(chhappai) for each saint, the first line of which is repeated

again at the end, stating, in the briefest and most obscure

language, his characteristics. The original work of Nabhaji

was amplified and added to by Narayan-Das, who lived

during the reign of Shahjahan. Mr Growse justly says of

it :—" The style (of the mill) might be described as of

unparalleled obscurity, were it not that each separate

portion of the text is followed by a fikd, or gloss, in which
confusion is still worse confounded by a series of the most
disjointed and inexplicit allusions to difl"erent legendary

events in the saint's life." A considerable portion of the

Bhaktamdld was printed in 1817 in Major Price's Hindi
and Hindustani Selections, and it has been largely drawn
upon by Wilson in his account of the religious sects of the

Hindus. The saints treated in it are chiefly of the class

of Vaishnavas addicted to the worship of Eama; and ths

anecdotes of them contained in the work are generally

insipid and extravagant in the extreme. " Such as it is,

however, it exercises a powerful influence in Upper India

on popular belief, and holds a similar place in the supersti-

tions of this country to that which was occupied, in the

darkest ages of the Roman Catholic faith, by the Golden

Legend and Ads of the Saints " (Wilson).

The other side of Vaishnavism, that devoted to the cult

of the infant or youthful Krishna, with or without hia

mistress Radha, is represented by a work similar in

character to the Bhaktamdld, called the Vartta, or Chaurdsl

Vdrttd, already mentioned. Specimens of its contents will

be found in Wilson's Religious Sects of the Hindus, p. 132.

Its legends are of the most trivial and childish description

;

but, with the tenth chapter of the Bhdyavata Purdna-,

rendered into Braj-bhakha. by Chaturbhuj Mi^r, and into

modern Hindi in 1804-10 by Lallu Lai, they are neverthe-

less the inspirefs of the greater part of the popular worship

throughout the whole of Northern India. The universality
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of the cuit of the infant Krishna may be judged by the

enormous number of Hindu proper names which end in Ldl,

meaning "child," all of which embody some reference to

this deity in his youthful form. In Bengal especially the

sect is extremely numerous, having there arisen out of the

teaching of Cliaitauya, who is said to have married a

daughter of Vallabhuchiirya, and is believed by his followers

to have been himself an incarnation of Krishna.

Such, in the briefest outline, is the character of Hindi

literature during the period when it grew and flourished

through its owa original forces. Founded by a popular

impulse in many respects similar to that which gave rise to

Buddhism nearly 2000 years before, and cultivated chiefly

(though by no means exclusively) by authors not belonging

to the Brahmanical order, it was the legitimate descendant

in spirit, as Hindi is the legitimate descendant in speech,

of the Prakrit literature which preceded it. Entirely in

verse, it adopted and elaborated the Prakrit metrical forms,

and carried them to a pitch of perfection which is too often

overlooked by those who concern themselves rather with

the substance than with the form of the works they study.

The language of these compositions strikes us often as rude,

abrupt, and ambiguous ; undoubtedly in its earlier speci-

mens it is wanting in clearness and definiteness of gram-

matical form ; but the shackles of metre are frequently the

explanation of uncouth forms of speech, and the necessity

of filling out a metrical scheme led in too many cases to

irregularities and amplifications which had perhaps no

representatives in the uncompelled utterances of the verna-

cular tongue. Interesting when regarded in the mass, its

attractions in detail are few. As in all Oriental literature,

repetition and shallowness of idea overcome it, and render

an extensive course of reading intolerable to a European.

Conventional images, platitudes exhausted to the utmost

degree of tenuity, barren philosophical and theological

themes which in their wideness entirely overlook the study

of detail,—such are, with few exceptions, its leading

features ; and one who has read two or three booLs has in

truth made himself master of the whole secret of original

Hindi literature.

3. The origines of Urdu as a literary language are

extremely obscure. The popular account refers its rise

to the time of Timur (1398). Some authors even

claim for it a higher antiquity, asserting that a diivdn,

or collection of poems, was composed in Rehli'.ah by
Mas'iid, son of Sa'd, in the last half of the 11th and
beginning of the 12th century, and that Sa'di of Shiraz

and his friend Amir Khusrau of Dehli likewise made verses

in that dialect before the end of the 13th century. This,

however, is very questionable ; and the better opinion

appears to bo that these ancient compositions, if they

existed at all, were written in Hindi according to the

metrical forms of that language, rather than in what is

properly called Urdu. That Muhammadans composed

in Hindi, and used that language as their vernacular, is

certain ; and in many passages of Kablr, which are never-

theless pure Hindi compositions, Persian words are used

almost as freely as in the modern dialect. Much of the

confusion which besets tho subject is due to the want of a

clear definition of what Urdu, as opposed to Hindi, really is.

Urdu, as a literary language, differs from Hindi rather

in its form than in its substance. The really vital point of

difference, that in which Hindi and Urdu are incommensur-
able, is the prosody. Hardly one of the metres taken over

by Urdu poets from Persian agrees with those used in

Hindi ; in the latter language, it is the rulo to give tho

short a inherent in every cousuuant or group of consonants

its full value in scansion, except occasionally at the metrical

pause: in Urdu this is never done, the only eomewKat
analogous rule providing for the enunciation of a short a

(the lilm-fathah) after a nexus of consonants which would
otherwise be pronounced without it ; tho great majority of

Hindi metres are counted by the number of syllabic instants

or matras (the value in time of a short syllable) : in Urdu
the metres follow a special order of longs and shorts.

The question, then, is not—When did Persian first

become intermixed with Hindi inthe literary speech?—for

this process began with the first entry of Muslim conquerors

into India, and continued for centuries before a line of

Urdu was composed ;—nor. When was the Persian character

first employed to write Hindi 1—for the written form is but

a subordinate matter. We must ask—When was the first

verse composed in Hindi, whether with or without foreign

adtnixture, according to the forms of Persian prosody and
not in those of the indigenous metrical system ? Then, and

not tUl then, did Urdii come into being. H, then, it is

really the case that poems were so composed as early as the

llfh or the 13th century, the origin of Urdu literature must
be carried back to that period. But Hindi itself was at

that date, and for many decades later (as we see from

Chand and our other earliest specimens of the language),

in an unsettled and transition stage. Neither in its case-

inflexions nor in its verbal forms did it resemble the

language which we know as Urdu. It abounded in short

vowels and hiatuses, which could not accommodate them-

selves either to the Persian character (without the free use

of vowel-signs and hanizah, which were seldom employed)

or to Persian prosody ; and its syntactical order was loose

and unsettled. Urdu, as we know it, is the Hindi of the

end of the 16th century enriched from Persian, not the

Hindi of Chand and the early Bhagats.

The whole of Urdu poetry follows Persian modeia oi

composition ; its themes are those which had already been

worked (some might say, worked out) by writers in that

language ; and neither in forna nor substance do we find

the faintest flavour of originality from its commencement

to the present day.

The paucity of themes and want of originality in Urdu

verse has led to a most elaborate development of the system

of rhetoric. Where the substance of what a poet has to

say is identical with that which has beea said by hundreds,

nay thousands, of poets before him, it is of the highest

importance that the way of saying it shall if possible be

pecul iar to himself. Rhetoric, accordingly, rather than poetic

feeling, is the distinguishing feature of composition in Urdu.

Pleasing hyperbole, ingenious comparison, antithcH-S alli-

teration, carefully arranged gradation of noun and epithet,

are the moans employed to obtain variety ; and few of the

most eloquent passages of Urdu verse admit of translation

into any other language without losing that which in the

original makes their vphole charm. Even in the masnavis,

or narrative poems, the story is usually quite a subordinate

matter ; it has in most cases been handled time after time,

and is familiar to the reader in its minutest detail. Even

when the names chosen for the actors aro new, tho intrigue

is old, and tho mode in which it is unfolded is the only

thing which distinguishes one poem from another. Tho

descriptions thus, confined within a narrow circle of incident

and epithet, repeat each other with a monotony which to a

European is inexpressibly fatiguing, but which in the East

is deemed rather a merit than a defect. Differences of

school, which ere made much of by native critics, are

to us hardly perceptible ; they consist in the use of one

or other rangv of metaphor and comparison, classed,

according as they repeat the well-worn poetical stock-

in-trade of tho Persians or seek a slightly fresher and

more Indian field of sentiment, as the old or the new

style of composition.

Those being the natuye and features of Urdu poetry,

it will bo manifest that such an account of it as c
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be given here must be little more than a list of names

aad dates.i

The earliest TTidu authors lived anil wrote in the Dakkhan, at the

courts and under the patronage of the Muhammadan dynasties of

Golkonda and Bijapur, shortly before these dynasties were over-

thrown by the campaigns of Aurangzeb in the south. Shuja'uddin

Nuri, a native of Gujarat, a friend of Faizi and contemporary of

Akbar, is mentioned by the native biographers as the most ancient

Urdu poet after Amir Khusrau. He was tutor of the son of the

wazlr of Sultan Abu-1-Hasan Qutb Shah of Golkonda, and several

ghazals by him are said ,to survive. Quli Qutb Shah of Golkonda,

who reigned from 1581 to 1586, and Hs successor 'Abdullah Qutb

Shah, who came to the throne in 1611, have both left collections of

verse, including ghazals, ruiais, masTiatls and rxsldahs. And dur-

ing the reign of the latter Ibn Nishati wrote two works which are

still famous as models of composition in Dakhni ; they are masiinvls

entitled the Tuil-namah, ot " Tales of a Tarrot," an&Vae Phul-ian.

The first, written in 1639, is an adaptation of a Persian work by

Nakhshabi, but derives ultimately from a Sanskrit original entitled

the iuka-saptati ; this collection has been frequently rehandled in

Urdij, .both in verse and prose, and is the original of the Toid-

Kahdnt, one of the first works in Urdii prose, composed in 1801 by

Muhammad Haidar-bakhsh Haidari of the Fort William CoUege.

The Phul-ban is a love tale named from its heroine, said to be trans-

lated from a Persian work entitled the Basat'm. Another famous

work which probably belongs to the same place and time is the

Story of Kdmrup and Kala by Tahsinuddin, a masnavl which has

been published (1836) by M. Garcin de Tassy ; what makes this poem
remarkable is that, though the work of a Wusalman, its personages

are Hindu. Kamrup, the hero, is son of the king of Oudh, and

the heroine, Kala, daughter of the king of Ceylon ; the incidents

somewhat resemble those of the tale of es-Sindibad in the Thousand
and One Nights ; the hero and heroine dream one of the other, and

the former sets forth to find his beloved ; his wanderings take him
to many strange countries and through many wonderful adventures,

ending in a happy marriage.

The court of Bijapur was no less distinguished in literature.

Ibrahim 'Adil Shah (1579-1626) was the author of a work in verse

on music entitled the Kau-ras or," Nine Savours," which, however,

appears to have been iu Hindi rather than Urdu ; the three pre-

faces {dlbajalis) to this poem were rendered into Persian prose by

Maula Zuhuri, and, under the name of the Sih nasr-i Zuhurl,_a.re

well-known models of style. A successor of this prince, "Ali 'Adil

Shah, had as his court poet a Brahman known poetically as Nus-
rati, v;ho in 1657 composed a masnavi of some repute entitled the

Gulshan-i ' Ishq, or " Rose-garden of Love," a romance relating the

history of Prince Manohar and Madmalati,—like the Kamrup, an
Indian theme. The same poet is author of an extremely long mas-

navl entitled i\ie'AH-namah, celebrating the monarch under whom
he lived.

These early authors, however, were but pioneers and feelers of the

way ; the first generally accepted standard of form, a standard

which has suffered little change in two centuries, was established

by Wall of Aurangabad (about 1680-1720) and his contemporary

and fellow-townsman Sirtij. The former of these is commonly
called " the Father of Eekhtah"

—

Bdba-e Rekhtah ; and all accounts

agree that the immense development attained by Urdu poetry in

Northern India during the 18th century was due to his example

and initiative. Very little is known of Wall's life ; he is believed

to have visited Dehli towards the end of the reign of Aurangzeb,

and is said to have there received instiuction from Shah Gulshanin

the art of clothing in a vernacular d]-ess the ideas of the Persian

poets. His KuUiyat. or complete worlts have been pu'olished by M.
Garcia de Tassy, with notes and a translation of selected passages

(Paris, 1834-36), and may be commended to readers desirous of con-

sulting in the original a favourable spfKiimen of Urdii poetical com-
position.

The first of the Dehli school of psets was Zuhiiruddin Hatim,

who was bom in 1699 and died in 1792. In the second year of

Muhammad Shah (1719), the dlwdn of Wall reached Dehli, and ex-

cited the emulation of scholars there. Hatim was the first to

imitate it iu the Urdxi of the north, and was followed by his friends

Naji, Mazmun, and Abru. Two diwdn^ by him survive. He became

the founder of a school, and one of his pupils was Kafi'us-Sauda,

the most distinguished poet of Northern India. Khan Arzu
(1689-1756) was another of the fathers of Urdu poetry iu the north.

This author is chiefly renowned as a Persian scholar, in which
language he not only composed much poetry, but one of the best

of Persian lexicons, the Sirdju-1-lughSt ; but his compositions in

Urdii are also highly esteemed. He was the master of Mir Taqi, who

' The late M. Garcin de Tassy's Eistoire de la Littirature Hindouie

et Sindoustanie, and his annual summaries of the progress made from

1850 to 1877, afford all the materials which can be desired on this

subject by one who does not care to reefer to the original vernacular

works ; the peculiarities of the latter can be learned only from long-

eontinued study and familiarity with Oriental modes of thought.

ranks next to Sauda as the most eminent Urdu poet. Arzu dieS at

Lakhnau (Lucknow), whither he betook himself after the devasta-

tion of Dehli by Nadir Shah (1739).' Another of the early Dehli

poets who is considered to have surpassed his fellows was lu'amuUah
Khan Yaqin, who died during the reign of Ahmad Shah (1748-54),

aged only twenty-five. Another was Mir Daid, pupil of the same
Shah GuJshan who is said to have instracted Wall ; his diwdn is

not long, but extremely popular, and especially esteemed for the

skill with which it develops the themes of spiritualism. In his old

age he became a darwesh of the Nagshhandi foUoiwing, and died in

1793.

Sauda and Mir Taqi are beyond question the most distinguished

Urdii poets. The former was born at Dehli about the beginning of

the 18th century, and studied under Hatim. He left Dehli after

its devastation, and settled at Lakhnau, where the Nawab Asafud-

daulah gave him ajdglr of Rs. 6000 a year, and where he died in

1780. His poems are very numerous, and cover all the styles of

Urdu poetry ; but it is to his satires that his fame is chiefly due,

and in these he is considered to have surpassed all other Indian

poets. Mir Taqi was born at Agra, but early removed to Dehli,

where he studied under Arzu ; he was still living there at the time

of Sauda's death, but in 1782 repaired to Lakhnau, where he like-

wise received a pension ; he died at a very advanced age in 1810.

His works are very voluminous, including no less than six dlwdns.

Jlir is counted the superior of Sauda in the glmzal and masnavi,

while the latter excelled him in the satire and qnfidah. Sayyid

Ahmad, an excellent contemporary authority, and himself one of

the best of modern authors in Urdu, says of him in his Asdru-s-

Sauddld :

— " Mir's language is so pure, and the expressions which
he employs so suitable and natural, that to this day all are unani-

mous iu his praise. Although the language of Sauda is also

excellent, and he is suiierior to Mir in the point of his allusions,

he is nevertheless inferior to him in style."

The tremendous misfortunes which befell Dehli at the hands of

Nadir Shah (1739), Ahmad Shah Durrani (1766), and the MarSthas

(1759), and the rapid decayof the Mughal empire under these repeated

shocks, transferred the centre of the cultivation of literature from that

city to Lakhnau, the capital of the newly founded and flourishing

state of Oudh. It has been mentioned how Arzii, Sauda, and Mir
betook themselves to this refuge and ended their daysthere; they were

followed in their new residence by a school of poets hardly inferior to

those who had made Dehli illustrious in the first half of the century.

Here they were joined by Mir Hasan (died 1786), Mir Soz (died 1800),

and Qalandar-bakhsh Jur'at (died 1810), also like themselves

refugees from Dehli, and illustrious poets. Mir Hasan was a friend

and collaborator of Mir Dard, and first established himself at

Faizabad and subsequently at Lakhnau ; he excelled in the ghazal,

nibd'l, masnavi, and marsiyah, and is counted the third, with Sauda
and Mir Taqi, among the most eminent of Urdii poets. His fame
chiefly rests upon a much admired masnavi entitled the Sihi-u-l-

baydn, or " Magic of Eloquence," a romance relating the loves of

Prince Be-nazir and the Princess Badr-i Munir ; his 7nasnavi called

the Gulzdr-i Iram ("Rose-garden of Iram," the legendary 'Adite

paradise in Southern Arabia), in praise of Faizabad, is likewise

highly esteemed. Mir Muhammadi Soz was an elegant poet,

remarkable for the success with which he composed iu the dialect

of the harem called Eekhtl, but somewhat licentious in his verse ;

he became a darwesh and renounced the world in his later yeara.

Jur'at was also a prolific poet, but, like Soz, his ghazals and
masnavis are licentious and fuU of double meanings. He imitated

Sauda in satire with much success ; he also cultivated Hindi poetry,

and composed dohrds and kabitts. Miskin was another Lakhnau
poet of the same period, whose marsiyahs are especially admired ;

one of them, that on the death of Muslim and his two sons, is con-

sidered a masterpiece of this style of composition. The school of

Lakhnau, so founded and maintained during the early years of the

century, continued to flourish till the dethronement of the last king,

Wajid 'Ali, in 1856. Atash and Nasikh (who died respectively in

1847 and 1841) are the best among the modem poets of the school in

Ihe ghazal ; Mir Anis, a. grandson of Mir Hasan, and his contem-

porary Dabir, the former of whom died in December 1875 and the

latter a few months later, excelled in the marsiyah. Rajab Ali Beg
Surur, who died in 1869, was the author of a much-admired romance
in rhyming prose entitled the Fasdnah-e 'Ajdib or " Tale of Mar-
vels," besides a dlwdn. The dethroned prince Wajid 'Ali himself,

poetically styled Akhtar, is no mean poet ; he has published three

dnmns, among them a quantity of poetry in the rustic dialect of

Oudh which is philologicaUy of much interest.

Though Dehli was thus deserted by its brightest lights of litera-

ture, it did not altogether cease to cultivate the poetic art. Among
the last Mughals several princes were themselves creditable poets.

Shah 'Alam II. (1761-1806) wrote under the name of Aftab, and
was the author of a romance entitled Manzum-i Aqdas, besides a

dhfdn. His son Sulaiman-shikoh, brother of Akbar Shah II.,

who had at first, like his brother authors, repaired to Lakhnau, re-

turned to Dehli in 1815, and died in 1838 ; he also has left a diwdn.

Lastly, hia nephew Bahadur Shah II., the last titular emperor of
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Delili (ilicJ 1862), wvoto nmlir llie name of Znfnr, and was a pupil

in poetry of Shaikh Ibraliim Zauq, a distinguished writer ; he has

left a voluminous dlwdn, ^vhich has been printed at Dchli. JIashafi

<Ghulara-i Hanidani), who died about 1814, was one of the most
distinguished of the revived poetic school of Dehli, and was liimself

one of its founders. Originally of Laklinan, he left that city for

Dehli in 1777, and held conferences of poets, at which several

'authors who afterwards acquired repute formed their style ; he lias

left five diiodns, a Tazkirah or biography of Urdu poets, and a

\Shdh-'ndmnh or account of the kings of Dehli down to .Shah 'Akm.
Qaira (Qiyarauddin'AlI) was one of his society, and died in 1792

;

lie has left several works of merit. Ghalib, otherwise Wirza

Asadullah Khan Naushah, laureate of the last Mughal, who died

in 1869, is undoubtedly the most eminent of the modern Dehli

poets. He wrote chiefly in Persian, of wliich language, especially

in the fonu cultivated by Firdausi, free from intermi.xture of Arabic

words, he was a master ; but his Urdu dlwan, though short, is

excellent in its way, and his reputation was spread far and wide.

To this school, though he lived and died at Agra, may be attached

Mir Wall Muhammad Nazir (recently dead in 1832) ; his masnavls
entitled Jocjl-namah, Kaurl-ndmah, Banjdre-nimah, and Burhdpe-
ndinah, as well .as his d'acdn, have been frequently reprinted, and
are extremely popular. His language is less artificial than that of

the generality of Urdu poets, and some of his poems have been
printed in Niigari, and are as well known and as much esteemed by
Hindus as by Muhammadans.

4. While such, in outline, is the history of the poetic

schools of the Dakkhan, Dehli, and Lakhnau, a fourth, that

of the Fort William College at Calcutta, was being formed,

and was destined to give no less an impulse to the cultiva-

tion of Urdu prose than had a hundred years before been
given to that of poetry by Wall. At the commencement
of the present century Dr John Gilchrist was the head of

this institution, and his efforts were directed towardti getting

together a body of literature suitable as text-books for the

study of the Urdu language by the European officers of the

administration. To his exertions we owe the elaboration

of the vernacular as an official speech, and the possibility

of substituting it for the previously current Persian as the

language of the courts and the government. He gathered
together at Calcutta the most eminent vernacular scholars

of the time, and their works, due to his initiative, are still

unsurpassed as specimens of elegant and serviceable prose

composition, not only in Urdu, but also in Hindi. The
chief authors of this school are Haidarl (Sayyid Muhammad
Haidar-bakhsh), HusainI (Mir Bahadur 'Ali), Mir Amman
Lntf, Hafizuddin Ahmad, Sher 'All Afsos, Nihill Chand of

Lahore, Kazim 'All Jawan, Lallu Lai Kavi, Mazhar 'All

Wila, and Ikram 'All.

Haidari died in 1828. He composed the Totd-Kahnni (1801), a
prose redaction of the Tull-ndmah which has been already men-
tioned

; a romance named Ardish-i Mahfil ("Ornament of the
Assembly"), detailing the adventures of the famous Arab chief
Hatim-i Tai ; the Uul4 Maghfirat or Dah Majlis, an account of
the holy persons of the Muhammadan faith ; the Guhdr-i Ddnish,.
a translation of the Bahdr-i Ddnish, a Persian work containing
stories descriptive of the craft and faithlessness of women ; and the
Tdrlkk-i Nddiri, a translation of a Persian history of Nadir Shah.
Husaini is the author of an imitation in prose of Mir Hasan's'
Sihrii-l-baydn, under the name of Nasr-i Benazir ("the Incom-
parable Prose," or "the Prose of Benazir," the latter being the
name of the hero), and of a work nim\i:iAkhldq-i Hindi, or " Indian
Morals," both composed in ,1802. The Akhldq-i Hindi is an
adaptation of a Persian work called the Mufarrilm-l-quluh ("the
Dclighter of Hearts"), itself a version of tho Uitoptulda. Mir
Amman was a native of Dehli, which he left in the frime of Ahmad
Shah DurrSni for Patna, and in 1801 repaired to Calcutta. To him
we owe the Bdgh o Bahdr (1801-2), an adaptation of Amir Khu.s-
rau's famous Persian romance entitled tho Chahdr Darmsh, or
"Story of the Four Dervishes." Amman's work is not itself
directly modelled on the Persian, but is a rehandling of an almost
contemporary rendering by Tahsin of Etana, called tho Nau-tarz-i
Murassd The style of this composition is much admired by
natives of India, and editions of it are very numerous. Amman
also composed an imitation of Ilusain Waiz Kashifi's Akiddq-i
ifuAsmf under the name of the G'a»ij-iA7iiiJ.i(" Treasure of Virtue"),
produced in 1802. Hafizuddin Ahmad was a professor at the Fort
William College

; in 1803 he completed a translation of Abu-I-
lazls Iijar-i Vanish, under tho name of tho Khirad-afroz ("En-
lightenor of the Understanding"). The'/i/ar-s Ddnish ("Touch-
stone of Wisdom ") is one of tho numerous imitations of thft

originally Sanskrit collection of apologues Known in Persian as the'

Fables of Bldjidi, or Knlllah and Dnmimh. Afsos was one of tha

most illustrious of the Fort William school ; originally of Dehli,

he loft that city at tho age of eleven, and entered the service of

Q.asim 'Ali Khan, Nawfib of Bengal ; he aflenvards repaired to

Haidanibad in the Dakhhan, and tlieuce to Lakhnan, where lie was
the pupil of Mir Hasan, Mir Soz, and Mir Hnidar'Ali Haiifiu, Ho
joined tho Fort William College in 1800, and died in 1809. He is

tho author of a much esteemed dlicdn ; but his chief reputation

is founded on two prose works of great excellence, the Ardish-i

Mnhfil (1805), an account of India adapted from the introdnction

of the Persian Khuldsaln-t-lnHdrlkh of Siijiin I!;"ie, and the Bdqh-i
Urdu (1808), a translation of Sa'di's C'xiisldn. Nihfd Chand trana-
later into Urdu a wnsiinvl, entitled the Oiil-i BakdirnH, under
the name of Mazliab-i' Isliq (" Religion of Love ") ; this work is in

prose intermingled with verse, was composed in 1804, and h.is been
frequently reproduced. JawSn, like most of his collaborators, was
originally of Dehli and afterwards of Lakhnan ; he joined tbo

College in 1800. He is the author of a version in Urdu of the well-.

known story of Saknntala, under the name of Sakiinlnld Adiak;
the Urdu was rendered from a previous IJraj-bhrikh.a version by
Nawiiz Kabishwar made in 1716, and w.as printed in 1802. Ho
also composed a Bdrah-mdsd, or poetical drseiiption of the twelve

months (a very popular and often-handled form of composition),

with accounts of the various Hindu and ISluhammadan festivals,

entitled the ilns/wr-i //ijirf (" Usages of India "), printed in 1812.

Ikram 'Ali translated, under the name of the IkhndnH-s-snfd, or

"Brothers of Purity" (1810), a chapter of a famous Aiabiaii

collection of treatises on .science and iiliilosophy enlitlcil Rusdilu

Ikhicdni-s-snffi, and composed in the lOtli century. The complete
collection, due to difl'erent writers who dwelt at Basrah, has
recently been made known to Eurojiean readers by tho ti.inslation

of. Dr F. Dieterici (1858-1879); tbo chajiter selected by Ikiam
'All is the third, ^\ hich records an allegorical -strife for llic mastery
between men and animals before the king of i\\a^Jinn. The trans-

lation is written in excellent Urdu, and is one of the best of the

Fort William productions.

Sri LallQ Lai was a Brahman, whose family, originally of Guja-

rat, had long beeu settled in Northern India. M'liat was done by
tlie other Fort William authors for Urdu prose was done by Lallu

LJl almost alone for Hindi. His Frcin Sdgnr and lidjnHi, the

formera version in pure Hindi of the lOlli chaiiter of the Bhdgavntu,

Purdna, detailing the history of Krishna, and founded on a pre-

vious Braj-bhaKha version by Chaturbhuj Slisr, and the Latter an
adaptation in Braj-bh.akha prose of the JJilojiadcsa and part of tho

Pancha-tanlra, are unquestionably the most important works in

Hindi prose. The Prcm Sdgar wan begun in 1804 and ended in

1810; it enjoys immense popularity in Norlhein India, h.as been

frequently reproduced in a litiiographed form, and has several times

been printed. The Pdjnlti was composed in 1809; it is much
admired for its sententious brevity and the purity of its language.

Besides these two works, Lallu Lai was the author of a collection

of a hundred anecdotes in Hindi and Urdu entitled Lnidif-i Hindi,

an anthology of Hindi verse called the Sablid-bilds, a Sai-sal in the

style of Bihari-Lal called ,Sr(;i/a..S'n(i7.a, and several other works.

He and Jawiin worked together at the Singliasnn Balllsl (1801), a

redaction in mixed Urdu and Hindi (Devaiiagaii character) of

a famous collection of legends relating tlie prowess of King Vikia-

miditya; and he also aided tho latter author in the production of

the Sakiinlald Ndtnk. Mazhar 'Ali Wilu was his collaborator in

the Baitdl Pachlsl, a collection of .stories similar in many respects

to iL^i Siiighdsan Batlisl, and also in mixed Urdu-Hindi; and ha
aided Wild in the preparation in Urdu of tlie Stin y of Md(lhanat,H
romance originally composed in Braj-bliuklm by Moli Rfini.

The works of these authors, though compiled and published

under the superintendence of Dr Gilchrist, Captain Abraham
Lockett, Professor.!. W. Taylor, Dr W. Hunter, and other Euro'
pean officers of the College, are essentially Indian in taste and
style, and owe to this character a popularity and wide rcputatioq

which have been gained by no other work (and there have becij

many) undertaken under British initiative. If not absolutely the

fir<.t works in Urdu and Hindi prose, they were at any rate the firs*

literary standards in those languages ; and almost the whole of

recent prose authorship is duo either to their influence or to one o|

two other impulses, tho first of which was almost synchronous willj

the Fort William productions, and the other not many yeara posj

terior to them. 'I'lieso %vero tho refoitn in Islam led by Sayyid

Ahmad, and the introduction of lithography and a newspaper press]

Sayyid Ahmad was born in 1782, and received his early educaj

tion at Delili ; his instructors were two learned Muslims, ShaH
'Abdu-l-'Aziz, author of a celebrated ciimmcntary on the Qiir'an

(tho Tufalr-i' Azlzi'jyah), and his brother 'AbdudQ'idir, the writcl

of the first and best translation of tho Holy Volume into UrdiiJ

Under their guidance Sayyid Ahmad embraced the doctrines of th(

Wahhfibis, a sect whose preaching appears at this time to have firsl

reached India. He gathered round him a largo number of feivcn<

disciples, among others Isniii'tl HAji. nephew of 'Abdu-l-'AzU and
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lAMu-l-Qadir, tlie chief author of the sect After a course of

preaching and apostleship at Dehli, Sayyid Atimad set out in, 1820

for Calcutta, attended by numerous adherents. Thence in 1822 he
started on a pilgrimage to Mecca, whence ho went to Constanti-

nople, and was there received with distinction and gained many
disciples. He travelled for nearly six years in Turkey and Arabia,

and then returned to Dehli. The religious degradation and cold-

Dcsi which he found in his native country strongly impressed him
after his sojourn in lauds where the life of Islam is stronger, and
he and his disciples established a propaganda throughout Northern
India, reprobating the superstitions which had crept into the faith

from contact with Hindus, and preaching a jihad or holj' war
against the Sikhs. In 1828 he started for Peshawar, attended by,

it is said, upwards of 100,000 Indians, and accompanied by his

chief followers, Haji Ismail and 'Abdu-1-Hayy. He was furnished

with means by a general subscription in Northern India, and by
several Muhammadan princes who had embraced his doctrines. At

. the beginning of 1829 he declared war against the Sikhs, and in

the course of time made himself master of Peshawar. The Afghans,

however, with whom he had allied himself in the contest, were

soon disgusted by the rigour of his creed, and deserted him and
his cause. He Hed across the Indus and took refuge in the

mountains of Pakhli and Dhamtor, where in 1831 he encoimtered

a detachment of Sikhs under the command of Sher Singh, and in

the combat he and Haji Ismail were slain. His sect is, however,

by no means extinct; the Wahhabi doctrines have continued to

gain ground in India, and to give rise to much controversial writing,

down to our own day.

The translation of the Qur'an by 'Abdu-1-Qadir was finished in

1803, and first published by Sayyid 'Abdullah, a fervent disciple of

Sayyid Ahmad, at Hughli in 1829. The Tamblhu-l-ghdfilin, or
" Awakener of the Heedless," a work in Persian by Sayyid Ahmad,
was rendered into Urdu by 'Abdullah, and published at the same
ptess in 1830. Haji Ismail was the author of a treatise in Urda
entitled Taqwiijatu-l-Iman {" Con^ua^Xion oi t\\i^ Faith"), which
had great vogue among the following of the Sayyid. Other works
by the disciples of the Tarlqah-c Mahammadiyyah (as the new
jireaching was called) are the Targhib-i Jihad (" Incitation to Holy
War"), Iliddyatu-l-Maiuinln ("Guide of the ISelievers "), Mu'-iku-

l-Kahair u-a-l-BiJ!ah (" Exposition of Mortal Sins and Heresy "),

Na.fili.alu-l-3TusUiiiin ("Admonition to Muslims"), and the A^'j'n^

Jifasdil, or " Hundred Questions."

Printing was first used for vernacular works by the College Press

at Fort William, and all the compositions prepared for Dr Gilchrist

and his successors which have been already mentioned were thus

made public ; but the expense of this method of reproduction long

precluded its extensive use in India, and the ungraceful characters

used as types were not appreciated by the natives. In 1837 the

first litliographic press was set up at Dehli, and from that date on-

wards tho publications, original or editions of older works, issued

lu this shape annually may be coimted by hundreds. The^news-

paper press soon followed the introduction of lithography, and
Ibere are at present about two hundred journals in Urdii audHindi
printed in India, the majority in the North-Western Provinces,

the Panjab, and Oudh, but a few at Madras, Haidarabad, Bangalore,

Bombay, and Calcutta. The extension taken by vernacular litera-

ture during the last thirty years is enormous, and to describe.it

adequately would require a volume. The reader is referred for the

licst account of it to M. Garcin do Ta-ssy's Annual Summaries from

1850 to 1877, where he will also find much interesting information

regarding the nature and value of the newspapers now so numerous.

Here a few names only can be mentioned which seenl the most

prominent "imong the crowd of writers who daily, by the cheap

and simple agency of a lithographic stone and bazar paper, make
their ideas public in Northern India.

Sayyid Ahmad Khan Bahadur, C.R.I, (not to he confounded with

the WahhaU reformer), is perhaps the most eminent and eloquent

among contemporary writers of Urdii. He is the author of

numerous works, among others of the Asdru-s-Snnddid ("Vestiges

of Princes"), an excellent account of Dehli 'and its monuments,

which has passed through three editions (1817, 1854, 1876). His

fame, however, chiefly rests upon his persevering efforts to raise the

standard of civilization and culture among his co-religionists, for

which purpose he has since 1870 issued a most valuable journal en-

titled the Takzihu-l-Akhldi, or " Muhammadan Social Reformer
"

(which, unlike almost all its competitors, is printed with movable

typos). The articles in this publication, chiefly of a religious or

educational character, are of a high order of excellence, and display

most efl"ectively the resources of tlie Urdu langiuige as a means of

expressing modern ideas. Maulavi Nazir Ahmad of Dehli is the

author of two excellent stories named ilir'dlu-U'nrus (" the Bride's

Mirror ") and Taulatii-n-Nasuh (" the Repentance of Nasiih"); and

Pandit Kashinath of Agra has written a good treatise on ethics,

founded on Persian compilations on the subject, called Akhldq-i

Kashl. These three works have received rewards from the Govern-

jnent of the North-Westein Provinces, and enjoy much popularity.

Th« officers of the educational department have been prolific in

schoolbooks of various degrees of excellence, llr H. S. ReiJ and
his assistants, Qaraaruddin Gulab Khan, Chiranji Lai, Pandit
Bansidhar, Sri Lai, and Mohan L.al, were at work from 1851 to
1860 in this direction, and several good translations and compila-
tions are due to them. In the Panjab Zukaullah Khan of Dehli,
and Karimuddin and Pandit Ajodliya Parshad of Lahore, have beea
no less active ; and Northern India is now well supplied with the
means of elementary education iu the vernacular in literature,

history, geography, and mathematics. Science, owing to the diffi-

culties of technical nomenclature, is less efficiently represented,
and the controversy regarding the best method of clothing its voca-
bulary in a vernacular dress is hardly yet solved. Owing to the
fortunate circumstance that Urdii is able to draw for its vocabulary
upon Persian and Arabic as well as upon its native Indian resources,
the attempts which have been made in Egypt, Turkey, and other
countries where these languages are iu use to provide vernacular
equivalents for scientific terminology will, it may be hoped, work
not only for the benefit of those countries, but also for that of India,
and thus in time provide a satisfactory means of raising vernacular
education in science to the level of other brauches of culture.

In Hindi also there is much activity, though not so much as in
Urdu. The puj-e or " High " Hindi, which rejects all foreign words,
and supplies its vocabulary exclusively from Sanskrit, is a recent
creation, and cannot even yet be said to represent the language of
any large class of the population. A good spceimeu of this dialect

is Nilkanth Shastri Gore's Shad-Darilinu Dai-pan, or "Mirror of
the Six (orthodox) Schools (of Hindu philosophy)," a coi^trovorsial

work by a converted Brahman. The genuine Hindi of the old
literature, used now exclusively for poetry, is represented by an
excellent publication issued weekly at benarcs by Bibii Harish-
Chandra, enlMed Kabi-baehan-Sudhd, or "Ambrosia of the Words
of Poets." In this will be found much good original work, and a
vast quantity of old Hindi poetry now for the first time published.

The translations of the Mahdbharata and Jluriransa, made by
Pandit Gokulnath of Benares, and printed at Calcutta in 1829,
deserve mention ; and one of the most im]iortant collections of .

Hindi poetry, the Rdg-Kalpadrum of Krishuanand Vy.isadev Kag-
Sagar, was printed at the same place in 1812—45 iu an immense
volume of 1800 pages.

English education Las naturally had a vast influence oa
modern vernacular literature, though not wholly a beneficial

one. More than a half of the new works issued within

the last thirty years are translations or adaptations from
English ; the journals, the great popnlarizers of new ideas,

take their matter chiefly from English newspapers ; the

courts, where Urdu has since 1832 become the official

language, contribute to the spread of the stiff and difficult

phraseology of the Acts of the legislature, as different from

the natural idiom of the people as can well be imagined.

Literature in India has always owed much to the fostering

influence of Government. It has been seen how the schools

of Dehli and Lakhnau rose and declined with the fortunes

of the Mughal empire and the kingdom of Oudh, and how
that of Calcutta similarly owed its existence to British

initiative. At the present day the patronage of the rulers

of India is no less influential in determining the course of

literary activity. Poetical composition is little practised,

both because of the exhaustion of its themes and the little

appreciation which it meets with from Europeans. More

solid studies, politics, science, philosophy, morals, history,

and especially controversial theology, are the topics now ia

favour; and, though much that is published is of the

slightest possible intrinsic value, the resources of the lan-

guage are being gradually cultivated and enlarged to meet

the needs of the day. There is thus no reason to doubt

that Hindostan will in time possess a body of literature

worthy of the flexible and expressive speech of its people,

and reflecting faithfully the standard of culture which it

owes to its Western rulers. (c. j. l.)

HINGANGHAT, a town in the Wardha district, Central

Provinces, India, 21 miles S.W. of Wardha, in 20° 33'

30" N. lat., and 78° 52' 30" E. long., with a population in

1877 of 9415. It is a main seat of the cotton trade, the Hin-

ganghAt cotton produced in the rich Wardha valley being

esteemed one of the best indigenous staples of India. The

principal native traders are Mdrwdrfs, many of whom have

large transactions and export on their own account; but the
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greater number merely act as middle-men between tne culti-

vators and the large merchants. The municipal committee

have opened a large gravelled market-place and storage-

yard, with raised platforms, a-nd scales for weighing the

cotton. The place consists of Old and New Hinganghit,

—

the former, a straggling town, liable to be flooded by the

river WanA ; the latter, in which the better classes reside,

laid out in broad streets and avenues.

HINOJOSA DEL DUQUE, a town of Spain, in tne

province of Cordova, from which city it is distant about

58 miles N. by W. The manufacture of linens and woollens

is carried on to some extent ; the ooDulation is estimated.

at about 8500;

HINTON, James (1822-1875), aural surgeon and author,

son of John Howard Hinton, Baptist minister and author

of the History and Topography of the United States and

Other works, was born at Reading in 1822. He was edu-

cated at his grandfather's school near Oxford, and at the

Nonconformist school at Harpenden, and in 1838, on his

fathers removal to London, was apprenticed to a woollen-

draper in "Whitechapel, where he came into contact with a

phase of human life in its miserable and degraded forms

which influenced powerfully the whole cast of his after

thought. After retaining this situation about a year he

became clerk in an insurance ofiice. Tho most of his

evenings were spent by him in intense study, and this.

Joined to the ardour, amounting to morbidness, of his

interest in moral problems, so affected his health that in

his nineteenth year he resolved to seek refuge from his own
thoughts by running away to sea. His intention having,

however, been discovered, he was sent, on the advice of

the physician who was consulted regarding his health, to St

Bartholomew's Hospital to study for the medical profession.

After receiving his diploma in 1847, he was for some time

assistant surgeon at Newport, Essex, but the same year he

went out to Sierra Leone to take medical charge of the free

labourers on their voyage thence to Jamaica, after which
liis interest in their welfare prompted him to remain a

year on the island. After his return to England in 1850,

hp entered into partnership with a surgeon in London,

where he soon bad his interest awakened specially in aural

surgery, and gave also much of his attention to physiology

and to problems bearing on the relation between mind and
body. In his practice he became convinced that in the

immense majority of cases of ill-health it was the hope of

€ure rather than the drug that effected the remedy, a fact

which explained to him much of the success of homoeo-

pathy, and induced him to lay the principal stress on moral

methods of cure. He made his first appearance as an
author in 1856 by contributing a series of papers on physio-

logical and ethical subjects to the Christian Spectator ; and
the success of his work Man and his Dwelling Place, which
appeared in 1858, determined him, notwithstanding that he

had married in 1852, to give up his medical practice in

order to devote his whole attention to writing on those

practical moral problems which chiefly occupied his

thoughts. A series of papers entitled " PhyRiological

Riddles," which he contributed to the Cornhill Magazine,
and afterwards published under the title Life in Nature,

as well as another series entitled Thoughts on Health,

written for the same periodical and collected and published

separately in 1871, gave evidence of great aptitude in

popular scientific exposition ; but his interest in speculation

was too absorbing to permit him to ap'jjly himself with
sufficient pertinacity to literary work, and after a year's

trial of it he found it necessary to resume his profession.

In 1863 he obtained the appoiulment of aural surgeon to

Quy's Hospital, after which lie speedily acquired a lucrative

west-end practice, and the reputation of being the most
iskilful aural surgeon of his day, a reputation fully borne

out by his works, An Atlas of Diseases of the Membrana
Tympani and Questio7is of Aitral Sio-gery, which are

regarded as the chief authorities in this branch of surgery.

The skill he had now obtained in his profession seemed to

justify him in 1869 in resuming 'his philosophical studies,

but the mental excitement thus produced, added to his pro-

fessional labours, appears to have inflicted permanent injury

on his brain ; and, although by giving up his practice

in 1874 he obtained partial relief, he began to suffer from

sleeplessness and depression, and died of acute inflamma-

tion of the brain, ICth December 1875.

In addition to the works already mentioned, Hinton was the
author of the Mystery ofMan, and The Place of the Physician. On
account of their fresh and vigorous discussion of many of the im-

Eortant moral and social problems of the time, his writings havB
ad a wide circulation on both sides of the Atlantic. He contri-

buted also several papers to the Contemporary Eeineio and other

periodicals. His Life and Letters, edited by Ellice Hopkins, witi
an introduction by Sir W. W. Gull, appeared La 1878.

KIOGO, or FioGO, a seaport town of Japan, in the

island of Nipon and province of Setsu, on the western

shore of the Idzumi Sea, or Bay of Osaka, about 40 miles

S.W. of Kioto, with which it has had railway communi-
cation since 1874. It was opened to foreign commerce
in 1860, and since that date it has risen with the maritime

suburb of Kobe (the Gate of God) to be a place of 50,000,

or according to other authorities, 80,000 or 90,000 inhabi-

tants. Its harbour, formerly dangerous, has by the con-

struction of a costly breakwater been rendered one of the

most serviceable in the kingdom. The best anchorage is

found in front of Kobe, which has been chosen as the locale

of the foreign settlement. Since the opening of the port

great improvements have been e2"ected in the native town,

and the value of land and house property has greatly in-

creased. The settlement, which consists of 162 lots, ha^

been regularly laid out ; its streets are macadamized and
lighted vrith gas ; and it possesses a bank, municipal build-

ings, and the largest warehouses yet erected by foreigners

on Japanese soil. There is a recreation ground open to

both natives and foreigners, with a cricket field and a
croquet lawn. The population of the settlement was 169

in 1876 ; that of Kobe in 1874 was upwards of 8500. The
trade of Hiogo consists mainly in the exportation of tea

(1,599,199 dollars in 1877), silk, copper, camphor, wax,

tobacco, ginseng, isinglass, and dried fish, and the importa-

tion of European manufactured goods—woollens, cotton,

glass, itc. Most of the tea goes to New York, very little

to London. The total value of the imports in 1874, 1875,

1876, and 1877 was respectively 6,030,239, 5,354,917,

3,748,967, and 4,313,641 dollars (the dollar being worth

about 4s.), and the corresponding figures for the exports

were 4,956,724, 2,813,102, 3,401,230, and 4,518,570.

Tho industrial establishments comprise a shipbuilding yard,

an iron-foundry, and a factory for tho manufacture of

paper pulp or "half stuff." There is a busy traflic main-

tained by ferry steamers between Hiogo and Osaka. The
number of foreign ships that entered and cleared from the

port in 1875 was 335, with a burden of 453,958 tons.

Hiogo was built In the days of tho nloiy of the Taira fnniilv, and
its name is equivalent to arsenal. At ^linnto Oawni near Kobe a

small temple marks the spot where Kusunoki Mnsa.shipe, tho mirrori

of Japanese loyalty, mot his death ; and iu Kobe itself there is a

temple erected on tho site of the ancient fauo built by Jingu Kogo
on her return from Corca.

HIPPARCHUS, the founder oi matuematicai asfronom/,

was born at Nicnea in Bithynia. Tho years of his birth

and death are both unknown, but tho period of his activity,

according to the evidence of his observations, which hav^

been preserved by Ptolemy, must have been between 160|

and 125 B.C. Of his writings only one h.is come down to

us, TuJi' 'Apdrov KOI 'EuSo^ou <f>aivofi(t'0>v «fi/y>j(rc(ui' ftifiXta

y, published by Vittorius at Florence, 1567, and by
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Petaviiis iu his Uranologi<t, Varis, 1630. For a notice of

his discoveries see Asteonomv, vol. ii. p. 749.
HIPPEL, Theodor Gottlieb von (1741-1796), a

German author, known chiefly as a humorist, was born on
the 3Ist January 1741, at Gerdauen in East Prussia, where
his father was rector of a school. In his sixteenth year he
went to Kiinigsberg to study theology ; but througii the
influence of the Dutch couucillor of justice, Woyt, he was
induced to devote himself to jurisprudence. A Russian
lieutenant, Von Keyser, whose acquaintance he made in

Konigsberg, took him in 1760 to St Petersburg, where he
might have had a brilliant career had not his love for his

country made it impossible for him to live away from it.

Returning to Konigsberg he became a tutor in a private

family ; but, falling in love with a your.g lady of high
position, he, as the readiest means of enabliig him to marry
her, gave up his tutorship and devoted h;mself with en-

thusiasm to legal studies. He was successful in his pro-

fession, passing from one grade to another, until in 1780
he was appointed burgomaster and director of police in

Konigsberg, and in 1786 privy councillor of war and
president of the town ; as he rose in the world, how-
ever, his inclination for matrimony vanished, and the
h^dy who had stimulated his ambition was forgotten.

To write books in his country house near Konigs-
berg was his favourite amusement, and some of them
have still a certain popularity. Perhaps the best known
is his Uebei- die Ehe (Concerning Marriage). He has
also works on Tlte Social Imjvovement of Woman, and
on Female Education. Another curious book of his is

Lehendaufe nach atifsteigender Linie, nebst Beilagen A, B,
G (Careers according to an ascending line, with supple-
ments A, B, C). His name is attached to several political

writings of a satirical turn, and he was the author of a
comedy Der Mann nach der Uhr, which was fortunate
enough to win the applause of Lessing. Hippel was a
friend of Kant, who admired his ingenuity and resource in

forming and executing plans. r>efore the publication of

Kant's Kriiih, Hippel was made familiar with its main
conclusions, and in his Lebensldufe he did his utmost to

prepare the way for their reception. In nearly all his

writings he had a serious purpose, but disliking a cold,

systematic style, he communicated his ideas in what he
intendad to be a light and witty form. Much of his wit is

rather crude, but he gave sufficient evidence of a lively

fancy to justify his success as an author. His private

character presented some curious contrasts. He shared the
enthusiasm of his age for passionate friendships, but none
of his friends were treated with confidence ; endowed with
a clear and penetrating intellect, he had a strong tendency
to superstition ; he seemed to have generous sympathies,

yet his conduct was often hard and selfish ; and although
he incessantly praised simplicity of life, no one could be
more fond of pomp and show. He died on the 23d
April 1796, leaving a considerable fortune. In 1827-38
a collected edition of his works in 14.vols, was issued at

Berlin.

HIPPO. See BOxe.
H IPPOCAMPUS, or Sea-horse. The small fishes thus

inamed constitute, together with the Pipe-fishes or Syu-
'pnatld, a distinct order of the class of fishes, that of Lopho-
branohs or fishes with the gills arranged in tufts. The name
"Sea-horse" has been given from the singular horselike

shape of the head and fore-part of the body. The head
is compressed, and is prolonged into a flat snout, at the

end of which opens the small mouth. The eye occupies

the same position as in the horse, and the head is joined

at an angle to a narrow and curved neck, which pos-

teriorly is dilated into the broader body. As in all the

fishes of this order, the body is not covered with soft

skin or scales, but encased in a mail composed of har4
and tough scutes, which are of a more or less quadrangular
shape, and generally armed with tubercles or spines. The
tail is long, flexible, and prehensile, without caudal fin.

These fishes are very bad swimmers, their locomotion being

Phylloptayx eques, attached to se.n-wced.

entirely dependent on the long dorsal fin which slowly pro-

pels them by a rapidly undulating screw-like motion; placed

in the middle of the back of a body which generally occu-

pies a vertical or oblique position in the water, this organ

of locomotion has a propelling power far inferior to that of

a terminal caudal fin. By means of t jeir prehensile tail the

sea-horses attach themselves to the stems of sea-weed or

corals, which they resemble so closely in their outward ap-

pearance that it is difficult to distinguish them,—a resem-

blance which is still more increased in a group of sea-horses

{Phyllopteryx) in which many of the spines and tubercle.*

bear long tapering bands like the fronds of sea-weeds.

Originally littoral fishes, sea-horses are, nevertheless, fre-

quently found in mid-ocean, attached to floating substances

on which they are carried away by currents far from their

native shore. In the Sargasso Sea the}- are common. Like

the other Lophobranchs, they take care of their progeny

till the young have attained sufiicient size and strength to

shift for themselves. The male receives the eggs immedi-

ately after oviposition in a pouch situated on the lower part

of his tail, where they are hatched, and where indeed the

young remain until hunger compeJs them to leave their

parent in search of food. Llore than twenty difierent

species are known from the tropical and the warmer parts

of the temperate zones. They are aU of small size ; that

seen in our aquaria is the Hippocampus aniiquornm, common
on manv parts of the French coast and farther south.

HIPPOCRATES, termed the "Father of Medicine," was

born, according to Soranus, in Cos, in the first year of the

80th Olympiad, i.e., in 460 B.C. He was a member of the

family of the AsclepiadK, and was believed to be either

the nineteenth or seventeenth in direct descent from

.iEsculapius. It is also claimed for him that he was
descended from Hercules through his mother, Phsenarete.

He studied medicine under Heraclides, his father, and
Herodicus of Selymbria ; in philosophy Gorgias of Leon-

tini and Democritus of Abdera were his masters. His

earlier studies wtre prosecuted in the famous As;lepion of

Cos, and probably also at Cnidos. He travelled extensively,

and taught and practised his profession at Athens,

probably also !n Thrace, Thessaly, Delos, and his

native island. He died at Larissa in Thessaly, his

age being variously stated as 85, 90, 104, and 109.

The incidents of his life are shrouded by uncertain tradi-

tions, which naturally sprang up in the absence of any
authentic record ; the earliest biography was by one of th&

Sorani, probably Soranus the younger of Ephesus, in the
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2d century ; SuiJas, the lexicographer, wrote of him in

the 11th, and Tzetzes in the 12th coutury. In all those

biographies there is internal evidence of confusion; many
of the incidents related are elsewhere told of other persons,

and certain of them are quite irreconcilable with his char-

acter, so far as it can be judged of from his writings and from
the opinions expressed of him by his contemporaries ; we
may safely reject, for instance, the legends that he set fire

to the library of the temple of health at Cnidos, in order to

destroy the evidence of plagiarism, and that he refused to

visit Persia at the request of Artaserxes Longimanus,
during a pestilential epidemic, on the ground that he would
in so doing be assisting an enemy. Ho is referred to

by Plato (Protaff., p. 283; Phcedr., p. 211) as an eminent
medical authority, and his opinion is also quoted by
Aristotle. The veneration in which he was held by the

Athenians serves to dissipate the calumnies which have
been thrown on his character by Andreas, and the w^hole

tone of his writings bespeaks a man of the highest integrity

and purest morality.

Born of a family of priest-physicians, and inheriting all lis

traditions and prejudices, Hippocrates was the first to cast super-
stition aside, and to base the practice of medicine on the principles

of inductive philosophy. It is impossible to trace directly the
influence exercised upon hira by the great men of his time, but
one cannot fail to connect his emancipation of medicine from super-

stition with the widespread power exercised over Greek' life and
t'.ought by the living work of Socrates, Plato, j£schylus, Sophocles,
Euripides, Uerodotus, and Thucydides. It was a period of great
intellectual development, and it only needed a powerful mind such
08 his to bring to bear upon medicine the same influences which
were at work in other sciences. It must be remembered that his

training was not altogether bad, although superstition entered so

largely into it. He had a great master in Dcmocritus, the origin-

ator of the doctrine of atoms, and there is every reason to believe

that the various " asclepia" were very carefully conducted hospitals
for the sick, possessing a curious system of case-books, in the form
of votive tablets, left by the patients, on which were recorded the
symptoms, treatment, and result of each case. He had these
records at his command ; and he had the opportunity of observing
the system of training and the treatment of injuries in the gymnasia.
One of his great merits is that he was the first to dissociate medicine
from priestcraft, and to direct exclusive attention to the natural
history of disease. How strongly his mind revolted against the
use of charms, amulets, incantations, and such devices appears
from his writings ; and ho has expressly recorded, as underlymg all

his practice, the conviction that, however diseases may be regarded
from the religious point Of view, they must all bo scientincally
treated as subject to natural laws {De Acre, 29). Nor was he
anxious to maintain the connexion "between philosophy and medi-
cine which had for long existed in a confused and confusing fashion.'
His knowledge of anatomy, physiology, and pathology was neces-
sarily defective, the respect ni which the dead body was held by
the Greeks precluding him frorii practising dissection ; thus wo find
him writing of the tissues without distinguishing between the
various textures of the body, confusing arteries, veins, and nerves,
and speaking vaguely of the muscles as "flesh." But when we
comfl to study his observations on the natural history of disease as
presented in the living subject, we recognize at once the presence
of a great clinical physician. Hippocrates based his priacipleaand
practice on the theory of the existence of a spiritual restoring'
essence or principle, (binn, the vis medicat-rix nalurcc, in the
managemeut of which tlie art of the physician consisted. Tliis art
could, he held, be only obtained by the application of experience,
not only to disease at large, but to disease m the individual. He
strongly deprecated blind empiricism; the aphorism ">; velpa
tr(pa\epri, ii Kplcris x^^''^)" (whether it be his or not), tersely illus-
trates his position. Holding firmly to the princii'le, vovtrav <l>i(Ties

l-nrpal, he did not allow himself to remain inactive in the presence
of disease; he was not a merely "expectant" physician; oii

Sydenham puts it, hiS practice was "the support of enfeebled and
the coercion of outrageous nature.". Ho largely employed powerful
medicines and blood-letting both ordiiinrv and by cupping. Ho
advisc.i, however, gieat caution in tlicir application. He placed
great dependence on diet and regimen, and here, quaint as many
of his directions may now sound, not only in themselves, but in
the reasons given, there is much which is still adhered to at the
present day. H is treatise WipX Upanf, iiijav, koX t6t^v {Airs,

''' Hippocrates Cons, primus quidem ex omnibus momoria dignus, ab
«tudio siipienliro disciplinam li.iuc separavit, vir et arte et facundia
insiguis (Cclsus, Dc A/Midiia).

Waters, and Places) contains the first enunciation of the principles
of public health. Although the treatises Ilepl npiaiiiuii cannot be
accepted as authentic, we find in the Upoyvoia-riKiv evidence of the
acuteness of observation in the manner in which the occurrence of
critical d.->ys in disease is enunciated. His method of reiiorting
ca.'ies is most interesting and instructive ; in them we can read how
thoroughly he had separated himself from the priest-physician.
Laenncc, to whom we arc indebted for the practice of auscultation,
freely admits that the idea was suggested to him by study of
Hippocrates, who, treating of the presence of morbid fluids in the
thorax, gives very particular directions, by means of succussion,
for arriving at an opinion regarding their nature. Laennec says,
" Hippocrate avait tente I'auscultalion immediate." Although the
treatise Tlep\ voiaav is doubtfuily from the pen of Hippocrates, it

contains strong evidence of having been the work of his grandson,
representing the views of the Father of Medicine. Although not
accurate in the conclusions reached at the time, the value of the
method of diagnosis is shown by the retention in modern medicine
of the name and the practice of '.' Hippocratic succussion." The
power of graphic description of phenomena in the Hippocratic
writings is illustrated by the retention of the term "facies Hippo-
cratica," applied to the appearance of a moribund person, pictured
in the Prognostics. In surgery his writings are important and
interesting, but they do not bear the same character of caution as
the treatises on medicine ; for instance, in the essay On Injuries oj
the Head, he advocates the operation "of trephining" morestronglv
and in wider classes of ca^es than would bo warranted by the
experience of later times.

The Hippocratic Collection consists oi eighty-seven treatises, o.

wnich a part only can be accepted as genuine. The collection has
been submitted to the closest criticism in an?ient and modern timea
by a large number of commentators. (For full list of the early com-
mentators, see Adams's Genuine Works of Hippocrates, Sydenham
Society, vol. i. pp. 27, 28.) The treatises have been classified ac-

cording to (1) the direct evidence of ancient ^Titers, (2) peculiarities

of style and method, and (3) the presence of anachronisms and of
opinions opposed to the general Hii)pocratic teaching,—greatest
weight being attached to the opinions of Erotian and Galen. The
general estimate of commentators is thus stated by Adams:

—

" The pecuUar style and method of Hippocrates are held to be
conciseness of expression, great condensation of matter, and dis-

position to regard.all professional subjects in a practical point of
view, to eschew subtle hypotheses and modes of treatment based
on vague abstractions." The treatises have been grouped in the
four following sections:—(1) genuine; (2) those consisting of
notes taken by students and collected after the death of Hip-
pocrates

; (3) essays by disciples; (4) those utterly spurious.
Littrd accepts the following thirteen as absolutely genuine:—(1)
On Ancient Medicine (lie/)! ipxatris riTpiKijs); (2) TM Prognostics
{Tlpoyi'uffTiKdv)

; (3) The Aphorism-^ ('A^opKr/iof) ; (4) The Epi-
demics, i. and iii. ('EiriSTi^iwy a' Ka\ y')

; (5) On llegimen in Acutt
Diseases {Tlepl Sialr-ris oje'wj') ; (6) On Airs, IValers, and Placet
(Uepl hipiov, i/Sdruv, Kal rStrwv)

; (7) On the Articulations (n<pl
UpOpuv)

; (8) On Fractures (Ilep! hyiiuv) ; (9) The Insirumcnls of
deduction {Mox^'Kis) ; (10) The Physician's £stablishmcnt, or
Surgery (Kar IriTpiiov)

; (11) On Injuries of the Head (JltpX run in

K«pa\fi rpafxdrwi')
; (12) The Oath {'OpKos)

; (13) The Law
(N(i^os). Of these Adams accepts as certainly genuine the 2d,
Ctii, 6th, 3d (7 books), 4tli, 7th, 8th, 9th, and 12lh, and as
"pretty confidently acknowledged as genuine, although the
evidence in their favour is not so strong," the 1st, 10th, and 13th,
and, in addition, (14) On Ulcers {Tltpl IKkHv)

; (15) On Fistuloe

(riepl iruptyyav) ; (16) On Hemorrhoids (Tltpl a/^o/)(SotJuc)
; (17)

On the Sacred Disease (Tltpl Itpv^ yoicrou). According to the

, sceptical and somewhat subjective criticism of Enncrins, tlio wholo
collection is to be regarded as spurious except Epidemics, books i.

and iii. (with a few interpolations). On Airs, Waters, and Places,
On Injuries of tlu Head ("insigne fragmcntuin libri Hippocratei"),
tho former portion of the treatise On llegimen in Acute Diseases,
and tho "obviously Hippocratic" fragments of the Coan Prog-
nostics. Perhaps also the Oath may bo accepted as genuine ; its

comparative antiquity is not denied. Tho Aphorisms are certainly
later and inferior. In the other non-Hippocratio writings Er
merins thinks he can distinguish tho hands of no fewer .than
nineteen difl'ercnt authors, most of them anonymous, and some of
thein very late.

The earliest Greek edition of tho Hippocratic writings is that
which was published by Aldus and Asulanus at Yenico in 1626
(folio); it was speedily followed by that of I'robonius, which is

much raor^ accurate and complete (fol., Basel, 1538). Of the
numerous subsequent editions, probably the best was thatof Foesiua
(Frankfort, 1595, 1621, Geneva, 1667h u"til the publication of the
great works of Littr6, Oiuvres complites d'Hippoerale, traduction
nouvclle avec le tcxte grcc en regard, collntionnM sur lea manuscriU
el toutes les idilions, accompagnle d'une introduction, de com-
mciUaires vi^licaux, de variantes, et de notes philologiques (10 vols.

Paris, 1839-01), and of .F. Z. Ermcrins, Uipincratis et aliorum
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medicorum velcnim reHquia: (3 VoTs.,"Utrecht, 1^59-64). Sea also

Adams (as cited above), and Reiuhold's Hippdcratcs\1 vols. , Athens,
1864-67). Dareniberg's edition of the CEuvrcs choisics ("id ed.,

Paris, 1S55) includes the Oalh, the Law, tlie Prorrhatics, book i.,

the Procfiiostics, On Airs, Waters, and Places, Epidemics, books
i. and iii., Bcgimen, and Aphorisms. Of the separate works attri-

buted to Hippocrates the editions and translations are almost in-

numerable ; of the Procpiostics, for example, seventy editions are

known, while of the Aplwrisiiis there are said to exist as many as

three hundred. For some notice of the Arabic, Syriac, and Hebrew
translations of works professedly by Hippocrates (Ibukrat or Buk-'
rat), the number of which greatly exceeds that of the extant Greek
originals, reference may be made to Fliigel's contribution to the
article " Hippokrates " in the Eneylclopddic of Ersch and Gruber.
They have been partially catalogued by Fabricius in his Bihliolhcca

GrtBca. (J. B. T.)

HIPPOLYTUS, an ecclesiastical writer belonging to the

first half of the 3d century. Of the details of his life little

that is authentic is knowQ. He appears to have been born in

the latter half of the 2d century. From the fact that he
employs Greek as his mother tongue, it has been supposed
that he belonged to the eastern portion of the Roman
empire ; but this conclusion is by no means stringent, and
there are various indications in his writings that he had
passed some at least of his early years in Rome. On the

apparently trustworthy authority of Photius (cod. 121), he
is believed to have been while still a youth a personal dis-

ciple of Irenreus, perhaps in Rome, but most likely in Lyons.

By inference from the Vivid minuteness with which he
relates details of the personal history of Callistus in the

9tli book of his Refutation he is believed to have been in

Rome from the beginning of the episcopate of Victor (189-
199). It is certain that in the early years of the 3d cen-

tury he was stationed in that city as a presbyter conspicuous
for energy, zeal, eloquence, and learning. He was a pro-

minent defender of Victor's view on the much vexed
Paschal controversy, but came into collision with Victor's

successors, Zephyrinus and Callistus, on several questions of

ecclesiastical dogma and discipline. As regarded the rela-

tion between the Father and the Son in the Trinity, for

example, Hippolytus defended what is known as subordina-

lianism against the patripaasianism of the bishops, he accus-

ing them of Noetianism while they retorted upon him with
a charge of ditheism. Again, in the dispute as to whether
the lapsed could ever be lawfully restored to the fellowship

of the church visible, Hippolytus took the seyerer and
Callistus the milder vieT;r. go also on the subject of

clerical marriages. From his own language in the 9th book
of the Refutatio, combined with his designation of himself

in the proem, it appears that Hippolytus ultimately came
to occupy in Rome the position of a bishop (r/. Euseb., H. E.,

iVi. 20), although not in communion with the "Catholic"
party ; and the difficulty of reconciling this with the strong

evidence we have that Portus {i.e., the Roman harbour
opposite Ostia, and not Portus Romanorum or Aden, as

Le Moyne and others founding upon a misunderstanding
of Eusebius, have conjectured) was the scene of his activity

is probably best got over if we assume that as dissenting

bishop he undertook the episcopal superintendence of his

adherents in both places, but took his title from the smaller.

As regards the close of his life our most trustworthy

information is derived from the chronographer of 354
(Mommsen, Ueber den Chronographen vom Jahre 354,
Leipsic, 1850), according to whom " the ' presbyter

"

Hippolytus in the time of Alexander Severus (235) was
banished along with the Roman bishop Pontianus to

Sardinia, where, it seems to be suggested, he died.

In 1551 a marble statue of Hippolytus "Portuensis," ofuncertain
date but not later than the 5th century, was dug up in Rome ; it is

now to be seen in the Vatican. He is represented as seated upon an
episcopal throne, wearing the Greek pallium, over which the Roman
toga is thrown. On the sides of the throne is inscribed in Greek
the nide Easter Cycle of whidi he is known to have been the author

;

behind is given an imperfect list of liis numerous wwks.. The

catalogues given.hy Eusebius,-Jfepomej urA IIfce\>Ebrus differ sligliQy

in details ; but all bear witness to his diligence as a writer.

The extant fragments were first collected by Fabricius {Ilippolyti

Opera gr. et lat., 2 vols, fol., Hamburg, 1716-18), and were after-

wards reprinted by G.illaud in tlie second volume of his Bibliot/uxa
Veterum Putrum (1766). See also Migne, Curs. Pair. Gr., vol. ».

They include fragments of commentaries on various books of Scrip-

ture, a treatise "On Christ and Antichrist," an "expository"
(aTToZitKTiKn) discouree "To the Jews," a fragment "To the
Greeks" or "On the Universe," tracts "Against Noetus," "Against
Beronand Helix," and "On the Holy Theophany," fragments of
homilies (in which kind of composition he particularly excelled), and
a few short quotations preserved by the author of the Chronicon Pas-
chale. The appendix in Fabricius, containing doubtful or spurions'

pieces, includes " A Discouree on the End of the World, and on
Antichrist, and on the Second Coming of our'Lord Jesus Christ,"
also a short account of the twelve apostles, stating where each of'

them laboured and where each of them died, a list of the seventy
apostles, heads of the canons of Abulides or Hippolytus as used
by the ^Ethiopian Christians, and the canons of the Church of

Alexandria. Of the spuriousness of the last mentioned at least

there can be no doubt. A new interest in Hippolytus as an eccle-

siastical writer was awakened among scholars about 1851 in connex-
ion with his Opiniinn Hccrcsiiim Mcfulaiio, which has an interest-

ing history. As an anonymous MS, of the 14th century it had in

1842 been brought among various other manuscripts from Mount
Athos to Paris by Minoides Mynas, a learned Greek who had been
commissioned by the French Government to search for such treas-

ures, and had been deposited in the great national library where it

was registered as a work On all Heresies. It failed for some time
to attract any special notice ; but the attention of M. Emmanuel
Miller, an official of that institution, having been at length excited

by some fragments of Pindar and of an unknown lyric poet which
it contained, he was led to examine it more closely and to adopt the

conclusion that it was the continuation of the fragment entitled

Fdiloinphumcna, printed in the Benedictine edition of Origen as the

work of that author. Under this persuasion he offered it for publi-

cation to the university of Oxford, from whose press it appeared ia

1851 under his editorship, bearing the title Originis Philosuphu-mcna,-

sive Omnium Haeresium Ef/utatio. It was at once welcomed by the

learned world as a literary treasure of singular value ; but it was
almost immediately perceived tliat, though Miller had certainlyi

judged rightly in affirming it to be a continuation of the fragmentary
Philosophiimena, ho had as certainly erred in attributing its compo-
sition to Origen, whose authorship of the previously known portiorj

had already been disputed by Huet, Heumann, and Gale. By
Jacobi and Duncker in 1851, who were speedily followed by Gieae*

ler, Bunsen, "Wordsworth, and DolUnger, it was with increasing coni

fidence claimed for Hippolytus, to whom it is now attributed witH
almost entire unanimity by critics,—the arguments of Baur {Thcot^

Jahrbb., 1853) in favour of the presbyter Caius; and still mcrq
those of Armelliaus (jDc prisca refutalione Jteerescon, Kome, 1863)|

in favour of Novatian, having been found to be quite unconvincingj

Originally it consisted of ten books, of which, however, only eight

survive, namely, the first and the fourth to the tenth inclusivw

Book i. gives an account of the different schools of ancient philo^

sophy—Greek, Indian, and Draidical ; books ii. and iii. appear ttj

have dealt with the doctrines and mysteries of the Egyptians' and
Chaldaeans respectively ; book iv. (which is slightly defective at the

commencement) treats of Chaldean horoscopy and Egyptian theurgy;

books v.-ix. dJispose of the various heresies which had asserted

themselves within the Christian Church. ,> These are taken up ia

chronological order and arranged in five main groups, the Ophite,,

Simonist, Basilidean, Yalentinian or Docetic, and Noetianj

Whether they be regarded as attempts to'Christianize paganism, to

conciliate Judaism, or to gnosticize Christianity,, their unscriptural

character is invariably insisted on. The entire work is summarized
in book X. The value of the Refutation as a whole, in its bearing

on the hi.story of the apostolic and subapostolio a"es, and on the cri-

tical problems arising out of that history, can hardly be overesti-

mated.
Since its first publication by Miller (Oxford Clarendon Press^

1851) it has been edited by Lagarde {Sippolyti Romani qumferun-
lur omnia Grace., Gbttingen, 1858), by Duncker and Schneidewin,

(Gottingen, 1859), and by Cruice (Paris, 1860). The Pefatution as

well as the other extant Works and Fragments ot Hippolytus are to

be met with in an English translation in the " Ante-Nicene Chris-

tian Library" (Edin., 1868-9).
See Bunsen, Bipfolytus atid his Age (1852; 2d ed., 1854; Germ, cd., 1858);

DoUincer, Hippolytus u. KaUistus (1853 ; Engl, transl., Edin., 1876); Wordswoith,

St Bippolytus and the Church of Rome in the Third Century (1853); Cniice, Etudes

sur de novveaux documents historiques empruntis aa livre des Philosophumena

et relatifs au commencement du Christianisme 0853); Volkmar, Hippotytus «. di»

romische Zeitgenossen (1855); Lfpsius, Zur QueUenkritik des Epiphanios (1865),

and Quetten der Ultesten KeUergeschichte (1875); Harnack, Zur QueUenkrilik der

Oeschichte des Onoslicismus (1873-74). Lipsius and Harnack occupy themselves

largely with the question as to the i elation hetween the R.'futatio and a shorter

treatise which can be shown to have formed the basis of the works of Epiphanius

.and riiilaster. See also'jacolM, art. " IJippolytus^- ia Heizog-Plllt'a Rea^En-i

cudopiidie (1880).

/
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HIPPOLYTUS, St, according to the Roman breviary,

was cue of St Lawreuce's converts, wlio, when summoned
before the emiieror Valerian on account of the practice of

hifl religion, made a public profession of Christianity.

First beaten nith rods, he was finally delivered over along

with all his family to death, the mode of cscccution in his

case being similar to that by which Hippolytus the son of

Theseus perished. The mythical character of this legend,

which, however, can in part be traced as far back as to

Prudenlius {Hi/m. 11), is recognized by Ddllinger (see his

Uippolytus n. Kallistu's, chap. iL). This saiot, along with

Casianus, is commemorated by the Pioman Church on

August 13. He is the patron of Mexico.

HIPPONAX, of Ephesus, a poet placed third, after

Archilochus and Simonides, among the classic iambic poets

of Greece. Expelled from Ephesus in 540 B.C. by the

tyrants Athenagoras and Comas, he took refuge in

Clazomens. There his deformed figure and malicious

disposition exposed him to tlie caricature of the Chian

sculptors Bupalus and Athenis ; and he revenged himself

by issuing against them a series of satires. These, though

keen and bitter, are in thought and execution much inferior

to the similar works of his predecessor Archilochus. His
coarseness of thought and feeling, his rude vocabulary, his

want of grace and taste, and his numerous allusions to

matters of merely local interest prevented his becoming a
favourite in Attica. He invented epic parody, and the four

opening lines of a parody on the Iliad have been preserved

in Athenteus (sv. 698 B). He was also the inventor of a
peculiar metre, used after him by many writers, called the

ecazon or choiiambus, which substitutes a spondee for the

final iambus of an iambic senarius. His works, which
were annotated by Hermippus of Smyrna, were at an early

date mingled and confused with those of Ananius, for whom
some even claim the invention of the choliambus.

HIPPOPOTAMUS, a family {Ilippopotamidce) of artio-

dactylo ungulate mammals comprising two genera, each
conti;ining a single living species. Of these the best known
is the hippopotamus {Hippopotamus ampMbivs), occurring

Hippopotamus.

only in Africa, whcrs it abounds in many of the river
courses. It is a huge unwieldy creature, measuring in the
largest specimens fully 14 feet from the extremity of the
upper lip to the tip of the tail, while it ordinarily attains
a lengtli of 12 feet, with a height of 5 feet at the shoulders,
and a girth round the thickest part of the body almost
equal to its length. Its romarkabiy small cars are exceed-
ingly flexible, and are kept in constant motion when the
animal is seeking to catch a distant .sound. Its eyes are
placed high up on the head, and but little below the level

.of the ears; its gape is wide, and its upper lip tliick and

bulging so as to cover over even the largest of its teeth

when tlie mouth is closed. It is provided with a consider-

able number of molar teeth adapted for grinding vegetable
substances, and a formidable array of long spear-like

incisors and curved chisel-edged canines or tusks which,
according to Baker, root up the rank grass like an agricul-

tural implement. Its legs are short, so that the body is

but little elevated above the ground; and its feet, which are

small in proportion to the size of the animal, terminate in

four short toes each bearing a small hoof. With the excep-
tion of a few tufts of hair on the lips, on the sides of the
head and neck, and at the extremity of the short robust
tail, the skin of the hippopotamus, some portions of which
are 2 inches in thickness, is entirely destitute of covering.

It is usually of a dark fleshy red colour, irregularly marked
with blackish spots. The hippopotamus is a gregarious

animal, living in herds of from 20 to 40 individuals en the
banks and in the beds of rivers, in the neighbourhood of

which it most readily finds its appropriate food. This con-

sists chiefly of grass and of aquatic plants, of which it con-

sumes enormous quantities, the stomach of one of those

creatures being capable of containing from 5 to 6 bushels.

They feed principally by night, remainiog in the water
during the day, although in districts where they are little

disturbed by man they are less exclusively aquatic. In

such remote quarters they put their heads boldly out of the

water to blow, but when rendered suspicious by man's
persecution, they become exceedingly cautious in this

respect, only exposing their nostrils above the water, and
even this they prefer doing amid the shelter of water plants.

In spite of their enormous size and uncouth form, they

are expert swimmers and divers, and can, it js said, remain
easily under the water from five to eight minutes. They
are also said to walk with considerable rapidity on the

bottoms of rivers, beneath at least a foot of water. At night-

fall they come on land to feed; and when, as often happens
on the banks of the Nile, they reach cultiirated ground,

they do immense damage to growing crops, destroying by
their ponderous tread even mor^ than they devour. To
scare away those unwelcome visitors the natives in such

districts are in the habit of kindling great fires at night

Although they do not wUlingly go far from the water on

which their very existence depends, occasionally they have
been found to travel long distances by night in search of

food, and in spite of their clumsy appearance they are able,

according to Baker, to climb up steep banks and precipitous

ravines with astonishing power and ease. Of a wounded
hippopotamus which that traveller once saw leaving the

water and galloping inland, ho says, "I never could have

imagined that so unwieldy an animal could have exhibited

such speed. No man could have had a chance of escape."

The hippopotamus docs not confine itself to rivers only,

but when opportunity occurs of exercising choice it has

been known to prefer the waters of the ocean as its home
during the day. Of a mild and inoQ'ensivo disposition,

it seeks to avoid collision with man; when wounded,

Jiowcver, or in defence of its young, it is wont to exhibit

the greatest ferocity, and the native canoes are frequently

capsized and occasionally demolished by its infuriated

attacks, its usual bellowing grunt then becoming loud

enough to be heard a mile away. As among elephants, so

also a.mong hippopotami there are "rogues"—old bulls

which, having been expelled from the herd, have become
soured in solitude ; these are at all times dangerous.

Assuming the offensive on every occasion, they attack all

and sundry without shadow of provocation ; the natives,

therefore, are careful to avoid the haunts of those solitaires,

which are usually well known.
The riflo of the European has proved tuo most |>oteiit

destroyer of the hippopotamus; but to prove efl'ective il
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must be aimed at the head, the most vulnerable points in

that region being immediately behind tlie ear and in the
eye. Everywhere regarded as a valuable prize, the natives
employ a variety of methods in order to' secure it, the most
common of these being the use of an iron harpoon attached
to a line. Allowing themselves to float down stream on a
raft, the hippopotamus hunters no sooner reach the sleep-

ing herd than the expertest of them plunges his harpoon
deep into the body of the selected victim. The light

canoes are then launched from the raft, and with all speed
the hunters make for the shore, bearing with them the line

attached to the harpoon, which they further secure by giv-

ing it a turn round the trunk of a tree. Unable to free

itself, the hippopotamus wastes its strength in impotent
rage, its persecutors meanwhile assailing it with a shower
of javelins under which its life blood gradually ebbs away,
until at last it is hauled up dead or dying on the shore.

Another native method of destroying those animals is by
means of a trap known as the "downfall," consisting of a
heavy wooden beam armed at one end with a poisoned
spear-head and suspended by the other to a forked pole or

overhanging branch of a tree. The cord by which the

beam is suspended descends to the path beneath, across

which it lies in such a manner as to be set free the instant

it is touched by the foot of the passing hippopotamus ; the

beam thus liberated immediately descends, and the poisoned
weapon passes into the head or back of the luckless beast,

whose death in the adjacent stream takes place soon after.

Such "downfalls'' are placed over the paths by which the

animals are in the habit of reaching their nightly feeding

grounds. Thay are also occasionally taken by means of

ordinary pitfalls, so dexterously concealed as often to

entrap the unwary traveller. Although inferior in sagacity

to the elephant, the hippopotamus is very far from being

stupid, as is frequently proved by its remarkable adroit-

ness in the discovery and avoidance of traps and pitfalls,

as well as in its timely migration from localities which,
owing to the prevalence of the rifle, have become no longer

tenable. It is said to be possessed of a remarkably
tenacious memory, so that, according to Sir Andrew Smith,
when once it has been assaulted in its watery dwelling and
injured through incautiously exposing itself, it will rarely

be guilty of the same indiscretion a second time, even

although a very long period should elapse before its haunts

are revisited. The female is less in size than the male, and
is exceedingly shy, taking to the- water with her young,

which she usually carries astride on her neck, on the

slightest alarm. It is only after long practice that the

young become able to remain as long under the water as

their parents, and for this reason the females while tending

them come much oftener to the surface than their own
necessities require. The period of gestation, as observed

in femalss confined in the Zoological Gardens of London
and. Paris, extends to nearly eight months ; the young
reach maturity in five years; and the full term of life in

the epeciea is believed to extend to thirty years. The male

hippopotamus which recently (1878) died in the Zoological

Gardens, London, was captured in August 1849 when

only a few days old ; it had thus nearly attained the ngo
of twenty-nine, while an examination of its dead body dis-

closed, says Professor Owen, " no special morbid appearance
t-/ suggest that death from old age had been anticipated "

(A nnals and Magazine of Xat. llisl., September 1879). The
flesh of the hippopotamus is generally considered a delicacy
both by natives and colonists, although according to
Livingstone there are certain tribes on the Zambesi who
have as groat an abhorrence of hippopotamus meat as

Mahometans have of swine's flesh. The fatty matter lying
between the skin and the muscles is one of the purest of

animalfats, and was formerly in great request among the
Cape colonists when as yet those amphibians abounded in

the rivers of that colony. The skin of the hippopotamxrs
is turned to profitable account in the manufacture of elastic

whips, which are in great demand throughout the African
continent. The skin, according to Schweinfurth, when
fresh is cut into long quadrilateral stripes, which when
half-dried are trimmed with a knife and afterwards

hammered cut, like iron on an anvil, into round whips.

As several hundreds can be made from a single hide, that

part is of considerable commercial value. Still more valu-

able are the tusks and incisor teeth, which, from their

extreme hardness and the fact that they do not readily

become yellow, are now largely used in the manufacture of

artificial teeth. The hippopotamus formerly abounded in

such rivers as the Nile, the Niger, the Senegal, and most
of the rivers of South Africa. It is now, however, becom-
ing gradually more restiicted in its distribution, having

disappeared altogether from the Egyptian Nile,—although

still abundant in its Abyssinian tributaries,—as well as

from the rivers of Cape colony.

The Liberian hippopotamus (Choeropsis liberiensis), the

only other existing member of the family, is exceedingly

rare, (having been only known until recently from the two
skulls on which the genus and species were founded. It

differs from the common species in possessing only one pair

of incisors in each jaw instead of two, and in several other

minor points. A few years ago a young specimen of this

rare species was brought alive to England from the Scarcies

river, north of Sierra Leone, but it died soon after landing.

The species is found on the west coast of Africa and on

certain of the rivers flowing into Lake Chad.

Although there are thus only two living species, both of

which are confined to Africa, the hippopotamus family was
both larger and more widely distributed in former periods

of the earth's history, fossil remains of at least nine species

having been found in the Tertiary deposits 'of Europe and

India. , In Europe they occur as far north as Belgium and

the south of England, but they are found nowhere in such

abundance as in the island of Sicily, from which they were

formerly exported in shiploads to England and France,

where they were used in the mauufacture of lamp-black and

manure. The occurrence of those animals in a place which

they could not possibly have reached had it always been

an island, is regarded as one of the many proofs that drj;

land existed during some portion at least of the Tertiary

period between Italy and Africa. (j. oi.)

END OF VOLUUB ELETTENTH.
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